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" You see, sweet maid, we marry

A gentle scion to the wildest stock

And make conceive a bark of baser kind

By bud of nobler race : This is an art

Which does mend nature: change it rather.

The art itself is nature "

—

Shakespeare,
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July 3, 188G.] THE GARDEN INDEX

insriDIEX TO "VOLTJnVIIE XXI2^.

(Illustrations in Italics.)

A'jies Albert! ua, 58 ; cainoltnsiii, 214 ; Doug-
lisi, 61'0; Eugtlinauiii, 67; ixcclsa, 57;
J-'o.(a ti. loO, 'ilb; grundis, 18; iMeuziesi,

S j ; numidira, VJ'J : Nuidmauiiiau i, 57 ; uo-

bilis, 5S; orieuUilis, 57, li4; pectiiiita, 57,

ti3 ; Piusapo, 2, 42, 5S ; Smltliiaua, 67

Abutilon inaigiie, 4S
Acdlypha nia'-gii ata, 18S
Acacallis cyani-a, 13*2

AcacU lineata, 34; llni/olia, 317; False,

varieties of, Si'

I

Acer tataricum, 570
Ackela do„ifx/im, 1113

Achimjnea in baskets. 1S7

Auineta Uiimbul iti at liirdLill, 182

A'Uun'i y":-l/t uiliotc'.i; 10

Adenocarpus decur loans, 465

Adiantum farlevense, llli

Adonis Vjrnalisi 3 15 ; nnmlis, iij; pyronaica,

458
Aerides Sauderianvim, 16

.K .cbynanthus puldier, 317

Agonis, speeies of, 214
A'^ehia qaiiiala, 325, 348, 442

Alder, the. 438
AUamanda Henderson!, 400 ; varieties of, 593

Allara indas Jilantcd out, 367, 556

Almond, Bruaut, 82 ; blossom, 237 ; leaves,

dtseased, 61i
AlpititSj tiro rfmire, 371

Alps, plants of the, 32it

AlHt itiu-rian, hrfhri'l, 304

Althit-a, the variegated, 570

Alyssum aliKstre, 52;i ; montanum, 530; re-

pens, 530
Amarjdlis Belladonna in pots, 31

Amaryllises, hybrid, 320; Princess of Wales

and Crown Princess of Uermany, 360 ; King
of Crimsons, 410

Amarantus tricolor .splcndens, 114

America, fruit culture in, 22

American Apples and Pears, 54

American exhibition, the, 62

American trade, novelties for, 147

Amelanchier Butryapium, 533
Ampelopsis bipinnata, 2 ; striata, 2 ; tricus-

pid.ata, 2 ; Veitchi, 2

Andromeda japonica forced, 2li0

Androsace carnea, 442; sarmentosi, 529

Anemone apenniua, 284 ; coronaria, 343

;

dichotoma, 573 ; fulgens grajoa, 387 ; fungus,

401 ; nomorosa rosea, 460 ; nomorota, 530 ;

palmata, 540 ; i-anunculoidos, 443 ; stellata

alba, 200 ; siUphurea, 530 ; vernalis, 529
;

549 ; white Jujian, 274 ;
white Jaimn, 300

Anemones, choice, 492 ; Crown, 584 ; double,

412 ; axed colours in, 505 ; wood, 444

Anji-jjcum citratmn, 182 ; sesquipedale at

Waddesdon, 06
Angiiloas, the best, 416
Annuals, garden of, 66 ; in large beds, 327

Ants in Peach houses, 200

Antirrhinums, 140
Anthurhua Aadreanum, 301 ; Archiduc Jo-

seph, 29 ; Devausayanum, 360 ; Leodiense,

3u ; Hothschildianum, 510

Anthuriums, seedling, 342 ; Uuyc-leaecJ, 433
;

two new hybrid, 2i)

Aphides and Copper Beeches, 174

Apple, the Forge, 93 ; seeds, 82 ; Jacqum, S3 ;

Allen s Everlasting, 110 ; Keinette Urise de

Fermes, 117; selection, 232 ; Adam's Ever-

lasting, 231; a good late, 353; nultu c, new
phiiit' ni\ 433 ; raising, 494 ;

planting, 675 ;

orchards, 276, 389, 447, 467

Apple trees, an-angement of, 575 ; cankered,

83, 91 ; decorative, 469 ; soil for, 675

Apples and Apple orchai-ds, 574, 595

Apples, American, 54 ;
American Xonpareil,

, 233 ; American, in Scotland, 186, 258 ; Aus-

]
traliau, 460 ; attacked by Erysipho com-
munis, 610 ; at South Ivcusingtou, 387 ;

from Australia, 417 ; as ornamental trees,

4114 ; in market gardens, 433 ; late, 184, 21
1

,

448 ; neglected, 160, 234, 251, 277 ; on the

Paradise stock, 138 ; spotted, 93

Apricot, the, 7

Apricot trees, protoctiu.;,', when in bloom, 8;

standard, 8; treatment of young, 7

.\pri.:ot<, treatment of, 15 ; varieties of, 8
' Aiiuarium, the Westminster, 200

Auuatics at Kew, 593

At]uilcgia, Ur. Stewarts, 549 ;
glaudulosa,

550
I Aralia Sicboldi, CO, 3 (i, 550

Araucaria imbricata, 58

Arbor-vita:, 58 ; Chinese, 50

Arboriculture, lessons in, 328

I

Arches, plants for covering, U
I Arenaria bilcarica, 50 ;

purpunvscons, 549

Arisrema tripbyllum, 443

Aristo^ocUias, t/n, 576
Artichokes, Globe, 278

Anmi palajstinum, 151

Lilies, 368
Asarum eiu-opieum, or tlic old Asarab.icca,

549
Ash, uses of, 461 ; as an isolated tree, 689 ;

limber for eoaeh-buiklers, 437

Ashton Court, notes from, 567

Asparagus at Chrtstmas, 69 ; forcing, 68

;

forcing old, 121 ; forcing, hotbed system of,

iS^^ ; notes on, 470 ;
plumosus nanus, 164 ;

plants, raising young, 69

Asx'asia epidendroidcs, 37

Asphodels, 518
Asters, China, 343 ; elegans, 265 ; Reinc des

Halles, 112

AuOrittia Oclloidea, 482

Auricula, 411 ; Society, National, 459 ; tic

floiisfs, 407 ; straw-coloured, 417

Auriculas, 547 ; alpine, 4S1 ;
border, 372 ;

new,

420 ; seedling, 465

Australian Acacias, 411

Australian fruits, 02
Australian Firs, 563

Autumn leaves, 4

Avens, the creeping, 470

Avenue of Draca'naif, i'i

Avenues, Conifers for, SJ

Azalea, Feilder's White, 141 ; new hybrid,

342 ; rosiKliora, 5S7

Azalea mollis, 292, 566 ; mollis and Ps
varieties, 31, 402; mollis for forcing, 368;

Californian, 591

Azaleas after blooming, 491, 621 ; ha-dtj, 550 ;

hardy, 514 ; three good greenhouse, 252

Baden-U-aden, notes from, 412

B.ilsanis planted out, 528

liauil' tos, Japanese, 191

lliiiil.usa Mctake, 414

liarbjn-ics, tlie best, 83

Barberry for covert, 590 ;
purple-'c .ved, 4J

I Barlcria flava, lOS

Basket plants, 5S2

Battersea Park, lake in, 110

Bauhinia variegata. 108

Bean, Carters Leviathan, 98, 115

Beans, Broad, 14, 28, 69, 205, 239 ; culture of

runner, 4:4, 58l ; forcing French, in frames,

168
Beaumonlia grandiflora, 342, 410, 412

Bedding plants, fine-foliaged, 371

Beech, Copper, hedge of, 60 ; for hedges, 50 ;

hedges. Copper, 105 ; the, in Gloucester-

shire, 590
Beeches, Copper, and aphides, 174

Beet, for .salads, 354 ;
Turnip-rooted, 329

Beetles, 316; Draoie-a, 62

Befaria gUuea, 412

Begonii flmbristipu'a, 465; gigantta rosea,

247 ; Lynchiana, 206 ; new hybrid, 302

Begonias, tuberous, 562

Belvoir at Eastertide, 418

Ufrbcrm Jiiidtolium, ilowennff spray of 14i ;

bellstonieiisis, 127 ; Darwi-i for hedges, 50 ;

stenopl ylla, 571

Berries and bi'ds, 237

B> schovneria yuccoides, 21

Bignonia atro-eanguineJ, 566 ;
speciosa, 2o2

liUt'nriiki. Mmiut.xum, 93; nutans, 2t3

;

v.uicgata, 566

Biot', 59

Bird i.o:'g, 545

Bird Cherry, the, 404
, „ „ , -

Birds and b;rries, 237 ; .and Holly be: rics,

191, 221, 246 ; and Gooseberry buds, 83

Bitches in winter, 313

Birmingham Botanic Garden, 604

Blackberry, culture of, 394

Bl.ickberries, 260, 448, 4C9

Blandfordia marginata, 47

Blaudfordias, notes on, 47 ;
propagation of,

47 ; species and varieties of, 47

Bloodroot, the Canadian, 345

Bluebells at Glendalough House, 511 ; wild,

445

Bog garden, making of a, 483

Boiler contest at Liverpool, 486

Bomarea frondea, 108; Shuttlewoithi, 50ii

Bomareas, 417 ; speeies of, *.;(iO

Books, old, 545; old gardening, 300; "Hants
of the Hiviera," 2.13

Borders for climbers, 369

IJoronias, sweet-scented, 323

BMoii Hat'X, Bnntl'md, 6

Botany, garden, 374

Bottom-heat in plant stoves, 30
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Bougainvillea sjicciosa, 314, 460; spcctabilis,

347, 30!t, 412, 4:i5, 405, 490, 556
Bougainvilleas, the, 458, 478, 521
Bouquots, button-hole, 67, 87 ; Snowdrops for

bridal. LSI

Bouvardias, double, 340; winter flowcrint,',

241
Bowncsa, weather at, 330
Bracken in woods, 563
Brambles and their culture, 5SS
Briers, Scotch, 448
Broccoli, culture of, 145; hardy, 278; late,

316 ; succession, 330
Brownea grandiceps, SS ;

princepa, 5f3
Brussels Sprouts, 28, 74, 425 ; and their varie-

ties, 380 ; early, 121 ; when to sow, 320
Brynmeirig, tree notes from, 12i)

Bnckland Yew, the, 59
Buckthorn, Sea, 304
Buddlcia globosa, 312, 350, 306, 457
Bulbous jilants in flower, 163
Bulbs and Hoses, 321
Bulbs, Cape, 117; Cape, statistics of, 77;
south temperate, flowering season of, 78

Burchellia capensis, 252
Butcher's Broom, 109, 222; hardy, 150
Burtonias and Johnsonias, 142
Butterworts, 440, 504
Buttun-hole bouquets, 67
Button-holes for evening wear, 67

Cabbage, Chou de Burghley, 180
Cabbages, spring, 120
Cactus, night- flowering, 566
Cfesalp'nia pulcherrima, 30
Caladium esculentum, 262; new type of, 328
Calanthe Veitchi, 62
Calanthes, watering, 9

Calceolaria Burbidgei, 5S2 ; Kellyana, 541;
Madame Lemaitre, 491; rugosa hybrida,
115

Calceolarias, 486
Calendvda sicula, 310
Calli njthiopiea, 218; crimson, 66, 94
Callirhoe lineariloba, 114
Caltha leptosepala, 443; palustris, 493
Camelli.i leticulatii variegata, 206
Camellias, effect of frost on, 176 ; single, 105,

109, 117, 176; sweet-scented, 435, 486
Campanula dichotomi, 114 ; isophylli alba,
482

;
pyrimidalis, 310

Canarina Campanula, 48
Canker, cure o', 211 ; in Apple trees, 91 : in

fruit trees, 117. 210, 260, 277 ; in fruit
trees, cause of, 160

Canna Ehemanni, 566
Cannasand tuberovis Begonias, 403 ; new, 442
Cantiia dependens, 510
Cape bulbs, 117
Capo of Good Hope, physical geography and
climate of, 78

Caper blossom, 285
Ciprifolium Lonicera, 493
Carnation leaves diseased, 235
Carnation, Pride of Penshurst, 342 ; seedling,

36i ; tree cuttings, 302
Carnations and Plcutees, 391,547; at Tring
Park, 203 ; perpetual or tree. 175, 228, 254,
291. :;10 ; ccedlinj, 873; yellow, 558

Carolina, trees and shrubs in, 591
Carpnit'i-in c. rli/nrnica, 312
Carriage of timber, 438
Carrots, early, in frames, 121 ; early, in the
open ; 204 ; forwarding early, 278 ; sowing
main crop of, 270

Ca'-siope tetragona, 339
Castor-oil plants, 372
Catalpa, new hardy, 17 ; speciosa, 17
Cats, garden, 562
Cattleya, a new, 16 ; choeoensis, 181 ; houses

in winter, 73 ; Lawreneiana, 205, 247, 292,
337, 341 ; Mendeli leucoglossa, 588 ; Mossise,
460, 486 ; speeiosissifiia var. Fairfax, 559 ;

Trianje, 181, 205 ; Trianfe Backhousiana,
181 ; Trianee Eriiesti, 151 ; Trianre hoolen-
sis, 314 ; Trianee Schroederiana, 151

Cauliflower, Autumn Giant, 381
Cauliflowe s in trenches, 502 ; autumn raised,

278 ; sown in heat, 99
Cedar, Jnecnse, 58 ; red, 59 ; timber, 226
Ce'^ars, 58 ; at A'-jw, 67

Cedrus Deodara, 58
Celery and Peas together, 5S0
Ccler>-, culture of, 08; eaily raising, 144;

late, 440, 554 ; White Plume, 69, 88, 105
Celosia pyramidalis, 242
Celsia Arcturus, 274
Cemetci y gardening, 548
Centaurea inon'ana, 528
Cepiialotaxus pedunculati fastigiata, 359
Cercis Siliquastrum, 359, 44i
Cereus glgan'eus, 54, 55 ; Mallisoni, 274

; pro-
cumbena, 30

Certificates, first-class, 392, 415, 445. 566, 592
Cherry, Bird, 533 ; blossom, 393 ; house,

the, 77; Plum for stocks, 335; trees, prun-
ing and training, 15; Molmanne Duke, 82

Cherries at (iunnersbuiy, 597 ; Morcl'-O, 15
(Cheshire, year 1885 in, 60
Chimonanthus fragrans, 395
China Asters, 343
Chinese Plum, double white, 544
Chionodoxa Luciliie, 263, 420 ; Lucilise alba,

289; Lucilife variety, 252 ; sardensis, 284
Choisva ternata, 296. 359, 465, 544
Chou de Burghley, 49, 98

Christmas flowers, 5

Christmas Rose, 80. 180; large-flowered, 372;
"St. Brigid'a,"79

Christmas Roses, 32, 43 ; at Bath, 10 ; in
Fifeshire, 182 ; the best of, 117 ; varieties

of, 7S
Chrysanthemum, Boule de Neige, 188 ; La

l^etite Marie, 373 ; Mdlle. Lacroix, 72
Chi-ysanthcmum Society, National, 37, 127,

133, 200, 362
Chrysanthemums, 373, 548 ; at Easter, 416 ;

late, 31, 48, 72, 108, 127, 176, 342 ; notes on,

4IJ2 ; old, 519
;

prizes for, 176 ;
pruning,

553
Circsea lutetiana with stipules, 560
Cistuses, effect of frost on, 162
Clapham Common, garden at, 392 ; Orchids at,

484
Clay soil, management of, 307
Clays, poor, planting on, 178
Clematis indivisa, 165
Clematises, 2, 344 ; and Roses for walls, 204
Clianthus Dampieri, grafting, 316
Climate, effect of trees on, 63 ; cf Cornwall,

61

Climber, conservatory, 291
Climbers, borders for, 369 ; for a cool con-

servatory, 264
Climbing plants for walls, 558
Clintonia Andrewsiana, 109, 133
Coach-builders, a<*h timber for, 437
C'oal-mines, timber for, 462
Coltnuts and Filberts, 457
Coburghia incamata, 541
Cocoa-nut fibre and fungus, 459
Ccelngyiiecorymbo=a, 466 ; arista'aalba, 182;

Schilleriana, 593
Coelogynes, remarks on, 95
Cofifea bengalensis, 296
Cofl"ee Tree, the Kentucky, 84, 104
Colehic Laurel, 544
Colchieum luteum, 176
Columbines, Feather, 573; seedling, 480
Comaropsis trifoliata, 530
Conference, Pear, 63
Conifers, bronze-tinted, 3 ; economical, 172;

for avenues, 83 ;
garden economy in, 109

;

impoverished, 570 ; management of, 3

;

pigmy, 357 ; planting tender, 103 ; prun-
ing, 84 ; pyramidal, 338 ; specimen, S3

;

the be%t, 57, 104
Consei-vatory climber, 291
Conservatory, climbers for a c:ol, 264
Convolvuluses, 381
CooiiibchurM , Kinq»ton HiU, 320
Cooperia pedunculata, 417
Copper Beech hedge, 60
Coppice, Oak, 59
Coprosma Baueriana variegata, 47
Corbularia monophylla, 140, 163
Coi-copsis, Rj-x^des of\ 498
Cork, Daffodils from, 296
Cornus florida, 150, 337
Cornjpall, climate o"*, 61

Coronilla glauea, 370
Corsican F.rs, 563; Pine at Kew, 104, 125
Cortusa pubens, 442
Coryanthes micuUta punctata, 328
Corydalis Caseana, 114
Corylus Colurna, 199
Covert, BarbeiTy for, 590 ; undergrowth for,

317
Coverts, planting, 86 ; small, on farms. 437

;

Leycesteria for. 202 ; Hollies in, 130; Privet
as, 462

Cowania raexicana, 114
Crassula lactea, 37
Cratcegus Oxiiacavtha sfiii.perU runs, 431 ; par-

vifolia, 313; pinnatifida, 397
Crataeguses, remarks on, 544
Crkk-Uy cnvimon, 193
Crinum latifolium, 514
Crocus, garden, 284; retieulatus, 442
Crocuses, cutting foliage of, 528; early, 162,

166; in the Grdss, 338
Cropping, economical, 555 ; kitchen garden,

354
Crops, gathering at their best, 24; green,

scarcity of, 581 ; thinning vegetable, 554
Crosses and wrca'hs, floral, 492

Crovca saligna, 47
Ctowean, the, 46, 47
Cryptomeria elegans for hedges 50
Crystal Palace School of Art, 339
Cucumber frame ground, 52
Cucumbers, diseased, 84; failure of, in Corn-

wall, 248 ; French, 554, 601 ; spring, 52

;

tieatment of, 52

Cunninghamia sinensis, 173, 197, 199
Currant", best flowering, 396

Cupressus Lawsoniana, 58 ; Lawsoniana and
its varieties, 502 ; Lawsoniana erecta viri-

dis, 58 ; Lawsoniana filifura, 84 ; Law-
soniana for liedges, 50 ; Lawsoniana lutea,

58; macro arjia, 35; mncrocarpu, cones o/, i

36 ; nutkaensis, 5S, 464
Cyclamen ibencum, 37 ; irersicnm, 520
Cyclamens, frame* for, 217; specifi of", 503;

spring-flowering, 244 ; winter-flowering,
|

241
I

Cydonia japonica, 359, 503
]

Cymbidiums, notes on, 141

Cypress, Japanese, 58 ; Monterey, 35 ; Mon-
terey, cones of, 36 ; the Nootka Sound, 464

Cypresses, 5 *

Cypripedium Barteti, 549 ; concolor Regnieri-
anura, 291, 366 ; Godefroyse, 593 ; Hyeanum,
410; insigne, 55 73, 108; Schlimi, 62;
spcetabile, 142, 174, 274; Wallisi, 360

Cypripediums, 546
Cyrtopodium Saintlegerianum, 247
Cystopteris fragilis, 193

Cytisus Ardoiui, 530 ; filipes. 180

B.

Daddy-longlegs on lawns, 483
Daffodil, ihe, 421 ; big Irish spurius, 101;
Rip Van Winkle, 608 ; Sir Watkin, 12, 409

;

the last, 566 ; Yellow King, 194
Daffodils, classifying the, 473 ; culture of,

342 ; doubling of, 372 ; early, tiiy, 252 ; Essex,
339 ; forcing, 254 ; from Cork, 296 ; in
flower, 284 ; in June, 546 ; Irish, 139, 176

,

Italian, 296, 480, 528 ; late flowering, 440
;

names of, 166; naming and classifying,

442; naming wild, 194; open-air, 206 ; re-

flexed. 237 ; Scilly Island, 339 ; small, in
pots, 108 ; the time nf, 237 ; transplanting,
342 ; white, 299 ; wild, 327

Dahlia show, grand national, 260
Dahlias, 547
Daisies, garden, 162
Damsons and Plums, 479
Damsons, varieties of, 186
Daphne Blagayana, 342 ; indica, 253
Daphnes, the 602 ; scarcity of, 156 ; varicti s

Of, 602, f.03

Decoration, dinner-table, 4
Dril, The, Egham, 516, 521
Delphinium decorum, 115
ItLiidiMl.u 486
Dt 111 hubi I un aureum, 182 ; Brymerianum,
342 ; Dalhousianum, 416 ; Harveyanum,
181 ; Leechianum, 292 ; luteolum, 314

;

Pierardi, 416 ; sulcatum, 314 ; Wardianum,
16 ; Wardianum album, 296 ; Wardianum
crassinode, 292

Dendrochilum glumaceum, 191
Deodar, the, 58
Deutzia gracilis, 459; gracilis with blind

flowers, 560
Dianthus alpino-barbatus, 588
Diet reform, 23
Dimorphotheca graminifolia, 296
DinniT tabic decoration, 4

iJisiKiiuni, 515
Dijiliidcnia boliviensis, 140
Dipladenias under diSiculties, 477
Dire I. palustris, 397

Di'^a, a new, 366
;
grandiflora, 270

Dodecatheons, 482
Dogwood, 178, 359
Duudia Epip'Ctis, 216
Dracfena beetles, 62
Dracaenas, avenue of, 43

Dracontium Carderi, 515
Draining tor plantations, 249
Dublin Field Club excursion, 492

E.

Earth fixers, loose, 24

Ealing, Rose-covered porch at, 20

Echinocactus texensis, 71

Eddwcss, the, 529; in gardens, 16

Edgings for walks, 316 ; in gardens, 321

Edinburgh rock garden, 44
Edraianthus serpylUfolius var. atropur-
pureus, 541

Elivaguus longipes, 464
' Him, the best, for hills, 589

Elms, how propagated, 318 ;
pjUard, in

avenues, 539
Encephalartos villosus, 109

Endive culture, 555 ; sawing, 524

j

Epacrises, 88 ; varieties of, 187

Epidendrum brassavolse, 10 ; enemidopho-
rura, 9; Coopcrianum, 10 ; dichromum, 10;
nemorale, 10 ; paiiiculatum. l<i

; ijriamato-
carpum, 9 ; Stanifnrdianum, 10

Epidendrums, notes on, 9

Kj)iphvllum tnincatum as a climber, 165

Eranthcnium cinnabarinum, 296
Kremurus Bungei, 2:iO ; himalaicus, 109, 541;

roliuHtus, 97 ; i-pecies of, 96
Erici carnea, 373; ciuerea, 313 ; melanthera,

141

Erinua alpinus, 546, 586 ; note on, 12

Erinuses, 46

Eri richium borhigfram, 100
Eucalyptus amygdalina vera, 592

;
globulua,

125

Eucharis amazonica, 108 ; double flowered,

328; mite. 71, 94, 242, 316, 350, 403,436,

483, 559, 594
Eucharises at Longlcat, 29
Euonymus europajus, 83

;
grafting, 104

Eupatorium, winter-flowering, 241
Eupatoriinns, greenhouse, 141
Euphorbia jatquinifefiora, 94
Euphorbias, hardy, 344
Eurybia argni-hylla, 568
Eurycles (Junniughami, 406
Evergreens, cuttings of, 149 ; planting in

April, 431, 465; pruning, 395; when to

move, 465
Everlojitings, annual, 78 ; dov?Ae annval, 79
Exacum macranthum, 615
Exhibition, Colonial, 293 ; Colonial, admission

to, 200 ; Paris, 485 ; the American, 62
Exochorda grandiflora, 503
Expenses, garden, 74

Failures and successes, 449
Falmouth, Dracaenas at, 43 ; garden at, 42
Farm, small coverts on, 437 ; tree shelter for,

202
Fashions, floral, 19
Fatsia Sieboldi, 60
February, temperature for, 270
Felling and thinning, 64
Fences and fencing woods, 129
Fences made rabbit-proof, 293 ; Oak for park,

293 ; park and garden, 360 ;
preser\ing, 39 ;

stone walls as, 589 ; sunk, 363 ; ugliness in,

433 ; Whin, 18
Fencing against rabbits, 04
Ecrmiy at U'artdon House, 366
Fern (Tree) stems, shortening, 72; walls, 89
Ferns, basket, 67, 193, 216; Filmy, 216; f r

a cold house, 116 ; from spores, 72 ; hardi-
ness of, 176 ; new, of 1883, 27 ; propagating
Filmy, 192 ; Colonial E.\hibition, 167

Ferrarias, o'd-fashioned, 215

Field Club, Dubbn, 492
Figs in pots, 90, 134 ; treatment of, 35
Filberts, 103; and Cobnuts, 457
Fir, common Silver, 57; Golden Scotch, 84;

Silver, 63 ; Spanish Silver, 2 ; the Chinese,
173 ; the Foochoo, 245

Fi»s, the, 36; Corsican and Austrian, 563;
Scotih, in hedges, 589 ; the Silver, 57 ;

the Sprucp, 57
Firewood, the best, 414, 511

Fitzruya patagon'ca, 280, 312, 396
Flaminsjo plant, 534

FljTa, Cape, in rela'ion t J that of Tropical
Africa, 78

Floral fashions, 19 ; friendships, 322

;

memories, 237 ; wreaths anl crosses, 492

Florida, frobt in, 166

Flower beds, too many, 513

Flower painting, 473, 605, 519 ; at the Royal
Academy, 446

Flower robbers, 492

Flower roots, home grosn and imported, 548
Flower wedding, 514
Flowers and Grapes together, 107, 161, 391

Flowers and insects, 573
Flowers and leaves, 519
Flowers, blue, 319; Christnijs, 5; colours

in, 394 ; cut, 41, 315, 432 ; cut, endurance
of, 131, 175 ; cut, foliage to mix with, 24 ;

February, 116; florists' of 1885, 27; from
Aldborough, 417 ; from friends, 238; hardy,
for cvitting, 175; hardj', for forcing, 300;
hothouse, 300; in fashion, 545; in Paris,

428 ; in pictures, 472 ; in season, 143 ; in
west of Ireland, 133 ; June, 519 ; misuse
of, 42, 65, 131 ; misuse of, indoors, 100 ; old,

101 ; old fashioned garden, 444; our supply
of cut, 491 ;

propagating hardy, 373 ; select

hardy, 327 ; selection of hardj', 345 ; spring,

166, 235, 285, 421 ; spring, special show of,

315; use of, 156

Foliage to mis with cut flowers, 24
Forcing, hardy flowers for, 300

Forester, the wood, 86

Foresters '. timber merchants, 512
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Forest roads, 153, 201, 225, 317, 340

Forests and rainfaU, 17

Forests and woods, Her Majesty's, 17

Forestry, 342 ; leccures on, 62 ; Scotch, 86

;

theory and practice of, 201 ; work, season-

ab e, 64
Forget-me-not, the creeping, 394

Forget-me uots. IX

Forsvthia, golden-flowered, S21 ;
suspensa,

45?
Forsythias, hybrid, 571

Franciscea confer' iflora, 108

Freesia refracta alba, 88, 556

Freesias, 37 ; and Milla biflora, 11 ;
and their

culture, 30 ; Cape, 192 ; culture of, 187

Fremontia, 60 ; ca'iforuica, S, 36

Fremontias, standard, 104

Friends, flowers from, 238

Frost and Laburnum, 459 ; and Ivies, 459 ;

effects of, on growing Vines, 497 ; effect of,

on plants, 346, 3S0 ; in Florida, 166 ;
plants

affected by, 303

Frosts and Rock Roses, 162

Fruit crop returns, 539

Fruit culture, coal ashes for, 233 ; in America,

22 ; obstacles to successful, 234

Fruit garden, the, 593 ; houses, 540 ;
back

walls of. 89
Fruit production, cost of, 92; prospects, 82,

497 ; in Hampshire, 186 ; in Suffolk, 540 ;

west mid'and, 439 ; theory of productive-

ness in. 352
Fruit tree lOots, stones over, 496

Fruit trees, 185; augmenting fertility in,

185; canker in, 210, 260, 277; cankering,

117; cause of canker in, 160; cordon

trained, 495, 510 : effects of extension

training on, 540 ; effect of pruning in, 160,

184 ; extension training, 209, 353, 379,_ 434,

470, 494 ; hard pruning, 235, 258, 277 ; in

parks, 298 ; in pots, failure of, 4!'6
;
on

liwus, .'.69 ; protecting, 567 ;
protecting

stems of, 53 ;
pruning, 87, 233 ;

pruning

for vigour and fertility, 351 ;
pruning tj

feed fertility in, 2,6; pruning to pro-

mote vigour in, 110, 134, 1:5, 159, 183,

275, 3.52 ; spring management of wiiU, 353 ;

theory of productiveness in , 333 ; vigour t-

fertility iu, 390. 443

Fruits Australian, 92 ; liardy, 7, 15, 102, 118 ;

hirdy, little known, 82 ; imported, 5; land

unler, 16 ; most profltable, 41 ;
neglected,

1,86; northern county, lis ; testing, 390;

under glass, 34, 51 7ii, 6 '5

Fuchsia, diseased, 262 ;
malformed, 316 ;

pro-

cumbens, 9

1

Fuchsijs in spring, 401 ; planting out old,

528; some good-habit-d, 40J ; winter-

flowering, 562
Funerals, wreaths for, 5 '8

Fun<nis and Oocoa-nut fibre, 459
;
poisoning,

361

fl.ilanthus corcyrensLs, 75 ; Elwesi, 75, lOS,

l.il ; Imperati, 75, 194, 209 ; latifulius, 75,

1"6
; lutescens, 75 ; nivalis, 75 ; octobrensis,

75 ;
plicatus, 75 ;

plicatus reflexus, 75 ;

p-culiformis, 75 ; prsecox, 75 ; Scharloki,

199 ; Shajlocki, 75 ; virescens, 75, 191, 205

Galeaiidra nivalis, 16

Girden, a farmhouse, 008; and park fences,

360 ; ao old, 284 ; oA CUipham Cownwn, 392 ;

at Fahho-th, 42, 43 ; botmy, 374 ; cats, 562;

country, in a, 428 ; ec snomy in Conifers,

109 ; expenses, 74 ; flowers, old pictiires of,

42s ; hedges, 49, 148 ; hedges and fcreens,

1'.j7 ; Ivy, l!i2 ; Mrs. Ewing'.", 344 ; makiug
of a bog, 483 : of annuals, 66 ;

pictures, 21i;

screen?, 148, 227 ; stones iu, 374 ; the, gate,

516 ; trellises, 472

Gardens, allotment, 519 ; and giisworks, 20')

;

around N'ice, 542 : edging.-! in, 321 ; London,

22, moles in, 533; old Irish, 374, 519;

public. Lord Brabazon on, 21 ; self-sup-

porting, '1, 101

Gardeners' Benevolent Institution, 84

Gardeners' holiday, li>6 ; path, the, 519

Girdeningand science, 492; cemetery, 548;

for ladies, 315 ; in poor soil, 523 ; royal

roads to, :i66; window, 517

Gardenia citriodora, 206 ; radicans, 368
;

Stanleyana, 541

Gardenias. 369 ; affected, 84 ; diseased, 351
;

lor button-holes, 67

Gates for plantations, 2''0

Gaultheria nummularioidcs, 12

Gazauia lingiscapa, 443

Genista precox, 510

Geatiana acaulis, 442, 474, 549 ; vema, 549

Gentians, because of the, 522

Geum reptans, 479
, , . .

Ghent Azaleas, 322 ; Horticultural Society,

5<6

Giant Arbnr-i-ita: and trhite Cedar, 266

Gladiolus by^.antinus, 473 ; w.atsonioides, 566

Gladioli, 547; forced, 393; Guernsey, 614;

spring culture of, 207

Glass, coverings for, 216
Globe Hoieergj 195, 472
Gloxinia gesneroides, 114, 403, 435 ; Ormonde,

559
Gloxiuiiis, the, .ol4 ; Ixias, and Tuberoses,

520 ; winter, 70
Gooseberry buds and birds, 83 ; bug, 223 ;

Whinham's Industry, 82

Gooseberries, green, 541 ; treatment of, 15

Grafting Cliauthuses, 219 ;
Euonymus, 104

Grampians, a valley in the, 570

Grape, Bowood Mus at, 73 ; Fox, 1 ; Gros

Gti.iKanme, bunek <\r\ 82 ; room, 122

Grapes and flowers "together, 107, 161, 391

;

diseased. 436 ; large bunches of, 82 ; set-

ting, 435, 448, 495 ; the most useful, 567

;

thinning, 335, 494

Grape Vine, common, 1 ; remarkable, 234

Grape Vines, variegated, 81

Grass, Crocuses in the, 338

Grass Gum trees, 583
Grasses, ornamental, 235, 34t

Greenhouse, small, heating, 218

Greens, winter, 12, 399
Grubbing v. sawing trees, 563

Guards, tree. 359

Gum trees, Grass, 583

Gunnersbury, Cherries at, 597

Gymnocladus canadensis, 84

Gymnogranima Pearcei, 2

H.

Halierlea rhodopensis, 252, 549; carminatus

1 uber, 453 ;
elegans, 47, 370 ;

planted out,

302
Habi othamnuses, winter-fl'^wering, 241

HaiUtoi-m, severe, in Cirnwall. 338

Hamauielis .aiborea, 199

Hardy flowers for forcing, 300

Hardy plants, notes on, 442

Hawth ru for helges, 49; shoot from root,

560 ; the Azarole, 572

Hawthorn, pink and white, 531

Hazel, the i.onst.antinoile, 19J

Hearting Borecle, 410

Heaths in flower, hardy, 533

Heating, 218; hot-wattr r. steam, 192, 206,

254 ; material for, 242

Hebeclinium atrorubens, 349

Heckfield, subtropical plants at, 443

Hedet a amurensis, 127

He-fge, Copper Beech, 60 ;
plant, Frunus

Myrobalana as a, 245

Hedges, Copper Beech, 105
;
garden, 49, 148,

197
;
planting Whitethorn, 357

;
plants for,

281
Hedgerows in mid-winter, IS ; Pears in, 299

Hcdyehium Gardnerianuni, 143 ; Gardner!-

anum in fruit, 115

Helcniuni, notes on, 209

11,1 e„ii' III', g/ndestif, 190

Hclianthemums, 530
Helichrysums, 373 ;

dev.bte, 309

Heliotrope White Lady, 37 ; winter, 101

Hellebores, 100; as cut flowers, 60; my
work among, 138 ; sports of, 17ii ; the bjst,

117
Helleborus, large-flowered, 372 ; niger, 80

;

niger altifolius, 78 ; niger and varieties,

lis, 143; n'ger (Brockhurst variety), 79;

n'ger (De Graaff's variety), 79; niger

Madame Fourcade, 79 : niger major (Bath

variety), 79; niger (Riverston variety),

79 ; niger ruber, 79 ; niger scoticu«, 7^

;

nigar var., 32; niger var. Juvernis. 79;

niger var. minor, 80 ; niger, varieties of, 78

Hemcrocallis Kwanso foliis variegatis, 410

/;. mIriL-l: .Syfi-iiiT, 58, 244

Hepatica-s after flowering, 505

Herbertia pulchella, 114

Herb garden, 279

Herbs, cultui-e of, 330

Hibbertia dentata, 47

Him.antophyllum, 188

Hiniantophvllums, new, 296

Holland, Hyacinths in, 297

Holly beiTies and birds, 191, 222, 246; for

budges, 49

Hollies in coverts, 130 ; select, 2

Hollyhock as an .annual, 585

Holmes, Mr. Willi.am, testimonial to, 410

Honeysuckle, the Trumpet, 493

Hoop-making, Willows for, 153

Hornbeam for hedges, 50

Horticultural Benefit Society, the United,

133; notes, 215

Hovea Celsi, untrained, 107

Hoj-a bella, 541

Humulus japonicus, 114

Hutchinsia petnea, 442

Hyacinth, large white wood, 465

Hyacinths and Tulips, 420; in Holland, 29
1 ;

new, 292
Hybrid Dendrobiums, '291

Hydrangea paniculata grandiflora, 610

Hydrangeas as lawn shrubs, 36; old flov;ers

on, 83 ("-"-

Hymenophylhim tunhridgense, 394

HjTiericuni chinensis, .592

Hypoxis stellata, 274

Iberisgibraltarica, 573; peti-isa, 481 ; semper-

florens, 406
Imantophyllunis (see Himantophyllums)
Impatiens Hookeri, 48; Sultani, 31, 2i)2

Incense Cedar, the, 58

Inga pulcherrima, 176

Insects and flowers, 573; by post, 387; Pear,

448, 483 ; Vine, 452, 533 ; wood-boring 418

Jponma liuibata, 32, 33 ; Quamoclil, 32, 33

Ipomeeas, annual, 32, 33

Iris, a red, 134 ; blue netted, 66 ; Fl,ig, 572 ;

florentina, 518 ; orientalis, 542 ; reticulata,

108, 192, 217 ; reticulata at Christmas, 48 ;

reticuUata cvimea, 35, 151, 199; Robiuson-

iana, 486, 5io ; stylosa, 322 ; susiana, 465 ;

tuberosa, 387 ; Victorine, 559

Irises, German, 586 ; the time of, 473 ;
Kater-

gide, 101

Irish gardens, old, 519; Ivy, for covering

walls, 343

Ivesia Gordoni, 115

Ivy, a cure for damp walls, 163 ;
garden, 192 ;

on walls, 614
Ivies and frost, 459

Ixias and Sparaxis, 547; culture of, 4S2

;

Tuberoses and Gloxinias, 520

Jasmine, the Cape, 368

Jasmines in pots, 556
Jasminum gracillinium, 37, 48, 370

Jensen s Potato culture, 13

Judas tree, 359, 445
Juniper, Chinese, 59 ; fungus, 459 ; Western,

59
Junipers, the, 59
Juniperus, 59 ; chinensis, 59 ; occidentalis,

59 ;
prostrata, 59 ; recurva, 149 ; rigida, 59,

570 ; virginiana, 59

Land, planting waste, 129

Lapagerias in clay and stones, 555 ; in pots

.and planted out, 188

Larch crops, rotation of, 535 ; durability oj,

130, 226 ; in Peeblesshire, 17 ; on red siind-

stone, 202 ; plantations, 364 ; rot in, 664 ;

llie polden, 397 ; tree insects, 363; varieties

of the, 18

Larkspurs and branching Rocket, 3i3

Laurel, the Colchic, 544

Laurels for hedges, 50

Law— „ .,

Andrews f. Great Eastern Railway

Comxiany, 510

Lawn grubs, 483 ; mowers, adjusting Wales

of, 608 ; shrubs, 569

Lawns, fruit tree on, 569

Lawrie Park, Orchids at, 291

Layers, propagation by, 474

Leaves and flowers, 519 ; autumn, 4 ;
brmzy,

346 ; fragrant, 262 ;
green, 428

Leeks, best, 12

Lcith, C ombe IVa-ren, 68

Lemon wine, 380
/,eO)t(opo(iii(n!«(/imi(m, 529

Lettuces, best Cabbage, 12 ; best Cos, 12 ;

forcing, 99 ; spring and summer, 329

le'icoj'.imvel'nii'n in open border, 007

Leycesteria for covert, 202

Libertia grandiflora, 572

Libocedrus ehilensis, 58

Lightning, effect of, on trees, 128

Lilium canadense, 426; grandijtorum, 2oi ;

Hansoni, 287 ; Harrisi,405; jtp->mcum avt

Brovn', 350; pardalinum, 525; odorum,

417
Lily, the Panther, 524

Lilies, bridal, .547; Lent, in water, 100,

Water, 112 ; Water, in New Jersey, 2o3

Lily of the Valley, 88, 94, 108, 163, 188, 2d4

293, 650 ; forced, 134, 218 ; forcing, 291,

302' 349 ; open air, 528 ; out of doors,

504 ; home grown v. imported, 541

Lime, the, 614 ; as a timber preserver, 63 ;

for hedges, 50
_

itiwiria a?piJirt, 371 „„.
Linum .arboreum, 282; eampanWatum, ai

,

g'andillor».,n, 283; pereiine, 2S2; sibiricml,

283; (Wwnitiii, 279

Linums, account of, 310 ; species of, 232

Literiiture, woods and forests, 461

Liverpool, great show .at, 252; show, pro-

gramme of , 613
,

Loasa vulcauica, 199; volcamci, 161

Lochmaben, Orchids from, 507

London garJens, 22; parks, 514

Longleat, Eucharises at, 29
..=,„_=

Lonicera fragrantissima, 396; sempervircns,

504
Loose earth fixers, 24

Lotus peliorhynchus, 16 ; Indian, 161

Luculia, propagating the, 48

Lvcaste Skinneri, 314; Skinneri gloiiosa,

"SliO
, ,;^n

Lychnis alpina var. lapponica, 649

Kalinia myrti/tilia, 379

Kennedya coccinea, 215 ; MaiTyatti, 16

Kentucky Coffee Tree, the, 84

Kew, aquatics at, 593 ; Gardens, view in, 66,

67; new Bromeliads for, 515; Orchids at,

269 ; outdoor flowers at, 252 ; Royal Gardens
.at, 339, 515

King Cups, 493
Kitchen garden cropping, 354 ; notes, 425

Kitchen gardens, sites for, 601

Koelreuleria paniculata, 125, 104

Labels, zinc, 223, 235

Laburnum and frost, 459 ; forcing of, 242

;

sports, 562
Lachenalia Cami, 486; Xelsoni, 199

;
quadn-

color superba, 108

Lacheualias in baskets, 263

Lrelia alUida, varieties of, 181 ; aneeps and its

varieties, 73, 96 ; aneeps Hilliana, 9 ; aneeps

Stella, 62 ;
pruned, 96, 119 ; pruned and

the floral eommiltee, 74 ; purpurata bella,

486 ; winter treatment of, 73

lalre in Ball-r.va Pari; 110

Macrozamia Denisoni, 61

Maiden, the Pale, 493

Mamraillarias, 466

JIammoth trees, 318

Manchester, plants at, 607

Manettias, 541 . v *,.„;fc
Manure, liquid, 433; liqmd for bvsh fnuts,

93
Manures, how to apply, 239

Manuring Orchids, 454

Maple, the Tartarian, 570

M.aples, Japanese, 123, 216; Japanese, hardi-

ness of, 457

M'trcgraavia parad 'j:a, 290

Margutrite grubs, 387

Market garden notes, 105, 270, 432, 4o0, 4,9;

prices, 70
Markets, the best, 41 ; vegetable, 23

Masdevallia Chimajra and allies 246, Lrossi,

62; racemosa Crossi, 360; the white, 9,

tovarensis, 9

Masdevallias, small-flowered, 593

JIats, stnaw, 303

Maw, presentation to Mr., olO

Jfayflower, 417

May, the month of, 444

Mealy bug on Vines, 60

Medinilla amabilis, 542; magnifica 392

Megasca ciliata, 442; crassifolia, 321; new

hybrid, 460 ; speciosa, 342

litegaseas, the, 481 „ .. ,

Melon culture, notes on, 539; Monstreux de

Maron, 328
, . , -i oni . i„

Melons, frame, 377; m brick pits, 391, in

pots, 567 :
planting out, 51 ;

pot compost

for 52 ; pot culture of, 51 ; treatment ot, ol

Metropolitan Public Gardens Association. 21
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Miruiii atliiunituiiciim, 443
Ak'zurudU in bloom, USS
Mit.e in wuods, .'>(j4

Mich'.Klii\'is D((ii>U'8, !/i'o;ij>in(/ oj\ 202
Mii^imiiitto, giiint rud, 12
]\lildcw (in Ko>.c trccH, lis, 114, 17(1; on Vines,

Mil!;i liitlji-jv, 505; biflura and I-Vcesia.s, 11,

Miniulns cuprous, 5411

Mimuluscs, 510; spotted, lil3,530

Mitiaria eoccinca, 4T.S

:Mixcd planting, evil of, 23
Afocai»iiijlfnptv, 174
Mock Oran^'c, goldou-Icavcd, 457 ; the golden,

503
Moles, 31(1, 320, 55!'; destroying:, 2(i2; in gar-
dens, .SS7, 533; in seed beds, 44)3; or worms
in the garden, 350

Mouocluijtuni Lenininiaiiuni, '252

Monthoroif,<iii,\h,> of (hi Villa, 4!H, 495; iV'a'c,

iittnlina (it, 4i;u, 471 ; ///c i'illa, 543
Mur nodes, notes on, 313
Mould in timber, 3S
Mulberry, llic, 5
Miiilifiity hamhome, 'J96

"Mums," 10
Muscari lingulatum, 209
Mushrooms, gi*owiug, on a new jjlan, 2S; in
sheds, 12, -204, 354, 3Si

Myosotidium nobile, 338, 3(50

Myosotis, 11; dissitiflora splcndcns, 550
Myrob'jUa for covert, 17S
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X:iiiics of j.lants, o03; jioimlar plant, 273
NaiviHsi, clioice, 373; Duchoss of Westmiu-
^
ster and C. J. Backhouse, 410 ; in potiS, 238

Narcissus Harri couspicuus, 360; Bnlboco-
diiim citriniis,' lO'.l, 247; Bulbocodium
nivalis, 112; calalltinus, 21S, 33S, 344, 40li;
citrinus, 144; committee, 133, 200, 252, 330,
361, 4U ; Henry Irving, 410, 418; major,
what is, 406, 418, 504; Minnie Warren, 10s; i

Nolsoni anrautius, 410 ; jKillidus ].rn;cox, 37;
poeticus, 102, 604; Ri]. Van Winkle, 293;
«ir Watkin, 4S1 ; the I'oot .-, 4'.i::, 010 ; triau-

i

drus, lill; triandrus, hyliiid, SOS
N.arras plant, 302
Nectarine, the Lambton, 447; Victoria, at
Lambton, 3SI0, 435, 404

Nectarines, early, 567
Nelumbium luteuro, 3, SO ; white, 4
Nelumbiums, 19; Indian, 161
Nemophilas, 327
Nerine Miinselli, 66 ; new l,te, 6{i

Nerincs, Chinese, 164 ; in Guernsey, 93
Nice, gardens around, 542
Nicotiaua affinis in the shade, 556
Nile, Lotus of the, 2IS
Nomenclature, Orchid, 414 ; jilant, 156, 255

;

tree and shrub, 3S7
Normandy, in, 427
Norway Spruce, counnon, 57
Notes, talking, 547
Nursery work, 64
Nut tl-adc, the, 470
N\mpha;as, notes on, 3

Oldenlnudia Doppcana, 48
Oniphalodes longifolia, bSS
Oncidium liruiilcesianum. 175 ; I^ncoamnn,

328; Marshalliauum, 41(> ; I'halicnopsis,
270 ; undulatmn, 410

Onion i)lant, the, 517
Dni ns and Parsley grown together, 188;
nutunm sown, 204 ; liest, 13 ; culture of,
190, 238; manuring spring-sown, 205

llnosma tauricum, 443, 4S1, 489,504, 529
Orange flower, McKican, 465 ; trees, Orchids

on, 341
Oranges, 5 ; good, 300
Orchard, the, 103 ; house, forcing. 51 ; houses,

late and general, 51 ; the best site for, 574
Orchards, A]iple, 275, 389 ; shelter f. r, 364
Ore' id, a Ligh-piiccd, 341 ; a Japanese, 262

;

exbibilion, 410; names, 444; nomencla-
ture, 411 ; show at Birmingham, 460, 484

;

society, an, 19, 56, 73, 119 ; proiiosed, 95,
314

11..
Orchids (Acineta Humboldti) at Birdliill,

1S2
; at ChcLsea, 337, 534 ; at Chislehurst,

410; at Clapham. -184; at Holloway. 507 ;

at Kew, 269 : at ^South Kensington, "458
; at

Sydenham, ,'06 ; at The Firs, Sydenham,
65 ; at The W odi.ands, Streatham, 335

;

at York, 506 ; collections of, 74; exhibition
of, 436 ; from Lochniaben. 507 ; from Ponty-
pool, 181 ; h.ardy, 506 ; hybri ', of 1885, 26 ;

in flower, 314 ; in mid-winter, 55 ; in Scot-
land, 337 ; manuring, 454 ; Mr. Philbrick's,
lOS ; new book r u, 557 ; ( n Orange trees,
341; on Tree Feins, 365; outdior, ::61

;

Pereival collection of, 62; pruned, 119;
pruning, 96, 143 ; sale of, 460 ; show of,
541 ; spring notes on, 269 ; .syringing, 119 ;

terrestrial, 341 ; winter-flowering, 9; winter
treatment of, 73, 95

OrcliL'es, white, 541
Onfiiianax Ei>rni)csn-fia/itiin, 354
Ornithngalum nutans, 374
O.xalis luteola, 100
Oxalises in winter, 16
O.ilips, Fcentcd, 530

fMf.; Amtrlcan Lin', 532 ; bark, 613 ; cojJliiee,
59 ; for park fences, 203 ; UmilMajif, 1 xpret
t.t', 191 : timber, age for felling, 462 ; timber,
.sale of, 438 ; woods on stony .soils, 689

;

woods, thinning, 271
Qak.s, diseased, 64 : failure of, 202 ; for sh 1-

ter, evergreen, 636 ; sowing i-. planting, (i3

Obituary-^
Forster. Cooper, 248
Ker, Robeit Preston, 248
McDonald, Charles, 84
Jlorren, Edouard, 224
Newton, Mrs., 460
Uobson, John, 127
Scott, John, 127
Simoiite, John, 316
Tumbull, Andrew, 412

Od-'Utoglossum adspcrsvuu, 37; Alexandra;,
410; cirrho.sum Klabiehianum, 314 ; cor-
ditum Kienastianum, 341 ; erispum, 594;
crispum a])iatum, 410 ; high-priced, \'y\\)

;

Jenningsianum, 175 ; lurco-purpureinnleu-
coglossum, 410 ; mulus Coui-tauldi.annm,
360 ; nel.iilnsum pardinum, 366 ; new, 182;
Pes. .d ii.J, :vo, .534 ; Pe.sc.atorci Veivacti-
aniuii, _".'_'; I'liihenopsis, 96; ramosissimum,
314 ; till uJi.ins superb\mi. (U ; triumiihanf,
96

Packing phauts for sea voy.ages, 558 ; Stnaw-
berries, 575

Pffionia eorallina, 492 ; (Moutan) Peine Eliza-
beth, 458 ; (tree) lilaciua and Purity, 559

Piconios at Tooting, 1O6 ; lierbaecous, 428

;

tree, 445
Pajony Kclaire, 659 ; leaves, 346 ; single white,

66'j

Palms, flowering, 215
Pampas Grass, 87

;
plumes. 67

ranicum viv^iatum, 235
Pansy, seedling, 486
Pansios, 548; and Violas, 518; basket of, 24,

25 ; curious, 459 ; fly on, 527
Papaver bracteatum, 548
Paphinia Sjinderiaua, 182
Paris exhibition, 485 ; flowci-s in, 428 ; Horti-

cultural Show and Congress, 485 ; in the
Salon at, 4'.;6

; vegetables in, 444
rark- Hill, Slrmtlani, 5f8
Parks, fruit trees in, 298 ; London, 514
Parsley and Onions grown together, 188

;

culture of, 121
Par.snips, beat, 13

P.aths and road-', wood-paved, 177 '^•K* *^71

317
. . . - .

Pavia macrcstaehya, 644
Pavonia Makoyana, 274
Peach, Desse T,ardive, 160 ; Elberta, S2

;

house, early, 35; houses, ants in, 300;
houses, late, 35 ; houses, succession, 36

;

Konigen Olga, 82 ; forcing, 8 ; leaves, 4lO
;

loaves mildewed. 698 ; Waterloo, 83
Peach trees, m.aiden, 378 ; on open walls, 6

;

pruning, 160 ; unnailing, 138, 232 : winter
dressing. 64, 92 ; wrongly pnmed, 8, 53

Peaehrs, disbudding, 390; early, 123, 567-
maiden, 435 ; treatment of. 15

'

Pea culture on ridges, 524 ; Uuke of Albany
279, 330 ; White Everi.asting, 373

Pear, American, culture, 212 ; Baronne de
Melo, 251 ; Beun-<S Alex.andre Luca.s, 3^1

;

blossom, 373 ; conference, the, 65 ; confer-^
ence, general report of, 62 ; crop, the, 335

;

Danishe Doyenu^, S3
; gi-owers, amateur,

22 ; Huyshe's Princess of W.ales, S3 ; insects,
406, 448, 483; Knight's Monarch, 118, 160;
President Drou.ard, 235 ; Prinzessiu Dai'-
mar, S3; stock, the, 62; free, form of, 63;
trees, early bearing of, 53; Marie Louise
d'Uccle, lis

Pears, American, 54 ; attacked by Erysiphe
comnumis, 660; crop of, 91 ; growing-, 52-
in hedgerows, 299

0. - .

Peas and Celery together, 580 ; Everlasting,
343 ; forwarding early, 278 ; old and new,
!'9, 144 ; raising under glass, 121 : statistics
concerning, 190 ; wrinkled, 204 ; Sweet, 327

;

Sweet, old and new, 585
Peeblesshire, Larch in, 17
Pelargonium leaves, blotched, 212 ; Madame
Charles Kcenig, 64 ; seedling, 412

Pelargoniums at South Kensington, 534 ; Ivv-
leavcd, 165, 454, J8-.! ; winter-flowering, 218

Pentstemon I.ewisi, 541
Pentstemons, shrubby, 673
Pereival Orchid collection, tlie, 62
Perennials, hard.v, 406
Petunia, double white, 510
Petunias in the flower garden, 548
Piiacelia campanul.>ri.a, 548; Pan-yi, 115
Phaiu-s niacnlatus, 366
Phalipnopsis amabilis, 291

;
grandiflora, 37

;

Sehilleriana 88 l;-.2; Stuartiann, isl
Phal-j-nopsids at Henham, 270
Philadelphus coronariiis .aureus, .603

Phlox d vaiicata, 530; Urummcndi, 327;
Dmmmondi eoccinca semi-fl.-pl., 116

Phloxes, spring treatment of, 236
Pha;ni.c hybrida, 458
Piceas, 67
Picotee seedling, 562
Picotees and Carnations, 391, 647
Pictures, garden, 215
P't'n-eX'Onl, Farnfian', 238
Pillar plants, old-fashioned, 164
Pine, Austrian, 67; Bhotau, 57; Chili. 58;

Corsiciin, 39. 57 ; Coniam at A't ir, 104 ; 1 .ai c-
bark, 57 ; Scotch, 67 ; Swiss, 57 ; Swiss
Stone, 172; Weymouth, 57

Pines, the, 67 : for pr. fit.able planting, 589

;

succession, 77 ; treatment of, 76
Pinus austriaca, 57 ; Bungeaua, 57 ; Cembra,

57, 172; Corsica, 104; Corsica at Kew, 126;
excelsa. 57; insignis, 57; insignis, wood of,

633 ; Larieio. 39 ; mont'cola, 39, 57 ; muri-
eita, 359; Piunilio for poor gi-ound. IS
Strobus, 67; flylvestris, 57; sylvestris, gol-
f'en. i-'i

Pink Mrs. Siukin.s, 490
Pinks, note on, 11 ; white, 545
Pipt.anthus ncpalensis, 465
Pitcairnia eor.allina, SS
Plane, remarkable, 632; tree " buttons," 3
Plant, a b autiful .alpine, 541 ; names, 143,

156, 256, 303, 322
Plants, acclimatising, 197; alpine, 2SS; at
Manchester, 607; British, preservation of
rare, 306; climbing, forwalls, 558; cool green-
house, of 1885, 27 ; cultivated, 321 ; cuttings
of hardy, 443; effective, in our climate,
317; effect of frost on, .303, 346, 380; fine-
foliaged bedding, 371; flowering stove, of
1885, 20; for covering arches, 11; for
cover ng walls, 208 ; 'or gi-eenhou.se decora-
tion, 326; for hanging baskets, 682; for
room decoration, 132 ; for town gardening,
606 ; from cuttings. 134 ; fumigating, 683

;

greenhouse, w.all, 522 ; ffroup ofsub-tropicnl,
134; hardy herlxaceou-s, of 1885, 27; hady,
notes on, 11, 481, 649, 609; hothouse, effect
of cold water on, 325; hothouse, watering
with cold water, 370, 403, 435, 454, 478;
improved cultivated, 427 ; in houses, fine
foli.agcd, 490; In rock g.arden at Edinburgh,
list of, 44; names of, 692; new, for 1S85, I

25; new, notes on, 116; new, of 1885, 25' '

of the Alps, 329 ; of the Riviera, 245 ; old-
f.ashioned pillar, 164; packing for sea
voyages, 658 ; rare Briti.sh, 252 ; rabbit-
proof, 320; 1 ilvery-leaved, 5.50; stove, of
1885, 26; sub-trooimi, at /leckjithl, 443;
sub-tra/ncal, at W,/<ld-n House, 441; sub
tropical, from seed. Ill; tender, 42; wall, :

46; watering indoor, with cold water,
289; winter flowering, 241, 610

Plantations, draining, 106, 249 ; draining
old, 64 ; gates for, 250 ; management of
201 ; mixed, 488, 511, 663 ; recording age
cf, 39 ; seasonable work in, 202 ; thinnino-
361

"

Planting, 64 ; and what to plant, 462 ; a.s .an
investment, 414; at railwiiy slations,
22(i, 280, 313 ; in hot weather, 5S0 ; mixed,
evil of, 23 ; thin v. thick, 86, 364, 462

;

waste land. 129
Platycodon grandiflorum nanum, 115
Platystemon caliFornicum, 572
Plcione humilis. 182
Plum, tlie best, 164 ; trees in woods, 379
PlumKigo capensis, 490; capensis in pots.
435

111
Plums and Damsons, 479 ;

preserving, 391
;

treatment of, 77
Poin^ettia, double, 108
Pi.insettias, 88 ; best to plant, TO ; culture of
296 ; planted out, 70

Pollen, the colours of, 287
Polyanthus and lime, 459
Polyanthuses and Primroses, 412
Polygonum aftine. 530
Polypodium Picoti, 491
Poplar, Balm of Gile.ad, 125 ; BaLsam, 456 ;

future of the, 128
Poplars, 611 ; notes on, 488
Poppies, big, 546; single and double. 139
/^tipvAl'.a canilicanB, 126

Porch, Roso-eoTOred, 20, 21
Portuguese Narcissi, 411
Potato, Ashleaf, the old, 331 ; culture, Jen-

sen's. 13; old Ashtop, :i.54;KCtH sprouting,
I'.ll; White Elephant, 479, 523; with Phy.
comyces nitens, 560

Potatoes, aggregate produce of, 18: Ameri-
can, 168; at thcbottoniof walls, 204; bend-
ing the haulms of. 1 3 ; certiBcated, 320; elnso
to walls, 28; cutting seed, 205; carthingup,
654; effect of earthing up, 13; forking
among, 498; grown without earthing up,
13; hybrid, 61, 121; old and new, 400;
planting, 331; pl.anting late, 380; rod
.spotted. 560; seed, 120, 426; size r. quality
in, 70; sprouting before planting, 572; whole
V. cut tubers f.ir planting, 14. (K)2

IV.t culture, evils attending, 370
Potentilla nitida, 46
Prices, market, TO
Primrose, Alice Wilson, 360 : conference, 393;

<;'rinison Beauty, 410; double crimson, 338;
garden, a, 627 ; garden, an English, 481

;

.Sicbold's, 440; the common, 394; thef:»,
391, 474

Primroses, 361 ; and Polyanthuses, 412; blue,
406, 419; coloured, 175; from seed, 409;
hardy, 365 ; late, 493 ; new growth of, 299 ;

prizes for, 288 ; time of, 1( 5 ; wild, 394 ;

wild and garden, ; 2S ; wild, transplanting.
504

Primula Allioni, 339; capitata grandiflora,
443; cashmeri.ana, 316 ; Olgw, 115; con-
ference, 110, 339, 342, 366; floribunda,
31, 151 ; improvement, 151 ; involucrata,
529 ; japonica, 43 ; obconica, 43, 240 ; pur-
purea, 443 ; Rnsbyi, 549 ; Sieboldi, 46)

j

Primulas. 442; alpine, in flower, 338; at
Kew, 417 ; double Chinese, 109, 387 ; species

]

of, 382, 385 ; varieties of, 482
Privet as covert, 462 ; oval-leaved, for hedges,

I

50
' Productiveness, the theory of, 231
Prop.agating hardy flowers, 373 ; by layers,
474 ; fruit trees, 567

!
Pnmers, hard, 235, 277
Pruning and its effects, 12c;, 160, 184 ; and
thinning, 39: for vigour and fertility,
361 ; hard, 258 ; rational, '209 ; to augment
fertility, 185, 211 ; to concentrate fertility,
214; to feed fertility, 270; to promote
vigom, 87, 134, 135, 169, 183, 210, 233, 275,
316, 352

Prunus maritima, 83 ; Mj-robalana as a hedge
plant, 245 ; Pissardi, 436 ; triloba, 466, 493

Pteris cretica Mayi, 410
Public gardens. Lord Brabazon on, 21
Pyrethrum Ormonde, 660 ; Princess of Wales,
560

Pyrethrums, single and double, 692
Pf/run cor-maria, 395 ; japonica for hedges, 50

;

Maulei, 396 ; sinensis, 396 ; sorbus, 170 •

603; tlrmimtUs, 170
Queensland, notes from, 21
Quick hedges, 49
Quince, tlie, 137; blossom", 414; Portugal,

186

B.

Rabbit plague, 295, 319
Rabbit-proof fences, 293 ; plants, 320
Rabbits, depredations by, 199 ; fencing
against, 64

'
'^

Radishes, early. 69
Railway rates, 479 ; stitionp, planting at

227, 280, 313 ^ '

R.aiofall and forests, 17 ; at Bowucss p'7
En=.lish. 97: Irish, 97

Rain, gentle, 286
R nnointia jriireitaicei, 342. 372, 518, 530
Ranunculus, 54«; amplexieaulis' 482 ; . nc-
monoides, 529 ; Lyalli, 387 ; macrorhyn'chus
115 ; speciosus, 11 ; tube-osus, 11

'

Raspberrj', hybrid, 298; Mulberry, hybrid
of, 352

Raspberries, autumn fruiting, 575 ; treat-
ment of, 15

Ravines, timber in, 201, 250
" Reichenbachia," 657
Retinosporas, 58
Rhododendron argenteum, 164 ; Aucklandi
418.465; rWrUfim<nm, 35S ; fragranti^si-
nium. 370 ; hirsnum, 312

; javanicum, 349 •

niveum, 411 '
'

Rhododendrons, 610, 567 ; forced, 62
; of the

Alps, 572 ; self-sown, 571
Rhodostachys andina, 43
Rhubarb, a good old, 515; forcing in srcall
gardens. 120

Rhus glabra, 514
Ribes cereum, 432 ; speciosum, 148

; yellow-
flowered, 464

Riviera, plants of the, 245
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Roads ^nd paths, wooil-paved, ITij, 22(1, 271,

317, 304; forest, 153,201, 225, 317,340
Robbers, flower, 4li2

Rock Cress, yellow, 24S
Rockery for Roses, lao ; Roses for the. 113

Rocket, double white, 443 ; double yellow,

5(itt

Rockets, l)ranchiog, and Larkspurs, 373
Rock garden, allotment, 43 ; Edinburgh, 44

Rnrh f/nrihifi, S'^als aid s ejis In, 41i', 4:^1

Rock Roses r. frosts, 1&2
linchrori- at inntrhouriu , Tii'jniii'nitJi, 584
Rogersia podophylla. 493
Ro.iinei/a Coultn-l, 101, 14ti, ?07, 211

Room decoration, phints for, 152

Roit excrescences, lii ; Hawthorn, sh 'ot

from, 5(J0

Ro')ts, placing stones over, 515
"Rosariaa's Year Book," 20
Rosa rugo.-a, 657
Rosooea purpurea, 541, 5S3
R )se Celeste, 557; rliistn\ on porch, 20, 21;

dirarf Pofif'intUa, US; Fortune's Yellow,
ISO, 20(5 ; Gloire de Dijon, 594 ; Gloire
Lyonnaise, 410 ; hedges, screens, and
arches, 230 ; Her Majesty, 105 ; Mardchal
Niel, 105, 127, 273, 321; Mar^chal Niel,

failures of, 229, 104 ; Marcchal Niel in

India, 439 ; Marechal Xie', stocks for, 403 ;

Marec'"al Niel, warts, 324 ; Niphe'os, 515;
old Provence yellow, 127, 144 ; Persian
yellow, 381 ; prospects, 489 ; Queen Olga of

Wurtemburg, 05 ; Reine Marie Henriette,
224 ; Reve d"Or, 3S1 ; shoots and leaves,

534 ; the best white, 500 ; the Stock-
broker's, 472 ; Willinm Allen Richardson,
374, 440 ; trees, cuttings of, 00 ; trees from
cuttings, OS ; trees, mildew on, OS ;

yellow
Provence, 170

Rostftilt, Bracftnaa at, 43
Roses, amongst the, 403 ; and bulbs, 321 ; and
Clematises for walls, 179, 204; at South
Kensington, 387 ; Banksian, pruning, 324;
best, for walls, 505; Christruas, at I3ath,

10; c'imbing, 20, 273; cHmih>(f, on trcts,

594, 595 ; diseased, 558 ; effect of cold
weather on, 203 ; festoon, 20 ; fur early
forcing, 203 ; for forcing, 341 ; for the
rockery, 113 ; fragrant-leaved, 138 ; from
cuttings, 114 ; in pots, 311 ; in The Wilder-
ness ; 203, Lenten, keeping fresh in waler,
132 ; Mar(*chal Niel, under glass, 179

;

mildew en, 114, 170 ; mildew-resist ng, OS ;

miniahn-e, 594 ; old, 557 ; on their own
roo's, 489 ; ornamcntai, 505 ; own-root,
3S1, 513; pillar, 20; planted out under
glass, 513 ; preserving, 634 ; pruning, vT3,

341
;
pruning Bauksian, 399; red rust on,

500 ; rockerj' for, 155 ; scentei -leaved, 155,

410, 489 ; Scotch, in England, 404 ; single
and semi-double, 28 ; staying power <>f

403 ; Tea. in winter, 310 ; Tea, on walls, 381

;

Tea, winter treatment of, 323 ; with scented
leaves, 341, 397, 410 ; yellow Scotch, 592

Rot-proof scrim, 274
Royal Academy, flower painting at the, 44ii

;

Botanic Society fixtures, 10 ; Horticultural
Society, 02, 00

Roydsia suavcolens, 100
Rubus Chamajmorus, 443 ; del'dosua, 330, 492

;

nutkanus, 312, 540
Rudgea macrophylla, 338
Ruscus aculcatus, 199 ; androgynus, 70
Rusbin on weeds, 237

S.

Sagittaria montcvidensis, 115

Safad messes, 420 ; vegetables, 399

Sala'lin^, 497 ; summer, 300

Salads, roinposition of, 471 ;
" D.T.F.' on, 524

Sail 111 at I'lris, 420

S;il|'i'4li''-^i^ sinuata, 100

Salvia boliviana, 218 ; himalaica, 115; Hor-
minum violacea, 209 ; lantaniefolia, 218

Salvias, wintcr-tloweriug, 241

Sandertonia aumntiaca, 592

Sandwort, the Majorca, 50
Sarracenias as flowering plants, 475

Saxifraga cordifolia, 200 ; flagellaris, 12 ; floru-

lenta, 443 ;
granulata, double-flowered, 549;

niiUata, 409 ; oppositifolia pyrcnaica su-

perba, :i39 ; speciosa, 442 ; Straeheyi, 274 ;

tenclla, 630
Saxifrage and Wallflower, 428 ; the mountain,

301
Saxifrages, mossy, 473
Schixostylis coccinea, 70

Science and gardening, 492

Scilla campanulata, 445 ; sib'rica, 302

Scotch Kir, golden, 84

Screens, garden, 148, 197, 227

Scats arul steps m rot:^- gardain, 419, 42X

Seakale, blanching, 330 ; culture of, 279 ;

forcing, 49, 189; open grcimd, forcing of,

49 ; raising crowns fur forcing, 524 ; raising
from seed, 49, 355 ; to grow very good,
49

Seed raising, II, 444 ; sowing, notes on, 238;
sowing tree, 402 ; time, 345 ; Trade Associa*
tion. 127

Seedling Picotoo, 502

Senecio Ghic-breghti, 200 ;
pyraniidatus,

502 ; spathiilifulius, 5i0
Sequoia, 58
Sf.rrice tne, true, 633
Sei-vice trees, 223
Shad'' tri'ift, ttouiP tji'ioi, 460
Shamrock, the Irish, 672
Shefiield, new park for, 417
Showery days, 445
Shrubbery, laying out a, 126
Shi'ubi and trees in flower, 427; and tree,

smoke-resisting, 532 ; deciduous, smoke-
proof, 457 ; for lawns, 509 ; in March, beau-
tiful, 215 ; in Carolina, 591 ; manuring, 17 ;

names of, 387 ; new, of 1885, 28 ; over-

prown, cutting down, i~ ; spring-flowering,

531 ; Bummer-blooniing, 543 ; wall, 373 ;

iralf, a f'ciD good, 208 ; water-side, 69
Sifene Elizabttha', 371
Silphiura albiflorum, 115

Silver Fir, common, 67
Silver Firs, the, 67, 03
Slug pest, the, 559, 593
Smoke-proof shrubs, def^iduous, 457
S.noke-resisting trees and shrubs, 532
Suowdroi>, Imperati's, 202; October, 112;
twin-flowered, 373

Snowdrops the, 74 ; bridal. 144 ; double, 207
;

double and single, 230; doubling, 194;
dying off, 102, 20*; failure of, 274; for

bridal bouquets, 181; notes on, 102; on
Gi-ass, 237 ; single and double, 140, 160,

257 ; the times of flowering of, 10.' ; varie-

ties of. 110
Snoiri^ahf, Kprinti, 007

Snow flakes, spring, 21 r.

Snowstorm, etfec-ts of the, 40

Sobralia sessilis, 19

Society, an Orchid, 19, 50, 73 ; National, Rose
medals, 290

Societies, Crystal Palace, 315, 507 ; National
Chrysanthenunn, 01 ; Royal Aquarium,
Westminster, 315; Ro^al Botanic, 200,

293, 302; Royal Horticultural, 01, 161 17ti,

200, 247, 292, 45S, 608, Oil ; Livei-pool Ex-
hibition, 394

Soil, gardening in poor, 523 ; temperature of,

134, 100

Soils benefited by wood ashe", 60G
Solanums, berried, 241

Solomon's Seal, 393, 530 ; fragrant, 680

;

scented, 549
Sophi.roJi at Kc»r, 222
Sophronitis violacea, 182

Sowing in wet weather, 120

Space in wmids, economy of, 260
Spar.ixis gianiliflora, 592
SpannunniiL afrieana, double-flowered, 348

;

double-flowered, 284
Sparrows and Crocuses, 301

Sphreralcea rivularis, 116
Spindk- treu, the, 83
Spira-iL npiilifi.lia aurea, 628 ;

prunifolia, 400 ;

ThunltLirgi, 358

Spira;as, shrubby, 84
Spring, a late, 202 ; first days of, 284 ; show,
Edinburgh, 338

Spruce, the, 604 ; common Norway, 67 ; Firs,

the, 57 ; future of, 413 ; Mcnzies', 85 ; value
of, 401, 488, 512, 530, 603

Spniees, Hemlock, 58
Squill, Siberian, 302
Squirrels and trees, 690
Staphylea coldiirH furt-ed, 218

Statistics of (Vipc hullis, 77

Stejiit and .iif '.^ m rork >i<irileiiii, 419, 421

Stembergias, 19

Stigraaphyllum ciliatum, 593

Stocks, Cherry Plum for, 335
Stocks, for bedding, 230 ; for Vines, 640 ;

winter, 267 ; winter and Wallflowers, wreck
of, 310

Stones in the garden, 374; over fniit-trce

roots, 496
Stoves, plant, bottom heat in, ^,0 ; utilisation

of back walla in, 327
Strawberry crops, 599 ; Laxton's Noble, 592 ;

Oxonian, 598 ;
pivspects, 409 ; the Jewel, .S2

St-awbcrries, bedding, 212 ; best, 590 ; early,

in autumn, 570; effects of mulching, 540;
forcing, 117 ; for forcing, 409, 541 ; for un-
suitable soils, 597; in cold frames, 137 ; in

market gardens, 432; in pots, 77 ; mulch-
ing, 570 ; on light soil, 22; packing, 675

;

planting, 22 ;
profitable culture of, 570

;

soil for, 22 ; tested by flavour, 670; vigour
V. fertility in, 490, 640

Street planting, 80
Streptocai-pus, a wonderful, 417 ;

Dnnni,
541 ; the genus, 474

StrobilaiitliLs coloratus, 37
Sub-I ro/iirtil jilnots, group of, 131

Successes and failures, 449

Sumach, the smooth, 544

Sumachs, notes on, 173
Sim TtiiipU at A>w, 07

Sup rbus, major, 449
Sweet Peas, 008
Sweet-scented Camellia, 403
Sycamore for exposed sites. 013
Sydenham, Orchids at, 55, 5C0

T.

Tagetes, yellow, 310
Taxus adprcss', 149, 174, 197, 221 ; brcvifulia,

208 ; fastigiata, 59
Tccophybiia cyanocrocus Lcichtlini, 37
Tellima grandiflora, 340
Temperature of soil, 134
Thalictrum aucmonoides, 443
Thinning and felling, 04 ; and j-nuiing, 39

;

Grapes, 494
Thorn, the Cockspur, 6 4

Thorns, propagating, 544
Thuja, 58 ;

gigantea, 282 ; occidentalis for

hedges, 50 ; Standishi, 545
Thujopsis dolobrata, 58 ; Hatchet-leaved, 58
Tiarella cordifolia, 482
Tigridia Pavoniu, 2SS
Tillandsia Lindeni, 200
Timber, Cedar, 220 ; carriage of, 388, 438,

402 ; carriage, difficulties of, 303 ; dispoang
of, 220; felling, economy in, 487, 512 ; for

coal-mines, 402; for sale classifying, 635
;

growth, 38, 03 ; harvesting, 488 ; home-
grown ). foreign, 39, 03, 85, 100, 153, 177 ;

in ravines, 201, 220 ; marking, for sale, 38;
measuring, 153 ; merchants v. foresters,

512 ; mould in, 38 ;
preserver, lime as a,

03
;
prices and carriage of, 413 ; removing,

690 ; trade, the, 38, 03, 340, 388 ; trees in

i-avines, 100, 250 ; use of home grown, 40
;

who are the users of, 17

Tobacco, culture of, 411, 499
Tomatoes, culture of, 144 ; early, 278 ; from

cuttings, 278; in pits pnd frames. 553;

in pots, 440; on back walls, 90; remarks
on, 105 ; forwarding early, 278

Tooting, Pifionies at, 000

Tree Fern stems, shortening, 72
Tree Ferns, Orchids on. 306
Tree group, 603 ;

growth in Yorkshire, 100 ;

growth, measuring rate of, 38 ;
guards,

340 ;
planting of the past, 38 ;

planting,

ornamental, 544 ; protectors, 359 ; seeds,

sowing, 402 ; shelter for farms, 202, 225

Trees and shnibs in flower, 427 ; and shrubs,

smoke resisting, 582 ; and squin*els, 690 ;

Apples as ornamental, 494 ; Canadian
forest, 100; deciduous, in February, 148;
eaily leafing. X03 ; effect of lightning on,

128 ; effect of, on climate, 03 ; effect of

wind on 223 : evils of potting, 570

;

exotic, 530; felling, 04; fine, 373; for

exposed ground, 014; for felling, 530; for

seaside plantations, 538 ;
grouping and

thinning, 318; grubbing v. sawing, 535,

014; in March. 293; in Carolina, 591; in

straths and ravines, 177 ; manuring, 17

;

names of, 337; new of 1885, 28; new,
varieties of, 644 ;

planting, 04; planting

for utility and ornament, 604 ;
planting

streets with, 80
;
planting, thin r. thick,

SO ;
preservation of, 64 ;

pruning, 39 ;

raising fallen, 80, 223, 208; renovating,

437 ; »ome good shade, 450 ; striking, 178 ;

staking and protecting, 201 ; simimer
blooming, 543 ; tall v. short, 38 ; tliinning,

39, 04; walking-stick, 203, 281 ; waterside,

58, 59
Trellises, garden, 472

T ing Park, Carnations at, 200
Tristania conferta, 522
Iritonia squalida, 442
Trollius europajus, 472 ; nnt- rallml, 195

Trop^eolum azureum, 37 ; Deckerianum, 37

Tropseolums, climbing, 310
Tuberoses after flowering, 112 ; fl'iwcrlng,

290 ; Ixias, and Gloxinias, 520

Tulip, a beautiful. 342 ; new, 417

Tulips, 648 ; and Hyacinths, 420 ; at Ha:u'Ieni,

exhibitif 11 of, 405 ; beautiful, 202 ; old-

fashioned, 105; old florists', 473; Pairot,

518
Turner Memorial Fund, 02, 133

Tui nip-rooted B ct, 329

Turiiii>s, early, 99 ; succcssionil, 399

TT.

United Horticultural BLuefit and Provident
Scciety, 84

M

Undergniwth for covert, 317

Underwood, value of, 178

VuLxiiiiums, two good, 418
Valley in the Grampians, 570

Vanda Sanderiana, ti2; teres, the wliite, 314

Variegated Elaiagnnses, 149

Vegetable crops, forwarding, 278 ; crops,

tliinning, 554 ;
gai-deu, the, 74 ; markets,

•23 ; Marrows, 306
Vego ables and fruit, 411, 509 ; earlj-, 41, 27'J ;

tor salads, S9S) ; Gilbert's new, 239 ;
good

hardy, 522 ; in Paris, 444 ; large, mania fur,

24 ; names of, confvision in, 24 ; notes on,

12; planting in hot weatlier, 5bO ; scarcity

of, 224, 277 ; short notes on, 425 ; size r,

quality in, 69, 120 ; the bust, 107, 189 ;

young, thinning, 498
Vegetation, waterside, 101

Veilch Memorial prize fund, 105 ; Memorial
prizes, 400

Verbascum olympicum, 547

Veronica Hulkeana, MC, 508 ; salicornioidcs,

443 ; Ville de Hycres, 37

Vetch, the spring, 332

Viburnum Lantana, 502; Sieboldi, 174

Victoria Anemone, 5 2

Village greens, planting of, 304

Villa Montboron, limes irt, 595

Vine, Amur, 1 ; borders, 34 ; borders, ox-

tenial, 34 ; Hop-leaved, 1 ; insects, 452,

533 ; Japanese, 1 ; leaf excrescences, 44S ;

rods, tying, 118 ; wild, 333

Vineries, late, 34

Vine' y, early, 34
Vines, cool house, 53 ; early, 122 ;

ulTect of

frost on growing, 3,il, 434, 418, 497 ; for

stocks, 540 ; grafted, 258 ; heading back,

275 ; late started, best, 389 ; management
of, after potting, 81 ; mealy bug on, 60 ;

mildew on, 49() ; mildewed, 447 ; old, 215 ;

open-air, disbudding, 490 ;
orr.amintal, 1,

30, 42 ; outdoor, 81 ;
planting, when in

leaf, 378 ; pot, SO, 122 ; pot, forcing, SO ;

pot, top-dressing, 81; pot, training, SO;

pot, ventilation for, 80 ;
potting. 81 ;

pro-

pagating, 81; pruning on outdoor, 23-

ripening, 81 ; setting and swelling fruit

80 ; syringing, 34 ; treatment of, 34
.

Violas and Tans es, 518
'

Violet, Marie Louise, 242, 320 ;
Neapolitan,

218 , i

Violets, 387 ; double, 342 ; double, in pots, I

453 ; failing to colour, 31 ; in frames, 348 ; j

Neaiolitan, 199, 302, 348 ; the best, 291 ;

varieties of, 344 ; white, 310

Vitis amurensis, 1 ; hcterophylla variegata, '

1 ; humuUefolia, 1 ; Labrusca, 1 ; Thunbergi,

1 ; vinifera, 1

Voles in woods, 504

W.

Wwlilm Housf, ,!' rnery at, 300

Walliiug-stick trees, 203, 281

Walks, edgings for, 2113 ; shady, in gardens,

300
Wallflower and Saxifrage, 428 ; the double

yellow, 505
Wallflowers, doub'e yellow, 210

j

Wall plants, 40 ; plants, greenhouse, 522 ;

shrubs, 373 ; stone, as a fence, 5iS»

Wallr, a ft If goo I ihruhs .for, 208; Fern-|

covered,' S9 ; Irish Ivy for covering, 343

;

Ivy aciu-e for damp, 103 ; of fruit houses,!

back, 89 ; ornamental, 507 ;
plants for

'

covering, 308; Tea Roses on, 381 ;
utilifa-'

til .n of back, 89 ; utilisation of, in stoves,

327 ; watering trees on, 447

Walnuts in sand, 83
;
planting, 488

M'ater, effect of cold, on hothouse plants, 325

Water Lily culture, 74 ; i ink, hardy, 593

Water Lilies, 112 ; in Now Jersey, 255

W'atering with cold water, 010 ; indoor plants

with cold water, 2S9
l\'cUenule li-ees, 68, 59 ; vegetation, 101

Weather at Bowness, 339 ; effects o', in end

of March, 321 ; in Hmits, 203 ; in South

W.ales, 223 ; in the midlands, 289
;
planting

in hot, 580
Weeds, Ruskin on, 237
Weedy corners, 518

Weeping Willows in Anierica, 645
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WuL'vil on Orcliid hiilhfi, SOI
A\ I ij^^ula rosea and its vjiriegated variety, f^-14

\\'tiK'-'l:is. :ind how to grow them, 571
Wrilin^'tnnia gigimtea, 5S
WV'stciiliirt. IMi; fiew in tlw aanten af, ITifl

Wllill iVlM-L'S, IS

Wilder, Marshall P., 411
Willows, for hoop-making, 15o; in wintur,

Witiilow trardening, 517
WiiR-, Lenidn, 380
iV',' It )/,..,» nil', mckicork at, 5S4
Winter greens, 12
Wistaria sinensis, 464 ; the Chir.esc, 51S
Wi.starias, 545

Wood Anemones, 444
Wood-l»uring insects, 41S
Wood furc-ster, the, 80
W-ind, lasting qualities of, 013
Woodland lielts, value of, 304; ridos, liying

out, 414
M'dodlaiids, 42S
Woodmen in Ireland and England, 53S

;

shelters for, 3.S8

Woodpeckers, the, .'»00

Woodruff, f?wect, 5S8
Woods and forests, Her Majesty's, 17 ; and

forests literature, 4(>1 ; damage from
thinning, 511 ; outlines of, 364 ; Plum
trees in, 379

Work, costly, 512
M'orms or moles in the garden, 350
Wreaths and crosses, floral, 4^2

;

5 18 ; funeral, 54S
Wych Elms by streams, S63

floral,

Xanthosoma robusta, 83
Xeranthemvim annuum,
superliis?inium, 79

annuum var.
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Y.

Year 1885 in Cheshire, 60
Yew, Huekland, 6H ; desirable. 103 ; for
liodges, 50 ; Irish, 59

Yews, the, 5P
York, Orchids at, 506
Yucca filorlosa in flower, 10 ; glorio&a in a
cemetery, 504 ; red-flowered, 21, 267

Z.

Zinc labels, 235
Zygopetalums, culture of, 174
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COLOURED PLATES.

AG ox IS FLEXU03A

ALLAMANDA HEXDERSOXI

ALSTRCEMERIAS, HYBRID

AREXARIA BALEARICA

AKISTOLOCHFA ELEGAXS

AZALEAS, XEW HYBRID

BO.MAREA OCULATA ...

BRIERS, SCOTCH

BURTONIAS AND JOHXSONIAS

COREOPSIS ATKINSONI AND DRUMMOXDI

DAPHNE MEZEREUM VARS

EREMURU3 BUXGEI

EREMURUS ROBUSTUS

FLAX, TREE

FREMOXTIA CALIFORXICA

GALANTHU3, NEW KIXDS OF
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JOHN ROYSTON PEARSON,

The late Mr. Jdlin riDystmi Pearson was l)ani at Cliihvi'll (Ui January 29, 1819, and died in the Imuse in Avliich he was born on August 11,

1876. He was an enthusiastic horticulturist and full of enterprise, wliicli was only suhdued in afterJife by the insidious advances of a

complaint, whicli eventually ended in his death, lie was a florist of considerable note, and had at one time in his nursery at Chilwell one of

the best collections of Tulips in the country. He took great pride in Polyanthuses and Picotees, and was the raiser of Pearson's Alexander,

a very fine gold-laced Polyanthus, now, it is supposed, extinct. He also raised Pearson's Plate Apple and Pearson's Prolifie Nut.

He took great interest in fruit culture, and adopted warmly the suliject of orchard houses, erecting some very fine ones at Chilwell,

and orchard house trees and Vines were well grown by him. In the raising of seedling Grapes he was very successful. His happiest

hit in this direction was the crossing of the Roy.al Muscadine with the American Strawberry Grape. ,a cross which resulted in the introduc-

tion of that charming variety, Perdinand de Lesseps, which gained, on account of iU good flavour, a first-class certificate in 1870. In 1871

he fruited for the first time an excellent black Grape, which he named the Chilwell Alicante, a seedling from the Black Alicante or Tokay.

In 1871 he also exhibited and receivol a first-class certificate for Dr. Hogg, a seedling from the Duchess of Buccleuch. This is described in

the " Fruit ilanual" as " the finest of the white Frontignan Grapes, ecpialling Chasselas Musque in flavour, but much superior to it in size of

both bunches and berries." Golden (:^)ueen was his next now Grape. It was stated to be the; result of a cross between Ferdinand de

Lesseps and Black Alicante. Of all his new Grapes this has perhaps liecome th(.' most poiuilar. It is a bright, golden-coloure.l Crape, both

bunch and berry partaking of the character of the Madresfield Court. A variety name<l Chilwell ^Vllite Avas also raised by him, and

'awarded a first-class certificate by the Eoyal Horticultural Society; Init this eventually so disappointed him, that he returned the

certificate and refused to send the Grape out. As a raiser of zonal Pelargoniums Mr. Pearson afdiiex'ed a worldwide reputation.

Many of the best and most useful varieties in cultivation origiuatel at Ciiihvell. He commenced raising them just as the zonal

Pelargonium was attaining the zenith of its popularity; he sought compactness of habit and quality and profusion of bloom. In each

5u3ceeding year new varieties of surprising beauty issued from Chilwell, and this work is continued by his successors to tliis day with e(pially

E.ivour.able results. Mr. Pearson was the author of two useful manuals, entitled, "Vine Culture under Glass" and '••Hints on the

Jonstruction and ^lanagement of Orchard Iloiises."
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ORNAMENTAL VINES.

Al.r, Grape Vines arc i|uick .•jinwin;,' cliiiiliers,

ami seveial of tln-iii are well worth a place aiming
the hest of clinihin^; ]ilauts, cs]iecially where line

foliage is desired. In this latter respect the
tirst place must lie awarded to the different

American Vines, such as Vitis aestivalis, vulpina,

and Labrusca, all of wdiich grow so rapiilly,

that they will quickly mount up into the branches
of neighliouring trees. The practice of allowing
climbing plants to grow in this way, thougli

freijuently illustrated in our woods and hedge-
nnv's liy the Woodbine oi' Traveller's Joy (with
which trees aud bushes are often festooned), is

seldom followed by planter.^, thougli many
climljers are under such conditions sci'ii to far

greater advantage than when stifHy trained to a

wall or fence, and restricted as to the space they
must occupy. A good illustration of this once

came under my observation, in which a large

tree of the Austrian Fir (Pinus austriaca) was
talven ]io.ssession of by a vigorous specimen of the

Virginian Creeper, and in autiunn tlie nuvssive

sombre hue of the Fir served as a backgrnund to

display the vivid tints of the climber, with which
a great part of the tree was draped. Another in-

stance of this is in the case of the American
Vines at Knap Hill, and the Wistarias at the
same place, that disport themselves among the
branches of large trees.

AYhere climbers are artificially planted in close

pro.ximity to trees or shrubs, in onler that they
may support themselves thereon, an examination
of the natural examples of this style of grouping
will reveal the fiict that in most instances the
roots of the climber are situated at some little

distance from the trunk of the tree, and the
plant mounts upward by the aid of sujiporting
branches, and not by the main stem. Of course
there are exceptions, in the case of Ivy, for in-

.stance, which grows well in the shade, and attach-
ing itself to the bark thus mounts upward in this

way. Another exception i.s when both plants
grow up together, as then each takes its shaie
of nourishment, but when artificial planting of
climliers is resorted to, if jilaced against the trunk
of a large tree they are simply starved to death.
To remedy this, ihey should, if possible, be
planted just outside the radius of branches, select-

ing a spot where a convenient branch offers ready
support. In planting any of the Vines it shoulil

lie lemembered that they are gross i'eeders, and
that a barrow-load of manure will always leave
its mark on the ultimate growth. One of the
most ornamental of the Vines from a foliage point

of view, omitting those commonly grown for their

fruit ahme, is

The Fox Gr.vpe (V. Labrusca) of the United (states,

a very vigorous climber, with huge heart-shaped

leaves, sometimes sliglitly three-Iobed, of a stout

leathery texture. In tlie .lutumn its decaying foli.age

assmnes a bright crimson hue, certainly not so vivid

as the Virginian Creeper, but sufficiently so to be

very conspicuous. The other American Vines, viz.,

V. iBstivalis, vulpin.a, cordifoUa, and riparia, with the

countless garden varieties raised therefrom, are all

characterised by vigorous gi'owth and magnificent

foliage, but a very strung family likeness runs through
the whole of them.

The common Grape Vine (V. vinifera) is repre-

sented by a couple of distinct varieties, one of which,

the Cut-leaved Vine (apiifolia) has the foliage deeply

slashed and lobed, thus imparting to it a strong dis-

tinctive feature. According to Loudon this kind h.as

been in cultivation since 1648. The second variety is

purpurea (the Claret Vine), whose name during the

early part of the season appears somewhat of a mis-

nomer, as the foliage is then only slightly reddish, but

towards the end of the summer it becomes of a much
deeper hue, and remains in that condition till the fall

of the leaf.

The Amur Vine (V. amurensis) is a Vine that for

vigour and size of the foliage may be likened to the

American kinds. The leaves are, on strong specimens,

as much as a foot in diameter and massive in appear-

ance, while the veins are very prominent on the under
surface. In the autumn the leaves die off brightly

suffused with red and yellow.

A JAP.4NESE Vine (V. Thunbergi) has deeply-

lobed leaves of a very dark glossy green on the upper

surface, and covered on the iinderside with a rusty

down. It is a distinct and handsome Vine, especially

noticeable from the deeply divided leaves and their

dark shining surface. A form is occasionally met
with, under the name of V. Sieboldi, tliat differs but

little from the above.

The Hop- leaver Vine (V. humulrefolia) does not

owe any of its prominence to ample foliage, for the

leaves are small compared wdth the

others ; but the clusters of bright blue

berries which ripen towards the end
of summer stamp it as very distinct

from any other Grape. The individual

berries are about the size of large Peas,

and are produced in the greatest pro-

fusion when the plant occupies a space

on a hot, sunny waU.

V. HETEROPHTLLA TARIEGATA, with its

red leaf-stalks and prettily variegated

fuliage, is generally used as a carpet

plant for some of the more massive sub-

jects in sub-tropical bedding, and usually

regarded as tender ; but here (not far

from London) it has stood out of doors

for sever.al years, and assumed quite

a lierbaceous character, dying to the

groTuid every year, and pushing away
freely in spring from the large promi-

nent buds just at the base of the plant.

Nearly allied to the Vines are the
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Anipelopsis, and of them the Virginian Creeper (A.

(|uini|uefolia) is a well known and coirinionly planted

cliiiiljer, remarkable from the vivid hue of its decay-

ing leaves. There is a variety of this char.acterised

by larger bolder, foliage, and usually met with in nur-

series xmder the name of macrophylla.

Ampelopsis Veitchi, or tricuspidata, is now almost

as popular as the Virginian Creeper, and for covering

walls it possesses the great advantage of adhering
closely to the surface thereof, by means of the foot like

appendages with which the tendrils are furnished,

while the other requires to be nailed in position.

Veitch's Ampelopsis is rather slow in growth during

its earlier stages, but w hen once well established it

grow s away freely. There are two very distinct types

of foliage to be foimd on the same plant in the case

of this Ampelopsis, viz., large three-lobed leaves that

appear to have no character in common with the

(-mailer heart-shaped foliage that adheres so closely

to the wall. Large plants can be readily moved
^^ ithout injury provided the operation is carried out
in a careful manner, for though the roots are but few
and sparely furnished with fibres, I have moved
several with success. The plants were stripped from
a wall, and when fixed in their new quarters the

main stems were nailed in position, the consequence
being that as soon as gi-owth recommenced the young
shoots attached themselves to the wall, and before

the end of the first season the plants looked as if they

had been in the same position for years.

A. BIPINNATA.—Theleaves of this kindarebipinnate,
which stamp it as widely different from either of the

above. ]t is a native of the United States, but the

rate of growth is not nearly so rapid as th.at of the
Virginian Creeper, neither is the decaying foliage of

so bright a hue

A. .STRi.iTA diti'ers from all of the above in being
evergreen, and when first introduced was regarded as

likely to be a most desirable climber, but, generally
speaking, it seems at present to have fallen short of

the earlier expectations. Its rate of growth is slow,

and in many cases the tips of the shoots become
clubbed, and growth is thereby arrested. I am not
aware that any of the bright red berries with which
the pla t is said to be thickly studded in its South
Americm home have been produced in this country.

The propagation of these climbers is very easy, for

while all may be struck from cuttings a good many
can he raised from single eyes. The sort that requires

most care is Veitch's Ampelopsis. which does best
when cuttings of the young shoots are put in a frame
during the growing season. In the case of these

they h.ad better be kept in the frame till the following

spring. A good way to increase this Anipelopsis
without trouble is, if conveniently situated, to layer

some of the young shoots, which will root and form
good little plants the first season. H. P.

Gyninogramma Pearcei.—This beautiful Gym-
nogramma, though seldom met with, is by no means
a plant oi recent introduction. It belongs to the
section with quadripinnatifid fronds, and resembles to

sorae extent G. schizophylla. It is, ho.vever, easily

recognised by its triangular fronds and by the crown
of its root being dusted over with a flour-like sub-

stance. It was discovered by Mr. Pearce in Peru.
Wlien potted in a mixture of good loam, peat and
sand, it grows freely. We keep our plants of it in a
stove, the warm atmosphere of which suits it admir-
ably.—H.

Clematises.—^No Clematis, in my opinion, is

mure worthy of a place against a w.all, both for

smumer and autumn effect, than C. graveolens. The
only fault to be urged against it is that of its being
deciduous: but, where effect is the first consideration,

this may be easily remedied by training it through an
evergreen, whether a showy flowering one or not. I

saw a few weeks ago a rustic arbour covered with
common Jessamine and C. graveolens, and the effect

of the feathery fruit peeping out here and there
amongst the dark olive-grem of the Jessamine was
really charming, and well worth imitating. Unlike
the herbaceous Clematites, this one, instead of

requiring to be cut down every year, only needs a
little trimming to show the Jessamine to better

advantage during the dull months. The flowers,

which continue open all through the summer, do not

lack beauty, though liy no means bright. They are,

however, sweetly scented, which fully compensates
for want of brilliancy.—K.

Trees and Shrubs.

THE SPANISH SILVER FIR.

(abies pixsapo.)

M. Boissier's description cjf this tree in 183S led

tu its introduction into Britain, and since that

time it has, perliaps iimie as an ornamental and
perfectly hardy tree than for its size or the value
of its timber, gradually risen in the e.stima-

tion of planters, until at present no collections

of coniferous trees are considered complete
without a specimen or two of it. Outside its

native haunts England cunnot, however, boast of

possessing either the oldest or largest trees of

this Fir, as of the seeds collected by Boissier in

the mountains of Spain in 18.39, six were sent to

M. Vilmorin, of Paris, who jilanted them at Fer-

rieres, where two of them, and it is believed the

only surviving two, may now be seen. They are

reniarkabl_v tine specimens, of good proportion,

and about 100 feet in height. In this country

there are many line trees, notably those at

Blenheim Park, Eastnor Castle, Baroubill, Castle

Ashby, as well as on this and one or two of the

adjoining Welsh estates.

It is a native of the mountainous districts of

Granada, in Spain, such as the upper heights of

Sierra Nevada, Sierra Beneja, and the province
of Ronda. Delighting in a cool northern ex-

posure, it not unfrequently extends to the

highest stimmit of these mountains, and where
the snow lies for nearly half the year. The
jirickly, .short foliage, extreme density and
rigidity, combined with its compact growth and
unique appearance, at once distinguish this

from all cjther Silver Firs. In favourable cir-

cumstances few trees are more ornamental and
effective ; but to see it in its beauty it must be
planted singly or sufficiently far apart from other

trees so that the branches may not grow sparse

and stunted, but have sufHcient room for full

development. At no season is it, perliap.s, more
attractive than during late spring or earlj' sum-
mer, for then the young growths contrast finely

with the older foliage, the glaucous and remark-
al-ily stiff leaves forming a regular compact cone
of the finest colour. From 50 feet to 70 feet in

height is the average size of this tree, with a

straight clean bole, the branches dense, rigid, and
usually dividing into innunieralde ramitication.s

li'om the ground upwards. The leaves are placed
thickly and regularly disposed around the
branches and at right angles thereto, tliree-

eighths of an inch in length, mucronate, and
enlarged at the base. They are of a uniform dull

or light green, with two rather indistinct silvery

lines beneath and an irregular marking of the

same on the upper surface. Branclilets remark-
ably thick in proportion to their length, which
thickness is carried out without much diminution
in size to their tips or buds. Cones 4J inches
long by fully li inches diameter, oval or oblong,

singly or clustered, usually the former, witli a

short, thick loot-stalk, one-quarter of an inch in

length (not sessile, as described by several

botanists). Foot-stalk of cone as thick, or thicker,

than the branchlet, and thickly covered with
leaves. The male catkins, which in the trees

here are borne in great abundance, even on the

lower branches, are about three-quarters of air

inch in length, erect, greeni.sh-brown, and gener-

ally produced on the tqijier side of the terminal
branches.

At Penrliyn this tree thrivi^s fairly well on soils

of very opposite quality, on different sites, and at

vuriou.s elevati(ms. At Brynmeirig, near the
Penrhyn slate quarry, and growing on shallow
peaty soil, or more correctly what is composed of

decayed vegetable refuse and resting on slialy

rock, is by far the finest specimen on this estate

—

finer, indeed, than such as we woi\ld consider far

more favourably sitiuited, both as regards soil and
aspect. This tree is now .'50 feet in height, with a

stem girth at .3 feet of 4 feet 4 inches, and spread
of branches covering 21 feet in diameter. As
regards symmetry, it is in every way perfect,

having been allowed ample room for the full

development of botli root and branch. Another
fine tree, but inferior i/otli in stature and orna-
mental appearance to the latter, is growing near
the i'lont entrance to Penrhyn Castle on rather

stiff loam, resting at no great depth on broken
rock, and at less than 100 feet above sea level.

Although growing under what would be con-

sidered favourable circumstances unless for the
shade of several encroaching trees, yet tliis tiee

cannot be spoken of as in first rate health, which
the sparse foliage and somewhat meagre appear-

ance but too plainly show. Several others

jdanted out as general forest trees over the estate,

although producing good clear .stem.s, yet point
out to us that to attain its best proportions and
a well-branched stem, the Pinsapo Fir requires

a high airy situation, ami where it is not
hemmed in or encroached upon by neighboming
trees.

In it.s younger stages of growth this tree i.s

usually well covered with branches from base tcj

ayjex, the diameter of their spread being equal to

the tree's height. This is well exenqjlified in

the case of several specimen trees planted for

ornament on the lawn here, the regularly brancheil

stems and symmetrical appearance being the

admiration of all beholders. It stands pruning
equally well, if not indeed better than mo.st of

its tribe, and from my own experience, as well as

what I have been informed by others, I would
certainly recommend the removing of straggling

branches or contending leaders, as an operation

not to be dreaded where necessity demands its

being performed. Starting late into growth, this

tree never suft'ers from unseasonable spring fiosts,

which cannot perhaps be said of any other species,

not even excepting the common Silver Fir,

A. pectinata. Regarding the qimlity of timber
produced in this country, I can say but little,

other than that it closely resembles, both in

colour and texture, that of the Silver Fir ; but
the examples which come under our hands were
not sufficiently matured lor a decided .statement

to be given. Abies Pinsapo has, in nut a few
c(dlections, been confounded with A. cephalonica,

but for what reasons it would be difficult to say,

as, in our opinion, no two species are distinct

either in habit or general appearance. The
leaves of cephalonica are longer, thinner, and
far less crowded than in the other species and
twisted at the ba.se, cones at once distinguished

by their larger size and by the bracts of the scales

being exserted, the reverse of this being the case

in A. Pinsapo. A. D. Webster.

Select Hollies.—It would be difEcidt to name
any small-growing evergreen tree that can be used in

so many ways by those engaged in planting either

for use or ornament. In the mixed shrubbery, or in

groups, or standing alone in the form of single speci-

mens, it is one of the most effective trees we have.

Por a hedge combining close impervious growth with

a good appearance and an ability to last it stands

unequalled. To form a screen, either for sh;lter or

other purposes, it is alike adapted. The ability

which Holly has to thrive in almost any kind of soil

where not too wet ia much in its favour. The c m-
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mmi I. Aquifolium may be set down as not surpassed

for general usefulness, but tor decorative purposes

there are one or two other green-leaved sorts that

surpass it. I. Hodsinsi, a very large-leaved v.anet,v,

is a good grower and one of the best ; I. ferox, t le

-rreen-leaved Hedgehog, is a distinct sort. llie

(iolden Queen and Silver Queen are both beautiful

varieties; the gold and the silver forms of I ferox

are also both desirable plants. I. handsworthonsis,

a silver-leaved varietj', is a fine kind. Waterer s

Golden Holly is remarkable for its dense bushy

.rrowth. The Milkmaid is an old free growing

variety, distinct in appearance. Amongst weeping

Ho lie's there is the common green, the new golden-

leaved, the Weeping Milkmaid, and Perry's Weeji-

ing ; all these are desirable kinds. Many more might

be^ 'named, but these comprise most of the best

\arieties.—T. B.iixES.

MANAGEMENT OF CONIFERS.

Some remarks made by a writer some time a|;(i

updu the way in wliicl'i trees of this class should

be pruned when as much as possible is required

to be made of them where space is limited

appear to be so rational, that they deserve repro-

lUu-tion. The plan, of course, it would
_

lie

unreasonable to suppose could ever be put into

jUMctice in plantations where larj^e nuniLiers of

trees would have to be dealt with, and if it could

the advantage Avould be doubtful. In cases,

however, siniilar to the one spoken of the ide.i

would be of value, and should be tested. The

writer says :

—

My space being limited, I cannot allo\y my
Conifers to grow as they like, to develop according to

tlieir own sweet will, s.i I hnve been pruning many of

them for years. I find that they bear pruning like

Willows or Hollies, only the pruning must not be

earned into the old wood. The foliage of most

Conifers is peripheric, confined to the extremities of

the branches, and it is here that tile pruiiuig must

take place. The plan is to begin early, when the

tree is young, and merely to take off the extremity of

the shoot. The tree becomes very bu.shy and runs

lip. I have a Deodar and a Cedriis atlantica on the

lawn thus treated that were planted twenty years

ago. Thev h.ave run up to a height of 50 feet, with

aliush diameter of 10 feet only, and are decidedly

ornamental. They are side by side, and show very

little ditference in habit. Some Conifers. Spruce

I'irs principally, were cut back into the old wodd

during my absence, made no new growth, became

unsightly from the naked branches, and had to be

eradicated. What first gave me the idea that

Conifers might be run up like Poplais by pruning

was the sight of Spruce Firs in Switzerland, in

exposed mountain situations, 60 feet or more high,

clothed from base to summit with branches only

3 feet or 4 feet long—whether the result of cold and

wind, or of pruning for the sake of the leaves for

fodder, I know not.

the sun shines. This is by far the deepest tinted

.among the Biotas, unless it be the little-known B.

meldensis, a kind which, though attaining a good

size, has only developed the juvenile foliage, and is

wanting in the scale-like leaves peculiar to the type.

This variety has been by various authorities relegattd

to Thuja, Ketinospora, and Juniperus, as well as

Biota, but it now seems definitely settled as belong-

ing to the Biotas. It is only worth consideration as

a curiosity, for it is a loose, unattractive plant, except

just now, when it is of a bright reddish-brown colour.

Equally conspicuous with B. elegantissima, but of a

different hue, is Cryptomeria elegans, bright, bronzy

crimson in tint, suffused, when viewed from some

standpoints, with just a suspicion of purple. It is

easily propagated, .and quickly attains a good size,

though, .after reaching a height of 10 feet to 12 feet,

it usually becomes top-heavy, and is not then so

effective as when smaller. From the distinct hue of

this Cryptomeria, it is well worthy of consideration

where medium-growing lawn trees are desired.

Another Conifer that foims, with Biota elegantissima

and Cryptomeria elegans, the brightest of winter

effects is Thuja Vervaeneana, a dense pyramid of a

deep, bronzy orange hue, quite distinct from any of

the others. It is a variety of the American Arbor-

vita?, and, like the type, is perfectly hardy. The

Utile dense-growing Ketinospora ericoides is now of a

purplish brown colour, as also is the nearly allied

R. dubia. The Bed Cedar (Juniperus virginiana) is

in some individuals tinged with red, while others .are

but little altered. The above by no means exhaust

the list of Conifers that assume a brownish tinge

during winter, but I have simply indicated a iew of

the inort prominent.—ALPHA.

Indoor Garden.

Plane tree "buttons."—I never remember the

Plane trees as heavily laden with fruit as they are

this season, some specimens boing conqiletely covered

with the drooping clusters of globular fruits. When
in this condition a Plane tree stands out conspicuously

from most of its deciduous associates, not only from

the peculiar appearance of the bark, but from the

profusion of its fruits, which will remain on throughout

the greater part of the winter.—T.

Bronze-tinted Conifers.—The various Conifers

that change more or less to a reddish or brownish

tint during the winter appear this season to have

that colourii'g unusually pronounced, and owing to

this some specimens among the Biotas, Thujas, and

Ketinosporas are extremely attractive in their winter

garb. The most conspicuous in this respect is

Biota elegantissima, which is an upright habited

variety of the Chinese Arbor-vita-, with foPage of a

golden yellow during the summer, but changing in

the winter to a bromiish hue. A couple of specimens

in our garden are now of a beautiful rich reddish

bronze tint, which is still further intensified when

NOTES ON NYMPH.EAS.

Mr. Frank Miles' notes on Nymphceas arc full

of interest and useful information, and as one

who has for some time taken much interest in

the Water Lily family I hope shortly to inake a

lew observations on some points raised in his

paper. For the present I wish only to correct

an impression that may probably arise from what

he says respecting the storing of the seeds of

Nvmphrea. Prof. Caspary is, I suppose, the

greatest of living authorities on plants of this

"faiuilv, and his views on any point concerning

I heir "cultivation command respect. I can only

account for his advice to never allow Nyniphwa

seeds to get dry liy suggesting that long practice

in .always preserving them in w^ater has led liim

to lielieve that method to be the only safe one.

Mr. Baxter, cur.itor of the Oxford Botanic

(Jardens, anil a many years' admirer and grower

of Water Lilies, adopts Prof. Cwpary's ]ilan lor

keeping Nympha-a seeds in winter, bnt I iancy

he once told me he sometimes kept them dry.

Now at Kow the seeds of these plants are taken

i)lf ill their capsules as soon as ripe, placed on a

shelf in a warm room to dry, and then put into

packets and stored in a drawer till wanted tor

sowing. We have now seeds of most of the kinds

>'rown in the tank here last summer, and certainly

we expect to find them as capable of germination

as we have hitherto. Nymplia3a anuuonica

and N. anipla were raised from seeds received

ill a packet from Demerara last year; the

plants ol N. pvgniiea (tetragona) which flowered

all last sumurer in the tank here were raised

from seed also received in a packet by post Irom

Hong-Kong. N. gigantea was raise.l only a lew

weeks ago from seeds sent dry from Australia.

On the other hand, a collection or Nymphajas

h.as been established in the Uemcraia Botanic

Gardens from seeds supplied by Kew, and these

I know, were all sent in an ordinary seed

packet. I could give other proofs of the salety

of the dry method, but the above are, no doubt

suliicieiit. ^^'e keep Eurvale dry
;
indeed, it kept

in water the seeds of this plant germinate at

once. Nelumbiunis and Trapas are quite safe, as

Mr. Miles knows, when kept dry, and I am this

year keeping a number of the seeds of Victoria

"regia in total dryness with a view to testing their

vital powers after being thus treated. I aiu not

aware that this point in connection with \ ictoria

seeds has ever been tested, and yet there seenis to

be no reason why they should not retain then-

vitality when kept dry as well as the Nelum-

biunis, Euryale, and the Nvmpluneas. A woril

respecting N. alba var. rubra, sometimes called

N. sph^rocarpa and N. Caspary; Mr. Miles is

wrong in his belief that the Kew plants elicit in

their" infancy, as the plant which is figured

in the Botanical MagcKine, t. G73R, was m fine

health and flowered freely last summer m the

tank for har.ly aipiatics, and this is the plant

which was first flowered at Kew in 1878, as noted

under the above figure by Sir Joseph Hooker.

This plant will not thrive in warm water—at

least such has been the result of an attempt to

"VOW it along with the tropical kinds here, ancl

where N. odorata and N. candidissima grow and

bloom most satisfactorily. AV. Watsox.

Kew.

NELUMBIUM LUTEUM.

In his interesting account of his work among

the Water Lilies (p. 652, 188.5), Mr. Miles is

unfortunately mistaken in supposing that the

plants which'l flowered were his seedlings. Those

were originally received as tubers from the O.xtord

Botanic Garde"n. I should have been delighted

if I had flowered his seedlings, because 1 have

never yet known seedlings to live over the first

year, though I have raised young plants many

times, as others have done, with the saine result.

The seeils are very easily raised, and the young

plants grow well, but the tubers, without which

the plants cannot exist in winter, are not lormed.

The plants in autumn cease to grow, a.nd the

parts which perish naturally of course die, but

when this has taken place there is nothing left

The difficulty is no doubt this, that we have not

a summer iJng enough or a summer with days

allVirdin.' light enough to enable the plants to

perforuaheir f.mctions so well as to niake tubers

Why we cannot grow this Nelumbium out ot

doors is easily stated. It is because we have not

that hot bright summer of America, whicli alone

an enable it to grow satisfactorily and to pre-

pare for winter. That indeed might be a great

deal colder than it is with us, and the plant would

still be perfectlv happy. Kelumbuun seeds it

may be worth 'remarking, germinate m a tew

days if the testa—impervious to moisture lu a

dry state-is cut through. Without this atten-

tion the seeds, having not fallen at once into

mud or water, and having tlieretore becoiiie un-

naturally dry, will lie indefinitely without grow-

ing. This 'is only an extreme case of what

lumpens with many other seeds. Wheti seeds

would not grow, I have olten got them to ste t

immediately by cutting a tmy piece out ot the

testa A. number of har.l-seeded Legummosa;

that'lie long in the soil will grow very otten

directly they are cut. But to return to Nelum-

biums, I should like to say, as the Cambridge

flowers have been referred to as not large, or as

uale or poor in crdour, that the proper size and

colour of these flowers have not been seen away

from Cambridge. I have been ab e onlj to

exhibit flowers that were too young to be fully

coloured, or have otherwise not been as one could

hive wished. At the same time, ot course, the

best flowers have not been nearly so large oi;^^"

deep in colour as they are described to be n a

wiia state. Nelumbium seeds, I have been told

I believe by Mi. Baxter, of Oxford, are perfectly
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Rood even wlioii fdrty yrars old, .iiul liave been
P'liwn after luivin.i,' lii'eii kept for that length of
f'""^'- R. Irwin Lvnch.

Tiie white Nelumbium.—Fearing that Mr.
Hdvcy's supposition (vide The Garden, page Blfi)

about my double white Nelumbium at Wemyss Castle
may mislead lovers of this genus as to where the one
in question came from, I write to tell you that it

was sent to me straight from a temple in Japan as a
great rarity. I cannot at this moment lay my hands
on the correspondence concerning it, but will kiok up
the notes and communicate them to you in full in a
short time, with further particulars about it.

—

Dorothy E. Wemyss.

Garden in the House.
DINNER-TABLE DECORATION.

An important item in househohl arrangements
just now is tlie effective decoration of tlie dinner-
table—for decoration there mnst be, and that in
many instances on a rather extensive .scale.

What form these decorations .shall take must, as
a rule, depend largely upon the kind of materials
available ; if the following .suggestions cannot l>e

fully acted upon, they may yet afford some sort
of a guide to the inexperienced in such matters.
Ladies frequently display great taste in floral
arrangements, but there is too much labour inci-
dental to table decoration on a large scale for
them to carry it out, ami it is usually lei't to other
hands. Sometimes instructions are given as to
how the table is to be treated, but oftener the
decorator must rely on his own resources. March
stands, or whatever they may be termed that win
prizes at flower shows, rarely no\v find their way
to a dinner-table, especially 'at this time of year,
for the simple reason that 'they are much too tall
to be eftective. It must be remembered that
there are very few gas-lighted dining-rooms,
lamps being used in some cases, but' oftener
candles, those on the table being placed in branch-
ing candlesticks, with a tiny coloured shade over
each to throw a subdued light on to the cloth and
its decorations, anything approaching a glare of
light being thus carefully avoided. It follows
that neither tall plants nor tall vases would be
effective, these being either in a line with or
above the shades, and therefore lost. It is also
equally undesirable to place either heavy vases of
flowers or plants on the table, these serving to
obstruct the view and prevent the flow of cheer-
ful conversation that ought to accompany every
festive occasion. It is tlie comparatively inoderii
innovation of decorating "on the cloth" that
finds most favour, and I propose now to discuss
this as fully as space will permit.

AuTDMN LEAVES and berries when grouped in
baskets or vases are singularly beautiful, ami fur
small tables tliey can be effectively employed, the
colours lighting up very prettily ; but when we
decorate a large table, laid, say, lor twent\- guests,
we prefer a combination of coloured leaves and
bright flowers. We consider a good su]iply of
fresh Moss indispensable, this being dried sufli-
ciently to admit of the soil being well beaten out
of it. AVith this we form a groundwork or bed
fijr the leaves and flowers, thus giving them a
more imposing appearance than when they are
laid flat on the cloth. What form the design or
style adopted shall take with us usually depends
upon the number of candlesticks and the number
of dessert di.shes, as well as their form ; but in
most instances one or more central plants are
employed, these being sometimes placed in silver
cups, but more often not, and disposed midway
between the candlesticks. Eor this purpose the
preference is given to elegant plants in 5-inch
pots of Pandanus Veitchi, probably the best!
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talile plant that can be mentioned ; Dracivnas,
such as Frederica, Bausei, vivicans, ignea, ternii-

nalis, Cooperi, auraTitia(\i, and Princess Margaret;
small Palms, including (Jeonoma gracilis and in-

termedia
; Cocos Weddelliana and Ari'ca Verschaf-

felti and the Kentias ; (jroton angustifoliuni, in-

terruptum, aureuni, Johannis, Weismanni, pictu-
ratum, and nobile, and Aralia Veitchi and
gracillima. AVe have occasionally used Ferns, as

well as Begonias, doulde Primula.s, and other
flowering plants; but, as a rule, they are too
formal and heavy to be pleasing, and when we
have plenty of suitable fine-foliaged plants, they
now invariably receive the preference. Pairs are
much preferred to odd plants, unless it lie for the
centre, and if any are in pots larger than the
5-inch size, these liave to be turned out, or they
stand to(j high for our purpose. Before they are
placed on the table, either a circular piece of
lirown paper about 12 inches in diameter, or a
flat, .shallow zinc circular trougli is placed on the
cloth, in order to keep this clean. Tlie next
proceeding is to mound over the liall of soil and
roots with Moss, this, if not quite green, being
faced over with sprays of Cupressus, a thin
surfacing of flowers and a wide elegant fringe of
Cupressus sprays completing the bank. If green-
foliaged plants are used, the flowers best suited
to these are doulde and single Primulas, Christmas
Roses, Azaleas, Pelargoniums, Chrysanthemums,
and other white flowers, with a ring of coloured
flowers to divide them from the cloth. "V'ellow
flowers, including ChrysanthemumsandJasminum
nuditlorum, are most effective in contrast with
briglitly-coloured Draca;nas ; while with the
Crotons, pink, crimson, and scarlet double and
single zonal Pelargoniums, Julie Lagra\-ere,
Henri Jacotot, Salteri, and otiier richly-coloured
Chrysanthemum.s, Poinsettias, red Primulas, and
a great variety of hybrid and other Rhodo-
dendrons may be eft'ectively employed. As these
lianks of flowers present in most cases a rather
too neat appearance, this may easily be obviated
by having a few fronds of Maiden-hair Fern
lightly draped over them. No joints being
carved on the table allows plenty of room for
decoration other than on the middle, and we
always endeavour to have a good numljer of
dessert dishes on the table, which serve to
brighten it up and harmonise well with the
design. Sometimes tiny plants, either of Coleus,
Croton, Gesnera, Dracaena—and, failing these,
tops of such plants cut and placed in small "fish-
globes " filled with water—are .set lietween each
dish, the pots in this case also being mounded
nyer with JIoss, greenery, and flowers, these and
the central plants being found ample decoration
for the night—and rarely failing to please ; in
fact, it is surprising how fresh the cut llowers are
sometimes found in the morning, ami they not
nnfrequently remain on the table till alter
luncheon lime, when they are ])laced in water,
and are available for another night or more in
the week.

Something fresh has frequently to be at-

tempted every night, but, by giving a turn to the
kaleidoscope, as it were, quite a novel eft'ect may
be created with nearly the same materials. For
instance, the pilants may be placed in silver cups
or china vases, but preferably the forme]-, only
the surface of the soil and the part exposed to
view being covered with green Moss or Selaginella.
Round the base of each cup, as well as the candle-
sticks, a ring of Moss can be placed, next a facing
of Cupressus, if necessary, and on this is disposed
a numljer of either Cideus or Iresine tops, richly
coloured leaves of JIabonia or Berberis, sprays of
variegated Holly, Euonymus, Cineraria mari-
tima, Panicum variegatum, and any other sliowy
foliage. This alone wouhl not be bright euouL'b.

facing of showy flower.s, thougli not in mixture;
and for this jjurpose the small trus.ses of bloom
freely produced by the beilding zonal Pelargo-
niums are very eifective, as also are small
(-'hrysantbemum blooms, sprays of Cinerarias,
Primulas, .Snowdrops, .lasminum iiudilloruni, .'ind

other flowers of which there niav. be an abund-
ance. Sprays of berried ]jlants, iiichiding Holly,
may also be used, especially at this time of yea'r.

On one occasion we liad 'a plentiful supjily of
Iresine Herbsti and Mesembryanthemum ou'di-
folium variegatum tops, and these neatly inter-

mingled had a most pleasing eft'ect. So also
have the richly coloured Mahonia leaves, with
a .spray of Jasminum nudillorum laid in each. If
it is necessary to mix the flow^ers, not more
than two colours should be used, either pink and
yellow, red and wliite, or red and yellow, the latter,

usually appearing nearly white by candlelight,
l)eing allowable. A fringe of Fern fronds, such
as Gymnogrammas, Adiantums, or Cupressus,
]ioints outwards, say about 5 inches wide, should
surround these circles, or they will present a
somewhat formal a]ipearance. Then, supposing
there are ten dishes of <lessert on the table, one
at each end and four at each side, the same
number of small gla.sses—nothing surpassing the
tiny glass globes or fish bowls—may be employed,
one on each side of the end dishes and "the
remainder singly midway between the side dishes.
In each of these glasses may be placed either
specimen Chrysanthemum blooms, giving the
preference to the Japanese varieties, or heads of

Poinsettias, large Primula trusses. Camellia
blooms, forced Rhododendrons, large trusses of
either single or double zonal Pelargoniums,
AUamanda blooms, w^hich are frequently avail-

able till after Christmas, and strong spi-ays of
Bouvardias. These shoulil be properly balanced,
each having a frond of Maiden-hair Fern or spray
of Cupressus placeil under it, so as to face out-
wards. Then, as there is usually plenty of space
between the dishes and that required for the
comfort of the guests, it will still further add to

the beauty of the talde if the wdiole of the glasses

of flowers are connected by a thin band of Moss,
foliage and flowers, the whole of the table being
festooned, as it were. Another night, instead of

this narrow band being made to encircle the
front of the dessert dishes or connected w-ith the
glasses, it may be formed perfectly straight, the
corners being made to correspond with the shape
of the table. These straight lines may be varied
by the introduction, at rather wide intervals, of

Camellia blooms, trusses of Primulas, Rhododen-
drons, and other flowers, or else prettily vaiie-

gated tops of Crotons or Coleus may be sub-
stituted, these either being jilaced in tiny glasses

of w-ater or bound up in wet Moss. The latter

will keep fresh for Imurs, and may be struck, if

need be, afterwards. We liave also used a
cptantity of tiny hardy wall Ferns, of which there

are abundance hereabouts, but they are scarcely
bright enough to meet the taste of many who
have seen our tables.

A COMPLETE CHANGE form the foregoing is

necessary, especially when a large table has to be
decorated for many consecutive nights. At this

time of the year it is an easy matter in many
[)laces to find a quantity of prettily variegated or

cidoured wild Ivy, and this may be very efl'ec-

tively and quickly distiibuted all over the vacant

spaces on the table, a few vases of flowers or

plants, with or without a vase of flowers, being
added, in order to brighten what would other-

wise be a dull arrangement. We find that the
Smilax or Myrsiphylluni asparagoides, which is

largely employed in decorating dining taljles in

America, gives great satisfaction here, and we
cultivate a number of plants specially to aft'ord a

and all will be greatly improved by having a tiiin
|
good supply of twining growths. T'hese are cut
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to their Ml lent;tli, carefully untwinecl, ana tlicn

neatly .-spread all over the table. It shoul.l he

addod that this phant forms long wiry growths,

with small glossy green leaves, wluch are very

eftective on^he white tahle-cloth, or also when

draped over vases or hanks of flowers.
_

Witli

this we have sometimes used a quantity ot

CaUxutlie Veitchi spikes, these being carelessly

laid on tlie Smilax, or on Fern Ironds. Various

other combinations will doubtless suggest tlieiu-

.selves to the table decorator.—i'^ieW.

not folhiw, as some people seem to think, that

it never requires any fresh soil to grow in.

Those who are anxious for Citrus trifoliata (or

tiiptera) mav be glad to know that it appears in

Van H.nitte'-s catalogue, and I daresay may be

obtained from many places in this country as

well. '- ^- ^- ^
Sussex-

NOTES ON RECENT NUMBERS.

Christmas flowers (p. 646).—When one hears

that a siu"le grower cut in one week the number

of tlowerl enumerated one cannot altogetlier

wonder where the armfuls one sees lu the sliop

winch.ws come from. Tliere are often as man}'

flowers in one single London street as woukl

shame the production of a fair-sized country

>'arden, and at the present rate of things we may

expect before long that the country will derive

its supplv from the metropolis, just as the sea-

si.k^ towns do their fish. The wor.st of it is that

,,ne"s cockney cousins do not altogether reahse

the changed" state of things, and seem to look

ui.on one's store as being nearly as interminable

as that of the ba.sket of a " flower brigade girl.

Tlie L.mdoner who writes to his friends abroad

to send liini the blooms of the sunny south does

not seem to know that he can get exactly the same

iu-t outside his street-door, and, in fact, he pays

all ait 30 per cent, less for them than his iriends

would have to do in the Riviera. Tlie decora-

tions for churches at Christmas time have not

vet taken an economical turn, and a good deal ot

Ixiiense is often incurred in order to procuie

them Whether the money thus spent would not

be better applied in furthering the true work ot

the church must seem to some people a <|uestioii

which may justly be raised.

The Mulberry (p. 640).- 1 suppose the reason

that people seem to think so little of this Iruitis

that they so .stddom get the chance of eating it m
l-eifection; but many a one who came across

Mulberries on a hot, thirsty day, such as there

u-dly was more than once last summer, must

liave been glad of the opportunity of showing

that he did not altogether despise them. A
" mash" of really ripe fruit with sugar and cream

is about as good and refreshing as an unripe

Alulberrv is nastv and disappointing. The happv

posse.'^sofs of well-bearing trees are often envied

their treasures; but the enviers often seeiu to

Inr-et that tbev can plant trees for themselves,

winch, wiih or,iinary good luck, will give some

return before the w.uld gets into the next

century. V\'e will hope the days are past when

the ••ardeiur could be cap.able, as he once was, ot

cuttTn" dnwn a IMulberiy tree because it over-

shadowed the Cabbages, or of digging up its little

Crass carpet in order to make room icir Lrusseis

Sprouts

!

Or.vnge.s (p. 647).—Atone time the "orangery

was part and parcel of all the largest gardens, and

though it mav still exist in some places, m others

It has gone "through a sort of diss(dving view

Hrrangenient, and has turned into something else

Could we get a race of hardv Oranges in England

we should not regret the change, and the favour

with which such a stock would be sure to be

received ought to do something for Citrus trifo-

liata. A small Orange, well deserving cultivation,

is inyrtitblia, but why the varieties usually

"rowii should not be edible ones is one of those

curicnis phenomena for which no one seems

accountable. AVhen an Orange tree gets to a

certuin size it has the amiable peculiarity oi

never seeming to get any bigger; but it does

IMPORTED FRUITS.

Around the Monument there is centred what is

termed the " green" fruit trade. In INlonument

Buildings a joint sale room, unexampled, says

the Tekfiravh, for its conveniences, has been

erected, and here every morning auctions are

held, the several fruit brokers having the right to

occupvthe rostrum for two hours each m turn.

The buver.s are many an.l various. Pudding Lane

concerns itself with imported fresh fruits, as dis-

tinct from dried, which, in the mam, consist ot

Oranges, Lemons, Spanish and Portuguese Grapes,

American Apples, Pines, and all kinds of Nuts.

Oranges are classified as " sweet,' to which the

ohl term "China" is still applied and " sour,

which is the technical word for bitter, bweet

Oranges are for talile, and sour are used m
the manufacture of marmalade. Last .season

there were brought to Loudon 80o,000 cases

of eating Oranges, and in the year before

the number was even larger. To this t«tal bt.

Michael, in the Azores, contributed ^0,000;

Spain, 626,000 ;
Portugal, 58,000 ;

and Sici y

and other parts, 41,000. Portugal and bicily

were much below their average. The Orange

which is approved above all others is uii-

doubte.Uv the St. INIichael, but the island on

which it'isproduced appears to be doomed to tlie

same ruin which has destr.iyed Orange cultiva-

tion in St. Mary's ami other islands of the same

cvroup. Spain, on the other han.l, is developing

die industry. Other Oranges besides St.

Michael's now in the market are Lisbon and

Seville, Malaga, and Denia, the last mentioned

comprising a 'large district. The largest inipor-

tati.'ns are, however, from Valencia and these

are of very fine quality. The Sicily Oranges

come from Palermo and Messina. Last year a

new trade was opened up, which promises to le

a very large one, in Jafla Oranges Iroiii the

,listric4 of Jerusalem. These are tran.shipped

either at ISIarseiUes or Port Said, very fow coming

direct. They are pale in colour, egg-sl|^ped,

lar-e, sweet, and of excellent flavour. Boxes

of Oranges range in weight from three-tiuarters

cwt to'licwt.', and their sizes difter according

to the country from which they are d_eriveil. An

ordinary Valencia case will contain ,14 Oianges,

whereas the flat box from Jal a has but 68.

From Malta are obtained blood Oranges egg

Oranges, and Mandarins, which are m Spam

called Tmigierines, for there is no real diflerence

between these small scented fruits. ^ one comes

from Tangiers. Some few reach us from Florida

and the West Indies, but the fruit grown on the

Northern African coast is so very delicate, tliat

it never arrives in the London market in good

condition. Large quantities of Lemons ai-e also

nsed in this country, particularly m the manu-

facture of candied peek

Grapes, packed in ground cork, and of the

kind retailed in the streets at 6d. per pound, are

known as Almerias, taking their name n-m he

port of consignment. In twenty years^he trade has

f-i-own from 20,000 barrels to 160,000, in addition

to immense supplies from Denia and M^'^ij!^ j'"'^

from Lisbon. An attempt to pace Australian

Grapes on the market in fair condition has so lai

1 ,eeii unsuccessfuL Melons in great numbers are

imported. The best-usua ly t''.l'e had

September- are from San Lucar, m the Cadiz

district, and are of a rich golden olive, Imt the

varieties in season just now are the green or

white, .shipped from Denia and Valencia. Pine.»,

excellent and cheap, grown under glass at St.

Michael, have been freely imported, to the almost

entire displacement of English Pines. Quite

two-thirds of the American Ajqile trade is done

in Pudding Lane, and the varieties are many, a

hi'dily-recommended kind being the Spitzbergen,

a I'ed-oooking Apple. To well-known sorts are

given singular and unrecognisable names, such as

" Seeks"—a contraction of "Seek-no-Further "—

and "Northern Spy," the hitter a_ co(jkmg_

Apple, red in colour and somewhat striped.^ Ot

Nuts the consumption is enormous. No fewer

than ten millions of Cocoa-nuts are disposed of

in one year. Spanish Nuts which come to hand

at this 'season are conveyed loose in the holds of

small vessels from the north-west coast of Spain,

the cargoes ranging from 1800 to 6000 bushels.

ChestniTts in bags from the north of France and

Bordeaux district. AValnuts from France, and

Barcelonas shipped from Tarragona, go to make

up the Nut trade ; and the imports from Brazil,

a trade almost wholly done in Liverp 1, must

be added to the general consumption ;
also the

Black Sea Nuts from Trebizonde, transhipped at

Marseilles. , ,. t i

Altogether distinct from Pudding Lane, and

dealing" principally with the " softer " fruits, is

Covent Garden Market. In summer business

commences at about four a.m., and the wholesale

tra<le is over by nine o'clock, after which hour

and during the' rest of the day the arcades are

ope'i to retail customers. To the salesmen large

quantities of Apples, Pears, Grapes, &c., are con-

slimed by home growers and French exjiorters.

F'ruit from France is despatched, per Grande

Vitesse, three times a week. There is just now

a feelin'^ of depression in Covent Garden, lor,

alth(]U'di supplies have been plentiful and prices

low, there has not been a corresponding increase

of consumption. There is an abundant choice

of dessert fruit here on sale. Against foreign

competitors English Apples hohl their own, coiu-

manding top prices. The Ribston and Coxs

Orange "Pippiu are considered best lor eating.

Perhaps the most popular winter cooking Apple

is the Wellington. For Blenheims Oxlordsiire

is especially ' ncited. Amongst other English

counties Cambridgeshire and Worcestershire

chiefly contribute to the metropolitan supply.

Boston, Nova Scotia, and Canada augment the

Covent Garden supplies by forwarding m the

best condition neatly -coopered three -bushel

barrels of yellow Newtown Pippins, or of ruddy

Baldwins, Knd of other distinct sorts ot Apples,

which, however, all go under the general naiue ot

"Ame-ican " Pears consumed at this time ot llie

year come from France, the great bulk of them

'having been bought up by dealers m 1 ans, who

store 'them in ca\-es specially constructed until

the market here is ready to receive them, when a

daily despatch of cases and hampers takes place

to Londr.n, ^^hele they are put up to auction. The

importations of French Pears are very extensive,

and it frequently happens that 10,000 cases may

be .lisposed of in one day at Covent Garden. Ihe

number of Pears contained in each case varies

with their size, and ranges from twelve to forty-

eicdit A day or two ago a couple ot giant i-eue

AiigeVine were sold for 18s. wholesale, and the

outhiy was only justified by the value ot the

fruit 'as exhibition specimens, for they were per-

fectly uneatable. Fine Chaumontels come Irom

the Channel Islands. For stewing, Catdlac

Pears are recommended. Bananas come Irom

Madeira, Walnuts from Nai-les (dried) and Irom

Grenoble, Cob-nuts from Kent, aiid Forbidden

Fruit and Custard Apples are also now fairly

plentiful.
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BOSTON HOUSE, BRENTFORD.

One woulil scarcely expect to find such an im-
]inrtant and Iieautiful place as this is so near
liicutlonl, wliii-h nuw extends close to it, thouj^h
a mile distant I'roni the main street. But, as in
the case of Syou House on the opposite side of
Brentford, Boston House existed when the town
was of less extent. It is one of the oldest places
in Middlesex, for it appears to have been a
monastery so long ago as Edward the Sixth's
time. It has, as a matter of course, passed
through many successive hands, among them
being the Earl of Leicester and Sir Thomas
Gresham, when, finally, in 167(1, it was purchased
by one of Sir C]iristo]iher Clitherow's sons, in
whose family it has remained to this day. The
present house was built partly in 1622 and the
rest in 1671. These two dates maybe seen on
the lead water pipes in the front of the house.
Tlie latter is a solid-looking square building,
with gables at the princijial facade. It consists
of red lirick, but this has Ijeen so weather-stained,
that the colour harmonises beautifully witli the
suri'ounding foliage. In summer the M'alls are
clothed with tall plants of scarlet Pelargoniums,
which have a gay appearance no doubt, but these
old brick houses gain much when their walls are
permanently adorned witli evergreen climbers, of
which we have now so many. . It stands higli, and
the ground falls awaytowards tlie south, anrl within
a hundred yards of the house the old river Brent
winds its sluggish course and joins tlie busy
canal some distance down. Where tlie Brent forms
the boundary of the garden the ground falls so
abruptly that from the house the water is quite
hidden; its presence in the grounds, therefore,
comes as a surprise.

The grounds afford one of the best examples of
pure English landscape gardening that could be
seen anywhere about London, and they contain
fewer blemishes tlian may be seen in many
places. Their beauty lies mainly in their sim-
plicity, for they are entirely devoid of those
costly attempts at emlielli'shment which so
seldom are satisfactory. The magnilicent trees
which one sees everywhere about the place show
that each generation of the Clitherow family
must have recognised the importance of tree
planting, for one may here see trees ranging from
two hundred years of age down to saplings
planted quite recently. It is this magnificent
tree growth that gives the place so much
grandeur, and particularly Lebanon Cedars,
which are unsurpassed by any in the neighbour-
hood of Loudon. Some of the largest are close
to the house (as may be seen in the annexed
engraving), and their great i^preading branches
and towering heads harmonise beautifully with
tlie old brick house. Tlie finest Cedars are on
the front lawn, and one of these has a ponderous
trunk which measures over 24 feet in girth
breast high. At a few feet up it begins to semi
out huge branches, which sweep the turf in all
directions. From this Cedar some seedlings were
raised about a dozen years ago, and these are
now from 8 feet to 10 feet high, and promise by
their vigorous and rapid growth to be "n-orthy
successors to their parent.

Amongst other trees the finest consist of Oak,
Elm, and Scotch Fir. Of Elms there are some
grand avenues; one skirting the lake is shown in
the engraving, and another is in the valley
nearer Brentford. The park is studded witli
trees, chietiy Oak, some of wliich are ancient, but
the majority are only about two hundred years
old. The planting of modern trees has not been
neglected, for they are in every part, and the steep
declivity running from the broad front lawn down
to the river is densely clothed witli deciduous
and evergreen trees of varied kinds, and a more
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thi'iving plantation is not often seen. Tlie soil is

good, and as the slope lies to the south and is shel-
tereil to windward by tnll Elms, the yoinig trees
grow vigorously, and more jiarticidarly (,'oniltrs.

There are fine symmetrical trees of such as
Abies Nordmanniana, cejihalonica, Pinsapo, the
Cedars, and several Pines, intermixed with deci-
duous trees, and in some cases hemmed in too
clo.sely by them. This is indeed a beautiful
sloping plantation, and as one can overlook it

from the walk that runs along the crest of tlie

slope, the beauty of the trees can be seen. Fur-
ther down the slope, by the riverside, is a
charming woodland walk" beneath tall, big Elms
and Oaks, which rise out of a covert-like growth
of Rhoilodendrons. Besides that, the place swarms
with wild flowers. Bluebells and the like, so its

charms in early summer may be imagined.

On the main la^\'n, wdiere the great Cedars are,
there are specimens of modern Conifers, the
Wellingtonia being one of them; but it could be
wished that, instead of these, young Lebanon
(Jedars had been planted, so that'in future, when
the present giants have succumbed to time, their
grandeur would be represented by young trees.

This is the more desirable in such a place as this,

liecause trees like tlie Cedar and the Yew are in
harmony with the old house. It is extremely
doulitful if the Wellingtonias, the Crypto-
merias, the Araucarias, and others which "have
been lauded as trees of the future will not end
their existence before even the venerable Cedars,
which have long since reached maturity.

Tlie Yew is the prevailing feature of this place,
that is, it meets one at every turn about the
vicinity of the house. Some "great trees of it

effectually hide the offices from the lawn and the
garden from the main road, while on tlie lawn
itself is probably one of tlie most remarkable
Yews in the country.

, It is a huge spreading
mass of rounded outline at the base, formed, it

seems, by the branches from the main stem being
pegged down and rooted. Through it a vista
has been cut, so as to obtain a view from the
dining-rotmi window through the tree to the
garden and park beyond.

The lake, oddly enough, occupies the highest
ground, and as the Brent is considerably below,
its position is the more noticeable. It is fed by
springs, and though small is extremely pretty,
for in summer its surface is crowded wi"th Water
Lilies, and a natural growth of Rushes and other
water plants has been allowed to fringe the mar-
gin, so that there is a natural look about it. A
stately row of Pampas Grasses adds to the beauty
of the lake margin, besides a thick growth of
noble trees and Evergreens.

The ilower garden, consisting of a group of
lieds of simple outline, is not placed, as i.s usually
the case, directly in front of tlie main windows of
the house, but occupies a recess-like portion of
the lawn, open to the south, but snusly sheltered
from the north and east, so that while the gay
parterre is near the house it is not continually
thrust under the eye, destroying the repose of
the lawn and trees and marring the enjoyment of
the prospect beyond. In and about the flower
garden are several grand old Apple trees of
goodly shape and of good size—the remnants of
an orchard. These okUtrees have quite a dis-

tinct appearance among the other trees, and now
that they have plenty of room on all sides, they
spread out their branches in a handsome symme-
trical head. How beautiful thev must look in
May ! It is a pity that Apples, 'Pears, Medlars,
and Quinces are not more often planted as lawn
trees. Because they bear fruit some think that
the orchard is the place for them.

Roses receive much attent-on. There is a "Rose

walk " with dwarfs on one side, standards on the
other, and on the lawn may be seen some
imposing, liuge-headed standards of Souvenir de
la .Malmaison Rose ]jhinted in formal rows and
looking like a company of infantry. Such an
array of this Rose is an unrommon" sight. Not
being one of the hardiest sort.", they are pro-
tected during hanl weather.
There is the usual accompaniment of a large

place—numerous fruit and ]>laiit houses and a
capital kitchen garden, one of the old-fashioned
type with a great extent of high walls all covered
with fruit trees. Mr. Jeft'eries, the gardener,
recognises the importance of a reserve border for
affording cut flowers, and in addition to these
there is a good extent devoted to the best hardy
perennials. W. G.

Fruit Garden.
PEACH TREES ON OPEN WALLS.

A WRITER upon Peach walls recently deprecated
the building of very high walls on the ground
that ere trees planted at the base could reach the
top their bottoms were becoming thin and decay-
ing. This writer seems to have overlooked the fact

that standard and half-standard trees, commonly
called " riders," are grown specially to meet such
contingencies, and that liy employing these alter-

nately with dwarf trees a wall 14 feet in height
may be covered as quickly as one 8 feet in height
planted witli base trees only. But is it not
ratlier unusual to find walls so high as that which
has been mentioned? As a rule 10 feet is the
accepted height—sometimes a foot less sometimes
a foot higher, but in no case can it be said that
10 feet presents an undue height where walls are
erected to afl'ord shelter, security, and desirable
aspects for fruit tree culture. With a wall 10 feet

in height I have seen half-standard trees used
with the best results. At the Duchess of Buc-
cleuch's place, Ditton Park, Slough, Mi'.

Lindsay can show a Peach wall covered witii

trees, and invariably in the proper season with
fruit, such as cannot be excelled elsewhere in the
kingdom. It is by no means a common occur-
rence to see 75 yards' run of 10-foot wall covered
with fine robust trees so admirably and, more-
over, so literally, that hardly room can be found
to place the hand upon the wall in any part
without touching growth. In a year or two
some Pears on the other part of the wall will be
grubbed out and replanted with Peach, Necta-
rine, and Apricot trees ; a 100 yards' length of
wall will tlien be filled from end to end, and a
better demoDstration of the possibility of growing
tender stone fruits on out-door walls in this

country will hardly be found elsewhere. Mr.
Lindsay favours the emjjhjyment of half-standard
trees in jilanting a wall of this heigiit because he
is thereby enaliled to distribute the growth over
a wider area. Thus the bottom branches can be
turned downwards and induced thereby to fill

the void below whilst the vertical branches are
doing good work above. The diversion of much
of the saji in the tree from lateral or vertical

growths serves to check coarse, soft growth,
i'erha.ps something is due, too, at Ditton to culti-

vation, for great care is taken in planting to give
ample drainage, although the soil is far from
being natui'ally moist. The border in front of

the trees is cropped as usual with the exception
of some 4 feet in width next the wall, which
space is in summer protected by a mulching
of long manure. These trees range from five

to twenty years old and are all in the fullest

health. I have seen them in the autumn tor

several j-ears and have always found on them
heavy crojis of fine fruit. In spring but little

protection is given to the bloom. A. D.
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HARDY FRUITS.

The Ai'RicoT.—Anioiii,'st hanly fruits 1liis, in

many jiarilcus, i^; decidedly the most ditiicult to

sucii-sslully cultivate, and as a cunfequence its

cidture lias been discontinued liy many who
Mi>uM haveheen j^lad to j,'ro\v it, if only with par-

tial success. As a dessert fi-uit many prefer the

Apricot to any other kind of .stone fruit, while

Apricot jireserves rank among the best made.

Apricots seldom succeed under the same conili-

tions a.-- Plums, Pears, and even Peaches. This in

many instances is simi)ly owing to their being

jilanted in too strong soil, or in heavy soil insui-

ticientlv drained. In my case I have to deal with

a strung clayey loam, re.sting on an almost solid

clay sulisoil, and without e.xtia ]iains in preparing

sites for Apricot trees they would not thrive, or

at any rate would not be profitable. As it is,

thanks to the skill of my predecessor, we have

drained, but in spite of this it has been found
necessary to remove 6 inches of the clayey
.subsoil of the border intended for Apricots and
Peaches, anil replace it with a good layer of rough
stones. The border formed on the top of this

consists of ei(ual piirtions of garden soil and fresh

I
turfy loam, tlie depth at the back is aliout 2 feet,

! and there is a fall of (i inches to the front. This
I brings it well above the ordinary level and
insures a comparatively ilry and warm root-run.

About twenty years ago this was done and the

trees have done well ever since. Whenever a
tree has to be re]ilac.ed, and this we have had to

do owing to failures with trees of Moorpark, a
liberal addition of turly loam and a little short

manure is added to the border in order to give

the fresh trees a gocjd start. These raised borders,

again, are apt to become rather too dry, especially

where glas-i copings are tixed over a portion of

merely liave resulted in several strong breaks on
the U]iper portion.s, while much of the remainder
wonld have been blind, pei haps, for the rest of

the tree's life. On the other hand, by leaving the
shoots full length, short fruiting spurs naturally
I'orm at m.iny of the joints, and by summer ]iinih-

ing any of the others not nvjuireil for fuinishing
the tree, this may also lead to the formation of

more, fruiting s]jurs. This treatment of young
shoots, if jiersisted in till snch time as the wall
space is occupied, tends to materially check undue
grossness, but when the points of fairly long
shouts are weakly, the leading break is also sure
to be weakly; and in preference to winter pruning,
in ordei' to secure a stronger Iireak, I prefer t(j

disbud the ujiper jiortion.s, thereby .securing a
stronger back growth, which can be laid in as a
leader. Very weakly .shoots, or those under the
size of a slate pencil, are best cut back freelj-, and

^onle of llie finest trees in the country, aiK

they randy tail to pirodnce good crops
Several fine old tiees occupy a wall-spaci

of 24 feet by 12 feet, and others that I

]ilanted in the spring of 18S1 are 12 high
and l.''i feet wiile. By far the best cro_

are obtained from trees planted again>t a
wall facing south-south-east, while another
wall with a .south-west aspect, and wholly
occupied with Apricot trees, is far from
lieing so remunerative as it ought to be.

Ni>r is the fruit of the best (|nalily from
this wall, and it is all preserved. I have
two good e.xplanatious to ofl'er for this

]ia)tial failure, and in all prnbability the
.sune reasons may be given for innumerable
failures in various jiarts of tlie country.
The .south-west wall is situated in a low-
lying jiortion of the garden, where the
trees get more moisture at the roots
than is good fur them, and on account of
the site natur.dly hindering them from getting so

much sunshine as they require the wood does not
ripen properly, ami rarely flowers satisfactorily.

All the trees, old and young alike in this position,
grow strongly—too strongly, in fact ; but although
we checke<l this by lifting ami replanting some
and partially lifting and root-pruning others, this
dues not induce them tubesoHoriferousaswecoidrl
wish, and 1 am in iw convinced that we must either
replant on a nuich raised border or completely
cover them with a glass coping. At Wilton, where
the low-lying position of the garden is very un-
favourable to Iruit culture generally, Mr. Challis
yet manages to successfully cultivate Apricots;
liut, if I remember rightly, he finds it necessary to

throw olf the rains from the borders nearly or
quite all the year round with shutters constructed
for that purpoi-e. The upper portion of the
garden under my charge is naturally well

13u.^t(.ui lluiisu, iJrcntfurd. \ .t;vv uf fiou.su louttiug iicruss tlie liikc.

tlieiu, and to prevent this we mulch heavily early

j

in May with short farmyard manure, covering it

I

with a light surfacing (jf soil. Since tliis has been

! done the older trees especially have perfected

i
much better fruit, an<l are not injured by over-

crop]>ing, as heretofore.

Tre.\t.m1';nt of young tree.s.— I have never
tried what eould be done with what are called

maidens, having always dealt with trained trees,

and these invarialily grow quite as strong, as is

desiralile. All the sound well-ripened, shoots on
the.se are laid in full length, and this is the first

.ste]i towards checking grossness as well as

inducing early bearing; trees thus treated

emleavour to form growths at nearly evei'V jouit

throughout the whole length of the unpruned
shoots. To take out the points of the shoots

when first planted, as my wall man always
insisted was the proper thing to do, would

this will generally be followed by one of stronger

growth. Any very gross shoots are best removed
directly they are observed; but if they cannnt
be spared, they may be materially checked by an
early removal of many of the leaves. The prin-

cipal main bi'anches Ijeing already formed before

the trees have left the nursery, and these being
trained in the direction originally given them, it

becomes a simple matter to lay in other permanent
branches according as the continuing .sjiicad gives

more intervening space requiring to be furni,shed.

Young wood laid in in the same manner' as Peach
wood ^^ill fi'equently fruit the following season,

this being especially the case with well-ripened
growth of the Moorpark variety; but, as a rule,

it is advisable to fruit them on the short-spur
system, or in the same manner as Plum.s, young
shoots onl}- being laid in to replace any that

have been prenuiturel}' lost by gumming or to
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furnish blank spacos. As a rule, young shoots

are constantly luMnf; thrown U]) frc.ini the base of

liealthy trees, ami a few of these that are well

jilaced should bo laid in oceasiimally, in order to

keep the tree well furnished with healthy t^rowth

in preference to much that is nearly or quite

useless. Too often loni,', Uf,'ly spurs are encouraged
on Apricot trees, and these never ]iroduce flue

fruit. At the summer pinchin<;, which should

be done early with the fin[;er and thumb, it is

necessary to leave rather long spurs, say about
3 inches in length, in order to prevent strong

wood growths instead of fruiting spurs forming
at the base; but at the winter pruning all these

should be sliortened to within four joints of their

starting point. This being done annually, no
long, ngly spurs will form, and better crops of

fruit ought to result. Nor shouhl the spurs be
crowded, and this is best obviated by the com-
plete removal of many of the badly placed or

crowded lateral growths early in the summer.

Standard Apricots.— Several writers, in-

cluding Mr. Mcintosh, recommend two or three

varieties as being suitable for forming standards,

but I have not met with anyone who has seen a

standard Apricot tree tliat was ever known to

perfect a good crop of fruit. 1 have had the

management of large standards, all fine healtliy

trees, in Kent, Susse.v, and Essex, but they were
altogether unprotitalile. What fruits they ever

lU'oduced were not fit for eating, and made pre-

serve much inferior to that made irom almost

any sort of Plum. There may be districts in

wliich standard Apricot trees are successfully

grown, notably in the Isle of Wight, but I think

1 may safely advise the niajoiity of the readers of

Thk" Garden not to attempt this method of

culture, unless it be in a large span-roofed orchard

house.

PROTECTINa THE TREES WHEN IN BLOOM is an

important matter as regards the successful culture

of Apricots, a.s, owing to their habit of blooming

early, the very delicate blossoms are much
injured, if n(jl totally destroyed, by even a

moderately severe spring frost. There are various

methods of aft'ording protection, such as wide

stone wall copings, wide board copings, an<l

either two or three thicknesses of fish netting or

some kind of closer protecting material sus-

pended over the trees at a safe distance from the

wall. A quantity of Fir branches thinly and

securely fastened to a framework of light poles

also frequently preserves the blossom, but none

of these contrivances are so eflective as glass

copings and blinds. W^e find these to lie of the

greatest service, not only in protecting the trees

from spring frosts, but also in insuring an earlier

supply of fruit, as well as a better ripening of

the wood. Our coping, which consists of a light

iron framework, to which large thick squares of

glass can be fastened and i-emoved expeditiously,

extends about 30 inches from the wall, and

immediately under this, or say to a distance of

4 feet from the top of the wall, the trees flower

more freely, ripen fruit earlier than elsewhere,

and the growth also matures earlier. In addition

to the C'iping we have blinds about 9 feet long

and 2 feet wide, and these have rings at the top

for running on rods under the coping, wdiile the

lower ends are also attached with the aid of tape

loops to loose rings running on wire strained to

stout posts. An airangeinent of sash cords

admits of the Idinds being simultaneously opened

or closed, and in this manner we can protect

when necessary without unduly shading, and
thereby weakening, as well as unduly forwarding

the blossom. These blinds are also extended

when easterly winds prevail, and, as may be

imagined, do good service. The glass is usually

removed after the crops are gathered, some-

times before if red spider threatens to be
troublesome, and we do not find it necessary

to again screw it on till near llowering time. In
some districts I would not remove it, and should
not do so here if the border was not lialile to

become too drj'. The blimls are best formed of

cotton yarn, unless frigi donio can be afforded,

the latter, being formed of horse-hair and wool,

being the most effective ; canvas blinds on rollers,

ami also light canvas-co\'ereil screens or shutters,

are adopteii in some gardens with very gooil

results. It frequently happens that these pro-

tective measures result in an extra good set, and
in this case severe thinning out must be resorted

to, or the fruit may all be small and compara-
tively worthless. Beside.s, over-cropping is most
injurious, and it is better to be contented with
moderately heavy crops every favourable season

than an extra heavy one, followed by a complete
failure.

Varieties of Apricots are but few, and yet

amongst them are several veiy poor soils. Moor-
park is by far the liest sort in cultivation, none,

in my opinion, ecpialling it in point of (piality,

and it is also of huge size. TTu fortunately, it is

most addicted to gumming, whole linilis on pre-

sumably most healthy trees suddenly collajising.

Thei'e la no known remeily for this, and not

many authorities are agreed as to the true cause

of the disease. Quite young trees are as liable to

Vie disfigureil in this way as are older ones ; but as

wu cannot afford to dispense with the variety,

young trees are alwaj's grown on another wall to

take the ]dace of any that may fail under the

coping. Early Moorpark possesses both the

good and bad qualities of Moorpark, and it

differs onh' in that it is about a fortnight earlier.

Laige Early is a reliable early sort of fairly good
quality. Hemskerk forms a good succession to

this, and ripens before the Moorpark. It is a

vigorous variety, fairly prolific with us, and the

fruits are large and of good quality. Of the

smaller sorts I find the best are Shipley's, some-
what early and cropping freely, and Turkey, the

latter a very distinct sort, ripening fairly well on
the upper portion of oui' south-west wall.

W. I. M.

Peach forcing'.—I see that "J. G. K." (p. 049)

introduces the inevitable "rabbit's tail" at the

fldwering season of Peaches in order to set the fruits.

How long will snch antiqnated practices exist? If

one wished to actually realise how the tender organs
of a Peach flower felt when subjected to a scrubbing

with a rabbit's tail, he would have to try and iuiagine

himself in the position of the hen-pecked husband
when his wife " combed his hair with the legs of a
stool." If anyone doubts the ill effects of such
usage, let him examine a Peach shoot in full

flower after the tail has been vigorously whisked over
the branches. The flowers which set on such occa-

sions are not those fertilised by the brush, but those
which escape destruction by it. For the last three years

on rmr two earliest Peach trees which fill one divisii-n

we have had an average of eighty dozen fruit each year,

and for a number of years before that from thirty dozen
to fifty dozen without a break, and the setting of the

fruit on all these occasions has depended on three

things— first, the ripening of the wood ; second, keep-
ing the temperature up in the daytime to from 60° to

"a" all the time the trees were in flower—not minding
the night temperature so long as the thermometer did

not indicate freezing ; and, third, to syringing the
trees freely at least three times a week, regardless of

the weatlier, to scatter the pollen in clouds every-

where and cjuicken the vitality of the flowers at that
critical period.—J. S. W.
"Wrongly pruned Peach trees.— I noticed

"E. B. L.'s" remarks (p. 025) on this subject, and I

should like you to allow me to say tliat I think the
system of pruning which I ad\'ocated is not practised
so extensively as he seems to think. I must remind
"E. B. L." that I said nothing about the form of tree

whicli I recommended not lasting more than fourteen

years. Wliat I did say was tiuit the Peach tree gene-

rally could not be depended ujion to last longer than
that in good condition, .anrt I hold to that opinion still.

The system adopted by our forefathers was sound
enough in its day, wlien the trees could be dej)ended

upon to last for fifty years, but it does not answer
now, when they only last a very much shorter time.

If " K. B. L." happens to have the care of Peach trees

that are in good ccmdition and fifty years old, all that

I can say is that he is m<ire fortunate than the majo-

rity of cultivators. " E. B. L." may, I think, rest

satisfied that so many cutl Peach houses would not

have Ijeen built if the trees had lived so long now as

they did when the system of severe pruning was in

vogue. It must, however, be understood tliat I do not

condemn the system of pruning; that has nothing to

do with matters connected with short-lived trees.

Climatic c<uiditions or something else has changed,

and what I maintain is that cultivators should adai>t

their practice to the exigencies of the case, and there

is no better way of doing so than to get the trees into

bearing in a short period of time on the lines which I

suggested in the article referred to. If ''E. B. L." can
suggest a better, by all means let him do no. Jf he
cannot do that, perhaps he will tell us how to make
our Peach trees live for fifty years and remain healthy

and fruitful at the same time.—?.

Garden Flora.

PLATE 525.
FKEMONTIA CALIFORXICA.*

This beautiful Californian shrub was first intro-

duced to this country more than thirty years ago.

A single plant was raised in the gardens of the

Horticultural Society from seed .sent by ilr.

Roliert Wrench ; this llowered for the first time
in April, 1854. For several years this specimen
remained unique, as all attempts to propagate
it failed. According to the litciie Horticole, it

was sold to Mr. Henderson for £40. Afterwards
seeds were sent to Messrs. Veitch by their

collector, Mr. William Lobb, to whom English
gardeners owe a debt of gratitude for introducing

a host of beautiful garden plants. Fremipiitia

lielongs to the Natural Order Sterculiaceie, a

family which contributes a large number of

highly ornamental genera and species for indoor
decoration, but perhaps none—except the subject

of these notes—which can fairly be called liardy.

Fremiiutia californica, the only species, is a
native of dry hills from Pit River to San Diego,

and is most abundant in the foothills of the
Southern Sierra Nevada. It is a branching
deciiluous shrub from 10 feet to 20 feet in height,

with a trunk sometimes as much as a foot in

diameter at the base. The wood is hard and the

bark <lark coloured ; the thick leaves—usually
clotheil with reddish-brown stellate hairs, espe-
cially on the under surface—are liroadly heart-

shaped or ovate in outline, generally three-lolied,

rarely entire (as in the accompanying plate) or

five to seven-lobed. The handsmne yellow
flowers vary in size from 1 inch to 3 inches across.

As a rule this beautiful shrub is grown against

walls in this country, and in such positions it

H(jwers freely and ripens seed, from which young
plants are readily raised. In dry soils in

.'heltered spots it, however, doe? well in the open
as a bush.

Tender plants (p. 654).—Mr. Wood suggests,

as many others have done, that tender pl.ants may in

time become so acclimatised as to be hardy. I may
claim to have experimented with tender plants more
than many have done, and I have no doubt whatever
tliat it is impossible so to change the nature of a-

really tender species as to make it hardy. Many
plants reputed tender have been proved to be hardy,

* Drawn in Mr. Anthony Waterer's nursery, Knap Hill,

Woking, in June.
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but that is a verj' different tiling, and of course it is

possible, by crossing a tender species with a hardier, to

introduce a hardier constitution, but that at the same
time alters the original species. And as by bad
treatment a plant may be weakened, so by good treat-

ment it may be strengthened, but the individual

plant only will be affected. From such a plant you
might get more flourishing and vigorous seedlings,

but I am sure their hardiness or tenderness will

remain the same.

—

Henry N. Ellacombe, B'Mon
Vicarage.

Orchids.

WINTER FLOWERING ORCHIDS.

The inipoitance of tlie auction sales of OrcliiJs

in London as a means of bringing tlie beautil'ul

l)lants of this taniily within tlie reach of the

inajtu'ity of cultivators is seen by the prices

which plants thus sohl fetch a.s compared with
what one had to pay when Orchid dealers were
fewer and held something like a monopoly of

the trade in these plant.s. Where two oi' tliree

Tcar.s ago the piicc of a moderate sized plant of,

for instance, Odontoglossum crispum could not

be bought for less than 10s. (id. or 15s. we can
now liuy strong, healthy plants newly imported
at about half-a-crown apiece. This is a.s it

should be. Of course there are yet Orchids that

comiuand fancy prices at aiu'tion sales, asx'lse-

whcre, but these are only exceptional, and owe
tlieir value oftener to some peculiarity of fiirm

or Colour than to superior beauty. In addition

to the sales of newly imported Orchids we have
now, sometime:! twice a week, collections of

jilanis ill flower ottered for sale in the London
auction rooms, and to these sales are often sent

many choice anil rare kinds ;us well as numerous
))opular sorts. A sale of Orchids in flower a few
(lays before Chiistmas therefore held out promise
nf being valuable as aft'ording some idea as to

wliat sorts could be got to flower at such a time.

Orchids or, indeed, any ;ijlants of beauty that

blossom at Cliristmas time have an exceptional

value, and the iollowiiig are therefore noted for

the guidance of those who have to supply a great

nmny flowers, but find a ditiicultv in obtaining

any variety in December.

The .sale to which we nov.- refer was held in

Messrs. Protheroe and Morris's rooms in Cheap-
side on December 22. The most .striking group
was that of a number of plants of Odontoglossum
Kossi in various forms, all of them beautiful, and
some of the plants bearing as many as half a

dozen spikes of bloom. A specimen with over a

liundreil flowers open was especially beautiful.

The value of this little, e isily-grown Orchid was
never more clearly shown than by this collection

of well-flowered plants. Of course 0. crispum

was represented by numerous plants in flower,

not so plentifully, however, as one might have
expected. A yellow-tinted variety, viz., O.

crispum flaveolum, was represented by a fine

plant with a twenty-flowered spike ; it was
bou;,'ht for nineteen guineas. O. Pescatorei, O.

Insleayi and the variety leopardinum, O. grande,

O. odoratum, O. Phaltenopsis, and .several small-

tlowered kinds were also among the flowering

plants olfered.

Lslias were represented by a very delicately

coloured variety of L. anceps, bearing ten spikes

each with two or three flowers, the petals and
sepals broad, and ccdoured a pale pink; this

realised nineteen and a half guineas. Other
plants of the .same species were sold—these, of

course, for as many shillings as the jirecedin

one fetched guiiieius. L. albida with its pretty

ivory-petalled flowers, L. autuinnalis atrorubens,

(jne of the very best of Ladias, were in good

flowering condition. The Cattleyas were weak

in numbers, the time being too early Ijy about a

month for the first big group of this genus. C.

Walkeriana, C. dolosa, and a sheath bearing
plant of C. Lawrenciie were the only species

offered. Dendrobiiuns were present in the .shape

of D. Wardianum, D. nobile, D. endocharis, D.
luteolum, and D. aureum. Calanthes were well

to the fore, some exceptionally deep-coloured

forms of C. Veitchi being among them. Onci-

dium Jonesianum, O. Forbesi, O. Rogersi, Cypri-

pedinm insigne, C. niveum, C. Godefroyie, C.

Lowi, C. Harrisianum and C venustum, Zygo-
petaluni Mackayi, Sophronitis granditlora,

Jliltonia Clowesi, Pilnmua nobilis and the

curious Aganisia cterulea; these, as well as

others of less attractiveness, were oflered in large

or well-flowered specimeu.s. The effect of the

whole collection was very pleasing in the dark

December days, and it is worth noting that, with

only one or two exceptions, the plants were such

as niav be obtained for a few shillings each.

B. W.

The white Masdevallia.—After seeing Mas-
devallia tovareusis this season, I think it is an Orchid

that is not grown nearly as much as it deserves to be.

We have noiv some twelve or eighteen plants of it in

bloom. Some of them have as many as eighteen and
twenty spikes, each bearing three and four Mowers.

These, with Sophronitis grandifiora and its varieties

mixed, make one of the most pleasing sights one

would wish to see during these dull winter months.

One thing, moreover, that makes them more valuable

to growers near London is the fact that the fogs

which are so fatal to the opening of most Orchid

flowers do not seem to affect these in the least.

—

H. SiMPKixs, Camhridge Lodge, CamberwcU.

Watering' Calanthes.—How true it is that in

the cultivation of many plants no hard and fast lines

can be laid down, and watering Calanthes forms no

exception to the rule. In The Uabde.-j (p. 228)

Mr. Douglas's instructions are to withhold water

when they have grown to their full size, so that by
the time the flower-spikes begin to rise the roots

should be dust-dry. This is contrary to my practice

and that of many others by whom satisfactcny results

are obtained. In the cases in question water is

regularly supplied from the time they start into

gri>wth in spring until the fl(^wers fade. Wliich plan

is best I do not know ; I just refer to it here to show
that both systems are practised by different growers

with about apparently the same results. Not in

many places are Calanthes better gro\\Ti than at Bel-

mont, Taunton. I have seen them there retaining

their leaves until the first flowers were open, and that

they could not do under'the drj-ing-off process. There
appears to be about as much diversity regarding rest-

ing Calanthes as in watering them. One culti\ator

will rest them in a shed just secure from frost, while

others bake them in a stove .temperature. Surely

Calanthes are a patient and long-suffering class of

plants. Is there no one conversant with the condi-

tions under which they grow naturally who can ex-

plain how they can withstand such diverse treatment,

and yet give no cause for complaint ?—J. C. C.

liSelia anceps Hilliana.—Herewith I send you

a bloom of the true Ltelia anceps Hilliana which, in

the face of L. anceps Dawsoni having bloomed from

the 1S85 importations of the white anceps, may,
perhaps, make me ask, " Why has Dawsoni not

blcpomed before then if this is now coming out at the

same time?" But this plant came out of the 1S81

imports. With its pure white sepals and petals and

faint rose-tinted lobes to the lip, and deep yellow

keels, and faint purple nerves on the throat, I think

it a most chaste variety. I hope that now the

new imports of the white anceps have commenced to

bloom, that all who possess flowers will send them to

you to be noted, so that those who are away from the

centres of attraction can see what they may expect,

and if the various growers will state the conditions of

"rowth, they will confer a favour on some whom I have

heard say they found these new anceps to require a

different treatment' from what they were giving the

old forms. Our experience at Rosefield has been this,

that the dozen or so plants of it which we were sure
of blooming now have not done so, and I have heaps
of plants not blooming that were expected to do so.

(Has Mr. Douglas got any spikes?) We always
grow L. anceps in the Cattleya house exactly over

the spot where the pipes enter the house ; better and
finer growth no one can want (we have had five

flowers on a two-years established plant with bulbs
double the size of its imported ones), but the new
white anceps, though it has done well there, has not

done as the old dark ones do. We intend trying
them ia other places for next season. Mr. Measures
once published some remarks in reference to these
plants ; would he kindly do so again, and also any
one else ?

—

De B. C'kawshat.

NOTES ON EPIDENDRUMS.
Ay inspection of some of the different collecti<ins

of Orchids now cultivated elicits the fact that
one or two genera are favourites and monopolise
most of house room, while others, perhaps not so

showy, but in their way equally beautiful and
interesting, are excluded. In this, as in many
other tilings, fashion i.s everything. Cattleyas
and Odontoglossnms are in at present, and Epi-
dendrunis are out. The price of a rare Cattleya
or a beautiful form of Odontoglossum crispum
maybe reckoned at hundreds of guineas; while
few Orchid fanciers would care to give more than
five or ten shillings for a beautiful Epidendrnm.
I have heard of some who grow tliousands of O.
crispum, hundreds of Cattleya Mossiie or C.
Trianfe, and perhaps not six species of Epiden-
ilriini. Take away from such a collection the
Odontoglossums and Cattlej'as and the houses
would indeed have a woebegone appearance. I

am aware that some species of Epidendrnm are
not quite so easily managed as one could wish,
but others are not difficult to grow, but to obtain
Epidendrums now-a-daj's is no easy matter. Only
this morning I received the catalogue of one
of our largest Orchid importers and growers,
and one of the oldest also, and it contains but
four species of Epidendrnm ; the few species I
would like to see well and extensively grown are

E. CNEMiDOpnouuM, an elegant and remark-
able plant when well grown ; its stems are very
tall, and the plant is not adapted for small houses,

but many can find .space for a plant 5 feet high.

Its drooping panicles of flow-ers are very striking.

Twenty years ago, or more, the late Mv. Skinner
introduced from Guatemala a number of fine

specimens of it, and the first to flower it was the
late Sir Philip Egertou. As it ia found at an
elevation of 7000 feef, it does not require a high
temperature. The Mexican house suits it best.

Mr. Bateraan, WTiting about this plant, which
obtained a first-class certificate on May 7, 1867,
says :

" At Onlton it receives little more than
ordinary greenhouse treatment, and with me it

succeeds perfectly in the Mexican house. Pa-
tience, however, will have to lie exercised, for

even in Guatemala it takes nearly seven years to

grow a really tine plant of it, but this, when
once obtained, will remain a sort of heirloom for

"merations. It requires plenty of pot room, and
the usual compost of turfy peat. Sphagnum and
potsherds to keep it open."

E. PRisMATocARPUir, a distinct and handsome
species, first flowered in England with Messrs.

Low, of Clapton, in July, ] 8t)2. It is valuable,

inasmuch as it flowers in July and continues into

August. It is an easily cultivated plant, and
succeeds well at the warmest end of the Cattleya

house. It is grown well in Sir. Philbrick's

collection at Bickley. Perhaps the best plant of

it ever exhibited was sent from that collection to

one of the exhibitions of the Royal Botanic
Society a year or two ago. It is a Central
American species, and was discovered by
Warscewicz.
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put (lur Ciitlli^yim, but it does not fei'iu to take

kindly to thiit trtvitment. It was exliihited from
tlio Cdllt^ctidn ut' Sir T. IjiiwuMice a few j-eurs uj^o

in },'ratid form. It linrc aljoiit a (\o/. ii jianiclesot'

fliiwi'is (111 stems a yard \in\\i. Tlii' plant itself is

dwarf anil compact in liabit.

I would mention one n:ore spivies, lint it is

probably not eumniuii. It is E. eburneum,

E. Stamfordianum is not often seen in collec-

tions, tliou;,di handsome and distinct in character

from all others. Tlu' llower-stalks arc^ thrown

up from the bases of the last-loinied pseudo-

bulbs, and bear lar^je racemes of yeHow Ira^rant

(lowers shaded with .^reeu and spotted with dark

red. This is one of Mr. .Skinner's Ciuatemalan

discoveries.

E. DICHHOMVM is an cxceedin^dy beatitiful

species which has been well cultivated in many
gardens, both ]iublic ami ]irivale. When well

grown it tlirows up a branched .spike of jiale

rose-coloured Ihiwers with a crimson lip.

IMessrs. Low im pointed it twenty years ago

Irom Haliia, wlieie it was found growing near

the margin ot water on low bushes from which
the roots run down into the sand. I have

tried to grow these Epidendrunis in jjeat in

the usual way, but they do not seem to take

,so kindly to it as one would wish. They can

be established in the tiist place on blocks ur

teak rafts. Messrs. Ve'tch, of Clielseii, and
^Messrs. Backhouse, of York, Mowered it very

successfully a few years ago.

E. PANicuLATUM is HOW scarce. Messis.

Veitch, I think, Hovvered fine specimens of it

•some fifteen years ago, but though their nur-

sery is full to overHowing with Cattleyas,

Odontoglossum.s, &c., one has to hunt about

for a few specimens of this Epidendrum. It

is figured in the Botanical Marjcizine, tah. ,')7.31,

from a .specimen which floweied in 1868. Its

long branched spikes, thickly furnished with

dedicate rosy-lilac tinted flowers, s])ring from
the apex of 3 feet long pseudo-lmlljs, and are

gracefully arching. It was discovered by
Schlini at an elevation of 7000 feet or 801)0

feet in New Granada, and is consequently a

cool house specie.*. It flowers in .sjiring.

E. urassavol.e.—This is another of the lata

Mr. Skinner's discoveries in Guatemala, and
I thiidc Mr. Bateman was one of the fir.st who
}l(.)wered it. The blossoms are large in size,

and have narrow lance-shaped sepals and
])etals of a yellow colour ; the lip is mauve lU'

purjilish lilac and creamy white at the ba.se.

The whole plant reminds one of a vigorous

specimen of E. piismatocarpum, and it may
l)e cultivated in the same way along wdth
Cattleyas. When first introduced it grew
freely, and it was predicted that it would be a
popular favourite, which it ought to be.

E. CooPERiANUM is also quite di.stinct from
any other species, and well worth cultivating

if it can be obtained. I have a vivid recollec-

tion of seeing a large, handsome, well-grown
.specimen of it in the collection of the late Mr.
Dawscm, at Jleadow Bank. It was first ex-

hibited by Mr. Cooper, of the Old Kent Hoad,
and subsequently by Mr. Anderson, garilener

at Meadow Bank. The specimen in question

was potted in the same ^^•ay as Cattleyas are,

and grew well along with them. The flowers

are closely placed on a drooping spike which
springs from a tuft of leaves at the apex of a
.stoutish stem ; the sepals and petals are green-

ish-yellow, with a browni tinge ; the lip is

bright rose and very conspicuous.

E. NEMORALE is a lovely species, which will

he seen in flower during the next few years, as

it was freely sold last season in good masses and in flowered at Isleworth, in the garden of ilr. Tlujmas
capital condition. There is a good figure of it in R. TuH'nell, in the winter of 18Gf3, and described
the Botanical Reriistci- for October, 1844, wdiere it , by Reichenhach. It forms a handsome plant, pro-
is de.scribed by Lindley under the name of E.

!
d'ucing erect spikes of flowers, wdiich remind one

verrucosum. Cultivators are recommended to of Angrrecum flowers without the caudal appen-
grow it in " turfy heath mould with a few pieces : dage.

' The sepals and petals are greenish-yellow,
of potsherds." It is found, we are told, growing ' the lip broad and ivory white. All the" above
on rocks and trees, and I fancy block cultm'e is Epidendrums should be'grown in the most select

best for it. I have tried it potted the same as we
i
collections of Orchids, and would form an interest-

ing fi-.iliue in sniiiL' horse I now filled with the
less graceful Cattleyas. .1. lJoui;i.AS.

"Mums."—Meeting witli tins wnrd lately in an
advertisement, I was c'lnsideraljjy mystified by it. I

knev tll,^t the term "mum " whs fnniierly a|')ilied to

a kind '.f :i]e or beer lirewed frotn wlieat, and also

that it was once a cnniiiion wi.rd fur "sili-ncel" liiil

neither nf tliese nie.'inini,'s was jipplic.-ildt- in anv-
lliinj; of which there . oiilil lie " thoiis.-mds of rooted
ciittingK ready for jiotting." When I at last dis-

(o\ured the drift of tlie word in its new appfica-
tion, I could not siilliciently admire the novel and
ingenious method of dealing with sesc|niiii'dali;in

Latin names of jplants, wliith, Ity simply dockin*.:

them of afl lint their caudal exticniities, rendtis
their jironounciation easy, if it does not enable one
to recognise them quite as certainly as the "taken

"

brush indicates the fox, or the undevoured tails

were jiroof conclusive of the identity of the princi-

jials in the memorable fight of the Kilkenny cats.

I clo not know whether it is intended to apply the
method to ail botanical jaw-hreakers or not, hut
at any rale it is evident that, in the case of the
name " L'hrysantheinuni," some jieople have made
up their minds that, for the future, "mum's the
word.'—W. M.

YUCCA GLORIOSA.
Flowering plants of the common Adam's
Needle, as Yucca gloriosa is generally called,

were unusually plentiful during the jiast sum-
mer, a fact whicli nuiy proliably be attributed
to the warm dry weather which prevailed for

so liinga period last year. Several ]iliotogra]dis

have lieen .sent to us lately of flowering Yuccas,
and one of the best is that of which the an-
nexed engraving is a re]iroiluction. This was
sent to us by Mr. J. Brown, of .South view,

S.disbury. The plant was 12 feet in height

from the grouml to the tip of the spike, ami,
as may be imagined, jire-seiited an imposing
appearance. Yuccas are efl'ective in gardens
at all seasons, but the iio.sitions in which they
are placed ai'e notalways well chosen. LTsually

they are dotted about singly, but they never
look well so treated. They are most striking

when grown in the foini of irregular groups
consisting of plants of difl'erent sizes, that is,

having a large tall-stemmed plant in the

centre, and others of various ages and heights

arranged around it, so as to look as if they
had sprung from suckers or seedlings from the

centre plant. Thus planted, a gi'oup aft'ords a
succession of flowering plaut.s, and does not

need disturbing for generations.

Yucca Klorios,i in flower in Mr. J. Brown s giri-leu, Sal'.'-bury.

Christmas Roses at Bath.— " Would you
like to see my Hellelmres before the chief cutting?"

was a f|ue!.tion put to me by Mr. Thos. Kitley,

of the (_)ldfield Nursery, Bath. Accordingly, mi
the 21st ult. 1 went thither, and found that he

had erected a most useful, inexpensive house in

which to bloom his Hellebores, and, later in the

season, other plants. The house is tiO feet long and
di^uble span-roofed, running east and west and

about 14 feet wide, 6 feet 6 inches in the centre,

with a central path running between two borders

about .'i feet 6 inches, and filled to the depth of

about 3 feet 6 inches with the ordinary soil of the

t;ardeii, a yellow, heavj- oolitic clay, mixed with

burnt ashes. The whole was erected and put to-

gether by the ordinary men, assisted by a carpenter.

It consists of three-fourth-inch nnplaned deal, with

3 inch nnplaned rafters, carrying old Cucumber ligiits.

The glazing and painting were carried out by the ordi-

nary giiideners A hot-water stove, with 3-inch flow

and return, had just been fixed in case of severe

weather. In the borders of this house the plants,

freed of leaves, were planted as thickly as they could

be. The effect on entering this house was striking

;

the whole was one white carpet, in which no other

colour was visible. None were over-blown ; and aa
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the 21st four men were told off to pick and pack some
ten thousand blooms ready for the market. Another
smaller house %vas also filled with Hellebores, so that

in the early days of Christmas week upwards of fifteen

thousand blooms were sent by Mr. Kitley all over

Britain—as he said, from Bodmin to Rochester, and
from Southend to Glasgow. Besides those under
glas^s, thousands of blooms were to be seen in his

small place, but he never sends away those gathered

from the open ground. Two years ago I saw thou-

sands of seedlings in his frames, but these are not to

be relied on, so he trusts entirely to subdivision of

the roots. After blooming, the plants are planted in

the open for two years before being brought again

into the house—treated, indeed, as are Khubarb
plants. The special character of the soil has mucli to

do with the successful cultivation of this so-called

Bath variety of the Helleborus niger. Mr. Cooling,

three years ago, had some hundreds of wild-grown
roots from Hungary, but they have not attained the

excellence of his own home-grown sorts.- J. S. B.,

Bath.

Flower Garden.

FORGET-ME-NOTS.
FoRGET-ME-xoTS liave long been popular in

garden.^, ami perliap.? as mncli on account of

their pretty English name as for floral beauty.

All cottagers \v\m take a pride in their gardens
employ the connncmer kinds, either as edgings

or intermixed with other old English flowers,

and, indeed, iew hardy plants within the reach
of everyone yield more satisfactory results from
early summer till late autumn than the wood or

marsh Forget-me-nots. Some of the species, too,

are e.xtensively used for bedding pui'puses. Un-
fortunatel}', Iiowever, for some of the improved
varieties, and notably Weirleigh Surprise, the

peculiarity ascribed to it is not constant in certain

local itie.s. I receiveil a dozen plants of Weirleigh
Surprise, which was, indeed, a surprise the hrst

season, Ijoth on account of its floriferous character

and also the i)eculiar markings or bars that run
across the hand-iome blue flowers. The second
year these markings were less distinct, and in tlie

third year they luid entirely disappeared. It has
been suggested that soil and not climate was the
direct cause of this defect; had the soil been over

rich, this might have l)een the case, but that was
not so, inasmuch as it was only of medium rich-

ness and rather stiff. Tlie plants kept healthy
and still llowere<l profusely, but their surprise

character was hjst. Not far from the plant under
notice, and under exactly the same conditions,

M. dissitiHora splendens and elegantissima kept
true to character and succeeded extremely well

;

the former lias much larger and better coloured

flowers than the type, and the leaf markings of

the latter leave nothing more to be desired in the

way of ^-ariegation. M. alpestris (M. rupicola of

Continental catalogues) is a pretty little alpine

species, distinct enough from all otliers to deseive
its separate specific name, though some are

inclined to tack it on to M. sylvatica. It is one
of our native plant rarities, Ijut more plentiful

in Arctic anil Alpine Europe, as well as in North
Asia and America, tlian here. It grows readily

on rockwdi'k, mi which it forms dense little

cushions entirely covered during early May and
June with extremely pretty deep bkie flowers.

It may be increased either by division or seed,

the former being much the quickest way of

raising a stock of llowei'ing plants. M. azorica,

another alpine species of a more robust habit of

growth than alpesti-is, is an almost indispensable

plant in large collections. Where Amei-ican
plants will grow this will be found to thrive

admirably ; it seems to prefer a semi-damp shady
border to a dry exjiosed one ; it forms large

heads of pretty blue tlowets that last a consider-

able time ill full beauty ; it is readily increasecl

by cuttings, -which, if put tinder a bell-glass in a

cool frame, strike in aljout a fortniglit or so.

The variety Imp6ratrice Elizabeth is said to be a

vast improvement on this, though I fail to think

it so, plants received from several sources being

nothing more than forms of M. azorica, with

little if any advancement as regards increased

size. M. sylvatica and palustris are very usel'ul

in semi-aquatic places ; they should, however, lie

allowed plenty of room, and should not lie

planted near any rare or weakly growing jdant

which would be in tlanger of being smothered.

Am(jng others useful to cultivators may be named
M. sempertlorens. K.

Plants for covering arches.—We have here

an archway covered with Clematises of the Jack-

nianni type, and in summer it has a very pretty effect,

spanning a walk leading to a fernery. I have seen

arches covered with Golden Chain (Ijaburnum) which

had a very pleasant appearance in summer. F<:)r

covering arches for winter effect, the Pyracantha and
several of the Cotoneasters look bright and cheerful.

All the Honeysuckles seem to require i-ome such sup-

port to show them off to the best advantage. Climbing

Koses of all kinds are excellent for this work, as are

also the Jasmines. In the fruit garden the Apple,

Pear, Cherry, Plum, and Gooseberry may be profitably

grown on some kind of arch or trellis spanning the

walks. The arches may be composed of a single iron

rod, or may extend for several feet, or, indeed, a whole

walk m.ay be covered in. This is a question for each

cultivator to consider. The flowering Almonds and

Forsythia viridissima are pretty so trained in spring.

Berberis Darwini and B. stenophylla are also pretty

subjects for this work. It is possible, of course, to

overdo it, as it is everything else, but there is a very

wide margin between legitimate use and the over-

loading which would become monotonous and offend

good taste.—E. Hobdav.

MILLA BIFLORA AND FREESIAS.

I WAS surprised on reading the article about

Brodiinas, Millas, &c. (p. 588), to find no mention

made of Milla biflora beyond the mere statement

that it was the only true jMilla now left. I should

have been glad to see .some good practical hints

as to its management, for in spite of what is

written it is one of those bulbs which very few

can treat with any chance of inducing it to

Ijloom ; while, as far as my own knowledge ex-

tends, it is witliout exception the most beautiful

of the genus. It is also becoming moderately

cheap, for though set down in catalogues at 5s. 6d.

per dozen, I bought 250 for 12s., but have not

had fifty blooms from the lot, though the bulbs

themselves were perfectly good, and many of

them large. I fancy we cannot in this country

properly ripen the corms of many of tliese

beautiful things. Tlie " wasting " process so often

advised does not altogether seem to suit them, or

is unlike the natural process they undergo in

their native habitats. Some time ago I strongly

recommended it, Init Calochorti and some others

seem to suffer if they get too much dried up.

With regard to Freesia refracta (anothei- of these

bulbs, to which I gave the name of "refractory")

about wdiich " Delta" writes (p. 614), it seems to

me to be not only " refractory," but " capricious,"

as sometimes, though under the same treatment,

I bloom it without trouble, and at other times

nothing seems to induce it to move. I have had

it bloom in December from seeds sown in Feb-

ruary, while again, as last year, seeds of my own
saviu<i sown at the same time did not vegetate at

all till September. By far the best bloom I have

had has been, during the past summer, from

bulbs planted in a warm pit last year, about

December, and both F. Leichtlini and F. re-

fracta have done well. " Delta " does not mention

F. aurea, which is a very fine variety. 1 hope

we shall yet master these " refractory " species,

for the flowers are beautiful. A. K.
IVindermere.

NOTES ON HARDY PLANTS.
Seed r.vising.—Who can say raising hardy

plants from seed by forcing with other than sun
lieat is not j)rejudicial to the constitution of the

plants, especially such as we sometimes speak of

as "scarcely hardy f" Or, who can say that seeds

raised in the natural soil, and under other

natural conditions as to moisture, air, and light,

which are likely to produce more seasonable

germination, are not subsequently hardier than
forced seeds! That it is more convenient, and
in many ways easier, to get a crop of seedlings liy

artificial means, is not the cpiestion; neither is it

doubted that forced seed raising of most hardy
plants is sutficiently reliable for all practical

purposes. But what I fancy I have proved is,

that perfectly hai'dy plants are not only better

grown, Viut more capable of withstanding their

winter trials the first season than nurseil

seedlings, though the latter may have been
" hardened " as well as being older plants by a
mf>nth or two. In the ca.se of plants of doulitful

hardiness, I have always had least trouble with
the naturally grown seedlings. It seems reason-

able that the difference there must l)e in the

earlier tissue formations in stoved and open-air

seedlings is likely in some, perhaps many,
plants to alter the tone of their constitution for

iife ; if it is so, the fact is an important one. It

may seem a crotchetty view, but it is entirely

suggested by practice and observation.

Pinks, and especi;illy the alpine sorts, are apt to

dwindleawayin winterinsome gardens. Tliatthey

like lime is generally understood, but because

we can have many of them in capital form with-

out lime we somewdiat overlook what it would
be better should always be done, and tliat is,

give a little lime to all. I find that the natural

limestone broken small 'and applied as a top

dressing in the autumn is a great lielp, the

best proof being that the foliage soon assumes

a better and brighter colour. Nothing in the

Pink family gives more trouble here than D.

neglectus ; but the lime given to a batch a

montli ago has certainly improved their appear-

ance, though, in the ordinary course of things,

they might have lieen worse from the advanced

season. These desirable alpines seem to require

more " bone," and perhaps a more liberal use of

limestone "nuts" mixed with the soil might
serve to supply it, coupled with good drainage

and plenty of sunshine.

Ranunculus speciosus or tuberosus in the

double form is, perhaps, one of the first yellow

flowers we have in early summer or, for that

matter, all summer long, as it is a continuous

bloomer; it closely resembles the double Marsh
Marigold in the flower, but it is larger and
ninre evenly developed in the way of the French
Ranunculu.ses. How such a desirable variety

and vigorous grower could have become lost to

some districts, as this evidently had, is puzzling.

It certainly ought to be in all flower gardens,

fur it has none of the creeping or bounding
haliit peculiar to the varieties of acris or repens,

tliougli belonging to the same section. It is

vastly improved by generous culture ; this con-

sists merely in timely root-divisions and imme-
diate replanting of the woody tubers ; these are

of rapid increase, and in three years or so they

become wedged together and deteriorate ; the

tough roots serve also to liold tliem compacted.

The present is a good time to operate on clump i
;

the thumli-shaped tubers may be set singly wi*li

all the roofs intact, and they will flower mu<?h
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better than when clustLTed torretluT. A littU'

sliaiic iVom the powerful midday suniiiier sun
is enjiiyed by it, and it likes a moist situation,

or rather retentive loam.

Erinus.—It is a singular thing that this

pretty dwarf herb will not live here. Seed
germinates and lunks promising for a few weeks,
and then dies. I have had both young plants
and sods sent me from frii-nds' gardens, where it

flourishes like a weed, but whether planted on rock
or in the raised bed it dies. This has gime on
for many year.s. Two well grown plants sent me
recentlj' are now turning Idack. This is very
odd, but it serves to prove that in the diversity
of conditions, existing and non-e.xisting, which
in some way or other have to do with the growth
of plants there is yet much to learn. Were this
fact exemplified (and it very likely may be) in
plants of a reputed fickle character, we should
feel content that it was owing to such fickleness.

But who can call the Erinuses fickle ?

Woodvilk, Kivhstall. J. "Wood.

Daffodil Sir Watkin.—In answer to "Lex"
(p. OO.s, Vnl. XXVIII.), on thinking over a little more
C"irefully the appearance of Sir Watkin, I do not see
any signs of Leeds' handiwork in its form or construe-
ticm, but of simply a lar:;e pseudo-Narcissus crossed
\\ith a large Nonpareil (incomparabilis). This cross
I find Herbert did make. We have just been told
so. I was anxious to trace it back to Herbert and his
friends at Manchester. It m.ay have come from
Herbert when he lived and did his hybridising at
Mitcham, in Surrey. Does he not complain of the way
in which people stole his rare plants? Have not I
suffered, too ? I lost once apotful of serdling Clematis
Jackmanni, the m.alo parent being Vitalba.

—

Frank
Miles, Stinni/hiU, Hhirehamjiton, Bristol.

Giant red Mignonette.—This is, in my opinion,
the finest of all the red Mignonettes. It is well named
the Giant, because it is a robust grower, and the indi-
vidual flowers and spikes are very fine, and of a dis-
tinct red colour. The new German variety—Machet
—is a red variety .also ; it has a good dwarf and robust
habit of growtli, but neither the'flowers nor the spikes
are so Large as those of the Giant. Cloth of Gold is

a very distinct Mignonette ; tlie flowers have a dis-
tinct yellow or golden tinge, and it is very good.
Sutton's Improved Red Mignonette is rather deeper
in colour th.an the Machet., hut not so good in the
liabit of growth. Id proved White is one of the best
of the white-flowered varieties. Growers of Mii'-
nonette sow their seeds too thickly, and thus do not
allow of room for development. To do full justice to
Mignonette the seeds should be sown thinly in good
soil, and the pl.ants thinned out to 6 inches .apart;
then tliey have room to develop themselves and bear
line trusses of flower.—D. II.

Gaultheria nummularioides.—With the ex-
ception of berried plants, few of a trailing habit are
so becoming on the rockery at the present time .as

this (Jaultheria. It w.as introduced many years .a[;o,

and, as it came from the Himalayas, it was thought
that it would need the protection of a greenhouse.
After almost disappearing from cultivation, it was
taken in hand at tlie York Nurseries a few ye.ars ago.
'J'here its hardiness was established beyond a doubt,
and its excellent qualities for the decoration of rock-
work well illustrattd. Like its near and better-
known .ally, G. procumbens, it produces berries, but
unfortunately at such rare intt-r\-a!s that I have only
seen them once, although our plants have flowered
freely, and, to all appearance, are strong enough to
fruit. Without the berries, however, this plant is

well worth attention. It grows best, apparently, in
shady places amongst Terns, and may be easily
increased by means of cuttings, which will often be
found rooted where the stems touch the "round—B.

^

Saxifraga flagellaris.—This is one of the best
of plants during the summer months. The old crowns
send out numerous stolons, which take root if the
surrounding soil be congenial, forming plants of their

own accord; and as the old plants are but short lived'

these young ones should be carefully loi:ke(l after, as
they form the flowering plants of the succeeding year.
A fair proportion may be had in mild seasons by
allowing them to remain where they have taken root,

but I find it safer to lift them, pot them in o^-inch
pots, winter them in cold frames, and plant them out
again in sjjring. Where American jihuits succeed,
these will also be found to grow luxuri.antly ; and
a jiretlier sight than a Large patch of their golden
flowers can hardly, I think, be imagined. A new
variety called inucronata has Lately been introduced
from India, the rosettes of which are larger, the leaves
more pointed, and tlie flowers larger and more in a
head, and deeper in colour than those of the type. It
is freer, too, as regards growth and seems to establish.
—Q-

Kitchen Garden.
WINTER GREENS.

"A. D." may be right in his estimate (p. 66.3) of
the value of Chou de Burghley for market pur-
poses, and next sea.son 1 hope to be able to go
beyond mere conjecture in the matter, as a grower
with whom I «m acquainted has decided to plant
several acres with it specially for the London
markets in mid-winter. Personally, I have but
little faith in success attending the experiment,
being of opinion that it is only in times of great
scarcity, as at present, that it will realise renmne-
rative prices. It requires a long season of growth,
or ipiite as long as Broccoli, nearly as much room,
and will not sell when Broccoli is abundant.
Nor, in my estimation, will it compete success-
fully with Sa\'oys. At any rate, we can grow
more of the latter on a given space, and while
they can be had, Chou de Burghley is never
•asked for. We have six long rows of' it scarcely
interfered with. Savoys do occasionally find
their way into the dining-room, but the Chou
de,Burghley isrigorously excluded, yet it isas well
grown, I imagine, as any which "A. D." has yet
seen. At the same time I cannot describe mine
as " heads of snowy whiteness," as that is over-
doing it altogether. Greenish v/hiteness would
be nearer the truth. Nor does it appear that
Chou de Burghley is so wonderfully delicious if

Savoys are preferred to it. "A. D." writes dis-
paragingly of "coarse white Cabbages, Drum-
head Savoys, and indiff'erent Colewcjrts," and I
should imagine Chou de Burghley might be pre-
feralile to these

; but all Cabbages" are "not neces-
sarily coarse

; Drumhead Savoys wdien eaten later
on will be excellent, while Rosette Coleworts,
properly cooked, are much appreciated by many
people.

^
So iiiuch, in eveiy case, depends upon

the cooking ; a good cook can convert almost any
greens into a delicious di.sh. For instance, on
Christmas Day I tasted what I thought was very
good Spinach ; but it proved to be merely green
Savoys, prepared exactly the same as Spinach.
The latter was spoilt in cooking by the careless-
ness of the girl in charge, and a substitute had
to be <|uickly provided. This substitute passed
muster in the dining-room, and fairly deceived
me. What we sujiply in the way of winter greens
are Brussels Sprouts, small, close, and 'good;
Dwarf Ulm and Green Curled Savoys, not large
but, since the frosts, mo5t tender and delicious

;

and Rosette Coleworts, this being certainlv the
least tempting of the three, though yet preferred
to Chou de Burghley. The latter is certainlv
liardier than I expected it would be, but it grow's
much too large. W. I. M.

Mushrooms in slicds ; if they were under shed
treatn:eiit at such a time, we would merely cover
them up more securely. Now tlu-ii- surfivce is always
covered with meadow h.ay to the dejith of « inch< s or
so, and if very severe weather set in this would be
increased accordin!;ly. I have liad fome experience
in keeping up a cert.ain heat in a Mushroom house
with a flue in very cold weather, and, to say the
least of it, I found it to be very troublesome

; I
therefore look ujiou shed culture as a decided gain.
No cold weather, or anticipation of it, would ever
frighten me into making beds in a heateil place, and
I know from past experience th.at extra covering will
safely tide over any fall that may occur in the w.ay
of temperature. Since my last notes on this matter
appeared I have received a letter from Mr. .1. F.
Barter, the well-known Mushroom grower for the
London markets, and he "ipiitu agrees" with my
practice and recommendations as to shed culture.

—

7. Mi'ili, Martjam, S. Wales.

Mushrooms in sheds.—Mr. Neild (p. 660)
refers to a very exceptional winter, and luie which,
as a rule, no one would take into account in any
calculation, but I am of opinion that thirteen weeks
of frost, or even 36° of it, would do no harin to

NOTES ON VEGETABLES.
Leeks.— 1, Piizetaker, very large and a robust
gnjwer, pure white, and mild in flavour ; 2, The
Lyon, another large Leek, u.seful for show ]uu-
jioses, but not so hardy as some; .3, Ayton Castle
Giant, moderate in size, wvy hardy, and ex-
tremely useful ; 4, Musselburgh, one of the best,
large, haidy, and excellent in flavour, stands well
until far into the summer, a favourite main croji
kind

; 5, London Flag, early, but not particularly
good ; 6, Henry's Prize, so 'like Ayton Castle that
it is unnecessary to have botli ;

"7, Carentan, re-
ceived a good name at first, but proved to be
inferior to almost every kind which we have
tried : 8, Yellow Poitcau, smaller than white sorts,
and inferior to them in flavour; 9, Champion,
from the west of Scotland, very compact in
growth, excellent in flavour, and hardy ; 10,
Holljorn Model, new, very large, stems' thick,
flavour delicate, hardy, and alike good either for
show or kitchen use.

Cabbage Lettuces— 1, Golden Ball, very
dwarf and comjiact, golden in colour, very crisp
and tine in summer, but useless in winter; 2,
Perfect Gem, the prettic'^t Lettuce grown, won-
derfully compact, dark green in colour, rather
strong in flavour, excellent for exhibition ; .3,

Summerbill, the largest of this section, weighing
sometimes i) pounds, excellent in summer, but too
tender for winter; 4, Marvel, very bright, almo.-t
like Beet leaves in colour, grows closelv, stand.s
long, somewhat strong in fl.avour, but good; .5,

Gem, not equal to the preceding; 6, Commodore
Nut, early, but very small ; 7, All the Year
Round, a most useful variety ; 8, Drumhead or
Malta, a standard old kind, and one which still

retains its place ; 9, Early Paris JMarket, only
useful early in spring, it forces well and grows
rapidly, the best first sort ; 10, Tom Thuml), verv
small, but solid; 11, Hardy Hammersmith, the
best for winter use, very liardy and good ; 12,
American Curled, tall and juetty to look at, but
useless ; 13, American Fringed, dwarf and spread-
ing, does not heart well; i4. White Dutch, only
good for winter, liardy, crisp, and very useful';

15, Stanstead Park, another winter Lettuce, hardy
and good.

Cos Lettuces.— 1, Paris Green, an old sort,

very good, and a free grower ; 2, Paris White,
like the preceding, but p.aler; 3, Moorpark, large
green, very hardy, excellent for winter; 4, Bath
or Brown, the best in its class for winter, leaves
large, luown, and extremely hardy ; .">, Uick's
Hardy White, large and crisp, and stands long,
good in winter; (J, Kingsliolm, very large, crisp,

and delicate in flavour, a good summer Lettuce ;
•

7, Northern King, does not fohl in well, useless;

8, Reading ilammoth, the largest of all, and one
which takes a long time to grow, excellent both
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for exhibition and general use, a grand summer
Lettuce.

Onions.—1, Bedfordshire Champion, not over

large, very sound, keeps well, always grown fur

winter aiid spring use ; 2, Blood Red, medium
sized, strong in flavour and keeps well ; 3, Giant

Zittau, very handsome, large, straw coloured,

dries not keep well, l:>ut good for exhibition in

summer and autumn ; 4, Rousham Park Hero,

very like the preceding, fine in form and ([uick in

growth, tender and mild; 5, James' Keeping,

iuedium sized, firm, and hardy, the best for long

keeping, a very useful Onion ; G, Reading, good

in shape, large, and excellent for autumn use;

7, Silver Skinned, only good for pickling; 8,

Trebons, a grand showy Onion, conical, very

large, ami keeps well, one of the best ; 9, Oporto,

much like Trebons, but better in colour, a fine

Onion, but scarce ; 10, Excelsior, almost too much
like Trebons to be distinct ; 11, The Queen, white,

very quick in growth, the best for a first crop, mild

;

12, White Spanish, quick in growth, large and

useful in autumn; 1.3, Strasburg Yellow, hardy

and useful; 14, Giant Rocca, good for autunm

sowiuc,', and useful in Jlay, June, and July—its

only fault is that it grows'so flat as to be liable to

sidi't ; 15, White Naples, mild, quick in growth
;

l(i, Tripoli Globe, good in shape and very useful;

17, Elephant, very large, but deficient in fiuality,

and apt to split prematurely ; 18, Leviathan, ui

the Elephant type ; 19, Improved Banbury, one

of the best for main crops, a fast grower, large

and handsome ; 20, Sandav's Prize, well selected,

true and handsome; 21, AValker's Exhibition, too

much like the Rowsham ; 22, Tennis Ball, small,

but a size often in request, hardy and a good

keeper; 23, Gohlen Queen, a little model, about

2 inches across, fine in shape, and hardy, keeps

well, the best anKingst miniature .Onions
;

i^4,

Xasoliy Mammoth, a well selected form of the

white Spanish type, quick in growth, handsome

and mild.

PARSNirs.— 1, The Student, medium sized-

excellent in cpialitv, and the best for main crops

;

2, Hidlow Crown,'large, deep rooting, and there-

fore must have a deep soil, gocxl ; 3, Maltese,

large, excellent in quality, fine in form, and good

for' exhibition; 4, Elcomb's Improved, not dis-

tinct from last named; .5, Turnip-rooted, shape(l

ke a Turnip, the best for shallow soils, and good

I flavour; (i. Improved Jersey, another name for

the holl<3W crowned variety.

Margam.

J. MuiR.

JENSEN'S POTATO CULTURE.

The f.dlowing summary of results of experiments

made at Chiswick in 1884 and 1885, for the

purjiose of testing the etticacy of the system ol

"earthing-up" advocated by Mr. Jensen, was

read by i)r. Masters, on behalf of the sub-com-

mittee' appointed to carry out the experiments,

at the last meeting of the scientific committee

of the Royal Horticultural Society on the 8th

December :

—

The experiments made at Chiswick for the

]mrpose of testing the value of the Jensenian

plan of moulding Potatoes as a preventive of

the Pcjtato disease were carried out in the present

year in essentially the same manner as in the

preceding year. A few slight modifications were

adopted to facilitate the making of the record,

and the tubers were placei-l at rather wider

distances, the rows being now 4 feet apart, but

these changes did not in any way interfere with

the fair comparison of the results of the two

vears, the numljer of plants in each row being

the same. The chief difi'erence in 1885 consisted

ill the Icjnger time the Potatoes were left in the

ground. Thus in 1885 the longest duration of

moulding was 118 days on section i. of each row,

as ccuitrasted with 83 days in 1884. The shortest

moulding period in 1885 on section v. was (;2

days as compared with 27 days in 1884. The
Potatoes were examined on Jlarch 31 by the

committee previous to planting, and all diseased

and "suspicious" tubers eliminated. During
growth they were inspected at stated intervals,

and their condition noted. The season was for

the most part wai'm and unusually dry, and no

appearance of disease was noticed at any time on

the haulms. On the 10th of October, the weather

for some days previiiusly having been wet, the

tubers were lifted and carefully examined by
Mr. Shirley Hibberd, Dr. Master.s, and Mr.

Barron. Two unmistakeably diseased tuliers

were noted during the uplifting on row 3

(Adirondack), and three on row 2 (Recorder).

Others that appeared suspicious were sent to Mr.
George Murray, who, after adopting appropriate

methods of cultivating the fungus, reports that

only one was really diseased. It should be re-

marked that the peculiar red spots in the sub-

stance of some of the tubers noted the previous

year were not observed at all, though carefully

looked for.

As the immediate oliject of the experiments

has again failed in its i'ulfilment, owing to the

slight development of the fungus, a detailed report

seems unnecessary, though the documents are at

hand for preparing it if thought desirable. A few

gener^'l remarks, based on the results of the two

years taken together, may be of interest.

1. The amount ot produce under the varied

conditions of the experiment.

2. The effects of long or short periods of earth-

ing-up, and of not earthing-up at all.

3. The consequences of bonding the haulms in

the manner recommended l.iy Mr. Jensen.

4. The results obtained from planting whole

tubers and cut sets.

1. The aggregate produce from all the

rows of Recorder in 1884 was 257 lb. ; in 1885,

254 lb. 8 oz. ; showing a decrease of 2 lb. 8 oz. in

1885, and a total amount for the two years of

512 lb. 8 oz. The corresponding figures in the

case of Adirondack are 455 lb. 9 oz. in 1884,

434 lb. 12 oz. in 1885, showing a decrease of 201b.

13 oz. in 1885, and a total amount for the

two years of 890 lb. 5 oz. Thus the actual pro-

duceof all the rows of each variety was so nearly

alike in the two years as to be all but practically

identical. On the whole, there was a decrease in

1885, in spite of the tubers having been alloweil to

remain longer in the ground than in 1884. This

decrease may, yierhaps, be accounted fiir by the

yirolonged drought, but the close approximation

in the amounts of produce in the two years

respectively seems to afford an indication of the

success of the method employed in carrying out

the experiments.

2. Effect op earthing-dp ox the amount
OF PRODUCE.—When the results of the two years

are combined it conies out clearly (in the case of

Recorder), under all conditions of growth, tliat

the greatest weight of produce (irrespective of

(piality) was obtained from those section.s which

were earthed-up for the shortest time. Some of

the largest tubers were met with in these sections,

but mixed with a large number of smaller tubers,

wliile their general quality was uneven and rela-

tively bad.

The same general remarks do not, however,

apply to Adirondack, which shows more variation

in tliis respect, and in which the largest, as well

as the best and most even, tuliers were frequently

found in those sections which had been earthed-up

for the longest time. It may be suggested that

the results obtained show the probability that the

process of earthing-up differs in its effects mate-

rially in the ease of different varieties of different

habit of growth, texture, ifec. At any rate, it may
be u.seful to call attention to this subject with a

view to future experiments, the more so as little

or nothing is known of the relative effect of

earthing-up on dilferent varieties.

Potatoes grown without earthing-dp.—In

both years four "control rows" were planted,

two of each variety, the object being to alford a

comparison between the Jensenian sy.stem of

moulding and the natural condition of growth,

in which no "moulding" at all occurs.*

The total produce, for the two years, on row

5 (Recorder, whole), amounted to 100 lb. 4 oz.,

an amount considerably in excess of the yield

from any of the moulded rows of this variety

(row 2, 48 lb. 6 oz. ; row 8, 91 lb. 13 oz.). On
row 11, where cut tubers were planted, the yield

for the corresponding period was 87 lb.—also

somewhat in excess of the crops on the corre-

sponding two rows subjected to moulding (row 1,

68 lb. 1 oz., and row 7 80 lb.). The tubers on

row 5 and row 11 were noted as much mixeil in

size, some of those on row 5 being much coarser

and larger than on the other rows of the same

variety, while many others found lying on the

surface were green and small. They had also

been the subject of insect attack and injury Ijy

slugs and millipedes to a much greater extent

than the tubers in the other rows.

Of Adirondack left to itself the total produce of

the whole tubers (row 6) for the two years was

ISO lb.—an amount greatly above the quantity on

the corresponding moulded rows (row 4, 129 lb.

;

row 10, 150 lb. i4 oz.). In the case of the cut

sets (row 12), the total amount (for the two years)

was about the same, viz., 182 lb. 14 oz., and also

largely in excess of the corresponding moulded

rows (row 3, 113 lb. 5 oz. ; and row 9, 128 lb.

6 oz.). The same remarks as to quality apply to

the unmoulded rows of Adirondack as to those of

Recorder.

It is clear, then, that under all circumstances,

the actual produce was greater in the unmouhled

rows, but that, wdiile some excellent tubers nuiy

be grown in this way, the general bulk is much
mixed, comprising numerous tubers unfit for cou-

sumption, but wliich might possibly have some

advantage (so far as the'plant is concerned) iu

point of'physical health over those moulded-up.

The small "green tubers, for instance (if not

afl'ected by disease), might furnish stronger plants

than those grown beneath the surface, wdiile their

noxious flavour might repel rather than attract

predatory insects, &c.

3. The effect of bending the haulms or

otherwise.—In each year two rows of each

variety were allowed to grow without interference,

while in other two rows of each variety the

haulms were at regular intervals of time bcut

downwards. There was no opportunity att'orded

in either year of testing the value of this practice

as a preventive of disease, but the average

amount of produce in the two years from the

erect and the lient tops respectively shows the

eftect of the check to growth occasioned by the

bending. The average produce of the two years

on rows 7 and 8 (Recorder, erect tops) was 81 lb.

6 oz., on rows 1 and 2 (bent tops) 7(5 lb. 2 oz.

The corresponding figures in the case of

Adirondack are 139 lb. 10 oz. for the unbent

* It may hero be noted that no special rows of Recorder or

Adirondack were sot apart and moulded in tlie ordin.ary

wiy, ijecause, for the immediate object of these experiments

.such a course was unnecessary, the experimental row.s

being contiguous to a Large area devoted to the cultivation

of numerous liinds of Potatoes in the usual w.ay. so that had
tlie disease appeared, ample means of testing the eSects ot

the ordinary, aa compared to the Jensenian, system would
have been afforded.
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haulms (rows aii<l 10), and 12() 11). 1 nz. for tlu'

produce of the bent tojis (rows 15 and 4).

4. The effect op the employment of whole
TDiiERs oil OF COT SETS.— lu the Control rows,

as before stated, the j,'reatest weit^ht of produce of

Recorder in both years was obtained from the

whole tubers, the totals bein<,' 100 lb. 4 oz. on
row 5 (whole), and 87 lb. on row 11 (cut).

In the case of Adirondack, the total produce in

the case of the whole tuber.s (row C), = ISO Uj.,

.shows cjnly a sli},dit excess over the yield from

the cut tubers (row 12), = 182 lb. 14 oz. In
1884 the produce from the cut tubors(95 11). 10 oz.)

was sli;,ditly in excess of that from the whole
tubers(!U lb. 4 oz.) ; in 1885, however, the balance

is much in favour of the whole tubers, i.e.,

94 lb. 12 oz. as against 87 lb. 4 oz.

The wdiole tubers of Recorder subjected to

niouldinf.; in various degrees 3'iehled in the two
years a total crop of 176 lb. 3 oz., i.e., 91 lb. 13 oz.

from erect, and 84 lb. 6 oz. from bent tops.

The cut tubers of the same variety for the

same period sup]>lied 148 lb. 1 oz., = 80 lb. from
the erect, and 68 lb. 1 oz. from the bent tops.

The whole tubers of Adirondack produced a

yield of 279 lb. in the two years, of which
150 lb. 14 oz. were yiehled by the erect, and
129 lb. by the bent haulms.

The cut tubers of the same variety yielded

during two j'ears a total of 241 II1. 9 oz., viz.,

128 II). 6 oz. from erect, and 113 lb. 3 oz. from
bent haulms.

In general terms it; ma}' be stated, as a resiilt

of these experiments, that (1) earthing up pro-

dvices a crop of more uniform and of superior

quality, though le.ss in actual quantity. (2) That
bending the haulms occasions a diminished yield.

(3) That a larger aggregate produce is deri\-ed

from planting whole tubers than from the employ-
ment of cut sets.

I find Peas, dwarf Beans, and Runners greatly

preferred. Perhaps if tin' method of .serving

Proad Beans up, to which I have referred, were

more generally ailopted, their culture would be

greater. We are very nnich dependent upon cO(jks

alter all for the popularity or otherwise of many
vegetables. A. D.

WORK DONE IN WEEK ENDING DEC. 29.

December 23.

A slight frost, but not sufficient to hinder our

BROAD BEANS.
I OBSERVE in the long list of Broad Beans which
Mr. Muir includes in his "Notes on Vegetables"
he seems to admit, or rather assume, that those

long-podded kinds. Leviathan, Aquadulce, and
Neville Long Pod, are distinct. Having grown
them all two successive seasons, I must say that

I find absolutely no difference in them either in

height, character of plant, length of pod, or pro-

ductiveness. Were it not that the kind produces
such long pods, it would never be esteemed pi'o-

litic, as, wuen compared with some other kinds,

the proportion of pods produced is remarkaljly

few. Thus, I found a good stock of Johnson's
Wonderful to produce more than double the

number of pods, and being shorter were far more
saleable ; in fact, those long pods which the

Spanish forms produce are more fancied for

exhibition than they merit, whilst they are far

less marketable than are shorter ones. Probably
many gardeners who grow Broad Beans for house

. consumption find the latter preferred in the

kitchen, lu some good families the AVindsor
Broad Bean is preferred to any other, and
gathered only when the ej'es of tlie Beans are

black. The Beans when shelled and cooked are

peeled, or rather] have the husks of the Beans
removed before being served up. When so di.shed

these Broad Beans are very good, and if thus
oftener treated would no doubt be oftener con-
sumed on private tallies, where at present there

is some prejudice against these Beans because
their husks are so objectionable, and stain so

freely. I very much doubt whether gardeners
who put up these Giant Long Pods in their exhi-

bition collections of vegetables grow any consider-

able quantity of them for domestic consumption

work of walk-renovation, such as cutting of verges

and turning of gravel in discoloured places ; also

continued shrul) planting. We hare so much of this

work on h.and, that we cannot .afford to be over-nice

about the character of the weather in which to do

it, so long as it is not actually freezing ; we shall

continue at the work and cover the roots thickly

with long litter or Bracken soon as the plants are in.

Nailing Plums and Cherries, and soon as that work
is done the walls as well as trees will have a thorough

drenching with soap-suds, this insect- destroying

agency being made the more destructive by dissolving

a couple of pounds weight of Gishur.^t compound in

every thirty gallons of soap-suds. Peach trees have

been unnailed from the walls, and the branches

bunched together that the walls may be cleaned and
reprinted. Looked over Pines ; in respect of water-

ino^,''none of them require much now, as all are best

kept on the dry side till the days, or rather daylight,

is longer. The maximum temperature now ought

not to -xceed 66°. In very cold weather, when hard

firing is a necessity, we sprinkle the leaves of the

plunging beds, and close to the pipes where the

leaves get driest we give them a real watering once

a week. Such a procedure is also requisite with

Gardenias that are growing, as ours are, in a plunging

bed of leaves, and these we syringe ov^rhead once a

day except in sharp frosty weather. The plants are

full of bud, and we are able to cut a few flowers on

most days. We renew a few of our plants by pro-

pagation every year, as joung plants always flower

the best and none are ever kept longer than three

years.

December 24.

Another slight frost, but otherwise fine for outdoor

work, and the same jobs as yesterday were eontinvied

to-day to the extent that the extra work of church

decoration allotted to us would admit of. A'ery

fortunately we are so situate in respect of materials

—

Everr'reens, Holly, and Moss—that work of this kind

has no terrors. The window-ledges we have wreathed

with Holly, and tlje sloping part of sills have a

groundwork of Moss, on which simple designs are

worked out in flowers, Christmas Koses, red and

white Camellias, and the sulphur-coloured Chrysan-

themum, Meg Merrilies, being the flowers used.

Plan's, Palms principally, are used at the east end,

small plants for the windows, and larger for the floor

and steps leadins; from nave to chancel, and the

pillars are wreathed with very thin wreaths of Holly

Ivy, and Yew. As a rule, such decoration is over-

done, every nook, ledge, chandelier or gas standard

bein*' covered, as if hulkniess meant effectiveness,

whilst in reality it is the very opposite. In this, as

in most other decorative arts, simplicity is the truest

form of beauty. Preparing for a commencement of

propagation by cleaning out the propagating pit,

washing glass and woodwork, and lime-washing walls;

the tiles over the hot-water tank have also been

renewed and the drainage put in good order. Potted

off Tomatoes and placed on shelves close to glass in

Pine stove. Melons we sow in pots, singly, and the

first batch have had small bits of turf placed against

the stems to keep them upright, and in which—the

turf being kept moist—roots will soon form. Sowed
Cucumbers, Telegraph, Chervil, Mustard and Cress,

and Radishes between the rows of Potatoes in

frames.
December 26.

With the exception of a little fog, this has been a

grand day for open-air work. Planting Rhododen-

drons, trenching for shrub planting, grubbing up

Hazel stems, and walk renovation still constitute

the bulk of our Labours, and is likely to do for some

time to come. We shall, however, occasionally steal

away to the garden i)roper—as we did to-day—to sow
Peas on a 8r)uth border and a row of Broad Beans
next a new pl.antation of Raspberries, the ground for

which was extra well done, together with the con-

tiguous plot, which is intended for the earliest spring

planting of Cauliflowers and Cabbage. We have

several fine clumps of Chri-tmas Roses full of flower

in the open borders, and have put handlights over

them to keep them from injury by frost ; a few hybrid

Primroses we served the same, and if we had lights to

spare Violets would be done the same, as every little

bit of flower from the open air is so much taved to

the houses, and this will bs scanty enough now that

the Chrysanthemum sea"on is nearly over. Turned
over leaf bed on floor in early vinery, and put on it a

few more Spirseas and Deutzias to start them into

growth. Other plant-i that were thus started have

been moved into the early Peach house for flowering,

and so have Marguerites and Abutilons that were

lifted from the flower garden, potted, and placed in

str(jng heat, and which are now flowering well, and

are most useful as cut flowers. That fine new white

Pink, Mrs. Sinkins, forces as well as does the old

common white ; but as we have not stock enough of

the former, plants of both varieties have to-day been

put in a heated pit for forcing. Marie Louise Violet

and Mrs. Sinkins Pink being two of the mo^t highly

prized flowers we grow, we therefore strive to get

them early and in (|uantity. Thoroughly cle.aned up

all the houses, making the most of every bit of flower

by placing the flowering plants in tbe most couspii.uous

positions.

December 28.

The present is a winter of sudden change?; to-dny

the lowest reading of the thermometer was 43°, and

yesterday the higliest was 35°. There has been .an

attempt at raining, but not sufficient to interfere « ith

the work arranged for the day, which has been nearly

the counterpart of Saturday's. Rolled walks and

roads with horse-roller ; after frost this is necessary

if the ro.ads are required to be kept in firm condition.

Nailing and dressing walls and fruit trees with soap-

suds and Gishurst, and beg.an to prune Currants ; the

red and white kinds we spur quite in, much in

the same way as are Apples and Pears. Any ext^a

strong young shoots that spring from near the base of

the plants are preserved, to take the place of old

branches with gn ailed or long spurs, tliese being cut

clean aw.ay, and thus the branches of the trees are

gr.idually renewed. Black Curr.ants we prune in a

different manner; all the new well-ripened growth

that there is space for is left, the tops being short-

ened ; and it is on shoots of this descrijjtion that the

finest fruit is produced, though the largest quantity

of fruit is produced by the small spurs of last

year. The fruit from spurs of a greater age than

two years is so small as to be almost worthless, and,

therefore, what I term the long-shoot style of

pruning is best for Black Currants. Put in a few

more cuttings of Chrysanthemums; we strike thtm

under handlights in a cool house. Of course they aie

longer in rooting th.an if they were in warmth, but by

this manner of striking a sturdy growth of plant is

assured from the commencement, a condition that is

worth waiting for. Cleaned glass and washed wood-

work of late Muscat vinery, and began to free the

Vines of loose bark and paint them with insect pre-

ventive solution. The Grapes which were cut ami

put in Grape room some time ago keep far better

than they did on the Vines, and, indeed, better than

we ever kept Muscats in Grape room before, and I

know of no reason why they should keep better

unless it be th.at they were dead ripe and had begmi

to shrivel. The berries are more plump since they

have been in the bottles.

December 29.

Another sudden change to sharp frost, which is the

best of weather for our trenching, grubbing, and

gravel digging operations that we have been at to-

day; also wheeling manure and leaf soil to some few

Conifers that are to be top-dressed at first oppor-

tunity. I note such a difference in the vigour of

trees that have been thus helped and those that have

not, as to cause the regret that time and materials

will not admit of all being served .alike, and, what is

still more unf.air, the trees that are doing best get

best served, an idea th.at it is almost useless to strive
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against, for, however one-sided it may seem, and

indeed is, one always feels most disposed to favour

trees that have well repaid previous assistance. Picea

I'in^apo, Pinus insignis, Picea nobilis, Abies cepha-

lonica, A. Uouglasi, A. lasiocarpa, A. grandis, and

Cryptomeria viridis are a few of the better kinds of

Conifers that deserve all the help in the way of

surface dressings of fresh soil that can be afforded.

Cleaned late Muscat vinery and watered inside border,

covering it with a little straw litter on which to

arrange bedding Pelargoniums that are still in store

puts and boxes, and that have now to be removed

from another vinery that has been closed for forcing.

(_)ur first lot of Strawberries—which are on shelves

in earliest vinery—are fast coming into flower and

syrinii-inf of them is now discontinued. The variety

is Vicomtesse Hericart de Thury, a sure setter, but

to make certain of a good set at this dull time of

year we go over the flowers lightly with a camel's-

hair pencil each day when the air of the house is

driest. Got in soil for earliest lot of Jlelims ; mode-

rately stiflf turf, a small percentage of pieces of

cliarcoal, and a few handfuls of crushed bones con-

stitute our mi.\ture, and which is beaten down rather

firmly. H.\nts.

HAKDY FRUITS.
Once more we are on the threshold of another year,

and a few weeks hence the swelling of the Ijuds on

many of our early fruit trees will remind us tliat the

season for cleansing, dressing, and painting with

strong insecticides can no longer be carried on with

safety. So far, the season has been favourable for

out-door work ; we have not had any snow, and the

frost has been barely sufficient to admit of getting the

annual dressing of manure wheeled out upon the

ijuarters; and yet the sliortest day has passed and

we are looking forward to brighter and busier times.

Let those who are still behind with their work look

well into the matter, and try tlieir very best to do

fidl justice to every negl-cted tree during the coming

month, by not putting off till to-morrow wliat there

is a possibility of getting through to-day. If Plums,

Cherries, and Pears have lieen pruned, nailed, and

well washed witli a cheap and efficacious insecticide,

and good soapsuds are still to be had for fetching

from the laundry, no harm will be done by a repe-

tition of the dressing. Green and black fly were

unusually troublesome last season, and m.any trees

were seriously injured by the loss of young wood

and foliage. Tlie winter, so far, is favourable to

these insects, on old walls especially; a mild early

spi ing will Inisband their strength, while the checks

which may be expected from late frosts will once

more place the trees at their mercy. Soapsuds,

which in many places finds its into the drains, is

not only a good and safe insecticide, but is also an

excellent manure. When used it should be driven

with great force against the trees .and w.alls, which

it will cleanse and free from the larv;e of insects,

while its manurial properties will stimulate the roots

on its way downwards through the b irders.

ArKicOTS.

The earl'est and perhaps the most disappointing

trees we have to de.al with will also well repiiy a good

washing, provided the engine or syringe can be

brouglit to bear upon them before the buds begin to

swell. If pruning and nailing is finished, a thorough

examination of the borders should at once be made,

not merely on the surface, but quite down to the

drainage, before the mulching is applied, and if tlie

least symptom of dryness is discovered, no time should

be lost in apjilying the manure and Laying on the hose

until every part of the border is properly moistened.

If the borders are rich enough and manure is not

needed, the surface soil should be well loosened with

a fork and drawn into ridges before the water is ap-

plied, and when the lowest roots have been reached it

may be levelled down again, made firm, and well top-

dressed with old lime rubble. When old Apricot trees

have stood undisturbed for a great number of years,

and tlie roots have become deeply imbedded in the

dry subsoil, mildew often becomes troublesome, many
of the flower-buds drop sliortly after they begin to

swell, and those left do not set and swell kindly

Sulphur, the usual antidote, is applied, and it cheeky

the mildew for a time ; but the crop is a pjirtial or

complete failure, .and the loss of fruit and foliage is

gener.aUy set down to ungenial weather. The trees,

already weakened by disease and drought, are in due
course attacked by the grub, paralysis of the branches

follows, and many fine trees become unsightly and
practically useless. Kepeated .applications of w.ater

to the roots very often correct or prevent this unsatis-

factory condition ; but the jiroper mode of treatment,

as I have often pointed out, is root-lifting and relaying

in fresh compost.

Pk.\ches.

As nothing can be gained by allowing the branches

and young shoots to remain tied or nailed to the

walls, advantage should be taken of favourable

weather for having them detached and fied out to

supports where the buds will be safe from the forcing

influence of the sun dining the mouths of January

and February. Although scale and spider may have

been kept in check by good management, all cuts

imperfectly m.ade at the autumn pruning should now
be smoothed off, and every bit of wood carefully

washed with soap and w.ater as the trees are

liber.ated. Some Peach growers jiaint their trees with

insecticides before they are tied in, and I used to

adopt this practice ; but by washing the branches

and young growths twice over with soap and water

scale never m.akes headway, and we avoid the risk

of injury to the buds by using the dressing too strong

or applying it after they have commenced swelling.

Pruning and washing having been finished by the

middle of .January, our walls being old and full of

nail holes, they are well syringed with soap-suds as a

pr-eliniinary to the annual painting with the usual

mixture of quicklime, sulphur, and linseed oil. These

are mixed together in an old iron furnace or copper,

soot and Venetian red being added to tone it down
to an old brick-red colour when dry. A 6ne dry day

is selected for applying it to the walls with a half

worn whitewash brush, care being taken that it is

well dabbed into the faulty joints and nail holes, and

the trees are left to take care of themselves until

the advancing state of the flowers renders it necessary

to commence nailing and protecting. As many
fortunate i>wners of good sound brick walls may
oliject to the use of a wash that will discolour the

bricl<s, the thorough application of soap-.suds to

which a few handfuls of sulphur may be added will

effcctu.ally destroy the larva' of insects and those

destructive pests, woodlice, which do so much ndschief

when the fruit is ripening.

Easpbeuries.

If the staking and tying of these is still in .arrear

they should be taken in hand forthwith. It is a

mistake to leave a great number of canes to one stool,

as the young fruit-bearing laterals are apt to become

too much crowded, and those retained should be

divided ,as much as possible, either by tying out

i-ingly to the wire trellis or by placing three stout

stakes to each stool. Shortening back is best left

until the buds begin to push in the spring, for the

twofold purpose of keeping the lower buds dormant as

late as possible and preventing wet .and severe frost

from getting into the pith during winter. When the

canes are tied in, the plantations should be cleared of

weeds and refuse and heavily mulched with good

rotten manure where the ground is light and warm,

with leaf mould and burnt earth if it is cold and

heavy. Digging with forks or spades must not be

tolerated from the time the jJantations are made

until they are broken up.

MOEELLO ChEHRIE-S.

Why Morellos are invariably grown on north walls

and their pruning and training is generally put off

until all other fruit trees are finished, are two ques-

tions which it is difficult to .answer. Such, however,

is the fact, and it is to be regretted that the ordinary

season of this really v.alnable fruit is not consider.ably

prolonged by devoting other aspects to their culture.

A south aspect, even if it could be spared, might not

be the best, as it is more than probable their great

enemy—black fly—would cripple them; but a few

trees planted aga'inst a west wall would give a crop of

fine early fruit that would pay quite as well as

ordinary Plums or September Pears, which can be

grown equally well, it not better, on pyramids or

bushes fully exposed to the sun on the open quarters.

Morellos on north walls in many places have not done
well of late years, and we are very apt to blame the

seasons, which have not been good, but there may be

other causes of failure; the walls and borders may be

Cherry-sick and infested with insects, which nothing

short of complete renovation can remove. When this

is the case the young foli.age turns yellow, the points

of the shoots begin to die back, and the old branches

are attacked by tlie disease too well known as "gum-
ming," and die off wholesale like our Ajiricots. If

the question were put to the oldest inhabitant, he
would most likely say, the iKjrth (wall in the fruit

garden was furnished with Morellos when he was a
boy, and that gaps had been filled xip from time to

time as the old trees died off ; but no attempt had
ever been made to clear out the borders and make a
fresh start with good drainage and fresh compost.
This, however, is the remedy really wanted, and the

sooner it is set about the better for the grower and
the owner. Let trees that are worth the trouble be
lifted, well drained, and replanted in fresh compost,

consisting of calcareous loam and old lime rubble,

burnt earth or road scrapings. Avoid the rrse of

maiture, and raise the roots well up above the sur-

rounding level. Prune and wash the trees, scour and
point the walls, or scrub them with soap-suds, to

which a few handfuls of salt have been added. In fact,

give them the attention usually devoteti to Peaches
and Nectarines on the opposite side of the wall, and
the result will well repay the trouble. If the trees or

a portion of them are past recovery, clear them out,

make new borders, and replant with young ones.

Prunbif) and traininrj.—Morellos are sometimes
spurred in, but the best fruit is obtained from the
yciurrg wood, which is laid in at full length, like that

of Peaches, or-, quantity being the objt--ct, an even
sjrread of young growths may be allowed to extend
from the walls upon the principle practised by growers
for irrarket. When grown in this way the foliage

gets tlie benefit of summer rain ; the trees luxuriate

under this abandoned kind of training ; the fruit is

bright and clean, and keeps well under a good cover-

ing of leaves in the autumn. Private gardeners who
liave to keep their fruit well into November generally

ju'une Peach fashion, and nail the wood in close to

the walls, for the threefold object of securing neat-

ness, quality of fruit, and protection from birds and
wet. When this method is .adopted, the trees should

have plenty rif wall room to allow for extension, and
they should be sufficiently thinned at the winter
pruning to make room for laying in young wood for

succession.

In cold gardens where sweet Cherries are subject

to "gumming" and resent spur-pruning, njany of the
strong growing varieties succeed well under extension

training on the fan principle, and the annual la3'ing

in of young growths from the base of each bearing

shoot. By the judicious summer pinching of all the

superfluous shoots .and allowing the main branches

plenty of room, they soon become thickly studded
with spurs, and the trees require very little pruning
in winter.

Gooseberries.

These, in bird-infested districts, are not generally

pruned until tire spring, but this allowing them to

stand over is an unnecessary inconvenience, as it

keeps the garden in an untidy state, when a dressing

of soot and lime applied as a wash effectually check.s

the birds and acts as an excellent stimulant and in-

secticide. When the trees are pruned the ground
should be well mulched and lightly forked over to

destroy weeds and sweeten the soil, then, without
dehay, the mixture, consisting of say one peck of lime,

a small ([uantity of soot to tone down the colour when
dry, and a pint of linseed oil reduced to the consis-

tency of thin paint by the addition of hot water, may
be applied to the shoots with an old sjTinge. When
the lime is thoroughly slaked and the soot has been
added, it should be passed and washed through a very

fine sieve with the hot water, to facilitate its applica-

tion with the syringe, and a fine day should be selected

for the operation, as the secret of success depends
upon the j'oung shoots becoming dry before rain falls

upon them. M.any people apply lime in a dry state

wlien the bushes are damp, but this only affords tem-
por.ary protection, while the mixture answers once for
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all. Goosebenica, like Currants, submit to spur prun-

ing and producu ([uantitius of fruit, but tlie fine.st is

always obtained from vigorous young truus that are

plentifully furnished with well ripened slioots of the

]ireeeding year. These, then, should be well thinned

to let in light and air and to admit the hand when
the time arrives for gathering; but they need not be

sh(n-tened back milesa tlie points are imjierfeetly

ripened or tliere is a prospect of their touching tlie

ground when weighed down by the crop of fruit.

When Gooseberries are grown on open rpiarters, the

different varieties should be planted together, and
pendulous sorts should be trained on e.xtra tall stems

to keep the fruit borne by the drooping shoots clear

of the soil and free from grit. If cuttings have not

been put in, a few well ripened shoots of each kind

should be taken off with heels and inserted two-tliirds

of their length in light, rich soil. Every cutting

should be carefully divested of its lower buds to

prevent the production of underground suckers.

W. Coleman.

NOTES OF THE WEEK.

Royal Botanic Society.—The following are

the dates on which the exhibitions of tliis society are

to be lield during the ensuing j'ear : Spring exhibi-

tions, March 24 and April 14. Sinnnier exhibitions,

May 19 and June 9. Evening fete, June 30.

Dendrobium Wardianum.—I send yon a

fldwi-r i)f this Orchid taken fruni a plant which is

carryiug 272 fully expanded blooms, an exceptional

number for one plant to jjioduce. There ai-e as

many as forty blooms on one bulb. I shall be glad

to know if any reader of The Gakden has seen a

finer specimen.—J. COLLIEK, 3Ianninf/ham, Thorpe.

A new Cattleya is now flowering at The Wood-
lantls, Streatham. In habit of grn\\th it reminds one

of an intermediate fonn het\\'een Cattleya Dore
manniana and bicolor. The flowers are beautiful, the

pepals and petals being of a deep chocolate, while the

lip is of a rich crimson on the lower half and white

above. This being the first time in which the jjlant

lias flowered, better results niny be Looked for after

making another season's growth. It cropped uj) from
an importation,

Galeandra nivalis.—Of this rare and pretty

Orchid a cluster ()f flowers has been sent to tis by Mr.
B. D. Knox, Caversham, Reading. It is distinct from
the commoner G Devoniana, the flowers being

smaller and less attractive. They have reflexed sepals

of a greenish brown, while the funnel-shaped lip is

wliite, with a long projecting spur of olive-green, and
the lip is tipped with a plum-purple blotch. Mr.
Knox also sends a flower of an uncommonly fine form
of Sopiu'onitis granditiora which measures fully

2.^ inches across. The colour is brilliant orange-

scarlet. The difference between good and bad
varieties of this Orchid is great, Ijut whether owing
to cultivation or not is not t(uite clear.

Kennedya Marryattiae. — This greenhouse
climber is w-ith us proving of quite exceptional merit
as a winter-flowering and easily grown plant. It has
blonmed profusely w-ithout cessation for the last

twelve months, and now in midwinter, witii an atmo-
sphere oftener thick with fog than otherwise it is a
gorgeous picture. The handsome silky foliage cloth-

ing the numerous pendent branches are in tliemselves

sulficiently distinct and attractive to deserve notice;

but when accompanied witli hundreds of axillary

racemes of bright scarlet Pea-like blossoms, the effect

is, as we have said, exceptional. Trained along a
rafter or against the side of a cool greenhouse, the
giowth made by this plant soon covers a large space.

Planted f)ut in a loamy soil, with plenty of sand and
supplied with water frequently during summer, no
Icar need be entertained as to the growth and flower-

ing in a short time. Such a specimen as is here
described may now be seen in the greenhouse at Kew,
where the display made by its flowers has been for

more than a year one of the principal attractions of

the house. Asa summerflowering jilant this Kennedya
deserves a first place amongst greenhouse climbers,

but it is its usefulness iu ^^iter to which attention is

specially called here.

Oxalises in winter,—The genus Oxalis is rich

in the numlier of really pretty-flowered species it

contains, and numy of these are rendered excep-
tionally valuable in a garden sense by their habit of

flowering in winter and early spring. We have in

our recollection the pretty disj)lay made by a collec-

tion of these plants at Kew in the Cape house last

sjiring, where from Januai'y to June their many hued
Primmse-like flowers were to be seen in plenty when-
ever the sun was shining strong enough to make the
blossoms of these plants expand. Wlien the weather
is dull then the Sorrels close their flowers, and it is

not unusual for buds to decay without having once
been wooed by a little sunlight to unfold. Kqually
interesting is the habit in these plants of folding

their leaves during the night, a habit general to the
whole family. Darwin devoted many hours of

patient watching to the sleep-movements of the

Oxalises, as may be gathered from what he says of

them in "Movements of Plants." The variety of

foliage is remarkable too, some of the species having
comb-like, others ped.ate leaves, others again six, eight,

or ten leaflets. The flowers are often large, in a few-

cases larger even than Primroses (P. vulgaris), and
in colour they vary from yellow to white, red, pink,

purple, and violet. A collection of Oxnlises if

properly made would comprise some of the prettiest

of small -flowering plants, and, as has been shown, in

addition to the attractiveness of the flowers there are

many other points of interest in the j^lants of this

genus.

Aerides Sanderianum.—This new species has

just flowered beautifully in the Duke of Marlborough's
collection of Orchids at Blenheim. One plant has
jirorluced a spike carryins; no fewer than thirty flowers,

which for charming colour and loveliness are misur-

passed by any in the genus, and equalled only by A.
LauTencioi, which is the nearest relative to Sandeii-

anum. Both these species fall into the odoratum
group, but in the case of both the growth is more
vigorous, and the flowers twice or thrice the size,

while the colour is not comparable with that of any
odoratum. Each flower of Sanderianum is about
1 h inches in length ; the sepals are of wax-like texture,

pure white, and heavily tipped with the richest car-

mine-magenta. The lip is of a len^on-yellow tinge,

while the reciu-ving spur is green. Apart from the

structural difference between Lawrenciie and Sanderi-

anum they may be distinguished at a glance by the

lip of the first being pure white, while that of the

latter is invariably yellow. Both possess the delightful

fragrance that characterises most of the Aerides, and
they may be regarded as being among the most
valuable additions that have been made to that genus
of late years. A. Lawrencia; is also in full flower in

the St. Albans Nurseries, so that the two niay be seen

in bloom side liy side in quantities, among them being
numerous distinct forms.

Xotus peliorhynchus.—In noticing this plant

(p. ')31, in last vol.) "B." makes a suggestion in regard
to its fitness for out-door cultivation in sprinj,^ and
summer. Permit me to relate our experience with it in

a garden near London. In 1881, seeds of this Lotus
were received from the Canary Islands (not, as *'

B."

supposes, from South America). These were sown in

a warm house and the plants (obtained grown in a cool

greenhouse, where they flowered freely a year or so

afterwards. An attempt to grow the plant as a
climber against the end of the greenhouse was a
failure, as also was one to grow it on a trellis : the
only way in which we could get tiie plants to thrive
satisfactorily was either by suspending them so that
the shoots could hang downwards, or by allowing
them to grow along the cinders on the stage where the

pots were phiced. This latter method, i.c , trailing,

proves now the only really successful one, and we
have plants in a cool frame growing over a few stones
in the most healthy and promising maimer. Here, at

all events, this Lotus is too tender to be placed out of

doors permanently, and we suspect it would not do
well exposed in summer unless the season was warm
and dry. It is easily increased from cuttings. In
Cornwall, south of Ireland, and other similarly warm
localities it would i)robably prove hardy. L. Berthe-
hitii, not BarthoUetianus, is the other name for this

plant.—B. W.
[

QUESTIONS.
.'j 140.—Sycamore wood.—I observed in "Woods and

Fiiroftts " fiomu UHoful information respecting the care re-
qviircd with Sycanioro wood in not allowinff it to become
ftpoiled, and would like to know the uses to which it is
aiiplied.

.VHl.—Gardening: in Australia-— Will any reader of
TrfR (Jaudf.n givu me ;i ^^liglit i.iu;i of gfirdcniny in Australia,
or Tasmania, what is generally the wages given to a head
man, and is it can-ied on the same there as here, and liow
could a situation Iw procured thcro ; lastly, which country
would be the be.st, Australia or Ameiica ?— Ff>ni;MAS.

.".442.—The purple Gerardia in America-—Will any
kind Aniericjin reader send us some of the seed of the
beautiful jjurple Gerardia which charmed us in the Eastern
States of America in autumn V We wish to try it in our wild
garden, sowing the seeds, as we suppose tlicre is no other
chance of establishing it, the plant growing on the roots of
other thingti, wc believe.

—

R.

.044."..—Self-supporting- gardens.— I shall be grateful
for any bints nr sut^'tjcstions as to how to make my garden
pay its own expenses. It consists of about two acres r)f

good soil. Wc have four gardeners, ihree large Grape houses,
two Peach hovLses, Tomato and Melon houses, and a large
conservatory and stove. The great drawback is we are fiir

from any station ; everything, therefore, must be packed
and sent to London.—Lincuen, A'./f.

.0444.—Caesalpinia pulcherrima.—This has bright
orange-red, four-petilled, Clarkia-like flowers, distinellv
margined with yellow, and issuing from the centre is j.ii

erect, trumpetdike crest similarly coloured, and a bunch of
long, rose-coloured stamens tipped with pale green. It is a
.stove plant ; might I ask where it can be obtained ? I think
it is one of those subjects tliat ought to be rescued from
the oblivion into which it has undoubtedly fallen.- -R. D.

.0445.

—

Heating.— I do not remember ever having seen
in The Garden any particulars as regards the quantity of
coke required for hothouses given -so many hundred feet of
piping. Can any of your coiTcsiJondents tell me what would
be a fair amount of coke to use per week for every hundred
feet of piping with a saddle-lx)iler ? I should really feel
much obliged. The heat dm^ng the winter is kept at So".—Cromwell.

544(5.—Cucumber pit.— I am now about having a Cu-
cumber pit built about 30 feet longby 10 feet wide. The back
wall is to be 7 feet hij.Th, and there will be a path inside next
to it and a 4i-inch wall inside to form a st;ige the length of the
pit. What, next to front wall, would be the best way of heating
it? 1 was thinking of having a slow combustion boiler
placed in a shed at one end of the pit, and leading a 2-inch
flow and return pipe from it into the pit, and dien running
the water in troughs formed with brickwork and cement
the length of the bed. I have seen Cucumber pits so con-
structed which seemed to do well and maintain a large
amount of damp heat which is not the case where hot-water
pipes are used. If some readers of The Garden will kindlj'
favour me with a little advice on the subject I shall be very
much obliged.—C. C, Sudburi/.

LATE NOTES.

Land under fruits-- In my paper last week on
" Nuts " I stated that we have in Herefordshiie 40.000 acres
devoted to the ctdtivation of fruit. On reference to the
"Herefordshire Pomona," I find that the acreage three
years ago was 27,000 acres.—W. Colem.\n, East nor Castle, Ud-
b u rif.

Edelweiss in gardens.—Wc have been amused from
time to time by jiaragiai'lis in the daily papers which state
tills to be an cxtrcniL-ly rare plant in "this country, and an
extremely diflficidt one to grow ; the fact is, it is quite easily
grown in any ordinary garden soil in any part of the
covnitry. Though we have known this for many years, how-
ever, we did not know how beaiitiful and distinct the plant
is when grown in a bold picturesque group. It has a most
cliarming effect, and grows perfectly on a low fully-exposed
ruck garden or open border.

Root excrescences (7*. /.).- The excrescences on the
roots of your liriers are singular. They may have been
caused somewhat in this way : Rrier roots often develop
Ijuds from which suckers are thrown up. I imagine one
would have been produced at the point where this excres-
cence was foimd, but that from some unknown cause its
growth was impeded and a woody lump formed instead. It is

not in any way of the nature of agall, and I can find no trace
of insect action; but the injury to the root might have been
oiiginally caused by an insect.—G. S. S.

Names of plants.-i. Llnn.—l, apparently Davallia
canariensi-^ ; 2, Adiantum setulosinn ; 3, Polystichum angu-
larc ; 4, Pteris cretica albo-lineata. B. Chod.— 1, Polyg;da
curdifolia ; 2, Coprosma Baueriana variegata ; 3, Begonia
nietallica ; 4, B. nitida. // M. U'lutf.—The two specimens
are but slightlj' different ; therefore we think that one is a
mere form of the other.

Naming fmit.—Headei's who desire our help in namititj

fruit icitt tlndli/ bear in mind that several specivuns of
different stages of colour and size of the same hind (freatly assist

in its dctei'iiiination . Local varieties shoxdd he named by
local (/roicers, aiid are often only hiaicn to them. We can
only undertal-e to name four varieties at a time, a7ui these

only irhen the above condition is observed. Unpaid parcels
not recetced.

Names of fruit.—-4. K.— l, Golden Noble; 2, Golden
Russet ; y, not recognised. S.—Brown Bem-re.
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WOODS & FORESTS.
LARCH IX PEEBLESSHIRE.

"Scot's" article on the Larch in Feelilesshire is

both interestin;..; and instructive. In the lirst

plaje, it illustrates clearly that there are soils and
Jocalitie-i in tlie country that are e.\ceptionably

favourable to the growth and healthy develop-

ment of that tree in a reniarkaljle degree, and
this has been noticed by others as well as myself,

and it would not be too much to say that Pee-

blesshire—or, at an}' rate, a great part of that

county—occupies a high rank in that respect.

Tlie county is not a large one—being tstiniated

at 35G S(pmre miles—but a great deal of the soil

npon tile hills and well-watered valleys in the

vicinity of the Tweed is of a loose, open, kindh'

texture, and as such is favourable to the growth
of the Larch the trees themselves give ample
testimony. In the second place, from the sad

havoc made in plaiitati(jns by the wind during a

storm, the lesson taught is of deep imiioit.ince to

the cultivator, as it cannot be too much inipre.ssed

upon the mind of the planter the urgent ncces-

.-ity of spreading out the roots of his trees at the

time of planting, although at the same time we
Ijy no means attirin that this would in all cases

jirevent trees Irom being occasionally toppled

over by the wind ; but in view of such a wide-

spread calamity, we do say that the jdanter

should use every rational means in his power
fur the stability of his trees and the prospective

value of his ] plantations. In the formation of

plantations npon exposed hilly ground, the trees

iei|uire t<j be planted rather thickly; and,

altliough the work may be carried out with the

greatest care and painstaking, yet if thinning is

neglected at an early ]ierioii of the tree's growth,

irreparable damage may be done ; ami, in fact, is

done iir many cases to such an extent, as to

Seriously blast the pro.spective value of the plan-

tations, 'although growing under the most favour-

able ciivuinstaiices as regards soil and locality.

Trees that liave been overcrowded in their

early stages of growth are always deficient in

roots, more especially coniferous trees, and the

Larch is no e.'cception to the rule ;
coiisei[ueiitly

when such plantations are opened up by thinning,

the wind has better access, and as the tiees are

wanting in proper roots, an I often top-heavy

besides^ it is not in the least surprising that such

plantations are rendered a complete wreck by the

wind during a storm to the sad hiss and disap-

]iointiiient of the proprietor-. This is the sea.sou

when planting and thinning is being carried out

;

and, althougii storms cannot be averted, yet,

with a full knowledge of the past and the \vide-

spread catastrophe caused by tlie power of the

elements, we can anticipate from the past what

may occur in the future, and work out our plans

with the view of counteracting or modilying the

evils resulting from such excesses. Tiees that

have been mismantged in the early stages of

their growth liy overcrowding are likewise liable

to get bark-bo'und after thinning, and in order

to lessen the risk of this evil the work should

be carried out with great caution, otherwise the

trees may receive a sudileii check to tlieir growth

by exposure, which, in many cases, may take

years liefore they recover their wonted vitality.

Such trees should be thinned gradually, always

keeping in view the aspect and exposure, and

sj work out details aceordingl}'.

Forester.

woods, forests, and land revenues, after deduction o

all expenses of luanaj^ement, except the salaries and
expenses of the official establishnient, »&c., was
i:3S0,000. This U tlie same amount as was paid into

the Treasury in each of the three previnua year-f, but

£10,000 le ii than was yielded in the years ISSII-Sl,

and £30,000 less than was realised in eaeli of the

years 1S77-7S-79. The decrease in the past six years

is principally to be attributed to the severe agri-

cultural depression.

Her Majesty's woods and forests.— The

annual rep..rt of the Cimmiistioneis of Her JLijesty's

wocids and forests li.^s just been issued as a lilne-boiilv.

Tlie aiiiouut paid int.i the E.>iehe(picr in the last

financial year out of the revenue arising from thi

WHO ARE THE USERS OF TIMBER ?

In opposition to the often expressed view that

our British timber could be much more used on
the spot where it grows than is now the ease, it

has been said that the pi'oportion of wood used

for what we are in the habit cd' denominating
estate purposes is really very small.

That this is true in substance and in fact is

more than donbtlul. If it is true that no great

ipiantity of wood is used in inland rural districts,

what becomes of the balance of importeil wood
that is not consumed in tlie great centres where
none can lie grown on the spot? From a pretty

extensive knowledge of the Irafiic of country

railway stations, and also of the canals, I am
able to form a fairly correct idea of wliat propor-

tion of foreign wood comes in Jrom the jiorts,

and also what home-grown is sent away, and it is

no mere theoiy, but to me a well liiiown i'act

that much of what is sent away would answer
tlie purpose orpially as well where it is grown as

niucli of what is lirought in. In a paper upon
home-grown v. foreign Fir, I see it has recently

been demonstrateil tliat so far as regards cost the

balmce is considerably in favour of the home-
grown wood, and what is Irue of the Fir is

lelatively so of most other woods ; therefore, in

face of tlie ever present problem of how liinlier

growing can be made more profitable, it is little

short of the marvellous that such apathy should

exist about the emphiyment of the liome-jiro-

duced article where of all places it should be

used.

To shift the enquiry by saying that the

quantity of wood useil to that ordinarily grown
on a place is almost inhnitessiln.^], I cannot accept

as being satisfactory. If the conditions finan-

cially were against its rise, no mere sentimental

notions in favour of our own produce could have

any real weiglit, but as it has never been dis-

proved that much of the British grown wood is

in every respect equal to what is imported, and

can in rural districts, where, of course, the bulk

is grown, taking the market prices into account,

be prepared cheapei' than the J'oreign, I am bound
to reiterate that there is sometliing in our present

system which needs looking into. Much stress

has lately been laid npon the necessity of

establishing schools of forestry in order that a

better knowledge should be dis.seminated with

respect to timber jireservation and production,

but however important this branch of the subject

may be, that of its utilisation is infinitely greater,

and with this we are quite as much aheld as

with the other. D. J. Yeo.

Forests and rainfall.—The fact that forests

have an effect mi the rainfall of a cuiintiy has Idiig

been established, but the way in wliich they incruast;

it lias not been made so clear. It is certainly inure

easy to note results than to ascertain the manner in

which they have been produced ; still, natural phe-

nomena are generally accounted for more or less

satisfactorily, and the study is interesting and profit-

able. With reference to this question of rainfall

opinions may still be divided, but the foil owing theory,

which was evuked tlmmgh a discussion on forest enii-

s;rvancy in the Uecean, has many points about it

which it would be difficult to controvert or replace

by bstter reasons. In the first place, the fact that
the mean annual temperature of the whole earth is

practically constant is dwelt upon, as this appears to

prove that the quantity of heat annually received
frcim the sun is balanced by an equivalent luss of heat
through radiation into space. Aecording, however,
to calculation this is not so, as only about three-

eighths are dissipated in this w.ay, and the remaining
five-eighths have to be accounted for. This is done
by the assumption that this balance of solar energy
is converted into another form of energy, viz., vegetable
and animal life. In support of this it is pointed out
that the growth of vegeta'iion is accompanied by a
disappearance of heat, as it is a chemical fact that
in the resolution of a conipoiind into its constituents
the temperature is reduced. The leaves of the forest

under the influence of the sun separate the elements
of which the atmosphere is composed, and this chemical
decomposition is accompanied by a fall of tempura-
ture. Therefore, in addition to the physical c<i(iliiig

which takes place at night over the leaf surface of a
forest, in consequence of its radiating power, a chemical
action goes on in the daytime which tends in the
same direction. This fall of temperature over a large

area, it is maintained, is the most important condition
towards producing rainfall, as it causes a saturated
wind to part with its watery vapour.

THE NEW HARDY CATALPA.
(C.VTALPA SPECIOSA.)

XoTWiTHSTANDlXG its many merits it seems
unlikely that the Catalpa will ever be largelv
grown in this country as a timber tree, as we
have already more species than tliere are purjioses

hir which they can be trsed. For ornamental
planting, however, it is probable more will be

lieartl of the (Jatalpa than is now the ease, as the
state of knowledge about it on this side of the
Atlantic, to say tiie least, seems verj' imperlect.

Loudon speaks of it as a .single .species, and in

America, until comparatively recently, what is

now known as the hardy Catalpa was only
regarded as a vaiiety of Catalpa bignonioides
(C. syringiefolia, Loudon), although now there
seems to be a general consensus of ojiinion that

it is quite distinct. In its native forests tlu^

hardy Catalpa is described as being a tall and
inajestie tree, sometimes reaching un inimen>e
size, witli long items and spreading tops with the

limbs rather scattered. We know of no Caialpa
answering to this description in this country in

point of size, but the scattered habit of iis

branches is undoubtedly a cliaracteristic. In the

summer season, with its broad and abundant
foliage, this looseness of growth rather adds to

its appearance, but in the winter when div, sted

of its leaves the same cannot be Siiid, as it gives

the tree rather ;in ungainly look. We know that

many who write upon the Catalpa, as is nii-

hirtunately often the case with fresh intro-

duction.s, dilate upon it as being everything
the planter could desire, both for oriiinient

and lor timber, but while considering it to

have a good claim for many reasons, we can-
not endor.se all that has been .said. F..r

would-be planters to hope to reproduce this in ,:

at all in accordance with the descriptions wliieli

have been given of it as found in its home will

only lead to disappoiiitment, but to such as are

content with a moderate sized tree, iimuna-
mental when bare, but very elfeclive when WiU
furnished, we commend the hardy Cataljia. In
liis list of trees for reatibresting Ireland, M. llowitz

says :
" This tree pirefers a deep and good soil, in

a sheltered position. It is easily reared from
seed, wdiich requires tweh'e hours steeping in

warm water before sowing, and covered with a
quarter of an inch to lialf an incli of light soil.

Transplant when two years old. It should be
lilanted very close or in a mixture with other
quickly growing deciduous trees." From this it

would appear that although denominated hardy
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ill distinction to the more wi.Jfily, known liiilf-

liardy species, it would be a mislulvc to look upon

it as beini; suited to exposed or otherwise un-

favouraliie situations. In regard to the places

in which it grows V)est,the Catalpa has something

in common' with tlie Acacia, ancl although its

wood is dissimilar in character, it is very like it

in the ju-operty it has of early putting on heart-

wood, aiid also in that of durahility. In the

species of which we are now speaking the flowers

are much larger than those of C. bigncjnioides,

and the colour of the corolla is whiter, the inside

markings being more <listiuct, and it comes into

flower a fortnight earlier. With regard to its

wood, it ajipears that in America it is used for

many purposes, and that it works easily under

the tools of the joiner. The use, however, to

which it seems most .suited is that of railway

sleepers, a.s, owing to its durability and the small

quantity of sap-wood it produces, it out-lasts the

Oak. it is also said to be more economical in

cutting up, as it does not require to he squared,

like other woods, but will answer the jiurpcise

with a cut down the centre only and the convex

surface laid upon the soil. Like the Acacia, there

have been some wonderful instances quoted of

liow long the timber of the Catalpa has lasted,

lint these, if correct, are under exceptional con-

ditions, and cannot be given as fairly representing

its real value.

]ilants raised from the ground and inserted at

once without risk of the roots suffering from
draught or ex])Osure of any kind ; and as the

weather during the planting .season at high eleva-

tions is often cold ami unsettled, I have found
this to be a point of much importance in success-

ful tree culture in such situations.

J. B. Wedster.

Whin fences.
—

'VVlnn may sometimes be used

witli advantage for fences, but its principal drawback

is lack ot durability. It can be grown from seeds,

and in a couple of years it will make a good fence.

If kept pruned it will last longer, but it cannot be

depended upion for a permanent hedge.

PINUS PUMILIO FOR TOOR GROUND.

This Pine is useful feu- planting upon cold, bare,

inhospitable situations, at high elevations, as well

;is wet swampy ground that cannot be thoroughly

drained. It is therefore valuable for shelter to

young plantations. I was recently looking at

some^trees of this Pine which I planted some

thirty vears ago, and find that they have succeeded

welh The site is about 1000 feet above sea level,

exposure north, natural vegetation upon the sur-

face principally heather, some stunted natural

Birch, Mi5untain Ash, and Aspen Poplar, and an

occasional Juniper bush. Tlie soil is poor, but a

few inches in depth, resting upon a hard black

iron pan or till quite impervious to water and

tree roots. Notwitlistandiiig the hardiness of the

Aspen and Mountain Ash, neither of these trees

ever attained even a medium size upon this soil,

and many of the trees by the time they had at-

tained a diameter of G inches at the base of the

trunk had contracted heart-rot. The prospect

here was so bad, that it was rather a puzzle to

know what to plant in order to olitain covert, and

give contrast and variety and a clothed appear-

ance to the spot. In the successful planting of

such tri'ound the hard till requires to be well

broken up with a pick at the spots where the

trees are to be planted, by which means the sub-

soil is rendered loose and friable for the roots of

the young plants. The plants used should be

stout and vigorous, and such as have been well

prepared bv being several times transplanted

previous to their renmval to the forest. Heather

should only be removed at the spots where the

trees are to Ije planted, as I have found it to be

an advantage in the way of giving shelter at the

outset, and until such time as the plants were

inured to their new quarters. The plants used

in this case were prepared by being several times

transplanted in the home nursery; and in the

successful planting of such ground this is an

immense advantage, as the planter can have his

HED(!EROWS IN MID-WINTER.
Hedgerows at this season of the year present

nuiuy beauties. To the unobservant it may seem
that tlie winter is the one season of the year when
they offer no attractions. Many a writer has

dilated upon their varied charms in spring,

summer, and autumn ; but comparatively few
seem to appreciate those of this season, which are

not less numerous, though more subtile. Where
evergreen trees or bushes form the greater pro-

portion of the lines of fences, their characteristics

are so ajiparent, that they are at once seen ; so it

is to the deciduous trees and bushes, or where
the evergreen element only shows itself occasion-

ally, we must go to discover the real, but unob-

trusive, variations which have been spoken of. To
some there may not seem to be much worth direct-

ing thought to in the bare stems of the various

trees and shrubs of which hedges are ordinarily

composed, yet never could there be a greater

mistake. It does not require the eye of an artist to

feast U])on the inimitable gradations of colour in

the Lichens which cover the stems of a single bush
of Blackthorn. It may be that there are many
other trees, or shrubs, upon which vegetation of

this nature is equally at home ; but it is seldom,

I think, to be found more varied in hue than n](on

bushes of this species. In many of the hedge-

rows near my place this occurs very frequently,

and from the brightest tints down to the more
solier, liut not less beautiful grey, its stems are

almost entirely decke<l with these unpretending
plants. The Mosses which adorn the banks can-

not claim so much diversity of colouring as the

Lichens which clothe the tree.s, yet the difference

in form and growth which the)' show makes
them not the 'less interesting. In man)- places

the Bracken has lost its greenness and become
withered; but in more favoured situations masses

of Fej'us stand out boldly from their habitat in

the Moss-covered stumps of trees and bushes
which have years ago fell a prey to the axe.

Apart from any extraneous colouring, the

stems of many hedge .shrubs have much in their

normal condition which is worthy of observation.

The wood of the Hawthorn, though somewhat
sombre in hue, is peculiai'ly rich, and when
standing in proximity to the light green of the

Privet steins, and the rugged and still lighter

bark of the common Maple, it is seen to great

advantage. Where, as hereabouts, the Traveller's

Joy occurs over long stretches of country, it may
fairly be classed as one of the characteristics of

the mid-winter hedgerows, as its grey tufts of

wingeil seeds seen in masses and in a suitable

light, if not a "joy for ever," is certainly a joy to

the traveller who cares to admire the works of

Nature. Even at this advanced season in many
places the Bramble may be found, with, so i'ar as

its appearance goes, its leaves practically intact,

and this with the Ivy, which nestles alongside or

underneath, is another feature of the -winter

hedgerow. The wood of this bush, too, in many
cases is very rich in colour, and unlike that of

almost any other species. Here and there where
an Oak bush occurs the russet of its withered
leaves helps to enhance the general effect. The
hedge fruit has almost disappeared, but now and
again one finds a stray branch of Hips ami Haws,
and in situations near dwellings, where the birds

have not been sufficiently courageous to begin

the onslaught, it is not unusual to see an Ivy-

covered Thorn bush crowned with Haws, and
this fruit, by the way, was last season abundant
and large in size. Another feature in hedges

where the tree cxi.sts is the swelling buds of tlie

Goat Willow. These may be Io(jked upon as a

link between the seasons, as there are few other

things whiidi tell mure jdainly of tlie coming
spring. Amongst the seeds still to be found

U]ion their parent branches may be mentioned
tlie keys of the Ash and of the Maple. Trees

proper, though they often aliound in hedgerows,

are a little beyond the scope oi this notice, as

they generally tower to too great a height to

be seen to advantage at close quarters ; but some
which are almost grotesque in their habit of

growth, and do not grow to a great height,

deserve mention. The dwarf and gnarled Oak
comes within this category, and the strangely

knotted branches of some old Crab Apples, with

here and there a fruit remaining, must complete

this slight picture of what our hedgerows are in

mid-winter. Rustic.

The varieties of the I/arch.—It is maintained

by 3(ime that the American Larch is merely a variety

of the European species, and that the genus Larix

consists of only one species and its varieties. How-
ever this may be, it is certain there is a more marked
difference between what is commonly known as the

European and the American species than there is in

any other. As a timber tree, or as an ornamental

object, the latter cannot hold its own against the

former by any means. Of the European Larch there

appears to be some nine or ten tolerably distinct

varieties. The first variety, known as L. e. com-
munis, has its branches aspiring towards their points,

with foliage of a light green or grassy hue; its

branchlets are very numerous and form a dense

conical top. The bark of this variety is somewhat
more furrowed than the next to which we shall refer,

viz., L. e. laxa. The branches of this tree are

more horizontal and not so crciwded, and when in

nursery rows grows more rapidly than the last named
variety, and its foliage is a darker green. In general

habit of growth L. e. compacta is like the common
Larch, but its branches are more brittle; near the

base they are horizontal or slightly bent do%vn, but

the larger ones are erect towards their points and
somewliat remarkable by being thickly interwoven.

The fourth variety, L. e. pendula, is something like

the American variety or species, but its leaves ars

longer and cones larger, and of this tree some
rsmarkable specimens have been grown in this

country. There are two other varieties principally

distinguished by the colour of their flowers and cones

respectively being red and white, and another classi-

fied as L. e. sibirica, but which is also known under

various other synonjTns. The seeds of this variety

are said to have been brought from Archangel. It

does not grow so rapidly as the varieties brought

from the Tyrol, and its cones are more like those of

the American Larch. In addition to this there are

two or three others, but of no particular note. The
American Larch, when treated as a distinct species,

has also two or three varieties, but it is very little

grown, or likely to be, in this country for timber

purposes.—D. J. Y.

Manuring trees and shrubs. — For some
reason the practice of manuring trees and shrubs

seems to be looked upon as a doubtful one. That
manuring forest trees can ever be followed with profit,

with the exception perhaps ot a liming when they are

planted, we do not pretend to argue ; but with respect

to manuring ornamental trees or shrubs the con-

ditions are entirely different, and food supplied arti-

ficially in this way is as much in accord with observed

results and with common sense as manuring the

ordinary farm crops. Some who agree tliat manure

in one form or another is beneficial argue that it

should be given in a solid form, .and tliat liquid

manuring is dangerous. This ni.ay be if a little judg-

ment is not exercised, but with the most ordinary

precaution, it may be made a very valuable aid.
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" This is an Art
Which does meud Nature : change it rather : but
The Art itself is Nature."—Shakespeare.

FLORAL FASHIONS.
"Lex" (i>. (152 of la'^t year's volume of The
Garden) lualcL's a vigorous attack uiiou the
present fasliiou in bouquets, and with good
re;ison, ior not only are very large '•mushroom"
bouquets still fashionable, but it is now con-
sidered the " right thing" to have most elaborate
bidders—not paper one^, but cjuite works of art,

constructed of card-board, satin, lace, and ribljons.

So very showy are these, that unless the bouquet
is of imposing size the holder quite overshadows
the flowers. Ball-room bouquets, ranging from
12 inches to 15 inches across, must necessarily be
of considerable weight and fatiguing to bear." It
is an old saying that "pride feels no pain," and
it may be that many would not admit that they
became lired of their bouquets

; but I have
observed that they either give them in charge of
friends or lay them down prior to engagiiig in
a dancr', and do not always take possession of
tlieni again. I have good grounds for asserting
that many would much prefer smaller liouquels,
but unfortunately they have not the courage to

reliel against the inexorable laws of fashion. If
fashion rules that large and ex|iensive bouquets
are most proper, I am afraid that plenty will
lie found weak enough to conform to it.

' Who
"sets the fashion" in regard to floral arrange-
ments '—that's the ipiestion. It is certain that
artists have no voice in the matter. Xo ; nor
loyalty citlier. Bouquets of which H. R.H. the
Princess of Wales has spoken approvingly have
)ieen, I happen t(j know, very light and simply
constructe 1 : in one case her bouquet ciinsisted
irf one central Rose, a few wdiite Azaleas, and a
few spikes of white Roman Hyacinth, while on
another occasion a few ilarie Louise Violets and
Heliotrope were introduced, Eucharis amazonica
au 1 Lil}- of the Valley being other flowers
highly valued. One central bloom and two
iiuter rings of flowers, witli a few raised spikes of
Id.ioiiis and a little Maiden-hair Fern, ought
redly to lie sutiicient lor any bouquet; great
mixtures ought always to be avoided. "Lex"
sagg. sts ihe idea of a "simple stalk or sprav"
bdng borne by each lady at an assemblage, ami
tlie idea, if carried out, would be nrist jileasing,

nothing perhaps being more cou'lucive to the rapid
spread of a real love for Howeis, the life-historv

of each thus naturally attracting attention. Then
instead of large sums being sjient with florists,

who, I fancy, are really most to be blamed for the
[iresent objectionable styles, many more choice

and beautiful plants would Knd their way into

private gardens. Thus florists might suft'er, but
nui'serymen would be gainers. Floral muft's

(l.teraily) are now liecoming fashionable, both

n itural and artificial flowers being employed in

l\w'i- construction. They apjiear to lind most
fivour with matrons who attend fashionable as-

semblages—niitably weddings. Chrysanthemums
Lave been the favouiite flower, both in a natural
;ind ar.iticial state, tliose either white or reddish
lirown in colour being preferred ; bunches of

these arc grouped either with coloured or green
Ivy leaves. Autumn foliage and berries inter-

mingled are sometimes effectively grouped in tlie

centre of the muft' ; while of natural flowers the

most ph-asing arrangement consists of forced

white Lilac, <if wdiicli large quantities are im-

ported fiom France, and a few fronds of Maiilcn-

hair Fern. A single truss of forced Rhudodendron,
Camellias, Eucharis, Christmas Roses, a liunch of

Roses and Luds with Rose foliage, a short wreath
of Stephanotis and its foliage, a small spike

of Calanthe or other choice Orchid, and various

other floweis at different times are all brought
into reipiisitiou for decorating muffs.

W. I. M.

Orchids.

witii rrise, and the lip rnse-puriile with a large yellow

blotch on the inside. This species jircfers a higher

temperature than is necessary forS. macrantha, thriv-

ing best when kept in the East India house. It likes

plenty of water, as do all Sobralias. Mr. Cross, the

Cinchona collector, states that when in South America
he often liad to cut his way through wide e.xpanses of

Siibralias, which always grew' in swampy land, and
nften partially submerged in water, pretty much as

the Bullrushes grow in this country. P. sessilis is

now in flower at Kew.

AX ORCHID .SOCIETY.

In these days of specialists and of special

societies it seems .strange that lovers of those

now popular and most lovely of flowers, the

(_)rchids, have not formed a special society for

the study, culture, and exhibition of these

favourite plants. There are many questions of

nomenclature and of culture with which such

a society m'ght deal, and the results gained

couhl scarcely fail to be most valualde. Again,

such a society would benefit trade growers by
creating a taste for and giving an impetus to the

culture of these flowers in our gardens.

The Rose, the Chrysanthemum, the Primrose,

the DaH'odd have special societies and com-

mitlees of experts assigned to them, and why not

the Orchids, which are just now- so popular in all

good ganlens ] An Orchid society on a suffi-

ciently bidad basis would, I feel convinced, prove

to be a mo-t useful institution to all those con-

cerned in the culture of these plants, and especi-

ally so if formed under the auspices of Ihe Royal

Horticultiual Society. The Orchid Conference

was mainly confined to southern growers, the

north countiy amateurs naturally hesitating at

the risk, trouble, and expense of sending rare

idants on a railway journey of three or four

hundred miles. Again, no one exhibition of

these plants in flower' can yield us nrore than a

tenth of the kinds now grown in our gardens.

Hence the special object of such a society as is

liereiir projiosed should be to hold periodical

exhibitions in the great centres around and near

to where Orchids are largely grown. Londoir,

Manchester, and Edinburgh will at once suggest

themselves as suitable for this purpose, and the

society iiright be strengthened and aided by the

actioir of a local executive committee in eieh

place where its exhibitions were to be hehl. If

the cerrtralisatiorr plan I propose should not

jirove to be a workable one, our Scottish friends

at least must take care of their own iirtei'ests by
forming a hical society for themselves, holding

their o^^rl exhibitions in Edirrburgh, as has

already lieen proposed in a contenrpoivtry. My
own opinion is that a strorrg ceirtral society on a

broad basis would work well if aided by the local

exhibitoi-s and amateurs. The whole question is,

however, deep as well as broad, arrd it would be

best it our leading amateiris and trade cultivators

would give us their views oir the luatter.

F. W. Burbidge.

Sobralia sessilis.—This is the dwarfest species

of Sobralia known in gardens, tlie stems rarely exceed-

ing 18 inches in height, whilst in S. raavrantha they

are often 6 feet, and in an unnamed species at Kew
the stems have atta'ned a height of ]*2 feet. What
8. sessilis lacks in height it makes up for in its free-

flowering nature, and although the flowers themselves

seldom last more than a day, they are developed in

quick succession, often two or three times a year,

though generally towards winter. The flowers are

produced on the ends of the branches, as in the other

kinds, each branch or stem hearing several tlo\\'ers,

although in liotiiiiical works it is stated that the

flowers are solitary. They arc as barge as those of

a I'leione, the sepals and petals w; ite, Hushed slightly

Nelumbiums.—Mr. Frank Miles, in his interest-

ing paper on Water liilies in The G.iruiEX i.f the
2Kih December, mentions that he sent seed of Xelum-
bium niiciferum to Ch.atsworth, amongst other places.

From this seed I succeeded in raising several jilants,

and planted two in one of our Nelmnbium tanks in

the Victoria regia house. Fur a time the j'lants

grew away freely, and I was anticipating the pleasure

of seeing them bloom before the end of the summer

;

however, about the beginning of August they appeared
to have completed their growth and commenced to

go back, aird by the end of September had, as I

thought, gone to rest for the season. Aftir reading

Mr. Aliles's note the other day, I examined the tank
and hoped to have found a few tubers fornred ; but I

regret to say that I was unable to find any ; con-

sequently, I am a^'raid I shall not have the pleasure

of flo«ering this rare Nelumbiura as I h.ad hoped to

have done during the coming seasoir, imless someone
else has been more fortunate in Ijeing able to flower

it anci can send me a tuber, for which I shad be glad

to pay. If Mr. Miles has any more seeds, and can

send me a few immediately, so as to give me a long

season to see whether the plant can be flo>» ere I fr. m
seed in on3 season or i ot, I shall be glad to do tiie

bist I can to promote the end in view. I may say

that I succeeded in fluweiing Nymphfea zanzibarensis

as early as July last year from diy purchased seed

sown in March.

—

Owen Thom.vs, Chatsvor.h.

In Mr. Frank Jliles's " Work Among the

Water Lilies'' (p. 0"i2, 1SS5) mention is m.ade if his

experience with seeds of the Japanese Xebimbium
nuciferum. In the autuuni of 1884, .Sir George

Macleay received from Japan a parcel of seeds of

this Nelumbium, which were said to have been saved

from the best double garden varieties. At the time

of their arrival we were i-hown a series of coloured

plates, executed by native artists, and said to be

faithful representations of the flowers of those Xelum-
biums. The colours ranged from pure white to dark

red, ami all of them showed a good double form. Be
that as it may, hov/ever, we sowed a portion of the

seeds, which we had previously prepared by what to

some may possibly seem to be a rough-and-ready

method. We simply took them to an ordinary grind-

ing stone, and wdiilst one turned it another held on

the seeds, one at a time ; they were thus easilv and

speedily divested of pait of their hard testa. Thus
prepared, they germinated in a few days, and in due
time were planted out. Thtymade very little pro-

gress during the winter, Vint as .summer came round

they pushed up and cjinpleted a fairly vigorous

growth, such as might reason.ably be expected to

flower next season, which if they do I shall be pleased

to make the fact known. In the meantime, as we
have a small parcel of the seeds still in hand, we would

be glad to distribute them to anyone who may feel

interested enough to make application for them. We
intend to try some of them outdoors this year, in

order to test the reputed b.ardiuess of these Japanese

Nelumbiums.

—

Fe.\nk Ros'^, Penddl Court.

Sternbergiao.—Mr. Ewhank has forwarded to

us a letter from M. Dammann of which the following

is an extract : "As far as we can ascertain all tie

Sternbergias, i.e., sicula and setnensis, in cultivation

have been in the first instance sent out by us, and,

therefore, in all prob.abibty Mr. Ware's also can:e

from us. You cannot, therefore, refer very well to

Mr. Ware's as being truer to name than ours. AVe

acknowledge readily to having made mistakes with

regard to nomenclature, but the fact is, we got the

first bulbs under wrong names, and sent them out

accordingly. Afterwards, on comparing the different

variel ies with the dt scriptious given of them by

botanists, we found that the names did not answer.
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aii'i, tliLTefoi-L', after bestowing on tliem considei-able
;ittr;ilion wu succeeded in luoperly naniin" them ;

the deseriirtion given by us in The Gaudkn is there-
fore correct. If it does not suit the plants you have
it proves that you have not tlie right varieties under
their right names. We may add tliat we liave often
received varieties wrongly named even from good firms.
We iiave therefore decided not to send out any
bulbj in future of Sternbergi.as until they have been
IM-ned by us to be correctly named." As Mr. Ewbank
was an e irly piu-ehaser, it is easy from this letter to see
how the confusion in his case has arisen. It is not
at all likely to occur again.

Rose Garden.
A ROSE-COVERED PORCH.

Among the many beauties of Eni,'lish landscape
detail, one of especial charm is iound in the way-
eirle garden.s of cottages and other nKjdest Iiomes,
where simple flowers seem to luxuriate, and are
often seen to greater advantage than in gardens of
greater pretensions. In the village of Fashing,
in West Surrey, well known to artists for the
beauty of its fine old stone bridge and river
scenery, the effect of a cluster Rose, early in July,
on the porcli of Sirs. Sweetapple's house was so
good, that we hail it photcjgraphed for reproduc-
tion in The Garden. Tlii?.se little gardens earn
the gratitude of all lovers of flowersj lor whereas
those of richer people are hidden away for the
enjoyment of the few, the little wayside gardens
display their beauty to every passer-by, to the
delight of all who can appreciate, and to the
infinite adornment of the public ways of England.

CLIMBING ROSES.

ana
Paul.

"The Rcsarian's Year Book" for 1886 has jiist

reached us. It contains a photogra]ih of Mr.
B. R. Cant; a Symposium on MiLlew, illustrated,
by Messr-s. W. G. Smith, D. T. Fish, E. R. Whit-
well, and E. W. Badger ; Winning Roses, by
Mr. T. B. Hall ; the Rose, and National Ro.-e
Society in 1885, by the Editor; some Single
Roses as Decorative Plants, by Mr. T. W. Girdle-
stone

; the Fortunate Isles and their Roses, by
Mr. A. Hill Gray

; Dew of the Ever-living Rose,
by the Editor

; Folkard's Plant Lore ; the Rose
Weather of 18&5, by Jlr. E. Mawley
Cliinbing and Pillar Roses, by Mr. Geo,
This last runs as follows :

—

An early sunny morning in June, at Lyons, a
pleasant walk beside, and by the ferry, across the
swift bright Rhone, and walking in" his garden
of seedling Roses with M. Lacharme, he drew my
attention to the difference (jf habit amongst some
seedling clind^iiig Roses, springing from, I think,
the R. ]iolyantha or R. nu\ltitlora. Some might
be called creeping Roses, lying flat almost along
the ground, and most vigorous in their extension,
and he suggested, if I recollect aright, that some
of these might develop a race clinging like Ivy
to the walls. The idea has often recurred to me,
the Rose being a freely rooting plant, when'
accident, such as a shoot burying iiself, favours,
but 1 have never yet seen a kind enutting roots
wdien in ju.xtaposilion to a damp wall. Others
had the vigorous uprising .shoots such as most of
the evergreen Roses already in our collections
liave. But none had, as far as I noticed, the
erect zigzag growth wdiich tlie accidental climbing
sports of the Hybrid Perpetuals lm\-e assumed"
This leads up to the fact thai in climbing Roses
we have a great variety of growth and habit as
well as of flowers, and well it is that it is so, for
the Rose garden has room for other than' ex-
hibition Roses and Roses grown for exhibition
onl}', as the National Society has recognised in
its latest catal-gue. Only in this respect the

catalogue is not inclusive enough ; by not in-

cluding the singles, for example, it omits some of

our best arch Rose.?, such as R. Brunoni and
H. sinica (the Rose Camellia of tl'e Riviera), two
of the best for the purpose.

Rose arches are amongst the most picturestpie

features of the modern garden, and it is astonish-

ing how few sorts make perfect all-wire-covering

growths. It is mostly amongst the evergreen
Hoses we find this habit of long vigorous shoots

veiT freely produced, and bearing, wdien bent,

flowers in great profusion along the length of the

shoe ts ; the finest is Felicite Perpetue, creamy
white, perfectly evergreen, and making the best

arch we have. Leopoldine d'Orleans, a flower

lighth- tipped crimson, has a slender, less furnish-

ing growtli, but is good. Flora and Prince.ss

Marie (pink.s) are of like small and more .sleniler

habit, but make either .singly or together a pirefty

jiink arch ; all these ai'e very hardy, and make
also good coverings for north walls. Of the

single Rose.s, R. sinica, with large single white
flowers, if it proves quite hardy here, will make
one of our best arches ; it has the foliage of the

Banksians, evergreen and shining, but it \vill

need warm summers and being left uupruued to

make it flower. R. Brunoni, blooming in numer-
ous clusters, and with glaucous bluish foliage,

will be the Rose for very large arches, say one

over a carriage drive", producing 20-feet long

shoots, and these in great profusion. Of Hybrid
Chinas, vivid, dark carmine, Madame Plautier,

])ure white, and Fulgens, crimson, are first-

class arch Roses, free, and the shoots well

co\ered all the winter with evergreen foliage.

None of the Teas seem tome to be perfect arch

Rosa=. Tlie Dijon race show too much stick for

too little flower. Marie Van Houtte would be the

perfection of an arch Rose where climate permits.

The Hybrid Teas have the fault of the Dijon

Teas, if we except the two semi-double evergreen

Hybrid Teas from Nabonnand—^which are good

additions to Roses for arches—Madame Alplionse

Lavallee, pink, and Reine Olga de Wurtemburg,
both with grand leaves. Of Noisettes, the only

one I can recognise as a fiKt-rate arch Rose is

the glossy foliaged evergreen Celine Forestier,

a'ld perhaps the climbing form of Aiinee Vibert.

So much for arch Roses. The sorts recom-

mended are few, but arches are not plentiful in

gardens, and the list is probably sufficiently long.

Festoon Roses.—For want of a clearer name
I should call such sorts a.s lend themselves to

being led up to the top of a post, and then giving

shoots to extend on chains or swinging wire from
post to post ; there are very few that lend them-
selves well to this. Nearly all the Ayrshire

Roses do. Bennett's Seedling and Countess of

Lieven as whites, Dundee Rambler and sjilen-

dens, with pink-edged white flowers, and Oiieen,

purple. Ruga, pink, all blooming in clusters, and
with their long-extending leafyshoots.are the best.

Of Hybrid Chinas, Fulgens, a crimson, and Blairii

No. 2, light-tinted wdiite, are both long-shooted

sorts, which we know from experience make
effective chains. Gracilis among.st the double
alpine or Boursault Roses is the only one having
shoots long and .slender enough. Of the ever-

green Roses, Flora and Leopoldine d'Orleans

are the two best. Of the " species " Roses,

anemoueflora plena and the Musk Roses in the

warmer climes lend themselves to this culture

;

whilst the Noisettes, Reve d'Or and Wui. Allen
Richardson, should also succeed. Covered chains
are certainly worthy of mucli Ireer u.se. In the
old Broxbouriiebury Rose garden of Mrs. Bosan-
quet they are one of the prettiest features.

Climbing Roses. — Then there comes the
larger subject of Roses for walls and fence.s, and
fji use wherever it is possible, by affording

support and shelter to make Ro.ses 6ucceed and
flower, which do not do so under the ordinary
bed treatment. Not an inch of wall, N. S. E. or
W. be the aspect, neid be left without its decking
of fragrant Rose flowers and leaves. To tiike the
Dijon Teas, Gloire may well occupy a .space

on each of these as|)ects. The flowers may be
followed round with tiie season—first it gives its

flower on the south wall in Apiil and May,
foHowing oil the east in May and June, and on
the west in later June, finally giving even a show
bloom or two from the north wall in July. All
of its slightly varying coloured family and
successors— Bouquet d'Or, Beaute de 1' Europe,
Gloire de Bordeaux, and May Paul (the two
best pinks), Madame Barthelemy Level, Madame
Trifle, and Melaiiie Soujiert, a rather dwarfer
form, ai-e all equally hardy, and succeed in all

aspects. Belle Lyonnaise and Madame Berard,
the other Dijon Tea Roses, are more tender, and
need a southern or western wall ; all, as will be
noted further on, make fairly good pillar Roses.
Then, for south aspect alone, comes climbing
Devoniensis, needing the wai-ni sun to make its

wood ripe enough to stand the fir^t winter; and
one never forgets the glorious facing of Marie
Van Houtte I'eas which the Bakeriau garden at

Heavitree used to boast. Most of the Noisettes,

for example, Marechal Niel and Lamarque, need
to look south, and Celine Forestier bh.ioms more
freely from the wood ripened by such an aspect.

Will. Allen Richardson and Reve d'Or are fairly

hardy all round, bar the north. The two Hybrid
Teas, reds as they are, and so much needed,
Reine Marie Heiuiette and Cheshunt Hybriil,
seem to accomnnjdate themselves to all sites. For
purely northern aspects, after the Dijon Teas we
must again revert to the Evergreen, Ayrshire,
and Hybrid Chinas, and some of the stronger
Hybrid Perpetuals. The reds, such as Monsieur
Boncenne, Marechal Vaillant, and Glories of
Che-shunt and Wallham doing better, even in

such a position, than with a southern exposure—
the flowers open more slowly.

Pillar Roses.—My paper has grown too long
so I will .spare the reader how I have .selected the
following, but he may rely on the choice. The
Ijest are :

—

/u'/.t (iinl Criiiisong.

li.P. Auuie Wood.
H.P. Cainille Bern.ardiii.

H.T. Chcsbimt Hybrid.
H.C. ClifU^doIe.

•H.P. Duke of Edinburgh.
HP. Dvike of Teck.
H.P. Ur. Hogg.
•H.P. Cliiubiug M.id. Victor

Verdier.
MI P. Glory of Cheshunt.
•H.P. Mad.ime de Trotter.

H.P. Madame Isaac Perriere.

H.P. .Marechal Vaillant.

H.P. Mons. Boncenne.
H.P. Ulrich Brunner.
*H.T. Heine Olga do Wur-

teniberg.
H.C. Vivid.
"H.T. Reine Marie Henriette.
H.P.ClimoingCapt. Christy.
H.P. .luhn Hopper.
H.P.Madame Marie Lavallee.

H.P. JladameClemonce Jo'g-
neaux and its salmon
form, William Warden.

W/.itif ,1,1,1 r,llairx.

X. Ainitfc Vibert scandens.
H.P. Climbing Bessie John-

son.

T. Gloire de Dijon.
•K.Cl. TheGarliud.
•H.P. .M.adame Plantier.
*T. Madame Berard.
H.P. Princess L. Victoria.
H.P. Paul's Single White.
S. Rosa sinica.

Jiofi' ('(tfoitrii.

H.P. Anna Alcxiefl.
H.C. Coupe d'H^bi*.
H.P. Climbing Jules Mar-

gottin.

*H. P. Climbing Edoward
Morrtn.

H.P. Climbing Victor A'er-

dier.

*H.C. Charles Lawson.
H.P. Paul Ncr..n.
H.P. Princess Jlarj- of Ca-n-

bridge.
H.C. Itussclliana.

There is care needed in planting them to ensure
good covered pillars and long life to them. See
that the soil is good and rich, get your post or
iron pillar firmly fixed and as permanent as
possible. Choose good, vigorous plants if worked
with a sound union with stock. In pruning leave
the .shoots long. Try what M. Jean Sisley
has phade 1 for the extension system, and let

Natuie have nearly its sway. What pruning you
do, let it be in tliinning and guiding, not iii

shoiteuing. Feed the roots freely to support
the vigorous top. The result will be a glorious

show of bloom.
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NOTES FROM QUEENSLAND.

Leaving Brisbane by rail for tlie Darling Downs,
tlie line runs thront,'li some pretty subiirlis, and,
crossini,' the river twenty-four miles from the
capital, we entered a larj^e ap'icultural district,
and soon reached the now important town of
Ipswich. Here liegins the ascent of the ranges,
and .soon the steep gradients are indicated by'the
slackened .speed; curve.s and tunnels are nu-
inerous

;
on one side is a perpendicular wall of

broken rocks, and on the othei', at various in-
tervals apart, are .*onu' frightful precijiiees. Far
down below, hovering over a forest df huge (luni
trees, was a flock of l.dack cockatoo, a rare bird.
Soon the summit of the main
range was passed, and with more
speeil Toowoomba was reached.
This is one of the largest inland
towns of the colony; the soil

hereabouts is red volcanic, rich
in plant food, and Cjuite difl'erent
I'rom that of the coast country.
Tlie afniijsphei'e, too, owing to
the altitude, is much colder than
that of the coast, being clear and
bracing and free from malaria.
Tlie chief products at present
are JL-iize and English Potatoes,
but amongst the exports of the
future fruit is destined to jilav a
]irominent part. This is the home
ot the Orange in the cohmy. In
tlie coast country Oranges are
infested with scale and other in-
sects, but here such pests are not
common. They will onlvdo ^\ell,

however, in light soil.

The Botanic Gardens here are
on the western slope of the range,
overlooking tlie town. Neartheir
centre is a large square tilled with
Apple, Pear, Medlar, Peach, Plum,
and other fruit trees of new or
rare varieties. They were planted
to tesl their .several qualities bv
the late Mr. Way, who was for
many years cura'toi' of this gar-
den, and through who.se untiring
zeal niany valuable fruits and plants have been
acclimatised. For walk edgings Gazania splendens
is much used. Pelargoniums, Zinnias, Pinks,
Carnations, Roses, Lilies, Verbenas, Petunias,
Dahlia-s, Viola.s, Gladioli, &c., made quite a
display in the borders. I also noticed many
ornamental and shelter trees and shrubs planted
in gixiujjs here and there. The Lilac, Laurustinus,
and Viljurnum (Snowball) seemed to be quite at
h'.ime.

About four miles from the town, and situated
on the range, is the nursery of Mr. Carl H.
Hartmann, a plodiling tierman of twenty years'
re.-idence on the Downs. Much of his "selection"
is still uncleared ; but on entering the gate the
handiwork of the landscape ganlener is con-
spicuous. There is a broad a\"enuc skirted by
20 feet or so of grass, on which at regular
intei'vals are some noble specimens of the follow-
ing Conifers, viz.. Allies Smithiaua, Cedrus
Deodara, C'r^-|3tonieria japonica, Cupressus hori-
zontalis, C. Lawsoniana, C. sempervirens, Thu-
jopsis dolobrata, Wellingtonias, &c. I found
Mr. Hartmann and his daughter busy glazing a
new pi'opagating house. It was span-roofed and

them were the China Date Plum, China Quince,
Granadilla, Brazilian Cherry, several .sorls of
Guava, American Blackberries, Mullieirie.s, Figs,
Almonds, Pomegranates, Loquats, and American
Grapes. The latter he makes into wine. Of
Apjdes, Pears, Peaches, Nectarines, Apricots,
Plums, Cherries, &c., only those best suited to
the district are grown, itr. Hartmann is a great
hyljridiser, and many e.vcellent seedling fruits
have been raised by liim. The Orange

neria yuccoides is so far perfectly unhurt, ,ind in
evidently hardy in sheltered situations. Such a briglit
red-flowered Yucca is an acquisition.—Eoward H.
WoODALL, Scarhumuff/i.

Public Gardens.

convinced
Downs are well suit
Rose, too, is one of

past twelve months the a.ssocia-

to a successful issue fortv-six

L(jRi) Brahazox writes to the Tiini'.i as follows

^.^,.,.inl »ft .,f; ,
' n »

--"-.--— •."
J

'^on<!''™iiiK work done and in hand in connection
special attention m this respect, as he is quite with the Metropolitan Public Gardens A.^socia-

that the climate and soil of the
|
tion : "During the pa

1 for Orange gi'oves. The
|

tion has carrTei
his favourites, and so are i separate undertakings, and has worked at another

forty-six que.stious without suc-
cess, while it is still negotiating
with the respective authoritieii
concerning over thirty matters.
Though the public has supported
us most generously, and though
our office e.\penses for the year
have amounted to less than £100,
the funds at our disposal are at
Jireseut exhausted, and new gar-
dens, ]ilaygr<puiids, gymnasia, &c.,
cannot be provided unless those
who have the welfare of their
jioorer brethren at heart will
come forward to help our work.
There are three chief funds:
1. For the general work of the
association, tlie purcha.se of trees,

gravel, seats, gymnast ic apparatus,
&c. 2. For tlie payment of wages
to the 'unemployed' labourers
engaged on the several works. 3.

For the payment of the travelling
inspector and the sixteen care-
takers in the gardens under the
charge of the association. Our
tirjancial po.sition is as follows:
We have no money in hand for
the general fund, '£8o0 having
lieen Ijorrowed to enable the
second fund to be used, for the
lal.iourers cannot work Mithout
material to work with. It niav
be roughly estimated that for
every £1000 given to the "un-
employed" fund, £2000 is needed
for the general fund. This is the
fund, therefore, ivliich needs the
iuo.st suppijit. Of the 'unem-
jdoyed' fund we have i'800 in
hand, l)ut this is already promised
for the laying-out of the disused
liurial-grounds of St. George's-in-
the-East, St. Mary, Lewisham,
and Paddington Street, Maryle-
bone, the planting of trees in
Finchley Road, and the forma-
tion of extra cricket grounds
on East Harapstead Heath and
Primrose Hill. The balance in
hand of the third fund will last

us for this year, but will carry
I therefore very urgently

Cluster Rose on porch of .1 house at Easliinjf, Sun-ey.

soft-wooiled and climliing plants, and also orua-
niental trees and shrulis.

the sides were of stone and neatly built. All of

Adjoining his house is a large glass structure,
originally intended for a conservatory, but now
turned into a museum. It contains many valu-
able and interesting relics of the aborigines,

i

quartz specimens. Pine cones, sections of wood.
., , 1 , , , ,, , ,r , ,

stuffed animals, glass jars containing reptiles
It hadbeen done by tliem.selve.s. He showed^me

;

petrified bones, fossils, &c.; also a iK-rbarium;
consisting of the plants of the district.

several others which he had built, and they
certainly looked substantial ami tradesman-like.
In the houses were many finc-foliageil and
flowering plants, and in tlie nursery outside
there was an intereisting collection of" fruits in
excellent health and in full liearing. Amongst

Sf. Fort, Dundee. S. F. C.

Red-flowered Yucca.—We have had some
sliarp frosts this winter, and all half-hardy plants are
already kilied, but I am plea.sed to see that Beschor-

us no further.

appeal to all who liave means at their disposal to
help us to lay out those gardens for the opening
of which the respective trustees have already
given their consent, and at the same time to help us
to relieve some of the great distress in the metro-
polis by gi\iiig work to the men, often fathers of
families, who are unable to find it. The need of
our work is daily increasing, and the benefits

which spring from it can never be told. During
the past year many generous subscribers have
given us their help for special undertakings, and
in case some may be interested in a particular

neighbourhood I will give a list of a few of the
works which the association is anxious to under-
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take, ;ind in eacli case I will append the approxi-
mate cost of the improvenienl. They are as

follows : The laying out of the chnrchyanls of

St. Anne's, Limehouse, £600; St. Dunstan's,

Stepney, £1000; St. James's, Ratcliff (with a
playgrounrl), £300; St. Paul's, Shadwell, £200

;

St. .lanie.s's, Bermondscy, £700 (£.500 promised);
St. Mary-le-Strand, £160 ; the enclosure of Soho
Square (expense guaranteed) ; Edward Square,
£360; and a playground in Whitechapel, £300
(£100 promised). I may add that we are also

constantly applied to for grants toward public
gymnasia, and are often glad to take advantage
of opportunities for placing seats in thorough-
feres, &c. Cheques should he crossed ' Coutts
and Co.,' and made payable and addressed to

Lord Brabazon, 83, Lancaster Gate, W."

London gardens.—An architectural writer,

Mr. W. H. Leeds, has been giving forth a very funny
idea for the regeneration of London gardens. " An
idea," he says, "for forming artifiei.n,! gardens in

confined spaces at the back of houses in town was
once started to me by a friend, which I consider too

good to be lost, although it may startle many at first

as an extravagant absurdity. It was to have
branches of plants and flowers moulded in earthen-
ware, and painted their natural colours, but un-
glazed, and afterwards aflSxed to real stems planted
either in beds or pots. These would produce a lively

and cheerful appearance as seen from the window of

a back parlour, and would constitute a perennial
garden in full bloom at all seasons."

Fruit Garden.

STRAWBERRIES ON LIGHT SOIL.

Not the least of the advantages connected with
the cultivation of the Strawberry is that there

need be no waiting for the plants coming into a

bearing condition, such as is more or less inevi-

table with other fruits. By means of ordinary
forethought and attention there is no difficulty

ill getting a full crop the season after a planta-

tion is made ; in fact, wdiere the conditions are

such as the plants require, the largest ami fiuest

fruit is generally forthcoming the first year of

the plants' bearing. The Strawberry is so far

acijommodating that it will grow in almost any
kind of hind, yet, as is well known to those who
have had to do with gardening matters, the
nature of the soil has much to do witli the

amount of fruit obtainable. Soil that is naturally

of a light sandy character, or in old gardens
where Ijy the long application of manure and
vegetable matter it has become light, will often

grciw the plants well enough, although little

fruit is forthcoming; so far is this correct, that it

is no unusual occurrence to hear amateurs com-
plain that on account of the soil in their gardens
being too light to grow Strawberries, or through
their not bearing as formerly, they have to buy
wliat they require. Tliis is the point where the
disadvantage of being unable to grow this and
other soft fruits becomes apparent, as they who
have to depend on bought fruit, particularly
Strawberries, never know what it is to eat them
in a fully rijie state, without which fruit of even
the best sorts is wanting in its chief essential.

The first thing that the grower for sale has to
consider is appearance. Ripe Strawberries will not
carry without bruising, and retailers will not
buy bruised fruit, which is unsaleable and
perishes in a few hours. Consequently, market
growers are compelled not only to gather their
Strawberries two or three days before they are
ripe, but also to a great extent to coiifijie them-
selves to such kinds as are hard in texture, and
which, needless to say, are not the best to eat

even if quite ripe, as they are more or less acid

necessitating the adilition of sugar, the use of

which destroys much of the natural flavour of

the liuit, and in the case of good varieties fully
rij),^ completely spoils them.

Soil.—That Strawljerries like new soil, such
as wliere the hind has been recently liroken up,
is apparent by the way they often succeed in it

for a lew years even wheie it is of a light de-

scription, but, after a time under such comlitions,

they usually fall otf in bearing. A liberal addition
of new loam W'ill often set matters right for a
while, but new lojtni of a heavy nature, such as

Strawberries like, is just the material that is

generally difficult to obtain in localities where it

is wanted for the purpose under notice, and is

prop(jrtionately dear. But clay, wdiieh is not
only equal in its fiist influence and much more
lasting in its eft'ects, can generally be had without
ditficultv. The Strawberry, although not con-
fining its roots to the surface in the way it is

often represented to do, nevertheless keeps many of

the youngest and most active feeding fibres

within a few inches of tlie top ; consequently,
in making provision for it in ground of a nature
such as that under consideration, the clay must not
lie dug in deeply in the way that would answer best

for most tilings. In place of this, after digging
tlie surface over in the oiiliuary manner, the clay

should simply be ftprked in so as to mix it with
about 6 inches of the top soil, previous to which
it ought to be spread on the top and allowed to lie

until it crumbles down by tlie action of the
weather, lieing careful that it is forked in when
the weather is dry, so that it will mix evenly
with the soil. If the work is done when the
material is wet it sticks to the feet, and gets

turned under in lumps, without liaviug the effect

that it should have.

Planting.—Spring is nut the time to jilant

Strawberries -where the intention is to get them
into bearing with as little delay as possilde,

unless the plants have been prepared by taking
oif runners towards the end of last summer and
pricking them nut in a nursery bed, in which
case by care.'iil removal they will bear next
season. AVhere the intention is to make a new
plantation in .spring, clay .should be got in at

once and allowed to lie until a dry time in March
when it will be in a condition for forking in. For
ground such as that under notice 4 in. or 5 in.

o{ the clay will be a suitable dressing. If the

planting is not to be done until the runners are
ready next summer, the ground, after the clay has
been added, may, in the interim, be cropped with
anything that does not require its Ijeing deeply
dug.

Ill making new ]ilanlations of .Sirawhcrries my
own practice is to plant them nuicli closer than
they are to remain after the first summer, say
about 9 inches apart in the rows and a foot

between the rows ; in the autumn, after the crop
is cleared, I cut out every other row and every
second plant in the rows. By following this

method nearly as much weight of fruit can be
g(jt otf the ground as in the succeeding or.sidi-

sequent years. Needless to say where this fruit

is grown by the acre, planting close in this way
could not well be followed, as it obviously
requires a great number of plants and entails

more labour. T. B.

Amateur Pear growers.—A word of caution
may not be inopportune at this moment to the
amateur Pear grower in regard to the lisb of thirty-

six kinds which appears in the preliminary report of

the Eoyal Horlicultural Society on the Pear confer-

ence, and it is that the frequency of appearance of

certain sorts in the collection exhibited at tUiiswick
must not be taken as a conclusive guarantee in every
case of the superior excellence of the Peiirs thus dis

tinguished. No better illustration of this remark

could be afforded than that presented by Beurrt?

Diel, which heads the list, having appeared in 194
dishes. This I'ear is admitted to he only of second
<piality i:i favou'able situations; in the north it

scarcely reaches that standard. Besides Beurr^ Diel,

there are at least six sorts, exclusive of baking Pears,
which recjuire a better climate th^n that of the north
midland district to develop any good qualities they
may possess; these are Chaumnutel.Lluchesse d'Angou-
leme, Beurri? Clairgeau, Gener.al Todtleben, Napoleon,
and Passe Colinar. The first named never becfunes a
mellowy,Pear, even grown on a south wall here ; the
three next in succession have the merit of size and an
attractive appearance, and are usefid for certain

decorative purposes. In iiiakirig thtse comments I

am assuming that Pears are grown for quality and
not for appearance ; and as the piopriety of dinnnish-
ing our Pear list has been again iind again urged, and
(juality will be considered as a Pv-ar's greatest recom-
mendation by the majority of umateurs, I can, with
the assTu'ance acquired by experience, advise my north
country friends to leave to grow.'i's in the south the
Pears I have indicated as undesirable in a garden
the limited space of which only permits sorts to be
grown of undoubted excellence.—W. Ingram, Behoh:

FRUIT CULTURE IN AMERICA.
The relation of Mr. Hovey's experiences in Pear
culture is exceedingly interesting. He furnishes

another illustration of the advanced rate of

progress that is made in the.-e niodein times in

the development of fruit, as .veil as in other
matters. Mr. Hovey and his rnnfreres apptar to

have done nearly as much in raising, fruiting,

proving, and improving the Pe.ir in less than half

a century as European cultisators achieved in

twelve centuries, although it must be allowed
that America begun liy employ ing, or at least had
the opportunity of doing m, all the results

attained by people of the old world, wdiile pro-

gress in Europe w'as sepinetimes slow and often

interrupted. Moiis. Alph. d.> Candolle, in his
" Geographe Botanique Raisounee," .says that the
Romans in the time of Pliny already cultivated

a great number of varieties of Pears. These
great conquerors and coloni-if.rs no doubt were
the means of distributing the Pear and Apple
throughout Germany, France, and Britain, but
the fruits they introduced were proliably small,

hard, and inferior to what we at present possess.

The fine .sorts of melting Ptars do not date back
to very remote times ; it is in times of peace and
prosperity that the greatest advances are made in

matters that belong to the art of gardening.

Not only is Mr. Hovey's record of his labours

in the improvement in this special fruit interest-

ing, but it is eminently instructive, and his

success should stimulate Pear growers in this

country tn follow an example .so full of beneficial

resull.s. It shows what power is in the hands of

intelligent and energetic cultivators in originating

fruits of snpeiior excellence and adapted to a
country, as well as prolific and hardy sorts suited

to the special requirements of the local consumer.
What have we done in this country to compare
with the experimental operations in raising

seedling fruits which have lieen carried on in

America ? One English Pear, raised by our great

horticulturist, Knight, called ^Monarch, should
alone encourage us to per.^evere in the attempt to

laise new Pears. Although not large, and favour-

ing the Ap]de rather than the Pear in .shape, and
peculiar in its habit of producing fruit in clusters,

wdieii fully ripe we have no fruit that more nearly

a]iproaclics the Pine-apple in (quality, and it

ripens with fortunate iriegularity, so that it may
be eaten from December until JIarch. There are

two " expurgated" Pears mentioned by Mr. Jlovey

which we cannot yet alford to lose, both on
account of cpuility and keeping properties. The
leathery skins of these Pears seem to contribute

to that desirable result ; these are Beurre Ranee
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and Crassano. Just as some aiiiiiials, nay, ev<'ii

Slime raci s of the yenus homo, remain insensible

to all ameliorating influences, so it appears that a

certain nunil.ier of old-workl Pears continne ob-

durate, ajid will not be tempted by the bright

sunshine of America to an enlargement, or to

wear any other aspect than that of a jealous green.

Beurre d'Anianlis is cited as an instance, a Pear I

have seen assume, even in England, a rich russet

brcjwn on the sunny side, and showing through-

out a yellowish-green tint, whicli made it very

presentable.

I canniit accept the dictum, for this district at

least, that Seckel is one of our best October Peais.

It is strongly perfumed and highly coloured, but

it passes away too rapidly, often tinning soft

before ripening. Therefore I am doulitfnl as to

the correctness of the assumption that Ijecause

this Pear i.s good in some parts of the country,

American Pears may be successfully grown. I

have fruited Dana's Hovey, but it has never
ripened, grown on a pyramid, in this part of

England, which is two degrees north of London.
Bdroir. Wm. Inc;ram.

Pruning outdoor Vines.—These, as a rule, are

sadly neglected, especially in regard to pruning. To
produce anything more than leaves and unripened
fruit sun heat must get to the v.-all. Winter )iruning,

inste.ad of being simply coniineil to removing the

summer growth, ought to be a thorough pruning oiit

of all exhausted wood and the retention of the best

ripened canes of the current year for replacing those

cut out. The present is a good time to get such
work done. If mild weather prevails with the
lengthening days, the tap gets excited and bleeding
follows, thus weakening the Vines considerably.

The best course to adopt is always to prune as soon
after the fall of the leaf as possible. The best mode
of training out-door Vines is to lead a main shoot
right and left about 1 foot from the ground, and
from this to train up young shoots about 2 feet apart
for Ije.aring; this will allow space for the fruiting

shoots to lie close to the wall, which will, moreover,
not be so densely covered with foliage as to prevent
the sun's rays from waruung the bricks —Hants.

Books.

THE VEGETABLE GARDEN.*
This may be considered from a utilitarian point
of view the l.iest book on gardening puldished in

England for many years. A sound knowledge of

garden vegetables is very rare, and only to be
accpiireil Ijy persons possessing the high cpialih-

cations and peculiar opportunities of the authors
of this hook. AVhatever foreign countries may
do for us, it is not likely that they can .supply us
with vegetables, wliich deteriorate even when
brought from our own gardens to our markets.
The elinuite of Britain is admirabl}- suited for

vegetable culture, and is, perhaps, on the whole,
unequalled by that of any other country in
Europe. The tastes of the people encourage an
abundant use of vegetables, and the greatly-
growing demand in our large cilies and towns "is

likely to make the work of the vegetable grower
for market more importaut in the future tlian it

has ever been. Tliis being so, the value of a
work such as this, which directs attention to

many little-known kinds, and, of course, deals as
well with all those in ordinary use, can hardly
be over-estimated. Innumerable treatises on the
cultivation of vegetables have been written, but
"The Vegetable Garden" is the first work in any
language in which are classified, described, and

* " The Vegetable Garden ; Illustrations, Descriptions,
and Culture of the Garden Vegetables of Cold and Temperate
Climates." By MM. Vilmoriu-Andrieux, of Paria. English
edition. Published under the direction of W. Robinson,
editor of The Garden. London : John Murray, Albemarle
Street.

illustrated what are the most important of all

jjlants to the human race. It is the production
of men wlio in their work for many years past

ha\-e had good opportunities of thoroughly
stiulying the .subject. No e.xcuse is needed for

"making English" .such a book—for the benefit,

not only of our own horticulture (increasing in

interest and importance every yeai), but also

for that of America, and of Australia, and our
other colonies, in which, happily, the plants

herein described may be grown. It will be an
aid in enabling us to realise the wonderful
variety of light, pleasant, and excellent I'ood

now within our reach, and in making many a

good vegetable more widely known. That it

may widen our views in this respect will be

acknowledged bv' ever^youe who, with the usual

limited ideas as to French Beans, for example,
takes notes of the many excellent kinds described

in this woi'k.

Diet Reform.

The relation of the plants this book deals with
to the movement towards diet reform and the

greater use of the vegetable world for human
food calls for a word at the present time. A
generation ago this question was the theme of a

very few writers ; now the nujveinent has taken
shape in actual pi'actice, and there are restaurants

in Lcjudon to-day where o\-er a thousand dinners
daily are served, wholly com].)osed of cereals,

vegetables, and fruits. Leaving out of view any
exclusive tendency of this kind, all agree that

the greater use of the best of these in our food

would be a decided improvement. So far as we
have yet seen, the rcstanranis devoted to this

class of food show a limited knowledge of cookery
and of the garden stores from which they might
draw. It is a pity it is so, for the neglect or poor
cookery of such things, both in private houses
and hotels, is a serious loss.

The true reason why the more delicate and
wholesome foods are neglected is that the cooks
of Europe have served an apprenticeship of a

thousand years on the carcases of ox, pig, sheep,

deer, goose, hare, and other airimals. We are

meat-eaters because our fathers had little else to

eat. The plains and green hills of the cold north
were dotted with wild grazing animals, as an
English park is now dotted with tleer, or a Western
prairie with antelope and bison. Men killed ami
cooked ; there was little else worth eating. A
few generations only have passed since our now
commonest vegetables came from the Continent.
We are adding to their number every day, and
Ijy the aid of culti\'ation we are winning Ijack

our way to a sim]>ler, healthier food, and one
more like that which niau enjoyed in tlie tropical

or sub-tropical regions whence he originally

came. But the cducatiim of the cook bars the way
to progress. Even when he gi\-es us French
Beans, tliey swim in butter. The French cooks,

supposed to be the best, systematicallj' make tlie

natural flavours of the many delicate vegetal.iles

of their markets secondary to that of fnitter

—

now, alas! often mere gi'ease or hardened oil.

In our hotels the best fish and meat in the world
are often procurable; the vegetable kingdom is

usually represented by a mas.s cjf ill-smelling

Cabbage and a sodden Potato. We ouf;bt to

grow more kinds of vegetables than we do, but
we need still more a radical change in our modes
of cookery, in the direction of cooking and
serving for their own sakcs (and in most cases

without animal substance) the more delicate

green vegetables and fruits that are and may be
grown. Old or inferior vegetables require the
coarser devices of the cook, and must be saturated

with grease and spices to make them edilde.

The true cookery is to deal only with the best

and tenderest of every kindj and jealously pre-

serve its flavtiur ; this art is, in any general sense,

as yet un]iractised. In ten years more every
district in London will have restaurants wholly
supplied without the aid of the butcher. At the
same time, those who share no such views as to

food are equally desirous to imjirove and enlarge

our garden sujiplies ; so it is clear that there will

be a greatly increased demand for all such pro-
duce. This is a hojieful sign in the present day,
when all seems so dark for our agricuUure.
Garden vegetables deteriorate enormou.sly, even
(jurs on the way to onr own markets, so that

clearly we cannot have I'ivals here from the Anti-
podes or across the Atlantic in them, unless,

indeed, we grossly neglect our opportunities.

And, apart from the important factor of distance,

the climate of Britain has few ef^uals for the
growth of green vegetables.

Vegetable Markets.

In L(jndon the chaotic struggle and obstiuction

in Covent Garden tend much to deprive people of
the good qualities of the garden produce grown so

well in the suburl.ian fields. One simple way to

improvement would be the adoption of district

markets i'or local supplies. T(j bring the vege-
tables grown at Chiswick to Covent Garden and
cart them back to Hammersmith is a needless
waste of force. For these markets it is by no
means necessary that permanent structures should
be built ; a wide road, or square, or river embank-
ment would suffice. As wholesale dealings of

this kind are u.sually done in the morning hours,

it is easy to make gooil use of open spaces for this

purpose. Some of the useful little district markets
of Paris are held in puldic squares and on the
boulevards, and an hour after they are over,

tents, stand.s, refu.se, and all other signs of the
market are so completely removed, that one pass-

ing by does not suspect that the spot has served
an important use before the general public is

afiroad. Regular all-day markets, wdiere the
householder could select, fire also wanted. Some
of our English towns and Paiis have admirable
examples of these. But while such must be
waited for till public taste or enterprise creates

them, the wholesale district markets could be
established without cost or delay.

Evil of Mixed Planting.

One point deserves the serious consideration
of every owner of a garden, and that is the
" muddle " method of planting the kitchen
garden with fruit trees and bushes, and so cutting

up the surface with walks, edgings, &c., that the
very aim of the garden is missed. It is quite a
mistake to grow fruit trees over the kitchen
gai'den surface. We cannot grow vegetables well

under them, and in attempting to do so we
destroy the roots of the tiees. This induces
canker and other troubles, and is the main cause
of our poor g,irden fiuit culture. One-fouith of

the space entirely given to vegetaljles, divested

of walks, large hedges, old frame ground.s, old

walls, rubbish, and other impediments, would
gi\"e a far better snppjly. Such a spot well
cultivated would be a pleasure to see. It is not
merely the ugliness and the loss of the mixed
garden which we have to deplore, but the
troubles of the unfortunate gardener who has to

look after such a garden, in addition t(j other
work. How is he to succeed witli the many
things so hopelessly mixed up ? Heie a decaying
Plum, there on one side a ragged patch of Black
Currants, backed by a rank Privet hedge ; and
so on through the sorry catalogue. In fact, if

the whole cost of the garden were doubled, and
all expended on some of the kitchen gardens of

this sort that we see, it would still be impossible
to get a good result from this method. Put the
fruit trees in one part—the higher ground, if
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any—ami the renuuuing part devote to vegetables,

cultivating the ground iu the Ijest way, and

having it always a fertile, green vegetable garden.

The vegetable's, too, would be more wholesome

from continual good liglit and air ; lor shade

from ragged and jirofitless trees and bu>hes and

hedges fs one of tlie evils of this hopeless kind of

garden. The brolien crop^, too (tor the most

part sickly patches), are not such as one can Ije

proud of. Separation of the two things, comiilete

and final, is the true remedy. Tliere should not

be the root of a fruit tree in the w.iy of the

vegetable growe".

The M.\xia for L.vhge Veuetables.

All -who have to do with gardeners and seeds-

men should fight against the deterioraiion of

some of our best vegetables through iheir mania

for size. Although the tlavourof vegetables may
be more subtle tliau that of fruit, it is none the

less their essential (piality. A change in size,

by adding to the watery ti-sues and tiljrous frame-

work of the plant, may entirely destroy the

quality we enjoy in it. A certain degree of

openness to sun and air may govern the flavour;

tliis may be made impossdjle by doidiling or

trebling' the size of the article it'self, which lias

been dime in the ca.se of the Brussels Sprout.

This is often no longer the true little rosette of

green, but a coarse Cabbage sprout. This is a

case of deliberate distortion of a favourite type.

J.,ess absurd, perhaps, but equally bad, is the

raising of new vai'ieties lacking in good flavour,

and abolishing old kinds, from supposed deficiency

in size. It generally means that the new ones

are coar.se ; it sometimes means that they are use-

less. There has been, for examl^le, for the last

few years a French Beau observable in our

markets, very large and symmetrical, but with-

out any of the good flavour of the smaller kinds.

However, its huge niawki,sh pod has liecome

popular with the market gardener. Here is a

tielicate vegetable, the value of which depends

entirely upon its flavour, and whether we get

(piantiiy in the shape of six Beans or one Bean

matters little to the consumer if the object of

growing the vegetalde is lost sight of. So again

in Peas. Wliere is the good in a new Pea if it

has not a good flavour? Mere size, or filling of

a pod well, is a low quality from any jioint of

view but that of the maiket grower, who wants

his "stuff'' to bidk up weU. Somctimesa llavour

may be made too rich; many good cooks in

J.,ondon jirelc r the little long Tui'nip of the Paris

market, which lias a tiuer Turnip flavour than

some of the sweet kinds. We n.ay lo e much
of what makes a garden worth having by not

ellicieiitly controlling the thoughtless and harm-

ful mania for mere .size, unless accompanied by

other more desirable qualities. The striving

among gardeners to increase the size of vege-

taiiles leads often to <leterioration, and it is so

common that those who have influence with

them should protest. Some of the raisers of

novelties liave done a gootl deal to injure the

Tomato by sending out liuge and coarse kinds,

which, instead of ripening in the natural way,

burst into aljscesses and "craters," and liave a

wretched flavour.

Gatheiusg CKor.s when at their Best.

An important subject for all owners of gardens,

big or little, is the waste and lo=s tlirongh not

gathering things in their best state. The usual

way of gatliering when wanted should, I think, be

changed. 1 n almost every garden, in summer and

autumn, one sees rows of Kidney Beans and Peas

in quantity in a hard and uneatalile state—useless

themselves, while robbing the jifant of the power

to give a succession of eatalde ]iods. All i-uch

irops should be gathered at the riglit time, wlie-

tlier wanted or not. Those who want vegetables

in the best condition only would find it profitnble

to gallier and give away rather tlian pursue the

usual way of growing only to waste. It is «

coiiunon practice witli many market gardeners to

allow things to get old and hard before cutting,

so as to ensure their tilling the liaskcts easily,

instead of gatliering them whilst tender. These

men must Lie the best judges of their own affairs,

but this practice is the cause of market vegetabieu

being often u-eless as compared with private

garden prnduce. It is a common error thatthof-e

who grow their own fruits and vegetables neees-

sarily pay more for them than they would in the

market. The ]ileasure of having them ipiite fiesh

and of a proper age would, however, Lie worth

paying for if need be. The great advantogc

which all who are happy enough to live in their

gardens enjoy might be much increased by grow-

ing only things delicate and good in flavour, anil

gathering them at the right moment, which is

seldom done in the ca-^e of market jiroduce.

(.'oNFCsioN IN Names of Vegetables.

Loss to all anil much confusion arises from the

]iractice now common among seed meichant.s of

iiaiinng almo.st every good vegetable after them-
selves. It has of late become a nuisance, and
England has almost a monopoly of the evil

practice, whicli is not canned out in France.

Honourable houses may do it for self-protection

with us, but it is nevertheless a great evil to the

public, and scarcely less so to the trade. To Ije

able to secure pure stocks of long-tried standard

vegetables is not easy for the public while the

seedsman affixes a new name and the name of

his house to almost everything he sells. I cannot

give any just idea of the waste and confusion

resulliug from this pr.ictice. A common cause

of failure in the vegetalde garden is too many
kinds— too many exiierimental plantings, instead

of the garden Ixdng devoted to the things we
know and like. Tlie liability to fall into this

trap is increased tenfold liy the chaotic state of

the noinenclatuieof vegetables, and by every one

who publishes a catalogue having his own set of

names. Seedsmen and growers, at home, in our

colonies, and in foreign countries, are compelled

again and again to buy old things under new
names, and to test them before enibiirking in their

sale. If the ]iractice were confined only to the

new kinds raised or jnirchased by the hou.ses who
use these name.-;, it would be less objectionable;

but by adoiiliiig it generally, even their own
children cannot be recognised in the incongruous

list. A common way of giving these new names
is to secure a pure, well-selected stock of seed

of some old, good kind, and re-christen it, say,

some one's " Champion " or " Favourite."

Changing the name of a good old kind in this

way IS an evil which the seed trade itself should

associate to stop. Houses that practise it may
no doulit get a large number of orders from

both the pnlilic and the trade, but I think the

loss is as ceitain to the trade in the end as it

certainly is to the gardening public. Of late

years we have seen in London (Jrcliid, Pear, and

other conferences, which, wliile leading to in-

teresting meetings, have had really little more
serious reason to be than tlie vanity or amuse-

ment of their jironioters. The disgraceful state

of the nomenclature of our most valuable garden

crops miglit well occupy the attention of a body

i-omposed of representative seedsmen and growers.

It would not be a very ditficidt task to seek out

and give their true names to all the older and

finer types of our vegetaliles, and to find some

way to prevent confuMon in the future without

inierfering with anyone's light to name a real

novelty in a fitting way.

The translation of " The Vegetable (iardeii is

wholly the work of Mi: W. Miller, author of the

"Dictionary of English Names of Plants;" it

could Hot be better done. Messrs. Vilniorin

contributed a very large number of adiiitioin

and corrections, which have all Ijeen embodiel
in the book. Mr. A. F. Barron, superintendent

of the Royal Horticultural ( lardens at ('hiswic'.i,

read the proofs throughout; M. Henri Vilniorin

did the same. Of all men in France and Eng-
land tlie.se have proliably the best kiiowdedge of

cultivatLil vegetables. Also, as the culture and
supply of kinds is more inniortant to the public

than any questions of nomenclature, it Wds
thought well to give tlie culture most generally

practised in our gardens, lioth ]irlvate and for

market. This is printed in Ociuble columns
throUL'hout the book.

Garden in the House.

A BASKET OF PANSIES.

Among arrangements of flowers for the sitting-

room talile, none have truer charms than may lie

gained from a handful of some simple flower

placed loosely and easily in a receptacle of quiet

form and colour, such as the white china basket

of Pansies here engraved. Pansics should be

largely grown for cutting ; they last longer in

water tlian most summer flowers, and their

varied markings, rich colouring, and velvet-like

texture make them worthy of the closest exami-
nation. They have an almost human interest

from the varying exjiression of their innocent

face-like flowers, while not the least of their

charms is a delicate and delightful .scent. They
should be cut long, with a liberal supply of stem
and leaf, when they will readily fall into natural,

easy bunches; cut with the flower-stalk alone,

they are less ea<y to manage and never look or

last so well.

Foli<ge to mix with cut flowers.—It is

inii>(issil_ife tn arrange flo\\'ers tastefully without jilenty

uf foliage, and this want is, of course, more felt iu

winter than in summer, as then we can j^^et it in

afjundance out of doors. But even now, in tfie open

air, there are sprays of Cypress, especially the -Japanese

fonns, wtiich are fight and efegant, and Jumpers,
wfiich, though sombre looking, yet make a good Ijase

to receive the stalks of flowers, lighter coloured foliage

being added afterwards. Sprays of Bo.x do well for

the arrangement of Chrysanthemums, and for lighter

effect there are the Lavender, Thyme, Kosemary, and
Periwinkle, especially the variegated form. In
broader, more massive foli.ige, we have the HoUy-
leaved Barberry, which is glossy and pleasant to look

upon, and sprays of the small-leaved wood Ivy are

always serviceable. Under glass are many suitable

[ilauts for supplying foli.nge for cutting. Grevillea

roliusta., wh- n the plants have arrived at a large size,

furnishes graceful Fern-like leaves, which are very

lasting, and I am very fond of the old-fashioned

scented-leaved Pelargoniums for this purpose. I have
one plant of the Uak leaved S[.ccies trained on the

back wall of a vinery, a large space of which i'. has

covered ; it is valuable for suppljang sprays or single

leaves, and the flowerin,' sprays in summer are very

sweet. Uf course. Ferns of nil kinds are available,

but when taken from a waim house in winter they

.are nut very lasting. It is best to have a supply of

Maiden-hairs in a greenhou-e temperature in a light

position, as this gives strength and tirniness to the

fronds. Myrtles are very desirable for some purposes,

and are easily grown.—E. HoBIi.vv.

Loose earth, fixers.—The best plant at present

known for eonsolidating, hy the interlacing of its

roots, the loose soil of a newly-made embankment is,

according to M. Cambier (of the French Kailway
Service), the double Popjiy. While tlie usual (ira-sses

and Cloveis need several months for the development

of their comparatively feeble mots, the double Poppy
germinates in a few ihiys, and in two weeks grows
enough to give some protection to the slope, while at

the end or three or four months the roots, which are
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10 inches or 12 inches long, are found to have inter-

laced SI") as to i-etain the earth far more firmly than
those of any (Jra'^s or grain. Though the plant is an
annua], it si)\vs itself aftfrr the first year, and witli a
little care the bank is ahv.ays in good condition.

NEW PLANTS OF 1885.

In dealini,' with these, we will lie.yiu with the

j;ruii]j which is nuuierieally the str(m.i.;est, and
that is the Orchids, iif which more than .sixty

received dinini.^ the past year liist-cla.ss certi-

ticales. Passinji over such plants as C'atlleya

Mendeli carniinata, Mendeli striata, Bliinti,

\Vaj;cneri, Hardyana, and Massanfjeana, Den-
droliiiim crassinode allniui, crystalliniim allmni,

Falccjneri delicatiiiii, hcterocarpuni album, noliile

noliilius, and insi^ne, besiiles nuniy otheis which,
.Tltliciu.^h handsome, are simply accidental forms
of well known species, we note among imported
Orchids in the first place the

charming ( 'attleya IJowring-

iana. This plant, which is

most valuable on account of

its flowering at the dullest

season of tlie year, at tirst

sight somewhat resembles
the popular C. Skinucri, but
besides the latter being es-

sentially a summer flower-

ing .species, this new-comer
pissessescharactei-s by which
it is easily distinguished ; its

pseudo-ljulbs, which are

altogether more robu-t than
those of C. Skinneri, aie

enlarged and flattenecl at

the base and covered with
sheaths of a very peculiar

texture ; its leaves are also

of a glaucous and entirely

difl'erent lint from those ol

tliat well-known species. Its

flowers, whiidi aie produced
during October and Novem-
bei-, are arrange 1 in bunches,
each consisting of from six

to nine flowers, even in the
case of i)lants of recent im-
portation ; their sejials and
petals are of a niauve-tinte 1

rose, while the lip is clark

rich crimson and the throat
is ornamenteil wiili a yellow
stain. This new species is

destined to become rapidly

jiopular. Among other Cat-

tleyas, C. Schofleldiana, it

not the most attractive, is

ju-obably one of the mo<t distinct. It belongs to

tile tall, terete pseuilo bulb section. Its ilowers,

which are proihiced in Ininches of three or four
together, are of intermediate size, measuring
from 3?, inches to 4 inches a'^ross ; owing to their
ground colour being olive-green and their sepals

heavily blotched with brown, they form a
striking contrast with the rich deep amethyst
broad lip. deeply edge^l with white. Angrfeenm
or Aer.inlhes Leonis, the first specimens of which
were gathered by Mons. Leini Hnmblot, only
reac-he I Europe in April last. It i.s of smaller
dimensions than most of the other Augr;ecums
already in cultivation, lis stem, which is short
.ind stout, is furnished with sword-.shaped leaves
'lisposed ill a fan-like manner. Its flowers,

which are of the purest white, deliciou-^ly scented,

and long lasted, are produced on short wiry
.ipikes; they have a broad white .shell-like lip

and a long and iieculiarly twisted greenish-while
spur. In Aeriiles Ballantiniauum and A. Wil-

sonianum we have also two excellent additions

to the East Indian hou.se. The former is in the

way of A. suavi.ssimuni, which it resembles in

growth, form and size of flower, hut ilitfei-s

es.sentially irom it in colour. Its bhissoms, which
are pendulous, vary from a very jiale jiiiik to a

deep crimson, the tip.s of the sejials being of a
more or less deep dai'miue ami the spur yellow.

A. Wilsonianum, which in growth bears a great

re.-iemblance lo A. virens, has pure ivory-white

flowers, dispo.sed on jiendiilous spikes and, like

the preceding, deliciously fragrant. Both the.'-e

flower in May an<l .Iiiue.

Three new Sacccdabiums, two of which iire

absolutely distinct from anything else yet in

cultivation, have also m.ade their appearance.

Tlie.se are S. bellinum and S. cielcste, llie foinier

a sweetly pretty and exceedingly interesting

Orchid. It is dwarf in growth, and has sIkuI

leathery leaves, from the axils of which are jiro-

diu-cd shoit ligi I flciwer-spikes, which, instead of

P.in-sies in a white china Uatket.

carrying a (piantity of blossoms, as is the case

with all other Saccolabiums, only bear from six

to ten, and which are somewhat of a difl'erent

shape and much larger than usual ; the colours

are also distinct, the lip being broad and pure
white and profusely spotted with deep carmine.

Saccolabinm cceleste is the best of the whole
genu.s. It comes from Cochin-China, and is simi-

lar in habit to S. curvifolium. but its flowers,

which aie airanged regularly and closely on a

short spike, at most only 4 inches long, are of the

purest and most beautil'ul sky hlue that one can

imagine. This is sei-n to best advantage on the

anterior part of the liji and on the tips of the

sepals and petal-', and a stripe of it runs on each side

of the recurved spur; the anthers are of a peculiar

brown tint shaded with mauve. Another Sacco-

labinm well worth attention is a glorious white

form of S. Blumei. llaxillaria Sanderiana is

ipiile distinct fiom those already in cultivation
;

its flowers, which are very handsome, are of about

the .same dimensions as those of a good form
of Lycaste Skinneri and triangular in outline;
their thick .se])als are ivory white, while their
lower halves and two lateral jietals are stained
port-wine colour.

Among Orchids with thick fle.sliy flowers we
must not overlook a couple of hu'ius of tln^ hand-
some Mormodes luxatum; the new variety punc-
tatum is also jiarticularly beautiful on account (.f

its curiously shaped flowere, which are liorne

eight or ten together on a short stiff .spike pro-

ceeding from the base of a short fleshy bulb,

surmounted by long riblied leaves; they mea.sure

about •! inches acros-;, and are creamy-white
copiously .spotted with numerous very fine spots

of a chocolate-red colour. In the new Oncidium
Brunleesianum we have one of the most distinct

among lately introduced spring flowering Orchids
;

it is still, liowever, very rare, and its lovely

blossom.s, which are of a golden colour with dark
brownish- red lip.s, are so entirely different in

shape from those of any other
Oncidiums, that comparison
is out of the question. Its

bulb, wliich very much re-

sembles that of O. .sarcodes,

produces a tall, branching
panicle, very slender, which
carries quite crowds of small

flowers.

Amongst Odontoglossums
special attention must be
directed to 0. crispum Bry-
nierianum. This, besides

being remarkalle for thesize

and perfect form ofits flowers,

gives us also some lieautiful

and distinct markings on the

broad se]ials, each of which
IS oruamentc-d inside by a
large blotch of chestnut-

brown, while outside they

are flu.shed with pur[de. O.

crispum Johnsoniauum has

its sepals entirely covered

with cinnamon-red, edged
with white. Of other Odon-
toglo.ssums the most di-stinct

are O. Wilckeanum Gode-
froyce, an extremely handsome variety, different

from all others ; its sepals, which lia\e a pale yel-

"o\v ground, are almost entirely mottled with rich

chestnut-brown spots. O. vexillarium Measuresi-

annni is a perfectly white form of one of the

best Oi'chids in cultivation. O. elegans Alicia,

with long pointed pure white sepals irregularly

spotted and blotched with cinnamon-red, is one
of the prettiest of the lovely class of Orchids to

which it belongs. Amongst many others be-

longing to different genera may be mentioned
Renanthera Storeyi, a kind with fl(nvers of a

rich ciimson-red, mottled and barred with liright

orange-scarlet; the beautiful Stanhopea-like Aci-

neta chry.santha, whose large orange-yellow

flowers, spotted with very deep brown, and of a

waxy texture, aie endowed with a delightful

fragrance ; Calanthe Sanderiana, Dendrobium
Buikei, &c., but those enumerated above are

sufficient to show that, at least as tar as Orchids

are concenud, the supply of imported novelties

is as plentiful as ever.

Htbrid Orchids.
Amongst home-raised varieties the most

striking are the Cxpiipediums and the Calan-

the.s. Of the former we have some half dozen

excellent sorts, all raised by Mr. Scden ; amongfct

them the most striking are undoubtedly C
cenanthum supeibum, C. Schrccdene, and C.

Sedeiii candidulnm. The latter, which po.ssesses

both the habit and floriferousness of the ]io]iular

0. Sedeni, may be best dei^cribed as an exquisitely
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pretty pale fonu of it with sepals nearly white.

C. Schrcederee, the i-esult of a cross between C.

camlatuni and C. Sedeni, has flowers much larjjer

than those of any other kinds belont,'ins,' to tliat

section, measuring, as they do, from the tiii of

the dorsal sepal to the toe of tlie slipper more
than 4 inches. Besides the size of these flowers,

from three to fourof which are produced on a spike

and open in succession, their colours are also very

ornamental ; the dorsal sepal is whitish, tinted

with delicate rose, while the lower sepal is larger

and whiter. The petals, however, which form
the centre of attraction, are about 4 inches loni,',

pendulous, elegantly twisted, and pale rose with
longitudinal deep rose veins. It is, moreover, a

perjietual flowercr
;
]ierhaps, however, the most

brilliant of these seedlings as regards colour is

C. ocnanthum superbum, the result of a cross

between C. Harrisianum and C. msigne Maulei.
This is a plant of vigorous growth and one which
produces large, solitary flowers, conspicuous lor

their lustrous varnished surface and uncommon
colours. The dorsal sepal, which is of a deep
claret-red with broad lines of blackish-purple

spots, is further ornamented by a liroad white
margin, and where the spots enter it they assume
a most beautiful mauve-purple tint. The petals

are vinous-red with deeper veins, except at the

base and at the a]ie.\: where it shades off into

pale green ; the tip is of a deep vinous-red colour

shaded with bright shining brown. To the same
raiser we are also indebted for the superb C.

cardiiiale, C. macropterum, a hybrid between C.

Lowi and C. superbiens and exactly intermediate
between the t^^•o parents, and the lovely C.

Leeanum superbutn. Mr. Seden has also raised

C'atlleya Canhami, a magnificent cross between
Lxdia pur]iurata and C. Mossia;, which latter it

resembles iu growth, but the general aspect of

the flower is that of a fine form of Laalia pur-
pnirala alba, which it resembles in size and shape.

The sepals are white, while the lip is large and
of an intensely deep carmine-crimson with a
consjiieuous juire white margin, which forms the

principal attraction of the flower. Then there are

the two exiiuisite Lselias, bella and Sedeni, the

former the result of a crossbetweenLoeliapurpurata
and the autumn-flowering Cattleya labiata ; iu

growth it is very similar to the last named sjiecies,

although the features of the Lselia are perfectly

distinguishable. The flower measures G inches
across ; its sepals are deep lilac-purple, and the
lip rich crimson-amethyst, a colour whicli extends
up the throat, while the margins are rendereil par-
ticularly attractive by a very delicate pale mauve
frilling. Laelia Sedeni is a magnificent variety,

the colours of which, as regards brilliancy, are
unsurpassed by those of any other belonging to

the same genus. It is somewdiat in the way of L.

elegans, although its flowers, which are a little

smaller, have their sepals narrower and shaped
difl'erently from those of that species; these are

of a phim-puride C(d(nir, but the most attractive

part is the Inbe of the lip, which is of an intensely

deep and lirilliant carmine-magenta. In Masde-
vallia Gaiiiana we have one of the very few
hybrids belonging to that section ; it is the result

of a cross between M. Veitchiana and M. Davisi,
and is quite intermediate between those two spe-

cies a.s regards shape and coh)ur, which is orange-
yellow waslied with a purple tinge. Dendroljium
endocharis is tlie result of intercro.ssing D. lieter-

carpnm and D. japonicum. Its floweis are ivory
white except llie lip, which is tinged with purple
and delicinusly fragrant. Thunia Veitchi is the
first hybiid raised in that genus. It is the lesult

of crossing the white T. Marshalli and the losy-
purple T. Benson;e, and in point of colour is

intermediate between these two; the sepals are of
a delicate bluish tint, and the lip is crested with
bright yellow. The general habit of the new-

comer is that of T. Marshalli. As to Calanthes,

these being the work of several hybiiilisers, new
varieties have been produced in greater ijuantitii's

than in any other genus ; and it must be ad-

mitted that some of them at least are possessed

of truly grand colours, which are much needed at

the season at wdiich they usually flower. In
December, 1884, a variety brightei', darker, and
of altogether richer colours than those of any C.

Veitchi known was shown liy Sir Trevor Law-
rence, under the name of Calanthe Sandhurstiana.

That splendid variety, the result of a cros^ lie-

tween Limatodes rosea and C. veslita rubra
oculata, was raised by Mr. Gosse, of Sandhurst.
Toripiay, and owing to the magnificent spike of

rich rosy crimson flowers wdiich the plant bore

when shown it was acknowledged by a'l present

to be thoroughly distinct and superior to any
form of Cattleya previously obtained from seed.

Other very pretty and distinct varieties are

aurantiaca, casta, aniabilis, and others ; but one
particularly handsome kind, certificated under
the name of porphyrea, also came from Burford
Lodge. Very fine hybrids were also shuwn by
Mr. Cookson, Oakwood, Wylam-on-Tyne, and
among them one variety, named C. Alexanderi,

showed the same rosy crimson tints as are seen in

C. Sandhurstiana ; another, named C. Cook-oni,
w-as much paler in colour, but equally distinct

and beautiful.

Stove Plants.

Amongst stove jilants that are grown chiefly

for the beauty of their foliage, as well as others

grown exclusively for the sake of their flowers,

the most conspicuous is Draciena norwoodiensis,

a variety of exceedingly elegant habit. Formerly
Dracfeiia.s, as well as Crotons, were introduced in

such quantities, either as original spiecies or seed-

lings, that one might have thought that there

was but little room left for improvement ; such,

h(jwever, is not the case, foi' I), norwoodiensis is

essentially distinct from anything else in cultiva-

tion. It belongs to the class of plants wdiose

narrow leaves, ornamented by a particular com-
bination of colours, are highly decorative. In
this case they are of a bronzy green, edged with
creamy white and tinged irregularly with streaks

of rosy pink. Alocasia Hendersoni and A. San-
deriana are also excellent additions to an in-

teresting genus comprising already some highly
decorative species ; the former is so entirely

difl'erent from all others, that it cannot be eom-
paied with any of them. Its handsome leaves

are metallic green in colour, overlaid with a

satiny lustre, and about a foot in length, rather

narrow, heart-shaped at the base, and gradually
tapering to a point. A. Sanderiana is undoubtedly
one of the most valuable acquisitions among fine-

foliaged plants introduced of late years. Its

leaves, wdiich are large and deeply cut into

rounded lubes, are also of a metallic green colour,

relieved, however, by broad, silvery main ribs
;

the undulated margins of the leaf are also of an
i\'ory-white coloui'. Erythiina vespertilionis is a

plant of curious, yet pretty, appiearance, and one
wdiich no doubt will be grown on account of the

unusually (juaint or grotesque aspect of its foliage
;

its peculiarly shaped trifoliate leaves are borne
on long petioles ; the leaflets are very remark-
able and unusual in form, being obversely tri-

angular, and their uncommon and strikingly

Inrcate character, added to the elegant growth of

the plant, renders it very attractive. Amasonia
punicea, a grand plant, may be considered either

as a fine-foliaged or flowering plant. It comes
from Biitish Guiana, and has leaves of elliptic

lanceolate form, from 9 inches to 10 inches long,

but gradually diminishing in size as the plant

gets towards the flowering state, when they be-

come mere bracts surrounding the flowers. They

are as brilliant vermiliun-crimsoii as those of a

Poinsettia, and are disposed in pairs along the

entire length of the flowering i-hoots ;
lhe.se bracts

remain in perfection for fully three months, and,

being so very numerous, render the )))ant ex-

tremely attractive. Three or four m w Caladiuins

have also made their appearance, the most dis-

tinct among them being C Comterse de Waille,

a variety with beautiful large leaves ornamented
with many various tints of while, crimson, and
LTeen, arranged in the fnrm of niottliiigs all civer

their surface; and C. Comte de Germiny, with

small red le;ives covered with white spot.s, ami
mottled with green. In Wurmia Biirbidgei we
have a mbnst shrub of erect habit and Ihrni.-hed

with a bold and highly ornamental loliage, par-

ticularly well adapted for the decoration of the

warm conservatory ; its leaves, which are elliptic

and of a pleasing glo.ssy green, attain a length of

18 inches and a width of 10 inches or 12 inclus.

Among fine-leaved stove climbing plants Philo-

dendron imbile must not be overlooked; its

leaves, which are of a firm hathery texture, are

produced on fle-shy creeping root stocks, that

spread over the surface of the soil and attach

themselves to trees or walls. Piper ornatum is

an elegant plant, with prettily-coloured foliage,

and a native of Celebes, in the Malayan Archi-

pelago. Its stems, which are sU-nder and flexuose

and of a pale green colour, aie lurnished with
lieart-shaped peltate leaves, liorne on pale rosy

foot-stalks; these leaves, wdiich are produced
abunilantly, are blight glossy green, spotted with

pale rose, the spots being densest along the

nerves. It is a distinct plant, ami one which
will be found useful for covering walls and pillars

in warm houses. The abo\-e about complete the

list of the most meritorious stove fine-foliaged

plants introduced h st year, although such as

Ardisia picta, Phyllanthns Chantrieri, Vriesia

janeiriensis variegata, Begonia albo-picta, and
several others are well worthy of cultivation. To
these must be added a couple of Nepenthes, both

particularly ornamentaL The most distinct <d'

the two, N. cincta, is a new kind recently im-

jiortid from Borneo, and supposed to be a hybrid

lietween N. Jsorthiana and alljo-marginata. Its

pitchers measure some 9 inches in length ; they

are of propoitionate breadth, and IjcautifuUy

coloured with a vinous tint, on which may be

noticed copious irregular blotches of claret

colour. Though, perhaps, nut quite so distinct

as the preceding kind, N. Eatflesiana insignis

may be considered as a magnificent variety of

robust growth, producing handsome pitchers;

also about 9 inches in length by about 4 inches

in breadth, obliquely flask-shaped and heavily

mottled in an eliective manner with purplish-

brown nil a bright green ground.

Fluweking Stove Plants.

Independently of the several Amaryllises and
Rhododendrons of the Javanese section which

are yearly produced by the hybridiser, the list

of new flowering stove plants contains some re-

markably good acquisitions, some of wdiich will

undoubtedly hold the r ground for many years

to come. The additions to the section of stove

climbers are particularly good. Camoensia
maxima, a native of West Tropical Africa, which
produces the largest and most magiiiticent flowers

known in the Leguminous Order, must occupy

the first place among new-conier.s. Itspeiiduluns

milk-white flower.s, tinged with gold on the

edges of the petals, are produced in drooping

racemes from ihe axils of the trifoliate lea\es
;

all the petals are white and delicately frilled at

the margin where they are further ornamented

by a gofden yellow tint. In Aristolochia elegans

we have also a remarkable new species, tlie

flowers of which are handsome in form and quite
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tlevoifl of (lisaftreeable odour. Bii,'uoiiia legalis

and Clerodeiidi-ou delectum are likewise liand-

.some clindjers, especially the former, whose
flowers are large and bright yellow ami red

;

while the two Dipladenias, Lady Louisa Egerton
and TluMnas Speed, are two equally desirable

acquisitions. Both have flowers measuring from
(> inches to 8 inches in diameter; tliose of the

former are white suffused with pink, while the
ground colour of those of Tliomas .Speed is a rich

rosy crimson with a ray of blush ^vhite in the

centre, and margins (jf the same coloui'. The
eye, too, is golden, flaked with red.

Amongst other flowering stove plants Eucharis
Mastersi is one of the best. It is liH'erent from
all other known Encharise.«, but comes nearest to

E. Sanderiana ; its blossoms, which are of snowy
whiteness and produced in clusters, consisting of
from six to eight on each stem, are about of the
same size as those of E. Candida. Epiphyllum
Russelliauum Gajrtneri has very little in
common witli the many varieties already in culti-

vation ; not only are its flowers ditferently shaped,
but their colour is of a particularly vivid red
similar to that of the linest Phyllocacti. In
Billbergia nobilis we have one of the most lieauti-

ful of Bnjmeliaceous plants. Several other
meritorious plants also deserve notice, such as

the new Crinum Samlirianuni from Sierra Leone,
the curious Arisajuia fimbriatum from the Philip-
pine Islands, Ixora eminens and I. Gemma and
ImanUqdiyllura Distinction. Of Gloxinias the
two best are undoubtedly Flambeau and Mar-
chioness of Abergavenny ; the latter lias beauti-
fully formed, large, erect flowers with a white
ground copiously spotted with purple. The flowers
of the former, if not superior in size or shape to

older kinds, are, to say the least of them, mostattrac-
tive. Among Amaryllises, Lady Howard deWalden
is a distinct and chastelyjjeautiful variety, with
large flowers of good substance and of the purest
white imaginable. Paragon, too, is a grand
variety, strikingly difterent from the one just

named ; its flowers are brilliant scarlet.

Rhododendrons of the .lavanese section, which
now occupy a prominent position amongst winter
flowering plants, are well represented. Pearl
jiroduces large trusses of wax-like white flowers,

ilelicately tinged with rose ; the flowers of Apollo
are of a peculiar soft orange-cerise colour ; while
cardinale produces large trusses of blossoms of
the richest scarlet-crimson, and Militare some of
n brilliant and highly attractive orange-red. The
prettiest, however, of all is perhaps Minerva,
which bears massive trusses of large, well-formed
flowers of a delicate apricot c(jlour.

Ferns.

To stove and greenhouse Ferns there has been
a<lded several plants of groat merit. What Feru,
old or new, could be more beautiful than Davallia
tenuifolia Veitchiana, from the Straits Settle-

ments? It has most graceful and finely -cut
I'ronds, which attain a length of from iJi feet to

3 feet, anil arc elegantly arched. It is one of
the best basket Ferns ever introduced. Then
there is the lovely Nephrolepis Bausei, at once
the most distinct and handsome of its kind.
It is distinct from any other Nephrolepis now in
cultivation owing to the piiin* being bipinnatitid
instead of entire, as is tlie case with all other
species and varieties of this genus at present
cultivated. This character adds considerably to
the peculiarly graceful appearance of the plant.
Three new Maiden-hairs have made their appear-
ance during the ^ast season; one, Adiantum
Collisi, is a plant ot fine proportions and graceful
habit, somewhat resembling in general aspect the
papular A. tenerum, to wdiich, however, as a
decorative plant it will prove supeiior. In

Adiantum inacrophyllum liipinnatum we have a
form imported from Jamaica ami generally
admired for the )iecnliar red tinge of its new
fronds, which, in tlie typical form, are simply
pinnate ; whereas those of this new variety become
bipinnate in the lower part. These fronds grow
to aljout 1.5 inches in length and in their young
undeveloped state partake of the same beautiful
colours that are common to the ordinaiy A.
niacrophyllum. A. Weigandei is a plant o

comparatively small dimensions in the style of

A. decorum, but dilfering from it in the form of

the pinnules, which, in some instances, are cut
like the leaves of a Hawthorn. The charming
Davallia fceniculacea, from the Fiji Islands, will

also prove an acquisition as well as the curious
Loniariopsis buxifolia, an elegant little climbing
Fern of small dimensions. The most curious
and interesting of all the Ferns of last year's

introduction is, however, undoubtedly the strange
Cyathea divergens, a graceful Fern having,
apparently, no connection with other members
of the same genus.

Cool Greenhouse Plants.

To this class of plants have been added
Rhododendron Manglesi, a hybrid produced by
intercrossing R. Auckland! and R. album grandi-
florum. Its beautiful flowers, wdiich are produced
in dense globular trusses, like those of ordinary
hyljrid varieties, are pure white, very large, and
open, like those of R. Aucklandi ; besides the
lieauty of its flowers it is also to be recommended
for its vigorous and free growth, which is equal
to that of any Rhododendron in cultivation.

Blandlbrdia flaramea is, perliaps, the best of that
genus ; its bell-shaped flowers, which are about
'Ah inches long, are of a dull red colour, tipped
with bright yellow. In Gastroneina hybiidum
we have also a most interesting plant, produced
liy the intercrossing of G. sanguineum with Val-
lota purpurea ; the hybrid thus produced is inter-

mediate between the two parents. Abutiloii
Golden Fleece is an excellent acquisition, not
only on account of its rich golden colour, but
principally because of its fine habit and florifer-

ous priqjerties. It is not at all an uncommon
thing to see plants of it about H inches high in

5-incli pots completely covered with flowers. Of
the several Azaleas wdiich have made their appear-
ance during last year, A. Elise Lieber and A.
Prince Baudoin are the most striking ; the former
has large, open flowers, pure wdiite, marked with
streaks and spots of purple. The latter has finely

firmed flowers, of an intense crimson colour. A
veiy handsome Camellia, named Coinmendatore
Betti, has fine double flowers, probaljly as large

as those of any yet raised. It is also beautifully

imbricated and of a soft carmine-pink colour.

Two Sarracenias complete the list of the most
mei'itorious of new greenhouse plants; these

are S. Courti and S. Patersoni ; the former
is a very beautiful hybrid produced by the
crossing of S. purpurea and S. psittacina.

The young pitchers have a bright crimson-purple
ground, veined and reticulated with deeper
crimson-purple. S. Patersoni, also a deeply
coloured hybrid, is a cross between S. purpurea
and S. flava ; both have erect pitchers.

Florist's Flowers.

To these some excellent additions have been
made. In Auriculas, a green-edged variety named
Mrs. Mo(jre may safely be pointed out as the

perfection of a first-rate show Auricula. Amongst
alpiiies. Miss Mollie has large fiat pips of ex-

cellent form, with rcddish-chocohite ground and
a rich golden centre. Begonias, though now
numerous, have still produced several excellent

forms, foremost among wdiich may be named
Earl of Bessborongh, a single-flowered kind of

pleasing colour. King of Crimsons is another

eipially worthy single Begonia, with unusually
large and finely shaped flowers of the ricdie.st

crimson imaginable. Among double-flowered
firms, Lillie, with superb deep pink (lowers;
Marchioness of Lothian, with large verv double
scarlet flowers ; Gabrielle Legros, Blanclie Duval,
and others are fine sorts. The gem, however,
amongst them is undoubtedly Picotee, whose
cherry-red petals have a well-defined edging of
white, giving the flowers a distinct and unique
appearance. John Heal, produced by crossing
the curious-leaved B. socotrana with one of the
tuberous-rooted Begonias, is a grand hyljrid ; it has
a graceful habit, and produces m profusion flowers
deep rosy pink in colour and brighter than those
of B. socotrana. Among the several Carnations
brought out during last year, Pride of Penshurst,
with flowers of a moderate size and of a clear,

rich yellow, is one of the best ; while in pale
colours, The Governor, with full, large flowers
of a delicate blush white, is unquestionably one
of the best yet raised. Of a dozen Dahlias or so
which have been awarded first-class certificates,

most of them are double-flowering varieties, and
all exceedingly good. Mrs. Hawkins, clear
yellow and less formal than tliose of the ordinary
show varieties, is well worth attention. Over
twentj- Gladioli received first-class awards, and
although some really good things are to be found
among the home-raised ones, the most distinct

belong to the Lemoine group, a new race pro-
duced by intercrossing G. purjiureo-auratus and
others. Of these, the most striking are Masque
de Fer, a kind with intensely rich red flower.',

the lower petals of wdiich are flushed with ma-
roon-crimson ; Andre Chenier, with flowers of a
rich crimson-lake, flushed with purple ; La
France, pale ]iink, flushed with crimson, lower
sepals deep maroon-crimson and broadly tipped
with yellow. Among many excellent new Pelar-

goniums, the Ivy-leaved section appears to have
produced the most striking novelties. Rubens
is one of the finest ; its truss is large, as are also

the flowers individually, which are cherry-crimson

in colour. Souvenir de Chailes Turner is jjar-

ticularly remarkable for the rich colour of its

flowers, wdiich are very double, borne in large

trusses, and of a pleasing carmine-magenta tint.

Amongst new Primulas, White Perfection seems
to be the best; its flowers, which are jnire white,

are exceptionally large, of good substance, ami
produced in large trusses.

Hardy Herbaceous Plants.

Amongst these the most interesting are the

following: Eremurus anrantiacus, a new As-
phodel-like plant from Central Asia, which, if

perfectly hardy, will prove to be very valuable.

Its flowers, wdiich ar^- clear yellow, are boi'iie on
cylindrical spikes, wdiich, through lieing thickly

covered wdth blossom.s, have a feathery appear-

ance. They measure about 12 inches in length.

Helenium autumnale pumilum is also a first-rate

hardy perennial, and tme of the finest of dwarf
yellow Composites ; it difl'ers esentially from the

typical species in size and also in floriferousness;

its flower-heads, which measure about 2 inches

across, are of a liriglit rich orange colour, and
are produced abundantly, even on very small

plants. Dodecatheon splendidum is certainly the

finest of all the North Ameiican Cowslijis. The
whole plant is liarely a foot high, but the flowers,

w liicli are highly attractive, are of a particularly

beautiful deep carmine-crimson colour. It can-

not, therefore, well fail to become pojiular,

especially as it is of easy culture. Dracoce-

jihalum virginicum album is a pure white-

flowered variety of a North American plant,

wdiich it in all I'espects greatly excels. It is

dwarf and bushy in habit, and produces in pro-

fusion dense spikes of flowers, which, opening
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simultaneously, are very effective. Saxii'ra;,'a

lantoseana supeiba and Macnabiana are also

ac(iuisiti(jus, as well as the white Spirjea palmata
alba.

Auionj^ new trees ami shrubs the most note-

worthy are : C'hionanthus retusa, the Japanese

Fringe tree, a jn-etty shrub with deep green

ovate leaves anil clusters of white, star-shaped

flowers borne in abundance. Ligustruni sinense

fioriliunduui is particularly remarkable for its

floriferousness, each liranch even in quite young
plants being densely laden with small sweet-

scented white fltiwers which open in July.

Olearia Gunni and O. ma^'rodonta are two pretty

New Zealand shrubs that produce in profusi(.in

small Daisy-like flowers in May and June. In

Sehizophragma hydrangeoides we have a very
cuiious Japanese slirub much resembling a climb-

ing Hydrangea, and Styrax japonicum as well

as S. californicum are two excellent additions to

our list of spring-flowering shrubs ; the former,

•which has proved perfectly hardy near London,
produces long, slender shoots furnished their

whole length with snow-white, bell-shaped

flowers that are deliciously fragrant.

Kitchen Garden.

POTATOES CLOSE TO WALLS.
This is one of the methods of growing early

Potatoes which I have adopted for several years,

and one which I have found to produce a crop
some time bel'ore Potatoes were ready for use,

even upon the very warmest border. 1 proceed
as follows : I dig up the gi-ound at the foot of a

south wall ; the latter is generally covered with
fruit trees, and therefore the Potatoes should
be kept 1.') inches from tlie stems of the trees.

Make the border quite level, lay the sets, which
should l>e whole Potatoes, frijm 9 inches to a foot

apart, and aljout C inches from the wall, cover
them about 4 inclies with flne soil from tlie

alley, thus forming a border 1^ inches wide ior

Potatoes. They will come up early, being close

to the bricks. When up, they should have a
little fine soil thr(j\vn over them, and if they
should come up through tlmt, before all danger
from frost is over procure some light material
and cover them wilh it in case of frost. Dry
litter or dry Bracken put over Ihenx at nights
will answer the purpose. By means of careful

attention this crop will precede the earliest out-
door ones by three weeks. The earliest vaiieties

of Potato should be planted, such as the Wal-
nut-leaved, a Well known and prolific sort, and
one which grows to a fair size. Early Aslileaf

is also a good kind for early planting.' Myatt's
Ashltaf is one of the best early varieties, and
one which succeeds well in almost any soil.

Let the seed Potatoes be of fair size, earth them
up as growth increases until a good sized ridge
has been formed. If the soil gets very dry, give
a good soaking of water in hot weather. Next
to a wall select tlie south side of a bank,
and next to that the south side of a wooden
fence; but nothing will be found to be so good as

planting near a wall. W. Christison.

Brussels Sprout?.— I cannot allow Mr. Muir to

knock tile Burghlcy Bnissels Sprout on the head with-
out a protest. He describes Mateliless as a very fine

sort of the type of Reading Exhibition, wWch he
deacribee as a tine large-sprouted variety. Now, it

just happens that Mr. Muir has made a mistake. The
true Burghley Brussels Sprout is just about half as
large as Matchless, more compact, and much firmer.
I have selected this variety for fourteen years past,
and the stock this year is pure. I send you one stem
of Burifhley Brussels Sprouts, and also one of Match-

less. At the same time, I jiut in a stem of the
Bnrghley Butti>n Sprout, which I recently sent you,

so that you will be able to see the three varieties

together.—R. GlLUKUT.
*,* We need only say that the Burghley Sprouts

were excellent in every way ; they are of a medium size

and firm, while Matchless has open and loo.se sprouts.

—Ed.
Broad Beans.—In discussing the merits of those

allow me to put iu a plea for an excellent early dwarf
variety too much neglected in the present day,

namely, Beck's Dwarf (Jreen Gem. This is a sport

from the old Dwarf Fan. It originated .it Shipston-
on-Stour, I think in the nursery of Mr. .lennings,

about 1858, or perhaps a little earlier, and the stocks

passed into the hands of the late firm of Messrs. Beck,
Henderson, and Child for distribution. It possesses

the merit of being early, dwarf, a good cropper, and
of excellent flavour. I suppose it is always a scarce

variety, for in the wholesale lists it is jiriced much
higher t^an any other. Cultivators should grow this

for early crops ; it does well on a warm early bo der,

and if generously cultivated will be found protitaVile.

Perhaps its use is circumscribed to some extent from
the fact that it is a green Bean, and, notwithstanding
that by many the green Beans are thought to be much
more highly flavoured than the white ones, there

does appear to be a prejudice against the former. I

presume that the Green Windsor is a sport, from
the white one, and similarly so the Green Long-
pod. I have known persons who would grow nothing
else but the (Jreen Windsor for their own eating.

—

R. D.

According to my experience, Leviathan and
Aquadulce are synonymous, but Seville Longpod
each time I grew it alongside of Leviathan and
one or two other presumably distinct and won-
drously long-podded sorts, proved rather earlier

than the kinds just named and the pods were
a trifle shorter. "A. D.," however, has formed a
correct estim.ate of their respective values, as they
are altogether unprofitable, unless it be for exhibition.

Veitcli's Improved Longpod is by far the most pro-

ductive early sort in general cultivation, and this

proves to be exactly similar to a sort that has long
been cultivated by Mr. Thomson at Druml.anrig.

There are several other so-called " imja-oved " Broad
Beans to be had, but none of them merit the term,
and when I asked for Veitch's, it was not expected
that it would turn out to be so profitable a sort as it

is. It is as early as the old Early Longpod, and
produces a heavy crop of fine pods, each containing
aljout five Beans of good quality. Its habit is sturdy,

and the lower pods (piite touch the ground. Green
Windsor is the only snccessional sort which we grow,
and this is fairly prolific and very good in iiuality.

At one time I was under the irnpression that very
few Broad Beans found thtir way to the tables of

the wealthier classes, but I have had to modify this

opinion somewhat, and in all probability many more
of them are eaten than "A. D." is aware of. As he
rightly observes, if they were properly cooked they
would be much more popular. Here, for instance,

the husks are invariably removed before they are
served up, and as they are much appreciated in this

state, we have to maintain as long and continuous a
supply as we can. Some prefer to have them sent in

before they are half developed, but in this small state

they are not nearly so good as when older, and a
great number of pods must be gathered to make a
dish.—W. I.

Mushroom growing' on a new plan.—Some
years ago I eaw a system of Mushroom culture whi^-h

was said to be very successful. The man who adopted
the plan liad been seeking a simple way of securing
Mushrooms all tlie year round, with the least possible

trouble, and liis efforts had resulted in his finding

that for which he had sought. The method was as

follows : He obtained a good-sized crate, strong, ami
with a good bottom, such as hai'dware is sent by rail

in. The staves at one end were all cut out. simply
leaving the top rim to keep the thing together, for

without that the crate could not have supported the

bed laid upon it. The crate was turned upside down,
and the bed prepared and spawned in the usual way,
so far as the outer crust of it w^s concerned. But
there was not nearly no much manure used as in the

ordinary hot bed, for the heat was obtained in another
way. When the lied was made, the inside of the
crate was hollow; but the <ipen end had been left un-
covered, the close end being all built over with the
bed. 'J'lie metliod of heatin^c was by placing inside

the crate the Grass cut from the la\Mi. This within
a few days generated .suttieieiit heat to devr' ip the
Mushrooms in the bed. When the heat appeared to

be exhausteil, the spent Gra-'s was taken out and
fresh material was placed therein. This, it will be
at once sien, is a very simple plan, and one that
coulcl be woi ked almost anywhere. Of course, the
(Jrass will not last nearly as long as a well-niade
Mushroom bed, but there is, as a rule, no lin it to

tlie numlier of limes it may be renewed —Coirnlnj

O'ciif/eiitfiH.

Garden Flora.

PLATE 526.
SINGLE AND SEMI-DOUBLE ROSES.*

It seems to be a general law of natural ;is well as

of municipal bodies that the special devehipment
("improvement" is the modest civic term) of any
one part or quality can only be effected by, as it

were, taxing (and so impoverishing) the other
membei's or qualities ; and the conviction seems
to be somewhat firmly rooting itself in ro.sarian

minds that perfect form, as understood by the
florist, is perhaps only attainable in Hoses at the

expense of vigour. Of course, Maiechal Niel is

cited to the contrary ; but the fact remains that

the Marie Baumann type of Pose refuses abso-

lutely to ri.sk the disaiTan.genient of so elaborate

a toilette by climbing about over our walls ami
fences ; while the admiration of a (ierman rosa-

rian, on seeing a long row of the most jierfectly

formed of recent Roses, Lady Mary Fitzwilliam,

was tempered by the pregnant reservation, "aljer

es .soil wechsen 1"

No doubt growers are liable to become liyi»i'-

critical, and, with the number of good qualiiies

supposed to lie essential to a first-rate Rose, a
failure in ,^ome departments is not to be wondered
at. A Rose now-a-days is expected to have size,

form, jierpetuity, scent, hardines.^, cidonr, and
vigour to be included in the front rank; but one
may still count on one's fingers (might one not

say one's thumbs ?) the varieties that can claim

under all these heads. The conjunction of the

last two qualities is especially rare, and a bright

red Rose sufficiently vigorous to be correctly de-

scribed as a climber is a desideratum.

Under these circuin.stance.s, the red Rose figuied

in the accompanying plate, Peine Olga de Wiir-

temburg (Nabonnaud), as fulfilling the require-

ments of colourand vigour, is woitliy of extended
cultivation. It is classed by the raiser ns a

hybrid Tea, though hybrid Noisette would, per-

haps, describe it more .accurately, and it grows

with rampant vigour, rapidly covering a large

expanse of wall and making a lavish display of

its bright red flowers, wliich are none the less

effective from being only .semi-double. A com-
panion variety, Madame Marie Lavallee, \\\i\\

.similar recommendations, has paler -coloured

flowers.

It is a great pity that 'semi-doulile'' should

be to so many groweis a terra of reproach and a

bar to cultivation, even when it is as.sociated wilh
ciuiipeiLsating good qualities; and a tendency for

everyone to grow only what are called show
Roses, in defiance of their adaptability to special

purposes, is much to he regretted. What, for

instance, can be more charming than a great

plant of Fortune's Yellow (or Beauty of Ohizi-n-

« Wliitc, Paul's Single Wliito Perpetual ; Red, Reine Olca
de Wuiteiiiburf;. Drawn in Messrs. Paul iSs Son's uui'sery,

Che*huut, iu ilujy.
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wood), siiiotliereil with its variously -ccilnuird

fiowei's, eitliei- as tawny Ijiids, or, more fully

uxpauiled, siinie ueaily wliitu ami some aluiost

orange. Or, u,i,'aiM, t-.ike Desprez ;\ lleurs jauues,
almiisl, as laulpaut in f,'ro\vtli as an Ayrshire,
making shouU of an inereiliMe leii;,'ih in a sini,'le

seisMii, IViim wliich an armful (^f huff and yellow-

ccilouivd lliiwer.s may he gathered to make a feast

of fia.L;ruui-e hard to he' surpassed. Ophirie is

another Kose that looks upon every form of

fenciuj;, pillar, or post only a.s a pe^ en which to

hang its innumerahle clusiers of unique copper-

cohaued flowers- at onee the delight and the

desp.iir of fliiwer-paintei's—until frost and snow
en foree the needed rest. These are semi-ilouble

Hoses, it i.s true, but they cannot be matched
aninng the more formal court Ijeauties for fra-

grance and profusion coml.iined.

There is another serai-double Rose of recent

introiluction which is an improvement upon the

type in two valuable characteristics, namely,
C'lliiurand tlie jierpetuity (jf flowering. Though
lather overwlielmed by the name of Comte
d'Espremenil, its lluwers are darker than those of

its well-known ]),ireiit, li. rugosa, ami arfi of a

deep rich purjile-cri arson coliair, appearing both
early in the season and freely again in the
a\itumn. It may be hoped, therefore, that a

sunilar ]ierpetnal form may soon be obtained of

the ten(ler pink R. coruscans, the most beauti-

fully coloured of the rugosa group. For outside

the whites and yellows, colour is perhaps the
weakest point of the single Roses. This remark
does not apply, however, to Paul's single crinisun

Perpetual, a Rose whose brilliant crimson flowers,

advantageously set oif by gay yellow stamens, are

freely ]iroduced throughout the summer— an
e-timablc habit enually characteristic of Paul's

single white jerpetual (see plate), a variety cjf

even more vigorous growth, and wliiidi may be

ctfectively employed as a climber. Even during
the momh of August, when hardly any Roses are

to be ha 1, these two varieties will be founil

eovereil with blossoms, a fact which by itself is

sutiicient to make them favourites. This jierpe-

tuitv of flowering is also a great recommendation
in favour of the varieties of the species R. indica,

whose single lilo.ssoms arc produced in unending
ju'ofusion, besides being pos.se«sed of the mo.st

delicious airl powerful fragrance. So late as last

November, a plant of one of these single Tea-

scented Roses out of doors bore trusses of hum
four to five dozen buds and flowers, good enough

to be considereil worth sketching.

Where great spaces of wall have to be covered

there are some single Roses especially to be

recommended, notably R. sinica, a plant whose
abundance of Camellia-like foliage alone renders

it conspicuous and worthy of general cultivation
;

but when this dark tirmament of foliage is

studded all over with floral stars gleaming out

in their dazzling whiteness, there is nothing in

tlie Rose garden to eclipse the efl'ect produced.

R. polyantha again will cover an immense area

in a short time, and produces larger trussess of

bloom perhaps than any other Rose ; the flowers

are small, but their number is almost infinite, and

they are very fragrant ; while the early ilate at

whic h they are produced (the end of May and

the beginning of .lune) makes them additionally

welcome, ami a joy to the bees as well a.s to the

workers in (Jueen Rosa's forces. It is curious

that this giant of the Rose family .should he the

parent of"soine of the dwarfest R'oses in cultiva-

tion—the little polyantlia hybrids INIiguonette,

Perle d'Or, ami the like, suppose<l to have

originated from accidental cros.ses with Tea-scented

varieties.

The mention of Teas (" he always came back

to tea
!

") recalls a series of semi-double Roses

that (Plight to be much more widely cultivate<l

wherever there is any appreciation of colour.

Tliey are all of comparatively recent introduc-

tion, and seem to have arisen to meet the demand
created by the modern development of ccjlmir-

sense in the direction of decorative and oriental

tints. Though semi-double when expanded,
these Roses all have compact and well-.shaped

buds and bloom freely throughout the entire

season, and are eminently well adapted for exhi-
bitiim in the new class for bud Roses offered bv
file National Rose Society at their South Keii-

siiigt(m show with a view to encouraging the
cultivation of Roses of similar refined colour,

lla Cupucine is perhaps the most bewitching ami
the most ditticult to describe, for its orange-
yellow petals are so tinted with rose colour
where the sun has caught them, that one can
hardly tell where either colour begins or ends.

Tlie blending of red and orange in a sun-painted
Apricot (wilhout the speckles) might be suggested

as the nearest analogy in hue. Madame Che lane

Cuinoisseau is another beautiful variety with
lovely clear yellow petals, forming very long
buds. Madame Ferny has been nick-named the

"Butterfly Rose," from its beautiful tawny-
yellow buds when expanded looking like great

creamy Imtterflies settling on the tree. This
variety is \-ery vigorous, and produces its dis-

tinct-coloured buds in considerable clusters and
with unfailing continuity. Madame Franoois
.lanin, with telling deep nasturliuin-yellow

blooms, completes a quartet of Roses which
should be grown in quantity in order that great

bunches of their e.vquisitely tinted blossoms

may be readilv obtainable for indoor decoiation.

L'Elegante, tliough of somewhat dwarf habit,

deserves mention for the very re6ned colouring

of its white i-ietals, each margined with clear

pink ; while Camoens, a hybrid Tea, jiroduces

abundance of bright rosy flowers with a yellowish

base, and would, no doulit, make a first-rate pot

Rose for forcing.

There are two other members of this too much
neglected section of the Ro.se family which .should

not be overlooked—one single, and one semi-double.

The former, which is best adapted for large

gardens, since it is most effective where it can lie

allowed to grow in its own way into a large bush
(which it soon does), is R. rufirifolia, whose every

part is pervaded liy a soft bluish tint which over

the reddish stems is mo.st distinctive ; while the

plant's attractiveness does not by any means end
with the fading of its great bunches of delicate

rosy flowers with their curious long sepals. For
the biilliant hips which follow are so numerous
as to ajipear more like bunches of Mountain Ash
lierries than anything else, and the tree is thus

kept gay till the very last. The .semi-double

Rose is the too-sehlom seen Stanwell Perpetual,

the best of all the Scotch Roses both from thi^

fact of its blooming a second time in autumn, ami
for the exceeding fragrance of its pretty blush

flowers; while, though hardy and vigoron.s, its

dwarf habit renders it available for the .smallest

garilen.

It has been often urged as an objection to

Ruse-growing that the flowering season is so

bi'iet'
—"hir a fortnight in July you are gorgeous,

but the rest of the year it is all sticks ard litter

in the Rose garden I
" There is just truth enough

to give colour to the statement as far as the so-

calli.'d .show Roses are concerned; but if the

claims of the semi-double and .single Roses were
not so persistently ignoied, the delights of Ihe

rosery would be greatly prolonged in both direc-

tions. Let there be show Roses by all means,

and plenty of them, but not to the exidusion of

otlier forms, which, if they have not the formality

demanded by keen censors, introduce, at any rate,

other good i|ualitie3 which the exhibition Roses
may lack. Notably that most fa.scinatiirj of all

attractions— inlinite variety. T. W. C

Indoor Garden.

KUCHARISES AT LONOLEAT.
l.\ one of the ]dant stoves at Longleat there was
at Christmas agraml lot id'Eiii harises in bloom. I

cannot state exactly how many flower-stems then'

were, but in few jilaces are so many to be seen at

any time of the year as here. The majority of flu-

bulbs are in 12-iii(h pots, and in nearly every
case have they ]iroduced, for tiie third time in the
y.ar LSHo, from twenty to twenty-four strong
flowiT-spikes. The individual blooms, loo, are of

great size and substance. Hundreds of them were
used for dinner-table decoration in the course of :i

fortniglit, and, as may be imagined, they were
liighly appreciated. No other (lower with whicli

I am ac(piainted, when judiciously employed and
accompanied with choice greenery, presents so

cliaste an appearance. Though the number of

plants grown at Longleat is large, no sign of dis-

ease is a]iparent, nor does Mr. Pratt anticipate any
triuible in that direction. He is of opinion that

many kill their plants by "starving them too

much." No doubt much harm is done by alter-

nately stewing them into bloom and then sub-
jecliiig them to much too low a temperatuiv,

under the impression that this .so-calleil resting is

the best pre|iaration for another stewing process.

The sudden change from a cold house or pit to a
brisk heat sometimes induces them to bloom at

unseasonable times; but by such treatment the

bulbs get debilitated, and it is then when the
so-calkd disease makes its appearance. Other
cultivators, again, are too fond of repotting their

Eui'haris bulb.s, ami point with no little ju'ide to

the number of lilooms which the strongest of the

bulbs produce soon after violent division ; but what
can lie more weakening to them, seeing that the

bulbs perfect a flower scape instead of tilling the

pots with roots. If we wish to increase our stock,

divide the bullj.s, jiot off the strongest singly in

5-inch pots, or triplets in tJ-inch pots, and the

smaller ones more thickly, but premature bloom-
ing must not be encouia.ged. At Longleat the

greater portion of the plants have not been dis-

turbed for si.x years, and the pots are crowded
with strong bulbs, with roots proportionately

vigorous, sutKcient, in fact, to occasionally crack

the pots. Every pot is allowed plenty of room,

and the foliage is always of great .size and sub-

stance and in perfect health. The hou.se in which
they are growing, and from which they are never

removeil unless wanted for indo-r decoration, is

always maintained at an ordinary stove tempera-

ture, and a light shading is afforded during the

summer months. After they have flowered less

water is given for alpout six weeks, but flagging

is carefully preventeil; then they are given a

good watering, and the flower-stems soon begin to

push up. At this time they recjuire plenty of

water and liquid manure, inasmuch as both not

only improve the size of the bloom.s, but lay the

foundation for future displays. I have frequently

noticed that well-estafdished pots of Eucharis are

ajit to push odd flower-.scapes in addition to the

two or three annual he ivy supplies, and where,

as at Longleat, plenty are grown, the plants are

rarely without a few blooms. W. I.

Two new hybrid Authuriums.—The first of

these exceedinijly oniaiaeutal new Aroids is named
Arcliiduc .foseph, and is finely figured on plate a?"

of rjlhi.ilnitldH Ilnrtieiilr and descritied by Mr. X. 10.

Brown, of Kew. It was raisid by the Corapaguie

Contiiientale of Ghent by fertili-ing .\. Andreanuiii

with the puUen of A. Liriderii. It someWbat resemljlca
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in form tlie French hybrid rais_d by M. Bergman in

Baron Rothschild's garden, and named A. ferrierense,

bnt is much nunc beautiful, as the spathes, whicli in

A. ferrierense are of tlie dull colour of i-aw meat, are
in the new hybrid of a bright shade of carmine, to

wliich the pure white spadix, with a rosy tip, forms a
charming contrast. The second i" named Anthurium
I.eodiense, <^nd was raised by M. Jacob-Makoy, of

Liege, by fertilising A. Andreanum with tlie pollen of

A. Veitclii, Tliis beautiful hyljrid is said to be
s>nionymous with an Knglish lubrid named A. Veitchi
flore-ruliro, and only differs from the first-named in

Ihe colour of its spadix, which is altogether white,
shaded slightly with yellow. Its foliage is also longer
and more pointed, almost identical with that of one of

its p,areuts, A. Veitchi. In lx>th these beautiful
hybrids the deep pitting which is such a conspicuous
feature in the spathes of A. Andreanum is altogether
aljsent. A. Leodiense is well figured in the first part
of Revae de VHorticulture Belje for 1S86.—W. E. G.

BOTTOM HEAT IN PLANT STOVES.
A BELIEF in the necessity for plunging stove
plants in bottom heat wasn't one time so accepted
by plant-growers, that little success was e.xpected
M-here sucli means were not provided. The
jiartiality whicli a few plants show for Ijottom-
lieat, coupled with the sudden rush of t(ip growth
that most quick growing plants make when their
roots are suddenly subjected to a high tempera-
ture, was considered sufficient e\-idence that tlie

practice was advantageous to all plants that
rei]uire a more or less high temperature. So
indispensable were tlie means of giving con-
tinuous bottom-heat looked upon, that when a
house for the cultivation of stove plants was built
tlie item for putting hot-water pipes under the
lied in wliich the plants were to be plunged
usually formed a considerable portion of the cost
ot heating the whole structure. ITulearning is
a difficult process, and it takes a good deal ol
time to shake oft' ideas once accepted. Yet those
were not wanting who noticed that the quantitv
of bloom produced by plants that had their roots
thus unduly excited was less in proportion to the
aniount of growth than that produced by plants
without bottom-heat, and that the ilowurs were
also less enduring. As might be e.xpected, the
increased demand that has sprung up for cut
flowers has tended to sharpen people's wits as to
the necessity i'or producing them in a condition
that enables them to last as long as possible after
they are removed i'rom tlie plants. Flowers that
.stand well are not only more satisfactory whilst
they last, but, owing to their lasting longer, fewer
arerequiied.

It would be a difficult matter now to find a
market grower who uses bottom heat for any of
the plants which he cultivates, exce|it sucli thui"s
as small Palms, Lily of the Yallev, Euchari.s, and
Tuberoses

;
and in not a few cases these are grown

wholly without it—in fact, the greater ]>ortioii of
the market men do not use bottom heat for any-
thing but for striking cuttings. With the chaii'-e
in practice that has thus come about, it often
liappens that the bed of fermenting matter has
also disappeared. In not a lew cases the brick-
pit originally constructed to hold tan or leaves
has been converted into a water-tank, as I saw
some time since had been done by one of our
leading London nurserymen, who for a lone
lieiiod has been amongst the first of the ex°
hibitors of flowering stove and greenhouse plants.
Tins I look upon as a mistake, for, although there
IS ample proof that the greater portion of the
stove plants in cultivation can be better grown
without bottom heat than with it, still the bed
of fermenting matter, when composed either of
tan or leaves, has such an influence in promoting
healthy vigour through the exhalations whicli it

gives oft", and the genial condition of the atmo-
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sjihore which it promotes, that, speaking fiom
exiierieuce, I feel convinced there is nothing that

can be done that will answer as well. 1 have
used ammonia applied directly to the atmosphere
by putting a little in a pure state in the evajio-

rating troughs, and guano similarly treated ; but
by neither of these methods is the atmosphere kept
in the even condition that is best suited to the
re(|uirements of the plants, and which a good bed
of tan or leaves effects.

The larger the bed the better. In a house 50
feet long by 20 feet wide I have had a bed 4J
feet deep by 7 feet wide, all the lengtli except
the width of the paths at eich end filled witli

new tan, which, needless to say, got very hot,

exhaling proportionately more than a smaller
amount of material would do wdiere the heat was
lesa, yet as shown by the state of the plants
the atmosphere just suited them. A fermenting
bed of this description lias many advantages; it

acts as a preventive of red spider, and, moreover,
the amount of heat given off by a substantial
ma.ss of fermenting matter that will keeji at a
temperature of from 80" to 90° for three or four
months through the winter has an influence in

maintaining the lerpiisite wr.rmth with less con-
sumption of fuel than would otherwise be re-

quired, and in this way a saving is effected that
more than covers tlie cost of construction of the
pit and the expense of yearly renewing the
material. There is no way of arranging the
centre portion of a stove so as to provide stand-
ing room for the plants tliat is so efficient, or that
costs less than the erection of a pit to hold fer-

menting matter; nothing is required beyond a
9-iiicli brick •wall for the lower ]iortion, and
the ujiper half 42-inch work ; if the two top
courses are hud in cement, no wall plate will be
required.

The best time for getting in new tan or leaves
is about the beginning of December, as then the
heat gets well up by the close of the year when
cold weatlier may be looked for. As to putting
hot-water pipes in the bottom of the Ijed in the
way that used to be done, and still is in some
cases, it is just so much expense thrown away;
whilst as often as otherwise the pipes thus
buried, and all but useless, might with advantage
have been employed to give more heat to tlie

bod V of the house. T. B.

5444.—Csesalpinia pulcherrima.— " R. D.,"
who inquires .about this fine stove shrub in your last

issue, would, I think, be more likely to find it if he
called it by its better-known synonym of Poinciana. I
find it well figured in the fourth volume of "Maund's
Botanist," plate 151, and better still in the twenty-
fifth vol. of the Butaniral Mayazine, plate 995. I have
no doubt that its present scarcen ss is owng to many
growei-s having discontinued its culture from bein"
unable to get it to produce its beautiful flowtrs in
this country till it gi'ew too big for any but the largest
stoves. The secret of getting it to bloom in a com-
pi.aratively small state seems to be to feed it freely
with bone dust from its first plotting, and to never
allow the plant to get pot-bound, but give it more root
room as soon as ever it requires it. llie plant figured
in the "Botanist" was grown in a compost of peat
and sandy loam, with one-sixth part of bone dust,
in the gardens of Mr. J. Jarret, C'amerton Court,
Somersetshire, and flowered when only nine months
old ; the seeds having been sown on a moderate hot-
bed in .January, reached a height of S feet, .and

flowered freely in the following September and
(Jctober. It is a native of Barbadoes, whence seed
sliould be easy to obtain, and if treated in the above
mentioned manner should be well worth the attention
of any lover of handsome stove shrubs.—W. E. G.

Cereus procumbens.— ' B." (p. 613) asks how
to bloom this brilliant little Cactus. I have grown
and flowered it for years and without a bit of trouble.
In winter I grew it in pots near the glass iu a green-

house facing the south, and iu a temperature of about
45°. In summer I planted—sonietitnes plunged - it

out of doors with many other Cactuses iu a warm,
sunny bed. I gave it scarcely .any water in winter,
a little now .and then in spiing, and not a drop in
summer; of course in summer it got the rain, but no
other watering. In potting, keep the plants well
.above tlie pots as you would an Orchid, so that no
water can lod^'e about them .and rot them, and when
yon (ilant them out see that no p.irt of the st-ms is

buried in the ground. Never wet it overhead. If

at lifting time in autumn the little mat has grown too
wiile feu- the pot you wish to put it in, don't cramp it

lip in the least, but let it spread over the pot like a
Melaginella ; and if you desire vigour and lilossoms

in spring phuige the pot in a layer of clean sharp
gravelly sand on the bench; tlie little stems will

soon find tne sand out, send foith roots, and make
themselves at home. And you can keep this sand
bed moist without hurting the Cactus. I med to
treat Cereus Berlandieri and all the other little

spreading Cereuses of that type in the s.ame manner,
and they used to flower most gorgeously every year.
Damp, foggy weather is detrim ntal to these and tdl

other Cactuses.—W. F., Neio York.

FREESIAS AND THEIR CULTURE.
During the last three years the several forms of

Freesia refracta, known in gardens under various
names, i.e., refract i alba, odorata, Leichtlini,

&c., have become popular favourites for green-
houses and conservatories. At first, before the
lianly nature of Freesias was properly under-
stood, growers were wont to treat them as warm-
house plants, ia consequence of which they grew
weak and spindly, and the flowers were few and
unsatisfactory. Now, however, thanks mainly to

the Guernsey growers of these and other bulbous
]3lants, we understand fully the rationak of

Freesia culture, and we in England are able to

produce in February ami INlarch spikes quite
2 feet high, freely branched, and clothed with
dozens of delightful flowers. The treatment that

brings about this result is as follows : In August
or the beginning of September the small Onion-
shaped bulbs are potted in a mixture of loum,
sand, and thoroughly decomposed manure in equal
parts. About a dozen bulbs are ijlanteil in a
(i-inch pot, or if the ordinary 4i-inch pot is used
six or eight Ijulbs are sufficient for each. If bulbs
are plentiful, relays at intervals of a fortnight

may be potted. During the first two months or
so after potting, little water should be given

;

indeed, it is safest to water them once immo-
iliately after potting, and then withhold water till

the leaves push up through the soil. After this,

all risk of injury through excessive watering is

over, and the soil may be kept unifjrmly moist.

Place the pots containing the bulbs in an unhealed
frame or house in as light a position as possible.

As growth proceeds, dressings of Clay's Ferti-

liser or any other good nianure may be given
with advantage, or weak liquid manure once a
week will answer just as well. Artificial heat is

still unnecessary for the plants, but of course

they must be protected by a covering of mats in
frosty weather. The nearer the glass and the
more direct sunliglit they obtain at this stage,

the stronger and healthier the foliage will be, and
in due time the spikes will be equally satisfactory.

In mild weather the lights may be altogether

removed if the plants are in a frame; if in a
house, abundance ol air should be given. Bottom
heat is said to be advantageous to the develop-

ment aiul vigour of the spikes ; hut, so far as my
experience goes, it may be dispensed with—in-

deed, it lias proved injurious to Freesias in some
collections with which I am acquainted. If an
early vinery is available, a light position in it

would answer very well for Freesias after they
have started to grow and till the flowers begin to

develop ; then the plants should be removed to a
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jlrier atmos]jhere. To force them into flower, a

temperature of 60° may be used. When ex-

paudeil, the flowers will remain in good con-

dition for several weeks, and they may be taken

indoors and placed in a window in the sun if

p is-iible, where the sweet odour of their blooms
in:xy be enj(jyed. I consider these easily-grown

Viullious phvnts to be at least rivals of tlie fragrant

TtilxTose both in beauty and sweetness ; whilst

in the ease with which they can be managed
tliey are even superior to the Tuberose. Alter

flowering, the bulbs .should Ije left in the pots,

and stood in a dry, sunny position out of doors

till the return of the potting season, when they
may be shaken out and sorted, potting the

strongest together, and placing the smallest, or
" spawn," in pans or boxes. Out of doors the

cultivation of Freesias in England is not possible,

as they make their growth and flower during our
winter. They ripen seeds freely ; these should
be sown as soon as ripe, and, if properly treated,

will develop into flowering plants in eighteen
months. B.

Violets failing to colour.—Having, like Mr.
Miiir, found tlie l:ilo(>in.s of Marie Louise .and Xea-
P-ilitan Violets planted in two cold frames becoming
quite p.ile in the end of October, I had them taken
up and potted into sandy loam, with which was mixed
a small qu.-vntity of well-decayed leaf-soil. They
were afterwards placed in a light position close to the
glass in a small house, partly fitted with winter-
blooming Carnations. They immediately beian to
improve, and at the present time they are covered
with bloom, large and well coloured. There can
tlisi-efore, I think, ba no doubt thit the paleness
was, as Mr. Muir supposed, due to want of lin-ht and
hsat.—W. C. T.

Pritaula floribunda.—Despite the darkness and
coldness of the weather, this charming spfcies keeps
oa flowerin?, and, to all appearance, should the
weather be favourable, will continue to do so all win-
ter. It is in a cold house, and, therefore, subject to
di-advantages in consequence. During the summer I
grew my plants on a shelf in a greenhouse, in an airy
position, but, by means of blinds, they were shaded
from SUQ by day. Plenty of water was given, but
then there was good drainage ; and, in addition to
drainage, lumjjs of charcoal and crocks were mixed
with the soil, and ])ieces of stone were laid on the
surface. I think this is a moisture loving plant; at
the same time there must be free drainage. It has
seeded pretty freely, but the seeds are very minute,
and should be sown thinly.—R. D.

Impatiens Sultani.—If ever a plant deserved
the name of being a perpetual bloomer, it is this
Zanzibar Balsam

;
plants of it raised from seed com-

mence to blossom when only 2 inches high, and if

after that they get the treatment which they like,
they are never without flowers, either winter or
summer. By the time they get into 8-inch pots they
are IS inches high and 2 feet" through, and when they
get larger than that we have to throw them away, as
they are too large for our [lurpose. ?v^ot only,' too,
are they always in flower, but they produce their
blossoms so freely as to be always presentable : no
other plant, therefore, is so much in demand for
dinner-table decoration and for other important
household uses. There is a degree of freshness about
its growth, and its flowers are always so bright, that
whether large or small it is always attractive. In
some cases it has been rendered useless through being
grown in too high a temperature and given an in°
sufficient supply of fresh air. During the winter
montlis it ought to be exposed to no greater heat
than ozi". If grown in a liigher temperature than
that, the growth gets drawn and the flowers fewer
in number and smaller in size. As regards soil, it is

not at all particular. A compost that suits Fuchsias
or Pelargoniums suits this Balsam admirably. When
grown under favourable conditions, it is surprising
what rapid progress it makes. A small seedling will
develop into specimens of large size in nine months.
I do not know what the experience of others may be,

but with me seedling plants make much the hand
somest specimens. Cuttings strike freely enough'

but they are longer legged, and consequently ni>t so

symmetrical in growth as seedlings. Our plants of

it stand on a bed of ashes on which the seed falls and
quickly vegetates. Thei'efore, at all times we have a

supiilj'of young plants without any trouble. I can do
nc^thing whatever with the white variety of this

plant, i.e., under the conditions just described. It

simply refuses to grow. Perhaps it requires a

higher or a drier temper.ature than the red-flowered

kind.—J. G. C.

AMARYLLIS BELLADONNA IX POTS.

It is stated in old books that the easiest way of

flowering this Amaryllis iu this climate is to

keep it in pots, which may be placed nnder a

close glass frame in August till it flowers; after

that it should be plunged iu the open border, or

the pots may be kept in an airy greenhouse dur-

ing winter and placed in a stove without water

at midsummer. This agrees with the practice

followed many years ago by an old gardener of

my acquaintance. He obtained imported Dutch
roots as soon as they could be had—about the

early part of September, and then potted them
singly in 4i-inch pots, using a compost made nji

of loam, sand, and niMnure, in equal parts.

Freshly imported Inilbs will be certain to flower,

and when they have done blooming they com-
mence to grow ; they were then shifted into good
sized pots, using such a compost as that just

named. Then a few short stakes were placed

round the pots and matting tied round them to

keep the leaves from injury ; then they were
placed in any suitable spot where plenty of light

fell on them, and watered when rer^uired. In

such a place the bulbs renuiined until spring,

when more space was att'orded them, and they

were treated to plenty of light, water, and heat.

As soon as the foliage began to decline water was
discontinued, but extra heat was given and as

much light as possible, and so until the leaves

had decayed, when the pots were removed to a

dry shed and there allowed to remain until the

blooming season came round again. As soon as

coming activity manifested itself, the bulbs were
placed in the stove, and every one of them blos-

sinned. To have extra fine specimens he would
sometimes place six or eight bulbs in a large

pot, and found that they flowered well and were
highly effective. I have heard nuxuy complaints

that this charming Belladonna Lily is very shy
of liLiom, but this is surely a misconception, and
must result from unsuitable treatment. At
Gunnersbury Park, Ealing, it succeeds admirably
planted out in a narn.iw border on the south side

of an intermediate house. This Ijorder was very
carefully planted some years ago by Mr. Roberts,

anil e^ery year he has a r ire crop of fine flowers.

A special Ijorder was made and the bulbs plauteil

rather deeply, and they are well cared for when
such care is necessary. I know there are many
who are successful in flowering this charming
subject, but there are many more who are not.

It is for the benefit of these that the foregoing

renuu'ks ai'e made. R. D.

Azalea mollis and its varieties are won-
derfully useful plants to tlmse who require showy
flowers with but little trouble. They may not be

quite hardy enough ti> endure the climate of the north

of England, but in all the south and western counties

they may be grown in the r.pen border if rested one
year and forced the next, and this is the plan which
gives the least trouble ; but they will even repay the

cultivator if they have to be grown altogether in pots.

Amongst the different varieties may be found crimson,

orange, lemon-yellow, and creamj'-white flowers, all of

which are very attractive, and they may with gentle

forcing be had from the middle of I'ebruary onwards.

Azalea amoena is another most serviceable plant for

those who have to provide flowers in quantity, as it

can be had in bloom easily now if desired. We gene-

rally aim at having the first lot of it in flower at the

beginning of the new year, and another lot a month
later, thus furnishing plenty of flowers up to the end
of JIarch. Our plants being large, we can cut from
them without injuring them, and the quantity of

flowers which a single plant yields is surprising. Our
stock of this Azalea has been grown in pots for many
years; in fact, we treat it precisely as we do the

Indian species. Our plants always make their growth
imder glass, and are not placed out of doors until the

flower-buds are quite prominent ; but after the middle
of August I like to turn them out of doors, in order

to give them a few weeks' quiet rest. Our plants are

too large to be repotted ; therefore we can only

annually top-dress them with some fresh peat as soon

as they go out of flower; but we keep them in

vigorous health with constant supplies of liquid

manure; in fact, they scarcely get a drop of clear

water all the simimer. To get them into flower early

in January, I find that they require a temperature of

60' during the last fortnight of the time.—J. C C.

LATE CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
Those who have a few late Chrysanthemums
now coming into bloom will find them perhaps

more useful than at any other time, flowers, par-

ticularly white ones, being so much appreciated

about tliis time of year. In the extreme south

of England it is not so easy to have Chrysanthe-
mums late as farther north. The seasons are

much earlier in the south ; consequently, Chry-
.santhemums come sooner into bloom. Much
ma}', however, be done in furtherance of this

object Iiy selecting varieties whicli are naturally

late in blooming and by special treatment.

Kinds suitaljle for this purpose are Fair Maid of

tiuernsey, ilrs. C. Gary, Ethel, Meg Merr/lies,

and Geres, the last a varietj' with long, strap-

shaped florets, gracefully arranged. It is robust

in growth and a free flowerer. These are all

white kinds, and belong to the Japanese section.

Nothing would be gained by naming more va-

rieties, these being quite the best ; and it is better

to grow more plants of one kind which is good

than many sorts merely for the sake of variety.

Grandittoruni and Thunberg are two of the best

yellow Japanese kinds, while amongst rosy lilacs

Mme. C. Audiguier is one of the best; Julie

Lagravere and Pere Delaux are two of the best

with brightly coloured flowers. Amongst in-

curved flowers. Princess Teck, blush white, and
Hero of Stoke Newington, ros^- pink, are the

best. I have a white sport from the former,

which will probably prove useful. The three last-

named kinds are dwarf and good in habit. Miss

Margaret.pure white,and ot the ordinaryAnemone
type, is one of the most useful varieties with which
I am acquainted ; it is dwarf in habit, a free

llowerer, and, what is more, lasts a long time iu

bloom. Cuttings of kinds intended to bloom
late should not be struck till February, and
should be jjinched three or four times, to induce a

dwarf habit and increase the number of flower-

stems. The last stopping or pinching should

take place not later than the first week in July.

Wlien bloom buds make their appearance in the

end of September disbud to one bloom on each

.shoot, and at this stage su]iply them liberally

with weak liquid manure, occasionally watering

with soot water or any other of the various

stimulants now in use. If they can be protected

from light frosts, keep them out of doors as long

as possible, in preference to taking tlienr inside,

as keeping them out assists in retarding them.

A thin covering of canvas stretched on poles at

night will ward olf a sharp frost. After removal
inside, admit air night and day freely when the

weather is at all favourable. When developing

their blooms, if at aU wet or foggy, keep the
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atiiiii.-pliere ilry by uiiplying a little fire heat.

1'liu i'.dwei's last much hmgcr in a dry atinosphfic

than ill onii I'harj^'ed with iiioistiu-L'.

.Siritnmore I'aric, Hants. E. Molyneux.

Flower Garden.

CilRTSTMAS ROSEiS.

(HELLEIHIRI'S xioer var.)

SuXNiNd iiiicsi'U' ill thi' mild warmth of this tu>t

day of the year ISMG, ihi Ihiwer in the 02:ien bur-

(U'r elaims more attention than the white- flowered

Helleliore that we call Cliristmas Rose; .and to

no one are we more indebted than to the editor

of The Garden for bvini^ing forward the charms
and claims of haidy flo«ers sncli as these which
};reet us before the i.ew year is fairly awake!
What the future m>iy do for us who can say?

Perhaps another generation ma}' have 'their

gardens as full of flowers in January as our
fathers had in .June, but if so, what a future for

the Christmas Rose and its many cousins! But one
thing at least may Ije said, that it will be very
dil^cult to combine such beauty with perfect

hardiness in any other flower. And yet we often

hear complaints such as " I cannot grow Christ-

mas Roses in my garden; they dwiiulle away, or

the flowers are so short-stallied, misshapen, dis-

ci doured and eaten, that there is no l^eauty in

them." There must be some reason for this, and
1 am not at all sure that it is gardening or any
such thing that is at fault. Those wdio have
travelled among the Italian lakes in winter or

early spring, and more especially those wdio have
jienetrated into tlie Austrian Tyrol thus early,

tell us of wlnde fields of these lovely white
Hellebores in full flower .at the head of some
mountain tarn or on some moist hillside; and,

wliat is more to our ]ioiiit, tliosu who .are obser-

\aiit tell us that the variation in size, sh.ape,

purity of colouring, earlims-^ or lateness of bloom
is most remarkaljle. To us who ai'C accustomed
to divide our Hellebores, and never think of seed

as a means of increase, this is most instructive;

l(ir it is evident tliat in Nature, seed is the only
means of prop.igation of these Hellebores, or such
vari.ations in a small area would not occur. It is

also to be observed that the Eastern or Austrian
forms are the largest, and the Italian forms the

smallest.

Is there not here a clue to some of our com-
jdaiiits? From my own experience I can affirm

with certainty, yes. Like too many ignorami, a

Christniixs Rose was then to me a Christmas
Rose and nothing else, but from the days, now
fifteen years ago, wdien through the kindness of a
Scotch friend I became po.ssessed of the giant and
early form we now call niaxinuis, I l.iegau to

i-ealise wdiat a wide difi'erence there was among
Christmas Roses, and am now convinced that if

good varieties be obtained it is hardly possil)le

to avoid having an abundance of beautiful

Christmas Roses.

In their culture the one thing necessary is to

obtain and preserve fine foliage, and the rest will

iV)lliiw of itself. The most general cause of

failure is drought in summer, which kills the
leaves ; and it should be remembered that the
Christinas Rose grows naturally in meadows
bordering on lakes where in the driest year there

must be moistuie both in Foil ami atmo.-phere.

In a few gardens, no doubt, slugs are fatal to

both flower and leaf, and care must be taken to

keep them oil', when young leaves are soft ami
succulent and Ijudding Howeis fresh and fair, but

when that is said, and a good mulch of manure
or leaf mould applied in spring to keep the

grounil moist during summer, what more is

needed than "judicious neglect," Which does Aot

seek to disturb and lireak the long Idack roots

that dive down so deeply in search of the moisture
they leipiire ?

First in the chain of beauty comes the Austrian
form we call maximus, which opens its I'ose-

tiiited buds by the 1st of Novemlier, .and is

always conspicuous by its large serrated leaves

and purple-stained stalks ; this is a most desir-

able and vigorous form, but very soon loses the

purity of its pink and wdiite tints ; still it is most
welcome, as coming first, and as a foliage plant

alone it is fit for a iirominent place.

By the time that Christmas is upon us the

second early forms will be opening; tliisyear they

liave been smnevvhat earlier, liaving been stimu-

lated Ijy the autumn rains which they fully a|jpre-

ciafe. There are two varieties specially lieautiful

—one wdiich Mr. Barr calls .Tuvernis, with large,

rouml-petalled and somewliat cupped blooms,

on very strong stalks, and the other known in

the north as the Manchester variety, with singu-

larly pale green leaves and smooth edges, and with
fine pure %\diite flowers that open flatter and more
Eucharis like than any other sort, and with the

true petals and stamens in the centre more golden

in tone than I have noticed generally. This, if I

am not mistaken, is the variety Mr. Brockbank
grows and .so justly praises.

Next come two varieties, one which greatly

resembles maximus in its large, coarsely serrated

leaves and Indd growth; this flowers a fortnight

later than those just mentioned, and is very pure
in its white tones, but does not seem to flower

quite so freely as most kinds, but is a good
thing.

Flowering with it and now just in its first tiudi

of beauty comes the Bath variety, wdiich is

above all others abundant in bloom, and repre-

sents to me the type of the Chiistmas Rose in

perfection. Its flower-buds are sometimes tinged

with ]>iiik, but the flowers are pure wdiife, and,

when oiienin;;, more funnel-shaped than any
variety mentioned as yet. Thi.s, however, is

considered by some as being too good to lie called

the type.

In many Yorkshire gardens may now be seen

large clumps with very narrow foliage and plenty

of pinkish Inids in the centre of the clump.
This is a most inferior variety with small and
dirty-coloured flowers, that never is .satisfactory,

and there is even more often a form with leaves

that rather curl back, as if stunted, and wifli

the spreading rhizomes that mark inferior vai'ie-

ties. This, also, is very disappiointing, for the
flowers are small, short-stalked, and compara-
tively scanty, but of a fair white, and useful

sometimes, as being so late that it fills a gap on
occasion.

In this part of the woild these two very
inferior forms of Christmas Ro.se are decidedly
the commonest, and account for the di.sapiioint-

ment experienced .so often, and it may well be
such is the case elsewhere. Mr. Barr's variety,

H. niger scoticus, is a fine broad-petalled and
pure white form, difl'eiing somewhat in size and
in the leaf from the Bath variety, and is, perhap.s,

a little the largest ; so it would appear as if Scot-

land is richer in good forms than we are in

England, for did not the giant maximus find a

lioine for many years near Alierdeen ! whence
Miss Hope, of Wardie Lodge, first obtained it

and brnui,dif it into notice, and there is also a

good late form, small in growth ami flower, that

is well known in the north. The otiier Helle-

liores, sometimes called Lenten Roses, are this

year remarkably early, and one pnr(ile-flowered

variety is already open, and H. olympiciis and
H. C. Benary are fast pushing up their tall

Howwr-stalks with an abundant promise of bloom

to fidlow shortly ; if some kind friend can tell

how they may be made to live when cut and
jilaced in wafer, they will be all the more wel-

come.

With the white Hcdlebore there is no diliiculty

in keeping it fresh in wafer, so this failure is

the more aiiiKpying. Ere closing these notes I

would ask if anyone has tried to hybridise the

yellow Hellebore (wdiich we call yellow Aconite)

with any other Hellebore / It would be a real

aildition lo have a clear yellow Christmas Rfise

that wouhl replace the cheerful Chrysanlheiiiuni

that rarely lasts beyond Christmas Day.

Edward H. Woodai.i..

ANNUAL IPOM.EAS.

A PACKET of the popular Cimv(pl villus major
forms part of the annual seeil order of almo.st

everybody who has a seed order at all, and there

are few annuals either indoors or out wliidi give

a more satisfactory return for a little expenditure

in jience and time than this jilant. Various
colours, from pure wdiite to red, pnrjile, and
almost blue, are represented in the flowers of the

plants thus olitained, this wide variation no
doubt having originated through cultivation. In
.lapan, this species <as well as other hardy annual
kinds is at least as popular a garden plant as it is

here, Vmt the Japanese are ahead of us in the

numlier of forms they have succeeded iu develo]i-

ing, yellows, striped, almost black, as well as

double varieties being known in the gardens of

these clever cultivators. A collection of thefe

"^^ .^^v^'4. i

Ipomica limbati. Ffowers violet, purplo ami white.

we hear that a quantity of seed has been procured

fi)r these gardens for next year. The capabilities

of the introduced jjlants belonging to the genus

Ipomaja have alrtady been noticed in The Carden
along with a plate of I. rubro-c.Trulea, the beauti-

ful winter-flowering stove annual which has this

year been an attraction in the Water Lily house

at Kew, where its flowers were expanded in

hundreds together from the beginning of Novem-
ber fill now. I. bona-nox,flie large white-flowered

"Moon-creeper" of the Indians, and whose floral

charms are expanded only at night ; tlie purple-

eyed I. filicaulis, and many otliers may be re-

ferred to as useful, easily grown annuals foi' the

stove and greenhouse.

I. QrAMOCi.iT thrives only in a t;reenhouse,

exi'e]if in the warmer parts of the country. It

has thin, hair-like stem.s, about G feit long, small

(ileicheui.i-Iike leaves, and long trumpet-shaped

dark red flowers, which are developed in abund-
ance during the summer. The plant .should be

grown in a sheltered, sunny .co.i'uer of tlie green-

iiouse, a draughty position being bail for it. It
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is ;i tropical plant, cumiuj,' IVuni the warm part?

(if South America, but it succeeils best if treateil

as here recummeiKlecl, tlie seeds to be sown in

lieat in March.

I. Li.MDAT.v is tlie ConvolviiUis nil of the old

Liardeninj,' works, nr rather it i.s a variety of that

plant, which is now known as I. hedcracca. It

is very similar in habit to the common I. pur-

jiurea', as will be seen by tlie accompanying
ti,L,'ure. Seeds sown in .sprin;^ will yield plants

capable of (lowering freely from June to Septem-
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Iponi;^^ Quamoclit. Fluwcr.s deep L'riui.s.m-i-Ld.

Tier if L^a-own in a warm greenhouse. The flowers

are 2 inches lonj^ and 2^ inches wide, and their

colour IS viok't-purple edged with white. B.

WORK DONE IN WEEK EN^DING JAN. 5.

Decembeu 30.

S:x degret'.s of frust la t night, hut hy noon to-

day the temperature had risen to 4(3"*, and it has

been a sprinj^dike day with bri^^ht siin-shine ; the

latter nmsit liave been of great benefit to iiidoo'

plants generally, and to early Vines, Peaches, and
Strawberries in particnlir. Our first b itch of 8tra\v-

I erries are in flower, ami advantage was taken of the

sunshine and conseipient dryness of pollen to dis-

tribute it f om (me pl^uit to another l>y a slight touch

over with a cauiel's-hair pencil. The plants do not
as yet require much water, but we examine them
ilaily in resp-jct of w^atering, and always take care

that it is of the same temperature as the liouse or pit.

A chill at the roots is just as injurious as a chill from
3 cold cut-rent of air on the tender Howtrs, and this

we know is a frequent cause of non-setting of fruit.

Peaches, toi, are just opening flower, and the

temperature will now be kept from sudden fluctua-

tions of temperature and as near 55° as possible.

With sun-heat, of course, we shall not niind if the

temperature rises as Idgh as 65". We liave to-day

closed up Fig house for forcing, the bonier having
previously had a good watering with tepid water
and the trejs syringed ; and the syringing will

b^ c ntinue I once a day, except in very sharp
weather. The present temperature will be 45^ to

50" by night, and will range from 50° to 58° by day.

Picked over liedding ji'ants in frames. Heliotropes,

Petunias, Marguerites, and Ageratinos rr^quired'niore

warmth, and these we have arranged on inside l)order

of early Muscat viiiery. Tlw propagating pit being
rea-^iy. a fiist lot of cuttings has been put in, consist-

ing of Abutilons, Petunijs, variegated Koniga, and
Sa\ifraga Cooperi ; the latter is one of our best
flowering succulents, and is invaluable for planting on
a groundwork of any of the evergreen Sedums or

Saxifrages. Outdoor work lias been nnich the same
as for a week or two past. We are still Inisy repair-

ing walks and re gravelling those tliat need it; also

trenching in kitchen gariieu, and in new part of

grounds for planting shrubs and Conifers; one or two
of the latter has t<p-day been top-dressed. Our manner
of doing this is as follows : The turf is rolled hack,
or else cut right off to the distance intended to be

drtssed; the surface is t!ien liyhtly forked uj), the

new soil spread over, and the dressing is conii>U'te.

If, as is sometimes the case, the soil about the roots

of the tree be dry, the turf ia left off till rain has

fallen in suHicient quantity to moisten the whole of

the roots. Should the soil he moist, thui tlie turf

is put down immediately the new soil has been
applied.

DKrEMItER 31.

Mild and \ery fine. Owing to alteratirms and new
work, our garden work proper has nectssarily for

some tune past bee'i very limited, but t^> day we
determined on having all hands in tliu garilru tliat

we might yet at least part of the fmic- tries planted

thit ought t I Iiave been hnished weeks ago. Planted

a few more cordon Pears in place of old horizoDtally

trained trees that had got too aged to Jiear finw fruit,

though in a general way thty bore abundaully. The
old trees thaf. liave been grubbed were Passe l!olmar,

Marie Louise, Ne Plus Meuris, Beurrti Diel, and
Winter Nelis, all of which sorts have again been

planted as cordcms, together with Doyenne i.Iu Coniice,

Louise B<mne, Glou Morceau, Doyenne d'Alencon,

Marie Lennist, Emile d'Heyst, and several others.

The being aide to plant a large variety in a restricted

space is, I think, the greatest merit of the cordon

system. The trees are now being thickly mulched
with good manure, but no tying or nailing to w.d's

will be d'uie for some weeks to cmie, s<i that the trees

will liavc full ])]ay to subside with the Foil, which
after deej) trenching always takes jtlac*^. Stirred the

surface s il amongst Cauliflowers and Lettuces in

baud lights; the latter show a disposition to damp
off, and V}y way of checking the evil, dry noixl-ashes

has V)eeu sprinkled over the plants, and tlie ground
underneath them covered with the s nie material.

Spinach is thi-; winter a most unsati-fact iry crop w if h

us, late sowing being really at the bottom of the evil.

The drought prevented us sowing at the right time ; then
soon as itwassoivn, wvhad aconstantsuccessionof rains,

t'-iat growth was impossible. There is a good plant,

if we could but get growth, and to aid this the soil

between the rows has to-day been deei)ly stired

and the whole dressed with dry wood ashcR. To keep
birds und mice from injuring them, the rows of early

sown Pea"? have been covered to the dopth of from

2 inches to ."i inches with cinder ashes, sifted with a

quarter-inch sieve. Pruning Curran*s and s'andaid

Apples, also put in a few of the straightes*-. shoots of

("urrants as cut'ings. They t-trike readily in any
po-ition if well firmed on the soil. Ours are put in

at the foot of a north wall that is of little value for

other plants or crops. Cut a few more Lady l>ownes

Grapes and put in Grape room; all of tiiem wdl be

housed as soon as bottles are vacant. The Vines are

now pruned as the Grapes are cut, and the house

kept as cool as the welbbeing of the fruit admits of.

Potted a few Gloxinias and tubei'ous Begonias, the

tubers that showed signs of starting being selected
;

the others are packed closely together in boxes, c coa

fibre being used in lieu uf soil, to keep the tubers

from shrivelling. Caladiums are of little use to us

till beginning of August, and to keep the roots from
starting we also turn these out of pots and pack in

boxes, and give them the coldest frost-pro'tf place

we can find, whicli is a loft in an airy shed, where
they keep well by our taking the precaution

to give a little extra covering with mats when severe

frost sets in. Potted up a few more Spiripas, a few
Primroses, and some good clumps of Korget-me-nots-

—

white and blue—which come in well for button hole

and bouquet-making. They force well in a tempera-
ture of fiO". and the flower-stalks grow longer than
they do in the open air, which enhances their value as

forced cut flowers for bouquet making.

.Tamahy L
The new year has opened with a couple of hours'

bright sunshine and an ut.usually mild temperattire,

which if continued will make forci g an easy matter;
but f-uch niildne s may jn'ove disastrous to wall fruit,

;ind, personally, we should prefer to usd a little addi-

tional fuel ia f(»rcing to the risking of injury to

Apricots, Peaches, ami otlier wall fruits. However,
we have no choice in the matter, and must, tberefote,

work and hope for the best. Api'icot flowers are

already swelling up and almost ready to open, and the

wall coverings being out of repair, a start has been

made to mend them by ordering new canvas screens,

and a carpenter engaged to repair and fix the wood-
work. Our Peaches, Nectarines, and Ajiricols are all

])roteeted witli c;ii,vas, fixed the same as window-
blinds, and that can be rolled up or d<iwn, as may
be required, by means of sash -cord and pulleys.

Finished pruning Currants and Gooseberries, and
started to prune Plums on east wall. Tliese trees,

in spite of all our efforts to prevent it, tiot ba<lly

blighted in the summer, aLd lost their foli ige
| re

maturely in conseipiencc, and the wood is green : nd
immature, and though there are plenty of Jruit buds,
I shall bj agreeably surprised if there is half a crop
of frui. : l)Ut tiiis gloomy an icipation shall not hinder
us from giving the .same amount of attention in

regard to pruning, nailing, and i)ar iijular-Iy as lo

dressing the walls and trees with soap suds and
Gishur-st, as if the finest crop of fruit was expected.
Finished fruit-tr'ee planting for the present, and all

that have been newly planted and a few that have
been root-jaMmed have been given thick mulchings of

manure—a protector and fertiliser in one. Early
Broccoli border being cleared, the ground is now
being manured and trenched for planting on it early

Potatoes. The old Cabbiige plot, the sprouts from
whi'-h has lielped to keep in reserve Savoys and
August planted Cokworts, is now being given a heavy
ilressing of maruue prx-jiaratory to ti-ent^hin-j it for

mid-season l*e is and summer Sjiinaeh. There is

now daily so much of sameness in the work c)f the
houses, that it is only necessary to mention by way of

memoranda anything fresh that is being done.
Another relay of forcing plants we liave put
into heat, including Hyacinths, early Tuli]:s,

Solomon's Seal, 'J'ea Ruses, and A/.deas, the
old white variety, and the small purp'.e-flowered

variet}' anioMia. A sowing of Peas has l)oen irp^de

in leaf soil in 5-inch pots, a dozen in a p<.t, the
same being intenrled for jdanting on a wa m border

about the middle of February. Sowt d Brussels

Sprouts and early Cauliflowers in boxes and placed in

warmth. Soon as the phi'its are through the soil

they will be shiftfd into a cold frame.

Januaby 2.

A little rain dur-ing the night, followed by a

splendid day and bright sunshine. An ther lurn at

walk renovation, and gave these and the lawn the usual

weekly brush up. In tr-imming up flower buds, it

was discovered that mice or rats had found out
Tnlips and Cr().^'Us l)ulhs, and so trrqts wi re at onee
set. Poison is the most eH"ective destri yer, but this

we are forbidden to put down for fear of poistming

pheasants and dogs; but where there is no risk of

this being don*^, phttsphorous paste i-i certain destruc-

t'on. Our R' se beds are filled with bulbs, and
Tulips and Hyacinths were all throujh the soil, as

well as through the cocoa fibre with wljich the beds
are mulched, and therefore another thickness has
been put on to-da.y. Wliat to do with the Hoses is

a problem ditlicult of solution ; they are still as greeu
—man}- moie so—as at midsunimer, and full of

bud and flowers, some of which are really g(Pod. It

is evident that the forage will not fall naturally

for a long while to come, and therefore at first

opportuni y I propose to give them the cue to go
to rest by partial iiruning, and if this is successful,

prune them fully. In any case the wood is so soft

and green, that it will be desirable to cut them extra

hard back to make sure of cutting down to well-

ripened buds. The drought at the end of June
and July was so severe, that the natural flowering

season was a very short one ; after this was over

the flower-stems were siiorteneil back, and with good
waterings and abundant rains in September the

growth and flower was something marvellous, the

final result being, as here stated, namely, trnrlpened

growth. Pruning and nailing have been continued,

and the dressing of walls and trees is made to ketp
pace with the same. Besides the tlntrou^li clean out

and rearrangement of plants in houses, usnal on
l-'atuida.ys, fruit rooms have been overhauled, all bad
fruit thrown out, the but slightly decayed being
jilacod in baskets for immediate use. All kinds of

Apples keep exceptitmally well, but Pears are going
off very fa^t, only the very latest kinds being now in

a good state of preservation ; Olivier de Serres,

Bergamotte d'Esperen, Ne Plus Meuris, Josephine
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de M.alines, Gluu Morceau, Beurre Sterckmans,
Knight's Monaroli, Beurru Eance, and Catillac are

anidtifst tile lust of Ihoi-e still gdod. Grapes in

bottlts are also looked over on Sat\n'days, and fresh

water added when needed : after the first week
though, so little water is taken up by the fruit or

evaporated, that it is not necessary to examine them
for the purpose of fresh supplies of water oftener than
once in three weeks.

jANl'.iEY 4.

JJild, but rainy, so that no outside work has been
atttmpted, except to be.at down and roll some newly-
laid turf and the nmning of the roller over the Grass
verges of walks that liave not yet h.id their annual
trimming. The turf has also been rolled back fron!

large plants of Arundo conspicua that it is intended
to cut up for planting in other positions. This plant,

\\hich is sometimes mistaken for the Pampas Gras-s,

lias more finelj'-eut foliage and tlie flower-heads are

lighter and much more freely produced, in addition
to their being at least two months earlier than the

I'amjias, and yet they outlive the Pampas plumes,
which latter, however, has this advantage over its

ri^al, namely, that it thrives better in the wettest
positions, though both enjoy and look most at home
on the banks and margins of lakes and streams.

Potato and root stores have had their turn of atten-

tion today, .and all the seed stocks of the former
have been arranged in single file on the shelves and
floor of Potato house—a large underground cellar

—

and those for cooking have had all the sprouts

rubbed off. Onions, Carrots, Beet, and Jerusalem
Artichokes have all been freed of decayed roots,

and Beet and Carrots re-stacked in dry sand.

Other outdoor hands have helped to scrub the stems
with soft-soap water of old Orange trees that are

affected with a small white scale that sticks to the
stems like glue ; also to wash pots, handlights, and
Ijell-glasses that will soon be wanted for various pur-

poses. Divided and re-potted a few Ferns—Adian-
tums; also shifted some sm.all P.alms into larger jn its ;

dipped stock plants of Iresine and Verbenas in to-

bacco \\ater to kill green fly. Picked bad leaves off

and weeded pots and boxes containing bedding Pelar-

goniums, and .at the s.ame time note was made of the

varieties of which the stock was short, with a view of

giving such the most favourable positions for the pro-

duction of cuttings. Moved some Bouvardias that

have been cut very hard and have now done flower-

ing to a cooler house, where they will get a partial

rest by the cooler temperature and the withholding
of water, but nrit to the extent of allowing them at

any time to get dust-dry.

January 5.

A cold, drying north-westerly wind and bright sun-

shine the entire day ; edged another portion of Grass
verges and completed turning the gravel on w-alks;

planted several clumps of Arundo conspicua on mar-
gin of lakes. The natural soil—light lo.am—being of

good depth, the only preparation for planting has

been deep digging. The old flower beds and dried

foliage has been cut off the old pLants, and where the

soil had settled down below the ordinary ground level

the turf was turned back, fresh soil given as top
dressing, and the turf relaid ; after which the garden
had, unfortunately, .again to be deserted to push along
with the extra work of grubbing up tree stems and
trenching for Conifer, and Ehododrendron planting

on a new piece of ground that has been added to the

pleasure grounds. Put in the last batch of Chrysan-
themum cuttings. The greater half of those already
put in are rooted, and these have been taken out of

the hand-lights in Peiich house and stood in a cold

frame, which can he slightly warmed if occasion re-

(|uires, that is, if the temperature descends below 40°.

AV'ashed lights and well scrubbed woodwork of the

( iros Colman and Alicante vinery. The border of this

house is entirely outside, and the floor being gravel
we are able to use the space for plants of any kind
tliat do not require much heat, and soon as the Vines
have had the usual dressing and the walls have been
limewashed all the hardiest bedding Pelargoniums will

be shifted from another vinery that will soon be closed

up for forcing. Put in a few Vine eyes ; as the Vines
are not intended for home planting, but will have to

travel, they are planted singly in .S-inch pots, and for
the present are stood on the leaf-bed in the Straw,
berry forcing pit. H.\NTs.

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.
Vines.

We have this day, December 29, cut the remainder
of the Muscats, as it is now high time the Vines
were pruned. The varieties consist of Bowood and
the old Muscat of Alexandria, and, notwithstanding
the fact that by some the two are now considered
identical, the following notes m.ay lie interesting, if

not useful, to future planters. All the Vines .are

growing in one house and in the same internal and
external borders. Six Vines, received direct from the
l.ate Mr. Spencer, of Bowood, set their fruit from a
week to ten days earlier than the old Muscats. They
retain the lead throughout the summer, and in the
event of .an early dish being w.anted the Bowood is

invariably found best crloured and, consequently,
most suitable for cutting. As time goes on, the
Grapes on the old variety overtake the Bowoods.
which, by the way, have broader shouldered hunches
and rounder berries, but they do not run evenly
together until the end of the season. All goes well
until the leaves fall, and then we find the Bowoods
begin to show signs of having reached their best,

while their neighbours retain all their heiries in a
sound condition quite up to Christmas, and are, in

every respect, the best for bottling. To the gro\\er

of a few bunches of summer Muscats this information
may be useless; but there are a great number of

gardeners wdio endeavour to lengthen the Muscat
season at loth fuds by planting a small house for

early use and a larger one for keeping up a supply as

long as this king of Grapes can be had in good condi-

tion. Many of them are, of course, well acquainted
with thfse facts, and plant accordingly; but since

Mr. Barron disqualified Messrs. Lane at the Crystal

Palace some years ago, the two Grapes, be they
distinct or synonymous, have been very much mixed
u|> by the trade, and it now generally happens that

Vines under either name are supplied from one stock,

as they no longer think it necess.ary to keep them
separate. Now is the time to put in "eyes," and
planters for early work should lose no time in propa-

gating a good stock of the Bowood from a reliable

source, and the same of the old Muscat for supplying
fruit through the winter. It matters little to the

cultivator of Muscats whether the Bowood (ir.ape is

distinct or only a seedling; his end will be best

secured by growing it for fruiting in pots or for

planting in early houses. I said it was high time the
Vines were pruned. Many people prune as late as

the end of January, but the Vines in question and
the Gr.apes were quite ripe in September; the outside

border has been covered up and the inside roots

require water. It is not good practice to water any
more than it is to start the Vines immediately after

they are pruned, and as pruning must precede
watering, they will be pruned and dressed with
styptic forthwith. A week or ten days will be

allowed for the cuts to heal; the inside borders will

then be watered, the external covering will be
removed and replaced with short stable manure, and
the Vines will be kept cool until the buds show signs

of swelling.

Late houses.—Immediately after the Lady Downes
.and other late hanging and keeping Gr.apes have been
cut and removed to the Grape room, the Vines may
be pruned, cleansed, and treated precisely the same
as the late Muscats. The house can then be thrown
open to give them the benefit of a thorough rest

before they are again started. JIany Grape growers
at one time allowed their late Vines to break
naturally, gave tlum very little fire heat through the
spring, and trusted to a good or b.ad season as the
case might be for growing and ripening the fruit and
wood. Bad seasons, imfortunately, have been more
prevalent than good ones, and it has been proved
over and over again that late Grapes so treated never
attain their best flavour, neither do they keep fresh

and plump after tlie leaves fall. If an equivalent in

economy of fuel could be secured, this system might
still be pursued ; but such is not the case, as every
pound saved in the spring is expended in the autumn,

when the Gr.apes ought to be sufficiently advanced to

.admit of their Iting thoroughly ripe by the middle
of .September. Assuming, then, that the house is now
clear and its use as a plant store can be a\oided, ten
weeks' rest should he allowed, and when the buds
begin to swell then will be the time to help them
through the early stages with Muscat treatment. If

the season proves bi-ight and hot, so much the better

for the fuel bills and the Grapes. If it is cold and
sunless, time having been taken by the forelock, there

will be a ch.ance of securing a crop of really good
Gnapes that will pay for bottling and keeping.

Earlii rincri/.—Vines from which ripe Grapes are

expected to be rt.ady by the time the Lady Downes
are finished will now be on the move ; in some few
places they will be ready for disbudding. Nothing is,

however, gained by commencing this operation in

early houses until the buds are well advanced and
the most promising shows can be decided upon.
Then, guided by the mode of pruning and the spaces

left between the rods, the shoots must be reduced to

one or two from each spur for tying down to the wires.

If space is abundant, two shoots can often be left

—

one to carry the bunch, the other to aid in furnishing

the trellis with foliage and to jirodnce the pruning
bud for another year. But where the rods are rather

close and hard pruning is practised, one shoot from
each spur is f[uite sufficient, as there is always a pro-

fusion of good bunches to choose from where early

Vines are vigorous and well ripened. As days will

soon begin to increase in length and the f<iliage ex-

pands, a gradual rise of temperature maybe indulged
in until it reaches 58° to 60° by night and 10° higher
by day from fire heat, but uuless we have a great im-
provement in the weather and the sun once more
returns to strengthen the young growths and assist in

running up the heats, easy forcing will be the safest course
to pursue for the present. The ventilators should rf

course be opened every day, if only for a very short

time, to allow the vitiated air to escape and to pie-

vent the tender foliage from being caught by gleams
of sunshine, of which No\ emher-st.arted Vines are

now much in need. E.arly morning is the best time
to change and sweeten the atmo.sphere ; the few hours
from midday until the e\'ening can then be devoted to

forcing and drawing out the bunches, and rest can
again be secured by giving a chink of air on mild
nights.

Borders.—If the Vines have the run of internal and
external borders, .and the first were well top-dressed

with compost, but not mulched with manure, a second
watering may now be given with advantage. Old
Vines which cannot be over-stimulated will derive

benefit from a liberal supply of diluted liquid at a

temperature of 80° to 90". Young ones that break
strong may also be watered with pure water, but
stimtd.ants must be withheld until after the fruit is

set.

Si/riiiginy plays an important part in the breaking
of the Vines, but it is a mistake to keep early houses
Constantly wet in .all weathers ; neither is it at all

necessary to adopt the sloppy system where good
fermenting material is introduced for giving out a
continuous supply of warm moistm-e. Sound Oak
leaves, to which a little short stable manure has been
added during the course of preparation in the reserve

shed, is the best material that can be used, as it

stimulates the roots, economises fuel, and by frequent

turning and renovation renders heavy syringing quite

unnecessary. There are of course circumstances

under which the .syringe musi be used two or three

times a day, particularly where the young rods lave
been left a great length .and the base buds do not

break kindly. When this is likely to happen, the
prudent forcer ties the pioints of the rods down and
throws the base buds up above their level before the

house is closed for forcing. He then introduces the

fermenting material where a constant stream of warm
moisture is most likely to be required, supplements

this with warm water from the syringe, and it rarely

happens that the lowest buds remain blind. On fine

days the paths, walls, and rods may be sja-inged

twice. On dull, cold days the syringe must be used

more sparingly.

li'xternal borders.—Assuming that these had the

full benefit of the August and September rains, and
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were then covered up with dry Fern or litter, witli

shutters or sheets of corrugated iron ovei- all for

keeping in latent li at and throwing off co'.d rain, th3

breaking of the Vines will mari the time fi.>r addi-

tional as?istano3. 'I his can best be given by the

removal <jf the dry covering, and substituting a tliielv

layer of fermenting Oak or other hard leaves. These
should be in a fermenting state when they are applied,

and sufEcientlj' plentiful to insure their holding their

heat for a considerable time afterwards, otiierwise

much unnecessary labour will be incurred, as the

weatherproof coverings must be placed over them to

keep in the warmth and shield them from the ele-

ments.

E.Mii.v Peach House.

Trees started about the end of November should
now be sutJiciently advanced to admit of a rise to a

minimum of 50^, and a day temperature ranging
from 56" to 6."i° when fire heat is needed. On bright
days, now few and far betfl'een, gentle warmth in

tlie pipes and a moderate circulation of air will

favour a rise to 70" for a short time; but unless a
great improvement takes place in the weather, tardy
forcing will still be the safest course to pursue.

Syringe the trees once or twice aday until tiie tiowers

begin to open, but guard against having tlieni wet at

nightfall, and on no account neglect fumigating to

secure the trees from the ravages of green Hy during
the time the fruit is setting. Choose a calm day for

smoking the house, when the trees are ([uite dry, and
repeat the operation once or twice during the last ten
days that precede the opening of the flowers. It is

possible that greenfly may not be visible, but so sure

as this precaution is neglected the enemy will put in

an appearance just when it is least wanted, and no
power can then destroy it without destroying the set

of fruit also. Look well to the fermenting material,

as it is a most important factor in early forciuir, in

didl, dark weather especially, when direct syringing
is positively injurious, and moisture from some
source must be produced to counteract the parching
influence of dry fire-heat. A good ridge of ferment-
ing leaves running along the centre of tlie border
very often redtices the necessity for fire-heat to a
minimum, and the stream of warm moisture which,
under good management, it is constantly giving off

feeds and plumps up the buds without producing cold
chills, which so often follow copious syringing. But
in order to secin-e all the good that it is capable of

affording it must be turned freijuently and renovated
from time to time with fresh supplies from the re-

serve ground. E.xamine the borders, always bearing
in mind that tlie roots of Peaches must never be
allowed to b-come dry, and if it is thought advisable
to give another wateiing to carry the trees over the
flowering stage, turn the fermenting material off, and
give them a liberal supply at a temperature of 70° to
75". If well drained, there is not much danger to
be apprehended from over-watering inside borders,

while the want of this indispensable element i< sure
to lead to disappointment, if not to complete failure.

Siicccssijn houses.—Many pe iple do not start their

first house until the 1st of .January ; others start

much earlier ; but unless the early house is well
furnished with suitable varieties, the gain from
December forcing is not very great. When houses
are sufficiently numerous to keep up a steady supply
of fruit until Peaches begin to ripen on the walls, and
a snug, but not too large, compartment has been
started in November, the succession house should be
shut up at Christmas, and gently started at a tempe-
rature ranging from 45" to 50 " by night and 50" to
60" through the day. If fire heat is needed at first,

it should be tm-ned on for a few hours every mornino-,

when the trees may be syringed and shut off again
in time for the temperature to descend to the miiii-

nmm through the night. Give the roots liberal

supplies of warm water, and follow up previous in-

structions in the introduction and management of

the fermenting material, as it is a powerful aid in

every structure that is started before Peaches break
naturally in the spring. Always make a point of

forcing with a chink of top and bottom ventilation,

and e.xercise patience through the early stages, as

time apparently lost at the outset can always be re-

gained with good interest when the fruit begins to
swell.

Late houses.— If winter operations are still in

arrear, no time must b3 lost in hurrying the work on
to completion, as every day will now b. iiig its own
work, and the time is at liand when washing and dress-

ing will be atte'idtd with danger. Keep the houses
abundantl}' ventilated, water all inside borders with
diluted liquid if the trees are old, and mulch to keep
in the moisture. Give young ones pure water, and
withhold the mulclnng until the fruit is set, as gross-

ness very often forces the wood buds in advance of

the flowers, and produces a tendency to sterility.

Outside borders that have been exposed to the ele-

ments will not require water, but they may be well

mulched or covered with a good layer of fresh stable

manure.

Figs.

Without a dish of good Figs the dessert in May
woidd now be considered incomplete. To have the
fruit ripe by tlie end of April, trees established in pots
or confined to internal borders should be started early
in December, and kept steadily progressing under
vinery treatment until the fruit begins to ripen. The
varieties be»t known are Brown Turkey and White
Marseilles, and it is questionable if we have anything
to equal, certainly not to beat, them for early or late

forcing. There .are, however, other kinds of excellent

quality and well adapted for forcing, and as m.any
Fig growers derive pleasure from variety, the follow-

ing sorts will be found sa'isfactory : Angelique,
Black and Brown Ischia, two delicious old ligs
worthy of extended culture. White Ischia, or Single-
ton, a small early Fig well adapted for pot culture

;

Negro Largo, a fine. Large black Fig, worthy of general
culture in early and late houses ; and Osborn's Prolific,

early, excellent, and almost transparent when ripe.

All these varieties, thoroughly established in pots,

can be obtained from the trade ready for forcing, or

trees of home growth can be secured from eyes or
cuttings in a very short time. Bottom heat is con-
sidered necessary to successful forcing; but, notwith-
standing the fact that the Fig can be started and
grown in a temper.ature that would he considered too

high for the Vine, great care must be observed in its

application to the roots at the outset. When the
trees are established in small pots, they should be
dropped into others a size or two larger and well top-

dressed with light, rich turf to draw the roots upwards.
These should then be placed on dry brick pedestals,

or inverted flower- pots, to raise them above the violent

heat of the bed, should it exceed 70" to 75", which
is quite high enough, and, at the same time, to favour
turning and renovation without disturbing them after

growth has commenced. Trees of this description
started now will produce very early fruit; but if intro-

duced about the beginning of December they will now
be bursting their terminal buds, and the young fruit

will be pushing from the nodes at the end of every
shoot. The warmth from the fermenting leaves
playing about the bottoms of the pots will also have
started the young roots, but instead of striking direct
into the bed, the check to their progress will cause
them to ramify in the rich turf close at home, where
they can be treated to diluted liquid of which the
Fig will take liberal supplies. Good syi-inging must
now be practised once or twice a day to favour the
development of the fruit and to keep the trees free

from spider, and while guarding against a sodden
condition of the soil they must never be allowed to

feel the want of water. If started at 50" to 55" at

night, with the usual rise by day, the bursting into
leaf will justify an increase to 60" by night, unless
the weather is severe, and a corresponding increase
through the day. Trees in pots should be turned
round occasionally to expose e\ery leaf and fruit to
the influence of the sun and light, and weak spray,

which very often starts fi'om the base of the bearin"-
shoots, must be pinched or removed to prevent over-
crowding and waste of sap on its way through the
main channels to the fruit. W. CoLEJI.\x.

Easlnor Castle, Lcdhvrtj.

Iris reticulata cyanea.—A light blue form,
tmaller than the type, opened its flowers in the open
border on New Year's Day ! It is a lovely little

gem, and why so far in advance of I. reticulata

Krelagei I do not know. The Ehvesian and Impe-
rati Snowdrops are also in bud, and Crocus Imperati

is in flower. So all the Christmas Eo-ses, and several
hybrid Hellebores raised from seed in 1882. They
.ire crosses betwfcn H. orient.alis and H. atroruben-'
and one or two large white sorts and a rtisy-pink one
are very pretty additions to the group. These, so far
are the freshest and best of our new year flowers.
Iris susiana is growing strongly.—F. W. B.

Trees and Shrubs.
THE MOXTEREY^ CVPRES.S.

(CUPRESSUS .M.iCROC'ARPA.)
Tree-planters generally have not been slow to
recognise in this Cypress one of the handsomest
and certainly the most valuable of its tribe for
planting in breezy, maritime .situations that has
yet found its way into this country ; indeed, for
seaside planting it has few, if any!i rivals, which
is clearly shown by the numerous recommenda-
tions from vari(His parts of the country that
from time to time appear in the hortict'tltural
journals.

^

Like many another of the recently-introduced
Conifers, Cupressus macrocarpa has, as regards
nomenclature, become somewhat confused, two
forms introduced from different stations and at
ditierent dates, although one and tlie same, having
received .specific identity. Now, however, that
these two trees (C. macrocarpa and C. Laraber-
tiana, or as it is now known by its varietal name
of C. macrocarpa fastigiata) liave attained goodly
dimensions in this country, and that since their
introduction sufficient time has elapsed for ex-
perimental inquiry, it is now Lecome an esta-
blished fact that C. Lambertiana is but a form of
macrocarpa, that differs in no way, save occasion-
ally, in its more luishy and spreading habit. That
the tree varies much in form is well known,
cuttings or .seedlings raised from the upright
variety not unfrerpieiitly jiroducing the spreading,
horizontal-branched C. macrocarpa, or what is at
pre.sent known in most collections as C. Lamber-
tiana, while interinediate types are not uncommon.
Why the name macrocarpa is retained in lu-efer-
ence to Lanibertiana, which was the originally
bestowed on it, may to s(.ime not appear very clear,
for Gordon tells us tliat seeds of an unnamed
Cypress were given to tlie Horticultural Society
of London l>y Lambert in 18:58, and the young
plants, proving difl'erent from any other known
Cypress, received the popular or garden name of
C. Lanibertiana without the fact, so it is said,
receiving due puljlicity.

Hartw-eg in 1846, or eight years later tlian
Lambert's discovery, when writing an account
of his Californian mission in search of plants,
mentions finding liis C. macrocarpa at Carmel
Bay, and describes it as "attaining the height of
CO feet, with a stem of 9 feet in circumference,
with far-spreading branches, flat at the top like a
full-grown Cedar of Lebanon, which it closely
resembles at a distance."

That the two trees are specifically one and the
same, few will feel inclined to deny, but why the
name Lanibertiana, which has several j-ears'
priority of right, should give place to macrocarpa
does not, to me at least, appear eitlier just or
right. The tree bearing Lambert's name is the
horizontal or spreading one, and Hartweg's the
upright growing form, and yet in the change of
nomenclature, macrocarpa (the name bestowed by
Hartweg on his find) is given to the spreading
tree, or Lambert's introduction, while the upright
form (or^ Hartweg's tree) is recorded as but a
mere variety under the name of C. macrocarpa
fastigiata. Why, if the honour of naming this
Cypress was wanted lor Hartweg, not have called
his introduction, or the upright form, macrocarpa,
and given a varietal name to Lambert's, instead
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of doinj,' away with the loiig-staiuliiij,' iiami' of

Lainljcrtiana, ;-;iving the pl?nt known as svicli

that oC iiiaciocarpa, and hestowiii^ lait a varietal

iiatni' on Haitwe^''s tree?

Here, at Penrliyn Castle, where both forms

have attained large dimensions, there is certainly

a niarkeil ditference in their general aspect, one
(still bearing the well-known name of Lam-
bertiana) having a flat, horizontd. Cedar oi

Lelianon-like appearance, while the other is of

tall, npriglit growth, the branches further apart,

and the tree usually a more rapid tim1ier-]iro-

ducer. I have, however, notii'<'d, at least such is

the case willi the trees here, that old specimens

of the upright, or fastigate form (that now known
as C. mai'rocarpa fastigiata), after perhaps thirty

years' growth, gradually put on the flat-t(]|iiied

appearaiu'e that is so characteristic of the lowe

half of our Lambertiana, thus giving them a rathe

unusual a]ipearaiice from the lower branches

being sliorter than ihnse fuitlier up.

Cjncs of Cupr.ssus macros irpa (uatuiul size).

Our first specimen of the Land^ertiana type

is, in truth, a lovely tree, and one that, judging

from its large size, must have been planted .shortly

after the introduction of the tree in 1838. It

occupies rather an e.xpo.sed site on the lawn at

Brynnieirig, near the Penrhyn slate quarry, the

soil being jieaty loam resting at but a short depth

on shale rock. The broad, hmizontal branches,

covering a diameter of 24 feet, that is so charac-

teristic of Lumbert's tree, isin this specimen shown
off lo perfection, ample room having at all times

been provided for full develojmient of both root

and branch. At a yard nj) tlie trunk is (i.^j feet

in circund'erence, V)Ut, as is usual with this tree,

it soon branches into numerous limbs, several of

these being little short, in point of .size, of the

main stem. The heavy, massive Ijranches, of an

unchanging bright green colour, give to it an air

of stately grandeur that contrasts favourably

with the lighter and more weeping foliage of tlie

Deodar and other Conifers growing in close

environ and renders (be tree oni' of the most
distinct and beautiful of (rnaniental Evergreens.
C. macrocarpa, tlie, u]iright gmwing form, is al.so

well repre.sente<l as a stalely s])ecimen of some
.").! feet to (JO feet in beiglil, growing within a

.thort distance of the old chapel contiguous to tlie

castle. The upriglit inclinalion of this tbrni is

at once .seen in the .specimen in question, for

although it has attaineil fully 50 feet in height,

the widest sjiread of branches is only Ki feet,

tlie habit beitig quite the reverse of tliat in

Lambert's tree.

As an ailjunct to our .somewhat limited list of

seaside trees the above Cypress is of undoulited

value, thriving better i:i such situations than even
further inland, as lias already been proved in

numerous stations along our coast.

Damp, low-lying ground, which induces an early

start to growth, is inimical to its welfare, and
where the young shoots usually sufl'er from the

effects of early spring frosts— an evil to which
the tree, when first introduced, was wrongly
sujjposed to lie very susceptible. Now, however,
that its reqidrements are better known, success

in the cultivation of this useful and ornamental
tree is a by no means dithcult task. All along
our coast it has been planted with the mo.st

happy results and that even when exposed to

rather severe saline blasts. In the north of

Scotland, the climate of which seems well

adapted for its growth, there are lUiiny fijie

specimens, as also throughout England generally

—Middlesex, some years ago at least, being able

to boast of possessing some of tlie finest trees of

tins Cypress in the kingdom. At Neville Court,

Tunbridge Wells, two of these Cypresses ])lanted

in 1858 arc now close on (iO feet in height and
equally pi'oportiona'e as regards spread of

branch. A semicircle of line liealthy trees may
also be seen at Castle Kennedy, in Wigtonshirc
Numerous other examples of the rapiil growth
of Cupressus macrocirpa in various jiarts of the

country might be narrated, but enough has

already lieen given to show that, even under
what nright be considereil adver.se circumstance.s,

this tiee is well adapted for the climate of

Britain, more particularly along the coast.

Young plants of this Cypress may be readily

enough raised frtim seed, which is liorne in great

alutmlance even on young trees, or, quicker still,

fi'om cuttings, Ijut these latter are in several

ways inferior to seedlings.

The timber, as regards graining, is by far the

most beautiful of any wood grown in this country

that I have yet seen—at least, if jvidging from a

fair sized ]dank now Ixd'ore me gives a fair repre-

sentation of its qualities. In appearance, except

colour, which is of a beautiful barberry-yellow,

it resembles the wood of American Walnut, the

gnarled graining being quite equal to that

timber. Trunk .sections from trees here are,

towards the centre, of a deep reddish hue, while

outward from that the colour passes into a

deej) yellow. Being close grained and remark-
ably hard, it works smoothly under the plane,

and is also susceptible of line poli.sh, the.se

f|ualities rendering it of great value for many of

the finer works in which wood is emjiloyed.

A. I>. Wehstek.

Fiemontia californica.—The writer of this

article has fori^ittteii U> tell us of its most character-

istic habit —that i>f (lyiiiLT when it looks must healthy.

I liave lust it again and again, and I belie\e the

beautiful plant at Kew and another at Cnonitje Wood
are both dead. If from wet, why dnes it suddenly
die ^\lnle ajijiaiently in the most robust health ?

—

1''b.\xk Mii.p:s, Si/inii/hiif, Shirchampton , Bristul.

Ornamental Vines.—"H. 1'." has given an
iutercbtiug account of these Vines, but he makes no

mention of iiwe wliich I much want to meet with -

1 mean the variegateil Vine, not V. heteinphylla
variej^ata, liut the \';irleL,'ated Grapa Vine. 1 saw it

once at Mr. Cooke's when he lived at The Kerii.s

<iueen'» Gate, hut I have not seen it since. I think
it was also grown by Mr. Salter, of Hannnersniith, in

his great collection of varieg.iteii ])Iants. As far as 1

can recollect it was a gitlden varit-j^ati^m, distinct and
h.andsonie.

—

Hknuv X. ICi.r.M'dMnK, DiVon ViairiKjc

The Firs. —The woril l"ii- \< },'enerally very-

loosely ai)plied, as it is alinu.st an every-d ^y occurrence
ti) hear I lie most of the connnon Conifers spoken of

under I his name With most jieojilt; the Larch and
the Scotch are Fii's, as well as the Spruce and Silver
Kirs. I do not know that it has been clearly deter-
mined how far the term may ])ropcrly be applied.
For [iractical purposes it matters little, so long as it is

understood what trees are indicated ; still it would be
interesting if some clear dividing line was established.

Loudon includes both Abies and Picea, and this

would probably be the most popular limit to the
term Fir.

—

.T.

The two Catalpas. — We always protested
against the specific use of hardy Catalpa to the C.
speciosa as distiuguished from C. bignonioides, be-
cause the latter is quite as hardy as most North
American forest trees are. C. speciosa might pos.'-ihly

be hardier, but that did not warrant the impulation
that (.'. bignonioides, or the Eastern Catalpa, was not
hardy in any fair accejitation of the term. P>ut it

turns out that C. spee'osa is not more hanly than the
older specits. " Tne Bulletin No. 7 of the Agricul-
tural College of Michigan" says: "The two Catalpas,
C. speciosa and C. bignonioides, are about equally
hardy. Both suffer considerably, and appear to he
unreliable. As C'. speciosa has not been recognised
as distinct from the older species until quite recently,

the leading distinction between the two may he
giien. C. speciosa—tree tall, a straight grower;
leaves sofily downy, inodorous; flowers 2 inches
across, nearly white, the lower lobe notched ;

pods
stout and long {li inches in circumferenceV C. big-

nonioides—tree lower, diffuse in growth; lea\es
smooth, or nearly so, giving a disagreeable otiour

when touched ; tiower< smaller, dingy, the lower lip

entire; pods more slender. Teas' Japan Hybrid
Catalpa is not hanly." Anl of its climate it says:

"The climate of Lansing appears to be uncommonly
severe for this latitude (43" nearly) in Michigan.
Last winter the mercury sank 32°, and many times in

quick succession it was below minus twenty. That,
however, was an unusually rigorous winter. More-
ovtr, tile college grounds lie in an open and exposed
country, and the winter winds are very destructive.

It is only the hardiest plants which can endure long."

Gardeners 3fo/Ith/y.

Hydrangeas as lawn shrubs.—The Hydran-
gea pilanted out may not be altogether a scarce plant
in gardens, but it is scarcer than it should be, for few
flowering shrubs last so long in bloom or are so effec-

tive when in that condition. It may not jierhaps be
suitaVile for exposed posii ions in the northern counties,

as it cannot be said to hi (piite hardy; but, seeing

tliat it lives for many years in sheltered corners in

the neighbourhood of London, it is clear that it is

hardier than many imag'ne. Here in Somerset it

has endured 26° of frost in a position fully exposed
to the north-fast wind, and has not been seriously

injured. We have plants of it struck from cuttings

Bfteen years .ago th.at are now 12 yards in circum-
ference, and during the autumn they had hundreds of

heads of flowers U2:)on them, and many of the'heads
so large that they would not go i to a gallon measure.

I should add, however, that our soil seems to suit

them better than some others nia^' do. It is a sandy
loam and moderately deep, resting on the red sand-

stone. Tile plants to which 1 allude are standing on
gra=s, and have plenty of room on ixll sides in which
to develop themselves. They commence to flower in

August, and invariably last in good condition until

the end of November. In one pirt of the pleasure

grounds the flowers come (piite blue, while the others

retain their normal pink colour. Our pl.ants give us

no trouble in the way of cultivation. The old flower

heads are cut off as st^on as they fade, which is all

the attention they require. I may add that the

flower-heads are larger in a moderately damp smnnier
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than in a dry one, like the past. This shows that

the roots lilce a fair amount of moisture while in

active growth, and those who may wish to have

specimeiis of Hydrangeas in the best condition may
make a note of thi.s fact.—J. C. C, Taunton,

Cutting down overgrown sh.rubs.—For the

most part these are best attended to in March, es-

pecially all tender or partially tender ones, such as

Laurels, Laurustimis, and Bajs. But very hardy
kinds, such as common Yew, Bo.x, and Rhododendrons,
may be cut back now without injury, though I should

not advise the work to be done iu frosty weather. I

do not know any plant or tree which submils to having
its branches cut at any and all seasons so well as the

common Yew. Some years ago, in m.aking some
alterations, it v as necessary to make a new path
wliere the overhanging branches of some Yew trees

were much in the way. The branches were sawn off

—

in fact, some of them were cut quite back to the

stump—and the next season the old stumps were
covered with young growth ; and now, unless one
looks closely into them one cannot see that any am-
putations have ever taken place, so dense is the gi'owth.

I mention this to show that old straggling trees and
shrubs may b3 cut b.ack without any fear of their

Dot breaking and making handsomer trees than they
were before. Lilacs and all deciduous trees and
shrubs that may need such attention may be cut back
now. When such work is delayed till spring, often

iu the pressure of other matters, it is imperfectly done
or still further delayed.—E. Hobday.

NOTES OF THE WEEK.

National Chrysanthemum Society.—This
Society proposes to hold a show of late Chrysanthe-
mums at the Westminster Aquarium next Wedues
day. Prizes are otfered for incurved Japanese
varieties and collections of others. It will be
interesting to sea which are the best late sorts.

Narcissus pallidus praecox.

—

I herewith send
you my tirst lilofin of N. pallitlus prsecox. I have a

great j>romi«e of bloom this spring; a week hence I

shall ha\'e hosts of it. The Irish N. spuriu.s is neck
and neck with X. pallidus prjecox. The bloom sent

is from the open air. Snowdrops and Primroses are

well in flower here.—W. B. Haktland, Cork.

Aspisia epidendroides.—This is not a very
showy Orchid, but desii-able on account of the flowers

being sweetly scented. It differs somewhat from A.
lunata, but tlie flowers are about the same size as

those of that species. The sepals are whitish and
the lip white and purplish-violet. It is a BraziUan
plant, and is now in bloom in Mr. Measures' garden
at Cambridge Lodge, Camberwell.

Veronica Villa d'Hyeres.— I send you a

flow-ering spray of the only crimson Veronica Ville

d'Hyeres that has stood 9^ of frost without injury to

the flowers. Other varieties have ceased to flower in

consequence, b>it this, though paler in colour, is still

useful to mix with other hardy flowers, such as

Christmas Koses. Crocus Imperati today ha.s burst
its first flower-sheath, and with another day's sun-

shine will be open—the first flower of the new year.—Edwaiui H. WdoD.vLL, Scarborourjh.

Jasminum gracillimum.— I send you some
spraj's of Jasaiinum gracillimum in the endeavour to
show you, however faintly, the beauty of this winter-
flowering stove Jessamine. If only the flowers did not
drop so readily, it would be the " ne plus ultra " of

stove climbers, for it is hardly ever a month without
bloom, and all winter is one mass of white.—E. H.
WOOIIALL.

Phalsenopsis grandiflora.—Fhnvers of a
wonderfully tine variety of this li>vely Orchid have
been sent to us by Mr. Eden from Lord Stradbroke's

garden at Henham Hall. They measure just 4 inches
across, and the lateral sepals are no less than IJ
inches broad ; they therefore meet the outer sepals

and form a bloom of unusual compactness. Thtre is

a great difference in the size of the blooms in the
various forms <;if this Orchid, b:it we have never seen
a finer variety than this is. Mr. Eden also sends a
curious flower of Eucharis auiaznni'-a, two blooms
being ajiparently fused into one.

Odontoglossum adspersum.—There is a quiet

beauty about this new species that renders it ex-

tremely pleasing, especially when seen in company
with its biighter-hued relative, O. llotsi ; then the

soft canary colour of its side petals and the snowy

whiteness of its heart-shaped labellum are made
more conspicuous. There seems to be no doubt that

0. adspersum is a cross between O. Rossi majus and
O. maculatum ; it partakes of the colour of one and

the growth of the other. A fine specimen of it,

together with some fine forms of 0. Rossi majus,

have been sent to us by Mr. Measures, of Camberwell.

He also sends a bloom of the true 0. maculatum
Donnianum, which may be at once recognised from

the type by its larger flowers, and particularly by the

lateral sepals, which are much broader than usual.

The lip is much paler, being but sparsely spotted with

chocolate on a canary-yellow ground.

Tecophylsea cyanocrocus Leichtlini. —
On the 1st of J.anuary this e.xcpiisite little flower

with such an unwieldy name opened its first blooms.

Three are now fully expanded ; the darkest is of quite

as dark and glowing a blue as Gentiana verna, only

a great deal more of it. The palest of the three is

almost white in the centre, and shades through sky

blue into a bright full blue at the edge ; and the

third is midway between them, a full blue in the

centre shading into deep Gentian blue at the edge.

There are other blooms to follow. There is not a

sign or symptom of mauve or red iu the colour, but

a true pure blue. The bulbs were planted in rich,

but gritty soil, and have been kept in a cold frame

until the frost came, when they were moved into an

unheated greenhouse and kept rather dry. A pot of it

containing eight or ten blooms stood between two

pots of Triteleia uniflora would be a sight worth going

far to see.—W. Wilks, HhirUy Vicaroye.

Cyclamen ibericum, known in gardens as

C. vernum and C. Couni var. vernum, is floweiing

before its usual time this year, but it is none tlic less

welcome, as it is almos-t the only spring flower that

we have in tlie garden at present, except Christmas

Roses. It is nearly allied to C. Coum, from whicli it

is readily distinguished by its small o\al-orbicu)ar

leaves being distinctly marbled with white, and also

by its bright red flowers having a purple blotch at

the base of each petal. It is a little gem as seen at

present, with its charming flowers peeping through

the foliage as if afraid of being seen. This seems to

have been the plant taken in hand and hybridised by
the late Mr. Atkins, of Painswick, the result of

which we see in the many fine varieties raised and
distributed by him, Atkinsi especially being particu-

larly handsome. This last has large pure white

flowers, with a bright purple blotch or spot at the

base. None of the spring Cyclamens are at all diffi-

cult to manage. We grow them in a partly shady,

well- sheltered spot, and, with the exception of an
autumn top-dressing, they are never disturbed.

Crassula lactea.—Flowering in mid -winter in a

warm greenhouse after having been grown in an airy

unshaded house all summer, this comparatively un-

known plant proves itself useful, and is worth grow-

ing largely, not only for the decoration of the

conservatory, but also to supply cut flowers. It

forms a compact tuft of about a score branches, all

under 6 inches in height, and clothed with closely

arranged, fleshy, boat-shaped leaves, 1\ inches long by
three-quarters of an inch wide. Each branch bears in

winter an erect branching panicle of snow-whiteflowers,

like little stars, placed thickly together, so as to present

a pyramidal bunch 4 inches or 6 inches high and about

3 inches wide. The purity of the flowers, their

lasting qualities, and their graceful arrangement on
the stalks are such as should render them of great

value for Christmas decorations, and we feel certain

that very few gardeners would pass as unworthy
attention the handsome little specimen of this plant

now to be seen in flower in the succulent house at

Kew. It will be seen from the description of this

species that it differs widely from C. jasminea,

another pure white-flowered kind, and from such

well-known useful species as C. coccinea, C. falcata,

&c. The genus is a large and very variable cuic, a

fine CLillection of representative kinds, many of tliem

exceedingly curious, being CTiltivated at Kew. Perhaps

the two most remarkable kinds tliere are C. nult'iplex

and C. pyramidalis.

Strobilanthes coloratue.—This is a new addi-

tion to garden Acanthads, and one of the most grace-

ful of the cultivated kinds of Strobilanthes. It forms
a little herbaceous shrub about \h feet higi), copiously

branched, the branches nearly ecpial in length and
clothed with large ovate opposite leaves, some of them
6 inches long by 4 inches wide; the margins toothed,

the upper surface shining olive-green and smooth, the
under side a deep claret colour. The flowers are in

terminal racemes, the stalks of which are graceful
and hair-like, and bear numerous flowers of a pale

violet colour. In form these flowers are funnel-

shaped, 1 .i inches long, three-quarters of an inch wide at

the mouth, and the inside beautifully barred with red.

The species in gardens nearest to this is S. Sabini-

anus, which, however, is not nearly so graceful in

habit nor so fine in foliage. Both these species are

now in flower at Kew, the fonner being an introduc-

tion from Assam. The genus is common in India,

where many of the si>ecies are plentiful enough to be
called weeds. Some of the kinds have the strange habit

of growing into large shrubs before flowering, after

which they die. At Kew there are several of these now
grown into handsome little bushes, and their flower-

ing is looked forward to with much interest. Is it

generally known that S. isophylla is one of the most
acconunodating of stove plants, forming a globe-shaped

Willow-like bush, and flowering freely every year

under the most ordinar}' treatment?

Heliotrope 'White Lady.—This I take to be the

best light-coloured Heliotrope in cultivation, especially

for winter blooming, for iu a warm house at this sea-

son it flowers most profusel}', and its blossoms are

very fragrant. The individual heads of bloom are

large, but not white, as the name would lead one to

suppose ; on the contrary, they are rather a kind of

pale mauve. For supplying cut flowers Heliotropes

are by no means so much grown as they should be.

If planted out they yield a large supply of blooms
throughout the year, and most people are fond of

their perfume. Apliides are about the only insects

that trouble them, and they are easily kept down by
occasional fumigation. At the same time it must be

borne in mind that the jomig foliage of the Helio-

trope is easily scorched, for which reason funngation

must not be too severe. A good companicni to the

Heliotrope just named is President Garfield, a kind

with dark-coloured flowers, these two being all that

are needed for supplying cut bloom.— Alph.v.

QUESTIONh.

5447.—The Buckland "yew.—Can you or any of your
readers inform me if the celebrated Buckland Yew, trans-

planted some five or six years ago by Mr. Barron, has taken
kindly to its new home ?

—

Taxus.

6448.—Cool-house 'Vines. — I am erecting a vinery

about 30 feet li'ug. 1 du ni>t projjoso using beat, .as it is iu a

very warm position. Will .sume Vine grower kindly tell me
the' best .sorts of Vines to plant, and how many I should put
in?—R. T. S.

LATE NOTES.

Freesias.—In the pamgniph about these (p. 11 there is

a clerical oiTor wbicb had better be coirected. It is the

substitution of "wasting" for "roasting." I am afraid my
writing was in fault.—A. Rawson.

Tropeeolum Deckerianum and T. azureum.—If

"A. D." will read my iH'te on tlie litter iu cunueetiun with tho

article to which it referred in a recent is.sue of The Gardes,
he will find that I did not refer to T. Deckerianum, but to a

I>lant not mentioned by name which wa.s described as a btuc-

rtowercd Tropjenlum, and refciTcd to incidentally with other

species. The two kinds are mutually very distinct.

—

R. Irwin Lynch.

Names of plants—it. i:.—Ruscus hypophyUus. •

ir. .N'.— 1, Adiantum cnncinnum : 2, Selaginella Mertensi ; 3,

\diantiuu macroplivUum ; 4, Adiantum hispidulum. S.

CV/jii/if<r.--Zygopetalum JIack,ayi. R. 6. G. /I.—Abies

nigi-a (Black Spruce). The peculiar growth sent seems to be

that of an ELm root, the growth of which has been arrested,

the result being the production of numbers of what are

called adventitious buds. It it not an uncommon occurrence.

Names of Grasses next week. II'. Smlt.—l, Retiuospora

phmiosa ; 2, Libocedrus docurrens; 3, Retino-spora ericoidcs ;

4, Thuja occideiUalis. II'. /".—Billbergia thyrsoide.1.

Name of fruit,— H'. i\^.—Apparently Vicar of Wink-

flcld.
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NOTES.
The timber tradk.—Oak pcilt-s from 1 fuot,

cuhic contents, up to 10 feet, di'livc-red in Mau-
cliestfv, from near Mold, in Wales, at 2Gs. per
tun of 40 feet, does not indicate jr^eat profits
for the merchant, and hardly anything at all

lor the glower; but that was the'hgure quoted
last week to one of the metal works in Man-
chester. Larch is in rather lielter demand, and
those growers who own i)lantations near rail-

\\-ays have reason to congratiilale themselves;
but out-(jf-the-way stocks cannot Ije disposed of
at ])r<)6table prices. Foreign supplies and low
Irelghts have operated disastrously on the hcune
Irade, and those who contemplate sales will be
glad to learn that the stores of Fir and Oak
at the German ports are only moderate this
year. Even the foreigners have begun to find
prices too low in this country, and, according
to the Timber Tnides Repnk, much of the
timber intended for sale has not left the forests
yet, nor won't do, unless the revival comes,
which is expected. It would almost appear,
how ever, that, short of giving it awav for nothing,
owners of some kinds of timber in England can-
not compete against the foreign supply, except
in special cases. There is a tendency in the
colliery districts to take less and less English
tiiiiber. Some collieries we know of use none,
although the landlord from whom the coal-pits
are let has timber grdwing ab(jve the coal close
to the jiits that he would be glad to di-pose of at a
pi ice that would just leave a margin of profit if

he could. Ash, as a timber merchant observed to
us the other day, is the one thing that can be
readily sold at the pre.sept time at fair prices,
and Sycamore is good to get rid of also.

Timber GROWTH -TALL i: short trees.— If I

understand- the remarks of "Forester" correctly
(p. 66(5; on the subject of leaf area in its relation
to the production of timber in a tree. I would
say that his physiology is bad. There can be no
more doubt about the amount of deposition of
tissue— z'.c, woody fibre or timber—depending
upou the area of the leafage or quantifvof branchc's
exposed to tlie light and air than there can be
about the correctness of any well- ascertained
scientific truth. There is, indeed, nothing better
prnvul in vegetable physiology than the fact that
the thickness of the trunk ami branches is always
exactly in proportion h> the leafage, and tlie secret
tile forester has to learn is the best way to
utdise tliat force fur the production of good
tiniler. If actual bulk of contents in timber
was the only ol.ject, irrespective of qualitv and
shaj.e, then the best way to grow a timber tree
would be to plant it in the open field, where it
had room to spread on all sides, as large-topped
park trees invariably produce the largest luilk of
timber, thick and small; but to have the tree
straight and shapely, with the bulk of the timber
in its tiunk, the top must be sacrificed to a
ceitain extent, and the loss of timber caused
thereby found by gi'owing more trees to the
sjiace. For example, perhaps twenty straight and
t:dl Beeches or Ashes might be grown on the
sjiace one large-topped tree would occupy.

Tree planting of the past.—It is probable,
as -'T. B." states, that I am " unable to grasp this
malt, r;'' but I am under no misapprehension
as regards his words which referred to such
"gland old trees" as those at Hatfield, where
the grand trees are Oaks that, as history tells
us were ancient in Queen Elizabeth's time, and
which aflbrd no indication of the character of
tree planting in the past whatever, whilem jilaces where straight lines and other formal

methods (if plaining do indicate the hand of
man, iho evidence simply goes to show a
beginning of the art. It api)ears that I " con-
fiised " "T. B.'s'' remarks on tree ]ilanting with
" forestry,'' and the onlv replv I have to make is

that "T. B." in his first paj.crr left the reader in
doubt as to whether his " planting in the past"
referred to utility, or ornanient, or both; but
the general imjire^sion he conveyed was that he
deemed the planters of the ancient Oaks at Hat-
field and elsewhere a thousand years ago par-
ticularly wise foresters, and that lie grouped these
ancients and planters of Loudon's periocl all under
one heail. He says his words obviously meant
trees "that show in a way that cannot be mis-
taken that they have been ]danted." Granted,
will he then specify the remarkable examples of
skill and taste which he leaves us to infer lie saw
at Hatfield that belonged to the distant past; As
I indicated before, no evidence, either written or
practical, exists showing that tree planting was
understood in this country in the distant past.
When planting did liegin, there appears to have
Ijeen a rush at it among landowners, but, judging
from the e\-idence seen everywhere, it looks as i?
it had often been done at random.

YORKSHIRESIAX.

Mould in timbe-.—In cutting up trees in damp
warm weather, small black inl^y spots make their
appearance here and there on the deals after a shower
of rain or even a close heavy in-'st, and as these spots
increase in size with great rapidity if means are not
taken to dry the wood and expel the sap, the timber
will soon become unfit for purposes wlure strength,
durability, and efficiency are rerpiirtd. Tins shows
the necessity of felling timber during winter, and
Pine timber that is not cut up at once should have
the bark removed in order to lessen tlie risk of insects
and fungi finding a lodgment in it. In order to
season timber properly, after being cut up, and lessen
pernicious fungus attacks it should be kept dry, so
that it is necessary to have a shed for that purpose in
connection with sawmills. Such a shed sliould be
open at the sides to admit a free current of air to t'ry
the wood, and roofed over the top to keep it dry from
above. By this means the drying process will not
only be facilitated, but the woiid lias a bettir colour,
.ind free of spot or blemish of any kind; consequently
it is increased in value. This is a point in forestry
and wood management wliich, I think, has been by
far too much neglected or overlooked. As a "eneral
rule, timber when cut up is placed outside to (fry and
season without any covering whatever, and "bein"
occasionally wui and dry alternately, it is thus a
suitable place for fungi spores to lodge and lay the
foundation for decay.— .T. 15. W.

Measuring rate of tree growth.—A variety
of methods liave from time to time been devised for
testing the rate of growth of trees in jilantations.
Some advocate the setting aside a plot in scane part of
the area, the trees being marked and numbered, so that
the measurements may be periodically taken at exactly
the same height. This, so far as it goes, is very good,
but to be of any real value I take it that the selection
of a plot of laud in any part of the plantation should
not be adopted. In the tame enclosure the soil, situa-
tion, and consecpiently rate of growth, will so vary,
that fixing upon any particular- spot, however well
chosen, will more or less vitiate the result. Whether
measurements taken in this waj', be tirey arranged as
carefully a,t is possible, are ever entirely satisfactory,
is somewhat doubtful ; but to gain figures giving the
nearest approach to truth it would be infinitely more
reasonable to select and mark a few trees here and
there and under as diver.^e conditions as can be noted.
It nmst not, however, be overlooked that even when
data is collected in this way it must not be .slavishly
followed, as if the ciifftrences appear to be abnormal,
the causes must be carefully sought after. For fixing
the exact spot at which the annual or biennial mea
surtments have to be taken there is probably nothing
better than paint ; but the pl.an of daubing rings of
white pa-ut round trees, esjiecially where' they are

likely to take the eye, is an excessively ugly one, and
one for which tliere is no necessity. If a colour web
used very nuicli nearer that of the I ark of the tree,

but sufficiently distinct to lie seen wht-'U it was closely

approached, every purpose wtjuld be au^weIed, and it

may either be made a narrow ling, or a series of marks
with intervals between. 'J he wny in which the trees

are numbered will in some measure depend upem their

character, or rather th.at of their outer bark. Where
this is smooth, small letters or figures in j)aint will

answer tie purpose, alwai s, of course, on the side most
hidden from ger,eral view ; but when the bark is rough
—as, for instance, with the Larch —this jilan will not
answer well without removing the Ijarlc, and here, on
account of its re.-inons natnr'-, a elifticulty presents
itself to m.irking on the wood or the inner I ark. In
the case of tree-^ like the Elm, I ha\"e known where a
portion of the bark has been remo\eel by choppirg,
and pencil marks which have been made on the bare
space have remained legible for years. With resinous
trees this would not follow, and some other means of

recognition must be adojited. For this purpose it has
been advised that a superficial incision something of

the nature of a dovetail should be made in the tree,

and a small hoard nr laljel inserted. This is not a
bad arrangement, but it is e[Utstionable whether a
small plug of t)ak or some other hard wooei wenild not
fix the label equally well. In either ca.se the amount
of labour would be much t! e same.—D. J. Y.

MARKING TIMBER FOR .SALE.

The bu.siness of selecting and marking timber
when a fall has been determined on is a re-

sponsible one, as not only has the question of
wliich trees are rea<Iy feu- the axe, or will make
the most in the market, to be considered, but in
many instances their value in the landscape. For
these rea.sons the selection of timber ior felling

should not be left to unskilled men, but, when
circumstances admit, .should lie peifoiined by the
owner himself, or a competent deputy wdio well
understands his work, and also the owner's
general views. The way in which it is set about
will depiend upon the way in which it is intended
to pilace the timber in the market. If it has to

be felled by the proprietor's own men anel sub-
serpiently arranged ior .sale, little care need be
taken as to numbers of trees or their dimensions,
and the woik of selection can be carried on as
opportunity offers, so long as a sutticient number
is kept marked in front of the workmen. On
property which has an ornamental value this
plan of marking and felling is perhaps pi efer-

able to any other, as, as the work proceeds,
should it be desirable, the owner has the option
of inodilying some of his former decisions as to
any particular trees. That this revision of plan
will be necessary is more than probable, as the
effect of the reinnval of certain trees can never
be fully seen until the work has actually been
accomplished. The only drawback to this method
is the increased work it throws upon the pro-
prietru', as when it is decided to place the wood
upon the nuarket as it stands, all future work, of
course, falls on the ]iurchaser.

In respect to marking for sale in this way, in
most cases it will be iound easier to make' the
actual selection and marking and the valuation
two distinct operation.s. The first of these w-ill

consist in blazing the respiective trees, and in
taking account of their numbers and situations,
and tlie .second in as nearly as may be estimating
their contents and value.

When this has been satisfactorily done, either
of the three usual modes of sejlirg mav l.e

adopted. If by private treaty, a scl edule of the
numbers, kinds, and situations of the lieesmay
be handed to the merchant, and an ofl'er be
obtained Irom him. (U- with the schedule the
price which it is desired to lealise nuiy be "iveu
and if there is any divcr,-ity of views be inade
the b sis of subse(|uent negotiation. If tender
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be deemed the littter method, the si-hediile,

which, with tlie exception of naming the price,

as in the last case, will be the same, will be

forwarded to as many mercliants as may be likely

to come forward in competition for it. In cases

of auction, the arrangement of lots and the

v.iluation often falls upon the auctioneer, who,

however, of course, increases his charge propor-

tionately. With regard to tlio way in which the

bulk of timlier sliould be divided, mucli will

depend upon the local trade and recpiirements,

liiit, as a general rule, it will be found that by
tender, as by private treaty, it will be well to

divide the fall of trees into but few lots ; whilst

in .selling by auction, by dividing into a relatively

lai'ge number of lot.s, the chances are that a

better price will be obtained.

THINNING AND PRUNING.
'• Forestkr" gives an interesting account of an
e.vperiment Ijy one of the Dukes ot Portland, who
jilanted nine young Oak trees of four years'

growth on the site of an old sawpit in the centre

of a wood. Three were stripjied of their branches,

three were enclosed, and three were left un-
touched. The result was that the enchj.seJ trees

greatly outstripped the others, and at the time
the experiment was made public these trees were
ui'arly doulde the size of the others. Now, I

think it a pity that we are not told whether or

not these nine trees were all planted under
the tame conditions as regards .soil. If the en-

closed trees were planted on the loose friable soil

where the sawpit was tilled up, and the others
planleil upon ordinary soil that had only bt'cn

broken uj) by making a lule fer the jdaiit-^, this

dilfereiice in the soil would account for the dilTer-

cnce in the size of the trees, independent of the
shelter alforded by the euclosur. s; and, fuitlier,

trees planted in the centre of an old wood diil not
r^ Huire shelter, from which I'ircumstauce I am
strongly of opinion that soil had more to do with
the rapid growth of the tiees than the enclosures.

Had the trees l)eeu planted upon an exposed
hillside, wliere the conditions as regards soil and
exposure were eipial, it is natural to sujipofe that

the .shelter afhmled by the enclosures would have
be n beneficial in promoting the growth of the

trees enclos d. Trees that aie cramped for

want of space are ah\ays more or less drawn up,

but by the lime they reach maturity are less in

cidiical contents than such as have been allowed
space for their proper development, Ijut we are

not told about the cubic contents here, as it is only
height that is referred to.

With regard to pruning three of thf trees in

question, as the writer justly remarks, had they
been older and the brandies of a larger size, the
same results could not by any means have been
reckoned n])on. As regards tlie root ivom also,

the writer's views are sound and practical ; wlieii

he tells us that " before this can be decided it is

e-sential to know what really is sufhcient root
rvjom, and this is a thing which cannot by any
means be arbitrarily settled, as the class of soil,

iU constituents, and the trees most .suited to it

will have to be determ'neJ. In this lies the
whole gist of what and how to plant." The writer
further says he should liki' to see it clearly

explained how trees grow laster in ravines than
elsewhere, and in this his views exactly coincide
witli my own, namely, that as a general rule

str.iths and ravines have a deeper and richer

te.xtiire of sod than ground in the vicinity at a
higher elevation, and the reason of this is simple
and rational, as water and frost promote the dis-

integration of rocks on the Hanks and sumnnts
of hills, when the abraded particles are then

|

carried down by rain and mountain streams from

a higher to a lower level, and in its descent gets

gradually mixed with organic matter, so that the

soil in straths has been improved by mechanical

as well as chemical action.

The shelter atfordetl by hills has likewise a

Ijeneficial effect in promoting tree growth in

ravines, fine examples of which may be seen in

the natural forest, where the trees gradually get

less in size till they reach the summit, when they

then assume the size and shape of mere bushes.
" Forester's '' remarks with regard to thinning

out trees planted for nurses are well worthy of

being read and put in practice.

J. B. Webster.

THE CORSICAN PINE.

DLKiX(i the last ten or fifteen years the good

qualities of PinusLaricio havebecome betterknown
among foresters than hitherto, and it has been

planted out in great numbers ; indeed lately,

nurserymen have hardly Ijeen able to keep up a

stock of it equal to the demand. The cou.se-

quence is that it is diflScult to procure, at a

moderate price, good sized jdants of it well

rooted and fit to plant out. Possibly another

reason why it keeps scarce in the ti'ade is it being

a difficult" tree to transplant, and unless great

care and attention be given to it when moved in

the nursery lines large quantities of it often die.

It should ije moved in the nursery every year in

order to check its rapid top-growth and induce

the formation of fibrous roots. The sysiem I

adopt here is to buy Irom .5(100 to 10,000 tw(j-

year bedded seedlings every year, and grow

them on in oui' nursery in a light kindly soil

until they are fnjm ii feet tn 3 feet high. They
are shifted in the nur.sery lines every year until

they are finally phintnl out in the woods. By
following this plan I have always a good stock

with excellent vooU and moderate top-growth,

and the result is but few deaths. There is this

advantage, too : they are lifted one day and care-

fully heeled in and jdanted out the next; their

roots are not allowed to be expensed long enough
to the air to become dry. From much experi-

ence with Pinus Laricio, I have found it (piite

necessary, in order to ensure success, to use these

precautionary measures, or I am <iuite sure dis-

appiiintmeut and loss would be the le.sult.

We have planted out many thousanils iluring

the last six or eight years with the greatest

success; they are mostly planted in large ma.sses

on exposed situations, and where the soil is not

deemed good enough for the profitable growth

of hardwood.s. In such positions this Pine

flouri^hls, and I have no doubt that it will prove

successful in a pecuniary point of view.

Old Forester.

Preserving fences.—Afttr all that has been

aJv.aiiced in favour of other compounds, it ia very

doubtful for ordinary country work whether there is

is aoything handier, cheaper, or more effective than

common coal tar for coating fences and other wood
it is desired to protect from the effects of the weather.

Much, however, will depend on the way in whiih tliis

is used. To cover moist wood with this substance,

whether it proceeds from it? natural moisture or

atmospheric dampness, is very bad policy. To ensure

anything like success in the matter of durability the

wood to be operated upon must be as dry as possible.

Ihis, of course, is equally true ot paint, b\it it is of

tar we are now speaking. When the woodwork to

be coated is as dry as can be and the tar applied hot,

there need be little fear that it will fail ia its purpose.

The chief difficulty lies in the matter of posts at the

surface of the soil. Many plans have been tried to

overcome the decay which almost invariibly sets io

here first. Even here tar is valuable ; bat, ac.ordiug to

experiments which have been made to test the best

method of applying it, it appears that the most satis

factory results have been obtained whea the wood is

charred. As to the way in which this charring should
be effected, there seems to be scope for ingenuity. One
gentleman has tiled the plan of first covering the
extremities of the posts, which are set in the soil, and
then burning the tar off again. This, it is alleged,

makes a surface which will resist decay. If this is

so, the operation is simple and is worth trying. The
charring should be carried to some distance above
the ground level, and after the fence is erected the

whole of it above ground can be coated to make the

appearance uniform. The plan of first heating the

ends of the posts and then dipping them in boiling

tar is said to answer well.—Y.

Recording age of plantations.
—

'this is one
of the most important things in forest planting, ytt it

is genera'ly either neglected <ir imperfectly done. In-

formation which could be relied upon as to the dale
of planting of the mass of plantations in this country'

would now be especially valuable, yet very little such

exists. When merely recorded in books, there is no
wonder that wlien wanted the particulars are in most
cases missing, as it is not often that books of this

class pass from generation to generation intact. What
is wanted is some simple, yet durable, record in the

enclosure itself. This has been obtained at Earl

Spencer's place, near Northampton, by placing stents,

with the date <»f planting upon them, in the various

plantations. This, it appears, has been the practice

for the last century or two, and a more siuqde, yet

effective, plan it would be hard to find.—J.

HOME GROWN 1'. FOREIGN TIMBER.

The fact that builders and others persist in using

foreign tiudjer iu preference to that of home
growth for Imilding and other purposes .shows

how difficult it is to fight against prejudice or

established custom. In many ca^es where the

proprietor's woods are well stocked with excellent

timber of varicjus kinds which would be highly

suitable for building, his carpenter's yard is

stocked with foreign timber.

I noticed an excellent article recently on this

subject where the writer gives a brief, but

rational, summary of the ca-se as it stands at

present, and also throws out some common-sense

hints for the emancipation of the present .system,

all of which may be read with interest by estate

improvers and such as take an interest in rural

economj' generally.

I have cut up and prepareil tindjer of home
growth (Scotch Fir) for hiuise building—window
frames, doors, roofing, flooring, lathing, &c., and

I can see no reason why such timber should not

be used, more especially as it can in many cases

be had on the spot, or within a short distance

where it is wanted, and in u.sing it there can be

no doubt the proprietor is consulting his own
interest in the widest sense of the term, as he

is creating a market for his own stuff, where it

could be spared, for the improvement of his

in-operty and plantations, and that, too, without

incurring any expense in sending such stuff to a

distant market.

In one case the carpentry or joinery wojk was

done by contratt, and it was stipulated in the

agreement that wood was to be cut up and
supplied at the following prices, namely : Scant-

lino- and planking of different size--, at lOd. per

cubic foot ; 1- inch boarding, at 8s. 4d. per lOi t super-

ficial feet ; three-quarter-inch do., at (j.s.3d. per do.;

half-inch do , at 5s. fid. per do. ; and lathing, at

2s. (id. per do. In cases where building is con-

templated, and where home-grown timber is to

be used, it is a matter of much importance for

the stability of the work to have tlie wood

thoroughly seasoned, and in order to meet this

requirement, it had better be cut up and per-

fectlv dried before the building is commenced, iu

order to render it efiieiont in this respect, nioie
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especially tlie timber tliiit is to \>e used for making
doors, windows, tJooring, &e. Lathing', however,
may lie cut up and used immediately without
seasoiiinj;, and may even he prepared from young
trees lliat have not matured their timber, as it is

I'ound that the lime plaster keeps the wood safe

and sound for an indefinite period of time.

A great deal has been saiil and written aj^'ainst

the quality of Fir timber of home growth as com-
]iared to that of foreign Ljrowth, and this arises

in a great measure from the fact that the timber
of home growth has in many cases been used
before the latter was thoroughly matured ; hence,
one of the princi|ial prejudices against its use

;

but in all cases where the trees used have been
]iroperly niatuied and the wood thoroughly
SI asoned, T have found the merits of the Scotch
Fir to be of a high order indeed, and capable of

being used ei[ually as well as the best foreign

Pine in all cases where strength and durability
is requisite. Such being the case, the former
arguments are mere groundless assumptions, and
cannot be supported in any case where the timber
used has been equally well matured and seasoned.

J. B. Webmer.

THE USE OF HOME-GROWN TIMBER.
The abuse of home-grown timber in its applica-
tion to farm buildings having led the Enclosure
Commissioners of England and Wales to state in
their memorandum of instructions to peisons
using the powers of the Improvement Acts,
that "in all cases where Fir timber is used, that
obtained from Memel or Norway, and flattens

fronr Dram, St. Petersburg, or other Norway or
Baltic ports, is to be preferred," the importance
ol their recent decision with respect to home-
grown lindjer, after it has been prepared by
being steeped in a solution of lime, cannot be
overrated

; inasmuch as, not only may the cost
of farm buildings be reduced by its' judicious
employment, but the growth of suitafde timber
on soils which might otherwise remain unpro-
ductive will be encouraged. Thus, two branches
of estate improvement greatly affecting the in-
terests of landowners may be advantageously
promoted.

In the month of March, 1867 (says a writer in
the Royal Agricultural Society's journal), Mr.
Buiton Borough, of C'hetwynd Park, near New-
port, Salop, ajiplied to the General Land Drainage
and Improvement Comjiany for the use of the
powers of their Act in tlie erection of certain
[aim buildings and carrying out certain other
improvements, at the same time expressing his
intention of using the Fir timber grown "upon
his estate where it could be profitably applied,
and desiring an investigation into the "system he
was then adopting of steeping the timber he
used, after it had been sawn by steam machinery
to the proper .scantlings, in a solution of lime.
An investigation of the jirocess satisfied my
fatlier, acting on behalf of the company, that the
oliject was not only desirable in this particular
instance, but that it might be found advan-
t.-igeous in the majority of cases where suitable
timber was growing on estates. For many years
the proce.ss of soaking Fir timber of mature
growth in a solution of lime had been adopted
I lU the C'hetwynd e.state, and specimens of timbers
useil in the roofs of buildings upwards of a
ipiarter of a century ago, exhibiting an absence
of all decay from fungoid action or animal de-
struction, having been laid before the Enclosure
Commissioners, they intimated their disposition
to accept with equal- readiness home-grown
timber so prepared, or foreign limber as ordi-
narily used, if the trees selec"ted for the purpose
appeared suitable and of sutlicient age to their

nspector, Mr. C. Selby Bigge. We have long

Ijeen in want of a cheap and generally ajijilicalile

mode of rendering timber more duralile, either

by expelling the saj) and tilling up the pores of

the wood with sub.stances of a less changeable

and destructive nature, or liy so neutralising the

effect of the sap and altering its character as to

produce the same result. Sap, it is well known,
is the first and most powerful cause of decay in

timber, tince the fermentation of its alliuminous

comiiounds is the cause of the production of

cryptoganiic or fungoid vegetation and the deposit

of the eggs of zylophagous insects. Sa|), also, is the

primary cause of dry rot, for it is the putrefactive

fermentation of sap which alfects in the first

instance the woody fibre, and, inducing <lecom-

position, causes that entire destruction of the

whole substance of the timber which too often

brings about the worst results.

Many methods of preventing these evils or

arresting the progress of decay have been pro-

jiosed. Some of them ha\'e for their object the
destruction or evaporation of the sap, and the

consequent closing up or hardening of ihe woody
fibre. Others are designed to attain the same
result by the destruction of the albuminous
constituents of the sap, or by forming insoluble

precipitates with metallic salts. To attain the
fir.st of these objects, viz., the destruction or

evaporation of the sap, heat obviou.sly is the
readiest agent, and from the eai'liest ages it has
been a common practice to char the ends of

timbers intended to be exposed to the action of

damp or alternation of temjierature. Several
improvements upon this expedient have been
proposed. Amongst others, I may mention the

process of smoking timber in a drying-stove,

recommended by a French authority named
Guilbert. The processes, too, of preventing
decay by the total expulsion of the sa]i, and liy

the "neutralisition of its properties, have had
many exponents. Amongst others, I may espe-

cially refer to Mr. Kyan, who may be regai'ded

as tiie pioneer of the theory of injection, and
whose method of injecting chloride of mercury
is distinguished by his name. Burnett's system
of injecting chloride of zinc, Lege and Pironette's

system of injecting sulphate of copper, Mr.
Payne's preparation by injecting sulphate of

iron and muriate of lime, and Mr. Bethell's

process of creosoting are all methods of similar

character, though employing different agents, the

inventors of which follow the .same princijile as

that adopted by Mr. Kyan. Mr. Clift, in

describing Bethell's creosoting process, uses these

words, which clearly represent the effect intended
and produced. He says: "When injected into a

piece of wood the creosote coagulates the alliu-

men, and thus prevents putrefactive decom]>osi-

tion, and the bituminous oils entering the whole
of the cajiillary tubes encase the woody fibre as

with a shield, and close up the whole of the

pores so as to entirely exclude lioth water and air.

These bituminous oils, being insoluble in water
and unafl'ected by air, render the process uni-

versally applicable." I quote these words because

they fitly describe the effect aimed at by the

process of injection, viz., the ]ireservation of

wood when exposed to the inffuence of the

weather.

The immer.sion of wood in a solution of lime
renders it, \>y the cheap and simple process of

absorption, equally durable when used above
ground and under shelter, and will be found
worth equal attention. That timber, when im-
mersed for a .short time in a solution of lime,

undergoes much the same chemical changes as

when subjected to the action of metallic agents

or to the process of creo.sotiug.

Lime, like corrosive sublimate, precipitates

albu[uinous matters, and renders them inactive

Hence it is laigidy imploycd by sugar-boilers

for the purpose of removing such matters from
the juice of sugar-cane. For the same leason

it ajipears to me well adapted to neutralise and
render inactive the soluble alliuminous matters

in timber, and thereby to juotect it against

decay. 1 may mention further that wood im-
mersed for .some days in lime-water takes up
lime in the shape of a perfect solution, as caustic

lime. On subsequent exposuie of the wood to

the air, the excess of lime which remains in the

wood alter the prccijiitation of the albuminous
compounds gradually absorbs caibonic acid, and
the woody fibre throughout the wdiole mass of

the wood liecomes coated with insoluble carbon-

ate of lime. To some extent the interstices of

the timber become filled with carbonate of lime,

and tlie wood to some extent is mineralised,

wliich strikes me is an additional recommenda-
tion of the lime process of protecting timber

against decay. Such is the chendcal view of the

question.

Pits or ponds may be constnicted, varying in

size and position with the locality in which they

are maile and the quantity of timlier to be

soaked. The simpler their character the more
profitable their use. A common pond, from
which cattle can be excluded, is perhaps the

best soaking tank that can be adopted. All that

is essential is to have depth and size sufficient

to steep and hold timber of all characters and
dimensions that may be required upon the estate,

and it is unnece.s.sary to say that a little outlay in

the first instance to make the tank sufiiciently

commodious may be a means of saving in the

end. Having secured a good suiqdy of water in

the tank, the next point is to immer.se in it a

sulficient quantity of lime to salisfj' the water,

that is, to feed it with all it is capable of absorb-

ing and retaining—thus, in fact, impregnating
the water completely with lime. To render this

intelligilile, we will assume that it is intended to

make it a steeping tank or pond 50 feet long and
20 feet wide ; this, if filled with water 6 feet deep,

will contain 37,.500 gallons. As it recpiires only

88 grains of chalk or stone lime to impregnate
1 gallon of water, 46 lbs. of lime will satisfy this

quantity of water if equally distributed through
its bulk ; but as it is better to make sure of uni-

form effect, such a quantity should be used as

will cover the bottom of the pond. It will not

require many bushels to do this, and the mixture
should be renewed at discretion as the pond
receives fresh water.

It is needless to observe that it is not advi.sable

to use young Iree.^ even though llity may have
grown rapidly and attained a size beyond their

age. Forty years would probalily be found to

be the earliest period of growth at which Fir

timber would be serviceable for use. Mr. Selby
in his book of •'British Forest Trees," p. 408,

thus speaks of wood of the Coniferse tribe :
" It

has also been used for roofing and other building
purposes with success, and found durable after

having undergone the process of steeping in

lime-water; this mode of protecting the fibre of

Scotch Fir sap-wood was first practised by Sir

J. Menteath, Bart., oi Closeburn, Dumfriesshire,
some fifty yeais ago, and he finds that sap-wood
which unprotected would not hiive lasted thirty

years, alter having been subjected to this treat-

ment, shows not the slightest .symptoms of decay
after having lieen put up more than forty years.

The solution is made by dissolving a small quan-
tity of quicklime in the water in wdiich the wood
is steeped, and in which it ought to remain for

ten days or a fortuiglit. Kyanising, or the solu-

tion of corrosive sublimate, would douljtless bo
equally, if not more, eH'eetive than the lime, but
more costly in itsiipplication."
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" This is an Art
Which does mend Nature : change it rather : but
The Art itself is Nature. "—S/ica-MjietiK.

SELF-SUPPORTING GARDENS.
OwiXd to the prevailinf? depression, owners of

i;arileiis in many instances timl it necessary to

curtail expenses, at least until affairs begin to

wear a brighter aspect, and therefore all of us

must study our employers' interests in this re-

spect, and, under the circumstances, do the Ijest

we can. After all, I think it will be found that

many gardens are really self-supporting, or, at

any rate, not profitless luxuries, that being easily

proved by keeping a strict account of all that is

produced" in the shape of flowers, fruits, and
vegetables for one year. Then, if due allowance

is made for the amount of work done in the

pleasure grounds and various other duties wliich

fall to the lot of gardeners to a much greater

extent than many are aware of, it will perhaps
Ije found that the balance will be in fa\'0UT of

the garden. Where, however, several men from
large places, and one or more from smaller ones,

are discharged without also a propoi'tionate re-

duction in the requirements, notalily in the form
of a complete change in the present style of

planting the flower garden, then I say that great

hardships will be inflicted on the gardener, and
unless he is allowed to charge the proper value

for every plant put out, he cannot possildy make
the garden self-supporting. Very few employers
are aware of the amount of work attending the

furnishing of large flower gardens, or it is doubtful

if some at least would think the "flame worth
the candle." During the \vhole of the winter

and spring months tlie greater poi'tion of the

room in various houses, pits, and frames is fully

occupied with plants that are to till the flower

garden beds for about four montlis, and which
many emplo3'er3 not unfrequently do not see till

they are past their liest. At least half the flower

beds in the country might safely be turfed over,

or else filled with plants that do not recjuire

much attention prejiaratory to planting time.

Then, instead of so much wasted time and sjiace

being devoted to, comparatively speaking, worth-

less bedding plants, proper attenlion could be paid

to the cultivation of fruits, flowers, and vegetables,

many of which, if need be, would usually find

read}' markets.

The BE.ST MARKETS.—Having had some rather

unexpected and undesired experience in making
the garden self-supporting, I am in a position

to point out what private gai'deners will find

most profitable to cultivate both for home use

and for sale, and my remarks ought also to meet
tlie cii.se of " Lincheu" (p. IG), who solicits infor-

mation on the subject. As a rule it is not
a Ivisable to study the reciuirements of the
liondon markets, as these are well and fully sup-

plied with nearly all kinds of fruit, flowers, and
\egetables. At any rate salesmen do not care to

ri'ceive such driblets as most private growers are

obliged to send, and it does not pay to send them
any great distance. At tiuies it is advisable to

send up boxes of choice flowers, i.e., when these

are usually scarce, and those who may have a

good surplus of choice fruit either very early or

very late in the season will also do well to try

Covent Garden. On the wdiole, however, the

grower should rather endeavour to find markets
nearer home, notalily in such towns a.s Man-
(hester, Liverpool, Birmingham, Noltingham,
Preston, Leeds, Bristol, or even much smaller

]daces, and when once the connection is esta-

blished and their wants ascertained, maintain as

far as possible a regular and even supply.

Cut fi.dwers.—It will be found that it is not

a few very choice flowers that will pay, few of

these ever realising half their actual value ; what

is wanted are large quantities of flowers that

ti'avel and keep well and which are serviceable

f(jr sprays, button-hole and hand bouquets. Tea

Boses are nearly always in demand, and as they

are perpetual flowering—a point always to be

considered when growing for market— they are

very profitable. So, also, are perpetual Carna-

tions, these being flowered more or less through-

out the winter and spring months under glass

and subsequently in the open, while beds of

seedling border s'orts yield very large quantities

of bloom. Semi-douVile zonal Pelargoniums

may be had in flower during the dullest quarters

of the year and sell well, while Bouvardias,

including the double-flowering sorts, are simply

indispensable. The old double white Primula

is one of the best of plants for supplying

unlimited supplies of cut blooms from November
till May, but the seedling semi-double.s, as well

as the single sorts, are of little real service.

Cinerarias, notably the double sorts and which

may also be raised from seed, sell well, and so

also ilo Cyclamen persicum, strong plants of

these yielding many dozens of blo(jms. There is

sometimes a demand for Poinsettia heads with

a good length of stem and foliage. Old jdants in

8-in. pots yield three or more good heads and

young ones in 5-inch pots one extra fine head,

and only require house room for a short period

of the year. Eucharises are always acceptable,

and it is hardly possible to grow too many of

them, and the same may be said of the more

cheaply grown Arum Lilies, the latter being in

good demand for church decoration. Steplianotis

sells readily early in the year and may be

grown over the Eucharise.'i, while Allamanda

Idooms also find favour, and are availal)le

from May till February. A few Gardenias

may be grown with advantage, and white Ca-

mellias also sell well at times. Semi-double

Indian Azaleas being the best travellers are pre-

ferred, but a few strong old plants of the old

white, for Easter time especially, are valuable.

It does not pay to buy Lilacs and other plants

for forcing, but if a few plants are available these

may be forced, l.)ut Lilacs are in most respects in-

ferior to the Staphylea colchica for forcing.

Spirpea japonica lifted in large batches fnim the

open ground and forced is profitable, and so

also is Lily of the Valley, but as a rule it does

not pay to purchase either roots of these or

Roman Hvacinths, Narcissi, or other Dutch

bulbs unless they can be had exceptionally cheap.

In the open ground Christmas Roses are very

profitable, these requiring glass protection only

wdien in bloom. Czar Violets in the open ground

and Marie Louise and Conite de Brazza m cold

frames and pits yield innumerable bunches of

blooms, which always "go oft'"' well. Roses,

Stocks, Asters, Dahlia.?, especially white Pom-
lions, Pinks, including Mrs. Sinkins and Migno-

nette, are all profitable at times, and some of the

earliest flowering Chrysanthemums are useful.

During some winters, including the present.

Chrysanthemums of all kinds are in demand, but

as a rule I'arly and late white varieties are the

most profitable. AVhere there is a large con-

servatory this should also be utilised, as it is

quite possible to cut many baskets of flowers in

such ]jlaces without any apparent disfigurement.

The best plants for walls and pillars are Camellias,

Heliotropes, semi-double zonal Pelargoniuins,

Cytisus racomosus, Abutilon Boule de Neige,

Marechal Niel, and other climbing Roses, white

and red Lapageria^, Bougainvillea glabra. Cle-

matis indivisa, and Plumbago capensis; whih'
bushy plants of the first fivi? named, either in

pots or planted out, are serviceable and ornamen-
tal in the body of the structure. Large ipuintities

of Chrysanthemums may either be flowered in

pots or lifted from the open ground and planted
in the conservatory borders. Fine-foliaged plants

must inevitably suft'er where gardens »re to be
self-supporting, and, much as it nu'y grieve culti-

\'ators, it may prove the best plan to at once

clear nut a considerable number of them, accord-

ing as the space is required for the more profitable

flowering plants.

Thk most profitable fruits.—It will be

seen that the majority of the plants just recom-
meniled will recpiire house room during the late

autumn, winter, and early spring months, and
this liberates, especially if lew or no bedding
plants are required, the houses for the purposes

of fruit and early vegetable culture. Tomatoes
a short time ago were the most profitable amongst
" catch crops,'' and though at the present time

these are much more extensively cultivated than
hitherto, there is yet sufficient demand to en-

couiage, still more to market them. Conse-
quently, a house may well be devoted to them,

or good crops may with a little contrivance be
grown in the various forcing houses. Cucumbers,
again, are not so profitahle as they were, but a
certain number may be grown with advantage,

summer crops in pits frequently proving very

remunerative, and the same remarks apply to

Melons. Really good Peaches and Nectarines

realise the best prices in London, as also do Figs,

and the two former especially may safely be

termed profitalile, tlie houses in wdiich they are

grown being also available for Chrysanthemums
in autumn. Grapes are frequently unsaleable,

especiallv during August ; those, therefore, who
study the markets as well as their employer's

table, should strive to have the earliest sorts ripe

during May or June, and the late sorts, which

ought to preponderate, in good condition during

November, December, and later if possible.

Muscat of Alexandria, if well grown, realises

the best prices, but these have not paid

nearly so well this winter as usual. Forced

Strawberries ripe, say, early in April and onwards,

the latest pickings jjeing from plants in sunny

pits and frames, jilanted out if possilde, usually

prove remunerative. Pine-apples are unprofitable

now-a-days, at least that is my experience, and I

hear of several growers who are clearing out their

plants. The houses in which they have been

grown are to be devoted in some instances to the

cultivation of other choice fruits for the market

It is middle-class buyers who have to be studied

principally, and they do not pay fancy prices for

anything. Soft hardy fruits, or those that travel

badly, should be sold near home, but selected

Peai-s, Apples, Plums, Apricots, and Peaches

usually realise good prices. Pears have been the

most profitable hardy fruit during the past

season, a friend of mine having got £(iO for his

surplus fruit.

Early vegetables.—These frequently pay as

well as anything I have grown. We force kidney

Beans extensiA-ely, but I should not do so if they

were not required for my employer's table, as the

surplus does not fetch good prices ; later crops of

them, however, in pits and on sunny liorders are

fairly remunerative. The same remarks apply to

Potatoes, and with these great (Quantities of

Wood's Frame and French Breakfast Radishes

are grown, the latter selling readily. Early

Carrots and Radishes are profitable crops for

frames, and so also are early Turnips. Turnips

are very scarce this winter, ami we shall feel safe

in sowing either Early Jlilan or Early Munich

under glass more extensively than usual. Two
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or three frames of Early Paris Market Lettuce

frec^uently f,'ive tjood return:^, ami now is tlie

tiinf to sow a pinch of seed. Earlj' Peas under
glass are not profitable, and I am not sure tliat

they pay for coddling on south liorders. Wil-
liam I. sown in the open, and closely followed by
several rows of Telegrapli or Telephone, yield

satisfactorily, and when the produce can l)e carted

to a neigliliotiring town, as in our case, tliey paj'

fairly well. Jlain-croji and late Peas are not
]iroti table, liut Scarlet Runners are. A good
lireadtli of Early Nantes Horn Carrot on a south
border, and Eaily Jlilan and Snowliall Turnips
on an east border, are paying crops, and good
beds of Asparagus still more so. Caulitiowers

are rather uncertain, but early Broccoli fre-

'[uently sells readily, wliile Brussels Sprouts are

always remunerative. Eaily Ashleaf Potatoes

oidy shoidd be sold from private gar<lens ; other

root crops are of uncertain value, though I ought
to excejit Onions, as these rarely fail to be profit-

able. Plenty of Seakale and Rhubarb for forcing

and successional cutting shomld be grown, and
Mushrooms maybe grown in the open air, sheds,

and cellars with advantage. Saladiug. notably

early and late Lettuces, Endive and Beet, tlie

latter in small quantities, find I'eady markets,

and Celery may safely be grown extensively.

Proprietors ot hotels are the best customers for

surplus garden ]iroduee. W. I.

NOTES ON RECENT NUMBERS.
Orn.\ment.\l Vines (p. 1).—I remenilier one
autumn being much struck with tlie beauty of a
Vine growing on an open wall, tlie foliage of

whicli was a rival for the time being to tlie most
brilliant Virginian Creeper in the neighbourhood.
'• Vitis foliis erubescentibus " it was significantly

labelled, and so much at least one was able to

see, but I have never found this name again
either in print or in a nurseiyman's garden, and
I do not suppose I shall ' A Vine may be a
beautiful thing, even though it bears no Grapes,

' and we scarcely see it to its best advantage "under
fruiting conditions" in a glass house in England
or on the liauks of tlie Rhine. It is strange,

willi all the number of beautiful climbers we
ha\-i-, how few are made use of for bold effects on
trees, and valuable wall space is monopolised bj'

coarse-growing things which might better be
devoted to more tender subjects. " H. P." has
done well to point out that, when a climber is

to be planted "against" a tree, it ought really to

be planted away from the stem and outside the
radius of the branches. It does not seem to be
generally known that there are two very distinct

varieties of the common Virginian Creeper ; the
one turns colour all over with the first frost to a
bright red, and sheds its leaves veiy soon after-

wards, almost before the other lias begun to

think of changing, which it does by degrees,

slowly, and bit by bit, giving a greater variety
of colour, and lingering with pardonable vanity
in the hopes of admiration. For an ett'ect witli

a Piuus austriacasueh as that described the former
would be the variety to use ; to cover a roof or
bare wall where it is seen by itself, the latter.

Abie.s Pinsapo (p. 2) has borne cones with us
fur the first ti'ue, which are now rapidly falling

to i)ieces. I wonder if any of your readers have
iiouced the very strong aromatic fragrance of

the juice in the seeds, something like a mixture
iif Tangerine Oranges and turpentine, very power-
ful, liut at the same time pleasant,' though
peculiar. The Pinsapo, like many others of the
Conifers, is apt, in this part of England, to
start into growth too soon in the spring, and,
consequently, is frecjuently getting a ]iincli of
the nose Ijy the frost, and, being essentially a
fnrnial growing tree, does not look well \\ith mor„

tlian one or no leader. This unliecoming haste

would no doubt be checked in trees farther north.

Tender plants (n. 8).—Many which at first

are not sufficiently nirdy to stand oui' climate

may, to a certain extent, be acclimatised by
being made to conform by degrees with our
seasons, as opposed to those of the country from
which they were lirought ; tliis may be effected

in some cases by special treatment of the plants

themselves, and in some cases by the delaying
or hastening of the sowing of seeds. Calla

icthiopica, for instance, has been taught, with
some trouble, to die down during the winter,

and to start into growth in the spring instead
of the autumn, as it had previcjusly been accus-

tomed to do, and I am in hopes that after a

time its offsets may be found to have changed
permanently their routine of growth to corre-

spond with our seasons. This, of course, can
only lie done with those plants which are not
hardy, only because of starting into growth at

the wrong time, not with any that succumli to

our cold and clamp, even though at rest at the
right time. Mucli, naturally, may be done by
finding the right place for a tender plant as also

by turning out v-igorous and seasoned specimens

;

liut, of course, as pointed out, this affects the

individual only, not the species. C. R. S. D.
Sussex.

Garden in the House.

MISUSE OF FLOWERS.
Surely there are enough ways of enjoying flowers
without such elaborate inventions as employing
them for the garnishing of muffs (p. 19) ! Be-
tween mufi's and flowers there is an incongruity
shocking to the flower-loving mind ; for my own
part I should as soon think of putting them on
my boots I Flowers are delicate things, to be
treated tenderly. When cut, their best jnirpose
is to be preserved in watei' and enjoyed in a
quiet room, or, secondarily, as hand-liouqiiets or
dress ornaments, but witliin reasonable limits.

Now a muff is a piece of female gear whose
purpose is to protect the hands in severe weathei'.

In its normal and most sensible form it is made
of fur, with a warmly-wadded lining. No one
would think of adding flowei-s Lo such a muff ;

it would be obvious that, while fingers were
being warmed within, flowers should not be put
to shiver outside. On the other liand, a niuft' of

pure "luxe," made of satin and ribbons and
covered with flowers, is a thing of no sense ; it

can liave no self-respect, being unable to justify

its existence ; it is about as senseless as the flower-
covered parasols one hears of at Nice. Surely it

is wrong to freeze flowers on muffs and to grill

them on sun-umbrellas, or to subject them to any
such cruel martyrdoms.

It is equally shocking to hear of a thousand
pounds being spent on flower decorations for

balls, where even the handrail of the stairs is

wreathed with cijstly Orchiils ! Such a state of
tilings may even be a hardship to the guests.

Witness the case of a lame dowager, who abso-
lutely needs the handrail in an etticient state as

an aid to safe progression.

Great facilities have of late years been put in
the way of all for acquiring a knowledge of
flowers ; their culture has much increased in

private gardens and for market. A true taste

and wish for their more extended use and enjoy-
ment has sprung up, and is .steadily growing

;

but along with this, as in the case of other sound
and good social movements, the demon Fashion
rushes in and runs riot, and, having decreed that
flowers are now " in," must needs lavish them on
everything, even including the above-mentioned

apparatus and engines designed to protect us

from the rigours of climate !

Strange, indeed, are the edicts of fashion ;

when one thinks that not many years ago, accord-

ing to its dictum, a woman could not wear a

natural flower—tliev were not bkn pnrtecs .'

G.

Flower Garden.

A GARDEN AT FALMOUTH.
We often receive notes from gardens on the Cor-

nish coast, but none has aft'orded such evidence

of the mildness of the climate in that part of the

country as the account which Mr. Howard Fox
sends us of the kinds of plants which he is able

to grow in the open in his garden at Rosehill,

Falmouth, all, or nearly all, of which are too

tender to thrive in the open about London. The
list speaks for itself The plants which flourish

at Rosehill one would only expect to find flourish-

ing in the sunny Riviera. We received the list on
New Year's Day. "The following," ilr. Howard
Fox says, " are among the most noteworthy which
flourish here :

—

Acacia dealbata, sever.il trees 30 feet to 35 feet liigli,

generally covered -with bloom in February.
A. lueLino-xylon, 30 feet high.

A. lophantha, now flowering.

A. dependens, 15 feet high.
Hesfoutaineaspinosa, 8 feet high, flowers for eight or nine

months in the year.

IJnigiiiansia sangiiinea, 10 feet liigh, in profuse bloom in

June and again in the autumn.
Aralia Sieboldi, a very free grower.
Abutilon Boule de Neige, 13 feet high,

f
again.st wall

A. megapotamicum. j protected by
A. vitifolium. I

Yew boughs
Luphospermum scandens, duringfrost.
Citron, Madras. Arc,

Fuchsias, many species,

Aloysia citrlodora (Lemon plant), 10 feet high.

Aster argophyllus, 10 feet to 15 feet high,
iicnthamia fragifei-a, large trees, 20 feet to 25 feet high,
Banitiusa Metake, &c.
Ceanothus, several species against walls.

C'hama^rops exccLsa, 12 feet to 15 feet high.
( Icmatis balearica, i.'c,

('(.rdylioe .australls, 10 feet to 15 feet high, now in sued.
lirai;t-na indivisa.
lia]iline indica,
liiplacus glutinosus,
Eugenia Ugni, bears fruit abundantly.
E. aiiiculata,

fiscallnnia, v.arious species.

iMualyptus gliiljulus, dc,
Halirnthamnus clegans.
IlL'dyiliium (iarducrianum (flavum),

IlydraUiiea ja]iunica and quercifolia.

M;iL'nnIia graudirlora, <Slc,

I'hormium tenax, now in seed.
ritt'isporum Tobira.

i*. .Mayi, 15 feet to 20 feet high, flowers freely,

Sulanura crispum, kc.
Veronica, several sbi-ubby species, 10 feet high,
Woodwardia radicans, self-rooting fronds, G feet long.

"At Peumere, one mile from Falmouth, there

are Eucalypti over 50 feet high bearing seed

freely, from which we grow our young plants."

The annexed illustration, showing a grove of

Dracaenas at Rosehill, was reproduced from an
excellent photograph taken and sent to us by
the Rev. A. H. Malan, of Perranarworthal
Vicarage, wlio also says that " the Dracaenas do
admirably hereabouts. I have a large bed of

them in this garden, but not so tall as Mr. Fox'.s,

for they are younger than liis—it is only a

qttestion of time. The D. indivisa is better

suited for an avenue than D. australis, or than
the cross between Ijoth, as the two latter send

up so many shoots from the base. Mr. Fox
has a Citron tree on wdiich I saw some ripe fruit

last summer. Benthamias and Embothriums
do well here ; of course, also Gunncras and
Camellias. I have a red-berried Solanuin which
has been established some years here ; Oleanders

do well as to growth, but it is difficult to get

them to blossom, though they form buds freely.

I had one truss of flowers this past summer. The
trees that don't do with us are Walnuts, Apricots,

and Deo' ars.
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-J. W. Odell, Ban
Point, Pinner.

CHRISTMAS ROSES.
No flowers are more useful or better appreciated Christmas. It is a really valuable late autumn-flower

at this season than Christmas Roses, and, con- iug plant, and one which is easily managed either in a

sidering the simplicity witli which they can be cold frame or a greenhouse,

grown, almost anyone can have them. Where a

large stock of plants is available it is a good plan

to plant them out after blooming in an open

piece of ground and allow them to remain for

two years, as forcing weakens the I'oots consider-

ably; but where the number of plants is small,

the best way to treat them is as follows : Plant

them in a well drained situation or, say, an east

border where they can have the advantage of

what little sunshine there may be at this .season
,
e.xtensive ; that of which 1 now write is small, and

of tlie year; thoroughly trench the ground, and in an allotment garden at Newcastle-on-Tyne.

AN ALLOTMENT ROCK GARDEN.
Many rock gardens have been described in The
Garden ; I have myself attempted to give an
idea of those at St. Albans, Floore, and other

places, and others have told us of Mr. Harvey's,

Mr. Ewbank's, &c., but these are all more or less

of rockwork that I have ever seen ; the rocks

consist of the sandstone of the neighbourhood,
which had been carted a couple of miles to form
it ; these are all laid in a natural manner, while

if the soil is strong and retentive add peat, leaf It is one of the simplest and most natural pieces

soil, and sand freely ; into such a compost as this

they will root freely, and it is surprising what a

number of roots they will make after being

planted. Mulch them with rotten manure, which
should not be

removed during
the summer.
AVhen growing
freely water
should be liber-

ally supplied,and

occasional doses

of liquid manure
will prove ad-

vantageous to

them, as upon
free growth de-

]-)ends the num-
ber and quality

of the blooms
produced. In
spring, after the

plants have
bloomed, is a

good time to

make fresh plan-

tations in per-

manent quarters.

Place the plants

at such a dis-

tance apart as

will admit of

their being co-

vered in October
or November
with frames;
then stir the sur-

face soiland clear

off any dead
leaves and every-
thing likely to

harbour slugs.

Where the latter

are troublesome,

continuously from the last week in October until i Irom four blooms the first year to thirty last year,
but, unfortunately, this year a man in weeding took
it up by mistake. It is curious that although no
plaut stands better the smokyatmosphere of a town
than the Carnation and Picotee, yet Dianthus
alpinus and other rock varieties will not do at all

on jVIr. Wilsijn's rockery. Amongst other plants
grown in this remarkable rock garden were
Acsenas, Anemones, Aponogeton distachyon, Aqui-
legiaglaudulosa, and others; Aubrietia Campbelli,
Butiimus um bellatus, Campanula garganica, Host],
muralis, pulcherrima, pulhi, and others; different

Lilies ofthe Valley, Plantain Lilies, Erinusalpinus,
Christmas Roses, Hepaticas, Irises, Forget-me-
nots, Linnjea borealis, Narcissus Bulljocodium,
and others; Phlox Nelsoni and others ; Primroses of

many kinds, Rhodiola rosea, Scillasibirica, Spiraeas,

the little trailing Sibthorpia europiea. Speedwells,
Statices, and others too numerous to name. Mi:
Wilson has one of the greatest charms in the posses-

sion of a rockery
—that of having
collected the
plants himself

;

lie and his friend

Mr. Denny ex-
plored moun-
tainous districts

to gather plants,

and devoted
themselves to

their interesting

gardens, and, as

I have attempted
to show, with no
mean result. I

would advise
anyone in the

neighbourhood
who wishes to

make a rockery
to get permission
to visit Mr.
Wilson's.

Delta.

Avenue of Uracteuas in Mr. Howard Fox s garden, Rosehill, Falmouth.

Primula ja-
ponica. — The
foggy weather
which we have
had seems to

affect this Prim-
rose. Cold does
not apparently dis-
turb it half so
much as fogs ; the
crov\'ns are all

right as yet, but
it has lost its

leaves, which must
Last year plants in sheltered

robust than those which lost them ; others have
suffered just as severely as P. japonica, notably
P. floribunda, which we thought we had established,
has been killed back to the crowns, as has also been
P. obconica—perh-aps the most prolific of all Prim-
roses when kept in a cool or intermediate house. It
does well in the open during the summer months.

lean, dry sawdust spread on a very tiny piece ot water floats a Water Lily, ' be a severe check to it.

over the surface will keep them in check
;
give

]

which produces blooms as white and pure as I

spots which retained their leaves were much more
air freely whenever the weather permits. The could be met with in any mountain loch. The
advantage of frame protection is that the plants ' other plants seem to have been selected with
bloom earlier and the flowers are kept clean ; no judgment; there are many herbaceous ones, which,
water will be required after the I'rames or hand- ' though beautiful in themselves, would not have
lights are placed over them. The common kind i endured the smoky atmosphere of a manufactur-
is one of the best for this sort of treatment, and ' ing city, and there are others which might have
it is also one of the most desirable, its blooms passed through that ordeal, but which, owing to

, buritTuicumbrto"^frost"and*fog5, even in sheltered
being sweet-scented. H. niaximus has larger their height and coarseness, would have been un-

! places. Therefore, instead of subjecting the plants
flowers and comes in earlier than H. niger, and suitable for a confined space. The owner of the

\

to certain death we lift them and winter them in a,

for that reason it should also receive attention ; roekworkin question thought bestto rely uponlow- | cool frame. If this is carefully done the check does
the blossoms of both sorts last good a long time growing Sempervivums, Sedunis, and Saxifrages, them no gi-eat harm, and they may then be utilised

in a cut state, which doubly enhances their value. Of these he has a large and beautiful collection,
,

for greenhouse or conservatory decoration.—K.

and they seem to flourish here as well as in their

native habitats, forming large cushions ; but he is

by no means confined to these ; on the contrary,

he has Gentians, Soldanella alpina, several patches
of which are very healthy, while S. minima hardly
exists at all. Gentiana bavarica grows slowly, but

E. MOLYNEUS.
&oanmore Park, Bishop's Waltham.

Primula obconica.—Mr. Wood's note on this

Primrose (p. 654, 1885) is comforting to those who,
like myself, have been imable to keep it alive in the
open ground during winter. I have kept it so far this ^ __ ^ ^
winter in an ordinary cold frame, in which it flowered ceived from Backhouse seven years ago increased

|
favour. A patch or two of it is found to be very"

Rhodostachys andina.—I have a plant under
this name which has proved excellent for the decora-
tion of rockwork. It is Aloe-like, and has lanceolate-

pointed leaves spiny along the margins. It forms
dense tufty masses, and is not unUke some of the
larger Eryngiums in habit. It has not yet flowered.

stiirdily
;

G. verna also does well. One plant re-
|

but it is perfectly hardy, which is a great point in its
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useful on the rockery at present. It is easily increased

by means of offsets, which are produced abundantly at

the base of the clumps, and which, if taken otf and

potted in autumn and jihmged in a cool frame, make
good plants liy sprini,', and may be planted out along

with the utht-rs. It should have a high, dry, and well

exposed position—at least such is my experience with

it, and I have had no trouble in establishing it whole-

sale.—K.

THE EDINBURGH ROCK GARDEN.
List of plants which tlowered during the year

1885 in the rock garden at the Royal Botanic

Garden, Edinburgh :

—

Dates when First Flowers Opened.

January
12. Primula vulgaria

18. veris
»'0. HoHeboriis atro-rubens

Doultle lilac Primrose
31. Uoiuiiii Epipactis

Helleborus purpurascens
abschasicus

Hepatica angulosa
February

2. Muscari lingulatum
PrimiiUdenticulataalba

3. Crocus Imperati
I). Galanthus nivalis

8. plicatus
It. Hepatic.i ti'iloba

14. Crocus Olivieri

m. Saxifraga Burseviana
lit. Galanthus Elwesi

Leucojum vernum
'JO. Symploc irpus ftetidus

'21. Ciocufi species (Moiuit
Olympus)

22. Primula deuticulata

23. Daphne Mezereum
24. Scilla prrecox
20. Daphue Mezereum al-

bum
Cheiranthns Cheiri var.

Golden Drop
2G. Draba Aizoon

Iris reticulata var. Kre-
lagei

27. Scilla sibirica

Crocus veniua
Potentilla alba

27. Double Sulphur Prim-
rose

March
1. Helleborus olympicus

purpuraseoiis minor
viridis

antiquorum
Andromeda floribunda

media
3. Ilelleliorus graveolens

Arabis albida
4. Kiiododeiidron prajcox

3. Biotii orientalis aurea
Biilbocodiura vemvun

0. Hepatica triloba (double
red)

7. Mandragora vernalie

Crocus nevadensis
Bisyrincliium grandiflo-

rum album
'.). Sisyrinchium grandiflo-

ruui
Crocus biflorus

suavcolens
10. Colchicum crociflorum
11. BcilU bifolia taurica

Haxif I aga media
13. NarciSHUS Pseudo-Nar-

cissus cambricus
14. Scilla bifolia

alba
10. Erythroniuui grandi-

florum
Corydalis Sewerzowi
Saxifraga oppositifolia

Helleborus colchicus

Crocus veruua (double
blue)

Saxifraga crassifulia

Ciiionudoxa Luciliso

Hellis perennisvariegata

15. ('hi'Jjodoxa sardensis
Iris rutieul.it.a

Aubrietia deltoidea
Hepatica triloba (double

blue)

19. Pachysaiidra procum-
bena

20. Narcissus minor
21. Corydalis cava

Primula pulcherrima
Crocus Emperor

23. Puschkinia scillo'dos

Gage I lutea

24. Arabis rosea
PrinuUa marginata

March
25. Corydalis angustifolia

27. Saxifraga Bui'seriani
Boydi

Sancta
oppositifolia bry-

oides
Hepatica triloba Barlowi
Primula Polyanthus

(Hose - in - Huse
var.)

Erythronium Dens-canis
Doronicum cavicasicum
Aubrietia cslestis
Orobus veruus
Viola ndorata

30. Korulkowia Sewerzowi
Primula ciliata alba

31 . Omphalodes verna alba
Double white Primrose
Primula Wulfeniana
Omphalodes verna
Corbularia nivalis

Draba aizoides
April

1. Primula denticulata
purpurea

Miss Hopij's Daisy
2. D:)eris petrsea
Primula villosa alba

viscosa major
Pachystema Caubyi
Vinca major plena

4. Draba altaica
Corydalis solida
Androaace Laggeri
Saxifraga oppositifolia

aretioides
Narcissus lobuUris
Hepatica acutiloba
Primula suaveolens

uralensis
5— (5. Draba Mawei

Double crinisou I'riiu-

rose
Soldanella montana
Helleborus argutlfulius
Vinca major alba
Erica mediterranea alba
Cheiranthus Cheiri
Arabis procuiTcns
Muscari botryoides

7. Primula rosea
Draba ciliata

Thlaspi alpestra
8. Androsace caniea

Draba brunisefolia
Narcissus incomparabi-

lisSir Watkia
Primula viscosa
Hutchinsia alpina

9. Adoxa moschatellina
Primula cashmeriana
Androsace coronopifolia

10. Epiga^a repens
11. Draba gracilis

13, Primula elatior (Bard-
field Oxlip)

Narcissus Emperor and
Empress

i

Androsace pyrenaica
Anemone Pulsatilla

nemorusa
n. Robinsoniana

Bhododeuiiron ciliatiim

Poiiophyllum Emodi
Primula Clusiaua

ciliata purpui-ata
Omphalodes verna mar-

ginata
Saxifraga Cymbalaria
Narcissus Bulbucodium

minor
Geum aureum

14. Sanguinaria canadensis
Berberis Darwini
Omithogalum fimbria-

tum
Lithospermum proatra-

tum
Aubrietia niacrostyla
Anemone bracteati

April
13, Anemone corouaria
l(i— 17. Allium paradoxum

Corbularia GiTellsi

Carex Fraseri
Adonis vcrnalis
Dcntaria enneaphylla
Ranunculus Ficaria ft.-

pi.

Narcissus i-upicola

Ornithogalum exsca-

puni
18. Aubrietia Hendersoni

Tulipa juilchella

Saxifraga corifolia

tridentatji

Andromeda tetragoua
Aubrietia Bougainvillei
Erythronium gigan-

teum
Primula ciliata Balfouri

10—20. Piimula decora
Mcnziesia empetrifor-

mis
Bryantlius erectus
Tritcleia uniflora

Muscari armeniacum
Menziesia caerulea

Ranunculus amplexi-
caulis

Arabis Soyeri
21. Petrocallis pyrenaica

Narcissus bicolor vera
Leucojum sestivum
Aubrietia deltoidea vars.

Mabonia glumacea
Ranunculus auricornus
Saxifraga hirta
Euphorbia capitata

Ulex europajus
Arabis lucida variegata
Orobus flaccidus

Euphorbia myrsinites
22. Saxifraga pallida

Primula floribunda
Cardamine bellidirolia

Arenaria caulescens
Primula intermedia
Pulmonaria saccharata
Pyrethrum Tchihat-

chewi
Tussilago alpina
Arabis lucida
1 beris sempervireus

superba
23—24. Polygala Chama;-

buxus
Corydalis nobilis
Narcissus incompara-

bilis albus
Trollius pallidus
Saxifraga sp. (Corsica)

hypnoides
Lamium luaculatum

aureum
Andromeda polifolia in-

termedia
Myosotis dissitiflora alba

25. Androsace filiformis

Hhododcndroii glaucum
Ranunculus millefolia-

tus
Dcntaria pentaphylla
Phlox setacea
Euphorbia Gmelini
Primula cortusoides

Thomasini
Fritillaria Moggi'idgei
Arnebia echioides
Salix lanatu
Fritillaria montana

20—27. Narcissus bicolor
Horsefieldi

Erythronium gigan-
teuin roseum

Hyoscyamus orientalis

Nananthea perpusilla

Anemone fulgeus
Arctostaphylos Uva-

Drsi
Epihiedium al]tinuiJi

Seduui sarmeiittjSLini

Epimcdiuui viMlaL-euni

Pr mula fariu'isa

Ai^lrosace foli<-.sa

Primula SiebuMi alba
Rhodudendron Blaudy-

anuui
28. Primula Auncula(duuble

yellow)
cipifcvta grandiflora

Muscari Szovitsianum
Arg-nei

Epimedium versicolor
Saxifraga Bucklandi
Scrophularia vernalie
Iberis gibralt-arica hy-

brida
Gaultheria Lescheuaulti
Saxifraga Lindsayana

Rhei
Gmelini

Doronicum drayton-
euse

April
28. Primula longiflora

O.xalis corniculatus (red
foi m)

Saxifraga purpuraNcensi
29. Trifoliiini ujiitl-Mimi

Saxifra^^a ciliata

Trollius ameiicaiuis
Camassia esculcnta alba
Saxifraga muscoides

puq^urea
Arenaria balcarica
Aubrietia purpurea va-

riegata
Erythronium amcri-

canum
Thlaspi prostrata

30. Arumoniaagrimonioides
Ledum latifolium
Vesicaria utriculata
Salix reticulata

Ledum canadense
Alyssum saxatile
Hellonias bullata
Saxifraga tenella

May
2. Lunaria biennis

Aubrietia (red seedling)
Veronica pectinata rosea
Globularia nudieaulis
Lychnis dioica rubra

plena
Trollius aconitifolius

Andromeda fastigiatfl.

Saxifraga bybrida splen-
dens

4. Sedum Beyrichianum
Alyssum saxatile varie-

gatum
Arabis sp. (Japan)
Viola biflora

Scilla amcena
Salix repens
Azalea procumbens
Saxifraga i*epanda
Salix herbacea
Muscari diiatatuni
Coptis trifoliata

*i. Pyrus Maulei
7. Silene acavdis

Ornithogalum sp.

Linai-ia alpina
Arctostaphylos califor-

nica
Mertensia sibirica

Adonis vemalis (small
form)

8. Erysimum rupestre
Vaccinium Vitis-ldaja

9. Anemone alpina
Androsace villosa (In-

dian var.)

Myosotis antarctica
10— 11. Claytonia virginica

Myosotis clegantissima
Veronica pectinata
Wulfenia cariuthiaca
Skimmia japonica
Ajuga pyramidalis
Phlox aristata
Genista precox
Ledum buxifoliura
Rhododendron Rhodora
Tellima grandiflora
Asperula odorata
Comus suecica

12. Aetata spicata
Saxifraga peltftta

13. Aquilegia canadensis
Camassia esculenta

14. Saxifraga nepalensis
muscoides atroru-

bens
Primula obconica
Dianthus deltoides

10. Anenijne narcissiflora

i'rimula SiebcMi
Ak'licmilla alpina cnn-

junctu
pentiiphylla

Lcpidiiun pctra-um
Mitella prostrata

15. Ranunculus radicans tl.-

pi.

Enkianthus limalaicus
Papaver alpinum auran-

tiaeum
Alchemilla vulgaris
fcaxifragi umbrosa

pc'-tinata
^tmmiaua
Wilkonuniana

Dodecatheon meadia
.splendens

PrimuLi mollis
Anemone alpina sul-

pliurea
lanthe bugulifolia
Cheiranthus Marshalli
Salix Sadleri
Erodium absiulhifolium
Lamium Orvala
Erica austi'alis rosea
Saxifraga aSinis

May
I'.i. Erinus hispanicus

(ientiana acauUs
StrcptupuH roseus
Thaiictrum alpinum
Olcaria Gunniana
Saxifraga muscoides

pygmasa
20—21. Iberis Tenoreana

Rhododendron lepido-
turn

Scilla parva
Narcissus poeticus
Linai la hepatica;fulia
Daphue Cneorum
Potentilla verna
Armeria maritima
Gnaphalium dioicum

roseum
Cheiranthus versicolor
Arabis petrsea
Ve icaria sinuata
Linaria origanifolia
Potentilla ambigua
Narcissus poeticus longi-

florus
22, Aquilegia vulgaris

Lychnis lapponica
Dodecatheon integrifolia

23. Valeriana Salixuica

Polemonium reptans
Phlox stolonifera
Menziesia empe i riformis

Drumraondi
Pidmonaria arvemensis
Erysimum punnlvim
Anthericum Liliastrum

24—25, Phlox amcena
Uvularia sessilifolia

Potentilla lupinoides
Polygonum sph^roce-

plialum
Claytonia sibirica
Valeriana montana
Cortusa Matthioli
Ranunculus imiflorus
Genista hispanicus
Saxifraga paradoxa
Phlox Nelsoni
Coronilla minima
Salix reticidata
Orchis mascula
H elianthemum pol .fo-

lium
26, Erodium Rei'^hardi

Anthemis Aizoon
Calendula officinalis

Papaver alpinum
Campanula Wauneri
Hyacinthus amethys-

tinus
Ajuga orientalis
Dryas octopetala
Alyssum alpestre
Ferula conspicua
Iris pumila Viir,

Dianthus gelidus
Scilla umbellata
Dracocephalum grandi-

florum
Potentilla ai-gyrophylla
Edraianthus serpylli-

folius

Iris pumila
Saxifraga Hircnlus var.

Iberis corifolia

27, Aquilegia glandulosa
Linaria Cymbdaria
I^ysimachia nemorum
Saxifraga cuspidata

carinthiaca
Primula sikkiinensis
Meconopsis canibi ica

Hypochaeris pinnatifida
28, C'yiisus decumbens

Veronica prostrata
repens

Arenaria purpurascens
Saxifraga Guthrieaiia

cnstata
exaratii

2!*. Pentstemon procerus
Convallaria majalis

variegata
Kei-neni saxatilia
Eujthorbia amygda-

loides

Saxifraga intacta fari-

nosa
rosularis

Taygetea
Fragaria indica
PeLtstemon Menziesi
Saxifraga gibraitarica
Anemone palmata alba
Allium oreophyllum
\'inca herbacea

30, tlypsophila cerastioides
Antirrhinum Asarina
Tolmiea Menziesi
Silene maritima
Saponaria ocymoidcs

splendens
Oxalis brasiliensis

May
30. Fritillaria kamtscha-

tica

Anthyllia erinacca
June

1. Lupinus nutkatcnsis
Oxylropis cyanea
Saxifraga McNabiana
Lychnis dioica fl.-pl.

Iris tenax
Geranium macrorhizum
Lilium monadelphum
Potentilla lanuginosa

aurua
Gunnera magellanica
Thaiictrum aquilegi-

folium roseum
Mclittis Mcliasojjhylhmi
Robeitia taiaxacoides
Comus canadensis
(ieranium Lowci
Menziesia pohfulia
Iris pumila cairulea

Androsace rotundifolia
macrocalyx

Anthcricmn Liliago

Silene maritima plena
Ajuga gcnevensis
Saxifraga dentata

Koleutianica
2. Erigeron Roylei
Onosma tauricum
Erinus hispanicus albua
Saxifraga hieracifolia

Smilaeiua racemcsa
Sieversia triflora

3. Anemone aylvestris

Venjuica Guthrieana
Helianthemum umbella-

tum
GeraTiium cinereum
Paeonia tenuifolia

Heliauthenium Gari-
• baldi

Veronica mpestris nana
Clintonia Audrewsiaua
Rheum palmatum tan-

guticum
4. Vella spinosa

Saxifraga cochlearis
Anteuiiaria sericea
Veropica fruticulosa
Asphodelus ramusus
Aquilegia californica

alba
Linum alpinum
Geraiiium argenteum
Lychnis pyrenaica
Cytisus purpureus
I'.iiplmrl'ia .spinnsa

SiNyriiii'hiuni anccps
Jlippocrepis helvetica
Alyssum .spiiiusuui

rrasjiLMlia liichea
Berberis Jamcsoni
I'utcntilla Tormentilla
llcuchera sanguinta
\'aleriana dioica
Polemonium ca;nileum

5. Lychnis Viscaria alba
Primula japonica
Sedum reflexum
Genista pilosa
llippncrupis Luniiisa

I'ciit.sti-'iiiun Lcwisi
Anthylhs montana
•lasminum otficinale

Mtnziesia polifolia alba
Versicolor

Potentilla eriocaiTa
frutieosa

Poa australis
Pernettya mucronata

0. Saxifraga etesia

Sempcrvivum Pomeli
Regin.T^-Amaliit*

Mimulus (bybrida)
Delphinium Brunnnia-

nunt
Iris nndicaidis
Saxifraga Hosti

Geum ovalifolia
Acijihylla squarro.sa
Smilaeina bifolia

Fiagaria elatior varie-
gata

Chrysanthemum specio-

sum
Rhododendron feiTUgi-

neum
Cerastium lanuginosum
I^inaria pilosa

7—8, Veronica Grievei
Saxifraga iutegi-ifolia

Camassia esculenta
major

.Helianthemum vnlgai-c,

pink var.
Miniulus cuprcus
Gaulthuria carne.a

Dryas intcgi'ifulia

Saxifraga liirsuta

Lewisia rediviva
Achillea umbellatft
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7—8. Ononis rotundifolia
Linuni purennc
Beduni HL»okerianuni
Houstonia citrulea
Geuni cocc'incum ti.-pl.

Saxifragu Andruwsi
l.iil)iiiu,s iiulyphyllu-s
Trifnlimn aljiinum

i>. Erudiuiii uiaL-radcuum
Vorunica Hulkeana
Helianthemum Yellow

Standard
Xanthoxylou sp. (Japan)
Bianthus alpinus bar-

batus
Kempervivum Brauni
Houstonia serpyllifolia
Leptinella scariosa "

Linai'ia pallida
Veronica Pona^

geutianoides
10. Oxytropis uralensis

Carux frigida
Lychnis V'iscaria pur-

pui-ea

Xepeta longiflora
Haxifniga pent^dactylis
Centrauthus ruber
Diphylleia cymosa
Lychnis Viscaria spleu-

dens fl.-pl.

rodophylhun peltiitum
.iVranaria casspitosa
Hieraciuni pilosella-

furme
Linaria t'ymbalariasilba

11. Erigeron aurantiacum
Mimuhis maculosus
Corydalia glauca rosei
Heliaathemum The

Bride
Libertia graudiflora

ixiotdes
Foteutilla uevadensis
Vaccinium Mortinia
Anemone Hudsouiana
Globularia trichosantba

12. Arisaima triphyllum
Calochurtus ca^ruleus
Allium cjeruleum
Hypoxis erecta
Arenai'ia stricta

montana
Tofieldia palustris
Dianthus hybrid
Orchis ma(_-iilata

Helianyienmm vulgare
variegatum

Dielytra speciusa
Saxifraga longifolia

tenella
Delphinium nudicaule
l.imiiea burealis
Potentilla trid^ntata
ytellaria aurea
tjaxifraga squarrosa

Portai
nouita

Petrocoptis Lagascie
Euphorbia amygda-

loides variegata
Astragalus leontinus
Oxalis tropajoloides
Dianthus Tyi^plirestus
Acaina adscendens
Vancouveria hexaudra
Cocculus japonicus
Eriophorum alpinum
I'iantlius fragrans
A iuilegia trinityensis
Dactylisglomerata aurea
Bempervivuui flagelli-

foruio
Veronica verbenacea
Dianthus caucasicus
Rhodotypos kerrioides
Horminum pyrenaicum
Anthyllis Vulneraria

rubra
Hypericum liuiuifusum

13. FruilUma cirrhosa
PotentiUa peduncularia
Dianthus caisius

Aiitennaria dioica hy-
perborea

Carex atrata
j

fciaxifraga sibirica i

Toheldia americana
Chrysobactron Hnokeri
Cerastium grandiflorum

i

Gaultheria Shallon acu-
tifolia I

Vorbascum olympicuni
j

Delphinium ca;hmuri- i

aniun
Galium saxatile
yedum oreganum var.

14—15. Dianthus ulpinus
Hilene alj^estns

Saxifraga aepera
Aster glabeUus
Scabiosa alpina

JlUiO
14—15. Phlox Carolina

Globularia Wilkommi
Helonias asphodeloides
Orchis rnaculatixsupcrba
Veronica saUireifolia

Helianthemum Curio-
sity

Polemonium CEeruIeum
(fasciated var.)

Vei'onica Hiiasti
Linna^a borealis ameri-

cana
Rosa pyrenaica
Veronica diosm*folia
Diaathiis eximeus
Aquilegia formoea
Potent ilia nivea
Ihanthus calocephalus
Helianthemum canum
Cistus corboriensis

10. Veronica carnosiila
Oxytropiis laetea
Collomia coccinea
Campanula caruica
Veronica Cataracta;

17. Geranium armenum
PotentiUa Louis van

Hotitte
Ulrs. Salter

Calceolaria Kellyana
Aster alpinus
Campanula coUina
Jasione montana
Liudelufia spectabilis
Allium atrosanguineum

IS. Dianthus Simsi
Sempervivum arachnoi-

deum
Dianthus neglectus var.
Celmisia spectabilis
Tofieldia carinthiaca
Vicia villosa

Erigeron purpureum
Achillea herba-rota
Delphinium Belladonna

10. Eriogonuni umbellatum
Ranunculus gerauioides
Astragalus vaginatus
PotentiUa floribuuda
Escallonia macrantha
Mulgediuni alpinum
Primula capitata
Silene ciliata

PotentiUa variabilis
Ajuga alpina
Echium rubrum
HemerocallisDumortieri

20. Papaver orientale
Dianthus superbus
Smilacina borealis
PotentiUa aurantiaca
Campanula turbinata
Santolina alpina
Sedum anglicum
Thymus Marshallianus
Geranium Endressi
Linaria Cymbalaria

maxima
Campanula thyrsoidea
Plantago media variety
Ajuga reptans variegata

21—22. Hedysarum obscu-
rum

Genista sagitt^dis

Dianthus neglectus
Gaillardia maxima
Digitalis purpurea alba
Melissa grandiflora
PotentiUa Mrs. Rouiland
Erodium caruifolium
Phlox hybrid a compacta
Lonicera tomcutella
Astragalus hypoglottis

albu.s

Cotoneaster thymifo-
lium

23. Erigeron eriocephalum
Campanula G. F. « ilson
Fettes Mount Pink
Spin«a Ai-uncus plumosa
Catheartia villosa

Campanula Porten-
schlagiaua

tenella
Crucianella stylosa coc-

cinea
Haplocai-pha Leichtlini
Liliuni carniolicum
PotentiUa Cameleon
Bilene muscipula

24. Dianthus Fischeri
Lotus corniculatus fl.-pl.

Coronilla iberica
Aristolochia Clematitis
Primula elliptica

Peliosanthes sp.

2o. Sedum pallens
Gazania variegata
Veronica chathamica
Sedum kamtschaticum
Thymus Serpylluui liir-

tum

June
25. Iris pallida

Saxifraga mutata
Allium McNabiauuia
Dianthus pulchcUus
Papaver alpinum Lin-

neanum
26. Sedum obtusatum

Oinothera odorata
27. Cistus formosus

Vicia crana
Campanula punctata
Aristolochia rotuudata
PotentiUa Dr. Andr6
Campanula glomerata

dahurica
Dianthus Mrs. Sinkins
Phlumis fruticosa
Iris cuprea
Pratia angulata

2S— 20. Gentiana lutea
Iris xiphioides
Thalictrum formosmu
Oenothera margiuata
IMalva sylvestris
(.)rchis foliosa

Campanula pulchella
Aster alpinus alhus
Scutellaria alpina
PotentiUa purpui'eo-

lutea
Campanula gracilis

gracilis alba
Plantago maritima var.

(dwarf form)
Veronica Candida
Wahlenbergia saxicola
Anchusa sikkimeusis
Allium pedernoutamnu
Diantlius superbus

Hceltzeri
Erigeron mucronatus
PotentiUa Alfred Salter

30. Aiyssum argtnteum
Armeria alpina
PotentiUa Vase d'(.)r

Lathyrus tingitauus
Phyteuma Scheuchzeri
Senecio adonidifolius

minor
Dianthu.s prostratus
AnagaUis tenella
Lilium umbellatum

croceum
colchicum

Erigeron glabellum
Sedum oreganum
Pentstemon gentian-

oides
Thymus Serpyllum

albus
Scutellaria altaica

July
1 Thymus acinos

Cistus florentiuus
Astragalus purpureuo
Broditea congesta
Scutellaria galericulata
Campanula rotundifolia

maxima
garganica hirsuta

Calochortus albus
Mimulns cardinalis
Erica ciuerca liii-olor

Gludinlu.s < olviUei
PotentiUa marginata
Campanula glomerata
Cypripedium spectabile
Sedum elegans

turgidum
Gentiana ciuciata
Ttiteleia Murrayana
PotentiUa valderia
Lupinus arboreus
Jasione perennis
Saxifraga Hausmanni
Sedum asiatieum
Herniaria ciliata

Crucianella stylosa
Erica cinerea
Stenactls speciosa
Pnmella pjTenaica
Sedum farinosum

hirsutum
spuriiun
spurium album

Sempervivum califomi-
cum

fimbriatum
atlanticum

Vicia onobrychioides
HTipleurum ranuncu-

loides
PotentiUa insignis
Anchusa incamata
Mieromeria Douglasi
]\Ientha Requieni
Aquilegia The Borderer
Veronica australis
Sempervivum Pittoni
(Enothera glauca
Acantholimon gluma-

cexnu

jJuly

I

3. Geranium sauguineum
Agrostemma Flos-Jovis
Actiuella scaposa

4. Michauxia campanu-
latus

Veronica perfoliata
Oxyeoccus macrocarpus
Lithospermum petrituni
Sedum sexangulare

cruciatum
Selskianum
pinnatum

Epilobium longipes
Rheum officinale
— (3. Verbascum coUiniuii
Silene Eli?abcthte
Brodi?ea coccinea
Morina longifolia
Betonica orientalis
Acjena microphylla

variety
Genista tinetoria
Hypericum pulchruui
Campanula garganica
Lychnis Haageana
Veronica Traversi
Kniphofia Uvuria
Leontopodium alpinum
Rose Paquerette
Paronychia serpylli-

folia

Galium erectum
taxi'raga grrenlandica
Phyteuma orbicuiare
Genista aspalathoides
Dianthus Little Gem
2ygadcnus elegans
Chrysanthemum Leu-

canthemum var.
Pyrethrum Willmotti
Centaurea stricta
Polemonium Richard-

son i

". Bupleurum CandoUei
Dianthus barbatus pu-

milus tl.-pl.

Thymus lanuglnosus
Salvia Horminuni
Dioscorea villosa

Delphinium Madame de
Bihan

S. Cistus creticus
Asteriscus maritimus
Urospermum Dale-

champi
Dianthus Marie Pere
Epilobium latifolium
Anthyllis Vulneraria
Biiphthalmum salicifo-

lium
Santolina iucana
Digitalis nevadensis
PotentiUa sericea
hidalcea Candida
Gillenia trifoliata
Fuchsia mageUanica
Allium species
Sedum hispanicum

monregaloDse
Spiriea discolor

0. Geranium Lauiberti
Thymus micans
Agrostemma eoronaria

alba
Centaurea montana
Chelone barbata Torreyi

10. Lilium Krameri
Latbyrus latifoliua

albus
Tradescantia virginica
Dianthus .itrr>-rubens

11. Mazus Puuiilii.)

Lilium canudense
PotentiUa alcheuiil-

loides
12. Funkia marginata

Saxifraga odontophylla
!'•'>. Lathyrus latifolius

Thymus alpinus
Campanula nitida alba
PotentiUa nepalensis
Lilium davuricum
Lychnis vespertinafl. -pi

.

Veronica Dabneyi
Geranium Wallii hianum
Orobanche rubra
Rumex sanguisorbfe-

folia

14. Calliprora flava
Coronilla varia
Erica tetralix I.aw-

soniaua
15. CEnothcra taraxacifolia

Sedum dasyphyllum
Aizoon
virescens

10. Carajjanula azurea
Silene chlorEefolia swer-

tisefolia

Helianthemum Tuber-
aria

Scabiosa Webbiana

July
lij. MccoiKipsis WalUchi

fusco-purpurea
Astilbe japonita
Spir;i,-a astilboiiles

Diauthiis Atkin:'^uni
17. Ilclcnium Bolaiideri

Veronica Andersoiii
rubra

Rosa viridiflora

Campanula SoldancUa
fl.-pl.

Gentiana septemlida
cordifolia

Inula ensifolia var.
Teucrium pyi-enaicum
Dianthus crucntus
Sedum ca^nUeum

i

niulticeps
;

neglectum
virescens major
maximum

is. Calochortus venustus
roseua

Anthemis tinetoria dis-
:

coidea *

Milla longipes
10-31. Campanula Wald-

bteiniana
Delphinium vekitinum
Veronica maritima alba
Hyptricum elegans
Agatha^a cjelestis
Gentiana Burseriana
Polygonum vaccini-

folium
Calluna vulgaris tomen-

tofca

Mieromeria PipereUa
Cyananthus linai-ias-

foLus
Campanula Tymonsl
Oxytropis deHexa
Eryngium asperifolium
Polygonum Brunonis
Heleuium pumilum
Gentiana Wallichi
('mvolvulus lineatus
<.>nopordon Acanthium
Helleborusniger gi-andi-

florus
Calceolaria scabio.saifolia
Inula ensifolia
Veronica corymbosa

variegata
Phlox ovata
Centaurea procunibens
Dracocephalum argu-

nense
Epilobium Fleischeri
Spirte I palmata alba
<»nonis arvensis
Eiythnva diffusa
(Jineraria maritima
Linum monogymum
Campanula iswphylla

alba
haylodgensis

Geranium polyanthes
Hypericum reptans

verticillatum
Statice Dodarti
Erica ramulosa
Cassinia fulvida
Linaria genistsefolia

i

Calandrmia umbellata '

Hesperoscordon lacteum
Adenophora lilifolia

Rose White Pet i

Coreopsis laneeolata !

Linai'ia vulgaris Peloria
Alstrcemeria aurea

j

Campanula elegans
Phlox glaberrima
Silene Schafta
Spiraea palmata
Linum luteum
Pratia littotalis

Campanula Hendersoni '

Lysmiaehia thyrsifloia
vcrticiUata

Lilium d a 1 m a ti c um
Leichtlini

auratum
CEnothera fruticosa
Auomatheca truenta
feodum populifolium

stellatum
roseuni

Dracocephalum strami-
neum

IMnnarda didyma
Veronica incisa
Lavandula Spica
Stobaiia purpurea
Gaillardia grandiflora
Anemone rivularis

August
3. Calochortus pulchellus

Marrubiiun vulgare
Pterocephalus Parnassi
Gentiana adscendens
Calluna vulgaris fl.-pl.

15

10-

AugUKt
4. Clematis Jackmanni

Calluna vulgaris Scarlii
V. alba-Spica-braivis

7. Campanula Hosti
JS. Ophelia sp.

Gentiana Bigelowi
Geum reptan.s

Campanula pyraniida!is
macrantha alba

Scabiosa speciosa
PotentiUa reptans fl.-pl.

Veronica salicifolia

10. (. ampanula .sannatica
Polygonum capitatum
Gentiana tibetica
Dianthus chincnsia

Heddewigi
Spiraea Bumalda;
Ihlox coccinea

12. Hj pericum glaucum
13. Siixifraga flagellaris

Campanula isopbylla
Sedum cyaneum
Geranium aconitifolium
I)elphinium eardinale
Calluna vulgaris j yg-

maia
Lobelia syphilitica
Polygonum eutiddatum
Veronica maritiuia
-17. Montbretia Pottsi
Franena rupestris
Lilium pardalinum su-

perbunr
Malva moschata
Campanula floribunda

nitida
18. Ballotii spino.sa

Veronica spicata hixu
Echinops Ritro
Gentiana ornata
Aster sikkimeusis
Seseli gummiferum
Scabiosa Gramuntia

10. Sedum maximum jjur-

pureum
Colchicum autumnale

album
Hypericum patulum
Salvia inteiTupta

20, Senecio speciosus
Helianthemum amabile

22. Cyclamen hedera^folium
yucca filamentosa

24. Anemone japonica alba
Colchicum autumnale

vcrum
Erica vagans alba minor
Veronica longifolia sub-

sessilis

25. Origanum Tounieforti
Cyclamen europajum
Linaria vulgaris
Colchicum variegatum
Platycodon pimiUum
Colcnicum speciosum

rubrum
Onopordon horridum
Ballota acetabulosa

20. Sedum spectabile
Monarda didyma alba

31. Sedum dasyphyllum
oblong itolium

Dracocephalum virgini-
cum

September
1. Gentiana asclepiadea

alba
3. Lilium tigrinum

Calluna vulgaris Alporti
5. Lobelia lutea
Sedum multiceps

7. Gladiolus Saundersi var.
Helianthus multiflorus
Saponaria officinalis fl.

pi.

Palmerelia debihs
S. Colchicum autumnale

plenum
9. SehizostyUs coccinea

Veronica spicat i

11. Colchicum maximum
13. Mutisia decurrens
14. Montbretia crocosmae-

floia

Crocus speciosus
15. Coreopsis teuuifolia

Campanula primulajfolia
Colchicum rubrum

17. Svalvia argentca
Kudbeckia Newmanni

IS. Colchicum autumnale
album fl.-pl.

21. Veronica glaueo-cajrulea
Crocus nudiflorus

24. Gladiolus purpureo-au-
Kxtus

Linaria purpurea
25. Crocus pulcheUus

Tricyrtis australis
2S. Allium Sanborini

glaucum
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as hard-wooded will again occupy a foremost

place amonc; i'avourite garden plants, which, as

the oldei- amcjng us know, they once held tor

many years. To the few who have or want to

grow Croweas we may say that they like an airy

greenhouse at all times, except perhaps for about

a month in April and May, when, after they have

been overhauled and repotted, they should be

placed in a close, warm house and syringed fre-

quently during sunny weather. For soil, they

prefer a mixture of peat, leaf-mould, and sand

—

plentv of the latter. B. W.

volubilis), .a stronger growing kind with large yellow

blossoms, but they possess such a disagreeable odour,

that it is seldom tolerated.—H. P.

Coprosma Baueriana varie gata.—The typical

plain-leaved form of this Coprosma is a handsome
evergreen shrub, especially remarkable for its beautiful

glossy foliage. Ita variegated variety is often used

for bedding purposes, and is but seldom seen as a

bash, though when it has attained such dimensions

and is in good healtli few brighter objects from a

foliage point of view can be foimd in a greenhouse.

Neat little bushes of it are

available for many pur-

poses indoors, .and the clear

creamy white variegation

of the foliage is very effec-

tive under artificial light.

The most difficult pait con-

nected with the cultivation

of this Coprosma is its pro-

pagation, which proves a

stumbUng-block to many.
Failure iu this re.spect

chiefly arises from allow-

ing the cuttings to flag,

either when first put in or

at some subsequent period.

I have propagated great

numbers of it with but
little loss as follows : Hav-
ing a few old plants kept
specially for the produc-
tion of cuttings, they were
about the end of February
shifted from the greenhouse
into a structure kept at a
rather higher temperature.
The effect of this was to

cause the plants to start

rapidly into growth, and
when the young shoots

were about 3 inches lon'^

they were taken off as cut-

tings. The lower leaves

having been removed, they
were dibbled into pots of

light sandy soil pressed

down moderately firm,

when, after a thorough
watering (that is, sufficient

to smoothe the sand at

the top), the pots were
placed in a close propagating case in an intermediate

house. The after treatment consisted in giving air

for a little time each day to dry up superfluous

moisture, shading, and watering when necessary; b\it

if the first watering is a thorough soaking, it will be a

good while befr)re another watering is needed.—T.

Hibbertia dentata.—Notwithstanding the fact

that attention has been several times directed to the

merits of this winter-flowering greenhouse climber, it

seems to be but little known, or at -Al events but little

employed, though in a collection of climbers in the

greenhouse here it is by far the most attractive. It

has a slender twining habit of growth and very

effective foliage, deep green in the adult stage, but
when young tinged with bronzy rtd. The bark of the

young shoots is also of the same tint. The flowers,

which are produced freely throughout the winter

months, are .about Ih inches in diameter and bright

yellow. This Hibbertia is a native of Australia. It

can be readily propagated by means of cuttings made
of the half-ripened shoots, and is in no way fasti-

dious as to soil. Insect pests, too, attack it but
sparingly, and they can be kept down by a free appli-

cation of the syringe. There is another species (H.

NOTES ON BLANDFORDIAS.
Blandfordias are natives of Australia, and their

comparative rarity in gardens is to be regretted,

as their blossoms are very beautiful and remain

long in perfectio)!. They have a stoutish, fleshy

root-stock, whence springs a tuft of grass-like

leaves and an erect tlower-stem, varying in height

from 1 footto 3 feet, terminated byan umbel of bell-

shaped drooping blossoms of wax-like substance.

In all the species the colour of the flowers is red

and yellow in varying proportions. When in

active growth they need plenty of water, but they

dislike stagnant moisture. The best compost for

them is about two-thirds of good open peat to

one-third of fibrous loam and a liberal admixture

of rough silver sand. The best time to re-pot is

Tlower-spr.iy of Crowea saligim (colour rcse-i)ink).

towards the end of the summer or beginning of

autumn, as they then commence to root after

flowering. The pots must be well drained with

broken crocks, and after potting care should be

taken not to over-water till the roots are in active

operation. During winter new filjres are formed;

early in spiiug the plants commence to grow, and

in summer the flower- stems make their appear-

ance. After flowering less water is needed, but

at no time must they be allowed to

thoroughly dry, for unlike many
foliage is not deciduous. They are essentially

greenhouse plants, and need to be shaded from

the sun during summer ; indeed, at that season

they like a cool moist atmosphere. They do well

planted out in a conservatory or

vided a suitable place is prepared for them

.

In B. Cunninghami the foliage is about one-

third of an iiudi in width and gracefully reiuirved,

so that even when out of Idoom it has a pleasiiig

aspect; the flowers are bell-shaped, massive in

substance, and about 2 inches in length. Their

colour is bright red at the base, the mouth lieing

orange. It is also known under the name of B.

grandiflora. Of B. flammea there are several

varieties ; the typical form has very rigid, nearly

erect leaves ; the blooms are snuiller than tliose

of the last named, but in colour they are mucli

the same. The best varieties are elegans, said to

be a hybrid between this species and B. Cunning-

hami ; it has larger and more showy flowers

than those of either parent, borne on a spike a

yard high; in princeps, another variety, the

blooms are nearly 3 inches long and propor-

tionately broad, while the spike is not much
more than a foot in height ; colour, bright orange-

red, changing to deep gold at the mouth of the

flower. T, 1 •

B. MARGINATA denves
its name from the rougli,

almost toothed, edges of

the leaves. Its flowers

are of a yellowish red

colour and arranged
rather in a raceme than

in that of a cluster at the

apex of the .spike, as in

the other kinds. The
flower-stem is tinged with
purple and studded for

some distance with green-

ish coloured bracts. B.

nobilis when compared
with other kinds is by
no means entitled to its

name, the whole char-

acter of the plant being

less in keeping with such

a title than that of some
of the preceding. The
leaves are long and weak,

while the flowers, which
are about the smallest of

any, are red and marked
with yellow around the

mouth.
Propagation isreadily

ett'ected by dividing the

plant in such a manner
that each portion hassome
roots attached to it. When
done in this way the dif-

ferent pieces should be

potted and kept some-

what close and shaded till

root action recommences.

Seeds nuxy also be obtained if the flowers are

artificially fertilised, and when ripe they should

be at once sown in well-drained pots of sandy

peat and kept fairly moist till germination takes

place. When large enough they must be potted

oft', and treated as just recommended.
Alpha.

become
bulbs the i

Habrothamnus elegans.—This is a useful

winter- flowering greenhouse plant. Two years ago I

planted a young plant of it out in the open against a

south wall. It made moderate growtu durmg the

summer of 1SS4, survived the winter, and produced

very strong shoots during the past summer ; tut we

__ _ had 1-2°, 13°, and 14° of frost during three nights in

greenhouse", pro- i the early part of December, and I see so much cold

I for them has been too much for our open-air Habrothamnus,

I
which appears quite dead. In a conservatory, how-

Species and varieties.— In B. aurea the '

^^.^.j.^ ^yiig^e fire heat is only used to keep out frost,

flowers are of a deep golden yellow, about U inches it always grows luxuriantly, .and never fails to pro-

long and narrower in outline than most of the duce a large bunch of its bright tubular flo\yers at

others. The leaves are also very narrow, while the end of e\ery shoot. The place filled by brightly-

the habit ol tlie plant is by no means vigorous, i coloured Fuchsias at midsummer is taken up by this
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Habrothamnus now, and anyone who plants it out

in tliuir conservatory as a wall or pillar plant, or

grnws it in sin;ill pots like a Fuchsia, need never be
without ciuantities of scarlet flowers at this season.

It is easily propagated by means of cuttings [lut in

during any of the spring months, and its after-culture

simply consists in giving it plenty of rich soil to root

into and abundance of water. It is not in any way
liable to be infested with an^ kind of insect. And it is

almost impossible to kill it either with kindness or

ill-usage.

—

J. Mint, Murrain, Uhimmyamhhr.

Jasminum gfracillimum.—Mr. Woodall's testi-

mony as to the l)i-auty of this jilaut is perfectly

correct. Its graceful liabit, when permitted to grow
naturally, and the purity and delicious scent of its

flowers, are not tlie least of its excellent (pialities.

If, when in foil bloom, it be placed in a cooler

temperature, it will retain its flowers much longer
than when kept in a stove ; when these are over the
sucoessional buds will quickly open by again re-

placing it in the stove, and so by having a few pl.ants

to work with an excellent display can be kept up.

I have also found that a tiny drop of gum inserted

in the calyx of the open blossoms tends to preserve
them from dropping so soon as they otherwise do.

This is quickly done, and on small plants for the
drawing-room it is very convenient.—W. C. T.

Oldenlandia Ceppeana.—Under this name we
grow a very neat little plant about 8 inches high,
which bears charming small white flowers, and mimics
to some extent the white Lobelia. We find it useful

at this season for keeping up a display in the green-
house with other subjects. The temperature of an
intermediate pit is all that it requires. It should be
potted in a mixture of peat and loam made somewhat
sandy. Spring is the best time to strike cuttings of

it. It comes from Mexico.—H.

Iris reticulata at Christmas.—When a selec-

tion of bulh(.>ns plants to flower at Christmas is being
made, this Iris should not be forgotten. It needs but
little in the way of forcing to have it in bloom by the
latter part of December. A frame or greenhouse in

which there is a little heat is all that is needed
;

whereas Tulips, Hyacinths, Narcissi, and other bulbs
of that sort require a good deal more. Imported bulbs
of this Iris flower well, and half-a-dozen of them in a
.')-inch pot are, when in bloom, highly attractive. From
the time the buds show themselves till the flf>wers

expand they should be so situated as to get all the
light possible, otherwise the blooms will be pale and
thin. After flowering they may be hardened off and
planted iii a suit.able spot to recoup themselves.
Another bulbou-i phant rarely .seen in flower at
Christmas, yet easy to obtain at that time, is Rcilla

sibirica, which, like the Iris, needs all the light pos-

sible in order to bring out its beautiful blue tints.

This requires more forcing than the Iris in order to
have it in bloom at the same time—indeed about
as much as a Due Van Thol Tulip. With reaard
to forcing bulbs, it is a singular fact that the Snowdrop
can be advanced but little by forcing; indeed, very
little heat suffices to cause all its blooms to go what
is termed blind.—H. P.

Propagating the Luculia.~-()f all sweet-
scented flowei-ing plants grown for the decoration of
the conservatory, there is probably not one at this

time of year which attracts so much attention as this
lovely shrub. Although an old plant, having been
imported fnun Xepaul as far back as 1 823, good bushes
of it are seldom seen ; and yet there is nothing
difficult about its cultivation, if we except its propa-
gation. Even snuiU plants of it, such as one meets
now in nur.series, flower well, although, when kept
wlir)lly in pots, they generally form Ijut poor speci-

mens. It is only when planted out in a house, with
a temperature ranging from 50° to 65", and in a
border consisting of good fibrous loam and leaf
mould in equal parts, with the addition of a good
sprinkling of .sdver sand, that it shows itself in its

true character, bearing at the extremity of each of its

shoots noble heads of Hydrangea-like flowers. When
grown in that manner, the plants, directly after
flowering, sliould be cut back so close as to leave
only one or two eyes on the young wood ; from
these a vigorous growth will be produced in the
spring, and if not stopped later than the beginning

of June will cover itself with flowers during
the following months. The difliculties attending
its prop.agation are, after all, more imaginary than
real, (-nttings of it do not, it is true, -strike root so

freely as those of soft-wooded plants ; but the inuuense
quantities of it annu.ally supplied to the trade by .an

Edinburgh firm ought to lie sufficient proof of the

readiness w-ith whicti it niay l)e increased by means of

cuttings, if jjroperly and skilfully treated. (_'uttings

of it will not root easily if kept exclusively under cool

treatment, anfl they will fail if put in iieat directly at

the start; l)ut if allowed to get callused before they
are subjected to he.at, little difficulty will be found in

getting them rorited. They should be put into an
ordinary greeniionse, covered with a bell-glass, shaded,
and the soil shi>uld be kept moderately moist until

they have formed a callus, which will occiipy say
about a month ; they should then be ])laced in a mode-
rate bottom heat, and kept close and shaded to keep
them from flagging. Cuttings in a suitable condition

to strike may be procured soon after the plants have
done flfiwering. Thus it will be seen that no insur-

monntalile difficulty attends this part of its culture

;

but it should be borne in mind that at all times this

handsome plant requires, and well deserves, a little

more than ordinary care to bring it to perfection.

Checks arising from cold draughts often destroy the
blooms in their course of formation, and to that cause
alone may reasonably be attributed many lamentable
failures in the case of this plant.—S.

LATE CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
I QUITE agree with all that Mr. Molyneux says

(p. 31) respecting the value of late Ohrvsantbe-
iniiius both as pot plants and i'uv supplying cut
flower.^, hi fact, lor the latter purpose, 1 con-
sider tbeni without an equal from the fact of

their lasting .so long in good condition. I have
some at the present time that have been cut
(|uite three weeks, and that have had the water
changed and fresh foliage added several tinie.s,

and they are still quite fresh-looking, while
flowers of any kind that are forced into bloom
liy niean.s of a high temperature are but short
lived at the best. The means of getting a good
sup]ily of forced bloom at Christmas and the new
year are not so universal, even in gardens of con-
siderable e.vtent, as is the demand made on them,
anil I feel .sure it will pro\'e luie of the greatest
Ijoons to an over-taxed class of men to be able to

get a full supply of bloom from cold houses.
These late ( 'Iny.santhemums only need keeping
free from being actually frozen, and they will go
on expanding blooms until the lengthening days
bring so many other flowers into bloom that they
are really no longer required. We have at pre-
sent a large orcluird hou.se fnun whicli hundreds
of flowers were cut at Christmas, and it i.s .still

gay with lilooms that look as if they would last

until tlie end of Keliruary, and as we are within
sight of the Isle of Wight, there need be no fear

a.s to the possibility of retarding the Chrysanthe-
mum in any jiart of the king<lom. Our varieties

are nearly identical with the list given by
Mr. Molyueux, but probably other sorts will

soon be forthcoming lunv that attention has been
directed to the value of what used to lie an autumn
flower for ijiid-winter work, and when we con-
sider that summer-flowering zonal Pelargoniums
are now grown by thousands for mid-winter
work, it is no stretch of imagination to .suppo.se

that Chrysanthemum shows nuiy, in a few years,
be held in January as well as in Kovember ; but
it is for supplying flowers in quantity for ordi-

nary <lecorative purposes for wliich these late

varieties are so well adapted. Tlie late stopping
is against the production of very large blooms,
but there is really no difliculty attending their
culture. The majority of our plants for supj)!y-

ing cut blooms have never been in pots at all

;

the cuttings were taken off the old stools last

March, inserted in ordinary cutting boxes, placed

in cold frames, and kejit clo.se until idoted,

when they were fully exixise.l to all weathers.
Tliey were planted out in beds (i inches ajiart in
ordinary kitchen garden soil until space could be
found to plant them out at wider distances.

Some were even planted out between rows of
Potatoes like wint3r greens and treated in the
same way. They were stopjied twice, and during
the drought plenty of manure water was given

;

when danger from severe frost I'endered it

un.safe to leave them out longer they were lifted

with good balls of earth, and the best were jxitted

for indoor decoration. All the rest were planted
in the .soil of a large orchard bouse, kept wide
open except during severe frost. Where fruit

houses are standing empty after the early Chry-
santhemums are cleared out, they will prove an
invaluable aid to floral decoratcjrs for storing a
reserve of late flowering Chry.santhemums. Those
who have not yet given them a trial should not
lo.se another sea.son without doing so.

Gosport. James Groom.

Abutilon insigne.—Whether grown in pots
with a view to decorate the eonser^atory, or trained
up the roof of a stove or intermediate house, this is a
grand old species. I admire it most when grown and
trained over the roof of a stove, as under such circum-
stances its flowers, which hang in pendulous racemes,
are seen to perfection. Our plants bear from six to

eight blooms cui a raceme ; they are purplish crim-
son in colour, the veins of the petals being very dark
and the petals themselves reflexed. It attains the
height of about 12 feet, and has been in flower for

some time. It comes from New Grenada, and is

known also as A. igneum.—H.

Canarina Campanula.—This is a ]ierennial,

and bears yellowish, nodding, bell-shaped flowers ; in
short, it belongs to the Bellworts. It is in bloom with
us just now in one of our cool greenhouses. The
flowers appear singly at the ends of the shoots. The
colours of the blossoms of this Order are generally
purple, blue, or lilac, but in this they ap]iear to be a
departure from the rule. It has tuberous roots, which
are said to be edible as well as the young shoots.

On the whole, it is a very interesting plant. Should
the flowers not give satisfaction, one can get rid of
the plant by making a dish of its tubers. It is easy
to cultivate ; its requirements are, if grown in pots,

good drainage, plenty of pot room, and a good loamy
soil, with a good sprinkling of sand in it. It is

benefited, when starting, if a little bottom heat is

given it ; after that it can remain in a frame or

greenhouse, where it must have plenty of water
while growing. It comes from the Canary Islands.

—H.

Impatiens Hookeri.—This, for some reason or
other, is what may be called a shy bloomer; it has
thick succulent stems with a spur-like sepal. It is

equally as fickle in ripening its seeds as it is in
flowering in some cases, and, I believe, up to the
present has set at defiance the many attempts of the
busy hybridist to effect a cross or fertilise its flowers
with success. It requires to be potted in a free and
open compost with a fair amount tif drainage in pots,

using peat broken according to the size of the pot
with a little leaf mould mixed with lumps of charcoal
and sand. When the plants are growing they should
be liberally supplied with water and placed in a
position to catch as iiuich sunlight as possible without
scorching the leaves. It retpiires no assistance by way
of pinching out the pointi of its growth ; if this is

practised, the results are not altogether satisfactory.

After it has finished growing very little water should
be given. Our plants, one of them a large one,
bloomed in a house k^-pt at nearly a stove tempera-
ture in the Botanic Garden .at Cambridge. I. Sultani
can be had in bloom during the whole year, and well
repays all attention bestowed upon it. It will grow
in almost any kind of soil, and should be kept near
the glass to prevent it from being over-drawn up,
I. Episcopi is similar to Sultani, and is said by
some to be inferior, but it appears nmch brighter
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than Sultani by lamplight. I. fi.%ccida and its

ariety alba are both useful plants ; the former bears

purple flowers.— H.

Kitchen Garden.

SEAKALE FORCING.

The forcer of Seakale is more or less in the liaml.'*

of the f;rower. If the crowns lack .size and
strength, the heads of blanche 1 stalks, wliich

under the influence of geni-il warmth will pusli

out therefrom, must be small and spindly.

The prnjiagation of Seakale may be from cuttings

made of the roots, or from seeds. The former

method is generally preferred where large (juan-

tities of Seakale ai'e grown. When the roots are

lil'ted for forcing they are always trimmed a little,

to permit of their being planted 3 inches apart in

the forcing bed, and in most cases the portions

trimmed off make very good sets for raising a

new stock of ro(jts. They should be cut int(j

pieces 4 inches long, and then packed in sand,

and have a little locse litter thrown over them
till next March, when in most cases the crown
ends will have commenced operations, as will be

seen by the granular matter accumulated round
the edges of the wound. They shoidd be planted

with a dibber, in well prepared ground, in rows
15 inches apart and 12 inches asunder in tlie

n iw.s, just covering the crowns lightly. Sometimes
file old plants tlutt have been forced are sorted

over and tlie best planteil again, but healthy

young roots are better.

Raising plants from seeds is accompli.shed

in much the same maimer. Drills are drawn tlie

same distances apart and three or four seeds are

dro|iped in at intervals of a foot asunder. Tlie

soil is then pressed over them if dry enough to

tread without adhering to the shoes. There is

not much lal.iour attached to the culture of Sea-

kale ill the o]ieii ground. If seeds are employed,
watch the young plants closely as the seed leaves

push through, and guard them from snails and
slugs by dressings of soi>t and lime ; a top-dre.ssing

of .«alt will lie beneficial in June if the sea.son

should jirove dry. Pinch away all indications of

flowers and kill all weeds when small. As soon

as tlie leaves drop away from the crowns in

autumn fcjrcing may begin, and fiefore cold

weather sets in all the ro(-its intended lor forcing

during the jiresent year should be lifted carefully,

be trimmed in at the roots, and then be lieeled

in close together in a cool nortli border near to

the forcing ground. This lifting and laying in

liy the heels in a cool site will tend to ripen them,
and they will always be on the spot no matter

what the weather may be. ' These cultural details

refer only to Seakale taken up to be forced.

Open ground forcing.—In many places the

old-fashioned plan of forcing in the open ground
under pots is still adopted, and very good Kale
can be grown in that way, as T have proved over
and over again ; but there isagood deal of trouble

attached to kcejiing up the beds to the requfsite

teiiijierature, especially in severe weather, and
under all po.s,siblf care there is at times some
uncertainty as to its succeeding ; whereas, when
forcing it in a Mushroom house, or a close frame
or pit, there is no difficulty in maintaining a

regular, steady, genial temperature just suitable

for it. Seakale ditiers from Asparagus in this

respect: it must not be exposed to light. To
have it in prime condition, light must be totally

excluded, and the atmosphere surrounding it

when growing must be free from all impurities,

as if grown under the gases of rank, fermenting
manure it will frequently acquire a bad taste.

Forcing in the open ground is carried on beneath

pots, and to meet this the plants are set out in

clusters of three 6 inches apart, so that the
]iots will cover them easily. These clumps or

clusters of crowns are sometimes planted in buds,

two rows in a bed, the clusters of plants being about
2 feet or 2.V feet apart. The beds are intersected

by alleys 3 feet wide for the convenience of

taking on manure and gathering the produce.

The beds are covered in succession, lieginniiig as

.^oiui as the leaves drop away, .and continuing

till the last bed is finished, about April. Of
course the last bed will need no forcing ; only
blanching materials need be used ; ashes or .sand

will do very well, and the crowns may be

covered with jiots in the 'usual way, and the

space between the pots filled in with a covering

of leaves. In country places tree leaves play a

very important part in forcing operations, the

warmth whiidi they generate being so sweet and
genial. There need be no fear of any vegetable

growth aciiuiring an earthy taste where leaves

form one-half of the forcing beds. I have seen

excellent Seakale, Rhubarb, and Mushrooms pro-

duced in a large underground cellar, the warmth
arising from gentle fermentation, sufficient heat

being thus obtained to carry on the forcing

without fire heat; indeed, in such cases fire

heat would be cpiite unnecessarj' as well as in-

jurious.

Very good Seakale may be grown in an

ordinary hotlied, such as is commonly used for

forcing Potatoes, Asparagus, &c. ; only the lights

must be covered thickly to keep out the light.

Small quantities may be easily brought forward
by planting five roots in a 10-inch pot, filling as

many pots at a time as may be required. The
pots may be set under the stage in a greenhouse

or in a forcing house, each pot of plants to be
covered with an empty inverted pot of the same
size, and the whole to be still further darkened
by a covering of mats or sacks, so that the

growth may be perfectly blanched. Seakale

may be forced in deep boxes, with close-iitting

lids on the top, to totally exclude light. A gentle

temperature anywhere between StT-' and 60" will

do, but the less heat the slower the growth comes
on. E. Hobday.

Chou de Burghley.—" W. I. M." does not

speak too favour.ably of Chou de Burghley. the kind
wliich I had and which I said at the time appeared

to be identical with Mr. Gilbert s now well-known
vegetable, though it was not of that stock. '* \V. I. M."

'

asserts that it requires as long a season of growth as

Broccoli, but that cannot be the case, as in its Cabbage
foriii, anil that is the form to which I have made
reference, it is fit to cut at Christmas, some three

months or even more before Broccoli is fit to cut.

This vegetable, wliatever it may be, is robust and
stands drought well, while Savoys suffer more and
make less rapid growth. In that respect alone it is

valuable as a market field vegetable, and merits

attention. As to quality, my experience differs from
that of " W. I. M.," but then tastes differ. I, how-
ever, prefer the tender sweetne s and pleasant flavour

of Chou de Burghley to that of loarse, white Cabbages
and I)rumhead Savoys, but I think ihat it has its

ei[uai in the pleasant, soft, early Ulm Savoy; still,

we don't want to be tied to one kind of C'abbage, and
tlie cultivator who can put upon the table a vegetable

that lias the pleasant texture and flavour of the Chou
de Burghley as a variation from the normal course of

Brussels Sprouts, Savoy, or Colewort Cabbage merits

praise rather than blame. However, the (piestion

raised was whether, in a season of comparative scarcity

of green crops, a big piece of Chou de Burghley,

thriving well in the drought and in an oper field, as

it has done with me, would not have proved a profit-

alile cro]i to a market gardener, and I am still of

opinifin that it would. Field crops of these vegetables

are, if less coarse, also perhaps more richly flavoured

than are those grown in gardens fed with much rank

manure.—A. D.

GARDEN HEDtJES.
Hawthorn or Quick hedges are largely used as

houndaiy lines for out-of-the-way kitchen gardens,
reserve grounds, and similar ]ilace.i. They are,

indeed, everywhere in demand, and worthily so,

as nothing excels them in rapiility of growtli,

durability, or effectiveness; but wdiere ornament
is required as well as utility, as, for instance, in
]iarts of the pleasure garden that are often fre-

quented, they are objectioiialile, particularly in
winter when leafless. In some localities it is

believed that they mu^t be planterl in double
rows to make a hedge sufficiently strong to stand
the wear and tear brought to bear on it, but that
is a mistake, as a single row of Quicks will grow
thick enougli to make a thoroughly good fence.

Very often one sees banks of soil raised and the
liedge planted on the top. Except in wet
localities, that is also a mistake

;
young Quicks

especially often suffer in a dry summer when
thus planted, but where the land is naturally
wet the site should be raised somewhat above
the ordinary level. Before planting a hedge on
the level, thoroughly trench the ground, and the
plants will succeed all the better if some minure
can be added to it during the operation of

digging. Procure clean, well-grown plants, about
the thickness of an ordinary wood pencil, jdant
them 4 inches apart, treading the .soil firmly as

the work proceeds. Out them down within
4 inches of the .soil ; this induces them to break
inta growth right from the bottom. When
allowed to grow without cutting down the

bottom of the hedge is apt to get Ijare, a circum-
stance to be avoided, as no after treatment will

induce a supply of fresh branches; even if not cut

right down or neaily so the shoots will not grow
\'ery long the first season, but they must be
to]qied and the side shoots cut in, so as not to allow

tlieui to extend far at first. During the second

season the shoots .sliould lie clipped three times;

this constant clipping induces a branching habit,

wiii( h is the all-important point aimed at in a

young hedge. There are various methods of

cutting Thorn hedges, but I think the wedge-

sliaped the best. Little room is thus taken up
and the hedge looks always neat and trim. The
ground for at least a foot wide on each side

should be kept clear of Grass or other weeds ; if

allowed to grow, they soon injure the bottom

liranches. In allowing the points of the shoots

to extend the side branches must lie taken into

consideration. If they show a tendency to grow
strongly, then the leaders may be allowed to

extend "faster than would otherwise be the case

till the necessary height is reached ; but if the

bottom growths are weak, then keep the tiq)

down in proportion.

Holly is the best kind of plant for making a

evergreen hedge where shelter and strength are

required. Its deep green foliage in winter, too,

is very pleasant to look upon, particularly when
plentifully covered with berrie.s. Hollies will

grow ill almost any soil. When plentifully sup-

plied with manure at planting time they grow-

fast, and assume a deep green colour, especially

when the soil is strong and impregnated with

chalk. In such soils they can Vie transplanted with

certainty of success at almost any season, except

when in full growth in summer. In strong soils

the roots do not ramble far, and in consequence

in moving more soil adheres to them than in soil

of a lighlier character. As 1 have .said. Hollies

may be planted at almost any lime, but the best

lime is early in October. If the soil at that time

happens to be dry, they should be well puddled

in, which is done liy pouring water on the soil

during the ojieration of planting and treading

the mould firmly about the roots. Afterwards

give a good mulching of manure, which encour-

ao-es surface-rooting and retains the moisture,
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thus reduciii}^ the necessity of watering su iniu'h

the i'ollowint;; season ; even if Wiiter is applied to
the roots dining summer, the mulcliini,' is an
advantafje. If pknting is deferred till, say,
February or Marcli, and the plants have t(] lie

conveyed some distance, no matter how packed,
some of the mols will be sure to get dry, and if

exposed when ]iliinted to strong winds, which we
often have from the east in March and Ajiril,

they will lie sure to suffer somewhat; therefore,
for this reason I consider the time already named
tlie liest. I have tried botli autumn and spring
planting, and I have found sjiring to be much
the worst time to select. Plants moved then do
not die outright, but they often die down to tlie

ground line, thus causing breaks in the hedge,
wliich take years to mend. Tlie plants best
adapted for planting are those about 2 feet high ;

having previously trenched and manured the
ground, they should be planted about 1 foot
(J inches apart— two in every yard. Holly
hedges do not require cutting more than once a
year. Upright sides with a flat top is a very
good form for such hedges, or they may be wedge-
shaped, according to taste. Ilex Aquifolium, or
common Holly, is the best variety for hedges.

Yew, next to Holly, makes the most useful
evergreen hedge. It will grow in almost any
soil, and will bear clipping into any shape re-

(
ju ired. It affords capital shelter for Rose gardens,
or for anything else requiring protection from
east winds in spring. The best style in which to
clip Yew hedges is perpendicular sides with a Hat
top—.say about 1 foot to 15 feet in width. The
plants best suited for hedges are those about 2 feet
high ; they should be planted 1 foot 6 inches
apart, in thoroughly prepared soil, trenched and
freely manured. Early in October is the best
time to plant, but, where circumstances do not
admit of its done at that time, February or March
will do, as Yews do not sutler from easterly winds
to the extent which Hollies do. The common
Yew makes the best hedge, and after being
planted it should receive the usual amount of
mulching.

Cdpressus Lawsoniana forms one of the best
of hedges where ornament is the chief attraction,
its deep glaucous-green foliage rendering it very
effective in winter. Upright sides with flat top
is the best style in which to train it. It clips
into shape easily, grows fast, and will stand any
kind of weather or hardship. The best time to
plant is early in autumn, and the plants should
stand about IJ feet apart,

Thcja occidextahs is a fast-growing shrub,
which, with the necessary clipping to induce a
branching habit, quickly forms a thick hedge;
its only objection is the rusty lirown colour wlucli
it assumes in winter. It is'very hardv, and will
grow in almost any kind of soil and situation. It
succeeds well planted at the same time as the
Lawson Cypress, and the jilants should be about
the same size.

Cryptomeria ELEGAN.S.—Where a thick screen
is required in a sheltered position open to the
sun, this Cryptomeria answers remarkably well.
The deep russetty tinge which it puts ' on in
autumn renders it attractive. It is easily propa-
gated by means of cuttings taken ofl' when half
ripe in September, and inserted in a cold frame
close to a north wall. They should be in sandy
soil, and ke]it close till they have callused. They
should be allowed to remain in this position till
the following April, when thev will be well
rooted, and should then be jdanted on a border
which previously had been well manured. They
may be allowed two seasons' growth ; then they
will be well suited for planting in their perma-
nent positions. If the summer is dry, they should,
while growing, have plenty of water.

Berberi.s Darwini, when intermixed with
Hollies of the common ty]ie, makes a neat and
ornamental hedge. Hollies afford it protection

in very severe winters, which the Berberis will

not stand unharmed. In autumn and spring
each year, if cli]iped at the proper time, it pro-

duces in piofiision its bright orange-coloured
flowers, \\-hich are set ofl' to advantage by the
deep green of its own foliage, and also that of the

Holly. As it grows rapidly, one plant every 2

feet apart will be enough, with a Holly about every
.3 feet apart.

L.\uREi,s make capital thick hedges or screens

;

no plants stand easterly wiiuls better, and there-

fore they make good lioundary fences for Rose
gardens, or for anything that wants protection

;

they grfiw, if need be, to a good height, or tliey

can he kept dwarf as maj' be required, narrow or

wide, so amenable are they to the pruning-
knife. Of course, the more they are cut the
thicker they grow. They should always be
pruned with the knife or pruning-shears ; when
cut with ordinary hedge-shears they look too stirt'

and smooth, and take some time to recover their

natural appearance. The common variety is the
best where a strong, high, or thick hedge is re-

quired ; where a medium fence is needed, the
Caucasian kind is very eft'ective on account of its

neat growth and dark green foliage, but where a

dwarfer, neater hedge is wanted, the round-
leaved variety (P. rotundifolius) is the best. When
pruned its breaks again freely, and is dwarfer
than the others. The deeper the colour of the
foliage in this, and indeed in all the kinds used,

the handsomer they look. This can alwaj's be
effected by using manure at planting time and
mulching afterwards, or by giving occasional doses
of liquid manure dui'ing the time when the summer
growth is being made. Laurels are not particular

as to soil ; they grow in almost any kind, from
the strongest clay to mere sand, provided the
former is not too wet. If this is the case, the
leaves turn yellow at points in winter each year,

particularly when first planted ; the site, there-

fore, should be drained and thoroughly trenched,
and when planting, some manure and soil of a

lighter sort should be added. Sandy soil will

need more manure as a mulching in summer to

prevent evaporation wlien just planted than soil

that is more retentive. Laurels are all easily

propagated from cuttings put in in October; they
should lie taken off from 6 inches to 10 inches
long with a heel, and inserted in rows 1 foot

apart, and the plants should be 6 inches asunder
on a north border. They will be ready for

removal the following spring twelvemonth to
an open quarter, in which they should be set at
wider distances apart until the following autumn,
when they may be transferred to their permanent
position, keeping them W(dl cut back to form a
thick base. The Portugal kind answers ailmir-
ably for the same purpose, exce])t that it does
not grow so fast as the common Laurel, nor is it

so easily increased, but where a neat screen of any
shape is required it is extremely useful.

The Oval-leaved Privet is another plant
well adapted for hedges, being evergreen and
ea.sily clipped into shape and of quick growth.
Where a hedge is required not wholly for strength
it answers well, but if .solidity combined with
ornament is needed, plant a few Quicks here and
there among the Privets. They should be clipped
with the hedge-shears twice a year. This Privet
is not at all particular as to kind of soil, but of
course the better it is the more progress ^^•ill the
growth make.

Pyrus japonica makes a good low hedge, and
its bright scarlet blossoms, so freely produced
early in the spring, enhances its value for
this purpose. When closely spurred in, as is

the case when planteil

freelv.

Ige, it blooms

Hornmeam, Heech, and Limes make capital

heilges where much strength is requireil and
shelter necessary. They are very eft'ective in

apjiearance al.so in summer ; they are fre(iueutly

used as divisions for quarters in nui>eries much
exjiosed to south-west and easterly winds, and
for such a purpose they are very valualilc.

Swanmoye I'ai-k. E. Moi.vneux.

Garden Flora.

PLATE 627.

THE MAJORCA SANDWORT.
Since this little plant has been introduced to

this country it has added interest and beauty

to many a rock garden. No other plant can

ornamentthe facesof the hardest rockwithsueh

delicate tracery as this Arenaria can. Although
its home is in the warm islands of the Medi-
terranean—Corsica, Sardinia, and the Balearic

Isles—it is, singularly enough, perfectly hardy
with us, even surviving the excessive damp
and cold of our worst winters. True, it gets

killed in the least favourable spots in the

rock garden, but then it is such a rapid

grower, that it soon spreads over a large aren.

it thrives in either shade or sun.shine, but

grows most rapidly and densely in shade,

though it does not flower .so frecl}'. On
exposed rocks it flowers abundantly, just as

represented by the annexed plate, which was
drawn at Munstead in early summer. The
tiny white starry flowers with their thread-

like stalks are exceedingly pretty for weeks
together, and it never looks so well when in

flower as when it is doing its best to cover a

rock, for then its growtli juts out liere and
tliere so as, in spot.s, to show the stone.

Tliough it seems must at home in the com-

pany of rocks, it grows anywhere, and it may
be made to form a carjiet in borders for bulbs

and other plants, and extremely pretty effects

can be made by planting hardy bulbs such as

Iris reticulata, Scilla sibirica, and Narcissi

and others iii a carpet of this little Sandwort.
There are other creeping Arenarias, but none
so pretty as this one. The best of the other

Sandworts are Arenaria graminifolia, which
has (irass-like leaves and white flowers;

A. laricifolia, also a dwarf evergreen perennial

with white flowers; A. niontana, a hand.some

spreading plant, producing white flowers in

early summer; and A. verna, which flowers in

spring; all these tiirive in the rock garden in

ordinary soil.

Mealy bug on Vines.— When I came here
some three yeais .ngo I fdund several houses infested

with mealy bug, some badly. One house contained
old Vines, with spurs from 9 in. to 12 in. in length,

thus affording scope for insect depredations. It may
therefore be imagined what they were like. The
Grapes liad sometimes to be -syringed before they were
presentable, and, of course, were destitute of bloom.
As far as I can ascertain, our houses have never been
free from mealy bug for some fifteen or twenty years.

Eradicating it was therefore not the work of one year.

Although we had the houses painted and all plants

cleaned the first winter, it appear d again in spring;
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we continued mir cleaning tlirough the summer, but

not imtil the return of the winter could we do it tho-

rouj;hly. After tlie second winter cleanim^' we saw very

little of the hwj;. Paraffin oil we found to be most
effective in destroying this insect, but it should be used

with care and perseverance.—W. Forkestee, Becch-

wood, Rodidale,

WORK DONE IN WEEK ENDING JAN. 12.

.Tanu.\uy 6 TO 12.

Thoioh daily memoranda of work done has been

made as usual, there is such a sameness about the

entire week's work, that for once we give a general

risiinie in preference to the daily repetition of the

same. Such a heavy snowstorm as set in during the

early hours of Wednesday, the 6th, is in this part of the

country of so unusual occurrence, that it found us

somewhat unprepared in the matter of covering up of

pits and the housing of supplies of vegetables for use

whilst the storm lasted ; consequently we have had
much difficulty and far from pleasant work to gather

green vegetables and to dig up Parsnips, Horseradish,

and Celery. Advantage was taken of the partial

thaw of Friday, the Sth, to get up supplies, which we
hope may last to the end of the storm. The Broccoli

that was heeled in under the walls, with a view of

both retarding and protecting the heads from frost,

has pro\'ed of immense service during the dilemma of

which the heavy snowfall was the cause. As regards

the protection of bedding plants, Strawberry plants,

Roses, bulbs, and forcing shrubs that are in cold

frames, the snow was left on, and over it we placed a

thick layer of long stable litter, so that we have no
anticipati<->n of injury from frost. The whole of

our outside work can be summed up in a very few
words. It has been grubbing up old tree stumps, and
burning them with other brushwood, Brambles, Couch
Grass, and the rakings up of leaves and sticks in the

plantation that is being grubbed. All our wood-ashes
and charcoal for manurial purposes are manufactured
in this way. Manure heaps have been turned over,

that most decayed being separated from the other, and
will be used first, the longest being left till it is more
decomposed. Snow-shovelling, and wheeling it out
of the walks most used, constitute the whole of our
out-door work. I may add that our snowfall register

amounted to 0"72 inches, and the depth on the ground
to Si inches ; our greatest amount of frost was 16°, on
the morning of the 7th. This day—12th—it is thaw-
ing rapidly, and the snow has nearly all disappeared.
The work in the houses has been cleaning of plants,

pruning and tying climbers in orangery, and Camel-
lias to trellis on back wall, the sponging of the leaves

of the Oranges, and the painting of the stems with a
strong solution of Gishurst to kill, or at any rate

check, the spread of the small white scale that
abounds on the stems. Potted a few of the scarcer
varieties of single Dahlias to start into growth for

propagation. Put in cuttings of Lobelias (being short

of stock), and also cutlings of Iresine, for the very
same reason. Examined roots of Cannas, cut off

all rotten stems, potted part of the weaker roots, and
placed them in Peach house to start them into growth.
Potted up Fuchsias, that when lifted from flower

garden were packed closely together in a cool shed.

They are now potted in the smallest pots that the
roots could be pressed into, and pruned into shape

—

pyramidal form—for use in flower beds and vases in

the coming summer, and for the present are given
space in a vinery at rest. The various varieties of

Abutilons we use rather freely in the summer flower

garden, and usually manage to propagate a sufficient

quantity in the autumn, the best time, but from some
cause or other they were forgotten last year, and as

young plants are much to be preferred to old ones, a
quantity of cuttings taken from the old plants that
were lifted at the end of October has just been put in.

The old plants come in very well for the centres of

large flower beds, or to mi.x witli by way of eking
out short supplies of subtropical plants. During the
prevalence of such cold sunless weather, the tempera-
ture of forcing houses we allow to fall in proportion
CO the outside air, a rule that, having followed for

years, we can safely recommend as being at once the
mo.st rational and most successful, whilst the gain in

time of maturity of fruit is really very little, but the

permanent injury of Vines, Peach trees, and other

fruits fr<nn hard-and-fast-line teniperatiu'es is great.

Hant.s.

PRTTITS UNDER GLASS.
FOUCINO Okchabi) HoriSE.

The early forcing of Peaches and Nectarines in pots

is not now confined to the amateur's garden, as many
professional gardeners who are expected to supply

good fruit from May to November husband the Peach
liovise proper by starting a selection of suitable varieties

about the end of November. Where established trees

have been properly treated and a little fermenting

material has been introduced, many of them will now
be approaching the flowering stage, if sfime of the

blossoms are not already open. If not previously

fumigated, directions so often given must no longer be

neglected, for, no matter how carefully the trees and
structures may have been cleansed, green fly is sure to

put in an appearance and do considerable mischief

before the fruit is set. Two or three smokings of

tobacco paper, at intervals of a few days after the

flowers begin to show colour, will result in a clean bill

of health, which will carry both Peaches and Straw-

berries over the most critical stage in their culture.

The great secret of success in setting the fruit is gentle

bottom heat, which will keep the roots in action, and a

slight rise in the temperature with ventilation by day.

The night heat may range from 45° to 55°, according

to the state of the weather, as nothing is gained by
undue haste during the hours of darkness, provided

the flowers are kept dry and sufficient air is given to

prevent condensation of moisture. The mode of fer-

tilising the flowers is entirely a matter of taste.

Some few successful fruit growers distribute the pollen

by syringing the trees when the temperature has

reached the maximum of 65° to 70° on bright days;

others leave them to t?ke care of themselves. But
the majority pass a camel's-hair brush very lightly

over the flowers when the pollen is ripe and fit for its

office. When water is used, its temperature should be

equal to that of the house ; it should be applied with a

steady hand, more in the form of a gentle spray than

an insect-destroying deluge, and the operation should

be performed sufficiently early for the trees to become
dry before nightfall. The same rule as regards the tem-

perature applies to the use of the brush, which should

first of all be well charged with pollen from free setters

like Royal George Peach and Elruge Nectarine ;

then with a light touch shy varieties may be operated

upon. A few minutes each day will suffice for the

operation and it must be repeated until the petals

begin to fall. When the fruit is set, the trees

will require good syringing once or twice every fine

day and warm water must be regularly applied to the

roots. Mulching or top-dressing plays a very impor-

tant part in good cultui'e, and it njust be regularly

renewed from the time the fruit is set until it shows
signs of changing for ripening. The materials, con-

sisting of rich calcareous loam, cow manure, a small

percentage of bone dust and soot, should be mixed and
kept in a dry shed some time befoi'e it is wanted for

use. If it becomes too dry or shows signs of heating,

turning over and spreading out thinly will prevent

loss from fermentation, while a thin layer of fresh

stable manure will keep it well charged with

ammonia. AVhen the fruit has thrown off the

remains of the flowers, trees that were not shortened

back at the time they were housed must now be

pruned into shape, always provided there are plenty

of active wood buds to prune back to, and the Peaches

on the lower parts of the shoots are sufficiently

plentiful to allow for thinning and dropping at

stoning time. Some varieties, notably the old

Noblesse, do not swell many wood buds, one at the

point, another at the base of each shoot, and for this

reason many experienced growers delay shortening

back until they are on the move, as the loss of the

point bud prevents all the fruit above the next wood
inid from swelling to maturity. When trees in a

dormant state are pnined, it is generally safe to cut

back to triple eyes, the thin, elongated one in the

centre being invariably a wood bud, which will break

into a new shoot while the plump, hoary buds on each

side of it develop into flowers.

Late and general houses.—Where a good crop of

fruit of the bLst quality is the primary object which
the grower has in view, the early part of .[auuary is a
good time to house and start the trees, and where
only one house is devoted to the general culture of a
mixed collection, the 1st of February i-i ipiite early

enough. The trees should, however, tie housed
shortly after the tvirn of the year, when advantage
can be taken of inclement weather foi" getting them
cleansed and placed in position. Pot trees that are
wintered out of doors generally receive plenty of

moisture from the elements and the material in

which they are plunged. This supply their removal
to the floor of a cold, airy house entirely cuts off,

and as the roots are never at rest, their progress must
be steadily maintained by occasional supplies of

water, otherwise the check will result in the loss of

buds when t'ley ought to be expanding into blossoms
and shoots.

Melons.

Once more the capricious Melon must be brought to

the front, as ripe fruit will be looked for in May,
possibly in Aptil. In order to have really good
Melons by that time, the structure in which they are

to be grown should be light, compact, and efficiently

supplied with pipes for giving top and bottom heat.

The soil, rather heavy calcareous loam, cut from an
old pasture last autumn and placed in an open shed,

must now be moderately dry, mellow, and in good
condition for immediate use. Last, but not least im-
portant, well worked fermenting material should be
at hand for filling up the pits when the young plants

are ready for turning out or plunging, should pot
culture be decided upon. Lacking any of these essen-

tials, the sowing of seeds may with advantage be
deferred until the beginning of February, when the

chances will run in favour of vigorous growth without

a check, which is after all one of the cardinal points

in successful culture. Assuming that an abundance
of heat is at command, a few seeds may at once be
sown in 3-inch pots and plunged near the glass, which
must be kept clean, where the bottom heat will not be

lower than 80°. In well-ordered forcing places, a

small nursing pit is generally provided for raising and
preparing the yoTing plants, as this arrangement gives

time for getting the fruiting pit in perfect order by
the time they are ready for turning out. But, lacking

this convenience, one light at the warmest end of the

fruiting pit may be made available by building up a

good bed of fermenting Oak leaves and plunging the

seed pots in it. When the young plants have pushed

through the soil and the seed leaves are well formed,

they may be shifted into 4 -inch pots and replunged in

the bed, which must be kept well nj) to the glass to

prevent tlieni from being drawn in the struggle to

get nearer the light. The soil for the first shift should

be carefully broken up with the hand and well warmed
before it is used, as the slightest check to the roots or

pressure of the stems will most likely cause them to

damp off just below the surface. The pots should be

clean and warm, and, with tlie exception of a slight

dewing over on bright days, water nuist be withheld

until the new roots actually require it.

Planting out.—If planting out on ridges or hills

formed over tanks or bottom-heat pipes is decided

upon, their preparation should be commenced in time

for the heat to pass through the soil before the plants

become pot-bound. To insure perfect drainage the

sods on which the compost is placed should be sup-

ported by a good layer of rough lime rubble or broken

brickbats. The ridges should not be made their full

width at first, as additional soil will have to be added

when the fruit is set and the roots have reached their

extremities. They must, however, be raised to their

full height, as Melons are not improved by earthing

up round the stems like Cucumbers ; in fact, canker

and sudden collapse when the plants begin to feel

the strain of the fruit is frequently caused by covering

the seed leaves with soil.

Pot culture.—Although many people object to the

fruiting of Melons in pots from the idea that it is

troublesome, there is no doubt that the system is pre-

ferable in many ways to that of planting out. It will

be evident that a much less amount of labour is en-

tailed in carting, preparing, and moving the compost,

as so small a quantity is necessary in proportion to

that required for the ridges or hills. The pots can b

,
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kept in a steady bottom heat of 80° from the be-
ginning to tl)e tinisli ; the plants can be fed at the
right time witliont ditticiilly, setting can be ensured
by tht withholding i)f watt-r from the small quantity
of soil which the pots contain, and good flavour can
always be secured by checking tlie supply wlien the
fruit begins to change for ripening. These advantages
alone might be considered ample to prove that this
system is calculated to attain the main aim of all

growers—the production of Melons of uniform good
qnalit}'. Others, however, may be added, if only to
show that the ciuistant use of fermenting niateri.al

hastens the plants through every stage of their
growth, and enililes tbe grower to take three crops in
one season, while by planting out he can only obtain
two. Bottom heat can also be given to late crops
just when brisk dry heat is needed by these natives
of the east.

The compost for pot Melons should be rough, strong
a,nd solid, but quite free from anim.al manure ; in fact,

a good loam that will grow soft-wooded plants well
will carry them past the setting stage. Stimulants
Svill then be required, such as finely broken old cow
manure, bone dust, or .Standen's manure ; but in the
absence of one or all of these, good fresh loam applied
as a top-dressing, and washed in with warm diluted
liquid from the frame ground will produce Melons
large enough and good enough to place before a
Persian monarch. The details of pot culture having
been so often given in the pages of The G.MiUEN, they
need not be repeated here.

Cucumbers.

Plants that have been divested of fruit to husband
their strength for the period when Cucumbers are in
profitable demand may now be allowed to carry a
moderate crop to maturity. One of the great points
in successful winter culture is sutiicient space to
admit of extension training through the dead months,
when every shoot that is pinched or shortened back
produces a slight check upon the plants which should
be kept constantly growing. In many instances, the
plants by being placed too closely together are greatly
weakened, if not ruined, by close stoppin?, when
steady growth would keej) the foliage in health, and
the bottom heat being satisfactory would tend to the
production of roots capable of feeding a crop of fruit
under a January and not nufrequently a sunless sky.
Assuming, that the winter plants have been hitherto
divested of all male and female blossoms, and a suffi-

cient number of ]iri)niising shows are present, male
flowers must be allowed to expand for djiily use where
fertilisation is thought necessary. In houses under my
own management fruits are never fertilised unless we
want seed, and my common cause for complaint is a too
heavy crop of fruit in various stages of growth. As
the plants will now have to make up for time
apparently lost, when fruit was of really little value,
the bottom heat must Ije kept up to 80" or 85° by the
frequent addition of fresh fermenting leaves little

and often. The roots should be encouraged to break
bounds by the addition of large pieces of light rich
turf, which will soon become tilled with hungry
mouths ready to feed upon the warm diluted liquid
and other stimulants prepared for them. It is rather
early yet to commence earthing up the stems ; but
when days get a little more advanced and growth
improves, turf may be placed close to them. In the
meantime, pieces of charcoal will induce the formati<ui
of stem roots, and, being an antiseptic, will keep them
in a healthy condition. As days increase in length
the temperature may be raised to 70° at night, with
exterii.al covering if possible, and to 80° by day,
The syringe may also be more freely applied—the
first time when the mercury begins to rise, and a;»aiu
on bright days when it has reached the maximum
sriortly after mid-day. If spider, green fly, or mildew
nialie an appearance, no matter how slight or feeble,
apply the usual remedies at once and persevere until
the foliage is clean. Sulphur water, soap w.ater,
(Jishuist compound, and dry sulphur are most fre-
.(uently used ; but recently I have applied sidphide of
]iotassium, a most excellent preparation. It is easily
dissolved, and in the pr .portion of quarter of an ounce
to a gallon of warm water is a certain destroyer of
.spider and mildew, while its passage through the soil
and phmging material, although perfectly harmless to
the roots, means certain death to worms and other

underground marauders. Fly is rarely found where
the pl.ints are healthy and have a compartment to
themselves, but the use of 8\dphide of potassium or
tobacco smoke must not be neglected. The smoking
of (.'ucunilters and Melons is, however, a very risky
operation, and should, if jjossible, be avoided.

Sprhii/ plants.— If not already sown, a few seeds of
Telegrapli should now be put into single pots, and
treated .as advised in the laising of young Melon
plants. The same nursing pit will answer for the two,
and the ])lants will be found very useful for replacing
fruiters that have been in bearing through the winter.
Where Cucumbers are grown all the year round in

small compartments, it is a good plan to clear out
jtlants that show signs of having become exhausted,
anil repl.ant with vigorous stock from seeds or cuttings
of ,1 really good strain as early as possible in the
spring. If the i>its are thoroughly cleansed quite down
to the drainage and a fresh start is made with new
fermenting materi.al and compost, it is surprising how
ipiickly they can be grown into a fruiting state either

in pots or planted on hills. Moreover, compartments
so treated always offer facilities for growing a few
surplus plants up to the fruiting stage, ready for trans-

ferring to 01 her quarters as circumstances admit,
when the system can be repeated until every house is

refurnished without materially diminishing the supply
of fruit.

7'/ie frame grotind.—Where Cucumber houses are
limited and an early supply' from manure pits or pits

partially heated with hot water is imperative, the
materials should now be got together and well worked
preparatory to their introduction for giving bottom
heat. In days gone by I have known phulding
growers who have cut fruit from McPhail frames on
the llth of March. No one will deny that the light

was hardly worth the candle ; but hot-water apparatus
were then few and far between. Now, we have every
facility for sirpplying our piiis with warmth from hot
water aiul fermenting material combined, and owners
who study their own interests will see that a flow and-
return is provided, if <jnly for the purpose of producing
fjuick and safe returns from summer as well as winter
fruiters. The great drawback to ordinary pits and
frames is having to open the lights in bad weather

;

this should therefore, if possible, be avoided by making
a door entrance and a passage along the pit, if only
18 inches in width. By feeding and top-dressing good
Cucumbers can be grown under limiteil root-space,

and the pit must be very small indeed if this econo-
mical arrangement cannot be carried out. Stock for

these pits, we may assume, will be raised and grown
to a good size in the winter house ; but wdiere this

does not exist, a manure bed, large enough for a one-
light frame, must be well built and efficiently lined
to serve as a nursing-bed both for Cucumbers and
early Melons. W. Coleman.

Juiitiior Custlc, Ledhiii'y.

Fruit Garden.
PEAR GROWING.

The Pear conference recently lielil at Cliiswick,
and all that has appeared concerning it, are
eal( iilateil to throw some light on the important
iliiestion of what varieties best rleserve cultivation
anil what are better avoided. Hut the table that
has ajipeareil showing the ntmibcp of times that
each of the difierent popular kiinls were .shown,
if allowed to pas.s without comment, is calculated
to mislead those who .stand most in need of being
enlightened, namely, those who wish to plant
Pears, but are more or less unacquainted with
the merits and demerits of all, except, perhap.s,
a few of the conmionest sorts. With Pears, as
it was with Apples at the Apple conference, the
number of collections iu which, a particular
variety ajipearcd must not be taken a.s an indica-
tion that its gener.al properties are such as entitle
it to preference before others shown in fewer
collections. For in.stance, Beurr6 Diel, which
heads the list, being represented oftener than
any other Pear shown, is a variety that possesses
enough good properties to entitleit to a place in

a collectiiiii of moderate extent, but it is by no
means equal to several other kinds ripe about;

the .same time that stand below it in the number
of times in which they were shown ; for example,
Maiie ljoui.se, Louise Bonne of Jersey, Doyenne
du Cornice, and several others are much better

sorts and better deserving of cnltivatirm than
Beurre Die!. Tlie good looking, but very in-

ferior, Beurr6 Olairgeati is higher in the li.st than
iJoyennij ilu Coiriice, which is one of the best anil

liuest looking Peais iir cultivation. Chatimoutel,

a fine hmking Pear aird, in .some plaee.s, of lair

quality, but in many, little better than a
sweetened Turnip, is oftener shown than Glou
Morceau and Knight's Monarch, both of which
are good and relialJe varieties. Seckel, one of
the nio.st delicious of Pear.s, and one of the freest

liearers, is not includod in the thirty-si.x varieties

oftenest represented. It is evidently nfit big

enough, or not sutticiently taking in appearance
to induce the generality of exiiibitors, as the
fashion now runs, to show it. More might be
noticed pointing in the same direction concerning
the list |iublished giving the number of collec-

tions in which the different varieties were shown ;

but I think that I have instanced enough to .show

that those about to plant Pears and who are

unacquainted with the properties of even such

varieties as are most commonly grown should

not follow the list published iniplicitlj' in their

selection.

The general report of the conference that

is to appear may be expected to assist in showing
the kinds most desirable to cultivate in the

different parts of the country whence the collec-

tions exhibited came, especially the details of

cultivation and the difTerences in the quality of

the diti'erent varieties when grown on the Pear

and on the Quince stocks ; this latter is a matter

of as much importance as the selection of

varieties that pos.sess properties requisite to make
thein worth growing. The question of which is

the best and most desirable stock on which to

grow Pears generally has frequently been mooted,

with no better result than to .show the wide
difference of opinion that exists on this, as on
many other matters connected with gardening.

Those who pronounce in favour of the Pear

stock on the score that the fruit produced

by trees grafted on it is better in quality, espe-

cially as regards the absence of grit to which
Pears on the Quince are so liable, are met by the

advocates of the Quince stock with the objection

that those who plant trees on the Pear stock

ha\'e too long to wait before fruit is forthcoming.

Something may lie said on both sides of the

question. Having tried most of the varieties of

Pears that I should care to cultivate on both the

Pear and the (.^)uince, side by side in different

parts of the country where the character of the

soil is as different as it well could be to admit of

Pears being grown at all, 1 am able to so far sjieak

of the merits of the respective stocks.

The Pear stock.—In places where the soil is

retentive and the rainfall also heavy it not

unu.sually happens that only a limited number
of varieties, and those not the best, will bear on
the Pear stock in a way to make it worth
while attempting their cultivation, whilst where
trees on the Quince are used better success is

attainable. Where the soil is of average gootl

quality, such as admits of being described as

suitable for Pears, both the Pear and the Quince
stocks answer, with this difference that at the end
of the first dozen years alter planting the trees

on the (Quince will have given more fruit than
tliose on the Pear ; but at the end of a score of

years the Pear stock will lie far ahead of the

Quince as regards quantity of fruit, and will con-

tinue to still farther distance its rival, as after
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this lapse of time in man}' places trees on the

Quincf liefjin to fall off in condition; and at no
period (if their existence has the qualify of the

fruit heen equal to that fortheomini; fmni the

Pear stock. After this, while trees on the Pear

stock keep on improving; in their yield those on

the Quince usually get worse, and in the case nf

some varieties this occurs whilst they are

in even a younger state than that just iianieil.

Some of the best Pears we have refuse to

grow at all on the Quince in a way to make
them worth idanting. For instance, JIarie

Ijouise, so far as my own experience goes, will

not do at all on this stock. Taking into account

the unsurpassed quality of this fruit, its aliihty to

bear Well either when trained on a wall or an
espalier-, as a lai'ge bush or pyramid, or as a

stamlarj, coupled with its ability to thrive in

any part of Eni;land wdierever the commouest
hardy sorts will succeed, it is in my estimation

without exce])tiou the be.st Pear in existence. I

have had Beuire Kance, Beurre Bosc, .Josephine de
Malines, Williams' Bon Chretien, Seckel, Aston
Town, and other first-class Pears on both the

Pear and the Quince stocks in the same garden,

and in the case of each not only was the fruit

better, but the trees also did much better on the

Pear than on the Quince. Where the soil is light

and dry, fruit from tlie Quince stock, so far as I

have had an opportunity of judging, has invari-

ably been poor and inferior. On soils of any
description any vaiaety of Pear that is at all

subject to become gritty will be much more so

on the Quince than on the Pear stock, and as the
trees get ohler I have found this to frequenth-
occur to such an extent as to make them worthless.

With the single exception of its inducing earlier

fruitfulness, 1 fail t<j see anything in its favour
compared with trees on the Pear stock. In
regard to

The e.\rly bearing of Pears on the Quince
stock tliat is made so much of by those who seem
to see all its merits and to shut their eyes to its

defects, there is more that is apparent than real.

I have never yet seen an example of these pre-

cocious trees within the tir.-t half dozen years of

its being planted at an ordinary size with much
fruit on It. The hackneyed saying about plant-

ing Peais for coming generations to eat the fruit

is raeaningles.s, except where the tiees are left to

take their chance afier planting, in which case

the result is neither better nor worse than that

wdiich happens with most things in a garden in

w hich such matters are neglected. The course I

have fcjUowed with young Pears on the Pear
stock has been to select good healthy trees, and
to encourage them to make all the growth they
were capaljle of lor half a dozen years, simply
shortening in any shoots that were taking an
undue lead and cutting away any that were
wrongly placed. If pyramid or bush-shaped
trees, at the end of the time named they will be
9 feet or 10 feet high and in a condition to have
their roots pruned more or less according to the
kinds anil as their condition reqrdres. If pro-
perly manageil, two years afterwards they will l)ear

and keep on giving a crop proportionate to their

size, provideil that due attention is given to their

roots. Where the object is to get larger trees before

checking their growth they may be allowed to go
on a couple of year's or .so longer ; but I cannot
see that there is anything gained by following
this course, as it is better to take the means that

will bring them into liearing than to wait longer
;

the size can be regulated alterwards. What Pears
are requireil beyond such as there happens to be
loom for on walls and espaliers I like to grow in

large bu.sli form—say, kept to within 12 feet or'

14 feet in height. Trees of this description are

le.ss liable to have their fr'uit shaken off by strong
winds than tall standards, and the produce of

such trees occupying a given space of ground is

double that which is obtainable from the little

.5-feet cjr (i feet Imshes that areoften recommended.
Moreover, trees of the size I advise on the Pear

stock will maintain a liealthy, fruitful couilitiou

for an indefinite time after the little stunted

bushes on the Quince have become worthless.

When the extent of top growth is I'egulated by

the roots being kept within liounds, compaia-

tively little shoot-pruning is req^iireil after the

trees have attained the desired size, and with the

branches confined to numbers proportionate to

the strength of the trees their energies go to the

.support of the fruit, which consequently attains a

larger size than such as are produced by uni-e-

stricted stairdards. Although the latter I'onn of

tree, in the case of those varieties that attain a

large size and are heavy croppers, naturally ]iro-

(Uices the greatest weight of fruit, I have seen a

tree of the old Autumn Bergamot, growing in a

small garden not far from the coast in North

Lancashiie, that ]>roduced over 4i cwt. of fruit in

a sea.son. Few kinds attain the size of tree tliat

this does, and, needless to say, the fruit produced

by standards is mostly smaller than that boi'ne

by trees restricted in growth, especially in the

case of sirch varieties as reach the size of the tree

in.stanced, consequent on which the produce of

standards usually fetches a nruch lower price

than that from trees confined to a limited size ;

though, so far as my own experience goes, the

quality of the fruit of either standards or the big

bush Pears is quite equal to, and in some cases

better than that from wall ami espalier-trained

trees. That which holds good irr Pear grow-

ing in private gardens is equally applicable in

the case of those who grow for sale ; and if I was

about to embai'k in the latter I should go in

for the medium sized trees I have described, keeping

the ground amongst them occupied by Goo-e-

berries and Currants, and not pinched for manure,

the presence of which in the early stages of the

young Pear trees' existence soon brings them up
to a useful bearing size, and when they have

arrived at this the heavier crops they carry the

more manure they will stand, as a matter of

course legidating the amouirt given by the nature

of the land. From what I have experienced in

the cultivation of Pears, I am .satisfied that the

fruit produced Ijy trees that are well sustained is

far superior in quality, and also in appearance, to

that foi'thcoming fronr trees growing on land that

is sliort ol manure.

FoRsi OP TREE.—There is one important mat-

ter coirnected with Pear growing as there is with

Apples ; in the selection it often happens that

enough consideration is not given to the suita-

Ijility of tlie varieties for the form of tree requii ed.

Snrall growing sorts, like Seckel, for example,

even when on the Pear stock, w'ill liear all the

encouragemeirt that can be given them to attain

size, either ^vhen in bush fornr or trained on a

wall or espalier, in either of which cases the space

to be covered requires to be much less than with

strong growers tliat natui'ally attain a large size,

sirch as Marie Louise and others of similar

vigorous habit, which any attempt to confine to

dwarf size is a mistake, against which they rebel

liy a continuous struggle to grow out of it, al-

though they do welt when allowed to reach

medium dimensions. T. B.\in"es.

Wrongly pruned Peaches.—In his note on

this subject (p. S) "S." says: "It must, howevei,

be understood that I do not cnudemn tlie system of

(hard) pruning." If so, why does he head his article

" Wrongly primed Peaches "? And how does he ac-

count for the following statement; ''The sjsteui

adopted by our forefathers of hard pruning young
trei-s for the purpose of filling up the bottom of the

wall with young wood was altogether wrong." Surely

this looks like condemning the system. Climatic

change?, Ac, are now ciiUed upon to answer for the

short life of onr Peach trees. 'I'hey may have some-
thing to answer fi;)r, but they have no^, I should
think, reduced the life of our Peach trees Viy three-

fourths during these last thirty- five years. I am aware
that "S." said nothing about the form of tree which
did not last more than fourteen years. I suppo-e he
would not have us believe that such trees as he recom-
mends would l.nst much longer, .although he confesse.s

th;it pruning lias nothing to do with matters connected
with short-lived trees. If pruning has nothing to do
with the matter—and I'each trees, as a rule, are not

supposed to 1 ist more than fourteen years—upon wliat

ground woidd " .S." claim a longer life for the tre'-'S

which lie reconmiends ? I must decline to ac /ept the
cool houses to which " S." allude-i as b:ring a proof

that our climate has become so much less favourable

for Peach growing out of d »ors than it used to be.

Such liotrses may be a necessity in the north, but in

the midland and southern counties they often only give

us fruit when we can get it from opeu walls at much
less expen.«e. I do not happen to have charge of any
hfty-year-old trees, nor do I believe that many ever

existed. I think the lifetime of a Peach tree lies

between these two extremes—fourteen and fifty. I

know of l*each trees twenty-five years of age and
still healthy. Although treated on the hard-pruuing
system, we have trees here thirty years old which
still produce good crops of excellent fruit. Perhaps
some of the premature decay in trees which *' S." is

inclined to put down to climatic changes might bo

more properly put down to early and persistent over-

cropping or some other form of bad management.

—

E. B. L.

Protecting the stems of fruit trees.—
Piabljit-i and sheep often kill young trees by eating

the bark off their stems. The protectors, if not con-

stantly watched, are rubbed off by the animals

rubbing against tbem or displaced in some other

way. There are many ways of affording protection

to newly plnnted trees, but the best with which I am
aci|uainted is as follows : Select a number of stout

4-foot laths and two pieces of flexible galv.anised wire.

Take up a lath and t> inches from the bottom, ]iass

round it one piece of wire, bringing it round and

g ving it a twist once or twice. Another piece of

wire is passed round the upper end of the lath in the

s.tme manner. Commence with the centre of the

wires, so that the two ends may ba of equal length

for working round other laths, which should be joined

on to the first one till a collar of laths has been

formed, loose and flexible, and of sufficient size to fit

tile stem of the tree loosely, leaving plenty of room
for the tree to grow. These collars look neat. They
do not take long to make and they are lasting and not

liable to become loose or displaced. For large park

trees where cattle or deer exist stout roofing laths

should be used, and they may be 7 feet or S feet long

and the wires used should be of greater thickness and

strength than those just named.—E. HoBD.W.

Cool hous o Vines.— In reply to " K. T. S.'s" ques-

tion (p. 37) allow me to s.xy that the Black Hamburgh
is the best black Grape and Foster's Seedling the

best white for an unhealed vinery. I have also

succeeded well with Buckland Sweetwater and Mad-
resfield Court; but in the case of the two last-named,

the border should be shallow and well drained. I

should [ilant eight Vines in a house of the dimensions

given, and if one or two show any marked superiority-

over the others (which sometimes happens), permit

them to extend, .and remove the least flourishing in

order to give them room. In growing (Jrapes without

fire-h^at a good deal may be done by utili-ing to the

fulle.st extent the heat of the sun. .and to this end

the house should be so constructed as to afford the

maximum amount of light; .and from the beginning

of April till the Crapes begin to colour, the house

should be as carefully managed as regards ventilation

as if the Vines were being forced, which in reality

the}' are. The reason why people fail with sudi ti rapes

as the Bl.ack Hamburgh without artificial he.at is, they

.are careless about ventilation, and do not get so much
warmth from the sun as they might im ^ uuny after-

noons. Closins early, and thus keeping in the sun's

heat, on tine afternoons effects a double object : it not

only pushes on the Grapes, giving size to bunch and
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berry, but it adds strength to the wnod, and foliage,

and buds, and so lays up a store of strength for the

next year's work. Unless the soil is on a warm lime-

stone bottom, or the site is naturally well drained, the

border should not exceed '2 feet in depth, and summer
mulchings should be employed to keep the roots near
the surface.—E. Hobday.

"K. T. S." (p. 37) should plant ten Black Ham-
burgh Vines, and as sufficient room nmst be allowed
to admit plenty <if light, keep the laterals pinched

J
ratty close ; also maintain a dryish atmosphere during

growth, and inclose all the sun heat possible, in order
to ensure success.

—

.Tames Smith, Waterdale.

I would advise " R. T. S." (p. ?7) to plant

Black Hamburgh Vines, there being no father variety

of equal merit that will succeed so well in an unheated
house. Should the house be built with ordinary rafters

at about 4 feet apart, one rod planted under each
rafter will be sufficient ; but if otherwise built, and
the roof admits plenty of light, nine Vines at 3 feet

apart will be most suitable, if grown on the restriction

system.—W. C. T.

WINTER DRESSING PEACH TREES.
Peach trees are not grown so largely on open
walls now as they were some twenty-five years
ago, but there are still some gardens favourably
situated in which they are grown even at the
present day. A few words, therefore, as to their

winter treatment uny he of service. In the first

place, let me direct attention to tlie importance
of getting the wood well ripened, and nothing
does more towards securing that end than unnail-
ing the branches and letting them hang loosely

from the wall. How early in the winter it is

safe to do so depends a good deal upon the state

of the wood in autumn. With a heavy rainfall

and a mild autumn Peach trees in some cases

grow late, and when they do so we may be sure
that the growth ia not thoroughly ripened.
Unnailing such trees at any time befoie the com-
mencement of the new year would be to incur
the risk of the young growths being injured by
frost. It may lie said that the same risk attends
uunailing later; but I maintain that injury is

not then inflicted to the same extent, because' the
trees will have been exposed for several weeks to

a gradually lowering temperature, if not to actual
frost, and the protection of the wall during this

interval will have made them secure fron; injurv
if a severe early frost should occur. But when
the unnailing of the branches is deferred until
later in the winter, it is clear that the wood must
he harder, and thei'efore in a better condition to

bear severe cold than it would be if taken off the
wall earlier. I advocate the unnailing of Peach
trees early in January, Ijecause I am satisfied that
it is the proper thing to do in order to complete
tlie last stage of ripening without unduly expos-
ing the trees to harm.

It was a eommon practice many years ago to
apply a winter dressing of some sort to the
branches of Peach trees on open walls ; many old
gardeners had their favourite nostrums for this

purpose, including weak solutions of turpentine
and soot woiked into a thin paste, and several
other eij^ually obnoxious mixtures ; but although
I have spent many days in painting the stems
and branches with these compositions when a
junior hand, I never could see that the trees

weie in any way benefited by such applications.
Green fly and blister would attack them then, as

they do now, and I am satisfied that the crop
was never increased a single fruit by the process.
Since I have managed trees on my"own account
I have never winter-dressed trees on open walls.
In fact, I do not agree with the practice either
indoors or out, and although under force of cir-

cumstances I am obliged to apply winter-dress-
ings to Peach trees and Vines under glass as a
preventive measure, I would not do so if I

could command the necessary labour at the
proper season to prevent attacks of in.sects, be-

cause it never appears ipiite clear to me when
applying the winter dre.ssiugs how much injiiry

1 am doing to the trees. It is pretty certain that

they cannot do them any good further than
destroying any insects or eggs that may have
found a lodgment about them. In speaking of

the possilile injury which such dressings may do,

1 have in view the possible effect that a coating

of clay and Gishurst compound or any other

similar mixture ma)' have on the pores of the

bark, and I feel that it would be something
gained if we knew what that effect was ; until

that is understood I .shall not vote in favour of

applying winter dressings to fruit trees of anv
kind'. J. C. C.

'

AMERICAN APPLES AND PEARS.

Mr. Hovey's remarks on American fruits in a

recent issue of The Garden are extremely in-

teresting, but we think he errs in supposing (as

he seems to do) that it is owing to indifference

on the part of British cultivators in regard to

the merits of American fruits that so few of them
are to be seen on our exhibition tables or recom-
mended in our nurserymen's catalogues. Judging
from his remarks, Mr. Hovey seems to imagine
that we have only to plant American varieties in

order to produce fruit equal to that grown in

America, and which, as he says, finds such a

ready sale in Liverpool and other English cities.

Now, the fact is that many American fruits, and
especially Apples, have been tried in Britain, but
our comparati\'ely cold and sunless summers are

so little fitted to develop their good qualities, that

in most cases they have proved as disappointing

here as British Apples tried by Mr. Hovey have
proved in America. No doubt many other
nurserymen have experimented with American
fruits ; at all events, in our trial grounds at

Liberton we have tested the capabilities of many
of the most approved American and Canadian
Apples, including the following varieties : Bald-
win, Newtown Pippin, Porter, Spitzenberg, King
of Tomkins County, Rhode Island Greening,
Wagener, Benoni, Slelon Apple, St. l^awrence,

Barossa, Swaar, Twenty-ounce Rambo, Saxon,
Cooper's Market, &c. These we procured twelve
years ago from reliable sources in America, and
planted them out alongside our collection of

British and Continental Apples. The trees have
grown well enough, and most of them have pro-

duced fruit, but in nearly every ca.se the iruit

has been small and scrubby, devoid of colour or

taste, and bearing hardly the most distant re-

semblance to American-grown fruits of the same
varieties. An exception ought, perhaps, to be
made in favour of Hyslop's Crab, which has
proved jierfectly hardy, and has borne good crops

of beautifully coloured fruit. The result of these

trials would seem to prove that few of the

American Apples are likely to succeed (in Scot-

land at least) except on a good wall or in an
orchard house. That fruits which were raised in

America, and attain perl'ection there, do not
succeed in our less genial climate is scarcely

matter for surprise, but it might have been ex-

pected that some at least of our British Apples
would improve so much under the more favour-
able conditions existing in America as to be
found worthy of cultivation there.

Mr. Hovey's experience seems to prove the
contrary, though the list of British Apples named
by him does not strike one as a particularly happy
selection for comparison with American varieties.

Cockle Pippin, Pearson's Plate, &c., though excel-

lent as regards flavour, are certainly deficient in

point of siz« and colour, which are precisely the

strong points in most American and Canadian
Apples. It would be interesting to know what
success Mr. Hovey has had with such sorts !18

Plenlieim Orange, Peasgood's Nonsuch, Hoary
Morning, Cellini, Golden Noble, Worcester Pear-
main, and Cox's Orange Pippin.

Even more remarkal)le than the failure in

America of British Apples is the evident want of

success with Pears of European origin. Many of

the French, Belgian and German Pears attain

thehighestexcellence in their respective countries,

but though most of them .seem to have been tried

by Mr. Hovey and douljfless by other American
cultivators, they have evidently been found
inferior in America to varieties which have
originated there. All this seems to prove ihe

correctness of the theory which was held by Van
Mons, and lecently referred to in a contemporary,
viz.: "That in trying to improve the fruits of
any particular country better results, as a rule,

will be obtained by raising and selecting seedlings
Irom sorts which, though relatively inferior, are
by their constitution adapted to the climate of

that country than by introducing varieties, how-
ever fine, from countries where the climatic

conditions are essentially dilferent." If this

theory be true, what possibilities may not yet be
in store for Biitish Iruit growing. It certainly

speaks volumes for the energy, entei-prise, and
intelligence of American fruit growers that they
have in a comparatively short time raised

hundreds of varieties, both of Apples and Pears,

which are better adapted to their climate than
the best sorts brought liom countries where fruit

growing has been carried on for centuiies, and
growers in this country should be stimulated by
their success to devote far more attention than
they have hitheito done to the raising of im-
proved varieties of hardy fiuits which can be
successfully and profitably grown in our climate.

DiCKSOXS & Co.

1, Waterloo Place, Edinburgh.

CEREUS GIGANTEUS.
This wonderful Cactus, its colossal propor-
tions, and weird, yet grand, appearance in
the rocky regions of Mexico and California,

where it is found in abundance, have been
made known to us onh' thiough books of travel,

no large plants of it having as yet appeared in
cultivation in this country. It is questionable
if ever the natural desire to see such a vegetable
curiosity represented by a large specimen in

gardens like Kew can be realised, owing to the
ditliculty of importing large stems in a living con-
dition, and even if successfully brought here they
sui'vive only a very short time. To grow young
plants to a large size .seems equally beyond our
power, as plants 6 inches high and carefully

managed are quite ten >ears old. When young
the stem is globose, afterwards becoming club-

shaped or cylindrical. It flowers at the height
of 1:2 feet, but grows up to four or five times that-

height, when it develops lateral branches, which
curve upwards and present the appearance of an
immense candelabrum the base of the stem being
as thick as a man's body. The flower, of which a
figure is given here, is about 5 inches long and
wide, the petals cream coloured, the sepals

greenish white. Large clusters of flowers are
developed together near the top of the stem. A
richly coloured edible fruit like a large Fig
succeeds each flower, and this is gathered by the
natives and used as food under the name of

saguarro. A specimen of this Cactus 3 feet high
may be seen in the succulent house at Kew.

B.

Pelarg-onium Uadame Charles Koenig'.—This is

one of the best of whitc-tldWered Pelargunuilns for winter
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blooming; its trusses, too, are neat and compact, and look
well in a cut state. The blossoms arc pure white, except
here and there a few faint pencillings in the throat. There
arc several other varieties, much in the s.ame way, but" for

winter (lowering this, as I have said, is the best.—H. P.

Orchids.

ORCHIDS IX MID-WINTER.
The sudden ttuctuatiuns of outdoor temperature

just now experienced are very trying to the

occupants of our Orchid houses. It is difficult

to know liow to leave the fires at night, as there

may be 18"^ of frost at shutting-up time and
nunc at all in the morning. Notwithstanding
the changealjleness of tlie weathei', however, our

Orchids are looking fairly comfortable. The
cool house will get not a blink of sunshine until

March ; its position does not admit of

it. Still, Masdevallias and Odonto-
glossunis are opening their flower.s (piite

freely. M. ignea superba is supcriiir

in colour to M. Veitchiana. M. tova-

rensis is laden with delicate white blos-

soms, while in most collections M. poly- '^

sticta is now opening its clusters (jf
~

small flowers spotted likeOdontoglos.-um
naivium niajus. How active seems the
small slugs at this season ; we feed them
on Carrots, but, nevertheless, they seem
to prefer the juicy stems of une.xpanded
bloums in preference. The Odonto-

'•'

glossums seem to grow as freely now as

at midsummer. Some plants are in full

flower, others have passed that stage, and
are growing ([uite freely. Odontoglos-
sum Edwardi and Oncidium niacran-

thum seem to like a low temperature
;

it is pleasant to see the young roots

pushing out from the yet unf^ormeil

pseudo-bulb.s, through the live Sphag-
num on the sui'face, ami over the sides

of the pots, instead of into the compost,
of fibrous peat, Sphagnum, and charcoal
provided for them. The roots are as

brittle as glas=, and must not be touched.
AVe have to watch diligently for slugs,

as they will leave the .young spikes

pushing up between the leaves and
pseud(j-ljulb3 for these juicy I'oots.

Someone wrote of i). Edwardi as being
difficult to establish. I bought si.\jilant<

<jf it at a sale about two years ago, and
the whole of them are growing freely.

I fancy I have been told that; it was
rather difficult to import. Odonto-
glossuni Halli and the more richly
coloured O. triuniphans are both push-
ing up flower-spikes ; the roots of

these are more slender than those of

some others, and they have not the same
tendency to creep among the Moss and push
out of the pots. The spikes must be carefully
watched ; if slugs are very plentiful and the
plants of special merit, it may l)e necessary to

twist a little cotton wadding round the base of
the spikes. I do not, liowever, like to see a
whole house decorated with bits of wadding ; it

is better to watch closely and destr(.>y the slugs.

O. cirrhosum is now pushing its spikes vigorously,
but not in this house ; I found that it did not
get light or heat enough; it was therefore
placed along with the Cattleyas, but at the coolest
end ; indeed the treatment given to O. vexilla-
rium is that in which this beautiful species
delights. Those, like our.selves, who find it

diflicult to keep pace with work during the late

spring and early summer months will now begin
to pot their plants, or, at least, such plants as
really need repotting. Small or medium-sized

plants of O. crispum that have well hlled their

pots with roots .should lie repotted if stai-ting

to grow. Those that ilo not seem to be suffering

from want of pot-room may as well be let alone

for the present. All our small plants are

.suspended in pans or baskets near the glass—

I

mean by that small growing species of Orchids,

not small plants of O. crispum, which take their

chance on the stages.

Odontoglossum Kossi, 0. adspersum, and O.

Cervantesi seem to do best almost touching the

glass. Indeed, some growers do not succeed with

these three dwarf growing species in the cool

hous", but have been successful with them in the

Cattleya house. Our plants, so far, do well in

the cool house ; they are gi-own in ]K)ts ; the pots

are placed in teak baskets, and as they are quite

close to the glass they get all the light that is

available. Tlie variety O. adspersum is correctly

Cypripediuni. Perhaps Mr. Muir or some other
correspondent will give us this information.—G. .J.

Wakren, Balcomhe Place, Sussex.

Flower uf Cereus gigauteus.

described in The G.\rden (p. 37). There is,

however, another form cultivated in some collec-

tions much resembling it, viz., 0. Humeanum,
said to be a natural liybrid between O. Rossi

and O. cordatum. To my mind neither of these

hybrids are, however, as beautiful as O. Rossi

or the pretty O. Cervantesi, although thi-y might
cost teu times as much money, owing to their

being so unfrequently met with.

J. Douglas.

Cypripedium insigne.—I agree with Mr. Muir
that this is a very useful and ea-iily grown Lady's

Slipper. 1 have a plant I'f it which measures 3 feet

6 inches across now bearing ninety flowers (m some
cases twin flowers) ; they have been open for a month,

and have every appearance of remaining s(i for another

month. It would be interesting to know wliat number
of flowers has been borne on .any one plant of this

ORCHIDS AT THE FIRS, SYDENHAM.
Mr. Dorman has here a grand collection of

Orchids, in which he takes a keen interest,

especially as regards their culture. He is not
Content to implicitly follow rule-of-thumb
practice, but carries out experiments in order to

test for himself the soundness of any particular

point of ordinary practice. He finds out for

himself the particular periods at which his plants

need re.st, either by subjecting them to a warm
and dry atmosphere or a cool temperature, and
thus, by intently ob.serving results, he has accu-
mulated a vast amount of Orchid knowledge
during the many years in which he has grown

Orchid.s. This is the kind of knowledge
that is reipiired by pi'ofessional Orchid
growers, who, as a rule, are apt to run
too much in a set groove, and care little

to launch out in a different direction

from that in which they have steered

ever since they first acquired the ele-

ments of Orchid culture. Each chiss of
Orchids is grown at The Firs to perfec-

tion, but the glory of the collection aie

the Cattlej-as and Odontoglossums, than
which one cinild n(jt possibly see plants

in more perfect state. The houses are

built with an eye to the particular re-

quirements of the various sections
;

none of them too large, and skilful con-

trivances have been jirovided for adjust-

ing the conditions of heat or coolness,

moisture or dryness, sunshine or shade.

Mr. Dorman seems to set his face against

excessively high temperatures, except
for certain kinds at particular periods of

their growth. Therefore, at any season

one may find in his houses a comfortable

atmosphere, and the luxuriance of his

plants affords sufficient evidence that a
high temperature is not only not in-

dispensable, but is jirejudicial to the

healtli of even East Indian Orchids,

which one generally finds stewing in a

reeking hothouse. The health and
vigour (jf the Cattleyas and Liidias, the

special favourites of Mr. Dorman, may
be attributed to the close attention they
receive, and more particularly as re-

gards the management of their growing
and resting periods, wdierein lies with-

out i(uestion the wdiole success of good
Cattleya culture. This is no simple

matter, sedng that all do not require

the same treatment. One of the chief

points which JMr. Dorman aims at in

his Cattleya treatment is in producing as strong

growths as possible, thorouglily ripening them,

and, above all, preventing them from forming

second growths, which, as a rule, are weak.

To finely adjust the conditions of treatment

so as to bring about these results is not, of

course, a simple matter, but then it is worth

carrying out, for the difi'erence between a well-

managed Cattleya, such as one sees here, and
one grown in a hap-hazard way is great. The
production of sound roots, plenty of them,

and the maintenance of strong and plump
pseudo-bulbs are the points aimed at here, and
are successfully attained. Tlie same principles

liold good in every section, and even experienced

Orchid growers are astonished at the growths

which Mr. Dorman is able to show.

In the large CUttleya house may be seen

quantities of C. gigas Samleriana at rest ; tliese

plants are kept perfectly dry, and will be so until
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the end of February when they are again phiced

in their f,'rowiny jmsition in a rather warmer
house and supjilied witli water onee a week. Tlu-re

are j,'reat masses of L.elia purpurata, fine speci-

mens of ('. exoniensis, laliiata, and the new liybi'id

ealumnata, several liij,' plants of the finest variety

of Lrelia elegans alba, and endless other Cattleyas

and LaOias. Flowering among them are fine

\arieties of C'attleya Percivaliaua ami two beauti-

fid forms of C. cliocoeiisis, the one a ]iure white

vai'iety with yellow throat, and the other having

a deep crimson blotch on the lip. What a fine

anil chaste C'attleya this is ! Why so much despised

liy some amateurs we cannot understand, for

ailhongh tlie flowers are somewhat tubc-shajied

the roundness and perfectiou of form in petals

and lip is most striking.

In another house, solely devoted to Cattleyas,

C. Meiideli, Percivaliaua, and Triaiue have made
up Ijig bulbs and sheaths, and in anotlier fort-

night a grand display may be looked for ; C.

Walkeriaua ami the pretty luteola were in bloom,

also several fine Ibrms of Trianie. An adjoining

house is solely devoted to Dendrobes, and
although lew were in bloom, the pleasure in look-

ing at the stout healthy growths was as great as

almost the largest supply of flowers could have
},dveM ns. Mr. Dorman holds perhaps the largest

stock of Dendrobium C'ooksoni and nobile no-

bilius; some fifty or si.xty plants of Ainsworthi and
roseum are suspended in baskets from the roof.

Like almost all other Orchids grown here, tlie

\ arieties of the various species have Ijeen chosen

with care. In the first Odontoglossum honse a

bank of large plants of 0. vexillarium is seen

lirst, and fine they are ; it is impossible to see a

better and healthier lot anywhere. The opposite

stage is filled mainly with 0. Pescatorei, three

very fine varieties being in bloom, one very

round and large flowered, pure white, with a

broad lip, another being rose-coloured with a

heavily blotched lip, and the third having only

oUH deep crimson large blotch iu the centre of lip.

The second honse adjoining is almost entirely

devoted to O. Alexandras and their hybrids; deep
green, short foliage and stont bulbs are seen in

eveiy plant ; for many years past the very finest

vaiieties have been gathered together and foi'ni

now a uniform batch of excellent Odontoglossums.

U. tripudians Dormannianum is in bloom, and the

finest tripudians yet .seen, sepals and petals very
large and liroad, of a deep copper-brown colour

lipped with golden yellow, lip exceedingly broad,

purple with light rose edge. Another fine thing

in Hower here is 0. triumphans splendens, with
large brilliantl}' C(jloured flowers. O. Dorman-
nianum, probably a natural hybrid between
lUEvium and crocidipterum, is a most lovely

species; the floweis are pure white with deep
purple tipoXti all over sepals and petals. Some fine

varieties of 0. Alexandr;c, among them a very

large round-flowered variety with one big

crimson blotch in the lip. The Masdevallia

house 2>roinises to furnish a fine show presently,

many plants throwing up their spikes.

Another house is devoted to miscellaneous

Orchids, and in it we noticed Lielia anceps Daw-
soni, Sanderiana, alba, Percivaliana, and otliers

;

Zygopetalum !Mackayi grandiHorum, Odonto-
glo.-sum jiulchellum, the genuine O. odoratum
in several fine varieties. How dift'erent the

true odoratum is from gloriosum ; the flowers are

gohlen-yellow covered with crimson spots. Al-
though called odoratum, this Odontoglossum has
no scent, and its spiikes are much larger than
gloriosum. O. ramosissimnm and the rare O. un-
dulatum are also in bloom, sevei-al fine loims ot

O. adspersum, O. Eossi majus and rubescens,

!Maxillaria Sanderiana, and many others. In
the Phalaenopsis house a group of Angraecum

se.squipedale is at its best just now; the many
long-tailed blooms hanging down from the massive

looking plants form a group not easily forg(jtten.

Phsikeno]isis Schilleriana, grandillora, and San-

deriana are iinely flowered. In this house the

best Cypripedium hybrids have their ([Uarters,

and are well grown and healthy looking. Paphi nia

grandis is also well cultivated here. Several fine

specimens have continued to flourish for some
years. As soon as the plants have ftnished bhmm-
iiig they are shifted into a cool house, and kept

perfectly dry until the bulbs shrivel, after wliiidi

iliey are again placed in .strong heat and mois-

ture. Among the many other fine things in bloom
just now at The Firs should be mentioned
Odontoglossum blandum, Masdevallia nielanox-

antha, Cypripedium Leeanum superbum, C(elo-

gyue Massangeana, Odontoglossum crispum Leh-

manni, and the chastely beautiful Lycaste Skinueri

alba. At any season one may find some Orchids

out of the ordinary run in this collection, and

even during the dullest time of year a true Orchid

lover would derive enjoyment in seeing such

excellent culture so well carried out.

AN ORCHID SOCIETY.

Its' a society of this kind sutticiently broad, prac-

tical, and comprehensive could be formed, it

Would without a doubt largely increase the

culture of these most interesting plants, and at

the same time lead to their being even more
univer.sally admired than i.s now the case. At

present our real knowledge of these plants—

I

mean life-hhstory and native associations— is

very meagre, and one point to which a society

might well devote some attention is the .file-

history and habits of these plants in their native

wilds, as well as to the legends and traditions

which the natives of the countries where they

luxuriate possess conceining them. I was in a

well-filled Orchid house the other day, and
amongst others present was a modern Lady
Corisande. " Oli !

" she said, " I quite grant you
that the loveliness of these plants when in bloom
is superb, but they lack the associations and deep
human interest which so many of my favourite

hardy flowers pos.ses.s.'' No doubt these plants,

at least some of them, have really pretty native

names and quite a wealth of poetry and legend,

if our collectors were able to grasp and collect

these for us, as well as the plants themselves In

civilised countries, east and west alike, Oiidiiil

thiwers are largely used by the natives in their

temples, as well as for personal adornment, and I

remember one beautiful orchidaic simile used by
Maisilen iu his translation of the Malayan story

of " Indra Taksana." Indra is leaving his wile

to go forth to battle, and asks, in case he falls in

fighting, whether she will take the flowers from
her hair and thi-ow them on his grave. The
princess (wife of Indra) upon this wept the more
abundantly, and her arm embraced the neck of

her husband as the Musk-scented Epideiidrum
entwines the Angsuka tree. I simply mention
our lack of folk-lore in connection with Orchids,

first, because it is a weak point with us, and our
collections would gain immensely in interest if

this want was supplied.

Special societies are sometimes apt to be started

too narrowly ; a dozen or two of specialists form
a society, which might fietter be desciibed as a

"corner " or a "ring." Now, if an "Orchid so-

ciety" is to become an accompli.shed fact, it must
be both deep and broad. That all amateur
orchidists and their efficient aides-de-camp, the

practical Orchid cultivators, should be invited to

join is a foregone conclusion. The leading spirits

of both the amateur and the commercial growers

must be invited to join the initial committee. A
president, one to six vice-presidents, treasurer.

and secretary would be elected by this com-
niiltee, and then the extent and .scope of the

wcji'k of the .society could be settled in the usual

way. The secretaryship would be practically a

most important point, and jierhaps two might be

elected—one an amateur and one to represent

the trade. The amount of work any society can

efl'ect is to a certain extent governed by the funds

at its disi)osal, and my own plan would be to

make such a society numerically strong—in other

words, thoroughly representative in all ways,

regulating the subscriptions according to the

status (]f the members, the donations or special

contributions, of coiir.se, being left to the gene-

rosity of the wealthier amateurs who cared to join.

The Royal Horticultural Society might or

might not Vie able to do much in the way of

aiding an " Orchid society ;" but it seems dear

that a broadly organised institution of this kind

could ell'ect much .i,'ood by ottering special prizes

for plants difficult of cultivation, cut flowers of

rare (.)rchids, essays on special subjects, original

drawings, or iu other approved ways, and, further,

that such a society, without in any way risking

its capital by holding expensive exhilntions of

its own in London, Edinburgh, Manchester, or

elsewhere, might nevertheless strengthen the

hands of any metropolitan or local horticultural

society with which it might work for the time

being." Such a society should grow naturally,

rather than be "formed," in the onlinary accepta-

tion of the word, and I should say from bOO to

1000 members and subscribers could be olitained.

Even if large money prizes were not offered, the

medals and certificates of such an important body

would prove laurels worth the winning, and these

could lie ofl'ered under special conditions in any

locality, just as the medals of other .societies and

memorial bequests are now awarded. It will

thus become evident that, without in the least

way interfering or competing with any existing

institution, such a society as has been proposed

would be able to assist any other society with

which it could be temporarily associated from

time to time. This is an important point, and

iu this manner a thoroughly representative

society would become efficient for good from the

first day of its formation. No exhibition grounds

or expensive officers or offices will be required

—

at least, such is my own idea. Apart from tlie

orchidists pure and simjile, the scientific eleinent

should be warmly welcimied, and its .services

utilised " to the utmost of our power." The
botanist can teach us much in many ways, and

the same is true of all scientific men. Geologists,

entomologists, fungologists, microscopists, bio-

logical and physiological professors should be

asked to join, especially if such men can possibly

be found with a love" for the Orchids already.

In this way the committee or its secretary could

refer any particular question or specimens to the

specialist best fitted to deal with the subject.

Wlien we really think for a luomeut of the

hundreds— I might say thousands, no doubt—of

the isolated observers, amateur and practical

growers, and gardeners scattered thi-oughout the

country districts, it seems a pity that there is no

common centre worthy of their sufl'rage, and_ to

which their notes of practice and oliservatioii

could naturally flow. It seems most desirable to

concentrate the Orchid interest into an associa-

tion able and willing to cope with the difficulties

of culture and nomenclature in a far broader

and more enlightened way than is possible to

any one individual.- If any real want in this

direction exists, no doubt this question will meet

with all the attention and ventilation it deserves ;

on the other hand, if those most interested feel

that such a society is unnecessary, the project

will, for the time being, fall' 'to the ground.

Personally, believing that such a want really doe:*
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exist amongst us, I shall do all I can to promote
such a society as that herein proposed.

An Orchid Grower.

Trees and Shrubs.

THE 13EST CONIFERS.

In regard to tlie kinds of evergreen trees that it

is advisalde to select for most parts of this country

a good deal of discrimination is needed, for out

of the large nuniher now in cultivation it is not

too much to say that, except in the comparatively

few places that are more tlian ordinarily adapted

to their growth, there are as man}' tluit it is

lietter to r^-ject than to include in a selecti(ju

that is required to produce the best ett'ect col-

lectively, or that will look the Ijest iLdividually
;

fnf allhough ill planting for what may be termed
ilccurative purposes it is well to secure as much
\ ariety as possible, still it is better to confine tlie

kinds to such as may be relied on to grow in a
way that will make them pleasing objects to look
upon, not onlv for a lime whilst the trees are in

a comparatively y-ouiig state, but that will continue
to keep on in a healtliy, thriving condition. Tiie

maintenance of health is an essential condition

to observe, for if there is one thing more than
another that the experience of the la.st thirty

iir forty years has shown, it is that a large nnm-
ber of the evergreen trees introduced williiii

that period grow satisfactorily for a time, but
afterwards fall off in a way such as to make them
more of an eyesore than otherwise. Proof of this

is ati'orded liy the condition of not a few of the

kinds of evergreen tree^ as they now exist in

many parts of the kingdom where enough care

lias not been used in their selection.

Resjiecting evergreen trees, they so far differ

from deciduous kinds, that some possess that

which may be set down as the first essential to

their succeeding in this country—sufficient hardi-

ness to enable them to liear our winters—never-

theless fail to continue to keep in a thriving con-

dition ; whereas the deciduous trees that have
been inti'oduced, when they turn out hardy
enough to bear the climate, usually go on grow-
ing in a way that leaves little to be desired.

Needless to say that it is the Conifers that

have caused the most disappointment, through
theii' having been so largely planted in recent

times, and generally in tlie most prominent
positions in the grounds to which they have
been introduced, where consequently the failures

that ensued have Ijeen the more conspicuous.

When new trees are introduced, those who take

an interest in such matters naturally are disposed
to possess tliem, and it is well that their abilitv

to succeed should be as widely tested as possible.

But until tliis is fairly proved it is a mistake to

]dace them, as often done, in po.sitions where they
can least be spared. Amimgst eoni'erous trees

The Pines
are the most important in planting for effect,

as they are f(jr the production of timber. Their
merits generally are toi.> well known to require much
being here said about them furtlier than pointing to
a few that may Ije relied on as able to thrive and
look well in any soil and situation fairly adapted to

the growth of trees. In planting for effect,

P. AUSTBIACA (the Austrian Pine) holds the first

place ; it is as hardy as the Scotch Pine, a free-

grower, even in the most exposed situations, and is

not surpasseJ, if even equalled, by any tree in exist-

ence for use wiiere a thick peimanent s.reen is

required, such as t(j shut out anything that is objec-

tionable til the view, as when it is allowed enough
room from the first, it assumes a dense spreading
babit, producing strong side branches from the base
that keep on increasing in size proportionate to the

growth of the trunk, not getting bare at the bottom,
like most evergreen trees ultimately do. Its dark
colour makes it a striking object in the landscape,

especially wlien grouped in large masses near trees

with lighter coloured foliage.

P. Ckmbha (the Swiss Pine) is a distinct and vory

effective species; its habit is just the reverse of the

Austrian Pine, as the side branches are both light

and short, giving the tree a partially cylindrical

appearance ; its foliage is much paler coloured than
V. austriaca ; it is hardy and free, but not a rapid

grower, not attaining more than half the size that

some of the genus do. It is best suited ft:»r planting
in small groups, or single specimens, at a moderate
distance from a dwelling where the largest growers
would get too big.

P. EXCELSA (the Bhotan Pine) is another fine kind

that grows freely almost anywhere where not too

much exposed. Where it lias plenty of room its

lower branches spread moderately ; its pale, drooping,

glaucous foliage contrasts well with that of the darker

kinds.

P. STnoBU.s (the Weymouth Pine).—In some re-

spects this tree is not unlike the last-named in appear-

ance ; it is suitable for planting in wetter soil than
many of the genus, as it may generally be seen doing-

better where the land is moist than in dry situations.

Its leaves are pale green aud silvery.

P. Laricio (tlie Corsican Pine).—In addition to

being one of the best of the Conifers as a timber tree,

this species is equally deserving of planting for decora-

tive use, especially where the grounds ard extensive

and a position can be given it at a distance from the
dwelling. It is not over-particular as to soil or

situation, providing the land is not very wet or very
poor. It is the quickest grower of all Pines in this

country. •

P. SYLVESTRl.s (the Scotch Pine).—This, although
too common for those disposed to give preference to

uncertain novelties rather than well proved kinds,

succeeds almost anywhere where trees of the hardiest

description can thrive fairly. Still, there is a vast

difference in its appearance when growing where soil

and climate are such as to afford all that it requires

as compared with where the conditions are the opposite

of these. .Seen, as it may be, in places innumerable,
it is one of the most effective of all trees, and should
never be left out where there is enough room to

admit of its being massed at some distance away
from the principal poin s of view.

P. MONTicOLiV has an erect habit, the side branches,
like those of the Corsican Pine, not attaining so much
length as those of most other Pines. The bark is

paler coloured and smoother than that of most of the
species. It is a fine tiardy kind, that deserves to be
more used in deciprative planting.

P. Bc.voEAN'A (the Lace bark Pine) is a remarkable
and very distinct kind. Its leaves are of a pale green
colour. It has not been long enough in the country
to show what its appearance will be when it has at

tained anything approaching its full size, but in its

native country (Northern China) it is said to branch
out near the base, forming a number of strong limbs,

like P. austriaca and P. insignis. but the side

branches assume a more erect position than in either

of tlie last-named species. It differs from other Pines
in the way that the outer bark, which is of a whitish
colour, peels off in broad flakes like that of the Silver

Birch, hence the name it often gets. There is little

d'iubt of its being quite hardy,and a very desirable tree

for ornamental planting.

P. IN.SIGNIS is one of the most beautiful of all

known Pines, as well for its habit of growth
as for its effective colour. Unfortunately, it will

not stand 'our severest winters everywhere; but in

those places where it is found capable of resisting

the low temperature we sometimes get it should never
be left out. In the west of England, especially on the
Devc.inshire coast, it is one of the most beautiful trees

imaginable. It also escapes injury from severe frost

on much of the western seaboard, and the southern
counties generally, when the land is of a character
that favours a hard, well-ripened condition of the

foliage and young* wood, such as where the subsoil

consists of rock or gravel, with a fair depth of good

soil above. These may seem too few out of the large
number of Pines now at the disposal of the planter
but for general effect they will answer all purposes as
Well as if the whole of the known kinds were used
whilst their appearance individually leaves nothing to
b^- desired.

The Spruce Firs (Abies).

These afford the decorative planter some of th-;

most elegant forms existent in tree life to choose from.

A. EXCEI.SA (the common Norway Spruce) is too old
and well known to require any description. In fact,
the usage it oftener than otherwise gets now at the
hands ot planters would seem as if it was looked on as
tio old to be worth allowing an iqiportunity to show
the all but matchle.ss elegance of growth which it

possesses when let to have a fair chance. Without
.any of the care and pampering often uselessly be-
stowed on trees newly introduced, the common Spruce
will appear in a condition not surpassed by any tree
in cultivation. When seen in good form, 50 feet or
fJO feet high, with all its plume-like branches perfect
down to t:ie ground, it is not easy to ini.-igine a more
beautiful oljject, and all that is necessary to secure
this is to give it enough room, a position not too much
exposed, and a soil of fair quality, not water-Id'^ed,
nor yet too dry. A good many forms of this Sjiruce
exist, but at their best I have not seen any of them
equal to the common kind.

A. ORIENTALIS.—This beautiful tree, although dis-
tinct in many ways from others of the genus, would
not unlikely be set down by anyone unacquainted
with trees as a less vigorous growing variety of A.
excelsa; but it is moredensj in growth, the branches
thinner, not so feathery, and do not droop so much as
in the commoii Spruce. The foliage is of a glossy
bright green colour. The contrast between the golden
coloured young growth in spring, when the tree is

standing near any of the dark-leaved Pines, is very
effective. It is quite harJy, a good, but not very fast
grower, and is suitable for p jsitions where the common
.Spruce would get too large.

A. Smithiana.—No one can look upon this tree
when seen in its be^t condition without feeling sorry
that it does not thrive e\erywhere, for when in its

best form it stands unequalled for the peculiar ele-
gance of its long pendulous shoots. I have never
seen it injured through the cold in winter, but its

disposition to push growth too early in the season
causes it to suffer through the late frosts in localities

subject to visitations of this kind late in the se.ason.

Where it does well it is one of the most graceful trets
existent, on which account it deserves a place where
it is found to succeed.

A. EngelmANNi is a distinct tree, so far as can be
seen, but it has not been long enough in the country
to show fully what influence change of . cjimate and
soil may have on it. It seems to be quite hardy,
which at all events is the first consideration. The
glaucous form, A. Engelmanni glauife, is also well worth
giving a trial in any part of England where coni-
ferous trees generally tliri\e. The same may be said,

of A. polita, a Jaiianese sjiecies introduced about the
same time as the last named. It is one of the most
distinct in appearance of all the Spruces; the leaves
are remarkably strong and almost as sharp at the.
points as pins. The shoots are strong and erect,

similar to the leaves. So far the tree seems not to
suffer ill the least by the keenest frosts that have
occurred since it came into the countr3", now over
twenty years ag<.).

The Silver Firs (Picea).

These beautiful trees must ever be held in hicdi

estimation by those engaged in planting for effect.

A. pectinata (the common Silver Fir) is one of the
most stately tall-growing trees we possess ; it thrives
satisfactorily over a wide range of the kingdom pro-
viding it is sufficiently sheltered and tee soil is

suitable. After it has attained suHicient age to show'
its true character, it forms a straight, massive trunk,
but the branches generally get somewhat thin of

foliage.

A. NouDMANNIANA.—This, which ranks as one of

the finest of all the Silver Firs, is nearly allied to A.
pectinata, yet it has so far shown no disposition to

become thin of foUage, but quite the reverse, aa it
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retains its dense covering of leaves in a way that, ' addition to the evergreen species. From its unviaiially
]

gets into in most places, have made it far from a
combined with the deep green, healthy colour, renders short side branches it recjuires much less room than

|

satisfactory tree for general uae. But in tlie localities

it one of the most telling evergreen trees ever brought any tree that I recollect. This, combined with its where it does best its distinct

into the country. not attaining a height near equal to many of the
i

deserving (jf a jJace

A. NOBiLis.—Sufficient time has elapsed since the Conifers, befits it for planting where trees of more
ntroduction of this grand Fir to prove its being hatdy spreading habit would be inarlmissible. In addition,

n nu'St parts of England ; the stout shoots are
|

its general appearance is such that it foruis a good
densely clothed with its mucli curved leaves, which

are retained so as to keep the tree fully furnished.

A. GRANDI9.—A mugniticent tree in its native

country, and which has proved to be one of the finest

of the Silver Firs in this country ; its habit is not to

dense as that of some others of the newer kinds of

Silver Firs, to which in this respect it forms a

contrast.

A. PiNSAi'O.—In general appearance tliis difftrs

considerably from the other species; the foliage is

short and closely set on the shoots, which are

contrast to other sjiecies. It is not so hardy as some
of the kinds described ; consequently it is better not
to plant it in localities where the winters are e.xcep-

tioially trying.

SEyLOM ( VVellingtonia gigantea).—There can be
little doubt that the wonderful accounts given of tlie

immense t-ize this tree attains within tile limited area
in tlie Kew World, where alone it seems to havefound
conditions congenial to its existence, liave been the
cause of its being planted in this country indi-crimi-

nat ly, with apparently little thouglit about its

appearance makes it

J'rom the much better condi-

tion it continues in and the larger size it attains in

the moister climate of tlie westei-n coimties, this

Araucaria evidt-ntly requires more rn(jt-moi-ture than
it gets in tiie south-eastern parts of England.

CVPKESSK.S.—Comparatively few of the \arioU8
kinds of Cupressus long continue to thrive well in

tliis country, except in the mildest localitifs
; yet

there are two species imt surpassed for iheir singu-

larly beautiful spiral Iia' it of growth by any of the
occujiants of British gjirdens— C. Lawsoniana (the

Lawson Cypress) and C. nutkatensis (Thujopsis
borealis). Of tlie last named there is several forms,
whilst the former is represented by a over a dozen
varieties. But for general purposes the type species

numerous as to give the tree an extremely dense thriving. Tlie fact of the tree confining itself to such of each may be looked on as the best.

appearance. It is a slower grower than most of the
|

a limited tract of country might have caused doubts '

C. L.\w>iONIAN.\ is one of the hardiest evergreen
allied kinds, and does not get near so high,

foliage suffers from severe frost in some parts

of England so as to injure the appearance of

the tree for a time, but in localities where it is

nut thus affected it is a beautiful kind for a

single specimen on a lawn.

The Hemlock Spruces.

Of these there are several that should not

be omitted, particularly as their appearance

differs considerably from that of other trees.

A. Albebtiana is a comparatively slender-

''rfjwing tree that c^tntrasts well with the

stronger-wooded species ; it has a pretty ap-

pearance when backed up by any of the closer-

rn owing, more densely-furnished kinds.

A. CANADKNSis,—This well-known species

does not attain near the size of most of the

trees already named; the branches are thin

and drooping, and it is more inclined to spread

than to tower up in the w-ay that many of the

species grow. It is one of the hardiest of coni-

ferous trees.

A. UotiGi/ASi seems to be more influenced

by soil and locality than most evergreen kinds;

i 1 its native country it attains an immense
height, iind in serine places here its slender

stem mounts upwards almost as fast as any of

t le quickest growing Poplars, the leaves having

a green, healthy hue, whilst in others it looks

yellow and sickly without any apparent cause

for the difference. It is a tree that is not likely

to be seen in its best form in this country ex-

cept where the conditions are more than ordi-

narily favourable, such as in a valley where
there is plenty of depth of soil free from stag-

nant water, and where its head will be well

sheltered.

Cedars.

Of the many fine trees that have been in-

troduced to this country there are none that

f.jrm such a distinct feature in the landscape

as a well-grown example of the Lebanon Cedar.

Where the situation is suitable and enough

r )oni from its infancy has been allowed, so that its

wile-spreading branches have had room to extend, it

The as to its succeeding Fngl.and. It is not likely Conifers ever introduced ; the severest winters do not
seem to affect it in the least ; it is a good grower,
thriving in almost any kind of soil, and in any
locality where Evergreens do fairly.

C. Lawsoniana ebecta vikidis, the most
distinct in habit of all the varieties of the
species under notice, can be used with good
effect in positions where a small densely clothed
columnar growing p^vergreen is required.

C. Lawsoniana iitea.—Of the many va-
rieties of variegated and yellow-leaved Conifers
that have appeared little can be said in favour
of the greater portion except on the score of

novelty, but this golden form of the Lawson
Cypress is an exception, being a good grower
and retaining its decided yellow colour all the
year round unaffected by the weather.

C. NUTKATEN.sis is in no way behind C. Law-
soniana, and superior to it in some respects,

as it will grow in the poorest clayey soil where
no other Conifer that I have met with can do
more than exist. Not that the tree is indif-

ferent to good soil, as the better the land the
better it grows. In the earlier stages it is

remarkable for its close, even growth ; as it

goes on and throws off its infantile garb the
branches come further apart and not so dense,
but it is even more elegant in this state, the
head presenting quite a contrast to the base
of the tree, which long retains its fresh, healthy
appearance.

Retinospohas (Japanese Cypress).—Beau-
tiful as the two distinct-looking kinds of Reti-
nospora with their many varieties are vi'hilst

quite young, in most cases their beauty is

short-lived, for as seen in the majority of places
after being planted only a few years they get
so thin and ragged in appearance as to reflect

little of what they first promised to he. It is

a pity that these trees, so distinct and beautiful
when in their best form, and so far apparently
quite hardy, should fail to realise what their

early appearance led planters to expect. There
cannot be much doubt tliat the land in most
parts of England is too dry for them; in

different places where I have seen them in

to be much planted in future. S. sempervireiis is deep peaty soil their ajipearance left little to be
evidently a Letter tree in this country than its big desired, notably in the Knap Hill Nursery, where

becomes one of the most beautiful of trees; to its brother, S. gigantea; in deep valleys where there is an there is one of the largest examples I have met with

other good properties must be added its free-grow ing abundance of good soil and shelter it is an interesting in faultless condition, not showing a trace of the fall-

and hardy n.ature. C. atlantica, although not so I tree that grows at a great rate, so long as its head
|

ing off that is so general.

markedly distinct in appearance from other trees as ' does not get so high as to be exposed to the vdnd, Thdja (Arbor-vitfe).—The Chinese, most of the

which, so far as I have seen, invariably stops its > American, and other Arbor-vities are amongst the

further extension—a fact which in itself is sufficient commonest and best-known Evergreens, useful enough
to indicate the places to which its planting should be for many purposes, but in general appearance they

confined. do not compare vWtli T. gigantea (Lobbi), which is a

Akaix'aria IMBRICATA (the Chili Pine).—Differing
,
remarkably free growing tree that seems as if it

so much in appearance as this ti ee does from all others ' would attain a large size in this country ; its growth
that will liveoutofdoorswith us, itwilldoubtlessalways is spiral, the branches short, thin, and close for some
be a favourite ; but the great difference in the con- distance upwards, but getting more straggling as the

Watcfsii'.e trocs.

the Lebanon Cedar, is also deserving of being grown
wherever the soil is of fair quality and the situation

not too much exposed.

The Deodar (C. Deodara).— Since the introduc-

tion of this tree it has had a marked preference shown
it by most planters over either of the first named
species, to both of which it is much inferior in all

except its appearance whilst young. In place of being
planted in the numbers it has almost everywhere,

it is a tree that should be introduced with caution,

and not put in the most prominent positions, as it

ofteiier than otherwise stops growing after a time

and gets into a stunted condition.

ditions of its existence in this country, even in those tree increases in height.

situations that suit it best, as compared with those Thujopsis dolobrata (the Hatchet-leaved Thu-
which it exists under in the high, moist mountain jopsis).—This distinct-looking tree seems as if it

slopes of its native home is such, that we can never would turn out a real acquisition, as it so far thrives

expect to see it attain anything like the proportions satisfactorily under varied conditions of both soil and
to which it glows naturally. Its inability to with- climate ; the natural disposition of the lower branches

LiBocEDRlis CHlLENsis (the Incense Cedjir).—This I stand the exceptionally severe winters we now and to spread out to an extent that gives the base a

tree has several properties th.-it make it an acceptable i then have, and the stunted, unhealthy state it soon
I

diameter almost equ.alling its height adapts it for
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planting in many positions where taller trees are un-
suitable.

The Junipers (Juniperus) are widely distributed
over both the western and the eastern hemispheres,
and are found in several parts of Europe, inchidinj;

the United Kingdom, consequent on which, as might
be expected, they present a marked difference in their
appearance from J. ehinensis, which, where the con-
ditions are favourable, reaches to a height of 15 feet

or 18 feet or more to the little alpine species that
scarcely rises more than 12 inches or 15 inches from
the ground. The most useful kinds are too well
known to require much being said about them.

J. CHIXEN.SIS (the Chinese Juniper) is one of the
most useful Evergreens ; its hardy constitution enables
it to thrive where tender subjects are useless. For
its many good properties it is likely to hold its own
against many newer introductions.

J. occiDEXTALis (the Western Juniper) differs

.sufficiently in appearance from J. ehinensis to make
it a desirable tree, as hitherto it is deserving of the
planter's notice.

J. RIGIDA.—Thi^ is quite distinct in appearance
from most of the allied species through tile shades
of yellow and glaucous colour in the leaves in their
various stages of development.

J. viR()i.\HN-A (the red Cedar).—Of this well-known
representative of the genus there are several varieties
differing more or less from the type and from each
other ; in addition to the common sort, .T. virginiana
glauca is worth growing amongst other things for its

distinct metallic colour.

J. PRO.sTRATA.—Where a low spreading plant that
keeps close to the ground in the way of the common
Cotoneaster is required, this Juniper can be used with
advantage. ,T. communis nana is also a useful plant
for employing in the same way.

Biota (Chinese Arbor-vits).—Nothing in its way
is more remarkable than a good sized example of
the dwarf, bushy-headed variety of B. orientali', B.
orientalis aurea, often seen in shrubberies, or standing
singly on a la«-n. A well-grown plant which has
reached a height of 6 feet or 7 feet, and as much
in diameter, presents a contrast to other trees and
shrubs : but in choosing a site for it a place should
be selected at the corner of a clump of t)ther shrubs,
or some place where it will be quite free from the
encroachment of everything else, and also out of
the reach of cutting winds, for, unless its branches
are perfect from bottom to top, its appearance is

destroyed.

The Yews.—Few trees are more deservedly popular
than the common Yew (Taxus baccata), although
devoid of the lofty statm-e and elegance in form
present in many evergreen trees that hail from other
lands. Still, taking all its properties into account,
this tree has few equals. It will grow exposed to
the wind, but is more symmetrical when moderately
sheltered ; it also vies with the Holly in its ability

to thrive under the shade of other trees. The common
green kind is much the best for ordinary purposes,
but one or two of the golden varieties that have
sprung from it are deservedly prized for their colour.
Of these T. Barroni fceminais a beautiful plant, a good
grower, with the yellow colour in the leaves brighter
than the old golden Yew, which latter is a very
effective plant.

T. PASTIOIATA (the Irish Yew), so generally known
for its rigid, erect growth, used sparingly in associa-
tion with trees of low-spreading habit, is seen to the
best advantage. The gold and the silver forms of
this Yew are alike effective when rightly placed
amongst other trees with green foli.age, or, like the
golden varieties of the common kind, massed together
in clumps where the grounds afford room enough for
this style of planting. The Japanese T. adpres.sa
differs from any of tlie foregoing, inasmuch that it

forms a low, flat-headed bush, on which account it can
be used in positions where a taller growing plant
would not be so admissible. T. Baines.

small female branch, and that was full of flue berries

;

twigs of both the male and female portions I took to

Kew.

—

William Barhon, Borroimsh, Derhi/.

The Buckland Yew.—In reply to "Taxus,"
allow me to say that I paid a visit to Buckland last

September, after an absence of three years, and had
the satisfaction of seeing this grand old Yew in much
more vigour than before its removal. There is one

WATERSIDE TREES AND SHRUBS.
UxLE.ss soils are .at least fairly drained few trees

or slirubs will tlii'ive in it, the choice of such
lieing principally liiniteil to Willows, Alders, ami
Poplars, but in a positicju that, though damp, can-

not be termed water-loggeil, the choice is much
more extensive, as many even among our com-
moner trees and slirubs will thrive well in such
a spot. In making a selection of the most suitable

for this purpose the following may be included in

the list. Alders are recognised as being among the

best trees for wet soils, and are ornamental as

well. The best are tlie common Alnus glutinosa

and its varieties, laciniata and aurea. The latter

(the golden Alder) lias beautifully coloured foliage

when planted in a sunny spot. A. cordifolia is

a handsome quick-growing kind, as also are Alnus
ineana and rubro-nervia. Of Willows there is a

large number to clioose from, and the following

are worthy of especial mention. The white Willow
(Salix alba) forms a quick-growing tree of a very
pictures(pie appearance when old. S. baby-
lonica is the well-known Weeping Willow, and
as a curiosity may be added its ring-leaved variety

annularis. Tlie' Duke of Bedford's Willow (S.

Russelliana) is another handsome tree, and one
of tlie prettiest "pussy "-liearing kinds is the Goat
^\'illow (S. caprea). S. pentandra, with its large,

glossy leaves, is desirable, and so is the liright,

golilen-barked S. vitellina, as it is a most con-
spicuous object during the winter, when devoid
of foliage.

All the Poplars are handsome, quick-growing
trees, many of which are grown for the sake of

their timber. Of the.-^e there are Populus nigra,

fastigiata, alba, monilifera, tremula, balsamifera,

tremuloides, with canadensis and its golden-
leaved variety, which latter is to be seen at its best

in a sunny spot. The small tree-like Jlag-

nolia glauca is well suiteil, as a lawn plant, in a

wet soil, and the Uucumber tree (M. acuminata)
will thrive in a damper spot than the others. In
the list must be included the dift'erent kinds of

Ashes, English and American, .and especially the

Flowering A.sh (Fraxinus Ornus,or Oriius europa>a),
which forms a hands(uue tree in dampish .soil.

Liquidamliar styracitlua will grow well in such a

spot, but the foli.age in autumn is not so bright
as where the soil is drier. Other trees are Birches,

Planes, some Oaks, notably Quercus rubra, ]ialus-

tris, and Phellos, and the Tupelo tree, Ny.ssa

multiflora.

Among slirubs lietter fitted than others for

damp .spots are Rhododendrons, Azaleas, Andro-
niedas, and Kalmias, all of which do better

where the soil is fairly moist than otherwise, as

indeed do ni.any other of the Erieaceas, especially

the Vacciniunis (whose leaves are .among the
brightest tinted of any during the autumn), Per-
nettyas, Gaultberias, and above all the Clethras,

which are never seen to advantage unless in a

dampish spot, for if dry the foliage assumes a
rusty hue before the end of the summer, at

which time the flowers open. Most of the
Spirieas are moisture-loving subjects, and in a

jiositioii that though in full sunshine the roots

are ne\'er dry they flower quite as freely, and
the Idossoms are much finer than where less

moisture exists. There are great numbers of

Spirasas now that prefer a damp soil. A few of

these are—S. salieifolia, with upright spikes of

whitish flowers ; S. ariffifolia, with light feathery

clusters of creamy white lilossoms ; S. Douglasi,
with deep rose-coloured flowers, borne in dense
terminal spikes; S. liypericifolia forms a large

bush with long slender .arching shoots that are

studded throughout their length with pure white
blos.soms, and when a good form is olitained (for

individuals vary greath') it is one of the hand-
somest of flowering shrubs. To the above
Spirajas must be added the pinnate-leaved S.

.sorbifoli.a, that flowers about July, and the

large-growing S. Lindleyaii.a, whose plume-like
p.anicles of blo.ssoms .stamp it as one of the finest

late summer or early autumn-flowering slirub.s.

S. callo.sa produces large flattened corymbs of

deep rosy red blossoms, besides which the young
shoots are suffused with crimson. S. opulifolia

and its golden-leaved variety are both good
ilistinct kinds. Mahonia repens an<l Acpiifolium
will hold their own aliuo.st .anywhere, at all

events under conditions sucli as many other
shrubs would refuse to grow in, but where the
soil is fairly moist they are seen to much greater

.a<lvantage than in a dry spot. A great many of

the Barberries succeed best under the same con-
ditions, notably Berberis vulgaris and its many
varieties, B. aristata, B. Darwiiii, and the hand-
some hybrid B. stenoplijdla, which is, perhaps,
the finest of all. The Tamarisk will do well

whether the soil is wet (jr dry, and will stand the
efl'ects of salt water better than mcst shrubs.
The autumn-flowering Hibiscus syriacus or

Althasa frutex is never seen to such advantage as

when the soil is pretty moist, as then the foliage

is retained in a jieifect condition till the flowering
season. Hippoph.'ea rhamnoides will do well

just on the water's edge, and i'ruit freely in such
a position, providing it is not too much shaded.

Of Conifers suitixble for damp spots, the first

place must be awarded to the deciduous Cypress
(Taxodium distichum), which will thrive in

swampy ground such as the Willosvs delight in,

thdugji it is by no means e-s.sential to its well-

doing, as in a good well-drained soil it will grow
away freely. It is a very handsome tree, espe-

ciallj' conspicuous in spring, just as the young
tender green leaves make their appearance, ami
again in the autumn, as the foliage dies ott' a

reddish brown hue. Among the several species

of l.'upressus, Lawson's Cypre.ss (C. Lawsoniana),
in fairly moist spots, accpiires a lieautiful deep
tint, and C. nutkaensis does well under similar

conditions. The white Cedar of the United
States (Cnpressus thyoides) in dry soils acquires
a bare and .sickly aiipearance, but in low damp
situations it and the several varieties thereof all

form handsome .sjiecimens. Cupressus macro
carpa. Sequoia sempervii'eiis, ami Libooedrus
deeurreiis may also be added to the list. The
red Cedar and its many varieties, with the
dirt'ereiit forms of the American Arbor-vitce, are

all moisture-loving trees, and in the .same category

may be included Thuja Lobbi, the t'ryptomerias,

<an(l most of the Japanese Retinosporas, notably

R. pisifera .and leptoclada. The most suitalde

Pines would include P. rigida (which, however,
never ranks high as an onian:ental kind), P.

austriaca, .sylvestris and excelsa. Abies cana-

densis, Douglasi, excehs.a, Menziesi, and nigra

all thrive in moist spots. T.

Oak coppice.—Oak copse is cut down at various

periods between fifteen and thirty years, the rule

being that the princip.al stems of the j)laiits at 1 foot

from the ground should not be less tliau 6 inches in

di.ameter. In favourable soils io the south and west
of England this size will be olitained in from twelve

to fifteen years ; but in the colder climate and in the

inferior soil of the Highlands of Scotland, from
twenty-five to thirty years are required. The cutting

over of copse is performed at the same season as that

in which full-grown trees are felled, when in both
cases the bark is an object as well as the timber ; but
in the cutting over of coppice trees it is necessary to

bear in mind that the stools are intended to shoot up
again so as to produce another crop. To facilitate
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this, tliey ruiuire ti> bi; cut over smonlhly, so as not

to lojge water, and close to tlie ground, in order

that tlie slioots for future branelies may i>roeeed at

once from the roots, and not at some distance over

them, in which case they would be liable to be blown

off.

In
iin

FATSIA (ARALIA) SIEBOLDI.

Ft is surprising how mucli effiict and how much

liU'iisuiv may" be iditained from very slender

liiatcrials, if only they escape being eonimou-

place, and it is some compensation for many
Iruitless struggles to win succefs when one realises

that a garden with a market characteristic may

be more satisfactory than mere variety,

many parts of the kingdom there is such

emharras ('f.s rirhcsses, that the very fact of there

being so great a mixture somewhat confuses the

eHect, and so we hise the thing we scmght for.

Some years ago, when riding by the sea in .Japan,

not far from Yokohama, I noticed how well this

Aralia, or, as is perhaps more correct, Fatsia

Sielioldi, gre-\v under the shade of trees when so

e.xposerl to the sea winds that they themselves

were much cut liy storms. As a window plant

that will endure' much hardship, we all appre-

ciate its value in Englaml, but as an outdoor

])lant it has not as yet its proper value, fir it is

generallv planted in some sunny and sheltered

situation where it will not thrive. On returning

to England I took the fust opportunity i>f plant-

ing any old stumps that had been exhausted Viy

ill-usage indoors under the shade of trees, and,

spite of the intensely severe winters of 1879,

1880, and 18S1, I was pleased to see that they

pu.shed out healthy new leaves that withstood

both winter storms'and nipping frosts that they

had to endure.

In a garden where Hollies not unfrequently

drop most of their leaves after severe gales, and

refuse to live under trees where fully exjiosed to

the salt blast, where no Conifer, Laurel, or Yew
will even exist through two winters, is just the

place where this leathery-leaved shiub should be

planted. It enjoys a strong and moist soil, and

dislikes the full" exposure to sun and frost as

much as the most delicate lady could do ;
but

planted in shade more or less deep, the vigour of

its handsome. Fig-like leaves is quite striking, and

it is most welcome, as being the only satisfactory

alternative to the too ubicjuitous Aucuba, also a

native of that quarter of the glolie. It is much
to be regretted that, owing to this Fatsia soon

suffering both from sun and frost, it has not

been con.sidered suthciently hardy for general sea-

side planting, and no one who gives it a fair trial

will repent his experiment.

Iris ftetidissima, a native evergreen Iris that

grows abundantly on the south coast, and is well

known there for its handsome capsules full of

bright orange berries that glow in the winter

sunshine, thrives and fruits just as freely under

cultivation on the north-east coast, and nuikes a

very pretty edging to a bed or plot of Aralias.

Used as a hedge to keep off salt winds from low-

growing plants, it is especially welcome as being

ornamental as well as useful. There is a variety

with clear silver variegation running all down

the leaves, which is very pretty, particularly in

the shade, and as it never berries like the wild

form, one loses nothing by jdanting it in such

situations. This variety is useful also for winter

bedding, and looks extremely well with some

dark shrub behind it and "lilac Primroses in

front.

better iu the open than it does, but it is not so

healthy in di'ep shade, so that there is a place

for bnlh. Ccpiubinations of these materials with

shrubby Vercmicas and ycdlow wiuter-liowering

Jasmine are exceedingly bright and pretty in

mild seasons, and give a winter ell'ect quite as

jdeasing in character as more extentkd _plant

tions could accomplish. E. H. W.

Copper Beech hedge.—There is growing at

Ashwelthorpe Hall, Norfolk (the seat of the Baroness

Berners), a hedge of Clipper Beech. It is about 70

yards long, 7 feet high, and from 3 feet to 4 feet

thick. It divides tlie kitchen garden from the jjleasure

grounds, and is both useful and ornamental. It,

reiiuires but little labour to keep it in order, as it

only needs triunning once a year. It was planted

fifty-two years ago, and to all appearance will last

another half-century.—T. B. Field.

Fremontia (p. 3i5).—Others besides Mr. Franlt Miles

hive lieen puzzled at the sudden death of Frcraontias. I

believe the explanation to be tliat it is iiaturallj' a short-lived

shrub. Plants, like ourselves, have their allotted time of life.

But perhaps some one who knows the plant in California

could tell us something.—H. N. Ellacomce, Dittuii.

THE YEAR 1S85 IN CHESHIRE.

There is also a very handsomely variegated

form of the Fatsia, with creamy w^hite blotches

and irregular eilgings, which is larger .and more

massive in foliage than the type, and stands

The year just closed was comparatively dry, but very

chanyeaVile. The rainfall of the first seven months

was rather less than that «hich fell during the same

period of the preceding year, but it came at a time

when it was more likely to benefit growing crops
;

therefore, although we had less rain, vegetation did

not suffer to such an extent from want of water as it

did in that year. The total amount which fell during

the year was below the average and in excess of that

which fell in 1883, one of the diiest years on record.

The dry weather which occurred early in the year

greatly "assisted the fertilisation of the flowers of both

wild and cultivated fruits. The crop of fruit in

some instances that resulted where not thinned or

properly secured was so great as to break ofi the

branches. In consequence of its having set so abun-

dantly, it has generally been undersized. Holly and

Yew trees have been literally covered with their

bright red berries. January was bright and sea-

sonable, with sharp frosts and comparatively little

rain. The principal out-door flower of the month was

Helleborus angustifolius. The early part of February

was very mild for the season, and without the ea>t

winds which we ooca^ionally experience at that

time of year. On the 16th there was, however,

a sudden change, and we had a week of cold,

stormy weather. The thermometer on the 19th regi-

stered 17" of frost, which was the lowest temperature

reached during the winter. Snowdrops, Crocuses,

Scillas, and Saxifraga Burseriana and oppositifolia

were in flower. March was very changeable ; frost

occurred on seventeen nights ; the lowest temperature

recorded was 20° on the 13th. We had only three or

four really fine day.i during that month ; vegetation,

therefore, was very much retarded, being quite three

weeks later than usual. Saxifraga cordifolia and

various kinds of Narcissi were in flower. The first

half of April was cold for tlie season, the prevailing

winds being easterly. Vegetation made but little

progress from the middle of February to the 17th of

this ni' nth, when we had the first really fine day of

the year. Frost occurred on nine occasions, the most

severe being 11", on the 4th. The highest tempera-

ture registered was 69°, on the 17th. Rhododendrons

and several kinds of fruit trees were in flower. May
was very changeable. The highest temperature

reoistered was 77" and the lowest 26°, accompanied

by north-east winds. Frost occurred on six uights,

and on one occasion was followed by severe snow

storms. The Plum crop in this neighbourhood was

ruined on the 14th by 5" of frost, both flowers and

embryo fruit being saturated with water. June was

very favourable for the growth of vegetation. The rain-

f.all was nearlyupto the average. The highest tempera-

ture of the year w-as reached on the 4th, and this was the

only month during the year in wtiich we had no frost.

Duiiug .fuly tlie weather was very dry and the varia-

tionsof temperature extreme ; the highest recorded was

84" and the lowest 36", on the 4th, when, although the

thermometer did not register any frost, there were

unmistakable indications of it from the injury sus-

tained by tender plants. August was somewhat

similar to July, viz., the rainf.all of each was much

below the average and the variations of temperatuie

extreme. The highest recorded was 83" and the

lowest 32", on the 1 fith. This was 4° lower than

was reached in the preceding month, yet it did not

cause BO much injury bi tender plants, owing to their

tissue having become hardened by exposure. Sep-

tember was an exceptionally wet month. Rain fell

on twenty-three days, the total being above the

average. Frost occurred on four nights. The highest

temperature registered was 11". on the 13th, and the

hnvest 27°, on the 2.sth. In October we bad the

heaviest rainfall of any month during the year. 1 he

highest temperature registered was al°, on the 16tb,

and the lowest 2.5", on the 30th. Frost occurred on

four occasions during the month. The weather

during the greater portion of November was bright

and dry, with an almost total .absence of fogs. An
excellent opportunity was thus afforded for taking up

and storing root crops. The highest temperature

recorded was 57", on the 2nd and 12th, and the

lowest 20°, on the Itith. Frost occurred on nine

nights. December was characterised by an unusual

number of dense fogs. Frost occurred on fourteen

nights, and on lakes and meres the ice was sufficiently

strong for skating. The highest temperature regis-

tered'was 47", on the 14th, and the lowest 15", on the

.sth. Total laiufall for the year, 29-50 inches;

average amount for the last five years, 33-41 inches.

Wijthcnshawe. W. Neild.

Hellebores as cut flowers.—
uiost dsappointing to many besides

(p. 32)

It has been
Mr. Woodall

to" And tliat while the Christmas Hoses, or

the H. niger section of Helleborus, endure fresh and

fair for weeks when ctit and placed in vases of water,

those of the H. oiientalis and viridis groups dioop

and are quite flaccid an hour or two, perhaps sooner,

after they are cut from the plants. I have not

examined the sepals and flower-stalks of these plants

under a magnifier, but should expect to find that

iu the H. oritntalis group there is an increase in

the size and number of the stomata, or transpira-

tion pores, in the outer skin (epiderni) of the sepals

and stalks. Be this as it may, if their cut blooms

be placed in vases as soon as cut, and a glass shade

is then dropped over them on to a plate half full

of water, so as to prevent evaporation, they endure

.[uite fresh, and the young buds continue to open.

The only drawback to the glass shade is this, some

admiring friend may tell you "how natural" the

flowers are, thinking them to be wax models.

—

IjEX.

Rose cuttings.— I have recently been engaged

in dibbling in cuttings of Hoses on a south border and

iu light soil. The plan is simple enough, and, as I

have previously proved, quite as efficient .as if more

trouble were taken with them. Growers in a tmall

way often bestow on their gardening work far more

pains than is needful, and with no better success than

attends those who do the same thing in a large way
and with comparatively little trouble. In a small

garden, for instance, the greatest amount of care is

lavished upon the putting in of a couple of hundred

cuttings of Gooseberries or Currants. A grower of

these for sale digs, or perhaps only ploughs, a piece of

land deeply, h.as it harrowed down neatly, and then

has perhaps 20,000 cuttings dibbled in with the help

of a long line, and if a good open spring follows he

finds that 90 per cent, of them will grow. In the

m.atter of these, (Joosebeiry, and similar cuttings, far

more depends upon the character of the wood than on

anything else; it should be firm and well matured.

Something .also dejiends on how the cuttings .are

made. Moreover, a good deal of the after success

when rooting is accomplished depends upon the nature

of the soil, which should be not only deeply worked,

but should have some short manure buried iu it to

promote quick early growth. The future of the

plants depends very much upon getting a good start,

for whilst weak growth the first year seldom

develops robust gimvth later, on the other hand,

the first year's wood may be too strong, and thus fail
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to ripen finnly. This latter result, however, seldom
happens

;
good grow'th as cuttings soon makes good

established plants.—A. D.

Societies.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL.
.J.VNl'AKy 12.

There was Itut a small number of exhibits at this

meeting, owing no doubt to the cold weather, but
there were more Orchid flowers than we expected,

and among these there were some of exceptional

interest. For instance. Baron Schroeder sent from
his garden at Egham a whole series of varieties of

Laelia anceps, numbering seven of the finest and most
distinct. Thei-e were the superb l)awsoni, which is

un^piestionably the queenll of the series: Barkeri, the

large-flowered variety, with intensely deep coloured
flowers : the ^rue alba, the flowers of which are pure
white, except a yellow crest on the labellum ; Wil-
li,amsi, like alba, but having dark pencillings on the
side lobes of the lip ; rosea, with the flowers vi a
delicate rose-pink ; Hilliana, paler than rosea, the
sepals being almost white ; and the new Sanderiana,
which excited more interest than all, inasmuch as this

was the first time it had been seen in bloom. It is

most comparable with Dawsoni. It differs in having
broader flowers, but with rather narrower lateral

sepals, all pure white and with the lip not so heavily
blotched with colour. It is a superb variety, and
those who are the possessors of large masses are
fortunate. All the spikes shown by Mr. Ballantine
from the baron's collection w'ere grand specimens of

good culture, and a cultural commendation was
accorded to him. Mr. De B. Crawshay :dso sent
some varieties of L. anceps, including Williamsi,
Stella, with white flowers pencilled on the tip, and
blanda, a lovely form with rosy-flushed sepals and
a deep coloured lip. From Kosefield, Sevenoaks,
Mr. Crawshay also sent flowers of the new 1 1. Craw-
shayana, which is supposed to be a natural hybrid
between Ij. anceps and another. The flowers are
smaller than those of ancejis, somewhat different in

shape, and highly coloured, the lip tints being ex-

tremely brilliant. Mr. Crawshay has besides a fine

white form of Odontoglossiun ciispum called Stella
and another name! aureuni, which latter, however, did
not seem to be sufficiently developed to show its true
character. Mr. Dorman sent from The I'irs, Syden-
ham, several choice Orchids, including Odontoglossum
Insleayi splendens, several tine varieties of O. trium-
phans, the pretty little Promensea stapeloides, Cj-pri-

pediufn insigne Dormannianum, a handsome form with
the lateral sepals more profusely spotted than usual,

but not nearly so distinct as the variety Wallacei,
which Mr. Dorman also possesses. A fine specimen
of I,:tlia anceps, alleged to have been subjected to
the pruning system for the last seven years, was
shown by Mr. Blandford, gardener at Haselfoot,
Moor Hill, Southampton. It was indeed a fine plant,
carrying about a dozen flower-spikes and crowded
with strong, healthy bulbs, each bearing a spotless

leaf of that luxuriant green which indicates rude
health. There was but one leafless bidb ; the others
had been cut away as soon as the leaf decayed. As
to whether the health of this plant could be attributed
to pruning or not we cannot risk an opinion, but as
an example of good culture it was imusual, and the
committee acted wisely in according to Mr. Bland-
ford a cultural commendation. Another remarkable
Orchid shown was a splendid variety of Odonto-
glossum crispura named Bonnyanum. This came
from Baron fcchroeder, and is remarkable for the fine
form of the flowers and their rich markings, which
consist of a heavy blotch of cinnamon-red on each
sepal. A first-class certificate was awarded to Mr.
Dorman for

OnoNTOOLOSSIJl THIPIDI.INS SlTKRBl-JI, which, with-
oiit doubt, is the finest variety of this species that has
yet been exhibited. The flowers are as large as those
of O. triumphans, with the sepals much the same in
colour. The lip is remarkably broad, and is coloured
with plum-purple and purple, hence is very attractive.
A few other things of interest were shown, but none

more remarkable tlian the cut blooms of the new
American Tea Rose Sunset, which Messrs. Paul, of

Cheshunt, exhibited. This Rose is superior to others
of its colour, which is similar to that of Madame
Falcot. Tlie perfume is delightful, and the foliage of

that beautiful coppery hue which harmonises with the
flowers so well. The half-exjjanded buds are borne
plentifully on long slender shoots, which renders them
so well adapted for cutting. Messrs. Paul give this

new-comer imqualified praise as a winter Rose. A
bronze medal was awarded to Messrs. Veitch for a
large group of C-binese Primulas, including a choice
selection of single sorts, among the best being The
• I'ueen, Ghiswick, and the so-called Improved Blue,
which will persist in remaining a slaty purple.

Messrs. Cannell showed samples of their munerous
beautiful sorts of Chinese Primulas, and Mr. Walker,
of TliaTue, sent a few cut blooms of Chrysanthemums.

Fruit.—The committee for fruit and vegetables
devoted their attention chiefly to a large collection of

stewing Pears which Mr, Barron had brought up
from the Society's gardens at Ghiswick. The collec-

tion included not only those sorts which are generally
known as stewers, but a large number of others which
few ever heard of in this country, some bearing un-
pronounceable foreign names; there were some fine

fruits of such as Catillac, ITvedale's St. Germain, and
we noticed a dish of weighty fruits of the rather new
Directeur Alphand. We believe the conn)iittee in-

tend to still further enquire into the merits of these
cooking Pears. It is quite evident that some shown
are but ill adapted for the kitchen, and it would be
well to know what sorts could be advantageously
added to the list of standard sorts now gro^\ni for the
cook. Mr. Allan, of Gunton Park, sent samples of a
seedling Apple, which he proposes to call Lady Suf-
field. It is a good-looking sort, of medium size and
pleasant to look at, but we have tasted better Apples
at this season. It is said to be an abundant and sure
bearer. It deserves to be brought into notice, no
doubt, if a good gardener like Mr. Allan thinks so

highly of it. Mr. Walker, of Thame, sent a sample
of his fine strain of Exhibition Onions, and these were
the only exhibits among vegetables.

Scientific committee.—Among the stibjects oi

general interest discussed were the following ;

—

Ut/hrid Potatoes.—Mr. W. G. Smith forwarded
specimens of hybrid Potatoes obtained by the method
of introducing plugs with eyes of one sort into other
sorts. Dr. iMasters observed that both botanists
and gardeners had questioned its possibility, but that
his own experiments, as well as Mr. Smith's, had
completely disproved the assertion. Mr. Henslow
remarked that a gentleman in Warwickshire twenty-
five years ago had tried it by binding together two
halves of a red and white Potato, and that the
resulting produce was intermediate in colour. Mr.
O'Brien said that theattemjjts to unite bulbs of Lilies

had as yet completely failed.

TIte climate of Cornwall.—The Rev. Geo. Henslow
drew attention to a communication from the Hon.
and Rev. .J. T. Boscawen in which he alluded to the
great variations of temperature and the corresponding
differences in the effect upon vegetation in his garden
at Lamorran. Mr. Henslow observed that the
peculiarities could be at least partly explained by a
study of the distribution of cold in England, ilr.
Boscawen compared that of Lamorran with the tem-
peratures of Kent, Sussex, and Liverpool. It will be
found that isotherms of 30° or 20°, as the case may
be, often ran closely parallel with the coast line ; or
else, running parallel from Cornwall to nearly the
meridian of 0", it then turns abruptly northwards,
cutting the east coast at Newcastle. Hence it not
unfrequently happens that Kent and Sussex are just

without the isotherm which includes Cornwall.
Similarly, following the isotherm round the west
coast, an indentation occurs around Liverpool in con-
sequence of its being on the great western plain
(continuous with the Severn valley). The next point
to be observed is that the internal distribution of

areas of low temperatures ccjrrespond with the more
elevated tracts, showing that the lowering of the
temperature is due to radiation. One of these local

centres always occurs over the elevated region of

Cornwall and Devonshire. As the Cornish tableland
extends far down towards the Land's End, the effects

of this cold area are doubtless felt at Lamorran. On

the other hand, the S.W. coast reaps the benefit of

the Gulf Stream, so that in ordinary winters Fuchsias,
h^scallonias, Hydrangeas, &c., are not cut at all.

Lastly, individual causes of influence, such as
depressed spots, where temperatures will be lower
than cm adjacent heights, expo-sure to W. or E., as the
case may be, &c., as well as differences of soil, in
addition to the character of the subjacent rock, which
may be a good of bad conductor of heat. Taking all

the above facts into consideration, Mr. Henslow
suggested they were amply sufficient to account for

the anomalous features of Lamorran.

Mr. Bosca%ven forwarded shoots and leaves
>aiiou3 shrubs. Camellia, Hydrangea, Ac, more or less

blackened by the late frost at Lamorran.

Macrozamla Dniisoni.—A fine male cime of this

Australian plant (about 2 feet high and 8 inches in
diameter at the base) was sent by Mr. H. JanieH
as the first instance of its fltjwering in this country.

NATIONAL CHRYSANTHEMUM.
Jamtarv 1-3.

It was a bold experiment on the part of this society

to hold a show of Chrysanthemums so late in the
season as the second week of January, but the dis-

play which was made at the Royal Aquarium, West-
minster, on Wednesday last fully justified the
proceeding. The show was in every way excellent,

liaWng regard to the circumstances, the promoters
themselves seemed much surprised at their success.

They have done good without doubt ; they have shown
that the Chrysanthenunn flowering season is not of

such short duration as many imagine, and, what is

most important of all, they have endeavoured to

bring into prominence late-flowering varieties which
are not to be had in first rate condition at the time
when the Chrysanthemum shows are held in the
middle of November. Seeing that December and
January are the dullest months in the whole year for

the conservator}', the importance of encoru'aging late-

flowering Chrysanthemums cannot be over-rated, and
if raisers would concentrate their efforts upon the

production of late sorts, they lla^e an open field, the

har\'est from which would yield bountifully. This is

the more desirable now that v/e have such a plethora

of sorts which flower in November.

The present show was never expected to be large,

and only six classes were scheduled. These were for

twelve incurved blooms, six incurved blooms, twelve
Japanese blooms, six Japanese blooms, twelve blooms
of any sort, and collections of cut blooms.

Exhibitors came from far and near, and one sent

all the way from Peeblesshire a gathering of Elaine
and Lady Margaret, which were considered to he the
liest bloom in the show. The Elaines were so pure,

th,at snow would have darkened their florets. Why
such fine blooms of this variety, which is among the

earliest to bloom of all, could be sent in such perfect

condition could only be answered by the grower, but
no doubt it was a good deal owing to its being so far

north. In fact, the best blooms in the show came
from the north, not about London. For inst.ance, the

first prizes, both for twelve Japanese sorts and twelve
of any sort, came from Mr. Falconer Jameson, of

Hessle, near Hull. These blooms were indeed ex-

cellent, and some would have done credit to prize

stands in mid-November. The twelve Japanese
blooms which Mr. Jameson showed consisted of

Triomphe de la Rue du Chatelet (4), Sceptre de
Tcndouse (yellow), Mdlle. Augustine Gautheut, Bond
Or, Mcms. Comte (2), violet-purple, Japonaise (3'ellow),

Boule d'Ctr (2). Mr. Lister, Lord Brooke's gardener
at Easton Lodge, Dunmow, was second with
Triomphe de la Rue du Chatelet, Gr.andiflorum (2),

Comtesse de Beauregard, Thunberg (2), Meg Merri-
lies (2), Mad. C. Audiguier (pale), Fanny Boucharlet

(2), all fairly good blooms. Mr. Bettesworth, gardener
at Burton (irange, Cheshunt, w\as third with C'eres

(four good blooms), Meg Merrilies (four good blooms),

Fanny Boucharlet, Mad. Cabrol. An extra prize was
taken by Mr. Sullivan, gardener at Downshire House,
Roehampton, for a collection which included good
flowers of Mdlle. L. de Reydellet and Baron de
Frailly.

The class for twelve incurved blooms was not so
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gnntl, tlicre buing but one cullectioii, and this was
iinly awarded tlie secniid pi-ize ; this was shciwn liy

Mr. Bette.s\viirth, who liiid ciglit bluiims of Miss
Mart^chaiix, \\'hite with niiter surfaces flushed witli

pink, and four medium sized blooms of Princess of

'I'eck. The best six blooms of Japanese sorts were
shown by Mr. Sullivan, who had Mad. Auguste
Tezier, Ceres, Meg Merrilies, Mdlle. L. de Reydellet

;

and Mr. J. Walker was second with Elaine, Fair

Maid of Guernsey, Peter the Great, Ethel, and White
Venus. In the tliird set, from Mr. Bettesworth,were
three good blooms of Sunflower, a yellow, large

Anemone, Fanny Boucharlet, Miss Marechaux,
Ducliess of Edinburgh. An extra prize went to

Mr. J. Walker, who also had a pretty collection of

cut blooms set up with foliage. Mr. G. Bolas,

gardener at Hopton Hall, Wirksworth, was second,

witli a capital dozen blooms prettily set up with
foliage—L'Incomparable, Elaine, M. K. Larios, Oracle,

Golden Empres, Lady Buller, Mad. C. Audiguier,
Hrcmze Jardin des Plantes, .James S.alter, Mons, C.

Huliert, Fleur de Marie, and Source d'Or.

There was a good display in the class for twelve
blooms of any variety. Mr. Falconer Jameson showed
the best dozen. He had three good blooms of Golden
Christine, Souvenir de I'Ardenne, Marquis of Lome,
Triomphe de la Rue du Cliatelet, Jeanne d'Arc (pink
tinged), Pink Christine, Mad. Cabrol, Mons. Comte,
Mad. B. Peniny, and Roseum superbum.

Among the collections of any sorts, Mr. Bolas showed
Source d'Or, Pink Pe.arl (small, refiexed white, pink
tinged), Elaine, Oracle, Mons. C. Hubert, James
Salter, Mad. C. Audiguier, Marquis of Lome, M. R,
Lai-ios, Fleur de Marie. Mr. (i. Sinclair, East Linton,
Peeblessliire, had the best blooms of Elaine in the
show. Mr. Storrocks, Withington, Manchester, sent
three good blooms of Boule d'Or ; and Messrs. W. &
<;. Urover, Fareham, showed Syringa, a white
Japanese, whicli will no doubt become prominent.

The non-competing class was as important as tire

competition exhibits, and indeed the finest blooms
Were shown in it. A large and attractive display of
well grown blooms was shown by Mr. J. Lowe, who
had three dozen line blooms i>f Princess Teck, also of
Lowe's Late Bronze, a beautiful new bronze-red
Japanese in the way of Mons. Lemoine, and Grandi-
Horum (three dozen). Mr. Lowe also had a collection
of other sorts, the most prominent among them being
Lady Margaret, Elaine. Jlr. Owen, Floral Nursery,
Maidenhead, also had a good collection, consisting
chiefly of Boule de Ncige, the pretty new white sort
recently certificated at South Kensington—a large
number of this sort was shown ; Belle Pauline, Beaute
des Jardins, Ethel, Sarnia, Mdme. Deveille, Etoile
Fleuri, Colibri (deep red), Nuit d'Automne, L'In-
comparable, Mrs. Mahood. Fair Maid of (Juernsey,
M. Di?laux, (Jolden Queen (good yellow), and Fanny
Boucharlet. Mr, E. Beckett, gardener at Alderney
Park, F^lstree, had a capital collection, including some
extraordinary fine blooms of Japanese sorts, parti-
cularly of Ceres, Agi\'meiits de la Nature, Ville de
Tcpidouse, Mons. Astorg, Triomphe de la Rne du
I Mi:ltelet, Mrs. Mahorjd, and The Daimio. Mad.
Eugenie Langelet, a neat little Anemone-flowered
sort of a bright yellow, and Perle Margaret, a purple
and white centred Anemone, were also shown by this
exhibitor.

The following are the sorts among the whole of the
exhibits which seemed to us to be the most desirable
for late flcjwering, that is they looked fresh and
seasonable ; whereas, many of the others had the
appearance of having been retarded too much. The
best of the white incurved sorts was Miss Mare'chaux,
which, though similar to Princess Teck, is much
superior, the white florets tinged with rose being very
pretty, (iolden Empress was well shown, but it does
not look like a true, late sort. Among the Japanese
sorts the best were Grandifloruni, Lowe's Bronze
l^ueen, Ceres, Triomphe de la Rue du Chatelet, Thun-
berg, Elaine, Mons. Astorg, Golden Dragon, and Meg
Merrilies. The best large Anemone-flowered sorts
were Fleur de Marie,' Sunflower, and 'Virginale ; the
latter was surprisingly fine. Among the Anemone
jMimpons, none were so fresh as the golden yellow
Mad. Langelet.

Messrs. Cannell, of Swanley, had an attractive

group, consisting chiefly of Chinese Primulas, all o

which were the perfection of first-class culture. A
choice selection of the best sorts were shown, among
them Iieing the lovely Swanley Improved White,

which is unquestionably the finest of all the pure

single white sorts. There were also the strange-look-

ing Swanley Bhie, the glowing erims(m Dr. Denny's
Improved, 'The ('ueen, Delicata, a mo.st hively pink,

and Princess Beatrice and Swanley (Jiant, the largest

of all the red-purples. A dozen pigmy Orange trees,

also in the Swanley exhibit, attracted a good deal of

attention.

NOTES OFJTHE WEEK.

The Turner Memorial fund.—A meeting of

the committee connected with this movement was
held at South Kensington cm Tuesday last, but was
adjourned owing to the fund at present obtained being

insufficient for the intended purpose. A sum of £162
has been subscribed, but it is considered that a^. least

£2110 will be required.

The Percival Orchid collection.—We learn

that the rich collection of Orchids formed by the late

Mr. R. P. Percival, of Birkdale, Sftuthport, will be

offered for sale shortly by the Liverpool Horticultural

Company. The plants are being removed to the

nurseries of the company, where they may be in-

spected about the 20th and 21st inst. It is intended

not to sell them by auction.

The American Exhibition.—It is announced
that this exhibition, which was to have been held in

London this year, is ])ostponed until next year, when
it will be opened on May 2. This course has been
adopted in order to avoid the American exhibition

clashing with the Colonial .and Indian exhibition to

be held this year at South Kensington.

Lectures on forestry.—A series of ten lectures

on ftu'estry will be given by Mr. G. S. Boulger, at

the City of London College, White Street, Moorfields,

E.C., on Wednesday evenings, from (i to 7 p.m.,

commencing January 13. The subjects treated on
will include : Climate and Trees—Land suitable for

Arboricidture—The draining and other preparation

of the Land—Nurseries and their Management

—

Planting Operations—Thinning and Maintenance

—

Felling and Barking—Timber Measurement—Exploi-
tation and Management of Coppice—The distinctive

characters of the various British Timber Trees.
Practical demonstrations in the country will be given
during the spring.

Lselia anceps Stella.—The first flower of this

white anceps has just opened with Mr. Ingram,
Elstead, Godalming, and it is a beautiful variety, the
sepals and petals of which are pure white, the lip

being of the same colour, with a deep yellow crest,

and the side lacinia; are finely pencilled with deep
purple. It is near Williamsianum, the lower half of

lip, however, not so broad. It is gratifying to notice
that both Lajlia anceps Sanderiana, now in bloom
with Baron Schroeder, and Stella are fully up to the
expectations formed by purchasers when sold by
auction. The difference between Sanderiana and
Dav.-soni is that in the latter the throat pencillings
are far more numerous than in the former, and the
side laciniae is finely spotted, this falling quite away
in Sanderiana ; the petals of Dawsoni are also by far

the broadest and roimdest of the two.

Forced Rhododendrons.—I send you trusses
of R. Watereri cut from plants that were brought
into bloom for Christmas. Several of these plants
bear from four to five dozen trusses of blooms equal
to those sent. We have forced Rhododendrons into
bloom for the Christmas season every year for these
last eight years, .and they inijirove annually. I need
scarcely say how beautiful they are, and Watereri is

a sort I would strongly recommend to .all who are in

need of winter flowers. It takes scarcely any forcintr

when well managed to get it in bloom .at this season.

What a v.aluable class of plants the .lav.anese section
is, ]iarticularly such sorts as Taylori, Duchesses of

Counaught and Edinburgh, Prince Leopold, Maiden's
Blush, Princess Royal and Princess Alexandra.
Everyone who values good flowers should grow these
greenhouse Rhododendrons : they are not only beauti-
fid, but continue so long in bloom.—J. Crook.

Masdevallia Crossi. All the praise that was
bestowed u[ion this new Orchid when it was first in-

troduced a year or two ago was nttt in the least ex-

aggerated, HA the plant has j^roved itself to he quite

a gem, even in the beautifid genus Masdevallia.

Some jilants of it are now flowering in Messrs.

Sliuttleworth and Carder's nursery at Clapham,
where it flourishes admirably in the cool Odonto-
glossum houses. The coloui of the flowers excels

that of the brightest forms of M. ignea, and
though not so large as the flowers of that species,

they are borne several together on a spike. The
dried specimens in the possessi(»n of Mr. Shuttlewoi'th

bear as many .as twenty flowers on one spike ! They
vary in colour from a bright orange to a glowing
scarlet, and in all the sepals are lined with deeper

streaks, as in M. ignea. When the plants become
sufficiently established to bear even a dozen flowers

on a spike, it will be one of the prettiest Orchids in

English gardens, and this we m<ay reasonably expect

to see at no distant date, as the plant proves to be a

rapid and vigorous grower. The peculiar triangular

form of the flowers renders it distinct from all (pther

species, and, being of firm texture, they continiie in

perfection for an unusual time.

Cypripedium Scblimi.—It may not be gener-

ally known that of this charming Lady's Slipper

Orchid there are two distinct forms—distinct in

growth and constitution, and natives (jf two widely

separjited localities in .South America. One form, that

most often seen in gardens, is a weakly grower, a shy
flowerer, and particularly liable to become infested by
thrips, which seem to paralyse the growth of the

plant. The other is a strong gi-ower, always seen

with long healthy leaves, .and flowers much more pro-

fusely. The blooms, moreover, are Larger and of

better colour. This is, therefore, the form to be
sought after. Instead of being a "miffy" plant to

de.al with, it seems to thrive under quite ordinary

treatment. There is a grand specimen of it, bear-

ing several spikes of flowers now in perfection, in

Messrs. Sander's nursery at St. Albans, and yet it is

growing in company with C. insigne, and apparently

receives the same treatment. There is also growing
in its company an extraordinary specimen of C
Sedeni. It is in a huge pot, and cannot be less than
a yard across. It is just now bearing a large number
of flower-spikes. The variety is the deep purple-rtd

so much admired.

QUESTION.
'. !4ii.—Pear Doyenne du Cornice.—Will this Pear

sticL-eed in tlie uiith of Scotland on a wall, and nlu^t it be a
soutji w lU? Perhaps some of yovu' readers will kindly answer
this .[uestion.—L. 13. G.

LATE NOTES.
Royal Horticultural Society-—We are informed

that tlic '.'th l'\l)ni:irv i>- tliu date tixed fur the diiiHcr of the
Royal Horticultural t^ncicty at the " Albion," Aldersgatc
Mtrcet.

Calanthe Veitchi (J'. CmoKX—An excellent variety,
line of the deepest coloui ed we have seen. Von are, no
doubt, aware that pure country air and light influence the
colour of this Orchid greatly. Flowers of the same Orchid
grown about London have been pale geneially this year ou
account of tlie dull weather.

Vanda Sanderiana (//. I>. U.). We consider the
flower you send au excellent variety as regards the form,
colour, and markings—one of the best, in fact, we have seen,
but in point of size it may improve as the plant becomes
better established. Your plant must be a very fine specimen
from your description. The Odontoglossum nebvdosum
tlower represents what is known as the variety candidulum,
a very rare and extremely beautiful form.

Dracaena beetles (/. .S. Stirling).—Th^ beetle which
eats the leaves of your i>raca?na is the black Vine weevil
(OtiorhjTichus sulcatus), a most destnictivc pest, both in the
grub and beetle state. The former eats the fleshy roots of
various plants, Primulas, Cyclamens, &c. The beetles destroy
the foliage of Vines, Draoenas, and many other plants ; they
hide themselves during the day and come ont ait«r dark to
feed. The best means of catching them is to place white
cloths or .sheets u»der the plants, and then when it is dark
enter the house quickly with a bright light, which will
generally cause the insects, who feign death when disturbed,
to fall ; if it does not, tap the plants sharply, and, as a last

precaution, search the latter well over.—G. S. S.

INames of plants.—/. Crook:—Salvia Heeri. R. G,
(i. A""/.— 1, Panicum miliaceum ; 2, P. Crux-Galli. jB".

Taixtz.—Dendrobium W'ardianum. E. L. Broxm,—Tho
fl.iwer sent does not represent an unusual variety, certainly
not distinct enough to merit a varietal name. The mon-
ptrosity is curious, and we do nt-t remember having seen it

I before.
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Woods & forests.
NOTES.

The timber tr.\db.—If, as " Yorksbireman "

says, Oak poles and saplings are delivered in

Manchester at 2Cs. per ton of 40 feet, the price

is so small, that scarcely anything can be left to the

grower. Has ncjt his informant made the error

(if naming 40 feet to the ton instead of actual

weight; If this was so, the figures would be
more explicable. There is another point, too, I

cannot understand, and that is where the circum-

stance of tind-ier growing almost at the pit's

mouth being rejected in favour of foreign is

referred to. If there is anything in this, it must
be because the wood grown on the spot is unsuit-

able. I know it is a fact that now the facDities

for iilitaining foreign wood are so great, owners are

mcire particular in selecting what home-grown
timber they buy than was the case when it was
practically what home-grown was to be bad, or

none at all ; but when really suitable stutt' is

ottered, I have found no diiticulty in obtaining an
outlet. The real truth about this alleged prefei'-

ence for foreign wood may be in the fact that the

exporters of the material study tlie wants of the

colliery owners, and what is unfit is left at home
in the forest, whilst here the bad and good, or

very likely the bad after the good has gone, is

oft'ered to this class of consumer. There are

obviously two sides to this, as to everything else,

and a little juilgment and care should be exercised
that a market is not spoilt in trying to pass off

what is really unfit for the work.

Timber growth.—Without for the moment
entering into the theory of this interesting sub-
ject, I tliink that " Vorkshireman " will concede
that the greatest amount of timber can be pro-

duced on a given area when there is only a small
amount of leaf surface, or, in other words, when
the trees are growing thickly. In fact, his closing

remarks imply as nniuh ; therefore, between these

opposite " truths" where are we to draw the line?

Perhaps it is that science would lead us to grow
wood in the shape of branches, which when pro-
duced wiuild Ije of little value, whilst experience
teaches us that to I'aise the greatest quantity of

marketable timber trees should be grown as

closely as is consistent with their thriving pro-

perly.

Home-i;rowx v. foreI(;x timber.—I am more
and more convinced that the more extensive use
of the home product, i.e., in something like the
proportion its qualities deserve that it should be,

is one of the most important things in practical

forestry, and one which cannot l.ie too frequently
reiterated. I am quite aware that it may Ije

objected by some that this is a question wliich
lies outside of what ought to be considered as

forestry, Ijutwith this I cannot agree. If timber
growers and timl.ier users were two different sets

of individuals, there would be some weight in the
argument, but in this country it is not so, as,

taken as a rule, the grower is also the consumer,
although under existing conditions he grows tlie

timber to have no profitalile sale for it, and buys
material not more suitable or duiable from
abroad. This is "boycotting" himself with a
vengeance.

Lime .\.s a timber preserver.—The interest-
ing particulars with reference to the use of a
.solutiiin of lime for preserving home-grown wood
given on p. 4(J are opportune, and as the process
IS simple and cheap, it is at least worthy of a trial.

It is for the classes of work contemplated by Mr.
Borough that the bulk of the foreign wood pur-
chased for estates is used, and if there is any
difference in durability, imaginary or real, in
fax'our of foreign Fir, this tre:itmeut of home-

grown wood seems calculated to overcome it. As
I understand the description given, il is un-
seasi.ined wood which it is purposed to treat in
this way. If so, and the treatment is successful,

the drawback of waiting a considerable length of
time for seasoning is removed. D. J. Veo.

Lijufhuii, U'llU.

THE SILVER FIR.

The common Silver Fir (Abies pectinata) is, I

believe, up to the present time the loftiest-grow-

ing C(inifer which we have in Britain. It is a
majestic tree either singly or in a clump, and
when planted sutticiently apart to allow its

brandies full development, it becomes feathered
to the ground. Its haljit is .symmetrical, pyia-
midal, and very formal, particularly when young;
when old it presents a greater variety of form
an<l exhil)its many picturesque features. The
liability of this tree when young to start iuto

growth very early in spring and lose its leading
shoots fr(ini the eft'ects of frost has often proved
disapiiointing to nurserymen and planters

;
pro-

lialjly on this account it has not been so extensively
l)lanted as the Larch and the Scotch and Spruce
Firs, neither has it ever been so cheap and
plentiful in the market as the two latter, owing
no doubt to its being so difficult tn rear when
young ; when older and fairl}' establislied in its

jiermanent ciuarters it will withstand the severest

winters and will thrive on the most exposed sites.

In many localities it is a tree but seldom seen

;

indeed, in some parts of the country it will not
succeed, and again in others it is the most j)rii-

minent tree, towering high above its ccmipeers

and breaking the level outline of wooded hills.

The timber of this tree is less valuable tlian the
Larch; under orilinaiy circumstances it sells at

a1)out the same price as the Scotch and Spruce
Firs, and is used for similar purposes. A few
years ago its timljer was in some re(|uest for

making suites of bedroom furniture, but I do not
think it is now in .so much demand, apparently
having been superseded by the Pitch Pine for

that purpose. The Silver Fir thrives well on a
variety of soils and subsoils; where lime and
chalk aliound perhaps it succeeds the worst, but
as a rule it tlourishes best in rich loams and
clays. Old Forester.

the whcile more uniform. The conditions with respect
to moisture are still more important, and must have a
great effect upon vegetation. In fore.sts, or wliere trees
exist, tliere is always a greater degree of moisture, and,
what is more, the soil always retains it longer. The
.a]ipi'eeiation uf tliis is especially valuable in elevated
situations, fur if, as has been proved, the relative
iiiciisture where trees grow is greater in Buninier than
at any other season, and at all seasons the difference
is consider.able, the drawbacks ot a deticiency of rain
and consecpieiitly water may be greatly lessened. In
elevated ]>i)sitions, where in actual quantity the rain-
fall may be sullicient under normal conditions, it does
not work out so, as where trees are absent it disappears
almost as rapidly as it comes, as there is no agency to
retain it. So great is this difference in the matter of
evaporation, that it has been demonstrated that where
in the open field a hundred p;irts of water evaporate,
where trees exist only thirty-eight parts on uncovered
soil are lost in the same time, and where the soil is

covered by leaves. Moss, ifec., only fifteen parts eva-
Jiorate. This proportion would, of course, be on lands
entirely covered by trees, and where field or hedgerow
trees only gravi the difference would be smaller, as
indeed it is essential they should be. It is, however,
clear that the property of retaining moisture, to say
notliing of collecting it, is incomparably greater where
such agents as trees are present, and that to argue
that trees, because they occupy space, are worse than
useless, does not say much for the judgment of those
who ess.ay to do so. Animal or vegetable life cannot
exist without moisture, and this, too, is tlie great
cause of the air retaining a portion of the warmth of

the sun's rays. In deserts, where the atmosphere is

.almost devoid of moisture, the days are scorchingly
hot, whilst at night it often falls below the freezing
point. The destruction of trees greatly tends to
bring about these undesirable conditions, and this the
•advocates of their extinction must reckon with.

—

Wooii.VAN.

Effect of trees on climate.—In a recent dis-
cussion on field and hedgerow trees it was argued by
one class of writers that, because their roots required
a certain amount of nourishment and their branches
shaded the ground, this riice a' trees should be got rid
of. Such views are very narrow and short-sighted, as
they make no allowance for the great advantages
gained by the presence of trees. As a mere question
of profit in the shape of hard cash there is little doubt
that fairly good land in this country may be better
occupied than by growing timber ; but this is only part
of the facts of the case, as in the views of the best
authorities the presence of timber is absolutely neces-
sary in the sense of amelioration of climate. Further
than this, these views are not merely matters of opi-
nion, but of experience and fact. What has followed
in the wake of forest destruction in many countries is

well known to most who have studied the subject, and
the corresponding return to the normal condition of
affairs, when re-atforestation has been carried out, has
been repeatedly demonstrated. That in these islands
rivers, for instance, will be affected in the way they
have been in many other places, from the physical
features of country, is perhaps unlikely ; but if in a
less marked way, the retention or destruction of trees
will have its effect upon the soil. Beyond the broad
principles from which conclusions have been drawn,
actual experiments show that the presence or absence
of trees produces a great difference in temperature
both at the ground level and below it ; and whilst this
is not so great in summer where shaded as in the open
field, it is more favourable in winter, and therefore on

SOWING V. PLANTING OAKS.
Whether Oak plants or Acorns ought to be
used in forming Oak ])lantations is a question
respecting the answer to which planters are not
fully agreed, though, upon the whole, we belie\-e
plants are preferred. A doubt, it is probable,
would never have been raised on the sufiject,

had it not been found that, under ordinary
circumstances, the Oak suffers more by trans-
planting than the Elm, the Ash, the Beech, and
other similar trees; which is partly owing to its

natural delicacy, and partly to its ilejiending,

when young, cliielly on its tap-rout, and from its

not producing for some years many lateral roots,

unless forced to do so by art. When, however,
the Oak lias been two or three times trans-
planted in the nursery before its final removal,
it will produce a sufficient nuniljer of lateral
roots to insure its growth if carefully removed

;

and for this reason, we should, in alinnst every
case, prefer using strong transplanted plants to
Acorns. AVe have already remarked that Oaks,
after they have attained a certain size, are more
successfully transplanted than seedlings of one
or two years, a fact which will be founil to hold
good with all trees whatever which have tap-roofs
of extraordinary dimensions when young. One
reason which some give for preferring Acorns is,

tlie alleged injury which Oak plants sustain by
the loss of the tap-root, which, it is said, tliey

never regain. This opinion, however, is weil
known to be erroneous, it being as natural, in

the case of seedling Oaks, for that part of the
pilant which is under ground to repniduce a
leading or tap-root when that has been cut ott' as
it is for the part above ground to re]>roduce a
leailing shoot after that has been removed. It

is also equally well known that the tap-root is

only found in Oak and other trees wdien in a
young state; and that no Oak or other tree when
cut down was ever found to have anything like

a perpendicularly descending main root in anv
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way comparable to the perpendicularly ai^ceiid-

iiif^ trunk of the tree above ground. The con-

sei|Ucnc(' of sowing an Acorn where it is to

remain, and not cutting tlirough the tap-root, i.i

that it remains a longer jiei-icjd before ]iutting

(iut any lateral mot.';; but wliether these lateral

roots are jiut out sooner or later can have very

little influence on the growth of tlie tree nndei'

ordinary circumstances, and certainly none on

the value of the timber which it produces. It

is easy to conceive that if the surface soil on

which an Acorn is planted is much richer than

the subsoil, something in rapidity of growth will

be gained by cutting off the tap-root, so as to

force the plant to .send out lateral roots sooner

than it wcjuld otherwise do; but, though some-

thing is gained by this, something also will be

lost, because the supply of water, so essential

to all plants which have naturally ta|)-roots in a
verv young state, will be considerably diminished.

In warm climates, therefore, and in all cases

where a saving of first cost is an object, we
sliouKl ju'efer Acorns to plants; but in toleralily

moist climates, and in deep alluvial or marly
soils, or where the sui-face soil is rich, and where
the object is to produce Oak trees as soon as

jiossible, we shouhl recommend strong plants.

Oak trees diseased.— I was staying lately at

a place in Kent celebrated for its beautiful ( )ak trees,

and was grieved to see that a number of thein were
being killed, apparently by some insect, which seemed

to be gradually eating its w.ay through several of

them. In some I could see the mischief just com-
niencing ; the bark being eaten away in many, the

liole had reached the timber, and in others there was
a cavity right through the trunk. Can you say what
is the cause of this sad mischief, and if there is any
remedy for it ?

—

Horsmonden.
*^* I can hardly say what insect is attacking the

Oak trees in Kent mentioned by " Horsmonden "

without seeing the trees or portions of them. If the

trees are in Horsmonden parisli, I will try and find

them out, as I shall l)e in the immediate neighbour-

hood of that village for a day or two at the end of

this week.—G. S. S.

Draining' old plantations.—In draining old

plantations over thirty years old, containing hardwood
trees, says ilr. Lewis Bayne, in an essay he wrote on
the subject, great care must be taken in selecting

the more open parts, and laying out of the drains to

a\'oid cutting the roots cf the trees as far as possible,

even should the drains not be equi-distant or in

altogether straight lines. Again, in cases of extreme
wetness it is advisable to drain the ground moderately

at first, and to deepen the drains at different times

afterwards until the desired effect is attained, as it

will be found that, after the trees have been growing
a length of time in extreme wetness, a sudden change
in the moisture and temperature of the soil, caused

by draining off all the water at once, would injuriously

affect them. The difference between drained and
imdrained land is very remarkable during very wet
seasons, when even the best made drains are taxed

to the utmost, and well-drained land is not too firm

or dry, while undrained land inclined to be wet
becomes a regular marsh. When trees are planted

on undrained wet hind they soon become sickly and
covered with I,ichens ; the Fir and evergreen kinds
become yellowish green, stunted in their growth, and
covered with cones—sure signs of premature decay
and disease, sooner or later followed by the death of

the plant.

Preservation of trees.—One of the most desir-

able things to be done for the welfare of a country is

to disseminate everywiiere information in regard to

trees and tlieir uses, so that the people shall come to

regard them somewhat according to their real value,

to look upon them, not as something to be got out of

the way wlienever personal interest or personal feeling

may so dictate, but to be cherished as friends ; not to

be recklessly destroyed, but to be held in trust for

future benefit and for those who are to come after us.

The words of Baron Von Mueller deserve to he borne

in mind as expressing the true view of this subject.

He says :
" I regard the forest as an heritage given

us by Nature, not for spoil or to dev.astate, but to be
wisely use<l, reverently honoureil, and carefully main-
tained. 1 regai'd the fi>rests as a i,dft. intrusted to

any of us only for transient care during a short space
of time, to be surrendered to ])Osterity again as an
uiumpaired proiierty, with increased riches and
axigmeuted blessings, to pass as a sacred patrinmny
from {jeneration to generation."

SEASONABLE WORK.
Planting.—Take advantage of mild, open

weather to push forward planting operations as

vigorously as is consistent with the proper exe-

cution cjf the work. All dry, warm soils should
be planted in autumn, but stiff' clayey land and
deep jjeat bog which retains an excess of mois-

ture had lietter not be planted till .s))ring. On
such situations Black Italian Poplar, Ooat Wil-
low, Huntingdon Willow, Bedford Willow, Alder,

and Birch may be planted with success, and as

there is always a demand for this class of timber,

it soon turns into money. Such being the case,

proprietors of waste bogs that produce nothing
but Heather and Bog Myrtle should have them
drained and planted at once, and in doing so they
wouhl only be consulting their own interest and
that of tlieir family.

As the different pdots of ground are cleared of

young trees, lo.se no time in having the ground
dug into rough ridges, which will not only keep
it dry, liut also expose it to the influence of frost,

which will renovate and prepare it for the next

crop. In places wliere the soil is of a poor, thin

nature, take advantage of frosty weather to cart

and apply a dressing of good loam, in order to

impiove it. Turn over compost and manure heaps,

so that they may be ready when wanted.

Thinning and felling.— The cutting of

underwood, if not already done, should be
hnished as soon as possible, after which thinning

the timber must be proceeded with, care being

taken to mark all the inferior, unhealthy, or

badly shaped trees that are likely to interfere

with the full development of the better ones that

are intended to stand permanently. In cutting

young plantations for the ffrst time, great care

should be taken to use only good cutting tools,

and to finish off' the work well. In thinning

screen jilantatious, the workman must, to a great

extent, be guided by the depth or thickness of

the belt. When it is narrow the removal of any
considerable number of trees would mar its effect

;

but when its extent will permit of such treat-

ment, the best way to secure a permanent screen

is to keep the front trees well thinned out from

the commencement, so as to allow them to

branch low. By such means also a gradual

increase in the height of the trees from the front

line to the centre is secured, as those in the interior,

from being more crowded, are the more i'a]iidly

di'awn up.

In felling heavy timber, which .should be one

of the principal occupations of this month when
liands can be spared, the cross-cut saw should be

used in preference to the hatchet, which will not

only prevent unnecessary waste of timlier, but

also give the timber a better ami more market-
able appearance when put up for sale.

General work.—Cutting and cleaving cord

wood and grubbing hedges or levelling banks
are operations that can be done wlien the ground
is covered with snow. Young plantations and
ornamental trees and .shrubs should be gone over

to see that no injury is done liy ground game,

and any plants that have been nibbled or l.iarked

•should be " bushed ' liy tying Heath, Birch spray,

or Fir boughs round the necks of the plants
;

this will be found a safeguard against further

injury for two or three years. Even if the planta-

tions or specimen plants are ]irotected by means
of wire netting they will recpiire attenlioii to see

th.-it rabliits have not made inroads, as they fre-

i|Uently do during frost .-ind snow, by .scratching

holes underneath the fence, and wlieii pushed liy

hunger they frerpiently bite holes through wire
netting. Nursery woi'k, lifting and jilanting

trees and shrubs, making and jihinting cuttings,

digging ground that has been cleared of a crop,

shouhl now have attention.

Now is a gooil time to scour out all open
ditches in plantations, and to distribute the .soil

evenly among the young tree.s, as by this means
the fallen leaves are at once fixed, so that they
decay on the spot, instead of drifting and tilling

up the watercourses, or choking piinnocks or
culverts. New ditches should also be cut where
required. Though great attention is paid to

letting off water from young plantations, the
ditches are often allowed to fill up as the wood
gets older, Ijut as the roots of trees penetrate
deeper into the soil the necessity for removing
stagnant water increases, and instead of the
watercour.ses being allowed to fill up, they shouhl
be gradually deepened. This is more especially
the ease with plantations of Larch and Sjianish
Chestnut. Unsoundness of timber is freipiently

caused by the presence of too much water- in the
soil in which it grows.
As the buds of the Hawthorn expand at an

early time of the year, no time should lie lost in

finishing the formation of new Quick hedges,
and filling up blanks where necessary, before the
buds begin to swell. Finish ]danting ornamental
hedges as soon as possible ; any of the billowing
list of plants are suitable for such a purpose, and
may be used according to taste : Holly, Yew,
Berberis Darwini, Cotoneaster buxifoliii. Ever-
green Privet, Portugal Laurel, common Laurel,
Lauru.stinus, common Box, Arbor-vita:', Sweet
Bay, and Sweet Biier.

Nursery.—When the weather is dry and open,
seeds of most liardwood trees may be sown in the
nursery, choosing a piece of well-worked pul-
veri.seci soil for the purpose. Young seedlings of

Elm, Oak, A.sli, Sycamore, &c., may be trans-
planted from the seedling lieds into nursery lines,

ani cuttings of all deciduous trees should now be
put in. Oather cones of the Larch and Pine
tribe, which as a rule are generally ripe at this

season. The cones of some Pines, such as Scotch,
Austrian, and Corsican, are improved by being
subjected to hard frosts before gathering. The
seeds may be extracted from the cones during
weather that is unsuitable for outdoor work, and
kept in a dry place till wanted in spring. In
collecting Larch cones it is a matter of import-
ance to gather only such as are produced by fine,

well-developed, healthy trees, and any small
Cones le.ss than medium size should be rejected, as

the seeds of sucli are small and produce inferior

plants. In the case of newly-planted trees,

protection .should be provided in a time of hard
frost ; a few branches stuck in round the plants
will often prove invaluable in severe weather.

Fencing' against rabbits.—Some suggest
laying a piece of wire fiat on the ground in erecting
wire fences against rabbits. This is a good plan, but
it is better to bend a piece of the upright sheet if

wire out than to put down a separate piece, as holes

are apt to be made at the junction. Such a fence is

better than a stone wall. Eabbits are sometimes very
troublesome in orchards during severe winters, gnaw-
ing the bark off the stems of the trees and kUling
them. In such cases, when the trees are not over
numerous, wrapping the stems round with paper,
just a little higher than the rabbits can reach by
standing on their hind legs, will be found an excellent

and perfectly effectual preventive. The paper should
be tied on pretty securely, otherwise the winds and
rains will tear it off.

—

D.
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" This is an Art
Which does mend Nature : change it rather : but
Tuii Art itself is Nature."—Skakesjicare.

THE TEAR CONFERENCE.
Since tlic publiciitiou of my remarks on this

subject (p. 625) I have read Mr. Barrou'.s exceHent

report (p. (524, 18S5), and I am teuipteil to make
a lew additional notes, .suj^gested after reading

that report, because, as I have already stated, I

am quite surprised to find the name of but one

American variety (Clapp's Favourite) in the three

lists. The old Seckel i.s not even named. Mr.
Barron first gives a list of the thirty-six Pears
exliibited tlie greatest number of times, beginning

witli tlie Ijeurro Diel, 1!)4 dishes, and ending witli

the Baronne de Melo, fifty dishes ; the larger

]iart of tlie Pears in this list are among our best

an 1 most popular varieties. The kinds among
them whiidi we have found comparatively worth-
le-.s, on acount of some deficiency, either as to

size, vigour, productiveness, or excellence, are as

follows : f'asse Colmar, wants extra care ; Beuri'e

Ruice, the same; Beiirro Capiaumont, too small;
Chauiuontcl, wants extra care ; Comte de Lamy,
too small : Knight's Monarch, never ripens well

;

Ne Plus Meuris, too small ; Van Mons Leon Le-
clerc, tree cankers or cracks. The Seckel, as I have
said, does not appear in the list, anil, to our
astonishment, the Williams' Bon Clirctien, the
best known, the most extensively cultivated, and
the most in demand of all Pears in this country,
is not na'i;ed.

Next we have a list of sixty of the most pro-
minent varieties of Pears v xhibited at the con-

ference. All these have been fruited by me,
exhibited, and nearly all described in the Ma/a-
ziiie of Hortkulture. Tlie larger part are, as Mr.
Barron s lys, amongst the most prominent varieties

grown by our cultivators ; the excaptions I have
previously noted. Of the modern Pears though
not new, the committee made a selection of fifteen

varieties, but among them L'lnconnue (Van
Mons), Duidiess ofBordeaux, and Pa^se Crassaneare
hardly considered worth growing here. Among.st
the five varieties recommended by the committee for

growing for market purposes appeir to l)e two
local varieties I do not see in catah igues and which
are unknown here, viz., Beaton ami Fertility

;

Souvenir du Congies is too coarse and ill shaped
;

Marie Louise d'Uccle goes too quickly at the core
;

De Tongres has not so far proved a profitable

market Pear, thougli it is hindsome and first-rate

in quality. It does not keep well. But Mr.
Barron's remark, that "the cultivation of good
Pears is not confined to any particular climate or

district of country," is the most important infor-

mation in the whole report, and worthy of the

attention of every fruit grower. We have recently
heard so much said about particular fruits being
only adapted to particular soils and climates, that

it is refreshing to hear one so well able to give an
opinion as Mr. Bar. on refute this modern idea,

from the best of all evidence—the specimens
before him. It is singular how such notions
become prevalent in the face of all facts. Tlie

Red Astrachau and Gravenstein Apples grow in

the same perfection in Russia, England, and
America, covering with us an extent of 25° of

latituile, and 58° of longitude in a climate where
i'rost is unknown, and in another where it is

often from 1U-' to 25° below z-ro, and from the

sea level to 8000 feet above it. The Black
Tartarian and Elton Cherries grow to perfection

in the same countries, and so do the Williams'

Bon Chretien and the Seckel Pear.s. I have

never seen finer Seckels than those sent me frijm

New Orleans in July. The Red Dutch Currant

and the Fastolf Rasiiberry are at home in the

same places. Even Hale's Early ami the famous

Grosse Miguonne Peaches are just as good in

England as America. Keen's Seedling Straw-

berry is just as fine around Bo.ston as at the

place of its origin, arouml London ; and Iloyey's

Seedling is the same in Louisiana as it is in

Canada. The Greengage Plum is still the same
unsurpassed and luscious fruit here as it is in

England and France.

That there are a few varieties which seem to

re(|uire greater or less heat than some loca'ities

att'ord is possibly true ; but the number is too

limited to be taken into account, and we
have not sufficient evidence that they have ever

been skilfully cultivated to lay the lault to the

variety rather than to proper treatment or soil.

Certainly, says Mr. Barron, " nothing contributed

so much to these successful results as good and

careful cultivation," notwithstanding, he say.s,

"the magnificent examplts from M. Cornu, of

Jersey. As the result of good and careful cultiva-

tiou we have their equals, produced by Mr.
Haycock and by Mr. Thomas in Kent, and

closely followed by Mr. Wildsmith, in Hampshire,

and Mr. Breeze in Sussex." Even those froiii

cold Scotland " were probably the most meri-

torious of all." Is any more evidence n.^eded ?

Why, California, with its wonderful climate and
long summer, cannot produce a Bartlett Pear

nearly eipial to the cultivators around Boston ; but

it has produced the graml old Easter Beurrc far

better. Yet few or no attempts have Ijeen nuide

to my knowledge liy our Eastern men to bring out

the superb qualities of this Pear. That it does

like a long season there is no doubt, and I know
one cultivator who has accomplislied this by a

little extra labour, and the results were quite up
to the Califoriiiau standard. To sum up, I

again quote Mr. Barron :
" As a general rule the

Ijest fruits are produced where the greatest care is

liestowed."

As not inapplicable to this question of intelli-

gent culture f may instance the Concord Grape

rais'd by Mr. Bull, and introduced by mo in

1854. Previous to that time we really had no

good Grape which wouhl surely ripen in our cool

north-east climate. Everybody planted an

Isabella, then a popular variety, sometimes in

clay, sometimes in a swampy place, sometimes in

good soil, and sometimes in sand, just where there

happened to be some vacant spot. If the fruit

did not mature it was of no great consecpieuce,

as its vigorous growth and ample foliage,

scrambling over the piazza or arbour, gave a

grateful shade from our tropical sun, and its

blossoms exhaled their delicious odour. With no

pruning and no care a few bunches on tlie sunny

side would acquire sweetness enough to be palat-

able, but the rest would do for jellies or jam
and other culinary purposes. Such was hardy

Grape culture at that period, and is so still in

thousands of gardens. Consequently, when the

Concord was planted and treattd iii the same

way it was only a little lietter, that is, it was a

fortnight or more earlier than the Lsabella, and a

pretty fair crop of (irapes was always obtained,

though not sutticiently good to reileem the Gra]ie

from' the odium of prejudiced and too often

ignorant cultivators, so that for a time it was

pronounced unworthy of culture—fit only for

jellies. Even so recently as this very year

editorial cultivators have publicly stated in their

columns that they should " cut them down."

But soon alter its' introduction one or two very

intelligent men who recogni.sed the great merits of

this variety in their northern clime set about its

culture in the way a Grape .should be grown ;

and what, has been the result i Four of these

cultivators sent to Boston inarkid the last autumn
(1885) (JO to 100 tons of Concord Grapes, and not

only last year, but every year. Oil' of these

cultivator.s', residing as far north as New Hamp-
.sliire (60 miles north of Ijoston), wrote me under
date of December 16 last :

" I have made the

Concord Grape a specialty on my pilace. I have

raised from 10 to 30 tons annually for sixteen

years past." This certainly shows that we should

first know how to cultivate a fruit before we
ccjndemn it, and that we should not give any
currency to the absurd notion that every town,

and every city, and every state must have a fruit

made on purpose for each locality. Take, for

instance, our best Apples, natives of New England,

viz., the Baldwin, the Roxbury Russet, the

Ilulibardston Nonsuch, and Rhode Island Green-

ing, which are shipped in .such (juantities for the

supply of the London market. In the wiile

extent of country from Maine to California, and
from Canada to Virginia, they are equally fine ;

larger, coarser, and more watery from the warmer
clime, and not keeping so well ; solid and crisp from

the colder one, and keeping up to the coming

summer.

The good results of the late Pear conference

are yet to be seen ; that it may awaken the

attention of lovers of fine fruit, lead to better

modes of cultivation, and benefit the wliole people

is my sincere wish, and I have no doubt that will

be the outcome of such a display of the bounteous

products of the cultivator's skill. The general

detailed report will be looked for by us with great

interest. C. M. HovEY.
Boston, Mass.

NOTES ON RECENT NUMBERS.
Rose Queen Olga or Wurtemburg (p. 28).

—

When M. Narbonnaud gave me a plant of this

Rose he praised it so highly that I expected great

things ot it, and until it began to show its special

characteristics it looked as if it would prove most

disappointing. It must be allowed to grow great

strong shoot^, 8 feet or 10 feet high, in a .spot

where it will have room, and then flowers may be

expected. The young buds are very lovely, and

the rich clear colour of the open flowers stands out

well from the handsome foliage. I hail a plant

last summer which remained iresh and green in

spite of all the aphis and all the drought, when
scarcely any other Rose in the place could boast

a decent bit of green, and even now, after all the

cold and frost, the leaves are fit to gather to bring

into any room ; and I remember that last year it

was practically evergreen, and did not shed its

old foliage till late in the spring. Let e\-eryone

who cares for Roses, otlier than as an exhibitor,

learn by heart the last'paragraph of " T. W. G.'s"

article.

Misuse of flowers (p. 42).—It is to be hoped

that there are many wlio share " G.'s " contempt

at the misuse of our favourites, but it is to be re-

gretted that we cannot all explain our contempt

with the same common sense and forcible lan-

guage that " G." does ; still, there are many wlio

can learn a lesson, though they cannot teach it,

and they will assuredly appreciate such clear

speaking. The next worse thing to misusing or

misapplying plants ami flowers is the neglect,

when you have them, to use or apply them at all

;

one potful in a position where it is of deco-

rative value is worth a whole row side by side on

a greenhouse shelf, like a set of teacups in a

housekeeper's cupboard ! One may bed out, as

it were, one greenhouse with Cyclamens, one with

Cinerarias, one with Amaryllises, &c., and though

they may be a wonderful sight when in full bloom
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and of a certain interest tn the florist proper, the
1,'encral effect is disappointing coinpured witli tlie

mixed borderof aconservatory 'or well placed speci-

mens in a house. It is not always an easy matter in

a room to find the position whicli will best suit the

l^lant, whatever it may be, and where it will best

suit its surroundings, but when once established

the amount of pleasure to be derived therefrom
is great. Perhaps it is not to be wondered at

that many private gardens strike one as resem-
bling to a great extent a well-kept nursery, when
one C(3nsiders that the gardeners have often had
nothing else but a trade establishment from
which to develop ideas, where from the very
necessities of the case the use to be made of the
plants is, to say the least, limited. In a private
garden a flower has something else to do besides
grow, bloom, and die ; it has or ought to be
useful, and, of course, the same may be said of cut
lilooms and foliage plants. It is not to be
supposed that anyone would grow a whole stove-
fui of Eucliaris merely lor the sight that they
would lie all together in full flower; the pleasure
derived from seeing them thus would be antici-

pation of the use to be made of them in one way
or anotlier, and so it should be of many other
things. The truth is that every ])lant ought to

be grown for a definite purpose, other than that
of sale, with a certain object in its life for it to
fulfil. 0. R. S. D.

Sussex.

NOTES OF THE WEEK.

The Blue Netted Iris.—A flower of the blue-
tinted variety of Iris reticulata has been sent to us by
Mr. AVare, of Tottenham, where it began to bloom
before Clu'istmas. It differs from the tyjiie only in

colour, which is a clear sky-Wue ; it is named cj-anea.

Angrsecum sesquipedale atWaddesdon.—
There are at the present moment some fine examples
of this ([uaint and showy species in flower at Baron
Ferdinand de Rothschild's garden .at Waddesdon
Manor. One plant particularly is very grand, braring
sixteen of its gorgeous flowers on five spikes, the
plant itself not being higher than 20 inches. Mr.
Bradshaw rests his Angrsecums after flowering in the
same house in which they grow, as, indeed, should be
the case with .all East Indian Orchids, and after some
eight weeks of rather dry treatment he again pushes
them into growth.

Early Daffodils.—The fir.st Daffodil blooms we
have received this season, with the exception of pal-
lidus prajcox, are from Mr. Hartland, of Cork, who
sends fine blooms of two large, deep yellow sorts,

called 'respectively spurius and " Big Irish " spurius.
Both seem to be forms of spurius, and that named
Big Irish (not a good name) is identical, we believe,
with one Messrs. Barr have growing in their grounds
under another name. Mr. Hartland thinks highly of
it, as it is so fine in size and colour and so early, being
earlier than the Tenby Daffodil, potted at the same
time—the first week in October. Messrs. Collins and
Gabriel .also send us flowers of the pretty sulphur-
yellow N. Bulbococlium Gra;llsi and N. triandrus.

Eoyal Horticultural Society.—The annual
meeting of the Koyal Horticultural Society will be
lield .at South Kensington on February 9. The
bu-iiness to be transacted will comprise the reading of
the annual report, the appointment of officers for the
year, and the election of gentlemen to fill vacancies
on the council. The following are nominated as
officers: President, Sir Trevor Lawrence, Bart., M.P.

;

treasmer, William Houghton ; secretary, William
Lee ( Le.atherhead) ; auditors, .John Lee, James F.
West, .and W. Richards. The vacating members of
the covnicil are G. T. Clark, F. Du Ciiue Godman, F.R.S.,
and Sir P. Cunliffe Owen. The following are recom-
mended to fill the vacancies on the council for the en-
suing year : Sydney Courtauld, A. B. Mitford, C.B.,
and Baron Schroder.

A crimson Calla.—Mr. Peter Henderson gives
the following account of a crimson Calla in the A me-
r!can Florist: "Of this Calla (Arum patestinum) I

became the fortunate possess^ir a few years ago. A
lady called on Jlessrs. Young & Klliott, seedsmen, of

New Yorli, and stated thtit she had a crimson Calla
in bloom, and she wanted to sell it to them
for £20. Mr. FIHott suggested that she bring it

down to one of his auction sales and let it be sold

there. This sliu agreed to do, .and down it came in

full bloom, crimson sure enough. Mr. Elliott ex-

pended a wonderful deal of eloquence in trying to

get someone to bid £20 for it, but was obliged to

take my first bid of 4s , which was gradually
run up to £2, and I became the possessor of the
crimson Calla. I then secured all the remaining
stock from tlie lady, consisting of about a dozen small
plants, and grew it till I obtained over a hundred
plants, but in some way by running against the grain
I lost the whole stock of it. I do not know to-day if

there is a plant of the crimson Calla in the coimtry,
although if it could be grown easily it would be a most
interesting plant. It is of a rich crimson-m<aroon,
nearly as large as the flower of the dwarf Calla, and,
unlike most other plants of the Arum class, it has a

rich fragrance, soniewliat similar to the Violet."

A new late Nerine (N. M.anseUi).

—

A. .short

time since a spike of a beautiful new variety of

Nerine was sent to us by Mr. Mansell, of Somerset
Terrace, Guernsey. It was so different from other
sorts of a similar type, that we at once concluded it

was new. It .appears that it is so, and it is proposed
to call it N. Manselli. Mr. Mansell received it, he
says, from Messrs, Henderson some six years ago
under the name of N, cinnabarina, but it is clearly

not that variety ; it is preibably one of the seedlings
raised by Mr, James O'Brien when at Messrs,
Henderson's. _ It belongs to the N. sarniensis section,

and produces spikes as large as any of the varieties in

cultivation. The flowers have crimpled sepals .and

are of a uniform rose-pink, as delicate in tint as the
Belladonna Lily, Besides being so distinct in colour,

it is the latest of .all to flower, and on this account
alone it is a v.aluable addition, Mr. Mansell in a
letter respecting it says: "I find this Xerine very
free in blooming. The pot I have contains six bulbs,

all of which have bloomed tbi.s season. The largest
bulb has bloomed four years in succession. The
flower-heads contain from ten to eighteen floweis,

borne on strong spikes about 2 feet high. The flower-
spikes show themselves wlien the foliage is about
6 inches long. The leaves are long, broad and
abundant, and slightly glaucous. The bulbs are
large and strong. Comparing the foli.age and con-
sidei-ing its lateness of blooming, I believe its most
likely parents to be N. flexuosa and N. corusca
major. It blooms in December, and lasts until after
the new year sets in."

A GARDEN OF ANNUALS.
Probably the best gardens of annuals to Ije

found in thi.s country are seedsmen's trial

grounds. These, however, can hardly be called
gardens in the true sense of the word ; hence a gar-
den of annuals would be a real novelty. Sowing
in big patches or in formal rows would hardlv
answer the purpo.se. Such a style of culture
might be all very well where the oliject is simply
to obtain plenty of flowers for cutting, but there
is no beauty in such an arrangement. There is

without doubt a certain degree of prejudice
against many even beautiful annuals on the
ground that they are weedy. The need for
having plenty td' flowers for cutting and the
common requirements of gardens in tlie produc-
tion of .showy masses ol flowers militate strongly
against the culture i>f many annuals that are
scarcely suited for either purpose ; therefore
there are number.sof this family of plants seldom
seen in gardens. It would be a misfortune,
however, both for the annuals and for the
intending cultivator were he to enter into their
growth decoratively in other than a spirit of love
and fuU^ of anxious desire to make them aftbrd as
much of jileasure and beauty as possible. It is

happily the case that the larger portion of
annuals can be raised from seed sown in the open
ground; hence, if a plot of land be set apart and

jn-operly prepared, a large portion of the work
incidental to the furnishing of the annual garden
may Ije performed in the month of A]iril by the
simph' process of .sowing seeds. But then the
'pie.stion is, how shall they be sovni? If the
garden, for instance, consisted of a couple of
brnad borders with a path running through the
middle, ]ierhaps the first impulse of the cultivator
wouhl be to make a liack row on each 8i<le of
some of the taller climbing varieties. Tliese, if

niixe<l, would look very pretty, but the eft'ect still

would be stiff, because a straight line could pro-
duce none other. But if these climbing kinds,
such as Sweet Peas, TropKolums, Convolvuluses,
and similar things, were sown in small patches
and in distinct colours, the patches alternating in

kind, a very beautiful effect might be produced,
if cones and fans of Inanches were employed as
training ground for these climbers. Naturally,
the taller kinds of annuals would have to be
sown at the backs of the l.iorders, for some degree
of uniformity could not well be avoided, but this

would be more than compensated for by the
infinitevarietyofform in plant and cidourin flower
which would result. Most seed lists, give the height
of the respective kinds and season of blooming,
so that arrangement would not be diftieult to

anyone not otherwise conversant with many
kinds. It would lie a misfortune were any such
garden limited to the commoner well-known sorts

of annuals. The oliject should rather be to

introduce many forms little kuo^^^^ and possibly
of exceeding beauty. Tender annuals might
easily lie raised in frames and be transplanted,
and it would add to the interest of the ex]ieri-

mentwere some good liiennials transplanted from
seed lieds and added to the garden. Perhaps
some day someone will hrvour us with the sight

of a beautiful annual gardeir. A. D.

A VIEW IN KEW GARDENS.
Some of the most pleasing views in the Royal
Gardens at Kew are those wdiere the grand old

exotic trees are as.sociated with the miniature
temples and alcoves which are studded about the

place. These appear to have been erected by
Sir William Chambers during the last century
when Kew was a royal residence. The illustra-

tion on the opposite page (from a photograph
taken by us last summer) shows the building

known as the Sun Temple, the cla.ssic design of

which associates admirably with the noble tree

growth that surrounds it. Just at this spot

tliere is a group of very fine old trees, including a
huge oriental Plane, a spreading Turkey Oak, a
pictiuresrpie old Acacia, with a Kcelreuteria, a
Persimmon tree(Diospyros virginiana),a towering
Leliamm Cedar, and a group of young trees of

Cedrus atlantica. It is the Cedars principally

that harmonise so charmingly wdth the Sun
Temple, and it is also interesting to see the Cedar
in yiiuth and old age growing side by side. The
broad, open lawn on the side on which our
photograph was taken enhances the view, and it

would have been lietter had there been in other

pai'ts of the gai'den trees planted in connected
groups, with broad lawns intervening, instead

of young trees scattered about in an iucuherent

way, as they are in various other parts of the

ground,s.

QUESTIONS.

lM.OO,—Tuberoses,—Will some of your readers kindly
inform mc if Tuberoses arc good for any imrpose after
flowering? They are, I believe, generally thrown away, but I

ani under the impres,sion that tbcy might be induced to
flower a .second year. Am I right in my suppcsition?—E. C.

24.'»l.—Carnation Souvenir de la Malmaison.

—

Will any successful gri>wci-i>f IliisC^irnatinn be kind ciimigli to
give me a few hints on growing it so as to get blooms :> inches
and ti inches across? I shonld also like to know what arti-

ficial manure is best, and when it should be applied.

—

F. 13. N.
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BUTTON-HOLE BOUQUETS.
Great divergence of taste i? displayed by those
whose duty it is to make, and in a lesser degree
by those who delight in adorning themselves
with these little bouquets. Some there are who
seem to know exactly what is wanted, and what
is ecjually as much to the puipose are able to tix

the materials together to the best advantage.
One thing, however, should always be kept in

\'iew, and that is they cannot well be too simple.

Hundreds during the Rose .season daily enter the

city of London bearing one or more Roses in
their button-holes—not buds, but blooms equal
to many that are exhibited. They are con-
spicuous, it is true, but after all not incongruou.s,

as there are no unnatural mixtures. But what
suits these city men will not please others, who,
jn.stead of a nearly full-

blown Hybrid Perpetual
Ro.se, generally prefer a

partially-expanded bud of

some kind of Tea Rose, such
asSafrano, DevoniensiSjW.
A. Richardson, Amazone,
Sunset, Grace Darling, or
Niphetos ; this may be ac-

companied by a tiny liud

of the same variety just

showing colour, and asmall,
but matured, Rose leaf at

the back. A rather stiff

wire ought to be passed
through the fleshy tube of

both l)loom and liud, and
they should be neatly fast-

ened together with binding
wire. The latter, or wires
of any size, can always be
procured from the nearest
florist, and on no account
should button-hole bou-
quets be fastened with
matting of any kind, this

being much too conspicu-
ous.

Gardenias are great fa-

vourites with most people,

and one of these wired and
backed with about three
of its own glos.sy green
leaves is simply perfection.

We separate ours from the

plants mthout any foliage

or wood growth attached,

and mount them on neat
sprays of Escallonia ma-
crantha, which affords an
excellent substitute for

Gardenia leaves. Tube-
roses are by some preferred
to Gardenias, and three

blooms, with a neat frond
of Maiden-hair Fern or,

better still, Adiantum
mundulum, are neat and
eft'ective. If .'iome colour must be added, a become a great

small piece of either Forget-me-not, pink Erica, makers and wearer

the Tuberoses, but a whole truss of bloom is too

nmch for a bouquet. Carnations do not mix
well with other flowers ; in fact, one good-sized

bloom ought to be sutlicient for a button-hole.

Pink Miss Joliffe is a favourite sort with some,

and so is Souvenir de la Malmaison. Many
prefer sucli white sorts as Purity, AVhite Swan,
Em]ieror of Germany, and La Belle—Belle Rose,

A. Alegatiere and Lucifer being good coloured

sorts. The new yellow Pride of Pen.shurst makes
a charming Ijutton-hole, and Andalusia is also

useful. A small Ijunch of Violets makes an
acceptable button-hole. The Czar is now com-
pletely eclipsed by the Neapolitan and Marie
Louise, the colour of the latter being very bright

and the scent agreeable. The newer Comte de

Brazza, pure while and free blooming, ought to

buds partially opened, a bunch of late Chrysan-
themum bloom.s, three spikes of white Roman
Hyacinth, a bunch of Lilacs or Staphylca colchica.

Carnations, semi-double zonal Pelargonium^,
forced Azaleas, Roses, four or five Allamanda
blooms, and three Eucharises, all accompanied
with appropriate greenery. Button-hole bouquets
should, however, be principally white flowers,

of which there are usually plenty to select from.

No heavy greenery, such as zonal Pelargonium
and Chinese Primula leaves, should be used, but
a spike of Mignonette and a single leaf of scented

Pelargonium are always welcome. Rather more
than the required number should be made, and
all are best sent to the di'awing-room for selection.

In some instances it is the duty of a daughter of

the house to hand round the bouquets, and, it

may be, to a.ssist in fixing

them, this being a great

improvement on the old

plan of jilacing them either

in .specimen glasses or nap-
kins. W. I. M.

Yt. ung Atlas Cedars and uld Cedar of Lebanon arouud the Sun Temple at Kew.

Basket Ferns.—Among
the btst Ferns for baskets
are the Adiantiinis, notably
assimile, cordatuni, lunula-

tum, !Moorei, and farlejense,

and even the tuft-pointed A.
cuneatum grandiceps does
well thus treated. Most of

the Davallias may be advan-
tageously treated in this way,
as well as many kinds of

Pteris, of which special men-
tion must be made of P. ser-

rulata I)ixoni, a crested form
of the common P. serrulata,

in which the fronds droop to

a very great length. The
New Zealand P. scaberula is

also seen to the best advan-
tage when suspended in

baskets. The delicate Gym-
nograinma schizophyllaneeda

to be raised up to see it at

its best, and large bold kinds
suitable for this purpose are

the Goniophlebiuins, espe-

cially subauriculatum, Wood-
wardia radicans, and the

stronger Nephrolepis. Of
these latter, davallioides fur-

cans forms a handsome spe-

cimen, and the new N.Bausei
will be a decided acquisition.

For furnishing the lower

parts of baskets in cases

where Ferns are not effectual

several of the Selaginellas

may be used, especially creep-

ing kinds, such as Kraus-
siana, serpens, and concinata,

or cjesia, as it is commonly
called in gardens.—G.

favourite with button-hole

or Oncidium flexuosum might be mixed with
the Tuberoses if the latter are small, but if large,

one bloom, neatly backed with some of the

above, or pips of pink semi-double zonal Pelar-

goniums or Bouvardias, pink or red, will answer
the purpose. Bouvardias are among the best

Button-holes fob evening weak' are gene-

rally in great demand, it being customary «dien-

ever " company" is entertained to furnish each

gue.st with a bouquet. The old-fashioned plan of

placing these in the artistically folded dinner
napkins still exists in many places, but the sooner

flowers for liouquet-making, a single truss of the ', it is changed for a more rational plan the better

double white Afre<l Neuner or pink General I For ordinary dinner parties no elaborate sprays

Garfield being suitable for a bouquet having
either a Fern frond or leaf of scented Pelar-

gonium at the liack of it. A neat mixture of

are required. At this season of the 3'ear a spike

of Ctologyne cristata fir the point of a Calanthe,

either pink or white, as may be preferred, backed
"a ,.--..-._

single white B. Vreelandi and either Hogarth (red)
I

with a strong frond of Maiden-hair Fern, is

and delicata (pink) are also suitable. Pips of
j

always appreciated. So also are sprays of Euphor-
Stephanotis may be employed in the same way as ' Ijia jacquiniseflora, a white or pink Camellia and

PAMPAS GRASS PLUMES.
The.se we value highly for room decoration at

this time of year, and when properly dried and

tastefully arranged they have a very pleasing

effect. The right time to cut them is as soon as

the ]ilumes begin to show themselves at the toji

of the sheath. They must not be allowed to

burst before being cut, or the plumes will be

sjioiled by wind, rain, or possibly snow. We
cut them with a stem from 4 feet to 6 feet in

length and hang them up in a dry room, keep-

ing them in the same position as that in which
they grew by tying pieces of string to their tips

and attaching them to an iron frame fixed to

the ceiling. Thus treated, they develop gradually

and become very graceful. The way in which
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they look best is when arranged in large vases, or

something similar, say, from five to seven in

each vase. Ten or twelve such masses of plumes
give a large room a cheerful look ; they also

effect a great saving in the way of plants, and to

those who have not the means to provide plants

or cut flowers in sufficient quantity, plumes of

the Pampas Grass must be douldy valuable. With
us they ai'e produced by plants that do remark-

ably well in what may be best described as a bog.

They are planted a little above the ordinary level

by the side of a trout stream. Many of the

clumps have produced close upon one hundred
plumes this year, and the foliage, which spreads

widely, has by no means a bad appearance. In

order to show that the Pampas Grass is not so

tender as some imagine, I nuiy mention that the

plants imder notice passed through the severe

winters of 1879, 1880, 1881 with very little in-

jury; they had no more protection than that

afl'orded Ijy their own foliage. G. Merritt.
Kimplon Hoo, Welv>/n.

Rose Garden.

ROSES FROM CUTTINGS.

.Whether or not Roses on their own roots are

best is a question into which I do not intend to

enter at present. Suffice it to say that I have

found some varieties raised from cuttings to

answer remarkably well in our soil, which is

strong and retentive, resting on clay and stones

with an under stratum of chalk. On this, with

the necessary manuring and mulching, Roses

grow strongly and bloom jirofusely. Baroness

Rothschihl, La France, Magna Charta, Duke of

Edinljuigh, Charles Lefebvre, Victor Verdier,

John Hojqjer, Marquise de Castellane, Prince

Camille de Rohan, Paul Neron, and Captain

Christy succeed well grown from cuttings. Weak-
growing .sorts, such as Elie Morel, Emilie Haus-
burg, and a few others, do not thrive so well as

stronger growing kinds. Cuttings may be struck

in various ways. The quickest way is to take

them from plants that have been forced in Feb-

ruary and Slarch. By April the wood of these

will be partly ripe ; it should be taken off in

lengths of about 4 inches and inserted in 3-inch

pots, piitting about five cuttings in each pot.

The soil used shouhl be loam and leaf-moukl, in

about equal proportions, with a free admixture

of silver sand. Plunge them in a gentle hotbed

or propagating case, shade carefully, so as to

prevent them from flagging, and they will soon

emit roots. When this takes place, pot them
off singly in small pots, and replace them on
bottom heat for a short time until they commence
to grow, when they should be gradually hardened
off in cooler quarters. They may then be at

once transferred to their pernuuient quarters in

beds or borders wherever required, or if potted

on they will bloom freely the following spring.

This, when such cuttings as those described can

be had, I consider the .speediest wa}' of getting

up a stock of plants. Striking cuttings in a cold

frame is another excellent mode of increasing

one's stock of Roses. Early in August select

shoots from outside ])lants that have bloomed in

June and July, the wood of which will have
become firm. Cut them into lengths of from
4 inches to 6 inches, preserving to eacli a piece

of heel. Insert them firmly in sandy soil in the

frame, give a good watering, shade, and keep

them close until tliey have callused ; then

gradually give air, increasing it as the plants

commence to make growth. By March or April

the following year they will be well furnished

with roots ready for planting where required

iaid if a little good soil can be given them a,

planting time so much the better. During tht

same summer most of them will produce some
good blooms. Such cuttings may also be struck

in a north border. Early in October procure

the best ripened shoots of the summer's growth
;

cut them into lengths of G inches, insert them
firmly in rows !) inches apart and 4 inches

asunder, using a small quantity of sand to assist

the rooting ]]riicess. The great point is to tread

the soil firmly about them so as to prevent wind-
waving. E. MoLYNEUX.
Swanmore Park, Bishop's Wcdiham.

MILDEW ON ROSES.

The destruction committed by this pest mi.ght, I

think, be somewhat alleviated if we ceased to

grow such Roses as are most liable to its attacks.

It is pretty well known that it infests some
Roses nrore than others, and therefore by
abstaining from planting those ascertained to be

a prey to it, we might save ourselves much
disappointment, especially in places known to

favour the growth of the disease. All gardens

much enclosed are more troubled with nnldew
than such as are more exposed. If I were asked

to name half a dozen Hybrid Pei-petuals that are

more subject to mildew than the rest, I should

say they were Madame Lacharme, Duchesse de

Vallombrosa, John Hopper, Mrs. Baker, Violette

Bouyer, and Marie Finger. Amongst climbing

Roses I find that Cheshunt Hybrid and Reine

Marie Henriette are particularly liable to be

attackeil, but no doubt soil and position have

much to answer for with regard to mildew. A
poor, dry soil will so weaken the plants, that they

become an easy prey to not only it, but other

diseases. As regards positions, the worst is

where cold currents of air pass over the plants

;

every year where the north wind sweeps over

some climbing Roses througli ventilators that

cannot be closed, these Roses are attacked with

mildew, or rather I should say the two climljing

varieties just nanu-d, and no ajiplications of any
kind will prevent its spreading. What is, how-
ever, noteworthy in connection with this subject

is the fact that there are plants of Gloire de Dijon

and Duchess of Edinburgh growing under
exactly the same conditions, and these are never

attacked with mildew to any appreciable extent.

Mildew- RESISTING Roses.— The power of

some varieties to resist the attacks of mildew is

remaikable. So far as my observation goes, I

find that kinds with shiny leaves are seldom

attacked. It matters little, therefore, whether
any particular variety is hardy or not, inasumcli

as its power to resist mildew seems to lie the

leaves ; but, taking a wide view of the suli ject, I

am inclined to believe that extremes of tempera-

ture constitute one cause of mildew attacking

Roses in the open air, and the attack will be

lessened or aggravated in vigour awording to the

degree of moisture there may be in tlie soil, for

even in a widely fluctuating temperature the

disease will not get a strong hold of the plants

if the roots get all the moisture they want. The
most favourable climatic conditions for the spread

of mildew are a dry soil, a low night tempera-

ture, and hot, bright sunshine during the day.

Under such circumstances mildew spreads at a

rapid rate, and the only remedy is activity in

growth by supplying the roots with the needful

moisture, and if it contains an active stimulant

the sooner it will arrest the progress of the

mildew. It has occurred to me on many occa-

sions that it is quite possible to drain our Rose

beds too much, as when that is the case the plants

suft'er from want of root-moisture in times of

drought. I do not consider that positions for

Roses .of any kind or form of growth require to

be drained, unless the subsoil is clay, and even

in that case there should be a depth of 2 feet of

good soil above the drain, for if we would avoid

mildew, our Roses must have not only a mode-
rately rich soil, but a deep one.

All mildewed leave.s, Mr. Worthington
Smith, in "The Rosarian's Year Book," fays,

should be destroyed. " It is obvious," he adds,

"that the fungus is preserved during winter on
decaying Rose foliage, and that for every infected

leaf of autumn that is burnt, some hundreds of

living spores or seeds will be destroyed at the

same time. It is, no doubt, impossible to destroy

or deeply bury all infected leaves; but, never-

theless, the more decaying material that is either

burnt or deeply buried, the le.9S spores there will

be to invade the Roses of the fdlowing summer.
Rose mildew can never be prevented whilst in-

fected autumn leaves exist. It can lie destroyed

ou the leaves in its early or oidium state by
syringing with water, soft soap, and sulphur.

The mixture .should consist of five gallons of cold

water, half-a-pound of the liest solt soap, and a

handful or_ two of flowers of sulphur, the whole

to lie left 'for a few hours for the soap to tho-

roughly dissolve. Two dressings of this will

generally remove all traces of the fungus. Pure

water to be afterwards used. Ro;;es in houses

can lie easily reached by si'lphurous fumes.

Simple soap-suds have been recommended; also,

soft soap dissolved in water, a jiiecu the size of a

hen's egg to three gallons of water, or two ounces

of soft soap to one gallon of water, and, whilst

the leaves are still wet, dusting the affected parts

with powdered sulphur. Some use the following

:

One pound flowers of sulphui', one pound ]iow-

dered quicklime, and sufficient water to form a

paste; add a gallon of cold water, put the wdiole

into an iron vessel and boil for 20 minutes

;

when cool and settled, pour off the clear liquid,

store in bottles, and use it at the rate of a half-

pint to six gallons of water. Jean Van Vidxem
has recommended a two-thousandth part of cor-

rosive sublimate, deuto-chloride of mercury, in

water. The best way to prepare this is, he says,

to have the corrosive sublimate in a strong

alcoholic graduated tincture, and to dilute it with

the necessary amount of water when wanted for

use. Fir-tree oil is also reconnuended. A copious

supply of liquid manure to the roots is often

beneficial. During the last few months a weak
solution of sulphide of jiotassium has been strongly

recommended by Mr. Edward Tonks as a I'emedy

against mildew. The material is made by dis-

solving half-an-ounce of sulphide of pota.ssiuni in

a gallon of water—the solution to be applied

with a syringe, spray-disperser, or immersion.''

Kitchen Garden.

FORCING ASPARAGUS.

I HAVE cut Asparagus from forced roots as early

as the middleof November, but in order to obtain

good Asparagus thus early the roots and crowns
must be very strong. The best plants for early

forcing are those which have been grown on
from seeds unchecked and uncut till they have
reached such an age and strength as will render

forcing profitable. Sometimes the permanent
beds are forced and new beds made annually
to take their places, but the best plan is to keep
such mattei'3 separate ; if we want a given number,
of roots for forcing, raise that number anniurlly,

as young plants force better than old ones. In
order to obtain very early Asparagus the tops

sliouhl be cut down by the middle of September
;

the growth will not be ripe by that time, but it

will Lie finished, and as the roots will be thrown
away when the crop has been gathered, the future

need not concern us. Theforcingbed, if fermenting

material be used, should be made up early
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,in October, and as soon as the ri^lit temperature

lias been reached the roots shoukl be lifted care-

fully, packeil in thickly, and covered 3 inches

deeji with lifjht rich soil. Then ^dve the whole
a f^ood soaking with tepid manure water. If

blanched Asparagus is wanted, a greater depth of

soil is necessary.

The hotbed system, where plenty of con-

venience exists, is an excellent one, and relays of

beds can lie brought on every two, three, or four

weeks, as required. If the means are ample, the

supply may he practically nnlimited. The only

disadvantage which the hotbed system has is, in

winter, if the weather is bad, there is a difficulty

in giving the ]iroduce snfBcient light and air to

flavour it, and witliont this light and air for a

week or two alter the heads are through the soil

the prcjduce will be deficient in flavour. Anyone
can make up a hotbed that will produce Aspara-

gus, but the flavouring requires care. After the

roots are in, the frames in which they are placed

may be nuitted up till growth is forcing itself

through the soil; then light must be admitted
gradually, and a little air given at the back, both

air and light to be dady increased if the weather
is favourable till the heads are fit to cut. The
temperature of the bed shoiflil be about 7.5" in

order to enable this to be done without checking
growth. If any check takes place, the Asparagus
will l:ie less succulent than it should be. To obtain

AsPABAGUs AT CiiRi.STMAS, the tops need
not be cut down till they ripen in the usual way.
The hotbed should be made up in the second

week in November, and as tree leaves are at that

season plentiful, leaves to the extent of one-half,

i.e., if the manure is fresh, will be an advantage.

As soon as the bed has been got into a genial

condition put in 2 inches of soil, then the roots

;

water and mat up till the young stems are seen

to be ]iushiiig through the soil, when careful

ventilation will be necessary. If the weather
should be .very mild and the Asparagus come too

soon, a little more ventilation will improve its

i(Uality and check its growth a little at the same
lime. There are many ways of forcing Asparagus.
Sometimes the plants are planted in permanent
brick pits, - fitted with a hot-water apparatus.

'This system answers very well for forcing after

Christmas, and the plants need not be annually

destroyed, as is inevitable when they are lifted

and forced in hotbeds. Permanent beds are

sometimes forced by means of linings of manure
placed between them, the beds being covered

with movable glazed frames. In short, Aspa-

ragus may be forced anywhere, provided the

requisite temperature can be maintained. It

will force very quickly in flat baskets, such

as are used by nurserymen to pack plants in,

and such baskets are easily moved from place to

place. If young plants having strong and
numerous crowns are employed, a Viasket 4 feet

over will hold a good number. Place 6 inches

of old Mushroom manure in the bottom ; on this

pack the roots as close together as possible, and
cover 3 inches or 4 inches thick with light, rich,

sandy soil. The baskets may stand in the Mush-
riiom house till growth is moving; then take

them to a light house, such as a forcing vinery or

Peach house, or any house in which forcing is

going on. This is a makeshift way of forcing,

liut there is little labour or trouble connected

with it ; and where only small dishes are re(|nired

this is an excellent way of raising Asparagus.

It will succeed very well in boxes a foot deep

;

those 3 feet long and 1 foot wide are as large as

can be conveniently shifted about. Asparagus
may also be forced in pots, and if not required

for cutting it may be left to ornament the con-

servatory. As a background plant and as a foil to

bright flowers it is certainly not without its uses.

Raising young plants.—I like to sow the

seeds in drills thinly in March, the drills to be

3 feet apart, and the plants to be singled out on

the principle of allowing the strongest to .survive

till they stand 12 inches apart in the rows. If

the treatment is liberal, in three year.-j' time the

plants will be strong enough to force, though they

will be better to remain unforced till four years

old if very fine heads are required. A situation

sheltered frcmi severe winds is best, as the wind

has great power over the clcnfe growth, and will

do much damage if unsheltered and unsupported.

Sometimes the strongest .stems are .supported by

stakes, but where much is grown this takes a

good deal of time. Plants rai.sed frcnn .seeds and

rot transplanted seem to get a firmer hold of the

ground, and sutt'er less from strong winds than

transplanted plants do. K Hobday.

White Plume Celeiy.—I seem to have been less

fortunatK than must of your cnrrespondents with this

Cek'i'Y, for having given it a fair and rather extensive

trial, "l must confess that I am utterly disappointed

with it. Altliough sati>factory as regards RTowth, I

am well within the mark in saying that not above one

in a score came with me white. A'aluable acquisitions

to those who have to grow Celery for early use are

such varieties as White Gem and Ivory White ; these,

on account of the small sp.ice which they occupy, the

little earthing up re (uired, and early maturity, are

well worth attention.—J. E.

Sprouting: Potato sets.—I like to get Potato

sets which are to be forced in pits or frames sprouted

before planting. It is a decided gain to do so, as if

the Fets are planted in boxes of soil, and placed in a

heated house, they are making progress whde the

hotbeds for them are being made up. By the time

the sets are sprouted the beds are ready, and thc-n

the plants get the full benefit of all the heat ; but if

the sets are not sprouted, it will take them a fort-

night before they get as far advanced as sprouted

sets usually are at planting time. I therefore reckon

that sprouted sets get a fortnight's longer heat th.in

the others, and that is no little advantage in the

month of January, when the he-it from fermenting

materials quickly declines. Where there are pits

heated with hot water it may not be so necessary to

have the sets sprouted before planting.—J. C. C.

Broad Beans.—When"A. D."(p.l4) tried Levia-

th.in, Aquadulce and Seville Long|_iod Broad Beans,

and found "absolutely no difference in them," he

could not have had the right sorts. I have invariably

found Seville Longpod to be ten or twelve days

earlier than Leviathan; the pods, too, are some

inches shorter and narrower than those of Leviathan,

and in this respect the two are most distinct. Levia-

than is also more robust in growth ; in short, they

bear no resemblance to each other. The Aquadulce

of which I spoke so favourably (p. 637, Vol. XXVIII.)
is a stock which has been selected for half a dozen

yeax-s or more here, but the original type of this with

us, although more prolific than Leviathan, was not so

long or uiiiform in size of pod, and Aquadulce is a

weaktr grower. The Aquadulce here begins podding

so near the ground that many of the first pods push

their points into the soil before they are anything like

full grown, and although Leviathan produces a pen-

dent pod, it is borne further up the stem. Altogether,

I have never considered them the same, and evidently

others are of my opinion, as in some scores of seed

lists I have just been looking over, I find the three

varieties offered under different descriptions and at

different prices.—J. MuiK, Margam.

Early Eadislies.—New Radishes in February

and March are very acceptable, and from a market

garden point of view profitable. They are the easiest

and quickest forced of all vegetable productions.

Sometimes in making up Potato beds a few Eadish

seeds are sown amongst the Potatoes, and some of

them which germinate bulb, but many more are only

forced to make a leafy top and no root worth looking

at. This is the objection to mixing Radishes up with

other things in early hotbeds; they ought to have,

and deserve, a bed to themselves. A bed sufficiently

large to hold a one-light or a two-light frame will

produce a grand lot of Radishes, and they will come

in in such a long succession, that their owners will

soon conclude that Radishes form one of their most

satisfactory spring crops. The forcing of them may
begin at once. Make a good, firm bed of fermenting

material n<it less th.an 2 feet ti inchts high at the

back and 2 feet at the fr(jnt; in this place the frame,

and then fill up with more material insiile, allowing

space for soil to the depth of 8 inches. The surface

when finished need not be more than 4 inches from

the glass, that being sufficient to allow the tops to

develop. When close to the glass they grow much
dwarfer than in a deep place, and they also bulb

better. The seed will germinate in a very short time

after being sown, and on fine days a good deal of air

should be admitted, as the object throughout is to

secure dwarf growth. As soon as any of them are

ready for gathering that should be done, as it affords

more room for those remaining to develop. Sutton's

Earliest Red Forcing supersedes French Breakfast,

which has hitherto been our best Radish for forcing.-—

5. MriB, Margam.

SIZE T'. QUALITY IN VEGETABLES.

Weight of produce and a fine ajipearance now
hold the first place in the market grower's calcu-

lation.s, quality being quite a secondary conside*

ration. When anything like this big vegetable

mania springs up there is generally some cause or

causes that have been instrumental in bringing

it aliout. In gardening matters with many in

this country there seems to be an insatiable desire

for novelty, and when this extends to vegetables

and fruit it becomes mischievous, for with tlie

so-called improved vegetables, as with other

things, demand begets supply. If there was not

an immense number of people ready to buy the

host of novelties in the form ofnew vegetables that

each year brings forth, they would not appear.

As it is, each season there comes a fresh lot,

accompanied by glowing descriptions as to the

wonderful properties which they possess. If the

innumerable buyers wdio go on year after year

growing all the new vegetables that appear would
take the trouble to count how nian.y of these

novelties have come up to the descrijjtions ac-

companying them, as compared with those that

have fallen short, it might induce them to con-

sider whether what they have thus far got was
worth the cost incurred.

Another caush that has helped to bring

about the present state of matters has been the

way in which prizes have often been, and still

are, awarded to vegetables at exhibitions. How
frequently does it happen that the collections in

which Potatoes, smooth and handsome, but

waxy; big-podded, flavourless Peas; Beans with

immense pods, yet tasteless, and others to match,

ate ]daced before collections competing in wdiich

the things shown are much better to eat, althonah

less taking to the eye. - So notorious has this

become, that numbers of new varieties of vege-

taViles have been brought out in which the

highest point claimed for them was that their

fine appearance constituted them first-class exhi-

liition sorts. No one is likely to object to

vegetables because the}' are .shapely in apiie:"--

ance ; but their legitimate use is wholly
utilitarian. The object in exhibiting thein

should be to draw attention to varieties that

are best for use. To allow a handsome appeai'-

ance to have any weight in making up for short-

comings in the requisite edible qualities is as

inconsistent a proceeding as could well be

imagined, yet in vegetable competitions it is

no unusual occurrence to see this done. Horti-

cultural exhibitions have now become so general,

that nearly every town and village has its show,

and I have always held that these competitive

displays have an influence in promoting a taste
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for gardening to an extent that nutliing else can.

But wlien a course of procedure creeps in that

gives preference to appearance before usefulness

in things such as \'egetables that there is no
object in encouraging the cultivation of except
lor their use, then the exhibitions so far become
harmful.

From the first of the big soapy sorts of
Potatoes, fine-looking, Havourless Peas, and other
vegetable wonders making their appearance I

have repeatedly urged their worthlessness, and
by doing so have incurred the criticism of

interested parties. But I must so far remain an
olidurate sinner as to repeat what I have said

before respecting vegetables, that, if not good to

eat, they are good for nothing so far as the con-
sumer is concerned.

Potatoes.—In regard to the description of

Potatoes which tliose who live in London now
have at command, there is no question aliout

their b.-ing much worse in quality than they used
to be. And those who often express a wish for

the kinds they used to have may console them-
selves with the prospect of their lieing still worse.
For there is another cause at work which is the
reverse of calculated to effect an improvement.
Speaking a few M-eeks back with a large dealer,
who probably stands second to none in the ex-
tent to wliich he supplies private families with
Potatoes, lie told me that he had this season a
large quantity of the best Dunbar Regents lie had
ever met with, but he could not sell them, for

no other reason than that they were difficult to

boil ; on this account preference was given to

softer kinds like Magnum Bonum, that will stick

together like a Turnip. It is often said thut the
average Englisli cook cannot boil a Potato as it

should be done, and it seems as if the attempt
has been given up in despair, except in the case

of such kinds as do not require an exercise of care
and common sense in the cooking. To give up
the best Potatoes on account of their lieing diffi-

cult to boil ia about on a par with the individual

(p. 659,Vol. XXVIII.) who lias discontinued sowing
the best flavoured Peas on account oi the birds
eating them, now confining his cultivation to

inferior flavoured sorts which the birds are too good
judges to molest. Verily, if this kind of thing is

to go on, it might be well to start afresh and try
to get a race of vegetables that cooks cannot spoil,

and of which birds or other marauders will leave
us in undisputed possession. T. B.

Ilarket prices.—An iateresting piece of evi-

dence as to the uncertain character of prices obtained
for garden produce sent to the London market was
furnished on Saturday last, Jan. Ifi, when, as I am
informed, the returns were most disappointingly low.
On the previous Saturday, owing no doubt to the
sno^vfall and severe weather, green crops obtained
so good a price, that a remote grower of Savoy
Cabbages was tempted to send a large (juantity of
these 250 miles to London, with the result that
they realised, because of the thaw which had followed,
prices so low, that the venture must have been a
losing one. The market rates incidental to farm pro-
duce, corn and meat esptcially, have the me it of
being, if low, at least fairly reliable from week to
week. It is very different indeed with garden pro-
duce, for the sale of that is governed by many con-
siderations ; and there can be little doubt that as to
many of our town people vegetables have to be
regarded pretty much as luxuries in hard times, so
the recent h.ard weather so much affected work and
wages, that amongst tlie poorer clashes the demand for
garden produce wasgreatly reduced. Then to thiscause
must also be added the common onu that a temporary
rise in price produced, in alliance with the general
thaw, a large influx of vegetables into the
market, and for the moderate demand it was compara-
tively glutted. Those who gauged the expectant prices
of Saturday last with those of a week previous

would, therefore, commit a great error, whilst those
who committed their produce to the care of the
salesmen would be naturally much di><satisfied with
their returns, and yet most unfairly. Old market
men learn to regard the ups and do»ns of prices with
considerable equanimity, having become pretty well
accustomed to them, but that sort of philosophy is

not common to all growers.—A. D.

Indoor Garden.
POINSETTIAS PLANTED OUT.

Independent of the value of Poinsettias as pot
plants, they are amongst the best of all subjects
for growing on the back walls of warm houses.
Amongst stove climbers there is a lack of variety.
We have Allamandas, Bougainvilleas, Stepha-
notises, Clerodendrons, and similar plants almost
everywhere, and all excellent in their way, but
such plants need not be used to the exclusion of
others eijually ett'ecti\'e. Poinsettias on the back
walls of stoves can be so managed as to cover
large spaces perfectly, as by annually cutting
back the shoots at dillerent heights young growth
can be secured each season that will occupy the
whole area evenly. Though strong growers, these
plants do not rei]uire very mucli root room—

a

moderate sized bed is sufficient ; but as thev may
be expected to keep in good condition for a good
many years, it is necessary, in the first instance,
to see that the bed is well made and the soil

such as will last ; in the bottom there should be
3 in. or 4 in. of rubble, clinkers, or something
of a like description for drainage. To preve«it
tlie soil getting down into this, there ought to
be a layer of turfy material—good turfy" loam,
with a moderate amount of rotten manure added,
and sand in projiortiou to the more or less re-

tentive nature of the soil ; about 12 in. of this
above the drainage will suffice. A bed so made,
and about 18 inches in width by (i feet long, will
be large enough to supjiort a large specimen, and
proportionately larger if more tliaii one plant is

intended to occupy the position. The plants
should Ije strong—such as have been well grown
for a year or two in pots are suitable ; in fact,

the larger they are tlie better, as their heads will
get more light from the first, thus .securing the
lower part of the wall being furnished.

The best time to plant them out is just
before they start into growth in the spring; any
loose soil should be removed from the balls, and
the roots ought to be loosened so far as can be
done without injuring them. The soil must be
pressed moderately firm over the roots, and it

should be in right condition as to moisture,
neitlier too wet nor so dry as to require much
water being given for a few weeks more than
that which it will get in .syringing the plants once
a day, which they will require to help them to
lireak

; the syringing should be continued
through the summer until growth is nearly
completed. As soon as the shoots begin to move
give a little water; but it is necessary to be
careful that the soil is not made too wet, as until
the growth has made some progress and the roots
have got fairly into motion they are not in a condi-
tion to take up moisture. These, in common witli
other cultivated Euphorbiaceous plants, are imjia-
tient of having the .soil about their roots in any-
thing aiqjioaching a wet state at any time, and
still more so when there is little top or root-growth
going oil. Wlien the shoots commence to
extend freely they must Ije secured in the re-
quired positions, but should not be pinned in too
do.sely, leaving the extremities so that they can
turn to the light ; as they extend further again tie

them iu, continuing to thus secure them until
the season is so far advanced that the growth will
be slower. The light will naturally cau.se the

tops of the shoots to curve out from the wall so
far as the ties will allow them.

A.s THE BLooMiNO TIME draws near the extremi-
ties should stand out about 2 feet from the wall,
which will admit of the heads of flowering bracts
being .seen to .advantage. If the jilants were
strong, as advised when planted out, and they
have gone on .satisfactorily, they will be effective

the first season, Imt the well-known habit of
the.se Jilants is such that it is only in the second
and subsequent years that an idea can be formed
of the gorgeous effect which a wall when well
furnished with Poinsettias presents. After the
flowering is over the soil shonld be kept con-
siderably drier until growth again commences,
previous to whicli the shoots must he .shortened.

It is at this time that a little forethought is re-

quired in cutting the shoots back, so as to have
them of different lengths with a view to dispers-
ing the coming season's growth evenly over the
surface, otherwise they will be all too near of a
height when the time of flowering arrives, which,
as will be easily understood, is not desirable.

Just as the plants are about to again break into

growth as much of tlie old surface soil of the lied

should be removed as can be done without dis-

turbing the root'', replacing it with new to which
has been added a liljeral quantity of manure;
previous to putting this on, the bed should be
well watered so as to make it fairly moist to the
liottom. It is necessary to be particular aljout

this, as with all other plants similarly placed,
otherwise the .surface may be wet enough through
the season, whilst the soil lower down may be so

dry that healthy root action is impossible. All
that is further needed is to again secure the
shoots in the positions required, as the season goes
on distributing them evenly so far as possible
over the space to be covered.

DURINU THE SECOND AND SUBSEQUENT SUMMER.S
manure water may be given freely after the
plants have got fairly intcj growth. By pursuing
the course of treatment advised, the planbs, as
already intimated, will last for many years, each
sciison for many weeks affording a display such
as few things can equal. T. B.

Winter Gloxinias.—I send you a few blooms
of Gloxinias cut from plants that began blooming
some two months ago, and these will be succeeded by
a fresh lot by the time they are past their best. I
find that Gloxinias can be had in bloom the year
through by proper management. During the last five

years we have never been without thera a day.—J.
Crook.

*,.* Excellent blooms, large and of bright and
varied colours.—Ei).

Ruscus androgynus.—This is a useful pillar
plant for large structures, a fact well exemplified by
the grand specimen of it in the Crystal Palace, at
Sydenham. Its vigorous shoots attain in a few months
a length of from 40 feet to 50 feet. The leaves,
which are pinnate, measure from 18 inches to 2 feet
long. They are of a leathery, dark green texture and
droop slightly and regularly, thus forming an elegant
pillar or palisade of handsome foliage. Its flowers
are small and insignificant, but, from a scientific
point of view, most interesting, being produced on
the edges of the leaves ; at first they appear to be of
the size and shape of a small pin's head and are
sulphur white. As for seeds, I never could find any;
I should, therefore, be indebted to .anyone v\lio m.ay
be able to state the best practical way of proji.agating

this beautiful Kuscus.—J. Haneteh.

Schizostylis coccinea— If this pl.ant has been
well grown during summer, it will now be making a
good display in the conservatory. When done
flowering it should have six or eight weeks' rest in a
cool, dry house or pit. In order to rest it properly
water must be given sparingly ; but never allow it to
become dust-dry. After resting shake thoroughly
away all the old soil; then carefully select the
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strongest sucker?, pot them in light, rich loam,

putting twelve or fourteen plants in 6 inch pots.

Water thoroughly and place them in a cold close

frame until they have become well established

;

they may then be gradually hardened off and plunged

outside in coal ashes. I recommend plunging

because this plant is a lover of moisture, and if the

pots are covered to their rims there will be no danger

of the roots becoming shrivelled through being

exposed to the burning rays of a mid.summer sun.

While growing they will also be benefited by giving

them now and then a liberal supply of liquid manure,

and a good watering t)ver-head after bright sunny
days. Thus treated they will make strong growths
!.nd flowei profusel}' by the end of October or be-

ginning of November.—J. T. F.

texensis is a native of Norlh-ea.st Mexico, and
fjrows on stony hillsidct^ in full expo.sme to the

sun.

ECHINOCACTUS TEXEXSIS.

The t^roiip of Hedgehog Cactuses to which the

above-named species belongs is, as a lule, re-

markable for tlie size and iron-like eon.'-istency

of its spines, whidi are arranoed in clusters

along the riilges of tlie generally globose steni.s,

and for its large, beautifully coloured flower.s.

In the character of the .stems of the Echinocacti

theie is much variety; in some the ridges are

regular and straight, in others curving in asoit of

spiral way, and in a few they are divided

into tubercles or mammse, so that the

stems resemble the Mammillarias. We
ma)', perhaps, be pardoned if we sa}' that

the taste which can admire the stems
of these Cacti is an acquired one, just,

indeed, as is that taste which sees

guineas in a slight variation in the form \*
or the colour of an Orchid bloom.

The love of the curious is as legitimate

as the love of the beautiful, and in the

stems of Echinocacti, as well as other

genera of Cactuses, there is an extra-

ordinary conglomeration of what is

strange, anomalous, e\en monstrous
among vegetahle life. So much for

the stems of Cacti. When, however,
the flowers, as in the case of the EcLino-
cactuses, are exceptionally large and
handsome, there is a still stronger claim

to favour than goes with singularity or

crudity of form, and we could name at

least a score of kinds of Ecliiuocactus

which might with justice be placed in

the first rank among stove and green-

house flowering plants. E. texensis

has not been cultivated long enough in

this couutry for us to speak of its value in this

respect, but in the character of its stem, its

thorns, and the form of its flowers it has much
to recommend it to Cactus growers. Its stem is

either depressed or globose, about a foot in

diameter; the ridges are broad and swollen, and
the spines vary from 1 inch to 3 inches in length,

the longest being in the centre of each cluster

and strong as a knilc-bl de. The flowers spring

from the top of the stem, and tliere is a tuft of

•whitish wool at the base of each ; they are

2i inches long and broad, the tube being woolly,

with little spines scattered over it ; the petals are

arranged in a cup and enclose a large cluster of

stamens. The beantifidly fringed character of

the petals is shown in the accompanying wood-
cut, whilst theircolourisdescribedaspurple-ro.se.

Flowers have not yet been developed by the

plants of E. texensis at Kew. The object of the

strong, often interlacing, .spines which clothe the

stems of Cacti has recently been referred to by
an American naturalist as intended to break the
power of the sun's rays before they reach the

skin of the stems ; and if we remtmlier that it is

only in the most arid, sunburnt localities that

Cactuses thrive, it seems proljable that the

spines serve some such purpose as this. E.

THE EUCHARIS DISEASE.

During these dreary winter days few flowers

present such a chaste a]i])earance as those of

Eucharis amazonica. ft is therefore to be re-

gretted that it should be liable to be attackeil

as it is liy diEe(l^e, or ratlici- by the Eucharis mite
(Rhizoglyphus echinopus). Having had some
experience of this Eucharis di.sea.se during the

last twelve tnojiths, it may not be amiss to de-

scribe tlie way in which 1 stamped it out. We
grow a considerable quantity of Eucharis bulbs,

but I shall confine my remarks to two dozen pot-

fuls which flowered fairly well, at difl'erent

periods, for two years previoirs to last March.
At that time many of them showed unmis-
takable symptoms of disea.se, which I am of

opinion the slate of the .soil in wdiicli the bullis

were growing encouraged. On examination, I

found that it had becorrre clammy, sodden, and
sour; consequently, I set about remedying such

an undesirable .state of afl'airs. The bulbs had
not been re-potted for at least two years pre-

Flower of Echinocactus texensis.

vious. Those of one half of the collection (which
was in 12-inch pots) were shaken out carefully,and

J

the bulbs were ihoroughly washed in warm
I

water. We then laid thenr on the potting bench,

and sprinkled them well with clean sand. Many
j

of the liulbs were, I observed, aff'ected with
I reddish brown decaying spots. The following

I

compost—viz., three parts good yellow fibrous

I

loam, one part well decomposed manure, some
! half-inch bones and bone meal, with the addition

of sonre charcoal, soot, and sand— having been
. prepared, the buDjs were sized and potted in it

in i()-inch pots, six, seven, and eight bulbs being

put in a pot. A few potfuls consisted of extra

large bulbs, four being put in each pot. They
' were placed deep irr the pots—a matter of im-

j

portance, particularly if carrying heavy foliage.

Smaller or young bulblels were potted terr,

twelve, and fourteen, &c., in 8-inch pots. The

j

soil was pressed moderately firm around the

bulbs ; four stakes were inserted at regular in-

tervals apart round the sides, and a piece of

string was tied round each, which kept the foliage

upright. The pots w-ere then plunged in a bed

of cocoa-nut fibre, where a bottom heat of from
70° to 80° had been maintained. The usual

stbv6 temperature was kept up in the body of

the house. The operation of potting, plunging
&c., took place on the 26th of March, and the

pots received no water until the plants com-
merrced to grow. They were gently syringed over-

head twice daily on all favourable occasiorrs.

They were shaded from .strong sunshine when
necessary, and a humid atmosphere was maiir-

tained in the interior. The other bulbs alluded

to received the same treatment on the ICtli of

April. Many of the latter bore a crop of flowers

at the time when the tirst lot had been potted,

and consequently cordd not just then be operated

upon.

The check which the bulbs received during the

foregoing ojierations had a tendency to make many
of them push up flower-spikes in ilay arnl .Tune, a

state of things I by no means desired, my ohject

being to encourage the vigour of the plants ; how-
ever, as the season progressed, tliey made satisfactory

progress until the pots were full of healthy,

vigorous foliage, and sending up occasional flower-

spikes towar-ds the end (jf September. These we
wi.shed to retard until Christmas. We .'elected

two dozen of the strongest jilants and kept them
in a house some 10" cooler for six weeks ; the

others were lifted out of the plunging bed on to

it, water being withheld in each case during the

period named. After that, one-half the

batch i'rom the cooler house was re-

tirrned to its previous quarters, and
plunged along with the lot already

there. This time the fibre was changed
(it being saturated with water) and a

bed of leaves substituted seven weeks
before Christmas. The remaining por-

tion from the cool house was brought in

two weeks later. In each case after

all had been plunged they received a

good soakirrg of liquid manure, com-
posed of cow manure and soot, at a

temperature of 8.5°. In a few days

afterwards flower-spikes made their ap-

pearairce numerously. The first flower

that expanded was ready for gathering

three weeks after the pots were plunged.

Fronr the two dozen strongest pots,

consisting of four, six, and seven bulbs

in a pot, we had 124 grand spikes and
forty-two from some of the snraller

bulbs, making 166 altogether, fifty of

which bore hve blooms on each flower-

spike, sixty-six carried six blooms, forty-

eight severr blooms, and two spikes

were furnished with eight flowers each.

At potting time the bulbs that showed the
worst symptoms of disease were placed in three

pots, and received, as near as was practicable, the

same treatment as the others ; they never made
such satisfactory progress as tire bulbs that had
sustained only a slight attack. I examined one
potful carefully and dissected the most unhealthy

looking bulb; its top or point was in a state of

decomposition. Amongst the decaying parts I

perceived a great quantity of minute white-

looking in.sects (doubtless the mite) ; with the aid

of a pocket lens I could see that thej- were full

of life and activity.

A STRIKING iLLtjSTRATlox of the debilitating

effects of forcing the same bulbs into flower in

quick succession has come under my obsei v.itior.

One bulb that flowered in September pulled u^i

anotherspikeat Christmas; thisspikewasrio! much
strorrger than a Rush arrd bore only two flower.--.

I have, therefor-e, come to the conclusion that if

cultivators obtain two crops of flowers from the

same bulb in twelve months, they ought to he

satisfied. I may add that the young bulblets

have done splendidly; the roots can be seen

in masses near the surface. In a short time they

will be shifted into larger pots with as little
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distiirbance as possible, and I have r.o il( iibt tlia

tliey will flower satisfactorily in due course.

Wimbledo7i. I). Sheahan.

LATE CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
The recent exliiliition of Chrysanthemum blooms
at the Royal Aquarium has demonstrated that

the holdiuf,' a show of these grand winter flowers

in January has nothing chimerical aliout it. It

is, liowever, doubtful, satisfactory as were the

exhibits at the recent shov\-, whether any of the

plants from which they had been taken were
grown specially with an eye to a January exhibi-

tion. Most proliably they were grown for the

production of extra late blooms for ordinary deco-

ration. If such was the case, then there is good
reason to believe that if specially cultivated lor a

January exhibition, even finer blooms and more
varied kinds may be looked for in years to come.
It is interesting to learn that exhibitors generally

at the recent show were not so familiar to us as

Chrysanthemum growers as might have been
anticipated. That fact would naturally lead to

the conclusion that November exhibitors chiefly

expend their eft"orts in the production of blooms
for the shows of that month. That is the inevit-

able result of having so many shows then, all of

which with their valuable prizes are so many
temptations to growers to throw all their

strength into the production of blooms at the

natural or ordinary season. After all, it must
be admitted that no extraordinary amount of

skill is needed to obtain fairly good Chry-
santhemum blooms in November. Given good
plants— and these are not hard to grow

—

flowers will come, because it is natural that they
should do so. But the obtaining of only mediocre
blooms in January—two months later than the
ordinary show season—is indeed meritorious, and
it is hoped that at the January show of next year,
after ample notice and special preparation for

that event have taken place, we sh ill see, not
merely mediocre, but fairly good blooms. Very
probably growers north of London have better
chances for the production of late blooms than
have southern growers, but still much remains
tobetiied. It is now worthy of consideration
whether some portion of the large sum allotted
as prize money at the National Society 's November
show might not well be diverted to the January
schedule. The earlier show may sutt'er a little,

but the later one would largely benefit. Then
we have such an abundance of early shows, and
.all the finest kinds are so admirably produced at
.these, that the exhibitor has nothing to lose by
the carrying out of this proposal. On the other
hand, how much will be gained to the Chrysan-
themum universally if by encouragement an
abundant sup]:ily of bloinn can be reared for
several weeks longer in the winter than now is

commonly the case. The Japanese section, in
providing us with the bulk of late bloomers, adds
but another debt to the many we owe those
beautiful kinds, and assists to I'nake them more
popular than ever. The cultivation of Chrysan-
themums for ordinary blooming has been pretty
well threshed out, and it is diflicult to find any-
thing fresh to say. Those who have been more
than ordinarily successful in rearing a good late
show^ of blooms will now render gcjod service in
describing their modes of cultural treatment, and
as that information may be added to, we may
find there is yet much to be learned about late-
blooming Chry.santhemums. A. D.

viour. A single stem bore one fine flower in the end
of last November, having been disbudded for some

distance down the stem. A ninnber of shoots (five)

pushed strongly from lower down the stem while the

first flower was opening, and these secondary growths

have produced in Jiinuary three blooms as tine as the

first flower, and two somewhat smaller. These shoots

have again broken strongly some way down, and show
good flower-buds .again, which, I regret to say, I must
cut off before the)' can open, as there are no slioots fit

for cuttings sprouting at the pot level, and I can wait

no longer. If otiier growers can say they have noticed

the same habit also, it goes far to prove that this

Chrysanthemum is of unusual excellence for amateurs

who like a successitjn of fine large blooms.— K. H. W.

Chrysanthemum Mdlle. Lacroix.— Being
somewhat surprised that no mention is made of this
fine late white Japanese variety as being shown at the
National Society's exhibition last week, I write to ask
if others can corroborate my statements as to its beha-

Ferns.

SHORTENING TREE FERN STEMS.

"The noble Tree Ferns which for so many years

were the princip;il ornaments of my winter gar-

ilen—those beautiful Dicksonias which every

successive season ]iroduced such handsome heads

of long feathei-y fronds—have grown so luxu-

riantly since they have been planted out, that

they have at last attained such dimensions that

the house is getting too small for them, and unless

I can find someone who will kindly take them in

exchange for other plants, or at a nominal value, I

shall be oldiged to destrov them, as the house will

not hold them as they are now an}' longer.'' This

complaint one unfortunately hears too freipiently.

There are onh' two ways of getting over the dif-

ficulty ; one consists in having the structure in

which the plants are growing raised ; the other,

which is far less expensive, is the reduction of

the stems, an operation which may be performed
with safety at any time between the beginning of

November and the middle of February, provided
the trunks thus operated upon are afterwards

subjected to rational treatment. In the first

place, the ojieration should be carried out while
the plants are dormant, or failure will be the

result. If done early in winter, just after the

plants bave gone to rest, duiiug three, or four

months they will present a wretched appearance,

in fact, look like freshly imported stems, as in all

probability they will lose their foliage and not
produce any for a considerable time. This, how-
ever, will not happen if the operation is per-

formed in January or February, according to the

temperature at which the liouse containing the

Ferns is kept and just before they make their

annual start, for in that case they generally keep
their old foliage on until a crown of young I'nuids

is developed, when they usually disappear ; but
should they even be deprived of their old foliage

sooner than might be anticipated, they \\-ould

only remain unsightly for a comparatively short
time.

Methods of preparing the .stems for reduc
TiON, more or less complicated, are numerous

;

getting them to root in a bed of JIoss for a season
previous to amputation has been advocated, but
lor this there is really no necessity. It is evi

dent that if imported stems, cut off in their

native habitats without any preparation and sub-
jected to a long journey, can be induced to make
good plants in one season, stems under altogether
much more favourable circumstances cut off

when still at rest, but approaching their growing
season, must produce results at least quite as

satisfactory. The first Tree Ferns the stems of

which I saw reduced consisted of Dicksonia
antarctica and squarrosa, Cyathea dealbata and
medullaris, and Alsophila australis. These were
in the once famous fernery belonging to Mr. T.
Bewley, at Dublin ; they were cut ott' I'roui 2 feet

to 3 feet above the ground and replanted close to

the stumps, whicli were left undisturbed. None

of the stumps ever made any growth, although

under ordinary trejtment it is not rare to notice

Dicksonia sijuarrosa pushing laterally ; but the

shiu'tened stems succeeded admirably. Since

then I have many times had an opportunity of

testing the elfects of similar treatment, and I

have noticed that subjects operated on in this

way succeed better when planted out than in

pots or tubs. Although most Tree Ferns stand such

reduction very well, Dicksonia antiirctica suH'era

least—a fact easily accounted for when one con-

siders the enormous quantities of aerial roots to.

be found on the trunk, all of which when in

proximity to moisture have the power of absorb-

ing an auuiunt of atmospheric fotjd sufficient foe

tlie development of a good head of fionds.

The cut-off stem, which, for safety, must be

at least equal in height to the length of the

longest fronds, shouhl be planted | ermanently in

a previously prepared bed. Thorough drainage

is indispensable, and the bed should contain

clinkers, intermixed with pieces of liricks and
coarsely broken charcoal, so as to allow a more
than ordinary amount of water, which must be

given to pass off freely. The drainage should be

covered with a layer of Moss of some kind, but

.Sphagnum is best. The shortened stem should be

set on the drainage, and then should be securely

fixed thereon by some similar material placed

around its base. Upon this should be placed a

mixture of two-thirds peat and one-third loam,

disposed so as to form a little mound around the

stem. This will prevent the great quantity of

water resulting from copious syringings keeping

the liase too wet, until fresh young roots have
attained a certain development, alter which little

feat' need be entertained on that score. The
syringings, which should be frecpient as well as

copious, should be administered carefully over

the whole surface of the trunk, so as to favour

the development of roots in an equal proportion

all around the stem. It is from these syringings

given early in the morning and late in the even-

ing that the gre.atest benefit is deiived. A light

shading should also be applied during the hottest

part of the day, principally in the early spring,

and until new fronds have attained that state of

hardness which will enable them to stand un-

protected a much greater amount of sun-heat

than is generally supposed.

The above treatment is also that generally

adopted, and with the most satisfacbiry results

in the case of newly imported stems. These are

sometimes surrounded with Sphagnum, which
certainly favours the growth of new roots, but

unless such packing be carefully performed by
experienced hands, it is producive of much mis-

chief, as when by the repeated use of either

syi'inge or hose, and likewise through the slow,

but unavoidable, action of the shrinking of the

mossy material which is continually being washed

away, the roots become exposed ; these, besides

having a very untidy appearance, are also sub-

jected to the danger of drying much more rapidly

than those of plants otherwise treated, and to

lose their vitality in a short space of time. An
excellent plan by v\-liich to prevent the excess of

growth of these Tree Ferns when planted out in

a winter gai den is to cut annually around their

stems, at a distance of 3 feet or so with the spade,

a sort of trench, which will check their- exuber-

ance. This root-pruning, so to speak, should be

done at any time between November and the

middle of February, according to the tempera-

ture of the house in which the Ferns are growing,

and before root action commences. S.

Ferns from spores. -Tlio following is the way in which
I have tri'uwa Ijutli iiutivu and foreigu Ferns from spores. My
plan is to sow the sjiores in a biscuit box, the soil being
•2 inches from the top. and cover over with a sheet of glass

;

thebox stands on an old ii-on tr.ay, wliidiis'upon a teible i-n
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the kitchen window, and every other night I fill the tray with
boiling water, previously pouring off the old water. The best
soil I find to be inclined to clay, mixed witb one-third broken
bricks, one-third peat or German Mo.ss, withii small "luantity
of burnt freestone, bruised tino.—T. C.

Orchids.

WINTER TREATMENT.
After Looking over the occujwnts of the Mexican
cir Cattleya liouse carefully, I am enabled to say
that they have passed through the winter so far

very well. We may now expect tlie sun to daily

increase in strength, and it is well to remember
that cold nights are not likely to do so much
harm as dull sunless weather. If the temjiera-

ture can be increased about 10° in the daytime
by means of sun lieat, the proper night tempera-
ture can be more easily kept up. Some maintain
the atmosphere well on the side of dryness

;

others keep it quite moist. Some yeare ago I

was shown a large collection of Orchids, and I

remarked that the atmosphere seemed to be very
dry ; the house was an intermediate one, and well

e.xposed to the sun, being span-roofed. In this

case no water was sprinkled on the paths or
stages except to wash out the paths once a
week. This, I thought, seemed like erring on
the dry side, and 1 fancy the owner thinks
so now, for the other day I saw that a hose
was being employed to water the paths and
under the stages of that same hou-e, and I was
told that this was done daily. For my own part
I would rather err on the side of dryness in

winter; but there is no need to err at all. I
have been going in and out all classes of Orchid
houses daily for nearly twenty years, and I can
tell whether the temperature and atmospheric
conditions are right or not by the evidence of
the senses. We liave for at 1 jast ten years dis-

continued using the evaporating troughs during
four months in mid-winter. The Orchids stand
over a bed of broken shells, and whenever these
are moderately dry they are s|)rinkled with
water, and the paths are sprinkled daily, i.e., if

the temperature is up to the right point or over
it ; should it be too low in the morning no water
is used until it has risen to the required height.

Then as to ventilation to all our Orchid houses,
we admit as much air as it is possible to give.

The hit-and-miss ventilators in the .side walls
may seem small and unimportant to the casual

observer, but they are not really so, and anyone
who will take the trouble to make experiments
by dropping feathers or any light substance in

the air current will soon be satisfied that a con-
tinvial stream of fresh air passes through these
apertures, and, being placed exactly' opposite the
hot-water jjipes, the air thus admitted gets

warmed liefore it reaches the plants. In verj-

cold and dull weather the top lights need not be
opened, but we never lose an opportunity of

opening them whenever the weather permits.
One necessary part of Orchiil culture consists
in keeping a uniform night and day temperature

;

55" at night and GO'^ by day, or from 65" to 70'"

with sun-he it, will be sufficient.

L.ELIA PDRPURATA AMD L. ELEOANS require the
highest Cattleya house temperature. If their
growths have been matured before winter they
will be all right, even if the temperatiu-e should
fall to 50" sometimes. On the other hand, those
plants that are making their growths surt'er at

once when the temperature falls as low as 50".

During the present winter we had some partly-
formed growths of L. elegans which began "to

show signs of decay as soon as we had an acci-

dentally low temperature for one or two nights
only. They were placed at once in a warmer
house, and the decay was arrested by an applica-

tion of quicklime. Growths are now forming and
making very satisfactory progress ; indeed, all

undeveloped growths of this kind, and also those

of Cattleya labiata, will complete their formation
much better in a house a few degrees warmer if

it can be provided for them. Cattleya maxima
has been introduced in large quantities recently,

and it has abundantly proved itself to be one
of the best of the genus for flowering in

winter. Tlie two Cattleyas just named are very
distinct in habit. One has bulbs 2 feet in

length ; the other has very short bulbs and more
richly coloured flower.s, but perhaps the tallest

form flowers most freely. They must both be

grown in jiots in the usual compost, and the

short-bulbed form may be induced to flower best

if placed close to the glass. C. maxinui lacks the

rich coloured labellum of C. labiata, 0. Trianse,

and others, but the rich venation of the lip is

delicately beautiful. Oncidium Marshallianum is

now plentiful, being sold at auctions weekly.

Grand masses were sold in the autumn, but they

unfortunately proved to be O. crispura, also a

handsome species, requiring the same treatment.

I place them at once in the usual teak baskets,

and suspend them close to the glass. The first

named I hold to be the best of the yellow Onci-

diums. AVe have tritd it in pots, on blocks, rafts,

&c., but we now confine it to the usual teak

baskets.

Just a word in reference to that sweet-scented,

old-fashioned Orchid, Zygopetalum Mackayi.

Now is a good time to break up old |)lants of it,

and to repot them in good filjrous yellow loam, a

little fibrous peat, crocks, and charcoal.

The Cattleya houses are now crowded with

those magnificent Dendrobiums, D. crassinode,

D. Wardianum, and in some collections the very

charming D. Ainsworthi is quite plentiful. We
place all our plants in a warm greenhouse

temperature, and they are brought into the

Cattleya house in the shape of a tew plants at a

time. The earliest plants are now in flower in

most collections ; the good old D. nobile still

holds its old position ; it has not yet been super-

seded as regards colour. We have potted nothing

this month except Pleiones, the earliest of which
were potted in December. They are now well

supplied with water, and are pushing out roots

freeh'. Some Cymliidiums were at the same
time surface-dressed with turfy loam and decayed

manure, and they seem to be all the lietter for it.

Plants of C. Lowianum are now well furnished

with spikes partly developed, although the first

flowers will not open for six weeks or more. We
have one showing twenty-eight blooms on one

spike. They were potted in November, and are

now pushing out roots freely into the fresh

compost. ' Jas. Douglas.

An Orchid society.—No doubt there are two

sides to this question, aud some people object to the

multiplication of special societies, partly because they

cause a diffusion of effort, i.e., some distraction from

horticulture generally as upheld and represented by

the Koyal Horticultural Society. If the interests of

amateurs and others are to be centralised, so much the

better, but the above society has of bate years been

quite incapable of directing and controlling questions

of this kind. Now that tlie Fellows of the Royal

Horticultural Society are to dine together, I hope

the worthy president will throw some light on the

future prospects and action of the society. No sooner

is an Orchid society proposed than we are told that

the Orchid members of ttieflor.al committee have been

tbiaking of i% and ouly await a fitting opportunity

to give it effect. Thinking and w.aiting, liowcver,

never yet did effect mucli, and it seems time that

thought resolved itself into action. If the Eoyal

Horticultural Society will take up this matter, so

much the better for all concerned.

—

Lex.

Cypripedium insigne.—Perhaps it may interest

Mr, Warren (p. 55) to know that the plant about

w hich he writes is the finest I ever heard of ; but I

think others might become as large and fine if they

were not divided in order to increase the stock.

—

.T. MuiR, Marram.

L.ELIA ANCEPS AND ITS VARIETIES.
I AM unable to answer the question put by Mr.
Crawshay (p. 9), but I quite agree with him that

the various growers of these Lielias should state

the conditions under which they have found them
to succeed best. There can be little doubt that

the new importations of white anceps do not

start or flower so freely as the old forms. Indeed,

Mr. Crawshay appears to be quite as successful

as most growers, and it would have been instruc-

tive to many had he more fully described the

Conditions under which his plants are grown.
We have some twenty plants, and many of them
have this season made some fine Inilbs—ciuite

equal indeed to imported ones—but, unfortu-

nately, none of them has bloomed. Our plants

formed part of two importations made this season.

Alter the usual cleanmg, part were put in pots

aud the others in baskets, and placed in a house
along with imported Cattleyas. This house was
formerly a Cucumber house, and is what is termed
a three-quarter span. It is II feet wide, 28 feet

long, and somewhat shaded. The greater part

started well, but in about seven weeks growth
appeared to be less active. We then removed
them to a more airy house, the temperature of

which during the remainder of the summer was
as near from 70" to 75° during the day, and
from 65° to 70° at night as we could keep it.

The roots had a good supply of rain water, and a

slight sprinkle with the syringe was given over-

head on very Ijright mornings. During this time

the plants were in full sunshine up to ten o'clock

in the morning. During the autumn and winter

months the temperature has been from 60° to

65° by day, and from 55° to 60° at night.

Growing under exactly the same conditions and
potted about the same time, we have a number
of the old forms of this season's importation

;

they have made fine bulbs, and most of them
have bloomed satisAvctorily, producing from five

to ten spikes each. One specially worth mention
is a plant with thirteen spikes, which has turned

out to be anceps Barkeri ; now that all the

flowers are open this makes quite a show in it-

self This also formed part of this season's im-

portations. Established plants in the same house

have also done well, including Hilliana. Our
experience is that plants in pots have, on the

whole, done better tlian those in baskets.

H. SiMPKlNS.

Cambridge Lodge, Flodden Boad, Camberwell.

NOTES ON CURRENT TOPICS.

BowooD Muscat Grape.—Mr. Coleman's re-

marks on this Grape at p. 34 are interesting to

me. Although, as he indicates, no distinction is

made between the Bowood and the common
Muscat of Alexandria by dealers in Vines, still

the Bowood, when it first came out, was distinct

from any other variety, not only in the quality of

its fruit and shape of the bunches, but also in its

habit of growth and general appearance—so much
so, that the writer could have picked young pot

])lauts out from amongst hundreds of the common
JIuscat, and has often done so. These plants

were, however, the first generation from one plant

of the first lot of the Bowood sent out. This ori-

ginal Vine kept its characteristics to the last, but
it appeared to me that later generations of the

vaiiety presented few or no diftereuces from the

common Muscat. This fact struck me at the

time and others as well, and I have often thought
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of it since, because it seems to show that even

propagation by division or cuttings is not always

sure to perpetuate a variety true. Be that as it

may, Mr. Coleman's advice to get the Bowood
"from a reliable source" is good, and I feel san-

guine that if it can still be procured in its original

character anywhere it is well worth trying. I

shall never forget its superior and perfectly dis-

tinct appearance as it grew in a vinery among a

lot of other Muscats of the same age, all planted

expressly to prove them. The Vine from Mr.

S] encer, in fruit and foliage and wood, stood out

so distinctly from the others, that the most casual

observers noticed it the moment they entered the

vinery.

The vegetable garden.—That chapter from

Vilmorin's book in last week's Garden has a

healthy and original tone about it one likes, and

if the author would only not manifest such

herbivorous propensities, he would be faultless.

It occurs to one that the argument that " we are

meat-eaters because our fathers had little else to

eat '' is not a fortunate one, because it implies

that Nature planted our fathers in the wrong
place, as the grand old mother has planted a good

many races between the north an<l the south

poles. One fact comes out pretty clearly in

history, viz., that the human races who ate meat

and liked it have been generally the best, bravest,

most energetic and enterprising. Meat-fed dogs

are proverbial for courage and endurance. The
indomitable courage of the Zulus could be ex-

plained on no other ground than their amazing
nieat-consuming powers. At the risk of being

included among barbarians, I vow never to enter

one of tho.se future London restaurants that are

going to do without the butcher. We prefer the

Mo.saic law to Vilmorin's, and are of opinion

that our friends the Jews have exhibited a leather

striking vitality and capacity on the rather ex-

clusive liberal meat diet prescribed in the wilder-

ness. With these objections, liowever, I agree

with Mens. Vilmorin generally.

Water Lily culture.—Those who are fond

of growing these flowers in the open air, which
after all is the best place to see and enjoy them,

are often disappointed in cold districts and cold

seasons, owing to the flowers being so .spar.sely

produced and not opening freely. In such cir-

cumstances a little artificial heat, created either

by allowing an overflow from a warm tank to

run into the cistern or tank, or by a small hot-

water pipe of lead or metal run through the

water itself, will make all the dill'erence. By
such means it is possible to give open-air aquatics

almost as high a temperature as they require

without any top covering whatever, since the

water is the medium in which they live, and that

warmeil they are safe and comfortable, even in a

cold air temperature. The late Mr. Speeil, of

Chatsworth, once showed me abundance of Water
Lilies in an open tank, heated liy tlie overflow

from a warm house, while in another tank not so

assisted there were scarcely any flowers, the

varieties being the same in both cases.

Collections of Orchids.—These in private

gardens do not seem to last long. If only the dis-

persion of collections were chronicled as freely as

other matter.?, readers would wonderwhat itmeant.
Barely have we become familiar or even
acquainted with a noted collection anywhere
than the news comes from some source or other

that it has gone. The history of a good many of

those " private collections" that are brought to

the hammer woulil, we fear, reveal some of the

discoui'aging features of Orchid culture at a

period when private gardening on an expensive
scale is on its trial, for never at any fornjer

period was gardening at such a low elib financially

in country places. Ever}' "traveller" in the

trade will tell you so. A curious sign of the

depression in the land interest is the fact that the
" hne cnllections" are moving from the hne old

gardens of country mansions into the newer ones

near large towns and belonging to merchants and
business men, among whom the love fit flowers

increases and gardening has extended in a wonder-

ful degree.

The pruned L.elia and the floral com-

mittee.—An amusing little ejiisode that was at

South Kensington last week when Mr. Blanil-

ford's fine Lielia—pruned of its leafless liulbs for

about ten years—came before the collective

wisdom of the committee, wdiose verdict on the

plant, according to the Chronicle, reminds cjne

of that delivered by the prejudiced American
jury, which, not being able to convict the prisoner

of an offence against a neighbour, condennied

him on the plea that he had "not done him any
good ! " Mr. Blandford's Lselia was exhibited to

prove that pruning did not kill an Orchid or

injure it in any way, as several noted members
of the floral committee have over and over

again pledged their reputation and experience that

it would. The verdict on the evidence ought to

have been, "Opinion of the opponents of pruning
erroneous : pruning a perfectly safe practice."

But it was too much to expect those cultivators

as.senibled to eat their convictions publicly, and

they mumliled that "equally good plants had
been produced without pruning ! " Who ever

said there hadn't been ? A meaner confession of

error and ignorance as regards Orchid physiology

was never recorded. Nevertheless, this ordinary

specimen, no better than others, was awarded

a cultural commendation—wdiat for? It is a

pity to see individuals trying to crush inquiry

and fair play in such a matter to hide their

ignorance and precipitance, luit it is worse when
horticultural papers lend their aid to that end.

In your contemporaries the plant is dismissed

with a bare record of its presence, leaving the im-

pression that it was nothing extraordinary. The
Garden, on the other hand, describes it as an
" unusual example of good culture . . . in-

deed, a hne plant with strong, healthy liulbs and
spotless leaves of that luxuriant green which in-

dicates rude health—an opinion that is wholly

at variance with that of the committee of " non-

pruners," who reluctantly acknowledged to the

no ill-eti'ects only, and—fled !

Garden expenses.—That's it. As "W. I."

.says last week, turf over half the flower-beds, or

plant them up with shrubs and hardy plant;

and, he might have added, simplify room and
table decoration, reduce its extent, grow fewer

expensive plants, have lawns of less extent and
less labour, and Ije content with a simpler, liul

quite as pure a style of gardening as we have
ever had. If the depre.ssiun is the death of the

liedding-out system, already nearly done for, no
one need care a jot because it represents a style

of gardening that never had much to recommenr
it but its extravagance and show.

Brussels Sprouts.—Vilmorin's reflections on

Brussels Sprouts have occurred to otheis before

now, and been expressed in The Garden several

times. It is one of the comical features of horti-

cultural progress that we not unfrequently find

so-calhd improvers of vegetables and fruits

travelling diligently back again by a roundabout
way to the point from whence they started, as

people do wlien lost in a fog. We never grew a

big Brussels Sprout, and never mean to do. It

is about five-and-twenty years since Brussels

Sprouts reached the highest degree of excellence,

as denoted by their .small size, their firmness,

flavour, and abundant pi-oduction on the stalk.

About that time the original object of the raiser

of Sprouts and their purpose appears to have

been forgotten or lost sight of, and a certain man
began to grow Brussels Sprouts back into Cabliages

again, and he persevered in this direction till he
died, when his great and dominant idea was taken

up and pursued by other elemented people until

the jii'i'sent time. But it won't do, and big

Brussels Sprouts are going out of repute, and
those who want them prefer to have them in the

form of the Cabbage, from whence they .sprung.

No intelligent cook will look at big Sprouts.

Hi' throws them away as bastard Cabbages, and
gi les in for " bullets " of the old shape.

S. W.

Garden Flora.

PLATE 628.

THE SNOWDROPS.*
Few have any idea of the great variety to be
found amongst Snowdrops. Under ordinary cir-

cumstances, only the single and double varieties

of Galanthus nivalis are grown, not a thought
being bestowed on the many other beautiful

forms that belong to the genus. Many may be
surprised to hear that in ordinary seasons I have
Snowdrops in bloom each month from October

to April, all being in the open ground and with-

out the slightest protection. First comes G.
octobrensis (October and November), then G.
precox (December and January), G. nivalis, and
the various forms of Elwesi, Imperati, and
plicatus in January, February, and the early part

of March, and last of all comes a late form of G.

nivalis which I had from Gusmus, and, therefore,

call G. Cxiismusi, which lingers on into April.

In my notebook of the past year I find the

following memorandum :
" April 7, G. Gus-

musi on north bank still good." Besides the

extended .season of blooming belonging to the

Snowdrops, there is very great vaiiety m foliage

and the form and size of the flower as well as in

the markings of the flower. Some of the

varieties have the interior petals \evy heavily

marked with green, whilst in others the grteu

markings are very slight. There is one variety

that has faint green spots on the exterior petals,

and there is another that has these outer petals

almost entirely green. In the case of some sorts

the foliage is barely a quarter of an inch in

bieadth, while in tliat of others it is 1^ inches

wide. G. latifolius and some of the nivalis forms

are very small and dwarf, whilst the liest forms

of Imperati and Elwesi are giants. Snowdrops
require but little care in their cultivation ; they
will grow in almost any soil or situation. They
do well nnilei' deciduous trees, and also in Grass

if allowed to remain uncut until the foliage ol"

the Snowdrop begins to turn yellow.

For the last seven or eight years I have paid

special attention to Snowdrops, and by pur-

chasing, exchanging, and the kindness of generous

amateurs, I think I po.'^sess every variety at

present in cultivation. I have paid as high as

7a. tid. per root for new kinds, but for the

clioicest and raiest fornjs 1 am indebted to the

kindmss of the late Rev. Harpur-Crewe, M. Max
Leichtlin, and Mr. Sanders. I find that in

nivalis, plicatus, Imperati, and Elwesi there are

many forms, so f am constantly purchasing from
fresh sources and then making selections from
them when in bloom. My experience is, that

Snowdrops sufl'er but little, if at all, from being

transplanted when in full bloom. In addition to

this I am raising seedlings every year from my
best varieties and have no doubt I shall ulti-

matelj' be rewarded for my trouble. Only those

* Drawn from flowers sent by Mr. James Allen, Sliepton

Mallet, and Messr.s. Barr and Son. King Street, Covent
Garden.
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who liave a passion for flowers have any idea of
the intense pleasure there is in raising "seedlint,'s
and watcliin^' their progress up to the flowering
periixl. It is hard, tluuigh, to wait for four (.r

five years for the first bloom, luit when you arc-
once " in tlie swim," time is not much noticed, as
iluring every season some of one's seedlings will
he " cominor out." I liave a few young seedlings
from (}. Shaylocki and G. virescens. Will tliese
maintain the characters of their parents, mak(t a
new ileparture, or revert to the typical nivalis '(

G. oCTOBRENsis usually blooms at the end of
October, and the flowers appear before tlie foliage.
It seems to be a variety of G. nivalis, but is most
interesting on account of its blooming in the
autumn. [ am indebted to the late Rev. Harpur-
Crewe for this choice bulb, and he obtained it

from Lord Walsingham. It appears to have been
a chance bullj collected by his lordship near Scro-
iitza, or Conchi, in Albania, some fifty or sixty
miles north of Corfu.

G. PR.ECOX, OR coRCYRENSls.—This was also
a gift from Mr. Harpur-Crewe, to whom it was
sent by the Rev. Mr. Hughes, chaplain at Corfu.
This variety blooms at the end of December, and
appears to be a form of nivalis. It is small in all

its parts, and I find it more delicate than any
other Galantluis I grow. It requires a light,

sandy soil and a sheltered situation.

G. Shaylocki has two peculiarities, viz., a
pale green spot at the tip of each outside petal
and two long spathes, which give to the flower
a very singular appearance. Witli me G. Shay-
locki grows very freely and increases rapidly.
Mr. Barr kindly procured this \ariety for me from
one of his clients.

G. LUTESCENS is another very peculiar form in
which all tlie usual green markings of the flowers
are of a rich yelhjw, and this extends even to the
seed-vessel. I admire this variety very much on
account of its <Ielicale beauty. It requires more
care than ordinary Snowdrops, and is somewhat
slow of inVrease. This variety was found, a few-

years ago, in an old farmhouse garden in North-
umberland by Mr. Sanders, of Cambridge, who
kindly sent me some bulbs.

G. VIRESCENS is quite an oddity, having the

outside petals green, tipped and edged with
white. This variety is very late, and the form of

the flower is often imperfect. It is valued for its

singularity rather than its beauty. I am in-

debted to M. Jlax Leichtlin, of Baden-Baden, for

this kind.

G. LATIFOLI0S has foliage like a Scilla, and
will not bloom until thoroughly established.

The flowers are small, but look very pretty

peeping out from its short, broad, grass-green

leaves. I have one bulb of this kind with a

stronger habit and a larger flower than that of

the tv-pe, and the foliage is somewhat glaucous.

This is the only sport from the type that I liave

seen or heard of.

G. Imperati, if you get the true variety, is very

fine, but many of the bulbs supplied by the trade

are poor as regards the character of their flowers.

The true variety was introduced by the late Mr.

Atkins, and I was so fortunate as to obtain a few

IiuILjs of it from that veteran horticulturist, Mr.
George Wheeler, of Warminster, sliortly liefore

his death. G. Imperati varies very much, and
the flowers are often deformed, but by careful

selection one may get some lovely strains of it.

There is a substance in the flowers unlike that of

other kinds, and the long slender pedicles by
which the blooms in some of these strains are

attached to the stem give them quite a character

of their own.

ij. PLicATUS is now well kixpwn. This kind

also varies considerably, both in foliage and
flower, and one form that I have selected blooms
with the earlier sorts—Elwesi, nivalis, and Im-
perati. I have some with very narrow leaves,

and others the leaves of which are U inches
ln'iiad. One of my selecti(jns, which I have
named U. plicatus brevitlos, has the petals very
much shortened; it is peculiar, but not bcaiilifui.

This variety I'equiivs careful scU-ction.

O. El.WKsl is the largest of all the SiKJwdr.ips,

and by many is considered to be the best, but 1

cannot eiidcJise that o])inion. The long, flopiiy

leaves often get torn and soiled in rough weatlier,

and the flowers, although large, often have the
appearance <jf tissue paper. This kind also varies

very much, and many of the strains are utter

rubbish. Last season I selected two or three
varieties, which, if they retain their cliaracters,

may win my good opinion, as they had size, form,
and substance, together with a dwarf habit.

G. NIVALIS, the common Snowdrop, the one
Snowdrop of the boyhood of those of us who

Flowers of Galanthus
i
luatus reflexus.*

are now in their second half century, has long
been a symbol of hope and promise, of darkness
giving place to light. It is the dove sent out of

the ark in winter by Nature, to test the possi-

liility of reclothing the earth with beauty. In
G. nivalis we meet with great varietj' in the

way of size and form, so that to one like myself,
it is quite impossible to tell where G. nivalis ends
and G. Imperati begins. 1 fancy the latter is

nothing more than tlie aristocratic branch of the
same family. The double form of G. nivalis is

highly valued by some, but in simple beauty it is

far behind the single one. Some of the strains of
nivalis are giants and some are pigmies, but all

are more or less beautiful. They will grow in

any spot where it is possible to get a little soil to

nourish them ; in Grass, under deciduous trees,

in woods, on banks—anywhere and everywhere.
It is impossible to have too many of this lovely

and chaste little flower.

G. POCULIFORMIS, raised by Mr. D. Melville,

• Drawn by Mr. Burbidffe in 1S77. Does any reader know
if this variety is still In cultivation ?

Dunrobin Castle, is a form of nivalis with the
interior petals nearly as long as the exterior

ones, and without the usual green markings. A
jierfect flower of this kind is very beautiful, but,

unfortuualely, a large proportion of tlie blooms
ari^ deformed.

I understand that in New Zealand the Snow-
divjp will not thrive; in fact, it pines and dies

away in a year (jr two. What is the reason of
this? Amongst the numerous variations in the
SiKiwdroji, 1 have never yet come across one
with jierfectly formed flowers having llw interior

prtal.i fulireli/ ir/iili: I fancy this must exi.st

somewhere, and should much like to get it. As
the Snowdrop season is just commencing,
perhajis my notes may induce some of your
readers to observ'e moi-e closely the peculiarities

of the kinds which they grow. Should they
discover any form that appears to be new, I

should esteem it a favour if they would kindly
send me, by parcels post, a root or two, with the
flowers attached. This would enable me to ex-
amine and report on them. James Allen.
Fark Home, Shejiton Mallet.

WORK DONE IN WEEK ENDING JAN. 19.

jANnABV 13.

A COMPLETE thAw, but work on the garden soil

quite impossible, owing to the sodden state of the
ground, and we have therefore continued gnibbing
up tree stems, sifting gravel, carting the same, and
commenced our annual trimming up and pruning of

shrubs. Having a large quantity of Rhododendrons
bounding oroaniental walks and cnach-roads, the
ttiinniing oi these every year is a necessity to keep
them from encroaching on the walks and roads. As
to mode of trimming, Rhododendrons are all knived;
none are ever clipped, and hedge-like effect is avoided
by cutting each bush, without reference to the height
of its neighbour, that is, each plant is cut according as

is needed to keep it in a bushy stat3, form or shape
being considered of secondary importance, the sole

aim being, first, to keep thera from overhanging walks
and roads, and, next, of the densest growth throughout,
and the latter condition can only be assured by well

cutting back strong growing shoots, which soon break,

and forma some half dozen shoots in place of the one
cut out. Old bushy plants of eoinmon and Portugal
Laurels and Hollies, that have been regularly

cut every year, we clip with shears, but avoid
as much as possible excessive formality. The
same kinds of shrubs that have not been so

regularly attended to have only their longest and
strongest branches cut back, a strong knife or small
billhook being use'' fv)r this mode of shrub pruning.
Small shrubs of tho Cupressus Lawsoniana type are all

knived, the extent of cutting in respect of these being
timply to encourag' an even balance of growth, by
cutting back any scoots that are outgrowing the bulk
of the others. Thinned out the fruit of our iHrst batch
of Strawberries. Considering the dull weather the set

of fruit is good ; we took the precaution to artificially

fertilise the blossoms, but later on we leave this pro-

cess to the wind, sun, and bees, except in very dull

weather, when but little air can be given ; then we
occasionally run the hand gently over the blossoms.

About five fruit to a 5-inch pot is all we allow at this

early season. Another batch is in full flower, and
another nearly so, and others are weekly added, from
twenty-five to fifty plants being put in at a time.

Vines have broken very weakly, and we shall force

the more slowly till weather conditions are more fa-

vourable ; sunshine is what they need. For the

present 60" will not be exceeded at night, and e\en
less than this when the outside air is below freezing-

point. Sowed Cannas, Grevillea robusta, Solanum
marginatum, Chamiepeuce di.acantha, Wigandia cara-

casana, and Acacia lophantha.

Januakv 14.

Another slight frost in the mtn-ning, but otherwise

a splendid day, with a couple of hours' sunshine, a real

boon for our Strawberries, early Peaches, and Vines,

and, in fact, for forcing and plants in general. Being
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mild, we seized the opportunity to wash the lights of

Pine pits ini-ide and out. All are movable, hi nee

they were taken off to be washed, a mat being put on
as each light was taken off. By the greatest care as

to airing and firing in a long, dreary winter, it is

almost an inipossiLiility to' prevent the plants ))e-

coming drawn, though the more light the plants can

have the less likely are they to develop an attenuated

growth; hence our washing the glass now, and whicli

we may find it netessary to rejieat shoidd we get

another snowstorm tliat always leaves behind it a

great depc sit of diit. Of course, the night coverings

that we use to save firing must have son.e of the

credit of tUrtying the gluss, though a good shower
clears this dirt iff, but the snow dejiosit settles into

the laps of the glas^. All the plants that are showing
fruit are arranged in a division by themstrlves, and
these are kept warmer than are the general bulk of

the plants—65" at night and as high as 75° by day ;

all are looked over for watering once a week, no
manure water being given as yet, but the atmosphere
is kept moderately moist by syringing the beds between
the plants and the walls and floor on fine days.

Planted out the first lot of Melons. The bottom
heat tliermometer registeis 82", but part of this

warmth must be credited to the fresh loam, and I

quite expect it will soon subside to 70°, wliich we
find ample bottom heat all thfouglTthe spring months.
Tomatoes in pots are still fruiting, but the space being
required for Melons, we have had to shift the plants

into a cooler house.' Moreover, the roots had got a
firm hold of the old Melon bed on which the
pots stood, so the check may prove too much for

them ; but as we have strong young plants to take
their place, it is of little consequence, for soon as the

young plants begin to fruit the old ones will be de-

stroyed. Sutton's £arlie.st of All and Veitch's Hack-
wood' Park, both first-rate varieties, are the sorts we
are growing for the first crop. .' till too wet to get
on the land either to dig, plant, or prune fruit trees,

and so we have again been shrub-cutting, trenching
in wood, making up fires, and burning up every scrap
and description of matter that will burn to make ash
and cliarcoal for fruit trees and kitchen garden pur-

poses. And, what' is another, and in our case a great,

consideration—by these fires we get rid of a lot of

rubbish, that if left would be a constant eyesore and
cause of complaint about want of neatness, perhaps at

a time when We could least afford the labour to remedy
the,(lef'eeti

,: -. Januaky 15.

Another change. Showers during the night, but a
fine day ; the ground continues in such a fearfully wet
state that it would be worse than labour lost to do
aught that necessitated trampling » n the soil, so we
have again been busy with breaking up new ground
in copse and digging up Rhodo'lendrons on a dry
bank that needed thinning out, and, with the plants
thus obtained, clumps are being formed in the new
addition to pleasure grounds. Shiub-pruning, as

during tlie last two days, and a cou[>le of hands have
been started to cut out some of the branches of

Apples in an ordinary orchard, the trees of which are
getting very crowded. 1 heir instructions are to cut
out all branches that intercept and chafe each other,

and particularly all cankered boughs, of which there
are a quantity, and, I think, caused by the ground
having become impoverished, and as the trees are
planted on grass it is not easy to apply a remedy,
though, if time and means hold our, our present
is to mulch the entire orchard, and there being a good
deal of Lichen on some of the trees, these we intend
to splash over with a wash of soap-suds, soot, and
freshly slaked lime. Sowed seeds of Pyrethriim
Gold n Feather, also a small pan of Celery, and
made other sowings of Mustard, t'ress, and Lettuces
in handlight-', the old rtfuse soil from the potiing-

shed being sifted £nd used for this purpose.
Cauliflower, Lettuce, and even Caljbage plants
are showing signs of suffering from such a change-
able winter, and I fear most of them will succumb,
and therefore, to be on the safe side, we i-hall

make additional sowings of each in heat, and soon as
favourable a warm border will be utilised for open-
air sowings, and for pricking out under handlights in

the same position, the plants now being raised in heat.

Fumigated second Peach house ; our invariable rule

is to fumigate just before the blossom expands, then
we rarely liave occasion to repeat it till it is quite safe

to do so without risk of injury to either fruit or foli-

age. Potting the scarcer kinds of Dahlia roots and put

in heat for propagation ; also put in a few cuttings of

Crotons and Gardenias. Prinmlas, Cinerarias, Carna-
tions, Cyclamens, and double-flowered zonal Pelargo-

niums fill our Strawi)erry house, and look so well, that

niakesliift jiits are being prepared for tiie Strawljeny
plants by tilling them with Oak leaves, on wliich the

plants will be stood—not plunged, and as they come into

flower they will be shifted to shelves in vineries. Melon,
and Peach houses. Tied up early Muscat Vines and
watered the inside border, the water being at a tem-
perature of 80°. The night temperature now ranges
from 60° to 6S° by night, according to the external

temperature, and by day 72° is never exceeded, except

when the house is closed up with sun Leat.

January 16.

'Very "fine; sunshine for several hours, but the
ground is still tt>o wet to recommence fruit tree

training and pruning. Orchard and shrub-pruning
continued, and other hands have cleaned up lawn and
walks and rolled the latter. Cut off the boughs that

the snow Lroke down of Cedars of Lebanon, Abies
cephalonica, Abies Kordmanniana, and Picea
grandis ; all these have flat boughf, and therefore
hold the snow; none others were damaged, and,
provided the snow had fallen in the daytime, this

dam.age would, to some extent, have been prevented,

for v>ith long poles the men would have shaken the
snow off—the lower boughs at any rate—before they
had got overweighted. Deciduous trees, by the
weight of snow and hurricane combined, have been
freed of a large amount of dead wood, and though
the work of clearing it away has been great, it is so

much the less to be done after the next gale that
blows. Cleared out fruit rooms ; A jjples never kept
better, nor Pears either, for though the late kinds
seem to be ripening very early, they do not decay, as
at one time I feiired they might. We aim at keeping
both Apple and Pear rooms dry as possible

;

neither are heated, but both are built with hollow
walls and are thatched with straw under the
slates, and I have never known the temperature
lower than 36°, however severe the frost has been
outside In damp weather we keep them closely

shut up, but ventilate freely when the outside air is

dry and not frosty. The Grape room is built after

the same style, but is heated with a hot-water pipe,

but is never used except to drive out damp after a
thaw or continued rains, which is foon done by
setting the door and roof ventilator wide open and
turning on the heat. We have not yet space to

bottle all the Lady Downes Grapes, but the house is

kept as cool and dry as it is possible to keep it in

such changeable weather, and as Grapes from the
room are used others are cut, and the Vines pruned
as the fruit is cleared. All the houses have had the
usual weekly scrub, shifting, and re-arranging of

plants, and fresh relays of Hyacinths, Tulips, and
Lily of Valley have been put in to force. The re-

mainder of Bouvardias and part of Calanthes that
had done flowering have been arranged together at

back of stove, as plants to be kept on the dry side to

rest them. The shelves of stove are now being made
use of to start into growth for cuttings, stock plants
of Alternantheras, Coleus, Heliotropes, and the
weakest roots of single Dahlias.

.T.VNUARY IS.

Snow yesterday, but rain clear( d it away during
the night, and to-day has been fine, with sunshine.
Groundwork is still out of the question, and we have
again been busy with shrub-trimming, trenching up
underwood stumps, burning up rubbisli, and gravel
and manure carting. Made up a hotbed for Potatoes
and Asparagus witli leaves and long stable litter,

and put fre-h linings to other frames. Having got
our entire stock of Chrysanthemum cuttings, the old

p'ants have all been taken out of houses, and such as

are required for- planting out have been stood closely

together in a cold pit, and the remainder thrown
away. All plants, soon as struck, are taken out of the
handlights and arranged on a shelf in a cool \ inery,

as near to the glass as possible, to keep the plants
stocky. Began to divide and repot stove Ferns ; also

to repot Palms, Dractenas, Maranta", in fact, all the

kinds of stove plants that we grow, which is but a

limited collect on, but sufficiently large for our de-

mands, as they are only required for dinner-table and
boudoir decoration. Our aim is to get the largest

plants in the smallest, pots, and we lay the foundation

for such a structure by using the best turfy peat and
loan], and with it use small pieces of charcoal and
bone dus% draining the pots well, and pot firmly.

Put more Potatoes in boxes of leaf-soil to sprout, in

readiness for frame planting. Got in soil for second

batch of Melons. As it was ratlier wet not much
pounding was done, but it will be pressed down more
when it has got heated tlirough and is drier. A thin

sprinkle of halt-inch bones and small pieces of char,

coal was put Ijetween each layer of loam, these being

the only ingredients mixed with the loam.

J.\SUAKY 19.

Yet another change. Very fine ; but thermometer

at freezing point all day long. Continued the same

out-door jobs as yesterday, also clipped a Yew, and
Cupressus Lawsoniana hedge. . For years now we have

clipped such hedges and trimmed shrubs of all kinds

in frosty weather without any perceptible injury to

the plants, a fact that deserves to be better known,

that such kinds of jc^bs may be done now ; thus time

that would otherwise be spent on such work in

milder weather may probably be the means of some

other job having more attention than has hitherto

been the case. Indoors work hns been potting Ferns

and stove plants. Sowed .seeds of Gloxinia, tuberous.

Begonias, and Cyclamens ; a few more tubers of the

first-named haie been shaken out of the old soil and

repotted. Put in cuttings of Lobelias and other

kinds of soft-wooded bedding plants, of which the

stock is short. Hants.

FEtriTS UNDER GLASS.
Pines.

Although English Pines are not nearly so exten-

sively grown as they were twenty years ago, there is

one old favourite which foreign cultivators have not

yet succeeded in putting down. Smooth Cayennes still

glut our winter markets, but good t^ueens for the

London season are still grown in England, and, not-

withstanding the fact that the money value of Pint s

is mueh lower than it used to be, the same may be said

of all other choice gai'den produce; and it is just a

question whether enterprising growers may not yet.

find good Queens in May and J true quite as profitable

as Gra| es at the prices which they now realise. In
my last paper on Pines I stated that a few of the most
promi-ing plants shtnrld be selected and placed in

bottom lieat for giving the earliest supply of fruit.

This having been done, it will now be necessary to see

that they receive the requisite anrount of heat and
moisture to insure their throwing up clean, healthy,

fruit. If kept too dry and in a low temperature

through the resting period the roots are apt to suffer,

and the plants make a feeble response to the applica-

tion of heat when it is applied in .January or perhaps

earlier; but by keeping them well plunged in a mo-
derately meiist medium that has not parched and
robbed the roots, and transferring them to a steady

bottom heat of '80°, nearly every plant will throw up
well, and the most arrxious period of their culture

will have been surmounted. To such plants a mini-

mum temperature of 70°, with a rise of 10° from fire

heat, may now be applied in moderate weather, and
it may be allowed to range from 80° to y0° for a short

time after the house is closed, with sun heat and at-

mospheric moisture. It will be necessary to watch
newly-formed beds as the sun gains power and more
fire hea' and water find the'r way into the plunging

material, as these elements sometimes produce a sud-

den flush, which must be corrected should the heat

about the now active roots exceed 90°. It is not well

to disturb the plants after they are firrally plunged,

but of two e\ils it is better to choose the lesser, by
lifting or rocking the pots on the approach of danger.

Examine the pots at regular intervals, and while

guarding against getting the roots too wet, see that

every plant is efficiently supplied with diluted liqrrid

as often as it actually recjuires it. Give a little air at'

the apex of the horrse when the rising glass indicates

78", close for the day when it again touches 80°, and
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damp the surface of tbe bed on bright afternoons, but
avoid overhead syringing until the fruits are out of

flower and swelling.

Successional fruiters.—If the main batch of fruiting

plants are still resting, lose no time in getting a good
body of well-worked fermenting material placed in

the pits and made very firm ready for their reception.

If the pits are deep enough to hold a sufficient body
of fermenting Oak leaves, hot-water pipe.-^, resting in

chambers or rubble, miy well be dispensed with, as is

the case at Frogmore, where such magnificent
Cayennes are grown and finished on those best of all

heat-giving substances. As some of these [)lants will

make a growth before they show fruit, see that the

rfiots are kept sufficiently moist to favour early mot-
action, and while supplementing the genial moisture
which will rise from the newly formed bjds by
damping all available surfaces, guard against diip

from the roof and overhead syringing—two of the

most common causes of black hearts and malformed
crowns in early pineries.

Successions.—Gradually rais; the temperature in

this department until it touches 60°to 65° at niglit

and 70° to 75" by day, with a rise of 5" more when
th3 weather is bright and mild. Damp the walls and
surface of the bed with tepid water when the pit is

closed about one p.m., and give water to the roots to

induce fresh root-action, and restore the soil to a
hejlthy growing condition before the plants are

transferred to larger pots in February. Have clean

pots and crocks dry and warm ready for use, and
prepare compost for use next month, as a bu.sy time
i-< approaching, and comp(>sts always work and answer
best when made up and thoroughly warmed some
time before they are wanted for use.

The Cherry House.

The buds on trees that were started early in

January, and have, been regularly syringed with tepid

water, will now be swelling fast, but no change from
40^^ to 45° at night must ba made until they burst

into flower, when a m'nimum temperature of 45° to

50°, with a cii-culation of air, will favour the process

of S:;tti[ig. If the hrst-named figures can be main-
tained without the aid of fire-heat so much the

better ; but, in order to steal a march on time, no
matt'-r how mild the weather may be, the pipes

sliould be warmed every morning, if only to fa\'oar

the free admission of air and the escape of stagnant
moisture. Trees that have been established, either

in borders or pots, and have been forced for a mmiber
of years, require very little forcing, a^ we often find

the buds pushing on open walls early in February

;

but our climate being so fickle and uncertain, the

gain at the outset is very often checked and destroyed
by the end of March. Thesa ULcertainties a well-

ventilated and moderately heate 1 house enables us to

ward otf, and trees, although kept in a low tenapera-

ture, make stea ly progress until the fruit is set and
we can depend upon early closing with solar beat to

ripen it off. The great secret, then, is a low, steady
temperature, libend supplies of water, and plenty of

air. Cherries, like all other stone fruit trees, are

liable to be attacked by aphis, and as these pests

soon m.ake short work of tlie crop if allowed to go
on unchecked, two smokings with tobacco piper
should be the standing rule within ten da^'s of t'le

opening of the first flower. Few sights are more
delightful than an early Cherry house when in full

bloom, and it is often matter for surprise that these

trees are not more fieijuently cultivated in pots for

the baauty of their flowers. Light and air being the
main essentials, niany a greenhouse might hi made
cheerful, if not prontable, by the intro.luction of

compact pyramids of JMay iJuke or other choice

kinds; but, aided by the camel's-hair brush when
they are in fljwer and bird-proof netting later on,

there i-j nothing to prevent these easily-managed trees

from producing excellent crops of fruit for years in

succession.

Plu.ms.

The fact that Plums and Cherries are frequently
potted, pruned, and grown together through the early

stages is a fair proof that their requirements as to

heat and ventilation are identical. fiut there

comes a time when the treatment accorded to the

Plums would prove fatal to the precocious Cherries,

and for this reason they should be divid^-d,

if only by a glass screen, when moisture, so

essential to the swelling of the first, would destroy

the ripening crop of Cherries. Assuming that a

batch of trees was introduced early in the present

month, and a dry, buoyant atmosphere can be secured

from gentle fire-heat wlien they are in fiower, the

night temperature should not exceed 40° to 45° on

cold nights, with a rise of 5° to 10° by day, wlien,

with or without fire heat, air shoidd b; admitted.

As days increase in length and iha sun gains power
more air can be given and the day temperature can

bd raised with safety, but no change should be made
through the n'ght until after the fruit is set and
swelling. Wlien thoroughly established in pots or

restricted borders, Plums make very little jjrowih

and in course of time bectime overloaded with spur

wood. This, it is needless to say, has a weakening
effect, and as Plums, like all other forced trees,

resent over-cropping the spurs should be well

thinned with a sharp knife b.fore they are started.

Then, again, the Plum family oflters su,-h an endless

list of varieties, and as all of them are not alike good,

none but the choicest shoulil hi selected for forcing.

Lists of the best sorts having been so often given in

the pages of The G.vRt)EM, they need not be repeated.

Stkawderr'es in Pots.

When plants that were started with early Peaches
and Vines show signs of opening their first flowers

fumigate the house to free them from green fly during

the time they are setting their fruit. It is just pos-

sible these pests may not be numerous ; indeed, a

single fly may not have been observed, but so certain

is an attack, and so fatal is the result, that nothmg
short of downright neglect can be advanced as a plea

for the omission of this simple operation. When
Strawbeiries and Vines are brought on together, it is

a good jilan to remove the Strawberries to another

structure to undergo the smoldng process, if not to

s;t their fruit, as few gardeners care to run the risk

of injuring their tender Vine leaves by fumigating

tie hou-e, even if this were the only objection to

their retention. Buc this is not the only one, as

Strawberry plants are als ) subject to red spider, and
for this rea on alone they should be removed to

other quarters when smoking and copious syringing

become impracticable. Fruit forcers, who have every

convenience for growing all kinds of fruit separately

i-r together, do not have to forego the risk of spoiling

their crops of Grapes and Peaches by the dissemina-

tion of spider at the ou'.set; but tliere are hundreds
of gardeners who are expected to perform horticultural

miracles with limited means, and it is only right that

employers should be made acquainted with the dis-

advantages under which they labjur. If forced

Strawberries nmst be f-irthcoming from a given time
(inwards, their production is simple enough; but in

these days of cheap materials and fuel, suitable

structures should be provided for tfieir culture. As-
suming, then, that a light airj' h use is devoted to

Strawberries, and the first ba ch i< coming into

flower, draw all the most forward to tlae warmest end,

press down the leaves to keep them clear of the

blooms, throw st-ength into the latter by pinching

off a few of the we dcest, and, aided by gentle fire-

heat and liberal ventilation, secure a good set

by artificial fertilisation. When properly set, thin

down to a given number, according to the strength of

the plants, prop the tru-ses to keep the fru't up to the

light, and remove them to a shelf in the hottest struc-

ture to swell otf. In order to facilitate this process

and to secure fine fruit, syringe copicusly with warm
soft water and feed well with dduted liquid; but
avoid the use of saucers, for much as the Strawberiy
plant enjoys moisture and suffers when it is withheld,

the quality of the fruit is greatly dtteiiorated when
the crock roots are kept constantly standing at this

early season in stagnant, if not putrid, water. \\ hen
the fruit has attained full size and begins to colour,

remove the plants to a light, airy shelf in a dry, %varm
structure, cleanse the shelf in the stove, and fill up
with another batch for succession. By constantly

moving the flowering plants for« ard, relays can be

got in and a st ady supply, in^ proportion to the' con-

venience, can be kept, uji until the eqd <)f. the season.

If the Strawberry house proper is too small for the

demand, the supply can be greatly augmented by
filling a sharp-pitched Jlelon pit with fermenting
leaves and fixing narrow shelves, some 16 in. or 18 in.

from the glass, for the reception of plants from the

general stock for succession. First earlies, such as

Vicointesse Hericart de Thury, a general favourite,

and La (irosse Sucree, shoidd occupy a prirtii>n of this

pit ; the remainder can be filleil up with President,

Faxton, Xapier, where it dnei wcdl, and other good

niidseas»m varieties. British t^ueen, the finest of all

.Strawberries when grown as Mr. Douglas grows it, ii

is not one of the best for early forcing; but when
broirght on steadily and ripened in a high and rather

ilry temperature, its quality is exquisite. Many
growers on light, dry srrils exjrerience great difficulty

in securing early runners, but by planting on fre-h

ground annually and mulching heavily, strong runners

can generally be obtained in quantity. These should

be pegged down at once on the fruiting pots, in pre-

ference to 3-in. ones, for the twofold purpose of saving

time and labour. When a sufficient numbar for

forcing have been secured, say early in .July, the next

best can be rooted in small pots for planting out in

August. W. Coleman.
Eastnor Cttstle, Ledbury.

Flower Garden.

STATISTICS OF CAPE BULBS.*

I HAVE not, like in}' predecessors (Dr. Masters

and Prof. Michael Fo.stcr), had any experience

vvortli taking into account in practical ganleiiing,

but I hold strongly to the opinion that botanists

and ganleiiers should work together hand in

band and continually consult one anijtlier, ami
that if tliey do not ilo this, the A'ork of both will

be so mucli the worse for it. For in-stance, in

these plants we are now considering, a descrip-

tion drawn from dried sper^iinens alone is always
more or less iiic'oinplete aurl iitisatisfactory,

and in the Aloinere to draw up any reasonably

satisfactory description from dried specimens h
altogether out of the question.

Of all the members of tlie rich Cape flora,

which includes the garden Heatlis, Pelargoniums,
and Mesembryantheiuuiiis, these bulbs are th'..

[dants whicli po.-se.ss tlie greatest horticultural

interest, ami are at tl)e present time e.'vciting the,

grer^test sliare of attention.

One of the most interesting facts in botanical

geography is the way in which the three btilb-

bearing Natural Orders, Iridaceaa, Amary lliilacere,

and Liliacete, are concentrated at the southern
extremity of the African continent. All that I

can attempt to do in the time lU command is t j

lay before you the Ijroad general facts of the

case.

In Iridacese there are in the whole world 57.

genera and 700 species. Of tliese, 32 genera and
374 species, or more than half the total number,
belong to the Cape. Of the genera, 20 are en-

demic, 9 found also in Tropical Africa, and only
3 wideh' dispersed. The large genera, taking
them in the order of size, are Gladiolus, Mirrsea,

Geissorhizi, Tritonia, Babiana, Hesperantha, Ixia,

Romulea, and Lapeyrousia. In Amarvllidaceai
there are in the whole world 6-i genera and 650
species, and of these 21 genera anrl 154 species

'

belong to the Cape—one-third of the genera and
a quarter of the species. Of the genera, 13 are'

en lemic, 3 also fjund in Tropical Africi, and 5
widely dispersed. The large Cape genera are'

Hypoxis, Hiemanthus, and Cyrtanthus. In
Liliacea; there are in the workl 187 genera anrl

2100 species. Of these there are at the Cape
49 geiiera and 62(.) species. Of the 49 genera,

18 are endemic, 15 found also in Tropical Africa,'

and 16 widely dispersed. The large Cape genera

* Read at a meeting of the Horticultural Clulj by J. G.
Baker, F.B.S.; Jiiu. 12,-18S0.
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are Haworthin, Aloe, Gasteria, Aspnra^;us, Orni-

tliogaluiu, Scilla, Anthericum, Laclienalia, Erios-

permum, BulbiDe, and Kniphofia.

The area of Africa south of the Trojiics is about

a million square miles. The total area of Cape
C'olcjiij' proper is al>out a quarter of a million

square miles, or abo\it one two-humlreJth part

of the \vhi>le land area of the world.

In the wli(de world there are in these three

orders 308 t^enera and 34.')0 species, and of these

102 genera and 1148 species, or about one-third

of the whole number of genera ami species,

belong to the Cape. Nearly all the Ca]ie species

are endemic, and of the 102 genera, .51, or just

one half, are endemic, 27 represented also in

Tropical Africa, and 24 are widely dispersed.

Physical geography and climate.— In cli-

mate one correlates the idea of bulbs with
variability in heat or moisture, or usually in

both, a high degree of heat in summer, and the

need of protection from long periods of drought.

Of these 1 100 Cape types about 200 (Bulbine and
the four genera of Aloinese) are succulents, the

Asparagacese, Anthericacese, and non-bulbous Iri-

dacese (such as Aristea, Witsenia, and Bobartia)

are about 150 species, leaving a balance of 800
sjiecie.s in which the rootstock is either a bulb,

corm, or tuber.

Turning to the encyclopaedia nearest at hand, 1

find the physical geography summed up as fol-

lows :
" The general character of the scenery is

rocky and arid mountains, naked and unculti-

vated stony valleys without a tree ; a prevailing

monotony ; absence of shade and verdure and
water." For the whole region the coldest months
are June and July ; the warmest, December and
January. For Cape Town the annual mean tem-
perature is 62° Fahr., the minimum in the shade
being 34°, and the maximum about 100°. All

along the south coast there is very little variation

in temperature. On Table Mountain, which is

nearly 4000 feet above the sea level, snow lies

sometimes for two or three days. At Cape Town
the annual rainfall is 24 inches. In the province

of Worcester, which lies in the interior north-east

of Capetown, the annual rainfall sinks to 12 inches.

Along the south coast it increases as we travel

east, and reaches 33 inches at Graham's Town.
Parallel with the south coast the land rises in

three successive terraces. The highest of these,

the Great Karoo, has an elevation of 3000 feet, a

length from east to west of 300 miles, and of 80
miles from north to south. For nine months of

the year the soil is quite bare, and even in the

rainy season the vegetation is very scanty. The
highest peak of the Graaf Reinet Mountains, the

Sniewbergen, is above 10,000 feet above sea

level, and here the snow lies for three or four

months. The highest peak of the eastern range of

hills, the Winterberg, is 7000 feet above sea level.

Relation of Cape flora to that of Tropical
Africa.— I should like to say a word about the

I'elationship (pf the Cape flora to that of Tropical

Africa. It would seem that, just as in Europe,
there was a glacial epoch, and when a warmer
climate set in, the cold-loving plants were pushed
out to the north and mountain tops ; .so in Africa

there has been since the present vegetable genera
were differentiated an era of universal cold, and
the plants that then flowered over the whole con-

tinent have lieen pushed out to the Cape and up
to the mountain summits of the intertropical

zone. As I previously pointed out, 51 genera out
of 102 are confined to the Cape ; liut of characte-

ristically Cape genera in these three orders alone,

outlying representatives of 27 are found high up
amongst the intertropical mountains.

Flowering season op south temperate
yPES.-^In conclusion, as a subject for discussion

this evening, what I want tcj ask you as an a.«.-<em-

bly of experienced horticulturists is this :
" How

far is it possible by cultivation to change the

natural flowering time of these south temperate

plants?" In the three great floras of the south

temjjerate zone there are probably not less than

25,000 plants, say 25 per cent, of the whole vege-

table kingdom. Which are the plants, or, if tliat

be too comprehensive a question, which are the

types of the Natural Orders about which we ai'e

speaking for which we can alter the natural flower-

ing season so as to grow them in the open air in

the English climate, and which are the types for

which we cannot d(j this ? Upon what does the

difference depend, and, in the case for which it

is possible to effect a material change, what are

the means by which it can be accomplished most
successfully t

ANNUAL EVERLASTINGS.
Winterly as the outside world at present looks,

the number of seedsmen's catalogues that reach us

by every post make us, whether we will or not,

think of our gardens and their retiuirements in

Messrs. Haage and Schmidt at Erfurt, where
they flower with great freedoni and beauty.

X. annuum grows from 18 inches to 2 feet in

height, and forms, even when used sparingly,

fine liusliy masses, crowned with abundance of

white, purple, viidet, and yellow flowers, single,

semi-doulde, and double. They should be sown
along with other hardy annuals early in March
in open .seasons wdieru tliey are intended to

remain, due care being taken, if sown separately,

to mak(! the colours harmonise as much as

pcjssible. They are all natives of South Europe,

and flower witli us from .Mav onwards. K.

Anmuil Everlustiny flowers (Xeranthemum annnuni).

the way of seeds. In short, the season for sowing
is at hand, and the seeds needed for doing so

must now be obtained. Amongst these annual
Everlastings should not be overlooked. Few an-

nuals are more showy or useful, and when they

have served their purpose in the open air they
may be cut, tied in small bunche.s, and hung
upside down in a cool shed or outhouse to dry.

Thus treated, they may be used afterwards with
excellent elfect in many kinds of indoor decora-

tion. Among them may be mentioned Helichry-

sums, of which we have innumerable I'orms, and
as many shades of colour ; Gnaphaliums, with
their singular Daisy-like flowers; Antennarias

;

Acrocliniums, especially the double sorts, which
are extremely beautiful ; Rhodanthe Manglesi,

including maculata and alba ; the charming
little Waitzins; Helipterum Milleri ; and last, but

not least, the two charming and useful annuals
represented by the annexed illustrations. Xer-
anthemum annuum and the variety superbissimum
should find a place in every garden, i.e., if

they succeed as well with us as they do with

VARIETIES OF HELLEBORUS NIGER.
It is pleasant to find cultured amateurs taking

more than a passing interest in these fairest blos-

soms of dreary winter days. No other hardy
flowers are so fresh and valuable for indoor uses,

and but few, if any, are more long enduring in a

warm room. But there are Christmas Roses and
Christmas Roses—in a word, the varieties of

Helleborus niger are as many and as different

from each other as are those of some Orchids. It

is this infinite variety which adds a zest to our
rambles through the gardens of friends and others,

ever anxious as we are to see what will turn up.

Variable and beautiful as are the Christmas Roses
to-day, they will be much more variable, and
perchance infinitely more beautiful, when we
carefully cross them in our gardens, and begin
their intelligent culture from home-grown seeds.

This raising of our finest of hardy flowers from
seeds, the result of careful hybridism or cross-

breeding, is the very poetry of good gardening,

and its potentialities are infinite.

No doubt Hellebores prefer deep, cool, rich

soils to dry and warm ones, but the main thing
necessary to their happiness is shelter from
cutting winds, and they take a year or two to

establi.sh them.selves thoroughly. In the nurseries

near Bath these plants grow most luxuriantly,

some growers having from 50,000 to 70,000 plants

of the dift'erent forms, the differences between
some of these being very subtle, nearly indistin-

guishable, indeed, from cut specimens, and yet,

from a practical cultivator's standpoint, of the

utmost importance. The following are the va-

rieties known to me as being definitely distinct

garden forms :

—

1. Helleborus nicer altifolius.—In Edin-
burgh this plant seems first to have been brought
into notice by the late Miss F. J. Hope, of Wardie
Lodge, who, having got some inkling of- its exist-

ence near Aberdeen, undertook the journey to

find it out and introduce it to her garden, where
it was grown under the name of H. niger grandi-

florus. It is the H. niger maximus also of some
gardens. Although coming to public notice in the

north through Miss Hope, I believe I am correct

in saying that when its value became known and
the northern jjlants travelled southwards, some of

the Devonshire and Cornish growers were sur-

prised to find that they liad the plant already, and
that it had exibted in Devon and in Cornwall, no
doubt, as long as it had done in Scotland. It is

.a robust and vigorous plant, with its thick
fli)Wer-.sca| es and leaf-stalks heavily dotted with
red or dai'k brown markings. The flowers vary
from 3 inches to 5J inches across, and are of all

thades, from ) ure white, with peiliaps a faint

rosy flu:-li behind the sepals, to a deep rose colour

bordering on light crimson. It is a vigorous
grower, and yields an abundance of its blossoms
througliout the month of November. One of the

most definite characters possessed by this variety

and its relatives is the pink-tipped stigmas. A
form (jf this plant exists with elegantly crimped
sepals.
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2. H. NKiER scoTicus.—This variety, like tiie

last, was brought into notice by Miss Hope, to

whom it was presented liy her neighbour, the

late Mr. Isaac Anderson- Henry. The plant

somewhat resembles llie last in leafage and mark-
ings, but is of a more slender habit, the flowers,

as a rule, being smaller and whiter. Mr. Ander-
son-Heurv pureha.sed the plant at a sale of n.iots

that had been imported direct from Austria.

The difficulty now is to decide which of these

two pi m's sludl be called "Mi.ss Hope's Christmas
Hose,'' and pi;rhaps the present plant should be
chosen. I litely had the pleasure, of mvking a
pilgrimige to Mi.s3 Hope's garden, in which exists

a long and vigorjus line of this plmt 50 feet or

60 feet long on the Grass, and when I saw the

Ijoldly grouped and thick clusters of glo.s.sy leaves,

the whole sight and a-sociations of this belt of

Ciiristmas Roses seemed to possess all tlie classic

beauty and interest of a Greek frieze. This
variety has been called H. niger scoticus by Mr.
B.irr, ancl it is the plant to which tlie late Mr.
J. M'Nab attached the name of H. niger angus-
tifolius. This varietal name "angustifolius"
belongs, as far as I know, to Sweet, who gives it

in his "Hortus Britannicus" without any tiguie

or description to identify the plant, so that, from
a botanical point of view, the bare name has ni'

right of priority or position whatever'. This
form is known in some gardens as H. n. inter-

medins.

3. H. XIGEK (Riverston variety).— This is

a free-growing and profuse-blooming variety

which appe.u-ed in Mr. Poe's garden at Riverston,

in county Tipperary. It is a most valuable
plant, its main point of resemblance to the above
being the fact of its possessing tlie characteristic

pink-tipped styles. The plant at first sight re-

sembles Nos. 4 and 5 in habit, but differs from
them, inasmucli as while the leaf-stilks are pale

Apple-green, the flower-stems are profusely

dotted with red; hence, this form has been sup-
posed Ijy some to be a hybrid between H. niger
altifolius and one or other of the pale green-

stalked forms. Its leaves are thick and leathery,

as in H. n. altifolius, but of a paler or lighter

green colour, and they are rather coarsel.y serrated

towards the points. As a variety for the supjdy
of cut flowers this is one of the best, and I trust

that Mr. .1. T. Poe will kindly tell us all he can
of its history.

I saw a plant in Miss Jekyll's garden at Mun-
stead which she grew as "Mrs. Davidson's
variety," and which resembled Mr. Poe's plant
somewhat in habit of growth, but I have not
seen flowers. Mr. Poe, however, teUs me that it

is not the same.

4. H. NIGER VAR. JUVER.VIS ("St Brigid's

"

variety).—Tliis is a large and strong-growing
plant, its seven to nine-lobed leaves being broader
than those of the type and the apical m irgins of

the leaflets are very slightly serrated, so slightly,

that the leaves .scarcely show the saw-like edge
peculiar to most of the other kinds. Botli leaf-

stalks and flower-stalks are of a pale Apple-green
tint, having no red dotting whatever. Tlie flowers

are 3 inches to 4 inches across, pure white witli

broad and rouncled sepals. It flowers most
abundantly, being about a month later in flower-

ing tlian II. niger altifoliu.s. This year it was
fully in Idnnin on the 2Ist of Decemlier, liut the
latest flowers will not, as a rule, be over until tlie

Ist of February. Large ami well-established

plants of thi.s [ilant, besiiles being mible ornaments
in themselves, yiehl rich crops of flowers and Imds
for cutting, the best blooms being but little

inferior to tliose of the Eucharis Lily, while they
have the advantage of enduring fiesh for a much
longer time after they are gathered from the
plant.

The early history of this variety is unknown,
liut it is thought to have been brought to Ireland

by the Huguenot refugees, who, as is well known,
carried their favourite plants and flowers with
them everywhere. The first record of a p.ile

green-stalked Christmas Rose made in modern
times is that of " Veronica" in The Garden,
Jan. 20, 188:3 (p. 49). This note attracted the

attention of Jlr. Wolley Dod, who had observed

a similar variety, and Mr. Brockbank also dis-

covered that he had grown a similar variety in

his ganlen, near Manchester, for sime time. Then
I figured and described the Irish form (now named
H. niger Juveruis by Mr. Barr) in The Garden,
1883, March 24 (p. 276), and to the memorable
controversy which followed may be traced a
marked increase in the demand for the best

forms of the Christmas Rose in all good gardens,

and the result is we now have, in the trade at

least, a dozen well-marked and distinctive forms
in place of the five or six known and cultivated

previous to that date. Since I first noticed this

plant I have met with it in other Irish gardens,

and I hear that Mr. Ware, of the Inglescombe
Nurseries at B.itli, h is a stock of th ; true plant.

Double annual Ev-erlastin^ fluwers (Xeranthemum uunuum
var. sui^erblssimum).

5. H. NIGER (Brockhurst variety).—Another
fine variety, long grown for market purpo.ses in

the neighbourhood of Sale and Manchester, but
compLUatively unknown in gardens generally
until brought into notice by Mr. Brockbarrk
during the controversy in these pages, to which
refei'ence has been made. It is a vigorous free-

blooming plant, very similar to the last, but the

leaves are more markedly serrate and the leaflets

are flatter, i.e., not so convex as those of the List

nimed. When well established it is a noble
plant, and one of the best of the Christm.as Roses,
Very similar to the last in flower, and b )th Ihe

leaf and flower-stems are of a pale ap]>le-givcii

tint also. I thought at one time that these two
forms might prove to be identical, but as seen

growing side by side here and elsewhere there

are evident ilifl'ereiices from a cultivator's point
of view. It would be interesting to know how
this variety became so abaudant near Manchester,
and escaped the notice of the Loudon nursery-

men until within the last two or three years. It

is also a curious coincidence that the discovery of
" St. Brigid's " variety in Ireland .should have
led to this Brockhurst variety bee miing pojjular

in England, just as the finding of H. wger a'ti-

ffdius about Aberdeen led to the finding of the
same noble form to be quite plentiful in Devon-
shire gardens. A woodcut illustration of this

Brockhurst variety was given in Ihe (tardenerx

GItrovklf, January 19, ls84, p. 8.i, but the leaflets

are drawn much too narrow and are represented
as bring more like tlie lea\cs of Hi-lleborns

fietidus th.in of H. niger. Tin; llo.v us are, how-
ever, well shown, and are thoroughly character-
istic of this fine variet}'.

6. H. NIGER MAJOR (Bath variety).—A free-

growing form, larger than the type, with more
erect and darker green leaves, and beuing a
profusion of white blossoms borne well up among
the foliage. It is largely grown near Bath,
whence its varietal name. The flowers if sheltered

are snow white and well expanded. The Bath
variety of major is the best I have seen among
many in gardens, where it has long been the
practice to tack on the word major to any form
whatever so that it is a little larger or taller than
the typical H. niger.

7. H. NIGER Madame FonRCADE.^It would be
very interesting to know the origin of this free-

growing and profuse-blooming kind. Tt re-

sembles the last in habit, but the foliage is more
spieading. The flowers are also distinctly cup-
shaped, the closely imbricated sepaline segments
being blunt at their tips, so that the flowers

possess quite a distinct character of their own,
and are at once distinguishalde from those of any
other f(.)riii known to me. For a good supply of

firm and shapely blooms I consider it one of the
best of the major forms. The flowers of this

variety are so finely modelled and it is so profuse
in its flower yielding, even under ordinary
"rough and tumlile" cultivation, that I can
strongly recommend it to the attention of that

now rather large body of amateurs wdio per-
sistently practise cross-fertilisation in their

gardens. It would be interesting if some one
would cross H. niger altifolius with H. niger "St.
Brigid's" or with the Brockhurst variety, which,
if successful, ought to yield good results in all

ways.

8. H. NIGER RUBER.—This is one of the most
distinct in colour of all the Christmas Roses, being
of a clear, pale rosy or Apple blossom colour, fo

that it attbrds a pretty contrast to the ordinary
white varieties. Mr. Walter Ware, of Bath, sent
me cut flowers a year ago, and it is now throwing
up its pink buds ami rosy tinted flowers along with
Mine. Fourcade and H. niger major. Both thisform
an 1 that last merilioned have pink tipped styles.

It would be most interesting to rai.se seedlings from
this deep tinted form, or to cross it with pollen

<d" H. ii'ger altifoliu.s, as the resulc might be Ibrms
with darker coloured flowers. I may remark in

passing that I have failed repeatedly in nu'
atteuqits to cross- fertilise an}' form of fl. niger
with H. orientalis var. atro-rubens, or cice-vend,

and }et I shad try again in the hope of succeed-
ing. C.m auyone inform me if a cross between
these two groups, i.e., between the Chri^tmls and
the Leuteii Roses, has ever yet been made ?

9. II. NKiER (De Graaft's variety).—This is the
only variety herein alluded to which I have not
seen in flower, and is thus described by Mr. BaiT,
" [Uire white when first open and then it changes
til a pile primrose colour after ex])ansion." Mr.
Bur once grew this plant, but, as he informs me,
returned the stock to the raiser, M. Simon de
Graaff, he having lost his own plants of it from
some accidental cause. It would be interesting

if Mynheer de Graaft" would kindly tell us th?
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piircnlage of this plant. It may interest . some
cultivators to know tliat seedling Hellebores are

raised by the thousand in the Leyden nurseries.

Jlr. Wooilall will l>e ^lad to know that his wish

for a yellow Christmas Rose has so far been

anticipated by the production of the above prim-

rose-tinted variety.

10. H. Nl(";ER(the common Christmas Rose).

—

Tliis is a variable plant of dwarf, spreading haliit,

but quite unworthy of cultivation if stock can be

iilitaiued of any of the kinds above referred to. as

tlie (lowers are small; there is a stunted look

aliout the plant, and very often the sepals are

contorted and misshapen. Even wheie the plant

does well, i.e., whei'e soil and situation are most

lavourable, it cannot compete with iU taller and
fidrer "sisters, cou.sins, and aunts." This is im-

ported 'by hundreds of thousands every year from
' Aui^ria for forcing purposes, and Ijy picking over

a 'large consignment carefully scjou after their

arrival, «'e have some selected forms far above

the average, indeed, approaching scoticus and
major in size and form. The typical plant is

tigiired in the Botatiic'al Ma(jar.me, vol. i., t. t*.

I tinil this typical plant seeds more freely than

most of the other varieties. There is a form (H.

niger variegatus) of this plant having the leaves

siilashed and margined with white and silvery

grey, the flowers being small, but of snowy
whiteness.

11. H. NIGER v.\R. MINOR.—A curious dwarf
form with pale, sparsely dotted stalks, and well

imbiicated shapely flowers, not much larger than

a shilling. Mr. T. S. Ware in his catalogue

makes this dwarf, small-flowered form synony-
mous with H. n. angustifoliu.s, but on wdiose

authority I do not know. The true angusti-

fiiliup, or latifolius vaiieties of Sweetand Don, are

quite unknown to-day. Mr. McNab's name of

angustifolius was applied to what Mr. Barr now
calls H. niger scoticus (No. 2 of this juiper) or the

H. niger intermedins of other.s. I have written

to Mr. Barr on this point, and hope that as an
authority on Christmas and Lenten Roses he may
enlig hten us on some of the questions raised in

this paper. So, also, I wish Mr. Hook, Mr.
WoUey Dod, Mr. T. H. Archer-Hind, and others

would give us the re.sidts of their experience as

applied to the now numerous and beautiful varie-

ties of the flower of winter, long ago yclejjt the

CUiristnias Flower, or Rose.

I have five or six other forms now under trial

here, and also some unbloomed seedlings of

promise, as to which I shall be gla<l to report on
a future occasion.

Of course it must be distinctly understood that

all the varieties referred to in this papei' are simply

seminal, or geographical variations of the one
species (Helleborus niger). Each and all are

amply distinct as garden varieties, but not worthy
of a moment's thought from a purely botanical

point of view, except as showing the results of

seminal variation, or cross-breeding in a state of

nature, and its consequent possibility in the

garden. F. W. Burbidge.

Nelumbium luteum.—In an article by Mr.
Miles in The Garden for Dec. 26, 1SS5, mention
is made of Nelumbium luteum being injured by winter
weather in England. Travelling in Mis.souri some
years since, I visited a lake seven miles south of St.

Joseph, and saw acres of the surface covered with
tlie pods and seed-vessels of this plant. I was assured
that in St. Joseph the mercury in winter occasion-

ally fiills to 30° below zero Fahr., and in summer I

can testify to a temperature of 116° in the shade. I

sent a number of seeds to my home in Massachusetts,
where they were dropped in different places in Charles
Kiver, but the plants have never appeared. Oxir

winters, though severe, are not subject to such extremes

oieold as in the West, nor are our summers so.waim.
May it not be the cool summer weather rather than
any severe cold (if winter whicli pi-cvents the vigdrnus
growth of this Xchmiliinm in JOnyland'?

—

Gko. A.
PlMiiJiE, Wdlcsleij llUh, Mass., l'.,S.A.

Fruit Garden.

POT VINES.

Although every place of luite is now supplied

through the spring months with Grapes of the
pireceding year, there are still a few gardens in

which the early supply is olitaimd iroin pots.

In some cases the pot system is retained, because
the propirietor prefers early forced, thin-.skinned

Grapes to the many-seeded and thicker-skinned
Lady Downes. In others, the turning out and
renovation of old or the planting of new vineries

oH'er facilities for obtaining valuable crops from
pots ; but where every house is well furnisheil

with good Vines, establi.^hed in internal and ex-

ternal borders, and old Lady Downes, worthy of

the name, shake hands with the new, pot culture

may be looked upon more as a hobby than a

])rofttable part of fruit culture. The varieties

best adapted foi' eaily forcing are : Black Ham-
burgh, Madresfield Court, Alicante, Fester's

Seedling, Bnckland Sweetwater, White Frontig-

nan, and White Muscadine. The forcing cultivator

who wishes to defer starting a permanently
planted house until, say, the 1st of January will

have commenced with a set of pot Vines in

November, antl all having gone well, they will

now be tied <lown, stopped, and the most forward
will be in flower. These experi'enced growers do
not require telling the detailed management, as

the routine fnmi the propagating pit to the

lipe bunch is jierfectly understood. There are,

however, a great nuiuber of young beginners and
amateurs who, owing to the change which has
taken place within the last few years, have been
almost, if not entirely, deprived of practical ex-

perience in this department ; and, judging from
the inquiries that are frequently made, privately

and otherwise, the art of growing good early pot
Grapes lias not yet lost its interest. Pot Vines
ready for forcing can be obtained ad lib. from
any good nursery, but the majority of fmit
forcers prefer raising their own from eyes. No-
thing, however, is gained, at least economically,

as two houses must be devoted to the culture of

one crop of Grapes—the first to grow and ma-
ture the Vines in ready for forcing ; the second
to start them in and finish the fruit, when the

Vines are cast away as useless. Unless light, com-
pact, well glazed, and efficiently heated piits are

plentiful, it is best to buy the Vines early in the

autumn, as the most promising always go first,

and to keep them in a dry, cool place, where the

roots can be protected irom frost and drought
until the time arrives for iorcing. Some good
growers obtain their Vines from eyes of the cur-

rent year strong enough for fruiting the next.

Those excellent cultivators, Keynes & Co., Salis-

bury, adopt this plan by putting in all the eyes

before Christmas. Others use cut-backs, which
make stronger canes, but it is questionable if

they are in any way superior to well-ripened
yearlings.

Forcing.—Assuming that the amateur has
secured early-ripened Vines and a start is now
about to be made, a moist, mild liottom heat
being of importance, provision should be made
for placing the lower parts of the pots over- or in

a bed of fermenting leaves or tan. But as tan

or leaves is continually sinking and drawing
away the Vines from the trellis, each j'ot should
lie placed on a pedestal of dry bricks capped
with a sod of turf, grass side downwards. The

pots, then retain their iiosition,. and. the ferment-
ing bed, for wliicdi no heat-giving substitute has
yet been fouml, can be turned and renovated
when it gets too low or the heat becomes in-

adc<piate to the requirements of the roots. If

shortened back to the proper length as soon as

the leaves fall, the Vines will not bleed and
styptic need not Ije applied. Wa.sh the pots and
enlarge the Jioles in the bottoms to set tlie crock
roots at liberty. Place each Vine on its sod, and
introduce the fermenting nuvterial, rather loo.'ely

at first to allow I'or the escape of warmth and
moisttire into the atmo.sphere of the house, and
in sufficient quantity to jiartially btu-y the lower

])arts if the pots at the outset. If eventually

the rods arc to be trained to a trellis like ordinary

^'ines, allow them to hang loosely over the bed
with the base buds raise<l to form the highest

part of an arch and the points on a level with
the pots. Dew them over two or three times a

day to secure an even break, and in all other

respects treat the house as an ordiiuiry vinery.

Commence forcing at a night temperature of 50°

to Sti", raise it to 60° by the time the buds are on
the move, and to 68° when the bunches come
into flower, allowing a rise of 5° by day and
10° from sun heat when air can be admitted.

With moist bottom heat jdaying about the pots,

liberal sujjplies of wati r at first will not be
necessary, as too much frequently sours the soil

and destroys many of the most valuable roots'..

Be chary with the .syringe in, dull weather, and
discontinue direct syringing when the bunches
become prominent, as too much moisture induces

a tendency to looseness generally and running
into tendrils when the canes are imperfectly

ripened.

Training.—When all the buds commence
growing freely, tie the canes up to the wires, top-

dress the pots with rich compost and inci'easethe

sup]dy of water or diluted liquid to the roots, as

pot Vines when in leaf will take liberal quanti-

ties—always, be it understood, at the mean
temperature of the atmosphere. When strong

enough, tie the young shoots out to the wires, stop

those at tlie second joint beyond the most pro-

mising bunches, and remove all superfluous .shows

before they come into flower. Pinch all the

laterals on the shoots carrying bunches and lay

them in from others after the first stojiping

where^•er there is room for foliage to grow up to

the sun and light without eventually becoming
crowded. If any of the Vines miss fruiting,

remove them before the others are tied down, as

the latter will then have more room for extension

and most likely compensate for the loss by carry-

ing heavier crops under an extra expansion of

foliage.

Ventilation.—Pay regular attention to venti-

lati(ui through all the stages, and always leave on a

chink at night to prevent conden.sation of moisture,

as well as an accumulation of gases, from the fer-

menting material, particularly when the bunches
are in flower. At this timekeep t he atmosphere drier

and warmer by an increase of fire-heat and the

use of water in moderation, also by maintaining a
slight circulation of air whenever the weather
is favour-able. At all other times close early

with an abundance of sun heat and plenty of
moisture to swell out the bunches and berries.

Setting and swelling the fruit.—AVliere

pot vineries are kept over a steady bottom heat,

they invarialily set well without the fertiliser's

aid ; but this simple operation is quickly per-

formed, and if, as many believe, artificial fertili-

sation incieases the size and weight of the fruit,

the process is well worth the trouble. Some use
the camel's-hair brush, others the syringe. I

have used both. The use of the latter, I must/
admit, was forced upon me by an attack of mildew'
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when the Vines were coming into flower. Suljiluir

water was used every (Lay, ami the Gra]ies never
.sot and finislied betler. Black Hanibur<;hs being
tlie pot Vine grower's sheet anchor, there is no
difBculty in getting good pollen. Tiie brush
should be well charged with this, and passed
very lightly over the shy kinds every day until
the berries begin to swell. Thin, early, avoid
o-\-ercro2iping as a great evil, and pay particular
attention to

Top-dressing. As every fruit grower is guided
by circumstances or fancy to tlie use ot some
jiarticular preparation, it may be well to leave
the amateur to choose his "own. One thing,
liowever, we must guard against, and that is

injury to the roots by a too liberal application of
ammonia. Little and often, in my experience, is

the best and safest practice to pursue, and failing

artificial manures, not unfrequently dangerous in
inexperienced hands, good rotten manure and
fresh turfy loam washed in witli weak lir|uid

from the frame-ground tanks will answer every
jnirpose. If at liand when the Grapes are
tliinned the tops of the pots may be dressed with
turf, manure, and bone ciust in moderation, and a
little of the latter may be spread about the sods
upon M-hich the pots are .standing when the crock
I'oots have found their way into it.

Vfhen the stoning stage arrives, reduce the
night temperature to 65" to give the Vines a
little rest, and raise it again to 68= or TO' if time
is an oliject.

Propagation of the Vine.—In order to keep
up a continuous supply of young Vines for

planting out or fruiting in pots, a systematic
mode of making stock must be resorted to.

Sei-ds, cuttings, and layers are sometimes em-
ployed, but the now uuiversal practice is propa-
gation from single eyes. When gardeners raise

their own Vines, they carefully select well
ripened shoots at jiruning time and lay them in
until they are wanted hjr cutting up in January,
or perha[is as late as the early pait of February.
If sound,- plump buds, with a small portion of
wood attached to them, are inserted singly in
small pots, rather firmly filled with rich loam
and sand, early in the year, they will make young
Vines fit for planting out in May, or they may

.,
be grown on into fiuiting canes by the end of
September. The main point in successful propaga-
tion being a steaily bottom heat of HO" in a chjse,

compact pit, a good bed of tan or fermenting
leaves should lie provided, if not as a substitute,

certainly as a genial aid to hot-water pipes. Pots
and eyes being ready, scoop out a hole in each
pot large enough to hold a walnut ; replace the
soil witli silver sand and press down the liud

until it is slightly below the surface, .sprinkle

with water to consolidate the sand, and apply the
labels. JIany convey the eyes at once to the
propagating pit ; others prefer placing them for

,
ten days or a fortnight in an intermediate frame,
as an excess of heat at the outset sometimes forces

the brads in advance of the roots. The sap con-
tained in the buds and wood enables them to
push one or two small leaves ; then comes a stand,
as further progress connot be made until new
roots are formed ; but this apparent check need
not cause alarm provided the soil is not allowed
to liecome wet and the bottom heat is kept up to
80°. AVhen the first set of roots touch the .sides

of the pots, the young shoots will soon respond
to their action, and preparations must be made
for the first slnft into, pots a little larger. The
cjmpost for this purpo.se .should be light, rich
turfy loam, sand, and a .sprinkling of bone dust,
thoroughly warm and s\itficiently dry to bear
pressing without becoming adhesive.

Potting.—Prior to giving the young Vines
the first shift, prepare a light compact pit for

their reception, by securing a sweet steady
bottom heat of 80° to 8.5" from tan or leaves,
and keep the surface well up to the glass to

prevent the miniature canes from becoming
drawn at the outset. Do not risk loss by potting
too early, Init select all the strongest for the first

batch ; renovate the propagating bed, and replunge
the weakest to come on later. Keep the newly
jiotted Vines close ior a few days and lie sparing
with water ; but maintain a moi.st-growing atmo-
sphere by damping the bed and walls and dewing
them over on tine days with tepid water. Slight
shade may be necessary at first, but when fresh
growth sets in this must be discontinued, as

plenty of light, solar lieat, and careful ventilation,
while securing a quick growth, will keep the
foliage fi'ee from warts and assist the young
fiines in becoming firm and .short-jointed. As
days increase in length growth will be very rapid,
more head room will be reiiuired, and prepara-
tions must be made for a second shift into 7-inch
or 8-inch pots before the roots become matted.
When this stage has been reached, the purpose
for which the Vines are intended must be decicled

upon. If a few are wanted for growing on into
fruiters, select the best, pot them first and returu
them to the best part of the pit, where the}' can
have plenty of bottom heat, light, and more
headroom. Syringe well, but avoid a stagnant
atmosphere ; air and heat the pit as a forcing
vinery, and stimulate the roots with diluted liipnd
to get them forward for tlie final sliift into pots
which need not exceed 11 inches in diameter.
Let the pots be clean, crock with great care, ,and

pay piarticular attention to the preparatio7i of the
compost, which should consist of sound, rather
light loam, burnt earth, or old lime rubble with
a liberal admixture of bone dust. Loosen the
coiling roots from the sides of the balls, pot
firmly, and return them to the bottom heat for a
sliort time to give them a fresh start. When
vigorous growth again sets in, raise the pots out
of the bed by degrees, but let them stand on the
surface until they require more headroom.

After management.— If it is found that there
is danger of the Vines shading eacli other, remove
them to a light house, where they can have a

temperature ranging from 65° to 70° by night,

and 80° to 85° by day. Ventilate freely and
syringe well to keep them clean and growing.
Pinch all side shoots or laterals at the lirst joint
and finally stop them when 6 feet to 9 feet in

length unless they are wanted longer for any
special object. If any of the top buds break, let

them grow and stop again. If the summer is

fine, fire heat will hardly be needed ; but they
must have every ray of sunshine po.ssible,

and moderate syringing to plump up the buds
liefore the house is opened, and again when it is

closed with .sun heat on bright afternoons.

Ripening.—When the young canes begin to

change colour, gradually reduce atmospheric
moisture ; but on no account allow the roots to

feel the want of stimulating lic^uid, otherwise they
will ripen prematurely, and the main foliage will

suffer. When the latter have performed their

office and the canes cease swelling, carefully re-

move all the laterals from the base up to within
a foot or 30 of the terminal buds, which mav
possibly break, Init this will do no harm, as the

sap will feed the main buds below, and favour
the gradual ripening of the old leaves. Apply a

little fire heat if necessary to increase the
circulation of warm air as the ripening pro-

cess proceeds ; lower the night temperature and
discontinue the u.se of the syringe if spider can
be kept in check without the aid of water. When
the young canes are quite ripe and the leaves

have fallen, tlirow the house open, or place the
Vines against a sheltered wall where they

can be protected from frost, drought, and heavv
rain.

Vimng stock intended for planting out or cut-
ting back will undergo the process of pinching
and slcipping recommended fur fruiting canes ; but
7-inch or 8-inch pots lieing quite lai-ge enough for
their requirements, the rijieiiing of the canes will
be earlier and attended with less dilticulty,

Easinur Oaslle, Ledburij. W. ('oi.eman.

Variegated Grape Vines.—About twelve years
ag(j ill the vintry at l'"(irde Abliey—I have forgntten
now whether it w!is on a Black Hamburgh or Alex-
andria Muscat—a rod about 15 feet long appeared,
with leaves of the usual size, but snow-wliite, with the
exception of a spot of green about the size of a
shilling in the centre of each leaf. It was shown to
me by the then head garden, r. I urged the advisa-
bility of propagating it at once, as, if fixed, it would
certainly be <ine of the most beautiful variegated
plants in existence. The suggestion was adopted,
and in a short time several establi-hed plants in pots
were the result; but the .second year the beautiful
markings were irregular and fugitive, and the third
year they entirely disappeared in every plant. This
happened in the case of a number of cuttings struck
two ytars following. Not so, however, with the
parent Vine ; for several years it continued constant
from the eye from which 'it first appeared, but
whether there is now any trace of it I cannot say.—
J. ]M., Cluirmoiith, Dorset.

I have a Vine with foliage of a rich golden
colour, and very handsome. It is about twelve years
old, but has never produced much fruit. It has
s-imply been retained for its good looks. Last year it
produced some six bunches, the largest of which
Weighed about 2 lbs., and they have kept better
thin the bunches of any other Grajje in the house.
Their flavour is, however, good for nothing

; therefore,
Grapes being a specialty liere, I intend replacing it
with something better worth gromng, keeping a few-
eyes to grow for decorative purposes, for which it is
well Worth attention. I shall be happy to let Mr.
Kllajomlie have any quantity of eyes he may require.
I may add tliat I cut the last bunch a fortnight ago,
and every berry was plump and good.—WiLHAM
HeaLKV, Ganstmd Granyc, Hull.

Outdoor Vines.—All inst.ance of the need of at-
tending early in the winter to the advice given in The
Gahden, p. 23, on pruning outdoor Vines occurred
the other day. The Vine in question was grow-
ing upon the front of a cottage, and the growth was
not only long and loose, but also dense, and reached
to the roof-eaves. The day after the snowfall the
frozen weight of the fleecy particles gradually told
upon some of the looser growth .and evidently drew a
few nails. Then the top, falling over, became too
heavy for the remainder, and, curling in its fall, down
came the entire Vine, blocking up the doorway and
window, and presenting about as intricate a maze of
growth to be replaced as well could be. Had some
proper, or indeed ordinary, jruning been given earlier
in the winter, this catastrophe might liave' been
avoided. As a rule, outdoor cott ige Vines are' seldom
pruned or trained in any sensible way. Almost
always they are left too full of wood, so that the
summer growth creates a perfect network or mass of
shoots and leafage. In such a case fairly good fruit
is not possible and proper ripening impossible. Gene-
rally there seems to be fear on the part of those who
have such Vines to cut hard. If they did, they
would be surprised at the jjreat recuperative powers
Vines p i.'sess Half-a-dozen stout, well ripened rods
are worth a score of small pipy shoots, and if the
bunches be fewer they will be much finer, and the
berries more thoroughly finished. One of our oreat
wants in outdoor Vines is a good black kind that will
ripen its fruit as well and as early as the Sweetwater
will. A Black Hamburi»h which could be relied upon
under ordinary training and culture to give us fairly
good ripened Grapes from open walls would be in-

deed v.aUi.able. In some seasons our present Black
Hamburgh will produce fairly good fruit outdoors,
but it cannot be relied upon. We want a Hamburgh
that is both hardier and earlier for outdoor cultiva-
tion.—A. D,
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APPLE SEEDS.
In the autumn of 1884 it occurred to me that it

would be intere.stiii^' to ascertain the averase

numtier of seeds which different sorts of Apples

contained, and to see if any useful I'acts could be

drawn from the information so ol)tained, more
particularly as to whether or not the nundier of

growth of tlie fruit. This is quite contrary to

my experience in reference to most other fruits,

as well matured Peaches and Plums have all got
stones, and stoneless (jrapes are generally very
small. In the case of the Apple, it appears to

nie that althciugh the organs of fructiKcation may
1)6 so im|)erfectly fertilised as to be unable to

pips had any intluence on the size or other form seeds, they are nevertheless sufficiently so to

properties belonging to the fruit. Since then
;

develop fruit. J. C. C.

I have examined a large nundier of different
j

—

;

Apples, and, where practicable I have tested
^^j^^^^ BUNCHES OF GRAPES.

large as well as small samples Irom tlie same tice.
,

The result is that 1 have found that the larger ' The large bunch of Gros Guillaume Gnipes here

the Apple the larger the pips, and that seeds from illustrated was grown cjn a Vine, planted along

small Apples are cjuite as valuable for reproduc- with others in April, 1883, the border for which

five pur| oses as those from large ones. 1 am not 1
was made afresh. It consisted of maiden loam,

sure, moreover, that if

.sown the} would not

produce the greater

percentage of plants,

for they are quite as

iirni and plump as

those from larger
fruits. Some fruits,

I found, had no seeds

at all, or, if any, only

imperfectly developed

pips, yet the alistnce

of pips made no dif-

ference either in the

size or quality of the

fruit. For this I was

certainly not pre-

pared ;
on the con-

trary, my impiession

wastliat I should find

perfect seeds, either

few or many, in all.

I found more fruit

with imperfect pips

am'ing.st dessert Ap-

jiles than amongst

cu'iuary varieties, ex-

cejit in the case of

Ornish Gillyflower.

This produced eight

p-iTcct seeds, while

!-ucli sorts as Kibston,

CJoa's Orange Pippin,

and Margil did not

average more than

lour; even the largest

Blenheim Orange did

not exceed that num-
ber. Many late sorts

had but few pips, or,

if any, they were im-

perfectly developed.

Dutch Codlin and

Keswick Codlin had

their full complement
of seeds, and amongst
late dessert kindsGol-

den Knob isas prolific

in the way of seeds as

any in its class. Ten
is the largest number of seeds taken from

a single i'ruit, and that was from a specimen

of Besspool, a well-kncjwu culinary Apple.

The information thus obtained may not be of

any special value, yet one is left to conjec'

]->r06pect8 been brighter than now. Apples, PearSi
Plums, Cherries, and indeed all h.ardy fiuit trees are
wonderfully well furnished with perfectly formed
buds. No dciiibt the lung dri)UL,'ht last suininer
favoured their fnrniation, for not in many cases did
fruit trees make such vigorous growth as they did
last year.—J. C. C.

Buuch of Gros Guillaume Griijie^ grown .it the Chief Secretary '.s Lodge, Plicenix Tark, I)ublin. Weiglit. 20 lbs.

with a sprinkling of half-inch bones. The cane

on which the bunch was borne was cut down to

within 8 inches of the soil. It made about

18 feet of good wood that season, and was cut

back at next pruning time to about 8 feet. Next
ture how it is that the largest fruits should have

;

year we took twcj very gooel bunches off it, each

no mole pips than small ones. If we have learned measuring 14 inches long, and last year it showed
nothing more by this experiment, we have at ' fourteen bunches, averaging in length from 18

least learned that the fertilisation of the Ajipl

blossom is not so perfect as one would imagine it

oiight to be to produce such laige fruit. The
fact that the largest fruits have frequently as

few seeds as small ones clearly shows that ferti-

lisation must have been imperfectly performed,

and yet it seems to have had no effect on the

inches to ^7 inches, the one under notice being

27 inches by 26 inches.

RoBT. McKenna.

Fruit prospects.— If a plentiful show of buds
is any guide this year ought to be remarkable for its - - -

crops of hardy fruits, for at no time previous have
|
early Peaches. It was raised at the Pomological

LITTLE-KNOWN HARDY FRUITS.
MoLMANNE DuKE Cheruy.—A late fruiting

kind, berries large, very fine in appearance, and of

tolerably good quality. Very fertile an<l vigo-
rous, and if ])lanted on a north wall will last

until the middle of September.

The Jewel Strawberkv.— Raised by Messrs.

Augur and Son, of

Widdlefield, Connec-
ticut, between Jersey
Queen and Prince of

Berries. Fri;it large,

brilliant in colour,

and produced in great

abundance. It re-

mains only to be seen

if it equals in merit
the new varieties
lately raised liy M. G.

Goechke, of Coehen,
who holds premier
place amongst the

raisers of new Straw-
berries in Europe at

the present time.

Whinham'sIndus-
TRY GoOSEBERET.—
Verv spiny and fertile,

fruit red and large.

American growers
praise it highly, and
it has been stated

that 84 pounds of

fruit have been ga-

thered from ten trees

two and half years

old.

Bruant Almond.
—M. Carriere states

in the Rcrue Horticole

that this variety was
found in a plantation

of seedling Almonds
destined for graftin"

in the nursery of ^I.

Bruant, of Poitiers.

The tree is vigorous

and very fertile, much
branched, the shoots

reddish brown, the

leaves small ; flowers

campanulate, small

and numerous, pale

lose in colour. The
fruit is oval, enlarged

at the base, the skin

slightly velvety, some-

times spotted with violet-red. Flesh yellowish

white, dark red near the stone. Stone very hard,

punctured with holes, from whence issue coloured

filaments. It appears that the fruit is eatable.

Elberta Peach.— This variety is recom-

mended in the Gardmtr's Monthly. It has much
affinity with Crawford's Early, which it surpasses

in flavour and richness ofjuice. The fruit is oval,

about ;! inches long, weighing about 7 ounces.

The skin is golden yellow, taking on a deep red

tint- on the sunny side. Flesh yellow, juicy,

dark rel round the kernel, which is long and

pointed.

Konigen Olga Peach.—One of the finest of
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Institute ot Reutlingen from a stone of the
Willmeroz Peach. It bears hxrge fruit, yellow
in colour, ratlier red round the kernel.

Waterloo Peach.— This is of American
origin, is a good and fine variety, ripening at the
beginning of July. Fruit large, spherical, fur-
rowed, skin thin, deeji red, and velvety. Fle.sh
white sometimes, rather red under the skin and
greenish near the kernel.

Danishe Doyenne Pear (Danish Doyenne).
—Fruit pjTifonn, calyx small, foot-stalk thick
and M'oodj', skin very thin and perfumed, green
changing to greenish yellow, fiesh white, juicy,
smelling of a winy aromatic flavour; ripens in
November.

Prinzessin Dagmar Pear.— .-^ Danish va-
riety, which fruited for the first time in 1880.
Fruit fine, pyriform, the calyx small and
leathery, fi.iot-stalk thick and firiuly fixed to the
tree, skin green, changing to bright yellow, fine,
anil covered with small, dark brown specks;
fle.sh white, fine buttery, of a vinous flavour.
Is in .season in November and December; a good
dessert fruit.

Jacquin Apple.—Fruit of moderate size, skin
greenish yellow, changing to golden yellow, dotted
with grey when arrived at maturity ; flesh yel-
l<i«-ish white, sugary, with a Reinette flavour.
A dessert fruit, and remaining good from Novem-
ber till June.

Prunus maritima.—This is anative of Western
America. It is distributed on the hills from
Massachusetts to Virginia, extending even far
into the interior. A remarkable cireiimstance is
that in the last-mentioned instance the leaves are
smoother, thinner, and the fruit is smaller, which
has led more than one botanist to consider these
lurms as distinct varieties. It is a dwarf tree,
attaining a height of about 5 feet. In open
situaticius the branches almost reach down to the
ground. The ripe fruit has an agreeable flavour,
and is found occasionally in the American mar-
kets. The above anneared in ,n. rprp-nt numljer of

J. C.

tlio txjttom of an carthcuwarc iiipkin, then a Layer of Wahiut"
divested of their green .shells, then sand, and so on until the
pipkin is full, taking care to have the top well eovered.
When wanted for use, wash the sand off thoni .and wipe
thciu dry ; thus treated, they will bo found to peel quite as
well now as in September.— D. L.

Trees and Shrubs.

ets. The above appeared in a recent :

Ihe Bulletin d!Arboriculture.
Bi/fleet.

Cankered Apple trees.—I send herewith two
specimens of .ipparent canker of some kind which has
affected our Apple trees during the last two years. If
you can give me any information as to the probable
cause and how the disease can be avoided I shall be
much obliged. You will observe that the younger of
two enclosed branches shows the disease" in its earlier
form. The large branches when thus affected die off.

The trees themselves are not old, and they have
hitherto been healthy and bear well.—A. W. N.

*,* An answer as to the cause and cure of canker
would not be an easy matter to give. The subject is
very involved and surrounded by doubt. Tlie Ijrilliant
red dots in the cracks of your branches are fungi,
named Nectria ditissima, always seen at their best in
the unnter. Simie observers attribute the worst form
t>f canker to the attacks of this fungus, and recommend
cutting away the affected parts and painting the
wounds left with warm coal-tar. We liclieve the
fungus to be an after result, and not a cause of canker.— w. G. S.

NOTES ON THE^ FRUIT GARDEN.
Birds and Gooseberrybuds-—Many experience much

dilheulty in keeping- liiids ..If the buds of Gooseberries. The
way in whieli wei.r.ittrt "urs is to syringe lime-wash over the
bushes. This not only protects tlio buds, but frees the bark
from Moss and Lichen, and loaves it clean and healthy for
the rest of the year.—S.

.
Huyshe's Princess of Wales Pear. -Tliis I con-

sider to be one of the best of Xoveml^er and December Pears,
It is larger than Marie Louise, and keeps longer. Its flesli
is juicy, melting, and sugary. Its parents, I believe, were
Marie Louise and Gansel's Bcrgamot, the latter, to be really
good, requiring a south-east wall. —W.
Walnuts in sand.—This plan of keeping Walnuts

answers very well. We place a layer of sand nearly dry at

CONIFERS FOR AVENUES.
Whilst I thor(mghly deprecate the indiscrimi-

nate introduction of C(niifers in every nook and
corner—and they are very frequently stuck
in places which would lie infinitely better left

open—and otherwise scattered ab<uit in such
a manner as to savour of a very childish taste, if

taste it can be called, I think there are some
cases where they may lie used to advantage, where
they are now but seldom seen. In avenues for

instance, they could be often employed with good
efi'ect.

If a drive is flanked by woods, it is not uncom-
mon to see a greater or less number of Conifers
lining it, and not unfreipiently when they would
be better absent, as in most cases a fringe of the
deciduous trees of which the woods are composed
would be more in character; but it is compara-
tively rare that an attempt is made to raise

Conifer avenues to flank the roadways thro\igh

the grounds or park. That such trees, when
grown, would ever ri\al, or be more desirable

than the stretches of grand old Beeches, Elms,
and otlier deciduous trees one occasionally comes
across is verv doubtful, but when it is considered
that such trees as these can nevei' lie jiroduced in

an ordinary lifetime, the incpiiry whether the suli-

stitution of some quicker-growing kinds, which
would give some return for the labour and outlay
in the lifetime of the planter, could not be
effected is, to say the least, warrantable. Tliere

is scarcely a thing within the range of planting
which looks poorer than by inserting rows of
bare-stemmed trees, reminding one of lines of
telegraph poles in miniature, with mop heads
affixed to the summits, but with the difference

that the telegrapih poles are generally erect, whilst
these attenuated trees, from the difficulty of
efficiently staking them, are bending aljout in

every direction in an unsteady kind of way, from
the force of the wind. It may be thought that
this illustration is extreme, but on candid consi-

deration it will be admitted that it is not, as all

o\'er the country where now roads have been laid

out such a plan is by far too often adopted in this

country. In such cases as this, and particularly

where immediate eftect is aimed at. Conifers are

certainly admissible and preferable.

Several instances recur to me as I write where
a very poor result has been obtained through
sticking too closely to deciduous trees, whei'e in

all probability had suitable Conifers lor the soil

and situation been selected liy this time a great
advance in growth would have l;een made. The
determination of the way in which these flank-

ing lines of trees shall lie planted will depend
much upon circumstances, such as the capaliilities

of the site. But the thing with coniferou.s trees

possible latitude must lie left to the pl.inter in
his selection. Given those or any otlier Conifer
for which there is a market value, a iierinanent
Hank to the roadway and successive crops of
timber may be obtained by first planting the
groups with sufficient interval to allow of the
subsequent introduction of others between them.
In this way the original plantings would be
allowed some years' start, and by the time they
were fit to be cleared the second plantings woulil
be large enough to supply their place in the land-
scape, and the sites as they become vacant could be
rejilanted and a continuous growth kept up. Tliere
is, of course, the objection to successive crops of
Fir, but this, if considered necessary, couhl be
overcome by alternating with some other tree.

D. J. Y.

to be avoided is the alignment into single and
formal rows. Grouping in one form or another
must be resorted to, and when this is carefully

done any fear of monotony will be overcome. If

the area be sufficiently largo to admit of the plan
and the soil and situation be suited, i'rom a finan-

cial as well as ornamental point of view, there is

scarcely a better tree than the Larch, or, as this

loses its leaves, the Larch and the Scotch Pine,

not, however, mixed, liut in separate groups.

There is of course beyond these a xery wide range
for choice, and, as it has been before said, all

Specimen Conifers.—Lovers of fine "extin-
guisher "shaped specimens of the poiiular Conifera;
cannot, I fear, share in my feelings of happiness at
having cut down myself to day three healthy speci-
mens of the Welhngtonia. I did it for their ugliness.
—J. T.

Old flowers on Hydrangeas.—"How shabby
these look," remarked a friend to me the other d.ay
on seeing hundreds of old flower-heads on oiu- plants
of Hydrange.i. " They do," I replied ; " but that is

whiit makes our plants so fine," It is a difficult
matter to protect plants 8 feet and 10 feet through
when frost comes, and it is astonishing how well the
old heads protect the buds on the wood underneath
tliem. One year I cut them off as soon as they
wdthered in the autunui ; a good deal of frost followed,
and the plants suffered more than ever I saw them
do. Since then the flower-heads have always been
left int.act.—.J. MriR, Mnnjain, Glamurijiuishirc.

The best Barberries.—Ice msiderth it the most
useful of the Barberries is the common Berberis Aqui-
folium (Mahonia). It grows well in almost any
position ; even under the drip of large trees it will
thrive well, and can easily be kept within bounds by
timely attention to pruning. It is very h.andsome,
when planted in bold masses, when covered with its

bright yellow blossoms, as it is annually in April ; and
again in .autumn its purple coloured berries .are freely
produced. The leaves in winter .assume various rich
tints of colour, which when so marked are useful for
filling vases. B. Bealii is a vigorous growing kind,
with an upright h,abit, producing long leaves of fa
peculiar shade of browny green ; its pale lemou flowers
are plentifully produced in the spring. It is a desir-
able variety to pkant in masses of, say, six or eight
plants. The well-known B. D.arwini looks well" in
any position. It m.ay be grown dwarf by pruning;, or
tall by encouraging a free growth. B. dulcis and B.
stenophylla are useful varieties to plant at the back
of the shrubberies, as they are rapid growers when
placed among evergreen shrubs. A good effect is

produced when the Barberries are in full bloom, which
they do freely every spring. The above are a few of
the most useful kinds.—E. M.

^
The Spindle tree (Euonymus europajus).

—

The bro.ad-leaved Spindle tree ( hJ. latifolius) is con-
sidered to be tlxe best .among the deciduous Spindle
trees, yet the merits of the common kind are of no
mean order. In the first place, it is thoroughly
hardy, and will thrive in light, sandy soils better
than the generality of shrubs, while, though the
flowers are inconspicuous, the fruits .are highly orna-
mental. When the exterior of the fruit cnpsules
acquire their bright rose colour, a tree thickly studded
with them is very attractive, while after a" time an
additional feature is added when the capsules split
open, thus leaving the or.ange-coloured fruits which
are contained therein exposed to view, and in this
condition they will remain a considerable time. It
is a shrub well suited for planting in belts or screens
—that is to say, where those of a deciduous character
are admissible—and as a single specimen on Grass it

is effective ; but in this latter respect is surpassed
by the broad-leaved form. It is generally met with
in the character of a shrub, but if trimmed up a
little during its earlier stages will acquire quite a
tree-like habit. There is a variety of the common
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Spiiidlo tree in wliicli the caps\iles, instead (if tlie

oidin:iry pink ciiluur, are -.vliite, and tliiin;j;li not su

sliowy, it is well wiirtli a place frmn its liistinctivo

character. The variegated-leaved kind is seldom or

never met with in a satisfactory condition, except

just as the young foliage first mikes its appearance.

—A.

PEUNING CONIFERS.
I FIND it an excellent plan to annually examine
Conifer.?; in order to see if they require pruning.

I do not hold with clipping them into a fornial

style, as is sometimes done. They should be

prHiieil with a kuife, and the cuts made in such

away as to be not seen; any straggling shoots

should be shortened back, which will induce a

thick bushy habit in keeping with its natural

character. It may not be generally known that

trees which have lost their leaders make others

Hheii subject to pruning.

Cupressus Lawsoniana and its varieties are

much benefited by being annually overlooked

and iiruued into form, as this confines the growth
to one main leader ; often this tree shows a

tendency to produce more. The difl'ereut kinds
of Retinosporas branch freeh' after being operated

upon wilh tlie kuife, and thus compact speci-

mens are retained. Thujas, Thujopsis, Junipers,

Biotas, and the various Ibrms ol Yews which
have a tendency to an upright growth are also

much improved by timely attention to this

matter. Trees and shrubs of weeping habit, as,

for instance, Abies canadensis (the Hemlock
Spruce), do not ivcpiire pruning at all bt-yond

curtailing any rival leaders. Conifers of this

clas^, of course, require more space than those of

ujiright growth, and are better adapted for plant-

ing singly as specimens than in the mixed
shrubbery except when in a young state.

E. MOI.YSEIX.

current growth. S. prunifolia fl.-pl. is one of the

best shrulibcry plants we have. It bears a profusion

of small white button-like Howers. The annual

pruning of Spir;eas sliould consist of thinning out the

older branches, aIlowin;» the younger shoots mure
space, as it is from these the most flowers .are de-

veliped. These shrubs well repay a little extra

attention in the shape of adding some manuie to the

soil.—E M.

Golden Ecotoli Fir.—Among ihe numerous
forms of the Scotch Fir (Finns sylvestris) this is one
of the most distinct, differing as it does from the

type in being altogether a smaller growing plant, and
especially in the foliage acqiuring during the w inter a

rich golden hue, which assumes the normal green
character as the season advances. It is of rjther

slow growth, and from this circumstance may, in

planting, he associated wilh many of the smaller
L'oniferas without any danger of intruding on its

neighbours. Tliere is also a silver-leaved variety

of the Scotch Fir, known as argentea, in which
the young foliage is of a whitish tint, but this

character is present as soon as tlie leavts unfoM,
and not, as in the golden kind, remain green til!

autumn. The silver variety is much more vigorous

in growth than the golden: indeed, judging by yormg
plants, it seems likely to attain the dimensions of a

large tree. Both are increased by grafting on
seedlings of the common kind.—H. P.

Shrubby SpirseiS.—Every garden should con-
tain a few of these, they are so bright in the
t>hrubbery and some are useful for culture. Tlie
following are a few of the commoner kinds easily

grown. All they require after being once established

is timely attention to pruning the shoots, which, if at
all neglected, they soon get out of due proportion.

S. callosa is one of the most useful kinds, produces
its bright pink lilossoms in -July on the current year's
growth ; it can be grown into a large bush or it can
be kept dwaif by cutting down to within a bud or
two above the ground line. It breaks into growth
freely when treated in this way, and will grow from
2 feet to -1 feet high in one season, according to soil,

position, and season. S. arinifolii pr.jduces in pro-
fusion its creamy white bunches of flowers in a waving
habit in July. It grows with rapidity, and is moie
appropriate for the background of tlie mixedshrubbery,
as it is not so amendable to pruning as the former
kind; if cut in too hard it does not produce flowers
so freely as when allowed more extension, as when
cut down to llie ground it rarely ever flowers on the

THE KENTUCKY COFFEE TREE.

(gymnoc'ladds canadensis.)

TilKKE seems to be some difference of opinion as

to the hardiness of this tree in this country, and
as to the soils and situations in which it will

thrive. Loudon speaks of it as being very

hardv, and that it flowers freely in the neigh-

bourhood of London, but does not produce seed.

Other writers also s|ieak of it as being peifeclly

hardv and growing in exposed situations and on

a cold soil. Later writers, however, seem to

diiubt this, and remark that it will not withstand

the cold and exposure. The truth most likely is

that it reipiircs a good soil, and this is not often

found in very ex]iosed places. In sonis respects

this tree is like the Acacia, and places suited to

the latter would also suit the Coft'ee Tree. For

ornamental purposes it is rather a wonder it is

not oftener met with. That its remarkable ap-

pearauce in winter is the cause of this, one can

hardly believe, as the peculiarity of its branching

rendeis it rather an acquisition than otherwise.

In its native forests it reaches a height of some
60 feet, and in this country it has been known to

approach this very closely.

It is easily projiagated by seed, which, however,

must be obtained by import-dion, as it I'arely if

ever bears seed here, although it ilowers abun-

dantly. It may also be grown from root cuttings.

Its wood is hard .and of a rose colour, and it is a

tree which puts on heartwood very quickly. It

is not, however, so much for these reasons that it

is worthy of being grown as on account of its

s])lendid foliage. This is particuhiily grand when
tlie tree is young and vigorous.

Cupressus Lawsoniana filifera.—This is a

very distinct variety of L-iwsou's Cypress, with long

undivided brauchlets that are of a strictly pendulous

character. From the points of these branchlets (juite

a cluster of young shoots are pushed out during the

second season, which, in their turn, acquire the long

thread-like character. Curiously enough, this Cu-
pressus closely mimics one of the Retino.-poras (tili-

ftra), and it needs a close inspection to detect the

difference. Though resembling each other so closely,

there is, however, one point upon which the)' differ

greatly, and it is that cuttings of the Retinospora

may be struck much more readily than those of the

Cupressus. This latter is in general appearance as

far removed from the upright variety of Lawson's
Cypress (erecta viridis) as if they belonged to totally

different genera.—H. P.

Obituary.

Mil. Ciiaki.es MeDoN;iLD died on the 16th iust. at

(iarden House, Stokesley, Yorkshire. He was for

many years at Dunrobin Castle, arid at Woodstock
Park, the charming residence of Lady Louisa Tighe,

nearlnis'ioge, Kilkenny. He wasafterwards appointed
badiff at Phrcnix Park, where he remained some seven

y. ars, and on leaving thit he took a small nursery

at Stokesley. He was an excellent gardener and
greatly respected by ttU who knew him.

I;0OK^^ RECEIVED.
" studies from Nntiire of British Foliage." By Tom Kelly.

London, .John Heywood, Paternoster Buildings. Series Nn. 1

{folio) t'lintains Lareti tassels, Cut-le.ived Maple, Oak Apples,
Filliert aod Spiucc Fii'."

"Vine Ciiltiii'e under Glass." By J, R. Pcarsou. Fiftli

edition, revised and edited by C. E. Pearson. Forman and
Sous, Nottingham.

(iAKDFXEGS' BENEVOLENT INSTITUTION.
At the annnal general meeting of this institution,

which took pbace <m the L'ith inst., twenty-five candi-

dates were placcil on the pension list without the

trouble or expense of an i lection; their addition

hrings the number of pensioners up to 118, viz., fifty-

two men at £"20 per annum, and sixty-six women at

£16 jrer annum. The ages of the twenty-five just

elected vary from 60 to 82, the last being that of

.Mr. E. Sp.ary, long connected with the liueen's

Graperies, lirighton.

STATEMENT l)F HECEIPTS AND PAYMENTS FOR
THE YEAR ENDiNO DECE.MBBR 31, 1S85.

Dh. £ s. d.
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consequence of An-
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.

Advertisements
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Woods & forests.

MENZIES' SPRUCE.
(ABIES MENZIESI.)

The many good qualities possessed by this

Conifer, its strong, liardy nature and its valuable
timber, renders it jire-eminent amonfj its tribe.

Its symmetrical outline and vivid bluish green
foliage are the peculiar characteristics of this

Spruce, and when in a 3'oung state it is one of

the liandsoniest of evergreen trees. Discovered
and sent home from Northern California by
Douglas in 18:'1, this magnificent species has
already received a fair amount of attention from
planters in this country, its free and rapid growth
auguring well as to its suitability for our climate
and soil. The name Menziesi was given to it In'

Douglas in compliment to Mr. Archibald Menzie.s.

In its native country, the western side of North
America, Abies Menziesi has an extensive range
of cnast line, occurring, as it does, from about
mo miles north of San Francisco far into Alaska.
It attains largest dimensions wherever .soil and
climate are most congenial to it, such as in
Vancouvei's Islaml and near the mouths of the
Columbia and Eel Rivers, the latter place con-
taining no doubt the finest grove of this Spruce in

existence, many of the individual trees measuring
from 6 feet to 8 feet in diameter of trunk, and
rising to nearly 200 feet in height. In the
Rocky Mountains, at altitudes ranging from
(iOOO feet to 9000 feet, it seldom," however,
exceeds 100 feet in height, and is rarely found
in what could be described as large qiwutities,
but usually in straggling belts along the banks of
streams and in damp ground generally.

Already there aie many large specimens of
5Ienzies' Spruce in this country—trees of from
50 feet to over 80 feet in height—and which,
when we consider that the tree was only
introduced about fifty-three years ago, speaks
highly in its favour as a rapid timber-producer.
It is undoubtedly hardy, not in the least liable
to injury from storms, for I cannot remember
even a leader being liroken, and for seaside
lilauting can favourably compete wilh many trees

tliat have already received their due meed of
praise as maritime subjects.

In cool, damp loam, and where partial shelter
from prevailing winds is secured, this Spruce
does bett, but it will not bear cramping or crowd-
ing ; the thick spreading branches clearly point
ouiwards, so that in order to have well-grown
luxuriant specimens ample room on all sides
must be provided.

Where the soil is light and diy the foliage i.s,

if \ve may use the term for an Evergreen, semi-
deciduous and meagre, and the whole tree stunted
in appearance; indeed, .so changed in general
a>]iect does it become under these circumstances,
that it is with difficulty recognised. The branches
are somewhat stiff and rather irregularly disposed,
the points inclining upwards, and thickly be.set

with remarkably stout, sharp-pointed leaves that
readily distinguish the tree from any other Spruce.
"" silvery lines mark the under side of the

forgotten. The male catkins are pendulous, and
usuall}' produced in abundance about March or
April. On the upjjcr portions of the tree the
bark is of a conspicuous yellowish Ijrown, while
lower down it has a sooty dye, somewhat rough,
and witli numerous receptacles containing a clear,

fragrant resin.

Two
foliage, while above it is of a pleasing IJuish
grey tint, this latter being most noticeable in
young, thriving specimens, and usually le.ss so
in those of older growtli. Tlie cones, when ripe,
are of a jileasing rus.sety brown, cylindiical, 3 in.

in length, by about 1 inch in" diameter, and
usually bent or curved. In my opinion this is

the most distinct and pretty cone produced by
any of the trilie, and to see in September or
October a well-balanced tree with its russety
cones swaying in the breeze, and intensified by
the bluish grey or green foliage, is not rcadilv

Judging from the specimens here at Penrhyn,
the rate of growth is from 2 feet to .3 feet annually
and remarkably strong, much, however, depend-
ing on the soil in which the trees are growing,
those on deep, damp loam making the longest

and most luxuriant shoots, those of the present
season usually exceeding 1 inch in diameter.

The colour of the foliage also varies consideraljly in

diH:'erent plants, some being of a lighter and others

a darker green, approaching to blue, this latter

colour being by far the most ornamental, and, in

my opinion, only attained by such trees as are

favourably placed and more fully developed in

the younger stages of the plant's existence. There
is a large specimen close on 80 feet high, and
with a trunk of 4i feet girth at a yard up,

growing on the lawn southward from the
castle, but, owing to the rather dry, shallow
soil, its appearance is not nearly so he.dthy

or striking as others planted in damp luam
ahiugside the carriage drive leading to the

grand entrance, one of which in particidar is so

thickly covered with its dense, glaucous foliage

that it is almost impossible to get a sight of the

bole without ]mlling aside the liranches— a feat

which, frcim their .sharp, prickly nature, ft-w

will attempt a second time. This is, howi'ver, it

is but fair to state, a much 3'ounger tree, of

perhaps not more than twenty years' growth, i n I

not exceeding 50 feet in height, which, as I have
before stated, may have some little to do with
the healthy a]ipearance as well as density of the

foliage. Ample room has also been assign(!il to

this specimen, which can hardly be saiil of tlie

other, for a Corsiean Fir of almost unparalleled

dimensions (I mean in this country) stands at no
great distance to the southward, while a wide-
spreading Cedar and round-headed Stone Pine
shut out to some extent the free access of sun
and wind, both of which seem potent factors in

liroducing nice, well-balanced trees of tlie Abies
Menziesi. Another tree of still smaller growth
than that just referred to, and growing in a clump
of hybrid Rhododendrons of rather stately pro-
portions, was found on examination to have all

the lower Ijranches either dead or dying by the
encroaching nature of its neighbour, thus showing,
in combination with the cases already given,

tliat Menzies' Spruce to appear in good form
must have amjile room for ilevelojiment, enclosed

spaces and coddling being detestable to its nature.

Young frees of this Spruce present rather a

liare and naked appearance for the U]:iper half,

owing to the leading shoots of the past two seasons

being almost destitute of liranchlets. The present
leader does not throw out twigs until the follow-

ing spring, ;ind as these rarely attain to a greater

length in one season than G inches, the upper
half of the tree always wears a somewhat naked
apjiearauce, and is disproportionate to the lower
half; as tlie stem, for thejiast four years' growth,
has been thickly beset with leave.s, the monotony
of bare wood is, however, to some extent relieved.

The cones become ripe in September or the
beginning of October, and, if wanted for sowing,
should tjien be collected, as almost immediately
after that date the scales open, and the seeds,

being remarkably light, are wafted away and
lost. When we state that an ounce weight of

Al:)ies Menziesi seeds contains no less than 28,333
seed.s, or neatly 2h times more than any other
coniferous tree of my acquaintance, tlieir light,

airy nature will at once be apparent.

In the nursery management of Abies Menziesi,
a more tlian ordinary amount of care is neces.sary

not only in the sowing of the seed.s, but after-

uiauagement of the young stock as well.
Although, for many reasons, we are no advocates
of raising forest plants under glass, still in some
cases this method of procedure has its advantages,
and I must own that for my own part I have a
sort of sneakish regard for its adoption with
some half a dozen Conifers—Menzie.s' Spruce
amongst the others—and the following is the
method of procedure: Half fill an ordinary
irame, or any wooden enclosure of a similar
sha]ie, with a mixture of leaf mould, loam and
sand; level the surface and make it fairly solid

with the back of a spade; after which (April or
May is the best time for sowing) sow the seeds
evenly over the surface and cover with a very
light coating of sandy leaf mould through a fine-

meshed riddle. Put on the light and k<ep the
wliole moist and close until the seedlings appear,
alter which it may be slightly tilted for the
admission of air, but closed during the night so
as to guard against the admission of marauders,
several of which are particularly fond (if the
tender plants. The first season's growth is very
small indeed, and the seedlings should in all

cases be allowed to remain in the bed or frame
tor three year.s, after which they may be trans-

planted into M-ell -prepared nursery borders,
where the increase will become yearly more
noticeable.

Although somewdiat coarse-grained, the wood
of Menzies' Spruce is tough and strong, ami is

used for a great variety of piurposes, including
ship-building. Dr. Newberry, in his Pacific

Radway report, speaks highly of the timber, it

licing of excellent quality and use 1 by the settlers

for various kinds of carpentry.

A. D. Webster,

HOME GROWN V. FOREIGN TIMBER.
At a time like the present when trade is

generally dull and prices of all kinds of fiirra, as

well as woodland, produce is exceptionally low
in price—so much so, that the farmer is unable
to pay a fair rent fur his holding, and has no
other alternative to keep his position but by
asking his landlord to allow him a reduction for

the time being in order to keep him out of the
bankruptcy court—when timber is equally low
in price aud in many cases cannot be sold but at

a great sacrifice, and when the outlook is still

glo(jmy and obscure, I have no hesitation in
saying that such a stale of things is to be
deplored, and one cannot but sympathise with
the owners of land generally who have done
their best to meet the re(|uirements of the case
uniler the pres.sure of so lengthened an 1 wide-
spread calamity.

In speaking of prices of timber (p. 38) '' York-
shireman" says: "It would alino-st ajipear,

however, that, short of giving it away for

nothing, owners of some kinds of timber in
England cannot compete aguinst the foreign
supply, exce|.t in i-pecial cases. There is a
tendency in the colliery districts to take less and
less England tiniljer. Some collieries we know
of use none, although the landlord from whom
the coal-pits are let has timber growing above
the coal close to the pits that he \vould lie glad
to dispose of at a price that would just leave a
margin of profit, if he could." Now, I think
there is something here which requires furflu-r

exjilanafion, and we may a.sk if the timber
growing above the coal-pits is of a proper size

and scantling for the requirements of the miner,
and if not, no one need be surprised that the
miner will not make a purchase when he can
get foreign stufl" of a proper size at a cheap rate.
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On tlie otluT liainl, .slnmld the stuff lio (it ii

proper size and suitable for all the requirements
of the niine-owiiers, prejudice, estalilished

custom, or too hii,di a price— any or all of which
must have sornethii),i; to do with keeping a tenant
from giving his landlord a fair price for his

timber, more especially when it is the jirfijiev

size for his mines. I look upon the lamllord's

and tenant's interest as being identical, and I

caimot understand or imagine how a tenant
could act in so imliU'erent a way without strong
reasons for doing so.

It is a matter of great importance, in the proper
management of estates, to jdant and grow to a

great extent the kinds of timber whicli is sure to

be wanteil in the neighbourhood. In districts

where coal is abundant ami where mining timber
is sure to be in demand, the particular aim of the
]danter should be to pilant and rear timlier suit-

able for such requirements, and tins can be best

acconqdished by growing Fir timber rather
thickly upon the ground, so that the trees may
assume the size and shajie of clean straight poles
of a proper size for such purposes; and if this

has been attended to, it is not clearly demon-
strated how anj' outsider could bring timber to

the jiits at a lower rate of price than the landlord
could rear the .'anie class of stuff for on the spot.

Tindjer cannot lie brought either by water or rad
without considerable expense, and if plantations
in the vicinity of the coal-pits have been pro-

Jierly reared for such purposes, the owners need
tear no competition. Prices may, and do, fluc-

tuate, but the man who has the market for his

stuff' at home, without the expense of a long
carriage, has an advantage over all (qijionents.

J. B. Webster.

Planting coverts.—The filling up of the plaiit.a-

tiniis with various sdits of Evergreens and deciduous
flowering slinilis is now becoming generally practised
throughout the country, and tlie chief object for wliich
this is intended is to produce a shelter for game, and
more especi.iUy tor the pheasant. Tlie phmting of

these undergrowths is, however, lilco m.<iny other
things, often performed without regard to conse-
quences or economy, while the chief aim ought in

this case to be a conjunction of the useful with the
beautiful. Certainly, there can be nothing better
adapted for the purposes of sheltering game than the
common Liurel, Evergreen Privet, Portugal Laurel,
Rhododendron, Holly, Arljor-vitae, &c., while these
produce at the same time an agreeable effect upon
the forest scenery, which, without tlie aid of Ever-
greens and other undergrowths, is extremely mono-
tonous. Still, however, while we endeavour to
produce both these effects, we sliovdd also have an eye
to something useful and economical. Wliat avails it

howsoever well game be provided with close and im-
penetrable coveits when the common means of suste-
nance are wanting within their leafy domicile ? The
birds are compulled by hunger to leave behind "the
umbrageous gl.ade " and feek their food in the fields

of the farmers, who in some districts of the country
where pheaSiints are very plentiful are compelled to
seek redress for the damages thus sustained. Such
a course on the part of a tenant, though it is quite
fair and reasonable, is a very disagreeable alternative,
and must prove destructive of that friendly inter-
course which ought to subsist between tenant and
landlord.— J. M.

The wood forester.—The duties of a wood
forester (says Mr. Clarke in an ess.ay upon the
English Arljoricultural Society) are very varied, and
it is astonishing that so nmch knowledge is ex-
pected from one single individual. In the first pbace
he must possess a knowledge of the management
of forest tree plantations and their proper planting,
thinning, &c.; he must know thedifferent kinds of trees
to suit different soils; he must be a practical drainer,
as th« ground must beproperlyand sufficiently drained

;

he must be able to keep his various estate books, such as
a time and a work book ; be able to calculate the
price of timber, and he must be able to measure the

same correctly ; he must be able to prepare estimates
of the value of draining, planting,', fencing, &c , and
submit reports of the same; he must possess a
knowledge of machinery .and the care of a sawmill,
which in nearly every case is driven by steani power;
as a rule he is expected to cut out timber for fencing;
to make or superinteml the ui.aking of field gates,

hurdles, &c. ; and, to sum up tlie whole, it nii-.aus

wood merchant, engineer, joiner, mirseryman, book-
keeper, contractor, and drainer, all combined in one
single person ; and with all this knowledge he is

generally considered to be a very modest individual
on an estate. If such a class of men exist with the
limited training and opportunities which can be
found within their re.ach, how much better the same
men would be if an institution such us a school of

forestry existed, where any young man, after

passing through the plain details of planting,

piuning, felling, barking, measuring, itc, could lie

ushered into a sphere where the higher duties of his

business would be learned, and where he could get
the assistance of whatever learning or science can
give to assist him in the execution of his duties in

after life.

SCOTCH FORESTRY.
Scotch plantations are chiefly in masses, clumps,
or belts. The first of these is almost the only
form in wdiicli we ran pretend to anything
approaching to the piictnresqne ; for here the

fence of the plantation may be entirely or nearly

kept out of sight, while in the two latter modes
this is almost impossible. If a plantation is

made for beauty ami jirofit, as I'egards wood, the

mass is certainly the most desirable ; but the

clump and the belt are by no means destitute

either of beauty or usefulness ; indeed, as regards

the latter quality, I will venture to .say that in

many districts the country has been benetited

.50 per cent, or 100 per cent, by the numerous
belts stretching tlieir protecting arms around
^vbat are now lo\ely green pastures, but belbre

the encii'cling strijie was formed were liai'ren

heathy uplands. Clumps and sti'i]is of planta-

tion, too, come within the limits of many a one
who cannot give land for a mass, and if a little

persuasion would induce proprietors to carry this

most useful improvement a little further, one
object of these remarks will lie gained. Tliere is

an error which a great many proprietors fall into

in forming lielts of plantation.s, viz., that of

making them too narrow-. This is a short-sighted

jiolicy, and arises often from theii' listening too

much to their tenants, wlio usually grudge every
morsel of land taken off the tiu-ni for this pui'-

poso.

Our severest blasts of wind here are from the

south-west and west, as may bo seen from our
trees bending to the east. Our belts, therelbre,

as far as jiracticable, run from noith to south

and from north-west to south-east, though this is

of course varied by situation and convenience.

They ought never to be.less than (10 yards wide,

and if 20 yards or 40 yards more can be added
to their width, the shelter will not only be
greater and the wood lietter, lint they will look

much handsomer; and if they are wide enough
to alhivv a roadway along the centre of the belt

it will be flund a great ailvantage, both in giving

access to the wood for carting, when it is of a

size fit for useful pur]ioses, and .also wdien it is

young, in alfording facilities for insjiecting the

wood w'ith a view to thinning, whicli, alas ! is

so much neglected. Most proprietors know the

advantage of a march fence ; they would in

many cases find it greatly to their benetit and
not much more expensive to have a march strip,

for wdiich each coterminous proprietor should

give 40 yards or 50 yards, having a road in

the centre along the actual line of march, or it

might be more convenient if the strip were for

so much of its length on one man's land and so

mm h on the other. ]>y this latter mode each
would be abh' to thin his own wood to his liking;

and this is of greater consequence in a stri]i than
in almost any other form of jilantation, and in
strips is almost always neglected. Mac.

THIN 1'. THICK PLANTING.
No greater error can be committed than planting
trees too thickly, and unless one is ])re|>ared to

cut down or lian.splant everj' alternate tree, it

should never be done. It, however, often hap-
]iens in carrying out the thinning that the liest

trees are removed ; wdiile if trees be planted at

the distances just mentioned, should one or more
fail, it is an easy matter to leplace them aX once
with others that would match those already

planted. As a rule, Chestnuts, Limes, Sycamores,
.\cacias, and a few other varieties may be planted

with advantage from 25 feet to 30 feet apart, and
where variety is a con.sideration, the fir.=t three

mentioned may be mixecl with very good effect.

I would under no consideration associate Planes
and Black Italian Po]dars with them, nor would
I plant Planes and Poplars together, unless it

was positively understood that the Poplars would
be removed before the Phxiies were injured.

Where rapid growth and dense foliag(t are re-

quired, nothing is more suitalile than the Black
Italian Poplar. The Plane, however, although
slower in growth, is I'ar more lasting as a tree,

evidence of wdiicli may be seen in many parts of

London. The foliage of both remains in excellent

condition until very late in autumn, and this

cannot be said of many trees, as, for instance, the
Lime, Chestnut, and Sycamore.

Ix STREET I'LANTiNc it is important that really

good, stout, and straight trees be procured. It is

painful to see the miserable material under the
name of trees that is .sometimes planted ; and
when the cost of guards, stakes, c^c, is ccmsidered,

it will be seen that a few shillings more than is

usually paid per tree would really be a great gain.

It is surely false economy to put a guard costing

£1 to a tree costing but 2s. It cannot lie too

widely known that, to ensure success, the plant-

ing should be done by athoroughly practical man,
as it often happens that after e^ely jireparation

has been made in the best po.ssible manner, the

work is a failure, through a want of knowledge of

the simidest rules of planting. The hole .should

in all cases be sufficiently large to allow the roots

to lie in it in a natural ]iosition. The bottom of

the hole should be well loosened, and all broken
or otherwise damaged roots should be cut away.
Some of the finest soil should then be introduced

and the tree placed upon it in the centre, slightly

below wliere it is intended to remain, in order

that it may be raised to its ])laee when some of

the best soil has lieen placed upon its roots. This
ojieratioii allows the soil to pass freely among
the roots, and disposes of them in a natural

manner. ' A tree shouhl never be planted deeper

than it has been when growing in tlie nursery, or

wherever it may come from. Deep jdanting is

the cause of many trees dying ; whereas the loss

does not cxceeil 1 per cent, when the jdanling is

carried out as has just been stated. When the

tree is in its proper place the soil should be made
toler.ably firm by treading, but great care must
be taken not to tread too near the stem, as it

often occurs that the stem and some of the best

roots are injured thereliy. It is much better to

make the soil firm I'ound the outer part of the

hole than close to the tree. Planter.

Raisiug" fallen trees.— C;in any reader tell inc liuw to
prufced in laisiiig several larj^^e Spniecs wliicli tave Ijeeii

blown over? Tlicy .arc not daui:<gcd iu tlio brandies and tlie

balls of roots are intact.

—

R. V.
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" Tliis is an Art
Wliich does mend Nature ; change ifc rather : but
The AiiT ITSELF IS Nature."—i>luit:cspmre.

PRUNING TO PROMOTE VIGOUR.

At present, opinion on the subject of pruning
may with truth, I think, be said to be in a

trari.sitiou state, tor it is impossible that the two
dtU'erent .^j'stems now practised can ever be

reconciled. One is wroni,' and one is right, and
the <piestion is, which is tlie right one ? Pruning
to promote vigour is, however, the particular

phase ot the sidjject to which I shall now allude.

'J'here are pruners who, in order to promote
vigorous grovvtli, prune severely—cut back short;

aui-l there are pruners who, witli the same object

in view, prune moderately or not at all. Before

discussing the merits of either, however, it is

neces.sary to determine wdiat we mean by
" vigour '' in a cultivated tree, and this, I believe,

I am correct in describing as the power to

produce strong shoots, good foliage and plenty of

it, a fiiir crop of fruit or Uowers, and long life.

In other words, I would call that the most
vigorous plant or tree which produced the greatest

amount of growth and crop in a given time. I

am not aware that vigour or vitality can mean
anything else, and the question is, is this kind

of vigour produced by severe prunin;; or the

reverse I According to mostly all past authori-

ties on the .subject, hard pruning does promote
strength and free growth debility.

Prdned and non-prdned Roses.—Let me
give an example in the ca^e of the Rose. In that

otherwise excellent bonk the " Rose Garden," by
Mr. Wm. Paul, occurs the following passage :

" We are told that the extraordinary vigour and
1-ieauty of some plants on which goats liad been
lirowsing first gave the ancients the idea of

pruning. Certainly, no one at the present day
would dispute the advantages of it. . . . If

we leave a Rose tree nn pruned for one year a

great number of buds will burst forth, producing
a vast quantity of blossoms, but both shoots and
ilowers will be comparatively thin and puny.
If such a tree be left unpruned for two or three

successive years it will become greatly enfeebled
;

the ends of the yearly shoots will die back for

w.mt of nourishment, and thus is reduced the
number of buds capable of development during
subsequent years. Here we see one end of

pruning naturally accomidished. But it is not
suliiciently so. The (lowers cootinue to de-

generate, till at length they can be scarcely re-

cognise 1 ; the tree dwindles, presents an unhealthy
appearance, and pruning must be the firet means
applied for ils restorati(.in." I have quoted this

passage Ijecause it fully expresses the mi-taken
notions that exist on the suliject, and it would be
difficult to find a better example anywhere, or a

passage in which truth and error are so much
mixed np. Browsing by goats has no such effects

a< are here described, and no one ever saw a
\'igorous bush that was constantly nipped in such
a way. AVe have a fine example near us here on
a common where game and cattle constantly
have nipped the young growths of the Furze
bushes, with the result that the bushes have
gradually di.sappeared, except here and there a

suiall tuft not many inches high and growing
less ami less every year ; wdiereas Furze protected
I'rom the catlle grows (J feet and 7 feet lii.^h in a

few years. The statement, however, that an
unpruned Rose tree produces a great number of

buds and " a vast quantity of blossoms," if not prize

lilooms, is quite true, and one naturally enquires

how such a display of vitality can be regarded

as a sign of weakness. The idea is simply pre-

posterous. " If such a tree be left unpruned for

two or three successive years it will become
greatly enfeebled and the ends of the shoots will

die back for want of nourishment." How comes

it then that an Oak or any other tree attains the

dimensions which they do wdien left unpruned?
How comes it that tlie common Brier in the

hedgerows reaches 10 feet in height and as much
through, every bit of it green and healthy? and
how comes it that a pruned Rose when freed

from the knife grows iuto a large bush and
makes annual shoots as thick as walking-sticks

compared with shoots like penholders or smaller

during the time in which it was pruned
reqularlyj The idea of any tree or bush,

growing in a suitable situation, actually dying

because it is not ]ieriodically hacked back

by the knife is just about as true and intelligible

as that a man's constitution is improved by
cutting off his arms and legs one by one in their

turn. How such statements ever came to be

made by observant horticulturists is a mystery.

Not only does a Rose not die back or become
enfeebled by being left unpruned, but exactly

the contrary is the fact. The plants do die in

time under the knife and revive when it is with-

drawn, and there is hardly a surer way of

restoring a feeble Rose tree to health than letting

it grow and produce as much new growth as

pos.sible. I do not deny that a pruned Ro.-e in

which all the strength of the roots is concentrated

upon a few blooms may produce these of better

quality from the exhibitoi-'s point of view than

an unpruned one, but it would be absurd to

regard a few such blooms as a sign of vigour

compared with the "vast ipiantity of blossoms "

of "comparatively " small size wdiich do indicate

vigour. Let lue give a hand-fide cultural

example. About twenty years ago I found here

a border of Roses pruned and cultivated in the

orthodox way—that is, cut close back annually.

I do not know how old they may have been, but
they never produced shoots much thicker than a

quid, and mostly smaller than that, and were
constantly dying olf in severe winters. I took

them all up some years later, divided the stools

where necessary, and replanted them in the same
border under exactly the same cultural condi-

tions, and allowed tlieni to grow to full size,

subjecting them to no more pruning thantopjiing

the sprawling limbs with a pair of shears. The
result was that they grew stronger and stronger

every year until they reached their maximum
and natural size, and since then they have

continued to send up limbs as thick as walking-

sticks every season, wdiile the two or three-year-

old limbs are stronger still. From these Roses,

under severe pruning, when we wanted Rose

leaves for drying, we luul to gather them in capfuls

till we had enough; now two men go over far

fewer Ijushes every year with two clothes-baskets

and fill them once or twice some fine daj'.

Truly such big bushes do produce "vast quantities

of blossoms."

Pruned and NON-rRUNED Vines.—So much for

llowering shrubs; now for fruit trees, and for an

example of the opinions held I will (piote from

Mr. Barron's book on the Vine. I have chosen

two well-known authorities for the foundation of

the case rather than the irresponsible and casual

statements of writers which only serve to prove

how much harm the so-called " unquestionable

authorities" have done. Mr. Barron's opinions

closely resemble those of Mr. Paul, anil show

liow deeply fixed the idea is that cutting olf the

head of a tree puts life in it. He writes (p. 72)

:

"A good (Vine) stem should be about the thick-

ness of one's thumb, and a weak one of the

thickness of an ordinary black-lead pencil. If

the main stem resembles the latter, it should be
headed back quite close, as it would be too weak
to produce good side spurs, or to bear fruit."

Just so. Now, what would take place in the

event of such a weak shoot being left long and
unpruned Mould Vie this : It would produce

laterals, extend in length from the top, nearly

double its thickness, or perhaps much more,

just according to circumstances, bear a light crop

if allowed, and lay the foundation of a good
growth and crop the following season. If cut

back, as Mr. Barron recommends, it woijd bear

no fruit, would push apparently stronger from
the cut-back point, and run out till it had reached

the limit of the year before ; but by the end of

the season it would, all things being equal, be a

smaller Vine, with less bearing capacity, than
the one that had not been pruned, because nothing
was put into it by cutting away the whole of its

top, and nothing more could thereby come out

of it ; whereas the unpruned Vine, having a

greater area of wood and foliage to start with,

excited more rocft action, had the start, and all

the benefit which these are known to give, and
profited accordingly. This, at all events, is the

teaching of science, and it is corroborated by
practice. What applies to Roses and Vines
applies to all fruit trees and shrubs of similar

general habit, and the pliilosophy of the subject

is simply this: limbs and leaves promote root

action, which in turn reciprocally encourages

growth, vigour, and fertility. On the other

hand, anything which tends to restrict growth,

whether it be severe pruning in winter or pinch-

ing in summer, results in restricted root action,

and consequently in weaker growth in the

branches. It is not denied that by pruning in a

certain manner we concentrate the vigour upon
certain points—buds, we shall say—which push
more vigorously in consequence, but such pruning
reduces, and does not add to the vigom- of the

tree on the whole. J. S. W.

NOTES ON RECENT NUMBERS.
Button-holes (p. 67).

—"A white or pink Camel-
lia and buds partially opened" would be in most
cases, to say the least, somewhat heavy in an
evening coat if the ordinary kinds of Camellias

are used ; but, like most other things On this

planet, the difl'erent varieties are not all of a

size, and there exists, though they are but little

known, miniature Camellias thoroughly suitable

for button-hole use. I have now got a little

single white one, the expanded flowers of which
do not measure much more than 1 inch or I4

inches across, and I have before this drawn
attention to a small red one very similar in style,

a curious point about them being that, though

the flowers are perfectly single, neither of them
have any pollen; whether they are degenerate

doubles or undeveloped ones, I cannot say,

though they look distinct enough to form a

species by themselves. Of course, they are not

so showy as many others, but for purposes of

bouquet or button-hole making they are likely to

prove very useful

Pampas Grass plumes (p. 67).—For good

effect in the house the stalks should always be

left as long as possible ; when, as is so often done,

they are merely beheaded and bunched into a

vase they soon get dusty and dirty-looking ;

wliereas if they are allowed to stand up tall and
boldly, one does not notice so much the signs of

senile decay as the months roll on. We have

had the same plumes last in fair order for four

years, but generally before that time they begin

to foreswear the tidiness of their youth, and are

frequently somewhat of a trial to the temper of

the houseiaaids. The tall arching spikes of the
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Arundo conspicua are almost more beautiful and
graceful than the Pampas, hut both may be
allowed to stand within sij;ht of each other

without much sign of ill-leeling or disagreement,

and the Arundo being smaller and lighter may
be used w'ith good effect in positions not large

enough for the other.

White Plume Celery (p. 69).—Iknownothing
of this vegetable beyond what has lieen told of it

in The Garden. 1 am an.xious to know wdiether

for cooking purposes (soup, stewing, &c.) it is

eiiually as useful as the ordinary varieties, even
though it prove inferior when raw. Opinions
may differ as to the latter point, and the decision

may be eventually against it ; still, if the cook
approves of it for hei' share of the work, she will

probably thank the gardener for a gooil supply,
anil lie will be ready to accommodate her or liim

more W'illingly when he is saved the trouble of

the old earthing-up system. One rather grudges
to see a vegetable wdiich has required some extra

trouble to gro ,v end its life in the stock pot

!

Sussex. C. R. S. D.

NOTES OF THE WEEK.
Freesia refracta alba.—We have just now

raauy cfiarming little plants of this in bloom, the
scent of which at this dufi season of the year is quite

refroshinfj. When mounted ou wires and placed in

bouquets its flowers are ^velcomed by everybody,
."uiil I should advise all to grow it. We pot
our bufbs the same as Hyacinths, plunge them in coal

ashes, and flower them in an intermediate house.

Their green, Grass-Uke leaves, surmounted by white
flowers, are very striking and beautiful.—11. Gilbekt,
JJuri/hley.

Phalsenopsis Schilleriana. —We have re-

ceived from Mr. Eden, gardener at Henham Hall,

some blooms of this Orchid, to show that they vary
somewhat, not only in colour, but in other respects

;

and it is well that they do so for the sake of variety, all

Ijeing nearly equally handsome. Mr. Eden states that
he has 500 flowers of this Phalasnopsis ojien at the
present time, one plant, a large one, carrying IfiO.

Tlieyarenow,hesays, in perfection, and, as.sociated with
P. grandiflora, make a grand display—the admiration
of all who see tliem.

Pitcairnia coralUna.—This is a Eromeliad
which should be included in every stove collection,

its large handsome foliage and the brilliant colour of
its inflorescence being certain to please almost every
taste. There are two good specimens of it now
flowering in the stove at Kew, and we could wish
that all those who object to Bromeliads, because of
their supposed want of beauty, would go and see
these two plants. The genus Pitcairnia is, of course,
rich in gi-aceful stove plants, but not one of the
better-known species approaches in beauty this coral-

coloured kind.

Brownea grandiceps.—In large stoves, such,
for instance, as the Palm house at Kew, where several
line specimens are to be seen, this Brownea is a most
useful tree, either when judged by its graceful foliage,

wliich when young is beautifully variegated, or by the
enormous size and brilliancy in colour of its heads of
flower. A huge truss, quite as large as the largest

flower-head of a Khododendron and much more com-
pact, is produced on the drooping ends of the branches,
and the colour of the flowers is of the brightest rose.

Other Browneas are remarkable for the number of

their flower-heads rather than for the size of each,
but this species stands out as being one of the largest
headed and most striking of the rich natural order
(Leguminosje) to which it belongs.

Epacrises.—A visit to the Enfield nurseries of
Messrs. H. Low & Co. would be full of instruction to
those gardeners who think a greenhouse weU stocked
if it contains the usual stereotyped collection of
Camellias, Azaleas, Pelargoniums, Fuchsias, and
Chrysanthemums, for there they would see what a
host of beautiful and now rare plants, many of them

V winter-flowering, is cuntained in tl;e hard-wooded

plant collections of these ar.d other great nurserymen.
The JCpacrises are particularly noteworthy in this re-

spect, and tliey are so easy to grow, so free to flower,

and so beautiful when in flower, that thesnudlest green-

house should not be witliout a few of them. As cut

blooms they have few equals, as they last a long time
in water, and are useful either for naxing witll other
flowers or wlien arranged by themselves.

Poinsettiaf.—What has become cf the double
Poinsettia ? We have seen a great many heads of

this plant lately—the single form, that is—but the
nnieh-prized double variety has buen conspicuous l)y

its absence. It is a little surprising tliat ne.\t to

nothing has been done in the way of improving, or at any
rate obtaining some variety in the forms or the colour

of this most useful plant. There is a white one, or

what is called such, ready to liand, and it seems to us

a very simple business to obtain seedlings from a

cross between these two which would jirobably con-

tain many distinct breaks in the way of colour and
i^hape of bract. In the Tropics the Poinsettia is a
common wayside plant, or rather tree ; and only the
other day we saw a painting of a house in Jamaica in

which the Poinsettia formed a huge bush in front of

the house, its large heads of red bracts being particu-

larly glowing.

liily of the Valley.—I send you a few spikes
of this Lily, not so much for their extra excellence as

to show liow much better and easier they are got
into bloom than any of the foreign bulbs which I have
had this year. We have been gathei'ing cjuantities

of blooms from them for these last three weeks quite
equal, if not better, than those sent. The roots are
just lifted from the open and put into boxes that hold
about sixty buds. We then give them a good
watering, cover them well with Moss, which is kept
always damp, and set them on a pretty hot Jiipe, when
they soon come into flower. We prepare the bulbs
for forcing as follows : Two years ago come spring a
piece of ground was wed manured and single bulbs
were put in it in rows ti inches apart and 3 inches
asunder in the row; they were well attended to
during the growing season, and thus managed we
find, as I have said, that they start into growth when
placed in heat much more freely than foreign bulbs.

—A. HENDEii.soN, Tkurcshy Park, OUcrlon, Notts.
*»* The spikes sent were all that could be desired

—good in colour and very fragrant.^Ed.
Xanthosoma robusta.—The Aroid family may

be divided into three broad groiqis, according as they
are (1) beautifid and curiously formed in their flowers,

(•J) handsomely variegated in their fciliage. and (.3) re-

markable for the large size and noble character of
their leaves. Of the first group the Arisfemas, Callas,
and some of the Anthuriums are good examples;
Schismatoglottis, Dieffenbachias:, various Anthuriums,
and Alocasias repr»»ent the second; whilst of the
third group the handsome Dendroid Godwinia,
Amorphophalhis, Conophallus, and the Xanthosomas
are specially noteworthy. In the I'ahn house at Kew
most of the jjlants here named may be seen in fine

condition at v.arious times of the year, but just now
the noblest Aroid in the house, ;uid one of the most
striking of all plants, is X. robusta. The thick stem,
rising a foot or so above the soil, bears a whorl of

about, a dozen leaves, of which the stalks are over 6

feet in length, surmounted by a huge heart-shaped
dark green blade. The flowers are developed in the
sheathing portion of the leaf-stalk, where they push
througli one after the other, their stalks being so short
that only the white spathe, with its green, swollen,
bag-like base, is seen. As one flower (inflorescence)

withers another expands; the bag-like portion grows
and extends in length, so th.at a row of green flower-
bases or fruits is seen nestling in the sheath of one
leaf. The flowering of this gigantic Arum is of rare
occurrence, and the singular arrangement of flowers

is quite exceptional. On first mifolding there is a
delicious Musk like perfume given off by the flowers,

and so powerful is this, that it permeates the atmo-
sphere for a long distance from the plant. This odour
diminishes in strength after the first day, till finally,

when the white Calla-like portion of the flower
withers, a disagreeable smell is emitted from what
remains. As a foliage plant for large stoves we know
of nothing more noteworthy than this Xanthosoma,
which at Kew is the object of much admiration.

THE LEIGH, COOMBE WARREN.
Tjii.s is one of tlie numerous residences that have
been built on the Duke of Cambridge's Coombo
Wood e.state, a beautiful stretch of woodland,

common, and pasture lying between Wimbledon
and Kingston, and bounded by Kichmond Park.

The Leigh was built by its picsent owner, Mr.
Galsworthy, and though it comprises only about

eight acres, it is important from alamhscape point

(d' view, inasmuch as the most has been made
of the natural features id' the place. It was laid

out by the late Mr. Milner, wdio wisely availed

him.se'lf of the fine old Oaks which fornaed part

of the historical Coombe AVood. These old native

trees, combined with modern evergreen and deci-

duous trees, make an extremely pretty garden,

particularly that part of it close arouml the

bouse. You see little glades of turf leading up

to a gnarled old Oak, showing it off to the best

advantage. There is a broad stretch of lawn on

the front side of the bouse, marred, some would

consider, by plots of little geometrical beds and

a fountain. It destroys the repose of the lawn

and the extensive prospect beyond. This front

is shown in the engraving opposite. There is

also an iron fence cutting the foreground which
has also been omitted in the illustration.

A finer position for the house could not have

been chosen. It stands on the highest ground,

and you look straight across the valley to the

Epsom and Banstead Downs, Boxhill and Dorking,

and on a clear day the monument on Leith

Hill, some twenty iniles distant, can be seen.

In all Surrey Mr. "Galsworthy could not have hit

upon a finer spot for a house ; it is surrounded on

all sides by woodland, which here overlooks the

garden—itself of secondary importance.

Coombe AVood is celebrated for its spring.s of

the finest water, whence Hampton Court Palace,

some three nules distant, was supplied in Cardinal

Wolsey's time. The water was taken thence by

conduits, but these are now in disuse. There is

a quaint old building in the garden, every part of

which savours of antiquity, containing one of these

original springs, and it is said that it has never

been known to run dry. The present owner of

The Leigh enjoys the privilege of using the water,

which in the hottest weather is deliciously cool.

One of the features of the place, and wdiich

is out of the ordinary run, is the intermixture

of fruit trees in the ornamental shrubberies.

Apples, Pears, Plums, and Cherries flower in

company with Lilacs, Barberries, Spir;eas and

the like, and in autumn, when adorned with

fruit, an additional interest is added to the place
._

In one part, too, there is a pretty piece of

Pulham'.s rockwork embellished with hardy Ferns

and a waterfall.

There is a good kitchen garden, and hardy

fruits are made a speciality, particularly pyramid

Apples and Pears. There are exceUeut fruit and

plant houses. Among the plants there is a re-

markable specimen of the beautiful Rhododendron

Veitchi, (J feet high by 5 feet through. The
conservatory adjoining the house has its roof fes-

tooned with creepers, and against the wall are

pretty examples of a rock fernery. When these

notes were taken the conservatory was adorneil

mth a magnificent group of Chrysanthemums,

of which I\ir. Oi'cluml, the gardener, is a noted

grower ; in fact, it is one of his chief specialities,

and he has won consiucuous success as an exhi-

liitor at the Crystal Palace and Kingston shows.

One word respecting the entrance lodge, which

is one of the prettiest tliat I have seen. Its walls

are crowded with creepers. One side is covered

with the starry Clematis montana, which in

flowering time is a sheet of wdiite bloom.

The place was originally known as Coombe
Leigh, but has recently been changed to its

present name. W. G.
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UTILISATION OF BACK WALLS.
Blank walls, in plant houses more especially,

are an eyesore to many, and in various instances

with a little ingenuity on the part of those in

charge of them tliey may be quickly conveiteil

into attractive features. In ferneries, plant
stoves, and conservatories not a blank wall
should be seen, not only because they are
unsightly, liut also because of the space wasted,
the livinof materials with which they may easily

be clothed being Imth ornamental and service-

able. INIodern structures, being built principally
iif wood, iron and glass, give fewer opportunities
iVir creating pleasing wall effects than (jldei' houses
with their high siile and back walls. On the back
walls of lean-to houses ami the walled-up ends
of many old span-roofed ferneries and plant
stoves niucli may be done with a plentiful supply
of virgin cork, this being so dispo.sed over the
wall as to form numerous pockets, in which a
little peaty soil may be placed for the reception
of various Ferns, Selaginellas, tiue-foliaged Bego-
nias (the Rex type), Peperomias and Fittonias. At
the foot of the wall a few troughs or pans may be

Cissus is at its best or during the summer and early

autumn months it is singularly beautiful, such a
free mixture of beautiful jjlants agreeably- sur-

prising many visitors. From this wall we are

enabled to cut good quantities of greenery for

table and vase decoration, and the whole is kept
in good order principally with the aid of a

.syringe and a Ijlind to shade it I'rom bright sun-

shine. The pot plants require to be repotted

eveiT second year and top-dressed in the interval;

this, with the aid of an occasional supply of

liquid manure, keeps them in vigorous condition.

Any of the South African Asparagi are suitable

for furnishing walls of warm conservatories,

ferneries and plant stoves; in fact, no better

position can be found for them, especially if

plenty of shade is aflbrded them during hot
weather.

Walls covered with Ferxs are sometimes
to be met with, and these, if well managed, are

vciy beautiful, and yield large quantities of

fronds for decorative purposes. The conmion
5Iaiden-hair (Adiantum cuneatum) is one of

the best Ferns for this purpose ; A. Capillus-

over the wall, and, failing these, old plants may
be freely divided and similarly used, the roots

being firmly fixed in the soil in every instance.

A. venustum divides readily, and when p)ricked

out on turf-covered walls grows and spreads

surprisingly fast, and the same remarks apply to

A. Capillus-veneris. Some of the other neat-

growing Adiantums liave been tried on walls

with fairly good results, but they do not equal
tho.se just mentioned. Whatever plants are used
preference should be given to those in a small or
young state, as these take more readily to their

new quarters than older plants, which of
necessity undergo rather rough treatment before

they are fixed in position. Ne.xt to Maiden-hair
Ferns for clothing walls, or, by way of a cliange, I

can recommend Selaginella stolonifera, Mertensi,
and Mertensi variegata ; any of these, or all of

them, mixed quite luxuriate in the thin layer of

turf, always supposing they never suflfer from
want of water. Walls may also be clothed with
the old Selaginella Kraussiana, better kno^v^l as

S. denticulata, but this rarely looks well a second
season, and is almost certain to overgrow or

^h:M

Wf'^-

w^^'^^
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Strange to say, neither are (ifteu seen in vineries,

yet, with ordinarily fair treatnieut in the shape of

plenty of good loamy soil ami water as reiiuircd,

the fiiriner shjwly cover a. wall, and if not always

so Hoiiferous as wished for their folia:^e is more

ornaineiital than a lime-washed surfaee. Nor are

Citrons and Lemons so much grown on walls of

vineries and other houses as they might well be.

The best examples of the value and beauty of tlie

Lemon for wall decoration I have yet seen are at

Cardiff Castle. They are planted at tlie back of

a lean-to vinery, and here they perfect large crops

of serviceable fruit, thus ripening in long .succes-

sion. An old Essex friend of mine owning a

aniall vinery has the back wall covered with a

healthy Shaddock. This member of the ('itron

family is more robust than the Lemon, and might

with advantage be selected as a stock for otlier

less robust species, but it is not so fruitful,

nor are the fruit so much valued. Tliey grow-

to an immense size, however, and a dozen ol

tliem, near the size of ostrich's eggs, hanging on

a tree never fail to create wonder m the behcdder.

A good loamy soil, such as we give Grapes, suits

Lemons, and there is no reason wliy the back

walls of various houses may not be profitaljly

clothed with these or Oranges. Tea Rcjses where

nut mucli shaded will succeed on back walls of

forcing houses, and when planted out ilower

ireely all the year round. In cooler houses, with

fruit trees overhead, not so dense as Grapes, Tea

Roses may be grown ou the bade wall, and a tew

plants of' the strong growing Heliotrope Boule

de Neige will afford a capital supply of flowers

for cutting. They are best planteil out in each

case, starvation treatment not unfrequently being

the cause of wall plants failing. The semi-double

zonal Pelargonium Guillen Mangilli is a most

profitable sort for furnishing walls, either of

warm houses or conservatories, but it must not

be shaded overhead. We have plants of it planted

against a liiiih conservatory wall which have

attained a height of 14 feet; these yield abund-

ance of ilowers all the year round, and are

wonderfully fine during the .summer. F. V.

Easpail (scarlet) and iVlrs. Arthur Latty (pink)

are good companions for Guillon Mangilli, though

not quite so free Howering as that invalualile

variety. Among the flowering plants that suc-

ceed satisfactorily on the back walls of plant

stoves the most noteworthy are Dijiladenia boli-

viensis.Rondeletia.speciosa, Euphorbia jac(iuinia;-

flora, Pomsettia pulcherrima, Garilenias, Jas-

miiium gracillimum, ami Bougainvillea glabra.

The last named is still more effective in an inter-

mediate house or conservatory, providing it is

assigned a light posilion, the flowers, or rather

the showy bracts associated witli the flowers,

being of a richer colour in a cooler house than in

a warmer one.

Tomatoes are also very well adapted for

covering the back walls of light forcing houses,

especially those originally conJ^tructed for the

cultivation of Pine-apples, and now used for

other purposes. In most of these the principal

path is at the back of the house, and not unlre-

quently there is a blank wall, from 4 feet to feet

in height. The pathway, and it may be some of

the hot-water pipes, prevent a narrow raised

border being formed for the purpose of growing

Tomatoes or any other plants, but in many cases

this difficulty may be overcome by the construc-

tion of long narrow boxes, say about .3 feet long,

9 inches wide, and 12 inches deep for Tomatoes,

and still deejier lor any other plants that do not

readily take possession of any heavy top-dressings

that may be given them. A few of these boxes,

blocked up over or on the pipes, do not greatly

obstruct the pathway, and the plants thrive in

them most surprisinj^ly well. Supposing Toma-
toes are planted in them, these should be grown

on the extension system, or, in other wonls, be

encouraged to spreail in all directions, crowding,

however, being avoided by the timely removal of

all surplus growths. In this manner every plant

soon sets a great number of fruit, some of which

may well be removed when large enough for

pickling. In addit'on to frequent supplies of

liquid manure, the plants also recjuire, occasional

top-dressings of loam and manure in eijual pro-

portions, and each time the hitter are given it

may be neces.sary to add a rim to the box, this

being niaile not less than 4 inches deep and to fit

exactly on the top of the box, one end being

naileil' together after the rim is placed in position.

Under this treatment the plants remain in a

fairly vigorous and frnilfnl condition for a long

time; and I have known instances where they

have been thus maintained in a profitable condi-

tion tor upwards of two years, each plant occupy-

ing a wall-space about 10 ft. by 5 ft. The variety

in this case was the good old Dwarf Orangefleld,

and other somewhat small-fruited sorts, such as

Chiswick Red, King Humbert, Vick's Criterion,

Queen of Tomatoes, Nisbet's Victoria, and Sut-

ton's Abundance, are well adapted for this method

of culture. Wi;'ere Tomatoes can be planted in a

narrow border and a fairly rich compost they

thrive amazingly ; and I have seen high back

walls of newly planted vineries and low back

walls of three-quarter span-roofed houses per-

fectly clothed with them, the plants remaining in

full bearing for many months. Near lieie there

is a new vinery wall covered with jdants of To-

mato Reading Perfection that have been in full

bearing for nine months, and several pounds ol

fruit have been cut since Christmas.
W. L M.

Fruit Garden.

FIGS IN POTS.

Although the weather since the early trees were

started in December lias been the reverse of

favourable, aided by a steady bottom heat, fair

progress has been made, and young fruit and

foliage already show signs of rapid development.

This advance' is, however, ainiust entirely due to

the influence of artificiat heat from lerinenting

leaves and ihe hot-water pipes combined, as we

rarely see the sun ;
cunseipiently the foliage is

pale and less dense than we sometimes see it at

the end of January. Frost, moderately severe,

still continues, and, judging from the dense,

heavy state of the atmo.-plieie, more snow may
be expected liefure we can look for really good

forcing weather. These conditions, to all with

tlie exception of gardeners who are forcing

against time, are seasonable and acceptable, as

tliey are retarding our outdoor blossoms which

were getting too lorward. A good time is, how-

ever, in store for us, and those who can exercise

patience and rest content with steady progress

until the chjuds roll by will be the gainers in the

lung run. Let forcing then be carried on by day

by raising the pits up to the maximum heat

once in the twenty-four liouis, ply the syringe

sparingly, if spider can be kept in check without

its aid, and carefully avoid having the foliage

wet when the heat descends to the minimum at

night-fall. Pay particular attention to the

bottom heat by turning the beds at short intervals

and add fresh" leaves from the reserve as they aie

reipiired, fur after all that has been said fur and

against it there is nothing that can compare with

bottom heat from a good bed of decaying vege-

table matter which is constantly supplying the

occupants of the pit with warmth, food, and

moisture. Many advanced Orchid growers have

arrived at the conclusion that incessant, naj',

moderate, syringing is injurious in winter, and

fruit growers will do well Viy taking a leaf out of

their book, particularly during a continuance of

this dark, dull weather. As days increase in

length and brightness the copious syringing of

fruit trees under glass becomes absolutely neces-

sary, but then tlierc is a po.ssibility of carrying

it too far when gentle moisture is constantly, if

imnerceptibly, rising and floating through the

foliage.

Stoi'pinu, thinning, and tying.—When pot

trees have attained their full size and stopping

becomes necessary, the young shoots that evince a

tendencv to free growth may be pinched once at

the fourth or fifth leaf, for tlie twofohl purpose of

throwing strength into the lower parts of the

trees and securing second growths for producing a

successional crop of fruit. Others, less luxuriant,

checked by the swelling fruit, not unfre(iuently

run out a few inches, and form elongated sjiurs

with buhl, plump points thickly studded with

embryo Figs at the base of every leaf These

should not be pinched, as the fruit they produce

generally stands and finishes well ;
but side

shoots, nr weak spray which starts from their

base, should be closely stopjied or cut out to a

single leaf to let in light and air, so essential to

colour and flavour in early- forced Figs. As well-

ripened trees generally show more fruit than they

can possibly carry to maturity without endanger-

ing the whole of the first crop, thinning should

be commenced as soon as the finest and best

placeil for ripening can be decided upon. There

lung prevailed an idea that every fruit should be

. left on trees groaning under their load to allow

for dropping, but this theory is now exploded,

and, other conditions being right, growers who
thin well and early rarely have to complain of

their best fruit fiJling when it ought to be com-

mencing the last swelling.

WATERING AND FEEDING are two important

operations in good Fig culture ; indeed, irregu-

larity, which is closely akin to neglect, next to

overcropping is one of the most common causes of

failure. Rich turfy loam, saturated with li(piid,

and good rotten manure, shiiuld therefore always

be kept on hand lor top-dressing the pots with.

This 111 course of time di'aws the roots upnvards

and over the sides of the puts into the decaying

leaves, when fruit of the finest qualily can always

be relied upon, as the trees then have at command
an endless supply of food should the regular water-

ing of the pots with diluted liquid at any time be

neglected.

Successional houses.—When, as I have often

advised, several compartments are devoted to Fig

cultuie, the second house should have been

started early in January. If the trees are planted

out in well drained, cunfined borders, with con-

venience for applying bottom heat, tlieie is no

reason why they should not be started with, or

immediately after, the pot trees and be allowed

to come on slower, as annual root pruning and '

division of the borders with brick walls is neither

more nor less than pot culture on the extensitm

]>rinciple. Plauted-out trees should be gradually

and tlioroughly moistened with waim water

before any attempt is made to excite them ;

they should then be liberally assisted through

the early stages with fermenting material jdaced

in the divisions as well as on the surface of the

bcu'ders, and the syringe must be freely pliei-1

to the stems and walls when jiaicliing file heat

becomes necessary. When fairly started a tem-

perature suitable to early Muscat Vines will suit

the trees, that is 50° to 56° by night and (iO° to

Go" through the day with a rise to 70" alter the

liou.se is closed with sun heat. No hard and fast

line must, however, be drawn, as there are times

when a few hours' bright sun will run tlie huute

up to 80" without the aid of fire heat, while at
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others—tlie jiresent to wit—with tlie external

temperature standing; at 25° the minimum heats

liere i,'iven will be quite high enougli.

Mid-season and late houises from which
frost ciiii he excluded must now be pruned and
tieil in, if this work has hitherto Ijeen put off

i'or other matters more pressing. The Fig under

glass being so subject to scale, spider, and bug,

let every tree he well washed with strong' soap

water, lime-wash the walls and paint the trellis

and wood-woi'k. . Tliese measures will generally

destroy the fir^it and second, but bug, which is

quite as troublesome in the Fig house as it is

amongst Vines, must lie nrore carefully dealt

with. Tlie best remedy for this is the tar

mi.\ture, half a pint to a gallon of finely sifted

earth tlioroughly mixeil and reduced to tlie

consistency of i)aint with warm water. Tliis

mixture may still be applied to the old wood

;

but it is now getting rather late to naint the

younu; shoots on which the embryo Figs are

already liecoming jirominent. As powerful

insecticides cannot be applied to trees when the

sap is moving, it may be well to warn the

inexperienced and to .suggest washing the young
wood twice over in preference to painting.

Trees in cold houses and wall cases must be

kept dry and as far away from the glass as pos-

sible. The .seasons since 1881 having been un-

usually mild, the principal precaution has been

abundant ventilation to keep the trees in check,

but the return to frfist and snow may yet render

protection of some kind necessary. Trees against

back walls can easily be covered with dry Fern or

straw, which may remain until the usual period

of great severity is over. Others planted against

the front lights and trained under the roof should

be unfastened and drawn down as near to the

lloor as possible, where for better security dry

Bracken or frigi-domo can be placed over the

branches.

Propagation op the Fig.—The propagation

of the Fig, like that of the Vine, is extremely

simple, and, like that accommodating plant or

tree, fruit-bearing bushes can lie grown in one

season. Where the old-fashioned many-stemmed
trees exist against walls a few rooted suckers are

often deticht-d and potted, or grown on against

walls until they come into bearing ; but the best

and surest mode of propagation is from single

eyes or well ripened cuttings. If a quantity of

choice varieties are wanted and stock is scarce,

eyes should be made, inserted in small pots and

plunged in bottom heat, where they can lie grown
on under pot Vine treatment. If, on the other

hand, stock is plentiful and only a few ]ilants are

required, well ripened cuttings will perhaps best

answer the grower's purpose. Firm, short-jointed

]>ieces of wood witli a good terminal liud and a

lieel,oran inch of the two-year-old wood attached,

may now be put in, although three weeks earlier

would have been ji^eferable. Like the Goose-

berry and Currant, all buds near the base of each

cutting should lie removed to prevent the growth
of suckers, as a clean single stem is now im)ierative.

The cuttings will then be reaily for inserting

singlv in 4-inch pots and plunging in bottom
heat.' The latter should range from 75° to 8.5°,

and in order to prevent the terminal bud from
bursting and exhausting the cutting before young
roots are formed, they shouhl be kept close to

the glass in a mean temperature of 60°. When
well rooted, rai-e the heat of the pit to 60° or 65°

by night, 70° to 80° by day, and make prepara-

tions for repotting. The Fig being a gross feeder,

pots from 7 inches to 8 inches in diameter will

not be too large for the first shift, provided the

compost is warm and the plants are at once re-

turned to the bottom heat. As soon as they have
filled these pots with roots and the young growths

require more head room, lower the bed by the

removal of some of the plunging material, and
]Hnch the points to induce the formation of side

shoots. Ply the .syringe twice a day, keep the

roots well supplied with warm diluted liquid, and
shut up early with sun heat. As soon as the side

slioots, which start from what was the terminal

bud, have grown a few inches, press them down
with the hand to give a horizontal inclination,

and, provided the roots are not matted, get as

much growth as possible before they are again

shifted.

If pyramids, the best of all forms, are wanted,

place a stick to each plant and train u[) the fresh

lireak from the central shoot until it in its turn

is high enough for stopping. Wliile this growth,

which should not exceed 12 indies, is in process

keep an eye to the first set of side .shoots, and
pinch any that are taking too strong a lead to the

detriment of the others. When under high

culture the framework of the pyramids is properly

formed, shift into 10-incli pots and re-plunge,

but gradually raise tlie pots to the surface when
the roots have taken to the new compost. By
constantly pinching and feeding, good-sized trees

can be made in one season ; but it is not wise to

pinch after the beginning of July, otherwise tliere

may be blind points, and tliis is the reverse of what
is wanted, as every shoot should be furnished

with a good terminal bud when the trees, under

cooler treatment, go to rest for the winter.

Bush trees, always useful for filling up the

front rows near the glass, can be made in pre-

cisely the same way, only there is no necessity for

a trained leader. It' four to six shoots of equal

strength can be secured, they may either be

allowed to ripen their terminal buds the first

season, or by keeping them in heat they may be

pinched once and ripened off when the second

set of shoots have formed good terminals. Al-

though the Fig is a most accommodating tree, and

can he kept growing for a long time, late

pinching should be avoided, as it is better to have

a moderate-sized bush with good buds than one

that is larger and will require shortening back

before it is again started.

Compost.—Notwithstanding the fact that the

Fig can get its own living out of anything, from

a liank of rich loam to a crumbling limestone

wall, provided the roots are not immersed in

stagnant water or parched up with thirst, there

exists no doubt that some soils suit it better than

others. AVhere rather light calcareous or sandy

loam exists, turf cut from an old sheep pasture

or roadside, and stacked for a time to mellow,

will be found the best material for forming the

main staple of the compost for potting or plant-

ing out over good drainage. Materials for cor-

recting or enriching soil that is too heavy or too

])Oor will be lound in old lime rubble, burnt

clay, pounded bricks and bone dust, and uiuisu-

ally poor soils may be enriched with finely

biMken dry cow manure, or the remains of an

old Jlushroom bed. Manures are not, however,

recommended, as they encourage worms and be-

come sour, if they do not cause young trees to

grow too fast at the outset. The compost should

lie mixed some time before it is wanted, and it

laid where it can be kept dry and warm, the

lione will gradually dissolve, and it will always

be ready for use. Clean pots and drainage are,

of course, always used liy good growers, and the

latter should be freely used, as pot trees take an

aliundance of water, which should pass away
(juickly, and never remain stagnant about the

roots. W. Coleman.
Eastnor Castle, Ledbury.

Our crop of Pears was a light one last s«asnn,

but it is several years since I knew so few vagaries

amouKst them. We commenced in the case of

autumn sorts with Willi.anis' Bon Cliretien ; then

followed Brockworth Park in excellent order. Louise

Bonne of Jersey came next, and Doyenne du Comice
followed quickly after, the fruit of this being very

fine and clear. The next to ripen was Althorp

Crassane, a sm.all green fruit with a white melting

flesh, (if fairly good flavour, and the tree is a regular

and proliKc bearer. Comte de Paris only gave us a

few fruits ; this Pear is not much grown, but its

quality is excellent. At the beginning of November
Marie Louise came into use in fine condition. Next to

be fit for table was Beurri5 I'iel, very fine in appear-

ance, and for our strong soil fairly good in flavour.

Winter Nelis followed ([uickly, which, though small

in size, was equal to any in flavour. .Tosephine de

Malines is just now ready for table, and this will

close the season with us earlier than usual, as the

trees of Beurr^ Ranee and Ne Plus Jleuris failed to

produce any fruit. Beurrd Superfin and Huyshe's

Victoria also failed completely. The crop was, as

has been stated, a thin one, yet, considering how few

fruits each tree bore, the supply has been kept up
without a break. This is unusual, for Pears, as a

rule, are so irregular ia ripening, that after the

beainning of November one cannot rely upon any
sort becoming ripe at its proper season.—J. C C.

CANKERED APPLE TREES.

I HAVE read " AV. G. S.'s " remarks on this suljject

(p. 83), and believe that he is quite right in

stating "fungus to be an after result, and not the

cause of canker." This is a subject of very great

importance to all growers of hardy fruits ; and,

moreover, it is one on which much difi'erence of

opinion still exists. Even careful observers have
come to the conclusion that insects are the cause

of canker. That they may be found on cankered

portions is quite possible ; they congregate plen-

tifully where there is space between the decaying

bark and wood, but after careful investigation I

have come to the conclusion that canker on the

old wood is cau.sed by the roots getting down into

unsuitable subsoil. Canker in the young wood is

probably caused by circumstances in some cases

beyond the control of the cultivator. The wood
may be badly ripened, owing to a cold summer
and autumn, and when this is followed by late

frosts the following season the sap vessels become
ruptured, and canker is generally the result. On
the other hand, the young wood may be badly

ripened from causes quite under control. Badly
drained or undrained soil is a fertile cause of un-
ripened wood.

The cure of canker is usually not difficult; I

have frequently cured it. Mr. Reid, gardener at

Balcarras, in Fifeshire, fifty years ago, found
that in a canl^ered orchard the roots of the trees

had entered tlie earth to the depth of 3 feet, and
from experiments he ascertained that during the

summer months the average heat of the soil at

6 inches below the surface was 61°, at 9 inches,

57°; at 18 inches, 50°
; and at 3 feet, 44°. He,

therefore, took measures to confine the roots to

the surface soil, and the consequence was the
disappearance of canker and the ripening of the

fruit. Perhaps no gardener studied this subject

more than the late Mr. Robert Thomjjson, of

Chiswick, and the following is a summary of his

experience as to the cause of canker :
" Sudden

"hecks to the tree, especially in spring and early

in summer, derangements of the flow of sap from
vicissitudes of heat and cold as well as moisture

and dryness, unskilful and severe pruning, and
vitiation of the sap by deleterious substances in

the soil or subsoil.''

The prevention of canker ia far more im-
portant than its cure, and that it can be prevented
to a large extent I am quite certain. In the first

place, the soil ought to be well prepared for tlie

trees by draining and trenching. The drains

should be cut 3 feet deep, and the trenching

2 feet or even 2 feet 6 inches, if the nature of the
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soil well admits of it. In planting the trees keep
tlie roots u]) near the surface, and muloh round
the stems with decayed manure to encourage

them to remain there. In two years I would
again trench the ground, lifting the trees as the

work progresses. Young trees thus treated will

grow amd fruit well for twenty years, and show
little or no traces of canker. If the ground has

become partly exhausted by old trees, some fresh

loam sliould be added round the roots at each

time of planting. .Some trees are more liabile to

lie attacked than others, the Ribston Pippin,

for instance, and, if attacked by canker, root-

pruning will cause the disease to disappear. By
root-pruning, I mean digging a deep trench round
the trees and working under the bole 18 inches

or 2 feet under ground, cutting through all roots

that run into the subsoil. Jas. Douglas.

job to go over and pick out the rotten fruit, and
remove them in a wheelbarrow, little or none
being given away and as little sold sometimes,

because no good market was near. The rubbish-

heap was the tinal destination of much of the

fruit from the finely trained trees that so much
time and money were spent on annually. Now-
a-days, gardeners are mwre alive to tlieir em-
ployers' interests, but in the extravagant days of

old this description of the state ot things had a

pretty general a|iplication. Every year the supply
of Apples and Pears from abroad becomes more
abundant and clieaper, and the more ditticult will

the private gardener find it to compete wiih the

market unless he alters his plans and his practice,

estimates accurately his wants, and provides

Chef.

COST OF FRUIT PRODUCTION.
This is a subject connected intimately with the

cost of gardens, as written about by " W. I." The
fruits which it pays to grow in a garden are

Grapes when done fairly well. Melons, Peaches

under glass. Strawberries, forced and in the open

air, and other small fruits. It pays also to grow
Apples, Pears, and Plums on the old orchard system,

provided the sorts are well selected and a market

can be found for the spare fruit ; but it does not

pay to produce these in orchard houses, or on

trees cultivated and trained in a manner that re-

quires much labour. Grapes and other select

fruits are not usually grown on a larger scale

than they can be taken caie of and used, but it

is otherwise with Apples, Pears, &c. I have in

my possession the correct account of the Apples,

Pears, Filberts, Walnuts, Chestnuts, Bananas, (fee,

supplied to the establishment of a nobleman who
entertains about the average number of visitors

at the shooting and sporting seasons and other

times, and provides daily a first-class dessert on

an abundant scale. None but the best picked

foreign Pears and Apples have been used during

nine^months of the past year, the three months

being deducted for the London season. The
dessert fruit is supplied liy a fruiterer as wan'ed,

in small quantities at a time, just as the fish-

monger supplies the fish, so as to have no looses

by having any of it left on hand when the pro-

prietor pays return visits to his friends, and the

amount paid for the last year ibr the fruits named
above is about £.30 ; last year it was a little more,

but under £W. Of course, abundance of good

Grapes is supplied nearly all the year from the

home garden, as also Peaches, Nectarines,

Melons, Figs, Plums, Strawberries, &c.

Really only a small quantity of any one kind

of fruit is eaten at one time at dessert, when there

is a good variety of fruit set up. Thus, when

there were perhaps twenty-four people dining, a

good full dish of each kind of fruit would have

to be set up the first night, but much less after-

wards, as only the quantity had to be replaced

daily that had been consumed the day before.

The' establishment to which I refer is no excep-

tion. In others, larger and smaller, the actual

consumption is just m proportion, and dispro-

portionately small to the extent of the fruit

•'arden. My opinion is that gardeners have

hitherto, as a rule, taken far too little note of such

matters as these, and in consequence paid far

more for the production of Apples and Pears than

there was any occasion for. in good seasons at

least too much fiuit is produced and wasted. In

two large ducal gardens, wliere the writer once

was, not a tithe of the Apples and Pears went to

the mansion, but to the rubbish heap or the pigs.

Large and expensive i'ruit rooms were provided

where the Iruit was stored, and from the day it

was put in till it was all gone it was a weekly

AVINTER DRESSING PEACH TREES.

In The Garden (p. 54) " J. C. G," writing on

this subject, .strongly advocates the desirability of

securing thoroughly ripened wood. There can be

no doubt of the importance of this point, especially

in respect to nutdoor cultivation. It is, in fact,

the one point of all others mo.st essential to en-

sure success. With well ripened wood to com-

mence with, a good or a fair crop of fruit may I*

obtained, even if other conditions should prove

unlavourable ; but with nnripeneil wood to start

with failure must ensue, let all other circum-

stances be ever so propitious. " That nothing does

more towards securing well ripened wood than

unnailing the branches and letting them hang
loosely Irom the wall" is, however, an assertion

which sliould not, 1 think, be allowed to pass

unnoticed. Unnailing the branches may assist

in a slight degree towards this end, but that it is

so important an operation as here rejuesented, or

that it is at all i.(pial in this respect to some
other details of cultivation, may, I think, be fairly

questioned. To be of any service at all, it should,

I think, be done in the autumn, and not deferred

till JanuaiT, as lecommended, for the simple

reason that wood not ripened before the latter

dale is not then likely to be improved by either

this or any other proceeding. And as to the

liability of injury from frost, if the young wood is

in that stage of ripeness by November which is

necessary, and if the roots are well cared for

scarcely any amount of frost will injure them,

whether against or away from the wall. Wind
does, no doubt, act a necessary part in the ripen-

ing piroccss, but its influence is chietty, if not

wholly, exerted while the foliage is yet green and
active in the late summer and autumn months.

Loosening the branches of Peach trees, however,

whether in leaf or leafless, is in breezy situations

very risky, and fiequently results in more harm
than good, from injuries received by being

blown against the wall. They could, of course,

be secured by stakes, but then the influence of

the wind would, to a great extent, be neutralised.

Also, when away from the wall, they are not ex-

posed to so high a temperature as when in contact

with it, which, after all, is as potent a factor as

wind in the ripening proces.s. In respect to

winter dressing Peach trees, '-J. C. C' advocates

the disuse of it altogether, at lea?t on outdoor

trees, the reason assigned being the fear of sup-

posed injury to the trees. This appears to me
to be an insuflicient reason lor discontinuing

this preventive operation, and is, I venture to

think, calculated to mislead the inexperienced.

That winter dressings do destroy innumerable

hosts of insects there cannot be a doubt in the

mind of anyone who leaves his trees undressed

for a few succes-ive years, during which time

scale, one of tlie Peach tree's worst enemies, will

be increased to a fearful extent. That it can be

more easily destroyed at this season than when

the trees are in active growth is also certain, and
if the .sn)i|K,sed or anticipated injury accruing
from winter dressings he placed in the one
balance, and the well-known injury committed
by this in-sect alone be placed in the other, the
coiiqiarison will, 1 think, be sullicient to justify

the continuance of the practice in some form or
other. Almost every gardener has his own pet

recipe and method, and that some of them aie

absurd and jirobalily injuiious to some extent is

no good reason why the practice, in a better

form, should be abandoned altogether, and so

long as the trees are not ajipreciably injured

thereby, and insects are thus kept in check, by
all means let iis continue the^e winter dressings.

The method I have adopted since paraffin was
found such an excellent insecticide is simply to

mix 2 ozs. to a gallon of water, and syringe over

every portion of the trees, as well as the wall,

taking care to see that the oil is well mixed wiih
the water in syringing. This method is coni-

paiatively cheap, it is cpiickly done, the insects

are as quickly done by it, and, as far as I have
been able to discover, it is in no way detrimental

to the trees. W. C. T.

AUSTEALIAN FRUITS.

As.ittention has lately been directed towhat American
cultivators have accomplished in way of improvement
of hardy fruits, it may interest your readers to know
that in some of our Australian colonies efforts are

al-o being made in the same direction, with appa-

rently graiifyiug results. I few years ago I sent a
parcel of grafts of British Apphs and Pears to Mr.
Geo. Neilson, secretary of the Horticultural Society

of Victoria, and, notwithstanding the long voyage and
the difference between the incidence of the seasons in

Brit.ain and Australia, a number of the varieties sent

retained their vitality, and were successfully propa-

gated on their arrival there. As a return favour, Mr.
Neilson sent me a parcel of scions of hardy fruits

raised in Australia, comprising ten varieties of Apples,

twelve Pears, two Plums, tliree Cherries, and four

Crabs. Unfortunately, the consignment failed to

reach me, so that I have not had an opportunity of

testing their adaptability to our climate, but the fol-

lowing extracts from Mr. Neilson s letter will give an
idea of the progress that had at that linie been made
in produeiug a race of fruits suited to the cbmatc: ot

Victoria. Of the Apples tent, the following four va-

rieties were particularly recommended by Mr. Neilson,

viz. : Bunco, a kind raised by the late Dr. Bunco, of

Geelong. It is of the type of Adam's Pearmain, but

a great improvement on that variety. Prince Bis-

m.arck, described as one of the largest Apples known.
It is of the type of Emperor Alexander, but much
larger and handsomer. It is an early and free bearer,

and a good keeper. (Is this the Prince Bismarck
shown in one of ihe English collections at the recent

Edinburgh Congress ?) Shepherd's Perfection, a

handsome, free-bearing dessert Apple, and a good

keeper. Fruits of this were sent by Mr. Neilson to

the last Paris Exhibition, and the same fruits were

afterwards sent to London in good condition. Piince'fl

Pippin, one of the handsomest dessert Apples in Vic-

toria, and of excellent quality.

The following varieties of Pears had all been raised

by Mr. Cole, of the Yarraberg Nurseries, and had
oljtained numerous prizes and certificates, viz. ;

Beurr(5 Cole, April Bergamot, Beymont, and Cole's

Seedling, raised from seed of the Winter Nelis.

Calebasse Cole is a cross between Winter Nelis and

Beurre Bosc. Jessie Bonne, a seedling Irom Louise

Bonne of .Jersey. Madame Cole, laiseil fn.m \\ inter

Nelis, crossed with Beurre Clairgeau. " You will find

it," saj's Mr. Neilson, "unrivalled by any Pear in

Europe, that is, if your climate does not change its

Victorian character." T. C. Cole, ra'sed from Winter

Nelis cio-sed with Marie Louise. Autumn Peauty,

raised from Flemi.-h Heauty. Blanche, raised from

Williams' Bon Chri5tien. Mother, a variety of great

excellence, raised from Williams' Bon Clu'etien. And
Cole's No. 2, raised from Winter Nelis crossed with

Flemish Beauty.
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The four Crabs, named respectively Bowen, Barkley,

Da'lin?, and La Trobe, had been ra's-d from the

Siberian Crab, and were described by Mr. Neilson a'^

the handsomest fruits grown in Victoria. Among
Cherries, Twyeford (Bigarreau), also raised by Mr.
Co'e, was said to be unequalled by any Clierry in the

Bigarreiu clan's. Mr. Cole evidently bids fair to become
to Australia what Van Mons, Esperen, Diel, Knight,
and Rivers were to Europe, and what he has done
show.s what cm be accomplished by a single indivi-

dual, in a few years, when actuated by an enthusiasm
for iuiprovement Jamis Grieve.

PUi'ig PctTk; Edinbur/h.

THE FORGE APPLE.
This Apple was f;rowii in almost every orclianl

and garden in Surrey when I was a bny, and
when [ went to reside in Sussex 1 found it quite
as extensively grown there, and so it is about
some of the Kentish villages bordering on
Susse.K. It is, however, doubtless a Sussex
Apple. I alwaj's thought so highly of this

Apple, that I introduced it into So-
merset some few years ago, liut I

regret to say it does not take kindh-
either to the soil or the climate.

Although the trees make good growth
they do not bear w-ell, and the lew
fi'uits which they produce run small
and are badly formed, but such as we
have will keep sound nntil the be-

ginning of March. Tlie only fault

which this Apple has is its size ; it

does not grow large enough to make
a good marketable sort, but those

who know its merits as a culinary

fruit overlook that defect. It is the
most delicately flavoured kind in
its season ; it possesses just enough
acidity to make it pleasant. I do
not quite agree with the statement
that the tn e requiies but little

pruning. Wlien grown as a standard
the head gets overcrowded with weak
spray, and,.is a consequence, the fruit

is smaller than when the growth is

I'l'Dperly thinned out. It forms a
naturally low-spreading tree when
grown as a standard, and unless the

head is kept moderately thin it bears

fruit so freely that it quite exhausts
itself, and reijuires the next year to

recoup its strength. This is the
reason why cottagers who grow it

say that it only bears every other —
year. The fact is the tree is such
a good cropper, and generally so

over-birrdened with fruit-bearing

branches, that it cannot bear regu-

larly ; but when the bearing surface

is reduced according to the strength of the roots,

it bears as regularly as any other Apple. I have
also seen some very good espalier trees of this

sort, and with me it makes hanilsome pyramids.

It is said to have originated near East Grinstead.

J. c. c.

frosty wenther in winter, and when mowing commences in
spring a. layer of Gras^ from tlic lawn is placed between the
trees. This keeps the ground moi"t during summer, and also

assists in keeping down wbeds. - E. B. L.

Indoor Garden.

BILLBERGIA BREAUTEANA.
HoRTicuLTUR.iLi.y, the genus Billbergia is the

most important of theBroineliad Order, on account

of its containing a large number of noble flower-

ing plants, most of which are also ornamental in

the form and colours of their foliage. There are,

of course, other Bromeliads besides the Billber-

gias which possess powerful claims to popularity

as handsome flowering or foliage plants, many of

the Pitcairnias, some of the Tillandsias and
Vriesias, most of the Caraguatas being noteworthy

in this respect. As winter flowering stove plants

many of the members of this family are excep-

tionally valuable, although they have not as yet

forced themseh-es into prominent notice with

NOTES ON THE FRUIT GARDEN.

Spotted Apples(/^-) —Thesm.illdarlc-coloured rings or
circular blotches uu the Newtown Pippin Apple which you
li:ive sent Ui are caused bv a fungus which grows beneath
the membrane uf the fiuit The name is Cladospormm
d- ndriticum ; the variety which causes the di^tiuctly circular
s: ot< is termed orbiculatum. All circular spots, dark rings,

and blotclies ou .\pples aie not, however, necessarily caused
by this fuugus.—W. G. y.

Liquid manure for busli fruits —In no instance
have v.'c found li'pud manure to Ije mine beneficial than in the
cjise of an old Gooseberry and Currant quaiter, which has
had no other manure for the past f. ur years Nevertheless,
during that time the trees have yielded excellent crops.

They receive a thorough drenching of the liipiid duiang dry

Billbergia Broauteana.

English horticulturists, notwithstanding their

popularity in many Continental gardens. This

latter fact is abundantly testified to by the many
new species that are introduced annually into

Belgian and French gardens, and by 1;he promi-

nent place they are awarded in the illustrated

gardening and botanical periodicals of those

countries, where, in fact, the taste for Bromeliads,

the competition for the possession of the choicer,

rarer kiuds is almost, if not quite, on a par with

the keen interest displayed m this country for

Orchids. Tastes dift'er, no doubt, but that

fact does not explain the wide ditt'erence ob-

servable between English and foreign gardeners

in their admiration for Bromeliads. In
^
the

accompanying illustration we have one of the

most striking of the Billbergias, which has been

obtained by M. Ed. Andre by crossing two of

the finest species, viz.,B. pallescens and B. vittata.

Both parents are first-rate blooming plants, and

in their oft'spring all their best characters are

conibineil. The habit of the plant is shown in

the woodcut, but the brilliancy of colour and the

large size of the inflorescence are almost beyond

description. The flower-stalks are drooping and

are of a rich indigo colour ; the lower half bears

large boat-shaped bracts, :5 inches long by U inches

wide, and coloured a light scarlet; above the

br.icts are the tassel-like bunches of long flowers,

which have blue petals, rosy sepals, and bright

orange anthers. The whole spike measures nearly

2 feet in length, and almost the whole of it is

clothed with bracts and flowers. It is usual for

the Billbergias to develop only one, rarely two

spikes together, but in this hybrid as many as

five have been produced from one tuft. The
flowers are developed in the winter months, and

remain in perfection about a week. B. W.

NERINES IN GUERNSEY.
N. FoTHERGiLLi MAJOR flowers with U3 in Sep-

tember. It pushes up tall, nearly round flower-

stems, surmounted by large heads of bright scarlet

flowers. It possesses when in bloom more foliage

than some varieties ; it is long, broad, and dark

green. This variety, which is one of the best,

does not produce seed with us.

N. SARNiENSis, the Guernsey Lily, has, as is

well known, deep rose-coloured flowers, which

are produced before the foliage makes its appear-

ance. The latter is long, narrow, and of a bright

green colour.

N. ATRo-SASGUiNEA is a hybrid between N.

Planti and N. flexuosa. Its charming flowers,

which are blood-red, are produced on rather

short, thick stems before the leaves appear. The
latter are short and of a light green colour.

N. UNDULATA.—This has small pale pink

flowers, which form a rather thin umbel ; their

segments are narrow, recurved, and undulated,

and the foliage is long and grassy.

N. ELEGANS c^RULEA (O'Brieni).—A hybrid

raised between N. pudica and N. Planti. It

produces heads of fine large crimson flowers,

with a tinge of blue in them, and set on tall

stems, which appear before the foliage. The

latter is long, narrow, and pale green.

N. Planti.—This is one of the best of Nerines.

It has fine heads of cherry-crimson blooms borne

on tall, erect stems. The leaves, which are long

and narrow, resemble those of N. sarniensis.

N. PUDICA.—The flowers of this are white,

tinged or »lri])ed in the middle of each petal with

deep rose. The stem is small and rather weak.

The leaves, too, are small and narrow—a very

pretty kind, but rather delicate.

N. CORUSCA MAJOR.—The heads of this, which

are large, are bright orange-scarlet, and produced

on stout, erect, rather flat stems before the foliage

appears. The latter is short, broad, and pale

green. Seeds in the case of this kind are pro-

duced freely. It is certainly one of the best of

Nerines. It blooms freely in October, and some-

times cimtinues till the end of November. Some
say this variety is the same as N. Fothergilli

major, but I find them to be quite difl'erent in

se\-eral respects, particularly as to time of flower-

ing, foliage, ancl seeding.

N. FLEXUOSA.—This has pretty heads of pale

piuk flowers, with a stripe of deeper colour run-

ning through each segment. The imlividual

flowers are not erect, as in most of the Nerines;

on the contrary, they are rather drooping, while

the segments are all turned uiiwards, leaving the

stamens protruding. The flower-stems, which

are rather short, do not appear till the leaves are

neaily full grown. The latter are long, arched

or curved, and bright green in colour.
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N. Manselli.—This variety we have had now
iipwards of five years and we consider it one of

the best, if not the best, of all the Nerines. It

begins to bloom towards the end of November
and continues till the beginiiiiig of January. Its

bulbs are large and strong, and it is free in tlower-

ing. The pot which we liave of it contains six

bulbs, all of which have bloomed this season.
The largest bulb, I may state, has done so four
years in succession ; the second in size two years.
Its flower-heads, which are large, each contain from
ten to eighteen flowers, which are of a beautiful
clear rose colour, and are borne on strong stems
about 2 feet in height. Its flower-spikes begin
to show themselves when the leaves are aVjout

6 inches long. The latter, which are slightly

glaucous, are long, broad, and abundant. I am
of opinion that this variety is a hybrid between
flexuosa and corusca major. With the varieties
just enumerated we have had Nerines in bloom
from the middle of September till the new year set

in
; their names are placed in the order in which

they bloomed with us this season. We have
also the following varieties, but they have not
yet bloomed with us, namely, N. pulchella,
rosea,^ yenusta, curvifolia, huniilis, angustifolia,

amabilis, japonica. Fairy, elegans, and elegans
carminata.

As to cultivation, as soon as the bulbs have done
flowering we place them on the front shelf of a
warm greenhouse to get as much sun and light as
possible, giving them plenty of water till their
growth is matured. When the leaves begin to
turn yellow we gradually withhold water, till

when the bull's get ripe we discontinue it alto-
getlier, but we expose them still to sun and light.
In July we repot those which require it ; as a
rule, however, we do not repot till the pots be-
come filled with bulbs (unless we wish to increase
our stock), but only top-dress with good loam,
well rotted manure, and a little sand. When
potted or top-dressed we give a little water, and
gradually increase it as the bulbs make growth.
They are placed in a cool greenhouse after they
are potted, and plenty of air is given till they
come into bloom, when they are removed to the
conservatory. E. Peters.

The Gardens, Somerset Terrace, Guernsey.

EUPHORBIA JACQUINI.EFLORA.

This Euphorbia blooms in winter, when flowers
are most in demand, and its flowers are amongst
the best that can be used in a cut state. More-
over, the plant, even in its most vigorous con-
dition, does not grow to an inconvenient size.
It looks well trained round a pillar, and will
succeed on a back wall ; but when occupying sucli
a position the house, if a lean-to one, should not
be loft}', or the lower portion of tlie plant will
not get light enough to keep it in a healthy con-
dition, or the flowers sutticient to give them that
brilliant colour for which they are so much
prized. On the contrary, if the house happens to
be low with a hip-roof it will suit in eve'ry way,
especially during the blooming season, as this
form of roof will give the light required. Against
the end of a house of any form, particularly if

there is a portion of it glass, this Euphorbia will
be equally at home. I feel the necessity of speak-
ing fully about the position aftbrding light
enough fn- the guidance of those who have not
had much to do with the cultivation of this
plant, or who may not have tried it otherwise
than in the ordinary way of cultivation in small
pots.^ Plants of it intended to occupy any of the
positions noticed should be strong and vigorous,
such as have been flowered one or two seasons in
pots. Small newly-struck examples are not

likely to succeed, as the tops, to begin with, will

be too far from the glass to admit of their getting

suflicient light to promote the right kind of

growth which is recpiired from the commence-
ment. In fact, the bigger they are the more
likely are they to succeed. This Euphorbia, even
in its strongest form, makes but few roots ; conse-

quently when planted out the space allotted to it

nuist be much smaller than that which would be
required by most jilants. The bottom must have
plenty of ilrainage material, with means for the

water to get away after it has passed through the

soil. Good fibrous loam suits it, mixed with sand
enough to keep it open.

The best time to plant is just as it breaks
into growth, after the flowering points of the
shoots have been removed when the bloom is

over. The loose soil of the old ball should be
got away, but not to an extent to injure the
roots, which ought to be loosened out so far as

can be done without much disturbance, as from
their shy nature they are slow in making good
any injury they receive. No more water unist

be given than is needed to prevent the sod
getting too dry for the roots to act in it until the

plants have got fairly into growth, and even when
shoot extension is going on freely it must never
be applied with an incautious hand. During the

summer syringing overhead in the afternoon will

be beneficial. By midsummer if all goes well the

plants will be in full growth, and will be benefited

by the frequent use of manure water. The
growth furthcoming should be greatly in excess

of that which the plants make when grown in

pots, both in the stiength and number of the
shoots, which should be allowed to project from
the wall, and not kept tied in any more than may be

necessary to furnish the available space and keep
the plants in position. Towards the end of

summer, when the growths cease to lengthen,
give less water, keeping tlie soil somewhat drier

than required by most stove subjects, anil main-
tain this condition through the winter, during
which time every shoot will produce a dense
spray of the vivid scarlet flowers for which this

Euphorbia is so remarkable. After the points of

the shoots have bloomed fresh growth will break
lower down on the current season's wood, yield-

ing a second crop of flowering sprays much more
numerous, but not so large individually as the
first. As these begin to go off, allow the soil to

get nearly drj-, giving no more water than need-
ful to keep the leaves from flagging ; then shorten
the shoots as far as necessary; they may be re-

duced to the extent of from one-half to two-thirds
of the length made the preceding sunnuer. Keep
the soil in what may be termed a half-dry stale

until the plants have broken fairly into growth,
when more water may be given, but it is neces-

sary to still have the soil in a somewhat drier
state than most stove plants require until the
shoots have made considerable progi-ess. It is

between the time of the completion of the flower-
ing and the plants getting fairly into growth
again tliat they usually go ufl'. As much of the
sui-face soil as can be removed without disturbing
the roots should be taken away each spring, re-

placing it with new. It will ha necessary to apply
manure water more freely after the first summer,
so as to maintain the fertility of the bed ; con-
centrated manure sprinkled on the surface at
intervals through the growing season will answer
the same purpose, as it will get washed down to

the roots in the operation of watering. Plants
of this Euphorbia treated as advised will last

for a number of years, after which all that is

necessary is to replant, at the same time clear-

ing out the bed and re-making it with new
soil.

Pillars maybe covered bjr plants in pots, care
j

being taken not to give too much root-room until

the plants are strong enough to bear it. I have
never found that tliis Euphorbia is in any way
difficult to manage, excejit that it will not bear
the soil being kept so moist as most other stove
subjects, excejit during the season of active

growth. Anything in the way of serve-all-alike

treatment with the water-pot, from the time that
the flowering is nearly over until the spring
after the plants have again got fairly into growth,
is almost sure to end in their destruction. Few
high-coloured flowers eqiurl this for cutting in

winter; associated with white Camellias, Eucharis,

or anything similar in character, its brilliant

sprays of bloom have a charming effect; whilst
growing on the plant their appearance is e<|Ually

beautifid. In these times of poverty in plant
houses, when, with the exception of Orchids, it

seems that the more fine things there are within
the reach of cultivators the fewer they grow,
the re-appearance of this old plant in the con-
dition it can be had in would do one's eyes good.

T. B.

Fuchsia procumbens.—We have grown this

plant for several seasons for standing on brackets and
tor suspending from cross-rods in the conservatory, a
purpose for which it is admirably .adiipted. 'i'lris

It'uchsia, though not generally known in private
gaidens, is well worth gromng for this purpose. It
is quite distinct from the majority of Fuchsias both
in liabit of growth and flower. In fact, so much is

this 30, that few people would at a lirst glance take it

to be a Fuchsia. The flowers are very diminutive and
of a greenish yellow colour, but it is when in fruit

that the plant is most effective, bearing, as it does, a
number of large cerise-coloured seed pods covered
with a delicate bloom. Uur plants are in 5-inch and
tj-iuch pots, and carry from tour to six dozen pods
each, wliicli keep in perfection for several mouths.
The plant is of easy cultivation, and may be increased
either ly means of seed or cuttings. \V'e repot early
in spring, and place our plants in a house a little

warmer than the conservatory for a few weeks.
After that they will, if carefully supplied with water,
be suitable for tlie conservatory during the rest of the
year.—K. B. L.

Eucharis mite (S.).—The Eucharis plant which
you forwarded is attacked hy one of the bulb mites
^ihizoglyphus ecliinopus). This pest is apparently
on the increase, and should be dealt witu at once
when discovered. Usually the mites confine themselves
to the bulbs, but in this case they have worked
their way up the tiower-stem tu a point ti inches above
the bultj. These mites are very small, and much
resemble grains of sand ; but, if examined under a
stioug magnifying glass, they will be found to be
rounded and smooth instead of angular like the sand.
Numbers may often be found hu idled together. If
tlie bulbs be very badly attacked they had better be
burnt, together with all the earth in the pot. If they
are not past recovery, cut off all the diseased parts,

wash them thoroughly with water, and then with
sulphide of potassium aquarter of an ouncedissolved in
1 gallon of water, or Fir tree oil half a gill mixed with
1 gallon of water. AVater at a temperature of 110°
I'alir. wUl kill them. If the bulbs would bear it, slaud
them ill water at llo'^ Fahr. for an hour ; this would
no doubt kill the mites.—li. S. S.

NOTES ON THE INDOOR GARDEN.

A crimson Calla (p. i»'0-—Whiit is the American idea
of criuisuiiV " 1 Liinuut imderat;iud Arum palestinum
being so dcbcribcd. It is thu mosc intensely bliicb flower
known. It is figured in Botanical Magazuu, 500!>, and was
described by Mr. iJrowu, of Kew, as having "velvety black
inflorescences" "as black as anyone could wish fur." It
certainly is su here.

—

IIicnuv X, Ellacomue, litttoa Vicarage.

Forcing- Lilies of th.e Valley.—A friend who grows
these extensively for uiuikct has just sent nje a bo.^ of them
to shoAf how well iniforted roots ilower with him. He says :

" The flowers aie frum imported roots, and the leaves w^hich

accomj^any thcui from English grown roots." He adds, "1
force the roots for the sake of their flowers, but 1 cannot get
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them to produce both flowers and leaves at the same time,
I therefore force along with them for tlie sake of their Iciives
roots uf our own raisiag, because the leaves are almost of as
much value as the flowers."—J. C. C.

Orchids.

REMARKS ON C(ELOGYNES.
This genus of Orchids owes much of its import-
ance to the fact that such a useful flowering
plant as C. cristata belongs to it. Its charming
white flowers blotched on the lip with yellow
would be valuable at any season of the year on
account of their exquisite purity and the freedom
with wliich they are produced, but, coming as

they do during the earlj' spring m«nths, they are
doubly welcome. C. cristata was introduced
from Nepaul in 1837, and the first recorded
instance of its being exhibited was in 1841 by
Mr. George Barker, of Birminghanj, who sent a
small specimen of it bearing a three-flowered
spike to one of the meetings of the Royal Horti-
cultural Society, then held in Regent Street.

This was so highly valued, that a Knightian
medal was awarded it. There are now-a-days
few gardens of any pretentions in which this

species is not grown. It is one of those Orchids
tliat can be maintained in good health, and can
readily be propagated by division for an indefinite

period. It seems to succeed best in the Cattleya
house, or in what is usually termed a cool stove.

It may be repotted once in three years when it

has acquired a large size, and when plants of it

become unwieldy tliey may be separated with the
fingers and placed in smaller pots. A good time
to do this is when the flowering period is over.
When the plants are in full growth in summer
they require a plentiful supply of water at the
roots, but lliis has to be lessened when the bulbs
are formed, and during winter they re(iuire but little

^vater. Of this species there are several varieties,

ami amongst these C. cristata Lemoniana is even
mure beautiful than the type. It flowers rather
later than cristata, even when grown under the
same cultural conditions, and the blotch on tlie

lip is lemon instead of deep yellow, as in cristata.

C. ciistata alba has pure white flowers in wliich

there is no trace of colour. This variety is at

])resent scarce.

C. coRRUGAT.i..—This, one of the prettie.-t of

the Cadogynes, was introduced from the Neil-

glierries in JSU.'J. It succeeds best cultivated

near tlie glass in the Cattleya house, potted in

]ieat and Sphagnum. The flower-spikes appear
simultaneously with the young growths, and the

flowers are expanded before the pseudo-bulbs are

formed. It is easily known by the peculiar

wrinkled appearance of the bulbs.

C. ocELLATA, also a pretty species, was intro-

duced by the Messrs. Loddiges. It is figured in

the Botanical llaijarAne liom a plant which
flowered in 1H3S) in the collection of Mr. John
Allcard, Stratford Green. It also flowered with
Messrs. Loddiges in the same year. It has
flowered frequently since, and should be grown in

eveiy collection of Orchids.

C. BARBATA.—This has been freely introduced
recently, and is now grown in many gardens;
but, although one of the easiest to import, it does
not lake kindly to artificial trealment. Some
say all it requires is plenty of water and cool

house treatment. We have tried to grow it in

that Way, and in other ways also ; but after six

years' trial, have not yet flowered it. Its blossoms,

and also the manner in which they are produced,

aie distinct from any other Ccelogyne. It has the

pure white seiials and petals of the genus to which
it belongs ; but the labellum is stained as it were
with soot, and thickly bordered with brownish

hairs. It is possible that some varieties of this

species are more easily tlowereil than others; and
those wlio purchase such plants by the dozen
may h.ive had better success than I have had,
but I cannot recommend this Ccelogyne as a plant
of easy culture like C. cristata and its varieties.

C. PANDDRATA.—This remarkable species is

not to be recommended perhaps for general culti-

vation, but it is one that should be represented
in every good collection of Orcliids. Excel-
lent specimens of it were imported and sohl at

Stevens' some four or five years ago. It ])ushes

out large pseuilo-bulbs, from which stout spikes

are produced as the bulbs are being formed. The
flowers, which are Large in size, have yellowish
green sepals and petals, and a labellum also of

that colour, with a black blotch at its ba^e, the

upper portion being marked with lines and spots

of the same tint. It is a native of Borneo, and
was first inijiorted by Messrs. Low, of Clapton,

and it flowered in Messrs. Loddiges' colle(/tion

in December, 1853. I have not yet had an
opportunity of growing it, nor have I seen it as

yet in wliat I would call vigorous health. It was
exhiliited at the Crystal Palace in May last, Ijy

Mr. Southgate, carrying two spikes from one
bulb. It has also been recently flowered in the

garden of Baron Schroeder, near Staines.

C. MASSANGEANA.—This remarkable and easily

grown species has been introduced during the last

few years. It is usually grown in teak baskets,

in which it pi-oduces its long pendulous spikes of

yellowish butf flowers in profusion. I have seen

several examples of this species associated with a

plant or two of C. Dayana, also a pendulous-
flowered kind ; and from about six plants oC the

two species, some of them are always either in

flower or showing spikes in process of develop-

ment. Plants of Massangeana increase rapidly

ill size, and should be placed in fresh baskets a-;

soon as these are required. It succeeds well in

the Cattleya house. J. Dodglas.

Proposed Orchid society.—If a new society

is to be formed for the purpose of advancing the

culture of Orchids, let us liope that it will also enforce

a more correct method of dealing in regard to them.

It is a source of constant irritation to all to continu-

ally find that what they have purchased as a certain

choice variety, after months of care, time, and money
spent, frequently turns out to be something inferior

to that which it ou<jht to have been. The comptlaint

that plants are sold under wrong names is loudly

made on all sirles, and yet no one appears to think it

worth while trying to remedy it. Take, for instance,

Lielia anceps L)awsoni ; surely it is scarcely honest to

sell an ordinary variety as this, and yet this is well

known to have been done repeatedly. Here, there-

fore, is an opportunity for some society to show its

usefulness.

—

St. Geoege.

The call that is now being made in favour

of the establishment of a special Orchid society

seems rather to reflect on the Royal Horticul-

tural Society, which has of late shown itself in a

singularly friendly aspect towards Orchids andgrowers.

Not only did the society properly conduct the famous
Orchid show and conference of last year, and no finer

display of Orchids at .any one time or place has per-

haps ever been seen, but it has very liberally distri-

buted its new plant certificates to these flowers also.

Indeeil, we f-ee now quite one half of the floral com-

mittee consisting of orchidmen, perhaps an undul}'

large jireponderance of that element, remembering
that the functions of the floral committee are very

wide, and, in including every description of tree and
flower, necessitate on the members of that body
knowledge of the widest range and most liberal

conception. It is perhaps characteristic of < Irchid

culture that it seems more to limit or restrict the

mindof thedevoteeto that fiarticular form of horticul-

ture than does almost any otlitrspecialty ; henceorchid-

ists are apt to be orchida;cn and not much else. And

if these fiiriii a distinct Orchid socic ty, they are in

danger f)f gt-tting into one groove and fine cf tlumghc

far more tiian now, when in their South Kensington
association.^ they are compelled to mix so largely

with men Iwilding broad horticultural views. Still

farlhi-r, if this special society be formed, as mgeested,
.ind Orchids largely withdrawn from the meetings of

the Royal Horticultural Society, then an entire

recasting of the present composition of the floral

committee will be necessary. Apart from the fact

that the maintenance of such a new society will tend

to withdraw subscriptions from the Royal Horticul-

tural Society, there remains also the fact that very

litlle more in aid of Orchid culture can be done than
is done already.—A. 13.

WINTER TREATMENT OF ORCHIDS.

OncHlD.s that require the warmest treatment are

usually termed East Indian Orchids. Some
years ago I used to make an effort to maintain
the temperature of the house in which they are

grown at 65° at night rather than allow it to

fall to (it)". If the higher temperature can be

kept up without over-heating the hot-water pipes

well and good, but if not, it is, I think, better to

allow it to drop to fiO°. Last summer quantities

of Oncidium ampliatum majus were imported,

and tliose who purchased and placed them at

once in tlie warmest house will now be rewarded

by having good plants, throwing up vigorous

spikes. I do not know any hothouse Orchids of

which the young spikes when pushing up are so

.Tttractive to slugs and woodlice as those of this

Oncidium. It is, therefore, necessary to carefully

watch for them. 0. Lanceanum, a beautiful

species, I have grown successfully in the warmest
bouse for many year.?. It should now Ije start-

ing into growth, and the roots must have the

choice of pushing out into the atmosphere of the

house or into the compost, which should consist

of fibrous peat. Sphagnum, and lumps of char-

coal. It does best placed in teak baskets and
kept near the glass. Tlie singular-looking O.

phyniatochilum is also a dithcult subject to

ina'nnge. It is now pushing out its roots quite

freely" over the sides of the pots or baskets in

wliich it is grown. Pot or re-ba.sket now if

necessary, but on no account injure the roots.

Angrajcums have become within the last few

years important plants in the warmest house, and

they are the more valuable because of the habit

which most of them have of producing their

flowers in winter. The new specie.s, A. Leonis or

Aeranthus Leonis, proves to be not onlj- a distinct,

liut a beautiful plant, and easier to establish

than any other. It cannot, liowever, be said to

equal A. sesquipedale, which is now either in

fl(jwer or the spikes are in course of development.

These Orchids are easily grown—the large species

sucli as the above and A. eburneum in pots being

on the stage, and the small growing species, such

as A. hyaloides and A. citratum, suspended in

baskets and pnns from the roof. If thrips are

sup]iosed to be ujion the plants they ought to be

fumigated several times during the winter. I

have reason to remember purchasing several

plants of A. sesciuipedale with thrips upon them,

and the extreme diflicully we had in getting

them cleared from that pest. Dipping in tobacco

water as well as fumigating was tried. Cattleya

Dowiana, C. gigas, and C. Sanderiana do best

in the cool end of this house during winter
;

they have been kept in the coolest part of the

Cattleya house, and comparatively dry, but not

so much so, as to cause the leaves to turn yellow.

The best treatment now, if starting to grow, is

to give them a high temperature, .say about

(J0° at night, instead of from 50" to 55", aa

heretofore. The only Odontoglossums which we
grow in this house are the various varieties of O.

Roczli. It is quite necessary to keep them free
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from thrips, or this pest will speedily ruin them.
When the house is being fumigated tliese must
be removed, as they are injured by the smoke,
and the thrips must be destroyed by dipping the

whole plant in diluted tol^acco water. The
weather being very severe during the last few
weeks has caused us to keep up the heat in the
pipes rather higher than usual, thus causing con-

siderable drj ness in the atmosphere. Undei' such
circumstances the paths and stages should be
damped at daybreak, and if the temperature is a
few degrees too low in the morning make up a

good tire at once, but put no more fuel under the

boiler than is absolutely necessary to get up the

temperature quickly. Thus managed, by nine or

ten o'clock the stoker will have his fire com-
pletely under control, and if the sun bursts out,

it can be damped down or allowed to burn
moderately. On the other hand, should the day-

be cloudy, fires will have to be kept up nearly as

much as at night. Jas. Douglas.
Ilfonl

L^LIA ANCEPS AND ITS VARIETIES.

On a recent visit to a well-known collection of

Orchids I was glad to find the L. anceps of a

late importation doing well. Of anceps I found
sufficient to All a good sized house. Amongst
them I noticed the queen of all, Dawsoni, with
three leads and two spikes, furnished with eight

fully expanded blooms of the very best turm.
Percivaliana, rosea, Williamsiana, Horsmani,
and Hilli were also all looking extremely well
and producing bloom. Allia had made three

bulbs from two back breaks and a lead. These,
with a number of ordinary varieties, made a

grand show. Of last year's importation of the
white varieties there were here over one hundred
plants of various sizes, and although they did
not equal those of Mr. Simpkins in size of bulb,

as regards roots and growths they were at least

fully equal to anything I have previously seen in

other collections. Only one, however, was show-
ing a tiower-spike, and that was from a second
growth. The house in which they were growing,
one of a range specially designed for Orchids,
was about 25 feet long, by 12 ieet G inches wide,
and 9 feet from floor to ridge, with a broad centre
path and side stages. Over the path the anceps
were in baskets, while on the side stages those in
pots stood on a layer of broken coal. Tanks of
water were sunk in the ground, with special

ventilators over them, so that in very hot weather
the air admitted by the ventilators gets cooled.

During summer a temperature of as near 70° as

possible is maintained, rising to 73° in the after-

noon, when the paths antl walls are damjjed
down. The ventilators are never entirely closed,

BO that a continuous supply (more or less) of fresh
air is admitted all through the summer. During
the growing season a good supply of rain-water
is given, but when the plants are at rest they
are only watered when necessary. Plenty of
light is given, .shading being used only when
absolutely necessary, and then Williams' Orchid
shading is employed. This adni'ts light freely.

"In fact," said the gardener, "tlie rule is plenty
of light, perfect cleanliness botli in regard to

plants and house, and a temperature of nut more
than 70° for our anceps ; this sometimes rises a
little, but we keep to 70° as near as possible.

In the late autumn and winter we reduce tliis to

from G0° to 63° by day, and from 55° to 57° at
night. An excess of ])ipe power is provided, so
that a plentiful supply of mild Iieat is obtain-
able to enable us to give ventilation at all

times."

It will thus be seen that the treatment is some-
what cool compared with that which Mr. Simpkins

gives his plants ; but as the result has been so

perfectly satisfactory as to growth, I shall watch
with interest how it succeeds in regard to obtain-

ing bloom. Would it be asking Messrs. Back-
house too much il I venture to request a .state-

ment of their treatment, as they appear to have
been very successful with their La^lias i—
Anceps.

Our treatment of the above Ljelias difl'ers

but very little irom that described by Mr. Simp-
kins (p. 73), and the results have been without
exception the same. Our plants were broken up
into small pieces and potted up into 4i-inch juits

(in crocks) and placed in the Cattleya house. The
liouse runs east and west, and is a curved span 40
feet long and 16 feet wide with middle and side
stages. The plants were placed on the north side

close to the glass, and were syringed right and left

two or three times a day all through llie summer

;

they broke away freely and several looked like

making flowering growths, but, to our disappoint-
ment, they, like Mr. Simpkins, seemed to stop
growing for a time and although they pushed away
again and made nice bulbs none has flowered.

They are just now pushing fresh roots from the
newly made bulbs and will be potted into fresh
compost at once. The temperature of our
Cattleya house ranges from 70° to 80° during
the day with a night temperature of irom 65° to
70°, or thereabouts, in summer, and during the
winter from 60° to 65° by day and from 50° to
55° at night with air on. Indeed, we always
have air on night and day all the year round.
AVe have some of the recently imported white
anceps, some of which we have put into three
different houses so as to find out if possible what
treatment suits them best. Our impression is

that they will do best with cool treatment.

—

S. Cooke, Rosejidd, Bevenoaks.

"The pruned Lselia and the floral com-
mittee."—Under this heading' (p. 74) are some
remarks by "S. W.," written evidently without
sufficient knowledge of the way in which the Lselia
in question had been treated. I carefully examined
the plant, and therefore am in a position to say that
it was not an example of a pruned Orchid. It had a
number of "leads," six or eight (I did not count
them), but I found on tracing back the bulbs that
had been formed year after year, that the oldest
bulbs were six or seven years old, and that they were
furnished with healthy green leaves—evidence of good
culture, but certainly not an example of pruning.
The old naked bulbs more than six years old h.ad

been removed, and on such a large specimen their
removal was a mere matter of culture, and could not
add to or impair the health or vigour of the plant.
It was well grown certainly, but about it there was
nothing very remarkable ; it received a cultural com-
mendation, but that awivrd was not unanimously
voted. It could not have been e.xhibited "to show
that pruning did not kill an Orchid," seeing that it

was not a pruned Orchid at all. The gardener
doubtless thought it was an example of a pruned
Orchid, and said so ; therefore it is only right to point
out that he was in error.

—

Jas. Docgl.\s, Great
dearies, I/ford.

Odontoglossum Phalaenopsis and 0. trium-
phans —" I'ot these Odontoglossums in February,"
remarked a successful grower of them to me, " and
give them plenty of water at all timts," and through
following this advice I have been very successful.
When imported plants are taken home from a sale
such as that which took place last week, clean oflf all

dead and decaying portions and pot ihem in small
pots, using ordinary compost, consisting of turfy
peat, Sphagnum and crocks. Place them on a shelf
or suspend them near the glass in the Cattleya house.
If they succeed, as they ought to do, the pots will soon
be packed full of roots, and by this time next year
they will again require repotting. When they shall
have become very large they may be divided into
smaller pieces, but from such a dis'urbance they take

j

a long time to recover. It is, therefore, best not to
divide them often. O. triumphans the ia best of all

the yellow-gromid species. Its colours are the richest

and brightest, and the flowers jiroduced on long
branched spikes during the spring mcmths lack
nothing in size when compared with others of the
same type. It grows freely in the coolest house
treated in the same way as O. crispum. All these

cas'ly established ttrchids should be potted in the
usual compost at once. O. n.-evium, also included
in the sale to which I have alluded, is another cool

house species, and a charming little plant. Itg

flowers, which are small, are pure white, and the
sepals and ])etals are densely spotted with crimson.
It ought to be grown in the warmest end of the cool

house.—J. Douglas.

Garden Flora.

PLATE 629.
THE EREMURUS.*

The genus Eremurus, when Baker ma<le his

monograph of it, numbered eighteen species ; now
it numbers about twenty-eight, including Ammo-
liriun and Henningia. The additions have been
chietiy made from Turkestan, by Dr. Kegel, and
include E. liucharicus, E. Korolkowi, E. Alberti,

and E. Suwarowi. Four described in the Journal
of Botany, for 1879, by Mr. Baker, were collected
in Persia, in 1858-59, by Dr. Bunge, viz., E.

Bungei, E. luteus, E. albo-citrinus, and E. pauci-
ttorus. One, called E. Capuci, and one from
Afghanistan, E. Aitchisoni, is described in the
Linnean Society's Journal. There seems to be
little reason why the majority of these valuable
garden plants should not be found quite amen-
able to cultivation in ordinary borders, provided
the necessary care is taken to ward off damp
during the resting season. In favoured localities,

notably in Mr. Gumbleton's garden in Ireland, as

well as in that of Mr. Elwes at Cirencester, the
success attained with them has far surpassed the
highest exjiectations. We are also deeply in-

debted to Herr Max Leichtlin not only for

showing us how to grow them, but also for putting
so many good kinds within our reach. In order
to grow these plants well, they not only require
the sunniest position they can get during summer,
but they also need the driest or most sheltered

jdace that can be had during the winter. Those
who have had dealings with them know that
their long fleshy roots must have a deep free soil,

and the richer the better, as they seem to be
voracious feeders. In our not naturally rich soil

they require an annual top-dressing or mulching
of good manure. They dislike root disturbance,

and therefore transplanting or shifting is always
injurious to them, often retarding the Howering
perio<l, and in not a few cases greath' injuring
the plant.

Propagation.— The only way apparently in

which these plants can lie incrcai-ed is by means of

seeds, which, fortunately, they ripen well in this

country in hot summers. The seeds should Ije sown
in the same autumn in which they ripen, and the
young plants should lie pricked into small pots as

soon as ihey can lie handled. They bhould be kept
indoors the first two years or so, or until they have
gained sufficient strength to enable them to stand
the cold of our winters ; the,y may then be planted
out in the beds or borders in which they are in-

tended to flower. The principal evil to be
guarded against is damp lodging in the crowns

;

this causes decay, and makes the spike unsightly.

Dr. Aitchison, in his travels in Afghanistan,
says E. aurantiacus " is the only vegetable upon
which the inhabitants of the Hariab district

depend for fully two months of the year.

It is hard and crisp without being either tough

* Drawn in Messrs. Paul & Son's nui'sery, Che.shunt,in July.
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or fibrous, and it might prove under cultivation

a welcome addition to our list of spring vege-
tables." This plant, which is already in cultiva-

tion, proves to be one of the easiest to grow. At
present there are about eight under culture, the
most useful of which are the following :

—

E. AURANTIACUS.—Tliis, owing to insufficient

material being at Mr. B.iker's disposal when
compiling his monograph, was placed by him in

the section Henningia. Dr. Aitchison, "however,

brought home a good series of sp-jcimens, which
proved it to belong to Eremurus proper, the fully

developed stamens being twice as long as the

segments. It is found at elevations of from 7000

Eremunu robiistus, showing habit of growth.

eet to 9000 feet, and is said to be one of the
most common plant.s on rough stony ground, a

fact which may afford some clue to its cultiva-

tion. In the south it grows with freedom in an
ordinary peat bed, and has flowered annually
ever since it was introduced. Last summer it

ripened a few seeds, by which means we hope to

increase our stock of it. It produces five or six

narrow line ir leaves, about a foot long, and
about half an inch broad. The flower-spike is

from 2 feet to .3 feet high, the upper half of it

densely covered with good sized yellow flowers,

the segments of which reflex prettily and show
oft' the stamens to advantage. It flowers about
the end of April or early in May.

E. BcNfiEi.—This is closely allied to the above,
with which it has already been confounded. It
seems to succeed under almost similar treatment,
with the addition of fibry loam and plenty of
grit. The leaves, which are cotempor.iry witli

the flowers, are alwut a foot long and about a
quarter of an inch broad. They are smooth on
both sides and slightly ciliated along the edges.

The flower-spikes, which are stoutish, are about
a foot or 18 inches long, and about a third of

the stalk is covereil with bright yellow flowers
about an inch in diameter ; the segments refle.x

from above tlie middle and have a distinct green
keel on the under side ; the stamens at first are

not .so long as in E. aurantiacus, but finally

become twice as long as the perianth segments.
It flowers about the end of June and July. It is

a native of Persia, between Nischapur and Meshed.

E. HiMALAiCD.s.—This, next to E. robustus, is

perhaps the best known plant belonging to the
genus in gardens. It was introduced, and
flowered for the first time in Europe, some few
years ago by Mr. Gumbleton, in whose garden
at Belgrove the flower-spike measured 8 feet in
height, and about one-third of the stem or more
was covered with flowers. It is perhaps the
hardiest of all the Eremuruses, and as it is

later in starting to grow than most of them, it

is not so liable to be disturbed by spring frosts
;

the leaves are smooth and leathery on both sides

;

the flowers are closely set on the stem and pure
white, each being as large as a florin. The
stamens have large, conspicuous orange anthers,
but, unfortunately, not long enough to exceed
the length of the segments. It starts to flower
about the end of Jlay and extends well into June.
It is a native of the Himalayas about Kunawur, at

an elevation of from 7000 i'eet to 10,000 feet.

E. Olg.e.—Of this comparatively new species a
grand example was shown at one of the Horti-
cultural Society's meetings at Burlington House
by Mr. Maw, of Broseley. It was about 2 feet

long, and entirely covered with flowers. It
proves to be perfectly hardy, and bids fair to
become a popular plant ; care should, however,
be taken to protect the young growth, which
begins to push up too early for our unsafe
springs. The leaves, which are narrow, are from
1 foot to 2 feet long, and the flower-spike ranges
from 2 feet to 4 feet long, the upper half being
thickly studded with handsome lilac or purple-
tinted flowers about 1 inch in diameter. Herr
Max Leichtlin, who has flowered it, says it

is one of the handsomest and most con.spicuijus of

the family. It flowers in May and Jime. It is

a native of Turkestan, whence it was introduced
by Dr. Regel some eight or ten years ago.

E. ROBUSTUS, a small portion of the flower-
stem of which is shown in the accompanying
plate, is perhaps the best known of the genus.
It was first discovered in the Alatan Mountains
at an elevation of from 2000 feet to 3000 feet,

but it was afterwards found by Madame OJga
Fedjenko at 10,000 feet in Turkestan, and finally

by the traveller Korolkow. It flowered for the
first time in Europe in the Moscow Botanic
Gardens, two years afterwards by Herr Max
Leichtlin, ami since then it has become fairly

common in gardens. It seems to be the easiest

of the family to deal with, and appears to be the
one most likely to succeed in our ordinary
borders. In the south of the kingdom it hardly
ever fails, and but for its starting to grow so

early necessitating protection from daiuj), even
in the .south, it gives little or no trouble when
once established. A specimen of it that flowered
in America a few years ago is well worth alluding
to. It had leaves 3 feet long and about 3 inches
wide. The flower-spike was 8J feet high, 3^ feet

of which was thickly furnished with pale pink
|

flowers, each measuring about 2 inches across.

With Mr. Elwes the .spikes reached 10 feet in
heiglit, and in France the same height wa.s

attained. It requina good free rich soil, say
tn a dejjth of about 3 feet, as the roots, even in
the case of young seedlings, are very long. It

flowers in the end of May and beginning of June.
E. KPECTABILIS.— This is found in gardens

imder the name of E. caucasicus. It is perhaps
the least valuable of those just enumerated as a
garden plant. It is, however, very variable, and
we possibly have as yet only seen the least orn,-i-

mental forms. The flowers are of a poor pale
yellow or sulphury colour, and the spikes reach
from 2 feet to -i feet in height. It flower.s in June,
and is a native of Siberia, Caucasus, &c.
The following is a list of all the species yet

known to us, some of which are in cultivation,
although we have not yet seen them in flower,
viz., E. altaicus, E. tauiicus, E. turkestauicus, E.
cappadocicns, E. stenophyllus, E. inderiensis, E.
angustilblius, E. Kaufl'manni, E. aucherianus, E.
Korolkowi, E. Aitchisoni, E. Stocksi, E. Gritfithi,

E. bucharicus, E. pauciflorus, E. persicns, E.
anisopterus, E. luteus, E. Suwarowi, E. Capusi,
and E. albo-citrinus. D. K.

RAINFALL IN ENGLAND AND IREL.\ND.
I HEKEWiTH send you, as I have done on other year.s,

tlie rainfalls at Belvoir Castle, 237 feet above sea
level, in a central part of England, and that of

Belvedere House, 367 feet above sea level, in a
central part of Ireland.

Belvoir Castle, Leicester.
Rain gauge: diameter offunnc', 8 inches; height of

top above ground, 1 foot.

1885.

Month.

January

.

Febniary
Slarch . .

,

April ....

May
June .. .

.

July
August .

.

Sept
October..
Nov
Dec

Total ....

Total depth.
Greatest fall in 24

hours.

Inches.
1-71

2 78
0-74
1-67

1-90

2 83
017
2 65
3^07

4 90
3-04

85

Depth.
•35

•70

•22

40
30
99
7
63
75
112
50
31

26-31

Date.
11
17
4
2

20
22
11

1

31

Number
of days on
which Ol
or more
fea

IS
19
11
16
26
13

5

11
20
26
19
12

196

March and July were characterised by long periods

of drought. October was the wettest month of the
year. Fruit was abuodant. Turnip crops irregular

often a failure. Potatoes free from disease and
abundant.

—

Wm. Ingram.

Belvedere Hocse, West Meath,
Bain gauge: diameter offunnel, 5 inches; height of

top above ground, 1 foot.

1SS5.

Month.
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The rainfall in Ireland exceeded that in England by
4"4 inches; but, what is curions, the number of rainy
(lays—or days on whicli 01* fell—exceeds by sixty-six

ot Belvoir Castle tlie number of days marked at

Belvedere on which the same quantity fell. It will

be observed that the spring was much rainier in

Ireland than in England. The year waa unvisually

dry in Ireland, and plants bearing berries were in

ninth richer fruit than usual. Altogether in my part
uf Ireland the season was a good one for most classes

of flowers and plants. BuiNsr ey Mahlav.
iSt, Katharine's Lodge, I\if}enVs Park.

Kitchen Garden.

CELERY AND ITS CULTURE.
It has often been said that those who have tlie

means of si'owiu;; their own vej^etables are much
more favourably eirciimstancefl, in bein;^ able to

have the best varieties, than those who have to

ilepend on the market frardener's produce, which
is (juite correct as regards most things, but not
in the case of Celery, as the market growers are

careful to confine themselves to good varieties

and are ecjually particular that the strain is pure.
It it were otherwise, the produce would he of so

little value as to entail certain loss. In many
ca es the market growers grow their own seed so

as to make sure of its being such as ihey can
dejiend on. There are few things connected
with gardening operations more provoking than
to find in autumn, after all one's labour attending
the growing and blanching of Celerj-, tliat just as

it should come in for use it is bolting, which
simply means that the season's work has been
tlir(jwn away. When this occurs it is not iin-

freijuently attributed to something wrong in the
cultivation ; whereas if the sort grown is what it

slioidd be there is scarcely a possibility that
bolting can be caused by defective tieatment.
No doubt there are some varieties that, if sub-
jected to Severe checks, will thus prematurely
run to feed. There used to be a jirevalent idea,

which is not yet altogether exploded, that

freciuent transplanting temled to prevent liolting.

I recollect some time since meeting with an
instance of this. A gaidener, who had come from
a school in which one might have supposed
better things would have been taught, was eom-
jilaining that the principal crop of Celery on
which he hail to depend lor the supply of a large
family had all started at the bottom, and he said

he could not account for the mishap, as the stock
had been transplanted three times. I tohl him
that the numljer of checks thus sustained had
doubtless caused the premature starting. As
gardeners well know, most of the white varieties

are more inclined to run in autumn than the red
sort^, especially if sown very early, or they have
sutfered through the summer from want of water.
But these so-called early kinds are better avoided,
as even where Celery is rerpiired xevy early it

can be had with some of the later varieties by
simply sowing earlier and getting the plants on
without any loss of time.

RLvNcHESTER Celery.—There is no part of the
kingdom in which Celery is grown and consumed
in such vast quantities as about Manchester; the
teeming population of thatmanufacturing town use
it to an extent that would scarcely be credited by
those who have not ri'sided in tlie district and
had an opportuiuty of seeing the extent of the
deniaml m the three or ibur last months of the
year. As might naturally be supposed, some of
the best varieties have been raised in that locality,

in nmst cases, if not all, by selection, where an
odd plant or two amongst a crop has been noticed
as being suificiently different fiom the rest to be
worth taking care of Little has been done in
the way of crossing by hand-fertilisation

; this

may lie attributable to the minute character of

the parts of the flower, making them difficult to

manipulate ; but the more likely cause is through
there not being much prospect of anything dis-

tinct eninigh being obtained to make the attempt
worth trying. Taking into account all its piro-

perties, including solidity, fiavour, hardy consti-

tution, and disinclination to run to seed until late

in spring, there is probably no variety that has
ever been in commerce thatlias surpassed Dunham
Red, which was raised by the late Jlr. Wi'cock,
who was for a long time ganlener to the Earl of

.'Stamford, at Duidiam Hall, near Manchester.
Like many other good thing.s, this Celery lias

come in for a good deal of re-nanung; Leicester

Red, Williams' Matchless Red, Turnmoss Red,
and I do not know how many more aliases have
been given it. There is no sort that the market
growers can put more dependence on. One of the
best properties it [lossesses is, that from its solidity

the stalks after a severe frost do not decay lower
than to where they have been frozen. Like other
red Celeries, it requires more time to blanch than
the wliite kinds. For many years I never grew
but two varieties, this and a pink sort that I

raised, like the Dunham Red in every way except
that it is lighter coloured and sooner ready than it

alter being earthed up.

OxE SOWING is all that it is necessary to make
of the.se two varieties about the middle of

February, in pans or boxes in a little heat, such
as a newly started vinery, taking care not to put
the seeds in too thickly—in which way they
always get drawn—and placing them iVom the
time they come np where there is plentj" of

light, and as soon as the plants are large enough
to handle jiricking them out into cold frames in

jirepared soil composed of about half loam and
half rotten manure, 4 inches deep on a solid

bottom of coal ashes so hard that the roots will

not enter it. The plants I put 4 inches apart
and kept them well supplieil with water until

big enough to plant out in the trenches. For the
earliest to come in at the end of August, I put
two rows 9 inches apart and 12 inches between
the jilants in the rows; the winter crop was con-
fined to a single row !) inches apart. This never
failed to give a supply to the middle of April, up
to which time it did not begin to run. As soon
as it was necessary to protect from frost, sticks

like broom-handles were stuck in line in the
rows at about (i feet apart ; to these a strand of

strong tar twine was fastened about a foot above
the soil to keep the stable litter used for protec-
ticm from lying close down on the leaves. In
this way there is less inclination in the leaves to

rot after severe frost.

There are other good .sorts of Red Celery
besides the variety named, such a.s Major Clarke's,

(."ole's Defiance Red, and others, but none that I

ever tried are so late in sprin" before they begin
to run to seed, or are .so uniformly solid. In a
score of years, during which time the stock used
to run to a thousand or over yearly, I never saw
a single plant with any inclination to hecome
liolhjw. Cole's Crystal White and Sandringham
Dwarf White are both good varieties.

Hollow Celery.—The cause of disappoint-
ment so often complained of in Celery become
hollow is through the seed of worthless kinds
being sold under the name of a good viiriety,

which latter can always be had fairly true if the
right sources are gone to ; it is usually the low-
priced article that turns out disappointing. Any-
one who is anxious to make sure of always having
some particular sort of Celery true need have no
difficulty in doing so when they have once got
the sort ; if at planting-out time a dozen plants
are put in anywhere in an open place at about a
foot apart, taking no further notice of them after

they have, once liegun to grow, except just

seeing that they donotget smothered with weeds,
they will give as much seed in the autumn but
one following as will suffice for a good sized

garden for three or four years, in about which
time another supply should be provided. One
very common mistake in the cultivation of Celery
is to make the trenches in which the manure is

put too narrow, through which cau.se the roots

too soon get out of the rich bed prepared for

them into the poor soil outside ; this occurs just

at the time when the most support is re(|nired,

and interferes considerably witli the weight of

the crop. Another and eipially common mistake
is in having the rows too near together, by which
means when the crop requires to be earthed up
the roots have extended so that quantities of

them are cut away with the spade in the o]iera-

tion. To have Celery crisp and right in texture

there should lie no check in its growth, such as

follows the injury of the roots in the way de-

scribed. Celery is by nature a moisture-loving

plant, and suffers more than most things from
any deficiency of water, which often occurs with
such as is intended to come in early after the

earthing up is completed, and to some extent

with the general crop when partially earthed,

through which the rain is thrown off, so that the

roots get next to none. Where there is any
danger of this occurring, water should be given

freely, especially to that intended to be used
early, fcjr when ileficient of moisture it i!? .always

tough and indifferent. In the London hotels,

as well as in some private establishments, a good
deal of Celery is used all the year round for

flavouring, which is effected very differently by
the use of the plant than by that of seed, which is

often employed instead. A few of the market
growers have a regular supply all through the

summer months, keeping on planting so as to

provide it ; needless to any, at this time it is use-

less for eating raw, as it is running up for seed

and often considerably advanced when the soil is

put round it. For this purpose it is grown in

beds of about four or five rows, planted 8 inches

or 9 inches apart. It is blanched about 10 inclies

or 12 inches. T. B.

Chou de Burghley.—I find that by a slip of

the pen I asserted (p. 12) that this winter Cabbage
requires as long a season of growth as Broccoli, In
fairness, however, I ought to have said early Broccoli.

Our first sowing was made in April, and large heads
were cut in November, a t'ood succession being secured

fiy sowing more seed early in May, and we still have
plenty both forming and fit to cut. Veitch's Autumn
Broccoli similarly treated is now over, .and Snow's

Winter White just becoming useful, the hatter also

being sown in April and May. What bpcomes of

the assertion m.ade by "A. D." that Chou de Burghley
is fit to cut at Christmas " some three months, or

even more, before Broccoli is fit to cut ?
" Living in

the midst of market gardens, he must be aware that

Snow's Broccoli is extensively grown for market, and
also other sorts to afford a succession, none of whicli

need he sown before Chou de Burghley. I may not

speak "toil favcuu'-ably '' of this vegetable, but "A. D."
evidently errs in the opposite direction.—W. I. M.

Carter's Leviathan Bean.—"A. D.," in The
(^ARIiKN, of January ttie 2nd, states: "Having
grown Leviathan, Aquadulce, and Seville Longpod,

I must say that I find absolutely no difference in

them either in height, ch.aracter of plant, length of

pod, or productiveness." In your issue of .January 9,

" W. I." writes: "According to my experience.

Leviathan and Aciu.adulce are synonjnnous, but

Seville Longpod each time I grew it beside Leviathan

and other presumably distinct and long-podded sorts

proved lather earlier than the kinds just named, and
the pods were a trifle shorter." Mr. Muir, in his

notes on vegetables in your i^sue of December 19,

1885, writes as follows: "Leviathan pods from 10

inches to 15 inches in length, not early, not very pro-
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lific, but excellent for exhibition. Aquadulce, a very
fine Bean, the best uf all, more prolific than Levia-

than, good both for show and table, and a capital

main crop sort. Seville Lonjjpod, a capital .sort for

general use, pods long, produced abundiintly, and
excellent in quality; a profitable Bean." "When
doctors disagree, who s-hall decide ?

'' Perhaps you
will allow us to assist the discussion—not to enlarL,'e

upon the question of the Beans being ideutic.il, be-

cause we know such is not the c.ise, but rather to

state that we introduced Leviathan in 1879 ; whereas,
so far as we can trace, the first reference to Aqua-
dulce in any Knglish retail cataloi^ue appears in

that of Wessi's. Sutton's for 1SS2, so that Leviathan
had been before the public at least four years before

Aquadulce was heard rf. It would appear that
"A. I)." had obtained his supplies from some irre-

sponsible source, and we shall have nnich pleasure in

sending him a pint of .Seville Longpod and a pint of

Leviath.an Beans, when we think he will see that not
only in their growth, but also in their dry state, there
is a sufficiently marktd iiifference for anyone to admit
that they are not identical.

—

James Carter & Co.

EARLY TURNIPS.
Turnips are remarkably scarce tliia winter—never
more so, to my knowledge. The late sowings
hereabouts were complete failures, and what Tur-
nips we have left are tit only for soups, the .'^eeil

being sown on a cool border early in July, anil

not intended for the late supply. This state of

affairs I believe to be very general, and there-

fore some means of maintaining a supply luu.^t

be adopted. At one time when we had to depend
on Snowball for an early crop, it was no easy
matter to force Turiii]is; but the short-topped,

quick-maturing Early Munich, and the still better

and earlier sort called Early Milan, readily force

in frames, or nuiy be Ibrwarded in fairly light

spots iu orohaid or late Peacli houses. In the
latter case the seed should be sown either thinly
on the border or in boxes of rich soil. We form
one large hotbed with leaves and stable manure
at the rate of two parts of the former t(3 one of

the latter, the whole being well mixed and firmly
built to a uniform depth of about 3 feet. On
tliis a great variety of frames are placed, the
greater ])art being devoted to early vegetable
culture, not the least important being early

Turnips. The frames intended for the latter are

generally the largest we have, affording, as they
do, tnost light, and therefore the most conducing
to early bulbing. If the frames are deep, some
of the shortest heating material is spread over the
bottom

; on this we put a little short, nearly
rotten manure, and finish off with about 6 inches
of fairly rich loamy .soil, thus filling the fiame
to within 4 inches of the glass. The soil being in

good working order admits of being beaten down
firmly witli the back of a spade, a loose srjil

encouraging top-growth rather than early bulli-

ing. As there is little or no danger of the bed
becoming violently hot, we sow at once, thinly
and broadcast, covering with about half an incli

of fine soil. Tho.se wlio may use ratlier dry soil,

or say that which has been stored in a sheil,

ought to water freely through a rosed pot before

the soil is spread over the seeds, but in our
ca-ie this is unnecessary. The frames are kejit

closed and covered with rough litter till the

seeds germinate, which they very quickly do,

and from this date a little air is given when-
ever the weather is at all favourable, the frames
being closed every niglit and protected. When
large enough to hamlle, the seedlings, where
crowded, are lightly thiimed out, this operation

being repeated later on, so as to leave the plants

about ti inches apart each way; no further thin-

nings are needed in the case of the two short-

topped varieties above mentioned till the bulbs
are about 5 inches in circumference and of a
usable size. According as the Turnip.? require

more head room the frames are blocked up all

round and more air is given when the bulliing

time has arrived, or too much top-growth will

be formed. If kept properly supplied with tepid

water, the.se little Turnips will lie fairly tender

and juicy, and will always be fully apiireciated.

Even if only fit for sou]is they well rejiay for

the trouble taken witli them, seeing that they
mature, if sown any time during Eebruary,
^everal weeks before the earliest sowings on
warm or, better still, east borders are fit to

pull. A white Turnip of the quality of Snow-
ball, and with the habit of Early Jlilan would
be of great value. If this were forthcoming, no
further additions to the list would be needed,

.seeing that in Snowball, Veitch's Red Globe,

and Chirk Castle Black Stone we have a suc-

cession that ought to give satisfaction to eveiy-

body. W. I.

PEAS, OLD AND NEW.
It is interesting to find that of the Peas being

put into commerce for the first time this season,

several have obtained the highest awards given

at Chiswick after a .season's trial. Most probably

better results would be obtained if all new vege-

tables could have at least two successive seasons'

trial tlieie before certificates of merit areawartled

them, but last summer being so hot and dry was
a peculiarly difficult one for Peas ; hence kinds

which turned out well then under trial certainly

must have no inconsiderable merit. The most
recent sorts are rccoiiiiiiended because of their

robustliabits, high cropping qualities, good flavour,

and general excellence. Whatsoever critics may
say about novelties, sorts wdiich have such recom-

mendations must be good, but whether they

materially excel many older kinds remains to 1,'e

tested. Jiulging by what w-as seen at Chiswick,

where many old kinds are grown lor comparison,

the best of the new sorts are decided improve-

ments. Still, something may be due to their

comparative youth. If, however, raisers continue

to produce sorts that really show some ad\'ance

upon earlier kinds, we may look for a kind ol

Pea millenium some few 3'ears hence. It will be

very difficult lor raisers to secure fw- us any earlier

Iciiids than we have, for the simple reason that in

the matter of earliness the season has much to

do about it, and we are quite at the mercy of

spring frosts. We may, liowever, hope that good
as our earliest kinds now are, that some more
prolific and finer pioclded sorts may yet be intro-

duced. At present we cau hardly find any Pea
that is earlier or hardier tliau a good stock of

Sangster's No. 1, and if William the First is a

better Pea, at least it is iro earlier. Earliest of

All may be a day or two earlier than Sangster's,

but the pods of the first named kind are small,

and, judging by the piroduce of a plant, the

earliness may be more assumed than real.

Those who disapprove of the newer Peas seem
to object chiefly to the size ot pod and the

assumed aljsence of flavour. Not a few think

that quantity more than counterbalances some
trifling lack of flavour, and from their point of

view ihejf may be right, for each one must be

the best judge of his own requirements and the

best way to meet them. It is true that some
large Peas that have obtained considerable

popularity do not share the quality of flavour in

the highest degree, but still they are far from
being l-iad. If these give such abundant crops

that some lack of flavour is more than compen-
sated for, then growers can hardly be complained
of if they grow these kinds. Still, no one will

dispute the fact that a first-class Pea niu.-t have
good flavour. It is most likely that the best of

the new Peas now being sent out will show this

quality in a marked degree, becaitse raisers now
|

have that quality in mind in cross-breeding.

Still mote with such a wealth of sorts in com-
merce we can hardly conceive the fruit committee
giving an award to any but good flavoured

kinds now. As with Potatoes, so with Pea.s,

really superior new kitrds are fast dr'iving big
and inferior sorts out of commerce. The best

antidote after all to tin' introduction of indilferent

ihiiigs is found in the further introduction of

superior varieties.

Putting aside the tpiestion of flavour, however,
it is a fair matter tor discussion whether most
new Peas do not err on the side of size. C Miimou
rule .and taste have li.xid for all kinds of gar-

den products certain sizes which .seem to be in

jiopular favour ; taste objects to big Potatoes,

Petus, Bean.s, Cabbag^-.s, Cauliflowers, and similar

garden products. Big thing.s may be like tat

prize bullocks— .something to look at, but not
very desirable for food ; hence Peas when shelled,

if of moderate iliniensions, are pjreferred to tho.se

big as marbles. Here we find perhapis more
common ground of agreemeirt, for there are few
who do not coincide with the opinions just ex-

pressed. Raisers have gone far enough iu the

matter of size of pod and Pea, and if they recede

a little they will not go wrong. Pods of good
length which give from ten to twelve tnedium
sized Peas each are better thatr those which give

a less number of Peas half as big again. Perhaps
such pods would not meet so readily with the

ajiproval of judges in all ca.ses as big ones would
;

Ijut that result justifies the statement that our
system of exhibiting Peas is altogether wrong,
and that prizes lor half-a-dozen plants of any
one kind showing true height, character, and
prolificacy would be far better irr every way.
Of course this plan is not fetisible in the case of

collections of vegetables, and it is advised only
in the case of special prizes for Peas. Geneially I

think the tone of judging is favourable to quality

rather than size, in spite of all that may be
averred to the contrary. At South Kensington
last year, for instance, that feature was distinctly

encouraged, and few good judges now pilace m.-re

size above higher considerations. A. D.

Forcing Lettuces.—This has been a b.ad season

for outdoor Lettuces in many parts. The weather
for weeks past has been one perpetual round of freez-

ing and thawing, which is wor^e than a long period

of frust for tender vegetables. To meet any defi-

ciences a pincli or two of seeds of the Paiis Market
Cabbage, and the Early London Cos might be sown
in boxes aud placed in a tempeiature of iSO° or so, in

a light pDsition. When the young plants appear,

ventilate, in order to give strength, and move to a
Cooler place. As soon as they are large enough to

handle, prej'are a bed of leaves on wnich to set a
frame and some old lights. Make in it a bed 6 inches

tleep of light rich soil, and therein prick a part of the

plants ti inches apart. The other part may be pricked

out at the foot of a south wall, and be sheltered for

a time with Vew or Laurel branches.—K. HoBD.iT.

Sowing' Cauliflowers in heat.—Whether we
do or do not raise the main stock of CauliH'iwer

plants in August, it is certainly a good plan to sow a

pincli of seed of two or three lands now, not forget-

ting Veitch's Autumn Giant. We sow ours in a

temperature of from od*^ to 60°,- keep the pans near
the glass in a light house, and prick the young plants

singly in small pots. As soon as they are large

enough to handle, we grow them on in the same
temperature till well established, and then harden off

iu a cold frame and plant them out early in April, or

as soon as the wcatlier permits. I have cut Cauli-

flowers as early from plants raised in Janrtary as from
autumn-sown pl.ants, and the autumn plants some-
times "button' prematurely, but those raised in heat

.and pushed on without any check in\ariably do well.

Cauliflowers submit to forcing as well as any other

vegetable when potted on into G-iuch pots, and
the strongest plants placed in 8i-inch pots, the pots
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being half plungsd in a bed of leaves where there is a

genial warmth. Their growth is rapid. Some kinds

force better than others. The best with which I am
acquainted is Veitch's Forcing Cauliflower. It has

a small white, firm heart, and the growth of the plant

is compact and sturdy, and all that a forcinj Cauli-

flower should be. Liquid manure shnuld be given

freely when the plant gets strong enough to utilise it

properly.—E. Hobday.

Garden in the House.

THE MISUSE OF FLOWERS.
Permit me to add my protest to that of " G."

(p. 42) against this crying evil ; the three cases

cited of decorating niutl's, parasols, and handrails

of stairs present the matter in .Some of its more
ludicrous aspects. But the abuse of cut flowers

is by no means confined to such senseless vagaries

as " G." so forcibly ridicules. The excessive use
of cut flowers in rooms and on dinner taljles has
degenerated in numerous eases into such sheer

abuse, that in not a few gardens a fair specimen
plant in bloom has become a rare sight. Almost
tsefore the flowers expand the knile or scissors

of the decorator is down upon them, and the

plants are stripped bare or stumped up, and a 1

in pursuit of crowding drawmg-ruoms and load-

ing dining-room tables with cut flowers. The
more the better, is too often the cry, until mere
masses have banished taste out of the question.

Table decoration, too, instead of being more or less

intermittent, has become constant daily, in not a
few cases twice or even thrice a day, that is

distinct and fre^h decorations for breakfast, lunch,
and dinner. Such demands strain the resources

ot the largest gardens, especially when coupled
with supplies of button-holes or ladies' dress

bouquets twice a clay. All this may be good for

trade and also for horticulture, but personal and
table decorations seem in a fair way of running
riot, and so surely as it does so there will be a

reaction that will prove injurious alike to trade

and taste.

Not a few are already beginning to long for

dinner off a clean tablecloth as a relief from the

excessive piles of flowers which not seldom
almost cover the viands and obscure the guests
from each other.

Chaste decorations in moderation are, and ever
will prove, attractive ; but one of their chief

charms consists in their lightness, and where
fre.sh designs are demanded every day, a flower-

less cloth might be tried once a week as a relief

Could a half of the labour now e.xpended in most
gardens on mere decoration be devoted to the
improved culture of plants, and more of the
latter left to display their beauty as Nature
intended, instead of being hacked to pieces by
mere decorators, cultuial as well as artistic horti-

cultiire Would gain immensely by the change.
D. T. F.

I was out at Mount Merrion, and in Foster's Avenue
beneath great-boled Elms, Tussilago fragrans, usually

called the Winter Heliotrope, has naturalised itself

by the mod, even if not by the acre ! Even on the

canal banks, quite near to the city, this sweet breathed

little stranger from sunny Italy has made itself

thoroughly at home. It is a desperate rambler in a

well-kept garden, but as a roadside weed, or for

naturalisation on wood margins or iu out-of-the-way

places where it can do no harm, it is worthy of

attention. Its plucked flowers and Ivy leaves in a

big old china bowl are quite refreshing at a time

when almost all outdoor flowers are scarce.

—

F. W. B.

Keeping lient Lilies fresh in water.

—

Mr. Woodall, iu Thk G.vrden of .January il, and
'•Lex," January 16, complain that Lent Lilies will

not keep fresh in water. The latter suggests the use
of a glass shade. No doubt thi-i is effectual and
useful in recovering specimens which have faded in

passing through the p )st ; but there is no necessity

for this treatment under ordinary circumstances. My
practice is this; Instead of placing the Lent Lilies

in an upright vase, I always lay them horizontally
in a soup plate or china bowl of similar shape.
Under this treatment they hist fresh for ni iny days,
a!id if, in the firsu instance, it lias been convenient to

have them for a time in an upright position, a few
hours in a horizont.il jtosition will make them fresh as
ever.— 1'. H. Ahcheu-Uinu, Simth Devon.

"Winter Heliotrope.—Yesterday was frosty and
cold here in Dublin, but in the morning sunshine

Flower Garden.

ERITRICHIUM BARBIGERUM.
This belongs to a genus in which there are

twenty-eight species, of which not more than

half-a-dozen are in cultivation. The latter in-

clude E. nanum, with which all growers of

alpines have had more or less experience. Im-
ported plants of it are dilBcult to estaldish, or

even induce to flower once. A year or two ago

we were very much deceived in the case of a

plant bearing the name E. floriliuudum. It had
certainly abundance of flowers, but it was quite

useless as a garden plant. Last year, however.

Eritrichium barbigenmi.

Mr. Thompson, of Ipswich, introduced E. strictum,

a charming deep blue-flowered species, and one
which is likely to prove a useful compauion to

E. barbigerum, which has large, pure white

Forget-me-not-like flowers. It rarely grows more
than a foot high, and has a stoutish, shrubliy

stem, clothed witli narrow oblong leaves. The
flower-spikes elongate somewhat loosely. It is a

good addition to hardy annuals, and maybe sown
towards the middle or eud of March. It is found

wild from Santa Barbaia to Fort Trijon, and
from San Diego and eastward to Arizona and
Southern Utah. K.

we have the following varieties in bloom here at

present, viz., H. guttatus Commenzienrath Benaiy

—

a barbarous name to a prima donna among Helle-

bores—H. g. Leichtlini, antiquorum m<ajor, oriental s,

colchicus punctatus, Gretchen Heinemann, orientalis

purpureus, and purpurascens. The flowers will 1. st

but a short time in water, but the length of time
durin,' which they remain perfect on the plant is

simply wonderlul. Several of the varieties jutt

named have been in bloom here since tlie beginnii g
of December, .and up to this lime show no signs of

fading in spite of the sha-p frosts and heavy falls of

snow which we have had during that time. Another
rema' kable feature about these Lenten Koses is

their leaves show no signs of being attacked by slugs,

all hough the latter are fond of the niger varieties.

—

H. S., Bis/ioji's Teiijnton, Devon.

Hellebores.— I quite agree with Mr. Woodall,
when he says in The Garue.v for January 9 that

the Bath variety " represents the type of the Christmas

Rose in perfection." It is a far more abundant
bloomer than any of the other varieties of niger, and
in shape and colour more perfect than Mr. Brock-

bank's variety. I wonder why H. niger major is

called the Bath variety? It is far commoner in

South Devon than in tbe neighbourhood of Bath ; in

fact, a florist who grows a large number of this

variety told me a few weeks since that last January
he sent several hundred blooms to a market grower

at Bath. I think this variety instead of being

termed the Bath varietv should be called the

Devonshire variety. With regard to the Lenten
Roses, they are, indeed, extremely early this year

;

OXALIS LUTEOLA.
In The Garden (p. .369, 1884) I find an enquiry
regarding this Oxalis, and although more than

a year has passed away since the enquiiy was
made, I take the liberty of referring to the

subject in the hope that my information may be

useful. I regret my inablity to inform the

enquirer as to whether or not the Oxalis named
is still in cultivation m England, over twenty
years having elapsed since 1 left her shoies, but
in this part of the world (India) we have plenty

of it—at least, we have a plant known by the

name of 0. luteola, but whether that is the

correct name or not I cannot be certain ; at any
rate, if Herr Max Leichtlin was not successful in

obtaining a satisfactory answer to his question iu

1884, ami if he would care to have the variety I

have mentioned, I will, with the greatest pleasure,

send him, not one bulb, but one hundred bulbs

or more of it.

During the wdiole of this month (December,

1885) I have had a bed of this Oxalis in full

bloom, and it makes my front garden kok quite

gay during the daytime. I think this variety is

beiter suited for the open border than for pot

culture. The bed to which I refer measures

6 feet by 5 feet, and is bcrdered by a line of

Alternanlhera on the four sides, which I allow to

grow to a height of 5 inches only ; inside this

edging the foliage of the Oxalis stands, like a

thick carpet of Clover, 4 inches above the

Alternanthera, while the flower-stalks in hundreils

rise 7 inches above the foliage. The flower-stalk

is light green, erect, round, herbacious, and I

would describe the infloie-scence as a compound
umbel of four sections, bearing between thirty

and forty deep sulphur-coloured flowers on
pedicels three-quai ters of an inch long ; the

flowers keep forming and opening out iu succes-

sion for a couple of months or more.

It may interest some of your readers to know
that 1 have had one variety of Narci.-sus in flower

in the open border as well as in pots during the

whole of this month ; no one about here seems to

know the specific name for it (if indied it has

one), although the plant is common enough
among amateur gardeners like myself; it is a shy
bloomer. I had to study the trtatment of it for

some yeais before I could induce it to flower

in pots ; in the border, sheltered by high tiees, it

used to bloom occasionally if the bulbs w'ere kfc
undisturbed for years. 1 fear any description I

could give of the plant wouhl not be sulficient

to enable an expert to identify' it, but I might
mention that the flower-stalk grows to a height

of from 16 inclies to 18 inches, and bears an
umbel (if four flowers usually', but occasionally

five. The flower has five pure white petals and
a rich yellow cup ; the breadth of it is 1?! inches,

that of the cup half an inch, stamens three, pol-

len yellow, tube 1 inch long, pedicels IJ inches.

The leaf-blades grow to a length of 20 inches,
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and some are IJ inches broad at the base, tapering
to a point. The tiower is deliciously fragrant,
and keeps a good while iu perfection.

A'axpa.

work of tliis

WATERSIDE VEGETATION.
\Vhat even a few common ]ilants can do in tlie

way of ornamenting tli.-i liare sides of streams and
I'ther pieces of water is surprising, especially if a
little taste is displayed in their arrangement.
Many ponds, lakes, and little rippling Vtrcanis '

lo be found in pleasure grounds, with well-kept
and closely-shorn banks, may be all very well in
their way, but that is not the kind of beauty
which we look for in well furnished gardens.
LIncjuestional)]y such banks may be made very
interesting by a judicious use of plants, many of
which may be had for tlie gathering. The
common Flag (Iris pseudacoru.s), of which a few
varieties exist, all with yellow (lowers, and two
with variegated fo'iage, one silver and the other
golden, is quite indispen.sable f

kind, and in.stead of being
jilaiited on the bank, wdiere
space ought to be precious, it

inay be planted in shallow
water at the edge, where it is

quite capable of taking care of

itself when once estaijliahed.

Iiis sibirica and its varieties,

many of them veiy beautiful,

may also be placed in shallow
water in a similar situation,

where they will be found to

thrive well without more at-

tention than tliat of planting
and a general trimming an-
nually. Then, as to other
Irises, the h-evigata or Kajnij)-

feri section seem to lie well
adapted for such positions,

and they are just as varied in
colour as the common sorts.

They may be planted on the
bank close to the water's edge,
in peat bed.s, or in other soil,

the nrdn essential being to

allow their roots to reach the
water. Many of the lovely
garden forms of Iris spuria
may also be utilised further
up the liank, as they require
a little, but not so much, mois-
ture as the others. Another
plant seklom seen in good
condition in gardens is Spirsa
palmata ; it requires treat-

ment similar to that recorded
for Iris Ka?mpferi. In free soil it never fails to
produce flowers in profusion far surpassing those
of the same plant iu any other situation. Water
would

with water in their wild habitats, but all such
plants as require a cool bottom may also occupy
such positions. Many other plants, too, might
be introduced to the stream sicle, using discretion
as to the di.-tance from the water at which they
should be jdaceil. K.

With
1 letter

finest

THE DIG IRISH SPURIUS.
your remark that this Daffodil deserves a

name I quite agree, for it is nearly the
variety of Narcissus Pseudo-Narcissus in

cultivation. Nobody knows its origin any more
than they know the origin of N. ma.\imus or
N. Viicolor of modern gardens. I first received
Howei'S of it, followed by a hamper of bullis aliout

seven years ago, fronr a lady on whose father's

land it grew near the licer Black water, in the
county of Cork. It grows there still, nu.xeii with,
but tloweiing earlier than, the typical N. Pseudo-
Narcissus. It flowers with me here nearl}- as

t ai ly as ihe Tenby Daffodil, coiidng out in average
seasons the fust week in March, and a fortnight

Waterside Irises.

before the common N. spurius of Barr, and I

believe o; Hawortli, which has flowers of scarcely

...
,

half the bulk of the Irish form. The name
seem to also just suit such plants as the spurius seems to have lieen suggested to Hawortl

Gunneras, both scabra and manicata, as wdien
planteil near it they attain enormous proportions,
i.e., when once fairly established. The finest
plant of the latter probablv in this countrv grows
under such conditions at Pendell Court, and there
is also one at Cambridge in a similar position.
Daffodils (poeticus, Pseudo-Narcissus, and others)
may be jdanted with g(]od elfect on ihe higher
ground away from tli^ water; and clo-e to the
water's edge Fritillaria Meleagris and Colchicuiii
autuninale never fail to attract attention. Ferns,
too, and nvmy semi-aquatic (ir.isses would be
attractive under such circumstance.s. Pampas
Grass, and in sheltered spots Arundu donax and

liy Pseudo- Narcissus when he' was hard up for
names to distinguish his many so-called .species.

Neil her S.ilisbuiy nor Herbert, contemporaries
of Haworth as they were, recognised it, and the
characters given liy Haworth are too vague for
his sp'cies to be identified with certainty. I do
not think the large variety was known in Eng-
land until I distiibuted some about five years
ago. It increases slowly, making bulbs larger
than any other trumpet Daffodil, some of The
bulbs producing four or five scapes. The flower,
though less bright in colour and different in
shape, livals in size those of the true N. ma.ximus.
Last spring flowers of this same variety weremany of the Bamboos, B. Fortunei and some of sent to me from two different j.arts of Irelaml,

the dwarfer k:nds, are quite haidy, and may be
1 wheie they grew in gardens. I saw some tlowei'

Uius used with advantage; nor should such banks ing last .spring in Mr. Barr's nursery, who has I
tie eutiiely devoted to plants found associated think, given it abetter name than ''• Bi- Irish

"

It is quite distinct from all the several forma of
spurius coronatus, about which some of us will
have something to .say wdien they flower. One
of them, exhiliited by Messrs. Krelage, of Haarlem,
receiveil a first-class certificate from the Royal
Horticultural Society during the Daffodil con-
ference last year.

I may add, with regard to the comparative
floriferousne.ss of this variety, that all my pot
Daffodils, of which I grow many, ^vere last
summer out of my own garden. Of the Tenby,
wdiich doe.s not make nearly such large bulbs as
this, but multiplies faster, I planted two pots,
each having five bulbs. These give only tliree
flowers to eacli pot of the "Big Irish;'' two pots
with three bulbs each are giving out twelve
flowers, and the other, eleven, now fully out.
All the bulbs were selected and taken up at the
same time early m July, but the spurius makes
very much larger bulljs, and very distinct in
shape. In fact, the liuHi character is nearly as
distinct iu Daffodils as the flower character, when
one gets accustomed to them.
Edge Hall, Malpas. C. Wollet Dod.

Eomneya Coulteri.—This glorious plant ia
easily iiropagated, I fiave found out by tiking up the
roots, laying them on the surface of "the ground and
covering them with soil. Some roots from Glasnevin
have thrown up such big shoots in a fortnight, that I
mistook them for some bulbous plant coming up.
They were laid in wtt cocoa fibre, r.ither in the dark,
on the floor of a gi-eenhouse. Sir Win. Bowman will,
perhaps, confirm ray experiment, as I suggested this
mode of growing this difficult plant to liiui. We
were rather duffers not to have guessed it years ago,
as the plant has a great tendency to throw up big
.shoots from the neclt. I suspect it requires dryness
in winter, and a great quantity of water in summer.
The most gloiious piant I saw of it was at Gfasnevin
ten years ago. Perhaps Mr. Moore can tell us some-
thing a.bout it

—

Fr.\nk Miles.

Flowers 200 years a^o.—The following lists
of piaiits from an oU di iry m ly interest your readers.
The garden was probabiy at liichmond, Surrey:—

'•Thees IX MV Greenhocses in October, 11392.

Great On
1 White Mirtle.
3 Orange .Sticks.
1 Yellow s riped

edgei.

S Orange trees in vases.
14 in potcs.

3 Barraodoes Cedars.
5 White strip d Pliilereas.

L'dtU Gn:/'iihouse

2(> Potts Mirtle.
2 Great Baies.
4 Amomuin, Hlinj''a.

I Hony plant.

FflOWERS in mv G.4RDEN, OCTOBER,
Auriculas.

3 Dr. Eeles.
Blinds Pain'ed Lady.

4 Amarant, striped.
4 Mr. Andrews, tine and

striped.

7 Ffine striped b.indle.
II Monument.
12 Olive, strijied.

1 Blind's brindle.
9 Double stripe

OcroBER, 1697

Potts flos cardinalis.
55 Auricula potts.

2 Sp. Jessamin.
1 Persian Jessamin.

15 Orange trees.

12 Stocks, Orange.

AuriciUas.
2 Striped purple.

14 Scarlet and white.
15 Great striped brindle.
16 Large ruffled blacic.

17 Small brindle, Edwards'.
18 Mr. Borfet's purple.
19 Double darlc red.
20 Painted Lady.
21 Ffine Painted Lady, new.

17 Potts double Likenea."

—w. s.

Self-supporting gardens.—Few are more com-
petent to deal with this subject than " W. I." (p, 41),
for he has had many opjjortunities of ascertaining
what to grow in cirder to pi-oduce the best returns,
but, as I understand the i|Uestion, he has not answered
it in th'j way in which the querist desired. When-
ever the suliject has crop^ied up, and it has done
so several times of late years, I always understood
that the querist wished to know how to make a o-ar-

lien Self-supporting and at the same time to supply
the proprietor with alt that he wants. Now, with all
" W. I.'s " experience he is obliged to confess that he
cannot show how this can be done, and I question if

there is anyone else wlio can do s). The fact is,

there are so many unprofitable departments in a gar-
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den, principally in order to make it enjoyable, tliat

the 'cultivator lias no chance whatever to maku it

pay. ]f, liowcver, as " W. I." snggests, the garden

was .accredited with the Labour devoted to the pre-

paration of bedding plants and other decorative work,

the biilaiice would doubtless be on the right .side.—

J. c. c.

Narcissus poeticus.—Beautiful in form as

UK.st of tlie Narcissi are, N. poeticus, according to

my idea, riv.als tlieni .all ; it is .simply exquisite, and

onfiht to be grown largely for >ise in a cut st.ate, as

it is very effective in vases, and lasts fresh in water

almost as long as on the plant. The double-flowered

variety is even more valuable for this purpose than

the siriflc kind ; it is better than a Gardenia, inas-

much a's it is less stiff, while the flowers are quite .as

swettly scented. Last year they were quite lovely in

their fulness, the rain having come just in time to

hel|i them out, while in dry weather and under a hot

sun they seem to have a diffkndty in opening. The

soil in which they appear to do best is a light one,

as our clumps increase in it cpiickly, and are always

full of blonm in the spring. The time to lift and

repl.ant the bulbs is after the tops die down ; but,

unless for the purpose of singling them out and

making other patches, they are best left undisturbed

in the ground where they grow.—S.

WOllK DONE IN WEEK ENDING .JAN. 26.

.Tanuauy 20.

A CLE.VR frosty day, and the barometer registers as

low as 28-90°, which, it is to be feared, me.ans more

snow, and we have made our arrangements aceord-

inoly' by getting in supplies of green veget.ables.

Parsley, I'arsnips, and Celery, and have tliiekly

covered up all cold frames, and covered over with

straw Cauliflower, Cabbage, and Lettuce plants that

are pricked out on the wall-sheltered borders. Our

other out^ide work has been the same as for some

time past, namely, grubbing and trenching new ground,

cutting down large overgrown Pnrtug.al and common

Laurel's, Hollies, Yews, and EhodoJendrons and

thinning out the branches of old Ap|>le trees in orchard.

Began to turn over vegetable or leaf-soil heaps, a

slight spiinkle of sidt being given as the work pro-

ceeds : this kills slugs and worms, and for our light

soil salt is a most excellent manure. We have never

ventured to apply salt to the heaps reserved for

potting purposes, but soot is piven instead. Put a

little .ailditional covering on outside Vine borders, .and

covered the early border with tarpaulin to throv/ off

rain and snow, for, on ex.aniination, we find it com-

pletely sodden, notwithstanding than there is .abund-

ance of drainage. 'J hough I have no frtith in arti-

ficially warm borders, either by pipes or manure, I

like to keep the border as full of natural warnith as

possiVile, first, by covering up the border early in the

autinun with leaves and Bracken or strawy litter, and

next by preventing the soil getting so wet as ours

has before the discovery of the evil. The covering

will now be kept constantly on till there is a pr spect

of continued dry weather. Partially disbudded the

early Vines where the "shows" were prominent; .all

shoots but two at each spur have been taken off; in

other cases only the very weakest were rubbed off,

the others being left till it can be seen which are

likely to be the best bunches. During this cold

weatber tlie night temp-rature is kept at CtO", but

soon as mildei-, we sh.<dl go another five degrees

higher ; C5° to 70", with the sm.all amount of sun-

shine we ge% is sufficiently high by d.ay. E.arly

Peachf.s, duiing the prevclence of such severe weather,

we ftill keep at the lowest safe temperature, 50^ to

liS", and they seem to be setting well. When the

air is dry we" give the trellis a shake to disperse the

pollen. TiiiS are being started very slowly, and are

syringed at ndd-day only. Putting Ferns and stove

plants. Potted off Cucundier- an.i planted Toinatoes

in large pots for training on back

house.
J.WDART 21.

A heavy snowstorm, which began in the earlv morn-

ing and continued with but slight intermission the

day through; most fortunately for the coniferous plants,

there was no frost, and the snow nearly all melted

from the boughs of the trees as it fell. It is now freez.

ing (8.30 p.m.) and the outlook is a truly winterly one,

and most unusual !ov Hampshire. ICxccpt enforced

snow sweeping, outside work of every description luas

been (piite at a standstill, but we have .abundance of

inside work to fully occupy .all our hands, iioot and

Potato stores .are again lieing exandned, to ]iick out

all that are decayed. Label-making and pointing

sticks for use in tlie flower garden, also making boxes

for bedding plants and seed sowing; mending net-

ting, tying nuits, washing jjots, and sponging the

leaves of Camellias and Oranges. The year's supply

of new seeds has been jnit in their drawers ; old

feeds that look good are kept, but are markeil as old,

.as a guide when sowing to sow them thicker th.an new

seeds. I'ut in more .Seakale to force, and laid the old

roots that have been forced in sand to keep them from

shrivelling till such times as it is convenient to jjhint

tliein as cuttings. Potted Tulieroses, top-dre-sed all

Tra Poses that are intended for forcing in pots, and

put a couple of dozen in heat to succeed tlie plants

already in full bud.

JAN0AUT 22 AND 2.3.

Snow and frost still continues, and besides grubbinr

up old tree

wall of Peach

tumps, gravel digging, and turning over

manure heaps, all other outside work is quite at a

standstill. Were it not for the snow we should go

on with shridj pruning, but having a little regard for

the comfort of the men, this work nuist wait till it

is dry under foot : meanwhile, the sheds are having

a thorough clean out and the walls lime-washed. All

useless and worn-out tools, baskets, box s, and

hanjpers are being got rid of, and new ones numbered

and initialed. These kinds uf jobs get scami^ed

except in such a winter as this, so that in the interest

of neatness .and order, hindering winttry weather is

sometimes desirable. Work can always be found for

an extra hand or two indoors at such jobs as wash-

ing pots, scrubbing paint, sponging plants ; every

leaf and twig of Camellias and Oranges are all

underr'oing the latter process by the handler out-door

labourers. Put in cuttings of various bedding and

stove I'lants. Sowed Sweet Peas in sm.all pots for

Ijlanting out about end of March. The scarlet, rose-

coloured, .and white varieties are the only colours we

grow. The dark purple and other washy shades

of the same colour, if grown at .all, ought to be

kept separate, and planted at a distance from

the light and more brilliant colouis, with which

they don't harmonise, .and, in fact, greatly detract

from the b .auty of the lii;hter colours. People have

often remarked on the beauty of our Svveet Pe.as,

never f(n- a moment dreaming that it was simply the

exclusion of dingy coUiurs that liad led to such remark.

Planted out Cucumbers. Potted on second lot of

Melons. Picked surplus fruit and weak blossoms

off Strawberries, and shifted a fesv of the t.arliest on

to a shelf in Pme stove, where, under the influence of

.additional he.at, the fruit not only swells (pucker, but

larger. So early in the season n.an\ire water makes

but little impression, .and at present we only u»e it

about once a week, but we are most particular in

usiu" water that is of the same temperature as the

atmosphere of the house, and as we have a hot-water

pipe runningthroughthe water tupply cistern, we have

no difficulty on that head. Picked over flowering

plants of zonal Pchugoniums, ( 'ai nations. Pri-

mulas, and Cin-rarias. Just now, in respejt of thes-',

damp is the one evil to be guarded against, but by

timely ]ncking off decayed flowers and careful use of

water, with just sutlicient warmth in the pipes to

keep tlie atmosphere buoyant, there need be uo

anxiety tin that sco. e,

Januahy 25.

Other very heavy falls of snow both yesterday and

this morning have .again rendered it iuipossdjle to do

any other work in the open air than that named

above, of which, luckily, we have plenty to keep all

hands going for some time to come. Indoor work,

too, has been much of the same descriptimi as for

some days past. Grape .and fruit rooms have had

their weekly overhaul and sweep up to-day, some

I'ears on which there was a little mildew being wiped

with a dry cloth ; Beurr^ Sterckmans and Ne Plus

Meuris being a little specky, are the most subject to

this mildew. Fruits free of spot seldom take mildew

however damp the we.ather may be. but for all that

it is dcsir.able, by way of preventing the spread of

the parasite, to put, when storing, all the siiecked

fruit apart from the others. Cut all Lady Downes
(iiapes; we hail not sp.ace for all on the Grape racks,

and tliercfore the surplus has been ]iut in bottles

and arranged on the floor round sides of (irape room.

Tlie flring necessary in this severe weather to keep

out frost had started the sap of the Vines into

activity—bleeding, in fact, had commenced—and so we
were compelled to cut the Grapes and turn off the beat

to stop further mischief. Einif.hed pruning the

Vines.
Jani-auy 20.

A thaw set in last evening and still continues, but

there is little prospect of doing much on the land for

some days to come, as it is in such a wet state, but,

having plenty of shrub-jiruning, hedge-clipping, and

road-mending work, we shall jai-li this to a close in

order to be in readiness for garden work proper soon

as weather conditions and state of soil are favourable.

Cutting Pea sticks and rods for Roses, Dahlias, and

herbaceous jilants. Pointing and tying them in their

various sizes will afford employment in bad weather.

Work in the houses has Ijeen jiotting off bedding

Pelargoniums, putting in cuttings of Dahli.as and

Begonia weltoniensis, cast.anifolia, and Princess

Beatrice. The latter is a (ibrous-rooted variety, raised

by the Messrs. Sutton, and by its hardiness, effec-

tiveness, dwarf habit, and persistency in flowering in

the open garden will, I tliink, jirove to be one of the

best summer bedding plants of recent introduction.

Hants.

HABDY FRUITS.
The nailing in of Mcu-ellos .and the pruning of bm-li

fiuits gener.ally bring up the re.ar in the fruit garden.

Then ifoUows a slack time, but it does not last long, as

an active mind always finds jjrofitalile employment

amongst the many sulijects under cultivation. Since

my last article on hardy fruits was written we have

unfastened and washed all the Peaches and Necta-

rines, and they are now made secure from injury from

strong winds and heavy falls of snow, which have been

unusu.ally prevalent since the commencement of the

new year. The young wood is perhaps not quite so

ripe as it has been at the end of more genial years ; but

itisclean,healtby, and well furnished with flower buds,

.and the low temperature which has prevailed during

the past three weeks has exercised a beneficial influ-

ence in checking the flow of sap, not only in these, but

in all other kinds of wall fruit trees. All the trees

have been pruned, but not shortened back, as shoots

that are left full length generally resist severe frost

better than others that jjresent a number of fresh

wounds to the elements. Tlien, .again, I am a believer

in extensi.in training, .and being enabled to keep every

part of a tree well furnished with fruitful wood,

shortening back to maintain the proper balance is

deferred until the time arrives for Uiviling in. This,

however, is a very trifling operation, as Peaches that

.are well diobuded in the spring and judiciously pruned

as soon as the fruit is g.athered invariably ripen their

shoots quite up to the points; and I have yet to learn

how a tree can be improved or the balance between

root and branch be retained by shortening back every

shoot, no matter how well furnished with flower-buds

or how kindly it m.ay be growing, simply because it

was the fashion fifty years ago to do so. I have often

stated that I shorten back the roots of the jireceding

summer to within a few inches of their origin or start

from the previous ]jruniug every autumn, and fill in

the trench opened for the performance of this opera-

tion with fresh loam corrected with old lime rubble.

When systematically followed up, this work occupies

very little time, as a set of men, guided by a leader, can

operate on a number of large tives in the course of a

fine October day. I .also cope all my trees either with

broad boards or gla'S lights, 2 feet in width, from the

time the first flo.ver opens until the fruit is safe under

the foli.age, and I never knoA- what it is to have to

pick off blistered leaves, and many years have elapsed

since the trees missed bearing a full crop of fruit.

Bush Fruits,

notably Gooseberries, are left in many gardens

until the spring ; but really there is no necessity for

this delay in pruning, unless other work of greater
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importance can be assigned as the reason. Birds, it

is true, are no\v verv numerous, and soon ruin the

crop of fruit if allowed to attack the trees and go on
with their depredations iinmolest'^d. Thin threads of

cotton are sometimes drawn across the bushes to

scare the bullfinches, and shooting is not unfre<juently

resorted to. 'i he first operation is an unsightly two-

(.iays' enigma to the birds. The second of two evils

is the greatest, as dust shot flying about a walled-

in garJen injures many a cleau healthy tree to an

extent from which it never recovers. And yet the

feathered depredators contrive to take their tithe,

and the quarters remain nncultivate I when a few
gallons of finely strained limewash with a handful of

soot added syringed over the bushes would keep the

buds safe during the ^vinter, and prove a certain

preventive of caterpillars in the following summer.

Filberts.

Last of all we have the much-negle::ted Filbert on
our hands, and quite proper is Jeliy, as practical

nut growers do nut approve of pruning until the

male catkins appear. Thi^ however, is not abso-

lutely necessary, as regularly pruned tree-* can be

taken in hand at any conveni-=nt time after the

leaves fall. The one great fault on the part of

owners of a few trees lies in not pruning at all, or

in allowing manystemiijed bushes to rob the fruit-

bearing branchca by throwing up a number of useless

suckers annually. In a paper recently published in

the last Volume of The GaK en" I gave a fe* useful

Lints to amateurs on the propagation and after

management of Filberts. There btill remains time
to reduce tho^e remarks to a practical form, and
as few gardens exist in which a dry sunny corner
suitable to their profitable culture cannot be found,
attention to this hitherto neglected subject is worthy
of immediate consideration.

The Orchard.

I said at the commencement of this paper there

comes a slack time, but that remark hardly applies

to owTiers and managers of extensive grass land
orchards, as it rarely happens that pruning, cleansing,

top-dressing, and last, but not least, draining are not
put off from time to time or imperfectly performed,
simply because that slack time never dawns. In my
own locality' we have hundreds of acres of orcharding
overgrown with useless ^pray and Lichen, and de-

pressed with the weiglit (^f tons of Mistletoe awaiting
the pruner's knife and ^aw. Hundreds of tons of infe-

rior Apples and Pears from neglected trees are ground
into poor cider and perry, which does not pay the
rent ; but then it not unfiequently pays the grower
in another way, as gallons of this vde stuff are eked
out to the poor labourers to the detriment of their

families in lieu of wages. Many of these orchards
contain excellent sorts of Apples and Pears, which
would realise good prices in our northern and mid-
land markets if the trees were propeily pruned,
thinned, and cleanse<i. Others containing kernel and
Norman fruits rejoicing in local names which, by the
way, the Xormans at the fruit congress, recently
held at Rouen, did not know, would make the best of

all stock for heading Lack and grafting, simply
because they have been la sed in this country and
are indigenous to the soil. Upon these occupiers
should exert their skill, ana owners of the land, alive to

their nwu and their tenants' interests, should lead the
way. In a few short weeks the sap will be rising, and
another opportunity will have pai^eel away, but there
still remahis time for doing good and profitable work ;

dead and cankered trees and branches can be cleared
away, the ground can be drained and top-dressed,

and kiud-growing wildmgs can be cut back forgraft-
ing in March and April. Now is the time to select

Wood from healthy trees for grafts, which should be
laid in by the heels under the shade of a north wall
or fence until wanted for use. If for grafting large

trees, two-year-old wood as thick as one's finger

answers best, as it stands driving home with the
inallet, and is not likely to become gorged when the
sap begins to flow freely. Orchard-* in which grafting
has been carried on for some few years generally
furnish the best of all wood for this purpose; but
where this cannot be obtained well-ripened pieces
from healthy-bearing trees will answer equally well.

^Vhen, however, the system of renovating established

orchards has been fairly started, the first set of tree

yield a quantity of thinnings, as it is good policy to

insert more grafts than eventually will be wanted t"

form a good head, for the two-fold purpo.-e of pro-

viding many channels for the first flush of sap as

well as to give a supply of good wood for future

operations. Of equal importance is the selection of

sorts, as all localities are not alike suited to the
growth of the numerous choice varieti s met with in

catalogues or distant orchards. It will therefore be

well to look round the district and make note of a

few of the best ports that do well and !*roduc^ good
crops of tine fruit. If such kinds as Cox's Orange,
King and Kibston Pippins, Blenheim Orange, Court
Pendu Plat, and Worcester Peannaiu do well, these

may he duplicated to any extent, and it is question-

able if six more profitable varieties can be met with.

If, on the other hand, the locality is too cold or the

soil does not suit them, hardier .-orts p 'ssessing size

and colour must be selected. These two points, the

la-t especially, tell wonderfully in the market. The
first consideration, therefore, fsh"uld be flavour com-
hined with colour, as one or other of these qualities

is absolutely necessary to the profitable sale of

Knglish Apples.

Another excellent guide to the making a judicious

selection of Apples for any particular district is a

visit to a good local fruit show in Xovember. Ex-
cellent exhibitions of Apples and Hears have been
held at Hereford, and it is to be regretted that they
have been discontinue 1. The best show in i hit part

of England is and has been held in G loucester

for a great number of years, and the members of the
committee are deserving of the blithest praise for the
instructive way in which it is managed. There, in

addition to substantial prizes for collections of dessert,

culinary, and vintage fruit, classes are formed for

many of the leading varieties which do well in the

neighbourhood; and unobservant, indeed, must be the
visitor who does not note that the finest Blenheims,
RibstoD, and King of the Pippins England ever pro-

duced are staged there in quantity, not occasionady,
but annually—a most convincing proof that these

varieties may be extensively planted in the western
counties. Great conferences may have done good
work in discouraging the growth of an endle^^s number
of useless varieties and brinijing new fruits of de-

cided merit to the front, but I question if well-

managed local societies established over the kingdom
would not result in greater benefit to fruit growers
generally.

Since the preceding remarks were written I have
read an article in the iJaili/ Ttlejraph—a paper, by
the way, which generally exp ses its ignorance when
dilating on its discovery of some grand horticultural

mares nest. It quotes largely from a practical writer,

who correctly asserts that Apples of Knglish growth
are quite as good as the tine-t examples imported
from America, and goes on to say that Euglish
gardeners neither know how to grow nor pack their

fruit when by some lucky accident, I presume, they
do succeed in coaxing their trees into a b aring c -n

ditiun. It then asserts that an exhibition at Reading
proved a complete failure, through ignorance or in-

capacity on the part nf the framers of the schedule.

To this indictment the Reading horticulturists can,

I have no doubt, bring forward a satisfactoiy reply,

as I have yet to learn that a district containing a
Sutton and a Wildsmith is behind in the growth and
exhibition not o.dy of Apples, but of the finest horti

cultural produce geuerallj'. Much might be written
upon this subject, but sufficient has been said to siiow

my horticultural confreres that gross ii^norance,

apathy, and want of commercial enterprise have been
laid at our doors. As to our ability as packers not
only of AppltS, but of the most tender and p>eiishable

fruit which our British orchards and hothouses pro-

duce, permit me to direct the writer to Covent (Jarden
Market, where at all hours he will see arriving from
every station between the Land's End and John
o' Groats fruit of every kind packed as none, save
British growers, know how to pack. I have often
pointed out to owners and occupiers the great im-
portance of putting our old English orchards in better
order. Well managed modern orchards are a credit

to their owners, as our recent conferences have testi-

fied, and it no^ remains to be seen when British

enterprise, alrea-ly heavily handicapped by the superior

American climate, Cin overcome the difficulties by
which wc are beset, not the least of which is a strong

prejudice on the part of the Brit'sh public in favour

of highly coloured, but indifferently flavoured, foreign

produce. W. CoLEMA.S*.

Kastnor Castle, Ltdbury.

Trees and Shrubs.

PLAXTIXG TENDER CONIFERS.
Those coniferous trees that axe. injiireil l>y frosts

in this country may be divided into two cliis'cs.

There are those that are constitutionally tender,

and, therefore, either killed outri^lit or •;reatly

disfigured durinj^ severe winters ; and then there

are those that, thtrnj^h perfectly hardy a.s far as

the winter frosts aloue are concerned, start into

growth so early in the spring that the young
shoots are frc<iuently killed by late frosts. In
planting any of the tender kinds as sheltereil

a position as possible should be chosen, as so

situated many plants will often tide over a severe

winter tu which they would succumb if in an
exposed spot. Those liable to injury only by
late frosts neeil just the oppo-ite course of treat-

ment, as the more exposed they are so much the
longer will the buds reaiain ilormant, ami coii-

seijuently the risk will be lessened of their falling

a prey to sfiring frosts. The most susceptible

to injurs' in this way are the Deodar, some kinds
of Abies, and, notably, many of tbe Silver Fii-s.

So much do they suffer at times, that it is almost
impossible to get a good specimen in low warm
valleys, while on more elevated ground, even in

the immediate neighbourhood, no daiiiage is

sustained, tbe reason being that while those in

warm spots are covered witli young tender shoots

betore late frosts aie over, the specimeus in more
elevated regions still have the fiituie growth
protecteil l)y the resinous scales of the unopened
buds. As the principal damage is done by the
action of the sun on the plant while the shoots

are still frozen, it is at once apparent that wliere

there is a risk of the specimen being injured, it

is less liable to be damaged if so situated that

the sun in early morning does not reach it. An
illustration of this may often be seen in the case

of an injured specimi-n, the shoots of which will

frequently be all killed on the side exposed to

the sun's ravs, while the reverse will be quite

uninjured. Probably a good deal might be done
10 minimise the injurious effects of spring frosts

if, where seedlings are raised in quantity, especial

care was taken of thnse that showed a tendency
to be later than usual in starting into growth, as

perhaps a race could be perpetuated in the second
generation with the late growing character com-
pletely fixed ; meanwhile till such an event
happens, exposed planting must be resorted t'> in

order to retard growth. T.

A desirable Yew (Taxus adpiessa).—This
forms a low dense-growing shrub, witii sjjrtading

l)ranches and mucli stiorter leaves than in the comuiou
Yt;w. Its rate of growth is s-low, and it is well
suited as an isolated specimen on Grass wfipre any-
tliing of rapid trrowth is undesirable. Whea so
situat d tliat it is not interfered with in anyway,
this Vew forujs a bush of regular outline, tlie upper
portion being generally mUL-h Hattened ou account of

the horizontal arrangement of the branches. It is of

a very dark green colour, even deeper than the
common Yew. This Yew is gene ally re^ar^ed as a
native of Japan, hut in the " JIanual of Coniferie" this

assertion is questioned. Tbe probahility is suggested
of its having originated in a once famous nursery in
North-east London. There is a variety of the above
in which the branches, instead of spreading, are
arranged in an upright manner, thus stamping it as
very distinct from the type. Another came for this

Yew, and one that it is frequently found under, is

T. tardiva.

—

Alpha.
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THE BEST CONIFERS.

Pretty tlirmgli Liboceilrus cliilensis (p. 58) may

be it is to,, tender to be recoimiiended lor orna-

mental planting unless in espeeially favoured

localities, while L. decurrens, winch is quite

hardy and withal a beautiful ti-ee, was not men-

tioned on p. .'>8 in the notice of the best Conifers

L decurrens is a native of the northern parts ot

California and Oregon, where it is said to iorm

the largest of trees, reaching at times

a height of 120 feet to 140 feet, with a

trunk 6 feet to 7 feet in diameter at

tlie base, and free of branches for

70 feet to 80 feet of its height. It

was introduced into this country in

1853 and appears to be of rather slow

growth ;
consequently no very large

specimens are to be met with. As

seen here it is of a dense columnar

iiabit, very suitable for planting where

but a limited space exists, as ihere is

no fear of its encroaching on neigh-

bouring walks or buildings. The

colour of the foliage is of a deep yet

bright green, which is retained during

the"whole of the year. It is certainly

one of the most ornamental of medium

sized ConiferiE, and must on no ac-

count be omitted from any selection,

however choice. Though this Libo-

cedrus is not fastidious as to soil or

situation, it is seen to the greatest ad-

vantage in a good, well-drained, yet

fairly moist loam. Tlirough some error

it was distributed as Thuja gigantea,

under which name it is even now often

found, but the Thuja just mentioned

is correctly a synonym of T. Lobbi.

L. chilensis inhabitselevations in South

America, where it reaches a height of

50 feet to (iO feet, and is valued as a

timber-producing tree. In this coun-

try it IS of a pyramidal habit, with

glaucous green f.diage, partially silvery

underneitli. It is ot rather dense

growth, anil when about a dozen feet

high, provided it has escaped injury

frciin frosts, is a beautiful object; but,

unfortunately, it generally suffers a

good deal before it reaches that height.

Differing as these two kinds of Libo-

cedrus do in all prominent features,

there is yet another point 1o be noted,

and this is the fact that the Chilian

species will strike at least fairly well

from cuttings, while L. decurrens is

among the most difficult of Conifers

to root in that way. When cuttings

are put in, many of them form a large

callus, and then remain in that stage

without any attempt to push forth

roots. When this occurs the cuttings

should be taken out of their pots, and

a few of the excrescences cut off from

the tuber-like mass, after which they

can be put in again as before, and

many will then strike. There are a

couple more s),ecies of Libocedrus in

this country, but they both require

the protection of a greenhouse, and

are by no means common. The

most fieqnently met with of the

two is L. Doniana, a native of New Zealand,

where it reaches the dimensions of a large tree.

In its young state it forms a narrow pyrumiil

of a beautiful bright green colour. The brandies

are frond-like in character, and arranged rathi r

closely together, so as to form, generally speaking,

a dense-habited specimen. When from ti IVet

to 8 feet high, it is a most beautiful object for

the greenhouse or conservatory, but mostly after

that time the lower branches get thinner, pro-

bably from the want of such a free circulation of

air as they would get if }ilanted in the o\m\

ground.

The same treatment as to soil, temjieniture,

&c., required liy the greenhouse Araucarias will

suit tills Libocedrus. L. tetragona, the last to

mention, forms a loose growing bush, with no

verv strong claims to beauty. It is, however.

The Great Corsicivn Pi.m at Kew, tl.e largest tree r.f the
='-.<=^,if

=* j"
«>'"

':°''"S- Jf^"^
height, 88 ft. ;

girth at 4 ft. up the stem, 8 ft. 10 in. ;
girth at base of tiimk, 1- ft.

said to be grea'.ly

timber tree.

valued bv the Chilians as

Ali'HA.

Koelreuteria paniculata.—To anyone requir-

iir,'a small growing lawn tree lliat will bloom towards

the end ot the summer this can be recommended,

especi.ally if the soil be light and .sandy. It is also

spoken of as a good tree for chalky soils, but of this I

have had no experience. The habit of this tree re-

minds one to a certain extent of some of the larger

kinds of Rhus. It has a clear stem, as a rule not

very straight, and large pinnate foliage, rather thinly

arr.anged on the branches. The flowers are yellow

and Ijorne towards tlie end of the summer in terminal

panicles, at wliieh time the plant is very handsonip,

but even' from a foliage point of view alone it la

highly ornamental. The Ka-lrenteria is more often

planted on tlie Continent tlian with us, for though

iutroduced into this country from Cliina somewhere

about 100 years ago, it is still but rarely

H'et witli. The rich yellow of the

decaying foliage and the curious inflated

capsules (when they are present) tend to

form an attractive autumn feature. It is

perfectly hardy in this country, and,

tailing seeds, can be propagated by cut-

tings either of the roots or branches,

but the first named is the method

generally used, as root cuttings grow

away very freely.

—

Alpha.

The Kentucky Coffee tree.—We
lia\e two very good examples of this tree

(Gymnocladus canadensis) mentioned in

The G.uujes (p. 84). They are growing

beside a good Deodar, and are just about

.''lo feet in heiglit, and girth respectively,

at 3 feet from the ground, G feet 6 inches

and 6 feet 10 inches. They were well

sheltered on all sides until they attained

a height of 12 feet, but are now
thoroughly exposed. The situation is

low and moist at the bottom of a slope,

and the soil is a sandy loam. The re-

mirlvs made last week as to the free

flowering and the non-production of seed

are fully borne out in the case of these

two trees. One other characteristic I

may notice, and that is they are the

latest of all our deciduous trees, both

native and exotic, in developing their

foliage in spring —K. BuRHKLL, Clare-

moiit.

Grafting Euonymus.—The com-

mon Kuonymus is often used as a stock

on which to graft the various evergreen

Japanese kinds, and, strange as it may
appear, the deeiduous character of the

stock does not seem to affect the scion

in the least— at all events so far as my
experience extends, .and I have some

hundreds treated in this way as well as

on their own roots. The grafted plants

certainly grow the faster, .and suckers or

shoots "from the base of the plant do

not seem likely to be any trouble. One

thing with regard to grafted plants is

that°by employing strong vigorous young

seedlings as stocks, standards can be

formed if desired, for the Euonymus is

by no means difficult to graft.
_
They

had better be kept under glass till the

union is complete. In this way I have

seen the creeping E. radicans in quite

a new character, viz., grafted on a branch-

ins head of the Spindle tree, about 5 feet

high. As several grafts were put on

closely together, a dense head of foliage

was formed, whence the Ions, flexible

shoots hung dowm for some distance.

—

Alpha.

The Fremontia as a standard.

—

In some parts of the country this shrub

succeeds perfectly as a standard. In the

Tooting Nursery, in Mr. Parker's time, it

used to grow and flower welt in the open,

and in Mr. A. O. Walker's garden ;it Nant-y-Glyn, Col-

wyn Bay, a bush of it grows in the centre of a lawn.

It measures 7 feet hij,di and about 8 feet in diameter.

It has iath?r long, flexuous branches, covered along

the greater pait ot their length with large yellow

flowers and buds. It was planted, Mr. Walkej tells

us in November, IS/S, and previous to lS,fl bad

much the liabit of a pjramid Tear, but, we resret to

say, the severe winter of that yiar quite killed the

leading shoots.
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THE GREAT CORSICAN PINE AT KEAV.

We have before alludoil to this tree as the finest

spoi'iiiitu of its kiiul in this country and it is

probably among the liist planteil. It is a hanil-

sonie tree, ilisphiyiiig the style of ,t,'rowth peculiar
to the species. Tiie trunk is as straii,'ht as a

shi|i's masl, and, ju(l,nini;by tlie look of it, is as

thorouj^hly sound. This would he the kind of

tree to enable one to .judi;e of the quality of the
timber, about the .superior quality of which so

much has been written, for no doubt this tree is

ju.st iu its prime as ri-;.,'arils its tindjer. Louilon
in his " Arboretum" (1854) states that this Kew
iree was then between 80 feet and 90 feet high.
Ifenco it has either not L;ro\vn much since then,
or it lias lost its top at some time. There is, we
bolieve, no reconl as to when this tree vas
plauleil, but presumalily it was planted about the
latter end of the hist centui-v. •

Copper Beech, hedges.—I observe a notice of
a tinu Copper Beech iiedgi; in Norfolk by "T. B."
([>. (JO). I should be fxad to he.ai- from him or the
gardener of Ashwelthurpe Hall wliether it is subject
lo the attacks of apliiJes, that render heilges of green
Beech so objectionable aud unsightly in some locali-
ties. So far as I have observed, the purple Beech is

free fn.m the plague of aphides. If fo, it would prove
a highly oniamtntal and useful hedge plant. The
purple Gilbert is also ornament:d and protit.able as a
Hedge plant.— D. T. V.

MARKET GARDEX NOTES.
The variability of our climate and its results
upon oiit-iloor crops were never more strikingly
e.Keniplitied than during the year just closed. "lii
early summer all kinds of green crops, and
Cabbages in particular, were so abundant, that
they did not ji.iy to take them to market. AVau'on-
h.iads of the finest Cabbages were sold in"the
.streets retail at ;!d. ]jcr dozen, and many growers
led olf their crops with sheep, so little'did they
otherwise realise. Then w^e had a severe and
protracted drought, which lasted for many weeks,
and although the ohl sayiiiL', that drought never
yet brought dearth, mav still hold good as regards
cereal cro[.s, I quctiim if it can' be applied to
nioistnre-hjving vegetable.s. When the drought
broke up in August, cold cheerle.ss weather ''set
in

; the autumn was not fine, and late sown and
planted crops made but little progres.s. The soil
was cold and sodden ; fro.sty nights set in earlj^
anil have prevailed up to the present time. Long
belore winter .set in the prices for vegetables had
gone up to mure than double wdiat they were in
summer.

Cabbages, Savoys, or good Broccoli have been
really not procurable iu auytliiiig like the per-
lectiou in which we usuaH'y get 'them, and the
consequence has been that "prices for anything
that was of fair quality have been high. A ready
sale has ahso been ell'ecled for goods that in the
early part of the year would not have been worth
sending to market. Even good sized Cabbage
plants are now being tied in bunches and the
land jirepared for other crops; it will therefore
ha some time before we get our markets glutted
again, at least with home-grown produce.

Turnips are perhaps more ea>ily affected by
drought than any crops culti\'atea for market,
and gijod ones have not been procurable for a
' Jiig time; all old Turnips that would pass
muster at all have been pulled up and tied in
bunches about half the usual size, and realise
better prices tliau good edib.e ones usually do.
S\yede Turnips, that in the south are seldom
utilised for culinary purposes, are now in great
request, and are proportionally high in prices.

Potatoes are plentiful, but they are not nearly
I

border of good soil, and they "are kept to singl

so good as they w'ere last year at this time. We,
however, gett'liem so dicajdy, both from Scotland
and the Continent, that there is little likelihood
of prices for them varying so much as is the case

with crops that must bo grown near the place
of' consumption. Nevertheless, a good crop of

Potatoes is i'ar more jirofitable than Corn, and
large breadths of land are being ploughed and
prepared for planting, the usual jilan iieing to

jiut the manure in the furrows and lay the .sets

on it.

Digging AND rLOUGHmu are now being pushed
on wdierever the soil is in workable condition.
In this locality it soon dries, lieing on a gravell}'

sulisoil, aud for that reason the manure is bist

applied in spring, for if very heavy rains follow

its application, agooil deal of its nuiritive qualities

are \vashed away l.)eyond the reach of (he roots.

It is therefore stacked in heaps on the surface

until required for putting in with the crop, and
by burying it in prett}' close contact witli tlie

roots good crcips are grown on very shallow soil.

Sowing ok planting is confined to very
small areas at present. The chief crops now
being put in are Broad Beans and Cabbages, but
directly drier weather prevails. Parsnips, Unions,
and Radishe.s, together with early Potatoes, will

claim attention.

ApPLE.s AND Pears of home growth have been
so abundant, that there is less demand than
usual for foreign goods. Pears are now confined

to Easter Beurio and a few very late sorts, and
amongst culinaiy Pears Calillac comes iu j^^t

when fruits are at their lowest ebb ; Ajqales such
as Wellington, Northern Greening, and French
Crab, are now at their best. The winter
pruning and dressing of trees and bushes lia\'e

been jiushed on during the late severe weather,

.seeing that they (irovided work wdiile little el.se

could be done. The old idea of frosty weather
not suiting pruning docs not prevail amongst
market culti\ ators, who have to get over their

work at the least e.\pense. I, too, prefer frosty

weather for the operation, as I never saw evil

results from it, and when the soil is firm on the
surface the treading does not render it so liard

afterwards as when it is sloppy with rain.

^Ioreovel•, where birds are troublesome to the

buds, the presence of workmen amongst the trees

helps to keep them olf.

Forced produce consists mainly of Rhubarb,
Seakale, aud Radishes that have of late been
[deutifnl aud sell fairly well, owing to the scarcity

of good outdoor vegetable.s. Rhubarb is mostly
forced where it grows by means of pots or tubs

covered with fermenting material ; but Seakale

for early crops is lifted and forced either on hot-

beds or in some heated structure. Pits and
frames are now being cleared out, the lights

washed, and woodwork painted, and the brick-

work washed with lime, and manure is being

got together in readiness for filling the pits with

as .soon as the pdants are ready. Some of the

pits are utilised at once I'or early Potiutoes and
Kailishes, and when these come off Cucumbers
take their jilace.

Tomatoes have come to be most e.xtensively

cultivated, and they nearly always realise good
prices; some grow them the whole year round,

but the majority start afresh with young plants

raised as early in the new year as jiossible.

They are sown in pans iu January in a brisk

heat, aud grown on close to the glass so as to

have good plants by IMarch, when they are planted

in houses or pits, and under good culture they

yield heavy crops. As a rule, the houses in

which they are grown are narrow and span-roofed,

and on each side is a row of plants in a shallow

stems. I have, however, seen fine crops of
Tomatoes in lofty houses, in which the plants
were trained on the extension .system like Vines.
The plants were, as far as I could judge, two or
three years old, and were maintained in health
by frequent top-dressings of rich soil.

Gosport. Jambs Gboom.

Marechal Niel Rose. -In .^ lenito house we
have a trellis 20 feet by 10 feet well furnished with
Marechal Niel. On a trellis on the b,ack wall is a
Xectarine tree. I shut the house up on the lirst

week in November. On New Year's IJay we cut our
first Rose blooms and we have slid many hundreds
to cut. The Nect.arine has set a fine crop of fruit.

Underneath the Hose trellis are fine large specimen
plants of ImantophyUum miniatum which are
throwing up strong spikes just bursting into bloom,
and on the front stage is a good selection of the
old-fashioned sweet-scented Geraniums, now much
in demand.—IviCH.VRD NlsBKr, AswarOi/ Park.

Rose Her Majesty.—This new Hybrid Periie-
tual is, we understand, to lie sent out in March ne.Nt

by Messrs. William Paul & Son. This Rose, whicli
is a cross between Mabel Morrison and the Tea-
scented kind called Canary, is remarkable for its large
size and fine delicate rose-pink colour.

Veitch Memorial Prize Fund.—The trustees
of this fund have allotted a A'eitch memorial medal
and a prize of iTi for competition at E.\eter in 1886,
the competition to be confined to the county of Devon.
The committee of the Devon and Exeter Horticultural
Society have resolved that the medal and prize shall

be given for a collection of vegetables, to be com-
peted for at their summer show ("iOth August).
Schedules and fuither particulars can be obtained of

the hon. secretary, Mr. C. T. K. Roberts, 15, Gaudy
Street, E.xeter, or of Messrs. Robert Veitch and Sol',

Exeter.

LATE NOTES.

Seedling: Hellebore (,II'. //. Frru i n'lliiim).—Evidently
a good form ut' tlie etjiulaon C'liristnias Rose. Tlie flower
seems better shaped th;in usual, aud the foliage robust and
good.

Pitcher plants (C. /".)—The ritclcrs of Nepenthes
Ratflesiana whieh you have sent are unusually laixc and
well coloured —wonderfully fine, indeed, for a iilaut two
years old.

Single Camellias (C. R. S. i).).—Singularly beautiful—
much more so according to our w.iy of thinking than the
double kinds, though, of course, we must have them too.
The white kinds, especially those striped with red, are
charming, as so, too, are the reds, though at one time
thought to be only tit for stocks on wiiich to graft tlie doulalo
kinds.

wnite Plume Celery. -Whatever may be the merits
of this Celeiy as a vc.{eni))le, it promises t ) be very useful for
cut foliage in winter, many of its leaves having no gi'eeu
whatever. They .are waxy lookim^, especially by lamp-light,
and last well iu water. When nrrauged with brown Chry-
santhemums, or some other deep-coloured flowers, or briglit
berries, tliey arc peculiarly effective.—C. M. O.

Gros Quillaume Grape.—Will Mr. 51'Kcnna kindly
siy wlictllcr or not the whole fourteen bundles were left on
his Vine of this vai iety to ripen ? or did the Vine carry only
the one large bunch illustrated in The Garpen (p. 82)?" If so,
what advant.igc is there in growing one Large bunch and
.sacrificing the others ? Gros Guilluume, if tre.tted liberally,
will show as many surplus bunches as the m.ajority of other
Vc-irieticsin cultivation.—G. S.

Nam.es of plants, ir. J.

2, A. cunoLXtum grandieeps ; 3,

.Tjtliiopicum.

Naming' fruit-—Headers uho dcalre ourhiipiti ndming
fn'il. irill /.iiiilli/ bear in mind that sertreU .•*i>erimens a/
<li!)'< i--iil ulii'h s o/cntoar etnd size of the mine kind tjreaily assiH
iti i7.s- deUrntinati-'Ti. Local rarietien should be named by
hu-al 'iromrs, and are often only known to them. We cein
(mill unda-Ude to name four varieties at a time, and these
onli/ when the above comlition is observed. Unitaid parcels
not received.

Names of fruit.—Rowd'y.—2, Cox's Orange Pippin ; 6,
Winter Codlin ; S, Wyken Piiipin. The others are indeter-
minable, having lost their characteristic peculiarities.

^f.—1. Adiautum Veitchi ;

A. gLaueophyllum ; 4, A.

Died, .at Stanstead Park, Forest Hill, on the 20th inst.,
FR.tNcis Bbskise, youngest .son of John Laing, nursery and
seedsman, in his twenty-second year, after a long and painful
illness.
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WOODS & FORESTS.

HOME r. FOREIGN TIMBER.

There is little to explain to Mr. Webster (p. 85)

on this subject. The t;loomy picture lie draws

liiniself of the state of the home tinil>er trade is

sntttciently corroborative of my statements.
^

The

coal I spoke of belon;^'3 to the owner of the

timber, but the colliery, whicli is an example of

others, is let to a company who cannot be dictated

to as to where they are to procure their plant and

materials. They ]iay the landloid the maximum
royalty for the coal," perhjps, and having to take

all ri.-'ks connected with prices and strikes, &c.,

as a matter of course they please themselves

where they will get their timber. Your corre-

spondent, Mr. Webster, does not seem to realise

that it is not so much a matter of agreement

between the tenant and his landlord as a que-tion

of values. Probably, if tlie landlord was to en-

gage to pick liis Larch and Oak for the purpose,

anil deliver it at a price that would enable the

colliery pr.'prietors to ]:irepare it for their purpose

cheape'r than foreign timber, a bargain might be

struck, but this is ju^t what the landlord cannot

atibrd to do, unless be parts with his timber at

about cost price or less. I am informed that

foreign pit props and other timbers are now being

delivered at these pits at 8d. per foot, all cut to

the (lesired size awl ready for use. Colliery

owners do with the timber dealers as they them-

selves have to do with the gas companies and

other consumers of coal -they have their limber

provi'ied by contract by the year, or for a .shorter

period. Mr. Webster wrdes, "No one need be

surprise 1 that the miner will not make a pur-

chase wdien he can get foreign stuif of a pr.jper

size at a cheap rate." Exactly, that is where the

shoe pinches, and quite knocks on the head Mr.

Welister's counter proposal for the miner to " give

his landlord a fair price for his timber." If Mr.

Webster knows anything whatever of the miner s

wants and the i|uaiitv of forei.gn timber, he must

know UmI no EnglUh timber merchant could

supply pit jn-ops (which represents the biilk^ of

cidliery timber) of the uniform size of the ibreign

stuff, nnle'S the woodman was to cut one or two

out of every Larch or Fir he felled, and have the

fragments left on bis hands. Short of doing this

we'do all we can to accommodate customers. I

have contracted to supply so many feet of Larch

bound by the condition that the trees are to

average 10 feet, and all to be as near that size

as possible. The price offered is not high, and

the big trees are left ior whoever will take

them. I olfered the latter also at a price tliat

would have enabled the miner to halve or quarter

them for prop', as is sometimes done, but could

not deal, the round props being better and more

convenient.

At these collieries foreign Oak and other

woods are supplied in higs and planks of a work-

able size and cheap, and tliat is where the English

timber is cut out. The cutting up of English

limber is an expensive department at collieries

where it is used, and that is one of the main

objections to its use, otherwise it is generally

acknowledged to be superior to the foreign in

<iuality. It is all very well for I\Ir. Webster to

talk of growing the kinds of timber likely to be

wanted. I presume that is what landlords have

tried to do in the past, ami what Mr. Wefister

and I have to do now is to dispose of it profitably

as it stands. That is the problem at present.

Mr. Webster says he looks upon " the landlord's

and tenant's interests as being identical," which

may be in the case of agricultural tenants having

patches of land let by the year ; but with col-

lieries with forty years' leases, and no other con-

nection with the landlord than paying the rent,

whether the stipulated quantity of coal bo raised

annually or no, there is not the .same common

iuterest, nor is such a thing ever expected or

insisted upon. The laniUord buys his coal at

the market price, and perhaps uses as much in

one year as a regular consumer will take at one

time. But be these matters as they may, it is a

fact that there are collieries surrounded by

estates containing any quantity of timber reaily

t. r sale that wiil use none other than foreign

timber. Yorkshireman.

wlu re the trees in the bottom are the tallest and

straightest on the estate, although comparatively

young and in poorer soil than those growing on

ihe level ground at the top, once pasture and

good and licli soil.— S.

DRAINING PLANTATIONS.

All who have much to do with plantations

cannot fail to see the advantage of draining,

although some proprietors, on account of the

expense, consider it unnecessary ; by draining, I

mean particularly surface drains; these can be

made at a very small cost—about Id. per rood for

the ordinary sheep diains, wdiich they resemble,

20 inches wide at top, 14 inches at bottom, and

about 12 inches deep. The benetit of these drains

IS immense in dr\ ing the ground, and it is worthy

of attention to observe that along the line of

drain, upon the stulf thrown out, the trees beat

their neiglibours; and you can often follow out

the line of drain by looking along the tops of the

young tree.s, wdiicli in the ahove situation are so

much more vigorous than their neighbours, that

they sometimes resemble a hedge on a bare part

of the plantation.

If a stone dyke is made, there ought to be, in

about every hundred yards, a set of steps, form-

ing a stile, for crossing into the plantaiion.

This will be found a great saving to the wall, if

sportsmen and their dogs are in the habit occa-

sionally of following game into it, for both inan

and dog will prefer the easiest point for getting

over the fence, and they will not pull dowu a

slone or two every time they pa^s, to the danger

of their legs and the detriment of the fence.

Young plantations are a great shelter for

hares, and if it is wished to give them access,

let pens or conduits, 12 inches by 9 inches, be

mule also every 100 yards or 200 yards in the dyke.

Neither these nor the stiles will add a sixpence

to the original contract price of the dyke. Let

these pens or conduits, however, be shut up in

autuniu wdienever the corn is cut ;
as when the

hares lie in the plantation, and feed out of it,

they are easilv snared on the runs leading to the

pens. The pens for the hares shouhl be opened

about the beginning of March, and the keeper

shmild look sharp alter them. Any gate to the

planiatiun should he boaided, so as to ].revent

hares passing in or out ; for if this is not done,

it is the poacher's liarvest field with his net.

Durin<^ the months of OctoVier t> March,

inclusrve, the hares will take the dyke at any

part when they wish access, but the young ones

are not able to do it. The pens are useful also

for young partridges and pheasants pas.sing to and

from the cover. Scot.

Timber trees in ravines.—Some of your

correspondents appear to have missed the point

in supposing that the reason why timber trees aie

taller in ravines than elsewhere is that the ro"ts

are usually in a richer soil in such places. Mr.

Webster g.jes quite into the geology of this sub-

jea. The soil, as a matter of fact, has nothing to

do with it. Trees in the bottoms of ravines are

taller than th-se at the sides and tops because

they aro "drawn up" exactly like plants ma
seed-bed, or where the li.ght has access to their

tops only. The tallest are always in the centre,

as anyone may notice who will examine the first

bed of Cabbages they come across. We set out a

fall of Ash and Oak lately in a deep ravine,

RATE OF TREE GROWTH IN A
YORKSHIRE PLANTATION.

The following details concerning the rate of tree

growth on an e.-tate in mid-Yorkshire may be of

niterest to some of v<mr readers. It is interesting,

as the trees record'etl have Jill been raised from

seed obtained principally fi-.^ni America. The

soil consists generally of a sandy loam on a sub-

soil ot clay or saml, and at the time previous

to firiallv transplanting the seedlings the ground

was trenched about 3 feet. The situation is

moderately exposed :

—

Quercus t nctoria, ten ye.ars fr .m the seed :
lieiglit.

from 14i feet to 15 feet; diameter of the trunk 1 loot

frum the ground, 2^ inches to 3 inches ;
diameter of

space covered by the branches, 8 feet.

Q. coccinea. ten years from the seed : height, from

14 feet to 16 feet; diameter of the trunk 1 foot from

the ground, 2.^ inches; diameter of the space covered

by the branches, 11 feet.
, , , „

Q. Cerris, seven years from the seed: height, 1

2

fee', ; diameter of the trunk 1 foot from the ground,

2h inches.

'Gleditschia tiiacantho.s, ten years from the seed:

height, 1.3 f-et; di.imeter of the trunk 1 foot from

the°groun<l, 2i inches; diameter of space covered by

the br.ancht s, y feet.

Platanus orient.alis, eight years from the seed:

height, 14 feet; diameter of the trun't 1 foot fnmi

ground, 3 inches ; diameter of space covered by the

or nche^, 10 feet.

Fraxiuus excelsior, nine years from the seed :

height, 20 feet to 21 feet; diame'er of the trunk

1 foot from the ground, 3 inches.

Ulmus iiiontana, ten years from the seed :
hei-ht,

13 feet; diameter of the trunk 1 f..ot from the

ground, 4 inches; di.vmcter of space oovtred by the

branches, S feet.
> , . ,

Cerasus virgiu'ana, ten years from the seed :
heigtit,

14.^ feet; diameter of the trunk 1 foot from the

ground, ih inch- s ; diameter of the space c ivered by

the brancnts, 9 feet.

Liquid,.mb..r styraciflua, ten years from the seed

:

height, 11 feet; diamettr of the trunk 1 foot from

the ground, 2i inches.

Ju-lans nigra, ten years from seed : height, 17 feet;

diameter of the trunk 1 foot, from the ground, S.V

inches to 4 inches; diameter of the spacj covered by

the Lraiiches, (5 feet to U feet.

J. Di'.;ra, eight years from the seed: he'ght, 14

feet; diameter'of the trunk 1 foot from the ground,

4 inches ; space covered by the branches, 7 feet

Carya aUia, ten years fiom the seed: htight, 10

feet; diameter of the trunk 1 foot from the giouud,

3 inches; s|iaco c ivered by the branches, 5 feet.

Lirijdendron Tulipifera, ten years fr.im the seed :

height, from 14 feet to Uh feet; diameter of the

trunk 1 foot from the gr..und, from 2.\ inches t>

4 inches ; diameter of the space covered by the

branches, 5 feet.

F...binia Pseudacacia, ten years from the seed;

height, from 26 feet to 2-J feet; diameter ot the

trunk 1 foot from the gr.juud, from 6 inches to

8 inches; diameter of the space covered by the

branches, 14 feet. Another tree, eight years frum

the seed, is 23 feet high; diameter of the trunk

1 foot from the ground, 4 inches t» 5 inches ;
diameter

of the space coveied by the branches, 10 feet.

The foregoing measurements are taken of

average-size'l trees among the seedlings that were

planted out to reniaiu permanently. These lacts

show what may be done in tree-raising even in a

brief intLTval <''i ten ye.rrs. J. 0.

Canadian forestry. -Tlic High Commissioner f..r

Cm 1,1 1 int. inns us that he lius iceeived ;i number ot ibiiu-

piikts lol.iting t,. the forests ef that colony, and states tliat

ho will be pleased to send :<. copy to any reader of \Nooi>s

ANO FoEE-sTS who uiay forwaid his name and address.- s',

Victoria Chambai, Loiuton, S- ir.
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" This is an Art
Which does mend Nature : change it rather : but

The Art itself is Nature."—SAatopeare.

GRAPES AND FLOWERS TOGETHER.

I HAVE, ill former communications, endea-

voured to show what may be done by a pro-

fessional man at a small expense in growing

Grapes and flowers in the same houses for home
and (ither uses. It may interest some of your

reailer.s to give the results of the past autunm

and winter. First, as to Grapes, all from outside

borders and with moderate heat. In my tirst

house I had a grand crop of a small highly-

ilavoured Black Muscat of a kind now gone out

of cultivation, very early Black Hamburghs, an<l

iluscat of Alexandria,' all Vines of 20 to 40

years old (rods cut out in succession about one

every year), with Palms, Grevilleas, C'ytisuses,

Geraniums, Abutilons (full of flower now). Pe-

tunias, Cyclamens, Ferns, Tradescantias(for foliage

cutting, always green), and Acacias, all growing

either on a bed in the middle, on narrow shelves

round the sides, on a liroader .shelf or stage run-

ning along the south front, or on a clinkered

back wall ; outside borders well mulched with

manure in the autumn, and meal bone-dust care-

fully rakeil in w hen the mulching, or leather what

is left of it, is removed. First Grapes ripe in

August. In my second house, lean-to, with a

Plumbago capensis on the back wall, I have Black

Hamburghs and Lady Downes, the latter stillhang-

ing with the bloom on the berries and beautifully

coloured, with a shelved stage against the liack

wall and a broad shelf or stage along the front,

on which there are varieties of Begonias, many
in flower all winter, Vallotas, and hard-wooded

plants. Geraniums and such like. Ficus repens,

for foliage, creeps about the walls wherever it can

force its shoots. In the third house, lean-to with

back lights, there are two Black Hamliurgh Vines

(of w Inch 1 am cutting the last bunches in the

cool end), with'a stage holding Daphnes, Cytisuses,

and such like" plants, and a large Clematis in-

divisa lobata potted trained to the glass at

the sunniest end, besides my Pelargoniums on

a broad shelf at the front near the glass. In

the warmer end, the house being partitioned

off with gla.ss, there are three Vines, which are

my earliest, with a Stephanotis trained to the

glass, together with Coleuses, Lasiandras (in

bloom all winter), various ilelicate Ferns and

Begonias, a Euphorbia splendens, Coleuses, and

Dracaenas. Adjoining is a small propagating

house, in which, to my great delight, two varieties

of Cypripedium, a Zygopetalum (the large-flowered

species), and a few olher Orchids bloom

splendidly. Three cuttings of Euphorbia jac-

quinisellora potted in an 8-inch pot were placed

here last summer, and have been of great service

lor liall bouciuets. Primulas, Horaan Hyacinths,

Campernelle Jonquils, Paper-while Narcissi, and

Triteleia uniflora have been in bloom for some

weeks, and are scattered about wherever there is

room for a pot. At the present moment, by a

judicious combination of cold frame, cool house,

and propagating house, our earliest Hyacinths,

Tulips, ami Cinerarias make us very gay even iu

January. Our Chrysanthemums (brought in on

the 8th October every year) carry us over

Christmas; then come the Christmas Roses,

Roman Hyacinths, Paper Narcissi, and Camper-

nelle Jon([uils, so that the church, house, and
button-holes have always been kept supplied.

Having only one gardener with occasional help.

my expenditure is not extravagant, and the

relaxation afforded me by my little horticultural

experiments is priceless. The houses are kept as

dry as possible during the winter, and are

always open more or less during daylight if it is

not freezing. There are many things I cannot

attain to, which I read of in the pages of The
Garden, for want of sunshine, even with

forcing, such as blooming Roses, Marguerites,

Carnations, and the like, but I shall make a good

show with Gloire de Dijon and Cheshunt Hybrid

Roses in pots (summered out of doors) and

trained up to the glass as soon as spring fairly

opens. It is, perhaps, worth naming that our

bulbs were liuried as soon as potted in a spent

Mushroom bed in an old stable instead of iu

ashes outside, and they seem to be stronger and

earlier than we have ever had them before. Uy
Daphnes, once prized for button-holes and

bouquets, have mysteriously died for two years,

but as a neighbour of mine, who has six men in

his gardens, has had similar los.ses with his, I

cannot blame myself. Can any of your readers

suggest a remedy I
North-west Cheshire.

Indoor Garden.

HOVEA CELSI UNTRAINED.

Amongst the many beautiful flowering plants

that seem destined ere long to be lost to cultiva-

tion is this Hovea; at one time it might have

been met with in any greenhouse containing a

I'airly representative collection of hard-wooded

plants, but at the present time—gem amongst

blue-flowered subjects though it
^

be—it could

not perhaps be met with in a dozen places in

the kingdom. If the plant was difficult to

manage, there would be some cause for its

non-appearance ; but that is by no means the

case, as with ordinary attention it will go on

thriving for a number of years, having its nume-

rous wiry shoots each spring crowded with pea-

shaped flowers, which, wdien the plants have

attained a goodly size, present a sight such as

cannot fail to attract even the least observant.

Not only are the flowers of this Hovea produced

from end to end of the preceding year's shoots,

but thev come also on the older wood at the

base of the cdd buds, whence flowers have been

borne before. The plant is an Evergreen with

comparatively small leaves, which it retains well

;

the flowers spring from the base of the leaves.

It is naturally slower in growth than some

tilings, especially in the earliest stages of its

existence ; but the reason of its Uking more time

to attain size than many plants of a kindred

nature when grown as pot specimens in the ordi-

nary bush form is the fact that it has a persistent

disposition to spire up to a considerable height

before it shows an inclination to branch out. In

oriler to correct this, wdien required to be low

and bushy, the shoots have to be repeatedly

stopped, which checks the root action to an ex-

tent that, prevents the plant from getting on as

it would otherwise do had it more <;if its own

way. When the shoots are not stopped it will

usually run straight up for some 3 feet or 4 feet

with a single stem, and then begin to branch

out, which it does as freely and with no more

inclination to conline itself to a leader than

ordinary bush-habited plants.

The n.\tural character of growth which

it thus exhibits points to the way in wdiich, to do

it justice, it should be grown ; a position at the

end or in a corner of a moderately high green-

house or a conservatory is the best place !(« it,

and admits of the full beauty of the plant being

seen ; so placed, it will attain a height of 9 feet or

10 feet, forming a moderately close head .'i feet

or 6 feet through. Enough use is not made of

plants possessing the character of growth such as

this Hovea has in conservatories—where some-

thing is wanted besides the ordinary things that

are grouped together on the floors or stages—but if

they were oftener present, the effect would be in-

finitely better. Roof plants there are in plenty

of the usual climbing or twining description, but

the majority of those used are so rampant in

growth, that unless the knife is continually at

work, with the result that the plants so cut make
less liloom, one may give up the idea of anything

underneath doing much more than exist ; wdiereas

if a few informal bush-headed plants, on suffi-

ciently high stems, were grown in the corners

and at the ends of such houses, with well-selected

and well-managed basket idants suspended from

the roof and fewer of the climbers, a better

effect, more variety, and a more satisfactory con-

dition of the general occupants would be secured.

Where this Hovea is to be grown in the manner

here recommended, plants should be selected that

have not been stopped, but have been allowed to

go on in their natural erect foim with a single

stem until they have got stems high enough to

suit the position they are to occupy ; and if Viefore

the stems are high enough the plants show a

disposition to make side shoots, these should be

ruiibed off before they have made further pro-

gress than starting to grow ; in this way the stem

will quickly attain the requisite height. Up to

this it is I'letter to keep the plants in pots no

larger than will sufiice to keep them growing

freely, as in common with other things—espe-

cially such as are not quick growers—if placed in

too large a body of soil whilst small, the roots

are not present in sufficient numbers to take pos-

session of the material in time to prevent its

getting into an unsuitable state.

Peat is the best soil for the plant, and it

should be of a moderately light nature, with

plenty of fibrous matter in it so as to keep it in

good "condition for a lengthened time, as with

this and similar subjects there must be no

attempt at shaking out the roots with the object

of replacing the old soil with new in the way

that strong-rooted deciduous plants will bear, as

they can readily make good any injury their

roots may receive. Sand must be added to the

peat in more or less quantity prop<u'tionate to

the amount which it contains. Although the

plant, as already said, is not delicate, it does not

make nearly so many roots as some things ;
con-

sequently a't the annual repotting, which should

take place each season before growth C(iminences,

which is shortly after the flowers have faded,

large shifts are not necessary, and must be

avoided. Pots about 2 inches liigger than the

plants have before occupied will be large enough,

except in the case of any examples that may be

unusually vigorous. When the specimens get

large and strong they may require pots Iti inches

or 18 inches in diameter. Hovea Celsi is not a

delicate-rooted plant, such as many hard-wooded

species are that come from the same country (New
Holland), and is not so impatient of water as

they are, but still it will not bear the extremes of

either having the soil saturated or of its being

allowed to get dried up through careless treatment

such as some things would stand. When the

plants have attained a size that enables them to

crow away freely they will be benefited by weak

manure water in the height of the growing

season, but stimulants of this nature require

to be given with judgment, and not applied

except when both root and top growth are in fuU

motion.

Insects trouble this plant but little, the hard

texture of the leaves not affording food congenial

to their tastes. Nor is it at all subject to mildew,
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t lie nature of its foliage being proof against this

pest, which ia so troublesome on some hard-

wooiled spt-cies. It has now got so scarce, that

there is difticulty in procuring seeds, by means
of which it is best increased. Nor would it

seem that growers abroad are much better otf

for a su]iply of these seeds than we are, as I

have had enquiries Irom several of the leading

Continental growers as to whether seed was to be

procured in tliis country. T. B.

Lily of the Valley. — Mr. Henderson, of

Thoresby, sajs (p. 88) that he finds bulbs prepared

by himself in a manner which lie goes on to describe

came away much more freely than foreign bulbs, and
"J. C. C." states (p. 89) that his friend who grows
Lily of the Valley extensively for market fails to get

leaves as well as flowers from foreign bulbs, and that

he grows English roots for thtir leaves. Now my
e.xperience does not in the least agree with either of

these growers. Indeed, the question at once suggests

itself, is it not possible to get both flowers and leaves

from foreign pips, such as those who buy from
nurserymen are sure to get? I herewith send you a
potful iif this Lily, which I think would disabuse the

minds of the most sceptical ou this point. Failures

inValley Lily growing, I know, are common, but in no
instance that has come under my notice has it been
so much the fault of the bulbs as thtir after treat-

ment. For the last seven years I have forced some
thousands of Valley Lilies annually and, I rejoice to

say, without a single failure, and thi.s, taking into

consideration that I have had pips from six of the
principal nurserymen, seems to tell me that my treat-

ment of them must be right. I will, however, await
your comment before I venture to tell you how I

succeed in producing such Lilies and leaves as I send
you in about twenty-one days from the time of

putting them into heat any time from December
onwards.—Wir. Elphixstone, H/iipky Mall, near
Dcrbji.

*^* Nothing in the way of Valley Lilies could
possibly be finer than the potful in question, both
Hower-spikes and foliage being all that could be
desired. It will, therefore, be most interesting to

know how such excellent results are obtained.

—

Ed.

SHORT NOTES.—INDOOR.

Double Poinsettia (p. S8).—We grow this largely for
church Jecoratiuii at Christmas. We have also two varieties
of pulcherrima, one in every way superior to the other.

—

LUC0.MBE, Fl.NCE Aj Co., Ex':ta\

Franciscea confertiflora.—This plant flowered Lost
November, and was in rather a dirty state, so I cut it down
till there was not a leaf left. It broke again freely, and now
it is, singular to say, flowering again at every breali, its beau-
tiful dark purple blossoms and shiny green leaves contrast-
ing well witli Eucharisesin flower on either side of it.—W.
Small Daffodils in pots —In October last I put two

dozen of the Irish Trumpet nanus (nanus angustifolius of
Hartland) into pots in a culd fr<ame, and to my surprise and
delight they sent up their charming little blossora.s to gladden
me on January 10. I consider them a great acquisition, and
hope to have many potfuls next winter. What a boon they
will be for table decoiation !

—

Maude Saunders, Ardiiwn,
2'orquay.

Cypripedium insigrne.-1 have three very fine plants
of this Lady's Slipper, one of the good old things now some-
what neglected, and I m.ay mention another, viz., Dendro-
bium nobile, of wiiich a plant now in my possession is in
great beauty, bearing, as it does, nearly 300 blossoms.
Half a dozen large plants of this Dendrobe in flower at tliis
season are most useful and also most l:>eautiful.—R. Gilbeht
B,<rohl,;i.

Eucharis amazonioa.—I have two pots of this, 12
inches iu diameter; they have not been repoited for three
years, and have been in a small Fern house. One or the other
is generally in flower; both have had, when growing and in
flower, liberal allowances of liqud nianvu-eanda top-dressing
of Thompson's Vine manure. They were in flower four times
eacli during last year, .and one is now iu bloom.—H. J. Gkeen-
HALGH, Can- Bank, JMaiisfichl, ^^vns.

Iris reticulata. -As a pot plant in a cool house this
Iris is now very sweet and be^iutiful, its rich purple tints
contrasting with golden Crocus buds and blossoms. Its
variety cyanea opened with us in the open border without
any shelter on New Year's Day, and KreUagei is now
showing buds, and a few sunny dajs will bring out its
flowers among the winter Aconites and Cyclamen leaves.
What has become of the lovely caerulea raised by the 1 ite
Mr. Nelson? I. reticulata sophenensis lias just bloomed with
Prof. Foster, of Cambridge, the flowers appearing before the
leaves, and I. Histrio, from Palestine, is also now in flower.
These netted Irises are the loveliest jewels iu the new years'
garland so far.—F. W. B.

Late Chrysanthemums.—Of these the three

best vaiieties now iu bloom are Mons. Lemoine,
Madame Dolaux, and Tokio. In order to have late

flowers my mode of treatment is as follows : All

growth is allowed to develop without any stopping

or disbudding whatever; every s-hoot produces a

flower more or less, the leading shoots producing six

or seven in clusters. The lower shoots of all three

varieties named generally produce from two to

three flo\\'ers. A large china bowl filled with such

blooms and scarlet Camellias associated with good
foliage forms a sti iking object on the breakfast table.

Cuttings are put in during December, January, and
February in 2^-inch pots, plunging them up to the

rims in a cold fiame. At the present time I have
.a one-light frame of cuttings put in the first week of

December, and plunged in buint earth, this being

handy and free from worms or slugs. During the

late severe weather they were looked at every three

d.ays to see if any damp had settled on them. They
have had no water for a month ; on turning several

out of their pots I found most of them to be rooted.

I have a three-light frame filled with rooted oflfshoots

in large ii-inch pots, under what I consider entirely

cold treatment, an important point in reference to

success in flowering Chry.s.antheniunis. The frames
are covered when the weather is very cold with

a double thickness of canvas, and a light covering is

put over iill of dressed canvas to throw off the wet.

It is fastened down with eyelets and cords, and is a

capital thing for oivering cold pits in severe weather,

being cheap and durable. I at one time grew all

my stock of Chrysanthemums in vineries up till

March ; then I had to turn them out in any place I

had for protection ; they thus got a check from which
they never recovered. I give two shifts before their

final potting into 11-inch and 1'2-inch pots, putting

two plants into a^pot; the latter has a cross groove

on bottom. The compost which I use is fibry turf,

old cow manure, crushed bones, and a little sand. I

drain well and put a sprinkling of bones over the

crocks. When potting finally allow room for a top-

dressing to be put on when the plants are housed in

October. This keeps them going and soon gets filled

with fresh roots. I have to put my plants in vineries

and remove them to the conservatory when in flower.

—Geo. Bolas, Hupton.

*^* With this communication came some good
Chrysanthemum blooms for this season of the year.

They consisted of Early Red Diagon and Tokio, two
bronzy yellow-coloured sorts; Madame Clemence
Audiguier, lilac and white ; The Sultan, somewhat
similar in colour; Madame Di^laux, a lovely golden

flowered kind tinted with red; and M. Lemoine, a
profuse flowering and effective yellow variety. Ed.

NOTES OF THE WEEK.

Auricula and Carnation shows.—The usu.al

exhibitions of the National Auricula Society will be
held on April '20, and that of the National Carna-
tion and Picotic Society on July 27. The jVuricula

show will be of exceptional interest this year,

inasmuch as the Primula exhibition and conference

will be held in conjunction with it.

Galanthus El-wesi.—The first flowers of this

fine Snowdrop that we have seen this season caine

from INIessrs. Barr, of Covent Garden, who send us

a large gathering of large blooms; they were produced
in the open air, but, for the sake of preserving the

blooms from damage by rains and frosts, a handlight

was put over them. We shall now have a succession

of Snowdrops up till April, when G. Redoutei will

finish the season.

Mr. Philbrick's Orchids.—The choice collec-

tion of Orchiels iu Jlr. Philbrick's pretty garden at

Oldfield, Bickli-y, contains just now a number of beau-

tiful kinds in flower. Among the Phalienopsids which
are grown here uncommonly wejll there are flowering

specimens of P. c.ista, a delicately-tinted hybrid, the

rare P. Dayaua and P. Sanderi.alia, the latter an
extremely tine variety remarkable for its deep rosy

purple tint, probably the darkest yet flowered in this

country. P. Stuartiana, nobilis and SchUleriana also

contribute to the display of blooin. The Cattleya

Trian» varieties ate just commercing to flower, and al'

ready there is the superb Backhousiana, the one with

the large and high-coloured flo-B-ers heavily blotched

and feathered on the lateral sepals with carmine-crim-

son. It is amongst the choicest of the select forn.s of

Trianae. C. speciosissima is also very fine in this

collection.

Narcissus Minnie Warren.—Mr. Hartland,

of Cork, sends us flowers of this little gem, which is

doubtless the smallest of all the white Trumpet Daffo-

dils. The blooms are no larger than those of nanus

and of similar shape, and scented bke Violets.

Their cokuir is a soft creamy white. It is a most

welcome flower so early in the season. Mr. Haitlanil

s,ays that it is "a long lost flower which he has had the

good fortune to find.' He consideis it to le the

sing'e form of N. capax.

Lachenalia quadiicolor fuperba. — Mr.
Moeire .sends from the (ilasnevin Be>tanic Gaiden a

spike of a most beautiful I<ache;nalia under the name
of L. superba. It i< clearly a feirm of L. quadiicolor,

but the colours are richer and more distinctly defined

than in any other form eif tl is variety which we have

seen. There are four diffti'ent tints—yellow, pale

green, orange-red, and irimsem-purple, the tips of

the bell-like flowers being tipped with the latter

colour. This variety combines elegance with attrac-

tive colours in a very charming way.

Bomarea frondea.—This is one of the new
specie;s of Bomarea lately introduced from South
America, and of which Mr. Moore sends a flower

cluster from the Glasnevin Botanic Garden. The
flower-heads resemble thoje of B. Caldasiana and
number abour 30 iu a cluster. Each bloom is nearly

2 inches long. The sepals are yellow, spotted in-

teriorly with brown. Such a beautiful plant must
have a fine effect as a pillar or roof plant in a green-

house, and no doubt it habitually flowers in winter, as

the Glasnevin plant has done. Has anyone else

flowered this species ?

Barleria flava.—The Barlerias have not found

as much favour iir English gardens as their cou-sins

the Aphelandras, .Tusticias, Ivuellias, &c , have found,

and, if we except two or three species, none of those

known are worth growing as ornamental plants ; the

three exceptions are iB. cierulea, B. Mackeni, and
B. flava. This last may now be seen in flower at Kew.
It is a Pentas like plant both in habit and foliage,

and its branches bear on their ends erect spikes or

heads of bright yellow tubular flowers 1 h inches long,

with the segments recurved ; at the base of each

flower there is a pair of green ciliated bracts, not

unlike what is seen in the Justicias. There are,

of course, many better plants than this among the

Acanthads, but most of the known ones flower in

summer, so that we may safely recommend this as a

useful and ornamental wiuter-flow-eriug plant.

Narcissus monophyllus. — The white Hoop-
petticoat k)affodil and its cultivatioir has been the

subject of discussion in the pages of The G.^BDttN

on several occasions, and we are glad tet observe that

this beautiful little winter-flowering plant is now
cultivated with success in many gardens. At Kew,
for instance, we saw a 4-inch pot with four plants

growing in it, and upon these were six flowers, two
plants with two flowers each. Lasting in flower at

least a fortnight, it is easy to see how a few potfuls

of this Narcissus coulei be made to till a lai'ge gap in

a cool greenhouse during the months of January atid

February. The secret of growing and flowering th's

species is simply this. From March <r April till

(Ictober place the pots containing the bulbs on a

shelf in full sunshine, and dcui't allow water to come
near them. In October dip the pots in water for an

hour and keep the soil regularly moistened afterw ards,

and if flowers do not soon make their appearance

sonretbint; erther th.an tre.atment will be to blame.

Bauhinia variegata.—There are a great many
species of Bauhinia which are worthless as gsnltn

plants, owing to their requiring much mores pace for

development than an ordinary greenhouse admits of,

or to the difficulty of growing them in this country

so as to obtain their flowers. A few are, however,

exceptions in this respect—B. corymbosa, the beauti-

ful trailer so finely managed at Pendell Court ; B.

natalensis, 'a small white-flowered, free-blooming
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plant ; and B. variegata, sometimes called B. purpurea,

being the most familiar. The last named species was
the subject of a plate in the Botanical Ma'jazine last

year, a large plant of it having flowered in the P.ahn

house at Kew. This plant is now again showing
flower. It is a scandent shrub and covers a space of

about ] 20 square feet ; the branches are numerous and
twii/gy. the leaves a dull glaucous green and of the

( uriously bi-lobed form common to plants in this

genus. The flowers are borne in terminnl clusters on

the ends of the ripened shoots, half a dozen flowers

being the usual number in each cluster. In form the

flower is like a very large Pelargonium, the pita's

bting broad, stalked, H inches long, spreading, their

colour pale blush except the uppermost one, upon
which is a large blrjtch of crimson ; the edges are

slightly crisped and undulated. This species is a

native of India, and requires stove treatment.

Roydsia suaveolens.—Xone of the Order to

which the genus Capparis gives its name are orna-

mental, either in flower or in leaf ch.aracters, but
some of them are deliciously fragrant, and one, the

well known Caper plant (Capparis spinosa) is valUHl>Ie

ns yiel ling the condiment known as Capers, which
are simply the flower-buds preserved in salt and vine-

gar. Koydsia suaveolens belongs to the fragrant

flowered plants of this Order; it has smooth, shining

gr.3en, Laurel like leaves, which are arranged alter-

nately .a'ong th-i branches, and from their axils on
the ends of the youn» ripened shoots the flowers,

arranged like Bottle-brushes on stalks \ inches long,

are developed during autumn and winter. They have
no petals, but from a roun I, leathery-louking caly.x

spring the stamens in a spreading cluster. .So far we
have said nothing that would commend the plant to

a girdener, but its charm resides in, or r.ather comes
out of the flowers, the fragrance they emit being both

p iwerful and delicious, a mixture of Orange blossom,

l.ila:', Violets, and Narcissus heing the description

given rtf it by a keen-scented friend. A large plant

of this In'lian climber may now be seen in the Palm
house at Kew. where it is planted in a bed and trained

along the roof of the house, close by the side of the
Bauhinia variegata.

Eaosphalartos villosus.—It is not generally
known that the cone frui's of some of the Cycads are

exceedingly ornamental, thus adding to the garden
value of these plants, which are usually looked upon
as being attractive only as regards their pinnate
foliage. The handsomest fiuited among the Cyc ids

Iq cultivat'on with us is the above-namtd Eneepha-
lartos, a tine specimen of which bore a beautiful o me
in Mr. Bull's nursery about two years ago, and an
equally beautiful fruit may be seen at the present

time on a plant in the P.tim house at Kew. <!)n thi-*

plant the leaves are 7 feet long, gracefully arched, and
composed of regularly arranged pinnules, 1 foot in

length and three-fourths of an inch broad, their colour

a dark shining green. The cone is 15 inches liigh by
6 inches in diameter, and is made up of numerous
large fleshy green scales, with a ri'lge of a y. How
colour along the front of each. As the cone riuens

these scales separate from each other and reveal the

large Chestnut-like seeds, the colour of which is shin-

ing orange-scarlet. Unforttmately, when this stage
is reach- d, the cone soon falls to pieces; but if sen
when at its best it is really bea\itiful, and singular,

too, nestling amid lung, graceful, Fern-like foliage.

Bouble Chinese Primulas.—A beautiful series,

co:niiri-in^ about a do7,eu srirts of double Primulas,
has been s-nt tii us liy Mr. R, Gdbert, of Burghley,
who was the first to bring these charming flowers
before the public a few )ears ago. The sorts are
much the same as they were then, exi-ept that some
new ones crop tip occasionally. For instance, the
present gathering includes a new one called Mr.
Marriott, whi'.;h ui vde its first appearance this season.
It is in the way of, but superior to one called Lord
Bcaconsfield, a deep rose-pink. The flowers of the
new sort seem to be larger and more compact. Other
sorts sent include the Marchioness of Exeter, white
freckled and dotted with purple ; Princess, pure
white ; White L.ady, pure white ; King of Purples, deep
rose-purple ;

and lastly, the old Double White, which
still remains a favourite, being surpassed by none in

purity and floriferousness. These double Primulas
are invaluable at this season, being so useful for

cutting, and, unlike the single flowers, they do not
<lrop frcmi the stalks readily. The flowers being on
long stalks enables them to be used for button-hole

and other bouipieta.

Single Camellias.— What " Veronica " .says in

praise of these beautiful flowers (in another column)
is fully justified by some flowers which Mr. Scra^e-

Dickins has sent to us from his garden at Coolhurst,

Horsham, where single Camellia raising is largely

carried out in a .systematic way. Mr. Scrase-Uickins
sends us on this occasion four sorts—the cream of

those which he has now in bloom—and they are in-

deed very btautiful ; three are whites, each differing

in size and form. One of the finest we have yet seen

measures 4^ inches across, and has six large round
petals so broad as to overlap one another, 'ihey are

snow-white, and bting of firm texture stand out so as

to form a symmetrically-shaped bloom. 1 he tuft of

stamens in this vaiiety is shorter than usu.al, and, all

things considered, it is probably the fim:st of all the

Coolhurst seedlings. A second sort forms quite a

contrast to this in point of size. It is quite a
"buttonhole" flower, being only 2 inches acros.s,

pure white, and with the tuft of stamens in the centre

nearly devoid of anthers—an advantage, as there is in

this case no pollen to soil the purity of the petals.

The third white is intermediate between the big and
the little one just referred to. It is a finely shaped
bloom with five pet.als, not so rounded as in the large

one. The cohaired sort is also a grand flower of a

rich Lap.ageria red ; it is not such a single flower as the

whites, but is nevertheless noble in appearance. The
finest of these Coolhurst single Camellias ought cer-

tainly to be named for distinction and for the sake of

convenience of reference.

Eremurus himalaicus.— I cannot honestly

claim the Inmour (erroneouf^ly si'tributtd to me in

The (Jarden, p. 97) of being the introducer into

Europe of this handsome hardy plant, whi^h belongs

by right to my friend and neighbour, 'Mr. J. .J.

6myth, of IJathcoursey, to whom seeds were sent

some ten years ago by a friend travelling in the

Himal.ayas. He kindly gave me three seedlings

when they were about six years old, one of which
bloomed in my garden the following year, almost
simultaneously, I believe, with a sister seedling also

presented by my friend to the late lamenteil Ivev. H.
Harpur Crewe, who cut off the spike and took it to

douth Kensington, where no one knev what it was,

nor was its identity ascertained till I sent a pip or

two to Mr. Baker to the hen arium at Kew, who
promptly sent me it-* name on comparing my flowers

with the dried specimens from India. Neither have my
flower-'pikes ever reached within a foot of the height

mentioned by yonr correspondent, my tallest stem
wanting an inch or two of reaching 7 feet. I should feel

greatly obliged to any of your readers who could put

my in the way of adding to my collection any of the

v.arietips introduced by Dr. Kegel, such as E.

buchai icus, E. Kcu-olkowi, E. Alberti or E. Suwarowi,

as I only grt>w four, namely, E. robustus, E. specta-

bdis, E. Burgei, and E. himalaicus.—W. E. GuM-
Bi-ETON, Dd'jrovc^ Qi'ccnstown, Ireland.

Clintonia Andrewsiana.—In that interesting

list of plants flowered during the year 1S85 in the

Edinburgh Kook Garden, published a week or two
ago, I observed the name of Clintonia .\ndrewsiana,

a plant on which I, and possibly other amateur
t'ardeners, shoidd be gl.ad to get a little inform.atiou.

These North American plants (barring always the

yellow Composites and Alichaelmas Daisies) are not

the least beautiful, while they are perhaps the most
interesting subjects \\\ \\ which we have to deal, and
of these the peat-Irving species (especially liliacea)

are the very fiuintessence. I should be grateful,

therefore, if any of your readers who have succeeded

with this Clintonia can tell us a little about soil and
situation (whether, for instance, an absolute bog is

iiecessary), and especially w'hat is the bt st time to

plant it out. My experience is that itnest.ablished

plants are apt to damp off or rot through the influence

of sudden cold and thaw. Will it stand an ordinary

English winter, such as the present? The New
Plant and Bulb Co. in their catalogue, quoting some
anonymo"s authority, mention it as "said to be the

finest hardy plant in cultivation." Does it, in the

opinion of anyone who has flowered it in England,
justify this encomium? and has it been figured, and
if so, where? I do not know that I can claim to

have noted the list in question very carefully or

accurately, and I no longer have it by me for

reference, but it struck me at the time that for so

long and good a floral bill of fare, the percentage of

Gentian-flowered plants was somewhat small—as to

which I may some day, perhaps, revive an old con-

trover-sy and have something to say. Other rare

alpines, too, e.'j., Lithospermum Gastoni, were absent,

unless I am mistaken. I noticed, however, among
other choice things two plants that I must confess I

had always hitherto regarded as belonging to the

liorticultural " spirit world," i.e., as ghosts which I

had not indeed seen myself, or kno\\Ti personally any-

one who professed to have seen or grown them, but
which, nevertheless, I had heard of in a misty and
legend.ary way. I refer to Vinca m.ajor fl.-pl. and
Vinca major alba. Can anyone tell us whether these

plants are fairly robust and floriferous? and if so,

where can they be procured ? I do not remember to

have seen either of them in the catalogues of any of

the principal hardy plant nurserymen, though there

is an Italian Periwinkle that may perhaps be identical

with the latter.—J. C. L.

GARDEN ECONOMY AND CONIFERS.

The reiii.arks made lately by "W. I. M." and
" J. S." on economy in the garden are very
likely to brinr; into prominent notice the desira-

bility of the more extensive planting of Conifers

in the immediate neighbourhood of mansions, in

lieu of .so many deciduous trees. An immense
amount of labour is entailed where the latter

arrangement exists ; indeed, if deciduous trees

are planted in great variety anywhere near large

stretches of lawn, the broom is constantly at

work i'rom early autumn until after Christmas,

swelling to considerable proportions the weekly
pay-sheet. I cannot help thinking that if the

question of unreiuuiterative labour is likely to

bo strongly opposed in all garden matters in the

future, we cannot better serve the interest of

posterity than by curtailing as far as possihle

pleasure ground expense, and this cannot be more
.surely etl'ected (where constant neatness is an ab-

solute necessity) than by using a large proportion

of Conifers in all planting operations, as much, at

any rate, as may be practicable with the neces-

sities of the case ; and tliere are now so many
types of beauty among the many members of this

family, that there should be little difficulty in

selecting varieties to meet all cases. I do not for

one moment wish to disparage our deciduou-s

trees, but let them find a place as much as pos-

.sible where they do not entail so much labour,

and wliere it is necessary to use them let those

vaiieties be groupeil together which are nearly

alike in the time of their leaf-shedding; for it is

an undeniable fact that lawns covered with trees

whose seasons are as wide apart as the Lime and
the Oak, with all intervening leaf-shedders, are

responsible for a large share of garden labour.

Distinct varieties of trees are not always the only
oti'enders, for one of our most objectionable lawns

(from a lab(uir point of view) is devoted to Oaks
111 variety ; from the scarlet, which has its season

with the Lime and Horse Chestnut, which, despite

the severe weather, has hardly lost a leaf, and
which in fact always retains its sere and yellow
foliage until the young growth is bursting out.

"J. a." (p. 83) was no doubt perfectly justified ia

removing his extinguisher Conifers if they were
objectionable to him, but I fail to see that it was
altogethei' necessary to record the fact, especially

when accompanied by such sweeping condemna-
tion of the \Vellingtouia. If the tree in question

is somewhat formal in growth, is it necessarily

ugly .' On the contrary, 1 inaintam there are

few olijects more worthy of admiration in the
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pleasure ground than specimens of this particular

tree from 20 feet upwards in height and well

feathered to the ground ; and although mistakes

were doubtless made in its early planting, there

are sites in the majority of gardens to which it is

admirably suited, in common with many other

Conifers of stiff and formal habit. If everything

approaching an extinguisher in shape is to be

banished from our gardens, where are we likely to

stop? Abies Piusapo and Cedrus atlantica (to my
thinking, two of the handsomest Conifers) cer-

tainly come under this head, so in many cases

does Abies cc])halonica, Nordmanniana, and many
others, not to mention such as Cryptomeria,

Cupressus, and Taxodium sempervirens, which,

however feathery tliey may be in actual growth,

present to the eye as specimens very sharply de-

lined branches either etiuilateral or isoseles. To
the true lover of trees nothiug in the shape of

tree life is absolutely ugly, and he is not at all

likely to condemn anything simply on account

of its formality
;
given only a proper site and free

healthy growth, and there is not a Conifer under

the sun that will not find jdenty of admirer?.

In conclusion, I must protest both from an orna-

mental and an economical standpoint agaiost the

condemnation of Conifers. To those who, like

" J. S.," contemplate their removal, I would say,

think twice before using the saw or axe.

E. B.

THE PRIMULA CONFERENCE.
The following is a provisional programme of the ex

hibition which is announced to take place on April

20 and 21 next :
—

Clasi 1. Will include the Auricula.

2. The Pi-imrose and Pulyanthus.
3. Varieties of Primula Sieboldi.

4. Varieties of Primula sinensis.

5. European species, varieties and hybrids of the genus
Primula.

6. Himalayan and other Asiatic species.

7. Chinese and Japanese species.

8. American species.

9. Plants allied to the genus Primula, such as Cyclamen,
Dodecatheon, Androsace, Cortusa, i:c. (of these

species only, not garden varieties, will be ad-

mitted)
10. Primulaceous plants grown to illustrate special modes

of culture, &c.

H. Specimens, models, and drawings, illustrative of the

structure and mode of growth of primulaceous
plants.

The conference will be held on April 21, when the

following programme will be carried out :
—

Introductory paper by Mr. Shirley Hibberd on the

origin and history of the florists' Auricula.

Introductory paper by Mr. Samuel Barlow, on

the direction in which efforts should be made with

the view of improving the florists' flowers belonging

to the genus Primula.

Introductory paper by Mr. J. G. Baker on the

nomenclature of alpine Primulas.

Introductory paper by Dr. M. T. Masters on root

structure and mode of growth as affording indications

of the probable best mode of culture.

In order to assist in the arrangement of the Euro-

pean Primulas at the exhibition, Mr. J. G. Baker has

drawn up for the committee the following provisional

list of European Primulas, classified in three groups,

viz. :
—

1

.

Well-marked species distinguished from one
another by broad clear characters.

2. Sub-species or varieties distinguished from the

types under which they are placed by slight

characters.

3. Probable hybrid types wh'.ch have received

names as if they were species.

The list may serve as a preliminary basis for the

discussion at the conference. Meanwhile the com-
mittee suggest that exhibitors, in giving names to the
plants which they exhibit, should follow, as far as

they feel able to do so, the nomenclature and arrange-

ment thus suggested by Mr. Baker. The names
which are printed in italics are synon}Tns,

Section 1. Pbimdlastea.— Young leaves revolute, not

mealy beneath, calyx strongly ribbed.

1. Vulgaris, /Im/s.; frrai}i/(florn, Lam.; afanlis, Jacq.; Sib-

thorpi, Riich.; nmana, Hort.

2. Elatior, Jacq.; Pallasi, l.chm.: Perreiniana, Ftncjge

;

carpathica. Fu^n.

S. Officinalis, Scop, reris, Linn.; macrocalyx, Bunpc;
suaveoleUH, JinH. ; ColumniB, Ten. ; Tommagini,
G. <fr G.

Section 2. Aleuritia.—Young leaves revolute, mealy be-

neath. Flowers small, with a long corolla-tube.

4. Fariuosa, Linn.: scotica, Hook:; Warrei, Stein. ; stricta,

Hornan. ; frondosa, Janka.
5. Longiflora, All.

(i. Sibirica, Ji^C'y.; ^nmarc/itca, /acf?.; norvcgica, lift:.

Section 3. Aurictjlastra.—Young leaves involute. Calyx
short.

7. Auricula, Lenn. : Balbisi, l.chm. ; ciliata, iforrtti ,-

dolomitica, /foiY.; Obristi, S(em. j similis, AYeirt.

S. Palinuri, Petag.

9. Camicola, Jacr/. ; inUgrifolki, Scop.: multiceps, Fee,?/.;

Freyeri, Hoppe.
10. Marginata. Curt, crmata, lam.
11. Viscosa, Vill. : pedemontana, Tliom. : commutata,

Schott.: latifolia. Zap.; graveolens, //(?pe(.; ciliata,

Schrank.; confinis, Schott.; villosa, Wulf.; hirsuta,

AIL; Berninte, Kern.
12. Daonensis, Leyh. ; cenensis, Thorn.; Stelviana, Vulp.;

cadinensis, Uorf.

Section 4. Arthritica.—Young leaves involute, calyx

long.
13. Calycina, Duhy. ; glaucescena, Alorett.

14. Spectabhs, Tratt. ; FoUiniana, J/o)t'f^ ,- Kitaibeliana,
Schott.

15. Wulfcniana, Schott. : longibarda, Hort.

16. Clusiana, Tausch. ; Churchilli, Hort.

17. Integrifolia, Linn. : CandoUeana, Reich.

IS. Allioni, Lois.

19. Tyrolensis, Schott.

L!0. Minima, Linn.: serratifolia, Gvsm. : Sauteri, Schott.

21. Glutinosa, Wulf.

Hybrids of section Primidastra.

Brevistyla, B.C. ; variabilis, Goup., 1— 3.

Digenea, Kerner, 1—2.

Flagellicaulis, Kerner, 1— 3.

Media, Petenn unicolor Lange, 2—3.

Tenoriana, Kern., 1—3.

Hybrids of sections Atiriculastra and Arthritica.

of the damaged part shouUl le left, and the edge

of the wound should present a perfectly healthy

appearance all round. By this simple process an
important branch or shoot (on an espalier, for

example) may be preserved, which but for this

operation would have perished in the following

B. S.

Biflora, Hotcr, 20, 21.

Alpina, Schlcirh.

Rhaitica, Koch, 7—11.

Arctotis, Kerner, 7—11.
Dinyana, Lagger, 17—11.

Discolor, Leyb., 7—12.
Dumoulini, Stein., 20—14.
Facchini, Schott., 20—14.
Floerkeana, Schrad., 21—20.
Forsteri, Stein., 20—11.
Gobeli, Kern., 7—11.

Huteri, A'(m.,20—21.
Intermedia, Portenschfag, 20

—16
Kerneri, Goitel ^ Stein, 7—1\.

Muretiana, Mor'tz, 17—11.

Obovati, Huter, 7—18.
Peyritschii, Stein., 7— 11.

Portse, Hitter, 7—12.
Pubescens, Jaeq.
Rhietica, Gattd.

Helvetica, Don, 7— 11.

Pumila, Kern., 20-12.
Salisburgensis, FLorke, 21-

20.

Steini, Obrist, 20—11.
Sturi, Schott., 20—11.
Venusta, Hog.*, 7—9.

Venzoi, Hater, 19—15.
Weldeniana, liiich

,
7— 14.

ALLEN'S EVERLASTING APPLE.

To whatever causes canker in fruit trees may be
attributed, an adverse soil is certainly by far the

most common. Some years ago I requested Mr.
Rivers to send me the names of a few varieties

of the Apple that he had found least liable to

canker, and he named, among others, Allen's

Everlasting. The tree so named came with a

few others on his list, and last year it bore for

the first time. It is a valuable Apple, not only

on account nf its long-keeping property, Imt also

for its productiveness, if one sample only of the

tree may be allowed to establish that point.

The tree has been grown in the pyramid
form, and is about 7 feet high. When I came
to gather the fruit, I asked my gardener how
many Apples he thought I should get from

the tree. He said, " Perhaps forty.'' The exact

number proved to be 108. It generally happens

that the produce of a fruit tree is numerically

greater than the appearance indicates ; but the

peculiar habit of this tree may easily occasion a

lalse estimate to be made of the number of

Apples it carries. I found that on nearly every

fruit-bearing branch the Apples were in threes,

forming a ring round the shoot; nor were the

single ones appreciably finer than the rest.

I have found excision of the part affected the

best remedy for canker, even if the cut extends

two-thirds round the branch ; but not a particle

THE LAKE IX BATTERSEA PARK.

The illustration opposite represents a view of the

lake in Battersea Park, as seen from the sub-

tropical garden looking towards the AUjert Palace.

It IS one of the finest points in the park, as it

shows well that part of the lake which is so

beautifully fringed with waterside vegetation, as

we see it naturally by riversides. The trees on the

islets also form a tine feature. They are now old

enough to display their peculiar habits of growth ;

we have the White Poplar bending to the water,

the Lombardy Poplar towering like a spire in

the middle of the group, and the Black Italian

Poplar spreading out into a huge rounded head.

These three Poplars alone are sufficient to pro-

duce a beautiful effect on the islets, but around
the margins one sees greater variety. Willows,
Alders, and other water-loving trees are associated

with the Poplars, and these are allowed to grow
in their own way, thus forming a highly pic-

turesque margin. With such a lieautiful natural-

looking piece of water as an example, why is it

that lake margins in the other parks are so

horridly bare and ugly ] Look at the Serpentine

and the St. James's Park lake. The margins of

both are repulsive, paved as the)- are with cement
and stones, without a scrap of plant growth to

relieve their ugliness. A broad mass of gravel

running close to a bare-edged lake is just the

opposite of what should be found in a London
park—avowedly a place for the representation of

beautiful gardening. No doubt the paved margins

of the Serpentine are maintained for the con-

venience of the miniature boat sailers and the

duck feeders; but that water fowl do no harm if

left to themselves is exemplified at Battersea,

while the boat sailing might easilj' be confined

to the spot set apart for bathing. If the Serpen-

tine and the St. James's Park lake were em-
liellished in the way in which the Battersea and
Victoria Park lakes are, the thousands of visitors

who throng the parks during summer .vould

appreciate the improvement.

Pruning to promote vigour.—Man)' look for

guiilance to articles in The Garden, and one on the

30th ult. (p. 87), written by " J. S, W.," may mislead

a novice to put ia a hundred Hybrid Perpetual Roses

and leave them unpruned for two or three seasons.

" J. S. W." does not tell us how to grow fine Eoses

to cut, which is the object of most people who
plant, but appears to argue against a broader

question than that raised by his quotations frem two

tirst-rate authorities. Treating Hybrid Perpetuals as

lie suggests produced in his own case "clothes-

baskets full of Rose leaves for drying," and such

treatment is not likely to produce them fit for any

other purpose. The result in three fourths of all

the gardens I have ever seen is, when Hybrid Per-

petual Roses are so treated, to produce a foul grub-

eaten mass of leaves (and perhaps flowers) from

which anyone who loves the Hose, or wished to cut

a flower, wovdd turn in sorrowful disgust. Mr. Paul

says rightly of Rose trees treated after the manner

of "J. S. W." that "the flowers continue to de-

generate, till at length they can be scarcely recog-

nised." The article gives an excellent definition of

" vigour " to commence with, but it is to be regretted

that the \vriter should have taken a Rose tree to

support his views, and compare scientific pruning

mth the constant nipping of " young growths " of

Furze bushes on his common by game and cattle.

—

D. D.
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Flower Garden.

SUB-TROPICAL PLANTS FROM SEED.

Besides Palms, Tree Ferns, and otlier tender
fine-t'olinged jdants tliat always seem indispens-

able in sub-tropiral j;ardenin;,', but that, unfortn-

natelv, require liouse<f (if large dimensions in

which to winter them, there are numerous
subjects which m;iy be raised from seed or

(jrown from cuttinj,'-! inserted at the present time.

These latter are al-?o e(|ually as useful as the

other-! ; in either instanct-, therefore, their culture

may be I'ei.-ommended wliei'e sub-tropical jj;arden-

ing has to be carried out. Plants ot compara-
tively slow growth often become much injured
by autumn as the re>>ilt of exposure, and require

all the following winter ami spring to recruit,

their strength previous to being subjected to

similar treatment the next season. Of course,

much depends on the season and the amount of

shelter available, which, it need scarcely be said,

should be as much as possible. The group of

fine-foliaged plants to which attention is here

more particularly directed is a somewhat exten-

sive one, and includes many of a free-growing

and extremely
ornamental cha-

racter. It is those

which, as has

been stated, may
be annually
raised from seed

or, if preferred,

a few stock plants

may be lifted
and preserved

through the win-

ter in a mode-
rately warm
house with a

view to their pro-

viding cuttings

from the stems
and in some
cases from the

roots.

Acacia loph-
ANTHA may first

be noted ; it is

well known and
largely culti-

vated. If sown
now and the

young seedlings

are gi'own on
strong plants
may be obtained

by bedding-out
time that will

soon rapidly develop if favourably situated.

Cannas are readily raised from seed, but division

is a much cpiicker metlmd where there is already

a stock. Nearly all of the numerous varieties

are worthy of culture, the dark and the glaucous-

leaved kinds being especially noteworthy and
attractive. Some of the Centaureas which are of

dwarf stature are invaluable on account of their

silvery foliage; for an edging to, or for inter-

mixing with, plants having foliage of a darker
hue. C. ragu-iina, its variety coinpacta, and G.

Cineraria (candidissima) are most generally useful.

If raised from seed much better plants may be
obtained by sowing in early autumn and growing
the plants on in a cool or moderately warm house
through the winter. Sometimes small plants

are preferable ibr edgings ; tliese may be raised

easily from seed sown in pots any time from now
up till the beginning of March and placed on a
mild hotbed. Young leaves of these Centaureas
are always whiter than older ones ; consequently

j'oung plants have the advantage in this respect.
Two species of Chamaqieuce, commonly called
Herring-bone Thistles, are most useful for
margins or Ibr associating with other dwarf sulj-

tropical plants ; of the two C. diacantha is the
most attractive on account of the ivory-white
spines with which the leaves are armed ; C'.

' Casabona; has smaller leaves beset with yellowish
spines. Both are readily raised from seed, which
sliould lie sown in heat, the seedlings being after-
wards potted utf singly so soon as tiiey are large
enough to handle. One of the most distinct and
elfective of fine-foliaged plants is Meliaiithus
innjor, the Iea\cs of which are large, pinnate,
and of a deep glaucous hue. It is nearly hardy
in some localities, especially if the roots are
protected, and on rich deep soils forms a bush of
about 3 feet in height. Raising liom seed is

the most sati>factory method of increasing it.

Grevillea robusta has ex-

j

tremely elegant foliage and
is also best raised from
seed, which, however, is

I

not always certain to ger-

minate satisfactorily. The
plants usually require

The Lalce in Biittcr.sea r.irl^.

growing in pots until the second year before

they are of sufficient size to be of use in sub-
tro))ical befls. They may, however, be used
with good effect the first season for greenhouse
decoration, and if plunged instead of planted
they may often be returned again in autumn
almost or quite uninjured. An additional

quantity of India-rubber plants (Ficus elastica)

may be raised from cuttings inserted now.
Tliese may be of any procurable size

;
points

of branches on ]dants that have become
leggy soon root and form useful decorative
subjects. It is a good plan with these to

cut the branches only halt through and bind
some Moss round at that point. If this is

kept moist and the plant in heat, roots will

form where the incision has been made and
the new plant may be eventually detached with-
out as a rule losing any of its leaves. India-

rubber plants gradually hardened off will prove
I

effective in sub-tropical beds from June until
j

autumn. They may be either plunged or planted
out in a warm position.

Among Soi.anm'.ms there arc several worthy of
note on account of their easy cultuie and attractive-

ness as fine-foliaged plants. They may be readily
increased from cuttings, supposing a stock is at

command, or seedlings may be raised that will

prove equally or perhaps more eft'ective than cut-
tings. S. marainatum has deep green leaves,

covered beneath with silvery tomentum, which
becomes thick enough to form a white edge. Its

flowers are somewhat i'reely produced, and are
also white. A strong-growing and very di.stinct

kind is S. robustum. It is provided with strong
.spines on each side of the large, irregularly lobed
leaves, and even seedlinns raised early in the
season form fine specimen plants towards autumn

.

The leaves are of a distinct brown or russety
colour on the ujiper surface, particularly near the

top of the plant.

In reference to

other Solanums
worthy of note
S. Warscewiczi
must be placed
in a foremost
position ; S. gi-

ganteum and S.

p.yr.icanthumare
also attractive.

Amongst the
most noble of

s u b - 1 r p i c a 1

plants few, ifany,
surpass Monta-
noabipinnatifida
(Polymnia gran-
dis). Root-cut-
tings of this
strike readily in
autumn, and
stem-cuttings in
spring. If good
sized plants can
be piepared for

placing outside
early in June,
symmetrical .spe-

cimens, from 6
feet to 8 feet high,

may, under good
culture, be ob-
tained. The
leaves are oppo-
site, large, and
distinctly lobed.

A large group oi

this plant has a
very imposing
eftect. The Blue

Gum (Eucalyptus globulus) demands a reference
as being one of the most distinct plants on ac-
count of its glaucous foliage. Seeds for this
season's display sliould be sown at once if plants
are not already bn-ing grown on. Fm- securing
good specimens 8 feet or more in height the first

summer the seed should be sown in .Tulv or
August, llie ]>lants being kept growing slowl'v all
winter and until June, when if they are planted
out they will gi'ow on rapidly.

Of Musas, the mo.st suitable for subtropical
work are M. Eiisete and iM. superba. The former
has enormous pale green leaves, and on that
account requires a position sheltered from wind,
which proves so destructive to plants of this
description. Unless a suitable place can be pro-
vided for Musas they should not be placed out-
side, as torn and injured leaves are invariably
the result of exposure to high winds. They ai'e

propagated from seeds sown in heat, also in many
cases from suckers. Another very tall-growing
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subject of easy culture is Ferdiuancla emiiiens.

This may readily be propagated from cuttings

either of the roots or young stem-shoots, and when

once established the young plants grow very fast.

It may also be raised from seed. In a good soil

and suitable position, strong specimens of this

plant sometimes attaina heightof 10 feet. Amongst
Wigandias that may be raised from seed, or,

better, from root cuttings, W. caracasaiia must be

accorded a prominent position, as it form«, under

good cultivation, a remarkably hamlsome object.

Specimens with single .stems Ipok best, and they

are hardy enougli to make a lu.\uriant growth

in favourable localities outside. \V. Vigieri,

where it succeeds, is even more vigorous than the

last named; it is partly distinguished by the stem

and petioles being more hairy, but it is not so

generally well known or cultivated. Another

indispensable class of plants for suVj-tropical

gardening are varieties or forms of Ricinus com-

munis. These are well known under the popu-

lar name of Castor-oil plants, and there are few

varieties unwortliy of cultivation. Some have

green or glaucous foliage ; others, again, have pur-

plish stems and bronzy, or, in some cases, almost

blood-red leaves. E. Gibsoni is one of the best

dark-leaved kinds ; it should be included where

ever any of the Castor-oils are grown. Seeds

should be sown about the end of March and

placed in heat. They soon germinate, and require

attention almost at once as regards potting. It

is an excellent plan where space is available to

place a couple of seeds each in small pots, and if

both grow, destroy the weakest. Tliis admits of

potting the other plant on without materially

injuring its roots. Variegated Maize (Zea Mays
variegata) is one of the easiest grown sub-tropical

subjects raised from seed in spring. It has nar-

row leaves conspicuously striped with white lines,

and good clumps of it are very attractive amongst

other sub-tropical plants with foliage of a different

shape and colour. A pretty and useful ornamen-

tal Grass of perennial duration is Eulalia japoniea

variegata. It may be raised from seed, and if

the seedlings are grown on afterwards in an in-

termediate temperature, they will grow much
faster and soon be availalile for use, either in the

summer beds or in pots for greenhouse decora-

tion. The common Hemp is a strong growing

annual, effective and useful in some positions,

but rather too coarse for a prominent place in

the sub-tropical garden. J. G. K.

3 inches in height. N. Bvilbocodium citrinus minor, collected

liy the late Mr. llarpur Crewo years ago, is also in bloom, its

flowers being pale lemon or sulphur colour. — F. W.
BURBIDOE.

Tuberoses after flowering.—These sometimes

bloom fairly well if planted out at the foot of a south

wall in a dry border of sandy loam mixed with leaf

mould. The bulbs will live and thrive in such a posi-

tion for years, and not seldom throw up a few flower-

spikes almost equal to imported ones. By carefully

preserving the scant foliage after blooming, growing

on till it dies down naturally, potting in fresh soil

and growing a second year, ten or fifteen per cent, of

the old bulbs may bloom again under favourable

treatment ; but, as a rule, they are hardly worth the

candle. To succeed in this, all suckers or oflfsuts

should be carefully rubbed off or picked out before

starting. In any case this is advisable, and adds

considerably to the strength of the flower-stems and

-the number and size of the individual flowers. Has
anyone specially noted the effect of small rcisus large

pots on ihe blooming of Tuberoses, and the relative

efifects of 4-iuch, 6 inch, and 8-iiich pots? Our ex-

perience is all in favour of small pots.—D. T. I'".

SHOUT NOTE.—FLOWER.

Narcissus Bulbocodium nivalis. — Tliis little

Hooped-petticoat Datfodil is a gcin, and, so far as 1 kuow, the

smallest of its race. It is now in flower in a pot in the

greenhouse, and was the kind gift of Mr. Octavius Carder,

who collected it last year on the Geioz, near Oporto, in

, Portugal. The loaves arc like those of N. monophyllus, but

'ahorter, and the tiny golden flower is borne ou a acape only

WATER LILIES.

I WAS pleased to read my friend Mr. Miles' paper

on " Water Lilies," because it will awaken atten-

tion to a beautiful class of plants, heretofore

greatlyneglected. It is now someten or more years

since I commenced their cultivation. I began

in earnest with Nymphxa cairulea in the green-

house and N. odorata rosea in the open air, and

now I have all the kinds worth growing, viz., N.

dentata, dentata major, rubra, devoniensis, scuti-

folia gigantea, Daubenyana, Lotus, stellata, versi-

color, ccerulea, and zanzibarensis; and of tlie

hardv sorts, N. odorata, odorata rosea, alba rosea

or ruhra, and flava. Mr. Miles sent me alba

candidissima, but from some neglect I lost it;

he also sent me Nuphar lutea, which I cultivated

easily, and my friends were amused to see me
growing the common Nuphar adveua, which fills

almost every little ditch in our neighbourliood, tlie

only difference in the two being a black spot in

the centre of the flower. But what a little sur-

prised me was Mr. Miles' account of our loveliest

of all Lilies, N. odorata ro.sea. Four years ago I

sent him a very strong flowering root of it ; but

he writes as follows :
" Mr. Sturtevant, who sent

over here the plants of odorata rosea, got it from

a lake in Newfoundland, near Cape Cod, on

private property." The idea that Newfoundland
is near Cape Cod is amusing. But let me now
give you the origin of this superb Water Lily.

It was found manj' years ago growing in a small

private pond or lake near Barnstable, on Cape
Cod, 60 miles from Boston. It had attracted

the attention of botanists, and in the Cambridge
Botanic Garden, fT.S.A., ]ilants of it were grow-

ing years ago. But it did not attract much
attention until recently, wlien a grower of it, in

an adjoining town, who had a tine Cranberry

bog with a stream of running water tlirough it,

thouglit he woiild procure some of the roots,

whicli are rather scarce, ami plant them in a

small pond he dug out in his bog. Here they

seemed at home, grew luxuriantly, flowered in

great perfection, and the beautiful specimens of

it which he sent to his friends began to attract

ranch notice. It was aljout this period wlien he

had his pond, 10 feet or 20 feet square, filled

witli roots that I visited him in August to see his

Lilies, and lovely indeed they were. I at once

purchased some of the roots and planted them
out in tubs, where they flowered finely. I then

liegan to propagate them, and now have a pond
which was covered last summer with hundreds

of blooms. Cape Cod is the only ]dace where it

has been found, and it was fiom the place I have

named that I, at that period, procured the plant

I sent Mr. ]Miles, as my own wer.; then small, and
I wished Mr. JMiles to have a strong flowering

root. The lady who told Mr. Miles she saw
(piantities of the flowers when staying in the

locality and " was disappointed in lujt seeing the

lake itself" neeil not Ije so. She wouhl probably

have seen nothing ; there are but few roots in the

lake, and these are very scattered, mixed with the

white, and it is only occasionally that the red

flowers are seen, when they are carefully guarded

to prexent depredations.

Mr. Jliles has certainly been unfurtunate in

his experience. I have found no dirticulty in

raising seedlings from perfectly dry seeds, and as

my plants seed in abundance, I immediately put

them into a paper bag, as I do othei' seeds. How
long they will keep in this way I do not know,
or if any longer than one year. A lady fi-iend

gave me seeds gathered in the Botmic Gardens

of Rio Janeiro, and I raised a flue batch, which

proved to be N. gigantea. I have plenty of

seedlings of odorata rosea, alba rubra or rosea,

zanzibarensis, and ca;rulea, and as I gathered

seeds of gigantea the last autumn from my pond in

the open ground, I could not help thinking how
correct Plin}' was in his description of the Lotus
of the Nile. " They have heads," he says, " like

those of the Poppy, within which are seeds,

resembling Millet, of which the inhabitants make
bread." One of my pods was so large, it con-

tained nearly a spoonful of seeds ; cserulea

seeds naturally in such abundance, that the pans
1.5 inches in diameter are completely covered

with young plants every year, which we throw
away. Again, Mr. Jliles says, " The growth of

the white Lily has always seemed singulaily

slow." If he means odorata, he is certainly mi.s-

taken, for one or two plants will soon fill a small

pond. I trust we may have other contilbutions

to Lily culture from some of your correspondents.

Boston, Mass. C. M. Hovey.

THE OCTOBER SNOWDROP.
I AM SO glad to find that after all my first "white
dove that won my heart in youth to Nature "

and horticultui'e is no myth. My earliest

memories cluster round a patch of Snowdrops
that bloomed beneath an old-fashi"ned parlour
window towards the end of October and tlirough

November. But though several pilgrimages

have been made to the .shrine, the October Snow-
drops had vanished root and stem, and I had
almost begun to think them a myth of memory.
But Mr. Allen has brought light out of the
darkne.ss, and re-embodied that first symbol
of hope and promise of a somewhat distant boy-

hood. It seem.s, however, almost beyond belief

that the rare Albanian novelty should be the
same as the patch in Scotland of many years agn.

Or could it have been G. praicox only ] I distinctly

remember that the flowers came well in advance
of the leaves, a silvery patch standing up
boldly when the tips of green only carpeted
the ground. I earnestly trust Mi-. Allen or
Mr. Peter Barr will be able to multiply these

early sti-ains so as to introduce them to general
cultivation. It is pleasing to find Mr. Allen's

love for nivalis, and especially the single variety

of tlie same, bearing the test of such severe

competition as that ajiplied through his choice
selection. I wish some remedy could be found
for the doubling of nivalis. In some loc;ilities

single strains, even in a wild or semi-wild state,

are becoming almost extinct. Pigmies of the
common species are also far more rare than giants,

as well as more charming.

Permit me also to endorse Mr. Allen's views
on the great variability of G. plicatus. In some
cases they seem positively to revert to the nivalis

form. Nor does this S2:)ecies thrive equally
well in all soils and situations, though with us it

is even more robust and increases more rapidly
than the common species ; the leaves with us
vary more than the flowers, and I have not
noticed an earlier flowering strain among our
plicatiLS. The lateness of the latter is one of
its greatest merits, and with October, November,
and December blooming varieties added to our
list, we may yet have a feast of Snowdrops
h)r six months out of the twelve.

D. T. F.

Aster Reine des Halles.—According to the
MoiiUcur cV //ortirnJturf this is an old variet}^ which
for s.ime years has been brought in (|uaniity to the
Paris markets, but the stock of wliicli has liitherto

remained exclusively in the hands of a family of
market growers who make a speciality of Asters.
As regards growth and quality of flower, it is all that
can be desired, but its great and exceptional value
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consists in the fact that it blooms quite a month
earlier than any other kind, coming into flower at the

commencement of June. This renders it of special

value for market purposes.—J. C. B.

HELLEBORUS NIGER AND VARIETIES.
Mr. Burbidge has always something pleasant

and interestinc; to say on the subject of Helle-

bores, and it clieers the " winter of our discon-

tent " to find in your issue of January 23 another
contribution from him on the subject. I think
lie has given an exhaustive list of all the varieties

of H. niger in which any perceptible diHerence

can be discovered, and very full desci'iptions

whereby they may be identified. For this he is

deserving of the thanks of all lovers of the
flower.

It is further very satisfectory to find Jlr. Bur-
bidge declaring that " all the varieties referred to

in his paper are simply seminal or geographical
variations of the one species, H. niger." I have
long felt that the species mongers who loved to

seize on minute differences and magnify them
into specific characters belonged to those who
" darken counsel by words without knowledge."

I trust that Mr. Burbidge will feel that it is in

no carping spirit, but in the interests of floricul-

ture, that I Venture on the following remaiks.

In the first place, I would ask, Is it well to

describe so many forms of H. niger as "the
variety of So and So ?" I am not aware that any
one of the individuals whose names are so asso-

ciated with a variety claim to have raised it, to

have discovered it, or to have had the exclusive
possession of it. Where, then, is the need or the
propriety of so describing a plant ? It is dis-

tinctly misleading.

In the second place, such proprietarial descrip-

tion, if I may so call it, is cumbrous to the already
well-taxed memory of florists, and is contrary to

the nomenclature of analogous cases in the varie-

ties of other species of garden plants.

In the third place, svrcli a mode of describing
the varieties of H. niger is totally at variance
with that adopted with such satisfaction in the
case of the caulescent section of Hellebores.
Here, if a man wants Commissioner Benary, or
Willie Schmidt, or Irene Heinemann, or .so forth,

he knows exactly what to order, and a nursery-
man knows exacth' what to send. I am positive

that neither the public nor the trade have any-
thing iiKji'e tluin a haphazard conception of any
variety ol H. niger under the exi-itiiig nomen-
clature. There is one exception—H. n. Madame
Fourgade—of wdiich, by the way, I am as much
enamoured as Mr. Burbidge.

I would, then, suggest that the varieties of H.
niger should be named as florists' flower.s, and
the caulescent Hellebores are named, and as

Madame Fourgade, among tlie niger family. And
if it is thought well, as I think it is, to do honour
to an amateur who has preserved or brought into
notice some variety, let that variety bear such
amateur's name. Thus, H. n. Miss Hope, H. n.

J. T. Foe, H. n. St. Brigid, &c., would be com-
plimentary, distinctive, simple, in conformity
with the usage in similar cases, and would not
be misleading.

This .should be done by a consensus of the
leading growers of Hellebores. I cannot suf-

ficiently deprecate any individual, amateur
or nurseryman, taking on himself to give a
name or change the name of a variety long
known and widely distributed. Thu.s, the plant
abundantly grown in Lancashire, Cheshire, and
many parts of Ireland as H. n. angustifolius is

now sought to be called H. n. Brockhurst va-
riety. Angustifolius is a very good descriptive

name, as it is the most narrow-leaved of the niger
group, and it is not suggestive of something that
is not the fact.

I should rejoice if Mr. Burbidge would take
coinisel with the leading amateurs and nursery-
men wdio grow Helleljores, with a view to putting
the nomenclature of the varieties of H. niger on
a fixed, simple, and not misleading footing.

Frederick Tymons.

Rose Garden.
ROSES FOR THE ROCKERY.

ALTHOtJQH the genus Rosa is distributed very
generally in all those parts of the world from
which collections of so-called alpine plants are
most largely recruited, and representatives are
f lund throughout the highlands of the Alps and
Pyrenees, it is not often that any members of the
Rose family are found included among the ilenizens

even of extensive rock gardens. Perhaps the
unsuitabilitv of the most obviously " alpine

"

Roses (R. al]iina and pyrenaica) for any but very
large rockeries may have conduced to this result,

for the myriads of suckers sent up by these Roses
in all directions make them very bad neighbours
in a limited space, as they are always encroach-
ing; and as they will grow in any soil wdiatever,

they are difliicult to keep within bounds. At one
time it occurred to me that, being practically
thornless, R. alpina would make very comfortable
stocks to bud on, and with this end in view I put
in al)0ut a couple of hundred cuttings. Out of
this number, however, only about fifteen callused,

and all these succumbed before the summer. It

seems that Roses are difficult to strike as cuttings
just in proportion to the facility with which they
throw up suckers ; and I have never succeeded
in raising a plant of R. alpina (which suckers
more than any other Rose I know) from a
cutting. There are, however, several Rose species
more beautiful than alpina, and which are not
afflicted with this ungovernable land-hunger. R.
berberidifolia, though not itself sufficiently tract-

able in our climate, has given us an intermediate
form whose greater vigour enaliles it to produce
freely its yellow purple-eyed flowers when planted
on a sunny part of the rockery. This hybrid,
R. berberidifolia Hardii, has not "the characteristic

simple leaves of the type, but soon grows into a

Ijushy plant about 18 inches high, and C(.)nsisting

of .slender, much-liranching stems, at the ends of
ndiich the flowers are produced at intervals during
the summer. At the base of each of the clear

yellow petals there
isamaroon or purple
blotch, giving the
flower the appear-
ance of having a
dark eye, by which
it is easily distin-

guished from all

other Roses. This
plant succeeds very
well budded on Brier
cuttings, and during
the recent hot sum-
mer flowered most
freely in a very
sunny position on
light soil. The rock-
ery has been often

suggested before as

the situation in
which there is most chance of flowering the beauti-
ful, but difficult, R. hemisphiErica(sulphurea),and
there is no doubt that this Eastern beauty requires
all the heat and sunshine that it can get to ripen
its wood and expand its pretty yellow blossoms
in England.

Rosa sulphurea.

Pulverulenta is a name about which there is

some confusion ; it has been itsed for one of our
native .species, to which, however, it is not now
applied. Redoutc gives a realistic plate of the
species from the East for which the name is now
retained in lieu of the synonym of glutino.sa, and
which has rosy red flowers. This form I have
not grown, but there is a white-flowered variety
which makes a distinct and very attractive

rockery plant. It is of .sturdy, compact habit,

with smooth stems generally of a deep red-brown
colour, and leaves composed of seven leaflets

much rounded at the apex ; the flowers, which
are freely produced, are thrown well above the
foliage, and are less fugitive than those of some
single Roses, owing to the creamy white petals

being of considerable substance.

A readiness in conforming to external circum-
stances seems to be as characteristic of the Roses
of North America as of its citizen.s, for two of

the most typical species vary very considerably
in form of growth and appearance according to

their immediate surroundings, and it has been
not unreasonably suggested that these numerous
intermediate forms are mere seedling variations

of one or two original species. Thus there are
several forms which have been at times raised to

the rank of distinct .sjiecies, but which appear
referable to R. Carolina; while R. nitida is at

least nearly related to R. lucida, whose variations

are considerable.

R. NITIDA is a slender growing plant which is

very attractive at all periods of its growth. The
red stems of the
young shoots are at

first entirely clothed

with ruddy spines
;

these are, however,
deciduous, falling off

as the wood hardens
and leaving the
stems smooth and
bright. The shining
leaves, consisting of
from five to eleven
narrow pointed lea-

flets, are a noticeable

feature of these
North Americans,
and this glossy tex-

ture of fdiage indicates a characteristic which
may possibly some day prove of value in raising

mildew-resisting hybrids.

R. LUCIDA is a robuster-looking plant, though
with a certain family likeness to the foregoing,

aud it may be fairly described as sub-evergreen,
a fact which adds
greatly to the eff'ec-

tive appearance of
the brilliant turnip-
shaped scarlet hips
which succeed the
clusters of rosy-
coloured flowers. A
pretty garden va-
riety called Rose
Button, which pro-
duces bunches of
pretty little round,
double, pink flowers,

has been sent out by
Messrs. Veitch, and

is a charming addition to the group. The same
firm have also distributed one of the very fewRoses
with variegated foliage, a.species fol. var. Veitchi,
which is quite worthy of a place among quaintly
pretty things, as it makes a pleasing little plant,
the variegation being bright and clear.

That R. spinosissima presumes to be a native
plant is no doubt sufficient to account for it3

Rosa nitida.

Rosa lucida.
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rigorous exclusion from the garden, and yet it

has butter recommendations as a rocliery plant

than many an uupicturesque, albeit petted,

foreigner.

What care I how fair sho be,

If she'H not from o'er tlio sua,

might do for the motto of a certain type of

horticulturist who, like a would-be art critic

looking for the signature to know it he is sate in

abusing a picture, only troubles to learn that a

plant is indigenous in order that it may be

ignored. R. spinosissima is a dwarf grower,

very hardy, and a most jirofuse bloomer, while

the pure wliite single flowers of the species are

far more attractive than many of the dingy-

coloured double va-

rieties which one
sometimes sees in

gardens. The time

when a variety is

considered an im-

provement from the

mere fact of having
double flowers irre-

spective of other

qualities, naturally

passes with the mul-
tiplication of douljle

forms ; and we could

well afford now to

suppressmany of the

dull lilac or muild)'-

coloured varieties of the so-called Scotch Roses

to the great improvement of our chance of raising

brighter coloured seedlings ; and if, by using the

single-flowered species as a seed parent, some

really bright distinct-coloured single varieties

should be olitained, the fauiily group on the

rockery would gain additional attraction.

The presumably allied form, R. Beggeriana

nigrescens, is not quite so dwarf-growing a plant,

but is very attractive, both from the glaucous

blue colour of its graceful foliage, and ior its

abundance of snowy flowers, whicli, though

rather smaller, are more transparent and fragile-

looking than those of R. spinosissima.

A place should lie found for one or two of the

single varieties of R. indica, not only for pro-

fusion and fragrance, but also as a means of

maintaining a bit of flower outside until the

advent of November frosts ; and the plants

are especially .tractalde in a small space, since no

method oi pruning affects the freedom with

which they bloom.

A good-sized irregular patch also of the sub-

species, R. Lawrenceana (minima), makes a very

pretty feature, especially in some low situation

where it is looked down upon from above, as it

will make a complete carpet, and insures, at any
rate, that there shall be something in flower in

the rock garden throughout the season.

T. W. G.

Rosa spinosissima.

Mildew on Roses.—In "J. C. C.'s " interesting

notes on Rose mildew (p. C8) the following sentence

occurs :
" Roses in houses can be easily reached by

sulphurous fumes." This is dangerously indefinite,

as these fumes are not seldom most disfiguring and

destructive to the plants. Will "J. C. C." explain

how he applies them so as to clear Roses of mildew
without injury to the plants?—D. T. F.

Roses from cuttings.—I h*ve read with much
interest the remarks on growing Roses from cuttings

in The Garden (p. 68). As we do not force Roses

during winter or spring, we ha>e to depend for

cuttings on the wood from out-of-dnor plauts that

bloomed in June or .July. Soon after the Howers

have faded we thin out the branches that are too

thick, and the shoots tlms removed are cut into lengths

containing from two to three eyes, preserving to each

piece a heel, and care is taken to preserve the leaves

in as healthy a state as possible. To a spent hotbed

used for early forcing we .add a fresh lining of fer-

menting material, so as to produce a slight bottom

heat. A layer of leaf mould several inches deep is

put on the manure, and finally on the leaf mould we

place coarse silver sand about 'J inches deep. The
cuttings are inserted as thickly and firmly as possible

;

the frame is kept close, Ijut not shaded, and we syringe

so often that the foliatje is never allowed to get dry.

The heat iu the fr.ame often rises over 100^ Fahr.

Treated in this way, in about three or four wneks

most of the cuttings will have taken root. They are

tlien potted otf in small pots and placed in frames in

which there is a slight bottom heat, kept close and

shaded for a time until they make a little top growth

and new roots. Air is then given gradually, and

ultimately the lights are wholly removed. By about

September these youn;; plants will have become (piite

estabhsbed.—Louis Kaor.vrscH, Laicnbunj.

NEW PLANTS FOR 18S6.

Amarantds tricolor splendexs.—The old Ama-
rantus tricolor in its best forms is a highly attractive

tender annual, but unfortunately it is variable in its

characters, and many of the seedlings raised lack the

biilliant hues which are exhibited in others. The
new form is introduced by a French firm, and is said

to be a taller and more elegant plant than the original

type. It is 01 vigorous firowth, attaining 4 feet or

even more in height, and at a very early stage the

leaves assume their delicate golden yellow, red, dark

green, and brown markings, and when fully developed

the plant is crowned with numerous lovely bright red

plumes. Its early habit of growth and stately appear-

ance make it very valuable as a decorative plant.

Callirhoe lineariloba.—The well-known C. in

volucrata, though cultivated for many years past, is

still highly popular. This fine species agrees with it

very closely in its general habit of growth, but differs

in the colour of its flowers and in the character of its

foliage. The latter is notably larger than in the

allied species, and is deeply five-parted, the divisions

beins; deeply lobed and the lobes themselves more or

less incised. The foliage has therefore an ele-

gantly dissected appearance, and forms around the

crown of the tuberous root a handsome regularly

arranged tuft, very distinct in its effect from

that of the C. involucrata. The flowers are pro-

duced from the axils of the trailing stems on

long footstalks, and are from li inches to 1| inches

across, the five broad petals being of a deep Idao-

purple in the middle, shading to white at the sides,

thus producing a sort of stripe, which has a very

pleasing efitect. They are produced for many weeks

in succession, till destroyed by frost. Tlie plant is a

perfectly hardy perennial, and, like the C. involucrata,

blooms first year from seed if sown early. It is a

native of Texas.

Campanula dichotoma.—Although the number of

cultivated Campanulas is comparatively large, they still

form but a small minority of the totality known to the

botanist. This species has probably been in cultiva-

tion, but seems to have disappeared for many years

past. It belongs to the Medium section of the

Henus, which has intermediate reflexed segments to

the calyx. It grows nearly a foot high, is of erect

branching habit, well furnished with ovate, acute,

soiiiewhat crenitely toothed foliage, and is covered

with a multitude of rather large purplish blue flowers

somewhat tubular in form, but with spreading limb,

produced singly in the forks of the numerous branches.

The flowers are erect during daylight, but droop as

night comes on. Though apparently a perennial, it

blooms readily the first year, and needs only to be

sown thinly where it should bloom. The species is a

native of the Mediterranean shores. The C. dichotoma

alba is a charming pure white variety of this species,

and is described by its introducers as being the pret-

tiest of all the white-flowered Campanulas.

CoKVDALLS C.^SEANA.—The genus Corydalis fur-

nishes several highly interesting plants to gardens, of

which the C. nobilis, a yellow-flowered siiecies which

shoidd be found in every spring border, is perhaps the

most striking. This new introduction from California

is very distinct from any species hitherto cultivated,

attaining the height of 3 feet undtr favourable condi-

tions of partial shade and moisture. Its erect ylaueoua

stems are of branching habit, bearing foliage which is

twice or thrice pinnate, the leaflets being ovate or

oblong and nearly sessile. The flowers are borne in

dense, erect, terminal, many-flowered racemes, :i inches

to inches in length, delicate white, the blossoms

being about an inch long, of which moie than one

half forms a straii^ht obtuse spur. The tip of the co-

hering petals is tinged with pale blue. As this preity

species is found growing in mtu'st and shady ravines,

a similar position must be afforded it if possible. '1 he

seed vegetates more readily than that of some other

perennial species of this genus.

CowANiA MEXIC'ANA.—There is good reason for

believing that this interesting dwarf shrub will prove

perfectly hardy in this country, and as it scarcely

exists in English gardens, though long known to

botanists, a brief description of it may be welcome
to many amateurs. It will prcbaldy flower when less

than 2 feet high, but sometimes attains tj feet. It is

a much liranched plant with a light-coloured shreddy

bark, and bears small wedge-shaped pinnately-lobed

leaves, the lobes three to seven in number, dark green

above, tomentose beneath, and the margin S(miewhat

revolute. The numerous showy yellow flowers are

terminal on the branches, about an inch across, and
bear some resemblance to those of a Potentilla, but

have the persistent turbinate calj'x of a Rose. The
included carpels are densely villous, and terminate

when mature in an eloni.ated feathery stjde 2 inch'-s

or more in length. It was first detected in Northern

Mexico, wdience the specific name, but it occurs also

in California and other Western States, where it is

known as the Cliff Rose. Seeds of it will probably

require the treatment usually given to half-hardy

subjects, and young plants may need niu-ting in a

frame tdl a j'ear old.

Gloxinia gesneroides.—The close rela'i msliip

existing between the two genera, Gloxinia and Ges-

nera, afforded strong a j<riori reasims that their hybri-

disation would prove of easy accomplishment, thousjh

it does not appear to have been actually effected till

recently. A (Jerman cultivator has, however, rjbtained

a hybrid which he offers under this name. It is

described as combining the handsome bronzy purple

foliage seen in several species of Gesnera, notably in

G. zebrina discolor, with crimson flowers closely

resembling in form those of the erect-flowering Glox-

inias. It appears to form the solid bulb pecul ar to

the latter genus, and is said to perpetuate itself

truly by seeds. Seedling plants will probably flower

part ally during the first year, but the best results can

hardly be looked for till the second season. It

requires stove treatment, as may be inferred from its

parentage.

Herbektia pulchella.—Seeds of this pretty Chilian

Irid have long and often, but vainly, been in request

;

I am therefore happy to be at length in possession of

them. The genus Herbertia includes six species, all

dwarf bulbs with linear plaited foliage and blue Iris-

like flowers. H. pulchella, is one of the most orna-

mental, if not the liest of the species, growing about

6 inches high, and |iroducing a few leaves resembling

those of the 'J'igridias, but much narrower. The
flowers are borne on a short scape, and are indivi-

dually rather fugitive, but are produced in succession.

Though probably only half hardy, it is easily pre-er\ ed

in a frame or cool greenhouse in winter. In raising

this plant and other similar bulbs, it should be borne

in mind that they are half evergreen in their habit and
hhoidd not be dried off, though less water will be

needed in winter than in summer. Seedlings will

require the treatment of Tigridias and other half-

hardy bulbs.

HujiULUS JAPONICUS (Japan Hop).—The common
Hop (H. Lupulus) is, as is well known, of perennial

duration, and till the discovery of the present species

Was supposed to be the only representative . f the

genus. Although its stems are of rapid growth, the

present species is said to exceed it considerably in that

respect. It is described as being of incredibly rapid

increase, attaining enormous dimensions in a short

time, making a dense covering for trellis, verandah, or

wall before the heats of summer have set in. Its foliage

resembles that of the common Hop, but is more deeply

cut, and being of a more lively shade of green it pre-
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Sints a fresher and lighter appearance. Its seeds may
be sown in the open ground, where they are said to

vegetate in a short time in almost any soil. It

appears to be very hardy, being destroyed only by
severri frost. It is reported to be singularly free from
liability to the insect bliirht, which S') often proves

destructive to the perennial species.

Pk[MUL.\ Olg.e.—This Primula wai discovered by
Dr. Albert Regel at an elevation of from TOGO feet

to 1 '2,000 feet above the sei level, and is described as

a very pretty species, nearly allied to P. sibirica, with

umbellate flowers half an-inch in diameter, and of a

b:;autiful rosy purple colour. It may probably require

the treatment of the alpine specie^', l')nt little is at

])res-nt known on that point. The Primula acaulis

iberica from the Caucasus deserves special attention,

being remarkable for its large, pale ro.sy lilac flowers,

produced during the winter months in great pntfu^ion

even beneath (he snow, and continues in bloom till

the month of April.

R.WUSCULrs MACRORHYNCHl'S AND 11. MILLE-
FOLIATCS.—These two species of Crowfoot are well

worth attention. The latter is not unknown in

gardens, though but seldom met with now-a-days :

its finely cut, almost capillary foliage and rather
large bright yellow flowers give it valid claim to a
place cm the rockery, or in the mi.xed border, where
the soil is moderately light. 1!. macrorhynchus is

apparently a little-knowu species from Asia Minor.
It lias a bulbous root, palmate foliage of a silvery

white, and large brilliant yellow flowers abundantly
produced. It is said to grow about lA feet in
height, and will probably prove a desirable border
species.

Sagittaria montevidexsis.—Everybody knows
and admires the handsome Sagittaria sagittifolia, or

common Arrowhead of our streams and pond.s. This
exotic species is of similar, but much stronger habit,

producing Hower-scapes from 3 feet to i feet high, with
foliage of corresponding dimensions. Its large and
conspicuous white flowers are rendered even more
striking by a broad purplish blotch edged with
yellow at the base of each petal. The scapes are
thrown up in long succession when the plant is

affr)rded sufficient space in a tank, but it may also be
cultivated in a large pot in a warm greenhouse,
though it is most at home in the stove. Tho.se who
are the fortunate possessors of such a glass structure
wdl find this a most interesting aquatic. Seeds sown
early in spring will produce flowering plants by mid-
summer of the same year.

Salvia himalaica.—This promises to be a useful

addition to our already lengthy list of garden Salvias,

both foliage and flowers being of an ornamental
character. It forms in its first year's growth a large
rosette of ovate-acuminate entire leaves, the midrib
being of an agreeable rose colour. From this tuft is

produced the seccmd year a branched pyramidal
panicle of blue flowers of medium size, each of which
i< subtended by a rose-tinted bract which contrasts
pleasingly with the azure of the corolla. Probably
a hardy perennial, succeeding in any ordinary garden
soil.

SiLPHiu.M ALBIFLOROM.—Some ten years ago I re-

ceived from Texas seeds of a supposed white variety
of S. l.aciniatum, but it proved to be a new and dis-

tinct plant, to which Professor Gray has recently given
the name of S. albiflorum. Having flowered for

several years past, it can now be described as being
closely related to the well-knowii Compass plant to
which it was referred by the collector, but neverthe-
less perfectly distinct from it. It is much dwarfer
than that species, not exceeding 3 feet in height, with
large, very scabrous, sinuately pinnatifid leaves on
long rigid petioles. The stem is sparin'jly branched
upwards, each branch being terminated by oire or two
flower-heads about 3 inches in diameter, composed of
from ten to twelve spreading ray-florets usually of a
creamy white coloiu', but often stained beneath with
deep purplish red, and occasionally also on their upper
surface. More rarely the florets are entirely purple.
It blooms rather late in the autumn, and is therefore
never likely to mature seed in this country. It may
be readily raised from Texan seed, but does not
usually bloom for at least three years. It succeeds
in any deep friable soil that is well diained.

Sph.eralcea rivdlaris.—This Malvaceous genus

differs from Malvastrum only in the cells of the ovary

having two ovides, one of which, however, is often

abortive in fruit. S. rivnlaris was introduced from

Utah, and promises to be a useful addition to border

plants. It grows about 3 feet high, producing

numerous slender shoots, clothed witli neat p.almate

or Vine-like foliage, and bearing in the upper axils

numerous flowers of a delicate ro-y flesh culour. As
these are yielded in succession through many weeks
in snnuner, and the plant is absolutely hardy and
readily raised from seed, it deserves notice. S.

acerifolia is a similar species of the foregoing, and

grows to about the same height.

IvKSiA Gordon:.—Although allied botanically to

Potentilla, plants of this genus have an aspect

entirely different from the Cinquefoils, and to a

casual observer the relationship wo\ild not be obvious.

They are mostly dwarf alpines, remarkable for the

imbrication of the small leaflets of their pinnate

foliage. The present species is much rarer in culti-

vation than the white-flowered I. unguiculata and is

more strictly alpine. It has small yellow blossoms

produced in a compact cyme on a nearly naked stem

from 4 inches to 9 inches high, the foli.age being

mostly radical with numerous imbricated leaflets

obovate in form and three to five cleft. Without
being showy, it is a very neat and distinct little plant,

very suitable for the rockery, and, like the rest of the

species, easily grown from seed.

Phlox Drcmmondi coccinea semi-flore-plexo.—
Whatever difference of opinion may prevail on the

question of the relative value of single and double

uii double Phli-ix Drummondi coccinea.^

flowers, the effect of long continued cultivation on all

the most popular of garden plants appears to be
identical ; the tendency to duplication of parts may
be more pronounced in some genera than in others,

but eventually all apjiear destined to yield to

an inexorable law, and exhibit the exulierance of

Nature by a de\'elopment of extra petals. The Phlo.x

Drummondi fl.-pl., a very unlikely subject, all things

considered, is the most recent conquest of tliis natural

force. This novelty will not at present compare with
the grand results perfected in other genera by
long years of patient devotion, the duplication con-

sisting only of an addition of from four to six petals

in the throat of the flower. The effect thus produced

is, however, very distinct and novel, and if constant

the plant is undoubtedly well worthy of cuMvation.
The»flowers, as the name indicates, are scarlet, the

habit of the plant is said to be more compact than

the single variety of the same colour, and the trusses

resemble those of the dwarf compact section.

Delphinium decorum.—In this pretty perennial

we have ai:iother of the tuberous-rooted species of

Ijarkspur which form a characteristic sectii.>ii of the

genu.s. Like D. trolUfolinm, it is an early bloomer,

and grows to about the same height as that species,

i.e., 14 feet to 2 feet. There the resemblance termi-

nates, however, the foliage being smaller and very

glandular, with an entire absence of glabrousness.

* For this illustration we are indebted to Messrs. Haage
and Schmi'jt, JJrfurt.—Ed.

The flowers are in closer racemes, and are of a purple-

violet, a distinct shade of colour rarely met with in

the genus. It is perfectly hardy, and easily raised

from fresh seed. The latter is remarkably distinct in

form and colour, being almost white, and resembling

a minute pouch or sac, having one end introverted.

Under this head, attenti(jn may appropriately be
drawn to the new white variety of D. cashmeriannm,

introduced by a Paris firm, which is described as

being -a highly recommendable perennial.

Phacelia Parri'i.—It may be worth while to ex-

plain that with the original species of Phacelia, of

which the well-known P. tanacetifolia may be taken

as the type, botanists have agreed to unite those plants

hitherto distributed among the genera Cosmanthus,
Eutoca, Microgenetes. .and Whitlavia. Thus Cos-

manthus grandiflorus becomes by this change Phacelia

grandiflora : E'ltoca viscida will be known as P.

viscida; and Whitlavia grandiflora as P. Whitlavia.

This will account for the appearance under this head,

notwithstanding its evident close relationship to the

familiar Whitlavia, of the handsome Phacelia campa-
nularia, introduced by me last season, as well as of

the pretty species now under consideration, which
would also have been ranged under Whitlavia, though

differing considerably in the form of its corolla from

the older plant. The Phacelia Parryi, in spite of its

smaller flowers, appears likely to prove a valuable

introduction, as it blooms abundantly and the colour

of the corolla is very rich. It grows from 6 inches to

9 inches high, bearing ovate foliage more or less

deeply lobecf and doubly toothed, and numerous erect

branched stems which, as well as the entire plant, are

clothed with glandular hairs. The flowers are pro-

duced in loose terminal curled racemes on spreading

pedicels, each blossom being about half an inch in

diameter, and resembling in form that of the P.

(Eutoca) viscida, and are of a deep violet colour, with

five white oblong spots at the base of the five lobes.

It requires only the treatment of the hardiest species

of the genus, and may be sown in the open ground

where it is to bloom from March onwards, and will

flower in about ten weeks from the period of sowing.

As it will not transplant well, it should be so%vn very

thinly. It is a native of Southern California, occurring

in the same districts as P. campanularia.

Platycodon granciflorum nanum.—The plant

formerly known as Ciimpamda grandiflora, and classed

by some botani^ts under Wahlenbergia, but more
generally cultivated under the above designation, has

always been a favourite in gardens, and is included

in every list of the most desirable hardy perennials.

Its stout, glaucous stems and foliage and balloon-like

flowers (before expansion) place it apart from any
other Bellwort. The present variety appears to differ

from the type chiefly in its dwarfer habit ; its height

is said not to exceed 10 inches to 12 inches, that of

the species being usually about 2 feet. A similar

form was recently introduced from Japan by Messrs.

Veitch, but seed of that plant does not appear to

have been yet publicly distributed.

Calceolaria rugosa hvbrid.v. — The shrubby

Calceolarias, formerly so much employed for bedding

purposes, and still used to a limited extent, valuable

as they undoubtedly are, have the defect of offering

but a very limited range of colours. The " happy

thought " has occurred to some unknown florist of

blending the more varied colours of the herbaceous

section of the genus with the shrubby habit of the

rugosa strain. Doubtless this marriage has been

effected previously, but with less striking results than

in the present instance. Seeds of this are said to

have been saved from a cross between the variety of

C. rufosa known as Gloire de Versailles and one of

the bast strains of the herbaceous class. It combines

the narrow wrinkled foliage, the vigour and good

habit of the former with the larger flowers and rich

and varied colours of the latter. The plants wiU
therefore be found equally suitable for the green-

house, or for bedding. W. Thompson-.

Ipsifkh.

Hedychium Gardnerianum in fruit.—We
all know the lemon-coloured fragrant flowers of this

nearly hardy Gingerwort, but it is only rarely that

these are succeeded by handsome fruits. There was
some correspondence in The Garden, about a year
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ago relative to the treatment required to make this
plant fruit, but those in whose gardens fruit had been
produced stated that nothing extraordinary had been
done to obtain this result. However this may be, the
fact remains that few growers of the Hedychium
succeed in fruiting it, and we suspect that the expla-
nation of this is to be found in what has happened at
Kew this year. In the winter garden, and also in

the conservatory, at Kew there are large clumps of
this Hedychium wliicli flower profusely every year
but never fruit, although the stigmas have been care-
fully pollenised. But in the tropical Nymphiea house
an unnamed Hedycliium raised from seeds, brought
from the Himalayas by Mr. Elwes, flowered last
summer for the first time, and proved to be the
common H. Gardnerianum. The plant was left in the
house to finish its flowers, and as these opened the
stigmas were dusted with pollen. The result of this
may now be seen in the Palm house, where this pl.ant

is bearing several spikes of fruit. The length of these
spikes is 10 inches, and each is clothed with green
folding bracts U inches long. At the base of some of
these is the three-valved fruit, each valve being
roughly triangular, 1 inch long, fleshy, and a brilliant
scarlet colour. In the centre of these valves is an
erect axis with the three clusters of seeds arranged
against it, and these are held together by a fibry
arillus, this and the seeds being coloured a bright
crimson. It may be gathered from this imperfect
description that the fruit of this Hedychium is more
ornamental and much more interesting than its flowers
even.—B.

Ferns.

ADIANTUM FARLEYENSK
The way in which this noble Fern ha.s fallen out
of cultivation is unaccountable. True, in the
hands of some it seems difficult to manage, but
the difficulty is more imaginary than real. Heat
and moisture are what it likes, and it will not
succeed where these are deficient, though it may
be wintered in a temperature as low as 60". In
houses in which this temperature caunot be
maintained in winter the plants do not die off

altogether, but they suffer so severely that .several

months of careful nursing are required in order
to restore them to tlieir former strength. As re-

gards soil, this Adiantuni is not at all difficult to
please. I have seen specimens equally good grown
in totally different materials. Two parts good
fibrous peat and one of libry loam and coarse
silver sand form a compost in which it will succeed;
but plants in no way inferior have been grown
entirely in pure light fibrous loam, commonly
known as "yellow loam." On the Continent
where such loam as that which is used in this
country is not procurable, plants of this Fern
in every respect equal to ours may be seen in
pure sandy peat.

The main point, besides heat and moisture, in
order to ensure success in the culture of this
Fern is undoubtedly thoroughly well-drained
porous material, which, as soon as it becomes
close, is unfit for the nourishment of such brittle
and slender roots as those of this plant, and on
that account it is sometimes found advisable, if
the only soil procurable has a natural tendency
to heaviness, to add to it a small quantity of
chopped Sphagnum. This greatly helps to keep
it open, and prevents its clogging around the
tender roots. Watering does not necessitate any
particular .skill, it being tlie same as that for ail

other Slaiden-hair Ferns. Its roots must not
get either dry or very wet. Like nearly all other
Adiantums, it particularly dislikes syringing or
watering overhead. The'fact that its cultivation
is not beset with insuperable difficulties is suffi-
ciently demonstrated by the quantities of large
specimens which formerly were to be met with
in all parts of the country. What, then, can be the

cause of its scarcity n^w ? Why, in my opinion,
it is wholly and simply its inability to stand in
dwelling rooms, whei'e the disastrous effects of a

permanently dry atmosphere soon manifest them-
selves in regard to this particidar plant. We
know that plants of it of snuill size are grown in

great quantities by some of our market gardeners
for the purpose of supplying the florists' shops
with fro7ids which, we are assured, are eagerly
sought after, and last good a tolerably long time.
It is a fact, however, that plants of this beautiful

Fern—for years the ornament of our stoves

—

will not keep long in good condition in rooms.

S.

FERNS FOR A COLD HOUSE.
The quantity of exotic Ferns which may be grown
with success in a perfectly cold house or pit is really

surprising. All that is wanted for their growth is a
structure facing any aspect with the exception of due
south. Where hot-water pipes e.xist they are often

used too freely, and therefore the plants start early
into growth, and are thereby injured, inasmuch as
they must have moisture ; if, on the other hand, the
moisture necessary under such circumstances is with-
held to enforce rest, they become liable to the
attacks of various insect pests. If a house or pit

can be built in a naturally, or even in an artificially

sheltered spot, all the better, as it enables one to

have its sides made of glass almost to the level of

the ground, an arrangement which will prove of

great value during the winter time, when the plants
need all the light which they can get. But if such a.

spot caunot be found, and the house must be built

in an exposed situation, the roof and part of the
sidesonly should be made of glass, thus forming eithera
lean-to, or a sort of half-span-roofed hou-e. If so

constructed no particular heat wUl be needed. On
the contrary, during the winter nights a covering of

mats will be all that, is necessary, but in exceptionally
severe weather the introduction of a colza (il lamp is

also found to be useful. The following hardy exotic
Ferns will grow well unde.- such conditions ; the
strongest are marked thus a

:

—
Lomiiria crenulata.
Lygodium palmatum.
Niphotjolus Lingua.

L. curynibifcra.
Onychium japonicum.
Platyloma atro-purpureum.

falcatum.
rotundifolium.

Polypodium Billardieri.
pustidatuni.

Polysticlium acj-ostichoides.
a capense.
a raunitum.
a setoauni.
Pteris serrulat,a and va-

rieties,

cretica.

c. albo-lineata.
a Ouvrardi.
Se'aginella lielvetica.
Todea arborea.
a Vroomi,
a Woodwardia radicans.
a cristata.

a orientiilis.

Acroi'borus lii-spidus.

Adiaiitiim assimile.
venustum.

Asplenium consimile.
ebeneum.

« lucidum.
aOalantiuni Culeita.
oCyathea dealbata.
aOyrtomium anomopliyllum.
a falcatum.
a P'ortunei.
Davallia canarien.'^is.

tenuifolia siricta.

aDicksonia antarctiea.
Dictyogramma japonicum.
Lastrea aristata.

a. viiriegat.a.

a atrata.
a erytlirosora.

fragi-ans.

Opaca.
prolifica.

a yieboldi.
a Standislii.

varia.

Lomaria alpina.

I have seen a collection containing various kinds of
Ferns grown in perfection in w-hat may be termed a
London backyard glassed over. There were no means
of heating the place, and yet the plants, from November
to April, looked as fresh and green as they naturally
do in summer. Under such circumstances were found,
besides numerous varieties of Polystichums and Sco-
lopendriums, various interesting forms of Polypo-
dium vulgare, such as cambricum, cristatum, elegan-
tissimum, omnilaceratum and ramosum; and by the
side of these comparatively strong growing kinds the
most noticeable were the more delicate forms of
Asplenium Trichomanes, cristatum, Maulei, incisum,
itc, also the pretty dwarf A. fontatum, lanceolatum,
Ruta-muraria, viride, and marinum, the extremely
curious Ceterach officinarum, varieties of Blechnum
Spicant, such ascristatum, imbrieatum, crispum, lineare,
projectum, and many others. These, it is true, are all

British, but the same treatment is equally applicable
to all the North American, many of the New Ze.aland,
and nearly all the Japanese kinds, which only require
-lass protection, g.

NOTE.S.

New plants.—The world has been pretty well

ransacked by the adventurous plant collector, but
there are yet remaining a few odd corners sacred

to blossoms as yet unknown. The following ac-

count of the flowers of New Guinea is as indelinite

as it is interesting, and is from the pen of a recent

traveller in that island : "The multitude and
the beauty of the flowers I cannot describe. At
every step we crushed them down, so close to-

gether were they ; and this continued until we
had reached an elevation of 400(.) feet ; and even
at the extreme summit of the mountain several

species were represented by an odd member or

two, although it was 11,000 feet above the level

of the sea. Lilies of three different kinds—red,

white, and yellow—were very abundant ; but I

did not notice them at a greater height than
1.500 feet or 2000 feet. Daisies similar to those

that grow in our English meadows, but as large

as Sunflowers, were very numeror.s. They were
crimson-tipped, but not very modest, seeing they
lifted their heads to a height of 18 inches. But
by far the most beautiful flower I saw here was
one borne by a bulbous plant. It was the shape
of a Narcissus, 9 inches in diameter, and of a lily-

white colour, spotted with deep crimson. It gave
forth a delightful odour, which was so powerful,

that one's hands would retain the perfume of it

an hour after the plant had been handled."

Snowdrops.—Galanthus Elwe.si and G. Ini-

perati are both in bloom togetlier, and in point of
beauty it is diflicult to judge between them. G.
Melvillei is a great favourite of mine and one of

the finest of all, but it is later than the above,

another seedling of Jlr. Melville's, G. serotinus,

being a week or two later than G. nivalis. Mr.
Allen does not mention the double variety of

G. nivalis, which, even if less beautiful than the
single kind, is a robust grower and adds variety

to the gentis. Are there varieties of this last]

I have sometimes thought there are. G. lati-

folius is more olten known as G. Redoutei and is

a distinct little gem in its way. G. virescens

has white outer segments, the inner ones being

wholly green except the white margin. 1 should
like to .see flowers of the true G. nivalis reflexus

as grown by Mr. Harpur Crewe. Perhaps Mr.
Loder has this at Floore. In the " Dictionary

of Gardening," under "Galanthus," pp. 40—41,
the figures of G. virescens and G. Elwesi major
are transposed. The figure of G. nivalis var.

Imperati is in reality that of G. j'licatus major,

and the figure named (on p. 40) G. nivalis

reflexus (Crimean Snowdrop) is G. ])licatus in its

reflexed state, an occurrence it assumes during
hot spring days just before the flowers fade away.
It facilitates the intelligent study of Snowdrops
if we remember that all the forms are referable

to the two typical species, G. nivalis (narrow-
leaved) and G. plicatus (or plaited broad-leaved
groups). G. Shaylocki has not, in the strict sense

of the word, two spathes, but its one sjiathe is

split in two to the base, while, as shown in The
Garden plate, the other forms have the spathe

split at the apex only. The arrangement of the

spathe in the early uprising bud stage is very
beautiful; the bud is erect (like a spear-head) on
its peduncle and is tipped and buckramed by the
closely enfolding spathe, so that it pierces snow
or clod uninjured, and the floweret escapes from
its embrace only when above the ground and
beyond injur}'.

Flowers in season.—Fancy having Daffodils

(N. spurius and N. obvallaris) and Chrysanthe-
mums (C. Thunberg and roseum snperbum) on
one's table at the same time, a thing one never
dreamed of as being possible a few years ago.

The careful indoor culture of hardy flowers is as

yet but in its infancy, and doubtless has many
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other pleasant surprises in store for us. I hope

the nurserymen of sunny Italy -will grow all

our good Daffixlils by the thousand and send

them over here for gentle forcing at a reasonable

rate. Grown in Italy these bulbs would flower at

least a month or six weeks before bulbs of the

same kind grown in Holland or Belgium ; so

also the bulbs of Iris reticulata and its forms,

which would be lovely in pots, along with tliat

sweetest of early flowers, the white Roman
Hyacinth and forced Lily of the Valley. Our
earliest Daffodil outside this year is King
Humbert I., now showing colour. It is consider-

ably in advance of N. pallidus precox and the

early Bayonne forms, kindly sent to us by the Rev.

C. Wolley Dod. N. nanus is in bud, but will not

be expanded for some time.

The be.st of Christmas Roses.—The Bath
variety of Helleborus niger is a very fine one,

liut Madame Fourfade is far more florif'erous

here with us, and the most generally satisfactory

of all the varieties is H. niger altifolius. I am
inclined to think that these varieties of Helle-

liorus are like Pears ; that is to say, any one
I'ariety may be the best in one garden and the

worst in another locality ! Just as I write a

very fine form has been sent to me which 1 never
saw before. It has verj- broad obovate leaflets,

slightly concave, of great substance, and of a
glossy green, reminding one of some Holly leaves

in colour, form, and texture. The breadth of

the leaflets is quite a feature, and the flowers are

as large and closely resemble those of H. alti-

folius, rosy tinted behind, but having green
stigmas instead of pink ones. The sepals are

very broad and of a perfect, rounded shajie ; the

flower-stem is dotted with red ; the leaf-stalks

also, but more sjiariugly. I am told this bold

and beautiful form was imported from the Con-
tinent, and further of it than that I cannot at

[iresent say anything. Those who are fond of

these flowers of winter shotdd keep a sharp look-

out for good forms in gardens and elsewheie. No
doubt when the natural habitats of these flowers

are thnronghly explored we shall get a sliding

scale of forms showing that Nature abhors the
"missing links," which enable the botanist to

formulate distinctions.

Single Camellias.— How beautiful these

flowers really are, and yet how rarely seen, even
in botanical gardens where one naturally expects

to find them. In the water colour gallery of the

S(]Utli Kensington Museuui is a picture by V.
Bartholomew, in which single and semi-double
Camellias, both white and rosy red, are beauti-

fully represented. It is pleasant to think that
even at a time when the heavy double forms
were in the heyday of their glory that one quiet

eye could eee the beauty of tlie single kinds, and
tliat Bartholomew bequeathed us such a glimpse
of them as long ago as 1840 will interest the

growers of these single kinds to-daj'.

One regrets that the old Camellia reticulata is

now so rarely seen, but still nmre uncommon are

the dainty little varieties of C Sasanqua, with
their delicate coral-tipped buds and fairy Roses
like blossoms set so prettily in amongst the small
and shining leaves. One of the curiosities of the
AS'hampoa garden at Singapore was a Tea tree

which had been inarched on a branch of some
kind of Catuellia— I think C. Sasanqua, and
which, of course, w;is pointed out as a great

curiosity to visitors. Veronica.

Ia.<!t month these plants were growing ; some of them,
indeef!, fiad leaves a foot long, and their appearance
gave little hope of their ever coming to any good.
" Old hands " at bulb growing know ihat it is hope-

less to plant these Cape bulbs out <»f doors and allow

them to stay there as one does with Crocuses and
Snowdrops, for they are bound to start into growth
at a time wlien it is next to impossible for tbem to

mature and flower. Mr. Baker's paper suggests

much, but we fear there is little chance of our ever

growing Cape bidbs out of doors in the same way as

we grow the North American, Japanese, and
European bulbs. There are a few exceptions among
the Cape species, as, for instance, the Schizostylis and
Montbretia, but they are emphatically exceptions, and
most probably will remain so.—B.

Cape bulbs.
—
"We have seen in several gardens

ately collectiniis of Ixias, Babiauas, and such like small
bulbous plants growing in borders out of doors, either

under the walls of greenhouses or in positions where
they were sheltered from cold and excessive rain.

Strangely enough, in spite of the cold weather of the

Fruit Garden.

FORCING STRAWBERRIES.
In very early forcing, setting the blossoms used

to be in bad weather a diflicult business, but by

using the camel's-hair pencil a good set may be

obtained with certainty, and it should be used

daily from the time the first blossom expands till

a crop has been set. The best time to use the

brush is between eleven and twelve in the fore-

noon ; the pollen then operates with more cer-

tainty than earlier or later in the day. Pass the

brush softly over each blossom, a process which
distributes the pollen grains without injuring

any of the organs. Ten or twelve fruits, if well

developed, are as many as a plant should be per-

mitted to carry ; and when that number has

been set, all late blossoms and buds should be

pinched oft'. The fruits should be supported by

means of small sticks, or in some other way, in

order to keep them clean, and they will colour

and ripen better when lifted up into the sunshine

above the foliage than if they were below it.

The house for forcing Strawberries cannot well

be too light, as the fuller and brighter the light

the stronger the blcjssoms will be. I need hartlly

.say that the largest part of the forcer's work is

done before the plants are taken info the forcing

house. If the blossoms are not in the crowns

ready and waiting to burst forth on the applica-

tion' of heat, they cannot be placed there after-

wards by any amount of skill. In a genial

atmosphere Strawlierries will bear a good deal of

heat, but the night temperature at this season

should never exceed 60°. From the time when
the plants are placed in heat till the fruit is

gathered they should never be allowed to become

dust-dry, or the leaves to flag ; this is often the

cause of deformed and imperfect beriies. Nor
must too much water be given, especially in the

early stages, as this causes an undue development

of foliage often at the expense of the blossoms.

During the time when the fruits are swelling

they will use up advantageously a good deal of

nourishment, in the shape of strong liquids and

rich top-drtssings. I have used Amies' manure
at the rate of a ]iound to half a bushel of turfy

loam as a top-dressing with advantage. Apply
it as soon as the plants open their blossoms,

scraping off some ot the old soil and ]iressing the

new compost well down. During the ripening

period ventilation will play an important part

in the flavouring and colouring. But though it

may be an advantage to move ripe or ripening

fruits to a cooler house if we wish to keep them
longer, I have never found it necessary to do so

to flavour them, as I always found Strawberries to

put on the highest colour and be of the richest

flavour when kept in genial warmth.
E. Hobday.

consigned to Covent Garden Market. It is much
esteemed throughout Belijium, and is considered to

be one of the very beat kinds that can be grown for

profit. In riantlers especialfy it is very common,
and goes there by the name of Peer-wine, which signi-

fies the Pear-Apple. The fruit is of moderate size and
of a sober grejash green colour, much reaembUng our

own Russets, to which it would seem to belong. It is

of excellent (juality, keeping until March, and, like

all the Apples grown largely in Belgium, is vigorous

and hardy, retaining its fertility to a good old age.

—

J. C, Byfieet.

Apple Keinette Grise de Fumes.—This is

one of the Apples which the Belgians grow so largely

for export, and of which a great many are annually

CANKER IN FRUIT TREES.

It is somewhat strange that there should still

exist so much divergence of opinion amongst
gardeners as to the cause of canker in fruit trees.

With all our assumed knowledge of plant

physiology, it rather reflects upon that assump-

tion that we cannot satisfactorily diagoiose a

disease which seems characteristic of fruit trees

almost entirely. If canker be a product of some
form of secretion in the wood, is that secretion,

of a nature that exists in trees that produce fruit

alone I and if so, is it allied to the secretions

which produce and constitute fruit? Perhaps
more than any other fruit, however, is the Apple
subject to canker, although it is one of the

hardiest of all our fruits ; hence we feel it to be
almost essential to look for the germs of the

disease in some association with the elaboration

of fruit secretions. The fungoid theory is hardly

a sound one. It is very difficult to imagine that

any form of fungus can produce sudden and
considerable wounds and excrescences in not

merely young, but stout wood of several years'

fbrmation. Insects and fungi are parasites

wliich follow miturally njjon disease, and are

specially evident on and about wounds both ia

animal and vegetable life. These arc, I think,

fancy causes, which may be put aside as such.

Mr. Douglas attributes canker to the roots of

trees getting into sour, cold subsoils, but the roots

of myriads of kinds of trees no more hardy than

tlie Apple get into similar soils and no canker

results, showing that the cause of canker must be

looked for in some other direction. Here I have
an old Ribston Pippin tree, and few kinds canker

more readily than does this kind. Why is that so ?

The tree itself is naturally as hardy as is almost

any other kind. Itschiefdift'erence from others lies

in the high quality of its fruit. When I came here

fifteen years ago that tree was in robust health

and cropped freely. Then came a succession of

cold seasons, and canker developed so materially

that wood died off wholesale. I therefore be-

headed the tree down to stems 6 inches in

diameter, and permitted it to break again. Now
it has a large head that is full of healthy, robust

growth, as perfect of its kind as would be found
on a young tree. Yet this excellent result comes
from roots that have never been touched, but are

in just the same deep clayey suljsoil they were
in some seven years ago when the canker was so

evident. The result illustrates what so many
others have experienced, that the cutting ott' the

head of an old and apparently stunted or un-
healfhj' tree, and either grafting it or allowing it

to grow again, as I did, is to give it a new lease of

lile and create practically a new tree.

Now if canker were the product of cold, wet,

or sour subsoils, how happens it that the roots

so placed can yet produce such robust, healthy

growth, and not for a year or two, but for many ?

Now several years ago, when an intensely low
temperature with- successive hoarfrosts prevailed

for several days, Apple trees over a wide area

Were found to have suffered to an unusual degree,

canker being suddenly developed all over the

trees, even in stems several inches in diameter.
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Myriads of trees, especially Wellingtons, Kings

and Suffields were felled wholesale ;
no stronger

evidence could be found thut cold is tlie chief

cause of canker; and still further, that cer-

tain winds generate the secretions wliich when

formed produce the wounds commonly called

canker. A few years ago that well known North

American Apple Northern Spy exhibited canker

here so mncli, that a sound piece of young wood

could not be found on it. A couple of warmer

and drier seasons have enabled the tree to recover,

and it has now plenty of sound growth. Near it

are lots of other kinds of Apples, all robust and

healthy, that have not shown the least evidence of

canker. Clearly here the soil is not at fault, but

the weather must bear the blame of the disease,

which, oddly enough, is found so evident upon

a kind that, coming from so cold a climate,

should be hardy. That certain kinds of Apples

are far more subject to canker than others—in-

deed, many put it that some kinds of Apples

canker much, whilst other kinds, growing in the

same soil and under the same conditions, escape

—shows that the tirst-named sorts must lie more

susceptible of the affection for reasons unknown,

but probably of a constitutional nature ; hence,

in breeding Apples henceforth such cankerous

sorts should be avoided as parents ;
then it is

self-evident that the situation of the roots cannot

be accepted as conclusive as to the cause of canker

when we see commonly trees subject to the dis-

ease cut hard down and then growing quite

out of it, whilst the roots have not been

touched.

It seems also pretty conclusive that as canker

affects fruit trees chiefly, there must be some

connection between that and the fruit-bearing

properties. Then we have had abundant evi-

dence that cold, especially when experienced in

the summer and autumn, is provocative of canker,

but chiefly in the newer wood, whilst a very low

temperature in the winter will sometimes be

productive of the most disastrous effects in the

propagation of canker. Really, canker is without

doubt^a disruption of cellular tissue produced by

buisting of the sap vessels or cells, the coagu-

lation of the sap pi-actieally causing a severe

wound in the wood affected. Naturally, beyond

such a disruption of the sap vessels the wood

must die, because the circulation of the sap is

checked or destroyed.

Our fruit trees a few years since failed mate-

rially in many places to produce ripened wood,

because the seasons did not give the needful sun-

shine. We have had more of that valuable

attribute for the past few years, and with it more

ripe wood and less canker. If we could always

have warm autumns, no doubt canker would

trouble us but little ; that, however, is a remedy

beyond our utmost capacity always to secure.

A. D.

NORTHERN COUNTY FRUITS.

In the northern counties fruit culture has been

much neglected, and therefore fruits are worse in

(piality and less in quantity than they were 30

years ago. The Apple Congress of 1883 gave an

impetus to fruit culture, and the demand for

trees is still much greater than it used to be, but

one serious drawback to planting them still more

extensively is the want of knowledge respecting

varieties and stocks on which they are gralted,

and also the form of tree most suitable for par-

ticular localities and circumstances. An instance

lately came under my notice which will demon-

strate the necessity for further information on

such matters even amongst nurserymen, who are

generally considered to be thoroughly conversant

with the subject. A fruit-grower who wished to

distribute a particular variety of Apple amongst

his friends ordered a number of maiden trees.

When they arrived he was astonished at the

peculiar wi'ggy sort of roots which they had, and

as they had been grafted considerably more than

a year, he wrote to the nurseryman who supplied

them, asking him for the name of the trees and

also of the stock on which they were grafted.

In his reply he stated that they were maiden

trees worked on Crab stocks. Subsequently I

saw some of those trees, and I have no hesitation

in stating that they were not grafted on Crab

stocks, but on the Paradise, and instead of being

maidens they were some four or five years old.

It was, I su})pose, because their growth was con-

fined to a single stem not more than 4 feet high

that he thought maidens was the correct name to

give them. An effort is being made to form a

society at Manchester for the purjiose of en-

couraging the culture and raising of improved

varieties of hardy fruits. One of its objects is

the dissemination of a knowledge amongst all

classes of growers of the species and varieties that

succeed best in their particular district witli the

most approved methods of cultivating them.

The London Pomological Society, formed in

1854, has, I understand, been merged into the

fruit committee of the Royal Horticultural

Society. One of its rules was to the effect that

local committees consisting of five members should

be appointed for each county in Great Britain.

Were those committees appointed, and what did

they accomplish ? Are there any societies fur the

purpose of encouraging improved hardy fruit

culture other than the Royal Botanic and Royal

Horticultural Societies i I should be extremely

obliged for any information relative to these

questions, or for suggestions as to the best way
of estalilishing and conducting such a society as

I have briefly indicated. W. Neild.

JFilthenshaice, Cheshire.

Apples 01- Peais, upon the merits of which and their

pacli-ing Mr. Coleman rfilites, because the, show was

held in July. As to the merits of packing Apples,

for instance, I fear a good deal that doe? serionsly

reflect upon our home growers is to be said, and if it

be true, then the sooner we set about improving our

market packing the better. Of this I am sure that

Apples come over here in barrels from America, and

open in a very much sounder eondilion than home-

grown Apples are found in when sent to Covent

Garden Market. We treat our market Apples pretty

much as if they were Potatoes, and the result must

be obvious.—A. D.

SHORT NOTEii.—FRUIT.

Tying Vine rods.—Matting, r.affia, .lud oilier materials

are used lor this purpose, but nothing is so good as tarred

twine of moderate thickness. Insects dislike it, and this is

the main re ison why it should be used, at least for the main
rods. For the side shoots nothing equals laffia ; it is strong,

pliable, and very durable.—Cambrian.

Marie Louise d'TJocle-—This is a dessert Pear of the

highest luerit It is superior to, and ripens ten d.ays earlier

than, the Marie Louise. Its flesh is fine gv.aiued, buttery,

and melt ng, very juicy, and lichly flavoured. The tree is

quite hardy and a good bearer, and likes a rather heavy clay

soil.- H. N., FoUia<!ha})i.

Knight's Monarch Pear.— I have a tree of this valu-

able Pear in the fonu of a bush which bears well every year.

It is worked on a Pear stock. This season it produced two
bushels of fruit, half a bushel of which fell before they were
tit to gither. It always sheds its fruits in this way, and I

leave them on the ground for some time, as they shx-ivel if

picked up. These fallen fruits I fiod useful for stewing.

Although a late Pear, I find it necessary to gather it 6.arlier

than some other kinds. With me it usually keeps up a pood
successi'tn till March, and in .soijie seasons even later than

that.- W. II., liludUiiae.

Hardy fruits.—Mr. Coleman, in his remarks on

hardy fruits (p. 103), quotes from the J)inli/ Ttlci/i-apli

reference to a fruit exhibition at Reading, which

proved to be a comparative fai ure, because the

schedule was badly framed. This statement Mr.

Cofeman thinks to have been a reflection upon the

local gardeners and fruit growers. It is, however,

evident that Mr. Coleman is labouring under some

misapprehension as to facts, because the e.xfiiljition

referred to could only have been that of the Eoyal

Agricultural Society, held at Reading some f jw years

ago, when, for the first time and upon the recom-

mendation of Mr. Whitehead, a schedule of prizes for

fruits of various kin<ls was framed, and so far framed

badly that some thinss invited were not in season.

The chief cause of failure, however, was the fact that

the exhibitors were aU to lie hond-fide farmers culti-

vating so much land under ordinary farm crops;

hence it was evident that the competition must be

restricted, and so it proved. I think the council of

the Agricultural t-oeiety have not renewed the ex-

j.fiimen'. Certainly the matter had no reference to

Garden Flora.

PLATE 630.
DWARF PERPETUAL POLYANTHA ROSE.*

This Ro.se affords a striking example of the

universal law of variainlity. The type, the sar-

mentose Polyantha, is a native of Japan, whence

it was introduced, about twenty years ago, liy

Fortune. But little attention was ]iaid to it at

first ; indeed, so iuuch was this the case, that the

director of our park, il. Bonnet, did not think

it worth a place among other Roses there, and

gave me the plant of it which he had received

from the importer. About four years later I had

sown some seeds gathered from the type, and I

obtained several double varieties, all sarnientose,

but not any perpetual, from one of these,

which is still in my garden, I gave some seed

to M. .1. B. Guillot, from which he obtained

the first dwarf perpetual bloomer in 18/2;

this he sent out m 1875, and named it

Paquerefte. It is a free bloomer, double, and

pure white. About the same time the late M.

Ph. Eambaux had sown a great many seeds ob-

tained from a plant which I gave him ol the

douljle- flowered white Polyantha, a dilterent

kind from the type, being ) ellowish white, and

also bearing large trusses of flowers, but not per-

petual. From this he obtained several dwarf

seedlings, but not so dwarf as Paquerette. One

of them was particularly remarkable, iuasmuch

as it had flowers larger than those of Paquerette,

and pure white. It was named Anne Mane de

Montravel. The double white Polyantha is not

so much cultivated as it deserves to be.

Although I was the first to possess it, I cannot

exactlv state its origin; I cannot say whether it

is a seedling of mine, or a sport from the type of

which the plant has every appearance of being.

Three years later, M. J. B. Guillot obtained

.another variety, which he sent out, in 1881, under

the name of Mignonette. This is also very

dwarf and a verv free Ijloomer. In colour it

is a light rose, and fine in shape. In the same

year also appeared Polyantha Cccile Brunner, a

seedling of the late M. Ducher from the type,

crossed by the Tea Rose Souvenir d'un Ami. The

iloweus of this are good in shape, and of a delicate

rose colour slightly tinted with yellow. In 1883

M. Joseph Schwartz sent out a dwarf perpetual

Polyantha, under the name of Jeanne Drivon. Its

parentage is not, however, exactly known, because

it was discovered amongst a great many seedlings

of various origin. Its flowers are while, slightly

edged with pink, and good in shape. In the

same year M. F. Dubreuil, son-in-law of the late

M. Ph. Eiimbaux, sent out Perle d'Or, a splendid

acquisition ; also a seedling from the double

white Polyantha, but of a good yellow colour

The plant is also very dwarf and an abundant

bloomer. Last year M. Alegatiire sent out

Miniature, the result of seeds sown in 1882.

These were gathered from various bushes, off-

springs of the type. Its flowers are small, but

very numerous and pretty ; they are of a very

• Drawn in Messrs. P.auls' nui-sery, Cheshunt, in July.
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light rose edged witli a darker tint, and are nearly
always to be lound in bloom. This year M. F.
Dubreuil sent out another seedling of the double
white Polyantha, under the name of floribunda.
This has flowers of a rosy tint, tine in shape and
freely produced.
The gieatest merit belonging to the Polyantha

Rose is that it i.s very hardy. It has withstood
Jn My garden, for about twenty years, our most
severe winters; in 1871 we had 24° below zero
centigrade. Moreover, it throws up no suckers,
like the Manetti and Brier, and therefore it is

recommended as the best stock on which to graft
other varieties. Jean Sisley.

Monplaisir, Lyons.

Orchids.

haying thus had a fair trial, I again took to using
it for all the collection ; it was used daily from
the beginning of March to about the middle of
October, going over the plants in good time in
the afternoon. The work was done in no half-
hearted way, as recommended by some, who would
only allow an infinitessiiiial quantity to reach the
plants in the form of mist-like spray

; an ordi-
nary fine rose was used, and with this they were
given a good even sju-inkling. It is scarcely
nece.'sary to say that if 1 had found that the
plants suffered in the manner in which some who
have written on the subject complain of, I should
not have continued the practice ; but 1 can safely
say that in the sixteen or seventeen years during
which the syringe was in regular use through the
growing seasou I never lost a young growth that
was traceable to the use of the syringe. A good
many of the Cattleyas and L?elias were grown
from ordinary small trade pieces when 1 received
them up to specimens that filled shallow pots
from 20 inches to 22 inclies in diameter. The
reason the young growths did not sufler in the
way represented by those who complain of bad
results from syringing overhead was simply that

of water overhead to Orchids generally, Cattleyas
and Lielias iu particular, it is only necessary to
point to Me.ssrs. Backhouse's collection at the
Yotk Nur.series ; the robust health and extra-
ordinary vigour to be found in quantities of this
section of Orchids grown by them are not
surpassed by any in cultivation, a fact well known
to those who have been in the habit of seeing
them, and I understand the way in which they
are treated in the matter of water is that they
get it overhead from a large pot, just as it would
be given to a bed of Radishes or young .seedlin"

Cabljages. Such treatment as this would be
likely to cause a shudder in those who object to
syringing overhead, (ir advise its being applied
in homoeopathic doses. Yet if the practice did
not answer, it would not be followed in the
nurseries in question. There is little doubt that
when Orchids are grown in dark unsuitable
houses, or where the treatment they are subjected
to is such as causes the plants to be solt and
wanting in substance, syringing overhead may
cause injury to the young growth.s. But condi-
tions arising from such causes are no reason
why syringing should be condemned generally.

If syringing overhead had
no further influence on the
condition of Orchids than
keeping down insects and
maintauiing the foliage in
a cleanly state, it would
contribute in no small
degree to their healthy ex-
istence in addition to the
saving of labour which it

effects. T. B.

The pruned liselia.

—

I have just read Mr. Doug-
las's note on this subject,

and I am prompted to ask
whether the description pub-
lished in all the horticultural

papers, as well as that of the
grower of the plant him.sclf,

or Mr. Douglas's is the right
one. Further, I disagree with
Mr. Douglas, even according
to his own showing, that it

was "not a pruned Orchid at
aU." Those who originated
the term "pruning" and ex-

plained its meaning have des-
cribed it as the removal of
old audfiowerless bulbs in the
case of Dendrobiums, &c.,

and in the case of Laelias

and the like as the removal..... i>f "leafless bulbs," and ac-
matters connected with their cultivation

,

cording to Mr. Douglas this description applies accu-
imparted the requisite solidity to them that rately to the Laslia in question. The contention of the
enabled them to bear water being applied in opponentsofpruidngwasthatthebulbswerestorehou-ses
the way most natural fur it to reach the "^ nourishment, no matter if tliey were leafless or how
plants. The chief essentials that gave this °''^ ''^'^y '^'"''^' ''"d that so long as they were alive

were sufficient air and an abundance of liolit by '

tI','*^ f,'""';^ ^l^
'."rf' "° *he plant. In the case of Mr.

keeping the plants sufficiently near the glass in
light hduses. At a time when the majority of
Orchid growers kept their houses shaded with
close material that ailmitted of little more li^ht i

SYRINGING ORCHIDS.
Orchids from their nature are more dependent
on moisture overhead than oilier cultivated plants.
And the question arises, is it best to give it con-
jointly by the use of the syringe and by the
presence of a moderate
amount of vapour in the
air of the house, or wholly
by moisture in the atmo-
sphere. The advocates of

the latter mode of giving
the requisite supply urge
that if the syringe is used,
the water gets into the par-

tially open leaves and de-

stroys tlie young growths
;

this more particularly

applies to Cattleyas and
their near relatives the
Loelias, the bulb-sheaths

and young leaves of which
boll water more than
those of most Orchids. On
the other hand, those who
believe in syringing over-

head maintain that if the

treatment of the plants in

other matters is what it

should be the water thus
given will have no inju-

rious effect, even iu the

case of such kinds as by
their formation are most
susceptible of injury in

this way. A good many
3'ears back 1 gave the non-
syringing treatment a trial;

for two years no water was given overhead by the

.syringe except to a few IJendrobiums, such as

l3. Falconeri, D. Devonianum, and I), san-

guineum. In every other respect the manage-
ment was the same with the exception that pro-

portiiuiately more atmo.splierio moisture was kept

up alike with the occupants of the East Indian

house and with the Cattleyas and others that need

less heat, but the results were not such as to

cause the .syringe to be kept longer idle. No
excess of atmospheric moisture was allowed, only

|
reaching the plants th;in would pass through an

as much being given as was necessary to make up
I

ordinary blanket I used gauze canvas, which
for the absence of any by means of the .<*yriiige, yet broke the suu's rays, but interfered little with
ihe leaves had less of tlie hard subslaiice iu them

;
the light ; in ad'lition to which there was an

j

why, what else is"the Royal Horti'-nltural Society but
that is a certjiii sign of robust health and ability

[
absence of the stifling, over-moist atmosphere

i

^° Orchid society?" and according to your corre-

to last, in addition to which without a good deal i that has brought about the destruction of more i

spondent "A. D." (p. 95) he was quite right. In

Flowers of Ros.i polyantha.

other

Blandford's La-lia pruning appears to have the effect
of causing (he bulbs left to retain their leaves longer
than usual. Has Mr. Douglas a La^lia of his own
culture with bu|h.s bearing "healthy leaves seven
years old" .'—.S. W.
An Orchid society.—When I mentioned to a

friend my idea regarding an Orchid society, a few
weeks ago, his reply was this : " An Orchid society !

of labour, that was not necessary when the syrin

was used, there was more than I liked h> see of

the mischievous work of die troublesome little

yellow thrips, that left its mark on the foliage of

such things as Vandas, Aerides and Phalsenopsids

amongst the warmer section, and of Cattleyas

and Odontoglossums in the cooler department.

The xox-syringisg cour.se of treatment

Orchids than those wliohave had to do with them
would care to think about. For about an hour
after the houses were closed in the afternoons was
the only time that there was more moisture in
the atmosphere than would suffice to keep the
roots that were exposed fairly moving.
Watering overhead.—As an evidence of the

best possible results that follow the application

word, both myself and others agree that the Riyal
Horticnltural .S(jciety has done ample justice to
Orchids, and it is to prevent any of those restricted
views of which " A. D." complains (and to which he
says orchidists are peculiarly liable) from effecting
harm to the Society's work in general that an Orchid
society, pure and simple, is proposed. I do not agree
with "A. D." when he says, " Orchidists are apt to
be orchidmen, and not much else." The facts are
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quite as often the other way. Take Baron Schroeiler's

garden as an example. I don't remember seeing

another garden of its extent wlierein everything was
so well d(tne ; and so at Sir Trevor L.awrence's, where
the fine Onvirandra fenestralis .'^tnick me as the best
specimen I ever snw. If "A. I)." w ould go tn Chelsea,
or Holloway, or Claptun, he wonld find that Messrs.
Veitch, or Williams, or Low, all orchidists of the
first cIrss, have aho a wide .sympathy for all other
beautiful plants. No ; if I want to find restricted

views or limited sjiiipathies, I fiml it among my
friends of tlie " Potato Club " or amongst the amiable
fraternity who delight in putling "paper collars " on
their favourite flowers. The desire to establish a
special society for Orchids in no sense reflects on the
activity and general usefulness of the Royal Horti-
cultural Societj'. In fact, it is believed the proposed
society would prove of infinite service rather than of
injury to tlie mother society, just as do other special
societies one need not name. The trade growers
might object to an Orchid society (as I know some of

them do) because they prefer to deal with isolated
individuals. At the annual meetim,' of the Nursery
and Seed Trade Association the other day there was
some attempt made to effect a trades union, after
which the nursery trade can scarcely coni]iIain if

amateurs also wis-h to combine for mutual protection.
In proposing an Orchid society I have no personal
interest whatever. I should certainly subscrilie to it,

but there are many reasons why I could take no
active or personal part in its control. I am glad that
" A. D." has imported a little healthy opposition into
this question, such opinions being infinitely more
conducive to progress than any amount of luke-warm
sympathy.—F. W. B.

Kitchen Garden.

SIZE V. QUALITY IN VEGETABLES.
" T. B." is doing good service by returning to
this subject. The pursuit of size is a growing
evil. I\iore and worse still, size and beauty have
eanied nearly all before tliem at exhibitions ol

garden produce, and tlie standard of excellence
ado]ileil at these is sure sooner or later to be
adopled more or less generally in private gardens.
The result is, that not a few jiroducts are grown
to please tlie eye more than to gratify the palate
or nourish the body ; in a word, the wrong sense
is a])pealed to and catered lor with the most dis-
appointing lesults. Nor is a remedy for thi.-> fast

giowiug evil very easy to find. Even "T. li."

atlirms that horticultural exhibitions have an in-
lluence in promoting a taste for gardening that
nothing else can. Exactly; and to render them
attractive to the uttermost, big vegetables and
Potatoes, perfect in lorni and bright" witli colour,
contribute their fair quota. Neveitheless, three
points should be awarded for quality, to one to
each or all others. But how is ([uality to be
tested ? There seems only two possible ways

—

either by cooking and eating samples on the spot,
or securing judges of such wide experience as
could pronounce a true verdict on the quality of
tlie products adjudicated upon. Either mode is

surrounded witli difficulties. It has passed into
a proverlj, tliat too many coolis spoil the broth.
But almost any cultivator is equally certain that
almost every cook ruins the vegetables, and
anecdotes are rife of first-rate gardeners having
to cook, as well as grow, Potatoes for their
employers' tables as the only means of providing
them with any worth eating. Still, to cook and
taste vegetables would afford a safer test of quality
than the mere judging of them from their size and
general appearance.

Again, there are not a few jurors who have
grown vegetables all their life and tested their
qualities for themselves sufficiently often to have
arrived at a correct estimate of their merits.
They have mentally, if not actually, scheduled
them at their exact worth. And though changes

of soil and variations of culture largely disturb

qtudity, yet, on the whole, educated experience is

seldom much at fault in the matter.

Unfortunately, at too many exhibitions, \Tge-

table, and not seldom even fruit, judging is

handed over to the youngest and most inex-

perienced, while all the talents are devoted to

plants and cut flowers in whicli there is often

little or no competition. Or, even when it is

otherwise, scarcely ever is there anything like

the ripe special knowledge and experience needed
to adjudicate between two or more competing
collections of plants as to award the relative

degrees of merit between a dozen or more com-
peting collections of fruit or vegetables. Only
men possessed of true judicial faculties, and of

the richest and most \'aried experience, should be
employed in these most difficult departments of

our great exhibitions. And yet it is an open secret

that the most valuable prizes for such products
are not seldom carried off by the mere rush of

attractive setting—size, symmetry, colour, balance,

evenness, variety, &c., all exerting equal, perhaps
more, force in the winningof the prizesthan (piality,

of which tlie j nrors not seldom seem to know little

and the societies to care less. A very general im-
pression seems to prevail that vegetables add little

to the popularity or paying property of shows

;

they are thrown in as a mere sop to old-fashioned
utilitarian.?. That is about all ; and hence largely
their judgment by false standards and their rele-

gation to places of very secondary importance.

While agreeing thoroughly with "T. B." in
his main contention in regard to the super-
lative importance of quality in all edible products,

I can hardly go with hini in his remarks on the
little importance of the cooking properties of
Potatoes. On the contrary, the latter are of vital

moment, and, unfortunately, there are Regents
that it is well nigh impos.sible to boil, and which
are strong when steamed, and such, however
mealy, will ever remain unpopular. Good Mag-
num Bonums are also preferred by not a lew to

Regenls, and while they have sufficient adhesive
properties to keep them together when boiling,

they are sweet as a nut, without any excess of

flouriness afterwards. Then the lilack spots in

Regents in the sjjriug are decidedly objectionable,
though eaten in due season there is nothing to

e(pial Regents, on the whole, to lovers of floury
Potatoes. Those, however, who prefer waxy ones
will look in other directions for their favourites.

Foi'tunately, Potatoes differ so widely in quality,
that varieties may be found in abundance to

gratify all legitimate tastes witliout being led
away by mere size, or allured by form or colour.

D. T. F.

KITCHEN GAKDEN NOTES.
Spring Cabb.\oes.—These will be the first vege-

tables ready for use in many gardens, and we all know
how valuable they are from the beginning of April
onwards. Amongst the earliest of the early, EUum's
Emperor and Heading All Heart are consi^icuous,

and those who possess good autumn jilants of these
will stand a capital chance of having a valuable lot

of very early heads. As a rule, there are sure to be
some blanks early in spring in autumn plantations,

and these should be at once filled up. Earthing up
should also be attended to, as this keeps the plants

steady ami firm when they begin to be » little heavy
in the top. Plants which may be regarded as early,

or almost too early, seeing that there is a chance ()f

their bolting in March instead of hearting in April,

should be left alone, but any which might be benefited

by a little stimulant should have a handful of guano
shaken round each plant. Nitrate of soda is a better

stimulant, but it is too early to apply it. Guano
forces them on gently and increases their size wonder-
fully. Old Cabbage roots left to produce sprouts
after the first heads were cut may look very shabby

now, but if the ground in which they are growing is

not really rei|uired, it wotdd be advisable to leave
them, as they will still produce many sprouts, which
are very good indeed when i)roperly cooked. We
never clear off our old CaV)bages until Ajiril, and
then they are immediately fuUowed by late Potatoes.

Sowing in the wet.—Beginners in vegetable
culture who are anxious to surpass everybody else

with early produce are generally tempted to sow in

January or February, whether the soil is in good
condition or not, but those who have tried this a few
times soon learn that there is nothing to be gained
by too early sowing, especially if the soil is wet and
cold which it certainly is just now. We have sovra

Carrots in the open the first week in Feltruary and
more aliout the middle of March, and by the 1st of

June the March-sown ones were the finest roots. In
the case of Onions, we have found those sown the

last week in January more stunted in growth and
backward by the beginning of July than others sown
six weeks later. Very early sown plants almost
invariably receive a severe check before March is out,

and it is this which tells against them the whole
season. Late-sowu plants which grow on freely from
the first always produce the finest crops, and, as a
rule, nothing is gained, but a great deal lost, by early

sowing.

Seed Potatoes.—These should always be treated

differently from tubers for use. The latter must be
kept in the dark, and it does no harm if a large

quantity is stored on the tup of each oth^ r. but seed
Pot:itoes when kept in the ciark are induced to pro-

duce long spindly growths of a pale colour, which
never make good sprouts for planting along with the
tuber. It is a great advantage to have all tubers

sprouted before planting, but the sprouts cannot be
too dwarf and dark green, and it is only when the
lubeis are spread out in a single layer and in full

light that shoots of this stamp are foithcoming. All
early Potatoes are now on the move, and should re-

ceive immediate attention. They shoidd not be put
into any place artificially heated, as this would at

once cause the growths to become tender and long,

but any place such as shelves or a floor from v\ hich

Ap|iles have recently been lifted and used suits thtm
admirably. They must be kept in the light, and on a
good day air may be admitted freely to them. As
the early varieties are planted out, their place should
be KUed up with later sorts, and in this way every

Potato that is planted may have two or more growths
on it from 1 inch to 2 inches in length. Tubers in-

tended for frames or anywhere untler glass may Ijc

placed in boxes and put into an intermediate tempi ra-

ture, a^ they will not experience any chtck in being
planted, but those intended for tlie opru air must
liave no artificial start. Tubers whicli have been l-ept

in a large heap and in a mild dark place since last

autumn will now have produced many shoots, and
some of these ma}' he broken tiff in moving them, but
it is just as well to do this, as growths produced under
these conditions never hecouie really good ones for

planting, and the best way is to break the longest of

them off and allow the very small ones to gain strength

in the light and air. Generally speaking, Potatoes

which are planted with proper sjirouts will mature
their crop a fortnight sooner than those planted with
dormant eyes, but in districts where spring frosts

occur the latter may escape best and prove most re-

munerative.

Forcing Rhubarb in small (iAKi)EN.s.—I have
often wondered how it is that Rhubarb is not forced

in small gardens. Jn large gardens where glasshouses

and forcing accommodation exist, its production

throughout the winter is a matter of no trouble, but

in small gardens where roots are often plentiful and
the produce really wanted, forcing is seldom attempted.

When it comes in naturally theie is far more than is

wanted, and a few roots might be forced in most
gardens every spring without interfering with the

main crop. Beginning now would add very much to

the length of the supply, and both for sale and home
use the pruduce would prove valuable, the expense of

forcing being little or nothing. The cheapest way,
and an excellent plan, is to get a few old casks and
turn them upside down over the crowns ; then pro-

cure a few cartloads of stable manure ; mix it with

leaves of old vegetable refuse if there is any to be
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had, and make a hotbed up round the casks. The
latter should have neither tops nor bottoms, but a
board should be laid loosely over the top to allow the

steam to escape and anyone to look inside to see bow
the produce is comino: forward. First-rate Rhubarb
may be produced in this way, and if the prgtection

is kept on and light a'lmitted, by-and-by the crowns
will be gradually hardened otf and may be retained

and forced ag -in in the spring of ISSS.

PAB.SLKY.—1SS5 was generally a favourable year
for this, but .althimgh it might be plentiful until the

Severe weather checked it, there is a possibility that

it may be scarce in March and on imtil new plants

are ready ; but so long as the old roots are sound,

abund.ince of leaves may soon be gathered from them.
The ^\hole of tlie old aecayed leaves should be ctit

away, a little guano and soot should be thrown down
around the phants and between the rows, and then
this should be forked slightly in. As soon as the
weather becomes in the least way favourable young
growths will appear, and much u>*eful produce may
be gathered from the plants before the}' run to seed
in May or June.

Earlt Brussels Sprouts.—In some districts the
seasons are so unfavourable, that to produce Brussels
Sprouts of good quality the seed should be sown
under glass early in spring ; the plants should be
grown on slowly untd April and then planted
out. Our plan for early sprouts is to sow in autumn,
winter the plants with the young Cauliflowers, and
jilant in March or April; but as this hint is useless
for this season, I can only recommend that a cool
fianie or a few handlights be given lip to the sprouts
for the next two months. Kich soil to the depth of
B inches or 6 inches should be placed at the bottom

;

then sow the seed thinly and cover over lightly. As
the plants become large enough to handle a few of
them may be drawn out to give the others more room,
and those taken out may be dibbled into some
sheltered corner to succeed the earliest plants, which
will be those in the frame.

Old forced boots.—Asparagus roots lifted from
the ground and placed in some artificial position for
forcing are never of any further service, and although
some may try to make them useful again, success is

very doubtful ; it wou'd be more profitable to keep
up the stock of roots by raising young ones from seed
annually. Rhubarb roots also deteriorate in forcing,

especially if lifted, and we do not recommend their
being retained ; but Seakale bears lifting admirably
and after forcing the roots are as valuable as ever.

* When all the produce has been cut from them they
should be taken from thtir forcing quarters and
placed in a cool position exposed to light, but
secure from frost, and here the crowns will assume
a deep hardy purple or green colour and emit young
growths from the side of the cut pait. These form
good plants for fresh plantations, and where the
stock is deficient they must be cut up into lengths of

3 inches or 4 inches, when every piece will grow. In
putting in some strong crowns to force early last

December some of the smallest of the rootlets were
broken off ; these were packed closely together on
their ends in a box of leaf soil, and now I see almost
every one of them has formed a growing cro^vn,

although only standing in a cold frame.

Ralsing Peas under glass.—Peas sown in pots,

boxes, spouts, or on turves and raised under glass in

spring will soon surpass any open-air ones in height,

but there is always danger that what is gained under
glass ill February and Marcli may be lost in April, as
it is when the under-gla-s-raised Peas are planted out
the dangerous period of their culture arrives. It is,

no doubt, gratifying to see Peas from 6 inches to

1 foot in height by the end of February, but, as a
rule, their a])pearance is not so pleasing after they
have been out a fortnight or so ; indeed, it often
happens that open-air-sown Peas pod before those
from indoors ; by sowing early, however, and allow-
ing them to remain in a culd frame with the simple
protection of glass and a mat on a cold night. Peas
raised under glass may be grown to surpass all open-
air crops in earliness, and I would strongly advise
all who wish to succeed in raising early Peas to con-
fine them to the frame and never ttiink of starting

them in a forcing house.

Early Carrots in frames.—Few vegetables are
more delicious in April and May than young Carrots
about the thickness of one's thumb. It is impossible
to have thenr of this size so early in the open air,

but there is no difficulty in securing them if the hot-
bed system of culture is resorted to. Here we have
some de-p frames filled well up with fermenting
material which is made very firm ; then soil to the
depth of 8 inches or 10 inches is put on the top and
the seed is sown on the surface. The soil, good
friable material, is mixed liberally with sea or river
sand, and a little well decayed manure and soot are
added. Clean roots are thus obtained, and worms
never trouble them. The seed is sown thinly bro.ad-

cast, and covered over with a Layer of sand about
h.alf an inch in thickness. The lights are put on
from the first, and air is admitted on fine da^s as
soon a.^ the young plants can be seen. The early
Frenili Horn is the best of all for the first crop.

ilari/am, Glamorganshire. J. Muir.

HYBRID POTATOES.
I AM pleased to see that the scientific committee
of the Royal Horticultural Society has brought
this interesting subject under discussion. I here-
with send you three samples of the result of what
may be termed tuber grafting. In each case the
parent Potatoes, i.e., half of each sort, were liound
togetlier as mentioned in The Garden (p. Gl).

Plugging I have found to be less likely to pro-
duce any good result, the tubers belonging to the
plug being after their own kind, and those of tlie

wonld-be foster parent also after their own kind.
In this district it is generally known that new
Potatoes can be raised in this way ; but as regards
permanency or how far this way of hybridising
may improve the Potato, I am not now able
definitely to show. I am keeping what I have
for seed, but a few which we eat proved to be
excellent, the produce partaking evenly of the
characteristics of each parent and free from
disease. No disease whatever was traceable in

the hybrid between the Skerry or Cruffle, though
the latter is very liable to it ; the former is a well
known and e.xcellent keeper. No disease was
apparent in any of the three sorts under experi-
ment, but how long they will continue to be
disease-proof I should not like to say. I am
inclined to think, however, that they \vill not
have such a good cliauce of resisting it as a seed-

ling. Moreover, how long will they keep good ?

Some three years old with me seem to maintain
their liybridistn.

Loth bol;inists and gardeners question the
possibility of such crosses; yet upon considera-

tion it is easy to see a certain amount of analogy
between this and budding or grafting. When
tlie cut sides of the Potatoes are closely and firmly

bound together, the juices of the two varieties

seemingly pass freely from one to the other, and
the stem and tubers necessarily become inter-

mediate between the two. It is a fact, too, that

the same parents always produce the same
crosses.

If futuie experiments prove satisfactory, we
shall thus have a ready meams of infusing fresli

stamina into any Potato that may be given to

degeneracy, to which I believe all are liable.

Castle Upton. S. Kevan.
*:/.* The hybrids to which Mr. Kevan refers

are the result of crossing the Skerry and Irish

W'hite, tlie Skerry and C'rulfle, and the Skerry
and Champion. The produce m all three cases

is very much alike—deep-eyed, round, medium-
sized tubers, white, flaked with blush-red, with a

patch of the same colour on each crown.

—

Ed.

variety for autumn. Snow's Broccoli, of which I am
a large grower, comes in in December and January.
My stock I always find true and most useful ; in

fact, I don't know its equal for the mouths just
named. This Broccoli pleased me so well last year
that I have a selected stock from it. I may here
note that Snow's Broccoli is generally sown too early.

If sown under glass in March it grows from 3 feet to

3^ feet high, heads most irregularly and small, but if

sown the first week in May outside, it is quite a dif-

ferent thing altogether, the plants being from 18 inches
to '20 inches, short and stubby.—R. Gilbert.

WOltK DONE IN WEEK ENDING FEB. 2.

Jandarv 27 AND 28.

The thaw has continued these two days and the

Broccoli.—I am surprised that Mr. Muir has dis-

carded Snow's Winter White Broccoli. Last season
I had two fine quarters of Veitch's Self-protecting

Autumn Broccoli, which I look upon as a unique

snow has quite disappeared, and we have therefore
been able to find full employment, mending weak
parts of coach roads, cutting Laurels, clipping hedges
—Privet and Cupressus—and tying compactly to-

gether with tar cord Irish Yews, Juniperus macro-
carpa, and Thuja aurea. The heavy snuwfall had
bent down the branches, but. fortunately, not broken
them, as was the case with one or two Cedars, Doug-
las Fiis, and Abies Nordmanniana; .such boughs
hive been cut off and the wounds painted over.

Pruning orchard trees, got out all roots of D.ahlias

that we require to propagate from, planted them in

boxes of lightcompost and placed themin warmth. The
old roots that ai-e to be planted as such are left as
they were, namely, packed closely together in cocoa
fibre, on the loft in a north shed, from which frost is

excluded. Cannas, Marvel of Peru, and tuberous
Begonias that are requu-ed for flower garden purposes
occupy space in the same shed, and are heeled in just
the same way, and are covered over with mats when
the weather is \ery sharp; at present they are in
perfect condition, and, therefore, will remain as they
are till the beginning of April, when they will

be potted and started into growth. Rul>bed a few
more shoots off early Vines, and tied them up to
trellis ; being a little milder, we shall slightly increase
the temperature, not lower than 60*^ or more than
65° by i.ight, with a proportionate rise by day, par-
ticularly during sunshine, of which, by the way, we
get but little, hence forcing of every description is

terribly slow work; but we are content to have it

so rather than court partial failures of crops by
forcing against time. Tbe safest rule is to wait for

longer and brighter days, when a spurt may be put
on without risk ot injury. Put in cuttings of Kleiuia
repens and variegated Mesembryanthemums ; they
strike very well in shallow boxes of sandy soil if

stood on bricks over hot- water pipes in any of the
forcing houses or pits.

January 29 and 30.

Much milder, but showers at intervals on both
dates, and consequently the only attempt at outside
work has been a little more Laurel cutting and
levelling of gravel on coach roads. Our time has
been made out by working at the usual description of
inside jobs—Pea sticks pointed, other sticks cut in
lengths for herbaceous plant - tying. We are
favoured in having plenty of Hazel to cut at, than
which no sticks are better or neater. A pro-
fitable job was also afforded in the placing of
seed Potatoes in single layers on the floor and
shelves of Potato cellar, and in such as had lain too
thickly together and had sprouted, the growths were
rubbed off', there being plenty of time for the produc-
tion of other sprouts before planting time. A quantity
of Myatt's Ashleaf was taken out and laid on leaf

soil in warmth, and soon as roots have been formed
in the leaf soil and the weather is favourable, they
will be planted in deep drills on a south border,
where if needs be they can readily be protected from
frost and cutting winds. There being plenty of spare
time, fruit rooms have had a thorough look over and
sweep up. Grape room included ; only those bottles
containing bunches that were recently cut needed to
be replenished with water. It would seem that once
the wood (and fruit too, I supipose) gets well satu-
rated, there is but little further absorption, as some
of the bottles don't require additional water for weeks
together. As to deterioration of flavour when bottled,

it is only reasonable to expect that such would happen,
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but it is so little as to be scarcely appreciable till May,
when the weather gets warmer and shrivelling be-

gins, and even then they are sometimes ])referred

to new Grapes—a circumstance eunfirmed by let-

ters in my possef>sion, a passage from one reading

thus : "I do not wi'*h to detract from the ex-

cellence of the new Hamburgh Grapes you ha\e
sent us, but we all (meaning the family) like the

old Grapes (Lady Downes) best." I give this re-

ference for the benefit of doubting compeers, that

they may with confidence house their Grapes. Put
in heat other forcing plants, such as Spiraeas, Lily of

Valley, Hyacinths, Callas, and Roses, and those in

full flower we have arranged in latest Peach house to

retard the flowers, in order to keep up regular supplies

of cut flowers, which are required twice, and some-
times thrice, a week, all through the Londou season.

Potted more roots of Solomon's Seal, Primroses, and
Forget-me-nots. Watered second Peach house (in-

side) border ; the flowers are just opening, and from
now syringing will be discontinued till the fniit has
set. Many of the strongest Queen Pines are show-
ing fruit, and these have been well soaked. From
others that ought to be showing, but are not, water
is being withheld ; the bottom heat is only 70", and
we should like 5" or 10° more for fruiters, and with
this intent the first dry, mild day additional ferment-
ing material (leaves and litter) will be added to the
present bed. The main batch of plants we shall

keep on the quiet side of growth till we get twelve
clear hours of daylight. Took lights quite off L.idy
Downes vinery ; by this means the inside borders are,

as it were, turned outside. Should there be indica-

tion of severe frost, the lights will be replaced till

it has ended. Gave all houses a thorough swill

out.

Febhuabt 1.

Very dry, and for the greater part of the day
brilliant sunshine, which will, no doubt, have been
of great service to early Vines, Peaches, and Straw-
berries, and personally we tried to make the most of

it by closing the houses up at one o'clock, thus
boxing in the heat and saving some firing. At noon
the pollen of Strawberries and Peaches in flower
being dry, the Peach trellis was shaken to disperse

it, and the blossoms of Strawberries lightly stroked
over with the hand, as also were Tomatoes that are
now in flower, and which at this dull season some-
times fail to set satisfactorily witliout artificial aid.

Top-dressed inside border of eaily Muscat Vines
with fresh loam, to which was added a small per-

centage of wood ashes, old mortar scraps, and half-

inch bones. The old mulching and loose top soil were
taken off to a depth of about 3 inches, when masses
of roots were found ; the compost was well pressed
down over the roots—about 6 inches depth being put
on—and over this a light mulching of long stable
litter to keep the soil moist, a good watering being
afterwards given to well settle the soil about the
roots. Planted out another lot of Melons

;
gfjod

stiff loam, with a bit of charcoal and a few half-inch
bones mixed with it, ami very little root run, a
narrow border 18 inches wide, and including drainage
the same depth, is our provision for Melon growing,
and which has never once failed us. From now
onwards through the summer we grow Cucumbers in
frames, as the house is required for Melons ; a hot-
bed is being got ready for this purpose, and mean-
while the plants are being brought forward on the
Pine shelves, and have been potted into 5-ineh pots
to-day. The frost having upheaved the gravel on
walks, and being in the very best state for rolling

—

neither too wet nor too dry—all have been rolled.

Pruned orchard trees, and finished nailing Plums and
Morello Cherries on nortli walls.

Febhuart 2.

Another drying, bright day, but the ground is still

too wet to work nicelj', and we have therefore con-
tinued our shrub-pruning operations and mixed up
leaves and litter for renewal of Pine beds. Cut turf
on connnon for forming verges to walk on newly-
enclosed ground. The main plot will be sown
with Grass seeds after planting is finished, there
being a few coniferous trees yet to plant soon as
the ground is in a fit state. Divided herbaceous
Lobelias, and planted them in shallow boxes and
placed them in a cold pit. Potted more Seakale, and

put other batches in to force. The first flowing o
Pyrethrum Gold Feather has come very badly, and
therefore another sowing, and sown thicker, has been
made. Also sowed more Chauuepeuce and the first

lot of Ricinus Gibsoni. The last-named we sow
singly in small pots, as they suffer greatly by division

when sown in ])ans or boxes. This variety makes a
capital bush plant, to form which the point of the
leading shoot should be pinched out when the plant
is from 18 in. to 21 in. in height, and as side shoots
attain a length of a foot, their points should also be
pinched ont. Potted a few more roots of Mint, Tar-
ragon, and Chervil, the last that will be required, as

by the time these are over the open-air supplies will

be ready. Hants.

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.
Early Vines.

Proceed with the stopping, tying, and regulating
of the young growths, and remove all superfluous

bunches from free-setting kinds like the Hamburgh
as soon as those best placed for the crop can be de-

cided upon. Shy varieties, including Buckland Sweet-
water and all the Muscat section, which swell and
ripen well under H.amburgh treatment, but do not
always set so freely, should have a few surplus bunches
left on every cane to allow for mishaps should the
present severe weather still prevail when they are in

flower. Direct syringing will, of course, be discon-

tinued as soon as the bunches begin to draw out, par-

ticularly if they show a tendency to run to tendril, no
uncommon occurrence where early Vines lose their

leaves before the buds are properly matured. Atmo-
spheric moisture will, however, still be necessary, and
as this can always be secured from water syringed on
the walls and floors, aided by fermenting leaves, to

which a little fresh horse droppings charged with
ammonia may now be added, pay particular atten-

tion to the first when the weather is fine, and turn
the latter regtUarly in all weathers to set the gases

and vapour at liberty. Let the stopping of laterals

be regulated by the space which the sub-laterals have
to fill, always bearing in mind that an abundance of

broad, healthy foliage fully exposed to sun and light

is favourable to the swelling and perfect ripening of

the fruit, while a crowded state of the roof, particu-

larly near the a])ex, by checking the free circulation

of air and keeping in vitiated moisture, is, on the

other hand, decidedly injurious. It is always neces-

sary to stop every shoot save the leaders at the second
or third joint beyond the best show to throw strength
into the bunch ; but afterwards the semi-exten'ion of

the sub-laterals must be governed by the vacant space
at command. Many growers pinch and repineh all

the laterals at the first joint, and Vines having an
extra long run of rafter do fairly well under this re-

strictive treatment ; but where, as is frequently the

case in early houses, the rafters do not exceed 12 feet

or 14 feet in length, longevity of Vine and quality of

fruit are best secured by taking up several rods from
each stem and covering every inch of trellis with good
foliage. Houses containing Hamburghs only do not
require any special care during the time the Vines
are in flower, as this invaluable Grape alw.ays sets

well ; but withers containing varieties to which I have
just directed attention should be raised to Go" at

night, and 75° to 80° by day, with a circulation of

fresh warm air to facilitate the ripening and disper-

sion of the pollen. The Values may still further be
assisted by turning the points of the bunches of the

shy setters up to the sun, and fertilising daily with
pollen from the Hamburghs. If these heats with a
slight increase from solar influence are maintained
through this critical stage until the most delicate

kinds begin to swell away freely, the crop may be
considered safe, and the night temperature may .again

with advantage be gradually lowered to 00°. From
this time forwarel keep the floors and borders well

moistened with diluted liquid and syringe bare stems
and other available parts of the Vines, but avoid wet-
ting the main foliage and bunches. Give a little air

when the temperature touches 70", gradually raise it

with an increase of air until on bright days it reaches
80°, and close early.

Succession Iwuses, containing Gros Coluian, Gros
Maroc, and Black Morocco, which not only reepiire a
long season, but are greatly improved by hanging a

long time after they are ripe, should now be started
and worked steadily along lUJtil the flowering st.age is

reached, when, owing to the adv.ance of the season, a
temperature a little higher than that just recom-
mended for early hipuses may be adv.antageously in-
dulged in. If fermenting material is plentiful,
economise fire-heat by its application to the internal
borders as soon as they are efficiently watered, and
ply the syringe more freely and frequmtly to strong
young rods that have been arched down to favour the
breaking of the back buds should they prove obstinate.
External borders need not be covered with fermenting
material, but a good layer of dry Oak leaves, covereel
with shutters to keep out snow and cold rain, will be
found highly beneficial. All external covering thouhl
be allowed to remain on the borders until the mean
summer temperature is reached, when it may be gra-
dually reduced to let in solar heat, but sufficient nuist
then be left to form a good mulch for the surface roots
which have found their way into it.

Late houses.— If not wanted, as is unfortunately too
often the case, for the protection of greenhouse or
bedding plants, keep these structures well ventilated
until the buds begin to swell; then shut them up and
subject the Vines to Muscat treatment. If the inside
borders were well watered within a fortnight after
the Vines were pruned and they liave since been top-
dressed, repeat the watering with pure water if young
and vigorous, with diluted liciuid if old and feeble, at
a temperature of 80°, and see that every paiticle of
soil is properly moistened before the house is started.
Should the external borders recjuire being taken out
and re-made or renovated, defer tliis work until the
buds are on the move ; then, with steel forlis, out with
the old and in with the new as quickly as possible.

Meantime have fresh drainage if needed, fresh turf
for retaining walls, and new compost prepared and
conveniently placed where it can be protected from
the elements ready for use when it is wanted. Young
beginners, anxious to get this late border work over
before other matters become pressing, sometimes com-
mence operations as soon as the Grapes are cut; but
this undue haste is a mistake, as the mutilated roots
must either lie a long time in a cold, dormant state,

or, to avoid this evil, the application of fermenting
material induces the formation of fresh spongioles at
the expense of the stored-up sap contained in the
Vines. Vines so treated generally break weak, when,
if carefully examined, many of the best roots are
found paralysed, if they have not perished. If, on the
other h.and, lifting and relaying in fresh fermenting
compost is performed when the sap is on the move,
every root injmediately responds to the genial warmth

;

roots and buds start together, the one helps the other,

and the Vines quickly recover.

Pot Vines.

Young Vines that have been cut back and kept in

a cold house may now be placed in heat if they are
intended for growing into iruiting canes. Shake out
and repot when they have made freim 2 inches to

'i inches of growth, and plunge in bottom heat near
the glass. If two shoots start from the base, let both
of them grow until after the Vines have taken to the
new soil ; then rub off the weakest and manage the
other under directions given in The Garden (p. SO).

If eyes that were put into small pots in January
are still standing in a tempeiate frame, these also

must now be plunged in a close compact pit where
they can have bottom heat and receive proper treat-

ment, which will he found in detail in the same article

on the propagation of the Vine.

Grape Room.

The past month has been a trying time for in-

differently ripened Grapes, neit so nmch on account
of the general lowness of the temperature as on other
conditions, as Grapes do not require much heat,

provided they can be ke])t in a dry, well-ventilated

room not subject to fluctuatiiuis, anel, as a matter of

cotirse, not absolutely needing fire heat every day.

Lady Downes, now the principal kind in stock, Grt-s

Colman, and Mrs. Pince ha\e kept unusually well

with me during the past month in a temperature
which has ranged from 40° to 45° on the average.

Sometimes it has been a little below 40°, but it bas
rarely touched 45°, and I never saw the Grapes look-

ing so fresh and plump, and certainly I never ex-
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perienced so little loss from decaying berries. This
room, as I have many times stated, is built hollow,

and is efficiently heated by hot-water pipes from a

slow combustion boiler j)laced in the men's me^s house
below. This appiratns i«, however, seldom used,

unless the weather is extremely severe, as we find the
men's wood fire everyday at noon keepa the ceiled

Hi»or dry and free from damp without materially

affecting the temperature or taking too much moisture
out of the atmospliere. Knowing that some Grape
growers are still afraid of cutting and bottling, and
others spend mi>re money than is really necessary on
building and fitting up store rooms which are not
always a success, I once more venture these remarks,
in the hope that they may be useful in showing that
a dry, even temperature, if possible without the aid
of tire, is that which should be secured in a well-

managed Grape room.

E.iRLY PEACHE3.

Trees that were in flower during any part of the
month of .January have not had a good time for

setting their fruit, as we have had
very little sun and the outdoor
temperature has frequently ranged
below the freezing point, two cou-

ditions which have necessitated
constant recourse to fire heat,

while the introduction of fresh air

has been extremely limited. The
lilossoms in our own Peach house
have, notwithstanding, been un-
usu.ally fine, and, judging froni the
way in which they hold their
petals and pistils, there exists but
little doubt that an abundance of

fruit will in due course have to be
thmned off the trees. The way
in which this house has been
managed has not varied from the
general rulei contained in The
G.\RDEV Calend,ar, viz., a night
temperature of 4.')° to start with,
50° during the time the trees are
in flower, a rise of 10° by day al-

ways with a chink of air, and
gentle fire heat whenever the ven-
tilators are open. Being sur-

rounded by lofty hills and trees,

which shut oiit much light and
keep the atmosphere moist, our
trees when in flower are kept on
the dry side, but the floors and
walls are regularly syringed on
fine days, and we have the benefit
of fermenting material. Every
house is fumigated twice before
the trees come into flower, again
immediately after the fruit is set,

and the flowers are regularly fer-

tilised with mixed pollen. J^s

hundreds of Peach houses have
not yet reached the flowering stage,

the above remarks may be useful.

Houses in which all the trees

\ixvti passed the flowering process
must now be yringed with tepid
water at least once a day to free them from the

decaying b'ooms and favour the development of the
young fruit. Should we have a clnnge to the bright

days which we may now look for, the trees in bright

exposed houses may often be syringed a second time

;

but one good sj'ringing every morning will be found
quite sufficient for the present imless the moisture
from the Sicond is thoroughly absjrbsd before night-

fall.

Visbuddinrj will now require attention, but tins is

not a heavy operation, as it is best ptjrformed little

and oftrn on the piecemeal principle to shield the

trees from sudden checks at this early season. As a
rule, the extremities of the strong shoots and branches
are ready for disbudding first : and as these generally

produce gross foreright slioots which soon rob the
weaker part-^, those in a horizontal position near the
base especially, no time should be lost in getting

them removed. By adopting this plan a portion of

each tree may be disbudded every day, and, con-

jointly with the operation, all triples may be thinned
to one, and the worst placed single fruits removed to

throw strength into those on the upper sides of the
shoots. But why give preference to Peaches whose

I
points f,ace the sun ? Simply because they are in the
best position for swelling and colouring, two points
strongly suggestiveoffirst-cl.ass culture and high flavour.

As days increase in length and the weather
improves, a little more heat can with advantage be
secured by shutting up early on fine afternoons, but
quality being the highest test of skill, the night heats
should not for the present greatly exceed 50°. A
few degrees more at times will do no harm, but no
set figures nmst be adhered to through all weathers,
as herein rests one of the great secrets of successful
forcing.

Watering.—It is not a good plan to slush the
internal borders before the fruit is well on the move,
neither is it necessary where they were well watered
through the early stages, but so soon as the trees
show sisns of free, healthy growth tepid water may
again be liberally administered. Old trees that

that can be taken by drawing the finger down the

j

lower sides of the shoots before they open. Fertilise
with mixed or foreign pollen when the latter is quite

\
ripe, and facilitate the process by turning on extra
fire heat when the ventilators are opened every
morning. Last, but not least, let no apparent immu-
nity from green fly lead to the neglect of fumigation,
as few mistakes or mishaps are more annoying than
the sudden appe.arance of these certain destroyers at
a time when the h.and3 are tied, and owing to the
delicate nature fif the flowers it is impossible to apply
a remedy. W. CoLEMA.V.

JiiiMiinr Castle, Ledhurij.

Leaves uf Acer polymoriilium dissectum.

produce heavy crops amually and make hut little or
decidedly weak wood may at once receive supplies fif

diluted liquid, but young ones should be debarred
stimulanfs imtil after the fruit is stoned, as rich food
forces gross growth, which often robs the existing crop
and not unfrequentiy leads to failure.

Sucrtssi >n houses started early in the new yeir will

readily respond to the influence of genial warmth and
moisture, which may be more freely supplied, as the
advancing season is now with instead of .against

Nature. Syringe the trees well backwards and for-

wards every fine nu)rning and damp the fl>ors. but '

avoid a sloppy condition of the house, particularly
j

after the sun his withd awn its influence, as many of

th-; flower-buds are often injured by an excess of

moisture hanging about them after nightfall. Always
'

force with a circulation of air, no matter how small,

as bold, perfect flowers cannot be expected where this

life-giving element is excluded. Jf the trees are
j

heavily sjt with swelling blossom-buds, remove all

Trees and Shrubs.
JAPANESE MAPLES.

Although nearly thirty years liave elap.sed since
the J[es,sM. Veitch introduced their first batch of
Acer jinlynioriihum, it i.s to be regretted that they

have not been .so extensively
planted as they deserve to be,
as they undoubtedly form one
of the most beautiful and in-
teresting adJition.s to our hardy
deciduous trees ever introduced
into tliis (•c>unti-y. For a long
time there prevailed an impres-
sion that these lovely Japanese
Maple.s were too tender for our
climate, and, judging from the
paucity of specimens as yet mtt
with in good gardens, 'it may
bo a.ssumed that this erroneous
opinion has not been overcome.
Messr.s. Veitch liave proved
over and over again that all the
varieties, especially those of A.
p. palmatum.are perfectly hardy
in the climate of London, and
having myself planted a tiee
of A. p. atro-sanguineuni in the
open ground in 1863, where it

has on two occasions \vithstood
36" of frost, I can with the
greatest confidence recommend
them. The Japanese Maples
are lov.--growing, round-headed
trees, \yith more or les3 spread-
ing brandies den.sely clothed
wilh foliage that i.s developed
in a greater variety of form and
colour, from rich orange to
brilliant crimson, than is met
with in any other species of de-
ciduous trees known. Their
growth being comparatively
slow in this country— ourEast-
nor tree is no^y 14 i'eet high and
17 feet tlirough— they are well
adapted for planting in small

gardens where the stronger growing deciduous trees

with coloured foliage would soon become too large.

They are also admirably suited for the erabelli-sh-

nient of ornamental shrubberies and borders,

where, in company with the Golden Yews or

backed up by Evergreens, they form a most
striking and pleasing contrast. They are by no
means fastidious as to soil, provided it is rich,

well drained, and sufficiently deep to insure a
continuous supply of moisture during long
periods of drought similar to that we experienced
last summer. Although perfectly frost-proof and
capable of withstanding our colde.st M'inters,

sti-nng winds are apt to tell upon them when
fully exposed to the north and east; therefore in
order to preserve their symmetry as well as the
tender l'olia'.;e in tlie spring, shelter from tlie.se

quarters should, if possible, be secured at the
time of planting.
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Propagation.—The simple fact that so few

private individuals have stock to propaf^ate from

renders a description of the usual modes practised

by the trade unnecessary. One or two remarks

on this head may, however, be interesting.^ For

a long time the most expert propagators did not

make much headway, as cuttings positively re-

fused to grow, and the late Mr. W. Osborn told

me there was only one variety, also Japanese,

suitable for grafting upon. As this was as scarce,

if not as expensive, as the coloured varieties

themselves, layering was the only sure, if slow,

mode of propagation. The Messrs. Veitch soon

overcame the difficulty by planting strong im-

ported trees in raised pits in their span-roofed

houses at Coomlje Wood, and in this way secuted

stools from which they now raise large quantities

annually. Greatly interested in the Eastnor

tree and its fellow traveller from Japan which

the late Mr. James Veitch planted out at Coombe

Wood, it occurred to me that I might gratil'y a

wish often expressed l)y my late employer by

ayering the lower shoots of our own tree after it

had become thoroughly established in the open

cround. A number of 4-inch pots were, in the

month of August, sunk to their rims, when well-

grown shoots, with a knife slit at the union with

the preceding year's wood, were iiriiily pegged

into them. The surface was then well mulclied

to reduce the necessity for frequent watering,

but water was given to the pots occasionally

during dry weather. Each layer was secured to

a stick to shield it from accident, and at the end

of two years I was rewarded with thirty-six

strong young trees on their own roots of the best

variety, for I had by that time discovered that

our tree was A. p. atro-sanguineum, a brighter

and better variety than A. p. atro-purpureum.

Several of these trees were given awa^' to par-

ticular friends ; the others were planted out on a

rather stilf calcareous soil, and now with the

parent, form perhaps as fine a colony as is to be

found in this country.

The Japanese Maples now getting more

numerous may be divided into two classes, the

dwarf, in some cases pendulous growing varieties

with finely divided leaves, of which A. p.

dissectum may be taken as the type, and A. p.

atro-purpureimi, of which palnuitumis the normal

form. A. p. dissectum and A. p. palmatifidum,

owing to their moderate rate of growth, their

truly Oriental habit which stamps them at once

as Japanese, the elegant Fern-like appearance

and brilliant colouring of their foliage, are

admirably adapted for pot culture for conserva-

tory decoration in the spring; they are also

suitable for forming unique specimens on the

tiniest of lawns, for planting out in tlie

centres of flower beds, where A. p. dissectum

spreads out from its clean grey stem like a

mandarin's umbrella, or, kept in pots, they group

well with succulents, the dwarf growing gulden

Cnnifers, or their near relative the silvery

Negundo. In fact, so quaint, so lovely, and so

strilving are these IMaples which, unlike the

giants from the west, imfold their delicate

crimson foliage in the spring, retain their

brilliant colouring through the sunmier, and

outrival the Liquidand:)ar itself in the autumn,

that they cannot be too extensively used wher-

ever shelter from cutting north and east winds

can be secured for them.

The other section, of which A. polymorphum is

the normal form, has bright green foliage, which

dies off a brilliant crimson in the autumn, wlien

the great number of five-lobed leaves pro-

duce a most charming effect. This variety,

according to Messrs. Veitch, was introduced

many years ago from the central mountains of

Nippon under the name of A. palmatum, and

was the forerunner of the many beautiful

varieties or sports which the Japanese have so

admiralily succeeded in peipetuating. Tliis tree

has been rather extensively ]}lanted here, and

several of the specimens are now 10 feet to 12 feet

high. It does not show the slightest disposition

to grow into a pyramid, but having been planted

in front of Evergreens for producing brilliant

colour in autumn, its irregular style of growth

increases its value in the eye of the lover of

natural Ijeauty. The leaves of this variety are

smaller than those of A. p. atro-purpureum and

atro-sanguineum, the first crimson or purple

sorts sent home by Mr. John Veitch, but it is as

hardy as an English Oak ; and although soft

green in summer, it is distinct from all either

coloured trees in the autumn. A strong, dry,

calcareous soil suits it well.

With A. p. atro-purpureum which I thought I

had secured from the Chelsea stock, a variety

which afterwards became known as A. p. atro-san-

guineum was apparently unwittingly sent home.

The foliage of this variety is broader and bolder

than that of the type, and much brighter than

that of A. p. atro-purpureum, but the style of

growth is the same—a tendency to lireak into

two stems or leaders of equal strength, an effect

which may perhaps be put down to the propaga-

tion of the young trees from layers. Our oldest

tree now produces an abundance of seeds, some-

times called keys, every year. This past season

they appeared to be sound and good, and in the

event of their growing, I hope shortly to prove

whether the coloured leaves will be reprotluced

or whether the seeillings will revert to the normal

fnrm, with solt green leaves. Many travellers

have told me ours is the largest tree in Europe,

but I have not heard anyone saj' seeds or seed-

lings have been raised in or out of Japan. Per-

haps Messrs. Veitch or others now so well ac-

([uainted with the habits and doings of the

Japanese can throw some light upon tlie subject

;

if so, lovers of these trees, myself included, would

receive every scrap of information with interest.

From the preceding notes, readers of The
Garden will gatlier that A. p. atro-sanguineum

and A. p. atro-purpureum are well adapted for

planting out in the pleasure ground, while A. p.

dissectum and A. p. palmatifidum are most suit-

able for conservatory and flcjwer-garden decora-

tion ; but they must not imagine that these names

exhaust the list of varieties which these extra-

ordinary orientals seem to manufacture to order.

Amongst varieties of recent introduction liy the

Chelsea firm we have A. p. ampelopsiloliam,

with foliage showing varied tints from its develop-

ment in the spring to its fall in the autumn, like

those of the Viiginian Creeper. The leaves are

about 3 inches long, with from five to seven lobes

which are elegantly cut at the edges, and ter-

minating in a long point, produce an efi'ect both

distinct and new to British gardens.

Then we have Acer crat:T>gifolinm, a slender

tree of sc imewhat variable haliit, attaining a height

of from 12 feet to 15 feet in its native moun-
tains. Having been so recently introduced, it is

as yet impossible to say what character it will

assume in this country ; but, judging i'rom its

habitat, there exists no doubt as to its hardiness.

And it is easy to imagine a tree resembling a

miniature Loraliardy Poplar with reddish bark,

twigs and leaf-stalks, and unequally lobed leaves,

which are deeply notched like those of the well-

known Hawthorn. For planting on the smallest

(if lawns for grouping, or breaking up the same-

ness of dwarf Evergreens a Thorn-leaved Maple
with the usual brilliant autunmMl tints is an

acquisition which should not be lost sight of.

Acer p. latifolium atro-pdrpureum is a very

fine variety, with broad leaves three times the

size of those of A. p. atro-sanguineum, and is one

of the nu)st richly coloured Maples yet imported.

The young shoots as well as the leaves are of a

deep blood-red colour, not only in the autumn,
liut tliroughout the summer, a characteristic

wliich cannot be overrated, as small trees even

with the sun shining through them lead to the

inference that every leaf is richly nurtured on the

brightest claret.

The foregoing varieties are well adapted for

planting in the largest as well as the smallest

gardens, where, as they become better known,

they will add I'ichness of form and colouring

which no other family of hardy deciduous trees

can give. But, apparently alive to our increasing

requirements, thanks to the indomitable Chelsea

collectors, our park scenery has not been over-

looked, as we have in Acer rufinerve a beautiful

tree of rapid growth with the liabit of the well-

known Sycamore. The young shoots are covered

with a bluish grey glaucescence so frequently

met with in llie Japanese Maples, and the leaves,

fully ;3 inches in length with five lobes which are

deeply toothed, render the tree more graceful

than the common Sycamore. It was introduced

from the central moimtains of Nippon, where it

is found grijwing up to an elevation of 4000 feet,

a fact which justifies us in saying it will prove as

harily as any tree usually met with in British

park'scenery. W. Coleman.
Eastnor Castle, Ledbury.

ABIES ORIENTALIS.

Mr. Web.ster's account of this Oriental Spruce

interested nie exceedingly, for I supposed it was
mucli more planted in England than he intimates.

But, refreshing my memory somewhat, I do not

now recollect seeing it among the hundreds of

fine Cryptomerias, Douglas Firs, Hemlocks, c*tc.,

in Adiiiiral Egerton's beautiful park at Wey-
bridge, which J visited with our good friend Mr.

Wilson. It is a very uncommon tree in this

country, and I do not know of any specimens

comparable with my own, which are .30 feet high

and tliickly feathered to the ground, surpassing

in gracefulness and elegance the superb A. Nord-

manniana, which stands immediately beside it,

quite 40 feet high. It not only grows as freely

in the same soil and side by side with the Nor-

way, Nordmann's, our native species (A. alba),

the Larix Ka:'uipl'eri and other coniferous trees,

but is even hardier than A. Nordmanniana,
which had the edges of the leaves browned one

or two years ago in a blizzard, as we call these

sudden changes with high N.-W. winds and zero

temperature, one of which has just passed us

(12th to 18th of January), the thermometer
throughout the New England States falling from
12° below zero at Boston to 38° below in the

country; out West the mercury froze. In Flfirida

it was 21° to 24° for several days, and all the

Oranges on the trees were frozen stiff, and the

trees undoubtedly severely injured. We have

not had such a general low temperature from

Maine to Florida since December, 1835, just

fifty years. It is irearly such weather that the

Oriental Spruce has had every three or four

years for twenty years ; but no harm was ever

done, not a twig injured, Its growth is, as Mr.

AVebster says, slow, but after the trees attain the

height of 15 feet they grow away more rapidly.

i can emphasise all Mr. Webster says of its

beauty and value as an ornamental tree, and

standing, as I have just stated, in a group of the

very finest species, all within a space of 50 feet

square, there could be no better chance to com-

pare their relative beauty, size, comparative

growth, and general characteristics of each. To me
the Oriental Spruce, in its loose, semi-drooping,

thickly-set branches, fre.sh summer green tint,

and free and easy habit, has a charm which is
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ever -n-anting in the stateliness of form aud
silvery-liued foliage of Nordmann's Fir.

Mr. "Webster asks, "why this valuable Spruce
is so seldoui met with," i'or he says it is ottered
at the low price of 9d. each, and he suggests it is

because its valuable qualities for ornamental
planting especially are but little known. My
impression, liowever, is, that its scarcity arises

from the fact that seeds are not as readily pro-
cureil as the Norway, and that its slow growth
while young makes it an unprofitable tree to

nurserymen who wish to turn a quick penny, for

10,000 Norways of a year or two's growth at 30s.

pays far better than" 10,000 Orientals the same
size at quailruple the price. I need only add
that Oriental Spruces selling at 8s. to 12s.

each are about the same size as Norway Spruce
for 2s. I will try and send j'ou a photograjili
some (lay of my specimens of A. orientalis, A.
Nordmanniana, A. alba, and A. excelsa nana,
each from twenty to thirty years old, all in one
group. [Please do.—Ed.] C. M. Hovey.

Boston, Mass.

LAYING OUT A SHRUBBERY.
A HEALTHIER taste in garden matters is growing
np among us. There will he no more cutting
down of trees and grubbing np of shrubberies
to make sites for geometrical figures, for Pelar-
goniums and Calceolarias; choice hardy shrubs
calculated to give character and infuse" variety
are likely to be sought after by the planter.
Flowers, of course, there must always be, but
special positions for Roses, Lilies, .spring flowers,
bulbs, the fernery, rockery, &c., may be selected
informally, as it were, amid pleasant sheltered
glades and nooks formed by trees and shrubs.
In laying out a shrubbery, a person of taste and
skill who has grasped the'ueeds of the place will,
with a long wagon ro]ie trailing beliind him and
a couple of men and a plentiful supply of stumps,
soon map out the main features of' the design.
Variety of surface is always charming, and in the
trenching and digging and in the niakiu'.,' of
walks many opportunities will occur of giving
elevation to une position and deprefssion to
another, and so increasing the picturesqueness of
the general plan. In planting new places, very
often the most is not made of good thiu'^s froin
want of attention after the planter and designer
have left. The planter, of course, in the hrst
instance should know what each plant is capable
of doing, otlierwise the arrangement will partake
somewhat of a haphazard character, and those
things which are intended to be permanent should
be distinguished from those intended to be cut
away. A Holly, for instance, or a Slagnolia
should be on a diCft-rent footing from a common
Laurel or a Privet. The Holly and the
Magnolia may i'orm very hand.some speci-
mens, increasing year by year in the pleasure
they give and the interest they inspire. The
Araucaria at Dropmore must have been once a
tiny plant. The famous Holly hed^'e at Keele
must at one time have been only a row of young
plants, such as any of us could plant." The
handsome specimens of Rhododendrons at Purt-
nal Park, and all the trees and shrubs which
by reason of their handsome proportions have Ije-

cume famous, were once as insignificant as those
we obtain from tlie nursery to-day or to-morrow.
Therefore, to the tree and shrub planter all thin"s
are possible.

The Laurel and the Privet are, it may be
said, well enough in their places as undergrowth or
as occasional nurses or shelters to better things,
but they are not good enough for prominent posi-
tions. The judicious planter will arrange his
main features first. The Hollies, Thorn.s, Labur-

nums, Evergreen Oaks, Silver Maples, Cedars of
Lebanon, Cypresse=, purple Beeches, and other
pictorial trees will have their sites marked out
tirst, ami the planter will see in his mind the
picture he is tryinj,' to create as it will appear at

the end of forty, fifty, or more years, and he will

liear this in mind in allotting each its work to

do ; and the farthest-seeing planter can do no
more tlian thi.s. Several years ago I was visiting
a place not a great many miles from where
I am now writing, and among the group of three
or lour who wei-e standing under the shade of a
very handsome Cedar of Lebanon was the man
whose hand had planted it sixty years before.

But only a very few can hope to live long enough
to direct and encourage the growth of the things
they plant, or to impress their mark upon the
permanent features of a place. Some people seem
to act as if they had an idea that when the plant-
ing is done all tliat is necessary afterwards is to

keei> down weeds ; whereas constant attention is

required for many years ; in fact, I may say
always, to keep all things right and prevent one
]ilant from robbing another, to keep ihem from
forming dual leaders, and to aid each in main-
taining its true character and symmetry. Tlie
pruning knii'e cannot be done wiilnnit, though
it should only be permitted to be in skilful hands.
The choice slow-growing things will not require
much pruning—perhaps a stray shoot shorten-
ing, it nuiy be, or an attempt to develop a second
leader needs checking and frustrating. But such
little attentions as the.se ma_v be given without
leaWng any conspicuous knife marks. Even
common things, such as Laurels, should not be
hacked about so as to present a ragged appearance.
In their ycmth all things which have force or
vigour in them need a little help from the knife

;

even the Oak will be benefited by a little

attention in the fir.st ten or twelve years of its

life. Some of the handsomest woods of young
Oaks I am acquainted with have had this atten-
tion ; and though 1 .shall not be alive to see them,
I know in fifiy years hence they will show the
advantage of the careful training they received
in their youth, but I have a horror of cutting otf

large branches. In the tree's youth the wound
made bj- the knife quickly heals and does no per-
manent injury. Malformations may then, for the
most part, be cured, and tlie crooked be made
straight.

In pi^aniisg new surl-bderies the laud should
be well ])repared by trenching, for never at an

v

future time will such an opportunity occur, anil
neglect now cannot be remedied. This is the
time to arrange for and work out any sjjecial

features reijuiring an elevated or a bolder out-
line. For the first few years the spaces between
theshrubs should be cultivated with f.irkand hoe
for the purpose of keeping down weeds and other
intruding growths

; but as soon as the roots begin
to fairly occupy the soil and the branches spi ead
over the intervening spaces, no cultivation be-
yond what neatness and order require need be
given, and all round the margins let the turf
grow up round the stems. The margins of the
shrubbery require special treatment to bring out
the beauty of every individual plant, and this is

what we should aim at. E. Hobday.

Eucalyptus globulus-—I have a plant of this that
has stood the winter so far planted out in the open air. It
is a fine specimen about 1.0 feet high, and I may mention
ihat it has entirely rnn out of it3 ordinary form. The leaves
now are long and tapering, some of them measuring from
12 inches to 1.5 inches long. The scent is powerfully aro-
matic. Jlr. House, of Peterborough, has had leaves of the
plant whereby he has been enabled to cure several bad cases
of dysentery, he having learnt the use of them for that purw
pose in Australia.—W. A. Cook, I/oImicoo/, fUcborouyh.

SHOUT XOTL:?.—TREES AND SHRUBS.

Koelreuteria paniculata. — I agree with "Alpha"
(p. 104) that tile Kuilreuteria is a desirable tree to plant, either
singly L.r in a mass of say six or so together. Indepeuden
of flowers its tinely-cut foliiKC is very effective, especially
when tinted in autvnun. It grows wcUinchalky soil.—E. M.

The CorsicinPineatKew(p. 104)—It may be inte-
resting to know that tliis Pin was introduced by" the cele-
brated botanist, Kicliard Anthony Salisbury, who, iu 1S-J5,
informed me that he brought it. then a small plant, from the
south of Europe. When he told me this it was about 20 feet
high, and to attain its present height it must have gi-own
abouta foot yearly.- J. Smith, Ex-Vitratov.

THE B.\LM OF GILE.\D.

(POPULUS CAJJDICANS.)

Where this Poplar grows naturally in the
Eastern United States it makes a handsome tree
from 60 feet to 70 feet in height in the most
favourable spots, such as the margins of rivers,
and even where the .soil is poor and dry it grows
over 50 feet in lieigiit. It is, like all the Poplars,
a rapid grower, and being inditt'erent as to soil it

frequently thrives when other trees fail. It has
long been a favourite tree in this country, having
been introduced over a hundred years ago. It
was named by Aiton, who includes it In his
" Hortus Kewensis." He gave the name candicans

3Iale and female catkins of Populus candicans.

presumahly because of the hoary look the tree
has when the whitish under-surfacesof the leaves
are upturned by the wind. This Poplar is
nearly related to the common B.dsam Poplar or
Tacamahac (P. balsamifera), of which,'indee 1, it
may be (jnly a variety botanically. From a plan-

Leaves of Populus candicans.

ter's point of view it is, however, abundantly dis-
tinct, and may be at a glance distinguished by
its very broad leaves, which are heart-shaped
at the base, deep green above and whitish
beneath. The habit of growth is somewhat
pyramidal and cannot be called handsome until
the tree has reached a large size, when the irre-
gular branches and spreading head render it
picturesque. A number of young and old trees
planted together make a handsome group, for then
the broad masses of light on the large foli'ace has a
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strikinr; effect. Thebark nf the trunk has that same
pecnlini' greyish hue wliich renders the commnn
Abele (P. aU«i) so picturestiue. It isaninvahi-
able tree for plantiuj,' iti phices wliere anj' buihl-

iny.s or unsiglitly objects require to be screened,

and it is even better for this purpose than the

smaller-leaved Poplarj^. It is also a capital tree

to plant as a nurse for choicer kinds, the only
drawback being th.it when they are cut down
the suckers wljich spring from the old stool

are apt to be troublesome, for they are not

easily eradicated. It grows most rapidly in

moist, rich soils, and no better trees could be
planted by the margins of hikes or on islets. It

is a most desirable tree to plant near houses on
account of the balsamic fragrance of the re-sinous

buds which perfume the air in spring, as does

also the Balsam Poplar ; the tassi-ls of red stamens,

too, have a pretty efi'ect in Apiil just before ihe
I

leaf-buds burst. Another beautiful phase

of this Poplar is the peculiar delicate

yellowish hue of the new foliage, and
which, in harmony with the tender greens

of other trees, has a charming effect.

Like the Balsam Poplar, it is apt to be

injured by the wind if planted in very

exposed positions, on account of its heavy

and somewhat brittle branches. This

tree is commonly called in nurseries the

Ontario Poplar (P. ontariensis), and there

is a form'ijf i t with variegated leaves, which,

however, is not remarkable for beauty or

distinctness.

growth too early in spring, the greatest evil

to which it is susceptiVile in tliis country, are

all well fitted for the successful cultivation of

this, one (if the handsomest of the Silver Firs.

Close by, and vieing with the latter in height

and grandeur, as well as healthy appearance

generally, is a fine example of A. Pinsapo, the

light, silvery apjiearance of which contrasts

strangely with the deej), sombre green of a unique
specimen of the Doughas Fir (Pseudotsuga

Douglasi) growing in close environs. Of Juni-

jierus recurva there are some half-dozen unusually

tine plants, on which the greyish green, beauti-

fully drooping foliage is shown off to advantage.

Several to whom these have been pointed out

consider them without rivals in this country, they

having attained heights ranging from S feet to

15 fVet, the latter size being larely attained even

on tlie hillsides of Noithern India. Tlie .secret

TREE NOTES FROM BRYNMEIRIG.
Situated on a rocky eminence above the

quaint little village of Bethesda, with the

Ogwen Kiver meandering lazily at its feet,

and distantly surrounded, on three sides

at least, by peak al'ter peak of the great

Snowdoiiian range of hills, wdiicli jut out

as it were from the well-wooded surround-

ings, is Brynmeirig, the residence of Dr.

Williams, one of the loveliest spots on the

whole Peurhyn estate. To the good taste

and judgment of the late Dr. Hamilton
Roberts, however, this place, it is but

fair to state, owes much of its present

beauty, for it is quite evident that neither

expense nor pains were spared by him in

bringing it up to the present high state

of perfection, he being an enthusiastic

admirer, as well as an ardent cultivator,

of plants generally, but more particularly

the new and rarer Conifers, as numbers
of these latter planted out over the lawn,

fields, and adjacent grounds, as well as

alongside the drive, but too clearly

testify. Several of these, notably the

Jlonterey Cypress (Cu]iressus macro-

carpa or C. Lambertiana), the Spanish

Silver Fir (Allies Pinsapo), Captain Welili's Fir of their growth is, however, not far to look for,

(A. Webbiana), the Weejiing Spruce (A. Mo- '. the humid peaty loam, resting on slate rock, and

rinda), and that distinct and beautiful plant,
I

shady situation being the chief requirements of

the Weeping Indian .Juniper jJuniperus recurva), this beautiful, but seldom-seen shrub. They pro-

judging from their (ireseiit si/.es must have been duce berries in abundance, but being dioecious

planted at an early date after their introduction, and no male plant in close contiguity, the seeds

and when they were both choice and expensive, are useless for the purpose of reproduction. Other

The fir.st of these, Cupressus macrocarpa, has species of .Juniper that size will not jiermit our

now attained to a goodly height, with wide- ' passing unnoticed are the Red Cedar (.funiperus

spreading branches and a large well-balanced virginiana), with its sharply conical habit of

trunk, and is a striking object on the green- growth; the tall Juniper (J. excelsa), and that

sward immediately in Iront of the house. As lovely and distinct winter-Howering species (J.

a tree for exposed and maritime situations it chinensis)—a shrub or small tree, f.ir it rarely

has few equals. Abies Webbiana is, perhaps, exceeds .30 feet in height — that is well worthy of

one of the finest trees of its kind in this country extensive culture as an ornamental park or lawn

with a clean, well-branched bole, the luxuriant,
|

subject.

silvery-green foliage of which at once points out
|

Several well-furnished plants of the flat-leaved

that the rocky (/eJim, fine loamy jieat, and high I or creeping Yew (Taxus adpressa) put one in

elevation, where it is not induced to commence I mind of how well this shrub is adapted for plant-

The B.ilm of Gilcad tree (Populus cindicaws).

ing under the shade and drip of our larger

growing woodland trees and where accommoda-
tion is somewhat limited. It is a very desirable

and distinct form, with numerous branchlets

tliickly clothed witli stout, flat, dark green leaves.

T. baccata, as well as its golden and silver varie-

gated vaiieties, are well represented ; while of

tliat rare .Japanese fortn , T. cuspidata, with its

distichous or two-rowed arraTigement of leaves,

renders it at once both distinct and interesting,

and more so. as it is an extremely rare jilant in

any but the best collections. The yellow-berried

form of oiu' common Yew (T. baccata fructo-luteo)

i.s another excellent plant for contrast, and of

which there are several large plants, these differ-

ing in no way. however, from the normal species

save in the colour of its iruit, which is of a briglit

golden yellow.

Speaking of yellow-fruited shrubs reminds me
of a 12 feet high specimen of the yellow-

berried Holly (Ilex Aquifolium fructo-

luteo) which graces a well-cho.sen spot on
the lawn near the house. This is in

truth a lovely shrub tliat, at the time I

write, is literallv smothered with its

bunches of the brightest golden berries

;

indeed, as regards fruit-bearing qualities

it is even superior to the normal form,

and that is saying a good deal.

Cypresses are fairly well represented,

the most conspicuous and distinct being

the Funeral Cypress (Cupressus funebris),

of Chinese origin, and which so nearly

resembles C. torulosa, that any well-

marked difference is certainly hard to

detect. Amongst the Cedars the Atlantic

species (Cedrus atlantica), as well as C.

Deodarafrom India, and the well-known,
far-spreading Lebanon tree (C. Libani)

are all doing well, the latter in particular

extending its flat, table-shaped branches

to an extent far surpassing the tree's

height, and otTering a like contrast to the

horizontal or slightly weeping form of a

fine LTlmus campestris pendula growing
in close proximity. A Weeping Ash
alongside the drive is another tree curio-

sity like the latter that is, perhaps fortu-

nately, but rarely met with. Two species

of Spruce alone attract attention, one
being the weeping form, Abies Morinda,
of which there are several fine trees,

notably one along the wood edge at the

Ogwen River; the other, a tall-growing

and very distinct variety (from appear-

ance I should say so, for 1 know not its

name, and have not before seen it in cul-

tivation) of the common Spruce with
darker, glos.sy leaves and smaller, bluntly

oval cones, intermediate between those

of A. Menziesi and A. orientalis, but
larger than either.

Pine tribe show here signs of distress,

the lanky weather-beaten appearance of Pinus
Cembra and Lord Weymouth's tree (P. Strobus)
indicating that something is wrong, the high-

lying situation and cold mountain blasts being
perchance the principal causes of their unhealthy
appearance. Pinus muricata, or the Prickly-

coned Pine, grew well on the rocky ledges abo\'e

the hou-e, but was, unfortunately, blown over

during the .severe "Tay Bridge gale." The popu-
lar name Prickly-coned is certainly well bestowed,

as I found it no easy task to remove some of

]

these as a memento of the departed tree, which

I

was the only one of its kind on the estate.

' Hard by where this Pine stood and on gently

rising ground is one of the finest banks of Rho-
dodendrons—not ponticum, but all the finest and

I

choicest varieties—that it has ever been my good
I fortune to behold, and which during the season

The
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is a blaze of varied colours, to match which one

would in vain find an equal, wdiile scattered

about in irregular profusion, but occupying the

more sheltered and warm corners, are some of the

less hardy Indian kinds with large shining leaves,

downy beneath—Azaleas, Pemettyas, and Heaths.

The rocky ground and fine loamy peat suit these

latter to perfection, and during summer the

lireadths of variously coloured—pink, carmine,

and the purest of white—blooms entices one to

"stop and look." Pernettya mucronata—there

are none of the variously coloured fruited forms,

for the}' were not then in vogue—rambles at will,

and as seen here in the most luxuriant condition

anil when in full fruit can, methinks, compare
favourably with most of the Hillsborough kinds

whicli are thought so highly of.

The Rhododendron bed above referred to serves

a ilouble purpose, for tlie sight of that rare and
distinct Lily, Lilium giganteum, flourishing in the

wihlest luxuriance is a treat seldom seen, and
well worthy of a ten miles' walk to view. A
single specimen of this Lily in full blow is con-

sidered worthy of note in The Garden, but to

see it here, as I h;ive done by the half dozen, and
lising from amongst the Rhododendrons to a
height of fully !) feet, would make some of the
Lily-growing fraternity look aghast with astonish-

ment. The peaty loam and shelter aftbrded by
the Rhododendrons seems to suit this Lily well,

but it must also be remembered that they have
been established for many years, the progeny of

the oldest having been distributed amongst the

doctor's friends in no mean quantity.

Near the entrance gate is a curious floral effect

produced by several varieties or species of Prunus
being engrafted on a 4-fi)0t standard of the common
Cherry, and which during the flowering season
is as curious as it is beautiful. Leycesteriatormosa,
with its conspicuous berries and foliaceous bracts
of a deep, clnll jjurple, is at once striking and
ett'ective, while the short racemes of orange-red
flowers produced by Berberis ilicifolia are orna-
mental in a high degree, and, combined with the
deeply serrated evergreen foliage, make this

shrub a favourite with all who have seen it.

Escallonia rubra, with its deep shining foliage

and pretty pinky flowers, seems here quite as

much at home, soramliling over some broken
rock, as it is usually seen when carefully trained
ami annually pruned as a wall plant, while
climbing in and around both it and the daik,
glossy-leaved Hollies are numerous plants of the
Dogwood, the pinky purplish shoots of which
are shown oif to advantage, and ofl'er an unusual,
though prettj', combination.

Along the outskirts of the adjoining woodlands
I have more than once come across the Medlar
(Mespilus germanica) in full fruit, but, although
a British plant, I by no means wish to assert

that it is so here ; indeed, it would be rash for

me to do so, knowing the late doctor's love for

the collecting and cultivating of our native plants.

Hosts of other trees, but which space will not
permit our mentioning, such as the Araucaria
imbricata,Cryptomeria japonica, Thujopsis borea-
lis, Wellingtonia gigantea. Sequoia sempervirens,
and Lawson's Cypress; while of shrubs Weigela
rosea. Lilacs of sorts, tlie Suowberry and Vincas,
with Maples and the pur|>le-leaved Beech, all

combine to swell the rank and render this c(jllec-

tion, when space is taken into consideration, one
of the most complete and certainly by far the
healthiest that it has been our good fortune for
some time past to inspect. A. D. Webster.

note, as combining all these several characteristics.

The leaves are tri-lobed in shape, unusually stout in

texture, and of a deep green hue. It does not appear
to be very common, but is occasionally met with in

nurserymen's catalogues.—H. P.

NATIONAL CRYSANTHEMUM SOCIETY.

The annual general meeting of this Society was
held on the SSth ult. The president, Mr. E. San-
derson, in the chair. The secretary having read the

report and balance-sheet for the past year, the same
were received and adopted. The next, and one of the

principal objects of the meeting, was the election of

officers for the ensuing year, which was then proceeded
^\'ith, as was also the election of new members. It

was then resolved that the general committee should
consist of thirty-six members, exclusive of the repre-

sentatives from affiliated societies. A suggestion that

one-third of the members comprising this committee
should retire annually was referred to the October
general meeting. The Lewisham and District Floral

Society was admitted as one of the affiliated societies.

It was also resolved that the election of judges,

together with the floral and exhibition committees,
be decided at the first meeting of the new general

committee. Upon the motion of Mr. Stevens, all

members paying a subscription of £1 Is. per annum
and upwards are to be entitled Fellows of the Society,

a proposition which was carried by a small majority.

Various letters were read by the secretary, with
suggestions from absent members, all of which were
directed to be laid before the general committee to be
considered.

The Nursery and Seed Trade Association
held its ninth annual meeting on the 25th ult., Mr.
N. N. Sherwood, president, in the chair. From the
report, which was read and adopted, it appeared that
in 1S84 it was proposed to wind up the AssocLation,
as the principal members had withdrawn their

support in consequence of want of energy on the
part of the executive, but as several members were
of opinion that an association of this kind was a
necessity, it was decided to resuscitate it. Since then
all seems to have gone on satisfactorily. Its

utility consists in members being able to give mutual
information to each other through the secretary
concerning the stability of persons with whom they
have business transactions, and thereby get reliable

information which could not be obtained through the
channels of ordinary trade protection societies. The
report also showed that the secretary and silicitor

had recovered and paid over to the membi rs debts to
the amount of £1276 6s. lOd. which they had treated
as bad. The balance sheet, which was read, showed
that a balance of £48 7s. 5d. had been carried
forward to the present year.

Hedera amurensis.—The history of this Ivy
is unknown to me, but to anyone needing a fine bold
large-leaved variety of rapid growth it is worthy of

EAINFALL AT BOWNES.S, WINDERMERE.
Possibly it may interest some of the readers of The
Garden to see the report of rainfall for 1885 in a
different quarter of England from those mentioned in

last week's issue (p. 97). It will be seen that we are
pretty " wet" up here. The report is as follows :

—

January

.

February
March . .

.

April . . .

.

M.ay
June .. .

.

July
Augiast .

.

Sept
October.,
Nov
Dec

Total ....

Total depth.

Inches.
0-3-2

8-36

li-30

4-30
3-11

2-39
4-31

2 S3
8-51

7 04
5-05

3 1.5

Greatest fall in 24
hours.

Depth.
108
1-72

1-32
1-28

•71

•82

1-49

•66

1 07
1-61

1-31

60-67

Date.
9

23
4

24
20
IS

10
12
29

Number
of days on
which '01

or more
tell.

l.i

24
18

11

21

10
11

10
L'3

22
13

14

Obituary.

Mb. John Scott, of Merriott, the well-known
pomologist. died on the 22nd ult., aged 79, after a
short attack of inflammation of the lungs. His start

in life as a gardener was made under the direction of
his cousin, the late Charles Mcintosh, from whom he
received some sound instruction in regard to fruits

and fruit culture. Plants he studied in Paris in the
Jardin des Plantes; but his favourite study was
pomology, and in his knowledge of fruits, especially

Apples, he had few equals, a fact amply confirmed by
his "OrchardLst," a most useful work, the result of
long and patient labour. His collection of fruit trees

at ]\Ierriott was second to none in the country, and
proving, naming, and cataloguing them was his

greatest pleasure. He was a frequent contributor to
The Garden, and his articles, founded on long
practical experience, '^vere alwaj's most interesting

and instructive. To his emplnyls he was kind and
considerate, and his loss will be felt by a wide circle

of friends.

We have also to record the death of Mr. John
KoBsoN, late of Linton Park, Maidstone, where he
was gardener for many years. On his retirement
from Linton in 1876, Lady Holmesdale allowed him
a pension until her death. He \vrote a good deal in

the gardening papers, among them being The Garden,
tlie pages of which contain some of his latest con-

tributions. That he was esteemed in the neighbour-
hood of Maidstone is evident from the fact of his

having received while there two handsome testimonials
— one from his friends at Linton, the other from the
Maidstone Gardeners' Society.

QUESTlOyS.

.'jI.'iC— "F ed Roses.—What bright red Roses are recom-
mended for indoor cvdture to flower through the winter in a
house which is kept warm, but not hot?—H. B.

.54.51.—London Finks.—C.iu anyone tell me the correct
name of the pretty mauve-coloured Pinks which were selling
in quantities in the streets in London last season ?—R. C.

fi4o2. — Measuring* timber. —• Will some practical
forester explain the best method of measuring glowing
aua felled timber?— R. P.

.54.5.3.—Nerine aurea.— 1 have seen Nerine aurea men-
tioned two or three times this season in The G.\hden. Can
anyone tell me what this is and where it is to be obtained?
— E. Peters.

54.54. — Cesse Tardive Peach- — I have read that
this is a first-rate Peach. It is said to be later even than
Walburton Admirable, ripening as late as the last week in
Ortnlicr, and, moreover, lasts a good while in the fruit room
in good condition. Now this seems to be just the kind of
Peach that is wanted. Can any reader give his experience
of it? Is it a good looking fruit, and what is its flavour?

—

G. Palmer.

.5455.- Willo-ws for hoop making-.—Many plots of
land in Sun-e.v are planted witli Willow, Hazel, &c., as under-
growth, the Willow being used for the pui-pose of making
hoo])s. It .appears that there is one varietj^ of Willow mucli
better adapted than others for this use, as 'oeing less brittle

and having smaller pith. Could anyone having the manage-
ment of such pLintations kindly give the botanical name of
this variety, the local name by which it is known at the
nurseries, and also mention any characteristics by which
when young it can be distinguished from others ?—E. R.

LATE NOTES.

194

-A. Rawson.

Berberis bellstoniensis, a v.ariety of the common
Barlicrry, .sccnis ;i1sm tu I'f a u.st-ful shrub, from its red shoots
when young .iiid I'nm.snu f'lliage in autumn.—C. M. O.

Late Chrysanthem-ums-—It may be interesting to
know wo have still a few fair blooms of Talford Salter,

Mad. C. Audiguicr, and i-Ioseum pictum. Tliey are on plants
that were kcpc in a north house till Christmas.—W.

Harechal Niel Hose.— I have one inside the roof of
a conservatory ; it has had blooms on it, more or less, since
last March, and now there are two full blown ones and many
buds. The roots are outside, and have no protection ; the
tree was planted eight years ago. and has been dressed only
with Thompson-s Vine manure.—H. J. G.

Old yellQ-w Provence.— I am most anxious to procure
a couple of plants of this Rose (Rosa sulphurea). I have
written to several well-knowii Rose nurseries, but without
success. If any of your readers could help me by informing
me where I could buy them, I should feel greatly obliged.

—

r. w. Y.

Ifames of plants.— 5i/''5fr.6'r.—1, Cydonia japonica;
2, Rubus australis ; Kerria japonica. R. C.—Next week.

//. Vanghan.— 1, Juniperus drupacea ; 2, Abies cepha-
lonica ; 3, A. Menziesi. J. D. iV.—Helleborus atro-rubens

;

quite a distinct species from H. niger. Fern is Polypodium
peltatum.
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Woods & forests.

THE FUTURE OF THE POPLAR.
A FEW weeks a^o the claims of this tree were
dwelt upon at .some length in these columns, but
as the que.stiun deserves more than cursory atten-

tion it may nut he out of place to again look into

it a little. The producer of home timber, not
withstanding the long-delayed, but apparently
ever-imniineiit, famine, is at his wit's end to di.S'

cover the way in which some retnrn may be
reasonably hoped for on his outlay in planting.

It is fortunate lor users of timber that there are
other reasons in favour of growing it beyond the

mere thought of profit, or there would be vastly

more bare acres than now exist. With what are
regarded as the staple timber trees common to

these islands— 1 now speak of deciduous, or rather
hardwood trees—it is practically impossible that

any return can come to the planter in his life-

time ; and if he is " aye stickin' in a tree" and has
the satisfaction of providing for coming genera-
tions, the invei-tment, though without doubt .safe,

will hardly ever be a profitable one. The crying
want is at once a tree which can be cheaply raised

and quick in growth, and which, when grown,
will fetch something in the market. These condi-
tions, I take it, were the matter properly weighed,
•woukl be found to e.xist in the Poplar. There is

scarcely a tree more easily propagated or quicker
in its growth, and even in the existing state of

things it will in many places fetch a price within
a measureable distance of the Elm, and certainly
more than the Scotch Fir. It is not, however,
60 much to its existing position that I would now
look as to the place it may have in the future.

Poplar wood for buildings.— Generations
ago, when buildings were constructed in a manner
which may reasonably have been expected to

do duty for posterity as well as for the im-
mediate requirements of the designers, the
shoddy wood of which there is now such a
flood would not have found an inlet. It is

no doubt true that with tlie increase of popu-
lation the wants ha\'e increased, and it is none
the less true that the order of the present day is

making shift for the time being and letting the
future take care of itself If this is not so, how
is it to be accounted for that so much material

—

and notably wood—is used in what should be
permanent work—material which at the best can-
not long outlast tlie generation by whom it is

used ; To this existing state of things, to compete
with it successfully we must contbrm ourselves,
and if tindier growers of this country hope to

stand in the same rank as those who make it

their business to draw from the supplies existing
in native forests abroad, they must as nearly as

may be imitate the conditions which allow of
timber cutting us out on our own ground.
Natural forests here, where every acre is appro-
priated, is of course out of the question, and
planting is the only means by which a timber
supply can be produced and maintained. To
attempt to copy from the natural forests to the
extent of raising the same species of tree where
climate and soil differs would only be to court
failure. The only chance, therefore, is for the
home-grower to produce an equally suitable
wood at a less, or at any rate the same cost as is

incurreil in getting the imported wood from the
native forests to this market. AVhere, in spite of
depre^sed value, land is incomparably higher in

price than in the countries from which the bulk
of our supply comes, the owner naturally hesi-
tates before he moves. When he does move, as

somebody must, it is essential to move on the
right lines. These, as I have indicated, must be
cheap planting and quick growth, and, what is

further, the turning to account of land which is

nut adapted to agriculture. The latter pait of

the question, however, is one which requires

careful consideration, a.s, notwithstanding what is

said to the contrary, timber will not always
thrive on .soils which are alwolutely vvcirthless

for every other purpose. The matter, it cannot

be denied, is complex, and even ex]ierience is

often at fault, yet the wide .statements which
from time to time gain currency must be received

with caution.

The Poplar, it is well known, will succeed

on a great variety of soils and in diverse situa-

tions, yet not in every place. A very general

notion seems to exist that for this tree it does not

matter how wet the site, providing it is not too

liigh and dry, Ijut this, to say the least, is a fallacy

Poplars, it is certain, delight in moist situation,',

but not such as are marshy or where the water is

stagmrnt. A similar impression is often formed
with regard to the Willow, but it is one which is

equally incorrect. By the sides of rivers and
running streams, and on land exposed to occa-

sional tlood.s, it is generally seen at its best,

although even on high and thin soils it is not
uncommon to find it growing to a considerable

size. The land by the side of watercourses in

perhaps nine cases out ten, however, turns out to

be too valuable for timber growing at all beyond
a mere fringe ; and although if even this was
carried out, the quantity now growing would lie

appreciably increased, such positions as this being
fully occupied cannot be regarded as having much
effect on the general supply.

In woods it often happens that this tree has
been planted as a nurse, and then from the

failure of the intended crop or for some other

reason, the Poplar which was designed to serve a

temporary jiurpose has been left to grow to

maturity and reach a large size; and although it

is mostly thought of as a field tree, observation

leads one to believe that the moisture which is

generally an accompaniment of wooded lands,

makes them the very places for the growth of

the Poplar. It is very common to find wooils

within which a numlier of springs occur on the

hillside where the quantity of timber growing
is very small compared to their area, and the

underwood is very bushy and of small value.

Woodland, however, it is, and it is \'irtually out

of the question to clear it and make it fit for any
other use. Foi' such places the Poplar has an
especial value, and should be much more largely

planted than is the case. To my own knowledge
within the fences of a small number of woods
thei'C is room for the production of thousands ol

Poplars, and the total of what has come under
my observation or remains in my memory i.=, of

cour.se, as nothing to the number of instances

existing over the country. So much, then, for the

way in which the tiinlier may be produced,
cheaper both m respect to outlay anti time in

growing than almost any other wood.

To educate the users of wood into the know-
ledge that good Poplar is equal, if not superior,

to the commoner kinds of deal imported, is not

so easy a matter, as both apathy and piejudice

have to be fought against, and perhaps the former
is greater than the latter. For .some unaccount-
able reason the fact that trees in this country
do not grow into scantlings, planks, and
boards of the required size, seems too much for

the ordinary mind. If Poplar was cut up and
.sold at the pnrts as an iinporled wood, the chances
are greatly in I'.ivour of its lieing well received

;

but because it is merely Poplar and grows at

home, it must of necessity be at a discount.

Leaving, however, these hypothetical points, we
will look a little into the purposes for which it

could be used—purposes for wl^icll the foreign

wood now "rules the roast.'' Of these I do not
hesitate to say that liouse-building of many kinds
is one of the most imiiortant— not merely dwell-
ing-houses, but the thousaml and one accessories

to them. As was pointed out in the article

which gave lise 1o the>e rt marks, if the wood is

nbjected to because it will not resist damp, there
are many purpoH'S in house-building where the
property of resisting damp is not required, and,
what is more to the point, I believe that its

peri.shable nature is over-rated. Be this as it

may, there can be no question in this respect as

to its fitness for floors, especially for the upper
stories. For packing-case making, the absence
of any objectionable property which could injure

the contents renders it especially valuable. For
packing pianos and other musical instruments,
lor instance, wdiat could be more suitalde than J
this clean, tough, and light wood ? This cla.ss ^
of case would not of cour.se consume a large bulk
of wool, but I particularise this as showing the
direction of future possible extension. For
boarding underneath iron roofing, or for the
matter of that under tiles, the Poplar is a very
suitable wood. In many cases it is now used for

the purpose. In public iron buildings it is the
very thing for the wood linings, which are

always necessary, and its non-intlammable nature
is an especial recommendation.

On estates its principal uses will naturally be
for buildings of one kinil or another, but even for

fences it may occasionally be used to advantage
where it is more or less of a temporary nature.

It may look like straining a point to advocate its

employment for such a tiling, but I have again

and again seen it used for this work, never, of

course, for posts, but in close boarding or upright
paling where it does not come in contact with
the soil, and is covered with some protecting

substance. It wouhl be possible to lengthen in-

definitely the list of instances where this wood
has favouralily stood tests which one would have
naturally considered too severe ; but enough has
iieen said for the present to show that the Poplar,

so far from being looked upon almost as a "weed,"
has an undoubted right to be regaixled as one of

our most useful timber trees. What it.s future

is to be must lie with growers and us-ers ; b\it if

it does not come to be lietter thought of, the fault

is not in the wood itself. D. J. Yeo.
Lyiiclutiii, If'iltx.

Lightning and trees.—It is a very cnmnionly
expressed idea that there is less danger to individuals

whii happen to be overtaken in a thunder storm if it

is accompanied by a down]50ur of rain than would
b^ the case if the rain was absent. From the obser-

vation of the effects of the electi-ic fluid upon tree>-,

thtre seems to be ground for such a belief, as it

would appear that where a considerable amount of

moisture is present the lightning is abs-irbed and
conducted away without causing any rupture in the

medium through which it passes. The state of know-
ledge, however, with regard to the way in w hieh the

fluid acts upon trees is in ratlur an elementary con-

dition, although there are few things more worthy of

the notice of foresters wlio are at all scientifically

incliued. So far as ob.servatioiis have gone, as already

intimated, it seems pretty ule:ir that not only does

the amount of moi.-ture in a tree produce an effect,

but also the character of the tree itself and the season

when it is stniek. As an example of the way in

which moisture comlucts electricity, the case of an
electrified tropical forest has been cited, where h- avy

r.aius had fallen and so.aked the trees, which the i

became charge I with electricity. Subsecjuently, a

thimder storm passed over the electiitied tiees, which
were thus induced to part with their store of the

fluid into the cloud ahove in such a manner that the

phenomenon was visible to the eye. As each flash

from the cloud passed, the points of the trees gradually 9
became aglow, until another flash relieved them of
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thtir superabundant charge. To bring us to what
more commonly occurs in this country, the investiga-

tions which were made some j'ears ago by Professor
CoUadon, and reported in the Times, may be of in-

terest. This gentleman made a minute examination
of a tall Poplar which h:<d been struck by lightning

in a street in Geneva, and the conclusions at which
he arrived with regard to it support the theory which
has been referred to. These shortly were, that the
fluid first s'rikes the highest branches, especially tlinse

most exposed to the rain, runs through almost ;dl ihe

smaller branches until it reaches the tn uk which,
being a much worse conductor, presuii a'lly from its

greater drj-nes?, is generally ruptiu-td. From this it

is argued that the topmost branches of trees during a
storm would be the safest position, and it is pointed
out that birds in the branches are seldom killed. A
Lombardy Poplar,wiili a spring or pool of water near
its base, would, therefore, form a good lightning con-
ductor if placed in proximity to a building, but care
must be taken that the pool is not on the opposite
side of the building, as there is a case on record where
a flash of lightning left a tree thus situated, pas.-ed
through the building, and entered the water on the
other side. Such cases tend to prove that the con-
dition, character, and position of trees has much to
do with the action of lightning upon them, Lut, as
has been said, the state of knowledge in this direc-
tion is not very advanced. At the present season it

is unusual to have oppoitunities of noting effects, as
thunderstorms are not common ; but as they occur,
it would be very interesting if the action of th»-

lightning flash upon trees was more carefully observed
and the results made public.

PLANTING WASTE LAND IN IREL.\ND
It is ,L;enerally ailmitted that timber is one of the
I'lincipal waiiLs of Ireland, ami as there are va.st
stretches of unoccupied land in that country
capable of growing; all classes of useful timber
generally cultivated in this country to great per-
fection, and plenty of able and willing hands to
carry out the work at a moderate outlay, -we have
every reason to believe that such an enterprise
would be fraught «ilh the most happy results—
ill the way of sowing the seeds of peace and con-
tentment among the working cla-ses of that
country, the fruits of which would gradually
lipen and come to maluriiy for the benefit of
future generations and the community at large.

The climate of Ireland is rather damp, and -n-e

have heard it suggested that by planting the
barren wastes of that country this evil would Ije

increased, and that it was by no means clearly
proved ihat tree planting would be beneficial ivv
the good of the country in that respect. That
forests attract and retain moisture no one, we
think, will deny, but at the same time we mujt
not forget that growing timber is also a very
powerful evaporator, and in the formation ()f

every pound of woody filjre there mu-t be several
hundred poundsof water evaporated by the trees;
so that if the latter attract moisture, thVv likewise
store up moisture by the shade which tiiey afford
as well as the vegetable mould firmed liy the
fallen leaver, and as such moisture is grdciually
given out by the trees, vegetation and crops iii

the vicinity are benefited, shelter .'ecured, the
climate improved, and the evil effects (jf the un-
mitigated action of the elements modified and
brought to a large extent under control.

Although water is necessary for tree growth,
yet the weather in uncultivated districts of the
country is generally in extremes. When rain
sets in it olten comes in the shape of an over-
whelming Hood, tearing up the sut face and strew-
ing the cUhris in all directions, while cultivated
grountl at a lower elevation is inundated by the
ripid flood

; crops destroyed and left in a state of
indiscriminate ruin. But excesses of Nature often
beget excesses, and it is no uncommon thing before
and sometimes after a spate to have a period of ex-

cessive dry weather which burns up and stops the
growth of natural permanent Gras-ser, by which
means sheep pasture on hilly distiicts of the
country is rendered almost worthles.s, to the sad
lo.ss and disappointment of the flock-master. In
order, then, to counteract this state of things and
mitigate such e.\cesses, we contend that judicious
tree planting is the best, surest, and most prac-
tical remedy, and that tlie study of the whole
subject is Worthy of the attention of statesmen,
landowners, engineers—inshoit, all who havetlie
true interests of the country at heart.

But the utility of tree planting is by no means
confined tci hilly wind-swept distiicts of the
country, as I luive drained and planted with suc-
cess wet boggy ground at a low elevation, and
when the trees were thoroughly established they
rendered the ground firm and dry, and thus im
proved the climate, and clothed a former morass
with a crop of useful timber.

J. B. Webster.

FENCES AND FENCING WOODS.
Fescixg in one form or another consumes a very
considerable quantity of native grown wood, anil

although most kinds may be used for the pur-
pose, some ilesciiptions are naturally more
suitable than others. The use for which a fence
is intended will have much to do with the
determination of what shall be employed in its

construction, and the kind of material available
on the spot is not a less impurlant consideration.
Of Course, of all fences, the live hedge is the
most widely distributed, but this does not come
within the range of the present remaiks.

Of the other great; division of fences largely or
wdiolly composed of wood, known as dead fencing,
it is propo-ed to speak. Of this clas^ the most
rudimeutaiy is probably

The wattle fence. — Tliis is formed by stakes
being driven into the ground along the line the
mound is intended to occupy, and between these,

siUiiller rods are intertwined after tlie fashion
of rough basket-work. When carefully made,
fences of this kind will .sometimes last for years,
but unless it is in places under trees where a live

fence would not succeed it is (juestionable w hether
the wattle fence is a very economical one to

con-tiuct. It very often occurs round small
paddocks where it is desirable that the boundary
should be kept close in (.rder to prevent the
egress of the smaller of the animals turneil there
to graze, and it is also occasionally found sur-
rounding orchard.*, probably for the i>urpose ol

pievenliug the ingre-ss of intruders. With .some
it is the rule to reneiv this description of fence
periodically, but, unless in exceptional instances,

it .seems to entail an amount of unnecessary
labour, as other fences could be made of a more
permanent character. Where, however, under
wood of sufficient size to provide the stakes, and
also fit for the wattling, is abumlant, there is the
one great advantage that no skilled labour need
be employed. A hedging-bill and an iron bar
for forming the holes for inserting the stakes are
about all the tools recjuired. Besides the Wiltle,

there is another kind of mound wdiicli niav be
erected without the aid of the saw or skilled
labour in any form. This, though, is of a very
dirterenl character, and may be termed

The single-hail unsawn fence.—As this

difi'eis in character from the last, the purpose it

is intended to serve is of course very different,

and the way in which it is erected may be varied
so that the material availalile may be used to the
best advantage. A plan sometimes adopted when
the fence is only wanted to exclude large

animals is to select posts from the larger branches

of any kind of trees which may happen to be
felled on or near the spot, and to chcote the rails
from the longer and straighter limbs of the same
character. The posts, some 4 inches to 6 inches in
diameter and about G feet long, are set 2 feet in
the ground at distances suitable to take the rails
which will be irregular in length. These, when
the posts are properly chosen, and cut out with
a fork at the top—and this can easily enough l)e

done, providing it is understood as the lopping
of the tree gots on—will not be required to be
hastened or morticed into the po.st, as the weight
of the rough unsawn rail resting in the fork at
the top of the post will be suHicient to retain it

in its position and to sustain a considerable knock
or push.

The single-rail sawn fence.—This is some-
times a very useful .style of fence on the top ot a
high mounil wheie a young live fence is about
to be established. It is generally of a less heiglit
than the last named knd and consumes niiich
less material. From it* name it is obvious that
the saw will be rBfjuired to prepare it, and this
will be the case wiih most of the others which
will claim our notice. When a .saw-mill is on
the estate little ditficulty will be found in the
woik, and wdiere much tencing has to be done
tlie saw-bench is an indispensable adjunct. For
the single-rail sawn fence the posts will not
require to be longer than 5 feet, as 3 feet or even
less above ground will generally be ample. The
size and stieiigth of these and the rails will have
to be regulated by tlie demands likely to be made
upon it. For the lighter descriptions of this

I'eiije it « ill not always be founcl necessary to

mortice the posts as long stout nails may lie used
to fasten the raiR When morticing is required
the holes for the moitice may be bortd Viy the
auger or by the bit, wdiich is sometimes aitacheil

to the .spindle of the saw-bench. Fur working
out the ere of the mortice wdiere no great nicety
is e.s.sential a small axe will often be found quite
as eflfcctive as a m diet and chisel.

The two to five-rail sawn fence.—Sawn
rail fences, as the positions where they have to

be erected and the uses they have to seive vary,
are made -with Ironi two to five rails, ami as the
way ill w liich they are prepared is very similar,

they may be very well included in the same
clas-'. There is, in fact, no marked dirt'erence

between this class and tlie one-rail fence, excejit

that the po.-ts are longer and heavier, and the
rails generally .stouter. The posts are mostly
prepared by a central cut being made down round
logs from G inches to 9 inches in diameter, and
the mortice worked tlirough from the flat sur-
face, or vice versa.

The trellis fence.—A very good mound is

sometimes formed from short and otherwise
waste material by driving in stakes in opposite
directions at a sufficient angle to form a trellis

with diamond-shaped openings. The height of

this, as of other fences, cau be varied to suit re-

quireineu's; but it is unusual to find this kind
of fence made of any great height, as from the
rough and irregular nature of the material thnre
would be a difliculty in making a good fini.sh.

The general mode of pre])aration is to run a
centre cut down the poles or other wood wdticli

has t) be used and point them with an axe.

The smooth surfaces are then, in driving, pdaced
together and fastened by stout nails. Of rail

fences there are all kinds of modifications, and
among.-t these is

The wood and wire fence.—When wires
alone are u.sed in place of rails, the posts are

simply sawn with a smooth surface and not
morticed, the wire being fixed by means of staples.

Sometimes, however, it is desirable that the lower
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portion should be composed of wooden rails, and
occasionally dose boarded. When this is done

the number of rails to be u.seil, and their distances,

must be determined when preparin;^ the posts,

and mortices sutticient and at. proper intervals lie

orraed. The boarding may then be fixed by

means of nailing, as may be deemed best.

The cleft fence.—Tliis should perhaps have

been enniiierated earlier, as it is a kind of fence

whei'e the saw is not required, but if the quality

and straighlness of the timber required for cleav-

ing are taken into account, it occupies the right

place, as it would lie useless to think of trying to

construct a clelt fence of rough or knotty wood.
Although no machinery is necessary to prepare

it, some judgment is required in the cleaving; as

to the workman, the business of cleaving is rela-

tivel}' a more ditttcult one than sawing. So far

as the fence it.self is concerned, there is no differ-

ence, e.\cept that the line of cleavage does not

present such an even surface as would be pro-

duced by the saw, and that it may gain a little

in strength from being worked in the direction

of the grain.

The clo.se-boarded fexce.—This is found in

an almost infinite variety of forms, from the

substantial and extensive pai-k or villa fence to

the slight and cheap fence in more unpretentious
positions. Although differing in detail, the
framework of this class of mound is materially

the .same as that of the .sawn-rail fence, the

principal difference being that the rails are not
lixed so closely together, and the boards are

nailed either vertically or diagonally to them.

The paled fence.—Practically the construc-

tion of this is the same as the close-boarded

fence to which reference lias just been made, tlie

pales being simply narrow boards with spaces

left between them instead of their being placed
closely side liy side. With respect to material,

the paled fence does not, of course, consume any-
thing like the proportion that the close-boarded
description does.

We have now locked a little at some of the
principal classes of fences commonly found in

this country, but nothing has yet been said of

fencing woods. It may be said that almost every
kind of wood growing in this country is more or

less fit for these uses, but thougli this is true, it

must be admitted that the various kinds have
very different values in this respect. As for most
other constructive purposes,

The Oak must head the list of fencing woods,
and is a material which is used in all the grades,

from the most expensive to the cheapest. Used
to some extent for rails, the chief value of the
Oak is for posts. Indeed, it is to this purpose
that the greater portion of an Oak tree above the
bole is generally turned, the larger limbs going
for gate and other squared-up posts, and the
smaller sizes for unsquared fence posts. Where
these are large enough, as has been remarked
with regard to preparing posts, they are simply
sawn down the centre, and where they are not
of sufficient size for this they are merely chopped
to one or two smooth surfaces by means of the
axe or adze and used whole. The principal
drawback to using very small dimensions in this

way is the large amount of sapwood in propor-
tion to the heartwood in the extreme tops of the
trees. It is not always, however, that posts are
made from the tops of Oak trees, as it is not
unusual to use small trees and saplings for the
purpose. In selecting these, care should be taken
that when cleft posts or rails have to be prepared
that the clean grained trees should be set aside,

and the sawn part cut from the more knotty ones.

The Elm does not take a high rank as a
fencing wood, yet in some instances it is found

to be very useful for the purpose, especially

when a supply is on the place and no other wood
is readily to lie got at. The single-rail unsawn
fence which has been spoken of is sometimes

made from Elm limbs, and, notwithstanding this

wood not lieing considered good for posts, when
rough logs are set in the ground with the bark

on they will often last for several years, and

when the longest and straightest limbs are used

for the rails and simply placed in the forks of

the posts the cost is a mere nothing ; and if it is

required to remove the fence before the wood is

decayed it will Ije just as useful for any other

purpose as it would had it not Ijeen used for a

fence at all. Elm can also be used for fencing

in the shape of sawn rails of the ordinary' size,

say 3 inches to 4 inches deep and 2 inches thick,

cut into about 10-feet lengths and used with Oak
posts, and with a stud in the centre of the bars a

very good fence is made. In some cases, too,

Elm is a suitable wood for a paled or close

boarded fence.

The Ash should never be used for posts, and
good timber of this sort will generally be too

valuable to use up in work of this kind, where it

would only last for a limited time. In some

instances, however, for rails Ash poles used

in the round answer very well. If material

had to be bought they would be scarcely the

thing to invest in for fencing, but when they

grow on the estate and at hand they may be

used to advantage to a reasonable extent. Be-

yond this there is not much hardwood used for

fencing ]>urposes, and, as has been mentioned, the

use of the two last is restricted. Of the common
hardwoods Oak is undoubtedly par excellence

the wood for fencing. As the Oak stands among
the hardwoods, so

The Larch stands among the Fir tribe, and as

to the amount used it no doubt exceeds that of

the Oak, as from its general habit of growth as

well as from its lasting qualities it seems par-

ticularly fitted to work up for fencing without

waste. It would be interesting to know the

proportion of this wood used for fencing com-

pared with all other uses it is put to—from its

youngest growth, when it serves to merely stop a

"gap in a live hedge, to its mature size, when it

cuts up at the saw-mill into posts and squared

rails ; by-the-by, however, although the larger

the better for squaring into rails, the most; profit-

able size for converting into posts is poles or

trees of 6 inches to 8 inches in diameter, as these

by a single cut down the centre turn out a couple

of good posts without waste. This would be for

the ordinary four or five-rail fence ; when a

heavier mound is wanted the sizes must, of

course, be proportionately larger. The best

finish for the top of post is a band of hoo]i iron

nailed round within an inch or two of the end.

The Scotch Fir, for purposes under review,

follows the Larch, but is better adapted for nils

than for posts. Wliether this is so in its native

forests we are not prepared to say, liut here in the

south it hardly holds a superior position to the

Spruce in this respect. Wien, however, it is used

on the ground a very good trellis fence is formed

by this or the Larch" being split down the centre

and driven into the ground, as described in the

remarks on the trellis fence. The bark being left

on gives a very good effect. Small hanging gates

are very often constructed from this wood, and

answer" the purpose well. The hanging style is

made of a length of round pole, and the head also

from a length of a smaller size—the rails and dia-

gonal brace of half-round lengths and the pales of

the same kind and form. In each case the bark is

retained on the wood, the poles being placed

either upright or diagonally. The posts, too, if

desired, may be of round pieces of Fir, with the

bark upon them. When this is done, if merely
to give an opening in a hedge, it has a very good
appearance ; and when part of a fence formed
diagonally in the same direction (which, of course,

would require rails;, or in trellis fashion, a gate

like this adds to the lout ensemble.

The Si'ruce Fir, fcjr fencing, is often spoken
rather rdightingly of, but i>rovided it is only used
for rails or jioles, or, in fact, in any position in i

which it does not come in contact with the ground, I

it is a very useful wood. It is cheap to buy, or '

if it is on the place, what amounts to the same
thing, it will not fetch much to sell. It is easily

sawn up and will stand railing fairly well, and is

light to handle. For temporary fence.s, where,
for instance, Quick lias been planted, good Spruce
lails will generally last until the hedge has be-

come well established, and this is long enough.
The posts may be of Scutch Fir, or preferably of

Larch or Oak, but Spruce rails, in nine cases out
of ten, will answer every puip.i.se. For pales,

too, or even for close boarding, the Spruce may
often be used with considerable success. Where
110 great amount of labour is entailed, and an
erection is only wanted to last for a few years,

the value of the Spruce is not, as a rule, fairly

estimated.

In touching upon fences andfencingwoods little

has been said upim g.ites, but, in a general way,

the same kinds Vpf wooil would be suitable for

these as foi' the fences themselves, but preferably

Oak and Larch. Elm in some cases is used for

rails, but is hardly to be recommended.
The larger branches of Oak, when of the right

bend, are sometimes used for what is here known
as " Yorkshire '' stiles. These are fixed some
2 feet in the ground, and are constructed of two
posts, which at the ground level are placed about

1 foot apait, and there joined by two short pieces

placed transversely. These posts bend outwards,

and at the height of some 4 feet, which is about

the limit to which they reach, they open out to

some 2 feet, allowing sufficient room for any but

the very corpulent to pass through comfortably,

and without the exertion of climbing a stile made
of rails in the ordinary wav*. There are of course

many other kinds of fencing, and some other

woods may be used, but not to any great extent,

in what may fairly be termed timber fences.

D. J. Yeo.

The Holly in coverts.—At this season when
woodlands are for the most part bare we appreciate

the Holly more than at any time of the year. It is

also a favourite resort of different kinds of game. The
sportsman may often beat clumps of Bays, Laurel.s,

and Rhododendrons without raising a single bird, but

it is seldom he beats a clump of Hollies without

being rewarded for his trouble. The Holly is not

only one of the handsomest Evergreen plants we
have, but also one of the hardiest whether as regards

soil, elevation and exposure. I have planted it with

success on all classes of soil—from deep peat bog at a

low elevation, as well as in the recesses of rocky

bluffs where there was little soil of any description,

and at an elevation of upwards of 1000 feet above

sea level, and I think it a pity that it is not used on

a more extensive scale, seeing that its merits are of

so high an order. It is easily propagated, and the i

forester can have no great difficulty in raising plants

for such purposes at small expense, and by a little

care and painstaking the plants can be removed with

success at all stages of their growth, and whether

planted in masses, single specimens, or below the

drip of large trees, it is perfectly at home.—J. B.

Webster.

SHORT NOTE.— WOODS AND FORESTS.

Durability of Larch.—The house I live in was built

100 years ago. I have just had a skylight put in the roof.

The joiner brought me parts of two spans he had cut away ;

he said they were so hard, he had difficulty in cutting them.
They were of Larch and quite sound. The wood was growu
In Blidworth Parish, Notts.—H. J. G. I
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*' This is an Art
Which does mend Nature : change it rather : but
The Art itself is Nature."—IShakespeare.

Garden in the House.

ENDUKANCE OF CUT FLOWERS.
Cut flowers are a perennial care and interest

wiLli all ui ns, and it observant readers will send

nutes during the next few weeks of kinds which
last long in water, or open in water, or improve
when so opened, the result will be uselul, and
will save much anxiety and waste of lime and
ll iwers, caused so often by the indiscriminating

use of such as fade as soon as cut. My observa-

tion exteuds ouly over the last twelve mouths,
and was aroused Hrst b)' leceiving in January
last j-ear a dozen Christmas Roses, in tight bud
stage, packed in a cigarette box barely capable of

containing a single fud-blovvn flower. SecoiuUy,

Irom Jliircli onwari-1 I hail occasion my^elf to

send a weekly despatch of (lowers to Lonclon, and
studied that they should be such and so received

that they wouhl not excite the sad sensation ot

ruined beauty, but might live to cause interest

and pleasure for some days in a London draw ing-

room.

In tcs ing flowers here in countr}' air, some
las;ed So long that 1 conclude it is possible by

cuttiug some twenty chosen kinds of hard}
flowers on twenty days to have excellent decora-

tive flowers iu perfection throughout at least the

nine months ot autumn, winter, and spring. In
really hot summer weather and in gas-heated

room-j few flowers can la^t long. The dozen
Christmas Uoses (Helleborus niger) reached me,
as jtwt stated, in tight bud, and so short m stem
that when 1 ranged them round a tumbler ol

warm water alter their journey, they hung tlieii

necks over the rim and held on by their chins,

without anyone being able to set foot on the

botiom of the glass. There for some daj'S they
l.ioked like little white swans asleep, but opened
one by one until at the end of a week all were
out. The stalks lengthened until some of them
stood an inch or more above the glass, and at the

end of three weeks all were perfect flowers.

Jasmiiuun nudifljiuni cut in bud three weeks
ago is still perfect. Snowdrops next will grow
larger blooms and longer stalks iu water, and
List three weeks well. Daflbdils (best of all

flowers to pack and carry perfectly in smallest

compass) may be cut long before they come out.

It is to be regretted they are not imported in this

way, as, opening in water they are larger in size,

liiglier in colour, and more delicate, too, than if

opened outside; they will last a mouth, cany ing

us to the full tide of spring when no one netd
want lloweis in town or country. Tulips, notably

double ones, and Anemones (coronaria and ful-

gen.-') pack and last well. St. Bruno's Lily (An-
ihericum) and Ir.ses of many kinds do excellently,

every bloss(un opening if cut when the fir^t

shows colour. Of wild flower.-!, which many like,

but regartl as useless because they faile so soon, it

will be found that if cut in bud many last well,

and arrange in a manner in which they will not

do when gathered in bloom, anil allowed to get

limp and faded before they can be put in water.

The pretty white field Saxifrage (S. granulata),

which whitens whole fields here, lasts a month in

water with successively opening blooms, provided

he large seed-pods be weekly snipped ofTwith

cisaors. The King Cup (Callha p.dustris), the

Ox-eye Daisy (Chrysanthemum Leucanthemum),

and the Corn Marigold (C. scgetuni) last each a

month, and grow something like half as large

again in water as they do when left on their

roots.

Wild Roses in all their beautiful shades are

seldom thought worth cutting, as they fall in a

day, but, cut in bud and loosely arranged, it will

astonish anyone if a vase of tliese little pink and

white points be arranged on a dewy evening and

reproduced at breakfast the next sunny morning.

Every blossom will be open and gay as a butter-

fly, with a natural poise that no hand could give

in arranging the full-blown flowers, and opened

thus they "last three days or more. Foxgloves

will continue to open flowers indefinitely to the

tops of their tall spires, and look excellently well

in large pitchers of terra-cotta in shado-\vy farts

on the floor of a room, with the long-lasting Sun-

flower, Tropa3olums, Thistles, Docks, Teasels,

and Lilies, which latter again open better in

water than out of doors. Dwarf Tropasolums

sown thickly and left crowded form capital cut-

ting material if the small plants be gathered

when some three to five buda are swelling.

Trimmed of all hut a leaf or two, they last

several weeks. There is no end to the use of

the trailing sorts where flowers are used on wall

brackets, as ends cut off w^ill open every bud and

continue to grow .some feet in length afl through

autumn to Christmas time. Asphodelus ramo-

sus is extremely beautiful, and opens consecutive

blooms up its long spike. The Paris Daisy

(Chrysanthemum frutescens) is peculiar, as inas-

mnch as the ternunal bud wdiich opens Hrst has

usually .some side buds which intercept tlie flow

nf sap, and cause quick fading of the open hlooui;

Ijut if the side buds be removed, single blossoms

will last long and attain a large size in water.

Gladioli are well known to open from base to

pinnacle in \vater, and require only the attention

nf plucking away each bloom as it fades. Che-

lone barbata, Lobelia cardinalis, and Pyrethrum
uliginosum cut at an early stage last long, and

improve iu water and are most useful. Aster

Amellus lasts two months, improves in col ur

when kept some time in water, and is an excf 1-

lent decorative flower. A white Clematis (lanu-

ginosa type), which will not open out of doors

here, I cut in October wdien the long buds are

quite green, and it expands in an interesting

way, until a foitnight after gathering the peta-

loid sepals lie flat open, white like depo.sited

silver, and after a month or six weeks of growing

perfection it fades away iu a beautiful shade of

blue. The Jackmanni type will not open in

wati r.

My most lasting friend of all, however, has

been lielenium autumnale, a littlS known, but

interet-ting and beautiful Daisy-shaped flower,

peculiar as it opens for the curved finger-like

claws of the ray florets as they lie within the

large expanded calyx. The ray florets are set

wide apart at the base, which, with their slight

twisting and irregularity, together with the fact

that they are broader at the tips than at their

base^, give the lemon-yellow blossoms a unique

ajipearance. Root action of this and other

plants ceased this year before the blooms were

out, and, observing this, I cut all the heads off

the Heleniuni, as I have said, early in October,

and, with those op"n when cut and the litth'

hard green buds which opened successively, I

wa^ well off for perfect blooms of this flower

until after Christmas Day. Most flowers which
will open in water produce larger blooms, are

of better colour, and last longer than they

would do on the plant. The variation in shades

of colour, of which the TropEeolums give extra-

ordinary example, is iftost interesting to ".vatch.

By retaining lasting flowers as a nucleus and

adding to them any fleeting ones which are

available from day to day, much can be learned

as to ivhat flowers harmonise and arrange well

with each other.

Most flowers which last long in water vi'M

open in water, and a reason for the long duration

of inflorescence is doubtless to be found in the

interruption to some of its vital functions,

caused by severance from the stem, and removal

from the influences of sun, air and insects,

which prevents the perfecting of pistils, and

stamens, and completion of fertilisation.

This is easily observable in Daisy-like flowers.

For insUxnce, the ray florets of Pyrethrum
uliginosum gathered in half-open bud form

will be observed to dwell sometimes several

days without apparent jirogress, when, on the

eve of opening, suddenly they fully expand,

and the reason will be found in the opening

of the outer row of the disc florets ; so that tire

ray florets .have waited upon those of the disc,

wiiich contain the organs of reproduction.

The disc florets continue for a month to open in

concentric rings, and the rays continue their

subservience to them by retaining good condition

until the last central florets open, when the lays,

having served their attractive purpose, imme-
diately lose their colour and die.

If other correspondents will add notes in this

direction, I think interesting and useful results

will be recorded, and probalily the reason for

Helleborus niger la.sting so long can be ex-

plained, and also the rapid fading of H. orientalis,

to which Mr. Woodall, "Lex," and Mr. Archer-

Hind allude in recent numbers, but do not

explain. Mr. Archer-Hind confuses the Lent

Lily with the Lenten Rose, but this is probably

a lapsus calami. D. Docker.
King's Norton, Worcestershire.

THE MLSUSE OF FLOWERS.

The remarks on this subject that have .appeared in

The Garpkn <at different times will doubtless have

been cordially welcomed bynumerous over-worked gar-

deners, many of whom, in common with "D.T. F.," have

long siDce become dissatisfied with existing fashions

as regards the use ot cut flowers. There is no novelty

in the matter, however, as, according to my expe-

rience, as many flowers were expected from the garden

twelve years ago as at the jiresent time, and it is

among the less wealthy classes that a greater desire

for cut flowers and plants for all sorts of purposes has

lately sprung into existence.

" C. R. S. D.," when commenting on the misuse of

flowers (p. 65), unwittingly, doubtless, does gardeners

as a class an injustice, or, to be plain, does not give

them much credit for good taste in the .arrangement

of plants. This is the pass.ige to which I object

:

" Perhaps it is not to be wondered at that many pri-

vate gardens strike one as resembling to a great

extent a well-kept nursery, when one considers that

the gardeners have often had nothing else but a trade

establishment from which to develop ideas." As a

matter of fact, the majority of gardeners spend but

little of their time in nurseries, and if they have any

ideas at all in the decorating line these are developed

in private gjirdens. Gardeneis cannot make show

houses of all their plant-growing structures, the grand

display usually being made in a conservatory, this

being fed from the other houses. The various kinds

of plants are formally grouped in the latter to admit

of their being properly treated, very few attempting

mixtures that would please the taste of a certain class

of visitors, but which from long experience have been

found unsuited to successful plant culture.

Every class of plants should be disposed where they

thiivebeat, even if tbey do look like a set of tea-cups,

and when the time comes either the bloomsor the plants

are available for whatever purpose they are grown.

If they are eventually misused or misapplied, it is not

often the fault of the gardener. Great numbers of
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jilants find tlicjir wsiy intii dwelliiiijliousus to come out

later on tit only for tbo rubhisli lioap, while in too

many cases conservatories n:iL;ht trnthfuUy Vie termed
" slaughter houses." I have long been of opinion tb.it

indiscriminate mi.\tures of either cut flowers or plants

are objection.able, and much prefer to see them
grouped in separate colours. One, or at the most two,

colours are ample fur one vase, these being accompa-
jiied with suitable greenery ; and the same remarks
hold got)d with regard to a group of plants, whether
large or small, that rn.ay be arranged in a hall or

room. When I would admit more colours it should
be in the case of one class of plants, such as Chrysan-
themums, Begonias, Gloxinias, Calanthes, and zonal

Pelargoniums. Mixtures are pretty, but masses are

more attractive, and they have the advantage of being
also more favourable to the well-being of the p'ants.

Travellers wlio have seen large groups of one sort of

plant luxuriating in their natural habitat very rarely

appreciate conservatory mixtures ; but if you can
show them a bank of Arums in full bloom, a house of

Kiicharis .at its best, a liank of Ferns and Calanthes,
l^'erns and Gloxinias, Ferns and Begonias, a mass of

Cinerarias or Primulas or Cyclamens, a house full

of well-Howered single or double zonal Pelar-

gfiniiuns, a roof furnished with an Allamanda or

J-)ipladenia, or a well-arranged fernery, they are

obliged to confess that Nature can be improved upon
with adv.antage.

At one of the grand summer shows that used to be
held at South Kensington valuable prizes were offered

for large groups of miscellaneous plants. The first

]>rize was awarded to an arrangement in which Ferns
were the t^nly plants used, these being grouped jungle
fashion. The second prize grouji, however, was a
revelation to many of us, nothing but white flowering
pilants and Ferns being employed. Anything more
beautiful it would be difficult to im.agine, and the
arrangement was rightly placed before grand mixtures
of innumer.able choice Howering and fine-foliaged

plants, such, perhaps, .as would have gladdened the
heart of '!). T. F." as well as " C. K. S. D." Very
frequently since then I have grouped white flowering
and foliaged plants with Ferns in conservatories,

entrance halls, churches and dining-rooms, and they
never fail to please. Then, as bearing upon the sub-
ject of grouping species, I ask, who would wish to

break up the immense groups of Foxgloves to be met
with on some of the Welsh hills, or would wish to

disturb the beautiful masses of wild Orchises and other
British Orchids to be met with hereabouts ? Mixed
in borders, they are comparatively insignificant, but
in masses they are grand and beautiful, and gardeners
are not so far wrong in grouping their respective

kinds of plants either under glass or in the open.

Masses of flowers may be out of place on a
dining-table, .and very few decorators, I should ima-
gine, would think of thus wasting them. It is true
there are very queer fashions in vogue ; one of these,

and of which " D. T. F." takes cognisance, is to lay
down some figure or set design on the cloth in which
masses of showy flowers play an important part
Sometimes an animal is delineated, but such figures

are simply ridiculous. There is no doubt about this

being a misuse of flowers, and a clean table cloth

ni.ay well be preferred. It is equally or even more
unadvisable to place heavy banks of plants of Eucharis,
Ijilies, Orchids, trained Poinsettias, or any other
]ilants in such a manner as to obstruct the view, but
there the oljjectiou ceases, always provided the pro-
jirietor affi>rfls the means of preparing the various
Jilants and flowers re(|uired, and allows a sufficient

lunnber of hands to do the work. On ordinary occa-
sions very little decorating is recpiired, but even this

should be good, as it not unfrequently happens that a
gardener gains more credit for the fruit and flowers
put on the table than for .all the rest of his labours.

W. I. M.

.are narrow and whitish, the petals broad, almost
round, and of a clear, light blue, while the lip is

bluish-purple and pencilled in ]iarts. It is extremely
attractive, as the blue is so pure and tlie colour is so

unusual among Orchids. It is a Brazilian plant, and
very rarely seen in bloom. Among other interesting

Orchids blooming in this nursery may be mentioned
Peristeria pendula, a handsome little plant, quite a

contrast to the Dove plant, P. elata, in point of stature.

It bears short drooping spikes from the base of the

bulbs. The flowers are thickly set, globose, pale pink
spotted with a deeper tint. There are also several

flowering plants of the lovely and much-sought-after
Cielogyne Lemoniana, the lemon-crested variety of

C. cristata.

Acacallis cyanea.—This rare little Orchid,
which is also known under the name of Aganisia
cyanea, is now flowering in Mr. J. Bonny 's nursery
in Downs I'ark Eoad, Hackney. It is a distinct-

looking plant with creeping rhizomes, and small
ovate bulbs, and long broarlish leav.-s. The flowers,
borne in sjiikcs, are about 1.^ inches across ; the sep.als

NOTES ON RECENT NUMBERS.
PH.iL.-ENOPSlS SC1IILLEBI.\NA (p. 88).—I have

had the pleasure of seeing the plants iiniler Mr.
Eden's care at Heuliani Hall, though not at a time
when they were in hloom, hut I am jjretty sui-e

that they wouhl nuike some of tlie swell Orcliid

growers open their eyes a hit at any time of the

year. The chief thing I wish to call attentitm to

concerning them is that they are not plants which
have hoen imported during the last few years,

but that they have been in this country for some
time, and are certainly none the worse for that.

There seems to he a growing tendency to treat

Orchidssomewhatlike Roman Hyacinthsnow that

they can he obtained so easily. They are bought
cheaply at a sale, flowered for a year or two, and
are then lieard of no more ; in fact, it is some-
times questioned whether some of them will live

more than a brief life in a cultivated state. Such
an idea is likely to do harm to the cause of Orchid
growing, and is sullicient to frighten amateurs
from an attempt at a mastery of their recpiire-

ments, besides disgusting those whose purses are

not so bulky as they tt.sed to be. It is by ren-

dering a plant amenable to his culture, and his

culture beneficial to the plant, that the skill of a

good gardener is shown ; the Roman Hyacinth
style of business, like ready-prepared needlework,
does not give proof of much original cleverness

in the hands of its completer, the success or

failure being more largely the result of the pre-

paration of the materials. In Orchid growing it

must in reality he a much greater pleasure to

infuse year by year strength and beauty into

each individual specimen than merely to extract

from it what has been stored uj) by climatic or

other natural iniluences. Of course, new kinds
of Orchids keep descending upon us, in favour of

which some of the older ones are discarded, but
if only, say, one <|uarter of the plants were still

alive which have been imported during the last

decade, what a flowery country we should be
living in, almost sufficient to rival the fields of

the Hesperides. Perhaps OrchiiLs, together with
Lilium auratum, have .some "happy growing
ground" somewhere which we have not yet
realised.

KEEriNG Lenten Roses fresh in w.^ter

(p. 100).—There is a good deal to be leanit as to

when to cut flowers to ])ut in water and how to

keep them fresh. Datibdils, we know, should
be seized just before they hurst; Orchids, on the
other hand, not until they have been opened
Some time, after which they will often remain
longer in beauty oft' than they would have done
on the plants, especially if growth has com-
menced. Can anyone give us a hint as to Dog's-

tooth Violets, which are most provoking in the
way they "go flabby," for they would otherwise
he useful things at their special time of year for

"indoor work." Some flowers want drink before

ajourney;some, like the common wood Anemone,
if allowed to "booze" for twenty-four hours, will

do without anything further for a considerable

time. There are nuiuy recipes for keeping

Maiden-hair fronds fresh, from lioiling water to

liulling it nj) by the roots; but there are a
niiniber cjf plants, and "greens'' too, whiih turn
sulky and pay you out for having interfered with
them. There niu.st surely be some way of treat-

ing these, which shall represent to a certain ex-
tent what they have been accustomed to have.
Who shall say what it may be I

I'^iassex. C. B. S. D.

PLANTS FOR ROOM DECORATION.
Now is a goo<l time to increase the stock of ]ilants

for table and room decoration ; shift th(jse that

need larger pots, and generally overhaul the
whole collection, discarding such kinds as have
during the past year not been so useful as some
others. It is better to grow double the (juantity

of sorts that are useful than take uji sjiaee with
useless kinds. Crotons are always most useful

;

where stove heat can he hail they are easily

grown and they stand a long time imloors with-

out sustaining any harm, excejit ]ierhaps when
making growth in spring ; culd winds then are

apt to injure the young leaves, and, in conse-

ipience, impair the beauty of the plants. Crotons
are easily increased by means of cuttings taken
oft' with a heel, itiserted singly in snuill pots in

loam, leaf-soil, and peat, with a free use cjf coarse

silver sand and plunged in bcjttom heat under a
propagating frame or handlight. Suitable plants

can also be even more quickly obtained by ring-

ing. AVhen a plant has been in use for some time
the lower leaves generally fall off, or the jilant

becomes too large for the purpose required.

Under such circumstances at about (i inches

below the point of the .shoot cut off the bark for

about an inch in length ; make the incision quite

round the stem ; over the barked portion bind
some Moss which has previously had some silver

sand mixed with it, and tie some nuitting around
it to keep it firmly in its place. The plants

thus ojierated upon may remain in the stove

along with the others. Syringe them two or

three times daily to keep the Moss damp, when
roots will soon form and enter the Moss. As
soon as they show themselves outside cut the

shoots off the j)lant, place them in small pots

without interfering with the Moss, and if the pots

can be placed under a handlight in the same
house or in a propagating case for a week or so

until they commence to root into the new soil,

so much the better. By this means larger plants

are procured and of better colour than can be
had from cuttings, and in a much shorter time

they are ready for service well clothed with

leaves right down to the top of the pot. For
potting afterwards the soil should cotisist of two
parts tibry loam, one part jieat, crushed charcoal,

and a sprinkle of finely crushed bones together

with a free admi.\ture of coarse silver sand. Pot
firmly, using pots well draiued and not too large

;

under such conditions the ]dauts will produce
short stocky growth and colour well if placed

near the glass, which can be done in the follow-

ing numner. Procure ordinary saucers or feeders

and bore three small holes in each, just under
tlie run ; to this attach three pieces of strong

wire ; inside tlie saucer place a second smaller

one inverted, and on this the plant .should stand.

A loop should then be made in the wire by
whicli to suspend the whole from the roof in the

stove. Cucumber, or other houses in which suit-

able heat and light can be otained. In such a

position space is utilised ; the leaves have free

opportunity for development, and the moisture

contained in the bottom saucer is advantageous

to the plants. Syringe them freely twice lUrily

in fine weather, l>y which means the foliage

will be kept clean. When the pots are well

tilled with roots give occasional doses of liquid
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manure, whioli preserves the linttoni leaves

lonf;er in goml condition tlian they otherwise

would lie. As to kinds, those which drooj) are

best ; they should lie .L;rown wlien in a small

state with one stem, and when lartjer allow them
to lireak of their own accord, as they make more
praceful-lookinj; plants than when the points are

jiinched out. The best drooping; kinds for tal)le

decoration or even for v.ases are angustifolius,

.Tdhannis, majesticus, Countess, Prince of Wales,

Warreni, Weismanni, picturatus, Switizinianus.

The best erect-Rrowiufj varieties most suitable

for boxes, at the bottoms of minors or trays, on

fi'ont hall tables, or anywhere necessary for the

decoration of rooms are Hawkeri, Morti, Han-
Iniryanus, (Jueen Victoria, Williamsi, Disraeli,

Vei'tchi, and Earl of Derby. What is much
belter than Moss for coverinf,' the tops of the iiots

when in vases is Lycopodium denticulatum,

and a few plants of Panicnm varie<,'aturn dibbled

in amoiii^'st the f^reen Lycopodium coverinj^ to

droop over the sides make (piite a charminj:;

combination. Sedum iilaucum and small seed-

ling,' Ferns are also elfective growing in this

• way.

Drac.emas constitute another class of plants

well adapted for house decoration, the rich

cidours of some kinds contrasting well with tlie

various green shades of others. Both large and
small growing kinds are numerous, Init the

narrow-leaved sorts are the best for dinner-table

decoration, wdiile the larger-leaved kinds are very
effective in other positions. Some are particu-

larly well adapted for this kind of work, inas-

much as, being nearly hardy, they liear exposure
to draughts better than more delicate plants.

They are easily grown, renuiring about the same
treatment as Crotons, e.\cept that they need more
shade in summer. Good jdants of them can lie

([uickly .secured by ringing the tops of those
wdiich have lost their bottom leaves in the same
way as the Crotons. In order to increase the
stock cut the stems, which have got bare of

leaves, into lengths of about 2 inches ; lay them
in some sandy .soil in a seed-p.an, cover them
over, and place them in a gentle heat, when they
will soon emit roots. At the bottom of each
will be found stem-like pieces growing down-
wards ; these, if taken otf when about 2 inches
long, potted and phinged in bottom heat soon
make thrilty little plants. The best narrow-
leaved kinds are gracilis, indivisa, congesta,

nigra, and Cuilfoylei. The liest larger sorts are
tcrminalis, Coo]ieri, ansli-alis, Mooreana, Weis-
manni, Ooldieana, and Hendersoni.

Other plants u.seful for indoor decoration
are Eeedia glauccscens ; this when grown with a
single stem and furnished with foliage to tlie

bottom is an effective jdant when in bloom, its

peculiar looking flowers lieiug freely produced
on the under .sides of the leaves. It can be
grown a long time in small pots when regularly
attended to with water. It should never be
allowed to become dry at the roots. The tops
strike freely if ]daced in single pots and ]ilunged
in bottom heat in a propagating frame. It grows
well under stove ti'eatment in a compost similar
to that emjdoyed for Crot(jns. Jacaranda
mimosad'olia in another stove ]dant well adapted
for table decoration, lieing very light and hand-
some when gri iwn with a single stem. It is easily
jiropagated and requires the same treatment as
Eeedia glaucescens. Acalypha tricolor, either in
a small state or in the shape of bushes, from
1 foot to 2 feet in height, obtained by frecpiently
pinching the points off the shoots, makes a good
indoor plant. If allowed to grow long without
stopping it soon gets leggy. It is easily increased
by means of cuttings put in in the usuid way and
plunge<l in bottom heat. Tlie foliage, which is

richly marked, associates well with that of
_
most

other plants. Alocasia macrorhiza variegata

when in a small state is useful for filling vases

for the decoration of recesses. Its beauty is best

seen when ]daced so that it can be looked down
upon. It is readily increased by taking off the

small offsets wdiich are produced at the base of

the lai'ger jilants, always taking care to select

those which are well variegated. Sometimes
wholly green plants are produced, and these

never regain the white markings which render

this plant so effective either in a small or large

state. It should be grown in a compost of loam,

peat, charcoal and sand, watered freely when
growing. A. Jenningsi, with its velvety coloured

blotch in the centre of the small green leaves, is

an excellent jdant for .small vases during summer.

It is increased by dividing the roots. Curculigo

recurvata.— Small plants of this are useful

where hardiness is required. Tlii.s plant can be

grown for a considerable period in small pots,

it may be increased by division of the roots, and

it will succeed well under ordinary stove treat-

ment. Ficus Parcelli is a handsome silvery-leaved

plant, which, if carefully attended to, is very

ornamental for room <lecoration. It should not,

however, be allowed to remain too long indoors,

as the leaves being r.at her delicate .soon dropoff,

thus rendering the plant unsightly. Great care

is neces.sary in striking cuttings of this, as they

do not root so readily as those of some others.

They should be inserted singly in pots in a

gentle bottom heat.

Pandanus Veitchi, when grown with a single

stem from 6 inches to 1 foot 6 inches high, is

generally much admired for its elegant silvery

markings and graceful drooping haljit. From
the base of old plants offsets are freely produced,

and these, slipped off with a heel, inserted in

small pots, and placed in a gentle bottom heat,

soon make useful material. This plant does not

require manuie in the soil; on the contrary, it

retains its markings best when growing in rather

poor sandy soil, which induces stocky growth.

Grevillea robusta is an easily grown plant suit-

able for decorative purposes where green-leaved

plants are required. Seeils of it should be sown
in January in sandy soil in bottom heat, and the

young plants should be potted off when large

enough, and grown on in the greenhouse during
summer.

The above are a few of the many fine-foliaged

plants that are .adapted for decor.ative purposes;

some ij( them are not so commonly used as their

merits deserve. I have made no mention of the

many kinds of Palms aTid Aralias wdiich are in-

dispen.sable to a good collection, my object being

to ]ioint out a few plants equally useful, but not
so well known. E. JloLYNEUX.

ClintoniaAndre-wsiana.—If" J.C.Ij."wishes to obtain
inforinrition about this plant, either as rejrariis its cultivation,
its haudsume foliage, its flowers and its fruit, handsomer
even than its flowers, from a competent authtirity, I have ni»

doubt that if he will apply direct to the authorities of the Royal
Botanic Garden, Edinbin*gh, he will doubtless lie satisflod

with the result.

—

Alexander Wallace, A'cw Plant and Duib
Cmnpunjt, Coh-lirstir.

Flowers in the west of Ireland.—Iris reti-

culata cyanca came into flower on the last day of the
year, in the open border, witli no protection. Iris

reticulata Krelagei is now in full bloom, tiaving ap-

peared on February .3. Iris reticulata will be open
in a couple of days. G.alantlius Elwesi and plicatus

are in flower ; also the beautiful Crocus Imperati, all

in the open border. A red Camellia h.as stood tlie

winter .against a south wall, and has flowered long
and well, in spite ot severe frosts. Of coiiiiiion things,

the Winter Aconite, diti'erent Icinds oi Crocus,
Scilla sibiiiea and bifolia, and common Snowdrops
are all in bloom, and have been fur several days.
—O. A.

The Narcissus committee.—A meeting of
tliis committee was field on Tuesday at South Ken-
sinf^tun. Dr. Mich.ael Foster presided, and .about a
dozen members attended. It was decided to continue
the work which the committee h.ad set itself to do at

the Narcissus conference. This will include, anion^
other things, the correcting and ratifying the nomen-
clature, and in holdingconferences in order to encourage
the Narcissus culture and to bring together collections.

It was resolved to hold three conferences during the
ensuing spring, the dates being March 23, April 13,
and April 27.

The Turner Memorial Fund.—A meeting of

the committee in connection with this fund took
place on Tuesday last, when the treasurer, Mr. H. M.
Pollett, announced that the subscriptions at present

amounted to £170. It was considered ad\'isable to

keep the subscription list open in order, if possible, to

bring the amount up to £200. Messrs. Pollett,

Veitch, and Turner were appointed trustees of the
fund, and it was decided to invest the amount in

Covernmeut securities. The proceeds from the fund
will be disbursed in prizes for competition among
amateur gardeners.

National Chrysanthemum Society. — A
meeting of the gener.al ci>iiimittee of this society

took place at the Old Four Swans, Bishopsgate Street,

on Monday, the 8th inst., Mr. E. Sanderson, president,

in the chair. The hon. secretary, Mr. Holmes,
reported that MM. Simon Del.aux & Co., of T<iulouse,

had offered to place at the disijosal of the committee,
for competition in 18S7, a silver cup, value £24,
and a medal, value £8, the conditions of the
competition to be hereafter announced. Also, that
Messrs. Sutton & Sons, of Reading, and E. Webb &
Sons, of Stourbridge, had offered a renewal of the

speci.al prizes given by them for a few years past. It

was also announced by Mr. Holmes that the society

would hold three exhibitions of Chrysanthemums—one
in September for early flowering varieties, the usual

large show in November, and one for late flowering

varieties in January, but on a larger scale tfian that

of the last season. At the September show the Royal
Ar|uarium Company will offer prizes for Dahlias and
Gladioli, and at the .January show fttr winter flower-

ing .and decorative plants. Schedules will be issued

without delay. It was resolved to issue a revised

edition of the catalogue of Chrysanthemums issued by
the society, and a sub-committee was appointed to

take in hand the revision, Mr. C. Harniau Payne
being appointed secretary.

United Horticultural Benefit and Provi-
dent Society.—The .annual meeting of the mem-
bers of this society took place at the Caledtuiian

Hotel, Adelphi Terrace, on Monday, the 6th inst.,

Mr. Richard Dean, one of the honorary members, pre-

siding. The balance-sheet, presented by the secretary,

Mr. J. F. McElroy, showed that in regard to the

benefit fund there was a balance in hand, in January,

188.5, amounting to £1927 Is. lid.; th.at interest on
this sum had amounted to £57 ; the subscriptions of

10',) members, £255 17s. fld. ; arrears of subscriptions,

£1 Cs. 7d.—making a total of £2241 tis. 4d. Of this

sum £16 6s. 6d. had been disbursed as sick pay, the

sum of £34 12s. 4d. paid to the widow of a deceased

member, and a few other small sums, leaving a

balance of £2183 8k. 6d. The benevolent fund com-
prised a balance ill hand at this corresponding period

last year amounting to £972 15s. lOd. ; interest,

£28 Ifls. ; subscriptions of members, £19 3s. ; sub-

scriptions of 10 honorary members, £10 10s.; other

sums, £7 4s.— in .all, £1038 2s. lid. The only with-

drawal from this fund was a sum of £20 paid to the

four orphan children of a deceased member, leaving .a

bal.ance of £1018 2s. lid. The management fund
showed that the receipts from all sources amounted
to £23 Os. 2J., the expenses to £18 Ss. 5d., leaving a
balance of £5 7s. ikl., which is handed over to the

secretary as a honor.arium, it being all that this inde-

fatigable officer receives. A furtlier sum of £300
was invested in Consols during the past year ; the sum
invested now amounts to £3300. The balance-sheet

was duly received, ami ordered to be printed and cir-

cul.ated in the ordinary way. The sound financial

basis of the society appeared to afford great satisfac-

tion. The secretary's address is Moray Lodge,
Campden Hill, Kensington.
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NOTES ON CURRENT TOPICS.

Temperature of the soil at Balcarras.—-Wo
much doubt that rpcord of the summer temperature
of the soil at Balcarras as recorded at page 91, and con-

sequently that it was the cause of canker in the Apple
trees that Mr. Roid cured by lifting. The axiom that
no substance can be either colder or warmer than that

which licats it has never been disputed for self-evident

reasons, but Mr. Douglas's figures show that some
phenomenon of this kind must have happened in Fife

at one time. It has been proved "that tlie mean
temperature of the earth exceoHs tliat of the air on
the average of the whole year." Now, the average
summer temperature of the air in Fife is a good deal

higher than 41°—the average figure given by him
at 3 feet below the surface in summer—and as the
average temper.ature of the earth at a greater depth
than 3 feet is seldom under 50° and often much
higher, there must have been a layer of eartli in the
gardens at Balcarras lying, so to speak, between "the
frying-pan and the fire " that refused to be heated.
How such a phenomenal state of things came to e.xist

we leave your correspondent to e.xplain, but it is to be
feared the instruments must have been tampered with,

as the rain-gauge was that the housemaid used to

empty the decanters into raising the total to such an
imprecedented figure, tliat the proprietor concluded
there must have been a waterspout " ju«t over its

position " some time when he was absent. The ratios

furnished by Mr. Douglas sufficiently show the ab-
surdity of his figures. A difference of 17° in the
space of 30 inches of depth of the surface soil was
never recorded in this country under ordinary con-
dition's, and one womiers at any writer venturing such
assertions, far less founding "the cure of canker"
upon them. When Mr. Dougla? further states that
he has "frequently cured" canker, one discounts his

statements still more, because it is not given to many
to have frequent chances, for the simple reason that
they don't live long enough, so that those who have
cured canker " frequently " must be credited with a
more than jDatriarchal age, seeing that between the
appearance of canker in a serious form and its dis-

appearance a large portion of an ordinary lifetime is

siianned. Mr. Douglas must be a very venerable in-

dividual by this time.

EiGS IN POTS are very useful, no doubt, hut those
who are content to have 1 igs in stason for two or three
months in autumn and can grow them well, know
best what a really good and properly r penel Fig is

like, and get far the best crops as well. Although
three crops of Figs can be got from the plant in one
year by skilful management and forcing, still the Fig
tree only produces one crop naturally under a cool

glass structure in this country, or on a warm wall,
but that crop is a certain one, provided the %vood of
the trees can be ripened annually, and the way to
get a crop of Figs under such circumstances is to
leave the terminal shoots or points of the branches
untouclied by the pruning knife. It is there where
the fruit is, and every top out off is a crop lost. All
who -wish to grow Figs in the open air or in orchard
houses must act on the plan of preserving the points
of the shoots where on the axils of the leaves the
future crop, sometimes partly visible the autumn
previous, is produced. On Fig trees the fruit is pro-
duced one above another, like a string of Onions, and
such fruit is always of the largest size and best in
flavour. It matters not the lea>t what the shape of
the trees are; the main point is to have well ripened
annual shoots, and as many of them as possible, pro-
vided they can expose their leaves to the light.

A REij Iris.—What variety of the Japane.^e Iris

is it that is painted on those beautiful Japanese
screens now so frequently offered for sale by furnish-
ing houses ? I saw one the other day with a faith-
fully portrayed Iris of a pleasing rosy red colour, and
unless the artist h.ad been drawing on his own or
someone else's imagination, he must have had his
copy from Nature. What beautiful works of art of a
novel kind these screens are

!

Pruninq to promote vifiouR.—The reason I did
not tell "D. D." how " to grow fine Roses to cut"
was, that Rose culture was not my subject at the
time, and, besides, there is no lack of information on
that point. " V. D.'s" confession that he would

" turn in sorrowful disgust " from an unpruned Rose
tree with its mass of leaves and flowers may be put
down as an example of the effects of long-continued
iteration of certain rule-of-thumb practices on some
individuals. Why a vigorous Rose bush should be-

come the prey of " foul grubs '' more than any other
is one of those things which such writers as " D. D."
never explain, and never can. It was not I who
compared the nipping of bushes by animals with
"scientific pruning," as " D. D." puts it, but Mr.
Wm. Paul, who sets out with the browsing idea of

the ancients as his text. Moreover, unpruned Rose
trees do not degenerate till they " become unrecog-
nisable," nor anything like it, but if "D. D." prefers
two or three blooms of the florist's pattern to hun-
dreds of flowers very little inftrir>r, and a stunted
bush to a tree, no one will find fault, I daresay.

Lily OF THE Valley forced —I regard Mr.Hender-
son's account of his fine Lilies of the Valley as in-

teresting, because they were produced from home
grown roots, which, except under more careful culture
than is usually bestowed, do not succeed as well as
imported roots. Imported Lily of the Valley roots
diHer from home grown ones in being much better

ripened, and in having tine flower buds ready to buist.

These are the kind of roots, it appears, which Mr.
Elphinstone forces, and I nuist say that a gardener
who cannot succeed with these in producing good
flowers and leaves as late as February must mis-
manage them in some way. The difficulty with most
growers, I always understood, was not the production
of leaves, but flowers. If the very best samples of

imported loots are potted and started in a too high
temperature, they will, I am sure, produce leaves, and
little else besides. In early forcing this is the evil

to be guarded against, but as the season advances,
leaves and flowers come in due proportion in a
moderate temperature. Good flowers in January,
like those of Mr. Henderson's, from homegrown
routs are, however, by no means common.

S. W.

PLANTS FROM CUTTINGS.
In early spring, when all plants are feeling the
effects of the increasing warmth and light, cut-
tings put in under glass strike freely and rapidly
when the right conditions are present. Pelargo-
niums of all kinds will strike now witli tlie

greatest certainty in a light, warm liouse without
any shading. 'The tricolors and variegated kinds
strike best on a shelf near the glass at the back of
a forcing house in the full liglit. We u.se 3-inch
pots, well drained and filled with light sandy
soil with a quarter of an inch of sand on tlie sur-
face, the whole pressed in linnly and watered
before the cuttings are inserted. Half-a-dozen
cuttings are placed in each pot, and they are
never permitted to become quite dry. Witlli the
soil in an e(piable condition as regarils moisture
cuttings thus treated root quickly. Tlie scarlet
section of Pelargoniums strilie anywhere in a tem-
perature of GO", but they succeed best on a board
or stage over the hot-water pipes, a diy heat

j list suiting tlieni. Plants of bedding Pelargoniums
rooted now, potteil into single pot.s, and grown
on in heat will be equal in many respects to
autumn-struck cuttings. Pelargoniums last year,
though very bright and full of Mowers, did not
make so much growtli as they do general!}', and
in some cases cuttings in sufficient numbers could
not be obtained. But by lifting a stock of old
plants when the beds were cleared in autumn
plenty of cuttings could then be hail. Cuttings ol

the common bedding Pclargoniiinis will root
freely in boxes, and those who are sliort of room
at tliis season may use boxes, and then the cut-
tings need not be potted off. But as soon as they
are rooted they sliould be moved to a cool liouse,

and early in April be placed under temporary
shelter in tlie open air.

Verbenas and soft plants generally strike witli
great vigour and freedom in tlie old-fashioned
hotbed of just sucli a temperature as would suit

CJucumbors. Si.\ inches of sawdust on the top

furnishes a good medium for plunging the pots

in, keeping the soil moi.st and tlie leiiiperature

steady. A liotlied also is very useful for raising

choice seeds recpiiring a steady warnitli fcjr their

germination. Jlost of the foliage plants commonly
used for summer decoration will strike in moist,

warm sawdust over a bed of leaves. Crotons,

Dracainas, and Ficua elastica strike very freely

in such a medium, but they must be taken out
and potted as soon as the roots are Ibrined, and
before they are more than I inch long ; and
after the heat declines in April, when most of

the soft-wooded plants are out, Tea and other
Roses stiike freely inserted thickly in the bed.

1 always find cuttings of firm wood strike best

and make the best plants. The cuttings may be
inserted very thickly in the sawdust, pressing it

firmly about them, shading when bright, but
giving little or no water bej'ond a very light

dewing over the cuttings on liright days, put-

ting up the ])laiits as soon as roots are formed,
and plunging the pots in the bed till the plants

are well estaljlished. E. Hobday.

GROUPING SUB-TROPICAL PLANTS.
Although the fashion of embellishing our open-
air gardens in summer with fine-leaved plants of

a tender nature has become so geneial, it is seldom
indeed that one sees them arranged in a pleasing
way. As a rule they are either dottetl about
singly in a meaningless way or placed at regular

distances like trees in an Apple orchard, with ap-
parently no regard to grouping the plants so a? to

harmonise or contrast with each other with respect

to habit of growth or outline. One need only go
through the puljlic paiks of London in summer to

see how glaring this fault is. In not one of them
is artistic grouping of tropical and subtropical

plants carried out well ; the best attempt we ha\e
seeii was in Hyile Park last year in the part known
as The Dell at the head of the Serpentine. The
artificial ravine there is admirably suited for ar-

ranging fine-foliaged plants in an effective way,and
the masses of Musas, Palms, and Cordylines ha<l

really a fine apiiearance last season. But in other
parts one miglit see a solitary Palm stuck under
a great deciduous tree looking quite out of place,

and consequently losing half the noble aspect

it woukl lia\e had had it been grouped with others.

The " dotting " plan only looks well in the case

of great specimens placed in little nooks and
recesses such as one sees carried out well in

Battersea Park. How well masses of Castor-

oil plants and Caiiuas ami such like things look
in contrast to even nobler plants when airanged
on the dotting sy;^teIU. There is enough material
employed in each of the parks to produce delight-

ful groups of fine-foliaged plants if their arrange-
ment were studied more carefully. A fair

example of what we consider an effective group
of fine-leaved plants is shown on the opposite
page. The illustration was engraved fioni a
photograph sent to us by Mr. Usherwood, of

Dorking. It shows a group in Mr. Butler's

garden at Harrow Lodge, Dorking. Here during
the summer some of the larger plants are placetl

out from the greenhouse, and these add greatly to

its beauty and to the health of the plants in that

somewhat sheltered position. The principal plant
in the group is a fine Musa Ensete ; in front of

this is a Dicksonia antarctica ; to the right,

Latania borbonica (Fan Palm) ; behind this is a
tall Dracajna australis (about 12 feet in height),

and to the right is Seafortliia elegans and Date
Palm (Phccnix dactylifera). The smaller plants

are Oycas revoluta, JMaiden-hair and other Feins
and plants, the whole being well backed up by
Laurels and some flue Oak trees.
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Fruit Garden.

pruning to promote vigour.

It is refre.'ihing to find "J. S. W." stiU waging

war as vigorously as ever against tlie pruning

knife at p. 87. He marshals his arguments,

ventilates his science, cites his cases, formulates

liis conclusions with the same contiJence as if

they had never been called in question. This is

wid'l so iar as it goes. It carries conviction with

many, and it provokes protest from the sceptical,^

and "thus may lead to the clearer elucidation of

truth. Certam it is that there is hardly a more

important operation within the entire circle of

horticulture than that of pruning. Nor can any-

one absolutely affirm that its principle or practice

is thoroughly nnderstooil, or that the last word

has yet been said about pruning as a means of

culture. For example, " J. S. W." contends that

pruning to promote vigour is an anomaly or

impossibility. Defin-

ing vigour as tlie

power of producing

the greatest amount of

growth and crop in a

given time, "J. S. W."
contends, through p.

87, that more ot both

will be produced with-

out pruning than
with it. The conten-

tion is open to grave

doubt, if not positive

disproof. But as

"J. S.AV." seems fond

of correct detinitions,

it is the more surpris-

ing that he confounds

things so radically

distinct as growth and
crop in his definition

of vigour. These two
are not only widely
ditt'erent.buttoagreat

e.\tent antagonistic.

The vigour that forces

growth checks or
reduces crops and rice

rt7-sa. Hence the
difficulty of fairly

discussing the logical

results of pruning or

vigour, while t li e

latter term is made
to include fertility as

well as growth ; for

if any one axiom is

more clearly estalj-

lishediu horticultural

science or experience than another, it is that

t;rowth and fertility selilom or never run in

jiaraliel lines, but in diametrically opposite

directions; growtli and sterility link their forces

together, while fertility represents a lack of

vigour or suppression or check to growth . As
growth and fertility are thus to a great extent

the product of opposing forces, it seems impossible

that both can be either fostered or checked
abreast by any one system of pruning or want of

it advocated by your enthusiastic correspondent
or anyone else. But "J. S. W." furnishes us with
yet another description of vigour—asstrongshoots,

good and abundant foliage, and long life. I have
purposely omitted his fair crop of fruit and
tiowers from this description for reasons just

stated. Practically, too, long life may be elimi-

nated. Annuals, such as Sunflowers, for example,
may be as vigorous as other plants though they
live but a few months, and the longevity of

plants is daily becoming of less practical im-

portance as propagation has become more rapid,

and wliat may be called express or intensified

production is more generally practised.

The correlation of youth and vigour is so close

and generally recognised by all cultivators, that

it becomes of the more importance to have the

question cleared of all such extraneous matters

as the long or short life of individual plants. The
question is less now than it ever was how long

will a Rose,Vine, or any other plant live, but how
much produce of the highest (juality it may be

made to produce in a given time'! It must not,

however, be taken for granted that I am about

to yield the point that pruning shortens the life

of individual plants. By no means. On the

contrary, it may lengthen it. Non-pruned plants

are apt'to perisli from sheer extension, ending in

exhaustion. Pruning concentrates, and so aug-

ments force, and virtually renews the youth,

and so lengthens the life of the plant. The

Group of tropical and .sub-tropical plants on a lawn.

vigour of plants cannot be measured ofl' by a tape

line, on the principle of so many feet in circum-
ference or diameter to so much vital force. No,
no ; the smaller the area not seldom the larger

and strcmger the vigour. Even the size of leaf

and strength of shoot are not always a safe test

of actual vigour, for the real vigour of plants

must be tested by what they finish more than
by what they promise. But, accepting these two
tests of " J. S. W." as, on the whole, reasonable,

then I contend that Rose and "N^ine shoots, like

walking-sticks, are more certainly produced by
severe pruning than by not pruning.

This is almost as obvious as that twice two are

four, or that three from four leaves one. "J.S.W."
only reaches an opposite conclusion by confound-
ing gross with special vigour. Toting up the vigour

of his masses of small Roses, and pitting these in

the gross against the vigour of a few exhibitor's

Roses, he dismisses the argument in favour of

pruning as absurd. In a similar summary manner
"J. S. W." dismisses the pruned Vine with the

remark that nothing was put into it by cutting

away tlie whole of its toji, and nothing more
could thereby come out of it. We may accept

the first statement here, and with equally good
logic and propi'iety reject the second, and show
that both may put more vigour in the pruned
Vine.

Supposing twelve pigs are feeding out of one
trough, and eleven of them are removed or

killed, wiudd there not be many times more food

for the one pig left, though ucjthing more were
put in the trough? The illustration may not be

either elegant or absolutely correct, but it is

near enough for the purpose. The pruner,

by reducing the buds in a wholesale way,
increases the supplies for the kw left, and
as these ultimately appropriate the whole to

their own use, they, of necessity, are better fed

and become more vigorou.? in consequence of the

reduction of iiKUiths.

Nor does this arith-

metical mode of look-

ing at tlie question

exhaust the invigo-

rating advantages of

close pruning. It is

not true that, as
nothing is put into a
plant by pruning,
nothing more can
come out in conse-

quence. The doc-

trine of the concen-

tration of force is

even more true in

vegetable life than in
mechanics. Granting
even that no plant

food was husbanded
byreducing thenum-
ber of buds by prun-
ing, which I do not,

yet even their vigour

would be augmented
bj' the concentration

of growing force.

This is a law of

vegetable life estab-

lished by universal

observation and ex-

perience. In the

early period of
growth, top growth
gains most by the

concentration of the

vigour of the plant.

But as growth pro-

gresses the roots
also partake of the benefit; and as the growth of

the latter becomes more closely assimilated to that

of the tops, they powerfully aid the plant, not

only in developing a maximum amount of vigour,

but in concentrating that vigour iu a minimum
of space. While contending that this is the

uniform result of severe pruning, I would by no
means contend that it is the highest object of the

cultivator. On the contrary, it very seldom is,

unless his object is mere bulk of grass, timber,

or some other such product. Mere vigour of

plant, on the whole, is seldom what the horti-

culturist wants. Hence, could this Ije secured

through non-pruning, such abstention would be

unwise. But my present contention is that it

would not be thus reached, notwithstanding
" J. S. W.'s " Rose case to the contrary. Further,

this case illustrates the invigorating efi'ect of

division, replanting, and doubtless, though this

is not stated, deep digging, trenching, and
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manurinj^ quite as luucli or more as non-pruninj,'.

For, after all, strag^'liiii,' shoots were shc^ared over

once a year. Assuinin;^, however, that these

Roses, from the fact of their ilowers beiii;^'

gathered for dryiui,', were of the Caljbage, Moss,

Provence, or Damask type, the fact of their

annually sending np limbs as thi'.'k as walkin;^-

sticks is suthciently extraordinary to make us

curious to know more about them, and a few of

such growths and of clothes-basket-tilling boughs
would prove most welcome exhibits at the stiminer

show of the National Rose Society. Fin- though
they might fail to convince rosarians that their

present systems of pruning were in league with

weakness, disease, and deatli, while to prune not

at all was the true secret of vigour, they could

not fail to reflect credit on "J. S. W.'s"successl'ul

culture of old-fa.shioned Roses. D. T. F.

PRUNING AND ITS EFFECTS.

Prdnino is generally admitted to be one of the

most important operations connected with the

cultivation of plants grown either for use or orna-

ment ; but on tliis, as on other matters relating

to gardening, opinions differ. "S.," writing in

The Garden a short time back, condemned
the hard pruning of young Peach trees, which
he alleged used to be practised with the object

of filling up the lower part of the wall, and
recommended the use of maiden trees, which,

he asserted, would cover a wall sooner than

trained trees. The views here expressed are

only partially correct. In times past mistakes

were made in pruning, as at present, ami they

will be likely to continue if many hold the

same views as the writer in question. No one is

likely to defend the hard pruning of which he

speaks; and if by hard pruning is meant the

mischievous practice of cutting the shoots close

in to the extent that used to be done in the

case of newly-planted trained trees, or trees that

had got established, I quite agree with the

condemnation. But that kind of treatment has

never been followed by those endowed with

ordinary powers of oliservation and reflection,

even in past times. The .same writer tells us

that it has been ju'oved that a maiden Peach

or Nectarine, if skil'ully managed, will cover a

wall more quickly than a trained tree. A
maiden tree, planted and treated as the words
used imply, hius no pretensions to being .skil-

fully managed, and, moreover, will not cover

the space required in less time than a trained

tree, proviiled both, at starting, are equal in size

and general condition. If by covering the wall

more quickly is meant that the maiden will

sooner i-each the top, the assertion may hold

good, for much of the Ixittom of the wall will be

left bare, and some of that which is occupied will

be furnished with weak branches that will

quickly perish through starvation, owing to the

strong'leading shoots in the centre monopolising

all the strength—an occurrence which those who
advise the use of untrained maidens admit when
they say that it is not worth while troubling

about covering the bottom of walls. It is, how-
ever, worth while remembering that garden

walls are costly things, and those who act reason-

ably adopt means that will insure all the avail-

able space being covered. For my own part I

would rather have a maiden than a stunted or a

badly trained tree, such as one composed of a

few strong shoots in the miildle and weak ones

right and left behjw them ; the latter die olf in

time, and leave the bottom of the wall bare. But
there is no need to have either stunted or badly-

trained trees.

As TO ANT CLTM-ATic CHANGE interfering with

the cultivation of outdoor Peaches and cau ing

the trees not to last so long as they otherwise

would do, as mentioned by "S.," there is not an
atom of evidence in that direction, Init rather the

reverse. Where the trees do not last so hmg as

they used to do, the cause is not far to seek.

Cheap glass caused considerable additions to be

ma<le to the indoor fruit depai'tnient, and there

was therefore less incentive to make the most of

trees on open walls. Through this and the woik
required during the bedding-out mania Peach
walls naturally were more or less neglected. But
where the trees are kept clean, their roots jn-o-

perly supplied with water, and the bearing wood
kept sufficiently thin, coupled with spring pro-

tection in keeping with the requirements of the

locality. Peach trees will last as long and bear as

well in this country as ever they did. Of this

there is plenty of evidence to satisfy anyone who
has had experience in outdoor Peach culture in

different districts. I am acquainted with places

in which Peaches are as well grown on open walls

as they ever were or ever will be ; whilst near at

hand, under similar conditions as to soil and
other local matters, the trees are in as sorry a

plight as they well could be.- - In the former case

they get all they want, and in the latter their

wants are neglected. The idea that Peaches

must have the borders re-made with fresh soil

whenever the trees are renewed is just as falla-

cious as the statements already referred to. I

have planted young trees in borders with no ad-

dition in the matter of soil that have done as well

as I could wish them, although there had never

been a barrowful of new material added for

more than thirty years. That Peaches, like

other trees, like new soil there is no doubt, Ijut

they will do without it provided other matters

connected with their cultivation are right. There
are, doubtless, many localities in which Peaches

either fail altogether, or, where they do so, succeed

indifferently. But the foregoing remarks do not

refer to such. It is often observed that if a

Peach on an open wall has a house erected over

it, even if the tree is old and has little apparent
vitality, it <iuickly takes a new lease of life. The
reason is not dithcult to find ; when the cost of

enclosing it with glass has been incurred, there is

usually a disposition to give it the attention

which it requires, and which, if bestowed on it

in the absence of the house, would have been
equally effectual. This I have proved in the case

of old trees that have come under my charge in

as indifferent condition as they well could be,

and I have also seen similar results follow in the

case of trees in bad oi'der in the hands of

others.

Api'LE AND Rose pru.mng.—Within the last

few years there has been a decided movement
towards a better system of Apple culture, and
not before it was wanted. Though the Apple is

the most important of all fruits grown in this

country, there are none worse managed, espe-

cially in those parts that should be the principal

sources whence a supply of the best kinds in the

best condition might have been looked for, that

is, from the extensive orchards in the districts

where soil and climate are best suited to the

growth of Apples. The retention of worthless

kinds of no use for general consumption is one
of the causes that have an adverse influence in

the matter. But inilifferent treatment in pruning,

or rather an absence of any treatment in the mat-
ter, is the cause of good kinds often being so snuxll

and inferior, that they are not worth marketing.
And yet, in the face of this state of affairs and of

the unanimous verdict of all practically con-

versant with hardy fruit culture, there are some
who persistently proclaim that unpruned stan-

dards are the only right foim of tree—old as the

practice of pruning cultivated plants is. Hazy
ideas respecting it continue to be entertained.

On the one hand, pruning has been described as a

means of promoting vigour ; on the opposite, it

is condemned as tending to weaken all jilants so

operated on. Pruning either ah applied Ici a Rose
bu'li, a fruit tree, or any ollu-r kind of pjlant

does not increase vigour in a collective sense, that

is, it does not strengthen the roots, the trunk, or
the branches, but the rever.se. Nor is pruning
resorted to with the intention of its having sucli

an effect, but for the purpose of concentrating

the strength that is in the plant on given points.

The Rose grower requiring exhibition flowers re-

tains only a limiti-d number of shoots, and prunes
the.se to a few eye.«, with the object of directing

the strength of the jilant to the production of a
few growths that will give large flower.s. The
grower who wants as many flowers of fair ciuality

as can be liad, prunes sufficiently to enaljle his

plants to proiluce them ; but this is a different

proceeding, and with different results from that

which follows when the trees are left unpruned
altogether in the way in which we are now told

vigour is to be imparted. The stem of a Rose
may gain in strength and thickness through being

left unpruned, but Roses are not grown for the
wood that is in their stems, but for their flower.s,

and in order to have these in condition worth the

name, the plants require to be pruned. A few of

the strongest climbing .sorts, such as some of the
Ni'i.settes, Boursanlts, and the Ayrshires, do with-
out pruning, but they do better with it so far as

thinning tint the weak wood that is not strong
enough to blootn is concerned. This I have proved
many a time by pruning some and h-aving others

unpruned. Pruning is simply the means to an end

:

those who follow a reasonable course prune their

Roses in accordance with tlie object they have in

view—closely if they want a few large blooms,
less closely if they want a good display of

ordinary flowers. The intelligent Apple grower
who requires good-sized fruit that will .sell well

prunes so far as is requisite to concentrate the
treiigth of the trees within the needful limits

that enables them to produce such in place of the

starvelings that are borne by unpruned trees

when they have passed the early stages of bear-

ing, and which, as anyone conversant with the

subject knows, are of little value. With
standards, as with Apple trees of any form, not
only is it needful to give the larger branches
sufficient room, but also to keep the bearing
branches thin, without which, except in the case

of tlie largest culinary varieties, it is useless

expecting fine fruit ; and even in the case of

huge sorts it will pay well to prune sutficiently.

The idea that the stamlard form is the best for

all sorts of Apjdes indiscriminately is not likely

to be entertained by those who aie practically

acquainted with the subject. The large and
medium cooking varieties are the most suitable

for this form of tree, such, ibr instance, as

Dumelow's Seedling, Cobbett's Fall Pippin, Lord
Suffield, Keswick Codlin, More cle Menage,
Nelson Codlin, Yorkshire Greening, Loddington
Seedling, Echlinville, Alfriston, Aimie Elizabeth,

Bes.spool, and Blenheim Pippin. With the

small sorts, which include much the greater

portion of the best dessert varieties, like Court
Pendu Plat, Cox's Orange Pippin, Ribston Pippin,
Cockle Pippin, Claygate Pearmain, Ashmead's
Kernel, Fearn's Pippin, Irish Peach, Kerry
Pippin, Margil, Boston Russet, and others that

represent the cream of the dessert kinds, where
grown as standards, all goes well for a time
whilst the trees are young and in a condition to

produce full-sized fruit ; bt.t when they get

older and something like the maximum growth
is reached, when the trees should be at their

best lor yiehling, the I'ruit comes undersized to

an extent that much of it is worth little. This
IS so apparent to those who have had anything
10 do with Apple growing that it seems strange
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those who hold that the standard is the only-

right form of tree have not heen able to see the

inconsistency of such teaching. Whereas, if the

kinds just named and other desirable varieties

are grown as large bush-shapeil trees, so managed
as to keep them to something like 12 feet in

height, they will keep on for an indefinite time
producing lull-sized pieseutable fruit.

The non-puuners sometimes instance the

growth made by (jrdinary forest trees of blanching
habit that have had from the first room for their

branches to extend, with the intention of making
out that the ju'uning of Apples is wrong. Any
Comparison of this kind is not admissible, the

object in the two cases being totally different.

The large-headed trees referred to are more for

ornament than use ; those who plant forest trees

for use plant them close, and in so doing are the

hardest of pruuers, only that they get Nature to

do the work, inasmuch as the branches die

through not having room enough given them in

which to grow. E.\tremes are generally best

avoided, and those who proclaim against moderate
pruning act as inconsistently as those who follow

an opposite coui'.se. T. B.

THE QUINCE.
Shortly after the commencement of the present

planting season I ventured a few rennirks (jn our
quaint old friend the Medlar, anil now, with
your permission, I should like to extend my plea
in favour of another neglected mem-
ber of the iiomaceous division of the

Rosacea^, the Quince.
Independently of the fact that the

praise of this ancient tree has been
sung by classical writers, that it was
worshipped by the Greeks, while
Hercules is credited with having
stolen the historical "Golden Ap-
ples," which, liy the way, were
Quinces from the gardens of the
Hesperides, so famous in ancient
fable, the tree for its own intrinsic

value as a prominent member of a
well-known old family is worthy of

general cultivation in our arbore-

tums and shrubberies. If we take
np any gotjd author on hardy trees

we invariably find an interesting

history of tlie Quince. One tells

ns the forbidden fruit presented by
Eve to her s])0use, poor man, was
a Quince, which Jewish tradition

describes as "Golden.' 'Another .'^ays,

as I have just observed, the Golden

needing relief, or plant it in the shrubbery where
the beauty of its flowers, independently of its

golden fruit, wonhi well repay the little care

devoted to it? I well remember some years ago

passing through a gentleniMn's orchard in Glou-

cestershire, and there the last tree, hemmed in

by tall sheltering hedges, was a Pear-shaped

Quince, literally weighed down with its bright

golden fruit. It grew by the side of a small

rivulet, just the very spot for it, as the beauty of

its large fragrant jiomes testified.

The common Quince (Cydonia vulgaris), so

named by the ancients from its growng abun-

dantly near Cydon, in the isle of Crete, is

indigenous over a great extent of Europe, Asia,

and the north of Africa, and is found growing
in great profusion on the rocky Ijanks of the

Danube. It was introduced into this country

before 1573, as we learn from Gerard, who was
alive at that date, that it was often planted in

hedges and fences to gardens, a fair proof that it

may have been common centui'ies Viefoi'e the

period mentioned. It is a hardy deciduous tree,

15 feet to 20 feet high, with crooked branches

forming a bushy, sju'eading head, thickly clothed

with bright, roundish, ovate leaves. The flower-

buds push early in the spring and elongate into

a branch with five or six leaves, and at the

extremity a single flower, white and of great

size, is produced in May or June. The fruit is

large, round, or turbinate according to the variety

;

on approaching maturity, it assumes a fine

Fruit of tliQ Quince (CyJouia vulgaris).

Apples of the Hesperides were
bright golden Quinces, not Oranges ; while

[
golden colour, giving the tree a very ornamental

others assure us tliat an ancient statue of Her- ' appearance ; but owing to the strong odour,
cules himself was found in Rome holding three

[

by no means unpleasant, and the au^tere flavour,

Quinces in its hand. The Quince was thought they cannot be used in an uncooked state.

by the Greeks and Romans to be the emblem of Soil.—The Quince prefers a moist, deep soil

love and happiness. It was dedicated to Venus,
, near water; the edges of ditches or streams seem

anil the temples of that goddess at Cyprus and : to be its favourite site, and when tlie soil is rich
I'aphos were decorated with the fruit. The
nuptial chambers were also decorated with it,

and the bride and bridegroom ate of the fmit
after the marriage ceremony. This custom, ac-

cording to Brand in " Popular Antiquities," was
continued as late as iV25, -.vhen the husband pre-
sented a Quince to his bride at an Engli-sh

marriage ceremony. So much for its ancient
history

; but what a falling oft', what a far cry
from the gardens of the Hesperides to an isnlattd

corner in an out-of-the-way orchard, for this is

now the fate of the classical Quince in modern
Englaml. But why allow it to remain in ob-
sciu'ity ? Will no one introduce it as he would a
standard Thorn or any other deciduous tree to

his choice collection of stately Conifers, sadly

and loamy, almost approaching clay, the fruit

attains its largest size and brightest cclimr. In
light, dry soils neither the tree nor the fruit ai-e

satisfactory, a fact which accounts tor the Quince
having fallen into disrepute as a stock for Pears
when planted indiscriminately where moist,

generous food is denied it. A warm sheltered

situation suits it best ; but being liable to injury
from intense cold, full exposure to the sun, to

rijien the wood and li uit, i~ iuiporfiint.

Propagation niay be readily ellecii d by nn-ans

of cuttings or layers, the two nioiles generally
adopted in this country. Cuttings of well-ripened

wood of the current year put in early in the

autumn soon strike root. They should be in-

serted in warm, moist soil, much as we plant

Rose cuttings, where they can be regularlyattended
with water in dry weather. If intended for
Pear stocks, they should be tran.splanted into
nursery lines, when they will be fit for working
the .second or third year. Layers put down in
the autumn nuike plants quickly, and soon be-
come tit lor removal from the stools. If wanted
to form standards for planting in orchards or
pleasure grounds, they should be transferred to
good ground, where they can be allowed to grow
for a year, when they must be cut down to induce
the growth of a vigui'ous shoot from one of the
lowest buds. This shoot must be carefully trained
to a straight stake, all side shoots being pinched,
not too close at first, until it has attained the
required height for the formation of the head.
The Quince being a straggling, grovelling grower,
incessant attention to the training of the stock is

needful, and as most planters require only a few
trees, it is questionable if the cheapest, certainly
the quickest, mode of procedure would not be by
purchase from a good nursery. Bought trees

should then, if possible, be planted where they
are to remain, as frequent removal means loss of
time and stunted growth. When thoroughly
established, the head should be formed by cutting
out all cross shoots and shortening strong ones to

secure an even distribution of the sap, much as
we prune and manipulate Apples and Pears. In
course of time, if neglected, the trees will tend to

a horizontal or pendulous habit of growth, but
the object, at least lor ornamental purposes, being
the reverse of this, the drooping shoots which
would soon hide the bright grey stems must be
cut away, while others taking a vertical direc-

tion should be encouraged.
Varietie.s.— The three principal varieties

grown in this country are the Apple-shaped, the
Pear-shaped, and the Portugal.

1. The Apple-shaped Quince is a round, full

shaped fruit resembling the Apple, as its name
implies. The tree is quite hardy, bears
abundantly, and the fruit is excellent, but it

does not keep long after it is ripe.

2. The Pear-shaped Quince is the one which
is most generally grown. It is hardy, bears
well, and although not so juicy keeps longer
than the round-fruited variety. The tree of this

variety being often extremely quaint and orna-
mental is one of the best for general cultivation
on the lawn, in the shrubbery, or in the grounds,
where, in comjiany with the Thorns or backecl
up by dark Evergreens, it produces a most
pleasing and ])icturesque effect. When laden
with its large, bright golden. Pear-shaped fruit,

even in this country, its beauty is greatly
enhanced, and one can readily imagine what
lovely objects the numerous trees of this variety
must have been in the south of Europe.

3. The Portugal Quince is a shy bearer in this

countr}'. The tree is a much taller and stronger
grower than either of the preceding, and for this

reason it is frequently jilanted for the ornamental
appearance of its flowers and fruit. The fruit is

also less astringent in flavour, and turning, as it

does, to a rich red colour in cooking, it is much
prized for making into marmalade and jam.
Although less prolific, its vigorous growth gives
it the highest value in the nursery garden, as it

is to this variety we are indebted for stocks
for our millions of dwarf bush and pyramidal
Pears.

Of recent introduction ^Messrs. Bunyard offer

Beay's Prolific and Champion. The first is an
Anieiii-an variety; the second they believe to be
the finest vct raiised. W. Coleman.

Strawberries in cold frames—Merely a
covering of glass, withnut anything else, forwards
such things as Strawberries and Asparagus immensely,
and there is often a considerable break between the
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last of the forced crops and the first from the open

ground; especially is this so during cold backwarfl

seasons, and the cold frame snpply meets this de-

ficiency. There are several ways of carrying out the

plan. Sometimes a reserve stock is yrown ii\ pots

and plunged in a bed of soil and manure within a

foot of the glass. The roots will find their way out

of the bottom of the pots and draw nonri,-hnu-nt from

the compost in which they are plmii^ed. (lood (•roi)s

are invariably obtained in this way. Now that

movable frames are so common and so cheap, one- of

the uses to which they njight be applied is covering

a bed of Strawberries to bring the fruit on before the

bulk comes in. They need not be put on the beds

before March, as the Strawberry plant is liardy

enough, and the low temperature of winter has a

beueticial resting effect if the crowns have made the

requi>ite growth in autumn.—E. HOBD.VY.

Apples on the Paradise stock.

—

A recent

writer in The Garden has good words for these

fruitful shrubs. There is much to say in their favour,

and the wonder is that more of them are not planted.

They will fruit the second year, and bear an anmial

crop afterwards, and the fruit is usually very fair and

fine, often surpassing that grown upon standard trees

for colour and quality. Each little twig realises th.at

it has to produce its share of Apples, and it is this

unanimous self-imposed responsibility which so fre-

quently results in the surprising load of fine fruit one

sees upon these little trees. They are the only form

of Apple trees that should ever be planted in a small

cultivated garden. Where space is important they

may be placed even & feet asunder, care being taken

that the planting is not deep enough to induce roots

above the stock. Very little pruning is required, and

as the roots are near the surface, digging near the

trees should be avoided. Of course few would think

of planting these for profit or market, and yet an

acre of them in full bearing would give a fine product.

But it takes years to get a standard Apple tree in

bearing, and then it wants a vast amount of room to

spread itself, more than it usually gets, in fact, for

it is wide- spreading. .All this time the little Paradise

tree has been dropping its ruddy fnnts in your lap,

and you have been admiring its beauty in your

garden or lawn, for it really U a very pretty little

thinf, and wortli growing as an ornament merely.

Then, too, see how m.any varieties can be grown on a

small plot, and how soon one can see wliat a new
Apple is like by placing Paradise roots under it and

getting the fruit right away. There is only a single

trouble with me, and that may perhaps be prevented

by extra vigilance. The borer is specially fond of

this stock, and will soon cut off your trees at the

ground unless rooted on the start. But my advice

is by all means plant Paradise Apple trees.—H.

Hendricks, Kingstuii, JV. )'.

Onnailing' Peach trees. — I perceive that
" W. C. T." (p. '.I'J) considers it safe to unnail Peach

trees earlier than the end of January. Perhaps he

has not been so imfortunate as to have the wood of

his Peach trees killed by severe frost, and therefore

he cannot understand how it can cjccur in less favour-

able positions. I can assure him, howe\er, that I

have had some painful experience of the power of

frost to injure the young wood of Peach trees. When
writing the remarks to which "W. C. T." alludes,

my memory carried me back to the severe winter of

1.SH0, and .again to 1S66. In the first-named year I

had all my Peach trees unnailed at the end of No-

vember ; the severe frost that occurred before the

end of December killed more than half of the wood
on some trees and terribly disfigured others. In the

year 186G I saw scmie Peach trees in a large garden

not far from Watford which had also suffered terribly

from the effects of frost. Therefore, ever since then

I have been very cautious in dealing with Peach trees

during winter, and in recommending others how to

treat them ; but it is only right to say that in both

the cases to which I have referred the position of the

gardens was low, and therefore liable to feel severely

the efliects of intense frost. I therefore know from

actual experience that the advice which I gave was

sound, and that it was best to err on the safe side.

After such experience I could not recommend the

unnailing of Peach trees earlier in the winter in

all sorts of positions, although it may be safe to do

so in many gardens where the position is high

and the soil naturally dry. With reference to

the wdnter dressing of Peach trees, " W. C. T."

coidd not have read my remarks very atten-

tively, or he would have understood that I was not

opposed to such a course as he advocates of syringing

the trees with diluted paraffin ; the practice to which

1 object is that of painting the branches with a eom-

]iound of clay, soot, and other obnoxious materials,

which, I am persuaded, do more h.irm than good.

For myself, I <piite agree with the treatment which

he advocates. I believe it to be capable of destroying

insect pests wiihout doing any harm to the trees.

—

J. C. C.

Rose Garden,

fragrant-leaved roses.

The foliage of Roses is by no means without

odour, and i(s amount and character vary very

ciuisiderably between differing Roses and distinct

species. But it is not of such differences, how
ever interesting, that I would now write, but of

the desirability of endowing our best and most

]iopular garden Roses with the fragrant ibliage

of the Sweet Brier. No doubt not a few

I'osarians will deprecate the attempt, as a step

backwards, while some botanists nuay assure us

that it is impossible. The latter, however,

remains to be proved ; and, so far as I am aware,

there is no physical or physiological ob>tacIes in

the way to prevent the cros.sing of the Sweet

Brier with our Roses. Assuredly it forms a

rather indifferent .stocli, but that affords no

proof against its intercrossing. Neither do I think

it would prove a step backward, but a long one

forward, could we furnish our modern Roses

with Sweet Brier leaves, even tliough our flowers

lost size and a good many of them became single

or semi-double' in the process. Neither might

such a reversion to single types take place, Ibr

we have one or more double Ssveet Briers ; and

no doubt a greater variety of Briers would be

forthcoming were a demand to arise for them for

cross-breeding or other purposes.

The following varieties of the Sweet Brier and

probably others are already in cultivation, in

addition to great variation in colour and character

of the common Sweet Brier, or Rosa rubiginosa :

Double white, double scarlet, scarlet or deep red
;

Spleudid, light crim.son ; Celestial, semi-double,

blush ; Rose Aigle, lilac-ro.se ; Superb, red. In

the last sort the flowers, if not the leaves, seem

nmre fragrant than in any other variety. Several

ot these varieties vary a good deal in size, and

even form, of flower. The range of colour is

also very wide and varied ; and could a yellow

Sweet Brier he obtained by crossing with

Hairisoni (Austrian Brier) or the old yellow

Cabbage (Rosa sulphurea), or by any other

means^ we would liave sweet-foliaged Briers of

nearly all possible shades of colour. The odour

of the Sweet Brier is so universally pojuilar, that

the attempt to impart it to our Tea, Perpetual,

and other Roses is worth almost any eflbrl.

Possibly, too, by reverting to such primitive

tj-pes as our Sweet and other Briers a,nd single

or semi-double species of Roses, new forms and

mixed types would be jnoduced of special

liotanical interest and deooiative value. It is

hardly likely the success would 1)6 so great as to

result in producing bo.xes of show Roses with

Sweet Brier leaves, but a multiplication of tlie

numlier and enlargement of the size of such

Briers would be a decided gain to our all too

scanty list of fragrant-leaved plants ; while

should the crosses take freely, entire new races

(d' fragrant-leaved Roses would greatly enrich as

well as sweeten our future gardens and land-

scapes.

Roses are not so easily crossed as many other

flowers, and as a nu-ans of obtaining chance

hybrids, as well as of adding greatly to the

interest and enjoyment of mo.-t beds and gardens

of Roses, it wiiuld be well to surround or

entwine them with hedges or plants of the

common Sweet Brier and as many of its

varieties as cuuld be obtained. Most of these

seed l're(dy, ami inider such conditimis ami in

closi! proximity to so many varieties of Hose,

tlie probability is that a good many chance

flowers Would be fertilised with strange pollen.

Tliere are, however, difficulties in the way (.f this

happening, unless the Roses bloom simultane-

ously with the Sweet Briers. Even such semi-

douiile Roses as some of the Mo.ss, Provence,

Albas, Chinese, and the old Damask Rose de

R(]i would l)e more likely to cross with the Briers

than the fatter bloom's of Teas and Ifybri.l

Perpetuals. The autumnal bh)oms of the latter

yield the most ]iollen and set and swell seeds llje

most freely; and as we have not as \et an

autumnal strain of Sweet Briers, it will be

desirable to husband a good stock of pollen to

use at that season when the doulde llowers have

become le.ss double, and fertilisation becomes in

consequence at once more easy and more sure.

Will Mr. Bennett, wliose skill and genius is

about to enrich our gardens with Her Majesty,

turn his attenticui to the passing of the fiagrance

of the Sweet Brier into the leaves of our Roses,

and thus make us all more deeply his debtors?

By the way, if Her Majesty is a cross between

Jlabel Morrison and Canary, it would be

interesting to know which was the seed-bearing

parent. Her Majesty may also be accepted as

a proof that in cross-breeding it is often the

unexpected that occurs, for here we have a soft

veUow semi-double Tea, and little better than a

semi-double Perpetual, witli the faintest dash of

white, producing between them a larger double

rose-iiink Rose than La France having, according

to all reports and illustrations, little in common
with either of its parents ; hence we do not

desjiair of having Her Majesty and La France

vet further enriched with Sweet Brier leaves.

1). T. F.

Flower Garden.

MY WORK AMONG HELLEBORES.

For a gi'eat many years I have been growing

Hellebores from seed and endeavouring to rai:-e

new varieties. 1 have also collected nujst of the

well-known varieties. Unfortunately, the Dutch

growers are apt to send varieties untrue to name,

and I have i-eceived from one great firm at

Haarlem, under the names of H. niger ruber

and H. niger de Graaff, a comnuni red H. atro-

rubens and a common niger. Who will help to

put down this unfair custom 1

Division.—To separate Hellebores the lie.st way
is to lift them early in autumn and ]iut the roots

under a strong jet'of water. Tlien, when all the

Soil is washed out, cut with a very sliarp knife

the different divisicms of the rootstock as

required. Then put the whole mass into a pail

of water and pull the cut portions apart. In

doing this under water not a root will be

injured. This is the best way to divide rare

Tiitonias.

Aspect.—The liest aspect is facing west, as

nothing does the young plants so much harm in

early S[iiing as the sun coming on their leaves

when hard frozen. Though they like plenty of

water, they ought to go very deep for it, and

never have it sfay near their crowais ; so in recom-

mending the soil to be moist, as most treatises

do, there is great danger of producing those

curious deformed buds wdiich so often appear in
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sprinj;, and are not the result of slugs, but of

ilel'ective root action. Every Helleliore ol^server

will coutirm my remarks. They will do well umler

tree.s if the tree's roots are not plentiful, and (jne

well-kuowngrowerplantsherHellebore.-in sawdust

which has previously beenprepared by exposure to

the weather. The soil at Biiigliam was a most

unfortunate one for Hellebores—very deep black

clay, which became very wet in spring and

baked hard in summer. I should most of all

prefer a soil on the new red or old red saudstone,

or any alluvial deposit of any kind. Rapid

drainage, partial shade, and moisture in summer
and dryness in winter are what is most wanted.

A little loose Moss on the soil will keep the

bloonu free of splashed mud. In some soils,

stich as in Mr. Wolley Dod's garden at Edge,

Maljjas, H. niger seems to absolutely refuse to

grow in any situation, or in any compost. Under
Gooseberry or Currant bushes and low fruit

trees. Hellebores grow well. And I rememlier a

bed of tine plants of niger also planted in full

suu. Only those grew that were partly under
some dwai'f Pear trees.

Pkopagation by seed.—I always found my
nigers at Bingham seed freelj-, though I

have never seen a seed on luaximu.s, or could

ever olitain one in any way. Directly the seed

was ready to drop, before it had ({uite opened
itsseed capsules, it was put on sandy soil in wooden
boxesand a slate pressed firmlydown on it, theslate

absolutely lying on the seed. These boxes were
placed in the shade. In October they were
movetl into a frame to be more carefully guarded
from slugs. About December, if the slates

are lilted, every seed is found to be coiiucg up
strongly. Nearly all the Helleliores at Sunnyhill
were thus raised from seed, Ijut they have not

shown much variety and have been very much
injured by being improperlj' planted while I was
away in London. I liave nearly all the well-

known varieties of Hellebores, and a great many
seedlings of the Lenten Rose kind, differing not

much from known varieties, though they were

all the result of cai'eful crosses by hand. There
is a good Ijatch of my seedlings at the Ajiothe-

caries' Ganleu at Chelsea. One of the best and
most striking of all the tall-growing kinds 1

know of is the Continental 11. luteus grandi-

llorus, which makes a gieat contrast to the dark
red colchicus. The finest plants I ever saw of

giganteus (maximus, altifolius) are at Mr.
Wolley Dod's garden, where a glass is jjlaced

over them in the autumn. The flowers are

enormous and in great profusion ; indeed, there is

no plant, hardy or tropical, so splendid as this

great white Hellebore when properly grown.

Htbridlsation.—Mr. Biirbidge has asked if

anyone has crossed niger with atrorubens and
the taller-growing kinds. The first experiment
I made of this sort was crossing niger on to

i'tetidus, the great creamy-green English wild
plant. This was done under a large handglass
raised over the plant, and every bloom of fcetidus

depoUenised before itquite opened. The pollen of

niger, nicely dry from a cool-house ttower, was
applied. Most of the flowers set seed. The
seedlings wex'e not quite so tall as fcEtidus, and
showed no alteration in their colour or size. This
was an interesting, but disheartening, experiment.
Then I got niger into pots, and with great care

crossed it with atrorubens. These crosses are

now at Mr. Barr's nurseiy at Tooting. There is

no appearance in the leaf of any cro.ss, and yet no
possible dust even of pollen of their own kind
could have approached the flower. I raised also

a quantit}' of niger crossed with maximus, and
of these seedlings a considerable number are also

at Tooting, and I have hopes may give us .some-

thing good. These experiments being failures

should not debar other people from trying, as

they showusthatniger when carefully depoUenised

vieids seed to the pollen of Hellebores widely

distinct from itself. Frank Mile.s.

Sunnyhill, Shirchamjjton, Brisful.

SINGLE AND DOUBLE POPPIES.

Almost as long as one can remember, annual

Poppies in some form or other have been grown

in gardens, but until recently we had no such

bright colours as are now to be found in Papaver

umlirosum, P. Danebrog, and P. Hookeri. Those

grown previous to the introduction of these were

confined to the Opium Poppy group (P. somni-

ferum), and in any cottage garden might have

been seen a dozen or more kinds all dift'erent in

colour and varying from single to double. Some
Poppies unfortunately, and Rhasas in particular,

do not keep long wlien cut, although scarcely as

bad as Burns asserts them to be, when he says :

But pleasures are like Poppies spre.id ;

You seize the flower ; its bloom is shed.

On the contrary, all the double forms keep for

days in water, and even the intense scarlet flowers

of the Oriental single Poppy, if cut when the

buds are just opening, will unfold its great petals

Double and single Papiivcr Hookeri.

and keep together for a considerable time in a

cool shady room. From the great and ever-in-

creasing numbers now in cultivation, select kinds

that are bright in colour, and a change of posi-

tion may sometimes be needful. This may be

done by simply carrying a pod or two of seed

and sowing wherever it may be desired. They
will germinate in favourable seasons almost as

soon as sown, and become sturdy plants by spring,

and ready on the first approach of summer wea-

ther to burst into flower. P. Hookeri, repre-

sented in this illustration, was, we believe, sent

to Kew amongst a miscellaneous collection of

seeds fi'om Cashmere about two years ago, and
altliough no double forms of it appeared m the

lied the first year, we now find them in gardens

as doulile as a Hollyhock, and varying in colour

from the most vivid scarlet to pure unspotted

white. The native country of this plant seems

to be xmknown ; it is saiil to have been long cul-

tivated and is now faiily common in gardens in

India, so that one can only guess at its origin.

Its nearest affinity seems to be Rhasas. It is in-

deed not improbable that that species may have
Ijeen introduced to India, and under altei'ed cir-

cumstances assumed its present form. It may be
briefly described as having the leaves and flowers

of a Rha?as, while the capisule more nearly re-

sembles that of P. sornniferum. It is an excellent

garden plant, and one Mliich should lie in eveiy

collection. We must not overlook the Munstead
Poppies ; though not annuals, properly speaking,

they do well under almost the same conditions as

tluise here described, i.e., sowing this year for

next year's supply of bloom ; we are indeed not

certain that the produce of annual sowings is

not larger and better coloured than that of old

plants—they are certainly more nvamerous. P.

Hookeri likes a very rich, light soil, plenty of

sunshine and plenty of water. Hooker's double

Poppy has been introduced to cultivation by

Messrs. Haage and Schmidt, of Erfurt. K.

IRISH DAFFODILS.
The climate of Ireland, with the direct influence of

the (iulf Stream on its shores, is both mild and
humid. We have therefore many cultural advan-

tages which England does not possess. If, fur in-

stance, we had a rich c.ipital in Dublin and a better

spirit existing among all parties, we, in South Cork,

would be induced to make another Cornwall of the

south-western portion of that county for the supply

of early flowers, fruits and vegetables. As it is,

with direct rail communication from Bantry via Dub-
lin and Holyhead, I don't see why, with some en-

couragement in the way of State purchases of land

put out in allotments for enterprising market growers,

we could not be in a few years able to compete, cer-

tainly in early produce, with Cornwall. For instance,

all round Glengariffe Bay, scarlet Pelargoniums, blue

LobeUas, and "yellow Calceolarias live out of doors

during many of our winters ; and just this time

twelvemonth I tested the matter by getting cut

blooms of beautiful wild double Daffodils from near

Whiddy Island, while I failed at the same time in

procuring any from the southern portion of England.

Sonje m.ay say, what has this to do with the big early

Irisli Daffodil ? I answer, nothing more than merely

to reiterate all that the Rev. Wolley Dod has said in

its praise and earliness under climatic advantages. I

have two varieties now in flower the one larger than

the other, but both equally early. The larger I pur-

pose calling in Irish " Ard-Righ " or Irish King, in

order to give it " a local habitation and a name ;" the

other, the King's Son—in Irish, "Tanist or Roy-

damna." I hope to have no opposition in this

matter at »South Kensington, though I believe the

biilb is already catalogued as "Yellow King," but

not certified. I .am obliged to the Rev. Wolley Dod
for his notes in The Garden (p. 101). Ireland being

isolated from the influence of South Kensington, one

(like Mr. Krelage, with his General Gordon) incurs

some danger by giving names to Daffodils. It is but

two years since we had our Daffodil conference, and

it is a wonder to me after wh.at the Rev. Wolley Dod
says how this Irish King Daffodil, so full of promise

and with so good a character, should not have been

thought of until now, as it appears he has been

growing it for seven years. I certainly would have

written or said something of the giant, but could not

until I first saw what others had by way of contrast.

I potted all the following the first week in

October and they came into bloom in the order here

given, viz. :

—

Name. Firat bloom.

Pallidus praecox Native grown Dec. 25, 1885.

One year Irisli"
giown Jan. 25, 1886.

Ard-Righ, or Irish King Native giown Jan. 10 ,,

The Tanist, or King's Son Native grown Jan. 18 „
Italian pseudo-Narcissus, or

prtecox Irish grown Jan. IS ,,

Obvallaris Tenby bulbs Jan. 20 „
Lobvilaris Dutch bulbs Jan. 24 ,,

Golden princeps var. Telamon- Native bulbs Jan. 26 ,,

ius, a fine D.affodil

Minnie Warren, smallest while Native bulbs Jan. 27 „
known

Trumpet maximus Native bulbs Jan. 29 ,,

Dutch forms of spurius Dutch bulbs Jan. 29 ,,

Iii.niniiaraliilis Stella Irish gi-own Jan. 30 ,,

Irish jtiiiicups Native bulbs Jan. 30 ,,

Proiiiuquus Dutch Viultis Feb. (J ,,

Trumpet major Irish bulbs Not yet in
bloom.

The above list puts the Irish King and his son in

good places, and I purpose potting them in August of

this year, it spared, and sending to The Garden cut

blooms in November and December.

I made another experiment in connection with the

Irish giants with six sorts grown in England, aU
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forms of spurius. I potted them in the first week in

November, and cut the first blooms last week, while

the English sorts are only just above the jfot's rim
;

the varieties out of doors will all bloom tliis month
(February). Wm. Batlor Hartland.

Temple Hill, Corl:

Corbularia monopliylla I have now in

flower in the open air. After repeated failures, from
planting in places where the conditions were unfavour-

able, it is pleasant to be able to report success. These

are growing within a few inches of the foot of a wall

facing west, in the spaces between the roots of some
Vines that are trained to cover the wall. The foliage

of the Vines keeps the ground close to the wall very

dry all the summer, and gives the bulbs the thorough
ripening and drying they require. The soil id very

liglit anil s.andy. 'I'hey had a covering of snow for a

week till withia a few days of the present date (Jan.

29), but are none the worse. Some flowers are ex-

panded, and the crop of plump buds promises a liberal

show of bloom shortly. Corbularia citrina, its rather

hardier sister, rejoices in the same position. Indeed,

it would doubtless suit all the tenderer of the Hoop-
petticoat Daffodils. From the appearance of the buds
it would appear that C. citrina will follow C. mono-
phylla at about a fortnight's interval.—G. J., West

Surrei/, in Field.

Snowdrops, single and double.— In Mr.
Allen's admirable article in The Garden (p. 75) he

says of Galanthus nivalis, "it will grow anywhere,
everywhere"; and on p. 112, " 1). T. F." says, "I
wish some remedy could be found for the doubling of

nivalis ; in some places singles are becoming almost
extinct," from which I infer that in his experience

single nivalis turns into double. This is not my
experience in either case. My sad lot i-i that I am
compelled to insert a little negative in Mr. Allen's

sentence and say of single nivalis " it will ' not

'

grow anywhere," and here I am at one with
" D. T. F.," for in my borders, on my lawn, in my
wood single nivalis is practically extinct, but I have
never noticed it turn into double, although I have
watched it most carefully. During the last five

years I have purchased about 5000 single nivalis;

they have been planted in clumps and carefully

marked ; they bloom well the first year, poorly the

second, hardly at all the third, and then only a label

remains to show where they should be ! Plants of double
nivalis, on the other hand, flourish and increase

very rapidly, but in no case has one appeared in the
place of the true clumps of single. I donot say "D.T.F."
is wrong ; but though I have carefully watched, I have
never detected conversion, and, as a fact, my clumps
of singles have disappeared and my clumps of doubles
have increased. May it not be that "D. T. F.'s " clumps
of single had a few stray doubles when they were
planted, and these flourished amid the ruins of their far

lovelier companions r or that the seed of some of the
singles have produced doubles, which have grown up
amid the decaying fibres of their parents ? I am not
yet convinced that the theory of the conversion of true

single-flowering bulbs of .any kind into true doubles is

not due to seeding or to inexact observation and
marking.—W. Wilks, SJdrlcj Vicaraye.

Antirrhinums.—It is worthy of notice that old

plants of these in a large mass have stood the winter
remarkably well, and now look green and vigorous.

I have s en very often similar breidths totally

destroyed when the winters have been milder, but
perhaps rather wetter than the present one so far has
been. It is difficult to account for tuch diverse

results, but it njay to some extent be due to the pre-

valence of some fungus at certain seasons. Although
I usually treat the Antirrhinum as an annual, yet it is

pleasant to get the plants which first bloomed the
preceding year to stand well through the winter, as

then only can the real character of the Sn.apdragon
be seen. From the base of the phants come up stout
stems, and these produce grand spikes of bloom such
as the best annual plants cannot give. Next to

having a quantity of w inter plants to bloom early in

the summer, there is the advantage of securing a
nmch more lengthened season of bloom, as ere these
have finished blooming the spring-sown plants come
in and continue the succession of flowers till late in

the autumn. Snapdragons are quite as great

favourites in the garden with most people as Sweet
Williams are, but with this advantage th-at they will

bloom freely the same season if seed be sown early.

Whilst the dwarf strains are so pretty when employed
for bedding purposes, the finer or toller kinds give

the best general eff"ects and much the finest spikes

and blooms. Kich and various coloured selfs,

beautiful stripes and flakes, singular and mos-t

pleasing Ijicolors art; all found in any good large

flower strain. The larger spikes are not adapted for

cutting, but when the side f-hoots break out later

these give quite a wealth of material for cutting.

Seed may be sown at once in a frame or greenhouse,

and p'ants will be ready to dibble out early in the

month of May.—A. D.

Indoor Garden.

DIPLADENIA BOLIVIENSIS.

Amongst twiniiif; plants there are few th-it pos-

sess so many desirable properties as the dill'erent

Dipladenias. Like many other cultivated plants,

some of the varieties raised from seed surpass the

species from which they have sprung in floral

beauty, and in tlie case of some of the seedlings

flowers are produced with even greater freedom
than by the species themselves. When Dipla-

denias are in good condition they give a continu-

ous succession of bloom for six or seven months,
but they are somewhat difficult to manage, and,

therefore, many are deterred from attempting
their cultivation. The cause of failure when it

occurs, in nine cases out of ten arises through
over-watering; if the soil is kept as wet, even in

the height of the growing season, as most ]ilants

require to have it, the feeding fibres will be

almost sure to perish, leaving the tuher-like

roots witli nothing to support them. In this

way the plants frequently linger on for a time,

making next to no top growth and ultimately

dying off altogether. Through this natural ten-

derness of the roots Dipladenias are not so well

adapted for planting out as some kinds of plants

are. There is more likelihood of the soil getting

too wet than wlien in pots, and there is not the

same chance afforded of renewing it annually.

The Bolivian species is, however, an exception,

in so far that it is much less impatient of water
in the soil than any of the others, either species

or varieties. Indeed, in order to see it attain the

strength and size of which it is capable it re-

quires to be planted out. Although a somewhat
slow grower it ultimately attains a size and
strength much in excess of all the others.

Another important mattei; in its favour is that it

will succeed with less heat than any of the other

kinds. It will even thrive in an intermediate

house, though it.s season of flowering when thus

grown is, as a matter of course, much shorter

than where more heat is given ; so treated,

it does not begin to bloom so soon in spring, nor
does it keep on so late in autumn. In a house
where there is room it will cover a large space-
as much in fact as that generally allowed for a

Stephauotis, and it should be trained to the roof

in the same way.

The size op the bed that it occupies should
nece.s.sarily be ruled by the size to which the

head of the plant is to be allowed to grow ; where
there is plenty of head room tlie roots will fill a

bed 2 yards si|uare. In preparing this, 3 inches

or 4 inches of drainage nuiterial should be put
in the bottom, and over that a layer of pieces of

turfy peat ; the soil ought to consist of the best

fibrous peat, chopped or brokeit into pieces the

size of liens' eggs, keeping all the finer earthy

matter out, as the object is to make a bed that

will last for some years. With a view to still

further secitre this, there should, in addition to

the usual quantity of sand, be a good sprinkling

of broken crocks mixed with the soil. The bed
should be about 9 inches or 10 inches deep ; it

will be better the first year to make up only half

the space that is ultimately to lie occupied, as

this will give tlie roots a better chance of taking

nosses.sion of the soil before it has any tendency

to get too wet, for it is well to bear in mind that

the soil of which a be<l consists, that is, under
the influence of the heat and nioisttire present ia

a house of this desciiption when comparatively

out of the reach of the drying influence of the

air, much sooner gets unsuitalde for tlie roots of

plants than in a greenhouse. The plant to be
turned out .should be strong, such, fur instance,

as has been grown for a year or two in a pot, as

young weak examples of this and similar things

have not the amount of roots sufficient to enable

them to occupy the soil within a reasonable time

after planting, and which it is desirable they
should, as where present in sufficient quantity

they keep the soil sweet by extracting the

moisture from it. The ball which the roots

occupy should be careluUy handled in getting

the old efl'ete soil away ami loosening the roots,

as if bent about much they are likely to get

injured to an extent that "will take the plant

much time to make good.

Plant out in February in a house in which
there is warmth enough to excite growth, as by
getting the plants to move thus early a longer

season of growth will be secured. The bed
sliould be made up several days before the plant

is put in it, so as to admit of the soil getting

warm. In planting, press the material modeiately

firm about the roots, but in doing tliis it is

necessary to be careful not to injure them, as

their fleshy nature causes them to be bable to

rot if cracked or bruised. Presuming that the

soil is in right condition as to moisluie at the

time of planting, neither too wet nor too dry,

no water mu^t be given until it has got so dry

as to reipiire moi.-itening, which will po.ssibly be
in the course of two or ti.ree weeks. A sprinkle

with the syringe overhead once a day will assist

growth, continuing this through the season, as

even when in bloom the flowers will not be in-

juied thereby, and it is a necessary operation to

keep down insects which, like most other plants

grown in heat, it is subject to. It is not ad-

visable to cut the plant in previous to planting

out, except so far as the sliorteuing of any shoots

that are much longer or stronger than the rest,

for the larger the head the more flower may be

looked for. In summer, when root and top-

growth is moving Ireely, manure water, not too

strong, may be given every time the soil requires

moistening, discontinuing its use when the rate

of progress becomes less in autumn. It is not
well to cut the shoots in much until the space

to be occupied is filled, after which it will be

advisable to .shorten a few of the branches back
near to where they begin to spread out under
the roof so as to keep the whole space furnished

with flowering wood. So far, nothing has been
said about the flowers, which differ much from
most others of the genus, being much smaller.

They are trumpet shaped, and about 2 inches, or

a little more, in diameter, pure white in colour,

with a conspicuous orange mark at the mouth of

tlie tube. There is a peculiar elegance in the

appearance of the flowers that have a silky

smoothness in their texture that is erjualled by
few things ; they last well in water, or made up
in bouquets, for which purpose they are well

adapted. The distinct appearance and the purity

ol the colour have made this Dipladenia a favourite

with the London bouquetists, but so far only a
few of the market growers have made the ac-

quaintance of the phmt. The flowers are equally

suitable for arranging in the shallow little bowls
and stands that have now all but taken the place
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of the taller receptacles. There is scarcely any
plant that could be named that will give such

an immense number of flowers during the long

season it blooms as this Dipladenia, and there

is no stove climber that better deserves a place.

Hyuridlsing.—Tliat the different species of

Dipladenia cross freely is shown by the beautiful

varieties, such as D. amafiilis, D. Brearleyana,

D. insiguis, and others, which have originated by
crossing D. crassinoda with D. splendens. It

seems strange tliat no one tries what can be done
with the plant under notice and D. crassinoda,

or any of the seedlings named. If D. boliviensis

was fertilised with the pollen of any of the high-

coloured sorts, thus making it the seed parent,

the progeny might be expected to partake of its

hardy constitution, and so getting a race of

plants that require less careful management.
T. B.

GREENHOUSE EUPATOEIUMS.
Although a very large proportion of the species

of Eupiitoriuni are what are usually termed
weedy, there are a few decidedly ornamental and
useful fur greenhouse decoration. The genus,
whrdi now includes the plants formerly known
as Hebecliniums, has been very materially
improved for horticultural purposes in conse-

([uence of that addition being made. All Eupa-
toriums are of easy culture, but they well repay
for liberal treatment by producing much larger

corymbs of flower-heads. Cuttings strike readily

in spring and may be grown all summer in

lianies. In winter some species require more
heat than others; consequently it will perhaps
be best to give them attention individually.
Throughout February and on till April good
bushy plants of E. atro-rubens and E. ianthinum
(generally grown as Hebecliniums) are very
conspicuous arranged amongst other greenhouse
occupants, and seldom tail to gain admiration
because of their distinct and ornamental character.

In spring it is not unirecjuent to have a sort of

glut amongst greenhouse flowering plants, and if

these lack variety a too frequent repetition on
the stages is an inevitable result. E. atro-rubens
is, moreover, attractive on account of its fine

large leaves and dark hairy stems, as well as for

its numerous flower-heads. This species and
E. ianthinum are natives of Mexico and require
a warm greenhouse or cool stove temperature in
winter, tlie season when a great part of their
growth is made. Young cuttings of either
species root readily in spring and summer after

the stock plants have flowered and any cuttings
can be procured. They may be grown on and
flowered the following spring as plants with
single terminal corymbs. After flowering, a
resting period should be allowed by partially
withholding water and subjecting theplauts to a
c(]ol temperature. It is not a good plan to lay
tliem under a stage, a plan sometimes adopted, as
they become too dry at the roots and do not start

again properly when required. Towards the
latter part of summer watering may again be
practised and growth for the following year
encouraged. So soon as it commences, repotting
sliould be attended to, but pots small in propor-
tion to the size of plant are much better than the
reverse. If pruned back each year after flowering
large bushes may, in course of time, be obtained,
and under proper treatment there are few of the
shoots -which fail to produce flowers. It is

advisable to keep propagating a few for replacing
any that become too old and do not break readily
after being rested. A rough, rich soil, good
drainage, and plenty of water when growing are
the principal cultural requirements; a little

artificial manure acts most beneficially after the
flower-heads are formed by assisting their proper
development. A winter temperature of from

60° to 65° in mild weather is not too hot for the

species of Eupatorium already referred to ;
10°

less when the plants begin flowering will sulhce,

but the leaves soon droop if subjected to cold.

Amongst cool greenhouse kinds there are three

well deserving of culture wdiich flower at difl'erent

.seasons and are quite distinct the one from the

other. E. Weiumannianum is a shrubby species

commonly grown under the name of E. odo-

ratum. Its flowers are fragrant and produced in

corymbose heads in early autuiun ami winter.

This merely requires a little cutting in after

flowering and an annual repotting early in

spring ; it will do then in pits under the same
treatment accorded many other greenhouse

subjects during summer. Succeeding this in the

order of flowering comes E. riparium, a slender-

growing, somewhat spreading species with small

flower-heads very numerously disposed in ter-

minal and axillary corymbs. It grows very

freely, and is best propagated from cuttings each

spring. Single plants may be grown in 5-inch

pots, but a far more satisfactory method is to

place three plants each triangle shape in pots of

about 7 inches diameter, and train the growths a

little to a few slender stakes. In this way large

specimens may be obtained that have a more
marked eff'ect, and are far more useful generally

than single plants, which become more or less

starved in snuiU pots before the flowering period

arrives. The other Eupatorium to which I wish

to refer is E. ferrugineum, sometimes met with

in gardens under the name of E. Wendlandi. It

follows the last named in flowering, and succeeds

under precisely the same treatment. Neither

will bear subjecting to much heat without be-

coming weakened and drawn. Any airj' frame

will suit them all summer, and a house wdiere

frost is merely excluded is warm enough
in winter. E. ferrugineum is a free, upright-

growing plant which attains a height of from
2 feet to 3 feet, and if pinched in the early part

of the season will form bushy specimens in 5-inch

pots. These are, perhaps, best grown singly in

that size, or in 6-inch pots, and one of the main
olijects should be to keep them as dwarf as

possilile by maintaining a cool temperature and
admittitig plenty of air whenever weather per-

mits. The terminal corymbs and the individual

flower-heads of E. ferrugineum ; are rather large

compareil with those of the other two species;

the flower-heads in each ca.se are white. Those
iif E. ianthinum are pale purple, and those of

E. atrorubens are reddish, shaded lilac.

A rich compost consisting of two parts loam,

one of fairly dry cow or horse manure, and one

of leaf soil will suit all the greenhouse Eupato-

riums for their final potting. Insufficient atten-

tion to these plants in summer is doubtless the

explanation of their being so seldom seen in a

giKjd, ttoriferous condition in spring. The two
Mexican species first mentioned are really de-

serving of better treatment, and the others are

ver)' useful where a greenhouse has to be

kept lurnished all the year round. Provide

liberal treatment, and good growth, which is

especially an essential in the successful culture

of all terminal floweritig subjects, will, with the

plants under notice, be almost certain to follow.

J. G. K.

SHORT NOTES.—INDOOR.

Azalea Fielder's White-—One of your readers wishes
to know the origin of this Ai^alea. It was raised from seed
by Jtr. Fielder, gardener, Enfield Chase, and I think Mr.
Fraser, of I.ea Uridine, had tlie stock of it fordistribution.

—

J. Speed, lioUoii AbUij, Skiptoa.

!Erica melantliera-—A specimen which we have of

thi.'i is by no means xuiattractive. It is nearly 5 feet In

height, pyramidal, and literally covered with an innumerable
number of small tiowers ; and although it has not been
repotted for the past five years, it makes good growth and is

otherwise healthy.—J. C. C.

Lapagerias best in pots.—Amongst green,

house climbers the red and white Lapagerias are al-

ways conspicuous, especially when growth is luxuriant

and flowers abundant. In order to secure these de-

sirable conditions the general impression is that they
succeed best when planted out in a bed or border, but
in my ojiinioa many make a mistake in duing this. I

know of numy instances in which healthy plants in

(i-in. pots have been turned out into a bed and from
that time for a year or sometimes a number of yeara

they actually refused to move. This applies more
particularly to alba than rosea. About half-a-dozen

years ago we turned out a plant of the latter into a
bed in the conservatory. It grew away freely and
soon covered a large space. Tiie following year a
plant of alba was put out in the same way against

the next pillar, and at the present time it is very

little larger than the day on which it was planted out.

Every provision has been made to protect the young
growths when they came up, but they have never

appeared. The plant exists, but that is all. The
roots are healthy and the soil good, and yet it stands

still. This is by no means a solitary instance. I

have seen several j^lauts eUewhere in much the same
condition, and I have heard many say they were
sorry they ever turned them out, as they got on well

so long as they remained in the pots. This and some
experiments made in reference to another plant in-

duce me to infer that there is a possibility of planting

out the Lapageria too soon; and however anxious we
may be to get our little half-guinea plants to assume
large proportions, the latter would be attained more
quickly if the plants were kept in pots for a time and
potted on from one size to another until they had
abundance of roots and some strong top growths.

One plant of alba which I have treated in this way
has far outdistanced the planted-out specimen, and in

another month or so this latter will be lifted and put

in a pot, where it will doubtless grow and j'et become
useful.—J. MuiK, Margam.

Orchids.

NOTES ON CYMBIUIUMS.

This genus of Orchids is not so popular as some
others, such as Cattleyas and Lailia.s, but it,

nevertheless, contains species remar-kable for

their beauty and others prized for their perl'ume.

The best, perhaps, is the ivory-white CYndjidium
eburneuni ; until recently this was considered to

be a rare species. It was first discovered by
Griffith at Mj'rung, on the Khasia IMountains of

East Bengal, at an elevation of from 5000 feet to

6000 feet. It flowered in this country in 1847,

and was figured in the Botanical Register. In
those days it did not succeed satisfactorily, owing
to its being kept too warm and placed in

unsuitable potting soil. I remember purchasing

six good-looking imported plants at a sale and
lost them all but one. Another grower pui chased

a score of plants at the same sale, and lost them
all. I would therefore recommend beginners to

purchase established plants; they are not very

expensive and there is little chance of losing

them. Orchid growers err in potting them as

they would Cattleyas. They do best potted in

loam with a little manure added to it. The
pots should be three parts full of potting soil,

and it must not be piled up higher than the

rims. This Cymbidium succeeds best in a

Cattleya house temperature. Its flowers, which
are sweetly perfumed, are now opening. A
species not so well known as it ought to be is

C. giganteum, a noble plant, some of the varieties

of which have flowers much superior to the best

of those produced by C. Lowianuin. It was
discovered by Wallich in Nepaul, who also

introduced it into England. This is a variable

species, as may, indeed, be seen from the early

plates of it—first in the Sertum Orchidaceum, t. 4,

then in the Botanical Magazine, t. 48-14, and
lastly in the same work, t. 5574, under the
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name of C. Hookerianum, but lielieved to be
merely a form of C. giganteum. It was in

epiphytal species, requiring treatment similar

to that given to Cattleyas and also a Cattleya
house temperature. It flowers in autumn. C
pendulum is variable and distinct, its pendulous
spikes being very ornamental. It was discovered
by Ro.xburgh in Sylliet, and later by Wallich
in Ni'paul ; the latter sent it to Dean Herbert,
who flowered it in August, 1838, and sent the
spike to the Royal Horticultural Society. It

was :5 feet long and liad on it a dozen fiowers

which were yellowish bro^vn, and tlie Libelhim
red with a dasli of white on it. Tliis form was
figui'cd in the Botanical Kegisicr in 1840, t. 25.

A much more beautiful variety from Java
flowered with Messrs. Rollisson in Marcli, 1868,
and was named atro-purpureum. Tliis is well
flgured in the Botanical Magazine, t. 5710. Its

spikes often measure 2 J feet long ; the sepals and
petals are maroon-purple, and the lip is pale
rose and spotted with the same colour as that
of the petals— altogether a truly handsome
Orchid. It sliould be grown in a basket
and suspended when in flower in the Cattleya
house.

C. TiGRixnii ought not to be omitted, for al-

though no great beauty, it is quite distinct in

character from any other species. It was dis-

covered in the Malay Peninsula by Parish in

1863, growing upon rocks in the Tenasserim
Mountains, 6000 feet above sea level. It has
very small, compact pseudo-bulbs, and produces
wo or three flowers only on a spike ; it makes
a good basket plant for the Cattleya house,
and should be grown in the usual Orchid com-
post. The narrow sepals and petals are yellowish
green, and the lip, which is large and white, is

marked with short jjurplish red transverse bars.

A plant of it with a three-flowered spike is

figured in Botanical Magazine, t. 5457. C. Hut-
toni is a very remarkable species, quite distinct

from any other, either as a plant or as regards its

peculiar flowers, which are placed on a pendulous
raceme about 10 inches in length. Messrs.
Veitch's collector, the late Mr. Henry Button,
after whom it is named, discovered it in Java. The
spikes issue from the base of the matured bulbs and
hang over the side of the pots or Ijaskets in which
it is grown. The flowers, which are closely

placed on the .spikes, have greenish yellow sepals
densely marked with small chocolate bars, choco-
late petals, and the lip is greenish bordered with
a chocolate band and marked like the sepals.

C. JMastersi is the most graceful of all the Cym-
bidiums, if we except C. afiine, a species allied to

it. Its flo\vers, which have a sweet perfume, are
pure white, and placed in an elegant manner
un the spikes. It resembles C. eburneum so

much, that the one is olten mistaken for
the other until the flowers open ; their cultural
requirements, too, are similar. Our plants of it

flower in .January. The earliest information we
have about its flowering in this country is given
in the Botanical licgister, 1845, pi. 50, where it

is stated that ^Messrs. L(_)ddiges received it from the
East Indies in 1841, and flowered it in December,
184-}. In growing these two plants pl-'iity of
air is required and a temperature rangitg from
50° to 55° at night (or three or four moi.ths in
winter, giving it 5° more in summer. C. aline
is a rare furm, pure white with uuigenta spc.iting
on the lip. It seems to iliH'cr but little froiii

C. Mastersi, ami Eeichenbach seems to be rather
doubtful about it. referring it to ('. micromeron
of Lindley and C. densiflorum of Griflith, but
whether a distinct species or oidy a variety, it is

very beautiful and winter flowering. C." Lowi-
anum is quite a recent introduction and nearly
allied to C. giganteum ; indeed jt was tir,s

named by Reichenbach fils C. giganteum
Lowianum, but on a comparison with the older
species it seems to have proved sufficiently

distinct to merit a specific name. C. Lowianum
pushes up its flower-spikes early in winter, but the
flowers clo not open until March, and then continue
in full beauty until June ; whereas C. giganteum
flowers in the late autumn months. This species

has been very prominently noticed, owing to its

being so well adapted for exhibition in May and
June. Perhaps the best plant yet seen of it is

now in Baron Schrceders collection at The Dell,

Egham. One very handsome well-grown plant
of it might have been seen in Mr. Bull's nursery
last year. It is a very easily grown Orchid,
and is readily propagated by division ; like C.

eburneum, it may be potted in loam. Some
grow it in the warmest house, but I fancy it

does best in the Cattleya house, where it grows
and flowers freely both summer and winter.

The spikes are very long, and produce as many
as twenty-eight flowers on each. C. Parishi is

a queen amongst Cymbidiums. It was exhiliited

during the past season at one of the meetings
of the Royal Horticultural Society by Sir Trevor
Lawrence, and well deserved a first-class certi-

ficate, which was awarded to it. It is a very
scarce plant, but Messrs. Low have succeeded
in importing a small quantity of it, but as yet
it is dear. A fine specimen of it has flowered
with Mr. B. S. Williams, of Holloway. It pro-

duced a spike bearing three flowers. The latter

are white, and have broad sepals and petals, a
blotch of deep orange at the base, and spotted
with violet-puiple. It flowers in July, a time
when others are not in bloom. The plant
resembles C. eburneum in liabit of growth, and
requires similar treatment. It was first discovered
liy the Rev. C. Parish, in Moulmein, in 1859,
and first flowered in Mr. Leach's collection, in

Manchester, in 1878.

C. Devonianum, a rare and distinct species,

ought not to be omitted. A handsome flowering
specimen of it was exhibited by I\Ir. JiCe, of

Leatherhead, at the Orchid conference in May
last year. It had one pendulous spike, which
in habit of development resembles that of C.
]iendulum, but the flowers are very diff'erent.

They are not quite so large as those of C. Hut-
toni. They have greenish sepals and petals

spotted with red. The lip has two conspicuous
black spots on each side, and is striking and
effective. It is an Indian species, and was figured

man}' years ago in Paxton's Magazine of Botanij.

Indeed, it is named in honour of the late Duke of

Devonshire. J. Douglas.

Imported Cypripedium spectabile.—Great
numbers of this Lady's Slipper are now imported
from its North American liome every year in the
shape of large tangled masses of roots, studded ninre
or less tbickly with fine promising crowns, that under
favourable conditions yield a good display of blossoms.
But little special care is needed to ensute flowers the
first season, as they are already present in the bud
state, and only need favo\irahle conditions to develop
themselves. VVe pot svich roots as soon as received
in good fibrous peat, corresponding as near as
possible with the light vegetable matter in which
they have grown. In potting plenty of drainage is

used, and the tops of the crowns are just covered
with soil. They are then placed in a cold frame, and
no further care is needed except to water when
necessary. As flower-stems make their appearance
the plants are shifted into a light airy greenhouse, as
by tliis treatment the blooms are much better coloured
than where heavily shaded. In some of the imported
clumps there are several flowering crowns ; therefore,

if large masses are desired, all that need be done is

to pot them without dividing them, or, as the roots

do not descend to 9,ny great depth, pans that are not

too shallow may be used. In any case the fintst

flowers are borne by those that are thoroughly drained
and liberally watered.—T.

Garden Flora.

PLATE 631.

BURTONIA.S AND JOHXSONIAS.*
Last spring we had an opjuutunity of inspecting
a beautiful collection of drawings nuule from
Australian plants by Mrs. Rowan, who had
jiainted them as they grew in their native haunts.
Some of them were strangers to us ; a considerable

number we had never seen in cultivation in

Europe, but there were also among them a great
many of those beautiful hard-wooded greenhouse
plants which a generation ago were so popular
with plant growei's. Most of these are, however,
not now to be found in English collections, but
we trust that, by liringing some of the choicest
and most beautiful of them Ijefore our readers,

attention will again be directed towards them,
and their merits as greenhouse flowering plants
be properly recognised. It is so easy to procure
seeds of Australian plants now-a-daya that there
can be no obstacle to the re-introduction of such
as are ot marked beauty and are likely to prove
serviceable garden plants.

JoHSsoNiAS.—The pretty, graceful, grassy-

looking flowers represented in our plate along
with the Burtonias are those of a member of a
small genus of Australian plants, the botanical
position of which is between the Onion and the

Asphodelus sections of the great Lily Order.
We suspect that very few indeed of our readers
will be other than astonished on learning that
this Grass-like or rushy-looking plant has nothing
to do with either, but is really a Lily ! Un-
fortunately, we cannot con"ratulate ourselves
on the introduction into English gardens of this

remarkable and really beautiful plant, for it does
not appear to have ever found its way to this

country. Probably, however, its appearance here
will induce someone who has friends in South-
west Australia to procure seeds of it for trial in

our greenhouses. There are three species of

Johnsonia known, all of them natives of the
neighbourhood of King George's Sound, where
they grow in sandy places fully exposed to the
sun. They are tutted herljs with Grass-like stift'

leaves and a simple Rush-like flower-scape. The
flowers are arranged in spikes and are concealed
in large overlapping, dry, glume-like bracts not
unlike the scaly coverings ot an Aphelexis flower.

J. LUPULlNA is the best of the three kinds, its

flower-heads being larger and brighter coloured,

and the leaves and flower-stalks longer than in

the other two, the names of which are J. hirta or
pubescens and J. acaulis. The flower-.stalks of
the kind represented in the plate are H feet in

length, and the glumaceous flower-heads are
fr(jm li inches to 2 inches long. W^e cannot
speak of the value of this plant for decorative
[.purposes in this country, but that it is beautiful

and well worth a trial no one will deny after see-

ing our plate. If it thrives at all with us it will

be under greenhouse treatment, as the locality

where it grows wild is rich in plants which are

or have been well grown when treated as green-
house or conservatory plants. A jiicture of J.

hqiulina is included in the collection of paintings

nuide by Miss North when in Australia, and may
be seen at Kew.

The genus Burtonia consists of about hall'-a-

dozen species of small compact. Heath-like shrubs,
which bear spikes or corymbs of richly coloured
pea-shajied flowers, and form beautiful little pot
plants tor tlie greenhouse or conservatory. They

Di-awu by Mi-s. Rowan in the Australian bush.
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are closely allied to the equally beautiful flowered

Pultena?as, Dilhvynias, Actus, Chorozenia, aud
Goiuphololiium, which, along with many other

pretty, but now, alas ! rare greenhcjuse plants, are

all natives of the south-west regions of the

Australian continent, from whence Drummond,
Cunningham, aud Burton sent to England a great

number of useful garden plants. The last-named

collector was sent out iu search of new plant?

for the Kew collections, and died in Australia

after sending home a considerable number of

new things ; the genus Burtonia was named after

him.

The cultivation of Burtonias requires a little

more skill and attention than does that of a

Geranium or Fuchsia, but not more than is given

to many plants that are popular iu gardens to-

da,y. A mixture of good peat and .sand, three

parts of the former to one of the latter, careful

drainage, deep pots, but not over large, and an
airy position near the glass in a greenhrmse, are

necessary to their heilthy growth ; whilst for

water they reijuire to be kept in the same con-

dition at the roots as an Erica or Chorozema.
They do not like water overhead at any
time. It will be umlerstood that Ijy an airy

position it is not meant that these plants would
thrive if placed close to an open ventilator where
the cold air and winds would play full on them,
but what they must have is a good supph' of

fresh air at all times, a stuffy atmosphere being
quite as injurious to such plants as the other ex-

treme would be. The roots of Burtonias are long
and wiry, and no doubt in their native home the

object of these long tap-roots is to penetrate below
the layer of dry surface-sand to the moisture
which, in the places where these plants abound,
is not more than a loot or so from the surface.

For their propagation cuttings may be formed
from the lateral or basal shoots, not from the

stout leaders ; they should be put in about Feb-
ruary, using well-drained pots, very sandy peat,

covering them with a bell-glass, and then placing

them in a shaded part of a warm greenhouse.

B. coxFERTA.—A compact freely-branched

little shrub, of erect habit, the branches wiry
wdien mature, and clothed with Heath-like foliage

placed closely together, and differing from the

leaves in the other cultivated Burtonias in being
simple instead of trifoliate. The flowers are

arranged in compact corymbs on the tops of the

ripened branches, aliout a dozen flowers to each
corymb, and their colour is bluish purple with a

blotch of deep crimson at the base of the broad
vexillum or standard; they are produced about
Jul}-. We have met with this plant in several

gardens where hard-wooded plants are in favour,

notably at Clapton several years ago, and only

recently in the nurseries of the Messrs. Veitch,

who include this and several others in their

catalogue of greenhouse plants. We should say

that this species is the best of the known Bur-
tonias, as it grows and flowers freely in an ordi-

nary greenhouse, and remains gay with bloom
for several weeks. A well-managed plant of it is

pleasing to look upon both when out of bloom
and when laden with its compact heads of Sweet
Pea-like flowers.

B. PULCHELL.\ is a graceful little shrul) with
long wand-like Ijranches, Heath-like foliage, each

leaf Ijeing made up of three linear leaflets united

at the base. The flowers ;u-e borne upon the

u|iper portion of the longe.st shoots, and are

arranged so as to form a spike ; they are a rich

]mrple colour, an inch broad, the standai'd being

sj)read out flat, aiul revealing a yellow spot at its

base. The grace and beauty of the curved wand-
like flower-branches may be gathered from the

representation in our plate of

B. SCABRA is somewhat similar to the above

as regards the character of its flowers, but is easily

distinguished by its foliage being shorter and
pressed almost closely to the branches. The
flowers are developed on the upper half of the

ripened shoots, and their shape and c(dours are

shown in the plate, the tiill spike on the right

and the shorter one on the left of the picture

representing this species. For the introduction

of this plant it appears we are indebted to the

renowned Richard Whately, Archbishop of Dub-
lin, who received I'rom Australia and sent seeds

of it to the Trinity College Garden.s, where it

flowered in 1857. "According to the " Hortus

Kewensis," the species had been, however, in

cultivation filty years previous to this date, and

flowered at Kew in 1803.

B. viLLO.SA.—This is the largest flowered of

the Burtonias, and is well represented by the

middle spike iu the plate. In habit it is a rigid.

Heath-like shrub, with erect virgate branches,

triiViliate leaves, and flowers 1 inch across the

standard; their colour is rich pale purple with a

large conspicuous yellow blotch at the bottom of

the standard. Flowering season usually about

Jliiy. This species was introduced by Messrs.

Lucomlje, Pince & Co., of Exeter, to whom
Drummond sent a great many of his seeds col-

lected during his travels in Australia. B.

NOTES.

Pruning Orchids.—" The question of pruning

Orchids is as yet far from settled, and much
depends on the way in which it is performed.

We often differ inopinion from each other simply

Ijecause our local surroundings are different, aud
not so much because we really think a certain

practice to be right or wrong in a general way. I

knew an old exhibitor of stove and greenhouse

plants in Yorkshire who grew Dendroliium
nobile better than I ever saw it elsewhere, and he

always cut away the old bulbs

—

i.e., some of the

three and all .the four-year-old ones—when he

dressed up his plants for the shows. We have

all Ijeen brought up to the dogma that the old

pseudo-liulljs of Orchids are reservoirs of nutri-

ment—savings banks, as it w-ere, of superfluous

sap. This may be true, wholly or in part, as

the case may be. In a state of nature, every
provision is no doubt the actual outcome of

alisolute necessity ; but what is necessary to a

plant growing fully exposed to all the vicissi-

tudes of Nature may be very unnecessary wdien

the plant is placed in artihcial circumstances,

and receives regular cultural attention so far as

heat and moisture are concerned. If it be true

that the young growths of Orchids draw on
the old pseudo-bulbs during the early and
rootless stages of their existence, as seems pro-

bable, it is also equally true that the shrivelled

and rootless old bulbs plump themselves up only

at the expense of the young growth, and mainly
just at the time that it attains its full develop-

ment. It must lie self-evident that rootless old

pseudo-bulbs have no power of acquiring any-
thing from the compost." This much was written

in 188:2, but during the last year or two the

subject has made considerable progress, and the

whcde matter is better understood. jMr. Bland-
ford has shown Lailia anceps, and Mr. Princeps

an equally tine .specimen of Dendrnbium nobile,

showing that nci injury has resulted from pruning
if carefully carried out. This seems the gist of

the whole mailer, viz., the knife aud all other
useful, if rightly used, appliances must be used by
skilful ami responsible cultivators only, and not
liy I'ocjlhardy, or inexperienced assistants.

Flowers ],n .season.—Clematis cirrhosa, or

is it C. calycina which is now dangling its pale

greenish flowers among the Ivy leaves on the old

grey walls ] It has four caly.x lobes only

arranged iu a bell-shaped manner, and the.se are

faintly dotted with pale red inside. Its habit is

slender and its evergreen foliage finely cut, and
altogether, although not showy, yet it is always
so fresh and pleasing in aspect that one wonders
it is so rarely seen. The Hepaticas are peeping
everywhere, giving charming glints of pink,

lose, white, aud blue. The grey Almond buds
are swelling, and on one is the first flush of pure
rose as an earnest of the harvest of blossoms to

come. In the sunshine the crimson buds of the

liearded Rhododendron catch the eye in contrast

with the green blossoms of the Bear's-foot Helle-

bore (H. Itetidus). Snowdrops are whitening
the edgings of Grass here and there, and the

perky little golden Aconite—a Buttercup in au
Elizabethan collar—is popping up e\'erywhere.

The first Dafl'odil is showing colour, and one or

two Crocuses bear it company, while, for contrast,

we have the Rush Lily (Sisyrinchium grandi-

ilorum) dangling its wine-purple hells in the wind
of February.

Hedychium Gardnerianum.—When in fruit

this noble-habited plant is very etfectiv.;, but

while it blossoms freely its fruiting is not so

certain, unless it be carefully fert,ilised. A
ccHiple of plants here are now very brilliant in

the sunshine, and have been so lor many weeks.

They are grown in pots in a moderately warm
temperatuie. Some years ago, Mr. H. Bennett,

then of Hattield, brought some fruiting specimens

to South Kensiiig'ton, and these were at the time
to many a novelty, and they were much admired.

This plaut is quite hardy in warm districts,

flowering, but of course not fruiting outside
;

indeed, it is generally cut to the ground level by
the first severe frosts. The finest specimens of

this plant 1 ever saw were growing aud flowering

most profusely last October in the Kibble con-

servatory of the Glasgow Botanical Gardens.

Planted out in such a large structure, the plants

attain to the utmost luxuriance, and add quite a

tropical aspect to the jungle of Bamboos,
Eucalyptus, Palms, and Tree Ferns with which
they are therein associated. By a little trouble

in the fertilisation of the flowers this plant

becomes twice beautiful, and the fruit lasts as

many weeks as the flowers last days.

Helleborus NIGER AND VARIETIES.—A dic-

tionary -maker is said to have referred his

zoological definitions to the once celebrated

Cuvier. Amongst them was one defining the

shore-crab. "Shore-crab is a red insect, which
walks backwards," was the description. " Quite

right," said Cuvier, " except that the shore-crab

is not an insect ; it is not naturally red, nor does

it walk backwards!" This little story occurred

to me on reading Mr. Tymons' statement (p. 113)

that Helleborus niger angustifolius is " the most
narrow-leaved of the niger group ;'' whereas a

comparison with other kinds proves it to be

otherwise. H. niger caucasicus and others have
narrower leaflets, and so has H. niger scoticus, the

plant to which the late Mr. McNab applied

the name angustifolius. As I pointed out in

my paper (January 23), no one now knows what
forms were the angustifolius or the latifolius of

•Sweet or Don. Again, all the wild or geographi-

cal forms of H. orientalis, H. atrorubens, H.
anti<(uorum, c&c, have Latin names, those having
English names being garden seedlings raised by
the late M. Sauer, of the Berlin Garden, and
named and sent out by some Continental nursery-

men. So far as I know and believe, all the

known iorins of H. niger are wild types, and so

deserving of Latin varietal names.

Plant names.—Mr. Tymon's letter (p. 113)

reminds me of the fact that plant names are now
becoming so confused and complicated, that the
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less iinniinp; effected, even in English, by any one
iuiliviiluiil tlic lietter. Tlie iiandnf,' of ])Iants liy

is-oldl' il and often but partially inlonned indivi-

duals is one cause of the present labyrinth of

synonyms and erroneous names. If we couhl

fend ail our cjuestionable plants to Kew, and so

obtain a correction of their nomenclature, all

would be well; but it is scarcely just to expect

the public service to minister to all private needs
in that way. The naming of garden plants gene-

rally should be carried out on some well-arranged
plan by the Royal Horticultural Society, or other

central and authoiitative body. The motion
adoptt-d by the Narcissus conference was satis-

factory, but should now be extended to all

known plants. Nothing could be more jdain and
simple—all wild types to be named in Latin, all

plants raised in gardens to be named in English.

But above all is it necessary for the work to be
done by some public body, composed of Ijotanists

and cultivators, each having some special know-
ledge of the vegetable kingdom.

Narcissus citrixds.—All the Hooped-petti-
coats, or Trompet Slaiin Dattbdils, are most
quaint and beautiful when in bloom. Just now
N. citrinus is flowering freely in pots in a cool,

airy greenhouse, along with N. nivali.s, N. Um-
berto I., N. Kegina Marghcrita, and one or two
other eaily kinds. I find that a good many
good gardeners quite fail to bloom the lovely

N. monophyllup, the snow-white variety from
Algeria. Tliis much is true, even in pots in a

greenhouse or i'rarae, although Mr. Barr flowers

it under a liglit or two in that bleak bulb field

of his at Tooting. With N. citrinus the culti-

vator will experience no such ditficulty, as it

grows and blooms year after year quite freely,

and much earlier than do the deep golden or

typical forms of the species.

I was reading to-day Salisbury's account of

some Narcissi in the "Transactions of the Horti-

cultural Society," vol. i., p. 343 to p. 366, in

which their synonymy is curiously entangled,
but there is sonje inteiesting gossip auent the
ohlfr growers, and some information respecting

habitats and authorities worth reading by those

interested in the genus. Salisbury appears never
to have seen a white Hooped-petticoat Daffodil,

although he fays he saw a dried specimen be-

longing to Hawoith.

Old yellow Provence Rose.—It is pleasant
to find the rare old flowers of Shakespeare's
epoch, even if not those of Chaucer, now being
inquired for by amateurs and other cultivators

of hardy flowers. In the kitchen gardens at

"Burghley House, by Stamford town," the above
old Rose used to be, and perhaps now is, quite

at home growing on an old sandstone wall in

front of the gardener's lodge. A word from our
good friend, Mr. Gilbert, would, however, settle

the question. For the information of "F. W. Y."

(p. 127), I may sny that in Mr. W. Paul's Rose
list for 1885 I find Rosa sulphurea oH'ered at

eighteenpence each. It is a tine old flower if

grown hajipily, but that it is capricious is only
saying what is ti ue of many other beautiful
blossoms. Old Parkinson describes it in 1829,
and it was the pride of many old country house
gardens of our grandmothers' days. Like many
other tine and distinct old Roses, the fashion for

Hybrid Perpetuals, or show kinds, caused them
to be neglected, and in many cases lost alto-

gether. I wish Mr. Paul would exhibit a collec-

tion of flowers and buds of all the olil kinds of

Roses he cultivates this next season, both single
and double. We have had so much of the show
Rose business that many of us would like to see

and know more of the beauty of the older species
and their varieties.

Bridal Snowdrops.—I pee by the papers

that Miss Gladstone and her bridesmaids carried

bouquets of Snowdrops the other day. Here in

a warm locality they are barely above ground,
but I am told that this lovely flower blooms
earlier and more vigorously in the north than in

the south. Is this true? Mr. Fi.sh's note (at

p. 112) would seem to bear out the truth of this

statement, or can it be that there are early and
late fornxs of (!. nivalis ? (Jertainly I never s.iw

Snowdrops in England in Oct(jber. The constant

habit of doubling posses.sed by the Snowdrops
on some soils is well worthy of careful investiga-

tion, and might, if carefully can led out, throw
light on the question of single Narcissi turning
double. Salisbury notes the fact of the double
.Jonquil turning single in market gardens near
London during his time, but, so far as I know,
has no mention of any single Narcissus turning
double, as it seems clear single Snowdrops often

do in particular localities. At any rate. Snow-
drops that would bloom in Oct(jber and November
would be a very welcome addition to many good
gardens ; but whei'e are they to be obtained '.

Veronica.

Kitchen Garden.

CULrURE OF TOMATOES.
The culture of Tomatoes has so much increased

during the last few years, that their production
may now be counted by tons ; whereas a few
years ago hundredweights only were produced.
People who are in a position to grow their own
Tomatoes have a considerable advantage over
the householder who has to purchase in the

market, for the difference between a well-

ripened Tomato, cut from the plant and used at

once, and a purchased specimen frour a country
greengrocer is as " sunshine unto moonshine,
or water unto wine." AVe have grown T(.imatoes

in pots for years, and the produce of these pot
plants is always very highly valued. The first

fruits ripen the last week in April or early in

May. We sow the seeds in the first week of the

new year. They ate now (Jan. 26) thriving

little plaiits in 3^-inch puts, and are growing along
with 3 oung Melons in a house the temperature
of which at night is from 60*^ to 65". In this

temperature, and with a plentiful supply of

water at the roots, they gi'ow freely indeed. We
shift them twice from these small pots ; the first

time into 8-inch pots, and the next into ll-inch

or 12-inch one.s. The potting soil consists of

two parts good loam and one jiart tiecayed stable

manure. The object of grow'ing them in pots is

to have the choice of moving them into any
houses where they can be placed in a position to

get jilenty of sunshine. Tlie best lot we ever
had was last year, when a dozen plants were
placed against the back wall of a ^inery, in

which they ripened their fruit before the Vines
shaded them too much. The vaiiety (Hack-
wood Park Prolific) grown proved to le

a good one. After cutting fruit all through
the summer, the plants were placed out
of doors against a deal fence lacing the

south, and from these we gathered fruit as

late as October. A maiket grower informed us
that he found the common, or large red, jiroduced

the greate-t weight of any variety he had hitherto

grown. It is not so well formed as some, but he
did nut find that to depreciate its value in the
market. If the plants, instead of being potted,

can be planted out and trained to a trellis, as

Melons and Cucumbers generally are, the results

are as good as when grown in ]"its, and the labour
of watering is not so great. Under pot culture

the roots grow so closely matted together that it

is necessary to water them twice daily. When

planted out, a succession of fruit can be obtained
until fruit is ready out of doors.

For I'lioDuciNo frdit in winter the plants
should be propagated from cuttings about the
end of August or early in September. Indeed, it

ought to be univtrsally known that to produce
any good vaiiety of Tomato true it must be raised

in this way. Seedlings cannot bo depended upon
to be exactly like their parents, while cuttiiig.s

produce plants of the exact character of the
parent. Cuttings root freely, and i'orm the best

plants when pilaced singly in the centre of small
pots. The pots should be plunged in a bottom
lieat of 85°, and the temperature of the house
shouLl be about 60" at night. The plants may
lie trained to the back wall of a house where they
get plenty of light and a temperature of about
60^; they may be grown in pots, as ha.s been
already recommended, the cultural requirements
being the .same.

Odt of door culture is very simple, and is

much the same as that of growing Dahlias. The
plants ought to be grown at first under glass. If

propagated from seeds, they must be sown about
the end (d' February in a hotbed or forcing house.
The young plants appear very speedily, and
shouhl be planted out singly into small pots as

soon as the first leaf is tormed alter the seed
leaves. The little plants will have long stems
under these leaves, but these stems must be put
under ground, leaving the seed leaves just aViove

the surlace. When the plants have made about
six leaves, shift intoa larger pot, and then intopots

6 in. or 7 in. in diameter. The jilanls need not be
grown in a warm house ; on the contrary, they
should be placed in cold fiames early in May,
where they can be gradually inured to stand in

the open air in order to fit them to be planted out
the first week in June. They do remarkably
well if planted on open .spaces a gainst walls facing

the south or west. If walls are nut available,

plant them on a ]iiece of well trenched ground,
but not very rich. The warmer the position

the better. Each plant requires a stout stick

standing 3 ft. out of the ground to support it.

When the plants have grown to the top of the
sticks all the young lateral growths near the
top shouhl be pinched out ; this will throw
all the strength into the young fruit which
will now be forming. Continue to pinch out
the lateral growths, as the iruit which might
form on these would not ripen, but would
only take the strength from those which had
alieady formed on the plants. The large fed is a
good sort for out of doors. Earliest of All and
Acme are also well adapted for that purpose

;

Hackwood Park Prulilic would doubtless also do
outside. J. Douglas.

Raising' early Celery,—Sow the seeds thinly
in pans or boxes in i icli suil, and cover lightly with tine

sandy soil—I generally cover with sand only—and
every good seed will grow. The pans should be placed
in a nioi?t genial temperature ; a few degrees of

heat one way or the other is not nf nmch importance.
The nK>re warmth the quicker the seed will germinate,
but there is time enough starting about the middle
of February without undue forcing, which takes away
that robustntss of grov\tli so essential to quality. As
soon as the seedlings appear thin out to half an inch
apait, removing the weakly plants. If we sow a
liundred seeds of any given species of plant, a small
pruportiou of tliem will be more robust than the
utheis, and by removing the weakly plants we give
the strong plants a better chance of fulKUing their
destiny, viz

, the survival of the fittest. In the course
of a short time afttr the plants have been thinned
more room will be required, and to meet this demand
prick them out 3 inches or 4 inches apart into boxes
or a bed of rich soil, making a further selection of the
plants, discarding any which show signs of being less
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robust than the rest. During the time of growth

they must never be allowed to become dry, as a check

of any kind will be likely to injure them and

may possibly cause premature bolting. Harden off

and plant out in well-prepared trenches in May
;

shade and water as required. If true, the Sandring-

ham White is an excellent early kind, and Carter's

Incomparable Crimson is one of the best reds. But

something depends upon how the seeds are gro\ra and

saved, and in a matter where so little is required it

is always wise to go to the very best source for supply.

—E. HOBD.W.

Peas, new and old —It is pleasiug to find such

a good authnrity as " A. D." standing up boUUy for

quality in preference to size. But I confess that I

was somewhat disappointed when he, who knows

Peas and other vegetables so well, concluded without

naming for the guidance of amateurs, who are now

.all anxiety .about the best Peas to so"-, say half a

dozen of the best to grow this year. I was aUo under

the impression that it was no longer necessary to

grow such comparatively flavourless Peas asSangster's

No. 1, which "A. U." still cites as the earliest, if not

the best e.arly Pea. His suggestion of showing

varieties of Peas in pots or boxes to illustrate their

stature, habit, general character, and f>-rtility is one

th.at it is hoped may be acted upon in all ca^ei where

valuable special prizes are offered for Peas —D. T. F.

Broccoli.—Snow's Broccoli has never done so

well here as it seems to do at Burghley. It was cul-

tivated for half a dozen years or more in succession,

and the result was always the same. It never became

fit for use at its specified time, and, therefore, it was

discarded, nor do I regret its loss, as there are others

equally good and more certain. Of late, Veitch's

Self-protecting has been succeeded by Sutton's Winter

Mammoth, Osborn's and Backhouse's varieties, and

unless the weather is very severe these keep up a

constant supply—so constant indeed that I would

never trouble myself further respecting the growth of

Snow's. In my opinion the first week in May would

be altogether too late to sow winter Broccoli, hut the

kinds named above are perfectly satisfactory if sown

in the open during the last week in March or the

first week in April. I once tried a pinch of Snow's

from Burghley with no better results than from other

sources, but that was before Mr. Gilbert had made
his selection.— J. MuiR.

Carter's Xieviatlian Bean.—^lessrs. Carter in

The Gardem (p. 98) ask to be allowed to "assist in

the discussion " on the vexed question of the distinct-

ness or the identity of the Leviathan, Aqu,adulce and
Seville Longpod Beans. They state that they " in-

troduced Leviathan in 1879," and that, .as far .as they

can trace, " the first reference to Aquadulce in any
Engli^sb retail catalogue appears in that of Messrs.

Sutton for 18S2. so that Leviathan had been before

the public .at least four years before Aquiidu'ce

was heard of." As a matter of fact, Aquadulce

was offered to the English trade in Messrs. A'il-

morin's wholesale catalogue for 1878-79, being

there described as " Aquadulce, extra long-podded

(new)." The appearance of Leviathan (which is so

like Aquadulce as to be practically sj-nonymous with

it) in 1879 was therefore a singular coincidence.

Messrs. Carter are incorrect as to the date of its

appearance in English retail catalogues, for in the

retail spring catalogue for 1881 of Mr. Robert Veitch,

of Exeter, it is there offered and described as "Aqua-
dulce, a new Continental v.ariety, surpassing in the

length and size of pod the famous Seville Longpod.
Invaluable for exhibition." I have not an earlier

edition of Le Bon Jardinier than that of 1882, but it

is there referred to as follows :
" The most remark-

able among the long-podded Beans are the Seville

and, above all, the Aquadulce, of which the pods

attain to 0m.30 to Om.35 (say, from 12 inches to 14

inches) in length, and generally contain eight or nine

seeds."—A. Hope, Exeier.

I am obliged to Messrs. Carter for their offer

to Send me Seville Longpod and Leviathian Beans,

but my stocks of Aquadulce and Seville Longpod
were in bulk from a first-class foreign house .and the

Leviathan from an English house. As in all cases

the seed came from thoroughly impartial sources, I

don't therefore see that anythin." is to be gained by

any further trial. Certainly, I had last year plenty

of pods as long and clean as any I have seen exhi-

bited at .any time, and these from all the kinds alike.

The qu-stion of identity or otherwise, however, is of

much less moment than that of general cropping

qu,alitif s and aver.age usefulness. If we have a good

thing, it does not so much matter under what designa-

tionWe have it, although it is but natural we should

like to have it correctly named. Now, last year it so

happened that amongst the Seville breadth was one
" rogue " only, and that one proved to be of much
stouter and more erect habit than the true kind.

The average number of pols produced of the Seville

strain was five or six ptr plant, which sehbun

exceeded two stems. This rogue had three stout

stems and no less than thirteen good pods, and on a

breadtli of equal pro|)ortion would have beaten the

Seville by double the bulk of produce. Certainly

the pods were shorter, but they were also more erect.

None the less when shelled the produce of seerl was

twice that of the Seville, so that for all ordinary

domestic or market purposes the "rogue" w.as a long

Wiiy the best. I admit, however, tluat the Seville

strain is a week or so earlier.—A. D.

WOKK DONE IN WEEK ENDING FEB. 9.

Febru.\bt 3.

Fog and sleet the day through and work outside

quite at a standstill, all hands being employed with

the usual description of inclement weather jobs, and

which of late have been so frequently aUuded to, that

it is unnecessary again to refer to them. In the

houses plant cleaning and pot washing have been to

the fore. Picke 1 loose bark off Vines in two latest

houses, and painted them over with a solution of

Gishurst and .soft soap. 'I'he walls will now be lime-

washed .and the borders top-dressed soon as the soil

is sufficiently dry to be worked about withoiit getting

p.asty. Put in cuttings of varieg .ted P.anicum. Six

cuttings are inserted in a 3-inch pot, and .are never

potted off, but are grown on in that form, being occa-

.-ionally pinched to make them branch out. We find

them most useful for furnishing baskets in room'', as

they make a desir.able outer line or fringe to dro^p

over the vases and baskets. Impatiens Sultani is

also .another excelhnt, easdy raised .and grown v.asc

pLant for border decoration, .and is liest when in a

young state. Cuttings of this we have also jiut in

to-day, and sown seeds of Ferdinandia eminens and

Ferula communis for sub-tropical bedding.

February 4 and 5.

Bnth days have been fine, with sunshine for a

couple of hours each day. Earliest Vines and Peaches

have made jierceptible progress, which, in part, is no

doubt due to our unfailing rule of closing up all

through the earliest forcing st,ages whilst the sun is

at its meiidian, one hour of sunshine beiug of greater

help than very many hours of artificial firing in cloudy

weather. Did final disbudding to early Vines; the

spurs are not very regular, i.e., as to distance im the

rods, so that two and in some cases three shoots are

left to each spur, according to the space there i-* to

cover on trellis ; of course, when the spurs are close

together only one shoot is left. Then, again, with

rcT^ard to stopping or pinching out the p.tints of

shoots, we have no hard and fast line, but stop a

the second, third, or fourth joint beyond the bunch,

according as there is likely to be room for the full

exposure to light of the foliage, and of this the more
the better—at least, such is my experience, though I

have heard it asserted, but never saw an instance of

it, that good fruit can be had with puny foliage and

wood. Partially disbudded early Peaches. I also

like to see good leaves on these as well as Vines ; the

quality of fruit is then certain to be of the first order ;

overcrowding of wood gives plenty of foliage, but of

a flabby texture, that soon becomes a prey to insects

or scorching; therefore, we disbud freely and early.

The latter is necess.ary to prevent unnecessary exhaus-

tion of sap as well as injury to shoots by strii ping

off pieces of bark with the shoots. Though the first

fruit seems safe, we shall not syringe much till there

is an end to the cold, frosty nights and mornings ; the

merest dewing over when closing up is all the syring-

ing that will" be done for the present. Potted off a

few more Chrysanthemums. These may soon be

called all-the-year-round flowers ; we began with them
in the open border at the end of August, and we have

still a few plants in good flower. Outside work has

again been shrub and hedge cutting ; finished pruning

at orchard. Renewed linings to manure frames and

turned over leaves and manure that is intended for

renewal of heat in Pine beds. Dug up Asparagus

for forcing in manure frames ; blanching is objected to,

and therefore, we merely just cover the roots with

light, vegetable mould, and give a soaking with warm
water to settle the soil well about the roots.

February 6.

Eight degrees of frost this morning—a cold north-

east wind, but otherwise a splendid day, with a good

amount of sunshine, which v.-e made the most of by
closing up .all forcing houses by one o'clock. The
pollen of Strawljcrry blossom'', on the slightest touch,

dispel sed in all directions—a t.ap on the shelf was

quite sufficient to its distribution ; but second house

of Peaches not being so advanced, the earliest opened

blossoms were touched over with a camel's-hair

pencil. Thinned Strawljerries that were set to from

four to five fruits on a plant, and put thein into

greater heat. Our first batch is just on the turn for

col.uring, and ventilation will therefore be increased

to aid quality, widch so early in the season can only

be expected to be second raie at the best, but their

production is in our cas-; a neces-iity, an 1, therefore,

quality has to take its chance. Figs, being nicely on

the move, and the walled in inside border crammed

with hungry roots, a rich top-dressing has been

applied to-day, consisting of well decayed droppings,

half inch bones, wood .ashes, and loam, the whole

being mulched with cow manure and soaked with

water at a temperature of iiO°. The house is now
kept at SU" by night and tJO" by day, and the trees

are well syringed at mid-day. Putting in fresh re-

lays of forcing plants and cleaning up heing thd only

other inside work done today. As the family is now,

for a time, non-resident and the work somewhat

in arrear, by reason of "extras" and bad weather,

the usual Saturd,ay"s clean up has been shirked, and

for the first time this year we have had all hands

in kitchen garden. Dug up Parsnips, so that

manure can be got on and the ground trenched in readi-

ness for main crop of Peas. Celery, too, has been dug

up with all the soil possible left on the roots, and has

been thickly lieeledin on a north border, and the

ground will now be deeply dug for Potatoes
;
pro-

vided we had plenty of ground, neither of these crops

would yet have been lifted, as both would have been

best in the ground for some weeks to come. Parsnips,

however, keep fairly well in sand, and Celery in tbe

way mentioned ; and there is this advantage in re-

spect of Celery, seeding is effectually checked, and

the s.ame is true of Leeks, wdiich are also doomed to

be lifted in the sair]e way soon as we .are ready to

trench the groiuid for another crop. Our August-

sown Ouions are a wretched lot by reason of last

summer's drought, and ttie best ot them we have

transplanted, giving them placi on a warm border,

and the ground they should have covered will be dug

over, and planttd with early Cauliflowers; no manure

will be needed, as it had a good supply and was deeply

trenched for the Onions. Sowed another long row of

Peas, and .also of Broad Beans, with a first sowing

of summer Spinach between the rows ot Peas. Win-

ter Spinach is another of our failures ; hence the

reason for sowing Spinach so early.

February 8.

Ten degrees of frost this morning, but nothing is

forw.ard enough to be injured. Apricot trees at

CUiristmas seemed more nearly in flower than they do

now, a circumstance that shows the severity of the

weather since that time. All kinds of fruit trees

Seem stationery, and betoken a late spring, which,

as a ceneral rule, proves a safe one for fruit croos,

which°hereabouts promise to be good as last year, as

all kinds of fruit trees fairly bristle with fruit buds,

thanks to the heat and drought of July, August and

September last. As the sun shone out to-day I made

an examination of plants reputed to be of doubtful

hardiness. Large bunches of Phormium tenax,

tenax variegata, .and of P. Colensoi are quite un-

injured ; the Blue Gum (Eucalyptus) is, I fear, killed,

but the red is not a bit damaged ; Australian
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Dracoenas are all but killed. Chusan Palms (Chainie-
rops Fortunei) ai'e fresh as ever ; Echeverias, many
of them killed; Veronica Hendersoiii, and also the
variegated variety, not hurt, neither are Hydrangeas.
The only Conifer that seems to have suffered is

Picea lasiocarpa, or Lov^i, and the foliage of this is

only a bit discoloured. Our outside hands have
again been employed in kitclien garden with same
jobs as on Saturday, and also with nuilehing Goose-
berry and Currant ijuarters witli wi-U decayed
manure. Di^'ging .amongst fruit trees is a praeiice
we never resort to except to clear the ground of

Couch or other troublesome weeds, or for the pur-
pose of root-pruning, ,and of course this is never
needed by small fruits, such as Currants and Goose-
berries. We simply point up the surface of the
soil, and give the best surface dressing of manure we
can afford. This way of applying the manure has
also the additional adv.ant.ages of making it cleanly
for getting about amongst the trees and keeping the
ground cool and moist in summer. Work in the
houses is much the same from day to day. Propa-
gating and seed sowing for summer flower gardening,
potting Ferns, also potting on Tomatoes, Melons and
Cucumbers being some of the jobs in hand ta-d.ay.

FEBKU.iRT 9.

Another splendid day, with a repetition of the
frost of yesterday mijrning. Trenching in kitchen
garden ; the ground lately occupied with Parsnips
has been well mjinured, but the Celery plot is being
trenched without adding manure, as plenty is turned
up from the old Celery trenches, and this is dis-

tributed over the whole plot as trenching proceeds.
Pruned and put fresh stakes to young bush and
pyramidal-formed Apple and Pear trees. The Pears
are on the Ciuince, and the Apples on the Paradise
stock, and .all ai-e very full t>f fniit buds. These
dwarfing stocks are invaluable for positions in narrow
borders in the vegetable garden (as ours are), as
growth is never rampant, and fruit-bearing is a
certainty, of course, damage from spring frosts alw.ays
excepted. Put Asparagus roots in manure frame to

force. The heat of the bed ranges from 80° to !iO",

but as the plants are laid on a good thickness of half
decayed leaf soil and covered very lightly indeed
with the same material, such a great heat is not
likely to do any harm to the roots, but as a safe-

guard, vent holes have been made with a dibber all

over the bed. A constant supply of Seak.ale is kept
up by putting in heat three or four large pots weekly.
Potting off Chrysanthemums and the first striking of
winter flowering Carnations. Put in more cuttings
of Dahlias, also cuttings of Ageratums, Heliotropes,
Lantanas, ard double Petunias. H.VNTS.

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.
JIelons.

If not already transferred to the fruiting pots the
best of the plants raised in January sliould now be
ready for turning out. The weather has, however,
been very bad, hardly a ray of sunshine throughout
the past month, and it is more than probable the first

sowing will have produced a set of weak spindly
plants which will never become satisfactory. The
experienced Melon grower, fully alive to the numerous
mishaps by which he is beset, provides for these
emergencies by making fresh sowings every fortnight,
and throwing away these earlier weaklings until his
jierseverance is rewarded by a set of well rooted,
stocky plants that will start away freely, and most
likely produce earlier and better fruit, as they can be
grown on from the seed pot to the tinisli without
undergoing a check. But, assuming that the young
plants have gone on well and the large pots intended
for their reception have been plunged up to their rims
in a bottom heat ranging from 80° to 'JO", fill the
latter with suitable compost, and allow it to get
tliorouglily warm before it is jiressed or made firm
\\ith the rannner. Then, having selected and watered
the plants, turn them out, and plant one on a ciuie
formed in tlie centre of each of the fruiting jiots,

keeping the seed leaves well up above the level of
the rims, as earthing up the stems is objectionable.
Make the soil firm, and give a little warm water to
settle if very dry, not otherwise, as .atmospheric
moisture will keep them going until after fresh root

action has set in. Having secured the plants to

sticks, train to, thence up the trellis, and allow the
leaders to grow until they have made souje :i feet or

4 feet, and are strtmg enough for stopping. This
check will result in the jroduction of a immber of

side shoots furnished with female flowers, and as
these first shows must be fertilised, male blossoms
hitherto rubbed off may now be allowed to glow
freely. Impregnate every female flower as it opens,
and when two or three evenly balanced Melons on
each plant can be seen swelling away together,

lemove all snpeifluous shows, pinch the hiterals at

the first leaf beyond the fruit, and cut aw.ay all use-

less spray, also at the first leaf from the main stems.
Fjom this time forward more water may lie given,

but not too freely at first, as ,a flush of water before
theyoung Melons have attained the size of large Walnuts
sometimes produces a check from which they never
recover, but turn yellow and die.

Plants intended for pits and frames shouM have
their points pinched out at the third or fourth rough
leaf to induce the formation of side breaks. If two
plants are to be turned out in each light, twobreaks from
each will be sufficient ; if only one is thought sufficient,

then fom- breaks will be needed. In order to save
time aud have strong plants ready ftr turning oui as

soon as the bed has toned down to suitable planting
condition, they should be allowed to break .again

before they are removed from the nursing pit; it, on
the other hand, the plants are in advance of the bed
they may be shifted on into larger pots and be kept
growing close to the glass until the bed is in good
condition, as turning out matted Melons is worse than
useless. Shifting or retarding should, however, if

I)ossible be avoided, as young plants that are kept
constantly growing are less susceptible to att.acks

frcun red spider, they are less liable to lose their Itiwer

stem leaves, the preservation of which is a very im-
portant point in good culture, and they invariably

produce the finest and best flavoured fruit. To ob-
viate the necessity for making use of imsatisfactory
plants, sowings should be made at short intervals and
early jilanting in small hills free from the danger of

burning should be strictly adhered to.

CUCDMBEES.

Plants that have p.assed through the winter in a
satisfactory condition and are now growing freely

must be brought gradually into a liberal course of

summer treatment. Others that have not wintered
well and have become infested with spider, mildew,
and other enemies may be removed with as little de-
lay as possible, as fresh healthy plants that so readily
respond to high pressure treatment can, after this

period, be grown into a fruit-bearing condition in

much less time than would be frittered away in

cleansing .and restoring the old ones. If the first set

of plants now in full bearing have not already been
divested of a few of the oldest leaves to make room
for young growths, their gradual removal may now be
taken in hand; the plunging material must also be
turneil and renovated, as it is of no use trying to
grow fresh, sweet-flavoured Cucumbers without
plenty of bottom heat. Kough flaky pieces of light,

rich turf laid on and partially over the rims of

the pots will induce the formation and escape into
the bed of fresh surface roots. As days increase in

length and we have more sun, gradually increase the
supply of diluted liquid, not only to "the roots, but
over every part of the Vjed, and ply the syringe more
freely when the house is closed about 1 p.m. on bright
days. Tie in the young growths regularly, and pinch
the points out of the strongest to maintani an even
balance of Vine and foliage over every part of the
trellis, but carefully avoid overcrowding by cutting
out all useless spray. Crop lightly, anel always cut
the fruit under rather than over the size to whicli

later on it may be grown. Keep a sharp look out
for aphis, .spider, and mildew, and .apl)ly the usual
remedies should they appear. When these pests are
troublesome it is a good jilan to keep a tub filled

with sulphur water and another with soot water for

syringing purposes, as prevention is .always better
tlian cm e, and the smoking of Cucumbers and Melons
for aphis should, if possible, be dispensed with. Last,
but not least, observe cleanliness not only in the
house, but outside also. Insects, parasites, and dis-

eases always make rapid headway where sanitary

matters are neglected, and for this reason cleanliness

both in regard to the removal of dirt from the glass,

limewasliing tin- walls, and scrubbing the floors should
be strictly attended to.

Houses that have been a long time in bearing may
be greatly improved—that is, if they can be dispensed

with f(pr a short time—by a general cutting over as a
preliiiiiiuiry to a new start. Let every fruit, large

and small, be cut off, remove as much old Vine and
foliage as can be spared, tie in and regulate the
young growths, top-dress the pots, and renovate the
plunging material. Water sparingly at first, but do
not let the roots suffer, as drought at any time is

fatiil, .and treat the p ants to plenty of atmospheric
moi^tuie.

T/ic frame ijronnd.—Pay particular attention to

the preparatifjn of fermenting materials f<)r pits and
frames, and when in suitable condition make up the

l)eds for the latter on a dry, well-drained spot fully

open to the south and sheltered friun cutting winds.

When the heat begins to subside, firm and level the
bed, place sods, grass side downwards, across the
centre and introduce as much compost as will form
neat hills or ridges. When the soil is thoroughly
warmed through, cover the remainder of the manure
with a layer ol: dry soil to keep down steam and turn

out the plants before they become potbound. Many
people do not now go to the trouble of making up
early Cucumber beds, and fortunate are they who can
do without them, but, notwithstanding the trouble

which they entail, they are not an unmixed evil, as they
enable Dur less fortunate friends to propagate cuttings

and raise many plants which they could not have were
they deprived of the moist genial heat which fer-

menting materials give. Cucumbers, like Melons, do
best when grown away from the seed to the fruit

without a check. The frame answers admirably for this

purpose, as we can sow a few seeds once a fortnight

or as often as the requirements of the place may
necessitate. We can shift on from small to larger

pots with<iut running the slightest risk of a sudden
check, atid a good stock of short-jointed plants, either

pinched or trained to sticks for transfer to trellised

houses, can be kept cm hand until the frames are filled

with their legitimate occup.ants.

The Orchard House.
If any of the trees intended for fruiting in late

houses are still out of dttors, lose no time in getting

them into their sununer quarters. Let the pots be

well washed, exatnine the apeitures to ascertain that

they have not beenj choked by worms, and place

them at once in the positions they are intended to

occupy. If it is found that worms have found their

way through the drainage each tree should be well

soaked in lime water to expel them at the outset, and
watering with water at the mean temperature of the

house must from this time receive careful and regular

attention. Houses that are properly heated may be
allowed to come on steadily under ordinary late or

mid-season Peach house treatment; but others not
hitherto safeguarded by a flow and return pipe must
be retarded by constant and liber.al ventilation when
the weather is not decidedly severe, as advanced trees

in these heavily handicapped houses frequently suffer,

not only fiom sharp frosts, but also from a long
continuance of cold, damp, sunless weather when
they are in full bloom. Years ago the owners of

these useful and interesting structtires thought hedge
w'alls good enough, and looked upon hot-water pipes
as a superfluity, aud dearly they have paid for their

fancy, as one out of the many crops that have been
lost woulef have p.aid feir the apparatus, by means of

which their too often blamed gardeners would have
been able to contend successfully with the eleiuents.

The cost of fuel, again, for these houses is so very
sujall compared with the immense value of the heat
which it ))roduces, that one can only conclude this

penny-wise-jiound-foolish neglect is persisted in by
gentlemen who have never had the danger jiointed

out to them. lUit ma!iy may say, "I do not wi.>.h my
orchard house forced ; all I want is a crop of fruit late

in the season." Just so ; then why withhold fire heat,

as it is a well-known fact that retarded trees absolutely
require artificial warmth after the fruit is gathereel

to ripen up the wood ? This important point seciu'ed,

the trees may stand out of doors all the winter, and
it is possible a bright genial spring may favour a
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good set of fruit without its aid ; but how often do

we find our blossoms pushed forward by mild weather

in Fubruarj', and enveloped in dense black vapour

when thi-y are expanding. Tlien conies the pinch ;

tlie temperature may never descend to tlic freezing-

point, but the petals of the Howers perish, the delicate

organs of fi'\ictiHoation .are paralysed, and the crop is

lost for the want of three weeks' fire heat, whieli

might he obtained from a few barrow-loads of slack

or cinders.

The furciivi nrchanl !iousc.—The amateur who
started his first house early has had a bad time of

it, as we have liad severe weather .and very little sun ;

but, aided by gentle tire heat and a good stock of

patience, .all m.ay yet go well. Although Peaehfs

invariably set best in a brisk temperature with plenty

of fresh, w.arni air moving through the house, it does

not follow th.at anything more serious than delay is

occasioned liy .allowing the thermometer to range as

low as 40'^, i)rovided the blossoms are kept dry, and
moisture is not condensed during the hours of dark-

ness. The better to avoid these unfavourable condi-

tions, let all watering be performed early in the day,

and give the trees tlie beneht of gentle fire heat, with

as much air as itwill be safe to admit without creating

a cutting drauglit. When superfluous moisture has
l.)eeu e.xpelled, gradually reduce the fire-heat and air,

and, if absolutely necessary, close the ventilators to

the smallest chink along the front until

the following morning. Although some
fruit growers pooh-pooh the process of

artitieial fertilisation, prudent cultivators,

anxious to leave no stone unturned,
generally apply the camel's-hair brush on
fine days during the time the trees are in

flower. JIany trees, doubtless, would set

their fruit quite as well without this aid
;

but others, notably varieties that have
made strong wood and are not over well
ripened, are often saved from complete
failure by the performance of this simple
process. When the latest trees have set

it will be necessary t< ply the syi-inge

freely on tine days to liberate the fruit

from the decaying floweis, as well as to

produce a moist, genial atmosphere, with
clo-ied ventilators, favourable to rapid de-
velopment and a brisk circulation of the
sap. If Hirawherries occupy the shelves
they must be well looked to, both with
the syringe and w.ater, as they are gene-
rally, if not alw.ays, leaders of the van
in the dissemination f>f green fly and
spider. The first can eiisily be destroyed
by fumigation, but the second is a ter-

rible pest, and can only be kept under by
copious syringing and generous treat-

ment. Tims, the trees, when the fruit

begins to swell, will be in a fit state to receive

good mulching and liljeral supplies of warm, diluted
liquid; the latter should not, however, be ajiplie-f

too often at first unless they are decidedly weak, as

over-feeding may be carried to an extent that is

positively injurious. When this stage has been
reached, disbudding will require attention, and
trees that have set an abund.ance of fruit must
he carefully thinned, .ns nothing is gained by
leaving more than a fair percentage of the b st
placed fruits aliive the number Ihey are intended to
carry to maturity. W. CoLEilAN.

Bastnur Castle, Ledhury.

NOVELTIES FOR THE AMERICAN TRADE.
We have been somewhat amused in reading some of

the English circulars offering novelties to the American
trade. No people are better pleased than our own to

purchase real novelties in trees, fruits, and plants,

and many ;ire <|uite as well pleased if they jirove to

be the greatest of deceptions, provided the}* are sold

at a high price. To have the best thing offered cheap

would at once stop all sale. Here we have a Tear
called the Kieffer, the same as the old Chinese

Sha-lea, iiitrod\iced by the Royal Horticultur.al So-

ciety si.vty years ago, and selling at £1 each, as

worthless as the nios'. worthless Pear cultivated in

England. This only shows that the people will have

novelties, good or bad. The late Mrs. Morgan, of

New York, had a collection of Orchids which cost

200,000 dollars. They were sold by auction for as

many cents.

Among the novelties now offered in the cireuLar

referreil to is the once famous Dioscorea Batat.as (or

Chinese Yam), which the writer asks as innocently

as a lunib, " Has any American grower ever yet tried

this?" We are not quite yet antediluvian, but the

Dioscoreas planted in my g.arden thirty years ago
keep constantly popping up, though we have dug
down B feet to find the roots. Old cultivators used

to say that it went through the earth and climbed

to obviate this. What will the old Gooseberry men
of Lancashire, whose rooms are ornamented with
trophies for big specimens of Crown Bi>bs, &c., say
to this ? Every cultivator feels indebted to the men
whose perseverance and skill have re-ulted in the
pi-oduction of new fruits or flowers, and is thankful
to the men whose enterprise place them within their
reach. Our American people are e-pecially indebted
to the skill of English, French, and Belgian culti-

vators for many .superb novelties; but then, to t.alk

of Chinese Y.anjs, Black Currants, and seeiUing ( Joo.se-

berries as ni>velties of value to Americans betrays
such a woful ignorance of our horticultural intelli-

gence, that we must protest against it. H.

Bomneya Coulteri.—Mr. Miles is quite right
in his supposition that Romneya Coulteii likes to°be
kept dry in winter. At Glasnevin it is cultivated
agamst a south wall, where an old tower keeps off
much rain, and in such a position it flourishes and
flowers abundantly. Last summer over seventy
flowers were ojien ac the same time. On the approach
of winter the loese shoots are fastened close to the
wall, and a barrowful of peat is put round the crown.
During very severe weather a mat is nailed ovc-r the
plant, otherwise the shoots above ground are liable
to be killed, and then it does not flower so profusely
next season. In spring a good dressing of manure
is substituted for the peat.—F. JIooKE.

Flowering spr.xy of Berberis (Mahonia) AquifoUum.

on the other side in China ! Again, " as a change
from the American .Sweet Potato itwill be much appre-
chated." Whew! And then we are told how to
cook it, and when the mode is " once hit upon the
Yam is delicately white, mealy, and of a most agree-
able flavour." Perljaps this is a matter of t°aste.

The Mexicans like pulque, but the Englishman pre-
fers champ.agne. Somebody ought to read our horti-
cultural literature of thirty years .ago. When these
Yams were introduced here they were stated to be
of such value, that the Potiito would disappear for
ever from cultivation, and they were sold at high
prices. They were planted, tried, eaten, and all dug
up as f.ar as it was possible to do so. More than one
cultivator has told me that he could extirpate Horse-
radish, Artichokes .and Dock-root, but the CninefC
Yam mastered him. Nothing short of 10 feet in
I he hardest ground would accomplish the job. 'i'hen
we have the valuable informati(m that "Black
Currants will not grow in America." and to obviate
this sad fact, the writer inquires. "Have our American
friends tried the effect of raising from seed?" by
which means there might "arise a variety th:it wid
prove itself adaptable to the dry, hot American
summer," and prove a "^maU fortune" to the r.aiser.

Exactly !

" Many Gooseberry plants," the circular says, "are
annually imported into America," but as all this
" must therefore necessarily mean much trouble and
expense," seeds are ofiered of a "magnificent strain

'

Trees and Shrubs.
THE HOLLY-LEAVED BARBERRY.

(berberis (mahonia) aquifolium.)

The pinnate species of Berberis form sucli ,a dis-

tinct oi'oup from tlie rest of the Barberries, that
they were nrioiiially and with good reason jjlaceil

iu a distinct genus—Malioniti, a name under
wliicli tliey are slili generally known in gardens
and nurseries. There are aliout a dozen of these

pinnate - leaved Barberries (or Ash
Barberries, as Loudou called them).
Of these there are about fotir North
American species, all of which are
undoubtedly hardy in this ccjuntry;
wheieas there is always some doubt
about the hardiness of the other
Jlahonias from Japan, China, the
Himalayas and Mexico. These four
American species are all liandsome
evergreen shrubs extremely valuable
if not wholly indispensable in a well-
planted English gHi-dcn, and commou
as line of them, B. Ai|uifolium, has
become, it is, like the Holly, a shrub
of which one never tii'es.

^;«(5^ li. Acpiifolitim, ur HuUy-leaved Bar-

^ beny, was introduced into British
gardens about fifty years ago, and so
highly was it esteemed at that time
that plants of it are said to have been
sold in the nurseries for ten guineas
a-piece ; whereas one can now Imy a
ilccent specimen of it for tenpence.
Liudley was not far wrong when he
pronounced it to be "perhaps the hand-
.-omest Evergreen we yet possess,"
That was .said of it soon after its

introduction, but to-day we .see it in perfection,
for it has become quite acclimatised witli us—we
might almost say naturalised—in a good many
places. People are apt to esteem things lightly
when once they become common, and this is the
ca.se with this shrub ; were it still sold for a
guinea a plant, we should perhaps ^ahle it more
than we now do. First, tliere is its rich deep
green leaves shining as if varnished, and chang-
ing in autumn to a bronzy red, lendering them so
precious to those who like to mix foliage with
llowers, and no other foliage Lasts so hiiig in
water. Then in April and Jlay the plant is

adorned with a profusion of yellow flowers, and
the.se are succeeded in autumn by a crop of jilum-
pm-ple berries, grey with glaucous bloom. As
this Barljerry is now so common there is no need
to describe it further, and there is equally little
need to advocate its planting, as it forms part of
the "regular stock" of every nursery, large or
small. It is an accommodating plant "and not at
all capricious in its requiiements, but, like a "ood
many other shrubs, it is often planted without^'due
regtird to its adaptability to the spot in which it
is placed. In its native haunts it is s.aid to grow-
in rich vegetable soil among rocks or in woods,
making a dense undergrowth. It is certainly
very partial to shade even if it be dense ; hence it
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is one of tlie fuw plants tliat oni; i-:ui reckon ii|ion

BUcceediuL,' umli-r trees, ami that is why it makes

such capital covert. It is snu^' ami warm for

game, ami yet, unlike such thinj^s as Rhododen-

drons, it is not too dense. Thou,i;h it likes shade

it does not refuse to grow and even thrive on

dry, e.\posed banks, but in such places the toliage

rarely acquires that luxuriant deep green whicli

it does under shade.

As to soil, as far as our experience goes, it

delights most in a deep moist loam, as, indeed,

do all the Barberries. It even thrives in wet

places and also in clay. Its use as an ornamental

shrub is varied. Nothing, as before remarked, is

better I'or planting under trees, and even under

Beeches where the shade is densest it may be

planted if the soil is stifflsh. What it does not

like is being crowded in the ordinary huddle-

muddle shrubbery, for it is a plant that likes

plenty of room to spread and send out its runners,

and that is why it is such a capital shrub tor

planting just on the margin of a shrubbery, so

as to allow its branches to arrange them.selves on

the turf Th. re are some adnuraljle examples

of this Barberry as a lawn shrub in the London

parks, particularly at Battersea, where there are

some as much as 10 feet through and 5 feet or

6 feet high. This shrub having been so much in

request and is propagated rather slowly otherwise

than by seed, large quantities of seedlings have

been raised, with the natural result that a good

many seminal varieties have sprung up. There

are alwut a dozen of the most distinct of these

•which have been named. They all differ more

or less widely from the type. Perhaps the finest

of these forms is one called rotundifolia, an

appropriate name, inasmuch as the leaflets are

quite rounded in outline and not toothed nearly

so much as the original. The leaves, moreover,

are thicker in texture, and it is even more flori-

ferous than the type. Other named varieties

are erecta, of more upright growth than the

type. Another named stricta is iirobably identi-

cal. The variety gracilis is of more slender

growth, and in anemonsefolia the leaflets are more

deeply d.vided, while crassifolia is of thicker

textui'e in the foliage and more like rotundifolia.

None of these varieties are common, and one

may look through a dozen tree nursery catalogues

and not see one of them mentioned. This

Barberry is found wild in Oregon and northwards,

where, according to the " Californian Flora,'' it

is known as the Oregon Grape. It is the hardi' st

of all the American Mahonias on account of its

northern haunts. The other species are B. repens,

B. pinnata, B. fascicularis, and B. nervosa or

glumacea, as it is called. These are all handsome

and valuable for ornamental planting and worthy

of the best attention. Our common Barberry

(B. vulgar!.-) inhabits the Eastern United States,

and there is one species in Canada, B. canadensis.

The Barberries of Mexico and Texas and tlie

Southern States are of doubtful value in this

country on account of their tenderness.

Flowering Ribes speciosum early.—The
Fuchsia-fiowered Kibes wliich is so justly Vulued as

an ornamental flowering shrub, will, under glass,

anticipate its usual season of blooming by a long

time, and produce both its bfautiful crimson Fuchsia-

like blossoms and attractive glossy foliage by the

beginning of M.ach. at which time a bush of it

forms a conspicuous feature in the conservatory. To
forcing, as applied to Deutzias, Lilacs, and such

thin"s, it is nut amenable, but with the assistance and

protection of a light glass structure, with little, if

any, fire heat, it may, as stated, be had in bloom at

a time when under ordinary conditions it would be

si ill dormant. Tliis Ribes is a most beautiful sbrub,

but like the gohlen-flowered species (K. aureum) it is

rarely seen, while the ordinary flowering Currant

(K, sanguiueuni) and its many varieties is met with

in nearly every garden. True, this latter will often

grow, and even thrive, where the conditions are very

unfavourable, while H. speciosum is more jarticular

iu its reipurements ; but where at all favou-aljly

situated it forms a handsome hush, and if the scjil is

moderately good, a most vigorous one.—T.

GARDEN HEDGES AND SCREENS.
I WAS surprised to find that Mr. Molyneux made
no mention of Thuja Lobbi for this pur|iose.

For foruung a thick hedge or screen quickly there

is no Evergreen equal to it ; it beats the Arbor-
vitfe both in lapidity of growth and inappeai'ance,

as it does not lose colour in winter, but of the two
takes on a deeper tint. For forming boundary
hedges b,etween the vegetable and kitchen garden
and the pleasure ground, or for similar situations

it i.s, on account of its unilonnly handsome ap-

pearance, very suitable ; if thrifty young two-year-

old plants are set out into good deeply stirred

soil they will form a screen r> ft. high or mure
in lour years. In order to obtain a hedge well

lurnislied to the bottom it is important to secure

phmtsthat have never been crowded, and fortius

reason 1 advise the use of cpiite young ones.

Sometimes, with a view of obtaining a ience

quickly older specimens are employed, but they
are sure to have become more or less leggy, and a
hedge never gels thick at the bottom when such
plants are u;ed for its formation. Too litlle

thought is generall)' given to the foundation and
too much to the top, which is bound to come
right if llie proper kind of plants are used and
the planting is properly done. The same renuirk

a]'plies to Holly, by far the best of all hedge
plants, and which will grow almcst as rapidly as

Quick if the ground is well prepared for it. The
little extra expense involved in the outlay on
Holly is well repaid by its impenetrability and
handsome appeaiance at all times of the year.

Fin- Holly tlie ground should be trenched 2 ft.

deep, and plenty of good manure should be
worked into the full depth. If this is done,

in the thinl year from planting the pbints will

make from IS in. to 2 ft. of growth; whereas
if the ground is poor and not well stirred

they may remain for years before th>-y make a

start. It is a common ]dan to plant Holly on a

bank; but where the soil is fairly liglit or well

drained the extra labour tlius entailed is by no
means necessary; in fact, Holly is by no means
so difficult to please in the matter of sail as many
imagine. Where primary cost is an object and
there is a large amount of fences to nuike, a

Holly hedge may be eventually obtained by
planting three Onicks to one Holly, as in time the

laltergets the mastery. Sometimes Quick hedg' s

become throngh neglect bare at the botlom, and
when this is the case I know of no better remedj'

than planting strong bushy Hollies iu the thin

places. They should be iilanted in the autumn,
as they then get roothold by winter, and are not

so likely to sutler from drought the following

summer. As the soil at the base of a Quick
hedge is sure to become very dry, it is well to

give it a good watering now and then. The great

point is to ensure their making fair growth the

first year; the following one tliey will take care

of themselves. Privet may be used in the same
way, is more easily e.stabli.-Iied, and grows
quicker; but it forms such a mass of roots near

the surface as in time to quite spoil the soil for

several feet from the hedge. Nothing so com-
pletely ruins a hedge as to allow weeds to grow
amongst the young plants ; their growth is

thereby stopped, and the lowermost shoots die

away in time. Another important point, espe-

cially in the case of Quick and Privet, is to fre-

quently clip the sides. If clipping is deferred

until July the wood has become so far ripened

that it does not break again ; whereas, by clipping

the soft shoots early in June, they start away
again almost immediately, thus causing the hedge
to tliicken. J. C. B.

DECIDUOUS TREES I^I FEBRUARY.
NoTwrnisTANDiNO the ungenial weather which
has lately been experienced, most of our common
deciduous tiees, though bare, and to the cursory
oliserver showing few if any signs of life, will, on
closer examination, be found to present the most
unmistakable evidence that the dormant .season

is rapidly passing, and that spring is within a

measurable distance.

The Oaks hereabouts, whicli is rather a high
and expo.sed position, have already jiut forth an
afiundaucc of buds, and although another couple
of montlis, or perhaps nujre, have to pass away
before these buds develop, and the leaves emerge
and cloihe the branches in a mantle of green,

there cannot be the .slightest doubt that the trees

show unimpaired vitality.

The common, small-leaved Elm is a tree which
now looks more bare than the Oak, and besides

the variation in its genenl conformation, in the
size and character of its buds its difference from
the last named tree is very marked. Though
thfse, however, are less conspicuous, the indica-

tions that Nature is again at work are readily

enough seen.

The Ash, with its dark brown excrescences,

which contain the germ of what will in a few
weeks burst into growth and deck the now sombre
branches, is a tree which at the present moment
can hardly fail to arrest attention. Leaving, for

a moment, the hard-wooded deciduous trees, the
Poplars will stand a little looking into. Amongst
these the buds of the common Grey or White
Pojjlar are sufficiently far advanced to need only
the higher temperature of the coming months to

start away into full growth. With respect to the

Willows, which are nearly akin to this family,

its numerous .species and varieties seem to keeji

pace with the other trees. The one which will

be first remarked is the Goat Willow (Salix

caprea), as for some weeks past the buds of this

species have been slowly swelling, and, in spite of

the loH'tiess of the temperature, and their

fre(iuently being covered with snow, are now
bursting, and the ciikins appearing. The Crack
Willow (Salix fragilis) is also showing a quantity
of buds, and will be one of the first to make
leaf. A tree of this species grows in a slight

depression below my house, and in the spring-

time is remarkable for the tender green of its

foliage, whilst many other trees are still naked.

Returning to the hard-woods, the Field Maple
does not show any great signs of the latent forces

which are nevertheless at work, still it shows
enough to prove that it is particip.iting in the
general movement which is at hand. The cat-

kins of the Hazel are very abundant, and its buds
are slowly developing, and more iiumerous ai'e

tho.se of the Hawthorn. The Wild Service occur-

ring here and there has large green buds, though
they are, from its habit of growtli, not distributed

very thickly. Another species of Pyrus, the
White Beam, is also .showing signs of the lengthen-
ing days. So far as present appearance tells, the

Elder and the Wayfarer's Tree will be early in

sending out their leaves, and the common Lilac,

seems to be already anticipating the warmth and
sunshine in store.

Indeed, though difl'ering in form and in the

degree of development at this early date, though
iu no way abnormal, the coming growth of our
common deciduous trees and shrubs may be
easily enough distinguished, and to watch this

gradual development caused by the action of the
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now hidden forces of Nature i*, to say tbe least

extremely interesting and instructive. What
should encourage many to do this is the fact that

no great inroads upon the time are necessary, and

no expensive apparatus has to be piifchase<l to

obtain results. The few trees which have been

mentioned oF course only indie ite the direction

in which subjects for observation may be found.

It is rather a surprising thing with regard to

trees and their growth that many who.-ie lives

are spent amongst them take but little notice ot

the marvellous changes which are constantly

going on. Tliese changes must from time to

time be seen, as they are directly before the eye,

but they are not seen in a way which suggests

any enquiry into the most common phenomena
of Nature. If notes were .systematically taken

by the readers of these pages and the results of

the observations communicated, much valuable

information would certainly be the outcome, and,

what is equally certain, a deep interest would lie

aroused in a limitless field of study. It is not in

every case where recreation ami woik of practical

value will go liand in hand, but thii is witliout

doubt an instance. Than the present there could
scarcely be a more opportune time for taking up
the subject, as, after the suspended growth of the

short and cold days of winter, as has been pointed
out, everytliing is showing signs of renewed
activity. From the incipient bud to the perfect

leaf, flower, anil fruit, every week will now mark
an epoch of progress. Rustic.

Cuttings of Evergreens.—Is it too late to put
in cuttings of evergreen shrubs, such as Holly, Yew,
Juniper, and commnn Laurels, or of any other kinds
of shrubs, and also what is the best way of making
the cuttings'/—SuBsciuBtR.

*^* Cuttings of such shrubs as those just inen-
tioneil should be put in in autumn, but still fairly

satisfactory results may reasonably be expected (at

all events iu tlie case ipf some of the kind.s) if put in

now. If it is intended to strike them in the open
ground, as sheltered a position as possible should be
chosen—sheltered from the sun and cold drying
winls. provided it is free from drip. The length of

the cuttings and the depth they should b; inserted
will depend, to some extent, upon the groun I ; where
light and sandy (and cuttings root bet in siu:h soil),

a length of about a foot is very suitable, and of this

8 inches or 9 in>-hes should be buried, leavin,' but the
upper 3 inclies exposed. In selecting the cuttings
the soft iinm.ature point-! of the shoots should be re

jected, as they only .vlirivel up and perish during the
dry, harsh winds t;enera'ly e.xperienced in March. A
good sharp knife is essential, in order that tlie base of

the cutting may be formed by a clean cut, and if too
long, or the up, er part is immature, the soft portion
should be cut off in tlie same clear manner. In in-

serting the cuttings care m ist be taken that they .are

put io firuily ; the bt;st way to ensure this is to form
a trench by inserting the spade in a perpend iculir

manner .and drawing the soil towards the operator,
till a sutHcient depth is obtained ; then place the cut-
tings in an upright position again-t the undisturbed
portion of the s.iil, and fill it in with that taken out,

treading it down firmly. In this way a plot of
ground caa be filled by workin,' row after row till the
space at command is exhausted. For striking cut-
tings such as those named above (at this se.ason
especially), the most satisfactory results will be ob-
tained if a fr.ame can be a'lcorded them, and if such
can be spared the cuttings need not be so long or so
firm in texture .as if fully exposed; but still, even
then well matured shoots are bjst. Some of the
shrubi above mentione 1 are by no means among the
easie-it of siibjtcti to strike from cuttings at any time,
especially in the open ground. Amongst these may
be named the Holly, which is propajated by seeds,

and in the case of the varieties by grafting or buddin"
on seedling stocks. Cuttings can be struck, but they
take a long time, and failures are frequent. The
Yew and the different Junipers are also tardy in the
production of roots unless put under glass, while the

common Laurel roots freely in this way. The ever-

green shrulis most likely to succeed at this season in

the open (and they, too, would bj bitter in a frame)

are Aucubas, Euonyums, connnon Bjx, Privets, and

Laurustinus.—T.

THE WEEPING INDIAN JUNIPER.
(jUNIPEttUS RECURVA.)

Thi.s Juniper is one of the most distinct, beauti-

ful, and valuable ever introduced into Britain.

True, although perfectly hardy, it is somewhat
fastidious and difficult to manage, .and, like

many another of its Chinese relatives, lias its

likes and dislikes both as regards soil and situa-

ticjn, but these being favourable no more easily

cultivated tree or shrub will be found in the

whide category of Coniferre. Planted in cool,

moist, shady situation.s, it soon forms an elegant

and distinct specimen with recurved, feathery

foliage, which is of an unusual, though desii'able,

greenish grey colour and abundantly produced
;

while the contrast of tbe light green of the young
ai;d the rusty brown ot the older foliage is

strikingly remarkable, and renders the tree .as

uncommon as it is beautiful. As a straggling

bush of from 6 feet to 12 feet iu height, it may
be fniud inhabiting the rocky crags of the

Himalayas, from Ijhotan to Ca.shmere, but in the

v.alleys it is s.ud by Sir .Jo.sepli Hooker to attain

a height of 3(> feet, dimensions that have never
been attained in this country, although siiecimens

that I have seen growing under remarkably
favourable circumstances had re.ached half that

size. On this estate, growing in tine loamy peat

that rests at no great depth on shale rock,

and in a sheltereil, slnidy situation, are some
usually fine plants of the Weeping Juniper, the

bright, healthy foliage of which at once points

out that they are quite at home, and also clearly

proves that, with a little attention to its lujw

well-known requirements, this handsome shruli

is well adapted for culture in this country, ami
may be as successfully grown as our ctunmon
native species. The plants just referred to, it

in.ay be well to jinint out, are growing iu what
may best be descrilied as a .semi-shady situation,

where tall, stem-pruned Oaks prevent at all times
direct sunshine from .striking on their Ibliage,

this latter being much in favour of the successiul

cultivation of sever.al species of Juniper, but
none more so than the one in question.

Gordon, in his " Pinetuni,'' made the rather
unfortunate mistake of describing Juniperns re-

curva as dicecious, an error into which subse-

([uent writers ("Senilis" in his " Pinacea;," and
Veitch iu his "Manual of Gonifcroe") h.ave either

fallen or followed. That the tree is monrecious
I have now ascertained beyond doubt, as both
male and female flowers have been produced on
several trees at Penrhyn, and good, well-filled

seeds obtained. What has heretofore been known
and sent out by nurserymen as the nurle or pollen-

bearing form of Juniperus recurva is, judging
from specimens here, nothing more than J. deusa
in an unfruitful condition. Unfortunately, this

latter has als(5 become cijnfused in nomenclature
with J. squaiuata, but from which it is readily

enough distinguished liy the yellowish green,

rather sickly-looking foliage, much taller, erect

habit, and by its never spreading to such a
wide extent as is a marked characteristic of that

species.

The dark purple, oval-shaped berrie.s of J.

recurva are borne in great profusion on the trees

at Peniliyn, and impart to them during the
winter and spring uuinths an appearance that is

as uirusual as it is pretty. Each berry contains
but one seed, which is ripe in .January or Feb-
ruary, and .should, if wanted for propagating

jmrposes, be then collected and placed in fine

sand or sown in light, sandy peat, after removing
the outer fleshy coating.

Cuttings are readily struck in a cool frame

—

iiuleeil, this is our usual method of reproduction
—but the plants produced in this way are not
altogether s.atisfactory, they usually assuming a
Hat, spreading haljit, with little or no incliiuvtioii

to fiirm a leading shoot. My c ire and attention
in the way of pruning an Uiiright tendency may,
luiwever, be in luce 1, lutt I have always noticed
that plants raised from cuttings seldom put on
the upright growth tluvt is noticeable in the
parent plants, but this is, perhaps, the ca^e with
most Conifers—a goodly nuuiber whatever.
Any moist, not over-rich soil and a shady

situation will be found sufficient for the wants
of this plant, and when used as a single speci-

men on the lawn or in close contiguity to other
trees, few of our ornamental shrubs ate more in-

teresting, distinct, or attractive.

A. V. Weis.ster.

TAXUS ADPRESSA.
As far as the adaptability of this shrub as an isoLated
specimen I quite .agree with "Alpha," for it is one of
the most distiact of Yews, but as to its origin I differ.

As a matter of fact, it was raised from seed in the
nurseries of .Messrs. Dickson, of Chester, more than half
a century ago, and was considered to be a hybrid. In
Gordon's "Pinetum," p. '287, it is erroneously stated
to be a native of Japan, seldom growing more than
li feet to 8 feet high

; whereas I have recently seen
specimens growing in the Newton Nurseries, Chester,
of the following dimensions:

—

No. 1, height, 13,i feet; circumference, 43 feet

N... 2, „ lOi „ „ 4-2* „
No. 3, „ lOi ,. „ 44} „

proving, if necessary, that the information on the
suliject in the w.irk referred to is not to be relied upon.
At the same time it will be interesting to know if the
plant Gordon referred to in .Japan is similar to, or
nearly ,appro.aching, this distinct hybrid, but I an in-

clined to think it is not. It w.as originally n.amed T.
brevifoUa, and sent out by the raisers under that
name. The name T. adpressa was given to it, I
bidieve, by a London nurseryman, Mr. Kni.ht. ]5ut
hereon hangs a tal-, for it seems Mr. Knight, when
looking through .\Ie .srs. Dickson's nurseri s in the
absence of the t^roprietorn and their responsib e fore-

man, noticed the young plants, and bouijht them at
the ordinary common \ ew price and took t em away
with him, the attendant accompanying lim beiuj;
ignorant of its value, or, indeed, that it was a new
plant ; and Messrs. Dickson, on learning the case, at
once wrote explaining the error, and asking for the
plants to be returned, as they were not for sale. This
most reasonalile recpiest was refused. Then came a race
as to which firm could put the plant into the market
first—eventually Messrs. Uickson.who had the original
plant to work from, doing so imder the name of T.
brevifolia, Mr. Knight distributing it under the name
of I", adpressa, possiUy as good a name, but not the
one it at first bore. These facts may be interesting to
tho.se who admire this really good Yew. The uprii^ht
variety, T. adpressa striata, is also well wt^rth havinfj,
and is said to be a seedling raised by the late Mr.
.St,andish. It will be interesting to know if such be
the case, or if it is a sport fixed by grafting.

G. G. M.

Variegated Elaeagnuses.— The v.ariegated
forms of the Japanese ilkeagnus are all handsome
slu'ubs, and, unless iu the case of very severe winters,
their beauty is not marred by frost ; indeed, during
the dull months of the year the variegation appears
to be (probably from contrast with the surroundings)
even brighter than it is in the summer. They are of

g lod free growth, holding their own even on light
sandy soils ; but as a matter of course the best resiilta

are obtained where more favourably situated, as then
the green portion of the leaf .acquires a deep tint,

which tends to show off tlie variegated part. 'I'he

little scales that clothe the young shoots and leaves are
characteristic of most kinds of El^agnus.—H. P.
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THE AMERICAN DOGWOOD.
(CORNUS FLORIDA.)

This ]ircttv Howorins slii'ub or trc-e is l)ep;iniiiiijT;

to attr.ict a Iar.;(.'r sliaro of attontidii tlian roniierly,

anil I lliiiik dc.'^frveilly so. It lias Ion.; ]n<(_,-n mw
of the ino.=it attractive olijei'ts in tlie margins of

our spring wooiUands ami sniniy o]K'iiiii!.,'s all

through the Atlantic

States, in Southern
^linnesota, anil other

We.stern States. It is

a precocious iviklling,

coming into hloom
freely in May and be-

fore the leaf liucls are

fully expanded. It

seems to delight in the

edge of a wood where
it may laugh at the

sunshine and toy with

the shade, and still re-

main under the pro-

tecting arms of some
lofty Oak or other de-

ciduous neighbour,
flinging out its broad

and sweeping racemes a little farther into the

open field and sunlight than anything else. As
though cognisant of its beauty, and desiring

to hang out its share in the floral banner of

s]iringtime, its roots will usually lie found
imbedded in a moist, peaty soil. The flowers,

with their large white bracts, often measure
over 3 inches in diameter, and thus the tree

is very showy, attracting the eye at a long

distance. The Dogwood blooms along the

shores of Hudson River; in May forms a brilliant

and attractive feature in the varied landscape of

that famous stream. For nearly two weeks ihe

flowers remain in good condition ; then follow

the thick, glossy, oval leaves and the fruit, which
is a bright red berry. These often I'emainon the

tree during the winter ; then early in autumn
the leaves change to a deep red, adhering to the

liianch a long time, and thus for the second time

in one season the tree becomes one of the most
glowing and conspicuous objects in the wood-
land. But the Dogwood leaf is not well adapted

for preservation ; it is thick and fleshy, and will

not retain the brilliant colouring after pressing

like a Maple leaf. The flowers of this species

come into idoom just as the Magnolia begins to

fade, and they form a pleasing succession to that

charming genus.

This .species of Dogwood often attains con-

siderable size and height when left undisturbed

in its chosen location. It is a rapid grower, and
trees .30 ffet and 40 feet high have been found.

Near Roslyn, L. I., is a beautiful spiecinien of this

tree. It rises with a round and symmetrical

head to a height of over 30 feet, havinv: a similar

spread. The trunk is straight, measuiing about

10 inches across at the base. To one who has

never SKen such a specimen when in full bloom
a just conception of its beauty is scarcely po.ssible.

Another tine large tree maybe feen at Orange,

N. .1., not far from New Yoi-k citv. (Occasionally

this species is found with a decided suffusion of

liink in the invoLucres instead of the usual white.

Friend Carman, of the Rural A'cjc Yorker, was, I

think, the fiist to make this discovery, and he
called Httention to it in his paper about five years

ago. Since then others have found similar

specimen.s, and propagators have not lost their

opjjortunity. Among others, Messrs. Parsons and
Sons have lately been offering a variety having

'

deep led flowers, which they call Coiiius

florida fl. -rubra. While such as these are

novel, pretty, and valuable accpiisitions, they
can never be as attractive and stiiking in a
mass as the white-flowered specimens, by rea-

'

son of the lesser contrast presented with the
leaves.

In an economic ]ioiiit of view the woorl fjf C.
florida jiossesses many valn.able qualities, and for

this alone it would be well worth growing. It is,

in fact, a beautiful wood in grain and texture.
It is hard, tough, tine-grained and hcav}', specific

gravity being 0'8153. In colour

it is nearly white, slightly red-

dish at the heart. It has a

beautiful satiny appearance, and
takes a high polish readily. The
medullary rays are numerous
and conspicuous. It is an excel-

lent wood for turning. As an
amateur I have frecpiently used
it in the lathe, and always with
the gre.atest satisfaction. I know
of nothing superior to it for this

pur]iose in our American woods.

I have often wondered that it

was not used by engravers to a
greater extent than it is, although
I am told it is already employed
for woodcuts cjuite largely. It

seems well adapted for machinery
bearings, and I shr.uld think it

Wfiuld make excellent wagon-
hubs. For tool anil all manner
of handles and mallets it has no
sujierior. There is a tendency'

toward checking during the pro-

cess of seasoning, however, especi-

ally in large blocks, which needs
some care to overlook or prevent.

But this is very apt to be the
ca.se with all hard, close-grained

woods. The bark, in addition
to being very jjretty in its out-

ward appearance by reason of its

fine even net-work, is also of
economic value, especially the
bark of the root.

It is said to have bitter tonic

properties,similar in some respects
to Peruvian bark, and it is used
successfully in fevers and malarial

eases. By some this bark is

accorded a very high place among
the vegetable medicinal products
of North America.

As an ornamental tree it has
not been planted to the extent its ^""^ "' ""= ^"'

merits would seem to warrant.
It may occasionally be found upon the grounds
of those having a just appreciation of trees and
]ilauts In accordance with their individual merits,
irrespective of their habitat and native frerjuency;

but I'arely or never elsewhere in this country,
and because this flowering Dogwood grows so

commonly in our American woodlands istlie very

reason it is so seldom jilanted in our lawns. Tlii.s

senseless craze for exotic plants, without regard
to features of adajitation, use, or beauty, has long
bcn'ii the bane of American gardens, and many a
fiiKt place has been brought to riiin by such im-
moderate and foolish indulgence. Our woods
and waysides abound with interesting plant.s, half

the beauties of which
have never yet been
told, or even discovered.

Why shall we continue
to reach out, over these,

to foreign lands for bo-

tanical treasures, often

at large expense, and
without knowledge of

their requisites, or faci-

lities to supply them?
As a matter of fact,

this species of Dogwood
makes a beautiful tree

which Would bean orna-

ment to any lawn where
properly planted, either

at its Season of flower-

ing, when in full foli-

age merely, or in its

brilliantgarb ofautumn
decline, and even 'mid
the snows of winter,

with its clean branche.s

red with fruit. Messrs.

EUwanger and Barry,

the veteran gardeners of

Kochester, New York,
regard it as among the

most valuable trees for

ornamental plantingwe
have, placing it next to

the Jlagnolia AVhile

its situation should be
partialh' shelteied, the

loliage needs to rollick

in the sunshine to se-

cure ample bloom. A
continuous supply' of

moisture at the roots is

necessary to keep up
its rapid and vigorous

growth. In planting, it

is not well to select too

large a plant. Proper
attentioiitothe.se points

will usually secure suc-

cess with this species.

H. Hendricks.
Kingston, New York.

Hardy Butcher's
Brooms. — The only

dwarf evergreen shrubby
plants which will grow
toleralilywell, even under
the dense sh.ide and ob-

jectionable leaf-deposits

of the Yew, is the Box
Holly, or Butcher's
Broom ; and as it suc-

ceeds well in such a situa-

tion, it is not too much
to say it is well adapted
for all very shady places,

though it berries better,

certainly, when grown
in more exposed sunny

places. The Butcher's Broom (R. aculeatus) is an
indigenous plant still to be met with as a dwarf
under - shrub in Epping Forest and elsewhere,

though not so plentiful as it might be, owing to

the fact that the fresh green growths are cut

down, as often as is sufficient to be found, and carried

away for sale to herbalists, tobacco manufacturers,

CIiuw Fir(.\bics Fortunei).
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&c., in the metropolip, each growth, I am in-

formed, producing to the itinerant vendors one

ptnny ; indeed, where tlie plant is known to exist

in piivate gardens it is not safe from such individuals.

The name Butcher's Broom was given to the

native species because formerly butchers used

branches of the plant for sweeping down their blocks.

It is a shrubby pl.int of the average height of 2 feet.

The greenish white flowers are produced during the

nioi.ths of April and M.ay, and the bright .scarlet

beriies, which .are very ornameiital, and about the

size of small wild Cherries, ripen about the month of

October. A far more interesting species is Ruscus

Hypoglossum, a low evergreen shrub foimd in Italy,

Hungary, and Afiica, and said to be abundant

around Algiers. That it is a more pretentious shrub

need not be said when it is stated its average height

grown in this country is 6 feet or 8 feet, that its

leaves are larger, its habit more branching, which,

together with the peculiar gloss upon its leaves, give

a pleasing effect. A small leaf grows out of the

midrib of the piimary leaf, and between the two

parts of such compound leaves, the flowers, and

ultimately the berries, form, adding greatly to the

interest of the plant. I have fcpund it growing

perfectly under the dense shade (near to the b.ase) of

a very large vigorous Rhododendron pouticum, than

which a drier place duriug summer it is ditticuU

to imagine. Ruscus racemosus, or the Alexandi ian

I..aurel, is also an e'egant plant deserving of cultiva-

tJ'-'D.— \V. E.\nLEY.

THE FOO-CIIOW FIR.

(.\BIES FORTnNEI.)

In 1850 Lindley described in Paxton's "Flower
Garden" a Cunil'er which a few years previous had

been sent to this country by Fortune from Cliina

or Japan to Messrs. Standish, who raised seedlings

and distributed tliem. Tliis description was
accompanied by the illustration of a cone here-

with given, and it wa? said to be "a magnificent

evergreen tree probably perfectly hardy." Lindley

named the tree Abies jezoensis, presumably bo-

cause it was alleged to have been a native of the

i-l;ind of ye^so, Northern Japan. This, however,

appears to have been incorrect, as the tree has

since proved to be a native of South-eastern China,

where, according to Veitch's " Jlanual," it grows
abundantly on the Foo-Chow Mountains. This

tree is said to be remarkable in several ways.

Its growth is peculiar, being of the aspect of the

Cedar in the .adult stage, and possessing the foliage

of the Silver Fir. It is, moreover, .singular botaui-

cally, and one botanist (Cai-rioie) has even gone
so tar as to place it in distinct genus— Keteleeria

Fortuuei. It would be interesting to know if

any of Stand ish's seedlings still exist in the

couutry, and where. Perhaps some of our readers

may know of specimens in some of the older pine-

tums. Being a Chinese tree, it is doubtful if it is

a suitable tree for this country, and there is little

hope indeed that it will fulfil Lindley 's predic-

ti(ju of being a magnificent evergreen tree. It is

tolerably clear, however, that it is a remarkable

tree, possessing quite the characteristic Chinese

aspect, and it is to be regretted, if it is a fact, that it

is wholly unsuitable for even the warmer jiarts of

these islands. With regard to thetrue Yesso Fir (A.

jezoensis), confusion exists among botanists, judg-

ing by the long list of synonyms given in some of

the standard works on Coniferte. Koch considers

it synonymous with A. sitchensis, ajauensis, and
Meuziesi. Carriere evidently considers it dis-

tinct, as he describes both A. sitchensis and
jezoensis .separately. In Veitch's " Manual," it

is regarded as a distinct species, and is placed

between A. excclsa and JIenzie.si. In this work
it is stated that the Yesso Fir was introduced in

1870 froni Yesso by Mr. Maries when travelling

for Messrs. Veitoli. It is evident that there is a

group of Abies that are very closely allied, pro-

bably too nearly related, for critical botanists,

though perhaps distinct enough from a garden

point of view. In this category may be placed

A. Menziesi, ajanensis, sitchensis, jezoensis, and

others which aie sometimes regarded as synony-

mous and sometimes distinct. They are pro-

bably geographical forms of a widely-distributed

species.

Societies.

ROYAL H0RTICULTUR.4.L.

FiCBRU-Mn' 9.

CoNTRAKY to what was generally expected, there was

a really interesting and attractive exhibition in the

South Kensington consei-viitory last Tuesday. Foiced

h.ardy flowers were particularly numerous, and, not-

withstanding the hard frost, there was a fair show of

Orchids, which included a splendid series of varieties

of Cattleya Triana-, which is now in full season.

First-class certificates were awarded to the follow-

ing plants ;

—

Catti,kt.\ Tkian.e Sohuoederiana.—A magni-

ficent variety livalling the famous Loeana in size and

Bonnyana in form and colour. The side sepals are

unusually broad, of oval outline, and of a pale lilac

tint. The enormous lip h.as a long shelving lobe,

which is exquisitely fiilled at the margin. The
colour is an intensely rich carmine-miagenta, running

off into a heavy blotch of orange-yellow in the

throat. This extraordinary variety must be classed

with such varieties as Leeana, Russelliana, Back-

houseana, Bonnyana, and others of the select few. A
strong specimen was shown by Mr. B.allantine from

Baron Schrteder's garden at The Uell, Egham.

Cattleya Tbian.e Ernesti.—A remarkable va; iety

as regards the colour, which is in the w.ay of that of

Backhouseana, characterised by having heavy blotches

of deep colour on the lateral sepals. In this variety

the fepals are very p;de, almost white in fact, and

the blotches of magenta-crimson occur at the tips ;

the lip also is highly and richly coloured. The flower

is smallish, but the form is admirable, the sepals

standing almost erect. This wa-i shown by Mr. R. J.

Measures, of Cambridge Lodge, Camberwcll.

Arum pal.'estinum.—This is the red Palestine

Arum Lily about which some American notes have

appeared in TuEtilARnEN lately. A jilant was shown

by Messrs. Heath, of Cheltenham, having a large,

well- developed flower. It is a handsome plant, but

the spathe cannot really be termed red or crimson in

colour. It is more of a crimson-black, ex.actly

.-iinilar to the colour of the so-called Black Dahlia

(D. Ziinapani). The surface of the spathe shines

like satin, and the spadix is a dull jet black. The
leaves are heart-shaped and pointed, about 8 inches

in length, and lined with pale veins. It is not a

sliowy plan% but interesting, particularly on account

of its being a native of the Holy Land. It is not

new, having been introduced long ago to this country.

Ikis reticulata cr.vNEA.— A. variety of the netted

Iris, having the flowers of a bluish purple instead of

true purple ; then fore it is quite different from the

ordinaiy form, and many would think it a brighter

.and prettier plant. A potful i;>f bulbs in bloom was

shown by Mr. Ware, from his nursery at Tottenham^

Primula vloribunda. — This charming little

Indian Primrose was shown by Mr. Warj in good

bloom, considering the season. The profusion of the

small rich yellow flowers and its continuous flowering

season render it a most valuable plant for a cool

greenhouse.

Primula Improveme.mt. — A single flowered

Chinese variety, perfect in every point as regards

habit of growth and flowers. The colour is a splendid

crimson magenta. Exhibited by Messrs. Cannell,

Swanley.

Galanthus Elwesi.—Although this, the finest of

all the Snowdrops, has been shown many times

previously, it appears that no certificate has been

awarded to it before the present occasion, when good

plants of it were shown by Messrs. Barr and Son

and Mr. Ware.

Orchids.—The chief among these were the
varieties of Cattleya Trianse, shown by various
exhibitor.", among them being Bar.m Schrccder, who
sent a magniliceut plant of the Russelliana variety,

carrying no fewer than thirteen flowers onfour spikes,

one bearing four flowers. This superb variety is

acknowledged to have few, if any, equals as regards
the colour and size of the flowei s, and no plant of it

is finer than that shown, A splendid form of

C. TrianEe was shown by- Mr. Haywood, of Reigate,
and another large flower with a wonderfully fine

labellum was exhibited by Mr. PoUett, of Blckley.
Ur. Uuke, of Lewisham, showed a vai iety of Triame
named L)ukeana, remarkable for large size, rich
colour, and admirable form. Dr. Uuke also

sent a plaut of C. Lawrencean.a, which is the first

time it has been exhibited. The specimen was not
of course established ; therefore it could not be
expected to give an adequate idea of the plant's
true ch.araeter. The flower is small, with a round
lobed lip of deep purplish inageut.a, with white in the
throat, while the sepals aie almost as deep in

coLiur. The only Cattleya with which it is comparable
is the rare hybrid C. triopth.alma. With this it

seems almost identical judging by Dr. l>uke's speci-

men, and this liybrid has likewise several flowers on
a spike. It would be obviously unfair to pronounce
an opiiiion upon the species from an imperfect speci-

men, as this Wds. Mr. Bull showed a number of

beautiful varieties of C. Triana; telected and named
from his collection. The most remarkable of them
were those n.amed .Juno, with a splendid lip; Phyllis,

Sepals beautifully veined and blotched
;
picta, very

pale, alnijst white ; bellina, small, but of a beautiful

colour ; notabilis, with an uncimrmonly rich lip like

that of C. Percivaliana ; and the white virgiualis.

Mr. G. F. Wilson, of Heatherbank, Weybridge,
showed a spike of the magnificent new Phaius tuber-
culosus, an Orchid which has baffled the efltorts

of the most skilful Orchid growers to coax into

vigorous growth. But Mr. Wi'son has evidently
finind out the secret of its requirements, for he showed
a spike carrying eleven flowers, and he left one on the
plant bearing twelve flowers. Mr. PoUett showed a
large plant oi the new Cattleya Measuresiana, a plant
a good deal like the old bicolor. Mr. PoUett also

showed a flue spike of Odontog*o,-sum Schdleriana,
which may be best described as a rich golden form of O.
gloriosum spotted and blotched with chestnut brown.
Mr. Douglas, of Ore it Gearie.s, Ilford, showed a tine

branching spike of O. cirrhosum, cut from a plant
bearing five others equally large. The frosty weather
h.ad a peculiar eflfejt upon the flowers. Jt m.ade the
colours of the spots run as if the flowers had been
open a long time.

Hardy flowers made an attractive display, an 1

particularly a large group of forced Daffodils from
Messrs. Collins and (iabriel, of the Waterloo Road.
It was a happy thought of this firm to exhibit Nar-
cissi so early, but of course they had to force the
bulbs slightly. Everybody admired them, so welcome
were they after such a flowerless season. There were
about two dozen sorts shown, representing all the
sections, even the late poeticus forms. Among the

choicest were N. Bulbocodium citrinus GrasUsi and
mouophyllus, pseudo-Narcissus pallidus prjecox, mos-
chatus, cernuus, spurius, maximii-i, an 1 others, all of

whith admir.iljly exemp'dfled that Narcissi forcing

can be carried outmost successfully. A silver Bank-
sian medal was deservedly awarded to tht exhibitor.s.

Mr. Ware, of Tottenham, sent a large group of

various hardy flowers, which hal apparently been
induced to open their flower-buds imd ^r the protec-

tion of frames. There was a large show of hardy
Cyclamens, the specimens being in pans 1 foot across.

The sorts were Atkinsi and varieties, album and
roseum, and Coum and its varieties — all extremely
pretty. Besides these there were various .Snowdrops,

including the late-floweriug G. latifolius, Iris stylosa,

Leucojum vernum. Iris reticiiLiti, Hyacmthus aziu-ea

—a new species of not much garden value, being

like an inferior Muscari. Mr. Ware also received a
silver medal for his group.

A series of varieties of Hellebores an 1 other hardy
flowers were shown by Messrs. Barr. Among the
Hellebores were such fine sorts as abschasicus, col-

chicus, both with deep red -purple flowers, and
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another called Mrs. Tyennan, one nf the guttatuB
hybrids with copiously spotted sepals. Messrs.

Barr's Galantlius Elwesi specimens were uncommonly
fine.

Cyclamens were shown admir.ably by the St.

George's Nursery Comiiany, ICaliiig. The group com-
prised a great variety of colours, and the committee
deservedly awarded to the exhilntors a filver medal.
Mr. Turner, of Slough, also received a bronze medal
for a very fine group of white Cyclamens, large plants,

well grown and flowered. Messrs. Cannell, of .Sw.anley,

exhibited a choice selection of their single .and double
Chinese Prinnilas, both plants and cut blooms, the
former being perfect examples of good culture, large
plants, a foot or more through, carrying great heads of

bloom. The best of the singles were White Perfection,
unquestionably the best white, Swanley Giant, Swanley
Red, Piincess of Wales, and The Queen. Among the
doubles the select sorts were Annie Hillier, Princess
Beatrice, ICarl of Beaconsfield, Eva Pish, and M.ar-
chioness of Exeter. Mr. Barron sent from the society's

g.arden a group of well-grown double I'rimulas ; and
Mr. James, of Farnham lioyal, showed a new single
white, called Purity, also two very fine I inerarias

—

Paragon and Triumph. Mr. Woolford, of East Thorpe,
Heading, showed a remarkably fine single Primul.a,
called Mrs. Palmer—ipiite beyond the average sorts.

From Coolhurst Mr. Scrase-Dickins sent a large
giithering of his seedling single and semi-double Ca-
mellias. These were tastefully arranged in bowls and
on Moss, and the colours being intermixed the group
was most effective. This series included all those
which Mr. Scrase-Dickins recently sent to us, besides
a few which have opened since. Among th» se there
was a lovely single pink flower, aptly named Pink
Pearl, which is one of the most beautiful we have seen,
the colour being so delicate. There was also a tiny
white sort, another with large striped jietals, and
several others we had not previously seen. This grouj)
proved a great attraction, being an unusual sight at
an exiiibition, and the visitors seemed to be unaware
that single Camellias wtre so beautifuL

Messrs. Heath showed a very fine group of Odonto-
glossum Koezli, all adnurably grown plants, for which
they received a bronze medal. They also showed a
species of Ficu.s said to be new. It is smaller than
F. elastica and makes a handsome specimen. A fine

specimen of a noble Bromeliaceous plant, Bromelia
niacrodosa, was shown by Mr. Poss, from Pendell
Court, Bletchingley. It is a spreading-habited plant
having pendulous flower-spikes enveloped in pink
bracts.

Fruit.—There were but few exhibits jihaced before
the committee, the chief being sanjples of Cooper's
Black Grape, from Mr. Wills, of Fern Hill, Windsor
Forest, in order to show how well tliey had kept.
The berries were remark.ablo for their fine bloom,
and it certainly is a good looking Grape. From the
same garden also came two dishes of Catillac Pear

—

one, high coloured finite from trees grown on sand
;

the other, quite green from trees on clay. The com-
mittee wished to know wh.at kind of stocks the trees
were grafted on. Samples of Draper's Seaham H.all

Kale were shown, and wliiih the committee recom-
mended to be put under trial at Chiswick. The
great attraction in the fiuit way were three large
collections of Apples, shown respectively by Messrs.
Bunyard, of M.aidstone, who had 100 dishes of high-
class fiuits; by Messis. Cheal, of Crawley, whose
collection numbered 75; and by Messrs. Rivers, of
Sawbridgeworth, who showed no fewer than 150
dishes. The fruits in all the collections were remark-
able for their plumpness—a fact no doubt attributable
to the sunny ripening season last year. The sorts
which stood out most prominent were Cox's Orange
Pippin (shown grandly Ijy Messrs. Bunyard), Margil,
New Hawthornden, Stone's or Loddington, G.as-
coigne's Seedling, Lane's Prince Albert (in fine con-
dition). The Queen, Hoary Morning, Echlinville,
Worcester Pearmain, Lord Derby, Winter Peach (a
first rate sort not well known). Mere de Menace
Peasgood's Nonsuch, Annie Elizabeth, Lady Henniker,
Alfriston, Norfolk Beaufin, Blenheim Orange, and
Eeinette du Canada. These were a few anion" those
which apijeared to be the soundest, and consequently
the best keepers. The committee awarded a silver
medal to each of the three exhibitors.

Annual Gener.m. Meetinr.

This was held in the Albert Hall on Tuesday, Sir
Trevor Lawrence, the president, being in the chair.

Most of the meni'oers of the council were present, and
there w!is a fair attendance of Fellow.s. The annual
rc])ort was adopted. The report, amonf,' other matters,
states that the council had under consideration the
liracticability of holding a great international hoiticul-

tural exhibition and conference in 18>7. After two
meetings, largely .attended by pronunent horticultu-
rists, they entered into communication with the IJoyal

Commissioners of the Exhibition of 1851. They
regret to state that the encouragement the Comnns-
sioners felt able to hold out to them was not sufficient

to justify them in imdertaking so large a responsi-
bility, especially in view of the very serious financial

(^blig.ations such an exhibition woidd necessarily

entail. The council are unanimously of opinion that
the time has come for such an international exhibi-

tion, wduch wi uld, they have rea.son to believe, be
supjiorted by .amateur and professional horticulturists

in all p.arts of llie kingdiuii, and they are anxious that
the s>djject should not be lo.st sight of by the Ki>yal

Horticidtural Society. The council propose to resume
the provincial shows which have, in past years, been
of use in stimrdating local interest in horticulture in

s^-veral important centres of jiopulation. They hope
shortly to conclude arrangements for holding a show
in the summer at Liverpool.

The Primula Conference, to be held on the 2(ith and
21st April, has alre.ady attracted the attention of Pri-

mula throwers abroad and at home, and will form an
interesting feature in the Society's work this year.

The trials at Chiswick by the several committees
have given good results. Those of the fi'uit ct)m-

mittee comprisetl Potatoes, 200 varieties; Peas, 72
varieties; Cardiflowers and Strawberries ; in each of

which classes several certificates were awarded. Those
of the floral committee embraced Fuchsias, 180 varie-

ties ; new Pel.argoniums, single Dahlias, Begonias,
Carnations and Picotees (of which the Society
posscf^ses a large collection), and Ivies, of which SO
varieties are now planted against the walls of the
gardens. Exjieriments have been instituted at Chis-
wick by the Narcissus committee on the doubling of

common Narcissus pseudo-Narcissus, and for the
purpose of determining points of nomenclature.

It is propt>sed during the present season to continue
tri.als by the fruit and vegetable committee of the
newer varieties of Peas, Potatoes, Cabbages and
Strawberries; and by the tior.al committee of

Fuchsias, Ivy-leaved and zonal Pelargoniums, Carna-
tions and hardy anmrals. The making of a complete
collection of the different varieties of Holly is under
consideration.

At the request of various colonial governments the
society has received and taken charge of large con-
signments of Tree Ferns and other plants from Vic-
toria, South Australia, New Zealand, Cieylon and the
West Indies, intended to be shown .at the forth-

coming exhibition. These plants occupy a consider-

able space in the Chiswick gardens, and have necessi-

tated the heating of the large Rose house for their

accommodation. As many of them m.ay not be suffi-

ciently established to be exhibited, Fellows of the
society who may have large spare plants representa-

tive of the flora of any of these countries are invited

to jilace them at the disposal of the society.

The auditors' re])ort shows tliat there is a deficiency

in the revenue of the society of £120.

The following Fellows were elected to fill v.acancies

on the council: Baron Schra>dci. Mr. Mitford, C.B.
and Mr. Courtauid. Sir Trevor Lawrence i-emains

the president, Mr. Haughtiur the treasurer, and Mr.
I,ee (of Leatheiheiid) was elected secretary in place

of Major Mason, who retired.

The president in the course of his address stated

that it was with regret that he had to announce that
tlie Fellows would be depiived of certain privileges in

relation to the transfer of their tickets, the Commis-
sioners of the Colonial and Indian Exhibition having
decided that the tickets of the Fellows of the society

shall not be transferable dining the ensuing year.

The chairman then alluded to the chief events that
took place in conpection with the socjety during the

past year, and commpnted upon the prospects of

other siu'ces!-fid gatlierin;:;s tr) be Indd this year,

jtartieularly the Primida confei'ence in April, and the
lai-ge provincial show which the society has been
invited to hold at Liverpool. In conclusion, the pre-

sident said it was imjiossible for the Royal Horti-

cultur.al Society to continue in its present position

any loiiger in relation to the Royal Commissioners.
'1 he scries of f xbibitions which have been held in the

g.ai'dens would, he b(;lieved, absolutely terminate with
the Colonial and Indian Exhibition this year. So
far as he knew there was no definite idea as to the
disposal of the gardens, but vn rloubt, as they were
being encroached ujion by buihling.s, they would soon
have roads cut through them. It was ncjt consistent

with the fliiinity of the society to remain in their

present position.

The Annual Dinneu of the society was held at

the t'riterion on Tuesday night. Sir 'J'revor Lawrence
l>resided, and a large gathering of horticulturist.s

assembled. After the usual loyal toasts, Mr. Thiselton
Dyer proposf d "Prosperity to the Roy.al Horticultural

Society." He alluded to the deep interest he felt in

the welfare of the society, which lie regarded as the

representative society of horticulture in this country.

There was, he said, no country where he had ob-

served better workmanship and more artistic cultiva-

tion in the horticultural art than in Eneland, and he
wanted them to realise how dignified a thing English
horticulture was. He might say that some new
things were in store for the public, and that some
better liusiness would lie done in connection with the
societ}' in the future. They had had a dignified jiast,

and he hoped that the impulse with which they
started the work of the new year would carry them
to such a position .as would enable them to place the
society before the world as the oflicial representative

of .a gi-eat and splenditi national industry.

Mr. Mitford jiroposed the toast " Success of horti-

culture," and in the course of his remarks alluded
to the change in the directorate at. Ivew, which was
regarded with great satisfaction in this country and
abro.ad. Mr. Harvey, of Liverpool, in responding, ex-

pressed the hope that the .'-ociety's operations would in

the future be of a national character. He also ex-
pressed his opiniim that aspecial Orchid societywas not
needed. Dr. Foster gave the toast of the " Visitors,"

and remarked that the society would benefit greatly
by getting away from Ir-outh Kensington and esta-

blishing a fresh habitation. The society wanted room
for their meetings and a location for the Lindley
Library. Mr. Baker, of Kew, alluded to the necessity
of botanists and horticulturists working hand in hand,
and said he should like to see the Royal Horticultural
Sttciety fill the intermediate position between bota-

nists and gardeners. It was his opinion that the
reduction of plant names was a necessity, but the
tendency now-a-days was t(i increase them unduly.
In reply to the toast of his health, proposed by Mr.
Bateman, the president remarked that they had in

tliis country a puldic interested in horticulture and
willing to snppoit their society as the representative

of the art. What they wanted was to establish them-
selves in a place where they could hold their fort-

nightly shows under satisfactory circumstances. That
difficulty he thoueht li.ad now been overcome. He
agreed with Mr. Harvey tli.at an Orchid society was
not needed, and that the work could be done by the
Royal Horticultural Society.

LATE NOTES.

Rosa sulphurea fl.-pl. (p. 127) tan V.o Imd from Messrs.
Soujiert Ar Nottiii^^ Uuse growers at Luxembourg. — M.^x
Li:lrin'l,lN, BmUii'JId'h n.

Rockplantsat Edinburgh.—lam oljliscd to "J C.L.'
(p. 1(1!') for liaviiig ilireetud attention to an unfortunate error
wliiu-li occuiTed in the list of plants wliieii flowered in the
rock garden, Boyal liotanic Garden, Edinburgh (p. 44), viz.,
A'inea major fl.-pl. and Vinca major alba should have read
V. minor tl.-pl. and V. niiiior alba.—R. Linosav.

Names of plants.—C. (7ow)7.— Eriorcphahis scriccns, a
pretty Cape comixisitc, not unlike E afririoins in /lntui>i<;d
Mn'jdzi/n; tab. 1S05. The genus is rarely met with in Knglaiid.

A. C.—Cannot possibly name the Urcliid. It may liu a
Phal:enopsis. IF. W. E.— 1, Aloe varicgata ; 2, Gasteria
verrucosa ; other specimens insufficient. \Vc cannot iiamo
the Pear, or tell you the cause of tlic disease. II. C.— 1,
Blccliuum occidentale ; 2, Goniophlcbium appcndiculatuiu
3, Asplouium Colcnsoi.
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HOME 1'. FOREIGN TIMBER.

Although " Yorkshireman " (p. 106) does not

L,nve a direct answer to the question, whetlier or

not the tiniher growing above the coal pits is ol

a projier size and scantling for the use of the

miner, yet one can gather from his article that it

is not, and this is exactly what otliers as well as

myself suspected ; consequently, the miner cannot

he blamed for not making a purchase from his

laiidlm-il, more especially when he can get a sup-

jilv of proper stuff for his requirements from

Cithers at a reasonable price. This state of things,

liuwever, strongly illustrates the truth of what I

have formerly written upon this subject, namely,

that it is a matter of great importance in the

\m)\vi- management of estates to plant and grow

to a large extent the kinds of timber which is

sure to be wanted in the neighbourhood. The

writer says, " It is all very well for Mr. Webster

to talk of growing the kinds of timber likely to

be wanted.' I presume that is what landlords

have tried to do in the past, and what . . . we
have to do now is to dispose of it jmifitably as it

stands." But if landlords have tried to do so in

the past, it is a pity their commendable eifiu-ts

were not crowned with better success ; otherwise,

what has become of their mining timber when
the foreigner can bring his timber and cut

him out of the market on his own property! I

can well understand the reason that some prefer

foreign timlier of some kinds for particular pur-

poses, but mining timber. Larch, Scotch Fir, and

Spruce, that can be grown to a proper size for

such purposes on heather moor ground, wind-

swept hillside, and deep peat bog—all of which

may not be capable of producing heavy timber,

yet cajiable of producing excellent mining timber

if jilanted and properly reared for that purpose.

In view, then, of such" facilities in the shape of

l)arren grounil and cheap labour, I think it is not

very creditable to timber growers generally, that

things are in .so deplorable a condition that the

foreigner can grow and bring his timber such a

distance and cut us out of our own market by

fair competition.

The past, however, is pregnant as a lesson for

(he future, and if we are to compete with the

lureigner for this class of timber with any reason-

able "prospect of success, we must plant or thin

out the trees to a distance of some 5 feet (jr G feet

apart, and grow them in masses by themselves

for that purpose. One of the best blocks of this

class of timber I ever saw cut was grown at such

a distance apart that a person could traverse the

ground without any great difficulty by treading

on the stumps of the roots left in the ground. I

recently saw a block of natural Scotch Fir grow-

ing upon this principle which I thinned about

thirty years ago, and although the ground is of a

poor, tiiin texture, at an elevation of about 1000

feet, yet the present crop of poles is really excel-

lent; in fact, I never saw better under similar

circumstances. It is admitted that British grown
prcq) timber is superior to that supplied Ijy the

i'lireigner'; likewise, that round timber is jireferred,

as it is eivsily handled and requires no labour or

expense cutting it into halves or quarters, as the

case may be when a heavier class of timber is

used ; and this ought to be a strong inducement
to the cultivator in this country to try and pro-

iluce the article as near the required size of scant-

ling as possible, and this can be best accomplished

I13' growing the trees rather thickly upon the

ground in order to encourage a uniform cylindri-

cal shape. J. B. Webster.

.'iir>5.—Willows for hoop-making'.—The Wil-

l.iw to wliich " E. E." refers is probably Salix

viminalis, as, according to Ijoudon, this is more gene-

rally cultivated for l»sket-worl{ and hoops than any

other. It is readily distinguished from the other

species of tlie section by the satiny under surface of

tlie leaves. A variety, it is added, called the Dutcli

Willow, with brown bark, is preferred wliere hoops are

the object. In cnld, wet seasons S. virainalis has tlie

disadvantage cjf not ripening the points of its shoots.

S. Forbyana is better in this respect. S. Helix, S.

vitellina, and S. purpurea are suitably where small

tough rods are required.—D.

FOREST ROADS.
least perplexing thinr; in the manage-NuT th. ,.-,-- „ • .

1 T
ment of woodbind is the questum ot roads, in

most cases these are mere tracks cleared of the

trees and undergrowth, with no attempt made

towards metalling in any form. This of course

is a great drawback to the removal of tlie

jieriodical fellings, and entails a considerable

amount ot wasted strength when teams have to

draw loads upon the more or less soft surface.

From the nature of the case, however, it is hard

to see how the conditions could be materially

altered, as from the infrequency of use of such

roads as this, it is very seldom that it wouhl

answer to expend a large sum in metalling.

Much, notwithstanding this, may be d(me in regu-

lating the way in which they are u.sed to prevent

their becoming, as often happens, practically im-

passaljle. In the first place, when a forest road

is in its normal condition, care should be taken

that it is u.sed as little as possible when the soil

is very wet. To forbid its use altogether at such

times would be hardly practicable, as it is often

at such seasons that horses and men are avail-

able, and the timber or underwood, as the case

may be, is required. The evil of loads passing

over the track may be lessened by insisting, in

the removal of underwood, that the wheels be

of good width at the tyre, and that little more

than single horseloads be carted at one time.

^Vith tin'iber the case is somewhat diR'erent, as

the weight cannot so well be accommodated to

the circumstances. To overcome this, wheels in

any shajie should be as little used as possible, as

it is really the ruts caused by the passage of these

that breaks up the road and forms channels and

sloughs for water to accumulate in. Where,

therefore, the timber is of moderate size, and the

distance to a metalled road is not too great,

horses only should be employed, and the

trees flrawn along on the surface until the hard

road is reached, where 'they may be loaded upon

the vehicle intended for their final removal. The

propriety of this method will of course be more

or less apparent, according to the nature of the

soil and sulisoil, and where the soil is thin and

lying upon a firm subsoil, it may turn out that

the wheels will do less damage than the plan of

snagging the trees along on the surface ; but

where the subsoil is clay the reverse is true, as

although the dragging of the trees disturbs the

surface, when care is taken that as the work pro-

ceeds the dragging is pretty evenly distributed

over the surface of the road, it will be found that

less damage will be caused than when the wheels

are used which continually pass over the same

spot. When, however, from any cause the road

has been considerably disturbed and broken up

into deep ruts and bog holes, if possible the soil

should be filled in directly the work is finished

and the surface again made even. It will some-

times be found necessary to do some little re-

I)airing in this way as the work goes on, and for

very bad spots, when it is at hand, bundles of

rough brushwood, which is of very little use for

anything else, may be filled in and intermixed

with the soil, or the soil be placed upon it._ This

is certainly a very rudimentary method of road-

making, but it is nevertheless a very useful one.

and one which often saves a very consideralde

amount of wear and tear to horseflesh. Another

way in which damage to fiire.st roads may be

miiiimised or inevented is to take the precaution

that they are in all cases llankeil by suitable

ditches to carry off the superfluous water, as it is

this which really causes the most of the trouble.

Where the ditches are required to cross the

roadway, short logs from the Icjppings of the

trees may be placed closely together athwart

them, and so make an effective covered drain.

At intervals along the roadside openings into

the boily of the wood or plantation may be

formed by placing a couple of short logs across

the ditch, and then laying some more logs trans-

versely across these, and covering the whole with

soil. Forest road-making will never become a

fine art, as it will not aclmit of enough money

being spent upon it ; still, a little care and fore-

thought will, to a great extent, remove the

forester's troubles in this direction.

W1LT.SHIRE Forester.

MEASURING TIMBER.

The question ot measuring timber, upon which
" R. P." asks for enlightenment, has from time to

time been referred to in these columns, but^ as it

is a subject of general interest, and one which is

not too' well uiiderstood, some further informa-

tion as to the most common methods may be

accejitalile. In minor details practice no doubt

varies in different districts, but as a whole the

following remarks are of general application.

The system op mexsurement.— In selling

unhewn or unsawn timber off an estate the

.system known as quarter-girth string measure-

ment is almost always adopted. By some the

tape is used in place of the string, but even

when this is done the terms are virtually

synoymous, asthe system is denominated quarter-

girth string mea-suie in contradistinction to

calliper measure. There are certain objections to

the use of the tape in olitaining the girth, which

will be presently referred to ;
luit for taking the

measure of standing timlier the string is not

suitalile. The esseiitial features of this method

are ascertaining the length of tree in lineal feet

and its circumference in inches. Before, how-

ever, entering upon this it will be well to say a

word as to the equipment required by the

measurer.

The measurer's implements are few, Init

the following are indispensable. For measuiing

standing timber a rod and leather strap. The

rod may consist of a single length of light

tough wood, some 13 feet long, or may be

made longer bv means of joints, in which case

the individual 'lengths would not be so long, to

admit of more easy carriage. The strap may

consist of a piece of leather some C or more

feet in length, according to the size of the timber

to be measured, and be 'somewhat of the character

of an ordinary carriage rein. As it is difficult

to get straps of this kind marked ready for use,

the measurer will do well to prepare it himself.

To one end of the strap a ring of from an inch

to an inch ami a quarter in diameter should be

attached, and from this ring spaces of four

inches should be plainly set off along the whole

length of the strap. Within each of these spaces

four other si)aces of 1 inch each must be marked.

As will be presently seen, each of these 4-iuch

spaces represent an inch of quarter girth, and

each of the inch spaces within these the fractions

of an inch in quarters. It will therefore be

necessary that at the first 4-inch division from

the ring the figure 1 be marked in, at the

second 4 inches a figure 2, and so on at each 4-

inch division along the whole length of the strap.
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For MEAsomxo fkllkd timber ii GG-foot tape

(which, however, will reijuiic the presence of an

as.sistiint) or a 5-1'uot loil may be usimI to aseertain

the lenfjth of the tree. The tajie will, cif course,

be marked in feet and inches, but if the feet and
half-feet are marked on the rod, which may be

made of deal, it will bo enough. As has been

said, the tape is sometimes used to get the cir-

cumfereuce to obtain the quarter-girth, but as it

takes ill excrescences on the tree and otherwise

does not lie so closely on the bark as the string,

it is not j;enerally employed. Tlie .string itself

merely consists of a sutticient length of whipcord
fasteneil into a loop a couple of inches long at

each of its ends. A knot should be tied a few
inches from each loop, that when it has been

jiassed under the tree the point in its length

where it meets may be known.

For marking the trees either paint or a

tiinljer scribe is used. When the trees are stand-

ing, the numbers cannot be readily made clear

by the marking instrument, so paint is generally

used, and the trees numbered consecutively in

the ordinary rotation. When, however, they are

felled and the figures can be inscribed on the

wood itself— in most cases on the butt—the tim-

ber scribe is more often adopted. To most who
liave to do with timber this instrument is

familiar; and as in practice it will be found diffi-

cult to form curved lines u|ion the hard butt of a

tree endwise of the grain, the lloman notation is

often called into use, as the letters composing it

mostly consist of straight lines.

The dimension nooK.—Th's may consist of

any rule I book of a convenient size for the

]iocket, and must be ruled into four vertical

c ilunins. The Hrst of these will be for the num-
ber of the tree ; the second, for its length in

feet; the third, for its cpiai ter giith in inches

and fractions of an inch ; and the fourth, for its

contents in cubic feet and inches. The book of

tables by which the cimtents are fouml will be
spoken of later on, as it is not necessarily a part

of the equipment in wood or field. What has
been mentiuned hitherto the surveyor must carry

with him in his work, but, as will be seen, the

tool-! will be .slightly different accnrding to

whether the timber is standing or felled.

To MEASURE STAXDIXG TIMBEK.—Either the

13 feet or the jointed rod, .ind tlie leather strap

will be neces.siry. When the nundjer h:is been
alBxe 1 to the tree, the first business will be a-*

nearly as may be to ascertain its height in feet,

and to do this, if the f.3-foot rod be used, as an
ordinary man reaches about 7 feet, 20 IVet of its

height is at once fixed. If the trees are not very

large or tall, the distance ol measurable timbei

above this can be readily estimated after a little

practice and entered in the dimension book on
the same horizontal line as the number and in the

column next to it, viz., the second. If, however,

the trees are very high, it may be well to use

the longer jointed rod, as to judge the length of

a tree when this is the case requires a good deal

of experience. When the height has been satis-

factorily fixed and entered, the next business

will be to ascertain the quarter-girth, and t^ do
this correctly is a more difficult thing than to

estimate the length. In measuring tiudier, whe-
ther standing or felled, the object of the measurer

is to ascertain the circumference, and from this

the quaiter-girth, of the tree at a point equidis-

tant from each end. When it is lying on the

ground this is obviously easy enough, but when
it is standing it is a different matter. If the

leather strap which is used for this purpose could

be passed round the tree at half its timber height

the dimensions w'ould be found very nearly ; but
as this would necessitate the use of a ladder at

each tree, which is a very tedious process, the

plan generally adopted is to take the measure-

ment about breast high, and estimate from this

what the size is at half the height. To do this

requires some discretion, and if a ladder is avail-

able it is a very good plan to occasionally test the

judgment, as an inch or two error in girth is

more important than a foot of length. The
allowance for bark would be the same whether
standing or felled, and will be treated of in its

[iroper place. I have hero assumed that the trees

are of irregular growth, such as are comnKjidy

fuund in fields or hedgerows, and are dealt witli

indiviihially ; but as trees growing in woods and
plantations, especially Larch, Scotch, and Spruce,

are tolerably uniform in height and size, in many
cases the avt-rage of the trees can be struck and
only a few measured, tlie bulk being estimated

from these.

The MEA.SUREJIENT OF FELLED TIMBER IS, of

course, much moie accurate. As has been said,

the length of a felled tree can Ije ascertained by
the tape if an attendant is at hand, or if not, by

means of tl e 5-foot rod w hich can be manipulated

l)y the measurer himself. When the tree has

been numlieied, this is set down in (he dimension

book as with the standing tree, and the quarter-

girtli when found, as should have been stated

above, entered in the third column on the same
horizontal line. To find the quarter-girth of a

felled tree the string is pas ed underneath it at

half Its length, and when wdthdrawn foldeil twice

so that the ipiarter of it circumference may be

rea I otf on the rules and entered as described.

It must, however, be clearly understood that to

take the entire timber lenglli of a tree and its

quart, r-girth in the middle does not necessarily

give its cubic contents. If the tive tapers gradu-

ally from end to end this would be the case, Init if

it suddenly drops off in size at two or three points

in its length wdiere a large branch has g own out,

another plan of measurement must be used, viz.,

to take Its length in sections, say from the butt

to where the first large branch occurs, from there

to the next sudden fall in size, and so on. Each

of these lengths must be treatel as though it

were a separate tree, and girthed accordingly.

Sometimes on making sales tlie larger portions of

a tiee will go at a higher price, and ihe smaller

at; a lower. This, of course, makes no diB'erence

in the niiuner of measurement, but the entries

must be keiit distinct.

To CALCULATE CONTENTS.—Wlieu the length

and quarter-girth of a quantity of timber have

Ijeen taken the cubic contents have to be worked

out, and as to calculate every separate item

would entail a large amount of labour, a set of

tables is almost always referred to. These are

contained in " Hoppus's Bleasurer,'' a book wdiicli

costs about 2s. lu this book there are various

sets of tables, but the one which affects us now
is that given as solid measure. In this the

quarter giith in inches ami fractions of an inch

IS given at the top of the page, and the lengths

in feet in the first vertical column. If, for

iii'^tmce, a tree was 25 feet long by 12 inch

quarter-girth, tlie 12 inches will be found at tlie

ti.p of tlie page, and as each foot in length in

this case represents a cubic foot, the measure-

ment opposite the 25 will lie found to be 25 feet.

To find this by calculation, square the quarter

girth, iniilti|dy tiy the b'ngtli in feet, and divide

bv 144. Thus 12 X 12 = 144 x 25 -^ 144 =--

25 ftet.

Allowance for bark.—In measuring all

timber, with the exception of Oak, which is

generally stripped of its bark, an allowance has

to be made for this. When the bark is thick, as

in the case of the Elm, Poplar, &c., a larger

allowance should be made, but wdien thinner, as

with the Larch, Ash, Beech, &c., so much ia uot

required. The way in wdiich the allowance is

made may be left pretty much to the 1a.ste of tlie

measurer. With some it is the practice to allow
an inch to a foc;t of ijuarter girth, and ihis

almost irrespective of what kind of timber, taking
one with the other. When this is done the
alh'wance is made of each dimension as the
work proceeds, a 12-inch ipiarter-girth on tlr;

bark being .set down as 11 inches. Another and
]icrhaiis a better idaii is to ( nter down the gross

tigure.s as the work proceeds, and then at the
close strike olf a percentage ranging from 10 to

15 according to the kind of timber and the
thicknes.s.

Allowanxes for dkfect.s.—This is a thing
which should be muuially agreed upon between
the buyer and the seller as each tree is come to.

Wlien timber is sold standing the buyer generally

takes the lisk of unsound wood. When a defect

can be seen an allowance f)f course is made, but
as very frequently a tree will turn out unsound
when there is no external appearance of anything
of the sort, standing timber is not, as a rule, esti-

mated to the extreme limit. Defects of cour.se

occur ill a variety of waj-s, but the most common
aie shakes and deail knots. AVhen a tree is ab-
solutely hollow it is almost always better to agree

with the merchant lor a lump sum than to

attempt to measure it. When it is un.souud lor

apparently a sh rt distance only, it is usual to

take the dimension at or .so much shorter lenglli

r-s will allow for tlie defect. A certain amount
of experience is requisite to fix a proper quantity

to be allowed. When a i ree is unsound at the butt,

and there is no indication of unsoundness where
the branches have been cut off, or at the top, it

may almost be taken for granted that it will

again become sound at a foot or so above the dis-

tance to wliich a rule or rod can be inserted ; but,

if the defect appears where tlie branch is severed

and at the top as well as the butt, it may be
taken that there is very little good wood in the

tree. In cases of decay wdiich has set in at the

top or branches of the tree and it has become
hollow, there is always more doubt as to how far

the fault goes, and a larger allowance will be
necessary to cover the risk the buyer has to

run.

QrARTER-aiBTH AND TRUE CONTENTS.—If a
little thought is given to the subject it will be
seen that tire quarter-girth does not give the true

intents of a tree, as if it was hewn sipiare the

side would theoretically bo the same and the

contents the same, after all the convex portion of

each side had been removed. The difference

between the quarter-giith and the true contents

is some 25 to 27 per cent., and at first sight this

appears like giving an undue advantage to the

buyer. In reality it is not so, as it is only suffi-

cient to cover the loss of chips and slabs in

cnlting lip. As a matter of fact, other systems

of calculation have been tried, but although
theoretically incorrect, the 144 division has
stood its ground, and will probably do so for a
long time to come, as if another was adopted
giving a greater content the prices would be
correspondingly lowered, and all the alteration

would effect would be to rob Peter to pay Paul.

The wdiole thing, however, is one of the most
important in practical fiu'estry, as it is exceed-

ingly easy from an imperfect knondedge of how
to measure lo lose years of growth in a full of

timber. This must be accepted as my reaso'i

for occupying so much space wntli my remarks
upon it. Even now there are many things upon
which I have been unable to dwvU fully, but I

hope I have made the general principles clear.

If there is any point v.diich has not been suffi-

ciently explained, I shall be glad to endeavour

to make it cloaxer if desired. D. J. Yeo.
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TuE AiiT ITSELF 18 Natdre."—SAoiespeare.

Rose Garden.

SCENTED-LEAVED EOSES.

ArRoros of " D. T. F.'s" sii^^j^'estioii to try ami

raise Eosiis liaviiii,' frat^rant foliage, it may be of

interest to look at the Sweet Briers already iu ex-

istence wliich would be availalile lor the imrpose,

I'or thei'c! is no reason for supposing the feat to be

inijiossible, and improved varieties whieli liad the

additional attraction of sweet-smelling leaves

would undoubtedlj be popular. The dilliculty

of the Sweet Ijriei's being liable to bloom earlier

than the majority of the autumnal Hoses would
have to be considered, but would be easily sur-

mounted ; while the employment of 1{. rubigi-

nosa or any of its variations as a seed-paivut

should ensure abundance of seed, since this Rose
and its hylirids are always smothered in autumn
with their gay heps, which bedeck ths plants

afresh in lieu of second bloom. There are several

jiretty garden varieties besides those mentioned
by "D. T. F.," of which the double marbled
Sweet I'rier is one of the best. This Rose has

semi-double flowers, whose petals, though occa-

sionally variable or mottled, are of a charming
full fresh ])ink cidour, and the plant, in addition

to being very vigorous and free-tlowering, is

clothed with delicious real Sweet Brier foliage.

The so-called red seedling Svs'eet Brier is also an
attractive variety, though surjiassed by the double

scarlet, which ]iroduces an abundance of very

double rosette-like ilowers of a deep rose colour,

and which, though not so vigorous as soiue kmds,
makes a strong bushy plant.

The most beautiful of the hybrid Sweet Briers

is callcil Helie's Lip, and may perhaps have ori-

ginateil from tlie crossing of a Sweet Brier with
one of the albas. Its flowers are single, but the

substance of their large white petals, each of

which is coqnettislily tijiped with purple, renders

them less fleeting than many semi-double forms,

and in their class their reflnement of form and
colour is nnsurjiassed. The double margined hep
is another hybriil form, whose jiietty little double
blush flowers are freely produced. But here the

characteristic fragrance of the Sweet Brier foliage

has only survived to a slight extent.

The heantiful yellow Sweet Briers, R. lutea and
its variations, are among the most attractive of

all Roses, although seemingly intractable in the
matter of hybridisation ; for while several of the
varieties have doulde flowers, there are no inter-

mediate forms having any general characteristics

different from the type to indicate the successful

achievement of intercrossing it with otlier species

—an operation which, nevertheless, is known to

have been frequently essayed by means of arti-

flcial fertilisation. These Austrian Briers, though
very similar in habit to each other, are very dis-

tinct from all other Roses ; and while it is not
very easy when the plants are out of flower, and
especially when without leaves, to distinguish

the different varieties, there is no difhculty in

deciding whether a plant is an Austrian Brier or

not. Their dark colfee-colonred stems and dis-

tinct foliage give them an individuality which
they seem loth to merge in any hybrid form of

more general ajipearance. However, this is no
leason for not making further elforts in the
direction of inducing R. lutea and its varieties to

impart some of their characteristics to other

Roses ; and if these yellow Sweet Briers do not

ripen their seed sufficiently well in this climate,

they may at any rate be used as p(dlen parents

to ])roduce hybrids with otlier species as seed

bearers.

Of the double forms, Persian Yellow and
Ilarrisoni are no doubt tlie best, and ai'e very

beautiful ; liut they do not surpass in beauty
the single-flowered species, lutea, and its sub-

species, R. punicea, the misnamed co]iper Aus-
trian Brier, which is not copper coloured at all,

Init orange-scarlet, of a brilliant shade. Tlie

flowers of this Rose are like the edges of the

leaves of certain books—gold when closed, hut

when open red, though with still a suggestion of

gold about the margins. It is worth noting that

the Austrian Briers do not generally thrive when
budded on Manetti. Brier stocks seem to suit

them, but the most satisfactory way to grow
them is on their own roots. To do this, suckers

or layers must he obtained from an established

jdant or stool, for it is practically impossible to

root them from cuttings.

There is one other member of the group of

rubigiuosa which might prove useful in this con-

nection. This is R. pulverulenta (glutimisa), a

good seed-bearer, whose glandular leaves and red-

brown stems come nearer to R. lutea than most
other species ; and if there be really any advan-

tage in hybridising at first allied rather than

widely divergent forms, this pretty species would
.seem to offer a possibility of combining with its

own advantages of substantial (though single)

Ilowers and sturdy, branching habit of growth
the brilliant colouring of R. lutea. As " D. T. F."

suggests, it is improbable that eft'orts made to

endow Roses with fragrant foliage should imme-
diately I'esult in the appearance of a race with
Ilowers as perfect as those of La France and ^vith

the leaves of Eglantine to boot, hut there is no
doubt that in hybridisation a definite object con-

sistently pursued may be ultimately attained.

Growers raised seedling Roses by the thousand
for many years before General Jacqueminot put
in an apjiearance, yet the result was lield to repay
the labour; and the fact that hardly any of our
exhibition Hybrid Perpetual Roses are much
more than thirty years old, while such varieties

as Her Majesty', Grace Darling, and Mrs. John
Laing are, as it were, the Roses of yesterday,

ought to induce a conviction of the possibility of

ultimate success, firm enough to stand the shock
of a few initial failures which generally fi.>rm a
preliminary to the acconijjlishmeiit of any similar

undertaking. T. W. G.

A ROCKERY FOR EOSES.

"T. W. G.'s" most instructive article ("Roses
for the Rockery," pp. 113-14) has suggested to

me the desirability of having rockeries wholly
devoted to Roses. Why not? We began build-

ing rockeries lor Ferns, the majority of which do
not grow on rocks; we then advanced anl formed
rockeries for alpine plants, which perhaps was
more appropriate. And it is no uncommon thing

to find artificial rockeries furnished with all sorts

of native or e.xotic plants that will endure what
is called naturalisation, that is, being broadly
intei'preted, once fairly prepared for and properly
planted, can take care of themselves, and hold

their own in any struggle relating to the survival

of the fittest to which they may be exposed.

Not that the cultivatoi' is to forsake them after

planting ; far from it ; but the less his hand
can be seen in the future career of naturaliseil

plants the better. Heaths and peat plants have
also had rockeries made for them, wdiich have not

only aided theil' culture, but added to theii'

beauty. If these and other plants have had
rockeries devoted to their picturescpie setting and
special culture, wdiy not Roses i

The fomily is equally large, varied, and horti-

culturally more important. Amongst the gi'eat

Rose family we ha\'e almost every possible

variety of stature, form, size, and colour, and the

widest possible diversities of stifl'ness and flexi-

bility, sjiineness and smoothness; giants to clothe

the boldest rocks and dwarfs to adoni the tiniest

nooks and corners ; scentless Roses, to dazzle

with their brilliant colours, and others full of

fragrance to allure from afar with their matchless

sweetness ; once, twice, and ever blooming Roses
;

also Roses with leaves of all sizes and many
varying degrees of sweetness, from those of the

spineless and odourless Bourbons to the Sweet
Brier, so full of its ever welcome fragrance.

Double Roses of all sizes and colours, and single

ones ranging from something like Poppies to

tiny Buttercups and Daisies.

Rocks and Roses have also much more in

common than the first letter of their names. No
more congruous support could be found than
rocks for scrambling Roses, nor more effective

backgrounds for their many coloured flowers than
rocks of different colours and shapes. " T. AV. G."
makes a good start with suitable varieties, and his

slmrt list might be largely added to and greatly

enriched. The shelter of rocks would prove most
useful for the protection of tender Roses from
cutting winds as weU as for the concentration of

sunshine in warm nooks and corners for the

fostering of the more tender species and varieties.

Possibly no better site could be found for the

successful growth and free flowering of that most
coy-ljlooming yellow Rose, sulphurea, than the

southern front of an upiising mass of rock on a
sloping bank. By the way, if " T. W. G." will

send me his address, I will send some suckers or

a plant of the Rose which he inquires about in

The Gaeden (p. 127).

Similar positions would prove admirable sites

for the more delicate Teas, while Marechal Niel
would be magnificent weeping down or climbing
up the warm sides of rockeries. But Rose ma-
terial is so rich and varied, that it may almost be
said to be inexhaustible. Another great charm
iu growing Roses on rockeries would lie that each

species and each plant, from the wildling Brier or

Scotch Rose to the latest sort among Teas or

Perpetuals, would be left iiractically to ramble or

grow, or not grow, according to its character and
habit, and thus much special information be
obtained concerning the natural character and
habit of not a few Roses of which we are at

present comparatively ignorant. Groups of dif-

ferent species and classes might also be placed

together and selections made to suit the tastes

and means of all lovers of Eoses. It might also

be well to exclude most or all of the very fat or

large Ilylnid Perpetual Roses from the rockery.

The thinner pointed buds and flowers of what-
ever section would prove more in harmony with
their I'ocky base and more suggestive of Nature
than of art.

Doubtless, too, the formation of rocky bases

for Roses would give a great impetus to the col-

lection of as many species as could be readily

obtained, and also to the raising of single and
semi-double varieties of, for exampile, the Gloire

des Rosomanes t^q^e. The more of these and the

more pure whites, brilliant crimsons, bright

scarlets, glowing pinks, and orange and yellows

among them the better; for I quite agree with
your corres] II indent's remarks in condemnation
of dingy coloured Roses (p. 114). Fresh foliaged,

bri.ght coloured, and small rather than large-

flowered varieties are those best adapted for the

effective clothing of rockeries. D. T. F.
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PLANT NAMES.
Mr. Baker, speaking at the Royal Horticultural

Society's dinner the other evening, .said :
" lle-

garding plant names, he observed that while

botanists were trying to reduce them, horticul-

turists, and particularly specialists, rushed along

in their own way manufacturing names without

any systematic classification. If there were

twenty Daffodils, for instance, there appeared to

be a disposition to magnify them into five

hun<lred, and the same with Primulas. He
would like to see the Royal Horticultural Society

in the ])osition of interpreter, standing between

the gardeners and botanists, yet embracing lioth,

and he trusted the society would have a great

and useful future career."

Everyone who has to deal with plant names
will re-echo Mr. Baker's remarks, and hope for

some help from the Royal Horticultural Society in

the matter of plant nomenclature. If we could

only agree on any given plan of naming and then

all pull together in the practical work of carrying

out such a plan, all would be easy.

So far as wild species are concerned, these

might best be named, or their names be confirmed

by the herbarium autliorities at Kew or at tlie

British Museum. It is when we come to deal

witli seedling forms or garden varieties that the

real difficulty begins. Practically, no one will

undertake the responsibility of naming garden

forms, except the specialists, whom, as Mr. Baker
says, do a little too much. Even the Royal
Horticultural Society have, or had, a proviso that

all exhibits placed before their committees

"must be named," and yet, as we have seen,

there is no way of tliis being done unless each

exhibitor coins his own names. Thus, the Royal
Horticultural Society has itself, to some extent,

brought about a state of things against whicli

Mr. Baker very rightly utters a well-timed

protest.

But if it were, once for all, understood that all

garden plants submitted to the committees of the

Royal Horticultural Society would be correctly

and authoritatively nametl and registered by
them, I think both amateur and trade growers
would gladly avail themelves of the society's aid,

and the result M-ould do away with a good deal

of confusion in many ways. To make the matter

clear, one may put it in this way :

—

1. All wild species of plants whatever to be

sent to Kew or to the British Museum for naming
and registration.

2. All garden seedlings, florists' flowers, fruits

and vegetables, &e., to be sent to the committees
of the Royal Horticultural Society for naming
and registration.

Another, and perhaps, on tlie whole, a better,

plan would be for the Royal Horticultural Society

to unilertake the naming of all plants exhibited

before them. In this way but a very small pro-

portion of the total exhibits would have to be
sent to Kew for naming, this proportion mainly
consisting of tlie new wild species or types.

Just now the society has its hands quite full

of business so far as its most vital interests are

concerned, but this question of nomenclature lies

at the very root of horticultural progress, and
demands urgent attention. It is pleasant to hear
of the worthy president's regret that notldng had
been done with regard to the question of Orchid
nomenclature, but the question relates to the
naming of all garden plants, or varieties gene-
xally, and not to any one genus, or natural order,

more than to another. F. W. B.

and his neighbour's losses of these fragrant favourites.

It seems certain that in not a few districts Daphnes

seem to have dropped out of cultivation. It is many
years since the writer has seen the yellow Chinese

Daphne ; .and the three varieties of D. odorata, that

is the common, or pink and white one, the rubra, or

red, .and v.ariegata, or variegated-leaved variety of

odorata, are now seldom met with. When one does

meet with Daphnes, they .are mostly the white and

red viiriety of iudica, which are not equal to these

older varieties. Your correspondent's remarks on

growing plants in vineries specially recall a nice lot

of Daphne odorata raised from a grand old specimen

.about 4 feet high and as much through. These

were gro\vn on the front shelf of a vinery in 6-inch

and 8-inch pots, and used to be laden with flowers

from May to August. These plants had the pecu-

liarity of the old specimen from which they were

i-aised of having most of their flowers Cockcomb-
shaped, which added to their interest, though hardly

to their usefulness for cutting. But the plants were

in constant use when in bloom, less for mere decora-

tion th.an for sweetening the whole house. Daphnes
require careful mounting for button-holes and go

well with scentless Bouvardias, one or two blooms

sufficing to perfume a button-hole, and from half a

dozen to a dozen a hand or bridal bouquet. If

holders of good stocks of fragrant Daphnes vn\l

advertise in The Garden, I fancy they would find

plenty of good customers. Daphnes have probably

disappeared before more showy plants, and not owing

to any difficulties of culture or prevailing disease

among them.—D. T. F.

case, at all events in those particular spots where

they are growing " of themselves." It is ea8y_ to

unfierstand tliat single and double flowering

bulbs of the common Galanthus might easily be

mixed up by the growers and dealers, who cannot

be expected to keep them carefully separated at

the price they sell them at, and it requires careful

observation and testing before one can say with

certainty that all, or most, of the individuals of

oni jiarticular row or clump have earned for

themselves the additional surname of "flore-

pleno." No doubt the Daffodil " doublcrs " will

keep their eye on the artful little Snowdrop.

Unssex. C. R. S. D.

Scarcity of Daphnes.—" North-west Cheshire,"
in his interesting notes on " Grapes and Flowers
Together" (p. 107), refers incigjeptaUy to his own

NOTES ON RECENT NUMBERS.
Use of flowers (p. 131).—I am sorry tliat

"W. I. M." has somewhat misunderstood me ; I

never for a moment intended to urge that gardeners

should make "show houses of all their plant-

growing structures," which would be coutrary to

most rules of economy or good gardening. Wliat

I wished to point out was that gardeners, when
they have grown a liouseful of one special thing,

ought not to rest content that they had done all

tliat was required of them, but should proceed to

devote the same plants to some decorative pur-

pose ; in other words, make use of them. No
one abominates indiscriminate mixtures more than

I do ; and here I will pay gardeners as a class

the compliment of saying that not a small number
of them have often very mucli better taste than

their employers. Those who describe their visits

to private gardens no doubt are frequently only

"shown over" the houses in which, not the house

for wliich, the plants are grown ; hence, we only

hear one half of the story. It does not follow

that Ijecause a gardener can grow plants well he

can use them to good advantage, and there is

also a difference between making u,se of them and
forming combinations of colours, which " W. I. M."

seems to have overlooked in his criticism of my
remarks.

Snowdrops, single and double (p. 140).—

I can join in Mr. Wilks' wail over the unnecessary

modesty of the single Snow<lrop, wliich induces

it to efface itself iu many localities where the

double succeeds, this being one of them. The
reason I believe to be that the soil, having no
lime in it, is not naturally congenial to Snow-
di'ops ; the single sorts go to seed, whereby the

bulb is weakened, and the seed is not sufficiently

favoured to come to anything; whereas the double

sort increases itself only by offsets, which have a

better chance of struggling into notice. Perhaps

the explanation would be better described by
saying that the bulb of the single Snowdrop is

naturally short-lived, and that where the condi-

tions are not favourable to the growth of seed-

lings it soon dies out. I believe that Daffodils,

Scillas, and many other of our wild or pseudo-

wild bidbous plants reproduce themselves from

seed much inore fhan is i}sua,lly taken to be the

WESTONBIRT.

Amongst the celebrated country teats in the west

of England, Westonbirt is conspicuous from a gar-

dening point of view, and in this, as in other

respects, it takes rank with such places as Chats-

worth and Trentham. It has been the home of

the Holfords for some two centuries, and each

generation seems to have done something to bring

it to what we see it now. 'But the greatest

change has come over Westonbirt since the pre-

sent head of the family has inherited it. He
began half a century ago by clothing Ijare hill-

sides with tree-growth, and to-day he has the

satisfaction of seeing the full ert'ects which at

planting time were in prospect, and, to crown the

work of his lil'e, he has built a magnificent man-
sion in place of a plain old Jacoljean house. The
present house h.as lieen in existence about fifteen

years. It is in the Italian style, from designs by

Vulliamy, and it is generally admitted to be

among his most successful works. It is an im-

posing Ijuilding from whatever point one looks

at it, but the principal fagade—that which is

shown in the anne::ed engraving*—possesses an

aspect of grandeur not often seen in domestic

architecture. The mansion is built of clean-cut

stone of a soft creamy hue, which harmonises

beautifully with tlie surroundings.

Westonbirt is remarkable in several ways. It

represents what is unquestionably one of the

best examples of garden landscape to be found in

this country. In it each branch of gardening is

carried out in high class style, and it contains a

magnificent collection of hardy exotic trees and

shrubs. It is, therefore, alike interesting to the

admirer of beautiful landscape gardening and

to the practical gardener, while for lovers of

trees, particularly Conifers, it teems with in-

struction.

One can hardly realise the fact that the beauties

of Westonbirt are the creation of one lifetime,

and strange, indeed, does it appear when Mr.
Ilolford tells one that less than fifty years ago

the old house which the present mansion
superseded was but sparsely surrounded by

tree growth, such as the Elm, Ash, Beech, Oak and
Thorn. Now the place is clothed with plantations,

and groups embracing an infinite variety of exotic

as well as native trees, almost every one of which
has been planted since 1839. AVheu one sees

towering Scotch Firs that have long since attained

that picturesque aspect which they wear only at

mature growth, one can scarcely credit that the

hand which planted them is still planting the

last introduction in the way of foreign trees and
shrubs.

The plantations iu tlie jiark in the vicinity of

the house give character to tlie place. In a

general way in parks the rule is to encourage

• From a photograph taken by Miss Antrobus, of Lower
Cheam House, Surrey, who seut it to "The Garden Photo-

graph Competition." It was one of a series to which the

chief prize was awarded.
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only deciduous trees, but ever}:;reen trees have
been largely employed here, such as the Scotch,

Austrian, and Corsican Pines and the common
Spruce, with an undergrowth of Holly and
Laurel. These give an air of snugness to the

winter landscape. Pines thrive here to perfec-

tion, and the Spruce rises above everything else
;

but such is the character of the soU, that it

quickly matures, and if not then cut it is

liable to heart-rot. It is an interesting fact that

Gilpin himself originally laid down the outlines

of tliese park plantations ; they partake some-
what of a triangular shape, and tliis course was
adopted with a view to picturesque effect, as seen

from all points. Much planting and thinning

ha\e been done since then, but the main ideas

of Gilpin have not been disturbed.

Pleasure Grounds.

When the new mansion was built, Mr. Holford
set himself the task of making a beautiful garden
about it, and that he has succeeded there is ample
]irocif. Nor h.as he been helped much by Nature,
fcir there was originally no great diversity of sur-

face, no streamlets or lakes, no outcropping of

rocks, yet there is now at Westonbirt all these

elements of a beautiful home landscape.

The style is so thoroughly unconventional, that

one can see at once that it is the result of gradual
de^'elopment ; by this is meant that the work
must have been carried out by someone continu-
ally on the spot, for although Mr. Thomas was
consulted and laid down the broad principles upon
which the work was to be conducted, every de-

tail has been worked out with an eye to ultimate
ell'ect, and not a thing has been done, not a tree

has been planted or removed, without due con-
sideration. It is this harmony of detail that
makes the grounds of Westonbirt so beautiful

and so difl'crent from the ordinary run of gardens.
Mr. Holford's aim has been to create variety

without confusion, informality and picturesque-
ness without losing sight of that polish in the
vicinity of the mansion which must always be
regarded as in accordance with correct taste. It

is thus steering in the middle course between
the styles of a Price and a Repton that Mr.
Ilolford has made his garden what it now is.

The more striking features of the grounds are
the vistas, glades, and nooks which meet one at

every turn, and iti is these, together with the broad
expanse of turf, that give to the garden that
beauty of light and shade which is the very
essence of landscape. The principal vista—that
.shown in the engraving—radiates from the south
front and leads from the terrace down to the
water's edge, one continuous gentle slope. It may
be noticed too that the outline of the vista is not
monotonous ; here the shrubbery projects, there
it recedes ; at one point some favourite tree is

made to stand out boldly, as if to emphasise the
projection ; at another point one may see a group
uf shrubs whicli like all the sunshine they can
get. By creating this diversity the necessities of
every shrub or plant nuiy be provided for. For
instance, under the dense shade of a Yew, where
one would think nothing would grow, one may
see a lu.xuriant mass of such shrubs as the
Japanese Barberries (Berberis japonica and Beali),

which not only revel in the shade, but are grate-
ful for such shelter in such a winter as this.

Under the isolated trees are colonies of Snow-
drops, now a sheet of white ; and these later on
will give place to the golden sheen of Daffo-
dils, which are planted everywhere in suitable
spots. But in the matter of sorts some discrimi-
nation is used, for one could see by the great
broad foliage coming out of the turf that the
varieties put in such places are of the finest, such
as the Emperor and Empress, Horsefleldi, and the

like. Now and theti one comes across a project-

ing rock which would puzzle a geologist to tell if

it were the natural outcropping stratum or Pul-

hamite. In one part close by the lake there is

one of the most tasteful bits of rockery I have
yet seen done by Mr. Pulham. It must have

been wonderfully natural looking wdien new ; but

now that it has become weather-stained and over-

run with an infinite variety of alpine plants and
shrubs, one would hardly take it as the handi-

work of :nan. The way the rockery is planted

enhances the effect. You see colonies of Primulas,

Gentians and the like climbing the crevices.

Saxifrages with a foothold on the face of the

boulders, and Heaths defile down narrow minia-

ture ravines.

The margins of the little lake are studded here

and there with masses of rock grouped in the same
natural way, a:nl over these there is a tracery

of such as Ivy and Cotoueaster. In another

part by the lake, what was once a horsepond,

fed by a sjiring, in a farmyard, has been embel-

lished by Pulhamite rocks and made to look like

a rocky cavern. Indeed, the whole of this part

of the grounds has been transformed from what
was the centre of the village into a charming
garden. Mr. Holford points to where the parish

road ran through the place, the spot where the

village stocks were fixed, aud where once stood

the vicarage. But all this has been obliterated,

and the road is now skilfully hidden by a Ha-ha
and tree groups. The lake itself is small ; Ijut by
the peculiar outline of it one never sees all the

boundaries at one time, aud therefore its ap-

parent extent is increased. As this strip of

water is seen from the mansion, it enhances the

effect of the surroundings.

The lake, the rockeries, and most of the rugged
and picturesque features of the garden are on the

west side of the mansiim. On the eastern side

the scenery is of an opposite character, including

an Italian garden of a simple geometrical design

and other architectural embellishments. It is

in the blending of natural and artificial styles

that adds so much to the charms of Westonbirt,

but there is no sudden ti-ansition from one to

the other. For instance, the Italian garden is

connected with the main front of the house by a

long teri'aced walk, and being hemmed in by
Ijalustraded walls it cannot be seen from the

principal windows. When lit up in summer
time by masses of brilliant colours the effect of

the Italian garden must be very fine. The beds
are large enough to hold good masses of plants,

aud being edged by heavy stone kerbing the

glow of the bright colours is intensified. Two
long borders on either side of the square are set

apart for choice hardy perennials, but these not
being in character with such a garden they are

confined to these two borders. The north side is

bounded by a wall, buttressed and recessed, and
against it are planted a selection of half-hardy

shrubs, the great Magnolia granditlora being the

most conspicuous at this season, also a sturdy
plant of the Garrya, hung with its graceful tassel-

like catkins. The buttresses are clothed with orna-

mental Vines and Clematises. Beyond the Italian

garden is a sunk Rose garden, which looks so

cosy that one can imagine how delightful it looks

at midsummer, for it is just the spot that Roses
revel in. The excellent plan of grouping masses
of one sort is carried out.

There is no planting to interrupt the view in a
southerly direction. Here the ground dips a
little, and then rises beyond in the park, where
some noble old Elms and other park trees rise

majestically. At the foot of the broad sweep of

lawn which rutis from the upper terrace some
more .shrublieries and lawns are now being made
so as to form a middle distance, which will add

much to the appearance of the front. A little to

the right of this is the church, a modest building
1)1 the early English period, but it is so

embowered in shrulibery that but little of it is

seen from the grounds.

Trees and Shrubs.

The garden, the park, besides widely separated
outlying portions of Westonbirt, may be said to

form one vast arboretum for treesand .shrubs, which
have always received the greatest attention, so

that now the collection is one of the richest in

the kingdom. One sees magnificent specimens
in the park of the early introduced exotic trees,

while in the pleasure grounds beyond the reach
of rabbits you may be pointed out the choicest

introductions from Japan, and these new things

of course are watched with much interest. Any
new introduction in the way of a tree or a
shrub at all likely to be hardy finds its way here,

and it is interesting to see how varied are the
constitutions of the plants. Whether it be in
the soil or in the climate, Mr. Holford's experi-

ence does not accord with that of others. For
instance, Japanese trees and shrubs on the whole
flourish admiraldy, and at few places could one
find better specimens of such as the Japanese
Jlaples. On the other, it appears strange that
some of the North American natives do not take
kindly to the place. The Clethras thrive but
indifferently ; Halesias fail ; and one does not
see the Ceanothuses growing in a free way, as in

some places. The large-leaved Magnolias, such
as tripetala, auriculata, and inaoropliylla, cannot
be coaxed into vigour, though their Eastern
relatives, the Yulan, and others thrive perfectly.

It seems odd to meet with Pterostyrax hispiduni,

a most beautiful Japanese shrub, growing as a
standard, whereas in other places it refuses to

grow against a wall. A host of other examples
might be instanced showing the capriciousness

of certain shrubs which, about London, cause us
no anxiety. The Japanese Maples are the glory
of the place from the bursting of the buds till the

leaves drop in autumn dyed with the mostglowing
hues. Here one may see trees as much as 12 feet

high, not spindling, but with great bushy heads.

This agrees with what Mr. Coleman told us
recently about the behaviour of these Maples at

Eastuor Castle, which is not many miles tlistant

from Westonbirt. Can it be that the neighbour-
hood is peculiarly adapted to the growth of

Japanese trees? It is now pretty generally

known that these beautiful Maples are not suited

for every place, and it would be interesting to

know to what extent they are influenced by
soil and climate, and where the localities are that

they succeed best. There is a great variety of

these Maples here, besides specimens of other
Japanese species of recent introduction, several

of which pronuso to become valuable ornamental
trees. The brilliancy of the palmatum varieties

lights up the whole place when in leaf, and so

they are placed in positions wheie their colours

are best seen. Sometimes a bush of it terminates

a little glade or nestles in a recess ; at others a
plant stands out boldly on a projecting point
where it would catch the eye from all points.

In short, there is not one of these Maples planted
whose position does not appear to have been
studied from all points.

In the disposal of the various tree aud shrub
groups great care has been taken in order to

produce a beautiful winter aspect ; the result is

that, although not a deciduous tree has yet burst

its buds, the grounds have a clothed appearance
so different from a place wdiere evergreen trees

are but sparsely intermixed with the summer
leafing kinds. Good use, too, is made of every
deciduous shrub that is in any way remarkable
in winter, and particularly those that have
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coloured bark. The finest effect in this way is

produced by the Siiicrian Dogwood (Cornus

sibirica of Loddigcs), wliich has Osier-like

branches, with bark almost as bright as red

sealing-wax. This shrub is planted in masses in

the most conspicuous points in the pleasure

grounds, but in the arboretum one sees great

lireadths of it everywhere. In contrast with

the Conifers it jiroduces a most remarkable

effect. Another and similar shrub made use ol

in this way is Salix vitelliua, the Red-twigged

Osier. Both tliese are cut down about every third

year, and the new growths always bear bril-

liantly coloured bark. Advantage has been

taken of the wealth of variety in the Conifer

family, and with those alone one could make a

beautiful winter garden. In one jilace tlie

spreading growth of the Hemlock Spruce is made
to contrast with columnar trees, such as the

Irish Yew and Junipers. In other cases advan-

tage is taken of the golden-hued Conifers for

contrasting with the greens of various shades.

In short, one sees trees and shrubs, whether

remarkable for habit of growth or colour of

leafage, arranged with consummate taste, and no-

where can be seen liarsh or monotonous lines ; the

skyline is always broken by columnar trees, and
the ground-line around the slirubberies is never

continuous. The shrub.s are always planted so as

to spread out and fall on the turf, and in order to

break the outline, here andtherea spreading bush,

.such as a Barberi-y, Weigela, or Spira;a, is planted

out boldly away from the main mass. It is only

by thus breaking up the masses in recesses and
"lirojecting points that one is able to get the full

effect of light and shade so essential to effective

garden landscape. In some spots one comes
across a group composed wholl}' of deciduous

shrubs, but these are quite select kinds, and gene-

rally those are chosen which fall gracefully on
the turf. As to the names of the most note-

worthy trees and shrubs, that must be left for a

future account, as must also the notes on

The akboretum, which Ijeyond is tlic feature

of AVestonbirt. It is one of the most important

arboreta in the country, and certainly among the

largest, for it is traveised by a road no less than

four miles in length. In the comparatively short

period of tifty years Mr. Holford has done won-
ders in clothing bare downs witlr exotic trees, yet

he has not been favoured by specially good soil

or situation, yet some of the finest tree collections

are in the neighbourhood of the Coiswolds, for

besides Westonbirt there are the grand arboreta at

Toitworth and Highnam Court, and nnt very
much further nrirth is Eastnor. The Westonbirt
arboretum is not planted in accordance with any
scientific plan. The trees have been planted in

the spots considered at the outset to be most
likely to suit them ; but even here we see the

same taste displayed in the grouping as is carried

out in the more polished pleasure grounds about
tlie house. The Conifers and other evergreen

tree growth which one sees at every turn renders

Westonbirt beautiful even in the depth of winter,

but what must it be in the height of summer ?

[Plant and Fbdit Houses.

These are on a scale proportionate witli the

extent of the place, being about thirty in number,
and among them one may find as fine examples
of skilful culture as is possible to see anywhere.
The principal plant houses form a compact block
of capacious span-roofed structures, running ]ia-

rallel to each other north and south. From the

garden side these are ajijiruachcd from the Italian

garden, and are so arranged that visitors may go

through most of the liouses consecutive!}' without
going in the open air. This isa capital .arrangement,

tor suitable access to the plant houses from the num-
sion is often a i^oint overlooked in garden design.

Another point is that, while the central houses are

made to liarniduise arcbitectui'ally with the Ita-

lian garden, the main block is hidden from view.

The houses, as a rule, are set apart for special

classes of ]ilants; for instance, the Orchids have
houses to themselves, then winter Pelargoniums,

Hoses, and so on. One great feature of the place,

and for which Westonbirt is justly celebrated, is

the collection of Amaryllis, which, without

doubt, is by far the largest in any jirivate garden

in this country. It comprises no fewer than

5000 bulbs, of which over ."iOOO are of a (lowering

size, so one can imagine what there is to be seen

here in the months of March, April, and May.
The Amaryllis is a firvourite plant with Mr
Holford, and Ibrtunately Jlr. Chapman, the gar-

dener, is an enthusiast in its culture, and not

only does he grow them to perfection, as may be

seen now even by the great plump bullis, but he
hybridises and raises large quantities of new sorts.

In fact, he has originated quite a distinct race by
intercrossing, or rather what is called "working,"

on a particular strain. Some of the most con-

spicuous members of the Westonbirt race of

Amaryllises may be seen at the great London
flower shows in spring, and they hold their own,

especially as regards brilliancy of colour', against

the finest that have been raised in London. The
sight of this magnificent collection of Amaryllises

in spi'ing must indeed be very grand— quite

worth going all the way from London to Glouces-

tershire to enjoy.

The Orchid collection, though not large, is

select, and contains good specimens of species not

commonly met with. Three great plants of tlio

noble Vauda Batemanni attracts the attention of

orchidists, and so does some fine plants of

Saccolabium guttatum Holfordianum, which is

interesting on account of its having originated

here years ago. There is not much in bloom
yet, but the houses are already enlivened by
such as Dcndroliium Wardianum, which is

grown admirably in hanging pans. There are

also suspended pots of Lycaste Skinncri more
profusely fl(jwered than is usual. As one instance,

there is a plant in an 8-inch pot with twenty-

four flowers and buds, another in a (i-inch put

with seventeen flowers. Odontoglossums are

grown uncommonly well, and besides the com-
moner sorts there is a bloom, the rarely seen O.

cariniferuni, not one of the showiest, but an

interesting species. Then among the legion of

mule varieties is one named Holfordianum,
which first flowered here, and described in the
" Orchid Grower's Manual" .as very fine. There
must be something in the place agreeable to the

cool Orchids, for they all possess unusu.al vigour.

It is a commendable practice here to intermix

the flowering Orchids with firdinary greenhouse

plants in fluwer. The Orchid blooms last longer

when thus kept cool, and they add much to the

elegance of the house.

In one of the stoves the roof is hung willi tlie

lovely blue Ipomsea rubro-ca'rulea, of which a

coloured drawing was given some time ago in

The Garden. The effect of the hundreds of

flowers of such a clear blue hanging in the

most exquisitely graceful manner in festoons can

better be imagined than described. It was fine

at Kewafevvmonthsago, but wasnothing compared
to tliis. It is a great favourite here, and it has

adorned the rotifs of the other stoves till recently.

One may imagine the splendour of the myriads
of floweis that were produced throughout
November and December. Throughout Decem-
ber the average number of blooms which
expanded during twenty days was 900, and in

four days 5000 were counted, while altogether

the ydants have yielded this season close upon
12,000 blooms.

Though the Iponisca is the most remarkable

]ilant, there are others of equal interest, because

nut often seen so fine. For instance, in one of

the greenhouses there is a huge jdant (if Cantua

depeiidens in full blcjom, and has bcirne hundreds

of flower clusters, and close by its side is the

New Zealand Clematis indivi.sa, not the com-

UKiner lohata variety, wdiidi is said to be the

most lloriferous. This plant is hung also with

bliHim, and the elegance of the drooping clusters

of starry white flowers is very jileasing. Another

great feature of the garden is Fortune's Yellow

Hose, which one .seldom .sees in flower at

all. Here it covers large spaces under the green-

liouse roof, and the yield of the plants is some

1500 each season. There are hundreds of sal-

mony ]iink flowers now on the plants, an<l the

crop will continue for a hmg time. Among
other favourite Roses for house culture here are

Nijjhetos, Safrano, and the new W. A. Richardson,

whicli is considered a gem.

Other houses are taken up with the usual

decorative classes of plants. Zonal Pelargoniums

for winter bloom are a specialty. They have a

house to themselves— the only way really to do

them well. The prevailing idea of informality,

I noticed, reaches the Azalea house. The bushes

are trained certairdy, but instead of being tied

into monotonous cones and pyramids they are

pruned and arranged so as to give variety of

flower and foliage at flowering time. The chief

fruit houses are in the kitchen garden, some few

hundi-fd yards from the plant houses. There is

a capital kitchen garden of abuut four acres, witli

a ]<nig run of high walls for fruit trees, and these

are a credit to any gardener. There is also an

excellent reserve garden arranged with long

rectangular beds, which are stocked with the

commoner kinds of fiuwers, such as Carnations,

Pinks, Sweet Wilbams, annuals, from which

the ladies can cut flowers for themselves in

summer time. Such a flower plot should be

an adjunct to every large garden, but it is an

exception and not the rule.

The conservatoky is a noble structure and

joins on to the west wing of the house. The
architect has been highly successful in combining

a plant house with a dwelling-house, so as to lose

nothing in exterior appearance. Often a con-

servatory adjoining a house looks like an awk-

ward excrescence, but where, as in this case, it is

made to combine architecturally with the house,

there is nothing incongruous, and .at the same

time the house is adapted for plant culture. The
interior is so arranged as to allow of ample space

for walking, with beds for flowering plants on

either side of a central Jiath. The lolty back

wall is clothed with creepers and Camellias, the

latter being just now in full beauty ; and among
them is the rarely seen C. reticulata, with blooms

nearly as big as a Savoy and of a charming

rose-pink. The I'oof is festooned with the varie-

gated Colirea scandens ami other plants, such as

the Trumpet Honey.suckle (Lonicera semper-

virens minor), a capital winter-flowering climber

for a conservatory. W. Goldring.

QUESTIONS.

O^r.fi.—Cuttingrs—What is tlie best way to force cuttings

from yount,' succulent wood, to throw out roots in warm
iliniiitcM where bottom heat is not available, and wliere pro-

pafjatiunb.v cuttings ia the only plan which can be adopted?
—Cinchona.

rj4.'.7.—Ants.—Having been troubled with ants in .an early

Peach house, eating the pollen and biting out the pi.stils of

the blooms, 1 should bo glad if any reader of The Gakdkn
cm toll me how to dislodge them from a covered channel for

hot-water pipes where they h,ave taken up their quarters.

I have poisoned and trapped thousands of them, but found

only tempor.iry relief therefrom, as fresh broods are con-

stantly reappearing. Is there any fumigation other than sul-

phur wliich will destroy them in the nest ? Being imder the

floors of the sheds, liquids are not easily applied.—iNiiuiREB.
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Fruit Garden.

PRUNING TO PROMOTE VIGOUR.

In Mr. Fish's three columns of generalisations on

this subject (p. 1.35) he commits himself to one

definite assertion that I had better pin him to for

future use. Admitting the correctness of my
tests of vigour as on the whole reasonable, " he

contends that Rose and Vine shoots like walking

sticks are more certainly produced by severe

pruning than by not pruning." He also suggests

that I should exhibit my "basket-filling boughs"

of Rose bushes, to which I cordially agree, on

the very fair condition that he meets me with

one of his " severely pruned " examples with rods

like walking-sticks, vigour equal to mine, and

twenty-two years of age, as mine are at least, and
I have plenty like them almost as much as a man
could carry singly. If Mr. Fish be " curious to

know more" about mine, I am equally curious

extremely likely to be necessary to his success,

and I object to this on the ground that in both

animals and vegetables long life is one of the

surest proofs of vigour and vitality that can be

produced, and is particularly applicable in my
case, for whereas most of the severely pruned

plants of the same age and kind have succumbed
during late severe winters, the big bushes have

survived, although receiving little or no attention

in the way of protection and culture. I do not

know how old they may be, but I have had
them twenty-two years come November, and
they were several years of age when I took

charge ot them. They have only been trans-

planted once, perhaps fifteen years ago or more.

Some of the weaker varieties are growing

feeble now from old age, but others are rampant,

look as if they would live for ever, and are

almost big enough to fill a cart. After all this,

however, I do not mean to let the defender of

the Rose mutilators off with the offer of meeting

nected with exhibiting, what excuse can be
pleaded for the annual shearing of every healthy
and robust Rose tree down to a mere stump,
thereby reducing the number of buds and number
of blooms to the fewest possible number ? Is it

not a miserable result of boasted " scientific

"

culture that a highly cultivated Rose several years

of age can only produce two or three blooms,
when with a little freedom of growth it would
produce scores scarcely inferior, for it is not at

all true that the most neglected of bushes as

regards pruning ever degenerate so far as to pro-

duce flowers that are not worth gathering or
looking at 1 Who, I wonder, ever saw a large

Apple or Hawthorn tree, or a Rhododendron or

a flowering Currant, or a wild Brier, that was
less ornamental or perfect because they had
never been pruned ? And why need a Rose be
an exception to the general rule 1 Is it not an
absolutely senseless act to hack to nothing almost
year after year the fine 3 feet and 4 feet long

View in llie garden at Westonbirt.

about his, and, moreover, do not believe that he
has the ghost of a chance in the competition.

However, the proposal to exhibit is his own, and
if he does not fulfil the challenge, readers of The
Garden will know what to think. It is so

refreshing to find Mr. Fish offering to test any-
thing he writes by practical illustration, that I

hail the opportunity with eagerness, and as the

growth of the plant will indicate its condition

well enough, I can send mine at once if he is

also ready. I cannot undertake to dig an
immense Rose tree out of the ground when in

full bloom and exhibit it fresh at any particular

show, or I would willingly do so. Our plants

consist of the older varieties—sorts such as

Mme. Knorr, General Jacqueminot, Souvenir de
la Malmaison, Achille Gonod, and other Hybrid
Perpetuals, Bourbons, c&c. I, however, decline

to be handicapped in the contest by " eliminating

long life " from the evidences of vigour, a very
shrewd proposal of your correspondent's, and

the non-pruners on equal terms only. Mr. Paul
maintains that unpruned trees dwindle and die

back, and that pruning is the only way to restore

them—a fallacious doctrine. Mr. Fish's doctrine,

too, as to " the concentration of force" in pruning
is equally unreliable. No one denies that by
concentrating the supplies of a dozen or a score

of shoots upon one, you can produce a shoot

individually stronger and thicker than the score

or dozen would have been singly, but collectively

the latter would represent a much greater amount
of force and energy, just as large, well managed,
but unpruned, fruit trees will produce by far the

greatest quantity of fruit in a given time com-
pared with a dwarf of the pinched and pruned
pattern, and when I speak of crops of fruit as

indicating vigour that is what I mean ; the more
branches the more fruit.

There is, however, another aspect of rhis ques-

tion to be considered. Allowing that Roses may
be pruned in moderation for special reasons con-

healthy shoots of a Rose in the way in which
pruners do ? Why, instead of cutting away
almost the whole shoot, should the most of it not

be left and disbudding resorted to in order to

get good blooms, and more of them at the same
time ? If you can get a stronger shoot by letting

it grow than you can by pruning it severely,

why not let it alone and get its produce ? "But,"

says Mr. Fish, "pruning concentrates, and so

augments force . . . and so lengthens the life of

the plant." I deny that he can produce a single

living example of this or one argument in its

favour from any trustworthy authority on vege-

table physiology. Where is the augmented force

to come from in a cut-down Vine rod, for ex-

ample ? There is just the same root on the plant

that there was before, while the store in the

top, representing reciprocative force, has been cut

away. Where, then, is the augmentation f Will

Mr. Fish answer the question if he can? You
may just as well say one augments a human
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being's heal til and strength by removing one lung

and reducing the other to a fragment.

I am surprised to see that Mr. Fish is in favour

of severe pruning to iironiote vigour, because I

am all but certain, not having the books at hand

just now, that in certain treatises of his on trait

culture he both by illustration and wonls advo-

cates close pruning and pincliing in order to re-

duce vigour. If 1 am correct, may I ask why he

has changed his opinions? I would also advise

him to consult the article on the Plum in the

revised edition of the "Gardener's Assistant,'

which is one of the best reasoned productions in

that work. The instructions there given are as

follow :
" Where any shouts give indications of

excessive vigour they should be early kept in

check. . . . It is freiiuently the case that

shoots in the central part of fan-trained Plum

trees are inclined to become excessively vigorous.

As they cannot well be much inclined from the

upright position without crowding tho^e on the

sides, their vigour may be considerably repressed

by pinching or cutting out, with a sharp knife,

the growing point. In addition to other means

tending to diminish cxce-ss of vigour, some of

the leaves .should be clipped across the middle.

Every third leaf may be safely clipped in this

manner ; if that does not prove effectual, every

alternate leaf may be so treated ; and in obstinate

cases we have seen every leaf on a shoot clipped

half away with no injurious results, but, on the

contrary, with most beneficial effects, inasmuch

as wood only of the requisite thickness was ob-

tained instead of a shoot too thick to be retained

on that iiart of the tree." This is correct in every

way, and the difference between cutting off leaves

to reduce vigour and cutting whole shoots away

is only one of degree—both have the same effect

in the end. Mr. Fisli's assertion that Vines will

make the thickest shoots the more severely pruned

they are is so oppo.sed to the experience of any

A''ine grower, as hardly to be worth discussing.

It is far too well known to be disputed that

Vines that are allowed most scope at the top

make the thickest rods and walking-sticks ;
in-

deed, I never knew an exception to this rule.

constant abundance without the assistance of the

Isnife have been eitcd, and among these have been

muntioned the wild representatives <if cultivated

fniitalike the Crab, Sine, and wild Cherry, &c., which,

in a natural state, as a rule, surpass the cultivated

varieties in the constancy and abundance of their

crops, and one would like to know indeed why such

examples should not be cited as the most opposite

that could be found, instead of indulging in meaning-

less platitudes that help nobody.—J. S. VV.

KNlCxHT'S MONARCH IN AMERICA.

I HAD but little doubt that English Pear growers

would object to the Monarch being placed in th'

Temperature of the soil and canker.—

"S. \V." (p. 1S4) seems to be sceptical in regard to

what I said on this subject. Mr. Keid was gardener

at Balcarraa more than fifty years ago, and his ex-

periments oil earth temperature, as quuted by me, are

lo be found in Lindley'e "Theory and Practice of

Horticulture." I quoted them as a case of canker

cured by lifting tlie roots. I have planted Apple

trees and found the large branches and main stems

of some of them barily cankered after seven or eight

years. Those trees have had their roots lifted, and

the canker has been arrested—cured, in fact. It

does not require a lifetime to perform such an ex-

periment as this. My own work in the matter I can

vouch for; that of other people we must take on

trust.—J AS. Douglas, (,'/•(«( acaiies, Ttford.

Pruning and its effects.—The followinj;,

from the pen of "T. B.," appears in last week's

Garden (p. 137) :

—

. The non-prunors sometimes instance the (frowtli made hy

ordinary forest trees of branching habit that have liad from

the first room for their branches to extend, with the mleiitlou

of making out that the pruning of Apples is wrong. Any
comparison of this kind is not admissiole, the object in tie

two cases being totally ditlereut. The largo-headed trees

referred to are more for ornament than use ;
those who

plant forest trees for use plant them close, and in so doing

are the hardest of pruiiers, only that they get Nature to do

the work inasmuch as the branches die through not having

room enough given them in wliich to grow. Extremes are

generally best avoided, and those who exclaim against

moderate pruning act as inconsistently as those who foUow

an opposite course.

Suffice it to say that neither in The Garden

nor elsewhere has such " instances or arguments as

are here adduced been used by the non-pruners.

The statement is an entire misrepresentation. Trees

and shrubs that bear fruit and flowers in great and

expurgated list. It is a veritable haileciuin.

We had read of the excellence of this, the greatest

of all Mr, Knight's Pears, and we wonder what

can be the matter with it. I have fruited about

all his seedlings, and amongst them there was

not one worth keeping. I thought so well of the

Uunmcu-e, tluuigh a very acid Pear, that I com-

mended it as a variety well worthy of culture;

but the market killed it, nobody would buy such

a green, sour, homely-shaped Pear, and I had to

"ive it up. But the Monarch, the old books and

papers said it was such a delicious Pear, that it

was introduced, cultivated, exhibited, and tried

nearly fifty years ago ; but it was such an inferior

fruit, we began to think we had not received the

true variety, though it corresponded m every

particular with the description. I could not

believe our English pomologists would call such

a Pear worth growing. So in 1840, when I first

visited London and all the leading nurseries, I

inquired about the Monarch, which did not

appear to be generally known, and at last, at the

suggestion of my old friend the late Mr.

Charlwood, I visited Mr. Chapman, at Vauxhall,

who had a fine lot of trees, which he said were the

genuine Monarch, and I rather injudiciously

purchased H)0 trees. Ten of these I jilanted

with especial care, and anxiously awaiteil the

results. It proved to be the same old sort.

From that day to this, forty-six years, there never

has been seen a Monarch which could be con-

sidered worth eating. One year the specimens

were so large, that I fancied it was to be some-

thing grand, and after peeling off half an inch of

its coarse green skin, there was a little lelt that

could be eaten, but poor enough. This is the

ex]>erience of every cultivator without exception,

and although I keepjvbst one tree, I never gather

the fruit only as windfalls. Beurie Kaiice is

just the same. As to Beurru d'Amaiilis, it is

really a good Peir, but its ugly, chunky lorm

and its dull green skin render it unsaleable

when the Bartlett is abundant and so many better

Pears of its seascm. The Seckel is remaikable

for its keeping qualities. We have them in the

market up to January 1. Mr. Ingram probably

does not gather them until ripe on the tree
;
of

course they don't keep, and then he says, "I

never ripened Dana's Hovey." If gathered

October 10 while quite green and hard and put

into boxes or barrels just as store Apples, it will

ripen up from December 1st to the 30th, with a

rich golden russet hue unlike any other Pear,

and possessalusciousnessof flavour unsurpassed, I

mi.dit truly sav, by any other fruit ever grown

in our gardens"; no Pine-apple or Banana eiiuals

it. It has been described by an old fruit grower

as a confection or sweetmeat rather than a fruit.

Boston, Mass. C. M. HovEY.

Pruning the Peach.—In the matter of shorten-

ing, cut to a wood bud in a well ripened part of the

young branch. Wood buds are easily known from

their elongated shape, blossom buds b.ing round and

plump A Peach tree in a healthy condition usually

produces an abundance of triplet buds—two blossom

buds and a wood bud in the centre in a cluster, and

by cutting to one of these a leading shoot for that

particular branch is assured. Perhaps one of the

greatest evils of Peach culture is training the young

shoots too near each other. Crowded growth in-

variably loads to weakness and insect attacks and

badly ripened wood, and often debility and death.

If the young branches are trained 6 inches apart

there will be plenty of blossoms to ensure a good set

of fruit, and on uncrowded wood the blossoms are

invariably strong and set well. Overcrowding of

wood is often accompanied by overcropping when

the seasons are suitable for setting ; and then, again,

this overcrowding of wood very often leads to naked-

ness in the centre of the tree and untimely wearing

out,—E, Hodday.

NEGLECTED APPLES.

W^E have in this and the adjoining counties of

SHORT NOTES.—FRUIT.

Desse Tardive Peach.-Q. Palmer mil find Desse

Tardive an excellent Poach, It is a large, round, hne Peach,

rather pale in colon--, possessing a delicious flavour and suc-

ceeding weU in a late house ; with me, however, it seems rather

more tender than Walburton's Admirable out of doors, where

it is not so prolific, nor does it ripen later than that exceUent

variety,—W. C. T.

>v E nave iii tui.-i ,iii'.t ^"^ "--'j"
*=•,, . i

Worcester and Gloucester two excellent Apples

well worthy of greatly extended cultivation

throughout the United Kingdom. The first is

not mentioned in the fourth edition of the "Fruit

Manual," but I believe it found a place, and was

favourablv noticed at the Apide conference held

at Chiswick in 1884. It is known here and m
Devouishire as Tom Putt or Izard's Kernel, and

I can safely sav it is one of the most useful all-

round Apples" met with in this part of the

countrv. The tree is rather upright in its growth,

a good'aud safe cropper, and the fruit is bright

red and very handsome. The fruit from healthy

trees is above medium size, beautifully streaked

or blotched with red and yellow when first

t-athered and finishes otf a glowing crimson alter

5t has been kept a short time i[i the store room.

It is in season from September tdl the end of

November, and we look upon it as the poor mans

friend, as it is one of the best of Apples for cook-

ing ; it makes excellent cider, and being brisk,

jincv, and tender, it is bv no means inferior for

eatiiio-. LTntil within the last few years the bulk

of the fruit has been used in the localities in

which it has been grown, and tons of magnificent

fruit have been ground into cider; but, at my
request, hand-picked fruits have been sent to large

towns in the north, where, two years ago, they

realiseil sixpence per dozen, a price that jiaid

better than grinding them down for cider at

threepence per gaUon. If growers in the neigh-

bourhood of London and the sunny counly of

Kent have not already taken this excellent Apple

in hand, they should lose no time in doing so, as

it has sometiiing more than fine colour to recom-

mend it. It is hardy, prolific, an annual bearer,

turns a .splendiil colour when cooked, and being

so early, fine, hamlsoine fruit can be placed

in the market before the glut of American

varieties come in to rush down the prices. The

late Dr. Bui' in the " Herefordshire Pononia" says,

"The fruit is 3 inches wide and '2\ inches high,

sin.Kjth, shining, almost entirely covered with

broken stripes and mottled blotches of bright

crimson. Flesh white, very tender, sweet, and

with a pleasant aciditv. In Herefordshire cottage

garilens it is perhaps'an equal favourite with the

Blenheim Orange, and it certainly beais more

ret'ularly." An Apple that ecpials and precedes

the Blenhcirii Orange, although old, should have

a grand future when rescued from Moss, Lichen,

anil Mistletoe.

The other varietv to which I would draw

attention is found mentioned in many catalogue-,

but owing to the second-rate character given to it

by the editor of the "Manual"—who, by the
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wav, says it is a synonym of M&re de Mtoage,

which in another part of his book he describes as

" excellent"—planters guided by book-lore are

not likely to select it for general culture. The

Apple in question, known to us as the Flanders

Pippin, in some respects answers to this descrip-

tion ; but I grow Mere de Menage, Irom which

our old Flanders Pippin, on the same soil, is quite

distinct, as it never lays on so much colour, and

the stalk, one of the best tests, is longer and

thinner. The tree is a horizontal grower, and the

fruit for cooking purposes is certainly unsur-

passed, if approached, by any other variety of its

season witli which I am acquainted. Again,

Flanders Pippin of the "Fruit Manual" is de-

scribed as a medium-sized Apple of second

quality, in use during October and November.

Ours grows to a very large size, is in season now,

and tlie fruit when cooked turns to a rich red-

dish brown colour ; it never shrinks, but becomes

a delicious sweetmeat when made into tarts, two

points which give it a very high position with

cooks and ciuisumers. On reference to Messrs.

Veitch's excellent selection of Apples, 1 find they

recommend it as being also a good sauce Apple.

Tom Putt has, of course, many rivals, as it comes
in with, or shortly after, the Lord Suffield sec-

tion ; but from them there is nothing to fear, as

its cohiur and quality will carry it through.

Then it is closely followed liy the world-famed
Blenheim Orange; but if I were confined to one
variety after the Blenheims are over, I should
certainly select the Herefordshire Flanders Pip-

pin. The time having arrived for the vigorous

use of the shears, not only in the oi chard, but
also in our inflated fruit catalogues, it behoves
every practical man who can speak from expe-

rience to draw attention to negle^'ted fruits pos-

sessing sterling merits, as they should neither be
expunged nor lost sight of. W. Coleman".

Grapes and flowers together —In reading
over the notes which appeared in The Gardkn last

week (p. 107) I find that I have been guilty of a great
omission by overlooking the plant to which we are
indebted more than to any other for winter decora-
tion. I allude to the (.\alla £Ethi()pica, the white Lily
of the Nile, the most ornamental to an artistic eye
and the most useful for house and church decoratiim
of any of Nature's floral gifts. Not having heat
enough for the Eucharis, we make up for the deficiency

by growing the Calla, which is so easy to bloom in the
winter that anyone may accomplish it, and if we had
room enough we should have a house full of it. The
finest floral spectacle I ever beheld was a hothouse
belonging to a fri'-nd, who grew little beyond Koses
and the Amazonian Encharis for the decoration of his

mansion, and upon one memorable occasion this house
was filled with 30"2 large pots of Eucharis in the per-

fection of bloom. Kven a finer artistic effect would
result from a large group of Callas. From the latter

end of November until a month or two hence our
eighr pots of Callas will continue to flower, and as soon
as June comes they will be turned out into a trench like

Celery, and will be kept there in full sim.«hine, well
wa'ere I on account of the sandy nature of our soil,

until the end of Septeuiber, and then repotted in

8-inch pots, in peat soil with a little silver sand, to

bloom again next winter. It is e.isy to hasten them
by putting them f"r a short time into the propagating
house, if they do not happen to fl )wer just when they
are wanted, and they stand a day or two either in the
ihureh, in your hall, or in corner^ of the drawing-room
without injury. Aly CiUas have been suhjecte 1 to

this treatment for sevrr.al years now, and it is impos-
sible to hvve finer foliage and flowers than have been
freely produced this winter. In fact, one result of my
experience is that there is hardly a plant or flower
grown in greenhou^ses—I am not, of course, speaking
of stove* and s'ove plants—which is not the better
Hud stronger for exposure out of doors in the summer
months ; but care must be taken to find a spot shel-

tered from winds and not too much shaded by trees.

I may perhaps take the opportunity of adding that I

grew a couple of the dark velvety- leaved Gesneras

in the warmest end of one of my greenhouses last

year, and found them a great ornament and much ad-

mired on the dinner-table on account of the colour of

the leaves and flowers lighting up so well, and con-

trasting so admirably with the appointments of the

tahlf. If an even temperature is kept up many plants

will flourish in less heat, even in our climate, than it

is generally supposed necessary to give them.

—

North-
west Cheshiue.

Flower Garden.

LOASA VOLCANICA.
LoASAS are a class of plants which one seldom
finds outside a botanic garden, but there is no
reason why the annual species at least should not

be grown in the mixed border of every garden.

They are perfectly hardy and the flowers singular

as W'cU as attractive. L. volcanica, or, as it is

sometimes called, L. Wallisi, represented in the

annexed illustration, was first introduced from

the Andes of New Granada, by JI. Andre, in

about the year 1876. It forms, it is .said, a

Well-branched bush on the banks of the river

I.oasa volcanica, flowers white.

Pitaton. This and also others of the genus are

covered with sharp, stinging bristles, which even
a week after contact remind one of what has hap-
pened ; therefore, in gathering its seeds, gloves or

some other covering must be used for the protec-

tion of the hands. L. volcanica, which is of

annual duration with us, grows from 2 feet to

3 feet in height, and is freely branched about
half-way up the stems ; the petals, which are in

the form of a hood, are pearly-white, each hood
holding a bundle of stamens, which after fer-

tilisalion coil up into little balls. Each Hower
has a large golden eye, banded alternately with
red and gold lings. The leaves, which are three-

jiarted, are covered on both sides with the un-
welcome bristles just alluded to. It (lowers in

Augu-t and September. Another annu:il species,

equally formidable, is L. prostrata. This has
orange instead of white petals, ;ind its stamens
rise in a column from a white and red eye. Its

leaves, which are deeply lobed, are also covered
with bristles. It flowers at the same time as the
other, and is a native of the Southern Cordillera,

where it was discovered by Dr. Gillies about 40
years ago. L. lateritia, a perennial twining
species, has orange red flowers and numerous

curiously-twisted seed-pods. It is not hardy,

but ripens seeds freely, by which means a succes-

sion of plants may be kept up. K.

THE INDIAN LOTUS.

Some of my correspondents have been doubtful about
the truth of my statement that a Nymphoea was the

Lotus of the Nile, and not a Nelumbium. I think

the passage, in which the seed-pod of a Nymphaaa is

accurately described as like a Poppy pod, clearly

shows that a Nymphsea was the flower placed in the

hand at festivals ; and I feel pretty sure I never saw
on Egyptian frescoes and hieroglyphic writings any
representation of a Nelumbium ; it is invariably of a
Nymphsea. At the same time the following extract

from Herodotus clearly proves that the Nelumbium
was once common in Egypt, though I believe no one
has seen it there in our own time. General Gordon
told me that there were two Nymphaeas on the Nile

above Khartoum, but fuller details are to be found in

Schweinfurth, whose books I have not seen. Where
the accouut says "see woodcut," I must say the

woodcut in no way is like a Nelumbium ; so it pro-

bably does not even occur in sculpture. Now we
have such an efficient and energetic staff at Kew, all

these rare historical plants will become well known
generally to gardeners. Fkamk Miles.

Sumiyhill, Shirehampton, Bristol.

P.S.—Apropos of Mr. Hovey's letter on Water
Lilies, I nmst thank him for his most interesting

account of the odorata rubra Lilies near Cape Cod,
which I put in Newfoundland. Not having been to

America, it is all New-found-land to me.—F. M.

The Ntmph^ea and Nelumbium op Herodoti'S
(Herod, ii., 92).

—"For greater cheapness of living

the marsh-men practise certain peculiar customs, such

as the following : They gather the blossoms of a
certain Water Lilly, which grows in great abundance
all over the flat country at the time when the Nile

rises and floods the regions about its banks—the

Egyptians call it the Lotus*—they gather, I say, the

blossoms of this plant and dry them in the sun, after

which they extract from the centre of each blossom a

substance like the head of a Poppy, which they crush

and make into bread. The root of the Lotus is like-

wise eatable, and has a pleasant sweet taste ; it is

round and about the size of an Apple. There is also

.another species of the Lily in Egypt+ which grows,

like the Lotus, in the river and resembles the Rose,

• This Nympha^a Lotus grows in ponds and small channels
in the delta during the inundation, which are dry during
the rest of the year ; but it is not found in the Nile itself.

It is nearly the same as our white Water Lily- Its Arabic
name is Nxif^r, or Nilofer, or Beshin : the last being the
ancient " Pi-sshnii " or "Pi-sheen" of the hieroglyphics.
There are two varieties—the white and that with a bluish
tiuge, the Xymph.-ea cairulea. The Buddhists of Tibet and
ntliers call it Neunphir. Though the favourite ilower of

Egjiit, there is no evidence of its having been sacred ; but
the god Nofr-Atmoo bore it on his head ; and the name
Nufrtr is probably related to Xofr, "good," and connected
with his title. It was thought to be a flower of Hades or
Amenti; .and on it also Harpocrates is often seated. He was
the Egyptian Aurora, or day-spring ; not the god of Sdence,
as the Greeks supposed, but figured with his finger in his

mouth, to show one of the habits of childhood, of which he
was the emblem. Hence he represented the beginning of

day, or the rise and infancy of the sun, which was typically

poin-trayed rising every morning from that flower, or from
the water } and this may have given rise to the notion of

Proclus that the Lotus flower was typical of the sun. Eratos-
thenes albo says this sun of Isis was the " god of Day." The
Egyptian mode of indicating silence was by "placing the
hand on the mouth " (Cp. vol. xxix. ,9). The f i og w.as

also ,an emblem "of man jis yet in embryo," as the
Egyptian monuments -show. The Lotus flower was always
presented to guests at an E^ptian p<arty, and garlands
were put round their heads and necks ; the *' multeeque
in froiite coronie " (Cp. Hor. Od. i., 26 and 2S ; ii- , 7 : iii., 10 ;

iv., 11; Atheujem., xv. &c.). It is evident that the Lotus
was not borrowed from India, as it w.as the favourite plant
of Egypt before the Hindoos had established their religion

there.

t Perhaps the Xympbsea Nelumbo, or Nelumbium, which
is common tn India, but which prows no longer in Egypt.
.\nd the care taken in plmting it formerly seems to .show it

was not indigenous in Egypt. Crocodiles and the Nelum-
bium are represented, with the Nile god, on the large statue

in the Vatican at Rome and iu many Roman- Egypti.in sculp-

tures (see woodcut) ; but it is remarkable that no representji-

tion of the N elunibium occurs in the sculptures of ancient
Egypt, though the common N. Lotus occurs so often. Pliny
calls it Colocasia, as well as Cyanon (xxi., \b).

Notes (from G. Rawlinson's " Heredotus ") by Sir Gardner
Wilkinson.
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The fruit springs up side by side witli the blossom on

a sejiarate st.alk and lias abnost exactly the Inolc of

the comb made by wasps. It contains a number of

seeds about the size of an Olive stone, wliich are good
to eat, and these are eaten both green and dried.

"

NOTES ON SNOWDROPS.
" Veronica " is in error wlien lie state.s tluil

"(iaUuithus virescens has white outer st'j,'infiits,

t lie inner ones bein" wholly green, except the wliite

niargin." Without doulit I have the true kind,

as it came direct from M. Max Leichtlin. As
described in my notes (p. 74), ''the outside

petals are green, tipped and edged with white."
" Veronica" also refers to "the true G. nivalis

refiexus, as grown by Mr. Ilarpur Crewe." On
reference to The Garden (Vol. XL, p. 226), it

will be found that when (_}. lutescens was first

.sent to Mr. Harpur Crewe he thought it must be

G, refiexus. He there says, " I have long been
looking for this plant, and it is with extreme
satisfaction that I believe my wishes have at last

been realised." He further says, " It had very
long, narrow petals with a yellow ovary, and the

inner segments tipped with this colour instead of

green." Not knowing that I had obtained this

variety from Mr. Sanders, Mr. Harjnir Crewe in

1881 sent me some bulbs of it, under the name
of G. Sandersi or lutescens. In 1880, Mr. Barr
sent me some very shrivelled bulbs which he had
received as G. refiexus, and about the same time

I had some equally ill-conditioned roots from
Gusmus. Most of these died, but two or three

survived, but have never recovered from their

drying up, and I expect I .shall lose them alto-

gether. Last season, for the first time, I had one
small flower from the strongest root, but, from
what I could judge, it was nothing more than a

poor form of G. nivalis.

G. Melvillei major is a large form of nivalis,

liut to my mind the flower is somewhat rough
and coarse. I have two or three seedlings from
it which will bloom this season. I believe that

with Mr. Melville this kind has never seeded.

M. Max Leichtlin has written to tell me that

I am in error in calling the twin-spathed, green-

spotted variety G. Shaylocki. He says that it

was found in a wood in Western Prussia by M.
Sharlok, an apothecary of Gramlenz, and it

was named after the discoverer by M. Caspary, of

Konigsberg. The correct name, therefore, is G.

nivalis Sharloki (Caspary). M. Max Leichtlin

also informs me that this variety conies true from
seed. Mr. Fish's recollections of an October-

flowering Snowdrop are very interesting. It is

the only instance I have lieard of in England.
There is an autumnal-flowering kind, named
Regina Olgje, found on Mount Taygetus by, I

believe, M. Orphanides, but I cannot learn that

it ever passed out of his possession. I know that

M. Max Leichtlin tried to purchase some roots of

it, but the fabulous price asked by the Greek
prevented his buying tliem. In the Gardeners

Chronicle, March 8, 1879, a correspondent signing

himself " Aberia" says, "There is a fine species

of Galanthus with very woolly leaves. It is a

native of Turkestan, and flowers at the same
time as Crocus Scharojani, late in the autumn or

early winter.'' Can any (jf the readers of The
Garden give further information respecting this

species i

Since the above was in type I have heard

from M. Max Leichtlin that G. Reginre 01g:e

appears to be altogether lost. M. Orphanides is

confined in a maclhouse, and none of his friends

know anything of the Galanthus, and it cannot

be found in his garden. The spot where it was
originally discovered has been searched, but no
more bulbs of it can be found. Apparently it

was a chance bulb. M. Max Leichtlin very much

regrets that he did not pay the price demanded
by M. Orphanides for one bulb, which wouhl
have saved tliis fine kind from being entirely lost.

James Allen.
Parh House, Sliepton Mallet.

Garden Daisies.—There is a g.iod deal of

pleasure to be got out of raising Daisies from seed.

'I'lie progeny is so diver.se in character, that at first

one is taken by surprise. The plants proriucR Hower.s

of a variety of shades of colour, from crimson to tlie

purest white; and some of tliuse with single flowers

are so delicately shaded with pink, that the contrast

is gi'eater than one could e.\i»eet. A fair percentage

of double flowers may be the result ; but, unfortu-

nately, the pink coloured ones are all single—such, at

least, is my experience.—J. C. C.

The times of flowering' of Snowdrops.—
"Veronica's" note on Snowdrops (p. 144) induced me
to turn up some notes which I have been taking

annually with regard to the earliness or otherwise of

Snowdrops. I have long held tlie opinion, which lias

been confirmed by these observations, that whatever
climatic differences may have to do with their bloom-

ing (and they have no doubt a great deal), they are

not the only cause of earliness or lateness. There are

many varieties of the ordinary G.alanthus nivalis,

some of which vary as much as three weeks in their

times of flowering, a fact noted by me for these last

five years. Those that flower first vary of course

with the season as to earliness or lateness; the others

come in in rotation, with perhaps a lapse of two days
between them, the whole amount observed during the

whole five years. I may mention that all the varieties

are grown in the same border and under exactly the

same conditions. The first to flower is a form plenti-

ful enough in the tr.ade, and may be nearly typical

G. nivalis; then come ^stivalis and the double kind,

the latter a full week behind ; then we have the kind
with four petals and the variety minus a fortnight

behind the first. Lastly, we get the forms represented

by Melvillei major, &c., three weeks behind the ordi-

nary form ; G. Elwesi flowers at about the same time

as the early G. niv.alis.—K.

Snowdrops dyings off.— I quite agree with
Mr. Wilkes' statement (p. 140) that Snowdrops will

not grow everywhere ; they will not grow here for

any length of time. I have planted thousands of

them from time to time, but very few do any good
after the first year ; they do not live beyond the

second or third ye.ar. Indeed, the bulb^ disappear

altogether, and 1 do not find any old-established

clumps in any gardens in this neighbourhood, although
flowers of all kinds are largely grown. Whether
their failure is owing to close proximity to the sea or

not, I cannot say. There may be something in the

soil that they dislike, but, be that as it may, certain

it is that, while Crocuses, Tulips, Daffodils, and tlie

majority of other bulbs flo'urish if left in the soil per-

manently. Snowdrops soon become extinct unless

con-itantly renewed. The soil here is light and stony

genei'ally, and in some places stiff and letentive, but
I do not find any difference in the behaviour of the

bulbs. If lifted at the end of the first season's

growth, one can see at a glance that they have de-

teriorated. Perhaps some of your correspondents

who live near the sea can tell us whether or not they

get Snowdrops to not only live, but increase. In inland

places, on all kinds of soils, I have found the Snow-
drop to need nothing more than putting the bulbs into

the ground to ensure a fine display. In Kent they
increase rapidly ; two or three bulbs put into a clump
will have increased to a good large mass in three or

four years, and the individual bulbs will be found to

be larger than the ordinary run of those that are im-
ported. The soil in Kent is, as a rule, stiff and re-

tentive.—J. Groom, Oos2>ort.

Bock Boses and tlie late frosts.—Singular to

say, the late severe frosts have done more damage to

old than to young specimens of the Cistus, or Kock
Rose, tribe. C. villosus, or vulgaris, and its many
varieties, which we have always looked upon as

hardy, have suffered severely during the last few
months. C. florentinus, known in gardens as

hirsutus, a large plant in a sheltered spot, has
suffered slightly, while a smaller plant in the open
beds is untouched. The same has happened in the

case of hirsutus and crispus. C. lusitanijus, which
I take to be .a hybrid prifbably between florentinus

and ladaniferus, seems to be perfectly hardy, as it

does not apiiear to have been touched. The same
may also be said of formosus so called, but which is

a true Helianthemum. C. laurifolius is also so far

safe, and the same may be said of Cyprius, albi-

florus. and albidus, ('. vaginatus being almost, or

quite, killed. A dry, well-exposed situation appears

to be the most soitaljle for these plants, where they

may be left during the winter months \vithout protec-

tion of any kind ; clamp, not cold, appears to be their

greatest en-jiny, and damp, it has been proved, is

intensified by the oldfushioned way of covering up
at the approach of winter.— K.

EARLY CROCUSES.
Lovers of hardy plants may well feel indebted to

those who have taken such a lively interest in this

charming family, and who by their exertions have
made a reality of what was but a dream a quarter

of a century ago, i.e., being able to have a bouquet
of half-a-dozen or more colours in tlie first and
second months of the year. To have flowers

in plenty cotemporary with the Snowdrop was
once thought to be out of the question, as is

shown by the following lines on the Snow-
drop :

—

Like pendent flakes of vegetating snow.
The early herald of the infant year,

Ere yet the adventurous Crocus dares to blow,
Beneath the orchard bough thy buds appear.

The adventurous Crocus has at last dared to blow
simultaneously with tlie Snowdrop, and a lovely

picture a few of C. gargaricus makes mixed here
and there amongst a large bed of Galanthus
nivalis and Elwesi. In Western Bithyniaand the

Troad, at elevations of from 3000 ft. to 4000 ft.,

the Crocus appears to flower in April and May,
and under cultivation Mr. Maw says the flowers

appear in March. Last year it was in full flower

with us on the 10th of February, and this year it

is only two days later in spite of the severe

winter which we have had. The flowers of this

tine, deep orange-flowered species are of good
substance, and do not seem to be affected by cold

in the least. C. Imperati is also in flower now,
and a very handsome Crocus it is ; the outsides of

the three outer .segments are buft', feathered with
deep purple. It appears to be variable in colour. It

succeeds fairly well planted in turf. It is found
growing naturally south of Naples, and is closely

allied to C. suaveolens, the flowers of which are

just now opening. C. corsicus, a new species

from Corsica, has lilac or buff flowers, feathered

with purple. It grows at from 2000 feet to

tiOOO feet elevation. We give it a little protec-

tion, but only when the flowers are open. It

flowered last year on February 8. C. etruscus,

which opened its flowers on the 12tli February
last year, is only now just pushing above ground.

C. nevadensis, white, with greyish to deep purple

featherings, has suH'eied much from damp and
fogs, though protected. It seems at present to

be more tender than the other.': and not so likely

to become a general favourite. C. alatavicus, a

species from high elevations on the Alatau
Mountains of Central Asia, has been in flower

more or less for a fortnight past. It is said to be
variable, the form which we have being almost all

purple on the outside. C. biflorus estriatus is

the earliest form of this set, half-a-dozen of its

flowers having opened a week ago, while many
more are coming into flower now. They opened
on 12th February last year.

A few more than those entimerated above may
almost be said to be in flower, as they are only

waiting a sunny day to open. In introducing new
Crocuses into one's garden the question of their

adaptability to our changing climate will have to be

considered, as only those whose flowers are of good
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piil>!'taiice, as in the cise of C. paTgarious, will be

at all worth growing. Covering or protecting

the flower.'; when open will be out of the question,

except by the overhanging branches of neighbour-

ing trees ; but this also may be objected to from

want of sufiicient sunshine fhiring the drying off

and ripening season. Something, however, may
and ought to be done in this direction, and the

first thing to see to is raising a stock of kinds

most likely to give satisfaction and await the

result. K-

SPOTTED MIMULUSES.
AVb liave few more lieautiful (lowers than those

of s])iitted Minniluses. Compared with the size

of the plants which produce them, they are very

large and usually of very fine form. There are

many features belonging to this section of the

genus jMimulus which entitle it to greater atten-

tion than it gets. The plants are fairly hardy,

easily grown, and they very soon produce blooms.

The seed, too, germinates readily. Some of it

sown in pans about the middle of January and
]daced well in the light in an uiiheated green-

liouse has germinated most freely, and the soil in

llie pans is now literally green with seedlings.

During the wdiole of the liard weather which
we have had since sowing, the pans have been
e.xpo.sed to a low tem|icrature, but two or three

newspapers were thrown over them at night.

The lesult affords proof that Mimulus seed is

even more hardy than the plants themselves.

It i.s, therefore, advantageous to raise the plants

as hardy as possible, for the Mimulus is very

impatient of heat, in which it soon becomes drawn
and out of character as well as becomes infested

with aphides.

The .seedlings will be ready to dibble out

into shallow boxes in a few weeks, and when
strong will be transferred with balls of soil into

the open ground, but in a place somewhat
sheltered from the sun. There in cool, loose soil

fairly good tliey will thrive well and bloom
profusely. To secure more perfect accord in the

blooming of the plants, it is well to pinch o'lt the

leading shoot early, and thus induce side shoots

to push out strongly; when some half-dozen of

these do so, a bushy plant is the result and a

good head of bloom is produced. Those whose
experiences of the Mimulus maculosusare limited

to plants with single stems and in small pots

may, however, conclude that Mimuluses have but

a fugitive existence. But planted out in good
soil and treated as described very diverse results

will be obtained. I have often wondered that

amateurs have not taken the Mimulus more in

hand than they have. Those who like Auriculas,

Tulips, or Carnations would find in this annual
a flower very much after their own hearts,

because it really repays good cultivation and
admits of that cultural care which flori.sts love

to bestow upon their favourites. In not a few
strains there is yet perhaps too much evidence of

looseness of habit because everything has been
centred in rearing big blooms. Here there is

very much room for improvement.

One of the prettiest though not the most
striking of the Mimulus family is the dwarf free-

bloondng cupreus. The introduction of this

form into the maculosus strain has been attended
with happ3' results in tlje producti(jn of good
habit, free blooming, and cliarming flowers in

the way of varied hues and markings. The
efforts of the grower who strives to improve his

strain should be carefully directed to the
development of size and form in the blooms,
and with these points there should be rich and
beautiful variety in colouration, and dwarf, yet
robust habit. To that end the cross-fertilisation

of but two or three blooms suffices to give seed

enough to raise hundreds of plants. Those who
may wish to obtain specially early blooming

plants may sow seed in October, and the seed-

lings should be diljbled out into a frame for the

winter, wlien they will become strong plants for

potting in March', and the.se will blonm finely a

month before those from the spring sowing will.

A. D.

Corbularia monophylla.—" G. J., West Sur

rey," h.is at last .attained what we have long been

striving for, even in the south of England, i.e., flower-

ing this bulb without protection. To get such a

charming little flower in the open without assist-

ance of any kind, except tli.at afforded by a wall,

gives us hope tli,xt luider similar circumstances

others 'm.ay be eipially successful. We would now
like to hear what " G. J." can do on that dry,

sunny Surrey hill with Cape bulVis, which are now
receiving special attention. Our bulbs of C. mono-

phylla liave not been disturbed for at least six years

;

some of the stronger bulhs flower annually, but never

produce more than one flower on each bulb ; this, we

believe, is owing largely to insufficient sunshine during

summer. One hopeful sign, however, and one which

we are glad to record, is that the bulbs are slowly, but

surely, increasing, even under so unfavourable con-

ditions, and witli lietter attention to their require-

ments, a more rapid increase with better flowers

might be the result.— t^.

Bulbous plants in flower.—For the last

fortnight, notwithstanding the severe weather whicli

we have had, the beautiful white flowers of Merendera

caucasica .alba are unscathed. This form is intro-

duced from Continental gardens as Bulboccdium

t^igJ^lum, or B. Eichleri, and as such we believe has

been figured in the " Gartenflora." The chief difficulty

in growing it is the liability of the flowers to be

destroyed by cutting winds ;
otherwise it stands cold,

and even fogs, which are very prevalent here, with-

out hurt. Colchicum neapolitanum is also still in

flower in the open border, where it has been shomng
not less than half a _dozen at a time for the last two

months. The flowers, which are lilac- purple, and

large and showy, are doubly welcome just now.

Colchicum arenarium we have also in bloom in a cool

frame. The flowers are thinner in texture than those

of any of the above, and consequently not so able to

stand severe weather. It is a late autumn flowering

species, the first flowers not opening with us until

the latter end of November. They vary from lilac

to white, and, although small, are very attractive.

Brodi;ea (Milla) Leichtlini is also in flower in the

optn border in a western aspect. The flowers, which

are as yet not ujore than half an inch above ground,

are white, each segment having a prominent green

midrib, thus adding to rather than detracting from

its beauty.—K.

IVY A CURE FOR DAMP WALLS.

Twenty years ago I built a property in a part of Lan-

cashire, the neighbourhood of which is notorious for

its rainf.all at all seasons of the year. Many houses

in the locality were reeking with wet and moisture,

the result of driving rains. It had always occurred

to me that the old and popular notion that Ivy was

objectionable on account of the damp it cominimicated

to the walls of a building was incorrect. I therefore

determined to try the experiment of planting Ivy

round my house as soon as the building was finished,

in order to avert the iuconvenience of damp inside

walls. Accordingly I planted Ivy roots round the

whole of the house, having the soil carefully manured
previously. Each root was three years old. It had

been grown in pots in readiness for the required pur-

pose. In one year it made astonishing growth, and

nearly covered some of the walls of the house, and in

about seven years it had grown so rapidly that the

whole of the exposed surface was clothed with Ivy.

Until it had grown sufficiently high the damp was

very conspicuous in various parts of the interior of

the house ;
but as soon as the Ivy had reached these

places, the signs of moisture disappeared. The house

at the present time being well covered with Ivy

foliage, there is no manifestation of moisture any-

where. Now the cause of this is very self-evident.

When rain beats against a porous substance, such as

brick or some kinds of stone, it is gradually absorbed

into it, and it only requires rains of sufficient duration

to go completely through the walls to the interior o£

the house. But where Ivy is planted and grows up,

becoming thick enough to cover the walls well, and

which it will soon do in good soil, most of the rain

beating against its glossy leaves runs off, and the

walls are thus protected. In a house which I have in

the district of the English lakes, I have had remark-

able evidence as to the advantage of an Ivy covering.

Parts of the walls and all the openings are built with

red sandstone, and at times, when storms come from

the south and south-west, beating against the parts

ex])osed, tlie walls inside were not only damp, but the

water literally soaked through them and ran down as

long as the storm lasted. The growth of Ivy was at

once encouraged to cover these places, and where it

has reached them, the moisture from the interior has

been entirely removed. Four years ago the wind

blew the Ivy down from the exposed parts referred

to, and when the next rains came, the moisture made
its appearance in full force, nor could it be arrested

until the outer wall had again received its Ivy cover-

ing. There can be no doubt as to its great value in

this respect, and, in my opinion, it is the only pleasant

remedy for the purposes alluded to. There is a grain

of truth as to Ivy imparting moisture to the surface

on which clings, but this is of little account compared

with the very great advantages it is to buildings in

the manner pointed out, and when planted round a

dwelling much exposed to the south-west wind and

r.ains.—W. J. MucKLEY, Loiccswater, Cumberland, in

Field.

Indoor Garden.

LILY OF THE VALLEY.

I QUITE agree with Mr. Elphinstone that foreign

crowns are better than those of English growth,

having regard to the condition in which the latter

are generally met with. It rarely happens that

the plants are treated in English gardens in a

way that admits of their equalling those of foreign

growth. The ability of the plant to live under

neglected conditions is so well known that in

this country it is seldom managed in a way that

gives it a chance of competing with foreign roots.

But where that attention is bestowed on it which

the German and Dutch growers give, English

roots are equal to any produced elsewhere in all

respects but one, that is that they can rarely be

depended on to do so well for the earliest forcing,

say, to come in at Christmas, or a little before, as

the German roots, through the obvious rea.son of

the latter being grown where the summers are

hotter, growth being matured earlier, and conse-

quently they will force so as to produce flowers

earlier. But there is no question that sometimes

imported roots—usually clumps, not separated

crowns—come to hand in a condition that defies

all that can be done to induce either flowers or

leaves to move, although thick and plump in

bud and to all appearance right. This I have

seen -with some of the best of the growers for

Covent Garden Market, including the late Mr.

John Standish, of the Ascot Nurseries, whose then

foreman, Mr. Johnson, was one of the most suc-

cessful with this Lily. 1 have been served the

same way with roots that were faultless in

appearance, but which no amount of coaxing

would iniluce to move. A few years back I saw-

one of the market growers in this fix with a

quantity of foreign roots put in heat at Christmas,

but which were as immovable as if they were

dead, although both the root fibres and the

crowns were right, to look at. 1 had a dozen of

these clumps that had been for a month in strong

heat -vvitbout the slightest movement, and planted

them out-of-doors, with the result that they grew

and flowered beautifully, but a little later than

others which had not been disturbed. The fact
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of imported roots sometimes behaving in this

way is so well understood amongst those who have
grown them extensively, that I had supposed it

was generally known.

If asked to hazard an opinion as to the cause,

1 should say that, through thc^ rush which the

Continental growers are in to be first here with
their roots, they are taken up before the growth
is fully matured, or that they are allowed to get

too dry after being taken out of the gt'ound. Sea-

water having got to them has been assigned as a
reason for their failure, yet nothing conclusive

seems to have been arrived at. The opinion

given by " S. W." (p. 134) in respect to this plant

when forced early is an instance of the mistakes

people fall into when, as shown by their words,

they are not practically acquainted with the

suliject they speak of. "S. W." saj's, "The
ditticulty with most growers, he has always
understood, is not to produce leaves, but flowers,

and that if the best samples of imported roots

are potted and started in a too high temperature,
they will, he is sure, produce leaves, and little

else besides." Allow me to inform "S. W."
that what he says is exactly the reverse of that

which occurs. Experienced growers who can
command a temiierature of from 80° to 90° find

no difficulty with good crowns in getting them
to flower by the end of the year, but to a

score of spikes there is seldom more than a

solitary leaf or two. Hence the reason to

secure the requisite foliage, of their also forcing

tlie thin, sharp-pointed crowns that have no
flowers in them, and which push up their leaves

readily.

The treatment given by Mr. Henderson (p. 88)
is the right way to grow this Convallaria, so as

to avoid disa]3pointment either when it is to be
forced or let to bloom where it is grown ; but if

he would allow it a little more room, and give
good soakings with water in dry weather during
the growing season, he would get still larger

spikes. The plant likes plenty of manure and
abundance of water. A bed I have that has
been planted half-a-dozen years gives quantities

of spikes with from eighteen to twenty-two flowers

on a spike ; it gets a heavy dressing of Clay's
nianiue each spring, and plenty of water in dry
weather. There are few things in a garden that
better deserve being well treated than this lovely
old British plant

;
yet it often happens that

ihfr'! are none which are more neglected.

—

T. B.

In accordance with a promise made by
me a fortnight ago (p. 108), I herewith give my
treatment of Valley Lilies. On receiving them in

November, I lose no time in getting them all potted
in 5-inch pots, well drained, using any open soil,

compost not being of the slightest importance, as no
roots are made in it. I distribute the pips regularly
over the surface ; we then give them a good watering
with a rosed can to settle the soil about them, and
afterwards plunge them or bury them in cinder ashes
a foot deep, in order to keep out frost; from this
position we draft them into the propagating house
for forcing as required; we there plunge them in
cocoa fibre refuse up to the rim of the pot in a bottom
heat ranging from 90° to 110°. Each pot is covered
over with an inverted pot of the same size as that in
which the pips are potted ; these pots must therefore
be removed each morning before they can be watered.
This periodical watering is a very important matter

;

first, it must never be omitted ; and secondly, care
must always be taken that water at about the same
temperature as the bottom heat is applied. The pots
used for covering are not permanently removed until
the pips have made a start and have grown, say,

2 inches high. I would recommend intending pur.
chasers in the fi'rthcoming autumn to get their
supplies as early as they can in November, for I
am convinced that more failures arise from the
crowns getting over-heated in their packing cases,

and from the other equally fat.al extreme of getting

parched through exposure, than from all other

causes put togetlier.—W. Elphinstonk, Shipley Hall,

Lerhy.

OLD-FASHIONED PILLAR PLANTS.

"T. B." does well to direct attention (p. 107) to

Hovea Celsi, which is one of the most chaste and
beautiful of all the Pea-formed flowering plants. It

is not so very long .igo since this Hovea was seen in

almost every collection, either as a specimen bush-
headed plant, on a trellis, or running up a pillar, or

clothiiuj a low arch or wall in a conservatory. Two
other Pea-fiowering plants were equally commun for

similar purposes and positions ; these were the bluish

purple Hardenbergias, or Kennedyas, monophylla and
the larger flowered variety of the same, m. lougirace-

mosa. These, though less choice than the Hovea,
were far superior to not a few of the coarser creepers

or climbers now so often employed for the furnishing

of small spaces near the eye.

Kennedya Marryatt.'e is altogether a different plant,

with scarlet flowers, still occasionally met with on
conservatory pillars and arches. Zichyas are closely

related to these, and were much used for similar pur-

poses, the most common being Z. heterophylla, tricolor,

inophylla, and coccinf-a. .Another class of Pea-flower-

ing plants often associated with these and much used
for specimens, &c., in olden times were the Choroze-
mas; they are neither exactly climbers nor creepers,

but they do well trained up dwarf walls, rafters,

pillars, &c. The most commonly grown were C. cor-

datum, Henchmanni, Lawrenceanum, spectabile, and
varium grandiflorum. These, being all red, orange-

scarlet, or yellow, contrasted well with the blue or pur-

ple Hoveas and Hardenbergias. Other old-fashioned

blue climbers, though not Pea-floweiing, were much
used about the time all these were popular, and con-

trasted admirably with the Chorozemas and the red

Kennedyas. Thesewere tlieSollyas, of which there were
several varieties, such as heterophylla, lineari>', salici-

folia, and angustifolia. Of these, only one (S. linearis)

is now very rarely seen, though heterophylla used to

be well grown and i'lonmed in almost every garden.

In fact none of these old-fashioned flowers nami-d by
me are nearly so diflScult to grow as the Hovea Celsi,

the culture of which has been given by " T. B.'* It

was always considered a proof of considerable ability

to do the Hovea well, whilst almost every novice could

grow the other plants here named creditably. Next
to the Hoveas the Chorozemas were the most difficult

to grow into perfect specimens, and such as " T. I?."

and others usnd to exhibit were triumphs of good
culture; but little skill was needed to grow Choro-
zema varium against pillars or walls.

The whole of the plants here named had this in

common with Hovea Celsi: they could be raised from
seeds. All, however, had not the same immunity from
insect pests, as most of them were more or less subject

to white scale ; but this taken in time was easily kept
in check, and comparatively few of our more modern
]>lants will yield a richer or more pleasing harvest of

beauty and variety in smaller areas than those old
and almost forgotten plants here named.

D. T. F.

Rhododendron argenteum.—For furnishing
a large conservatory few plants are better than some
of the Himalayan Rhododendrons ; their blooms
are strikingly effective, and they are almost hardy.
The mr)re vig irons growing species recjuire to reach a

good size before their full beauty is developed
; in-

deed, some of the largest are of ^juite tree-like growth.
To this class belongs R. argenteum, a kind especially

valuable from its being the first of this race to ex-

pand its blossoms. It is altogether a noble Rhodo-
dendron, the leaves of which are large and of silvery

whiteness underneath, and the blooms are borne in

huge trusses. The individual flowers are, when first

expanded, suffused with pink, but afterwards they
become almost white, except a few claret-coloured

blotches at the base of the throat. Both the colour
of the blooms and the whiteness of the undersides of

the leaves vary to some extent in diflferent indi-

viduals, and though some are superior to others in

ornamental qualities, yet even the worst form is hand-
some as a specimen.—H. P.

CHINESE NERINES.

The question is asked (p. 127), " What is Nerine
aurea, and where can it be obtained ? " and similar

enquiries liave been made with regard to the plant

now being distributed under the name of N. japonica.

So far as regards the identity of these two plants, the

answer is easy to give, but we do not know where
the bulbs are to be procured, except, perhaps, the

second, for which enquirers maybe referred to anyof the
leading bulbdealers. Nerine aurea was so named and
figured by Mrs. E. Bury in her " Selecti in of Hexan-
drian I'lants "—a very large folio work, something
like Mr. KIwes' book on Lilies. Mrs. Bury's boik
was published aborit, fifty-five yeirs ago, and t-he

states under the figure of the Nerine that the plant
was then in culiivation in England. In the

Botanical Ma'jazinc (t. 409) the same plant is figured

as Amaryllis aurea, and it was grown as a stove

plant at Kew before 1807. Dean Heibert placed it,

along with another species, under the name of

Lycoris, and Mr. Bentham has adopted this name for

itinthe"Genera Plantarum." We have, therefore, now
in this genus Lycoris the two so-called Nerines and
a third plant, foimd in Turkestan by Dr. Regel, and
named by him L. Sewerzowi, the two former being
natives of China. Possibly the difference between
these three plants and the Cape Nerines is chiefly a
geographical one, but about such a point we need not
trouble ouiselves here. I^he following is a brief

description of the three species of Lycoris ;

—

L. AUREA (syns., Nerine aurea, Amaryllis aurea).

—

Bulb like that of the Jacob^a Lily, dark brown ;

leaves a foot long, I J inches wide, keeled, margins
curled under. Flower-scape stout, 1 h feet to 2 feet

high, slightly compressed ; flowers about six in an
umbel, golden yellow, the segments regular, 3 inches

long, narrow, curling ; st.ameus longer than segments
and curved upwards. Flowers in autumn (August
and September) before the leaves appear. It is said

to be common in Shanghai, and is often planted near
ancestral tombs.

L. RADIATA (syns , Amaryllis radiata, Nerine
japonica).— Leaves about a foot long and less than
an inch wide, green, with a grey band down the
middle, which is channelled. The flowers appear
along with the leaves, and are very similar both in

habit and colour to the Guernsey Lily. There are

from four to six flowers on each scape, packed closely

together, their segments curving suddenly backwards
and upwards, whilst the stamens, which are at least

1 inches long, point downwards, except near the
end, where they are suddenly curved. It will be
seen that there is in these characters a very close

resemblance to the undelata section of true Nerines.

This species also comes from China, and is saXi to be
a favourite plant with the villag- rs. It flowers at

the same time as L. aurea.

L. Sewekzowi.—Bulb long and pear shaped, leaves

short, pale green. Flowi-r-scape appearing with the
leaves, erect, less than a foot long, bearing an umbel
of regular rose-red flowers, nearly 2 inches long, and
in form like the flowers of the common Agapanthus.
This plant was collected in Turkestan by Dr. Regel
in 1877, and we havealso seen a specimen of it whi:h
had been found in China by Fortune. We do not
know of it in English gardens.

For their cultivation it is probable that these

plants will require the treatment gi ven to Nerines,

except that they must be encouraged to make their

growth during summer. There are several plants of

L. radiata just pushing into healthy leafage in the
bulb house at Kew. B.

SHORT NOTES.—INDOOR.

Tlie best Palm for a cold house is Ptiteiiix sylvostri.s.

Tlieu folluw SeifortUia australis, Latania borbonica, and
Coryplia australis.—a. C.

Asparagus plumosus nanus —Undoubtedly one of

tlic must gracetul of plants and likuly to Iiuld its position, for,

considered eitlier as a dccoiative plant or for supplying cut
sprays, I know of nothing s«j satisfactory. I liave had cut
sprays of it in use for two or three weeks, and then they
were in fair condition.—SriiPHKN Castlk, Wwt Ljua,
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EPIPHYLLUM TRUNCATUM AS A
CLIMBER.

This section of Epipliyllums is well known to

contain some remarkably attractive flowering

plants tliat rank amongst the most desirable of

winter Vilooniers ; tlie briglit colours of the flowers,

their distinct formation, and the freedom with

which they are produced render these Epipliyl-

lums general favourites. Yet their natural, close,

busliy habit of growth is such as to make them
unlikely suljjects for growing as climbers. They
are often grown in low bush form on their own
roots, but more commonly in the shape of stan-

dards on short legs, grafted on Pereskia stocks,

which latter plant usually forms the stem. The
natural drooping character of these Epiphyllums
is such as to adapt them for this shape. When to

be used f(n- training up a rafter it is necessary to

grciw the Pereskia on until it has attained length

enough to till tlie place it is intended to occupy.

Like most of the Cactus family to which it be-

longs, the Pereskia is more than usually tena-

cious of life so far as being able to bear without
injur}' a drier condition of the roots than some
things. On the other hand, it, in common
with other allied ."pecies, does not like the soil

being kept so wet at any time of the year,

in winter especially, as most plants would do
wit)). In adilition to this, the Pereskia does
not make nearly so many roots as the generality

of plants ; consequently smaller jiots nmst be
given it than would be required for many other
things that need heat to gmw them.

There are positions in which the Epiphyllums
in question can be used as climbers with advan-
tage, the growth they make being so far limited

that even after tlie lapse of many years the}' will

not materially interfere with the light that is

necessary to reach the pdants growing in the body
of the house Iieueath tliem—such, for instance,

as in an Orchid house. Orchids, needless to say,

are too costly and slow of growth to admit of

anything being grown above them that would to

any appreciable e.xtent curtail the light indis-

pensable to their healthy existence, consec|uent

upon which ordinary roof-climbers that make
much growtli are wholly uubuitable ; on this ac-

count the roofs of structures devoted to these

plants are often objectionably hare in appearance,

whereas if things of spare growth, such as the

plants under notice, were used, scarcely any light

would be intercepted more than the bare rafters

exclude.

The temperature of a house in which East
Indian Orchids are grown re(piires to be kept too

hot continuously for Epiphyllums to succeed,

but the warmth which the intermediate section

want answers for them. The Pereskia strikes

IVeely from cuttings made of the points of the
shoots, put in small piots drained and flUed with
a mixture of half peat and half sand, or half

loam and sand, placing them in ordinary stove
heat. The succulent nature of the plant is such
that it is better not to coniine the cuttings so

close as most things require to be ; stand them
on any moisture-holding material, and protect
from the direct force of the sun. In common
with others of the Cactus tribe, they must not be
kept so wet as cuttings of many plants, other-

wise they are liable to rot. When well I'ooted

move tliem into 3-incli pots, now using less sand
in the soil

;
grow ou in a brisk stove tempera-

ture, for though the plants will succeed in an
intermediate heat, still, where the means exist

for pushing them on, there will be less waiting
for iheir arriving at a flowering state. If the
pots get full of roots before the end of summer
it will be better to move them into others an inch
laiger, now adding some broken crocks to the
goil with a view to keeping it in a thoroughly
porous condition, for the roots will not live if the

material is in the least sour or adhesive, and
there should be no attempt in after years at

shaking out with the intention of renewal, as this

would be likely to cause the destruction of the

plants. Hence the necessity for taking means
from the first that will secure enduring porosity,

as if all goes well the plants should not only live,

but keep improving for many years.

As the object is to grow the stocks <in with a

single stem until they have attained the length

of the rafter they are to occupy, obviously there

must not be any stopping practised, and should
side growths break, these must be removed as

soon as they appear, securing the shoot to a stick

inserted in each pot. Through the winter keep
the plants in the stove, giving less water propor-

tionate to the reduction in growth. In spring,

if the balls are filled with roots, move into pots

2 inches larger, using soil similar to that in which
they were last potted. Treat through the summer
as before. This Pereskia is a free grower, but it

may probably take a third season before the

requisite height of stem is secured, in which case

again winter the plants in the stove, giving a
moderate increase of pot room the following

spring ; but care must be taken not to overdo
them with root space, as the roots do not like too

large a body of soil.

As soon as the desired length of stem has been
reached, tlie plants may be grafted any time
during the spring or in the summer, when the

season is not too far advanced to admit of a union
being properly eft'ected before the growing time
is over. The scions ought to be points of the shoots

about three joints in length ; these should be in-

serted about 5 inches or 6 inches apart all the
leui^th of the stock from the bottom to the top (jf

the rafter. The grafting may be eft'ected by
making downward clefts about three-quarters of

an inch long in the stem, inserting a scion in

each, previously paring them down so as to fit

the incision in such a way that the bark of stock

and scion meet, afterwards binding them together.

Another way of proceeding is to chip the bark
with a little of the wood oft' the side of the stock
at each poiut where a scion is to be attached,
piaring the scion down so as to make it fit, and
binding to hold it secure, as in the previous
method. The grafts usually take freely in five

or six weeks, during which time the plants
should be kept in a close growing atmosphere
and shaded from the sun. The stems expand
slowly ; consequently there will be no necessity

to take the ties ofl" for some time. "When they
require moving it will be well to simply slacken
them, for until the union has become solidified,

it is .safer to give a little support. The after
management will consist in giving larger pots
from time to time as required, in all cases using
soil of a lasting nature. The plants will bloom after

having made a season's growth subsequent to

their being grafted. But it is in after years, when
the stems have got well furnished, that their
effective character will be fully realised, as then
during the blooming time the whole stems from
top to bottom wiU be complete wreaths of brightly
coloured flowers.

The following sorts will give variety in colour

:

E. truncatum albo-violaceuni, E. truncatum sal-

moneum, E. truncatum violaceum grandiflorum.

T. B.

Ivy-leaved Pelargoniums.—These are invalu-

able for hangiiit; baskets ; their trailing habit emi-
nently suits tliem for any elevated position, but thei-e

is yet another purpose for which I find them specially

well adapted, and that is for supplying cut flowers.

They have long stalks, and their colours are soft and
pleasing ; many of the newer double and semi-double
kinds are really beautiful. The way in which we

find them to answer best is to pot a good quantity of

them in autumn in 6-inch or 7-incii pots, and set

them on shelves in a light house. There let them
grow gently nn during the winter, and in spring they
should be either tied up to stakes or utilised for

covering walls. For this purpose some wire netting

should be first fixed to the wall, .and the .shoots should

then be tied regularly over it. If kept well supplied

with water, and if a little stimulating manure is

given them from time to time they will keep on
flowering during the entire season. Those who have
hitherto only grown the Ivy-leaved section as bed-

ding plants can form but little idea of their beauty

under glass ; the bloom, when fully exposed, soon

gets spoiled. I find that old plants are more flori-

ferous than young ones, and as they are very brittle,

it is advisable to keep the shoots from getting matted
together by tying them out before that occurs. 'I'he

following are all good kinds, viz. : Gloire de Orleans,

M. Dubois, Rossini, .Sarah Bernhardt, Vesta, Robert
Fortune, Lucinda, Madame A. Barrett, Konig Al-

bert, XJrbanie, Madame Crousse, Madame E. Galli.

—

J. G., Hants.

NOTES.

The time op Primrcses.—For those who have
the luxury of a greenhouse it is pjleasant to know
that there are at least two species of Primula which
may be relied on most implicitly to flower all the

year round. These two are P. poculiformis, an
introduction of Messrs. Veitcli from the Tchang
"Valley, in China, and the other is P. floribunda,

raised in Edinburgh, I believe, from Himalayan
.seeds. The first lias pale rosy lilac flowers and
Ciner.aria-like leaves, the second has golden yel-

low flowers borne in whorls on its numerous
stems, each individual flower reminding one of

Jasminum nudillorum in form and colour. By
sowing seed, or taking cuttings or offsets at

difl'erent times, it is quite possible to have P.

sinensis in flower every month of the year, if bo

desired ; but, as a rule, one tires of it so soon as

the outdoor species and varieties come fully into

flower. Difl'erent forms of coloured Primrose

and Polyanthus are now pushing up in sunny

corners, and the lilac heads of P. cashineriana

are also appearing here and there ; while in

sheltered spots the bronzy crowns of P. rosea are

bursting, and there is just the faintest gleam of a

garnet-like bud glinting here and there. So, too,

one admires the great mealy crowns on the Auri-

ulas, knowing of the beauty, rich, soft, and

velvet-like, enshrined within.

Clematis indivisa.—This plant and its variety

with lobate foliage are just now among the most

beautiful of all climbing plants in a warm con-

servatory. The white, starry flowers, each with

eight rays and a cluster of purple anthers in the

centre, are very useful for cutting, and arranged

in vase or bowl they form pretty eft'ects indoors.

There is a great variety and beauty in this one

genus, and where anything like a complete col-

lection of Clematis is grown, someone or other

would be in bloom all the year round. The
drawback to universal Clematis culture is barred

by some little difliculty in their propagation.

Cuttings of Clematis, unfortunately, do not strike

root as freely as Fuchsias, or our gardens would

soon be filled with the graceful habited and
showy kinds. C. cirrhosa, outside, and C. indi-

visa, under glass, bridge over the season after

0. Jacknianni leaves us in November until C.

montana and C. alpina flower in the spring.

Now is a good time to pdant the hardy sub-fruti-

cose kinds, such as the Virgin's Bower, C. Flam-

mula, C. erecta, and the hybrids of C. lanuginosa

and C. Jackmanni types.

Old-fashioned Tulips.—It .seems a pity that

the tall-growing old cottage garden Tulips are

not more generally grown as hardy border flowers.

There is an exquisite grace about their twisting

leafage and elegant buds as borne up ou their
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slender, wavy stems. The wealth and variety
of colour is most satisfying, and where large bowls
or vases have to be often replenished, a few of

these flowers go a long way. Given an arm'ful of

these fine old Tulips and an old pot of graceful
shape, and you have before you a living picture,

just such a one as Van Huysum or Baptiste best

loved to copy. I rarely pass the London National
Gallery without turning in to get a peep at the
dewy sheen on Huysum's Tulips, and when the
red jar in which they are arranged tires one's

eyes, it is pleasant to cool them in the mysterious
depths of Velasquez's sombre colouring. Beautiful
and perfect as are the finest of florist's Tulips,

they require careful culture to keep them up to

their best. On the other hand, the mixed seed-
lings of the late-blooming race give very little

trouble on light, dry soils, coming up year after

year quite vigorously. The large crimson T.

gesneriana itself is a fine border flower, as brilliant

as a Poppy, and perfectly hardy on most soils.

A few hundreds of Dutch "rogues " or mixed late

Tulips add greatly to the flowers of May, and
for effect a few Parrot Tulips, as also those of

the T. cornuta race, should be added. On warm
sandy soils all the above endure for years if once
well planted.

A gardener's holiday.—Mrs. Ewing, in her
"Story of a Shoit Life," gives an account of a
gravedigger who only once took a holiday in

seven years, and the way he spent it was in going
to a cemetery some distance off to see how they
managed matters there ! Some readers might
doubt the truth of this, but I know that many
good gardeners spend their holidays in precisely

the same fashion ! Perhaps, after all, we are

never really happy when outside our own garden
walls, unless it be when inside the walls of some
one else's garden. Tlie attraction of a friend's

garden is magnetic. It may contain the same
plants, or similar ones, to those we ourselves
cultivate, and yet possess that subtle charm of

variety which can scarcely be expressed in words.
The plants may be the same, but their moods
and phases of growth and blossoming are different

—so different as to afford us some of the sensa-

tions of absolute novelty in coloiu' or in form.
A visit now and then to other gardens even in

the same locality is a wonderful refreshment to

the spirits of a true lover of plants, and if such a
series of visits could be now and then extended
to other lands, so much the more would they
prove instructive and enjoyable. I have often
wished that excursions to France and Belgium,
or to the Dutch bulb farms, could be organised,
especially for gardeners, who would be benefited
in all wavs by travels of this kind.

Flowers of spring.—There was a sharp race
this year among the Daffodils in the open air.

Hitherto N. maximus, N. nanus, and N. obval-
laris have been the earliest to bloom here out-
side, but this year N. pallidus prsecox and
N. minimus opened together on Monday, 8th
inst. On Tuesday morning a letter from Here-
fordshire informed me of 18° of frost, and
Tuesday was one of the foggiest days of your
London season. Here, however, it was bright
and sunny, and the Snowdrops, Snowtlakes,
Aconites, Hellebores and Narcissi had an inch
of pale yellow tinting at the ground line, which
means a sudden rush of growth daring mild
weather. Iris reticulata Krelagei is lovely near
a tuft of I. stylosa, the grassy leaves of which
harmonise beautifully with its rich claret-purple
flowers, and at the same time shelter them from
wind and rain. How very often do we fiml this
combination of use and beauty in the garden.
Thst is to say how often it is true tliat what
looks best in floral arrangements really is

best in other ways, lyiild sunny days and now a

good soaking rain means an uprising of many
beautiful spring flowers. The Snowdrop lines

are whitening, and there is here and there a
golden bud or two among the tufts of Crocus
leaves, and Primroses are blooming everywhere
among the warm brown dead leaves.

Frost in Florida.—Every now and then
a cold wave invades even these Orange groves of

the sunny south. The last serious lowering of

the temperature was as far back as 1835, and
again this winter a depression has taken place,

and with the thermometer standing as low as 20°
(i.e., 12° of frost) the Oranges and, worse still, the
Lemons have been frozen on the trees. Accord-
ing to a correspondent, " it was a sad sight to

see the fresh and fruitful trees of one day wilted
and drooping the next, with the glossy leaves

yellow or blackened by the bright sunny morn-
ings which succeed the frosty nights." It seems
all the more sad this devastation in the modem
Hesperides, because the frost came suddenly and
is gone again

; but, alas ! the " cold snap " had
done its work, and no warmth of sunshine can
make frost-bitten fruit and leaves remain on the
half dead trees. It is hard to believe that the
American home of the Orange and the Banana
should be liable to a visitation from "Jack
Frost," but so it is, and the thought may
be a little consoling to gardeners of a colder
clime.

Early Croci.—It is as bright and sunny a
spring-day as one may expect to see in February,
and the leafless branches throw chequered shadows
on the freshest of green turf ; a dappled thrush
sings matins and vespers in an old Thorn tree,

and last, but by no means least, " Golden Crocus
crowns the green." The Crocus, ephemeral as

are its fully-expanded blossoms, is ever a welcome
visitor—a sort of lovely avant courier for "Queen
Daffodil." C. chrysanthus (gold), C. Sieberi (lilac-

purple), C. vernus, and C. aureus are now all

ablow; C. Imperati is yet showy, and the fiery

yeUow buds of C. Olivieri are glowing beside Iris

reticulata and its claret-purple variety Krelagei,
each blossoming from its own tuft of glaucous
leaves. The rare Crocus Korolkowi has refused
to flower this year, but C. alatavicus has been
even more generous than usual, and some little

Greek kinds, specially collected for us, have at

last rewarded our patience after a year or two of

weary waiting. On a bright warm day like this

one cannot deny the subtle tokens of spring time.
Crows are busily inspecting old nests, fighting
robins are as numerous as the frogs, the
lark rivals the thrush as a prima donna, and
a warmer sun puts new life into every bud and
flower.

Daffodil names.—Now that there is a Daffo-
dil committee belonging to the Royal Horticul-
tural Society, there should be no difficulty in

obtaining the correct and best authenticated
name for any variety submitted to that committee
in bloom. It follows, as a matter of course, that
the specimens sent for naming should be from
the open ground, and at least one perfect and
complete plant, \m\h and allj should be sent.

Since forced or cut flowers are alike deceptive, T

am led to make these remarks, because unless
some system is adopted, and due deference paid
to the Daffodil committee, the confusion of
Daffodil names will soon be insurmountable.
Mr. Baker very rightly observes that there is too
great a tendency towards a mere multiplication
of names. As an example, let us take the Big
Irish .spurius, or Ard-Righ (Irish King) of Hart-
land. This is Barr's \ellow King, Mr. Engle-
heart's spurius major, and Ware's Golden Queen.
One need say no more to show how confusion is

becoming more confounded, and the committee
will have to adopt one of these names—that is, if

the variety is sufficiently distinct—and cancel all

the others ! Mr. Hartland believes this to be a
native Irish variety. It has, however, yet to be
proved that any species or variety of Narcissus is

really indigenous to either England or Ireland.

Their habit of growing near old buildings or old

siteso f buildings long ago departed is at least a
very suggestive fact. Veronica.

Garden Flora.

PLATE 633.

SALPIGLOSSIS SINUATA.*
The accompanying coloured illustration will

support my assertion that this is one of the most
attractive of all annuals, though indeed it does
not represent many of the finest colours that are

produced from a packet of mixed seed. The
venation in some of the forma is most interest-

ing, a feature which did not escape the late Dr.
Darwin on the occasion of one of his visits to

the Cambridge Botanic Garden. There are

lovely orange and yellow self-coloured forms as

well as numbers of others not depicted in the
plate, especially some of the veined ones just

alluded to. From twenty-five to forty-four

forms are separately offered by seedsmen, and
are distributed in sets indicated by the terms
" grandiflora," " nana " and " pumila," which
are understood to express their character. I

prefer the large-flowered section which comprises
kinds that are useful late in the summer and

Salpiglossis sinuata, showing liabit of growth.

autumn, though under certain methods of treat-

ment they might be had in flower earlier. The
Salpiglossis is hardier, perhaps, than is generally

supposed, for in Sweet's " Flower Garden " we
find the following statement concerning S. picta :

A plant sent to us by Mr. Tate, of the Sloane
Street Nursery, last autumn we planted in a
border of our garden ; this we covered when
frosty by placing a flower-pot over it, and left it

exposed when tliere was no frost ; it succeeded
very well, and is now growing strongly, and is

covered with flower buds." From this a hint may
be taken to sow in autumn for early flowering,

giving pro'ection in winter. Our beds of Salpi-

glossis have been so attractive in the Cambridge
Botanic Garden, that prizes are now ofi'ered by
one, if not more, of our local societies for the
finest flowers belonging to our diflerent varieties

of this genus.

The treatment which I adopt is as follows :

The seeds are sown about the middle of March
in sandy, but rather loamy, soil, and are raised in

a warm greenhouse. As soon as the seedlings

are large enough to handle they are pricked out

* Our plate was drawn in Mr, G. F. Wilson's garden, Oak-
wood, Wisley, by Mrs. Duffield.
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into boxes about 2i inches apart. When strong

enough, after protection for a time in a quite

cool frame, they are planted out. For this they

should be ready by the end of May, or even a

little earlier, and for a few days, if the sun is

bright, a Ltile thading is of great advantage

to them. It may be stated that if the

f-eeds are sown too early under this method
of treatment, the plants grow weakly and

even try to flower, when, in either case,

they are of but little use. Their prepara-

tion is not at all difficult, but some care

is ne -essary, as the roots are somewhat delicate,

and if the seedlings are pricked out too closely

they are sure to suffer by division. Of course,

it is necessary to keep the plants always as

near the glass as possible. I prefer to have a

bed entirely or nearly devoted to Salpiglossis,

because it is so easy then to compare and seek

out the various colours. One year I had Salpi-

glossis and Paris Daisy mixed in a bed, a:id I

think this wa.s the most effective combination I

h ive tried. Groups of seedlings may also be

planted in mixed borders, and in sub-tropical

mixed beds I have found a few plants here and
there to be very effective. A good loamy and
rich soil without stiffness is that which the plants

like best. If the soil is too light and dry they

are liable to die off in summer. Watering in dry
weather is important with us, though in other

soils it may not be so necessary. The support of

sticks is sometimes, though not always, required.

Cuttings planted under a hand-glass will grow,

but this means of propagation is perhaps unneces-

sary. T have sometimes had a few good speci-

mens in pots, but I do not think there is any
special need for this form of culture.

The Salpiglossis forms one of the links

that connect Solanacese and Scrophularinese. In

the " Genera Plantaruin " it comes between
Schizanthus and Browallia in the former Order,

while in De Candolle's " Prodromus" it is placed

next Schizanthus in Scrophularineic. The genus

now under consideration is closely allied to

Petunia, several species of which have been
described under it. Several forms have been
figured and described as distinct species and
varieties under the names S. atro-purpurea

(Botanical Magazine, t. 2811), S. Barclaj'ana

(Sweet's "Flower Garden," ii., 112), S. picta

(Sweet, t. 258), S. straniinea {Botanical Magazine,

t. 33(j5). S. sinuata (Ruiz and Pavon) is the inclu-

sive name for all. I may add that the various

forms are annual, or, under certain conditions,

perhaps biennial ; they grow from 1 foot to 2 feet

high, and the lower leaves, which are sinuate or

pinnalitid, diminish upwards into the linear

sessile bracts of the paniculate inflorescence. S.

picta, the kind first introduced, made its appear-

ance in 1820. All the forms, now so much
improved hy cultivation, originate from Chili.

R. Irwin Ltxch.

Tlie magnificent collection of Tree Ferns
and others now bein^ got ready at Chiswick for the

coming colonial exhibition affords a grand oppor-

tunity for the conatruction, either at South Kensing-
ton or Kew, of a gigantic fernery with rockeries,

cascades, grottoes, &c., such as would be unknown
eUewhere, and which, if well done, would be a lasting

monument to the zeal of those wlnj have been instru-

mental in sending from all parts of our colonial posses-

sions this truly wonderful collection. After the exhibi-

tion is over, no doubt these Ferns will be at the disposal

of the managers, and it would be a matt r for regret

if some effort was not made to keep the whole of them
for some such purpose as is here suggested. Perhaps
arrangements could be made at Kew for the reception

of these Ferns ; and for our part we should prefer

seeing them in the national collection ; but if any-

thing of this kind is intended, it is to be hoped that

a large glass structure will be specially prepared for

them. We have at Kew a noble house set apart for

Palms and similar plants, another for a mixed collec-

tion of temperate trees and Ferns, but no house for

the giant Tree Ferns of the Tropics. An immense
tropical fernery, with all the natural arrangements

possible would be a noble feature at Kew or else-

where, and, as has been pointed out, the opportunity

for such is at hand in the shape of a grand collection

of specimen Kerns, which after a few months' service

at the exhibition will be without a home.—B.

Kitchen Garden.

THE BEST VEGETABLES.
Our garden is situated in a fairly warm locality,

butmuch exposed to easterly winds, and the soil is

naturally heavy and cold. Asa consequence, vege-

taljles weakly in constitution do not thrive, and that

may partially account for my testimony regard-

ing them being in some cases conflicting, not

merely with that contained in catalogues, as that

is not at all surprising, but even with that of

some who have written on vegetables.

Peas.—It is about these that the greatest

divergence in opinion exists ; nor is this sur-

prising, seeing how many new sorts are annually

introduced. American Wonder has mainta,ined

its reputation as being a valuable and very

dwarf early sort, excellent alike for pots, frames,

or sheltered borders, while in quality it is also

o:ie of the best. Chelsea Gem evidently is a

sport that I have frequently observed among
dwarf Peas, notably Minimum and American
Wonder. It possesses a strong constitution and
is a heavy cropper, the pods filling well with

Peas only moderately sweet. It will succeed

where American Wonder refuses to thrive.

Alaska, an American introduction, proved to

be the earliest of the medium height round-
seeded early sorts by about five days, and is

fairly profitable. It is, however, too much like

Sangster's No. 1 and its various synonyms, and
I shall be surprised if it is long nn the lists.

Rural New Yorker much resembles Harbinger,
and I do not recommend either. The best that

can be said of Dillistoue's Early and such

synonyms as Extra Early, First Crop, Ringleader,

Alaska, and various others with local append-
ages is that they are the earliest amongst luedium-
height sorts, but they are of poor appearance
and quality when cooked, and the same lemarks
appl}' to Sangster's, Taber's Perfection, First and
Best, Earliest of All, and Daniel O'Rourke.
William I. is scarcely a week behind the earliest

of them, and is usually very prolific and good in

quality, and a fairly good succession to either

American Wonder or Chelsea Gem. Neither
Day's Sunrise, Alpha, nor Advancer are robust

enough for us, nor are Dickson's Favourite,

Essex Rival, Fillbasket, Laxton's Supreme, and
Hundredfold sorts that I can recommend for

second early crops. A second sowing of William
the First in the open is closely followed by Tele-

phone, of which Telegraph is merely a more
green compatiion, and to follow these we still

prefer Criterion and Huntingdonian. For those

who have no room or stakes for tall Peas I can
strongly recommend Stratagem and Pride of the

Market in lieu of Telephone and Telegraph,

and Wordsley Wonder is a very profitable and
good second early sort. These are followed by
such medium-height sorts as Kinver Jlarrow, a

really good variety, Gladiator, and the gooil old

Hair's Dwarf Mammoth, this being also still one
of the best for very late crops. Good tall main-
crop sorts are Webb's Triumph, Ne Plus Ultra,

lieading Giant, Magnum Bonuin, Wil Hums'
Emperor of the Marrows, and British Queen,
all of these, with the exception of the first

named, being also piost suitable for late crops,

Ne Plus Ultra is the most reliable main and late

crop variety in cultivation, and in quality unsur-

passed. Culverwell's Giant and Duke of Albany,

though much eulogised, I do not admire. The
latter was to have been very bratiching, but

neither this uor some other good qualities which
it was said to possess were very apparent here.

Alongside of Ne Plus Ultra and a very heavy

cropping and good variety received froui Drum-
lanrig it was simply " nowhere," its large p )d4

being its only recommendation. Of medium
height, late and main crop Peas the best are

Electric Light, Veitch's Perfection, Latest of All,

Sturdy, and Evolution. I do not recommend
anyone to purchase all the sorts named in each

section, but any two of them will, if successio.ial

sowings are niide, give satisfaction.

Beans.—Of Broad Bean', I c )nsider Veitch's

Improved Long-pod a decided improvement on
the old Early Long-pod. It is very heavy crop-

ping and early. Seville Long-pod is rather later

and produces longer pods, but they are much
fewer in number ; whde if a gooil exhibition

second early variety is desired. Leviathan may
well be given a trial. Improved Broad Windsor
is suitable for late sowings, but is inferior in

point of quality to Broad Green Windsor. When
I first grew Cooling's Ne Plus Ultra Kidney
Bean, or what was sent as the true variety, £

formed but a very poor opinion of its merits

;

but next season [ received seed from two other

sources, and have been obliged to modify my
impressions regarding it. There is evidently much
resemblance in the seeds of dwarf Beans, and

some seem to kmw how to turn this to good

account. Ne Plus Ultra is a very protitable va-

riety for either forcing or warm borders, and will

replace Osborn's Forcing, which, though very

early and good in quality, is not continuous

bearing enough. Canadian Wonder is the only

other sort that need be grown, though Webb's

Victoria, Carter's Longsword, and Negro Long-

podded are all very prolific and good in every

respect. The former being white-seeded and

heavy cropjiers should be grown where Haricot

Beans are in demand. Of Runner Beans the

best are Girtford Giant and the Champion Scar-

let; while Sutton's Giant White produces an

abundance of long handsome pods, good alike for

exhibition or the table.

Broccoll—Webb's New Autumn White was

tried for the first time, and proved to be the

earliest sort here, being, though sown in April,

fit for use before Cauliflowers were over, it is

dwarf in habit, and on the whole may be de-

scribed as a good and useful addition. Veitch's

Autumn Protecting also forms a good succession

to the Cauliflowers, and with a Utile trouble in

the way of lifting and protecting we still have a

few for use, this being a good proof that it is

available from the early part of November till

February ; in fact, by sowing in autumn, and

(rtherwi=^e treating this batch similarly to Cauli-

flowers, it can be had as early as August. No
other Broccoli is half so useful. Snow's Winter

White I have always held to be overrated ; with

us it is either not ready or not fit for the table

before February. Veitch's Spring White succeeds

Snow's. The heads of this sort are of good colour

and quality, but it is tall growing and not so

hardy as some others. Leamington is a very

serviceable sort, a good breadth of it yielding a

long succession; and to follow these we have

Model, Late Queen, and Ledsham's Latest of All,

all in every way excellent.

Brussels .Sprouts.—This season we have

tried several fresh varieties, and have arrived at

the conclusion that two of the so-called novelties

are synonymous. These are Ne Plus Ultra and

Northaw Prize, both being serviceable and good
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in quality with no perceptible ilill'erence between
them. Ai^'lim-th is still 'he best ciMpper, but tlie

sprouts are too lar^je and strongly flavoured to be
rtcce])tal)le. Paraf;on is of dwaif habit, and
produces a f,'ood ci-op of neat, close sprouts

which are f;uod in ([uality. Webb's Matchless
]iruves to be of great merit, producing abundance
of uiediuni-sized, close sprouts, ami the Reading
E.xhibition is equally as good. Borecole or Kale
we find very serviceable this winter, and of this

we have several i'resh sorts on trial. Webb's
Extra Fine Curled Scotch is the most ornamental
of the various green sorts and is of good quality,

and the green curled from other seeilsmen is

good, while Read's New Hearting again provi-s

superior to all other Scotch Kales. Buda or
Asparagus is the hardiest and latest of all, and a

few rows yield during March, April, and May
numerous succulent dishes.

C.\nBAOE.—Ellam's Early Dwarf is usually of

excellent (juality, but with us is more liable to

bolt than other sorts, and I piefer Veitch's
IMatchless, this Ijeing hardy, early, anil good in
quality. Webb's Emperor and Reading All
Heart are both profitable and good, and the true
Wheeler's Imperial is hard to surpass. For
dleworts We prefer the London Rosette, and
Shilling's Queen is also nsef\il early in the winter.
Ch'Hi de Burghley is hardier than anticipated,
and when not too large aud well cooked mav be
.said to be of fairly good quality. It is ratlier

eoaise growing, but it comes into use ojjpor-

tunt-ly. W. Iggulden.
Sotncrsef.

Forcing French Beans in frames —When
tlie days lengthen, and the red spider is luuking .ibont
for something to devour, there is always a certain
amount of risk in growing French Beans in the same
house as Vines or Peaches. But French Beans are
always useful, and there is often a considerable gap
between the last forced crop and the first in the open
ground. This interval may easily and economically
be closed up by adopting a system of slight hotbeds,
commencing about the end of February. In making
ai-rang. ments, it should be borne in mind that later
in the season—say in May and June—when the plants
can be freely exposed, the Beans will come on in suc-
ce.'.fion if none are left to get too old. The first bed
should be made up in a substantial manner in a pit,

or witli a frame placed on it. The la.tn- beds may be
of a very temporary ch.ai-acter, and can be easily ex-
tempiiri?ed with a few boards and some old lights, or
some other protectors. The Nev.ungton Wonder is a
very good variety; it turns in quickly and is very
JTolific, and if gathered often the plants will bear for
a long time. I like it because its growth is so dwarf
and compact. But .any of the small e.arly kinds will
do. Plant in rows across the pit or frame 18 inches
apart, the Beans to be planted separately I5 inches
apart. Keep close till the Beans are up, and then
ventilate freely. Give liquid manure as soon as the
plants begin to bear. About 8 inches of soil will be
enough.—E. Hobday.

SHORT NOTES.—KITCUEy.

Walker's Exhibition Onion.—This is said hj Mr.
Muir to be too much like ihe Kou.sham ; iMit when I stnt
that my Union was di"tril>uteJ and in cultivation at leist
ten years liefnre the Rousham, surely in common fairness
Mr. Muir should have sRid Rousham Park Hero was too much
like Walker's Exhibition.—John Walkek.

The long" shallow boxes about 1 fo'>t deep in which
eftgs are imported make capit<al soil receptacles for crops of
various kinds, such as Tomatoes and Cucumbers. They pro-
vide ample drainage and abundant surface for root ruu. When
such bo.xes are once employed it is sui-prisiug how many uses
can be found for them.—J.' G. U.

'Potato grafting.— If Mr. Kevan will look at try notes
again he will sec that I made it impo.ssible for the stock to
produce plants by csrefully and deeply removing every eye
liefore the plug grafts were iHserted. The plug grafts grew,
and in process of giowth wholly absorbed the substance of
the stock. It is curious that 8ome of Mr. Kovan'j hybiids
dike some of mine) were flaked and patched with rosy
smeai-s.- W. G. S. -

American Potatoes.—It is instructive to note
that almost the only American Potato which rem.ains
popular in this rountry is Beauty of Hebron, and so

held ill esteem because it is early, and in cropping
and ([uality dis|ilaces the older Early Hose. Ila'dly
any other kind is quoted in the m,arket returns at any
season that is of American introiluction. We have
plenty of kinds as early as Beauty of Hebnm, but
none which give so large a crop early; hence its

v;due, especially iu the market, where its bulk more
than compensates for the prh-e obtained, whieli is

seldom high. Of cour.ie, the demand for it is not of

long dur.ati m, and as soon as other good English
kinds are iu the American becomes a drug. Having
regard to the great number of kinds introduced here
from America from time to time, it is surprising to
note how few have found with us a permanent posi-

tion. One of the very best of recent introductions is

Charter Oak, a heavy croppin / white round, tinted with
pink, aud handsfjme, which also seems to make no way.
It is one of the last and be-t certilicated at Chiswiek,
and it is remark.able th.at it has not been pushed hi:;h

and low under some other appellation. I had several
assumed new American kinds sect me last year to

grow for trial—Garfield, American Giant, Wall's
Orange, and others, but they in no case exhibited
eviiience of superiority over the best of our home
kinds. I think home raisers have so thoroughly
skimmed the cream from the American sorts in

utilising them for the production of fertilised seed,

that America has no chance whatever with us now,
and may as well, in Potatoes, shut up shop. It is

worthy of notice that American raise's do not seem
to have m.ade anything like such striking .advance in

Potato production as Inune raisers have. Beyond
producing some bigger samples at times, we see in
the novelties from the United States almost the same
form and char.acter found in kinds that were esteemed
here ten years since. No doubt transatlantic tastes

in Potatoes differ from those at home, for it would
seem that our best kinds have equally failed to secure
prominence in America. In spite "I all this, how-
ever, we owe much to America for her i>roductions,

because their introduction here lent a powerful
stimulus to home growers and raisers. Very much
that is not correct is written from time to time as to
the inferiority of modern sorts compared with older
ones. Xone are so blind as those who will not see. We
never had finer cnqiping or better Potatoes than we
have at this moment, and almost every season tends
to the production of higher quality.—A. D.

WOKK DONE IN WEEK ENDING FEB. IG.

February 10.

Another sharp frost in the early morning, followed
by a day of fog, as remarkable for its density as for

the cold accompanying it. The frost rendered the
Wf)rk we had in hand—trenching and digging—im-
possible, and once agiiu we had to fall back on the
work of trimming straggling Khododendrons that are
pilanted under timber trees along the margins of

carrkage drives; carting manure, throwiig it together
to rot, and mixing some of it with leaves for Pine
pits and hotbeds on wdii'-h to raise seeds; striking
cuttings, sowing Carrots, Lettuce, and planting more
Potatoes. Shifted to a cool hou^e—latest Peach
house—the following that have been raised in heat,

namely, Brussels tiprouts. Cauliflowers, Coleworts,
Lettuce, Celery, and Gold Fe.ather Pyrethrum; all

but the last-named will be ready for pricking out a
week hence, and frames will be at once got ready for

them. Any open spot does to stand the frames;
ours are stood on the hard gravel, antl about 4 inches
depth of light soil is then put in the frames and the
plants pricked out at a distance of 3 inches or 4 inches
from each other. The lights are kept on till the
plants have got hold of the soil, but afterwards they
are aired as freely as weather permits. Watered
early inside Peach border ; tepid water only is used,
and the border is kept constantly mulched with long
litter. Did a little more disbudding and picked off

a few of the smallest fruit that had set in clusters.

Sometimes a portion of the fruit turns yellow when
it gets about the size of large Peas, and till that size

has been attained we thin very charily, but the
moment there are indications of the fnut swellino-

kindly thiuning is done with a free hand. Second
Peaches are now in flower, and the heat is now kept
up to from 00° to .^iS" by night, and from 8° to 10°

more fjy day, and atmospheric moisture is reduced to

the lowest point. Syringing of trees is never don*',

and floors and walls only are syringed when the ouc-
side air is dry, which has not been the case of late.

A 8ha'<e of the trellis is generally sufficient, by way
of artificial aid. to fertilisation, but those who prefer
to use a camel's hair pencil to make doubly sure
^houId use it gently, and not too frequently—once a
day is ample. Planted out another lot of Melons ;

thinned out shoots, and trained old plants of Tomatoes
to back wall of intermediate vinery. They have
given us a little fruit all through the winter, and
being full of flower, I think they will fruit much
earlier than the voung plants that have to-day been
potted into tj-inch pots.

February 11.

As regards wea'her, to-day has been near akin to

yestcrdiy—,-harp fio^-t and fog—and we have con-
tinued the same kind of woi'k, and, iu addition, have
pulled up Some old Muscat Vines, got out the old
soil of inside f'order preparatory to making an entirely

new one. Rubbed off a few of the weakest shoots of

early Muscat Vines. The " shows " are not yet very
pr.iuiinent, and till it can be seen which are really the
best no other disbudding will be done; 60° to 65°

will now be our lowest night temperature, except the
weather should be unusually severe, in which case the
temperature will be proportionately lowered. Plunged
Vine eyes in leaf bed iu a spare Pine pit. Soon as
roots are well formed the plants will be taken out of

bottom heat, as the most enduring root growth i-*

m.ade wi hout it ; indeed, we should not have given
them bottom heat at all, were it not that the 'Vines
are required for planting out early iuthe approaching
spring. Cleared Strawberry house of flowering plants,

and filled it with Strawberry plants in three or four
differing stages of growth. The plants swelling and
ripening ofl' iruit are still left on shelves in Pine and
Melon houses, plenty of heat being a nece.-;sity to

obtain size (^f fruit in this cold, leiden-sky weather.
Put in the first batch of Alternanthera cutt ngs ; this

earliest lot we have inserted in the Melon house pro-
[lagating bed ; but after this all will be struck in

manure frames and left on the beds as struck till

required for planting out. The old pilants from which
the cuttings have been taken are se« stimted, that they
are doomed to be destroyed, should the cuttings now
inserted strike successfully. Potted off a few more
Chrysanthemums, and a few of the earliest have been
shifted into 5-inch pots. All are now arranged in a
cold pit, that can, if occasion require, have a little

heat turned on it. We prefer to cover up thickly with
mats to a|>plying fire-heat, but rather than risk injury
from frost, on the sharpest nights a little i-* turned on.

Fkbrcary 12.

Thaw, with a drizzling rain all day long ; and once
again there has been no outside work accomplished.
(.)pene I and relaid drain of inside Vine border and
replaced rubble—brickbats—over the drain to a depth
of from 9 inches to 12 inches, and it is now ready for

the f-od soon as the weather is favourable to allow of

its being got in. To prevent the soil from choking
up the drainage we always put newly-cut turves, turned
grass S'de downwards, over the rubble before any soil

is put in, and this turf will be cut from the common
the first fine day. Root stores and fruit rooms have
h.ad their usual wet weither cleansing. Apples and
late Pears are keeping first-rate, and give but little

trouble, as so few dec ly. Bergamotte Esperen and
Ne Plus Meuris are our two best Pears at the present
time, and Beurre Kance and Catillac the best culinary
kinds. Apples : Wellington, Beaufin, Hanwell Sour-
ing, and Deux Ans are the best culinary ; and otir best
dessert are Ribston Pippin, Court Pendu Plat, King
of Pippins, aud Omar Pasha. Shred-cutting, ii

readiness for nailing in of Peach trees. Label mak '

ing and pointing sticks are other odd jobs done tr
]

day. Work in the houses has mainly been the propa
gation of bedding plants—single D.ahli.as, Tropaeolumf

'

Ageratums, and Lobelias. Also made other sowingt^-'

of Ricinus aud Chama?peuce. Salvia argentea— oni-

of the best large white foliaged plants for planting*

under tall growing subtropical plants—we have sown
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in quantity. The Night-smelling Tobacco (Nicotiana

affinis) and the variegated large-foliaged variety,

wigandioides, we have also sown and placed in heat.

Peas, sown in pots some time ago, are quite ready for

planting out, but as the weather is so severe, planting

will be deferred, and meanwhile we have found space

for them in a cold frame.

Febru.iry 13.

A fine day at last, mild and sunny ; all hands trench-

ing and digging in kitchen garden ; dug up all roots

in old Asparagus plot, put them in shed and covered

them up with mats till wanted for forcing. The
ground they have occupied for some eight years past

has been heavily manured every year, that nothing

but trenching will be needed to put it in good order

for Brussels Sprouts and Kales, the crops we have

arranged for that plot of ground. Tiaining and

nailing Peaches on south wall ; we take a reasonable

amount of pains to make them look neat, but never

quarrel with the trainer if the branches deviate an
inch or two as to distance from each other, or if they

shoi^ld be a little crooked. I am more concerned

.about having the wall covered, and of obtaining a

crop of fruit tlian of having handsome trees. There
is no time now-a-days for " plumb-line-and-rule

"

training of fruit trees. Watered Pines—all fruiters

reijuire more bottom heat—hut till the weatlier is

more settled and milder, to allow of the lights being

takeu off and the plants lifted out whilst the beds

are renewed, this cannot be given, so meanwhile we
shall excite growth as little as possible by keeping the

temperature of the house low—say about (55°, and
even lower than that in severe weather. The fir>it

successions that now need shifting into fruiting pots

have been well watered, to make sure of the s 'il

being moistened throughout before they are potted.

From some few plants that were expected to show
fruit ere this water is being entirely withheld, as

such a check seldom fails of having the desired

effect. Put in heat a few more forcing shrubs and
Roses ; thinned out blossoms of Strawberries and
surjtlus fruit from such as had set too freely, another

shelf in jihint stove being given up to those thinned,

plenty of heat at this stage being indispensable if fine

fruit be desired. (Jave all houses a thorough clean up.

February 15.

Frost, fog, and rain {one must soon add), as usual.

Did a little trenching and digging and turning over

f>f fermenting material for Pine pits, but at length

the rain gained the mastery, and indoor work has
been of the usual description, but will soon be nil,

for never in my recollection had we so much lost time
owing to bad weather. I suppose the end will come,

though one begins to despair, and to have visions of

jobs in arrear at a season when it is sufficiently diffi-

cult to keep pace with the ordinary daily work.

Stopped a few of the strongest shoots that were taking

the lead on early Vines, and pulled off a few more
shoots. Had antither turn at disbuddiug of early

Peaches ; well watered with tepid water the inside

border of an intermediate vinery
;
put on fresh

mulching, and closed the house to start the Vines
into growth. They will be well syringed at 9 a.m.

and - p.m. till the buds are ready tu burst, after

which stage we never syringe overhead. Thoroughly
washed Gardenias, and afterwards syringed them
with a sohiticm of p.aratfin oil—half a pint of oil to

three gallons of water ; soft scale is the only parasite

that bothers us with these plants, and this we find

to be a safe—does not injure the foliage—and an
effective remedy. Began to pot off bedding Pelar-

goniums; the tender kinds we pot singly in 3-inch

pots, others two and three in the tame sized pot, and
free growing hardier kinds we put in boxes, using a

good proportion of roughish leaf soil with the com-
post, as this adheies well to the roots so that they
trans^'Iant without feeling the check.

FliBRD.VRV 16.

lone, but dull, a great improvement though on the

oather of yesterday, and we have been able to make

J
way with work in kitchen garden ; digging,

, ching, and ta'-ting up bad parts of Box edgings,

preparing the ground for relaying the same.

,i sowing will be deferred till the soil gets drier.

, snips, Onions, and other sowings of Peas and
"ad Beans we are desirous of getting in at the

earliest moment, as also of planting a good breadth

of early Ashleat Potatoes, nailing in Peaches, prun-

ing (rooseberries, potting and boxing Pelargoniums

l^ut in cuttings of a few of the kinds of which the

stock is short ; three cuttings planted round the sides

of a 3-inch pot, and stood in any warm place, not

over damp, are sure to strike successfully and early.

Potted lor forcing a few more plants of Hoteia

japonica, hybrid seedling Primroses, and Myosotis,

.and put in heat the last lot of Hyacinths and

Narcissi. Hants.

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.
Strawberries.

The long-wished-for change from dark, foggy days

and frosty nights to bright, sunny weather, so essential

to successful forcing, is still looming in the future,

and we are, for the present, obliged to draw on our

almost exhausted stock of patience. We, in this part

of the country, must not, however, complain, as the

ground is now clear of snow, and with the barometer

higher than it has been for many months brighter

days may surely soon be expected. M'-antime, the

successful gardener's virtue, patience, must prevail,

as a fresh, air-loving plant, like the Strawberry, must

not be hurried through the early stages of its growth.

Constant tire-heat being absolutely necessary, daily

attention to w.itering must on no account be neglected,

for once allowed to become dry at the root, or the

balls to part from the sides of the pots, no after-

management can compensate for the fatal check, which

will most likely end in sterility, accompanied by a

plentiful stock of red spider. Let watering, then,

receive the most careful attention. Syringe all plants

not actually in flower (m all favourable occasions,

damp the surface of the bed and the walls, nnd

ventil.ate as freely as may be consistent with safety.

Do not aim at a high night temperature, but rather

let the house or pit descend to 40'' or 45" through

the hours of darkness, with a chink of air to prevent

condensation of moisture and make up for time

apparently lost by closing the lights for a few hours

whenever the sun breaks through this dense sheet

of vapour. As plants come into flower, draw them

together, but not too clo<e, as crowded foliage im-

pedes the circulation of air, but press the Utter

down with the band to set the flower scapes free
;

pinch off the weakest flowers before they open, and

carefully fertilise those intended to produce the crop

with the camel's-hair pencil. When sufficient plants

have set their fruit and are ready for removal,

syrince well with pure water, make the final thinning,

and lie up the stalks to prevent them from hanging

over the sides of the pots during the time the fruit

is swelling .and ripenim;. To many who force a

great nuniber of plants this thinning and tying may
be thoUi;ht unnecessary or impracticable, but where

Hue quality and neatness are first considerations this

work should not be neglected. When the first batch

of plants has been removed to the forcing hou-e,

follow up former directions by cleansing the shelves

as a preliminary to a general move forward. Then,

after discarding all that are weak or blind, place

another set of the strongest in the most favourable

position for fertilisation. By adopting this plan,

several batches of plants of various kinds, or in dif-

ferent stages of growth, cau always be kept together

under proper treatment, while the constant change

of position exposes every leaf to the free action of

the syringe, and prevents the stalks from becoming

elongated. Where a cold or serai-cold pit is kept

as a reserve for drawing from, plants from the open

air can .always be kept steadily progressing ; checks

of all kinds, often so detrini"ntal, are avoided ; and,

although some may not be good sharp forcers, the

gradual excitement results in the majority proving

fruitful.

Laic batf!i(s.—In order to keep up a steady family

supply uutil early fruit begins to ripen on the

open quarters, it is always necessary to have a good

reserve of suitable varieties either in the open air

or plunged in cold pits, where a large percentage, say

every alternate row, can be left to ripen without the

aid of fire heat. If well ripened and well managed
these jilants generally give heavy crops of fine fruit,

and although commercially not so valuable, they form

a connecting link for the London season at a time
when good Strawberries in quantity are indispensable.

Where such plants have been kept plunged in dry
leaves or old tan in shallow pits, with a little dry
Bracken cast over the crowns in severe weather, ad-

vantage should now be taken of the first favourable

opportunity for giving them a good supply of water.

The balls may not be particularly dry, but a thorough

soaking will make the roots safe without saturating

the plunging material, an evil which cannot always
he avoided when the lights are thrown off in wet
weather.

Plums.

If not already in flower, the earliest batch of trees

in pots will now be approaching that stage when more
air and less moisture will favour the setting of the

fruit. As Plums in the open air often set freely in a

low temperature, provided it is not absolutely frosty,

the safest course indoors for the present will be mode-
ration in the application of fire heat, by night es-

pecially. Should bright days succeed the fr sty

nights which still prevail, turn on a little fire-heat

every morning, .syringe the house freely when the

temperature begins to lise, and admit sufficient air to

keep it stationary at or about iJO'^. As the sun wane«,

gra lually reduce the fire and air atid finally shut off

both, if through the night the house without it can
be kept .at or a few degrees above 40°. As d.ays in-

crease in length and nights become milder a minimum
of 50° can often be maintained without difficulty;

but the external atmosphere being generally damp in

proportion to its mildness, gentle fire-heat with air

will be found preferable to keeping the house up to

the ]iroper ilegree with closed ventilators without it.

If the blos-om buds, now prominent, are very numer-
ous, it is not yet too late to thin out the spurs with a
pair of strong scissors or a sharp penknife, as one-

tenth of the fl iwers which a tree produces is ample
for an abundant set of fru't, while the process of

thinning tends to vigorous development, followed, as

a matter of course, by bold flowers and perfect ferti-

lisation. Keep the house free from stagnant moisture

by turning on heat and opening the ventilators during

the time the trees a-e in flower, otherwise the petals

will damp and the pollen will become pisty and unfit

for its office. Fertilise the flowers on fine days and
resume syringing as soon as the young fruits begin to

push out of the decaying capsules; also keep the roots

well supplied with tepid water and admit more mois-

ture into the atmosphere. If well fumigated before

the trees come into flower, fly will not put in an
appearance until after the fruit is set ; but so rapid

is i s progress and so quickly is the foliage checked
and ruined, that, notwithstanding apiparent freedom
from the pest, this operation should always be re-

peated as soon as the swelling of the fruit indicates

immunity from danger.

If not already under glass, lose no time in getting

late sorts into position. As yet the buds have made
but little progress ; but birds are numerous, food is

not over-plentiful, and they may now at any time be
tempted to attack what to them is evidently a dainty

intu'sel. If stock is likely to run short, pyramids and
bushes may still be taken up and potted. As it is

now getting late, they cannot be expected to produce

fruit this year ; consequently, they need not be placed

under glass. Neither is it necessary, as they will fill

the pots with roitts and set an abundance of flower-

buds if plunged, mulched, and well attended with
water in a bright, airy corner in the open air. Plums
being now "S'ery numerous, none but the best sorts

should be selected for culture under glass. The
following six varieties may safely be selected by the

amateur, and they may be duplicated to .any extent

by large griuvers : 1, Greengage; 2, Huling's Superb;

3, Jefferson; 4, Transparent Ga-e ; 5, Kirke's; 6,

Goes Golden Drop.

Cherries,

like Plums, are so easily and inexpensively forced

into magnificent sheets of deliciously fragrant bloom,

that luie t)ften wonders why the choice edible vatieties

are not more frequently grown for the decoration of

the greenhouse first and the dessert table afterwards.

When grown in pots or trained under trellises, like

Peaches, their priocipal requirements are a low tem-
perature, produced by a profusion of fresh air com-
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bined, however, with just sufficient fire heat to

keep it in motion and to prevent it from falling

below 40". Would-be forcers of this delicious fruit,

who cannot devote one compartment to Cherries and

another to Plums, may grow tlie two together until

the fruit is set, when, in order to do each of the

occupants justice, they should if possible be separated.

Cherries started with the Plums will now be coming
into flower, and, like all other impatient stone fruits

that resent coddling, will stand a little more fire-heat,

provided it is accompanied by an extra supply of

fresh air, more or less, according to the state f>f the

external temperature. If dark, wet, and cold, the

temperature may range from 40° to 45° at night,

50° to 55° by day, with a reduced supply of atmo-

spheric moisture. If, on the other hand, bright, balmy
weather prevails, 6° higher may be given, and the

syringe may be applied to the stems and walls, if

not to the blossoms. Some growers set their Peaches,

Plums, and Cherries with the syringe, not as we
should lay on for the destruction of spider, as that

would be contrary to reason ; but charged with clean

tepid water they discharge it over the flowers in fine

spray, and when we consider the delicate nature of

the organs and petals, it is easy to imagine the

advantage of soft, refreshing moisture over a dry,

exhausting atmosphere. In my own management I

do not often use the syringe, owing to local surround-

ings, but on dry, warm soils in elevated gardens a

refreshing shower is by no means objectionable.

Many look upon syringing the flowers as a modem
introduction, and men now in the heyday of life and
practice claim the credit of having brought out a new
wrinkle ; but such is not really the fact, as syringing

and washing the fiowers with the engine were prac-

tised more than half a century ago, and anything

that took place before that date is ancient history.

Cherries, like Plums, owing to the treatment to

which they are made amenable, soon get overcrowded

with spurs, and make but little wood ; consequently,

there is sometimes a dearth of foliage. To prevent

waste of stored-up sap, which will by-aud-by be

wanted, and to favour a free " set," it is a good plan

to thin out the flowers before they open. It is now
perhaps rather late to commence on the very early

varieties, but any that have not yet burst into bloom
may be so treated with advantage. When sufficient

for the crop have set and begin to swell, the syringe

must be plied vigorously every fine day, and pot trees

must be top-dressed and fed precisely as we now
top-dress and water orchard house trees under similar

conditions. Trees that are planted out in confined

or raised borders, if old and thoroughly set to their

work, may also be mulched and liberally treated,

while young ones that have recently been introduced

will be kept on the safe side by the withholding of

animal manure until after the fruit is thinned and
Btoned.

Figs.

Early pot Figs, from which two full crops of fruit

are expected, should now be sufficiently advanced to

admit of the first being thinned. Many people, when
Figs were less frequently forced, did not trouble

about thinning out the fruit, their generally admitted

theory being the retention of all the fruit which a tree

might show to allow for dropping. As well might a

Graper grower leave all his bunches unthinned to

compensate Uir shanking. This, however, is never

done, as it is a well-known fact that trees of all kinds

are capable of carrying a given weight of fruit to

maturity, and acything left over and above that

weight not only detracts from the good quality when
ripe, but actually jeopardises the finest shows, which
might safely be depended upon were timely thinning

boldly carried out. The Fig, it is true, has got a bad
name, but the fault lies with the grower, not with the

tree, for in nine cases out of ten the tendency to cast

its fruit may either be traced to overcropping or irregu-

lar feeding. Let all forced trees, then, be well thinned

before they feel the strain of the crop, or the growth
of the wood is checked ; for so long as a Fig tree

keeps growing, so long W'ill it keep on showing young
fruit, which will in due course m.ake the tree, what it

ought to be, a perjietual bearer, by ripening up fine

Figs in succession tliroughout the season. Farly Figs

being all-important, a few of the finest and best placed

fruits for succession should be retained on each shoot

;

but, unless they are wanted for market, all need not

be of the same size, as a steady supply of an extremely
perishable fruit like the Fig is at all times preferable

to a glut. When divested of all ill-formed and badly-

placed fruit, pyramids and bushes should have the
points pinched out of the strongest shoots at the fifth

or sixth leaf, to favour the rapid development of those

left as well as to maintain tiie proper balance nf the

sap and the symmetry of the trees. If likely to

become crowded, the side shoots must also be tied out

to let in sunlight and air, for without the unchecked
aid of these elements colour and flavour can hardly
bo expected in the month of April.

Top-dressing and feeding may now be supplied with
a liberal hand, and on no account must good syring-

ing be neglected, for if once allowed to become in-

fested with spider the trees will be a source of worry
throughout the season. Pay particular attention to

the plunging bed, as checks are often produced by
want of heat as well as want of water, and make
additions from the reserve as soon as the bottom heat
shows signs of descending below 70°. Little and
often is the best maxim, as the gradual introduction

have been kept dry, this precautionary measure haf,

no doubt, been the means of faving the r oints of ni-iny

free-growing trees from injury. W. CoLEMAN.
Eastnor tastlc, Ledbury.

Trees and Shrubs.

TRUE AND WILD SERVICE TREES.

The similarity of the popular names of these

tree.s has often led to some confusion in their

identity. On this account we consider it desir-

able to describe and illustrate (lie two together,

so that their difl'erences may be made clear. They
differ .so widely that when once their distinctive

characters are known there is little likelihood

that they will be afterwards coiifoun<led. The
.species to which the names of Service trees have

been apjilied are both natives of Europe known
to LinniBus, and botanically described by him

;

^^_

Pyrus toi-minalis. Flowering, cifless, and fruiting branches ; detached flowei s and fruit (natural size).

of fresh, well-worked leaves means a steady supply of

fresh food and the constant presence of wannth and
stimulating moisture. As brighter and better weather

may now surely be expected, gradually raise the night

heat to 05°, with a chink of air, run up to 75° by day,

with increased ventilation, syringe, and shut up in

time for sun heat to raise the pit to 80°.

Succession houses now breaking may be well

syringed twice a day, the first time when the tem-

perature begins to rise, the second w hen it begins to

decline from the maximum, as the trees will then be-

come dry before nightfall. If planted out in raised

borders that cannot easily be over-watered, give the

roots moderate supplies of pure water at a tempera-

ture of 80°, and let the strength and age of the trees

be the guide in the application of mulching and
stimulants. Large trees that have been severely root

pruned should be well mulched with rotten manure
before they are started. Young ones which make
strong growth will not require feeding until the fruit

is well advanced.

Keep late houses freely ventilated until the buds
begin to swell, then be guided by the period at which

ripe fruit is wanted in the application of fire heat.

1 f only one crop is wanted and pinching is not resorted

til, the young shoots should have plenty of room to

extend on the long rod principle, and growth should be

secured from closed-in sun heat, when fires will only be

needed in wet cold weather or to keep out frost.

Last of all we have the cold or unhe.ated glazed

case, a structure in which the finest fruit can be

ripened off in ordinary seasons, always provided the

trees are kept secure from severe frost through the

winter. I advised letting down and sheltering the

branches with dry Fern or some other non-conducting

material some time ago, well knowing that the tem-

perature in these narrow, fluctuating structures often

descends to a very low figure. Since that time we
have had very severe frost, and although the trees

but who first called them Service trees is not so

certain. They were alluded to by Gerard and
other early writers on plants, and probably the

name Service is a corruption of some name given
by the ancients, as both trees are commonest in

the middle and south of Europe. It is evident
that both belong naturally to a warmer climate

than ours.

THE TRUE SERVICE (PYRUS SORBUS).

Tlie True Service is now quite excluded from
the list of indigenous species, though till late years
British botanists had considered tlie solitary tree

in the Wyre Forest, on the borders of Worcester-
shire, to be a native, and earlier botanists have
even recorded the species as inhabiting Cornwall
and other localities. In alluding to the Wyre
Forest tree, Loudon states in his "Arboretum"
(1838) that " the tree is of very great age, and
is now in a state of decay." The Whitty Pear
tree, as it is there called, is 45 feet high ; the
diameter of its trunk, at I foot from the
ground, is 1 foot 9 inches, and that of the head
26 feet.

Miller, in IT31, says, "The manured Service
was formerly said to be growing wild in England

;

but this I believe to be a mistake, for several

curious persons have strictly searched those places

where it was mentioned to grow, and could not
find it ; nor could they learn from the inhabitants

of tlio.se countries that any such tree had ever
grown there." Miller adds that, though abun-
dant in Italj', where a great variety of sorts are

cultivated, yet it is very scarce in England,
" for," he continues, " I have not seen more than
one large tree, which was lately growing in the
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gardens formerly belonging to John Tradescant
;

this tree was near 40 feet high, and did produce

a great quantity of fruit annually." In 1752

Miller observe!, " There are great numbers of

large trees of the True Service growing wild

ab.iut Aubigne, in France ; whence the late Duke
of Richmond (tt'ho was also Due d'Aubigne, and

a great lover ot plants) brought a great quantity

of the IVuit, ami from tlie seeds raised a number
of young plants at Goodwond.'' Tlie True Ser-

vice is lint found in abundance in any part of the

world. Tliere are, perhajis, more trees of it in

tlie middle region of Franc3 and the Alps of

Italy than in all other countries put together
;

but it is also found in the south of Germany, in

some parts of the north of Africa, and in Western
Asia. It strictly lielongs to the region of the

Vine, and beyond the northern boundary of the

Vine region it gradually ceases to flourish. The
tree is tender when young, even in France, and
it is e.xceedingly difficult to raise in the gardens

there. Tliere are but a few specimens of it in

England, and these are chiefly in the neighbour-
hood of London.

Properties and uses of the wood.— The
True Service is the hardest and the heaviest of

all the indigenous woods of Europe. It weighs,

when dry, no less than 72 lb. 2 oz. per cubic

foot. It has a compact fine grain, a reddish tinge,

and takes a very high polish ; but it must not be

employed until it is thoroughly seasoned, as

otherwise it is apt to twist and split. It is much
sought after, in France, by millwrights, for

making cogs to wheels, rollers, cylinders, lilocks

and pulleys, spindles and axles, and for all those

parts of machines which are subject to much

astringent, and it is used in a state of powder, in

wine, to stop flu.xes of blood. In Britain the
tree is chiefly to be recommended on account of

its ornamental properties and rarity ; for, though
its fruit is, perhaps, not much inferior in taste to

that of the iMedlir, yet it is found t) be much
more difficult of digestion.

Soil and situation.—A good, free, deep, dry
soil and a sheltered situation are essential

wherever it is attenipte 1 to grow this tree in

Britain. From the specimens in the neighbour-
hood of Lomlon it does not appear to sutler from
the climate afier it has been five or si.v yeirs

planted ; but it is rather difficult to establish

young plants.

Propagation.—Seeds may be procured in

alnmdance from France, and from them stocks

may be raised on which the best fruit-bearing

varieties may be grafted. The True Service may
also be grafted on the Pear, the Mountain Ash,
the Hawthorn, and other allied species. The
graft should be maile close to the ground, or even
under it, on tlie root ; an<l care should be taken
to retard the scion previously to grafting it, in

order that the stock may be .somewhat in advance
of it. On the wlnjle, the operation requires to

be performed with the greatest care, because

this is one of the most difficult of all non-resinous

trees to graft successfully. Generally the attempts

j

made to raise it from layers, or by inarching, are

attended with little or no success. In raising

the True Service from seed, the French writers

direct the plants to be kept in pots for one or

two years, and to be put in frames during winter
and not to be planted in their final situation till

Pyrus Sorbua. Flowering brancli, leafless twig, and fruiting brancli ; detached flower,

seed, and section of fruit (natural size).

friction, and require great strength and dura-
bility. In France it is preferred to all other kinds
of wood for making the screws to wine-presses.

J

It is employed for a variety of other purposes in

countries where it can be procureil. In Britain the
wood is almost unknown, though if it were to be
imported it might probably be used as a substitute

for Bo.\.

The fruit when beginning to decay is edible,

but is more freiiuently eaten by the poor than by
the rich. Tliat it is not much esteemed by the
peasants in the parts of France where the tree

abounds is evident from the expressions of " lis

ne mangent que des cormes" being used to desig-

nate persons in the last state of destitution and
misery. A very good cider, or rather perry, is

made from the fruit of the True Service, parti-

cularly in Brittany, wliicli, however, has a most
unpleasant smell. Medicinally, the fruit is very

they are three or four years old. If this is a
necessary precaution in France it must be still

more so in England. When the seeds are sown
in the autumn they come up the following spring.

The fir^t year they do not grow af)ove 3 inches
in heiglit, and at the end of four years they will

not have attained a greater height tliHH 1 foot

;

but in eight or ten years they will probaldy, if

tliey have been carefully treated, be 8 feet or

10 feet high.

Description.—The tree, in foliage and general

appearance, closely resembles the Mountain Ash,
but attiinsa larger size and bears much larger

fruit. It grows with an erect trunk, which ter-

minites in a large pyramidal head. The bark of

the trunk is smooth and grey, like that of the
Mountain Ash, in young trees, and that of the
smaller branches is slightly reddish, but the
bark of the trunk in old trees is rough, scaly

and full of cracks, and its colour is a dark brown.
Tills tree is readily known from the Mountain
Ash in winter by its buds, which are smooth
and green, instead of being downy and black ; in
the beginning of summer by its leaflets being
broader, downy above, and also beneath ; and in
autumn by its Pear or Apple-shaped fruit, which
is four or five times the Hze of that of P. Aucu-
paria, and of a dull greenish brown colour. It is

said to be thirty years before it comes into a
bearing state when it is raised from the seed

;

but, when scions from fruit-bearing trees are
grafted on seedling plants, or on the Mountain
Ash, they come into bearing in a few years, as in
the case of other fruit trees. In France this tree
attains the height of 50 lector 60 feet ; it requires
two centuries before it reaches its full size, and
lives to so great an age, that some specimens of it

are believetl to be upwards of 1000 years old.

Identification.—As in the case of many
other European plants, Pyrus Sorbus has re-
cei\-eil numerous names. Liniu-eus described it

as Sorbus domestica. Sorbus was with him a
distinct genus, but, according to the latest revi-
sion in the "Genera Plantarum," this name is

applied as a sub-genus. Smith, the English
botanist, named it Pyrus domestica, but as an
earlier authority, Ga3rtner, had previously de-
scribed it as Pyrus Sorbus, the latter has prece-
dence. The Linnean name of Sorbus domestica
is still recognised by Continental botanists, Ny-
nian and Koch among others. Among its other
synonyms are the following—Mespilus domestica.
Mains Sorbus, Pirenia Sorbus, Sorbus sativa, and
Corinus domestica, of Spach. Spach's name is

still adhered to on the Continent, particularly in
France, where the popular name of the tree is

Cormier, evidently in close relationship to the
botanical name. The French call the Apple-
.shaped variety La Corme Pommes, and the Pear-
shaped La Corme Poire. Gerard evidently con-
founds the True Service with P. torminaiis ; as
does Phillips, in his " Pomarium Britannicum,"
when he says that the tree is to be met with in
the hedgerows of Kent and the Weald of Susse.x,
as also in other parts of England and in Wales.
A coloured illustration of this tree occurs in
"Sowerby's English Botany" under the name of
Pyrus domestica.

Varieties.—There are several distinct sorts
of the True Seivice, distinguished chiefly by the
shape of their fruits. Three of these, the Pear-
shaped (pyriformis), the Apple-shaped (mali-
foriiiis), and the Egg-shaped (oviformis), have
been known since the days of Pliny. In France,
where probably more attention is paid to the
tree than elsewhere, there are eight varieties.
These Du Breuil describes as the Pink Pear-
shaped, Bed Round, Grey Oblong, the Large
Pink Pear-shaped, Large Red Round, Large Grey
( )blong, the White, and the Brown. Out of these
the Large Red Round is most highly esteemecl.

the wild service tree (pyrus torminalis).

This tree is a true native, though it occurs
sparingly except in a few localities. It is found
in Moods and hedges in the middle and south of
England, but not in Scotland or in Ireland. It
generally grows in strong clayey soils. Miller,
in 1752, .says that "it was formerly very abundant
in Cane Wood, near Hampslead." It is there-
fore a more familiar tive than the True Service.
It is a native of various parts of Europe, from
Germany to the Mediterranean, and of the south
of Russia, and Western Asia, and seems to
flourish in colder regions than its congener, P.
Sorlius. The tree, it is believed, was known tc
the (Greeks, and is the one mentioned by Pliny
as Sirljus torminalis, though this nanie may
possildy have been applied by him to the True
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Service (Sorbus domestica). It is figimul by
Gerard, who, however, says very little of llie tree.

PRorERTiES AND USES.—Tlic wood re.sembles

that of P. Aria, but is without its ]>eculiaily

strung smell. It weighs, when newly cut, Cfj lb.

to tlie cubic foot, and when dried 48 lb. 8 oz.

It is eniploved for all the different purposes to

which tliat of P. Aria is applicable, and is con-

sidered rather preferable as fuel and for charcoal.

For fuel, its value, when compared with that of

the Beech, is as 1'0:38 to 1'540, and for charcoal,

as 1-062 to I'GOO. The fruit is brought to market
both in England and France, and, when in a state

of incipient decay, its taste is somewhat like that

of the Medlar. As an ornamental tree, its large

green buds strongly recommend it in the winter

time, as its fine large-lobed leaves do in the sum-
mer, and its large au'l numerous clusters of lich

brown fruit do in autumn.

Soil and situation.— It will grow in a soil

not poorer, but more tenacious and moist, than

what is suitable for P. Aria, and it requires a

shelteied situation. It .seems mure liable to the

attacks of insects than that species, and does not

thiive so well in the neighbourhood of London.

It is propagati d exactly in the .'ame manner as

P. Aria. There being no varieties, it does not

require to be continued by grafting.

Description'.—This species is more likely to

be cnnfuunded with the common White Beam
Tree (Pyius Aria) and its allies than wi'hthe
True t~ervice, inasmuch as the leaves closely re-

semble those of the Aria section. It grows to

the height of 40 feet or 50 feet, with a large

trunk, spreading at the top into many branches,

and forming a large head. The young livmches

are covered with a purplish bark, inai'ked with

white spots. The leaves, which are on Kmg foot-

stalks, are cut into many acute angles, like those

of some species of Maple. They are nearly

4 inches long and 3 inches Ijroad in the middle,

bright green above, and slightly woolly under-

neath. The flowers are produeed in large bunches

at the end of the branches ; and they are succeeded

by roundish compressed fruit, n(/t unlike conimun

Haws, but larger, and of a brown colour when
ripe. The tree is of slow growth, and in this

]-espect, and mo-t others, it resembles P. Aria,

but it is less hardy.

Identification.—The synonymy of this species

is even more intricaie than that of P. Surbus.

The Linnean name is Cratjegus torndnalis.

Orantz named it Sorbus torminalis, a name still

adhered to in the recent works of such eminent
botanists as Boi.ssier and Nynian. Pyrus tormi-

nalis was the name given by Elirhart, and this is

now generally adojited. This species was the

type of the genus Torminaria, but; as this is not

nuw recognised, all the species originally placed

in it are now referred to the sub-genus Sorbus.

Among the other principal synonyms under

which this species may be found in gardens,

books, and catalogues are Azarolus torminalis,

Torminaria vulgaris, T. Chisi, Mespilus turmi-

nalis, Pirenia torminalis, Sorbus Tommasini, anil

S. glaberrinia. A coloured illustration of it may
be found in Sowerby's ''English Botany" under

the name of Pyrus torminalis. The only variety

described of this species is pinnatifida, descrilied

in Boissier's " Flora Orientali.s," but is not in

cultivation. This variety has the lobes of the

leaves more acute, and its fruits are oval-oljlong

in shape. Lavallee mentions a variety pubescens

in his catalogue, but gives no authority fur the

name.

The Swiss Stone Pine (Pinus Cembra).—One
of the must ornaiuental Conifers during its earlier

stages of growth—that is to say, when from 2 feet to

20 feet high—is the Swiss Stone Pine, and, from the

limited spread of its branches and slow growth, it is

eminently fitted fur planting where a subject th.at

will nut snun uutgruw its buunds is desired. This
Fir, when yuung, assumes the shape of an elongated
pyramid, while from the number of its branches and
persistent (;haracter uf the fuliage it is very dense
and somewhat furriial in habit. The foliage is tif a
rather light glaucous green, vahiable as a ccmtrast
frum some uf the deeper hued Conifera?. Thuugh
the timlier is said tu be viry valuable, it is of tuo

sh/W a growth to be planted to any extent for this

purpose; but as an urnamental tree it takes high
rank, and pussesses the great merit of thriving well
in culd aud exposed positions where many uf the
m(.ire delicate kinds would perish. There is a dwarf
variety uf the above, but it is mostly of a stimted
character and mure curious than handsome. 'i'he

Swiss Stune I'ine belungs to the live-leaved sectiun
;

that i-", with the haves in clusters of five, and in the
same class are included the huge cuned, but tender,

P. ayacahuite, the Bhutan P. excelsa (from its large

irregularly spreading branches contrasting markedly
with P. (. embra), and the Weymuuth fine, ur the
white Pine of the United States (P. Strobus), which
is so much valued fur its timber, and is alsu highly
ornamental. P. koraiensis, munticola, flexilis, and
Lambertiana all belung tu this section, as well as

several uf the tender Mexican speci-s.

—

Alpha.

CONIFERS IN RELATION TO THE ECO-
NOMICAL KEEPING OF GARDENS.

"E. B.'s" ingenious argument on this subject

carries us a little too far. In planting, few or
none would stop to inquire what trees would cost

the least to keejj clean or tidy beneath them, but
rather which would yield the largest aud (piickest

returns in timber, beauty, shelter, or landscape

elfect. In these days of general depression, while
the luxury of gardening is among the first to be
curtailed, new, and perhaps sounder, ideas of

keeping are likely to be forced upon those respon-

sible for the maintenance of the order and clean-

liness of garden-'. It may hardly be too much
to expect that the incessant raids made upon
dead leaves will be less liequent, if they do not
altogether cease ; they are altogether different

I'liiiu weeds in beds or Moss on walks. 'J'liere is

nothing diity ur absolutely objectionable in dead
and dying leaves. Childien in their walks will,

if permitted, forsake the clean-swept walks and
lawns and scamper with a new delight through
the crisp, crackling layers of leaves. Why should
not their elders do likewise, more or less, fioin

October to December? There is much beauty of tint

in the leaves and pleasure in running through or

walking over them. Neither is there any cultural

objection to their presence, but the contrary,

unless where they lie tuo thickly on the Grass
lawn, in which case, if left, too long, they will

weaken or kill the Grass. But there is no reason

why they shoulil be left too lung. Once a week
or so the bulk might be raked up, and where
pleasure gnninds are extensive, a general and
thorough sweep up may be given at the close of

the season of falling leaves.

During the long period of rural prosperity,

wdien capital was abundant and labour plentiful,

one of the most grievous losses of both, to little

good purpose, was that seen every day in many
large gaidens throughout the country. One,
two, ten, a dozen or a score of men with brooms
and barrows scoured walks and lawns every
morning to clean up every leaf that hail fallen.

Often before the occupants or visitors had time
to visit the grounds the Grass and walks were
almost as thickly strewn with leaves as before.

AVhat was a venial- lault of management then be-

comes a vital one now. Practical horticulture is

now, through lack of capital and increase of labour

ill horticultural milnery, too .severely handicapped,
without rendering it altogether impossible to

indulge in a daily crusade after dead leaves,

which is far worse than a wild goose chase. In
the name of common sense, why not let them lie

for a week or a month and concentrate our all too

scanty forces on the more important matters of

prolitable jiroduction and improved methods of

cultivation I It is high time to write and speak
out plainly on these matters when a writer in The
Garden goes the length of condemning decidu-

ous trees because of the litter of their falling

leaves. Almost as well recommend the abolition

of wheat growing because of the chatf surround-
ing the grain.

No ; let ns decide the relative merits of
deeiiiuotis and coniferous trees on such grounds
as I have already stated without any reference

til the labour that may be expended in clearing

ihem of their own litter. Even the labour is

nut all on the .side of the deciduous trees, for

some of the Pines, and such an Evergreen as the
Oak, make almost as much or even more litter

at far le.ss convenient seasons than that of the
deciduous trees. I quite agiee with your corre-

spondents who condemn the excessive use of
Conifers. Not a few of our good gardens have
been compared to cemeteries through the u.se of

the-^e
; and as for avenues, scarcely any of our

Conifers seem capable of forming effective ones.

Probably some of the finest examjiles may he
seen in the beautiful grounds of the Earl of Stair

at Castle Kenned}', in Scotland, and at Elvastou
Castle. At the latter place, Mr. Barron, of the
Borrowash Nurseries, devoted many of the best

years of his life to the develupment of the land-
sc.ipe capabilities of Conifers ; and at Castle
Kennedy Mr. Fowler has done likewise. Strik-

ingly novel and beautiful as are the results at

bolh pi ices, ]irobabl}' both these able men will

allow that each of these magnificent places would
have been none the worse with a few more
ileciduous tiees.

Whereas the majority of islantations of them
throughout the country may be defined as mostly
failures, possibly the Cedar of Lebanon and some
of the finer Spruces, such as Abies Douglasi and
the Silver Fir, would make grand avenues. But
I have not seen any ; whereas the various at-

tempts at avenueising Wellingtoui.is and Arau-
carias are unhappy-looking abortions. Coniferous
trees, however stalely and tall, lack the knack of
fiirming any sort of arch, either pointed or other-
wise. Cedars of Lebanon may interlace their
liinlis and lorm grand covered wats of imposing
timber and uiubiageous grandeur, but the pointed
forms of most couiierous trees forbid the bands
between them and ihe formation of eHVciive
avenues.

Striking lines of sombre or gay grandeur di-

verging into mere points in the far distance can
readily be formed with not a few of our Conifers,

but these must ever present violent contrasts to

our magnificent avenues of Plane, Lime, Beech,
Oak, Sweet or Horse Chestnut, or other deciduous
trees. Among the latter and for avenues of small
dimensions there are few trees better adapted
than the White or Paper Birch, though it is

seldom used for this purpose, and some of the
Poplars.

Deciduous trees, too, ate not only more beau-
tiful, but more profitable, if we except the Scotch
Pine and the Larch, where these two do well.

In judging of the beauty and profit of tree.", two
points must have special attention. As a rule, I

would be prepared to contend that deciduous
trees are more beautiful than Coniferai in virtue

of their complete leaf shedding. There is an
endless variety of colour and form and play of

light and shade in the landscape formed chiefly

of deciduous trees that is almost wholly lacking
in those in which Conifers chiefly prevail. lu
winter, when most light is needed, Conifers are
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in their densest form, and throw the deepest

shadows where none are needed. On the con-

trary, the bare boughs of deciduous trees, which

artists not seldom consider more beautiful than

when clotlied with foliage, offer scarcely any

obstruction to our scanty supplies of light in

winter.

Those conversant with the timber trade know
well the ditfcrence in price between deciduous

and the majority of our coniferous trees. And
after all, this, and not the difference in the

trouble and expense of removing the falling

leaves, which may as well be left where they

fall, should be the main consideration with in-

tending planters. But as one more interested in

preserving the cheerful character of our English

landscapes than in making the most money out

of the timber grown to form the same, I would

utter a final protest against converting our Eng-

lish gardens and pleasure grounds into miniature

Black Forests, as absurd as they are profitless, by
the indi-criminate and wholesale planting of

Conifers. D. T. F.

XOTES OX SUMACHS.
O.VE prominent feature of the Sumachs (Rhus) is the

rich hue the foliage attains in autumn, although that

does not constitute their only beauty, for the large

pinnate leaves of some and their striking inflorescence

stamp them as well worthy the attention of planters.

Added to this, they do better than many subjects on

hot sandj' soils, though they prefer a good, deep, well

drained loam.

R. CoTiN'cs, the Venetian Sumach, is a loose

-

growing shrub with simple leave=, that are retained

till late in the season, and then die off a rich reddish

yellow colour. Its most attractive stage is when the

plant is crowned with its dense, wig-like masses of

inflorescence, so unlike any other shrub, and borne, ton,

at a time when most f^hrubs are over,, for it is in that

stage during; the latter part of the summer. This

Khus is an old inhabit iiit of our gardens, having been
introduced more than two centuries aLro, and tine

specimens niay be occasonally met with i<i old-

fashioned places.

K. TTPHI-VA (the Stag's-horn Sumach) is totally

different in character from the last, foiming, as it

does, quite a tree in habit, though the dimensions are

only that of a good sized shrub. It is generall}- seen

with a clear stem and a head of br.inches few in

number, but furnished with large, pinnate le:ives, that

be r a very distinct sub tropical appearance. It

flowers during the summer months, and is then very

attractive, for the blossom's are borne in the shape

of dense, crowded velvcty-like spikes of a crimson
colour, anil being produced on the points of the

shoots, stand out conspiiruous from' the clusters of

firge, pinnate leaves. The male blossoms are not

nearly so showy as the female, bein.c more of a
greenish tinge, The a\xtumn tints of the Khus are

very bright.

R. GL.\BR.\ is less in size than the List, but
forms a handsome bush on lo v tree, especi illy

striking from a foliage point of view, by rea-on of

the bright shining green of its large pinnate leaves.

The flowers are less crowded than in rhe preceding
kind, but, like it, the female blos^^oms, which are

borne on separate p'ants, are more showy than the

male, these latter being of a greenirsh tint, while the
females, are bright crimson in col.iur. 'I he cut-

leaved variety of this Khris, known a** R. glabra
laciniata, in which the leaflets are again divided is

of recent orii;in, and has become very popular within
the last few years. It is seen to the greatest

advantage when about 2 feet high and confined to a
single stem, in which condition it will vie for grace
and elegance with many of the tropical fine-foliaged

plants.

R. VEXEN'.VTA, the Poison Sumach of the United
States, is in no ways so ornamental as any of the

precedim;, except in the autumn when the leaves die

off a bright scirlet in colour. This species has the

reputation of being extremely poisonous in common
with a climbing kind, also North American (R

radicans), whose most prominent feature is also its

autumnal display.

R. succEPANEA, a species from Japan, should

become a popular shrub when better known, for I

presume it is hardy, though the last three winters

(which it has stood outside) have not put tne question

uf hardiness to any severe test. It appears to lie a

siuallish-growing kin I, of an upright, sparely branch-

ing habit, with pinnate leaves that die off a brilliant

scarlet colour, and remain in this stage a consider-

able time. It is well worth growing for the decora-

tion of the greenhouse or conservatory, as with the

amount of protection therein the leaves will remain

on nearly throughout the winter, and at a little

distance the vivid hue of the leaves is fudy as con-

spicuous as a mass of bright coloured blossoms.

All the kinds of Rhus lend themselves readily to

increase by means of root cuttings; indeed, it ii the

method generally followed for their propagation.

All that is necessary is to cut up the roots into pieces

from 3 inches to 5 inches long, and dibble tbem into

pots of light sandy sod. keeping the upper part of

the cutting just below the surface of the soil. If in

quantity, a bed may be prepared in a frame for their

reception, as they require a certain amount of protec-

tion ; indeed, if put m during the winter a little he.at

in spring is advantageous. The soil will -need to be

kept somewhat moist, but care must be taken that it

does not get too damp, as, tdl growth commences, an

excess of moisture, even slight, will cause the cuttings

to rot. A.

THE CHINESE FIR.

(CUNNISGHAMIA SINENSIS.)

Althocgh of too tender a constitution for the

climate of Britain generally, still in certain

favoured localities, more particularly within the

influence of the sea, this tree does fairly well and

forms a handsome specimen, which, for distinct

appearance and beauty of foliage, has certainly

few equals amongst hardy Conifers. It is ;i

medium-sized evergreen liee of fioni 30 feet to

50 feet in height in its native country, with

ratlur tortuous, horizontally-arranged branches,

lioth these and the stems being covered with

rather smooth, dark brown bark, as in a young

Sequoia. The leaves are various in colour, the

oldest being brownish green, while those pro-

duced during the past four or five years are of all

shades, from dark green to the lightest and freshest

of pea green, with two distinct silvery lines

above, and two rather indistinct lighter coloured

bands on each side of the prominent midrib

beneath. They are li inches lonir, lance-shaped,

and almost imperceptibly serrated on the edges.

The cones, which are produced abundantly at

Penrhyn, are terminal, sub-erect, 1 J inches to

U inches in length, and usually borne singly, or

about three on each br.inchlet. They are lormed

of about thirty-six imbricated, persistent scale;,

with three seeds beneath each, the whole cone

thus containing fully 100 seeds. A peculiarity

of the cones of this tree, and which Sir Joseph

Hooker tells me is not uncommon in Spruces, is

that, alter being fully formed, the axis continues

to elongate, and produces leaves which are in

no way different from the ordinary foliage.

Stranger still, but this has not been noticed in

any other Conifer, at least that I am aware of,

the elongated portion throws out buds and pro-

duces twigs in the usual manner, the cone

gradually disappearing when, after the third

year, no trace of it can be detected and the

ijranch has lengthened to perhaps 6 inches or

8 inches. A somewhat similar elongation of the

axis in the cones of Cryptomena japonica has

frequently come under my notice, but in all cases

the abnormal growth dies off during the same or

following season. All the cones in Cunning-

hamia do not behave as above described, but

the majority do. As an ornamental tree of very

distinct; appearance the Cimntnghamia should

find a well-chosen spot in every collection

throughout the country, for although somewhat
tender in a few unfavourable districts, more
particularly where soil and situation have not

been attended to at time of planting, yet in many
places it luis stood unharmed through our most
.severe winters, and that when even .«ome of our
so-calleil hardy Conifers were badly cut up and
iseered. In the south of England it does well

in .several collections, while in Irelind I have
seen some fine healthy trees, notably on an
e-tate near the shores of Lough Xeagh, in Ulster,

and where it attained to a goodly size with the
brightest and most luxuriant of foliage, one
specimen in particular growing in an old dis-

used churchyard, and which was well sheltered

by surrounding trees, looking the very picture

of health and happiness. The soil was light,

but rich, and had been well prepared and
thoroughly loosened ]irevious to the tree's inser-

tion—not, as is too often the case now and to

which uuuiy failures with choice subjects may
be attributed, a hole dug and the plant inserted,

as if at random, either to live or die. Here,
at Penrhyn Castle, a noble speci'uen ornaments
the north-western corner of the flower garden,

and which, owing to the extra attention it has
received from the gardener, with whom it is a
particular favourite, has developed into a large,

well-branched tree of fully 45 feet in height
(this is the average height it attains to in Chiiui),

with a clear, straight bole, measuring, at 3 feet

and 5 feet from the ground, 4 feet and 3 feet

10 inches respectively, with a spread of branches
covering a diameter of 24 feet. (Si.x years ago
this tree was 3 feet 7 inches, at a yard up,

with a .spread of 18 feet). Unfortunately for the

tree's appearance, the too pressing attentions of

a large Sycamore beyond the garden wall ha I

considerably marred one side of the tree's top;

but it has been removed, and the scar ia year
by year becoming less and less visible. The
soil in which this tree is growing is a fair

quality of loam, that has oft-times been enriched
by timely top-dressings, the ground beneath it

being planted with the Torch Lilv (I'ritoma

Uvaria), and which, when in flower, offers a pecu-
liar, but pleasing, contrast to the undulating
brauchesofsea-green of the Cunninghamia. Cones
are produced plentifully by the tree in questimi,

but, owing to the absence of male flower.s, thj
.seeds are valueless for propagating purposes.

The stem is clean and fluted and quite destitute

of pins, as are also the branches, e-Mcepting the
last four or five years' growths, these latter being
thickly be.-et with the sharp-pointed leaves. As
is the case in Sequoia sempervirens, and one or

two other Conifers, suckers are thrown U|) Irom
the base of the stem, which, however, it is well

to remove, as they are both imsrghtly and
injurious to the tree. Being, in this country,

usually propagated from cuttings, some little

care and attention is necessary to make it form a
leading shoot and a-sume the habit of a tree, but
the usual remedies practised in all nurseries

for such will be found quite equal to the

occasion. In no other Conifer with which I am
acquainted is there so diverse an appearance of

loliage, the pleasant light green of the younger
trees offering such a wide and rich contrjtst to

thiit of the ohler foliage.

The Cunninghamia to appear in perfection

must have ample room allowed it for the ]ieifect

development nt'its foliage, crowding or confining

in any way being prejudicial to its welfare.

Xeighbiuring trees, if at a respectable distance,

are, liowever, rather beneficial than otherwise,

more particularly in cold, exposed situations. As
regards aspect, a northern or north-eastern is,

perhaps, preferable to any other ; at least, in such
situations it has generally being found to do best
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in this country. Sandy loam, neither too dry nor

too wet, witli a free admixture of decayed vegetable

matter, will suit it as regards soil, l)ut as regards

choice of this it is not so particular as generally

considered, for I have seen it thriving well on

Orchids.

THE MOCASSON FLOWEE.
(CTPRIPEDIUM SPECTABILE.)

that of a peaty texture, on gravel, "and stiff I It is a difficult matter in some gardens to find

rather clayey loam. ' suitable spots for this and similar plants that

The timber produced here is clean and firm, i
need treatment different from that of the ordinary

of a desirable mahogany colour, and takes a i

run of hardy flowers. On the other hand, there

good polish ; but as the specimens were rather are gardens in which one may grow such things

imn-.ature these qualities would, no doubt, be as the hardy Cypripeds, the Trilliums, Mertensias,

kept tolerably moist by the stones, and under
these the roots will travel for dampness and
coolness. Now that Cyprijiedium spectabile is

being largely imported and sold cheaply, these

hints may be uselul. W. G.

much enhanced in full-grown and well-ripened

wood. A. D. W.
and others in any position, in sun or shade, and
on high and low ground. It is a question of soil

and locality, and one can only find out by experi-

ence what hardy plants are peculiarly adapted
for certain gardens. The annexed engraving
represents a tult of the Mocasson flower perched
upon what appears to be a high rocky bank, just

such a spot as one would suppose this plant

would not grow in. But could a finer example

: brevitolia, bestowed by th.at ^^ found to prove the error of such a supposition ?

be the standard one, and that -In this case there must be something m the soil

' Taxus adpressa.—" G. G. M." does good work,

and certainly deserves the thanks of all arboricid-

tiirists for bringing to light the origin of this very

distinct as well as interesting member of the Yew
family, and if the information he gives be correct and
substantiated by Messrs. Dickson, of the Newton
Nurseries, the name
firm, should in future — ,

, , ,-,•<• ,, , -,
,

of adpressa, given by the pirate, at once disc-arded. or locality which is favourable for the growth

XTnfortunately, however, there is a brevifolia said to of hardy Cypripediums. The plant represented

have been introduced by Mr. Lobb in 1854 (but dis- was photographed last season by Mr. Bashford
covered nearly tliirty years before

that time by Douglas), but here again

Messrs. Dickson have priority of right

of name, for their plant was in circu-

lation under the same name (brevi-

f.ilia) nearly twenty years before

Messrs. Veitch's introduction w.as of-

fered for sale in this country. This

latter firm also tell us that a " degree

of probability is attached to the sup-

position of its having originated in a

once famous nursery in North-east

London," but how it got there is not

stated, and was, in .ill probahilitj',

not known to them when publishing
" A Manual of Coniferae." Now, how-
ever, that Messrs. Dickson's rights

have been asserted and the origin of

the plant established beyond doubt,

subsequent writers on Coniferse would
do well to make a note of the article

of " G. G. M." for correction of nomen-
clature. As to whether T. adpressa

Btricta (not striata, as rendered by a

printer's error) be a seedling or sport

fixed by grafting will, in all probability,

never be known, unless some of the

employes of the late Mr. Standish, in

whose nursery it originated, care to

give us its history, which must be well

known to more than one individuah

The chpnces are it was a graft. It is

well also that " G. G. M." has cor-

rected the mistake into which Gordon
in his "Pinetum" and subsequent

writers have fallen of describing T. adpressa as a in Mr. Charles Jenner's garden at Portobello, and
mere bush, for I can quite substantiate, by specimens

! no doubt this cool breezy spot on the east coast
here, the size it is stated to attain in the Newton of Scotland favours the growth of the plant.
Nurseries. Coses of confused nomenclature are,

; jhe common recine !?iven for trrowins? the hardv

The Mocasson flower (Cyprlpedium spectabile) in a rock garden.

unfoi tunately, but too common in the t'oniferae line,

which, as well as altering standard names, requires,

in the first instance, correction, and in the second

the practice to be publicly denounced.—A. D.
Wkester, Pcnrhyn Castle, North Wa'es.

SHORT h'OTES.—TIiEES AND SHRUBS.

Viburnum Sieboldi.- This evergreen shrub has large
glos&y leaves iibout B inches lonp:. I saw it gro-wing in oue of

tiiei-1-opugatiiighouseaat the Pilrig Park Nursery, Kilinbnrgh;
but very likely it may be hardy in warmer juirta vi ihe
country. If ^o, it \\ould no doubt be well worth growing.

—

C. M, I).

The common recipe given for growing the hardy
Cypripeds is "a moist, peaty soil or bog in a
sheltered and shady .situation." The present

instance illustrates an exception to the rule, for,

judging by the picture, the spot must be the

reverse of bogg}'. As we said before, theie can
be no hard and fast line in dealing with o])en-air

plants, whether they be herbaceous or trees, and
it is by bringing before our readers such examples
as these that we hope to induce people to get

out of the groove of following implicitly what
should onlj' be legarded as a general rule to be
disregarded under peculiar circumstances. In
the northern parts of the country, no doubt peat

and moisture-loving plants may be grown well
high positions, but in Ih

Cor per Beeches and aphides. — In reply to
"D.T !•.' (p, 105) all..w me to f^ay that during the two years I in rock gardens in —-(-,— ,

I had charge of the gardens at Ashwelthoi-jie Hall the Cop- „f,„tl, n-hprp wp nrp ar\t \(\ luWcr «n niucb frnni
yer Beeeh htdge thire wa.s iierfectly free from aphides, and

I

SOUlll, fl Uere W e are apt tO sutler SO mucn liom
from its hiafthy appearauce 1 should think that aphides

;

a protracted season OI drought, a low, nioist
never attacked it. We have some very fine Copper Beeches in spot for these plants is essential. It should be
the iileasure grounds here and in the park, and in spring _ i 1**111, ** ii
they have a grand appearance, and are never troubled wiili remembered, too, that when you pUt it on a bank
aphides.—T. B, FjelI), Stanliy Hall, Jirklgnorth. and SUITOUud it by good sized stolies the spot is

ZYGOPETALUMS AND THEIR CULTURE.
The late Dr. Mackay, of Dublin, is said to have
been the first to flower the Zygopetalum after it

had been imported from Brazil. It flowered in

February, 1827, and Dr. Mackay sent the spike

to Dr. Hooker, who was at that time professor of

botany in the University of Glasgow. It was
named by Dr. Hooker Z. Mackayi, and was
figured in the Botanical Magazine, t. 2748. This

species is easily grown, and is really a handsome
plant, and valuable for decorative purposes,

flowering as it does during the winter months.
It requires plenty of pot room and grows best

in a pot planted in turfy peat, with plenty of

drainage. It requires repotting once a year, and
may be placed in an ordinary stove. I have
seen it in good condition at some of the Chrj'san-

themum exhibitions in November.
This genus of Orchids is one of

the easiest to hybridise. Mr. Cook-
son, Wylam-on-Tyne, told me that

he had seedling Zygopetaluras

growing freely self-sown in the

clinkers with which the stages in

one of his houses are covered. He
pricks them out in boxes, in which
they grow as freely as Verbena cut-

tings. They ought to be pricked

out in sandy peat well drained. I

like some broken potsherds and
bits of charcoal to be mixed with
the potting soil.

The next species to flower in

England was Z. rostratum, a very
distinct species sent from Deme-
rara to the Liverjiool Botanic Gar-
den, where it flowered in October,

1827. It is figured in the Botanical

Mafiazine, t. 2819. Mr. B. S.

Williams states that it is well

adapted for exhibition purposes
when well grown, but we seldom
see it exhibited now, although it

is a striking plant. Its flowers

measure 6 inches across from the
tip of the sepals to the front of

the lip. They are produced two
together, and come along with the
young growths. The most strik-

ing part of the flower is the pure white lip ; the
dingy green sepals and petals are not striking.

It grows well in a pot in peat and Sphagnum at

the warm end of the Cattleya house. Z. maxil-
lare (the Tree Fern Zygopetalum) is as well
known as it is beautiful. This was discovered
also growing on the steins of Tree Ferns in
the Organ Mountains by Mr. Gardner, who sent

it to the Glasgow Botanic Garden, where it

!
flowered in a stove in June, 1838. It will grow
freely on a piece of Tree Fern stem, with its base

I
placed amongst crocks in a pot. It is also grown

I

on rafts. Another very handsome winter-flower-

ing species is Z. criiiitum, described with others
by Lindley in the Botanical Register for 1844.

It had also been described by Count Hofl'mannseg
as Z. pubescens. Even at that time several dis-

tinct varieties -were described with pink-blue and
almost colourless veins on the lip. Z. inter-

medium is also a very desirable species to grow;
it was considered by Lindley to be the finest of

the genus, and was also described by Hoff-
mannseg as Z. velutinum. It is allied to Z.

Mackayi,and requires the samecultural treatment.
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Z. Gautieri is a luucli more reoeut introduction,

cancl is a very beautiful species. It is well

ti,f,'ure(l in the '"Orchid Album" (pi. 28, vol i.).

Zy^opetaluuis are easUy produced from seeds,

;md as the seedlings vary considerably, specitic

names oui;htnot to be multiplied without careful

consideration. This species does not vary much
fiom Z. maxillare. Of this anyone can satisfy

them.'^elves by comparinr; the plate of Z. maxillare

in l',iitiinii-al Maijir.ine, t. 3(i.S6, with Z. Gautieri.

The llowcrs are jiroduced along with the young
1,'rowths. It srows freely umler pot culture in

the Cattleya hou.se. There are two Enj;lish-raised

hybriils which well deserve attention, viz., Z.

Clayi, so named in honour of its iviiser, (\d.

Clay, of Birkenhead, who flowered it for the fir.st

time in 1877, and obtiiued a certificate of the

second class for it in May of that year from the

Uiiyal Horticultural Society. It is a cross between
Z. crinitum ami Z. maxillare, and as usual

partakes of the character of both parents. The
varieties are not all alike, and when well thrown

the tlower.s have a strikint; appearance. The lip

is rich purplish blue ; the sepals and petals

1,'reenish, but nearly covered with large brown
blotches. Z. Sedeni, the result of crossing

Z. nuixillare with Z. Mackayi, is the secoml

hybrid, and the floral committee awaided it a
tir.st-cla.ss certiticale, and it al.so obtained a

similar mark of distinction from the Royal
Botanic Society. Its lip is of a rich full blue

colour, and it is of vigorous habit and ii-ee flower-

ing. Thi.---, like most other Zygopetalums, is

best grown in jieat, Sphagnum, and potsherds.

In raising Orchids from seeds hegiuners (ire

leconunended U> practise first on Zygopetalums.
J. Douglas.

Odontog-lossum Jenningsianum.—This be-

longs to wliat niay be called tlie Andersonianum
group of hytjiid varieties, among which it is one «if

tile most renjarkal>le. The sejjals and jietals are

bniadei- than usual, and are long and pointed and
slightly twisted ; they are white and heavily blotehcit

and p]>otted witli eliestnut-re'J. Tlie lip is lunger than
in typical Andersoniannin, and is also deeply l)l'>tched.

It is diflionlt to intelligilily describe the difference.s

between these hybrids—they must be seen. O. Jeii-

ningsianiuii is now tlowering beautifully in ^Ir. Vau-
ner's collection at Camden Wood, Chisleburst.

Oncidium Brunleesianum. — This rare and
beautiful species which, wdien shown last year at

South Kensington, captivated everyone by its dis-

tinctness, is again in full flower in IVfr. R. B. Lemon's
garden, Moat Lndge, Avenue Itoad, Eeckenhaui. It

is one of the small-flowered grouiJ, having a spreading:

branched spike of blossoms of a deep yellow with
dark centres. It flowered last October, so that it ap-

pears to have no definite annual flowering season.

There are so many yellow-flowered kinds of Oncidium
that an amateur may be doubtful about this one, it

is so dilfereut from the rest that it should be got

whenever an opportunity offers.

Coloured Primroses. — These now in flower

under glass are exceedingly beautiful and interesting,

reminding one f>f spring. They are of all shades of

colour, and as they can be had in bloom as early as

January with very little trouble, they well repay ac-

conunodation under glass. IJean's strain is the one
which we like best ; the plants are dwarf and com-
jiact in habit, and bloom profusely. In spring beds
out of doors too, on the margins of shrubberies, and
on the rockery they are most useful planted here and
there in patche-i of say a dozen together. In order to

have tliem in bloom in January under glass it is

necessary to sow seeds of them early in June in a
cold frame under a north wall. In such a ]»ositiou

the seeds germinate freely, and when the young plants

are large enough to handle, prick them out in sandy
soil liberally enriched with leaf mould ; keep the
frame over them until they begin to grow freely, when
the lights may be dispensed with. In hot weather
water them freely, and when sufficiently large, pot

them into whatever sized pots may seem necessary

—4^-inch ones answer well ; x'eturn them to the frame
till established, and winter them in a cool greenhouse.

—E. MOLYNEUX.

Garden in the House.

HARDY FLOWERS FOR CUTTING.
Foil the ju'oduction of cut flowers hardy jdants

occupy a prominent, if nut a chief, place, and with
an average collection there is no season of the

year wdien llowers cannot be gathered. To begin

with, in January there are the remains of the

Christmas Ro.ses and Sternbergia lutea ; the last

named lasts a long time in water, and the llowers

loid< bright and cheerful nestling amid Fern
fronds or any other feathery-green leaves. The
winter Aconite is not without its merits for cut-

ting when llowers are scarce. Place the stalks in

damji Moss, thinly, anil then drop in a frond lU'

two of the hardy Maiilen-hair Fern, Adiantuin
Capillus-veneris. The Primrose i'audly v'elds an
immense sujiply of beautiful flowers from January
to April. Tin; large-Howered Daisies are rather

pretty clustering amcjug bright green leaves iu

small glasses either for the drawing-room or the

dinner table. The Violets are ever present with
us in .some of their numerous varieties from early

autumn till late in spring. All the varieties cd'

the hardy Uu.ssian species will flower all winter
in the open air in open weather if jiroperly pre-

pared and transplanted annually. The varieties

of Aneumne coronaria, though lacking peifume,

are among the most beautiful of winter lloweis

for the room, and they can be had in much
variety fi'om seeds; and seeds sown on a well

prepareil bed in .sjiring will make lloweriiig ]ilants

next winter. Sow in March, cover very lightly,

I'ub the seeds in sand to separate them before

sowing. Sow thinly, ami then they will not need
transplmting. The alpine Auriculas are very

sweet for small vases ; they are also easily raised

li'oin seeds. They look well in small pots, as d(j

also all the Primrose family. They all love

shade in summer. Whea grown in large 3-inch

pots, a group of them packed in Moss, with the

plants full of their sweet May-coloured llowers, is

a very attractive feature in the drawing-room.
The jdants may be turned out of the pots and
packed in !Moss in a flat dish or tray. The
Snowdrops are a host in themselves, and then
come the very large i'amily of Narcissus, or

Dalfodils. If we are looking back among the

pleasant scenes of the ])ast, wdiich are hidden
away in the memory, it is not the grand cmiser-

vatory >ve think of, or the magnificent Orchids
that the mind loves to linger over. No ; it is that

old orchard full of Dalhidil.s, clu,stering under the

A]i[de trees and in the hedges, or that old-

lashioned garden so full of Snowdrops, and
where the scent cd' Violets, white Pinks, Musk,
and Mignonette fills the air in their respective

seasons.

With the summer came many things suitable

for cutting—the Colundjines, all the Diauthus
hunily, the Carnation, Picotee, Pink, and Sweet
William, the CanterburyBells, Delphiniums, Pyre-
thrums, single and double, and Roses in endless

variety. In sjiecial situations P;eonies and Poppies
are useful ; vvhere show rather than sweetness is

tlemanded, they are excellent. For large vases in

the c(3rridor or hall they are valuable. All the

Iris family are excellent for cutting ; they are not
so lasting as many things, but fresh Howei's are

opening daily, and the elfect is gorgeous. Ever-
lasting Peas, though not so nice as Sweet Peas,

yet they are veiy showy. How beautiful the
old white Lilium candidum is in very large, tall

glasses or vases. All the Spii'a;as and the peren-

nial Sunflowers lU'e good for cutting. The

Phloxes arc bright and showy, but do not last so
long as a good cutting (lower should. The same
nuiy be said (jf the Pentstenions and Veronicas,
but the Rudbeckias and the Asters or Starwurts
are very valuable in aututniu ' The Japanese
Anemones, thciUgh gooil for cutting, are hardly »

lasting enough. Foxgloves, thdvigh not generally , I

used in a cut state, associate wt^i with the Pop- /
pies and other things for large bold groups.

In looking back over what I h ive written I

find I have only just touched the fringe or border
(if the subject. There are vast luunbers of planls
among the hardy border flowers suitable for

tilling a vase or working into a boiupiet. And
then in the summer and autumn the hardy
annuals alone will yield an immense sujiply

more beautifid and elegant than the majoiity of

the hothouse llower.s. But one of the great ad-
vantages of hardy llowers for cutting is their

length of stalk. The summer flowering exotics

are for the nujst part dunipy and dwarf if we
except the Dahlia, but from the hardy things, or

at least numy of them, large spikes and racemes
may be cut without the feeling that we may
be iidlicting iniury on the plants. The Grasses
are iudispensaljle in any arrangement of cut
llnwers ; they impart a lightness and grace
that cannot be obtained from any other plants.

The annual Grasses are some of them, such as

Agrostis nebulosa, Briza compacta, Bronius biizie-

formis, Eragrostis elegans, Lagurus ovatus, Pen-
nisetuni hmgistylum, and Ilordeum jubatuni,
very useful and easily cultivated.

E. Hobday.

Endurance of cut flowers.— At the end (pf

an interesliug paper on this subject in last week's
Gauoe.v Mr. Docker kindly calls attention (and he
naist accept my thanks for doing so) tn an error

committed by me a week or two back. In reply to

Mr. Woodall and "Lex," I wrote intending to speak
of a plan for freshening up " Lenten Rnse.s. " I care-

lessly wrote " Iient Lilies." Now, few plants are
better able to hold up their heads than Dalfodils, ami
the siiggestiiju of any .sjiecial treatment was a work
of superarogation ; but Hellebures, all except the
nigers, which are of exceptionally t.aigli texture
and sturdy habit, are very liable to droop in water —
in f.act they faint—and I treat them as I sin add a
fainting person, laying them flat, but applying I he
water to the feet instead of to the head. Has Mr.
Docker ever tried Allium Moly? He will find it ti

remain fresh and inoffensive for weeks, even without
water, and for water treatment wdiat can surpjiss the
wild Forget-me-not, or sprays of the pretty little

wild Conviilvubis arvensis, which opens its flower
bnils diiy by day in succession.—T. H. AlieUEU-HiNU,

PERPETUAL OR TREE CARNATIONS.
In the Recuc Horlicoleo{ 1st February there appeared
a very remarkable article on the present state of

perpetual Carnations and the progress obtained in

regard to them. But what must have astonished
many is the question put by the writer, " Where
and how commenced their culture ? W ho was the
first horticulturist who undertook it'? " This induces
me to give again their history, which I related ten
years ago in the journal of our horticultural society.

The ]ierpetnal C o-nations originated at Lyons. It was
M. Dalmais, gardener to M. Laccne, a celebrated
horticulturist, and tlie founder of our first horticul-

tural society, wlio raised, forty-six years ago, the first

really perpetual blooming Carnation. He sent it out
in 1S44 under the n.ame of Atim ; it resulted from
ero.ssiiig (Edict de Malion or de St. Martin, chosen
because it usually bloomed about the middle of

November, aud (Eillet Bichon. This first gain he
fertilised with the Flemish Carnation, and by about
IStti he had obtained a great number of varieties of

perpetual Carnations of various colours. M. Schniitt,

another distinguished horticulturist of Lyons, followed
Ids exi\mple, and obtained several fine varieties, like
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Arc en Ciel and Etoile Polairc, cultivated a few years

ago, but now lost, having been superstded by finer

sorts. About 1850 a disease destroyed M. Sclnnitt's

collection, which discouraged him so much, that he

gave up their culture. M. Alphonse Ak'gatifere,

however, undertook it, and in a short time obtained

great success, principally by raising through continual

crossings kinds with stitf flower-stems which are now
prevalent. He also upset the idea that the propaga-

tion of Carnation from cuttings is difficult, or that it

was necessary to have recourse to layering. M.
Alegatibre's system is as follows : About January or

February cuttings are put in in fine sand, on a bench
in a .span-roofed house, without bell-glasses. The
sand is heated from under the bench to about 15° or

20° centigrade, or from 60° to 70° Fahr. They
root in from three to five weeks, and about April

tliey may be planted out in an open situation, where
they make fine plants by about September. Those
furnished with plenty of flower buds are then potted
and carried indoors before frost sets in. Thus treated,

they will bloom freely in a room for more than a
month. Jean Sisley.

Muiipluisir, Lyons.

Ferns.

HARDINESS OF FERNS.

My Vines liixvinp; been cleared of Grapes at

C'liri.slina.e, jniy Ferns grown in the same house
liave had to take tlieir chance, as I allow the

Vines to have all the rest possible. No fire heat
is therefore nsed until 1 am really compelled to

employ it. On several mornings I have found
the water in pails and cans standing on the pipes

frozen. One morning a bunch of Adiantum
fronds which had been pnt in overnight was set

fast in ice and, as I supposed, killed ; not fo,

however, and to my surprise during the day when
thawed I found them to be good. I kept them
a lew daj-s and then sold them. Three times
since Christmas I have lit the fire after a sharp
night and allowed it to burn out. We are always
taught that a dry plant stands frost best—I mean
root-dry. I have i'ound, however, to my cost,

that this is not so, and I have called the atten-

tion of several people to the following fact, viz.,

that a plant of Pteris tremula was killed to the

ground, wliilst its companion is in perfect con-
dition, simply because one was wet and the other

dry. In the case of Ficus elastica, in the same
house side by side, one was killed while another
is healthy. These are not hasty thoughts, but
the results of patient observation. As to va-

rieties, let us begin with the old Adiantum
cuneatum, the mo.st u.seful of all. A. gracillimum
has stood the weather well, though, strange to

say, for purposes of cutting it is not appreciated
like the common Maiden-hair. For the hardy
A. Capillus-veneris you may be sure I find a
]dace. A. concinnum Ipetum also does well, and
its fronds being large are preferred for wreath-
making. One of the best fur all-round purposes
is A. munduluni, a very dwarf kind, with dark
green fronds, nuich sought after for button-hole
bouijuets. A. Pacotti is another favourite. A.
fulvum, though quite diiferent in .style, is good
for decorative purposes. I have two plants of

Dicksonia aiitarctiea in a very flourishing con-
dition. Asplenium Hookerianum is one of the
best of Ferns for baskets, and it is also a useful
pot plant. A. Nidus, the Bird's-nest Fern,
stands well. Pteris cretica and its variegated
ibrm are both good, and so is P. serrulata.

P. tremula still holds its own, especially when
not over-potted, and it .sliould be given jdeuty of

water. A useful plant, thougli not common, is

Lastrea cristata variegata, and the same may be
said of Polystichum polyblepharum. All' the
Ferns which I have just named are what is called
' grown hardy," or they would not stand even the

2° of frost to which they have been subjected.

If grown in stove-heat, it would be folly to think

of their succeeding under the treatment which I

give them. The only drawback, as I do not

force my vines, is the lateness of their spring

growths. Stepuen Castle.
JFest Lynn.

NOTES OF THE WEEK.
Colchiouzn luteum.—A curious little Crocus-like flower,

.ind nut at all a bad companion plant for Bulbocodium ver-

num, both having just popped up tlieir bloom buds togetbor
on a sunny border.

—

P. W. B.

Galanthus latifolius.—Redout^'s little Snowdrop Is

showing its pearly buds among its broad, glossy, green
leavcH, and is, as I think, a little gem. It takes some time
and ]iaticnco to establisli it, but it now flowers freely every
year.—F. W. B.

The Royal Horticultural Society, at the invitation
of the mayor and corporation of Liverpool, will, we under-
stand, hold a grand exhibition devoted to all br.anches of

horticulture, including implements and appliances connected
therewith, in the Botanic Gardens, Liverpool, from June s:9

to JiUy 6, inclusive.

Single Camellias.—Mr. Scrase-Dickins seems
to have set the ball rolling in the matter of single

Camellias, for an interest has evidently cropped up
regarding them. We have received during the past

week a beautiful gathering of various sorts from
Bodlondeb, Conway, from Mr. Wood's garden. Al-
though these lack the fine form characteristic of the

Coolhurst seedlings, they are nevertheless very good.

A large salmon-red is particularly striking, and so is

a pure white, and another with striped flowers.

Some of the others, too, are remarkable for large size,

breitdth, and texture of petal.

Late Chrysanthemums.—I send you a few
Chrysanthemum flowers cut from plants that were
nipped with the frost. I cut about a foot off them

;

then I placed them in a cold vinery, where they soon
began to make a second growth. They have just

come into bloom when the others are past ; although the

flowers are not so good as they would have been had
the plants not been frosted, still I think they are

good specimens for this time of the year. I have had
a regular supply of Chrysanthemum flowers since the

first of October.—J. Smith, Worrock. Kinross-shire.
*,* The sorts sent are La Belle Blonde (blush-

white), Queen of England, White Globe, and Empress
of India, all good flowers considering that we are

now well through February.

—

Ed.

Irish Daffodils.—I send you two sorts of Daffo-

dils cut in tile bud, viz., imported pallidus precox and
Irish King. They are neck and neck. The weather
was very cold dtiring last week—frost and rain every
second night alternately. The Irish King is smaller

than what I sent you from under glass five weeks ago
but when the days get warm I will send it to you,

larger than Emperor. All my Daffodils will bloom
this month.—W. B. H., Cork.

*,* The Irish King Daffodil is certainly a very fine

sort, but it appears to be identical with one called

N. spurius Yellow King, put before the Daffodil

committee in 1885, and rejected as unworthy of

notice, the name having been previously agreed to by
Rev. W. Dod and Mr. Barr. Mr. Barr has had this

Daffodil several years in his collection.

—

Ed.

Camellias and the frost.—At the last meeting
of the scientific committee at South Kensington, the

Hon. and Rev. J. T. Boscawen exhibited sprays of

plants grown in the open, and which had been sub-

jected to 10° or more of frost, from which the second

and third years' leaves were browned, but last year's

were perfectly green and untouched. The same fact

had been noticed before at Lamorran, and at Pentillie

—a much milder locality than the former. The cause
was presumed to be the relatively lessened vitality of

the older leaves, though normally they remain on
from three to four years. Dr. Lowe alluded to an
instance of a plant (a single-flowered kind) which had
been much injured in transit, and was planted early

in the summer. It threw out foliage which has stood

all the frost of the present winter. Dr. Masters
alluded to the fact that some young Lime trees trans-

planted last autumn, and which had shed their leaves,

threw out fresh ones, which likewise had withstood

the frost. Both these facts, therefore, wotild seem to

corroborate the view that the vitality of the young
foliage was so strong as to resist the effects of the late

frost, to which the older leaves of two years had
succumbed.

Hellebore sports.—I send you a variety of

Hellebore originated here some four years ago as a
sport from H. purpnrascens. As it is distinct from
any other variety then grown here, we should cer-

tainly have set it down as being a seedling hybrid

but for the fact that Hellebores so rarely ripen seed

here. Since then the same \'ariety has occurred on
other two occasions on H. purpnrascens. The speci-

men sent shows both kinds still growing together.

The sport differs from purpnrascens in size and
colour of flower, and, above all, in tarlinei-s of flower-

ing. Next to H. altifolius it is the earliest ; so much
so, that pollen from this variety has been used to

fertilise H. altifolius, and vice versti, but as yet
without success. It appears to be similar to H. tor-

quatus. Can you say what is the origin of that

variety ?—R. Lindsay, lioyal Botanic Garden, Edin-
burgh.

*j,* The specimen is certainly much like H. pur-

pnrascens, but it seems to be an intermediate form
between that species and atrorubens. We think that

Mr. Archer-Hind can ctplain the origin of H. tor-

quatus.

—

Ed.

Inga pulcherrima.—If one wanted to get an
idea of the great diversity in flower-characters that

belongs to the great Pea family, he could not do
better than compare four of its most striking members
now flowering in the Palm house at Kew ; we allude

to the gigantic Brownea grandiceps, with massive
flower-heads like the trusses of a Rhododendron ; the
twin-leaved Bauhinia variegata, the flowers of which
are exact imitations of a "show" Pelargonium bloom

;

the Ixora-like flowers of the tree, Jonesia Asoca ; and
lastly, the remarkable flower-heads of Inga pulcher-

rima. In this plant we have combined some of the
most charming qualities, viz., a compact shrubby
habit, with graceful wand-like branches clothed with
Acacia-like foliage (we mean A. pub^scens) and
axillary bunches of long stamens, which form the
conspicuous and attractive part of the flowers. We
can think of nothing nearer than the flower-head of

a Callibtemon (Bottle-brush) to compare with the
flowers of this Inga, but instead of the bottle-brush

arrangement common to the Callistemons, these are

placed on the end of a thin stalk in the form of a
ball, the flowers being packed closely together in a
little drum-head cluster till they burst their envelopes
and push forth in bunches numerous hair-like stamens,
2 inchts long and coloured a rich cardinal, each head
measuring 2^ inches across. The Kew plant is about

24 feet high, and will shortly bear a great number of

these glowing balls of filaments. To us, this Inga
appeals as one of the most beautiful of stove-flowering

plants.

LATE NOTES.

Yellow Provence Rose.—We still grow this old
favourite Hose at Burghley. I have it in the form of stan-
dards, and I also raise it from layers.— W. Gilbert.

MUdeT? on Roses.—The quotation given by " D. T. F.

"

(p- 114) respecting the use of fumes of sulphur fur destroying
mildew wai an extract from the " Kosarlau's Year Book,"
and, tlierefore, I am not responsible for tho statement.

—

J. C. C.

Prizes for Chrysanthemums.—Will you kindly allow
me to make the following corrections to tho announcement
made in the report of the meeting of the National Chrysanthe-
nuim Society of the promise made by M. Simon Delaiix ofa silver

cup and mcd.al for competition in 1887? These will bo the gift

of M. Simon D^laux fils aine, the solo representative jind pro-

prietor of tho old-established and celebrated firm of Delaux
A Son, which was founded by him, and is now carried on in
his name only, Simon D^laux tils alne. As there is another
firm bearing the name of Di51.aux, there might arise some eon-
fusion. The value of the prizes will be silver cup, value £24,
for a group of plants in pots, and a silver medal, value £4, for

cut blooms. M. Simon Di51aux wishes tho members of the
National Chrysanthemum Society and Chrysanthemum ama-
teurs to know that he would most willingly have presented
these prizes for comjietition in the current year but for tho
sad bereavement he has experienced in the deaths, within a
few days of each other, of his mother and brother.

—

William
Clark, Fernie Park Road N., Uornsei/.

Names of plants—/. Tigvcll.—A variety of Narcissus
moschatus. ij". AI. G.—Next week. R S.— 1, Deudro-
bium luteolum ; 2, D. moniliforme ; 3, D. nobilc (very palo
variety). South Devon.—A form of Helleborus tolchicus,

nothing more. G. T. IF.—Saxifraga cordifolia.
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WOODS & FORESTS.
WOOD PAVED ROADS AND PATHS.

When there is a sawmill on a place there are

often opportunities of cuttin" up what would be

otherwise waste material and turning it to good

account, and, as one tiling in this direction, I

believe much more could be done than is now

the case in sawing up blocks for paving. Tlie

suitability of wood for such purposes has, I take

it, been now fully demonstrated, and there can

be no doubt that much of our home-grown wood

would last e(iually as long as what is commonly

employed in our public thoroughfares. At any

rate there is ample reason why the experiment

of paving with wood many of the places where

other material is now used should be tried.

I refer more particularly to the yards, roads,

paths, &c., in the immediate neighbourhood of

the house. Stone and brick and similar sub-

stances may be the best materials in certain

positions, but there are very many places where

wood at least has an equal claim, and in some cases

it would answer infinitely better than almost

anything else. In the latter category I include

such surfaces as are frequently walked upon, as

the greater elasticity to the foot, and conse-

quent ease of wood over stone or brick, is a most

important factor. When, however, wood is used,

judgment is required in its preparation, and in

the way in which it is laid. With respect to our

home-grown woods, consideration must be given

to the selection of the most proper kinds. In the

matter of durability, amongst the hard woods the

Oak stands in tlie highest place, and almost as a

natural consequence with regard to elasticity the

lowest. If, however. Oak blocks could be cut up

with a relative degree of cheapness, they wouhl
without doubt have much to recommend them.

The Elm, perhaps, amongst hard woods taken from

every point of view would be the most suitable,

as, combined with cheapness, it has a fair amount
of durability and elasticity. Amongst the Firs,

the Scotch Fir w-ould probably come first, as the

Larch, iu consideration of its great usefulness,

even in small dimensions, could scarcely be legi-

timately pressed into service. The claim of the

Spruce wciuld be in the lowness of its price in the

market, and for this reason, notwithstanding its

apparent non-suitability to damp positions, is

worthy of a trial. Whetlier these or other woods
were selected would, liuwever, depend much
upon what was availalile, as with a little fore-

sight it would be rarely necessary to cut up
timber of large dimensions for these purposes.

The exact shape and size must iu any case de-

pend upon the use to wdiich the surface to be

lined was put. In the public streets, to which
reference has been made, the blocks employed are

vertical sections of 3-incli deals, generally about

II inches in width. For yards or paths these

dimensions could, of course, be materially modi-
fied, and for the latter, I take it, that a block

more nearly approaching a cube would be a

better shape.

In any case a level concrete, or other non-yield-

ing foundation, would have to be provided, an<l

the blocks laid vertically, i.e., for the wear to

come upon the end of the fibres. Where the

traffic was of a light nature, as in the case of

garden paths, for which, in some instances, I

should advocate the use of wood, the depth, or

vertical thickness, may be less and the size of

the blocks larger. For yards, or in situations

where the trallic would be generally heavy, the

depth of the wood-paving would be greater, and
the section of each block smaller, approximating,

perhaps, what is now in general use for public

thoroughfares. Whether the system has ever

been tried for garden paths I do not know, Init I

well know that these paths are often the cause of

much labour and, at certain times, of much dis-

comfort, and it is my belief that in many cases

the labour could be lessened, and the discomfort

of damp and muddy paths materially alleviated

by the introduction of wood block paving. When
carefully laid, there could be no objection on the

score of appearance, as it would certainly equal

in this respect material which is generally more
or less a disfigurement.

It is not, however, for any one especial purpose

that I would dwell upon tlie use of wood blocks,

but to draw attention to their value in many
places wliere they are not recognised. Where
timber is abundant there is always a considerable

amount of wliat will eventually find its way to

the fire, if there is no purpose found for the small

dimensions, and timber too which is in every

respect sound. Where there is no sawmill this

cannot be avoided, but when one is on the sp(jt

the waste need be but very little. A properly

constructed and worked circular saw-bench with

a very small power will turn out with uniformity

a large amount of blocks, the mode of operation

being to run through the rough logs, regardless

of lengths so long as they are manageable, parallel

cuts, so as to reduce them to planks of the thick-

ness of one side of the block, and then turn them
down and saw them to the dimensions of the other

side, the cross-cutting being the final operation.

For example, if it was determined to fix a block

pavement which should be 6 inches in vertic;\l

depth, and the blocks to be 4 inches by 8 inches,

in preparing from the rough the log would first

be reduced by means of the parallel cut to a single

plank of 8 inches in thickness, and this in turn

squared to two blocks of 4 inches in width, as

many 6-inch lengths being subsequently made
as the log would allow. From this it will be seen

that there need be no difiiculty in preparing

blocks by the most ordinary estate hand ; and in

respect to laying them, providing a firm and
level foundation be obtained, the same is true.

To such as doubt the fitness of wood as a material

for this kind of work I would earnestly recom-

mend a study of what has already been accom-
plished by its means. In addition to the

cushion-like tread which has been spoken of,

there is its comparative noiselessness and the firm

foothold it gives to animals to be weighed against

any assumed disadvantages in the point of dura-

bility. Even in this it is doubtful whether wood
does not hold its own, as its abrasion is not so

great as with the harder substances which gene-

rally form pavings. At any rate, as the coot of

the wood to the estate owner is practically nil,

and tlie expenses of sawing and laying are not

necessarily heavy, it would be both interesting

and profitable if the experiment were fairly tried.

So far as my personal belief goes, even the home-
grown Spruce, which has been placed in the

lowest giade, would not compare unfavourably

with its foreign competitor, which is now so

largely used, and the Scotch Fir should certainly

hokl a strong position. For the hard woods there

is generally a market at something like a fair

price ; but the case of these two Firs is somewhat
ditt'erent. If their adaptability to paving could

be established, a much-needed outlet may,
perhaps, be found. Wilts.

Home r. foreign timber.—Where in my last

letter does Mr. J. B. Webster "gather "that the timber I

spoke of growing above the pits here " is not " suitable

fur colliery purposes ? What he was told, in effect,

was that the price of the foreign timber delivered

sa.vm and cut up cut the English timber out, but

which is otherwi.<e suitable enough and is used iu

some pits. Your correspondent landed himself in a

host of suppositions in his first communication, which

showed he was unfamiliar with the subject, and he

assumes that our timber is of the wrong sort to get

out of his difficulty. Does Mr. J. B. Webster know
for what purposes the colliers use the different kinds

of timber ? I fear he does not. By the way, he

mixes up Larch, Scotch Fir, and Spruce. Scotch Fir

and Spruce are used up to any size almost, Oak the

fame, and Larch for props from about 5^ inches up

to 7 inches diameter. The foreign timber is delivered

in square logs and planks of convenient size and the

props cut ready for use.

—

Yorkshiheman.

TREES IN STRATHS AND RAVINES.

In writing on this subject I briefly stated that

as a general rule straths and ravines have a

deeper and richer texture of soil than ground in

the vicinity at a higher elevation, ami that this,

as well as the shelter attbrded by hills in the

vicinity, has a beneficial eff'ect in promoting the

growth of trees in such situations. I have come
to this conclusion from practical experience aii<l

observation, notwithstanding which " S. ' (p.

106) tells us :
" The soil, as a matter of fact,

has nothing to do with it. Trees at the bottoms

of ravines are taller than those at the sides

and tops, because they are drawn up exactly

like plants in a seed bed, or where the light has

access to their top only. . . . We set out a

fall of Ash and Oak lately in a deep ravine,

where the trees in the bottom are the tallest and
straightest on the estate, although comparatively

young and in poorer soil than those growing

on the level ground at the top, once pasture and
good and rich soil." Everyone knows that trees

and plants cramped for want of space get drawn
up, and the shelter aftbrded by hills in the

vicinity, as broadly referred to by me in my
brief remarks, covers all that is necessary to say

upon that point ; but " S." goes further, and
makes the startling statement that soil lias

nothing to do with it, and although the geo-

logical features of his ground, if correctly given,

are an exception, and quite the reverse of

what is to be found in alpine districts of the

country generally, his remarks would liave been

more useful had he kept within the bounds of

ascertained facts.

Straths and ravines are generally penetrated

by a river or running stream, the soil in the

immediate vicinity of which generally consists

of alluvial deposit. As plants and trees in

such positions are well supplied with food and
moisture and .sheltered by the hills in the

vicinity, and the air rendered warm and genial

by the reflection of the rays of the sun between

the hills and rugged crafs, hence the cause of the

rapid growth of trees in such situations. I have,

however, had to deal with ravines where there

is no running stream of water at the bottom, and
where the soil consists principally of gravel, frag-

ments of rock, and boulder stones all mixed up.

Such soil would give very poor pasture ; but a i

it is of a loose, open texture and watered by the

percolation of moisture from the higher to the

lower ground, it produces excellent timber (Larch,

Scotch Fir, Oak, Beech, &c.) much better than land

in the vicinity capable of being used for tillage
;

and if " S." would give such facts his impartial

consideration and compare results, he might
find cause to alter his opinion as regards soil

having nothing to do with the growth of trees iu

such situations. On slightly hoDow groun<l or

exposed places along the flanks and slopes

of hills, as well as the salient corries and
recesses at the top, where alluvial deposit covers

the original soil, the superior growth of trees

upon such places is of so marked a character,

that it can be easily distinguished at the distance

of a couple of miles from the plantation. "S."

seems to make no allowance for the elevation of

his good soil at the top. On this subject

De Candolle calculates that in France every
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540 feet of vertical elevation is equivalent ti

receding one degree from the equator ; wliil

Ifundjoidt estimates every rise of 39(i feet to )i

equal to llie same advance to the noi-tU ii

tropical countries. These are all points o

importance in making comparisons.

J. li. Websteu.

stroni; in iiriii«irti"ii. The growth was so vigcircius

.111(1 rapid iluriiig the two Keascms that the gnjuiid

was a puifeet thicket nf fine strong ])lants, many of

the stems heing as thick as an ordinary walking-

stick. Had they been planted in a good rich soil, it

might have been expeetcd that they would have uuade

fine growth, but in such poor ungenial soil it was re-

markable.—J. S.

Staking trees.— In forestry, my advice to

])lantfrs wonid bti never to plant a tree that needed

staking or staying. The practice might be excusal.ile

in the casj of some ancient cripple or tre(; that it was
desired to preserve, but under few other circum-

stances. Some foresters have gone great lengths in

planting trees of large size to produce effect ([uiekly,

and the severe gales we have experienced during the

last ten years have shown the foolishness of the

practice. Tall trees when transphanted will notst.anil

witliout st.ayiug and mooring to their anchor.age, and
tile more staying they get tile more they require, and
they can never be trusted to stand alone. Putting

aside tile expense and trouble of looking after such

subjects, they look anything but well in a park or

grounds held up by rojies and posts and bandages.

Besides, it is not necessary to plant such large trees,

because younger ones serve the same end, considering

how much sooner they grow and take care of them-
selves.—YoUKSniREMAN.

Dogwood.—Confusion often .arises from the same
comiiKju name being applied to widely different kinds

of plants, and one of the most likely to cause mis-

takes in this direction is the way in which the term
Uogwood is used. To tlie ordinary mind the word
conveys the impression that the different species of

the genus Gornus, of wliich the common Dogwood
(Cornus sanguiuea) is the most common in this

country, is referred to, but this is not .alw.ays the

case. In the manufacture of gunpowder, charcoal

obtained from the Dogwood is used for the best

ipialities, but this Dogwood does not belong to the

genus Cornus at all, but is really a Buckthorn, and
belongs to the genus llhainnus, order Ehamnaces!.
The species is Khaninus Frangula, otherwise known
as the breaking Buckthorn or berx'y-bearing Alder.

To such as think of growing charcoal wood this dis-

tinction is of the utmost importance, as I have
actually heard of Cornus sanguiuea being grown with

the belief that it was the proper wood for the purpose.

As a further example of tlic loo.seness of the way in

which common names are applied, it is not unusual

in some parts of the country to hear the .Sjiindle tree

(Euonymus europ^us) spoken of as Dogwood, although
this is of a totally different order again. Whether
other trees are classed under the terra Dogwood I do
not know, but probably it is the case, as such

common names are generally used indiscriminately.

—

D. J. Y.

Myrobella for covert.—We have just pur-

chased some thousands of this shrub (Prunus Myro-
balana) with the view of forming a covert witli it,

but how they may answer for this jjurpose I am not

at present able to state. One good quality is that

the pkants lift well, with [jlenty of gooil fibrous roo;s,

after being two years in nursery rows. I have li:id

an opportunity of trying it as a hedge pliint, but
should it continue to grow for a few years as rapidly

as it did last summer, in my opinion it will be too

strong a grower, unless for wide and high hedges.

At the same time as we planted the Cherry Vlum
hedges we pLanted out a quarter with Sloe or BLack-
thorn, which were treated in the same manner, but
the Myrobella made double the growth of the Black-

thorn. When our hedge jilants were received they
were very small, with only a single shoot to each
plant. We planted out in the home nursery, but not
knowing how they might succeed in this district,

they were planted in the corner of the nursery, where
the ground is rather wet, of a jioor, heavy, clayey

nature, and somewhat shaded by large Ehii trees,

wliose roots, however, did not extend to the soil

occupied by the Myrobella plants. They wei"e planted

out 'S feet between the rows, and from 12 inches to

1 ,5 inches asunder in the row. The first season they
made very good progress, but last summer tbeir

growth was something extraordinary, niLiny of the
shoots being from 3 feet to 4 feet long, thick and

VALUE OF UNDERWOOD.
The season for disposing of underwood lias again

arrived. The produce is of considerable import-

ance, but does not receive the attention itdeserves.

In many parts of Scotland, says a writer in

the Tiniher Trades' Journal, imderwood is con-

sidered an incumbrance, and instead of being

utilised as a source of prolit, the most effectual

means are often ailopted for destroying it. In

the north of England the same remark applies,

where underwood is never encouraged, except

where it is required as cover for game. Foresters

of considerable experience on first coming to the

south of England are con.sequently prejndiceil,

and look with great disdain upon valuable crojis

of underwood. Several cases have come under

my own observation where the owner of large

woods h.as been seriously advised to grub and

de.stroy tlie underwood stems, on the plea that an

undergrowth danuiged the valualile timber, by

preventing a free circulation of air among>t tlie

trees. Wliere tliis advice is withheld the forester

often declares his antipathy for this crop by

leaving it to tiike care of itself, and thus even-

tually tlie underwood is destroyed, or at least

siion deteriorates until it is hardly worth main-

taining. Within the last ten years underwood
lias deteriorated very considerably in value.

Several causes have assisted to bring about this

result. First, there is tlie great question of

labour, which is in this, as in most other ca=es,

a powerful iactor in regulating the value of this

crop. Within the last ten years tlie amount
actually paid in wages has not materially

increased, but the amount of labour per-

formed has so much diminished as to make
the expense of converting an acre of wood about

;55s. more than in 1874. Tlien there is the deyire

ciation in tlie value of hoops, rakeware, hurdles,

sheep cages and Hop poles, all of wliich tend

still in the same uuremunerative direction.

Another powerful factor is the conversion of

firewood grates and hearths into stoves and

kitchen ranges only adapted for burning coal.

Ten years ago a kitchen range in a cottage was

the exception, and the cottagers never saw coal

except at Christmas, when the distribution of

a lialf-linndredweiglit to each household was

kindly attended to by the squire's baililf. Now
every cottage is supplied with a kitchen range,

and the " inglenooks," where the tired "gude
man" enjoyed his pi]ie while watching the

Haniesand sparks emitted from his blazing wood,

are things of the past. Instead of the lilaziug

hearth and cozy seat in the corner, he has his

chair drawn close up to the half-burnt coal in

the grate. Ten years ago all the bakers' ovens

in the south of England were specially con-

structed for burning wood. Now an oven of this

description is the exception, and for one fagot

now consumed in baking bread, at least 1000

were previously used for this purpose.

All these causes combined have very seriously

reduced the value of our underwoods, but theie

is still another cause which has been more
powerful than all these put together, and that

has been neglect or bad management. The
underwood is often cut in the most slovenly

manner. Instead of the stems being cut clean

from the stub they are hacked and split in the

most unworkmauiike manner. The produce is

removed by carting through the stubs instead of

being carried cill and placed by the sides of roads.

The open ditches for carrying off surface water

are neglected, .and the " blanks," wdiich are often

very numerous and very huge, ,are neither filled

up with young ]ilants nor with splashers. Ten
years ago Alder underwood of nine years' growth

was sold in Hants fur £27 pier acre, the purchaser

paying all expenses of cutting, converting, &c.

Tlie same piece of underwood sold last year for

£19 per acre, and the purchaser, who is one of

the largest rake manufacturers in the south, lost

£2 l.'is. ]ier acre upon the purchase. Ten years

ago Hazel underwood of ten years' growth, suit-

able for making hurdles and sheep cages, sold for

£9 iicr acre. This year the same description ot

underwood will not realise more than £6 10s.

Ten ye.ars ago mixed wood, princiiniUy under

large timber trees, fit only iVir liaker.s' ovens, was

sold for £-i 15s. per acre. This year the same

description of wood will probably realise £3 5s.

In consequence of the general depreciation of all

descriptions of underwood this crop has been

still further reduced in value by careless manage-

ment. In North Hants a Jiiece of Ash and

Chestnut uiulerwood was sold eight years ago for

£23 per acre for eight years' growth. The
young shoots were afterwarcls so severely gnawed
by rabbits each succeeding winter, that the crop

is almost entirely destroyed. An Alder gully

upon the same estate was sold for £19 per acre

for nine years' growth. This gully should be

sold again this year, but the wood is not large

enough for either rake or brush ware, and it will

have to stand two more years before it is worth

£8 yier acre.

In Surrey and Sussex Alder underwood has to

be almost exclusively used for powder-making.

For this purpose a lull crop of seven years' growth

will realise abocit £9 per acre after deducting

expenses. The demand, however, for Alder has

now ceased, .and our best powder-niakers prefer

Dogwood and Willow. Large ipiantities of Dog-

wood are sent from Norway and Sweden lor

this purpose. In our gullies Willow is being

suljstituted for Alder, which will certitinly be a

more remunerative crop for damp, low-lying

situations. It will be ready to cut at least two

years sooner than Alder, and will produce a

heavier weight of charcoal wood per acre in the

shorter time. It will not suffer from late spring

frosts destroying the temler shoots, and thus

nuiking it coarse and jointy ; and consequently

will realise more money at five years' gniwth

than an Alder gully wi'U do at seven. Willow

"splashers" strike well into the soil the first

season, so that vacant spaces can be successfully

filled up with them.

Planting poor clays.—A cheap method of

tree-planting on poor clays is what is needed in the

present state of affairs. According to my experience,

[ might say with deliber.ation that the ground should

be ploughed deeply before winter. Winter-rot the

sod, then in the spring work the surface lightly, and

either sow or plant in drills, putting 3 cwt. to 4 cwt.

of bone meal per acre. It is only by such treatment

that the jihints get fair play, and tin early as well

as a profitable return may be expected. I need not

say that drainage is essential, and also that the fences

should be in perfect order. A few head of cattle in

early spring running through a plantation and picking

off the tops and leaders of the most vigorous plants

will throw b.ack your profit for years, even though

they may have been but an hour or so in the pliura-

tion. Surely this is a subject worth the consideration

of our (ioverninent, when we hear on all sides of the

thousands of .acres that are going out of cultivation.

But even if the Government be indifferent, it is hard

to believe that the landowners are so backward in

adding to the beauty and income of their e-tates.

—

N. D."
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" This Is an Art
Which does mend Nature : change it rather : but

The Art itself is Nature."—S/iatesprar*.

Rose Garden.

ROSES AND CLEMATISES FOR WALLS.

Roses for decorating walls are a host in them-

selves ; the Boursault section, such as Amadis,

a vif;orous growing crimson-coloured sort, or

splendens, which has rosy crimson flowers,

cover a large space rapidly and produce an im-

posing sheet of bloom, but the flowers are thin

and poor and their season of blooming is soon

over. The .=ame may be said of the different

varieties of Ayrshire, which are rampant growers

and have an elegant appearance when allowed to

scramble at will, but so far as their blooming

goes it is of short duration. The well-known

Gloire de Dijon is one of the most satisfactory

kinds that can be cultivated on a wall; its

free habit of growth enables it to quickly

cover a large space, in addition to which it is a

free bloomer, producing beautiful flowers, with

the advantage of yielding them up to late in

autumn when the plants are fairly treated. The

scamlent Aimfie Vibert is another excellent

climbing sort that produces such large numbers

of pretty white flowers as to half hide the leaves;

in addition to this it is all but evergreen, so

that it has a fair appearance in the winter. The

hard nature of its leaves prevents it from suff'er-

ing from insect attacks in the way that most Roses

do. Amongst others of the climbing Noisette

section suitable for walls are William Allen

Richardson, a strong-growing orange-tinted yel-

low, especially beautil'ul in the bud state ; Mare-

chal Niel, known to everyone, and the finest of

all yellow Roses, but, unfortunately, a short-lived

kind, to which must be added its disposition to

grow so early that the flowers often get cut off by

spring frosts ; Reve d'Or and Bouquet d'Or are

both good climbing varieties. Madame dArblay, a

white coloured variety that blooms in large clus-

ters, is also a good wall Rose, and so is Garland,

another hybrid of the same class with white

flowers shaded with lilac.

Of the true evergreen section, Banksiaeflora, a

clustered Rose with small flowers, is a uselul

variety. Felicite Perpetuelle, creamy white
;

Flora, bright rose colour ; and Princess Marie,

pink, are all good wall Roses. The white and the

yellow Banksian Roses are likewise good wall

plants ; they are not the fastest growers, yet in a

warm position with good soil they will cover a

large space ; their bunches of numerous small

yellow and white flowers are distinct from those

of all other plants, and are very eft'ective. There

are climbing forms of several of the Hybrid Per-

petual Roses that aie beautiful objects on a wall,

giving a succession of flowers where they are pro-

perly eared for ; but, in common with most of

the otlier Roses noticed, unless their wants in

the matter of enough manurial sustenance and of

water to the roots, with their tops kept clear from

insects, are well attended to, the full beauty

which they are capable of displaying is never

seen. A common mistake made with Roses in-

tended to cover walls is in planting such as consist

of only one or two long straggling shoots, which

are secured to the wall in an erect position, the

result being that they break growth from the top

of the shoots only, leaving the bottom bare, in

this, plants were selected that had had their first

season's shoots cut back well down to the bottom,

they would have a number of shoots that ad-

mitted of their being trained fan-shape. By the

use of plants of this description, and securing the

strongest shoots in the lowest place on each side,

the trees would ever after keep breaking up

strong growths from near the base, thus securing

the means of keeping the bottom of the wall

clothed. The re.sult of planting insufficiently

furnished Roses of the character instanced is so

obvious, that one would have supposed planters

would have guarded against the mistake. Yet so

general is it, that probably not one Rose in a score

that is intended for clothing a wall is of the right

shape to begin with.

Clematises.—The ne.Mt best flowering plants to

Roses for walls are Clematises, which, for general

effect and the profusion of bloom which they

give for a considerable time each season, are even

superior to Roses. The British species, C. Vitalba

(Virgin's Bower), is well known as one of the

freest growing of all climbing plants ; it can be

used with good effect in many places, but there

are now so many better kinds, that its day as a

wall plant is past. The sweet-scented C. Flam-

mula ia a free growing and profuse fiowering

plant, but this, again, with its variety, is put m
the shade by many of the hybrids, and it is to

these that the planter must look to give the best

results. C. niontana, a very strong growing

plant from Nepaul, with white flowers, is capable

of covering a large space ; it is a profuse bloomer,

flowering in the spring; where there is plenty

of room for it to extend without excluding other

tine climbers it is a desirable plant. Many of

the very large-flowered varieties that have been

raised, though ranking amongst the most effective

plants in cultivation wlien grown in pot

somewhat disappointing when planted

doors, and on tliat account are not

desiraljle for growing on open walls.

The Jackmanni type that have medium-sized

flowers, which they produce in profusion,
_
are

best for walls, as, in addition to their free-

dom of flowering, they are good growers, and

keep on blooming for a considerable time. C.

Jackmanni, with its deep purple flowers, still

retains its place as the leading dark-coloured sort.

G. rubella, very similar in habit to C. Jackmanni,

has reddish claret flowers, and is a fine variety

in every way ; C. tunhridgensi.s, flowers dark

mauve, shaded with blue is a distinct and hand-

some kind. The Viticella type, which are de-

sirable for the purpose under notice, like the

Jackmanni section, bloom from the young shoots

of the current year ; of these may be named C.

Thomas Moore, colour violet, with white staniens

that set the flowers oft' to advantage ; C. Viticella

rubra grandiflora, claret-red ; C. Viticella venosa,

reddish purple ; C. Mrs. James Bateman, lavender

destroying their appearance and diminishing the

effect which they would otherwise produce.
T. B.

are

out of

the most

—all excellent kinds. Amongst the early flowerers

are C. Miss Bateman, a very handsome white-

flowered variety, with brownish red anthers ; C.

Lady Londesborough, greyish white ; C. Standishi,

light mauve ; C. patens floribunda, French white.

These early blooming sorts flower from the pre-

vious summer's wood, and should not be further

pruned than cutting out such shoots as are too

weak to bloom ; whereas the later blooming kinds

that produce their flowers on the young shoots

should be cut in sufficiently in spring before

growth commences to confine the shoots to some-

thing like the number required to cover the space

available. To grow Clematises well they must

have plenty of manure, which should be applied

each winter ; in summer, when in full growth,

they like a deal of water, and unless their wants

in this respect are sufliciently supplied, the plants

which condition it 'often remains. If, in place of are subject to mildew, which attacks the flowers^

MARECHAL NIEL UNDER GLASS.

This Rose is so easily excited into growth, that

cultivators were not long in discovering
_
its

adaptability for forcing ; many, therefore, availed

themselves of it for the production of an early

crop of flowers, but perhaps none were more

alive to its merits in this respect than the

growers of flowers for sale. Some of my
acquaintances have taken it in hand, and have

made it a remunerative undertaking; but to

make it thoroughly successful, there appear to

be two points in its management that are essen-

tial. These are a light house and a good rest

before forcing is commenced ; but these condi-

tions do not embrace all that is necessary as

regards its wants, for unless there is an annual

supply of new growth the flowers will lie infe-

rior in size ; and in order to secure good growth,

a suitable medium for the roots is indispens-

able. The border, therefore, must be of fiiir

proportions in comparison with the space which

the branches are expected to cover. In every

case there should be a depth of 18 inches of

good soil, and the width should not be less than

6 feet. The composition of the border should

be of the most substantial kind. It should con-

sist of good fibrous loam three pai-ts, and one

part well rotted farmyard manure. This makes a

suitable compost, but in cases where the loam

is naturally heavy a good sprinkle of lime rubble

should be added, and also road grit, as this

Rose requires a warm and free open soil. If

the roots are in a heavy medium, canker will be

likely to occur.

In regard to the size of the border, every ex-

perienced cultivator whom I have consulted on

the subject agrees that a wide border is better

than a narrow one, and this accords with my own
experience ; for I find that this Rose lives longer

and makes much more vigorous growth when

the roots have unlimited room that when confined

for space ; but what is most perplexing in its

behaviour is the fact that the roots travel some-

times into most unlikely places, where the soil

is not of the best description, and yet, singular

to say, the growth is vigorous. We have a case

in which the roots must have found their way

far from the space they were intended to fill,

and where the surrounding surface is covered

with square brick tiles, and the soil beneath of

a poor sandy character ;
yet this plant, although

seven years old, increases in vigour every year.

Its behaviour clearly demonstrates that the roots

do not like to be confined, and that if we wish

to secure long-lived plants and vigorous growth,

the root room must not be restricted. While

advocating plenty of border space, however, I

am far from wishing to make such a conditiona

prohibitive element, because I have seen, and in

my own practice have obtained, fairly satisfactory

results where the roots have been confined to

narrow borders. It is useless, however, to dis-

guise the fact that, when such is the case, the

plants do not remain in vigorous condition many

years, and that it is not unusual for them to die

away slowly after having been but a few years

planted.

Much mav, however, be done, even in the case

of restricted borders, to secure vigorous growth

that may be depended upon to extend over several

years by properlv making the border. Besides

the materials just named, some crushed bones

will considerably sustain fertility, and a good

deal may be done afterwards by the application

of rich surface dressings and copious supplies ot

liquid manure while the plan,ts are m aftiva
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growth. In our own case, having plenty of ma-
nure water, we do not require to use any other
stimulants; hut if I had not tluit, I should resort
to the use of concentrated manure, and an annual
dressing on the surface of an etiual qtiantity of
turfy loam and hotbed manure. Clay's Fertiliser,

if dusted on the surface at the rate of one large
tablespoonful to every square foot of border, will
prove valuable. It should be laid on and watered
in just as the buds start into growth, and an-
other application six weeks later will afford great
assistance in enabling the plants not only to de-
velop their flowers, but in strengthening them.
An inexperienced cultivator can hardly under-
stand how much the health and vigour of this
Eose is sustained by a surface dressing of loam
and manure. The roots come to the surface in
search of rich food, and revel in it ; and when
they do this we may be sure the result will be
improved vigour.

As regards the management of the young
growth, little need be said. I find it best to let

it grow in its own way, merely directing its

course by timely training ; but to pinch the young
shoots, or in any other way to interfere with
their progress, would be objectionable, so long as
each individual shoot is well exposed to the in-
fluence of sun and air. Every encouragement
should be given the plants to complete their
growth early in the summer, by keeping the roots
well supplied with moisture and the branches
clear from insects and mildew. Gentle fumigat-
ing with tobacco will destroy greenfly and thrips

;

but if mildew attacks the leaves and flowers, sul-
phur must be dusted on the afl'ected parts, or
Gishurst compound, consisting of 1 oz. of Gis-
hurst in 1 gallon of hot water. AVhen cold, the
liquid should be ajiplied to the aflfected parts with
a painter's brush. I have found this to be a good
remedy for mildew on Roses. Towards the end
of August the house should be kept as cool as
possible. If it is not possible to take off the roof-
lights, so as to expose the plants to the air, all

the ventilators and doors must be opened, and
left in that state both night and day until it is

time to close the house preparatory to commenc-
ing forcing. At what time forcing should com-
mence must depend entirely on the time when
the Roses are wanted. In any case, whatever
pruning is required should be done at least a
month before forcing commences, to give time
for the wounds to heal. With respect to pruning,
only general instructions can be given, as in very
few cases will the plants be in the same condition.
It is quite safe to say that they will not want
any pruning until they have produced one crop
of flowers, and then the lateral growths which
have produced the flowers maybe spurred back
to within three buds of the main liranch ; and,
while the leading branches retain vigour enough
to produce good sized flowers, the same systein
of pruning back to a spur may be followed ; but
it is not the general character of this Rose to
sustain the long leading shoots in full vigour for
many years. They may not actually die, but
they get so weak, that the Roses which tliey pro-
duce are small and inferior in quality. The
better plan, when any of the main branches show
signs of weakness, is to cut them right back to
tvithin a couple of feet of the roots, and if this
hard cutting back does nothing else, it will give
additional strength to the branches which' re-
main

; but it is more likely to result in one or
two strong young shoots springing from below
the point to which they were headed back. Cut-
ting back is, indeed, the very life of this class of
Roses, as they require to Ije constantly renewed
with young growth from nearthe main stem; and
while this occurs annually or biennially, no fear
as to deterioration of vigour need Ije entertained.
As to the time and manner of forcing, I can
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only say that if the plants have had a good rest
the house may be shut up close in the beginning
of November, and a fortnight later gentle fire

heat may be given, so as to maintain a night
temperature of 50°. During the day it may
rise to 65° by fire heat, and after the house has
been started a month tlie day temperature liy

fire heat may reach 60' when the light is fairly

strong, but on wet dark days it shouki not exceed
55°. Thenight temperatureoughtnot to be allowed
to exceed 52° or 53° when forcing commences so
early. In fact, this Rose wants very careful
management until the flower buds are formed,
and 60° by fire heat is the maximum that should
be allowed until the middle of January ; then
that figure should not be exceeded only in such
weather as will allow of a good supply of air

being admitted. Gentle syringing of the leaves
and stems will benefit the plants if done judici-
ously ; that is to say, when air can be admitted
to dry up the superfluous moisture, but damp
and confined air will probably result in the
leaves being attacked with mildew. Reckoning
from Nov. 1, it generally takes from twelve to
fourteen weeks to get the first lot of flowers
open, and a moderate-sized house will continue
to furnish flowers for five or six weeks.— J. C. C,
in Field.

Fortune's Yellow Bose.—Flowers of this

Rose open now must in all cases be brought on in a
warm greenhouse temperature, as without the aid of

fire heat to keep up the niglit temperature it could
not be had in flower so early. A pink tinge pervades
some parts of the flower grown under certain circum-
stances, but on blossoms grown in a house without
fire heat I have not observed it ; but that is of little

consequence. What I want to refer to is the com-
parative scarcity of this Rose about the country, and
its distinctive character as regards colour from all

other Roses in the same class. As a summer
flowering Rose on open walls it is the most useful

that can be grown. I am assured that it thrives

admirably as a wall Rose in Cheshire ; therefore it

is quite safe to plant it in any part of England.
Where there are outside walls to cover, an established
plant grows vigorously and produces flowers in abund-
ance, but only one flower on a shoot. The proper
treatment for this Rose is, as soon as the flowers are
over {for it only produces one crop of blooms in a
year, and that early in the summer), to cut away as
much of the old wood as can be spared. This will

make room for the young growth, which must be
nailed to the wall as it increases in length. Much
the largest flowers are produced by young wood, and
strong young shoots will yield a flower at every bud.
Our plant of this Rose is in an unheated house,
where it grows vigorously and flowers well every
year. Ithasfrequently hadshoots that were made after
the flowering was over 6 feet long, and at every joint
there was a flower bud . The formation of the flower
buds is singular ; they are long and tapering, and
the outside petals are overlaid with a coppery colour
not to be found in any other Rose. Taunton.

Cytisus filipes.—This Canary Island Broom is

not sufficiently hardy to withstand our winters out of
doors. The protection of a greenhouse is necessary to
its well doing, and so situated it is now in full flower.

It is a most elegant species, the shoots of which are
long, slender, and droop gracefully on all sides, so
that even when out of bloom it is by no means un-
attractive

; but when these slender branchlets are
wreathed with white blossoms, a good specimen is

effective in the extreme. The flowers are about the
size of those of the common Broom. It is best, per-
haps, grown as a standard, for then the long drooping
shoots have plenty of room in which to develop and
cUsplay their graceful habit of growth. In order
to obtain standards, the plants must from the first be
trained up to a single stem, or, better still, they may
be grafted on the common Broom, or even on the
Laburnum. It is not a difficult operation, especially
if the stocks are in pots, when they can be cut down

to the height required, cleft-Rrafted, and kept in a
close case till a union is efltccled. If no case exists
tall enough to accommodate tliem in an iqiright posi-
tion they may be laid down without injury. When
allowed to grow in bush form it is liable to become
somewhat lumpy in appearance ; a better way is to
tie the principal shoot to a single stick and allow the
minor spray to grow at will. In this manner a
pjTamidal shaped plant is produced which is very
beautiful when employed as a single specimen. No
especial care is needed in the culture of this Broom,
good ordinary potting compost beiug all that is re-
quired, and the plants may be turned out of doors
during the summer.—H. P.

Garden in the House.

THE CHRISTMAS ROSE.
The large white salver-shaped flowers of Helle-
borus niger, or Christmas Rose, will be found to
rank amongst the best flowers for cutting during
winter. Tliey are useful I'or dressing epergnes
fur dinner-table decoration, and for filling .speci-

men glasses associated with foliage fur decorating
the drawing-room. They will continue fresh for
a considerable time, provided care is taken to
change the water once or twice a week, and to
place a piece of charcoal in it to keep it fre.sh.

The Christmas Rose deserves attention, especially
that of amateurs who have no convenience for the
production of flowers of a tender description. It
is not one of those expensive subjects that render
a large expenditure necessary before its flowers
can be enjoyed. A stock of strong plants which
(rill produce a crop of flowers the first season can
be obtained at a trifling cost, and if planted in
a border of ordinary garden soil, they wiU grow
freely and give but 'little trouble. Good crowns,
if well ripened in autumn, will yield a good
crop of fine flowers for cutting during the
winter, and they will be all the more perfect if

slightly protected by glass. The usual practice
is to grow the plants in clumps in mixed borders,
in which, when in flower, they are very effective.

But when flowers for cutting are required they
are best planted upon a border in such a way
that they can be protected liy handlights. The
plants bloom naturally in winter, often during
snow and frost, which to some extent check the
production of flowers and dim their beauty,
although they will withstand several degrees of
frost without injuring them. The best way in
which to secure a plentiful supply of blooms is

to select a sheltered spot in the kitchen garden
upon a south border, which should be deeply
trenched and heavily dressed with farmyard
manure as the trenching proceeds. Rake the
ground level and tread it firmly with the feet.

Make pits for planting the clumps 2 feet apart
and 18 inches plant from plant in the row; select
strong crowns, and when planting put a mixture
of fresh soil and leaf mould to each plant.
Planting may either be done in ]\larch or in
October, but I prefer March, as I have found
from experience that those planted in spring
yield the most satisfactory crops of flowers the
first season. The Christmas Rose is one of those
plants which feel the effects of having ils roots
disturbed; therefore it should be allowed lo grow
into large clumps, which will produce basketfuls
of flowers. I have large clumps of several years'
standing which have been covered with ordinary
handlights, and from these, during the winter,
I have been able to cut lai'ge quantities of
blooms. When grown in pots it is useful for the
decoration of the greenhouse, and will be found
serviceableforplacing in rooms owingto thelength
of time during which the flowers will keep fresh.

Plants for this purpose should be large enough to

fill 8-inch pots, and should be potted up during
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March. Early in May plunge tlie pots over their

rims in the soil, which will keep the roots in an

equable state as to moisture. During October

lift them and place them in a cold frame, when

they will be^in to throw up their blooms. AVhen

not pcitted in spring the roots may be lifted any

time iluring the autumn and potted in pots large

enough to accommodate the clumps. After the

plants have finished flowering in spring they may
be planted out in the border.

Homcwood, Ohiskhiirst. Wm. Chp.istison.

SNOWDROPS FOR BRIDAL BOUQUETS.

I NOTED with special pleasure the fact pointed out by

"Veronica" (p. lt4)tbatour Prime Minister's daugh-

ter and lier bridesmaids carried biiuquets of Snow-

drops. Assuredly no more appropriate flower could

be used than this meek emblem of grace, purity, and

modesty. And now the example has been so nobly

set of true greatness adorning itself with this common
flower, it will probably be more or less generally fol-

lowed ; if so, we have a greit deal yet to learn about

the Snowilrop before it can become generally available

for bridal boucpiets throughout the year. And first

as to its season of lilooming north and south and east

and west, a question which "Veronica" miglit under-

take to solve in connection wilh the other readers of

The G.'\Rr)EN who love Snowdrops—and that must
surely be all of tliem—a goodly host—sCLittered all

over Great Britain and Ireland, to say nothing of dis-

tant foreign jiarts. Statistics of seasons of blooming

from a few hundred readers in different localities

would give some idea of tlie length of the Snowdrop
season out of doors.

As I write (Feb. IC) very few of our large stock

of Galanthus nivalis in tlie open are in flower, while

G. plicatns neither shows leaf nor flower above ground.

A few patches of the small single by the side of the

mansion and tufts of the double on warm borders

against hothouses are in flower, though by no means
of full stature of flower-stem or foliage. Our Snow-

drop season this year will range from February 20 to

about M;irch 7, according to present appearances
;

while G. plicatus, according to present symptoms, will

probably be in perfection about the end of March.

But of course a fortnight of mild weather may upset

these estimates.

My own impression is that " Veronica " is right

about Snowdro)is flowering earlier iu the north than

in the south. Statistics from our Scotch friends will,

however, settle the matter provided always that they

add aspect, site, and whetlier in the open or near a

wall or building, and also the county.

Take, for example, Castle Kennedy, in Wigton-

shire ; the probability is strimg that the Snowdrop
season there nught be earlier by several weeks than at

Hardwick, in Suffolk, owing to the milder climate or

warmer site ; for it is a somewhat singular fact that

although the Snowdrop is probably the hardiest

plant we have, it is by no means insensible to the

fostering and forwarding effects of cosy nooks and

corners. This is the more surprising, as it will

scarcely endure forcing, as hitherto applied to it. If,

however, the Snowdrop is to become as popular

as Gardenias, white Roses, and Valley Lilies for

bridal bouquet", we must humbly sit at its feet till we
learn how to force it, or have it in bloom all the year

round for that matter. Certain it is should society

demand Snowdrops, they nuist, they will, be forth-

coming. I only trust the fair maids of February

may not be esteemed Itss fair in bridal hands or on

bridal brows in sultry June and bleak December than

when worn in due season. But iu prospect of the

coming demand, who will inform us how to force

Snowdrops early and retard them so as to extend

their blooming season ? I have already made appeals

through your columns for full information about

early and late species or vaiieties which doubtless

will be forthcoming ; but in addition to that we want
to gain more power over those we have in hand. I

contess that I have failed in forcing the Snowdrop.

Who has succeeded, and how and at what season were

the February fair maids in full beauty, or were they

ever in full beauty ?

Some years ago I had twelve bridal bouquets to

make on Christmas Eve. The case was unique, and

all the bouquets for bride and bridesmaids were to be

alike. In a rash moment Snowdrops were pronn'sed

with Valley Lilies, white Lilac, Roses, &c. Suffice it

to say, they failed us utterly, and so, though not

always so completely, many times. Now before the

brides are down upon us in full force for Snowdrops,

at all seasons seems a good time to learn of one

another how to meet their urgent demands ;
for it

does seem rather lumiiliating to our professional

pride as well as to the gentler instincts of our man-

hood to refuse a bride such a simple request as a

bouquet or a wreath of Snowdrops on her wedding

day, happen when it may. ^^ '^ ^^D. T. F.

Orchids.

CATTLEYA TRIANiE.

This beautiful and variaVde Orchid is now ab-

sorbing the attention of orchidists, who are ever

on the alert for extraordinary varieties that may
crop up among their imported plants. The
number ol fine varieties which have been sent to

us during tlie past week is an indication that

importations continue to yield varieties as fine

as, or perhaps superior to, the named varieties,

such as Russelliana, which are set up as standards

of excellence. But in oi'der to derive an adequate

idea of the extreme variability of Triana's Catt-

leya, one must see the largest collections in

nurseries and private gardens where a specialty

is made of it, and where large quantities of

imported plants are grown. It is a great

treat a*; this season to see a large assemblage

of imported plants in bloom, and no place that

wo know of affords such an opportunity of

seeing what Cattlcya Trianre really is than in

the great Orchid nursery at St. Albans,

where Messrs. Sander have a houseful of this

Cattleya at the present time, numbering some
thousands of plants, the majority of wdiicli are

flowering for the first time since they were im-

ported. One can imagine the variety to be found

in such a collection, and the splendour of colour-

ing with which the whole house is aglow is

beyond description. One must not imagine that

even in a large collection as this is that the

varieties of superlative meilt are plentiful. On
the contrary, the number of really first-rate forms

which may crop up from an importation of some
thousands of plants may be counted on the

fingers of one's hand. Year by year the Orchid
growers become more fastidious in their opinion

respecting the points of a good Cattleya Trianaj,

that it is a difficult matter to find varieties which
conform to the criteria of a first-rate form worlhy
of a name. We have now the famous variety

Leeana, set up as a standard of size, Bonnyana
as a standard of form, and Russelliana and Back-
housiana as examples of rich colouring. Hence,
Messrs. Sander have been careful to name none
of their new varieties that would not bear favoiir-

al.ile comparison with the choicest of the named
sorts. This season about half-a-dozen have been
considered worthy of name, and of these the

following were in flower at the time of our visit.

Oneof the most delicate is named Lady Churchill,

the flower of which is of the most ex(piisite shape,

the petals and sepals being broad and overlapping.

The sepals and petals are snowy white, the lip

very round and heavily frilled, fading towards

the centre into light mauve, while the throat is

streaked with lemon and rose. The wdiole flower

is not above 5 inches across, but the perfect form
amply compensates for want of size. Another,

named Karon Ferdinand de Rothschild, isagreat

beauty. The flower is over 8 inches across and
of fine form ; the broad overlapping petals and
sep.-ds are of a delicate lilac ; the lip is 2 inches

across, frilled with white, stainel inside with the

most brilliant magenta-crimson and yellow. The
plant is a grand specimen, bearing no fewer than

seventeen flowers. The variety, W. Vanner, is

remarkable for the large blotch of clear yellow

which adorns the lip, the flower being perfect in

other respects, and tlie lip is i_d' good shape and
much fringed. A rich coloured form is called

Herbert Dorman, the sepals of which are oval in

shape, pure wdiite with a crimson lip edged with

white. It looks more like a Mendelli than a

Triana?, on account of the white petals. These

are among the cream of the St. Albans Trianjes,

and, no doubt, other sheaths yet uiiexpanded

will yield .some exceptional varieties.

Dendrobium Harveyanum.—This is a beauti-

ful species resembling D. Brymerianuin, but smaller,

and the fringe on the sepals and petals as well as the

lip. The golden yellow colour is very pure. It is

now flowering in Mr. Harvey's garden at Aigburth.

Phalaenopsis Stuartiana —A flower of an
uncommonly fine variety of this Orchid has been

sent to us by Mr. Sanderson, Talbot House, Leith.

It is larger than that of the nobilis variety, and not

only the lower sepals are profusely spotted, but the

broad lateral petals are freckled also. Mr. Sander-

son also sends a form of P. Schilleriana, having a

large and finely-shaped flower of a much deeper

colour than the ordinary forms.

Cattleya Trianse Backhousiana.—This

variety is flowering in Mr. E. Harvey's garden

at Aigburth, Liverpool, this year true to character,

with the flake of deep colour in the petals distinct.

It is considered there to be equal to the best variety

of Triani', tlie large expanse of pure deep purple in

the Up and the pure white throat, witliout yellow,

giving it a distinctive character. Mr. Worth, the

gardener, sends two fine blooms of it.

Cattleya chocoensis.—Because this Cattleya

never expands its flowers so widely as do those of its

near ally, C. Trianse, it does not find much favour

with those who care only for big bold flowers. But
we think its beauty is underrated, and it possesses

points peculiar to itself. The pleasant fragrance

of the flowers, resembling Friar's'Balsam, is a charac-

ter by which it may be distinguished at once from its

near neighbours. The flowers are never large com-
pared with the finest forms of Trianse, but the colours

are always delicate. The usual form has pale lilac

flowers with a lip deeply stained with magenta, but

there is a white form with only a dash of yellow on
the labellum. The foliage, too, is always paler than

that of other Cattleyas of the same group. We saw
a lovely form of this Orchid in great beauty the other

day in Lord Rothschild's garden at Tring, and, in

comparison to the more highly coloured Triantes, we
thought it very beautiful.

Orchids from Pontypool.—Flowers from three

superb varieties of Cattleya Trianae have been sent to

us by Mr. Williams from Mr. Fowler's garden at

Ashgrove, Pontypool. We imagine that the varieties

sent are the pick of his large collection. One is

a splendid form of Warscewiczi delicata, having an
unusually large labellum, strongly coloured with

orange yellow, and with broad petals of pale lilac.

Another flower is remarkable for the distinct white

frill on the lip, similar to that in the flowers of the

much-prized C. exoniensis. A third variety, repre-

sented by a spike of three flowers, has one bloom
peculiarly malformed. It has two lips placed one

about the other, a freak not often met with in

Cattleyas.

Varieties of Lselia albida.—Since this charm-

ing little Orchid has been imported largely several

varieties have appeared among the importations;

indeed, it shows nearly as great a tendency to vary

in respect to the form and colour of its flowers as its

relative, L. anceps. In the St. Albans Orchid

Nursery among the imported plants may be seen four

varieties at least which differ materially from each

other. First, there is what is considered the type,

which has ivory white flowers, with just a dash of

lemon-yellow on the crest of the lip. The second is

a form wholly white, the yellow crest being entirely
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absent. It, moreover, differs in form ; the flowers

are rather smaller than those of the type, while the
sepala and petals are both broader, and so form an
almost round flower. It is, in short, quite a gem,
and worth a distinctive name. L. albida hololeuca
would be an appropriate name for it. The third

variety has been named by Keichenbach Stobartiana.

It is the most distinct of all as regards form. The
petals and .sepals are all much longer than the type,
narrower, and more pointed. The colour is ivory
white, faintly stained with rose. It is as rare as the
]iure white form. The fourth variety to be seen in

bloom here is bella, which is as common almost as
the type. There .are two other niimed varieties,

Jlarianie and sulphurea ; the first is tinted with rose

;

the flowers of the latter are said to be tinted with
sulphur-yellow. It may be known at a glance by the
deep rose-coloured lips of the flowers. This Orchid
is grown in this nursery in a cool, airy house, and for

the most part the plants are large masses attached to
suspended blocks of wood.

Paphinia Sanderiana.—This new species from
New Grenada is at the piesent in flower in the St.

Albans Orchid Nursery. It is like the other species, P.
cristata and grandis, in habit of growth, but differs

in the form and colour of the flowers. They are
about 3 inches across, with broad sepals and petals,

having a ground colour of jiale yellow, and on this is

sprinkled a profusion of coffee-brown spots, while the
large blotches of colour are Venetian red. The lip

is beset with tufts of white fringe on a ground colour
of reddish purple. It is quite a miniature Orchid in

growth, having .small bulbs and leaves, but the flowers
are relatively large.

Dendrobium aureum.—The delicious fnagrance
of this Orchid would be suHlcient to win popularity
for it even if the flowers were devoid of be.auty, for

the similarity of its odour to that of a bunch of
Violets and Primroses is a delight in an Orchid
house, especiiiUy at a time when, owing to cold
weather and heavy firing, the air is apt to get close
and stuffy. There is, however, much charm of colour
and form in the flowers of this Dendrobium—a pale
yellow, almost white on first opening, the lip streaked
with reddish brown, the whole flower growing deeper
yellow as it ages, till fin.ally it ends in becoming
cpiite tawny. Such are the colours, whilst in form
the flowers are equal to those of the best of the
Dendrobes. When well managed this plant is very
free-flowering, as may be seen by a plant at Kew in
an 8-inch basket, and which bears ninety-six flowers
upon five pseudo-bulbs. The commonest name for
this pLant is D. heteroc.arpum.—B.

Angraecum citratum.—This is an extremely
pretty little Orchid, not remarkable for gorgeous
nolouring, but possessing a quiet beauty of its own.
The flowers, which are borne on slender .arching
spikes, are arranged thereon in two regular rows, and
wiien fully expanded the prouiinent spur at the base
of each flower tends to prevent any undue appearance
of formality. The blossoms are of a clear ivory
white tint, with the lip in mo.st cases suffused to a
slight extent with mauve. The foliage, too, is neat,
yet robust looking ; indeed, it is liy no means difficult

to manage, for even under ordinary attention it will
remain in perfect health, and flower well for years.
The small sh.allow pans that have come a good deal
into use within the hast few years are well suited for
this Orchid, as it is not a robust grower, and needs
but little room. It is most effective in a group or
mass, isolated specimens not being sufficiently striking.
Like its relatives, it does best in a stove temperature,
or that of the East Indian liouse.—H. P.

Acineta Humboldti at Birdhill.— I went there the
ottiur d.iy to see the large collection of Orchids, i>rineipally
from Assam, recently received by Mr. Gough from his relative",
General Sir H. Gough, but only a few had yet commenced to
bloom among.st many hundred Orchids. .Mr. Gough, how-
ever, wishes me to ask some Orchid grower what he think.s
is the probable cause why for the past fifteen years he has
not been able to flower this noble Orchid ? He keeps it in
the Cattloya house, and as closely as possible follows tlie
commendations of the '• Orchid Manual." The plant is seem-
ingly healthy. Perhaps sime of your readers who have so
succeeded with it may give us their experience.—W. J.
Ml-rphv, Clon7-,i'-l.

Ccelogyue cristata alba.—A plant of this Orchid,
having about a dozen bullis, was sold th? other d.iy at i-ro-
theroe and Morris's for 00 guineas.

A nevsr Odontoglossum.—On Tuesday last

there was exhibited at Messrs. I'rotheroe and Morris's
sale-rooms, Cheapside, a flower of what was gener.ally
considered to be one of the most renuirkable hybrid
Od<mtoglussums that has ever been seen in this
country. It can only be described by comparing it

with a very deep form of O. Wilckeanum. It re-

sembles that variety in form .and size, but instead of

the ground colour being of a yellow tinge it is quite
white, and herein lies its distinctness from others in a
similar w.ay. The jietals, sepals, and lip are almost
wholly coloured with a rich coffee-brown, inclining to

Venetian red, and here and there the white ground
shows through. This great rarity was, we leani, sent
from the Continent to be sold in London, but althon;,'h

as much as fifty guineas was offered for it, it was not
sold, the reserve price being considerably higher. The
sum offered was a high price certainly, but when it is

considered that out of 10,000 imported plants only
one such as this ui.ay crop up, this sum is not extra-
ordinary. It is very probable that this ]ilant ni<ay

still find its way into one of the Orchid collections in
this country.

Pleione humilis.—No more appropriate name
could have been given to the several pretty little

alpine Orchids known as Indian Crocuses, for although
there is no resemblance in any jjoint as regards form
between a Crocus and a Pleione, yet there is some-
thing either in the thoughts they suggest or their
manner and time of flowering which makes one ex-
claim, on healing the name Indi.au Crocus, "A most
suitable name for them." We know best of .all the
three most accommodating kinds as regards culture,
viz., P. Lagenaria, with its bottle-shaped bulbs and
large, spreading, beautifully marked, flowers ; P. ma-
culata, with flowers snow-wdiite, tinged .and blotched
on the lip with yellow and crimson ; and P. Wal-
lichiana, sometimes called P. priecox, which is some
what similar to P. lagenaria. These three kinds
anyone can grow and flower easily if tbey possess a
warm greenhouse and a little gardening skill. But
besides these there are some other beautiful and dis-

tinct little kinds, of which P. Hookeriana, a rose and
brow^l-flowered, plum-like, bulbed species, and P.
humilis are perhaps the choicest. The last named
has bulbs like tiny champ.agne bottles in shape and
flowers 3 inches across, the sepals and petals narrow
and white, tinted with rose, whilst the lip is too beau-
tiful for description, its lines, spots, and blotches of

deep mauve, its fringe and hair-tipped keels being
very charming. It flowers early in spring, but, alas"]

it does not flower ever willingly. We saw it at
Chiswick a few days .ago.—B.

Sophronitis violacea.—There are very few
Orchid collections which do not include the brilliant-

flowered little S. granditlora, who.se tiny pseudo-bulbs,
thick leaves, and habit generally suggest a Cattleya
in miniature. Indeed, now-a-days, when so many
varieties with rose or purple-tinted, or with very
large flowers are in cultivation, we are accustomed to

see several of them in flower side by side. But the
species known as S. violacea is a rare plant, and
perhaps unknown or imcared for by a good many
orchidists, either through ill-repute or because they
have seen very poor forms of the plant in flower.

Our opinion, however, on this point is, that a good
variety, such, for instance, as that now flowering in
the Orchid house at Kew, is one of the most beautiful
little Orchids known, and this opinion is general
amongst those who have seen this plant. But who
is respons-ible for the description " violet-coloured "

for the flowers of this Orchid ? Here is an accurate
description of it, as represented at Kew : Pseudo-
bulbs oval, in shape and size like the bulb of a Snow-
drop, p.ale brown and smooth the first year, regularly
furrowed from base to point when old ; leaves, one
on each pseudo-bulb, -i inches long, quarter of an
inch wide, channelled, stiff, dark green ; flower-scape
1 inch high, usually one, sometimes two-flowered, and
clothed with small scaly sheaths ; flowers, 1 incli

aci-oss, and composed of regular reflexed sepals, petals,

and lip, the last slightly broader than the others, and
ha\'ing a white spot at its base. The arrangement
of these six divisions of the flower is as regular as
the arrangement in the flowers of a Crocus, or, better
still, a Chionodoxa, and the colour is not violet, but
the old-fashioned magenta, or, in other words, a

purple-rose. The Kew plant bears four flowers, and
is grown attaehed to a little raft, with a pinch of

Spliagnum altout the roots, and we believe it is kej>t

in a cool house, where it hangs against a moist wall,

with Masdevallias and Disa grandifloi-a for its com-
panions. A lover of alpine gems could not fail to be

delighted with this little Orchid.—B.

CHRISTMAS KOSES IN FIFESHIRE.

Cnm.sTMAS RosE.s have probaljly received more
attention during; the last ten yeai-.s than at any
previous time, the result beini,' that their culture

luis been much improved, not only in ganlens in

which hardy flowers are specially grown, but al.so

in the general run of places. An instance of tliia

we have lately liad from Fife-sbire. In tlie .second

week of December, Mr. Murray, the gardener at

Durie, Leven, sent us a photograph taken by
himself of a bed of Christnuis Roses then in per-

fection iu tlie garden there. This photograph
was so e.xcellent, and representing, as it did, a
bold style of growing Christmas Roses, we
liad it engraved, and the result is the accom-
panying illustration. If every garilen contained

such a bed of Hellebores to cut from about
Christmas time, what a treasure it would be.

This Hellebore bed, says JMr. Murray, is quite a
siglit, the flowers being in such numbers as to be

a mass of white. The ilower-stems stand about
2 ieet liigh, and the flowers measure, individually,

from 4 inches ti:i 5 inclies across. "Christmas
Roses," he adds, " succeed well with ns. When
I came liere about twelve years ago there were
but two ])lants of the large variet3' [presumably
altifolius.

—

Ed.]. One of these plants did not
possess good foliage, so I did away with it. The
other I inei'eased, nntil now I have over fifty

plants, and I have given away nearly as many.
I think that one of the reasons why Hellebores
fail is the fact that too large pieces are planted.

My experience is, that you cannot plant too

small pieces. After being once planted in good,

deep soil, the plants must not be interfere<l with.

As an in.stance, some large plants wliich I lifted

frinu the bed shown in the annexed illustration

ha.\e thriven very little .since, and the llowers

are pink, while those in the bed, undisturbed, are

snow-white."

QUESTIONS.

f>4"iS.—Timber.—Can some reader inform me what price
Cedar of Lebanon timber realises per foot. I have a large
Cedar blown down, .and no one in these partfe seems to know
the value of its timber.

—

S.V.

545!).—Gardens and g-as-works.—Can .any of your
readers give me any information as to tlie effect of gasworks
on gardens to which they arc contiguous. I .am about to
take a garden which is xuipleasantly near gasworks, and be-
fore I do so I should like to liave the experience of someono
iu the matter similarly situated.—R. Davies.

.04t'iO.—Clianthus Dampieri.— If this were gi'afted or\

Clianthus ]iuniceus, here a nerennial, standing out of

doors, would it partake of the habit of growth and consti-

tution of the perennial plant, and bear the beautiful flowers

of tlie Clianth.us Dampieri ? orwould the expeiiment of trying
the plant in a greenhouse be likely to be more successful?
-A. C.

54131.-Heiting a small greenhouse.— I have a small
gi-eenhouse 7 feet by 5 feet ij inches and 7 feet high, and I am
at a loss how to heat it. 1 am jifr.iid if I had a flue or hot-water
apparatus that my plants would get scorched, the house
being so small, and I have been thinking of using an oil

stove. Will some other amateur say whether the burning
of stirit oil in a greenhouse would lie suflicient to keep out
fiost. and that without injuring the plants by the fumes
which may arise from the lamp? We are situated about
800 feet above sea level, but rather protected by surrounding
hills.—Fix.

The Corsican Pine at Kew.— In the note respecting
this tree iu Tuii G.\kden of February 13 there was an inad-
vertent mistake with regard to the date. It should read

:

"In 1S25 the tree was about 20 feet high, and on Mr. Salis-

bury visiting the garden in that year he informed me that
he, in 1S14, brought it with him from the south of Europe

—

then a small plant—and that he presented it to Mr. Alton
(who was then director of the Royal Gardens), the spot
where it now stands being within the precincts of tho
original pinetum planted by the first Alton.— J. Smitu
Ex-Curator.
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PRUNING TO PROMOTE VIGOUR.

It seems to me that the advocates of the old

system of close pruning bushes or trees attach too

much importance to the apparently superior

vjrjour of the subjects operated upon, attributing

more to the efficacy of the knife than the circum-

stances of the case" warrant. That a Rose l)usli

severely pruned, and subsequejitly disbudded

the most prolific, it follows that unless they re"

ceive the assistance at the roots they really merit,

their vigour and usefulnesss must soon be

on Mr. Pettigrew, at Cardiff Castle, and learn the

histjry of the granil lot of pyramid and trained

Pear trees tliere to be seen. Further, maiden Peacli

trees, if they do not in the first place completely

furnish the lower and least valuable part of a

wall, will eventually do so, as their clean and

healthy stems are annually pushing out shoots

that may be laid in. If allowed to form a lead-

ing growth from which branches are laid in right

and'left, the lower portions of the trees are bound

to lie much weakened, and out-door trees espe-

cially may not push out healthy fruiting growth.

good soil root-pruning has to be practised in order

to make them fruitful. In every instance I would

jilant mai<lens in preference to trained trees, as

the former invariably form the best trees in a

boVh'of superflii'iii^'shoots and, later on, of buds ' shorter space nf time. If " T. B.'; doubts this

as well, will Jierfect a few, and, considering fact, let him take the first opportunity ot calling

all things, very few extra fine blooms, is true.

But what about the heavy dressing of good, solid

manure, the mulchings, ami the waterings / Do
not these contrilnite largely to success ? To be

plain, would the most scientific pruning possible

result in the production of prize blooms without

the aid of the manure '< I think not. Then we

are told that the much restricted and closely

pruned Apple and Pear trees produce much the

finest fruit, these realising high prices, while

those grown on unpruned trees are comparatively

worthless. This may be true enough in some cases

;

but, I ask, is it the

pruning alone that is

responsible, or is it

not rather that these

pet trees receive the

best of soil and a

maximum amount

of manure? Hard
pruning is very fre-

quently a cause of

much evil, and ex-

cessive extension

may also prove very

disappointing, and

"the truth as ever

lies between the two

extremes." The
more we prune many
trees or bushes, the

more gross the shoots

resulting become,
and fertility is far-

ther off than ever.

Such growth is apt

to be either too

pithy or does not

mature properly,

and is certainly of

the very worst qua-

lity for laying the

foundation of a tree, whether this be a Peach,

Plum, Apple, Pear, or a Rose. Not so the growth

of unpruned trees. This is rarely too sappy

or unfruitful, at any rate not in the southern and

midland counties, and whether it is so farther

north I leave others to state. For instance, I

have cut and sent to London lengths of unpruned

Apple shoots from quite young trees, that were

longer than walking-sticks and nearly as much

round, clothed with fruit banging, in fact, like

the proverbial ropes of Onions. At one time

these strong young shoots were, at the winter

pruning, cut rather hard back; but during the

summer, after they were left to their full length,

they formed fruit buds at nearly every joint, and

these the next season duly blossomed and fruited.

Partial pruning in such case is unavailable
;

the shoots must be left to their full length, or

only thinning out and a little foreshortening is

advisable. Under this treatment either bush,

pyramid, or .standard trees of Apples, Pears, ^ • > , j
Plums, and Cherries soon arrive at a full bearing

j

seriously impaired. Hard pruning, this mclud-

state, and that, too, on heavy, deeply cultivated i ing a free use of the hand-saw, may induce

ground. In the case of wall trees restriction extra vigorous growth and apparently put new

must be resorted to, and if they are planted in
;

life into the tree, but it is only for a time, unless

portion of the wall as quickly as possible, as

hitherto none of the trees planted lasted more than

a few years. I have seen those unscientifically

trained trees literally crowded with good medium
sized fruit, and, what is also very encouraging,

they are all thriving longer than expected, and

Mr. Pratt gathers many baskets of fruit from them
nearly every season. They would prove an eye-

sore "to those who delight in the old style of

training, but they do good service, and that is

everything.
RooT-FEEDixG.—The mistake many are liable

to make with regard to unpruned or very mode-

thev break very irregularly, and seldom form
|

rately pruned trees is in not properly feeding the

fruit buds It "isjust'the same with other kinds roots. We allow the tops to extend, the root-

of hardy fruit and market growers are better action being equally strong and far reaching, but

aware of this fact than the majority of private ' overlook the fact that the ground must ot neces-

eardeners and amateurs are.
,

sity become more rapidly impoverished than is

The knife must be used at the commencement the case ^\^th the more restricted trees, then,

in order to lay a good foundation, but after that
I

seeing that the more naturally grown trees are

renovating measures be also adopted at the roots.

If the roots are not properly fed the trees soon

revert to their old habit of producing under-sized

fruit, but that this should be attributed to want
of pruning by such an experienced writer as

"T. B." is most surprising. Give fully grown
fruit trees and large Rose bushes an annual dress-

ing of good manure and liquid manure if avail-

able, and they will produce nearly or quite as

fine fruit astlie small and generally well managed
miniature speoimen.s. The commonest of vege-

tables usually have plenty of manure given them,

while few but the market growers are able to

manure their valuable fruit trees and bushes,

in many instances owing probably to the

scarcity of good manure for that purpose.

Nothing is done to induce them to form active

fibres near the surface ; on the contrary, the

annual digging
about them serves

to drive the roots

down into the sub-

soil, and the trees in

such a state may
well fail to be re-

munerative. Every
well established
fruit bush or tree

ought to have an
annual heavy sur-

facing of manure,
not from the frame
ground, but straight,

if pos.sible, from the
farm3'ard or pigstye,

and which still holds
all its fertilisingpro-

perties. Much of
this the spring rains

would wash down to

the roots, while the
strawy portion acts

asamulch during the
summer,and is even-
tually taken pos-

session of by the
roots. No digging

ought to be done, but
If " T. B." has iu his mind's eye the row of trees I if the manure proves to be objectionable on the

on an open wall at Longleat, and which are cer- surface, it should be faced over with soil. The
tainly badly furnished at the bottom, he ought to drainings from the cow yards and other places

be told that Mr. Taylor's aim, when he planted ' may well be given to the fruit trees during the

nothing but maidens, was to furnish the best winter, and this is one of the best methods of

A mass of Christmas Rjses (Helleborus niger) in the garden at Dm-ie, Leven, Fife.

putting new life into orchard trees. As a rule,

the market growers beat us both in quality and
quantity of their crops of both large and small
Iruits, owing principally to the careful or very
moderate use of the knife and the application of

abundance of thorough good manure to the roots.

To borrow a phrase from "D. T. F.,"they do not
attempt to keep nine pigs with what ought to go
to one. It is a mistake to imagine that only
small, closely pruned Roses yield fine blooms.
This may, to a certain extent, be the case with
the Hybrid Perpetuals, though even these pro-
duce very fine bloom.s, or good enough for ordi-

nary purposes, on large, spreading, and well
fed bushes or trees, while the Teas under liberal

treatment grow to a great size, large and almost
unrestricted trees yielding any number of prize

blooms. Plenty of such trees are to be seen in the
Rose houses belonging to Mr. Chaffin, of Bath

;

while the Messrs. Cooling, of Bath, have shown
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some of the finest Marechal Niels ever seen, these

being cut from a very hirge tree which annually
perfects many lumdreds of l.ilooms. In both
instances the trees receive most liberal treatment
in the shape of large, well made borders, liquid
manure and mulchings.

Grape Vines as a rule are not neglected at

the roots, though these, perhaps, do not always
receive such liberal treatment as they require.

Sometimes they get more than is good for them
at the beginning, this leading, unless good judg-
ment is exercised, to the formation of large

pithy canes, which last for a time onlj', even-
tually shrinking considerably, this being followed
by shanking and a regular breakdown. Hard
pruning of the )'oung Vines also culminates
in somewhat the same manner, what promising
to be a serviceable house of Vines ending in
their being of little value at a time perhaps when
they ought to be at their best. Instead of

repeated severe shortenings the rods ouglit to

reach the top of the house at one, two, or at the
three shortenings. If they grew really well
they ought to reach at least one-third of the way
up the roof of an ordinary vinery, and if duly
stoppe<l at that point no other pruning is needed.
The following _season they would break strongly,

and, Ijesides forming good laterals, would also

perfect another length of main rod. In this way
a long and very straight rod is secured, not extra
large in diameter, but very woody and hard,
this rightly being calculated to hiy the foundation
of a lung-lived valuable Vine. This is no
imaginary method, as I am pleased to say we
liave a very promising house of mixed late

Grapes, and these have been pruned but
very little. Some that were raised from eyes in

the spring of 1883 an 1 planted the .same season
were duly shortened just where they reached the
wires, and the next summer half way up the
house, and these will be fruiteil to their full

extent, or a length of 19 feet, this year. One
short-jointed rod of Lady Dovvnes, 10 feet long,
formed last season, measures from

1 J inches to 1^
inches round, and tlie stem of a Muscat of
Alexandria that carried six bunches last .season

mevsures at a yard from the ground about 3^
inches round. Vines of Alicante, that each
carried three bunches the season after they were
planted and six bunches this year, have not
quite reached the top, but in both cases this was
not owing to weakness, but rather to the leading
shoots being scalded in a rather mysterious
manner. A tiny Vine of Alnwick Seedling
that was shortened down to tlie ground last

winter has formed a fine rod 11 feet long, with
joints about 6 inches apart, and this will not
be shortened, nothing being gained, as " J. S. W."
points out, by so doing, and much harm might be
done. Immense foliage and fat rods may easily

be obtained by hard pruning, but wo have no
great faith either in one or the other. In this,

as well as other matters, we generally have to
" buy our learning," or, in other words, we
make a mistake in practice for which we have to

suffer, this pro\'ing a very forcible lesson. This
is the danger to be avoided. When we lay in a
good length of rod, instead of severely shorten-
ing it back, as of okl, we are apt to be misled by
the vigour it displays when it recommences
growth, and are tempted to leave too many
bunches on it. They must be unhesitatingly
reduced in number according to the age and
vigour of the Vines, and any young Vines tliat

are rather weak ought not to carry a bunch,
otherwise a serious check will be given. In this
instance again it is not the system that is at fault,

but rather those who have i\ot used more sound
judgment in the matter.—W. I. M.

Those who doubt the debilitating effects
of the pruning knife on trees might do worse

than go out among the highways and byeways,
and study the hedges and trees there. Take a
(Juicktliorn hedge, tor example, that is regularly
switched and kept down. Does it not show plain
signs of failing viu'our and decay long before trejs of

the same species do ? and why should it be so ? Con-
stant clipping enfeebles the hedge plant, which grows
stunted and weak, and finally dies ; whereas the Irce

lives on to a great age, growing on tlie same .spot.

This is our experience of hedges, at all events ; but
examples are abundant. Our park here is full of fine

old Thorn trees in good health, and when the snow
happens to break them down and they have to be
trimmed, they show their latent vigour by pudiing
strong shoots immediately. They also go on bearing
fruit abundantly. }5ut with the hedges, which are
never burdened with a crop, it is ditferent, for they
will die off of premature old age, and need grubbing up
constantly, being really pruned to death.—S. W.

SOME LATE APPLES.
When such large collections of Apples were
shown the other day at South Kensington, in-

cluding many kinds usually thought to be at

their best before Christmas, it was naturally
thought that the season of Apples might be in-

definitely prolonged by the mere act of long
keeping. That is true to some extent, but not
entirely so, as there can be little doubt that many
of the kinds shown had lost their flavour, and
were more Apples in ajjpearance than in ipiality.

It would thus hajqien that sorts selected for

culture in the belief that they were good late

keepers might have proved very misleading were
the selections made Irom the sorts shown mi this

recent occasion. Really at this time of the ye.ir

we must look to kinds that are not so attractive

as are the autumn ripeners, fur the best flavoured
and the most pleasant for dessert purposes.
Large high-coloured Apples, and, indeed, many
small and handsome, have ere now become soft

and mealy, and whilst capable of making fair

sauce are yet q\iite unfit for ordinary eating. For
instance, in such collections the snrall and un-
attractive Sam Young would be passed by as an
inferior sample, and yet it is one of the most
delicious of iate dessert kinds, and old trees of it

are free bearers.

Another variety little known is the pretty and
somewhat russetty Keddleston Pippin. This,

too, is a good cropper, and the fruits are of fair

size—in fact almost as large as are those of Cox's
Orange Pippin, and like it in form, but in colour
a yellowish green when ripe. It has a thin rind,

has soft, juicy, sweet flesh, a pleasant aromatic
flavour, and is a first-class late dessert Apple. At
the same time when the collections alluded to

were staged 1 took to South Kensington a dish

of the old Winter Pearinain fm- the fruit com-
mittee to taste. It was disappointing to find that

body correcting my nomenclature and informing
me that it was after all but Hambledon Ueux Ans.
I thought I knew bettei-, and think so still,

for there is a remarkable difl'erence between the
habits of the trees and the quality and form of the

fruits. With me this old Pearmain is an erect,

robust grower ; the fruits are usually large, conical,

somewhat .square-sided, and have an eye as open
as that of the Blenheim Pippin. In the sun the

fruits colour finely, and some it is difficult to

distinguish from the Blenheim. Fortunately,

Mr. G. Bunjard had in his collection fruits of

the Deux Ans, and J and others were, through his

kindness, enabled to compire quality of flesh and
flavour. The Pearmain was ]deasant, crisp, and
juicy; the Deux Ans dry and flavourless.

The fruit committee have yet to learn more
about this fine old Apple, the Winter Pearmain.
It is good both for dessert and table purposes,

and keeps well till April. A correspondent
thinks that the old Tom Putt Apple is one of the

best for cottagers. I have always thought Wal-
tliam Abbey Seedling to be the best general
Apple, as it is with me a constant cropper, never
lading to give produce more or less. It is a
capital kitchen Ajipleand keeps well through the
winter; hence is so much more serviceable than
is a kind that is good only till Christmas. How-
ever, it may prove that where the one kind does
well the other does indifferently. That is so

often the case, that this divergence illustrates the
exceeding dillicnlty found in laying down hard
and fast lines as to sorts of Apples, or indeed of

any fruits, as Ijest for general culture. Ofcour.se,

no one would desire to see ccjttagers or any other
chi.ss of gardeners limiting themselves to one
kind of A]qde, but if Tom Putt and Waltham
Abbey Seedling are two good winter Apples,
certainly two of the best for earlier use are Siir-

ling Castle and Frogmore Prolific; whilst of
smaller fruits that would suit a cottager for

onlinary eating, I can find none so constant and
free to bear as the little-known Norfolk Bearer.

A. D.

PRUNING AND ITS EFFECTS.
" J. S. W." (p. 87) is surely either fighting a

phantom or greatly over-stating his case. It

a[>i)ears to me rather doubtful \\drether two such
antagonistic systems as he s[jeaks of have any
existence in the horticultural world. But if he
maintains that under no circumstances can close

pruning be made to produce vigour, I should be
glad to call his attention to two instmces among
several others that I could name in which clos-;

pruning with that very object was attended with
the happiest results. Ten or eleven years ago I

planted some pyramidal Pear trees; the suiise-

quent history of one of them I will proceed to

relate. At first the tree appeared to do fairly

well, but alter a while it began to look unhealthy,
produced no fruit, and did not make much wood.
Two year's ago its appearance was such that I

feared it would not live through another year,

but I thought I would give it a chance, and
allow it to begin it-t career afresh. My remedy,
I need scarcely say, was "close pruning;" my
object, to promote vigour. The growth of seveial

years was clean cut away, and the tree left with
nothing but the central stem and the stumps of the

branches, llie tree now, alter two years' growth,
is in perfect health with a few blossom buds on
its shoots, and quite as large as it was before the
removal of the uiiliealthy wood. The other in-

stance I hiive to mention of the advantage of

close pruning is that of a standard Service tree,

which was
|
hinted on its present site seven yeai'S

ago. Like tlie tree alivady described, it made
but little progress in spite of top-diessing with
manure and tlie occasional removal of some of

the bloom buds. L ist V'ear, however, I treated

it as I had the Pear tie- the previous ye ir, and
with the best resnlt.s. Tlie new shoots were so

heavy that one of tliem was blown ott' by the
wind, and I had to secure tlie others with loops

of .string fasten d to the main stem, and even now. t

carries neaily as large a head as it did before its

derapitalion. How, I would ask, are Vines
under glass. Peach trees on walls, and fruit trees

trained horizontally as espaliers to be treated

without close pruning, and that in most instances

of a very severe kind i Every experienced gar-

dener knows what a battle must always be going
on between him and the upper branches of au
esjialier to maintain a proper balance in the tree,

ami how, in this instance in particular as well as

in .so many others, that is actually true,

which the poet of old enunciated only meta-
phorically,

Naturam expcllas furca t.imeu usque recurret,

and Nature must be met by Art if a garden is
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not to become a wilderness. As regards orchard

trees, everyone knows that where there is sufficient

space and a pood soil hardy fruit trees of all

sorts will proiluce fruit of medium size and of

excellent quality, and in far greater abundance
than can be obtained by any of those methods in

which restriction is a matter of necessit}'. Surely

there can be no hard and fast rules at all

applicable to such cases. Again, I wo'.'.ld refer

to a very common practice, and one which I

generally follow myself on receiving fium the

nurseries a bundle of trees. They are planted

just as they are when they arrive, with the

branches unpruned ; if a standard, a good stake

is tirst driven into the excavation and the tree

tied to it before filling in. Nor is anything done
to the roots e.\cept to spread them out, and cut

awa}' any portion that may have been seriously

injured or left ragged at the extiemities. AVith

a top-dressing, if thought necessary, they are

allowed to remain and take their own course till

the eiiil of the year, when pruning is resorted to,

and that usually of a rather severe kind, and
with a view " to promote vigour." Last Novem-
ber I received from a well known house at

Chester a bundle of choice Roses, and planteil

them just as they were in a border of rich soil

prepared for their reception. My intention is to

cut them down early in March to within 6 inches
or 7 inches from tlie ground, and when that is

done some of them will be deprived of about
nine-tenths of their bulk aljove the ground.
Here, then, will be severe pruning, but not on
this occasion to promote vigour. The effect will

probably be what I wish it to be, which is to

cause the plants to produce compact heails of

moderate dimensions. My belief is that the
roots, having to begin their work all over again,

will not be in a condition to profit by this

heading-down operati-m, but I do not think there
can be a iloubt but what, had they been planted
in the year preceding and lelt unpruned, the

effect of cliise pruning at this time would be the
reverse of what I have aimed at, and that my
trees having been planted within 3 feet of each
other would have given me infinite trouble by
the rankness of their unchecked growth.

In planting White Thorn hedges it is the custom
in many places to cut down the young jdants
when they are set to within a few inches of the
ground. The effect in most instances is the pro-
duction of two or three strong shoots from the
buds left on the stem being in a position some-
what analogous to " D. T. F.'s '' little pig when
his brothers and sisters were removed, and he
could draw as freely as he pleased upon the
contents of the trough. As to the proper treat-

ment of a recently planted tree in which very
little vitality appears to remain, to cut off any
part of tlie heail in which the only signs of life

remviti would be to either hasten or ensure its

death. Pruning is a useful agency, and if season-
ably and judiciously carried on may be made,
not only to restrain, but in some instances even
to check, the vigour of our favourite trees and
shrubs. B. g.

Top-dressing fruit trees.—This is the proper
time to apply tc>p- dressings to fruit trees and bushes,
not only to enable them to carry a crop of fine fruit

this year, but to lay the foundation for future crops.
Our custom is to go over every tree and bush after
pruning i.s completed and the surface soil is lightly
forked up, and put one or two good barrow-loads of
rotten manure immediately over the roots, and I can
bear testimony to this being the best plan of keeping
them close to the surface, thus doing away with any
necessity for root-lifting or root-pruning, as with
plenty of surface roots fertility is ensured. Some-
one may say, " My trees grow too strongly already,
but I cannot find any roots." The fact is, that
from want of food on the surface the roots have

struck down deep into the cold sub-soil ; consequently,

the annual growths are safipy, long-jointed, and fail

to ripen, and the flower-buds do not set. In the case

of such trees it would be best to lift the roots en-

tirely and replant at once, keeping the surface mulched
afterwards. A twofold object is thus secured. The
mulching draws the roots up to the direct influence

of sun and air, and when there prevents drought from
injuring them, as if put on now it will not disappear

before all danger from drought is over. Our soil is

not strong or deep enough to produce large standard

trees, and if it was the gales to which we are here

exposed are too violent to allow them to become
fully matured ; therefore, we adopt the bush form,

and by keeping them stopped in rather close the

limbs get very stiff, and do not sway much with the

wind. Pruning we look upon as a necessary evil, but

non-prnning is not a cure for all the ailments to

which fruit trees and bushes are liable. I think if

nun-pruners were to inspect say a hundred of the

first orchards they came to, they would be fully satisfied

that it was not to over-pruning the-y owed their

"retched condition, but to an entire absence of any-

thing like cultivation. Not only is the pruning-hook
laid aside fur good, but the manure cart as well, and
unJer such conditions good crops could not possibly

be expected.—J. GkoOM, Gosport.

PRUNING TO AUGMENT FERTILITY.
Of this there is less doubt than that pruning
promotes vigour, as the proofs are even more
numerous and the results more obviously

apparent. By the augmentation of fertility is

meant here the crowding of more flowers or

fruit into less space and producing more of either

or both in less time. The necessity for this arises

largely from the fact that time and space are

becoming every day of more urgent and vital

concern to the cultivator ; hence his first duty
almost is to make the most and the best of both.

Were time and space of little or no moment, the

cultivator could afford to make less use of the

knife ; but the fates compel him often to take a

short cut to fertility instead of the slower road

of growing his plants into it. Both of these

ways, however, apparently so opposite, lead to

the same result. Nature, which seldom seems in

a hurry and has the whole world before her as

her growing ground, can aft'ord to be prodigal of

time anil space, and so she proceeds with slow
steps and ever-widening area to reach fertility.

But though the pace is slower and the area

occupied so much wider, not only are the result.s

identical, but the means by which they are

achieved are very much alike in principle, though
ditfering in detail. Hence I contend that pruning
is not unnatuial, for Nature pure and simple
prunes or jiractises its equivalent more severely

than art, and also in pursuit of the same end

—

the checking or weakening of mere growing
force and the diversion of the same into fertile

channels.

More than tliis, were pruning unnatural, that

would be no legitimate argument against its use.

Domestic horticulture may be said to be almost
wholly artificial. Plants and trees are placed in

highly artificial circumstances, and may need-
do, in fact, generally receive—much treatment
that may be described as unnatural. The arti-

ficial conditions being taken for granted, arti-

ficial or, as some would prefer to call it, artistic

treatment follow as a matter of course. Natural
culture is in one sense a contradiction in terms,

for a plant cannot be in a state of nature and
under culture at the same time. In another,

however, we accept the phrase as descriptive of

the best culture, that is, such as is in harmony
with the life, chaiacter, constitution, health, and
highest fertility of the jilant. And skilful

pruning is obviously included within the range of

such a definition of natural culture. The latter

is a widely dilferent thing from that pictured by

most cultivators. For example, single fruit trees

planted in good soil at regular distances of 20,

.30, 40 or more feet apart, growing on and proudly
ex])anding year after year without let or

hindrance until the full lap of time crowded all

their boughs with fruit, and they stood forth

perfected models of fertility, symmetry, and
beauty. That is the horticulturist's idea of

Nature's indulgent and beneficent reign over

growth with its magnificent results. But how
opposite the reality. Seedlings struggling for

the mastery from the first, suffocating each other

in their seed beds in their life and death contest

for the survival of the fittest—the fittest, however,

being seldom a unit, but two, three, five, or

more, which grow- up in a crowded home of con-

tention and strife—stems, branches, leaves all in

a state of incessant contest and war with one
another, each engaged in a deadly struggle for

stronger life and more room. In the contest

whole plants disappear ; boughs are choked or

pruned off wholesale ; leaves are blanched, para-

lysed, and destroyed. Nor is the battle for dear

life confined to plants of the same species. There
is no law of vegetable life that plants are only to

contend with their peers. Just possibly when
one seedling Apple in a colony has made good
its claim to supremacy, a vagrant Blackberry, a

twining Hop, or a rambling Rose uses it as a
prop to raise itself in the world, and it disappears

for ever, engulphed in a smothering embrace.

But should it escape such accidents, the contest

above ground is over-matched in intensity and
fierceness with that going on among the roots.

Here rival roots of all sorts are probably already

in possession
; the soil is thin, poor, and hard

;

it may be only an inch or two of sun-dried sand

or clay over a layer of chalk or primitive or

secondary rocks. The tender roots are baffled,

foiled, bent, broken, starved, weakened, killed it

may be, and the plant droops and languishes for

lack of the food and water that ought to have
been provided. The plant only needs food, water,

light, air, warmth, sui3icie:it space and time to

make it fertile, but its efforts after these are

battled, foiled, cribbed, cabined, and confined

at every point. And these are but samples of

Nature's prunings, and some of the rough and
ready means she adopts to concentrate and
heighten fertility ; for though Nature is so stern

in her methods as to kill off many weaklings in

her modes of culture, yet what is death to these

brings fei'tility to the survivors.

The result of all this fierce struggle for life

and room for growth is to moderate and tone

down mere vigour of growth into fruit-bearing

spurs and fertile branchlets. Art often comes
to the assistance of Nature, and enables her to

reach the same goal through slower and gentler

methods. By planting wider apart and at equal

intei'vals and subduing all rivals, fruit trees,

bushes, and flowering plants grow rather than
fight their way to fertility. Roots and branches

are broken up and sub-divided, the strength of

one being diffused among many till finally fer-

tility is established by mere extension. How-
ever, in these cases a considerable portion of the

plant or of the area occupied is mostly unfertile.

The skilful pruner not only reaches fertility in

less time, but crowds more of it into a given space,

by as near as may be equally distributing it over

the entire area of his tree. , His aim, and he
mostly succeeds in it, is to clothe the base as

Well as the summit, the sides as well as the

centre, of his plant with fruit. Hence, as a fact,

cordons a yard long are more crowded with fruit

than trees 10 feet high and as much through. With
such examples of concentrated and heightened fer-

tility before him, the modern pruner aims at the

highest object of all pruning—vigour of growth,

with fertility developed in the making of it.
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Methods of doing this have been pointed out
from time to time in the pages of The Garden.
For example, the tops of trees may be forced into

fertility by incessant pinching, or by one, two,
or three cuts during the season. Restraint or

pressure may also be put on the tops by various
modes of treating, bending, or training ; but the

most potent of all means in our power for con-

centrating and utilising fertility lies in root-i)run-

ing or its equivalents, which, with your permission,
will be the subject of my next communication.

—

B. T. F.

P. S.—As there was no reference made to the
Roses grown by me or any other cultivator—with
the exception of those grown by " J. S. W." and
posted up by him in The Garden as conclusive
proof of the soundness of his mode of pruning
them—I fail to see liow my simple proposal that

they might be exhibited, in order that due honour
might be given to "J. S. W." as a successful culti-

vator of old-fashioned Roses, can by any logical

or reasonable possibility stir myself or otliers

whose Roses have never been named in the dis-

cussion to exhibit them against his. Nor is there
the slightest occasion now for "J. S. W. " to ex-

hibit his Roses. The proposal was made on the
assumption stated at the time that the Rose like

walking-sticks, and the clothes- basket- filling

boughs of Rose leaves were the products of the

old-fashioned Roses generally used for drying.
Now that "J. S. W." informs us that, on thecon-
trary, his Roses are such vigorous varieties as

Mdme. Knorr, Achille Gonod, Souvenir de la

Malmaison and other Perpetuals and Bourbons,
we no longer marvel at the strength of their

shoots, but rather that "J.S. W." should grow such
comparatively odourless sorts for drying. But
tastes difi'er about tlie fragrance of Rose leaves as

well as the modes of pruning them, and surely
we can agree to differ, as well as to observe the
common courtesies of debate by quoting the
signatures that appear under our articles. If

"J. S. W." will exercise a little patience he will

find not only that pruning can and does promote
vigour, but that it also concentrates and heightens
fertility. " J. S. W." quotes tlie Vine to the
contrary, but has he never seen a cut-back Vine
make a run of 10 feet or 20 feet in a single sea-

son, the long rod thickening out into the dimen-
sion and hardness of a nut-brown walking stick

within the limited time of six or eight months ?

If that cut of the knife did not concentrate

force and promote vigour, then has language lost

its meaning and the irresistible logic of fact its

force.—D. T. F.

SHORT NOTES.—FRUIT.

Damsons.—Tliese are scarcely cultivated at all in many
counties, and only in a few are the merits of the different
sorts understood. In Kent the Farleigh Prolific or Critten-
den has driven all others out of the market gardens. It may
not succeed everywhere, but where it does it is the best of all

Damsons.—J. Groom, Gosport.

Fruit prospects.—If a late spring is calculated to in-
sure a good fruit crop, we ought to get a full oue this year,
for at the present time scarcely any perceptible movement is

visible in the buds, of which happily tliere is no lack even ou
trees that were heavily cropped last year, and the long en-
forced rest will doubtless benefit the trees, as although the
tops are dormant the roots are busy at work prepai-ing for a
vigorous start.—J. G., Hants.

Neglected fruits.—Mr. Coleman's remarks on neglec-
ted Apples (p. ItlO) are worthy of careful consideration.
For market supply there can be no doubt that Tom Putt
should be planted largely. If growers were to make a
speciality of early high-coloured Apples such as that just
named, and send them to market in place of Lord Sufficlds
and Codlms. that are sadly overdone, they would be well re-

paid.—J. Groom.

The Portugal Quince-—There are some statements in
The G.\rden (p. 13V) on this Quince which I think are in-
correct. Sir. Coleman affirms that the Portugal Quince is

used as a stock for Pears. The late Mr. Thomas Rivers, no
mean authority on Pear cultivation, points out this error in
one of his earlier publications, " The Miniature Fruit Gar-
den," and the Pear stocks that I got both from him and from
Mr. Pearson, of Chilwell, were a variety with very small
leaves, not a quarter the size of those of the Portugal Quince.
—C. B., Oakham.

AMERICAN APPLES IX SCOTLAND.
I AM glad to hear from Jlessrs. Dicksons that I

have furnished information valuable to English
fruit growers ; but I must say that I am
astonished at their statement in regard to the

trial of American Apples in Scotland. I was
certainly aware that the summers were "cold ami
sunless," but from my own experience, as well as

what I had learned in English periodicals and
books for fifty years, I did not think them so bad
as Messrs. Dicksons appear to picture them. I

visited England and Scotland during the summer
of 1844, from August to November, and the

season was similar to our own—of course not
quite .so hot. It was, I was told, an exceptional

year. There was scarcely any rain from the

middle of August to October ; in fact, the Grass
was, in some places, literally dried up.

I did not see fields of Indian Corn, or acres

covered with golden Pumpkins and j'ellow

Squaslies, nor Tomatoes or Cucuml>ers or Egg
plants. But when at Chatsworth Sir Joseph
Paxton urged me to help myself to the Goose-
berries, which, as large as Plums, covered the

bushes. I had a feed such as you cannot find in

America. The Jargonelle Pears were so fine, that

I planted two trees on my return home, and
these were the only outdoor fruits I tasted in

England during my visit. In Paris the only
Pear I .saw was the Angleterre, but I had an
abundance of alpine Strawberries. As regards

indoor fruits, Sir J. Paxton surfeited me with
Cannon Hall Muscats, and Mr. Mcintosh, of

Dalkeith, with luscious Pines.

My next visit was in the spring of 1879, also,

of course, an exceptional year, for when I awoke in

London on the 26th of February the snow was fall-

ing as merrily as it ever does in Boston, and tlie

ground was covered 2 inches deep ; in fact, heaps
of snow remained on the ground in some streets

half the month of March ; and Good Friday
(April 2.5) was a colder day than ever I ex-

perienced in Boston at that late date. All the

(Aicumbers were blackened and dead, the Rhodo-
dendrons were badly injured, and I never knew a

winter when the plants we grow looked half as

bad as those that were grown around London did

at that period. Yet Mr. Barron says, "The finest

specimens of Pears at the conference came from
Scotland!" How is this? A climate so cold

and .sunless, yet producing Pears equalling those

from the favoured Jersey Isles. If Pears, so

much more delicate than Apples, can be so well

grown in the north, sui'ely Messrs. Dicksons'
grounds at Liberton must be a very unfavourable

spot for trial of new fruits of any kind. This
appears to me something like the Grape culture

I recently spoke of, when a variety was con-

demned because cultivators expected impossi-

Ijilities—good fruit from Vines whose roots were
in mud or clay, and never ceased growing until

brought to a stand by Jack Frost. If Pears can
be grown in Scotland, as Mr. Barron testifies, I

am as positive as I am of anything that every
American Apple can be raised in good perfection

in the same climate and same locality where the

Pear succeeds.

Messrs. Dicksons' remark tliat the English
Apples I named as having been grown by me did

n(jt strike one as a particularly happy selection for

comparison with American varieties reminds me
that I wrote from memory, but now I add a list

of nearly all the kinds as they stand in the rows
(tiOO feet long, 8 feet apart) from my guide book.

One noted variety, the Wormsley Pippin, I thought
ought to have three letters struck out and called

the "Wormy" Pippin, for there was not one Apple
on the tree last autumn that I could gather fit for

exhibition, so filled were they with worm holes.

Messrs. Dicksons close their interesting article by

a reiteration of the old story I referred to in my
last pajier (p. 54), which they remark seems to

prove the correctness of Van Mons' theory. Mr.
Knight's theory that all varieties wear out was
just about as correct as that of Van Mons ; not-
withstanding the hundreds of seedling Pears
received l.iy Van M(jns, there are not ten to-day
that are considered of any great value in Europe or
America. They were many ol them surely a
great improvement on the Crassane, Maitin Sec,
Summer Bon Chretien, Ambrette, Monsieur Jean,
Lansac, and 72 similar old sorts described by
Forsyth as the Pears commonly propagated in
England in the year 1800, but they were only
the lieginning of what was to come. The mistake
ot Van Mons was in not sowing seeds of the very
finest Pears instead of the wildings, thus securing
in one generation what it took tliree or four to

accompli.sh, and after all only in degree. The
Doyenne du Comice and the Beurre Superfin,
French Pears, and the Dana's Hovey and Clapp's
Favourite, American varieties, superior to any
Pears Van Mons raised, originated by sowing seeds
of the finest Pears, aliundantly prove the fallacy
of ^'an Jlons' theory, and the immense loss of
time and vexation of a long life devoted to a
noble purpose. The Beurre Spence, Dr. Van
Mons told the late Mr. Braddick, was the finest

Pear he ever raised ; but after all it proved to be
nothing but the Fondanle des Bois, a wild seed-
ling found in the woods, as its name indicates,

and subsequently called the Flemish Beauty—and
a beauty it is when well grown, for I have seen
twelve specimens of it weighing 12 pounds,
perfect pictures in richness of colour, and quite
good enough for Van Mons to lay a claim to its

being rhe best Pear he ever raised.

Messrs. Dicksons must have misunderstood me
in stating "many of the French, Belgian, and
German Pears attain the highest excellence in
their respective countries ; but though most of
them have been tried by Mr. Hovey and doubt-
less by other American cultivators, they have
evidently been found inferior in America to
varieties which originated there." I did not in-
tenil to convey any such impression ; on the con-
trary, these same Pears are among the very finest

cultivated in America, viz., Williams' Bon Chre-
tien, Beurre Bosc, Urbauiste, Marie Louise, Louise
Bonne of Jer.sey, Doyenne du Comice, Doyenn6
Boussoch, Beurr6 Hardy, Duchesse d'Angoulgme,
Winter Nelis, Le Tongres, Paradise of Autumn,
and some others. But the larger part of the
immense number are inferior to the greater part
of our American wildings—that is, varieties found
accidentally growing in gardens or fields of un-
known origin.

'The list of English Apples I have tried and
which I referred to above is as follows :

—

Alfriston
^Blenheim Orange
((Uowntou Pippin
(iDownton Nonpareil
Early White Juneating
Emp. Alexander
English Russet
aGoMen Drop
Golden Reinette
Kentish Pippin
Kentish Fillbasket

((King of Pippins
aKerrj' Pippm
Large English Codlin
Dutch Codliu

I

Hormead Pearmaia
Pitmast m Russet

(tRibston Pippin
aKeinette du Canada
Red Juneating
Rostocker
aSam Young
aScarlet Pearmain

I

Sops of Wine
1

Scarlet Golden Pippin
oSykehouse Russet
Sturmer Pippin
Winter Peach

((Wormsley Pippin
1 and several more.

The trees have been planted forty years, are
only 8 feet apart, and have been severely pruned
to keep them within bounds, and have borne
very well, though not so well as if let alone. The
past autumn I had a fair crop, but they were all

.so poor I could not sell them in the market, only
as windfalls, for little or nothing. Alexander is

a superb large Apple and goocl, but is too shy
;

Alfriston is large, but just about as hard as a rock
and good to boil. As regards the selection as
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not being " a particularly happy one " for com-

parison with our American Applee, I need only

remark that with the Pomolofiical Maga'dne be-

fore me I selected from the beautiful plates in

that work such as are described as the finest

Apples, because I tliought Mr. Thompson ought

to know. I have marked with an (a) these

varieties. C. M. Hovey.

Boston, Mass.

Indoor Garden.

ACHIMENES IN BASKETS.

Most people are more or less acquainted with

Achimeues and their value in contributing to

the embellishment of conservatories and other

plant structures through-

out the summer and
autumn. Than these

there are few plants

more floriferous or at-

tractive, and withal so

easily managed. The
most common method of

culture is that of grow-

ing them in pots or

shallow pans, and when
thus treated they suc-

ceed admirably and prove
invaluable for side stage,

room, or even dinner-

table decoration. An-
other purpose for which
Achimenes are particu-

larly well adapted is

that of furnishing hang-
ing baskets. If this

were questioned, a mere
glance at the annexed
illustration ought to be

sufficient to dispel aU
doubts. It was pre-

pared from a photo-
graph taken in Mr.
Crowley's garden at

Waddon House, Surrey,

where the culture of

Achimenes is carried

out to perfection by
Mr. King. Baskets fur-

nished as here repre-

sented would prove an
important feature in

many plant houses, e.s-

pecially in those of large

dimensions, where small

specimens in pots or

pans would not be
capable of producing a

similar effect.

The season for starting Achimenes will

soon be at hand, especially if they are required

to flower by the month of June. If the corms
have been allowed to remain in the soil since last

year, they should be shaken out early in March,
being afterwards placed about 1 inch apart in

shallow pans of light soil and stood where there

is a temperature of from 60° to 65°. Here growth
will soon commence, and until then water should

only be .sparingly given. It is important that

the young shoots when they appear should not

be allowed to become drawn ; to avoid this they
should be kept in a light position. When about

2 inches high the plants may be transferred to

the pots, pans, or baskets in which they are

intended to flower. Attention is here more
especially directed to basket culture as being a

method far more rarely adopted than either of

the others. Baskets for Achimenes are best

made of galvanised wire ; those about 18 inehes

across the top and 9 inches deep are very useful,

but various other sizes are also procurable. In

country districts it will not be difficult to find

some nice fresh common Moss for the purpose of

covering the inside of the basket and also holding

the soil. Where this is unobtainable Sphagnum
is the best substitute, but it does not hold

together so well. The basket should be sus-

pended, and in proceeding to fill it plants of

about an even size should be selected and

arranged so as to appear about evenly distributed

when looked at from the outside. Fill up with

soil as the work proceeds, and then insert plants

over the top surface about 3 inches apart. Some
of these latter may eventually be trained to hang
over the sides and others to fill up the centre.

Some cultivators only plant on the upper part of

Hanging basket of Achimenes-

baskets, and trust to covering that beneath by
the training and tying of shoots, yet a basket is

seldom so well or so quickly furnished as when
some assistance is afforded from the lower part

as well. When completed, the baskets should

be suspended near the glass in a house kept at

about 60° or 65°.

As THE FLOWERING PERIOD arrives a more
airy and cooler structure will suffice, and even-

tually the conservatory or greenhouse will be

sufficiently warm. Achimenes, if in good health,

last in excellent condition for weeks provided

they are kept watered and in a suitable situation

regarding shade and the amount of air admitted.

They will not withstand strong sunshine nor

cross currents of air. Syringings with clear water,

equally as warm as the air of the house, is of

material benefit in the afternoons until tlie

flowering season begins. A few slender stake.^

may be used to regulate the upper plants so as to

cause some to occupy the centre, and others to

hang over. Thrips and red spider are very de-

structive to the leaves ; if once a footing is secured

it is very difficult to effect an eradication. An
important provision against their attacks is to

avoid, if possible, placing the Achimenes any-

where near other plants likely to be infected

with the insects referred to, and keep the syring-

ing regularly practised when all the leaves are in

a young stage of development. Like other

Gesneraceous plants in general, Achimenes succeed

best in a rather light compost, and one in which
plenty of leaf mould is intermixed. A little

well-rotted manure in addition is also recom-
mended. If loam is used, it should be turfy and
torn up by hand

;
peat should be similarly

treated. The proportion of either peat or loam
seems to matter but
little, as equally good
results, with proper at-

tention, may he secured

from the use of either

ingredient. Plenty of

water is requisite from
the time growth is esta-

blished until it begins to

decline. J. G. K.

Freesias.—With refer-

ence to the management of

these, I find that they grow
strongest and best when
not rested too long. They
should be rested in the soil

in which they were grown,

and after the foliage is

quite dead they only re-

quire about six weeks' rest.

At the end of that time

the sou should be watered,

when they will soon begin

to start into growth. They
should then be immediately

re-potted. I find that we
made a mistake in dealing

with our small roots last

year. Having a good num-
ber of small ones, they

were placed rather thickly

in a seed pan. We can see

now that if we had filled

three pans instead of one

we should have had a con-

siderably larger number of

> flowers and larger roots at

the end of the growing

season than we now have

;

every little bit appears to

have grown, for the pan is

crammed full of growths ;

and what surprises me most

is the fact that there Is a

lot of flowers upon them.

I certainly thought the

roots were too small to flower tliis year. Anyone
having a good supply of bulbs (say, about five dozen)

may make a grand specimen pan of them.—J. C. C.

Epacrises.— I quite agree with the remarks

(p. 88) respecting these lovely flowering plants. The
main desire of many who grow flowers is to get hold

of things which require forcing into bloom in winter,

and, as is often the case where the forcing appliances

are not of the best order, the results are not more

than h.alf what they ought to be ; but if attention was

only directed to plants such as Epacrises, which

blossom freely without any forcing, every one con-

cerned would feel better satisfied. Three years ago we
purchased a number of young Epacrises. This was

in the autumn, and they had shoots from 6 inches to

18 inches in length, according to the strength of the

varieties. They began flowering the same NovembeJ,

and bloomed very freely throughout the greater part

of the winter. The following summer they were

placed in a cold frame, and, after making many
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flowering- shoots in the shade, they were exposed to the
sun to mature. They flowered without any trouble
the succeeding winter, and the same plants are in
bloom now, and have been so since November,
although they are standing in a cool house to which
we have no means of applying artificial heat. I do
not know of any other plant "which would bloom so
freely in such a low temperature and remain so long
'fresh in such a moist atmosphere. Some old Pelar'^
goniums placed in the same structure for winter have
lost the greater part of their foliasje through damp,
but the Epacris flowers have remained as fresh as
pnssihie. They cannot be too strongly recommended
to all who desire to have quantities of lovely flowers
during the dull months, and yet have no means
of forcing plants into bloom. Epacrisfs dislike fire
heat at all times

; the conditions under which thoy suc-
ceed best are a cool atmosphere, a sweet mixture of
sand and peat in which to make roots, and not too
much root room.—J. Mdib, Marrjam.

Lapag'erias in pots and planted out.—

I

would like to know how long Mr. Jluir h.is cultivated
the same Lapagerias in pots, which he says are best
(p. 141). He will probably alter his opinion in time.
I imagnie all the extensive growers will cast their
votes for planting out. This plant makes such an
enormous quantity of great fleshy roots, in propor-
tion to its top, that they fill a large pot in no time,
fit to burst it, and when this happens growth comes
to a standstill. One of our plants covers a trellis
32 feet wide, and it made most of its growth in two
years after being taken out of a tub. When pots or
tubs are used, they should he deep and as wide at the
bottom as at the top.—S. W.

liily of the Valley.—Notwithstanding what
" T. B." has said (p. 163), I still assert, without fear
of disproof, that the tendency of this plant, foreign or
home-grown, is to rush into leaf, at the expense of the
flower, when subjected to a too high temperature,
unless the crowns are buried. It was plants grownm the light I spoke of in my former note. In the
process "T. B." speaks of—putting the roots in a
temperature of SO" or 90"—the artificial burying plan
IS adopted for the very reason that leaves would push
too soon, but he takes care to suppress that fact. A
Lilv of the Valley forced in such a high temperature
"'

„ ^'.'S'^' "™^ '° '^^'^^' ^'^'^ ™ do Hyacinths, Tulips,
Daffodils, and other plants of the same kind.—S. W.

" T. B. 's " remarks on Valley Lilies (p. 1 63 ) recall
tomymindmyexperienceof asmallbatchof themwhich
I found here about four years ago, and which, for some
reason or other, did not come away when first re-
quired. The pots containing the crowns were laid
by on their sides in the shade during the summer
months, and by the end of September had shown no
signs of growth. I had the old soil shaken from
them, and had them potted in the usual way and
plunged in a liotbed specially" prepared for them, with
the result that by the beginning of November I had
some lovely pots of Valley Lilies, showing both flower-
spikes and ample foliage. The fact that these crowns
did not bloom at the proper time, and when after a
lengthened period of rest flowered at an unusually
early season, may teach a lesson which may be of
some value to those who force this Lily tc bloom early
in the season.—M. Oleeson, Chimhei:

Himantophyllum, Imantophyllum, Ima-
tophylluui.—In nurserymen's catalogues and in the
horticultural press the name of the beautiful warm
greenhouse or cool stove plants which head this note
13 variously written as above, most generally in the
m.anner occupying the middle place, sometimes ia the
third way, and most rarely in the manner standin<r
hist on the list; and yet, if the derivation of the
naine is carefully noted, there can, I think, be no
doubt that the first is the correct name, and that
both the others are incorrect. The name is derived
from two Greek words, lixas (himas), a strap, and
<pv\\ov (phyllon), a leaf, from its strap-like folia.'e
I he genitive case of the first derivative name^is
ifiavTos (himantos)

; therefore, the name can only be
correctly written when it is spelt Himantophyllum.—
W. E. GUMBLETON.

Chrysanthemum Boule de Neige.—This
promises to make one of the most valuable of late-
flowermg Chrysanthemums. It is naturally late, and
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the flowers are of the purest white, borne in clusters
of threes and fours. At the December meeting of
the Koy.al Horticultur.al Society, Mr. R. Owen, of
Maidenhead, exhibited a basketful of it, and was
awarded a first-class certificate. It wouM appear to
belong to the reflex flowered section of tlie large
flowering type, though by some thought to be a hybnd
Pompon. As to its origin, it appears that it was ori-
ginally distributed by M. Lemoine, of Nancy, to whom
English plant-growers are indebted for many novelties.
It appears to possess one good characteristic, that of
standing well when in bloom. It may not make an
exhibition variety, but it will be ten times more valu-
able for decorative and cutting purposes. It is certain
that some of the very best and most useful Chrysan-
themums bear late flowers.— R. D.

Acalypha marginata.—Among coloured-leaved
plants this occupies a prominent position. Its broad,
bronzy looking, serrated leaves give it a very distinct
character. It is useful in a small state for many
purposes. Little plants of it can be grown in 5-incii
pots from cuttings in one season, and cuttings of the
points of the shoots strike freely now in bottom heat
in sandy peat and loam. It is rather subject to the
attacks of thrips, the leaves being large and smooth,
aB'ording a fine field for their depredations, but they
are easily kept down by sponging or fumigation.
The Acalyphas are classed with stove plants, but this
species may be grown in a cool stove or intermediate
house.—E. HoBD.VY.

Kitchen Garden.
ONIONS AND PARSLEY GROWN

TOGETHER.
Much is said, and deservedly, against large over-
grown vegetables, but so 'far as regards tlieir
edible properties, for mast purposes this does not
apply to Onions, which, like their near relative
the Leek, are best when least strong or acrid in
flavour, a property which may be inucli i-educed
if grown large in rich soil. That Onions like
manure is known to every(ine who has had to
d(5 with kitclien garden work, but the amount of
.strong stimulants they will bear, with accompany-
ing increase in size and improvement in quality,
would scarcely be credited by those who have
only tried ordinary manuring for them. Similarly
to most bulbs, they push their roots deep down
where there is depth enough of soil to admit of
deep cultivation. Their partiality for heavy soil
IS well known, and in such the size the buUis
attain and the weight of the crop collectively is
much greater than can be grown on liglit land.
The finest spring-sown Onions I ever had were
grown on strong yellow loam, like clay in ap-
pearance

; it had been a hjng time used for
growing vegetables, and had been cultivated to
about 2 feet in depth. In the autumn previous
it was trenched deeper so as to bring up 6 inches of
new soil

; a heavy dressing of fresli stable manure
was applied, mi.xing it well with the soil right
down to the bottom

; 2 inches of night soil was
laid on the top and left to remain until February,
when it had become well melhiwed ; it was then
torked in, mixing it well with the soil to the
depth of 10 inches or 12 inches. Before sowing,
2 inches of soot and .some salt were forked in"'
the seed, White Spanish and Brown Globe, was
i-own :n rows the last week in the month ; the
ground, which was in drv, workable condition,
was made as solid as treading and rolling could
make it. The plants were thinned to 8 inches or
9 inches apart in the rows

; many of the Wliite
Spani.sh measured from 15 inches to 16 inches
round. When they attain this size they are as
niild as the Portugal Onions that are imported
in such quantities, and that are so much in
favour with the cooks, many of whom object to
ordinary sized home-grown Onions on account of
their strong flavour. Few root crops will yield
as much 'weight from a giveu area as Onions when

well grown on land that suits them ; but when
treated as aljove described, the produce in weight ]
is not equal to tliat which is obtainalde when less "I
vcioni is given them, and the bulbs are propor-
tionately smaller. Sown broadcast in beds of
about .5 feet across, with narrow alleys between
to admit of weeding and thinning, is the system
that gives the greatest weight of produce ; but
against this must be set the increase of labour by
all the weeding having to be done by hand in
place of the hoc, which cultivation in rows .admits
of being used. In beds of this de.scription I have
liad a greater weight of Onions than I ever saw
of Potatoes from a like space, even where tlie

land was of a nature well adapted for Potatoe.s.

It is needless to say that where Iieavy manuring,
sucli iis has just been described, is practised, none
will be wanted for the two succeeding seasons. I
usually grow a crop of Cabbage or Cauliflower
the season after the Onions, with Peas the year
following. Tliose who grow spring-sown Onions
for c.xhiliition in .addition to those they sow in
the open ground make a sowing under glass
either in boxes or in small pots, afterwards plant-
ing them out ; by this plan the plants get a start
in advance of those sown where they are to re-
main, yet there is not often much gained in size

;

but Onions tliat are planted are generally rounder
ill the bottom, a matter of importance when they
are required for showing, .as, if at all hollow at
the base, it tells ag.ainst them in the competition.
There is not very much to lie said in favour of
double cropping in the kitchen g.arden, except in
the case of a few things, for it usu.ally happens
that it becomes necessary to make a compromise
by each of the things associated in growth h.aving
to go witliout something or other that they re-
quire. But there are a few vegetables that can
be grown together without injury to each other,
and amongst these are Onions and Parsley.

Those who have had to provide the continuous
supply of Parsley required to meet the demand
in a large family need not be told that there
are times when Parsley in right condition is not
over plentiful, especi.ally after a hard winter,
and ill the time that intervenes between much
of the last year's sowing running to seed and the
new coming in. In the case of most vegetables
that are intended to st.and through the winter
it is found that the bigger they are the more
susceptible are they of injury from frost, but I

never found this so with Parsley ; on the contrary,
weak roots often have all the little top they
])ossess so far disfigured in a hard wdnter that no-
thing usable remains, and when the roots are
small and poor they take much longer in spring
to produce anything worth naming ; whereas
large strong crowns have a lot of half developed
leaves that generally survive a trying frost, and
wdien mild weather comes they are not long in
pushing more.

For the winter supply I for a long time always
depended upon routs in fiames that had been
grown amongst the spring-sown Onions, from
wliich source, if means h.ave been taken such as
have just been described to secure fine Onion.s, a
plentiful supply of Parsley may be relied on in
tlie best condition, which Latter is worth taking
into account, for there is a wide difference between
the appearance presented by strong, well curled
leaves and plain Jinny ones. Even when the
strain is good, cultivation h.as much to do with
the appearance of the plant. When the Onions
were sown a few Parsley seeds were dropped in
patches at from 2 feet to 3 feet apart in every
other row ; when up and large enough to handle,
not waiting until the plants had become weak
and drawn, they must be thinned out to two or
three in a place, afterwards, when they have got
large enough to be safe, reducing them to a single
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plant. No great progress will be made until the

tops of the Onions Ij'egin to go down, or are laid

down, which, needless to say where they are

grown as strong as described, is nsually practised ;

then the rich ground, combined with unlimited

room for- both roots and tops, sets the plants

growing at a rate that enables them to attain

strength and size such as not possible with

ordinary treatment ; in good land they will reach

18 inches across. Before the autumn is too far

far advanced, such as required for filling frames

should he taken up with good balls and placed

in their cjuarters, the remainder being similarly

moved to a place where some protection can be

given when the weather is such as to require it.

Each plant grown in the way described will

yiehl as much as a dozen ordinary poorly grown

examples, besides which the character of the

produce will be as much superior as anything in

its way well could be.

To KEEP UP A coNTiNuons supply it is

necessary at the time the seed is sown amongst

the Onions to sow a little by itself. Good rich

ground, to which a dressing of soot has been

applied, should be chosen in an open place,

sowing the seed in patches about 1 foot or 15

inches apart. As soon as the plauts are large

enough thin them out, leaving about a couple to

each patch ; these will give a supply to follow

the crop sown the previous summer. Another
sowing should be made in summer in ground
similarly prepared to that advised for the first

crop, again sowing in patches at abovit the same
distance apart each way, thinning the plants out

as in the case of those grown with the Onions
;

the crop will not run to seed so soon in the

following spring as the early sown. With this

kind of treatment little inconvenience will be

experienced through canker at the roots, so often

troublesome when Parsley is sown thickly in

rows and allowed to remain unthinned until the

plants are starved for want of room and sufficient

sustenance. T. B.

is too long on the ground to suit quick cropping and

impatient market growers, but also because it is far

too unreliable for extensive culture owing to its lia-

bility to suffer when severe frost prevails. Even if it

were reliable, it would come in .at a time when the

London markets are flooded with Broccoli from

Cornwall and the Scilly Islands. My first reference

to Chou de Burghley arose from the exceeding

scarcity of green material of any kind round London,

arising from the drought of last summer. Scores of acres

of plants w-ere put out and not one lived. Hundreds

of acres of plants th.it did live attained no size, and

these results only where the water-cart was employed

at great expense and no other. Not only is there

little or no Broccoli of any kind near London, but

white Turnips are also very scarce. Therefore any

kind of green material, no matt*)- how moderate in

quality or growth, is found to be most valuable.

—A. D.

Forcing Seakale.—A friend who is rather a

good judge of garden produce on the table does not

approve of digging up Seakale roots and forcing tbem
on manure and other warm beds ; he dec-lares such

treatment spoils the flavour of the Kale ; the nearest

approach to natur.ally grown material which he has

been able to get has be-u obtained as follows : The
roots are in rows about 3 feet apart, and the soil

between the rows at this season is unoccupied. In

dealing with the forcing, the soil to the width of

2 feet in the centre of the space between the rows is

dug up and placed in a ridge over the crowns.

When this is finished, the part over the crcjwns

resembles a Celery ridge and between is the trench.

This trench is tilled up with fermenting material to

the level of the crown of the ridge. The heat thus

obtained acts on the roots, while the growths have

to push up through the superincumbent ^oil and are

thereby blanched. They grow robust and compact,

and, apart from their flavour, I think this is the

cheapest way of forcing Seakale with which I am
acquainted.—J. Mdie, Marrjam.

Chou de Burghley.—It may be remembered
that I lately referred to the value of Chou de Burghley
as a market vegetable in such a sununer as that through
which we have just passed, liecause I found that in

spite of the drought it did well. " W. I. M." h.as now
brought the subject of our difference back to the

starting-point, because he rtfers to its fitness for mar-
ket culture in contrast to early Broccoli. Now, the

Chou de Burghley is not a Broccoli in the autumn and
early winter, but a Cabbage. I have never enter-

tained a high opinion of it as a Broccoli, but as a Cab-
bage it is delicious, white hearted, and fairly solid. As
to Snow's Winter White Broccoli being largely grown
in my district, I must say that is news to me. So far

from that being the case, comparatively little Broccoli

eeems to be grown in Middlesex, not only because it

THE BEST VEGETABLES.
Cauliflowers.—Snowball, or one of the sorts

such as Early Forcing, First Crop, Best of All,

which very closely resemble it, is the best for

frames and handlights, Erfurt Mammoth being

a good succession. Pearl, for summer and early

autumn use, and the well-known Veitch's

Autumn Giant completes our list.

Cahrots.—Nantes Horn is the most profitable

sort for frames, early borders, and late sowing ;
in

fact, I believe on good Carrot ground the supply

could be maintained solely with this useful

variety. The cooks prefer it to all others we
have sent in. James' Intermediate, if a good

strain is obtained, is of good form and colour,

keeping well, Long Red Surrey also being a good

late variety.

Celery.—Sutton's White Gem is one of the

best white sorts in cultivation, and is equalled

only by extra good selections of Sandringham
Dwarf White. The new Wiite Plume will never

become popular, as very few people can att'ord to

grow a sort specially for soups, and for whicli

only it is fit. It may do for the Americans, but

will not find favour with anyone used to such

crisp and sweet Celery as can be produced in this

country. Williams' Matchless again gave us great

satisfaction, and I am of opinion that it is very

distinct from Leicester Red. It grows much taller,

and it is found one of the best for the markets

and for exhibition. Major Clarke's Solid Red
closely resembles Leicester Red, and one of these

two synonyms ought to be cultivated in every

garden, as with ordinarily good culture the pro-

duce is remarkably solid and crisp. Carter's In-

comparable, we find, keeps exceptionally well,

and our latest supplies are of this sort.

CocuMBEKs AND MELONS.—There are plenty

of these to choose from, but why numerous com-
paratively worthless sorts are still included in

the catalogues is a mysterj'. Carditt' Castle, a

rather short-fruited Cucumber, is very prolific

and robust, remainiug longer in good health than
do the majority ; while for a "short and sweet ''

supply, "Telegraph is the favourite. Growers
about Bath have a good stock ot the latter,

and their houses of seed-producing plants, when
I saw them, very much resembled some of

those remarkable illustrations to be seen in

many catalogues. Carter's Model has long

been a favourite with me, and is good alike for

all purposes. Purley Pitrk appears to be a good

form of Telegraph, and as such is worthy of a

triah Blenheim Orange is the best scarlet-

fleshed Melon, and Hero of Lockinge is a good
green-fleshed companion. Burghley Pet is a

pretty and very Ufeful green-fleshed sort, being

of a size to suit many places where large ^Melons

are not cared for. Having had frequent oppor-

tunities of observing the habit of Longleat Per-

fection as well as tasting the fruit, I should say

this valuable novelty will find favour among
lovers of good Melons, as well as those who grow
for exhibition. It is not a showy sort and the

flesh is nearer white than green in colour.

0NION.S.—These would appear to be much taken

in hand by our vegetable " improver.s," but ac-

cording to my experience not much advance has

been made after all. One catalogue describes

Banbury Improved as being the finest type of

Reading Onion, but if we substitute fine for finest

and White Spanish for Reading, a fairly correct

description will thus be given of Improved Ban-
bur}' ; Improved Reading, Sandy Prize, Rou-
sham Park, Walker's Exhibition, Nuneham Park,

Webb's Improved Banbury, and Pinesfield Im-
proved. Under ordinary treatment it would be

a difficult matter to separate them, even from the

ordinary White Spanish ; but when any one or

more of them are taken in hand by exhibitors

they attain almost unrecognisable dimensions,

hence the so-called improvement. We are satis-

fied with any one of the above, while for later

supplies we grow Giant Zittau, a very profitable

sort, and Brown Globe. The Wroxton, recently

distriliuted, proves to be an old acquaintance of

mine, and about this undoubtedly valuable and
distinct late-keeping sort I could a " tale unfold."

Unless I am very much mistaken, it was ex-

hibited at several shows in Kent long before it

reached Wroxton, and it was then unnamed.
The Silver-skinned Queen is a quick growing

sort of mild flavour, and may be sown either in

the autumn or spring. Wliite Naples is also

early, handsome, ancl good; while Mammoth
White and Giant Rocca are other good sorts for

autumn sowing.

Potatoes.—For supplying the table we now
depend solely upon the old Ashleaf, Veitch's Im-
proved Ashleaf or Mona's Prize, Scotch Champion
and Magnum Bonum. Each of these succeed

well with us, and the quality throughout is of

the best. It does not follow that I consider all

other sorts of inferior value ; on the contrary, I

could name another dozen good old and new sorts,

but we cultivate as few varieties as possible by
order of our employers, who when they are being

supplied by a really good vegetable of any kind

do not like a sudden change. So much always

depends upon the cooking, and the fewer varieties

there are sent to the kitchen the fewer mistakes

are made.

Tomatoes.—For house cultivation we prefer

Carter's Perfection, and this has been tried against

several American and English raised novelties.

It is a good cropper, the fruits very handsome,

and of the best quality. Hackwood Park Pro-

lific somew-hat resembles it, but does not ripen

otf evenly, nor is it of so good quality. Of the

smaller-fruited sorts, Chiswick Red and King
Humbert are as good as any. For profit, a good

selection of Large Red wi'll give every satisfac-

tion, and in all probability this and Hathaway's

Excelsior are the two sorts most extensively

grown for the markets. Dedham Favourite

succeeds well under glass, and still better in the

open. Large Red being a good companion.

Various.—Parsnip The Student never fails

to do well here, and is of good quality. Radish

Wood's Early Frame is the most profitable early

sort for frames and warm borders, the forcing

Tuniip varieties and French Breakfast being also

very useful. The ordinary Turnip varieties are

the best for the summer, and Long Scarlet Short-

top for the late supjilies. Savoys—Webb's Little

Wonder and Tom Thumb are good early sorts,

and Gilbert's Universal closely succeeded them,

and proved of excellent quality. Early Ulm,
Dwarf Curled, and Drumhead are always useful

in the order named. Spinach—Victoria is cer-

tainly much superior to the ordinary round-seeded
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sort, the leaves being larger and more succulent,
and the plant does not bolt so quickly. Either
the round or prickly-seeded sorts are suitable for
the winter supplies, and a very good substitute
for these, more especially during the early part
of the winter and in the spring, is the Spinach
Beet. Endives—Moss-curled, Green-curled, and
Improved Batavian are of good service in the
order named. Lettuces—Early Paris Market,
All the Year Round Cabbage varieties. Superb
White Cos, and the Black-seeded Bath Cos, of
which growers of Lettuces about Bath hold a good
selection, are good enough for anything. Vege-
table Marrow Pen-y-byd is a very prolific and
good sort, and so also is Long White.

Somerset. \V. Iggulden.

THE GARDEN.

ONION CULTURE.
The Onion crop is generally regarded as one of the
most important in the garden. In order to have a
good supply of Onions all through the summer and
during next winter the sowing must be effected now.
Onions require a long season's growth, and never do
well unless got in before the middle of March. To
look at them on the surface of the ground one would
scarcely think that they are deep-rooting plants, and
yet there are few, if any, that stand such a short time
that go so far down, which being so, it is very impor-
tant to trench for them, or to sow on land that has
been well broken up. Not only do Onions dive
deeply, but they are gross feeders, and therefore in
trenching a good dressing of rotten manure should
be worked in, and in doing this it is always advisable
to keep it low down, so as not to come into immediate
contact with the bulbs and cause them to rot, which
it is apt to do when we get a wet autumn.

In some soils maggot is very troublesome, and in
Buch cases the best thing that can be done is to give
a heavy dressing of soot and lime before digging the
ground, as this mixture will not only kill any o-rubs
that may be in it, but the soot is one of the "finest
fertilisers that can be used, and is specially valuable
for Onions either now or when they come up.
Although Onions require deep rich land, the top
should be made very firm by treading, as when the
surface is loose they do not bulb so well, but come
with large necks, more after the manner of Leek?,
and then it is only by bending the tops over that the
lower part can be made to swell out at all. Not only
must the soil be rendered quite firm, but it is neces-
sary to have it both smooth and level, in which state it
may be got by the use of a wide wooden rake
to take off the stones and break up the clods,
and thus leave the surface fine, when all will
be ready for sowing the seed. The distance
at which the drills should be drawn is about
10 inches apart, which will give room for hoeino-
between, and thus save much labour in hand-weeding^
as the cleaning must be done in that way unless the
rows are a good way between. As to the depth of
the drills, they ought not to be more than half an inch,
and the seed should be distributed regularly along'
the bottom by taking a pinch between the finger
and thumb, and so dropping it gradually tUl the
whole is in, when it may be covered by drawinc
the soil over it with the back of a rake. As
soon as the Onions are up and large enough to
handle it will be time to thin them, and the earlier
that operation is carried out the better, for if
it is left, the young plants get such a hold of the
ground, that they cannot be drawn without seri
ously disturbing and injuring the others that have to
remain for a crop. The proper distance to lea\e them
in the rows is about 6 inches, and after the thinning
is done it is a good plan to run the hoe lightly over
the ground just to stir and break the crust and destroy
any small weeds that may be showing themselves on
the surface. Beyond keeping clean by repeating this
operation occasionally, nothing more, except, perhaps,
a soaking with liquid manure, will be required till the
harvesting, the first preliminary to which, the pullino-
of the Onions, may take place as soon as the bulbs are
ripe

;
and notice of this is given by the withering of

the tops and the roots dying and leaving their hold,
when the bulbs should at once be dr.iwn and laid out

thinly to dry. After a week's exposure to sun and
air they will be ready for storing and should be strung
up in ropes or bunches and hung in some dry open
shed, as the cooler they are kept the better, and frost
does not hurt them.

A.S to sorts, there are many, the most useful for
sowing at this time of year being the Reading or
White Spanish, the Brown Globe and James's Keeping,
the last-named beiog the only one that will last sound
late in spring. For pickling there are none equal to
the Silver-skin, which is a pretty-shaped Onion that
forms small bulbs, if sown on poor ground, that should
not be dug, but kept as hard as can be on the surface.
For sowing in August to stand the winter and come
in early in spring the Queen is the best, as it bulbs
quickly and is ready for use before the others are
over. To succeed it the Giant Tripoli is the finest,
and this, as its name implies, grows to a large size
and is very mild and good in flavour. S. D '

PEA STATISTICS.
I HAVE often thought that it would be a boon to all
if Peas could be reduced to a convenient number of
varieties, each of which should have some special
feature peculiar to itself. If this were so, the whol-
could be divided into well defined classes or sections.
It IS evident from the number of blue wrinkled
varieties now in commerce that they stand their ground
better, or are in greater demand than any other
section. We made a careful trial last year of 110
varieties, or at least names, including all new sorts
that could be obtained and all tlie old varieties that
we considered of any importance. Of the above
number there were 60 blue wrinkled varieties, 19
white wrinkled, S blue round, 9 white round, 10 blue
oval or indented, and 4 white oval or indented.
Some included in the above blue sections are very
pale blue, others are greenish blue, and some included
in the white sections are pinky white, and others
creamy white. These trial Peas were so\vn on
March IS. The first blossom of the earUest opened
on May 26, and the first blossom of the latest on
June 24. From June 6 to 13, that is, in eight days
65 varieties opened their first blossoms ; of these 15
opened on the 12th. The true test, however, is to
find when the pods are fit to gather, some varieties
being longer than others between blossoming and pod-
ding fit for use. This we carefully noted, and found
that the earUest pod was fit to gather on June IS,
and the first pod of the latest variety on July lo!
In order to show what a great number of varieties
come into use at the same tune, I may mention that
26 were fit to gather on June 29 and 30, and 29 on
July 6, 7, and 8. Amongst the 110 varieties there
are some of all heights, from 9 inches to 6 feet and
more. There were 50 varieties from 2 feet to 3 feet,
and 14 6 feet and upwards. None of the varieties
had any protection beyond that afforded by stakes
during the summer. The shades of colour found
among the growing plants and pods we named respec-
tively pale green, green, dark green, and very dark
green. Beginning with pale green, tlie numbers were
14, 39, 47, and 10. As to flavour, we did not dine off
each variety separately, but. we are satisfied that
wrinkled varieties stand first, and colour also being a
consideration, blue wrinkled are preferable to white.

It will thus be seen wliat numbers of varieties now
in commerce might be swept away, and with benefit
to all parties. Consumers cannot even yet know
anything of the best varieties, or they would not con-
tinue to grow almost tasteless and colourless sorts
when kinds delicious in flavour and beautiful in
colour could be had in equal quantity and at the same
time. We know that during the last twenty years
much has been done to improve garden Peas, and yet
there is room for further improvement. It would
however, be a great advantage if those who raise
new varieties would wait to get their characters well
fixed before sending them out to the public
Repeated trials prove to us that many of the varieties
sent out are no improvement on existing sorts, and
even those that are improvements are so mixed and
uncertain in cliaracter that selection has to be made
yearly for many seasons before a truly distinct variety
can be secured.

Some appear to be afraid that size \yill be thought
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more of than any other property. But why, let me
ask, should not size be considered an important
feature ? Ask those who gather and shell Peas if size
is not of importance, other good qualities being also
present. We want in a Pea pleasant and nutritious
sweetness, a good jiea-green colour, productiveness,
habit adapted to circumstances, and, in addition to
these ])roperties, size. How can Peas be too large if

we have other good quaUties in proportion ? The
qualities just named can be found variously combined
in many of the leading main crop Peas. The greatest
difficulty is to get them in the very early and very
late kinds. j{_ q

Garden Flora.

PLATE 633.

THE HELENIUMS.*
Helenidji was the Greek name of a plant which,
according to Pliny, the Eoman naturalist, was
fabled to have sprung from the tears of Helen,
shed, I suppose, in remor.se for having caused the
Trojan war. As evidence of this, Pliny says
that tlie plant is found in Helen's Isle, situated
near Cape C'olonna, in Greece, a place connected
with the legend of Helen's return home. What-
ever the Greek plant Helenium may have been—and we have no clue by which we can dis-
cover this—it certainly did not belong to the
genus to which Linnaeus adapted the name, for
the members of that are all natives of North
America.

The botanical characters whicli distinguish
Helenium from other closely allied yellow com-
posites are not very obvious, because out of the
iew species cultivated in English gardens there
are two which seem widely different from one
another. Most of them have narrow entire leaves,
with their winged stalks deourrent; that is,

running down the long stem and adhering to it,

making what is called a winged stem. Asa
Gray enumerates twenty species, of which nine
are annual. I have raised several of these from
seed brouglit to me from North America, but I
did not find tliem worth a place in the garden.
Judging from my e.xperience and from the de-
scriptions I have read, I cannot recommend for
cultivation as ornamental plants more than three
species, and even these, amongst tlie vast number
of yellow composites now cultivated, will not
command universal admiration.

H. AUTUiiNALE.—This is probably the most
variable species, the flower-stalks ranging in

Helenium autiuuuale

height from 18 inches to 6 feet, and the colour of
the flowers from pale green-yellow to rich gold.
It is often sold in nurseries under different
names, some of them absurdly wrong. After
trying many forms, I retain only two, which
I call

* Drawn in the Hale Farm Nursery, Tottenham, in August

I
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Var. grandiflordm, a large-flowered variety,

which continues in flower from July quite into

the frosts of November, and growing 5 feet or

6 feet high. In shape the flowers are exactly

like those in the coloured illustration, but the

size is larger, and the disc or button is glossy

brown.

Var. pumilum, of which the coloured illustra-

tion is an excellent likeness, is in my garden the

most useful oi its tribe. It grows at most 2 feet

high, produces a dense mass of flowers in June,

and continues to flower for three months. It

increases very rapidly, and should be transplanted

and divided every two or three years. Itlikes

?h moist soil ami a sunny aspect, but it is not

wt-r-particular. It sends out long roots near the

rface, from which tufts of leaves spring after

e manner of Anemone japonica, making new
nts, but it is more easily kept in bounds than

t plant. I find these offshoots liable to sport

3 forms having linear rays, which are some-

iies green. These plants should at once be

estroyed, as they do not grow out of their bad

bit. I shall be glad to learn that there are

her Heleniums worth cultivating, but if there

"3 1 have not seen them.

H. BoLANDERl.—I first raised this from

sfc^d sent out as H. grandiflorum, under which

freely it is a very good plant—I think the best

of the genus. C. Wolley Dod.

Edge Hall, Malpas.

NOTES.

" In mv garden I spend my days ; in my library

I spend my nights. My interests are divided

between my Geraniums and my books. With

the flower I am in the present ; with the book I

am in the past. I go into my library, and all

history unrolls before me. I breathe tlie morn-

ing air of the world while the scent of Edens

Roses yet lingered in it." (Ale.xander Smith,

1830 to 1867.)

I do not remember to have met with a passage

from any author which better illuslrutes the

happy union desirable between beautiful thoughts

and beautiful flowers. All great men, fro;n Hero-

d(jtus to Ruskin, have obtained inspiration from

the wayside blossoms, from the Lilv, the Rose,

the Daisy, or the Moss and Lichen of rock or tree.

This, after all, is the true use of flowers, not

merely to please our eyes, but to feed our hearts.

Good "books, good music, good pictures alike

make better men and women of us; but this is

infinitely more truly the function of living

fiowers.

Heleiiium Bolanderi.

name it continues to be grown in some gardens.

It begins to flower about the end of June, the

flowers being solitary, 3 inches across, on stalks

about a foot or 18 'inches high. The rays are

broader and larger than in any other of the

genus and bright rich yellow, and the disc is

dark brown, nearly black. This, too, is a native

of California, and 'finds England, especially my
garden, rather too cold for it, the flowers often

presenting a ragged and starved apfiearance, but

it has the qualities of a good garden plant.

H. HooPESi, called after Hoopes, its dis-

coverer, is a strong grower, rapidly forming a

dense mass of crowns, but in my wet and cold

soil it is a veiy shy flowerer. It flowers in June,

making a stout stem 3 feet liigh, branching into

an umbel of four or five flowers. The colour of

disc and rays is uniform bright orange ; the

flowers, when any can be got, are gay and showy,

more than 3 inches across ; the rays narrow and

deflexed. I suspect it flowers better in the warmer

and drier climate of the south of England than

with me, as it is a native of the hot south-western

parts of the United States. Where it flowers

Narcissus triandrus.— In pots, in a^ cool,

but sumiy, greenhouse, several forms of this

delicate little plant are now in bloom. The
largest form is white, with the cup nearly as

long as the perianth segments. This came from

Rev. Wolley Dod, and was collected near Oporto.

Mr. Octavius Corder, of Norwich, very kindly

gave me a share of his collections made on the

Gerez and elsewhere, near Oporto, in May last,

and among these N. triandrus pulchellus is

now blooniing. It is easily recognised as being

the only Narcissus known to me in which the

cup is of a lighter colour than that of the

perianth segments. The wild bulbs are one or

two-leaved, and often solitary-flowered, but

when well established on warm dry soils, it

grows much more luxuriantly. At Parker's

nursery at Tooting, years ago, it used to grow

most vigorously, its great, stout Rush-like scapes

bearing from three to nine flowers. It is not

quite safe to trust these dainty flower roots out

in the ordinary borders. Grown in pots in a

sunny cold frame, they increase in beauty year

after year. Even in Holland I saw them so

grown, and very beautiful they were, and Messrs.

de Graatf tell me they have now many seed-

lings showing flower in their grounds at dear

old Leyden.

Japanese Bamboos. — Scarcely any other

evergreen plants are more distinct and graceful at

this season than are these most elegant Bamboos,

which, so far, have passed our winter unscathed.

When strong and well established, their slender

leafy wands" give a character to outdoor vegeta-

tion quite different from aught else I know. Tbe

really hardy kinds are B. Metake, B. Mazelli, B.

Ragamowski, and Arimdinaria bambusseoides
;

but even A. Falconeri is not much injured outside,

although, by reason of its SL-mi-decidunus habit,

it is now much less effective than aie tlie other

kinds named.

I have often thought a good, bold bed of B.

Mazelli and B. Metake, in some sunny but .shel-

tered nook on the lawn, would be just the place

for Lilium auratum. Travellers tell us that in

Japan this fine Lily is wild on the margins of

woods, and that it grows up among dwarf Bam-

boos. Why not grow it in company with Bamboos

here at home ? In leafage and habit this arraiige-

ment would be a most harmonious and beautijful

one. Perhaps someone has already tried it and

will tell us of the result. Our best Japan Lilies

last year were a few planted amongst Brake Ferns

on a slieltered border.

The Grass Orchid.— "Do you know the

beautiful little Grass Orchid .'" said a visitor the

other day. " No," I replied, " not under that

name at least; what is it like T' "Oli! it has

grassy leaves and elegant spikes of white flowers

like a head of Rvegrass, and it smells just like

Vanille." Of course there was no misunder-

standing that—Dendrochilum glumaceum was

the plant intended, and so it proved. It is one

of the most fragrant and exquisitely lovely of all

the warm-house Orchids now in flower, and is so

distinct from other Orchids in general, that a

plant or two shouhl be grown in all good gardens

where there is a warm plant-house or stove. It

grows well in fibrous peat and Sphagnum Moss

in a .>-hallow suspension pan, and enjoj's a warm
temperature, light, and abundance of water when
t;rowing. Eor cutting, or pulling rather, its

filigree-like spikes are very useful. Another spe-

cies, D. filiforme, has pendent spikes of delicate

pea-green flowers, but is not so fragrant as the

above. It has been called the Fairy Orchid,

and just at the moment I do not remember a

better claimant for such a pretty name. Both

are natives of the woods and forests of the Malayan
Archipelago.

Holly berries and birds.—So far as I can

ledrn, not even " the oldest inhabitant " can

remember a time when the fruit of the Holly

trees was more abundant than they are now. I

say " now " because singularly enough the biids

have for once condescended to leave our Holly

fruit almost undisturbed. Why is this? During

seasons that have been milder generally than the

past winter I have seen the missel thrushes and

fieldfares suddenly swoop down from the hills,

and in a few hours some of our finest Hollies

were lierryless—cleared as if by magic. This

year scarcely a berry has been touched, and so

on sunny mornings the bushes are agleam with

scarlet, orange, and yellow, with crimson fruitage

and fruitage of gold. The yellow and orange

fruited kinds have this season been more lovely

than usual, but, as I ha\„ said all, even the

great sugary fruits of the broad-leaved Hodgin's

variety, have been ignored. Can it be that now
and then a panic seizes the birds just as it seized

our people during the Corn Law days ? Does

some discontented agitator amongst the birds

excite them to raids on the fruit in our gardens ?

In a word, is it pure mischief, is it fun, a sort of

" surprise party," or is there some other cause 1

Certain it is, that with a good deal more than

an average amount of frost and snow our Holly

fruit is untouched as it never was before

—

at least so far as we can remember.

Galanthus virescens.—Mr. Allen (p. 162)

says I am in error as to the colouring of this

little Snowdrop, which he describes as having the

" outer segments green, tipped and edge<l with

white." I do not proless infallibility, and will

at once confess my error if I am really wrong.

All 1 can now say is that Mr. Shorlt sent me a

flower or two of a variety bearing this name from

Mr. Loder's collection at Floore, and it certainly

had the outer segments white and the inner ones

f'reen, as figured at the time, or soon afterwards,

m these"notes" (see Garden, Vol. XXV., p. 371),

so it seems possible that there are two forms of

G. virescens. It would be very interesting to

know if Max Leichtlin and Mr. Loder both

obtained their stock from the Harpur Crewe

collection, or if from dillerent sources of .supply.

1 do not agree with Mr. Allen's estimate of G.

Melvillei, which the raiser sent me years ago,

and which I consider one of the most beautiful
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of its order, and certainly our visitors liave been
unanimous in their admiration of its boldness of
bud and delicate texture of blossom. I can see
nothinf; " roni,'h and coarse " about it ; indeed, its

rarity is the only fault I have ever heard fountl
with it until Mr. Allen's opinion appeared. Per-
haps Mr. LoderorHerrMax Leiclitlin will kindly
favour us with their opinion of G. virescens and
G. Melvillei.

Hot-WATER V. sTEA.vr heatin'g.— It is not so
very long ago—not much over a quarter of a
century—since the now general arrangements of
hot-water heating superseded the primitive old
hot-air or smoke Hues. Now from America comes
the^ news that steam heating is there fast super-
seding the old hot-water arrangement. A friend
in Indianopolis writes: "Steam is the heating
agent employed here by florists generally. Willi
10 lb. of steam they can heat fifteen or twenty
houses, and resist a temperature of 20° below
zero !" In a word, steam heating is becoming so
general in America that one would think it must
possess some advantages that have le<l to its

ousting the older hot-water system. What have
our English hot-waler engineers to say on the
subject/ It would be well for us to know if

steam is really as efficient and, under some con-
ditions, as safe and as economical as heating with
warmed water. It would be as well for us to hear
the best and the worst that can be said of the
new system. On the Continent I have seen
plant houses heated by a small boiler, and jnpes
of copper instead of cast-iron. An elticient and
economical method of heating the little green-
houses or conservatories attached to the dwelling-
house is also a great desideratum.

An Ivy gaeden.—It has been well said that
had no exotic plants found their way to our
shores, beautiful gardens could have been formed
of our native trees and shrubs and flowers
alone. Of all our native plants the Ivy in all its

erratic forms is one of the freshest and most
beautiful, and it is pleasant to hear that a collec-
tion of all the varieties procurable is to be made
in the Royal Horticultural Society's Ohiswick
(iarden. All ai'e noble, from the gigantic-leaved
Hedera dentata, algeriensis, or Ea^gneriana, to
the tiny H. microphylla, or Bird's-foot, which
throws a thin gauze or net-like veil of green only
over the bare stones. Easily increased and easily
grown, the Ivy deserves all the attention that is

to be given to it.

As_ long as a square yard of ugly, dead wall
remains, the "Ivy green" has a noble misfion to
perform. Tlie old-fashioned and erroneous idea
that Ivy does harm to masonry and causes damp-
ness is being firmly swept away. No good
masonry was ever yet injured by Ivy; many old
ruins would, indeed, long ago have fallen, except
for its protective embraces; while nothing will
keep the outside walls of a house drier and
warmer than a coat of Ivy. Ivy-covered walls
illustrate once more for us that axiom so gene-
rally true in the garden, viz., that which looks
most beautiful is really the best also.

Cape Freesias.—What exquisite form, deli-
cate colour, and pi(iuant odour these dainty little

flowers possess ! But few forced flowers just now
can equal them for a warm greenhoiise, even
though one cannot emulate Mrs. Gibson Black
or those Guernsey growers who sent us branched
spikes nearly 18 inches long, and bearing many
flowers. These flowers are so delicate in texture
and so elegant in form, that Hyacinths and Croci
actually look great solid, formless lumps of crude
colour be.side them. I saw some the other day
arranged along with Maiden-hair Ferns and
Odontoglossum Alexandrse in a pretty little cool
Orchid house (they had, of course, been grown in
a warmer place), and the eflfect as seen behind a
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fringe of Isolepis was fairy-like. The proper
way to manage them seems to be this: Place
twelve good Imlbs as big as Hazel nuts in a well
drained G-inch pot in good loamy compost

;

start them in a sunny, cool, and airy greeidiouse,
and after they are 3 inches or 4 inches high, ])lace

them on a shelf near the glass in a warm plant
stove. They are very fond of a little weak
manure water, and are really worth any amount
of trouble. I thought they were universal
favourites with the ladies, but one objected to
them the other day because they had a " snuffy
odour," and in the sunshine they do remind one
of scented snuff with a dash of sweet Primrose.

The netted Iris.—No really hardy flower
is more lovely just now in the open air than are
the forms of Iris reticulata. You can pick the
buds of these (just as in the case of S. stylosa)
and if brought indoors and placed in water they
open out perfectly, and their lovely velvety texture
is untorn by winds, unsoiled by storms or rains

;

or you can )>lace half-a-dozen bullis in a .5-inch

pot during August or September, and place the
pots in the sunny corner of a coLl frame, where
they will throw up their flowers in January or
February and prove very welcome indoor orna-
ments. As seen near the eye their beauty is

most enjoyable. It is not advisable to cut their
own leaves with the buds, and yet no other
leaves suit them so well. The nearest and best
suljstitute, however, is the foliage of the Little
Widow Iris (La Vedova of Florence), Iris

tubero-a, which is a much more robust plant,
furnishing its narrow glaucous leax'es in abund-
ance, so that a good bunch may be gathered
without much real injury. I find a good deal of
difference of opinion as to wdiich form of the
netted Iris is most beautiful. Some prefer the
deep blue-purple type ; others like the claret-

purple ivrelagei best. When my own opinion
is dtsired in questions of tliis kind, I always say
grow both until your own opinion is deterniined.

Veronica.

Ferns.

PROPAGATING FILMY FERNS.
The culture of this charming class of plants has
lately revived to a considerable extent, a circum-
stance which may be attributed to the remarkable
results that have attended cool treatment as

advocated and followed by Mr. J. Cooper Forster,
whose collection of Filmy Ferns in TTpper
Gros-venor Street, owing to the unusually long
spell of bad weather experiencetl this season, has
had a somewhat harder time of it than usual

;

yet amongst the sixty and odd species and
varieties of which it is composed, not a single
one shows any ill efl'ects from the thermometer
falling several times as low as the freezing point.
Not only do Hymenophyllum seiuginosuni,
crispatum, demissuin, dilatatum, flabellatum,
flexuosuni, pulcherrimum, and scabrum, and the
lovely little Trichonianes venosum and superb
T. renif..rme, all natives of New Zealand, look as
fresh and enticing as ever, but the Chilian
species, such as Hymenophyllum candiculatum,
cruentuni, chiloense, dichotomum, fuciforme,
pectinatum, and Trichomanes exsectum, as well
as the Javanese T. auriculatum, javaiiicum,
meifoliuni, and maximum, vie witli each other in
luxuriating under cool treatment. The pretty
T. parvulum, from Japan, and even the several
West Indian species, such as H. asplenioides,
hirsutuin, polyantho«, and valvatum, show un-
mistakable signs of gratitude for the care
bestowed upon them. True it is that, owing to
the high prices realised by most of the species,
only a few of them are in demand, and these

principally of New Zealand origin ; the compara-
tive cheapness of the latter places them within
the reach of all Fern lovers, and likewise enables
their owners to gain experience in their culture
before they attempt more expensive kinds. It
cannot, however, be too well known that the
treatment whicli suits them is also that best
adapted for nearly all other species, tli .ugh
coming from climes reputed to be warmer, only
a few from the West Indies and from Trinidad
having, up to the present, proved exceptions to
the rule. With the exception of Todeas, all the
other Filmy Ferns, even Trichomanes radicans,
are of comparatively slow growth, and it is

principally on that account that they are invalu-
alile for indoor cultivation, as they do not for a
long time overcrowd the case in which they
are planted, and they differ, moreover, from all
other Ferns by retaining for years their foliage,
which maintains the same bright colour and
peculiar transparency to the last. Being of such
slow growth when perfectly established, it may
be easily inferred that their'propagation does not
take place very rapidly, and that is the principal
reason why they remain so exjiensive.

In the case of Todeas, whose growth is more
rapid, young seedlings form, in the course of three
to four years, thrifty little plants with from eight
to a dozen fronds each, but although these grow
freely enough when their spores germinate, it is
often found that in the majority of cases the
latter are deprived altogether of germinating
])ower. A most remarkable thing in connection
with the culture of plants belonging to that sec-
tion of Filmies is the fact that while Todea
pellucida and Fraseri, both natives of New
Zealand, are often found coming up of their own
accord in cases in which they are grown, there
is no record either of T. superba, also Irom the
same habitat, or of T. Wilkesiana, from the Fiji
Islands, reproducing themselves in the same way.
To increase these kinds, which have indivisable
crowns, it is necessary to sow their spores, and
then to carefully attend to them until they produce
their first fronds, an event which generally takes
place from twelve to fifteen months alter their
spores have been deposited on peat. The pro-
tlialli of Todeas, which are of an uncommonly
elongated shape, possess a peculiarity which has
been looked for in vain among other Ferns, and
which consists in having the property, when cut
up into several sections, of continuing to grow,
each piece producing a young plant. It may
also be remarked that while imported clumps of
Todeas only produce one growth every season,
home-raised plants remain in continual growth
all the year round.

The Hymenophyllum.s, which are provided
with numerous wiry rhizomes, are geneially pro-
]iagated by division. The rhizomes possess on
their whole length small rudimentary roots, which,
if the division is done carefully and at a proper
season, never fail to ])roduee independent plants.
The best time for the operation is March and
April, when pieces provided with at least a
couple of matured fronds may safely be detached
from the parent plant, and pegged firmly on some
mossy or spongy material, a compost consisting
of two-thirds fibrous peat and one-third chopped
Sphagnum being the best adapted for the pur-
pose. If these divisions are kept close and shaded,
they will, in the course of a few weeks, be able
to bear the treatment given to their elders.
Most of the Trichomanes are equally provided
with running rhizomes, but of a difierent cha-
racter, for, while those of the Hymenophyllums
are of a wiry texture and delight in running
through Sphagnum and jiartly decayed vegetable
matter, those of Trichomanes, which are hairy
and fleshy in substance, generally prefer either
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wood or stone, to whicli they cling with great

tenacity. It is this adhesive character which

renders' their propagation comparatively easy and

safe, as if tlie amputation is done below a couple

of matured fronds, and the severed piece adheres

to a piece of stone or wood, and is besides pro-

vided with one or more roots, which in Tricho-

manes are long, succulent, and worm-like, tlie

operator need hardly apprehend failure; and 1

1

treated as has just been recommended for the

divisions of Hyinenophyllums, they will also in

a few weeks submit to the same treatment as

established plants. The few species of Tncho-

manes wliich are not provided with rhizomes,

such as T. Bauerianum, meifolium, and otliers,

are usually propagated by the division of the

crowns—a"
tedious and also a risky operation.

The above constitute the only ways by whicli

these plants have up to the present been increased,

and it is a fact tliat seedlings of Trichomaues

radicans already possessing all the characters of

perfectly developed plants may now lie found in

the Eoyal E.\otic Nursery, King's Road, where

some twelve years ago were raised the first seed-

lings of several kinds of Gleichenias. Quantities of

Todea superba and Wilkesiana are also raised

there annually, but all these, although by no

means commonly raised from spores, are unim-

portant compared with the successful raising,

after many failures, of seedlings of the Killaruey

Fern. From a purely commercial point of view

the raising of Triclioinanes or Hymenophyllums

from spores can hardly be regarded as a very pro-

fitable achievement, inasmuch as the young seed-

lings thus produced rec^uire as many years as

(ordinary divisions of the same plants take months

to foriii subjects of equal size ; but the fact re-

mains that those are the iirst artificially raised

seedlings of Trichomanes of which we have had

any account up to this time ; as to their being

seedlings there can be no doubt, as in most cases,

although the young plants have produced fronds

which have attained nearly full size, measuring

9 inches inclusive of 3 inches of stalk, they are

still provided at their base with rudimentary

fronds, to which, in several instances, the pru-

thalli are still attached. The spores of these

were sown in 1877 ; they are, therefore, some

eight years ohl. The first fronds are entire, then

fcillow" some once or twice divided, and up to

this stage no traces of rhizomes are visible
;
the

young Ironds simply appear to start from an

underground crown. When they begin to assume

an ordinary shape, that is to say, about the second

year after the first frond has made its appearance,

the rliizomes begin to develop themselves ; and

on some of the young seedlings alluded to they

already measure 4i inches long, and in some ca-es

are already brinching in all directions. They

were sown on sandy peat, in which they were

grown until lately, but as they got stronger some

crocks and pieces of sandstone were adileil to the

compost, and to these hard substances they already

adhere firmly by their hairy rhizomes, which

have the appearance of so many caterpillars, and

tlie young plants are now treated as ordinary

divisions of established plants would be. Q.

Garden Destroyers.

THE COMMON CRICKET.

(aCHETA DOIIESTICA.)

Crickets, though less often seen than most com-

mon insects, are among those which are the best

known ; this is probably due in a great measure

to the fact that they are often nientioned in

literature which is not of a scientific character:

Dickens' well-kn(iwii Christinas story, " Tlie

Cricket on the Hearth," for instance. Though

seldom seen, they make their presence percep-

tible by their well-known chirping. Many per-

sons even in this enlighteneil age hold supersti-

tious notions about crickets, and consider that it

is unlucky to kill one, and that their chirping is

a favourable omen ; these ideas may parilv ac-

count for their abundance in some places. What-

ever may have given rise to the superstition, in

many dwelling-houses where the viands are pro-

perly protected from them they are probably

useful, as they act as scavengers in consumin;^

crumbs and other small portions of food which

they find on the floors of kitchens, &c. ; but even

SHORT NOTE—FERyS.

Basket Ferns.—In Ths Gardes (p. 67) allusion i.%

mvde tij several Ferns that are well adapted fur basket

culture, Ijut "G." would have done well to include Adiaii-

tum conciauum and A. concinnuni lajtum. the latter being

in my estimation one of the most beautiful of all the Adian-

turns.— I.

Cystopteris fragilis-—I find this and its varieties to

do well in a compost of fibrous peat and loam, with a little

thoroughly decayed leaf-mould and fine .sand added, and a

small amount of old crumbled mortar. They are especially

eligible for situations a little moist in the rockery. In pot

culture, a few small fragments of limestone may be intro-

duced into the compost, and between these the caudex of the

plant should be placed erect. It is important to drain well.—S.

Figs. 1 and 2, female cricket (slightly magnified) ; 3, one of

the posterior appendages (magnified) ; 4, third tibia or

shank (magnified).

under these circumstances the noise they make
is sometimes very annoying ; their monotonous

chirp, continuing as it does sometimes for hours

together with hardly any cessation, is to some

persons almost unenduraljle. However, though

they may be tolerated in kitchens, no gardener

can put up with their presence in greenhouses,

for they are certain in these situations to bring

bad luck to any plant they may attack. I am
not aware that they confine their attentions to

any particular kinds of plants, but they usually

select soft-wooded ones, or young seedlings,

amongst which they are sometimes very destruc-

tive. "Fortunately, they do not appear in enor-

mous swarms as their near relatives, the locusts,

do, which, as is well known, ilevour everything

in the way of vegetation which they come across.

Locusts, luckily, are not natives of this country,

although solitary specimens have occasionally

been found here ; they probably have been blown

across from the continent or in some other way
have chanced to find their way here. A swarm
of this insect is said to have visited us in 1746,

but they fortunately did not breed here. Crickets

ought not to be so common in hothouses as they

used to be, for they dearly love warmth and

dryness, both of which they obtained more

easily when houses were warmed by the old-

fashioned fines than they can now with the

modern system of hot-water pipes, for m the

former there must have been frerpiently cracks

and crevices in which they could find shelter.

Their great love of dryness may be taken advan-

ta.!e of when trying to get rid of them, and their

haunts .should if possible be thoroughly soaked

with water morning and evening. To destroy

crickets a great many methods have been devised,

an almost certain sign tint none are really satis-

factory and suitable under all conditions ;
if one

was, no one would recommen 1 the others. Among
those which are most useful are the lollo\ving.

Though crickets hate moislur •, they are thirsty

insects
;
jam \wU partly full (jf water placecl near

their quarters generally prove very attractive to

them, orlieerand sugarm ly be used instead ofwater.

Arsenic mi.xe 1 with honey put on small pieces

of glass, broken glazed crockery, or slate, which

should be laid aliout within their reach, is very

efficacious. Arsenic niiy also be mixed with

small pieces of roasted apple or with oatmeal.

Cats and ilogs must not be allowed to have access

to these baits, or they may be killed. Persever-

ance is reijuire 1 in using these baits daily for a

week or more if the extermination of the crickets

is intended. Gas tar or carbolic acid poured into

the places in which thev resort will drive them

out, ami all cracks, &c., should be fiUetl up with

cement.

Crickets belong to the same Natural Oider(Or-

thoptera) as the cockroaches, mole crickets, locusts,

and grasshoppers, and do not undergo their trans-

Ibrmatioiis in the same manner as insects in many

Orders do which are hatched from eggs as grubs

or caterpillars. The ciicket in its larva state,

that is, when first hatched from the egg, is to all

outward appearance, except that it has no wings,

a miniature likeness of its parents ; it gradually

increases in size, and after moulting several times

very short rudimentary wings appear; the insect

is now in the pupa state, which answers to the

chrysalis in many insects; it casts its skin once

more, and then appears as a fully developed

cricket. The females lav a large number ot eggs

in the burrows in which they live. These burrows

or galleries they are very fond of making in walls

where the mortar is surticiently solt tor them,

with the aid of their strong jaws, to be able to

work their way in it— I am afraid much of the

modern mortar is almirably suiteil for their pur-

poses—and as they are remarkably partial to

warmth, they will continue their excavatitms t;o

within a few inches of an oven or boiler. Then-

position in a dwelling-house is generally near a

fireplace; in the summer time they sometimes

take up their positions in garden walls. The

chirping noise which these insects make is pro-

duced entirely by the male, the females, very

unlike most of their sex, being unable to produce

any sound audible to our ears, though this is by

no means a proof that they are silent, for the

human ear is only able to recognise sounds

caused by vibrations varying from thirty per

second to thirty-five thousand per second ;
any

sounds cause I by a greater or less number of

vibrations per second are not heard by us. Whether

the note of a male cricket is audible to everyone

(deaf person.s, of cour.se, excepted) I do not know

;

the chirping of some grasshoppers certainly is

not. I was on a walking tour in Switzerland

with two friends some 3'ears ago,neither of whom
was aware of anything unusual in his hearing

powers. Near Zermatt, on some dry pastures,

there were a great number of grasshoppers which

at times made quite a disagreeably loud noise.
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I remarked one day what an abominable noise

the grasshoppers were making, when one of my
friends stood still to listen, and said he could not
hear them ; we could hardly believe him, but it

was so. The chirping sound is produced by the
rubbing of the wing-cases together, some of the
veins in which in the males are formed in a pecu-
liar manner, and are described by Professor
Westwood as follows : Speaking of the veins in

wing-cases, he says, "The stxongest of these veins,

which runs towards the base of the left wing-
cover, is found on the underside to be regularly
notched transversely like a file ; when the wing-
covers are closed, this obUque bar of the wing
cover lies upon the upper surface of the corre-

sponding pai t of the right wing-cover ; and when
a tremulous motion is imparted to the wing-
covers, this bar rubs against the corresponding
bar of the right wing-cover, and thus produces a
vibration which is communicated to the other
parts of the wing covers, which being divided
into a number of irregular spaces have each a
distinct vibration and produce a separate sound,
which unitedly forms the stridulation or chirp-
ing so well known."
Grasshoppers.—I may as well mention here,

although the insect is not a cricket, that a large
green grasshopper has lately been introduced into
several greenhouses in various parts of England
from abroad, probably from South America. Its

name is Copiophora cornuta. It has been found
to injure the flower-buds and blossoms of Azaleas
and the buds of Gardenias. When full grown it

measures about IJ inches in length (the females
have along ovipostor, which adds to their length)
and 3 inches across its expanded wings. This
insect is fortunately rare at present, only a few
specimens having been found, or at any rate re-
corded. If it were to breed freely in this country,
it might prove a very destructive pest. The
common house cricket (figs. 1 and 2) is of a
dull, pale, yellowish brown colour, and measures
about three Cjuarters of an inch in length ; but it

appears to be a much larger insect, as the tips of
its wings project half an inch beyond its body,
and the two long hairy appendages at the end ol
the body are of aljont the same length. When
the wings are fully expanded they measure nearly
2f inches from tip to tip. The head is furnished
with a pair of very long antenna', which are
verv slender, and are composed of a great number
of joints; the basal joint is thick and rounded.
Immediately behind the antennw are the ejes—
these are almost black and rather prominent ;

there is a dark line across the head from eye to
eye. The jaws are strong and toothed. "The
thorax is almost rectangular, and its width is

rather greater than its length ; its centre is dusky
in colour. The upper wings are short and not
longer than the body, and are somewhat horny
and strongly veined ; they can be of little or no
use in flight, but serve as wing-cases to the
lower pair, which are large and very delicate.
These when at rest are folded up much in tlie

manner of a fan ; their points project consider-
ably beyond the ujiper pair. At tlie end of the
bocly are two long tapering appendages (fig. 3),
which are supposed to be organs of touch, and
are, I have no doulit, of great use to the insect
when having to move backwards in a burrow in
which it cannot turn round. Similar organs are
also possessed by the common cockroach and the
mole cricket, bo'th of which live in burrows or
cracks. The legs are strong and hairy; the
hinder pair are formed for leaping, and are very
long, and the fenuir, or thigh, 'is remarkably
robust; the tibia, or shank (tig. 4), is covered
with stiff hairs, and is armed with two rows of
spines

; the feet are composed of two joints. The
females are provided with long ovipositors (figs.

1 and 2). G. S. S.

Flower Garden.

SNOWDROPS DOUBLING.
The question whether single-flowered Snowdrops
and single-fluwered Dafl^odils can ever produce
double fluwers without the intervention of seed

is one to which I have paid attention fur at least

ten yeais. On the part of unbelievers there are

two very old theories, both of them supported by
very high authorities in gardening. One is, that

the single wild Daffodil and the single Snowdrop
die out in some gardens in whicli the double
Snowdrop and the large double Daffodil called

Telanionius grow well, and that imperfect obser-

vation has led to the belief that the double flowers

have been produced by the single bulb. The
(ither theory is that in some soils or w hen grown
in untilleil gmuud, the double forms become and
continue single until planted again in soil favour-

ing the double condition.

Both theories are founded on facts, but the

fallacy of them consists in concluding that what
occurs in some cases occurs in all. In raj' garden
here 1 have abundance of Snowdrops and Daftb-

dils, both single and double. I ha\e made care-

ful observations for many years and have found
that single-flowered Snowdrops invariably con-

tinue to produce single flowers, and double-

flowered, double flowers. Wild Dattbdils continue

to flourish, and I have brought them from scores

of natural habitats, but have never discovered

any tendency either to become double or increase

in size, though some of the habitats are those

from which they are alleged to turn in certain

soils into the huge double form. I do nnt, how-
ever, conclude that because no change takes place

in my garden none takes place in any garden.

As fur possibility, botanists laughed when the late

Prufessur Henslow said he would produce a Prim-
rose flower from a Cowslip root, which I believe

he did. The difficult)', however, is to get accu-

rate observation conducted continuously in many
gardens for .several years. As the c[ue^tion is

adhuc sub judicc, I will not go into the evidence
now, but merely say that i am continuing to

collect it, and that I hope in April to receive

reports from thirty or forty gardens in all parts

of the kingdom to which I have sent bulbs of

single wild Dafl'odil, with careful instructions for

their observation.

Allow me to add that single flowers turning
to double of the same variety, in which I see

nothing wonderful, is a distinct fjuestion from
N. pseudo-Narcissus (single type) turning to

double N. Telamonius, which, 1 own, is rather

wonderful.—C. Wollev Dod, Edge Hall, Midpas.

"Veronica" (p. 14J) and the Rev. W. Wilks
(p.l40)both refer to this matter. Thelatterdoub;stbeir
conversion, while admitting the disappearance of the

single Snowdrop and the substitution of the double in

its stead. The change, be thinks, may be effected

through the presence of a few double bulbs among the

singles and the rapid multiplication of the foiiner to

the destruction of the latter, in accordance with the
opeiation of the law of the survival of the fittest

—

that is, the stronuest. The theory is iugenious, and
it may be true, as it would he extremely difficult to

distinguish between single and double bulbs of the

same strain of Galanthus nivalis or any other species.

I wish stress to be laid on the phrase "the same
strain," as there is obviously a good many stra'ns of

the common species of Snowdrop, and there would be
no difficulty in distinguishing between the bulbs of

the smallest single strain of G. nivalis and the more
common sort, single or double. Granting, however,
that your corresp. indent's explanations of ^uppressiou
rather than convtrsion may be true, there are several

other questions to be asked of botanists and the lovers

of Snowdrops. The fiist is. Is the conversion of single

Snowdrops into double or the suppression of the single

by the double general and almost universal or chiefly

local (using the latter term in a very much wider sense

than usual) ? Does it extend, for example, throughout
Scotland, and is the doubling carried to as great an
extent north as south of the Tweed ?

The next questions are more for botanists than
cultivators. Assuming that eithtr by conversion or

otherwi-e the single Snowdrop is rapidly disappearing
before the doublf, how can the disappearance of the

single and the sujiremacy of the double be explained ?

As a rule, among all other families f>f plants, single-

flowered vatieties, being the nearest to primitive

forms, are the more vigorous. If the Snowdrop is an
exception to this rule, why should it be so? Can it

be that the freer seedingof thesinyle-floweringvarieties

puts a I eavier strain on the bulb», and so exhausts
and finally destroys them ? But should it be esta-

blished that such is the ca^e, one would suppose that

the seedlings w hich spring up freely where Snowdrops
are left to tliemselves in semi-wild places would not

only enable the singles to bold their own, but greatly

to extend and enl iige their boundaries. But seed-

lings, which are, however, far less common than many
suppose, do not seem in any appreciable percentage to

come single, but double. I must, in justice to the

Rev. W. Wilks, state that though I have grown
G. plicatus in quantity for years, and though it has

varied very considerably and I have found plants

hardly to be distinguished from the double nivalis

amongst it, that iu no case has this fine Snowdrop
doubled and retained its character or fine leaves.

The subject of the doubling of the common Snow-
drop to such an extent as to threaten the suppression

of the single type is one of great interest to the

botanist as weU as to every lover of this fairest har-

binger of spring, for few can doubt that the single is

by far the more graceful. I trust Mr. Peter Barr,

Mr. Allen, and Mr. Burbidge among many others

will favour us «iih thtir experience on this point, and
also of the success of their attempts, if any, to cross

the vaiious species and varieties of the Snowdrop.

—

U. T. K.

Dafifodil Yellow King.—Referrirg to the edi-

torial note in The G.^hhe.v (p. 176) in which my
name is mentioned, alkiw me to say that I had
nothing to do with naming this variety, though I

believe I was the first to introduce it to England and
to give it to Mr. Barr. It is also not quite correct

to say that the flowers, when presented to the floral

committee of the Royal Horticultural Society last

April were rejected as unworthy of notice. The
fact is that they were nearly withered, and Mr. Barr
wasadvistd to send better specimens next year. I

will undertake to say that Daffodil growers will not
think it unworthy of notice, whatever the floral com-
mittee may decide about it.—C. Wulley Dod, Ldije

Uall.

Galanthus Imperati.—In Mr. James Allen's
excellent article on the Snowdrops (p. 75), the state-

ment that the true variety of Galanthus Imperati was
introduced by the late Mr. Atkins must have been
owing to some misapprehension, as this plant wsis

really introduced by Messrs. Backhouse, of York, in

whose catalogue for 1S77 it makes its appearance for

the first time amongst cultivated plants in England.
Prior to that date it was not grown nor even known
either in England or on the Continent, except perhaps
to the very few individuals who might have rtad the
description of it in Kunth's "Enumeratio Plantarum"
or in the "Floras" of Tenore and Parlatore ; and I
am in a position to state that at that time, even to

the curator of the Botanic Garden at Naples, in its

native country, it was only known from a dried speci-

men or two in the Erbario Gussoniano. I have
reason to know that Messrs. Backhouse and Son were
at considerable trouble and expense in re-discovering

and introducing this plant into cultivation in England,
and T trust Mr. Allen will kindly excuse me for

setting him right on this point and giving " honour
to whom honour is due."

—

William Milleh.

Naming wild Daffodils.—With all respect for

the authorities at Kew, whom I have always found
ready to help me when in doubt about a name, I
cannot agree with the opinion of " E. W. B." ex-
pressed in The Garden (p. 156) that Kew is the
best place to send wild varieties of Daffodil to be
named. For instance, we have at present some thirty
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distinct wild varieties of Trumpet Daffodil collected

in the Pyrenees and in Spain and Portugal. If sent

to Kew for their botanical name?, they would every

one of them, very properly and correctly, be returned

labelled, "Narcissus pseudo-Narcissus variety," and

the sender would he no wiser. I wish to relieve

Kew of the labour of noticing these endless varieties

of one species, and to claim for the Narcissus com-

mittee of the Royal Horticultur.al Society the privi-

lege of having these wild fnrnia sent to them. If the

only duty for which the Narcissus cunmiitlee was

appointed had been to settle the disputes of rival

claimants about priority of name or identity of variety

of garden Daffodils, some of us would hardly have

consented to join it ; but we aim also at rather

higher work in collecting information about new wild

forms, flowers of which we hope to have sent to our

meetings.—C. Wollet Dop, Edje Hall.

Triteleia imiflora, and many of the Windflowers
succeed in the open sunny spots, as do also

Cyclamen repamlum and numerous others, that

are quite at home if not disturbed. Daft'odils

and Wood Hyacinths flourish everywhere in a

semi-wild state. The Globe flowers, being found
in moist sub-alpine pastures and cop.ses, like a

partially shaded situation. They may be increased

by divisiun, but that is rather a slow process ; as

seeds lipen freely, these offer the quickest and
best means of iucreasins them. K.

GLOBE FLOWERS.

Now that the formation of wild gardens is

becoming so general, attention may be directed

to the Globe flowers, which above all other early

flowering hardy plants are best htted for the

purpoH'. They hold their own against all rivals,

and it must have been this kind of plant to

which the writer of the following extract alludes :

" I have several acres about my house which
I call my garden, and which a skilful gardener

would not know what to call ; my flowers grow
up in several parts of the garden in the greatest

lu.xuriancy and profusion. I am so far

from being fond of any particular one by
reason of its rarity, that if I meet with
any one in the field which pleases me I

give it a place in my garden. By this

means when a stranger walks with me
he is surprised to see several large spots

of ground covered with ten thousand
difl'erent colours, ami has often singled

out flowers that he might have met with
under a cominnn hedge, in a field, or in a

meadow, as some of the greatest beauties

of the place. The only method I observe

in this particular is to range in the same
quarter the products of the same season,

that they may make their appearance
together and conipnse a picture of the

greatest variety." The pleasure derived

from such a garden almost a century ago

could surely be increased tenfold in our

time, seeing that we have .so many fresh introduc-

tions. Choice will, of course, have to be carefully

made of those plants only that are suited for such

conditions,aud,judging from whatwe have already

seen, notably at Kew, VVisley Wood, and Belvoir

Castle, the wild garden undoubtedly has a great

future before it. The fact that no hoe is required,

and that there is also no need for the cutting and !

hacking practised in the modern mi.\ed border,

is a great boon. A wild garden need not, how-
ever, necessarily mean a wilderness in which
everything is allowed to grow in utter confusion.

Order may reign there, as elsewhere. A clump
of Globe flowers (Trollius europseus), such as that

j

shown in the anne.xed illustration, is quite attain-

able in the ordinary border, but they would look

better in the wild garden. The finest jilant of

Epigoea repens I ever saw was in just such

a position, partly overtopped with thin lanky
Grass. It formed a mass more than a yard across

and flowered beautifully. Associated with it

were also enormous patches of Linnsea borealis,

as luxuriant as among the Pine trees in the far

north, and a group of while Foxgloves against a

dark green Pine on the outskirts of a plantation

—

a picture to be treasured. Bidbs, too, do well in

such situati(jns. Lily of the Valley, Snowdrops,
and the pretty winter Aconite do well underneath
or round deciduous trees. Crocuses, Squills,

WORK DONE IN WEEK ENDING FEB. 23.

FkBRIWRT 17 AND 18.

Drying weather, but leaden skies siill; fruit forcing

is about as difficult as ever I have known it—I mean
as to the slow progress made from day to day. How-
ever, we may this season reasonably blame the weather

in default of Grapes, Peaches, and Strawberries not

being ripe at the time e.xpected. That, at any rate,

shall be my excuse, coupled with the danger there is

of permanent injury accruing to Vines, Peach, and

Fig trees from excessive forcing. Early Peaches we
keep in steady growth by a night temperature of from

.'iS" to 60° at night, and about 5° higher by day, and
the final disbudding has just now been done. We
syringe but once a day—at 2 p.m.—in this cold, dark

weather, and the same in respect of Figs. Second
house of Peaches will soon be in full flower, but wish-

ing to retard their full opening till there is a prospect

of sunshine, a temperature of 45^* is never exceeded

by night, with a rise of from 7° to 10° by day, and

Globe flowers (TroLiius) naturalised l^y a streams de.

atmospheric moisture is reduced to the lowest point.

Tied down and stopped a few of the strongest shoots

on early Vines ; the shows are all now discernible,

and as there are still more than we shall allow the

Vines to carry, when next the shoots are stopped aU
the surplus shows will be pinched off, the shoots being

left if there be space for them to be tied out without
overcrowding. Sowed in pins and placed in heat

seeds of the following for flower garden decoration

;

Giant Hemp, Cannabis gigantea, variegated Maize,
variegated Tobacco, Niuotiaiia wigandinides varie-

gata, Marvel of Peru, and Blue Gum (Eucalyptus

globulus). Pricked out from seed pans Solanum
robustum and marginatum, which will still he kept

in strong heat. Caidiflowers and Brussels Sprouts

sown in heat at Fame time we have pricked out in

cold frames, wbich will be kept rather close till the

weather gets warmer. Celery and Gold Feather
Pyrethrum have alsi) been taken out of heat and put
in close frames, and wdl be pricked out in them a

week or tw.i hence. Being dry, the plots in kitchen gar-

den that are intended for Parsnips, Unions, early Car-
rots, and successional sowings of Broad Beans and I'eaa

have been roughly raked over, previous t> which a

good dressing of wood ashes was spread over, and by
the said raking .and the after drilling the ashes

get thoroughly incorporated with the soil, and are

the best preventive against the ravages of slugs

and grubs of anything I have yet tried. Con-

tinued the trenching of old Asparagus and Par-

snip ground and the mending of Box edgings;

repairing of drains and fre.sh gravelling of kitchen
garden walks. The birds have begun their annual
raid on the fruit-buds; Plums and Pears appear to be
their favourites at present, and, basides splashing the
trees with a liquid manufactured from lime, soot, and
water to make the buds distasteful, the gun has some-
times to be brought into use, and, cruel as it may
seem to kill the birds in thickly- wooded districts like

this, there is no alternative between shooting and the
entire destruction of all fruit-Vjuds.

FEBRU.'iRV 19.

Fine and a little brighter. Continued the kitchen
garden jobs of yesterday. Planted Ashleaf Potatoes
and Fir.st and Best on a well-sheltered border; the
distance apart for these early plantings is 9 inches in

the row, and 20 inches from row to row, and prefer-
ence is always given to planting in drills of about
4 inches in depth. The sets were all started in leaf

soil, and all eyes or shoots reduced to a couple prior
to planting. A sowing of Lettuce and Radish has
also been made on a south border; seeds of the latter

we always cover thickly with soot, else the birds would
not spare a solitary oae to germinate.' Peas we have
to-day had to cover quite over with nets to save them
from their ravages; the hard winter seems to have
made them more destructive than ever. Nailing in
Peaches and Nec'arines, each tree as finished being
well syringed with Gishurst compound, as is also
every portion of wall that the trees do ncjt as yet
cover ; we thus get uniformity of colour and probably
destroy some insects or their eggs that are sheltered
in the creuces. Put in a quantity of cuttings of
single Dahlias and Marguerites. Divided fibrous-
rooted bedding Begonia^, and planted them thickly

in boxes and placed in heat. Potted off

seedling Acacia lophantha, a few Chamie-
peuce diacantha, and sowed seeds of Gloxinia,
Begonia, and Cyclamen. Completed the dis-
Iniddidg of early Peaches and shifted Toma-
toes into fruiting pots.

February 20.

Much improved weather, and the ground
is getting into condition for seed sowing, and
we have to-day got in the following : Early
Nantes and Early Horn Carrots on a sheltered
border having a western aspect. Peas Berk's
Challenge, Veitch's Per.''ection, and Tele-
graph, Windsor Long-pod Beans, and plantid
Shallots and Garlic, and continued trench-

,
ing and mending of edgirgs and walks.

,^ Broccoli have suffered severely from the
* repeated succession of frost and thaw, and

for the present our supply has come to an
end, and very nearly of all other green
vegetables, purple sprouting Broccoli and

Cottager's Kale being the only kinds we have till the
late Broccoli turn in, of which Veitch's Model and
Sutton's Late Queen have both stood uninjured.
Sutton's Safeguard has also weathered the storm
successfully, and this appears as if it would soon be
ready should we get a week or two's warmer weather.
As they are likely to be in request earlier than usual
owing to the partial failure of Broccoli and of injury
to autumn-planted Cabbages, we have made a sowing
of Coleworts and of AU-he.irt Cabbage in warmth
and autumn-sown Cauliflower pUnts are still kept
well protected, as they will this season be invaluable;
and extra supplier of Asparagus and Seakale will
als > be in demand ; a plot of the latter that we did
not intend to cut this year, were it not for the failure
of other vegetable crops, has had heaps of fine ashes
put over the stools, a far better and less troublesome
plan than covering with p .ts and leaves, and the
sucjession is more lasting. In the houses this has
been a day of cleaning up and shifting about of
plants, watering Pines, and surface-waterini' inside
Peach and Fig borders ; picked off the supeifluous
flowers of .Strawbe-ries, and put others in Leat cur
StriB berry house being now quite filled out with
them, besides shelves in Pine and plant stove. Grapes
in bottles, too, have been examined

; they keep well
scarce a berry decays as yet, and but little addition of
water is needed, as it very rarely happens that we have
to turn on heiit, as the temperature keeps about 40° in
the co'dest weather, without fire heat

;
given full

maturity of fruit and dryness of atmosphere, equabi-
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lity of temperature is, I think, the prime factor to

good preservation of Grapes in bottles.

Febritaky 22 AN'D 23.

Both dry days, sunless, and very cold, with sharp

frost each morning. Continue 1 trencliinf; in kitclien

garden, but had to leave off planting Box, &c., and

betake ourselves to shrub trimming, and to clearing

and burning up former prunings, and to digging siiil

for making and top-dressing Vine and other fruit

tree borders. For a new ^'ine border in course of

formation some rough lurf from common—fibrous part

only—has been dug and placed over the drainage, to

prevent the soil washing into it. Pruned the first lot

of Roses in the open borders—Perpetual class only.

We usually have three tunn at pruning at intervals

of two or three weeks ; by tins means we get a little

longer succession of flower, because, as a rule, the

earliest pruned flower earliest. Soon a* pruning is

done the old mulching is cleared aw.ay, and is replaced

with the best manure we can get. Disbudded early

Muscat Vines ; I have no "cut-and-dried" method in

recard to this operation, my only aim being to have

alf wood anil foliage that is ]io>sible without over-

crowding-, and disbu Iding is done on these lines—one,

two, and three snoots being left at a spur, according

as one's judgment decides at the time ; more heat

would be desir.able at this stage of growth, but under

the present weather conditions we shall not exceed

65° by night ; in f.ict, shall be quite satisfied with 60"

on frosty nights, as 65" is high enough by d.ay « hilst

it continuesso dark and dreary. Gathered our first

dish of Strawberries on the former of these dates, and,

consideriu'T the sunless weather, they were of pa-sable

quality. Vicomtesse Hericart de Thury is the variety,

than which there is no better for the earliest crop,

and I think there is net for the main crop—an opinion

that I have reduced to practice for years past, and

•with such excellent results that I shall be difficult to

convince that there is a better. Tied out and stopped

shoots of early Hamburgh Vmes, which, pending a

change in the weather, we force but slowly ; we wish

to have the fruit ripe about the middle of May, but as

they aie not yet in flower they can hardly be so this

year, and the look nhead has ah>ady been taken by

sparine use of old Grapes in hope that we may eke

out the supply of these for the fortnight longer that

this season our early Grapes will require consequent

on this extraordinary sunless weather. Propagating

and potting bedding plants have been the only other

work we have done in the houses. Hant.s.

FKUn S UNDER GLASS.
Pines.

The latter part of February used to be a busy time

amongst Pi. e growers, as u any of them generally

comnrenced the summer campaign by cleariusj out old

stools, pushing late fruiters closer together and getting

a snu" pit i h-ansed and fiUtd with fermenting tan or

leaves^fiir the reception of the first batch of newly-

potted successions. Those busy times have, in a

great number of places, passed away, as Pine growing

is now reduced to a very limited scale ; but where

the kim' of fruits is still cultivated the rules and

directioii's which applied then also apply now. First

of all we have the clearing, cleansing, and prepara-

tion of the fermenting bed, three operations which

cannot be too carefully performed, as we must have

spice, we must have cleanliness, and although we can

conmiand miles of hot-water piping, we nuist, if we

would succ--id, liave boitom luat from fermenting

materials. Hot water has now become in; of our

most important horticultural factors, and wonderful

lesult f.iUoiv its application to plants, fruit-^, and

vegetables, but wherever successful culture depends

upon a nil ist growing bottom heat from fermenting

or decaying vegetable matter, fire heat 1 ises much of

its value, °and r.-sult^ greatly fall off where it is

unaided by one of Nature's oldest productions. Tan

was foimerly used, but t.anners now travel f.ast, fur

what with grinding and chemicals, that which once

stood atwelvemonth and was then sifted, like the hides

which it tans, is now worn out and useless before the

end of a single season. Fnrtunately for the hoiti-

culturist, we still have our Oak and Beech groves to

fall back upon, and as Xature always supplies the

genuine article, Pine growers cannot go far wrong in

making up good beds of well-harvested O.xk leaves to

start with. But simple as the use of the leaves may
appear, it must be b-irnc in tnind that there are two
sides to this question. Oak leaves raked up now in

a celd, sodden, half-rotted state and putinto a I'ine or

plant pit will do considerably more harm than good.

Better use tan, short-lived as it is ; but raked \i\)

during the first spell of fine weather after they fall

from the trees and harvested dry, tlh-y will keep
sound for a year, and certainly beat all other ve,'etable

prtiductions fnr giving warmth and good and genial

moisture. To some these retnarks may appear un-

necessary, but I have yet to leirn that a m in's tale

is more than half told when he says do so and so, but

omits the way, the why and wherefore, and I have
no apology to offer for having devoted so many lines

to fermenting materials, as successful plant growers,

now resting on their Laurels or in their graves, have
liorne testimony to their value in the production of

their magnificent specimens. A good start, then,

being all-important, the preparation of clean crucks

and pots and the mixing and warming of suitable

comport juust be canied on conjointly with the f'lr-

mation of the bed. These items secured, watch the

trial sticks or bottom heat therniometer, and when the

heat has descended to So", a point at which a well-

m.adebed will stand for a long time, allow potting to

stand over ui;td we are out of this dark, dull, cold

weather and the plants are in suitable condition.

Then, having top dressed plants that are swelling off

fruit and filled up the fruiting pit with likely
" starters," proceed with the shifting of the most
forward Queens intended for throwing up fruit early

in the coming y- ar. These will cons'st if strong

.-tickers that were ]ilaced in S-inch pots last August,

and as they will only require one shift into 11-inch

and 12 inch pots, they must have been kept steadily

progressing throughout the winter ; the pots nmst be

well filled with active roots, and they nmst be in

suitable condition as to moisture. When potted and
plunged in a bottom heat of 85° the touts will soon

find their way into the neiv compost, which should be

r.-ugh, warm and sutficiently dry to admit of being

firmly rammed to prevent water from passing loo

freely away or being held in suspension, a condition

which very often causes many of the most tender

roots to peri-h. The balls having been properly

moistened before the plants were disturbei;!, water

will not be needed until they have taken to the new
soil ; but the pit must be kept close with sufficient

atmosph' ric moisture, and light syringings on bright

days to suppoit them until they have commenced
woiking in the new compost. As days increase in

length and the plants begin to grow, air on all

lavourable occasions muat be admitted to prevent

them from becoming drawn, and each plant, accord-

ing to its reipiirements, must be supplied wiih tepid

waer, neither too freely nor indiscriminati ly, as an
excess at this early reason is ahv.ays the cause of

Injury. Watch the bottom heat closely, as bright

sun sometimes produces a sudden rise, and let the

air temperature range from 60° to 65° at night, to 70°

or 75° by day, and run up to 80° or S5" after closing

in mid bright weather.

Younr/cr plants or late suckers that it is thought
advisable to shake out and repot in fre-h sod may
next be taken in hand. Having, as already advised,

properly prepared the pit and bed, pot firmly in clean

pots, plunge to the rims and keep them close for a

time, with a modejate supply of atmospheric moisture.

Be guided by the moist or dry con ition of the soil

at the time of po'ting in giving water, as fresh, clean

) ots and dry compost absorb a great deal of mois ure

from newly for i ed plunging beds, while a close, moist

temperatU'C prevents waste, which is really .all that

Is needed until new root action has set in. As future

success greatly depends upim the way in which these

young pilants are started in the spring, ketp them
near the glass and avoid heavy or systematical shading,

nnle.^s the pits are very bright and arid, by shutting

oflt fire-heat early on fine mouiings. Let the air

temperature range about 60° at night, with covering

and a chink of air, and run up 5° to 10" in the day-
time.

ICarli/ starters.—Incre.ase the supply of diluted

liquid to plants that have thrown up their fruit, and
damp the surface of the bed and the walla to produce

a moist growing temperature, but defer overhead
S3'ringiiig until ttiey are ovit of flower. Ventilate on
all faviMirable days to prevent the crowns from be-

coming drawn ; tie to sticks before the sun draws the
fruit out of the upright, and divest thein of gills and
superfluous sue (ers. Let the temperature range
about 70° at night, ventilate at 76°, run up to 80° or
>>^>^', and close in time to touch 90° from sun heat.

Vines.

Once more all-the-year-round frrap3 growers are
beginning to feel that the work iu ttils department
alone is qtnte sufficient to keep their hinds full. In
the Grape loom they have the fiist year's crop of

Lady Downes on hand ; in the early house the new
Grapes intended to overlap the old are in various

stages from flowering on to the second thinning;
S'lcc s-ion houses require daily attention to disbu'lding,

lying, and stopping, and the Latest of all will now
soon be on the move. The weather hitherto has not
been at all favourable to the setting of early Gripe^,
as the houses have been under one continuous force
of fire-heat, not only t > compensate for the unusual
absence of sun, but also to keep up a growing tem-
perature with the external thermometer ranging from
20° fiy night to a few degrees above freezing po'nt
througu the day. Forcing dead again.st Nature under
such trying conditions will have told mifavourably on
weakly Vines, and it is more than likely spider will

already be lurking, if not actually spreading, in out-

of-the-way corners to which moisture from the syringe
has not been forcibly directed. As few good growers
care to syringe after the Grapes come in*o flower, a
keen eye should be kept on the foliage in those par-
ticular parts of the house, and if bunches interfere
with the use of this excellent instrument, the sponge,
charged with soapy water, will be found a good sub-
stitute. Mulchii g with well-worked shoit stable
manure will also be a step in the right direction, as
spider does not make much progress where the roots

are well fed and stimulated, and ammonia is con-
stantly present in the atmosphere.

Houses in which thinning has been brought to a
close shouhl no.v be well waered, eitiier with diluted
lii|uld or pure water .at a temperatuie of So°, accord-
ing to the stren-^th of the Vines and the absence or
pre ence of copious mulchings. Lateral growths, too,

may be allowed a little more freedom, but not to an
extent that will result in o\'ercrowdlni or interfere
with the free circulation of air and the escape of

condensed moisture.

Pot Vines, now swelling off full crops of Grapes,
must be top-dress»d with fresh material well ehargeil
with stimulating food as often as the old is washed
away, and dilute I liquid maybe used for charging
the evaporating troughs and syringing over the sur-

face of the bed on which the pots are standing. If
on pede-tals and the fermenting material can be
turned and renovated without disturbing the pots or
roo's, a few fresh, warm leaves or a little short stable
manure that has been well worked and is perfectly
safe may still be worked in whenever the bottom
heat touches 70'', not otherwise, as 70° is quite high
enough to keep tlie roots steadily progressing. When
all the Grapes have been thinned a second time it

may be well to make careful ex,anilnation of the
roots and foliage of each Vine, and if the slightest

doubt as to the weight of fruit is the result, lose no
time In removing a few of the lea-t promising bunches
before they commence sto. lug, for, next to over-
feeiling and destroying the roots with .strong stimu-
lants, over-crop[iing is the most certain to end in

disappointment and failure. P.it Vines, like Vines
in early houses, should b« allowed to make as much
foliage HS the t ellls will carry, jirovided it can have
full expo^ure to the sun ,ind light. It is, of course,

neces-ary to sto,j everv shoot at the second or third
joint beyoid ttie bunch, and in some cases to pinch
the laterals ; but wherever space remains unoccupied
laterals and sub-laterals m.ay be laid in with ad-
vantage during the time the berries are swelling and
stoning.

Votlilation, hitherto owing to the Icmg continu-
ance of severe weather, has been on a limited scale,

but the worst is now past, and we may reasonably
look for the bright sunny daj s so long overdue. Oi e
great factor in the pot Vine house is the fermenting
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bed, from which a never-failing supply of warmth
laden with genial moisture is constantly rising, and so

long as this is kept up to the mark, the addition of

moderate tire heat always admits of letting out

vitiated air every day, and not uafrequently the liealth

and strengtii-giving chink at tile apex through the

night can be iudulged in. With this slight opening
Hamburghs and early white varieties should be

kept at 65° by night, with a rise of 10° from
fire heat and 15° with sun and air. Early closing

is, of course, imperative, as it is during the time the

house is closed with sun heat that rapid progress is

made ; at sucli times the Vines will luxuriate, .and

the berries will swell fast in a moist, close temperature,

gradually receding from 85°, which should be the

maximum.
Late houses.—Lady Downes, from which the crop

wag not cut until the first week in January, may
still be kept at rest, with a free circulation of air, but
when the buds begin to swell the house must be
closed and the Vines placed under Muscat treatuient.

If exterual borders require taking out or renovatini',

all the materials, as previously suggested, should now
be in readiness, and every arrangement made for

carrying out the work with despatch as soon as the
buds show signs of swelling. Muscats, the Bowood
variety especially, although kept quite cool, will now
show signs of returning life, and as nothing can be
gained by keeping them back the general house may
be closed for foreiug. If the borders were well
watered in January another supply may now be gi vcn
at a temper.ature of 90°, and the rods must be
regularly syringed with tepid water two or three times
a day to get tlie old bark well moistened before the
buds become prominent. Old Vines that have been
cropped for a number of years may be tied up to the
wires at once, as they always break well ; but young
canes must be kept in a horizimtal or arched position
to prevent th" s!ip from running pasl the back buds
into tlie leaders. When all the buds are fairly on
the move, let the night heat range about 60°, with a
moderate supply of atmospheric moisture, gnadoaily
raise it to 70° by day, and run up a few degrees with
sun heat after closing. As days increase in length
and the young shoots draw out into leaf, keep work-
ing the maxin-.um and minimum heals upwards, more
or less according to the state of the weather, always
bearing in mind that progress should be made by day,
and rest through the night is preferable to hard
firing. By adoptin=r the give-and-take principle, a
strong break and vigorous shows can always be
secured without distressing the Vines ; and although
a little time may apparently be lost at the outset,

they will always make up for it after passing through
the flowering stage and external as well as internal
roots are in full action. W. COLKIUN.

Eas'nor Castle, Ledbury.

Acclimatising' plants —My experience of forty
years fully coincides with that of Canon Ellacombe,
that no plant can be acclimatised, in the proper sense
of the word. On the other hand, however, it is a
fact that large numbers of plants are endowed with a
capacity to bear a much greater amount of adver.-e
weather and cold than that to which they are sub-
jected in their native haunts. We can do little, even
by artificial means, t'j alter the seasons at which
plants start into growth. Cases in which we have
apparently succeeded in doing this must be attributed
to some inherent power in the plant itself rather than
to anything we have done to promote the alteration.
As a rule, plants from the southern hemisphere are
more difficult to manage out of doors in the middle
parts of Europe than plants from other quarters, be-
cause the southern summer is winter witti us. It is

useless to grow such genera as Sparaxi^ Geissorhiza,
Freesia, Cyrtanthus, Ixia, Tritouia, &e., in the open,
even in sheltered places, because their vegetation at
the Cape begins with the spring rains, which coiueide
with our autumnal showers, and the rough season cuts
the foliage down and often destroys the bulbs in
nine winters out of ten. A large number of Cape
bulbs can, however, be grown out of doors with good
success, provided they are species which are at rest
during the Cape summer, such as Antholyza, Cro-
cosma, Montbretia, Gladiolus, Sandersonia, Littonia,
&c. Such bulbs should, however, be planted rather

deep and be given a little shelter when they appear

too early above ground. Kniphofias will stand well

outside, provided their roots are preserved from frost

by a covering of leaves and Fir boughs. Antholyza
paniculata has done well, though subjected to 16^ of

frost, also Littonia modesta; and amongst shrubs,

Caryopteris mastacauthus and Senecio laxiflorus,

the former from China, the latter from New Zealand,

have stood 31° of frost here. Calandrinia setosa,

received from Chili as an annual, has not been touched
by the above low temperatures, and proves to be a

hardy perennial. —JI.\X Leichtlix, Baden-Baden.

Trees and Shrubs.

CUNNINGHAMIA SINENSIS.

Fi'LLY alive to the fact that there are in this

country a number of enthusiastic planters ever

ready ami wilHug to make bold efforts to coax

Nature or subdue the elements, Mr. Webster, in

Ills e.\.cellent description of this handsome Chinese

Conifer, lias wisely warned your readers that it is

not generally hardy. Much as one would like to

see the Cuiminghamia growing freely in our
inland Piiieta, it is only right and proper to

assure the inexperienced that it mu-t be elas.sed

with tlie Fitzroya.s, tlie Saxe-Gotlues, the Libo-

cedrus, the Athrotaxus, the Dacrydiuins, the

Norfolk Inland Araucarias and others which might
be mentioned, and is consetpiently of no use to

the British planter. There are, of course, a few
places in which these trees may grow well for

years when, like the tantalising Eucalyptus, thej'

may be killed to the ground and the work must
be resumed, not with the same varieties or species,

as the most enthusiastic planters do not soon for-

get llie lessons which it may have taken them
half a lifetiuie to learn. In Cornwall and Devon-
shire near the sea, in North and South Wales, and
perhaps on the south coast some of the trees 1

have named may and do succeed, but inland, al-

though I am always on the outlook for rare trees,

I have only met with two apparently otit of

place ; the first, a fine Cunuinghamia, which
must have been planted prior to the severe frost

of '60-61, was growing a few years ago by the
side of a shrubbery walk not particularly elevated

in the beautiful grounds at Longleat, Wilts. I

had at the time a tree equally good at Eastnor,
but it had been grown under different conditions

;

indeed, the only conditions under which these

beautiful objects can be grown and thorouglily

enjoyed for an indefinite number of years.

Planted out in a warm sunny corner, about 1851,
it had made several attempts to develop into a

tree, but the winter of 1860 settled all but one or

two sucker-like growtlis that were buried beneath
the snow. Every tree injured or killed during
that memorable winter was allowed to stand
until the following autumn ; the sad work of

removal was then taken in band, but the young
growths having slightly iiiqiroved during the
summer, the C'linninghamia was transferred to a
tub and soon grew up into a handsome specimen
more than 20 feet in height. With the Norfolk
Island Pines and Dacrydiums which I have long
used for terrace decoration in summer, this tree

was found well worthy of a place in the cold con-
servatory storehouse during the winter. The other
specimen, which I quite unexpectedly met with
in a much colder part of the countrj', was a free

growing tree of the Fitzroya patagonica in the
shrubberj' at Cole Orton Hall, Ashby-de-la-Zouch.
It had been planted by my old friend and master,
Mr. Henderson, and he was not a little proud in

taking me through the immense clumps of Rhodo-
dendrons to .see it. It was at that time, some
fourteen years ago, from 12 feet to 18 feet in

height, well furnished, and in the best of health.

There are on the irregular band which divides

the decidedly hardy from the doubtful or tender
a great number of beautiful Conifers and shrubs
which, were they a little more tender, would find
a place in many conservatory storehouses for
front hall, staircase, and terrace garden decora-
tion ; but, hovering as it were over no man's
land, they are neglected by pot-plant growers,
and lovers of hardy trees—once liitten, twice shy
— are afraid to devote their time, their money,
and their valuable space to them. All the
Conifers I have named do well in pots and tubs

;

then we have Clethras, Griselinias, Viburnum
Awafurki, Eurya latifolia variegata, Embotlirium
coccineum, Elieagmus reflexa foliis variegata,
E. japonica variegata (two most lovely shrubs
under gas or lamplight), Uesfontainea" spinosa,
Piltosporum umluhituni (a fitting companion for
the Eheagnus), Mitraria coccinea, C'oprosma
P. lueriana, the Phormiums, Arundos, and (jlher.s,

« hich, grown to a large size, work in well with
Tree Ferns, the everlasting Palms, and Dracsenas.
Many of these plants are as easily grown and
wintered as the trim standard Bay and the uni-
versal favourite, the Myrtle. They are all but
hardy ; some of them in favourable situations
quite .so; and all they want is a start with other
Well-known subtropical plants which are now-
fast elbowing acres of Geraniums, Calceolarias,
and coloured hearthrugs out of the terrace garden.
I would ni)t on any account discourage the pur-
chase of these beautiful Conifers and shrubs, as
I have now in my mind two specimens of Clethra
arborea 14 feet liigli and 7 feet tlirough covered
with floweis; Giiselima latifolia, 20 feet high ; and
Dacrydiuin cupre.-s nuni, 24 feet in height, all

gicjwing in tubs under 2 feet 6 inches in diameter,
riie roots, it is true, are eating away the Oak of
which the tubs are made, but wheuthat is gone
they must have more, as it suits them welL If
Conifers of undoubted hardiness were scarce, then
we might go on planting Orientals and New
Zealaiiders, but having an abundance and to
s]iare, I would not waste half a lifetime on cod-
dling, protecting, digging up, and burying when
one and all of these oeautifnl forms can be seen
on a small scale in private gardens as they are
now seen on a large one in the temperate house
at Kew throughout the sharpest winter, and they
can be turned to profitable account in the open
air during the summer. W. Colem.\n.

Eastnor Castle, Ledbunj.

Taxus adpressa.—I had the pleasure of drawing
attention to this shrub in your pages some years ago,
as seen in Messrs. Fisher, Son, and Sibray's nurseries,
where there are some fine bushes—for a " buah" it is,

and not a tree—judged by the size seen generally.
Those who have seen the size to which the Sweet Bay
and other tender shrubs attain in the neighbourhood
of the Chester Nurseries will not be surprised at
this Yew growing into a large bush, 13i feet high;
but ordinarily it is less and spreading. It is a pretty
shrub, very distinct in colour and habit, but not to
be compared with the vaiieties of the common Yew
for general usefulness in jilanting. How Mr. A. D.
Webster can reconcile his description of it at p. 127,
where he calls it a " creeping Yew adajited for plant-
ing where accommodation is somewhat limited," with
his objection to its being (le-^cribed as "a mere bush "

this Week, I fail to understand.—S. W.

Garden hedges and screens.—In "J. C. B.'s
"

excellent remarks on this subject (p. 14S), one that is

greatly underrated and but partially understood, the
following remarks on the clipping of Quick and Privet
hedges occur: "Another important point, especially
in the case of Quick and Privet, is to frequently clip

the sides. If clipping is deferred until -July, the wood
has become so far ripened that it does not break
again; whereas by clipping the soft .shoots early in
.June, they start aw.ay again almost immediately,
thus causing the hedge to thicken." Now, I do
not question the correctness of your correspon-
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dent, who is thoroughly up in his subject, but I

wish to ask him and other readers well up in hedge

lore and management whether the second break is a

benefit or an injury to the hedge. The hedge may
be thickened with spongy shoots th-vt do not ripen,

and which yield weak brea'ts or none at all next

spring; whereas the well-hardened shoots, clipped off

in July or August, remain dormant throughout the

winter, and afford abundance of strong breaks the

following spring. Which of these courses is best for

the promotion of the health and sti e igth of the hedge ''.

Of course if one clipping is really better than two, tlie

second clip is a waste of time and money as well as

possibly an injury to the hedge. Wliat say the most

experienced hedgearians ?— D. T. F.

ASPECT OF THE OAK IN LANDSCAPE.

The aspect of the Oak in landscape has been

pointed out by Gilpin with his usual force and

effect. " It is a happiness," he says, " to the lovers

of the picturesque that this noble tree is as useful

as it is beautiful. Thus, it is not the erect

stately tree that is always the most useful, but

more often the crooked one, forming short turns

and elbows, which shipwrights and carpenters

commonly call knee-timber. This, too, is gene-

rally the most picturesque. Nor is it the straight

tall stem, the fibres of which run in parallel lines,

that is the most useful in bearing burdens, but that

which has its sinews twisted and spirally com-

bined. Tills, too, is the most picturesque. Trees,

under these circumstances, generally take the

most pleasing forms. VVe seldom see the Oak, like

other trees, take a twisted form from the winds.

It generally preserves its balance, which is one

Distiint view of a gn up of Oaks.

of the grand picturesque beauties of every tree.

The Oak, like other trees, shrinks frowi the sea

air ; but this indicates no weakness, for the sea

air, like a pestilential disease, attacks the strong-

est constitutions. A second characteristic of the

Oak is the stoutness of its limbs. We know of

no tree, except, perhaps, the Cedar of Lebanon,

so remarkable in this respect. The liinbs of

most trees spring from the trunk ;
in the

Oak they may be rather said to divide from it,

for they generally carry with them a great share

of the substance of the stem. \ou often scarcely

know which is the stem and which is branch

;

and towards the top the stem is entirely lost

in the branches. This refers to only the

hardy veterans of the forest. In the effeminate

nurslings of the grove we have not this appear-

ance. There the tree is all stem drawn up into

height. When we characterise a tree, we con-

sider it in its natural state, insulated, and with-

out any lateral pressure. In a lorest, trees

naturally grow in that manner. The seniors

depress all the juniors that attempt to rise near

them; but in a planted grove all grow up to-

gether, and none can e.xert any power over

another. The next characteristic of the Oak is

the twisting of its branches. Examine the Ash,

the Elm, the P.eech, or almost any other tree,

and you may observe in what direct and straight

lines the branches in each diverge from the stem
;

whereas the limbs of an Oak are continually

twisting here and there in various contortions,

and, like the course of a river, sport and play

in every direction; sometimes in long reaches,

and sometintes in shorter elbows. There i.s not a

characteristic more jjeculiar to the Oak than this.

Another peculiarity of the Oak is its expan-

sive spread. This, indeed, is a just characteristic

of the Oak ; for its boughs, however twisted,

continually take a horizontal direction, and over-

shadow a large space of ground. Indeed, whei'C

it is fond of its situation and has room to spread,

it extends itself beyond any other tree, and, like

a monarch, takes possession uf the soil.

The last characteristic of the Oak is its

longevity, wdiich extends beyoTid that

of any other tree
;

perhaps the Yew
may be an exception ; it is that which
renders it so singularly picturesque.

It is through age that the Oak acquires

its greatest beauty, which often con-

tinues increasing even into decay, if any
proportion exist between the stem and
the branches. When the branches rot

away, and the iorlorn trunk is left

alone, the tree is in its decrepitude— in
the last stage of life, and all beauty is

gone." Gilpin concludes this character-

istic description with the following

words :
" I have dwelt the longer on

the Oak, as it is confessedly both the

most picturesque tree in itself and the

most accommodating in composition.

It refuses no subject either in natural

or in artificial landscape. It is suited

to the grandest, and may with propriety

be introduced into the most pastoral. It adds

new dignity to the ruined tower and Gothic

arch ; by stretching its wild Moss-grown branches

athwart their Ivied walls it gives

them a kind of majesty coeval with

itself."

Strutt, who was unquestionably the

best delineator of trees in this or any
other country, thus speaks of the

jricturesque beauty of the Oak and

on its delineation :
" European trees

may by the painter be divided into

four classes ;the round-topped, as the

Oak, Chestnut, Elm, Willow, Ash,

Beech, &c. ; the spiry-topped, as the

different species of the Fir tribe ; the shaggy-

topped, comprehending those of the Pine ; and

the slender-formed, as the Lombardy Poplar and

the Cypress. In the first of these classes, foremost in

dignit V and grandeur.

admitted as its rival in majestic and venerable

decay.

"The gf.neeal form of the Oak is expansive,

luxuriant, and spreading. Its character, both
with respect to its whole and to its larger masses

of foliage, is best expressed with the pencil, in

bold and roundish lines, whether as single trees,

as groups, or as forming a line of a distant forest;

although, when growing more closely together,

—JG j/(v^r7:

Type of an isolated Osik in a park.

they assume a loftier and less spreading appear-

ance than the more solitary tree.

•' But while," continues Mr. Strutt, " as an en-

tire object, these curved lines are sufficient to

express the general peculiarity of the outline of

tlie Oak, as well as the larger masse.s of its foliage,

when we come to examine the tree more closely,

and in detail, we find that a greater variety of

line must be adopted to display its singular pro-

portions, so indicative of energy and boldness.

The trunk and limbs are characterised by their

amizing strength and by their comparative short-

ness and crookedness ; and the branches by their

numerous contortions and abrupt angles, and by
the great variety which they exhibit of straight

and crooked lines, and by their frequent ten-

dency to a horizontal direction."

The spray of the common British Oak has

been well described and illustrated by Gilpin

the Oak stands pre-

eminent, and, like the

lion among beasts, is

the undoubted lord of

the forest. Beauty,

united with strength,

characterises all its

parts.
" The leaves, ele-

gant in their outline,

are strongly ribbed

and firmly attached

to the spray, which,

although thin and ex-

cursive, is yet bold

and determined in its

angles ; whilst the

abrupt and tortuous

irregularity of its mas-

•sive branches admir-

ably contrasts with
the general richness and density of its clustered with his usual felicity. "In the spray of tree.=i,'

foliage. Even as a sapling, in its slender he remarks, " Nature seems to observe one simple

gracefulness it exhibits sufficient firmness and principle, which is, that the mode of growth in

indications of vigour to predicate the future the spray corresponds exactly with that of the

monarch of the wood ; and when at length larger branches, of which, indeed, the spray is

it is brought to acknowdedge the influence the origin. Thus, the Oak divides his boughs

of time, and becomes "bald with dry anti- 1 from the stem more horizontally than most other

quity," no other production of the forest can be
I
deciduous trees. The spray makes exactly, in

Group of outlying Oaks on the borders of a wood.
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miniature, the same appearance. It breaks out

in riglit angles, or in angles that are nearly so,

forming its .shoots commonly in short lines, the

second year's shoot usually taking some direction

coutraryto that of the first. Thus the rudiments

are hiiil of that abrupt mode of ramification for

whicli the Oak is remarkable. When two shoots

spring from the same knot, they are commonly of

unequal length ; and one with large strides

generally takes the lead. Very often also, three

shoots, and sometimes four, spring from the same
knot. Hence, the spray of the Oak becomes
tliick, close, and interwoven, so that at a
little distance it has u full rich appearance and
more of the picturesque roughness than we
observe in the spray of any other tree. The
spray of the Oak also generally springs in such
directions as to give its branches that horizontal

aj)pearance which they genei'ally assume."

Strutt oliserves :
" It will be seen that the

spray seldom shoots from the lower or underside
of the branches, wdiich, added to the roughness
and strength of their component parts, enables

the branches to stretch tjut and maintain their

horizontal position, not uufrequently even to the

very last twig ; although sometimes, from the

great weight of foliage, and, perhaps, from some
difference in the species of the tree, an Oak
may be found with pendent boughs."

The brandling of trees is of great importance
to the painter. As well, it has been observed by
Gilpin, might an artist attempt to delineate the

figure of a Hercules without e.vpres.sing any of the

muscles in his body as to give the drawing of an
Oak tree without a scientific regard to the

anatomy of its form, in a just display of the

various angles and tortuous irregularities of its

branches.

Abies numidica.—This little-known Silver Fir
in some respects possesses an advantage over most of

the others. In the first place it does not start into

growth so early in the spring as to be injured by late

frosts as many of them d'>, and secondly, it will

remain in a healthy condition, and even thrive, in

light gravelly stiil where many kinds will refuse to

grow. It is of bold, free growth, sending up a vigor-

ous leader, and forms a broadish pyramid of a rather

dense character. The leaves are about 1 inch long,

and from their rich deep green colour, even under
adverse circumstances, tliey render a specimen of

these species conspicuous among its fellows. This
Silver Fir is a native of Algeria, and has been known
for about twenty years, but has not become very
widely distributed durini; that time. It is also

known under the name of Abies baborens's, and has
been regarded as a variety of A. Pinsapo, though it

differs widely from tliat species. Like the other
Silver Firs, it likes an open isolated position to show
off its habit of growth well.

—

Alph.v.

The Constantinople Hazel (Corylus Col-
urna).—The Constantinople Hazel, unlike the com-
mon kind, grows to quite a tree, which is distinct,

the batk beim; rough, and the branches spread
horizontally. Before the leaves make their appear-
ance the tree generally bears a crop of catkins, which
greatly combine to form a graceful tree. 'I he cat-

kins are longer than those of the common Hazel and
generally more plentiful. I remember seeing the
large trees of this Hazel at Syon some three or four
years ago thickly laden with catkins, and thought
ihein to be one of the most beautifulsiijhts I had seen
in the way of small trees. The peculiarly fringed
calyx that nearly encloses the nut is characteristic of
this species. Tliere are some very distinct varieties

of the connnon Hazel, the most noteworthy beinor

atropurpurea, the foliage of which is of a rich purple
colour. It is easily increised by means of suckers
and is as free in growth as the common Hazel, so
that when once planted under anything like favour-
able conditions it will as a rule take care of its own
interests, while aurea, on the other hand, is less

vigorous in growth. It forms a very ornamental

specimen when grafted on the common kind, as

during the summer the foliage takes on a rich golden

hue. The pendulous kind is also worthy of a place

among weeping trees, and the crisped or frizzed

variety—that is one in which the caly.'c (that nearly

enchases the fruit) is very much cut and frizzed.

Besides these tliere are several others principally

grown for the superior quality of their fruit, but do
not differ much in point of growth and foliage from
the ordinary kind.—T.

Butcher's Broom.—Mr.Earley (p.l.'iO) has done
good seriice in directing attention to the capabilities

of this plant to endure shade. About twelve years

ago I went to our woods and brought home about a

dozen good clumps of it. I planted them beneath a

large Beech tree, and not many yards from the bole,

where the shade is so dense during summer that not

the least glint of sunlight reaches them, they never-

theless all grew, and are now in perfect health and
consitterably larger than when they were planted.

They are certainly plants that endure the densest

shade.—J. C. C.

Cunninghamia sinensis.—I was interested in

'*A. D. W.'s " account of this Conifer {page 173),

but on one point I should like farther information.

It is this : Some time since, in " Woods and Forests,"

Mr. Webster wrote an account of Araucaria Cuii-

ninghami, in which he mentions a curious style of

growth that sometimes occurs in the case of this

species. The peculiarity alluded to was the forma-
tion of a young shoot at the ape.\ of a cone, and now
the same distinctive feature is claimed for Cunning-
hamia sinensis {in which 1 am aware it frequently
occurs) and no mention whatever made of the

Araucaria. My imp)ression at the time of the first

notice was that the Cunninghamia was the plant in-

lended, and I wrote asking if such was not the case,

but as it elicited no reply, I thought perhaps the

mistake was on my side, and the Australian
Araucaria Cunningham! might after all be able to

sur\ive the winters at Penrhyn. The recent article

has however, convinced me that the Cunninghamia
was the subject of the note in question.—W. T.

Hamamelis arborea.—Notwithstanding the
sharp frosts we have experienced, tliis Japanese Wych
Hazel has flowered beautifully, and but very few
blooms have been injured on a bush of it in an
exposed position, even when the thermometer regis-

tered 16" of frost. It is a shrub that should become
very popular, for it is almost alone among fiowering
shrubs at this season in the open ground, and a
specimen when the still leafless branches are thickly
studded with tlie curious starry flowers is extremely
attractive, especially during sunshine, but of this we
have had far too little for the last month. These
Japanese Wych Hazels, of which there are two or
three kinds, all nearly allied, have only come into

prominence within the last few years, and are still

sold at rather a high price in nurserymen's catalogues,

as they are not the easiest of subjects to propai^ate,

and grow^th durin_' the earlier stages of the plant is

by no means rapid. Even where there is any danger
from frosts, specimens of this slirub migiit be used tor

conservatory decoration, as a distinct and attiactive
feature v\ould he the result, while no forcing, hut
just mere shel'er, is all that is needed to have the
flowers in perfection.

Depredations by rabbits.—In some parts of

the midlands tile snow has lain deep for two months and
the destruction wt.)rked by rabbits where they abound
to trees and shruljs is simply appalling. They have
barkeil the Ash trees, great and small, quite round
the trunk a yard high, leaving not an atom of bark
within their reach ; hence the trees are as good as
killed. Spruce trees have shared the same fate, also

young Sycamores, Portugal Laurels, and innny garden
shrubs, including Hoses, which are barked to the ba-e
of the branches. Even Ivhododendrons have been
eaten in some places. Young Corsican and Austrian
Pines have been eaten clean off, but older established
trees are unharmed where every Spruce has tieen

singled out .and done for. In the Fh/d il; is said tiiat

one or two examples of raljbits actually clinibino; trees

in search of food, &c., had been recorded ; but during
the past few weeks here these rodents have climbed
right to the top of the Holly bushes in the hedgerows

about here and cleaned the bark of the smallest twigs
to their extremities. In almost all cases it is the bark
that is eaten, being apparently preferred to the
foliaffe.

—

S. W.

NOTES OF THE WEEK.

Galanthus Scharloki.—To avoid the perpetuation of
a mistake, allow me to state that the name Shayloki for this
Snowilro]) slujuld be discarded. It was named G. .Scharloki
Ijy Trof. Caspary, of Kijenigsberg, in honour of M. Scharlok,
from Gravidenz, an acute explorer of the botany of Eastern
l*'iis.sta, who discovered this variety.

—

Max hEtCRTLln, Jiadeii-
IJwIrn.

Narcissus Bulbocodium citrinus.—Mr. Peter
B.arr sends us what he considers to be the finest speci-

men he ever saw of this Narcissus. It is indeed a
giant among the Hoop-petticoat varieties, and looks
more like a flower of an Jsmene, such as I. Amancaes.
The funnel-shaped cup is quite 2 inches across the
top, and the whole flower is of a soft primrose-yellow.
The stalk of the flower is about 9 inches high. Can
this be a large variety, or is it merely the result of

cultivation ?

Loasa vulcanica.—I should like to add a few
remarks to those given by " K." on this pretty annual.
It is true that I first discovered this new species in

South America, but not, as it is said, in New Granada.
I found it in Ecuador, along the banks of the river

Pilaton (and not Pitaton), in June, 1S76. I published
the description of the plant in the Illustration Horti-
cole, .Tanuary, 1S7S, p. 11, under the name of L. vul-

canica (not volcanica), from the Latin vulcanus, this

Loasa growing at the foot of the volcan Corazon. I

introduced it to Europe from seeds in the same year.

—

Ed. Andre.

Iris reticulata cyauea.—This forms a good
addition to early spring bulbs. Growers of the
ordinary I. reticulata will not, however, be likely to
exchange it for this new prodigy, which indeed has
little more to recommend it than its earliness and
loveliness. It appears even unprotected to be a week
or more earlier than Krelagei, which is itself earlier

than the ordinary form, even when both are kept in a
cool pit. The flowers of cyanea are pale blue and
about ! inclies or 3 inches in height.— tj.

Neapolitan 'Violets.—I send you a bunch of

tile double Neapolitan Violet, which is a great fa-

vourite here in midwinter. None yet surpass it in

sweetness and constancy. It begins to flower in

October, but is seen at its best from November on-
wards, just at the time when Marie Louise shows
signs (after four months' continuous flowering) of being
somewluat exhausted. Then the Neapolitan, bristling

all over with fat buds, is ready to contribute its sweet
harvest of bloom. Some writers on Violet culture of

late years, i.c , since Marie Louise has come into
general cultivation, have affected to disparage this

v.aluable old favourite ; but I maintain that it is still

able to hold its own where a constant supply is in
demand, and should still be grown in every collection
of Violets.— W.M. Ai.L.iN, Gtinton.

Lachenalia Nelsoni.—Of this beautiful and
graceful bullKuis plant, Mr. Allan, of Gunton, sends
us a bunch of Hne spikes which show in a marked
degree the superiority of the variety over others of

similar colour. The spikes are about 9 inches high,
and carry numerous drooping flowers of a rich deep
yellow colour. It is one of the prettiest plants one
can grow in a greenhouse for flowering at this season.

Mr. Allan also sends a bunch of Hoop-pttticoat
Daffodil (Corbularia tenuifolia), which is, perhaps,
the best of all the varieties of this section for forcing
into early bloom. "This Daffodil," he s.ays, "is a
little gein for pot culture, increases rapidly, and is

most floriferous, l3-inch pots full producing from
twenty to twenty-five flow-ers ; the strongest bulbs
will push up three and four flowers each. I received
my first bulbs of it and these of Lachenalia Nelsoni
from the late Mr. Nelson not long before his death

—

he was alw.ays ready to show his treasures with those
of kindrtd taste. A house full of these early flower-

ing bulbs, associated with Iris reticulata, Lily of the
Valley, Cyclamens, &c., at this season is a sight that
leaves a lasting and pleasant impression on the mind ;

there is such an inexpressible charm about them that
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one finds oneself, with each new year, watching with on

eager interest for the opening of the first fiower. but

The great point in their successful pot culture is to

ripen the bulbs off well on a shelf close to the glass

till every vestige of foliage has disappeared, then

place them at the foot of a sunny wall till potting

time comes round in August. If treated tfuis, they

start aw.ay readily in antumn, rerjuiring only a

temperature of 40" to 45° to have them in fluwer

early in the year. Some pots of Corbularia Chisi

siibjected to the above treatment surprised me by

opening their first flowers in a cold frame in the

middle of November, and continuing in fiower till

after Christmas. If grown in qu.intity, the white

flowers of C Clusi will prove extremely valuable for

winter decorations."

Tillandsia Lindeni.—One of the stoves at Tring

Park is just now enlivened by the flowers of this

beautiful Bromeliad, and a more lovely plant it

would be difficult to find. The flowers, about 2 inches

across and triangular in outline, are of the n)ost vivid

Gentian blue, intensified by the white centre. They

.are borne on a tall, slender ppike rising a fool or more

above the tuft of foliage. They do not last long, but

being produced in succession the plant is attractive

for some weeks. It flowers at no particular period,

but two or three times a year according to its condi-

tiim. The plant at Tring does not represent the

typical form of Tillandsia Lindeni, which has pink

flowers, but is the variety known as Kegeliana. It

was figured in The G.vrdkn, Vol. X., 466.

Senecio Ghiesbreighti.—This is one of th^

most stately of all the cultivated Senecios, and ex

cellent for conservatory decoration at this season of

the year. It is a stout arborescent species, with large

leaves and densely packed corymbs of blossoms as

much as a foot in diameter. The individual flowers

are about h.alf an inch across, with rich yellow rays,

the disc being of a still deeper hue. The ]>ropagaticm

au'l culture of this .Sen»cio .are easy enough ; cuttings

of it root without difticulty at almost any season of

the year, and a good open potting compost, such as

that used for Pelargoniums, suits it perfectly. It is

a native of Mexico, where it is said to reach a height

of from 12 feet to 15 feet, and to be quite tree-like in

ch.aracter.

—

T.

Anemone stellata alba.—This is a very useful

plant for cool greenhouse and ccmservatory decora-

tion, especially thus early in the season. Our tubers

of it were potted up early in autumn and allowed to

grow in a cool frame ; they have now m.ade excellent

plants, well furnished with leaves and thickly

studded with starry white flowers, which promise to

last at least a fortnight more. The g eenhouse

should be dry, for if damp the dark blue pollen

discolours the flowers ; whereas if dry it is easily

blown off. If placed in heat at the proper time there

seems no reason whatever why this plant .should not

be in flower soon after Christmas. It stands heat

well, but requires to be kept nt-ar the glass, or the

flower-stems are apt to be weak. As soon as the

buds show themselves we begin to give the plant

liquid manure, keeping it meanwhile potbound, by

which means we get larger and better flowers.

During summer the pots should be laid on their sides

in the sun ami water withheld until they show
life.—K.

Carnations at Tring Park.— .V hou.sefnl of

Tree Carnatiims in bloom is a sight as beautiful as it

is uncommon. The importance of growing a large

supply of the best sorts of Carnations for winter

bloom is fully recognised in Lonl Rothschild's garden

at Tring Park, where at the present time Mr. Hill,

the gardener, can show as fine a display of these

plants as are to be seen anywhere. The Carnation is

one of the ]'rincipal favourites in the garden at Tring,

and no pains are spared in growing them to perfec-

ticm. 'I here arespeci.al pits for growing on the plants,

and a large, light, sjian-roofed house in which to show

them when in bloom. The very best forts only .are

grown in (piantity, ,and these sorts must be perfect in

every point- -good in habit, floriferous, large and full

flowered, and good in colour. Many sorts make up

the entire collection, but we mention only the very

best that arc grown, and the three that he<ad the

list are Empress (jf Germ.any, large and full, with

broad petals, pure white faintly streaked with crim-

Lucifer, the best scarlet, not r)f the largest size,

very brilliant in colour ; Irma, the best rose-

coloured sort, clear and lovely in tint and large and

full in the flower. Other good sorts which find favour

here are Mrs. Keen, deep crimson, The Queen and

La Belle, pure white, and Andalusia, the latter a

lieautiful primrose-yellow, decidedly the best yellow

tree variety, and one, we believe, which h.ad its origin

in this g.arden. The popular salmon-pink sort. Miss

.Tolifle, which one sees so much of in the flower shops,

is also grown largely, and likewise Souvenir de la

Malmaison, the stock of which at blossoming time is

quite a sight in itself. Another class of plants which

receive nnich attention at Tring are Cyclamens, and

of these there is a finer houseful of flowering plants

th.an we have yet seen in any private garden. Mr.

Hill r.aises his own plants from seed, .and by selectim;

for seed-bearers plants possessing the best colours and

other good points, he has obtained a beautiful strain.

Why is it th.at in nine gardens out of every ten which

we visit Cyclamens are not well grown ? Surely such

charming flower beauty at this season is worth secur-

ing at any trouble.

Societies.

THE EOYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY
AND THE COLONIAL EXHIBITION.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE GARDEN.

Sir,—Will you kindly allow me a small space in

your columns to protest against the decision of the

exhibition commifsioners in making the Fel'ows'

tickets for 1886 non-transfer.able ? It has always

been one of the privileges of the Fellows to have a

transferable season ticket, which admitted themselves

or the bearer on all occasions, and this privilciie has

been in force during the three previous exhibitions

which have been held at South Kensington. This

decision is particularly hard on those Fellows who
do not live in town, as it entirely deprives them of

one of the most attractive privileges of membership.

It seems to me a most inconsistent policy on the

part of the commissioners, after having allowed this

privilege during the three previous exhibitions, to

suddenly disallow it for this (I believe) the la-^t of

the series. Is it for financi.al reasons to try and make
up the reported deficiency on the "Inventories?"

I trust this matter will be t.aken up by other

Fellows. A Fellow of the Societv.

Fehruartj 24.

also suggestions for investigations, in order that the

work of the committee may be made as broad and

useful as possible. Such communications should also

he addressed " Royal Horticultural Society, for the

Xarcissus Committee."

National Chrysanthemum Society. — A
meeting of the general committee of this society waa

held on Mond.ay evening last, the president, Mr. E.

Sanderson, in the chair. The Dawlish Chrysanthe-

mum Society was affiliated, and five new members

were elected. The hon. secretary, Mr. W. Holmes,

reported that the sum of £75 would be set apart to

meet the expenses of the show of early Chrysanthe-

mums in September; £177 10s. fi.r the usual show in

November; and £50 for the show of late varieties in

J.anuary. In addition, the Koyal Aquarium Cf>mpany

i>frered prizes for cut Diihlias and Glailioli in Septem-

ber ; and for Cyclamen, Chinese Primroses, berried

Snlanums, Conifers, Ivies, and Hollies in January.

The schedule sub-committee brought up their report,

and a brisk discussion ensued on the proposal to create

a class for blooms of Japanese Anemone-flowered

varieties. It was held on the one hand that it i-i

difficult to distinguish between Chinese and .Japanese

Anemone-flowered sorts ; .and on the other, that they

were .sufficiently distinct. It was ultimately resolved

by a substantial majority that the flowers should be

divided for show purpose*, and the catalogue sub-

committee were reipiested to publish in the revised

edition of the catalogue of Chrys.anthemums issued by

the society authoritative lists of flowers that can be

shown in both classes. M.any special prizes were

announced as being offered by individuals and firms

for competition at the above exhibitions. The rules

and regulations affecting the various shows were

revised, and this brought the proceedings to a close.

The Narcissus Committee of the Royal Hor-

ticultural Society will hold three meetings during the

coming season, viz., on March 2.3, April 13, and

April 27. The proceedings at each of these three

meetings will be conducted as follows: The com-

mittee will meet in or near the conservatory at 1 1 a.m.,

when a list of the specimens sent in for examination

and of questions for discussion will be presented. The
committee will first determine what specimens and

questions it will take into cimsider.ation, .and there-

upon be adjourned in order that the members of the

committee may conveniently and deliberatelv examine

the specimens. At 1 .SO p.m. the committee will

reassemble, and proceed to the discussion of the speci-

mens, &c., according to the list previously agreed

upon. It is hoped that tl'ose interested in the Nar-

cissus will send up to one or other of these meetings

any new forms of Narcissus, or any specimens other-

wise interesting which they may posses.s. All such

specimens should be sent in, so »s to arrive at South

Kensington not later than the Mcmday preceding,

that is the day before the meeting, in order that they

may recover from the journey before they are sub-

mitted to examination. They should be adrlressed,

"The Royal Horticultural Societv, Narcissus Com-
mittee," and each specimen should be.ar a label (water-

proof), with the sender's name and some number or

token by which it m.ay be recognised, and be accom-

panied by a statement, sent by post or otherwise, of

the inquiry which the sender desires to put to the

committee, and of any f.acts which may guide the

committee in their decisions. The committee will

also be gl.ad to receive communications or inquiries

relating to the natural history and culture of Narcissus,

Royal Aquarium, Westminster.—At the re-

quest of the directors, Mr. R. Dean, Ranehagh Road,

E.aling, recently submitted to them a scheme for hold-

ing a series of four horticultural exhibitions during the

spring and summer, as follows : A show of Hyacinths,

Tulips, market plants, cut Daffodils, cSc, on March

30 and 31 ; a great artistic Rose exhibition on Juno

25 and 26 ; a great Strawberry show and fete on

July 2 and 3 ; and a large display of table decorations,

bouquets, &c., on August 20 and 21. This scheme

has been accepted, and the exhibitions named above

will be held under the superintendence of Mr. R.

Dean, of whom schedules of prizes may be obtained.

LATE NOTES.

Fuchsias (F. ir.).—Your Fuchsia shoots look vigorous

.and kciiltliy. What fault have you to find with them V

Books (r. G. «M.).—'Fruit Growing for Profit." By
E. Hobday. Koutledge & Co., Ludgatc Circus.

Berberis (C^/inn.r).—Yc, you can peg down the shoots

of the Barberry to form an edgii g. Other answer next week.

Saxifraga cordifolia.—You would, I think, render a

service to many by calling attention to this plant, it being

so useful for cutting during January and Febniary by fimply

potting it up in autumn and placingit in a cold pit orfraiue.

We have been cutting from it for the past month, and some
flowers cut three weeks ago are yet quite fresh—good proof

of their lasting qualities.—G. T. W.

Ants in Peach houses —Allow me to tell "Enquirer"

that the nnly way l>y which I was al^le to rid myself of these

pests in my i'each house was trapping .all I uould find, which I

did with saucers of treacle placed round tlie base nf the tree,

and by putting some Jipon the lirancbes here and there ; also

by coustantlv pouring boiling water in their nest, and every

place where there was a possibility of scalding a few. If this

be done often one can soon do away with thim. I do not

think fumigation has any effect upon them whatevtr.—

W. A. Cook. Ilobitirooit,

Names c f plants— IC .S.—Phaius Wallichi. J. D. E.

Sparniaunia afrieana. F. M — Hellebovus niger altifohus.

C. P.- Vitis antarctica. Cannot recognise the others with-

out fuller material. E. SI. O.—l Acacia dcalbata ; 2, A.

longifolia var. Dr. Cam —Not recognised at Kew. Con-

sidered to be a hybrid, prob.aljly new. Will you kindly send

us a leaf, and if possible another flower-spi.

may thou be able to get it named.
in a box ? We

BOOKS RECEIVED.
'Miniature Fruit Garden." Longm'ns, GreenRivers'

'The Apple Tree Annual." Glendenning, London Wall.

"All about Blackberries." Fleming & Co ,
Leicester.

"Handbook of Mosses." By Bagnall. Swan, Sonnen-

sehein & Co., Paternoster Squa e.

"The Tourist's Guide to Hora of the Alps." Translated

and edited by Alfred W. Bennett. Swan, Bonnenschein & Co.
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Woods & forests.

FOREST ROADS.
A "Wiltshire Forester" does good service

alike to man and horse by calling attention to

these (p. 153). Possibly the management or mis-

management of forest roads is the very weakest
point in modeiii forestry. The loss of time, tem-

per, harness, horseflesh, tackle on these is tre-

mendous, and represents an absolute sacriHce of

capital that not seldom largely eats into, if it does

not quite absorli, the profits of the timlier sold.

Your correspondput points out how sumo of the

evils incident to bad forest roads may be miti-

gated or overcome. But were the lines of forest

roads more skilfully chosen and more attention

paid to their form at first, the majority of them,
though uninetalled, would carry fair loads of

timber, excejiting during tlie wettest or worst

weather. And though it is impossible always to

choose a dry or frosty time for the removal of

timber, the e.vercise of forethought will mostly
permit of the worst weather being avoided.

Light loads on forest roads also conserve the

roads, and need not lead to any serious loss of

labour or of time ; in fact, light loads may often

save much of both alike in loading and in transit.

The mode of dragging single trees instead of

loading them on heavy drays may also be im-
proved upon by the use of sledges, which spread

the weiglit over a witler area than the system of

dragging out single trees. But these and other
road-saving modes of transit that will occur to

jiractical foresters are of secondary importance to

choosing the best lines and form of roads at first.

To attord the utmost diversity of choice, the road
should be lined out, if not actually made, before

the trees are planted. This need involve a very
trifiing loss of tree space, and the advantages of a

road for all the early processes of subculture

among trees, constant observation of their con-

dition, and the facile vi^iting woods or foi'ests

either for business or jdeasure must be obvious to

all who are familiar with the wants of trees during
their earlier stages of growth. But the primary
object of making the roads first is to secure tlie

best—that is, the driest—lines, to afford time for

the roads to become thoroughly consolidated and
surfaced with such good turf or other dwarf vege-

tation, as to assist them to carry loads of timber
without being cut into deep and almost impa-i-

sable ruts. Where the ground is tolerably level,

the highest parts should be chosen for the road.

Of course on liillsides or steep banks this would
be impracticable, 1)ut in tolerably level forests it

is far Ijetter to drag single trees up to a sound
dry road than to place the roads in lower posi-

tions subject to fiooding or where there might be
a dirticulty in promptly draining them dry;

With the choice of a good line from which
the rain would be shed olf so soon as it fell, the
road woulil ipiickly become solid and hard with
the lapse of time. Only tho.se who have had
considerable experience of the hardness of dry
earth roaiU in woods and forests can have any
adequate idea of their strong carrying powers.
Of cour.se the widlli of the tyres of the wheels
have a great infiuence on the carrying powers ol

earth roads ; and on estates where tlie falls ol

timber are heavy, special drays with wheels from
(i inches to inches wide should be kept (or the

removal of the timber on to the nearest metalled

road. This would mostly pay well, not only by
conserving the roads, but through the advanced
price paid for the timber by the side of a good
roadway. Time, which consolidates earth roads,

also allows the turf or other dwarf vegetation

to form such a matted surface as to add greatly

to the carrying powers of the road. The expe-

rience of foresters with dwarf Heatlis, Blueberries,

or other dwarf plants in the strengthening of

roads would prove as interesting as useful. No
one who has noted the carrying power of a surface

of good turf hut must have been impressed by its

strength and importance.

Now, if road-making precedes or is cariied

along abreast of planting, the roads will have

time to strengthen their surface long before they

are required to carry any heavy weights.

During the process of subsidence of consolidation

and surface strengthening the produce of the Grass

will more than )>ay for mowing, making and
removing. The form of the road is almost of as

important a factor in promoting its strengtli as

its site or line All forest roads should be

.'•ufficiently sloped to one side or both from the

crown to shed off the water as fast as it falhs.

Tliey should also be sufticiently raise 1 above the

surr.uinding levfl as to be thorougldy drained,

of necessity not merely in the sense of having an

open ditch on one or both sides of them, but

from the major ]iortion of their substances being

above the surrounding level. Roads of these or

other forms ensuring dryness of substance and of

base, and clothed with turf or other vegetation at

once dense, dwarf, and tough, will be found to

carry moderate loads of timber during suitable

weather without being cut into impassable ruts.

Forest roads surfaced with good turf it injure<l

are also ivpaired with far more facility than any
others. In the rapid and vigorous growth of

riven or rent turf, roads thus surfaced possess a

means of cheap repair and sound resuscitation

that no other description of road can lay claim to.

Dryness, solidity, and a good surface are the

three most essential conditions for good ami
halting forest roads ; and as neither of them need

be expensive, there is little excuse for the ridges

of mud and furrows of water that so often pass

for I'oads in woods and forests. D. T. F.

Plantation manag'einent.—According to an

old practical forester, the essence of rational treat-

ment uf plantations for profit may be summed up in

a few word.i : 1. Choose such trees as are likely to

remain where they are planted ; and at each suc-

cessive thinning clear off a few of their lower br.inches,

till a clear stem is formed to the height of 5 feet or

6 feet, or to a greater height in trees having pendent

branciies, such as the Wych Elm, Lime, &c. 2. Cut
down all the trees which are not intended finally to

remain by degrees.

Staking and protecting trees.— After plant-

ing trees, whether fnr ornament or profit, it is false

economy to leave t'e plants without protection until

they are attacked or peihaps destroyed by rabbits,

and then begin to fence. l\niing should always be

done at the right time, which is immediately after the

trees or shrubs have been planted. Staking and

tying shoal I be done also, and where necessary a

good iiuilchiiig should be given to keep the roo's and

collar of the plant safe during hard frost, and prevent

too sudden evaporation in spring. In severe, rioorou.s

winter weather it is often necessary to protect half-

hardy kinds with branches, and perhaps none are

better for this purpose than tho^e of the Spruce, so

that it would be well to have such ready and con-

venient to tlie plants so that they could be applied at

imce in cases of emergency.—J. B. W.

Timber in ravines.—If it was the case that the

bulkiest and healthiest trees wtre always found in

ravines, the argument of Mr. J. B. Webster that the

deeper and richer soil was the cuise would have some
force, but all that is asserted is that the timber is

tallest and strai^'hest in such situations, and these

qualities are not necessarily nor often the result of a

rich soil. We live in a regular "Derbyshire" country

of hill and dale and could show numerous examples

of what has been described in every case, the length

of the trees being clearly due to the situation, and not

to the soil. All kinds of trees growing in ravines are

tall, compaatively slender, and straight with small

tops. They are simply elongated by having the light

above them principally instead of all round them,

which dr.aws them up. The same thing exactly is

observable in all properly thinned plantations, the

tallest and straightest poles being in the centre of the

|ilantations and the bulkiest, most branchy, and for

that part the healthiest, being at the margins. These

facts are so constantly true, that one wonders at any
forester failing to notice them.

—

Yokkshiremax.

THEORY AND PRACTICE OF FORESTRY.

At Leek a lecture was recently given on this subject

by Mr. J. Robinson, who endeavoured to deal in a

concise and popular way with both the theoretical and
practical .aspects of the subject. In the course of his

remarks he said that the cultivation of trees for cirna-

mentation was very offen called arburi'ulture,

which meant the culture of single trees, and was dis-

tinct from the production of trees fur the purpose of

commerce, which was termed sylviculture, which

meant the culture of trees in mas.^^es instead of iu an

individual ornamental manner. With regard to the

commercial aspect nf the question in these days, one

fact connected with it was of great importance. So
many foreign products were brought into this country

displacing home products, that if our uncultivated

lands could be put to some useful purpose, like the

growth of timber, there would not only be commercial

advantage, but a great advantage to the labouring

classes, the growth of trees requiring, as it did, a

con>iderable amount of labour. England and her

ciilonies were said to be more interesttd in the ques-

tion of forestry and tree production than any other

country in the world. After a few statistical remarks

upon th.! importation of wood into this country and

U|.on the systems of forestry abroad, the lecturer deal

with the (piestimi of trte-growing for pleasure, which,

he said, had .also the advantage of a little profit if

well m.anaged. There was only this disadvantage that

one's life was so short compared with the life of a

tree, that two or three generations were required to

see the result of one's labour sometimes. The first

thing in growing trees for beauty was that they must

never be touched with knife, bill, or saw. He then

pointed out a water colour illustration of a Spruce

Fir-tree, the branches growing down to the ground

so that the tree was in the shape of a sugar loaf.

That was the perfection of that tree, and in order to

get that effect it must be grown in the open, without

any other tree overshadowing it or anything ebe

touching its bianches. As soon as the outer branch

touched another, one mu^t come down. The Spruce

Fir was an Evergreen, because though the leaves

did not last for ever, there were always new leaves

ht ing produced, but they did not all change at

once. A deciduous tree was a tree which lost

all its leaves at the same time, and to have a

handsome tree of that kind it must not be shaded

by other trees surrounding if, but room must be

given to it by degrees as it increased in size. In

Ueei hes which grew in the neighbourhood of Leek

they saw th-! blanches coming down to the ground

and covering it, quite as low as in the case of Spruce

and other Firs. That was the way to cultivate trees

if they w,anted them for ornament, but they could not

afford that if they wanted them for timb. r. The
next step was to go into such a place ,as a wood near

a gentleman's house, and these were called woods as

different from forests, because the wood is distin-

guished by having h.alf ornamental and half forei-t

trees. They did not want every tree to have a full

development, but to have a fair amount, 'i herefore,

in planting a wood, clumps of trees of vari^ms kinds

should be planted together, because, when they grew

up, it was exceedingly agreeable to the eye to see a

certain number of deciduous trets of one character

occupying one space; then, in another space near,

Sco'ch Firs growing in other clumps ;
then Larches

giving another appearance. When all this was done,

the wonderful thing in forest or wood growing was

the " slaughtering of the innocents." They put in

trees for growing 4 feet 6 inches or 5 feet apart, and

when the wood was fully grown the trees were about

•20 feet apart. Thus how many trets iu an acre

had to be thrown away ! They must be destroyed
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when they crowded each other, wliether they were

wanted for woods or forests. They must have lii,'ht

and air as well as the advantage of the soil, in order

that an adv.antageous result might be obtained. To
throw these trees away was a wise economy, but

perhaps the most difficult to practise, as cultivators

did not like to throw these pretty little trees away.

In Norway, Sweden, and Canada, where the trees

were not thinned, they crowded each other, and then

they had trees which were almost cylinders, because

the crowding killed off the lower branches. Thus tlie

trees did not get any food from returning sap to

thicken the lower part, .although the upper part where

the branches remained received its due quantity and

thickened accordingly. Thus the trees when cut

down were almost the shape of floor boards. But
there was one disadvantage in consequence of the

dead bnanches. The wood was formed round the

branch continually, and as the branch died a piece of

the dead branch w.as left in it quite loose. That was

a knot, and when cut with a saw the knot could

be pushed out with the thumb and there was a hole.

The lecturer also dwelt at some length upon the

structure and physiology of trees as bearing upon the

practice of forestry, and, in conclusion, hoped that at

no distant date we should see a forestry school

established in this country on a satisfactory basis.

SEASONABLE WORK.
Plakting.—When plantintj can be resumed

a start should be made with the larger hard-

woods, and upon the drier portions of the wood-

lands, s-jettiug in the Oak, Ash, Sycamore, Larcli,

and Spanish Chestnut. Where Brambles and

<ither rubbish are likely to spring up in abund-

ance plants of not less than .5 feet in height

should be tised ; but for clean land, and more

especially if the site is an exposed one, the

Sycamore, Birch, Maple, Chestnut, and Larch

may go out at three years old if well grown,

the Oak, Beech and Spruce at four years, and

the Holly and Silver Fir at five years old. The
formation of Hawthorn hedges should be com-

pleted as soon as the weather will permit, as this

plant comes early into leaf In all soils, except

very retentive ones (for which the Hawthorn
is not well suited), the plants are better placed

upon the level of the adjacent land. The raised

mound, with its deep side ditches completely cuts

off the roots from the free range which they

ought to have in the soil beyond ; hence tlie

scrubby appearance which hedges so placed too

often present. In such situations their roots

also receive a severe pruning whenever the

ditches are scoured or shovelled out. In very

wet situations tolerably good fences may be made
with the semi-aquatic plants—the Alder, Willow,

and Black Poplar. When cropped close, the

Alder and Poplar feather low, and the forked

growth of the former, combined with the bitter

taste of its leaves, prevents its being cropped,

and renders it well nigh impervious to cattle.

The Willows may be thickly planted in such

situations and their branches interlaced, so that

no stock will find its way througli fences formed

of these. Fill up all plantations where required.

In rapid-growing coppices this should be done

during the spring following the fall of the under-

wood, otherwise the vigorous growths from the

well-established stools will take the lead and
eventually overtop and smother the young trans-

plants. Plants from 3 to 5 feet in height when
put in will be found tlie most serviceable upon
dean land, and such will at the end of four or

five years be found growing with more vigour

than those of a larger size when removed.
Thi>-nixg.—Complete the thinning of mixed

hardwood plantations, at the same time marking
the Oaks for spring felling. This remark applies

to Poplar, Chestnut, Birch, Beech, Sycamore,
Willow, &c. As soon alter felling as possible

the produce should be removed from the wood-
lands. The cutting of coppice and underwood

generally should now be pushed forward when-
ever this is not interfered with by severe frosts.

During frosty weather the adherence between

the bark and the wood is so .slight, that the Itlow

from an axe will frequently cause them to part

sufficiently to admit water, and thus the forma-

tion of adventitious buds is prevented. Though
the season woidd under ordinary circumstances

]irove too short for carrying out the whole of

the work, there is little doubt that the most
numerous as well as the most vigorous crops of

shoots fidluw the felling operations of February

and March. Either the splitting of the wood in

cutting or any rough usage which disunites the

wood and the bark will seriously interfere with

the future crop. By using a moderately light

axe for the stronger stools and a good cutting

billhook for the smaller ones, but little mischief

need be done. Cut low in all situations not

liable to inundations, and trim off the surface of

the stool so that no water .shall lodge upon it.

Ndrsert.-—The present is a busy time in the

nursery, where the preparation of seed beds,

the planting out of layers, and the transplant-

ing of seedlings .should be going on. The fol-

lowing distances are well adapted to the growth

of healthy and robust plants : Hardwoods from

20 inches to 24 inches between the rows, and

b inches from plant to plant ; Birch from 18

inches to 20 inches by 5 inches ; and Larch and

Scotch from 15 inches to 18 inches by 3 inches

or 4 inches. In lifting such seedlings as the

Hawthorn, many of the seeds of which are still

dormant and will come up next spring, the soil

should lie eased with a fork so as to permit the

withdrawal of the plants without burying too

deeply the remaining seeds, which would be the

case if the ground was much disturbed. Towards
the end of the month, sow any remaining Elm
seeds, and also Sycamore, Ash, Maple, and

Beech. Plant cuttings of Poplar, Willow, Alder,

and Elder, taken from last year's shoots and

about l.") inches in length. Where a sufficiency

of young stock is not reared from seed, seedlings

should now be bought in to fill up vacancies.

Give ample room to seedling plants intended to

remain more than one year in the lines. Hard-
woods, except the Birch, require from 18 inches

to 20 inches in the rows and 5 inches in the

lines ; Larch, Scotch Fir, ami some other coni-

ferous trees from 15 inches to 18 inches by
3 inches.

(Osiers for the basket-maker may now be cut

and tied in bundles, to be afterwards placed

upright in a few inches of stagnant water, which

facilitates peeling in the spring. Permanent
Osier beds may also be planted in suital)le land,

which should have been previously well cleaned

and manured. Situations where the water can

be admitted and run off at pleasure will be found

the best adapted to the growth of Osiers.

In plantations of coniferous trees, dead branches

should now be cleared from the stems. By
allowing these to remain on every annual layer

of wood is disfigured and deteriorated by the

dead knot. By loosening these with a blow from

a mallet, many of them may be withdrawn with-

out injnry to the trees. The pruning of live

branches should, however, be very carefully

executed if done at all ; in most cases a slight

foreshortening will be found sufficient, and where

planting and thinning have been judiciously

carried out it will not be required.

Dead Oak timber.—On nearly all estates round

here there are quantities of dead or dying Oak trees

of all ages and sizes which owners are anxious to get

quit of first, and buyers take advantage to offer pro-

portionally lower prices on the strength of the trees

being " dead." Negotiating a sale of this kjnd the
|

required to sow^an acre.

other day, the forester met the objections of the

merchant with the reply that lie did not think that

he (the merchant) could tell a section of a recently

dead or al'iiost deail <Jak trunk from one from a tree

cut down in good health, but was willing to abate
his figure proportionately if the buyer would face the

test, which was, however, declined, and to the dis-

advantage of the latter. In dead trees it is well

known that the sapwood soon begins to decay when
the bark falls off. although some time elapses before

much alteration is discernible ; but the heartwood
remains unaffected, and I doubt if even an expert
could distinguish it from the sound tree felled in its

prime and at the right season. Carpenters, sawyers,

and others, to whom I was once at last referred to on
the subject, professed to explain that there was no
" nature " in the dead timber ; but they, too, failed to

distinguish the dead Oak from the living when put to

the test by being confronted with samples.—Y.

Leycesteria for covert.—The decidedly hardy
character of this shrub and the extreme rapidity of

its growth, besides the ease with which it may be pro-

duced from cuttings, layers, or seed, all point it out
as an object well calculated to form underwood, or

shelter for game. Its worth for such purposes would
be doubled could game be brought to feed upon its

berries, which are produced in great profusion. Could
its in.sipid fruit be converted into any useful domestic
purpose, it would, I think, under culture, require the
same treatment a-s the Raspberry, as it seems disposed

to produce its shoots from the bottom annually. It

seems also to possess in agreat degree the valuable pro-

perty of standing unshrinkingly the sea breeze, whence
it may possibly be useful where so many things are

really useless. The only seeming objection to its

covering what appear to be uncoverable wastes is,

that it carries too much sail.—N. M. T.

Larch on red sandstone.—It has been proved
that the Larch is very soon lost when planted above
a substratum of red sandstone. Tor example, in

the vale of Annan wherever the sloping banks have
a substratum of the rock or one composed of a sort

of red sandstone, shingle, or gravel, the outward
decay of the tree is visible at from fifteen to twenty-
five years of age. The internal decay commences
sooner, according to the depth of the upper soil, in

the centre of the trunk, at the root, in the wood
being of a darker colour, extending by degrees in

circumference and up the stem, until the lower part

of it becomes entirely deprived of vegetation, and
assumes a tough and corky appearance. This ex-

tends to the whole plant, which gradually decays and
dies. On the same soil the Oak grows audthrives well.

Tree shelter for farms.—A narrow strip of

woods left on the crest of the hills, and on the north

and west lines of many farms, would pay a large

interest, by the increase of the crops which would
result from such shelter on the remainder of the farm.

Where the woods have been cut away, I think it

would pay well to plant these strips, and by good care

to promote their growth as rapidly as possible.

Quick-growing species in this case shoidd be selected,

such as Chestnuts, Maples, and Poplars. I have for

several years allowed all young trees growing along

the fences to grow. I have trimmed them, and quite

a number have grown so rapidly, that I have trees

which will soon be good to cut for rails, posts, or

wood. They take no room, shelter the field, and give

some shade for cattle.—R. T.

Planting ?. sowing.—A gentleman in France,

who has had a long and extensive experience in rais-

ing trees both for woodlands and ornamental planta-

tions, writes to us thus :
" Seedling trees raised on

the ground where they are to remain are decidedly

stronger and more healthy than those that have
undergone the usual nursery treatment of transplant-

ing. I prefer sowing whenever I deal with a tree the

seed of which can he had in sufficient quantity. At
five years old the semi-tn-placc will overtake the

transplanted trees, although the latter are in fact

several years older. In sowing seeds, of Pines for

instance, the land should be in good condition, rather

hard 'pressed, but clean—soil too well stirred is not

good as a seed-bed for Conifers. Sowing broadcast

or in drills is the best plan to adopt in sowing. As
Pine seeds are small, only about 6 lb. or 8 lb. are
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" This is an Art
Which does mend Nature : change it rather ; but
The Art itself is Nature."— Shak-espeat-e.

Rose Garden.

ROSES IN THE WILDERNESS.
Here seems almost a contradictinn in terms, as

the presence of Roses must dispel our ideas nf

the bleak desert or savage tract of savage solitude

and sandy desolation \vhicli fill up our vague
notions of the fierce howling wilderness. If, as

reported, the belated traveller, foot-sore and
weary, exhausted and despairing of life, was in-

spired with, encouraged, and nerved to the fresh

exertion that saved him from death by the pre-

sence of a single green sprig of Moss amid a

boundless expanse of trackless sand, how much
more inspiring and strengthening a single Rose
in the desert would prove. But it is not of such
a wilderness, relieved thus of its savage desolation

and dreary monotony of scrub and sand, that we
would now write, but rather of those technical

wildernesses that were wont to be found outside

the boundaries of our older and more famous gar-

dens. These constituted a sort of debatable land
—neither garden nor wood, j-et often combining
the best features of both, and formed a most use-

ful trysting-place between Nature and Art. The
garden overflowed into the wililerness, which
added a new charm to the wilder grandeur of the
woodlands. The combination skilfully blended
forms a sort of bewitching twilight e<iually far

removed from the glitter and midday-sun-like
broad glare cjf the garden and the sombre gloom
and semi-darkness of the wood or forest. And
thus it often comes to pass that a charm almost
beyond the reach of art was reached, if attained

to at all, in the wilderness. This truth was
brought to my mind many years ago in a very
forcible manner by a lady of culture and taste

thus : Complimenting her on the beauty and
extent of her glas.shouses, flower gai'den of an
acre glowing with brilliant and chaste colours,

and the extent and beauty of the pleasure

grounds well furnished with shrubs and choice

trees, she exclaimed, "But you have not seen
the wilderness ! " with an air that proved that

this far exceeded all el.se in chasteness of grace

and richness and fulness of beauty. And yet it

was little more than a broad winding walk with
irregular margins running through a wood. Here
the trees and shrubs approached the gravel and
there they receded far into the wood, again ad-
vancing and receding—never, however, repeating
the same curves—through a delightl'ul stroll of
half a mile or more. The ground was also ir-

regular, with now a knoll and then a dell ; anon
a bolder hillock or mound succeeded by a ragged
ravine of such form as to lose itself among tlie

trees. And yet this wilderness was really in

most of its features and the whole of its furnish-
ing the creation of art, and not the child
of Nature. It was formed by set purpose, and
was in no sense nor to any visible extent the
product of chance, like the world of Hafid's
dream. Each plant or group of plants had
its or their appropriate niche, as if it had been
been chiselled out for them by a consummate
artist, yet neither chisel-mark nor i'ootprint were
left behind to reveal either his planting or his

care. And yet the whole scene bore evidence of
much skill in both. Each plant seemed posted
in the best place for developing its character and

displaying its beauty. As chance obviously did

not form, so neither did chaos reign over this

alluring scene of beauty. Plants were subjected

to other rules than the operation of the wild law
of the survival of the fittest. The weakest seemed
as full of health and as secure in their occupa-

tion as the strongest ; neither did it appear that

the freedom of any was restrained by training,

nor their liberties curtailed by pruning. A few

of the more striking plants noted in this wilder-

ness were Foxgloves, Honesty, Cow Parsnips,

Forget-me-nots, Primroses, Snowdrops, Daffodils,

Pampas Grass, Arundo Donax (plain and varie-

gated), Leycesteria, Barberrie.s, Spirseas, Heaths,

Lilacs, Deutzias, Wistarias, Brooms, Whins,
Syringa, Clematises of the older sorts, Honey-
suckles, Laburnums, Virginian Creepers, Ivies,

Hypericums, and Ro.ses.

Nothing at all wonderful in the material ; it

was simple, cheap, common-place, and within

reach of all. The charm of this enchanted, or at

least enchanting, wilderness lay in three things

—the variety of its ground lines, which were

mostly artificial, the grouping of the materials,

and the linking of these two together in bonds so

congruous and semi-natural as to convey the idea

that nothing else would suit any nook or corner,

prominent knoll or deep I'eceding dell, half so

well as the plants found in or on each. Many of

the trees were draped with contrasting plants,

such as Virginian Creepers and Ivy, Clematises

and Honeysuckles, Labimiums and Wistarias, (fee.

But the chief and supreme attraction consisted in

the skilful use of Roses alike as drapery for the

trees and in groups and masses on the ground.

Here a Dog Rose might be seen climbing a tree-

stem bold!}', and draping all its lower branches

with long sprays of jiendent verdure and beauty
;

farther on huge tree-like bushes of Sweet Brier

filled the air with their fragrance ; while clo.se by
huge masses of Noisette, Ayrshire, and other free-

growing Roses filled up the foregroimd, and the

higher branches at the back leaped up, as it were,

to lay hold of the lower branches of the trees, as if

to a.sk the latter to give them a rise in the world.

Several Roses that had once been stiff and prim
standards had run up ami out into dense bushes of

enormous size ; among these the more prominent
were huge plants of Charles Lawson, Coupe de

Hebe, Blairi No. 2, and that best of all Hybrid
Perpetuals for such purposes, Baronne Prevost.

Groups of Scotch Roses, Austrian Briers, Moss,

Provence, and other summer Roses added their

variety of colour and of fragrance to the scene
;

but the chief attraction was the semi-wild

luxuriance that distinguished the Roses in the

wilderness from those generally seen in gardens.

There was little attempt at individual perfection

either of plant or bloom, Viut the masses as a

whole were simply magnificent in their wild

freedom and prodigal profusion of growth, the

old Brier stems being literally covered over with

the far-reaching, crowded branches.

Not a few of the Roses and Briers—species and
variety—first noted in that wilderness for the first

time are now probably out of cultivation ; but,

fortunately, we are more rich in suitable Roses

for the wilderness than at any previous period of

our experience. Within a recent period several

new species of Roses have been introduced and
the varieties of climbing, scramliling, and free

growing Roses have been greatly increased.

Single Roses of free growth and brilliant colours

are also becoming popular, and all these will

find a suitable home in the wilderness. The
more robust Teas of the Gloire de Dijon and
Gloire de Bordeaux types. Bourbons of the

Souvenir de la Malmaison, Baron Gonella, Queen
of Bedders, and Acidalie types, and such

Noisettes as the Climbing Aimee Vibert, C61ine

Forestier, Jaune Desprez, Fellenberg, Jeanne
d'Arc, Reve d'Or, Triomphe de Rennes, and
William Allen Richardson are admirably adapted
for the wilderness. Among Boursaults, Amadis,
grandis, and elegans are perhaps the best, while
the Ayrshire section furnish three good whites in

Rampante, Thoresbyana, and Countess of

Leveu, and good pink or mixed coloured

Roses in Queen, Dundee Rambler, and splendens.

Among the best Evergreen Roses are the two
whites or whiti.'sh Fclicite Perpetuelle and
Banksia?flora ; the two pinks. Flora and Prince.s.s

Marie ; while the so-called Hybrid Climbing
Roses furnish two more capital whites in Balti-

more Belle and Mdme. d'Arblay, a rich crimson
in Russelliana,and a good pink in Laure Davoust.

In warm situations the Banksian Roses also do
remarkably well in the wilderness, growing with
a freedom and blooming with a prodigality and
profusion which cultivators, through mistakes
in pruning, seldom allow them to attain on our
walls. There are four varieties of this charming
species—two whites and two yellows—the com-
mon white and yellow being the best adapted for

semi-naturalisation in the wilderness. Fortune!

has equally fragrant and far larger flowers than the

common white, and in Jaune Serin the blooms are

larger and deeper coloured than in the common
lutea. Among Hybrid Teas, Cheshunt Hybrid is

the best for the wilderness, and the following Teas
may well hear it company : Climbing Devonien-
sis. Belle Lyonaise, Belle or Gloire de Bordeaux,
Mdme. Berard, and Mdme. Trifle. The so-called

Climbing Perpetuals now form a host in them-
selves, such as Jules Margottin, Bessie Johnson,

Captain Christy, Edouard Morren, Charles Lefeb-

vre, Mdme. Verdier, Mdme. Eugene Verdier,

and Victor Verdier. The majority of the more
\'igorous Hybrid Perpetuals also adapt them-
selves well to the wilderness. The following are

merely a few samples gleaned from this class :

Camille Bernardin, Glory of Walthani, Glory of

Cheshunt, Dukes of Edinburgh and Teck, Jules

Margottin, General Jacqueminot, Magna Charta,

Paul Ncron, Marechal Vaillant, Thos. Mills,

Red Dragon, Boule de Neige, Robert Marnock,
Mrs. Harrj' Turner, Mabel Morrison, The Shah,
La Reine, Anna Alexieff, Coquette des Blanches,

&c. But we must stop, and these must suffice to

show that if our wildernesses are not forthwith

enriched with Roses it is not for lack of suitable

material, but rather for the want of the will or

alnlity to dispose of our Roses there to such good
purpose as to make the wilderness to rejoice and
blossom as the Rose. D. T. F.

Koses for early £0101115 in quantity.—Can
anyone recommend two better Koses for this purpose

than President and Niphetos ? The chief fault of the

latter is that, started ahead of President, it will gene-

rally be a fortnight or three weeks behind it in open-

ing its flowers. There is so much material in Xiphetos

that it takes the more time to elaborate and e.xpand

its blossoms. President, on the coDtrary, though a
good double Rose, is less profuse in its petals, and the

latter are less firmly compressed together. Of course,

I am well aware of the existence of many Roses that

may be had in bloom in less time, such, for example, as

Madame Falcot, Safrano, and others. But these,

though useful as buds, can hardly be called Roses
when expanded. President and Xiphetos, and the

latter even more than the former, have the additional

merit of breaking into gn^wth so soon as the first

crops of Eoses are cut. And their second and all suc-

cessional breaks bloom in much less time than the

first one from the dormant bud in the spring. There

is an old-fashioned China or Tea Rose grown here

and there, under the name of Smith's Yellow, which
is almost white when forced early, and has a long,

pointed, delicate bud that possesses substantial merits

as an early forcing Rose. Has any one tried Boule

de Neige planted out under glass for early forcing '!

The results from pot plants have proved satisfactor}',
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and this exquisitely formed, uniqiiely perfumed

Rose is even more pure and beautiful under glass

than out of doors. lU form is also in striking con-

trast to the general run of Roses grown under glass,

and it possesses a power of perpetual blooming very

rare among Hybrid Perpetuals, either out of doors or

in. As it flowers in masses, its smaller Inids, are

exquisite for button-hole and other bouquets, wreaths,

&c.—D. T. V.

ROSES AND CLEMATISES FOR WALLS.
'T. B." (p. 179) has ably treated of the merits of

graceful beauty as could be produced by no othe

two families of plants besides those of Clematises and
Roses. D. T. F.

Kitchen Garden.

both as wall clothers, but has not suggested what has

long been a favourite idea and practice of mine
Avhere practicable—that is, the combining of Roses
and Clematises on the same wall. Beautiful as either

plant is alone, the beauty is more than doubled by
their skilful admixture. There are three or more pos-

sible modes of clothing the same wall with these two
families of plants. The first is to plant Roses and
Clematises alternately, either singly or in groups, and
apportion e(|ual regular or irregular areas to each in

succession. For example, a Rose and a Clematis may
be planted alternately, or two Roses to one Clematis,

or rice rosil in certain proportions one to the other.

The effect, though always beautifid, is apt to look

formal, and even stiff, though that may seem impossible

with such flexible plants as Clematises. But it is easy

enough to stiffen Clematises in practice when tightly

nailed up against a wall and severely limited in their

nm to so many lineal feet and inches. A second

mode is to use the Clematis as a backgroimd for

Roses. One Clematis to every two or three Roses
would probably suffice for this purpose. A practical

difficulty arises here from the virtually herbaceous
character of several of the Clematises, and only those

sufficiently hardy and with woody stems that survive

the winter are fitted for this mode of combination
with Roses.

In this mode of mixing Roses with Clematises the

Clematis should be displayed thinly over the wall,

and the Rose shoots trained over at greater distances

than usual. By exercising skill in the selection of

colours that will contrast distinctly, if not violently,

the effects of the dual mixture will be greatly

heightened. The two sets of plants may be carefully

trained, or the Clematis permitted to grow more wild

and free, and either way the two families combined
will form a far richer wall covering than either

singly. But the third mode of uniting these two
families of plants on the same wall is the most
telling, and admits of a good many variations in its

execution.

It consists in forming panels of equal areas and at

equal distances on the wall and planting each as far

as may be with one Rose or Roses of similar

character and colour. Plant between each panel one
or more Clematises to form a projecting pillar or break
between each two panels. To intensify the effect of

this mode of wall furnishing with two families of plants

of such distinct characters, it is best to keep the
Roses pretty closely trained to the wall, and allow

the Clematises to grow so freely as to project (i inches

or more. Thus almost all the effects of a panelled

wall with architectural ]'iers may be enjoyed <m the
surface of a smooth, [jlain wall.

Yet another effective mode of growing Roses and
Clematises on the same wall consists in alternating, or

otherwise, the two classes of plants so as to provide

a sufficiency of Clematises to form a sort of coping of

gorgeous flowers and distinct foliage along the top of

the wall. Ever and anon, long sprays of Clematis in

flower are allowed to dropdown from the living coping
of verdure and beauty, to relieve the formality and
enhance the beauty of the Roses beneath. The
method of alternate planting may also be carried out
in a much more free and easy fashion. Roses and
Clematises alike may be given their head .and but little

pruning or training indulged in, and by this method
of enlarging the liberties of plants their beauty is not
seldom immensely enhanced as well. A cut and a tie

occasionally to enable one plant to climb and to keep
another within bounds will be about all the skill and
care demanded of the cultivator to drape his bald
brick walls with such a prodigal profusion of glowing

KITCHEN GARDEN NOTES.

Mushrooms in sheds.—Some appear to be in

doubt as to the success of the shed sy.stem of

growing Mushrooms, but every week adds to my
faith ill it. On the 31st December kst we made
up two beds, one in the potting shed and another

in a .similar structure. On Janunry .30, little

Mushrooms al.iout the size of Peas were visible in

groups here and there all over the surface of

these beds, and Mushrooms were gathered fromeach
of them in forty days after tliey had been spawned.
Under any circumstances the crop could not

have been expected much sooner than this, and
at present the beds are most satisfactory. If they

hold out as others have done, which I have no
doubt they will, we shall continue to gather from
them until the end of April. Some beds which
began to bear in November are still throwing
up fre.sh Jlushrooms, and we find that they go on
bearing much longer in cool sheds than in warm
houses. Probably they do not come up quite so

rapidly in the former as in the latter, but the

long succession is very satisfactory, and in my
opinion the flavour of cool grown Mushrooms
is superior to that of those grown in heat. Not
long ago I was told that people who had eaten

my Mushrooms were so pleased with their flavour,

that they wanted to know how they were pro-

duced. I therefore feel sure that if they were so

much superior to Mushrooms raised by others as

to attract particular attention, the merit must be
attributed to the cool and natural-like treatment

to which they are subjected. So much for shed
culture ; now for another plan. Ou November 14

we had an empty two-light frame and some sur-

plus manure which was formed into a bed in the

frame. This was spawned, soiled, and covered

over with hay in the usual manner, but as yet

we have not liad a l\Iushroom from it. I daresay

they will make their appearance when the

weather becomes better ami drier. I feel certain

that they have been checked through the hay
generating damp, thus keeping the surface of the

bed always wet ; though the lights have been over

them, they did not prevent the interior from be-

coming wet.

Wrinkled Peas.—These are not by any
means so tcnigh as the round-seeded varieties

;

anyone sowing a row of wrinkled and a row of

round Peas in wet, cold soil early in the season

would hnd that many more of the former failed

to germinate than of the latter. Indeed, it is a

mistake to sow wrinkled Peas before the begin-

ning of March, at least unless under very
favourable conditions, and I would advise all

who wish to have a good show of young plants

to sow none but round-seedeil varieties so long as

the soil is wet and cold. Where wrinkled Peas

must be sown early for some special object, such

as for exhibition, no attempt must lie made to put
tliem in trenches or very deep in the ground,
and a little .sandy soil should be put under and
over them. One year we thought we would have a

wonderful lot of early Peas, and sowed about a

dozen kinds in trenches in February; a wet
March followed and the wrinkled rows had to be
re-sown.

Early Carrots in the open.—Carrot seed

is very hanly, and the young plants are not
easilj' injured by severe weather. As a rule, we
sow all our early Carrots between the middle and
the end of February, and they are always satis-

factory. If sown now they would be ready for

use by the end of Jlay or early in June, and
would form a succession to those in frames. Those
wh(j have no frames, or means of getting early

roots, should sow in the open at once, and the

result will lie satisfactory. Only early varieties,

such as the French Horn or the Early English
Horn, should be sown now. The soil for their

reception sliould be light and rich and the posi-

tion exposed to the sun—natural advantageswhich
should never be ignored in producing early vege-

tables. Carrot ground should always be well

dressed with lime or soot before sowing, as Carrots

are at all times apt to be attacked by grubs. It

is also a good plan to mix n\t some old potting

shed Soil with a (juantity of soot and a little

guano, and fill up the drills after sowing the seed

with this mixture.

Autumn-sown O.nion.s.—These form a useful

crop ; in most cases s])ring-sown Onions are be-

coming scarce liy April or Jlay, and it is then the

autumn-sown ones are ready for use ; they keep
up a supply until July or August, when spring-

sown ones are again ready. The white varieties,

such as White Elephant, Early Queen, and
Italian White, bulb much earlier than any of the

yellow or I'ed-skinned ones, aud some of the

white kinds should always be grown for early

use. Just now is an important period as regards

the culture of these Onions. Hilherto they will

have been in rows or beds undi.Murl ed, but thin-

ning and transplanting mitst uoW take place.

Plants left to grow in the seed rows will bulb
earlier than those trausplante.l, b;t the latter

often become the finest. Wluic there are any
blanks in the rows these should Ijc filled up and
they should all be thinned out until those left

stand about 9 inches apart ; a litt'e soot should
then be dusted round these and the soil should

be trodden down as firmly as possible along each
side. Tho.se drawn out should also have the best

of attention. They should bo jilanted in very
rich soil and in rows, the jilauts being 1 foot

apart each way if large bulbs are desired; but if

the only object be to secure a large quantity of

small ones for ordinary use, they may be planted

at a distance of 1 foot between the rows and 6

indies between the plants. It is Onions of this

class which are best for exhibition at the summer
shows, and a few may receive extra good treat-

ment for that purpose. One of the best ways of

getting large bulbs is to put a layer of cow
manure about 6 inches in depth 4 inches below
the surface and plant on the top of this. Onions
cannot be too well exposed to the sun, and the

soil should be made quite firm before planting.

POTATOE.S AT THE BOTTOMS OF WALLS.—Early

Potatoes may always be raised in frames, but
it takes a great many frames to produce

pecks or bushels of tuliers, and although a

few early dishes may be secured from under
glass, it is from the open air that the main supply

will always be derived. There are many, too,

who place great value on early Potatoes, but
who have no frames to devote to their culture

;

growers of tliis class must always look to early

planting in the open to furnish new tubers in

Jlay and June. In the majority of instances,

however, it would be a mistake to plant the

earliest crop quite out in the open garden ; on the

contrary, a sheltered position should alwaj's be

.selected for it. Respecting this we have never

found any spot to suit the first crop so well as

along the bottoms of walls, especially those with

a south and east aspect. A row of close-growing

early kidneys put in thickly along the bottom of

a south wall always furnishes many good dishes,

and with a little care neither frost norcohl winds

do them harm. In the majority of instances

wall trees are protected throughout March and
during the greater part of April, and by allowing
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the protecting material to hang ilown until i*

almost touches the ground, it affords excellent

protection to the Potatoes. Apart from tins, too,

there is always an amount of shelter and some

amount of heat at the bottom of a wall, which is

of the greatest advantage to the Potatoes. In

cases in which the trees are not protected

some protection can be put against the wal. to

shelter the Potatoes on cold nights. I would,

therefore, recommend all who are in a position to

do so to plant at the bottom of their walls as

soon as circumstances permit.

Manuring spring-sown Onions.—It is the

general desire of Onion growers to grow their

bulbs as large as possible, and when for exhibi-

tion that is desirable, but those who have to keep

up an all-the-year-round supply of Onions know

that the largest bulbs are by no means the most

useful or best keepers ;
medium-sized bullts there-

fore find most favour. It is difficult, however, to

get Onions of this stamp when the soil is very

heavily manured before sowing, as manure

promotes strong growth and extensive develop-

ment, and for this reason I am in favour of

growing Onions, especially such sorts as Bedford-

shire Champion and James's Keeping, in poor

soil. Ground very lightly manured, or not rich m
any way, will never produce very large bulbs,

or perhaps not quite medium sized, but they will

be thoroughly sound, high-flavoured, and capable

of being kept in good condition for many months.

Those who have now prepared a very rich piece

of ground for their spring Onions should try a

few on a poor quarter also, and I feel sure they

will be greatly pleased with the excellency of the

bulbs which they will obtain from it.

Broad Beans.— I am glad "A. D." has some-

what altered his opinion in regard to tliese. In

replying to my notes on January 2 (p. 14), he

asserted, after growing Leviathan and Seville

Long-pod for two successive seasons, that he found

"absolutely no difference" between them. On
February 13 (p. 145), replying to Messrs. Carter's

remarks, he admits " that the Seville strain is a

week or so earlier " than the Leviathan, and as

this was one of the distinctions between the two

which I pointed out, I fail to see the grounds for

" A. D.'s " contention.

CcTTiNG SEED POTATOES.—When any one

buys a few pounds of seed Potatoes at Is. or

Is. 6d. i)er lb., they are naturally anxious to

make the most of them. If planted whole they

would not go far towards yielding a remunerative

return. To do this they must be cut up into

several pieces. Bound Potatoes always bcarcuttiiig

better than kidney ones, and in an ordinary

way the latter are better uncut, but ia the case

of expensive seed each Potato may be cut into

two or three pieces. We would not, however,

exceed this in the case of kidney sorts ; round

kinds, however, may be cut up into as many
pieces as there are eyes, each eye being allowed a

small piece of Potato attached to it, and in this

way a tuljer from 8 oz. to 12 oz. in weiglit will

furnish from a dozen to a score of sets. We have

cut up a tuber only weighing 3 oz. into ten sets

and the return was over 30 lbs. ; this is nothing

out of the common, as some heavy cropping

kind.s will exceed this considerably. In cutting

up any kind the operation sliould always be per-

formed the day before planting, as this gives the

cut part time to dry and become hardened before

coming in contact with the soil. J. Muir.

Marr;am.

the Bmoke is blown very muoh over the garden, but I

have never noticed any injury to result from it. I

am, indeed, of opinion tliat no harm would befall a

garden from being contiguous to gaswoiks provided

other conditions were favourable.—J. MuiR, Marr/am,

Glamorganshire.

Orchids.

5459.—Gardens and gasworks.—We have

small gasworks here, the west wall of which forma

part of a kitchen garden wall in which we grow our

main crops of Asparagus, Celery, Carrots, herbs, &c.

When the wind is from the east, a prevailing quarter.

THE MASDEVALLIAS.

No other genus of Orchids has risen so rapidly

in popularity as this, a circumstance at which no

one need Ije .surprised, as in no other genus can

be found such intinite variety of both form and

colour. They are also easily cultivated, though

they certainly like a little more heat than ordi-

nary cool-hoiise Orchids. A minimum tempera-

ture in winter of 50° is much better than one of

4(1°, or even 45°. Although some cool-house Or-

chids may remain in health for weeks in winter

in the lowest temperature just named, the Masde-

vallias will not do so. The best species, perhaps,

amongst them is M. Harryana. It is not only the

most beautiful, but it is also one of the easiest to

grow. Of this we had a few plants of the first

nnportation. M. Lindeni had been exhibited at

South Kensington the same season, and M. Harry-

ana was expected to be very similar. It has

proved '.to be superior to ]\I. Lindeni or even to

M. Veitchiana, which was well known at that

time, Imt costly, until the new introduction

flowered, when it fell in value considerably. We
still possess those earliest plants ;

but they have

been propagated and divided until they have in-

creased more than one hundredfold. I may adil

that some have not been successful in propagating

these Masdevallias. I have been told by a good

Orcliid grower that in some cases failure has been

owing to the plants being divided with a knife
;

my plan is not to disturb them until they have

grown a considerable size, when they may easily

be separated by gently drawing them asunder

witli the fingers. One of the plants to which I

have alUuled was divided in that way into ten

good plants ; now they might be divided into

fifty. Now is a good" time to propagate these

Masdevallias by division ; and when repotting,

do not use very large pots. When once they are

established and have made plenty of fresh roots,

it is easy enough to repot them.

Next in importance to M. Harryana I wcuild

place M. Veitchiana. This was discovered by the

late Mr. Pearce in the Cordilleras of Peru. It

flowered in the Chelsea Nursery in 1868, when it

created quite a sensation, owing to its distinct and

beautiful colour. Its culture was not then so

well understood as it is now, and therefore plants

of it were very scarce. Subsequently to this it

was introduced in quantity, and therefore is

now plentiful. It requires the same treatment as

M. Harryana. Like that species, there are many
varieties of it, all of which vary in colour and

size. These are two of the best species for

exhibition, large specimens of them making a

brilliant display. The first hybrid Masdevallia,

the result of crossing M. Veitchiana with M.

amabilis, is named M. Chelsoni, ;i kind whicli

I have grown in our own collection under the

same cultural conditions as those under which

the others thrive.

Another r?niaikaljle and distinct species in-

troduced for the first time by Mr. Davis, Messrs.

Veitch's collector, is M. Davisi, a kind found

near Cuzco, in Peru. Its flowers, in the case of

the best varieties, are bright yellow ; others have

flowers of a much paler colour. It is distinct in

character and contrasts strikingly with the richly-

coloured flowers of the others. Several Orchid

growers, it would seem, have taken to seedling

raising, and now that there are so many distinct

and richly-coloured species and varieties from

which to select parents, we may expect to obtain

hybrids of surpassing beauty.

A notable species of the same type as the

above is M. ignea. I do not know
_
wdio was

the first to introduce this species, but it is stated

in the Botanical Magazine (t. 5962) that it was

originally imported from New Grenada in March,

1870, anil sold in Stevens's sale rooms. It soon

flowered in varicjus collections, the result being

many distinct and beautiful varieties, the most

brilliant of wdiich is M. ignea superba. M.

Lindeni is evidently specifically distinct from M.

Harryana. It is figured in the Botanical Magazine

for 1872 (t. 5900) from a specimen flowered at

Glasnevin by Dr. Moore. It is stated to have

been first introduced by Mr. G. Wallis from New
Grenada in 1869. Mr. B. S. AVilliams states

that this plant is ncjt M. Lindeni, but Harryana.

We have grown both species for many years, and

they are certainly distinct in leaf and flower.

I can easily pick out Lindeni from the Harryana

group by the leaves. It is quite as vigorous in

growth as Harryana, and reproduces itself with

the same freedom. I like to see the Sphagnum

growing freely on the surface of the compost

;

when that is the case all these Masdevallias

succeed well, especially if the drainage is ett'ec-

tive.

M. amabilis may also be admitted into this

group. It is a Peruvian species and distinct in

character. Its flowers are of small .size, grace-

fully poised above the foliage on slender stems,

and very bright in colour, which is a distinct

rosy red or carmine. Plants of it grow with

considerable freedom amongst other cool house

species. M. tovarensis is a little gem. A^ few-

years ago it was very scarce, but now it is

plentifuL It was, I believe, in the first place

sent to Germany from Tovar, in Columbia, where

it was found at an elevation of several thousand

feet. Mr. Rucker, of Wandsworth, flowered it

in 1864 from one of the German importations.

It was grown there under the name of M. Candida.

This .species does not succeed well in the cool

house during winter. I always place it at the

cofd end of the Cattleya house, where the plants

furnish us with a wealth of bloom during the

Christmas weeks. We do not scruple now to

cut the flowers oft with the whole stem attached.

The flowers are produced from the crowns of the

old stems. If the stems are not removed, i.e., if

all the old stems are left, but few new ones will

be produced ; whereas if they are removed, new

ones are produced in abundance.
J. DonGL.i.s.

Cattleya Trianee (ir. /. r;,»mson).-The dark form is

certaiiilv not Ruaselliana-iiot nearly so large as that, variety,

thoiiL* the colour is .almost as ricli. The pale form is very

pretty, and difTorent from the ordinary rmi of light-coloured

Triaiis. This form and others similar are usually caUed

<_'. W.arscewic7.i.

Cattleya Lawrenciana.—We have succeeded

in flowering this m-w and beautiful Cattleya. Both

of the plants which we have of it are nicely in flower,

one having a spike of three flowers, the other two,

and on a separate bulb there is another flower. The

flowers are of a clear purple-lilac ; lip dark purple,

with yellow on the upper part.—J. Laing and Co.,

Purest IliU.

Galanthus virescens.—In reply to a question

about the origin of this Snowdrop (p. 191), allow me

to state that I obtained two bulbs of it from the late

directorof the ViennalJotanic Garden.ProfessorFenzl

;

that I gave thereafter a bulb of it to Rev. Harpur

Crewe and another to Mr. Allen. The bulbs m Mr.

Loder's collection probably came from Tring; there is

only one fonn, and Mr. Allen's description of it is

exact. I cannot state my opinion about MelviUei not
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being eo fortunate as to possess it, but I remember
that it was by competent judges declared to be a very

desirable variety.

—

Max Leichtlin, Badcn-Badcn.

HOT WATER V. STEAM HEATING.
TO THE EDITOR OF THE QARUEN.

Sir,—In your issue of 27th February under
the above heading "Veronica" says, "From
America comes tlie news that steam heating is

there fast superseding the old liot-water arrange-

ment," and further on in the same article asks,
" What have our hot-water engineers to say on
the subject?" I think the question may be
answered without admitting that the Americans
are ahead of us in their method of warming
horticultural buildings ; with them it is a ques-
tion of " economies," their iron industries being
protected by a high tariff— 1.50 per cent, on tubes
and pipes at their present value in this country,
65 per cent, on raw iiig iron ; and, as even against
this tariff plus freight commission and insurance,
such goods are sent from this country to the
United States, it may be taken that their market
value there or cost to the consumer is at least

100 per cent, greater than like goods may be
bought here.

This being admitted, it follows that, economi-
cally considered, it may be advisable to adopt a
more e.xpensive and less desirable initial power
to warm the pipes if thereby a smaller exposed
surface will give off sufficient heat to raise the
temperature of the building to the desired point.
Simply put, the question is. Are the defects and
disadvantages of steam heating more than counter-
balanced by the saving effected in original cost
of apparatus by getting the smaller amount of
piping to do the same work as would be done by
a greater quantity of pipe heated on the low
pressure hot-water system 1

Apparently our American friends have answered
this question in the affirmative. That steam for
warming purposes may be superseding hot water
in factories or wherever steam boilers are in use
for other purposes, such as driving machinery or
working lifts, I should be prepared to believe

;

it .sometimes happens that by utilising waste
steam a building may be heated without cost at
all, further than the original expense in labour
and materials

; but I accept with some reserva-
tion "Veronica's" statement that even in America
steam is taking the place of hot water in its

application to the heating of horticultural build-
ings.

The ordinary liot-water pipe will sustain a
much higher pressure than 10 lbs. per square
inch, so the same article may be used either for
steam or hot-water heating purposes to heat a
building 60° Fahr. with steam at 10 lbs. pressure
per square inch or 240° Fahr. ; 6; feet of 4-inch
pipe will raise the temperature as many degrees
as 10 feet of 4-inch pipe on the low pre.ssure hot-
water system, where the average temperature may
be taken as 180" Fahr. Tliis shows a saving in
favour of steam to the extent of 3.3J per cent, in
cost of the heat-distributing medium. A further
advantage may be claimed for steam heating, viz.,

that the levels do not need consideration
; the

boiler may be placed above the level of the pipes
without fear or risk that the apparatus will not
act.

Care, however, must be taken to provide for
the escape of condensed water at such point or
points where from the construction of the ap-
paratus it will tend to accumulate.

Tliat steam apparatus for warming horticultural
buildings will come into general use in this
country I do not believe ; certaiuly, not so long
as the pipes or heat-distriljuting medium can be
procured at a moderate cost, The objections to

steam heating apparatus are many and weighty.
On a small scale it is impracticalile, and on a
large scale it has the following disadvantages :

Whenever steam is used under pressure its use is

inevitably associated with such risks as explo-

sions, &c. ; skilled and almost continuous attention
is absolutely necessary. The fittings of a steam
boiler, consisting of injector, safety-valve, steam
and water gauges and cocks, are liable to get out
of repair ; a water gauge glass that has been in

use for weeks or months may fly to pieces at any
moment, and unless an attendant is on the spot
to at once shut off the gauge cocks, the result, so

far as your apparatus is concerned, will be col-

lapse. A very slight alteration in the condition
of the fire may raise the pressure of steam in the

boiler to 15 lbs. per square inch, or reduce it to

5 lbs., giving a temperature in tlie pipes at the
former of 250° Fahr., or a temperature of 227°
Fahr. at the latter—a variation of 23° Fahr. with
a corresponding effect in the houses. The low
pressure hot-water apparatus possesses great ad-
vantages in this respect ; is not liable to rapid
variations ; steam pipes would lose their heat in

half an hour as against from tliree to four hours
in hot-water pipes.

It would be necessary to fix steam boilers in

duplicate, as they periodically recjuire cleaning
out, for whicli purpose the steam and water must
be blown off. There is also a question which
perhaps I am not very well qualified to decide,

viz., whether it is not better to warm glass houses
by a greater heating surface at a low temperature
than by a smaller heating surface at a high tem-
perature. Certainly there is a limit to the extent
you may go in tlie latter direction ; instance the
disuse of the Iiigh pressure liot-water system for

horticultural work. On the question of economy
in fuel the advantage is decidedly in fa\-our of

tlie low pressure hot-water system when good
types of boilers are used. C. P. Kinxell.

Banhside, SouthwarJc.

NOTES OF THE WEEK.

have been sent to us by Mr. Cook, of Holme Wood,
Peterborough, who evidently grows it well. In his

note accompanying tlie flowers he states that he has
liad it in bloom for six weeks, and assert.s that it looks

nearly as well now as when it first blossomed. His
plants of it are taken out of the forcing house as soon

as the first bloom opens and placed in a greenhouse, in

which the temperature ranges from 40" to 50°. He
finds that by so doing the blooms get much better

coloured, and also last much longer ijoth on the plants

and cut than when suljjected to too much heat.

Gardenia citriodora.—While double Gardenias
are common enough one rarely sees this little shrub
grown, although deliciously scented. The flowers

are single, al)out the size of a shilling, ivory-white,

and borne in clusters among the foliage. It is a

dwarf, bushy shrub, floriferous when well grown. It

likes warm stove treatment, and flowers freely at

this season ; for variety's sake alone it is worth con-

sideration. We saw it in bloom in the Pine-apple

Nursery this week, where it is grown well in company
with the ordin.iry flardeiiias.

Boyal Horticultural Society.—At the

moment of going to press we have received a copy

of the journal of the Royal Horticultural Society

containiuiT the report of the Orchid conference held

at South Kensington in May last ye.ar ! It has been

compiled by Messrs. Burbidge and Kidley, the

former reporting upon the plants of horticul-

tural interest exhibited ; the latter on botanical

exhibits. Full reports of the papers read at the

conference and the discussions thereon are also given.

To these matters we shall allude more fully here-

after.

Royal Botanic Society.— The usual sum-

mer shows of this society will be hold on May 19 and
June V. The schedules of these exhibitions have just

been issued, and they show no material difference

from those of fcjrmer years. The classes set apart for

the first time last year for hond-Jide specimen plants

of Orchids are continued this season, and we cannot

but think that these classes will tend in a large mea-
sure to put a stop to the unfair practice of " making
up" specimens. The first prize, however, for bond-Jide

specimens is £5, whereas that for twelve specimens,

either "made up" or single plants, is £7. These

prizes should be reversed, if it is really the intention

of the society to encourage skilful Orchid culture.

Camellia reticulata varieg-ata.—This is an
uncommonly pretty plant, and we think somewhat
rare. The first time we have seen it in bloom was
thi other day. The contrast between tie large single

blooms, which are cherry-crim.son, and the white-
edged foliage is extremely pleasing, and the plant
stand-i out conspicuously from the rest of the group of

Camellias of various kinds, of which the large con-

servatory in the Pine-apple Nursery, Maida Vale,
contains a good collection.

Begonia Lynchiana.—This Begonia, which is

synonymous with Roezli, is at present in full bloom,
and extremely pretty it is when placed amongst other
plants, either in the stove or intermediate house. It

is usually grown with a single stem, which pushes up
as straight as a Reed and bears large handsome leaves,

which sometimes measure 12 inches across, and
flowers which rise well above them. The colour of

the latter is reddish crimson. Cuttings of it will

strike root, but seeds sown late in autumn make the
best plants for flowering the following winter.

—

W. H.

Open air Daffodils.—I send you a few of my
early Daffodils from the open air. The big one is Ard
Kigh (Irish or Yellow King), the small one a form of

N. nanus. I have cut to-day (Feb. 27) the following
sorts in bud, viz., N. cernuus, obvallaris, pseudo-Nar-
cissus (Italian), princeps, and lobularis plenus. These
will expand to-morrow indoors in water. The wea-
ther we have had lately is against flowers opening
out of doors. On Saturday the sun shone w.armly,

and the bees were busy among a bed of Erica carnea.

But during the last forty-eight hours there has been
a bitter east wind accompanied by frost and snow.

—

W. B. H., Temii/c Hdl, CoH:

Fortune's Yellow Rose.—Some good blooms
of thii beautiful salmon-tinted Rose, so seldom seen,

QUESTIOJVS.

.",41.2.—Gooseberry bug-.—Cun aii.v of your subscribers

say if there is any etlectual way of ridding a garden of the
Gooseberry bug. as it is called in Scotland?—J. T. M.

.'>4t33.—House flies and •window plants.— I am told

thrre is a pliilit. well adapted fur growing indoors as a window
plant, that is most effectual in Icccping llies away, as they will

not enter any room in whicli tbis plant is. Can any reader
of The G-4RnEN give rac the name of it ?

—

Cat.ifornian.

5464.—Grafted Vines-— I have a Muscat of Alexandria
grafted on a Chasselas Musque, but it docs not do very well

;

would a Gros Maroc do on the Chasselas, or would it be better

on its own roots, or what would be the best stock for it if

grafted or inarched in an early vinery ? Perhaps some Grape
growers will oblige me by their opinion in the matter.

—

William Johnsto-v. TIu- Elms, Arbroat//.

j4iiS —TJnderg-rowrth in inroodland—Part of the
avenue here, aVmut ;iOO yards, baa been cut through a wood
which is on a considerable declivity. The part above the
aveuiie which f.accs south needs some undc growth—wild
vegetation would be preferred, but when left 1 1 itself,

Hrarables—the Blackberry—aboimd. I shall be much obliged

for information on the subject. The trees are principally

tall Larches and some Scutch Firs.—R. L A.

5400.

—

Heating-.- 1 am in a little difficulty, and should
be much obliged if some of your readers would he kind
enough to give me what help they can in the following
case: I .am a young gardener, and this is the second year
during which I have h.id charge of four houses with a small
forcing and propagating house. 16 ief^t by 10 feet, next to the
boiler. Oil each side is a brick tank, containing a flow and
return 4-inch pipe for bottom heat and a flow and return
above for top heau The bottom heat pipes .are covered with
biickbats, then a layer of turf with soil on top. Wy difliculty

lies in the fact that I cannot maintain a steady bottom heat.

Sometimes there is a nice heat coming up through the soil,

and within ten minutes it is gone, perhaps not to appear
again for a couple of hours or more, and again to disappear,
although there is no appreciable diHerence in the heat of the
pipes ; indeed, it seems that the hotter the iiipes the less the

heat comes up. I should mention that the pipes heat
admirablj', and 1 .always keep as near as I can the same kind
of Are. Any advice as to what I should do to maintain a

steady bottom hdat will be much appreciated.—C. P
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Flower Garden.

ROMNEYA COULTERI.
When this fine Tree Poppy is better known, it

will be found to have other good qualities, besides

ttiat of supreme and stately beauty, as an outdoor

plant. Flowering, as it does, from July till

November, when the size of the flowers decreases

as cold days and nights check the development
of the many yet unopened buds, it may well be

considered one of the best of plants for yielding

a long succession of bloom. Its value as a cut

flower may be seen from the engravings ; it lasts

well in water, and its delicate perfume (Primrose-

like, with a dash of Magnolia) is most acceptable

in a room. The texture of the petals is extremely

delicate—indeed, half- transparent ; the^'never lose

the crumpled folds that in the case of most
Poppies betoken a newly opened state. Seen
out of doors against a lilue sky, the colour of the

sky can be seen faintly through them, while

drawn and the blooms are kept clean and piire. Of
course, such care would only be taken in the case of

flowers for gathering, but for ordinary garden pur-

poses protection is superfluous, as few early bloom-
ing plants are hardier. The more we can induce

our common garden plants to dispense with protec-

tion the better, but when needed for special purposes

even such simple and unpretentious flowers as double
Snowdrops are all the better for some little protec-

tion.—A. D.

SPRING CULTURE OF GLADIOLI.

Although much has been written on these

bulbs, yet as the season comes round for planting

them, enquiries are sure to be made as to the best

plan to pursue ; and while there are differences

of opinion on this, as on most other subjects,

yet the experience of some thirty years must be
of some use, bearing in mind, too, that some
very competent authorities, such as Mr. Douglas,

stated that the stand I exhibited at the Crystal

Palace show in September was the best twelve

not do it again, as of those left the year before

last very few have survived in any vigour, although

the last two winters had certainly not been
severe ; in fact, I find that with most bulbs left

in the ground wet is more likely to do them
injury than cold, while worms of various kinds

are very likely to destroy them. I fancy the

decaying corm proves a convenient and tempting
shelter for several species, and that from these

they attack the newly formed corm, so that I

should not, as far as my experience goes, recom-
mend anyone to adopt this plan, especially with

valuable kinds. If a grower has plenty of the

cheaper varieties, by all means let him try it, but,

as I have said, my experience is quite against it;

objection, too, has been taken to the lifting of

the bullis and keeping them dry all the winter,

and one of your correspondents has recommended
the plan of taking them np with the earth

attached and placing them were they will be free

from frost, this involves an amount of space

which few have at their disposal, and I

study of Romneya Coulteri flowers. Engraved for The Gardes fr«jm a pliotograpli

indoors the same quality adds much to the refine-

ment of the flower and its suitability for the

closest examination and enjoyment. The bold

centre of strong yellow stamens gives the utmost
colour-value to the daint}' milk-white of the

•petals, with which the pale glaucous, deeply-cut

leaves are in quiet harmony. G. J.

Double Snowdrops.—Whilst botanists seem to

find beauty only in single Snowdrops, gardeners

generally prefer double ones. The doubles are very

constant, very neat in habit, bloom very profusely,

and are either in pots or, as cut flowers, always
marketable. Double flowers almost invari.ably are

more enduring tlian single flowers. The dense bulb-

ing habit of double Snowdrops renders them effective

both in clumps and in pots. They are also so enduring,

that in good soil patches of them will remain sound
for generations if undisturbed. For very early bloom-
ing it is well to have clumps growing beneath a warm
wall, or where a handlight can be placed over still

larger clumps, as the flower-stems are then slightly

ever set up by an amateur, so that the thirty

years' experience had not been in vain, and,

therefore, 1 may hope that my details of culture

may not be without service to others who have

not had such lengthened experience of them. I

would take the opportunity, too, of referring to

some remarks on them which appeared in last

year's Garden. " W. I. M." objected to my
statement that Gladioli might be planted in May.
Now, I .should not advise their being left until

then, unless in very exceptional cases, where frost

is severe, and where, although the bulbs might
not be killed, the}' would certainly not be bene-

fited by being caught by it ; but that it may be

done without injury I can testify, for at the

great exhibition in Paris in 1878 there were
some remarkaljly fine spikes exhibited from
Fontainebleau, the bulbs not having been planted

until May. Another correspondent praised

warmly the plan of leaving the cornis in the

ground, and wrote enthusiastically of the size of

those thus left. I have tried this plan, but shall

do not myself think that it will in any appreci-
able way improve the keeping of the bulbs or
ward ofl' the decay to wdiich they are subject.

The beautifully silky-skinned conns that come
from Fontainebleau are all kept dry on shelves
until exported, while those for their own grow-
ing are treated in the same way, nor have I ever
met any other grower who has advocated the
plan. And now with regard to

Soil. I am convinced by my last years expe-
rience that the conclusion 1 had come' to that the
Gladiolus liked rather a stiff soil, provided that
it was well drained, is correct. I at one time
thought that they preferred alight, open soil, but
I have been led to alter my opinion ; their fleshy

roots seem to rejoice in strong soil, and I do not
desire to see better foliage or blooms than those
which I had from corms planted in this kind of
soil. But it is an absolute necessity, if planted
in such .soil, that there be no lodgment of mois-
ture about the roots. It was proliably the greater

ease with which this could be avoided that led to
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the idoa that li;,'htef soils would be prefprable

;

but with line care as tu drainage 1 believe that

the stid'er siiil is most suited to them. In order
to obtain iim^ blooms a certain amount of manure
must be added to the beds. This should be well
rotted, and applied, if po.ssible, in the autunui,
the ground being well dug over and left rough, so

as to allow the frost to penetrate it.

Time of planting.—As a general rule, I

should saj- that the tir.st week in March is about
as good a- time as au_y, although this will depend
greatly on the situation and tlie object for which
they are cultivated. If merely for tlie satisfaction

of the grower without any reference to exhibiting,

it may be done at any time after the 1st of

March ; indeed, I know some growers who advo-
cate Kebi-uary as a suitable time. I have never
tried it, but the ground with me would hardly
ever be suitable for it tlien. If they arc grown for

exhibition, I think we shall find that if planted
in JIarch they will llower in the south of England
throughout August, hut in the north and in Scot-
land rather later; while if exhibitions are not
held until late in September, April will be suffi-

ciently early. However, situation and climate
have so much to do with the time of flowering,

that growers must rely on the experience of their
own locality. Here, which lies so far south, and
where we are much sheltered from north and
east, it Would be thought that we ought to be
early; but I am sure we are not, and I believe it

is to be accounted for by the soil being largely

cooled by the great number of springs which we
have. There are a number of small things which
alter the normal condition of things, and which
each person is likely to know more about than
outsiders possibly can.

Method of planting.—The beds should be
4 feet wide, thus allowing for four rows. I find it

best to draw a drill about 4 inches deep, place
some sand at the bottom where each bulb is to be
placed, and then when the row is filled draw the
earth back over it and make another drill. In
planting the bulbs I always put a label to each
variety, and then enter it all in my garden book,
so that should the laljel be displaced I can always
refer to my book at the time of lifting the bulbs.
I am not very particular as to planting with
regard to colour, for they bloom at such very
different times, that however beautiful they are
in theii' individual spikes they do not make so
grand a display in the beds as many other
flowers do. Before planting I take olf the outer
skin of each bulb, and where two eyes are
clearly to be seen I cut it in halves ; I thus
double my .stock, and where bull)s are new or
scarce this is a matter of some importance ; but
besides this a fairer chance is given to the blooms,
for where they are crowded together it is

impossible to have them so line. Some of the
finest blooms I had this year were from bulbs so

treated, while some of the best bulbs that Ilifted in
autumn were from roots so treated. Where even
the bulbs are small they may be cut, provided
the two eyes are clearly to be seen. I know
many people are somewhat timid as to carrying
out this pilan, but every year's experience only
tends to confirm more my conviction of its use-
fulness and desirability.

Varieties to plant.—Here again the object
for which they are recpiired must be taken into
account, although as a rule those which are best
suited for exhibition are those also best adapted
for the decoration of the garden, for they are
chosen for those qualities which always commend
themselves—length of spike and size of flower.
The question as to the sorts for exhibition
resolves itself into their comparative cheapness
or dearness. A person who requires them for
the decoration of the garden is not likely to give

eight or ten shillings for a new variety, while
one who grows for show will do so if he believes

he can thereby get better flowers than those
he already po.ssesses. The following are good
and cheap varieties : French.—Adol])he Brog-
niart, Amaltliee, Belladonna, Anna, IJelieatissi-

ma, Dumont d'Urville, Horace Vernet, Dalila,

Africain, Murillo, Baroness Burdett Goutts,
L'Uniipie Violet, Leandre, Rayon d'Or, Legouve,
Flamingo, Pygmalion, Meyerbeer, Norma,Orphue,
Schiller, Uiilon, Factole, Seduction, and Shake-
speare. Of dearer kinds I would advise Gallia,

Mabel, Grand Rouge, Arabi Pasha, Amitie,
Tamerlane, Flamboyante, Stanley, and Gordon
Pasha. English.—Agnes Mary, Agnus, Astrsea,

Brennus, Charles Noble, Countess of Pembroke,
Dr. Hogg, Rev. H. H. D'Ombraiii, Marquis of
Hartington, Mr. Stridinger, Claribel, Mrs.
D'Ombrain, A. F. Bairon, Mrs. Dobree, Queen
Mary, Shirley Hibberd, and Trojan.

For those who are most interested in the cul-

ture of this beautiful flower I add the names of
those which are being introduced into commerce
now : Amiral Courbet (Souchet)—early flower-

ing, carmine-violet, white spot in centre, lined
with reddish cerise ; De Brazza (Souchet)—long
spike of well-formed flowers, shaded carmine-
red; Fille des Champs (Souchet)— flowers not
very large, beautiful cerise-i-ose ; Iklagdalena
(Souchet)—early flowering, very pale lilac petals,

lightly flamed with carmine-rose ; Mescarille
(Souchet)—medium spike, flowers beautiful sal-

mon-rose, slightly shaded with carmine on the
throat; Neige et Feu (Souchet)—upper petals
cerise-rose lightly flamed with violet, lower
petals with a large ivory-white spot—the contrast
is very striking; Oriflamme (Souchet)—orange-
rose, a little paler at the centre, lower petals
slightly shaded with golden yellow and tinted
with carmine

; Pharaoh (Souchet)—rose-cerise,

lined and bordered with violet, middle line of

the division white ; Sceptre de Flore (Souchet)

—

flowers large, throat white with a carmine-red
star, colour of the petals shading into bright rose

;

Cramoisi (Berger)—reddish carmine shaded with
deeper tint of the same colour on the edge of the
petals ; Drap d'Or (Berger)—pure yellow, lightly

tinged and shaded with rose, lower petals having
a crimson spot at the centre ; Duchess of Teck
(Kelway)—white, with a dark blotch on the lower
lip; Lord Iddesleigh (Kelway)—salmon, veined
with red ; Galatea (Kelway)—blush, tinted with
rose ; James Wood (Kelway)—cherry, with a
yellow throat ; Lady Derby (Kelway)—white,
with purple spot on the lower petal; Mrs.
Langtry (Kelway)— white, tinted with purple

;

Nox (Kelway)—lilac-rose, tinted with purple
;

Princess Irene (Kelway)—white, veined with
rose ; Sir Francis Bolton (Kelway)—salmon
flaked, lower petals marked with J'osy purple

;

Sir G. Wolseley (Kelway)— crimson, flaked and
shaded dark crimson ; St. Blaise (Kelway)

—

salmon, veined with crimson, with yellow centre
;

Thomas Moore (Kelway)—scarlet-crimson with a
violet blotch on the lower petals. All these
varieties of Mr. Kelway's have been certificated

at some one or other of the shows wliere he has
exhibited them ; some of them I have myself seen,
and can testify as to their great beauty.

Delta.

been there for ages, and they take care of themselves
aud blossom freely. 1 believe they seed themselves,

for they come up in such queer out-of-the-way places.—Kiitysiccur, iS'. l)cvon.

Snowdrops dying off:—I .see in The Garden
of Feb. 20 (p. 162) a paragraph under this heading, in

which it is suggested that proximity to the sea may
be the cause of failure. Snowdrops grow here right
down to the edge of the rocks, where in rough
weather they are covered with spray. They grow in

the wood and scrub, and are, I beUeve, wild, for
they were there long before I built my house, and as
far as I can learn the land above was never culti-

Tated except as an orchard. They have probably

PLANTS FOR COVERING WALLS.
When glass was dear, and the other materials

of which plant and fruit houses are constructed

cost mucli more collectively than they do now,
walls were often occupied Ijy various plants not
sufficiently hardy to bear severe winters away
from the protection which a wall affords, and
proper attention was generally bestowed on them

;

but since glass erections have become so common as

to afford accommodation for the quantities of

tender plants that are now grown, these seem to

have so far monopolised attention that wall plants

do not get their share. Indeed, in many gardens
nothing is less satisfactory than the wall plants.

It often happens that their roots have little to

sustain them except poor exhausted soil, and
frequently not sufficient of that, in addition to

which they get much less root moLsture in the

shai>e of rain than would reach them if growing
in an open situation. Walls, too, protect insects

in severe winters, as is shown by aphides always
appearing earlier on such plants as they infest

than on those in open places, in addition to which
the leaves and shoots receive little of the drenching
summer showers that do much in freeing plants

fully exposed from insect life. Moreover, it often

happens that plants growing against walls have
their roots so placed that there is some difficulty

in applying the manure necessary to keep them
in a conditi(m that will support free growth.
The result of these collective disadvantages is that

unless means are taken to meet the various re-

cpiirements of plants when so circumstanced they
get into a stunted condition that often Causes

them to be more an eyesore than an ornament.
A free application of water by the .syringe or

garden engine is the best preventive against

insects. It is equally essential to keep up the

fertility of the soil, especially in the case of such
plants as Roses, which are not easily overdone
with manure. 'The roots of wall Roses are often

under gravel or turf, and there is no means of

applying manure in the ordinary way without
taking up the gravel or moving the turf; this

latter can be done as often as is found necessary

without much difficulty in the autumn or winter,

so as to admit of a liberal amount of manure
being worked into the soil as far as the roots

extend, but with gravel paths it is different, as

breaking up the gravel would often be objection-

able. Wliere the roots are thus out of the reach

of solid manure being given they may be kept
going by a free use of manure water applied to

the surface of the walk, giving it in suflicient (|uan-

tity to soak the soil underneath thoroughly, or
by applying concentrated manures to the surface

aud washing them down with water. If applica-

tions of this kind are given often enough during
the growing season, and care is taken to do the

work effectually, Roses, Clematises, and other

nianure-loving plants may be kept growing freely

for a long time. By following this course I have
had strong growing Rose.s, such as Gloire de Dijon,

Ainiee Vibert, and the Ayrshires, as vigorous at

the end of a score of years as when they had
been planted only a few seasons, ilany wall
plants do not require any special attention in the

matter of manure, as when once they get fairly

established in soil that has been well jjrepared in

the first instance they are able to keep on grow-
ing without further support.

As TO the kinds of plants to be chosen for

occupying a wall, much depends on the extent

in height and length and other local circum-

stances. Where the intention is simply to hide an
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iinsiglitly wall it is obvious that evergreen plants

will best elfect the object in view, and there are

few things equal to Ivy ; it will maintain a

healthy appearance where little else would
grow. But there are Ivy walls and Ivy walls,

and it seldom happens that we see the most made
of the plant. In cohiur the different varieties

present quite as much diversity as in form and
?ize of foliage ; such sorts as Hedera madeirensis

variegata, the leaves of which are more than half

creamy ; aurea macidata, with blotched yellow

leaves ; and argentea, which has white variegation,

afford a striking contrast to the deep green of

the plaindeavcd sorts. A wall of moderate

height, say up to 12 feet or 14 feet, when planted

with judgment so as to intermix the different

forms and colours as they should be, becomes one

of the most pleasing and interesting objects

imaginable. In preparing for planting it is

necessary to see that plenty of manure is dug
into the ground, as in ricli soil the progress made
is more thau double that which takes place

where it is poor ; afterwards it is requisite to

regulate the growth of the stronger kinds to see

that they do not overrun the weaker grower:-,

keeping each to tlieir allotted space, which should

not be formal or strictly regular in outline, and,

as a matter of course, giving more space to the

most vigorous growing varieties both in height

and wiilth. Such kinds as Regneriana, that do
not cling like the generality of Ivies, need to be

secured by nailing in the ordinary way. Not
the least desirable feature in a wall covered

with different kinds of Ivy is that the large

strong-growing sorts stand out so much further

from the wall than the close clinging kinds, and
thus break the objectionable even suiface that

exists where one variety alone, or kinds that are

similar in growth, are used. Those who may
happen not to like any admixture of variegated

foliage have plenty of varieties to choose from
that are so far difl'erent in the size and shape of

their leaves as to give the needful contrast. Yet,

although Ivy with its many excellent properties

is one of the best of all wall plants, still, for

some purposes, such as draping a villa or a

cottage, flowering plants all, or in part, are indis-

pensable to give the requisite life and colour

which green foliage only is incapable of afford-

ing. Some desirable blooming plants are ever-

green, like some of the Magnolias, Ceanothuses,

and Escallonias, but many of the most attractive

are deciduous, such as Roses, Clematises, Cydonia
japonica, Hcjneysuckle, Jasmines, Wistarias, and
others which constitute the finest of all flowering

plants suitable for covering walls.

T. Baines.

Snowdrops near the sea.—Mr. Groom will

be interested to know that on the nortlieast eoaat of

Yorkshire the Snowdrops do not thrive wlien exposed

to the direct blast of the sea wind.'?, which sometimes
entirely destroy the leaves, and thus weaken the bulhs.

When, however, their leaves are protected from the

salt blasts they grow well enough. The bigger (xalan-

thus plicatus is much hardier in this respect and
grows and increases freely, so that in time I have no
doubt it will replace the weaker kind. Singularly

enough, the douljle Snowdrops suffer soonest and
speeilily die out, while the common single ones con-

tinue.—E. H. W.

SHORT NOTES.—FLOWER.

Muscari lingnlatum.—Will somo of your readers
kindly give us a note un this plant? It in now in full flower,
and from its tongue-shaped, distinctly ribbed leaves, as well
as neat, dwarf h;ibit, it is particularly interesting and effec-
tive. I e,ui find no infonuation as regards its culture or by
whom it was introduced.—A. 1>. W.

Galanthus Imperati (p. 194).~^Mr. William Miller
tells us that this plant was introduced by Messrs. Backhouse,
in whose catalogue for IsT" it .appears for the first lime.
Thii is, however, surely a mistake, for if the editorial note
" Welsh spring flowers," in The Garden of February 21.
1SS5, p. 144, be correct, then I am in a position to prove that
it has been grown in this country for at least h.alf a century.
—A. D. W.
*.* As far as we can recollect, the Snowdrops sent tons

by Mr. Webster respecting which the note in question was
written, the variety was the true Imperati.

—

Ed.

The notes on Helenium in last week's Garden
seemed to say; ], that Helenium pumilum was the only
Helenium worth growing ; 2, that H. Bolanderi and H.
Iloopesi were also very good garden plants. The fact is I

ha I described the species mentioned in the order in which
they were placed in Asa Gray's " Botany "—H. Hoopesi first,

and H. pumilum last. When I received my Garden, I found
that this order had been changed. The remark at the end
of the description of H. pumilum was meant to include all

the Jour varieties which had been described.—C. Wollev
Don.

SALVIA HORMINUM VIOLACIEA.

This plant is also known as Salvia Bluebeard. But
I am not now concerned about its name ; my oljject

is rather to direct attention to its singular character.

Although it produces plenty of flowers, they are so

insignificant, that if the plant had no better feature to

recommend it, it would not be worth notice. Its sin-

gularity consists in the f.act that on every flower-stem

and above the dowers there is a number of purple

hract-i, which constitute its decorative qualities.

Tliese bracts are sufficiently numerous to make it

conspicuous, and the flower-stems are so freely pro-

duced as to render a mass of plants very effective. I

do not think it will ever become a popular plant for

massing, but it has sufficient merit to render it accept-

able for small beds and for planting in mixed borders.

Not the least noteworthy feature connected with it is

that it continues up to quite late in autumn to send tip

fresh flower-spikes, and as every flower-spike also

produces the purple bracts just alluded to, there is a

continual accession of cohnir, so that from early sum-
mer until late in autumn the plants maybe truthfully

said to remain in full dress, whicli is more than can

be said for some other summer bedders. Treated as

an annual, this Salvia can be had in flower quite as

early as the ordinary run of annuals, i.e., if the plants

are raised under glass. The beginning of JIarch is

soon enough to sow seeds of it. We sow it in large

pans, and place tlie latter in the early vinery; when
the young plants are large enough to handle they are

pricked out into boxes 3 inches apart. They are

grown on in the vinery until the end of April, and then

they are taken to a cold pit to be liardened off. As
regards summer quarters, I find a rather poor soil

better for them than a rich one, as in a strong soil

they grow too high for the general run of bedders.

When planted out they should be put 9 inches apart

each way. In habit they spread a little at first, but

their general tendency is to grow erect ; they, there-

fore, neither want pinching nor supporting in any
way, and only require water at the roots in the driest

of summers, and only then when the soil is poor.

I'^rom what I have seen of the behaviour of this Salvia,

I believe that anyone possessing a greenhouse or a

cold frame might raise it early enough to get it in

good form as early in the summer as they do Phlox
llrummondi or similar annuals. With us in the west

of England self-sown plants flower in August.
C. J.

tion and the plant figured in The Gakden (Vol.

XXV., 371).

—

James Allen, Park House, Shepion

Mallet.

Fruit Garden.

Galanthus Imperati.—Mr. Miller says that

this Snowdrop was introduced by Backhouse, and not

by the late Mr. Atkins, as .stated by me. In 187S I

had Or. Imperati from Backhouse, Ware, and Col-

chester, and in 1880 from Gusmus. When looking

over Wheeler's place in 1880 I saw a row of Snow-
drops very much finer than .any I possessed, and on
making enipiiry I found that it was G. Imperati.

The following season I secured some bulbs of it. In
writing to me last spring, Mr. Barr told me that

this form was introduced by the Late Mr. .las. Atkins
and distributed by his firm, and that Wheeler had it

direct from them. This form is very superior to

those I had from other sources, being larger and finer

in every way. It has the Imperati characteristic of

producing some deformed fiowers, whilst blooms
perfectly syniinetrical, but having four petals, are not

at all rare. I have arranged witfi Mr. Loder, of

Floore, to exchange blooms of G. virescens, so we
sh.all shortly know whether there are two forms
cultivated under this name. The kind I have
certainly does not answer to " Veronica's " descrip-

RATIONAL PRUNING.
The following anecdote bears on this subject. A
neighbour of mine laid out a lawn in front of his

house, and in the spring sowed Grass seeds to

obtain a turf. The seeds grew famously, and
when the Grasses were about 6 inches high his

man wanted to skim it over with the scythe to

thicken it and prevent the stronger Grasses from
killing the weaker ones, but my neighbour had
read somewhere that if you want anything to

get strong quickly you must not prune it, and
veto was put upon the u?e of the scythe till the

Grass was a foot high and in flower. This was
done on the plea of strengthening the roots, but
he knows now that the treatment was a mistake,

and that his man was right. It would hardly be
saying too much if we hazarded the statement
that to a very great extent success in gardening
is based upon knowing how and when to prune.

Almost everything that comes underthegardener's

hands can be benefited by pruning. Pelargoniums,
Fuchsias, and all the usual run of stove ancl

greenhouse plants are more or less pruned ; in-

deed, there is hardly a plant grown whose out-

line and general effectiveness cannot be improved
by pruning. But the pruning of all these various

plants should be adapted to their need.?, and he
suitable for the accomplishment of the object

which we have in view.

Pruning as an abstract principle is right, but
in the doing of it some .skill and a good deal of

common sense are required. If we place in the
hands of two separate individuals half a dozen
plants—Pelargoniums say, for instance—the one
man tui'iis them into models of beauty, and the

other has a number of sprawling, straggling

things that no one would care to acknowledge.
The first man understands how to prune, and
the second is a non-pruner. Peas, Broad Beans,

and Scarlet Runners are the better for a little

pruning, and the grower of the big Leeks nips

off the ends of the Flag-like leaves to throw
strength into the base. He knows nothing of

the science of the matter. All he cares lor is

the fact that he has proved it to have the

effect which he is seeking, and though science

may be dead against him, he plods on without
stopping to enquire into the why or the where-
fore.

Doubtless in the case of fruit trees and Roses
there are many who prune too much, but that is

no argument against a right use of the knife. I

could pick out a number of good garden Roses

that would quickly form large bushes, but if left

unpruned would become naked in the centre,

and, like the unpruned Apple tree, carry their

produce only on the extremities of the branches.

Sunshine favours the formation of blossoms and
fruit, and the pruning-knife should be so used as

to let in its influence to every part of the tree if

the tree's load is to be properly distributed. A
celebrated artist when asked how he mixed his

colours replied, " With brains, sir ; " and so must
pruning to be successful. And empiricism, or

rule of thumb, should be banished. A stunted,

weakly tree may have new life infused into it by
a rather severe use of the knife at the winter

pruning, and an over-vigorous tree may have its

exuberance checked either by docking the roots

or by stopping the young growth in summer.
Nature is constantly showing us the advantages

of reciprocity and how necessary it is to maintain

a right balance of the various parts. But many
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of our choicest fruits are not natives, hence the

ueed for buildiuh' walls auJ other devices for

improving climate, and hence also the greater

need for greater care in the application of the

pnmiug-knife.

The pruning-knife has doubtless, in many in-

stances, been too freely used, and it has ever

been the tendency of an enthusiastic nature on
discovering with what little wisdom the trees

have been pruned to fly off to an opposite ex-

treme and say pruning is a snare and a delusion.

Let your trees grow as Nature wills them to do.

Pruning, rightly done, is beneficial, but in the

doing of it the age, habit, and variety of tree

should be well considered, so that each tree ov

plant may be regarded in the same light as a

doctor would scrutinise n patient when called

in to jjrescriiie. There is a I'ight and a wrong
way in pruning so commonplace a thing as a
Thorn hedge, and near where I am writing is a

very good example of lioth how to do and how
not to do it. In the one case the hedge, where
rightly pruned, has a broad base resting on the
ground. The sides present the appearance of an
iaclined plane, gradually tapering till the top is

reached. This was a very good fence when I

tir.st .saw it seventeen years ago, but it is a good
deal better now, and, though leafless, so dense is

it that a moving object on the other side could
scarcely be seen through it. It is pruned once a

year with a long, keen-bladed switch-hook when
the growth is completed, but before the wood is

hard and ripe. A .short distance from it is

another hedge that has been sometimes pruned
and sometimes left several years together without
pruning, until at last it got out of hand al-

together, and became so thin and naked in the
bottom that it had to be cut down ; and now it

is full of holes and gaps, which have to be filled

up with dead materials. As regards pruning,
the hedges of this country are, I think, in a

worse plight than its fruit trees.

E. Hobday.

Pruning to promote vigour.—I notice that
" D. T. F." in hia reply to me last week has, mounted
upon a postscript, "made a strategic movement to

the rear," which I expected. It appeared reasonable

to him that I should be called upon to run, if

necessary, two or three hundred miles with my Rose
bushes to prove my words, but the mere suggestion
that he should do the same and meet me on equal
terms on ground of his own choosing has shown him
the probable consequences of his incautious proposal,

and now we are told in a depreciatory tone that " he
made no reference to the Roses grown by him or any
other cultivator," and hence he should not be asked
to vouch for his statements ! I know perfectly

well that neither he nor any other cultivator has
the Roses to show, and therefore his " contention

(p. 13.">) that Rose shoots, like walking-sticks, are
more certainly produced by severe pruning than by
not pruning" topples over at the first assault. Why
your correspondent hazarded such an assertion under
these cii'cumstances I cannot comprehend. His
attempt to represent the varieties I named as being
vigorous under any circumstance,", which some of

them are not, is equally weak, because it is not
vigour, but the fomparatire vijoiir of these or any
varieties under different modes of culture tliat is the
question under di.scu3sion. " D. T. F." asks in regard
to the Vine, " has ' J. S. W.' never seen a cut-back
Vine make a run of 10 feet or 20 feet in one season,
thickening out into the dimensiims of a walking-stick
within six or eight months ? If that cut did not con-
centrate force and promote vigour, then has language
lost its meaning, and the irresistible logic of fact its

force." The words in this passage are stronger than
the logic. The cut-back Vine would do exactly as
he describes, but if it had been left unpruned it

would have been longer and thicker still, and the
augmentation of force and vigour proportiona'Iy
greater. I can see that " D. T. F." is only acquainted

with cut-back Vines, and has never tried the two
methods of pruning Vines side by side and of equal
vigour, and his arguments are, therefore, excvisable

on that head. I simply accept "D. T. F.'s " reply

as an acknowledgment that he cannot prove his case
with living examples of his own or anyone else's.

—

J. S. W.

CANKER IN FRUIT TREES.

The theory that insect and fungoid parasites are

tlie sole or even tlie chief cause of canker is

extremely fanciful. Undoubtedly there are

myriads of insects that do shelter in tlie cavities

of the outer bark of fruit trees, as is the case in

almost evei-y other kind of tree, but that they are

at all injurious is very questionable, and that they
are in any appreciable degree the cause of canker
IS about as correct as it would lie to say that the
maggot is the cause of death of the decaying car-

case which it devours. Tliere are, of course, a few
insects peculiar to fruit trees, such as the Ameri-
can blight, the Pear scale, and aphides, which
if disregarded would soon do immense mis-
(diief, but the effects of their attacks are very
different from that of true canker, and should on
no account be confounded with it. Lindley
believed that plants in perfect health (in which
expression I imagine he included all vegetable

life) never suffered from the attacks of either

insect or fungoid parasites ; or, in other words,
healthy plants are quite free from their attacks,

simply because they were healthy.

Although this theory may not be (juite con-

sistent with tlie teaching of modern and more
advanced science, yet it would perhaps be wiser

on the gardener's part, and frequently save him
much trouMe and annoyance if he relied and
acted more fully on such an assertion rather than
attempt to account for disease by the inconsistent

theories and preposterous speculations which un-
fortunately are now too rife, and which tend
to confuse and cloud rather than clear the under-
standing.

While I cordially agree with the statement of
" A. D." (p. 117) in respect to canker being
caused chiefly by unsuitable conditions of climate,

of which we have had abundant proof during
the last few years, yet when he entirely demurs
to the inference of Mr. Douglas, " that canker is

sometimes caused by the roots getting down into

unsuitable subsoil," I think his reasoning is

somewhat at fault, nor does the instance which
he adduces as an illustration respecting the Eib-
ston Pippin Apple tree really controvert or dis-

prove Mr. Douglas's statement.

To say that because " myriads of kinds of trees,

no more hardy than the Apple, get into similar
soils and no canker results, showing that the cause
of canker must be looke<l for in some other
direction," scarcely supports the sound reasoning
exhibited in the first part of his paper. For
instance, the Spruce Fir will revel in a subsoil in

which the Scotch Fir, also the Ash and the Oak,
would quickly canker and die, and yet they may
be considered to be all equally hardy. And
what is true with respect to forest trees is

equally and even more forcibly so with respect

to many kinds of fruit trees, and especially so

with respect to some varieties of the Apple. While
some varieties appear to be almost canker-proof,
others are extremely liable to be afl'ected, which
would seem to indicate that the latter require
either an improved climate or soil, or probably
both, to grow them successfully. We, as gardeners,
are careful to recognise these individual pecu-
liarities in the cultivation of tropical plants with
the greatest nicety, but frequently and sense-

lessly disregard them altogether in the cultivation
of fruit trees, thinking that because they are
varieties of the Apple or the Pear, they should,

therefore, all be subjected to the same uniform
treatment. Assuming that because the French
Crab, or the Wellington, does not canker, neither

ought the Royal Russet nor the Ribston Pippin
under similar treatment ; or, because the Beurre
de Capiaumont Pear will thrive, so also ought
the Glou Morceau or the Chaumontel in the same
soil and situation.

The successful expeiiment of "A. 1)." in head-
ing back the Ribston Pippin tree would seem
without due consideration to prove conclusively

that atmospheric conditions were alone to blame,
but I would ask, is it not possible, even probable,

that if the roots of this tree had been more
favourably situated in resjiect to moisture and
temperature that the branches would not have
been so predisposed to suffer from sudden atmo-
spheric changes. It is, I believe, a well-ascertained

fact that a plant or tree whose roots have ab-

sorbed more water than its nature requires, and
whose sap-vessels are consequently widely dis-

tended with crude sap, is much more liable to

suffer from sudden or extreme changes of tem-
perature than is one whose tissues are not so

overcharged. It does not, however, necessarily

follow that the roots themselves should be the
first to suffer. The branches of a tree may be
seriously affected even for a lengthened period
with canker while the roots may appear perfectly

healthy, and in consequence of this many culti-

vators have been deceived with respect to the
first cause or causes of canker, erroneously con-
cluding that liecause the roots on examination
were found to be healthy, that therefore the first

cause must be above and not below the surface of

the ground. The strong and exuberant growth
of the branches, sometimes so much admired, is

frequently produced by over-wet or over-rich soil,

and so long as fine and comparatively mild sea-

sons prevail, no evil results may accrue, but when
extreme temperatures do occur, then this very
exuberance may and does, I think, render the

branches more sensitive, and consequently more
liable to injury. I have known more than one
instance in which the correctness of this conclu-

sion has been clearly demonstrated by two trees

of the same variety and situated precisely alike,

except that, although near each other, the roots

of one being placed a few feet higher and there-

fore somewhat di'ier the tree was quite free from
canker, while the one in the lower and wetter soil

was seriously affected.

With such evidence I cannot think "A. D." is

correct in inferring that wet soil is not, in many
instance.?, the first, if not the chief, cause of

canker. It may possibly be true that in a drier,

less variable, and a milder climate canker would
not attack trees, even in a wet soil ; but this is

not sufficient to disprove the assertion of Mr.
Douglas that such is the case when so situated

in this climate. I am inclined to believe that

in such cases the somewhat low temperature of
the soil surrounding the roots is not nearly so

objectionable nor so conducive to canker as is its

excessive dampness, for reasons which I have
already stated, in respect to the disastrous effects

of severe frosts on trees so placed.

" A. D." asks, " Now if canker were the
product of cold, wet, or sour subsoils, how
happens it that the roots so placed can yet pro-
duce such robust, healthy growth, and not for a
year or two, but for many years?" To this I

would reply that when a repetition of those
" intensely low temperatures, with successive

"
hoar frosts," which he so accurately describes as

being a prolific cause of canker, again occur,

these trees so unfavourably situated, and having
such robust growth, will be the most likely to

suffer, and just so in proportion to their vigour
and the wetness of the soil they are growing in.
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The heading-back process may again and again

take place without the roots being materially

injured, but eventually they also suffer from such

harsh treatment, and at this stage remedy is

almost hopeless. "A. D." further says, "it seems
pretty conclusive that as canker affects J'ruit trees

chiefl}' there must be some connection between
that and the fruit-bearing properties." But do
we not in reality find canker affecting nearly

every kind of forest tree when planted in unsuit-

able positions, or after a period of exceptionally

severe or otherwise unfavourable weather 1 At
one time it is the Larch, the Beech, or the

Poplar, or it may be even the hardy Oak or the

Ash. Some scientific writers have from time to

time endeavoured to prove that canker in these

trees is also produced by insect agency, but I

think tliey have gene-

rally failed to substan-

tiate such theory, the

first and true cause

having eventually been
found to be due to un-

suitable position or cli-

mate, or a combination
of both.

" A. D." correctly de-

scribes canker "as a

disruption of cellular

tissue produced by
bursting of the sap-

vessels or cells, the

coagulation of the sap

practically causing a
severe wound in the

wood affected." Enter-
taining such an opi-

nion, it appears to me
somewhat strange that

he does not see and
readily admit the force

of Mr. Douglas's argu-

ment that wet subsoils,

if not the chief or the

first cause, must at least

be an important factor

in the production of

this disease. If it was
generally recognised

that wet subsoils, low,

damp positions, and
extreme temperatures
are, if not the only
causes of canker, they
are at least the chief

causes, and planters

were to adopt the most
effective preventive
measures to counteract
their baneful influence,

canker would assuredly
not be 80 prevalent as

it now is,and we should

two large gardens I know of, one in Staffordshire and i account of his experiments furnished to the
the other in Yorkshire, the trees worst affected are Caledonian Horticultural Society in 1827, and
those round the kitchen garden quarters and which are published in its Transactions, vol. iv., p. 292. In
on the natural stock, and have been long close pruned ^ase Mr. Douglas may not possess a copy of the
and kept within a certain compafs on narrow borders I

Transactions, I venture to send you the following
between the walks and the crops. I have often

g^tracts from Mr. Reid's i

noticed the gnarltid and cankered condition of these

trees, and remarked that in the orchard just outside the

disease is almost unknown.—S. W.

CURE OF CANKER.
In The Garden (p. 91) Mr. Douglas gave us

then happily hear less said against poor guiltless

insects and entertain fewer equally absurd
notions.—T. Challis.

authority on the subject of soil temperature at Bal
carras. All that need be said is that both Lindley
and himself have been misled ; and if Mr. Douglas
will read further on the subject in the same book
from which he quotes he will find satisfactory proof
of this, as in the tables of temperature there fur-

nished it is demonstrated that the mean temperature
of the soil could not have been as stated at Balcarras.
With regard to curing canker, it does not require
a lifetime "to perform such an experiment" .is Mr.
Douglas records, but what he said was that his expe-
riments had been " frequent." As to canker, I believe

it is generally admitted that the disease is, as a rule,

worst in weak trees, or in trees in which the growth
is weakened from some other cause previously. In

account of his experi-

ments, which may prove interesting to those who
are investigating the cause and cure of canker.

" I was," says Mr. Reid, " entrusted with the

management of the gardens at Balcarras in 1812.

The orchard there contained about two Scotch

acres, and was stocked with upwards of 600 trees

;

his opinion as to the cause and cure 'of canker in these I found generally in a very unhealthy

Apple trees, and mentioned some experiments
j

state, being much infected with canker. During

said to have been made at Balcarras, in Fife, fifty I the first season I examined the soil and found

years ago in an orchard in which canker was that it consisted of strong, cold loam, of various

very prevalent. These experiments were pre- ' sorts, and in general about 3 feet deep, on a sub-

soil of cold clay. I

lifted a few of the trees

most infected with the

canker, in order to as-

certain the situation and
state of their roots, and
I found that they had
run generally to the

depth of 3 feet, as the

spots whereonthey were
planted had been paved
with flags at that depth.

The roots were clean

and healthy, but few
in number, mostly of a
very large size, and had
very few fibres. I am
of opinion that the

depth of the roots and
the want of fibres, even
in the most favourable

soil, must have a ten-

dency to injure the

health of the tree and
to produce canker. I

was induced, from the

state of the roots being

so deep and the diseased

condition of the trees,

to hope that if new
trees were planted near

the surface the roots

would become more
fibrous, the trees more
fruitful, and be less apt

to canker.

"In 1813 I made
some experiments by
covering several ther-

mometers, for about
fourteen days, close in

pits of various depths,

and found during the

summer months the

average heat at 6 inches

to be 61", at 9 inches

and at 3 feet deep 44"

Fahr. I therefore concluded from these experi-

ments that if the roots could be retained near the

surface, they would be in a more favourable situa-

tion than when allowed to run 2 feet or more
down in the soil. In autumn, 1813, a few of the

diseased trees, of about ten years' standing, were

dug up and planted as near the surface as their

rools would admit. These have continued ever

since to improve, and are now bearing annually

good crops, and are perfectly free of canker."

Mr. Reid then proceeds to describe the method

which he adopted in replanting part of the

orchard with young trees. The trees were planted

almost on thesurface, and the soil was raised in

mounds over their roots. After describing the

planting and after treatment, he goes on to say

that " trees that had been planted and cultivated

study of Romneya Conlteri_flowc.„ -E Garden from .1 pboto^.ipli

ceded by observations made on the temperature
1
57

of the soil at various depths, and the figures

given by Mr. Douglas as showing the result of

I am much obliged to Mr. Douglas for his 1

these observations ai-e discredited by " S. W." in

,
at 18 inches ,50°,

The Garden of Feli. 13. At the conclusion of his

remarks, "S. W." says: "The ratios furnished

by Mr. Douglas sufficiently show the absurdity

of his figures ; a difference of 17° in the space of

30 inches in depth of the surface soil was never
recorded in this country under ordinary condi-

tions, and one wonders at any writer venturing

such assertions, far less founding the cure of

canker upon them." Mr. Douglas makes a mis-

take in the date—the experiments referred to

were commenced at Balcarras by Mr. Reid in

1813, more than seventy years ago—but the

records of the temperatures given by Mr. Douglas
are exactly what were stated by Mr. Reid in an
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in the above manner were more moderate in
(,'rowth and more easily kept witliin compass of

pi'iuiinj,'; the wood was of a firmer texture and
much loss apt to canker ; they were much more
fruitful and the fruit of finer quality, and about
tliree weeks earlier ripened than the fruit of the
old Ireos that had been allowed to remain undis-
disturbed. This," he adds, " must be owing to

the heat of the sun reaching their roots situated

80 near the surface, therebj' producing a more
rapid vegetation, and bringing both wood and
fruit sooner to a state of maturity. I have been
told," he goes on to say, " by various classes of

visitors, that by allowing such young trees to bear
sucli great quantities of fruit they would soon lie

worn out and decay. I allow this may be the
case in some measure with trees planted and cul-

tivated in tlie usual manner, by digging and
raising kitchen vegetaljles among them, whereby
the roots aie forced to seek nourishment in the
unfertile subsoil. The case of trees planted on
the surface and feeding among tlie rich warm
particles of a fertile soil must be far preferable

;

indeed, where the roots are never injured by the
spade, nor the action of the atmosphere obstructed
by crops of vegetables. Further, tlie young trees

have hitherto done well, and at present have a
very healthy appearance. But even suppose they
should decay, as remarked, at the age of fifteen

or twenty years, it may be answered that the
fruit already produced by them is a sufficient

inducement to continue the practice by keeping
lip the succession from a nursery of young trees.

. . . . A few of the old trees were left un-
removed for the jnirpose of experiment with
regard to the canker. Although by great atten-
tion in pruning these old trees and cutting out
the canker I have succeeded in preserving them
up to this period (November, 1824). Their fruit is

of inferior quality and so late in ripening, that it

makes a jjoor return for the great trouble neces-
sarily bestowed on them. As'a confirmation of the
above plan of planting on the surface being
preferable to the conmion method, I have at
present a great number of the branches of
these young trees regrafted with scions taken
from tlie most diseased of the old trees, particu-
larly the Hawthornden Apple and the Jargonelle
.Pear, and several other sorts, commonly sup-
posed to be the most subject to canker. All
these new grafts are doing well, and have carried
good crops for the last six years."

Mr. Reid's employer, the Hon. Robert Lindsay,
of Balcarras, sent to the secretary of the Cale-
donian Horticultural Society the following
letter confirming his gardener's statement :

—

" Balcarras, 29th Nov., 1824.
" Sir,—Tliis letter accompanies a paper written

l^y my gardener, stating Iiis observations on tlie

disease called canker in fruit trees, also the mode
which he adopted in planting out a new orchard
of Apple trees at Balcarras. Allow me to
mention that nothing couhl be more uirfortunate
than the soil cliosen by my predecessors for the
garden and orchard at Balcarras, the elevation
being about 220 feet, and the soil a retentive
clay, with a cold tilly bottom. The consequence
was that for twenty years I tried to estalilish an
orchard without success. With the force of
manure the trees grew to a luxuriant size, Init the
wood cankered and produced no fruit. Under
these untoward circumstances my gardener pro-
posed a new plan of replanting the trees within
a few inches of the surface, treading down the
soil to prevent the roots going down, and thus
forcing the smaller fibres to run horizontally
along the ground. At the same time he raised
up some of tlie old diseased trees to the surface
carefully cutting out every particle of canker!
The experiment completely succeeded, and I

have DOW the satisfaction to inform you that

there is not a more productive orchard in Scot-

land than the one to which I now allude, or one
more deserving the attention of tho.se who have
to work upon a cold bottom. For these advan-
tages I am indebted to the superior judgment of

Reid, to whose statement I refer."

The foregoing extracts are interesting as show-
ing that Balcarras, with its beautiful views of the
Forth and the Lothians, with its charms of wood
and lake, with its reminiscences of Lady Anne
Lindsay, the fair authoress of " Auld Robin
Gray," has an additional claim to the attention

of the horticulturist from having been the scene
of such instructive and well-considered experi-
ments in fi'uit culture early in the century. The
advantages of shallow planting and the necessity
of an abundance of fibrous surface roots in

growing fruit, especially in unfavourable situa-

tions, have evidently long been known, but, like

other truths, have often been forgotten or neg-
lected, and have to be constantly reiterated in

order to instruct the ignorant or to rouse the
indift'erent. At a general meeting of the society
held March 6, 1828, it was resolved that the Lon-
don medal for 1827 should be awarded to Mr.
Archibald Reid for this communication, the ad-
vantages of the practice recommended having now
been amply confirmed. James Grieve.

Filriy Park, Edinburgh.

Pruning to augment fertility.—Tn my first

article I charged " l>. T. F." with changing his

ojjiuiuns, but I did not think he had so little staying
power in his convictions as to change them once a
fortnight ; such, however, is the case. In his first

bold outset on my remarks, which seem to have
opened quite a field of new enquiry to him, he occu-
pied three columns trying to prove that pruning pro-
moted vigour, and in his remarks last week under the
above heading he contradicts himself in the most
distinct manner. He writes (p. 185) :

" Nature pure
and simple prunes more severely than art, and there
is also, in pursuit of the same end, the checking or
weakening of mere growing force and the diversion of

the same into fertile channels." Exactly ! The effect
of pruning is the "weakening the growing force"
wherever that force may be diverted to, but what
about the "walking-sticks" that were produced by-

growing force more than by severe pruning? Another
assertion of " D. T. F.'s" (p. 185) is to tlie effect that
pruning augments fertility, and by " the augmenta-
tion of fertility is meant the crowding more flowers
or fruit into less space." I deny that pruning has
any such effect, nor can any sucli examples be found.
" D. T. F." is here clearly thinking of dwarf trees
that are pinched and restricted, but he misapprehends
the cause of their fertility altogether. They produce
fruit in little space, not because their branches are
pruned, but because their roots are curtailed by be-
ing on a weak stock. Plant two trees of the same
kind under equal conditiiins, prune one severely and
leave the other unpruned ; leave the roots alone, and
then see which tree will produce most fruit in the
least space and soonest. It will be the unpruned tree,

and with me this is a fact I have proved over and
over again. " D. T. F." is thinking of root-pruned
trees, and has never seen in the whole course of his
experience such an example as he writes about.

—

J. S. W.

SHORT NOTES.—FRUIT.

Late Apples.—I notice with pleasure Mr. Colemin
telling us about good local Apples. Will he or anyone tell
us of all the true late-keeping Apples? Everyone has
.-iutiuan and early winter sorts, but it is unpleasant to note
how woolly and spotty these are towards the end of winter.—

Strawberries—Forwarding Strawberries in the open
border is not so often practised as it should be. It consists
in covering the beds, or some of them, with light glazed
frames, that are easily removed from place to place. Every-
body who desires to keep in the front rank shmUd have a
iiumber of these handy frames ready for use. I h.ave often
tliought that a good deal jnight be done by means of such
contrivances.

AMERICAN PEAR CULTURE.
If the experience of Messrs. Dicksons is to be con-
sidered as final, it is hardly worth while to occupy
sjiace with any further remarks about growing
Pears ill Scotland. But I cannot believe such to

be the result under good and proper culture.

Taking the Seckel Pear as a sample, for I made
the remark that where that succeeds our numer-
ous varieties will do quite as well, I wish to

show what has been done even in the cool and
sunless summer of England if not in Scotland.

In the year 1818 the late Dr. Ho.s.sack, of New
York, sent to the Royal Horticultural Society of
London eighteen trees of the Seckel Pear, with
a beautiful drawing of the fruit, executed by
Miss Coxe, the daughter of Mr. Cioxe, tlie author
of the first poniological work in America, and
who descrilied and figured it in his book in 181.5

(p. 1 89). The letter of Dr. Hos.-ack was published
in the Transactions of the society (vol. iii., p. 256)
with a copy of the drawing, in the grand style

in which all the plates were executed for that

invaluable work.

The next account I find of it is in the Pomnlo-
gkal Magazine (voL ii., p. 72) with another
beautiful plate, and full description by (as it was
said) Mr. Robert Thompson. It is as follows :

" Much attention was naturally excited by Dr.
Hossack's letter, and the trees liberally trans-

mitted by him along with his description were
eagerly sought after. Subsequent experience in

this country has amply confirmed the American
account. The Seckel is found to exceed in excel-

lence of flavour the very richest of our autumn
Pears, possessing a high vinous aroma which can
scarcely be compared with anything in fruits.

The fault of this variety is that it only remains
in perfection for a few days ; it speedily decays
alter being gathered. The period of ripening
with us is usually the end cif October." The
next is Lindley's account of it in his " Guide to

the Orchard ''

(p. 3b3), 1831 :
" This beautiful and

excellent little Pear ranks among the richest of
American varieties. It liears its fruits in clusters

at the ends of the branches, is very hardy as an
open standard, ripening its fruit with certainty,

but the)' do not keep in perfection more than a
few days." One more statement by Mr. Thomp-
son in his " Gardener's Assistant ''

(p. 487), 1860:
"A most delicious de.ssert Pear, ripe about the
end of October, but only keeping good a few
days."

The Seckel Pear is with us an early October
Pear, but it can be purchased in our market any
day from that time up to January 1 (three

months). The whole complaint of the authorities

quoted above only .shows one single thing—the
want of a knowledge wdieu to gather Pears.

They should invariably be gathered as early as

September 20 or 25, and they are in eating con-
dition from October 10 to January 1. Of course,

to keep them after November 1, they must be
put into what we call cold storage houses. But
the Seckel is one of the very best of our autumn
keeping Pears, in eating condition twice ;is long as

Bai'tlett, Beurre Superfin, Beurre Capiaumont,
Beurrfi d'Amanlis, and many others. With this

notice of the Seckel, which originated in Penii.syl-

vania 150 years ago, in a climate far milder than
that of Massachusetts, with summers three weeks
longer, I leave the suliject and turn to my main
oViject, Pear culture in Massachusetts after an
experience of fifty years.

I have already stated in a previous paper that I

first began to plant Pear trees on an extensive scale

in 1840. Jly object was not to grow Pears for

market, but to ascertain the real value of the hun-
dreds of vai'ieties introduced, detect their true

names, and describe them in theMaga:iine ofHorti
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cuUtire,that sueli information mightbe obtained by
its readers as would sliow what were good, wluit

indifferent, and wliat bad. At the same time it

was one of the prominent objects to show how a

large variety of Pears miglit be cultivated in gar-

dens of limited size by the use of pyramids, and
from 1840, when I began to plant, for about
twenty j-ears I pruned every tree with my own
hands, heading-in in autumn, and pinching all

summer, and they were as beautiful a garden of

pyramids as I had ever seen, even after looking

through the Luxembourg gardens and the leading

gardens in Paris and in England, including Mr.
Kivers'. The lower branches touched the ground
and the tops were at last beyond my leach ; but
after all this care and labour my only reward was
splendid specimen trees, but no fruit worth pick-

ing—only here and there a solitary Pear. I felt

discouraged ; but as I don't acknowledge any such
word.I pondered over the situation, and soon came
to one conclusion, viz., that I would never prune
tlie trees with a knife again ; the only instrument
should be the saw. This was in the autumn. As
favourable weather occurred on the approach of

winter, I began by sawing ofi' all the lower
In-anches to the height of -2 ieet or 3 feet. Not a
shoot was pruned or pinched during the summer,
and the trees grew away as if they actually

revelled in their release from the aiulacious

primer. Another year soon made its appearance,
and as the warm days of April set in I could
detect the fruit buds from their size, and I felt

that the trees were going to reward me for their

liberty. Each year they grew away vigorously ,and
each year larger and larger increasing the crop,

when iu 18U2 I gathered 1600 bushels, and
began to keep) an exact account of the crop. ISo

further pruning was allowed for ten years, when
the trees having become too crowded 1 thought
something must be done. But I dreaded the

pruner ami feared to let anybody do the work.
Luckil}', my old foreman, who planted nearly all

the trees, liad just returned from California where
he had been lor ten years, and, knowing his

capacity so well, I set him to work, cautioning
him, however, at the same time to be very tender
with the trees. He began to prune in July and
emled in September, doing the work to my satis-

faction. Since that day not a single tree has
been pruned, only some of the lower limbs sawn
off. To be sure, about every other tree has
been grafted by heading them iu quite short, and
this aloue has prevented crowding of the branches,
standing as they do a good 6 feet apart. The
largest trees are a Vicar of Wmkfield and Har-
vard, each 18 inches in diameter and 25 feet high,
but the whole tops were grafted with Dana's
Hovey some six or eight years ago ; and this is the
way 1 have prevented crowding without pruning,
grafting the whole top with some other popular
kind.

In 1862 I had but two Bartlett Pear trees that
I planted ; I have, however, grafted enough poor or
unsaleable sorts to increase the number to about
100. Every Glou Morceau, Vicar, Dunmore, Fle-
mish Beauty, Beurre d'Aremburg, Easter Beurre
and Monarch have been grafted, except one tree.
Of many sorts I have only half a tree, some only
one branch, and some two or three kinds on one
tree. One of the most curious sights is a Beurre
dAremburg, of which I never could get a decent
specimen. The two frees I grafted with Clapp's
Favourite— a wonderful grower—and a tine
summer Pear. Every kind was grafted as near
the main stem as possible. The last two years I

had a splendid crop of Clapp's Pear, anil after
gathering (August 20), the whole trunk of the
tree, from the lowest Ijranch to the top, was com-
pletely covered with large and fine specimens of
il'Aremburg, precisely like a huge string of Onions.
The tree had thrown out little short spurs on the

main trunk, hardly large enough to be seen witli-

out close examination, and the spurs were covered
with fruit-buds. Such has been my experience

in the growing, pruning, and grafting C'f Pears.

The Garden has advanced the idea that we
have too many varieties, and that the larger part
are useless and should be expurgated. Very
true, with certain reservations. Why do people
continue to cultivate 300 varieties of Hybrid
Perpetual Roses, when 25 contain all that are

really distinct ? And why should they grow 30f)

varieties of Pears or 600 varieties of Apples i The
late Mr. Downing described and named 1400.

All this must be governed by the purpose for

wliich the fruits are cultivated—if for market, one
thin.g; if for home use, another. In this I am
reminded of the oil anecdote of the wealthy
epicure who wanted a cook. The applications

were numberless. The question put was. How
many kinds of soup can you make > Some said

50 ; some said 100. That would not do. Finally,

one applicant was asked the question, and with-

out the least hesitation replied 365, one for every
day in the year. " Ah ! you will do," said the

epicure. Now, there is a great deal more differ-

ence in the flavour of Pears than there is in

English beef and oxtail soup, or consomme ver-

micelle and consomme Julienne, and the true

lover of Pears wants a new flavour every day,
which he can have, and which I have had for six

months, from August to February— 1 bO days

—

for twenty j-ears, beginning with the Doyenne
d'Ete and ending with the Josephine de Maline-s.

But for market many Pears are only a. vexa-
tion, twenty-hve lieing amjile, though, as you
will see by my list, I market from 100 to

150 vaiieties. A great deal has been said about
Boston " cultchar." I can only sa}- that, so far as

Pears are concerned, Boston has a keener taste

for good Pears than any other city in the country.
With the exception of aliout a dozen popular
varieties, everything in New York is classed as

cooking fruits, and the people know no difl'erence

between the delicious Doyenne du Gomice and
commonest cooking Pears. In Philadelphia they
purchase at enormous prices a Pear called the
Keifl'er, a composition of sand and vinegar, not
(piite so good or so soft, only when rotten, as a
poor Quince, which, it is said, they eat with a
great relish.

But you will see that Boston Pear lovers do
appreciate a good fruit, and are willing to pay a
fair price for it. A careful examination of the list

will show that the Boston, Pratt, Beurre Hardy,
B. dAnjou, St. Crispin, St. Michel Archange,
Clapp, Sheldon, Lawrence, Merriam, Caen du.

France, Paradise of Autumn, Manning's Elizabeth,

and especially Dana's Hovey, sell for higher
prices than some of the well-known Pears.

All this only demonstrates that there are more
than ten, or twenty, or even fifty varieties whicli

sell well in the market, and, narrowing down too
far, does nothing to educate the people to a true
appreciation of what is excellent, or encourage
the production of superior sorts.

To the Pear connoisseur, however, the market
is no criterion of what is good. A very hand-
some old Pear, called the Belle et Bonne, but only
fairly good, will sell for about as high a price as

the Bartlett. He does not care for this ; it is the
variety he wants. To-day he has the rich and
spicy Seckel ; to-morrow the musky Bartlett

;

next day the Almond-fla-\-oured Abbott ; tlie

next the Bergamot aroma of the Sheldon, the
sugary Pratt, the Pond-lily flavour of the An-
drews, the sharp,[_sugary acid of the^Beurre Super-
fin, the honeyed sweetness of the Doyenne du
Cornice, the cinnamon-tasted M. Verneu, the
refreshing Hannas, the rich smack of the Brandy-
wine, the nutty Edmonds, the juicy, rose-water

flavoured Urbaniste, the champagne briskness
of the Baronne de Melo, the pink-fleshed, melting
•Josephine de Malines, and, not to prolong the
list too far, the inexpressibly luscious Dana's
Hovey—more a conflt than a fruit. My estimate
of this variety was so great, that I paid the ori-

ginator £100 for one hundred scions as long ago
as 1854.

But 1 find I am entrenching on your space,

and now give you some of the actual results of
Pear culture as 1 have recorded since 1862,
having a complete detailed list of every variety
sold, the quantity of eacli, and the price per
bushel, of which, at least, one bushel was
gathered, to say nothing of the pecks and half-

pecks of innumerable varieties I make no note
of, which, when not wanted for my own use,

were sold as mixed kinds. As the records cover
just twenty-four years, 1 will, to save space, only
give the ciuantity gathered when the crop was a
large and favourable one.

Year.
isia
ISTl

1S73
1S75
1876
1S77
1S79
1S84:

Number of varieties.

. . lol . . .

. . . 120 . . .

. . . 135 . . .

. . . 120 . . .

. . . 131 . . .

. . . 114 . . .

. . . 104 . . .

. . . 100 . . .

Biishela,

. 1128
. 1016
. 1637
. 1406
. 1635
. 1442
. 1005
. 1200

Eight ye.ars . ; . 11,009

The number of trees does not vary far from
200O, but about two-thirds have been under the
process of grafting nearly all the time. Some are
half dead from twice re-grafting, some have not
rooted strongly on the giumnil, and some are in
poor condition; so that the number of really

vigorous and healthy trees would not exceed
1200. The crop of 1879 being a good one and
the prices very low, 1 select that year for an enu-
meration of kinds and the number of bushels.

Table of the Ncmber or Varieties and the Number of
Bushels of Pears Gathered and Sold (Exceeding One
Bushkl) in the Year lS7'.t.

Variety. Bush.
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above list only six varieties that can be v/ell

dispensed with in any collection of fine Pears.

These are Benrre Benoit, Belle et Bonne, Beurre
Duval, Coffin's Viigoulouse, Dunmore, and Lame
de Glymes. C. M. Hovey.

Boston, Mass.

PRUNING TO CONCENTRATE
FERTILITY.

We have already seen how top-pruning tends

to secure this most desirable and profitable re-

sult. The influence of the ]5runing-knife on the

tops of trees is, however, i'ar less certain and
powerful than the knife or its equivalent among
their roots. The more we know of the character

of roots, and the better their functions are compre-
hended, the more we may be assured that in root-

pruning we possess a panacea against sterility,

lor the latest teachings of science clearly prove

that the vital functions of the roots ai'e discharged

by their final or ultimate e.vtremities or infinitely

small subdivisions—fibres or hair.s—the analogy
between vegetable and animal nutrition, which
is finally consummated by the ultimate tissues of

the body, being far closer than had been sus-

pected. Practical men, though comparatively
ignorant of the structure or modes of feeding of

roots, to put it popularly, had long since cut their

way to the conclusion that small roots favoured

fertility and large ones sterility. This fact,

linked to a second of equal or more importance,

viz., that by severing one large root several

smaller ones were produced, laid a sure and cer-

tain basis for the practice of root-pruning.

Neither is the soundness of the principle of root-

pruning nor the success of its practice threatened

by the latest revelations of root structure and
function aft'orded us through the discoveries of

science. A glimmering of the truth of some of

these discoveries had already dawned on practical

root-pruners, who contended that not only was
the amount of food controlled by the size of the

roots, but that its quality was affected, and that

the smaller the absorbing or carrying or trans-

forming roots the more potent for fertility the

food conveyed. Now, we know that the ex-

tremities of roots are neither horse leeches nor
sponges, but simply inert or impervious borers or

diggers, caps or shields placed in advance of the

true roots to clear the way and protect them
from injury ; we know, too, that roots have
no open mouths, but that water passes into

them by a process something akin to capillary

attraction called osmo.sis. Water and air, with
minute portions of saline and other matters in

solution, are probably all that thus pass through the
fibres or leaves of plants. The old idea of jilant

food of any sort being, as it were, bodily absorbed
from the soil and at once converted into structure

or produce must be"relinqui.shed. It is not until

after the passage of the moisture of the soil into

the tissues of the petals that the process of plant

food making begins. There are two theories

about the making of plant food by no means
contradictory, and possibly both work in parallel

lines. The one credits the roots with manufac-
turing their own food from the crude elementary
matters without or within their tissues ; the
other supposes that special orders of plants

(microbes) of simple form are appointed to

perform these vitally important and delicate

functions. Either way the results are the same.
At touch of the bacteria, or microbes, or tips to

the proper roots or fibres above the inner
caps, the insoluble inert nitrates or mineral
matters in the soil are converted into solulde

nitrates—stones being virtually converted
into bread—the food of plants either Iiy acid
exudations from the roots or by the agency of

invisible germs. The prepared food is saiil to

be consumed as fast as it is produced, and just

as the gastric juice in the stomach is only secreted

when i'uod is present ; so it is supposed the roots

only exude this solvent fluid when brought into

close or direct contact with suitable matter.

When all this is better understood, it will pro-

bably greatly modify our present systems of

manuring and enriching the soil ; but the one

point I wish to emphasise here is the incalculahle

importance of multiplying these root filjres, as it

is po.ssibly the only means of preparing sufficient

food of the right sort to concentrate and intense

fertility to the uttermost possible limits con-

sistent with the health and life of the tree. The
new theory of plant nutrition almost converts

into absolute truth the earlier speculation I ami
others have indulged in with regard to small

roots forwarding more fertile food than large

ones. When read in the light of past experience

which reads uniformly that the more numerous
and smaller the roots of plants, the more fruit

and flowers, and vice versa.

The dominant power of root-pruning on the

growth and produce of the tops of plants is also

the more easily explained in the light of this new
theory of nutrition. Granted that the size of

roots must regulate the amount of water passed

through them, and that the presence of possible

or potential food in the water within or moist

earth without controls the amount of solvents or

food manufacturing force produced by the plant,

it follows almost as a matter of course that the

quantity of food and its quality must depend on
the number and size of the roots. It may be

contended that the same root force would pro-

duce the same result, whether exercised by three

roots, thirty, or three hundred, but that is to

take a very gross view of the organs and func-

tions of plant nutrition and is contrary to every-

day experience. I have already contendetl that

the greater fertility of old trees left unpruned
arises from the multiplication and subdivision of

the roots. Root-pruning enables us to reach tlie

same conditions in an incredibly short perio<l of

time, but in perfect harmony with the same laws

;

hence it is not opposed to Nature, but the knife

on the roots quickens the pace, and is as the mail

express to the olil-fashioned wagon. Fertile and
foriegn stocks, double and multiple grafting or

budding are but different means of reaching the

same results as by root-pruning. Instead of

pruning the roots into a fibrous condition we
mount the scion on the Paradise, Quince, or

other stock already furnished with the character

of roots desiderated ; and as the roots, for a time

at least, almost wholly control the growth of the

top, the trees become and continue more fertile in

less time than if own-root plants had been
pruned into fruitful ways. Even the foreign

stems not seldom enhance fertility. They, es-

pecially in the ease of double worked or multiple

grafted trees, introduce foreign cylinders of grow-

ing tissue between the roots and tops, and thus

resent or accelerate the conveyance of food in

the exact ratio of their dissimilarity to either or

both. Generally the effect of vital cylinders of a

foreign character is to check or partially cut off

or reduce the supplies of food, and so accelerate

and heighten fertility.

Another effect of root-pruning and its various

substitutes must not be overlooked and that is

the tendency of fertility to reproduce itself, on
the broad principle that runs through the vege-

table kingdom of like producing its like. There
are many exceptions, fortunately, and these often

lead to new departures of the highest interest

and importance. But after all these but confirm

the rule just stated, which has a potent influence

on practical horticulture. And although the

practice of root-pruning is based on the converse

proposition that the character of the roots largely

controls top growth and produce, yet is the con-

verse also true ; hence fertility, once established,

is easily maintained, unle.«s the trees are over-

burdened with fruit or ruined by an excess of

interference. The caution to let well alone is

much needed by large classes of cultivators, as

the most difficult of all arts to learn is to know
when to stop. If it be true, and it is, that

nothirg succeeds like success, it is even more
true that fruit-bearing is the surest preparation

and the most solid basis for perpetual fertilitv.

D. T. F.

Garden Flora.

PLATE 634.
THE GENUS AGONIS.

(with a coloured figure of a. FLEXnOSA.*)

Australia is exceptionally rich in plants be-

longing to the Myrtle family, the genera Euca-

lyptus, Eugenia, Metrosideros, Beaufortia, Mela-

leuca, Callistemon, as well as many others being

either limited to the Australian continent or

largely represented there. Some years ago many
of these plants, owing to the beauty of their

Bottle-brush like flowers, were much more widely

cultivated in gardens of this country than they

are now, when, if we except Genetyllis,

Beaulortia, and Callistemon, and a few of the

Eucalypti, these handsome flowering shrubs are

totally neglected. Unlike a large proportion of

the Australian plants, the members of this Order

are as easily cultivated as an Azalea, and under
intelligent "treatment they will flower as freely.

We have seen large bushes of Callistemon,

Metrosideros, Beaufortia, Ba'ckia, and Gene-

tyllis a perfect blaze of flower in a few old

gardens where such plants are still grown. Pro-

bably Australian plants will in time return to

popularity in gardens in the same way as single

Dahlias, single Roses, and other once despised

plants have done recently.

The genus represented in the accompanying
plate by A. flexuosa does not appear ever to have

found its way into notice in England, although

it and another species, viz., A. marginata, have

been cultivated many years at Kew, where they

may be seen flowering now and again in the

summer. They bear a resemblance to the genera

Melaleuca and Leptospermum. There are ten

species known in Australia where they are

limited to the western regions, growing on rooky

wastes, in gravelly soil, or in muddy swamps.

They form shrubs or small trees with alternate

leaves, and the flowers in clusters in the axils of

the leaves, or on the ends of the young shoots.

A. flexuosa.—This grows to a height of

40 feet in Australia, but it may be limited to the

size of a small pot shrub. The branches are

thin, woody, flexuose or zigzag, and are clothed

with lance-shaped Willow-like leaves, smooth,

dark green, the margins tinged with purple.

The flower-heads are all axillary, and are

surrounded by broad bracts, which, along with

the numerous long white stamens, are the most

attractive features of the inflorescence.

A. MARGINATA.—A shrubby plant with numer-
ous twiggy branches, the youngest ones covered

with silky hairs ; the leaves are leathery, slightly

hairy, in other respects much like those of the

common Box. The flowerdieads are axillary or

terminal, about twenty flowers in each head ; the

petals small and white, and the stamens are long,

hair-like, and pure white. The above are the

Drawn by Mrs. Rowan in Australia.
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only species known to be in gardens in this

country.

For their cultivation the above two species of

Agonis require to be potted in a mixture of turfy

loam and peat, with a liberal addition of sand.

As they have fine roots they should be potted

firmly and kept only moist till they commence
to grow, when water may be frequently given so

as to keep the soil wet. During winter very

little water is required. In autumn the plants

may bs placed in a sunny position out of doors,

which will ripen the wood and induce the forma-

tion of flower buds. An ordinary greenhouse

temperature is sutticient for them. In the south

of England in favoured localities it is probable

that these plants would thrive out of doors.

KENNEDYA COCCINEA.*

The Kennedyas form a genus of perennial

climbers or trailers, with trifoliate leaves and

racemes or umbels of large Pea-shaped flowers,

which are usually some shade of red. There are

nine species described, all of them being natives

of Australia, from whence at some time or other

ihey have been introduced into English gardens,

and at one time were favourite plants for grow-

ing along rafters or upon trellises in greenhouses.

One ofthe most beautiful kinds, viz.,K.Marryatta-,

wiU be found represented by a plate (No. 501)

in The Garden of July last year, and along

with it the details of the treatment required by
Kennedyas generally, to which the reader is

referred for cultural information on the species

herewith figured.

K. COCCINEA is one of the prettiest of the

Australian greenhouse climbers belonging to the

Pea family, and is as easily grown as the common
Sweet Pea. Liberal treatment as regards soil and
moisture will cause it to cover a large space in

one season, and to flower most profusely during

the whole summer. The value of the Kennedyas
is found in their prolonged flowering season, for

under favourable conditions they have been

known to flower from January to IDecember ; in

i'act, they did not cease till they were cut back

to induce them to make new shoots. As an in-

stance of this we may point to the plant of K.

Marryatta; in the greenhouse at Kew, from which

the plate above referred to was made, and which
has been in flower without intermission since

the summer of last year, and is now still in

beautiful condition. A few years ago we had

plants of K. rubicunda and K. coccinea flowering

just as I'reely and as long as the above. There

is a variety of the last-named species with very

long flower-stalks quite a foot in length, and
which is known in some gardens as K. longi-

pedunculata. The type is a quick growing

climber or trailer with silky branches and leaves

and long-stalked umbels of bright scarlet flowers,

about a score flowers being included in each

head. It produces a good crop of seeds, which

may be used for pirrposes of propagation in

preference to cuttings, and the same remark

applies to all the kinds which seed freely in

gardens. The following plants, known in gardens

as Kennedyas, are now referred to the genus

Hardenbergia, viz. : K. monophylla, K. ovata,

K. longeracemosa, K. cordata, K. Comptoniana,

and K. macrophylla.

Palms flowering:.—There is now a most re-

markable Fan Faliu of the Brahea section on the

point of flowering in Mons. Camille Dognin's garden

a,t Cannes. The flower-spikes are fully 5 fc-et long,

curving like an ostrich feather round the head of the

Palm and entirely surrounding it as with a glory.

If, when open, the small flowers are golden or creamy

' Drawn by Mrs. Rowan in Australia.

in colour, this will be the most beautiful of flowering

Palms ; and as it is said to be moncecious, it is to be

hoped that fertile seeds may be gained from this

unique specimen, which is about 8 feet high. As far

as can be judged in such a climate, this Palm, the

origin of which is unknown, is as hardy as the

Cham^rops, and so may ere long be found in English

gardens.—E. H. WooruLL.

NOTES.

In the garden.—Mr. E. P. Roe, the American

novelist, is also a farmer and fruit grower—in

fact in some ways a western representative or

counter-part of oiir own Mr. R. \). Blackniore, of

" Lorna Doone " celebrity. " When we come to

co-work with Nature," says Mr. Roe, "all we do

has some of the characteristics of an e.\periment.

The labour of the year is a game of skill, into

which also enter the fascinating elements of

apparent chance. AVhat a tree, a flower, or a

vegetable bed will give depends chiefly upon

ourselves
;
yet all the vicissitudes of dew, rain,

frost and sun have their part in the result. We
play the same with Nature, and she will usually

let\is win, if we are not careless, ignorant or

stupid. She keeps up our zest by never per-

mitting the game to be played twice under the

same conditions. We can no more carry on our

garden this season precisely as we did last year

than a captain can sail his ship exactly as he did

on the preceding voyage." The truth of Mr.

Roe's statement is of course self-evident, and it

points to acute observation as being one of the

chief factors in the making of a good gardener.

He must needs be an original observer and

experienced enough to turn his quick power of

seeing to practical account. Gardening is like

chess—inexhaustive as an amusement ; but then

it has the infinitely greater merit of being a

useful and profitable game.

Old Vines.—Travellers with tastes arti.stic tell

us of the magnificent efi'ects produced in North
America by the Vines of diff'erent species as seen

growing naturally over trees in their native

haunts. Even in Italy, where the Vine is grown
for use more generally than for beauty, fine

grouping is often seen, especially when it flings

its slender arms over deep-fronted terrace walls,

or clambers up slim Poplar stems, or spreads

itself fruitfully over the shady pergolas of that

sunny land. One of the features of Chiswick in

old times was the gracefully festooned American
Vines on chains near the old council room, and

as ornamental climbing plants we have few

which rival them in beauty during eight months of

the year. In the inner court of the grand old

MuseePlantin at Antwerp is a noble specimen of

the Black Malaga variety which has great

gnarled stems, and extends fully half way
around the courtyard, and it is said to be from
three to four hundred years old. Even in

London gardens the Vine is one of the best

plants for a sunny wall, and further south some
kinds fruit well in the open air. For fruiting

the Black Cluster and Royal Muscadine
are two of the best, while for foliage Vitis

purpurea, V.«vulpina, and V. aiiiurensis deserve

notice. Tlie Grape Vine is so beautiful and so

useful withal, that it would be interesting to hear

of the finest kinds—that is to say, of those which
are most fruitful and those the leaves of which

are most beautiful in the open air.

Shrubs now beadtifdi,.—Rosemary for its

old associations, for its deep green sprigs, and for

its pungent oduur. Erica carnea fur its fresh

spray-like growths, bespangled with its deep

pmk bells. Skimmia oblata and S. japonica are

spreading masses of scarlet berries ; so, too, the

Hollies of many kinds are most beautiful, and
the Ivies which drape the brickwork or the old

giey stone walls. Rhododendron prtecox is not

quite so happy as usual, but bears its lilac

Azalea-like blossoms freely thus early in the

year. Berberis nepalensis, B. japonica, and the

varieties of the common bronzy-leaved Mahonia
are amongst the most handsome of hardy foliage

plants. A good large bush of Daphne Mezereum
is quite a picture, e<(ch grey .shoot being covered

with purple buds and sweet-scented blossoms.

How rarely one sees the old white-flowered

Mezereon now ! We have but few spring bloom-

ing shrubs more lovely, and its crop of orange-

yellow fruit later on in summer is almost as

liretty as the flowers themselves. Of three

things which went to make old-fashioned gardens

attractive, the most noticeable in their seasons

were Mezereons, Rosemary, and Sweet Lavender

as they luxuriated amongst Carnations and Moss

Roses in the sun. The dwarf Periwinkle, both

blue and white, is in flower, and the soft woolly

Almond buds reveal their rosy lining.

Garden pictures.—How very rarely do we
see a really good painting of a garden, or of

flowers even, except as arranged in the "still

life " manner of the schools. In the Luxembourg
Gallery (No. 212) is a picture by Quost—a group

of Rhododendrons in the tall bush Grasses of a

neglected lawn. It is called a "New Season,"

and the natural beauty of this cloud of rosy

piirk Rhododendrons is past all words. Another

good picture (No. 154) is the " Embarkeraent des

Fleurs," by Georges Jannin—a whole boat or

puntload cif Pa3onies, Roses, Musas, and Palms,

very strongly and naturally shown. There is

also in this gallery (No. 189) a picture of Dante

and Matilda in a hillside garden that is most

real and poetic. It is by Albert Maignan.

Cherry and Almond trees in fall blossom are so

truthfully painted, that one forgeta^the interpre-

tation, ancl seems to gaze on Nature itself.

Students of flower painting should, if pos.sible,

see these pictures for themselves. All three of

them are very true, but those fond of garden

flowers win best appreciate Quost's grassy lawn

as seen in the freshness of a dewy morning. The
Grass is exquisitely painted with its tangled

masses of Meadow Sweet and Ox-eyed Daisies

and golden Daffodils. It is a true picture of

living flowers as they grow and have their being.

Of course, Fantin and Leclaire are past masters

of the "still life" method, but Quost and

Maignan have given us real garden pictures.

Ferrarias.—On my table is an old quarto,

by J. Baptista Ferrarius (a.d. 1633), entitled,

"Florum Cultura," and on page 171 is figured

the first Ferraria I can find in botanical picture

books. The species may be F. uiululata (Bot.

Mag., t. 144), but Ferrarius himself called it

"Flos indicus e violaceo fuscus, radice tuberosa."

If there is an earlier reference to this genus, I

have faileil to find it. There are several species,

and I allude to them now because it is by no

means a usual thing to meet with them in gar-

dens. I had, however, a flower of F. antherosa

sent to me the other day from Straffan, a fugitive

blossom with crisp-edged, black-shaded perianth,

at first sight no"t unlike the Florentine Iris

tubi^Tosa. These Ferrarias are nearly allied to

Tigridias, almost as ephemeral in their duration,

and not by any means as showy, so perhaps their

scarcitv in modem g irdens is thus accounted for.

Being from the Cape and blooming thus early in

the season, pot-culture in a sunny greenhouse or

frame is essential. F. antherosa is figured and

described in the Botanical Macjadiu (t. 751), and

it seems to be the same plant as that called F.

viridis in other works. About half a dozen species

are known. Although by no means useful from

the ordinary decorative point of view, these

quaint and sombre flowers are worthy of a
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corner wherever curious foruis of vegetation find

a lionie.

Filmy Ferns.—Wlien I was in Edinburgh
last autumn, Mr. Lind!>ay very kindly toolc nie to

the I'ilrig MoiUd Ijuildings to see a collection of

these beautiful Ferns formed by Mr. Anderson.
There were in all twenty to thirty species and
varieties, perhajis more, growing in sunk I'rames,

in a herring barrel covered with corrugated

glass, and in other contrivances. I saw live or

six forms of Trichomanes radicans, one a very
distinct erect-growing free-fruiting variety I

never saw before. T. ahdjaniense was also healthy
and in fruit. A pan of T. reniforme, 15 inches
across, was in perfect healthy vigour ; so also

Hymenophyllum demissum, H feet in diameter.

There were also good plants of H. asplenioides,

of T. crispum, T. javanicum, T. pilosum, and
the featliery T. angustatum. There are many
other kinds represented, and some of these are

rare and in the healthiest state. This most in-

teresting collection has been formed during the
last ten or twelve years by Mr. Anderson, wdio

told ine that he walks on an average twenty miles

a day as a letter carrier ; and his taste is to some
degree hereditary, since he is the son of a gar-

dener. His first success was with coloured-leaved
zonal Pelargoniums ; then Tuileas took his fancy

;

and now his collection of Filmy and British

Ferns is a rare and valuable one, and its owner
has obtained many prizes for his pet plants at

the Edinliurgli exhibitions. Mr. Anderson's suc-

cess with choice Ferns not far from the centre of

"Auld Reekie" ought to stimulate others in the
growth of these i'airy-like plants.

Double yellow Wallflowers.— Amongst
old-fashioned garden flowers the double yellow
or Golden Di'cjp Wallflower always had a place,

along with its rich crimson-brown counterpart

;

but there is another double yellow now in llower,

and its golden rosettes, borne on short stout

spikes, are very bright and fragrant in the early

sunshine. We had it from an old ganlen under
the name of the old Double Rocket Walltlower,
and although deciiledly smaller and less showy
than the sunnner blooming vai'ieties above
named, yet it deserves culture for the sake of its

perpetual blooming habit. It seems a pity that

the double German Wallflowers, heavy and un-
refined as most of them are, should have to a

great extent supplanted these old favourites in

our gardens. Another reason for their decadence
is the fact that their propagation must be effected

by cuttings, and if this is neglected for a year or

two they soon die out. This, of course, is equally
true of many other fine old garden flowers, in-

cluding the true old douljle Rockets, purple,

lilac, and white, and the rare old double Prim-
roses, all now, alas ! too rarely seen happy in our
modern gardens.

Snowflakes.— The spring Snowflakes are

peeping up through the wet soil here and there,

but never seem to Ije so thoroughly at home as are

the Snowdrops. What I mean is, they are slow
of increase, and so one can never have lines or

masses of them except at great expense, besides

which I find many of the imported bulbs fidl to

appear the second year. There are two varieties

of Leucojum vernum, as also of L. n'stivum, and I

find that these have been recognised as distinct

ibr the last two or three centuries. In Besler's
" Hortus Eystetteusis " all four varieties are
figured, as also is L. autumnale, which blooms
along with the autumnal Colchicums and Crocus
speciosus. I wish someone with wdiom L. vernum,
its twin-flowered form, does really well would
lell us how to manage it. What soil and aspect
does it best enjoy 1 L. astivum and L. pulchel-
lum or L. Hernandezianum are far less capricious,

since they soon form strong clumps and flower

freely both in sun and shade. Clumps of these

last, lifted now or a little later and potted up for

a cool house or frame, flower well, and are useful

as indoor decoi'ative plants along with Dielytra

spectabilis, Solomon's Seal, Spira3as, Saxitraga

crassifolia, and Dafl'odils of various kinds.

WHierever hardy plants are grown in quantity

many of them lend themselves to pot culture, and
thus bloom earlier indoors.

DoNDiA EriPACTis.—Now that the perky little

winter Aconite is on the wane, the goLlen

green flower-heads of this pretty little plant are

increasing in beauty day by day. [t has the

true spring freshness about it, and contrasts

very prettily with purple Crocus, or the flower

of Bulbocoilium vernum. Its correct name is

Haequetia, but it will be a long time ere the

old garden name Dondia is superseded. The
beauty of the plant consists in its fresh, golden
green colour, which is very pleasing thus early

in the year. There are other plants of this style

well worth a place for their warm-coloured leaf-

age, even although in their case the flowers are as

yet absent. Of these Hemerocallis graminea is

now pushing up its plumes of yellow rushy leaves,

and Valeriana Phu aurea and the golden

Stonecrop (Sedum acre aureum) contrast beau-

tifully with the deep blue of the Siberian Squill.

A good, strong plant of Dondia is very eft'ective

if surrounded by either purple Crocus or deep
blue Scillas and Snowdrops mixed together.

Basket Ferns.—Seeing that a great many
Ferns are ejiiphytal in their habits abroad, it

follows that basket culture is one of the best

methods of growing them in our gardens. The
distinct Elk's-horn Ferns or Platyceriums are

never seen to better advantage than when on
blocks or in baskets. In the Tropics I have seen

P. grande wedged into the collar of an Orange
tree, from which its fertile tivnids depended to

the ground from a height of 7 feet. P. alci-

corne makes an eifective mass if it is wedged
tightly into a pot and allowed to establish itself

for a few weeks, after which tlie pot and its con-

tents may be suspended upside down. Treated
in this way, the barren fronds curve up the pot

.'ides very prettily, and the pot soon becomes
entirely hidden from view as young plants make
their appearance here and there on the roots.

Adiantum faiieyense is one of the best of basket

Ferns, as its great Ironds are naturally drooping,
and it really enjoys more sunshine than any
other Ferns, the young fronds having a lovely

rosy salmon tinge wdien so grown. The Squir-

rel's-foot Fern (Davallia bullata) is another
distinct and etfective plant ibr wire baskets,

which it soon covers with its rich brown velvety
stems, from which it.s feathery pale green fronds

branch out in all directions. Asplenium flacci-

dum and A. dimorphum are lioth distinct for

this purpose, and for a large basket in a cool

house, Woodwardia radicans or, better still, its

proliferous form, W. r. orientalis, are worth a

place. But for the moist back walls of a plant
stove nothing is more noble than the dift'ercnt

Platyceriums fixed on boai'ds with a little peat
and Moss. [So grown, they are seen to advantage,
and young plants are freely produced by their

roots.

Japanese Maples.—The conservatory never
looks better than during the early months of the
year when filled with Azaleas and flowering
bulbs intermixed with these graceful Japan
Maples. Even when grouped along with the

choicest of Palms, Ferns, and the rarest of tropi-

cal Orchids these Acers are most beautiful. They
are perfectly hardy, and in some localities form
beautiful masses of elegantly cut foliage from
spring to late autumn, but it is as pot plants that
they are most valuable to the largest number of

cultivators. After their leaves fall in autumn
they may be wintered in a cold frame, and if

placed in gentle heat in February and syringed
once or twice daily, they soon develop their

leaves of green, brown, rose, or deej) red, as the
case may lie, for the varieties are numerous and
all are beautiful. They are as gra(;eful as Ferns
and are more easily managed, so tliat they are

es]iecially useful to amateur gardeners. They
.ire jiropagated by grafting or inarching, and to

this fact (as also is true in the case of the Cle-

matis) may be attributed their being rather ex-

]iensive jilants to puirchase. These plants have
long been favourites with the Japanese gardeners,

to whose skill we owe the numerous varieties of

these plants. Of all greenhouse foliage plants, I

consider these at once the most beautifvd during
all their changes from spring to autumn.

Veronica.

Indoor Garden.

COVERINGS FOR GLASS.

If our winters were uniformly severe, we should,

I imagine, attach more importance to covering
glasshouses in frosty weather than we now do.

When we get a hard winter or two the value of

outside protection becomes apparent, but hard
winters are sure to be succeetled by mild ones,

which cause the lessons taught by them to

be forgotten. In some parts of the Continent
gardening underglass would bealmost an impossi-

bility without a regular .system of covering

it in some way. Not only is frost so severe

;is to render it a matter of some dilticulty

and very expensive to maintain the requisite

temperature, but the amount of snow which
frequently falls in a night would break in the

glass if entirely unprotectetl. In many parts of

Germany and in Switzerland it is only iron roofs

double glazed with 2I-oz. glass that can be relied

upon to bear the weight of snow without crack-

ing the squares. All houses and frames glazed

in the ordinary way are nightly covered with
boards, and in a general way these go on the top

(jf straw mats, so that they are doubly protected.

Each board has a slip nailed on one siile, which,
overlapping its neighbour, keeps out rain effectu-

ally. The straw mats are only put on in severe

weather, as the boards alone will keep out 10° of

frost.

Frames are protected in a similar way,
only that instead of 9-incli boards shutters a
yard across are employed, on which as much
litter as is necessary can be put without danger
of breaking the glass. In a large establishment

in Germany all the Cinerarias were wintered in

cold frames thus piotected, and although the

winter I passed there w;is exceptionally severe,

not a single leaf was injured. In almost every
garden cold frames are used for the wdntering of

plants more or less tender ; indeed, in many
places a great majority of the bedding plants can
find no better quarters, and in such cases I can
strongly recommend the method of covering

above described. And here, I may remark, that

a most important point in connection with
wintering tender plants in cold frames is to cover
sutticiently to keep frost from the glass, as when
this is continually freezing and thawing a great

deal of drip is thereby occasioned, and damp, I

need scarcely say, is alanjst as great an enemy as

frost in glass structures, which are unprovided
with the means of driving it out. The expense

of providing a glass house with a covering of

boards and mats such as are here described is, of

course, considerable, and there is the <laily labour

of putting on and taking ofl' to be reckoneil with,

but the primary cost is soon compensated for in
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a reduced coal bill, and the work whicli stoking

involves is also much reduced.

As TO COOL HOUSES, a covering of some kind

that can easily be put on is very valuable, as it

not only guarantees the inmates against severe

i'rosts which often come without previous warn-

ing, but it enables the grower to maintain tliera

in"a more complete state of rest during the dark

winter days. Fire heat, however judiciously

applied, is sure to have an exciting intiuence, and

tile arid atmosphere wliich it engenders is apt to

act prejudiciously. This is, however, most marked

in the case of warm houses, the inmates of which

recjnire a more or less moist atuiosphere the year

through. In their case a covering, however

slight, will do much towards preserving the

temperature and atmosphere in an equable con-

dition while giving ease to the grower. We
have here a small lean-to greenhouse, in which,

although furnished with a hot-water apparatus,

we do not care to have more heat than is

absolutely necessary. I find that by matting up

the ends and covering the top with bast mats 1

do not need to make a fire for 8° of frost.

The mats last three years if stored away

in summer, and I am sure that their cost is

saved in oue year. In severe weather, such as

that lately experienced, the fire is not lit until

eight in the evening, and is banked up at ten

o'clock, whicli nicely maintains the reciuired

temperature throutrh the night. Before I used

any covedng I had, in a time of hard frost, to

fire up at "six o'clock, or perliaps earlier, and

could not leave it in safety till midnight. Thi>

shows to what an extent an outside covering

economises time and fuel. Even a thin canvas

blind, such as is commonly used fur shading, has

much value, especially if it can be so arranged

as to leave a space of several inches between it

and the glass. A stratum of air between the

coveriug and the glass materially increases its

protective power.

Covering materials.—Common sciim canvas

soon rots ; if exposed all through the winter it

will not last more than a year in good order ; but

there is rot-proof scrim which is now coining

into use, and which is said to last indefinitely.

I should advise that this be employed, as, although

dearer, the primary cost is soon compensated for.

It is a great mistake to be niggardly in the mat-

ter of protecting material. There should ahvays

be an abundance of this to fly to when hard

weather sets in. Bast mats of very good quality

can be bought at 9s. per dozen of the London mat

merchants. They are somewhat soiled, which

renders them unfit for the retail trade generally,

but in other respects they seem to be quite as

good as those commonly sold at double the price.

1 fancy tliat they have been used for packing

some kind of imported merchandise, but in any

case their durability does not seem to be thereby

atl'ected. Straw mats are most excellent; they

are worth, when new, two bast mats for keeping

out frost. A well-made straw mat will ex-

clude 10", that is. when the sides of the frame

or house are wholly brickwork. The clumsily

made straw mats that one often sees in use in

English gardens are not good ; they are so loosely

made and so much straw is used in them, that

they absorb and hold a deal of water in wet

weather, an<l become extremely heavy and soon

rot. The neat little mats so much in favour on

the Continent are quite another thing, and those

who once have them will never care to be with-

out them. A friend who saw mine was charmed

with them, and begged lor a lesson, which I gave

him, in their manufacture, and he never after-

wards used any other kind of covering. Where
Potatoes and Cucumbers and other things are

brought along by means of fermenting material

these straw mats will be found serviceable. Some

of your readers may be anxious to make this

kind of straw mat; I will therefore describe the

method which I employ, and which is most com-

mon in France and Germany. A framework of

wood, 2 inclies wide by 1 inch thick, is made to

the required size. In forming this the top and

bottom pieces should be nailed on the side pieces,

and in these short nails are to be driven at regu-

lar intervals. If the mat is to be 4 feet wide,

eight strings will be necessary ; less would do, but

the greater the space between the strings the

more likely is the straw to bulge out. A well

maile mat should present a quite even surface.

The two side nails, both at top and bottom,

must be driven in exactly opposite the side pieces.

The strings are firmly fixed to the bottom row of

nails, and are stretched as tightly as possible

round those at top. If they can be as tiglitly

stretched as a harp string, so nuich the better.

An improvement on nails for the top are smooth

iron spikes, as the strings can be more tightly

wound round a perfectly even surface. The most

suitable string is the ordinary laid cord, which

costs at the mat merchants 7d. per ]iound, and

rather more elsewhere. The next thing is to

procure as many pieces of wood, about i> inches

long and 1 inch thick, as there are to be strings

to the mat. Leaving the ends intact, these pieces

are to be pared down, so that they bear some re-

semblance to a common cotton reel. These are

to hold the twine which will fasten the straw to

the strings.

The choice of straw is an important point,

as the durability of the mats naturally depends

upon the quality of the material enqiloyed in

their manufacture. Eye straw is the best, be-

cause it is tougher, but wheat straw makes very

ood mats if iraud-threshed material can be ob-

tained ; but herein lies the difficulty ; very little

corn being threshed out otherwise than by ma-

chine, the stalks are so broken that the rain soon

penetrates, and the mats therefore more (piickly

decay than when a more perfect material is used.

As a fact, a first-cla-s mat can only be made from

straw grown expressly for the purpose, as it should

be cut just before the grain becomes ripe. Straw

cut ,in this stage of growth has much more en-

durance, and not being so brittle does not break

away in pieces so much as fully matured straw

does. If I could dcj so, I would certainly grow

all my straw for mat making, and the loss of the

crop of grain would be trifling as compared with

the increased durability of the mats.

A mistake often made is in using the straw

without any previous preparation. Every portion

of it should be combed, whicli is done by firmly

fixing a large wooden rake horizontally, with the

teetli upwards, and drawing the straw through

them liy handful.s. This takes out all tlie short

stalks and fluffy refuse matter, which adds but

little to the eliiclency of tlie mats, and which ab-

soilis and retains a great deal of moisture in

damp weather. The mats are then composed

solely of strong, straight, clean straws, which, if

iiroperly tied in, will shoot oft' wet like tlie thatch

uf a cornstack. Having prepared the short pieces

of wood above described and tightly wound several

layers of twine around them, ^bring tlie end

under the last layer and fasten it to the Ijottom

of the string fixed to the nails on the frame.

This arrangement allows running the twine

out as required whilst keeping the pieces of

wood in position. Having the straw in readiness,

take five stalks in the left hand, seeing that the

butt ends are even, and lay them across the

strings, so that about 2 inches of straw project

from the outermost one. Then, beginuiug at one

end, pass the " reef" of twine round behiml the

stiing, bringing it fjack to the front under the

twine, so as to form a kind of running knot, which

can be drawn as tightly as required. Do not be

tempted to take more than five straws to<jether

with the iilea of making a more frost-proof mat,

as when this number has been exceeded the mats

retain so much moisture as to become exceed-

ingly heavy, and do not dry out quickly. Fasten

the straw to half the strings only, and then

commence on the other side in the same way,

which will result in the formation of a firm mat

of uniform thickness throughout. The finishing-

off operation consists in trimming off all pieces

which may project from either surface and in

cutting the sides off evenly. This is best done

by placing the sides of the mat between two

pieces of tolerably thick board, so that about an

inch of the straw projects from them. By laying

one board flat on the ground and pressing firmly

on the other, the uneven ends of the corn-stalks

can be shaved ott' neatly with a sharp knife. A
mat made and finished oft' in this way has a very

neat, serviceable appearance, and will, with care

in storing away dry when no longer needed,

last several winters. For covering frames when
mats are not used there is nothing so good as

the common Bracken, which has a cleaner

appearance than straw, which in Mowing about

creates litter, and lying lighter keeps out more

frost. Moreover, it more quickly dries, which

is in more than one way an advantage. Bracken

should, however, be cut before it is quite matured,

as then it is tougher ; if allowed to become quite

brown before doing so, it is so brittle as to soon

crumble to pieces when used for covering.
'

J. C. B.

Iris reticulata. -

auiun;ist early tluwurin

-This fris is a real gein

plants, requiring, as it does,

no artiticial lieat to brins; it into bloom by the 1st

of February. In August last I potted a quantity of

it in 4-inch and 5 inch pots, putting from three to five

bulbs in a pot, and using soil similar to that employed

for Dutch bufbs. I set them on a sheff near tlie glass

in an unhealed orchard house, and did not give them

any water untif they had started freefy into growth.

During the severe frost which we had there were

several degrees in the house, but being hardy no harm

occurred. By the end of January they began to un-

fold their blooms, and they have been most conspicuous

ever since, their brilliant purple and orange-coloured

flowers being the admiration vi ail who saw them.

To those who have heated structures, this Iris must

be invafuabfe early in the year. That it is hardy

enough to brave our winters (pute unprotected and

bloom with the earliest of spring bulbs is wefl l^nown,

but neverthefess it weff deserves a place under glass.

For supplying blooms for cutting it may be grown in

boxes, and when the season is further advanced, set

out of doors to complete its growth and ripen off its

bulbs.—J. (i; Hants.

Frame for Cyclamens.—"Kindly inform me,"

writes a Burton-ou-Trent corresiiondent, " in what

position a frame for growing Cyclamens shoufd be

pitched." It is an excelfent pfan, and one that

facilitates the cufture of Cyclamens, to have two sets

of frames, one in full exposure to the sun, the other

on the north side of a wall or hedge. What
Cyciamens so much disfike is a hot sun and a dry

atmosphere, and when the frames are in the full sun

the plants are apt to suffer from aridity during the

hot summer months. Shading and damping down

will, of course, correct this, but in a north aspect

there will be far less trouble in maintaining the

correct balance of heat and moisture. The position

must not, however, in any w.ay be shaded, for

Cyclamens cannot get too much light when growing,

and if grown in the shade they draw up and become

too weak to bloom as they should do. From the

beginning of September they should be where they

can get full exposure to the sun, as by that time they

should have fairly filled the pots with roots and will

take plenty of water, and the abundance of light and

air imparts great substance to the foUage. It is to

be understood that the two sets of frames are not
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absolutely necessary, but when grown through the

Bumnjer in a sunny position from the beginning of

June to the end of August, they should not get the

sun on them from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m.—J. C. B.

Forced Lily of the Valley.—"S. W." states

that if flowering roots of this Lily are subjected to

light whilst being forced early they will run to leaf

;

but those who require flowers of it early do not at-

tempt to start the roots under the influence of light,

for the simple reason that they are aware they would

not get them at the time wanted if theydid. "S.W."
asserts, moreovn-, that Hyacinths, Tulips, Daffodils,

and other jilants of the same kind forced in a high

temperature in the light run to leaf, an occurrence

that would doubtless happen ; but experienced flower

forcers do not treat them in that way. Besides,

Lily of the Valley will bear much more heat than the

plants just named. With as much show of reason

might it be asserted that because hardy Azaleas,

Rhododendrons, and Laurustinu swill not bear forcing

in a temperature of 90°, with an atmosphere reeking

with moisture. Lilac would not succeed so treated,

yet most of us know that it will. Mr. Elphinstone's

Lily forced in a temperature of from 90° to 110° and

pronounced to be as 6ne as it possibly coidd be, had

not run to leaf ; and if this was not hard forced, per-

haps "S. W." will tell us how hot plants are to be

kept before they will bear the name of being hard

forced. Mr. Klphinstone's practice is instructive, in-

asmuch as the temperature to which he subjects the

plant is higher than it has been supposed would

answer, and the time—twenty-one days—correspond-

ingly shorter than most growers expect to have their

plants in flower after being placed in heat.—T. B.

Neapolitan Violet.—I notice that Mr. Allan,

of Gunton Park (p. 199) sends you a bunch of the

old Neapolitan Violet, which he affirms is equal to

Marie Louise, and being so much later, it comes in

most usefully in succession. I have had many oppor-

tunities of confirming Mr. Allan's statement of the

superb character of the old Neapolitan and the double

white Neapolitan, Comte Brazza, Swanley White, as

grown by him. They leave nothing to be desired, either

as to size, fragrance, substance, or colour. I think

Mr. Allan has described his mode of treating the

Neapolitan to bring about these perfect results, but

its repetition would doubtless prove most useful to

many readers of The Garden, old as well as young.

From the runniog habit of the Neapolitan Violet it

is, I believe, constantly stopped back, and the strength

thrown into one or a cluster of crowns, to bring about

those plants bristling all over with fat buds, ready

to contribute their sweet harvest of bloom as the

flowers expand more slowly, and last altogether longer

than those of any other Violet. While still adhering

to my oft-expressed view that, take it for all in all, the

Marie Louise is by far away the best Violet in culti-

vation, there can be no question that the Neapo-

litan, well managed, forms a very good second.

—

1). T. F.

SHORT NOTES.—INDOOR.

Salvia boliviana —This h.is a vifforous habit, and
ranks first amongst S.-ilvia8 now in flower. In the green-

house its liold spikes ».f scarlet flowers are much admired.

It attains a height of about 3 feet, and should be grown by
all lovers of Labiate plants.—H. W.

Salvia lantansefolia.—This is a dwarfer plant than

S. boliviana. The foliage, as its specific name implies,

resembles that of the Lantanas. It beara purplish flowers,

and has a good habit for pot work.—W. H., Cambs.

"Winter flOTvering Pelargoniums —Charles Smith.
Vesuvius, and Wonderful are the beat I have grown for

flowering in winter. The first has been in bloom since

October in a temperature never ab«ve ."iO^^ or lower than 38*.

By keeping too high a temperature the blooms are not so

good, nor do they last so long, either on the plants or in a
cut state, as when grown comparatively cool.—W. A. Cook,
Uolnic Wood.

Calla aethiopica.— .^n interesting article appeared in
TheGahdkn a short time ago from "' North Cheshire "respect-

ing the culture of this Calla. Would the writer kindly say
whether or not he shakes the old soil away from the roots

when planted out in the Celery trench, and in what kind
of soil he plants it out in the trench ? Does he put
saucers for water under the plants when brought into the
greenhouse, and what winter temperature does he keep his

house at ? Lastly, does he find any top-dressing like Clay's

ftrtiliser of benefit to them ?—J. F. C.

staphylea colchica forced.
Of the many hardy deciduous shrubs available for

forcing and flowering in pots the least known, but in

my opinion the most valuable, all things considered, is

the Colchican Bladder-nut, or, to be more correct, Sta-

phylea colchica. About four years ago I saw quantities

of it in various stages of growth, that is to say, a good
proportion in full bloom, with others to follow, in the
houses at Ashton Court, and since that time I have
neither met with it elsewhere nor have I heard any
one speaking favourably of it. After three years'

experience with it I may, however, safely assert that

no hardy deciduous shrub forces so easily, while the

same plants annually improve in floriferousness, the

reverse very often being the case with Lilacs and
other forced plants. This season we introduced,

as usual, a few plants of it into an early Peach house,

where, as may be imagined, a comparatively low
temperature for forcing was maintained, and we
commenced cutting bloom from them by the middle
of February, this being well in advance of all but
the double Plum. Under the treatment I shall

briefly describe every plump bud, or on an average
three pairs, on a well-ripened strong shoot produce a
strong drooping panicle of pearly white and very
sweet-scented flowers, in which the yellow anthers
are plainly discernible, and are accompanied with
two or more pale green Elder-like leaves. Each
panicle can be cut with a short length of young
wood attached, a by no means unimportant considera-

tion, seeing that if it were necessary to cut a portion

of the old wood with the flowers, these would last but
a short time in water, the soft young growth more
readily absorbing moisture. After flowering the

treatment much resembles that given to Deutzias,

with this difference, instead of pruning hard back to

encourage the formation of sucker-like growths, we
merely cut back to good wood buds, these developing

into the strong growths that are to flower the follow-

ing spring. After being pruned the plants are still

kept growing in a gentle heat, and when breaking
afresh, if rooting in exhausted soil, much of this is

pricked away from the roots, and they are then

returned into pots of the same size, or rather larger

than those they were in previously, any fairly rich

loamy soil suiting them. When they have formed
and partially matured the fresh growth, the time has
arrived for gradually exposing them to the full sun-

shine and all weathers. We have tried them plunged
in their pots, and also planted out during summer
with no perceptible difference in the results ; but
where labour or water is scarce they may well be

planted out, as although they form no fresh top

growth the roots are active and the plants doubtless

derive benefit thereby. At any rate, when planted

out and mulched they are less liable to suffer from
neglect. They may be potted up at any time after

the foliage has fallen, and placed in sizes into which
they will comfortably go. Thus we have some in

7-inch, more in 8-inch, and the largest in 9-inch pots,

one plant in the former size being about 18

inches high, and at the present time bearing twenty

fully expanded panicles of bloom. Such a plant

would be much appreciated in a dwelling-house or

conservatory, while in a cut state the blooms are

attractive either in vases, bouquets, or wreaths. I

have not flowered this Staphylea in the open, nor

attempted to propagate it, but it flowers freely in a

greenhouse, and is increased by layering the ripened

wood. Very probably it is not very free flowering

when growing constantly in the open, as I have
observed that our forced plants invariably flower

most strongly the following season, owing doubtless

to the early and thorough maturation of the young
wood. W. I. M.

advise unless one has seen the house that is to be

heated.—W. Morgan, J/oreham, Sussex.

NARCISSUS CALATHINUS.
My object in writing this is to endeavour to show
that De Candolle applied the name N. calathinus

to the large-crowned variety of N. triandrus

through a misunderstanding, and that the name
was really intended by Linnaeus for a large-

crowned variety of N. odorus. The name N.

calathinus has, therefore, at present a confusing

ambiguity. I can get no evidence that the large-

crowned N. triandrus, found in the Isles of

GWnan, was known to botanists, until one M. de

Quiniper, about the year 1807, sent a dried speci-

men to De Candolle, which is figured by Redoute

in his "Liliaceae" (tab. 177;. De Candolle

5461.

—

Heating a small greenhouse.— If
" Fix " has any valuable plants in his small green-

house, I would recommend him not to use a spirit lamp.

Having had considerable experience in heating appa-

ratuses, I have invariably found that any apparatus

whose fire is in the house is decidedly injurious to

plants, and that nothing is so easily regulated as a

hot-water apparatus. Flues I regard as a gardener's

foe and the friend of none but red spider. Could
not " Fix " contrive to fix an apparatus to his kitchen

fire to be used when needful ? It is always difficult to

Narcissus ix. angustifolius i. (Clusius, page loS.)

who wrote the descriptions for Redoute, thought

that he recognised in it N. calathinus of

Linnaeus. The following is extracted from Re-

dout6's work :

—

" The GRE.iT-CROWNED NARCISSUS (LinnjEus,

N. calathinus.— Spathe many flowered, crown
campanulate, somewhat indented, nearly equal in

length to the divisions.) (Rudbeck Camp. Elys.,

vol. ii., p. 60, fig. 5. The yellow narrow-leaved

Narcissus with the Inrge crown.) (Clusius Hist.,

p. 158. Narcissus ix., angustifolius i.) In the

gardens in which this plant was formerly culti-

vated its native place was unknown. This is the

first exact information of its habitat. Clusius

says that the crown is larger in proportion than

in any other species of Narcissus, a particular
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which agrees with our plant better than with the

figure which Clusius gives."

In this same year, 1807, there was published in

The Botanical Magazine, tab. 934, a coloured

figure of N. calathinus, " the great yellow

Jonquil," accompanied by a description by Mr.
, . .

Gawler, who gave the same references as those
|

style thickened at the end. The flower is

given by De Candolle to Linnaeus, Rudbeck and : fragrant like all the Rush - leaved Narcissi

Clusius," and, in addition, one to "Parkinson's ( triandnis has no scent). I first saw this

Paradise," p. 89, fig. 5. About six years later, i Narcissus in the year 1595 tlowerinK in the

leaved Narcissi, having yellow petals, and a dens only and have not heard of his natural place;

crown lanier than in any other kind of Narciams, it floweieth in April." We must observe that

being half an inch long, with a crumpled edge, Clusius says nothing about the proportion of the

the colour rather darker than that of tlie petals, I crown, but says, absolutely, that it has the largest

having six short yellow filaments with golden ' crown of any Narcissus, i.e., of those known to

anthers (so it was not triandrus), and a yellow him. And so it lia?, for he entirely ignores
"

' N. incomparabilis, and so do Rudbeclv and

in 1813, Redo\ite figured another (tab. 410)
variety of N. triandrus, which he still calls

calathinus, and which differs very slightly in

colour from tab. 177. The dried specimen

from which it was taken was sent from a

garden near Paris by M. Vilmorin, one of

the earliest, but never a successful cul-

tivator of the Glenan plant. In describ-

ing this, De Candolle remarks upon
the difi'erent opinion about the plant of

Linnaeus held by Mr. Gawler. He says,

" he is informed that Rudbeck's figure,

referred by Linnanis, resembled Re-
doutd's plant, and that the characters

(above repeated) given by Linnseus also

agree with it. Still, he will not affirm

that Mr. (iawler is wrong, but the her-

barium of Linnaeus ought to decide ihe

que.stion." Now on this latter point

Dean Herbert (Amaryll, p. 313) gives

very full and minute information.

Linnaeus never had a specimen of N.
calathinus, but described it from Rud-
beck's figure, with a reference to it

(Camp. Elys., vol. ii., p. 60), and refer.s

also to CUisius, from whose Narcissus
ix. Rudbeck's figure is badly copied,

the crown of the flower being exagge-

rated to make it, as he thought, suit

better the description of Clusius. Salis-

bury, after careful examination, came,
independently, to just the same con-
clusion as Herbert, and so did Ha-
worth as regards the identity of the
plant ; but Haworth never could resist

making a distinct species out of every
old engraving of a Narcissus he could
find. The enthusiasm with which he
adopts this monstrosity of Rudbeck's
creation, which, of course, he had never
seen, as it never had any existence in
Nature, is as characteristic of him aa

the Latin in which he described it,

which I quote verbatim for fear of mis-
translating it. It is a fair specimen of

the method of this worthy botanist,

whom some of our friends still hold to

be almost infallible authority on the
Narcisseae :

—

" Philoqyne calathina (the greatest
cupped) (same references to Linnaeus
and Rudbeck as above).—Species pro-
pria, corona maxima quoe non vidi

vivam neque siccam, sed dubio sine
bona ; et prrecedenti (scil. Curtisii) affi-

nis ; a qua nihilominus differt quando-
quidem magna corona. Forte affinior Phil, hemi-
nali infra."

We have seen, then, that De Candolle refers
his N. calathinus to the authority of Linnaeus,
Rudbeck and Clusius. Linnaeus refers to the two
latter, and Rudbeck to Clusius, whose figure lie !

copied, but, as he thought, impioved. We have,
therefore, given an exact tracing of the figure in
Clusius, and subjoin extracts Irom his description,
literally translated from the elegant and clear
Latin in which he wrote. It is found on p. 158,
fol. edition. 1601.

"Narcissus ix. anou.stipolius i.—It bears
on a slender stalk two or three elegant flowers
larger and more lax than those of the other Rush-

Linnajus, though it was well known to their

English contemporaries ; and the trumpet-
crowned Daffodils, as well as the H(jop-petticoat8

University garden at Leydeu in April. In that

year I received bulbs of it from the curator of the

garden, as well as from the Rev. Dr. Hille, of

Rotterdam."
So much tor Clusius. We now turn to the

figure and description of Parkinson referred to of this figure of Clusius to make it

description,

Clusius treats as quite outside the pale of

Narcissus. Excepting t'^ese, anyone who looks

at the figures of N. odorus (var. nigulosus, for

instance) in Burbidge's "Monngraph " will agree

that Rudbeck need not have magnified the crown
ree with his

If, then, Linnaeus intended by N.
calathinus to designate the jdant here
figured by Clusius and Parkinson, it

matters little what particular variety of
N. odorus was intended. Haworth
divides this section (Philogyne) into
nine species, distinguished by the size

of the crown, and if we are very precise
in noting the proportions of the crown
to the divisions, we may sub-divide as

minutely several species of Narcissus.
For example, in juncifoliu.s, in trian-

drus, in Tazetta the proportion of the
crown to the petals varies from about
(Mie-third to five-sixths. But we must
liear in mind that the more species of
Narcissus we make the more we .shall

have to make, as new intermediate forni.s

continue to be found. Let us .search

for these forms rather with a view to

join some species hitherto separated.
It we do this, and investigate the origin
of several doubtful species supposed to

be hybrid, we may succeed in reducing
Mr. Baker's twenty species to about si.\.

But I am digressing too far, and will

gladly leave the settlement of the limits

of eacli species to experts in liotany.

C. WOLLEY DoD.
Edge Hall, Malpas.

The great Joaqnil with the largest flower or cup. (Par .inson, p. 89, fig. 6.)

The Lotus of the Nile.—I am glad
to corroborate Mr. F. Miles' st.^tement as
to tht so-cal'ed Lntu-i of the Nile beintr, in
truih, Nymphtea CKfulea. In no instance
have I seen in Egj'pt any representation in

tombs or temples that could possibly be
meant for the Nelumbium. When the royal

mummies found at Dayr el Bahari, and
transported to the museum at Boulak,
were examined, there were many flowers of
the blue Nymphiea foimd in the cofiins,

with blooms of the Sont (Acacia nilotica)

and other flowers used at feasts and fune-
rals, but no trace of any Nelumbium was
there, or has any ever been found, as far

as I know. Indeed, I doubt very strongly
that the rose Nelumbium we call Lotus
was ever cultivated in Egypt, or, if ever

by Gawler in The Botanical Magazine. Parkin-
son's figures are always original, and we recognise

a form of N. odorus in this more easily tlun in

that of Clusius, whose description, liowever,

introduced, was so speeddy lost, as not to

have been handed down to posterity on the walls of

the stone books we call temples in Egypt.—E. H. W.

Grafting Clianthuses.—A question is asked in

The Gakden (p. lS-2) respecting grafting Clianthua

Parkinson borrows almost exactly (" Paradise," 1
Dampieri on C. puniceus. This can be done and will suc-

pp. 89, 90, fig. 5). !
ceed for a limited time ; the wood of C. puniceus being

" The great Jonquil with the large flower I

of a much more woody nature than that of C. Dampieri,

CUP.—The leaves are thicker and broader than in :

t^^ey will readily unite when in a young condition and
grow till the stock becomes too hard for the graft

;

the latter will then disunite and be thrown off from
the stock. I have been fairly successful by inarching

;

they have flowered well, but just as you get a good-
sized plant and expectation runs high, disconnection

takes place and all is destroyed in a few days. Though
this is one of the most effective of greenhouse climbers,

one seldom sees it well grown. I remember seeing a

the other Rush-leaved Daffodils. It bears on the
top two or three very fair large flowers, with a
large and more open cup than in any other of the

Ru.sh Daffodils, both of them of a fair yellow
colour, yet the cup a little deeper than the
flower, and a little crumpled about the edge, and ,

hath a pretty sharp scent. We have this iu gar-

'
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house ot it at Messrs. Henderson's some years ago,

and thought it the most dazzling sight I had ever

seen. Tlie best way is to grow Uampieri from seed.

Sow it about July or very early in sprini;. It wants
very careful attention as to watering in all stages of

its growth ; the rotjta are very brittle and it requires

the greatest care in potting, giving as few shifts as

possible. Use for compost a good turfy loam, about

one-fourth of hard dried cow manure broken up, and
plenty of sand, well mixed together. Keep the plant

well up in the centre of the pot, so that tlie water may
run away freely from its base. Ciruw it in a nuni-

mum night temperature in winter of from 45^ to ^tO^,

and a day temperature of from 50^ to 55^, with a rise

of from y" to 10^ with sun heat.—W. B. L.vTiiAM,

Botanic O'anlcns, Eihjhastoiij BlrmiiujJiain..

WORK DONE IN WEEK ENDING MARCH 2.

February 24 and 25.

On sitting down last evening to record my notes

of the day's work, the task seemed so devoid of

interest, that a very few minutes' thought led me to

postpone the duty for a day longer, *' Micawber "-

like, hoping for something to "turn up." Certainly

in respect to weather one might justly hojte fur a
change ; but no, it stdl continues bitterly cold and
sunless, and our two days' labours have been the
counterpart of each other, and that has simply been
digging, trenching, carting soil and gravel, cutting

Rhododendrons, and Laurels by margins of coach
roads and woodland walks, and clearing up and burn-
ing the cutting-'. There is ])lenty of other work
awaiting a suitable state of st)il and weather for its

perforniance, and late though it is getting for planting

shrubs and Iruit trees, and for sowing some kinds of

kitchen garden seeds, the best policy is still to wait.

The sun will yet shine, and perhaps all will come
right in the end, as was the case last year with

several of our kitchen garden crops, as, for instance,

Onions and Parsnips, we never sowed later, and
yet they were as good as usual. They are

iikely to have a chance of showing whether
they will be the same for two years in succes-

sion. Work in the houses, too, is much hindered.

I have the strongest objection to undue forcing

of anything, on the ground of its being injurioup, and,

finally, destructive to plant life; hence the most suc-

cessful forcing ia that which is helped most by natural

means—daylight, and especially sunlight ; for these

we are waiting, and shall then strive to make up lost

time, but meanwhile we will not court defeat by whip-

ping the plants whilst they are in what is equivalent

to a starved condition, i.e., lack of light. At present,

Pines showing fruit cause us most anxiety, because

the bottom heat has dwindled to from (50° to 65", and
as yet there is no prospect of our being able to remedy
the evil, as it can only be done by taking off the

lights and exposing the plants to tlie outside air, and
if this were done for ever so short a time in this cold

weather, the check would be ruinous; our treatment
meanwhile is to keep the plants nicely moist—not

wet—and the temperature of the house about 05°

and the atmosphere inclining to dry. Our first suc-

cession plants require more bottom heat and space,

too, as they are getting somewhat drawn, and airing

being out of the question we do the next best thing,

and that is, give as little fire heat as is compatible

with keeping them just on the move ; about (JO" is

ample so 1 jng as this darkness prevails. Tied Melons
to trellis ; tlie growth is weak in the extreme, and old

Cucumbers have quite succumbed, and young plants

are about on a par with Melons. They are treated as

are other forcing plants in the way of artificial heat,

that is, more or less of it, according to the external

temperature; and overhead syringing is done but
once a day, and that at 2 p.m. Put in cuttings of

Bouvardias, Plumbago rosea, more tree Carnations,

and Chrysanthemums for late flowering, aud potted

off all that were struck of tlie latter and shifted some
of those first struck into larger pots.

rEBEUAEV 2(1 AND 27.

Weather as usual, but, as if to assure us that spring

was nearer, we have had a passing ray of sunshine on
each of these dates. Being dry, we have been able to

make headway with the same jobs that have been in

hand for some days past, and which are aiiproaching
completion, so that we are likely to be quite at liberty

for garden work proper quite as soon as the weather
is suitable for its performance. Trenched up half of

our old plot of Horseradish, and, having no other
suitable spot for it, a good dressing of manure has
been wheeled on, and the ground is being trenclied,

and soon as done Horseradish will be again planted.
Our Rhubarb and Globe Artichoke crops have, owin"
to lack of ground, to be served the same, but as the
plan answers well enough there is no cause for com-
plaint, except it be at the little inconvenience occa-
sioned of taking \x\t the roots and heeling them in

whilst the ground is being trenched. Put a tliick

covering of manure on Apricot borders, and re-

mulched all Pears on walls. Work in the houses is

just now purely of a routine description—propagation
and potling of bedding plants, stopping aud tying
down Vine shoots, disbudding Peaches and Nectarines,
picking off ill formed and surplas fruit from Straw-
berries, shifting flowering plants that have been
forced to cooler positions and putting in others for

succession. Roses, Deutzias, Spirseas, Ghent Azaleas,
and Rhododendrons are our principal forcing plants

;

old plants of Abutilous and Marguerites that were
lifted from flower beds at end of October and put in

heat are now giving us abundance of flower and cut-

tings in quantity.

March 1 and 2.

More wintry than ever; a heavy snowstorm ; out-
side work, snow clearing excepted, completely stopped.
Plenty of time now to spread out seed Potatoes to

sprout ; we have arranged ours on spare shelves in

fruit rooms and on floor of Potato house, and
labelled them ready for planting. Examined all roots.

Carrots, Onions, Beet, Salsafy and Scorzonera, to

remove decay ; Apples and Pears the same ; both of

the latter keep splendidly, thanks to the large

amount of sunshine we had in August and September
last. The remainder of our work for outside hands
has been making labels, washing pots, pointing and
tying stakes in bundles, according to their various

sizes ; also pointed a quantity of Pea sticks, and cut

up grub wood for firing. Indoor work has been
plant, cleaning, washing large Camellias, sponging
ihe foliage of Dractenas, Ciotons, and Palms, and
replanting Lvcopods, &c., underneath plant stages.

Sowed the remainder of seeds for subtropical beddmg.
likewise Sunflowers, Salpiglossis, Phlox Drumnr>ndi,
Petunia, Amaiantus caudatus and A. melancho-
licus. The Parsley maggot canker, or whatever it

is, is again fast destroying the plants, and we have,

therefore, made a sowing on a slight hotbed ; lime,

soot, wood-ashes, rich ground, &c , have all been
tried, but hitherto vWthout success, and this is the
fuurth year of the plague. Previously we had not a
moment's anxiety about obtaining enough and to

spare. Hant.s.

FRTTIT8 TTNDER GLASS.
Early Peaches.

The most important work in the early house will

now be disbudding and thinning the fruit. The first

operation should always be performed by a skilful

h.and, as the beauty, and in a great measure the
longevity, of a tree may be made or marred by the

way in which it is manipulated by the finger and
thumb. As few trees (Figs excepted) are so suscep-

tible to sudden checks, the work should be carried

on piecemeal, that is to say, little and often, from
day to day, until each tree is denuded of all the
superfluous growths that will not be wanted for

producing fruit next year. Vigorous young trees

that do not set so freely as old ones should be taken
in hand first, but instead of entirely removing all the
superfluous shoots it is a good plan to pinch a portion
of them to two or three leaves and to allow them to

remain for a time, when they can be taken off with a
sharp knife, if fruit is not swelling at the base.

Weaker and older trees which have been root-

pruned or over-cropped, and have ag.iin most likely

set freely, should be allowed to push into free growth,
not only to save the fruit, but also to secure vigorous
root action before they are divested of their leaves.

When all the trees have been disbudded, and the
base shoots have been neatly heeled in, a free and

abandoned growth should bo allowed and encouraged
by copious syringing and rather early closing with
solar wannth until the fruit has attained a good
size, and the best placed can be decided on for the
crop.

Thiiuilnr/.—When the trees Lave set a good crop
of fruit, thinning may be commenced conjointly with
disbudding, as there are, unless the pendent flowers
have been rubbed off, a great numljer of Peaches
which can never feel the influence of the sun except
on their stalks, and as these cannot colour to the
points they should be taken first. Then we have
triples to reduce to one, and finally the thinning of

thn single fruits ; these on extension-trained trees I

always thin down to 12 inches apart, leaving a fair

percentage for removal after the stones are formed.
Thus a tree which made shoots last year averaging
2 feet to 3 feet in length is allowed two or perhaps
three Peaches on eacii shoot up to the stoning stage,

where, in the event of the crop looking too heavy, a,

further redviction is made. We often hear of trees

carrying much heavier crops, but my advice and
practice has always been to cultivate fv»r pulp, not for

stones, and my own trees, some of them a quarter of

a century old, although they have had quite enough
to do, are still grateful and produce as fine fruit as

they did fifteen years ago.

Mulching and watcrinrj.— If old trees were not
mulched before they were started, manure may be
laid over the roots as soon as the fruit has commenced
swelling freely, but young ones in good sound borders
will not need stimulants until after it is stoned, and
then it is questionable if warm, diluted liquid will not
suit tiiem best. Trees confined to internal borders of

course require liberal supplies of water, not only when
they are in growth, but occasionally through the
winter, as it is during the dead months, when wall
trees are at rest, that early trees, whose season is

changed, require sufticient moisture to keep the roots
progressing and naturally to feed the slowly swelling
buds. If greater attention were devoted to the lOots

of early forced trees before they are shut up for what
is termed " starting," we should hear less of bud-
dropping, there would be less need fur incessant
syringing, and checks from a deluge just before the
flowers open might be avoided. But wiien the fruit

is swelling and young growths are pushing fast, water
or diluted liquid, 10" warmer than the mean tempe-
rature of the house, must be given as often as may be
found useful, and in sufficient quantity to moisten
every part of the border quite down to the drainage.

Ventilation.—As days increase in length, and bright
sunshine succeeds this dark, cold weather, checks
from a sudden increase of temperaturemust be guarded
against by admitting air early on fine mornings, and
gradually increasing it until the maximum is reached,
when reduction may be made in the same way. As
it is always well to work on the side of safety, 50° to
5fj'^ will be quite high enough by night until we have
a change, with a rise of 10° by day from sun and fire

heat combined. When the long-looked-for bright,

mild weather does come, a gradual rise by night and
day may be made without distressing the trees, but a
minimum of 00° should not be exceeded until the
fruit has stoned.

STRAWBERR1E.S.

Where the makeshift system of forcing Straw-
berries in every house to which heat is applied
is obliged to be adopted, it is more than probable
early batches will have left red spider in Peach
houses and vineries, where the mischief which will

ensue may make the Strawberries an expensive
luxury. From all such structures lose no time in

making a complete clearance, thoroughly cleanse the
shelves and walls, and, if possible, fit up pits for the
remainder of the plants now in various stages of

growth from starting to setting. When once set, the
Pine stove or the hottest house at command will be
found the most suitable structui-es for swelling and
ripening off the fruit. Give successional batches of

plants as much air as the unfavourable state of the
weather will allow, do not allow the roots to feel the
want of tepid water, and syringe well from beneath
the stage to keep them free from spider. Keep
flowering plants at the warmest end of the pit, turn
the leaves down to prevent them from interfering
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with the jiroccss of fertilisation, and thin out all weak
blooms before the strongest open. Where British

Queen, Dr. Hogg, and other high-flavoured varieties

have been potted in quantity for giving a constant

supply throughout the remainder of the forcing sea-

son, take in batches once a fortnight for the present,

and look well to those left behind in cold and inter-

mediate pits. If still plunged up to or slightly over

the rims of the pots, allow them to remain undis-

turbed, as the material, be it leaf mould, old tan, or

the favourite cocoa fibre, will keep the roots fresh and

healthy and draw them up to the surface, where they

will do good service when the fruit begins to swell

and ripen. Throw the lights off for a few hours on

mild days, and if water is needed supply it in a tepid

state and in time for the foliage to become dry before

the lights are shut down in tlie afternoon. If early

forced plants are intended for planting out forgiving a

supply of fruit in the autumn, they must be divested

of all old fruit-stalks and dipped in soapsuds or sul-

phur water as soon as they are removed from the

stoves. They may then be placed in a cooler house

and eventually in a cold pit, where they can be pro-

tected from frost and regularly attended with water.

If space and time admit, it is a good plan to thoroughly

soak the balls, turn the plants out of the pots, and

after shaking out the crocks to pilace them in leaf

mould or old potting soil in the cold pits, where they

will require very little attention up to the time for

planting out. Plants so treated soon pay for the

trouble, as the balls do not reailily become dry, whde
the roots and foliage remain fresh and healthy uutil

mild weather in April admits of full e.xposure to the

elements. The past winter must have been one of

the most trying on record for the exponents of the

stacking system, as we have had so much dry, frosty,

weather, and of late, very little snow, at least in this

part of the country, to shelter the crowns and prevent

the balls from leaving the sides of the pots. Many
successful growers say stacking ripens the crowns,

but I prefer potting early and getting the plants

thoroughly ripe before we store, ;".t\, plunge the pots

to the rims for the winter. W. CoLEMAN.
Eastnor Castle, Ledbury.

HARDY FRtriTS.

Thk w_eather is still dark, dead, and cold, and will re-

main so as long as our Malvern Hills are covered

with snow. We had bright gleams of sunshine of

half an hour's duration to-day, February 23, but with

this exception the sun has been entirely prevented from

reaching the earth by a dark veil of vapour, and the

external temperature has rarely exceeded SG"* for some
weeksj past. These conditions to a certain extent are

favourable to a late bloom, but it is just possible that

we may have too much of a good thing, as I have fre-

quently observed that the blossoms of Apricots often

fall from the trees shortly after they commence swell-

ing when the circulation of the sap is kept in constant

check throughout the month of February. Then,
again, the wood and blossom buds, it is to be feared,

are not over-ripe, as the fruit liung on the trees last

season until August, and the foliage was quite green

when we root-pruned in October. These unfavourable

signs of immature growth must not, however, prevent

us from being up and doing ; a steady effort must be

made to protect every perfect flower from injury, and
as the change which we may now reasonably expect

will most likely be as sudden as it has been tardy,

everything must be held in readiness for protecting

the trees when the blossoms begin to unfold. Every
experienced man has his own method of warding otf

frost, cut-and-dry, so to speak, long before protection

is really wanted ; but, be it canvas, tiffany, fishing

nets, or the primitive Spruce branch, he does not

hasten expansion by applying it until shelter is

absolutely necessary. To lay down rules or in-

structions for protecting wall trees would be sheer

waste of time and space, as details have been written

in the pages of The G.\Kr>EN over and over again
;

but, for ttie benefit of the tyro in these matters, 1

may state that I depend greatly upr>n broad, project-

ing temporary copings supported by light Larch or

Spruce poles let into the ground o feet from the foot

of the wall. Three-fold fishing nets suspended from
tihe edge of the coping boards to within 2 feet of the

border are then secured to the poles, and we rarely

miss having a good set on walls in the highest part of

the garden. Walls on the lowest level containing

Peaches are fitted with home-made glass lights 2 feet

in width, and frigi domo is used for front protection

through the night and on bad days during rain or

snowstorms. A set of lights made more than twenty

years ago are apparently none the worse for wear
;

they are put up when the first flower opens and they

remain imtil the fruit is safe from late frosts. Each

light contains eight squares of glass, which fit into a

groove at the top and are prevented from slipping out

by a screw in the bottom rail. These squares butt

close together at first, but when atmospheric condi-

tions alter the fruit is set admit of giving more air at

the apex, one of the squares is withdrawn and the

others are placed equidistant apart xmtil the time

arrives for removing the lights altogether. The diffi-

culties, owing to the prevalence of strong winds, at-

tending the protection of blossoms on the open quarters

or borders are too great to be attempted with any

degree of success, but something may be done with

low bushes or small pyramids by the introduction of

Spruce branches ; and espaliers we protect witli a

breadth of canvas strained over a horizontal frame-

work raised above the trellis.

Prunimj, traininrj, and cleansing of all trees, Peaches

excepted, will by this time have been brought to a

close ; the latter I have unfastened in January, early

or late according to the state of the weather, and

keep them drawn away from the walls until the

blossoms begin to show colour ; they are then trained

and poled ready for the coping and covering. Some
Peach growers unfasten their trees much earlier, but

Peach trees are not frost-proof, as those who remem-
ber the winter of 1860-1 can testify, when such a

number of fine trees were killed to the ground or

paralysed past recovery. What happened then may
occur again, and as few wish to see the work of years

sacrificed to a risky system, it is well to steer clear of

danger, as the first two months in the year allow

ample time for washing the trees and cleansing the

walls—two operations which should never be ne-

glected. Alauy people pay particular attention to the

cleansing of the trees, but neglect the walls; as well

might fruit forcers wash their Vines and Figs and
neglect tlie trellis and roof of the house ; but this is

never allowed to happen, as it is well known that

insects always secrete themselves in the woodwork
and walls during the winter. A cheap and safe wash
for garden walls is soapsuds from the laundry, and
being in many places plentiful, it may be applied with
the syringe over and over again from the time the

leaves fall until the blossoms are ready to open.

Planting.—All arrears in every department should

be brought to a close as soon as the weather breaks

and the soil is in suitable condition. Trees that were
purchased and laid in before the commencement of

the severe weather muiit, of course, be placed in

position, and others of home growth may be removed
with perfect safety ; but where buying in has been
neglected it is questionable if this work will not be

best deferred until the autumn. Many plant as late

as April, and not unfrequently the trees do well,

but all depends upon the spring and the way in which
they are mulched, watered, and managed. Autumn
planting not only obviates the risk of injury from
drought, as the descending sap favours the formation

of new rootlets before the earth loses its warmth, it

also enables the planter to select his trees from a full

slock, and to get them properly arranged before

spring work becomes pressing.

Grafting.—Ail trees intended for grafting will now
be headed back and the varieties with which they
are to be worked decided upon. If the scions have
not been secured, no time must be lost in getting

them cut and laid in by the heels until the stocks are

sufficiently advanced for their reception. American
blight being such a troublesome pest, great care

should be observed in the selection of clean wood
from healthy trees, and then even the scions should
be well washed with an insecticide before they are

inserted. The trees that have been headed back
should also be scraped and washed with soapsuds,

soot, and lime to destroy Moss and Lichen, as cleans-

ing can at this time be performed with a minimum
of labour. If anyone doubts the soundness and
importance of these i^recautions, let him examine a

two-year grafted foul tree, and he will find American
blight has punctured the scions and laid the founda-
tion of the worst form of canker. Old trees that
were grafted two years ago should now be examined
and thinned if necessary. We always make a point
of putting three, sometimes four, grafts on all the
large crowns, and two on the smaller crowns of old

trees, as they afford numerous channels for the great
flush of sap, and all the spray is allowed to grow the
first two years to keep the roots in action. Trees of

last year's grafting are now being cleansed, but grafts

and spray will not be thinned until this time next
year, when the superfluous growths taken out will

make good scions and enable us to continue the

system of double grafting. Conjointly with cleansing
each crown is dressed with a mixture of clay and cow
manure reduced to the consistency of thick paint with
strong soapsuds for the twofold purpose of closing

the pores of the wood and healing wounds at the
junction.

Young standard trees in newly planted orchards
must now be examined, top-dressed, and made
secure to good stakes, with a handful of hay
neatly inserted where they are tied to protect the
stocks from chafing. If growing freely and slioots

are sufficiently plentiful to form good heads, the
removal of a cross branch, or the shortening of any
that are making a prominent lead, will include idl the
knife work necessary. If, on the other hand, oue-
year-planted trees have made but little growth and
look unkind and stunted, cut them back to induce
vigorous young shoots free from blo.'^som buds. When
ine.xperienced purchasers go to a nursery to select

trees they often think more of the tops thau they do
of the roots. They remove them from rich to a
poorer soil, and perhaps to an inferior aspect ; if the
trees live they make little if any growth, but set an
abundance of flower-buds. When this happens, cut-

ting back at the end of the first year is the only
remedy. W. CoLEM.iN.
Ea&tmr Castle.

Trees and Shrubs.

TAXUS BREVIFOLIA (ADPRESSA).

Referkino to the notes of " G. G. M." (p. 1 49)
and Mr. A. D. Webster (p. 174), I consider it \s,

at this juncture, neces.sary to give tlie facts of the
case, and these I am in a position to state are, as

nearly as my memory will serve nie, as follows.

This Yew was discovered by my father, the late

Mr. Francis Dickson, somewhere about 1838. It

was growing in a bed of seedlings of the common
English Yew. It is therefore undoubtedly a
seedling sport. Being of slow growtli, it was
necessarily slow of propagation, and it took many
.years to get up a stock upon the grounds of tlie then
firm of F. c& J. Dickson, of which my fother was
the head. I well remember the value my fatlier

set by this plant, and his chagrin and vexation
when, on his return home after a few days' absence,

he learned that a representative of the late firm
of Knight and Perry, nurserj'men, Chelsea, had, iii

looking over the nurseries, purchased and taken
away with him some half-dozen good -sized

plants, as the result of negotiation with an inex-

perienced salesman who was presumably ignorant
of the value of the plants. This enabled the
Chelsea firm to propagate the plant, and, if I re-

member correctly, the specific name " adpressa "

was given to it by Knight and Perry, but my
father always ailhered to the name he had origi-

nally given it—brevifolia.

The plants as they are grown in our Upton
Nurseries quite bear out all that your correspon-

dents have said in tlieir favour.

It was not my intention to write upon thi.s

matter, but as Mr. Webster has rightly directed

attention to the value and importance of correct
information upon matters of this nature, and
seeing your correspondent " G. G. M." has not
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quite clearly put l)ei'ore your readers the earlier

history of tlie Yew, I thought it needful to send

on this note of further explanation.

F. Arthur Dickson.

Upton Nurseries, Chester.

THE OLD SOPHOEAS AT KEW.

Among the more remarkable old trees in the

Royal Gardens at Kew are the venerable speci-

mens of Sophora japonica, one of which is repre-

sented in the annexed illustration. According

to Loudon, these Sophoras at Kew are among the

oldest and largest in this country, but the finest tree

in the neighbourhood of London was (about thirty

years ago) at Syon. Loudon gives the dimensions

of this tree as 57 ft. high, diameter of trunk

3 ft., and of the head 80 ft. About a year

ground, and a spreading head 50 feet in diameter ;

tlie lieiglit of this was not taken, but it is between
40 feet and bO feet. The tallest .Sojjhora at Kew
is near the Richmond end of the Holly Walk

;

tapedine measurements make this 75 feet high
with a trunk of 7j feet in circumference at .3 feet

from the ground ; no branches are given off below
30 feet from the ground, where the trunk
measures 6 feet in circumference.

As regards the early history of the old Sophoras
at Kew, an interesting note respecting it was
sent to us liy Mr. Nicholson, wlio gathered the
information from the ex-curator (if Kew, ilr.

John Smith. It appears that five plants were at

an early elate procured for Kew (two of these no
longer exist), and, under the impression that the

S])ecics was tender, all, with one exception, were
planted against walls. There is a fine tree be-

purple are especially attractive—so much so, that

where placed in large irregular masses, each sort

separately and in close contiguity, few, indeed, are

the passers-by wlio do not care to linger for the p.art-

ing look. As a ff)reground on extensive lawns, and
when kept well back from drives and roads, these are

excellent shrubs that, unfortunately, are but too

seldom seen.—A. D. W.

Butcher's Broom.—This shrub would appear to

be most "at home" in Essex, as I have never seen it

so plentiful and fruitful elsewhere. At Christmas
time, when living in Essex, I usually cut large

quantities of strong growths beautifully fruited, and
owing to the peculiar manner in which the large

bright red berries are attached to the leaves they
alw.ays attracted attention. Here we have one strong

plant, but which does not fruit, and its principal

recommendation is the fact that it grows and spreads

freely in a jxisition where little else will thrive.

All old tree of Sophora japonica at Kew. Height 50 feet, girth of trunk at 1 foot up 13 feet 6 inches, spread of branches 05 feet,

eircumfcrenco of largest branch feet.

a,ao Mr. Nicholson, of Kew, furnished us with

the present measurements of the largest tree now
at Syon—in all proliability the identical tree

referred to by Loudon. Its height is 70 feet,

circumference of trunk at 24 feet from the ground

12 feet, and spread of branches 70 feet. The

Kew specimen stated by Loudon to Ije 50 feet

high is probably the one on the lawn. This

specimen, at a few feet from the ground, divides

into several branches of considerable size, some

of which are now supported by strong chains. It

forms a very picturesque object, and has been

frequently sketched by artists and photographed.

The height at the present time is 50 feet, circum-

ference of trunk at 1 foot from the ground 13 feet

6 inches, and spread of branches 65 feet; the

circumference of largest branch is 6 feet. The
tree near the rock garden has a trunk 11 feet

6 inches in circumference at 1 foot from the

tween the new rockery and the new range ; a

circular seat surrounds the trunk. It grew in

the angle of the meeting of two walls, and in

Mr. Smith's day the trunk pressed against them.

With regard tothe specimen in chains, it flowers

abundantly, and when tlie flowers fall they

wdiiten the ground, and are then much frequented

by bees
;
you cannot even walk without treading

on them. ' It thus appears that the bees cannot

get at the honey until the flowers fall. This may
account for the tree not producing seed-pods, the

flower not being in a state for the bees to enter

to disturb the ]iollen. A third specimen is still

growing in the village of Kew against the house

formerly occupied by Mr. Alton, the first director

of the Royal Gardens.

Willows in winter.—Nothing is at present

more effective than well placed clumps of the various

species of Willows. The pink or red barked and

Evidently "J. C. 0." h.is no fruiting plants, or he

would not have omitted mentioning such an important

feature.—I.

Holly berries and birds.—"Veronica's" ex-

perience is so different from ours, that one longs

to ask about his whereabouts geographically and
omithographically. But I must beg his pardon

—

he does supply the latter information, by stating

that the missel thrushes and fieldfares have this

season spared his, or her, berry-laden boughs of

Holly. On the contrary, these and other birds made
their usual raids on ours and cleared them wholly

about a fortnight before Christmas. About a month
on either side of Christmas, mostly a month before

it, is the usual season for the birds to prey upon

Holly berries, and after this season is past the birds

seldom attack them again. Has " Veronica" noted

the fact that birds seldom prey on fruit or berries out

of season ? Even Currants in this garden are mostly

safe enough from the birds after the end of Septem-

ber; and I do not remember seeing Holly bushes
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stripped of their berries after January. So probably
"Veronica" may have a feast of berries until .Tune,

by which time the majority of Holly berries will pro-

bably wither or drop off. "Veronica's" glowing
description of his many-coloured Holly berries

—

scarlet and crimson, orange and yellow, and fruitage

of gold— suggests again, and with more force, the

question that has often occurred to me, and that is, why
more yellow and golden-berried Hollies are not grown.
Foliage of every possible form, size, and colour may
be had to order, but few seem to have any stock of

the light or golden- berried HolUes, though they are

so exceedingly beautiful in themselves, and heighten
the effect of the scarlet and crimson-berried sorts by
their contrast.— D. T. F.

THE SERVICE TREES.

The description and illustrations of the true and
Wild Service trees given on pp. 170 2 1 have read
with much interest. From the engravings the

difference between the two species is made very
clear. Here in tlie south-west of England, Pyrus
torminalis, or vvliat I look upon as such, occurs
liere and there in the hedges. I do not, however,
know it as a tree of any considerable size growing
upon a single stem. Its habit here is more of a

loose growing tree, dividing almost at the ground
level as though grown from a stool. Ahhough
in some respects similar, on comparison it is

easily enough distinguished from the White
Beam, as there is considerable difference in the
character of its leaf. In the Wild Service this is

much more deeply indented than in the case of

Pyrus Aria. With us it assumes more of the

form of tlie Hawthorn than of any other leaf

From this, I take it, its name of Crat;egus tormi-

nalis was derived. This formation is not well
shown in the engraving, but it is very marked in

the tree itself. With us last season both Pyrus
Aria and Wild Service flowered and fruited, but
during the winter I see the tree of the latter to

which I directed my attention has fallen a prey
to the axe. It had not, however, been removed
when I passed the spot where it stood, and al-

though some weeks ago, its large green buds at

the time it was felled were very noticeable. As
well as the difference in the leaf, there is an erect

habit of growth about the White Beam which the

Wild Service does not show. Hereabouts, the
former is quite a remarkable specimen among
fastigiate trees. D. J.

RAISING FALLEN TREES.

The query of " R. P." (p. 86) on this subject has, so

far as X can see, elicited no reply. There are, no doubt,

many readers of The Garden* who have had occasion

to carry out such work. If, as I glean from the

framing of the question, the Spruces respecting which
advice is asked are not injured in their branches, they

must siill be inclined to the ground at an appreciable

angle, and have a considerable amount of earth at-

tached to their roots. Assuming this to be the case,

the weight to be lifted will not be very great, and the

trees may be again raised to the perpendicular by
means of ropes and pulley blocks. If there are other

trees standing within a reasonable distance of the

fallen ones, the operation will be considerably simpli-

fied, as the raising tackle may he fixed to them Two
of these standing trees and the fallen one should form,

as nearly as their respective positions will admit, an
isosceles triangle—the fallen tree being the apex and
the two standing trees forming. the ba^e. Tlie ropes

and blocks may be such as woodmen employ when
felling timber to steady the tree whilst sawing it and
to bring it down in any particular direction. The
process indeed is practically the same, with the excep-

tion that two or more ropes and blocks and greater

strength will be necessary to raise a tree than would
be the case to bring it from a position not so greatly

out of the perpendicular to the ground. The weight

of earth, however, at the roots would be an aid, and

the tree to be raised would not be likely to be so large

as the one which would require a rope in felling it.

D. J. Yeo.

EFFECT OF WIND ON TREES.

Those who live in sheltered, or even compara-
tively sheltered, situations can hardly form an
idea of the troubles of (he planter arising from
the force of the prevailing winds in high and
otherwise exposed districts. From the appear-

ance of the trees in the fields and the hedgerows
in the vicinity ot the sea one would be almost

led to believe that in such places the effect is

even greater than on the higlier, and what would
reasonably be supposed the much more exposed,

table lands away from the coast. Whether the

form of the trees by the seashore is entirely due
to the force of the wind, or whether the salt

particles it contains also contributes to the re-

sult, I cannot say, but certain it is that in many
places by the seacoast the conformation of the

trees forcibly strikes the visitor from the more
inland districts. There are, no doubt, jileuty of

instances where this is seen; but the spot that

prominently occurs to me on the moment as a

good example of the effect of the prevailing winds
on tree growth is the stretch of country on the

northern side of the estuary of the Severn ; it

would, I suppose, embrace a part of the counties

of Gloucester and Monmouth, and perhaps con-

tinue into Glamorganshire. Here the trees,

more especially the Oak, which takes a stunted

and scrubby form, seem to have grown entirely

in one direction, i.e., all the branches are on
one side of the tree and point away from the

winds which are constantly sweeping up the

Bristol Channel, and what makes it more peculiar

is that they have grown away from the sun and
light, in somewhat of a north-easterly direction.

To one who has been always living in the inland

counties and has been accustomed to seeing nolile

Elms and Oaks growing under the most iavour-

able conditions, and fully feathered with liranches

on e\'ery side with a tendency to develop more
on the sunny side, it is almost painful to come
upon these trees less fortunately situated, and
which appear to be in a chronic state of labour

and ineffectual resistance to an overwhelming
power. Perhaps it is the sturdy habit of the

Oak which makes it most noticeable, and which
ultimately causes it to fall a victim to the un-

ceasing activity of its enemy. At any rate the

Poplar, which also occurs in these places, but

which bends to the blast, does not seem to be

affected in an equal degree. From whatever

cause the fact remains the same, and the traveller

from any of the home counties into South Wales,

if he has an eye to tree growth at all, cannot fail

to see it.

This, however, is a mere illustration, and is not

primarily the subject on which I intended to

speak, viz., the difficulty the wind causes the

planter. Somebody has recently argued that

trees large enough to require staking should not

be planted, but this advice is hardly likely to be

followed. It is true that staking is unsightly,

and, where there is a strong wind prevailing, not

always effective, yet whether to abandon it alto-

gether would improve matters is, to say the least,

doubtful. A great aid towards planting exposed

ydaces is the formation of a screen of some kind

to break the force and the constant pressure of

the wind. With us the sweep comes from the

south-west, anil younj,' trees, even if staked, if

otherwise unprotected, are constantly leaning

towards the north-east. This is very trying and
unsatisfactory, and can only be overcome by
planting a living screen of some tree or trees on
which the effect of the wind is less powerful.

For this purpose trees of a bushy habit should

be selected, as if the wind presses them out of the
perpendicular, it is not so much seen as is the case

with standard trees. It is certainly a matter of

time to raise it to a sufficient height. Otherwise
among-st the most suitable subjects for this pur-
pose is the common Cherry Laurel. This is so

well known and so often spoken of, that it may
appear almost unnecessary to again point out its

usefulness, yet it can hardly be too widely known
as thriving well where a great many other things

fail. The Portugal Laurel, too, is a good tree

for such screens, although I doubt if it is as

suitable as the last. Among deciduous trees

where the soil is suited to its growth the Beech
will make a good screen ; how it would resist the

force of the wind in its earlier stages I am hardly
prepared to say, but wlien it is cut down to a
level of say 10 feet, it is a very effective fence

and screen.

I lately noticed a Beech hedge formed of trees

planted closely in a row, which well answereil the

purpose to which it was intended. The branches
had been kejit cut closely back except in the
direction of tlie line of the hedge, and the tops

of the trees had been cut oft' to a uniform level

of 9 feet or 10 feet I'rom the ground, the branches
of course being clipped off to the same line. In
different situations varying means must of course

be adopted, but the result aimed at must be the

same, viz., in places which are much exposed a
living screen of some kind must be raised to

windward before the better kind of trees can be
successfully grown. South Wales.

THE WEATHER IN SODTH WALES.
The winter here has been the longest and most
severe experienced during the last ten years. Severe
frost has been very frequent since November, and
last week we had I'i", 14°, and 17° on three succes-

sive nights. On March 1 snow fell to the depth
of 6 inches, and some of it was blown into wreaths
6 feet deep. We had another fall on .lanuary 26,

which injured a good many of our bushes, but the

wind has saved them this time. In consequence of

all this the spring is very late. Snowdrops blooming
in the woods and pleasure grounds are about the only
spring flowers we have had yet. In former years I

have seen wild Primroses of different colours out in

masses before this time, but none have yet appeared.

From my note-book I learn that in 1878 our Apricot
trees were in full bloom by the second week in

February, and for several years they were in full

blossom by the end of that month, but at present

they do not show any signs either of bloom or

growth, and it will be nearly the beginning of April

before they are full out. I, however, prefer a late

spring to an early one, as crops generally are always

heavier and finer in the former case than in the

latter. Early springs are as a rule followed by late

frosts, which do much mischief, but the weather is

generally genial throughout after a severe and late

spring ; therefore, although vegetation is backward
now, I anticipate excellent results in the coming

season. J- Mdir.
Margam Pari; Port Talbot, Glamorganshire.

Zinc labels.—We find these very useful,

having taken our model and mode of manufac-

ture from those used by Mr. Lynch in the Cam-
bridge Botanic Garden. They are easily cut out

with shears, there is but little waste ; and while it

is as easy to write on them as on a wooden tally,

the ink used is indelible, and the label itself

practically everlasting. The main difficulty we
have to contend with is the different qualities of

the zinc supplied by dealers. Some kinds oxi-

dise very quickly, and this ruius the appearance

of the labels. At Edinburgh, where these labels

are used extensively, a coat of sweet oil is given

to prevent oxidisation. At Cambridge Mr. Lynch
finds a simple coat of varnish the best preven-
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live. If this shoulil catcli the eye of a chcmi.st I

wish lie would kindly give us a hint as to the

best way of preventing this oxidising process

taking place. As I have said, some qualities of

zinc—even some labels from the same sheet—do

not suffer, while others beamie white in a short

time. If once this drawback could be overcome,

there is no doubt that zinc labels and tallies are

far more economical and practicable in gardens

generally than any other kind known to me, and
I am sure many anuiteurs would be obliged if

Mr. Lynch would figure and describe his form of

label as used at Cambridge.—F. W. B.

Garden Destroyers.

admiraticm of all who saw them ; indeed, I never saw
trees laden so heavily before. Well, they were left

alone till about a fortnight ago, but when I went to

get some berries to be used as seed there was, to my
astonishment, not one berry left. These trees are in

a sheltered position on a piece of ground set apart

for a nursery. We have other Hollies on which the

berries have been destroyed here and there. Can
eome of the berries be more palatable to birds than

others ?—W. A. CooK, Holme Wood.

RED LEAD V. MICE AND BIRDS.

In many gardens much difficulty is experienced

in protecting seeds from mice and birds. Various

methods of baffling these pests are tried with more
or less satisfactory result.?, but we are well satis-

fied witli red lead, coating the seeds with this

being a simple proceeding, and apparently the

only reliable preventive against either mice or

birds. If the former exist in a garden, it is advis-

able to attempt their extermination, but this is

more easily projected tlian accomplished. We
are obliged to;keep cats, though tliese in tlieir turn

have their enemy in the shape of a gamekeeper,
and we are liable to lose them and be overrun

with mice and, worse still, rats as well in a very

short time. Peas and Broad Beans are soon dis-

covered by mice, and in spite of figure-4 traps

and poisoned seeds a very patchy row is gene-

rally the result. I have tried soaking the seeds

in petroleum, Vnit this is no remedy, being too

volatile, and they must be coated with red lead,

that is if we wish to feel contented about

them. All that we find necessary is to damp
the required quantity of seeds with water, and
then well shake them up with powdered red

lead, no mice interfering with them after being

thus coated. A friend of mine finds it ntcsssary

to first moisten the seeds with turpentine prior to

coating them witli red lead, the seeds thus being

literally coated with paint, and remain mice-

proof till thoroughly decayed. In this case the

garden is very large and in the midst of exten-

sive game preserves, these largely encouraging
vermin, while cats cannot be kept. Bed lead is

said to be tasteles.s, and why it should be avoided
by mice and birds is a mystery, unless their

natural instinct indicates the danger. It may be

it is the colour that frightens them, this being
especially the case with birds, who invariably pull

lip a few of the seedlings for the purpose of feed-

ing on the only partially exhausted seeds. Before

we used red lead we experienced the greatest

difficulty in securing the requisite number of

plants of Broccoli, .Savoys, Kale, and late Cauli-

flower, while Turnips and Radishes were also

much interfered with. The chaffinches are the

greatest offenders, and it must be a very good

net indeed that will keep these bold destroyers

from the newly germinated seeds. Our plan now
is to moisten each sort liefore sowing separately

in a damp cloth (water spritikled on them
causing them to clog together badly), and then,

if they are shook up in a tin or paper containing

a little dry lead, they soon become sufficiently

coated. Thus treated, they will not be much
disturl)ed by birds, the remedy having the recom-
mendation of being both simple and etficacious.

W. I.

to provide is suitable storage, for if forced on the

market in autumn, half their value would be

lost. J. Groom.
Gosport.

Birds and Holly berries. — " Veronica "

(p. 191) has certainly been favoured when he says

that the birds have left his berries alone. I can
only say I wish that they had not disturbed mine.

We had two magnificent trees laden with berries, the

MARKET GARDEN NOTES.

We are now experiencing a sort of famine as

regards green vegetables, nearly everything in

the shape of Calibage, Savoys, or greens having

been cleared off, and the long protracted cold

weather which we have had has thus far effectu-

ally checked any attempts at growth. In fact,

young Cabbages and late planted green crops

of every kind look smaller now than they did

two or three months ago, owing to the outer

leaves being withered up by cutting winds. The
work of preparation for future crops is therefore

now occupying attention. Sowings of Broad
Beans, early Peas, Parsnips, and Radishes are

being made ; earh' crops of Potatoes are being

planted on sheltered borders, and Onions, C!ar-

rots, second early Peas, Spinach, and n.iain crop

Potatoes, consisting of the early sorts, will follow

as soon as the ground is ready for them. This

season larger breadths than usual have been

cleared, as Broccoli and other green crops for

spring use are very much below the usual cpum-

tity. Planting at present is confined to Cabbages

that have stood in seed bed all winter ; they are

put out moderately thick for cutting as soon as

possible, so as to get the land wliich they occupy
for other crops. Autumn-sown Onions are largely

grown about here; they consist mostly of mild

flavoured kinds, such as White Lisbon, for dra-w-

ing green and tying in bunches. They are in

great demand during all the early summer
months. Large growing kinds like Giant Rocca

and the Tripoli varieties are now being planted

out in lines 1 foot apart to make large bulbs

for summer use. Winter Onions, such as Jame.s's

Keeping and others of that type, are not

largely grown as market crops, owing to the

seaport towns on the south coast being invaded,

from France and the Channel Islands, by Onion
hawkers, who bring over large quantities tied in

bunches and dispose of them very cheaply. Sea-

kale and Rhubarb are being forced extensively

this season, as they find a readier sale now, when
green vegetables are scarce, than they usually

do. The old crowns of Seakale are reserved for

planting out again, as they make good crowns by

the eud of the season ; but Rhubarb is invariably

thrown away after forcing, and young crowns
from non-forced plants are put in order for next

season's forcing.

Fruit trees and bushes that have been pruned
are now being manured, and the .soil between

them lightly forked over. AVliere birds are at-

tacking the bud.s they are lieing dusted with

lime and soot for the last time, as a few days of

genial weather generally push tliem out of danger

from such depredations. The bushes are un-

usually late this spring in showing signs of

growth. Apples of home growth are now getting

scarce, and the American barrels are coming into

re(piisition. Baldwins, bright-looking fruit tliat

travel well, are now in prime conditi(5n, they

keep so plump and fresh when the air is excluded

from them, that we must take the hint and adopt

something of the same kind of storage if we are

going to supply our mai'ket with home-grown
Apples late in the year. A good crop of Apples

at, say, 4s. per bushel would, 1 should think, pay
the grower well for his labour. The main thing

Birmingham and midland Counties Gar-
deners' Mutual Improvement Association.—We see

by a programme wliioh has been sent to us that this

new association has made an excellent start. It now
numbers about ISO members. It is intended to

establish a library in connection with it, and it is

announced that the following lectures will be given

at the society's rooms, Albert Chambers, Paradise

Street, during the year, viz.: March 3, "The Mutual

Relations of Plants and Insects," by A. W. Wills,

F.C.S. ; March 17, "The Scientific Value of Gar-

deners' Experience," by W. Hillhouse, Professor of

Botany, Mason College; March 31, "Leaves and

Roots—their Relations to the Air and Soil," by

J. W. Oliver, Protes.sor of Botany, Midland Institute
;

April 14, "A Fifty Years' Retrospect of Horticul-

ture," by W. Dean ; April 28, "Practice with Science,"

by E. W. Badger.

Obituary.

TVT Edouard Morren.—We have to announce

the death of Prof. ^lorren, the well-known botanist,

which took place at LieL,'e on Feb. 28, at the age of

53. He was professor of botany in the Liege Uni-

versity, and in that capacity lias rendered valuable

service to garden literature. His special study was
Bromeliaceous plants, his knowledge of which was
probably unsurpassed by that of any other botanist.

The horticultural journal {La Bcl<jiq\ic Ilortlcok)

which he edited for many years contains more illus-

trations and information concerning Bromeliads than
any similar work with which we are acquainted.

The Botanic ( harden of Liege, of which he was
director, as a natural result, is particularly rich in

Bromeliaceous plants, there being houses set apart

for such large genera as that oi Billbergia. M. Mor-
ren was a member of many learned societies, and
niimerous were the distinctions, both Belgian and
foreign, conferred upon him.

LATE NOTES.

Imantophyllum {P. i*-)-—0"<^ of the best varieties of

I. miuuitiiru we liavc yet seen, the tlowers being large and of

fine form, wlule the culoiu: is also good. You should set high
value on it.

Cinerarias {N, F.).- Blooms very large and doubtless
extrcnifly showy, being brilliant and well varied in colour,

but they do nut conform to the standard of a first Cineraria
strain as laid down by florists in this country.

Galanthus Sharloki. —This singiilar Snowdrop is

now fliiwering in the Yurk Xurseries. It is about the size of

the common Snowdrop, with patches of p;Ue green at the tips

of the three large petals. The two leaf like spathes are very
singular, being 'J^^ inches or more long, and standing almost
erect above the flower.—R. P.

Galantlius Tmperati.—Permit me to correct a lapsusi

calami in my note on this Galanthus which appc.ircd in last

week's GakT'EV, and in which I should have written " Ber-
toloni and Parlatore " instead of " Tenore and Parlatore," as

I have since remembered that Tenore does not notice this
Snowdrop at all in liis " Flora Xapnlitana." In the "Flora
Italica" of Parlatore. Galanthus Imperati is placed along
with G. plicatuH under G. nivalis; but in Bertoloni's "Flora
Italica" it is described as a distinct species. I may add that
the specific name was given to this Galanthus by Bertoloni,

to whom Impenti sent specimens of the plant gathered by
him in the same locality in which, I believe, it was first dis-

covered by Clusius.— William Miller.

Books (i'ouit? Gar<lencr).- You cannot have abetter book
on Orchids than Williams' " Orchid Manual," which will
give you all the information you require. There is no weekly
publication devoted to Orchids and their culture, but a depart-
ment in each number of Tue Garden is devoted to Orchid
culture.

Red Koses for virinter blooming- —" H. B." will
find Kcine Marie llenriette a m^^t useful Rose- f r liis pur-
pose. It is bright red, blooms freely in a warm huu^e. an I

being a climber and very free growing it forms a suitaM ;

companion to Mardchal Niel, with which it forms a pio .sing

contrast.—W. C. T.

Name of fruit.— //- S. S. C—Name of Apple, Cl.iygate

Pearmain.

Names f^f plants.— £". Rogfinff.—Narcissus Bulbocodium
minor. ^V. E. Tavfz.—Oncidium unguiculatimi. Y. X.
— 1, Asplenium Nidus-avis ; 2, Centradeuia floribuuda.
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WOODS & FORESTS.

TREE SHELTER FOR FARMS.

I FEAR that " R. T." (page 202) is, like myself,

hopelessly behind the times, or, at any rate, the

school of writers who affect to despise the use ol

trees for shelter purposes on estates. We may

console ourselves, however, with the fact that there

are many besides who have such a small eye to

improvement, that they still believe in the

preservation of trees for shelter. I am hardly

certain, however, that the trees mentioned by
" R. T." are the best possible selection. It is

hard to say that this or that tree should not be

used, as circumstances will sometime overrule

what would otherwise be an objection. The

Poplar would very often be a tree to be recom-

mended, but the Chestnuts and Maples are

doubtful. If the Spanish CUiestuut is referred

to in the form of poles, it may come into use,

but, notwithstanding what has been proved about

its value as timber, it does not sell very readily.

The Maple would be open to still more objection

in this way. There is'one kind of wood, however,

which has not been enumerated which I take it

is valuable to grow for sale or use, and also for

shelter. This is the Ash. I have before spoken

of this as a timber tree, but it is not exactly in

this sense that I now point out its claims.

Grown in the hedges from stools, it will make

good shelter, and also produce poles of consider-

able value, either for fencing or for working up

into bobbins or similar uses. I have recently

noticed a hedge of this description being cut

down where a quantity of A.sh stools had Ijeen

allowed to grow on fora number of years between

the plants of Whitethorn, &c., which ordinarily

compose a hedge. Here was a shelter of some

1.5 feet high which effectually broke the force of

the blast, occupied little room, and which,

when cut down, produced wood of appreciable

value.

The Ash poles being cut out, there was ample

wood left on the Whitethorn bushes to be laid

and make a uniform fence across the gaps caused

by cutting out the Ash. Hedges of this kind

coming on in rotation would answer a great many
purposes on a farm, and where the holding is of

any considerable extent it would be perfectly

easy to allot a certain proportion for working out

each year, and by this means a supply of poles

would be obtained, the fences set in order, whilst

the effect of cutting a single hedge \vould hardly

be felt. Where the evil of high liedges comes in

is not here. It is when they are composed of a

lot of rubbish and allowed to grow as wide as

they are high. It is not, unfortunately, a rare

thing to see this class of fence surrounding por-

tions of the farm. By growing Ash poles in them
the advantage of their height to break the force

of [the wind without occupying a lot of ground

would be obtained. Theoretically, it may be bad

management to grow Ash in a hedge in this way,

on account of the danger of its damaging the

remaining part of the fence
;

practically, this

amounts to but little in farm fences. These ge-

nerally grow upon a bank of greater or less

elevation and are flanked by a ditch, and the

shoots from the Ash stools which ultimately grow

into poles will, as a rule, be found to grow closely

enough together to baulk animals from attempt-

ing to pass through them.

When it so happens that the natural growth
does not completely effect this, a little ingenuity

will supply the blank. I have weighed the ad-

vantages and disadvantages of this plan pretty

fully for my own satisfaction, if I cannot claim

space to state them here, and have come to the

conclusion that growing poles in hedges of this

kind has more to recommend it than it has

against it. This may not sound like unqualified

approval, but if so the plan is by no means by

itself, as it would be ratlier a unicjue system m
any liranch of wood management to which no

objections could be found. Admitting all this,

however, I am convinced that if the plan was

first tried to a small e.\tent, it would be found to

be perfectly feasible, and would soon be e.vteuded.
^ '

D. J. Yeo.

FOREST ROADS.

The remarks I made upon this subject (page 153)

referred mainly to existing roads, but as

" D. T. F." says the question of the alignment of

the new roads when fresh areas have to be planted

is a most important one, and as well as the

laying out in the matters of direction, and the

higher or lower level of the ground, the form in

wiiich a road is made and kept will have much
to do with its usefulness or the reverse. If it is

perl'ectly flat, or, what is worse, approaches to

anything of a basin-like shape in the centre, it is

quite impossible for it to be in anything like a

satisfactory condition for more than three or four

months out of the twelve. Much will of course

depend upon the season. That of 1879 was the

most ditflcult within recent years that the forester

has had to contend with. This season I have no

doubt is firndy enough impressed upon the

minds of many an agriculturist, and it is also

upon mine, though for a different reason. With

the former it was the effect of the rain upon the

crops ; with me it was its effect upon the roads.

Even where they were metalled it was bad

enougii, but upou the turfed woodland roads the

result produced by hauling away the timber was

perfectly indescribable, and in the summer
season too. Much of course depends on the .soil

and sub-soil as to how long a road will wear.

Where the soil is thin and the subsoil rocky

the condition of the mere surface will not be

everything, but with clays and similar soils the

case is different, as when the surface is once

broken, the soil and subsoil being of virtually the

same nature, there is no limit to the distance the

wheels will sink unless we place it at the point

where the whole load rests upon the surface of

the ground. The loss of power occasioned by

sucha condition of atfairs as this, if worked into

figures, would be perfectly startling, but it is,

nevertheless, true. To minimise this loss, in

laying out new or repairing old roads, the great

point to be aimed at is to get them as free of mois-

ture as is in any way possible. Other subsidiary

matters have to be looked at, but however the

object is attained the absence of water is the

great essential. To make a road at such an in-

cline that it would Ije of no practical value, because

the ilircction thus given would allow of a better

drainage, would, we know, be ridiculous; but at

the same time I agree with " D. T. F." that it

would be more satisfactory to so ari-ange the

roads that the individual trees had to be drawn

uphill for a short distance to a comparatively

firm road than it would be to make the road in

the bottom in boggy ground in order to get the ad-

vantage of drawing the trees downhill. With
this, however, as with most other things coming

within our province, any advice must be rather

suggestive than definite, as what would apply in

one case would be inapplicable in another.

When once mooted, however, the practical Ib-

rester will, without any great hesitancy, decide

upon his plan of operations. The real fear in the

matter is that when so many points have to be

thought of, a thing at once so simple and so

obvious is not accorded its proper weight.

It is perfectly clear that timber would never

be grown—I mean to any extent beyond orna-

mental purposes— if there was not some idea of

it becoming a marketable commodity. Its value

in proportion to its weight is very small, anil the

carriage a very serious item. Keei)ing this in.

view, the facilities for getting it to the place

where it will be ultimately consumed will be

seen to be the most vital part of forest manage-

ment. Gold has for years lieen kmiwn to exist

in certain districts in (pumtities suflicieut to pay

for working if there had been means of transit.

If this is so with the most valuable of metals,

what must be the facts with such a commodity

as timber i If inaccessible, however good its

quality may be, so far as the market is concerned

it is worthless ; therefore, the great thing is the

means of removal at a reasonable cost. As a

step in the ladder in this direction, the value of

attention to the state and formation of forest

roads can hardly be overrated.—Wiltshire
Forester.

In the remarks by "D.T.F." on this subjec

he proposes, in order to save the roads, light loads

and more frequent journeys, and the result of

that would be that the cost of transport would be

greatly increased, while the roads having to iDear

two journeys instead of one would hardly be one

whit the better in the end. We have here thirty

or forty miles of forest roads altogether, and

have eight or ten horses almost constantly

employed leading timlier. As snigging, loading,

and leading will in many cases occupy a day

for one journey, it follows, of cour.se, that full

loads are most economical, even if the roads be

cut up. In many places the journey to the station

or the purchaser's place is a long one ; hence,

more than one journey for the same quantity of

timber means an increase in the cost sufiScient,

perhaps, to spoil a .sale of timber at any time.

Judging by "D. T. F.'s" suggestion to use sledges

for dragging the trees, he has evidently never

heard of the two-wheeled carriage or cut, to

which trees are slung and moved with the greatest

lacility and ease where the four wheels cannot get

to. imagine the kind of sledge necessary to

move trees two or three tons' weight, and then

juilge what an incumbrance a sledge to be

dragged over the soft soil would Ije. I fancy our

teamsters would think me mad if I suggested a

sledge. Your corre.spondent writes :
" Only those

who have had considerable experience of the

hardness of dry earth roads in woods can have any

adequate idea" of their strong carrying powers."

When dry or frozen, such roads will bear good

l(5ads, but if they are the least moist, as wood
roads generally are, the very hardest earth roads

will sink into ruts a foot deep under the wagons,

and there is no help for it when the time arrives

for the purchaser to have his timber delivered.

There is this to be said about such soft roads,

however— the falls of timber do not, as a rule,

come over the same roads year after year, and

such roads are soon mended up again. If the

ruts are not very deep, a i^ood draizing with

heavy branches lashed together and pulleil by

two horses will harrow them even, and if the

roller is run over them last it will make them
.smooth, and by midsummer the surface will be

almost as green and nice as ever. When the ruts

are deep, a few men will have to fill them up be-

fore draizing, but that does not increase the cost

greatly. The case of forest roads just stands

thus ; the margin of profit on English timlicr is

generally so small, that the cost ot mending the

roads would soon swallow it all, and more if the

work was not done in the most economical way.

We are here better off than on many estates, be-

cause we have extensive sidings at three railway

stations close to the woods
;
yet our cost of lead-

ing the timber to the.se sidings and to the local

saw-mills, to purchasers, often amounts to £40
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and ^50 per month. The eminently practical

nature of " D. T. F.'s" suggestions will therefore

be apparent when it is stated that by his light-load

system that amount might probably be doubled.

It is the journeys that occnpy the time, and if

the wagons and liorses could not be utilised to

their iuUe.<t extent each journey, the charges

would just have to be proportionately higher.

For weeks at a time two of our four-wheeled

wagons deliver daily, in one journey, I'rom four

to five tons of timber at the mills, which are fully

four miles ilistant by the highway, and sometimes
three miles or more of forest roads have to he

traversed besides before the highway is reached.

It costs 5d. per foot to deliver this timber, and
not more than one journey of the wagons can be

done in a day. And this is a common example
of timber transport on all large estates.

YOBK.SHIREMAN.

DISPOSING OF HOME TIMBER.
Writing on this subject, " Yorkshireman

''

(p. 10(5) .says " no English timber merchant could

supply pit props (which represents the bulk of

colliery timber) of the uniform size of the foreign

stuff, unle.<:s the woodman was to cut one or two
out of every Larch or Fir he felled, and have the

fragments left on his hands .... I offered the

latter also at a price that would have enabled the

miner to halve or quarter them for props, as is

sometimes done, but could not deal, the round
props being better and more convenient." Now,
it is evident from this statement that the cost of

cutting up the larger sizes into half-tree or

quarter tree for props was to be defrayed at the

expense of the .seller, yet the miner would have
none of it, round props being better and more
convenient ; consequently we are led, step by step,

to conclude that such timber is unsuitable for his

requirements, otherwise the miner must be pre-

judiced against it. " Yorkshireman "
(p. 177)

asks where I gather that the timber he spoke of

growing above the jiits here is not suitable for

colliery purposes, and perhaps he may be en
abled to glean from his own statement a correct

answer. It is also evident that there is a demand
for round stuft' of a small size, but these cannot
be su}iplied unless the woodman was to cut one
or two out of every Larch or Fir he felled, and
have the fragments left on his hands—not a very
hopeful state of things in a district of the country
where there seems to be a demand for such stuti'.

Had " Yorkshireman " a plantation of clean

drawn-up poles for sale, I don't think he would
have any great difficulty in finding a purchaser;
at any rate I have never seen such stand for any
great length of time in the market in tlie districts

where I am best acquainted, and this is the size

of stuff under consideration, and not heavy timber.

Ill discussing this subject the lesson taught is

simply this—that if we are to compete with the

foreigner for this class of timber, we must grow
the trees in blocks or masses by themselves for

that purpose. No doubt we have been all bene-
fited for a long time b<ck by " Yorkshireman's "

valuable information about large timber, and he
should now use a little toleration and not suppose
that his teaching has been altogether lost or

thrown awa}' in that i-espect. I would now draw
his attention to the utility of rearing timber in

the vicinity of his coal pits that could be sold

without a reduction in price, and that would en-

able him to supply an order without cutting out

a piece here and there in his trees and having the

fragments left on his hands. It appears to me that

the timber of tlie wiiter in question as it stands
cannot be profitably disposed of ; but had he a

block of clean drawn-up poles fit for pit props in

the round state for sale, the case would be widely
different. Such timber growing above coal

mines ought to be valuable, as the cost of carriage

cannot be so heavy as when the trees arii growing

at a distance, and this is an important advantage

in favour of the seller.

Prices of timber, like other commodities, has

and will fluctuate in price, but it would not lie

too much to say that a crop of Larch on ordinary

soil in the vicinity of the pits, and proper)}' reared

for pit-wood, and cut at thirty years' growth,

would realise £4 per acre as ground rent to the

landlord during that time ; consequently the

planter's object should be to grow his stuff as

near as possilde to meet the requirements of the

miner, and in doing so he would only be consult-

ing the best interests of his employer.

J. B. WUBSTEU.

WOOD-PAVED ROADS AND PATHS.
" Wilts'"' article upon this subject is interesting,

and if wood can be put to another use with

advantage, I can see no reason why home-grown
timber may not be used equally as welf as

foreign timber. In streets and other places

wdiere the traffic is light, wood makes an

excellent clean roadway, but in thorough-

fares where the traffic is heavy I fear it

will never take the place of stones. I lately

saw a portion of Buchanan Street, Glasgow,

paved with wood on trial, and as the experiment

is something new here, I took particular interest in

the ,way in which the work was being carried

out, as well as the capability of wood for .standing

tear and wear when used for such a purpose. I

have occasionally examined this wood paving

since the work was finished, but must say I am
rather di-sappointed as to its efficiencj'. At the

time of the formation the work was carried out

in a very practical manner by laying down a

substantial foundation of concrete, in order to

prevent the blocks of wood from yielding by
pre.ssure. The blocks used were 11 inches in

depth, by .3 inches broad at top, and in placing

them iu position a thin piece of lath timber aliout

1 J inches broad was placed on edge on top of the

concrete and between every row of blocks as the

work jiroceeded, when the void or empty place

tlius left at the top lietweeu the blocks was tlien

filled up with hot pitch, and when the latter

became cold and firm, the work really had a

solid, substantial appearance. As the traffic here

is rather heavy, the surface now presents a

series of depressions, and I think I am speaking

within the mark when I say that there is scarcely

a couple of superficial yards which has kept its

original level position as when finished. Incases,

however, where the traffic is light, and where

it is desirable to lessen the sound of horses ami

vehicles, I have no doubt but that wood may be

used with advantage, and in this respect I think
" Wilts" has done good service in calling atten-

tion to the fact. .T. B. Webster.

the common Larch. I have, however, sold it at the

above price when of sufficient size for converting it

into furniture.—A. D. W.

alfS.—Timber of Cedar.—I remember having

read of a man who cut down a couple of Lebanon
Cedars under the impression that he would realise a

good price for them, but to his disappointment found

that he had seriously damaged the ornamental

character of his property, and could get no bid for

the trees. His impression no doubt was that the

Lebanon Cedar and the Cedar of commerce are iden-

tical. I fear that "A. P." will not realise much for

his tree. If it was possible to raise it, it would be of

much greater value standing. Loudon says of C.

Libani, "Its wood i-i of a reddish white, light and
spongy, easily worked, but very apt to shrink and

warp, and by no means durable."—D. J. Yeo.

Curiosity may tempt some cabinet-maker to

give " A. P." Is. 8d. per foot for his Lebanon Cedar,

but this is a "fancy price," as for economic purposes the

timber of this tree is really of less value than that of

TIMBER IN RAVINES.
It was the few words I said upon this question

(m p. 666 of the last volume of The Garden
which I presume has led to the expression of

opinion now going on as to the reasons why trees

in ravines so often grow taller and more rapidly

than they do in other positions. I did not

commit myself to any definite view, but re-

marked that I inclined to the idea that the

greater richness of the valleys in the matter of

plant food had something to do with it. This

view I believe Mr. J. B. Webster has supported,

and, so far as I have followed the discussion,

nothing has been said to disprove the .issertion.

That tills is the only cause is highly improbable,

but that it is one, and a not unimportant one, is

hardly open to serious doubt. If I recollect

rightly, it was "Yorkshireman" himself who
first mooted the subject some considerable time

ago. What he say's on ]). 201 of the present

volume I can hardly endorse to its full extent,

as it is apparently implied that although trees

do grow taller, that their cubic contents would
not be greater if grown in valleys than would be

the case in the open. My ob.servations do not

support this view, as they tend to the belief that

as well as being taller the cubic contents of such 1

trees would be more. The truth probably lies 1

between the two views, or they may both be true

under different circumstances. To argue that

the condition of the soil would have nothing to

do with the growth of a tree is going further

than I am prepared to go, and on the other hand
I cannot and do not wish to deny that the situa-

tion in the matter of light is an important

factor. I have had occasion to deal with timber

in almost every imaginable position, and have

been from time to time much struck with the

character of the trees growing in such places as

those to which reference has been made. That
such timber, though the tallest and straightest,

is the best or most durable I do not assert
;

indeed, it is in these spots that I should look for

unsound timlier, especially if it had attained any
considerable age. Even this, however, does not

always follow, as I have sometimes fouml what
to all appearance was better timlier than any
other in the immediate neighbourhood growing
on such sites. If careful notes were taken of the

surrounding circumstances in each case, no doubt
an explanation couhl be found. It does not need
much knowledge of the growth of ]jlants to

satisfy one that when unnaturally forced or

drawn that their constitution is less sub.stantial

than when growing in their normal state, and it

is equally obvious that with trees the conditions

would be the same. The way to test the truth

of what has been said about the trees being

merely drawn up taller without an increase of

size would be to employ the ro(.l and tape. If it

can be proved that trees growing on a rich soil

in a valley do not attain a larger size in a given

time than they would in a similar valley in a

poor soil, then I think the theory of light must
be adhered to, and the plant food theory

aliandoned. If it comes out that on the richer

soil the trees are larger, the latter theory will hold

its own, though, of course, it would not disprove

the former. Common sense, however, should be

enough to convince us that trees thrive more
freely in good soil than in bad, as well as every

other vegetable product. Forester.

Durability of Larch.—Thirty year.s ago a staircase

lejidiug to tho workshops where between one and two dozen
workmen are constantly employed was wholly made of well

seasoned home-grown L>»rch. The treads or steps are still

."onnd, and seem calculated to last as long again.—W. C. T.
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"This is an Art
Which does mend Nature : change It rather : but
The Art itself is Nature."—SAaX-espeare.

PLANTING EAILWAY STATIONS.

It will doubtless be generally conceded that there

is much in the surroundings of countr}' railway

stations which is capable of improvement. At
some points there has been a laudable attempt

to ameliorate the dreariness of the average i ail-

way platform by the introduction of Howers, but
these attempts are too often dwarfed by the un-

tidiness which reigns supreme outside of the

area allotted for the use of passengers. Where
the goods traffic yard and the passenger approaches

are conterminous, as in some places, a certain

amount of confusionand untidiness must naturally

be the result. Added to this, where the soil is

clay of a nature fitted for the manufacture of

bricks, the desolation of the ordinary firickj-ard

contributes its quota to the general effect. To
reconcile as much as may be these opposite con-

ditions should be the study of the railway com-
panies. At large centres where the passenger and
goods stations occupy separate sites this difficulty

does not e.xist, and the former are generally kept
in a more or less satisfactory condition. That
the traffic at stations should be inconvenienced
for the sake of the picturesque I do not pretend
to argue, but I do maintain that the passenger
portion of the company's dientHle should receive

its due share of attention, and that the approaches
to stations and the outlook from the platlorms

should be made as little repulsive as possible.

One way of improving them is perfectly easy and
inexpensive, and could be eft'ected by means of

trees. At no inconsiderable number of places

the plan has been tried, and generally success-

'"ll.V ;
groups or screens of trees efl'ectually

divide what are really distinct branches of the

cpnipanies' business. Much more, however, re-

mains to be done, and it is the travelling public

themselves who must urge the desirability of

such improvements upon the authorities. I am
glad to see, however, this season that at some
stations the companies themselves have taken
the initiative and have fenced off some unsightly

approaches jireparatory to planting them with
trees. Wliether it is the practice of railway

corporations to maintain nurseries at suitable

points I do not know. If they do, they could
be very properly extended ; and if they do not,

the establishment of such is worthy of careful

consideration. In most cases amongst the staff

of workmen employed in the vicinity of the

different stations some could be found sufficiently

acquainted with the work of planting to do
it satisfactorily without incurring the expense
of dispatching planters to the various points
on the lines. This, of course, is a minor
njatter wdiich circumstances would decide,

but in whatever way it may be carried out it

can hardly fail to bring about improvement. In
what I said previously I strongly advocated the

use of the Larch, and in some cases even wdiere

ornament is the first (jbject it may be turned to

account. For general screen-planting, however,
it would not be the most suilable tree, as being
deciduous during several months of the year it

would not answer its intended purpose. On
some .soils where other evergreen Conifers will not
succeed, the Scotch Fir seems to grow to perfec-

tion when once fairly started. I can recall

several instances of this, and one in particular

where some young Scotch Firs were planted.

For some time they appeared to grow slowly,

hut now they are making rapid progress. This

was on a clay soil. In sucli places for screens

the common Cherry and Portugal Laurels are

hardly to be excelled.

Among the Arbor-vita3s, Thuja Lobl)i seems
to be the favourite for screen planting where the

situation is at all suitable, and the most of what
is said for it I can cordially endorse. I have
noticed in some cases by the side of railways that

the Wellingtonia has been introduced with suc-

cess. In one or two instances which have attracted

my attention in passing I have seen isolated

trees of this Conifer planted in waste corners at

the bottom of embankments, and they a])pear to

be making capital growth. For station planting,

unless the conditions are especially favourable to

them, I should not go in largely for the Spruces.

It is not always, however, that the planter has

full power to pick and choose, so he must adapt
himself to circumstances.

As an encouragement to the railway companies
to move in these matters, a supply of surplus

trees from the nursery of some lady or gentle-

man who uses the station is now and tlien

(jffered, on condition of their being planted to

improve the ajipearance of the station and its

surroundings, and this is a plan worthy of more
general imitation. It is not that the company
would Ije put to any great cost in providing the

trees themselves, but the fact of their being spon-

taneously proffered is a proof that a real interest

is taken in the place. In a certain way one
looks upon the condition of the railway station

contiguous to an estate as being almost as im-
portant as the actual entrance to the estate itself,

and to render it ornamental and distinctive from
the majority of such wayside halting places

there is nothing which gives better results for

the labour and outlay involved than the judicious

planting of trees. J. D. W.

GARDEN SCREENS.

People accustomed to visit gardens will not be
surprised when I say that, considering the great

number of plants available for forming screens

and for being put to other useful purposes in

gardens, trailing and creeping plants are more
neglected than any other class of subjects we
cultivate. I am led to write thus because, owing
to the comparative neglect into which sucli

plants have fallen, our gardens have suffered

considerably. So much time and attention have
hitherto been bestowed upon summer bedding
plants, that the merits of plants available for

other purposes have been lost sight of. Many
unsightly objects have been olitruding in sight

that might have been either shut out by a floral

screen, or made sightly by means of a judicious use

of trailing or creeping plants. The few instances

with which we meet in which trailing and creep-

ing plants have been judiciousl}^ employed
clearly show how much variety and charm
they are capable of impai'ting to our gardens.

Many of us might indeed learn a lesson from the
humble cottager, who, much more frequently

than the profes.sional cultivator, avails liimself

of this class of plants to form bowers and pillars,

and trains them foi' the double purpose of funn-

ing a screen and making at the same time a floral

display. Even with no better materials than
Scarlet Runners or Vegetable Marrows, he will

cover lip unsightly objects in a way that does

credit to his skill and taste. How much more
then ought those to accomplish who have oppor-
tunities and better materials with which to work.
As to the character and form that garden screens

should take, the particular purpose for which
they are required must decide. Ivy is unques-

tionably the best evergreen plant with which to

form a permanent screen. It is not particular

as to the character of the soil or the posi-

tion in wdiich it is placed, and it is very
easily trained to wires, either vertical or
horizontal. In positions where a large screen

is req'.iired, and where its character must be some-
what informal, and yet possess a certain degree
of lightness, I know of nothing else so suitable

as Ayrshire Roses. These are capable of being
made to form a screen up to a height of from
10 feet to 12 feet, and with careful management
they will reach that height in the third or fourth

year after planting. Not only, too, do they fill a
space quickly, but they may be made to form a

screen either heavy or light in character, accord-

ing to how much of the growth the cultivator

may choose to lay in. In good soil they are sui'e

to grow vigorously, but they are so hanly that

severe pruning does them no harm, and, wlien
rightly managed, they ffcjvver abundantly. They
slioidd lie allowed to grow as much as possible in

their own way all the summer. In autumn as

much of the old wood as can be spared should be
cut out, and the strongest of the young growths
laid in to take its place. If this advice is

followed, there will be every year such a display

of Roses as few would be prepared to expect. A
screen of this description, when rightly managed,
may be made to serve a twofold purpose, i.e., to

shut out an objectionable view, and to create a
floral display such as cannot be obtained by any
other means.

As regards other forms of screens, those par-

taking of a rustic character are much in favour,

and i have nothing to say against them wdieii

not constructed in a stiff' and formal manner,
but it is too mucli tlio practice to form them on
some elaborate design, which renders them un-
suitable for many positions. I have not the

least objection to a rustic screen formed of Larch
poles or similar materials, provided it is erected

in a plain, substantial manner, but, generally

speaking, there is too much material liy half used
in the construction of such screens, and then, no
matter how suitable the plants trained on them
may be, they have no chance of showing their

characters ofl' to advantage ; the wdiole affair is

too heavy and cumbersome to be pleasing. A
few upright poles and cross-pieces judiciously dis-

posed are all that is wanted to form a groundwork
on which to train plants.

The most suitable plants for covering screens

of this description are Clematis Jackmanni and
C. montana. The first is well known to lie a

striking pillar plant, and, with a little training,

it may be made to festoon any prominent posi-

tion. Montana has white Anemone-like flowers,

which are freely produced early in summer, ancl

the plant makes vigorous growth. Several of the

Honeysuckles are admirably suited to this pur-

pose, especially flexnosa, reticulata, and brachy-

poda, the last being evergreen. The common
white and naked-fiowered Jessamines are well

adapted for this kind of work, as is also Ki-rria

japonica, better known as the yellow Corchorus
;

indeed, there is no scarcity of suitable plants, if

we care to look for them. There are also several

half-hardy plants with a climbing habit that are

capable of making many unsightly objects bright

and cheerful during summer if trained against

them. There are not many gardens in which
there is not uncovered spaces on walls or fences

wdiich might be made presentalde with one or

other of the climbing plants just named. Even a

few seeds of Canary Creeper planted at the base

of a few feathery Pea sticks will grow u]i and
climb without any attention, and would be better

than bare spaces. This plant takes kindly to

almost any kind of soil, and, as it produces great
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numbers of yellow flowers, it is bright and

effective.

Unsiglitly low walls and fences could be made

gay by means of the tall growing Nasturtiums.

These, too, are indifferent about the quality of the

soil. Stick in against the wall tops of a few Pea

sticks and they will ramble over them very

quickly, and for many weeks there will be a

broken surface of brilliantly coloured flowers at

a nominal cost. These Nasturtiums are also

valuable for covering dry, sunny banks wdiere

few other plants would live. One has only to

put in a few seeds early in .spring, and in summer
the plants raise<l from them will carpet the ground

with blossoms of manj' colours.

Let me advise cultivators to treat the Canary

Creeper in the same way as Nasturtiums ; if they

have a sunny border or a large bed which they can

devote to it, I can promise tliem that tliey will have

something different from their neighbours. Early

in May sow the seeds in clumps of threes 1 foot

apart, and, as soon as the plants appear above

ground, get some feathery tops from the Pea

sticks of various heights, and stick them in every

alternate clump of plants. As soon as the latter

begin to grow, they will ramble over the sticks,

and quickly cover all the ground and the sticks

too ; when they come into flower, the undulating

surface thus formed will have the appearance of

waves of colour of the softest yellow. Convol-

vulus major is another plant remarkable for the

variety and richness of its colouring, and it is

not too much to say that it is not half as much
grown as it ought to be. It is another of those

plants that show in a marked degree the wonder-

ful variety of habit of growth available for pur-

poses of decoration. Given a fairly good soil and

a few sticks to climb upon, this Convolvulus will

make an agreeable change in any formal arrange-

ment without further trouble. It may also be

used with advantage to cover low walls or fences

—that is, if given something on which it can en-

twine itself.

But it is when associated with other trailing

plants that I have seen this Convolvulus most
effective. I remember on one occasion seeing a

large circular bed devoted to this class of plants,

which made an impression not easily forgotten.

The groundwork of this bed was a carpeting of

Canary Creeper. The centre part had clumps of

Convolvulus major, about 3 feet apart, to which
were placed sticks 3 feet high. Of these there

were two circles, and next to them were two
circles of crimson Nasturtiums, the inner row
being 2 feet high and the next a little lower.

AVhen I saw this bed, the Canary Creeper had
covered the whole space between the other plants,

and it presented a yellow groundwork of the

most pleasing description, and one wdiich con-

trasted strongly with the prevailing purplish

flowers of tlie Convolvialus and crimson Nastur-

tium. Ihave seen manyplea.singcond)inationswith

more expensive plants, but never one that afforded

so much gratification. This bed clearly showed
that it is not always the most valuable plants and
laborious arrangements that give the greatest

amount of pleasure.—J. C. C, iu Field.

modorato heat? .ind at what temperature ? Is it adTisablo

to have them in pots and harden them out of doors during

summer?-UlANTHUS.

SHORT NOTES.^VARWUS.

5402.—Gooseberry bug.— I might be able to give

*'J. T. Jl." the iiifonnation he requires hud I been bnni
north of the Tweed, but as I was not I must admit I do not
know what insect lie aUudes to as the Gooseberry bug.
If he would kindly say what kind of an insect it is I will

try and liclphim.—G. IS. 8.

Perpetual or Tree Carnations.-Will some contri-

butor kindly describe the best way of growing these Carna-
tions, and at what season of the year they should show most
liloom? I allude to such varieties as Souvenir de la Malmaison,
Zouave, Alegati^re and Empress of Germany. Bline put
out some buds last December, but these went off without
coming to perfection. What would be the reason of this?
Are these Carnations grown best in a cold house, or in

PIERREPONT, FAPNHAM.
The Surrey residence of Mr. R. H. Coombes is

as pleasant a place as one could find in all

Surrey, which probably contains more pretty

gardens than any other of the home counties.

The place owes much to its natural situation, and

advantage has been taken of this in making it

what it is. The surrounding .scenery is charac-

teristic of the Bagshot sand districts, wide

stretches of heath land and extensive Pine

woods clothing the sandy hills. These are in-

terspersed with fertile valleys of arable land,

and in this particular neighbourhood of Frensham

and Farnham an additional feature is the Hop
fields and brick-drying kilns or oast houses.

The home scenery, therefore, is diversified and

pleasing, iiarticularly in winter, wdien the Pine

woods stand out in relief. Approaching Pierre-

pont from Farnham, it appears to lie in a hollow,

but when on the spot one can see that such is not

the case ; on the contrary, on all sides of the

house is falling ground, except on the park side

on the north. You look diiwn upon the valley

of the Wey and straight away acro.ss to Leith

Hill and Hindhead, some miles distant. It is

near Pierri'pont that the -'chalky Wey, with

rolling milky wave,'' enters tlie county on its

way to join another arm of the same stream

at
'

Tilford, and on it flows through fertile

meadows to Waverley Abbey and Guildford. It

forms here the division of Surrey and Hamp-
shire, and drains a wide tract of country.

It is not sluggish, like its sister river, the Mole,

but runs as briskly almost as a mountain brook.

It is a great gain to have such a river running

through one's garden, and it was no doubt on its

account that the site on which the house now
stands was chosen. It runs a few yards from the

spot -where our photographer took the view, but

one cannot see it until one gets to the edge of

the steep bank, more than 50 feet high, which

overlooks it. Tlius excluded from view, a stranger

does not suspect the proximity of a river, and

the suddenness of its sight enhances the surprise.

By a winding path down the bank, which is

carpeted with a dense growth of the common
Polypody and wild flowers, you reach the water-

side, a most picturesque spot and capable of being

made'a garden paradise. As it faces the south

with 'the steep clift' behind, it is a perfect sun-

trap, in which one would never feel even the

keenest nor'-easter. It is quite an invalid's walk

during the prevalence of biting winds. It has

been planted with numerous exotic plants, which

have been left a good deal to themselves ; here

one may see growing in the greatest luxuriance

such plants as Bambusa Metake, so difl'erent

from that shabby appearance which such plants

have in more exposed places. Other plants of a

similar degree of hardness are growing in the

same semi-wild way, and all by their luxuriance

show how well they thrive in such a sheltered

spot. The cliff is 'held up by strong tree and

other growth, but in places it has broken away,

and if these broken parts were studded with

artificial rocks, they would not only serve to keep

up the soil, but add immensely to the picturesque-

ness of the spot. At this point of the river is a

pump house with an undershot water-wherl, by

wdiich the house is supplied with water from an

adjoining well. A little further up the meadow
is ' an (dd weather-stained bridge spanning the

river, and this forms a pretty feature from the

windows of the house seen through glades of

plantations.

The grounds on the south side of the house

are altogether

stylo of the house quite harmonises with the

surroundings. The river slope, as well as the

lawn, is studded with noble tree growth, most

remarkable among which being the Scotch Firs,

which more resemble the giants of a Highland

forest than the produce of a Surrey soil. The

girih of (jue of the largest is 8 feet at breast high.

Most of them have boles as straight as a mast

and free of branches, and all. wear the charac-

teristic "bonnet" of the Scotch Fir.

The park lies chiefly on the north of the house.

It also is studded with fine trees—Oaks, Elms,

Beech, Spanish Chestnut, and Lime. It is cha-

racteristic of this part of Surrey, that where a

bed of clay crops up out of the sand Oaks appear

and grow into fine timber. A spreading Oak in

the grounds here has a girth of 1(5 feet at 4 feet

up. An Elm is 14 feet. Beech 9 feet, and a

Cliestnut 10 feet. The park is quite of a dif-

ferent character from the south side of the house

;

hence the contrast is more noteworthy.

The kitchen and fruit gardens are on a scale

proportionate with the importance of the place.

There is a capital walled-in garden set apart en-

tirely for fruit. The centre is occupied by bush

and otiier fruits enclosed in a huge cage, 6 feet

high, of wire netting, in order to preserve the

fruit from the attacks of birds, wdiich abound in

the adjoining wood. The songsters, however,

are able to take their tribute from the unpro-

tected Ijush fruits that arc outside the wailed

fruit garden. There are tlie usual vineries. Peach

houses, pineries, forcing houses, ami plant houses,

all ke[)t with the rest" of the garden in capital

order by Mr. Turner, the gardener. One of the

Peach houses is noteworthy, on account of the

trees being planted at right angles to the back

wall against trellises placed 5 feet apart. This

is an unusual arrangement, but it is found^ to

answer well, and it considerably economises

space, for instead of two trees in a 30-foot house

there are six. Decorative plants are grown

largely, and in the case of fine-leaved plants,

such as Dractenas, Mr. Turner hides the soil on

the pcjt surface by a growth of Selaginella, which

has a neat and 'pretty effect. Double Violets

just now are at their hest,and Jlr. Turner speaks

highly of such as Swanley White, wdiich is the

same as Comte de Brazza's Neapolitan White,

New York, De Parme, and Marie Louise.

W. G.

QUESTIONS.

charming, and the architectural

r.4i>7.—Moles-—Can any of your subsci-ibei-s kindly tell

me how to get rid of moles, which destroy my lawns and
burrow so deep that we fail to get at them V The sou is

sandy.—SuBsritiEER.

".ii'.S.

—

Tuberoses.— 1 have received some Tutieroses from

Germany .and want to grow them iu pots, hut am not certain

what treatment to give them; any information will be
th,ankfully received as to soil, position, time of fioweriug,

&C.—NiPUKTOS.

6409.—Straw mats.—Would "J. C. B." kindly mako
clear how the string in the reels is fastened at stalling to

the tight strings, and what sort of a running knot is made
round each little bundle of straw ? 1 cannot understand his

explanations of these two points.—F. H.

.'j470.—Conservatory climber.— I have a conservatory

(without any heat) .against my house ; it has a direct north

aspect. I am desirous of introducing some plant which would
cover the wall. If any of your readers will Jcindly advise me
what plants would be likely to thrive in such a position, I

shall feel obliged.—Rydal Moist.

,5471.-Hot-water pipes.— Jlr. C. P. Kinnell states

that the low pressure system of heating is more economical

than the high pressure system. Has this fact been established

I>y careful experiment? I ask this because I so often hear of

low pressure boilers giving out just when they are most
wanted, and I know of a set of high pressure pipes which have

been at work for years without a bitch.— F. fl.

BOOKS RECEIVED.

" Proceedings of the American Pomological Seciety."
" Landlords and Allotments," by the Earl of Onslow.

Longm.an8, Green and Co.
" Flowers, Fruits and Leaves," by Sir John Lubbock, Bart.

Macmillaa and Co.
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Rose Garden.

MARECHAL NIEL ROSE FAILURES.

Few care to publish their faihires, or we should

hear man}' complaints about this popular Rose.

It is very certain that there are more disappoint-

ments with it than many perhaps are aware of.

My first acquaintance with it dates back to 1869,

or about the time when it was first introduced.

From one pot plant we rapidly struck three

dozen more, every youns shoot that was formed
being taken off with a heel or tiny piece of old wood
attached to it, dibbled singly into 2-inch pots,

and quickly rooted in a close frame on a brisk

bottom heat. The buds on several of these were
preserved, and the plants, being given a small

shift, actually developed into lovely blooms. It

shouM be added that the cuttings were rooted in

good loam and sharp sand, and little besides loam

was in a presentable state ; why, I have yet to

learn. They were not neglected in any way ; on
the contrary, they received the best of attention,

being properly rested and then pruned in order
to induce the formation of long .shoots, but which
never resulted. That was failure No. 1, and
since that time I have had a good many disap-

pointments with pot plants, but will content my-
self with describing what has happened recently.

In 1883 we struck a number of cuttings, not in

this instance young and vei-y tender growths, but
partially matured shoots from which a bloom had
recently been cut. These were taken off with a
heel dibbled singly into 2^-inch pots, plunged in

a fairly brisk bottom heat, and kept covered with
liandlights till rooted. Before they became root-

bound they were shifted into 5-inch pots, and
still kept growing in a moderately waim house.

Some developed one, the remainder two shoots,

and these were kept properly staked up. When

our Rose house and trained inside, refused to
grow to any appreciable extent, and that too in
spite of being planted in borders properly pre-
pared for them. Neither do plants worked on
the Manetti stock thrive satisfactorily in pots,
and the conclusion at which I have arrived is

that we must treat Maruchal Niel as an annual as
far as pot culture is concerned. I am not, how-
ever, so very much disappointed aljout this compa-
rative failure in the way of pot plants, but the
case is very different as regards
Failures on the Brier stock. According

to my experience, the Brier is the best stock for
this Rose, and yet it is not reliable. For a time
it makes satisfactory growth and wonderful crops
of valuable blooms are produced ; then comes a
collapse, and the next thing brought disagree-
ably home to us is the fact that the tree is slowly
but surely dying, the verdict passed being " death
from strangulation." Sometimes the plant lasts

Lawn view at PieiTepont, near Farnham.

and sand were used at subsequent repottings.

All the rooted cuttings, including those that had
flowered, were kept growing in an intermediate

temperature, the aim being lo obtain one long

and strong shoot from each. A few were shifted

from 4-incli into 7-inch pots and the remain-
der were disposed in threes in 12-inch pots.

During the summer the majority formed growths
from 4 feet to 6 feet in length, and these were
eventually neatly and carefully trained round
three or more strong stakes. They were housed
at the same time as the Chrysanthemums, and
early in the following year small batches were
introduced into an early vinery and quickly
brought into bloom. A better lot of early Mare-
chal Niel blooms 1 have not seen since, nor do 1

expect ever to see any to surpass them. Not
much of a failure that, some may feel tempted to

remark ; but have patience. At the end of the

second season scarcely one of that much-admired,
and in those day.'i rather valuable, batch of plants

about 15 inches high they were placed in a span-
roofed greenhouse along with a number of Teas,

and when well routed were finally shifted into

10-inch pots, the compost used consisting of

three parts turfy loam to one of old Mushroom
bed manure, with plenty of sharp sand and a

little charcoal. During the best part of the

summer they stood in a sheltered, sunny spot,

and were eventually housed before being damaged
by either rain or frosts. They were a capital lot

of plants, and very early in the following year,

without any hard forcing, they produced a fine

bloom from nearly every joint, or on an average
two dozen on every plant. Not one of those

plants could be induced to push out strong young
shoots, at least while they were kept in pots, but
some that were planted at the foot of a sunny
wall have since produced strong growths fully

9 feet long, the blooms resulting therefrom being
proportionately fine. Two good plants that I

gave away, and another that was planted outside

for ten or more years, liut I have known cases in

which plants have lasted a much shorter time.

One of the first symptoms of a collapse is the

disposition of the jdant to imitate its brethren
the Teas, yielding, instead of one good crop, a
succession or it may be two or tliree lots of

blooms. When I first came into this neighbour-
hood I was told I ought to take a tiip to

Warminster in order to see a wonderful tree of

Marechal Niel that coveied the roof of a good
sized house, and from which the proprietor, Mr.
J. Scott, a noted Rose exhibitor, annually cut

immense [(uantities of bloom. I did not see it at

its best, but when I did pay a long-promised
visit to it, strangulation had commenced and its

glory was fast departing. The following year our
own tree, which covered a roof area 30 feet by
8 feet, or the half of a span-roof, commenced
playing us tricks. It is our practice— a common
one, I believe—to cut back most of the long and
last formed shoots directly after flowering, the
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aim being to obtain the requisite number of fresh

strong growtlis for tlie production of plenty of

fine blooms the following spring. When the

tree fails to respond to the knife, giving a second

crop of bloom instead of young wood, it is an

unmistakable sign of a breakdown, and the hint

should at once be taken to plant a young tree to

take the place of the old one. It appears that

the Brier stem cannot keep pace with this Rose,

and the consequence is a slow, but sure process

of strangulation, the swelling at the union com-

pletely blocking the proper flow and return of

the sap.

Some Briers form better stocks than others

and for a time swell fairly fast, though not fast

enough, while occasionally we observe instances

in which the Briers have not made any progress

at all, and on these the Marochal Niel is very

short-lived indeed. Early this year I saw a large

heap of good soil or compost equal to that in

which Grape Vines are usually grown that had
been wheeled out of a house, and this had for

about three years been occupied by a Marechal
Niel. This tree had made an excellent com-
mencement and soon covered a roof area 18 feet

by 7 feet, but its collapse was more rapid still.

It was the worst case of premature death from
strangulation that has ever come under my
notice. The plant had a long, clear stem of about
4 feet, and had rooted very well indeed. The
owner, who is much interested in horticultural

pursuits and who employs a good gardener, was
positive that the tree had not suffered from want
of water ; I cannot, therefore, possibly conceive

any other cause of failure than what I have just

given, viz., strangulation. It may be asked, is

there no remedy for this much-to-be-regretted

breakdown t Well, one has occurred to me,
though at present my experiments in regard to it

are not far advanced. At the same time there

is no reason why I should not state them and give

others tee opportunity of experimenting in the

same direction. My idea is to leave every shoot,

or a good proportion of them, that form on the

stem of a Brier budded with Marechal Niel, these

to be stopped when about 6 inches long and
kept regularly shortened back. They need not
be umluly prominent so as to become unsightly,

and their purpose would be to swell the stem so

as to enable it to keep pace with the Rose budded
upon it. Long naked stems of young Apple or

other fruit trees, and even Vines, do not some-
times swell satisfactorily, a fact with which
nurserymen are well acquainted, "stem-swellers"
being no unknown term to them. W. I. JI.

ROSE HEDGES, SCREENS, AND ARCHES.
Hedges composed of the ordinary varieties of
garden Roses, although far from being new, are,

nevertheless, not so often met with as might be
supposed. To some extent this may be accounted
for by the unsatisfactory condition the plants,

when so used, frequently soon get into through
indifferent treatment. One of the first Rose hedges
I recollect to have seen was in an old-fashioned

garden in North Lancashire, separating the
vegetable ground from a herbaceous garden.
The varieties used were in keeping with the
place ; they consisted of the common Moss, York
and Lancaster, Provence, and two or three other
old sorts without names, but, like the kinds
mentioned, they were low growers and straggling
in habit, not so well suited for forming a hedge
as many that might now be selected. With a
view, no doubt, to make up for the inability of

the sorts employed to attain the requisite height,

the hedge had been planted on a raised bank
some 2 feet high ; a light wire fence was run
on the top of the bank, and to this the Roses

were tied for support each season at tlu* time
they were pruned.

At one time or another I have had occasion to

make several Rose hedges, varying in the lu-iglit

they were wanted to grow to, and, consequently,

requiring the use of varieties differing in the
height they attain. The Hybrid Perpetuals now
in cultivation afford an all but unlimited numljer
to select from ; none but vigorous, hardy consti-

tioned sorts should be employed that can be
depended on to thrive and bloom freely, other-

wise unsightly gaps or weak places will mar the
effect, so as to much interfere with the collective

appearance of the hedge. The plants are better

for being on their own roots, as then there is no
trouble with sucker.-", which, in a hedge, are

likely to escape notice until they have more or

less robbed the plants they spring from. In
common with Roses grown in any form, the
ground should be well manured to start with,

and there .should be no stint in its use afterwards

;

to admit of applying it a space of at least 18 inches

on each side of the hedge should be kept clear.

The plants may be put in 18 inches or 20
inches apart, and will be none the wor.-?e

for having their shoots little interfered with the
first season unless they are more than ordinarily

strong. All the strong shoots should be pegged
down, which will cause the plants to push up
stout growths from the base, which it is neces-

sary to secure with a view to furnishing the

hedge sufficiently at the bottom from the first.

Nothing more will be required until the time of

pruning, when the pegged-down shoots and the

weak erect ones should be cut out—one half of

the strong ones remaining to each plant should
be cut down to within 9 inches of the bottom,
the remainder left about 1 foot or 15 inches long,

according to their strength. Tlie following

summer the plants may be expected to make
vigorous growth from the shoots that were left

longest, and also from those that were cut closer

in. At the next pruning any weak growth must
be removed and the strong shoois retained

shortened to different lengths, varying from a

little above where the lowest were cut back to

the season before up to 2 feet. By allowing a

corresponding increase in leugth to the shoots

left longest fur two more years, sufficient height
for most purposes will be secured, continuing to

shorten a portion of the shoots at different

lengths, by which means the objectionable bare
bottom that these hedges often present is avoided.

The little extra labour that this treatment
involves as compared with the usual clipping, or

cropping the growth off evenly, like that of an
ordinary Quick fence, is well repaid by the much
better appearance the hedge will have. In all

cases when a Rose hedge is to be formed, even
where only of moderate height, it is better to

have some permanent support in the shape of a
wire, or wires, more or less according to the
height of the hedge ; and when a

High screen is wanted this becomes a necessity.

In such cases strong wires secured to stout iron

uprights let into blocks of concrete or stoue,

sunk into the ground should be used and
the whole properly secured, otherwise the screen

gets blown out of line by the wind so ftir as

to have an untidy appearance, for although
trim formality must be avoided, still it does
not do to run in the opposite extreme of allow-

ing the screen to get out of form. The advan-
tage of using iron in preference to any form of

wooden support is that it is less conspicuous
and is much less perishable. In all such arrange-
ments as this provision should be made at the
commencement that is calculated to enable the
plants to grow away freely so as to get the space
they are intended to occupy filled without more

delay than necessary, and also to maintain them
in a thriving condition afterwards. Roses are

proverbially hungry plants, that like good soil,

with plenty of manure, and although in cases

such as under notice the object is not to get big

fat flowers like exhibition Roses require to be,

still it is necessary to bear in mind that the
kinds to be used make an immen.se amount of

growth annually, and unless the roots are well

sustained the shoot growth becomes poor and
unsatisfactory. The roots of rampant strong-

growing Roses, such as the sorts that are required

for the purpose in question, extend propor-
tionately to the tops, stretching out far and wide
to an extent that does not occur with the low-

growing kinds ; consequently the ground should
be well prepared as far as the roots will reach.

Where the natural soil is not good in quality and
sufficient in depth enough should be added, and
manure without stint ; it is the more necessary

that this should be done effectually at the com-
mencement where the root-run will be principally

under turf kept closely mown, such as often

occurs where a Rose screen is employed. In ad-

dition to a good preparation at the commence-
ment, where it is possible, a space of not less

than 2 feet or 3 feet at each side of the screen

should be left unturfed to which manure can be
applied annually ; where this can be done it has
the effect of keeping the roots near home, as they
naturally make to where they find the most food.

Where the whole space is turfed right up to the
stems of the plants, no matter how good the pre-

paration in the first instance has been, the soil

will in time get too poor to maintain the requisite

growth, imless in such exceptional places where
the land is naturally more than ordinarily rich,

in which case it becomes necessary to take up the
turf and apply manure. With a view to avoid
this, some years since, when preparing the ground
for a screen, where little space could be left un-
turfed, in addition to ordinary manure I had a
quantity of half-inch bones dug in, and which in

lighter soil than Roses like kept them going for

a long time without further assistance. Tlie bones
were unboiled, a condition that it is now often

difficult to obtain them in, but in which state

they last much longer than when they have
undergone the usual boiling process. They were
used liberally, but not worked in deeper than
15 inches, as Roses are surface rooting plants,

and it is not well to entice them far down. The
necessity for making a good preparation for Roses
when to be grown in this and similar ways can
scarcely be too much urged, as unless the plants

get suflBcient support to keep them growing freely

there is little beauty about them. As often met
with where used for screens or continuous arch-

ways over walks, after a few years there is fre-

quently so much of the bare, uncovered ironwork
visible that the appearance of the place would
be better if the whole arrangement was non-
existent.

Selection op varieties.—Individual tastes

will differ in the sorts to be grown for the pur-
pose under notice, and there are plenty to choose
from between the wild-looking Ayrshires and the

scandent forms of the Hybrid Perpetuals. But it

is best to select such varieties as are of a character

in keeping with the position they are to occupy

;

and although the wild-looking Roses have always
a charm about them, and most so when in posi-

tions where the surroundings have little of a cul-

tivated look, still as Rose screens mostly come in
for use in .such parts of a garden as are subject to

the ordinary course of keeping, it is best to choose
sorts that are something m appearance between
the semi-wildings and the more formal varieties.

For a high screen a good effect is produced by
introducing at intervals some of the extra strong

growing Hybrid Perpetuals—such as Glory of
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Chesliunt, crimson ; Glory of Waltliam, crimson
;

Reil Dragon, crimson ; climbing Edouard Morren,

carmine—with lighter coloured varieties, such as

Gloire de Dijon, sulidiur ; Madame Berard,

creamy yellow shadeil with salmon ;
Blairi

No. 2, piiik ; the climbing form of Aimue Vibert,

white ; with here and there a plant of Boursault

let to scramWe along the top of the screen take

otl' any air of formality. The plants .should be

furnished witli several shoots, and care should

be taken to train them well out right and left

iu sometliing approacliing a horizontal position,

the effect of which will be to cause the plants to

break out strongly from the base in place of run-

ning up and leaving the lower part bare, which will

occur if they are left in an erect position. It is

necessary to see to this in after years at the time

of pruning, keeping the strongest shoots trained

well down, by which means a continuous succes-

sion of young growths will be forthcoming from the

bottom of the plants. To make room for these it

will lie requisite to cut out a corresponding num

Fruit Garden.

THE THEORY OF PRODUCTIVENESS.
" D. T. F." has said, in a late number, that the

forces wliich produce fruit and robust growth are
|

^diametrically opposite" directions, but in the same

wood was ripe ; but who has not known Vines
fail to produce a crop when they had been too

heavily cropped the year before 1 Barrenness

from that cause is ])roverbial. Here, then, we
have poverty and barrenness running not in

different and' antagonistic. This rai.ses a point
;
lines and vice versa. And who, again, has not,

on which I have often deliberated. I am aware
j

times without number, seen Apple and Pear trees

that the results of some practices apparentl;/ cor- i bear a heavy crop of fruit one year and almost

roborate this view to the superficial oViserver, but
:

none the ne.xt .' and is tliat result not constantly

there are strong facts against it. I have myself,
j

assigned to weakness or want of vigour ] Such

in years past, written iii The Garden that exten-
|

examples__ could be multiplied witliout number.

.sion training was a method of running a tree out

into fruitfulness, " exhausting it, as it were," and

thereby utilising all its powers ; but I did not

eniplov these terms in the sense in which "D. T. F."

holds 'them, as I lately explained. "D. T. F."

says (p. 13.5) that "growth and fertility seldom

or never run in parallel lines, but in diametrically

opposite directions," a passage which seems to

show that "D. T. F.'s" precept outruns his prac-

tice. The whole of my arguments in favour of

If " D. T. F.'s " arguments had any force, the

more abundantly a tree bore and the weaker it

grew the more fertile it should become ; but just

the contrary happens. He confounds vigour with

gross, immature shoots that under more favour-

able conditions of treatment would expend their

energies in crops. It is clear to me that " D. T. F."

takes a superficial view of the subject, but it is a

common view too, I admit.

Root-pruning, thereby checking growth, may
Will lie H_V.I LllOlL.^ I.'J I^HU Vyill. LI, l-Ul lV,.^l'i_'UV.llll^ IILIIU .....v.. .....v ,. .. ... ^ —"O lllL"..! 1 il. 1.1

ber of the .dd branches annually. In this way the free growth iu times past went to show that the ,
probably be cited as an example the other way

;

whole will be kept properly furnished from
bottom to top, a condition that, after the first

few years, is oftener wanting than other-

wise with Roses when grown in this way.
It is scarcely needful to say that Roses that

make long growth like the varieties named
will not bear their shoots being cut close

in similarly to the bushy-habited sorts ; if

this is done, few if any flowers need lie

looked for. All they require is the weak
growth, with some of the old strong

branches already named cutting away, and
the points of the shoots that are retaineil

shortening a little. By exercising judg-
ment in the way suggested an even distri-

bution of young flowering wood can be
kept up, by which a difl'erent effect will be
secured than the patchy appearance result-

ing from the inconsiderate pruning which
is often practised.

Rose .\rches.— Roses when grown to

form continuous archwaj's, or on the ordi-

nary simple arches that sjjan walks, are

usually no better circumstanced in the

matter of nutriment to the roots than
when used for screens. It frequently hap-

pens that the root-run consists of a gravel

path at one side with a piece of lawn at the

other, and unless the soil I'eceives an ex-

ceptional preparation previous to the plants

being put in, they soon get so poor as to

be capable of little more than aftbrding

food and lodging lor the swarms of

aphides and red spider that seldom fail

in being more persistent in their attacks on
Roses when in a starved condition than when
strong and vigorous. And after all that is

possible in the way of preparing the soil has
been done at the commencement, it ultimately

gets too poor to keep up the requisite vigour,

necessitating, as in other cases where Roses
are similarly circumstanced, additional appli-

cations of manure. Regarding the varieties

best to plant when arches are to be covered,

such a3 advising lor screens will answer, and
the treatment in respect to jiruning and train-

ing should be similar, the object being to keep
the whole space clothed with healthy young
wood and foliage. If the liare appearance in

winter consequent on the use of deciduous va-
rieties for covering screens or arches is objected

to, this can easily be avoided by using evergreen
sorts ; but these will not give flowers so effective

as the kinds named or others similar in character,

for there is a wealth to choose from. Yet for

general effect it is better not to be tempted to use

too many varieties, a few distinct colours generally

being the most telling. T. Baine.s.

One of tlie Bamboos (Bambiisa Metake) by the riverside at Pien-epont.

See page 2-S.

two did run in parallel lines without any doubt

;

and I think lioth myself and others have proved

as much in practice. IuTheGarden (Vol. XVII.,

p. 510) will be found an illu.stration prepared

from a photograph of a strong Nectarine branch

from one Inid, containing 16 feet of bearing wood,

carrying eighty-six young fruit about the size of

pigeon's eggs, and only two years old. It was a

sample of numbers of trees I had, some of which

were also figured. This branch was designed to

show what could be done with an extra vigorous

variety (Victoria Nectarine) permitted the fidlest

development under favourable conditions, and

growing at its most rampant rate. Will anyone

venture to assert that this was not vigorous

growth and fertility running in parallel lines %

If it was not that, what was it ? I have often

repeated the experiment on various subjects and

always with the same result. The Victoria under

glass is, without exception, the most vigorous

variety with which I am acquainted, and also

the most constant and abundant bearer. Take

the Vine again. I never knew a Vine that was

unfruitful because it was vigorous, provided tlie

but is the fertility so produced caused by
enfeebling the tree, or by inducing greater

maturity in the branches by bringing the

roots nearer the surface and causing growth
that is more easily matured ? It is quite

certain that heavy cropping, in addition

to root-pruning, means no crop for the

following year. We have clearly a good

deal to learn on this point, but let not your
young readers run awa}- with the idea that

vigorous growth and fertility are diametri-

cally fipposed, or they will make great mis-

takes. I have long ago said, and I say it

again, that the most rampant growth need

not be necessarily infertile, provided it can

be lipened. In the Nectarine shoot re-

ferred to above, if I had disbudded and
pruned it severely in the usual way, it

would certainly have been infertile ; but
instead of doing that, the more it seemed
ilisposed to grow the more I encouraged

it to grow, till the main limb became like

a whip shank, and the other laterals thick,

strong, and fertile, and able to stand crop-

ping the year after thev came into exist-

ence. By "D. T. F.'.s'" plan this shoot

would have probably been treated as a

gross shoot, and condemned as such ; with

me, acting on the belief that vigorous

growth and fertility ran in parallel lines,

it became a fruitful .shoot. It is not the

vigour of the shoot that renders it in-

fertile, but some other cause.

The Apple bears, as a rule, not on the pre-

vious year's wood, like the Peach, but on the spurs

of the two-year-old wood. Last year, however, I

had Apple shoots sent me of extraordinary vigour,

that bore abundance of strong fruit-buds the first

year and fruited the second. The cause was the

favourable climate in which they grew, and the

remarkable thing about them was their vigour,

as indicated by their thickness and their ferti-

lity, the two again running in parallel lines.

'Vo return to the Victoria Nectarine, to the extra-

ordinarily vigorous constitution of which I have
several times alluded in The Garden, it mav be

described as a living refutation of'D. T. F.'s"

theory, i.e., wherever it is found growing under
glass. It is, without exception, probably the

strongest growintf variety in cultivation, and at

the same time the mast fertile ; therefore it is a

favourite here. Moderately young trees of it

will make shoots about G feet long in a season as

thick as one's finger at the base, and yet yield

abundance of fine fruit the season following and
go on bearing. A tree here that I planted about

1S67 has never missed bearing a good crop but

once, and the lengths of, the older limbs still
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testify to the rampant character of its growth.

For the last tliree years it lias borne forty dozen
fine fruit eacli year, and will apparently finish

as many this season. Previous to that time, in

mucli less room, it constantly bore about twenty
dozen a year on an average. It was never cur-

tailed by the knife till it had filled its allotted

space. Growing in a strong loam it was once

transplanted, but never otherwise root-pruned
;

it has been encouraged to attain its utmost vigour,

and has borne crops in proportion. It would
doubtless have ripened a hundred dozen fruits a

year, but the}' have been thinned down to forty

dozen. If the extraordinary and constant fertility

of this Nectarine is not due to its extraordinarily

vigorous constitution, and if there is not here
vigour and fertility running in parallel lines, I

know not howothei'wise to describe sucli matters.

According to " D. T. F.," the Victoria Nectarine
should be one of the worst fruit-bearers out,

because it is one of the strongest of growers ; but
it is just the opposite. Can he match it with
an example corroborative of his opposite theory
on the subject? Let "D. T. F." be under no
misapprehension regarding my meaning. When
he asserts that fertility and vigour are " antago-

nistic," and that fertiiitij represents a lack of
vigour, or suppression to growth, I understand
him to mean that vigorous growth, long and
strong branches, and robust foliage are " seldom
or never " found in conjunction with fertility,

and I have attempted to furnish him with
existing examples that completely refute that

idea.

Lindley discusses this subject in all its

bearings, and concludes with this "axiom in

vegetable pjhysiology, that the production of

flower-buds depends upon the presence of nutri-

tive matter in sufficient abundance for their

support ;" but this matter may be found in con-

junction with vigorous growth, and hence any
method of culture wliich encourages its produc-
tion must be the best. " When a young seedling

fruit tree," he continues, " is made to bear pre-

maturely, by grafting it upon an old stock, the
effect of which will apparently not be to dimi-
nish its vigour, it may be conceived that, in the
first place, the seedling will receive a considerable

quantity of nutritive (fruiting) matter from the
old stock, where it had been already collected,

and that thus the supply will be greater than
the consumption, however large that may be."

In other words, it is possible to render an extra
vigorous shoot fruitful by charging it with fruiting

matter in sutficient quantity, a result best

gained by permitting free growth, expansion, and
the perfect elaboration of the sap sent up into

the branches, instead of forcing it back by
severe pruning. This explanation clears up
"D.T.F.'s" difficulty.

To summarise the matter, fertility is not a
question of producing the largest quantity of

fruit in the least spctce, but the greatest quantity
of fruit in a given time, from the .same tree, and
there is only one way of accomplishing this, and
that way is to utilise the tree's utmost vigour to

produce the greatest numljer of branches and
bearing shoots it is capable of jiroducing, as the
more and the longer the shoots are the more
fruit will there be and the sooner will it come

—

a fact completely borne out in practice, as I have
shown above. The wonder is that in tliose days
intelligent gardeners should be found who would
advocate any other method of culture than that
which utilises a 2>l(»^t's capacity and energies to

the utmost extent. To take the Nectarine again,

I am aware that, by certain enfeebling processes
of piinching, pruning, and root-pruning, a certain
quantity of fruit may be got in a certain numlier
of years ; but without these jirocesses, and by

letting the tree run out its strength in the

natural channels, we get much more fruit in the

same time, and thus lertility and vigour contri-

bute to the same end—run in parallel lines.

Some kinds of herbaceous plants illustrate even
more clearly the fallaciousness of the doctrine

that " fertility I'epresents a lack of vigour," or

that " growth and fertility never run in parallel

lines." Take the Strawlierry, for example.

Who besides "D.T. F." believes that a Straw-

berry plant in a pot or in the open ground is

more fertile in a weak than in a strong state of

growth 1. In this plant, as in many others, I

l)elieve there is no exception to the general rule,

that the plants with the finest leaves and the

strongest cro^^'ns, and other signs of robustness,

invarialily produce the heaviest crops and the

largest fruits, while weak plants go absolutely

barren. Tlie successful culture of the plant is

indeed based on this idea. So much for growth
and fertility being diametrically opposed ! And,
again, take other subjects—the Raspberry, for

example. If it is not the tallest and thickest

canes that produce the most berries, with the

greatest number of pips and seeds, why is it the

gardeners object to grow strong canes only '? If

growth and fertility are diametrically opposed,

how comes it also that strong shoots of Currants
and Gooseberrii-s produce most clusters with most
berries upon them ? and how comes it that in

weak bushes the clusters are fewer, and the

berries too 'I These hardy fruits illustrate our
subject well, because they never refuse to lipen

their aunual growths in our climate, and the

higher the culture and stronger the shoots the

greater the quantity of fruit produced, and
vice versa. How any writer can assert tliat

vigour and fertility are " never " combined with
.such familiarexamples to the contrary constantly

before his eyes, I cannot conceive. Where we
can ripen the Peach, Pear or Plum shoots, in the

same way all become just proportionately fruit-

ful, no matter how gross they may be.

Gardeners are fond of quoting the Fig as a plant

that is often brtiught into a fruitful condition by
checking and weakening it at the roots, but it is

not the check or weakening that causes fertility,

i'or strong Fig shoots are more fertile than weak
shoots when they are equally well ripened.

When j\lr. Fowler, of Castle Kennedy, brought
out his Fig of that name, he .showed liranches of

it at the Edinburgh autumn show that were
reported on as remarkable for— first, the strength

of the shoots ; second, the size of the fruit they
Ijore, and the number of Figs on each shoot.

On a weak shoot the iruits would have been
smaller, and there would have been fewer of

them, and had the shoots not been well ripened

they would probably have been barren altogether.

As it was, their unusually vigorous growth and
thorough maturity was the cause of their un-

common fertility. These are only examples
that occur to me contradicting as flatly as facts

can do the notion that strong growth is

diametrically opposed to fertility, and they are

wiirth any number of unsupported assertions to

tlie contrary. J. S. W.

Apple selection.—"Being in London some short

time since, I was struck with the fine appearance of

the American Baldwin Apple, and examined it closely.

My impression of it was that it had little flavour. /

did not taste it, but it lacked the fine aroma of Apples

of the best quality. I can send ' \V. K.' an Apple
handsomer, a better keeper, and better for table or

cooking purposes, and I will challenge it in every

way against the American, but it has no name."

The above, in your last week's issue, is thoroughly

characteristic of the English grower's view of American
Apples. The italics are mine. Ho judges and con-

demns an Apple without even attempting to do the

one thing needful to judge of its quality and value.

He and many others are living in a fool's paradise

about American Apples. They are not particular

about the kinds they grow ; the Americans are very
much so indeed, and know the <piality and fitness of

every Apple for every State in the Uniun. The
British grower neglects his orchard, does not even
prune it, and starves it. When he sends to the
market at all, he very often sends rubbish that is not
worth packing or buying, and that the salesman can-

not get rid nf. The American packs so well and
selects so well, that the buyer and salesman are both

satisfied, and can get rid of any quantity. Here is

this Baldwin, which the English grower (lid not con-

descend to taste, being sent 3000 miles to our markets,

to a country where the Apple may be grown in the

greatest perfection if the same attention is given to

it as is given in Canada and the Eastern States of

America. I do not say the American varieties can,

but our own British varieties. The state of the

orchards of England, seen as one goes through one of

the orchard counties, is disgraceful when compared
with the state of good orchards in some of the States

of America. Such men do not know even how to

judge their own Apples. When they had an Apple
congress, they gave the leading place of all Apples
grown in England to the King of the Pippins, wliich

is not even a third-rate Apple in point of flavour or

te.\ture.—J. H. H., in Fit Id.

UNXAILING PEACH TREES.

In again referring to this question in reply to

" J. C. C. "(p. 1.38) I should like to explain that it

was my experience of the subject during tlie very
severe winters to which " J. C. (J." refers, as well

as to those of 1852-.3, which were also excep-

tionally severe, that caused me to hold the opinions

I do with regard to the best means of securing

well-ripened Peach wood. As I have already

stated, I believe that when the trees are un-

nailed and the branches suspended away from
the wall the free exposure may assist in some
degree in the ripening process, but to be of any
real value it should be done in the autumn while

the leaves are yet on the trees, and not to be

deferred till January, as he advocates, for the

simple reason that if the branches are not ripened

before the latter date, neither this nor any other

operation will be of much practical value in

securing that desirable result. As to the greater

liability of injury to the trees by I'rost by this

operation being performed in the autumn instead

of in January, I believe that the greater risk,

should there really be any, is not nearly so great

as " J. C. C." believes it to be, not even in some-
what nnfirvourable positions. Like "J. C. C,"
I have, I regret to say, also had painful ex-

perience of the injurious and destructive effects

of frost on the young unripened wood of Peach
trees, but never, I am constrained to say, have I

had like experience when the young wood has

been well ripened in the autumn. "On oneoccasion,

when the temperature descendeil to 6° below
zero and continuous severe frost prevailed for

some weeks, I had to deplore the partial or total

destruction of many Peach trees, but a few trees

that had been partially root-pruned early in the

autumn, and whose roots had always been con-

fined to a space within 4 feet of the wall, and
whose branches were well ripened, not only

passed through this severe period unscathed, but

not a single shoot was found to have suffered.

This taught me a lesson I have not forgotten,

and altliough I have since had the manage-

ment of trees in a most unfavourable locality

and position even during the severe winters

of 1860 and 18(i{i, yet from Peach trees pro-

perly ripened in autumn I have never had

occasion to prune otf a frost-bitten branch. For

these reasons I would not hesitate to unnail such

trees in the autumn if required, feeling assured

that against a south wall in this climate they
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would not be injured. I do not, however, attach

that importance to the unnailing of Peacli trees

for the purpose of securing well-ripened wood as

I infer "J. C. C." does, believing that the close

contact of the branches with the warm wall

exerts even a greater intiuenue towards that end

than does tlie somewhat IVeer atmosphere

amongst the leaves and branches when they are

liberated from the wall. There are three points

in the cultivation of outdoor Peaches in un-

favourable localities that I hold to be necessary

in order to secure well-ripened wood in autumn,

viz., perfect command and careful treatment of

the roots, sound, but by no means rich soil, and,

what is perhaps even more essential, the most
vigilant care of the first growths in spring. For
many years I have carefully attended to these

three points in practice, during which time I

cannot recollect having had occasion to prune off

an unripe or frost-bitten shoot.

I unhesitatingly admit that 1 did misunder-
stand " J. C. C.'s " meaning with respect to

winter-dressing Peach trees (p. 54), where he
more particularly alludes to weak solutions of

turpentine and soot, Gishurst and clay. I was
under the impression that when he said, "I have
never winter-dressed trees on the open walls,"

he meant dressings of any kind. But by his

remarks at p. 138 it is quite evident that he in-

tended only those mixtures whose chief uses

appear to be to make the trees as unsightly as

po.ssible, and also .seal, for a time at least, those

poies in the outer bark whose office should on no
account be interrupted, in which I c[uite agree

w th him. W. C. T.

.A.re coal ashes of any value in fruit cul-
ture ?

—

I find them, pays an American orchardist, to

be of great value after being sifted to remove the

coarser portion which is useful for walks, &c. I

apply them to fruit trees liberally, not a handful or a
peclc, but a barrowload or more, according to the size

of the tree. Both thrifty growth and fruitfulness are

thus promoted. Gooseberry and Currant bushes not
only thrive with a free dressing of ashes, but the
Currant worm is kept in check, while I have had no
equal growth of Strawberry plants with no other
application than just ashes forked freely into the soil.

With Vines also, an admixture of ashes with the soil

promotes vigorous growth. In light soils or in

warm regions, probably less useful results would fol-

low their application.

American Nonpareils.—The great practical

question is, how can we cultivate fruit in such a
manner as to produce the largest degree of profit from
the transaction ? We grow a variety in Nova Scotia
called the Xonpareil. From my standpoint this

Apple is not a very delicious or a very desirable one
in any form, yet it has one quality of importance.
Raised in the coiinty of Annapolis, it; can go to the
London market and the great centres of the world at

the latter end of M.ay, and even later, in perfect con-
dition. Is there any other belt in the world that can
send an Apple to compete with it ? This is a question
which fruit growers should put to themselves. Because,
if not, they m.ay lay it down as an axiomatic fact

that the teemiug millions of this earth are bound to
hive Apples at all seasons of the year. I have been
informed by a gentleman in Nova Scotia who was in
London and Paris last season tbat he saw Nonpareil
Apples, raised in Nova Scotia, sold in London at
prices ranging from £2 to £2 10s. per barrel, and no
competition whatever to meet. He traced these
same Apples farther ; he went to Paris and found
there the Nonpareil, alone with no competition, sold
at 5d. apiece. I have made an estimate in my mind
of how many Apples a barrel of Nonpareils would
contain. The Nonpareil being a small and closely

p.acking Apple, I think 600 to the barrel would not
be a large estimate for Nonpareils of average size.

Now, if there are 600 in a barrel, and sold at 5d.
apiece, it would amount to £12 per barrel. Bear-
ing this fact in mind, I want to know why it is

that we are devoting our time and energy to the culti-

vation of Apples in which the whole world can com-

pete with us wdien we have it in our power to grow

an Apple with which we can defy competition, and

with wbich we alone can supply the demands of the

millions in the great markets of the world in certain

seasons of the year. They can grow Nonpareils in

England, in the United States, and in Ontario, but

the Nonpareil Apples grown in England, the United

States, and Ontario are worthless after the last days

of April are past—worthless, as a rule, after the last

days of March; but here in this favoured vale we
raise an Apple that when the productions of other

countries have ceased to have a commercial value

has reached the point in which it is entirely king in

the markets of the world.—C. E. Beown, in Trans-

actions of the American Pomoloyical Society.

PRUNING TO PROMOTE VIGOUR.
" J. S. W." adduces a good example of the in-

vigorating etfects of excessive pruning in the

case of the old snow-riven Thorn trees in the

park wbich, having been trimmed after being

thus broken down, showed their latent vigour by

pushing strong shoots immediately. Exactly
;

no stronger case in proof of our contention has

yet been otJered ; no, not even "W. I. M.'s"

Alnwick Seedling Vine, with its short-jointed

rod 11 feet long, as the result of being cut down
to the ground last winter. No doubt a good deal

of the vigour is aided by the inherent and helped

fertility of the soil, as this correspondent points

out. But as.?uming that these are identical in

two cases, we still contend that pruning promotes

vigour, ]>rovided always the knife is wisely

handled and that the cuts are neither repeated

too often nor carried to excess. It would be

interesting to follow "W. I. M." into another

side issue—the uses to be made of vigour after it

is obtained, and the wisdom or otherwise of his

fruiting his vigorous Vine .shoots, the products

of his pruning, to their full length, those lengths

being 19 feet, 10 feet, and 11 feet, and others

probably as long. But this, as well as bis refer-

ence to fruit trees and Roses, refers more to

pruning in its relation to culture and fertility

than as a means of promoting vigour, and for

neither purpose would many of us be prepared

to endorse the following advice ;

—

"Every well-established fruitbushortree ought

to have an annual heavy surfacing of manure, not

from the frame ground, but straight from the

farmyard or pigstye, and which still holds all

its fertilising properties. " Faugh; such dressings,

indeed, might batHe the knife and send the trees

over the garden walls, and surfeit the little pigs

(theroots)andrendertertility impossible. Nodoubt
such Roses as Marfichal Niel and other Teas under

glass on such diet as the above will grow freely

and bloom, but we contend that the shoots would
bestrongerwere there fewer of them. Whether the

few wouhlbe practically better or more profitable

is altogether another and a difterent c|uestion

not under discussion. In his endeavour to assess

the infiuence of pruning on vigour, " B. S."

adheres closely to his text, and his cases are

strikingly apropos to the point in hand, and are

convincing evidence of the truth of our conten-

tion that pruning promotes vigour. This logical

reasoner and clever writer will see that I

thoroughly agree with him that in practice there

is no such bard and fast line between pruners

and non-pruners as many seem to assume ; and

that, in a word, pruning is a versatile agency, and

may be used with equal wi.sdom and propriety, and

to more profit to check vigour than to promote
it. Belore the discussion closes I trust that every

reader ofThe Garden willagreewitli experienced,

practical men that pruning is the most potent

means at our command alike for promoting vigour

and concentrating and heightening fertility.

Meanwhile, I may be permitted respectfully

to direct tlie attention of "W. I. M." to the

importance not only for the next crop of Grapes,

wliich would be safe enough prfiljalily, Imt to the

ultimate efl'ect on the vigcjitr (d' his Vines by
fruiting bis long rods, as he proposes, along the

wdiole lengths of from 10 feet to 19 feet next year.

And this leads me to state that though, for the

sake of perspicuity, it is very desirable to keep
the two most important products of pruning

—

vigour and fertility—separate and distinct, yet in

practice they are more or less mixed, and the

pruner has to adapt bis practice to suit either

or both as circumstances demand—never, how-
ever, losing sight of the fact that within the

domain of horticulture the ultimate end and use

of vigour is fertility.—D. T. F.

Pntning to promote vigour is calculated

to convey an impression difterent from that which
is intended by those who advise moderate pruti-

ing— that is pruning so far as is needful to bring

the trees or Vines into the shape and condi-

tion that best adapts them for fruiting, and also

f(ir filling the positions they are to occupy.

The latter seems to be a condition that is being

lost sight of ; but it is well to hear in mind tliat

which I have before urged, tbat garden walls

cost money enough to make it worth wdiile to

manage the trees on them iu a way that will

enable them to cover all the space as they should

do from bottom to top. Vigour in its literal

sense means strength, and no one, I should

imagine, who knows anytliing of pruning would
pretend that it could have any other efl'ect than

to reduce for the time being the powers of a

plant to make as much growth as it would if left

unpruned. Before anything in gardening de-

fervitig of the name was known or practised in our

country the Chinese and the Japanese had
proved that by persistent close pruning and a

corresponding restriction of root room, plants

that if left to themselves would attain a height of

30 feet or 40 feet could so far be reduced in

strength as not to reach a height of more than

half as many inches. Their imitators here, the

growers of fruit trees in little pots, followed

the same line, both aftbrding an instructive

example of what not to do. But the necessity

for avoiding one inconsistency is not sufficietit

reason for rushing into the opposite extreme of

throwing away the pruning-knife and letting

wall trees and Vines grow as they will. Nor is

such teaching likely to be followed by any but

the unwary. "W. I. M." (p. 1S3) seems to be

under the mistaken impression that I approve of

the hard pruning of young fruit trees and the

heading down of young Vines, a practice that

used to be followed, and which is still pursued

by some, but which in times past, as at present,

was never universally adoptetl. So far from

being a believer in hard pruning, especially in

the case of young trees, I have never practi-sed

it, nor have I ever written a line that could lead

to the supposition that I approved of it further

than was needful where bush or pyramid trees

were wanted, and when writing on the suljject

I have frequently urged that those who require

trees of this description, and who confine their

operations to shoot pruning, work at the wrong

end, as it is the roots principally that require to

be shortened. "W. I. M." is equally unjust to

himself if be means to enrol himself amongst the

limited school of non-pruners, as he shows by

the opinion he expresses that he believes in a

medium and reasonable course. He admits that

the use of the knife at the commencement in

laying a good foundation in the young tree is

necessary, and this is as much as I have ever

claimed to be recj^uisite.

As TO UNTRAINED MAIDEN.S of both Psaches
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and other fruits, I can assure "W. I. M." that I

have not given an opinion without having tried

them and know wiiat can be done witli tliem.

Such aa were for walls I have planted in spare

spaces, and also in the ]iositions where they were
to remain ; in the latter case the check of a second
removal, such as occurs with trees trained pre-

vious to being permanently planted, is avoided

;

consequently they get ahead of trees of the same
age that have been subjected to a second removal.
But let anyone who likes to try the experiment
get some maiden Peaches, plant, cut Ijack, and train

them in the ordinary way, and then move them
to where they are to remain, planting maidens at

the same time in their permanent quarters. If

ever the maidens overtake the trained examples,
the result will be different from that which has
occurred with me. Strong, healthy maidens
often outgrow trained trees that in the hurry of
taking up in a nursery sometimes have half their

roots left behind ; but this is a way of proceeding
different from training them onesself and moving
them witli all their roots intact. It is well, too,

to observe that there are trained trees and
trained trees, even when procured in the ordi-

nary way. Last spring I planted two Peaches, a
Barrington and a Diamond, on the south wall of
the house in which 1 live. They were not put
in until some weeks after they had left the nur-
sery

; they were not touched with the knife further
than taking the points otf a few of the strongest
shoots. Each tree has made a number of .shoots

from 3 feet to 5 feet long ; they are now as full

of bloom-buds as they can hold. In addition to
which the liottom of the wall is covered as it

should be, a condition not attainable with
maiden trees unless their heads are sacrificed,

which means waiting another year for fruit.

Until " W. I. M." mentioned them I had for-
gotten the Peach trees at Longleat, that have come
under Mr. Pratt's charge, and which, despite his
ability as a fruit grower, will never half cover
the wall unless he takes their heads off and starts
them afresh. It would be difficult to point to a
better illustration of what to avoid in furnishing
a Peach wall than the trees in question afford^
As to Peach trees not lasting more than a few
years in tlie garden named, I think I saw enough
to account for it ; the supply of water seemed to
be not more than sufficient for a garden one-
tenth the size.

"W. I._M." appears to think that in urging
the necessity for keeping old standards, in common
with any other form of Apple trees, sufficiently
pruned to admit of the fruit attaining the requisite
size, that I attach too much weight to the in-
fluence of pruning, and am urmnndful of the
effects of manure. If he will kindly turn to
what I said on Pear growing in The Garden,
January 16, p. 5.3, he will see that I am not for-
getful of the necessity for keejjing the roots
sufficiently nourished, which is alike in its appli-
cation to Apples as it is to Pears. At the same
time it is necessary to bear in mind that different
soils require to be differently dealt with in the
matter of manure. I have liad to do with land
that was naturally rich enough, and with the
addition of a heavy rainfall, so that if nnich
manure was applied even to full grown Apple
and Pear trees, the growth was such that the
Avood did not get ripened sufficiently in ordinary
.seasons to admit of their bearing as they should.
hi such places if "W. I. M.'s" advice was followed
of giving "every well-establislied fruit tree an
annualheavysurface-dressingofmanure fresh from
the farmyard or pigstye," it would do more harm
than good. It is in such land, when Apples and
Pears are grown in a heavily manured kitchen
garden, that the large bush-shaped trees, kept
well root-pruned, come in to do such good service
If " W. I. M." will take the trouble to go into

the fruit-growing districts of Kent in the Apple
season, wlu:re he will meet with few orchards
that are not regularly manured, and note tlie

majority of them, where fully grown standards
are not pruned, and see the small fruit they bear
compared with that forthcoming from such of the

neighbouring orchards where the trees are mode-
rately ]u'uned, he will see that what I have said

about old uupruned trees producing small fruit

of little worth is correct, especially in the case of

the best dessert kinds.

The details of treatment with young Vines
given by " W. I. M." are much on a par with
what I ha\'e followed, only that however slender
a cane may happen to be at planting time, if it is

projjerly ripened I do not cut it down to the
ground like the Alnwick Seedling he mentions,
Ijut at the bottom of the rafter or just below
where the lowest spur is to be, shortening at the
next pruning half way up if tlie roof is of ordi-
nary length, and at the top the season following.
The Vine in question now to be left 11 feet long
will be a little over half way up the roof, but
this is a very different affair from being left full

length— a course which those who follow the
usual method of getting the bearing wood in their
"\'ines of equal strength from tup to bottom are
not likely to adopt. "W. I. M.'s" words of

caution cannot be too often repeated about the
temptation which strong young canes left Lmg
are to over-cropping, and which even now, when
the evil effects are better understood than they
once were, wreck many a promising lot of Vines.
At the present day there is an indisposition to

wait long for a crop, neither is it desirable to

follow the slow course that used to be looked on
as the only orthodox practice, when to give any-
thing in the way of manure, except the slow de-
composing bones, was considered to be fraught
with no end of evils, and when consequently it

took longer to get the requisite strength into
Vines to enable them to bear a crop, with corre-

spondingly less means of supporting them whilst
they were carrying it. But in this, as in most
other matters connected with gardening, any at-

tempt to lay down a hard and fast line is a mis-
take—local circumstances require to be taken
into account. I know places where there is not
any soil within a reachable distance that will not
become as effete as sand in the course of eight or
ten years ; in such cases there is sufficient reason
for cropping harder as soon as enough strength
can be got into the Vines to enable them to

bear. But in places where the natural soil is

such as Vines like, and will continue to thrive in
for an indefinite time, it is advisable to tax their
strength less in the early years of their existence.

I could instance a good many cases where old
Vines keep on bearing in a way that can only be
accounted for by their being lightly cropped in
their early years combined with fair treatment
since. One of the most notable instances that I

have seen of the effects of accumulated strength
through a more than ordinary length of time
being allowed after planting before a crop was
taken was the Vines at Claughton, Birken-
head, from which Mr. Woolley used to produce
the grand Grapes that he was in the habit of
showing at Liverpool and other places. So far

as I recollect, these Vines were ten or eleven
years old at the time I saw them, and I under-
stood that nothing beyond a single bunch or so
each was taken from them until the fifth season
after they were planted ; the Hamburghs carried
ten or eleven bunches apiece that would average
4 lbs. each, as black as it was possible for them
to be, and covered .vith bloom in a way that only
few growers manage to secure. They, with the
Lady Downes, Alicante, Barbarossa, and Muscats,
iu the same houses, were a sight such as anyone

fond of Grape growing was not likely to forget.

It is many years since I saw them, and I have
often been asked by others who have .seen them
how the Vines are doing now ; douljtless there

are many gardeners about Liveipool who will

know.—t. B.

A REMARKABLE GRAPE VINE.

The fiillowing account of an uncommonly fine speci-

men of the Urape Vine growing in the o]ien air at

Montioelo, near Santa Barbara, and which has
obtained a widespread notoriety in that region under
the name of Dona Marcelina's Grape Vine, occurs in

Taylor's "Annals of C.ilifornia": "This Grape
Vine, which is the pride and marvel of the neighbour-
hood, traces its origin to a slij) brought by Doiia
Marcelina from a young vineyard at San Antonio
Mission for a horsewhip, and, though it was nearly

withered from the effects of the long journey, she

determined to make the trial to plant it, after her
husband should liave obtained the commandant's per-

missif>n to malce a small garden at the warm springs

near Monticelo. Notwithstanding this further delay,

the sadly neglected slip took root, budded, and ever

since prospered, jjroving itself the main support, a
Fortunato's purse, for the large Dominguez family

(there being seven sons and as many daughters, and,
through them, upwards of a hundred descendants
surviving the old lady at her death ; she left a son
Josi5 eighty-eight years old, who has grandchildren).

Between the years 1850 and 1860 the Vine had been
trained over an area of SO feet in circumference, the

stem measuring then 12 inches in diameter, and
attaining a height of 15 feet from the ground. Some
years it has borne over 6000 bunches (upwards of

8000 pounds of ripe and sound Grapes)."

Mr. Edward Vischer, in his " Notes on the Cali-

fornian Missions," published by VVinterburn and Co.,

San Francisco, also mentions this celebrated Vine,

and informs us that " the owner of it, Doiia Marcelina
Felix de Dominguez, died in Santa Barbara in 1865,

at the age of nearly 105 years. She was the widow
of Jose Jlaria de Dominguez, a soldier in the Spanish
service, who, liaving attained also a hundred years,

died in 1S45." From this it woidd appear that the

climate of the Santa Barbara district is especially

favourable, not only to the growth of the Grape Vine,

but also to an unusual extension of the period of

human life. W. Millek.

Obstacles to successful fruit culture.—
First, n-.ay be named a wrong selection of varieties,

the cure for which is simply local experience. Second,
improper planting in ground insufficiently drained

and prepared for trees, with subsequent neglect. It

is not uncommon to see young trees planted in Grass
fields, the sod wrapping the stem. To thrive, trees

must be fed at the roots and the ground cultivated as

far as the roots extend. Third, lack of priming ; the

nutriment that would fill a due proportion of branches

with productive fruit spurs is inadequate to supply a

dense growth of wood ; often the removal of all use-

less wood will ensure a productive tree in a couple of

years. Fourth, neglect of insects and diseases, allow-

ing these to feed and propagate unchecked. One may
see Plum trees with more black knots than Plums ;

Gooseberry bushes stripped of their leaves by mid-
summer, or the fruit coated with mildew, and Apple
trees starving through the attacks of bark lice.

—

Trunmctions of the Amencan Pomological Society.

SHORT NOTES.—FRUIT.

Adam's Everlasting' Apple.— In what estimation
tbi.s Apple may be licld by fruit growers I know not, but its

habit is so peculiar, and its early productiveness so remark-
able, th.at I am greatly interested in it. It is said not to be
liable to canker.—B. •

Neglected Apples.—Permit me to add Bess Pool to

Mr. Cnlelaau's list of neglected Apples. It is a really first-

class kind either for kitchen or table use, and beautifully

marked with red stripes. It is over the medium size and
good in shape. The tree is of upright growth, robust habit,

and very prolific ; in fact, if my choice was limited to two
kinds for use after Christmas. I should certainly decide on
Bess Pool and Dumelow's Seeding.—S. T. W., Sov.ih Hereford-
shire.
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WHO ARE THE HARD PKUNERS?

I DO not know who "S." may be whom "T. B."

tackles (p. 136), but "T. B." makes some reflec-

tions on past and present pruners that need correct-

ing.

No one is likely to defend the Lard prvming; and if by

h.'ird pruning is me.int the mischievous practice of cutting

the shoots close in to the extent that vised to be done in the

case of newly-planted trained trees, or trees that had got

esublished, I quite agree with the condemnation. But that

kind rif treatment has never been followed hi/ those endowed with

ordinary powers of observation and rejieclion, even in past

times.

Oh ! Just let us see. In a work revised and re-

issued some few years ago, called " The Gardener s

Assistant," by Thomas Moore, assisted by a staff,

among which I find the names of Mr. Thos. Baines,

Mr. Douglas, and others, I find a description and

figure of 3, tree that has often astonished " people

endowed with ordinary powers of observation," and

which I do not believe any gardener in these days

has tried to copy, or succeeded in copying it if he has

tried. This tree—a Peach (fig. 277)—is, without ex-

ception, one of the most truly frightful examples of

mutilation ever delineated by that class of practi-

tioners with whom " T. B." has constantly identified

himself, and the ex.ample in question may be accepted

as showing generally the kind of ideas entertained

and acted upon by the reflective minds he speaks of.

Examples of fine trees grown up in good form to an

abundant bearing size in two and three years by the

modern system are now too common to be ignored

;

but this tree in the "Assistant" I have had preserved

as a memento, and I shall here try to describe it.

Eor some four or five years this tree, according to

the instruction", is cut down to a mere stump a few

inches from the ground in the process of what is

called "originating the main limbs," the earliest

bearing shoots apparently not coming into existence

at all till after this time, and never becoming plentiful

till ten or a dozen years have elapsed—a period during

which those whom " T. B." opposes would have

gathered about as many large crops of fruit and had
trees of mature size. In this tree—the invention of

"T. B.'s" coadjutors—you are directed to shear the

whole of the fine annual growths off year after year

for some four or five years, and after that the process

is repeated on a scarcely less severe scale for an in-

definite number of years, according to the denomi-

natory letters and figures, which multiply in the

directions given till they would puzzle a clever student

of Euclid. And these instructions, and many more
like them, are written and endorsed by those prac-

titioners of " observation and reflection " whom
"T. B." asserts "have never followed them, even in

times past." They are founded, too, upon an entire

misconception of the tree's habits constantly dispLayed

before their eyes during the whole of their practice,

but never apparently recognised by the " powers of

observation " before alluded to. It is high time the

saddle was put upon the right horse, and I for one
shall not let "T. B." and his friends oflt with the plea

that they do not share the responsibility of past

practice. J. S. W.

coat them over with solid paraffin, a material very

readily obtained by the sacrifice of a paraffin candle.

—W. H. CuLLiNQFORD, 7, PhilUmon Gardens.

Flower Garden.

ORNAMENTAL GRASSES.

Grasses, though now used more than formerly

in combination with other plants in mixed beda

and borders, are liardly yet recogni.sed to the

extent which their importance demands. Few
plants of an undoubtedly hardy character are

better adapted for subtropical gardening during

trying seasons than Grasses. They withstand

ea'rly autumn frosts with impunity when plants

of a more tender nature have to be placed

under glass, or, in the case of anntials, destroyed.

Even isolated on the lawn in large clumps they

are very graceful in appearance, their long

feathery" panicles .showing themselves off to ad-

vantage against certain kinds of background.

SuchplauU as Gynerium argenteum (Pampas),

Arundo conspicua, and in the vicinity of water

Arunilo Donax are M'ell worth attention on accoiint

of the beauty of their inflorescence alone, which

lasts all through the autumn and early winter

Pear President Drouard.—This comparatively

new Pear is highly praised in the BulUtiii (VArbori-

culture Belrjc. It was distributed ten years ago by
M. Leroy, of Angers, and appears to have already

attracted the attention of Continental market growers.

The fruit is rather above medium size, and golden

yellow in colour when fully ripe. Flesh fine, very

melting, juicy, and aromatic. Its season lasts from
January till April. Unlike many new Pears, it is

remarkable for vigour of growth, whether on the

t^uince or on the free stock, naturally forming a
pyramid. This would seem to be a really meritorious

fruit.—J. C. B.

Zinc labels.— "F. W. B." wUl find that the

best zinc for labels, and indeed for any other pur-

pose, is that bearing the mark "Veille Montagne."
He should, after cleaning the surface with emery
cloth, iwrite on them (first of all damping the sur-

face) with one of the lunar caustic pencils to be pur-

chased at any chemist's. To make the writing, and
the label, too, very lasting, he should warm them and

Panicum virgatum.

months. Panicums and Brizas are also very

useful in many ways, some even admiring them
when associated with cut flowers. P. virgatum,

of which the annexed is an illustration, makes a

good border plant, and one which will grow in

ordinary garden soil and require no protection.

It consists of numerously branched panicles,

graceful in outline, and very eft'ective—a descrip-

tion which also applies to P. altissimum and P.

bulbosum, allied species of equal merit. P. mi-

liaceum and C!rux-galli, both of wdiich may be

gathered by the side of the Thames, the former

probably an escape from some garden, are annual

species, the seed of which may be sown with that

of other annuals. Stipa pennata is also pretty,

and so also is the common Agrostis, Aira caespi-

tosa, which forms fine loose tufts. Among the

taller growing ones, Erianthus Ravennaj, Hor-

deum jubatura, Elymus glaucophyllus and E.

canadensis and the Polypogons are useful.

K.

SHORT NOTES.—FLOWER.

SPRING FLOWERS.

The poet who pathetically asks, " What lark can

pipe to skies so dull and grey ?" must have been

at Bournemouth in early spring when the

weather was something like it is just now. The

skies are leaden—sea fogs have hidden the ocean

from our gaze—often a cold rain mingled with

sleet or drifting snow falls drearily. Nature

still seems asleep. True, rare gleams of sun.shine

tell us that in that sleep there are signs of an

awakening at hand, but yet in this first week of

March there are few tokens of approaching

spring. The public gardens here, extending for

more "than two miles and artistically laid out, are

lull of fine trees and .shrubs. The Austrian

Pine, for which this place is celebrated ;
many

deciduous trees; then the bright Holly, still full

of scarlet berries ; Portugal Laurels
;
great bushes

of Laurustinus, ready to burst into flower the

first warm day ; the" Arbutus, full of buds, but

sadly nipped by the frost ; Bay trees, finer than

any I ever saw before in England ; Rhododen-

drons, in vast masses or planted as thick tall

hedges, promising hereafter a blaze of fine colour

;

all these are waiting for the tardy spring. The

birds are waiting too ; the " blackbird's broken

stave " reminds us that he, too, is hoping for fine

weather to pour forth his louder, clearer notes ;

the rooks are cawing in the old Elms
;
and on

sunny days the larks, mounting high in heaven

and filling the air with melody, proclaim that the

reign of winter is nearly over, and that a new

order of things is about to begin. Just now,

however, we are having snowfalls which are among

the severest ever known. We may h(jpe when
once they are over for better days. When I left

our midland garden a fortnight ago the Snow-

drops were coming out, and in sheltered parts of

the shrubberies which escape the gardener's

cruel spade "the Aconites did make a golden

door," but here I have seen no spring flowerg

except in the gardeners' shops. What dift'erent

floral years we have witnessed. Sometimes, even

in our bleak midland county in mild seasons, we
have had brilliant Anemones from all shades of

crimson and scarlet down to white and pink,

violet, and many hues of mauve flaunting in the

cold sun of January ; while a month later, as I

once remember writing in The Garden, we had

Hepatioas, Crocuses, Snowdrops, Primroses of

different tints, with si'iikes of golden flowers

covering our Berberis bushes.

We naturally love spring flowers more than

any others, because they come at a dull time

when days are short and the weather is dull, and

because they are the heralds and advance guard

of the glorious summer, who we know " shall be

king hereafter."

Woodland flowers are always particularly in-

teresting at this time of the year. Later on we
have the "well-attired Woodbine" (as Milton

calls it), the purple Heather, the gay Gorse, and

the royal Foxglove ; but now, while it is still too

early to look for Violets and Primroses, and it

will be long before blue Hyacinths and wild

Anemones carpet the glade, we have the yellow

Aconite. I know a wood, small in extent, but

lovely. To reach it there is a gentle ascen^ of a

m
bles.

Carnation leaves diseased (.v. «.).—The disease

affecting your Carnation leaves is caused by the attacks of a
]iarasitic fungus named Helminthosporium echiiiulatiun.

Yours is an unusually bad case. At present no better plan
is known for the prevention of the spread of the fungus than

the destruction of all affected leaves by lire.—W. 0. S.

ile, through green lanes overgrown with Bram-

es. Honeysuckles, and big Thorn bu.shes. When
you approach the confines of the wood, you lo.ik

"down on a wide and fertile plain. Far away in

the distance rise the Yorkshire wolds. They

seem to melt away into the clouds. You catch

from time to time a silver thread, wdiich is the

winding Trent, dividing the two counties. Towns

tiiere are none of any importance, excepting there

on the left the smo"ke, faintly visible, marks the

quaint old town of Gainsborough-George Eliot's

St. 0""'s. The villages are lew and so sparsely
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scattered, that the broad plain seems hardly

peopled by human liabitations.

Within the wood, even at this early season, all

is beauty. A-i you tread tlie carpet of dead Fern

strewn about in tanj,'led masses yon disturb many
rabbits whieli run madly into their holes at your

approach ; lirij^ht little sipiirrels leap from tree

to tree, while hei'e and there a fine cock pheasant

t,'ets up before you with a whirr. Long trails of

Ivy clothe the wintry trees in lieu of their

foliage, and when I visited the spot a week or

two ago, coming upon a space which had been

partially cleared, a blaze of colour met my eyes

—a broad piatch of Aconites covered the ground
;

it was a " held of the cloth of gold."

Some of these tiny flowerets were still in bud,

bright yellow balls rising out of their case of

brilliant green ; others had opened fully and were

like stars. It was one of the loveliest floral sights

I ever witnessed. But I cannot think why this

first born flower of February should not be more
extensively grown. I know several wild gardens

where they flourish undisturbed for years—" things

of beauty." Perhaps the rage for having every

corner tiresomely neat and proper may have

banished them from more formal pleasaunces, for

these children of spring do not need the gar-

dener's care or interference ; indeed, they are far

better without either ; they love to grow in their

own way, untended and untouched. Surely in

most gardens some room might be found for such

lovely blossoms ; some spaces under trees, where
nothing else will grow

;
plant them there, never

disturb them or dig about them, and they will

repay this kind neglect by giving you something

to look at and love when all around is bare and
lifeless ; they will relieve the gloom liy masses

of soft colour bursting forth from the dark earth,

to proclaim that winter days will not last long,

but are to jiass to make room for the joyous

spring. M. N.

Stocks.—These are quite indispensable, as, besides

being so very sweet and affording so many shades of

colour, they make splendid beds, either planted in

distinct colours in rows or mixed ; but, when grown
in the latter way, the seed should be commingled
before sowing, as then the plants are generally planted
more regularly, and blend better when they come
into bloom. The dwarfest sorts are the Ten-week,
which grow about 1 foot high, but the most showy
are the grandiflora or large-flowered varieties, and
these attain to a height of about IS inches or so.

To have them good, the ground should be heavily
manured with rotten manure and deeply dug, and the
seed sown in April in shallow drills and just covered
with fine soil, or the plants raised in pans or boxes in

a frame, and planted out when large enough for re-

moval.—S. D.

Snowdrops, double and single.—The in-

terest lately shown in the habits of Snowdrops is

almost riv.^lling that which has grown up in regard to

the wider question affecting Daffodils, and I hope to

be excused if I add my experience, extending over
forty or fifty years. I think the single form incom-
parably superior; but that is a matter of taste. My
preference, however, has acted usefully in this respect,

that I have studiously kept the double and single

apart, and so can speak of the habits of each. I have
• luerved them in the north and in the south. By
Tweedside it would be difficnlt to say which was the
more robust, or which made the more rapid increase.

Both multiplied by root offsets, and the single from
seed also ; but Inever knew the single to becomedouble,
nor did it ever happen to me to have a double from
seed. In another part of Northumberland I have
found thousands growing by the margin of a small
stream, not near any house or garden, but to all

appearance wild ; there was not a double flower
amongst them. In parts of Devon they may be
found plentifully in orchards, and more or less

frequently in hedges ; in the latter position I never
saw any double, and where they are double in

orchards they are unmixed with single, and other

garden outcasts, such as Star of I'ethlelieni and

garden double Narcissus, are mostly found with them.

My own soil, old red sandstone, does not seem

specially good for Snowdrops ; all the new kinds die

out, but the common kind (single and doulile) docs

fairly well ; both increase by offsets, but although

seed ripens I have not seen an undoubted s-eed-

ling. I plant the double far back, and by doing so I

have the benefit of the colour without the drawback
oi form. The singles have the better places assigned

to them. After all I do not think that anyone who
has seen the single Snowdrop growing under con-

genial conditions will anticipate its speedy extinction
;

but it has its fancies, and will not flourish every-

where.—T. H. Archek-Hind, SuiUh Devon.

SPRING TREATMENT OF PHLOXES.
Of all flowers which bloom in our gardens from
the end of June until September is at an end,

none are more showy or easier cultivated than

herbaceous Phloxes. We grow some hundreds
of them in the fhjwer garden, shrubberies, and
kitchen garden borders, and the display which
they make in all three, positions is striking in

the extreme ; indeed, the exclamation of all who
see them is, " AVhat magnificent flowers ! " The
very old sorts are slight in spike, small in in-

divnlual bloom, and not verv showy or rich in

shade of colour ; but the newer ones, such as

those introduced during the last ten years, are

remarkable for the extraordinary size of their

spikes, their massive individual blooms, and,

above all, their excj^uisite and endless shades of

colour. March is a good time in which to buy
new plants. Choice varieties will be received in

small pots, and no attempt should be made to

force them on in a hot place. The best way is

to plant them out at- once in beds or borders.

If, however, it is thought that they ought to be
kept in pots until they gain strength, place them
in a cold frame. Weakly plants might also be
transferred to larger pots, in which they should

be grown on until May, and then planted out,

but on no account should artificial heat be
applied to them. They are as hardy as it is

possible for any plant to be. When the new
plants are small, we do not generally plaitt them
with the old ones; they are put into a favourable

corner for the first year, and put out for affect

afterwards. This is a good way of getting choice

sorts on quickly. Young plants which we bought
in the spring of 1885 were planted on a snug border
in the kitchen garden, and although they were only
turned out of 3-inch pots, some of them produced
stems 5 feet in height before autumn, and de-

veloped grand heads of bloom. These plants

have lately been transplanted to a position

where they will have to take the place of full-

sized plants in the general display of the coming
sunmier, and although young, 1 have no ilouljt

that they will do this well.

A RICH DEEP .SOIL Pliloxes must have ; without
this they will nex'er develoji their full beauty.

It should be deeply dug up before planting, jiut-

ting the manuie well down, and besides this

wheil tne holes are opened to receive the plants

some more manure should be put in the bcjttom,

in order that the roots may I'eadily take posses-

sion of it. It is a mistake to plant Phloxes too

near the surface ; the crowns should be 3 inches
or 4 inches below it when planting is finished.

Thus far we have been dealing chiefly with
young plants, but dividing large old ones is a

good way of increasing their numbers, and it is

at this season when this oiJeration should receive

attention. A crown 1 foot or more across may
be cut into four plants, and each of these will

make a good blooming specimen by the autumn.
The roots cling firmly together and are not
easily separated, unless a spade be used ; but

cutting them through does tlicm little or no
barm. In cases in which t lie whole of the plants

nuiy be divided the best way is to lift all the

roots, cut them up and replant; but before doing
this the soil in wliic li tiiey are to be replanted

should be deeply dug and heavily manured.
Where only a small piece is wanted off any
special kind the whole of the root need not be
lifted ; on the contrary, a slice may be taken
from the side and the hole filled up with rich

soil. In cases in which the plants have become
established and there is no desire to increase the

stock, a (piantity of rich manure should be foiked

in round each jdant, and if manure is plentiful a
mulching on the surface will be beneficial. In
order that the plants may not receive any very
severe check in dividing or transplanting, the

whole of the above operations should have atten-

tion before March is over, provided the weather
is suitable. Cambrian.

Garden Flora.
PLATE 635.

EREMUKUS BUXGEI.*
A FEW weeks ago we gave an illustration of

Eremurus robustus, a noble plant which has long
been cultivated in this country. Our plate this

week represents a new-comer fro:n the little

known liora of Western Asia, viz., E. Bungei,

a truly beautiful plant, and being different in

growth from that of most other hardy flowers, it

strikes the eye at ouce. When we saw it for the

first time in Jlessrs. Paul's Broxbourne Nursery
we thought we had never before seen a more grace-

ful plant. Its tall and slender wand-like flower-

stems were waving gently in the wind, and the

clear yellow colour of llie flowers on a bright day
in July was truly charming. The stems rise

about 1} feet high, and altogether it is a smaller

and more slender plant than its neighbour, E.

robustus. Botanists say that its nearest relative

is E. aurantiacus, also a beautiful plant from the

same region. Our plate represents a full sized

spike with flowers in full bloom, buds unex-
panded, and flowers withering at the base. Any
of our readers who wish for further information

respecting the Eremuruses will find a good
account of them, together with cultural notes, iu

The Garden for January 30 of this year.

From what we have seen of E. Bungei it seems
to grow with as great freedom as E. aurantiacus,

which latter, however, seems to thrive best in a

light peaty soil, while E. Bungei needs a rich

light loam, in a dry, sunny situation. It requires

full exposure to the sun and plenty of water during
the growing and flowering season, but water
should be withheld as the stem and leaves die

olT. Unfortunately, this species is one of the few
that l)egin to grow early in spring, and conse-

c^tiently it requires a hand-light to protect it from
the weather. The leaves are cotemporary with

the flowers ; they are about a foot long, taper to a

fine point, and are a quarter of an inch broad at

the middle. The Ihjwer-spikes are between 1 foot

and 2 feet long, and about a third of the stalk is

covered with flowers, each aljout an inch in dia-

meter. These are produced about the end of June
and July. It is a native of Persia, between Nis-

chapur and Meshed.

Antirrhinums and Pentstenions.—"A Be-
ginner" must not cut back these to the old wood during

weather such as we are now experiencing, or they will

probably die outright. It would be best to let them
alone until they have made a decided start into

growth ; then they might be cut back to a live bud.

* Drawn in Messrs. Paul & Son's nursery, Broxbourne, in
July cf last year.
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Old plants treated as above cannot be depended upon.
The best way is to take cuttings in September or

October, plant them in pots and boxes, and winter
them in cold frames. We place them along with
shrubby Calceolarias, and another plan is to plant
them out in handlights. The glass alone affords suf-

fieient protection, but a mat may be thrown over them
during severe frosts. Wliat they suffer most from is

bitter frosty winds. An excellent plan in order to

obtain a good display is to sow seeds of them on n
hotbed in February, to prick out the young plants as
soon as they are large enough to handle, and to grow
them on freely ; they will flower well the following
autumn. In fact, I would never think of treating
Antirrhinums in any other way but as annuals.
Pentstemons are rather different, and should be
annually propagated by means of cuttings, as I have
described.- -j. Douglas.

NOTES.
Almond blossom.—I suppose the Almond tree

is really hardier than the Peach, seeing that

while not much if aught more beautiful than the

large-flowered Peaches, it is far more generally

planted as an ornamental tree. Either on walis
or as a standard the Almond is very lovely as a

spring-blooming tree. How many varieties of

Almond are there which may be so employed.
Here we only grow the old rosy-flowered kind

;

but have I not seen a pale rose, and one nearly
white, witli a coppery red centre to the flower i

The Almond is a type of the spring-flowering

deciduous trees of wliioh we can scarcely have
too many in our gardens, lighting up the shrub-
beries as they do ere the Lilac and Laburnum
or SjTinga unfold their blos.soms. Pyrus ttori-

bunda and the Siberian Crab, with double-
blossomed Cherries and Peaches, should also

have a place. They are bright and cheerful
outside, but their use does not end there, since

one can cut off branches of their buds and
blossoms for arranging in big pots or vases in-

doors. The Japanese, with a similar climate to

ours, are ahead of us in the culture and indoor
arrangement of deciduous flowering trees. A
good large bowl of Almond blossom is one of the
fairest offerings of spring, either alone or garnished
with the bronzy leaves of the common Mahonia.
I am sure many besides myself would like to

know of all the really good forms or varieties of

the Almond tree now known in gardens.

The time of Daffodils.—The " winds of

March" have scarcely as yet blown over our
Narcissi, but during the past week they have Iain

under a snowy covering, and the frost king has
checked the ujiward spearing of bud and leaf.

Sir Watkin or Welsh Peerless is very strong and
promising, so also Horsefield's Daffodil beside it,

ibr these two apjiear together above ground. N.
moschalus is so I'ar neck and neck with N. ob-

vallaris, but the latter is, as we know from former
experience, sure to win. One of the earliest of

the double kinds will be the silver and gold

form of N. Telamonius, introduced some years

ago by Messrs. Barnard and Son from Holland.
I hope I may be able to send flowers of this to

one of the meetings of the Narcissus committee,
since I and Mr. Barr cannot quite agree as to its

identity and position. Some of us were com-
plaining that the Datt'odils were later than usual

this year, but "all things hajjpen lor the best."

As it is, they are quite uninjured by the recent
" cold snap," which dropped down on us so

suddenly and stopped our "babljling of green
fields" for a time. For this immunity from injury

we may be thankful that snow came with the

depression of temperature. Iris reticulata seems
actually to have enjoyed its snow bath, the buds
remaining quiescent ; but no sooner had the icy

covering melted away in the first gleam of sun-
shine than the flowers expanded fresh and fair

beside the golden Crocus buds and blossoms-

Tlie snow yet lingers even here close to the
sea, l)ut tlie moisture attending its departure will

give strength to the stems and leafage of the
Daffodils.

Birds amd berries.—" Nothing is so certain to

happen as the unexpected," and so our fond hopes
of spring-like warmth have been suddenly checlced

by frost and snow. No sooner did the snow fall

than the birds came by the thousaml, and now
one might olfer a penny fijr every Hcjlly berry in

the garden. Tlie raid has taken place much
sooner in former years, but it may be that the
hedge fruit on the mountains has been sufficient

for tlie fieldfares and mi-ssel-thrushes thus far

into the year. It has taken two days fur them to

clear our buslies this season, a piece of work they
have easily accomplished in two hours in former
times. They swoop down quite suddenly, clear

every bush from the top to the bottom, ami then
they form gleaning parties and pick up every
fallen berry, and when all is eaten they vanish
as quickly as they came. Our own blackbirds
and song thrushes do not mix with these demo-
cratic marauders, and I am sure feel most indig-

nant at the behaviour of their uninvited guests.

To-day I see the garden thrushes have made
quite a raid on the large brown shell snails, and
the blackbirds are scraping and tossing over tlie

leaves and mulching material here and there in
their search for a stray berry or a worm or two.
Their singing, too, has ceased since the snow fell,

but now the thaw has commenced the first sunny
morning will not be a songless one.

Floral memories.—What a dreary world it

would be for gardeners if our flowers had no
associations beyond their names and habitats, for,

as someone has w-ell said, the garrlcn ought to be
full of old faces, ami sights and sounds (|uite

beyond the ken of the visiting stranger. There
is, in fact, an inner life in all good gardens which
give to their true owners an added zest—a greater
charm, and one which they alone can reveal, if

they will it so. A real garden is an unwritten
romance, and not a mere arrangement of earth,
water, stones, and plants. Those who will let

Alphonse Karr be their guide in "A Tour Round
my Garden" will know some of the infinite

potentialities of a garden in its widest and best

sense, if so be that this point has evaded them
before. Of course there is much of hard work
that must be done in even the smallest of gardens,
and a little sound sense is at most times better
than mere theory or fine thinking, but when one
is weary with much serving—and well-earned rest

comes to the gardener as to others—it is cheerful
and plea.sant to remember that the "blackest
cloud hath a silvery lining," and that much of its

brightness is due to floral memories and their
associations. If you bring a Fern from Wales
or from the Lake district, it is not merely Allo-
sorus crispus, but also a link that marries your
thinighls to the mountain or the lake, and re-

minds you of a hunilred pleasant things. It has
been written, "If we love those we lose, can we
be said to lose those we love?" and so do many
garileners whom we have lost live on in our
gardens. Before me is a spike of Lachenalia
Nelsoni which brings before me a whole vision of
delights anil regrets. These yellow waxy bells

remind one of Phloxes and scarlet Anemones and
Iris, and a host of flowers, and so do these forced

blossoms of Doronicum draytonensis remind
one of him who also delighted in the fairest of
garden blossoms.

Reflexed Dafi'odils.—The reflexed Narcissi

are well knijwn, but I have to-day, for the first

time, seen a flower of Haworth's Narcissus
minor var. cyclamineus, a. real Daffodil, with
reflexed or Cyclamen-like perianth segments.

Haworth himself never saw the living flower, nor,
so far as I believe, not even a dried specimen, he
having obtained his knowledge of tlie plant's

probable existence from the " Theatrum Floras,"

an old folio of plates of hardy flowers, published
in 16.37. The earliest evidence I can find of such
a plant's existence is in the "Jardin du Roy,"
another fine old folio of etchings of plants, pub-
lished at Paris in 162.3. The flower itself is a
veiy curious thing, the cup or crown being about
three quarters of an inch long, quite narrow or
cylindrical, with a slightly spreading mouth. The
perianth segments reflex as much as in N. trian-

drus, being narrow, lanceolate, and of a similar
deep yellow colour to that of the crown. The
ovary is verj' large in proportion to the size of
the flower ; and the tube, which usually inter-

venes between the ovary and the crown or trunk,
is in this variety extreuiely reduced, l)eing, in
fact, scarcely more than a line in length. The
insertion of the six stamens in one series with
their filaments near the base of the trunk is simi-

lar to that of all true DatVodils. The slender
scapes are one-flowered. Although not a showy
variety, this is extremely curious, distinct, and
interesting to all true lovers of Queen Daffodil.

If, as one naturally hopes will be the case, this

rare old Daffodil will cros5 with some of our
finer kinds, such as N. maximus or N. Horsefieldi,

what novelty of form may be obtained ! Fancy
Horsefield's Daffodil with its perianth elegantly
reflexed. Haworth may have been wrong some-
times, but in this instance his instinct led him in

the right track after all.

RusKiN on weeds.—Every gardener who can
do so .should get a peep at Ruskin's " Proserpina

;

or a Study of Wayside Flower.s." I picked up a
stray copy in a library the other day and became
so absorbed in the reading of it, tliat my note-

book only just saved me from forgetting my real

business there. Everyone knows, as a matter of

course, that weeds are simj^ly common plants out
of place—that is to say, vulgar plants growing
where they are not desirable, and tliis facility for

going astray is, as Ruskin tells us, due to their
'• nieie hardihood and coarseness of make," or, in
other words, "A plant that can live anywhere
will often live where it is not wanted." But he
is also careful to point out the inner truth that
there are gentle weeds and rough or malicious

ones, that is to say, a plant may be a weed by
being out of its place, as when a Snowdrop crops

up in one's path, and yet be most lovely in itself.

On the other hand, 'Thistles, or Couch Grass, or
Nettles have no such redeeming quality—no fine-

ness of make or tenderness, but, on the contrary,

even oppose us in our work by their armament
of spines or stings. Again, a Nettle on a wall is

universally voted a weed, but who would think
of so naming the little green Tortula that shelters

itself in the crannies of the old bricks and stones?

Moss on walks may be a weed, but Moss on the

wall seems different ; in a word, we forgive it for

its fi'eshness and fineness of make when it grows
up near the eye. . All who are fond of their gar-

dens will find much to please them in " Proser-

pina," much actual information on plants, and
mucli food for thought likewise—the chapter on
Moss, for instance, touching, as it does, the very
threshoLl of plant life, being, as it is, the prince
of turf builders, beautiful in life, and even in
death not to be despised.

Snowdrops on Grass.— Wherever possible,

these lovely flowers should be induced to esta-

blish themselves on the Grass, where their pearly
buils not only look fresher than when grown in

beds or borders, but their flowers actually endure
clean and serviceable for a much longer time.

Another way of extending their blooming season
is to plant them in all sorts of asjiects and posi-
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tions, both in sun and in sluide. One would
tliink the culture of Snowdrops an easy matter,

l)Mt there are exceptions to the rule. Wherever
they seed naturally, I would advise the careful

collection and sowing of the seeds as soon as they

are ripe. Seedlings may not vary much, hut yet

one may, perchance, obtain some little variety in

this way. The other day a friend sent me three

distinct forms ol (1. nivalis, viz., good, bold, long-

stalked llowers of the type, another which was
smaller and had also bloomed earlier, and a third

with peculiarly long narrow buds and small

narrow-petalled flowers. The last was, moretiver,

(juite distinct in bulb growth from its allies.

Last year I had bulbs sent to me in flower in

April, BO that if one could obtain the October

blooming kind one might calculate on having

some one or other of the Snowdrops in bloom for

five or six months of the year. I have tried to

purchase G. Impcrati, but never yet obtained the

true plant ; and in a hundred bulbs of G. Elwesi

you get seventy-five per cent, at least of poor

M'eedy forms. The finest Snowdrop we have is

G. plicatus majoi', which has buds and llowers

like the true G. Imperati, but the leaves are very

broad and plaited. The Snowdrop is such a

Ui=eful garden flowei', that the more information

we can obtain as to its vagaries the better.

Flowers from friends.—One of the greatest

charms (jf a true gardener's existence ought of

couise to be, and often is, the garden it is his

especial privilege and duty to dress and to keep in

order ; but there is in human nature a deep-laid

law which leads us to admire the successes and
triumphs of others I'ather than our own. Hence
the interest and delight which a few odd flowers

anil green leaves from a friend's garden can often

give to lis. We may, indeed, have exactly the

same flowers growing around us, and yet this

very familiarity has taken the keen edge off our

full enjoyment of them. But when the postman
brings a box to the door, how keen is the curiosity

which possesses us vmtil its contents are known.
It may be a flower to name, or some sport or

vagary of growth, or a new blossom or an old one,

or twenty other of the pleasant moods and phases

of plant life, all equally welcome, equally inte-

resting. Before me now, in a common tumbler
of fresh water, are a few long sprays of Eosemary,
and in front of these four of hve flowers and
opening buds of Iris reticulata, ami then, stand-

ing up above the velvet-purple Iris and backed
by the soft grey-green Kosemary leaves, is one
spray of a white Freesia, and the combination of

colour, of graceful form, and of piijuant and re-

freshing fragrance may not all be told with a pen.

The Freesia has the largest flowers I ever saw, so

large as to suggest the blossoms of St. Bruno's
Lily as well in size as in puirity, except for the

faint blush of warm yellow on the lower petal.

Then in an old brown jug is a great handful of
golden Daffodils, big and little, sent for naming
from the sunny south, and far in advance of

our own Daffodils, wliich have been under snow
rucks for a week. The parcels post must be one
of the blessings of our time, since great are its po-

tentialities in the distribution of garden favours.

Narci.ssi in POT.S.—No plants are more
effective than these for greenhouse or conserva-
tory decoration at this season. Last September
we potted up some good sound bulbs of the

common double yellow Daft'odil, and these are

now flowering very freely and are much admired.
A little warmth and shelter improve these

flowers very much at this season, and as seen
near the eye indoors the colour of this old yellow
Daffodil is very fine, although in form it is, of

course, excelled by the single kinds. N. Horse-
tieldi, N. obvallaris, N. pirinceps, N. maximus,
and X. Emperor are other good sorts for pot

culture, and the wonder is that they are not seen

wherever Hyacinths, Tulips, and Crocuses are

grown. If sometliing especially beautiful is

desired, N. cernuus and N. albicans, or N.

nujschatus may be grown ; and for late flowering,

N. bicdlor and the large yellow Hooped-petticoat,

N. Jiidbocodium, are perhaps the best. Choicer

still are pots of N. triandrusand N. Bulbocodium
citrinus, l)ut, as above mentioned, even the

common old Daffadowndilly of the orchards and
cottagers' gardens acquires a new charm when
grown and flowered thus early in the gieenhouse.

AVherever Daffodils are grown in ([uantity in the

open air, a few should be potted in August or

September for flowering in pots indoors.

Veronica.

Kitchen Garden.

ONIONS AND THEIR CULTURE.
I LIKE to sow Onions about the middle of March

;

if sown earlier, late frosts nuiy injure the young
plants as they come through the ground, and it

sown much later they have not time enough for

growth. This season, the land that has been
exposed is in good condition for seed sowing, and
for Onions the soil should be deep and rich. A
point is generally made of making the Onion bed
rather above the average, as the crop is an im-

portant one. I have seen Onions growing in

cottage gardens year after year on the same site,

but this is not right, as the sj'stem cannot be a

profitable one that sets apart a particular plot

for any crop that only occupies it so short a time.

Usually with us the spring Cabbages follow the

Onions, the latter leaving the land good enough
for the succeeding crop, with a sprinkling of soot

anil guano and a dee|.) hoeing when the Cabbages
are planted in Septemljer.

In preparing the beds, land that has been
exposed to the late frosts will ref[uirc a good deal

of firming ; there is no better' plan than treading

it twice, going over it the reverse way the second

time. Eake it smoothly, and draw the drills

half an inch deep, ami from 9 inches to 12 inches

apart. The wider distance is the best for fine

bulbs, and a foot of space gives plenty of room
for hoeing and weeding, and, if requisite, a mulch.
The old adage, " sow thick and thin quick," is, I

think, a mistaken one. If the seeds are reliable

in quality, thick sowing is an evil, wasting
the seeds and increasing the lahour, and causing
an injurious and imnecessary disturbance of the

permanent plants when drawing out the surplus.

Sow just enough seeds to obtain the jjower of

selecting the plants for the crop, as it is well to

be able to discaril weaklings. In covering the

seeds, walk along the rows with a foot on each
side of the drill, sliding the feet along the ground
when they are moved, and drawing each foot

across the drill in turn. This action fills in the

drill and ajjplies a little pressure to the seeds at

the same time ; the back of the rake will make
all smooth.

The Onion magcjot is most to be dreaded on
dry, porous soils, and salt and nitrate of soda
applied in moderate quantities are valuable, in-

asmuch as both substances, besides containing
manurial principles, make the land more reten-

tive of moisture. The Onion fly usually makes
its appearance in May, and lays its eggs on the
young plants. Large plants are not much aflected

by it. Onions sown in autumn are too far

advanced for its taste. There is nothing that

anyone can do to destroy the maggots and at

the same time save the crop. All our measures
must necessarily be of a preventive chai'acter.

Thus we use salt and nitrate, because it stimu-
lates the plant's growth, especially in a dry time,

and we dust with soot frequently during the

month of May, because it hangs about the plants

and makes them disUisteful, and soot also in-

vigorates and strengthens the plants. Mulching
has been recommended as a remedy for maggots,

and it acts just in the same way as salt and
nitrate does by nourishing and increasing the

growth of the jdants. Wlienever a bed of Onions
is attacked by maggots all the affected plants

sliould be pulled up and destroyed, as although

this may not affect the present cro]), it will

destroy the maggots and lead to a reduction of

the number of Onion flies next season.

Varieties for present sowing.—The best

varieties are the White Spanish ani the Globe,

and the best representatives of these old standard

sorts at the present time are, I think, the Sandy
Prize and the Magnum Bonum. Danver's Yellow
is a very useful Onion, and the Silver-skinned

to be sown thickly on very firm soil for pickling.

E. H.

NOTES ON SEED SOWING.
Though gardening is not a business, the details of

which can be regulated to an exact nicety, a

suitable seed time always comes to those who
wait and watch. The same natural laws govern

the germination of seeds everywhere, but our
interpretation of these laws may olten be elastic

without any serious consequences being the

result. The character of the soil, the moisture

which it contains, and the climate are all inexact

and urjstable quantities. The three essential

requisites for the germination of seeds aie

moisture, air, and heat; except these are present

in fairly well balanced proportions, seeds will not

grow; and very closely connected, I may say, in

direct association with the above three principles

of germination is the questiun of depth of cover-

ing. Early in the season \-ery many small seeds

die through being buried too deeply. In a warm
dry soil the depth of covering may be greater

than would be prudent in a wet, cold situation.

At this season 2 inches deep is quite enough
covering for Peas and Beans, but later in the

season 3 inches will not be too much, and all

other seeds should be covered in like manner in

proportion, making an allowance for the season

and the character of the soil. Small .seeds sown
among rough clods must for the most part fail,

but if the clods are broken down or even

smoothed with the back of the spade and the

seeds covered with a little light sifted soil, the

growth will be full and strong. No respectable

seed house sends out bad seeds ; it would not pay ;

and it is so easy to ascertain beforehand the per-

centage of growth in any given sample by putting

a hundred seeds of any plant in a pot of soil

and placing it in strong heat, and though a

weakly seed that will not make a plant in the

open will grow under artificial conditions, yet

the test is fair enough. In the case of small

seeds if they produce 75 per cent, of plants no
one ought to complain. Peas and Beans are

hand-picked and all defective seeds removed, so

that in their case a much larger percentage grows.

A FINE TILTH is of the very first importance
in insuring the germination of seeds, and the

importance of the preparatory work, i.e., the

digging and exposure in winter, cannot be over-

rated. Seeds sown in wet r-ticky soil cannot do
their best. A few of the strongest will struggle

through, but in such cases the percentage of

growth must be small. I may say, in passing,

that mere growing force, although necessary, is

not everything. Plants, like animals and men,
have hereditary qualities, good or bad, according

as the ancestral tendencies have been well or ill

guided and governed. Many people have
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suffered disappointment in the yield of a par

ticular plot in field or garden from a neglect of

tliis principle. The plants when growing were
strong and healthy looking, Ijut did not yield as

they should, because they were lackingin " breed,"

or did not possess that conglomeration of good

qualities which a long period of careful selection

gives. Tliere is no doubt, 1 think, that the

aggregate produce of both garden and field would
be much increased if more care was used in

.selecting seeds, and if quality was more considered

than clieapness.

Thick .sowing under any circumstances is an
evil. " Sow thick and thin quick," has been men-
tioned, but if we can depend upon our seeds, thick

sowing is not only a waste, but if during a busy
time the thinning .should be neglected, the per-

manent crop may be sensibly weakened. Seeds

enough to give a power of selection sliould always
be sown, but I have seen in the case of Onions,

Carrots, and other crops ten times more seeds

sown than were needed ; and besides the waste of

seeds and the time lost in thinning, the loosening

and disturbing of the soil made it less suitable

for the crops. Pretty nearly all seeds and plants

do best wlien firmly attached to the ground.

The ground should be worked in winter and be

well jiulverised ; but if light when the seeds are

sown, the land should Ije rolled or trodden. Itwould
be interesting if some careful observer with youtli

on his side would for twenty years or so carry

out a series of experiments as to the growing
powers of seeds of difl'erent kinds at different

ages. We have, most of us, some knowledge on
the subject, but we want that exactitude which
only a carefully noted series of experiments ex-

tending over a long period can give.

Old SEED.S of good strains should never be
thrown away till their growing powers have been
tested in lieat. Seeds liave often been thrown
away because of their age when they would have
grown vigorously enough. All the Brassicas, if

kept in a ihy, cool place will retain their vitality

for a considerable time—six or seven years, or

probably longer ; but a great deal depends upon
how and where they are kept. All vegetable

substances, even seeds if kept in bulk, will heat
and ferment, and this is injurious to life. Seeds
should be kept dry and cool. Seeds that have
been buried in the earth too deep to grow have
germinated when brought to light many years

after Ijeing buried. The seeds of the Cucumber
and allied plants will retain their vitality for a

long time, and some persons think that keeping
the seeds a few years makes the plants more
fruitful ; but I should be inclined to say this is

not proven. Seeds germinate best in the dark,
and all choice seeds of flowering and otlier plants
sown under glass may with advantage be kept
in the dark till the seeds have burst their cuticles

and are pusliiiig aside the soil to come out into

the world to begin their brief life.

SoAiiiNG SEED.S in chilled water is sometimes
practised. Seeds whose vitality has been weakened
by keeping will grow better if soaked till the

skins begin to swell before sowing. I have
raised plants from Cucumber and Melon seeds

that looked thin and weak by soaking in luke-

warm water twenty-four hours that probably
would not have grown if they had not been
soaked. Indian Shot, or Canna seeds, or any
others, such as Acacia seeds or seeds of the her-

baceous Phloxes, whieli Iiave skins or shells of ex-

ceptional hardness, will benefit by soaking, but
in the kitchen garden generally I should leave

the seeds to grow as Nature intended them.
E. Hobday.

Broad Beans.—Mr. Muir (p. 20.5) asserts that I

have admitted that Seville Longpod was a week

earlier than Leviathan. I have done nothing of the

sort. In a previous number of The Garuen I said

that Seville Longpod was a week onrlier than a variety

which I termed a " rogue," and which I had found in

the stock. Absolutely not the least reference was
made to Leviathan in instituting the comparison.

I have a selection of Leviathan, Seville Longpod, and
other kinds of Beans with which I trust to be able

to have an interesting trial this year. It is, how-
ever, fair to say that in carrying this trial out, I

am far less interested in showing that this or that

kind mjiy have tlie longest pods or otherwise than I

am in ascertaining which variety under similar

conditions of culture is the best and most productive

for all ordinary purposes.—A. D.

Gilbert's new vegetables.—I notice in The
GARi)EN(p.l90)that"A. D." mentions Chou de Burgh-

ley as white-hearted and delicious, and in a previous

number Mr. Iggulden is good enough to s.iy it is

most useful and fairly good, but it has been described

as more like Seakale than Cabbage. Now we come
to Gilbert's Universal Savoy, which Mr. Iggulden

asserts to be of most excellent quality. Mr. 'i'oung

describes this Savoy as being a great improvement
on other kinds, inasmuch as it has not that strong

fiavour which is found in other Savoys. Mr. E.

Luckhurst considers it better than other Savoys, and
Mr. A. C. Southwell, of Stamford, told me the other

day that he never ate anything so delicious in the

way of greens. In fact, every day brings Universal

Savoy a good word, so that after the hard things

which have been said respecting these two vegetables

have I not, Mr. Editor, solved the great problem of

pleasing everybody ? I admit, however, that there

comesablack iheep among them occasionally, butthere

are few flocks without one.—K. Gilbert, Biirghlei/.

MANURES AND THEIR APPLICATION.

As the season is now at hand when most plmts
start into active growth, and con.sequently re-

quire manurial assistance, a few words on the

subject of manures and the way in which they

should be applied may not be out of place.

Those who are engaged in the cultivation of

plants, either in tlie open ground or under glass,

or even only to the extent of furnishing a

window, soon become acquainted with the fact

that in oi'der to grow them successfully the roots

must be sufiiciently supplied with food, either

present naturally in tlie soil to which they have
access, or supplied to it in some form or other.

One thing generally recognised is that the

quicker and more growth a plant makes the more
food in tlie shape of manure it requires. Plants

tliat attain their full size in a single summer or

less, like most of the ordinary kitchen garden
vegetables, are well known to be not only
capable of bearing, but require an amount of

manure that slow-growing tilings would be in-

jured by. Plants that push tlieir roots deep
into the soil, or that are liable to suffer from
want of moisture in dry weather, like to have a

supply of manure proportionately deep down for

the extremities of the roots to revel in when
they liave reached their full e.xtent. But there

is little doubt that, witli the intention of making
this provision, there is often much waste tlirough

the essential elements in the manure being

carried down by rains to a depth that places

tliem as far out of the reach of the roots of the

plants intended to be benefited as if the3^ were
at the antipodes. To feel satisfied of this it is

only necessary to consider the afiinity tliat the

principal element which ordinary manure con-

tains—ammonia— has for water, which in its

downward passage carries with it the plant food

contained in the manure thus deeply buried.

In speaking thus it is well not to lose sight of

the I'act that the soil also is an absorbent of

ammonia ; hence the benefit which tlie earth

derives from the ammonia which it gathers from
the descending rains, especially in summer, when

it rarely happens that so much falls as to sink
deeper than the roots of ordinary plants reacli.

But the lieavy winter rains pass deep down,
carrying with them not only the elements of
fertility which they possess, but also much of
what is contained in any manure that happens
to be present in the land. In digging in manure
for far the greater number of things, if it is well
mixed with the soil to a depth of 9 inches or
10 inches, there is less waste in the way named,
and consequently more goes to sustain the crops
it is intended to benefit than when put deep.
Tliere is frequently an equal want of judgment
in the way tliat manure is applie<l without dis-

crimination to light and to heavy soils alike.

Most cultivators know that an application of
manure is more lasting in its effects on soils that
are strong and heavy than such as are of a light

and sandy nature, the obvious cause of which is

that heavy soils absorb and retain the manurial
elements, whether applied in a scdid or a liquid
form, to an extent which light land is not capable
of Hence it follows that it is wasteful to applv
more manure at once to the latter description of
land than is sutticient to meet the requirements
of the current season's crop. Whereas in manur-
ing heavy soils if more is given then the ensuing
crop requires it is available for those that
f illow. Yet even where the conditions are such
as most favourable to the retention of the un-
exhausted manure, there is little doubt that it is

better economy to give moderate applications
often than very heavy ones at longer intervals.

The roots op many plant.s will not bear
coining in actual contact with fresh green manure
such as comes direct from the stable or farmyard,
and on that account it is requisite to use for them
such as has become rotten ami has lost its rankness

;

whereas the roots of vigorous-growing, strong-
rooted jilants will liear fresh manure, providing it

is not in a wet, close condition, such as green cow
manure, which, if apjdied in large masses, no roots
will enter until it has become somewhat mellow.
Through a knowledge that green manure will not
answer for some plants, the opposite mistake
is frequently committed of allowing it to become
too far decomposed, with half the strength wasted'
by fermentation before being used. The loss in the
fertilising elements that follows severe fermenta-
tion, particularly in stable manure, is generally
understood, yet few take means to avoid the
mischief. One of the best and most successful

farmers I ever met with, and who kept a very
large stock of animals, always took means to pre-
vent any fermentation in the manure. As fast

as it was made it was mixed with ashes obtained
from a neighbouring town, ditch scoiirings, road
scrapings, or anything available. These were
always allowed to get fairly dry before the ma-
nure was mixed with them. In tliis way it was
useil alike for Corn and root crops and for Grass
land. When manure is so managed, not only is

tlie waste that occui-s by fermentation avoided,
but there is mucli less loss through evaporation
when it is mixed with a powerful absorbent like

earth or ashes. It often happens that gardeners
have little choice in the matter, and are only too

glad to get the manure they require in any con-
dition. Yet where it could be had fresh and
mixed witli material from the refuse heap, con-
sisting of such things as old tan, charred weeds,
old potting .soil, leaf mould, or anything of a like

nature obtainable, half the quantity that is often

u^ed would be found to give results equal to those
which follow the application of the heavy dress-

ings of manure in the half effete condition that it

is frequently used. Of tliis I have had ample-
proof Much the lieaviest crops I have ever had
of such things as Celery, Onions, and Lettuce

—

plants that revel in an abundance of rich food—
have been when it was applied quite fresh. There
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can be little doubt that where slow decomposing

manures, such as bones, hoof-paiiiigs, honi-

shavings, or hair are userl, there is less loss

through the fertilising elements getting washed
away. But, on tlie other hand, such fertilisers as

these, unless dissolved, do not decompose quickly

enough to sustain ([uick-gruwing plants such as

most culinary vegetables; hence it is that such

manures are most suitable for using to crops of a

more permanent nature.

Liquid manure.—Manure given in a liquid

state to plants when in active growth is neces-

sarily the most potent and the quickest in its

action, for in )ilace of the roots having to extend

in search of what they want it is thus brought to

them ready for being taken in by their hungry
mouths in the condition b§st suited to supply

their wants without having to wait. But it is

only when a crop is growing freely, or just about

to start into activity, that manure water can be

given with a view to obtaining the best results

and avoiding waste. Plants, like animals, do
not want feeding when they are not hungry, or

in a condition to consume that which is given

them, and when little or no root or top growth is

going on they do not require food, and if manure
in a liquid state is applied at a time when the

roots take little or none, from the state it is in it

is much more susceptible of being carried by the

rains deep down out of reach of the roots than if

it was in a solid form. Hence it is not only use-

less, but wasteful to apply manure water in the

autumn after a crop has ceased growing, or in

winter before it begins to move.

Plants in pots.—Respecting the vast number
of plants now cultivated under glass, with their

roots confined, as they usually are, within a very

limited space, they are even more dependent on
the manure given them than such as are out in

the open air with room for their roots to stretch

out far and wide in search of the sustenance they

require. When plants are potted the soil given
them is usually more or less enriched by the

addition of manure. The rotten manure for

mixing with potting soil—generally advised on
account of so few making any other provision

—

answeis well so long as it lasts ; but soil to which
highly decomposed manure of this description is

added does not continue to give the sustenance
required by plants so long as when manure in a

I'resh state has been mixed with it ; but in which
ca'=e previous provision needs to be made by
mixing the manure with the soil long enough
before use to admit of the manure becoming
mellow and in a state such as the roots will

bear to come at once in contact with. Still,

however well the soil may have been prepared,

the constant use of water necessary to keep up
the requisite moist condition washes out the

essential elements contained in the soil, leaving

the roots on short commons at the time when the

top growth going on needs the most assistance, in

the absence of which a process of semi-starvation

goes on. The result of wdiich is that untohl
quantities of plants thus subjected to pot culture

never attain a condition more than half equal to

that which they would if the requisite support
was given. This can easily be done by the use

of manure water, or by applying concentrated
manure to the surface of the soil, whence it gets

taken down to the roots in the ordinary course

of watering. But it often happens that neither
of these means are taken soon enough to give the
necessary support at the time it is wanted, or

that the applications are not sufficiently frequent
to keep the plants going as they should.

The advantage of stimulants of this kind
is geiierally recognised, but the extent to which
they are required by man)' plants that have their

roots confined in pots, particularly strong-rooted.

quick-growing kinds, is not suflicieiitly under-

stood ; in the case of these, the stereotyped advice

about not giving manurial assistance of this sort

until the jiots are full of roots is wrong. Such
things as Cinerarias, herbaceous Calceolarias, and
Chrysanthemums require to have it regularly,

from the time their njots have got fairly at work
in the pots they are intended to flower in. For
a long time I grew the plants in question with
manure water, and none else, from the time the

roots began to reach the outsides of the balls. So
treated. Cinerarias in C-inch pots attained a size

and produced heads of flower equal to any I ever

saw when more room was given them ; wliilst

Chrysanthemums, similarly ted, kept their leaves

fresh and green down to the bottom of the stems,

yielding quantities of flowers, such as they only

do when unusually vigorous. It is scarcely neces-

sary to say that judgment is required in the use

of manure water both as regards the quantity,

and also the strength at which it is applied.

Slow-growing, delicate-rooted subjects W'ill not

bear its being given them at anything like the

strength or in the cpiantities that the plants

named and others of a like nature enjoy, and the

same applies to the use of concentrated manures

;

but there are few plants grown in pots that do
not require manurial assistance, particularly from
the time they approach something near their full

size, and occupy pots as large as they are inteniled

to have. Hard-wooded New Holland and Cape
plants, including Heaths, are no exception to

this, although, possibl}', not one in ten of those

who grow more or less of them ever think that

they need assistance of this kind, though much
the larger portion of the soil contained in the

pots they are growing in has been occupied by
the roots for, not unlikely, ten or a dozen years,

during wdiich time between what the roots have
extracted from it and the water passing through
has washed out of it, the whole mass has become
impoverished to an extent that to those who
give the matter a thought is a cause of

surprise that the plants can exist, much less

thrive in it. Slow-growing, fine-rooted plants

like those named, though requiring assist-

ance of this sort, need to be treated with caution.

It will not do to give them everything that comes
under the name of manure, whether solid or

liquid. Of the many things that I have tried

none answer so well for the class of plants under
notice as some of the artificial manures applied

in the usual waj' to the surface of the soil at the

rate of a large tablespoonful to a 15-inch or

16-inch pot twice during the season of active

growth. At no time should this or any fertiliser,

solid or liquid, be given to pot plants unless

when growth is in motion, otherwise, except in

the case of very strong growing things, it is likely

to do more harm than good. And in the case of

the strong growers it does not benefit them in

the dormant season. Some of the trade ami
market growers whose plants in small pots are

marvels of cultivation, use sulphate of ammonia;
they have to a nicety arrived at the maximum
(piantity that the plants they grow will bear, and
in a good many cases the amount given is more
than calculated to promote a lengthy existence.

The manure in question acts quicker, but is not

so lasting as Standen's, which I find is the

safest for plants of a delicate nature, and alike

the liest for such things as Azaleas, Cytisus, Aca-
cias, Clianlhus, Pleromas, Statices, and others

with stronger roots than the generality of hard-

wooded greenhouse plants.

Regardixg the solid matter employed in

making manure water, it used to be considered

that nothing was so good as sheep droppings—an
impression most likely to have arisen through
the liquid made from this material being of a

milder nature, and consequently less liable to do

mischief in the hands of those who were not
over-careful than when it was made from horse

droppings, fowd's manure, or any of the strong

concentrated manures, such as guano. These

latter require to be used with caution, otherwise

much harm is likely to result. Manure water

that is made from horse droppings, with a little

soot added, may be set down as better for

general use than such as is made from the solid

excrement of other animals. But in the

amazing Wiiste of manure so common in this

country, we look after the solid, wdiilst often

the vastly more valuable liquid excrement runs

to waste. The urine from well-fed horses is

immensely powerful, but even when highly

diluted it is of too hot a nature for most pot

plants; whereas that from horned cattle, diluted

in proportion to the nature of the plants to which
it is applied, promotes growth that distances

anything I have ever obtained from any other

fertiliser, liquid or solid. But in the use of this

and other urines it is necessary to give a word
of caution, if it is applied whilst fresh, or before

it has become putrid, how'ever much diluted, it

will be likely to kill or injure the roots of the

plants to which it is used. In summer the

fluids in question sooner putrify sufficiently for

use than in winter when the weather is cold ; in

the former season it will be in right condition

when eight or ten days old ; in winter it takes

longer before the natural chemical change occurs

that renders it fit for use. Allusion is often

made to the uncertainty that follows a rule-of-

thumb course of procedure in gardening matters,

but until those engaged in the pursuit see the

necessity for making themselves fully acquainted

with the elements the plants they grow are

composed of, with other matters bearing on the

subject, and consequently know what to give

in the way of manure, the cultivation will always

be less certain than it otherwise would. Volumes
upon volumes giving cultural details are written

and read, but few seem to see the necessity for

getting at the groundwork of cultivation—

a

knowledge of the constituents that go to build

up the substance of plants. T. B.

Indoor Garden.

PRIMULA OBCONICA.

This plant possesses the useful property of flower-

ing perpetually when grown in a pot and kept

under glass, and although it is not remarkable for

brilliancy of colour or largeness of bloom, it

flowers freely and is always g&y. The approach-

ing Primula conference will do much to bring

into prominent notice a great many species and
varieties of the Primrose genus, but we do not

know of any which will compare with P. obconica

in point of plentiful and continuous blooming and
ease of cultivation. It has already been several

times recorded in The Garden that this plant

has been known to flower for over tweh'e months
without a break. Out of doors it thrives only

when planted in a sheltered, sunny situation

where the soil is sweet and moist, but unless in

favoured localities, such as are to be found in

southern counties, this plant is not to be recom-
mended as a subject for out-door planting. It is

therefore as a greenhouse plant and not as a

hardy one that P. obconica is specially service-

able. It thrives best when allowed plenty of

pot-room. When planted in a 7-incli or 8-inch

pot with good drainage and a light loamy soil

mixed with a little manure or leaf-mould, it

forms a handsome well-furnished specimen simi-

lar to that here represented. It is of course

healthiest in an imheated house or frame, except

during severe weather ; and we should think,

I

judging by its sturdy accommodating nature,
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that in the windows of dwelling-houses this

species would prove quite at home and give much
satisfaction. It may be increased by division of

the crown, which is composed of
_
a tuft oi

numerous growths, as in P. mollis ; it may also

be propagated from seeds, which ripen freely on

cultivated plants. English-raised plants have

given consideraljle variety as regards size and

colour of flower, and it seems not unlikely that

this Primula will be the progenitor of a useful

race of perennial per[>etual flowering kinds. It

was introduced by Messrs. Veitch, through tlieir

colleoter, Mr. Maries, who found it in the interior

of China. It flowered ibr the first time at Chelsea

in 1880, when it was figured as P. poeuliformis

in the Botanical Afayazhu (t. 6582) ;
this name,

however, had to give" place to that of P. obconica,

which claims precedence.

WINTER-FLOWERING PLANTS.
Theke are so many plants which flower in autumn
and winter that may be grown so much more easily

when propagated eprly in spring

and planted out in summer, that

I have thought it desirable to

mention a few of them, and at

the same time to offer some prac-

tical instructions as to the kind

of treatment which they require.

Before I go furtlier, however, it

is necessary to say that the re-

marks hereafter to be made are

intended to apply to such plants

as are valuable for conservatory

decoration. For this purpose
there are no more useful plants

than
The S.\lvi.i.s ; they are easily

grown, and by cultivating a judi-

cious selection of varieties they

may be had in flower from Octo-

ber till February. The earliest

to flower is S. Pitcheri, a kind
which has long spikes of lovely

blue flowers. In character it is

herbaceous, and probably the

hardiest of the whole family.

Anyone having a sufficient num-
ber of old plants need not pro-

pagate young ones, as the old

stools may be divided in May,
and if planted out in good soil

in a sunny border they will make
good-sized plants by the autumn.
Where, however, the stock is

deflcient, an old plant should be

at once introduced into a gentle

warmth to induce it to start into

growth. When the young shoots

have grown 4 inches long they

may be taken oflf and propagated
in the usual way. S. splendens,

a wonderfully attractive variety,

commences to flower in November, and if kept in a

dry temperature of about 50*^ it will continue in flower

for three months. S. Bethelli is more compact in

habit than any of the others, but nevertheless, dur-

ing summer, it should be allowed plenty of room in

which to develop its side branches. It has rosy

pink-coloured flowers that first appear in a tjlobidar

head and then unfold in a pleasing way. S. splendens
Bruanti is a dwarfer variety than the old S. splendens,

and its flowers if possible are brighter than those of

that kind. Its foliage has a Fern-like appearance.

>S. Hoveyi has flowers of quite a distinct purple colour,

but it is not a plant that I can recommeud. It is

strong in growth and not a very free flowerer. Mons.
Issanchou is an attractive variety both as regards
flowers and foliage. Its habit, too, is good ; it is un-
doubtedly the best white variety. S. Heeri resembles
the old S. gesnerfeflora, but is more floriferous. Both
are vigorous growers ; therefore, only suitable for large

conservatories, but they make a good display.

As to the management of Salvias, cuttings of them
should be put in at once and broiight on in a warm
house, so that by the end of May they wUI have filled

4-inch pots full of roots. They should be planted out

early in June in a warm but sheltered border, where

the sod is fairly light and rich. They should stand

2 feet .apart each wiiy, and as they advance in growth

they must be staked to support them and to prevent

rough winds from injuring them. During summer they

may want an occasional watering at the roots, but as

regards root moisture in ordina-y seasons tbey are

pretty well able to take care of themselves. They
should be taken up and put into pots not later than

the middle of September, and kept in a shady, shel-

tered place f.>r a few days.

PERsrAX Cycl.\mexs.—Those who grow on year

after year old corms of this Cyclamen cannot do

better than adopt the planting-out system. Those

who are favourably situated as regards climate may
plant them out in the open ; in less favoured districts

it is desirable to devote a spare lisht in a pit or frame

to them, in order to shelter them in cold, stormy

weather. I know several who reside near the sea

coast who plant them out early in June and pot them

up again in September with the most satisfactory

results. A rather light, sandy soil is prepared for

them. Before being plan'ed out, all the old compost

^^j^a-

Trimula obconica ; flowers pale lilac.

is shaken away from their roots, and the bulbs are

planted so as to just be buried under the surface ;

when planted in frames they require to be treated in

the same way. The advantages of the planting-out

system are that the root disturbance brings on an

enforced rest that is beneficial to them. They rest

during the hottest part of the summer, and are there-

fore prepared to st,art into active prowtli again .as

soon as conditions are favourable. These, in a general

way, occur early in August, for I have seen Cycla-

mens in the middle of September with abundance of

young roots and fresh-made leaves overlapping a

C-inch pot. Plants so managed and treated to a

slightly higher temperature than that of an ordinary

greenhouse after the beginning of November will

begin to flower grandly early in the new year.

White -FLOWEREO Erp.iTORiUM.—Unless anyone

has seen this plant treated on the planting-out system

no idea can be formed as to what excellent growth it

makes, and the heads of flowers are consequently

much larger than when grown wholly in pots ; the

foliage, too, is much larger and of better colour than

that of the most skilfully grown pot specimens. If

large specimens are required, it is best to deal with
plants that are two or three years old. These should
now be pruned into shape, and then they will have
time to break into growth before planting-out time
has arrived ; when that time comes reduce the balls

of soil about one half, and then proceed in the same
way as is recommended for Salvias. Even young
plants raised from cuttings now and grown on liberally

imder glass until the end of May, and then planted
out, make u-tefid material to occiqjy G-ineh pots
during the winter. Lifting and potting should take
place when the Salvias are moved. In a temperature
of 50" this Eupatorium will flower for three months
during the dark days of winter.

BouvARDiAS.—I like to plant out a portion of the
stock of this plant, especially such varieties as Vree-
landi and Hogarth, as much the largest plants are
obtained in this way with a minimum amount of

trouble; but the inexperienced should be told that
the earliest to flower are those grown altogether in

pots. Anyone can understand that lifting and pot-

ting must check growth considerably, but althouf'h

they flower a week or two later, planted-out examples
invariably give the largest he.adi of flowers. More-

over, a succession in many cases
is desirable. For this purpose

^a» ji^^ young plants are best when only
moderate sized examples are re-

quired. No time should now be
lost in getting cuttings rooted.

"Xjif- '-
^* Young tops strike pretty freely

^"'^ "-
if placed on a good bottom heat
and a bell-gLass is put over them.
Bouvardias, too, are easily in-

creased by means of root cut-
tings about 2 inches in length

;

they shoidd be laid on a pan of
sandy soil, and just covered with
the same description of compost.
In other respects they want the
same treatment as cuttings made
of the shoots, except that a bell-

glass is not necessary.

Mar.—Not many plants are
so easily cultivated or more use-
ful for winter flowering than
these. If one has a few old
plants to deal with, they can be
grown on the planting-out sys-
tem to a large size, and by
striking a few cuttings now any
number of medium-sized exam-
ples may be had in the autumn
that will, if carefully taken up
and potted, give plenty of flowers
all the winter. We have just
cut down our own stock of old
plants which are in 7-inch and
9-inch pots. They will be brist-

ling with young growth by the
time when they are wanted out
of doors. All the trouble they
incur is giving them house room,
and as the pots are full of roots
plenty of water. Our stock of

cuttings, intended to make smaller plants, are already
inserted and placed in heat ; when rooted they will

be grown on along with the Salvias until the end of
May, when they will be planted out of doors.

Habrothamnuses.—In dealing with these it is

necessary to have one-year-old plants, i.e., if ^ny are
required above the ordinary size ; anyone in posses-
sion of such plants should now prune them back to a
height of 2 feet. By the time they are to be planted
out they will have started into growth, and then they
may be dealt with in the same way as the others. A
stock of smaller plants may be readily obtained
from cuttings if put in at once and placed on bottom
heat, and afterwards grown along with the general
stock for winter flowering. No one will continue to
grow the H.abrothamnus in pots after they have given
the planting-out system a trial.

Berried Solanums.—It is unnecessary to dwell
at any length on the treatment required for these,

the details of their culture being well understood.
If large speci7nens are wanted, a few old plants must
be reserved for that purpose

;
get them together now,

and after the berries are picked off then prune them
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into shape, aiil thin place them witli tliose already

mentioned, l»nt at jilantinj^-out time Holainuiis ^^hoiild

have the ^valnle^t position. Cuttings of them put in

now will make useful jjlants for glutting into ti-ineh

pots in autumn. J. C. C.

CELOSIA PYRAMIDALIS.
The Celosias rank amoiifjst tlie best of all

annuals for pot culture. They may lie orown to

a lieight of 4 feet and as much in diameter. Two
of the best known and most useful varieties are

C. aurea and C. coccinea. The former is j'ellow

or of that shade, the latter scarlet. They pro-

duce maonificent phime-shaped spikes of flowers,

are both graceful and showy, and exceedingly
well adapted for greenhouse, conservator}', or

i-ooin decoration. I have seen them recom-
mi-nded for open-air cultui-e, but I never saw
tlicm grown successfullj- in that way. They are

eai-ily laised from seed, and as tliey grow rapidly

they become in a short time ed'ective. Seed for

the first lot of plants should be sown at once,

and the pdants Irom this sowing will be in full

bloom Ijy June. They will then remain in good
condition for three months, and seeds, to produce
plants that will come into bloom in October,

and that will remain fresh and showy until

Christmas or longer, should be sown earlj' in

July. Small stunted Celosias are not pretty ; it

is better to have half-a-score or a dozen hand-
some well-grown plants than some scores of poor
ones, and therefore the seeds should not be
sown thickly. Well drain two 6-inch pots and
fill them with a light rich mi.Kture of soil ; let

one kind be sown in eacli pot, and sufficient

plants for every purpo.se will be suie to be
jiroduced. The seed should be covered about a
quarter of an inch, and it will germinate in a

tcuipeiature of (J0° or 65°. The young plants

A\ill soon appear, and as soon as fairly up they
should be kejit quite close to the glass an(i light

to prevent them from becoming drawn. This is

important if bushy plants aie wanted. A manure
frame or low pit ai'e good places in which to rear

the yoimg plants ; as soon as they can be
handled they should be lifted from the seed pot
and be put singly into 2-inch or S-inch pots.

Tlie compost i'oi' them now should be rich

and sandy, and at all subsequent pottings a
lich soil should be used, as they root freely

and are great feeders. When newly jiotted

they require shading for a few days from
the sun and they .shouhl be placed near the glass

as before. Until May and also until they are
growing freely a pit in which Cucumbers lu.xuri-

ate suits then) admirably, as they delight in heat
and moisture at first, but as the season ailvances

they may be placed in an iinheated house and
with proper attention in the way of watering
they will develop Ireely thus situated. Potting
must not be neglected, and as soon as it is seen
that they have tilled one sized pot with roots

they shoidd be transferred to larger ones. From
;5-inch pots they may lie put into 6-inch ones,

and from the latter into 9-inch or 10-inch one.s,

in wdiich Ihi-y may be bloomed ; indeed, hand-
some specimens may be grown in 10-inch pots.

As roots become plentiful abundance of manure
water may be given with advantage, and in hot
weather the gieatest care must be taken that they
do not suffer from drought at the root. Over-
ilryness checks their development quicker than
anything, and it also favours attacks from thrips

and led spider, but these do not readily get a
footing on healthy iree-growing plants. Until
they come into flower they may lie syringed fre-

([Utntly on fine days, but as soon as their plumes
have become developeil to any e.xtent syringing
should cease. The plants for late autumn flowci-

ing should be treated in the way just de.scribed,

but with this ditference, that they may be raised

and grown in unhealed frames and recpiire no
artificial assistance in temperatvire until the end
of September. Those who have grown Balsams
well will find Celosias to succeed admirably
under the same treatment, and of the two the

Celosiius are the most showy and useful, especially

if a very feathery strain is secured.

Cambrian.

Forcing the Laburnum.— Will some reader

of The Gariik.v kindly inform me if the c<>nimc>n

yellow Laburmnn can be forced successfully I If so,

how ' and is there any variety l»etter adapted fur

forcing than others ? I have heard that Laburnums
are largely forced on the Continent on account of

their graceful yellow flowers in early spring, and
therefore .any information on the subject will greatly

oblige.—M.

*^* "M." will find no difficulty in forcing the
cammon Laburnum. I should reconmiend him to

lelect the variety called Parksi or Watereri ; they
are much deeper in colour than the common kind.

Trees with 2-foot stems and the same proportion of

head are the best, as in that case the fiowers are

shown off to increased advantage. Plant them out in

an exposed position and in not too rich a soil, and
lift them every alternate year. As soon as they have
completed their growth, cut round the roots at a dis-

tance of 1 foot from the stem with a spade : this will

help to ripen the wood, and enalile them to be lifted

better for potting. When lifting, care shoiild be
taken not to disturb the soil round the roots, put
them into pots or tubs in proportion to the size of

their heads, making the soil about their roots firm.

I find them to do best in a vinery started about the
end of January. Slightly syringe them overhead till

they connnence to open their flower and Uaf-buds.
When in flower, remove them by degrees into a cool

house. The blooms last about three weeks. After
flowering harden them off, plant them out, tread the
soil firm in order to induce fibrous roots, and jirune

back the following spring moderately hard. They
will then make good flowering wood for next season.

—A. Chapman, W'cstonbirt.

SHORT NOTES.—INDOOR.

.'j4G0.—Heating.— I would suggest to " C. P." th.\t slates
fuvered with Cocoa-nut fibre would be preferable to brick-
lints and turf; slates regulate heat better tlmn anything I have
ict seen used.— \V. Mohuak, JJo't/tam, Sussex

Marie Louise Violet.— I quite agree with " D. T. F."
reg;Lrdiiig this Viulct. I tliink it iu every way superior to
the Neapolitan, more especially for winter flowering. We
have had good blooms of it all t he winter, and have plenty
now, while tlie Neapolitan has only lately commenced to
flower, both being in the same pit. I find a good dressing
of soot to be a wonderful help to tlicm.—W. A. Cook.

The Neapolitan Violet with me is not equal in any
poiut. except in fragrance, to Marie Louise, which is a
continitous bloomer. 1 am glad " U. T. F.'' (p. *21S) gifes it

a first p'lace, but I differ from him when he places Neapolitan
next. In my opinion if a second is wanted, Marguerite de
Havoie is the one entitled to that position. It has finer
blooms of a deeper blue than Marie Louise, but it is not
juite so free flowering or continuous. Comte de Brazza has
not come up to my expectations.—.J. R.

Sucharis mite (A. B.).—The leaf stem you inclose is un-
questionably attacked by liulb mites (Rhizoglyphus ech-no-
pus) ; their presence quite accounts for the unhealthy condi-
tion ot the plants. The mites aie probably attacking the
bulbs and roots as well as the leaves ; if they are, the bulbs
should be unpotted and any decayed parts removed; they may
^^^i soaked for an hour or so in 1 gallon of water with quarter
of an ounce of sulphide of potassium di-ssolved in it, which
has been recommended as a means of killing this mite.
Be careful not to leave any of the infested soil about in
the potting shed, but bum or bury it; any water used
in cleaning the bulbs should be thrown down a drain.

—

C. «. S.

(ElUrdicdotcn).—I have carefully examined the Eu-
charis stem and leaf forwarded, but can find no insects on
them, or any t-ign of their having been injured by insects

;

they are both wanting in the usual amount of green colouring
matter (chlorophyll), but their outer skins are not broken.
1 cannot suggest the cause of their unhealthy appearance,
unless th-^ plant has been attacked at the bulb by the bulb
mite, which is a very common pest among Kucharis plants.
The bulb mite is a very sm.all creature, and looks much like
a gi-ain of sand, but if looked at through a pocket magnifying
glass it will be at once distinguished.—G. S. S.

Blotched Pelargonium leaves.—Wh.at is the

cause and remedy, if any, for the white blotches

which appear on the leaves of zonal Pelargoniums i

The plants look as a rule healthy, but the newer
leaves seem to come spotted.—W. E. G.

*„* At present we are unacquainted with the

cause of the well-known white blotches which some-
times appear in abundance on Pelargonium and
(Teraniuni leaves ; nor is it certain whether the

disease starts from an external or internal centre.

The microscope at present reveals nothing. A
renewed search over and within your leaves has been
qiiite fruitless, although the examples sent seemed to

promise good results.—W. G. S.

WORK DONE IN WEEK ENDING MARCH 9.

March 3 to 9.

The severity of the weather continues, and we had
other falls of snow on the 5th and 6th ; consequently

my daily notes of work done are so meagre, that it is not
worth while to give them under separate dates. There
has been one redeeming feature in the weather, and that

is bright sunshine for several hours on the 4th, 7th, and
Sth, a great boon for our early forcing and to indoor gar-

dening in gener.al ; but as regards its effects on kitchen

garden green stuff the injury is great, as each night
there has been from 6° fo H° of frost, so that what
with sun and frost in combination, Brussels Sprouts,

K,ales, and Broccoli look as if they had been boiled

—

at any rate, they might as well be for any good they
will be ; and as all the grumbling in the world won't
restore them, we are taking steps to get supplies of

other vegetables as early as possible. Asparagus and
Seakale we are preparing in quantity ; of Cauliflowers

and Coleworts another sowing has been made in heat,

and those sown a few weeks since have been pricked
out in a pit ; and a veto has been ptit on the too free

use of Carrots, Parsnips, and Jerusalem Artichokes.

Turnips there are none, but the greens from those
sown after the drought of last autumn will presently

come in useftil, as they are not a bit damaged; and
yet the Swede greens on the farm are killed, which is

another loss, as even when other green vegetables

have b^en abundant we have found these highly ap-

preciated by way of a change. Spinach, too, is scarce,

and in this frosty weather none can be gathered. We
made a sowing of summer Spinach when there were
two or three days' cessation of frost early last month,
and another sowing will be made the first day that is

really fit to put in seeds ; meantime, we are pushing
on with whatever outside work it is possible to do

—

all our Pea sticks and stakes have been pointed, all

mulching and carting of manure done. Of soil digging

and carting we have a quantity on hand, but, unlike

the manure, the frost stops the way here. The sun,

by melting the snow, has favoured our shrub. Holly,

Laurel, and Yew-clipping and knifing, a large quan-
tity of which work \\e have to do annually, aiid being
nearly over our hands will be at liberty for seed-

sowing, planting Potatoes, dressing Vine borders, &c.,

as soon its the weather is suitable. Another very ne-

cessary piece of labour has this week had special

.attention, namely, the clearance of our refuse heaps
by first Imrning up whatever would burn, and the re-

mainder has been carted out as dressing for Grass land.

The ash from the fires we preserve and use for kitchen
garden crops: forOnions, Leeks, Turnips, and Carrots I

have found it an excellent fertiliser. Work in the
houses has been much the same as for the last two or

three weeks pi.ast. Early Vines now takeupconsiilerably

more time in the way of tying down and stopping the
shoots ; they are just coming into flower, and this will

therefore be the last pinching they will have till the
Grapes are set, not that I think that stopping whilst

they are in flower does much harm ; but it is but
reasonable to suppose that the check causes a certain

amount of it, and, therefore, it is well to avoid it.

As regards Muscats, which are shyer of setting than
Hamburgh*, we scrtipulously avoid pinching a single

slioot when they are in flower. Now that they are

in flower, (hiring this severe weather 60^ will be our

night temperature, and by day 5° hisjher, and with
sun-heat at closing time 80" to ilO" won't be too much.
Hamburghs always set freely without artificial aid, but

somehow one has got accustomed to tapping the rods

with a view of dispersing the pollen, which, if it does

no good (it may in cold, dull weather), does no barm,
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and there U a feeling of satisfaction that tlie proper

thing has been done. Early Muscats are not quite

so early, but tliey have been stopped the last time

till they have set, and the shoots are gradually being

spread out and tied to trellis-work that lias to be

done very carefully to avoid breaking them off. Our
lowest night temperature for Muscats when in flower

is 65-', but if these severe frosts continue 00° will

satisfy u-i, and if mild the temperature will be raised

in proportion. My experience hitherto has been that

a good set of Muscats is best assured by a tempera-

ture liigher rather than lower of the figures here

given, and particularly during the day, which ought

not to be less than 10" above those named for the

night, and, of course, more with sun-heat. Rubbed
off the smallest fruit of Peaches that had set in

cluster.-!, and pinched such shoots as were not needed

for laying or tying in to trellis at the second joint

from the fruit. Other thinning will be neetled a few

days hence, soon as it can be seen which fruit is

liliely to swell. Our early house is rather low and

dark, so that some of the wood does not get well

ripened, and this, I think, must be the cause of much
of the fruit turning yellow and dropping otf when
about the size of large Peas, and it is on this account

that we postpone thinning the fruit, except that

which sets in clusters, till it is approaching the

stoning period. Our second house is now in full

flower, and the sunshine has done wonders towards a

sure set of fruit. All the aid in the way of artificial

fertilisatiim they have is a shake of the trellis at

about 10'', and agam at noon, or, mdeed, at any tin^e

when the atmosphere is driest. Potted Calanthes

and a few other stove plants, and potted off sundry

kinds of bedding plants, and put in a quantity of

cuttings of various kinds. Pricked off into boxes

and pans seedling plants of Salvia argentea, Solanum
robustum, and potted singly seedling plants of Acacia

lophantha and C'hamiepeuce diacantha. Split up tlie

"roots and repotted herbaceous Lobelia*^, and placed in

frames protected from frost. Brought out from their

winter quarters all roots of Dahlias and such kinds

^s were needed to propagate from boxes and placed

in warmth, the remainder being packed thickly to-

gether in leaf soil in cold frames, from which frost

is excluded by using njat and frigi-domo coverings,

and here they will remain till planting-out time.

H.\N'TS.

FRTJITS UNDER GLASS.
Forcing Okch.\kd Hou.se.

The fruii in many early houses will now be set and
fit for thinning, an operati'>n which should be taken

in hand as soon as the remains of the flowers have

fallen and the trees have been well cleansed with the

syringe. In the removal of the superfluous fruits from
Peaches and Nectarines, the general if not entire

occupants of this structure, two points should be held

in view. The finest and most promising on the upper

sides of the shoots should always be retained, as they

naturally occupy the most favourable position for

colouriug to the apex when ri|iening, and those nearest

home should be selected at the Hnal thinning to admit
of shortening back the shoots wlien the crop is safe.

The great drawback to fruit from pot trees generally,

and early forced pyramids and bushes particularly,

being want of colour, too nmch attention cannot be

devoted to this matter of thinning ; therefore, when a

good set is secured, no time should be lost in reducing

triples and rubbing off every pendent fruit at the outset,

as it is quite certain they will not be wanted. Having
decided upon the number of fruit each tree is to carry

to maturity, leave ten to fifteen per cent, to allow for

dropping, and, no matter how tempting the others

may look, remove them before they hive time to

jeopardise the whole by becoming a useless strain

upon the trees.

Dlshiidd'in'j.—If the trees have been well ripened

and not over-forced, the operations of thinning and
disbudding may be carried on together, as there will

be no gross wood to run away with the sap before the

flowers open. The princip-il points to be considered

in disbudding a pot Peach tree are symmetry and an
even distribution of the sap from base to summit
without producing a crowded mass of foliage in the

centre, as this would shade and affect the colour and

flavour of the fruit. The better to secure these con

ditions, having shortened back the trees to kee]) them
within bounds, select a good break from the base of

each bearing shoot and allow it to elongate, as this will

form the fruiting wood when that which is now carry-

ing the crop has been cut away in the autumn. Also
allow another young growth to start from the point

of the bearing wood, and rub off or pinch all inter-

mediate growths to form spurs when they have made
three or four perfect leaves, more or less, according to

the space at connnand and the strength or weakness
of any particular part of the tree. When the shoots

at the extremities have made 9 inches to 12 inches of

growth, pinch and repinch as the season advances, for

the twofold purpose of throwing strength into those

which have started from the base, and at the same
time to increase the size of the fruit. Let pincliing

and thinning be performed piecemeal. Always com-
mence at the apex of the tree and work gradually

downwards, as it is by this constant attention to gross

shoots that weak ones near the base, which, by the

way, rarely require stopping, can be strengthened.

Top-drcsslng^ or mulching, and generous feeding

with warm diluted liquid, are of course important

items in successful management, and the syringe will

now play an important part, as trees confined to

small pots cannot be expected to produce fine fruit or

remain healthy where daily details are neglected.

The best time for the present to water forced trees is

early morning, but later on, as the sun gains power
and a greater quantity of this element is needed, a

second supply may precede the afternoon syringing.

This, however, is a matter which the person in charge

of the house can best determine, as no one can lay

down rules for watering ; but one thing is certain,

the trees must never feel the want of it, and the

more frequently the food is changed the better will

be the progress. Soot water, diluted liquid from the

frame ground, and guano water occasionally or

alternately, weak and often, are perhaps the best

stimulants that can be applied, and soft water should

always be used for application through the .syringe.

Ventilation,—As days increase in length and the

sun gains power admit a little air early on fine

mornings, or as soon as the temperature begins to

rise, and gradually increase it mitil 70^ is reached

on bright mild days. Allow this to be the maximum
as long as the sun will support it, then gradually
reducr-, and finally close with plenty of atmospheric
moisture to swell the fruit and foster fresh healthy
growth of wood and foliage. As fire heat will still

be needed, warm the pipes in time to favour the

admissi(m of a chink ot night air, and allow the

temperature to range from 55° to 5S° through the
hours of darkness. If Strawberries have been
introduced, let them occupy a light airy place near
the glass, keep them well watered and syringed, and
fumigate on the appearance of the first green fly.

Late houses.—The trees in this compartment,
owing to a long continuance of dark wintry weather
are unusually late, but they are thickly set with bold
flower-buds and promise well. If the house is fairly

furnished with hot-water pipes, the blossoms may
now bo encouraged to expand, as there will be
plenty of artificial heat at command when the time
arrives for setting the fruit. If, on the other hand,
the penny-wise-and-pound-foolish system of trying
to dis[iense with it is still in force, the flowering stage
must be retarded by abundant ventilation until

danger from spring frosts has passed away. Spring
frosts are not, however, the cold house Peach grower's
only enemy. We have cold, dark, foggy days, when
the external temper.iture hardly touches -10°, and the
Sim never reaches the earth. Weather of this de-

.scription is often more destructive than sharp frosts

followed by bright days, as the blossoms never open
properly, the pollen becomes pasty, and the delicate

petals perish all for the want of a little steady fire

heat. Hot-water pipes and small conical boilers are
now cheap enough ; they are quickly set, and if we may
judge from present appearances there is yet time for

them to do good service before we have done with
this protracted arctic winter.

Cucumbers.

When March comes in the winter Cucumber
grower begins to congratulate himself on having got

over his greatest difEculties. This year of Grace
1886 is, however, an exceptional one, the present
month having come in with one of the deepest falls

of snow and the most violent storms of ice-laden

wind we have experienced for many pears. At the
present time the external temperature stands at 2*j°,

snow lies deeply on the ground, and the sun, when
it does break through the gloom, seems to have lost

its power. Thus situated, our mode of procedure
must be steady, as it is of no use trying to forge
ahead with the elements dead against us ; indeed the
wisest course will be for the present to hold the little

we have already gained and wait for better weather.

It will, of course, be necessary to keep the fires

constantly going to maintain anything like a growing
temperature by day, and to counteract the baleful

influence of so much dry heat by damping the floors

and other surfaces when the houses are warm enough
to admit of the introduction of atmospheric moisture.
But this constant use of water, it must be ijrjrne in

mind, is not the best, if it is not positively the worst,
mode (jf producing moisture, as plants so treated
soon become flabby, the fruits refuse to swell kindly,
and mildew as well as spider attack the foliage.

Moi.sture at any cost, however, must be constantly
present, not in the form of steam from over-heated
pijjcs, but from well-worked and frequently turned
fermenting material placed in the pits, when it will
keep the roots in action and throw up a never-endincr
supply of invigorating food which will keep the old
leaves clean and healthy until new growths come on
to take their place. The materials for pro.lucing this
warmth and moisture are at every man's door, as
those who cannot obtain Oak leaves can secure tan

;

but something more is wanted—rapid escape must be
prevented and fire heat economised by the use of

external covering placed over the glass roof throuf'h
the hours of darkness. Suitable materials for this
purpose are now plentiful enough, and can be obtained
at a cheap rate. The best, however, are the cheapest
provided they are properly oared for and put away
dry when bad weather has passed away and coverini'
is no longer needed. The old-fashioned mats are
expensive and untidy. Frigi-domo is an excellent
nou conductor, and can be obtained in any reasonable
length and width. Canvas is suitable for attachinu-

to roller.-i, and, being light, it can be used well into
the summer as well as through the winter. But the
best all-round covering material I have yet met witli

is a stout oiled c mvas, made up into sheets of any
size and furnished with short strings let into eyelet
holes, by means of which it can be made secure when
mats are skylarking in windy weather.

Melons.

Never, perhaps, have the many advantages which
the pot system affords been so remarkably prominent
a< they are this season. When our first dozen seeds
were sown singly in small pots, frost and snow pre-
vailed ; when thri plants were placed on the miniature
mounds or cones formed in the centres of the fruitin"-

pots, a cold, black, frosty fog hung over the earth and
so completely intercepted every ray of sim, that we
rare]}' saw the external therm.ometer registering more
than ;!5° Fahr. Another heavy fall of snow has for-

tunately lightened the atmosphere, and although we
have registered 21° of frost, and snow cutting has
formed a heavy item in early March work, short
bursts of sunshine now reach us every day, and we
are truly thankful for this earnest of the splendid
sumnjer which is to follow a long dreary winter. Our
eaily Melons have, however, had a verj* poor time,
and but for the benefit which we derive from a steady
bottom heat of 80° to 85° playing about the sides and up
to the rims of the pots, it is questionable if they could
liave survived. As it is, they hjok weak and require
a deal of tying and ccaxing to keep their heads to the
planet which the Melon loves so well. Knowing how
i-liflicult it is to get these early-sown plants to ^o on
well, I have always suggested small compartments
for successional crops, a constant supply ot ferment-
ing material for assisting and softening dry fire heat,
sowing seeds once a fortnight, and throwing away
early batches of plants in the event of their becoming
spindly or pot-bound, as later sowings invariably pro-
duce better fruit, if they do not beat them in point of
earliness. But assuming that modern appliances have
enabled Melon growers to set the elements at defiance
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ftnil tho lirat net "f ]>\M\tH iiro f;"">« "" ""-'"i I would

ftil\ i«i; iiiUicncr, ]iarticuliirly tlirim(,'h tlie iiiKht for the

iiR'Hiiit, i.tlii rwi«i- till' viiiL« will be loiit,'-j(>inte(l and

tlie foliuKe will be "eiilc and tlal)by and <|nite- in-

capable of fncinf the Bun wlien tli.^ plants be^in to

feel the strain of the crop ; and Ktont liealtliy leaveH

are so important, that highly tlavourfd fruit cannot

be secnred without them. When grownif; freely

and surface routs have found their way to the ex-

tremities of thi' pots, t;""(l fresh loam, rather liberally

enrieliid with bone dust, may be used for topdressint;,

little and often from time to time until the fruitin;,'

puts are full of solid soil and roots and the vines are

strimg enough for stopping. Many peo|iIe sloj

plants when they have cuvernl twi

allotted space, but pots well filled with roots n:ally

should be the guide, as the check predisposes them to

throw out side sliuuts well furnisheil with female

Howers, which, under rather drier treatment, invaii-

ably set well. Indeed, some Melons, notably the

Burghley strain, still full of the true old Kgyjitian

blood, show and set so early and freely, that J have

freipiently secured heavy crops withoiit pinching out

the leaders at all.

Successiona! crops.—Where Melon houses divided

into small compartments are used for Cucumbers

through the winter, a second should now lie ready

for the reception of another set of jilants whose fniit

will follow closely on the heels of the first ; that is,

provided they are grown in r2-inch to 14-inch pots

placed on stout brick pedestals or inverted Rhubarb

pots, for the twofold p\irpose of preventing settling

and strangling the plants, not unfrequently the cause

of canker at the collar, and at the same tiine to

admit of turning and renovating the plunging or

surrounding fermenting material whenever the bottom

heat touches SO". If it is inconvenient to destroy

the Cucumber plants in this second compartment, the

second set of Melons may be grown as dujilicates in

the first house until they are 2 feet or more in height,

whence, securely trained to sticks, they can be trans-

ferred to their fruiting quarters as soon as the pit is

ready for them. I'ree-fruiting, green-fleshed varieties

are generally preferred by growers and consumers.

Scarlet sorts, of which Blenheim Orange is one of the

best types, do well on kerbs in Pine stoves, and give

excellent crops of highly-flavoured fruit where head-

room admits of training on wires strained over the

passages. The pots cannot be placed too close to the

hot-water pipes ; if on them so much the better, pro-

vided evaporating pans filled with stimulating liquid

intervene for giving moisture to the crock roots.

When these are not at command each pot should be

placed in a shallow tray made of wood for the re-

ception of a fesv lumps of turfy loam and the reten-

tion of lirpud when feeding becomes necessary.

Scarlet Melons are good in proportion to the amount

of strong s\ni and tire-heat which they receive, and

for this reason the earliest sowings should not be

ready for plantiLig out before the beginning or middle

of March.

The frame (/round.—Hitherto the elements have

been sorely against pit and frame culture, but gar-

deners who are obliged to depend upon fermenting

materials alone for giving bottom heat, or perhaps

for producing their earliest crops of fruit, should now
have a good body of this in course of preparation.

If a pit efficiently heated with hot water is not avail-

able for raising the plants in, a single light frame

placed on a well lined hotbed will answer very well,

provided airing, covering, and hourly details receive

proper attention. Seeds sown singly in small pots or,

better still, on small squares of turf when the fruiting

bed is made up will produce strong, stocky plants by

the time the heat has subsided and the hills are ready

for their reception. If the beds are intended for

frames, they should be just large enough to carry

them, as new linings can then be p'aced close to the

roots when the fruit is swelling and ripening. When
the heat in the bed has subsided to 85°, let it be

firmly beaten and levelled, cover the centre with thin

sods of turf, grass side downwards, place a few drain

pipes across, leaving their ends open to prevent the

centres of the hills from absorbing rank steam or

burning. Use good, stiff, friable loam intermixed

with old lime rubble or broken brick for forming

the hills or ridges, raise them to the full height at

once, and leave a chink of air on each light until the

compost is warm enimgh for planting. When the

trial thermometer indicates 80" transfer the plants, if

in turf, with a hand fork, keeping the collars well up

above the surrounding level, as earthing uj) the stems

is one of the most commim cause.t of canker, and

water the roots liome with water at a temperature of

8.'" to l>n". If the gor)d old-fashioned hollow, or

McPhail frames are used, external linings may for a

short time be dispensed with, but so essential is a

sharp, steady top and bottom heat, and so tickle is

our climate,' tluit it is (piestionable if this important

protection should not be built before the hills are

)ilanted. (Joed external covering also plays an indis-

pensable jiart, nut only in spring, but

throughout tho sununer, as it rarely hap-

))t'ns that the hottest days are not followed

iiy cold nights when some dry, noncon-
ducting ni.aterial is of imment-e value in

]ircserving the temperature and moisture

in an ecpiable and steady cimdition.

Since the preceding lines were written

I have read an excellent article by
"J. C. ]i." (p. '21G) on covering, and so

thoroughly are we agreed upon this sub-

ject, that I cannot forbear directing special

attention to his remarks. In his enumera-

tion of covering materials he mentions

"rot-proof scrim," which .should be a

"reat improvement iqnin straw or bast

mats, to which I have already offered

an objection ; but whether the rot-

proof scrim is identical with the oiled canvas of

which I have also written, I am unable to gather.

Jlany years have passed since we have had such a

continuous strain on our resources or contracted such

heavy bills for fuel, and although we are now entering

the second week in March, the external thermometer

is registering 24° of frost, our feathered friends are

dying, railway trains are snowed up in the north, and

famished travellers are driven to desperati(m. A
visitation of this kind affects all classes, but, barring

the poverty-stiicken and hungry, none feel it so

quickly and acutely as the horticulturist, who spends

two-thirds of each night in doing battle with the

elements. The modern heating apparatus is, of course,

a host in itself, but it cannot be applied

to every .structure, and if it could, the

arid atmosphere which it produces, often

at great cost, would justify lis in econo-

mising fuel as well as its exciting influence

by the use of wet-resisting covering that

will keep out several degrees of fi-ost, and

at the same time prevent the escape of

moisture, so essential to the culture of a

tender exotic like the Melon.

W. Coleman.
Enstnor Castle, Ledbury.

Trees and Shrubs.

THE HEMLOCK SPRUCE.
(abie.s canadensis.)

Although this Canadian Conifer cannot be

ranked as a timber tree, still its gracefully

irregular form and haljit of growth, pendent

plume-like branches, and above all its light, rich,

silvery-green foliage places it in the first rank as

an ornamental tree. No Evergreen, whether tree

or shrub, can excel this Conifer for riohnes.s of

foliage or beauty of outline, and to see it during

Coning branch of Ilcmlock Spruce.

spring or early summer when the young, tender,

drooping shoots, of a lively yellowish green,

contrast so finely with the dark sombre green of

the older foliage, forms a combination that for

pleasing effect is certainly hard to match. An
erroneous opinion is, however, fast gaining ground

that the Hemlock Spruce is not .suited for the

climate of Britain ; even Loudon and Michaux
have little to say in its favour, while, as Mr.

Hovey, of Boston, some time ago remarked

English nurserymen have generally followed si

by regarding the tree in a similar light. T "

it is we have here no such specimens as

Spring-flowering Cyclamens.

—

Nothing well can he prettier thus early

in the year than well-established masses

and spreading groups of hardy Cycla-

mens as seen nestling here and there

amongst the mossy stones of a sunny,

but sheltered, rock garden. C. Atkinsi

and its rosy variety are two of the best

and most floriferons, especially so the

type with its short white crimson-blotched

flowers. C. ibericum is also well in bloom
on a sunny border, but in pure colour

nothing approaches ('. Coum—or C. ver-

num as it is sometimes called— as the

sun catches its petals, and gives them a

brilliancy like stained glass. All these

hardy Cyclamens make pretty pot plants in a sunny
frame, but in most localities they are perfectly hardy
on dry rocky banks exposed to the sun. They like a

well-drained position, and do not like to be often

moved. In some gardens they bloom profusely and
seed very freely, so that it is easy to rear seedlings

by the hundred, and there is in this way always a

chance of getting a distinct or superior variety. In
planting the bulbs do not place them too deep below
the surface. Some of the finest clumps, rows, and

The Hemlock Spruce (Abies canadensis).

recorded from " the far West," and equally true

is it that this Spruce will not flourish and put

on its best garb when planted anywhere and any-

how with us, no more than do" the majority of

foreign inijiortations ; but treat the Hemlock
Spruce in a rational manner and as its nature

requires, and it will ere long be found out that

few trees are more amenable to cultivation, and

perhap.s none repay more fully the Viestowal

of a little e.xtra care and attention at themasses of these plants I ever saw had their great
j

tubers half exposed alike to summer's sunshine and I

time of planting out. In support of these

to winter's storm.—F. W. B.
|
statements we will now record a few examples
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of the growth of Abies canadensis in this

country.

At Cihatsworth, in Derbyshire, there are numer-

ous fine specimens, langin;.; from 25 feet to fully

100 feet in heif^'ht ; while in Perthshire, trees of

from 40 feet to 80 feet are not uncommon.

Af^ain, at Weybri.lLje, in Surrey, there are several

beautiful and thriving groups of the Hemlock,

these being, perhaps, the most luxuriant and fast

growing ol' any in the country, although nearly

approached by the fine specimens in Xorbury

Park, near Dorking. Trees from 30 feet to fully

40 feet in height are also to be seen in the fine

collection nf Y'onifera; at Hafondinas and at

Eaton Hall, in Cheshire. I was particularly

struck by the fine, healthy sjjecimens dotteil over

the grounds, several bearing large numbers of

cones. Growing in deep peat bog, that was

rollcn flowers;of Hemlock Spruce ; detached p.irt natural size.

thoroughly drained and prepared .=onie^ time

previous to planting on Churchhill estate, in the

north of Ireland, are, however, some of the most

luxuriant, well-furnished specimens that 1 have

ever seen, the healthy appearance of which indi-

cates but too forcibly that both soil and situation

are well suited to the perfect development of this

• .idsome Conifer. Numerous other instances

^. .the luxui'iant growth of Abies canadensis

Ta !:ht be adduced,"but sufficient have already

aij'n given to show that the commonly accepted

ea regarding the non-fitness of this tree for our

anate generally is simply absurd, and not

•ne out by the testimony of the trees them-

ves.

^ n its native country, North America— Canada
,iul the New England States—the Hemlock
Spruce constitutes vast unbroken forests, although

e

^a>

Female cone, fruit cone, scale and seed of Hemlock Spruce.

much of the original woodland has been broken

up and denuded of its fine timber by the advance

of civilisation. We are told by Slichaux that
" it attains the height of from 70 feet to 80 feet,

with a circumference of from (5 feet to 9 feet, and,

judging from the concentric circles of the wood,

would require two centuries to attain such di-

mensions.''

A moist, deep, rich, but light soil and sheltered

situation are its chief requirements when grown
in this country ; under such circumstances it

thrives vigorously and forms a most ornamental,

rather broad-headed, specimen tree. The roots

enjoy an uninterrupted run in light, sweet soil,

such as sandy peat, leaf-mould, or porous gravelly

loam, but it seldom succeeds well or luxuriates in

a degree necessary to give a true idea of its

beauty when planted in stiff soils, of whatever

composition, and in high-lying situations. Where

I have noticed this Spruce doing best—growing

fastest and appearing most healthy—is in clear

open spaces either within the woodlands or along

the margins thereof, but invariably where shelter

on all sides is provided, and, of course, with suit-

aide soil as above described. In an old mixed

wood on Sir William Verner's estate in Ireland,

patches of about from 50 yards to 100 yards in

diameter were cut down, the soil thoroughly pre-

pared, and, along with many others of the new

and rarer Conifers, replanted with numliers of

this Spruce, and, I am glad to add, with the

most promising results, as the rapid growth and

ileliciouslv green and aliundant foliage now clearly

shows, the soil was, over the whole woodland,

deep peat bog, such as supplies' the natives with

fuel, but it was well relieved of superabundant

moisture bv careful and efticient drainage, and

improved, .at least where the choicer trees were

planted, by a liberal admixture of fine gravelly

loam and road-scrapings. With such surround-

ings as these the Hemlock Spruce, in my opinion,

does best and develops its true character as seen

in its native wilds. Planted as a lawn tree, it is,

however, seen to best advantage, but should be

distantly surrounded, on at least the most exposed

sides, by other trees of more hardy constitution

and that are better adapted for withstanding the

rough and prolonged storms of our island gene-

rally.

The timber grown in its native country is not

considered of great value, especially for outdoor

purposes,although when kept constantly dry its

lasting qualities are increased in a considerable

degree. Few trees here, in Britain, attained

neTther age nor size at which the wood could be

considered as mature, but specimens that have

come under my notice might well be reckoned as

second class in the Pine list.

The late ilr. Speed, gardener at Chatsworth,

who had unusual chances of observing the tree

and testing the quality of the wood, reported the

latter as hard and heavy.

The bark is much used in America for tanning

purposes, and realises about 15s. per ton.

The slender, pendulous liranches are some-

what flat and spreading, with numerous linear,

flat, obtuse leaves of from one-half to three-

quarters of an inch long, of a vivid green on the

upper surface, and with two silvery stripes

beneath ; cones oval-shaped, less than an inch

long, by three-eighths of an inch broad, and

pendulous on the extremities of the branches.

When fully ripe, they are of a pleasant russetty

brown, wliich, coupled witli their symmetrical

.shape, imparts to the tree, when in full fruit, an

appearance as unusual as it is desirable.

A. D. Webster.

to mend a Black Thorn hedge on the top of a bank,

and I took up a few of the plants out of this hedge

and stopped the gap with it ; the following summer
they sent out shoots 6 feet long, and this year the

stems have grown as thick as my arm. In its young

state ground game are very liard on it, and sheep and

all cattle seem fcmd of it ; therefore it is necessary to

protect it for a year or two, which, if done, results in

its forming a formidable fence that will keep any

cattle from str.iying. It requires to hi cut down
close the first season at planting and cut back to

(> inches the second season, and then you will have as

thick a hedge as you can wish treated in the ordinary

way. If closely pruned, it becomes almost impene-

trable.—H. D. Palmer, XaylamI, near Colchatcr.

Prunus Myrobalana as a hedge plant.

—

For years I have been looking out in The Garden
for a notice of this plant, and I am pleased to see it

mentioned by "J. S." (p. 178). I have used it for

years as a fence plant, and I know of no stronger,

surer, or quicker hedge plant. It does not seem to

care luuch what soil it has, and, like the .Terusalem

Artichoke, gi\es a result in any soil in which White

Thorn and Black Thorn would starve. A friend al'vays

keeps a small nursery of it raised from cuttings made
of the stout shoots about the size of one's linger, cut

up into length-! about 12 inches long, and put in rows

like Rose cuttings about October. These furnish

him with tine, healthy well-rooted plants, with which

he has the gaps in the White Thorn hedges on his

estate mended, for it will grow well in the gaps where

the White Thorn has died out without going to the

trouble of cutting down the bank and rebuilding. I

planted a bed of it many years ago in an old orchard

in the soil very much exhausted. It grew well, but

has been kept close cut. Two years ago I wanted

THE FOO-CHOW FIR.

(ABIES EORTUNEI.)

It would certainly be interesting to know the where-

abouts of the few British specimens that have been

able to survive our winters, the conditions under

which they are most successfully grown, and whether

or not either male or female cones have been pro-

duced in this country. Judging from the way in

which other Chinese trees succeed in this country, it

is not at all improbable that the Abies I'ortunei

would do well in some of the warmer maritime parts

of England and Ireland, and if so, it would well

repay "cultivation, being, perhaps, the most distinct,

certainly the most interesting, of the semi-hardy

Conifers. Perhaps some of your readers to whom
the tree is known will favour us with the dimensions

and any other points of interest of specimens growing

in this country.

It may be well to point out that the cones_of

Abies Fortunei arenot, as shown in The CARDEN (p. 150)

and taken from Lindley, pendent, but decidedly erect.

This upright growth of the cones, coupled with the

non-persistent character of their scales and broad

s.abre-like leaves, points out that the tree is far more

nearly allied to the Silver Firs than to the Spruces,

with which it has been placed. A. D. W.

Books.

PLANTS OF THE RIVIERA.*

This is one of the most attractive books, illus-

trating local floras, which have appeared amongst

us, and we congratulate the author as well as the

firm who are responsible for the beautiful chromo-

lithographs, not to speak of the publisher, upon

it. Mr. Bicknell claims a modest position for it,

especially in relation to Mr. Moggridge's well-

known '-"Contributions" to the flora of much the

same district ; but he might, we think, without

presumption have made larger professions. He
has not, indeed, given us, as Mr. Moggridge did,

a selection of the rarer and more botanically

interesting plants of the neighbourhood, for his

82 plates mclude .such well known ones as Scilla

liifolia, the common Hepatica, and the common
Dog's-tooth Violet. But he has admitted the

public to share in the results of the studies of

flowers in wdiich he has spent a considerable

part of the last four or five years, and wdiich have

been carried on evidently in a loving, reverent

spirit, which is worthy of all praise. Not that

there is any want of scientitic accuracy, so far as

we have examined his descriptions; and any

special feature in the organs of the plants

described has been illustrated with cai'eful detail.

But his labour has been a labour of love, literally

speaking. He has watched the living flowers in

their luibitats, gathered and brought them

home, so as to draw them while still unwitheied,

and, in doing so, grouped them in his beautiful

plates with an artist's, at least as much as with

a botanist's, eye. In respect of careful exactness

of drawing, few more successful results can be

• " Flowering Plants and Ferns of the Riviera and

Neighbouring Moimtains." Drawn and described by C.

Bicknell. Triibner and Co., Ludgate Hill. ISSj.
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pointed to in any recent woik tliiiu (to make

selections wliere all is scod) llie plate whicli con-

tains the three Scilla;^ (bi folia, hyacinthoideg, and

italica) or the group of Cytisuses on plate 13.

Perhaps, indeed, in some few instances, Mr.

Bickiiell would have done better to think less of

artisticgrouping and of covering his paper.as some

small measure of confusion in respect of specific

characteristics may have resulted from this

cause.

The chief fault we have to find with the liook,

as a whole, is as to the principles on which selec-

tion has lieen made. Mr. Bicknell, indeed, tells

\is that if this volume, as we confidently hope

will lie the case, is favourably received, a second

will follow it. But, whether this is so or nut,

would it not have been more satisfactory to have

had some of the genera more fully illustrated,

especially when the region which he has taken in

hand is rich in specimens! For in-stance, on the

very first plate of all which is devoted to Ane-

mones, two, and two only, are represented—A. tri-

loba and A. hepatica ; whilst A. fulgens, with its

most interesting varieties of form, A. coronaria,

in which the Riviera used to he, and probably

still is. exceptionally rich, and all those natural

hybrids of which Mouans, near Cannes, is the

supposed centre, but which are to he found, we
believe, as far east as Antibes, and probalily in

many other less frequented localities, are alto-

gether passed by. So, too, his instalment of the

Narcissus family is but a scanty one, although

he is able to tell us of treasures past and gone,

through the rapacity of professional and the

thoughtlessness of amateur collectors, as well as

of those still existing in the more out of the way
districts wdiich he has explored. His N. remo-

polensis, let us observe, is, we venture to think,

after much observation and with all respect to

his friend, Signor Panizzi, to whom the book is

gracefully dedicated, only a variety, the result of

soil and situation, of the ordinary N. Tazetta, every

possible intermediate form being discoverable by

a little pains.

But we must not he led awav with these inte-

resting inquiries in our notice of a hook, which in

a rather marked way abstains from these specula-

tions, and devotes itself to recognised facts.

We have one more remark to make. Mr.

BickntU pays little or no attention to the cultiv-

ableness here in England of the plants which he

describes, but amongst those which he has

selected are several which readily adapt them-

selves to our climate, and yet are but little known
in English gardens. VVewouldinstanceLeucojum
nicaeen.se (notnicEense, by the by, as it is printed),

which, at least in the south of England, flowers

and bears seed in the open air, and is a gem of

the first water. Scilla italica is by no means
as common as it deserves to be with us, nor is

Crocus medius or Tulipa Celsiana, all of which

easily make themselves at home here.

The book, we must add, is very well arranged

in respect of type and division into paragraphs and
such as this." Each plant tells its own tale per-

spicuously, as indeed a book of its calibre ought.

It may seem ungracious to make much of short-

comings where there are so many indications of

care and accnracy, yet a more watchful supervi-

sion of the letterpress would have prevented a

good many undesirable mistakes— as of chesnut

more than once, anua instead of annua, nivens

for niveus, striota where it ought to be striata,

Alyssum for Alypum.and rithers of the same kind
;

and since Mr. Bicknell thinks well to five us the

meanings of the names adojited for the several

genera, it is to be regretted that he did not fur-

nish us with something better than the very

faulty interpretations,* which in some cases are

current; and he will not be offended at our re-

minding liim, if his own Greek has grown rusty

amongst his fascinating pursuits in the Riviera,

that in the case of the Greek accents with which

he favours us, the circumflex is more than a deco-

ration to a vowel, whether long or short, and is

"eneruUy supiio-sed to sullice for a single word

without the addition of a second accent.

But these are minor blemishes. We commend
the book heartily to those of our fellow country-

men who in increasing numbers make the Riviera

their home for the winter, as well as to botanists of

every grade of scientific attainment, who will, we

are sure, thank us for calling their attention to il,

if as yet unknown to them. S.

Garden Destroyers.

lilRDS AXD HOLLY BERRIES.

In this ntighbourhood (Tunbridge Wells) there are a

great many Hollies which liave mostly fruited tliis

season in a wonderfully prolific manner ; but here,

as with " Veronica," the birds, as far as I can judge,

have left the berries alone. Some of the trees are

now losing their berries, which may be found lying

thickly on the ground beneath the trees. May not

this be the case with your correspondent's (W. A.

Cook) trees, whicli seem to have somewhat suddenly

been deprived of their berries ? This would also

account for some of his trees still bearing their crop of

fruit, those in the sheltered situation being earlier

trees. Just before Christmas I and some friends

came across a Holly tree between Frant and Bayliani

Abbey which was so loaded with berries, that there

were but few leaves visible. The tree was some

40 feet high, and with the sun shining on it, and con-

trasting as it did with some Firs which grew close by,

it formed a most beautiful and striking object. We
all agreed we bad never seen such a Holly tree be-

fore. May not the reason for the berries apparently

not having been touched by the birds be owing

to their great profusion? If the birds only took the

amount they would in ordinary winters, such numbers

would hardly be missed. Again, although the winter

has been, or I should say is, a very long one, for we
seem (March 8) to be no nearer the end than we were

at Christmas, there has been little intense frost in

this neighbourhood, so that the birds have liad

chances of other sources for food, and most trees and

shrubs bore a good crop of frvut ; both hips and haws
were in great abundance.—G. S. S.

The remarks in The Garden about birds

and Holly berries are interesting and curious.

" Veronica," who does not state his locality (which

is a mistake, I think) says that the Holly berries

there, wherever it i^, have not been touched.

"D. T. F." and W. A. Cook, whose whereabouts

we know, say that in their respective localities the

berries are completely destroyed. Now, I think that

locality may have something to do with the matter.

Generally speaking, birds do not attack the berries

till compelled by hunger, excepting those of the

Mountain Ash, which fall to the missel thrushes and

blackbirds the moment the colour shows in eaily

autumn, before the migratory thrushes put in an

appearance. In winter a keen frost sets in, which

may be quite partial, there being little, or none,

where " Veronica" lives, and one of intense severity

where others live. In one case the birds, much pre-

ferring soft (their usual) food, do not touch the

berries ; in the other the berries are their only food,

and they are compelled to eat or starve. Again, a

deep suow, sTich as has covered the country during

the past week, drives the birds to this food much
more certainly than frost, duiing which they can

pick up a precarious living in shrubberies and woods,

which is impossible when snow covers everything. I

gather this from the case here. Holly trees abound
in my garden, and have this season presented the

most perfect pictures I have ever seen of the sort.

There are berries (or have been) of all shades, from

dull yellow to the brighte>t coralline red. During
the frosts of January and February these remained

I

almost untouched, and on March 1 many of the

I
trees were as beautiful as on .Tanuary 1. This day

week came a heavy fall (S inches) of snow, covering

everything. There is now scarcely a berry left in the

whole garden. Fieldfares, redwings, and missel

thrushes have been literally swarming in the bushes

from morning to night, because they have had, abso-

lutely nothing but the berries to eat. Blackbirds

and conunon thrushes have not attacked the berries

so much, but these have been regularly fed near the

house, and the other birds are too shy to approach,

unless driven by the very extremity of hunger. I may
make a remark on another point. It is well known
that fruit-eating birds are attracted by colour, and
that Red Currants .are always preferred to white,

thniigh these hatter are sweeter. Now, it is curious

that two or three of the Holly trees here, which bear

the brightest berries in the whole garden, have been

the last attacked, excepting some very dull, orange-

yellow-berried ones, and this, not owing to any posi-

tion in the trees, one of which is, indeed, in the most

secluded part of the garden. Can any of your cor-

respondents give a ifas(m for tins, or have they

observed anything similar ? I am afraid this winter

will prove disastrous to our smaller birds, and that

we shall lose many. Birds are starved not by cold,

but hunger. If well fed they can resist any amount
of cold, but they cannot live on empty stomachs. And,
fortiuuitelv, they find numbers if friends to help

them in their extremity: but let me give a hint to

these good-natured people. Birds want water quite

as much as food. Here, on the edge of the lake,

they can get it, but, in the country, « hen feeding

birds, always put out a pan of water, and change it

when frozen ; then you may hope to save your birds.

—A. R.IWSON, Windermere.

Several of your readers seem to be surprised

that "Veronica's" Holly trees should still be fur-

nished with berries, but I do not wonder at it, as out

on the lawn in front of me now there is a green

Holly tree as densely covered with red berries as it

was in December. I have been looking at several of

onr Hollies in diffeient parts to-day and I find that

the m,ajority of them si ill retain their berries. This

is all the more remarkable, as the weather has been

most severe of late, and blackbirds and other members
of the feathered tribe have been shelterin'j themselves

in shrubberies in uncommonly large numbers. Wood
pigeons have been clearing the berries off the Sweet
Bay trees very rapidly of late, but the Holly berries

do not diminish nuich, and should mild weather occur

soon and other food become plentiful I think it is

probaMe that they may remain on the trees until they

fall naturally. Owing to there being a great deal of

snow on the ground, the air frosty, and Holly berries

on the trees, this March reminds one more of Christ-

mas than spring.—J. MciB, Mar<jam, South Wales.

Orchids.

MASDEVALLIA CHIMERA AND ALLIES.

This is an interesting class of Masdevallias, first

lirought into prominent notice by M. Linden, of

Brussels, about the year 1872. The two species

M. Chimjera and M. nycterina seemed at that

time to have been somewhat mixed. Mr. Day,
of Tottenham, flowered M. nycterina in 1873.

Both M. Ruezl and Mr. Wallis found this species

and made drawings of it, which were published

in "Xenia Orchidacea," ii., 185 and 186, but
the Wallisian specimens were evidently not so

fine as those found by Roezl. Finally, we have
M. Backhousiaua, which at first was considered

to be a new species, but has now been decided to

be merely a well-marked form of M. Chimsera,

At York, the flowers are some 16 inches across,

and we have had it nearly as large in our own
garden. M. Cliimsera is figured in the Botanical

Mar/azine, t. 01-52, from a specimen flowered by
Mr."W. Bull, of Chelsea, but this again is quite

ditl'erent from M. Chima?ra figured in the Florist

and Pomologist in 1872. Mr. B. S. Williams, iu

the last edition of the " Orchid Grower's Manual,"

states that tlie plate in the Botanical Maria:.inc is

not M. Chinuera at all, but M. Wallisi. These
Masdevallias are best grown in teak baskets in
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turfy peat, Sphagnum, potsherds, and a sprink-

ling of charcoal. We grow them in the cool

house during ihe summer and autumn months
;

removing them to the Cattleya house in winter

xnd early in spring. The flower-spikes push
their way through the li\-e Sphagnum on the

surface of tlie b.iskets, and under or over the lop

har where the flowers display their weird forms.

This Section should be grown in even small

collections.

Besides the above there are a few other Masde-
vallias of a very distinct character well adapted
fir Laski-ts or small pans ;

suspended from tlie

roof, Al. Wiigeueriana, for instance, is a pretty little

species, first flowered by RoUisson, Tooting, in

Ks-JI), and figured in the Botanical Maguxine,
t. 4921. The whole plant is not more than
•2 inches or 3 inches high, and consequeutly not

conspicuous until it has been place<l under a

magnifying glas.s, wlien the delicately beautiful

marking* of tlie flowers become apparent. Grown
in small pans, it spreads ireely, and should
be kept near the roof gla<s ; a suiall tuft of it

will produce a dozen flowers, wliich last long
in l.'eauty. M. Shuttleworthi is another distinct

and pretty species, also figured in the Botanical
Maijazine, t. fi.372. It was discovered by Mr. Shut-
tleworlh when collecting for Mr. W. Bull in

Columbia. It is one of the snuill growing species,

but much larger in leaf and liower than M.
Wageneriana. It can bo: grown well in pots under
tlie same treatment as that given to the Chim;era
section and is of easy culture. M. ephippium,
also figured in Botanical Mar/ardne, t. ti20^, is a
very remarkable species, first discovered at Loxa
by Krause, who sent it to Messrs. Backhouse.
This is a vigorons growing species, well worthy
of culture on acco ant of its distinct character, but
iti dull, brownish-coloured flowers, with long
j'ellowish tails, are not remarlsable for beauty.
It may be grown in pots like the M. Harryaua
group, but tlie iiiglit temperature in winter
should not fall below 50°, .so that it does best in
the Cattleya hou.se in winter. This is the M.
trochilus of Linden, and M. colibri is a'.so a
.synonym of it. Another charming little species

which shoidd be in the most select collections

is M. polyslicta. This was discovered by RoezI,

who was quite carried away with its beauty ; he
found it in tufts with twenty racemes of flowers,

and Ave or si.\ on eacli open at one time. It

flowers in our collections with similar prolusion
;

tlie flowers, which are produced si.\ together, are
whitish, spotted densely with redilish purple

;

the sepals are terminated by short yellow tails.

M. Estradas ought not to be omitted. It is

one of tlie dwarf growing species discovered in
the garden of a Spanish lady in New Granada,
after whom it is named. It is one of the most
free flowering of Masdevallias, and forms a neat-
liabited plant; the dorsal sepal is marked in the
centre with a large violet-purple blotch, the lateral

sepals whitish terminated by short yellowish tails.

This also does best in the higher winter tempe-
rature. There are other species which might be
named lor special culture; some, such as M. vili-

lera, have an off'ensive smell, but the above would
be my own selection. .1. Douglas.

ll/ord.

Cypripedium spectabile.—It is said respect-
ing a plant of this at Kaster Duddiiigstou Lodge that
" it is perched upon wbat appears to be a high rocky
bank," but such is not the case. The plant repre-
sented in the engraving (p. 174), photographed by
Mr. Bashford, is plauted iu an artiticially-made bog
about '.i feet below the general ground level and ex-
posed to full sunshine. TLe roots are never dry ; on
the contrAry, they are sometimes for a month under
water, and increase in size every year. Last sunjmer
it produced about fifty blooms. We have other plants

of this Mocasson flower in the rock garden in much
drier situations than the above, but although they
flower freely the roots do not increase in size, showing
conclusively that these plants like moist treatment
better than that which is dry. The British Lady's
Slipper (Cypripedium Calceolus) is also in the rock
garden, and h.as been for the last twelve years in a

damp place with a north exposure and is in a thriving
state.—M. C.

Cattleya Lawrenciana.—This new Cattleya is

evidently a good one to last in bloom. We have had
it in iiov/er three weeks, and as yet it shows no signs

of going off. We have, however, the advantage of a

good show house for Orchids in flower, which makes
a vast difference as regards lasting properties. In-

deed, we find some things to last too long for the

well-doing of the plants, which seem to get ([uite ex-

hausted owing to the long time during which they
keep in flower. Our C Lawrenciana has three flowers

on a spike, each about t inches across the sejials ; the

lip is a trifle over an inch, intensje purple-crimson

with a few vtins of yellow in the throat.—W. Holah,
Jialfiiif.

NOTES OF_^HE WEEK.

Dr. Kegel.—It is reported that Dr. E. Regel,

who has long been director of the St. Petersburg
Botanic Gardens, has ris'gned, and has been suc-

ceeded by Dr. Engler.

Pampas Grass.—Mr. Katcliff, the gardener .at

Hessle House, Ewell, sends us photographs of two
very fine specimens of Pampas Grass, one of which
bears about 120 plumes. This plant is of the erect

growing variety with pinkish tinted plumes ; the
othor has silvery plumes, which spread somewhat
after the manner of those of Arundo conspicua.

Dracsena Lindeni.—This plant, wliich we be-

lieve is strictly not a Dracfena, but Aletris fragrans
variegata, is flowering in the Pine-apple Nursery,
Maida Vale. It is not very attractive, the flower-

spike being crowded with tiny dirty white flowers.

It is therefore only for its leaves that it is worth
growing. These are handsome, being broadly banded
with v.arious shades of green and yellow.

Aphelandra nitens.—One of the most brilliant

stove plants we have seen lately is this Aphelandra,
which, with its fiery scarlet spikes of blooin, quite
lights up one of the stoves in the Pine-apple
Nursery. It does not differ much as regards the
flowers from other kinds, such as A. Roezli, but the
foliage is distinct in being of a deep metallic green,
in fact quite a bronze tint. It is a pl.ant that should
be grown in the stove for winter bloom.

Chrysanthemum Mrs. C. Carey. — Chrysan-
themums in March seem ipiite out of season, yet
some uncommonly good blooms of this pure white
variety have been sent to us by Mr. Ware, of

Tottenham. They were cut from plants which began
to flower at Christmas, and which have produced a
cimtinuous supply ever since. This is, therefore, a
valu.able late sort, and, being pure white, is on that
account all the more valuable. The blooms are not
large, but compact and full.

The double Sparmannia.—A fine flower clus-

ter of the double-flowered Sparmannia africana has
been sent to us by Mr, Hartland, of Cork. When we
saw it in flower for the first time, in Ghent, two years
ago, we thought that it would prove to be a good
plant. Its flowers are certainly very double—quite
rosettes, in f.act ; but there are numerous coloured
petals intermixed with the white, which mar their

purity. The old single Sparmannia is so beautiful,

that it seems a pity it should have doubled. Some,
however, may like the double sort, as the blooms en-

dure longer when cut than those of the single kind,
and the double Daisy-like blooms may be useful for

button-hole bouquets. The truss sent by Mr. Hart-
land bears no fewer than forty flowers.

Liverpool Horticultural Show.—We under-
stand that Messrs. Sutton, of Reading, have offered

the following prizes for competition at the forth-

coming great provincial show of the Royal Horticul-
tural Societj' at Liverpool, to be held on June 29 to

July 5 : For a collection of twelve kinds of vege-

tables : First prize, £5 5s. : second, £4 4s. ; third.

£3 3=. ; fourth, £2 23. ; fifth, £1 Is. ; sixth, 10s. 6d.

For the best brace of Melons, either Sutton's Imperial
Green-flesh, Sutton's Invincible Scarlet-flesh, or
Sutton's Hero of Lockinge, each entry to consist of

one variety : First prize, £2 2s. ; second, £1 Is.
;

third, 10s. 6d. The foregoing prizes are open to

gardeners in private establishments only.

Societies.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL.
Mauch 9.

There was a large and attractive show in the conser-
vatory at South Kensington on Tuesday, but the
exhibits were singularly devoid of novelty, and though
numerous plants were placed before the committte,
but three were awarded first-class certificates. These
were

CYRTOPoniun S.MKTLEGERIANUM, a beautiful Or-
chid, of noble growth, very much resembling, ]f not
identical with, ttie old C. punct.atum, a species which
was not unfrequentlymet with at exhibitions years ago.

This alleged iiew species resembles C. punctatum ex-
actly in growth and mode of flowering. The terete

pseudo-bulbs range from 1 foot to 2 feet high, and from
the bases of these the branching flower-spikes rise

abotit 4 feet iu height. The specimen shown on th»i

present occasion, by Mr. Smee, of The Grange, Wal-
lington, I ore two fine spikes, carrying altogether over
250 flowers. These are each about 1^ inches across.

The sepals are yellow, barred and spotted with brown,
the petals iilmost wholly yellow, and the wings of the
labellum are of a reddish brown. At the base of each
flower-stalk is a coloured bract marked similarly to

the petals, and at the base of each branchlet of the
spike is also a coloured bract, so that altogether it is

a most attractive plant, and should rank among the
finest of cultivated Orchids.

Begosia gigantea rose.\, a beautiful plant differ-

ing but little if at all from the plant long known
as B. Roezli, and more recently as B. Lynchi, a
name given to it in the Botanical Marjaiinc. The
plant is undeniably most beautiful, and well
deserved the distinction accorded to it by the com-
mittee. The leaves are like the well-known B.
nitida, large and of a bright shining green. The
flo'^-ers are of a charming cherry-red colour, borne
in spreading dense heads on stems overtopping the
foliage. Some well-flowered plants ot it were i-hown
by Messrs. Cannell & Sons, of Swanley, who have
long recognised its high merits.

Narci.ssos BuLBOConiDM ciTRiNus, a variety of the

Hoop-petticoat Diiffodil, distinguished from others in

having the open funnel-shaped crown of a soft lemon-
yellow colour. Its flowers, moreover, are larger than
those of any other form of N. Bulbocodium. A
potful of finely-flowered plants was shown by Messrs.
Collins & Gabriel, of Waterloo Road, and Mr. Ware,
of Tottenham, also exhibited good specimens of it.

Orchids.—These were few, but among them were
some of exceptional interest. One of the most
remarkable was a variety of Dendrobium Leecbianum,
with flowers fully a third larger than usual and of

higher colour. Messrs. Thomson, of Clovenfords,
were the exhibitors, and being such skilful culti-

vators, the unusual size of the flowers may in a
measure be attributed to vigorous growth. At any
rate, the specimens abundantly proved that D.
Leecbianum is the finest of the trio of hybrids which
so nearly resemble each other. These are D. Leecbia-
num, splendidissimum, .and D. Ainsworthi. Another
remark.able plant was a very fine variety of Cwlogyne
cristata, appropriately named maxima, inasmuch as

it eclipses all other large varieties of this lovely

Orchid. It need only be said th.at the flowers of

maxima are much larger than those of the Chats-
worth variety, hitherto regarded as the finest, and
moreover differ in sh.ape, the petals and sepals being
broader, and the lobes ot the lip hood over the
column. A small plant of it was shown by Mr.
Southgate's gardener (Mr. Salter), Selborue, .Streat-

ham, and a large specimen, bearing a dozen or more
long drooping spikes, was sho^vn by Jlessrs. Sander,
of St. Albans. Cattleya Lawrenciana was the object

of much attention, as its flowering has been so
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eagerly anticipated by orcliidists. On this occasion
no fewer than tln\^e exhibitors sent ilowering plants
of it. Messrs. 'Laiii^', of Forest .Hill, showeil the
best, and one of tin ir jilants bore lii!,'hly-eoloured

flowers witb l)ro:id niiimled lijis of an intense

niaroon-crinison, whieli went far to substantiate the

introducer's desiription of it. It is too early, how-
ever, to judge of a newly-imported Orchid ; we jnust

wait until next season before we see Sir Trevor
Ijawrence's Cattleya in character. According to the
dried specimens, the spikes should carry as many as
fifteen Howers. A very jiretty Cattleya—C Trim:e
Ingranii—was shown by Mr. Ingram, of Kstead,
Godalming. It has a noble and finely-shaped flower,

with a lip of superb colour. It is, we imagine, the
pick of some thousaniis of plants, for not often does
such a fine \ariety as this crop up. Another Trianie,
called I^aingi, was shown by Me.^isrs. Laing, who also
showed ,in uncommon and pretty variety of Dendro-
bium crassinode, noteworthy on account of its large
and highly-coloured flowers. Mr. Philbrick, of Old-
field, Hickley, showed a remarkable L;elia, named
L. lilacina. Mr. Philbrick's label stated that it is

" a (supposed) natural liybrid between Cattleya
(Lrelia) crisjia and I.ielia Perrini. It was collected
and imported with L. Perrini. It differs especially
from L. Pilelieri (which it most nearly resembles) in
the forin and colour of the labellum. It is inter-
mediate in the form and colour of the flowers between
its supposed parents." The plant most resembles
C. crispa in growth, and the flowers, being of a
delicate tint, are attractive. Mr. Southgate's collec-
tion contributed a plant of tlie new Uendrobium
nohile nobilius, bearing sixteen pairs of flowers on
one bulb ; D. crassinode album, thickly wre.athed
with flowers for about a foot in len>;th; and 1).

heterocarpum Ellaianum, a distinct variety having
paler flowers than the type and ntit such dark lips!

A beautifully flowered small plant of D. Devonianum
came from Mr. Clarke, Eversleigh, Heme Hill. The
bulb was covered with flowers for about 2 feet in
length. A large specimen of the scarce Odonto-
giossum maculatum Donnianum came from Mr.
S mee's garden at Wallington. 1'he flowers of tliis

variety are much larger than those of the type,
sepals broader and differently marked. The plant
shown by Mr. Cummins bore two spikes, one with
eight, the other with nine flowers.

Other plants of interest shown included a group of
the Easter Lily of Bermuda (L. longifloruni flori-

bundum) from Mr. Bull's luirsery at Chelsea. These
plants ranged about 4 feet high, and bore from three
to six large white flowers. It seems to be very flori-

ferous, and the fact that it may be had in bloom at
this season renders it the more valuable. Mr. Bull
also showed Cupania grandidens, an elegant pl.ant
with pinnate leaves arranged synnnetrically around the
stem. Jlessrs. Cannell showed besides B. Lynchi
flowers of B. nitida alba, also a pretty winter flower-
ing kind, and Cyclamen eiganteum Improved. Mr.
James, the well-known Cineraria raiser of Earnham
Royal, had a box of his best flowers. He is seem-
ingly striving to improve upon his last year's
seedlings, which were then considered nnsurpassable.
Messrs. Carter, High Holborn, showed large basket-
fuls of their new f!hinese Primulas, nunihering about
a dozen sorts, among them being Holborn lilue,

SnowHake, Holborn White, Holborn Pearl, Elaine
(white), and Venus, all beautiful sorts.

Silver Banksian medals were awarded to Mr. B S.
\ViIliams for a large group of well-grown Cyclamens
and about half a hundred plants of his new white
Primula ; to the St. George's Nursery Company,
Hanwell, for Cycl.amens ; to Jlessis. Page, Tedding-
ton, for Cyclamens, one large group being wholly
composed of a white variety, each plant bearing a
sheaf of bloom, though only sixteen months old.

H.Mun- FLOWERS were plentiful and made uphalf t^^e

show ; the Daffodils, which had been coaxed into e»rly
bloom under glass, made quite a glow of yellow
along one side of the conservatory, and these were
intersperseil with numerous otlier early spring flowers.
Mr. Ware had a large group of Daffodils intermixed
with many interesting plants, among them being Cycla-
men Atkinsi, large pantuls of Puschkinia liljanotica,
common Dog's-tooth Violets, Galanthus Elwesi and
others Chionodoxa sardensis, Iris stylosa, Leuoojum
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vernum, Iris reticulata, and Ereesias. Messrs. Barr
showed a large group of Daffodils representing most
of the sections, anfl none were so conspicuous or so

beautiful as N. ]):Ulidus pnecox, of which there seems
to be now several different forma varying in the size

and shape of the flowers. The delicate primrose-

yellow of its flowers singles it out from all the rest.

A Large gathering of double Crown Anemones lighted

up the group, and these, the first of the season, had a

cheerful apiiearance. Mr. Dorrien Snath w.as awarded
a bronze Banksian medal for a large gathering of

Daffodils from his garden in the Scilly Isles. The
bulk of the group was composed of the Tazetta or

I'olyanthus varieties, all admirably grown, the Paper-
whites being conspicuous for their pure whiteness.

Messrs. Collins and Gabriel also received a bronze
Banksian medal for a fine group of Narcissi similar

to that shown by thom on the last occasion. They
had large potfnls of the best sorts, besides numerous
specimens of rarer kinds, such as GraiUsi, citrinns,

and mi>no]>hyllu^. There was also a pretty new white
sjrt like a miniature form of tortuosi^s which may
prove to be new.

Fruit.—The only exhibits submitted to the com-
mittee were a fine conical-shaped fruit of Black Prince
Pine-apple, from Sir George Elliott's garden at

Aberdare, and a dish of Rood Asliton Apple from
Mr. Miller, of Rood Ashton, Trowbridge. This is

a large cooking sort, and, judging by the fruits sent,

it is a first-rate keeper. Messrs. Carter, of High
Holborn, sent a novel exhibit. It consisted of a

large collection of preserved vegetables and fruits,

which had undergone a certain new process by which
the form of the specimen is retained, and, in some
cases, the natural colour. The objects looked like

wax models, but such is not the case. In most
instances the process had preserved specimens admir-

ably, but in others, such as the Peas, the greens were
of a somewhat unnatural tint. Messrs. Poster and
Peai'son exhibited a new ventilating contrivance for

fixing in the walls of hothouses and frames. It con-

sists of an iron box, the door of which works on a
pivot. By a little modification it will, no doubt, fill

a want. Mr. Crute showed samples of his patent
pots, as did also Mr. Smith, of Reading, the latter

having an ingenious false bottom to his pots, in order

to save the trouble of crocking.

Scientific committee.—Amongthe subjects dis-

cussed at the meeting was an interesting communica-
tion from Mr. Michael upon the great injury occurring

to Cucumber plants in Cornwall. In a collection

grown largely for the London market plants were
continually being struck down. A careful examina-
tion of the earth proved that the source of the
mischief was entirely due to nematoid worms. On
examining the sound parts of the roots where the

disease was just commencing, he discovered cysts of

eggs deposited in those parts, the female having
burrowed more deeply into such tissues to provide
food for the young ones. Mr. Murray said that he
had made similar observations in conjunction with
Mr. Carruthers, and they had come to precisely the

same conclusion. Other animals, such as Acari
(Serraton rostratus), as wel' as Rhizobryphus, were
present ; but these were not the cause of injury, but
only followed on the decayed condition induced by
the nematoid worms. He suggested that sulphur and
lime should be applied round the roots, and that all

affected plants should be burnt.

CoUcfia horrida {xpcctosa) on C. bictonoisis.—Dr.
Lowe exhibited specimens of a shrub of C. bictonensis

with dimorphic branches ; the smaller kind growing
on the larger differed from C. horrida in having the

branches flattened and not rounded, as in the latter.

This was also the case of the specimen exhibited at

the last meeting ; and Dr. Lowe raised the question

whether the growth of this small form of C. bic-

tonensis had not been mistaken for C. horrida. It is

requested of persons cultivating this plant to examine
them and repiirt to the secretary as to the frequency
of the true C. horrida growing upon flattened C. bic-

tonensis ; also, if C. bictonensis with broad flat

branches is ever known to grow upon a shrub of

C. horrida with round branches. Specimens will be
very acceptable. He alluded to an ancient Italian

painting of "The Crown of Thorns" having this

sport depicted in it.

Obituary.

MR. J. COOPKR FORSTEK.
Wk record with deep regret tlie death of Mr. CooPER
l^'oHSTKR, wliich tdok place, after a short illness, at

his residence, 29, Up;ier (Irosvenor Street, on the 2Dd
iiifit. He was well known to lovers of gardening as

an entliuwia.stii! cultivator of Kilniy I'eni-, which he
Lfrew with great succes.s under (|uite excejitioiial cir-

cuirjstances in his rooms and at ihe rear of his town
house, situated quite in the heirt of the west end of

London. His collection of Filmy Ferns has been
accumulating for year.', and U now probably the bewt

piivate collection in existence. He pt-rdonally at-

tended to the welfare of his Ferns, which seemed to

be always uj(pernio>t in his mind whenever we met
him. By close observation of the habits and require-

nienta of his plants he acc{uired a more intimate

knowledge of Filmy Ferns than perhaps any other

amateur in this country, and it is to be regretted that

he has not Itft some written record of his peculiar

systeni of cultivating them so well. He was ever on
the h>ol<-out f'lr large specimens to add to his collec-

tion, and we remember that wdien the famous Dang-
stein collection was dispersed he strcured the finesfc

])lants of Filmy Ferns, notably an enormous mass of

Trichonianes reniforme, supposed to be the largest in

cultivation. It was a mystery how he bafHed the un
favourable conditions of a London atmosphere, as

his collection afforded ample proof. Not only did he

love and take an intere.-,t in Filmy Ferns, but all

(.lasses of plants had an interest for him, and those

who met him at the chief London flower shows every

season knew how intimate was his knowledge of

plants in general—hardy flowers being his especial

favourites. He will also be nii-sed o-i account of his

benevolence, for his exceptional skill as a surgeon

was generously applied gratuitously to the relief of

numerous sufferers among the gardening community,
which has lost one of its best friends. We learn

with satisfaction that the collection of Ferns will

remain entire in the hands of his stm, Mr. Stuart

Forster, who will doubtless spare no trouble in cherish-

ing an heirloiun o.*" snch value. Mr. Cooper Forster

was ex-president of the Ivojal College of Surgeons,

and was in his 63rd j'ear.

Mr. Robert Preston Kkr, the head of the firm

of Messrs. R. P. Ker and Co., of Basnett Street,

Liverpool, and the Aigburtli Xurseries, died at his

residence at Canning Street, on the 4th inst., at the

age of 70 years. He belonged to a good stock of

Scotch gardeners, his father, Andrew Ker, and his

grandfather, John Ker, before him, having (lUed the

important p.ist of manager of Dickson's nursery

at. Hassendean Burn, near Hawick—the latter for

forty year.-^. A brother of Andrew, nameil William,

was sent fr)m Kew to China and afterwards t > Cey-
lou, where he died in 1814. Kerria (Corchorus)

japonica was named after him. Robert P. Ker at

fourteen years of age was apprenticed to Mss^srs.

Dicksons, of Edinburgh ; and having served the term
of seven j'ear.s, he went to Mr. Skirving's nursery at

Liverpool, and in 1841 was placed at the head of the

seed department. Being refu'^ed a share in the busi-

ness by JNIr. Skirving, he, in ISGO, weitt into business

on his own account as a seedsman, and, having many
friends, he soon obtained a good connection. In 1S70,

the Aigburth Nursery was added to the business, and
visitors to it at the present time can find there one of

the best collections of trees, shrubs, and plants, both
hardy and tender, to be found in the trade. In every-

thing peitaining to gardeners and gardening !Mr. Ker
took a deep interest. He wa-» a generous supporter

of the (hardeners' Koj^al Benevolent Institution, and,
up to his death, was a member of the committee. He
leaves three sons, two of them having been partners

in the business for some time past, the now senior

partner being Mr. Robert AFason Ker, for many years

secretary of the Liverpool Chrysanthemum S »ciety.

LATE NOTES.
Yellow Rock Cress.—Ri>ck Cress is the popular n me

for Arulna ; Yellow Cress fur H^irbarca vulgaris ; but we dt
not know n plant calU'd Yellow Unck (^ress.

Names of plants.— f-". ff.—Next week. G. T.
Fuchsia cordifolia. /'. T.—Next week. /. /£. ^.—A very
good variety, but we aumot identify it with any uf the
named forma of C. Trianie.
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Woods & forests.
DRAINING FOR PLANTATIONS.

The essential difl'erence between drainage for

plantations and for afjricultural purposes is that

fur tlie former open ditches or water-wavs are

used, but for the latter covered pipe or tile drains.

The reasons are ol)vious, as for aj,'ricultiiral pur-

poses, where the soil is continually stirred and
horses and implements are employeil, an even

."iurface, presentini^ no obstacles to their passage,

is the first consideration. With plantations the

case is quite different, as the presence of open

drains cannot be objected to on this ground. As
this is so, and, on tlie other hand, if the use of

covered drains was attempted, the roots of the

trees -would most certainly choke them, to say

nothing of the increased cost, it will need no fur-

ther explanation why open drainage is almost

always adopted where the site has to be ]ilanted

with wood.
As to tlie actual way in which the drainage

How of the water as it leaves the main drains. In

very many cases, however, the outfall is not so

readily found or made at so small a cost. Where
the site is almost a dead level it is no unusual

thing for it to become necessary to carry a prin-

cipal drain for a very considerable distance before

a sufficient fall caii be found into a suitalde

natural channel. In tliis, as it lias been said, the

details are dilferent in almost every undertaking,

hut the principle is the same, viz., to find a spot

at one boundary of the area wdiere tlie water

which collects over the ground may be carried

away with as little hindrance as possible.

The main drains here, as in agricultural

drainage, are those into which smaller drains

empty themselves, but for the purpose under
review they need not be laid down with .such

mathematical precision as would be essential

with covered mains. The level in each case

must of course be observed, but with open ilrains

the preservation of direct lines or particular

angles is not so important providing they are

arranged so that they will effect the object for

Pl.-xu of dram.agc of field preparatory to planting with trees.

of land intended for plantations is set about,

much will depend on the .soil, the situation, and
the conformation of the site itself. In iact, so

varied is this, that no one set of rules would apply
in every particular to two cases. Notwithstand-
ing this, the principle in all instances will be

much the same. The annexed diagram repre-

sents a piece of enclosed land which, it is

assumed, has to be planted with trees, and Ironi

this several of the most important points to be
observed in freeing plantation sites in general

from superfluous water may be drawn.
The outfall is the first thing which demands

consideration. In the plan before us, which, it

may be well to say, has been prepared from a
field wdiich is in the condition indicated, it will

be seen that but little difficulty has been expe-

rienced in this respect, as it happens that a

natural waterway already exists along the entire

length of its lower boundary. There the only

thing which has to be attended to is to see that

this is properly cleared and freed from any ob-

struction which may be likely to hinder the free

t

which they are intended. It will be seen tha
the area shown in the diagram, with the exceji-

tion of its upper boundary, is already surrounded
bv w.itercourses. These, howevei', from want of

attention, have become more or less choked and
inoperative. To thoroughly cleanse these and
put them in working order will be our next
business. We take first the existing ditch on the

right hand boundary of our plan. This, it will

be seen, if followed up from its outfall into our
main waterway, passes along this right hand
lujundary and receives the water horn the ditch

which flanks the main road. This latter, it will

be observed, does not terminate within our area,

but continues underneath the main road, and is

consequently one of the outfalls of the drainage
of the higher land on the opposite side of the

road. So long as our ditch remains choked, the
water which comes from this outfall naturally
spreads itself over a portion of the surface of our
field, and consequently a wet area is produced,
as shown. To remeily this, and also to help in

reducing the amount of moisture which legiti-

mately belongs to the site of our operations, it

is essential that this ditch be thoroughly scoured
from its outfall to the point where it crosses the

road and leaves the field. At one or two spots

along the margin of this ditch where depre.ssions

exist anil undue moisture is retained, some short

trenches or open drains will be required, as

shown. With respect to the old ditch on the

opposite side of the field, it will be seen that very

little water comes from the upper portion.

This should of cour.se be cleansed, but not
neix'ssarily to so great a depth as the lower
jiortion, which we shall have to make one of our
principal outfalls. This being so, it will be
important that this portion be both lowered and
widened from its final outfall into the main
waterway to the point where it jiasses through
the fence and receives the water irom the open
main, which we have to construct to tap the bog
which lies to the right of and above it. This is

one of the wettest spots in the whole area, and
will require a good sized drain to efl'ectively carry

off' the water. A little judgment, too, must be

exercised in deciding upon its width at the top,

as with a soil of this nature it will be necessary

to form the banks with a greater angle to prevent
their slipping and blocking the waterway and
obstructing the free flow of the water. The spot

between this and the fence, denominated a wet
area, requires to be drained, but its character

does not necessitate our going to so great a depth
or width as in the case of the bog ; so it will be
seen that what in agricultural drainage would
be termed a sub-main has been led into our

main, and the minor drains in their turn into

thi.s.

The .sub-main does not occur much in the

work before us, but where it is used it does not

call fer further remark, as its business will be
readily enough understood from its name. Hither-

to we have, with the exception of the drain just

spoken of, been engaged with existing watercourses

the levels of which have already been determined,
so that much has not been said on this matter.

It is, howevei', so obvious to everyone that water

must be drawn from a higher to a lower level,

that no other reference need be made as to this

simple fact. In an area like the one to which
attention is now being called the eye will be a

sufficient guide as to the lowest spot without the

aid of instruments, but wdiere this is not so,

levelling should be resorted to.

The direction of the drain.s will require a

little thought, as, although they may be theo-

retically right end serve to draw olf the water,

the rapidity of the operation will depend to a
considerable degree upon their arrangement. As
a general rule drains should be cut in the direc-

tion of the greatest slope, as by this means the

water will be more quickly carried away. The
arrow heads in the jdan are intended to indicate

this. At the lower portion of our planting ground
the soil is more or less wet for some distance from
the main waterway, and draining is necessary.

There are two tolerably distinct wet areas. Of
these areas, that to the right shqjes gently and
uniformly to the outfall ; therefore all we have to

do is to cut parallel drains of suHicieut capacity,

empitying directly into the main waterway and at

right" angles to it. With the other wet area in

the lower portion of the field the case is rather

different, as the slope is not uniform and in vary-

ing directions. To overcome this, it will be seen

that a straight and a curved main drain have

been cut, and minor drains to carry the water

into the mains. The fall of the ground in each

case can be traced by means of the arrow heads.

The central DoauY area presents a new difti-

culty, as it is surrounded on all sides by high

ground, and if the water from it is to be drained
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completely away, a main must lie cut in the direc-

tion of the ilottetl line and joined to that which
drains tlio lower portion of the field. Tliis, how-
ever, would entail some rather heavy excavation,

and to obviate it we have assumed that drains are

cut through tlie different paits of this central area

in the direction of the lowest ground in it, which
would hv this means he converted into a small

(lond. Such a tiling in the centre of a planta-

tion may not he altogether undesirable, as its

edges may be idanted with trees s-uited to the

situation. At any rate, the occa-s'onal adoption
of the plan would help us over a difficulty in our
woik, anil the loss of the small area occupieil by
It would not be of great moment.

Lyneliam, Wilts. D. J. Yeo.

ECONOMY OF SPACE IN WOODS.
Now that the question of more extensive planting
of land \\ith wood is so much to the front, it may
perlia]is be worth while to look a little at the
existing woods around us and see if everything
in the management of them is as it.«hould be, and
that the most is made of all available space. I

fear if this was thoi'oughly done, the result

would be lather astonishing, and the outcome of

it be the knowledge of the fact that much more
could be iloue with the areas at command at the

]iresent moment than is done. Within a short
distance of the place from which I write T could
point to two large woods In one of these all

available ground is occupied, but in the other,

although perliajis tqual in extent and the soil in

productiveues.s, theie is hardly more than a third

the amount of timber there should be. It would
not, of course, be fair to go ofl'hand from one
wood to another and .jump at the conclusion
that because the cubic contents of each was not
ecpuil, that the management of that which con-

tained the smaller quantity was bad, as the dates
of the last cuttings and the returns from them
would have to lie taken into account. What,
however, is an unmistakable sign of defective

management is to enter a wood and see that over
two-thirds of its area there is not only no timber,
but no preparation made for another crop. If

the fellings had taken place during the present
or the last season, such a state of affairs would
not cause much comment ; but when it is seen
that years have been allowed to elapse since the
fellings and all that the ground is occupied bv
is underwood of doubtful value, it leads one to

question whether matters are as they should be,

and whether such a lack of attention towards
securing a future crop is at all general. To
imagine a wood of 100 or 200 acres with
only here and there a few acres of Larch, some
clumps of Scotch Fir, and perhaps a quarter of

its aiea occupied with Oak, the remainder being
nothing better than underwood, is bad enough,
but when we pass from imagination to simple
fact it is certainly much worse.

For sucli a condition of things to become
possible there must have lieen lack of manage-
ment for man}' years, as it is perfectly obvious
that the mere cuttings of a few years without
attempt at replenishment would not be sufficient

to account for it. However, if it is,never too late

to mend, it is never too late to plant ; so we would
earnestly commend to the notice of those who
have woodland falling under their charge that
attention to the matter of replanting or repro-
duction in some form should go hand in hand
with the periodical fellings. It may seem passino
strange that after all that has been said and
written, that such a fundamental principle should
need to be repeated

;
yet so it is. What perhaps

is more remarkable is the fact that on the .same
estate where the woodland is in the state described,
planting of new areas has to a considerable

extent been carried out. It may be that it

would be injudicious to replant the site with the
.«auie or any allied species of tree to that which
last occupied the soil. Notwithstanding this, the

range is certainly wide enough, for if the last crop
(Consisted of deciduous trees the change to Coni-
fers is open; if it was the reverse, tlie remedy is

just as simple. That land which is, from the
portion under cro]), evidently fitted for the suc-

cessful growth of timber, ami is already fenced
and of course lying idle, not brought into acti\-e

productimi, seems to point to the conclusion that
apathy extends beyond merely not planting more
laigely, but to the land already ilevoted to the
purpo>e of growing wood.

TIMBER TREES IN RAVINES.
I H.WE expressed my experience on this subject

pretty fully already, but it may be advisable to

give a few examples of what others say in cor-

roburation of m\' statements.

Pt-rhajis the Wellingtonia gigantea is the largest

tree yet discovered, and Grigor, in his book of

arboriculture, makes the following remarks re-

garding the site of this tree as found in its native
habitats :

—
Everyone interesttd in the growth ot plantations

in this country must have observed tht; great ad-
vantiges derived by trees situated in glens and ravines
standiag in a congenial soil and undisturbed by the
influence of far-fetched and biting winds. An in-

equality of surface, even on a small scale, is conducive
to lapid growth and lofty dimensions; something un-
usual, therefore, might be expected in the vegetation
of a country where the configuration of ground forms
land-locked vallej's on the most magnificent scale yet
known. . . . The soil wfiich has yielded these

magnificent objects is said to be a deep, rich black
loam. The groves form deep valleys in the moun-
tains, (fee.

Some of these trees, we are told, are .363 feet

high, 140 feet to the first branch, 15 leet in

diameter at 100 feet high, with a trunk 93 feet

in circumfeience at the ground level. These
trees exhibit girth of trunk as well as height in

a very symmetrical manner, and shows clearly

that good soil in ravines produce bulk as well as

height.

In speaking of the comnum Silver Fir as

found in its native habitats, the same writer

says :—
In narrow valleys in the south of Germany, between

the Swi'S mountains and the Black Forest, on rich

friable, loamy soil, it attains the height of 150 feet,

with a trunk 16 feet to 20 feet in girtfi.

Here, again, as in the former case, soil is spoken
of as one of the principal factors in the produc-
tion of large timber as regards height and massive-
ness of trunk, and I could give abundance of

further evidence from the writer already quoted,
as well as others, that ravines do produce tall

and heavy timber when grown under the con-

ditions which I have previously specified.

In many case5 soils capable of being reclaimed
and used for tillage have a hard impervious sub-

soil, which is inimical to the growth of large tim-

ber ; whereas soils of a loose open texture mixed
with stones to give it porosity, and that is in-

capalile of being used for such a purpose, produce
large, hea\'y timber, and this fact ought to be a

strong inducement to landed proprietors to have
such land planted. In fact, some of the largest

Larch, Spruce, and other trees that have ever
been produced in this country have been grown
upon such soil, where the roots were watered
by a running stream or by the percolation of

moisture from the hills in the vicinity. Three
things are essential to the production of tall,

heavy timber, namely, a deep, loose, open, porous

soil, a good .supply of water (not stagnant), and
shelter ; and, as a general nile, all these condi-

tions are afforded to trees growing in ravines.

J. ]!. Webster.

GATES FOR PLANTATIONS.
The essential difl'erence between a plantation and
a field gate is, or shouhl be, that whilst the latter

is constructed of liorizonlal lails only, in the case

of tlie jdantation gate the fi'amework should be
supplumeiited liy vertical pal>-.s. In the fields •

the primary object of the gate is to keep back
cattle ; in the plantation, in addition to tlii.s, it

is desirable that the ingress of every class of Ires-

passer should be prevented. A gate paled with
vertical or diagonal jiales, placed sufficiently

close together to jirevent a foothoW being
obtained, is a difti'mlt thing to climb, and, there-

fore, well adapted for plantation entrances.

With respect to the framework, there can be no
question that for heavy gates, i.e., where the width
of the entrance is considerable, as in the case

where the road is intended for wheeled ti'affic.

Oak should always lie used. Where the widih
of entrance is over 10 feet or 12 feet, I should
always recommend the use of double gates, viz.,

a gate to be hung to each of the posts, and closed

to a stump post in the centre. It may sometimes
lie necessary to have the double gates of difl'erent

widths, so that the narrower may be used for

pedestrians or for horsemen, and the wider one J
only opened for wheeled traffic. Oak wooil I
should always be preferred for the larger gates

for making the framework, i.e., the hanging and
falling styles, the braces, and the rails. When
this is done, other material may be used for the

pales. When properly selected and carefully sasvn,

Larch will make excellent pales for the purpose.

For most cases about an inch in thickness and
from 2i inches to 3 inches in width will be a

good size, the length, of course, being regulated

bv the height of the gate. It is a matter of taste

whether the material for this work is planed or
uuplaned, but if in a po-ition where it is con-

stantly Seen, most people would prefer the wood
to lie planed and painted. A cheaper class of

gate where they are not much seen or used, such,

for instance, as the gates found along bridle

tracks, or those used by hunters for gaining access

to woods and plantations may be made entirely

from Larch or Scotch Fir. These will require

little sawing and no planin.g, as they are be.st

made of the wood with the bark remaining on it.

A rectangular framework with a diagonal hiace

for a gate some 4 feet wide, when made rigid by
means of the vertical or diagonal pales, will 1 e

found to answer in most instances. In the mat-
ter of hanging, various plans are in use ; for small
gates the hooks which are inserted in the posts

for the gate to swing upon are generally driven

home and clenched, and the eyes which are used
upon the hanging style are usually fastened in a
similar manner. For larger gates, however, it is

more usual to have the hooks made with a screw
thread at the end and a nut attached, so that as

the weight of the gate causes it to drop at the
head, the nut ma}' be tightened and the level of

the heail raised. With regard to the eye the
practice is to have it made with a strong band or

strip of iron which passes for a greater or less

distance along the top and bottom rails, and is

fixed by means of bolts which pass through these

rails. In the matter of fastening.?, where there

is not someone constantly on the alert it is always
best that the gates be kept padlocked as much as

possible. It is not always practicable, we know,
as in hunting counties it would be very incon-
venient to have the gates constantly locked, and
the .same would be true when the removal of

wood, i&c., is going on. D.

\
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" This is an Art
Whicli does mend Nature : cliange it rather : but
The Art itself is Hatvre."—Shakespeare.

NEGLECTED APPLES.

Numerous letters liaving reached me since my
notes on Flamlers Pippin were published, I can

only arrive at the conclusion that ([uiet, practical

cultivators wish to hear more about neglected

varieties. One orohardist, who once lived in

Worcestershire, informs me that he sent samples

to the late Messrs. Rivers, Scott, and another

noted jiomologist—all of them now gone o\'er to

the great majority—but none of them knew it,

although its introduction to this country is lost

in antiijuity. Eleven dishes of this Appde were
shown at the congress in 1883, and the censors

spoke highly of it ; but its best qualities cannot

be priipeily appieciated until it has jiasseil

(liruugh the cook's hands or has been tasted at

the dessert. It is gratifying to learn that grafts

have been sent to C'liiswick, where, under Mr.
Barron's fostering care, it will soon be brought to

the front to occupy the place it so richly deserves.

A correspondent in a recent article speaks of

Tom Pult as being an inferior Apple in the neigh-

liourhood of London, and goes un to say it cannijt

be so valuable as other varieties which come into

use after Chri.stm:is. P)Ut this was not the point

1 had in view. I stated that it was an early and
a prolific Apple, whose splendid colour and C|na-

lity and the suany uses to which it can be applied

will, when better known, insure it a ready and
profitable sale when pitched in competition
with the pale-faced, watery-tleshed Suthelds and
Codlins. These Apples, like September Pears,

are appreciated for their extreme earliness, but no
one woidd think of storing them for use after

Christmas.

The old Winter Pearmain of vhich " A. D."
writes grows well in this county, and is what
growers here term a lucky Ap]de. We have,

however, two varieties, differing slightly in shape,

but ei(nal in size and quality. Our old Winter
Pearmain, or Duck's Bill, is supposed to be ihe

oldest Engli-sh Apple on record, trees of this va-

riety having been cultivated in Norfolk as early

as the year 1200. Dr. Bull says it is also exten-

sively grown in Sussex, where it is met with in

almost every orchard. "It is sometimes locally

called Winter Pearmain, but is quite distinct fi'om

the old Winter Pearmain." As much confusion

exists, and as these twoold Apples are so thoroughly
worthy of general cultivation, the following notes

from the "Pomona" may be of use to owners of

one or both of these varieties: "Fruit large,

:3j inches wide, the same in height. Pearmain
shape, five-sided towards the crown. Skin smooth
and shining, greenish yellow with faint streaks

of red on the .shaded side, deep red on the side

next the sun, and strewed with small ru.ssetty

dots. Eye large, open, with short segments .set

in a deep, jirominently plaited basin. Stalk quarter

of an inch long, in deep funnel-shaped cavity,

lined with russet. Flesh yellowish, firm, crisp,

juicy and sugary, with a brisk, piquant, and
pleasant flavour. This highly esteemed Apple is

chiefly suited for culinary purposes, but can take

its place on the dessert table with credit. It is

very handsome, and always fetches a high price

in the markets. It is in season from December
to May. Tree very hardy, grows freely, and a

good bearer."

Herefordshire Pearmain (the old Pearmain
of the Horticultural Society).— This by some is

considered better than the preceding, and, Ijeing

less Pearmain shaped and more angular, is most

likely the variety which " A. D." placed before

the fruit committee at South Kensington. Coming
into use as it does after Christmas, and continuing

good up to May, it is worthy of general ciiltiva-

tion, not only in the fruit garden, Init also in the

orchard, for which its stout, vigorou.s growth,

hardiness, and cropping qualities admirably fit

it, at least in this part of the country. The fruit

with me is smooth, marked with a prominent

ril) on one side, and dull green when first gathered.

When stored in Fern on a dry floor in the fruit

room a gradual change from green to yellow

soon sets in, faint brown streaks turn red, russetty

spots become prominent, and all the finest and

best ripened fruits change to a rich crimson

during the winter. It is a culinary fruit of high

merit, dishes well, and its delicious aroma is

very powerful. There are many other variel;ies

of Pearmain all good and handsome, but being

mostly early or midwinter sorts and well known
by modern cultivators, it is hardly necessary for

me to notice them here. Indeed, so numerous

are the Pearniaius, that it is questionable if a

good di.sh might not be placed on the table every

day throughout the longest winter.

Before I leave my old Hereford.shire orchard

there are other varieties which I feel constrained

to notice. The first on my list is Ashmead's

Kernel. This excellent late dessert Apple was

raised by Dr. Ashmead, an eminent physician in

the city of Gloucester, and has been grown and

well known in this part of the country nearly

200 years. Mr. Wheeler, an ancestor of the

present Mr. J. C. Wheeler, took the tree in hand,

and poniologists are indebted to his firm, not

only for having sent out trees, but also for their

present fostering care, as they .still offer hand-

some prizes for dishes of the fruit at the shows

held annually in Gloucester. The fruit is medium
sized, slightly elongated ; skin greenish yellow,

covered with brown russet, with a peculiar tinge

of brown next the sun; eye small ; stalk short

;

flesh yellowish, firm, crisp, and highly aromatic.

Dr. Bull says: "Ashmead's Kernel is a de.ssert

Apple of the first equality. It has all ,the rich-

ness of the Nonpareil, but it is more sweet and
juic}', and is in season from November to May."

The tree is very hardy and bears well. It is so

similar in its mode of growth, its shoot^, ami

leaves to the Nonpareil, that Lindley thought

himself ju.stified in considering it a seedling from

that variety. It i.s, however, more hardy, ami

grows well with me as a standard, forming a

rather low, round-headed tree, where the Non-
pareil is badly affected with canker. Having
myself many times judged this rather extensive

class in Gloucester, I think I may safely assert

tint it is one of the finest late dessert Apples in

cultivation.

Court Pendu Plat.'—Tliis handsome dessert

Apple, literally weighed down with synonyms,

is extensively grown in this county, and is best

known locally as Garnons Pippin, from Gar-

nons, the seat of the late Sir John Cottrell, who
]irobalily introduced it into Herefordshire. The
fruit is medium sized, ol date, and very handsome.

Skin bright green when first gathered, but

changing to yellow, suffused with russetty dots

soon after it is storeil, and to deep rich reel long

before it is in its best for u.se. In shape the

fruit is the exact counterpart of the most perfect

exampdes of Fearn's Pijipin, but has yellow flesh

and a much higher flavour. Trees on the Crab

stock do well with me on the cold calcareous

marl, and bear well from year to year when the

seasons are at all favourable. The trees do not,

however, attain a large size, and are rather

remarkable, not only in their style of growth.

but also in their lateness in coming into flower

a (juality from which the variety has derived the

name of Wise Apple. Worked on the Paradise

stock, it makes a small fruitful cordon, or pyramid,

well adapted for the smallest garden. Its season,

lasts from the end of December until the end of

May, and during all this time it is as ornamental

as it is useful foi' the dessert. If Fearn's Pippin

is a jn'ofitable early market Apple, this is doubly

so much later in the season.

The Beaufins.— Our county having become
famous for "Biflins," by the re-discoveiy of the

handsome Herefordshire Beaufin, I must say a.

few words in their favour. Many people, myself

amongst the number, for a long time thouglit

the Beaufins were only fit for stewing or baking,

but this was a mistake, as they are excellent

culinary Apples. All of them are late keepers ;

they are very handsome, and, notwithstanding

all our own countrymen may say in favour of

American produce, they still realise a paying

price in the markets. The Norfolk Beefing, or

Beaufin, does well here on sloping limestone

lianks, and produces heavy crops of clean, dull

brown fruit, which changes to bright red before

the Apples are taken for use, or market. This

old and best-known variety keeps well until

June. The tree is vigorous and hardy, but it

is not so fruitful with me as a pyramid on rich

soil, neither is tlie fruit so fine and highly

coloured as it is from standards in the open

orchard. This is the variety which produces

the dried fruits sold by confectioners as Norfolk

Biflins.

The striped Beaufin, also a Norfolk Apple,

is now the fashionable representative of its chiss

amongst exhibitors. It is a large, fine, and re-

markably handsome Apple, with a .short stalk

and large open eye like that of the Blenheim
Orange. The skin is of a bright, lively green,

often covered with patches and streaks of deep

red, which render the fruit very handsome after

it has been gathered for a time. Its season is

from October to May.

The Herefordshire Beaufin, so named by
pomologists after seeing some highly coloured

fnnt at the Apple show of the Woolhope Natu-
ralists' Field Cluli, held at Hereford in 1870.

Like the old Norfolk Beaufin, this is an excellent

culinary Apple, ami naturally has the valuable

property of drying well in the oven, for which
purpose all the Beaufins will pay for extended

cultivation. But whether this Herefordshire

Beaufin will prove anything more than a highly

coloured sample from an old and possibly a

starved tree remains to be proved by the Cran-

ston Nursery Company, as it is from this e.sta-

blishment that trees are now being distributed.

Eastnor Castle, Ledbury. W. Coleman.

Pear Baronne de Melo.—Allow me to give

you an account of this excellent Pear. In 1844 I

visited M. Jamin, of Paris, and he communicated
to me much valuable information about Pears

;

he gave me the names of all the new sorts he

had for sale, and said he would send me trees of

each of any good variety. He did so. Among
them were two trees of the Adele St. Denis,

which subsequently proved to be B. de Melo.

They were upon the Quince, and were planted

together in the row. When they began to bear

I d(J not recollect, but they did bear rather

early and so heavily, that I was afraid they

would break ofl:" at the graft. I drew the earth

up around the stem, and they soon rooted from

the Pear. One of them is now a good sized

tree ; the other has never been very vigorous,

but lias always borne fruit. It is the only fine

Pear of which I have only two trees. And
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what do you think 1ms been 1lie record since

1S()2 ? The years 18(i7 and 1878 tlicre was no
crop ; tlie other twenty-two years they have pro-

duced cif,'hty-one bushels, which sold for £4].
They cover just 3G siniare feet each tree. lias

anyone two trees that have done better /—C. M.
HOVEY.

NOTES OF_THE WEEK.
Chionodoxa Lucilise variety.— Mr. Ware

sends frem Tottenham a distinct and jiretty variety of

this spring bulb. The flowers are violet anci delicate

pink with a white eye. This is the first recorded
variation from the original blue colour.

The great show at Liverpool.—The sche-

dule for this show, to be held next June at Liverpool
under the auspices of the Koyal Horticultural Society,
has just been issued, and copies can be olitained from
]Mr. Barrnn at the socit-ty's garden .it < 'hiswick. The
society's scliedule for their home shows and meetings
has also been issued.

Early Daffodils.—I send you a Daffodil grown
under similar circumstance to the Tenby. It is at
least three weeks earlier. You will notice the dis-

tinct yellow band down the centre of each perianth
segment, which renders the flower so distinct. I have
had it for several years here, and it is certainly the
earliest in my collection. I mean to flcjwer a few
more of the Snowdrops, wliich I consider the Imperati
variety. Is it correct ? [Yes.]—A. D. Webster.

The Narcissus Committee.—The first meet
ing of the Narcissus Committee will take place on
Tuesday next at South Kensington, when a good
show of flowers is e.xppcted. The comnnitee are
anxious that Narcissus growers from all parts should
send flowers, however few, to their meetings. It is

particularly desirable that nurserymen in the provinces
contribute flowers from tiieir collections, for by that
means the committee would be enabled to see how
far the names adopted in various parts of the countrv
agreed with the corrected list that has been drawn up
by them.

.An innovation.—A large quantity of manure
has, we observe, been put en the hard}- plant borders
at Kew. The drawback for many years in the herba-
ceous ground here has been that the plants, owing to

the starved condition of the soil, have been unable to

show their beauty. When perennials are grown for

years in the same soU, and that a poor one, they cease
to grow as they should do ; their flowering period is very
short, and they have a shabby, half-starved appear-
ance. Good culture and good arrangement will, we
hope, soon make a striking change in this quarter of

Kew Gardens.

Three good greenhouse flowers.—Among a
gathering of spring flowers from Mr. Crook, the
gardener at The Grange, Farnborough, are three ex-
cellent kinds which every greenhouse should contain
at this season. These are Azalea obtusa, a small-
flowered species, but larger than A. anicena, of a
peculiar orange-red colour ; Primula obconica, the
delicate lavender-flowered species figured in The
Garden last week ; and Khododendron Princess
Eoy.al, still one of the most beautiful, most easily

grown, and most floriferous sorts one can have.
These, with the other specimens, are admirably grown,
as is usual with things received from this garden.

Haberlea rhodopensis.—In this we have a
most beautiful addition to shade-loving rock plants.

Amongst its many good properties is the length of
time during which it continues in flower and the
quantity of flowers which it produces during the
season. The general habit and appearance of the
plant closely resembles that of the beautiful Eamondia
pyrenaica. The leaves are from 2 inches to 3 inches
long and 1 inch or more broad at the widest part,

deeply and regularly crenate, thus forming handsome
bright green rosettes 5 inches or more in diameter,
the whole plant being densely clothed with bristly
hairs. The flowers are borne on leafless, slender
stalks from 3 inches to 4 inches long, with from three
to five flowers at the summit of each stalk. 'J'he

blossoms in form renund one of a small-flowered
Gloxinia, or of a large flower of Pinguicula. The tube
is three-quarters of an inch long ; the flower about

1 inch in diameter across the mouth of the corolla

;

externally the colour is lilac-purple, while internally

it is white, sulTused with lilac-purple ; the throat is

hairy and prettilv spotted with deep purple and ]iale

yellow, which adds very miirh to the charm of the

flower. To gr^iw it successfully it should be planted

in moist, sandy peat in deep shady crevices. What
the plant appears to enjoy most is not merely
moisture at the roots, but a moist and humid atmo-
sj^here. I saw the plant flowering in the York
Nurseries a few days ago.—R. P.

Monochastum Lemoinianum.—Thi-( plant be-

longs to a useful genus of greenhouse flowering plants

only rarely seen now-a-days, although once common
in gardens, M. Hartwegi, M. sericeum, M. tenellum,

with the above named kind being most popular. They
form compact shrubs if grown in ]ieaty, sandy soil in

a well-aired greenhouse, this last being of importance,

as in a moist, badly-ventilated house the Jlono-

chaittuns seldom look happy or flower freel}'. We
have seen them grown well along with Cape Heaths,
and along with these plants, put out of doors during
warm weather, they flower all through the summer.
M. Lemoinianum has flowers of a deep rose colour,

flat, like a Pansy bloom, and 1 ^ inches across ; thev
are borne all along the branches, and last several

days before falling. For cutting these flowers are
of no value, but as bright and pretty objects on a
greenhouse stage I hey are well worth cultivating. If

anyone grows Pleroma elegans, one of the choicest

of Melastomads, and closely related to the Mono-
chsetums, he can easily manase these plants if he
treats them the sam*' as for the Pleroma. Several

jdants of the above nicely in flower have come under
our notice during the past fortnight.

Bignonia speciosa.—Many of the Bignonias
are known to be beautiful tinder exceptionally
favourable conditions, but only one or two of them
are what one would term good garden plants, atid the
best of these is B. speciosa. In colour it is not so

brilliant as scmie, such, for instance, as B 'Cherere and
B. venusta, b\it it surjiasses a long way both these

kinds in its habit of flowering abundantly several

times a 3'ear. In a stove, if its roots are planted in

a rich soil, this plant grows most vigorously, and
will cover yards of space in a single season with its

long string-like branches clothed with bright creen
foliage. When growth is finished and the shoots are

ripening, it is a good plan to loosen them from the
wires or strings they have climbed upon, and let

tbem hang down from the roof. A large plant treated

in this way at Kew is now an attr.action, the shoots

bearing in the leaf axils and on their ends large, pale

violet flowers with a dash of pink and streaks of

white inside. To those who do not grow this plant,

and who have a stove or warm greenhotise, we
recommend it as a useful and handsome climber.

Burchellia capensis.—At a show held at Rich-
mond some five years ago we saw a large bush of this

plant,' exhibited by we forget whom, but certainly

someone who had taken great pains to grow well a

plant which abundantly repaid him in the rich crop
of flowers it had yielded. It vv.as a bush 6 feet high,

4 feet wide, pyramidal in shape, the leaves oblong,

leathery, and dark green ; flowers in compact heads
on the ends of every branch, even the smallest branch
hearing one. Each flower is an inch lotie, urn-shaped,

somewhat fleshj', and coloured a bright scarlet ; a
strong shoot bears about a score of such flowers. A
month at least is the time one of these flower-heads
remains fresh upon the plant. For its citltivation a
w'arm greenhouse is more suitable than a stove, and
it likes a ticii loamv soil. ])lenty of water durijig sttm-

mer, partial drought with exposure to sunlight and
air wheti growth is maturing ; it flowers in the first

three months of the year. A small plant in the Palm
house at Kew is now in flower, which recalled the
specimen we had been delighted by at Richmond.

Bare British plants.—At a monthly meeting
of the Horticultural Club, which took place the
other day, an interesting paper on "The Preserva-
tion of the British Flora" was read, and the follow-

ing resolution was proposed and unanimously
adopted: "That the club, deploring the extinc-
tion in many places of British plants and Ferns,
which tend so much to the beauty and enjoyment
of the country, hereby undertakes to use its best

endeavours to prevent this destruction, and espe-

cially invites all tourists to discontinue the practice

of bringing .aw.ay specimens from the places they
visit, which in ninety-nine ca.ses out of a hundred
never live, and which can most probably be pro-

cured from a nurseryman close to their own doors;
and urges also on all professional collectors great
care in obtaining plants, and, moreover, de.sirea

to impress upon managers of provincial shows tho

need of limiting the collections for prizes for wild
flowers, which they fear tend towards the wanton
destruction of many plants."

MICHAELMAS DAISIES WELL GROWN
AND GROUPED.

When I first began to plead the cause of hardy
flcjwers, and to urge that they had many uses

Ijesides tlie nii.\ed border, then nearly always
a .=ad medley, I used to say that the flower

border of those days owed its poor effect to the

weedy Asters and Golden Roils allowed to grow
rampantly over it! Many things have changed
in the flower garden since then, but I scarcely

expected to see these despised Daisies themselves

forming a beautiful garden picture. They did

so last autumn in the garden shown in the

engraving. They grew in narrow liorders in the

kitchen garden with some Scotch Firs seen

beyond the walls, and as the Daisies were the best

sorts and well grown, the effect was very pretty

at the time when autumn Roses and the taller

liardy flowers are tossed about by the strong wet
autumn winds. In e.\plaining the good effect we
have to consider its simplicity ; the Daisies had
it to themselves, so that the eye was not troubled

with more than it needed at a time, and one was
left in no doubt as to the source of the beauty.

The simplicity, however, was not monotony,
for there is much variety of form and colour and
habit among these flowers, which are, however,
alike in their freedom of growth, liardiness, and
in all ways fitness for our climate and our
gardens. There is not a garden to which they
will not lend a charm. The essential thing is to

place them, as a general rule, where they will

not have to compete with summer or spring

flowers. There are many ways of doing this in

quiet corners and holders, and even in some
cases in shrubberies or woods. In one way,
however, many may be certain to grow them with
advantage, and tliat is with tlie hardy flowers

grown separately for cutting ! Their tender and
good colours and delicately pretty forms make
them welcome to all who care for the best

flowers of each season in the house. Cut
3 feet or 4 feet long, and grouped in a lai'ge,

glass with some bold white flowers, such as

single Dahlias and the great O.v-eye Daisy, their

effect is excellent. For this purpose, the bluest

coloured, such as amethystinus and otlier fine

garden kinds of the same group, and the varieties

of Amellus are the most important for colour
effect, while those of graceful habit, such as the

one here illustrated, though less bright in colour,

will be found of \'alue iu giving good form to

large bouquets.

Michaelmas Daisies are vigorous and rapid
grower.s, the larger kinds increasing more than
fourfold in the year. To have fine flowers it is,

tlierefore, necessary to divide and replant yearly.

The best way is to pull away pieces with four or

five crowns attached to them from the outside of

the old clump, and plant three such pieces a foot

apart each way. They are strong feeders, and in

poor soils want annual enrichment. Tliose of

the Amellus section do not increase so fast, and
can be left two years without division.

The border here shown and the cut of the
single spray was engraved for The Garden from
photographs taken at Munstead last autumn

W. R.
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DAPHNE INDICA.

"North-west Cheshike'' complains (p. 107) of

his Daplmes liavinf; died mysteriously two

years in succession, adding that a neighbour had

similarly failed with them, ami asks if anyone

can suggest a renieily. The reason why so many
fail with this and other desirable plants is that

little or no thought is given to their natural

requirements. When procured tliey are asso-

ciated with such things as zonal Pelargoniums,

Fuchsias, Calceolarias, Clinerarias, tulierous

Begonias, Abutrlons, and other accommodating

plants that can manage to exist somehow with a

rough-and-ready, all-alike sort of treatment.

Against this this Daphne rebels. It makes few

height, in which case 14-inch pots are large

enough. I have had a plant of thia character for

half-a-dozen years in the same pot without any-

thing being done except .«eeing to the drainage

now and then, and which was kept in vigour by
being assisted in the way described each season

from the time the growth began to move until it

was completed. Even young plants, such as are

sold in the nurseries, require assistance in this

way during the season of growth and a little

when the flowers are developing, but at no
other time, as I am convinced that it is not

only useless to give anything in the shape of

liquid stimulants or surface dressings of manure
to pot plants in the dormant season, but

that it is highly injurious. The roots have

no power to reject even that which they do

not require, being compelled to take up in the

is weak. When this Daphne is in a vigorous
state the greater portion of the shoots it pro-

duces have a prominent wood-bud at the base of

each leaf for a considerable length from the

extremity downwards. Weak shoots, on the

contraiy, have only a bud or two immediately
at the liase of the flowers, in cutting which, on.

account of their short stems, it is necessary to

take the buds in question, which are intended to

produce the next season's growth ; when these

are removed it often happens that no growth is

made from the shoots so cut ; whereas the

strong wood admits of the flowers being removed
and enough of the buds I'emaining to allow of

the requisite growth being made. Thr(jugh
want of this peculiarity in the habit of these

Daphnes being noticed, it frequently happens
that plants in a weak state are hard cut to an

A border of Michaelmas Daisies.

roots as compared with many things, and these

are of a delicate nature that cannot bear being in

a mass of wet soil, especially when the plant is

not in a state of active growth, and, like other

spare rooters, it requires to be kept in pots pro-

portionately small. In common with most other

evergreen subjects, it will not bear shaking out;

consequently there is no chance of renewing the

soil, which naturally becomes exhausted, so that

there is no possibility of keeping up the

requisite strength without liberal assistance in

the shape of manure water or of concentrated

manure applied to the .surface of the soil durin"

the time when the plants are making growth, and
which will be carried down to the roots by
water given in the ordinary course. It is neces-

sary not to omit this assistance, particularly

when the plants have attained something like

their full size, say 3 feet through and as much in

water which they absorb whatever elements are

present in it.

This Daphne is much slower in growth than
many plants, even when it receives the treatment
best calculated to get it on. Although, strictly

speaking, a greenhouse subject, still where means
exist for giving an intermediate temperature for

two years or so, it will attain a useful size much
quicker. If kept in a night temperature during
winter of about 60°, \\ith a pro]iortionate in-

crease by day and a like medium heat in sum-
mer, the plants will make more than double the

progress they otherwise would in a greenhouse.
Ordinary trade examples obtained in 5-inch or

6-inch pots .so managed will in the time indicated

attain a size and produce shoots of such strength,

that the flowers can be cut freely without the

plants being reduced to the stunted condition
brought about by flower-cutting when the growth

extent that does not admit of their making up
the loss at the ensuing season's growth, for it

usually happens when the flowers are cut from
plauts that are in a weakly state that many of

the shoots fail to break, or, if they do pu.sh, come
away so weakly as not to produce flowers worth
naming.

I have grown this Daphne placed close to the
front lights of a vinery that was started at the
beginning of Mareli, where, as a matter of course,

some heat was kejit up until the weather was
warm enough t(.> dispense with it. No air was
given at the Iront until the Grapes began to

colour, before which the Daphnes had about
finished their growth ; consequently they were
subjected to a good deal of warmth when the wea-
ther was bright, which, combined with the fairly

moist condition of the atmosphere, caused them
to grow much more freely than if they had been
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located in an airy greeuliouse. Nevertheless,

those wh(i liave not the means of keeping Daphnes

warm until tliey have attained a useful size need

not be delerreirfrom bavin;,' them, only the cooler

and slower they are grown the more necessity is

there for care in watering, and in not overpotting

them. As already said, Daphnes are the reverse

of being sliortdived. 1 have had plants for near

on a score of years, at the expiration of which

time they p:\ssed into other hands, that were as

vigorous as ever. During the time they are

growing they will bear the soil keeping fairly

moist, but not so wet as quicker-growing things

would do with ; at the same time the leaves should

not be allowed to Hag for want of water. From
the time tliat growth is matured until the phvnts

are again moving tlie ensuing spring the roots

must not be drenched with water in the way that

some things will bear, even if they do not like

it ; as opposed to this it should not be given

until the .•oil has become so far dry that its longer

being withheld would leave the roots deficient of

the comparatively little moisture they absorb in

the dormant season. To sum up, it is too much
water, over-potting, and want of sufficient sus-

tenance to tlie roots in the growing season that

are the usual causes of Daphnes dying, or getting

into a condition that renders them useless.

Nearly all the trade-raised plants are grafted,

the stock generally used being the British species,

D. Laureola (the Spurge Laurel). By grafting

time is saved, as in this way the plants sooner

reach a saleable size than when struck from

cuttings, and one cutting will make several grafts,

which is an important consideration with a plant,

of which, as already said, the stock to propagate

from is always short. Stocks of the Laurel

named are easily raised from seed. Bnt in pri-

vate gardens the propagation of Daphnes and otlier

plants by grafting is not always convenient,

whereas cuttings can usually be struck. D. in-

dica roots readily from cuttings made of the

points of the partially matured shoots taken off

about 3 inches long in August and inserted in

sand, kept moist and .shaded under a propagating

glass in a cool house until the ends of thecuttings

are callused ; tliey nmst thtn lie kept in a tem-

perature of about M'-' in the night and warmer
in the day, where they will root. The glass must
not be renioveil until sulficient roots are present,

after which dispense with it, keeping the little

plants in a similar temperature until Marcli ; then

put them .singly in ;!-inch pot.*, using good peat

m which there is plenty of fibre, with some sand

added, treating them onwards generally as ad-

vised for bought-in plants. Give larger pots as

required untd the plants have reached something

like their full size and occupy such as are VI

inches or 14 inches in diameter.

These Daphnes are natives of China, and their

perfume is preferred by many people to that of

all other plants. The old D. odoraaud its variety

D. odora rubra, which also come from China, are

stronger scented tlian the varieties of D. indica,

which latter, taking all their pnqierties into

account, are more desirable plants, owing to which
they have in a great measure supplanted the

older kinds. I have thus stated what I have
found these Da)ihnes require and what they do
not like in the hope that the details may induce
"North-west Cheshire" and others who have not

been successful with the plants to try again, and,

I hope, succeed better. There are few plants

that better deserve all that can be done for them,
and it is quite time that a turn was taken so as

to introduce an admixture of a better and more
interesting class of plants among the common-
place material too olten met with, and which reduces
the contents of nineteen-twentieths of the plant

houses which one sees to nothing more than repe-

titions of the same things. T. B.

HOT WATER V. STEAM HEATINC;.

TiiK use of steam as a medium for warming plant

and fruit houses, noticed by " Veronica" a.s now
being adojiled in America, is not a discovery that

our friends at the other side of the Atlantic can
lay claim to, as it was tried in this country antl

given up in favour of the now little-used flues. At
the i)laee where 1 was at in the early days of my
gardening career, Claughton-oii-Brock, there was
a range of five houses that, so far as I can make
out, were built about a century ago ; they were of

the ordinary lean-to shape, but longer and con-

siderably wider than this form of house usually is.

A portion of them had copper i-oofs, the remainder
wuod (Memel). Originally they were heated by
steam, and I have often seen part of the old appa-
ratus, including the boiler and gauge, in the shed
where it was fi.xed ; but flues had been substituted
in its place long before I knew it. This course
was taken, I understood, on account of the con-

stant attention, day and night, which was required,

and which is ever likely to be indispensable where
steam is used. An old hand on the place, who
attended to the apparatus in the night-time, has
often told me of the difficulty he had in keeping
awake, on account of the little he had to do,

although required to be continually present, and
liow thankful he was when the flues were put in.

All the objections which Mr. Kinnell urges against
steam are conect, and there are now more reasons
against its adoption for horticultural purposes
than there were a few years back. Not only are hot-

water pipes much cheaper than they were, but
since Portland cement is found to answer as well

for making the joints as the iron borings that used
to be looked on as necessary, the cost of putting
the pipes together has been much reduced. But
where steam is employed it is not likely that the
cement joints in question would be able to with-
stand the pressure. One great advantage in the
use of cement is, that there is little difficulty in

taking the pipes to jDieces should occasion require
their being moved or altered.

The portions of the houses that were built of

wood in the range I have instanced afforded good
evidence of the length of time that timber will

last when so employed, provided it is of the right
description and well jjut together, and it is properly
attended to with paint so as to keep the wet from
getting into tlie joints, as it is only a few yciirs

back that they « ere rebuilt and hot water intro-

duced in place of the old flues, "which had been
equally constructed with a view to their lasting,

as they had never been rebuilt or anything done
to them except the annual cleaning out; they
were almost large enough for an ordinary indi-

vidual to creep up, and were covered with soft

stone flags.

It is not likely that anything will be introduced
to supersede hot water for heating plant and fruit

houses. In addition to its simplicity, for there is

no mystery or difficulty about it, such as some try
to make out, it can be depended on as so genial,

that it answers better for plants in general than
any other medium by which the required heat can
be kept up, for though it is sometimes urged that
when the pipes are kept very hot, such as at times
is necessary to maintain the requisite temperature
in severe weather, still I never saw any injury
occur in this way if the atmosphere was not kept
too dry. As a natural consequence when the
water in the pipes is almost at the point of boiling
for hours together in the way that often becomes
a necessity in hard frost, it follows that unless
enough moisture i.s present the air gets over dry.
Of course it is much better on the score of economy
to have enough piping to obviate the need of get-
ting the water up to such a temperature, for

unless the boiler has much less piping attached
than it is capable of heating, where the water has
to be got to nearly boiling, the fire has to be driven
at a rate that consumes the fuel faster than it

should. T. B.

Forcing Daffodils. —The common Daffodil or
Lent Lily, and also the double and single forms,
force easily. And if English-grown bulbs are not

as good as foreign, they are at least so good that

anyone having a stock of them need not send for

others. For .some time p.ost a neighbour ha-s had
a grand .sliow of Daffodils in boxes, reminding one
of the striking effect «hieh they produce in the

open ail' when jilanted in masses. The bulb.s were
lifted in autumn, planted rather thickly in boxes,

and brought on in heat in succession. When
flowering is over they are hardened off, well

ripened, and again planted out.—E. Hobday.

Violets.—I notice that ".J. H." ([). 242) recom-
mends Marguerite de Savoie as second to Marie
Louise. This is new to me, and, if not too much
trouble, I .should be greatly obliged to "J. R." for a
few plants or runners. C'omte de Brazza has not

yet come up to my expeetations, but possibly we
have not yet got into the ri<'ht way of growing it,

for I have seen it good in other hands. I am glad
that "J. R.," as well as W. A. Cooke, agree with
me in placing Marie Louise first as the best Violet

grown, and should be glad to hear if any reader of

The Garden knows a better. I should consider

an equally good Violet with more blue in it an
improvement. In regard to single Violets, the
raiser of Queen Victoria promised an improvement
on that fine variety. Has this been sent out, and
if not, when may we expect it ? And has anyone a
better single than Queen Victoria, or a better

second to it than The Czar ? A good single white
is still greatly wanted, all that I have purchased
hitherto proving mockeries, delusions, or snares.

This is strong language, but it is natural after

trying all the single white Violets I could obtain.

The white Czar, for example, I consider useless.

—

D. T. Fish, Uardwick House, Bury St. Edmunds.

Lily of the Valley.—" S. W." .says (p. 134)

that if the finest samples of imported roots of this

Lily are started in too high a temperature, i.e.,

from 80" to 90% they will be sure to produce leaves

and little else besides. To this ''T. B." replied

(p. 1G3) in a manner that would have satisfied

most people. But not " S. W.," who (p. 188)

reiterates his statement, coupled with the expres-

sion that he does so without fear of disproof. In
my notes on the early forcing of this plant

(p. 164) I wrote that I subjected it to a bottom
heat langing from 90° to 110°, and I go even
further now and state that occasionally the
temperature rises to 115° without any apparent
injuiy to the pips or crowns. It is evident that
" S. W." has not forced Valley Lilies early largely,

or he would not have mentioned a moderate
bottom heat being detrimental to them. Why he
refers to growing them in the light I do not com-
prehend. Let him confine himself to his original

remarks (p. 134), and I feel confident that every
successful early forcer of Valley Lilies will agree
with me, that without a bottom heat of at least

from 80° to 90° no good can be done with them
whatever, and even then in December and
January a much larger proportion of flowers than
leaves is the result.

—

Wm. Elphinstone, Shipley

Halt, near Derby.

Tree and otlier Carnations.—I have not
seen the Carnations at Tring Park (p. 200), but they
must be beautiful. Some of the perpetual flowering

varieties mentioned I have grown for maLy years, and
consider them very desirable varieties to cultivate.

To those named I would add Mrs. Llewellyn, a
charming deep rose ; Worthington Smith, a lovtly

scarlet variety, but objectionable in habit, being tall

and straggling. If cuttings of these and others were
not put in last month, they shoidd be seen to at once.

Let the small side growths be slipped off with the
fingers, and be planted in 4-inch or 5inch pots, a
dozen in a pot. They do not take long to form roots

in a heated propagating house, in which there is a
little moist bottom heat. They should not be ex-

posed to the atmosphere of the house, but should be
under a glass light, or a square or two of glass may
be laid over them, resting upon the labels —a simple
contrivance, but sufficient to prevent shrinking up
instead of forming roots. In this way very few fail

to strike. They also form roots in a frame, placed

over a hotbed. When roots have been formed the
young plants may be piotted off into small pots, and
be placed in a warm house on a shelf or in some
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other position near the glass until they have grown a

little, when they must be inured to a cool, freely-

ventilated liouse. Good culture consists in keeping

the plants quite clean, and shifting them as they

require more pot room, never letting them get root-

bound. After May they do best out of doors, with

the pots plunged in Cocoa-nut fibre refuse to prevent

evaporation. We are now repotting the summer
flowering varieties into the pots in which they are to

bloom. These being choice varieties both of Carna-
tions and Picotees, are kept in cold frames all through
the winter, and are planted out or repotted as soon
as they begin to grow in spring. For this purpose

we use 7-inoli, S-inch, and 9-inch pots, and one, two,

or three plants are put in each pot. The best potting

soil either for these or Tree C'arnations is good turfy

loam fi>ur part-i, one part decayed manure, and one
leaf-mould. They require to be potted rather firmly.

If the loam is heavy a good sprinkling of sand should

be added to it. When potted they are usually placed

out of doors, liut I prefer placing them in frames if

the weather is unfavourable. At tiie same time I

must remark that I have sometimes placed them out
of doors as soon as potted, and in a few hours they
have been thickly covered with snow without Ijeing in

any way injured thereby.—J. D.

PLANT NAMES.
" F. W. B.,"' -writing on thi.s subject in The
Gardem (p. 156), suggests that " All garden .seed-

lings, florists' flowers, &c., be sent to the com-
mittees of tlie Royal Horticultural Society to be
named." Had he had practical experience of
what the committees have to do, he would have
known that he was giving them work which ought
to be done by raisers themselves. The latter have
named their plants for more than a hundred
years, and no difficulty to speak of has been
experienced. For instance, I have raised seed-
ling Auricvilas, Amaryllises, Gladioli, and other
plants, and, notwithstanding all that has been
written on this subject, I have seen nothing to
alter my opinion that I am solely responsible for
naming my own productions. Surely " F. W. B."
does not suggest any other system of naming than
that now practised. Our present plan would be
to name a large red Amaryllis Tom Jones, or a
delicately tinted one Clarissa Harlow, &c. The
name is speedily recognised, the plant is sent out
under that name after it has been exhibited,
and in all the hundreds of florists' flowers dis-
tributed by some of our large firms I have not
heard a word of complaint. Where, then, ilo we
hear of complaints? is it not amongst the Daifodils
and the Orchids? Certainly it is. Take, for
instance, the great Welsh Daffodil, as it is called.
It was sent out under the name of Narcissus
incomjjarabilis var. Sir Watkin, but this name
was not given to it by the raiser. Although the
name is lost, no doubt he named it ; but was it

not also named James Dickson before it was given
tliat of Sir ^\'atkin, both names having been
published ? Now, I hold that those who attached
the above names to this Daffodil had no right to
do so. This was a case requiring the considera-
tion of some properly constituted authority. We
may find presently that the name Sir Watkin has
been interpolated in error. The naming of Orchids
is getting into an interminable confusion, owing
to the reckless way in which owners of collections
attach theii' own names to them, or else their
friends do it for them. For instance, at a recent
meeting of the floral committee a variety of
Cattleya bicolor was exhibited under the name of
C. Measuresiana, and the name, like that of Sir
Watkin, was published in the gardening jmpers.
If the variety in question should differ consider-
ably in colour from C. bicolor, tliere could be no
objection to its being called C. bicolor Measuresiana,
as it is the custom to do so, although I would
rather another system was adopted, such as that
inaugurated by Mr. Marshall, of Enfield, who
named some fine varieties of Cattleya Triana; by
the varietal names of lo, Atalanta, Penelope, &c.

;

that is perhaps fifteen years ago, and of Penelope
I found a plant in flower in Mr. Philbrick's collec-
tion at Bickley the other day. This is a matter

with which the floral committee could easily

deal. Indeed, the committee decided that the

Cattleya to which I have alluded was merely a
form of bicolor. J. Douglas.

Ilford.

Flower Garden.

WATER LILIES IN NEW" JERSEY.
Having devoted mucli time and labour for

several years to the cultivation ot' aquatic plants,

it is but natural that I should read with avidity

everything which appears in The Garden upon
this subject. As a .slight return for the pleasure

and protit which I have derived therefrom, I offer

some account of " my work among the Water
Lilies." I am bold enough to believe that some
jioints in my experience will be useful to my
fi lends across the water. I cannot say, with Mr.
Miles, " that the culture of Water Lilies has been
disappointing," for to me they are a source of

unbounded satisfaction for several months in the

year, and I nuiy say lioth niglit and day, as at

night we have Nymphiea rubra, devoniensis,

dentata, and the Victoria regia delighting us with
their charms, and when the sun is a few hours
high, nearly the whole tribe of Nymphceas and
Nelumbiums can be seen open together. It is

interesting to notice the habits of these plants in

regard to the opening and closing of their flowers.

Our native species (excepting Nyniphsea llava),

together with N. alba, N. candiJissinia, and the

Nelumbiums, open quite early. Then comes
Nymph;ea ca-rulea, and at 10 a.m. N. ttava, which
remains open till 5 p.m. N. zanzibarensis opens
at 11 a.m., and N. pygniKa almost precisely at

noon, lemaining oiJen till about sunset. 'The

burden of Mr. Miles's complaint is, want of heat
and warm water. In this climate, almost every
species of Nymphsea that will endure the winter
will flourish anil bloom profusely when planted
in natural ponds. In a mill-pond, a few miles
distant from my garden, I have a plantation of

Nelumbium speciosum, which has become entirely

naturalised, and when it is in its glory is worth
travelling many miles to see. But, from neces-

sity I am compelled to grow the bulk of my col-

lection in large tanks or basins, built with walls

of brick and cement, and with the bottom of

concrete, or of cement only, spread upon the bare
clay. They are similar, I suppose, to the one
not long since built at Kew for hardy aquatics.

I have two of them, side by side, each 50 feet by
3() feet, and one 30 feet by 20 feet for the Victoria
regia. In the large tanks, not only the hardy
Nymphasas and the Nelumbiums, but every
tropical species of Nym]ih;ea is grown entirely
without artiflcial heat. The former are left in

the tanks all the year, and in winter the ice has
sometimes formed to the thickness of 8 inches.

Two "cold spells" have occurred this winter,
during which the thermometer fell to 4° below
zero Fahr. The tender kinds are first started

under glass, then planted out the last of May or
the 1st of June. They make rapid growth and
soon begin to flower, and continue in bloom until

the last of October, though, of course, the bloom
is most abundant during warm weather. They
are then taken indoors for the winter. Just here
is one of the points which I wish to im2:>ress upon
my English friends who are trying to grow aqua-
tics in the open air, namely, the higher tempe-
rature to which the water and soil can be raised
by the sun in tanks, .such as those I have
described than in any natural or artificial pond
with a bottom of nothing but the natural earth
or clay. If such an arrangement is useful here,
with our bright sun and hot weather, in bringing
to perfection the tropical species, why should it

not be useful in England in the cultivation of

such kinds as Nymphsea odorata and others,

which, though they endure the winter, do not
make strong growth in summer 1

Tanks.—I venture to as.sert that if ever the
grand and stately Nelumbiums are successfully

grown in the open air in England, it will be in
shallow tanks of masonry. In arranging these
for the plants, I do not in all cases cover the en-
tire bottom with .soil. For growing extra speci-

mens of the tropical Nympha-as a few pits or
beds are sunk in the bottom 1 foot deep and
4 feet square for holding the soil. Other beds
or compartments are made along the sides by
laying in cement two rows of bricks on edge.

These beds are cut into squares or parallelograms,

according to the amount of space to be given to

particular varieties. It is nece.s.sary to plant
Nelumbiums in walled-in beds of this sort, or

they would ramble over the entire tank. It is

also necessary to plant each particular variety of

Nelumbium in a separate bed or compartment,
or the dift'erent varieties would run together.

The first tank which I built was for the purpose
of trying to flower the Victoria regia in the open
air. It was located on the south side of a vinery
and fully exposed to the .sun. Its dimensions
are 20 feet by 30 feet, and it was 15 inches deep,

with a pit in the centre to hold soil. It has an
arrangement for heating the water artificially at

such times as sun-heat is not sufficient. The tank
is near a plant stove. From the boiler which
heats this stove a flow and a return pipe is run to

the tank and taken just inside the walls, and no
further. The ends of these pipes are left open,
so that when fire is kept up there is a constant
circulation Ijetween the body of water in the tank
and the boiler, and the desired temperature is

maintained. As the water is fully exposed to

the sun and air, no injurious ett'ects follow this

manner of heating. On the contrary, the plants

attain as great perfection as in any glass structure

with the tank heated liy pipes immersed in the

water.

Here, I think, is the key to the successful cul-

tivation of Nelumbiums and many of the Nym-
phteas in the open air in England. It is a far

less expensive arrangement than the glass struc-

tures built for such purposes, and I cannot see

why your lack of summer heat cannot be over-
come in this manner to such a degree as to give

a fair measure of success. If no glass structure is

at hand the boiler of which can be utilised, then
special arrangements can be made. The tank
might be placed on the open lawn and the boiler

pit some distance away out of sight. Another
lesson I have learned. To bring aquatic plants

to their greatest perfection there must be abund-
ance of root room and space for the spread of

the foliage. I would about as soon think of

keeping Cinerarias always in 2i-inch pots as to

grow the Nelumbiums or most kinds of Nym-
phreas in tubs if anything better can possibly be
afforded. Of course, if large half-bogsheads are

used, and these aie plunged in a pond, there is

less objection. The second season after building
a tank for the Victoria I determined to try

Nymph;ea devoniensis and N. dentata in the
same position. The pit in the centre is 4 feet

across and contains the rich compost usually
given to the Victoria. In this two plants of N.
devoniensis and one of N. dentata were placed.

The result was indeed a revelation. These plants

;;rew to cover a space 20 feet in diameter, pro-
ducing leaves 2 feet across and floweis 12 inches
in diameter. In succeeding years I gave similar

treatment to hardy Nymphajas and Nelumbiums
with most gratifying results. The soil in which
I now grow nearly all aquatics consists of good
garden loam or rotted pasture sods, and the best
stable manure (or cow manure) in nearly equal
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quantities, witli a sprinkling of bone-meal ami a

covering of an inch of sand to keep the manure

from vising. This compost from 9 inches to 12

inches in depth I tind to be ample. 1 do not

lind that pond mud is at all essential in cultivat-

ing these plants. One word more in regard to

the matter of roijt-room. A Nehimhium may be

fairly -well grown and flowered in a Ijed 3 feet

square, but in order to attain the greatest perfec-

tion and a long period of bloom I find it neces-

sary to give each variety a bed 6 feet or 8 feet

square to itself. As is well known, their tubers

are annual, and from these proceed the creeping

rhizomes, which I have known to run as much as

30 feet in one season. It is therefore undesiralile

that they should be compelled to form a matted

mass in a small space.

Nelumbidms.—Nelumbium speciosum I ob-

tained from Kew several years ago, and as each

year [ have given it more and more liberal treat-

ment it has gone on doing wonders for me. In

my Lily tank it blooms constantly from July till

late in October, J'requently producing flowers

which in their last stages of e,\;pansion measure

13 inches across, borne on foot-stalks 6 feet and
7 feet long. Many leaves measure 2 feet and

2t feet across, and in one case 35 inches. It is

quite hardy if kept from actual freezing, and one

bed of it I winter by drawing off the water and
covering with leaves. But the greatest marvel
in this line is the naturalised plantation before

referred to. A corner of the millpond was
chosen away from the current of a stream which
passes through it, and where the water is only

from 1 feet to 2 feet deep. The soil consists of a

greasy bluish clay, exceedingly rich in vegetable

matter. Here, one or two tubers were planted

some si.x or seven years ago, and the growth
which they have made must surely equal that of

anything found in Eastern countries, spreading

in every direction, even into the wild shrubbery
on the banks where there is no standing water,

and there (lowering. The extent now covered is

nearlj' one-eighth ofan acre. Multitudes of leaves

are produced from 20 inches to 30 inches in

diameter, and one measured esactlj' a j'ard

across. They stand .5 feet or 6 feet out of the

water, the total length of foot-stalk fre([uently

being 7 feet. One morning last August, 100
noble blossoms were expanded at one time.

Their colour is also I'ich and fine, especially after

the intense heat of summer is past, when they
assume a much deeper rosy hue. To produce
such results as this in such a northern latitude,

and to be instrumental in popularising so noble
a plant, is, I had almost said, a sufficient life

work for one man. Of Japanese Nelumbiums I

have four varieties. One, a large, bold, and
somewhat globular flower, ivory-white, witli a

few crimson .•tripes at the edge of the petals

;

one variety with white flowers, but single and
not semi-double like the one figured in The
G.\RDEN last October. Another is light pink
and white, paler than N. speciosum; and the

fourth has blooms of a uniform rose colour mucli
deeper than N. speciosum and very beautiful.

This last was raised from seed which came from
Japan, and represented as being nixed, red,

white, and rose, but all have so far turned out to

be rose coloured. Mr. Miles very kintlly sent

me some of the Nelumbium seeds to which he
refers in his article in The Garden (Dec. 26, 1885).
I succeeded in raising plantsof what were marked
as three distinct varieties, flowered last summer
and proved to be all of one colour, and precisely

like those which were raised from the Japanese
seed coming from another source. All the varie-

ties from Japan endure the winter as perfectly
as N. speciosum, and although they are very
desirable have not proved to be quite as profuse
bloomers as that .species. It will thus be seen

that nearly all the Nelumbiums are here, in

America, "about as manageable as Pieonies."

Nelumbium Ititeum is grown in the Lily tank,

and given precisely the same treatment as N.
speciosum, yet it does not at all approach the

latter in vigorous growth and profusion of

bloom. Notwithstanding the fact that it is

native here, it is not so easily managed under
cultivation as N. speciosum. Fair success, how-
ever, is attained, and we cannot well do withcjut

it. It is a grand plant for large ponds or lakes,

but a location should be chosen where there is

abundance of rich mud.

TnoriCAL Ny.mpH/Eas.—Nympha/a devoniensis

and N. rubra, when grown as single specimens

here, cover a space 2(l feet across. They have

leaves 25 inches in diameter, and flowers 12

inches from tip to tip. I have had as many
as fifty blooms of these of difi'erent sizes

open at one time. Nymphaja Sturtevanti is a

.seedling from N. devoniensis. As grown here

in the open air the foliage assumes the deep
reildish colour of Coleus Verschaffelti and is

peculiarly wrinkled, being in every respect

distinct from its parent. The flowers are more
cup-shaped than those of devoniensis, having
something of the graceful formolN. candidissima.

The petals are invariably more numerous and
broader than in the parent variety, and are of a

deep rosy hue, which is particularly fine by
lamplight. Nymphaia dentata grows to the same
dimensions as the above, as does also zanzi-

barensis I received direct from Dr. Caspary,

and with me the flowers are ofa much darker shade

of purple than that represented in the coloured

plate in The Garden publi.shed some time

ago. As it grows here in my open-air

tank, producing leaves 25 inches in diameter,

and flowers measuring 12 inches from tip to tip

of sepals, it is truly a queenly plant, and the

statement that it is "the finest of the genus" is

not far from right. Some of the first seedlings

which I raised from this did not produce flowers

of the same depth of colour as the type. These,

for convenience, I call Nymphaja zanzibarensis

azurea, on account of their lovely shade of azure

blue, far surpassing that of N. cyanea or any other

blue variety in depth of colour, and Nymph*a
zanzibarensis rosea, which I think is a sport and
not a hybrid, the product of the same seed-pod

from which the azure varieties were grown. It is

precisely like the type in .size, form and fragrance,

but the colour is a mixture of pink and lilac, a

shade somewhat difficult to describe. The
contrast between this and the bright green of the

sepals is very fine. Nymphrea ca;rulea, grown
in the Lih' tank, reaches a size and depth of

colour unattainable in "pans 15 inches in

diameter." Tliis will not endure the winter. I

wish some one would tell the difterence, if

any, between this and scutifolia and cyanea.

Nymphoea Daubenvana is interesting, but so

pale in colour as to make but a poor show beside

the other blue kinds. Nymphtea gigantea, the

true large-flowered Ibrm, I have now growing
undei' glass, raised from seed sent from Kew. 1

expect to be able to report next summer whether
it is really gigantic or not. Victoria regia.—This

has been successfully grown in the open-air tank
specially built for it. The plant is started under
glass in the usual manner, and planted out

about the 1st of June. Artificial heat is kept
up during early summer and autumn, but for

six or eight weeks in midsummer sun heat

alone is sufficient. Leaves are produced G .feet

in diameter, with a rim 3 inches high. It

begins flowering in July, continues till October,

and matures perfect seed. I am anticipating

great pleasure in flowering next summer the new
crimson-flowered Victoria, which I have now
started in a plant stove. It is said to produce

larger leaves than the ordinary variety, and a

vertical rim or more inches high.

Hardy Nymph^eas.—Nympha-a alba takes

very kindly to our climate, and flowers pro-

fusely for a longer period than N. odorata. N.

candidi.ssima was presented tome by the late Mr.
Thomas Speed when I vi.sited Chatsworth ten

years ago, ami is one of the most satisfactory

plants 111 my collection. Judging from llie

vigorous growth which it makes in warm water

along with the tropical species, one would think,

with Canon EUacombe, that it is a native of some
warmer climate than that of England. Tliis

variety never produces seed with me. It begins

to flower in May and continues till well into

October or until frost sets in, fully a month
longer than our native N. odorata. Many blooms
measure over G inches across. Nymphtea alba

var. rubra does not take so kindly to our warm
water as the other hardy kinds, but I have

flowered it sufficiently well to judge of its merits.

It is very pretty and interesting on account of

its reddish or pink colour, but for real merit

bears no comparison with our native Nymphcea
odorata rosea, which has colour enough to satisfy

the eye of an artist—a shade of reil or rosy pink

whicii must be seen to be appreciated. Mr.

Miles truly says that it must not be judged by
flowers produced under glass. A large space in

my Lily garden is devoted to this. On a

summer's morning quantities of bloom may be

seen which, as the sun strikes them, glow like

fire. This is the queen of all the hardy varieties,

and worthy of any amount of trouble to grow.

Here it grows even stronger than the charming
N. odorat-i, whose blooms cover some of our lakes

as with a shower of snow. Nymphaja tuberosa

is useful for making plantations in large lakes or

ponds, but for a select collection it is of too

weedy a character and too shy a bloomer.

Nympha^a flava, the Florida Water Lily, is

entirely hardy here. I have found it difficult to

establish in natural water, but in the warm
cemented tank it is a complete succe.ss. This

plant dislikes pot or tub culture. It sends out

numerous runners like a Strawberry plant, and
must therefore be planted in one of the compart-

ment beds of the Lily garden, wdiere it can be

confined to certain limits. It likes abundance of

room, say a bed 3 feet or more square. The
second season after planting it bears quite freely

its canary-yellow, sweetly-scented blossoms, whicti

are nearly the size of those of N. odorata. A
singular fact in regard to this plant is that the

seeds are two-thirds the size of those of the

Victoria regia. Nvmphtea pygmfea or tetragona.

—This is hardy here, and flowers freely from
Jilay until frost comes. They are tin}' indeed

;

but here some of the stronger plants bear flowers

quite 2 inches across. I tind them to be lemon
scented.

Other small-qrowixg aquatics help to fill

out the picture. Limnanthemum lacunosum
might well be called a fairy Water Lily, with its

tiny white blossoms less than half an inch across.

Limnanthemum nj'mphseoides and Limnocharis

Humboldti continue to open their pretty yellow

flowers all summer. The latter I have christened

the Water Poppy. The curious floating Ponte-

deria crassipes and Pistia stratiotes are quite at

home in the open, and a place in shallow water

is given to the graceful and interesting Papyrus

antiquorum. Zizania aquatica, the W''ild Rice

or Water Oat, lifts its graceful panicles some
7 feet out of the water. Seeing it thus in com-

pany with the aristocratic Nympha;as, few would
suspect it to be a common weed in some of our

streams.

Late last summer I placed a few weak plants

of Ouvirandra fenestralis in one of the un-

heated open-air tanks. They made such im
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provement as to show that the treatment suited

them. So early next summer I shall put out

some good plants, with which I am confident of

success.

Insects.—Mr. Miles complains that some tind

of smother fly attacks the leaves of Nyniphseas.

I suspect that they were brown aphides. To
destroy them I make an emulsion of kerosine

oil (paraffin I believe you call it in England) and

butter-milk. This i.s diluted with water and
applied with a syringe. One application will

destroy them, and keep them off quite a long

time. Perhaps strong tobacco water would have

the same effect.

At hybridising Water Lilies I have made
some attempts, but, like Mr. Miles, I find it up-

hill work. My greatest ambition has been to

obtain a form of N. odorata with fl(5wers of a

decided red colour deeper than that of N. odorata

rosea.

A few 3'ears ago I fertilised a flower of this

latter variety with pollen of N. rubra. Good
seed was produced, and from this plants were

raised, but instead of the flowers being darker

than those of the female parent they were lighter.

Tliat this was in some sense a cross is shown by
the fidlowing facts : The rhizomes

ol N. odorata rosea are large and
somewliat succulent, whereas in the ^-^r™
hybrid they are very slender, pro- f

diicing numerous side branches, ;;

,

which are slightly tuberous. I would \

be greatly obliged if someone with ;

experience in .such matters would
J

tell me if there is a better chance of i; ii/ :

success by fertilising flowers of this ;

seedling plant again with pollen of "C _^^_

N. ruljra than to try over again with
N. odorata rosea or the pure white
species. I have tried to cross N.
candidissima with blue -flowered

species, but cannot get it to produce
seed. I now have seedlings growing
produced by fertilising N. Daube-
nyana with N. zanzibarensis, and
expect to flower them next summer.
The culture of tropical Water ''-

Lilies in the open air has been a
revelation to many in this country, E

and Lily tanks of the prescribed

pattern are becoming a feature in

many private and public gardens.

In Fairniount Park, Philadelphia, a

fine collection has been grown in this way for

several years, attracting much attention. During
the coming season another large city is going to

introduce them into its principal park.

Edmdnd D. Stdrtevant.
Bordeniovn, Ncv^ Jerseij, U.S.A.

decoration of their gardens, and hence have no glass.

If, therefore, this class of gardeners cannot keep their

pet plants through the winter, they will hardly pur-

chase others, even if they are to be had. We find the

same difficulty arising in reference to the old-fashionrd

winter Stocks, for one or two successive losses of the

winter stock of plants very naturally discourages fur-

ther attempts. Very fortunately, we have at command
a glorious wealth of summer Stocks, and can have at

least five months of bloom from them if ordinary care

be taken to keep up the succession. Indeed, it is but

needful to sow at once a few kinds of Ten-weeks,
pyramidal, and branching autumnal kinds, and get

them planted out as early as possible, to have a wealth
of flowers from midsummer till Christmas. This
season, too, may be materially lengthened by sowing
seed of some good intermediate or East Lothian
kinds in August, and keeping the plants in frames
through the winter to bloom iu the spring. We can-

not dispense with Stocks altogether; th.at is certain ;

and if it still remains difficult to obtain plants of the

old-fashioned winter kinds, we can at least enjoy a

feast of more dainty forms during the summer.—A. D.

TRILLIUMS.
These North American plants are now rarely

met with in gardens in any quantity, although in

the leaves, which are in whorls of three, are a
little longer than broad. It is a native of rich

woods in Kentucky, Vermont, &c. It can readily

be increased by division. T. erythrocarpum, the

painted Trillium, is a very pretty species, with
white flowers striped at the Ijase with purple.

The leaves, which are oval- shaped, are light green

with a purple margin. It I'equires plent}' of

moisture all through the summer, and we find it

to do well on the Ijank of a little streamlet. It

is a native of Virginia, and flowers in May and
.lune. T. erectum and the variety called atro-

purpureum have both fine and showy flowers of

a deep rich purple. In T. ovatum the flowers

are white and recurved. T. petiolatum is dark
purple ; cernuum, wdiite and drooping, not so

showy as grandiflorum ; nivale, white and sessile,

dull purple. K.

Winter Stocks.—It is to be feared that those
beautiful Stocks, the Bromptons, Queens, and Empe-
rors, will make but a poor show this spring. Ordinary
winters they m.ay pull through, but when we get
half-a-dozen ordinary winters rolled into one, then such
plants get the worst of it. It is common enough to

hear lamentations made over the decadence of favou-
rite old garden flowers, and none are more regretted
than are these winter Stocks. When, however, the
weather kills them wholesale, and the season's bloom
and seed are lost, there is not only natural difficulty

in keeping the strains in existence, but there is na-
tural disinclination to grow yearly plants that so often
succumb to the weather. ''Veronica," I observe, laments
the decadence of the old double AVallflowers, and in

that lament I cordially join ; but this decadence is due
much less to neglect of propagation than to the re-

peated losses which our winters in the past have
inflicted upon those who grow these beautiful border
flowers. The trade or those who have frames might,
of course, easily maintain these things in pots through
the winter safely, but growers of them are mainly cot-

tagers or those who trust to hardy plants for the

Trillium grandiflorum.

the good old days of hardy flowers we hear of them,

as well as of many other rare American plants,

having been cultivated with great success by
Salisbury in the Botanic Garden, Brompton, and
by others elsewhere. Choice of situatioir rather

than special soil appears to ns to be the chief

essential to their well-being. They love shade

and moisture, especially the former, and in many
gardens this is just what is neglected, the plants

being generally covered with unsightly weeds.

Time is often lost in trying to establish Trilliums

in the mixed border, but they do best in a suit-

able position in a shady wood. There they make
a paradise of what is too often a waste. They
may also be used as an edging on the shady side

of a Rhododendron bed, &c., just as we use

Snowdrops and other liulbous or tuberous-rooted

plants. T. grandiflorum, here illustrated, is per-

haps the most plentiful, and certainly by far the

easiest to accommodate of all the Trilliums. It

grows and flowers in profusion on a damp spot

in a partially shady wood, presenting a most
attractive appearance all through .lune and the

beginning of -Tuly. Patches in sheltered nooks
in the rockery out of reach of the east winds are

very pretty ; this species has large handsome
pure white flowers that die off pink or rose.

They are from 3 inches to 5 ipch^s in diameter

;

SNOWDROPS, SINGLE AND DOUBLE.
The theory of Snowdrops changing from .single to

double and from double to single is a very inte-

resting one, and one by no means of universal

application. To those acquainted with places

where the common Snowdrop is almost without
limit, and where, so far as the most
careful observation goes, not the

. smallest change in either direction

can be discovered, it seems incredible

that such conversions can occur.

What, for instance, can the single

form require that the double one does
not? or, on the other hand, what can
the double kind need in the nature of

soil requirements which would not be
ecpially congenial to the single form?
And yet clearly there is some mystery
about the matter. We cannot gainsay

the evidence adduced by such obser-

vers as the Rev. W. Wilks, that in

some places the single form disap-

' " pears and the double one survives

and increases. Here, where the single

Snowdrop is the pride and glory of

the place and exists in countless

numbers, and is, moreover, so vigor-
_' ous that the stems attain in many

- J:i cases a height of 9 inches, and the

iTO sepals are fully 1 inch in length, and
_

-' where seed is produced in abundance,
'''"^'

and where seedlings overrun the

place, it is quite clear that the effort

of seeding—as adduced by "D. T. F."

—does not exhaust and finally de-

stroy the bulbs ; on the contrary, original clumps

increase annually in size and individual strengtli

of bulb. However, if bis theory of .seed-ex-

haustion was borne out, the seedlings would

remain, which he appears to have overlooked.

Be that as it may, what induced me to pen

these few remarks is this. When, some years

ago, these Snowdrops were first planted, a

few—very few—clumps of the double form were

placed amongst the rest, and these have not

increased to any appreciable extent. They show no

tendency whatever to extend beyond the spots in

whicli they were first placed, and are in no sense

vigorous, as compared with their single com-

panions. Their flowers open immediately on

emerging from the ground, and never rise more

than 3 inches above it. I .should add that they

are the very double kind : we have in the neigh-

bourhood a semi-double and much more vigorous

variety, but it is not in the garden in question. I

should advise all who may have any difflculty in

keeping single Snowdrops to sow seed, and sow it

freely for two or three years in succession. I feel

certain they could be established in that way.

ycirry. T. Smith.

Red-floweredYucca (HesperaloeEngelmanni).

—This jilnnt is a native of Texas. It is sometimes

named H. yucca;folia, or red-flowering Yucca. It

is a dwarf grower, but when well established
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throws up a flower-stalk 7 feet hipli, with at least

one thousand flowers to a stalk, which are smaller

than those of tlio Yuccas generally ; they are

purple outsiflc, fine red inside, and bell-shaped.

A few flowers open each day, and it takes fully

three months to perfect all of its flowers. The
stems and younij buds are purplish in colour,

which renders the plant quite showy. Think, says

the Oo)'rfc)(fr-f' Monthly, from which this extract is

taken, of a dwarf plant with one thousand flowers

similar to our Yucca filamentosa.

Fruit Garden.

HARD PRUNING.

The Peach tree figured in " The Gardener's

Assistant " has several times come in fortunate!)-

for " J. S. W." aftainst which to hold up tlie

imaginary merits of his semi-wild unprnned trees,

the glowing description of which will not deceive

experienced fruit growers. At page 235, the Peach

tree named serves a purpose of misrepresentation

wherewith to associate my name, as " J. S. W.,"

if he has read the book, cannot fail to know,
that I had nothing to do with the fruit depart-

ment in it. He speaks of its being high time to

saddle the right horse, but he is attempting to

saddle the wrong one, and I challenge him to

point to anytliing I have ever written in favour

of any pruning further than is needful for the

present and future well-being of tlie trees or

Vines that are being dealt with. " J. S. W.'s "

branch of Nectarine which he speaks of as figured

in The Garden, Vol. XVII., p. 510, had nothing

about it but that which is common to any
wrongly managed tree that is run up with the

illusory intention of getting the branches to

extend over the allotted space in the least time,

regardless of the tree becoming almost at once

devoid of bearing wood in the middle. Of this

no better proof is required than the condition of

" J. S. W.'s " tw-o-year-okl Royal George Peach,

shown on the adjoining page ; the long lengths of

bare brandies in this tree, whilst yet in its

infancy, afford as clear an example of the mis-

chievous tendency of this extension teaching as

could be required to condemn it. Peaches with

long lengths of bare fruitless branches in the

centre of the trees might at any time be seen

where they were unskilfully managed, and it

was in the attempt to correct this that the mis-

take of too much cutting back was committed by
some, which I and others who do not believe in

extremes object to as alike wrong with the .so-

called extension training that "J. S. W." gives

out as a new discovery of his, but which I beg

to inform him is, in all but tlie name, an old

condition of the trees which the work of success-

ful fruit growers, j^ast and present, has shown to

be wrong.

No evidence could be adduced that shows more
clearly the untenable position in which " J. S. W."
has placed himself with this non-pruning or

extension practice, wliicli means one and the

same thing, than what he says in last week's

Garden, p. 2.32, wliere lie tells us that " fertility

is not a question of producing the largest quantity

of fruit in the least space, but the greatest

quantity of fruit in a given time." The italics are

his own. A more complete condemnation of the

extension non-pruning practice, which he has

all along been trying to show the merits of, it

would be impossible to produce than is thus

afforded by " J. S. W.'s " own words. So the

cost of fruit houses, keeping them in repair, and
the fuel required to heat them, like the garden
walls on which the trees are grown, are to be left

out of the calculation. This is a startling admis-

sion, but it is exactly what those who object to

the chimerical teaching in question know to be

the inevitable result of the practice. When the

advocate of un)irun(Ml fruit trees and unshortcned

Vines thus cuts the ground from under the

method he has been at such trouble to defend,

even the unwary, if led to adopt the non-

pruning system, have only themselves to

thank. The dilemma which this admission

places " .J. S. W." in is a fair example of the

mistakes people fall into when they push an idea

to the extreme, and it will be interesting to see

what explanation " J. S. W." will give as to the

reason wliy he did not state, which to be fair he

was bound to do, that his non-pruning extension

practice involved a waste of space in the houses

and on the walls where it was carried out to an

extent tliat reduced its adoption to a certain loss.

T. B.

GRAFTED VINES.

Chasselas M0SQUE is not considered a good stock

for other Vines, especially strong growers like the

Muscat and Gros Colmar. It is a very old variety,

rejoicing in a number of .synonyms, the last of

which, Josling's St. Albans, gave it a fresh lease

for a time, but its old habit of cracking two-
thirds of its berries just as the fruit was approach-
ing maturity quickly revealed the fact that we
had an old friend under a new name, and it soon

fell back into the limbo prepared for highly

flavoured, but generally unsatisfactory, (irapes.

This propensity to crack its berries, which, like

those of all the round Muscat or Frontignan class,

are rather small, is the first if not the strongest

objection to its use, as Grape growers generally

assert that the fruit which a Vine produces is

more or less ailected by the stock upon which it is

worked. Indeed, within the last few years, men
above suspicion have proved that grafted Vines
have produced solitary bunches far up their

stems, which were the exact counterpart of the

fruit previously gathered from the stocks on which
they w'ere worked. Much doubt was thrown upon
a recent statement to this effect at the time it was
made; but such a result is, in my opinion, by no
means impossible or even improbable, as w"e liave

remarkable instances of Peach trees producing
woolly-coated Peaches and smooth-skinned Necta-
rines on the same branch : of Cytisus Adanii, now-

considered a graft hybrid, producing the yellow

flow-ers of Laburnum \-ulgare and the purple
flowers of Cytisus purpureus ; of two hylirid

Oranges grafted on a third, reverting to one or

other parent or jiroducing fruit resembling all

three forms. Such being the case, it is by no
means surprising that Muscat of Alexandria is

not quite a success when grown by Mr. .lohnson

on Chasselas Musque as a stock. My second ob-

jection to the Chasselas or Frontignan Vines as

stocks for strong varieties is their weak growth ;

not that Gros Maroc will not unite and make a
good cane on any of them, as I have grafted this

fine black Grape on Grizzly Frontignan, the weak-
est member of the family, and the canes travelled

to the top of the house—but w-ith what result ?

The graft immediately above the union, when the
wood ripened, was twice as thick as the stock.

The Vine the next season made satisfactory pro-

gress, but the stock did not increase in size, and
ha\dng been planted in an inside border I pegged
the stock down, covered it with compost, and
obtained my first Gros Maroc on its own roots.

If Mr. Johnson really wi.shes to graft or inarch

(iros Maroc, he cannot do better than work it on
the Black Hamburgh, the best of all stocks for

general purposes. But why graft it at all, unless

it be to save time, as it is one of our strongest,

hardiest, and best growers on its own roots ?

Unlike all other varieties, it does not strike well

from eyes, but once rooted it grows as freely as a
Hamliurgh, and, provided the wood is thoroughly
ripened, jiroduces an abundance of handsome
clusters. These adapt themselves so readily to

unfavourable surroundings and colour so perfectly

in hot or cold houses, that I have generally

described it as the best variety for bad Grape

growers. Being such a vigorous grower, it

requires an .ahiuidance of rafter space, and for

this i-c.-ison, if started pretty early and the wood
c:an lie well ripened, is well adapted for extension

training. In later liouses, where this important
jioint cannot be readily secured, spur breaks do
not always .show freely ; but this fault can be
corrected by planting inside, by limiting the

root run, using good sound loam, pure and
simple, and feeding with diluted liquid when the

fruit is swelling.

Another of its characteristics is its tendency to

produce oval berries in its youth ; but so marked
is the change from oval to round as the Vine in-

creases in age, that I have known the berries to

become exactly like those of the (iros Colmar.

Not so the bunches, as they always retain their

original contour.

This Grape is not a good traveller, as the dense

purple bloom, no matter how well it is ripened,

never seems to set or become part and parcel of

the berry, as is the case in the Hamburgh, Gros
Colmar, and other heavily-bloomed varieties.

Some Grape growers are of opinion that it is not

a good keeper, but this cpiality greatly depends
upon the way in which it is grown and ripened.

Having a small ^'ine in a pot, I turned it out in a
very hot comer on an elevated bordei- in my late

Muscat house. It made a rather weak hard cane,

which in the following season produced two and
three shows on every break. Tlie berries coloured

to perfection ; the bunches hung for three

months after they were ripe, and kept fresh and
plump for a considerable time after removal into

the Grape room. W. C.

AMERICAN APPLES IN SCOTLAND.

In The Garden of Dec. 19, 1885, there appeared

a communication from Mr. C. M. Hovey, in

which he expressed surprise tliat so few American
varieties of Apples and Pears were to be seen or

heard of at English fruit exhibitions, and he

couhl only explain the fact to himself by sup-

posing that British fruit growers w-ere entirely

ignorant of the superior merits of many American
fruits. "Apparently," said Mr. Hovey, "our
choicest American fruits are as little known in

England as they are in Patagonia." He then

proceeded to give a list of about twenty-eight of

tlie best market vaiieties of American Apples,

many of which he mentioned were shipped in

great quantities for England. He also related

his experience with a number of English Apples
which he had grown, but w-liich he found so

much inferior to American sorts, that he could

scarcely give them away for nothing. AVe ven-

tured to suggest through the columns of The
Garden that the absence of American fruits

from British exhibitions was due not so much to

ignorance of their merits on the part of British

cultivators as to the fact that " our comparatively

cold and sunless climate " was not well fitted to

bring them to the perfection which they un-

doubtedly attain in their native country. In

support of this opinion we gave our own experi-

ence of about sixteen of the most approved

varieties of American Apples, which we had
grown for a number of years and fruited, but with

such poor results that we had come to the con-

elusion that, as a rule, American Apples would
not attain perfection in Scotland, " except on. a

good wall or in an orchard house."

Mr. Hovey returns to the subject in The
Garden of Jan. 23 and Feb. 27, and refuses to

believe that our climate can liave such a deterio-

rating effect on American Apples. Our trial

ground at Liberton, must, he says, be a very un-

favourable spot for trying new fruits of any kind,

or lie broadly hints our system of cultivation

may be at fault. Did not the best Pears at the

recent London Pear conference, said he, come
from Scotland ? And a country that can produce
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such Pears will, Mr. Hovey is sure, grow every

American Apple in perfection. In regard to

our trial of American Apples, we can only say

that our Liberton grounds may, as regards soil

and situation, be taken as fairly representative

of the majoritv of Scottish gardens; that the

British Apples" which are best adapted to the

climate of Scotland succeed there admirably,

such sorts as Lord Siiffield, Keswick Codlin,

Warner's King, Hawthornden (old and new),

Cellini, Ringer, Echlinville, Stirling Castle, Gol-

den Xoble, Tower of Glamis, Pott's Seedling,

Worcester Pearniain, Cox's Orange Pippin, &c.,

producing regularly good crops of fruit which in

in every respect, except that of colour, will com-

pare not unfavourably with American produce
;

that the American varieties were planted in the

same ground as those above mentioned, and re-

ceived in every respect the same treatment, but

with the disappointing results stated in our

previous communication. Of course we do not

mean to say that every British Apple will suc-

ceed in our climate better than any American

variety. Our collection comprises upwards of 250

sorts, "and among them there are not a few which

do comparatively well in the midlami and

southern counties of England, but which are

perfectly worthless in Scotland.

As regards Scottish Pears, at the recent Pear

conference we were of course pleased to hear of

the success of Scotch exhibitors ; but we think

Mr. Hovey really attaches too much importance

to one of the few Scottish exhibits which received

any commendatory notice, and quite overlooks tlie

fact, which was made plain enough in TheGarde.s
and in other reports of the conference, that the

exhibits, as a rule, were best from the southern

counties, and gradually but surely declined in

quality, or at all events in appearance, the further

north they had been grown, the few exceptions

being no doubt from places where an excep-

tionally favourable soil and situation were assisted

by careful culture. We know nothing of the

particular exhibit of Pears referred to by Mr.

Hovey, but we have no doubt that they must
liave been grown in one of the most favourable

fruit districts in Scotland, and there either on a

good wall or in an orchard house—positions in

which we admit, as we did before, that American
Apjiles may succeed in Scotland, but we still

adhere to tlie opinion that, grown in the open
ground as standards or pyramids, most of them
will be found perfectly useless in our climate.

This conclusion we do not, however, found en-

tirely upon our own experience. We have

supplied plants of the American Apples grown
by us to many of our friends and patrons in

various parts of the country, some of whom are

enthusiastic fruit-growers and situated in favour-

able districts, but none of them so far have

achieved such success as would induce them to

plant any of the varieties extensively. We would
also recommend to Mr. Hovey's notice the official

report of the Apple congress held at Chiswick

in 1883. If we understand it rightly, it proves

very conclusively that American Apples have

been very fairly tried in Britain, but have not, as

a rule, been found profitable, even in the more
favourable conditions existing in the midland
and southern English counties. We find from

the report that a considerable number of Ame-
rican varieties were exhibited by English and
Scottish growers, and out of the select list of

28 sorts recommended by Mr. Hovey for market
purposes at least 16 were exhibited at the con-

gress, some of them in fair numbers. Thus there

were 27 dishes of the Melon Apple, 24 of North-

ern Spy, 15 of Newtown Pippin, 14 of Baldwin,

i&c, so that there is really little ground for Mr.

Hovey classing us with the Patagonians in our

ignorance of American productions. When, liow-

ever, we come to examine the lists of varieties

selected by the exhibitors as best suited for culti-

vation in "their various districts, we find very few

American varieties recommended. This is the

case even in the southern districts; but we will

take the "List of 120 Apples selected the greatest

number of times, the poll being taken for the

whole of Great Britain." Here among the 60 best

dessert Apples only 3 American sorts find a

place (or 4 if we include Reinette du Canada).

Early Harvest receives 6 votes, Boston Russet

5, aiid Melon 3 out of a possible vote of 130

in each case. Among the 60 best culinary

Apples we find only two that may be claimed as

natives of the other side of the Atlantic, viz.,

Reinette du Canada with 6 votes, and Gloria

Mundi with 5 out of a possible 1-30. As further

proof that British fruit growers are by no means

indifferent to the merits of American fruits, we

find, contrarv to Mr. Hovey's experience,thatmany

Eu'dish nurserymen do grow and recommend some

of t"he best American fruits. In the catalogue of

one firm, which makes a speciality of Iruit trees,

upwards of twenty American Apples are recom-

mended, generally with caution. Then m
recent pomological works the American Apples

bulk largelv. The remarks appended to some

of these in 'Hogg's "Fruit Manual " are signifi-

cant. Of the Early Har\-est it is said, " Though

of American origin, this variety succteds to per-

fection in this country, a qualification which

few of the American A'pples possess." Referring

to the Boston Russet, he remarks, " This is an

old American Apple, and one of the few which

attains perfection in our climate." To use Mr.

Hovey's own expression, " is any more evidence

needed ! " The fact seems to be that Mr.

Hovey, in his eagerness to demolish what he

varioii.sly calls the " absurd notion," "the modern

idea," and "the old story" that certain sorts,

say 'of Apples, will not "succeed except under

certain conditions as regards soil and climate,

has gone to the opposite extreme in propound-

ing the "notion" "that a fruit which succeeds

anywhere will succeed everywhere.'' That is

really the outcome of his contentions, and the

evidence which he adduces is for the most part

either irrelevant, contradictory, or founded upon

mere exceptions. We would respectfully com-

mend to liis notice the following extracts from

an article which appeared in an English puldi-

cation about twenty years ago, and which,

though written to illustrate the ditt'erence

between the climate of France and England,

applies with even greater force to the present

subject.

The causes of success in fruit culture are not wlioUy

under the direction of human intelligence. Ti e various

stocks on which the several varieties are gi-afted, the variou.s

modes in which trees are jilanted, pruned, ti-auied and

otherwise tended, exercise their respective influences on

the final result. But the most important matter of all is

the influence of climate. The best practice possible will

not suffice to produce luscious Peaches in the open an- in

the bleak climiite of the Sonh Cape, nor sprightly-flavoured

\pr.les in the hot and arid atmosphere of Idumea. It nuiat

I'je granted th.at to grow Iruit well there must be something

kuown of the best modes of training, pruning, planting and

so forth ; but the foundation of success lies in adapting, in

the first instance, the kinds of fruits to the climate in

which they are to be cultivated. If we are wrong in our

modes of training, we can be taught better. We may even

go so far as to say that if the soil is unsuitable we cau alter

it for in the very worst of cases we can do .something to

improve its texture, condition, and constituents. B>it

what are we to do if the climate is against us ? We are then

driven to the employment of glass, of walls, of apparatus

for the production and diffusion of artificial heat. Simple

fruit culture in the open air is an affair of climate chiefly ;

every other condition of success is second.ary to that. Give

us a suitable climate and we wUl somehow or other

manage the rest. . . .

Restricting the comparison to the respective

climates of London and Paris, it will be observed

that in London the extreme cold of winter is

severer than in Paris to the extent of I'T" Fahr.

This difference is literally of no consequence at

all ; a few degrees niore cold in winter cannot

afi'ect our fruit prospects seriously
;
possibly we

have the advantage in that matter. But when
the summer has commenced the temperature of

Paris rises higher than that of London, and the

maxima of the cities difter to the great extent of

5-8'= Fahr. Now, a difference amounting to

within a fraction of 6" of Fahrenheit is some-

thing enormous in the consideration of the sub-

ject before us. Students of climatology know
that a difference of only 2'' either way in the

heat of the summer in Great Britain will make a

ditt'erence to the extent of a bountiful harvest

and prosperity, or a meagre harvest and starva-

tion. It cannot be wondered at that the culti-

vators of fruits in the neighbourhood of Paris

should outstrip the growers of fruit in the neigh-

bourhood of London, for they have tlie advantage

to the extent of 6'=, and no skill of man can find

a compensatory equivalent for so much solar

heat and light by which to place the London

cultivator on terms of equality with the Parisian.

Is it necessary to remind Mr. Hovey that the

British Isles "lie entirely to the north of the

.50th parallel of latitude," while the fruit-growing

districts even of Canada lie entirely to the south

of it, and that Boston is about 10° further south

than London. True, owing to our insular posi-

tion and the influence of the Gulf Stream, the

mean annual temperature of London may not

differ very much from that ijf Boston, l)Ut it is

the temperature during the growing and ripening

season that is the ali-iinportant matter, and in

that respect Boston has such an extraordinary

advantage over London, that it need surprise no

one to ti!nd that most of the fruits which succeed

there to perfection are too precarious here to be

profitable. Of course, there are a few exceptions ;

three or four varieties of American Apples and

rhaps as many Pears have been found to suc-pe
ceed tolerably well in Britain ;

and Mr. Hovey,

proceeding on the erroneous assumption that the

soil and climate which suit one variety i

all

must suit

ues from these exceptions that all Ameri-

an Apples and Pears ought to do here equally

well. True, he admits that there may be a few

varieties not just exactly suited for universal cul-

tivation, but 'he says "their number is too limited

to be taken into account, and we have not suffi-

cient evidence that they have ever been skilfully

cultivated to lay the fault to the variety rather

than to the treatment." We think the opinion

of every cultivator in Britain would be exactly

the opposite of that of Mr. Hovey on this point.

The whole of the experience of British fruit-

growers tends, we think, to show that even

'among Apples there is scarcely a single variety

that will succeed in every district. Referring

once more to the report of the London Apple

Congress, we find that even Lord Suftield, which

is wTthout doubt the most popular Apple in Bri-

tain, was only selected by 101 out of the 130

exhibitors who made out" lists of the varieties

best suited for cultivation, from which we are

bound to infer that twenty-nine of the exhibitors

had found this variety unsuitable for their locali-

ties. Now, although we have not the slightest

hope that we will ever be successful in growing

American Apples in Scotland, our case is not

thereby rendered so hopeless as Mr. Hovey seems

to ima"gine. We have a sutticient number of excel-

lent varieties ofApples really suited to our climate,

their only defect as compared with American

fruit being their want of colour, and even that

defect we hope in time to see overcome, as the

raisers of new fruits are beginning to under-

stand the prime importance of colour m all

fruits intended for market. Except in the most

lavourable localities we have certainly few really

CTood Pears which succeed as standards in Scot-

land ; but -n-ith careful culture good fruit can

always be had where there is a suitable wall, and
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we are not without }iopft that even amon;^' Pe^i-H

varieties may yet be raised whieh, while liai'dy

enough to succeed as standards in our climate,

will be a great improvement in point of quality

on the hardy sorts which we at present possess.

This is the direction in whicli we look for

improvement rather than to the indiscriminate
introduction of varieties from countries the

climatal conditions of which are so widely diffe-

rent from our own.

As regards the list of British Apples grown
by Sir. Hovey, it may have been fairly represen-
tative of British Ajiple culture forty yeai'S ago,

but even on this side of the Atlantic some little

progress has been made in that time, and many
of our now most popular Apples are in RIi-.

Hovey's list conspicuous liy their absence, so that
if Mr. Hovey judges the state of Apple culture
in Britain by the sorts which he himself grows,
his materials are quite inadequate for forming a
just opinion on the subject. Ap]iarently he has
never tried such sorts as Lord SuHield, Dumelow
or Wellington, "Warner's King, Hawthornden,
Cellini, Echlinville, Stirling Castle, Golden
Noble, Cox's Pomona, Mere de M6nage, Peas-
good's Nonsuch, Worcester Pearmain, &c., or the
newervarieties,such as Lane's Prince Albert, Lady
Henniker, &c., which are among the best and
most profitable Apples now grown in Britain.

Can it be that Mr. Hovey, displeased wilh the
result of his first trial of British Apples, has
entirely ignored those which have come into notice
during the last forty years ? He has evidently,
at all events, not procured any Pears of recent
British origin, or he would have heard of Beacon
and Fertility previous to the recent congress.
But the British Apples grown by Mr. Hovey are
not all superseded ; some of them are still highly
esteemed here, and Mr. Barron, to whose opinion
Mr. Hovey justly attaches great importance,
describes no fewer than seventeen of them as of
first rate quality in the descriptive list appended
to the report of the London Apple Congress.
This he did with the best of all evidence—the
specimens before him as his guide. Even the
Wormsley Pippin is well spoken of, and in the
selection by south of England exhibitors received
an equal number of votes with Early Harvest.
How is it, then, that Mr. Hovey has so signally
fiiiled in his attempt to grow that and other
varieties which here are found to be so .satisfac-

tory ? If we accept his own arguments as sound,
it cannot possibly be because his climate does not
suit them ; the only alternative is that his system
of culture must be at fault, and we would re-

spectfully ask him to changehis treatment before
indiscriminately condemning them.

DiCKSONS AND Co.
1, Waterloo Place, Edinhurgh.

AMERICAN BLACKBERRIES.
A KICK and well-drained clay soil is most favourable
to the Blackberry. On such a soil I have never
known some of the more hardy sorts to be injured by
the most intense cold, while I have seen them much
injured or killed on more sterile ground. This does
not accord with the belief of many who claim that a
rich soil causes a rank growth which is easily winter-
killed. Cultivation late in autumn should be avoided,
and the plants should be allowed to rest and mature
their wood. A deep and rich soil is necessary to the
production of large and luscious fruit. To prevent
the effects of drought, I regard a heavy mulch of
leaves or straw as better than cultivation. The best
wild Blackberries are always found near brush heaps
or rotten logs. In planting, the rows should be 7 feet
or S feet apart. The plan is should be •! feet apart in
the row, and I have found strong sucker plants to be
quite as satisfactory as those from root cuttings. I
recently pruned some rows of the Taylor kind from
tucker plants, transplanted sixteen months before;
they were generally 8J feet high, 3 feet across the top,

and presented the dense and compact appearance of a
well-kept hedge. For pruning such a line of plants
a grassdiook or sickle is best. To save time and
labour, it has often been my practice when planting
Blackljerries to plant Strawberries in rows with
them and in rows midway between them. Some
of my best Strawberries this season were from plants
set last year along with Blackberries. All Black-
berry plants, when 3 feet high, should have their ter-

minal buds nipped, to force them to throw out lateral

shoots. A severe nipping is often necessary to produce a
compact and sturdy growth capable of resisting strong
wind. The berries sliould not be picked until sweet,
nor oftener than twice a week if intended for a home
market, nor after being picked should they be ex-
posed to a burning sun, as such exposure will change
their colour from black to red and give them a bitter

flavour. But few varieties of Blackberry worthy of

general cultivation have yet been tested. The I^aw-
ton, introduced about twenty-nine years ago, was the
first generally cultivated. Kittatinny followed it,

and proved slightly hardier and of better flavour, but
very liable to rust, and not sutiiciently hardy to be
reliable in the west. Snyder, Taylor, and Wallace,
all originating in Indiana, and Stone, from Wisconsin,
have smce been introduced and found to be the only
sorts that can be profitably planted west of the Alle-
ghanies and north of the Ohio River. They are all

remarkably productive, vigorous, free from disease,
and of the most luscious flavour. Snyder is the first

to ripen, and its earliness is a strong point in its

favour; when grown on rich ground its berries are
above medium size. The berries of Taylor and Wal-
lace are larger than those of Snyder, and are hardly
equalled in their exquisite flavour by those of any
other variety, and I can think of no reason why they
should not prove profitable in the South.—G. Cowing,
in Transactions of the American Pomological Society.

CANKER IN FRUIT TREES.
I AM surprised to see it stated (p. 210) that Lindley
believed plants in perfect health never suffered
from the attacks of either insect or fungoid para-
sites. This, if correctly set forth, is so widely at
variance with my experience, that it is not easy
to understand how Lindley could have made such
a statement. It is next suggested that unsuitable
conditions of climate may be the cause of canker,
and for this there appears to be some rational
grounds. Some seasons, fruit trees prolong their
growth till late in autumn, and when such is the
case the wood never gets thoroughly hardened
and matured ; consequently, during hard frost the
cellular tissue of such wood gets' ruptured, thus
laying the foundation for canker. Trees growing
upon cold inhospitable subsoils, damp, boggy
ground rich in organic matter, dry gravel or
shingle, and calcareous soils of a loose, open, dry
texture, resting upon limestone rock, are always
badly aft'ected. Here we have such a complex
variety of soils and conditions, that one may
naturally ask how such a complicated mixture
could be the means of promoting one and the
same disease ; but the answer is not far to seek.
Trees growing upon loose calcareous soils and
clay marl are apt to suffer in early summer from
drought to such an extent that I have seen them
drop their fruit, and in order to prevent this I
have found a good soaking of liquid manure to be
the host remedy. Although trees growing upon
dry, warm soils are liable to suffer from early
sunmier drought, yet such trees often make rapid
growth after the occurrence of the midsummer
rains, and as the wood in many cases is but im-
perfectly ripened in autumn, the cellular tissue is
apt to get ruj)tured and cankered in a similar
manner to that of trees growing upon cold, im-
pervious and damp subsoils. Some of the worst
cases of canker I have ever seen occurred in trees
growing ui)on dry calcareous soils, and no ex-
perienced jdanter would ever think of planting an
orchard upon such soil. Those ^^•ho advocate'the
insect theory may be able to tell us how they
account for trees in such a jrasition being so badly
affected, while trees growing in the immediate
vicinity upon loam mixed with clay to attract
and retain moisture are comparatively sound.

Were insects the cause, one would stippose that
they would attack all the trees alike, I'egardless

of soil and conditions of food ; hut that this is not
the ease wc have abundant proof. ( Jood sound loam
not .apt to get too dry in smumer or to retain an
excess oi moisture fbii'ing winter, alluvial def>osits

and shallow planting ai-e the r;onditions most
favouralile for the i)roduction of healthy fruit

trees, and in cases where the soil had become ex-
hausted adre.ssing of wood ashes might be applied
with advantage. .1. B. Webstek.

Garden Flora.
PLATE 536.

BOMAREAS.
(with a plate of b. ocdlata.*)

The genus Bomarea is represented in gardens by
about a dozen handsome-flowered kinds, all of

which have sprung into existence as greenhouse
climbers within the last ten years, or since the

introduction of that grand species, B. Carderi,

which was distributed from Mr. Bull's nursery
in 1876. Most of the cultivated kinds have
been figured in the pages of The Garden, and

Bomarea Carderi.

their excellent qualities as greenhouse climbers
are frequently commented upon by various
writers in our columns. Along with the plate of

B. conferta (now named B. pafacocensis by the
Kew authorities) the handsomest of the Bomareas
were shortly described (see Vol. XXIII.

, p. 84),

and ill the preceding volume some of the unin-
troduced kinds that could be recommended
as garden plants. Since then the only addi-
tions to the genus are B. Kalbreyeri, a free-

flowering, quick -growing species from New
Grenada, the flowers ofwhich are in pendentumbels,
medium in size, and coloured orange and bright

yellow, and the following species, the flowers of

which are here very well represented.

B. ocuLATA.—It is hardly correct to speak of

this as a new plant when, according to Dean
Herbert, he had it growing in his garden at

Mitcham under the name of Alstro?meria oculnta,

and we have read somewhere that the plant was
known in England long before ^his time. Ac-

* Drawn in August from specimens sent by Mr. J-. Jackson,
Whitby, and grown by Mr. W. H. Williamson, Ruswarp.
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cording to Messrs. Ware, of Tottenham, this

species is hardy in their nursery, having stood

out of door.'i in "an open border for several years,

and flowered freely in June. In habit B. oculata

is similar to the majority of the species, the

shoots growing to a length of from 4 feet to 8 feet,

Bomarea oligantha (natural size).

and bearing apical bunches of crimson flowers,

which remain fresh for several weeks either on

the plant or when cut and placed in water. It

would not be safe to assume perfect hardiness in

this species, because of what has been stated by
Messrs. Ware, although probably in excep-

tionally well-slieltered situations in the south of

England it would thrive out of doors. In a cool

greenhouse, however, it proves quite at home,

and for training up pillars, along rafters, or even

upon trellises as a specimen plant, its habit,

quick growth, and free - flowering disposition

render it very useful.

B. MULTiFLOBA is another free flowering kind

of medium length of stem, graceful Lilium-like

foliage, and compact heads of flowers, which are

coloured rose and green on the three outer

segments, the three inner ones being pale green

with a few spots of rosy red. The form of the

flowers and useful character of the plant generally

are shown in the accompanying illustration.

There need be no doubts that the species will

flower freely under ordinary treatment, for even
weak shoots will, as a rule, develop a few flowers,

whilst on stout growths, i.e., of the thickness of

quills, the heads are full and well coloured.

Bomareas, it must be borne in mind, do not

branch if the points of their growths are picked

out, the stem, being analogous to that of a
Lilium, destined to bear only one flower-head as

soon as it attains its full length, and unable to

make good its growing point if this be removed.
The plants, however, send up shoots in plenty

from the rootstock ; these, as soon as they have
borne their flowers, may be cut away so as to

add vigour to the young growing ones.

B. OLIGANTHA, a flower-head of which is here-

with shown, is similar in habit and in other

characters to the last, but it will be seen by the

figures of the two that there is a difference in

the form of the flowers, the outer segments of

B. oligantha being narrow, meeting only at the

base, and much shorter than the

inner ones, whilst instead of being

spotted they are uniformly rose-red

in colour ; the colour of the inner

segments is bright yellow, spotted

with dark lirown. Although the

specific name signifies few-flowered,

this species lias proved one of the

most floriferous of all the cultivated

kinds, and we have known it at Kew
and elsewhere as certain to be in

flower all through the summer,
small plants bearing several fine

heads together. Its fruit is orna-

mental, and the stems should, there-

fore, be allowed to remain till after

the seeds have fallen away. The
capsule is IJ inches long, and when
ripe it splits open ; its divisions curl

back and expose the rows of bright

coral-coloured seeds, which are pretty

objects—indeed, almost as much so

as the flowers themselves.

B.Carderi may be referred to here,

as, although the plant is now one of

the best known greenhouse climbers,

its magnificence as seen in the true

form when well managed surpasses

very much the prevalent idea with

respect to its merits. The figure on
the previous page of a flower-head of

this species gives an idea only of

the habit of the plant, the size of a

head on a well-grown specimen

being as much as 3 feet wide, and
composed of about fifty flowers, such

as that shown on p. 262, which
is life size ; their colour is bright

shown in the cut being the product of a much
weaker shoot. The difference between the plant

here described and another species often sold as

this is apparent enough when the two are seen

together ; the inferior kind is B. .lacquesiana,

distinguished liy its long lanceolate leaves and a

rather narrow loose raceme of flower.^, which are

smaller and less brightly coloured than in B.

Carderi. We saw at Kew last year a flowering

specimen of what was there named B. Williamsiae,

but which was apparently only B. .lacquesiana,

or a variety of it.

Since the plate of B. conferta appeared in The
Garden the plant has proved a much larger

flowered and more beautiful climber, even than

it was there represented to be. We have seen

immense heads, composed of over fifty flowers, in

several gardens during the past two years, and it

is as well to note that the finest of these were the

result of growing the plant in a warm, sunny

greenhouse, instead of the cool treatment some-

times recommended. Those who have not seen

one of the beautiful heads of flowers produced

by this plant can form only a poor idea of its

magnificence from a description. Each flower is

about 2 inches long, tubular in form, not unlike

a Lapageria, and has a long stalk, so that a head

composed of fifty such flowers forms an immense

bouquet. Someone has stated that B. conferta

flowers all the year round ; this, however, must

be a mistake, as its flowering period is invariably

between December and March. We saw it only

recently from Glasnevin, and a plant in the suc-

culent house at Kew is now developing several

heads of bloom. There is one species, however,

which does flower almost all the year round,

namely, B. oligantha, which we have had in

bloom from May to November.
For their cultivation the Bomareas require a

liberal allowance of root-room, so that if grown

in pots large ones should be used, whilst if

planted out there should be ample surface-room

for the roots, as they like to grow horizontally.

A strong, loamy soil, with leaf-mould and brick-

Bomarea multiflora (natural size).

the outer segments with a few spots
I
rubble or coarse sand, should be used, and plenty

of water should be given when growth is deve-

loping, keeping the roots only moist whilst the

plants show a disposition to rest.

of brown near the tips, the inner segments

being greenish with spots and blotches of purple-

brown. Such heads as this are produced only on

shoots as thick as a man's little finger, and

12 feet to 15 feet in length, a head such as is

Two years ago, at Kew, several species

Bomarea were planted in a sunny border out of
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doors to test their hardiness, but they made very

weak f^rowth, and succumbed to the colil of the

lirst winter. The term hardiness for plants

that have not been thorouf;liIy tested ousht to

be used with a great deal more caution tlian is

sometimes the ease, hardiness in one garden

meaning, perhaps, that the garden is quite excep-

tional as regards protection, drainage, &c., so that

what succeeds out of doors there would fail in

an ordinary garden. Dean Herbert found this

out when he removed his collection of bulbous

and other plants from his garden at Mitcham to

Spoflfortli, losing many delicate rarities in the

latter place. Probably, it was on his experience

only at Mitcham that he based his assertion with

respect to Bomareas, of which he wi'ote :
" The

greater part of these beautil'ul plants are natives

of elevated situations, and dislike a high tempe-

rature. They will be found to thrive best out of

doors in this country in summer-time, and will

survive the winter if planted pretty deep in light

soil and covered with leaves in the cold season,

especially if anything be laid on to throw otf the

Full-sized flower of Bomarea Carderi.

wet." Has anyone had experience with Bomareas

such as would bear out this statement of the

dean's 1 B.

5467.—Moles.—Why .should anyone wish to kill

moles ? They are most useful creatures, and
really do far more good than harm. They live

entirely on grubs and worms ; it these were not

jilentiful the moles would not trouble one. Leather-

jackets, wireworms, and other grubs are in-

jurious ; and, if let alone, will injure turf very much
more than the moles can. Knock the mole-hills

to pieces and the Grass will not suffer in any way.

I am certain tliat it moles were not allowed to be

killed, gardens and fields would produce better

crops. If. instead of paying, as some persons do,

consideraljle sums to mole-catchers for killing

these useful animals the money was spent in

paying someone to protect the moles, it would be

far better sjient.—G. S. S.

Diseased Fuchsia (F. Wafislajr).—! have carefully

examined the Fuchsia leaves, and cannot say what has
caused them to go off. There are no insects on them, nor
can I find any traces of them even vfnder a mjcroscope.

—G. S. S.

NOTES.

A LATE SPRING.—Again to-day we have snow,

and yester night, the 13th inst., .several degrees of

frost, so that a late springtime is a foregone con-

clusion. Everything is later than usual, all

growth being held in check by the chilly north

and north-easterly winds. Old weather prophets

say a late spring portends a good fruit year, and

I iiope it may jirove true. Fruit buds are very

chary, even the Apricot and the Almond not as yet

Ijeing in bloom. Narcissus nanus is fully a month
later than usual in opening its flowers, and the same
's true of Scilla sibirica. Crocuses are the only

flowers that seem to scorn the weather. They
liave been locked tight in frozen snow morning
after morning, and yet as soon as the snow melts

near them thej- open their golden cups as bril-

liantly as if all was warm and sunny. Anemones
have "been quite ruined by the snow, but will

soon recover when we get more warmth. A dark

lilue form of A. apennina, from Greece, is now in

flower, whereas the common type is barely in full

leaf. One result of a late winter is that we get a

fine full flush of spring flowers when the warm
days come.

Impekati's S.vowdrop.—The Rev. F. Tymons
recently sent me the largest ilowers of this Snow-

drop I ever saw, the outer sepals being Ij inches

long, and of great breadth and substance. This

is, without doubt, the finest of all the Snowdrops,

and if a true stock could be obtained it would be

very valuable. Imported bulbs sold under this

name of late years have been abundant, Init not

true. Nothing can be more beautiful than this

variety as seen at its best, a sort of empress

among the Snowdrops, and to obtain a true stock

ought to be the aim of all who appreciate these

pearly blossoms. Who introduced this giant

Snowdrop ? Was it Mr. Atkins, or Mr. Wheeler,

or was it Messrs. Backhouse, of York I No words

could do justice to the immense buds sent me by

ilr. Tymons, and many besides myself would be

glad to know where roots of such a fine form

could be purchased. I suppose this form is far

from abundant in its native habitat, and even

there is doubtless variable, the finer forms being

tnixed with inferior ones, as is the case with

Galanthus Elwesi. The first roots, as found
_
by

Mr. Elwes, were of a fine large form, but the im-

porters evidently scraped up everything good and

bad together. 1 sometimes see G. Elwesi called the

largest of all the Snowdrops, but G. Imperati

carries off the palm.

Caladium esculentum.—For a central or

prominent position in a warm plant house but

few fine-foliaged plants can eclipse this tropical

esculent in the size and fresh greenness of its

leaves. It grows best planted out. A good

jilan is to build up a low mound of fresh tiu'fy

loam just as it is cut from the pasture, Grass

side downwards, and to plant a good sound tuber

of this plant on the top. It is a most rampant

grower, and likes repeated doses of rich food,

which is best supplied in the liquid form. A
plant here last year grew over 7 feet in height,

the largest leaves being 5 feet long by 4 feet

wide, and of a beautiful fresh green colour,

elegantly veined. AVhen in full growth it is

curious to see the exudation which takes place

irom a duct near the apex of the leaf during dull

weather. All the veins from the mid-rib anas-

tomose, or join each other as they approach the

margin of the leaf where their extreme tips are

connected with veins which run around the

margin of tlie lamina. On bright hot days all

excess of moisture is thrown off by transpiration

from the stomata, but on dull, chilly days, when
the stomata close wholly or in part, the natural

drainage system of these big leaves is brought

into use, and the result is very interesting to

observe. As a quick growing stove plant this

giant Caladium deserves notice.

Fragrant leaves.—Apart altogether from

sweet or beautiful blossoms, every garden should

be rich in fragrant leaves of many kinds. A
crushed Lemon leaf is most refreshing ; so also

the leaves of Eucalyptus citriodorus and those.

of the Allspice (Pimento) and Cinnamon. Out-

side in the garden the leaves of Lavender, Rose-

mary, and golden and silver-leaved Thyme should

always be plentiful, and in the greenhouse we
may have one or two sweet-leaved Diosmas, and

a host of sweet-leaved Pelargoniums and Aloysia

citriodora. The.se sweet smelling leaves are most

useful if mixed with suitable flowers, the most

distinct and piquant combinations being possible

in this way. I like the fresh balsamic odour of

the Blue Gum leaves, and, like Rosemary, they

exhale a pungent perfume when burned. Lemon
Grass is a great favourite in some hothouses at

home, just as it is in Indian gardens. Forced

Sweet Brier is not as yet a commodity purchas-

able in Covent Garden, I believe, but I saw some
in a posy the other d^y, and its delicate fragrance,

blended" with that of" Freesia refracta alba, was

quite indescribable. There is a world of delight

in the fragrant leafage as well as in the gay

blossoms of a garden.

A Japanese Orchid.—The Orchids of Japan

are not as a class very easy to grow, but this

beautiful Bletia hyacinthina is an exception. A
shallow pan bearing about a dozen spikes is

just now very pretty. It is nearly hardy
;
quite

so in Devon" whi-re the plant grows and flowers

annually, just like any other herbaceous plant.

Here, however, we dare not as yet trust it outside,

but grow it in a greenhouse, from whence it is

taken to a warmer temperature as soon as its

flower-spikes appear. It has spriading rhizomes

studded with swollen flattened bulbs, aud the

leaves are of a bright green colour, furrowed or

plaited like those of some Palms. The buds

and blossoms are of a rich purple-lake or

amethyst colour, and are very beautiful. The
plant "has been figured in The Garden, and is

so distinct as to merit a place wherever cool Or-

chids are appreciated. Speaking of Japanese

Orchids, has anj'one succeeded in blooming Cypri-

pediuni japonicum ? It is a most distinct plant,

with fan-like leaves, but so far I have quite failed

to get it established. What are the conditions

under which this plant luxuriates at home in

the far East ?

Beautiful Tulips. — Well-grown pots of

single Tulips are now very lovely, their petals

having a satin-like brightness, besides which

their soft grey leaves are almost as beautiful as

are the flowers. Just now the Tulip is quite

regaining its popularity as a fashionable flower,

and the quantity forced every spring for the

flower markets at Covent Garden and elsewhere

is simply enormous. Nearly all these early-

flowering Tulips are grown near Leyden, where

the soil and climate suit them better than

Hyacinths, these last being more generally met
with in the bulb fields around Haarlem. It is

curious that while hundreds of acres of early

Tidips are grown in Holland yearly, the late

blooming and hardier kinds are not nearly so

commonly met with. And yet while the early

kinds are" undoubtedly best suited for forcing in

pots, the tall growing "kinds are infinitely prefer-

able as open-air flowers, blooming as they do in

May and early in June. By planting them at

different times and in different exposures a long

successional blooming season may be secured.

The old florists had special days for planting,

one of their favourite dates being the 9th of

November, or Lord Mayor's Day. The mixed

"rogues," or seedling late Tulips, cost from thirty
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to forty shillings per thousand, and many of

them are beautiful as cut flowers.

The S[jlt.\n's Balsam (Impatiens Sultini) is

one of the brightest and mnst floriferous of all

recent introductions. It is the only stove plant

I know which is literally and truly "always in

flower." Even the tops of the shoots inserted in

a bed ot sand on bottom heat to root keep on

blooming without intermission. Little bushes in

5-inch pots are covered with its bright-red

flowers, and look very effective amongst Maiden-

hair Ferns, especially Adiantum farleyense,

with its lovely salmon-pink fronds among the

older and greener ones. The (inly drawljack to

the m(ire universal culture of this Balsam is the

heat question. It must have a warm temperature,

or its flower-buds fall, and the ]ilant puts on a

pallid and sickly appearance. Cuttings rooted in

2},-inch pots flower well, and if arranged along

with little pots of Isolepis, Panicum, or the small

green Pellsea muscosa nana, a prettier edging to

a plant stage can scarcely be imagined. For my
own part, I like small plants best, as the flowers

then appear larger than they do on enormous

bushes.

"Walking-stick trees.—Under this title I do

not intend to sjieak of the pruned Poplars of

Holland, which are often described as walking-

sticks, or as " hop-poles " by the tourist, but I wish

toalludetothetraditions attached to growing walk-

ing-sticks from the time of the rod of Aaron, which
" budded and brought forth almonds," until our

own time. Perhaps the most celebrated "walking-
stick tree" still represented is the Glastonbury
Thorn (Cratregus 0,\yacantha precox). The legend

of this is that Joseph ot Ariiiiathsea when he

landed in Britain brought with him a staff of a

Thorn tree. On his arrival at Glastonbury he
thrust it into the soil where it grew, and, for-

getting that our climate is later than its own, it

has ever since attempted to flower about

Christmas time instead of in May ! Dona Mar-
celina's Grape Vine (see p. 234) at Moaticelo, in

California, is another case in point, the original

slip having been cut as a horsewhip at the San
Antonio Mission. A very lucky adventure it

was, too, for Grape Vines bearing from two to

three tons of Grapes every year are not common,
even in Golden California. At Mentone there is

a tiadition that the Orange trees were introduced

by a visitor, who thrust his Orange stick into the

earth and forgot all about it ; and the same is

sud of the Slango in tropical lands, for, like

the story of Gelert, or the "Faithful Hound,"
this tiadition of the growing walking-sticks is

world-wide in its application. The pith of the

whole matter seems to be that so much organised

sap is stored up in naked branches of nearly all

trees, that if placed in the earth they are likely

to grow. The Bur-knot Apple, the Mulberry,
Alder, and Willow are well-known examples
amongst many others.

The Snow Glory.—Truly this plant is the
" Glory of the Snow" in our gardens this _year, its

ilowers having been covered several times, and
even now they are half hidden Ijy a wliite fleece

on this the 15th day of March. Chionodoxa
Lucilia> has been a favourite ever since Mr. Maw
was so lucky as to find it on the Nymph Dagh,
near Smyrna, now nearly ten years ago. Well
established, it is a most brilliant thing, slow of

increase, perhaps, but a really good distinct addi-

tion to the list of really beautiful hardy spring

flowers. It varies considerably in size and depth

of colouring, and in my opinion the darkest blue

forms are the most effective. So far as luxuriance

goes, our greatest success has been a stuut spike

about 9 inches in height, bearing elevtn flowers.

A light, rich, sandy soil and full exposure to

sunshine seem to suit this plant best, an4 for a

pocket in amongst mossy stones it is just the

thing. To show it off to advantage, one might

make rings or masses of the golden Stonecrop,

and in the centre of each mass plant a few bulbs

of this Chionodoxa and its ally, the Siberian

Squill ; or, better still, a good group of the

Snow Glory might be planted near to an irregular

mass of file Sedum for contrast. Like many
otlier spring flowers, it requires companionship.

Beautiful as it is in itself, it looks a little forlorn

alone on a bare border.

Lachenalias in baskets. — Beautiful a-

these Cape Imlbs ever are, no matter how well

grown, they seem to me to be more eftective in

wire baskets suspended from the roof of a sunny
greenhouse. As so grown their mottled leaves

hang gracefully, and the red-tipped spikes curve

upwards to the light in a very elegant way.

Last August we planted some bulbs in this way,

and they are now in flower. The curious fact

about these bulbs is that those which were

planted pointing downwards at various angles, so

as to grow out of the sides and bottom of the

basket, have flowered first by a week or so, the

last spikes to open their bells being those planted

on the to]i of the basket in the normal way.

The late Mr. Nelson w-as very fond of these

bulbs, and often regretted that they were not

more generally grown in gardens. He once told

me that they were largely grown at Aldborough
as window plants, and but few things could be

more suitable for .such a purpose, since the

foliage, even from its earliest appearance, is

beautiful alike in form, texture, and markings.

1 saw a spike of L. Nelsoni the other day bear-

ing seventeen of its beautiful apricot-coloured

bells. L. luteola, L. tricolor, L. quadricolor,

and L. pendula are other well-known kinds, all

beautiful as decorative plants when well grown,

and their beauty endures for a long time to boot.

BiLLBERGiA NUT.\NS.—Bromeliads generally are

most interesting, and many are strikingly beauti-

ful when in blossom, others possess the boldest

of foliage, liarred, marbled, or lined in the most
striking manner. Although not much appre-

ciated in our gai'dens generally, these plants are

valued more highly on the Continent, and the

late Professor Morren, of Liege, was well known
as the histriographer of the Order. One of the

most elegant of all the Billbergias is B. nutans,

which is now flowering freely. It is of an elegant

habit of growth, each spike being covered with
bright rosy bracts, the drooping Fuchsia-like

flowers being of a pale apple-green tint, each
segment being margined with deep blue. The
segments curl upwards in a pleasing way, and
the drooping anthers carry out the idea of a

Fuchsia flower, as above suggested. This plant
is so elegant in growth, so eas}' of propagation,

and flowers so freely, that it deserves a place

wherever plants out of the common are desired

in the warm greenhouse. Veronica.

The weather in Hunts—Never in my recol-

lection have I experienced such a trying winter as

the present. I have known it more severe, but not
to last so long. We have had frost here off and on
ever since tlie ] 4th November, when we had 8°. On
the 8th, 9th, and 10th December we had 10°, 12°,

14°. On the latter date we filled our icehouse, and
since then we have never really had the frost out of

the ground. Throu^'hout .Tanuary we had frost nearly

every niglit, the lowest being 14°. Coming to Feb-
ruary, on the 8th we registered 22°—our lowest.

On March 7th and Stii each night we registered 21)°,

and now there seems no signs of frost clearing up.

We are situated very low, beiug in the Feus. Our
herbaceous borders have been for some time covered
with snow. Roses, too, are feeling the effects of con-

tinued frost. A great many in the Kose garden

must be replenished. Nearly all our Broccoli will, I

fear, succumb, or be but of very little use. Cabbages
also are looking sadly. We are getting up young
plants in readiness to plant out as soon as we can see

some desired change in the weather. Brussels Sprouts

have done well, but are nearly over. I never ate any
so sweet and tender as they have been this winter.

Fruit trees look promising, especially Pears and
Plums. Birds require a deal of watching now, in

order to keep them off the fruit buds. I think, on
the whole, we may anticipate a good fruit year.

This morning (March 9) we registered 23° of frost.

—W. A. Cook, Huhne Wood Gardens.

Rose Garden.

FEBRUARY'S COLD AND THE ROSES.
The February just closed has been one of the
coldest on record, though we have had no ab-
normally severe frosts. It may almost be said to
have frozen every day and night for weeks, and
now and then we have had the ground re-

.s,andwiched over with fresh layers of frost or snow,
so that the aver.age temperature has been about
32° instead of 40°. The month has also been ab-
normally dry as well as cold; in fact, in recent
years February has lost all claim to its old title of

Februarj' till dyke or ditch, by becoming almost
the driest month in the year. March, so far, has
Iseeu really more like December than the most
boisterous month of the twelve. Instead of blow-
ing hard it has frozen sharp, the frosts playing a
sort ot short weather gamut ranging from 10° to
20'. Of course, this sort of weather, while it has
hit the Roses rather hard, has so far compelled
them to rest. Hence, there is even less signs of

growth among them than there was in December

;

in fact, the rest and dormancy are so complete as

to resemble in not a few instances the final sleep
of death rather than the sleep of winter with a good
many eyes open, to which most recent seasons
h£ive accustomed us. So far, so good ; but I fear

those who neglected to bracken or branch over their

Teas, if there are any such among the readers
of The CJarden, will find the frost bites far too

deep for their well-doing in the coming season.

Tea Roses are so useful in bouquet making, and
many of them so fragrant, that they are being
multiplied in all directions ; and hence any great
mortality among Teas will be heavily felt. And,
as Teas must increase, whichever other classes or
sections may decrease, it becomes the more im-
portant that they should be carefully cultivated
and properly protected in the autumn. As
tJ the former, a dry and somewhat elevated
site is of great importance. Cultivators like

Mr. G. Paul, of the Old Nurseries, Che-shunt, who
grows Teas on the flat, find that much is gained
in safety as well as vigour and superior bloom by
growing them on raised beds (i inches or 1 foot

aliove the surrounding level or alleys. But sloping
banks, whei-e they are available, are really the
most favourable sites for Teas, and these should
have a dry base and a western or south-eastern
rather than a .southern aspect. The latter is too

exciting in winter and too exhausting in summer
for Tea Roses, and early excitement mostly means
certain ruin to the first blooms of Teas in our
climate. Overhead protection of some sort is,

]ierhaps, of even more importance than the sites for

Teas. After trying all things there is nothing like

Bracken or the dried leaves of the common Brake.
It is light, speedily dries, and possesses a cold-

resisting or heat-husbanding power, hardly
matched by any other possible protector wdthin
reach of the rosarian. Its natural lightness, semi-

tlutfiness of texture, unchangeableness of form,

and indestructibility within the period when it is

needed render it equally efficient in keeping out
heat as in conserving it around the Rose shoots.

Thus early growth is prevented, and the power of

future growth in the branches is ]n-eserved. Having
found the best Tea Rose protector in Bracken, the
greatest and most difficult cultural art for the

rosarian is to know when to remove it, and how,
this year. The question of when, according to
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presfnt- symptoms, will hardly press until tlic

middle of Aiiril. As to the how, piecemeal is the

safest, as the nervous <,'entlenian, who divested

himself of his undei'tiannels a shred a day,

affirmed. When remonst rated wit haliout the wasti',

he declared he coidfl afford better to waste his

flannels than to pay doctor's bills and suffering

rheumatism from the adoption of any course that

involved a more sudden and violent change

than a shred a day. Possibly our Tea Roses,

could they speak, would indorse his opinion, and

it is certain that most of the rosarian's successes

among his Teas arise from his striking a happy
mean between coddling them too much or too

long and exposing them too suddenly and com-
pletely, that is, all at once. D. T. F.

MARECHAL NIEL ROSE FAILURES.
If it be true, and it is, that more may very often be

learned from records of failure than of success,

every rosarian must feel indebted to " W. I. M."
for the vivid account of his experience with this

charming Rose recorded in The Garden (p. '229).

This is so much in accordance with that of many
cultivators, as at once to excite their interest and
to command their approval. A remedy for what
in our ignoi-ance we may call the capriciousness of

our favovirite Rose is, however, most difficult to

find. For years I have been urging on the raisers of

Roses to ti-y and give us a Mar(^ehal Niel with all

its merits intact, without its weaknesses, one of

which at least —its tendency to strangulation

—

seems inherent or constitutional. Were this con-

fined to any particular stock, or always associated

with worked plants, the growth of the Mareehal

on its own roots would Furnish a short and sure

remedy for this fatal malady. So far as strangu-

lation may originate or be aggravated through
disparities of growth between scions and stocks,

the plan of fostering the growth of Brier shoots on

the stock between the scion and the ground, as

recommended by your correspondent, is a good

one. It is, however, more sound and successful

in theory than in practice, as the Mareehal Niel

Rose is such a gross feeder, that the top growth
puts the Brier shoots on short commons, and their

growth is more nominal than really efficient in

promoting the enlargement of the stem. As for

the latter keeping abreast in circumference with a

vigorous growing top of Mareehal Niel, it is simply

impossible. The two stocks that approximate to-

wards this in the remotest degree are Gloire de
Dijon and Gloire de Bordeaux, or Pink Glory, as it

is often called. But even these fail to keep pace

with rapid growths of the Mar(5chal. By working
the Mart^chal at the ground line on either of these

stocks or the Dog Rose, the evils of disparity

of their growth are prevented and strangula-

t'on, so far as it originates in this cause, would be

rendered impossible. But unfortunately, strangu-

lation, through the growth of huge wart-like

swellings, is by no means confined to this

cause. These occur on the main shoots or chief

branches, anywhere, without any apparent cau.se,

and grow out and on until they strangle the plant

or shoot by simply arresting the connection

between the part of the plant above and below
the excrescence. So far as my experience goes,

these strangulating excrescences are exclusively

confined to this Rose, and no scientific explana-

tion has yet been forthcoming of their cause ;

neither has any means of cure yet been discovered,

and I should be exceedingly interested and
obliged if the Rose-growing readers of The
Garden would record their experience in relation

to these strangulating warts that disfigure and
destroy so many Mareehal Niel plants up and
down the country, and which are so much more
prevalent indoors than out. As to the so-called

failures of " W. I. M.'s" small plants in pots that

flowered so freely once and failed to do much
afterwards, the free flowering in such a young
state seems almost sufficient explanation. No
Rose pile up or crowds in so much weight with its

blooms as the Mareehal Niel. If anyone doubts
this statement, let him scale a dozen blooms of

.sents to a great extent the expenditure of vital

force, and after toting up the gioss weight of

bloom no one can be greatly suqirised to find the

plants ]iartially or wholly exhausted. Rut as
" W. I. M." shows so well how rapidly this

tine Rose can be grown from cuttings into flower-

ing condition, his suggestion to treat these pre-

cocious blooming plants as annuals is .somid and
good, and likely to yield far more bloom within a

given space in a limited time than any amount of

coaxing and culture bestowed upon the resuscita-

tion of already exhausted plants. D. T. F.

Climbers for a cool conservatory. -In reply

to " Rydal Moimt," who is anxious to know of

some good climber for the walls of a cool con-

servatory with a northern aspect, let me advise

himto try Ficus repens to cover his wall, and if

he would like his house half filled with fine

glaucous green foliage, then let him plant

Boussingaultia baselloides, which will do for either

wall or pillar. He should then add for the sake

of its chaste and lovely white flowers a plant of

Solanum jasminoides, a charming cool-house

climbing .shrub.—W. H. CuLLiNGFORD, 7, Phil/i-

morp Gardevfi^ Kf-iifiington,

WORK DONE IN WEEK ENDING MARCH 16.

Maech 10 TO 16.

Though there has been no more snow the frost con-

tinues as intense as ever. The highest reading of the

thermometer in the shade during the week tonk place

on the 12th, being only 35°, and the lowest night tem-

perature 18°, or 14° of frost. The sun shone out bril-

liantly for about three hours on the 10th and r2th,

and cleared away the last of the snow, so that we
have been able to finish up our shrub-priming and to

make considerable progress in clearing up the atten-

dant litter in shrubberies and on roads, as also to get

a good part of our aonual Ivy clipping done on man-
sion, stables, offices, and other walls. Also pruned

another lot of Roses, between which are planted

auratum I^ilies, Hyacinths, Tulips, Narcissi, and as

all except Lilies were showing through the protecting

cocoa fibre, another thickness has bten spread over to

preserve them from injury by frost. Of course it will

he left on till after the flowering season, and should

the weather then prove dry it will be of equal value ia

respect of drought as it now is as a protector from frost.

Other outside work has been sifting a quantity of vege-

table or leaf soil for potting purposes, also sifting woiid

ashes, the fine ash being reserved for kitchen garden use

and the charcoal for potting purposes and for mixing

with soil for fruit tree borders, a quantity (tf which

is required for Peaches on walls soon as suitable

weather sets in. Of work in the houses there is

abundance, and having supplies of soil for potting in

the dry we have been able to pot Chrysanthemums
from small 2i-inch into 4-ineh and 5-inch sized pots,

according as the quantity of roots and strength of

the plants required. Potted off Carnations and a

few Bouvardias, and put in more cuttings of the

hitter ; put in a quantity of cuttings of Kleinia

repens and variegated Mesembryanthemum. We
plant them in boxes, .about 2| inches apart, this being

sufficient space till planting-out time ;
consequently

they give us no further labour except the moving
from one house or frame to another. I ought to add

thiit they strike most re,adily if stood over hot-water

pipes with the ends of the boxes resting on bricks.

Tied Melons to trellis. Since the advent of sunshine

the growth has greatly improved, and we find it

necessary to water the bed once a week, and always

use water a few degrees warmer than the tempera-

ture of the soil. Sowed Cucumbers and Chilies for

frame cultivation, and Tomatoes for outdoor growth.

Made a first sowing of Primulas and Cinerarias, and

sowed in boxes for planting out in the mixed flower

borders Phlox Drumniondi, Snapdragon, Pent-

stemons. Wallflowers and Sweet Williams. Cuttings

of several kinds of summer bedding plants are put in

as they can be produced. The variety, or rather species,

of plants we now use for this purpose is much greater

than was the case a few years since, and the increase

has mainly been in the direction of taller and hardier

species, so that the stiff, monotonous and gaudy effects

tion of what are called old-fashioned plants; .and, like

every other gardener, I confess to have been smitten

with their beauty, and am fast becoming fashionable,

if numbers and variety ho taken into the reckoning.

Still, having a geometrical garden to make extra gay

for the summer and autumn months, necefsity com-

pels us to stick to some of our summer bedders, par-

ticularly the bestPel.argoniums, Lobelias, .nnd Petunias,,

but as we use with these standard Fuchsias, Abuti-

lons, Mnrguerites, .and many graceful foliage plants,

we get .aljundant gaiety without undue formality, a

type of bi'dding-out that, if it dies .at all, will die

bard. Indeed, my belief is that it will never quite

succumb (ill there is a general remodelling or an

entire obliteration of formal terrace gardens. Thinned

fruit <m early Peach trees and pinched back to the

second joint from the base all shoots that were not

needed ifor furnishing the trellis. The border, being

an inside one, has had a good watering, the tempera-

ture of the w.ater being from 70° to 80°, and the strawy

mulching that was previously on the border was again

well pressed down to kee]) in both warmth and moisture.

Disbudded Vines of third vinery ; this border is also an

inside one, .and it has been givena drenching with water

at a temperature of from 80° to 00°, a thin layer of

fresh strawy litter being spread over the border

immediately after, which adds greatly to the neatness

and is cleanly for standing bedding and other plants

on. As yet there has been no chance to move Pines,

so as to give additional bottom heat ; we therefore

keep the temperature of pits at the lowest growing

temperature and water rather sparingly, but by

frequent examination take care that fruiters never

get re.ally dry. The recent sunshine has had a

marked eff'ect on Figs ; both fruit and leaves are push-

ing forth vigorously. We still syringe at closing-up

time only, and, as in the case of Vines, aUo\v the

temperature with sun-heat to go as high as it will so

long as 90° is not exceeded. Nearly all our Vine,

Peach, and Fist borders are inside, and therefore

independent of weather, and in a season like this the

advant.ages are immense, and where there are

abundant supplies of water and ready means of

applying the same, inside borders are preferable in

any season, if only for the reason that manurial help

(liquid manure) can be given at the time when it is

likely to be most beneficial to the crop, and this

obviously cannot be the case with outside borders,

which, as likely as not, may at that time be deluged

with rain. Grapes in bottles keep better than usual

;

they are examined once a week, and it is rarely we
have to cut out more than a dozen decayed berries

;

40° to 45° is the temperature we aim at maintaining

in the room, and as the walls are hollow, frost could

scarcely effect an entrance were it not heated by a

hot-water pipe, but by way of precaution in this

severe weather the heat is turned on for an hour each

eveninc. Except a few Bergamotte Esperen, good

dessert Pears are over, but we have a quantity of

stewing Pears in excellent preservation, the best

being Catilhac, Beurro Ranee, .and Bezi Mai.—Hants.

Mareehal Niel against the same number of any I are gradually disappearing; in fact, have got old

other variety. The weight of the blooms repre- 1 fashioned, and the new fashion now runs in the direc

FRUITS XTNDER GLASS.
Fios.

ALTHorcil the ice king still holds his own, the

earth is as hard as adamant where it is unpro-

tected by snow, and skating is the principal out-

door amusement—a most unusual pastime in this

temperate part of England in the middle of

March ; forcing gardeners have at last one ray

of hope, as the atmosphere is now clear and the

sun shines brightly every day. The glass, it is

true, sinks to some point in the teens every night,

and the north-east wind is piercing enough, but

still we have bright days, which enable us to I'un

up our houses for an hour or so after closing, and
the occupants already seem grateful. Figs, as all

fruit-growers know, never have too much sun and
light, even in our brightest summers, and yet

many of us close our first house in November or

early in December. Trees so st.arted this season

have passed through the first stage quite up to

the resting period without the aid of solar heat, and
yet they look well and show no signs of dropping,

but then night temperatures, through force of

circumstances, have ruled low, and after all that

has been said in favour of express speed, rest by
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terminating slightly above the rim, is then built

up round each pot, and the trees, as far as the

roots are concerned, are ready for starting in

November. All intervening spaces between the

turf-coated pots are filled in with fermenting

leaves, the roots are liberally supplied with hot

water at a temperature of 90°, and fresh root

action quickly follows. New roots from the crocks

as well as the rims speedily take hold of the new
turf, while constant turning and renovating jire-

vents them from running into the fermenting

material; but so soon as the fruit reaches the

completion of the first swelling, turning is discon-

tinued, when roots from the wigbound pots are
j

mulching and feedin

allowed to ramble at will. The feeding of such

trees is of course an important item, but pinching,

a terribly abused opei'ation, is quite unnecessary,

as every growth is short and furnished with a good
terminal bud.

SucceAiion hounes in which the trees are planted

out will now require regulating and clearing of

pot trees which may have been introduced for a

start. Where the orthodox method of training

the main shoots horizontally and cutting back

every alternate lateral growth for young wood

night is one of the prime pivots on which success-

ful culture in this country revolves. Hard, dry,

lire heat can of course be forced into any house,

but notwithstanding the fact that the Fig and

the Melon, through the ripening stage of their

growth, will stand a great deal more than would

be good for the Vine, they like a soft moisture-

laden atmosphere during the time they are

forming their wood and leaves and swelling their

fruit. Assuming, then, that trees in pot^, aided

by the assistance of a moist, steady bottom heat

from fermenting Oak leaves, have completed then-

first swelling, and are free from red spider, the

most imjiortant point in the daily details will be

a judicious use of the syringe and a steady supply

of diluted liquid a few degrees warmer than

the mean of the plunging bed. The Fig

being such a gross feeder, trees in well-drained

pots°will take a very large quantity of food

in this the best of all forms with impu-

nity; but once allow the roots to feel the

want of water, the chances are strongly in favour

of the most forward and, as a matter of course,

the most valuable fruits dropping from the trees

when tliey ought to be swelling for ripening.

Examine trees that were pot-

ted early in the autumn, and
if new roots are found work-
ing on tire surface apply large

pieces of light rich turf, grass

side downwards, and rough
lime rubble or old hair plas-

ter to draw them upwards
and renovate the now partially

decayed bed for the last

time. When these pieces of

turf are filled with hungry
feeders keep them constantly

moistened with warm liquid,

and encourage them to pass
over the rims of the pots into

the decaying leaves, where
they will find an endless sup-

ply of food, which will put
an end to danger from drop-
ping, and greatly improve
the size and delicious flavour

of the fruit when it is ri]5en-

ing. The temperature having
hitherto ranged low, a sudden
rise will not for the present
be advisable, but when we
have a thorough change and
the flowering process is com-
plete, a gradual advance to
05' or GS' by night and 75^ to

S0° tlirough the day will be
beneflcial. Pay particular at-

tention to syringing, now twice
a day, as spider is an invete

rate enemy, bathe the foliage

well above and below , drench
the dry-comers, and close in _ . _ , ,

time for the house to run up to 85' or 90° on bright , from which the second crop will be gathered is I
quire attention, but this is not a heavy business,

Flower-sprays of Aster elegans. See page 252.

thoroughly watered before they are excited into
growth, and the house may be well syringed once
a day for the present. Trees in cold houses and
cases, unless we have a great change in the
weather, must be kept as quiet as possible, other-

wise the keen, cutting north-east winds by day
and severe frosts every night may yet nip the em-
bryo fruit. As trees in these structures cannot
produce more than one crop annually, there is

still plenty of time, not only to rijien the fruit and
wood, but also to cut out superfluous branches and
train them for the summer. The secret of success
greatly depends upon annual root-pruning, liberal

and allowing wide spaces
for the foliage and fruit-bearing branches.

Plums and Cherries.

If not already thinned, the fruit in the house or
houses devoted to the culture of tliese channing
trees will soon be ready for undergoing that opera-
tion. It is not well to be in too great a hurry, as,

all the fruits do not set properly, but when the
trees have shed their petals and the house has
been well syringed, the difference between the per-

fect and the imperfect will be plainly perceptible.
If well watered before the buds
commence swelling, the bor-
ders should now be examined
with the view to their receiv-

ing a second supply, and if it

be thought necessary to mulch
any of the trees, the manure
or top-dressing may be applied
as a preliminary to the opera-
tion. It is not, however, a
good plan to give a copious
supply of water to any tree

immediately after the jietals

fall, as a check or a flush at
this critical stage is sometimes
injurious. Neither is it safe

to withhold water after the
borders approach the dry side

;

therefore the giving or with-
holding a moderate quantity
must be governed by existing
conditions, including the state
of the weather and the position
of the border. .Should the
nights continue cold and
frosty and days bright and
arid, syringe when the tempe-
rature touches 50", allow it to
rise with air to GO^ and re-

peat the operation when the
ventilators are closed on fine

afternoons. Damping the
walls and other surfaces on
dull cold days will suffice,

and 40' to 45" by night will

be quite high enough until we
have milder weather. Disbud-
ding or pinching will now re-^

sunny afternoons. Large trees that have become
too large and unwieldy to undergo annual potting,

even if that practice were ad\-i.sable, may now
have a good quantity of solid rotten manure
applied witli the turf and calcareous mulching, as

the short spur-like jiieces of wood which they
make are always thickly studded with fruit, a
sure sign tliat they are in the best possible condi-
tion for carrying good crops to maturity. Trees

followed, the shoots now carrying the first crop !
as, properly managed, Plums and Cherries do

must be pinched when they have made four or i do not make many gross shoots M'hen once fur-

five leaves. Stop or remove all side shoots, as

they cannot be expected to produce fruit if they
do not shade or crowd the main foliage, and lay in

at full length all terminal growths until they
reach the extremity of the trellis. If the trees are

trained on the fan principle, an abundance of
j

room for every shoot to grow freely on the exten- '

, ,

of this description, as I have often pointed out,
|

sion system is of importance, as they then produce 1 are detected. A sharp eye must, therefore, be
must be relieved by timely thinning as well as I as many Figs as leaves and become perpetual ' kept on the foliage, and as soon as closely folded

feeding, as the pots are literally crowded with ' bearers. Brown Turkey is one of the best varie- leaves appear daily ha,nd-picking is the only

coiling roots and hungry fibres. In such cases the ; ties for this mode of culture, as it is very prolific,
i

remedy. Red spider, owing to the maintenance of

mode of treatment which I have found most I and the system being so simple and free from all ! a low temperature, is not at this time trouble-

successful is as follows, and I have kept trees i pinching operations, the greatest novice can carry some. Green fly is easily destroyed by smoking,

9 feet in height in the same pots for several ' it out to perfection. All that is needed is plenty :
and black fly, if taken in time, can be annihilated

nished with plenty of spur wood. But what little

they do make, unless the shoots be leaders, must
be pinched when they have made four or five

leaves, and grubs, at the .same time, must be
keenly sought for. These destructive enemies, it

must be borne in mind, often sprini| suddenly into

activity, and do considerable mischief before they

years in succession. Each pot, perhaps "20 inches
j

of room for summer growth and cutting away old
in diameter, is placed on a turf-capped, dry , shoots when they reach the extremity of the
brick pedestal, built up from the bottom

|
trellis.

of the plunging pit; all external roots are cut off
|

Late hon.ie/i may now be shut up and .started

close to the drainage holes and rims as soon as the with sufficient fire-heat to maintain a minimum
leaves fall, and water is withheld until the end of

October. A narrow encircling wall of light, rich

turf, commencing at the top of the pedestal and

temperature of 50' to 55" with a rise of 10' by day.
If confined to internal borders, as the roots of

house trees should be, the borders must be

by dipping the points of the shoots in strong

tobacco water and syringing the following morning.

Pines.

The gf-neral potting and rearrangement of Pines,

like many other operations, have no doubt been
delayed by the inclement nature of the weather.

In modern places where heated potting sheds are
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attached to the stoves and the old-fashioned mode
of making one of the lights sniiice for a dooi- is

unknownTthe pottinijr of early t^ueens may have

been got through in February; but it is just

questionable if all disturbance of plants and beds,

unless the latter have become very C(Jd, has not

done more harm than good. Assuming, then, that

the bulk of the past month's operations are still in

arrear, and that the hints contained in the last

calendar, through force of circumstances, have not

yet been acted' upon, all I have to say is, have

everything prepared and in readiness foi use

when the favourable time does come. Fermenting

and plunging materials are sometimes greatly im-

proved by delay, which enables one to give them

an extra turn over, and certainly all potting com-

positions containing rich manures or highly con-

centrated artificial stimulants gain by lying in a

heap for some considerable time after the in-

gredients are thrown together. So far, time, we
may suppose, has not been lost, and as Pines are

not like soft, quick-growing plants which soon

become pot-bound, I am inclined to think those

who have exercised patience will yet be best off'.

As all may not have suffered so severely as we
have in this district, it is perhaps only right to say

early potted plants, hitherto kept dry, should noM-

be looked to, and if really necessary well watered,

not indiscriminately, but individually, either tho-

roughly or not at all, as dribbling or watering to

keep want away are two terrible evils in Pine

houses. Experienced growers can tell by feeling

the leaves in the dark when plants want water,

and so long as there exists a doubt their course is a

little extra atmospheric moisture to prevent waste

until the roots have taken hold of the compost.

The next point which must be held in view is the

newly-formed bed. Cold dull days may have

favoured a declining temperature, but a sudden

change to bright sunny weather and the a[)))lica-

tion of more water may produce an opposite effect,

which must be checked in time, otherwise serious

consequences may follow. On the other hand, tan

or leaves may have heated until they have become

t30 dry for the healthy growth of the roots of the

p'ants, and yet it may not be convenient to lift

them and turn the bed. Should this be the case,

a quantity may be turned off' into the paths, when
a thorough watering with hot water at a tempera-

tjre of 100° will most likely .set them right for the

p.-esent, and produce a soft genial moisture so

e jsential in all Pine stoves.

Fruilinij plants.—Examine newly started Queens

every week and see that they do not feel the want

of water. Although we have had very little sun,

the pots and plants having been kept in a high and

rither dry temperature, their now active roots will

tike liberal supplies whenever food in a liquid

form is needed. Water, it is well rmderstood,

should never be given unless Pines actually require

it, and then each plant should receive a sufficient

quantity to moisten the crock roots as well as the

surface. Mild stimulants, including soot and

guano water, or clarified liquid made from the

excrement of .sheep or stall-fed cattle, may be used

alternately, as plants, like animals, enjoy change

of diet. Mild and often is the great secret in the

application of stimulants to plants, and, I think.

1 may say to animals also. Damp all jiaths and

the surface of the bed occasionally, and ffU the

evaporating pans with similar liquid; but avoid

wetting the foliage either with this or jiure w ater

during the time the plants are in flowei. 'When

properly set, they may be lightly dewed over with

the syringe, and the temperature of the house may
range from 70' at night to 85° by day and 00" after

closing, with sunheat and plenty of moisture.

Sitcre.xnioiml plaiitx.—If the potting of these is

still in arrear no great harm has been done, as we
have not yet got clear of the winter. If the pots

are full of roots a little stimulating water will do

them no harm, as they must be kept in a moist

growing state to fit them for shifting. Keep
newly potted stock well up to the light and rather

close until new growth sets in, then gradually in-

crease the supply of air and moisture, but avoid

shading or coddling, as either of these modes of

treatment results in a weak spongy growth of

narrow elongated leaves from which the plants

never recover. \\ Coleman.
Easlnor Cantk, Ledbury.

Trees and Shrubs.

spreading and somewhat drooping branches
;

i'oliagi^ li,ght green and shining ; leaves acuminate

and sub-pungeut, very obscurely glandular, male

(lowers a line long, cones somewhat clustered near

tlieendsof thebrancbe3,balfan inch long, the scales

with a thin, acute, usually appressed nuicro, seeds

a little .shorter thaii the wings, which are three
'

lines long, distinct and slightly tinequal." The
'

GIANT ARBOR-VIT.E AND 'WHITE CEDAR.
' xhuja plicata of Doun, which is given as a mere

In spite of the host of articles in botanical and synonym of T. gigantea in the "Botany of Cali-

horticultural publications since the introduction Ibrnia," is not taken into account here, as lor aU

of these trees—two of the most remarkable and practical purposes it is abundantly distinct, and,

usel'ul evergreen Conifers wliicli have ever found indeed, is looked upon as possessing specihc rank

their way to ibis country—no little confusion • by Loudon, Parlatore, Koch Veitch, and others,

still exists in the minds of cultivators with regard Being a native of the same districts as the Ijiant

to both. Specimens from a large number of

;

correspondents having reached me either totally
I

wrongly named, or with the names transposed,
j

it is evident enough that in many quarters the

errors into which Gordon and some other writers

fell many years ago are still perpetuated ;
the

accompanying illustrations, however, together

with the descriptions herewith given, sliould

render matters clear on these points to all readers.

Whether or not either tree will ever assume

dimensions approaching those attained in its
i

native country, or become valuable as timber

trees under suitable conditions in Britain, the

two are certain to remain favourites for orna-

mental planting in the park and pleasure ground i

on account of their perfect hardiness, their glossy
|

bright green foliage, and their graceful and dis-

tinct habit.

Of the true Thujas only three species, accord-

ing to some authorities, are known to exist. One
is a native of the Atlantic States (T. occidentalis), A.rbor-vit^, seeds have, no doubt, been intro-

a second is peculiar to Japan (T. Standishi), and
j
[\m;ed and distributed under the name which, for

the third and most valuable is T. gigantea, from I arboricultural purposes, should only be applied

the north-west coa.st of the (Jnited States. A
large number of forms of each exist in gardens,

but in the present article only Thuja gigantea

JIale cone of Libocedrus deoirrens and detached scales,

iipper one showing stamens.

and its varieties will be further treated.

The Giant Arbor-vit^ (Thuja gigantea).'*

—

The Giant Arbor-vitse, or "Western Arbor-vitro."

as it is called in Professor C. S. Sargent's

' Catalogue of the Forest Trees of North America,"

was introduced to this country, in 1853, by
Messrs. Veitch, through their collector, William

Lobb, to whose energy and enterprise our gardens

are indebted for a large number of very beautiful

and useful plants. This fine tree, ac-

cording to the "Botany of California,"

is frequent in the Coast Ranges and
Cascade Mountains of Oregon, but

rather rare in California. It is said to

range from San Diego county to Sitka.

It resembles the Libocedrus a good deal,

so much so, in fact, that the two may
be easily confounded except when in

fruit. The smaller size, the less grace-

ful habit, the more conspicuously glan-

dular leaves, and the smaller cones, with

scarcely mucronate scales of the eastern

species, T. occidentalis, as well as the

brownish colour it assumes during

the winter months, are characters by

which it can be readily distinguished

from the western T. gigantea. The
following concise description is given

to the more rapid-growing and altogether more

stately and beautiful tree which is here figured.

Donn's Thuja plicata was first introduced to this

country in i 790 by Archibald Menzies, who ac-

com|ianied "Vancouver as surgeon and naturalist

in his voyage round the world ;
during the same

year and by the same naturalist, Araucaria imbri-

cata was also introduced. Through the kindness

of Mr. R. Lindsay, curator of the Royal Botanic

Gardens, Edinburgh, I have had fresh specimens

sent me of "five distinct forms of Thuja gigantea,

all of which were raised from seed sent to Edin-

Libocedrus decurrens mature cone and seed, embryo and section

of seed (magnified).

in the I
burgh by Jeffrey in 1851 while collecting for the

Botany of California'T" A tairgraceful tree! Oregon Association." Unfortunately, some of

(oftenl00feetto250feethighormore, and 3 feet these were not in fruit, but as far as one can

o 12 feet in diameter), narrowly pyramidal, with i judge from branches alone, two of them seem

-^ ^ e.\actly identical with the T. plicata, so widely
• Thuja gioantea.—Nuttull in "Journal of Philadelphia

Academy," vol. vii., 82; Sylva, vol. iii., 102, t. 3; New-
berry in " Explorations and Surveys for a Railroad Route

from the Wi.ssissippi River to the Pacific Ocean," vol. vi..

p 6fi, fig. 22 ; Watson, Gray, and Brewer's '

'
Botany of

California,'' vol. ii., p. 115; Veitch, "Manual of the

Coniferas."

Synonyms, T. Me,izicsi, Douglas; Carriire, " Traite General

des Coniferes," p. 100.

T. Lobbi and T. Craiyiaaa of gardens.

grown long before the introduction of what we

may look "upon as the true T. gigantea. The

description given of each of these two forms

by Mr. Lindsay appears to suit T. plicata (as

understood by Loudon, Koch, Veitch, and others)

much better than T. gigantea as here figured,

and as described in Veitch's Manual. No. 4
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was taken "from a tree 15 feet high and 12
|

feet in circumference of branches, and might pass

for a form of T. occideutalis." No. 5, "from

a bush (5 feet high and 12 feet in circum-

ference of branches, leaves brownish, resembles

No. 4, but closer set and altogether more com-
i

pact." I may here state that Ut. J. Smith, the

curator of the llnyal Gardens, Kew, who has for

many years j)aid a good deal of attention to cul-

tivated Conifene, agrees with me in excluding

the two Edinburgh plants from the Thuja gi^an-

tea, as understood bv nurserymen and tree plan-

ters, and in placing them under the T. plicata of

Donn. The otber specimens from Edinburgh

are only forms of what most growers look upon

as the 'true Giant Arbor-vitK ; their dimensions

are : No. 1, 32 feet high and 31 feet in circum-
,

ference of brandies ; No. 2, 24 feet high and

27 feet in circumference ; No. 3, 20 feet high and

30 feet in circumference. Mr. Smith tells me
that oil an estate to which he paid a visit some

time ago, where Ijoth T. plicata and T. gigantea

single specimen, or in rows or masses to form a

screen either to shut out unsightly objects or

to act as a shelter against rough wind?. It is

almost impartial as regards soil, and ncr tree bears

transplanting better ; it is also perfectly hardy.

A beautiful symmetrical specimen at Linton

Park, which in 1881 was 50 feet in height, is

tigured in Veitch's Manual.
According to Professor Sargent's catalogue, the

wood of the Giant Arbor-vitoe is light-coloureJ,

soft, easily worked, and moderately dur-

able ; it is used for shingles, and is often

sawn into boards, although these are

liable to split and waip when exposed

to the sun. In the museum (No. 1) at

Kew are several interesting specimens ;

among these are sections of the wood,

a stave, a hat, and a shawl made from

the fibrous bark, and mats also made
from the bark. These mats are used by

all the Indian tribes for sleeping on,

and for covering their legs in the

The White Cedar (Libocedrus decurrens).*

—

So far as is at present known the genus Liboce-

drus embraces eight species, of which a couple are

natives of Chili (both these are in cultivation),

two are from New Zealand (only one of these bas

as yet found its way to British gardens), and each

! of the following countries possess one : New
Caledonia, Japan, China, and California. All

are highly ornamental trees, but the most valu-

able is L. decurrens from the last-named country.

Twig of Libocedi-us decun-ena beai-ing seed cones.

were planted on a rather large scale tinder pre-
(

cisely similar conditions, the latter averaged

about 30 feet in height, whilst the former, the
;

same age and planted the same length of time,

was from 8 feet to 12 feet in height at the out-

side.
I

Apart from any possible value as a timber tree,
j

the Giant Arbor-vitse is one of the most useful I

of all Evergreens, as it is a rapid and graceful
j

grower, and is equally effective if planted as a I

canoes, &c. ; each tribe has a different pattern. Tlie

roots, too, are utilised, and "Hamana" native flsli-

hooks made from them are exhibited, with the

articles already mentioned, in museum No. 1.

A number of seedling forms or sports, varying a

good deal from the type, are in cultivation. The

names of most of these are sufficiently indicative

of their distinctive characters. Ainong the most

decided are atro-virens, erecta (fastigiata), glauca,

pumila, and variegata.

Twig of Libocedrus decurrens bearing cones of male flowers

;This was first introduced into this country by

I
the Oregon Botanical Association through their

collector, Jeffrey, who sent home seeds in 1853.

The committee of this association, not being

aware of the prior description of Nuttall, pub-

lished the species as Thuja Craigiana, the specific

name being given in honour of one of their num-
ber. Sir Wilfiam Gibson Craig, a gentleman cele-

brated for his zeal for and knowledge of arbori-

culture, and more especially of coniferous trees.

Anotlier element of confusion arose when Carriere,

erroneously supposing that this was the specie-i

described by Nuttall as Thuja gigantea, shelved

the name of Libocedrus decurrens, and gave it

the name of Thuja gigantea. A curious instance

of how names become changed or misplaced

even in botanical establishments is shown by the

fact that in the very birthplace, so to speak, of

Thuja Craigiana (which, as above stated, is a,

synonym of Libocedrus decurrens) that name is

now applied to the Giant Arbor-vitse (Thuja

gigantea;. Scarcely any other pair of trees has

been surrounded by more confusion than the

subjects of this article.

In its native country the AVhite Cedar (or

Bastard Cedar, as it is called in Dr. George

* Libocedrus delckrens.—Torrey, " Plants Fremontianse,
"

p. V, tab. a ; Watson, Gray .and Brewer in " Botany of

California," vol. ii., p. 115 ; Veitch," Manual of tLe Coni-

fera:."

Synonyms. L. fjigantm and Z. gtauca of gardens.

Thvja. CraUfiana, B.alfour in " Description of Coniferaj

Collected by Mr. Jeffrey " (not of gardens).

T. Shinncri of some gardens.

T. gigantea, Carriere, " Flore des Sorres," i.'c., 199, figs.

3—5.
Sei/dera decurrens, Koch, "Dendrologie," zweiter Theil,

zweite Abtlieilung, p. 177.
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Vasev's " Citalotnie nf the Forest Trees of the wei<fht the rent side of the ball with earth or

United States") is a tall tree (becoming 100 feet i

stones, or, better stdl, secure the bole with a rod

A^r^ ;„ i,,;,,l,t l,^^ frnni il fppt In of Wire or iron for a twelvemonth after it IS raised
to 150 feet or more m ''^.S^K^by lrom^4^teet^^to

|

^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^ fresh-made roots time to develop into

When these precautions are neglected•, feet in diameter), with scattered lax spreading
,

^^j^jf^^^^
branches and liright green leaves in two .lecuss:itej.j^^

first 'pale not seldom topples the tree over
at each joint, closely adnate excepting tUe

^^^^^^^^^ ^^^^ j,^^ j.^^j ,j^jg ^f j,j,^.,j 4,,^^^ j^ ^.^^.^^ ^;^^^
cithuut

pairs ;i ., ,

short acute tip, the lateral pair bein,

dands, and nearly covering the Uattened,

obscurely-pitted inner one. The acconipanying

illustrations render unnecessary a description of

the male flowers and cones. The distribution in

a wild state is from Oregon to San Diego, Cali-

fornia, in the Coast Ranges, and in the Sierra

the first. It is also a good plan to lighten the tops

of the trees somewhat when raised, for the dual
purpose of lessening the demands on the lacerated

roots and reducing the purchase-hold of the wind
upon the newly-raised tops.—I). T. F.

A FEW GOOD WALL SHRUBS.

s li"iit and stroll^', and makes excellent
, . -m *i a • *i ^ -n i

,-wo?k, boxes, &c. i;\ the museum (No. l)at;el""ber Iron, North America, that will succeed

re pieces of the timber, and also a large
' i" '^o'lf parts ot the kingdom

;
it bears trurapet-

Nevada un to 8500 leet or more elevation. The ....iNe\aui, 14 i-u V
„„,,,„„,.„„ „^.„„ll„„t BiSNoKiA RADICANS.—A free-growing deciduous

wood is light and strong, and makes excellent' ,, ., . . "., . °.,,

cabinet-

SoTo^rrpr'cFesenteir^.TsirJoridi'H^^ ,

'1"^'"^ oknge-coloured flowers and is a handsome

IsTT^fla group of voung treesSu the great and very distinct looking plant.

national park of North America, the Yoseinite Kebria (Corchorus) japonica.—The double-

Jud"in<T from the slow rate of growth flowered form of this plant is one of the oldest
;

too well known to require more saying about it

son with the red Cydonia for a wall. It will

thrive and flower jirofusely in any aspect, even
facing the north, where fewplants get their wood
rijiened sufliciently to enable tliem to bloom.

The length of time it continues in flower in the

early spring months is not the least of its merits.

It is also ucit ]iarticular as to soil or locality,

thiiving where many things not nearly its equal

can scarcely be coaxed to grow. Amongst the

difl'erent sorts now in cultivation the white and
the rose-coloured forms are beautiful plants, aa

also the variety Maulei.

EscALLONiA MACRANTHA, an evergreen plant

from Cliiloe, with led flowers, should find

a place in those parts of the kin^xdom where it can

bear the climate ; in cold localities it is liable to

be injured by frost. Its handsome glossy green
foliage is effective even when out of flower.

Jasmines.—The common white Jessamine is

Valley.

in this country, there seems no pro-

spect of the species assuming with us the

majestic aspect it possesses "at home."

The deep, bright green of the handsome

foliage, and the dense columnar habit

affected by all the .specimens I have

seen in England, impart to them a dis-

tinct and almost peculiar appearance.

It is quite hardy—according to Koch,

it withstands perfectly the intense cold

of the winters in North Germany. Re-

quiring but little space, it should And

a place even in the most select collec-

tions of hardy trees, on account of its

rich, deep green colour and very eft'ective

general aspect. Geo. Nicholson.

Royal Gardens, Kew.

Taxus brevifolia (T. adpressa).—

This plant did not originate in the ye.ar

1S3S, as stated at p. 2'21 ; as a matter of

fact, it was found in a bed of Thorn seed-

linfs in the Bache Nurseries of the late

F.* J. Dickson, in March, 1S28, by one

of their employes, James Barnes—no doubt

an accidental seedling which had germi-

nated two years previously ; so this would

make the date 1826, or exactly sixty years

ai'O. We have recently discussed the mat-

ter with an old friend who was at the

time employed in the Bache Nurseries, and

lie clearly recollects the finding of th« seed-

ling, working up of a small stock by the

propagator, Daniel White, by grafting upon

the Irish Yew, the subsequent unfortunate

mischance of selling the plants to the late

Jlr. Knight and his refusal to return them,

like%vise the annoyance of F. & J. Dickson

by the mishap. The name brevifolia was

given by F. & J. Dickson, and adpressa by

Mr. Knight, who, by-the-bj-, we believe,

had not at that time taken Mr. Perry

into partnership. We have frequently

sown seeds gathered from the plant, but
. , ,

they have invariably im.duced the common Fnglish and best known flowering shrubs.

Yew. This fact may simply illustrate the influence planted against the wall.

Fertile brauchlet ot Thuja gigantea (detached cones, natural size).

and is often

of the stoiik upon the scion, as the plants from

which the seed was gathered were grafted upon the

common English Yew.—James Dickson & Sons,

Sactoii Numerics, CkcsUr.

Raising: fallen trees.—There is little to be

added to the advice given by D. J. Yeo on this

subject in The Garden (p. 223) but the one ma-

terial addition that a jack is invaluable for st-art-

inf the trees from the serai-horizontal towards

the perpendicular line : and as the chief difficulty

is in the start, this is ot the utmost imijortance.

A jack a yard or so long, and with a rise of a foot

or even less, will set the heaviest tree in motion,

Ceanothcs.—The Mexican C. azureus is the

best known of the kinds ; it is a neat, but free-

growing, evergreen plant, with, as its name im-

plies, pale blue flowers. It and several others

are good wall plants ; amongst the best may be

than that it is deserving

if only for its agreeable perfume. The
winter-flowering J. nudiflorum is ano-

ther of the most useful plants that can

be grown on a wall ; its free-growing

disposition is such as to enable it to

thrive and bloom profusely in any
position and almost any locality ; it is

one of the few flowers that come in to

brighten up the dreary winter months.
Forstthias.—F. suspensa, a deci-

duous Jajjanese species, with handsome
yellow flowers, in appearance much like

those of the naked flowering Jasmine,

is another desirable winter bloomer
that is suitable for a wall, as when so

protected its flowers have a better chance
of opening than when grown in the

open ground ; it is a profuse bloomer.

F. viridissima, a deciduous Chinese
plant, that also has yellow flowers, pro-

duced in winter, is likewise useful lor a

wall.

Honeysuckles.—There are few more
appropriate plants for the wall of a

house than these. The Dutch varieties

give a succession of flowers, and on
that account are especially deserving of

cultivation. The evergreen kinds and
the scarlet trumpet are desirable plants.

The}' look best when let to scramble

about amongst other things, so as to

hang loosel}'.

PAS.SIFLORA dRULE.v—Tliis spccies

is of moderate growth and is a free

bloomer, with the interesting character

of the flowers common to the larger

species. It should have a sunny posi-

tion.

Wistaria (GLyciN£)siNENSis.—This
well-known Chinese plant is a beautiful

object when in bloom. It will succeed

on either a high or a low wall, as its branches

seem to be indiflerent whether they are trained

horizontally or in an upright direction. It has

a good eft'ect when trained on the top of a wall of

moderate height occupied by other plants ; in

such a position, either in or out of flower, it is

ettective. Although a free-growing plant, it does

named C, Arnoldi, C. dentatus, C. hvbridus much the best in good soil.
_

ca^ruleus, C. azureus albidus, and C. Gloire de Magnolias.—1 he Carohua species, M.grandi-

Versailles i

"O^a, and its variety exoniensis are the best lor

,,

'

T 1 i. a wall, which .should be of considerable height, so
Chimonanthus fragrans, a Japanese plant,

^^ to admit of the branches extending fairly.
with red and yellow flowers, and C. grandiflom,

, ^j^^^^ studded with their large beautiful white
a Chinese species with jellow flowers, are both

j,_^^,.^^ .^^ ^j^^ ^^^^. ^^ ^- ,^ j^^^^
worth a place, although being winter bloomers

leaves the plants have a noble appearance,
their flowers are sometimes cut oft by Irost.

, Aristolochia SiPHO.-This is one of a
and, once in motion, block and tackle, arranged ^^„^^., ^,,^ .,^^^^^^^^ „, ..

as recommended by your correspondent, will raise ^, ,^ , A f fl

'

Aristolochia hiPHO.-lhis is one ol a genus

the tree into its original position. A simple mode !

Cydonia (Pyrus) japonica.—Amongst flower-
,

of the most singular flowering plants in existence,

of keeping it safe after it is set up is to heavily ing subjects there are few that will bear compan-
; but in this species the flowers are not so conspi-
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cuous as in some of the tender kinds ; neverthe-

less, it is well -n-orth growing for the flowers, as

also for its large cordate leaves. It is a native of

North America.

VlBUKNUM PLICATUM.—For the time that this

plant is in bloom few things have such a telling

ell'ect, the shoots being literally borne down by

the weight of its large globular bunches of white

flowers. The deeply plaited leaves have a distinct

and pretty appearance. It is deciduous, and

comes from China.

PvKAOANTHA.— Amongst thc'l berry -bearing

plants adapted for wall cultivation the red-fruited

jevracanlha (Crat.-ega.s) holds a leading place.

AVhere well managed, so as to bear the full com-

plement of its bright-looking berries, it is a

beautiful object during the waiter months, and

through the' rest of the year, when not in fruit,

its healthv evergreen foliage has a fresh appear-

ance. The yellow-berried variety, though less

attractive, is worth growing.

CoTONEASTERS.—The natural habit of growth,

combined with the pretty evergreen foliage and

bright red berries borne by C. buxifolia and C.

microiihylla, adapt them for growing on low

walls where' plants that attain a large size would

be unsuitable. For using in this way few things

are so well fitted ; they will thrive almost any-

where. Both kinds are natives of Nepaul.

RuBUS (Bramble).—The American varieties

of Bramble have handsome foliage, and during

autumn, when the fruit is colouring and has

arrived at maturity, the plants have a pretty

appearance. They are free growers, and with a

little attention make good wall plants.

Amtelopsls (Virginian Creeper).—The hand-

some foliage of A. liederacea, green in sunmier

and changing to red in autumn, makes the plant

eft'ective so long as it carries its leaves. Its rapi-

dity of growth adapts it for covering a large space

in little time, on which account it is valuable.

A. Veitchi, a neater habited plant, that clings

fast to a wall or anything to which it has the

chance of attaching itself, is also a most desirable

subject ; it is a rapid grower ; in autumn the

foliage assumes au exceedingly bright red colour,

varying in intensity according to the particular

aspect it occupies. It has not the graceful ele-

gance of the older and yet more common species

previously named, but it is, nevertheless, a beau-

tiful plant.

EaoNYMUS.— Both the green-leaved and the

variegated varieties of Euonymus japonicus are

amongst the best of evergreen plants for covering

walls, which they furnish ettectuall}-, but they

will not bear the severest winters in many parts

of England, being sometimes injured even with

the protection which a wall aft'ords. The little

E. radicans albo-niarginatus forms a dense close

covering, requiring scarcely any training to keep
in order.

AzARA MiCROPHYLLA.—This is a very pretty

evergreen plant with small leaves, which clothe

the shoots densely. The branches are quite flat

and spreading, which naturally befits it for

covering walls, but it is somewhat tender, and
like all others of a doubtful nature should never
be planted where its absence would cause an un-
sightly blank, for it usually happens with plants

incapable of bearing a low temperature that they
go on for years if there happens to be an absence of

severe trust, alter which ad is undone in a single

night.

The plants noticed are not all that can be used

for covering walls, but they comprise the best

kinils, and will be found to present as much di-

versity in their general appearance as needful.

Even with the best selection it requires judgment

in planting, without which the desired appear-

ance will be wanting. In choosing plants to

clothe a wall there is often an impression that all

should be sulficiently uniform in growth to reach

the top, the result of which is that the space

when covered presents an objectionably even,

panel-like appearance ; whereas if some of the

kinds employed did not reach more than half

way up with those growing on the right and left

filling the space above, the effect would be nmch
better. But when plants that attain different

heights are thus asbociated, those which only

occupy the lower part of the wall should be ever-

green, as if the rever.se of this occurs the appear-

ance will be defective in the winter when the

deciduous kinds are devoid of leaves. Anything
in the way of even formality, by confining any
plant to a straight line where it meets those

adjoining it, should be guarded against. The
arrangement ought to be such as will admit of

something like a balance between the deciduous

kinds and the Evergreens—that is, they should be

planted alternately, not several Evergreens to-

gether and then alike number that are deciduous.

Oliviously if this occurs, unduly large spaces

will be bare in winter, whilst similar breadths of

the surface will be clothed with the Evergreens.

With the idea that the plants that are growing
on a house, or an ordinary wall, should look trim

and even, they are i'requently kept much too

close to admit of the freedom so desir.ible, either

by using the knife or keeping the shoots closely

pinned in to the wall; just the reverse of this

slKJuld be aimed at, allowing to each plant as

much liberty as consistent witih the necessity for

not letting the strong growers encroach on the

weaker ones. T. Baines.

Orchids.

SPRING NOTES ON ORCHIDS.

East Indian house.—We have not required blinds

yet, although fixed in position the second week in

this month. The sun may shine out with con-

siderable power at any moment, but while frosty

winds blow so keenly they may not be needed, and
but little air is neces.sary. When the sun is shining
directly on the glass, sprinkle the paths and side

stages witli water, otlierwise the sudden evapora-
tion from the leaves may be injurious. The
changeableness of March weather is proverbial.

In the early morning it may be cold, dull, and
cloudy ; there is, therefore, no alternative but to

push on the fires, only many inexperienced stokers

commit the grave error of filling the furnace as

full as it will hold with fuel, and by the time this

is in full blaze the sun shines forth, and the exces-

sive heat in the pipes may be injurious. It is

always best on these late spring mornings, when
the temperature is as low as it ought to be in the

houses, to make up a small, cjuick fire, which can
be damped up about 9 a.m., when it is seen that
the sun is likely to shine; if not, add a little more
fuel to maintain the temperature at least 5° higher
than the lowest night temperature. It is now
time that the deciduous Calanthes were potted ;

ours have been up till now under the stage in the

Cattleya house cjuite dry, but they show signs of

starting to grow ; we will, therefore, at once .shake

them out and repot them. The pots are nearly
half full of drainage: over this some loam with
the fibre shaken out of it is placed. The compost
we use is fibry loam, a little peat, a small portion
of dry, flaky manure, a sprinkling of coarse white
sand, and small bits of charcoal. Thunias are

potted at the same time, but for these we use
turfy peat instead of loam, and the late Mr. Joseph
Spyers, who grew them well, placed a layer of

turfy loam from which all the clayey particles had
been shaken over the drainage. They ought both
to be placed in a light corner of the warmest
house. The old stems of the Thunias must be
supported with sticks ; not one of the stems will

stand upriglit without support. Many Orchids
which grow in this house succeed best with
Sphagnum Moss growing freely over the surface,
liut, owing to the plants being kept rather dry
than otherwise during winter, the Moss has be-
come rather patchy—dead in some places, partly
so in others. It is best to remove this dead and
decaying material and replace it with fresh Sphag-
num ; but this season we find it very difticult to

get it good, and if not good it docs not answer
well.

As the season advances, it will be neces.sary to
pay considerable attention to the state of the
plants in case thrips may be present. If the
houses could be fumigated with impunity, it would
be easy enough to get rid of this troublesome
pest ; but many things sufi'er so much injury when
fumigated, that it is better to destroy the thrips
in some other way. Tobacco water will settle

them if it is applied, diluted with suiflcient rain
water. I also add about 2 ounces of soft soap to
each gallon of rain water. This kills thrips, green
fly, and red spider

;
possibly many other insect

pests lurking in tlie leaves and other crevices
would also fall victims to it.

One of the most noble Orchids at present in

flower in this house is the spring flowering variety
of AngrsBcum sesquipedale. It seems to be a better
variety than the old species which usually
gladdens our eyes with its ivory-white flowers at
Christmas-tide. I have inea.sured a flower, and
find it is 7 inches across from the tip of one petal
to another, and 6h inches the other way. We
have put our plants of Cattleya gigas and the
variety Sanderiana, also C. Warneri and C. aurea,
into the cool end, as it is also the lightest place
in this house. C. Warneri has made considerable
growth, and the others are also starting freely.

The right quantity of water to give these and
some other species of Cattleyas and Lajlias is not
known to many cultivators; but a sure guide is

the state of the roots, not so much the state of

growth. If the roots are inactive, but little water
will be required ; nor should it be given in driblets

;

but when the compost seems dry, give sufficient

water to soak the whole material to the bottom of

the drainage. I have allowed specimen Cattleyas
to remain three or four weeks without giving
tliem any water at the roots. Small plants must
not be allowed to remain long without water at
the roots, at least not to bo dried up. I am
alluding to those that require rather more heat
than the Mossia; type. It is now a good time to

repot specimens of Cypripedium Spicerianum, as
they are starting to grow. As this is a free-grow-
ing species, the plants sometimes require dividing,
and to do so they must be torn to pieces by the
hands, being careful, at the same time, to retain
on each portion as many roots as may be possible.

We use about half turfy loam and tirrfy peat in

the potting material. C. niveum may also be
potted now ; it likes a large proportion of loam in

tire potting soil ; nor must the jjlants be placed in

too deep ; if this is done, some of them will die off

at the neck, and the others will not do very well.

It is not necessary to maintain a higher tempe-
ra turo than 00° at night, with 5° or 10' higher by
day. Sun heat has raised the day temperature to
8.5', and when we can shut the house with thi.s

temperature in the afternoon it pleases us greatly.
Ilj'onl. J. Douglas.

Orchids at Kew.—We rarely visit Kew without
seeing a few at least of those out-of-the-cornmon
Orchids which are generally known by the name of

botanical curiosities, although son)e of thtni are only
considered such because their value as garden plants

has not been recognised. In keeping an eye on the
small and curious among Orchids as well as on the
more popular ones, Kew plays a part of greater im-
portance than at first would appear, and we should be
sorry to see such work neglected and mere display
encouraged. It is also observable at Kew that re-

cently much has been done to provide a show of the
popular every-day Orchids such as the connoisseur

woidd call very commonplace, but which to the unini-

tiated are full of interest and beauty. During the
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last month or so two houses have been gay with
flowering Rpccimens of such Orchids. At tlie present

time the following are in bloom, viz.: Odontoglossura
crispum, Pescatorei, S.anderianvim, glorlosum, Cer-
vanteai, <Er8teili inajus, and Rossi ; Dendrobinm
War(.lianum, cras.sinode, Pierardi, nobile, iiinbriatum

oculatum, aureuui, lute^)Iurn, and crcjiidatuni ; Cy-
jiri]iediuni concolor, Haynaldiaoiun, and others;

C'(clc)gyne crist.^ta, elata; Angrfccam citratum, Laelia

harpophylla, Phal;t:nopsis Stuartiana, Sanderiana, and
aniabilis. The above are mostly represented by well-

flowered plants, some of them exceptionally good.
To the botanieally inclined, the most notable of the
Orchids in flower arc Sarcochilus Hartmanni, Kria
Lindleyana, Dendrobinm Williamsoni, D. gracili-

caule, Slaxillaria porphyrostele, Gypripedium Schlinii,

Spiranthes speciosa, Ansellia africana, and other un-
common kinds. As we said before, Kew never has a
great show of Orchids, but always enough to give a

good idea of the family in its* various aspects, and this

is about as much as we can expect such a garden to do.—M. J. N.

Disa grandiflora.—We are informed by our
correspondent at Cape Town that a great stir has
bjen m."ide against the export of thi.s favourite Table
Mountain Orchid, Disa grandiHora; public meetings
have been held, and it is thought that an edict will

bo p.issed forbidding any further spoliatiim, lest the
plant should be exterminated.

—

Alex. Wallace.

Oncidium Phaleenopsis.—A specimen of this
charming little Orchid has been sent to us by Mr.
Moore, of Glasnevin, where it has been in flowrr
for some time. The variety differs from the type
in the flowers being of a much lighter colour. The
lip is about 1 inch across, pure white, freckled and
spotted around the centre with carmine. The upper
three sepals are blotched and barred with claret-

purple, and the crest is bright yellow. A prettier
Orchid is not in existence, and it could be wished
that it were less rare than it is.

Phalsenopsids at Henham.—Mr. Eden sends
us a photograph showing the interior of the Phala;-
napsis house in Lord Stradbroke's garden at Hen-
ham Hall. Enormous specimens of P. Scliilleriana
are shown, btaring long, widely branched spikes,
which fall gracefully about in all directions. The
plants are growing in suspended baskets, beneath
them being a general collection of stove plants, fine
foliaged and flowering. It is evident that Phalae-
nopsis culture is thoroughly understood at Henham.

MARKET GARDEN NOTES.
Tf{k iispect of the market gardens throughout this
di.strict (Hounslow), and especially those areas in
which vegetables only are produced, is a wretched
one

; indeed, green material of all kinds has been so
scarce, that with few exceptions prices have im-

^ polled rapid clearing, and anything really green
beyond a piece of autumn-planted Cabbage plants
is

^
rare. There were few breadths of Turnips

raised owing to the summer drought, and even
Spinach did so badly, that a decent breadth has
not been scon. Even where there were any of
these latter vegetables nearly all evidences of
their existencehavefadedaway,forcverythinggreen
has been cut and marketed, no matter how in-
diflferent in quality. A large grower remarked a
few days since that they had this year sent to
market stuff that in many previous years would
liave gone into the pig-stye. Misfortunes inci-
dental to the previous year's dryness might, how-
ever, have been borne could something be done
now to promote the crojiping of the soil, which so
long has remained comparatively unproductive.
But Jack Frost, at present at least, remains master
of the situation, and although it is hoped that he
is performing for both the soil and the cultivator
very useful service in pulverising and purifying
the ground, yet he so materially liinders work,
that it is most difficult to find for men any kind
of ernployment. Amidst the fruit trees and bushes
pi'uning has long been got through, the best shoots
put in as cuttings, and the refuse burnt. Ad-
vantage has also been taken to dress amidst the
bushes with long manure, but the putting of that
dressing on is very difficult whei-e that, too, is

not already accomplished. Of coui'se, the chief

labour now should be directed totheor)en ground,
whore all kinds of vegetable crops sliould be in

process of sowing and planting, but very little

progress has been made. In one large field near
ln^re a piece of hardy Peas sown in November, and
which camn through well and looked admirably
early in February, is now wrecked, jirobably only
lit to plough in. Other early sowings have so far

failed to show, and in many cases the seed is very
materially suffering. The best of seed when in

process of germination can hardly •withstand the

constant succession of .sharp frosts which liave

prevailed, and which have licen greatly helped in

the work of injury by snowfalls, or of intervals of

warmth-promoting thaws, which only left food
for activity for the frost at night. Not only do
market gardeners grieve over the difficulty in

being nnalsle to find employment for their men,
but they are concerned because cropping cannot
be proceeded with to any considerable extent, and
tliere is the expectant trouble that not only will

all ordinary crops be later than usual, and thus
produce a superabundance at one season, but it

will lie diffioilt to find the needful labour to crop
rapidly whenever the weather shall admit of its

being done.
In many directions Wallflowers and Violets, the

two staple market flowers of the early spring in

this locality, and often at this time of the year
providing work and something very profitable, if

not very bulky, for market, not only give no
bloom, but have severely suffered ; indeed, the
later series of frosts, coming after the plants have
been debilitated by long hard weather, have done
serious mischief to plants of all kinds not abso-
lutely hardy. The growers of cheap plants find

trade not merely bad, but almost impossible. In
ordinary seasons that form of trade would now
be very active ; but not only is it at a standstill

—

and here the unfortunate hawkers suffer also—but
plants are both late and seared, so that even with
an early change for the better, plants of these com-
mon hardy things would need some time to recu-
perate ere they could form decent .saleable stuff.

The continued frost is also causing fruit growers
considerable anxiety for their Gooseberry bushes,
as the birds have long been hard driven and find
little food. Whilst the winter has not been so
severe as to cause mortality amongst the birds, it

has kept them short of food, and their natural
supplies are being rapidly exhausted ; hence there
is fear that the buds of the bush fruits may suffer.

SowTN(!S OF SOOT are therefore employed with
good effect, but these would be more effectual
could some little moisture be found to induce it to
attach itself to the bushes. The chief hopes of

the market grower lie in the belief that, in the first

place, the season will be a fruitful one, not only in

relation to fruits, but also in the ])roduce of the
soil, and also that a hard winter, if it means a late

spring, will also be succeeded by a genial one.
In one respect market growers seem to lack ordi-

nary foresight in making such poor provision for
the employment of their hands during the winter.
Some few of the best men are always employed,
but those labourers who know their employment
is very uncertain and may be terminated at any
moment can hardly be expected to show that re-

gard for their employers' interests that permanent
hands would. If, therefore, employers would ar-

range for a big job of trenching of vacant soil

every winter, by dressing the surface with long
manure, or indeed any vegetable refuse that might
be buried, but for the time would serve to exclude
frost, they would not only in this way find work
for their men, Init would, because of the vastly
improved cultivation of the soil, reap a rich reward
in improved crops for several years to follow.
There is hardly any greater need in field market
gardening than deeper working of the soil.

A. D.

Grand National Dahlia Show, 1886.—The
arrangements in connection with tlie Grand National
show of Dahlias, to be lield on .September 3 and 4 at

the Crystal Palace, have now been completed. The
prize schedule has been printed and circulated

amongst the former subscribers and exhibitors, the
same well-known and trusty florists have been selected

to award the prizes, and the same executive com-
mittee has been appointed as a substantial aid to the

honorary secretary. In regard to finances, the show
cannot be thoroughly successful unless liberally sup-

ported by growers and admirers of the ]>ahlia, who
will therefore, we trust, keep the officials busily occu-

pied in sending out receipts for their donations.

Those, also, who believe in the beneficial influence o£

flower shows m.ay well lend a helping hand. Contri-

butions should lie sent to the honorary secretary and
treasurer, Mr. Thomas M<iore, Botanic Gardens,
Chelsea, S.W., who will gladly acknowledge them.
We may add to the foregoing that the second of the

Dahlia competitions f<ir the poisession of the Turner
Memorial Prize Cup will take place at the Crystal

Palace on the occasion of this show, and will greatly

increase the interest with which it can be watched by
those who are admirers of this noble autumn flower.

The average temperature for February of

the current year is 5* lower than it has been during
the past century, and that for March is, so far, ex-

pected to show a still lower average. But not only
in Europe has the weather been severe, for even in

the Tropics the cold season has been more true to

name than is generally the case. Calcutta is by no
means noted for its chilly temperature, and yet a
thermcimeter placed in an exposed northerly position

registered as low as 3C^, the lowest t^^mperature ever

heard of in or near that place. In Florida the
Oranges, Lemons, and Bananas have not had a good
time, the fruit, and in some cases even the trees

themselves, having been destroyed. Even in the
West Indies they have had something like a real

Christmas at la-t, old top coats being at a premium,
and even jokes about snow on the hills were not
laughed at as an absolute impossibility. In the days
of Clu-ius the weather in France was so severe, that
wine was siild in lumps by weight, and in the year
1700 in England the thermometer fell to 31" below
zero, and one is not surprised to read that " all

garden plants were destroyed," since even the bells

in the churches were cracked or broken into frag-

ments on being rung ! Our present winter is unique
in its coldness apart from actual frost. During 1860
and 18S0, for ex tmple, we had very severe frosts;

but this year's cold is due rather to a long-continued
depression from say August to March rather than to

extreme depressions below freezing point. The occur-

rence of these world-wide cycles of cold do not appear
to be easy of explanation.— F. W. B.

We learn from M. Louis Kropatsoh that M. Fran-
cols Anto[NE, director of the Imperiil Gardens at
Vienna, died on the llth inst. His high reputation
as a cultivator, botanist, and artist is well known.

QWESTIOyS.
6472.—Size of kitchen and fruu arden.— I am

.inxious til know what qiuiutity of ground is required to
give a full supply to a gentlftraan's house of fourteen
licrsdns (adults) nf vegetalJles (includiiig Potatoes), bush
fruits, such as Gooseberries, Currants, Raspberries, wall
and other fruit trees. Al»o what number of men would Ijo
required to keep such a garden in good cultivation.—G. C.

5473.

—

Books.— I should be obliged if any reader of Tni:
Garden wuidd furnish me with the names of some books of
an oxtrciiiely elflneutary character on gardening, forestry,
and on rural cookery, explaining the use of vegetables. The
object in view is to form a list suitable for a library anywhere
in the Highlands of Scotland. The dilficulty is to meet with
l>ook8 simple enough to suit people who hate trees, because
they interfere with the practice of cutting coarse hill Grass
with a reaping book ; who have sn intense contempt for
tiowers and shrubs ; and whose only use of vegetables, other
than Totatocs, is to put into broth, gi-cen Peas being used for
no other piujiose, to say nothing of " kail."—M. C. E.

LATE XOTES.
Names r f plants- —.'^. ('.—S.alviaGrahami. ir. M. N.

—Narcissus Pseudo-iiarcissua Honsefieldi. Si'bscrtbt^r.—
],

Acacia armata ; 2, Agathiea cielestis ; 3, Ophiopngou Jabnran
Viiriegatum : 4, Asplenium laserpitifoliuni. If. M. P —
" Fairy flower " appears to be the seeds of one nf th-: species
of Asclcpias, common in Nor h America G. 6'. — i^rju-
themum ciiuiabarinum, Begonia incarnata.

Name of fruit.— £;Vat7iL»-;ie.—Sam's Crab Apple.

BOOKS inOCEIVED.
" Bees and Bee Keeping, Scientific and Practical." Vol. I.

By Frank Cheshire, F.L.S. Upcott Gill, 170, Strand.
"Christy's Guide to Poultry Rearing." Christy and Co.,

Fenchurch Street, E.G.
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Woods & forests.
THINNING OAK WOODS.

A FEW words upon this subject just now will not

be unprofitable, as during this and the next

month whatever trees are intended for felling

this season must be marked. Where the woods
are free of undergrowth this marking of course

can be carried on at any time during the winter,

but as in most cases the underwood is an impor-

tant factor, this must be cleared, or at any rate cut

down liefore any progress can be made with
marking for thinning the trees.

DisrosiNG OF THE UNDERWOOD being the

first step towards thinning the timber trees, it

will be best to speak of it at once. So far as

this season is concerned, it is now too late to

enter upon anything beyond cutting out small

coverts, but as the subject cannot well be dealt

with jiieceineal, we will speak of it as shortly as

is consistent with its importance.

On all estates where the area is sufficient, it

is the practice to apportion certain sections to be

dealt with annually. The length of time to

which underwood is alhiwed to grow varies from
ten to fil'te.n years. This period for woik of

this nature cannot be fixed with mathematical
accuracy, but as a rule the aim should be to

allot the woods into ten or a dozen sections, one
of these to be dealt with annually. Work in the

department of the underwood should be com-
menced as early as is practicable in the winter,

as weather and other contingencies will be sure

to lengthen the time further than could be seen

at the outlet. The way in which the wood can
best be disposed of will depend to a great extent
upon the facilities existing. In some cases it

may pay the owner to employ men to cut the

wood ; in others it will be better to sell to the

merchant at per acre, in passing it may be well

to say that where men are not regularly kept for

the work it generally turns out that the owner
lares better in making the best bargain possible

with the dealer. The reason of this is obvious
enough. The owner, in the absence of regular

men, often has to employ chance hands, who
do the work more or less inefficiently, and
get a higher wage for doing it. In addition to

this the estate owner often does not know the

best market. Against these drawbacks there is

the saving of the wood-dealer's profit. When
balanced, as it has been said, it mostly turns out
th.at this had better be sacrificed at the outset.

When this . .. ^me whatever sum per acre is

agreed upon is nett return.

Different kind.s of underwood require to

he dealt with in dill'erent ways. What has been
spoken of hitherto is such as can be worked up
into hoop wood. Hop poles, stakes for garden
use, &c. This would be Ash, Alder, Hazel, and
the like. For these things a special trade exists.

In some woods, liowever, the undergrowth is

very rough, ami unfitted for little beyond the

lire. Where this is so, the owner will get but
little for his wood, and it will answer his pur-
pose to get it cut and made into fagots himself
As well as there being this ditt'erence in the
kinds of wood there is much difference in

various parts of the country in the purposes for

which it is employed. In Sussex, for instance, al-

most everything is worked upon the spot where
it grows, i.e., into Hop poles, hoop wood, &c. In
some parts of Wilts and Gloucestershire little of

this is done, and the bulk of the larger growth is

carried to the bobbin mills.

After the wood has been cut the condition
of the trees anil their position in respect to each
other can be seen. As this opportunity occurs
only once in ten years, or, in other words, at the

close of the season when the underwood is felled,

it is the .ti'nc qua non of the whole business that

this opportunity be made the most of for mark-
ing out such trees as should be removed. To do
this thoroughly and well requires a good deal of

discrimination. Of this class of thinning the

Oak wood is the type. As is well known, when
it has to lie barked, the Oak is a tree which
does not need to be felled before the end of

April or the beginning of May. This gives the

intervening time to the underwood dealer to re-

move his wood.

In most. Oak woods there is a proportion of

Asb. When this grows upon stools it goes with

the underwood in the form of poles, but when it

rises as a sapling it is left to grow on into timber.

This is so far as the underwood cutter is con-

cerned, but when the question of thinning the

timber is considered, a decision as to whether it

is to be allowed to remain on for another ten

years must be come to. In marking for thinning

Oak and Ash has both to be dealt with togetlier,

as the liearing which one tree in a wood has

upon another is must important. Although,

however, both are marked at the same time, the

period for felling will be quite difl'erent.

Ash trees in an Oak wood which have
been marked for felling should be cut out at

once before the sap begins to ascend, as the small

inconvenience of going twice over the ground is

nothing compared to the advantage of having the

wood felled in its proper season. One thing

wdiich must be always borne in mind when Ash
is being nu^rked in a wood of this kind is the

fact that for another ten years no other cutting

can be made. In the life of an Oak, ten years is

not, in a general way, a matter of great import

;

but with the Ash it is otherwise. From its

nature and the use to which it is in most cases

put, it will lie best to err on the safe side ; and if

there is any doubt as to whether an Ash tree can,

or cannot, be left with propriety for another

decade, it will be, on the whole, wise to mark it

for felling now.

Marking out the Oaks, where there are no
other trees, can be continued through this and
next month, or indeed up to the conrmencement
of the barking season, but it should not be left to

be done in a rush. In this operation, although

the uniform distribution of the crop should lie

the aim of the marker, absolute evenness must
sometimes be dispensed with to save a greater

evil. One great point in making selection of the

trees to be cut is to relieve any tendency to over-

crowding. This is not always governed b)' the

closeness of the steins of the trees to each othei'.

It is not unusual to find trees which do not stand

more than a yard apart, but which are, neverthe-

less, not crowded. It is very common to find

trees at 3 yards or 4 yards apart which are badly
crowded. In determining which trees shall stand

and which shall be felled, there is therefore much
to lie thought of beyond the mere distance from
each other.

Trees damaged in stem or branch should,

unless there are other considerations outweighing
the adoption of the rule, be marked for felling

even if their being cut should leave a partial

blank, as no good will come of leaving a tree

which is obviously making no progress. One of

the hardest things to do in thinning Oak timber
in woods is to deal with a firm hand with young
trees when in vigorous growth. The temptation
is always strong to leave what for other reasons

should be removed.

The manner of felling will in most cases be
by the saw—the axe only being used when the

trees are very small. The way in which pay-
ment is made for felling is very various. In

certain districts it is the custom to pay the work-
men a price per load of .50 cubic feet for cutting.

In other places a sum per tree is given based upon
the average size. A further price per cord is

paid for cutting out the logs for firewood, and a
price per hundred for fagots. This may be done
by the vendor, who, of course, retains the cord
and fagot wood ; or an arrangement may be
made with the purchaser to take this to pay the
cost of the felling. In other cases a lower price

per foot for the timber is accepted, the j)urchaser

paying the cost of felling and the vendor retain-

ing the cord and fagot wood.

Barking the Oak is a business which .some

few years ago was a remunerative one, but now
the return from the bark does not greatly exceed
the cost of its removal from the tree and to

the market. Oak bark, however, if harvested
in the same condition does not always possess
the same value, and it does not follow that the
bark from the most valuable timber tree is the

most u.seful. As a general rule, the rever.se is

true, as cop])ice bark, or that which comes from
]ioles or small trees, is more highly valued than
that which is taken from large timber trees.

The general principle of the survival of the
fittest is applicable to the thinning of Oak woods,
and crooked and deformed trees should, where
possible, be condemned. The actual distance

apart at which trees should be left will depend
to a considerable degree upon the character and
condition of the underwood. Where there is a
good growth and of useful kinds of woods, and
moreover in a district where it will command a
fair price, more S]iace should be given it. Where
it is rough and of little value, and the timber is

likely to become the more profitable crop, so

much consideration need not be given it.

Wiltshire Forester.

WOOD-PAVED ROADS AND PATHS.
It would almost seem that those who advocate

the use of wood for roads and paths about ordi-

nary dwellings in preference to the gravel,

macadam, or ballast that has hitherto been em-
ployed had forgotten how quickly wood perishes

when in contact with a damp surface, as compared
with the non-perishable nature of the materials

it is projio-ed to supplant, and which, were it not
for the wear they are subjected to, would be as

good at the end of a dozen generations as they
were when first put down. I can instance a case

or two that will give some idea of the non-lasting

nature of such work. Some time back at a place

where I had to make some alterations there was
a large Weeping Ash that was converted into an
arbour by fixing a light iron framework around
within the branches ; to this they were secured so

.as to bring their ends down to the ground ; a

circular rustic .seat was fixed inside. With a

view to being dry under-foot and to preserve the

rustic appearance of the whole, the owner would
have the floor paved with wood in the way sug-

gested by " Wilts." Elm blocks about 8 inches

thick were used ; the soil was dry and .sandy, and,

in addition, the blocks were laid on 3 inches of

coal ashes. When completed, the floor had a

nice appearance and looked as if it would last for

a considerable time, but in half-a-dozen j-ears it

was so far rotten that it had to be removed. So
far as regards any wear that it was subjected to,

it might be set down as nothing, for in such a

place there was only the feet of those who used

it, which, needless to say, would have no appre-

ciable eftect in wearing the floor. It might be

urged that there was no concrete underneath the

floor in question that would prevent the moisture

rising in the way suggested by "Wilts," but if

there had been, it obviously would have made
little ditt'erence unless there had been a roof over-
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hcail to have kept the rain olT. In another

phu-e that came under my notice where a

cleaiance had been made of a hirge orchard,

a walk leading fioni tlie dwelling to a con-

servatory at S(jme distance away was paved

with blocks made of the trunks of the old

Apple trees ; this did not last so long as

the floor of the arbour before it was so far

decayed, that anyone walking on it was in

danger of putting' their ankles out. Wood cut

in sliort lengths absorbs the wet from above, even

if it is laid on material that does not admit of

moisture rising from below, to an extent that

does not allow of its lasting. Where concrete

is laicl underneath wood paving tliat has to

carry considerable weight, it recpiires to be all

hut thick enough so bear the weight even if the

paving was absent, oiherwise tlie blocks will

lireak through it, and the cost of such con-

crete would be more than double that of a road

made of ordinary materials.

The wood paving now in use in the large

towns is the most costly of all materials for

roadways that have ever" been introduced. In

the leading thoroughfares in London it lasts

little, if any, more than eighteen months,

although doubtless the work is done as well

as it is possible to do it, resting as it does

on a bed of concrete thick enough, one wouhl

think, to almost carry a railway engine. It

is not likely that a private road would have

to bear as much heavy traffic in several years as

any of the principal streets in London are sub-

jected to every twenty-four hours. If there was

no other cause at work to effect the destruction

of wood pavement except the traffic that ]3asses

over it, then it might do to use wood for private

roads. But, as already intimated, if a road so

constructed was wholly unused, the perishable

nature of wood under such conditions is such

that a few years' time would efl'ect its destruc-

tion. There'is abundant evidence to show that

under water, buried in the ground, or quite dry,

many kinds of wood will last for an indefinite

time", but between wind and water, in the way
that wood )iaving in the open air necessarily

must be, its endurance is short. No doubt if

heart of Oak or Pitch Pine was used, they would

last considerably longer, Init cost and the objec-

tion attached to these, in common with other

kinds of wood, make their use for the purpose

out of the question.

There is another thing connected with wood-

paved roads that it is necessary not to lose sight

of ; no more frost than sufficient to congeal the

surface of the groimd renders wood-pavement

all but impassable for horses that have any

weight to draw. This may be seen any frosty

morning in the London streets where wood is

used, when to see the tortured, struggling

animals falling and straining themselves to get

foot-hold is distressing beyond endurance to

anyone accjuainted with the nature of horses,

and who has feeling for them. In this respect,

during frost, wood is much worse than asphalte,

though the latter is more slippery than wood
when it is in a condition between wet and dry.

Taking it all in rll, I venture to predict that

anyone who tries wood-paving on private roads

will not repeat the experiment. T. B.

by conditions exactly similar to those existing in

ravines, a-s 1 have pointed out.liut evidently not

present to Mr. Webster's mind when he v,-voUi

aljout props. If, as he teaches, trees can bo

drawn up as desired in ordinary jilantations any-

where, how much more likely is that to happen in

n-uUies and ravines where the drawing-up condi-

tions are intensified. I do not require his cvi<lence

from Swiss valleys and Californian mountains.

Any woodman with his eyes open can lead the

lesson any day in the woods under his charge.—

YolUiSHIKKM.iN.

Timber trees in ravines.—Mr. J. B. Web-
ster's arguments seem to be selected by him very

much for the occasion. It is amusing to find him
one week contending that the length and .straight-

ness of trees in ravines is not due to their being

drawn up owing to the position they occupy, and

the next week censuring me for not producing

"clean drawn-up poles" for pit props, which

"drawing-up," it appears, is to be accomplished

BRIDGES ON ESTATES.

There are very few estates of any magnitude

where bridges in one form or another are not re-

(juired. In some cases rivers may have to be

spanned. When this is so, a higher order of en-

gineeiing than the estate manager is expected to

possess will be called into requisition. In the

majority of instances, however, the streams will

be of dimensinns sufficiently manageable to be

dealt with by the ordinary staff. The most pri-

mitive kind of bridge probably is that formed by

a log of wood laid across the waterway. Indeed,

the highest example of engineering skill is nothing

more than a development of this idea. This

bridge, consisting of the simple log or scantling

of wood, is met with a hundred times iir the day

in traversing any considerable stretch of country

l>y means of the field footpath. To span ditches

ill this way it may appear that the waste of any

kind of timber would serve the purpose. This is

scarcely so. Where the ditch, which is generally

in close proximity to a gate or a stile, is very

shallow and at no time contains much water, a

little carelessness may he excusable, but where it

goes bevond this, such a simple thing as a defec-

tive plank to bridge the ditch may lead to serious

consequences. It may seem almost superfluous

to refer to such a thing here, but it is really

worthy;of notice, as it is these little things which

often escape attention. In positions such as this

it is not unusual to find a small unsavvn log

thrown across with the upper side chopped to

something approaching a Hat surface. When
this log 13 of Oak and contains a good propor-

tion of heart wood it will generally last a num-

ber of years. When, however, sawn material can

be had it is hardly the best shape of bridge to be

adopted under the circumstances. In cutting

up wood, and especially Oak, which is really

the wood which should be used when it consists

of a single piece, it very often happens that from

some defect, such as a, dead knot or a ring shake,

the tree turns out unfit for the jiurpose for wdiich

it was originally intended. AVlien a log has

been sawn through the centre and defects such

as these occur—defects which do not appreciably

diminish the strength or durability of the

material— it may in many cases be set aside to

advantage for the maintenance of such bridges

as these. Oak such as this would last a genera-

tion.

A step further in bridge construction is when

a footpath has to be carried over a brook or

running stream. When the width is not great

and the jiath but little used, the simple addition

of a small ]iost on each bank of the waterway,

and a length of small scantling to form a rail by

the side of the plank or log britlge will be enough.

When the requirements cannot be met with in

this way, the use of two logs, or wooden girders,

laid parallel to each other across the stream

will become necessary. On these logs, or girders,

short planks of a length corresponding to the

width of the bridge must be laid transversely

and well bolted down, the rail being adopted

for protection on one or both sides. In erecting

liridges of this kind the builder must to some

extent be guided by the descriptions of timber at

liand, but where possible Oak only should be

used for the logs or girders. For the transversed

flooring. Elm, or Larch, or even Scotch Fir may
be pressed into use, as a defective plank will be

readily seen and replaced. For the ginlers,

however, which are not visible to the eye, it is

most important that strong and lasting material

should be employed.

Attention has hitherto been devoted to foot

bridges, or to bridges such as a saddle-horse may
cross if necessary. Very frequently, however, it

is the case that bridges have to be constructed for

the passage of wheeled conveyances from one

part to the other of the estate. Where the traffic

is heavy, or constant, it generally happens that

iron, brick, or stone is brought into use. In

instances, however, where the bridge has only to

be used at rare intervals, such expense is unne-

cessary. A fuither development of the last

named structure will meet tlie need. Instead of

tw(j, the number of logs or girdeis thrown across

the stream may be increased to four, or six, as is

required, and the transverse flanks made stronger

to carry the greater weight. When the width of

the water becomes too great for a single span with

the bridge ciuistructed in the simple way pointed

out, a pile, or piles, in the centre of tlie stream

will often lielp to carry a very considerable por-

tion of the load where the strain is naturally the

greatest. When it is inconvenient to find a foot-

ing in mid-stream, diagonal struts from the bank

to the centre of the bridge will often answer

well.

It would be easy to fi.iUow this subject much
further, and it is certainly an attractive one, but

the limits of what would come under the care of

the ordinary wood manager does not go much
beyond this. Up to this point, however, the

wcirk is so simple and the principle so elementary

that the least skilled mechanic could scarcely err

if given the proper material. As it has been said.

Oak should be used for the girders. For the

fiooring circumstances will determine. Where
all logs which are perfectly straight can be

had a centre cut will sometimes answer the pur-

pose, and the rough surfaces may be laid upper-

most. When sawn planks are used, from 2 inches

to 3 inches will be a good thickness. If in Elm, the

tliickness need not be so great. In Scotch or other

Fir, an allowance must be made for its inability to

stand so great a transverse strain. A very rough

kind of tunporary bridge is sometimes made of

logs thrown across, with fagots in place of planks

for flooring, the interstices being filled with sods

of earth. This, of course, is a mere makeshift

and can hardly be called bridge building.

Pont.

Prunus Myrobalana for liedees.—H. D.

Pabner (p. '24Ci) lias omitted one merit of the Cherry

Plum as a hedge, that at intervals a plant may be

allowed to grow up and be grafted with fine Plums.

I learnt this from Messrs. Ewing, of Norwich, and

have now a row of fine young Plum trees in one

of our hedges. The Cherry Plum is a good stock.

I am told that a drawback to its use as a hedge

in fields where cattle are that they eat it, but of

this I have no experience.—Geokge F. Wilson.

Covert shrubs (^.).—Try common Kliododendroii

punticum, whicli maizes ^ood cover in a damp place, and so

docs the common Mahouia Aquifolium. Bo'li are grown
and sold for this purpose in the larger nurseries.

Planting- and its effects on climate—Am I

right in thinking that the presence of forest or woodland has

a tendency to modify the defects of cUmate? To render the

tropical plains of India less scorching, and in districts i-uch as

the West'Highlands and Ireland where the lainfall is exces-

sive, to mitigate the evil ; as the roots of trees provide natural

drainage, while the branches and foliage may he said to nso

tip tlie water falling in the form of rain, and above all by
trees affording shelter from the cruel blasts to which oor

western sealjoard is exposed. It is, I know, awkward to

speak of trees " using up " rain, but my meaning will be ob-

vious ; rain f.illing on a bare hills'de seems to have nothing

to do l)ut to be drawn up by the sun, to form clouds, and
fall down again,—M, C, E.
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" Tills is nn Art
Which does mend Nature : change it rather : Ijut

The Art itself is Xati'Iie. "— S/in/fsinnrc.

Rose Garden.

PRUNING ROSES.

Notwithstanding the fact that sprinntitk- lias

fairly set in, the time for the general prun-

ing of Roses has not yet come. Not a few

of them, however, have ahvaily been rather

severely jinuied by the loni;- continuance rather

than tlie absolute severity of the frost. Unpro-

tected Teas, late blooming Perpetuals, ami such

semi-tender Noisettes as Triomphe des Rennes

and Celine Forestier have Ijecn already pruned

over-much ; and this siigf;ests the first, and this

sea-son one of the most important, parts of

prunino;, viz., the completion of what tlie frost

has left unfinished. On carefully examinin;.;

frost-bitten Roses, black blotches or ring's will

often be found on the last seiison's or even much
older -wood ; these are quite different from the

frost-bitten extremities on the terminal points of

the shoots, and often occur near to the base of

shootlets or liranches. Occasionally they are

little more than large specks on the upper

surface of the boughs, and at other times they

are found to have penetrated t(i or through the

pith of the wood. In all such the shoot sliould

f)e pruned right back below the frozen parts, for

if these are left they are sure to develop into

gangrene or canker, that will sooner or later, and

sooner rather than later, result in disease and
death. Another and less obvious injury is

frequently inflicted by frost that is ei[ually

de.structive, though the injury is less apparent.

Shoots or branches thus smitten b}' the colil have

a jaundiced look; the wood is of a_ somewhat
golden hue along its entire length. "Shoots or

branches in this condition are seldom Idotched

with mere frost-bites ; on the contrary, the entire

substance of the wood appears to liave been

chilled and jiartially dried up. The gulden hue
of the wood is not the symbol of ripeness,

but of approaching paralysis ; hence it .=avcs

time and husbands the resources of the plants to

cut these .semi-jaundiced shoots right oiit close to

their ba.se.

Yet one more mode of pruning after the frost

remains to be dealt with, and that is tlie shorten-

ing back of olil frozen shootlets to points one or

more buds below their injured parts. This is not

always possible, for not seldom does tlie coM
destro}' the last year's wood almost right home

—

that is, to the older wood. And in such instances

it is of course impossible to cut lielow the frozen

jiart. But in some instances only the upper end

of the shoot is frost-bitten, and where a clioice is

offered it is sound practice to cut several buds
below the apparent injury, inasmuch as the real

injury has I'un down very sensibly beyond the

apparent. Very much is also gained alike in the

strength of the break and in rapidity of breaking

by cutting sufficiently low in these cases, what-

ever may be urged in favour or against short or

close pruning in other instance.s.

Another preliminary to general pruning should

yet be attended to, and that is the thinning out

of all weakly or exhausted shoots all over the

Rose bush or tree. By removing these first the

.shoots that need cutting back will be more easily

leached, and the degree of such cutting may be

readily and wisely determined. The removal of

all weakly shoots will also hel]i to prolong the

life, augment the vigour, and enhance the beauty

of our Roses. As to the actual degree and amount

of pruning in so far as it relates to the cutting

back of last vear's wood, so much latitiide must

be allowed and is claimed by every rosarian, that

no hard-and-fnst rules can be laid down. Ihe

safest and the likeliest to avoid controversv, and

]ierhaps the one on the whole the most useful, is

to let everyone lie persuaded in his own mind ot

the rifditness and resonableness of his practice.

The exjierienced rosarian, while ever ready to

learn, looks back along the highways and

bveways of his past success, and repeats his

p'runiiigs on the same lines as led to them.

But tl'iese were not measured out by eyes m
number or inches in length, but rather by the

ea'de eyes of observation—common sense and

knowledge wmtroUed liy sympathy and affec-

tion. The novice may lie told that he niay

cut his voung shoots back, ranging over the wide

area of from 2 inches to 20 inches, and be equally

right in both his prunings. The majority of

Roses grown for the perfection of their indi-

vidual blooms, such, for example, as the major

number of Hvbri.I Perpetuals and Teas, may

be pruned back from 1 inch to 6 inches, three

being a fair avera.-e. Again, the weaker tlie

Roses, prune them the harder and the closer
;

the stronger, prune them the less and the longer.

These general rules are almost all that can be

offered for the guidance of beginners until the

science and practice of Rose pruning becomes so

perfected that each species and variety can be

pruned by rules carefully evolved from the re-

sults of general practice and experience. Each

additional season's pruning, if carefully per-

foinied and the results tabulated, will bring

about that better time so devoutly wished by

manv when mistakes in Rose pruning will have

becoine impossible. Meanwhile it may be well

to state that these remarks do not apply to the

pruning of Roses for picturesque effect, and leave

the question of whether the latter shouhl be

pruned at all, and how and when, just as it was

before they were written. D- T. F.

Marechal Niel.—Warts, which often appear

on this Rose, may be turned to good advantage

by inducing roots'from them to penetrate the soil.

A large plant of it here to my knowledge twelve

years old was induced to push roots from a wart

1 foot from the soil liy packing turf up to it from

the tub in «hich it was planted ; at the same

time it threw out strong young shoots, some of

which were eventually separated with roots at-

tached to them and potted, when they quickly

made fine plants. The plant in question h<'i.s been

released from its supports several times and bent

down so as to induce fresh roots 'and shoots to

push from slight warts, and a more vigorous and

tloriferous plant than it is could not be desired. I

never saw flowers of a deeper colour nor finer than

it produces. Even at the present time it is bear-

ing lovely lilooms.

—

Geokoe Bol.\s, Hopton.

Climbina' Roses.—Of the.se one of the best is

(iloire de Dijon, a \-igorous grower, very hardy,

and one which soon covers a large space and
blooms freely nearly the whole season through.

Mar(?chal Niel is also a great favourite and de-

servedly so, as it bears large, rich yellow blossoms

that are deliciously scented, but, unfortunately,

this Rose is a little tender, and only succeeds well

in warm, sheltered spots. Climbing Devoniensis

has a strong rampant fabit, and bears beautifully-

formed, delieately-tinted flesh-coloured flowers.

Cloth of Gold is likewise a grand old Rose, and
Solfaterre is also one of the best, as it blooms

freely in clusters, anl is canai-y or sulphur in

shade. The yellow and white Banksians are grand

wall Roses, the way to treat these being to lay in

tlie main branches and spur them every w-inter or

spring, just thinning out the breastwood by cut-

ting out the strongest, as it is on shoots of short

length and moflcrate strength the blossoms aie

formed. The others mentioned require very dif-

ferent management ; owing to the flowers being

produced on the buds on the long shoots made
during the previous year, the secret of success

lies in lea\'ing and training a.s many of these as

there i.s proper room for, cutting away all the rest

clo.se down to the base. Before planting Roses of

any kind the ground should be deeply dug or

trenched and well enriched by mixing with it a
heavy dressing of rotten manure, and if the plants

then'liave their roots spread carefully out they will

get a good sta,rt and .soon travel up a high wall,

especially if, during the summer, they are ke|)t

mulched and watered occa-sionally, and have a

soaking or two with liquid manure. Another good
old Rose for the fronts of houses is Aim(?e Vibert,

which is remarkable for its floriferousness ; old

plants of it become literally smothered with large

clusters of pinkish white blossoms that make a

magnificent show.— S. D.

POPULAR PLANT NAMES.
One may willingly grant the right of naming to

any florist who rears a new plant from seed in our

gardens. Personally, I do not care whether a new
Amaryllis be called Pamela or longifolia gigantea,

but what I do care about i.s to know which is

the best way of the two, and especially am I

anxious to know that all garden seedlings which
are to be sold publicly should pre\'iously have had
their names confiniied and registered—if con-

sidered right, or rejected if ^v^ong—either by the

Royal Horticultural Society or other responsible

body. As it is, amateurs and others who pur-

chase plants are simply at the mercy of any
charlatan who likes to impose upon them. If

Mr. Douglas "sends out" a new Auricula or a

new Gladiolus, I am sure he believes it to be in

advance of other similar kinds ; but laws and rules

are not for honest men. I do not think the Royal
Horticultural Society infallilile. Its floral com-

mittee .said in 1S78 that Cypripedium Lawrencia-

nura was too much like C. barbatum. and so not

worthy of a certificate, while many of their "first

class " jilants have long ago gone to the rubbish

heap ; still I am sure they do the best they can,

and I would gladly give them power to veto rather

than tie their hands. As for the great AVelsh

Peerless Narcissus, James Dickson is its only

right and properly confirmed name, its second

name, Sir Watkin, being given and confirmed by
nothing except simple courtesy. No one knows
certainly whether this Narcissus was raised from

seed by any florist, or whether it is wild in some

part of Europe, and so became introduced to

Welsh gardens. AH that is now known is, that

Mr. Pickstone never raised the plant from seed,

as was once by some supposed, and the fact that

in one jiarticular district in Wales this plant has

been in the cottage gardens from the earliest

memory. Mr. Douglas was especially unfortu-

nate in selecting this Narcissus as an example of

erroneous naming, since the Royal Horticultural

Society confirmed the name .James Dickson in the

usual way, and this is really its name by all the

rights of priority.

Mr. Douglas asserts that everyone who raises a

plant .should have the right of naming it, and to

this I agree if the name selected be a simple

Engli.sh one ; but if a florist of the old school

should persist in calling a seedling Petunia

grandiflora flore-pleno magnifica crispata, I hope

the Royal Horticultural Society will assert their

position as arbitrators and .suggest a short and

pretty popular name, refusing to certificate any

garden seedling, in fact, under a Latin name on

any account whatever.

Wild species, i.e., distinct natural types, may be

named in Latin, figured and described in the

usual way, but all mere slight variations of these,

and certainly all garden derivations from them,

ought only to receive popular English names.

This rule .should be established as general and

absolute, and not as applicable to only this or to

that genus in particular.
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Of course, wo live in a free country, and 'we
have what is known as free trade also ; lience one
need not hesitate to believe an advertisement
(Gardeners' Chrovicle, March 6, p. 320) which
informs us of a new fruit, an unexpected com-
bination, a cross between the Raspberry and
Mulberry ! I do not doubt the hona-fden'oi the
case. I am sure the advertisers would be the last in

the trade to wilfully deceive a single purchaser,
but at the same time my knowledge of botany
convinces me that such a cross could never have
taken jilace, and I challenge anyone to exhibit a
living plant in fruit and to give proofs of its being
what it is stated to be. If such a plant is ever
passed by the fruit committee of the Royal Horti-
cultural Society as a hova-fide cross or hybrid
between the Raspberry and " the Mulberry, I will
not eat my hat, but Mr. Cutler may draw on me
for £10 for tlie benefit of the (^Jardeners' Bene-
volent Institution, since 1 sliall in this way obtain
a double .satisfaction for my money.

I am rather anxious to see a leaf even of this un-
expected combination, because a very honest old
friend of mine firmly believes that he once effected
a cross between a Gloxinia and a Foxglove ; and so
if this new fruit is really the result of two sucli
diverse parents as the Raspberry and the Mul-
berry, I shall of course have to confess my igno-
rance as to what is possible in the garden.

I have made this little digression simply to show
Mr. Douglas that the Royal Horticultural Society
still has work to do, but the question is will that
work be performed ? For example, Mr. Douglas
says if anyone raises a new plant he has the right
to name it. So be it ; this much I grant, if an
English or popular name be selected. But there
are many sides to the question. For example, a
nurseryman may purchase unnamed seedlings to-
gether with the right of naming them; or, if an
amateur buys an Orchid at Stevens', and it is

different from any named variety, he has also an
equal right to call it after himself if he likes so to
do. This is liberty with a vengeance ; but I will
even go so far as to grant that a raiser or a pur-
chaser even has this right if they will exhibit their
plants as named by themselves and accept the
decision of the Royal Horticultural Society in the
matter. On Mr. Douglas's own showing the floral

committee decided that Mr. Measures's Cattleya
bieolor was merely a form, not sufficiently distinct,
as he infers, to warrant its recei\ing a Latin varie-
Ud name, and yet the committee did not at once
alter the name on the card, did not exercise that
power of veto they undoubtedly do or should pos-
sess, but simply expressed an opinion which the
reporters probaljly did not hear, and did not alter
the name on the label which the reporters would
undoubtedly have seen ; hence, a mere form of
Cattleya bieolor has gone forth as C. bieolor
Measuresiana. Mr. Baker recently .said that
the specialists made too many names, but Mr.
Douglas shows us that the floral committee aid
amateurs in these their naming propensities. I

still adhere to the principle of all I wrote on
p. 1.5G. In addition, let any exhibitor give a pro-
visional name to the plants lie exhibits, but at the
very least the committees of the Royal Horticul-
tural Society must have the power of confirming
or rejecting these names. The society has three
committees, among which this neces.sary work
could be divided thus :

—

Scientific committee.—Naming, or confirming,
or rejecting the names already given by pur-
cha.sers, discoverers, &e., of wild species or" types.
All the Latin names would be given or confirmed
by this committee.
Flokal co.mmittee.—Naming, confirming, or

rejecting the names already given to varieties or
derivations from wild species or types in cultiva-
tion, or which have flowered after importation.
All names given or confirmed by this committee
to be Englisli or popular names.
, Fruit and vegetable committee.—The duties
of this committee would be precisely similar to
those of the floral committee, except that their
work would be confined to fruits and vegetables

;

all names for which should be English or popular
ones, as is, indeed, now the rule.

The whole question is a simple one, and the
matter resolves itself in our adopting and confirm-
ing right names instead of wrong ones ; of our
being on the side of law an<l order, instead of that
of disorder and chaos to «-hicli Mr. Baker has re-

ferred. This is not merely a question concerning
Orchids or Daffodils, liut comprehends the right
and proper naming of all jilants whatever—wild as
well as cultivated. Nature's ty23es as well as garden
variations. F. W. B.

NOTES OF_THE WEEK.
Celsia .Arcturus.—Mr Hartland send.s from

Cork flower-sprays of this pretty greenhouse Mullein.
It is smallerandmore slender in growth than C. cretica,

which name is often applied to it in error. Another
flower of the double Sparmannia is also sent by
Mr. Hartland to show how much finer it gets as the
weather improves. The flowers are larger, the clus-

ter more dense, and the colour is purer. It will

doubtless prove to be " a good thing."

Saxifraga Stracheyi.—Among a large gather-
ing of spring; flowers from Messrs. Paul's hardy
plant nursery at Broxbourne is this handsome and
not common Saxifrage. It belongs to the Megasea
section, having large fleshy leaves, but these are
produced later in the seasoc. The flower-stems
resemble those of S. ciliata and others of the same
group. They are pale pink and of a reddish tinge
in the centre. Other noteworthy plants in tiie

gathering are Stsyrinchium grandiflorum and its

white variety, the hardy Cyclamen Coum and Leu-
cojum vernum.

Snowdrops.—About eight years ago I got some
bulbs of Galanthus plicatus .and planted them in my
fernery, where they have continued ever since. They
have done very well .and seeded freely. Last year I

took them up and replanted them in the same place,

and on their opening a few days since I was surprised
to see that several of them had departed from what
I consider the type (of which I send a flower), and
in general appearance seemed to resemble G. Elwesi.
Of course they are not identical, being smaller and
wanting tha deep green blotch at the base of the
tube, &c. ; but they are very suggestive that our S(^-

called species oi Galanthus are only varieties. Surely
such must be the case with G. Imperati, which seems
to be only a large and well marked form of G.
nivalis.—E. H. Egle.s.

*,* A curious case of reversion to the common
type, but the flowers sent, though like Elwesi, have
not the characteristic! green blotches on the petals
which belong to that Snowdrop. Of course, the
plicate leaf of G. plicatus is a structiu'al deviation
from the G. nivalis.

—

Ed.

Hypoxis stellata.—There are only very few
really ornamental plants among the numerous species

in the genus Hypoxis which is related to the well-
known Curculigo. They have dense tufts of Grass-
like foliage, or a bulbous rootstock, from which the
lea\'es spring trigonously. H. stellata belongs to the
bulbless set, and has graceful, curving, bright green
leaves, borne in a thick tuft, the erect one-flowered
scapes spiinging up among tlie foliage. As the name
suggests, these flowers are star-shaped, over 1 inch
.across, green outside, white within, except for a large,

eye-like patch of bright blue. When open they are
very pretty, but as this liajipens only for a few hours
during bright sunshine, they are somewhat disap-
pointing. Grown in a cool greenhouse or franu-,

this plant forms a nice tuft and flowers freely, and if

pUaced in a position where it will catch full sunlight,

its flowers may be seen open whenever the sun shines
upon them. Most of the plants of this genus have
vellow flowers, one of the best of these being H.
Rooperi. Others are worth growing for their silver-

haired foliage, which is as bright and attractive as

the leaves of the Silver tree (Leucodendron argenteum).
H. stellata is a native of the Cape, and is now in

flower in the Cupe house at Ivew.

Cereus Mallisoni.—None of the climbing or
Rat-tail Cereuses equal this, so far as regards the
production of flowers, and few excel it in richness
of colour. Grafted on a stock of Pereskia 2 feet

or so long, and made to branch freely at first by

pinching out the points of the growths, it will form
a jiretty F))ecinien like a Weeping Willow in minia-
tm-c, whilst when bearing freely its large, bright
crimson flowers, about four times as Large as the
best of tlie lOpiphyllums, such a specimen is most
onianiental. It is said to have originated in a cross
between C. Hagelliformis, the well-known Rat's-tail
Cactus, and C. speciossimus, the flowers of which are
a beautiful combination of scarlet and purple almost
bluish under some lights. C. Mallisoni inherits the
habit of the former with the large flowers and nearly
.all the brilliancy of colour of the latter. If anyone
would grow into a large pyramid a plant of Pereskia
Bleo, and then graft upon it a number of pieces of
this Cereus, he would, in a year or two, have a plant
of excejitional character and beauty. At Kew there
is a fine bunch of the stems of this Cereus growing
from a stem of C. Macdonaldioe, upon which it has
lieen grafted, and this is now flowering freely.

Pavonia Makoyana.—This is by far the best
of the cultivated I'avonias, as it grows into a sturdy
shrub, branches freely, and flowers abundantly all

along the upper parts of its shoots. In a mixed
collection of stove plants, and specially in large
houses, it is most satisfactory, as it thrives in a com-
par,atively shaded place, and never fails to flower
freely during the first three months of the year. We
are enabled to speak thus highly of this almost un-
known plant after having observed it for several
years in the Palm house at Kew, where, growing
under the shade of the gigantic Screw Pine, and near
a door which is continually opening, it has remained
in perfect health and is now flowering freely. Its
stem and branches are erect, the upper portions
clothed with dark green foliage and axillary flowers
about 2 inches long, the calyx large and bright
crimson, almost hiding the petals, which are purplish,
as also is tlie long stigma, which protrudes beyond
the mouth of tlie flower. Planted out in a stove,
this handsome plant would form a very ornamental
shrub. In pots it thrives very well, plants not more
than 1 foot high flowering freely. It is a n.ative of
Brazil, .and belongs to the M.alva Order, in which
it is placed by some botanists under the genus
tJoethea.

THE WHITE JAPAN ANEMONE.
All arc now familiar with this noble hardy
plant, but, lik(! casts of the Venus of Milo, one
cannot .sec too many of them. Like .'^onic other
tine plants, it lias the precious quality of .showiii"

considerable differences according to soil, climate,
and position. We were never more struck with
the plant than iu Jlr. AVhitehead's garden at
Soutlnvuod, Bickley, last autumn, where it was
very tall and stately among Pines near the rock
gai'den, somewhat sheltered, but in a sunny
position. It is needless now to speak of the re-

markable value of tliis Anemone as a garden
plant—perhaps the most valuable " sport " found
lor years in European gardens. Its vigour often
leads us to suppose that it is a reversion to the
original type, and that the coloured forms of
Japanese Anemones in cultivation arc themselves
varieties of a fine white ^^•ild species.

Rot-proof scrim.—Mr. Coleman, in referring to
some remarks of mine on this subject, wishes to know
wliether the rot-proof scrim canvas is identical
with the oiled material recommended by him. The
rot-proof scrim is prepared by what the inventors
term the Willusden process, which consists in metal-
li.sing the thre.ads to the extent of rendering them
impervious to moisture. Judging from the texture
of the material, one would naturally credit it with
the properties claimed for it. It is green in colour,

and therefore more agreeable to the eye than ordi-

nary canvas, which is too glaring when new and soon
becomes soiled and unsightly. This weather-proof
material is considerably dearer thau ordinary scrim.
If it could be made at a cheaper rate, it would doubt-
less meet with more attention. It is the very thing
that is required both for protecting and shading—
J. C, Bijllcct.
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Fruit Garden.

APPLES AND APPLE ORCHARDS.
Pkrjiit me to endorse the pungent remarks from

the Fidd on both of these subjects (p. 232 of

'J'he Garden). The idea of testing Apples by

their aroma is about on a level with that

judging Grapes bv their colour, or Peaches by

their size, both practised by some jurors, f^-^*

No sooner do they leave the foreign and invest

in home Apples than most of these conditions are

reversed. The samples of the same sorts vary more
widely in size and quality, and the number of

varieties is e.xcessive. Were it possible to reduce

our marketable Apples to half-a-dozen or at most

a dozen varieties, and to have these delivered of

(if almost a uniform size and quality as the Bald-

wins and Newtown Pippins from America, there

seems no reason why the home-grown fruit should

not become as popular and, what is even more to

the purpose, as profitable as the foreign. But
many new orchards must be planted, and these

as well as those already in existence must be

Not

long since the writer raised something like a

hornet's nest of jurors and committee-men about

his ears by insisting on tasting Peaches and

Grapes before awarding prizes at a great show, n^ ..en a^ muo^ i^n^cv^.., i.i yv..,,.v,.,v,.. ,.- .-.

thou'di the tasting test upset the pleasing-to-the- :
subjected to more careful and skilful culture, and

eye-ones in a moment. It is

even more important to taste

Apples, and "J. H. H." is not a

bit too severe on anyone who
would condemn or dismiss an

Apple untasted. Everybody
conversant with good American
Apples must admit that the

Baldwin and Newtown Pippin

can hardly be beaten, unless by
a perfect Ribston Pippin. 1

also agree with " J. H. H."
that in mast recent assessments

of merit the King of the Pippins

has been placed far too high.

It is a beautiful, fertile, and
useful Apple enough, but to

place it rtrst for flavour is a

serious error, either of know-
ledge or judgment. The gene-

ral state of our Apple orchards

deserve all that "J. H. H."
says of them. To use the lan-

guage familiar to the stable,

the majority of them seem on
their last legs—their glory, if

ever thej' had any, has departed
— neglect, decay, lingering

death, is written large on their

mossy branches, riven boughs,

and Lichen-coA-ered trunks. A
more depressing task could

hardly be assigned to a buoyant
horticulturist than a month's
inspection of the orchards of

Great Britain. I know nothing
by experience of those of Ire-

land, but from the fact that

Irish Apples are seldom or

never heard of in our markets
I fear they are in no better

plight. And yet our trade in

foreign Apples is large and pro-

fitable, and our climate is at

least equal or superior for

Apple culture to that of Canada
or America. Apples being on
the whole tolerably sure crop-

pers, and keeping sufficiently

long to afl'ord time to com-
mand a fair choice of market,
ought to be the most profitable of all our fruits.

And they are, notwithstanding that our lack of

care and skill in their culture, selection, and
packing are all combining to boycott native

Apples in our markets. Wholesale and retail

dealers purchasing foreign Apples know exactly

what they are buying finding the bulk through-
out all the same, and all are as like the sample
as any two Apples are like another. Having once
learned by e.xperience of their qualities of keep-
ing and eating, these are repeated year after year
with but little variation. This constancy of

result has enabled them to obtain and hold the

front place and command the highest prices in

our markets.

the bottom wire or to the border at the end of the
first year, and proportionately shorten the second
and third years, iSc, under any system? If he
would only put his practice beyond doubt by re-

cording exactly what he did do, I should feel

obliged.—J. S. W.

White Japan Anemone in .slirutjtjery. From a photogi-aph taken in the garden at fsouthwood,
Biclvley, last autnmu.

all inferior fruit given to the pigs, cows, or horses

on the spot where grown before home-grown
Apples will take the place and command the

prices in our markets that they ought to do.

D. T. F.

Heading back 'Vines.—As "T. B." declares

(p. 233) that he never approved of heading back
young Vines and never practised it himself, has

he any objections to telling us what his practice

in that respect really \\-as when he was in a pri-

vate place in Lancashire or elsewhere, as he is

credited with heading back severely? Did "T. B."
practise the old-fashioned long-rod system, and
did he or did he not cut down his young Vines to

PRUNING TO PROMOTE VIGOUR.
Th.\t pruning is a necessary operation under cer-

tain circumstances probably no one will deny, but
while much has been written as to its effects,

there has been little or nothing to prove that
"J. S. W." is wrong in his assertion that pruning
does not increase the strength of a plant or tree.

There are many who think that hard pruning
strengthens aweak planter tree,

and tlierefore, given a plant in

an unhealthy condition, the first

thought that occurs to such
people is to cut it back, which
they forthwith proceed to do, an
operation that has killed more
than it has cured. This is mis-
taken practice, but easily ac-
counted for when one considers
the comparative strength of the
young shoots in many cases pro-
duced after hard pruning ; these,

however, do not show added,
but concentrated vigour. One
of my earliest gardening recol-

lections is that of seeing a house
of Vines in bad condition cut
down to within a foot of the
ground; they broke strongly
and grew quickly to the top of

the house. In winter they were
shortened to half their length,
and the following summer they
^v'ere allowed to bear a few
bunches. The next year they
were left full length and bore a
fair crop, but next year they
were no better than before they
were cut down. How could it

be otherwise ? Cutting down
could not strengthen them ; they
gained something by having no
fruit to support one year and
little the next, but one crop ex-
hausted them. Since then I have
seen many instances of Vines,
fruit trees, and plants of various
kinds in a debilitated condition
cut down, and always with the
same result, unless accompanied
by other measures. " B. S."
gives an instance of a Pear tree
planted ten years ago which
made little progress until se-

verely pruned, but it is possible

that he may be mistaken as to

the true cause of improvement.
In the course of ten years he
may have tried other treatment,

which had not produced the
desired eft'ect immediately, but
which may after all be the
true cause of the improved
condition of the tree. Whe-

ther this be so or not, neither " B. S." nor
" D. T. F. ," who refers to the case, explain how
hard pruning alone introduced such vigour into a
dying tree. Perhaps " D. T. F." was rather
hasty in attributing the latent vigour of

"J. S. W.'s" Thorn trees to the pruning rather
than to their previous unrestricted growth. Sup-
pose a Vine has been grown with two rods, spur-
pruned and at pruning time one is removed, will

the one rod continue to draw up the same amount
of food as the two did, or will the balance of sup-
ply and demand be quickly restored ? Suppose,
ajjain, that a Vine grown for many years with a
single rod is extended and a second trained up,

will not the Vine make roots in proportion ? and
if sufficient food be sujjplied to the roots, will not
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the two rods be as vigorous and fruitful as the

one? In the first case, 1 say the one rod will not
continue to draw the same supplies as the two
(lid ; and in tlie second case, the second rod will

not roll (lie first; and I cannot understand wliy a
large Apple tree should not produce good fruit if

properly treated. " T. B." compares the fruit

borne by small trees in rich soil with that borne
by standard trees in orchards. I freely admit
that a few very fine fruits can be grown on these

small, highly-fed trees; but the kind of fruit
" T. B." describes as being on standards is oftener

due to exhaustion of the soil than to want of

pruning. An soon as standards show signs of de-

terioration in the size and quality of their fruit

the soil should be carefully removed from the

roots on one side of the tree ; lay the underspit
aside and fill in with the surface soil which has
been enriched by toji-dressing, raising anj' roots

in the o])eration that ai'e going too deep. The
soil from lielow may then be spread on the surface.

At the end of a year or two, if the trees are large,

the other side should he treated in the same man-
ner. This will effect such an improvement as

neither top-dressing nor pruning would do. Stan-
dard fruit trees are too often treated as though
they were able to take care of themselves; and
under such circumstances, is it to be wondered at

if they produce inferior fruit? W. C'R.iNE.

Batlyimter Park, Co. Down.

PRUNING TO FEED FERTILITY.

Vitally signiHcant as are the two phases of

pruning already discussed, this is equally . or

more important, for our primings to promote
vigour or to mould that vigour into fertility

would be to little purpose were they not followed

by another that provitled fertility with abundant
supplies of food, and finished its products in the

highest possible perfection. It is this perfecting

of their products that strains all the resources of

plant lile and function to the uttermost. In
their struggle for supplies, when the language
of every swelling fruit and ripening seed is,

" Give, give more and yet larger I'ations," the
skilful pruner interposes and conies to the aid of

fertility by the regulation or suppression of mere
vigour. Never, however, is the advice more
needed than when the pruner thus attempts to

incline the lialauce of vital force in favour of

fertility and to the discouragement of mere
vigour, for tlie latter is needful for the bringing
up of supplies which the products of plants
during their final stages eat up and convert into
produce. Hence it is obvious that excessive
pruning might really close the poi'ts and shut
out all the cargoes of food waiting for delivery.

And this is in fact olten done in practice.

Growth is so ruthlessly suppressed, that the
crops are starved otl' for lack of food. On the
other hand, they are not seldom flooded or
washed off, as practical men say, b)' an exces-

sive volume of sap entering the fruits or being
swept past their base ; thus the nett result, the
loss of the crop, may be brought about by either

a lack or an excess of food. The business of
the skilful pruner is to intercede or mediate
between the two extremes of a plethora and a
want of food, and to see that as nearly as

pos.sible the food shall be delivered where it is

most needed—that is, where the fruit or seeds

are the most plentiful.

In plants not pruned expresslj* for the feeding
and furnishing of fertility this is very far from
being the case. Prodigal supplies of plant food
are absorbed or manufactured by the roots and
sent into the tops to supply every possible want
of the plant. Through lack of pruning or stop-

ping, which is Ijut another name for pruning,
most of this food is swept along in strong currents
right past the fruit and is expended—much of it

virtually wasted—in the production of gross wood.

mere food for the knife the following season.

Through such grevious losses of vital power and
food the fruits are underfed, and consequently
undersized and of inferior quality. On the other

hand, tlie excessive suppression of growth, as al-

ready stateil, iirevents sufficient supplies of food

from reaching the fruit, as growth is the parcels

delivery company, fetching up its constant sup-

plies of food and drink to the fruits. Stop the
carriers, and of course the supplies must cease

;

no, not entirely, as the fruits in their earlier

stages are carriers as well as consumers of food.

They fetch up and carry their own supplies of

food in a regular systematic manner—in a word,
perform most of the hauling or distriliuting func-
liona of leaves. Hence during their earlier stages

of growth even an excessive number of fruit ma\'
not lead to an exhaustion of the supplies ol food,

as probably each calls up from the roots or assists

in making all, or may be more than all, it con-

sumes. But as it advances its character, functions,

and secretions change, so that it becomes a con-
sumer and ceases to be a producer of food ; and
so soon as this stage is reached, all superfluous
fruit should be removed— pruned off, for virtually

fruit thinning is a veiy potent means of iiruniiig

to the more liberal feeding and perfect finish of

those left, just as assuming the supply of food to

be the same, two pigs at the trough would each
have three times the supply of six. But the

skilful pruner not only regulates the amount of

plant food, but sends it to or keeps it where it is

wanted. By pinching or cutting off the heads of

growing shoots near to his fruit he sends the sup-
plies direct into his fruits instead of permitting
them to run away into growing shoots.

It is not needful to affirm that all the food

that would have run away into these shoots will

find its way into the fruit at their base to prove
the importance of such operations on the feeding

of fertility. Doubtless not a little of the potential

or actual force of plants is wasted in the process

of diversion. But it suffices the pruner to know
that his cuts ahead of his fruits increase their

food supplies, and thus enlarge their size and
improve their (piality. The aid of the pruner at

this stage is the more needful, as by his previous
prunings and culture he has developerl an ab-
normal anil unnatural amount of fertility ; and
it is only reasonable that, as we have added to

the load by every art at our disposal, we should
to the utmost of our ability assist the plant to

feed the heavy crop of fruit that we have heaped
together upon it. Of course there are other
modes, such as top-dressings, waterings, &c., of

doing this, but these derive their potency by
adiling to the amount of food. The pruner's
power, on the contrary, is almost wholly limited
to improving and controlling the distribution of
the supplies and doling it out to growth or pro-
duce at will. Like a turnkey on the main line

of supply, he cuts off or permits to flow on the
vital fluids and food of plants at pleasure, and
thus guards the fruit against being starved off on
the one hand, or flooded off on the other. The
pruner is, in fact, the middleman, that cannot be
dispensed with, mediating between supply and
demand on behalf of perfect deliveries of fruit or
other produce. Left alone in the battle of life

and for food, with the heavy burdens that culti-

vators impose, either the plants would succumb
or the crops would be cast oft' in the struggle.
Fruit dropping and other evils so provokingly
common as often arise from unskilful pruning dur-
ing the season of growth as from excessive crop-
ping. Properly pruned plants have a sufficiency of
food forwarded to each part to feed each individual
fruit well from the start to the finish, neither
more nor less. Growth is the pump employed to

fetcli up the food as well as the factory in which
to prepare it, it being the business of the primer

to convey it where it is most wanted, and to see

that natuial forces have full and free scope in

the conversion of the fruit or seed into perfect

products.

A few examples will mike all this more
clear than any number of words, and these shall

be taken I'rom tliree classes of plants with
which most readers of The Garden are familiar
—Cucumbers, Melons, and Grape Vines. I grant
that eai-h of these plants are grown successfully
on what is called the extension as well as the
restrictive methods, as well as by every possible
mode lying between these two extremes. But
this will not affect the cogency of my illustra-

tions, which are merely to show the effect of stop-

ping the shoots one, two, or three leaves ahead
of the fruit on the finishing and feeding of
the fruit or bunch contiguous to the stop. Stop
a Cucumber shoot a joint in advance of the
fruit, more food is sent into the fruit and it

swells more rapidly in consequence, is the daily
and hourly experience of practical gardeners.
For a few hours the shoot, losing its head, may
bring up a less volume of sap, Ijut presently the
Cucumber itself creates its own demand, and a
diversion of sap is made which mostly lasts

until the individual Cucumber is finished, and so

on with successive shows and stoppings and
prunings to the production of much more fruit

in less time than if the cultivator had not so
pruned his plants as to feed and finish his
Cucumbers.

Similar treatment in the main with differ-

ences in detail to adapt the pruning to the
altered character of the plants is equally suc-
cessful in Melon culture. Unless stopped
immediately the fruits are set. Melon plants in
full vigour not seldom flood or starve off' their
fruitlets in their earlier stages. But the pinch of
the fingers or cut of the knife momentarily
checks the flow of the sap, or dams it back to the
firmer fastening on of the young liaiit. The fruit
itself in a young state performs similar functions
to leaves, absorbs, elaborates, transfiimis the
fluid into its own substance, and having,
through the cut of tlie knite, got a more liberal
supply of food, makes good and strong its hold
on the general resources and food supplies of the
plant until it melts into luscious perfection.
Towards the conclusion of its life, however, the
Melon seems to lose the power of catering for
itself, and hence it is desirable to allow one or
more branchlets to make a little growth ahead of
the fruit during its finishing stages. These per-
form the dual functions of supply pipes and
safety valves, and thus safeguard the lipening
Melon alike against the two opjiosite evils—short
supplies and any such exce-s as not seldom ends
in bursting the fruit.

The Grape Vine affords even more forcible and
familiar illustrations of pruning to feed ami
finish fertility. The stoppage of every fruit-

bearing branch lieyond the bunch is proof of the
universality of the practice of pruning with this
oViject, and this altogether apart from the mode
of training adopted. The wMest extensionist
stops his shoots ahead of his bunches even more
closely as a rule than the closest contractionist,
and with equally beneficial results to the Grapes.
Nor is the practice confined to one, but runs
iuto many stoppings for Vines. In many cases
no growth is permitted beyond the development
of from one to three leaves ahead of the bunches.
All successive breaks or laterals are vigorously
suppres.sed almost as soon as they show. It
must be remembered, however, that in all the
three cases cited the fruit, if allowed to suspend
itself, becomes an active factor in providing its^

own supplies. The weight of the fruit draws
supplies toward it, and thus, by a process to6
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subtle for words to describe, becomes an active

rather than a passive agent in its own feeding,

and this process of self-help out of the general

feeding trough continues almost to tlie end of

the life of the fruit, tliat is, till perfect maturity

is readied. Thus, as fertility reproduces itself,

so does the fruit jiossess great powers of self-feed-

ing, and tlius assists the ju-uner for food and finish

to complete his work with greater ease and more

complete success.

One word more about the finish of fertility.

Other things besides food are needful to this

;

these are chiefly light, heat, and air, and the more
skilfully we prune for food the more powerfully

will these other factors be brought to bear on the

completion o{ maturity. Neither can fertility be

said to finish with the ripening of the current

crop. That is one goal ; but there is another

—

the fertility or fruiting force of ne.vt year's wood
and buds. The prunings best for the feeding of

the fruit of the current year will also prove best

for the finishing of the wood and buds for an

equally good or better crop the next year. Thus
ferlility becomes not a mere crop by fits and
starts, but an incessant and unln-oken series of

constant returns, the results of natural forces and
laws under the guidance of the highest art.

D. T. F.

CANKER IX FRUIT TREES.
1 HAVE come tu the conclusion that canker is neither

caused directly by insects, nor by the roots having
gone down into a cold or wet subsoil, but by severe

frost, and, therefore, judicious pruning will do more
to cure the disease thau anything else. Much good,

too, niight be don-; if those who are about to plant

would make searching inquiries in and about their

immediate vicinity as to what varieties giew clean

and free from canker, and r/i'(? rci'sd, and jjl.int only

such sorts as were well spoken of, there being no
doubt that some kinds, in certain localities, are very

much hardier than others. The garden if which I

have had charge for some twenty years lies very

high and dry on the side of a steep hill facing the

west. The soil, which is moderately stiff, rests on
2 feet of good yellow loam, and this a^'ain on sand-

stone ; therefore, i^ is so well drained naturally, that

it would be impossible for the roots of Apple trees to

get itilo a wet subsoil. Preparatory to planting, the

soil was thoroughly broken up, and in due course

some eighty-eight varieties of Apples were planted,

which mude imcommonly good growth for some eight

years. During that time they were pruned every

year in sucli a way as to keep their beads well r)pen

to the iuHuence of sun and air, and also tti keep
them in perfec. shape. All their annn.al growths
were cut back to the thoroughly ripened wood, and
during this time no trace of canker was seen, and
their fruit was bright and good. After this they
were alh)Wed to grow as they pleased, their centres

being permitted to become filled. All went well

until the third winter, when, after some severe frosts,

canker made its appearance in earnest, breaking out

at nearly the top of the first year's growth that

was left entire, and by so doing proving that

something was wrong with the wood, which un-
doubtedly was not ripened. 'I he disease did not

appear iu all of them, but only in the less hardy kinds,

such as Ribston Pippin (which after a year tn- two
was nearly killed), iiorsdortfer. Melon Apple, Golden
Winter Pearmain, Newtown Pippin, HoUandbury,
Alfriston, and a few others. We tried various reme-
dies, tlie best of which was cutting back and regrufting

with kinds that were ftee from canker. Our eighty-

eight varieties were planted all inixed, no two trees

of any variety being together, so that their behaviour
under diifereut circumstances could easily be noted.

In one line, for instance, we had a Blenheim Orange,
next a Ribston Pippin, then a Golden Noble, and so

on. The Blenheim Orange without exception did

grandly, while next to it the Ribston l^ippin was
nearly killed, Golden Noble being entirely free from
disease. Now if soil or insects were the cause, why
select the Ribston Pippin and others, leaving inter-

mediate trees untouched ? We tried lifting and re-

planting the diseased trees (the roots of which ap-

peared to be perfectly healthy), but this did not

remedy the evil ; cutting back and regrafting proved,

as I have said, successful, combined with our system of

pruning, and to this day the trees thus operated on are

pictures of health, Now, unliealthy roots in our ease

could not have caused canker, as the redrafted trees

had nothing done to their roots. A Ribston Pippin

nearly killed and standing l)etween two perfectly

healthy trees was regrafted with Golden Noble, which

did grandly, and gave the tree a new lease of life,

growing quite free from canker and producing finer

fruit than the single grafted ones first planted. The
regrafting, too, in addition to curing canker, improved

the fruit. E.\ST Hill.

Neglected Apples.—Mr. Coleman suggests

that my Winter Pearmain is the Herefordsliire

Pearmain, but I have the latter, also having grown
it for twenty years ; in my list it is called Royal
Pearmain, according to the nomenclature of the

"Fruit Manual." This Pearmain is a robust

grower, liut not relatively so good a cropper as

the old Winter Pearmain, nor are the fruits quite

so large. They are conical in shape, but less

angular than the Winter I'earmain, and always
sliow a considerable coating of russet. It is first

rate either for cooking or des.sert, and keeps well

till March. The description given in the "Pomona,"
quoted by Mr. Coleman, exactly describes the
old Winter Pearmain as I have it. It is really a
first rate Apple. I cut my last fruit to-day, and
the juice oozed out before the knife quite freely,

the flesh proving of a crisp pleasant character and
so good fia\'oured as to resemble that of a Ribston
Pijjpin at Christinas. No wonder wdiere known
it is esteemed as a first-class market Ajiple.

Another little known Apple is the Winter Peach ;

I have two trees of it and they rarely miss fruit-

ing, wdiilst usually they crop freely. The growth
is very erect from free stocks. The fruits resemble
those of the old Hawthornden, but are covered
with bloom. They keej) well till the end of

Marcli, and probably where there are good cool

Apple stores much later. That there are so

many good keeping Apples, and withal good in

quality also as well as free croppers, is a fact that
cannot be too widely known wdien so much favour
is being shown to early kinds only.—A. D.

We grow here Court Pendu Plat, the
striped Beaufin, the old Beaufin, and the old

Winter Pearmain, all varieties well worth
a<lding to any collection. I look upon striped
Beaufin as one of the best of kitchen Apples ; it

is also a good bearer. Court Pendu Plat is also

a good dessert Apple. Allow me to tell Mr.
Coleman that Barnack Beauty is one of the best
of kitchen Apples and a sure bearer. I will send
him .some grafts of it in a few day.?.—R. ({ilbert,

Bnnihhil.

Hard pruners.—We now know that "T. B.'s"
safe halting-place is half way between the two
systems, viz. , extension and hard pruning, and it

would be well if he would tell us accurately what
his system is. As to what he calls my dilemma,
I fail to see it. Certainly, the greatest quantity
of fruit in a given time is the best test of fertility

and best proof of the value of extension. Those
who have adopted extension have all testified to

that etfect, and the important fact has to be borne
in mind that neither "T. B. " nor any other oppo-
nent of the system have yet been able, eithei' in

their own practice or that of others, to pi-oduee
such examples of productivene.ss and fertility as
the extensionists have produced and recorded, nor
yet anything at all to apjiroach them. That, at
all events, is a fact they have not yet got over,
condemn the system as they may. The remarkable
examples recorded by Messrs. Coleman, Hamond,
Iggulden, Challis, myself, and others since the
system was first advocated in The G.\rden can
afford to take care of themselves, and are argu-
ments on which such practitioners can safely rely.

What is more, in all these cases the system has
been carried out to its fullest extent exactly on
the lines condemned by "T. B." Maiden Peach
trees planted one year and "perfecting an average

of eight dozen fruit each tree " the year following,

as has been done at Wilton House, for example, as

described by " W. I. M." in The Garden, would
have been regarded as a marvel not so long since

by "T. B." and others, and simply knocks mode-
rate restriction and half-way methods clean out of

the reckoning.—J. S. W.

Kitchen Garden.

SCARCITY OF VEGETABLES.
The present dearth of vegetables is a source of

bitter compkaint. It is, however, easily accounted
for this year, but I have heard similar complaints
years ago in the coast towns of Somerset and
Devonshire when seasons have been favourable
for the production of all kinds of garden produce.
(Jreen vegetables cannot be obtained in south-

coast towns except at prohibitive prices, and yet
within half an hour's drive of these towns there

are hundreds of acres of land on which corn
cannot be profitably grown. Both soil and climate
are perhaps equal to any in England, and yet
those who cultivate this land will neither turn
their attantion to the growth of vegetables nor
its owners allow it to be broken up into small
tenements to enable others to do so. Men with
capital have,Iknow,adislike to convert their farms
into market gardens, but that is no reason why
the community should not get out of such land
^^•hat it is right and proper they should get.

There is no occasion to plead for such large towns
as Plymouth, Exeter, and Bristol ; these are

already well supplied. It is the smaller towns
which suffer every year more or less from a dearth
of vegetables and fruit. These have in the main
to depend on the large centres for their supplies
of choice vegetables, and on many occasions I

have been astonished at the price charged for such
things as Asparagus, Celery, Tomatoes, Endive,
and Cauliflowers; even Vegetable Marrows can
only be obtained at exorbitant prices, yet within
an accessible distance of such places excellent

land is being devoted to corn crops wdiich, we are

told, do noti pay, and the growth of vegetables
which would pay is neglected. In the neighbour-
hood of all our seacoast towns there is within an
easy distance plenty of land on gentle slopes

naturally deep and fertile which, if let out in

small holdings, would soon be taken by men
with sufficient capital to establish a lucrative

business.

In order to bring the choicer kinds of vegetables
down to a reasonable price for the residents of

small towns, it is evident that they must be grown
near wdiere they are to be consumed, and the
grower must come into direct contact with the
consumer. One of the most successful farmers I

ever knew made it no secret that from a well cul-

tivated garden two acres in extent he sold suffi-

cient produce every year in the early summer
months to pay the wages for many weeks of all

the people employed on a farm 500 acres in ex-

tent. True, he had an exceptionally productive
garden, but all practical men know that such
favourable conditions would not have availed him
anything unless he had worked them in the most
profitable manner. Such examples surely show
how much may be done by well-directed energy.

The class of produce grown too must keep pace
"\\ith the times. Market men must import into

their business new and improved varieties of both
fruit and vegetables. The standard sorts of twenty
years ago are in many cases now superseded by
sujierior kinds, more especially as regards Pea^,

Kidney Beans and Cauliflowers. Even in the mat-
ter of such simple subjects as the Radish many of

the growers still cling to such old and coarse sorts

as the long Salmon. They do not appear to recog-

nise the fact that appearance is a strong factor in

their business. If they did, surely they would not
overlook the merits of such sorts as the French
Breakfast and new Olive-shaped Radishes.

But wdll it pay to grow fruit and vegetables in

su?h districts as are here referred to, would be a
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proper question to ask, and if I were invited to

give an answer, I sliovild unhesitatingly say, Yes.

I sliould do .so tlie more readily because, know-
ing something about the prices paid by residents

in such towns, I am sure that any practical man
could make it pay. 1 have known 8d. paid foi- a

.small Vegetable Marrow at the end of Augu.st,

and Js. for a very poor Cucumber not more than

7 inches long. All through the autumn Cauli-

flowers and Green Peas are luxuries in most of the

seacoast towns, and such as ai-e obtainable are

imported from other large markets. But what
increases the expenses of the business so much is

the fact that land cannot be obtained sufficiently

near such towns to enable the grower to retail his

own jjroduce. 1 have visited a good many market
growers in ray time along the coast, and I find

where a man retails hi.s own material he has a shop
in the town, and then there is a drive of two or

three miles to the outskirts before one reaches the

garden or grounds. But even if one has to provide
for the double expense of bringing his produce
that distance, surely the price at which it is sold

will leave a good margin for profit. What perplexes

one is the fact that in the course of a walk or drive

to the gardens of many of this class of growers we
have to pass on the way plenty of land favourably
situated for such a purpose, but which the ov.ner

cannot or will not detach from his farms so as to

make it available for another class of cultivators.

This perhaps accounts for the scarcity of market
gardens near provincial towns. J. C. C.

FORWARDING VEGETABLE CROPS.

The hea^•y falls of snow and severe frost expe-

rienced since March began, and even before that,

have been decidedly against kitchen garden work,
and when favoui-able weather comes there will be
innumerable arrears to work up. Of late we have
been pushing forward work in tlie pleasure grounds
and el.sewhere in order that, when an improvement
takes place in the weather, all hands may be

turned into the kitchen garden. Our night tem-
peratures for the last three weeks have ranged from
S' to 18" of frost; the wind has blown hard and
chilly, and green crops have suffered severely.

Autumn-sown Cabbages look as if they had been
immersed in boiling water; autumn-sown Onions
have almost disappeared ; Peas above ground have
a blue hue ; Spinach has shrunk almost to nothing

;

Brussels Sprouts are quite withered ; and although
different kinds of Broccoli are fairly healthy, they
are greatly reduced in size. I am now referring to

the plants; of heads we have none, nor are we
likely to have any for some time to come. Alto-

gether, open-air vegetables will be scarce until the

spring is well advanced. Parsley is missed as much
as anything Mhen scarce, and this, too, has dimi-

nished almost out of sight. Anything in the form
of green material is sure to be valuable in the im-

mediate future, and nothing should be thrown
away that is likely to become useful. Where
ground now occupied by any Cabbage stumjis.

Broccoli stems, and such like is wantetl for crop-

ping, lift all carefully and lay them in by their

heels in any odd corner. If Turnips have been
laid up in a large heap, spread them out in one
layer, growing end uppermost, in a dark shed or

cellar, and the blanched tops which they will

soon emit will be found to make a delicious dish.

Many who, like ourselves, were tempted to plant

Potatoes and sow Broad Beans, Peas, Onions,
Carrots, Parsnips, Radishes, Cabbages, &c. , dur-

ing the short spell of spring-like weather which we
experienced in February may feel anxious as to

how they will pass through this trial ; but if they
are in fairly sheltered sunny spots, and were put
into the soil when it was dry and friable, they will

germinate freely when the weather improves. Po-

tatoes are most liable to get injured, but as ours

were planted along the bottom of a south wall, we
are in no fear that they will sustain any harm.

FoRW.\RDiN'G CROPS is the main concern now.
We have always in hand a number of what we
term " cutting boxes." They are generally made
of odd pieces of wood from the sawmill, and
measure 2 feet in length, 15 inches in width, and

4 inches in depth. The bottom boards are nailed

on a little apart from each other, and this allows

the water to run through. Some weeks ago we
tilled a number of these with some fine loam and
leaf soil and sowed them with Onions, Leeks,

C'elery, Caulitlowers, Brus.sels Sprouts, Lettuce,

itc, and now we have of these fine healthy batches.

They have been raised in a temperature of 50' by
night and CO' by day, and they are dwarf and
dark green in colour. They are gradually being
introduced to lower temperatures, and one of

these days they will be in a cold frame. Should
the weather become genial, some of them m;iy be
jilanted at once in permanent quarters, but the
majority will be dibbled in closely in a sheltered

spot under a wall, and all will be ready for plant-

ing some weeks earlier than any we can rear in

the open. Should severe weather continue, they
will be treated differently. A shallow frame will

be emptied of whatever it may contain. A little

fermenting material to the depth of 1 foot or so

will be placed in the bottom ; then over this about
4 inches of good soil will be placed, and the

little plants will be dibbled in about 2 inches
apart each way. Fine healthy plants will soon
be the result of this treatment, and if the weather
should be in their favour when planted out about
the middle of April and onwards they will not be
so much behind after all. A very little bottom
heat is sufficient in which to start them into

growth, but too much would be ruinous. When
tihe plants are in frames it is an easy matter to

take the lights oft' and expose and harden them as

the weather will allow, and I am very much in

favour of treating the plants in this way, especially

in the case of a late spring.

E,4RLY Carrots ix frames.—When these are

sown on the top of a good hotbed they are not
long in springing up, and they very soon become
crowded. Sometimes thinning is delayed until

they have become a mass, and then it is a difficult

matter to draw any out without injury to those
which remain, but to prevent this and secure

roots of the finest possible quality many of them
should be thinned out before they have formed
their rough leaves. There is no danger of spoil-

ing the crop if at this time they are thinned out
until they stand 1 inch a].)art at least, and by the
time they require thinning again some of those
drawn out will be lai'ge enougli for use.

Peas.—Duke of Albany is new and expensive,
and I see it frequently recommended as superior
to Telegraph and the best of all for exhibition, a
statement with which I do not agree. I have
grown Telegraph annually since it was first dis-

tributed, and I have also had Duke of Albany
some time before it was in the hands of the public,

and I must say that it is not superior to Tele-
graph, to which, however, it comes nearer both
in appearance and quality than any other Pea I

know. Indeed, the two are so much alike, that if

a row of each was growing side by side I would
defy their raisers or introducers to point out the
dift'erence between them. The seed of Telegraph
is round, that of the Duke wrinkled, and here
their sole difference begins and ends.

Tomatoes for the open air.—To fruit Tomatoes
successfully in the open-air the plants should be
large in size by the middle of May. The most
successful crop of o]3en-air Tomatoes I e\er saw
was on plants 15 inches and 18 inches high when
]3lanted out liy the end of May, and the greatest

failure occurred with plants which were mere
seedlings when they were turned out. In the
former case a great deal of fruit formed in .Tune

and quantities of the ripe produce were gathered
from the middle of July onwards. In the latter

instance the plants did not set any fruit until

August, and the j^eriod between the time when
the first of the fruit was ripe and when the plants

ceased fruiting in the autumn was very short.

With strong early plants in a sheltered position

and against the wall fruit may be gathered in the
open from the middle of July until the end of

September, and I think the greatest secret of

success is in having robust and forward plants at

planting time.

A iiardv Broccoli.—Sutton's Late Queen has
withstood the winter better than any Broccoli we
possess. On(; could hardly d(,'tect that it had been
out in the fi'ost, it is so healthy, and aijart from
tliis I have for many years found it the best of all

Broccoli to pi-(jducc a certain siq)[)ly of excellent

heads from the middle of April until the end of

May. It is most compact in growth and merits
universal cultivation.

Tomatoes from cuttinxs.—There is no better
way of securing a fine batch of good Tomatoes
than propagation by cuttings. Last Oct<3ber we
rooted a dozen to keep them over the winter as

stock plants. These were repotted and set in a
warm place early in Febr\iary. They soon began
to grow, and produced a great many side shoots,

which were taken oft' as cuttings, placed in small

I)ots, put into a little bottom heat, and now they
are far in advance of the seedlings which were
showing at the time when the cuttings were put
in. Judging from past experience, they will bear
fruit before the seedlings ; indeed, we find the
cutting plan of raising them to answer so well

that I have ceased to care about seed unless it be
to introduce a new variety. All plants growing
freely will supply a large amount of cuttings now,
and if these are put in anfl rooted, they will, I

venture to say, surpass those raised from seed six

weeks ago.

Globe Artichokes.—With these I fear the win-
ter has dealt hardly. They are never remarkably
hardy at any time, and a winter of unusual se-

verity plays sad havoc with them. We have seen
the time when we would have had the winter
mulching from them before this, but it will be
best to allow this to remain for a few weeks longer
this spring. Where the material which was put
round them was very light and contained little

nourishment it would be an advantage to replace
it with some I'ich manure, which would stimulate
the roots when rain has washed its fertilising pro-

perties below the surface.

Early Tomatoes.—There is no better way of

securing early fruit than by growing the plants in

pots or boxes, restricting them to one or two
stems, and keeping them well up to the glass and
light. Last year we had a fine crop early in May
from plants which w-ere grown in 10-inch pots.

Into these they were shifted from 6-inch pots
about tliis time last year, and they were placed at

once on the back shelf of a lean-to Pine house.

There they made short, fruitful growths, and the
side shoots were broken oft' as fast as they formed,
only one or two main ones being allowed to

grow until they had formed three or four dozen
fruit ; then the ends were pinched out and all ex-

tension was restricted. Licjuid manure was applied
as soon as the fruit was formed in large quan-
tities and the crop was thoroughly satisfactory.

We are now following out our practice of last

spring ; it is the best we ever tried. We also

grow some in boxes, and find them do equally
well. The boxes are 1 foot square, the same in

depth, and as they fit on to some of the shelves
and into some corners better than pots, we prefer

them on that account. The plants grow freely,

and fruit forms abundantly in a temperature of
70' by day and (iO' at night, and tlie fruits will

form and swell in either a very humid or mode-
rately moist atmosphere so long as they are near
the glass and light.

A0T0MN - raised Cauliflower plants.—We
always sow our autumn Cauliflower seed in the
open, and when the plants are large enough some
of them are taken up and planted in frames, while
others are allowed to remain in the seed rows.
Sometimes we have seen the latter winter per-

fectly well, and be as healthy and fresh in spring
as the frame ones ; but this is not the case this

winter, as those which were left out are now dead.
The frame ones, however, are in good condition,

and will be planted out as soon as we have fine

weather. In planting, it is always a good plan to

draw out deep drills and put the plants in these,

as should more cold or windy weather follow, this

affords them a great deal of shelter. There is no
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use in trying to grow fine Cauliflowers on poor

ground, and the soil for their reception should be

heavily manured and be in first-rate order before

planting. We have also found it very beneficial

to tread round the plants firmly as soon as they

are planted, as they grow more robust in a firm

than in a loose soil. J. MniR.
Marijatii, Glamorfjanxhire.

to have a patch of Mint under a north wall for

use (luring the hot weather in summer, and
another in a warm corner somewhere to come in

early in spring. Peppermint is only used for dis-

tilling, and in private establishments this is not

so much done now a.s formerly.
Tarragon is somewhat tender in some places

and should be planted in a south aspect. It is

easily increased in spring by planting cuttings

with a bit of root attached to them, or by slicing

oft' good sized oft'sets from the old plants ; cuttings

may also be taken from the forced plants in heat.

The stock for forcing should be lifted and jiotted

in autumn, selecting strong roots, introducing
them into peat as required. Green Tarragon is

usually lequired all the year round. Winter
Savory may be increased now by
division, as may also Tansy, Penny-
royal, Balm, and Camomile. Fen-
nel sometimes suii'ers during sev

winters. I have known it to

quite killed by frost, but this does
not often happen. And when
does, a packet of seeds sown in

THE HERB C4ARDEN.

Hkkiss play an important part in fiist-class

cookery, and though their culture does not
require any great amount of skill, yet some
thought is necessary in order to keep up a proper
succession of young thriving herbs, especially of

such as are in daily use. The herb garden should
occupy a position hy itself as a special feature.

It should be laid out in beds of suitable size.

Aspect is not a matter of much importance pro-

^^ded the land is well drained, but it should not
be under the shade of trees. Frequent renewal
and removal is the best system to adopt in the

culture of such things as suflFer from the effects of

a severe winter. Young
plants make a better fight

under adverse circum-

stances than old ones ex-

hausted tlirough much
cutting and picking.
Herb.^ of perennial habit

are often best treated as

annuals. Take Sage, for

instance. Many who do
not adopt a regular sys-

tem of propagation and
renewal lose their old

plants in severe winters.

Sage is very easily in-

creased either by means
of cuttings, layers, or

seeds ; side shoots pegged
down and the stems co-

vered with soil now will

soon form roots, and may
then be transplanted.

Cuttings or slips planted
from this to the middle
of ilay will all, or nearly

all, root and make good
plants. It is a good plan

with Sage to put in a bed
of cuttings in rows 8 in.

apart each way, and leave

them to grow into a mass,

which they will do by
next autumn ; the old bed
may then be cleared, and
if manured and turned

up for the atmosphere to

work upon it, it will by
the spring be fit for Mint
or some other plant that

will form a suitable rota-

tion. When seeds are

used they may either be
sown in the border and
transplanted or in a box
in heat, and be hardened
off and planted out in due
course.

Thyme may be treated as has just been recom- ' will soon get up a new stock. The old plants may

mended for Sage ; cuttings of it inserted now will be di\aded now if an increase be desired, but this

form a useful"supply by'the autumn; seeds also ! plant does not wear out on one spot, as Sage and

may be sown now. There are several varieties of
|

Thyme does. Rosemary and Lavender may be

Thyme, but two only, the erect green and the

planted out towards the end of May. Sometimes
the seeds are sown on a south bolder about the

middle of May, and not transplanted ; but I prefer

sowing in heat to get an early start ; but climate

and local conditions generally should have some
influence in this respect. With regard to Borage,
we seldom sovi it, as we always have enough come
up from seeds which drop from the plants during
summer, and they will transplant if they do not

come up in the right place. Chervil, to come in in

succession, should be sown several times during the
year. The first sowing should be made now on a
south aspect ; the next sowing should follow in a
month's time in an open situation. Sow in May
on a north border for use during the hot weather,

and again in autumn in a southern aspect for winter
and early spring. It is a
good plan to pot up a few
roots of the autumn sow-
ing to be sheltered in

case of severe weather.

Chervil bolts sometimes
prematurely if left too

thick. The plants when
large enough should be
singled out to 4 inches or

5 inches apart.

E. Hobday.

Llnum trigymim ; flowers yellow. See page 284.

dwarf Lemon, need be grown. Mint should always

be obtainable when lamb is to be had, and as it

forces easily in a temperature of from 55^ to 60°,

easily propagated by means of cuttings in a shady

border now. Lavender should be frequently re

newed, but in most places Rosemary will grow
into a shrub of considerable size. I can see from

Sowing main crop of
Carrots.—Land that has

been freshly manured is

not suitable for Carrots.

It causes the roots to fork

and the Carrots to grow
large and coarse. We
always give our Carrot

bed a good dressing of

charred material from the

rubbish heap, mixed with

refuse soil from the pot-

tingshed. This is applied

after the ground has been

deeply cultivated in win-

ter to the depth of several

inches, and some time
when the surface is dry it

is forked in. If maggot
is dreaded, a good top-

di c"-irg of scot and lime is given at the same time.

The mirldle of April is quite time enough to sow

the seeds, and the drill system is the best because

of the facilities thus afforded for surface stirring.

Many of the principal seed firms now pass Carrot

seeds through a machine, which effectually clears

aw ay their beard, and makes their distributionwhen

sow n 1 egular and easy ; but where this is not done,

lubbing the seeds between the hands with a little

sand intermixed will effectually separate them.

Draw the drills half an inch deep and 15 inches

apart. Firm the land well before sowing if dry.

And Carrots should not be sown in wet weather

;

better wait till the surface is dry. The best kinds

for the main crop are the half-long Carentan and

James's Intermediate.—E. H.

there is no' great ditticulty in getting green Mint where I am writing a Rosemary bush .5 feet hicrh

whenever it is required. The best way in which and as much through, and it increases in size

to make a new bed of Mint is when the young annually. Horehound, Hyssop, Wonnwood, and

shoots in spring are about 2 inches above ground ; Rue may be increased by cuttings or seeds,

to cut them with a knife just under the surface of
[

Annual iikrbs.—These include Basil, Sweet

the soil, so as to get a few small roots attached to Marjoram, Summer Savory, Borage, and Chervil,

them, and to plant the shoots so obtained with a ' Basil, Jlarjoram, and Savory .should be sown m
dibble in rows 6 inches apart. It is a good plan boxes now in a warm pit, and be hardened off and

SHORT NOTES.—KlTCUSy.

Pea Duke of Albany.-This la, without doubt, one nf

the best of Peas. It was raised by Mr. Abbott, who is

managing a large market garden at Park Lane near Don-

caster Its height is between 6 feet and ti feet ;
the haulm is

stout, and the pods large and well filled. Uf this sort, for

pulling green, he planted Last f eason two Kcrea. and the

crop was so profitable as a market Pea, that six times that

area will be cropped tliis year.—Vide et Cbede.

Seakale culture should be extended, for in a season

hke this when every green vegetable has became brown

with incessant freezing and thawing it is most usttul.

Cuttings of the roots planted now will be strong enough to

force next winter. They should be about 4 inches long, and

should be planted with a dibble in deep, rich land in rows

15 inches apart, .and 12 Inches asunder in the rows putt

covering the crowns; seeds also may be sown if root cuttings

cannot be obtained.— J. H.

Earlv vegetables.—Those who have not a good stock

of voung Cabbages, Cauliflowers, and Lettuces should now
sow under glass on a gentle hotbed. Even in small gardens

some effort should be made to get glass protections to shelter

Cauliflowers and Lettuces in winter, and to forward Carrots

Potatoes, Turnips, &c., in spring. French Beans planted

now ou a slight hotbed wiU be fit to gvther m June.-E. H.
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Trees and Shrubs.

THE PATAGONIAN FITZROYA.
(fitzroya patagonica.)

Contrary to the usually expressed opinion re-

garding the tender nature of this liandsome and
interestini^ Fir, we feel (|uite justified, from the

result? of actual experiments both in England
and Ireland, in recommending it as a suitable

and valuable addition to the pinetum, more
particularly in the warmer maritime portions of

Southern and Western Britain.

We are induced to thus uphold the tree not
only from the fact that we liave found it perfectly

hardy, but to try and dissuade planters from
being influenced in an undue manner by the

semi-tender nature with which it is frequently

branded.

For general planting, be it remembered, we
do not recommend it, while for chosen spots and
where a collection of the newer Coniferre is being
formed, we would say liy all means give the

Fitzroj'a a fair trial, and in a great number of

cases success will crown the attempt. One
thing, however, it may at the outset be well to

bear in nund, and that is that the tree in ques-
tion, like several others that could be mentioned,
is visually more tender in a young .state than
wdien a height of several feet is attained—at least

such we have found the case, for a specimen
here, perhaps the best of its kind in this country,

of 17 feet in height, has certainly suffered less

severely from protracted frosts during the past

eight years than some well-known shrnbs that

were growing under similar circumstances and in

close environs, and that are considered quite

liardy, or at least nearly so, throughout Britain

generally.

It is, perhaps, incorrect of me to say that the
Fitzroya is more tender in a young state than
when more advanced in years, for on examining
three dozen plants raised in our home nursery
from cuttings not one lias suffered from the
effects of the last half dozen years' frost, and I

am informed by the foreman in that department
that not a death has occurred, altliough the
young plants have been fully exposed in a north
border.

The worst time is wdien a height of 3 feet or

so as been attained, and when the young plants

are placed out permanently and growing vigoi-

ously, although even under these conditions we
find home-raised plants to be far less subject to

the influence of frost than such as have been
purchased.

A native of the Patagonian mountains, the Fitz-

roya was introduced to us Ijy Lobb in 1849 (though
previously discovered by Captain Fitzroy, and to

whom it was named in compliment by Sir J. I).

Hooker), but although about thirty-six years
have elapsed since that date, and whether from
scarcity or the dissemination of rather erroneous
notions regarding its tender nature and uu-
suitability for the climate of Britain, few indeed
are the individual specimens to be found even
in well managed and extensive pinetre.

In its native country, we are told, the Fitz-

roya attains heights varying from 6 i'eet to

nearly 100 feet, and with a stem of 8 feet in

diameter, the difference in stature depending
much on the elevation at which it is found.

The following description taken from home-
grown specimens will fully illustrate the appear-
ance of the Fitzroya as grown in this country :

The whole tree has a decidedly easy and orna-
mental appearance from the branches, which are
irregularly placed and rather slender, being bent
downwai'ds at the tips, thus imparling a semi-

weeping contour, -w hich is, however, more decided

in healthy, fast-growing specimens tlian in such

as have been unfavourably placed and con-

sequently become unhealthy. Apart from lieing

in a healthy, vigorous state of growth, I believe

some trees possess this peculiar mode of growtli

ill a much greater degree than others, for in some
instances the branch tips liang down for fully a
foot in length like tresses of the finest plaited

whipcord ; branchlets short and inclined to drooji,

and thickly covered with foliage. The leaves

are variable in length, but usually about one-

fourth of an inch, very irregularly arranged in

whorls of tlirees or fours, sessile, ovate-oblong,

of a deep yew green, and with two silvery lines

both above and below. These lines are, how-
ever, most prominently revealed in the leaves of

the young shoots, and are frequently absent from
those of older growth, wdiile the silvery markings
on the upper sides of the leaves are far less

common than those on the under side. Cones
about quarter of an inch in diameter, and com-
posed of nine scales in three whorls, the upper
and lower of which are small and unfertile, while
tlie intermediate one has two seeds, sometimes
three, at the base of each scale. They are Ijorne

in c[uantity on the trees at Penrhyn, are terminal,

and usually, but not always, solitary.

The healthiest, although not the largest,

Fitzroya I have ever seen was growing on the
pleasure ground at Churchill House, in the north
of Ireland. The situation might best be described

as medium, between sheltered and exposed, and
the soil a rich, free, well-drained loam that

received due and careful ]5reparation previous to

the tree's insertion therein. It presented a most
distinct and ornamental appearance from the

long, drooping, cord-like bi'anch extremities, as

well as healthy, thriving appearance, and if still

standing, for it is more than half-a-dozen years

since I saw it, must now be a goodly specimen
indeed. On the wind-swept Isle of Jlan Mr.
Farraut tells us " Fitzroya patagonica is singular

and graceful, but I fear in our climate will never
make a tree," this information being more
fiivourably delineated in a letter that I had re-

cently from that enthusiastic cultivator.

Mr. W. Coleman likewise makes known to us
the whereabouts of a fine specimen of the Fitz-

roya which was, fourteen years ago, frf)in 12 feet

to 18 feet in height, well furnislied and in the
best of health. At that time it was growing in

the shrubbery at Cole Orton Hall, Asliby-de-la-

Zuuch, but whetlier it is now standing Mr. Cole-
man does not say, but it would certainly be
welcome information for me to know that it is.

Some others of your correspondents would lie

doing good work in letting us hear of thriving
trees of the Fitzroya that have come under their

notice.

At Penrhyn Castle the largest specimen is

growing within 100 yards of the sea at Port
Penrhyn. I measured it to-day and found the
dimensions to be as follows: height, 17 feet;

girth of stem at a yard from the ground, 21 inches
;

diameter of spread of branches, 9 feet. Five years
ago this tree was transplanted from what I con-
sidered a rather inconsjjicuous position to the
front line of an ornamental as well as useful tree

liorder that runs partially around oiu' home
nursery, but, sad to say, although every precau-
tion was taken both in removal and planting, it

has never yet recovered the original healthy
appearance, although I have but little doubt that
it will do so in years to come—at least, if care and
attention are even second-rate factors in the re-

covering of sickly trees to a healthy thriving
condition. Being of a large size when reinovecl,

and not having been transplanted lor a number
of years previous to its final desjiatch to the

border above referred to, had no doubt much to

do with its present api)earance, which, although
perhaps not decidedly unhealthy, is yet suffi-

ciently so to betoken, even to an inexperienced
eye, that something is wrong. The soil is loam
of average quality, the aspect south-west, and the
situation partially sheltered. Great numbers of

fruit have been produced by the tree in question,

but as they are unfertile, the Fitzroya being
dicecious and no male flowers produced, they are
useless fur the purpose of reproduction. Cut-
tings, however, strike freely when placed in sandy
soil and in a cold I'raine, advantage: of which has
been taken here ami a quantity of fine, healthy
young trees produced.

It has frequently been stated that the Fitzroya
when grown in this country produces no con-

tinuous leader, but this is quite the reverse of our
experience, for two of the trees just referred to

have clean, straight stems of fully (i inches dia-

meter at butt, and with a gradual taper from base
to tip, what is also strikingly mjticeable in young
trees in the nursery border. The bark is flaky

and spongy, somewhat like that of Sequoia sem-
pervirens, and of a dull brownish colour. Young
trees raised from cuttings of the above tree seem
less subject to the inlluence of frost than plants

the produce of seed sent from its native country.
I have just noticed how well this tree stands

pruning. Young shoots are pushed out freely

trom back-pruned branches, so that hard cutting

in where required, as no dotibt it will in many
cases, may be resorted to without fear of harm.

A. D. Webster.

PLANTING RAILWAY STATIONS.
I QUITE agree with " J. D. W." (p. 227) in thinking
that the aspect of country railway stations might
in many instances be greatly improved by the
judicious planting of a few suitable trees and
shrubs, and possibly a few flowering plants. In
some instances this has already been done, but, as
a rule, so unskilfully, that it may be questionable
if any improvement has thereby been effected. I

can hardly, therefore, altogether agree with
" J.D. W." when he says (alluding to the planting
of trees) " that in whatever way it may be carried

out it cannot fail to bring about improvement."
On the contrary, I am inclined to thin v that should
it be considered desirable to plant such places at
all, the greatest care should be paid to do the
work effectively, and also to .select the most suit-

able species for the purpose. By all means avoid
the acceptance of the thinnings or surplus trees or
shrubs from gardens, as the planting of these is

almost sure to lead to disappointment. This asser-

tion, of course, does not apply to cases in which
local landowners are in possession of a properly
managed nursery, where trees and shrubs are pre-

pared for removal by being annually transplanted.
Unfortunatel}', however, a nursery ground is not
always an adjunct to a garden establishment, and
where the promiscuous thinnings of plantations
are used for such purposes, the result, as has Just
been stated, will generally be unsatisfactory, as,

however carefully such plants may be taken up
and replanted, most of them will probably die
during the first season, and it will be found to be
some considerable time before those which survive
can be said to have recovered from the unavoid-
able check which they have sustained. The cause
of this is, of course, to be ascribed to the injury
and mutilation of the roots while being extracted
from the soil in which they may have become
established by being undisturbed for years, as

well as being remo\-ed from a sheltered, if not a
crowded, situation to one generally more exposed.
All this, of course, does not by any means apply
to trees and shrubs procured from properly ma-
naged nurseries, where, as has been said, such
plants are prepared for removal at almost any
.season by having been annually, or at least fre-

quently transplanted, and their roots consequently
kept close at home, so to speak. Under such
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circumstances their removal is effected without
risk and without serious check to their develop-

ment. Therefore, as suitable plants of the desired

varieties can all be obtained at the various nur-

ssries throutrhout the country at very moderate
cost it is anything but economy to use unsuitable

plants, even when they can be obtained free of

cost.

As has been already said, properly prepared

trees and shruljs, more particularly evergreen

species, may be successfully planted at almost any
season, but early autumn is without doulit the

best time to perform such operations. And in all

cases the situation which such plants are intended

to occupy should be duly prepared for their

reception, by drainage if found necessary, as well

as ti'enching or deep digging, and in such situa-

tions as the vicinity of railway stations the in-

troduction of a portion at least of suitable soil is

desirable, in order to assist the plants in making
a fresh start. Where necessary, too, they should
be supported by stakes for a time, as well as

fenced in, or in some way protected against

external injury. It need hardly be neces.sary to

say that should dry weather set in soon after such
trees, &c., have been planted water should be
freely supplied to them. "J. D. W." .says,

"That in some cases the stafi' of workmen em-
ployed in the vicinity of the various stations

would be found sufficiently acquainted with the

work of planting to do it satisfactorily, &c." No
doubt this will mostly be found to be the case,

but at the same time it may be doubtful if

amongst them might always be found men
jiossessed of the necessary knowledge of the
requirements, liabit of growth, and the dimen-
sions ultimately attained by the different species

of trees used for the purpose, so as to be able to

superintend their proper distribution, as it should
always be borne in mind that a tree or plant,

however beautiful it may be, when growing in

tlie wrong place, or where it ought not to be,

must consequently be regarded as a weed. And
there are possibly few owners of gardens and
pleasure grounds who do not regret that some
favourite specimen does not occupy a position

different from what it does. Many drawbacks of

this kind might have been obviated by the
exercise of a little judgment or consideration at
the time of planting. On this accoutit it is

always desirable that the arrangement, if not the
jjlanting, of ornamental trees should be super-
intended by someone who possesses a knowledge
of their habit of growth, &c.

In' plantini! with the view of embellisliing and
rendering more attractive the appearance of our
various railway stations, only trees and shrubs of

ornamental character should be used. ".J. D. \V."
mentions the Larch, Spruce, and Scotch Fir; I

should be inclined to reject all three, but particu-
larly the two first. The Larch is an exceedingly
useful tree, but can hardly be considered to be
ornamental, and the Spruce in very many situa-

tions becomes unhealthy, and is very prone to lose

its lower branches, and thus become unfit to be
used as a screen to shut out objects which it may
be desired to conceal. But, as "J. D. W." .says,

there are many varieties among the Arlior-vita'S

vary si;itable for this purpose, and possibly none
more so than Thuja Lobbi, Thvijopsis Ijorealis, &c.
There is, indeed, nothing so deleterious in the at-

mosphere of most country railway stations as to
prove inimical to the development of any of the
species of Coniferaj, but where it m.ay be desired
to plant deciduous species, the Western and
Eastern Planes, particularly tlie last, in addition
to being exceedingly ornamental, are found to
thrive in and near to large towns where few other
trees can Vie made to grow. The Birch, the Lime,
and the Mountain Ash, &c., may all be used for
the purpose with very good effect. And in cases
in which deciduous trees may happen to exist near
stations the a])pearance of such trees may fre-

quently be imjjroved by the training on tlieir

stems climbers of various kinds, such as the Vir-
ginian Creeper, Clematises of various kinds. Honey-
suckles, climbing Roses, and the various varieties

of Ivy. I happen to know a country railway

station, or rather the principal station of a pro-

vincial town, where there extends a portion of

embankment between the station and a bridge

which spans the public road at a distance of some
70 yards or SO yards. It faces due south, anil is

in full view of tlie adjacent town. This portion of

embankment from its situation may be said to have

almost asked to be planted, and the railway autho-

rities a few years ago did so with various kinds of

ti-ees and shrubs, but without any attempt at ar-

rangement or particular care holes being merely
rluglargeenough to contain theroots,and the plants

left to their fate. As might have been expected, most
of them died, and the few which have survived will

never in any way tend to improve the aspect of

the approach to "the station. The conclusion one
can hardly help coming to therefore is this, that if

such matters are not performed properly it is

better that they should not be attempted. Had
this embankment to which I have alluded been

prepared for the reception of trees by being

properly dug, and say a line of trees, either

deciduous or evergreen, been planted along the

higher part, and tlie face of the embankment
been planted thickly with, say, the common
Holly or some other evergreen shrub, the spot

might now have been a tiling of beauty which,

from its position, could hardly have failed to have

been much appreciated, and the expense of plant-

ing it properly need not have greatly, if at all,

exceeded that whicli was expended to no jjurpose.

Before trees are planted it would always be well

for the planter to take into considei-ation wliat

may probably be the aspect and dimensions of

sueli trees on the expiration of some quarter of a

century, more or less, as the planting of trees is

or ought to be performed more for the future than

for the present time. I have now in my mind's

eye an exceedingly plea.sant drive of consideraljlc

length leading to a mansion, with a double row of

thriving young trees on each side of it. These
liave been planted some ten or more years, and are

alreadybecoming effective ; but this is tosome extent

marred by the introduction of sundry unsuitable

trees. Most of tliem are Limes, and it would
have been well had they been all of this species,

but there are here and there a Black Italian

Poplar, an Ash, a large growing species of Salix,

aHor.se Chestnut, &c., which have grown out of

all proportion with the opposite tree, with which
it certainly ought to some extent correspond in

dimensions, but which is, in some instances, found
to be a Laburnum, a Mountain Ash, or other

species which can never be expected to attain

great size. This style of jjlanting may possibly

have been followed with the view of securing
variety, but this might surely have been secured
without altogetlier sacrificing uniformity.

P. (J.

Walking-stick trees.—In reference to this

subject (p. 21).'?) I may state that one of the

finest trained Fig trees I have ever met with
originated from a walking-stick. An old garden-
ing friend of mine, when cutting down a Fig
tree, saved a long straight matured branch, in-

tending to use it for a walking-stick, and as he
was very feeble he did actually walk home ^\ith it,

a distance of about a mile. The stick was left

in the back kitchen, and no further lieed was
taken of it till spring, when it was found that

the moist place in which it was standing
had caused it to burst its buds, and the conse-

quence was my friend took it Isack to the garden
and inserted it in the ground against the gable

end of a coach-house. Here it struck root and
grew rapidly into a fine ti"ee, the wall at the
highest point being not less than 20 feet high. It

had a long clear stem, and suckers were seldom
troublesome—adecided advantage. The gardener
in question has long been dead, and the place

has also changed owners, but perhaps tliere are

others besides myself who have seen this tree at

Leasam House, near Rye, in Sussex, and \\'lio can
vouch for the trutli of the story. I am living

within driving distance of Glastonbury, and I

find the famous Thorn there has lost its charm as

far as the natives of the county are concerned.

We, too, have a fine old tree of the same variety,

which annually attempts to bloom over parts of

the tree before other Thorns. I have seen a few
blooms open at C'hristmas, but only once, though
it is always well in advance of the rest. I cannot
ascertain how the tree came here, but the very
oldest inhabitants are of opinion that it was cut
out of a hedgerow, in common with a great

many other Thorns, when a road was diverted

and a park created. It must have been in its

present position long before this park was formed
out of ordinary farm land, and if the Glastonbury
Thorn originated at Glastonbury, ours must have
lieen a seedling from it, the seed being brought, it

may be, by birds.—I.

HEDGES AND HEDGE PLANTS.

To describe every plant whicli is found in, or

which may on occasion be pressed into use to

foini hedges, would be to run over alnioat the

whole list of our hardy trees and .shrubs. Al-

though, however, this would be the case, there

are many species wliich are very much more
desirable than others, and which will comply
with the conditions lor which hedges are pri-

marily planted in a way the otliers would not.

There can be no doubt that on the whole the

most widely distributed hedge tree, the white

or common Hawthorn, in the point of suitability

to the varying circumstances under whicli

hedges are required, and in its adaptability to

different soils and situations, must carry off the

palm. Except in the case of ornamental hedges,

whatever else may be aljsent, it is very unusual

to find the Whitethorn without a place.

There are, of course, exceptions to every rule,

and in certain situations the soil may be against

the growth of this tree ; but take the hedges in

almost any landscape or district of country .md
the Hawthorn will be predominant. It is hardly

the place here, perliaps, to speak of the advis-

ability or otherwi.se of raising mixed hedges, or,

in other words, hedges of a variety of dirt'erent

species planted or growing together pell-mell,

Ijut in passing it is worthy of remark, that how-
ever ol.ijectionable and fatal to a perfect line of

hedge this practice may be, such an assemblage

of shrubs is much more picturesque, and affords

much more food for the student of trees and tree

growth than any hedge of one species, however
neat and effective, can possibly be. It is a

puzzle as one passes mile alter mile of hedgerow

of every imaginable form, dimension, and com-

position to conceive the way in which such

heterogeneous masses come into existence, and in

something approaching right lines. It has been

said that this is hardly the place to discuss the

question of the impropriety or otherwise of

using such diverse material in the same line of

hedge, hut as the question is £0 wound up with

the subject, it is dilficult to avoid reference to it.

Shortly, then, taking into consideration the

generally accepted principle that to keep a close

and eft'ective hedge a host ol different kinds of

trees must not be jumbled in together, it is diffi-

cult to believe that the majority of hedges one

meets with was ever ]ilanted at all, or at any

rate for the purpose they now serve.

Somebody desctilied a hedge as being a thicket

of bushes, and this is veritably what the greate'V

number of old hedges consist of, as any idea of

plan or uniformity is entirely lost. Take the

average field hedge of half a century's standing

and look at it tree by tree, and you get a collec-

tion vastly more diverse than the timber trees

which stud it. It would be absurd to assume

that these hedges were never planted, and it

seems equally absurd to think that any planter,

or rather every planter, should make such a

numerous selection of subjects. The only explana-

tion that seems possible is that as the species
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which originally fnrineil the line of fence died

out, the other kinds sjiranf; up and filled up the

blanks, until iu course of time very little of the

original hedge was left.

A very common accompaniment of the White-
thorn is the Sine (Prunus spinosa), and next to it

among deciduous plants for hedges is probaljly

most important. This Sloe, or Blackthorn, in

positions where it will grow readily, is very dense
in its habit, and, therefore, even when divested

of its leaves, thoroughly well adapted to the for-

mation of impervious hedges. In this respect it

rivals, if it does not excel, the Hawthorn, as its

growth is more tortuous and sturdy. At any
rate, speaking for one's self, should the emergency
arise of forcing a passage through a Thorn hedge,

we would prefer making the attempt in the case

of the Hawthorn to that of the Blackthorn.

Leaving for the moment such thorny subjects,

another very well-known hedge plant, ancl one
which on account of its fruit may be regarded as

a favourite one, is the common Hazel. As well
as being a hedge plant, this is a very widely dis-

tributed species in the shape ot undei'wood in

plantations, and is perhaps better adapted for

growing in such positions than it is for hedges.
Whether this is so or not, much will depend upon
where the hedge is situated and the purjjose it

has to serve. 11 it is on the summit of a bank
flanked by a ditch, and is designed to form the
fence round a wood or plantation, nothing could
be more suitable ; and if, in other instances, it is

required more as a screen than a hedge, it will

answer admirably.

In many hedges, and, it must be adndtted,
speaking generally, in the most imperl'ect ones,

the common Elder is of frequent occurrence.
The comparative looseness of its habit of growth
and its tendency to extermiuate its neighbours is

the greatest objection to its use. Where rapidity

of growth is important, and the Elder can be
allowed to follow its bent unrestrictedly, it may
be employed to some advantage; but, as a rule,

it appear.s as an interloper rather than a matter
of choice. On some soils—and it embraces a
rather wide range—the common Dogwood (Cor-
nus sanguinea) is found in abundance in the
hedgerows. This is a tree, however, which until
it grows to a considerable size does not offer the
resistance whicli a hedge should be capable of
doing. It is a very usual thins for cattle to graze
on week after w-eek, contentedly, when only sur-

rounded by a hedge which would give way to the
first onslaught of an animal, but such forbearance
or lack of knowledge of the facts ought not to Ije

counted upon. A hedge worthy of the name
should certainly be stubborn enough to prevent
the egress or ingress of such animals as it is in-

tended to fence against, and anything short of
this cannot be looked upon as being satisfactory.

Certain species of Willow—notably the Goat
Willow—in some cases make very good hedges,
but it is seldom this kind of tree is found alone.
Its occurrence at intervals on a Hawthorn hedge
is much more frequent. The drawback t^i all

this class of hedge tree is the lack of thorns, there
being nothing but the branches themselves to act
as a deterrent to the would-be trespasser. Be-
sides the species which have been enumerated,
there are oihers of a deciduous nature which are
more or less adapted for hedges, and among these
several which are mostly looked upon as timber-
producers rather than in this subsidiary, though
not less useful, character. The Beech and the
Hornljeam are two of these. The former of these
has been objected to on the ground of its liability
to insect attacks, but good hedges have often
been formed of it, and it makes capital screens.
The field Maple, again, has some claims to use
for the purposes under review, and not the least

of these is the beautiful effect of its foliage iu

autumn. The Oak, the English and the Wych
Elms soinetimes enter intd the composition of

hedges, but not very largely, and need not be
referred to iu detail. The position of the Ash is

somewhat dilfereut, as although so far as the for-

mation of the hedge itself goes it may not be
better than the three last named, it is a wood which
has a marketable value when of a smaller size

than almost any other. The Birch and the

Alder may be a little similar in this respect,

Init their relative value would not be .so con-
desirable.

It would be easy to extend this list of decidu-
ous hedge trees, but as the Evergreens demand a
word of notice, we must refrain from doing so.

In our English hedgerows, amongst Evergreens
the Holly occupies something of an analogous
position to the Hawthorn in the list of deciduous
species. It is not, of course, nearly so widely
distributed, as Evergreens, taken as a whole, are
not so largely used in tlie hedgerows. Notwith-
standing this there can be no two opinions as to

the effectiveness of a good Holly hedge. To
this, in the points of dt-nsity and resistance, the
Hawthorn must yield the palm. Tlie Yews and
the Cypresses are very familiar as hedge trees,

but they are seldom Jound iu use for common
field fences. For the bulk of our existing Yew
hedges we are indebted to previous generations,
as this is a tree which rer|uires a great lapse of
time before it matures. When it does attain full

growth it has the advantage—so far as such a
thing is possible in plant life— of almost imperish-
ability. Among the smaller trees or shrubs the
Box must not be onntted, as this has long been
a favourite in gardens. A commoner tree, though,
thati this is the Cherry Laurel. This does not
usually grow surticiently thick to form a fence of

itself, but when iu gardens or in the immediate
neighbourhood of the house, it is placed within
a hedge of Quick (Whitethorn) ; it is a very use-

ful and ornamental tree. Amongst the Ever-
greens, a tree which has lately had many
advocates, especially for the purpose of screen
planting, is the giant Arbor-vitas (Thuja Lobbi).
In many places this thrives exceedingly well, and
is worthy of the attention which' has been
accorded it. By some the use of such trees as

the Spruce has been recommended for hedges,
but in the sense in which we employ the term
they are hardly admissible. As was' stated at
the outset, the list of subjects which could be
used with more or less success could be almost
indefinitely extended, but this would serve no
good purpose. The difiiculty where the selection
is so wide is to know what not to plant, as well
as to know what is -suitable. In deternuning
this in any particular case, the soil, the situation,

and the puriio.so for which the hedge is wanted
Iiave all to be taken into account. As a rule,

the best guide will be to notice the plants wliich
thrive liest under .similar circumstances, as, unless
inriuenced l)y any occult cause in selecting hedge
plants, this ii safe ground to be ujion.

Thuja gigantea.—Surely Mr. Nicholson
(p. "200) makes a mistake when he says tliat Thuja
gigantea was introduced by Messrs. \'eitch in
18r)3. The late Mr. James jMcNab, than whom
few people were better informed on such matters,
tells us iu the "Proceedings of the Botanical
Society of Edinburgh" for 1S7.3 that "a Thuja
raised from seed and proved to be the true Thuja
gigantea (yellow t'ypre.ss) is another acquisition
lirsfsent by JclTrey. At first the seedlings re-
sembled Thuja occidentalis, and little attention
for a time was paid to them." This is likewise
substantiated by Mr. Nicholson, for he tells us
that be recognised in three of the very specimens
sent by Jeffery in IS.il, and which are now grow-

ing in the Edinburgh Botanic CJardens, forms of

Thuja gi<;antea. The tree may have been intro-

duced by William Lobb, collector to Messr.s.

Veitch, in 18ri3, but it is a well-known fact that
seeds were simt by Jeffrey to the Scottish
Oregon Association in 18.")1, or two years previous
to Vcitch's introduction.—A. D. W.

Garden Flora.
PLATE 637.

THE LINUMS, OR FLAXES.
(with a coloured platk op l. arboreum.*)

The Linums, notwithstanding the fugacious cha-
racter of their flowi-rs, generally occupy con-
.-^picuous places in collections of hardy herbaceous
plants, a distinction wdiich they richly deserve.

In order to see them to the best advantage, how--
ever, it is always advisable to grow them iu large
patches. We refer to the commoner kinds, such as

L. perenne and its rumei'ous varieties, wdiich in-

clude almost all shades of blue, from the deepest
to the most delicate. Almost any situation or
soil, if dry and at the .same time well exposed to

sunshine, suits them. Of L. perenne there is a
handsome vaiiety with reddish purple flowers,

which makes an excellent border plant, as does
also the white-fiowered form, wdiich is as yet not
very plentiful. Its flowers are smaller than those
of the New Zealand L. monogynum, but more

Linum perenne.

numerous. The plant is also freer in habit and
more easily managed. L. alpinum is also worthy
of mention. It has large bright or pale blue,

often almost white, flowers and a habit not un-
like that of L. flavum. It is perennial, and a
good plant for rockwoik. With the exception

of annual kinds, all the others may be propagated
by means of division or cuttings. The perenne
section may be divided in autumn, care being
taken not to damage the roots. Kinds like

arboreum strike readily from cuttings. L. flavum
may be raised by the hundred from seed sown in
the open ground. Many beautiful species of

Linum yet remain to be introduced, amongst
which the most notable are L. nodiflorum, a kind
not unlike campanulatum in habit, but with
larger fiowers ; L. heterosepaluni, a comparatively

new species found by Dr. Kegel ; L. lazicum and
L. capitatum. Among oihers that may be men-
tioned as worth notice are L. niaritimuin, tauri-

cum, elegans, Miilleri, and oorymbifiorum.

L. ARBOiiEU.M, if not quite a tree, as its name
imports, attains at least the size of a bu.sh even
in the open air in this country. It is easily

distinguished by its .shrubliy habit and its not
dying down in winter, as most of the others do.

It; IS single-stalked at the base, pirolusely

branched, and forms lai-gish evergreen tufts.

• Dr.awn in Messrs. Paul's nur.sery, Broxbjiirne, in Atigiist
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It is generally recommended as a greenhouse
shrub, and said to be tender in the open air

;

the reverse, liowever, is our experience ; indeed

it stands well in a quite exposeil situation in the

reighbourhood of London, wliere the climate is

Ljnsidered to be nmre trying to plants of this

class tl)an it is farther north. A large bush of

it may be seen in a thriving state ia the her-

aceons grounds at Kew. In exposed situations

is, however, niiieh dwarfer and more scraggy

an when sheltered, rarely attaining more than
8 inches in lu'ight. Against a wall it grows as

Linuia campauulatum.

large aga'n, and has a beautiful green appear-
ance all through the winter months. If grown
in quantity it would doubtless be an acquisition

in a cool greenhouse or unheated consei'vatory

in early spring. It would succeed L. trigynum,
which, liowever, requires a little heat. In a,

house from which frost can be kept out L.

arboreum may be had in flower in February and
March, and even well into April. It might also

be planted out with advantage in large houses,

and if given plenty of light and space it will

take care of itself. In the open air it begins to

flower in Apiil and continues in bloom through
the two following months. We have never seen

good seed produced by this plant, but fortunately

it may be readily increased by means of cuttings

Liniim tfr.mdiflorum.

taken off in July or early in August ; tlie^-^, if

wintered in a close frame, make thrifty little

plants in .--pring. It is a native of the island of

Camlia and the Levant, where it wa^ introduced
by Sibthorp about the year 1788. It is some-
times called L. c.Tspitosum.

L. rAMi'ANULATUM (or Bell Flax).—This .seems to
be rarer than either arlioreum or tlavum, the latter

being often misnamed campauulatum in gardens.
Mr. Moggridge, who gave the Mentone plants
considerable attention, says that from dried speci-

mens it is rather difheult to distinguish campanu-
latum from fiavum ; the latter, however, has, he

say.s, a more compact inflorescence ; and, accord-

ing to Reichenbach, is also amply distinguished

by the petals, which are round and not muoronu-
late at tlie apex, the sepals being much shorter

and the fruit less pointed. Mr. Moggridge, how-
ever, adds that he should not be surprised to hear

that intermediate forms exist;. Three years ago
we received a ])lant of this species from Italy, whicli

was distinguishable at a glance from any of the

others. It was smaller in all its parts, apjiarently

more shruliby than herbaceous : its leave.s wei-e

more distant on the stem, sepals twice as long,

and flowers much paler, petals obovate with a

distinct mucro at the apex, a good character liy

which to distinguish it. It grows in the river

beds near Drap, north-west of Nice ; al-so in

France, Spain, and Dalmatia. It flowers with us

in .July and August. It is more tender than L.

flavum, as it gets destroyed in severe winters.

L. FLAVUM.—This is a true herbaceous perennial,

introduced by Mr. Curtis about the year 1794

from seed supplied to him by Mons. Davae, of

Orbe, Switzerland. If we mistake not, it was
comparatively little known in gardens until Mr.
Wolley Dod, with his usual generosity, distributed

it among his friends. It is almost impossible to

confound it with the species represented in the

plate, so dificrent are they both in habit and be-

haviour from one another. L. flavum dies down
to the ground in winter and produces in spring

many herbaceous shoots from the crown ; it is, if

anything, hardier than arboreum, never appearing
to be disturbed by frost either early or late. It also

produces seeds with more freedom, and these

scattered round the base of the parent plant ger-

minate the following spring, although they rarely

if ever show flower before the second season. It

is so easy to establish that we have now a large

patch of it, which has a beautiful appearance
all through June, July, and August, and even in

favourable seasons well into Septemljer. We
have also increased it from cuttings taken early in

spring, but although we get them to flower about
July it is always at the expense of the parent.

This appears to be the best of the yellow perennial

Flaxes for ordinary border culture ; it should,

therefore, be e.xtensively grown and even natura-
lised. The fact of the seeds germinating in the

open is an almost sufficient guarantee that it

would succeed, provided it was given an open,
sunny position, facing, if possible, the south. It

does not flower freely in shade ; its habit is upright
and from 1 foot to 2 feet high ; its leaves are
smooth and hardly distinguishable from those of

L. arboreum, except perhaps that they are a little

broader in the unflowering branches and of a
decidedly darker green colour. Don's distinction
that the leaves of L. flavum have two glands at
the base, while the other has none, does not appear
to hold good in the specimens before us, both
having the so-called glands. The flowers are ]jro-

duced in loose panicles, each being about an inch
in diameter, deep or golden yellow. It is a native
of Central Europe and Caucasus. In some gardens
it is called L. luteum.

L. ORANDIFLORUM.—This is an annual species
and remarkably handsome ; indeed, with the
exee])tion of the large-flowered form of the
common Flax, this is one of the very best in the
genus. It should therefore And a place in all seed
orders, as amongall theannualsgrownfew equal itin

gracefulness, and certainly nonesurpassitas regards
brilliancy of colour. It should be sown in spring
along with other annuals in a deep rich, sunny
border. It may by successive sowings be had in

bloom from May until October, and even during
November and December if sown late in pots and
grown in the greenhouse. It rarely exceeds 1 foot
in height. It is profusely branched, and the
stems are covered with small entire glaucous leaves.

The flowers, which are about 2 inches in diameter,
are produced in great profusion, often as many as
twenty being on a single branch. They vary in

colour in the ditt'erent varieties from crimson to

brilliant scarlet. The most striking varieties of it

are named eoccineum, rubrum, roseum, and
splendens. It is a native of Algiers.

L. MONOOYNUM.—Among perennials of the L.

perenne class this is tlie one most suitable for pot
culture. If raised from seed in spring and grown
on, plants of it would be ready to flower in summer,
when their delicate white flowers would be greatly
appreciated. It is, however, perfectly hardy, and
whether in the mixed border or overhanging
ledges in the rockery it is equally at home.
Plants of it grow from 1 foot to 18 inches in height
and produce many erect, smooth round stems,
loosely and profusely branched at the top, and
terminated by large white flowers li inches in

diameter. It may be increased either by means
of seeds or cuttings which flower in May and
June. It is a native of New Zealand. The variety

candidissimum is much finer than the type; its

flowers are larger and its habit neater. Another
«diite-flowered species, but with quite a different

haliit, is L. salsaloides. This is a prostrate grow-
ing plant, reminding one of the creeping Phloxes
of the subulata type. It is said to be perfectly

hardy.

L. NARBONNENSE.—Among blue-flowered Flaxes
this is by far the best, its flowers being consider-

ably larger and finer coloured than those of any
of the numerous forms of L. perenne, the species

most commonly found in collections of hardy
plants. It does well in an ordinary border, wdierc

it bears a profusion of flowers all through the

summer months. It might also be introduced
with advantage into the flower garden, as it would
not only supply a colour much in demand for

bedding purposes, but also be permanent, a con-

sideration too often overlooked. It rarely grows
higher than the common zonal Pelargoniums, and

Linum siblricum.

in habit it is all that can be desired. It also

makes an excellent cover for dry, gravelly banks,
where, apparently heedless of the poorness of the
soil, it flowers with remarkable freedom. Its

stems, which are numerous, are little over 1 foot

in height, and are produced from a woody stock.

Its leaves, wdiich are narrow, are lance-shaped,

shiny, and minutely denticulate at the margins,
and without glands. The flowers, which are borne
in a loose corymb, are large and of a beautiful sky
blue, with distinct violet- blue veins. It produces
seeds freely. It is a native of Southern France
and Italy, where in elevated sunny places it flowers

from May to July. It was cultivated by Miller as

early as 1759.

L. PERENNE,—Too much can hardly be said in

praise of this and its varieties as decorative plants.

They are useful alike for border and rockery, and
most valuable on account of the comparatively
little trouble which they give the cultivator.

They would form an interesting bank in the wild
garden, wdiere they might be left to take care of

themselves. Of this species there are many
varieties, all varying in colour; among the best

are Lewisi, Milleri, altaicum, austriacum (Hort.),

and roseum album. L. sibiricum is a large-flowered

form, freer, and with a somewhat neater habit

than perenne. Its flowers are intense blue, and
seem to last much longer than those of the type.

It is a native of Siberia, where it flowers all

through the summer months.
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L. TRiiiVNUM.—This, now placed in tlio genus
Reinwardtia, takes, as is well known, the form of

a shrub, and altlioufth treated generally as a stove

jilant, it does \\oll under greenhouse treatment.
The best and freest flowering plants seem to lie

those jirodneed annually from cuttings. These
are taken off about April, ])laced in a gentle bot-

tom heat, anil «'hen ready, shifted singly into

small jiots. They should be grown on in lieat and
shifted as required. During summer they should
bo placed near the glass in an airy hou.se and
vigorously syringed, as they are extremely liable

to be infested with red spider, which plays sad
havoc with the leaves. The flowers are about the
same colour as those of L. arboreum, but much
larger and pefhai)s more numerous. It is a native
of the East Indies. In the conservatory at Chats-
worth we have seen large bushes of it loaded with
llowers, each about as large as a crown-piece.

L. viscosuM.—This is a comparatively scarce
plant, notwithstanding its having been repeatedly
introduced, and proved to be hardy where not too
much exposed. In its native habitats it is said to
be one of the few plants which linger on in flower
iintil winter sets in, and even in Deeemljer we
have seen flowers on it. It is ])lentif>d along the
coast from Genoa to Nice, although chiefly found
in the s>ib-mountainous regions. On rockwork,
Mhere we have it doing well on a sunny exposure,
it, forms quite a striking feature. Its flowers are
almost as large again as those of some of the
others, and they are extremely pretty. They
appear also to be more durable than the majority
of the other species. It never, with us, attains
more than 1 foot in height. Its stem is woody,
and it jiroduces numerous compact branches. Its
leaves, which are broad, are lance-shaped, from
three to five-nerved, and clammy to the touch.
They are slightly hairy and without glands at the
base. The flowers are in corymbose racemes, pink
veined with purple, but vary in the different forms.
It may be increased liy means of cuttings. It is a
native of the southern parts of Germany and Italy,

and flowers from June to August. D. K.

NOTES.
First days op spring.—March came in like

a lion, Init now on tliis its twentietli day all is

soft and warm in the old garden. Birds twitter
and warble cheerily, and the melodious luim
of Ijees in the Crocus flowers reminds one of a
homily from Chrysostom. Nature is quivering
with delight as a million buds throb in the sun-
light, and new life is present everywhere in new-
born leaf or opening ilower. What a mystery is

this return of spring, with its growth power
everywhere irresistible. A pulpy Mushroom may
lift a flagstone from the pavement or a hogshead
to the cellar ceiling, but who shall tell us of the
power exerted on our very lives by the white
purity of the Lily or the blushing of a Rose ? It

lias been well said that the "beautiful is always
useful,'' and I wi.sh we could say that the converse
was true, viz., that all things useful were always
beautiful, but this is especially true of flowers, of
all the living things of the garden. The Greeks
were right in their way after all, for it is only
the earth mother who is really good and kind.
Increasing in blossom, heavy with fruit, over-
flowing with beauty, or rejoicing in meadow
sweetness, or in charm of flower. This
sunny day is just the time in which to read
Orpheus' "Hymn to the Earth," seeing that
every morning finds the garden more lovely,
rebutterflied as it is with the brightness of maiiy
blossoms. The Crocus, Aconites, and Squills
have had the victory so far, but now Queen
Daffodil takes up her golden reign once more,
which is from Crocustide till the time of Iris-

flowery May.

The Daffodils.—We have had tliree or four
really mild .showery days followed by warm sun-
shine, and so the golden Daftbdils held in check

so long by snow and frost have bounded into

flower quite suddenly. N. minimus and N.
pallidus prtecox indeed bloomed in the intervals

between frost and snow, and even when bowed
down to tlie earth betimes they ro.se again when-
ever a thaw came but little the worse for their

humiliation. Now many kinds appear, N. nanus
in \'ariety, closely followed by true N. minor, a
much less common plant, and to-day (March 20)
N. obvallaris, N. spurius coronatus, and N.
spurius (Iri.sh var.) open their flowers together.

Our fir.st double variety this year is Barnaarl's N.
albo-aureus or silver and gold double, which is

similar to N. Telamonius fl.-pl., except that it is

more distinctly a double bi-coloured kind, and
very efl"ective as seen in a mas.s. N. eystettensis,

or Queeu Anne's Double Daft'odil, is later than
usual this season, it being generally our first

double variety to bloom. N. maximus is also

late and does not as yet show colour, although in

I'ormer years it and N. nanus have opened their

flowers together on the same day. Nothing has
given our visitors more pleasure thi.s season so

far than a choice collection of N. triandrus and
N. Bulbocodium, made on the Gerez, near Oporto,
by our kind friend Mr. Octavius Corder, of

Norwich. So lovely and variable are they, that
one longs for a berth on a fruit boat, and for a
holiday spent in hunting for Narcissi on the
coast hills of Portugal.

Chioxodoxa sardensi.s.—This is a charming
companion for the larger C. Luciliai, and some
may think it equally beautiful. In habit it

resembles Scilla bifolia even more nearly than
does the last named, but no words could well give
any idea of its starry, gentian-blue flowers, in the
centre of which a white eye is formed by the
flattened filaments as they converge around the
ovary. It is so distinctly dift'erent from C.

Lucilire, that both kinds should be grown. For
massing or planting in groups near to an edging
of Pyrethrum, or, better still, near stones on
which the golden Stonecrop grows, this little

liulb would be most lovely. It has been figured

in The Garden, but no printed or otherwise
illustrated page could ever show all its fresh in-

tensity of vivid colouring.

Anemone apennina.—TheApennine Anemone
is one of the most homely and beautiful of all

spring flowers. Even before it lilossoms its young
leafage forms a lovely carpet for Snowdrops, or
winter Aconites, or early Crocus flowers. But
when its little meadows of purple-tinted leaves
become clouds of soft lilac-blue stars, no words
could paint its loveliness. Now and then one
may see outlying shrubbery borders, or the
mossy, open parts of woodlatrd walks thickly
fringed with this plant in all its beauty, and the
sight is one not easy to forget. It has the advan-
tage over many beautiful Anemones in growing
and increasing rapidly, the smallest broken bits

of its thick roots making plants, and it does not
seem very particular either as to soil or situation,

growing alike in sun and in shade ; but the
flowers retain their freshness best in .shady places.

Wherever the common white wood Anemone is at
home there should A. apennina receive also a
hearty welcome.

A Crocus garden.— I have just seen a little

town garden, its beds fm turf and its loug
borders near the walks lined and edged with a
perfect blaze of Crocus flowers. The colours are
golden yellow, purple, and white, and in contrast
with the fresh turf they are most lovely. The
idea grew out of a sight its owner once saw in
Venice—formal, brick-edged little courtyard-
like enclosures v.-hich are often alive, as it were,
with Crocus and other bulbous flowers in spring.
With their exquisite love of colour, one does not
wonder at the Italians admiring and cultivating

one of the loveliest of all the wild flowers of their
native land, but the question is whether we make
siu-li a good or extensive use of the Crocus as we
might do in our gardens here at home. The
common purple and yell.jw garden C'rocuses grow
well and increase fast nearly everywhere, and
when once .seen in really bohl lines or masses,
they give a brilliancy quite foreign to that of
any other bulbous flower. In the same garden
are other Croci of many kinds, C. Boryanus,
with its silvery stars; C. Balansa?, the painted
buds of which are very lovely ; C. Olivieri and
C. aureus, with flowers of richest orange, and
many others one need not name. On light, warm,
sandy soils a little plot devoted especially to the
sjiecies and garden forms of Crocus might be one
of the features of a place from October to March
or April.

An old garden.—These notes are written
from an old garden near the sea, where the
climate is, as a rule, very genial, and the soil is

a deep alluvium here inclining to sand and
there inclining to a stift' loam, so that, as a
general rule, nearly all hardy plants live and not
a few luxuriate within its walls. Tlie walls are
so placed and the trees have been so planted that

the place seems much more extensive than it

really is, and it follows also that it contains many
sheltered nooks and corner.s, some in fullest sun-
shine, others in densest shade, so that the right

place for a worthy plant can generally be found,
and another result gained by the trees and walls

is that .some sense of inequality of surface is

afforded, although, as a matter of fact, the garden
is as flat as a billiard table or a bowling green,
(ilossy-leaved Magnolias, Wistarias, Passion
flowers, Clemali.ses, and Roses fringe, cover, and
festoon the sunniest walls ; I\'y, ever v.iriable, ever
beautiful, drapes those in shaded positions; while
in the deep rich borders many choice hardy
plants are quite at home, and bullions flowers are

more or less beautiful every month in the year.

It is a garden of lovely blossoms and fragiant
leaves, a place fraught with the joys and at times
sad experiences of a past century. It is a place
for liright and happy things, bees, birds, and
butterflies, trees and flower.s, a place also where
the wisest may read and learn I'rom Nature's ever
open page.

Double-flowered Spaumankia.—Sjiarman-
nia africana i.s, or used to be, a well known
winter-blooming warm greenhouse plant orshnib.
Cuttings of it rooted now in a genial liottoin heat
and afterwards stopped and jjotted on make fine

little blooming plants in less than a twelve-
month. Apart from its usefulness and beauty
it has other interests. It was brought from the
Cape on Captain Cook's return from his second
voyage round the world. So much for history.

Eotanically, it is remarkalde for its sensitive
stamens. If the central bru.sh-like cluster of
stamens be touched in the sunshine of a warm
day they expand gradually from the centre out-
wards, or in a way the reverse of those of the
Berberis, which close inwards on being touched.
A year or two ago a double-flowered form was
introduced from the Continent, and in this varietv
the stamens are wholly or in part represented by
narrow or strap-shaped petals. If ])laced along
with light green leaves of the Banksian Rose one
might imagine a cluster of this Spannannia to

represent tlie flowers. Jlr. Hartland, of Cork,
sent me a clu.ster of flowers the other day, and
although I regret the doubling of any beautiful
single blossom, I am the more interested in this

one, because, although the stamens have become
petaloid, yet they have not lost their sensibility,

but expand on being touched ju.st as do the nor-
mal red stamens with their tips of gold. The
only aclvantage which can be claimed for this, as
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for other double blossoms, is that they endure

fresh and fair longer than do tlie single ones. It

is quite as easy of culture as the type ; and one

result of the advent of this new form will, it is

to be hoped, be to remind people of the old

species.

Gentle rai.v. — Gone for a time are the snow,

the fro?t, the north and easterly winds
;
gone, too,

those clouds of March dust, which may be worth

a king's ransom, but do not improve the beauty

of our early flowers. Gone all these, and now
down falls the ever welcome and gentle rain,

softening the earth and liberating the up-

struggling, earth-imprisoned blossoms ; here a

mass of white Squills with pearly buds and

starry flowers, there a rare Snowdrop ;
here a

stout stem of Lily, or Crown Imperial, a painted

Ciocus, or a dainty Daflbdil. At this time of

the year we can scarcely have too much rain ;

the ground under shrubs and trees where bulbs

are jilanted, is really very dry, notwithstanding

the melting snow, and then in every garden there

are hungry little mouths by the million to be fed,

and to ihem the rain is new life indeed. These

gentle, mist-like rains seem to act like a subtle

charm on the opening buds and .slender stalks,

and a burst of sunshine really works wonders ; it

is the one touch of Nature's alchemy, so much
needed by the frailest blossom, so totally beyond

human aid to supply. The rain of Tester e'en

and this morning's sunshine have opened a

thousand—nay, ten thousand—Idossoms ; the bees

are liusy and happy, the birds are glad, anil so

are the silent flowers.

Spring flowers.—These are now growing up
very rapidly, thanks to a few genial days. 1 see

the vivid hues of the Hepaticas as they push up
their woolly heads from among the mossy stones.

The golden gleam of Crocus is everywhere now
in dense warm masses that seem to glow like a

fire, or in long distant lines beneath the trees

where they shine like distant rows of lamps at

night in some great thoroughfare. The Crimean
Snowdrop and the two sjjecies of Chionodoxa are

alike lovely ; even a few late-planted Aconites

are yet fresh and beautiful, and so also Iris reti-

culata. Here by the sunny wall is a great tuft

of browning grassy leaves, on which two days

ago no one would have wasted a second glance or

a thought. Now it shows its great lilac-blue

blossoms nearly as big as Cattleya flowers, (piite

a.s lovely, infinitely more sweet. It is an old

tuft of Iris stylosa which you may find b)' the

well--, or in damp, stony places in Algeria, and
one of the most lovely of all the flowers of winter

or earlj' sping. The Greek form also grows hei-e

with narrower foliage, but it has not as yet

flowered. Everywhere there are Dafl'odils big

and Dafl'odils little, single and double, so that for

a month or si-'c weeks we shall have flowers in

plenty. Veronica.

Caper blossom.—A friend who has gone to

Rome for the Easter festivities wTites most enthusias-

tically of the Violets and Anemones that grow there

in enormous quantities. Formerly I remember the

Kanunculuses which grew in the gardens of the Vati-

can were something marvellous, but roots obtained

from thence as a great favour did not seem to do so well

elsewhere. One of the mnst lovely blossoms of its

season, however, is that of the Caper bush, which
clusters and hangs itself from the old walls and ruins

of the Celestial City. Capparis spinosa is now and
then met with in our gardens ; still more rarely a

plant in a pot in the greenhouse, or even outside on a
sunny wall, will produce a few blossoms, but in Rome
it is most luxuriant, and big bunches of it may be pulled

for indoor decorations. The effect of a mass of its

flowers and glaucous leaves is peculiar, just like a mass
of pinkish white Azalea blossoms if arranged along with

Honeysuckle leaves. A close examination, however,

reveals the irregular petals, and the pinkish purple

ovary borne well out in front of the flower on a long

slender stalk strikes one as peculiar. This plant affords

the true Capers of commerce, and must not be con-

founded in any way with the Caper Spurge (Euphorbia
Lathyris) of gardens and waste places. Eike the

Oli-iinder, the Caper bush enjoys full sunshine, and as

seen at its best is a very beautiful plant.—E. W. B.

WORK DONE IN WEEK ENDING MARCH 2.3.

March 17.

Fourteen degrees of frost this morning, followed by
a day of bright sunshine, the temperature in the

sh.ade rising to 57°, the first time it has been so high
for nearly three months. Such extremes of weather
are doing much to quite destroy the already seriously

crippled Broccoli, Cottagers' and the old Curled
Scotch Kale being the only kinds of green vege-

tables that .are not damaged, but simply retarded in

growth pending the advent of genial weather, of

which this evening a lowering barometer and a

temperature of 41" seem to indicate as not very dis-

tant. Ivy clipping on mansion, also clippuif the
points of long shoots of a number of Thujop.sis borea-

hs, Thuja gigantea, Irish Juniper, Retinospora
squarrosa, and of several other I-tetinosporas, the

motive for doing this being to encourage a dense and
uniform growth, that snow or high winds can have no
impairing effect on by bending, or causing the side

branches to break away from themainstera ; on theother
hand, caul ion has to he exercised not to clip them too

hardly as to produce a shorn appearance. Irish Yews
and Junipers do not require cutting ; the outer

branches i^f these we keep closely tied in to the main
stems, and all of these that needed it have had that

attention this day. The weight of snow had bent
open and broken here and there a small branch, and
of course the latter were cut right right off. Indoor
work has been potting off and propagating bedding
plants, tying down to trellis shoots of e.arly Peaches
and thinned fruit ; one tree was slightly affected with
greenfly, and rather than funu'gate the whole house
for the sake of this one tree all that could be seen was
destroyed by hand, and afterwfirds the tree was dustetl

over with tobacco powder. Put in manure frames
another batch of Asparagus to force; very fortunately

we had a quantity of roots lifted before the severe

frosty weather set in, as also of Seakale, so that we
have been able to maintain a regular supply of these

vegetable-", and never were they more appreciated

;

and for this reason that we have really no other fresh

vegetables. Of Carrots, Parsnip^-, .Jerusalem Arti-

chokes, and Salsafy, we have plenty, but they have
hiid to be used so frequently that they are not now
valued.

March 18.

The change to milder we.ather has really come at

last, and this evening we are having a spring-like

rain. The day has been mild and fine, and after

cleaning up the remainder of litter from Ivy cutting,

&c., all hands went to work at getting soil out of

sheds for the purpose of top-dressing mid-season and
late vinery borders. Our mixture is loam, charcoal,

wood ashes, and half-inch bones, but having heard
good accounts of Thomson's Vine and plant manure,
we have this season added a portion of this instead
of the bones. Before applying the dressing the old
mulching is taken away, and the loose soil swept off

with a whalebone broom, and if the roots are not
then visible— as a rule they are—forks are brought
into use to break the surface till the roots are reached.

This soil is also taken right away, after which a suit-

able layer of new sod is put on and covered with a
fresh littery mulching. I ought to add that as nearly
all our borders are inside ones, the opportunity is

t.aken, when they are being top-dressed, to test them
as to what is the state of the soil by digging to the
very bottom a small hile in two or three parts of the
border, and soou as top-dressing is fini.shed, they are
watered accordingly, and we are especially careful to

have the soil well moistened through before the
houses are closed up for forcing, and in this respect

we have no difficulty, because we never let the borders
get what may be termed very dry. All our vineries

will now be started, except Lady Downes, and this

would be were it not that necessity compelled us to

have the Grapes hanging on the Vines longer than
usual, BO that they have hardly had their Usual
amount of re-t. This they will be allowed, and be
forced with sun heat a little harder soon as thinning
out of the berries is finished. Put the last of the

Chrysanthemums in cold frames, and if this mild
weather continues abundance of air will be given,

and the plants be allowed plenty of space to bring
them up sturdily. Vine eyes, struck in a pit filled

with Oak leaves for bottom heat, have been shifted on
to front stage in idant haise, for though we strike them
in a slight bottom heat, we prefer to grow them on
without it, for though the roots may not be so

numerous as they are when grown in heat, tiiey

are much more to be relied on, as the great bulk
of tlie succulent bottom-heat-formed roots perish

during the winter ; but the others, being more wiry,

retain their vitality ; consequently start and grow
well the next ye.ar, either as pot Vines or planted out.

More than once I have been the ^ictim of failure

from bottom-he.at-grown Vines, which, after a first

f-l)urt or growth of from 3 feet to (j feet in length

come to a standstill and ripen prematurely. Par-
ti illy disbudded second Peaches and wholly dis-

budded third set of \'ines.

March 19.

M.agnificent weather; vegetation already rejoices,

by its improved appearance, in the change, and that

we ourselves do goes without saying. The rain of

last night only amounted to five-hundredths, so that

it tlid not hinder our completing the top-dressing of

Vine borders. Sowed Radishes, Lettuce, and Turnips.

Peas, that a week ago looked as if they could not
recover the ill effects of frost, are green as Leeks, and
not a bit the worse for the long spell of cold. We
have cleared away the sheltering branches, and they

are now being properly staked, Brussels Sprouts,

though not kided outright, might as well be, and as

the ground will be useful for Potatoes, we have started

to double-dig it, and as it was highly manured
for the sprouts, none will be needed for the Potatoes.

Apples are getting low, which is the cause of our

having to day put Seakale pots over the earliest

crowns of Rhubarb, and on the remainder of forcing

Seakale we have put heaps of coal ashes on plot as

growing. Pricked out at foot of south wall a quan-
tity of Lettuce and Caulitlower that were sown in

Potato forcing frames. Cauliflower plants in hand-
lights are crippled past recovery, and our first sup-

plies will be from plants now in fr.imes, and which
will be planted out as soon as our confidence in the

continuance of this better weather is established.

Meantime, the ground, having been trenched, is now
having the final pre|jaration by lightly forking in a
dressing of ash, the product of retu^e of fire heaps,

and which is at once a good manure and slug-pre-

venter. Raked with coarse wooden rakes the ground
for Onions and ParsnijJS. It is high time these seeds

were in, but our ground is too wet to work nicely,

so we shall wait a few days longer. Mo\ing
bedding plants from warm houses to cold pits, the

.'^pace in bouses being wanted for seedling sub-tropical

plants that are now being potted, such as Castor-oils,

Hemps, Eucalyptus, Ferdinandas, Solanums, Canna?,
and Ferulas. Forced flowering shrubs, such as Rho-
dodendrons, Deutzias, Spiraeas, and Ghent Azaleas,

all of which are required for cut-flower purposes, we
have shitted from warm vineries to latest Peach
h<.iuse to retard the flowers, and other batches of the

same kinds are now started into growth in frames.

Tulips, Hyacinths, and Crocuses now cttme on suffi-

ciently rapid in frames, and to those in full flower we
give the fullest amount of air to preserve their beauty
for the longest period. Thinned out fruit and Straw-
berry plants. In order to have a constant succession

of ripe fruit at this early season we have to make use

of every available shelf in the w.armest houses, the

Strawberry house proper being wholly devoted to

plants in various stages of growth from fir^t introduc-

tion to setting of fruit. The temperature by night

never exceeds 60°, but by day, with sun-heat, it is

allowed to go up to 7.5° or 80°, and in the early part

f d.ay air is freely given, and just a little is left on
all night.

JL^BCH 20.

There was another shower in the early morning
followed by a fine, mUd day. Continued kitchen gar-
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den work, such as di'^'eiiig ground for Potatoes, sowed
a couple of rows of Broad Beans, made firm autumn-
sown Onions that were planted previous to the sharp-
est weather, and » hieh the frost had loosened

; Cab-
bage phnits we served (he same : and hardy edging
plants, Herniarias, Sedums, anil Saxifrages, that we
propagate in our kitchen garden borders, had the
roller run over them to consolidate the soil about the
roots. Kolled all the gravel walks— they had got a
little soft to the tread by the action of frost, but the
roller has made that all ri^ht. IJuring the prevalence
of the severe weather neatness about the houses
seemed next to impossible because of overcrowding
and having to put in cuttings, &c., in the houses ; but
to-day we have had a real clean up and rearrange-
ment. Watered Pines and got soil rtady for com-
mencing potting first and second succcsMon batches
on Monday. Tied out shoots in early Hamburgh and
Muscat vineries as they are in flower; pinchiogMS dis-
continued till the fruit is formed. .

M.iRCH 22.

Very mild, though dull, but as regards our work
the dulness was an advantage, for being busy shifting
and potting Pines we were able to stick to the work,
there being no hindrance in respect of airing, syring-
ing, watering, &c. Some few of the fruiting plants
required a surface dressing of soil, the same mixture
as for potting being used, which cortists of loam of
medium texture with all the fibre in it, bone meal,
and charcoal. We prefer to apply manure in liquid
form, and this we now use at every watering, and to
all plants except those newly potted, the'youngest
stock, and rootless suckers. A liquid made with cow-
manure and soot and strained through a fine sieve is

that we prefer. The bottom heat of all our Pine
beds is obtained by means of leaves and a small
proportion of stable litter, which ensures the more
speedy heating of the leaves. The bottom heat of all
the pits is now being thus rene'ved. Fruiters are
plunged as thickly together as they will stand, but
successions iu full growth are given plenty of space.
The great liulk of the heating medium being leaves,
it rarely happens that the htat gels too violent, but
by way of caution the pots at first are only plunged
to about half their depth, being plunged to their
rims soon as the heat has become steady. With
increased bottom heat, the heat of fruiting house
will now be kept at from C5° to 70° by night and 10"
higher by day, and beds, walls, and floors be syringed
twice a day, namely, in the early morning and at
closing time. Successions will have same treatment,
e.\cept that the temperature will be from 5° to 10''

lower. The moving of plants and renewing of
material in all Pine pits has to-day fully occupied our
entire staff.

March 2.3.

Another grand day, with sunshine included.
Finished potting and rearranging of Pines, a few
suckers excepted, which can be done at leisure.
Muscat Grapes being in flower, and some of the
shows being overshadowed with foliage, it has been
tied aside to let simlight on to the "branches, and
at mid-day the canes are given a slight shake
in order to disperse the pollen. If the weather
should turn out dull^ we shall go to the trouble
of going over each bunch with a camel's-hair
pencil; sunshine and warm air do the work
far better than any kind of artificial aid, but
these are not at our command. Latest indoor
Peaches hive opened their blossoms as if by magic.
When the warmer weather began (on the ISth) tbe
merest tinge of pink was visible ; now they are nearly
full blown, and the bees are enjoying them inunensely

;

hence there is no fear but that the fruit will set suc-
cessfully, ahe ground worked well this afternoon,
and we have got drills drawn for Onions and Par-
snips

; the first named are 13 inches apart and the
latter lo inches. If it continues fine the seeds will
be sown to-morrow and covered in by hand—rakes
for that purpose v/e abominate, for no matter how
carefully the r.ake may he used, some of the seed is

sure to get pulled out of the drill, and at best the
covering is unevenly done. We have made a start at
doing up herbaceous borders ; a dressing of well-
decayed manure has been spread over the borders,
and a careful worker is digging it in, whose instruc-
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tions are to look before he steps, that the plants may
not get more damaged by treading than liy a chop
through by digging. Plants that are to be increa.fed

by divisicm have all been marked by placing sticks
against them, that portions may be cut off with a
edging ircju as the digging proceeds, and when this is

complete, we have a quantity of Lilium auratum,
(lladioli, Hyacinthus candicaus, and Tigridias to
plant in parts that are least furnished. Hants.

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.
Vines.

Some years have elapsed since late Vines were fo
backward as they are this season, and as yet,
March 16, there is no immediate prospect of an im-
provement in the weather. Muscats are pushing
slowly. Lady Downes make very little sign, and so
long as sharp frosts prevail by night and dull days
intervene, I shall not attempt more than the main-
tenance of a minimum temperature of 50" until the
progre-s of the buds obliges me to do so. When this
stage is reached, it will of course be necessary to raise
it to 55° with fire heat and to 05° in the dayiiiue,
^^ hen a little air may be given to cliange and sweeten
the atmosphere, but not to lower the temperature, a<
70° to /o" should be touched whenever we have mild
weather, a clear atmosphere, and bright sunshine.
Although the temperature may continue low, inces-
sant fir.ng will dry the atmosphere to a greater extent
than is usual at this season; and a< vigorous canes
rarely break well under arid treatment, the syringe
must be freely used until every bud is on the move,
when tlie rods may be tied up to the wires and heavy
syringing must be discontinued. Atmospheric moi -

ture must, however, be had, and every ray of sun-
light secured to help the Vmes through" the race
against time apparently lost ; and although it is now
too late to introduce a body of fermenting material,
much good may be done by littering down the iuter-
nal boideis with well-worked, but otherwise fresh,
stable manure, which may be freipiently moistened
with hot water, by filling the evaporating pans with
warm dUuted liquid, and closing a hhacle earlier than
usual on fine days. No advance should be made on
tlie night temperature, as that would enervate the
Vines and unfit them for the proper performance of
their functions when the bunches come into flower
and all their strength will be needed. Succession
houses will now lequire disbudding, tying, and re-
gulating, in accordance with former instructions;
then will follow the operation of fertili.-ing, and
finally that of thinning. As many of the^e interme-
diate^ structures contain mixed collections or selections
of Vines, including Hamburghs, Madresfield Court,
Muscat, Foster's Seedling, Buukland Sweetwater, and
perhaps a Vine each of Gros Colinan and G. Maroc,
cross-fertili.-ation on fine days will be necessary. It
the Weather admits of the use of the syringe and this
method is in favour, some little time will be saved

;

but foreign pollen being generally considered most
applicable to shy-setting varieties, the camel's-hair
brush .should be introduced when the pollen is lipe
and buoyant and the temperature has reached the
maximum.

T/iiniiinr/.—Thi-i is a tedious operation and will
take up all spare time for the next three months, but
it must not be shirked, neither must it be allowed to
fall into arrear. It, should therefoie be taken in hand
as soon as free setters are out of flower and the best
bunches can be decided upon. Proverbial shy vsrielics
can then be left till last to give them time to declare
themselves, as some bunches will make a spurt at first

but fall beliiud afterwards. A very important opera-
lion will, however, precede the thinning of the berries,
and this, it is hardly necessary to s.iy, is the thinning
of the bunches. It has been said thnt every gardener
should get his neighbour to cut off his superfluous
bunches, but this is hardly logical, as it is impossible
for a stranger to decide upon the number of bunches
certain Vines are capable of oairying to maturity.
Assuming, then, that every man is his own physician,
by the time he becomes a master (Jrape grower, all he
has to bear iu mind is the fact that many have re-

gretted leaving tuo heavy a ciop, but few have gone
wrong by giving the Vines the benefit of a doubt
where fine bunches have been unusually plentiful.

(,;uantity, however, as well as quality in these days
must be secured, and Grape growing then is a com-
jiaratively unremunerative business ; but much may
be done by keeping the borders thoroughly up to the
mark of high excellence, by copious feeding at the
right time with moderate stimulants, and last, but not
least, by planting fewer Vines and encouraging the
growth of long rods and plenty of foliage. Early
houses in which the Grapes have finished stoning
must now be looked over for the last time, and if any
of the bunches are likely to bind, no time must be lost

in giving relief by taking out a few of the smallest
and internal berries while the performance of this
delicate operation is possible. If space admits lay in

a few of the leading laterals where any part of the
trellis remains uncovered, and allow weaker growths
in other parts a li'tle freedom, pro^ided they do not
touch the glass, to favour the full development of the
berries. Water to internal borders must now be freely

administered, and short, fresh stable manure, which
has not been robbed for the Mushroom house, may
also be used as a mulching. Repeat the w.ateiings as
the Vines advance, also fill the evaporating pans and
damp the floors with warm diluted liquid until the
berries begin to change colour, when pure water will

suffice during the time they are ripening. Let the
temperature range about (58° at night, give air at 75"
on fine days, gradually run up to 80° and close in

time for the mercury to touch 85° with plenty of

moisture on fine afternoons. The chink of air through
the night is, of course, well understood ; but hitherio
it is to be feared it has been the exception to a valu-

able rule. Not so the appearance of spider, for it

has had a jubilant time, and will make itself seen
and felt if the usual remedies are for a single day
neglected.

Flit \'i)ics.—Follow the directions just given in the
management of pot Vines, whose crops are now swell-

ing or colouring. Add fresh top-dressing to the pots
as often as the old is washed away, and give them
good, but not over strong, liquid manure at every water-
ing Ply the syringe freely about the bare stems, walls,

and surfaces to keep up the proper elegree of mois-
ture, and let the temperatures given above prevail lor

the present. Shake out and repot late cut-back
Vines, and shift on others similarly treated last

month as soon as they reiiuire it. Also look to young
Vines struck this year, but do not be in too great
haste with them, as they always make a dead staml
after they have exhausted the sap stored up in the
eyes. When roots are formed and fresh growth sets

in, give a small shift into light, rich, and warm com-
post and return them to bottom heat for the present.

If internal borders are to be planted with young
Vines struck in sods of turf, the compost should soon
be placed in the house, as it is important that a tem-
perature of 70" at least is secured from fermentation
before the young Vines are removed from the bed
on which they have been struck. If autumn-cut turf

is used, let it be chttpped up with the spade, add
crushed bones, old lime rubble, or other correctives,

and pile it up into a long nan-ow ridge on the top of

the ilrainage. Keep the house close and dr}', and add
a good lining of frcth stable manure to one or both
sides of the lidge, not only to start fermentation, but
also to charge the new c<impost wiih ammonia.
When the Vines are ready for planting remo\'e the
sods containing the roots with a tan fork, place them
in po.-ition, cover lightly, water home with water at
a temperature of 90°, and mulch the suiface. Keep
the house tlose and moisc for a few days and shade
from bright sun if absolutely necessary. Vines so

started do not, however, often flag, but start away
freely and make fine fruiting canes the Hr.-t season.

Peaches.

Tying in and thinning in the early house will now
require constant attention. If e.xteusion-trained

trees have not set well quite up to the points of the
leaders, now is the time to sbt.irten back should the
proper balance of the trees render this proceeding
necessary. My own and others which I have seen
have, however, set unusually well, and the fruit

ree^uires much thinning. Such being the case, the
question arises, what is the cause of this unexpected
event? It cannot be the result of bridiant weather,
as this has been the coldest and most sunless forcing

season on record. It cannot be the abundant supply
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of fresh air, as the external temperature never

touched 40° during the time the trees were in flower.

Where, then, must we look for the cause? Why,
simply to the long spell of magnificent weather whicli

prevailed during ihe time the wood was ripening up

last year ; to the hot, dry period which paralysed all

the Brassica tribe in our gardens and roasted the Pea

blossoms as thev opened. There we mus'. look for

the secret of fruit setting, to the bright, light days

which enabled us to throw all our sashes open and

compelled us to keep the hose pretty well constantly

going over the borders, and, much as we may value

Hne sunny weather when the blossoms are open, we
must become convinced that the first, if not the

greatest, essential to a successful set of fruit is

thorough maturation of the wood of the preceding

year.

Wattrmff and syringing.—Although we have not

had nnich sun, fire-heat has been constantly on the

pipes, and the supply of moisture from the syringe

li:is been below the average. The result of these two

extremes may not yet be felt, but it will be it timely

attention is not devoted to counteracting agencies.

These, it is hardly necessary to say, are co|)ious

supplies of warm water, stimulating or otherwise, to

the roots, and liberal syringing with pure soft water

once or twice a day, according to the state of the

weatiier. If the roots have not been mulched, a

covering of some kind should now be placed on the

borders ; for old trees it may be good rotten manure,

for young ones short stable litter may suffice. What-
ever is used, it must be kept constantly moist, for

the twofold purpose of drawing young roots to the

surface and keeping the atmosphere regularly charged

with moisture, not only through the day, but through

the night also. A change having at last set in, we
may now expect weather that will help us to regain

that whicli we have lost, and soon the earliest started

trees will approach the stoning period, but until that

trying stage has been got over no attempt at hard
forcing must be thought of. Once stoned. Peaches

may be pushed rapidly along, but the gain of a week
or two is often dearly paid for in the premature

ripening of pale, flavourless Peaches, whose only

recommendation is their extreme earliness.

Succession houses.—Follow up disbudding, heeling

in, and thinning the fruit in succession houses, and

keep the trees clean by liberal syringing for spider and
fumigating on a calm evening should green fly put in

an ajjpearance. Disbud with a free hand, as it is a

great mistake to lay in more wood than is actually

wanted to furnish the trees with foliage and the pro-

duction of a crop of fruit another year. Let the

temper.ature range from iiS" to 58° on mild nights,

run no lu" to IT)" by day with .air, and close early

with moisture to save hre heat and late direct

syringing.

T.ate houses now in flower must be freely ventilated

with gentle warmth in the pipes on dull days. When
bright and fine, sohvr heat may not be needed, but it

rarely happens that a little artificial warmth with an
extra supply of fresh air does not favour the setting

of the fruit. Look well to external borders in which
Peach trets are growing, and see that they do not fee]

tlie want of water. We do not often find it nece.ssary

to water on our heavy calcareous soil, but this has

been an unusually dry winter and we have occa-

sionally been obliged to lay on the hose in the month
of April when the rainfall his been light. Under
any ciicumstances, a good watering can do a well

drained border no harm, and a coveting of fresh

stable litter for the maintenance of an equable tem-

perature and the retention of surface moisture is

absolutely necessary. Syringe all late trees every

bright morning until the floweis are ready to expand,

then fumigate and have gentle fires made on dull or

frosty evenings. Tlie trees in Peach cases aremore back-

ward than 1 have seen them for several years, but they

are looking well and promising, having no doubt been
greatly benefited by the bright tropical days followed

by cool nights which prevailed with us for eleven

weeks last seiison. Having had so much frost, we
m.ay reasonably hope for a good time when the trees

in these structures are in flower, but our climate is

fickle, and caution should be the watchword until the

fruit is out of danger.

STEAWBERKIE3.

If early forced plants have not left a legacy of

spider beliind in Peach houses and early vineries the

difficulties attending the successful management of

this excitable plant will now be over. There will,

of course, bo a great number of pots of the leading

midseason and late varieties in various stages of

growth, but tliese will now set freely in pits with a

minimum of fire heat and a maximum of air, or

perhaps without fire heat at all. They will also swell

and ripen in these structures if lateness and shaking

hands with the early crop from the open air is the

object. If, on the other hand, a portion of the plants

must be taken into heat for keeping up the supply of

fruit, the removal of every alternate pot or row, as

previously advised, will be found the best mode of

procedure. The plants left to ripen their fruit in

the pits should then be thinned either before or after

the crop is set, the trusses tied up to light sticks to

give the ripening fruit the benefit of sun and air, but

on no account should the pots be disturbed, as the

crock rools will now be working through the plunging

material. As days increase in length and the sun

gains power the lights may be thrown off occa-

sionally to give the fruit and foliage the benefit

of soft refreshing showers ; but this source

must not be depended upon for feeding the

roots, as the foliage will prevent very heavy

rains from penetrating to any great depth

below the surface. Good diluted liquid must
therefore be carefully supplied to the roots, and

the foliage well syringed when the pits are

closed on bright days. Early forced plants

intended for turning out in warm borders for

autumn fruiting have had a bad time ; in

many places it is to be feared they have been "^

hardened off in a rude and rapid way. If they Sm
were dipped and turned out of their pots into ''^,

soil or leaf mould in cold pits they should now
have daily exposure to prepare them for plant-

ing out without delay.

Figs.

If the fruit on early started trees has not yet com
menced swelling for ripening, the extra heat and
moisture which this favourable change hiis rendered

necessary will speedily produce the desired effect,

when more light and air will greatly increase the

colour and flavour. Trees in pots, as I have often ob-

served, sliould always be encouraged to extend their

loots over the rims of the pots into the half-decayed

vegetable matter in which they are plunged, for

the double purpose of securing them from sudden
checks and increasing the size and flavourof the Figs

when they begin to ripen. Good feeding and copious

syrirjging play a very iuiportant part in the swelling

of the fruit, but when the most forward fruits change
colour a somewhat drier atmosphere and more air

becrtnie necessary. The first can be secured by
gradually abating the heavy afternoon syringings

;

the second, by strapping all gross shoots to induce

breaks for the second crop and the removal of side

shotrts and useless spray, as the latter only prtiduce

shade and in^pede circulation. If not already done,

gradually increase the night he.at to 65° with a

chink ot air, shut it off for the morning syringing,

reopen the verrtilators at 75°, and run up with sun
heat to 80° or 85", at which figures the air tempera-

ture should ht.ind until a decline indicates the time for

closing. \V. Coleman.
Easluur Castle, Ledbury.

Flower Garden.

LILIUM HANSONI.

This Lily is a native of .Japan, where it was dis-

covered by Maximowicz in 1860, but some years

elapsed after that before it was introiluced, and
even at the present time it is not at all common.
Mr. Baker places it in the subgenus Martagon,
its nearest ally being the type of tliat section (the

coinmon Turk's-cap Lily). A good deal of con-

fusion existed at first as to tlie distinctive charac-

ters of L. Hansoni, it having been regarded by
some as synonymous witli L. maculatum and L.

avenaceum, or, at all events, but a \'ariety of the

last. An increased acquaintance with it, how-
ever, proved its distinctness, and it was then

named Hansoni by Mr. Baker, in compliment to

Mr. Uauson, of New York. The general appear-

ance of L. Hansoni is well shown in the accom-
panying illustration, other proiuiin'iit features

The colours of pollen.—I was not struck by
tile sinallncss of range in the colours of the pollen
of our ordinary plants until very recently. I

always looked on it as white, yellow, or I'eddish

brown. But on Sunday, the '21st inst., when look-

ing with delight at a number of hive bees working
on a bed o£ JScilla sibirica, I noticed their thighs
laden with masses of blue pollen. The eflect

was very pretty, but strange, and at first

rather startling ; so much so, that I had to look
closely to convince myself that they were bees.

I wonder if they shall be similarly decorated by any
otlier flowers which they may visit until approach-
ing winter releases them from their labours. —
Frederick Tymons.

Lllium Hansoni,

not there discernible being the firm, solid bulb
(which is more in the way of that of tigrinuin

than of avenaceum), the massive wax-like petals,

and their bright orange colour, dotted more or

less profusely towards the centre of the flower

with deep purplish brown. It is an extremely
handsome Lily, and whether in pots or in the

open ground it does not decay after flowering in

the way in which some of the other Japanese
Lilies do. It seems to be perfectly hardy ; at

least, 1 have had it out of doors for some years in

the south of England without injury ; strong

cold wimls sometimes damage the young foliage,

but never prevent the blossoms from opening.

This Lily is one of the first to appear above
grottnd, and very bright and cheerful looking the
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youn" growth is. For pot culture tliis Lily is

well suited ; I have a few i)otful.s of it which have

flowered each season for these last five years, and

very beautiful they are and without that heavy

smell which is coi'ninon to many of the Marta-

gons. The bulbs are potted in peat, loam, and

sand, and kept in a cool house. As soon as the

llower-slems show si^ns of decay the bulbs receive

a shift and root-action at once recninmcnces

vigorously ; therefore the pots are full of good

healthy roots by the time imported bulljs reach

this country. This Lily is sometimes included

in mixed collections of bulbs sold by the

Japanese to Europeans, as are also Krameri,

odorum and Leichtlini, but the bulk geneially

consists of such kinds as auratum, longitlorum,

tigrinuni, speciosum and Tlmnliergianum,
^

or

elegans. In the sub-genus Martagon, to whicli

L. Hansoni belonf included several otiier

species, natives of various parts. 1 lie principal

are L. avenaceum, so called from the ujjper por-

tion of the scales, which divide readily from the

lower, bearing a strong resemblance to Oats.

The bulb is loose and easily broken ;
indeed it is

constitutionally very delicate, and I have never

succeeded in keeping it for any great length of

time. True, it has flowered, but only the first

season after importation. When the fiower-spikes

decayed manv of the bulbs were found to be

rotten at the b.ise ; though this did not happen in

the case of all of them, yet even the Vjest did not

flower again, but gradually dwindled away.

The flowers of Hansoni are a kind of reddish

orange, but both in colour and spotting they are

very variable. L. Martagon, the commonest

representative of this class of Lilies, is well

known, being widely distributed and generally

met with, especially in old-fashioned gardens.

The flowers of the type are of a dull purplish

liue; indeed, it is more remarkable for its beau-

tiful whorled foliage and elegantly rellexed

blossoms than for tlieir colour. The principal

varieties are album, pure white ; <lalmaticum,

very deep blackish ])urple ;
Cattania;, a paler form

of the last ; and tlie double sort, which some

ten years ago was sold in large quantities at the

various auction sales, but which now seems to

have got again comparatively scarce. The

Martagon group includes, moreover, many of the

North American Lilies viz., L. canadense,

pardalinnm (the Panther Lily, a fine vigorous

easily-cultivated kind), superbum, colunibianum,

and Humboldti. The Caucasian Lily (L. moiia-

delphum, colchicuin, or Szovitzianum) is another

of this class, and withal a beautiful Lily,

especially when planted in good stiff soil and

allowed to remain undisturbed. The flowers are

borne in a pyramidal-shaped cluster on stout

erect stems, and in colour vary from veiy pale

sulphur to deep iirimrose. Some are quite plain,

while others have the petals thickly dotted.

Though so imposing outside, the heavy fragrance

of this Lily is almost uiiliearable in a confined

space. The brightly coloured pomponium, pom-

ponium verum, chalcedonicum, and tenuifolium

are all included in this class, as well as L.

testaceuin, Leichtlini. carniolicum,WalIacei,Bate-

mannia;, and the Himalayan L. polyphyllum,

though in general appearances some of these

kinds differ widely from each other. H. P.

The Tiger flower (Tigridia Pavonia). —This,

although one of the most striking of flowers,

appears to be but little grown, and yet bulbs of it

are not only cheap, but of easy cultivation, the

only conditions necessary for success being alight,

warm, freely drained soil, and if the bed or border

is of this character and in a partially shaded

situation, they are sure to do well. The proper

time to plant is towards the end of March or

early in April ; the bulbs should be placed about

(i inches ap.art and .3 inches deep, anrl it is a ^ood

plan to throw over and around each a pinch of

sharp sand ; they may then be covered with the

soil and left to themselves ; they will require no
further attention till they begin to show bloom,

at which jieriod they will need watering if the

weather is dry. Some leave their Tigridias in the

ground all winter, but though thcjy may be s.afe

in exceptionally favoured spots, they are not so in

others. The better way, therefore, is to take them
up, and store them, the right season for doing this

being as soon as the tops ripen and die away
naturally. The bulbs may then be dug up, jnit

into paper bags or flower-pots, with fine dry

earth or sand, and placed out of reach of frost,

there to remain till the time comes round for

planting again. The propagation or increase of the

l>lants is readily effected by means of offsets, wliich

the bulbs jiroduoe freely ; all we have to do is to

take these away and plant them somewliere in a
rich, sharp, light piece of ground, and grow them
on for a year till they are strong enough for using

in beds. Tigridias may also be raised in quantity
from seeds, which the plants produce abundantly,

and these should be sown in pans or boxes early

in spring and placed in gentle heat ; they tlien

soon germinate, and in May will be large enough
for planting out in the ojien. Of varieties there

are several, amongst which the most showy are

T. Wheeleri, T. splendens, T. grandiflora, and T.

grandiflora alba, the latter being creamy white,

heavily spotted with carmine.—J. S.

PRIZES FOR PRIMROSES.

.Judging by the prizes ofl'eivd for Primroses in

pots at the coming Auricula exliibition as com-
pared with the tender and delicately-nurtured

Auriculas themselves, and even the Gold-laced

Polyanthuses, it would seem as if the Primroses

were held in poor esteem. Whilst, for instance,

;i7s. Gd. are oifered for three Gold-laced Poly-

anthuses—and long experience has shown that

tlie.se olfer little to look at—the lovi^er sum of

30s. only is offered for twelve Primroses ; and
here experience has shown, too, that these latter

give about six times as much to look at, ami arc,

moreover, far more interesting. Relatively, there-

fore, in the estimation of the promoters of this

Auricula exhibition, beautiful hardy Primroses

are small fry indeed.

In spite of the long and bitter nature of the

winter season, which has done so much harm
to liardy plants out in the ojien, none have come
out of the ordeal with more freedom from injury

than have the hardy Primroses, and, not least,

but a day or two of milder weather have been
needed to bring these true spring flowers into

bloom. What sort of a figure these choice and
delicate Auriculas and Gold-laced Polyanthuses

would have made alter passing through such an

ordeal may well he imagined ; and the only rea-

son which can be given lor the divergence found

in the value of the prizes as commented upon, I

presume, is that Primroses, although so early and
so beautiful, can take care of themselves, whilst

the other things cannot. That does not, however,

show that real hardiness, endurance, and hence

general usefulness, are held in high esteem by
fliuists. If anyone having an ample stock of

these hardy Primroses desires to have a pretty

show under glass, tliey have Init to lift a dozen

or two, pot them, and place them in a cool green-

house, in a frame, or even in a window, ami in a

week or so they will lie amply rewarded ibr the

trouble taken. Really it is dirticult to find more
beautiful spring flowers than these are, for they

give us infinite variety of colour and marking
at a season when little else but the earlier

Crocuses and Snowdrops are in bloom. That the

hardy garden Primrose is so very early to bloom

cannot be too strongly emphasised, because early

bloom is scarce and when found especially accept-

able. It is well to be in time in striving to

obtain a stock of plants, and seeds should be got

and sown immediately so as to secure the largest

possible season of growth. I am ju.st now dib-

Iding out Primrose plants from seed sown last

autumn. Ordinarily, the season will admit of

tlie seedlings being dibbled into beds outdoors in

the autumn, but the drouglit of last year I'cndered

that plan unsafe, and the seedlings were dibbled
into frames for the winter, and being now put
out will make very strong plants to bloom early

next winter. It i.s a di.stinct advantage in dry
])ositions to have the seed .sown the moment it is

iully matured, for it not only germinates the

more readily in consequence, but by enaliling

the plants to go out in the autumn also alfords

them stronger root-hold to stand the drought of

the following summer than would be the case

were they dibbled out in the months of May or

June. It is just po.ssible that at the coining
Primula conference something may be said as to

the development of the Polyanthus form of
blooming from the Primrose, &c. AVe have
known these forms under the designation of

hybrid Primroses. Practically fifty per cent, of

all garden Primroses and fancy Polyanthuses
raised from seed now have this habit of producing
lioth Primro.se flowers on single stems, and
clusters of bloom of Polyanthus forms later.

The development is the natural result of constant
seeding and raising young plants, and shows that

the divergencies which exist between Primroses
and Polyanthuses are more assumed than real.

Cross-breeding has had little, probably nothing,
to do with the results. It is a pure case of de-

velopment caused by cultivation, and admits of

no mysterious explanation. The development is

a di.stinct gain, as in all cases the Primrose
blooms come earlier than Polyanthus blooms
ordinarily would do. A. D.

ALPINE PLANTS.
This has been a winter of bitter experiences, and
many will be our losses. The use of a frame tor

rare alpine plants has been shown this year in a
most marked manner. It is but three days since
frost departed and spring arrived, and I find our
alpine frame alre<ady cpiite bright with flowei's,

whilst on the open I'ockeries, where almost every
plant is duplicated, there aie very few flowers to
be seen beyond Hepaticas and Snowdrops. In
the long frame, which is about 40 feet by feet,

and from which the glass is entirely removed in

fine weather, the following plants are in flower
to-day. Of Primulas we have P. dentieulata,
pulcherrima, calyeina, minima, and marginata

;

Hej^atica angiilosa (in two varieties, one from
the Austrian Tyrol being especially good, the
flowers measuring 2 inches across, and the colour
quite as dark as Anemone blanda, which is also in

bloom near it), Hepatica rubra (three varieties,

and \\hite two varieties) and Barlowi, Soldanella
montana, Draba cuspidata, Saxifraga .sancta,

Burseriana, and B. major (both crowded with
flowers), S. oppositifolia and major oppositifolia

s[)Iendens (Backhouse's variety, a grand plant),

and Rudolphiana (another beautiful variety of this

most beautiful groiqi of Saxifrages), Cyclamen
ibericum, Chionodoxa Lucili:e, Anemone blanda,
(ientiana verna, Leucojura carpathicum, Litho-
spermum prostratum, Scilla taurica, S. sibirica, S.

bifolia, (4alanthus Elwesi. These make a goodly
show, and I think they are all better furnished
with bloom, especially the Saxifrages, than I ever
had them before.

It is interesting to note that all the Indian
Primulas have stood the frost well. They are
well furnished with buds, and are quite unscathed
by the frost and snow. Coming as they do from
the lofty Himalayas, a hard winter hurts them
less than a mild one. The Hellebores have suf-

fered greatly ; all have lost their foliage ; and the
Lenten Roses, which should now be in their glory,
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cut but a sorry figure. Where they have been

covered up with cloches the flowers have escaped,

but they are in poor form. It promised to be a

good season for Hellebores before the frost came,

and I never saw them look more [promising, but
they cannot stand a long frost, although hardy.

All our Wallflowers are dead, and many reputed

hardy plants besides. I never remember seeing

the garden wear so dreary an appearance. The
three days of warm weather have, however, brought
an awakening, and you may almost see the flowers

grow. I am sure the Crocuses, Leucojums, and
some other flowers grew 2 inches daily.

Brorhhurd. \\'»I. Brockbank.

Chionodoxa LucilisB alba.—Mr. E. Whit-
tall, of Smyrna, sent mo bulbs of Chionodoxa,
which he had collected upon the mountains there,

and amongst which he expected the white variety

would be included. Tliese bulbs are now com-
mencing to bloom, and there are two already which
are now varieties. One is after the manner of

Mr. Ware's variety, noted in your last (\>. '2.y2),

being of a beautiful violet shade, grading to white
in the centre. The other is a clear porcelain

white, and is a very beautiful flower. Mr. Maw
informs me that he found throe specimens of this

pure white variety on or near the summit of the

Tactalic Dagh, near Smyrna, and that these

flower with him at Broselcy each year, so that it

is not a new discovery. It has stood out on my
rockery the whole of this hard winter, and is now
beautifully in flower. Intleed, the Chionodoxas
seem to be more vigorous this year after weeks of

frost and snow than I ever remember to have seen

them. Hard weather evidently suits them. Mr.
WhittiiU sent me at the same time a large lot of

Scilla bifolia, wliich is also abundantly in bloom.
We could see the blue buds peeping through as

the snow thawed, and the moment it was gone
they burst out into bloom. The home-grown
Scillas are only just above ground, but these

Smyrna-ripened bulbs are in flower long before

them.

—

Wm. Brockbank, Brockhurst.

The weather in the midlands.—Here, in

Yorkshire and Derbyshire, we have now had just

about three montiis of deep snow accompanied by
severe frosts. The snow only disappeared once
for about a day and then fell deeper than ever. I

never knew so much snow to fall and remain with
the barometer in such an unsettled state. A high
barometer with a north or north-east wind usually
foretells snow; but during the present storm the
falls have taken place when the thermometer was
low, and sometimes very low, and any signs of

thaw we have had came with a high barometer.
Yesterday and to-day (18 and 19) a thaw has set

in, which will probably last if the wind remains
south-easterly, but the jjrevailing winds during
the storm have been from the north and north-
east—hence no doubt the long storm. No work
whatever has been done in the garden or farm
since the storm began, and as the severe weather
has been universal throughout the midlands and
north at least, work is in a very backward state.

First, second, and third sowings of many crops
will have all to go in togetherwhen the weather im-
proves. I observe that one of your contemporaries
has, as usual, saddled the "Gulf Stream"' with the
responsibility of the severe weather, but I ilon't

think that much-abused current has anything to

do with it, because the storm has come from the
opposite side of the world—so far a-s winds are
concerned, while from the west coasts of England
and Europe there are no reports of any abnormal
alterations where the Gulf Stream influence is

felt. The theory seems to be that the late frosts

in Florida M'hich killed the Oranges cooled the
Gulf Stream cauldron also, and hence our snow and
cold ; but, unfortunately for this view, the cold
was here as soon as it appeared in Florida, or
sooner, and as the Gulf Stream only travels at the
rate of about five miles an hour, the cold snap
should have reached us much later than it has
done. Some think the great current is being
unduly chilled from the other end. At all events,

our cold and snow have come principally from the

direction of Siberia, from which the «-inds have

blown steadily, the only warm blinks having come
with fitful, short-lived west winds now and tlien.

To-day is the 10th of Marcli, and yesterday we
had again the snow plough out with four horses

clearing the roads to the stations and elsewhere.

Where the snow has blown the wreaths are several

feet deep, and of tlie most fantastic shajjes.

—

J. S. W.

Indoor Garden.

WATERING WITH COLD WATER.
The necessity for watering indoor plants with

water raised to the temperature of the house in

which the plants to which it is to be applied are

grown is a matter generally accepted as settled, and
one inculcated by the oldest authorities. Under the

old school of gardeners, if a young hand had been

so inconsiderate as to give cold water to early

Cucumbers, Melons, or othi-r things subjected to

a high temperature, he would have been severely

repnmanded. Nor would anyone suj^pose that

cold water given to the roots or applied overhead
to soft tender plants, like Cucumbers and Melons,

in winter or spring could have other than a
backening influence, if nothing worse, unless it

could be shown that it had a I'eactionary effect.

But the question is not so much what would be

the ett'ect of cold water on plants such as those

named at a time of year when the dift'erence be-

tween the temperature of the structure in whicli

they are grown and that of water from outdoors
is the greatest, but of plants that are less deli-

cate, yet, nevertheless, grown in artiflcial heat,

cither on account of their requiring it or by reason

of their being forced, antl which in common with
the plants already named are generally looked on
as needing warm water. Orchids, which from
their nature are much dependent during the season
of growth on water, and on acoountr of their value
usually have their wants studied more than most
things, with few exceptions are supplied \\ith

water somewhat alike in temperature to that
of the houses in which they are grown. But it

has been proved in a May that admits of no ques-
tion that Orchids can be not only grown, but
grown well, though cold M'ater and none other is

given them either at the roots or overhead. The
first instance of this kind that I know of, and with
which many others are no doubt acquaintei-l, was
at Messrs. Loddiges' Hackney Nurseries, where a
large collection, including the hot East Indian
sjjecies and the cooler kinds from the western
hemisphere, were, I understood, all watered with
a hose attached to the water company's pipes.

When I first saw tliem, some thirty-five years ago,
the collection was remarkable for the strong,
robust growth which the plants had made, a con-
dition which the i)rices they sold for soon after-

wards went to prove, one of their Vandas realising
200 guineas. Within the last few years, Messrs.
Low, of the Clapton Nurseries, have adopted the
hose system of watering their immense stock of

Orchids, comprising all kinds from the hottest to
the coolest species. Anyone who was in the habit of

seeing theseClapton plantswhentheordinary means
of watering was followed, and have seen them since
the hose came into use, will have no ditficulty in

seeing the improved condition of the collection.

Possibly the improvement may be owing to the
plants now getting as much water as they require

;

whereas when pots and syringes had to be de-
pended on it was a difficult matter to get through
the work where such quantities have to be at-

tended to. But, however this may be, enough is

shown to prove that the use of cold water has no
ill efl'ects on Orchids where they receive reason
aljle treatment in other respects. How it might
act on them subjected to the semi-parboiling in

airless, overshaded houses, such as often used to be
practised, it is hard to say ; but it would not be
likely to remedy the evils consequent on the mis-
taken treatment named. Orchids from the texture
of their bulbs and leaves and the natural en-
durance of these are less likely to suffer from what

one would suppose would be the chilling influence of

cold water than some plants, amongst which may
be instanced such as are forced with a view to
their flowering in winter or eai-ly in spring.

Mr. Ladds, in the acres of houses wherein arc
grown Gardenias, Stephanotises, Roses, Tuberoses,
Bouvardias, Spiraeas, winter flowering Pelargo-
niums, and numbers of other things that, like the
two first mentioned, are stove plants, or the others
which require forcing to have them in bloom in
winter, uses cold water from the company's mains
to all alike. Mr. Ladds, like others M'ho grow for
market, tries to have his Gardenias, Stephanotises,
and other flowers in as early as he can get them,
as then they fetch better prices than when more
]jlentiful, and consequently would be likely to use
tepid water if he found the cold retarded the
blooming of the jdants very much. So far as
their health and general condition goes, the plants
in question sjjeak for themselves.

Hardy plant.s forced in winter are proverbial
for the tenderness of their foliage, and amongst
the different things so treated there are few so
delicate in their leaves as Tea Roses when sub-
jected to heat such as will induce them to bloom
in .January and February, at which time Mr.
Ladds cuts thou.sands of blooms, the i)l.ants mtan-
while being watered at the roots and regularly
overhead with the hose pipe, and the water
a])plied with as much force as the leaves will bear
M'ithout their being bruised. To those of us who
have always been in the habit of using tepid water
it. all seasons to plants grown in heat, the sound
of the hose pipe playing amongst the tender
leaves is enough to produce a chill, whether the
plants feel it in this way or not. But even if they
do, there is no appearance of their disliking it.

One would suppose the most likely effect of cold
water applied to plants subje'jted to hard forcing
would be to somewhat retard their flowering ; ft r
instance, such things as Dipladenias that lia\c
been headed down, shaken out, and repotted in
autumn, with the consequent loss of some of their
root fibres, if to be well in bloom by the miiUllo
of May, in the way I used to have them when
exliibiting, they require whip-and-spur treatment
in the matter of heat. It would be alike instruc-
tive and interesting to know if these and other
things submitted to a very high temperatuic
would have their flowering appreciably retardi'd
by the use of cold water to both roots and
tops. Had I now the opportunity of trying its

effect on these and other heat-requiring plants,
I should set one or two of a kind apart for tho
experiment. Most likely the result to be looki d
for is that different [jlants would be diflerent.y
affected. Yet of this there is no certainty.

In the cases I have named, and others wheio
the use of cold water has been adopted, there is

no doubt that it has been through the quantity cf

.

plants to be dealt with being such as to make it

mipossible to supply them with it tepid. Wheie
large quantities of plants are grown in heat )t

often entails a good deal of extra work to give
them water that is of a like temperature to that
of the houses in which they are located, and unkss
especial provision is niade for having a sufficient

sui)ply at all times ready, it is sometimes difficult
to meet the requirements. If those who have an
opportunity of testing the matter would do so by
using cold water to a few of the different kinds
which they cultivate, and state the results, they
would do good service. It is needless to say that
in trying anything of this kind those who proceed
cautiously act wisely. In the cultivation of plants,
for all purposes, useful as well as ornamental, no
greater mistake can be committed than acting on
the jjrinciple that because such or such a plant
will bear, or not bear, some particular treatment,
that the same holds good with all. It generally,
indeed, turns out to be the reverse, and notwith-
standing that the various plants grown at the
places mentioned thrive well under cold water
treatment, it would be wrong to jump to the con-
clusion that like results would follow its use to
plants of all descriptions when grown in heat.

T. B.
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MARCGRAAVIA PARADOXA. ' Mr. Darwin lias suggested that in many climb-

The remarkable Aroid known in gardens under ing plants there is often striking evidence of

tlie above name was introduced into England by
j

Nature's economy in the peculiar habit of growth
the late Dr. Seemann, who sent it from Nicaragua

about fifteen years ago. In the early stages of

its growth it bears some resemblance to the West
Indian Jlarcgraavia unibellata (syn., M. dubia),

and to this resemblance is due the widely erratic

name under which .Seemann's discovery has been

distiibuted. In the licnie Horticole, M. Carriere

changes the name to Scindapsus anonialus, pro-

bably because of its similarity to S. pictus. But
the genus Scindaj)su3 is not found anywhere in

the New World ; nor will the nervation in this

so-called Marcgraavia agree with wdiat we find in

or leaf-characters they reveal, and in the case of

these climbing Ai-oids it seems not unlikely that

the leaves are small and press closely to the

trunk of the tree against which they clindj so as

to escape browsing animals or other enemies to

their attaining full size and developing flowers.

Their stems are so herbaceous and easily broken
that if they hung at all loosely they would be
almost certain to get snapped.

In Marcgraavia unibellata we have a very at-

tractive form of what we may teim dimorphic
rowth, the Ijranches being somewhat tlaitened,

the true species of Scindapsus. Until the jjlant and by means of roots growing (piite close to a

flowers, therefore, it had better remain under the damp surface, so that even the oval-shaped leaves

name Seemann gave it. A comparison of it with I cling as though glued down ; wdiilst in others the

the genus Monstera makes one sus])ect it belongs
;
branches are rounded, rootless, and liear long

to that genus, which is found in Tropical America,
I

lanceolate-pointed leaves. At Kew there are

blooms may be had from May till November; or

if planted out in May, in a sunny situation in well

prepared soil, they will produce flowers from
August to November. The bulbs should be potted
firmly in rich loamy soil in 4-ineli pots. They
should be placed on a bottom heat of 0.5° and
kept dry, but not dust-dry, until roots have made
some growth ; then jjive water freely, and increase

the temperature from 70' to S()°. When full of

roots repot into G-inch ])ots, and place them near
the glass. After the bloom spikes appear place

them in a cooler house, in which they will grow
from 2 feet to S feet or more. They must be well

syringed and amply supjilied with liriuid manure.
I have had good Ijlooms from 4-inch jiots. The
African sort ripens much sooner than theAmerican,
consequently is better adapted for early forcing

;

the flowers are the same.—E. C.

and whose leaf characters are similar to what we
have represented in the an-

nexed figure. Marcgraavia para-

doxa, in its juvenile form, has

leaves likeoyster shellsarranged

distichously along the flattened

stem whicii clings firmly to a

wall or tree trunk by means of

its numerous stem-roots, exactly

as we see in the Ivy. As the

stem lengthens the leaves be-

come larger, till on attaining a

height of aliout 15 feet it de-

velops large pinnatifid leaves,

like those represented in the

figure as growing supported by

a slick. In the Aroid house at

Kew, a plant of this Marcgraavia

bore the pinnatifid leaves on
the stem still clinging closely

to a wall, so that we should not

lie correct in attiibutiiig this

translormation in leaf characters

to the same can.'e as we do a

similar change in Ivy and Ficus

repens. Many species of Philo-

dendron have the same character

as is here shown to belong to

M. paradoxa; thus P. lacinio-

sum, in the mature or flower-

ing stage, has large pinnatifid

leaves ; whereas wlien young its

leaves are small and heait-

shaped. P. tripartituui is dis-

tinguished by its leaves being

divided into three lobes, so

deeply as to appear distinctly

trifoliate, but when in a juve-

nile state its foliage is simple

and lance-shaped. In the genus

Monsteia, too, the same dual character is observ-

able, one species, viz., M. dimidiata, being veiy
similar in nervation as well as in general habit

to our Marcgraavia. The climbing Anlhuriums
do not appear to have these two lorms of foliage,

for on cutting back the above-named Philoden-

drons and Monsteras, the first few leaves on the

some very good examples of this strange plant, and

Marcgraavia paradox^, sliowing its two stages of gi-owth.

on one of these we .'aw a branch of the lance-leaveil

form returning again to the small-leaved clinging

habit, although it was not near anything to whicli

it could cling. In Tree Ivy a .similar reveision to

the climbing form is not uncommon. Perhaps the

only exception to this rule of reverting back to

the first habit under favourable circumstances is

new lateral shoots thus made to grow were similar
|

in Ficus re]>ens. As everyone knows, this plant,

to what we find on young plants (i.e., oyster-shell-
j
under certain conditions, develops from a round-

like) ; whereas the same operation when performed leaved, rooted-branched, clinging habit to that

on the digitate-leaved Anthuriums resulted in
,
of a rambling shruli with leaves 4 inches or more

the new leaves being precisely similar to the ! long. This Is supposed to be the fruiting stage,

mature form. The Aroid known in gardens as and is but rarely met with. Bat the interesting

Pothos aurea is another sti iking instance of the point about this plant is that the large-leaved or

wide dift'erence between the leaves of the young fruiting form retains that character wherever it

and of the old plants, the former being ovate and
,
is grown and is apparently permanent. We have

about as large as the palm of the hand, whilst the
i

frequently tried to get it to revert back by .striking

latter are very large, 18 inches or so long, and cuttings of it, but have never succeeded.—W. AV.

deeply pinnatifid. This plant is a native of the

Solomon Isles, and is probably a Eaphidophora
; Tuberoses.—If these are planted in succession

certainly not a Pothos. from the end of December till June, a supply of

ANDROMEDA JAPONICA FORCED.
For flowering under glass this Andromeda may
either be grown wholly in pots, or lifted from the

open ground in autumn and
jiotted at that time. Owing to

its roots being in dense masses
it may be lifted at almost any
season of the year without in-

jury, but if done in autumn the
whole of the growth will have
been completed, and conse-

quently the plant will be in just

the best condition for removal.
The soil l)est suited for the
Andromeda, whether in pots or

in the open ground, is such as

that ill which Rhododendrons,
Azaleas, and that class of plants
delight, and, like them, it needs
a fairly moist, rather than a
dry spot in which to grow.
When out of doors the flowers

are, as a rule, injured by late

spring frosts, and consequently
tlie plant is not so attractive as

its more hardy North American
relative, A. floribunda, but un-
der glass the gracefully droop-
ing flower-spikes stamj) it as by
far the more beautiful of the

two. A prominent feature be-

longing to this shrub, whether
out of doors or under glass, is

the rich red hue of the young
shoots, a colour which is re-

tained for a considerable time.

For cutting this shrub is very
valuable, the flower-spikes be-

ing devoid of all stifl'ness or

formality, and if gathered just

as the blossoms are beginning

to open they remain in beauty a
long time ; indeed nearly all

flowers are the better for being

cut before they are fully ex-

panded if required to list long in a cut state.

A. japonica, which, by the way, is also known
as Pieris japonica, is not amenable to forcing in

the same sense as Lilacs, Deutzias, and such
plants, a very gentle heat being all that is needed
just to advance the flowering season a little. It is

seen to the greatest advantage about the present
time, the beauty of its blossoms being still further
heightened by contrast with the wintery appear-
ance of all outdoor shrubs. With regard to the
propagation of this Andromeda, I may say that
it strikes root readily, so that fact taken in conjunc-
tion with its other merits should ensure its being
extensively grown. The best cuttings are fur-

nished by plants that have been under glass, as
they root quicker than those obtiiined from the
open ground. Young shoots should he taken fcr

the purpose just when they commence to get firm

;

aftei' removing the lower leaves they must be
dibbled firmly into well-drained pots filled with
very sandy peat. They must then be kept close

till rooted, which will be in about six weeks or a
couple of months, according to the temperature
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in which they are kept. Cuttings that hare grown
in a greenhou.se strike best in an intermediate

temperature, though I have rooted them just as

well in an ordinary cold frame, but, of course,

they take longer time. The compact-rooting
character of most Ericaceous plants fits them well

for lifting from the open ground and flowering in

pots for indoor decoration. Among them may be
noted Rhododendrons, Kalmias, Azaleas, and a
few others, esjiecially Zenobia speciosa and its

variety pulverulcnta, whose pretty white drooping
i\in\ ers are ^ery different from those of any of the

other occupant.s of the greenhouse. The Pernettyas
are also charming plants in winter and early

spring, but in their case it is the berries that
are show}-. They are also well suited for pot-

ting for greenhouse decoration, as the berries are

then jirotected from birds, frost, and heaA-y rains,

all of which tend to mar their beauty. There are

now a great many varieties of the Pernettya, the
fruits of which range in colour from deep purple
to almost white.

With regard to Andromeda japonica, I omitted
to mention that there is a variegated variety of

it, the leaves of which are edged with white.
Judging by small plants of it, it seems to be less

vigorous than the type. ALrH.\.

Tree and other Carnations.—"J. D." t<?lls

us that tlie oittings of Tree Carnations should
not be exposed to the atmosphere of the house,
but should be under a glass light. Permit me to

s.ay that I had twelve pots of cuttings put in

about three weeks back, and fully exposed to the
atmosphere of the house; they are looking re-

markably well, and are just beginning to grow.
.V few days later I had twelve more pots put in

in the same house under a glass light, and I am
sorry to say they look so bad , that a few days ago
I ordered them to be thrown a^^ay. In our first

Melon house I have about "200 struck and doing
^^cll. Now, I may say that I don't for one moment
disbelieve "J. D.'s" statement, but is not this a
curious coincidence? One gardener loses all his

cuttings by putting them under closed glasses,

Avhile another finds them to succeed best exposed to

the atraospliere of the house,.—R. Gilbert, Burijhlnj.

.)-170.

—

Conservatory climber.—For a north
lunise nothing can lie lietter than red and white
Lapagerias, wliich do so well in a cool shady posi-

tion. An important point is to set out strong
plants, as when very small ones are put into a
comparatively large body of soil, they often refuse
to make good growtli for some years. If small
specimens in 4.J-inch or G-inch jwts are obtained,
it is better to shift them on till they become
well established in 8-inch pots before planting
tlicm our permanently. Lapageria-s may be grown
in [lots if fed well from the time they come into a
root-bound conrlition and get good attention in
tile matter of watering, but they naturally flower
more freely when the roots can work in a larger
body of soil. If a border i:^ made for them it

should be 3 feet wide and ryite IS inches deep,
placing several inches of tb'.iinage at the bottom,
and some fibrous material On that to keep it open.
A good compost consists of fibrous peat with all

dusty matter taken out of it, and about a fourth
of turfy loam, quite one-sixth of the whole of
coarse silver santl and a little crushed charcoal.
Such a mixture retains its porosity until the roots
obtain full possession of it. Now is a good time to
plant.—J. C. B.

SHORT NOTES.—INDOOR.
Violets.—"I*. T. F." I see luoks upon Marie Lmii.se

with ;i smiling face, which it well deserves, for it is a queen
amount Violets. I have Comte de Brazza and Swanley
White in pots just now coming into flower, and in their
present state I see no difference wh.itever between them.
I have them both close up to the gla.s3 in one of our little
pet Peach cases, and I shall watch them narrowl}- and
report the result.— U. (Jil.liEUT, jiar'jiih'y.

Forcing Lily of the Valley.—I had some Valley
Lilies tdkeii up from the garden and placed in bottom hejit
of llu^', merely covering them with a little cocoa tibre. They
were 23 days in coming into bloom ; but all the flower buds
came perfect at one and the same time. I think covering
them with an inch or two of fibre is a great advantage.—W.
A. Cooke.

Orchids.

CYPRIPEDIUM CONCOLOR VAR.
REGNIERI.

That interesting section of dwarf-habited Lady's
Slippers, in which there are already such gems as

C. nivcum, concolor, and the recently introduced

C. Godcfroy.T? has just received a valuable addi-

tion in the shape of a very free-flowering and
showy form of concolor, named by Prof. Reichen-
bach Regnieri, in commemoration of M. Auguste
Regnier, its discoverer, who last year lost his life

in collecting plants in Cambodge. LDce other

species belonging to this section, C. concolor

Regnieri is remarkable for its prettily marked
foliage, which is readily distinguished from that

of C. uiveum and concolor on account of its size.

It is H inches in width and about 7 inches in

length, the habit of the plant being dwarf and
spreading. The flowers, which, as regards form
and colour, are certainly near those of C.

concolor of Parish, are produced in abundance.
The s]iecimens of it Mliich up to now have
flowered, though small, h.ave all produced at least

two, and in some cases three, flowers on the same
spike. Now, in the other known species the

flowers are solitary, or perhaps now and then in

pairs on the same stalk. In the present case the

flower-stalk, instead of being, as usual, erect and
undivided, is provided with several horizontal

ramifications, which no doubt will produce flowers

and become more numerous as the plamts gain

strength. These are not produced as in tlie

Selenipediums, or in succession as in the Sedeni
section, nor even as in the carious C. Parishi ; on
the contrary, they are disposed in a new and
singular way, and being borne upon slender stalks

a few inches above the foliage, they possess a
degree of attraction unequalled in the section. On
the first plant of tliis Lady's Slijiper flowering

with M. (4odefroy-Lebeuf, portions of it were
immediately sent to Prof. Reichenbach, who,
though unable to recognise it as a new species,

described it as a new and distinct variety, and
gave it as his opinion that it is one of great
promise ; and so it is, if only as the forerunner of

a race of plants having a peculiar and novel way
of producing their flowers, for the jilants which
were lately in flower at Argenteuil, although
small and having only one growth, were all pro-

vided respectively with two and three, and even
four, flowers borne on one branched spike. I am,
moreover, assured that the remains of four, and
even five, flowers on .a spike were visible on dry
specimens, but unfortunately the collector being
dead we have no means of verifying the truth of

this latter assertion, which, however, does not
appear incredible, considering the size of the
plants now in flower. Had the weather been
less severe we should ere this have seen this in-

teresting plant in flower in this country. The
flowers are larger than those of C. concolor
generally, and the dark purple spots which orna-
ment them, although not so large as those of C.
Godefroya;, are quite as numerous. The variety
with three flowers now to he seen at Argenteuil is

of a jiale buff-yellow, while the plant sent to

Prof. Reichenbaeli was altogether of a brighter
colour. We have no doubt that this variety of

Cypripedium concolor, which is a native of

the mountains of Pursat, in Cambodge, and
which requires stove treatment, will be greatly
appreciated by all lovers of Lady's Slippers, to

which it is an excellent winter-flowering addition.
Since writing the above I have received a note
from M. (Jodefroy-Lebeuf .stating that among the
plants in flower with him one has an infloi-escence

bearing four well-developed flowers and buds.
S.

SHORT NOTE.—ORCHIDS.

Bletia gebina.—This plant is quite hardy in .Tap.an ; it

is a great favourite there as a window or room plant. It is

commonly lifted and potted even when showing its bloom-
spikes, and returned to the garden when blooming is over.
The native di-awing accompanying some roots which we had
of it shows it to be a handsome and striking plant with
strong tall spikes of very fine rich purplish crijnson flowers.
HoorER, Covcnt Garden.

Pbalasnopsis amabilis.—AttheBristolspring
.show no exhibit attracted more attention than a
plant of this lovely Orchid, shown by Mr. NichoU,
gardener to Mrs. Miller, Brentry House. It had
seven large healthy leaves and a very strong,

lu'anching flower-s]iike, on which there were up-
wards of thirty expanded blossoms and several

more to follow. To show the value of this Orchid
I have only to add that the .same plant and flower-

ing spike was exhiliited at the Bristol Chrysanthe-
mum show late in November last, and that, since

that time, it has developed one liundred blooms,
sixty being open at one time. I was also informed
that it was an imported piece bought at an auction
sale at Bristol about three years ago. When well

grown there is no more servicealile Orchid in culti-

vation than this Phala;nopsis, .and I should say
there are not many to surpass it for beauty.

—

W. I.

Orchids at Lawrie Park.—Besides a host of

every (.lay <!)ichids iiililnom, Mr. Dnrnian's collection

at Lawrie Park aljnuiuis with choice and rare kinds,

a few among them being tlie folic iwitig : Cynibidinm
ebnrneuiii Dayaiium, a distinct variety recognised by
the lip being margined and blotched with rose-iiink.

There is a grand specimen of it bearing nineteen

flowers. Lycaste Skiuneri alba is in bloom, and also

a fine variety of L. plana, which, by the way, is not

such ail unhandsome species as is generally supposed.

-Vmong the Dendrobes there is a superb vaiiety of

the hybrid D. splendidissimuni, the lip being unusu-

.ally dark. The tine new Maxillaria Sanderiana, shown
for the first time at the Orchid conference, is coming
into bloom, and its second flowering is regarded with

some interest. The very rare Oncidium undulatum is

in flower. The spike resembles that of O. iiiacraii-

thum, and a distinctive feature of the flower is the

two lateral petals, which have a broad band c^f white,

lined with purple stripes. Among the cool Orchids,

Odontoglossum crispum Dorniani has produced

large spikes. It may be best described as a heavily

blotched form of the guttatum section. There is a

noteworthy specimen of the scarce O. maculatum
Doiinianum, which is so much superior to the tyjie.

0. adspersum and some grand forms of 0. triumphans
enliven the Odontoglossum house. The Cattleya

Triana>s have been uncommonly fine this season, and
among the multitude of forms there are still some
exceptional kinds in bloom, notably those named
Mrs. Uorman, with pure white petals like a Meudeli,

and Arthurianum.

Hybrid Dendrobiums.—Mr. R. H. Measures
has just gi\eii us an opportunity of comparing the

flowers of three hybrid Uendrobes respecting which
some confusion exists among orchidists. Theee are

D. Ainswortbi, splendidissimum, and U. Leechianuin.

We cannot say absolutely that there is no difference

between them, but we consider that they are not

sufficiently different to justify distinctive names.

Writing with the flowers before us, we notice that

splendidis.«imum has a subtle tinge of sulphur-yellow

in the flower, particularly in the lip; Leechijinuui has

the largest flower ; and in Ainsworthi the sepals are

not stained with rose, except in the variety roseuoi,

which is also sent. This form is very distinct from

the rest, and beautiful in having the lip more heavily

blotched, and in the sejials being suffused witli a deep

lilac-mauve tint. These arc the differences we see in

the flowers themselves; the plants m.ay vary some-
what ill growth and time of flowering, as we all know
D. nol.iile does, which is one of the parents of all tliree

hybrids. The differences in the parents have, no
doubt, been transmitted to the progeny, and this

accounts for the slight variation. It is singular that

three hybridists should have intercrossed the same
species and obtained results so nearly aUke. Accom-
panying these, Mr. Measures' gardener sends us,

from The Woodlands, Streatham, flowers of various

other Dendrobes, the most noteworthy of which are

D. Dalhousianum, one of the oldest, yet still among
the h.andsomest, of all the Dendrobes. The flowers

measure 5 inches across, the sepals are tinged with
buff, while the great shell-like lip is adorned with
two blotches of port-wine colour. There is also that

rare little variety, D. crassinodc album, D. primuli-

nuni, and two distinct forms of D. aureuni, or

heterocarpum, as it is also called. In one the flower
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is large, of a KrueniKli yiUlow; in the other the colour is

a warm jcUow with a brown lip.

Societies.

ROYAL HOKTICULTURAL.
JIabch 23.

Tuesday's gathering was a large and bright one, the
conservatory being well filled with all kinds of sprin"
flowers. Daffodils in themselves made ipiitu an ex-
hibition, the whole of one side of the building being
occupied by them. liyacinths, Cyclamens, and
Primulas were also in strong force, but the display of
new things was not so large as usual. There was a
fair sprinkling of Orchids, and among these chiefly
was there any novelty. Pirst-class certificates were
awarded to the following ;

—

Cattleya Lawbknciana.—For the first time this
new and beautiful (.)rchid was shown in fine condi-
tion, a really grand specimen bearing a dozen flowers
being shown by Mr. Ballantinefrom Baron Schrceder's
garden at Eghani, and those who saw could scarcely
conceive that the plant represented the same species as
the miserable specimens that had hitherto been shown
of it. Orchidists now agree that it is a first-rate
novelty and different from any other C'attleya bloom-
ing at this season ; as many as four flowers were borne
on the spikes of the plant shown, but even this num-
ber is small compared with what we may yet expect
to see. It varies a good deal in colour, as the baron
showed a spike of a very dark variety nuich richer
than any previously exhibited. The ordinary form
has deep lilac sepals and petals with a lip of deep
amethyst intensified by the white throat.

Dendrobii:m Wardianum-ckassinode.—This pro-
visional name is applied to what appears to be a
natural hybrid between D.Wardianumand crassinode.
A grand specimen with a thickly wreathed flower-
stem a yard in length was shown by Baron 8chrceder.
The growth is intermediate between the two species,
as are also the flowers, the sepals of which are
coloured with a peculiarly soft tint. The flowers are
not so large as those of an ordinary Wardianum,
neither are they so yellow.

Dendrobidm Leechianum.—An exceptionally fine
variety of Ihis hybrid Orchid was shown by Messrs.
Thomson, of Tweedside Vineyard, Galashiels, and
the committee were unanimous in awarding it a
certificate. The flowers are fully a third larger than
usual, and some of the plants showed that tliey were
more deeply tinted, the sepals being heavily flushed
with purple. Several plants of it were shown, all
having stems densely clothed with flowers arranged in
twos and threes.

Azalea mollls Lord Shaftesbury.—A lovely
Azalea, different from the ordinary run of varieties
of A. mollis in the colour, which is a warm yellow,
stained with orange-red. The trusses are large and
dense

;
in fact the whole plant looked to be all bloom.

It was shown by Messrs. Cutbush, Highgate.

Odontoglossum Pescatorei Vervaetianum. A
cumbrous name for a very pretty variety, with large
round flowers, having the sepals and lip heavily
blotched with claret-purple on a wliite ground. It
most resenibles the variety Thomsonianum, shown at
the Orchid conference last year. As these spotted
forms occur so rarely, they are the more valuable,
apart from their beauty. It was slinwn by JIM.
Vervaet et Cie, Mont St. Amand, Ghent.

Hyacinths Grand Fleub and Qdeen- ok Pinks.
—The first is of a new colour, being a deep mauve-
lilac

; spike fine and flowers good. The other is, as
its name implies, pink in colour—undoubtedly the
best of its colour. Both were exhibited by Messrs.
Veitcli, Chelsea.

Orchids.—Messrs. Veitch showed a pretty new
hybrid Dendrobium named D. micans. It is a cross
between Wardianum and lituifloram. It most re-
sembles the latter, though the former was the seed
parent. It is paler than typical lituiflorum and
larger. A grand specimen of Odontoglossum trium-
phans was shown by Mr. Thomas from Chatsworth.
It had a branched spike carrying fifteen flowers, large
and highly coloured. Messrs. Sander, of St. Albans
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Showed a plant of their maxima variety of Co.'logyne
cristata, and also the Chatswrirth variety for com-
parison. There is no question about the superiority of
the maxima form, the flowers being larger, the sepals
broader, and the spikes longer. M. .J. Heye, of Ghent,
showed a plant of the hybrid Cypripedium Sallieri, a
cross between villosum and iusigne. It is handsome,
and exactly intermediate between the parents, and
comes into bloom with C. villosum. M. le Comte
Oswald de Kerchove, of Ghent, sent a flower of the
white Lycaste Skinneri, which represented the genuine
variety, not the poor starry, white form that passes
under the same name. The large-flowered form is

very beautiful, as if chiselled cjut of ivory. Mr. Dc
B. Crawshay showed two fine forms of Cattleya
Triana;, one called Crawshayana, and another an ex-
tremely beautiful flower named Rosae. He also sent
a specimen of Odontoglossum crispum which he bought
as an imjwrted plant two years ago. Last year it

had a seven-flowered spike ; now it has a dozen flowers
on a spike. O. Ruckerianum, from the same ex-
hibitor, represented one of the best forms of that
hybrid. The rarely seen L. flammea came from Lord
Rothschild's garden at Tring Park. It is a hybrid
between L. Pilcheri and L. cinnabarina. It has large
orange-scarlet flowers with reddish lips. The plant
bore a spike of seven blooms, and Mr. Hill, the
gardener, was accorded a cultural commendation for
it. A plant of the rare Aerides cylindricum was also
shown from Tring. Messrs. Pearson, of Chilwell,
showed a pretty variety of Dendrobium nobile, re-
markable for the fine form of its flowers and the soft,

creamy colour of the lip. Other forms of nobile and
Wardianum came from the same exhibitor, hut were
not remarkable.

Among other plants exhibited worthy of note were
the following: Carnation Mad. A. Bernaix, an ex-
tremely fine tree variety having flowers :ih inches
across, of fine shape and full. The colouris pink
flaked with scarlet. Mr. Bealby, of Roehamijton,
showed it. Messrs. Laing sent a fine plant of
Imantojihyllum Mrs. Laing, a large - flowered sort,
highly coloured. It was well grown and a cul-
tural conmieudation was accorded to the exhibitor.
Chrysanthennim Mrs. Charles Carey, a late wliite
variety, was shown by Mr. Coleman, Brookfield, but
seeing that Chrysanthemums at this season are not
wanted, it deserves but scant notice. A variegated-
leaved Eupatorium was shown by Mr. Wood, of East-
bourne, which, though novel, is not very beautiful.
Three pretty sorts of Primroses were shown by Mr.
R. Dean, of Ealing. They were, Novelty, deep crim-
son

; Beatrice, pale mauve ; and Brilliant, bright
crimson.

Groups of plants.—These constituted the bulk of
the show, and were more varied than usual. Hya-
cinths were amongst the most noteworthy. A grand
collection of some 150 plants Wrre .shown by Messrs.
Veitch, of Chelsea. These represented only the finest

sorts of the respective colours, and in addition to the
old sorts there were a few new, those named Grand
Fleur, (,,!ueen of Pinks, Princess of Wales, The Bride,
King of the Blacks being the finest. Every plant in

this group bore a large and finely developed spike re-

presenting the variety in perfection. The exhibitors
were awarded a silver-gilt mtdal. The St. George's
Nursery Company, Ealing, also took a silver-gilt

medal for a magnificent group of Cyclamens, all large
plants grown to perfection, and representing the finest

sorts that have yet been raised. A silver Banksian
medal was taken by Messrs. (Vitbush, of Highgate,
for a collection of some 130 Hyacinths, consisting of

the best of the standard sorts. Mr. James, of Farnham
Royal, had a large group of his matchless strain of

Cinerarias, for which he won a silver Banksian medal

;

and a bronze Banksian was taken by Mr. Clay's gar-
dener (Mr. Wijgi. s), among which were some distinct
sorts !<s regards colour, ihose named Firefly, Coronet,
and Hecla being most remarkable.

Narcissi and hardy flowers were shown more
extensively than at any previous meeting, for now
that the nurserymen have apparently defied the
weather in bringing Narcissi into early bloom they
are able to exhibit all the sections, and both early anil
late bloimiing sorts. Thus then we see the earliest,
such as the Tenby, and the latest, poeticus, in flower
side by side. The Daffodils certainly made an attrac-

tive display, but they did not comprise much novelty,
and even if there were new sorts it is hardly fair to
judge of their merits from flowers produced under
glass. A most remarkable display was made by Mr.
Dorrien-Sniith from his garden in the Scilly Isles,
where flowers are produced so much earlier and finer
than about London. His collection, numbering some
1 20 specimens, consisted chiefly of the Tazetta( Polyan-
thus) group, anil of these there was an endless variety
all with finely developed flower clusters, very diffe-
rent from the puny specimens generally seen in pots
under glass. For this group Jlr. Dorrien-Smith was
deservedly awarded a silver Banksian medal. Silver
Banksian med.als were also awarded to Messrs. Barr
& Sons, CoventGarden; Mr.Ware, Tottenham ; Messrs.
Collins & Gabriel, Waterloo Road, for collections of
Narcissi, all of which represented the leading variety,
the large and the small, the early and late ; and these
were intermixed with a variety of other spring
flowers, such as the glowing Anemone fulgens, which
by the way quite spoilt the effect of the Narcissi by
being dotted about in a meaningless way among
N.T,rcissi, the contrast between the scarlet and yellow
being painful. Among the spring flowers were Leu-
cojura vernum, Hepaticas, Snowdrops, which in
Messrs. Collins' group were exceptionally fine ; SciUas,
Muscaris, Cyclamens, and a host of other plants
which had come into bloom during the warm days
previous to the show.

Scientific committee.—Professor A. H. Church
drew attention to a new insecticide, the outcome of
a long series of ex])erimeuts. The preparation in
question is essentially a complete and permanent
emulsion, in which has been incorporated a laro-e
quanti- V of such oily li(piids (including certain kinds
of paraffin oil) as destroy the insect-pests of plants.
Hitherto the rough methods in use for preparing such
emulsions have failed to effect the perfect distribu-
tion of the oily matter in the wash, and, in conse-
qiunce, oily drops of sensible size have spotted and
injured the leaves and tender shoots of the plants.
The sample exhibited contained two-thirds of its bulk
of the above-named oils along with other useful in-
gredients. On dilution with water no separation of the
oil takes place. For very tender and succulent plants
half an ounce of the emulsion in a gallon of lain
water forms a syringing wash, which proves fatal to
green fly, red spider, brown scale, and even mealy
bug, without inflicting any injury im the flowers or
foliage of the jilants to nhich it is applied. The
proportion may be increased in the case of more robust
plants—even 4 rzs. to 1 gallon may in some cases be
used, though much weaker solutions are in the great
majority of cases perfectly eff'ective. The plants if at
all delicate should be syringed with fresh water two
hours after the insecticide has been applied. By appro-
priate chemical methods various substances may be in-
troduced into the emulsion in order to meet special
recpiirements of gardeners and Hop growers. For
instance, sulphur, in a free state and yet in a per-
fectly soluble form, has been added to some of the
preparations, and proves to be an efficient preventive
and cure of mildew in Roses. The farmer to whom
we are indebted for perfecting this invention and for
devising an ingenious syringing stand or pot-holder
for applying it has entrusted its manufacture to Mr. G.
Freehand, of Tonbridge, Kent, of whom further par-
ticulars may be obtained. Mr. Church added that he
had not hesitated to bring this insecticide before the
committee, since he had no in erest, save a scientific
one, in the invention.

Cmnellias am! frosf.—Hon. and Rev. Boscawen ex-
hibited single Camellias which had lately blossomed
in the open, and leafy branches, showing how the
leaves of 1S.S.5 were perfectly green and untouched by
the frost, while those of 18S4 and 18S3 were browned
to various degrees ; but those of 1SS2 on the same
branch were perfectly green. The branch was from a
bush that had never received direct sunlight.

A MEETING of the Narcissus committee wa" li 1 i in
the conservatory at South Kensington on I uc;<day,
March 23, when the following resolutions vmo
passed :

—

"That a copy be made of a list of all the n ini s
at piesent assigned to the different forms of Nui-
cissus, for the purpose of reference.

" That the chairman be requested to bring before
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the committee of the "Royal Horticultural Society the
desirability of publishing an official report from the
Narcissus committee.

" That a sub-committee be appointed to examine
the various Narcissi exhibited at the meetings of the
Royal Horticultural Society and to report upon any
forms of interest and any errors of nomenclature.

" That it is desirable that all the blooms and
plants of Narcissus to be submitted to the committee
should have been i^rown in the open air, except in

the case of the Corbularia. triandrus section, or any
other sorts which should not prove hardy. It was
the unanimous wish of the committee that when
possible a leaf belonging to each specimen submitted
should be sent with it.

"That means should be taken to procure type
specimens from which drawings could be made of the
Italian forms of Tazetta named and described by
Parlatore."

The specimens sent for the notice of the committee
were then considered.

I. N. moschatus, from Mr. Godolphin Osborne,
at Biarritz, collected by him last year. Much
smaller than what is usually known under that nani^,
but the true X. moscbatus of the Pyrenees.

2 and 3. From Messrs. Collins & Gabriel and Mr.
T. S. Ware, belie\ed to be the same as No. 1, but
grown under glass.

4. Golden Prince (? = Henry Irving) and (5) Golden
King (?-= Yellow King), from Mr. T. S. Ware. De-
ferred in order that specimens might be sent which
had been grown in the open air.

6. A reputed species, sent by Mr. Ware, collected
in the neighbourhood of Saragossa, having a deep
yellow trumpet, with open and much-fringed corona
and greenish perianth. Deferred for specimens from
the open air.

7. Mr. Wolley Dod showed a small reflexed flower
with no tube, sent from the neighbourhood of Oporto
by Mr. Tate, supposed to be cyclamineus. Deferred.

5. Another variety discovered near Opjrto. De-
ferred.

9. " Achilles," by Mr. Barr, a form of Pseudo-nar-
cissus from a Guernsey garden. Name registered.

K'. "Pdnthus," from the Scilly Isles, like a single
Telamonius. Deferred.

II. " Scilly White," by Mr. Dorrien-Smith, decided
to be identical with " White Pearl" of the Dutch
gardens, Hermione texticaulis of Haworth, and N.
ochroleucus of Luiselau, figured in Bot. Maj., 1298.
Wild in S. France.

Several other specimens were sent for the pur]
of identifying the names, and a collection from ..^.

Damman, of Naples, wa.s to be reported on at the
next meeting, as it did not arrive in time. Mr.
Wolley Dod also showed a very interesting variety
of dried forms of N. triandrus.

C. R. SCKASE-DlCKINS, IIuu. Sec.

ROYAL BOTANIC.
March 24.

The first spring show of the season held by this
society on Wednesday last was as attractive as usual,
but it was not so large as the corresponding show last

year, nor was (he quality of the exhibits so higli—

a

circumstance accounted for by the imfavouraljle
weather which we have experienced for the proper
development of forced flowers. There was an entire
absence of novelty about the show ; indeed, one could
only see the same run of things that could be seen
any day in Covent Garden, or in any large flower
shop. It is to be regretted that the society does not
encourage exhibitors to show plants of a more un-
common character. One can scarcely believe that
at a spring show held by such an important society

as tills is there was scarcely an Orchid shown, although
now is the height of the Orchid season. Again, there
are hosts of bulbous plants, tropical and otherwise,
which ought to be seen at a show like this, and not
always such commonplace plants as Hyacinths, Tulips,
Crocuses, and Daffodils, to which the display is con-
fined. We noticed on Wednesday that the visitors

gave most attention to the less common plants, such
as Amaryllises, hardy bulbs, and hardy perennials
and alpines. Again, the only forced shrub? were the
common Deutzia, Indian Azaleas, and A. mollis •

whereas most interesting new shrubs would be forth.

lose

M.

coming were they encouraged, and perhaps would
lead to the discovery of many beautiful plants suit-

able for forcing into early bloom.

By the prize list published in our advertising

columns it may be seen that the usual familiar names
are mentioned as prize-winners in the various classes,

which seem to be stereotyped. The chief feature of

the show was the magnificent Amaryllises from Mr.
Whitbourne's garden at Great Gearies, Ilford, which,

as a group, was the finest we have ever seen shown
from a private garden ; it seems as if gardeners will

beat nurserymen at Amaryllis growing when once

they have secured the varieties and gained experience

in their culture. There were two groups of a dozen
each. One was in competition for the Vcitch Memorial
prizes. This group was made up chiefly of seedlings

which Mr. Douglas has raised from that fine variety

the Empress of India, which has large bold flowers of

fine shape and of a brilliant scarlet. The seedlings

do not vary much ; some are superior, others inferior

to the parent. Those named Calypso, Vesuvius, Red
(launtlet, aud Lady Hulse are the finest. Besides

these there was a grand sort with large and perfect-

shaped flowers of the Leopoldi class named Clariuda,

and that matchless variety, Dr. Masters, the perfec-

tion of a first-rate Amaryllis. The other group,

which took the first prize, included such fine sorts as

John Heal, set up as a standard of finely formed

flowers. Red Cross, Oriflamme and Empress of India.

All these plants—the pick of a large collection—bore

tall, stout spikes carrying as many as four, five, and
even six flowers. Messrs. Veitch had a few of their

new seedling Amaryllis, two of which won certificates.

The best of the others were named Charmer, Elaine,

Nonpareil, Aureole, and Glamis, all, as may be sup-

posed, possessing grand flowers, perfect in form and

colour.

Cyclamens, as usual, were shown in perfection, par-

ticularly by the St. George's Nursery Company, which

is equivalent to Mr. H. B. Smith, the well-known

Cyclamen grower at Hanwell. Azaleas were poor

;

not worth notice ; but Roses were excellent, consider-

ing the weather we have had. Messrs. Paul, of

Cheshunt, were in their usual place at the head of

the prize li-t. They had good trained plants of well-

known sorts, but the interest attached to a group of

smaller plants of less common sorts, such as Sunset,

the new American Tea variety, with buff flowers and
bronzy foliage. There were also Heinrich Schul-

theis, Lady Mary Fitzwilliam. A silver medal
was awarded to the group. Mr. Rumsey, of Waltham
Cross, excelled chiefly in Tea varieties, of which he

had a fine gathering of cut blooms, among them
being such lovely sorts as Mad. Charles, Reine Hen-
riette. Souvenir de Paul Neyron, Mad. Falcot,

Isabella Sprunt, Anna Olivier, Marie Van Houtte,

all excellent for early bloom. Mr. Rumsey took a

silver medal for his group.

Hyacinths were plentiful. Mr. Douglas headed
the amateurs' list, while Mr. H. Wright, of Lee,

showed the finest dozen in the nurserymen's class.

There were also the large groups from Messrs.

^'eitch and Cutbush as were shown the day previous

at KensinjJton, in addition to a magnificant group of

Dutch bulbs from Mr. B. S. Williams, consisting of

Hyacinths, Tulips, Crocuses, Lilies of the Valley, and
which was deservedly awarded a silver medal.

Messrs. Veitch's collection, which also won a silver

med-al, contained several new sorts, two of which
were certificated. Messrs. Cutbush took a silver

medal for three Hyacinths and a particularly bright

group of Azalea mollis, which was much admired.

Mr. James, of Farnham Royal, won a silver medal
for his large group of Cinerarias, which as represent-

ing his fine strain were rmsurpassable. Some were

named and certificated, but the tints are so subtle,

that it is a hopeless task to attempt to describe them.

The Chinese Primulas were excellent, particularly

those from Mr. James, who took the first prize. The
I )utch Tulips and Crocuses had a beautiful effect in

the bright sunshine, as tbe flowers opened widely,

and we never remember seeing Crocuses ^so fine as

the dozen plants from Mr. Douglas. The pots were
large and literally crammed with bulbs, the masses

of flowers from which measiired a foot across.

Hardy flowers contributed largely to the display.

There were the large groups of Daffodils and other

spring flowers from Messrs. Barr, Mr. Ware and
Messrs. Collins and Gabriel, which figured so pro-
minently on Tuesday at Kensington, and to these
medals were awarded. In addition to these groups
there were several small exhibits, among them being
a group of a dozen bulbous plants from Mr. Ware,
the beautiful Iris reticulata, Muscari commutatum,
Lachenalia Nelsoni, Dog's-tooth Violets, Fritillaria

Meleagris being the best among them. The only
group of Orchids was that from Mr. Jacomb, of
Stamford Hill, which consisted mostly of well grown
Odontoglossums.

New plants were by no means so abundant as
usual, and there were none that had not previously
been seen at Kensington. Botanical certificates

were awarded to Mr. 13. S. Williams and Messrs.
Laing for Cattleya Lawrenciana, to M. Vervaet for
Odontoglossuni Pescatorei Vervaetianum, and to

Messrs. Thomson, of Clovenfords, for Dendrobium
Leechianum. Floricultural ceitificates were taken
by Messrs. Veitch for Hyacinths Sir Henry Berkeley
and Grand Fleur, and for Amaryllises Lascelles and
Plato ; to Messrs. Laing for Imantophyllum Mrs.
Laing ; to Mr. Douglas for Amaryllises Clarinda
and Lady Hulse ; to Mr. James for Cinerarias Grand
Duchess, Mrs. Davis, and Hecla.

Colonial and Indian Exhibition.—In con-
nection with this are to be exhibited representative
collections of the flora of the Cape of Good Hope and
Natal. These are to be made as interesting and at-

tractive as possible by maintaining a continuous show
of plants in flower. Considering the wealth of the
.South African flora, particularly the bulbous plants,

an instructive as well as an attractive show should
be the result. Messrs. Henderson, of the Pine-apple
Nursery, have been entrusted with the arrangements
for this exhibition. Another attractive feature at

South Kensington this year will be a permanent ex-

hibition of Orchids, which is to be carried out by
Messrs. Sander, of St. Albans. For this purpose a

large exliibitiiui building is being erected, and already
Mr. Pulham, of Broxbourne, has commenced to em-
bellish it with rocks. The idea is to make a picturesque

interior, by making rocky pools, caverns, and ilrippin.{

wells, and around these the Orchids will be disposed,

and numbers of them will be planted in the niches of

the rockwork. If carried out well, the Orchid sliow

ought to be one of the chief points of the great

exhibition.

QUESTIONS.

.0474.—Diseased Cucumbers.— I will Ire obliged to any
re.ider of The Gahi'i:n' wbu wuuJd kindly tell nic the cause of

Cucumbers tviming yellow at the points and on the edge of

the leaves ; also the re.%son why young plants ihat have not
yet fruited, run out at the point of the leading shoot.—G. M.

.0175.

—

£dginirs for 'walks.— I am anxious to obtain
the opinions of sonic practical men ou the merits or de-

merits of tile or terra-cutta edgings for garden walks—the
simpler kinds, not those requiring a brick foundation. Do
tho.se which are simply stuck in between the walk and the
border remain well in place, or do they move out of line in
stormy or frosty weather ? I thought they would be e.\cellent

things till this danger was pointed out to me.—AI. C. E.

LATE NOTES,

Narcissus Bip Van Winkle (ir. /i. ifartlandi^Thd
flowers you send arc ccrtjiinly ycilow, but others we have
seen tliis season arc quite green.

Lily of the Valley (T. Jannoch).- Very fine spikes
indcLid, We du not remember having seen two spikes from
one crown befure.

Veg-etation has suffered but little here, though snow-

laid on our hills for twelve weeks. Shrubs are unseathed,
except Thuja pyramidalis and a Cyp'ess or two, which the
snow has broken and disfigured. Roses seem all right.

Fruit trees look promising. Stiindard Currants and Go -se-

berries have suffered from tomtits, but no pruning has j et

been done. Last year bullfinches made sad havoc with fruit

buds, but this year not one is to be seen.

—

Geo. Bolas,
Ilopton IlaU, Wiik-sttorth, Dcibyshire.

Canvas hose (l^' /*.).—Sec our advertising columns.

Names of plants.— /'. C,— 1, Pittosporum undulatum;
2, Wkimniiaublata ; 3, Litliospermura prostratum ; 4, cannot
name. R. E.— Pieonia tenuifolia. K*. H.—l, Crocus
biflorus estriatus ; 2, C. Imperati ; 3. too much withered ; 4,

C. biflorus argenteus. L. P.— I, Lastrea aristata ; 2, Pani-

cum pUcatum; 3, Grevillea robusta ; 4, Isolepls gracilis.——

C. H. —Acacia longifolia.
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OAK FOR PARK FENCES.

In many parts of the country wlicrc Oak is

iilnindant the construction of these fences is jier-

fectly well Tinderstood, Init as there are other

j)arts whei'e the style of fence, such as one sees

in Sussc.'C and the ailjoiuing counties, does not

seem to be well known, some delails as to the

selection of timber and the way in which it is

worked u|) and lixed will be acceptable to such
as desii'e information about fences. Where there

are Oak woods or plantations u])on the estate

there is generally but little difficulty in selecting

the trees best suited to the work, provided the

requirements are understood. Tlie price of bark
in the neighljuurhood, as compared with the cost

of stripping and carting and the exigencies of the

work t(j be executed, must be the factors to

determine whether the timber be felled during
the winter season or in the spring when the sap

rises. If cut in the winter it is generally

lielieved that, the sapwood of the tree is more
durable. The presence of the bark, however,
adds a little to the labour of working up. The
trees must, of course, be selected at one time,

and the various requirements borne in mind.
The marker, therefore, should be thoroughly
posted as to what is wanted. To make this clear

it may be well to look separately at the various

timbers which compose the fence.

The palings.—These, in the order of erection,

come last or almost last, but in marking trees for

the use they must first be borne in mind. The
reason for this is that the size and straightness of

grain for this purpose is of more importance than
111 any of the wood which has to Ije saw-n. A
somewhat similar thing to these pales has been
described in these pages, but in that description

of fence the pales were sawn. Here we have a
cleft pole which economises timber. The size of

tree most fit for the purpose of cleaving into

pales may be taken as fi'om 9 inches to 1 foot in

diameter. For railings, wood straight in growth,
sound, and fairly clear in the grain must be
souglrt for. Next to the pales tliis is the most
important pai-t of the fence. It is obviously
impossible to tell until a tree is thrown the
amount of .sapwood that goes to make up its

bulk, but at the same time the proportion of this

is a most important consideration in cutting up
the rails. Large knots, as well as any consider-

able cpiantity of sap, wo\ild be inadmissible, but
for rails of this class small, or wdiat is technically

known as pin, knots would not be objectionable,

always providing they do not occur in awkward
places, or in such close proximity as to materiallj'

detract from the strength of the rail. As the

gravel plank is usually from 6 inches to 8 inches
in widtl), trees or portions of trees which will

cut it up with the least amount of waste should
be fixed upon. As one edge of this, as is gleaned
from its name, has to rest up(jn the soil, care

must be taken that one edge at least be
free of sap. In this, knots, providing they are

sound, W(juld be no great drawback, as the

width of the plank would neutralise any tendency
to weakness, which would be fatal in a smaller
dimension.

The posts must, as a rule, come from the tops

or upper portion of the trees. In one vvaj' it may
seem a bad arrangement to select from what is

mostly regarded as the least durable part of the
tree the portion of the fence which has to be
imbedded underneath the soil. The answer to

this is practically the same as the reason given
for the allowance of knots on the gravel plank,
viz., its greater bulk. Posts of all the material
used in the construction of a fence will stand the

most exposure and rougli usage, simply because

the amount of wood contained in it is larger and
in a better form for resistance than any other

part. For cutting up, either a steam-saw or hand-

sawyers and a saw-pit must be used. On the

whole, as the I'esult of considerable experience,

unless time is of absolutely n(i consequence, the

use of the steam-saw is to be recommended. By
careful men the work may be <lone well, in addi-

tion to the great advantage of being carried out
expeditiously.

In preparing the material the palings must be
seen to first. As these have to be cleft liy hand, a

saving in the cost of carriage may be efl'ected

by marking and cutting off the trees, and leaving

them to l)e dealt with by the cleaver on the spot.

Before marking is commenced, it will be neces-

sary to have determined the height of the fence.

If this is 4 feet 6 inches, which is a very good
height I'or many piurposes, and the gravel plank
has to be G inches wide, the length of pales will

necessarily be 4 feet. The bulk or lower jiarts

of the boles of the trees, ranging from 9 inches to

1 foot in diameter, must therefore be marked into

4-foot lengths, so far as the tree keeps a uniform
size and clean in the grain, as well as being
tolerably free of sap. The width and thickness

of pales will naturally vary a little, but would
average perhaps some 3 inches or 3i inches in

width, and something more than one-fourth of

an inch in thicknes.s. The timber for the rails,

if the pawing is done by the steam-saw, can
be cut up from various sized dimensions. When
these arris, or as they are commonly termed
"cant" rails, are sawn up by pit-sawyers, the

usual way is to select jiieces of the right length,

which, by the way, is generally 9 feet, and wliich

may lie sawn or hewn into a log (if about 8 inches

square. From this the corners are hewn off,

giving it an octagon shape, though not a true

octagon, as probably the bevel would not much
exceed a couple of inches. When in this foi'm a

cut is made down the centre, dividing it into

halves. Diiwn these halves another cut is made,
thus (piartering the log. Down these quarter's a
diagonal cut is made from the inside corner to

the centre of the bevel on the outside edge. In
this way eight cant or wedge-shaped rails are cut

from a log.

Cutting the posts.—In sawing up these the

first thing to be determined upon is their length

and the distance to which they have to be sawn.
This will depend in some measure upon the
nature of the soil on which the fence has to be

placed. If it is a tenacious clay it will not be
necessary to have so great a depth in the ground,
but if a free and loose soil, the unsawn end of

the post must be longer. As a rule, for a 4-foot

(i-inch fence a 7-foot post will suffice, viz., sawn
down 4 feet G inches, with 2 feet 6 inches left

unsawn to be fixed in the soil. The size of the

posts may vary a little, but for this kind of park
fence 5 inches or 6 inches by 4 inches will lie

ample. When possible, two posts should be cut

from one piece, ;is when very small posts arc

cut from small pieces of wood they are apt to be
split by the action of the sun and wind. In
speaking of the selection of the wood, enough
has been said concerning the gravel plank to save

referring to it here, except that of course it will

be the same length as the bay or panel of fence,

viz., 9 feet in the case before us and IJ inches

in thickness.

Preparing for fixing.—In a general way it

will be well to get the fence ready for fixing

before it is carted to the spot where it has to lie

erected. By this we mean that the posts may be
morticed to receive the rails, and the ends of' the

rails jirepared to fit the holes in the posts. There
are several ways in which this fitting together

may be done, but the one most common is to cut

.1 mortice a full inch in width through the (i-inch

direction of the post, i.e., to leave 14 inches solid

on each side of the hole, the 6-inch face of the

])ost to be parallel with the front of the fence.

The end of the rail for a distance of 2| inches or

.3 inches is reduced to a size corresponding to that

of the mortice.

The method of fixing.—After everything

has been put in readiness in the way detailed, the

materials are laid out alongside the line of fence

and post holes sunk at the 9-foot intervals to

agree with tlie rails. Into these the posts are

placed, the rails inserted in the mortices, ami the
g

top one—as for a fence of this height two only
|

will be necessary to a bay—fastened by means
of an oaken pin ]iassing through the jiost ami the

cnil of the rail in the mortice. There is no occa-

sion for the fastening of the bottom rail in ibis

way, as it is clear that with the po.sts firm in the

ground and the top rail rigid, no movement can

take place with the liottom one. The next

business w'ill be to fix the poles and the gravel i

plank. The pales will slightly overhq) each

other and be fixed by means of 2-inch nails to

the top and bottom rail. The gravel plank will

be fixed to the bottom portion of the bottom rail

and to the ]iosts by means of strips of wood
nailed to them for the purpose. A small stump I

in the centre of the bay driven into the soil and
cut to an angle to nail to the bottom rail will

also increase the rigidity of the gravel plank.

These are the salient features in the prejiaration

and fixing of an Oak park fence. D. J. Y.

Trees in. March.—But little difference was
observable in the condition and growth of field and
hedgerow trees and shrubs from the beginning to

the 18th of the month. The abnormally low tem-
perature and the relentless east wind effectually

prevented development. During the last few days
of genial weather, however, the changes have
been great. These can be more quickly seen in

plants of a herbaceous charaoter than in hard-
wooded species, but even in these the progress is

remarkable. The month, which came in .as a lion,

now bids fair to go out as a lamb. The tree

amongst our commonest species which exbiliits the
least symptoms of change is the Knglish Elm. In
the Wych Elm growth is apparent enough. The
Oak and the Ash show signs of growth, but not in

any particularly marked degree since last month.
Among the lesser trees and shrubs, the Hawthorn
shows animation at ten thousand points, and the
Hazel is in all the glory of its innumerable catkins.

The Bramble, though retaining many of its leaves
from la.st season, is rapidly putting forth new growth.
By many it has been observed that a spellof cold
often occurs when the Blackthorn is in blossom.
This tree is now showing well for abundance of

bloom. Whether we shall this year escape the
Blackthorn winter remains to be seen. If the pro-

portion of cold we get at this season was at all a
fixed quantity, one would think that the weather
we have experienced during the last few weeks
must have been paying in advance. The most
noticeable tree during the whole of the time from
tlie beginning of the year has certainly been the
Coat Willow. This, in spite of frost, snow, or
wind, has been persistently arraying itself in silvery

livery, and is now completely dressed in its gor-

geous coat. Other Willows are showing more or less

signs of growth, but not to be compared with this.—Rustic.

Making fences rabbit-proof.—By some it

maybe considered important to make fences as nearly

as may be rabbit-proof. The best ineans to prevent

their burrowing under a fence is to sink below the

ground level some tj inches in width of galv.anised

wire netting, and nail the upper edge seciuvly to the

bottom of the gravel plank. Whether, too, this

should be placed quite perpendicularly or at a slight

angle, circumstances must decide, but it would not

be desirable to make the inclination too great.—D.
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"Thi8 is an Art
Which does mend Nature : change it rather: but
The Aet itself is Natuue."—Shak-esjycare.

THE RABBIT PLAGUE.
Judging by what one reads, this subject is

evidently interesting to gardeners and wood-
men as well as to landlords and farmers. It

is generally acknowledged that the Ground
Game Act recently passed was practically

aimed at the rabbits. The damage done by hares

and otlier game would probably never have
caused any legislation on the subject. Mr. Rabbit
has been at the Jjottom of it all, and under the name
of "Game Laws" has in times past been a trump
card with a certain class of political agitators who
did not care a straw for the merits of the question

itself. The wonder is that gentlemen should
have so long tolerated or protected an animal that

affords so little real sport, and been the cause

of so much ill-feeling between landlords and
tenants, the cause of great loss to both, and which
is a real scourge in any cultivated country. As
to the Game Act, it has, in one sense, relieved

landlords of a responsibility which they acknow-
ledged to some extent before, and done little or no
good to the farmers wliere coverts exist and
rabbits abound. I could furnish you with any
amount of evidence to prove this. Rabbits, it

must be borne in mind, do not need to be pre-

served like pheasants or hares. In spite of

wholesale slaughter among them annually, at

shooting seasons, they continue to multiply, and
what the Ground Game Act did was to relieve

landlords of the duty of keeping them down on
their estates and put the work on the farmers,

who now find out that that work costs them more
than they formerly lost by the depredations of the

rabbits. Here is an example : A has a farm
which abuts on plantations here and there,

perhaps to the extent of a mile or more, and out
of these plantations rabbits come every night
and early morning in hundreds, and eat every
blade within their reach far into the fields. I have
seen whole fields quite destroyed in this way so

as not to be worth reaping. The farmer cannot
contend with them under such circumstances, let

him take the fullest advantage of the Act, because
a shot or a shout frightsns the vermin into the
wood in a few seconds, from whence they return
again immediately when the danger is over, and
no farmer can afford to watch his fields day and
night. Before the Act was passed some landlords
kept the rabbits down on farms ; now they
leave them to the farmer, but kill as he may he
cannot contend against them successfully so long
as the Game Act does not allow him to follow
them to their burrows in the plantations and
use any means he likes for their destruction. So
greatly has this evil been felt by farmers in many
cases since the Act was passed, that after doing
their best themselves to kill the rabbits they have
actually appealed to the landlord for compensa-
tion, and to my knowledge it has been generously
granted in not a few cases. The landlords are
not to blame now so much, because they are no
more responsible for the rabbit plague than they
are for tbe sparrows, except where rabbits are
encouraged and preserved, which is not necessary
where plantations uud coverts abound. Here-
abouts, on several large estates, the rabbits are
slaughtered wholesale during the shooting sea-

sons, and thousands of young ones are taken
during the breeding season by nets and by dig-

ging, and yet in a few months they swarm again

as plentifully as ever—a fact not to be wondered
at considering their prodigious breeding powers.

I mention these facts to show the fruitlessness of

contending with sucli pests except on lines of

methodical extremination by means of profes-

sional rabbit-catchers, paid by results. Rabbits

CAN BE exterminated, but it would not pay
any landlord to continue the work of keeping
them down, unless aided by his neighbours
on adjoining estates where they are equally

bad, perhaps, and as they are fond of "pas-
tures new," they would soon occupy the cleared

ground.

Landlords are perhaps the worst sufferers

themselves, for putting aside the fortunes they
have paid in the shape of annual valuations to

tenants, their own parks are "sickened" and their

woods destroyed by them. Only woodmen who
have planted much have any notion of the extent

of the damage done to plantations by rabbits.

In a winter like the present anyone can see their

ravages, but not a winter passes in which great

damage is not done to young trees, no matter

whether the weather is severe or not. Putting

aside altogether the destruction and loss caused

by them to farm crops, for which landlords have
in times past had to pay thousands upon
thousands of pounds, the loss in our British

woods has been frightful. Judging by what we
have seen of the depredations of rabbits in that

way on single estates in the course of so many
years the loss to the country must amount to an
almost incredible sum. The worst of it is, agents

and woodmen are, as a rule, not thanked for

being too zealous on the subject of damage by
game, and grow tired in the long run contending
with gamekeepers, who pay no attention to their

complaints and things take their course. It is in

young plantations that most mischief is done.

No kind of tree is safe unless protected by wire
netting, and that effectually, but that is out of

the question except in particular cases, and it

does nut pay now-a-days to go to that expense.

Plantations are doubtless got up in the end, but

only those familiar with the subject know of the

beatings up and replantings they have required

and the extravagant cost per acre that has been
incurred. Your readers who are, like myself,

acquainted with the subject could if they liked

furnish you with some remarkable statistics on
that head, and it would be well if they would.

In Grass parks adjoining woods rabbits do mucli
injury by destroying the herbage, not so much
by their eating it as by poisoning the ground in

other ways till no other animal can thrive on it.

In parks surrounded by woods hundreds of acres

are spoiled in this way, and it is a common
practice for farm bailiffs to have the damage
valued and deducted from the annual account.

And what do owners of estates overrun by rab-

bits gain by them ? At the very most a few days'

shooting, and perhaps the value of the rabbits in

the market—what are sold, at least—but which
does not cover the cost of powder and shot and
the keeper's wages. Some landlords do keep the

rabbits down on their estates and confine them
to a warren or enclosure provided for them,
which is an excellent plan when carried out
methodically. In such warrens the rabbits should,

of course, be fed a little in hard winters, and if

the stock be freshened by the addition of the

rabbits caught elsewhere on the estate, plenty of

rabbits and sport might be provided at little

trouble or expense ; for although the ground
does get sick of rabbits in time, still it is wonder-
ful how long they thrive in the same place. On
one estate here they have swarmed in the warren
for as far back as there is any record. Occa-

.sional liming, burning, or salting seems to be all

that is needed to restore the health of the soil.

In this way rabbits could be preserved for sport-

ing purposes or the market better than in any
other way, and the wonder is the plan has not
been put in force far more frequently than has
been done. It is useless going to the expense
of building stone walls to keep rabbits either in
or out, because they will go (jver any ordinary
dry stone wall, if it be 6 feet high, like cats.

Nothing turns either a hare or a rabbit like the
partly invisible wire netting. A 2-foot wire
fence will tuni a hare that would take a wall at

the first point it came to. A wire fence should,
however, be at least 3 feet high, stretched tightly

to good supports, and have 6 inches laid flat on
the side next to the rabbits, and to keep cattle

ott' a paling some feet from the wire should be
erected also.

The present winter has afforded us a good
chance of seeing what the rabbits will eat when
pressed by hunger. The Rhododendron main-
tains its "rabbit-proof" reputation, for although
in numerous cases it, too, has been barked, the

damage is comparatively small. The Portugal
Laurel has suffered severely, the bushes being
barked at the base of the stems, and the branches
as far up as the animals could reach, while in
some cases they must have climbed the branches.
Hollies have, as usual, suft'ered worst, but Aucubas,
flowering Currants, Privets, Thorns, Roses, and
almost all kinds of .shrubs have suffered more or

less. Among trees, the Ash, Elm, Beech, young
Sycamores, Black Poplar, Oak, Chestnut, and
Spruce have been most damaged. On one estate

here I have not yet seen a common Spruce up to

twenty 3'ears of age anywhere in the plantations

where rabbits abound but what has been cleaned
quite round. Young Larch, Corsican, Scotch
Fir, and Austrian Firs have been eaten where re-

cently planted, the Austrian and Corsican being,

as a rule, attacked at the points of the shoots and
eaten down, but older trees of these two Firs
have not been touched in places where other
trees have mostly all more or less suffered. It

is noticeable in Evergreens and Firs that it is

the bark which is preferred, and the younger
the branches are the better they are liked. In
young plantations where the loppings have been
purposely left on the ground they have been so

thoroughly barked to their extremities that the
ground looks now as if it was strewed with
bleached bones. It appears certain that the
reason why rabbits will sometimes attack the
trunks of some trees in preference to others of

the same species is that of the age of the bark.
Thus, an old Elm or Oak is safe from their

attacks, while a young tree with smooth bark
will be eaten right into the hard wood. I had
almost forgotten the Yew tree, which is rarely or

never touched ; hence, an endurable subject for

covert planting, also the common Box. Indeed, the
Yew, Rhododendron, Box, and Privet are prac-

tically ralibit-proof, and will thrive where rabbits

swarm. The Privet is attacked by them the
first season, but if put in thickly enough it will

establish itself. Agent.

*if.* Our experience is that the rabbit is a
greater pest than even those who see most of its

ravages seem to recognise. There are good rea-

sons for considering well what " Agent " writes

above, and we hope his letter will induce others

to speak their minds on, the subject. In some
districts it is impossible to guard either trees or

gardens without a costly system of fencing and it

is not easy for those who can afford that. All this,

too, for a creature that is not worthy of the name
of game, but the presence of which is as much
against game as it is against good farming ! As
to gardening, we have seen young wall fruit trees

barked half way up last August, when other

food was plentiful. Apropos of some of the
points raised by " Agent,'' we may say that we
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know a wood in Sussex in which (! acres of the

nnck'i'j^rowth was killed last summer liy rabliits

catiiif,' the youuf; shoots down. The whole i^laco

luoketl as if bli'dited.

—

Ed.

NOTES OF THE WEEK.

Choisya ternata.— I have this beautiful Mexican shrub
(iviite a m;iss uf bloniii at present in a cool house. It per-

fumes the whole place like Hawthorn bloom. It is a shrub
that evcryouc sht)uM ^vov.' in a greenhouse.—W. 13. H.

Dendrobium Wardianum album.—This is

an albino at present son'.ewhat rare. There is an
entire absence of lilac-purple colour of the typical

form, but there is still the yellow on the Up. It is

such a chastely beautiful Orchid, that it is not sur-

prising- that it is so much sought after. We saw it

in bloom at JSIessrs. Shuttleworth and Carder's,

where also we saw flowering plants of C. virens, a

rather imcomnion species.

National Bose Society's medals — Mr-
Girdlestone has sent us two of the medals of this

society for our inspection. Both are of bronze; one is

as large as a crown-piece. On one side a wreath of

single and double Koses is stamped in relief, leaving

the centre for the prize-winner's name. The other

side bears the words " National Rose Society " and
a tasteful design representing three sections of Roses
(Hybrid Perpetuals, double Moss and singles), and
across the design the motto " Floreat Regina florum."

The small medal, about the size of a farthing, is less

remarkable for beauty of design.

Daffodils from. Cork.—I send you herewith
some white Daffodils, viz. : Minnie Warren, Cowslip
scented ; Little Dot, similar in appearance, but not

scented ; Bishop Manns, Big Irish cernuus, tor-

tuosus, tenuifolius, and double cernuus. I also send
what I think is rare in England, viz., single Tela-

monius. How you have got the double so plentiful

seems strange. I also send the curious double nanus,

Gertrude Hartlaud and an intermediate white
Spanish, viz., (^ladis Hartland ; this latter is of a
very upright habit and has glaucous foliage.—W. B.
H.VKTLANll.
** ^ pretty series of Daffodils, but it is difficult

for us to s.ay how far they differ from older named
sorts witliout the means of actual comparison. The
creamy white sorts sent by Mr. Hartland are ex-

tremely beautiful, and some are sweet-scented.

—

Ed.

Coffea bengalensis.—Thi.s highly ornamen-
tal shrub, a.s.sociated with the C. arabica, the
common Coffee plant, has been well shown during
the last year or two at Kew, where several fine

specimens in the Palm house have borne heavy
crops of large bright red, Cherry-like berries.

This and C. liberica are the two species of CofTea
which are grown for their berries. In C. benga-
lensis, however, we have an attractive stove
flowering plant of compact shrubby habit, deci-

duous, and bearing in spring large Vinca-like
flowers, which are pure white, 2 inches across,

and are developed on the ends of the twiggy
branches. A plant is now in flower in the stove
at Kew. C travancorensis is also a pretty
flowering plant, the flower.s smaller than in the
former, but deliciously fragrant—like .Jes.samine.

Dimorphotheca g-raminifolia var. nudi-
caulis is a \ery long jiamc for a compact modest
little Composite, once known as a Calendula. It

is a native of the Cape, the home of about twenty
species of this genus, some of them annuals
and rather weedy, a few compact and pretty
perennials such as the one here named. D.
graminifolia seems a rare plant, for we have
heard of it only with Mr. Gumbleton, and saw it

the other day at Kew, represented by a plant in a
4-inch pot, branches four, about 5 inches high,
and bearing eight large flowers, much like Arctotis
arborescens in size and shape, but different in
colour. The flowers of the Kew plant measured
over 2i inches across, and were supported on long
erect scapes ; the ray florets were white above,
orange-brown on the under .side ; the middle or
disc florets are velvety purple dotted witli the
yellow of the anthers. The plant thrives if potted
in a strong loamy soil and kept in a cool green

house, and it is very free flowering, so that for the

conservatory in spring it wotild be highly useful.

South Africa is rich in large-llowered and prettily

colourci.1 Composite plants, and only very few of

them are as yet known in ganlens. Seeing Iiow

freely these plants seed, and that the seed.s retain

vitality for a long time if kept dry, there is no
good re.ason why more of these handsome and
out-of-thc-coramon jjlants, such as this Dimorpho-
theca, should not find their way into English
collections.

Eranthemum cinnabarinum.—Of the true

Eranthemums this is by far the best, as it grows
into an erect stout-stemmed plant, attaining a
height of ^ feet or 4 feet in one season, and bear-

ing from the ends of its shoots long arching
branched panicles of large crimson flowers. Per-

haps the most remarkable habit in this ])lant is

that of bearing very small unattractive flowers

during cold, sunless weather, but as soon as spring,

sunny weather comes the flowers expanded under
its influence are at least three times as large,

and this, too, upon the same panicle as that

which produced only small flowers when sunshine
was scarce. Peojjle who saw tlie plant with us
when bearing its large richly-coloured blooms
asked for cuttings or plants to grow themselves

;

but on the first flowers appearing early in winter
they wrote to complain that we had given them
a miserable weedy thing instead of the gorgeous
plant they had admired. We could only advise

them to wait, and time would show that the
plants, and not we, were deceiving them. No
plant shows so markedly the good effects of sun-
lightasthis Eranthemum does. At Kew it is grown
largely for spring decoration, and several nice

plants are now in flower in the f range. Instead
of throwing the old plants away and growing only
newly-struck ones, it is a good plan to keep a
few of them and let them run up to a good height,

strong shoots producing very large and well

flowered panicles.

Poinsettias.—Has anyone ever tried to get
late flowering Poinsettias by cutting off the first

flower-heads soon after they have formed, and so

causing the plants to make a new growth which will

develop a good whorl of bracts and flowers about
three months after the usual time ? We saw at

Kew a few days ago about a dozen plants which
had been treated in this way, and these are now
bearing fine heads, one we measured being a foot

across, the coloured leaves broad and of the
brightest scarlet. There may have been some-
thing exceptional in the treatment to which these
plants had been subjected both before and after

the removal of the first heads of flowers, but we
believe nothing of this kind was intended. Seeing
such handsome heads of Poinsettia in the latter

part of March, it occurred to us that by following
some such method as this which has brought about
the above result at Kew, it would be possible to

have the brilliant scarlet leaf-bracts of our hitherto
midwinter favourite brightening our conserva-
tories in April or May. The rule is that when a
Poinsettia has its flowers cut a\\ay it ought to be
made to go to rest by withholding water and keep-
ing it comparatively cool ; but these little plants
now in flower at Kew prove that some exceptions
to this rule may be made with great advantage.
Those who grow Poinsettias for market should
note this experiment for future imitation.

New Himantopliyllums.—These handsome
evergreen greenhouse plants, wliich are now be-

coming as popular in this country as they long
have been on the Continent, receive great atten-
tion in Mr. B. S. Williams' nursei-y at HoUoway.
He has devoted a special house to them, which is

now filled with flowering specimens. A finer col-

lection than thi.s could not be seen elsewhere, for

it includes all the best varieties raised in Belgium
and in this country, besides numerous seedlings
of high merit raised in this nursery. The profu-
sion of large flower-heads rising above the elegant
foliage has an extremely fine effect. Lack of

variety of colour is their only defect, but Mr. Wil
liams' seedlings show a variation in this respect

"

indeed, he has seedlings now in flower which re*

present the two extremes, that is, a very pale

coloured sort, almost yellow in fact, and a very

deep one, quite a scarlet, which is the richest

form yet raised. Tlie delicate tinted variety is

ajipropriately named aurantiac'um, and a some-
what similar sort flowered this year for the

first time is called Baroness Schroeder. The
brightest coloured seedling is named Meteor.
It has large finely-shaped flowers, great clusters

borne well above the foliage. These new seed-

lings M'ill not be sent out until they liave been
under cultivation for another season or two. The
finest of the Continental varieties is unquestion-

ably that called Ambroise Verschaffclt, which
eclipses by a long way such sorts as Martha
Reimers, Marie Reimers, which headed the li.st a
year or two ago. The Ambroise Ver.schaffelt has

immense heads of flowers, of a vivid orange-scarlet,

which stand out prominently from all the rest.

It is a very strong grower and free flowerer. Mr.
Williams secured the stock of it last year in Bel-

gium. One of the finest coloured sorts is General
Gordon, with flowers as bright a scarlet as a
soldier's tunic. Lindeni and miniatum splendens

are both good sorts also. It is not surprising that

this class of plants is becoming popular seeing

how easily grown tliey are. Being as elegant as a
Palm and evergreen is much in their favour, and
their flowering season extends over several weeks
in spring and early summer. Mr. Williams in-

tend.s to adopt the name Himantophyllum in his

catalogues, now that Imantophyllum has been
pointed out to be incorrect.

A HANDSOME MULLEIN.
SosiE of our finest things come into the garden
without aflouri.sh of trumpets, and even ihe great

Marccbal Niel came among u.s in this quiet way.

On the other hand, some of the greatly lauded

novelties, as all know, come to nothing. Among
hardy plants, Verbascum phlomoides is a very

precious one, which got into cultivation without an
introduction. The large yellow flowers, so lovely

in form, come in succession for a long time in sum-
mer and autumn. This, with the fine leaves and
stately form, make tlie ]ilant of far higher value

than perennials of the best kind, which flower

for a few weeks, however, well. It is a
biennial, sowing itself readily ou some soils.

It may be used as a fiorder or shrubbery plant

in groups. The engraving shows a little colony

of it that looked very pretty put out in a

heathy spot in Surrey near some self-sown Firs.

The engraving is from a jdiotograph, whicli does

simple justice to the scene, though it fails to

suggest the good effect of the clear yellow

bloom on the tall stems.

Italian Daffodils.—Our fir.st Daffodils to

bloom in pots this year—eai'ly in January—were
two of the new Italian kinds, N. Eegina
Margherita and N. Umherto I., varieties which
have been figured in Eegel's " Gartentlora," and
remarkable for their eaily lilooming propen-

sities. One would like to know more of their

history, and perhaps Messrs. Dammann aiul Co.,

of Naples, who introduced them will kindly tell

us if they are garden seedlings or wild Italian

kinds. Both are distinct, but Kcgina Margherita

is, as I fancy, the more elegant flower, its perianth

segments being distinctly yellow in the centre,

.shading to nearly pure white at their margins.

I am inclined to think their early flowering habit

is simply the result of their bulbs being ripened

earlier in the warm climate of Italy than
happens in Holland or in this country. At any
rate these Italian bulljs yield to the influence of

artificial heat more readily than others we have
tried, and yet bulbs from the same bag jolanted

outside in the usual way are only now blooming
ah^ng with home-grown bulbs of many kinds.

We have as yet much to learn as to these Italian

kinds, some of which were sent to the Narcissus

committee at their last meeting.—F. W. B.
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HYACINTHS IN HOLLAND.*
BcLBS or flower roots have for over 250 years

been grown and cultivated in the vicinity of

Haarlem, and their cultivation has gradually

increased in importance until it has reached its

present position. Among the admirers and

varieties only are at present in extensive com-
merce.

The varieties op colour vai}' from the purest

wliite to the deepest shades of scarlet, purple,

black, yellow, and violet.

Hyacinths, like other plants, have undergone
lovers of plant.s and flowers, bulbous plants have great changes, and, as a matter of course, these

always found many ardent protectors. No doubt have considerably influenced the varieties which
the advance which civilisation has made in nearly have been propagated and grown. From sixty

all quarters of the world has aided greatly to
!
to seventy years af^'O there was a taste in general

extend the cultivation of flower roots and increase ' for the double-flowering varieties, and more
the demand, even in countries where fifty years i particularly for flowers with dark or in other

also single varieties, which wore found capable of
giving greater satisfaction than doubles ; but when
we compare tlie large spikes of the present day
with the sorts which we had sixty years ago we
ought to be well satisfied with the progress we
have been able to make. Although the double
varieties have at present become much neglected,
mostly becau.se of their small-sized bulbs, there
are some lew double sorts which have pretty
well maintained their position in public estima-
tion, but their number is small compared with
the single ones in cultivation. Among the best

ago there was not a single bulb, and where ' colours striking eyes or centres, and I remember
[
double sorts I may mention Lord AVellington and

Hyacinths and Tulips were nearly unknown, the time when a few beds .sold by public auction ' Qrootvorst, rose; Prince of Waterloo, La Tour
An advantage which bulbs have over plants in realised very high prices indeed, but the varieties d'Auvergne, and Florence Nightingale, white;
general is, that bulbs have nearly all a yearly thu.s sold have follen quite out of cultivation. Louis Philippe and Garrick, dark blue ; Blocks-
period of rest, when they can without much fear These double varieties mostly produced very

j
berg and Rembrandt, light blue. Of the double

of injury be packed and be exported to the most ' small bulbs, a fact which contributed very much yellow flowers Goethe is about the best, but most
distant places. An advantage worth mentioning to their being neglected and to their loss of i in this colour are rather small in the spike. Of
is that after they have done
blooming and have grown to

their full maturity they re-

cjuire only to be placed in a

dry locality, and for a con-

siderable time require no la-

bour or attention. A further

important advantage of such
bulbs as Hyacinths, Tulips,

&c., is that by artificial treat-

ment they can be brought to

grow and bring out their

bloom several months earlier

than they would do when kept
out of doors and left to their

natural development, which
for winter bloom makes them
unec[ualled by any other fami-

ly among living plants. The
so-much-beloved Hyacinth is

not onh" one of the most es-

teemed among bulbs, but also

one of the most beautiful,

although at the same time the

most difficult in cultivation

and the most expensive to

bring to perfection.

The Hyacinth is a native
of the Levant, and was first

introduced into England in
the year 1596 ; but it was
known to Dioscorides, who
wrote about the time of

Vespasian. Gerard, in his
" Herbal," published at the
close of the sixteenth century,
enumerates four varieties

—

the single and doable blue, the
purple, and the violet ; and
Parkin,son in 1629 speaks of

eight difi'erent varieties. He
tells us that " Some are pure
white ; others are nearly white with a bluish position in public estimation ; raisers looked out
shade, especially at the rims and bottoms of the for the largest-.sized bulbs, basing their recom-
flowers. Others, again, are of a very faint blush ; mendation upon the general, but erroneous, belief
some are deep purple, nearly violet, others purple

,

that naturally the largest bulbs must also pro-
tending to redness, and some paler purple. Some, duce the largest flower-spikes. The small bulb

Group of tall .Mo
to 9 feet high.

again, are of a fair blue, others more watchet,

and some very pale blue. After the flowers are

over the plants bear round black shining seeds,

from whicli, alter sowing and protecting, new

dark reds among the double
flowers there are but very
few varieties ; of these Loui.s

Napoleon and Waterloo are

about the best, but the latter

sort is not so fully double as

could be wished. Among
single varieties we at present
possess the greatest variety of
colours, and among them we
now have largeand handsome
flowers. The best are Gari-

baldi,Pellissier,Scarlet Light,
brilliant scarlet ; Fiancfie

Royale, Gertrude, Koh-i-
noor, Prima Donna, Von
Schiller, red; Carlyle, Chas.
Dickens, Dr. Livingstone,
Gigantea, Macaulaj', rose

;

La Grandesse, Alba Super-
bissima, Crown Princess,

Madame Vander Hoop, pure
white ; Grandeur k Mer-
veille. Baroness Van Tuyll,
Mammoth, Seraphine, blush
white ; General Havelock,
Baron Von Humboldt, Mas-
terpiece, Mimosa, William I.,

black - blue ; Baron Van
Tuyll, Charles Dickens, King
of the Blues, Bleu Mourant,
dark blue ; Blondin, Czar
Peter, Grand Maltre, Leoni-
das, Grand Lilas, Lord Rag-
lan, light blue ; L'Honneur
d'Overveen, Sir Henry Have-
lock, Chas. Dickens, Haydn,
violet ; Ida, King of the Vel-
lows. La Citroni^re, Obeli.sk,

Anna Carolina, pure yellow
;

Beauty of Waltham, Clio,

Lamplighter, Lord Palmer-
ston, Argus, flowers with striking eyes or centres.
All varieties have been obtained from seed selectecl

out of thousands of seedlings the result of artificial

crossings, an occupation of very long duration, as

.- - a little bulb grown from seed reqiiii-es six or
producing varieties,^however beautiful they might

j

seven years before it is of suflicient size to produce

:s HI Jlcai.li liuat .^uuLcli h'iis, but not shaded by them. Flowers, vellow ; spikes
Engraved for The Garden from a photograph taken at Munstead, August 11, 1SS5.

be, could not therefore at that time find buyers
;

growers were then compelled to meet the altera-

tion in public taste as quickly as possible, and
varieties can be obtained." During the 250 years this alteration came rather suddenly and much
that have elapsed since the above was published quicker than the slow growth and propagation
there has been a steady improvement in the size, of tlie desired sorts could meet, prices at that time
form, and colour of the flowers of this plant. I rose wonderfully high. Inthisrun after large bulbs.
From the eight varieties of 1629 more than 4O00

I many sorts with very inferior flowers were brought
varieties have been produced, of which, however, ' out in quantity ; but although these large bulbs did
the greater number has become extinct. Many increase the general trade, and so far satisfied

have been thrown out to make room for the the bulb sellers abroad, still they did not
latest improved sorts, among which aljout 200 give universal satisfaction, and better flowers

A paper, by Mr. Polman Mooy,' read before the Horti- 1 "''rp
looked for. After large-sized bulbs large

ciiltiiral Club, March 53. ' spikes of flowers became m demand, and

good flowers
; and when we consider that this

bulb if found worthy to be grown on requires
twelve to fll'teen or twenty 3'ears' careful artificial

propagation before a moderate stock can be had,
it need not create astonishment when at times
new varieties have realised large sums of money.
New varieties in almost every shade of colour
have been saved from year to year, showing im-
provements in size of spike, of bulb, and of bells

;

but it may be worth remarking that in all the
different colours we have obtained improvement
in size of bells with the exception of the bright
scarlet-coloured sorts, which until now have
always turned out to have small narrow bells.
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Tf we could obtain a Hyacinth flower of a

bright scarlet colour like Queen of the Hya-
cinths or Garibaldi, with bells as larfie as

La Graiidesse or Cloche Maj;iiifique, what a

grand improvement it would be, and we do not
despair of yet obtaining this treasure. Between
the time when double Hyacinths were most
esteemed and that when single varieties came
into favour, a period of perhaps ten years, the
always increasing demand was greater than could
be satisfied, and consequently the prices of Hya-
cinths grew higher every year, and at that time
Hyacinth growing was rather profitable. This
induced numbers in the neighbourhoo<l of Haar-
lem to set about growing Hyacintlis, which many
have done with more or less success. At that
time land was worth only half the price that it

is at present, and the most easy-growing Hya-
cinths were then artificially propagated to such a
large extent that the stock overgrew the demand,
and forced the market price of such sorts down
to such a low ebb, that during the last two years
thousands of Hyacinths have been exported at
prices below the actual cost oi production, caus-
ing great losses to the growers.
For forcing the bulbs sliould be jiotted about

the middle or end of September in 5-inch pots in
rich light soil, and placed in a cold frame or
under a wall, where they can be covered with
wooden shutters or some similar contrivance to
throw off heavy rains. In either case they should be
covered a foot thick with newly fallen leaves, and
being once well watered after potting they may be
left for months to form their roots, when 'the most
forward should be brought out (some repot into
somewhat larger pots according to the ajjparent
strength of the difl:erent bulbs), and placed in a
gentle heat as near the glass and light as possible
to prevent the iiower-stems rising to an un-
natural height. Some care is necessary in the
application of heat, or the flowers will be abor-
tive. It should not exceed 50° for the first three
weeks, but afterwards may be increased gradually
to 60°

; and if the pots are plunged in bottom
heat the same care should be observed, or the
points of the roots will certainly be killed. One-
third the depth of the pot is fullv sufficient at
first, and if the heat is brisk they should not be
plunged more than a few inches at any time.
When the flower-stems have risen to nearly tlieir
full height, and the lower bells of the spike are
beginning to expand, the plants should be
removed to a lower temperature usuallv aff'oi'ded
by the greenhouse, and when the bells 'are fairly
expanded the plants can be taken to the sitting
room or wherever their presence is desired^
observing to protect them from sudden chancres
or cold draughts of air, and the water given to
them should be moderately warm. Instead of
the usual practice of drying'Hyacinths at once in
the sun, I would rather recom'mend the method
adopted in this country—namely, to place them
side by side on a sunny spot' of ground, and
cover them with about 1 inch of loose earth to
thoroughly ripen the bulbs by the subdued heat
imparted to the earth which surrounds them.
Lelt in this position for a fortnight they will
become dry and firm, and an hour or two''s sun-
shine will finish them iiroperly for storing.
The tropagatiox of Hyacinths can be done

artificially in two difl'erent ways. (1) By the
bulbs being cut crosswise and' sprinkled with
sand to absorb any superfluous moisture that
may exude from the incisions. After a time
bulbs thus cut are planted in the usual way,
when the parent bulb divides itself into small
bulbs. (2) By scooping out the base of the
large bulbs after they have been taken out in
July. After this operation great attention is

needed to watch carefully the process of pro-
perly drying the wounded bulb.s, because if

not properly attended to the whole bulb may
become mouldy and be lost completely. Bulljs

thus treated are planted in October, at which
time the small offsets at the base are partly

visible, and are then planted in the usual way,

but with only a slight covering of earth in a

warm situation as much exposed to the heat of

the sun as possible, where the small bulbs gra-

dually develop in the warm sandy soil, with
the jiroper degree oi moisture, aided by the

climate, which about Haarlem appears to be so

very suitable to the growth and development
of this flower. (3) In the most natural way
by oH'sets from the parent bulb, which is, how-
ever, rather too slow for the present large

demand.

Tulips used for forcing require about similar

treatment to Hyacinths. When placed in heat

they should be set as near the glass as possible,

in order to prevent the flowers drawing up too

high, and the flower-stems should occasionally

be assisted when by their quick growth they
get entangled in the foliage. During recent

years Tulips have become great favourites for

planting in beds , forwhich thousands are annually
employed, making by their very brilliant colours

a striking effect.

Fruit Garden.

PEAR TREE GROUPS IN PARKS.
Never till the history of landscape art is more
truly written shall we be able to form a correct

estimate of the power of group or clump planting
in the frirming and enriching of much of our
best park scenery. Groups form the lights and
shades that lift up our wide fields of verdure
into the highest beauty, like waves that mirror
themselves in the ocean. Nearly all forms of

vegetation have been employed for clumps with
the conspicuous and unfortunate exception of

our more popular fruit trees ; and their entire

exclusion or sparing use in the formation and
enrichment of park or woodland landscapes is

one of those comparatively modern innovations
that would be more honoured in the breach than
the observance. In the not very distant past

the orchard used to be posted in the home park
within full view of the chief living rooms of the

house. Two causes probably contributed to its

removal from this coign of vantage and of

lieauty ; the first was the uprise and growth of

a sentimental idea that utility and beauty were
somehow antagonistic ; hence, though every-
body admitted that nothing could rival the soft

pink of Apple blossoms, the driven snow-like
whiteness of Pears, Cherries, and Plums, while
no mere seed or berry-bearing plant could
approach the rich colouring and exquisitely

perfect form of their fruits, yet the fact that

they were also useful sufficed to banish them
from the landscape they did so much to beautify

and adorn. The ugliness of the orchards, it

must be admitted, in very many places hastened
their removal from the home parks. They were
mostly planted as square blocks or parallelo-

grams, and as a rule hedged, paled, or walled
round. The trees were planted in rows at equal
distances, pruned and trained all alike at equal
heights and clistances, each tree and each row of

trees being as like to another as equality of

distiince and impartiality of hacking could make
them. This was all as incompatible as could be
with other clumps moulded into shape and
posted into place for picturesque effect. ]3ut the

winter prunings and dressings made all this

worse and worse. Huge cuts glared out at one
in large white patches along all the bare boughs
from November to May, and not seldom the
trees were dressed with soot or lime, which con-

verted them into dark or whitewashed .skeletons

throughout the entire winter. Becoming thus

mere marplots, it is little to be marvelled at that

the command went forth, " Cut them down ; why
mar they the prospect longer I " And yet they
perisheii through meie blundering, and with all

their faults our landscapes have been the ])oorer

ever since for lack of the enriching and en-

livening effects of Apple, Pear, and Plum
Idossoms and their fruit and foliage in skilfully

disposed masses.

I venture, therefore, to advocate a rennaissance

in this matter. We have Pear trees of different

forms that, properly grouped, would have a
striking and enlivening effect in any home park.

No doubt the jiyramid and bush forms do savour

too much of the ganlen to be welcomed into the

landscape by many, and nothing is easier than
for all such to leave them out. Much is gained

by using only one soi't of fruit tree in a group or

(dump. This is of great importance in regard to

deciduous trees. Many parks are reduced to

mere monotony and mediocrity as landscapes by
the pernicious practice of mixing their sheltering

belts and embellishing clumps or groujis. Each,

whether formed of forest or fruit trees or orna-

mental shrubs, should be formed of one genus
or species of plant or tree ; this gives to each an
individuality and a power in the landscape that

no amount of mixing and massing together of

distinct sorts can cre.ate or sustain. In- the

grouping of Pear trees in parks individuality

might often be carried further still by forming
single groups of one variety of Pear, such as the

old Swan's Egg, Marie Louise, Louise Bonne of

Jersey, Winter Nelis, &c.

But in selecting Pears for grouping in clumps
in landscapes it will be of the highest importance
to note those that thrive best in the locality, and
only plant those that grow freely and fruit fairly

well on an average of seasons. Stunted trees

have a wonderful power of transforming thriving,

flowing landscapes into mere painful abortions,

alike displeasing to the eyes of those who plant

Pears in their parks for their beauty and un-
satisfactory for the pockets of those who plant

for profit. And this leads to one more remark,
thus, that although there is nothing incongruous

between beauty and utility, yet in the grouping
of Pears in parks beauty should never be sacrificed,

nor seem to be so, which in landscape scenery is

really very much the same thing, for utility
;

hence the health, strength, free growth, size, and
symmetry of trees in parks should never be

sacrificed or imperilled for the sake of their

fertility, and this should be borne in mind in the

pre]iarations made for them, the mode and distance

of planting, and in all their future training and
prunings, if any. Finall}', in the mode of

grouping Pears for picturesque effect in the

landscape the beaiity and symmetry of individual

trees must be less considered than the effect of

the whole clump or mass. The two may not be

incompatible in many cases for years, but should

they become so, the claims of the whole group
and its bearing on others and on the wide ex-

panse of verdure which it enlivens and enriches

must be maintained, no matter how many single

trees may have to be sacrificed in the process of

perfecting the groups. D. T. F.

Hybrid Raspberry.—I have not heard of a hy-

brid Raspberry the product of a cross between that

fruit and the Mulberry, but I have observed that a
hybrid Raspberry, the product of a cross between
that fruit and the Blackberry, is advertised. Very
likely the hybrid to whicli "F. W. B." refers is

the same thing, but the result of a misprint. A
hybrid Raspberry obtained by crossing with
the Blackberry may be good, but to be jjopular

the colour must not be black. The chief objection
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to Blackberries and Mulberries alike is the fact

that the juice staius the mouth, an objection from

which Raspberry fruits are happily exempt. For

all ordinary market purposes no doubt Raspberries

rank amongst the most popular and profitable of

fruits. Flowerincf as they do so late, spring frosts

fail to harm the bloom, and it is rare that the wea-

ther in .Uily—the month for ripening—is unfavour-

able. A really good plantation will endure for

twenty years at least if well looked after.—A. D.

PEARS IN HEDGEROWS.
There are several modes of cultivating Pears in

hedges. One, and the most simple, is to work

Pears either bv budding or grafting on vigorous

plants of the Whitethorn, already well established

in the hedge. A better method is to plant wildling

Pears at distances of from 15 feet to ,30 feet apart

when the hedge is planted. Some of the wihler

Pears are not wholly spineless, so that the hedge

would suffer but little from their introduction.

Another method consists in planting own-root

cultivated l^ears worked on wildlings in the fence

at regular distances when it is first planted. By
either of these simple and ea.sy modes a White-

thorn hedge may be furnished with Pears as

readily as it is furnished with timber trees.

Culture.—After-planting or working consists

in concentrating the main force and supplies of

the roots into tlie Pear tops. For example, when
Pears are worked on Whitethorns alreaJ}' form-

ing part of the fence, a little previous pruning

and training prove most useful to the future

Pear tree. For the sake of future effect it is

desirable that I-'ear tree-^, like others in hedge-

rows, shoul 1 rise at about equal distances, and to

obtain suitable stocks thus posted considerable

previous preparation will be needed. This, how-
ever, is less needed for the mere growth of the

Pear trees than to secure something like unifor-

mity of distance between them. If no means are

taken to concentrate the root-force into one leader

before working, as many bottom shoots should

be removed Irom the woiked stem as is consistent

with the maintenance of a good fence. This will

give the scions a good start at first, which is very

important for the successful culture of Pear trees

in common Whitethorn hedges.

To promote early vigour and to give the trees

a vertical form, a stout stake should also be ap-

plied to each stem, and the young Pear shoot

should be trained up a yard or so above the line

of the fence Ijefore it is allowed to branch up
into a round or semi-pyramidal headed Pear tree.

Such preliminary staking and training is needed

whichever of the methods here adverted to is

adopteil for furnishing Whitethorn hedges with

Pear trees. For the preservation of the hedge as

an efficient fence for stock it is essential that the

Pear trees should rise boldly above it, and also

that their tops should not be permitted to spread

too widely nor grow too thickly. Nor must they

be planted too closely together. The trees should

be 25 feet asunder ; that would be a safe distance

for the security of the hedge, and is also a profit-

able one for produce. The free and easy style of

growth is also the most eft'ective in the landscape,

and involves a minimum amount of labour and
trouble. Few trees can exceed in purity and
beauty those of Pears in bloom, while the various

sized and coloured fruits and the rich and varied

hues of their autumnal tinted leaves, covering

almost the entire range from golden through
browns ad iiitliiitum to crimson, enable the Pear

to take first rank as an ornamental tree. This is

further enhanced by the widely differing .stature

and habits of distinct varieties. Selections could

be made to form match lines or avenues of Pears

on the sides of narrow roads or lanes, or varieties

could be alternated or mi.ved so as to form a rich

variety of character, stature, and likewise colour.

Peculation of the fruit.—This is an argu-

ment against the hedgerow planting of Pears

and other fruits that loses its force as such fruits

in hedger(jws become more common. Though in

such cases familiarity does not breed contempt, it

fosters comparative indift'erence ; and the more
ciimmon A]:iples, Pears, and Cherries become, the

fewer jieculations among them and the less the

few fruits taken are missed. Besides, it is a less

easy matter for boys to get at Pears in hedgerows

than might be supposed, and the lietter sorts

might be grown in the inner hedgerows, between

fields far removed from pulilic or even private

loals. D. T. F.

EXTENSION TRAINING.
In last week's G.\ri)EN' (p. 277) "J. S. W. tells

us that "the greatest quantity of fruit in a

given time is tlie best test of fertility and best

proof of the value of extension." This is simply a

reiteration of the one-sided teaching on which
"J. S. W." has constantly rested his arguments
in favour of extension ; but, so far from its being

a proof of the value of that system, it is just the

reverse, since according to "J. S. W.'s" admission

it will not give the most fruit in the space occupied.

This last is exactly what fruit growers, past and
present, have ever aimed to obtain, and which,

combined with good quality, is the test of sound
practice. In my last communication on the sub-

ject I pointed out the weak place in extension

training consequent on its not admitting of the

greatest quantity of fruit being produced in houses
and on walls where trees so managed are grown

;

but "J. S. W." is silent on this, the rock that

shatters the practice wliich he claims as his own.
He frequently speaks of a maiden Peach tree that

one year after planting bore eight dozen fruit.

From a somewhat lengthy experience I know
what trees of this age are capable of doing, even
when as big as it is possible to get them and the

wood as \\ell ripened as it can be, and I say tliat

those who allow trees of this age to carry the

number of fruit which "J. S. W." speaks so

exultingly about care little about their repu-

tation for sound practice. Fruit growers know
well what is the result both in regard to the

worthlessness of the fruit and the after con-

sequences to the trees where such over-crop-

ping is practised. To anyone who has had
an opportunity of seeing the way in which Mr.
Coleman manages his Vines and trained ti ees, it

is a little amusing to find "J. S. W." claiming
him as a follower of the non-pruning system. If

by any stretch of imagination one could suppose
that Ml'. Coleman would discard the medium
system of pruning under which the grand fruit

which he has hitherto produced has been grown,
it would be interesting to know if he would allow
his one-year planted maiden Peaches to carry
eight dozen fruit each ; and, if so, to see how
they would compare with what he has all along
grown under the course of pruning followed by
tlie collective body of fruit growers whose pro-

ductions have earned for them a reputation which
they are not likely to risk by adopting extension.

By the way, I hear that a prize is to be offered for

a dozen Peaches grown on one-year planted
maidens that have carried eight dozen fruit each.

It is to be hoped that "J. S. W." will take advan-
tage of the opportunity named to prove that his

assertions arecorrect. He asksme to state what my
practice when engaged in Grape-growing was in

the matter of heading back young Vines. What
my practice was has nothing to do with the cpies-

tion under discussion. It is not my practice, but
his extension training that is on its trial. I may,
however, say that with Vines, as with trained

trees, the course I have followed has been to fill

the space to be occupied in as little time as it

could be done with a view to doing the work well,

looking to the future as well as the present, Ijut

not in the way that results from the extension

system, or rather want of system.— T. B.

I have for several years past jjractised

the extension system of training young fruit

trees, both under glass and in the open, as ad-

vocated by ".J. S. W.," and with the most
satisfactory results. The extension system is

so obviously right and productive of quick re-

turns, that one wonders how any practical gar-

dener can possitily fail to see its advantages
when judiciously carried out. " J. S. W.'s " facts

and illustrations afford good proof of the sound-
ness of his practice. Let those who advocate the
cutting-back system plant a given number of

maiden trees of the same strength, either under
glass or against walls in the open, in the .same

description of soil and situation, and let them
subject one half of the trees to the old-fashioned

cutting-hard-back system and the other half to

the extension system, and note the results. If

they will do this they will soon, I feel sure, be-

come converts to the extension system. The very
object which severe pruners have in view—that

of forming a healthy, vigorous and fruitful tree in

as short a time as possible—they postpone for

years by the means which they employ to attain

that end.—W. W. H.

NOTES.

White Daffodils.— It is only a very few
years ago since my friend Mr. Barr complained
to me that he could only find flowers to match
three out of the four white Daftbdils alluded to

by Haworth in his monograph of the family.

No such difiiculty exists to-day, thanks to the
enterprise of collectors abroad and collectors in

old gardens at home. At the present time we
have at least ten or twelve kinds of white
Daffodils, all amply distinct in flower, growth,
leafage, or time of blooming. These range from
the smallest kinds, such as N. Minnie Warren or

N. Commodore Nutt up to the great Irish white
N. Colleen Bawn, or the great Dutch Sulphur,
N. moschatus of gardens. Several of these white
kinds have been rediscovered in old Irish gardens,
and there is something ludicrous in the Irantic

attempts now being made by traders to get

stock of these kinds from Ireland. I believe Mi-.

Hartland has the finest collection of white
Dall'odils in this country, and I hope he will

send a series of them to the next meeting of the
Narcissus committee. When we get all tlie wild
white Daffodils collected from the Pyrenees and
elsewhere, it seems probable that they will be
found as variable as the yellow kinds.

Primroses.—Of all the flowers of spring none
are more welcome than are the pale Primroses of
the wo(.>ds and Primroses that are not pale of our
gardens. The gaiiiet-iike buds and rosy-almond
blossom-like flowers of P. rosea are peeping out
here and there from among the warm brown
Beech leaves, or from the tangle of the white-
flowered Periwinkle. By the edgings, seedlings

of all kinds are pushing up their many coloured
flowers. These are of all shades, from white
through all the variations of yellow and red
until some strike the highest note of velvety
crimson. The great yellow, sulphur, and while
Polyanthus of the Oxlip race are fine subjects for

naturalisation, and so also the great-leaved P.

japonica for shady positions in deep rich soil. P.

cashmeriana is pushing up its great lilac flower-
heads from a crown of leaves which beneath are
as richly powdered with goLl dust as are the so-

called (3old Ferns. Even the little grey-leaved
P. marginata is showing its delicate lilac" flowers,

liut the most showy of all are great healthy
seedlings of the mixed Polyanthus and Oxlip
races, than which none are more floiiferous or
satisfying thus early in the year.

New growth.—It is pleasant to feel that
springtime is really here at last with its warm
breezes and gentle showers. The past few Jays
have worked wonders in the garden ; there "is

new growth evervwhere. The giant Eremurus
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and tlie great ricli growths of the Crown Im-
perials, anil the great hold leaves of ('olchicuni

speciosum are beautiful in form, satisfying in

their new-born strengtli, and they serve ad-

mirably as foils for the bulbous plants in flower.

A clump of Ferula communis on the grass is as

Ijeautifid as a Todea, and the crimson growths of

some ornamental Rhubarbs and of the P;eonies

contrast well with the Daffodils along the borders.

Several of the large-growiug Umbellifers are now
oi'naniental, such as Ferula alliacea, witli its

much-divided lioary leaves, and both Karthex
and Eiiryangium are also throwing up strong

crowns. The young Grass is of a tender green,

showing otT to advantage the Crocus and Narcissus

blossoms, while on the deep rich borders the

Lilies are pushing up, apparently all the stronger

for their long rest. " I like a good late winter,"

said a weather prophet to me the other day ;
" it

keeps things back, and the fruit tree buds don't

throw off their top-coats too soon, and then when
the warm weather does come you may rely on
its being fine, and not a mixture of December
and May."

Hardy flowers for forcixo.—Every good
garden should have shrubs and hard)' flowers in

quantity ibr forcing in early spring—Lilacs,

Laburnums, Deutzias, Almonds, Roses, double-
blossomed Plums ami Peaches, Choisya ternuta.

Honeysuckle, Sweet Brier for its fragrant leaves.

Tree Preonies and Staphylea being amongst the

best things for such a purpose. Then during
mild weather one may pot up Doronicunis,
Solomon's Seal, Dielytra, alpine Auriculas, and
clumps of seedling Primroses and Polyanthus, all

of which make rapid progi-ess in a sunny green-
house, or even in a cold Irame. The Dielytra
and Solomon's Seal are two of the finest of all

hardy plants i'or forcing, and are always admired
when so seen at their best. The hardy bulbs
that may be potted up for forcing are past

number, the Daftbdils being a whole host in

themselves. Gladiolus The Bride is one of the
most beautiful of all plants for pot culture, and
Lilium longifolium in all its forms should not be
forgotten. To my mind no Amaryllis can vie in

form and purity with this Lily, which, along
with the white Richardia, is so much grown for

the Easter season. Even in places where the
finest and choicest of exotics are grown, some of

the finest of hardy flowering shrubs and bulbs
are welcome for their fre.shness at this season of
the year.

AVhite Japan Anemone.—The beautiful en-
graving of this plant at p. 275 reminds me that
tlie present is a good time for increasing this

plant by division and replanting its roots in deep,
rich soil. The deeper and richer the soil the
better, as on light, dry soils it is apt to flag at

blooming time. It is one of the plants that only
the worst possible treatment can spoil, and as

every bit of its root will make a plant, it is quite
possible for it to become as widely disnibuted as

it is beautiful. I wish some traveller or botanist
who has seen tlie plant growing wild in Japan
would tell us if it is the type or not. Giant
Allen has a theory that the lowest or eailiest

development of floral colouring is yellow, then
white passing upwards through all shades of rose,

red, and purple, until the true blue colour, the
highest and best in Flora's gamut, is reached.
This quite agrees witli the idea that this plant is

the type or a reversion to it, and the rosy flowered
ones merely variations from it. One" accepted
history of the plant is that it is a seedling ob-
tained by crossing A. japonica and the Himalayan
A. vitifolia, but of this further proof is needed.
M. O. Froebel says it was simply a reversion or
sport from the old A. japonica, in the garden of
M. Johert at Verdixn-sur-Meuse,hence its synonym

of A. Honorine Jobert (vide Garden, Vol. VI.,

p. 498). The rosy form, A. hybrida, was raised

by the late Mr. Gordon in the Horticultural
Gardens at Cliiswick years ago. A. japonica alba
(A. Honorine Jobert) is the very perfection of a

good hardy flower, good in leafage, goixl in habit

of growth, free and beautiful in its blossoming,

shapely and ]deasing as a single Rose. One can
tiever know too mucli of the native habitat or

history of such a favourite autumn flower as this is.

Old gardening books.—Just now when the

literary worlil is excited over the best books it

would be interesting if readers of The Garden
would tell as of the curious old works on botany
or gardening they may have seen or actually

pos.sess in their libraries. Especially interesting

are the older works, such as the original edition

(1597) of Gerard's "Herbal," and tlie works of

Clusius, Lobel, and Dodoen's, as printed by
Plantin, or his son-in-law, Moretus, at the Ant-
weip Press, during the days of our own Shake-
speare. Parkinson's two editions of the "' Para-
disus Terrestris " are well known, and are much
valued since the present day rennaissance of

hardy plants took place. Besler's great " Hortus
Eystettensis" (l(il2) is one of the largest of all

the old works on botany I have seen, and the
plates are sumptuously drawn and engraved, as

also are those of a smaller work " Hortus
Floridus" (1614), the figures being tnainly exe-

cuted by Crispian de Passe, who belonged to a
family of engravers well known at the time.
The '' Jardin du Rov" (Paris, 1023), " Theatrum
Flora- " (1637), and the " Florilegium " of Du Bry
(a.d. 1614), re-issued as "Florilegium Renovatuiii
et Auctum" by Merian in 1641, are all of great
interest as bearing on the history of hardy flowers
in our own and in Continental gardens. Comim;
down to more recent times, Redoute's " Liliacees

''

in 8 vols., large folio, is a most interesting work,
the plates as a rule being exc|uisitely drawn and
faithfully coloured. All the above are most in-

teresting to the student of hardy flowers, but
doubtless many other fine old works exist, and
of these a short account might be welcome to

others besides myself.

Hothouse flowers.—There are some amongst
the dilettante of gardeners who seem to think there
is a sort of magic connected with the inside of a

greenhouse, and the pathetic simplicity with
which they bring a shrivelled Erica hyeraalis, " as

dead as nail in door," or a drouglit-and-gas-slain

Azalea, with the re(|uest that it be placed in the
greenhouse to recover, is quite touching. In a
word, there are those who look upon a greenhouse
as a sort of hospital, even for plants incurable.
To this class also belong those who attach an
altogether fictitious value to choice hothouse
flowers, and it is this same cult who are never
happy unless they have Maiden-hair Fern with
which to arrange their blossoms, no matter how
appropriate or the reverse it may be ; and yet
we hear these spoken of as people who love
flowers. Hothouse flowers is simply a cant ex-
pression of costliness and is a shoppy term, quite
apart altogether from real beauty or what is

natural and appropriate. Nature is the greatest

of all florists, and she arranges her flowers with
their own green leaves. If we in our indoor ar-

rangements cannot tttilise the natural greenery
which belonus to the flowers employed, the
nearest approach we can obtain to Nature's as a
substitute the better. Arrange a big bowl or
potful of Tulips with their own lovely grey
green foliage, the lines of which a Giotto might
envy, and strip the leaves ott' a duplicate set, and
arrange them with feathery Fern ; then say which
is nearest that truth of which all beauty is made? I

do not say we should never mix the foliage of one
plant with the flowers of another, for now and

then very beautiful combinations may be so made

;

but if ever one is in doubt the .safe plan is to .stick

to Nature, wdiich is rarely wrong. All flowers

are lovely,and the worn-out formula as to hothouse
flowers being more lovely than liardv ones i.s

exploded as a fiction. Orchid, or Iris, Amaryllii',

or Lily may vary in rarity, and also in cost ; but
who can jirove that the one is le^s beautiful

than the other l

Shady walks in gardens.—Shady walks are

very olten neglected in our ganleiis, and even
when this is not the case it is but rardy that we
find their fullest capabilities for beautiful treat-

ment thoroughly worked out. One might almost
say this of art in general, for, as a rule, light is

studied and shade neglected. If I want to see

lovely fluctuations in light I may go to Turner
and half a hundred others, but for rich colour in

shade there is none like Vehisquez. It is often

so in gardens, a blaze of colour and variety in the

sunshine, and poverty in the shade ; and yet it is

possible to make a shady walk one of the most
attractive and satisfying parts of a good garden.

It may be a Primrose path in spring, or we can
make it heavenly blue with wood Hyaeinlhs, or

with Apennine Anemones. Still earlier it may be
white with Snowdrops, or later it may be snowy
with wood Anemones ; even in February the pale

yellow winter Aconites may sprinkle the mossy
floor like stars. I have seen many gardens in

many places, but never yet saw a garden filled too

full of these common flowers of spring. The
Primroses alone would make a shady walk de-

lightful during mild weather from November until

May or June, and for this purpose should be
reared from seed (sown as soon as ripe in .lune)

by the thousand. The Creeping Forget-me-not
(Omphalodes verna) often grows most luxirriantly

under trees and is always worth a trial, so also

the large-leaved Saxifrages and the strongest and
most vigorous of Daffodils. For greenery Ferns,

none finer than Bracken upcurling in spring,

green in summer, and warm, brown, and cheerful

even in winter, beautiful even in its decay. Even
when things are at the worst under trees, one
may at least succeed in making an Ivy floor.

Good Oranges.— After the Apple one may
next place the Orange in our list of winter i'ruit.s,

those imported from Jaffa being just now
especially fine and good, and a great contr.ist to

the early fruit of a few years ago, tough skinned
and acid as they were. We now obtain our
Oranges from a much wider area than before,

and the quality as well as the quantity of those

imported improves year by year. From Florida

and Calilornia we get a good many, notwithstand-
ing the American markets ; but not even the

splendid fruit from Yuba can excel those

grown on the African side of the Indian high-

way. But large, rich, and juicy as are the best of

the imported fruit, to enjoy an Orange at its

best it must be eaten fresh Irom the tree. The
delicious brittle-skinned Mandarin Orange of

the East is something like the Tangerine variety,

liut infinitely more aromatic, and to eat its fruit

in all the dewy freshness of a morning in the
Tropics is experience almost worth a journey to

realise. In all warm countries the Orange has a

great future, since it is variable in flavour and
one of the most healthy of all known fruits. So
general is its cultivation now becoming, that at

no distant date we may expect fruit even lietter

and cheaper than heretofore. Large quantities

of wine are now prepared from Oranges, and in

some districts the Orange is likely to supersedn
the Vine as a wine-yielding fruit. Our own
wine-yielding fruit is the Apple, and it is a pity

such a pure product as home-made cider should
have become so scarce and cheap foreign wines
so common.
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The Mountain Saxifrage.— Saxifraga oppo-

sitifolia is just now very lovely, forming fresh

green mats of its closely-woven growths, the

whole besprinkled with its starry flowers. The

white variety is especially effective, and there are

two or three shades of red, and the giant form

called S. pyrenaica, with flowers nearly as big as

a shilling and of a rosy lake colour. The common

S. oppositifolia occurs wild on mountains m
Europe, and is one of the most beautiful ot arctic

turf-builders, since we are told that the Esqui-

maux cuts sods of it, which are steeped in the

blubber of seals or whales, and afterwards used

as fuel. All the varieties are readily increased

bv division, and they form spreading masses

amongst the stones of the rock garden. A good

]dan is to tear off rooted pieces and to place them

on the freshly-dug soil. Then place a stone as

big as the fist on the

rooted ends of the mass,

and tread it gently, but

firmly into the earth. So
treated, we find not only

this species, but all the

mossy Saxifrages are in-

creased with certainty

and facility. Wherever
rough stone edgings are

used instead of Box, this

Saxifrage in all its varia-

tions should be planted,

along with some of the

dwarf- growing Sedums.
An edging of Sedum acre

aureum (Golden Stone-

crop) and this mountain
Saxifrage, mixeld in
masses, is an effective

combination, and its ef-

fect is enhanced by irre-

gular groups of Siberian

Squills. I never saw
Saxifraga oppositifolia so

fresh and tioriferous as

it is this s])ring, a fact

due, as I suppose, to the

shelter and abundant
moisture so recently af-

forded by the snow.

Flowers in masses.

—Nearly all the spring

flowerslook bestin groups

A few, say half-a-dozen,

bulbs of Iris reticulata

or of Scilla bifolia make
a pleasing group, but if

the effect of any one
flower istobe emphasised,

it should be seen by the
hundred in contrast with
something that increases

its effect. A friend
writes :

" The best thing
we have just now is

a mass of Iris reticu-

lata 8 feet long and 1.5 inches wide with two
hundred flowers open in the sunshine. Around
this Iris is a 11-inch band of Narcissus nanus bear

ing over five lunidred flowers." The effect of such

a bed may be imagined. Another correspondent

writes: "If you want a novelty in the spring

flower garden plant next August five hundrtd
good roots of Scilla sibirica in a mass and then

dibble amongst them a hundred bulbs of the white

Roman Hyacinth, and you will have just such a

garden picture as is now to be seen here at the

present time." Crocuses in lines and masses were

never more effective than this year, thanks to the

late severe weather. One effective way of form-

ing a fresh and permanent carpet for bulbs is to

dig sods of the common Heath or Ling (Calluna

vulgaris) and to place these so as to form a turf

over freslily dug ground. The bulbs can then be

dibljled in or .sjxices may be left for larger colonies

of them. A friend tells me of a clump of Leuco-

jum vernum bearing from two hundred to three

hundred flowers .so plantefl amongst^ Heather

some years ago. Some choice bulbs like peaty

soils, and this may be one of them.
Veronica.

Indoor Garden.

ANTHURIUM ANDREANUM.
There are nearly 200 species of Anthurium
known to botanists, but not more than half-a-

dozen of this number are ornamental flowering

plants, though there are many that possess attrac-

Autlmrimn Andre.anum ; spathcs scarlet.

tions in the size and markings of their foliage.

\

The handsome flowered kinds are A. Scherzeria-

;
nuni (now known to everyone as the Flamingo

;

plant), A. .\ndreanum (the subject of the annexed
I woodcut), A. Roezli, A. Lindeni (sometimes

written Liudigi), and A. ornatum. The last-

named three kinds are very much alike both in

habit and inflorescence. A. Bakeri, A. margarita-

ceum, and A. violaceum are remarkable as pretty

berry-bearing kinds, the first having red, the

second ivory-white, and the third pale violet

berries, the size of these, which are borne all

along the spadix, being about that of an ordinary

Red Currant. A. Andreanum was introduced in

1 880, large importations of unestablished plants

having been sold by auction in the London sale-

rooms. This fact is noteworthy as explaining

the considerable variety in the forms of this

Anthurium as now represented in this country.

Usually a plant of this nature is imported in

small iiumber.«, perhaps only one specimen coming

in the first instance. This is multiplied and
distributed, and in this way all the garden

specimens of such a plant are exactly alike,

variation only coming after long cultivation and

through changed conditions. Of A. Anclreanum

there are at least three very distinct varieties in

English collections, whilst minor differences are

plentiful. Many who purchased plants from

those offered at the auction rooms were dis-

appointed when they found the flowers on their

plants very much inferior both as regards size

and colour to what were produced by others.

The small-flowered variety has a spathe about

3 inches long, but the

largest spat bed form
measures 8 inches in

length by 6 inches in

width. In some plants

the habit is tufted, as in

A. Scherzerianum, and
this habit is invariably

found in the large-

flowered form ; in others

the stems are single and
climbing, with long in-

ternodes and numerous
aerial roots springing

from the leaf-nodes. So
far as we have seen, the

flowers on plants of this

habit are small. The
annexed figure represents

a tufted plant, and those

whoknow A. Andreanum
only as a one or two-

flowered kind may see

that when well managed
this Anthurium will bear

at least half-a-dozen
flowers together. "We

have seen one with eight

expanded all at the same
time, and we have heard

of one bearing seventeen

flowers simultaneously.

When the spathe first

unfolds, its colour is

bright scarlet, but as it

gets older it deepens to a

dark brown-red ; finally

it fades and withers like

a dead leaf, but it does

not fall away till the

flower-stalk decays. To
ournon-botanical readers

^'k^ explain that, although

popularly spoken of as

the flower of the Anthu-
rium, thelarge brilliantly

spathe is not the flower, nor any

it, but bears the same relation to

tlie true flowers as the sheath which enfolds

the young ear of a head of corn does to

the 'flowers inside it. Tlie spathe of an

Anthurium is primarily the sheath of the flower-

head, but in some it is"brightly coloured for the

purpose of attracting fertilising agents, such as

bees, &c. The flowers are arranged in a compact

mass all over the finger-shaped spadix, not in

the least like flowers in appearance, but if com-

pared with the spike of a Plantago their real

character will be at once recognised. At a

certain period, soon after the spathe has unfolded,

the spadix of the Anthurium becomes covered

with whitish, meal-like pollen, and if a soft

coloured

part of
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lirush is drawn over tliis, the flowers will be
fertiiiseil, ami secils ought ultimately to 1)e

matured. Autliuriums as a rule seed easily,

and A. Andreanum is one of the freest in this

respect. It also crosses freely wilh other
species allied to it, a circumstance wliicdi has
been taken advantage of by hybridisers, whose
ellbrts in this direction have been rewarded by
several very handsome hybrids. These are :

—
A. FERRIERENSE, which was raised by M.

Bergman, gardener to Baron A. de Rothschild at

Ferrieres, who exliibited a plant of it in 1882,
and afterwards disposed of the stock to Messrs.
Veitch & Sons. The parents of this hybrid were
A. Andreanum and A. ornatum, the latter an
erect growing, single-stemmed species, with large
cordate leaves and erect flower-stalks, liearing
pure white spathes and lavender coloured spa-
dices. When fresh, the odour emitted by tlie

flowers of this plant is very fragrant. It is

stated that each individual raised from tlie seeds
obtained from tliis cross possessed some character
different from the others, a iact in keeping with
what is invariably the case when two distinct
species are crossed. The beauty of A. ferrier-

ense is now generally recognised, and its per-
petual flowering habit has won for it many
admirers. Like A. ornatum, it liears generally
only two flowers together.

A. CARNEUM is akso the result of a combination
of the above two species ; it difl'ers in the paler
colour of its spathe and their smaller size than
in the form known as ferrierense. A. Houlle
tianum is the result of a cross between A. An-
dreanum and A. magnificum, the latter being
large leaved with silvery veins on a dark olive-
green ground

; the hybrid partakes of the cha-
racters of both its parents. It will be noticed that
all the above crosses have been among plants
related to each other much more closelj^than A.
Andreanum is to A. Scherzerianum. 'The last-
mentioned species, so far as we know, has never
been crossed with any other, although many
attempts have been made. We have, however,
numerous forms of this now widely-variable
plant, large and small flowered, curled and
.straight, bright scarlet and almost crimson, to
]iure whiU', pale yellow and curiously variegated
kinds. Tliere is also a monstrous variety re-
inai-kable for its numerous little shell-like
spathes borne allalong the spadhx. All these must
be considered the result of cultivation merely,
and not in any way due to hybridisation, a!
Scherzerianum is tlie only sjiecies of the .section
to which it belongs that has ornamental spathes,
and it is not likely to cross with any of the
other species grown in gardens for their flowers.

The ]ilants sometimes met with in gardens as
A. Patini, A. floribundum, A. blandum, A.
candidum, and A. Dechardi belong to the genus
Spathiphyllum, and have no characters in common
with true Anthurium.s, except that they belom'
to the same Natural Order. W.

'^

Habrothamnus planted out.—In a late
number of The Garden ",I. C. C." observes that
"no one will grow the Habrothamnus in pots
after giving planting out a trial "—a statement
with which I entirely agree, for I know of but
very few flowering plants which give such widely
varying results under the two methods of culture
just alluded to. Grown all the summer tlirouo-li
in pots, even with the best attention in the matfer
of watering and feeding, the slioots do not attain
the luxuriance necessary tor the production of
sufficiently large heads of bloom to render the
plants attractive. The annual growths should be
several feet in length, and then they carry lar"-e
clusters of bloom, whicli during the early winter
months present an extremely attractive appear-
ance. If they are to be flowered in pots they

should be cvit liack early in Marcli, .and after Ijeing
projierly hardened they should lie phinted out in

soil which lias been thorouglily stirred and wliicli

is in good heart. In a sunny, but .sheltered, situa-

tion, witli suttieient space for development and a
good soaking of water when needful, tliey will

grow liki^ \Villo«-s, attaining a maximum develop-
ment with a minimum of labour. A mulcli of

some liglit material will furtlier sensibly reduce
this latter item. Plants grown on in tliis way for
two or tliree years will develop into large bushes,
in wliieh condition they show the true character
of the plant, and are grand for the adornment
of large conservatories. By tlie middle of Sep-
tember they sliould be carefully lifted and the
roots crammed into jjots or tubs, giving them a
good watering and standing them in a shady,
sheltered place, syringing them twice a day for a
time in bright weather. Thus carefully tended
they will make new roots in a few days. Plenti-
fully watered through the autumn, they will retain
their luxuriant leaf development in undiminished
lustre. During the winter a constant temperature
of not less than 50' and not more than a'y", with
more freedom in watering than the usual run of
plants demand at that time of year, «ith occa-
sional but weak doses of liquid manure, will give size
and colour to the blooms. Where there is sutti-

eient space the highest development is attained by
planting out peimanently either against a wall or
pillar, or to grow into bush form.—J. C. B.

Violets.—My object in bringing the Neapoli-
tan Violet into notice (see p. 199) was to jirevent
this sweetest of Violets from dropping out of cul-
tivation, and to show how well it repays good
cultivation by flowering at a season when flowers
are not by any means jjlentiful. It was not my
purpose to disiiarage Marie Louise ; on the con-
trary, I considered I indirectly praised its in-
valuable early autumn flowering propensity by
stating that the Neapolitan comes into flower just
at the time when Marie Louise has been four
months in bloom and showing signs of being some-
what exhausted. I do not think that anyone will
maintain that Marie Louise is ever seen "so fine as
in the autumn, then in its first flush of beauty.
Neapolitan and Comte de Brazza are pre-eminently
mid-winter Violets, the latter coming into flower
in October, but it is at its best from November
onward.s. "J. R." (p. 2-f2) and D. T. Fish (p. 2o4)
both state that the last-named Violet has not
come up to their expectations, the reason of which
I cannot understand. They are either difficult to
please, or there is something wrong in their soil or
climate. Here both in ordinary two-light frames
(covered with double mats only throughout tlie

long, cold winter) and in pits slightly wanned
with a ,S-inch flow and return pipe, they are now,
and have been for a long time, perfectly white
with flowers. At one gathering in February from
a three-light frame I took off fifty dozen blooms.
I send you along with this some sample plants
lifted from these frames, and at the same time I
will forward some to Mr. Fish, trusting that he
will tell your readers whether or not the plants
which I send him have realised his expectations of
what a good Violet should be.—Wm. Allan,
dunfon.

*»* Flowers large and fine, pure white, and pro-
duced well above the foliage ; an excellent crop so
late in the season and after so many gatherings.

—

Ed.

New hybrid Begonia.--M. Bruant, nur-
seryman, Poitiers (Vienne) has obtained an in-
teresting hybrid Begonia by crossing B. Bruanti
with B. Roezli. It is described as having a
compact habit of growth, fine looking foliage of
good substance and bright green in colour, and
brilliant scarlet flowers produced in wonderful
profusion. JI. Bruant says, " It is so floriferous,
that in addition to prochicing in the ordinary
way flower-stalks from the axils of the leaves,
others spring directly from their edges, as
if the ramification of the stems did not
suffice to yield enough bloom. We have
counted on one seedling plant eleven leaves which
presented this curious anomaly, and this feature

1

has reproduced itself in the progeny issuing from
it, BO that we may consider it as a constant
characteristic of this variety. It is, however,
more pronounced in M'inter, when the plants are in
full bloom." This Begonia was awarded a certi-
ti<:ate by the French National Horticultural
Society in January of this year.—J. C, liijfteel.

THE NARRAS PLANT.
Tins anomalous Cucurbit has so far baffled all

attempts in England to cultivate it, notwithstand-
ing that good seeds have again and again been
obtained and sown under all sorts of likely treat-
ment. At Kew many schemes ha\e been tried,

but hitherto we liave never got beyond seedling
plants a foot or so high, whicli soon perished.
Possibly some reader of The (Jakden is acquainted
with the habits of this plant and the precise con-
ditions under which it thrives naturally. We
know that it is found in the same region as the
AN'elwitschia, but that whilst the latter grows
only among rocks and under similar circumstances,
the Narras frecpients those places where sand only
is found. We have healthy young plants of Wel-
witschia at Kew raised from seeds several years
ago. We have also good seeds of the Narras, but
cannot get plants to thrive. That this Cucurbit
is of more than ordinary interest is shown by the
following note.

The Narras (Acanthosicyos liorrida) is unique,
as constituting the only instance of one of the
Cucurbitacea; assuming any other than a trailing
habit. This grows up into a very prickly dwarf
slirub without any foliage, and bears abundance
of Melon-like fruit, which is very nice indeed,
and of which the natives are pa.ssionateIy fond ;

in fact, they crowd down to the coast region
(where only it thrives) and almost live upon it,

and then carry away with them sacks of the seeds,
which also are edible; these seeds are brought
down by the coasters for market here in a small
way. The Cape Town children are always glad
to see Boter pitgies (butter seeds) exposed for
sale at the fruit stalls ; but the actual fruit cannot
be had out of Damaraland. Mr. Palgrave de-
scribes it as really delicious, but from what he
says of its mode of growth and the kind of soil

which it aflects, I think there is small chance of
its growing in Europe. The seeds are like Melon
seeds in size and shape, but the shell is harder,
and the kernel is not unlike that of Almonds. I
have tasted them and found them to be very
good, even after having been subjected to the
drought and rough usage of a small packet sent
from Central Africa by the post.

Kew. W. \\'atson.

Tree Carnation cuttings. - Mr. Gilbert
asserts (p. 291) that these fail to strike under glass
lights. Had he given them personal supervision,
he would have detected the first symptoms of
decay from damp, and would have tilted the glass
or removed it altogether,[especially at night. The
oljject of covering them with glass is to prevent
evaporation. A house entirely devoted to cuttings
would be shaded from sun, even in March, little

air would be admitted, and the atmosphere would
be moist ; tlierefore, covering cuttings under such
conditions would undoubtedly cause them to damp
oH'; but in a house, such as ours is, set apart to
hasten the flowering of plants for the green-
house, the air is much drier and ventilation more
ample. In that case covering the cuttings with
glass lights is a necessity. I should add, however,
that our lights have movable tops to be tilted as
the conditions of the cuttings may require. We
never lose any under glass, but have had a few dry
up without it.—J. D.

Forcing Lily of the Valley.—At the recent
Bath spring show visitors had an opportunity of
comparing the two systems under which this Lily
is forced, and of which much has been heard lately.

Messrs. Cooling were awarded the first jirize for
three pots of it, each containing about 100 im-
ported single crowns. They were brought on
gradually, two montlis being the time allowed for
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them to develop, and the result was all that could

be wished for. Every spike was strong and fully

expanded, while the foliage was well matured antl

spreading, in this respect especially presenting a

strong contrast to the second prize lot, which liad

been grown in about one half the time. The
spikes of bloom in this case were also abundant

and strcjng, but the foliage was only partially de-

veloped, being nearer yellow than green in colour

and neither hand.some in appearance nor service-

able in a cut state. Growers for market expressed

the opinion that Lilies of the Valley can usually

be forced very rapidly into bloom, but on the

whole it is advisable to give them more time, and

this appeared to be the prevailing opinion.—I.

EFFECT OF FROST ON PL.^NTS.

Rkspectino the many nultivated plants that will not

bear more than a few degrees of frost, it is only neees-

Fary to consider the wide difference that e.\ists in

their ciimposition in regard to water to understand

how differently they are affected by the action of

cold. Frost kills urinjures plants in more ways than

one, but in the case of such as are tender the effects

usually vary iu proportion to their more or less watery-

succulent nature, and to the condition in regard to

moisture overhead and at the roots in whicli they

may happen to be at the time when they get frozen,

as this has much to do with their powers of resisting

cold. Some plants will bear cold to an almost in-

credible extent provided water is withheld. I have

seen large examples of Agave americana, that have

stood in puts for a whole year or more without water

until their leaves beiame shrivelled, bear as much
frost without being affected as would have killed

tbem had they been plump and full of moisture. The
hardier kinds of Echeveria are in like manner indif-

ferent to a considerable amount of cold when their

roots and tops are quite dry. But this condition of

dryness may easily be pushed too far in the case of

some kinds of plants, especi;illy such as are grown in

)iots, and which, if the soil has been allowed to get so

dry tliat they are in a stagnant, enfeebled state, are

often killed by cold, when, had the roots been in a

more moist condition, little injury would have been

the result. This particularly applies to plants of a

non-succulent character, such as Ferns and many
greenhouse species that contain a considerable amount
of fibre in their branches and stems. Shrubby Cal-

ceolarias, with the stjil contained in the pots they are

growing in in a moderately moist state, suffer little

when caught by frost that wnuld kill others that had
the soil too dry to keep the leaves crisp and plump.

The Lemon-scented Verbena will bear several degrees

of frost when the soil is in a half moist state, whilst

if dry when frozen, it rarely recovers. Centaureas,

even with the pots plunged, if hard frozen when the

soil is very dry are freriuently killed, whilst others

similarly placed that happen to be somewhat moister

at the roots escape. Numbers of other plants nught

be named that are very susceptible to injury from
frost when the soil in which their roots are placed is

too dry, thus showing that although many plants will

bear a lower temperature when the soil about their

roots is quite dry, still there are others to which the

jirinciple does ncit apply, and that so far from being

able to stand more frost when their energies are

stagnated from want of water, they suffer in proportion

to the extent to which the drying process has been

carried.

To SUM UP THE ii.\TTEK, it is evident that the least

injury will occur to most plants gi'owing in pots that

get frozen when the soil is as dry as it will bear to be
without their actually suffering through want of

moisture ; whereas, if in the latter condition, they are

less able to withstand its effects than if the soil is

somewhat moist. Plants that have been treated iu a

way not favourable to quick or vigorous growth, such

as when their roots are cramped for room in small

pots, and that have grown old under such conditions,

with their stems and branches hard and woody, will

bear a considerably lower temperature than where
treated the reverse of this. I may mention a case

of this nature. I have a plant of the old scented-

leaved Pelargonium that has been grown as an ex-

periment for twelve years in a 6-inch pot without

ever being repotted or any addition made to the soil,

simply living on artificial manure given during the

growing season ; so treated and headed down early

each spring, it makes growth little, if any, inferior to

that which would be obtainable in the same sized pot

with new soil given annually, but, needless to say,

the stem and lower part of the branches are as hard

as that of an old Gooseberry bush. The plant was

unintentionally left out of doors one night early in

the present winter when there were 11" of frost, which

killed others of the same kind as effectually as if

they had been boiled, yet the 61d plant, although the

last season's growth was destroyed, is none the worse

below, as it has broken freely from the hard old stem.

I have never seen that this Pelargonium, when in a

young free-growing condition, would bear a lower

temperature than any of the zonal varieties, but the

latter, from their stems, even when old, always re-

maining much more succulent than the scented variety

in (|Ue.stion, will not stand anything near the cold

that tlie hard wood of the scented sort will. Those

who have had anything much to do \vith plants of a

non-hardy nature will have had opportunities of

seeing cases of a like description which are so far

instructive that they show that when a plant is

placed under conditions that are not favourable to

free growth, and when the stems have become

thoroughly hard and woody, they will bear propor-

tionately more frost than when young and more

liberally treated.

Plants with dry tops.—In regard to the ability

of plants to bear more frost when their tops are dry

than when wet, it may be set down as applying to

all those that are hardy as well as the kinds that are

tender, as the more moisture there is hanging about

them the more they suffer from its being confined.

Beyond the injury that occurs to plants that are not

hardy when their tops get frozen there is another

way in which even hardy plants that have their

roots confined in pots, or similar appliances, suffer if

the soil in which they are growing gets frozen. That

is through the expansion common to all bodies that

absorb water when the water they contain gets

frozen, and which in the case of the roots so placed

crushes them to an extent that often causes their

destruction, and which would not occur were they in

the open ground where the soil is not so confined.

Consequently, when any plant, however hardy it may
be, has its roots so confined, and is within the

reach of frost either out-of-doors or in unhealed pits

or frames, the pots should be protected iu some way,

or plunged deep enough to keep the soil within them

from being frozen. Respecting plants that are

naturally quite hardy, high cultivation is well known

to have much to do in making them liable to suffer

from severe frost. Take, for instance, the native

plants from which have sprung some of our favourite

culinary vegetables, such as Celery and the different

varieties of the Cabbage ; the former, needless to say,

is naturally as hardy as the native Grasses, and even

under cultivation suffers little if the plants are grow-

ing in ordinary garden soil with their stems trailing

on the ground in place of being earthed up in the

way it is required for use. The original Cabbage in

its natural condition is as hardy as the commonest

weed, but cultivation has reduced it in the various

forms it now exists in every garden to a condition

that renders it impatient of standing exceptionally

trying winters like the present, as most gardeners

know and now feel the inconvenience of. The
Broccoli, Kales, and Brussels Sprouts required for

winter use, when grown, as they usually are, in

ground that contains a good deal of manure, like

everything else imder similar conditions, have their

cold-resisting powers reduced. In their case the

best means of correcting the enfeebling influence of

the many generations of cultivation they have under-

gone is to grow them on ground that is not over-

rich, and give them plenty of room, with the object

of securing sturdy growth rather than size without

enough solidity in the plants to admit of their

braving a hard winter. T. B.

5469.—Straw mats.—The twine for binding on

the straw is fastened in the ordinary manner to the

base of the stout strings which form the framework

of the mats close to the nails which hold them. The

straw then taken in the left hand is laid crosswise on

the strings, the piece of wood round which the twine

is wound being grasped iu the right hand, leaving

about 6 inches of twine free between it and where it

is fastened to the stout string. Holding the straw

firmly in its place, pass the reel of twine to the right

of the string and behind it ; then back again to the

front on the left-hand side of the string, passing it to

the right again underneath the twine. This forms a

running noose, which being tightly drawn down fixes

the straw firmly in its place. In description this

appears to be a complicated affair, but it is not so in

practice, as atrial or two will prove.— J. C. B.

PLANT NAMES.
The constant recurrence of discussions on this

all-important subject in the pages of The Garden
does not seem to lead to much result, though I

am glad to see that the craze for English names
appears to have died away to a great extent.

With regard to the letters of Mr. Douglas (p. 255)

and " F. W. B." (p. 273), I should like to say a

few words, more especially as the work of the

Narcissus committee, from which so much was
hoped, does not seem to have at present had very

much effect either in the elimination of what I

must consider synonyms among these plants, or in

the establishment of a sound system of nomencla-

ture among Narcissus growers.

A sound system, in my opinion, is one which

retains botanical names for all plants which,

when growing in a wild state, aftord such con-

stant botanical characters, that they can be sepa-

rated and distinguished from their allies. But it

must be remembered that botanists, especially of

the old school, are anything but infallible, and that

very many names have been given and descrip-

tions properly published of plants which do not

afford such characters, or which, when brought

into cultivation, lose them. And therefore the

work of the horticulturist mtist have considerable

influence on purely botanical nomenclature, by

enaViling botanists to test the constancy and

verify the distinctness of the characters on which

the plants were originally described. And it will

fiequently be found that names which have been

applied by good botanists to apparently distinct

plants will by such a test be found unworthy of

recognition and sink to the rank of synonyms.

Mr. Baker, than whom no one knows this better,

was therefore suggesting an admirable bit of work

for Narcissus enthusiasts when he proposed, last

Tuesday, that steps be taken to procure, from

their wild sources in Italy, the numerous forms

of Narcissi described, but not figured, by Parlatore,

the distinctness and constancy of which is doubt-

ful, and many of which are perhaps in cultivation

under other names.

Parlatore was, no doubt, quite right to name
these plants in a special work on the Italian flora,

but it does not follow that we shall be right to

recognise his names, as our knowledge of Narcissi

is much greater than Parlatore possessed ; and

the genus Narcissus is an excellent instance of

the tendency in a genus to develop local varieties,

some of which are not constant in cultivation,

and others may be artificially produced by culti-

vation. When, therefore, Mr. Wolley Dod, as

chairman of the Narcissus committee, proposed,

as I understood him to do, that a plant sent from

Portugal should be then and there named John-

stoni,! thought that we should, by accepting his

proposal, be acting contrary to the well-known

and universally accepted botanical rule which

lays down that no name can be recognised unless

accompanied by a proper botanical description,

published in a recognised botanical or horticul-

tural journal, and that this name, if given hastily

or without sutticient definition, would even then

be liable to be considered as a synonym. It is

because botanists have been in many cases ton
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hasty, too careless, or because they have not

allowed enough for the tendency to variation in

so many genera, that such a great number of

synonyms exist ; and the great object of our

committee being to establish uniformity and

accuracy of nomenclature, we must be careful not

to add I'lew synonyms to those which already exist.

Then as to the question of horticultural nomen-

clature, the rule which we have adopted ibr Nar-

cissi must, I think, be accepted for all genera.

It is that varieties wdiich have originated in

gardens either from seeds, sports, or hybridisation

should be distinguished from natural botanical

varieties by suitable florists' names, and the ac-

ceptance of these names by the horticulturists of

all countries, which is for commercial reasons es-

pecially most desirable, must depend on the

authority of the naraer. There are, no donbt,

many professional and amateur gardeners whose

names would be accepted as a rule on account of

their well-known care not to give new ones unless

the variety was really new, distinct, and desirable
;

and when such plants have been submitted to the

floral committee and certificated under such new
names the double authority of the introducer and

the committee ought to cause the general accept-

ance of such names. But iu order to give proper

authority great care must be taken, as we un-

doubtedly have had numerous varieties of plants

certificated which, even if new, are not sufficiently

distinct. Both raisers of new plants and the

committee will only have themselves to blame if

their authority is not generally accepted.

On the question of naming Orchids, which was

considered at the scientific committee last week, it

seemed to be thought by some that that com-
mittee was competeut to decide at once as to the

novelty, distinctness, and correct name of all

plants brought before it, but this is evidently not

possible, because to enable even a specialist like

Professor Keichenbach to decide such a question

a great deal of work must be gone through, a

great many books, specimens and notes consulted,

and in some cases information obtained from

other sources.

Professor Reichenl.iach has for many years had

almost a monopoly of the great family of Orchids,

and if he does not know a plant, it may be reason-

ably concluded to be new ; but though I do not

question his authority on Orchids as being su-

perior to that of any other living man, yet I can-

not believe that he has not in many cases been
obliged to modify or change his judgment by
the receipt of new specimens and the general in-

crease of his knowdedge. If he were now to

publish a general catalogue of Orchids, which
would undoubtedly be an enormous boon to the

botanists and gardeners of the world, I believe

that he would no longer recognise some plants

which he had formerly considered as distinct

species, and that many alterations would take

place in horticultural nomenclature in conse-

quence. But believdng, as I do, that it is better

that a plant, whether species or variety, should
everywhere and by everyone be known by one
name only, even if that is not an absolutely cor-

rect one, than that confusion should be introduced

by change, I hope that the law of ]n'iority will

not be made too absolute.

Now we have to consider how the committee
of the Eoyal Horticultural Society may be best

enabled to carry out these objects, and I think
that some changes might be made in their system
with advantage. It frecjuently occurred wdien I

sat on the floral committee that no sulBcient in-

formation was sent with the plants brought be-

fore them, and it also happened that plants of

botanical rather than horticultural interest were
submitted to the votes of men who had little

knowledge of and less interest in such plants.

I would therefore suggest first that the Uoral

committee be divided into two bodies, one con-

sisting of men whose special knowledge of florist

flowers enabled them to decide as to the novelty

and merits of new varieties of Azaleas, Hyacinths,

Gladioli, Begonias, Pelargoniums, Cyclamens, and

all the other plants whicli having been made a

si>eciality by florists have developeil innumerable

garden varieties, and this committee should be

piresided over by an eminent amateur florist.

The other to consist of men whose tastes and
experience have directed them rather towards

botanical hijrticulture, and this committee should

be presided over by a man who combines botani-

cal with horticultural knowledge, which is often

not the case in the present floral committee.

I would also suggest that all plants submitted

to either of these committees should be entered

on a printed form supplied by the society for that

purpose, which should specify the name of the

plant, the authority for this name, the native

country, and b}' whom introduced ; whether the

plant had been in any way protected or not,

wdiether it had been previously shown or not, and
any other peculiarities which would aid the

committee in deciding as to its distictness and
merits.

All this published in the annual proceedings

of the society would, in the course of years, form
a most valuable catalogue of new and rare plants

which are too often lost sight of, either because

the introducer knows they have no chance of

being noticed by a committee consisting largely of

florists, or because no information is given at the

time they are submitted. 1 subjoin a specimen
of the kind of entry I would suggest, and hope that

it may not, like so many other reforms, be lost

sight of in the press of business cotning before

the council.

or if they thought it generally inferior, they

might certify to this eft'ect. Secondly, the ex-

hibitor (jf the plant would know on what ground
his plant was accepted or rejected. And lastly,

the public wouM know a great deal more than
they do now, and it would always be possible to

refer to the annual li.-t of plants certificated for

infoimatidu, which is otherwise hard to obtain.

It might often liap]ien in the case of Orchids and
others tint tlie ojjinion of both committees was
requisite. The botanical to say whether a new
variety was coriectly named or not, and the floral

to say wdiether it was de.serving of recognition
;

but in any ca»e it would be better if men who
pretended to no special knowledge of a plant

under consideration should not vote, as they used
ot do sometimes, simply to oblige a friend. And
the constitution of these committees should be

strengthened and improved by every possible

means, as the more first-class men who sat on
them the more value would their decisions have.

H. J. Elwes.

Plant Entered by H. J. Elwes, Prestom, Cirencester.

Botaaii-.al Committee, R. H. S.

Name of plant
| p,.jtiiiari^ imperialis var. inodora.

E. Regel.
entered

ISSli.

April )

Where
bed.

desert-

Introduced from

" Descriptinnes Plantarum," Fasc. ix.,

I
1884, p. 13, figrired as F. Eduardi (A.

< Regel) on plate 11 ; also described and
j figured as F. imperialis var. purpurea in
'- Gartcnjlora, 18S4, plate 1065.

/Mountains of Bokhara and Darwas. 0000
\ feet to 7000 feet elevation, by A. Regel,

J
and distributed by St. Petersburg Bo-

(. tjinic Garden,

n > No.

Hardiness.

Whether previ
ously shown
in Englind.

{Differs from the cultivated and wild forms
of F. imperialis by absence of scent and
by colour of flowers.

\ Grown in open air : quite hardy in Russia
( and England. Signed, H- J. Elwes.

Certificate granted. Signed, M. Foster, Chairmnn.

Plant Entered bv H. J. Elwes, Preston, Cirencester,
May 10, 1886.

Flnral Committee, li. H. S.

Name of plant. Primula acaulis Perfection (Hort. Elwes).

I Ra'eed from seed of P. acaulis lilacina
By whom raised. ? (Hort. Ware) x P. Golden King (Hurt.

f Nelson).

Whether
ously shown.

I Shown on March 29 as grown under glass ;

..„,„ < returned tj be shown again from open
f air.

j
Distinct from Deiin's Improvement in

Peculiarities. J ''f,'"?
three weeks lat^ir, and from all

other varieties in colour, which is coii-

(. slant. Signed, H. J. Elwes.

Certificate refused, as the committee do not consider late-
ness of flowering an improvement in Primulas.

Signed, G. F. Wilson, Chairman.

If such entries as these were made, three points
would be gained. First, the committee would
know upon what they were asked to decide, and
if they did not consider that there was proper
authority for the name, they would forward the
plant to Kew or elsewhere for comparison.

If they did not consider the plant distinct, they
might refuse the certificate on this ground alone

;

Garden Flora.
PLATE 538.

HYBRID ALSTR(1:MERIAS.*

Both Alstroemerias and the allied genus Bomarea
have risen largely in popular estimation within
the last few years. Their variety of colour and
markings is endless ; they are useful, too, as well

as handsome, and with one or two exceptions

their cultivation is by no means difficult. In
borders, indeed, specially prepared for them they
may be grown with great success, and there is

little reason why the equally charming Bomareas
should not lie grown in the same borders. They
should always face due south, and if possible be
situated in front of a wall or house, up whicli

the Bomareas could be readily trained ; some of

the hardier species of Bomarea at any rate

would no doubt prove amenable to such culture.

In many gardens, and notably at Munstead,
Alstroemeria aurantiaca, hsemantha, and others

grow and flourish too with little or no trouble

even in the ordinary border, and with no more
preparation than that usually made for common
hardy plants. On the top of chalk hills near

Dorking might have been seen last year

hfemantha in a border in front of an outhouse
facing the south literally covered with bloom.
Shelter from the east and north and natural

drainage have a great deal to do with the

successful growth of the two genera just named,
and the soil should be light and sandy. A few
of the hardier Alstreemerias, such as A. aurantiaca

and liEemantha, might be naturalised on sunny
banks iu the wild garden, and it would lie

interesting to watch their progress and that of

seedlings which spring up about them, as I am
under the impression that natural crosses would
occur amongst them. In preparing a border for

these plants the first point is that of drainage.

The border should lie 2 feet deep at the least,

with a firm bottom sloping to the fiont, where it

should be 6 inches lower than at the back ; there

should be (j inches of good rough draining

material, and the wdiole should be filled up abo\-e

the level of the surrounding ground, and the

surface should have the same slope as that of the

bottom. Grit orcoai'se sand should be plentifully

used along with the soil ; indeed, the lighter the

soil is the better, and the crown of the plants

should not be nearer the top than 9 inches nor
farther from it than 1 foot. Most of the species

may be jiropagated by division, especially the

but as they produce seeds

• Drawn in Mr. G. V. Wilson's garden, Oakwood, Wisley,
by Mrs. Duffield in August.
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pretty freely, that is much the best way of

increasing them. The seeds, which are as large

as small pens, should be sown in shallow pans in

autiimn as soon as 'collected, and if kept during

winter in a cold frame they will be j;erminating

4 feet high, and the flowers are produced in an
umbel surrounded by a whorl of leafdike bracts

;

they number from seven to eight up to twenty or

thirty, or even more in the case of robust speci-

mens, and are produced from June to August. Its

1 Ml 1 1 f 1 »;„ . „,,t „\ ,,„f fUa I
synonyms are A. concolor and A. aurea. A large

now and wdl be ready for planting out about the
^^^^j planted with two or three forms of it Tat

end of May ; on y such seeds as are needed
: Munitead was a

should be allowed to mature, as m some cases

they are borne in great numbers and materially

weaken the plant for the ensuing year. A top

dressing or mulching at flowering time is always
beneficial, and they will be all the better if

liberally supplied with water.' In a cut state

the flowers are very useful, lasting as they often

do in good condition ten days if supplied occasion-

ally with fre.'-h water and the ends are cut with a

sharp knife. They are alsofreciuentlyusedfor mak-
ing up loose bouquets, for which they seem lo be gauy colour and purple

.'-pecially well adapted. Large numbers have yet July and August.

blaze of colour last July even
when other outdoor plants were literally dried up.

A. BRAsiLiEN'sis.—This is perhaps one of the
most tender species of the group to which it be-

longs, and almost sure to be destroyed if left out
during winter. It is, nevertheless, owing to the

curious colours of its flowers, well worth cultivat-

ing. In a cool greenhouse it grows vigorously,

and often attains 3 feet in height, clothed with
numerous lanceolate or oblong leaves. Its flowers

are amaranth-red, mottled or striped with maho-
They are produced in

to be introduced, and althouj

curious than beautiful, the

1 many are more
majority would

A. H.EMANTH.v.—This is an extremely variable

Chilian species, and one which, we think, is re-

~ponsible for a vast number
of so-called garden hybrids,

but which are really only
seed variations. The floweis

on the left band side of the
accompanying plate doubt-
less belong to this plant, as

well as half-a-dozen or more
forms figured in the first series

ofthe " Floredes Serres,"vary-
ing from deep rose through
lemon-yellow to white, all

truly handsome, and making
up of themselves quite a su-

perb bouquet. Its nearest
ally is A. aurantiaca, from
which itis easily distinguished
by its more glaucous, fringed
leaves and almost uniform

K"- \''i'i^''"J/ff ffi-— y^
1 '/'«5 ?'--^,'''~^^3a»-:->r^ reddish flowers. It is rather

-^ JSM^.'L ——?i^ J^.:'/^-^ j=^g-^». dwarf m habit, neat and com-
pact, varying from 1 foot to

2 feet high. The lower leaves

are lanceolate, while those on
the upper part of the stem
are linear, and fringed at the
edges with soft white hairs.

The flowers, which are few in

number in a head, are sur-

rounded with nine or ten nar-

row bracts. Thtfr colours,

wliich range through bril-

liant red, purplish, orange-
yellow to light crimson, are
variously marked or streaked
on the larger of the inner seg-

ments. Seed of it was first

sent to this country by Lady
Oakes about 18.37. Plants of

it look well either in a border
or on rockwork, and it is per-

donbtless prove acquisitions to those already in fectly hardy. In warm .seasons it flowers from .July

cultivation. I

to October. A. Simsi (Sweet's "Flower Garden,"

A. AUKANTi.-vcA.-This Chilian species is pro. I

t^b. 207) fs a variety of this species, more robust in

bably the best known of all the Alstnemerias, and- '^^'^^t, with the upper leaves an inch or so broad

AI=tr(Kineri.i Fele^ina.

excepting A. hfemantha, it is certainly the easiest
to deal with. We have seen numerous forms of it

possessing different colours, but orange-yellow
jjredominates, thus distinguishing it from the
other species in cultivation. The form represented
in the right hand corner of the annexed plate
nearly corresponds with the variety called aurea,
figured in the Bolanirrd Ma.ijn-ine, t. .3.350, and the
type is well figured in Sweet's " Flower Garden."
It is perfectly hardy in the open, requiring no
protection even during severe weather
plant I deeply. As regards vigour, it

A. LiGTU.—This is afso Chilian, and one of the

oldest cultivated species. It does well under cool

greenhouse treatment, but in the open it can be
got to flower only under the most favourable cir-

cumstances and in the southern counties. It

flowers, too, so early outside, that its blossoms are
invariably destroyed. It must therefore be kept in

the greenhouse or conservatory, unless handlights
or other means are used to protect it in cold

weather. It grows from 1 foot to 2 feet in height,

I.e., if rarely exceeding the latter. Its leaves, which are

unsur-
,
lanceolate, are pointed and more or less contorted.

passi by any of the others, the stems being stout ' The flowers are large, the outer segments being
en*" h to carry the large head of flowers which

j

purple-red or lilac, while those of the inner row
th reduce without the use of stakes or other

i
are prettily striped with dark yellow on a white

ft. Almost any position will suit this spe- ' ground. There are several forms and varieties of

ithough it does bestwhen planted near a wall,
I

it, the most notable being streaked with bright
st or west exposure being immaterial provided

j

purple on a white or pale ground. Its synonyms
necessary precautions are taken to ensure are A. chorillensis, of Herbert's " Amaryllidaceas,"
gh drainage. It grows from 1 foot to I

and A . lineatiflora, of the So^ramVai iJe^isie?- ; both

difi'er somewhat from Ligtu, but not materially.
It possesses a sweet scent not unlike that of Mig-
nonette. Other named varieties are pallida, which
has larger and paler flowers; Presliana (albiflora),

a small-flowered sort, not very showy ; angusti-
folia, a kind with very narrow leaves and small
inconspicuous flowers ; flava, dwarf and few
flowered ; and Hookeriana, merely a slight variety.
A. Pklegkina.—Of this a few varieties are in

Albtrcemeriu psittacinu.

cultivation ; they succeed in a south border, in
which they attain a vigour not equalled Ijy plants
grown in pots. Pelegrina was introduced by
Kennedy and Lee about the year 1750, and three
years later it was « idely distributed. It grows
from 1 foot to 1 ^ feet in height ; its leaves, which
are lanceolate and twisted on the flowering stems,
are longer and narrower on those that are barren

;

the flowers, of which some .six or eight are col-

lected in a head, are large and beautiful as regards
markings. They are hlac or pale purple, and
mottled with reddish ])urple on a pale ground

;

the variety called albescens is more curious than
beautiful, the outer segments being green and
white, while the inner ones are mottled with dull
purple. The wdiite variety is not so plentiful as it

deserves to be, its flowers being useful for many
purposes. A. guillotensis, from Buenos Ayres, is

a variety with large, massive flower-heads, which
are at their best in June and July. It is figured
in the Botanical 3Iatja~ine, t. 139.

A. PSITTACIN*A (the Parrot Flower) seems to be
appropriately named. It is almost the only repre-
sentative of the Brazilian section capable of being
cultivated out of doors in this country. It grows

Alstrremcri.a aurantiac;

readily on sunny spots on the rockery, and all the
better if the tubers are close to the sunny side of

the stones. The soil should be light and gritty,

and it should be protected in winter with a
square of glass to keep off' damp. It stands pretty
hard weather, however, without being hurt. It

grows from 2 feet to 3 feet high, erect and com-
pact. The leaves are light green in colour, and
the flowers, which are produced in large um-
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bels, are purple at the hasp, gradually becomini;

green at t!lic tips, the whole beiuj; prettily spotted

with purple. Tliey arc produced from August to

October. It i.s the A. pulchella of jjardeiis, Bauk-
siana, &c. I'sittacina var. Erenil)aulti is a hyln-id

which flowered first in Edinburgh fifty years ago.

It dill'er.s from the typo chiefly in having white,
crimson or red, and yellow-spotted flower.s. It is

very difficult to manage in the open border.

A. rn.i'iiKA.—This could be ill-dispensed with
in a collection of these handsome flowers. It is

nearly allied to A. Ligtu, but has much narrower
leaves and fewer branches. It is not so hardy a.s

some of the other species, and rer|uires protection
in winter. It grows a foot or more in height and
lias numerous linear, pointed, hairy leaves about
;{ inches long. Its flowers, which are produced in

loose umbels, are purplish tipped with greyish
H'liite, and spotted witli yellow and deep purple.
St. jSIartin's Flower (Flos Martini of gardens) is a
handsome variety of tliis species, first introduced
by the Royal Horticultural Society. Its leaves
are narrow and not unlike those of the type. The
flowers, however, are as large as those of h;emantha.
They are white with purple blotches and banded
with orange underneath, the segments being curi-

ously serrated on the upper sides. It flowers with
us in July and August. It is a Chilian species
and is the A. tricolor of Loddiges' " Floricultural
Cabinet.

"

A. VF.R.SIC0L0K. -This is a Chilian species and
extremely variable, if one may judge from the
number of varietal names that it possesses. It
has probal-ily something to do with many of the
forms wliieh v.e see in gardens, especially on the
Continent. It varies in height from (i inches to
about 2 feet. It has numerous close, fleshy leaves
that grow erect, and are linear shaped. Tlic
flowers, which are in compound umbels, are usually
finely rayed, two flowers in each, reddish yellow,
and spotted with purple. They are produced in
July and August. The varieties belonging to this
species are recumbens, Kingi, Cummingiana,
tenuifolia, and nivalis. It is a native of Chili.

The following are either not in general cultiva-
tion or not yet introduced, viz. : A. flava, Diagi,
incequalis, Gayana, chilensis, hirtella, citrina,
pallens, pygm;ea, tigrina, puberula, nubigena,
parvula, revolutji, xanthina, inconspicua, arau-
cana, and rosea. These are all Chilian kinds. The
following are Brazilian, viz. : A. scaberula, longi-
staminea, inodora (nemorosa, Bot. Mar/.), foliosa,

filipendula,caryophylla;a (Ligtu, i?o^J/rt;/.),spathu-
lata (Neilli), venustula, crispata, crocea, pauper-
cula, \'iolacea, lineatiflora, Sellowiana longistyla,
Burchelli, Gardneri, platyphylla, cunea.Lsaljellana.
plantaginea, and zamioides. Albens, labrata and
rubella are named hybrids in I'axton's JIariaziiic

of Botany. D. K.

Preservation of rare British plants.—I was
pleased to read (p. iWl) that an attempt is being
made to put a stop to the destruction of rare British
plants. I can teitify, from actual observation, that
unless something is done, and that very soon, many
kinds of plants will become extinct. Ferns are espe-
cially liable to be rooted up iu the most indiscrimi-
nate way, owing to the fact that they find a ready
Bale in towns, growing, as they do, in shaded gardens
where flowering plants would stand no chance of
succeeding. This is the time of year, when the young
fronds are just commencing to grow, that the greatest
destruction is done. Lately several professional col-
lectors, men of the half-gipsy and half-tramp class,
who know every copse and dell in the county, have
solicited orders from me for Fern roots ; they can tell

exactly where the few Roy.al Ferns (Osmunda regalis)
still left in their native haunts are to be found, and
with the Fern roots they bring in Primroses, Daffodils,
or anything likely to find a customer. In fact, they
have something to collect during every month in the
year

; one of them sent off several thousand Briers to
a London nurseryman during tlie past season. In
fact, few counties have a larger population that lead
this wandering life than Hampshire, principally, I
presume, owing to the large extent of Crown and

forest land which it contains, and over which littl^

supervision is bestowed ; at least, they appear to have

no dre.ad of being molested in their depredations.

These jieople make a living in the way just indicated,

but tourists and others who wantonly destroy rare

British ])lants, or root them up simply because they

are rare, have no such excuse ; and I trust that stmie

good may result by keeping our native flora from
being robbed of some of its choicest ornaments.

—

J. GiioOM, Gosport.

Kitchen Garden.

SUMMER SALADIXG.

In most cases Lettuces form the chief ingredient

in a summer salad, and for this purpose popu-
lar taste is in favour of the Cabbage Lettuce on
account of the heart leaves being cajjable of being
dressed without being cut into pieces, and when
so prepared the appearance of the .salad is better

than when straight, flat grown leaves are cut into

shred-like pieces. So far I can go with those who
are in favour of Cabbage Lettuces, but I am
persuaded that if anyone wants a firm and crisp

full-flavoured Lettuce they must select Cos varie-

ties. We will, however, deal with the two sorts

separately. As to Cabbage Lettuces, I have grown
nearly all the reputed new and old kinds, and I

have come to the conclusion that it is a waste of

time and space to grow more than three of them.
The Giant, Drumhead, and Long-standers are

names likely to catch the eye, but when grown by
the side of established sorts they prove to be no
improvement on them. For an early summer
supply the Hardy Hammersmith should be sown
about the end of August and the produce should
be wintered in cold frames or grown close to

warm walls. If a few are transferred in sjiring to

open quarters, they will keep up a succession to

the middle of June. To succeed these a sowing
should be made under glass early in March and
the produce should he nursed on until suitable

weather admits of its being planted out. S\icces-

sional crops may be made in the open from the 1st

of April until the end of August and always where
they are to remain, for unless the weather is very
favourable Lettuces do not bear transplanting.

The seed may either be sown in drills or broad-
ca-st ; in either case the plants should be thinned
out as soon as they are large enough to handle.

The best kind to sow in the open is Commodore
Nutt. For early summer use this is the closest

and most compact of any. After the middle of

July I like to sow Tom Thumb for autumn.

In order to prevent a break in the supply it is

necessary to sow seed every 3 inches from the
middle of May until the end of August, and
where the soil is light and sandy it is a good plan
to make the June and July sowings on a cool

north border. The liest White Cos for summer
use is a good selection of the Paris Cos ; there is

a variety of names in this section, and some of the

kinds represented by them are sufficiently distinct

perhaps to justify them, but given a thoroughly
rich and deep soil and plenty of root moisture in

dry weather, and almost any of the sorts may be
grown to a large size and be crisp and full

flavoured. Xo one can grow a good Lettuce in a
poor dry soil, but many do not get them so good
as they might be even when other conditions are

favourable, because they do not allow them space
sufficient for proper development. In order to

grow a good Cos Lettuce the plants require to

stand 18 inches apart either way. Where large

Lettuces are required the plan of growing them in

trenches in cases in which the soil is naturally

poor and not very deep is an excellent one ; the
trenches should be prepared in the same way as

for Celery, only they should not be made so deep.
The soil .should be dug out and a layer of manure
put in ; 3 inches of soil should be placed on the
manure. The principal advantage of this plan is

that all the water given to the plants reaches
the soil in which the majority of the roots are
growing.

Onions.—Where these are required it is neces-

.sary to provide them in a young state, and to do
so it is necessary to sow a little seed once a month
from the middle of March to the middle of August.
As a small piece of ground will suffice for each
sowing it is a goofl plan to set apart a narrow
border for such a purpose, so that the sowings may
follow each other in proper succession. This is

much better than having a patch of Onions in

various parts of the garden ; the seed may be sown
broadcast and raked in ; the Queen is the best

sort to select for this pur])ose, as it quickly comes
into use and is mild in flavour.

R.4DISHES.—These must not be omitted; for

sprinkling over the top of the salad the red-

skinned sorts are best, but in order to have
Radishes in good condition for salads they must
be of fair average size and tender ; therefore they
must be grown quickly, and they cannot be grown
young and tender in poor ground or without
plenty of root moisture. It will be necessary to

sow them every three weeks from the first of May
until the end of August, and during June, July,

and August the seed should be sown on a cool

shady border. The French Breakfast or Wood's
Early Frame are suitable sorts for summer use.

Corn Salad (Lamb's Lettuce).—This is useful
where variety is required, especially in dry
summers when Lettuces and Endive are scarce, as
if a small piece of ground in a shady corner is

sown with it and the plants kept growing by an
occasional soaking with water, a constant supply
of its leaves will be available all the summer.
The first sowing should be made in April and
another in June, and if required during winter a
larger space exposed to full sunshine should be
sown about the middle of August. This plant is

not a bad substitute for Watercress.

Chicory.—This is an excellent ingredient in a
salad. Seeds of it should be sown in April and
again in June, so as to make sure of a regular
supply of young tops. Any open position fairly

well sheltered suits Chicory.

Endive is not genei'ally used in summer salad-
ings, but it is sometimes called for. In order to

have it when wanted, a sowing should be made
early in June, and another three weeks later. It

is best to sow where it is to remain, as trans-
planting renders it more liable to run early to
seed. It likes good, rich, well-moved ground
and an open position. The seed should be sown
thinly broadcast, and as soon as the [jlants are
large enough to handle they must be thinned out,
so that those left may stand 1 foot apart each
way. Digswell Prize is the best sort amongst the
curly-leaved section, and the white Bata^ian
amongst plain-leaved sorts. In order to blanch
Endive I find that there is no better plan than to

tie them up when the leaves are quite dry.

Amongst other herbs. Chervil is occasionally

required for flavouring salads; therefore only a
small quantity need be grown. The seeds should
be put in early in spring, but as that which is

sown early soon runs to seed, a second sowing
should be made at the beginning of August to
provide a supply for the autumn. Xasturtium
flowers are sometimes used for garnishing, but as
everyone knows how to produce them, nothing
more need be said in reference to them. The
green tojis of Tarragon are frequently asked for to
flavour salads, but as it is only used in small
quantities it is unnecessary to occupy much space
with it ; a couple of clumjis on a warm border will

suffice. If all the growth on one plant is cut dow'n
at the end of June, the second growth will furnish
a supply for the late summer months.

J. C. C.

"Vegetable Marrows.—We have had two very
dry summers, during both of which the value of

the Vegetable Marrow as a drought-resisting crop
was especially noticeable, and as we usually get a
succession of dry seasons it will be well to be pre-
pared for them by having a good supply of this

most useful vegetable. The plan of planting on
ridges of manure is by no means necessary, as I
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find Vegetable Marrows to be far more fruitful

when planted in ordinary garden soil and treated

like any other garden crop. Our plan is to sow
now ; by the end of April the young jilants will

be ready for putting out under handliglits, cloches,

or any temporary protection, and as soon as they

begin to grow sufficiently to require more space

all danger from spring frosts will be past. A
mulching of stable litter over the roots and plenty

of water in dry weather are the main things need-

ful, and also cutting the fruits before the seed

begins to swell up, for if allowed to remain on
the plant too long they check the formation of

young fruit. The long white and striped varie-

ties are, pcrhajjs, tlie best for general use. The
Custard is greatly liked by many, but for market
gardens the Busli Marrow has of late become very

popular. It is put out between rows of early

Peas, which afford it piotection during the earliest

stages of growth, and when the Peas are removed
a mulching is put over tlie soil. After this, the

plants soon commence to fruit, forming large

masses of leaves and fruit, but having no long,

spreading shoots like the ordinary varieties of

Vegetable Marrow.—J. Groom, Gosport.

HOW TO MANAGE A CLAY SOIL.

A NKIGHBOUR of mine has had to deal with a new
kitchen garden formed out of a field of very stiff

clay, seven acres in extent, and I have been much
interested in what he has done to bring it into

suitable tilth. His first proceeding was to drain

it between ,3 feet and 4 feet deej), and his second
to plough it; then he double-dug it 20 inches

deep, turning up the subsoil to tlie surface, and
burying that which was on the top. Digging was
never attempted when the soil was moist enough
to stick to the feet: the best part of it had to be

dug with a fork in the first instance, and he made
a point of turning it up as early in the winter as

possible, so that the frost could pulverise it. Any
wheeling in of manure or any refuse tliat it might
be advisable to mix with the soil is done on frosty

mornings, as it is considered that much harm is

done to a stiff soil by wheeling over it when the

surface is moist. Broad Beans are planted on the

stiffest portion of the land and good crops are the

result. They are sown in February, by being
dibbled in when there is a slight frost, so that the

soil does not stick to the planter's shoes. The
holes are filled uj) with finely sifted cinder ashes,

and as soon as the frost will admit the surface is

raked over. Tlie ashes are used for two purposes,

one to check the ravages of slugs, the other to

keep mice away. Red Beet is sown in May, and
very fine roots are harvested. Dwarf French
Beans grow well also ; they stand well in the

stiff soil, and produce for a long time. Carrots
are well grown ; the bed is prepared in winter by
digging tlie ground deejily, putting manure in the

I reiich as the digging proceeds, and larger and
longer Carrots are grown in this way than any in

the neighliourhood. The soil is prepared in the

same way for Parsnips, and both good and long
ones are produced. Parsnips are sown in Feb-
ruary and Carrots in April if the ground is dry
enough : as soon as the young t'arrots and Par-
snips are coming through, fine coal ashes and
lime are scattered over them early in the morning
and late in the evening to keep the slugs away,
as they are found dangerous to the young plants.

Peas grow very strongly. The first crop is sown
in February; after they are sown the drills are
levelled in, and fine cinder ashes are sown upon
them to the depth of half an inch. An excellent
crop of Onions is taken from this soil ; manure is

dug in in October, and the seed sown early in

March. A^'lien the Onions are coming up cinder
ashes and lime are sown as in the case of the
Carrots, but this is done to prevent the worms
drawing the plants into the soil as they become
very busy after rain. Rhubarb and Cabbages
grow to a large size, and Cucumbers are grown on
ridges; a trench is dug out, manure is put in,

mould on the top of it, a drill is drawn, and the

seeds sown in May. Vegetable Marrows are

treated in the same way and they do well.

Spinach is sown between the rows of Peas in sum-

mer, and after the Peas and Spinach are taken oft'

Turnips are sown ; the Green-top Stone is found to

be the best. For Potatoes, the ground is dug in

winter and laid up in ridges 2 feet apart; in March
or April manure is wheeled in between the ridges,

the Potatoes are placed on the manure, and the

ridges levelled on to the Potato sets. The Ashleaf

types do not do well ; robust growers of the Regent
tyjie do best. Indeed all kitchen crops do \>c\\

except Asparagus. Fine cinder ashes and lime

make very good dressings for a stiff clay soil.

Quo.

WORK DONE IN 'VTOEK ENDING MARCH 30.

M.\KCH 24.

The weatlier continues to be all we could wish, and

the contrast in vegetation now and wliat it was but

a week ago is truly amazing. Except Snowdrops, a

few Violets and Primroses, hardy Heaths, winter

Aconite, and Siberian Si[uills, there were no flowtrs

in ihe open garden ; now we have a fine show of

Crocuses, some DatTudils and Violas, and very soon

Tulips and Hyacinths will be in full flower. We
protect tbe beds of tbe two latter with tiffany, drawn
over hooped sticks, when frost seems imminent.

This has been a day of kitrhen garden seed sowing :

Parsnips, Carrots, Onions have gone in well, the snil

being in perfect condition. All our kitchen garden

seeds are sown in drills ; broadcast sowing is wasteful

of seed, bad to thin, and to keep free of weeds, and

the crops, to me at least, however regular, always

look slovenly. Planted Shallots, Garlic, and Onions

for seeding; of the latter we have saved our own seed

for -years past, and have regularly selected the finest

bulbs for planting, and the result is a superior strain

of Onion that is hard to beat. It is not practicable

to grow all tile seeds one reepiires, but my success

with (_)nions leads me to advise anyone that has a

peculiar fancy for a certain kind of vegetable to save

his own seed for it, and continuously select, year after

year, the most perfect type for seeding purposes. I

am inclined to believe that there is more improve-

ment to be gained by constant selectii>n tlian from
hybridisation, though I am fiee to confess that my
predilections do not run in the latter direction, and
therefore my opinion may not be .accepted as of any
value. Made sowings of Walcheren and Autumn
Giant Cauliflowers, Autumn-protectiug Broccoli, early

Savoy, and Cabbage. These aie all sown tliinly in

drills on a south liorder, and netted directly they are

sown against the deiiredations of birds. Planted out

Sweet I'eas in back part of herbaceous borders.

They were sown in 3-inch pots, and are now some
6 inches in height, so they are having sticks put to

them at once, which will afford some slight protection

against cold winds. Thinning Grapes in early vinery,

the growth of wood is now at its height, and we find

it necessary to pinch back the laterals twice a week,

our rule being never to let growth get so far advanceil

that it is needful to use a knife ; on the other hand,

it should be understood that we believe in having

plenty of wood and foliage, but only plenty, which
means that the trellis must only be covered ; no
double ply for us in tlie matter of vine wood. Every
leaf should have full exposure to sunlight. Potteil

Pine suckers, and also stiifted more of the Chrysan-

themums into larger pots, and potted off Tomatoes
that are intended for growing in the open air. By
planting-out time, about the middle of May, these

will be fine strong plants that will give us lipe fruit

from the beginning of July onwards.

March 25.

Weather so splendid, that it must surely have an
inspiriting effect on the most nonchalant tempera-

ments. " Hants," unfortunately sometimes, does

not belong to that class, and he and others have there-

fore been harder at work than ever to-day in the

attempt to bring up arrears. Planted the great bulk

of early and second early Potatoes. As to distance

apart, we are guided to some extent by the heights

and spread of haulm, from 2 feet by 14 inches for the

short haulnied, to 3 feet by 18 inches for such kinds

as Magnum Bonum and Reading Hero, and all are

planted in drills, and on our poorest land before

tilling in the drills is sown a thick sprinkling of

wood ashes and bone dust. We have also planted

.Jerusalem Artichokes in exactly the same way, the

distance apart of these beiug 40 inches by 24 inches.

Globe Artichokes are very hard hit with Irost, that I

fear they will be of httle use this year, notwithstand-

ing they have had the crown-protecting mulching

removed and the ground well covered with good

manure
;
young plants are being raised in heat from

seed. Sowed Lettuce on a south border, a few

dwarf French Beans in a like position, and Parsley

on a west border. Of late years we have been

pestered beyond measure with this crop. Last year

there was some improvement, but the canker, or

whatever it is, is now again very bad ; new ground,

poor ground, all aspeets, soot, lime, wood ashe',

guano, aud chalk, all have failed, and now we aro

trying if it will do on our richest ground. Planted a

few dwarf bush Apples and Pears ; it is rather late,

but with thick surface mulching and a heavy water-

ing or two, if the weather proves dry, they will

probably do as well as the trees planted in autumn.

Reaches and Apricots are almost ready to burst their

buds, and our wall protection, which is a fixture

—

scrim canvas on rollers— and worked in the very

same way as ordinary window blinds, will hencsforth

be brought into use nightly, and in the diytinie,

too, during bright sunshine, with a view of retarding

the flowering to the latest period. Plums and

Cherries are very full of bloom buds, and as their

walls are not protected with canvas, we use Ion.;

poles, fixed slantwise against the walls, and to which

is fixed thick wasp or fidi netting, which, whilst it is

protective, also admits abundance of light and air.

Indoor work has prinoi|ially been clearing up after

Fine potting, such as making tbe plunging beds trim,

limewashing walls, and washing th-s glass, the

latter a most important operation. I know no plant

that so soon shows the ill effects of dull weather by

becoming drawn as the Pine ; hence every bit of

added light, by the cleaning of glass, must in some

degree be beneficial. The Smooth Cayenne is the only

variety that suffers from sudden bur.sts of sunshine,

and that is the reason why we strive to arrange them

in a compartment to themselves, that a slight tiffauy

shading may be used when needed. Picked surplus

fruit off Strawberry plants. Ripe fruit are now moved

to a cool house a couple of days before they are rt-

([uired for use, and as little water as possible is given

to the plants. Thinning Grapes and putting in cut-

tings of Iresine, Coleus, single Dahlias, and variegated

Mesembryanthemum.

M.MICH 26.

Another fine day, but we are having rain this

evening. Recommenced the renovation of herbaceous

beds and borders ; a good dressing of manure is being

dug in where there is space for it, and large clunips

of any plants that are encroaehing on others are beiug

cut away with edging iron, and will be used in other

parts of the garden. In parts of bods and borders

that are finished digginr; we have planted in groups of

three bulbs of Liliuin auratum, Hyacinthus candicans,

and Tigridias, and other spaces are left for groups of

Phloxes, Potentillas, and Pyrethrums that are now in

pots. Wade our first sowing of Sweet Peas in the

open border, also of Mignonette, and in frames sowed

a iew Asters, Stocks, Zinnias, annual Chrysanthe-

mums, and Sweet Scabious. Pruned the last batch

of Roses ; they are Teas principally and on their own
roots, and, severe and long-continued as the cold has

been, they are not injured— a condition undoubtedly

due to the long drought of last year, which tended to

the hardening of the growth, perhaps prematurely,

but at any rate so effectually that there are no losses

by death, that with such weather would otherwise

liave been the case. Between the Roses we have

planted a quantity of Liliuni auratum. We had a

few in the beds last year, which were an attraction

after the Roses were over, and this has iuduced us to

plant them more largely. Mignonette we use in the

same way in some of the beds, but as we want it in

full beauty for August and .September we do not sow

till early in May. Planting Potatoes. Rolled lawn

with hori^e-roller preparatory to mowing with ma-

chine. More Grape thinning ; stopped and tied down
shoots in second Peach house, and rubbed off a few

of the fruit that had set in clusters ; well watered the

border. For all plants and borders indoors tepid
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water we look upon as essential all through the sprinf;

months, and none other is used. Planted a new set of

Vines on one side of late Muscat house. The house

—

span-roofed—has Vint-s planted on the north side, and

which till nowcovered the entire roof, the ends— tops—
of part of them beinij: rooted in a border on the opposite

side of the house; there being signs of deterioralion

from various causes, mainly, I think, from overcropping,

it was determined to sever the rooted tops, and prune

the Vines to half their lengtli on the south side of the

house, and so make room for an independent set of

Vines. A new border has been made, and as the spacewas
too great to till with new soil the ti!-st season, a partition

—single briclv wall, pigeon-holed—has been built, and
the recess thus fornjed tilled with leaves and litter to

warm the border, which will help the young Vines to

keep pace with the growth of the old Vines that are

now just breaking. A couple of Amines of the Gros
Colmar variety have been planted with the Muscats,

with the view of testing a theory I have long had,

namely, that ^Muscat treatment is what is needed to

make this second-rate Grape first-rate.

March 27.

Again fine and mild, but the showers during the

night made the ground so wet that it prevented our
proceeding with herbaceous plant gardening, but it

rather favoured the rolling of lawn and walks, those

in particular that were lately new gravelled, our

gravel being of that description that if rolled when
wet binds down so hard that weeds cannot grow on
it, so that, except rolling after heavy rains, we
have but little difficulty iu maintaining clean and
firm walks. Cleaned up fernery and rockery garden.

The dead fronds have all been cut away and the

ground weeded, and a barrowload or two of soil used
to cover the surface roots of a few of the weaker
growers. Primroses, Violets, and common Bluebells

that are planted amongst the Ferns will very shortly

be in flower and relieve the bare aspect that the cut-

ting away of dead fronds has, for the time being,

caused. For lack of time and not of interest, our
rockery has got overrun with a few rampant growers
(not tue survival of the fittes', iu this case) and the
weaklings being nearly killed we have had to leave

them thus, being content to weed and cut away dead
and decaying leaves and parts of plants. Other hands
have been busily engaged cleaning and sweeping up,

from which we have had rather a long respite. Be sidt s

Saturday's wash and scrub out of houses, little time
could be spared for other than "must-be-done work,"
such as looking over Grapes in bottles, thinning out
fruil;, and shifting Strawberries from one house to

another and filling up the vacancies made by gather-
ing of fruit, Saturday being the day on which
supplies are required in largest quantity. Pinched
the points out of the main stems of our first batch of

Melons, as they had reached the desired length, and
tied both these and Cucumbers to trellis. Put small
sticks to flower-stems of forcing Pinks and H yacinths.

Thinning Grapes.

March 29.

Sunny, with occasional showers ; too wet for work-
ing on ground, except to trench, which operation is

being performed on ground lately occupied with
Brussels Sprouts. The long spell of winter is not
likely to pi-ove an unmixed evil to gardeners that are
sometimes puzzled to find a piece of ground, say, for

early Broccoli or Celery, as frequently one has to
wait till all the previous winter greens are exhausted,
and as the frost has done that this year, the ground
can be at once got ready and the desired crop planted
or sown at the right time. Since the warm weather
set in, I am glad to note that Broccoli have revived
greatly ; only a very few are killed outright, though
the heads of all, except the very latest, will be small.
Sutton's Late Queen, Latest of All, Veitch's Spring
White, and Model are not injured, and from present
appearances will be as good as in other years. Purple
sprouting Broccoli and curled Borecole, or Scotch
Kale, are, as a matter of course, uninjured. Raked
down—we do not rake it off—the manure mulching
that was put on the Asparagus plots in autumn, after
which was given a good dressing of salt, more to
prevent weed growth than to assist the growth of
Asparagus. Our plots are level with the soil of the
garden, and are planted in rows a ya;rd apart, and

2 feet from plant to plant. Xo soiling is ever done,

other than what accumulates from the annual autunm
dressing of well-decayed m.anure. Clipping Cupressus
LaWKOniaua iiedge. Potted a few Chrysanthemums
into .^)-inch po^s, and gave all the plants more room.

Abundance of air, free from draught, is their present

requirement. Tying Peaches, and tied out and
stopped shoots in third vinery. The varieties Gros
Maroc, Alicante, and Alnwick re(|uire very careful

manipulation in getting them down to trellis, as they

snap off with the slightest pressure. As a rule, it is

better to defer the tying of such brittle kinds till

they are nearly in flower, when they bend easily.

Potted young plants of zonal Pelargoniums that are

intended for house decoration in autumn, and which
will be grown outside plunged in a«hes during the

summer, the points of the shoots being pinched out

twice or thrice, to keep them dwarf, and the flowers

regularly picked off till well into August. Plants
in frames containing Violas, Calceolarias, Gnapha-
liums, and Leucophytons are now fully exposed daily,

and as these frames will shortly be required for other

bedding plants, the present occupants will shortly be
transferred to warm borders close to the fruit tree

walls.

March .30.

This has been a showery day, and the wind is so

boisterous this evening that March appears likely to

end as it began, that is, in storm ; but minus the

snow and frost, I hope. Continued trenching of old

Brussels Sprouts ground, and the clipping of Cup-
ressus Lawsoniana hedge, and began to transplant to

nursery ground the small shrubs that we use in the

parterre flower beds for winter decoration. There is

some little repairing of lawn yet to be done, and turf

for the purpose is being c>it on the heath where the

Grass is of the finest description and does not develop
a coarse growth, however rich the soil may be on
which it is laid. Potting and shifting to cooler (|uar-

ters various kinds of bedding plants. All Pelar-

goniums are now being got out of heat as pits and
trames can be spared for them. Green fly having
made its appearance on the tips of the shoots of Gar-
denias, they have been fumigated. Iresine and stock

pots of Alternantheras being also attacked with fly

were made to share the pit with Gardenias a second

fumigation will be given in the morning, and after

that a good syringing, and then we shall expect to

find the plants clean. Cut all surplus bunches off

Vines in early house and continued thinning out of

berries. Hants.

FRUITS TJNDER GLASS.
Melon's.

The genial change we have experienced has al-

ready told favourably upon the earliest as well as

later batches of plants, and all are now growing
freely. If the incessant tiring to which the first set

was subjected has favoured the appearance of spider,

a brisk bottom heat of 80" to 85'^, supplemented by a

sharp, moist air temperature by day, will produce a

luxuriant growth, which will certainly prevent it from
spreading if it does not render its position untenable.

But should it retain its hold on the oldest leaves,

sponging with waim soapy water will be found the

quickest and most efficacious remedy. Cleanliness as

well as a drier atmosphere being such important fac-

tors during the setting period, the destruction of this

troublesome pest should if possible be made complete
before the first female flowers open. When this stage

is reached fertili-e every flower about noon on fine

days until a sutticient number of fruits are set, and
pinch the laterals at the first joint beyond as soon as

they begin to swell. Having decided upon the num-
ber each plant is to carry to maturity, let them be of

equal size at the outset. Support them on small

pieces of board or wire netting and pinch out ev'ery

particle of lateral at the first joiut from the main
stems, but carefully preserve the old leaves from in-

jury, as these play a very important part duriug the

time the fruit is swelling and ripening. As soon as

the young Melons have attained the size of large

Walnuts, increase the supply of liquid food and make
the final earthing with good sound loam, old lime

rubble, and a liberal sprinkling of bone dust, tho-

roughly incorporated some time before it is wanted

for use. As this compost must be firmly rammed, the

soil in the pots should be rather dry than wet when it

is applied, otherwise it will become adhesive and un-
favi.urahle to the ramification of the roots throughout
its whole substance. Some time ago I stated that

the young plants should be placed on mounds c)r cones

raised to the level of the rims of the pots, which, by
the way, should always stand on firm, solid pedestals

to prevent then] from sinking and dragging or stran-

gling the stems after they are tied to the trellis, and at

the sime time to admit of turning and renovating the

jilunging materials when the bottom he.at declines.

Jly object in advising elevated planting, it is hardly

necessary to say, is to favour earthing up without

burying the stems, a practice at all times fraught with
danger, if it is not the most common cause of canker.

When the roots have taken to the new soil, feed freely

with warm diluted liquid, but avoid the use of solid

manure; d.amp all available surfaces with the same
and syringe copiously with pure soft water after

closing on fine afternoons at a temperature which
may ranee from S5° to 0,"j^. Alelons shtmld never

be shaded, no matter how hot the weather may
be, but tliey should have plenty of air at the apex
through the early part of bright daj's, and blinds or

oiled canvas should be placed over the glass by night

quite up to midsummer.

Pits and Frames.

Pay regular attention to linings by renovating

them back and front alternately, not only to keep up
the necessary degree of heat, but also to prevent it

from fluctuating, as is too often the case when the

heat is allowed to decline before this important work
is taken iu hand. Add more soil, good, sound loam,

pure and simple, to the hills, as the roots require it

;

make it very firm with the rammer, and viithhold

water for a few days unless it is unusually dry. If

the whole of the pit or frame is not to be filled with
compost, place a few sticks across to form a temporary
trellis ; train the Vines thinly thereon, and pinch out

the points when they are strong enough to show fruit.

Sow a few seeds once a fortnight for successional

crops and throw away older plants if not wanted, as

pot-bound plants, if left standing about, soon become
infested with spider.

CUCDMBERS.

Free fruitful growth having at last set in, good
cultivators who never allow their plants to make use-

less growths will now dress them over three times

a week. Every point will then be pinched at the

joint next beyond the fruit, and the latter will be
thinned down to a reason.able number of the most
promising for swelling to maturity, that is, if cutting

before they have attained their full size can be made
compatible with the term ; in other words, never

allow the fruits to form seeds before they are detached

from the plants. Old plants which have been a long

time in bearing may new be gradually relieved of a
few of their least useful leaves and vines, especially

if they have been touched by spider or mildew, not

only to get rid of these troublesome pests, but also to

let in sunlight and air and make room for laying in

young growths as they break away nearer home.
Having secured a clean healthy growth of vine and
foliage, maintain it by renovating the beds with sweet
fermenting leaves whenever the bottom heat sinks

below SO", and encourage the formation of active

surface roots by top-dressing with fresh turfy loam
and old lime rubble. It will now be necessary to

svringe twice on fine days, the first time when the tem-
perature begins to rise, and the second when it is on
the turn from the maximum, but yet early enough to

run up to any figure under Ho", with closed-in sunheat

and atmospheric moisture generated by damping the

patlis, walls, and floors with diluted liquid imme-
diately after the foliage has been well bathed with
pure soft water. The root-feeding of old winter plants

may, of course, be freely indulged in, not with solid

manure, but with dikited liquid or guano water some
5" to 10° warmer than the bed, and the evaporating

pans may be filled two or three timt s a week, but ou
alternate days, to keep up the supply of ammonia.
Spring-sown plants having plenty of fresh compost
and a liberal root-run must not be so freely fed, at

least until they get into full bearing, as a gross habit

of growth brings on many diseases and mishaps, not
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excluding the necessity for shading in bright weatlier.

Good sound loam, a trifle heavier than that used for

winter plants, and plenty of rough pieces of old mortar
or hair plaster, make the best sustaining compost I

have yet met with for summer plants both in houses

and frames, and stimulating food always tells quickest

and best when applied in a liquid form.

Cucumbers in frames are now growing freely, and
well they may, as beds and linings that positively

refused to heat through the dead cold weather are

noiv fermenting freely, and the external temperature
ranges from 30° to 40" higher than it did a fortnight

ago. When the vines, from plants which have been
out some time, nearly touch the sides of the frames
they must be pinched to induce the formation of

fruit-bearing growths, and the hills may receive a

good covering of light lich compost consisting of

turfy loam, flaky leaf moulJ, and lime rubble. Un-
like Melons, Cucumbers may lie earthed up the stems

with advantage, and old stems may be pegged down
and made to form roots at every joint, but this mode
of treatment need not be brought to bear until they

have borne a quantity of fruit and show signs of

weakness. Frame Cucumbers should be dressed over

frequently, and every bearing shoot should be pinched
when it has made one leaf beyond tlie fruit. This
constant manipulation, necessitating as it does the

pushing np and down of the lights often in bad
weather is not nnfrequently attended with great

difficulty ; but so important is the operation, that

every favourable five minutes should be devoted to

the regulation of the shoots and the prevention of

waste or useless growths in frames of limited area.

When tlioroughly established and growing freely a
night heat of 65° to 70°, always with good covering

over the glass, should be the aim ;
80° if possible

should be touched for a time every daj-, and 90° to

95° will do no harm after closing with sunheat and
plenty of moisture.

When frame Cucumbers are only wanted to succeed
winter-grown house plants, the month of April is

quite early enough to put them out, as they then
have the best part of the season before them, and
then even it will not be safe to neglect the linings or

relax the system of covering up every night. If not
already sown, a few seeds of long ridge and short

prickly should now be put into pots or sods of turf

for planting out on slight hotbeds formed with
partially exhausted material from Seakale and
Rhubarb. Seeds of better, but yet hardy prickly, frame
varieties may also be sown for planting out in Potato
pits and frames as they are cleared of their crops.

£astuur Castle, Ledbury. W. Colem.vx.

HARDY FETJITS.

Although we have had much snow, many weeks
have passed since we hd<.l a heavy fall of rain ; conse-

quently, notwitlistanding the absence of tlie pro-

verbial March vvindo and the paucity of bright sun-

shine, our fruit and vegetable gardens now turn up
drier than they have done at this period for some
years. As yet no harm has been done, and it is

early to think of watering trees that were planted

or root-pruned la^t autumn, but it is not a whit too

early to look round tbe fruit garden, for the twofold
purpose of ascertaining that mulching has been
abundantly supplied, and the surface of the soil has
not been lifted by tbe frost from the roots, which
within the past few months have been raised and
relaid in well-drained borders. If on examination
the present condition of the one or the other is

doubtful or unsatisfactory, now is the time to correct

evils, which may prove injurious if not fatal, by
firmly treading when the soil is moderately dry, and
applying more non-conducting material to the surface.

Then, should the weather continue dry, a good soak-

ing on all, with the exception of the most retentive

soils, will prove beneficial, and most likely set the
trees up for the season. Peaches and Apricots on
south walls, especially the latter, often suffer from
drought early in the season, and not nnfrequently
set badly, or catt their fruit after it is set,

when timely attention to mulching and copious
watering is neglected. Later in the spring the hose

is laid on, heavily drained porous borders resting

against lofty walls are watered, but the supply comes
too late— flower buds drop, bright sun brings out

j

spider, and the work of the preceding season is

stamped with failure. Apricots with me, 1 am
sorry to have to say, are not now looking so well as

they did in .January. At that time the blossom
buds were swelling freely, and I was afraid they
would be too f<jrward, but the low temperature which
until quite recently has prevailed lias completely

checked the flow of sap, and blossom buds tlie size

of swan shot, and nearly as hard, are now falling by
thousands. Indeed, to such an extent has this long

cold weather affected the trees, that I have arrived at

the conclusion they will not be worth protecting.

Peaches, at one time equ.ally forward, are now look-

ing much better than they did at this time last year.

They are very late, it is true, but the buds are bold,

plump, and plentiful, and the usual protecting

materials are ready for placing over thein when the

first flowers begin to open. Kach tree was carefully

washed witli soa]^ and water as it was detached from
tlie wall in .January. Tiie latter received the annual
dressing of soot, lime and Venetian red, reduced to

the consistency of paint with soap-suds, and all, with
the exception of newly-purchased tree.s, have been
trained since the frost left us. These, for obvious

reasons, are left unpruned the first year, and nailing

or tying in is allowed to stand over until they breatc

freely into growth in April. Cherries, Plums, and
bush fruits are well set with flower buds, which now
look promising, but whether they were prematurely
ripened by the intense drought we experienced last

summer remains to be seen when they open. Apples,
to t, our mainstay in this and the adjoining counties,

are plentifully furnished with bright, plump buds, so

far well in advance of those wiiich will produce
wood and leaves, a condition which lead'< one to

sujipose the wood was fairly well ripened. Flower
bulls on pyramidal and standard Pears are sufficiently

plentiful, but trees on walls facing the south do not

look so promising. It does not often happen that

wall trained Pears in this country are less fl(.u'iferous

than standards, neither is it a common occurrence for

a roasting drought, unwftened by one drop of rain

and very little dew, to play upon the trees week after

week in succession. Mulching, the best we could
procure, was laid over the roots, and the hose was
kept going fourteen hours out of the twenty-four, but
all to no purpose. The trees lived, but they could
not form flower buds.

If this mild weather continues, work in the hardy
fruit garden will now become very pressing. Protec-
tion from possible frost wiU, of course, stand first on
the list, but having been so terribly scathed we may
reascinably hope the spring, like the past winter, will

be an exceptional one. It will not, however, do to

trust to chance, as tbe enemy may at any time return
to give us one final parting blow, which will throw
us on onr beam ends for the remainder of the season.

If Raspberries were purposely left full length when
the plantations were dressed, the canes may now be
shortened back to throw strength into the base buds,
and new plantations may still be made, but this work
should always be performed when the suckers are

detached in the autumn.

Straivberriei have had a .sharp time, but, favoured
by deep coverings of snow, the crowns are safe, and
already showing signs of returning vitality. If at

command, a good surfacing with rotten manure, or
rich loam, and a dash of soot will greatly benefit the
plants by inducing the formation of fresh surface roots

and protecting from drought the old ones, while
the soot, in moderation, also a go id stimulant, will

destroy slugs and snails now snugly lodged in the old
stools and instinctively awaiting a luscious harvest.

If old plants are heavily clothed with dead or rusty
foliage it may be desirable to let in sun and air by
its partial removal, but this operation, unless extreme
neatness is imperative, is not in every instance needful
or advantageous. Autumn-planted beds must now
be cleared of weeds, and firmly trodden or rammed
when the soil is dry to restore it to its solid con-
dition. A little additional mulcluDg will do no
harm, and a thorough soaking on all but the heaviest
and coldest soils will be highly beneficial.

Figs

On walls may now be partially, if not entirely,

uncovered. If dry Fern has been used it may be
drawn away, little and often, tj gradually inure the

terminal points to the weather. When all the cover-

ing has been removed, the condition of the trees

will determine the best mode of pruning. If hard
bit by the frost, many of the shoots or branches
which have lost their points may be cut well back
to induce fresh growths, which will refurnish the

trees for another year, if they do not ripen up any
fruit iu the autuum. Others which have escaped
must be Well thinned in the usual way and neatly
trained, but by no means crowded, otherwise solar

heat will be prevented from penetrating the walls

when the foliage is fully developed and the young
Figs are swelling. Limited root space and moderate
feeding being essentials, let each tree be well mulched
and thoroughly watered. Cope extra good trees with
broad boards, and protect for a time by dropping
down sheets of frigi domo or canvas.

Eastnnr Castle, Ledbury. W. CoLEMAX.

Flower Garden.

EVERLASTINGS.
Most people are acquainted with the Helichry-
sums, or Everlastings, but recently tliey seem to

be less grown than hitherto. Wliy, it is liard

to say, except perhaps on the ground that floral

tastes alter. Perhaps just now Rhodanthes and
Acrocliniunis are preferred, but, beautiful as these

Double Helichrysunis.

are, they are not so readily amenable to common
garden culture as are the Helichrysunis. There
are several other Everlastings of annual growth,
such as Helipterum Sandfordi and the annual
Xerantliemunis, tliat are not .so well known as

they should be, and it seems passing strange
that seed houses offering collections of Stocks,

Asters, itc, .should not also submit collections,

not merely of Helichrysums, but of all the most
useful of annual Everlastings. We are indebted
to Australia for almost all of these curious Com-
posites, and in the representatives of native flora

to be furnished at the forthcoming colonial ex-

hibition no doubt Everlastings will be found.

Few things should more fully bring home to the
mind of the floral ami fruit-loving cultivator how
cosmopolitan horticulture is than a stroll round
a well-fui'nished garden, and tliough Everlastings

may at the best be thought but unpretentious
flowers, yet they serve to remind us not merely
in our gardens, but during the long winter
months, that they are natives, not of this country,

Ijut of the antipodes. Helichrysums are of single

and double forms, but without doubt the best

are those which are most double, because these
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Sive us tlie most ell'ective colours. For winter

us(> the most strikitig hues arc best, espocially the

lirij^'ht frimson, white, yellow, purple, and reil.

Tliere are other and varyinj,' shades, perhaps a

do7.en or more, and these, too, upon tall forms or

habits of growtli as well as upon dwarfer ones.

These hitter are aclmiralile for pot culture.

Naturally, the Helichrysums prefer a sunny aspect,

because the full beauty of their ilowers is only

fully apparent when expanded. On the other

hand, the facility with wdiich the blooms close

up as soon as rain falls shows what may be

called even in Ilowers the instinct of self-preser-

vation to be a prominent eharacteri.stic. In

gatheriuf; blooms for winter preservation it is

wise to select those not fully expanded ; [gather

them into small bunches, and hang tliem wdiere

the air is dry and the temperature rather cool

than otherwise. Still further, it is advisable to

preserve them from dust by plaeiufj the bunches

in paper bags. As to culture, that is of the

simplest. Seed may be sown now in the open

ground in rows thinly, or if sown in a frame,

then the plants may be dibViled o'lt when strong

enough. They are easily suited as to soil, but if

fairly good the Idooms are all the finei-. Where

the seed is obtained in colours it is a pleasing

arrangement to dibble out cluni]is of half-a-dozen

plants, one of each colour, or if preferable each

clump may be of tlie same hue. As the taller forms

average 2 feet in height, they are best somewhat

thrown back in the border behind Stocks, Asters,

Zinnias, and others of our most beautiful yet late-

bloominp! autumnal annuals, which at that season

are so welcome. 1^.

"Wreck of winter Stocks and Wallflowers.
This has seldom been so complete as it lias been

this winter. In several large gardens recently

seen there is hardly one left. Wallflowers against

warm walls liave gone the same way as those in

the open, the whole being swept off bodily. This

leaves a blank in the springtime that nothing can

fill to the same extent with sweetness and senti-

ment. Of course such plants might be preserved

in cold frames ; but unless they can pass through

the winter in the open air, their numbers and
beauty must ever be largely contracted. Besides,

in such seasons as we have just passed through,

Pinks, Stocks, and Wallflowers can hardly be put

out with safety until it is time for them to be in

flower. The odour of Wallflower or its presence

is never so welcome as when both are enjoyed dur-

ing the harsli winds of March. But March, up to

the '20th this year, has rendered the flowering of

tliese old favourites out of the question. The
.Sc-asons must become milder or the winter Stocks

and Wallflowers be made hardier before our old

feasts of these spring flowers can be once more en-

joyed. It seems as if these plants were really

growing more tender than they used to be. As in

sj many other cases, it is more than probable that

the size of the flowers has been enlarged at the

expense of vigour of constitution. Another point

is worth noting. The old double yellow and blood-

red varieties propagated by cuttings througli suc-

cessive generations seemed far more hardy than

the majority of the single seedlings. These hardy

sorts also seem to have almost dropped out of cul-

tivation, and it would be wise, in the matter of

Wallflowers especiallj', to hie back to the older

and hardier strains if such winters as that, may
we venture to add, just closed are to be repeated.

—D. T. F.

Campanula pyramidalis amongst Ever-
greens.—As this Campanula is of tall growth, it

is often placed amongst low growing- shrubs,

where in dry seasons, such as we last year ex-

perienced, the soil becomes so parched that many
herbaceous flowers cannot attain their true

character. It is all very well to see flowers

amongst evergreen shrubs ; but the roots of these

latter rob the soil to such an extent of both

nourishment and moisture, that in hot summers
there is but little left for anything of a more
feeble character that may be set out amongst
them. If any of your readers have grown this

tJampanula in such positions, and have been dis-

ajipointed with it, I would ask them to try it in

another way, giving it generous treatment. The
lighter and UKU'e ])orous the natural staple the

deeper should it be stirred, and the richer should

it be made by means of manure. Let the latter

be thoroughly decomposed and well mixed with

the soil to a depth of 1.5 inches at least, then

there will be something for the roots to feed upon
when the hot, dry weather comes. A very heavy
soil will be the better for being lightened in the

%\ay well known to cultivators generally. Like
all plants of a biennial character, it is absolutely

ncces.sary that this Camiianula should be sown
early enough in the year to ^et a good long

season's growth. By the end ot the autumn the

crowns of foliage should have attained a diameter
of 1 foot or more ; then one may expect to see

stout flower-stems .") feet in height, and bearing

more flowers than anyone would care to count.

The effect produced by such large specimens is

%ery good. The seed may be sown in February
in warmth, but as soon as the young plants

appear they should be moved to a cool tempera-

ture, as the object is only to get them up, and not

to force them along. This gives an advantage of

two months over plants raised in a cool house ;

but the method I have found to yield the best re-

sults is to sow in autumn, but not too early, only

allowing suthcient time to get the young phmts
large enough to pass the winter safely. In M arch

prick them out thinly in boxes or pans, and about
the end of May they will be large enough to put
in their permanent positions. Water them in hot

dry weather and they will make rapid progress.

If they aie sown at the latter end ot the summer
or very early in autumn, they will often bloom
the first season, and before they have attained

sufficient strength to do so properly. This pre-

mature blooming spoils them for the following year.

Campanula pyramidalis make an excellent pot
[ilant , and at one time it was much grown in this

w ay. If the young plants are shifted on instead

of being planted out, they will come by the end of

the season into S-inch pots, and are then of great

service for conservatory decoration.—.J. C. B.

Rose Garden.

SHORT NOTBS.—FLOWER,

Tagetes.—Yellow kinds of the^o. siicli as T. aurea,

lutea, .signata, and sigiiati pumila, are very u-efvil for bed-

ding. The way tu raise thcni is to sow thinly in jtans or

boxes in light rich soil where a little heat can be afforded,

and after gently hardening off they may be dibbled out in

tbe open.— 1>.

Tropaeolums-—The climbing kinds of these come in

aihiiiiablv for jilauting to run up old tree stumps or to clothe

naked wall.s ur other unsightly objects, and the dwarf
sitrts do well in beds, where, if planted in mther poor soil so

as to prevent too much leafag-, they m.ike a magnificent
show. In order to get them early and strong two or three

seeds should bo raised in each small pot, and planted out
without any clieck or disturbance, or they may be sown any
time now where the plants are t > stand.— S. L).

The account of Liuuzns (p. 2S2) much interests me,
and induces me to ask " D. k." or any of your readers if

they have ever met with L. hypericifolium or L. ascyri-

folium. The first is figured in Salisbm-y's " Fai-adi&us,"

No. 7i.\ and Botanical Magazine, 104S, and must be a fine

]ilant, and being from the Caucasus would be quite hardy.
The second is figured in Jiolunical Magtizine, 1US7, and is very
pretty Being a Spanish plant, it may not be quite hardy,
though the Botanical Magazine repttrts it as for several

years in the iJotauic Gardens at Broinpt"-in. I should be glad
to licar of eitiier of ihese iilants.^HENnv N. ELLACOiiBE,
liidoii yir,ira<j<, (rlni>i\sli.rshin:

Calendula sicula fl.-pl. and IponiEea hederacea
{ ir. M.).— I huso may be sown with other annuals in the open
jiir now. The latter should be sown thinly, and finally loft

aho\it an inch apart. Statice Buwarowi is a new annual
Statice, lately introduced to this country by Slcssrs, Haageand
Schmidt. It should be sown ni'W in heat, pricked off when
fit to handle, and planted out about the mitldlL; nl May where
it is intended to bloom. It grows from I foot to li feet in

height; the flowers ate pale rosy lilac, densely packed in

short spikes. It is said to be very elective in beds, and to

last in tlower throughout the summer. Cucumis pereunis
bhould also be sown in heat, potted on when large enough,
and grown on an old spent manure bed in the same way as

Vegetable Marrows are sometimes grown. It is largely culti-

vated in North America.—K.

TEA ROSES IN WINTER.
The winter now, it may be hoped, happily over

has hit Tea Koses so hard and seriously crippled,

if not actually killed, so many of them in many
gardens, that it seems needful to reconsider their

winter treatment and intpiire whetlier some safer

and surer means of protecting them cannot be
devised and put in general practice. There are

at least three practicable and simple means of

carrying the tender Teas and Noisettes .safely

through the most severe winters ; these are tho-

rough protection in the open air, growing them
in pots, and lilting the plants in the late autumn
and storing them m fi'ost-proof quarters from No-
vendjer to May. Thorough protection in the

open air may I'ange over the wide area from a
glass screen over a heated wall to an opaque
thatch of straw, reeds, litter, c r boughs over bed or

border, making either almost rain and wholly
frist-proof. I[ any plants dfserve the protection

of tlie old conservative lined or otherwise heated
walls, assuredly these are all the better varieties

of Tea Roses. Such a wall clothed with Marc-
chal Niel goldened over from base to summit in

May would be a sight such as has seldom been
seen within the domain of horticulture. The
great merit of walls of this description consi-sts in
their heat only being used when necessary.

Covered partly wdth shutters and partly with
glass, the latter would admit sufficient heat dur-
ing most of the bright days of winter to render
the case frost-proof at night ; and if not, a mere
blaze through the flues would suffice to exclude
even shai'p frosts, for the great merit of fined

walls consists in the fact of the whole of the heat
being utilised. Slowly and surely each molecule
of heat put into the wall is given out again and
arrested by the surface case and used to the best

effect to conserve the Roses or other plants on its

surface. Provided the frost is excluded, the less

heat applied the better, for any excess is apt to

engender red spider as well as to excite the Roses
too early in the season. The excessive heating
of conservative walls was one chief cause of their

falling into disuse and going wholly out of

fashion. Another cause was the comparative
worthlessness of not a few of the plants grown on
them in olden times. I shall never, however,
forget a glowing block about 1-1 1 I'eet square of

Clianthus puniceus on a conservative wall. Could
it have been contrasted, as it might easily be now,
with a similar or larger block ot golden Marechal
Niel Ro.se, the rich efl'ect would have been
doubled many times ; but unfortunately the era

of conservative walls was long bel'ore that of Tea
Roses. Had they been contemporaneous, the

probaliility is the former wuuld have abounded
among us till now.

Desirability of liEsr.sciT.wiNG conserva-
tive WALLS FOR Tea Roses.—Of late years

many walls have been built aiul many more
diverted to the use of Tea Roses. The shelter of

walls has piroved stimulating and useful to the

plants, and the profits from Tea Roses have far

exceeded in most cases those derived from fruits.

But Roses on walls have suffei'ed severely this

winter and are often cri]ipled and killed in severe

weather ; and as some surt of protection is need-

ful to avoid such losses, the question naturally

arises whether flued walls would not in the end
prove cheaper as well as safer and better. It is

astonishing how suddenly and surely the destruc-

tive eti'ects of cold are countei-acted by a very
small amount of heat within the wall itself.

The protective power of this is indefinitely

multiplied if the wall is enclosed with glass or

opaque shutters or curtains. The amount of

protection in such cases cannot be measured by
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the mere thickness or resisting power of the

enclosing substance, the strata of air within the

case affording far more potent protection than

the substance of the screen itself. The gaining a

month or two in the first crop of Roses would

also go far towards paying the expenses of the

structure as well as the cost of heating and

covering it.

The protection op Tea Roses on ttnheated

WALLS OR other BUILDINGS.—This IS of two

kinds—permanent and portable. The chief per-

manent protectors are copings on the summit and

projecting piers on the surface of walls. The

first should be a foot wide and water and frost-

proof. The amount of protection afforded by

such copings must be seen to be appreciated.

Stone, compost, or wooden copings of such widths

suffice to save most crops of Tea Roses, while turf,

thatch, or straw copings afi'ord still more protec-

tion. When glass copings are used. Hartley's

rough plate or some thick form of fluted glass

is the most etticient. Piers projecting a foot or

so from the general wall surface also afford

powerful protection by breaking the force of the

wind as it sweeps along the wall face and form-

ing every space between the projecting buttresses

into virtually a sunk panel. Walls of this

character and' supported at intervals of 12 feet

by pillars need not be more than 9 inches or even

44 inches thick unless they exceed S feet or

10 feet high. The economising of bricks in the

substance of the wall more than suffices to erect

the projecting columns, and thus most of the

advantages of a panelled wall are secured with-

out any extra cost. But where expense is no

object and the Rose wall itself may be placed so

near the dwelling house as to make it important

that it should in itself become an object of

beauty, a considerable amount of ornament may
be combined with the greatest capability of

shelter. The sheltering effects of pillared and

panelled walls may be greatly heightened by

planting the proje'cting parts with the coarser

and freer growing Roses, Clematis, Ivies, or other

massive foliaged plants. Nothing answers better

for this purpose than Ivy trained over project-

ing pillars or copings to a considerable depth.

Portable protectors for Tea Roses on
WALLS.—These are very numerous, and those

consisting of bunting, canvas, netting, matting,

and other textile fabrics are probably in the end

more costly than the permanent protectors and

conservative walls already de.-^cribed ; but scanty

and sparer thatches of hay, straw, or other litter,

the dried fronds of Bracken and shrub or tree

boughs and branchlets, such as those of Laurel,

Yew, Spruce, or Silver Fir, are as cheap and

easily applied as they are efficient. In the use

of these and other substances it must never be

lost sight of that the wall itself is a great pro-

tective force. In our climate on an average of

seasons it may be safely taken for granted that

no amount of cold that passes through the sub-

stance of the wall will injure Tea Roses on its

surface ; hence a mere thatch of less or more
thickness over and among the boughs will suffice

to carry Tea Roses safely through. To secure

this desideratum so devoutly to be wished, how-
ever, it is very desirable that the protection

should be applied in good time, be left on suffi-

ciently long, and removed tentatively when dis-

pensed with. The uselessness and folly of locking

the stable after the steed is stolen is vividly

illustrated in the application of protection after

the Roses are frozen. It is mostly the first frosts

and the last that work the most mischief among
Tea Roses and other tender plants ; hence the

importance of being beforehand with the frost

with our protection in the early winter, and a

little behind the latest stinging frosts of the

spring with our removal of it. With a safe in-

troduction and a telling finish, the middle period

of protection, like the sulistance of a speech, may
be left to take care of itself. Among the greatest

merits of the portable protectors here recom-

mended is the quality of most of them to become
small liy degrees and delicately, if not beauti-

fully, less with the mere lapse of time. This is

more particularly the case with Vu'anchlets of

trees and shrubs. Sufficiently massive and dense

to be impervious to cold at first, they gradually

defoliate as the spring sunshine gains strength,

until at last little but frameworks of withered

liranchlets remain. These, though apparently so

flimsy, mostly suffice for the purpose, and when
finally removed, the Roses once more enjoy the

open free air to their manifest advantage instead

of the risk of injury or destruction they must
have run had they been uncovered all at once.

1). T. F.

ROSES IN POTS.

With few exceptions, the hardier kinds of Roses

are naturally the least able to bear being grown
permanently under glass, yet there are many
growers who manage to keep up a continuous

sujiply of blooms under gk.ss from the time they

cease to appear out-o*'-doors in autumn until

returning sun-heat firings them again in the

open air. It is a matter altogether different to

get Roses with little heat to bloom in April, or

May, compared with the warm treatment which
they need to have when flowers are wanted all

through the winter. Then it is that the tender

condition of the growth, unavoidable from its

l)eing produced in heat during the short dark days

of winter, tests the skill and attention of the

grower to keep it clean and healthy in the way
that is needful to get a succession of bloom from
the same plants. In the whole range of plant-

culture it would be difficult to point to any-

thing more tender than the leaves of Roses that

have been produced under conditions such as

those to which winter-forced plants are sub-

jected. Liable as Roses under ordinary condi-

tions are to mildew, the tender leaves in question

are infinitely more apt to suffer from that pest

than when grown with less heat and more light.

Nothing favours the attacks of mddew so much
as cold air coming in contact with the foliage

;

so unable are delicate leaves to bear its influence,

that the opening nf a side light or wall shutter

of the house in which they are grown for half

an hour will bring on an attack of mildew dirti-

cult to get rid <it'. It is well known that the

free admission of air is one of the best means
of hardening the .soft growth that many plants

make when subjected to more heat than they

require, and many who have undertaken tlie

forcing of Roses in winter acting on the suppo-

sition that the principle holds good with Roses,

as with other things, give them air, and on
that account the attempt has ended in failure.

Much as has been said on the forcing of Roses,

it yet seems far from being sufficiently under-
stood that giving air to them when grown in

the heat that is requisite to keep them flower-

ing through the winter and early spring is to

court failure ; when admitted in any but the

smallest quantity, and that at the lidge of the

house, you may keep on dusting the plants with
sulphur until they are poisoned with it, and
still the fungus will keep on persistently ap-

pearing.

Amongst those engaged in gardening pursuits

at the present day there are none who more
thoroughly master the cultivation of the subjects

which they take in hand than the leading market
growers. Keen competition sharpens their wits;

they try every plan they can think of that is at

all likely to answer their ends, and in the forcing
of Roses, as in other things, they have brought
their practice to a point that is not likely to be
excelled. They would no more think of opening
the ventilators until tlie time has come when the
external air is warm and genial than they would
of admitting air during hard frost. In not a few
cases there is no means of giving air at all to

their Roses except at the ridge. Until well into

the new year the market growers confine their
fcu'cing wholly to the Tea varieties, which are as

strcjng and vigorous when started in the autumn
as it is possible to get them, and, to keep up the
strength of the young wood that is made during
winter in a way that admits of its flowering
fieely, the plants are continually supplied with
manurial stimulants, which they will take to an
extent that few of those who force Roses in pri-

vate gardens have an idea of. I need scarcely

say that it is only Tea varieties that will give a
succession of flowers in the way under notice.

The manner in which the plants subjected to

this haril forcing increase in size and strength
year after year shows the excellence of the treat-

ment which they receive. In some cases they
are kept wholly indoors all the year round, with,
as a matter of course, a fair supply of air in sum-
mer when recruiting their strength for a repeti-

tion of forcing. Rest they know not, being
always growing more or less ; but, whether in-

doors or outside, they are equally well cared for

as regards keeping them perfectly free from mil-
dew, aphides, and red spider, the three pests
against which Rose forcers have to wage inces-

sant warfare.

The best time to repot is after the plants
have had time to get over the effects of forcing
and are again about to begin growing freely. A
compost consisting of the best yellow loam, rich
and somewhat heavy in texture, with plenty of
manure and a little sand, is what they require

;

Imt much of the vigour essential to the produc-
tion of fine flowers and plenty of them is secured
by the use of concentrated manure. As to the
question of pot cultivation or planting out, it

may be said tliat if the plants are turned out in
a well-prepared bed they are in a better position
to take caie of themselves if in any way neg-
lected than they would be in pots, and they will

get larger bushes individually ; but as against
this there is no chance of a relay by introducing
a second set of plants to follow tliose that luive

bloomed during the last two months of the year
and on into January. Nor is there the same
chance of regulating the supply, its, being fixtures,

all have to be treated alike, so that, taking all

into account, the advantages are much on tlie

side of pot culture. The Tea varieties do well
on the seedling Biier; they soon root above the
graft, and in this way give little trouble in the
way of suckers and time is saved, as grafted
plants sooner arrive at a useful floweiing state

than cuttings.

General Jacqueminot will Ijear forcing to
come in earlier in the year tlian otlier hybrids,
and is useful to give the requi.site colour to mix
with Teas. But it is not unlikely that some-
thing in the way of dark-coloured Tea varieties

may make their appearance, and it is highly de-
sirable that they should. It is only on these
that much dependance can be placed for Roses
during the two last and the two first months of
the year. It is well to bear in mind, that where
a regular supply of good presentable flowers is

required, it is necessary to devote a house to

them proportionate in size to the quantity wanted.
At all times of the year pot Roses dislike to be
associated with other plants, and still more so in
the dull, short days of winter, and with a good
house that will afi'ord them all the light possible
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no one need think of attaining more than in-

different success wlio does not stud}' their wants

and give tlieui all the attention which they

require. A night temperature of from 50° to

55° for mcst of llie varieties will answer, but to

do the favourite white sort Niphetoa as it should

iDe done it requires keeping something like T)"

higher than the others. Where, as in most

private! ])laces, one house has to suffice for all,

this variety should be kept at the warmest end.

T. B.

most attractive of outdoor shrubs. The soent of drained soil resting on the old red sandstone or
tho (lowers reminds one of honey, and to most igneous rock will be found to suit many of the
people it is very agreeable. None of the other ! slightly tender varieties perhaps better tlian the

Trees and Shrubs.
CARPEXTERIA CALIFORXICA.

This is one of the greatest acquisitions among
flowering shrubs that has been introduced during

the last half dozen years. It is a free, much-

branched Evergreen, "that bids fair where
favourably situated to attain the dimen-

sions which it reaches in California, viz.,

froni 6 feet to 15 feet in height and very

bushy. Tlie foliage is of a peculiar shade

of pale green, while the flowers are pure

white relieved by golden coloured anthers.

The blossoms are produced early in summer,
and, in addition to their other recommen-
dations, they are agreeably scented. The
hardiness or otlierwise of this Californian

shrub has not yet been thoroughly tested
;

a specimen of it here not far fiom London,

though somewhat sheltered, has been a good

deal lirowned by recent frosts, but as none
of the shoots appear to be injured, it will

doubtless quickly recover. Even in its

native country it is said to lie very scarce.

It was introduced by Mr. John Saul, of

Washington, but M. Victor Lemoine, of

Nancy, was the first to distribute it in

Europe, and also the first to flower it,

blossoms of it being produced at his es-

tablishment in 1884, a year in which it

also bloomed with M. Lavall6e at Segrez.

By botanists it is regarded as a near ally of

the Mock Orange (Philadelphus), but it

dift'ers from it in many ways. To the

lovers of choice floweiing shrubs it is one
that can be highly recommended. Up to

the present it is to be found in but few
nurseries, but in all probability it will ere

long occupy a prominent place therein.

It strikes readily Irom cuttings made of

young shoots taken during the summer
months. They must be put firmly in an
open compost largely composed of sand
and peat. They must be kept close, and
care taken that they do not damp oft',

which they are somewhat liable to do.

The young plants, too, are rather delicate

during their earlier stages, especially if the

winter be damp and cold. It would make
a good wall plant, and would flower more
freely in such a position than as an open-
air bush. It would doubtless flower well in a
cool house. A.

BuddU'ias thrive hern, for though Lindleyana wil

stand fill' some years, its rate of progress is but
slow, and the llowcrs are, at all events as usually

seen, not very striking.

—

Alpha.

limestone. For plunging in flower beds
sunnner a new and no%el use may he made of

them, while for terrace work they are invaluable,
as most of them can be jiruncd back as freely as a
Bay or a Laurel when their winter quarters are
found too small for them. Amongst the noble
specimens used for outdoor decoration during the
summer at Ferriere I recollect seeing several
extra good trees of Araucaria e.xcelsa. In reply
to my inquiry I was told that they had been hard
pruned in nearly to the main stems, and evidently
they were fifty i)er cent, better than others whose
size did not necessitate this treatment. Lovers of

rare trees who have neither snug corners nor cold
winter houses to devote to their specimens need

FITZROYA PATAGONICA.
I HAVE just read Mr. Webster's interesting de-

scription of this rare Conifer, and join with him
in saying that a line from owners of good speci-

mens, not only of this, but of Cunninghamia
sinensis and the reputed tender Araucarias, would
prove highly gratifying to readers of The GARDE^f
in general and lovers of choice Conifers in par-

ticular. Hardly had I laid down my copy of Thk
(Jarden and taken up a contemporary of the same not despair, as few are destitute of, if they are

not over-burdened with, bare walls which
they may prefer seeing covered with grace-
ful e\ergreen foliage slightly dift'ering from
the I\-y. " T. B." has enumerated a number
of shrubs which may be planted alternately
with Clematises, Roses, and the like, but,
although the paper is not to hand, I think
I am safe in saying he has not mentioned
the Fitzroya or Saxe-Gotha'a. At Battle
Abbey, in Sussex, we meet with a whole
host of greenhouse plants, including the
Mandevilla in fruit, rambling and clamber-
ing over walls and feeding on the crumb-
ling masonry, but this is an exceptional
situation. In colder places we occasionally
see Cupressus maorocarpa so trained, and
the few who are fortunate enough to see
the rare Fremontia californica in flower are
ready to fall down and worship. These
Conifers are hardier than Fremontias and
Clethras, Edwardias, and the like ; why not
then use them for covering walls where
there is no chance of their standing out in

the open? Planters who wish to give these
things a ti'ial will, however, do well to note
Mr. Webster's remark that home-propa-
gated trees which have l^een trained to
rough it through their youth are infinitely

superior to attenuated samples from the
murky atmosphere of glass houses in which
they have lost their constitution, if they
ever had one, if not their identity. Plenty
of English—British I ought to say—raised
c\ittings and seedlings are to be met with
in our best Conifer nurseries, and now is

the time to plant. W. Coleman.
Eastiior Caiilte, Ledbury.

A new shnib (Carijenterja californica) ; flowers white (lialf natui-al size).

date than my eye caught sight of Mr. Ward's
account of Whittinghame, the home of the
Balfours. Situated as this well-known place is so

Buddleia globosa.—If planted in almost every
garden it would be by no means a matter for sur-

prise considering the great beauty of this Buddleia,
instead of which it is rarely met with, certainly
not so often as it should be from its wealth of
blossoms, the length of time they last in perfec-
tion, and the in all respects distinct character of

the plant. The reputation it has acquired of

being tender no doubt prevents many from plant-
ing it, but on the whole the Buddleia is as hardy
as many other shrubs, and as an additional favour-
able point it quickly recovers if cut to the ground
during severe winters, though of course occasion-
ally it will perish outright. On our light, sandy
soil (not far from London) it forms good sized
bushes, and about midsummer is one of the

Bubus nutkanus.—This species is very
far removed from the ordinary type of

Bramble, forming, as it does, a cluster of

stout, erect stems reaching a height of

3 feet or 4 feet, and furnished with large-

lobed Vine-like leaves. It is seen to the
greatest advantage when treated as an iso-

lated specimen, or if associated with the
bolder herbaceous plants (for which it is

well suited), sufficient space must be allowed
for its full development. Apart from the

handsome foliage of this Bramble, an additional
feature during the summer is the large white
blossoms, which are freely borne, and, conse-

far north (East Lothian), one would hardly expect i quently, very conspicuous. Another species a
to find the Fitzroya growing so well and ajjpa-

rently setting the biting winds which blow across
the German Ocean at defiance. Such, neveithe-
less, is the fact, for Mr. Ward assures us that a
specimen of this lovely tree 20 feet in height is

growing there in company with Picea Pindrow and
P. Webbiana, also two tender or miffy trees, but
seldom met with in good condition hundreds of
miles further south. As I have before observed,
no one would think of planting these trees gener-
ally and extensively, but so interesting are they,
and cheap withal, that owners of large places
offering snug corners and -varied sites might surely
give single specimens a trial. Elevation, pro-
vided shelter can be secured, is, of course, the
first point to be considered, and a warm, well-

good deal in the same way is R. odoratus, which
is, however, stronger growing, and does not flower

till later in the season. The blossoms of this last

kind are purplish.

—

Alpha.
Rhododendron hirsutum. —This little alpine

Rhododendron is considered by Loudon to be but
a variety of R. ferrugineum, both being natives of

the mountainous parts of Switzerland. Though in

most cases preferring an elevated position, they
are by no means difficult to cultivate, providing
the situation is fairly moist and the soil in which
they are planted is of a vegetable nature. R.
hirsutum forms a low, much-branched little bush,
with clusters of bright, glowing, crimson-coloured
blossoms. There is a very fine variety with blos-

soms almost a scarlet -crimson. These alpine
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Rhododendrons do well here on a sloping bank
fnlly exposed to the sun, but a liberal admixture
of leaf mould, no doubt, tends to prevent too rapid

evaporation during the hot days of summer. xVs

rockwork plants these smaller Rhododendrons are

well suited, as they are just at home when the

roots find their way in the crevices between
rocks.—T.

PLANTING RAILWAY STATIONS.

I AGREE with " P. G." as to what is desirahle at

I'ailway stations in the way of planting. Railway

directors in their public capacity look very much
at the question from a money point of view, and
only care to expend money on what is likely to

produce some tangible return. If we ask at once

I'or planting to be done up to a certain ideal, we
are practically barring the way to any movement
at all. " P. G." apparently thinks I was speaking

too loosely when I remarked " that in whatever

way it may be carried out it cannot fail to bring

about improvement." It is perfectly certain

there are right and wrong ways in which the

work may be done, and a great difl'erence between

good work and bad, yet I would prefer to see a

station yard or approach imperfectly planted to

not being planted at all. Tree planting, although

governed by laws, cannot be compared to a piece

of joinery, where every joint can be made to fit

exactly. The most careful work does not always

produce a satisfactory result, whilst on the other

hand what has been done in a perfunctory man-
ner turns out successful. I am not arguing from
this that work may as well be placed in the

hands of the inexperienced as iu the hands of the

trained, but merely to point out that I combat
the idea that if the planting cannot be done by a

special stall it should not be done at all. I did

not speak of the staff as a whole. The question

of the suitaliility of the Larch, Scotch, and Spruce
would depend much upon tlie character of the

site to be planted. Where this is of a consider-

able size the prospect of vdtimate utility must be

taken alongside with that of effect. On waste

spots l)y the side of railway lines thousands of

Larch have already gr(jwn to a useful size. If,

where the areas by stations are large enough to

render the idea of planting for use of importance,

some other trees were employed for the fore-

ground, the Larch would corae in well to fill up
the bulk of the space behind. Where the avail-

able planting ground occurs in mere plots the

circumstances would be quite different. It wo\ild

lie easy to suggest a long list of possible sul.ijects,

but I think amongst the additional common trees

spoken of by " P. 6." the Birch is the most accept-

able he has hit upon. Tliis will grow upon many
.soils where others will not, and in situations close

to the line is a tree the fall of which would be

accompanied by less danger than many. It is

not unusual to find Mountain Ash in the vicinity

of stations, but it is a tree which I could not
favour so much as some others. The Laburnum
and the common Lilac, too, would give bright-

ness to the place in spring. If deciduous trees

are gone in for to any extent, the Maples .should

certainly have a place. Witli most plantei's a
collection is never complete without a Lombardy
Poplar. It would be very seldom, however, such
a tree could be admitted for station planting.
" P. G." speaks of the Planes, but he does not
say anything of the Sycamore. This is a tree

which couM be .used for isolated positions, or iu
conjunction with others. One great point in its

favour is its grateful shade in the summer, and
its wood is more useful than that of the Hoise
Chestnut, which in general aspect it roughly re-

sembles. With respect to climbers, there is no
doubt they could occasionally be used with good
effect ; but, as a rule, I would rather see the
foreground filled with other subjects if it was

necessary. The Laurustinus, for instance, make^
a good low shrub. It matters but little in which
way the trees are obtained, or the jiarticular

species which are available, so long as some judg-

ment is used in their employment, and the aim
kept in view of making the site more pleasing

in appearance, for the existing state of many
station approaches and premises could scarcely

be worse. J. D. W.

BIRCHES IN WINTER.
The beauty of the common Birch, the queen of

the woods, is, I think, more pronounced in winter
than when in leaf. Just now, where associated

with other trees, the shining white trunks of the

Birch are conspicuous for a very long distance,

and closer insjiection reveals the elegantly droop-

ing spray so different in outline from the Oaks,
Beeches, Elms, and other forest trees. There is,

too, a good deal of individuality about the Birch,

differing from each other as specimens do in the

tone of the bark, in the arrangement of the

branches, and in the' density and pendulous
character of the shoots. Among the varieties of

the common Birch whose distinguishing features

are strongly defined even when devoid of foliage

are the upright-growing fastigiata or pyrami-
dalis, though in a well-marked specimen the fir.st

name is the more appropriate, for some individuals

are nearly as upright as the Lombardy Poplar,

and this habit, combined with the silvery white
bark, renders it a most striking tree, and one
contrasting widely with the gracefully drooping
character of the species. Very different from the

above is the weeping Youngi, which, when grafted

standard high, forms a bead of long, almost un
branched shoots, that take a direct downward
direction, thus rendering it one of the most
graceful of weeping trees. Though the purple-

leaved variety has during the winter shed its dis-

tinguishing feature, there is another with strongly

marked foliage, that from its habit may lie picked
out at any time. I allude to the cutdeaved
pendula laciniata, that generally assumes the

sha]ie of an open pyramid, with the main branches
somewhat ascending, and the tips of the shoots

with the minor branchlets droop in a most grace-

ful manner.

The black Birch of the United States (Betula

nigra) is the most widely removed from our com-
mon European kind, forming, as it does, a free,

bold, but somewhat slow-growing tree, often divid-

ing into several branches at but a little height

from the ground. The small s[3ray does not show
the drooping character of the common Birch. The
prominent winter feature of the red Birch is the

Ijark that peels off and hangs in flakes from the

main stem and principal branches, thus giving to

a tree of this species a wild and picturesque ap-

pearance. The colour of the bark is reddish, thus

accounting for its name of the red Birch. The
paper Birch (B. papyracea), which is put to so

many uses by the North American Indians, is a
free-growing kind, more upright in habit, and less

graceful than the common Birch. Its bark, which
is stripped off in large flakes and used as shingles

for roofing, tor boxes, and even for making canoes,

is externally of a silvery white hue. There are

several other kinds, but without any very striking

winter characteristics, unless it be the little low-

growing Betula nana, which is especially inte-

resting as being almost, if not quite, the most
northerly representative of a ligneous vegetation.

T.

Erica ciaerea.—Amonghardy Heaths this isone
of the most conspicuous about July, at which time
many flowering shrubs are past their best. Of this

Heath there are several varieties, among the best
being coccinea, a very bright crimson-red. This
foi'ms a low dense tuft completely covered with
its glowing blossoms. In atro-jiurpurea the
[lurplish red colour is a little deeper than in the

ordinary form, while in alba the flowers are

white ; but the gem of the collection is the first

named. The different kinds of hardy Heaths are

a much neglected ckass, for they will thrive under
anything like favourable conditions, are quite
hardy, and do not need much space to develop
themselves, while when out of liloom the fresh

green of their foliage (almost Moss-like in sorao

kinds) is very pleasing.—T.

Crataegus parvifolia.—This is one of themost
distinct of Thorns, forming as it does a rounded,
much-branching bush, about 1 yard high, clothed

with dark green foliage and studded with
solitary pure white flowers about halt an inch in

diameter. When in a thriving condition it is a
pretty little flowering shrub, and blooms at a
time when most of the Thorns are over, viz., about
the same season as C. tanacetifolia and pyrifolia.

This Thorn, according to Loudon, was introduced
into this covmtry previoufsly to 1718, but it is at

the present day far from a common plant. It is a
native of North America, and succeeds best in a
somewhat shaded position.—A.

Orchids.

NOTES ON MORMODES.
In this genus may be found species with singular

looking flowers; flowers of that description are

not, however, always remarkable for beauty or
delicate perfume, but amongst the Morraodes
some are remarkable for both. Tlie first species

seems to have been introduced in 1834 ; it was
named by Lindley M. atro-purpureum, and was
figured in the first series of the liolankal RajUlo-,

t. 1801. This was sent from the Spanish Main.
M. buccinator came in 183.'5 from iSIexico, and is

described as having pale green flowers, with an
ivory white lip. In 183G M. lineatum was found
in Guatemala on almost inaccessible branches of

trees overhanging a deep stream. Its sepals and
petals are greeni.sh externally, the inner surface

being yellow striped with reddish bi'own. The
lip is whitish and spotted with reddish spots.

This species does not require a very high tempera-
ture, a cool Orchid house being the best place for

it; but it requires more light than the Odonto-
glossums and Masdevallias. Mormodes luxatum,
from Mexico, has been in cultivation since 1842.

It was found in the neighbourhood of Valladolid.

Its flowei's, which are of a pale yellow colour, are

deliciously fragrant and large in size, being
3 inches in diameter. A six-flowered spike of

this is figured in the Botanical liajUtt)' for 1843,

t. 33, and was thought at that time to be very

wonderful indeed. Sir T. Lawrence, who flowered

it at Burford Lodge in 1878, obtained a spike

3 feet long, and bearing twenty-five flowers, thus

showing the progress made in the culture of these

plants since 1843. The variety M. luxatum ebur-

neum is a grand form recently introduced in

quantity, but even now its culture is not so well

unilerstood as it ought to be. Mr. F. Sander,

who is doing good service in teaching us how to

grow many difficult Orchids, has made a good hit

with this remarkable species. I saw a fine group
of plants the other day starting into growth after

six months' i-est in the St. Albans Nursery.

During that period they had had no water, but
now that water is being applied it is necessary to

be careful not to wet the bulbs or growths : the

space between the bulbs and inner sides of the

l)ans only receive water, and during the growing
period no shade whatever is afforded them. Most
Mexican Orchids do well under this treatment, or

at least a very slight modification of it. Certainly

no finer growths could be desired than may be
now observed in one of the Cattleya houses at

St. Albans. Other remarkable species of Mor-
modes are seldom seen, doubtless because it is

thought they are difficult to grow. Where is M.
Ocanaj, discovered by Schlim and flowered at

Chelsea some six years ago ? A handsome speci-

men of it with four spikes was exhibited at South
Kensington on October IS, 1879. The spikes in

question were eight-flowered, the flowers being

large, dull yellow in colour, and thickly covered

with irregularly formed chocolate spots. M. par-

dinum, spotted, and the yellow-coloured variety,

ISI. pai-dinum var. unicolor, are also handsome, and
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worthy of oulturo in even small collections. M.
panliiiuni is -well fit,'uro(l in Mr. liatcman'.s great

work on tlio "Orchids of Mexico and Cluatemala,"

tab. 14. Mr. Barker, of Miriniiif^ham, was the first,

I bclieve,'to flower M. jiardinuni var. nnicolor, and
Mr. Parkinson, pardencr at Woburn, flowered the

normal form in September, 1840. Both are occa-

sionally .seen in cultivation. A handsome example

of the yellow form was to be seen a few years ago

at Kew, where the delicious perfume exhaled from

the ilower.s scented the whole house. The late

Mr. W. W. Saunders used to purchase what he

called the rubbish at Stevens' Orchid sales, and
amongst it he picked up occasionally various dis-

tinct and new species of Orchids. Amongst these

was a Mormodes which was named M. (4reeni.

This species is described by Dr. Hooker and
figured in the Bolaniml Mariaziiie (t. .'5802). The
eight-floweied spike illustrated shows the forma-

tion of the flowers to be very similar to that of

M. luxatum, except that they are yellow and
thickly covered with reddish brown spots. Were
there a spotted form of M. luxatum of this colour

with the lip tinted purplish, it would give a fair

idea of this sjiecies, which is pi-obably uncommon.
M. Colossus is one of the most remarkable species

in the whole genus. It was described by Lindley

in J'axton's Mar/azinc nf Botany under the name
of M. macranthum, while at the .same time Reichen-

bach gave it the name of M. Colossus. It is a
Centra,! American species, haring been introduced

by Warscewicz from an elevation of 7000 feet. It

first flowered in 1850. The pseudo-bulbs are about
a foot in length, and the formation of its flowers is

quite different from that of the M. luxatum type ;

the sepals and petals are narrow lanceolate, pinky
at the base with a yellow tinge at the points ; the

lip is bright yellow and the flowers of large size.

The large succulent bulbs of this and many other

species of Mormodes have a tendency to rot

when the atmosphere is moist and shady. They
should therefore be treated to more light, and no
shade at all except during scorching hot days in

summer ; in winter they should have complete
rest. Owing to the bulbs being fleshy and the
leaves deciduous, they do not suffer from long con-

tinued dryness any more than would Calanthes of

the vestita type. Referring to M. Greeni, I find

that it is considered to be a synonym of M. uncia.

These Mormodes, flowering as they do at different

periods of the year, would make a striking and in-

teresting feature in any collection of Orchids.
J. Douglas.

The proposed Orcliid society.—I presume
this is abandoned, at least for the present, a
circumstance which I do not think need be re-

gretted, for this year at least, as the most ardent
admirer of Orchids must surely be .satisfied with
the provision made for them by the Royal Horti-
cultural .Society at its provincial show at Liver-
pool in June next. Altogether the very handsome
sum of over £140 is offered in prizes for Orchids,
and in my opinion the Royal Horticultural Society
and the Liverpool Horticultural Company deserve
to be congratulated on their liberality in this and
in other sections.—J. MuiR, Margam Park, S.

Wales.

SHORT NOTES.—ORCHIDS.

Lycaste Skinneri.— I have a pl.ant of thi.s beautiful
Orchid which had (lowers cut from it at Christmas, and
several have been cut from it since. There are now twenty-
two fully expanded flowers on the same plant.—M. Standing,
Patdiiiig Jloiisr, Susscj:.

Odontog'lossuni cirrhosum Klabochianum.—
This is the fiuost. coloured fnrni of lliis ( tdnnto^'lossum. tlie

flowers Ijcint,' deeply spotted much more copiously than in
the tyjiical kind, .ind the yellow ciest of the lip i.s briirhter
also. ^Xe saw a flower of it the other day from Mr. Titus
Salt's collection.

Cattleya Trianse hoolensis.—We saw a flower of
this variety at Mr. Williams' nursery the other day, to whom
it had been sent by Mr. Potts, of Hoole Hall, Clicster. It is

an uncommonly fine variety ; in fact, one of the finest we
have seen. Its chief beauty lies in the lip of the flower,
which is very Largo and well formed. Its colour is an in-
tense carmine-crimson, barred with gold. The aepale are
deep lilac.

The Orchids now in flower at the Victoria

Nursery, Upper HoUnway, include the foUnwinj;

noteworthy kinds, which with those of ordinary in-

terest make a beautiful display. The most remark-

able plant is Od<intoglossuni ciispidatum, an extremely

handsome species quite unlike any other, but most

resembling the rare O. elegans and O. PoUettianum.

It appears to he a natural cross between species like

O. Halli and gloriosum, for its flowers possess a

combination of colours to be found in these. The

flowers are twice or thrice as large as ordinary

gloriosum ; the sepals and petals are long and narrow,

and the lip is much attenuated. The ground colour

is white, and the whole flower is beautifully spotted

•and blotched with cinnamon- red. The growth is

like that of gloriosum, the spike being tall and

branched. Another Orchid above the usual run is

Houlletia odoratissima, of which there are several

plants in hanging baskets just bursting into bloom.

It has flower-stems about a foot in length, termi-

nated by several drooping flowers about 3 inches

across, of a pale, dull purplish red colour. It^ is

deliciously sceated, like Violets ; hence the specific

name. The new Cattleya Lawrenciana is repre-

sented by several specimens varying a good deal in

the colour of the flowers, some being very deep and

rich, while one is extremely pale, quite a light purple,

lip and all, and different from any other we have seen

hitherto. The uncommon C. nobilior is in bloom. It

may be best described as a robust growing C. bulbosa.

Among the Dendrobes is that charming species D.

primulinum, perhaps the prettiest of all species of a,

similar colour; the delicate straw-coloured lip is

like a beautiful shell set in a framework of amethysts.

The handsome D. Cambridgeanum is represented by

a superb variety bearing larger flowers than we have

yet seen. Its deep golden yellow flowers measure

.3 inches across, and being surrounded by foliage

their effect is enhanced. Oncidium sarcodes is now

in perfection, and there is a specimen here bearing

branches 5 fd't or 6 feet in length, and with eight

branches furnished with scores of large golden flowers

barred with brown. It is so unusual to see such

an elongated spike of this Orchid, that the fact is

worth mention. Among other Odontoglossums, besides

many fine forms of O. Alexandra; and Pescatorei, may
be seen the rare 0. facetum, which is near O.sceptrum,

but has smaller flowers more copiously spotted ; the

exquisite little 0. roseum, perhaps the prettiest

coloured species in the genus, the tint being a carmine-

crimson, and 0. Halli leucoglossum, the white-lipped

variety which is so highly prized. The grand collec-

tion of Vandas, which is one of the main features in

Mr. Williams' Oi;chid collection, have a few flowering

specimens among them, and these include the scarce

V. Parishi Marriottiana. The late Calanthes include

the snow-white C. nivalis and the beautiful new C.

Sanderiana,avalu.ableaddition,asitextpndstheCalan-

the season considerably. It is a variable plant ; some

forms are very light, others a deep claret colour, but all

are very elegant in growth. These are the chief

flowering Orchids we saw the other day, but presently

there will be a grand display, for there are some

hundreds of spikes of Odontoglossums (chiefly Alex-

andra: and Pescatorei) almost ready to burst, and
•among the fine collection of specimen Cattleyas,

Lselias, and the like there are crowds of flower-

sheaths formed.
Odontoglossumramosiseimum.—We had no

idea of the extreme beauty "f this Orchid until we
saw a plant of it the other day in Messrs. Shuttle-

worth and Carder's nursery at Clapham. We had
hitherto regarded it as a third-rate plant, but seeing

this superb variety induces us to alter our opinion.

To those who do not know the species it may be
best described as being similar to O. cirrhosum,

having similar spider-like flowers, long twisted sep.als

and }ietals, and a curled-up lip. In this particular

variety the flowers were pure white, blotched and
spotted with claret-purple, while the lip is adorned
with a large purple blotch. The characteristic of the

species, as its name implies, is its much-branched
spike, which bears innumerable flowers as large as

those of cirrhosuui. It is an old introduction from
New Grenada, and named long ago by Lindley.

Among other Odontoglossums in bloom in this Orchid

nursery there were, besides many extremely fine forms

of Alexandra, which is the chief speciality of the

firm, such beautiful things as O. Oerstedi majus, O.

membraiiaceum and Cervantesi, O. triumphans and
O. Halli, and a wonderfully fine form of O. Wilcke-
anum, with maikings on its flowers diflficult to de-

scribe.

Dendrobium sulcatum.—A flower-spike of

this rare species has been sent by Dr. Paterson, of

Bridge of Allan. It is an ally of D. densiflorum,

having similar pseudo-bulbs, surmounted by a few
evergreen leaves. The flower clusters droop, and
each bloom is of an amber-yellow pencilled on the

interior of the lip with red veins. It is an Indian
species, introduced fifty years ago. Dr. Paterson also

sends flowers of two superb varieties of Odontoglossum
Alexandrae, one much spotted, the other remarkable
for its large size and fine form.

The white 'Van da teres.—This extremely
I'are variety is so seldom heai'd of, that the fact

that we saw it the other day just bursting its

flower-buds is worth recording. The plant, a
good specimen, was in Messrs. Shuttleworth and
Carder's Orchid nursery, in Park Road, Clapham.
t^ol. Charlton sent us last year a pale lilac variety
named Candida, but the flowers on Messrs.
Shuttleworth & Co.'s plant were quite white, .so far

as we could judge from a partially opened flower.

Dendrobium luteolum.—This is by no means
a showy Orchid, but it is serviceable and might
well be grown in quantity where large supplies of

cut flowers are required. It is of erect habit,

flowers freely on the young leafy growths at this

time of year, and lasts about two months. The
colour is pale or primrose-yellow, and as shown
recently by Mr. J. Cypher in a collection of plants

at Bath is decidedly jiretty and effective. This
and other Dendrobes, including Wardianum,
crassinode, and nobile, shown at the same time
were remarkable alike for their vigour and free-

dom of flowering, though grown in very small
pots. In Mr. Cypher's opinion, Dendrobes require

but little pot room, and small-sized pots may
have much influence upon the pseudo-bulbs, these

being stout and sturdy, and flowering most satis-

factorily without so much baking as more succulent
growths require.

—

I.

Bougainvillea speciosa.—We have a large

old specimen of this fine trailer growing against
the roof in a tropical house, and which for several

years had never flowered, notwithstanding its

robust health and the adoption of what was con-

sidered the proper treatment for flowering it.

Someone advised close pruning after growth had
ripened ; we tried this, but no flowers came. Then
we were advised to try total dryness at the roots

and root-pruning ; we also tried this, and got no
better results. Last summer the plant grew
vigorously, and was allowed to have its own way
till November, when we ceased watering it, and
in this way brought down most of the foliage. To
test the pruning and non-pruning plans we spurred
in all the year's growth on half of the plant, and
left the other half uncut. A month ago the plant
began to grow, and we at once gave it a |good

watering. Flower-buds appeared soon afterwards,

and were present on both unpruned and pruned
shoots. That pruning after growth is made is

wrong for this Bougainvillea this experiment
clearly shows, and also that pruning has little to

do with the immediate production of flowers. In
B. glabra the flowers are on the young shoots,

clothing them a foot or more from the tip down-
wards, but on B. speciosa they come soon after the
first three or four leaves on the new growths have
developed ; the flower-buds are in fact set before

growth recommences, and on a properly-managed
pl.ant they would be present, not only at the base
of the newly-ripened shoots, but all the way along
them. Hard pruning, therefore, means the sacrifice

of most of tlie tlower-buds ; such at all events is

clearly the lesson taught by the above described
experiment. The cause of the appearance of the
flowers on our plant this year must be sought
either in the treatment during the growing time
or that which followed ; probably in both ; but at

all events pruning had. nothing to do with it.—B.
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Societies.

ROYAL AQUARIUM, WESTMINSTER.
March 30, 31.

Instigated, apparently, by a desire to provide for

thtir patrons some elevating form of enjoynient,

and stimulated, moreover, by the popularity which so

far has attended the exhibition of the National

Clirysanthemum Society, the directors of this weil-

known place of public entertainment liavo established

a series of flower and fruit shows for the present

year, the first of which, held on the above days, must

be regarded as decidedly encouraging, for the display

of spring ilowers seen in response to a liberal schedule

of prizes was remarkably good and extensive ; indeed,

the best held in London this season ; and it must
have proved a pleasant surprise to the frequenters of

the Royal Aquarium. The general features of the

building are well known, and it will be understood

that, happily, no long monotonous run of tabling is

possible, and the breaking up of the show by employ-

ing iletached tables running lengthwise in some cases,

and in others transversely, produced a pleasing effect,

and when seen from the galleries gave a most pic-

turesque result. Daffodils, as Narcissi are popularly

termed, formed a striking feature, the huge collections

of cut blooms staged by Messrs. Collins and Gabriel,

Messrs. Barr, and Mr. T. S. Ware alone sufficing to

make a show. The former enterprising firm certainly

had the greatest variety and the most thoroughly

representative collection ; the flowers, being chiefly

set up in neat bunches and all carefully named,
were not only of fine, fresh quality, but very dis-

tinctive, and not crowded in arrangement. The
two latter exhibitors had, perhaps, more flowers ; in-

deed, the Messrs. Barr's collection was in effect a grand

group, the varieties being generally arranged in bulk,

and was materially aided by colour found in scarlet

Anemones, blue Scillas, Chionodoias, Squills, &c.,

and other interesting hardy flowers. Mr. Ware's col-

lection, if less varied, was a large one, and included

some beautiful forms. Amongst the most striking in

the groups were spurius, obvallaris. Van Sion, Achilles,

cernuus, Bicolor Empress, Horsefieldi, lorifolius. Em-
peror, ornatus, miximus. A newly imported sort

from Saragossa, in Mr. Ware's lots, was rich in

colour and with a deeply laciniated tube. Of pot

collections of 50 each, there were three ; the finest,

chiefly Polyanthus forms from Mr. H. R. Wright,
Lee, Kent, included such good kinds as Grand Mon-
arque. Grand Primo, Charles Dickens, White Perfec-

tion, and Bathurst. Mr. Ware had a very good lot,

and from Messrs. Williams and Son, Finchley, came
a smaller lot of plants.

There were of Hyacinths three lots of 100, the two
best, and both capital, showing fine spikes and good
cultivation, coming from Mr. Wright and Messrs. Wil-

liams ; the latter'a plants, if not quite so large as those

of Mr. Wright, were yet compact, had massive spikes,

and were in smaller pots. The whole of the collec-

tions seemed to represent Hyacinths as grown for

market. Amongst prominent kinds were Koh-i-noor,

Rubra Maxima, Grandeur h, Merveille, Von Schiller,

Cavaignac, Grand Maitre, La Grandesse, Lord Derby,
and Obelisque.

Tulips were in strong force also, two collections of 50
pots being staged, and in most cases were good. Messrs.
Williams and Wright were the competitors. Amongst
fine kinds were Joost Van Vondel, white; Ophird'Or,
yellow ; Proserpine, rose ; Vermillion, brilliant scarlet

;

l.i'Orient, pink ; Vanderbeer, purple; and Kaiser
Kroon, orange and scarlet. Rarely have finer collec-

tions of Cyclamens been seen at any one show, over
300 plants being staged, and many very fine. The St.

George's Company, of Hanwell (Mr. H. B. Smith,
manager), not only had the finest 50, all in S^-iu. pots

and grandly bloomed, but also a splendid lot of 150
in tmaller pots. Mr. J. May, of Hillingdon, who had
the ne.\t best 50, was behind only in having smaller
plants, but of a grand strain, including many deep-
coloured forms and well grown. Mr. Wiggins, gar-

dener to Mr. Clay, of Kingston, also showed in good
form, having a fine dozen plants in the amateurs'

class that probably no other gardener could have
beaten. Messrs. James Carter &, Co. had the best

group of Cinerarias, well grown plants, and carrying

very fine showy flowers, bright in hue, and if in some

respects not up to the florist standard, were very deco-

rative and effective. Another collection was less

meritorious. A couple of large and highly ornamental

groups of market plants were pleasing features, the

best being very rich in colour given by Tulips,

Azaleas, Genistas, Cinerarias, Primulas, Lilies of the

Valley, and dressed with Dracasnas, Ferns, and other

good foliage plants. The other group, though showing

the mosttasteful arrangement, yet contained only white

Spirseas in flower. A dozen grand clumps of Lily of

the Valley were staged by Mr. Wright, and were

worthy of high admiration. The only exhibitors of

hardy spring flowers were Mr. Ware .and Mr. Dean,

of Bedfont, the former showing many of those beau-

tiful things for which the Hale Farm Nurseries are so

famous, and the latter many beautiful Primroses and
Polyanthuses. These collections, if less showy than

some others, nevertheless attracted much notice.

Amongst miscellaneous exhibits were a couple of

boxes of single zonal Pelargoniums, from Mr. Cannell,

Swanley, including some two dozen bunches and as

many kinds. Very striking of these were Eurydice,

pink ; Brunhilda, orange-salmon ; Mrs. Johnson, rosy

red ; Lady Reed, oculated ; Norah, blush ; Mrs.

Halford, deep salmon ; Ruby, vermillion-scarlet

;

Queen of the 15elgians. white ; and Mrs. Gordon, deep

crimson. Mr. F. Perkins, Northampton, staged a

box of large bunches of flowers of his splendid white

regal Pelargonium Volonte Nationale, one of the

finest of its class for forcing. The exhibition was
admirably arranged by Mr. R. Dean.

CRYSTAL PALACE.
March 26 and 27.

This was the first of the series of shows which will be

held at the Crystal Palace this season. The display

was an attractive one, and quite brightened up the

Biu-roundings of the central transept where it was
held. There was, however, a lack of novelty about it,

although it was evident from the schedule that it was
the desire of the company to have a show out of the

ordinary run. For instance, they set apart classes

for groups of forced hardy shrubs, for Amaryllises, for

Azaleas of the Ghent, mollis, and pontica sections,

for forced hardy perennials and bulbs, for Rhododen-
drons and the like, but none of these classes were
represented, notwithstanding the high value of the

prizes offered. Consequently one only saw in the

competition classes groups of Dutch bulbs. Cyclamen",
Narcissi, and other every-day flowers. The miscel-

laneous class was really the most important, as it was
the largest, portion of the show. In this class there

were large collections of Daffodils and other hardy
spring flowers from Messrs. Barr, of Covent Garden,
and Mr. Ware, of Tottenham, which attracted a deal

of interest. Messrs. Paul, of Cheshunt, had an ad-

mirable group of pot Roses, large trained specimens of

standard sorts, besides smaller plants of new sorts.

Mr. Bause, of South Norwood, showed a grand group
of the fine-foliaged plants he grows so well, such as

Dracaenas, Crotons, Palms, and Ferns. Added to

these were extensive groups of early Gloxinias and
other flowers from Messrs. Cannell, Swanley ; Cycla-

mens from the well-known Cyclamen nurseries at

Hanwell, and Hyacinths from Mr. Wright, of Lee, one
of the principal market growers about London. There
were two interesting groups of stove and greenhouse
plants, one from Messrs. Laing, of Forest Hill, who were
first, the other from Mr. James, of Lower Norwood.
Messrs. Laing's group was effectively arranged, and
contained, amongst others, such noteworthy plants

as the new Cattleya Lawrenciana, Imantophyllum
Mrs. Laing, which, in addition to a fine new
Begonia named Gloire de Sceaux, received first-class

certificates. The Orchids in Mr. James' group were
a special feature, and being so out of the common,
won most attention from visitors.

In the other competing classes the chief prize

winners were Mr. Wright and Messrs. Williams, of

Finchley. These took all the prizes in the class for

three dozen Hyacinths, three dozen Tulips, and two
dozen Narcissi, and these, being large groups, made
a good display. The Lilies of the Valley from these

exhibitors were also of the highest quality, particu-

larly those from Messra. Williams, which were the

finest we have seen, the plants being masses of bloom.

The C'yclamens were shown by the two noted growers,

Mr. Smith and Mr. Wiggins (Mr. Clay's gardener

at Kingston), and, as may be imagined, these

were unsurpassable, but as regards the other classes,

the competition was poor, as may be inferred from

the prize list, which we publish in full in our

advertising colunms. It will be the fault of the

exhibitors themselves if these important spring

shows at the Palace decline, for out of a total

of twenty-six classes there were no fewer than eleven

unrepresented, although the prizes offered were of

excellent value.

The special show of spring flowers which
Mr. B. S. Williams makes annually in his nursery at

Upper HoUoway is now at its best. It is as large as

usual, and consists, as in previous years, of extensive

collections of Hyacinths, including the best of the

named sorts. Tulips, Narcissi, aud Lilies of the

Valley, which are simply the perfection of well-

flowered plants. Such an exhibition is a valuable aid

to amateurs who can go and take leisurely notes of

the best sorts of Dutch bulbs, which cannot be done
comfortably at a crowded flower show. There is also

the advantage of seeing the sorts of a similar colour

side by side, so that their differences, which cannot be

defined in a description, may be seen. This attrac-

tive show of bulbs is held in the large conservatory,

and, being in combination with noble Palms, Tree

Ferns, and other fine-foli.aged plants, besides a crowd
of other greenhouse flowers, the effect is admirable.

The special show extends also to the other depart-

ments, for the Orchid houses are becoming gay

with bloom now that the dark days and fogs are

gone. Notes on the most noteworthy Orchids the

visitor may find now in bloom is given in another

column, also upon the Himantophyllum", which is un-

questionably the finest collection in the country.

'The houses of Rhododendrons and Azaleas, Camellias,

Heaths, and other hard-wooded plants constitute a
show in themselves, and added to these is the grand

collection of Amaryllises, which have of recent years

acquired sach importance as to demand a special

house for them. We gave a description of this house

last year. The house is crammed with plants and

there is a fine show of bloom, but the flowering season

is not yet at its height, but, judging by the thicket of

spikes almost ready to unfold, the display will be

grand in a week or two. Among the sorts in bloom

the other day the following we thought the most

worthy of notice : Dr. Masters, the finest without

question of all the sorts yet raised as regards bril-

liancy and evenness of colour, fine shape of bloom,

which, however, is not large ; Joseph Broome, a grand

flower of the largest size and best fonn, colour a deep

velvety crimson flushed with a brighter hue ; Mrs.

Findlay, a smail flower, but of admirable shape, colour

a splendid scarlet with each petal banded with white

;

Marshalli, a smallish bloom, of perfect shape, colour a

rich deep crimson veined with an almost black tint

—

one of the very best sorts ; Prince Teck, a grand sort,

of a vivid crimson. Other good sorts out were those

named graudidens, W. Pitt, and Firefly. Some
extra fine varieties are expected to flower this season

of the Acramanni section, which has received special

attention from Mr. Williams on account of the ex-

treme richness of colour prevailing in all the varieties

belonging to the group. The Amaryllises are, on the

whole, later in flowering this season, but this is for-

tunate than otherwise, as the colours come richer and

the flowers finer in bright weather.

Cut flowers.—Many kinds of bulbs are invalu-

able for supplying cut flowers, and there can be no
doubt that the sooner the flowers are cut the better

for the bulbs, provided no foliage is cut off. When
the flowers are removed the bulbs get the benefit of

what they would have required for their support.

We have now rows of Daffodils, Jonquils, early and
late Tulips, Hyacinths, and v.arious other bidbous

plants showing their leaves, and in some cases flowers

between rows of Roses and other plants that admit
of a row of bulbs being put between them ; for,

when required to supply bloom in quantity, there ia

no plan like letting the bulbs that are to furnish it

remain permanently in the ground, or when they

require replanting to do it with as little delay as
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possible. Tliiit ,i,'i'ni of autumnal flo\vcrin4,' bulbs, tliu

(ilailiohis, docs (.spci-iiUly well with us in this way
;

Bin^lu roots of chuieu kinds iilaiited three years ai;o,

and just now lifted and rejjlanted, had formed

masses of great bulbs i)iled one above the other, and
iiltlioufjh only just below the surface, and the soil so

liard frozen for weeks that we could not j:;et a spade

or fork to enter it, they seem safe. The scarlet

(Jhiiliolus brenchleyensis makes very large bulbs in

tiiis way, and sends up great branched spikes of

liiloom th.nt are most useful for decoration ; in fact,

Koses and bulbs get on capitally together, and with

a good supply of thcni for the cut-flower basket one
of the modern gardener's cares is greatly alleviated,

as he gets not only brilliant colours, but fragrant
blossoms as well, with a mininiuni of attenti<in. Our
soil, I should add, is light .and well dr.ained; therefore

the roots are never injured by stagnant moisture.

—

J. G., Hants.

Garden Destroyers.
The Eucharis mite.—Although a good de.al h.as

been wi-itten about this mite lately and several reme-
dies recommentled for its eradication, I have come to

the conclusion that it is impossible to get rid of it.

We have a collection of Eucharis plants here that

were attacked by it. We turned the plants out of

their pots, shook away the soil from the bulbs, cut off

the roots and removed all the distased parts. Some
t)f the bulbs had two or three layers taken off them
which made them resemble peeled Onions. They
were then washed in warm water in which some soft

snap had been dissolved. We afterw.i.rds plunged
them in sawdust in a propagating case over hot-water
pipes. In a few weeks they commenced to throw up
young leaves, which were so healthy, that we thought
we had got rid of the mite, and therefore made pre-

parations to pot them ; but when they came to be
taken out of the sawdust we found tliem to be in-

fested by it as badly as ever. About that time a
writer in The O.muien (p. 602, Vol. XXVIII.) said

that he had eradicated it by using a solution of one
pound of sulphide of potassium to a common zinc
pailful of water. We therefore thought we would
give this remedy a trial. The bulbs were put in a
mixture of the same strength as that recommended
for about three hours, .and afterwards we potted
them. The pota were all plunged in a Melon house,
and for a time they appeared to be doing so well, that
we were iu hopes that we had done for the mite at
Last. Not so, however, for upon ex.amining the bulbs
I find the mites as numerous as ever. I think if the
bidbs were diied it might kill the mites, only I am
afraid that the drying would ruin the bulbs. What
do Kuch.aris growers say to the drying process?

—

W. J. MiTCHISOiV, Clonard, Dundrum, Uuhlin.

_ (X>. M. /?.).—The bulb which you en-
close is attacked by the same mite as that
with which the Eucharis bulbs are infested.
These pests attack many kinds of bulbs —Hya-
cinths, Vallotas, Lilies, &c. ; probably none
would come amiss to them. Other fleshy-rooted
jilants are also injured by them. I am afraid I

cannot add much to my advice given in pre\-ious
letters. The greatest care, however, .should be
taken to make sure that no earth which is con-
taminated should be used in potting bulbs. To
insure this, after infested bulbs liave been re-
jiotted, the potting bencli should be very
thoroughly cleaned. Whenever bulbs are being
repotted, if there be the slightest suspicion that
all is not right, they shoulcl be examined with a
pocket lens (an article no horticulturist should
be without). I have before recommended soaking
the bulbs in a solution of sulphide of potas.sium.
A correspondent in The G.vrden-, I see, recom-
mends its use in the following manner : "I use a
strong solution—one pound in a common zinc pail-
ful of water ; in this I .set the pots for twenty-four
hours, and in the case of large pots set a saucer
under them and water them several times with
the liquid. After this treatment I could find no
trace of the insects."—G. S. S.

Beetles {J. i^.).—The beetle you forwarded is

the clay-coloured Vine weevil (Otiorhynchus sul-

catus). It is very destructive to the foliage; .and

tender shoots of Vines. These beetles only feed

(luring the night, hiding themselves in the day-
time under any shelter they can find, such as

cracks in walls, under loose bark, in the earth, in

the haybands round the stems of Vines planted
in outside borders, &c. They should be searched
for in these and similar kinds of places. Spread
sheets under the \'ines and enter the house after

(lark with a bright light; this disturbs them, and
tliey will generally fall, pretending to be dead.
If they do not f.all, give the Vines a sharp tap or

two, which will bring them down. These weevils
attack other plants besides Vines. Their grubs
are very destructive to the roots of various soft-

wooded plants.—G. S. S.

Moles.—"G. S. S.," I find, defends these. A mole
in a meadow may do but little harm, but a UKjle in a

garden is a vtrry different thing Perhaps "G. 8. S."

has never known what it is to have a mole in a seed

bed, as I too often have h.ad, .and though I know it

is simply searching for food, yet it has, in lifting the
soil, exposed the seeds to the wind and sun, and
i:enerall}', in deranging the bed, done great harm.
The same thing has constantly occurred in the case

of beds of seedling plants; in(Ieed, there is no end to

the injury and annoyance which moles will incur

when they once get into a garden. They prey (piite

as largely upon earthworms, which seem rather

helpful to cultiv.ation than otherwise, as upon grubs.

In any case, gardeners act in a spirit of self-preserva-

tion if they do their best to extirpate moles when
found in gardens.—A. D.

"G. S. S." .asks ^p. 2G2), "Why should anj'-

one wish to kill moles ? They.are such useful creatures."

Well, did "G. S. S." ever have a mole seeking food
three or four times a d.ay in a row of earliest Peas,

or iu all directions across his Onion and Carrot beds,

or any other small plot of ground on which he had
bestowed a great deal of Labour ? Just let one or

two locate themselves on a lawn, or iu a nursery seed

bed in which are valuable tree and shrub seeds, and
I think there will be no need to ask. Why wish to

kill moles? It is said, "He liveth best who lovest

best all things, both great and sm.all." But I do
not love a mole in a garden nor in a field of young
corn.—N. F.

The injuries inflicted upon our crops by
vermin are so extensive, that in our eagerness to
check their r.avages we sometimes kill our friends
.as well as foes. Therefore, there may lie much
truth in wh.at "G. S. S." s.ays (p. 262) regarding
moles. It must not, however, be forgot th.at

worms, which constitute the principal food of

moles, perform an important jjart in the eci^inomy

of Nature. As "G. S. S." truly .says, "knock
the molehills to pieces and the grass will not
suffer in any way." On the contrary, he might
have added, it would be improved. Moles in

seed beds, however, often do much damage, and
therefore their extirpation is desirable. Darwin
calculated that every acre of ordinary soil con-
tained about 5.3,000 earthworms, and that not
less than ten tons of soil per iicre passed annually
through their bodies, .and that new mould was
produced by them in this way to the extent of
.about 22 inches in the course of a century. Moles,
therefore, do us but little service in destroying
earthworms.—J. B. Webster.

handle. In grafting, take .a young |)lant of C.
jiuniceus for the st(ic;k, and cut oil' its head just
above the cotyledons, or seed leaves ; then take a
young plant of C. Dampieri, and cut it oil' Ijelovv

the cotyledons, .and make it in the form of a
wedge ; then split the stock down between the
cotyledons, insert the graft, and tie with a bit of
line thread. I'lace the plant thus operated on under
a bell-gl,a.ss and over just a little warmth, attend
to moisture .and shading, and in .a very few days
the union will be comjilete. It is a delicate, though
simi)le, opcr.ation, the result of which is so perfect
a fusion between scion and stoc'i, that separation
is impossible. As soon as the union is complete,
gradually inure to exposure and pot on as rerpiired

;

they (that is stock and scion) grow rapidly, and
will make ,a good specimen in one season, and with
careful cultui'e will last two or three years. It is

useless expecting C. Dampieri to live on for ever,

as it is not its nature so to do, and no possible

method of cultiv.ation will make it other than it is

—a short-lived pUant. The proper and only sure
way of enjoying the beauty of this plant is to sow
a few seeds of each species annually, or biennially,

and manufacture fresh stock.—T. S.mith, Nev-ry.

Obituary.

Died at Rough Eank, SheffielJ, Mr. John Simomte,
in his ui'j;ht.y sixth year. He caught a chill three
weeks ago, which brought on a severe attack of

bronchitis, from which he ne\cr rallied, and expired
on Friday, 26th March. He was father of Mr. Ben
Simonite, so well known as a cultivator and raiser of

florists' flowers, Mr. Simonite was also a raiser aod
cultivator more than half a century ago. Much
sympathy will be felt in flcu'ist flower circles for Mr.
Ben Simonite, who had the heli) of his aged father in

his garden up to the time of his illness which resulted

in his death.

QUESTIONS.

5471'.—Leather as manure.— I liavc about one ton of
tanned Icjitlur clippings;. Can anyone tell me if tliey arc
v-iliiablo as a manure, and huw to apply them?

—

Constant
SUBSCKIBEH.

5477.— Fernery.- In Tnc Garden for August 20 last a
very interesting iiccount is ^--iven of a beautiful suburbtui
fernery. Perhaps the writer of thatarticle, or the proprietor,
will kindly state its dimensions, as an assistanee to anyone
contemplatlug the erection of such a structure. Some idea
of tbe cost may then be formed.—F.

LATE NOTES,

Grafting Clianthus Dampieri. — I have
noticed one or two communications recently in

The Garden upon this subject. The most recent
one affirms that it is possible to graft C. Dampieri
upon C. jmniceus, but that the union thus formed
is not a lasting one, i.e..y that after some time the
stock throws the graft of!'. No doubt this does
occur when the operation is imperfectly performed,
that is when the graft is attached to a stock which
has been raised from a cutting;. Should any of

your corresjjondents desiie to succeed with graft-
ing C. Dampieri on C. puniceus, they must sow
seeds of the latter a couple of months or so liefore

they sow seeds of C. Dampieri, so that the young
plants of C. puniceus will be getting firm by the
time those of C, Dampieri are just firm enough tg

Malformed Fuchsia {E. 11. C). — An interesting
example of the way in wh'ch sepals may, under certain
conditions, assume tbe form and coluur of leaves.

Violets {.a. 11, Mounxdon).—Very fine flowers, particu-
larly the double white, than whicli we have not received
larger blooms or any su white.

Fernro ts (F. II. D.) —The white substance found amongst
the Fern r<ii_it.s is an animal production belonj^ing to one of
the American blight insects. The remedies used against
aphid'-'S will remove the ciiise in this case.

Pruning to promote vigour.- 1 have not adduced
anj' such example as "I). T. F." states (p. 233) showing " the
invigorating effects of excessive pnuiiug." The snow-riven
Thorn trees 1 mentioned pushed strong shoots in conse-
quence of a vigorous constitution derived from their previous
free gi'owth, and notliccauscany vigour was put into them by
being brukcn or pruned ; and that was what I said.—J. S. W.

5475.—Edg-ing-s for walks- —I can safely recommeud
" M. C E.' to use thigstune edging, as being altogether more
suitable, uiure durable, and clieajjer to set than either tile or
terra-cotta, both of these last named being vety likely to
perish from frost. The flagstone does not need a brick foun-
dation.

Late Broccoli —Sutton's Late Queen, Veiteh's Model,
and Carters Summer arc all good, as are also Cattell's
Eclipse and Ledsham's Latest of All. With any or all of
thcsc there need be no scarcity of good Broccoli up to the
end of May. Last May we had a large plantation of the above
variet'es, for which we got 4s. per dozen wholesale on the
ground. —J. R.

Names of "p^&nts.—Ii. ^/a>S(lon.—1, Acacia longifclia
var. ; -*, Cornus mas; 3, send a fiond with spores at back.

ir. J{.- Crocus ocbrolcucus ; 2, C. vernus var.; 3, C. bitlo-

rus argenteus; 4, C. vernus albus. /. C((//o)r.~Cynibi-
diuni iicnnuhun ; Lycaste gigantea. Anon.~10, Narcitsna
Tazcttavar. ; 11, Anemone fulgens ; 12, Narcissus nanus.
G. K , Ihrfjord. — 1, Himantophyllum miniatum var ;

2, CandoUea cuneiformis ; 3, Adiantum gracillimum ; 4, Pri-
mula verticillata.
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WOODS & FORESTS.

UNDERGROWTH FOR COVERT.

I THINK tliere is often a lot of unnecessary

trouble taken in getting; plants to form a good

undergrowth for covert. I know a wood which

is selciora if ever drawn blank, yet the covert is

of the simplest character. In the immediate

vicinity of tlie house the case may be ratlier

dilferent, and in smaller areas the growth may
perhaps Ije more dense with advantage, liut here

a great iirojiortion of the underu-ood is Oak,

growiug fiom old tree and other stools. This is

cut down periodically with the other wood. The
wood i'rom these stools, though, of course, the

common Oak the same as they originateil from,

retains its leaves all through the w-inter, and

even now there are acres upon acres of wood with

last year's foliage adhering to it. This under-

growth of Oak is unquestionably the staple of

the covert, and could, if necessary, be made more
dense. There is a proportion of Ash, Willow,

Hazel, White and Black Thorn, Bramble, &c., but

they are all subservient to the Oak. The great

objection to the use of Oak seems to be its habit

of growing too high and leaving the ground
liare. This, however, is true of most of the other

woods used if left to themselves. The Ash in

tliis respect is certainly a freer grower than the

Oak. What is wanted to keep a good un<ler-

growth is to make the cuttings come in at shorter

dates -in other words, to cut the wood before it

has the chance to grow into a mass of bare stems

where the growth is wanted. Any ordinary

hedge will give a sntficient priMif of this. H it is

cut at frecjuent intervals the whole growth
becomes thick and makes a good hedge close to

the grouml. H" the hedge is left for season after

season it becomes thin at the bottom, and all the

growth is concentrated above one's head where it

is not wanted.

There is, of course, the drawback of the

wood being of less value if coverts are cut more
frequently, but the one thing must be weighed
against the other. If wood be the primary
oiiject, then the cuttings mu.st be arranged to

bring it in at the age when it is most valuable.

If, however, game is sought for the cuttings

must come at more frequent dates. In raising

covert in large woods—the one of which I am
now speaking approaches two hundred acres

—

cheapness and efficicucy should be looked at

tiigetiier. It may be that an owner does not

stand a- the cost. Vet this is no sufBcient

reason why money should be largely spent upon
subjects which are no better than those wliich

are to hand. If, for instance, as in the case under

notice, the soil naturally produces good Oak
covert, wliy should it be considered the correct

thing to go away for miles and fetch thousand^

of young trees of otlier species, which may or

may not succeed, and which if they do will

answer no better than the native growth. Then
in the matter of food, the common growth of

the district is generally to be preferred, and will

yield more than the stuff which is often brought
to replace it. What sort of sustenance is to he

gleaned from the produce of the Conifers which
are often adopted for covert > So many new
notions of what should or should not be is in

too many instances a mere grasping at the

shad(jw anil losing the substance. The trial of

new subjects in a certain way is of course per-

fectly legitimate, but it should be kept within its

pro])er limits. To improve upon Kature's ar-

rangements is a thing which cannot be readily

done. It is easy enough to see an apparent

advantage on one side, but the chances are that

in ]iractice it will be found that a corresponding

ilrawback exists on the other.

There is another thing in connection with the

growth of Oak from the young stools, viz., the

opportunity it gives for establishing a future

crop of young Oaks. Some of the best Oak woods
I know have been started in this way, and are

now and will for many years to come be a

source of profit. It is not on every soil of course

that Oak will be the natural growth. Where
tliis is so, the natural growth if at all in character

with the object aimed at should lie preserved.

Tliis has been over and over again ]iroved, and
should be the test for raising coverts cheaply
an<l well. If it was attempted to grow agricul-

tural crops upon soils which the ex]ierience of

generations had piroved them to be unfitted to,

failure wouhl result. If coverts are attempted
with plants which are foreign and unsuited to

the ground the result will be the same.

WooDM.\x.

WOOD-PAVED ROADS AND PATHS.
" T. B." does not after all (p. 271) prove any-
thing very bad about wood-paved roads and paths,
as if Elm will last half-a-dozen years under unfa-
vourable conditions it cannot be said to be a bad
paving material. When I made the remarks upon
which "T. B." founds his criticism they were only
offered tentatively, but so far they have rather
received support than the reverse. I certainly did
not overlook the fact that wood is more or less

perishable, but there are few things m hich are not
open to some objection or other. If what "T. B."
says proves anything, it is that where wood is

used there should be a fair amount of traffic, and
that it would be unsuited to roads and paths which
are hardly ever used. On such, he savs, the ma-
terial ordinarily employed is practically everlast-

ing. When work of any kind has to be carried out
latitude is generally allowed for the exercise of a
little common sense ; therefore a man who had
paving or road-making to do at all would not be
likely to lay wood on roads which were seldom
used, and \\ork in stone, &c., where the traffic was
pretty constant. There is one exception to the
rule about using wood only where there is wear,
and that is in such places as "T. B." quotes about
paving under the Ash tree. This is mentioned as
a case of failure, but with this I do not agree.
The ffreat advantage of wood in such a place
would be its comparative dryness, as the seat itself

would not be likely to be occupied at such times
as the floor would be sodden.

I did not advocate the purchase of wood for

such uses, and only considered its preparation as
practicable when there was power at liaiid by whicli
it could be sawn. Most likely in the place of whicli
" T. B." speaks the facilities for preparing were
imperfect. If so, I should at once discountenance
any attempt to use it, or at any rate to any ex-
tent. The sections of Apple tree laid in the way
" T. B." says can hardly be accepted as a fair

example of the utility of using wood at all. The
objection about frost, too, amounts to but very
little, as there are few surfaces which would be in

a .satisfactory state under similar conditions. I

mentioned concrete for a foundation, but if this is

objected to on the score of expense, some substi-

tute, no doubt, can be found which is less costly.

Where much wheeling has to be done, and there
are few gardens where the barrow is not in fre-

quent request, wood would certainly be a better
material to go upon tlian stones or gravel. If not,
why are planks used for the express purpose ?

For walking upon wood is certainly better than
gravel. It will be of little use, however, to mul-
tiply instances for or against the use of wood.
This will be for those who contemplate laying new
areas to decide. It is not every place where gravel
or stone is to be had ; in these wood may be abun-
dant. It is well to have as many strings as pos-
sible to one's bow, and to have wood to fall back
upon, if it is not necessary to use it often for

]iaving, can certainly be no disadvantage. Wliere
the soil is clay, for instance, and the work is not
enough to set about burning ballast, wood may
hel]) the roadmaker over a ditticulty, notwith-
standing the opinion of " T. B." that it will help
him into one. Wilts.

FOREST ROADS.
" YoRKSHiREiiAN " .secms somewhat hard to please

(see p. 22.5). Sledges were merely recommended in

such ba 1 c ises where the two-wheeled timber giini

and four-wheeled wagons were alike impossible.

In ordinary cases the timber gin—or cut, as your
correspondent calls it—is the test of all contriv-

ances for getting timber on to the hard road and
conveying lieavy timber direct to the mill or yard
without further transfer to wagons or carts.

As to the latter, two-wheeled carts are mostly
more convenient and expeditious than four-

wheeled wagons, as they admit of more facile

modes of loading familiar ro foresters and carters,

by which horse power does most of the labour of
loading. '' Yorkshireman," however, seems to
make light of that, and affirms that it is the
journeys that occupy most of the time. That is

not our experience, nor that of many foresters
;

though, of course, a good deal depends on the
length of the journeys. As a rule, however, the
loading absorbs a very large percentage alike of

the time and expense of removing timber. "York-
ahireinan's"' estimate of 5d. a foot for delivery
seems enormous, especially at present prices for

timlier. Only a few days since I was offered 6d.

a loot for fair Elm trees where they lay, within
about two miles of a town. Light loads on
woodland roads also pay so well, that almost all

carters who cany timber by contract adopt it,

dragging out the trees either singly or on timber
gins, or in light loads on two-wheeled carts or
wagons to the nearest metalled road, unloading
and returning to the wood for more, until a .sutii-

ciency is obtained to make such a load of

timber as the strength of their horses and the
character of the road in regard to hills, &c.,

will enable them to carry. If such adaptation
of the burden to the carrying power of the
road is unpractical, then I plead guilty to

being so in company with many of the best

foresters and most skilful timber carters I have
ever known.

But really all this was beside in}- purpose of

my last letter, which was to advocate the import-
ance of a dry site and form for forest roads,

and the most economical methods of using and
]U'eserving them in good condition, on all of

which points I am pleased to find " Wiltshire
Forester " in cordial agreement with me.

D. T. F.

Effect of planting on climate. — The
presence of forest or woodland undoubtedly has
the effect of rendering the temjJerature of a place
more equable, as it prevents to a great extent the
radiation of heat from the surface, which is very
considerable from the exposed soil at night. Trees
and vegetation generally never become so hot
when exposed to the sun as bare earth does. I

have often noticed on a bright evening, when
w.alking along a road, how much warmer it feels

when one passes under overhanging trees ; and
yet, except under peculiar circumstances, during
the day the interior of a wood always feels cool.

The large amount of heat which is radiated into

S]mce from open situations is shown by the fact
that in the Tropics ice can frequently be obtained
by placing water at night in shallow open vessels
in fully exposed places. If forests could be made
to grow on the arid plains of India, the tempe-
rature there would soon become more uniform

—

that is to .say, the daily range of the thermometer
would be less. The forests in the west of Scotland
and Ireland cannot, I think, in any way cause the
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climate in those parts to be drier than it otherwise
would by using up the water falliiip; in the form
of rain. The roots of trees, no duubt, withdraw
a large amount of moisture from the soil, but at
the same time their leaves are constantly giving
out large quantities into the air. Trees by retard-

ing the absorption nf moisture by the atmosjihere
tend rather to make a district damper than
drier. Kain falling on a bare hillside runs off

more quickly in streams than off one clothed with
woods and is more easily re-absorbed by the
atmosphere, which, however, is in such constant
motion (at any rate in this country) that the rain
which falls in any particular place would not, ex-
cept under peculiar circumstances, be from clouds
formed from moisture derived in that locality. Our
heavy rains are from clouds formed from vapour
derived from the Atlantic Ocean.—G. S. S.

TREE GROUPING AND THINNING.
The winter, or at any rate the season before the

leaves appear, is the time in which this sliould be
done. Thinning is generally understood after a

fashion, but it is not so much recognised as may
be that it is not only in planting that there is

work to be done in the proper grouping of trees.

When planting is undertaken, however well it

maj' be carried out, years must elapse before any
real effect is gained. Where trees already exist,

the only care required is in knowing what to cut

and what to leave. The great danger with most
people is that of falling into formality. The
notion that thinning means leaving each tree at

so many feet from every other tree has to be com-
batted. Nature never has, and never will, arrange

her productions in perfectly straight lines and at

perfectly equal intervals, like the bars in a row
of iron palings. If the artificial is wanted, there

are plenty of ways of getting it without pressing

a thing so essentially natural as trees into service.

In tree grouping everything should be done to

avoid falling into such an error. One of the great

charms of trees and woodlands is the surprises

which they aiibrd us at every step ; some new
and unexpected feature is constantly turning up.

In cutting out tree groups the work needs con-

stant .supervision. It is impossible to lay out a

day's work beforehand. The fall of a single tree

or bush is enough to change one's aims and to re-

shape one's ideas. A good exanijile of this occurred

lately where some groups of Birch were being
brought more into view. From the approach to

the Iuan^i(Jn the tops of a few of these trees could

be seen :ininng.-t a quantity of rather un.satisfac-

tory underwood on tlie liorders of an Oak plan-

tation. It WHS intended as soon as the ground
was cleare<l that the aiea should be planted
entirely with young Birch. On the undergrowth
of Hazel and Ash being removed, the result was
so satisfactory and the effect of the few groups of

Birch so good, that it was found unnecessary to

plant more. Overcrowding is an error often

committed. Some trees require to be in dense
masses, but not all. Evergreens cannot, as a rule,

be effectively isolated unless there is something
specially noble or characteristic in a particular

tree. Most deciduous trees can be dealt with in

somewhat looser groups, but, as has been said, the

work sliould be done in the s-eason when the
leaves are ab.sent. It is very often that better

results are obtained from trees which occur acci-

dentally than from those which have been planted

for the purpose. It may not be known to the

individuals themselves, but it is more from the

way in which trees occur in our hedgerfjws than
from the trees themselves that objections to their

existence are raised. The trees in a line of hedge-
rows broken up into three or four groups will be

infinitely more acceptable than interminable rows
without a break.

In districts where the tree grows freely tlie

Elm lends itself well to this purpose for grouping.

It is a very common occurrence to find one or
two towering trees of tliis species supijorted Ijy

half-a-dozen others in various stages of growth.
Where a taller tree appears to be crippling and
overgrowing a younger one the young tree must,
in almost every case, be sacrificed, as when once
checked, if the cause was removed, it will be a

longtime before it will regain good growth. It

does not follow, however, because trees grow
closely together they are necessarily in the
wrong place. The general ajipearance and con-
tour of the group must be the guide. The line

making the finished group must be ke]it intact

at all cost. Thinning for the sake of timber and
for the sake of the landscape must be made to

agree as well as may be, as one cannot be followed
to its full lengtli witliout trenching on the other.

A collection of pollards—worthless for timber

—

will often form an efi'ective group in the land-
scape. Young trees alone—small trees are not
necessarily all young ones— do not as a rule
make good groups. Consideration, tlierefore,

should be used before an old tree is condemned.
Because a tree is out of the perpendicular it

does not follow that it should be cut away.
Some of the leaning trunks in an old Apple
orchard would make effective trees for grouping.
As much as pos.sible trees of the same species

should be kept together, and not several kinds
jumbled promiscuously together. Even with
the same species the habit of growth varies

so much, that occasionally their proximity mars
the character of the group.

In other instances separate species go well
together, as with the Oak and the Ash. When a
couple of fine trees stand not sufficiently close to

nuike a group and not far enough apart to give

the idea of two isolated specimens, there is some
difficult}' in deciding what should be done. The
feeling will be towards sparing the two, but
possibly it will hardly be the wisest course. Six
01' seven scrubby-headed Wych Elms would not
be likely to be favourably regarded by nuiny,

but a group of these trees near heie ai'e very
effective ; both their stems and branches are very
characteristic. Single Elms and Oaks, when their

proportions are sufficient, have often as great a

value as groups of smaller trees. In making
groups an important thing is to judge tlicir ap-

pearance from several standpoints, as what may
lie entirely sati.-factery in one situation may be
indifferent or unsatisfactory from another. Wliere
the sacrifice of one or the other must be made,
the best result Irom the most frequented spot

will of course lie attempted. Old Thorn and
Maple trees often form good groups. These are

trees which will have little attraction to those

who look upon trees as of so much value for

timber, so they generally remain unmolested.

Rustic.

How the Elm is propagated.—There is one
point which must always tell largely in favour of

hedgerow trees, and that is they occupy no appre-
ciable space and cost nothing to plant. The Elm
is a good example of the way in which these trees

are propagated. This is probably one of the finest

Elm-producing counties, yet it is very seldom one
sees or hears of Elm being planted. A little study
of the hedgerows will explain how this is. If there

is no seed matured, Nature does not fail ; and go
almost where you will in the neighbourhood of the

Elm an abundance of young trees in various

stages of growth are to be seen. From suckers
there comes our supply of Elm saplings which will

ultimately develop into stately trees. This seems
to me a partial solution of our tree-planting diffi-

culty. Every tree will not, of course, reproduce
itself like the Elm, and every soil and situation

will not suit this tree. It is, however, a tree for

which there is always a demand, and if the price

is comparatively low, one which it would pay as
Well to encourage as many. In .some counties the
Elm is scarcely to be met with. This fact may
have some bearing on the question of its being in-
digenous or otherwi.se. As it is so widely distri-
butcd, should it not bo found upon every soil which
would naturally suit its growth? This must be
left to those who care to fight out such matters,
but from a practical jioint of view the Elm ought
to lie on every soil where it will grow well and
propagate itself. Once establish a few Elms in
this -Hay and a regular supply will be ke|)t up
naturally without further expense or trouble being
incurred. A better all-round wood than the Elm
it would be difficult to meet with. The Oak and
the Ash has each its special excellence, but the
Elm is a wood which can often be pressed into
service as a substitute for either of these, and yet
it has a considerable range of uses for which tlie
other two could not be employed. In the land-
scape it is an effective tree, and for shelter for
cattle it is unsurjiassed. With regard to rejiro-
duction, as has been said, there is scarcely a tree
among our common species, if the Poplars are ex-
cepted, which propagates itself more cheaply or
surely. This is a thing too much lost sight of.
Let some say what they may, the growth of the
Elm in the hedgerows should be looked ujion
favourably, and not only this, care should be
taken that young trees be not wantonly destroyed.
In some places, of course, they occur much too
thickly, but what is wanted is regulation, not de-
struction. The degree of thickness most proper
will vary according to circumstances, and under no
pretence should trees in hedgerows be thinned out
like Turnips in a field, with the difference of being
so many feet instead of inches apart. The irregu-
larity of the occurrence of trees, except, of course,
where they are too thick, is one of the chief beau-
ties of the landscape. When thinning is to take
place, the object should be rather the formation
of irregular groups, a kind of nine-pin arrange-
ment with the trees at stated intervals. When
hedge-cutting is going on, on some estates it is
the practice to allow the hedge-cutter a nominal
sum for each young sucker saved. This, perha|)s,
is as good a plan as any, as with a careless man
young trees as well as the hedge [ilants will fall to
the bill or axe, and the work of reproduction is
thrown back se\eral years.

—

D. J. Yeo.

Mammotli trees.—Can any reader tell me the
sizes of the largest trees of Sequoia gigantea in
California?—A. Mc.

'»* The dimensions of the Sequoia in the
Calaveras Grove, from which the sections of bark
exhibited at the Cryst-al Palace were taken, were
as follows, viz. , circumference at base, 84 feet ;

ditto at 20 feet from the ground, 09 feet ; at
70 feet from the ground, 43 feet inches ; and at
116 feet (the height to which it was stripped of
its bark), 39 feet (i inches. The height to the first

branch was 137 feet, and total height 321 feet.
Different accounts vary a little, but these I regard
as being the most correct. This probably was
not the largest tree known, although it is the
largest of which I can give anything like exact
figures. It is recorded of one tree that across its
butt as it lay upturned it measured 35 feet with-
out its bark, and that when in its vigour and with
its bark on it must have mea.sured 40 feet in
diameter, or 120 feet in circumference. The bark
exhibited at the Crystal Palace could not have
been shown at the exhibition of 1851, as the exist-
ence of the trees was unknown at that date. If
desired, I could give some further information
about the American trees, but am sorry I have no
data with regard to the Australian Eucalypts.
Some figures, however, which were published
some years ago giving the sizes of some Tasmanian
forest giants (Gum trees, but .specific name not
stated) may be of service. One of these was
130 feet in circumference at the ground, and at
3 feet from the ground 102 feet ; the height was
not ascertained. Another lying on the ground
reached to 220 feet in height without a branch.
This «as ,30 feet in diameter at base, and 12 feet
diameter at the first branch (220 feet).

—

Ed.
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" This is an Art
Which does mend. Nature: change it rather: but
The Art itself is Natuke."—ShakesjKam.

BLUE FLOWERS.
True blue is always most welcome in the ganlen,

and never more so than in early spring, when, as

a rule, blue flowers are not by any means so

plentiful as we would like them to be. Tlie

>Sil)erian Sipiill (Scilla sibirica) is, I think, the

finest blue flower of the early spring, especially

when growing in full exposure ; it then assumes
an intensity of hue hard indeed to beat. It is,

moreover, easy to be had in quantity—two quali-

fications of no mean order. Scilla bifolia is a
pretty plant, whicli is also common, but rather

purple than blue, and not at all so striking.

The newer Chionodoxa Lucilia) improves on
ac<:[uaintance, and now that it is getting esta-

blished, we can the better estimate its merits.

It varies a good deal in shade ; the prevailing
tint, however, is Nemophila insignis-Iike and
very charming. We shall not see this bulb at

its best until it becomes wedged into close masses,

so that flowers and leaves can hold each other up.
Now, thin as they generally are, the spikes have
a disappointing habit of falling down on the
ground on being hit by a puff of wind or a rain-

ilrop. As au earnest of what we may expect, I

have found this season a spike with fourteen
flowers on it. Anyone who wishes to be success-

ful should jilant this bulb with a shovel rather

than with a dibber. C. sardensis is a more in-

tense blue, earlier to bloom, and more prone to

fall down tlian even Lucilias ; we have, however,
too little experience of it at present. Crocus Sir

John Franklin, planted in bold masses, has an
intensity of colour which is very telling. The
blue Grape Hyacinth is another good blue to

be had in quantity, hardy and lasting a long
time in beauty. All blue flowers are charming,
even alone, but they one and all have an added
charm when associated with some pretty con-
trasting plant. I have worked out the following
combinations with excellent results : A good-sized,

irregular mass of Scilla sibirica, freely inter-

spersed with dots and clumps of white Roman
Hyacinth ; both are in full Idoom together,

the latter plant commencing rather befnre the
former. Scilla sibirica associate with the ver-

nal Snowllake is very pretty, but I tliink the

latter plant associates much more happily with
the purple Sisyrinchium grandiliorum. Abroad
crescent-shaped masses of white Roman Hyacinth
filled in and carpeted atnongst with Anemone
apennina a charming mixture, tirough not last-

ing, as the Hyacinth is a little past its best ere
the Anemone comes in ; a broad irregular belt of

Chionodoxa, backed up by and filled in with
white Primroses, is truly charming. Again,
(Jhionodoxa planted around and amongst strong
clumps of Primula viscosa ni\-alis is very beauti-

fuh White Dog's-toiith Violet interspersed
among Scilla bifolia is pretty, and single lilue

Hepaticas ami dwarf Dalfodils make a ])retty

picture, which is also lasting. Hepaticas this

season, for some reason or other, lost most of

their leaves. Tliis, however, does not seem to

have impaired their flowering, the blossoms being
individually fine and quite as numerous as

though the foliage had been retained. Narcissus
pallidus pra>cox planted among Scilla sibiirica

makes a charming mass, but the Narcissus is a
flimsy and unsatisfactory flower outside, lieing

quickly spoilt by rain storms. A striking effect

is produced by a bold masa of Narcissus cernuus,

thickly carpeted with blue Grape Hyacinth, the

latter extended here and there beyond the Daffo-

dils ; thisblue-floweredbulbisoneof themost satis-

factory we have, being lieautiful in colour and never

injured liy any weatlier ; it lasts long in beautj',

and can, moreover, be had in abundance. It should

never be planted singly, but should be spread

upon the ground thickly and be dug down. Scilla

sibirica and S. bifolia alba have not come out,

the latter being too late. I am, however, hopeful

that they will overlap, if only slightly. I have

not found the wliite Crocus to associate well with

Vilue flowers of other genera ; better effects are

olitained amongst themselves, in combination

with blues, purples, and other colours. A pretty

effect is produced by planting the white form of

Anemone apennina amongst the l>lue. It will be

seen that all the plants just referred to come in

with the first lireatli of spring. Later on we
shall have much greater variety, but I cannot

call to nund just now anything that does come
later which is more effective than some of these

are. T. Smith.
iVe»vi/.

Garden Destroyers.

THE RABBIT PLAGUE.
" Agent " has earned the gratitude of thousands

of suffering and sorely tried gardeners by his

trenchant exposure (p. 295) of the incalculable

loss inflicted in gardens, fields, and forests by
rabbits. He is also probably right in asserting

that the Ground Game Act has aggravated the

evil that it was meant to cure. Its useless re-

strictions handicap the exterminator of these

pests just at the points where success is most
easy, and so converts his prospects of easy victory

over the rabbits into mortifying defeats. There
is also great force in " Agent's " views in relation

to the shifting of responsibility from the shoulders

of the landlord on to that of the tenant, or, more
correctly perhaps, the sharing of the responsi-

bility with him being all in favour of the rabliit,

and yet it is singular that the self-same law
applied to hares has reduced the latter from
hundreds to fifties, and even to fives. In fact, on
not a few estates overiun with liares before the

passing of the Act they are now well-nigh ex-

tinct. On fields on which it was easy to count

a hundred hares on a morning on the early

clover it is now very rare to see five, or to lie

able to shoot a brace a day. Of course, there is

an immense difference in the rate of increase

between hares and rabbits, but this hardl}' dis-

poses of the almost opposite results in the

number of the two since the Ground Game Act.

Hares are much more in the power of tenant

farmers than rabbits, and, as "Agent" so well

shows, the latter are protected just where well-

directed attacks would prove most telling in

reducing their numbers and cutting oft" their

supplies. Unfortunately, too, in not a few
cases ''velveteen" has a vested interest in

rabbits ; the surplus are given as a perquisite

or as part payment, and wherever such arrange-

ments pre\-ail, rabbits will swarnr to the end
of the chapter. If anyone is in doubt what
that means, let him read " Agent's " remarks, or,

better still, stroll through a garden or park, farm,

or forest where rabbits abound, and he will return

to declare that one-half of the evils or plague

of rabbits lias not been set forth in "Agent's"
appeal. My own experience and observation go
far beyond "Agent's" temperate statement of facts.

One of the fairest and most productive gardens
ever known was smitten with liarrenness and
blasted with utter desolation beneath the blight-

ing plague of rabbits. The estate bad changed
hands, and a youth fresh from college came into

possession who was afflicted witli a fur craze. He
succeeded an old colonel, who combined the
courage of a soldier with cultured taste, and
who for years found his chief pleasure in the
formation and furnishing of his garden. Game
also abounded on the estate, from the bound-
ing deer d(jwnwards througli all species and
varieties of furs and feathers ; Ijut the garden was
held sacred from their presence, and neither I'ur

nor feathers were allowed to roam over it to its

injur)'. But now part of the. flower garden was
converted into a rabbit warren, and all kinds of

game were encouraged to overflow both kitchen
and fl(3wer garden, until neither fruit, nor flower,

nor vegetable could thrive.

Here is another case showing the wreckage
of farm cro])s through the plague of rabbits. A
rich West Indian planter died suddenly. The
estate was let as a large game preserve to a rich

millionaire from a distance, who had no interest

nor connection witli the district, exceyjting that

of a game rearer, slayer, and seller. Rabbit culture

was carefully promoted, hares were purchased and
turned adrift liy the hundred, pheasants' eggs

bought by the thousand, a stafl' of six new keepers
established, and the game had it all their own
way for a time, until nearly the whole of the

undergrowth and young trees in the woods were
destroyed and the shrubberies eaten up. The
tenant farmer's claim for compensation for de-

stroyed crops far exceeded the game rental of the

estate. Then, alter something like a social

revolution, the ruin and removal of most of the

tenants, many of whom had been on the estate

for years, the plague of excessive game was
stayed.

Sly third illustration is that of the estate of an
extensive planter, who for nearly half a century
had made planting his hobby, and, of course,

kept up but a very limited stock of game in con-

sequence. At his death, changes of management
occurred, and one of these consisted in allowing

rabbits to increase and multiply at au enormous
rate. It was represented that they were more
profitable than sheep, and this even seemed con-

firmed when at the end of the year a clear gain
of i,'20O in cash was credited to the I'abbit ac-

count. A severe winter followed, and the woods
and shrubberies that had been furnished at enor-

mous expense for years with a rich collection of

shrubs, and esjiecially Hollies—many of them
averaging from 10 feet to 15 feet in height—were
cleared of at least a thousand pounds' worth of

valuable shrubs and trees. Hollies and other

shrubs of all sorts and sizes were barked round,
and the wreckage of the rabbits appeared in dead
battalions all through the succeeding season.

Thousands of promising trees were also utterly

destroyed. And it was the sight of this wholesale

destruction that wrung from me the opinion that

I have often expressed since, that rabbits on a
well-furnished estate—in the forest, park, garden,

or on the farm— are the most costly luxuries that

can be indulged in, and bring about, not in figure

of speech, but sober fact, the alionuuation of deso-

lation. They may be fairisli food, and it may or

may not pay to keep them wireil-in closely in

warrens, but every rablnt at large on a well-

farmed or gardened estate, whose skin and car-

case may fetch a shilling, has already destroyed

a pound's worth of property. This may seem an
extravagant statenrent, but I believe it is strictly

true. Rabbits are most gluttonous feeders

;

they poison, probably, four times as much as

they eat, and they wantonly destroy as much, or

more, as they both eat and |)oison. This wanton
waste of food is really "the unkindest cut of

all." Though rabbits are the worst of all ver-

min in the garden, it must not be taken for
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f^ranteil that liares are not mischievous, nor that

feathers are harmless. The plague of hares is

sufficiently trying when they are found at dewy
eve or early morning in force on choice heds

of flowers, cropping early layers, or among sweet

vegetables. But, as already remarked, this plague

has disappeared where the Ground Game Act
has been loyally carried out. But feathers in

the form of a few hungry coveys of partridges,

or many hundreds of hungry pheasants placed on
short commons to force them to cater lor them-
selves in the autumn, among sweet, tender crops

of salading, Peas, Cauliflowers, or other similar

plants, are almost as disastrous and destructive

as a flock of lambs. Not seldom, too, feathers

aspire to higher game that is superior food to

these. Tomatoes, Pears, Peaches, Plums, Straw-
berries are by no means beyond the level of the

dietry curriculum of hand-raised pheasants, and
the safest course alike for feathers and fruit is

to keep the two as far apart as possible. One
taste of these good things creates a craving for

more, and unless this is checked in the bud the

probability is strong that one or both may come
to grief before the season is over, and if not,

"velveteen" is almost sure to get into many a tiff

or passion, and no one knows better than "Agent"
how seldom that promotes the harmony, peace, or

prosperity of well ordered estates. D. T. F.

Moles.—It is all very well for " G. S. S." and
other naturalists to plead, as they often do, for

moles and other pests with which gardeners have
to contend, but they cannot have much experience
of the mischief which these troublesome creatures

work both in garden and field. No doubt moles
do effect some good in grass land much infested

by wireworm, &c., but my experience of them is

that they do much more harm than good. So
much are we troubled with them here, that I have
offered our men 18d. per dozen for all they can catch
on garden or farm. I know of no better trap for

catching them than the ordinary galvanised iron

mole traps, sold at 4s. 6d. per dozen. Bullfinches,

too, are often defended upon the plea that they
destroy insects, but my experience of them is that
they do no good whatever, but much harm. Our
fruit bushes this winter have been completely
stripped of their buds by them, although I had
them washed over several times with soot and
lime. Safety consists only in bundling up the
bushes with straw bands in autumn.

—

Sanguine.^.

Rabbit-proof plants.—To a certain extent
any list of rabbit-proof plants must be misleading,
for there is not one plant or tree, so far as I know,
that they will not attack, either stem or branches.
I am, unfortunately, too familiar with their depre-
dations. Still, with those named by "Agent"
when once established they do not seriously in-

terfere. With us the Hydrangeas are immo-
lested, and they grow to a very large size. Kalmia
latifolia they do not interfere with after they have
cleared off the bottom branches, and the same
may be said of Azalea amcena and A. myrti-
folia, both of which are evergreen. If large

plants of Euonymus are put out they will only
niljbleoft' the lower branches. Amongst deciduous
shrubs we have the following growing fairly well
where rabbits abound, viz., Rhus Cotinus, Altha;a
frutex, Syringa, and Forsythia suspensa. These
have been planted ten years. Amongst Conifers
I find they do least injury to Picea cephalonica
when in a young state. Some Pampas Grass
which we planted five years ago, and protected at
first with wire netting, they do not now interfere

with. Like " Agent," I have great faith in Privet
for forming game covert. The best way in which
to deal with it is to put in plants 4 feet high, and
let them grow in their own way for two years ;

after that the long shoots should be brought
down to the ground and pegged down ; by adopt-
ing this method a perfect thicket of Privet may be
made in a few years, as if the shoots are firmly
fixed in the soil they will push out roots and
ultimately form distinct plants.—J. C. C.

HYBRID AMARYLLISES.
The annual show which the Messrs. Veitch make of

Amaryllises at their Chelsea Nurseries is again at its

best, and, fine as its predecessors have been, the present

excels them all as regards extent, variety, and high

quality. There has probably never been such an
exhibition of Amaryllises anywhere as that which is

now the main feature of the Chelsea Nursery. The
great span-roofed house is crowded with Howering
plants, and as each plant bears one or more spikes,

carrying from three to even seven flowers, there were
probably between two and three thousand flowers ex-

panded the day on which we visited the show. The
plants are particularly fine this season, and, notwith-

standing the long period of dull weather which we
have had, the spikes have developed strongly, and
bear on the average more flowers ilian hitherto on the

same aged bulbs. As we have often described

the mode of culture here, as well as sketched the

history of the magnificent strain of Amaryllises which
exist here, we need only note the new sorts that

struck us as being distinct from older kinds and the

best of their class. The varieties as a whole may be

grouped under three or four classes, which are different

from what they were a few years ago. The chief of

these groups may be conveniently termed the Empress
section, for that splendid variety Empress of India
was the origin of it. All the hybrids that have had
this variety either as a seed or pollen parent show in

theirflowers unmistakeable evidence of theirparentage.

All have bold and handsomely shaped flowers, varying

in colour from the most vivid scarlet to purplish rose,

and some are even light kinds. The best of the new
sorts ia flower of the Empress type are the follow-

ing :

—

Prince Albert Victor, flower large, fine form, petals

of great substance, upper one 4 inches across, petals

white banded. This is unquestionably one of the
finest of this year's seedlings. Etna, brilliant scarlet,

netted with deeper veins, and white ; Serenata, very
large, vermiUon, netted crimson ; Anchises, vivid

scarlet, each pet.al banded with white ; Dunholm,
flowers 8A inches across, plum-crimson

; Fortunata,
orange-scarlet, white star ; Diomedes, large, showy
flower, but not remarkable for fine shape, crimson
red, veined black ; Junius, deep crimson ; Star of

India, vivid orange-scarlet, white centre ; Trium-
phans, spikes a yard high, five flowers on each,

colour glowing scarlet, 8A inches across.

Then we come to a distinct group which had its

origin in one of the Westonbirt seedlings named Bel-

lona, the characters of which are the smallish and
perfectly shaped open flowers and rich self colour

without a trace of white or green in the centre. The
best of these, besides the well-known Dr. Masters,

include the following, which are all self-coloured, that

is, the flowers contain but one tone of colour, and
have no p.ale centre. All are exceedingly beautiful,

particularly the smaller-flowered kinds, which most
nearly approach the original Bellona and Dr. Masters.

The finest of the batch is one just named Lorna
Doone ; this has intensely deep crimson flowers, of

smallish size, but of exquisite shape. It is looked

upon as the best of the group. Other good kinds
are : Lord of the Isles, vivid crimson ; Caltha, like

Dr. Masters, but deeper centre ; Daimio, carmine-
crimson ; Cossack, large flower, vivid colour

;

Veronese, carmine-crimson ; Byron, crimson-lake,

velvety.

The third section includes the white and light-

coloured sorts, which are not plentiful, unfortunately.

The finest pure white is one named Lady Howard cle

Walden. It has tubular flowers of thick texture

and good form. Lady of the Lake has a large open
flower, milky white, here and there flaked with crim-

son ; Marcia, white flaked and feathered viiih crim-

son ; Ellen Terry, white, feathered with crimson

;

Emeta, flowers like A. reticulata, white lined and
pencilled, one of the most distinct of .all the sorts,

and one that should be the forerunner of a new strain.

Other good sorts of other sections are : Temon, flowers

small, carmine-crimson, two spikes, seven flowers on
each ; Eurytis, deep crimson ; Clandon, perfection in

shape, salmon-red, wliite centre.

Seedlings that have not flowered before are opening
daily, so that there are constant surprises in the way

of fine things among them, and what is considered the

finest sort to-day may be eclipsed to-morrow. The
splendour of such a show as this cannot be described

;

it must be seen. It will be good for another two or

three weeks. Indeed, there will be stragglers in theway
ijf late flowerers until the new aiitumn flowering race

ci}nunence8 to flower which will continue throughout

the winter.

COOMBEHUEST, KINGSTON HILL.

This is one of the numerous gardens that are to

he found in or on the confines of that lieautiful

stretch of woodland known as Coombe AVood,
lying between Wimbledon and Kingston-on-
Thames. In very few of these gardens is the
natural character of the woodland preserved as

at Coombehurst, Captain Vyner's Surrey resi-

dence. The trimly kept lawns on the south
side of the house run into and imperceptibly join

charming woodland glades w'here Nature is her
own gardener, wliere beneath groves of white-

stemmed Birches one may see in May a blue carpet

of Bluebells and other spring flowens, either the

native growth of the place or naturalised exotics.

When the late Mr. Vyner altered the house and
the grounds immediately surrounding it, he
wisely kept the hand of the improver from inter-

fering with the adjacent woodland. Had he not
done so, perhaps the Birch grove would not, as it

is now, be the glory of the place. One may go
into a hundred gardens, even in Surrey, and not
find such a beautiful feature, and anything done to

mar its beauty would be a pity. Mostly all of

the Birches have attained that age and size when
they show their greatest beauty of branch and
stem, and as you look through the somewhat
irregular plantation of them the contrast of the

white boles and greenery beneath is striking.

What it is in Bluebell-time one may easily

imagine. This wood overlooks the valley through
which runs the Beverly brook ; in the distance

may be seen Wimbledon Common ; while between
that and this house there is a stretch of ever-

varying woodland, here and there studded with
gentlemen's seats. Such are the main features

of Coombehurst, and the minor parts of it are

quite in harmony with the surroundings.
The house is perched on a sloping ridge with
high ground at the back, and the lawns run
rather steeply from the terrace down to a
little rill, where the polished part meets the
uuilisturbed woodland. The lawn, too, is ad-

mirably designed. You cannot see it at all at a
glance, but it runs off into the shrubberies in
little glades and recesses, which gives that play
of light and shade which adds so much to the
charms of a garden. The place is well provided
with trees, most of which form part of tha
original Coombe Wood, and with this native

growth exotic trees and shrubs of all kinds have
been interspersed. Rhododendrons thrive ad-
mirably here, although the soil is not peaty.

There are prodigious masses on the front lawn,
but these have been cut in such a w-all-like

fashion that they spoil the view of the house
from the lawn ; therefore, tliey are left out of the
illustration herewith given. Behind the house
is a good Rose garden with the beds devoted to

particular sorts—a capital plan, as the efl'ect of

masses of one colour is so much better than the
" spottiness " of mixed tints. Leading from the
tennis lawn is a grove of Nut trees of ancient
and picturesque appearance, and these, like the
Birches, are a remarkable feature. In summer
the shady walks among the Nuts ai'e delightful,

and here, too, in spring the place is lit up by
spring flowers. There is a well-kept kitchen
garden, fruit and plant houses ; but these are not
extensive, the place being used chiefly as a summer
residence. W. G.
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NOTES.

The west wind.—March came in with bitter

frost and snciwstornis and soes out with a wild

west wind. On this the last day of a month
proverbially windy the storm fiend seems more
mad and furions than usual, swirling; round the

young leaves and snapping off the Daflbdil blooms

and buds by the hundred. The windfall of

flower? is, however, but a trifling matter, since

the bulb growth would be all the stronger for

this storm rol)bery, but unfortunately the leaves

are in many cases also broken, and this is a
lo:iS far more serious and ill to bear. This roar-

ing wind is furious, one moment coming in sweep-

ing gusts ; then it slackens, and we get driving

sleet, or it veers a little southward and the sleet

becomes pelting rain. In its warmth and moisture

it dift'ers from the marrow-chilling wind of the

east, which dries and shrivels up everything

—

'human kindness even—whereas the west wind
has the rough freshness of a roystering 1:ioy. I

think it is Kingsley who praises the west wind.
I also am a lover of a fresh breeze, and enjoy a

walk over a wind-swept moor or down, but in a
garden one can better enjoy the soft and genial

the Hookers, Olivers, Grays, Harveys, Wrights,
and others who have travelled are very careful

to make all allowance for this dual state of

things, but to the garden specialist it is a hard
saying ami one they too often think unworthy of

acceptation. Nature is quite willing that we
should have plenty of new lamps for oM ones—
plenty of that infinite variety which is said to be
so charming;, and if we like to think we, like

the fly on the wheel, are making great progress,

she is happy, but she goes on with her own work
all the same.

Mega.sea crassifolia.—A good spreading
mass of this okl Saxifrage is now 07ie of the

prettiest sights in the gar.len. It grows in the

irregular nooks formed by some large growing
Holly bushes, and naturally spreads itself about
in a pleasing manner. Apart altogether from its

great clusters of soft pink blossoms and dainty
buds, the plant would be well worth growing for

the sake of its great bronzy foliage, even if it

never flowered. It grows well in any good deep
soil, but all the family evince a fancy for lime in

the soil, and where this does not exist it should
be supplied artificially. All these large-leaved

private places where cut flowers are extensively
used in the house. I have often remarked how-
well Lilies, Crown Imperial.s, Narcissi, Spanish
Irises, and other bulbs grow amongst Moss, China,
and other Roses in old-fashioned gardens. The
finest mass of Narcissus cernuus, double and
single-flowereil, 1 ever saw was in a big round
bed of Moss Hoses and Sweet Brier. A great
bush of Sweet Brier in the centre afl'orded plenty
of its deliriously scented leaves ; and even at
Christraastide its crown of glowing scarlet hips
made it a thing of beauty. In April the Ijed was
a mass of creamy-white Daft'odils, edged with pale
blue Scilla bifolia, and then in May came the
earlie.st Rosebuds; but the real harvest of blos-
soms was in July, and then the dying leaves of
the Daft'odils were forgotten.

The golden flowered Forsythia.—Once
more the old grey stone walls are covered with
the warm brown tracery of slender branches, each
thickly strung with elegant yellow bells, which
as seen in the mass somehow give one the im-
pression of a swarm of golden bees. Except of
course and always .Jasminum nudiflorum, I

know of no other wall shrub so i^uick in growth

Cuijiiibehurjt, Kiug^tuu Hill.

Apple-blossom days in which the tenderest leaflets

are undisturbed.

Cultivated plants. —Cultivation is another
word for alteration, and one of the main factors

oi evolution in the garden. For example, you
go to France or Spain, or Italy, and collect any
wild plant there ; now if you make a careful

drawing, or, better still, a life-size photograph, of

your wild species, you have fixed the actual

characters of its native growth for ever. Say it

is a Tulip or a Narcissus, or a Primrose or a

Gentian. Bring home your plants and grow
them for, say, five years in your garden, and
then at flowering time compare the illustration

or portrait above referred to with the cultivated i

plaats. Yes ; there is an alteration ; always I

that, better or worse, as the case maj' be. Wild '

Tulips become scarcely recognisable after a few '

years' cultivation in the garden. So also of wild
Narcissi and Primulas, of nearly all the wild
plants known to me. So great is the change
efl'ected in some cases that if the wild and the

cultivated phases of tlie self-same species be laid

side by side it is really difficult to believe them
to be of the same origin. The botanist, especially

Saxifrages or Megaseas deserve more attention,

especiallythosewhich retain their bold and shapely'

leafage throughout the winter. M. purpurascens
is quite beautiful in leafage, and its blossoms are
rich in colour ; while one or two varieties of M.
cordifolia, such as Barr's rosea and Ware's atro-

purpurea, are well worth a good position. As
planted in good bold groups among stones, or
used to carpet the bare borders amongst shrubs,
these plants are most beautiful, reminding one of
good statuary in bronze.

Bulbs and Roses.—It is a very pretty idea
that of marrying Queen Rosa to Narcissus, and
one that is well worth carefully adopting wherever
there are borders and beds devoted to Roses.
These last are ever welcome from June until
November's frost and mildew end their reign;
but months before the Roses attain their full

leafage and flowers spring bulbs may have made
the bare earth around and beneath them lovely
with their blossoms. London market gardeners
manage to grow spring flowers everywhere—by
the edges of walks, beneath Apple, Pear, and
Plum trees, or in long rows beneath the bush
fruits, and this plan may often be followed in

and so generally satisfactory as thi.s introduc-
tion .of the late Robert Fortune. Cuttings root
freely and flower the second year, so that one
has not long to wait, as is so often the case with
flowering shrubs. Almond blossom is pure and
rosy against the April sky, and the blood-
coloured Pyrus japonica is bursting into bloom,
each glint of crimson-red set in leaflets of the
tenderest greenery. The white form of this

shrub is very chaste, by which I mean the large
pure white variety with a greenish centre, intro-

duced, I think, by Veitch, and figured years ago
in The Garden. But amidst all other shrubs
in bloom, be it Daphne or Rhododendron, my
eyes wander back to the golden bees on the wall.
There are two Forsythias, and, to my mind,
F. suspensa is the best for general culture, being
more elegant in growth, even if not also more
profuse in blossoming. The only drawback is its

deciduous habit, but planted along with Ivy or
with Clematis cirrhosa it would form a good
combination.

Edgings in gardens. — This question of

edgings for borders and walks in gardens is

likely to occur for all time. Well-kept edgings
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ol' Box are good in their way, so also the Ijroail

hands of ^reen Ivy so coniinon in Frencli gardens,

hut very heautit'id and jiermanent edgings may
he ibrnied of rough granite or other hard stones.

These stone edgings may he varied at will; they

may he neat and formai, or rough and irregular,

and one may form pockels or niches in them lor

choice little alpine plants if so disposed. Unce

well formeil they are practically indestructihle,

and need hut little after attention. These edgings

are very pretty ami natural when planted with

Saxifrages ami Sedunis, or one can sow seeds

of Erinus alpinus, Grammanthes, lonopsidiuni

acaule, Mesemhryanthemum tricolor, and other

bright small growing plants so as to cover the

stones with a living carpet bejewelled with

flowers in their season. There is scarcely any

limit to the variety of ways in which these

edgings of roughly quarried stones may be dis-

posed, lengthwise or transversely or diagonally,

so as to form clefts, chinks, and crannies for all

sorts of pretty things. In breadth they may
vary from a couple of inches to 2 feet, and so

also the height is simply a matter of taste, or of

keeping with other things. Wherever stones are

readily obtainable these edgings may become

beautiful little rock gardens, full of interest and

really useful, while their after keeping is not

nearly so troublesome as are the formal lines of

Box, poodle-clipped into fictitious monotony.

Iris stylosa.—Why is it that a flower so

lovely as is this Algerian or winter Iris is after

all comparatively rare in gardens ? Here on the

limestone formation it grows like a weed, and

seems especially happy amongst stones in the

soil. Good strong old weather-beaten and sun-

scorched clumps flower best, and it is best to

gather the buds when they reach full size—

a

condition readily recognised by the inner colour-

ing of the petals showing itself—and then they

open out perfectly in water indoors. To my
mind it is one of the choicest of all hardy

flowers, and especially valuable as blooming from

February to April, a time when most other Iris

flowers are scarce. On some soils the plant grows

too freely and does not flower. Planted near the

foot of a sunny wall, or near stones and boulders

in fully exposed positions, it generally does well.

A friend who failed in flowering it does so now
quite easily, after having planted it amongst

stones and "idd lime rubbish. A great bowlful of

its blossoms exhale a delicious perfume, and

alway.s remind me of the flowers of Vanda
ctcru'lea. Of course they are different, but, as I

think, none the less lovely. It is a good subject

for pot culture in a frame or cool house, and

altogether one of the really good hardy plants

that are far too rarely seen.

The spring Vetch.—In a whole gardenful of

beautiful spring flowers this old-fashioned Orobus

vernus is just now nust pleasing to me. It is a

long time since I saw it in a long row in an

old mill-house garden, with other rows of the old

Dusty ]\Iiller Auiicula on either side. Every

flower was at that time a nameless tiling—

a

beautiful mystery, a joy as fresh as the air and

the sunshine", aff'ording delight a child can only

express as the birds express their happiness in

ceaseless motion and in happy song. That old

carden in the moist meadows near the wdiite-

washed mill, with the golden Willows and tall

Poplars beside the river and its old-iashioned

flowers, always comes back on the wingsof memory
whenever I see the spring Vetch in bloom. Big

clumps of it are now very beautiful, its blossoms

changing from reddish purple to blue, so as to

give a shot appearance similar to that of silken

textiles. It is another of the plants v.diich enjoys

a few sjiadesful of lime ruliViish if planted in

earth naturally destitute of lime or chalk. On

'^onie dry, hot soils it has a stunted, weedy look,

but when it luxuriates and forms great spreading
crowns of young leafage an<l blossoms, it is to

my mind one of the freshest and most pleasing

of all the perennials of spring.

(iiiENT AzalejVs.—In the sunny south of

England, as also in some parts of Ireland, these

jilants are hardy and form great flcjwering Itushes

full of colour in May and .lune. In Surrey and
Sussex groups of these plants give quite a soft

flush of rainbow-like colour to the garden
landscape, while on the Bag.shot sand they grow
even more luxuriantly perhaps then they do in

Belgium. Then they are twice beautiful in the

year, in spring from the time their tender leaves

appear until they finish flowering in early

summer. Then in that great mid-season floralia,

when the Iris, the Lily, and the Rose vie with each

other like rival Graces, we forget our Azaleas

until sunny autumn paints their leaves with rich

fruit-like hues, now bright as gold, or deep

stained as with blood or wine. Last October, in the

EdinburgliBotanic Garden some deciduous Azaleas
quite lit up the place with light and colour, so

lovely was the hectic flush of their dying leaves.

They are not hardy everywhere, and do not like

chalky soils, but they may be grown well in pots

in a greenhouse, or even in a sunny garden

frame. At this season they add quite a charm-

ing variety to the Indian varieties, extending

their rather limited range of reel or wdiite

colouring into the most exquisite of buft', .salmon,

suljdiur, and rose-tinted .shades. Arranged in

bold groups in the conservatory, along with the

.Tapan Maples, these plants are most exquisite,

and one lovely phase of floral beauty is absent

where these plants are not grown.

Sc.\RLET Pau Anemones.—Anemone fulgens

is as cajjricious as it is beautiful, and never looks

better than when planted on dry, grassy banks

in the full sunsliine. On some soils it grows

like a weed and flowers profusely ; on others it

dwindles and dies away. The common wild

English Daflbdil is another instance of a plant

]5erfectly robust and hardy in the fields, but

which shrinks from garden cultivation. Well
grown, there are no flowers so brilliant just now
as are these scarlet Windflowers. They are

happy in thewarm windsofshoweryApriland May,
and sway and nod and flutter bright as Poppies on

the borders, their Virilliancy enhanced by clumps
of Narcissus cernuus with grey-green leaves and

gracefully nodding buds and blossoms. About
two years ago Dr. Mahafl'y, when on a visit to

Prof.' Schliemann, the Greek antiquarian, dug up
a few Anemone roots which bore one solitary

flower last season, and are now throwing up stout

and promising flower-buds. It is a vivid orange-

scarlet eight-rayed blossom, having a clear ring

of bronzy amber encircling the rich blue-black

centre of the flower. It is difficult to imagine

aught more beautiful in its way, as it spreads

it.self open like a gorgeous butterfly in the sun-

shine. A wise man told me the other day of a

white Anemone fulgens ! He had not seen it,

but knew a man wlio had done so ; and as he

would not let me convince him that A. stellata

alba was the plant he referred to, I hope A.

fulgens alba may prove an actual fact. Who can

tell us of the white Pasque flower i

Galanthus virescens.—At my own request

Mr. E. G. Loder has very kindly sent to me a
flower of this rare and curious Snowdrop, which
appears to have been introduced bj- Herr Max
Leichtlin, and to have reached Mr. Loder's gar-

den via that of the late Mr. Harpur Crewe. It

would he interesting to know where it is wild.

Here is a little word-study of the flower. The
three outer segments are rather long and more
slender than in the common Snowdrop. They

arc white with a clouding of very pale apple
green in the centre of each on the outside. The
inner segments differ from those of most other

Snowdrops in being wholly of a clear bright

green colcjur margined with a narrow white line.

The greenish tinge on the outer segments is so

pale, that when I first saw the fhjwer two years

ago I th(jught it due to the shrivelling of the

flower during its journey. The green inner seg-

ments of the flower at once .serve to distinguish

this variety from all other varieties <jf G. nivalis,

but we have a late blooming form of G. plicatus

which has green inner petals very similar to those

of this virescent kind. Even so late as the first

day of April I picked quite a respectable little

bunch of Snowdrops of the common Crimean
kind (G. plicatus) which is later than the type.

The flowers of all the Snowdrops fade so quickly

under bright sunshine, that hir the sake of late

flowers a few bullis should be planted at the back
of a north wall or hedge, or in the shade of

Hollies and other shrubs on tlie Grass.

Floral friendships.—These friendships

amongst garden flowers are often accidental, but
the results are often very interesting. Here is a
great, irregular cloud of Anemone apennina,
beautiful enough in itself as one would think,

and yet after it had died down last autumn,
someone noticed the patch of bare earth, and
planted a few roots of Narcissus pallidus prfecox,

forgetful, it may he, of the Anemone roots below.
Now, the Dafl'odil flowers of .softest yellow and of

noble form are ten times more pleasing as seen
nestling on this blue cloud of starry blossoms.

Even their glaucous leaves are lovely as contrasted

with the cut foliage of the Anemone. Snowdrops
mixed with this Windflower is another happy
combination. They bloom before the Anemones,
but the glaucous leaves and pearly flowers show
most beautifully above the young Anemone leaves.

The otlier day I saw in an old country house gar-

den a lied of dwarf Dattbdils (N. nanus). I was
told that it had been undisturbed for over twenty
years. It must have contained thousands of bulbs,

and lay like a great golden shield on the tender
young Grass of a velvety lawn. The flowers were
actually crowded together, a solid mass of chrome,
and around them was an edging of Scilla sibirica

;

not a narrow line of single bulbs, but a solid band
a foot in width, blue as a meadow of mountain
Gentian, or as a Flax field in bloom.

Veronica.

Plant names.—There is a good practical ring
aliout Jlr. Elwes' remarks on plant names in

The Gakdex (p. 30.3), and I hope the council of

the Royal Horticultural Society \\ill recognise
the vital importance of this matter, and convene
a public meeting to ventilate the whole question
of plant nomenclature. The botanist and the
gardener have struggled on apart long enough to
the great disadvantage of both, and if the society
can aftbrd them a common ground of meeting for

the present settlement of this question, so much
the better will it be for all concerned. In justice
to its own position the Royal Horticultural
Society should be the first to take up work of this

kind, and after a general plan of action has been
decided on things will work more smoothly and
give far greater satisfaction than is at present the
case. The keeping of a register of all the new-
plants exhibited will prove a great step in advance,
and more especially ought the various committees
to be composed of the very best men available.

It has somehow got abroad that nurserymen have
the power in their hands at these meetings. This
I know to be untrue, but at the same time the
Royal Horticultural Society should be above
suspicion.—F. W. B.

I agree with Mr. Elwes (p. 304) that, the
floral committee would be the better of a little

more botanical knowledge, at least when Dr. Mas-
ters happens to be absent from the meeting. The
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committee has lost members irreplaceable in Mr.

Moore and Jlr. Green. I do not think dividing

the floral committee would answer the purpose re-

quired : it was lately tried, and failed utterly.

Sevei'al questions must be borne in mind. It is

sometimes said that we are too much a trade

society and that there are preponderating influ-

ences. The best answer to this is, that with a

large committee any attempt at favouritism is at

once checked. Perhaps what Mr. Elwes desires

could be best arrived at by the botanical section of

the scientific committee, an addition, if necessary,

being made to it, with, in some cases, a reference

afterwards to Kew. What practically takes place

is this : if a plant new to the floral committee is

exhibited, for example, the Chionodoxa Lucilia?,

by Mr. George Maw, or Primula obconica, by ilr.

Veitch, the committee give their opinion of the

plant's horticultural value ; then if it is of special

interest, the gardening papers, or at least the more
scientific of them, usually in the same w'eek pub-
lish all that can be found out about it. If Mr.
Elwes can find first-class men able and willing to

devote the morning to the work of the committee,
and who will attend pretty regularly, their names
will be gladly considered when the time of elec-

tion comes round again. The committee at pre-

sent has strong representatives of the dift'ei'ent

branches of horticulture, and, I think, great thanks
are due to them for giving their half days gratuit-

ously, and judging as carefully as they do now.

—

Geoki;e F. Wilson, Heathirliank, IVi ijliridfje Ilca'h.

Rose Garden.

WINTER TREATMENT OF TEA ROSES.
Protection in beds and borders.—The first

and most perfect method of protecting these

against all risks consists in thatching them over
with dry leaves, Moss, straw stubble, or other

litter impenetrable by frost, keeping the litter

in position by a layer of tree boughs bent over
the l)eils or borders or lines of straw or other
bands. In wet weather wide beds of tender
China or Tea Roses were often finished with
a central ridge like a flat haystack. On drier

sites and narrow borders, especially where the
borders were backed by walls, the protecting

material was mostly finished oft' so as to afford a
sharp pitch from back to front. By these simple
devices in regard to form a very large proportion
of the cold rains of winter was shed off and all

severe cold shut out from the beds and borders of

tender Roses. Of course a certain amount of

care was needed in applying such protectors and
some practical skill re(|uired to steer a happy
mean between deficiency and excess. Neither
must it be assumed tliat any kind of tree leaves
will answer for this purpose ; on the contrarj',

there is only one sort of leaves really suitable,

and that is the leaf that lays lightest together in
a mass and has the greatest staying power, viz.,

the Oak. The drier, too, these can be employed
and the lighter they can be left in the mass the
better. Such perishable and soft leaves as Limes,
Sycamores, &c., are totally useless for such a
purpose, and woiild speedily cause the decompo-
sition of the Roses instead of providing them
with perfect protection. In the case of dwarf
plants or those grown on the pegged-down
method of culture and training no previous pre-
paration of the plants is needful ; but where
they have run up to considerable heights, the
Roses should be pegged down to within 2 feet or
so of the ground before packing the interstices

between the boughs an<l branches and covering
over the highest ones with at least 6 inches or so
of litter. It is by no means needful to pack the
lower portions of the beds firmly full of leaves
or litter of any sort ; on the contrary, the looser
the litter lies among or over the boughs the less

danger from decomposition or fermentation.
Properly and skilfully applied, the protecting

litter will remain through the winter very much
as it is left without subsidence or any serious

degree nf con.solidation. The .surface of boughs
or the thatch of straw on tlie surface secures the

main protection from being blown away by winds
and protects tlie garden and walks from being
strewn with successive flights of unsightly debris.

Uncovering beds and borders of Teas.—
In the average run of our seasons it will hardly

be safe to remove the last rags of protection imtil

the middle of May ; neither, unless the Roses are

over-protected, is there such danger of leaving

considerable protection until that late period.

What keeps out the cold also keeps out the lieat

;

or, to ])ut it more correctly, what shuts in terres-

trial heat also shuts out solar heat. And either

way the Roses are kept at rest by these imper-
vious protectors. Early in April, however, an
examination should be made and a portion of the

protecting material be removed, the remainder
being taken oft' piecemeal, until early in May
little or nothing but the screen of boughs is left.

This process of gradual exposure inures the

Roses to the outer world, and even enables any
partially blanched buds to become green before

breaking fully into leaflets, flower-buds, or shoots.

Treatment after uncovering.—Prune at

once, removing all weakly shoots, and as far as

practicable cutting them right back to the ground
line. This suggests a very important point : all Tea
Roses treated thus should be grown on their own
roots. Own-root Roses cut thus hard back seldom
or never fail to send up vigorous shoots either from
the base line or latent buds of the roots. These
will not fail to provide a succession of flower-

ing branches to the best ones left for immediate
blooming, but if all goes well and future prunings
are skilfully managed, these first and vigorous

growths of the summer will probably furnish the

chief bulk or framework of the Rose bush that

will need protection next season. Leave a fair

supply of the liest shoots for blooming, shorten the

shoots to different lengths, and of course remove
any bruised or injured branches that may turn up
during the processes of pruning, training, and
top-dressing the Tea Roses. Provided the shoots

are sufficiently numerous and vigorous, no top-

dressing may be needful ; but should they mani-
fest signs of weakness or distress, a good dressing

of well decomposed farmyard manure may be

applied and pointed in, so as to have a couple of

inches or so of sweet soil left on the surface of the

beds or borders. This course is recommended for

sanitary as well as strengthening purposes. On
the former ground, and to enjoy to the full the

feast of a bed or borderful of Teas Roses, the sight

or smell of manure should lie banished from the

Rose garden. For the same reason all fresh and
pungent manures should be removed far hence

from the same garden. Walking or running ex-

hibitors—rather, that is those who spend their

days and nights on the rail during the time of

Roses, and fix their staffs of cutters, setters-up, and
packers to furnish their show boxes and time

their departure so as to meet them at the different

stations—may, if they will, convert their Rose

beds or borders into muck heaps redolent of every

manurial abomination found in or on the earth or

under it ; but the grower of Tea Roses as a cult,

a thing of beauty, a joy for ever, should shun,

loathe^ and alihor all such rank abominations.

Nor will his Roses suft'er much in consequence,

for it is an axiom now in the true sense of ma-
nuring that the more pungent the less feeding.

Plant roots are endowed witli elective and selec-

tive powers, and it seems probable that their tastes

are as fastidious as the fairest patrons of Tea
Roses. This much at least is certain: Roses

cannot eat raw, gross manures, and all manure
must be thoroughly decomposed before it can

contriljute one iota to the enlargement of the size,

the enriching of the colour, adding substance to

the texture or sweetness to the fragrance of Roses.
Hence, after all, what cultivators call the sweetest
manures may prove the most potent, as they are

assuredly the most pleasant, to apply to Rose
beds and borders. But, whether manured or not,

all these sliould be carefully forked up and the

surface laid open to the sweetening and enriching
and warming influences of the air. Pegs or stakes

to regulate tlie shoots and branches as evenly as

practicable over the entire surface is all the
training that will be needful. It is astonishing
how vigorously Roses treated thus—their root-

stocks and main branches protected from the

deVnlitating eft'ects of frost-bites and their entire

root force yireserved intact—grow and bloom
throughout the season.

Protection op Teas in pots in the open
air.—There are several modes of doing this,

such as growing them wholly in pots, growing
them partially in pots and partially in the soil,

and potting them up in the autumn for safe

storage under glass throughout the winter and
planting them out again, say, the succeeding
April or May. Those who grow their Tea Roses
wholly in pots throughout the summer months
merely place tliem in groups or masses on the
surfaces of gravel, grass or courtyard, or, better

still, plunge the pots to the rims in ashes, cocoa
fibre refuse, or the earth itself This mode of

plunging saves much labour of watering and
conserves the roots in a more uniform state alike

in regard to heat and moisture. It has .also the
advantage of making the plants look more
natural ; and if the Tea Roses in pots are nicely

arranged and the pots plunged an inch or two
under the rims, they may form as good or better

and as natural looking masses in beds or borders
or on Grass lawns as if they had been per-

manently planted out. As a rule, Roses thus
grown in pots in the open air grow less freely

and bloom more profusely than those planted
out. When the pots are plunged overhead, they
require much less water than when the sur-

face soil of the pots or the pots themselves are

exposed to sun and air. A caution, in fact, needs
to be given against the overwatering of pot
Roses plunged deeply in the earth or other
plunging material. Should the plunging medium
prove heavy or tenacious, or the drainage in the
]iot be insufficient, the soil is apt to get clogged
with water and to become sodden. To render
this almost impossible it is well to place a few
pieces of stone or broken brick under the Rose
pots, especially if the latter are large, so as to

give a free exit to the water given. These breaks
between the pots and the free earth beyond also

check to some extent the free passage of the

roots from the former into tlie latter, and this is

important in this mode of growing Tea Roses
wholly in pots in the open air.

Secondary advantage of pot culture.—
This is the facility with which they can be re-

moved without any serious check or injury to
their blooms from out of doors to indoors in Oc-
tober. Unless the roots have been permitted to

pass through the bases or run over the tops of the
pots, Tea Roses may be lifted and removed into
the conservatory or window garden without in-

jury and continue to unfold their beauty and dif-

fuse their fragrance throughout a considerable
portion of the winter. In fact, could a green-
house or conservatory at a temperature of 5.5° to
00° be provided for them with a dryish atmo-
sphere, the Teas would go on blooming more or
less throughout the winter and spring, or indeed
until the plants were again wanted for furnishing
their old or new quarters throughout the ensuing
summer. The possible change of site for Tea
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Roses every year or oftener is another merit of

the system of cultivating Tea Roses in pots for

outdoor decoration. But some of these may be
loolced upon as the mere luxuries of the portable
culture of Tea Roses ; and where few or none of

these can be enjoyed, it may 3'et be quite practic-

able to grow Tea Roses in pots in the open air

during tlie summer and preserve them in safety

in cellars, sheds, lofts, or any cool, yet frost-proof,

quarters until wanted again for plunging or stand-

ing out the following season. If kept almost
wholly dry as well as cool, they will need hardly
any attention from November to April. Roses in

pots wintered in this rough and ready fashion
will need careful overhauling, pruning, top-dress-
ing, watering, and, it may be, repotting before
plunging out ; but all their vital forces being in-

tact, though in a partial state of suspended ani-

mation, they respojid readily to stimulating in-

fluences that envelop them in the open air, and
speedily grow into vigour and bud and bloom
into beauty.

Teas partially in pots and partially in
THE OPEN GROUND.—This plan answers well in

most cases. The pots used are small in propor-
tion to the size of the plants ; in fact, the chief
use made of the pot is to render the Rose more
easily and safely portaljle. It is essential under
this sj'stem to plunge the pot into good soil, rich
compost, or manure, and the pots are plunged
deeper than under open-air pot culture pure and
simple. The roots are also encouragecl to run
through and over the pots into the beds and
borders, and are assumed to derive their chief
supplies of food from such. Throughout the
growing season the Roses are encouraged to be
as independent as possible ; but on the approach
of winter the use of the pots becomes apparent.
They form a nucleus of root life and power
which is not destroyed nor greatly injured by
lifting the Roses, and suffices often to keep the
latter in fair health for many years in succession.

Should the pots, however, be found overcrowded
to excess with roots or broken by their extreme
pressure, the lifting time furnishes the Ix-st occa-
sion for a shift into larger pots ; and in repotting
the plants much care and skill should be exer-
cised to place most of the best fibrous roots tliat

were found in the bed or border within the in-

terior of the larger pots. The opportunity should
also be seized to make an exchange of roots when
practicable, getting rid of the old woody roots
and selecting more fibrous and better ifeeding

ones in their places. This exchange is favourable
to the retention of small pots, which are much
to be preferred for this mode of culture. All
strong straggling shoots may also be reduced at
the same time, and where storing space is small,
comparatively little of the Rose may be left but
the roots, rootstock, and a few of the best shoots.
Yet another mode of using pots for the protection
of Tea Roses. This consists in potting them up,
Bay, in October and either wintering them in
greenhouses or any such frost-proof quarters as
may be available. A better method still, where
a warm greenhouse is available, is to pot up the
Roses in as small pots as the roots can be con-
veniently got into, using a rather light sandy
loam for the potting and plunging the pots in a
bottom heat of 60° or 65°, keeping the tops in
the open air sliould the weather be mild. The effect

of this treatment on the roots is almost magical

;

huge masses of white fibrous feeders rapidly fill the
pots, the buds swell up, fresh breaks show, and
the buds and flowers about to open when the
plants were lifted go on as if nothing had
happened, only their growth is accelerated.
Plants treated thus, placed in light, warm green-
houses or windows, will go on jielding most
welcome Tea Roses till Christmas or even the
new year.

OfR FINAL MODE OF PliOTECTINfi TeAS
TnuoUGnouT the winter.— This consists in

taking them up bodily and either laying tliem
in by the heels in a sheltered place where they
may be easily protected, planting them clo.sely in

cold frames or on the floors of orcliard houses nv
cool houses or storing places of any kind. The
Roses may either be stored as lifted or the roots

be pruned and the tops trimmed considerably
liefore storing. This facilitates the process and
enables more Roses to be stored in less space.

By pruning the Ro.ses, not only many more can
be stored in a lesser area, but better roots will be
formed closer to the rootstock, a point of great
importance to the future jilanting out and suc-

cessful culture of Roses in this ratlier rough-and-
ready method of culture. Light loam, inter-

mixed with a fourth of cocoa fibre refuse or
sweet mellow leaf mould, forms an excellent
compost for the inlaying of the roots of Roses in
this way. The roots may also be loosely sur-
rounded with damp Moss and tied together with
matting before being covered with soil. Most of
these ties will last till planting time and have
the merit of keeping the roots together, protect-

ing them from rupture and keeping them near
to their work.

The best storing places for Tea Roses treated
thus are houses or pits with northern aspects,

either covered with shutters or glass or thatched
over with straw for the winter. In glazed
structures the temperature should seldom rise

above 40° nor sink much under .30°, though an
excess of heat is apt to prove more injurious than
a few degrees of frost. The more complete the
rest of the Roses throughout the winter and the
more nearly they can be returned to the open air

in the same condition of dormancy in which they
were lifted the better. This simple mode of

compelling the Roses to sleep in safety through-
out the colder months in any cool structure or
outhouse brings the culture ol^ Tea Roses within
reach of all, while the more ambitious modes of
protecting them in pots under glass or on walls,

heated or unheated, here set forth go a long way
towards ensuring a supply of Tea Roses through-
out the year without any special culture or
houses for that purpose: for in all the modes of

culture and treatment here indicated or described
the primary object has been to provide for every
possessor of a garden that richest pleasure and
sweetest luxury within the entire range of practi-

cal floriculture—a full feast of Tea Roses fi-oni

the open air throughout the summer and late

autumn months. D. T. F.

Pruning' Banksian Koses.—In a short note
on climbing Roses, with which I entirely agree,
by "S. D." (p. 273), the following sentence occurs:
" The way to tieat Banksian Roses is to lay in the
main branches and spur them in every winter or
spring, just thinning out the breastwood by cutting
out the strongest, as it is on shoots of short length
and moderate strength the blossoms are formed."
There must be some mistake here, and I trust
" S. D." will excuse me for correcting it, as he
may have overlooked it. First, as to the time of
pruning Banksian Roses. The only safe time is

immediately after the flowers fade, say in June or
.July, according to locality. The whole of the
flowering branchlets and growing shoots, unless
wanted for furnishing a wider area, should then
be closely pruned in or cut off: and from that
time till the following season at the same time no
knife or shears should be permitted to touch
these Bachelor's-button Roses. The whole of the
breastwood made after the pruning, whether
strong or weak, will form sprays of bloom of dif-

fering lencrtlis the following season ; and to have
Banksian Roses in full grace and beauty thesesprays
should be piled over each other in a graceful manner
from base to summit of the wall. They may vary in

length from 6 inches to 6 feet without at all mili-

tating against cither the health of the plants or
tiieii- inimitable beauty, while t bo sj)rays of differing
lengths convey a character and impart a grace
altogether imi)ossiblft to any other species or sort
of Rose. These sprays, too, furnish .admirable
miitcrial for decoration, while the smaller bunches,
set' it) their luiique fiiliage, also furnish good mate-
rial fcir boiif|ui-ts and wreaths. The two .smallest

species or varieties, the common white and yellow,
are by far the best, though the largewhite Fortune!
and the larger variety of yellow thiive equally well
under the same treatment that develops the grace
and beauty of the common Banksian Roses to the
uttermost. -I). T. F.

MARECHAL KIEL ROSE.

My experience with this Rose convinces me that
it requires a thoroughly sheltered situation in

order to get it to anything like perfection. A
brick wall facing the south and well sheltered
from high winds seems to suit it. I have on one
occasion seen it do well as an ordinary standard.

It was growing in good open loam, resting on
gravel, and thoroughly sheltered. Its head was
about 4 feet through, and always bore well-

finished blooms. Another good plant of this Rose
with which I have been acquainted was on the

south side of a house in Kent, and thoroughly
slieltered from high winds. It was growing in a
deep open loam, and one morning I counted
several hundreds of fine, highly-coloured blooms
on it, a few of which were shown at the Canterbury
Rose Show and gained a prize. Close to the
stem of this plant was a pathway, consisting of

ffagstones, 4 feet wide ; this wasthe only top-dress-

ingthis Rose tree had,and I believe a beneficialone.

We had Mart^chal Niels inotherpositions, but none
l^roduced such fine high-finished blooms as the old

plant top-dressed with flagstones in the full sun.

Our garden here lies high, on a cold clayey loam,
in which Marechal Niels did badly ; in fact Roses
generally did not succeed. I, therefore, drained
the worst parts, burnt some hundreds of loads of

the clay, and thoroughly intermixed the burned
material with the soil. After that Roses did
better. Mar{5chal Niel struck from cuttings and
also budded on standard Briers I planted in

various positions. Immediately in front of the
house we have Grass terraces with steep slopes

6 feet high ; the bottom one we bricked, herring-

bone fashion. I then broke up the ground to a good
depth and worked in plenty of burnt clay, charred
rubbish, cow manure, well firming it and planting
Marechal Niel on its own roots. These plants

next .season made growths from 15 feet or 16 feet

long, produced some grand blooms, and, even
after this long winter, look promising for another
season. On the top terrace I planted this Rose
budded on the standard Brier close against the
house, but it dwindled and died, the situation

being much too bleak for it. Thus within some
.30 feet of each other one set of this Rose fails

from exposure, while another, thoroughly sheltered
from winds, does splendidly. I planted more of

it against the cottage and well sheltered, adding
nothing to the existing border, and these in two
years made but poor progress. I then worked
away the old soil and introduced good soil to

some depth, mixing with it some burnt clay,

charred rubbish and cow manure, and next season

one new growth which I measured was 25 feet and
another 20 feet. I have, therefore, concluded that

this Rose requires continual nourishment com-
bined with shelter. Some complain that this Rose
suddenly goes oflF at the collar, but for this I find

wood ashes fresh from the fireplace a good pre-

ventive. When disease has attacked the plant

4 feet or 5 feet from the ground I have arrested its

progress by lightly scraping the affected parts

and rubbing into them some fresh wood ashes.

Fox Warre}!, Cob/iam. R. Hall.

Marechal Niel warts.—Permit me to thank
Mr. Bolas (p. 273) for his valuable information on
this point. It confirms the idea held more or leas

firmly by many that eveiything is useful if we
could only interpret its meaning aright. Most of
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us have looked upon these warts as intolerable

evils, pregnant with disease and death, that have
ruthlessly cut down our finestMar^chal Niels upand
down the country, and as surely destroyed them
as the rasp of the saw or the slash of the axe, and
yet all the while they may have been friends in

disguise, only entreating for a handful of earth to

bury them out of our sight, in order that our
grand Marechals might recover their youth and
go on growing and blooming, like thepoetlaureate's
brook, for ever. All that is needful to ensure per-

petual youth and an annual harvest of golden
bloom is that the warts should be made to stoop
to conquer. So soon as these appear on the tops
bend them down slowly and surely towards the
earth, and fresh roots and a new lease of life is the
result. All this may sound like banter, but I

assure your correspondent that it is joyful earnest.

Indoor Garden.

AKEBIA QUINATA.
A FEW words concerning this pretty climber may
not be out of place at this season when it is, or

soon will be, in bloom. It is a plant of quick
growth, producing long, slender shoots clothed

with pretty, bright green divided leaves. Its

claret-coloured flowers are individually small,

but they are borne in sufficient profusion to be

attractive. It is a native of China, and survives

our winters about London if afforded the protec-

tion of a wall, on which, should it face the south,

the wood gets well ripened and ensures good
displays of bloom in spring. Fortune states that

in many parts of China it festoons the trees and
hedges. Besides being treated as

an outdoor plant it makes a useful

climber for a greenhouse or con-

servatory. Wherever it is grown,
plenty of space should be allowed
for development, as if greatly cur-

tailed no flowers need be expected.

The Akebia a.ssociated with the

white-flowered New Zealand Cle-

matis indivisa, and allowed plenty
of room, makes a pleasing combi-
nation ; they both flower about
the same time, and the white
blooms of the Clematis contrast in

a marked manner with the flowers

of the Akebia. The latter can be
readily increased by means of

cuttings taken at any time during
the growing season and kept close

till rooted. The best cuttings are

those made of the small side

ehcots that are often pushed out
from various parts of the plant;
they root more quickly and are

less liable to decay than those

made of stouter branches.

Akebia quinata.

and having suffered very heavily from these horrid
warts among our Marechals out of doors and
within, I cannot help singing this piean over his
discovery as I proceed to bury, not the hatchet of

controversy, but these hideous warts that are
bursting with an.xiety to form roots. And yet
Mr. Bolas' discovery is feasible on the face of it.

Protuberances or swellings are often the precursors
of roots, and one can but regret one's own stupi-

dity to have been so long sat upon by these warts
instead of reading their cry of earth hunger and
long ago gratifying it while fortifying the strength
and renewing the youth of the most glorious
of all our golden Roses. Surely no rosarian can
doubt or deny the truth of evolution after witness-
ing his Marechal Niels springing from the ashes,
shall we say, of dry, semi-dead warts.—D. T. F,

Watering plants with cold
water. —" Cold " is only a relative

term, and when cultivators speak
of watering plants with " cold
water," they mean water many de-

grees under the temperature of the
medium in which the plants are
growing. It is quite a common
practice to water indoor plants with
water perhaps 10' or 12° lower than
the temperature of the house, but
this is during summer when the
coldest water procurable is not
"cold" in the right .sense of the
word. If this be the watering
with "cold" water about which
" T. B." writes, why, then, he is

only describing an old practice un-
der a new name, and that this is

the correct interpretation of his

statements I feel convinced by the
way in which he speaks of ^Messrs.

Loddiges, Low, and others "using
the hose." All cultivators, I fancy, use the
hose—if they have a hose to use—for many kinds
of indoor plants and borders, but not at any
season of the year, only say from May or June
till September, just according to the season.

Water lying in pipes or in the reservoir during
these months is warm enough for almost anything,
seldom being much below 60°, and sometimes
above 70°. If this be the e.\tent of the hose
application recorded by " T. B.," our wonder
ceases ; and if, on the other hand, Messrs. Loddiges
and others whom he names have been using cold
water on stove plants direct from tlie pipes and
reservoirs all through the past winter, then we must
know more about it, because the water has not
been much above the freezing point all that time,

and to apply it to East Indian Orchids, Gardenias,

Stephanotis, and the like, as " T. B." asserts,

does make us wonder, and our wonder will be
increased when convinced that the Vandas that
went for 200 guineas owed their excellence to the
cold water cure. Lindley says the " teachings of

experience show that cold water applied to the
roots of hothouse plants is in the highest degree
injurious, if not fatal," and it will take a good
deal of counter-teaching to dispel that impression,
which is almost universal. I can myself conceive
nothing so injurious to warm temperature plants
as cold chills, which are inimical to all forms of

life, and it must be remembered that it is not
cool treatment generally —quite a different thing

—

but a system of periodical chills by means of cold
showers applied daily to plants nursed in a purely
artificial and high temperature that " T. B."
recommends. Cool treatment by growing the
plants in a temperature uniformly lower than they
are popularly supposed to require has some rational

features to recommend it in this country, but the
alternate heats and chills theory is untenable on
any sound principle as yet discovered. Look, for

example, at the effects of cold showers on farm
crops. They are sufficient to change the aspect
of vegetation for the worse in a few days, as every
farmer knows ; but even in such a case the dif-

ference between the temperature of the rain and
the soil is not so great as that between the hose
water and " T. B.'s" Orchids, &c., except in the
months named.—J. S. W.

SWEET-SCENTED BORONIAS.
Fashion in plants and flowers is apt to run in

one direction, seemingly regardless of everything
beyond the particular kind of flower that happens
for the time being to he in favour. At another

time a certain colour becomes fashionable, in

which case, if only the correct shade is present,

it does not matter what the flower is that pro-

duces it, be it a Rose, Daffodil, or a Sunflower.

When the bedding style of flower gardening first

came up, little except strong primary colours

were cared for. After a time these were some-
what toned down by the use of softer shades

;

but colour had so far the ascendancy, that little

else was thought of. If anything in the way of

the old sweet-scented flower.s, such as Wall-

flowers, Mignonette, Clove Carnations, or the

Night-scented Stocks were grown, they were
usually consigned to some out-of-the-way corner,

A'here their presence would not interfere with the

glowing hues of the bedders. Later on, a like

change seemed to pervade the indoor depart-

ment; plant houses, wherein, up to then, the

aim had been to combine as much variety as

could be obtained in the forms and colours of

the flowers grown, and in which the host of

Cape Heaths and Australian plants gave all but
endless numbers to choose from, were gradually

stripped of these and filled with zonal Pelargo-

niums, tuberous Begonias, and a sprinkling of

Cinerarias, Cyclamens, Primulas, and a few
other plants of like character, with Chrysanthe-

mums ill autumn—all desirable in their way,

but collectively only poor substitutes lor the

numbers of beautiful and interesting plants that

they have all but elbowed out of cultivation.

Even sweet-scented old favourites, like Myrtles,

Daphnes, Aloysia citriodora, and Boronia ser-

rulata, have bad so far to give place to the com-
paratively few things that now go to fill plant

houses, that there are more gardens from which
all the scented plants named are absent than

present. Yet the Boronia mentioned and the

newer B. megastigma are not only highly desir-

able for the decorative character of their floweis,

but their perfume is such as to make them
deserving of cultivation by all who have a green-

house. .A.S there is some difference in the

treatment required by the two species, it will be

better to treat them separately.
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B. SERRHLATA 13 an ol(l j)lant, one of the first

of the j,'enns introduced to this country ; it comes
from New South Wales and was at one time
much better known than at present. When the
nietropolit.an exhibitions were first estaldished,

iand tlie cultivation of hard-wooded ])hmts was
taken in hand in earnest, the naturally compact
habit of growth which the plant possesses, its

profuse disposition to bloom, coupled with the

enduring cliaracter of its floiv'ers, made it a favour-
ite with exhibitors in those days. In addition to

its other good properties it, in common with other
species belonging to the genus, is not lialjle to get

out of condition or die otf in the way some hard-
wooded plants do, pro\'ided it gets fair treatment.
Still, it is well to say that this, like most of the
best plants in cultivation, will not do with that
carele.ss, fitful kind of usage which consists in

attending to their wants one week and leaving
them to take their chance the next. Where such
a course is followed the plants never look happy,
although they may continue to go on in a linger-

ing existence. This Boronia does not attain a
large size, being one of the smallest of the genus

;

in fact, it is smaller than mo.'.t of the hard-wooded
section of greenhouse plants, and on tliat account
suitable for those who have not much glass ac-

commodation. Its natural disposition to produce
flowers is such that little plants such as obtain-
able from the nurseries in 5-inch or 6-iuch yiots

will bloom from the point of almost every shoot.
So powerful, yet agreeable, is its perfume, thnt a

small e.xample like those just named will fill a
large house with its scent so efl'ectually, that its

presence is felt the moment the door is opened.
The flowers open in spring and last in good con-
dition ibr many weeks. The small trade-sized
plants usually require potting when obtained.
Supposing them to be in 6-inch pots, they should,
early in spring, have a 2-inch or Sinoli shift, ac-

cording to the amount of roots they have. Similar
to most, things of a like nature they require to be
grown in good fibrous peat ; it may be a little

heavier in texture than used for some plants, as,

in common with the other species of Boronia, it

is a free rooter. Enough sand must be added to

the soil to enable it to retain porosity as long as

the plants live, for there must be no attempt at
shaking out in after years, a process that would
be likely to kill the plants, or reduce them to a
worthless condition. Pot moderately firm, and
stand them for a few weeks where they can be
ke])t a little clo.se. Where there is a .small house
or pit that can be devoted to this and the num-
ber of other plants that require potting at the
same season, it is of the greateat assistance, as
then the limited quantity of air given to the
newly potted stock for tliree or four weeks does
not interfere with tlie I'ecjuirements of other
plants that need more in the way which occurs
when such things as have been recently potted
have to be located with the general stock. Where
the accommodation in question does not exist
and all have to be kept together, the newly potted
plants should be placed at one corner of the house,
giving air at the opposite end.

The flowers, bright pink in colour, are borne
on the extremities of the shoots in compact
bunches ; if the plants show Ijloom in this early
stage of their existence it is better to sacrifice it

than allow it to go on, as flowering would
interfere with the summer's growth, which for
the first season it is well to make the chief con-
sideration. If the jilants are as strong as they
should be, the shoots will be .some 6 inches long

;

cut them evenly over, removing aljout one-third
the length. Tliis Boronia is naturally dense and
compact in shape, requiring little support except
a small stick to each of the principal branches, so
as to keep them well out from tlie first in a
horizontal position with a view to the base of

the plants being properly furnished. Young
stock of this, and most other plants, should be
stood during the growing .season on some kind
of material, such as sand or fine coal ashes (a

mixture of each in equal parts answei'S well) that
can be kepc damp, the moisture arising from
which amongst the foliage is vastly better than
the dry, jiarched air that surrounds the plants
when they are stood on dry shelves or stages.

By keeping the material moist they do not
recjuire water so soon after ])otting, a matter of

much importance with newly-potted plants (jf

many kinds, large and small, as it gives any
roots tliat may have got broken in the operation
time to heal over belore water comes in contact
with them, whicli, in the case of tender-rooted
subjects, sometimes causes the newly-broken
fibres to decay.

As TO WATER, it must never be given until the
soil is ill a condition to require it, neither must
it be withheld until the roots are so dry as to

cause the plants to flag in the least ; if this

occurs, they will not be likely to get over it.

Syringe overhead during the growing season
each afternoon, and always keep the plants near
the glass in a light house; this is important with
the species under notice, as, unlike the other
kinds of Boronia, which should be stood out of
doors for a few weeks towards the end of summer
to ripen the wood, it is better kept indoors
altogether, as its leaves are apt to get browned if

put outsitle ; consequently, unless it has all the
light that can be given it, the young wood does
not get sufficiently matured to enable it to fiower
well. By giving the plants a sliift each season
until they attain their full size tliey will keep on
in good condition for several years. This species
sometimes attains a size of 3 feet in diameter,
but younger examples are more satisfactory for

general use. A night temperature during winter
of about 45° suits Boronias better than lower, as
if kept much cooler than this they are liable to
suft'er from mildew ; should this attack them, dust
with flowers of sulphur.

B. MEOASTIOMA is SO different in appearance
and habit of growth and flowering from B. serru-
lata,that it might easily be taken as belonging to
another genus. When the plant is in good order
the season's gi-owth often attains a length of
15 inches or 18 inches ; the thin, wiry, drooping
shoots are clothed with narrow leaves, from the
axils of which the flowers are j>roduced nearly
the entire length of the shoots, in which condi-
tion the plant has an elegant appearance, such as
is equalled by few. The flowers are chocolate-
lirowii outside, liright yellow within ; they open
in spring and are of a most enduring nature,
lasting in good condition for two months or more.
Their perfume is as powerful as it is agreeable,
in addition to which the profusely flower-laden
shoots look beautiful when cut and associated
with other things less elegant in form. Tlie
details of cultivation that have been given for B.
serruhita will be found to answer for this species,
stopping all shoots that are taking an undue
lead. The plants should be stood out of doors
for about three or four weeks at the end of sum-
mer, say from the middle of August until the
second week in September, regulating the time
of housing them according to the part of the
kingdom they are grown in, as they must not be
left out so as to get at all frozen. T. B.

SHORT NOTES.—INDOOR.
Marie Louise Violet.— I send you some blooms of this

Violet Krowu in a cold frame. It has been in bloom some
months, and we have had some large enough to cover an old-
fiKhioned Ds. piece.—W. Pavn, Earl's Court, TunbriJgr Wells.

*,• Finer blooms of this Violet than those sent by Mr.
Payn we hiid never before seen, and they were as sweet as
they were beautiful, their size individually and richness of
colour being quite unusual.—Ed.

PLANTS FOR GREENHOUSE DECORATION.
MARrii, April, and Mayarethe monthsduringwhich
greenhouse pl.antsare at their best, and their gaiety
may be maintained without much artificial heat,
provided there is sunshine by day and the tempe-
rature, by night keeps above the freezing point

;

from the end of March the valves in the hot-
water [jipes may generally lie kept closed
altogether with advantage. Under such an
arrangement greenhouse plants proper retain their
beauty for a longer period than when more heat is

given ; others that are hardy may then be properly
introduced ; .and, further, many that are brought to
the flowerine stage in stoves may safely be trusted
in the greenhouse for a time, it it is desirable,

to embellish that structure with a combination
of stove, greenhouse, and hardy plants. Amongst
plants flowering in tlie greenhouse at the present
time we have the bulk, or at least a great many,
of the hard-wooded section. Azaleas are exceed-
ingly showy, and their flowers have now much
more substance thiin those on plants subjected
to early forcing. If forwarded in lieat, it is best
to transfer them to a cool house a few days
before the flowers expand ; this causes them to
last much longer than they otherwise would do.
Amongst Acacias for pot culture and stage deco-
ration none surpasses A. Drummondi. It is

compact in growth and, just now, exceedingly
attractive. A. longifolia, similarly treated, has
been fine, but now past its best ; the same remark
applies to A. lineata, a plant of slender growth.
A. armata is just coming on ; so the species
named form, therefore, a good succession. Erlo-
stemons flower profusely each year if they
receive fair treatment and their wood is well
ripened in autumn. These plants are more easily

managed than many others of a hard-wooded
character. E. scaber is of slender growth, and
very distinct from any of the others. All the
early varieties of Epacris are over, but the beau-
tiful E. Eclipse and E. miniata splendens are
still specially attractive. These resemble each
other very closely : their flowers are pendent,
crimson, and tipped with white. Grevilleas are
represented by the elegant G. Thelemanniana,
which is almost continuously in flower, and G.
rosmarinifolia. Hibbertia dentata, trained to a
rafter, has been attractive for two or three
months, and H. stricta, a compact dwarf plant for

pot culture, is literally covered with tiny pale
yellow blossoms. The highly fragrant flowers of

Boronia megastigma have nearly all dropped,
while those of B. elatior, B. polygala-folia, and B.
heterophylla have yet to expand, Tetratheca
hirsuta requires careful management : when in

good health it flowers profusely early in April
and is very pretty. The Aphelexis are all hand-
some, and their flowers, which are brightly
coloured, last a long time in perfection—ever-

lasting, in fact. In addition to the foregoing
there are many others of the hard-wooded section

equally worthy of special mention, amongst them
being Bauera rubioides, Chorozemas, Rhododen-
dron jasminiflorum, R. ciliatum, and others of

the same genus, Coronillas, Agathosmas, Poly-

galas, Cytisus racemosus and C. canariensis.

Bulbs are represented by Lachenalias, which
flower most profusely and are specially attractive

when arranged in a mass. Polyanthus Narcissi of

the later flowering kinds are sutticiently vigorous
to cultivate singly in 5-inch [lOts ; they are best
grown on from the first without artificial heat. A
few jiotfuls of C'hionodoxa Lucilia; grown in a
cold frame are useful when in flower, but, unfortu-

nately, in a greenhouse they do not last very long.

Home-grown bulbs are by far the best, though
more expensive than those that are imported,
ilost effective and pretty are potfuls of Poet's

Narciss and its variety, ornatus. Bulbs of them
should be potted in autumn ; about five should be
put in a 5-inch pot and kept in a cold frame until

they come into flower, which happens about the

middle of March, and few things are then more
valuable for greenhouse decoration ; they keep in

good condition for about a fortnight. Many Tulips
are exceedingly showy ; scarlet Van Thol and Ver-
milion Brilliant, amongst singles, and Tournesol,
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amongst doubles, are specially noteworthy in this

respect. The flowers of Yellow Prince are delicately

perfumed, more so than those of any others. Hya-
cinths are so generally regarded as sweet-smelling

flowers, that one is surprised to note how extremely

di.sagreeable some of them are. Genei-ally this is

more noticeable among blue and red varieties that

have large individual flowers than amongst others

that have small flowers closely packed together.

The latter are invariably sweetly scented, such as

many of the white and yellow varieties, and the

red and blue ones tliat are adapted for culture in

outside beds. Roman Hyacinths, though usually

cultivated only for winter flowering, are none tlie

less beautiful in March or April, their flowers

being so chaste and sweet-scented. By potting

some of the bulbs about the middle of December,
the flowering season may be prolonged until the

dates given.

Forced plants should include a quantity of

Dicentra spectabilis, one of the most beautiful sub-

jects for the purpose. It is easily grown and
brought into flower in successional batches witli-

out much heat. When past, the roots may be
planted again in the open ground, and, unlike

many other things similarly treated, they will

flower again equally, or, at least, nearly as well

the following year. Astilbe (Spira'a) japonica is

an indispensable and ^'ell-known forcing plant. It

should not be forced oftener than every alternate

year, and should be grown meanwhile in the open
ground. Lilies of the Valley with plenty of leaves

as well as flowers are readily brought on at this

advanced season by placing them in a little

warmth. Riohardia (C'alla) lethiopica has been
flowering beautifully for a long time ; plants of it

in the open ground all last summer apparently

made but little growth, although kept well sup-

(jlied with water. Possibly the growth was con-

centrated below ground instead ; at any rate, it

has developed since autumn beyond expectations.

•Some prefer keeping Richardias in pots all sum-
mer : both this .system and that of planting out
may be made to answer well, so that it is only- a

matter of detail and management. When the

flower-spathes appear, some artificial or other

manure materially helps them, and plenty of water
is quite an essential. Cinerarias with large flowers

of the florists' standard seem to lack altogether

the compact floriferous habit of strains that are

more showy, yet which have smaller flowers and
colours not so well defined. For decorative pur-

poses the size of flower is not of so much import-

ance in comparison with other general good quali-

ties, and if the two points cannot be combined, the

latter should be taken most into account. (Jar-

denias, though essentially stove jjlants, may .safely

bo trusted in the greenhouse when their flower-

buds are somewhat advanced. There will be

sufficient solar heat at this season to enable them
to expand their blossoms. The past winter has

proved rather trying for Mignonette, as it was
necessary to apply more heat than it prefers in

order to exclude frost. Lately, however, plants of

it in pots have much improved in strength. Lastly,

allow me to advert to that much neglected plant

Mackaya bella. Its special requirements to insure

flowering in April are thorough ripening of the

wood the previous autumn, and the withholding

of water at the root throughout the winter.

J. G. K.

Utilisation of back walls.—In The Gar-
den of January 30 (p 89) appears an interesting

and instructive article on this subject. We also

have been utilising our back walls, but our mode
of fixinj^ the materials, and also the materials

themselve.s, differ a little from those employed

by " W. I. M." In fixing our netting, which is

common galvanised large mesh, we fix upright

strips of wood 2A inches in diameter, at equal dis-

tances apart, along the wall, perhaps every 4 feet.

To this we fix the netting by means of small staples,

running one course of netting at a time the length of

the wall. We then pack our material—which is

only Sphagnum—in very firmly, and in this way pro-

ceed to the top of the wall. I will confine my re-

marks chiefly to a wall utilised for plant growing in

the manner above described which was planted last

spring in our stove here, and which has proved a

perfect success. After all was filled with the

Sphagnum, the green points of which were turned to

the front, we began by first planting our permanent
plants, which consisted chietiy of Ferns, Adiantum
cuneatum forming the greater part, but even the

long graceful Pteris tremula has been introduced with

good effect. Begonias of the Rex class, and akso

flowering Begonias, such as weltonensis, Ingrami,

fuchsioides and metallica, are used freely and

seem at home. Caladiums, Dieffenbaohias, and

Gesneras, &c., intermixed with Panicums and

various Tradescantias, make a fine variety of

colour, and form an effective mass at once

natural and pleasing. The Sphagnum itself has a

very good effect, protruding as it does at intervals

from among the dense mass of exotic growth. It

may be thought to be a difficult matter to keep the

Spliagnum moist, but in this we have no dirticulty.

We merely turn the jet of the engine on it twice or

thrice a week, and direct it to strike near the top of

the wall ; the Sphagnum, from its open spongy

character, admits of the water percolating freely

through it, and it soon finds its way to the bottom of

the wall. When the plants have exhausted the

Sphagnum it is quite a simple matter feeding them in

the same way as they are watered. Where dead

walls exist this is one way of utilising them, and one

which deserves wider practice at the hands of both

gardeners and amateurs than it now has.—J. Prociob,

Olcnjinart.

Flower Garden.

ANNUALS IN LARGE BEDS.

"A. D.'s" remarks (p. 66) on a garden of annuals

remind me of the use which is made of annual

flowers for garden decoration at an old-fashioned

baronial residence on the borders of Dorsetshire.

At this place there are many large beds and
borders to fill every summer with flowering

plants, and the space under glass is wholly in-

adequate for keeping through the winter a suffi-

cient number of Pelargoniums, &c., with which
to fill the whole. The gardener, therefore, resorts

to the use of annuals to fill a portion of the beds.

Two very large, nearly square, spaces—they are

too large' to be designated beds—are set ajiart for

the annuals and a few other summer-flowering

plants. The centres of these two spaces are

chiefly occupied with Dahlias, Sweet Peas, Sun-
flowers, and other tall-growing plants ; these are

mixed u]i without any respect to order. Next to

them follow wide bands of annuals, but not so

tall in growth as the plants in the centre ; these

include tall branching Larkspurs, Prince's Feather,

annual C'hry.santhemums, and others of similar

height. Between these and the walks is another

band about 4 feet wide ; this consists of such
flowers as Zinnias, Salpiglossis, Candytufts,

Clarkias, Godetias, and Sweet Sultan. Both of

the spaces have lines of Mignonette next the

(irass, and I must confess that although the whole
at first sight strikes one as rather a medley, there

lieing but little order in the ari-angement except

in the matter of heights, still on closer inspection

there is such a diversity of form and colour, and
in certain places such a happy blending of the

latter, that we have to stop and gaze before we
can thoroughly realise the effect. Such a diversity

of growth and colour would not be likely to please

the eye of an advocate for formality in garden
arrangement, but to anyone with an opposite

taste it cannot fail to give satisfaction, as in this

case the arrangement is quite in conformity with

the surroundings. The lesson to be learned from
it is, moreover, not without its importance. It

demonstrates in the most positive manner how
much may be done with annual flowers, and how
large spaces that could not otherwise be filled

can be made bright and cheerful for three or four

months with a very little outlay of either time or

money. J. C. C.

Wild Daffodils.— These are now blooming,
and I would caution the happy possessors of na-

tural plantations of them against the depredations

of travelling plant collectors, to whom but little

in the way of a showy flower comes amiss.

Daffodils are extremely popular just now, and
their popularity is likely to last long enough to

cause the destruction of the wild species if the

owners thereof do not look sharply after them.

A friend of mine asked one of these collectors,

whom he saw several times a week at the local

railway station with baskets loaded with I)aff'odil

blooms, which he readily disposed of in a neigh-

bouring town, whether he could jjrocure him a few

roots. The following week he brought about fifty,

for which he charged a shilling : and I have no

doubt that this individual executed many similar

orders in the course of the season. I afterwards

learned that he had obtained permission of the

owner to gather some of the flowers, and showed his

sense of the kindness by digging up the bulbs

which furnished them. I would ask your readers

not, through mistaken generosity, to allow such

wolves to enter the fold, as the destruction they

effect can never be remedied, and will be regretted

when too late.—John Coknhill, Byflecf.

Select hardy flowers.—A suggestion. —Al-

thoufrh growers of hardy plants might be as little

inclined^ to limit their collection to the hundred

l^est kinds (even could they be decided on) as

readers v/ould be to limit their reading to the

hundred best books, still there would be great

interest in a few such lists if seme of the more
experienced hardy plant growers could be induced

to give them. A comparison of such lists might

give many useful hints to those who wish to make
good selections of hardy plants. I think there is

a certain danger, as far as general effectiveness

p-oes, in making collections rather than selections

Sf such plants. Bvit if in every garden a good

collection were made of every available variety of

one or more species, or every species of one or

more genera, would it not be a most valuable help

in the general culture of hardy plants? The col-

lection might be large, such as one of Primulas,

or small, as one of Snowflakes; but every such

collection, large or small, would be of interest.

As no garden, however large, can have a good

collection of every hardy genus, the need and

value of careful selection in hardy plant culture

is cleai-. In limiting the list to one hundred, the

difficulty would be to give a fair relative value to

such large groups as Roses, Daffodils, &c., where

so many varieties of about equal value exist. In

such cases, perhaps, the species might count as

one of the hundred, with not more than a dozen

names given under the one species. Michaelmas

Daisies of sorts might be grmiped as one, as dis-

tinction of species would in that ease be most

difficult. Perhaps an arrangement of the hundred

plants, more or less, according to the seasons,

would be the simplest. There is much practical

vagueness as to the limits of herbaceous and

alpine plants, but hardy flowering plants would

give a wide scope for choice, from a Horse (Chest-

nut to a Duckweed, and would include shrubs,

climbers, annuals, water plants, &c. —C. M. Owen,
KiiorhiiinlJi n, Ooni/.

SHORT NOTES.—PLOWEE.
Sweet Peas.—These .ire so vahiablo for cutting from

that tlit-y should be gi-own largely. When they arc required

for cutting they should be sown in rows and staked like

ordinary garden Peas. In borders, the right place to sow

them is at or near the back where they may be put in in

clumps, and have a few twiggy sticks stuck in around them

to k&-p them up, which they will clothe with flowers and

leaves.— 1). S.

Nemophilas.—There are several kinds of Nemophila,

l,ut tlir uivst .Icsirable is N. insignis grandiflora, the flowers

of whicli arc large and of a lovely blue, and the habit of the

plants low and spreading. For edgings to beds or purposes

of that kind, this Nemophila is quite unsurpas!?ed. It also

does well in pots to stand in the greouhouse. Being hardy,

seeds of it may be sown any time now in smoothly raked

soil and just covered. When up the plants should be thinned

out to about iucbes apart.—D.

Plllox Drummondi.—Of this there are now many varie-

ties, but the most desirable is grdudiflora, which yields

fl.m'ers considerably larger and of more substance than those

of the others, and the blooms are also bright in colour. Seeds

of it should be sown in gentle heat, and this should be done

at once, so as to get the plants strong and ready for tinning

out at the proper time. The soil in which they are planted

should be made rich and deeply stirred to enable the plants

to stand dry weather.—S. D.
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Hardy fine-foliaged plants.—Tlie alternation
<tf fine plants of I*apa\'t'r bractc-atvnn, with their liand-

mnie Aeantliiis-like foliage, and large cluni]is of the
golden \alerian forms a pleading combination at this

time of the year. This Valerian has not only hand-
BOHie foliage of a rich yellow colour in spring, but it

i-i very hardy, and even after passing through a long
.•md turbulent winter it is not injured in the least,

whilst so many apparently hardy plants have suffered.

]f the JV>p('y forms a hack line and the Valerian is

thrown sonjewhat forward, the effect will be all the
lietler. liven such foliage a< is found iu the Japan
Anemone is not at all to be despised in sprin" ; it ii

large and handsome, especidly when it breaks up
afresh ; whdst for border fronts there ia much btauty
in the leafage of Anemone cor irarii before the nchly
coloured flowers push up to dim the green of the
leaves by their superior lustre. We have many plants
which po-sess handsonre foliage, and either, as in Ihe
case of the Poppy, brilliant, but lale, flowers, or, as in

that of the Valerian, bloonr of an unaitractive charac-
ter. Even if neither plant produced bloom they would
still merit a place in gardens f.>r the beauty of their
foliaae. It is undoubtedly a fact that both in our
conservatories and greenhouse--, and also in bedding
displays, we have given much greater encouragement
to folrage jilants than we have in our hardy plant
border, but in the latter case we are, perhaps, more
happy in having many, .as in the case of Poppies and
Anemones, which produce handsome leahage aird
beautiful flowers. Also, no doubf, fine foliaiie, hoth in
houses and summer brds, has been greviously over-
done, and a revulsion from th.at taste which has pro-
duced this abundance ii rapidly taking place. We
have been heavily dosed witli Dracienas, Palms,
Ferns, Crotnns, Coleuses, and similar things, none of
which yield a flower that is wmthy of attention, and
(here cau be no desire to converr. hardy plant borders
into mere leafage banks. Happily, we can get jointly
much beauliful leafage and also beautiful flowers, as
seen both in herbaceous plants and amongst hardy
shrubs. In spring, however, when bloom is rather
scarce, even some pleasing foliage effects are valuable,
and to the.se few plants contribute more largely
than the golden Valei-ian. It is, when iu its best
form, a striking plant even at a distance. It can also
be rapidly propagated — A. D.

NOTES FROM THE CONTIXEXT.
New typk of CalaDium.—A curious hybrid has bfen
obtained by M, Bleu, the well-known raiser of new
Oaladiums, by crossing C. albo-luteum with C. luteo-
auratum, and which curiou.sly enough has none of the
characteristic features of its parents. It is a vigorous
gro-.ring plant, the leaves often measuring nearly
2 feet across, Init it is the way in which they e.\tend
from the footstalk that renders the plant so interest-
ing and distinct. The footstalk attains a length of
over a yard, the leaves spre-rding out horizontally
like a para-ol, which has induced the raider to name
it popularly the Pari-ian Simsh.ade. The centre of
the leaf is dark red, bordered with deep green, striped
with rose, and the flower is white, Icmg, and tolerably
large. This appears likely to one day become a
popular decorative plant, and is probably the fore-
runner of a new race of the family.

Lessons in arboriciltire —I am reminded by
the announcement in a French gardeuiirg pap;r that
M. L'hevallier has commenced his annual cour.se of
lessons in arboriculture, of ttie a-lvantages which
young French gardeners po.ss .ss over their English
orethren in the matter of acrjuiriug a good know-
ledge of training, pruning, and other necessary work
connected with hardy fruit culture. If a young man
happens to ret.ide in the neigh lourhood of any large
town, he wjll be enabled to ebt.du gratuitous instruc
tion without lo.HS of time. In most [lopulous centres
there is a public school of aiboriculture open to the
priblij generally, and where at certain stated times
ihe "gar9on jardini'jr " (jouimeyman gardener) may
have the theory and practice of arborrculture ex-
pounded to him by a qualified professor of the
art. The Ecole d'Arhorieulture contains ex-
amples of trained trees which serve to illustrate
these open-air riva voce instructionp, so that the
learner may follow the growth and formation of a
tree through the .s.eason, each operation connected

with the training being clearly explained. In
this way nrore practical kD(Jwledge can be ac-

rpiirerl in the (;ourse of a t-ingle season than
could be obta'ned by any amount of the best
written instructii>n-'. Some of the largest and best
trade growers have their own arboricrdtural school',

wherein lessons are given as above mentioned. M.
Lepr^Te, the well kirown Peach grower, used to teach
in this way every Sunday in his renowned Peach
garden at Mcuitreuil, and the Me-frs. Crowe have.
I believe (I know they had), a model garden of
hardy fruits where all the most useful forms of Pears
and Apples are open to i;ispection. As the French-
m.an, iu a general way, gets hi-i religious duties over
early in the day, and considers that he is entitled to
employ the remainder of the Sabbath for h's amuse-
ment or instructirrn, the garcjrm jardinier need lose
no time in the pursuit of arboricultural knowle.lge,
these cours d'arboiioullure being invariably held on
the Sunday. It is owing to the facilities thus offered
that the ability to train fruit trees into symmetrical
forms so generally characterises the French gardener.
If you go into a I*>ench provincial garden you are
sure to see some well trained fruit trees, if Ih^re is

nothing else noteworthy. Trees that would reflect
credit on the best of English gardeners are often
seen growing on the old clay, straw-thatched,
wooden-latticeJ walls in the parden of a Norman
chateau, trained into f..rm and retained in fruitful
vigour by a man who oftentimes combines in his
own person the offices of cowkeeper and gardener.
To be able to train a fruit tree well is considered
to be an indispensibler|uaIificafon in whoever aspires
to the charge of a priiate garden, and not to be
able to do so will drequabfy, ni> matter how varied
and go rd tbe experience may be in other ways.
Until young English girdeners !.re aff'orded greater
facilities for acquiring the n. edful knowledge we
shall never see fruit tree training develop ir^to an
art in t is coimtry, and I am sure that the greatest
advocate of extension trained trees will agree with
me in desiring that beauty of form and" fertility
should accompany eaih other. The fertile tr. e re-
ceives added charms from perfect symmetry. It
is, however, not solely trailing trees into form
that is tauglit in these conrs d arboriculture, but
everything of practical valu-^ in connection with the
gTOwrh of hardy fruits, and this is one reason why
the planting and after care of fruit plantations is so
much better understood on the Continent than with
us. I think it vaa Mr. Fish who lately remarked in
The G,\kiikn that an examination of the old
orchards in this cuntiy could not fail to exercise a
most depressing efl'ect on anyone interested in hardy
fruit culture, and the appearance of the greater
portion of old fruit, tree plantations that I have had
the opporl unity of seeing justihes the observation. In
France and (4ermany one sees no such worn-out
trees smothered with RIoss and Lichen, and pre-
senting so miserable and neglected an aspect as to
suggest the thought that Apple culture must be a
lost art in this country. On the contrary, every tree
gets the yearly attention it needs : no worn-out ones
are allowed to cumber the ground, and a French or a
German Apple orchard invariably bears the mark of
thrifty care, indicating that the les-ons given over a
period of years have notbeen lost. In Wurtemhm-g the
roads are as remarkable for their good keeping as the
fruit trees which border them are for their excellent
condition. The way wardens there h.\ve to serve a
certain lime in the rcmiological Imtitute at Reut-
lingen, so that they are as capable of planting and
tending a fr-uit tree as of making or repairing a road.
One passes there for miles over capital roads lined
with thrifty fruit trees, a sight as cheering as that
of our own old neglected plantations is depressing.
Double- FLOWKHEI) Eicharis. — The (-artenllora

last year figured a double-Howered sport of Euoiraris
amazonica. It came accidentally in the nursery of
RI. J. C. Schmidt, of Erfurt. It does not appear to
be double in the sense that the word is applied to
flowers generally, but it is the greatest advance to-
wards dup'icature which the Eucharis has yet exhi-
bited. From the description it appears that the
flowers posses.^ two extra rows of petals, arranged
alternately. We should be inclined to think that the
doubling of the Eucharis can scarcely be an improve-
ment, Ijijt, mrjre likely to spoil its elegant simplicity

of form ;
variety is. Irowever. always welcome, and the

ihiuble Eucharis will in all probability find admirers.

Melon Monstrkex ije Mahon.—A fruit of this

Melon, exhibited at a provincial flower show last

autrimn measured cousiderab'y over a yard round,
and weighed about ID lbs. M. Manm, who has
placed the stock in the hands of M. (i.-Lebeuf, of

Argenteuil, for distribution, asserts that this Melon
has been gr-own in his family for upwards of fifty

ye-irs, his grandfather having received the seed fiom
Mongolia, antl that no seed of it has been distributed

during the whole of that period. It seems to be
seimetliirig in the way of the Cantaloup, which ia so
much grown by market gardeners in the neighbour-
hood of Paris and elsewhere iu France.

CORVAMHES M.ict LATA PINCTATA.—A very strange
statement is nra<le respecting this genus of Orchids in

the Mriiutciir d' IJortirnUiirc. Referring to the flower-

ing of the above species for the first time in Europe
with M. Finet, an amateur at Argenteuil, and to the
difficulty which the successful culture of the Cory-
anthes offers, the writer of the note in question
observ- s, " The Corj'anihes, which are of excessively

difficult culture and flower very rarely in Europe,
re:_)uii-e for their well-being a kind of ant, which,
making its home among the roots, either disengages
formic acid or in helping in the assimilation of a
certain kind of nourislunent, thus contributes to its

successful growth." C. macrantha is a curiosity
among Orchids, the flowers bearing sonre resemblance
in foini to a Turkish pipe, and maculata has smaller
flowers darker than those of macrantha and spotted.

If any of your readers have experience of plants be-

longing to this curious gei.us, peihaps they would state

if they have succeeded iu blooming them.
liijllcct. J. COBNHILL.

Garden Flora.
PLATE 639.

THE VANILLA-SCENTED ONCIDIUM.
(ONCIDIUM LANCEANDM.*)

This plant is most beautiful when well grown,
but, like some other choice Orcliid.s, it is so

capricious as to hecome a " fearlul joy" even to

those cultivators who best succeed with it in our
hothouses at home. It is over fifty years ago
since Mr. Lance lirought the first plants to

England from Surinam, where he found it

growing on a Tamarind tree near to the Govern-
ment House, and afterwards met with it in
ditl'erent parts of the colony, epiphytal on
Sapudilla or Calabash trees. Mr. Lance, who
appears to have resided in Surinam for some
time, failed to grow the plant in vessels of ro ten
wood and light eaith, the compost generally
pre.sciibeJ for the Air plants fifty years ago, but
bOine plants he placed on the Orange trees in his
garden, as also others placed on the Sotttsop, the
Mammee, and on the stems of Brugmansia
arborea, grew ami Mos.somed most luxuriantly.
Mr. Lance brought living plants to England in

1834, and Dr. Liiidley rlraws attention to this

species in the "Transactions of the Horticultu-
ral Society of Lonrlon," vol. ii. (second serie.s,

p. 100, t. .5), from which we gather, as .staterl

above, that the plant is a true ei)iphyte, and
resents any attempt to grow it after the manner
recomruendeel for other sub-terrestrial species of
the genus. The best way to grow this plant is

on a block or raft or in a teak wood basket, partly
filled with charcoal and crocks to which very
little fibrous peat may be added. Its roots like
to escape into the air and to hang down nn-
fettered in any way, and it also enjoys a warm
temperature especially when making its growth.
It seems singular that the plant is now so rarely
seen in a healthy thriving state, as it was formerly
well grown, and has made its appearance at
flower shows time after time in a healthy and

• Drawn in Mr. Sc ase-Dickins' garden, Coolhurst, Hor-
sham, in August la.st.
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tloriferous condition. Certainly when seen at its

best it is a most attractive plant, its flowers being

fceiiteil like vanilla, or, as some say, like the

fraijnint white Pink so popular in cottagers'

jjardeus. The especial point necessary to be

observed in its culture seems to be a strict avoid-

ance of extremes both in temperature and
moisture. The plantgrowsbe-st suspended about

2 feet from the glass at the cool end of the Eist

Indian, or at the warmest and closest end of the

Cattleya house. This ]dant, with O. hiridum, O.

Cavendish ianum,0.pachyphyHum, O. bicallosuni,

and other kinds now but rarely met with since

the importation of the more showy pseudo-

Mulbous kinds, belongs to the planifolia or thick,

Hatdeaved and bulbless section of the genus.

Our coloured illustration gives an excellent idea

of the typical plant, liut there are other forms,

one having the lip of a much darker purple

colour, ami there is another variet}', O. Lancea-

num var. Louvrexianum (see " Orchid Album,"
t. 129), which has the apical half of the lip of a

pure white colour. When well grown this fine

old species is really so distinct and sweet smelling,

that no trouble spent upon its culture is thrown
away.

One point in Mr. Lance's observations de-erves

especial notice. He mentions its luxuriating in

the gardens or enclosures in its native country

when planted on Orange trees. I have also

observed repeatedly that nearly all Orchids-
epiphytes of course— luxuriate on the cultivated

Orange trees in theEasteni Tropics, and in every

girden or compound it is the rule to find

f)endrobes and Piialasnopsids growing and dower-

ing most profusely in the collars of these trees.

It may do no harm if I here suggest such a

trial in our hothouse gardens here at home. The
Orange tree acquires a respectalde .size, and
fruits freely in our hothouses, as at Sawbridge-
worth, or at Margain, in South Wales, and I need

not point out to the readers of The Garden
what a delightful combination would result if we
could grow a few even out of the numerous
epiphytal Orchids on our Orange trees. In all

my experience amongst Orchids I never remem-
ber to have met with any attempt to grow
epiphytal Orchids on any living trees in our liot-

hou.ses, although the experiment has again and
again been made upon dead trees and blocks or

logs of various kinds. Of course I know that

these plants niaj' be cultivated quite as well,

perhaps better, by the methods now generally

employed. Still, as an experiment, the growtli

of epiphytes on living growing trees in our hot-

houses is worth an intelligent trial. A good ma.ss

of Ansellia, for example, would be quite at home
on the trunk of a Date Palm ; so also would a

mass of Zygopetalum maxillare clasping the

fibrous stem of a Tree b'ern from the Tropics, and
other examples among the Dendrobes and
Epidendrums will readily suggest themselves to

the cultivator. If the experiment here suggested

be made, it should be carried out with dujilicate

plants of bttle value until its success or failure

be proved bej'ond a cbiubt. F. W. B.

"The Plants of the Alps," by M. Correvon,
director of the Alpine Garden of Acclimatisation,

Geneva. This work I determined to translate on
account of the interest which it has excited, and
icause of the well-known experience of its

author. It is not, however, a work that publishers
regard with favour, and unless I undertake it

myself, the publication of the translation which I

have ready cannot be eft'ected. I could not, how-
ever, make the venture except I knew whether or

not there would be a sufficient number of pur-

chasers to cover the expense. I shall therefore be
obliged it those who would buy this translation

will kindly forward me a post card to that effect.

The price will be less than five shilling.?. Readers
of The (iARDEN may remember the review which
appeared in the iissue of Dec. 6, 1H84 (p. 470), and
by turning to it a good idea of the original work
may be obtained. The author has sent me notes

and corrections and an additional chapter on
botanising in the Alps.—R. Irwin Ly.nch, Bolaiiir

(rankiin, Camhridije.

Kitchen Garden.

SPRING AND SUMMER LETTUCES.
Good Lettuces will be scarce this s])ring except
where glass protectors have been employed. The
Brown Cos is the only kind that has .survived the

severe winter, and in many places only the small

late-sown plants of that kind are left alive ; those

sown as late as Septeml>er are now valuable for

transplanting, but no one, where winter and
spring salad.s are valued, should be without glass.

We can grow in this country as good Lettuces as

the French, i.e., if we had the means. Lettuces

planted now in the open air will scarcely be fit for

the salad bowl before the 1st of .lune, even under
the most favourable conditions. Those who have
a mild hotbed or two to spare for early Lettuces

will find the advantage of it this season ; they

would do so indeed every season, as Lettuces

grown exposed cannot compete with those grown
under glass, and if a mild hotbed can be added to

the glazed frame the growth will be rapid and
consequently succulent, for quick growth i.s

essential to crispness and delicacy of flavour.

The best forcing Lettuce is the Paris Market, a
small white Cabbage variety, wliich, as regards

earliness, beats our old friend Tom Thumb, which
for open air culture is so excellent.

A good Lettuce for sowing now is a rather small

(Jreen Cos called Little Queen. It grows very

close and firm, is fine in the grain, and does not

run to seed so soon as the larger and less compact
Lettuces do. Carter's Giant White Cos is also an
excellent summer Lettuce. Where precaution is

taken to sow in boxes or in a frame. On a genial

hotbed plants so raised are better for present

planting than those which have weathered the

frosts and snows of winter, and I should rather

trust to them.

In pl.\nting out Lettuces now from seed

beds or frames, if planted in different aspects and
situations, a successional character will be given to

plants of the same sowing. Some, for instance,

should be planted on a south border, and a part in

an open situation, and another part in a cool bor-

der. This obviates the necessity for sowing so

often. As the season advances south borders will

be too hot, as usually after May such plants betray

a tendency to bolt ; and if the weather should be

hot and dry, which it is sometimes at that season,

aphides will appear and brinj; on premature decay.

For summer Lettuces depth of soil is very im-

portant. Some of the best Lettuces grown are

obtained in July often during the hottest wea-

ther from plants set out on the ridges between

the rows of Celery in May and June. Lettuces

are deep-rooting plants, and where depth of soil

can be given, watering and mulching are less a

necessity. In hot soils increased depth has a very

special value, and mulching, together with an
occasional soaking of liquid manure, makes succes.s

a positive certainty. In June and July sometimes

the seeds are sown thinly and not transplanted,

as though in some instances and at some seasons

transplanting, by increasing the root-fibres, may
be an advantage, the snapping of the tap-root

in its downward course in a dry time increases

the tendency to premature seeding which it should

be the object to counteract.

To provide a year's succession sow twice in

April, May, June and July, once in August, and
once the beginning of September; the last sowings

are useful for planting in frames to come early in

spring. Sow Paris Market in January for forcing,

and sow the same kind again, with other varieties,

early in March for planting out on borders or

growing under glass, according to requirements

and circumstances. It may not bo necessary to

sow large quantities of seed at any particular time.

The .Fuly .sowings are the most imjjortant for

autumn and winter sup[)ly, but all the sowings I

have named are important in their particular

seasons. The black-seeded variety of the Brown
or Bath Cos is the best Lettuce for standing the

winter in the open air. E. Hobd.vv.

BRUSSELS SPROUTS.
Seed of these are not sown by many persons until

May, but this is too late, as a general rule. Market
gardeners, who grow this vegetable largely for

market, sow in Mar(;h and get their plants out as

early as possible, tiiking advantage of the first

dripping weather in July, and earlier if ground
can be cleared and the weather is suitable. The
Scotch gardeners used to sow seed of Bru.ssels

Sjjrouts in August, and probably do so still. Some
of the finest sprouts, I think, I ever saw at the

middle of August were at Heckfield ; the seed had
been sown early, and the plants got out a-s soon as

possible, and by the second week in August they
were nearly .3 feet high, covered from top to

bottom with sprouts. L think the Brussels Sprout
the most delicious vegetable grown. It will require

a good sprout to beat it, and I am of opinion it is

not yet raised. And yet there are many of the

middle classes and the poor who rarely, if ever,

taste them ; and the cultivation is simple ; all

that is required is to sow the seeds in a bed, and
transplant when they are 5 inches or 6 inches high,

taking advantage of showery weather to do this.

A good holding rich loam suits this vegetable best,

and when planted out, it should have ample
space in which to develop. The London market
gardeners who grow for market put their plants

from IS inches to 2 feet apart and at least 2 feet

from row to row ; and the surface is kept well

loosened by the free use of the hoe. Earthing up is

not so frequently practised as in private gardens

;

and when the plants have reached their height,

which is shown by the tops beginning to cabbage,

it used to be the practice to cut out the head,

for the purpose of assisting the development of

the sprouts. This method is not so much followed

as it used to be, because growers have come to

recognise the fact that though it may be advanta-

geous to head down a row or two of the plants

that are late in developing their sprouts, yet it is

scarcely necessary in the case of early sown and
well-grown plants. Then in the case of a severe

winter the head and spreading leaves which sur-

round it are found of advantage as a protection.

During the past winter plants could be seen that,

headless and unprotected, were greatly injured

if not killed outright by reason of the frost. But
this is a matter about which there is no doubt there

always will be differences of opinion. It merely re-

mains to be stated that the Brussels Sprout is one of

the hardiest vegetables grown. It requires .some-

thing akin to courage to recommend any particular

form of the Brussels Sprout. I admit one type and

that is all. There are many so-called varieties,

but they are simply selections, and so much de-

pends upon the way they are grown. I once saw
in a market garden near Acton a really wonderful

piece of Brussels Sprouts large in size and grandly

developed by August, and I asked the owner what
sort it was. His reply was, the Imported. But
then he cultivated ^^•ith a view to get the very

best return he could, and it was not surprising

that such a good yield resulted. The following

are all what may be termed fancy varieties : Read-
ing Exhibition, May's Northaw Prize, Dalkeith,

Aigburth, Wroxton, Scrymger's, Carter's Perfec-

tion, Rosebery, &c. Who will venture to say

which is the best ? R. D.

Turnip-rooted Beet.—Our soil being rather

rich and hea\"y, we have to be careful not to grow
our Beet too coarse, and with us this variety is

apt to approach both the size and quality of

Mangolds, liut on light, poor soils it is good alike

for early and main crops. Quite recently we
tasted a sample of it g-rown on a light, sandy soil

that was equal to Dell's Crimson, and in several
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fravdens in tliis district it was the only sort that

did not fail during the very di-y summer exjie-

rienced last year. In any case, it is the best for

an early sui)[)ly, and seedlings raised under glass

and gradually hardened off transplant readily, the

result being a gain of two or three weeks. It

also bulb.s quickly in a frame or in bo.xes of good
soil placed under glass, or in a warm, sheltered

position. Our supply of old roots of Dell's Crim-
son being nearly exhausted, we are raising plants

under glass for transplanting to a warm border,

and liave also sown a few short rows on a warm
border. To succeed these and for storing I find

Dell's Crimson the best, this, if sown any time in

April, rarely becoming too coarse. In colour and
quality it invariably proves satisfactory, but such
strong growing sorts as Pragnell's Exhibition we
should not sow till the first week in May.—W. I.

HERBS AND THEIR CULTURE.
For the successful cultivation of herbs a light

sandy soil i.s necessary, as it is acknowledged by
all good authorities that the drier the soil (if it

retains sufficient moisture to promote satisfactory

growth) the more highly concentrated are the

properties of the herbs—a consideration in high
class cookery. As to position, I find a border
facing the west and sheltered by a wall or fence

to be the best, as there are many sorts of herbs
that cannot endure sudden changes of tempera-
ture during a hard winter, and which must be the

case when the sun is able to reach them early in

the morning. Actual frost may not perhaps
injure them, but I know to my cost in the case of

our cold staple that frost and sudden thaw com-
bined do much harm. A rich soil for herbs is not
desirable, rank growth not being necessary. On
the contrary, short-jointed shoots thickly beset

with leaves is what is required, and the best way
to promote such growth is to make the soil firm

before planting, and to give each plant plenty of

room in which to grow in order that sun and air

may have direct infiuence on all parts of the plants.

Anise.—This is an annual and rather tender, as

it does not like to be transplanted. .Seed of it

should be sown early in May where it is to stand.

This herb is used both for garnishing and flavour-

ing.

B.VLM.—This is herbaceous in character and
quite hardy. It posse.sses a Lemon-like odour ; as

it is not often called for, one or two plants will

suffice for a large garden. We divide our plants

of it in spring, putting them 2 feet apart.

B.4SIL.—Most gardeners find it necessary to pro-

vide a regular supply of Sweet Basil, as it is used
for flavouring soups, and also in salads. It is a
tender plant, and, therefore, if an early supply of

green leaves is required, seeds of it should be sown
in heat in February, and the young plants treated

as other tender plants would be. Where there is

no objection to use it in a dried state one sowing
will suffice, as a sufficient number of plants can he
raised to last throughout the year. If, as soon as

the plants come into flower, they are pulled up
by the roots, tied in small bundles, ancl hung up
in a dry loft, the leaves will retain their flavour

for a considerable time. In this case seed of it

may be sown about the middle of April. I like to

.sow about one dozen seeds in a 7-inch pot in any
ordinary sandy soil, and grow the plants on in a
cool house until lai'ge enough for drying.

Borage.—This is chiefly used for flavouring

summer drinks, and therefore should not be e.x-

cluded from the herb border. Bees are also fond of

it, and although rather coarse in appearance, it is

not devoid of beauty, both the form and colour of

the flowers being good. If an early supply is wanted,
the first sowing should be made under glass early in

March. For use during August and September,
seed of it may be sown in the open early in April

;

a very few plants will suffice for ordinary use, i.e.,

if allowed plenty of room in which to grow.

Chervil.—This is a plant not unlike Parsley in

its appearance. It is an important herb in many
establishments, and in order to keep up a succes.

sion, two sowings arc necessary. The first should
b(! made in A]iril and another early in August. If

sown thinly a space .S feet square will yield a good
suj)ply. If required during winter .some hand-
lights should be placed over it to protect it from
frost.

Chives.—These are valuable either ,as a sub-

stitute for Onions or for flavouring salads. They
are <]uit,c liardy and will grow in .almost any kind
of soil. The best time to plant them is March and
April, .and the best position is close to a warm
wall. The green tops are the only parts used

,

Fennel. —There is generally a constant demand
for Fennel from early spring until late in the
summer, but being hardy there is no difficulty in

keeping up the supply. Plants of it are easily

raised from seed sown in spring ; as it is required

early, a warm position near a wall shoiUd be pro-

vided for a jilant or two to furnish a few early

gatherings.

M.\rjor.\m.—There are annual and perennial

varieties of Marjoram, but most gardeners find the

winter or perennial sort sufficient for all purposes.

Both may be raised from seed sown in spring, but
the usual way of keeping up winter Marjoram is to

slip off some side pieces to which are attached a
few roots in spring and form fresh plantations

with them. Such plants require one season's

growth before they are of much u.se.

Spearmint is needed both in a green and dried

state. For the earliest supplies it is necessary to

take up some old roots and put them into deep
]ians in which they can be forced, and the slower
the forcing the stouter the growth will be. This
Mint is quite hardy and will grow in almost
any kind of soil. When making fre.sh planta-

tions select the youngest roots, and these will be
found near the outside of the old stools. Cut them
into lengths of about 9 inches ; then form drills

1 inch deep and 1 foot apart ; in these lay the

pieces of roots and cover them with fine soil. A
fresh plantation made once in two years will be
often enough for most gardens.

Sage.—Though apparently hardy. Sage suff'ers

a good deal in hard winters; in fact, as a rule,

severe winters kill all the old stools where the

soil is of a retentive character ; therefore it is not
s.afe practice to depend on old plantations. We
make a fresh bed every year, selecting the driest

soil and the most .sheltered corner for it. Early
in summer we slip oft' some of the young .side

pieces and dibble them in as we would other

cuttings, allowing them to remain there until the

following April. They are then taken out and
planted 18 inches apart each way. Sage may also

be I'aised from seed, and if sown early in April on
a warm, sunny border the young plants acquire a
good size before winter.

TiiYJiE.—This and the Lemon-scented are all

the sorts that it is necessary to grow in ordinary
gardens. The first i.s required almost daily. It

is, thei-efore, necessary to keep up a good stock

of it. We keep up our supplies by striking cut-

tings early every spring, and plant them out as

soon as rooted. These plants are never cropped
until they have had one summer's growth ; they
are then in condition to furnish a constant supply,

and large enough to stand unharmed through the

severest winter. The Lemon Thyme also strikes

freely from cuttings, but we keep up our stock of

it by dividing a few old plants every spring. We
select young side pieces and dibble them in 9 inches

apart each way. A well-drained soil is necessary

for both of these Thymes.

Tarragon.—This does not take kindly to all

kinds of soil, especially where inclined to clay

A moderately deep sandy staple is what suits it

best. In our cold medium we have to make the

soil for it close to a warm wall, and then it succeeds
admirably. In some places this herb is much used
in salads. In that case it must be in a green
state, and it will be necessary to take up evei'y

autumn a sufficient quantity of roots to be forced

during the winter. They may be put into pans
or pots, as may be most convenient. A few

1 plants inti'oduced into the forcing house every

six weeks will kce]) up a supply. It is necessary
to make a new plant.ation once in two years, and
April is the best time to ilo it. If dried Tarragon
is wanted it should be cut just as it begins to

show its flowers ; in fact, that is the condition in

whi(;h all herbs should be when cut for drying.

In most cases it is necessary to have a supply
always at hand of such herbs as Thyme, Mint,
Sage, winter Savory, and Marjoram. As .soon as

cut tliey should be tied in bundles and hung up
in a cool shed where the sun cannot reach them.

I'arsley.—Of all herbs this is the most im-
portant, and, taken altogether, it is perhaps the

most indiff'erently managed. It is a common
practice to sow seeds of it in any odd corner with-

out any thought as to soil or position, and then

wonder why a regular supply is not forthcoming.

Having to meet a large demand for Parsley, I

always make two sowings each year, the first

towards the end of March, and the other early in

August. The first sowing runs to ?eed early the

following summer, but the majority of the plants

raised in August will stand two winters before

they run to seed. The late sown crop, therefore,

affords a supply through the early summer, while

the newly sown spring plants are growing on to a

useful size. Fine Parsley cannot be had if the

plants are crowded. If the seed is sown in lines,

the drills should be ]ri inches apart and the plants

thinned out so that they stand (J inches asunder in

the lines. J. C C.

Succession Broccoli.—Sow Veitch's Self-pro-

tecting and Snow's Winter White early in March
and again towards the end of April, and plant all

two or three times—say early in .lune and the

middle of July. Sow midseason kinds such as

Cooling's Matchless, Dilcock's Bride and Leaming-
ton about the '20th of April, and Carter's

Champion, Sutton's Late Queen, and Cattell's

Eclipse in the first week in May. Plant the early

sorts in good deep rich land, but the midseason

and late kinds which are ex]iected to stand the

winter can scarcely have the ground too firm if in

good heart and cultivation. Planting in firm

ground produces sturdy growth that will bear cold

weather. The rows should stand .3 feet apart, and
the plants 2 feet asunder in the rows. Very often

the plants are taken straight from the seed beds

and planted in their permanent quarters, a plan

w-hicii answers well if the seeds were sown thinly

in drills, and the hatter not less than 10 inches

apart. Birds, especially linnets, are very fond of

the seeds of the Cabliage trilse, and the seed beds
should be jirotected with netting, or else the seeds

should lie dressed with red lead.—E. Hobday.

SHORT NOTES.—KITCUEN.

Certificated Potatoes.—First-da.ss certificates have
just been awarded by the fniit and vegetable committee of

the Royal Horticultuv.al Society to the following varieties of
Potatoes, as especially n.seful for late work :—Chiswick Fa-
vourite (Veitch), white round, rough skin, heavy cropper,
wliite flesh of good flavour ; Bennett's Surprise (Bennett),
white kidney, white flesh, good cropper, and of fine quality;
King of Ru.^sets (Lye), large round, pink, with a somewhatdeep
eye, white flesh, rough skin, good cropper, and good quality.

Diseased Cucumber plants (/. G. B.).—Yours is

a case of the best known of the diseases of Cucumbers. It is

caused by minute worms termed Nematodes, which traverse
the entire plant, but are mostly found in the roots and stem.
In your case the Nematodes are possibly in the water sup-
plied. The minute worms are easily destroyed, but we know
of no thorough experiments in that direction.—W. G. S.

Peas.— 1 have grown Duke of Albany for several seasons,
and find it to be a good kind. I grew Telegi-aph for two
seasons, and although it proved nearly all that could be
desired as far as appearance went, I was compelled reluc.
tantly to discard it on account of its deficiency in flavour, a
point in which the Duke excels. Telephone, which I con-
sider superior in flavour to Telegraph, has in the Duke a for-

mid.able riv.al.—J. R.

Seakale.—In view of the imniediiite scarcity of vege-
tables, 1 would urge any who have Se.akale roots imdisturbed
to at once cover them up to the depth of 1 foot or l.'i inches
with soil, sand, or any rubbish that will exchide liglit. In
the course of a month or less the growth will be pushing up
the soil, and may then be cut. Grown and blanched in this
way, Seakale is not only larger, biit superior in flavour to that
which is forced. Our practice here is to plant a brake in the
usual way, and after a season's growth to dig up every alter-

nate two rows fur forcing, leaving the others to be dealt with
as just stated.—J. R.
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THE OLD ASHLEAF POTATO.

AccoRDiNo to my experience, the best early, yet

least known, Potato is the true old Ashleaf. I

have worked in about nine different gardens in

various jiarts of the country, but in no instance

was the old Ashleaf to be seen, nor have I met
with it except rarely elsewhere. Not one cata-

logue in my possession makes any mention of it,

and only once have I seen it in a seed shop, and
even then the stock was much mixed. Mr. Taylor,

late gardener at Longleat, first drew my attention

to the merits of this variety, and when I found
that he cultivated it extensively, I felt that I too

would act wisely in following his example. For
the past four years we have gradually increased

our stock of seed of it, and this season our warmest
border, \vhich is about 60 yards long and S yards

wide, is entirely planted with it. In addition,

several good rows will be planted solely for seed.

At one time Veiteh's Improved Ashleaf was princi-

pally relied upon for tlie earliest supiJies, but
although we shall jilant about six bushels of that

sort, they will be planted in the open ground simjily

because they are later and require more room than
the old Aslileaf. The latter we store in flat trays,

each tuber being allowed to form one sprout, and
these sprouts are nearly green and stouter than
any formed upon any other Potato with which,
am acquainted. This distinctive feature alone

renders it next to impossible for any but the most
careless to have a mixed stock of it. We usually

plant as early in February as the state of the

ground will permit, but this season the early

border was not planted till March 15. If we
planted later, or say about the middle of April,

we might escape frosts and a heavier crop would
be the result ; but if those planted early do get a
nipping, they quickly shoot up again, unless indeed
the haulm be killed down to the tuber, which
rarely happens, and a moderately hea^•y and early

ci'op is of more value than a heavier one later on'

The old Ashleaf forms shorter haulm than any
other Ashleaf I have grown ; our rows are only
20 inches apart and the sets 9 inches asunder in

the rows. Moreover, the young tubers are fit for

the table when little more than half grown, and
when we have wanted an early di.sh badly we have
carefully removed a few of the largest and allowed
the remainder to grow to a useful size. It is

almost needless to add that the old Ashleaf is one
of the best for frame work or forcing in pots or

boxes. About the middle of January we planted
a quantity in long narrow boxes, using a light,

loamy compost, and placing them in a row near
the hot-water pipes of an early Peach house, and,
with very little trouble in the shape of waterings
as required, we were in a position to supply a dish

or dishes of Potatoes by the middle of Marcli.

Sooner or later this good old sort will find its way
into commerce again, and the first to make an
attempt to distribute it will confer a favour on all

who grow Potatoes early. W. I. M.

PL-ANTING POTATOES.

April is without doubt the best month for planting

Potatoes. Planted earlier, except where facilities are

afforded tor protecting the tops, no special good results

accrue, and planted later, the heat of summer is upon
us ere the crops have become well established. This
statement, I need scarcely say, refers to the south as

distinct from the north, as in Scotland planting may
be done, and with good results, even in May. Whether
the crops shall be affected henceforth by disease or

not, it is certain that nothing is to be gained by very

early planting, for, on the whole, if well stored the

tubers are best out of the soil if cold and wet ; and if

otherwise, there is danger that growth may be forced

so early as to endanger the tops being destroyed by
late frosts in April or May. In some of the best

parts of the kingdom where Potato culture is an

important feature the soil is well prepared before-

hand by manuring in the autumn and liigh ridging

for the winter. So far the work of planting is facili-

tated, that if a cultivator be set narrow and run

deeply up and dewn the furrows, the sets can be

planted behind this, and the ridges being split on

either side the work of covering is soon accomplished.

Too often elsewhere no such preparation is made
and the process of planting is bad, because the sets

are laid into every third furrow following the jjlough

and upon tlie liard bottom left by tlie plough, unless,

as sinnetimes is the case, a subaoiler follows that

implement, and thus breaks up the bottom some
•2 inches or .3 inches deeper. Still, in such case the

soil is usually firm and lumpy, and not at all favour-

able to the production of clean handsome samples.

It is all very well to ridicule the plan of exhibiting

Potatoes, as some thoughtlessly do, but it is a fact

that a clean handsome sample of Potatoes will always

obtain a better price in the market than ungainly

ones will ; hence the stimidus to grow pretty clean

samples found in exhibitions of Potatoes is far

from being useless. But the most common method

of planting large areas of Potatoes is by the

use of the dibber, and although some find fault with

it, yet it is hard to find in what way Potato sets

are worse dibbled into loose light soil than are

the roots of Cabbage and similar plants when so

planted. In any case the plan facilitates the plant-

mg of large quantities of tubers rapidly, as the soil

m.iy be prepared by deep ploughing twice, and if

skilfully done the planters have but to follow the

line made by the plough at intervals of three furrows

to make the holes. It should be understood also

that ploughed soil usually lies lighter and more
hollow than does dug soil ; hence some little pressure

in dibbling and treading is not at all harmful, but is

rather beneficial. Certainly, plaot Potatoes in what

fashion we may, the chief elements of success will be

fomid in good soil, well prepared and good sound

seed. Given these two items, and it is doubtful

whether method of planting will make any appreciable

difference to the crop. It is important to tlie planter,

however, to be able to run in a large breadth quickly
;

hence dibbling has its value apart from other con-

siderations. In gardens where there is ample labour

and the soil is nearly always rich enough for Potatoes

without the additiira of manure, it is too frequently

the case that, too much growth is obtained in the

way of top and by no means commensurate results at

bottom. In such soils very strong growing kinds

should not be planted, but only sorts that ripen

fairly eai-Iy. Really an open field, or some non-

sheltered position is best for Potatoes, and especially

where phosphates, artificially applied or otherwise, are

employed as dressing. Without an ample supply of

these constituents really good eating Potatoes can

hardly be looked for. It is certain that some soils con-

tain these elements naturally much more largely than

others ; hence we ' find certain districts have good
reputations for the production of high class Potatoes.

Thus it happens that some kinds good in one district

fail to please in another. Plant what we will and

how we will, however, the sooner all our Potati> seed

is beneath the soil now the better, and it is hoped

that a clean healthy crop may in time be the result.

A. D.

VVOKK DONE IN WEEK ENDING APRIL 6.

March 31.

Storms of wind and hail are by no means the kind of

weather that we gardeners wish for after the long

spell of winter we have had, yet such have prevailed

to-day, and open-air work has once more been all but

at a standstill, and the usual kind of inside jobs for

labourers has once again been to the fore—label-

making, pot-washing, soil-sifting, peg-cutting, box-

making for bedding plants, and other odd jobs. Work
in the houses has been Grape thinning, emptied rain-

water tank on to inside borders of late vinery—Lady
Duwnes—and afterwards watered with warm water,

and covered the border immediately with long litter.

The house will now he closed up to start the Vines

into growth, the night temperature being 55° and
the day 65°, and syringing will be done twice a day.

Tied up rods of late Hamburgh vinery and disbudded

the Vines ; no heat other than a sufficiency to keep

out frost has as yet been applied, and none will be

turned on till the shoots have grown to about half

their usual length, as then I fancy a little additional

heat has a tendency to run out the bunches. Boxing
off Pelargoniums, the smallest plants ; the strongest

are being planted out in cold pits.

ApniL 1.

Tlie weather to-day has been a perfect contrast to

that of yesterday, and a drying wind made the ground
work as well as if there had been no rain for weeks.

Planting Potatoes and transferring winter bedding

shrubs from the flower beds to nursery ground, where

they are planted in rows and in distance apart accord-

ing to their various sizes ; an annual dressing of coarse

vegetable soil is applied to the ground, and in this

light material the roots quickly take hold ; and lift

again in October, with masses of root scarcely second

to plants that are moved but once a year. All the

Retinosporas, the dense upright-growing Cupressus,

the various kinds of Yews, Portugal Laurels, Aucubas,

Heaths, and Cotoneasters bear this twice-a-year trans-

planting year after year with but few losses. The
smaller plants that are made to do duty in winter are,

for the most part, permanent plants ; that is, they are

left in the beds all the year round, or, at most, are

only transplanted once a year, and that in the spring

time when the beds have a general overhaul in the

way of manuring, digging, or trenching, which work
we shall commence soon as the pressure of other work
permits. Sedums, Saxifrages, Spergulas, Herniarias,

itnd tufty-growing Veronicas and Thymes are amongst
the mire important of what I term permanent plants,

as they are of ecpial merit for summer as for winter.

Planted a few Roses to fill up vacancies in Rose beds.

A few of the Tea section look rather seedy, and so

we have planted as near to them as the freedom

from injury to their roots would allow, for we can

have no gaps amongst Roses ; and now if they do

die, a peg down of a branch of those newly planted

will furnish the space at once. When occasion re-

quiri:s this gap-filling-up mode of planting we give

each plant entirely new soil, the old being carefully

removed that no danger be done to the adjoining

plants. Having a surplus, those not required for

planting out have been potted in good, stiff loam,

with a little charcoal and bone dust added, and by
deferring the pruning of them till end of May, we
shall hope to have them in flower for room decoration

after Roses outside are over. This is no new plan, as

we have tested it repeatedly and with great success.

Continued Grape thinning and again stopped back

shoots ; cut off surplus bunches of Muscats ; these we
are never in a hurry to thin, for the reason that oft-

times imperfectly fertilised, stoneless berries cannot

be distinguished from others; hence it is better to

wait till these can be discerned without difficulty.

Propagating of bedding plants, potting off Capsicums,

Cucumbers, Melons, and Tomatoes.

April 2.

Fine dryiug weather. Planting small shrubs in

reserve garden and finished the renovation and plant-

ing of herbaceous borders, a number of Phloxes,

Pyrethrums, auratum Lilies, Tigridias, and Gladioli

being put out to-day. Planted out Cauliflowers

on a south border; we always plant in deep drills,

which at this early season afford some amount of

protection to the plants from cutting winds, and

earthing up is seldom required, but simply the filling

in of drills when the plants are large enough to

require it. In our dry soil it is very desirable to

avoid ridging up as much as possible, and drill plant-

ing, to a great extent, obviates this. Sowed succes-

sion lots" of Peas and Spinach and a first lot of

Runner Beans. Broccoli now turn in too quickly, and

part of them we have lifted and heeled in thickly on

a spare plot of ground to lengthen out the supply.

Indoors work has been much the same as it was

yesterday. Grape thinning and preparation of bed-

ding plant? now taking up the bulk of our time.

Potted on Ricinus and Grevilleas, and put in our

first batch of Alternanthera cuttings in a manure

frame ; the frame being movable, it will, soon as the

plants are well established, be utilised for a like pur-

pose on another hotbed.

April 3.

Windy, but otherwise fine and sunny. Completed

the transplanting of winter bedding shrubs, mowed
lawn, cut turf edgings of beds, and lifted hardy

plants preparatory to digging the beds for the summer
arrangement. Spring flowers now abound, and for the

time being the mixed flower borders and the beds

filled with bulbs and spring flowering plants come
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in for a large share of admiration, and well

repay the little labour we have bestowed on them.

Staked the second succession lot of Peas ; sowed
Leeks, Salsafy, and Scorzonera; surface-forked old

plot of Horseradish, having previously given it a

sprinkling of guano mixed with wood ashes ; swept

up all walks and worst parts of lawn. Did mere
Grape thinning and pinched shoots in early Muscat
vinery and Figs, and watered 'the border of the latter

with tepid water and all Pines ; weak manure water

is now given to all these, except the smallest or re-

cently rooted plants. Potted off singly into 2^ inch

pots seedling Cyclamen, and pricked off into i)ans

seedling Glo.xinias and tuberous Begonias, (iave the

last shift, 10-inch pots, to pyramidal Campanulas that

are wanted to flower in August next, and which were
sown in May last ; for the present they are growing

in cold frames, but will, soon as safe, be grown on in

the open air, where, plunged in ashes and in full sun-

shine, tbey develop flower spikes as stuut .a^ ordinary

broom handles, and, as a matter of course, fiowers of

proportionate size. t)ther indoors work has been a

thorough clean and brush-up—rearrangement and
shifting about of forced plants to retard tlie flowering

periods, and picking off the surplus fruit from Straw-

berries and introd^lcing other relays of them into

warmth. Grapes still keep plump, and as yet are as

fine in quality as they were when tirst cut.

ApiiiL 5.

Dull, but dry, and work proceeds at a rapid rate.

Pruned, nailed, and tied in Tea and Noisette Roses
on walls and trellisi-s ; none of the plants seem injured.

A good thick mulching of cow manure has been put
on the border, and a week or two hence, when the

rain has washed down the goodness of the manure to

the plants, the mulching will be lightly smoothed
down with a spade, and over it will he spread a layer

of cocoa fibre, which will niake all neat for the rest

of the season. The remainder of our time has been
occupied in forking, levelling, and picking off stones

in new part of grounds that is to be laid down as

lawn, the seeds of which we are anxious to get in as

soon as po-sible. Put in cuttings of Iresine, double
Petunias for pot cultivation, also cuttings of Poin-
settias, Gardenias, more Bouvardias, and Plumbago
rosea. Earthed up Potatoes in frames, and pricked
out in frames Brussels Sprouts and Clauliflowers that

were sown in heat. Tied out Melons and pinched
out the points of side laterals on which fruit was
showing, and to prevent watering, the surface of the
bed lias been covered with droppings. Sowed Pri-

mulas and Celosia aurea. Did the first thinning out
of fruit in second Peach house, and at the same time
rubbed off a few more shouts and tied some of the
longer ones down. The Vines of Gros Maroc, Aln-
wick, and Alicante liave been at length finally tied

in position, but the shoots will not yet bear the strain

of bending down the trrllis. Renewed heat in recess

of new Vine border. The bottom-heat thermometer
in soil of border now indicates 92°, and the Vines are
breaking more than satisfactorily.

April 6.

Splendid weather ; still preparing ground for lawn
Grass seeds, planting Potatoes, staking Peas, and
edging Hower beds. Planted out some Violas, Mrs.
Grey, our best white, and Archie Grant, our best blue
or dark purple. Peaches and Apricots being now in

full blossom, the coverings are let down every night,

and also for an hour or two in the daytime when the
sun is hottest. Apricots are thin of flower, and it is

therefore all the more nee- ssary to take pains about
protecting the trees in order to save what few there
aie. Pear blossoms are also thin, but Apples
abundant ; the latter we never attempt to protect, but
Pears on walls, always thick netting being the
handiest material for the purpose. Indoors work
much the same as yesterday. More propagating of

bedding plants, and planting out of same Lobelias,

Verbenas, and hardiest Pelargoniums in turf pits, and
covered with asphalte shutters. Potted for forcing
Lily of Valley from open border and the last lot of

Spiraea japonica, and put in more pot Roses to force.

Pi'epared frames in which to sow Asters, Stocks,

Zinnias, Phlox Drummondi, ornamental Grasses, and
Everlastiogs. The position we select is one well open
to the south, and on gravel or very firm ground that

the seedlings cannot penetrate ; about 4 inches of

lioht and finely sifted soil is put in the fr.ames, and

the seeds are sown thinly in drills about 4 inches

.apart. The lights are kept <m till the seeds have

germinated, after which time a'r is freely given.

Thinning Grapes, potting Chrysanthemume.
Hant.s.

FKtriTS UNDER GLASS.
Eahly ORCHAUD Hol'SE.

The fruit in this compartment has made amazing
progress during the past fortnight, and many of the

most forward trees hive reached the stoning stage.

For several weeks there will be no appreciable in-

crease in the size of the fruit, but the trees will,

nevertheless, be doing good work, wlrch will t^ll by-

and by, and in order to assist them through the try-

ing ordeal tif supplying calcareous matter to each

individual fruit, food of a generous nature must be

given with a liberal hand. Their solid food, or top-

dressing, may consist of rich calcareous loam, a little

well-roited animal manure, and a liberal sprinkling

i f bone dust as often as the old is reduced or washed
down with plain warm water or diluted liquid. In
addition to artificials, as highly concentrated prepa-

rations are called, there are numerous iiome-made
animal manures, consisting of cows', sheep, and deern'

excrement, wiiich can be reduced and used in a
claritied form, and it is questionable if the latter,

when prepared with boiling water and cleared with

soot and lime, are not the bt st of all stimulating

liquids for pot fruit trees whose root space is extremely
limited. Artificial manures, with good Peruvian
guano at their head, are invaluable aids when
applied alternately by experienced persons who know
what they are about, but so numerous are the prepa-

rations now sent out, often gratis, for trial, that one
has to exercise the greate-t caution on their first

application, and the plants operated upon should
possess little value. Only the other day a bag of

manure reached nie from an unknown agent ; half a

dessertspoonful was applied to a forced Spinea in a
'J inch pot and watered in. The foliage twelve hours
afterwards looked as if it had spent the night in

front of a large fire. This manure may be invaluable

for vegetables capable of carrying off nitrate of soda,

but its general application in the mildest form would
most likely have ruined every tree in the (Orchard

house for the season. This example is not given

to deter cultivators from using artificial manures,
as many, most likely all of them, are excellent when
judiciously applied to the crops for which they
are best suited, but to warn the inexperienced against

trying their first experiments upon valuable trees

which they can ill afford to lose. Good syringing

with soft water, as well as constant feeding, will tell

upon the wood and foliage, and as the secret of

success depends upon the maintenance of an even
balanced growth as strong at the base as the summit,
each robust tree must be regularly jjinched and
thinned to divert the sap into the weakest channels
or horizontal shoots near the rims of the pots.

Delicate f)r heavily loaded trees will require more
freedom, at least for a time, but when the strongest

shoots near the apex show signs of becoming vigorous

they also must be stopped to throw size into the fruit

and strengthen the weaker growths, which frequently

do not require pinching at all, as they only contain

two wood buds, one at the base, the other at the

point, and the removal of the latter by pinching
would prove fatal not only to the fruit, but tiie shoot

also. As soon as the fruit is fairly stoned, the super-

fluous and least promising portion of the crop must
be removed with a liberal hand, as quantity in these

days is a poor and unremuneraiive apology if

purchased at the expense of quality. Large old trees

in tubs or planted out in borders will well repay a

little extra attention to feeding and concentration of

the liquid in a position which will oblige it to pass

through the centres of the balls to the drainage.

Many crops of fruit are damaged, if not ruined, by
the false security which a constantly moist surface

begets when perhaps the centres of the hard balls are

as dry as powder. Planted-out trees that are root-

pruned annually most frequently suffer, and the

injury is not discovered until starvation has done its

work, but by building good solid rims of strong turf,

grass side downw,ird8, or rotten manure round the

extremity of each ball, and so forming a basin for the

recejition of the water, mishaps from drought are

easily prevented. '1 he temperature in the early

house may now range about CO" at night with a

chink of air which must be shut off for the morning

syringing, and the day ventilation may be commenced

at tiS" with the prospect of a rise with sun heat to

75° or 80".

Late or mixed Imitses containing Peaches, Figs,

Plums, and Cheriies, and perhaps a few choice Pears,

will now requ re libt-rsil back and front ventilation

throughout the day whenever front air can be ad-

mitted without creating a cutting draught, which may
Drove injurious to the young fruit recently set or in

course of fertilisation. Peaches and Figs will stand

a brisk heat with plenty of moderately moist air, but

Plums and Cherries are rather iujpatient, and for this

reason the different varieties i-hould be arranged in

sectiims. If cold, damp weather prevails, favour ftr-

tihsiition by keeping the pipes w.-irni, and run over

the flowers every day with the camel's-hair pencil.

Should the weather be bright and dry, admit air and

insect assistants, damp the floors, the pots, and stems

frequently, and dew the flowers over with the syringe

occasionally. In all other respects the management
of this house will be precisely the same as that re-

commended for earlier structures. Water both to

the roois and foUage will of cour.se be required in

greater ciuantity, and a sharp look out must be di-

rected to insects. It may he assumed that the advice

to smoke before the trees came into flower has not

been neglected ; no man neglects this important matter

more than once in a lifetime, as an attack of green fly

when the trees are in flower is tollowed by results

which cannot be forgotten. Fumigating will not,

however, destroy the small grubs which attack Plums
and Cheriies as soon as the fruit is set and the young

leaves begin to open. Thtir whereabouts, fortunately,

by the curled or guramed-together appearance of the

leaves, is easily detected, and the only remedy which

I have yet discovered is handpickingor crushing from

day to day uiitd they are obliterated.

Strawbkhries.

If Strawberries occupy this structure, keep them
near the glass and not far from the ventilators ;

water and syringe well, as they are the culprits which

invariably introduce red spider. Thin the flowers

before they open, be guided by the weather in the

use of the brush or syringe when they are setting,

and tie the scapes up to small sticks to secure colour

and flavour. Keep unheated houses as backward as

possible until the trees are in full flower, then shut

up in good time without moisture; a little dry frost

does no harm, but frost; with ni dsture is often

injurious.

Peaches.

If the fruit from the earliest treei is to be judged

by quality .and colour, patience must be the watch-

word until the stoning process is complete and the

last swelling has fairly commenced. Then, if time be

an object, sharper forcing may be indulged in by day,

but not by night. It is not, however, a discreet plan

to hurry Peaches through any of the stages of their

growth, even after they have passed the stoning, as

fruit so grown .and ripened, say in May, possibly

earlier, has only the name to recommend it. Next
to the allowance of plenty of time conies light or

moderate cropping ; otherwise, no matter how we
force, a tree burdened with the form.ation of one-

fourth more stones than it is able to clothe with pulp

and carry to maturity is sure to finish off badly, if it

does not cast many of its finest fruit when it ought

to be changing for ripening. Mulching, root-watering

with good liquid and daily syringing will now be

found imp irtant, if not imperative, factors in swelling

up the fruit and keeping the foliage clean, and if

colour on the right side is to be taken as a point in

good culture, all pendent fruits must be turned up and
supported on pieces of lath placed on the trellis with

their points facing the sun. Many people think a

pale Peach is as good as a coloured one, and clinch

their arguments by the introduction of the grand old

Noblesse ; as well might they introduce the Muscat
of Alexandria Grape to prove that red Hamburghs
are aS' highly flavoured as black ones. To me the

Noblesse is imperfectly finished if it does not show
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the faint streaks and lilotclies of red which sun and
air will impart, and varieties capable of laying on

high colour are in worse plight when they resent

Nature's gift and persist in remaining pale up to the

finish. But, even admitting the argument that a

pale Eoyal George or Bellegarde eats as well as a

coloured one, we know which commands the best

price, and is preferred by consumers generally and
competent judges. If, then, perfect Peaches are

wanted, the point", not the stalks, must be coloured,

and size nmst be secured by pinching the points out

of shoots, which will not be wanted after the fruit is

g.athered. Air as well as sunlight, of cour.^e, plays a

very important part in the production of fiavour;

hence the valuable advice to disbud well, and avoid

laying in a single shoot that will not be wanted to

produce an even spread of foliage, the reverse of

crowded, to shelter old branches from the paralising

effect of intense sun-heat, or to furnish the tree with

bearing wood in the succeeding year.

Succession houses.—I observed some time ago that

good sets in early houses were this year the rule, and
it is highly gratifying to be able to say that trees in

succession, and, I believe, late houses, are equ.ally

satisfactorj'. When the preceding season has favoured

perfect maturation of the wood, it is a good plan to

secure a good set on the upper side of the trellis by
nibbing off all pendent flowers before they open ;

but where this has not been done timely thinning

should follow quickly upon the fall of the petals.

Wisdom always dictates leaving a fair percentage in

early houses to allow for dropping, but healthy trees

which do not set before the middle of March rarely

cast their fruit to any appreciable extent if properly

managed. These, then, may now be thinned down to

within a very small percentage of the number they are

intended to carry to the finish. Disbudding may also

be carried on with a more liberal hand, and where all

the young shoots have been neatly heeled down to

give them the proper position, freedom of growth will

favour rapid development of fruit and foliage. Old
trees, as I have before advised, may now derive great

benefit from good nmlchiog, and young ones which
do not require gross food will be the better for a

liberal littering down with fresh, but well worked
stable litter. By well-worked, I wish it to be under-

stood that it should be frequently turned in the open
air to free it from rank ammonia. Good stable litter

in suitable condition is an excellent stimulant and
insecticide, and it gives the houses a neat and growing
appearance, but, like edge-tools in the hands of a
novice, its use may do much mischief. Thorough
watering and syringing backwards and forwards with
warm soft water until every branch and leaf is well

moistened form very important factors in detailed

management, while puny supplies or dribblets pave
the way to attacks of mildew, aphis, and red spider,

three pests which should never be met with in well-

managed Peach houses.

C'herbies.

These, like Peaches, have set more freely than
usual, and thinning this year has been a very impor-
tant operation. When May Duke, Empress Eugenie,
and other favourite varieties have passed the flower-

ing stage, the fruit rapidly arrives at maturity, and
although they are only Cherries, which many people
do not think worth thinning, if they would have
them fine and as good as Cherries can be grown, the
thinning-scissors must be at work as soon as the
petals fall. When thinned, the trees may be syringed
twice on fine dajs until the fruit begins to colour,
when atmospheric moisture given off by the cool
damp floor will be quite sufficient for early thinned-
skinned varieties during the time they are ripening.
Old trained trees, cmfined to small borders, do not
make a great number of shoots, but throw out a
strong one here and there. These should be pinched
at the fourth or fifth leaf, unless they are wanted for
filling up vacant spaces on the trellis, when, like
leaders, they may be laid in full length. Cleanliness
must not be overlooked, as grubs make short work of
the crop, and black fly is sometimes troublesome.
The first gives way to hand-picking ; the second is

rather persistent, but if taken before it gets deeply
imbedded in the curled leaves, dipping in tobacco
water three times in the course of ten days will
clear the house. Ventilation plays an important

part, not only in ripening the fruit, but also in pre-

venting cracking when it is ripe. The ventilators

should therefore be opened on all favourable occasions

for the ingress of fresh air and the egress of moisture,

care being observed that the cunning blackbird does
not take tithe before strong nets are thought of. The
temperature from this time forward will depend
greatly upon external conditions. On cold nights it

may descend to 40^, with a current of warnuh f)n

the pipes. On mild nights it will often range from
50" to Ciy with a chink of air and without fire. Air
should always be given at 55'*, and gradually in-

creased up to 70° on bright days, when back and
front ventilators must be open. Where pot Cherries
are grown for forcing there are, perhaps, none more
delicious and more fruitful than the May Duke tribe.

All of them do well and make most beautiful growth
on the Mahaleb stock, which seems to adapt itself to

pot work. In course of time every bit of wood
becomes thickly studded with blossom-buds, and the
trees make very little growth, but form complete
pyramids of flowers, for which they are well worth
growing independently of the crops of fruit which
follow. One great advantage attending Cherry
culture is the ease with which perfect trees can be
manufactured in the open air, where, potted and
plunged in a sheltered place they may remain until

furnished with flowers and fit for forcing. Black
Cherries, also very valuable and worthy of glass, do
not submit so readily as the May Dukes to open-air

preparation, unless the situation is very warm and
extra favourable. Neither are they so well adapted
for forcing ; but for culture in a light airy house,
corridor or the like planted out, or in pots, trained as

cordons or pinched into bushes, they produce magni-
ficent fruit, which can he kept safe from birds and wet
until it is thoroughly ripe, a rare occurrence in the
open air m this part of the country. Fire heat for

tljese Cherries is not absolutely necessary, as the
blooming period can be retarded until frost has
passed away, but the command over a flow and
return pipe may be found highly advantageous should
the trees open their flowers in cold, dimp, or foggy
weather. W. Colemax.

Eastnor Castle, Ledbury.

Fruit Garden.
THE WILD GRAPE VINE.

The origin of the cultivated Grape Vine )ins

ahvays been a matter of doubt. It is generally
considered to be a native of Persia, whence it

migrated to the adjacent countries. For ages it

lia.s been found purely in a wild state in the
woods and liedges in various parts of Central
and Southern Europe, particularly in Provence,
Languedoc, and Guienne, in France. It differs

from the cultivated Grape Vine in having
smaller and more cottony leaves and very small
berries. "The wild form of the common Vine,"
according to M. H. Vilmorin, "is jjretty com-
mon in the central parts of France and very
plentiful in tlie south. It grows in hedges or
on the outskirts of woods, the plants being
mostly from seed disseminated by birds. It is

called Embrunche, Lambruche, both from the

V

Leaf of the Parslcyleaved Grape (Vitis vinifera apiifolia).

Latin Labrusca(awild Vine). The bunches of fruit
are generally small and the berries sour, and
with little flesh. Each plant cannot be said to

have any fixed character in point of .shape or
colour, as it retains to some extent the charac-
teristics of the particular variety of which it is

an accidental seedling, Tlie most vigorous plants
are those in spots where they grow singly and
have plenty of room, for if crowded they soon
die from disease or exhaustion."

It would appear that Miller's Black Cluster
Grape is not far removed from the wild Vine, the
leaves being very downy and the berries small,
Ijut .sweet and juicy. It ripens in September,
and is commonly grown in this country against
walls. The Claret Grape (foliis rubescentibus)
is likewise a near relative of the wild Grape,
and is one of the most ornamental of all Vines,

...iSifCV^

Miller's Black Cluster or Burtimdy Grape.

as the leaves die off in autumn to a deep claret-
red.

A distinct variety is the Parslev-Ieaved Vine
(apiifolia), with deeply cut leaves, which give it
an elegant appearance ; hence it is a valuable orna-
mental climber. Loudon states that it has been
cultivated for upwards of three centuries.

THEORY OF PRODUCTIVENESS.
The subject of productiveness is many-sided, and
fertility may be reached or augmented in various
ways. For example, we may grow our way to it,
and also cut our way to it, and if "J. ,S. W."
chooses to reach it through growth and lose a good
deal of time and space on the journey, why should
he also feel called upon to deny that others reach
the same goal in a tithe of the time or area through
root and top pruning- or their equivalents, such as
fertile stocks, multiple grafting, &c. '! To do so
is like affirming that there is but one road to
London. No one, so far as I am aware, has
denied that fertility may be reached by the round-
about way of growth, and the irresistible logic of
facts is equally conclusive that a short way may be
taken to it through pruning. The two methods
though so ditterent, can hardly be said to be
antagonistic, for they only reach the same end by
different routes, or rather roads of different
lengths, the knife on the roots or tops being as it
were but the telephone that o'erleaps the deep
miry ruts of slow maturity and enfoices baby pro-
ductiveness. If time is money in the production
of animal food—and it is—it will need stiong
reasons to convince the readers of The 0.\rdex
that it is not equally valuable in the culture of
fruit.

But it seems that not only our prunings, but
our theories of growth and of fertility are at
fault, and hence we are called to book for stating
the axiomatic truth that growth and fertility
seldom run in parallel lines, but in diametrically
opposite directions, growth and sterility linking
their forces together, w^hile fertility represents
a lack of vigour, a suppression of growth.
"J. S. W.," on the contrary, asserts that they do
run in parallel lines without any doubt. Indeed,
in w^hat sense ? Assuredly not in that of being
abreast or in the .same place at the same time.
The growth of most fruit trees must first be made
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and matured before it becomes fertile or produc-
tive ; hence, as an absolute necessity mere vigour
of growth must precede fertility. ".J. S. W.'.s"

16-foot run of Nectarinebr.anch (Vol. XVII., p. 510)
and his 1 '2-foot branches on his Royal (ieorpe
Peaches (p. .Ml) were made the year before, and
so the fruit shown on these branches cannot be
said to have run in parallel lines with their growth.
No, nor was their mere growth the cause of their

fertility, but rather the wide diffusion of vital

force or semi-exhaustion incidental to the matura-
tion of such long branches and the formation and
filling of so many flower-buds. Lindley's theory

extension, and various transformations of the .sap

under the influence of light and air. But these
checks and changes are widely different from the
mere weakness that ends in exhaustion witli

which "J. S. W. " appears to confound produc-
tiveness.

There is also a vigour of fertility as well as of

growth, and no one has, so far as 1 am aware,
contended that, given two plants equally well
matured, the stronger of the two would not carry
a finer crop than the weaker. This disposes at
once of ".J. S. W.'s'' arguments dr.awn from his
Victoria Nectarine, unpruned Peach, Apples, Vines,

Will Vine of the Cher, in France.

of increasing fertility through the use of fertile

stocks has been already referred to, and it has

been stated that the increase of fertility arose

from a change in the character rather than through

any augmentation of the amount of food. Were
this not so, it is difficult to see how any mere
accession to the food supplies could result in the

production of flowers or fruits. Nor must any-

one confound fertility with mere weakness,

barrenness, or poverty ; it is probably very largely

the creation of a wider diffusion of vital force,

superior diet, natural or artificial checks to further

Raspberries, Strawberries, Figs, &c. The latter

example, however, is rather unfoitunate. The
Castle Kennedy Fig continues notorious for its

vigour of growth and its relatively—to other Figs

—shy bearing. For example, no one conversant

with Fig culture would contend that it was or is

as productive or fertile as the Brown Turkey or

White Marseilles. At the same time no one denies

that there is a vigour of fertility as well as of

growth, though not a few would challenge the

assertion that thickness of branch and fertility

run in parallel lines. Mere thickness is one of the

least sure signs of the vigour that results in ferti-

lity, and moie freejuently lands it in sterility. It

is difficult to conceive where ".I. S. W." could
have gathered that it w.as my plan to grow whip
slianks and then condemn ami remove them aa

gross shoots ; on the contrary, my chief object has
been to distribute vigour of growth so wisely and
well and control it by such sure and certain
methofls, as to mature it into fertility. Nor does
the fact that overcropping will wreck and ruin
plants or deprive them of a crop for one or more
seasons disprove the statement that the weaker
a plant grows the more fertile it may become.
" .J. .S. \V." states tliat he never knew a Vine that
was unfruitful because it was vigorous, provided
the wood »«.< ri/if. The italics are mine, and this

is tantamount to affirming that he never knew a
vigorous Vine that was fertile refuse to fruit, for

maturity is sim])ly (irapes in plenty already in

embryo, and the embryo tirapes are suppressed
branches or transformed tendrils. Nor is barren-
ness the usual penalty paid for the overcropping
of Vines, but rather such excessive fertility as to

overwhelm the vital forces of the plant. Notwith-
standing this, however, fertility reproduces itself

as day follows night. Cultivators are, as a rule,

too wise to overburden the carrying powers of

their plants through reckless overloading.

But the main question is how to make .and keep
plants jjroductive in the least space and in the
shortest time. In determining this question the
character of our climate and the length of our.

growing and ripening seasons must have serious
consideration. Could we command perpetual sum-
mer or autumnal weather till all our growths were
matured, it would matter less whether the latter

were few or many, long or short ; but in our
climate these details are vital. Take the Victoria
Nectarine, for example ; its vigour of grow^th and
the time occupied in maturing it are fatal t<5 its

successful cultivation in the open air, unless in a
few specially favoured localities. The problem
thus becomes narrowed in practice to the question
of how much growth can we make fertile within
the limit of our season ; and it is here that root-

pruning especially comes to the aid of the fruit

grower in the open air by enabling him to cut
short the period of growth and to liasten and
lengthen that of maturation. Thus the pruner
economises space. "J. S. W." points triumphantly
to his extension trees laden with their dozens ; but
no practical man can run his eyes over his samples
in Vol. XVII. without a feeling of anxiety for the
future furnishing of those model trees. Most
of us have either had such trees of our own, or

seen them in the gardens of others, and found or

noted that they became speedily skeletonised. I

do not affirm that "J. S. W.'s" trees have become
so ; probably not, as most of us who ride a hobby
can keep our seats, while many others would fall.

It is a well-known law among trees that by throw-
ing the reins of growth over their heads at first the
strength of the trees gets into their heads and con-

tinues there to the weakening of their bases and
centres, and one of the greatest practical diffi-

culties is to recover and readjust this balance of

growing vigour and furnishing material after-

wards. Skilful pruning enables us to develop fer-

tility in less time, to distribute it with greater
regularity, to concentrate more of it in less space,

and to render its products less fitful and more
certain. It is based, as I have endeavoured to

show, on sound theories supported by almost uni-

versal practice, and is not likely to be greatly
modified, far less abolished, by any number of

strong asseverations of non-pruners.—D. T. F.

Notwithstanding the possible benefits de-

rivable from the proper ,and timely pruning of

fruit trees, it is still sadly true that outside the
walls of private gardens, nurseries, and market
grounds but little good and profitable pruning is

done, while a large amount of injudicious pruning,
judged by results, is perpetrated by nearlj' every
one who possesses or has charge of a few fruit

trees. People seem to think that if they go
through the regular routine of annually cutting

hard back all, or nearly all, growth made dur-
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ing summer, they have done all that can be done
to ensure fertility and keep the trees within proper
limits. In this, however, they make a mistake,

the outcome, first, of imperfectly understanding
the laws that control growth and fertility, and,

secondly, an idea that diey can assist Nature by
pruning young fruit trees so as to improve and
balance their tops. I am, however, convinced that

they would be gainers weie they to desist almost
entirely from pruning and allow their fruit trees to

run their own natural course. Much less of the knife

on the tops of trees and a little more of it on their

strongest roots would go far to correct the etl'ects

of past malpractice and ensure fertility. I have
lately had excellent opportunities of observing tlie

behaviour of many of tlie fruit trees in the gar-

dens about Beckenliam, and witliout prejudice I

must state that by far the best crops of flower-

buds are there borne by unpruned trees, particu-

larly pyramids and standards. An observant
friend remarked to-day in connection with this

subject that " the best show of blossoms occurs on
fruit trees not specially cultivated for their fruit

;

as, for instance, on the Almond, which is grown
for ornament, and seldom if ever pruned." Given
strong maiden or two-year-old fruit trees, well

furnished with branches, plant in good well-

manured soil in moderately sheltered positions,

and if allowed to grow on unpruned, my observa-

tions lead me to believe that tlie plants will, in

general, assume a handsomer shape and acquire
a greater degree of fertility in a given time
than if they were ruthlessly pruned annually in

the way usually practised. When the trees have
attained the required dimensions all that need be
done to tliem is simply to prune, and keep pruned,
periodically, the larger roots, the object being to

check exuberance of growth in the tops.

There is one very objectionable feature in con-

nection with the winter close pruning of fruit

trees—the cutting back of all growth on tlie

branches that form the framework of the trees

—

and that is, that it has the effect of prematurely
forcing the flower buds into blossom. By thus
curtailing the main sap currents an unnatural
flood is diverted to tlie flower buds, with the result

just named. It has besides the eflect of unnatu-
rally exposing the blossom buds to occasional

frosts and cutting winds. The flower buds of

unpruned trees are usually much better protected
than those of pruned trees because of the extra
number and better disposition, protectively, of the
branches and twigs.

—

Geo. Svme.

The Pear crop.—Judging from my own trees,

those that ga\'e us a hea\'y crop of Pears last year
will not do so this season. I have two standard
trees of Jargonelle Pear that produced very heavy
crops last year, one of them especially, and on
this tree there is not a single iDlossom bud, and on
the other but very few. Both were over-cropped,

and they had to bear the additional burden of the
drought and suffered considerably. Another bush
tree of an unnamed variety that gave me a heavy
crop last year is almost entirely wanting in

blossom. In a neighbour's garden a standard
tree of Cliaumontel which bore a heavy crop last

year is destitute of Ijlossom. At Gunnersbury
Park there .are some Pear trees that were root-

pruned in the autumn of 1SS4; they are without
blossom, though it was expected they would bear
a good crop this season. Others of strong growth
and not root-pruned are full of blossom. Perhaps
the dry summer following the root-pruning proved
too great a strain upon the trees that were root-

pruned, and hence their barrenness. As far as I can
see, the promise of a good Apple crop is very great,

and Pear trees tliat bore sparingly in 1 885 are also

promising well for the coming summer.—R. I).

SHORT NOTES.—FRUIT.
Thinning: Grapes-—This should not be done by un-

skilled workmen, who either rub the bunches with their
hair or prick them with the point of the scissors. I have
tried by way of experiment rubbing or rather touching a
bunch with my hair, .and the consequence was that in from
three to four days' time rust appeared oa the berries, dis-
figuring the bunch and making it useless for t;ible pur-
poses.—H. Gadd.

WHO ARE THE EXTENSIONISTS ?

"T. B.'s" appeal to Mr. Coleman (p. 299) will

not, I think, elicit any favourable response; in

fact, "T. B." is quite alone in his unqualified

opposition to extension training, if we exce[)t
" U. T. F." Mr. Coleman has described an ex-

tension-trained Peach tree of his own growing as

"of two years' training and now carrying eight

dozen Peaches evenly distributed, some of them
on the tips of last year's wood." This he did in

The Garden a few years back. Not only that,

but so favourably impressed was Mr. Coleman by
the extension system in its fullest sense, that in

an account by liim of Peach trees at Floors Castle

published in The G.\rden (Vol. XVI., p. .329) he
thus writes in prai.se of it;

—

The progress of the trees trained upon the extension
principle has been rapid and satisfactory, the vigorous short
stems presenting the appearance of twenty years' growth,
and the trellis in each house, 4,') feet by 12 feet, being evenly
and entirely filled with bright short-jointed shoots bristling

with blossom-buds of the most promising character. I did
not ascertain from Mr. Knight the number of fruit he took
from each of these young giants ; but, judging from the way
in which he taxes the trees in his late houses, I conclude
that he takes at least one fruit from every square foot of
trellis. Advocates of the extension principle of training
know that roots increase as rapidly as leaves and wood, par-

ticularly when they are placed in comfortable internal beds,
in which, as in this ca.se, thousands of healthy feeders rise to

the surface ready to devour the good things provided for

them through the growing se.ason. Clean healthy trees must
be formed l^efore they require feeding, and here Mr. Knight
has displayed his skill by selecting m.aiden trees that hart:

iievnr liecyi siiortrne<l hart, hjf krrpiag his knife in ifie shral/i, and
by the timely removal of all surplus shoots with the finger
and thumb.

So much for " T. B.'s" "stretch of imagina-
tion " required to include Mr. Coleman amongst
us ! These trees, I may mention, aie to be seen
now, for anything I know, and are among the first

in the country trained on the extension principle

to its fullest extent. Quite probably Mr. Coleman
has, or has had, trees such as " T. B." describes,

and he may have practised restrictive methods ot

pruning at one time, like myself and others, but
he is open to conviction, and knows a better system
when he sees it. Singularly enough, the best
testimony to the value of the system is that given
by " T. B." himself in the Gardeners' Chronide
(vol. xiv., p. 27(3), where he is lavish of his com-
pliments on a Victoria Nectarine at Lambton.
" An ordinary small plant from the nursery," he
says, "five years since now completely fills an ex-
tent of trellis ,"!6feet in length by 14 feet in height."
This is still, I suppose, to the fore to show the
hoiitUjiik character of " T. B.'s" opposition to ex-
tension now and the genuine nature of his con-
victions. " T. B. 's" promise of a prize for extension-
trained and cropped Peach trees is to tlie point,
and I shall not let him forget it. If tlie tree is to
be a maiden planted next autumn, notice ought
to be given at once, as the maiden must be trained
from the graft accordingly. I have observed
lately that "T. B." has only one shape of "maiden
tree" in his mind, but I have more than one, and
will give tlie hint to intending competitors wlien
the prize is offered. " T. B." states that "his
o\Yn practice has nothing to do with tlie subject
under discussion." By what right, then, does he
constantly criticise the practice of others, and on
what foundation does his teachings rest '/ The
extensionists have done their best to make their
views clear to have kept nothing back, but
" T. B.'s'' past pruning practices will not bear
revealing, for the probable reason that they would
show he was not, when in practice, even one of
the moderate [iruners with whom he likes to
associate himself now, but a hard pruner. It
cannot be .said that his practice has "nothing to
do with " the subject ; it has as much to do with
it as mine or the practice of anyone else, but it is

a case in which present precept and past jiractice
are in conflict, and therefore best concealed.

J. S. W.

Cherry Plum for stocks.—Mr. G. F. Wilson
is quite right about Prunus Myrobalana being a
good stock for Plums. I wrote my notice of the
Cherry Plum in answer to its use as a covert plant,
but have long known it to be the best stock for

choice Plums, Apricots, and ornamental varieties

of double Peach, &c. Had I been writing all I

know about it, I should have mentioned tliat at a
house near here many years ago, in a warm
sheltered corner, a double-flowered Peach was
planted grafted on the Cherry Plum. Tlie house
was uninhaljited for some time, during which
time the head of tlie double Peach was blown off

and the stock left standing ; the result was a free

growth of the .stock at its own sweet will, and
now a ch.arraing tree some 35 feet high, beautiful
to see in flower, but more so from the pendulous
form it has assumed. Being placed in the angle of

two higli buildings, the branches weep to the
ground, and in favourable seasons I have seen
good crops of fruit on it tiie size of a good (ireen
Gage, with a beautiful amber-pink cheek and most
excellent flavour. It is well worth a corner, say
at the end of a stable or barn where it can get a
south-west aspect, for the sake even of its fresh
green foliage as a screen. Being a very early
Howerer, it needs a warm sheltered spot and plenty
of sun to set its fruit, which is very good to eat,
preserve, or putting into tarts.—H. D. P.vlmer,
Xay/and, Culrhr-stir.

Treading araong Stra'wberries.—I cannot
remember a season when this has been more needed
than at the present time, the long-continued
frost, with occasional variation in the shape of
snow and partial thaw, having so loosened the hold
of young autumn-planted Strawberries as to ex-
pose in many instances a portion of their roots to
the air. As young plants set out solely for the
purpose of fruiting in a year's time are not, as a
rule, mulched, the first period of dry weather must
inflict permanent injury if they are not pressed
into place. If not already done, advant.age should
be taken of a d.ay when the surface soil is fairly

dry to firmly tread not only round the crowns, but,
in the case of light soils at least, over the whole of
the ground between the plants. Treading the
surface oii porous soils materially helps to ward
off drought and protects the surface fibres against
the effects of hot sun. Tlie harder the surface soil

is made the greater eliance is there of the plants
remaining in a healthy fruitful state.—J. C B.

Orchids.

ORCHIDS AT THE WOODLANDS,
STREATHAM.

Among the largest and most important Orchid
collections now about London is that which Mr,
R. H. Measures has formed during tlie past few
years in his garden ,at Streathani, a iieighbour-
lioud wherein one may find perhaps more fine

Orchids in private gardens than in any other
suburb. The Woodlands is a well known spot
and of historic interest, for here is still the
famous Russell House, once the residence of Lord
William Russell prior to liis trial and execution
some 200 years ago. Until recently Tlie Wood-
lands was joined on the south by the old common
of Tooting Bee. The house was built some 150
years ago, but since ilr. Measures has possessed
it, he has considerably modified it. Like most
old places, it contains some grand old trees, among
them lieing a decrepit, yet picturesque, old Mul-
berry now supported by crutches like the cele-

brated Mulberry at Syon. There is also a mag-
nificent Turkey Oak ou tlie lawn with a. luige
spreading head and a bole fully 10 feet in girth.

There are numerous old Pear and Apple trees

which apparently formed part of an oKl orcliard.

Now the place is quite a village of gla.ss houses,
there being no fewer than twenty-seven houses
or compartments, most of them being devoted to
a particular class of Orchids, while others are
taken up with plants of a less common character.

Tliere is besides the con.servatories adjoining the
house a most charming fernery containing rocks,
miniature caverns, and dripping pools—a deliglit-

fuUy refreshing house to enter alter making the
rounds of the labyrinth of Orchid house.?.
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Unlike a good many other Orchid collections

of recent formation, that at The Woodlands
is so rich in specimen plants, that one would
think its owner had begun Orchid culture twenty
or thirty years ago. In some new collections one
sees little lieyond small imported plants, but
Mr. Measures has purchased largely of esta-

blished plants and grown them on to the massive
specimens which one sees there at the present
time.

In the construction of his Orchid houses Mr.
Measures lias brought his long engineering
e.xperience to bear upon the work ; hence the
houses embody numerous contrivances quite out
of the ordinary ruij of hothouse buildings. First

he set about overcoming the difficulty arising
from drip from the roof—a defect in most hot-
houses. It is generally remedied by fixing small
zinc gutters along each rafter, but Mr. Measures has
designed a rafter having unseen parallel grooves
cut in the wood itself, and this effectually carries

off every particle of water arising from condensa-
tion. A diagram showing a section of one of these
rafters we will give at

some future time, as we
think that other Orchid
growers miglit take a

hint from it. Another
out-of-the-way feature

in these houses is the

stages, which are as im-
perishable as could be
made. They consist

wholly of iron and con-

crete. The necessity of

some material more
durable than wood for

plant stages occurred
to Mr. Measures long
liefore he took up with
Orchids, so he devised

a plan, the principle of

which is carried out in

the stages here. Bars
of angle iron resting

on ornamental supports

form the sides, and at

right angles with the.se

are placed bars of T
iron the width of the

stage. These are placed

about 8 inches apart,

and the intervening

spaces are filled with
concrete, which in this

particular case is com-
posed of burnt ballast

and cement. This forms
au imperishable stage proof against vermin, fungi,

and all other defects which ace rue from wood. This
is such an important innovation in Orchid-house
building, that we intend shortly to give diagrams
also of these stages. That they are perfectly adapted
for Orchid culture is exemplified by the health
and vigour of the Orchids here of all classes.

Beneath the stages there are watertight troughs,
and above these are the rows of pipes, while
the bottom ventilation of tlie houses is effected

by ventilators opening directly opposite the pipes,

so that the incoming currents of air take up
warmth and moisture in their ingress. On the
outside of each ventilator there is a sheet of

perforated zinc which breaks the draught before
it reaches the interior of the house. The houses
are mostly all low spans, a form considered the
best for Orchid culture, and at the present there
is one in course of completion which embodies

!

every improvement which has occurred to Mr.
Measures. The houses being so numerous, the
gardener is enabled to devote one or more com-
partments to particular genera or classes. The

Odontoglossums are by themselves ; so are
Cattleyas and Lielias, f !ypriiicdiiims, Phahenop-
sids, Dendrolies, Vandas, and Aerides. One
house in the centre of a long range is set apart as

a show-house ; that is, flowering Orchids are
taken there to show themselves and prolong their
flowering season. When we saw this house the
other day it was beautiful beyond descri])tion,

there being all kinds of Orchids interspersed in a
tasteful way with other ttowers and foliage.

There were long rows of Cattleya citiina (a

favourite Orchid grown here by the hundred)
which gave out a delightfnl perfume from their big
golden flowers; Dendrobes, with stems wreathed
with Idoom, depended from the roof or peeped
out from amidst the foliage. Huge specimens of

Ccclogyne cristata, like mounds of snow, were
just in perfection; and so was a gigantic speci-

men of Deudrochilum glumaceum, the large.st

plant we have seen. It was carrying nearly a
hundred of its drooping slender spikes, rendering
it a lovely object.

The Odontoglossum houses are crammed with

Rubus deliciosus (p. 337).

plants, but just at the time of our visit there

were not many in bloom, but crowds of spikes

were developing which foretold a delightful show
of bloom from the Alexandra's and' Pescatoreis

shortly. One can tell by the labels that the
owner of this collection is fastidious as regards

varieties, for they indicate the choicest kinds.

Two very distinct and handsome species were in

bloom ; these were O. facetum and sceptrum.
These are generally considered to be either iden-

tical or very similar, but the idants being side by
side one can see how widely they differ. 0.

sceptrum is by far the finest, the flowers being
larger and the colours richer. In both the

ground colour is white and the blotches a coffee

brown, but pale in facetum, which is also distin-

guished by being more spotted at the base of the

sepals. The plant of O. sceptrum was carrying two
spikes, each with fourteen flowers. Another re-

markable Odontoglossum in bloom was a superb
variety of O. maculatum, darker and finereven than
Donnianura. A specimen of 0. Edwardi, with a

longbranchedspike,was carrying nofewerthan 168

flowers on seventeen branchlets. Eleven months
have elapsed since this spike first developed.

'i'he Masilevallias are grown with the ()dontoglo=-

sums, and so are the large growing Cymbiiliunis,

than which it would be difficult to find finer

specimens. Along the centre of one house
there is a row of gigantic s]iecimens, each in

busliel pots placed in elevated vases, over the

sides of which the long recurving foliage of the

plants fall gracefully. The species are C. Lowia-
num, Hookerianum, giganteum, eburneum, and
Mastersi. The Lowianums are the finest plant?,

and one of them has produced four long
spikes, bearing fifteen, nineteen, eighteen, and
twenty flowers i-espectively. Last year the
same plant produced seven spikes, carrying 158
flowers. The plants are grown in loam, for

being strong feeders they require a deal of sus-

tenance, and much attention is paid to watering.

The C'ymbiilium house roof is hung with
long rows of Sophronitis coccinea in shallow
pans, Cattleya citrina and the Chimceroid Masde-
vallias, all of which seem to thrive admirably in

company. Cattleyas and
Lrclias are a great fea-

ture here, and one may
see from the labels that

the collection of them
is extremely rich. We
need only mention that

one may see here such
choice things as the

white C. Skinneri, C.

Wageneri, Reineckiana,

C. labiata, Pescatorei,

calumnata, L. Perrini

alba, and a complete
series of Ladia anceps
varieties, including the
true pure white and
some grand specimens
of Dawsoni. Of L. pur-
purata there is probably
a finer series of varieties

than inmostcollections.

It contains all the be^t,

from liuge plants of the

true Williamsi to the

new Jleasuresiana,
which is midway be-

tween purpurata and
elegans. The Odonto-
glossum vexillarium

collection is grown with
the Cattleyas, and very

happy they look under
the treatment, and in

the same house the new
Angriecum Leonis is grown. Several plants

were in flower, and, judging by what one saw, it

seems to greatly improve and becoming nearer to

the descrijjtion and drawings of it that were
issued at the time it was introduced. It will no
doubt turn out to be a first class Orcliid. Mr.
Measures, who grows numbers of it, finds that it

wants to be kept comparatively wet and must be

potted in Sjihagnum and crocks only.

The chief feature of the place at the time was
the collection of Ccelogynes. All the forms of

C. cristata were to be seen, but none was so

fascinating as a large panful, about 18 inches

across, of the rare white variety (alba or holo-

leuca).

leuca). The plant of the white Ccelogyne is the

largest we have seen. It has no iewer than

twenty-one heads, and it has been divided also.

The Plialpenop.sis house has been built with a
view to the requirements of this particular class.

The collection of species and varieties is, we
should say, complete, and some of the plants of

P. SchiUeriana are really fine, but most of the
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plants are only just recovering from a check tliey

received some time since, caused, Mr. Measures
believes, by being watered from a new galvanised

zinc cistern, the water in which no doubt con-

tained something injurious to the plants. As
soon as the plants were watered from a different

source the plants began to recover, so that the

supposition that the evil was due to the new
cistern was correct. In the same house we saw
plants of that little gem Saccolabium Hendersoni,

and a long row of plants of Angr;ecum citratum

were bristling with graceful flower-spikes, wreathed
with ivory-white flowers. Such things as Bolleas

and Pescatoreas, perhaps the most difficult of all

Orchids to grow successfully,find acongenial home
in the Phalaenopsis house at the back part where
the light is somewhat diffused. The next house
is devoted to Deudrobiums, which have represen-

tatives of all the finest kinds, and further on is a

house occupied by Vandas, which are one of the

chief features of the garden. There are grand
specimens of such as V. suavis, tricolor, Bate-

manni and Lowi all in the rudest health. There
is also in the Vanda house a fine specimen of

that handsome variety, Ansellia africana nilotica,

whicli is still so rare. It exists in very few col-

lections, and those are fortunate who possess a

plant of it. Another house which impressed us
much was that devoted entirely to Cypripediums,
of which there is a large quantity of plants of all

sections, from the commonest to the rarest. There
was a specimen of C. villosum bearing forty

flowers of a yellowish tinge almost identical with
the variety known as aureum. There were also

in flower C. Dominii, C. Hartwegi, one of the

noblest of the Selenipedia ; and C politum, one
of Mr. Warner's crosses, we believe, obtained by
intercrossing C. venustum and barbatum. These
are a few of the more salient features of this

grand Orchid collection, which every day of the

year contains something to admire.

Cattleya Lawrenciana.—A spike of a grand
variety of this new Orchid has been sent to us by
Mr. Hill from Lord Kothschild'a garden at Tring
Park. It is the finest coloured form we have yet
seen. The flowers measure 6 inches acro.ss ; the
sepals and petals are of a deep rose-purple, while the
lip, which has a lobe of circular outline and beauti-

fully frilled, is of an intense amethyst, merging into

a pale lenion-yellow in the tube. Mr. Hill says

:

" This Cattleya appears to be of easy cultivation, but
our experience is that an ordinary Cattleya house is

not the place in which we grow it. We have tried

plants in our Trianie house, and also in a very light

house in which we grow Calanthes, and from the
latter treatment the best results have been obtained,

and we intend to place all our plants in future in the
Calanthe house."

The Orchid houses at the Royal E.xotic Nursery,
Chelsea, were never perhaps so gay with bloom at the
Ijegimiing of Aprd as this year. The long spell of

wintry weather was not after all an unmi.xed evil,

for it retarded the incipient flower-spikes a good deal,

so that instead of the flowers opening in fog time
they have the benefit of the bright weather under
whicli one can see and enjoy them so much better.

The London fogs have a deal to answer for as regards
Orchid culture, and never was it more .apparent than
this season. In the great Cattleya house at Messrs.
Veitch's one may see hundreds of spikes of Cattleya
Trianas which were nipped in the bud, and m.any
other Orchids were similarly damaged. Now, how-
ever, all is brightness, and in passing through house
after house one may see representatives of every
important Orchid whose flowering time is the present.
Intermixed with crowds of sorts that one sees in

every collection, there are to be found here many of

unusual interest. Amonw the hybrids which may be
said to have their headquarters here we were for-

tunate in finding a new one that had just opened its

flowers. This was Cypripedium leucorrhodum, a
most beautiful variety obtained by intercrossing C.
Koezli and C. Schlimi album. We get in this cross I

exact intermediate characters, the large flowers with

long attenuated sepals, big pouch, and very broad

under sepal. The whole flower is the colour of

Schlimi album, a sort of waxy white flushed with

rose, the pinky tinge being most conspicuous on the

pouch and margins of the sepals. The growth is as

noble as that of Eoezli itself. We look upon this as

one of Mr. Seden's best efforts. Another acquisition

in the way of Cypripeds, and one which may not

be inaptly called the sister of leucorrhodum, is Sedeni

candidulum. Of all Lady's Slippers this comes nearest

to that beautiful hardy North American kind C.

spectabile, which hybridists have for years tried their

utmost to cross, so as to get its lovely colour into

some of the tropical kinds, and, singularly enough,

they have got the colour in a roundabout way, so tliat

they do not now need to bother about hybridising

C. spectabile, except perhaps to infuse its hardy
character into its tender relatives. The Sedeni can-

didulum flower is so much like that of C. spectabile,

that were it not for the different foliage we should

have been deceived in supposing it to be spectabile.

There is a great future for both leucorrhodum and
candidulum, and we predict that in a few years hence
they will oust the other hybrids of a similar stamp.

A good many other Lady's Slipper Orchids beyond
those of the common t}pe may be seen in flower, but

a visit to see these two only will repay any Orchid

lover, who will at the same time be able to compare
the merits of the original Sedeni with its offspring

and too near relatives, such as cardinale, porphyreum,
and others.

The Odontoglossum houses contain much that

ii noteworthy ; besides the best forms of O. crispum
and great branching spikes of O. Pescatorei, one may
see grand varieties of such kinds as 0. Halli with

long arching spikes, and less common species, as O.

ramosissimum, Kdwardi, and Cervantesi decorum.
Then those in search for the curious may perhaps be

gratified in seeing that microscopic Masdevallia (M.
Simula) and several others of similar stamp. The
same house contains, moreover, the golden-flowered

Oncidium concolor, a most beautiful Orchid not half

plentiful enough.

Lendrobiums of all kinds abound ; as soon as

we get in the house a powerful odour of medicinal

rhubarb from the long stems of D. macrophyllum
meets us, and on either side hang in graceful pro-

fusion drooping wreaths of such delightful " plants as

I). Wardiacum, Devonianum, luteolum, crystallinum,

Pierardi, crassinode, Findleyanum, and that exquisite

sort, primulinum giganteum. There are also Cam-
bridgeanum,aggregatum— quite lumps of golden bloom
—the rarely seen albo-sanguineum, and its bigger
neighbour with similar flowers, D. Dalhousianum.

Caitlevas are likewise in profusion, but not so

plentiful as they would have been had not the fogs

levelled the spikes. The new C. Lawrenciana has
established its reputation here already as a good in-

troduction ; several forms of it may be seen, dark
and light, but all beautiful. One spike carries nine
flowers. Those who thought it too near Skinneri may
see here the two side by side. The differences need
not be pointed out, as they only resemble each other

in colour. One has a long spike, the other, Skinneri,

has a crowded cluster. There are a few stragglers of

C. Triana?, and these will hold out until the Mendeli
varieties, which are just beginning to bloom, come in

full force. Oddly enough, there is a big plant of

Ladia anceps in full bloom now, not a weakly, out-of-

season plant, l:)ut strong and a fine variety. Some
would give it the name serotina.

Orchids at 'Woodbank, Dumfries.—The fol-

lowing are among the many good Orchids now flower-

ing in Mr. Scott's collection at the above named
place, viz., Cymljidium Dayanum, with seven flowers,

fine specimen ; Dendrochiluin glumaceum, fifteen

spikes ; Odontoglossum Rossi majus, of the rubescens

type, si.xteen flowers, a grand plant ; Dendrobium
thyrsiflorum, with eight spikes ; Dendrobium Wardi-
anum, fine specimen, with over one hundred flowers,

and two other special varieties with flowers 4^ inches
across. Up deep purple and broadly tipped sepals and
petals ; Cymbidium eburneum, with twelve flowers

;

and a fine variety of Cypripedium Harrisianum, with
thirty flowers ; L^lia superbiens, a grand specimen
with seven growths, has had a spike with twenty

flowers ; Cypripedium villosum (Rollisson's variety),

with thirty flowers. The Vandas are specially fine ;

among them may be seen the finest lot of the Dal-

keith variety in the country ; also Veitch's variety of

suavis, as well as Rollisson's Vanda suavis ; there

is likewise a grand plant of V. Lowi. Mention
must be made, too, of some half-dozen huge specimen
Cypripedium Dominianum, measuring some 4 feet or

5 feet in diameter, grand specimen ; C caudatum
roseum, with twenty growths. The locality suits

Odontoglossums, judging by the collection here, which
is in rude health, the plants having large bulba fast

pushing their strong, sturdy spikes.

Trees and Shrubs.
A ROCKY MOUNTAIN BRAMBLE.

(rubus deliciosus.)

The most ornamental Brambles are those found
in the western piart of North America, on the

Rocky Mountains. Anujngst these there are three

really first-rate garden shrubs. Their names are

R. deliciosus, nutkanus, and odoratus, and to

these might be added a fourth, R. spectabilis, an
elegant shrub with dark rosy red flowers. The
queen of the group, and, indeed, of all Brambles, is

unquestionably R. deliciosus, of which the wood-
cut on the preceding page is a good illustration.

It is one of the most delightful Brambles imagin-

able, and it was a fortunate thing for lovers of

hardy shrubs when Mr. Thompson, of Ipswich,

managed to import seeds of it and raise seedlings

from them about five-and-twenty years ago. It

was known so long ago as 1822 by botanists, and
Torrey, when describing it, furnished such a
ghiwing account of it and gave it the name
deliciosus, that we were impatient to get it on
this side of the Atlantic. Speaking from our

exjierience of it, in the neighbourhood of London
it IS a perfectly hardy shrub. At Kew, in light

soil, it is grown as a standard as well as against

a wall. It makes a gracefully, spreading open
busli when planted in the open ; and when
against a wall, the brauchlets hang gracefully

away from it as if they resented restriction. It

flowers aliout the middle of May against a wall,

and a little later as a standard bush. When in

bloom there is no .shrub that excels it in elegance

and beauty, the flowers being snow-white,

exquisite in form, and borne on slender sprays.

Against a wall it will grow as much as 8 feet

high, but it keeps dwarf as a standard, seldom
rising above 4 feet or so. Now that it is a stock

plant in most good nurseries, it should become
more common than it is. Those who get

plants of it and give them a fair start would be
hard to please indeed if they disappointed them.

Cornus florida.—Th Dogwood is considered to

be the handsomest species of the genus, while Mr.
Barry, of Rochester, N Y speaks of it as one of the

most valuable trees for ornamental planting, ranking
next to the Magnolia among flowering trees, and only

second to the scarlet ( 'ak (which it almost equals) in

brilliant foliage in autumn. The flowers of this kind
are small and gathered in a compact cluster, but each

bunch is subtended by four pure white leafy bracts,

which give it the appearance of a blossom more than
a couple of inches in diameter. As it flowers freely,

a tree of this species when thickly studded with
blossoms well deserves the eulogiums passed upon it.

This Cornus is a native of North Ameiica, and forms

a small tree about 20 feet high, floweiing during

April or May. It is very seldom met with in this

country, probably owing to the fact that it is rather

particular as to soil and situation, succeeding best in

a somewhat moist spot. Though a comparatively rare

plant, it was introduced as long ago as 173L

—

H P.

Fitzroya patagonica.—Mr. Webster mentions
a specimen of a Fitzroya patagonica growing at Cole

Orton some years ago. He will be pleased to know
that it is still alive. When I found the tree in an
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unfreqiiented part of tlis grounds it was smothered
by tali Laurels, and jjartly under the shade of a large

Lime tree. I have liad the La\irels gradually cut
away from it, but the bottonr branches have been
killed by being crowded. It has stood the recent

severe weather well, although shortly Ijefore it was
opened up still more to allow it more room. The
top part is studded with the old cones, and I see the

tips of the branches have a drooping tendency, as

remarked by Mr. Webster. The plant is well

sheltered, but is growing in very poor soil; it has
made four leaders; the height is about 15 feet. I

find the branches have been cut back .at some time,

but have broken well. I have no doubt that if this

plant had been planted in a better position it would
have been a good specimen by this time.—G. C.

Matn.vrd, Cole Orton.

PYRAMIDAL CONIFERS.
The following list comprises a selection of the best
conical-shaped Conifers which may be useful to

those who desire to plant such tilings during the
present planting season. They have a use in the
garden, and an important one, where care is taken
to arrange them well. This, however, is an art
which cannot be described, and it need only be
said that many plea.sing combinations can be made
with them in association with shrubs and small
trees of spreading growth.
Biota oriextalis elegantissima.—This variety

of the Chinese Arbor-vitaj forms a small fastigiate-

habited specimen, with short stiff branches, and
foliage deep golden during the summer months,
but of a bronzy tint during winter. It is a very
pretty golden Conifer, and can be struck from
cuttings with more freedom than any of the other
varieties of the Chinese Arbor-vita;.

CnpRESsus Lawsoniana erec'TA viridis.—This
is one of the most valuable of fastigiate Conifers,
being a variety of Lawson's Cypress, in which,
besides the tapering habit of growth, its foliage is

of a brighter green at all seasons than the ordinary
form. This variety originated in Mr. Waterer's
nursery at Bagshot, and owing to its distinct and
handsome appearance it rapidly became popular.
It is the easiest of all the varieties of Cupressus
Lawsoniana to strike from cuttings, for in this
respect there is a great difference among them.
Cupressus Lawsoniana stricta.—Instead of

the unusually bright green foliage of the preceding
this is of the same tint of the common form, and
is apt during the winter to acquire a bro^vnish
tinge. It is of a stiff, erect habit of growth, and
in no way so ornamental as the last.

Cupressus semi'ervirens.— The winters are
frequently too severe for this South European
Cypress, which in a yovmg state forms a fastigiate
growing specimen, with the branches densely
arranged. It is of quick growth till it reaches a
height of a dozen feet or so, and unless injured
during exceptionable winters forms a distinct and
handsome plant.

JUNIPERUS COMMUNIS IIIBERNICA.—Tho Well-
known Irish .Juniper is a variety of the common
kind, in which the branches all take a direct
upward course, so as to form a living column. It

is a pretty and distinct .Juniper and does well
under most conditions, unless in too hot and dry
a spot. A sub-variety of the alDOve, known as
compressa, is of rather more conical shape, and at
most attains a height of 1 foot or 2 feet—in fact,

forming a pretty miniature shrub.
.JuNiPERUs ExrELSA STRicT.\.—The Crimean

Juniper is distinguislied by the peculiar greyisli

green tint of the whole plant, and in the variety
stricta this character is still more prominent,
added to which its growth is more spire-like, and
it does not attain the same dimensions as the
normal type. Being of such a light tint, it affords

a direct contrast to the deepest hues of many of

its allies. It does not strike at all well from
cuttings, and is usually grafted on young seedling
plants of the common form.
Retinospora leptoclada.—Regardingthe origin

of this plant there has been a good deal of con-
fusion, but it seems now definitely settled that it

was raised in France from seeds of Cupressus
thyoides, and certainly its appearance would tend

to confirm lliis. It forms .a pretty little shrub'
closely pyramidal in habit and of a pleasing shade
of dark bluish gr(iy, very effective at all seasons.
Like most of the Retinosporas, it strikes readily
enough from cuttings.

Taxus liAi'CATA FASTKiiATA.—The Irish Yew is

too well known to say anything further legarding
it, being the most frequently planted of all erect
growing Conifers, and largely employed as a me-
morial tree in cemeteries. There are some three
different variegated forms, viz. .argenteo-variegata
and auroo-variegata, in w^hich the leaves are
striped with white and yellow respectively. In
aurea the young growth is suffused with gold.
Taxus iiACCATA erecta.—Thisis but an upright

form of the common kind, as the leaves are two-
rowed, and not scattered on the branches, as in

the case of the Irish Yew. It is a distinct plant,
but with the fastigiate character much less de-
veloped than in the preceding.
Taxus aopressa stricta.—The small-leaved

Taxus adpressa is a low, dense growing bush
somewhat squatty in habit, but in this variety
the whole of the branches take an upward direc-
tion, and form a plant of narrow outline. It is

rather slow in growth, which will perhaps account
for its being seldom seen. The adpressed Yew is

quite as hardy as the common kind. Alpha.

EDINBURGH SPRING SHOW.
This took place in the Waverley Market on Wednes-
d.ay and Thursd.ay last. It showed a slight falling

off from that of last year, but the exhibition of last

year was exceptional, and the past season has been a
most disastrous one for both outdoor and indoor
plants. The latter have been slow to bloom, tliere

having been so little sun. As usual, the space round
the band-stand was occupied by Rhododendrons, in

the competition for which L;urd & Sons had it .ill their
own way. The Azaleas were good, and the formal-
looking cone-shaped methods of training seemed to

be giving way to freer and better growth, while
numbers of new colours were introduced. A large

collection of Cinerarias and Dielytras produced a
pleasing amount of variety, while of course the com-
moner spring flowers were present in great force.

Of the different kinds of Narcissus there was not a
large show, but Tulips were in comparatively good
condition. The Hyacinth display was a good average
one. Amonguurserymen the Messrs. Laird took the first

place with a large table of plauts arranged for effect.

To a large extent the flowers consisted of Azaleas
fringed and interspersed with Ferns, Heaths, and
Lilies. Beside it was an amateurs' table, much
smaller, but very pretty. Mr. Gross.art, Oswald
Road, always carries off the awards in this depart-
ment. Messrs. Methven and Son h.ad a very at-

tractive t.able, of which a distinctive feature was
tile display of .Japanese Maples and Ivy ; Ire-

land and Thomson exhibited a selection of Coni-
fers, and Dicksons and Company had an attractively-

arranged fable of plants at the eastern end of

the Market. A very pretty little table of hardy
and half-hardy pLants was that shown by Mr.
.Sinclair, I'^ast Linton. Messrs. James Dicksons
and Co. had a good show of spring flowers, and
Messrs. Seth had an attractive table of hothouse
plants very tastefully arranged. Of recent years
several nurserymen have given considerable atten-

tion to the cultivation of small hardy indigenous
plants, or such as will easily grow in protected places.

Of these there was a capital display, the best lieing

from Mr. Robertson Munro, who showed a good as-

sortment of Primulas, Auriculas, and Poly.anthus.

Among Orchids, Messrs. Thomson and Sons, Clo-
venfords, iiad Cattleya Lawrenceana, a charming
species, :ind there was a small, but attractive, collec-

tion of cut Ro.-es and Rhododendron trusses, some
tiuc bouiuets, and a little fruit.

Severe hailstorm in Cornwall.—On Wednes-
day, 31st ult.. West Cornwall was visited with the
most severe storm of hail, accompanied by terrific

thunder and lightning, I ever experienced. Many of

the hailstones measured from 2 inches to 3 inches in

diameter. The storm appeared to travel from west

to east, and to have been very local in its effects,

making fearful havoc witli tlie glass in many gardens,
while otliers but half a mile off escaped almost un-
scathed. The Scilly Isles were thefirst to experience the
destructive character of the storm, large fjiiantitics of

glass being destroyed in Mr. Dorrien-Smith's gardens
at Tresco, and all kiu'ls rif vegetation, both iniioors

and out, suffered greatly. The most complete wreck,
however, w.as experienced at Porthgwidden, the
beautiful seat of Canon Philpo':t on the banks of

the Fal ; here most of the glass in the west side of tho
mansion ^v.as demolished, while the glass structures,

including vineries. Orchids, and orchard houses,
Melon pits, frames, conservatory, and plant houses,

are shattered to j)ieces, the plants and crops inside

being much injured, especially ilelons. Cucumbers,
and early Vines. Spring bedding plants on the terr.aces

were beaten into the ground, the soil being pitted all

over as if myriads of rifle balls had been shot into it

from above. Many evergreen shrubs are cut to

pieces, and some of the leaves, especially those of

Aucubas, pierced as if riddled by shot. It will take
many weeks to repair the damage to the glass, while
the effects upon fruit trees, plants, &c., will be felt

for years. Much of the glass smashed was Hartley's
patent, some of which I measured being three-six-

teenths of an inch thick, and a great part of the rest

twenty-one ounce of good quality. Alen up<m the
spot at the time say that the whole destruction was
wrought in from five to six minutes.

—

Sanguinea.

NOTES OF THE WEEK.

Narcissus calathinus.—A flower of this rare
species has been sent to us by M. D, Guiheneuf, nf

Nantes. It is very different froui the furm of X.
triandrus which passes undtr the name of calathinus.

The Hower is twice as lari;je as a triandrus, and the
cup is particularly broad and deep and crenulated at

the edf^^es. The colour is ivory-white. We do not
remember having seen this lovely Narcissus in bloom
before. Mr. Wolley Dod, to whom we have sent it,

may be able to enlighten us upon it.

Double crimeon Primrose.—ilr. Hartland
sends us blooms of this beautiful variety, which is

admired by all, but grown by few, on account of its

capricious character in gardens. Our experience is

that in a collection of I'rimroses it is the first to

vanish, and that without much warning. It does not
seem to like our hot s\nnmers. Its flowers are very
double and exceedingly rich in colour, which is a
deep velvety crimson.

Rudgea macrophylla.—This handsome stove

shrub is in bloom in Mr. B. S. Williams' nursery at

Upper HoUoway, the only place in which we have
seen it except at Kew. It belongs to the same family
as the Ixora. It is a dwaif plant with large leaves

borne on stout erect stems, which are terminated by
a dense cluster of pure white flowers so thick in

texture as to resemble being cut out of cardboard.

It lasts a long time in bloom, and is altogether a first-

rate plant.

Alpine Primulas in flower.—The following,

list comprises most of the species of Primula now in

flower in the rich collection in Messrs. Backhouse's
nursery at York : I\ AUioni (new), amoena, Auricula
marginata, Balbisj, biflora, cashmerensis, ciliata pur-

purea, c. coccinea, Clusiana, crenata, fli>ribunda,

glaucescens, marginata, pubetcens, pulcherrima, pur-

purea, spectabilis, Venzoi, viscosa, v. minor, v. nivalis,

and Wulfeniana.

Myosotidium nobile.—We hear from Mr.
Lodur, of Floore, Weudon, that he has several speci-

mena of this rare New Zealand plant in flower. It

has always been considered a most ditticult plant to

gro'v, but Mr. Loder siij's that he has no secret to tell

concerning its treatnitrut, and he has never seen such
a large healthy plant of it as that which he has in
bloom. He finds that it is not quite hardy; on the
contrary, it requires a cold frame and protection from
frost. It is called Myosotidium because its flowers

resemble those of the Myosotis (Forget-me-not), but
are larger and produced in a tall dense cluster. The
colour is blue. The leaves are broad and of a shining

deep green.

Crocuses in the Grass in St. James's Park.
— It is with pleasure we call attention to the fine
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show of Crocuses in the Grass in St. James's Park at

the present time, and their beauty, notwithstanding

the severity of the winter, is greater than can be

imagined. The principle adopted is that of dotting

them about in natural-looking groups in the Grass,

pretty much as they occur in a wild state, and the

effect is very good. This is indeed, we think, the

most distinct advance that has been made in our

parks of recent years, and the only matter for regret

is that such a contrast should be afforded by the bare

black look of the borders and beds, which might
themselves be as full of life as the Grass is now with

Crocuses.

Primula Allioni.—This is one of those exqui-

site little alpine j)lants which everybody admires be-

cause of the smallness of the plant and the relatively

large size and brightness of its flowers ; but as sent

to us from Messrs. Backhouse, of York, the flowers

had not the same brilliancy as we have seen on the

Alps. This, of course, may be due to difference of

climate. It is one of the loveliest of the Primroses,

and Messrs. Backhouse would do good if they could

tell our readers how to grow it, and other species, as

well as they do themselves.

Crystal Palace, Sydenham.—It will be seen

by an announcement in our advertising columns that

an addition has just been made to the departments
of the Crystal Palace School of Art, Science, and
Literature, in the form of a division, embracing the
tuition of pupils in the improvement of estates both
artistically and economically. This will include
landscape gardening and works incidental thereto,

such as architecture and engineering. In this de-

partment Mr. Milner will, as heretofore, be the
principal.

Saxifraga cppositifolia pyrenaica su-
perba.—This is a long name for what is the finest

variety of the Pyrenean Saxifrage that has yet been
found. It originated some years ag(» in Messrs.

Backhouse's nursery at York, whence we have re-

eived a plant. When we say that it surpasses the
maxima variety of S. oppositifolia, one may suppose
what this new sort is like. It has larger flowers, and
the colour is a very deep rose-pink. It grows in

cushion-like tufts, which, when studded with flowers,

as at this season, form a charming sight. Large
glowing m.asses of it may now lie seen in the rock
garden at the York Nurseries ; indeed, to see these

rosy Saxifrages to perfection they must be planted in

masses sufficiently large to give a glow of colour that
is conspicuous at a distance.

Bssex Daffodils.—I send you a gathering of

Daffodils from my garden here at Colcliester. 1 con-

sider them the most glorious flower.s of spring, and I

have neverknownthem finer than this year, n(jr in such
great variety. A. pseudo-Narcissus plenus is a glori-

ous flower .and stately looking growing amongst
Pceony shoots and Delphiniums, with here and there

a Primrose, producing such a harmony of colour as to

be not easily forgotten. But pseudo-Narcissus plenus

must not be confounded with the close trumpeted
form of Telamonius plenus, being cpiite different in

growth, taller, and with broader foliage. Eip Van
Winkle with me is a very fine yellow and a great

favourite. My friends always choose it for a button-

hole. I am surprised to hear of it turning green in

some gardens. This must arise from being badly
treated, kept out of the ground too long, or not pro-

perly ripened. N. Telamonius and others come up
green sometimes if under adverse circumstances.

N. cernuus flore-elegantissiraa plena is, to my mind,
the most beautiful of all double Daffodils ; it is S'l

chaste, much more so than cernuus bicinctus, which
has the divisions of the perianth in duplicate. What
a pity it is so rare 1 I wish I had more of it.

—

T.WLOK Shikhs, Si. Mar'in's House, Colcheslrr.

Scilly Island Daffodils.—An exhibition of

these was held the other day under the auspices of

the Scilly Island Bulb and i'lower Association, and
to the islanders it was an occasion of unusual interest.

The prize lots, which were distinguished by first,

blue, second, pink, and third, yellow ribbons, were
easily picked out from among the crowd of flowers

exhibited. It is expected that the exhibition of 1887
will be double or triple the size of that of this year,

which is the first that has taken plaqe iii these islands.

Mr. Dorrien-Smith, the president of the society, had

upwards of IHO varieties of Narcissus tastefully ar-

ranged on a groundwork of green Moss. The prize

of the day consisted of £5, offered by the Earl of

Mount-Edgcumbe, for the best exhibit of marketable

flowers and was awarded to an assortment of fifty

varieties of Daffodils. In August next there will be

an exhibition of dry Naicissus bulbs grown on the

Scilly Islands of the most marketable sorts, and^ on

this occasion a prize of £10 is offered by Mr. Dorrien-

Smith, and again in 1887 a prize of £25. Amongst
the Daffodils shoivn were fine examples of Euiperor

and Empress, Princeps, obvallaris, Telamonius plenus.

Sir Watkin, Stella. Orange Phamix, ochroleucus.

Grand Monarque, poeticus ornatus, Statten General,

Bazelman major, and many other equally good sorts.

Royal Gardens, Kew.—We have received a

copy of a new seed list of hardy herbaceous, annual,

and perennial plants grown in the Koyal Gardens,

Kew. The catalogue is admirably compiled. It is,

of course, arranged according to the botanical sequence

of the Natural Orders, and the authority and principal

synonyms are given to each name, together with the

native country of the phant. It is, we believe, some

thirty years since a catalogue of a similar character

was published at Kew. At that time the late Mr.

Niven, of Hull, had charge of the hardy plant depart-

ment, and the plan of his list has been followed in

the present instance. It is a useful catalogue to any

gro%ver of hardy plants, and the only fault we have to

find with it is the omission of a list of genera, which

should always accompany a list arranged in this way.

As it is, one has to wade through the whole list to

find any given genus, and the task is more difficult if

the Natural Order is not known. The list is issued

from the Stationery Office, at the price of sixpence

:

and we understand that it can be had from tlie Royal

Gardens at Kew.

Narcissus committee.—The second meeting

of the committee for this season will be held on

Tuesday next, April 13, in the conservatory. South

Kensmgton, when the committee will be glad to

receive and report upon anyspecimens of interestwhich

may be submitted to them. Attention is called to

the following : The flowers sent should have been

grown in the open air, except in the case of such sorts

as are not hardy in this country. A specimen of rhe

foliage should accompany each variety. Full infor-

mation should be given as to the history, habitat, or

peculiarities of each specimen, together with the

name of the sender, and the ([uestion asked of the

committee, or the point on which they are to decide.

(Printed forms for this purpose may be obtained fronr

the secretary, or will be filled up by him on receipt

of the flowers at South Kensington.) It is requested

that the flowers may be sent so as to arrive in good

time, addressed to the Hon. Sec. Narcissus Committee,

South Kensington, and attention is called to the fact

that boxes, &c., sent by parcel post usually take a

somewhat longer time in transit than those sent by
letter post ; and, therefore, due allowance should be

made in their dispatch. If received before the day
of the meeting the flowers will be taken care of and
put in water.—C. R. Sci!.\se-Dickins, Hon. Sec. Nar-

cissus Comutittcc.

The Primula conference.—Now that the

weather has changed the promise of a successful

exhibition of Primulas has very greatly increased;

amateurs as well as professional growers are anxious

to make it a great success. This, I have no doubt, it

will be if all interested in Primulas will do what they

can. It is not given to everyone to make an exhibi-

tion of scores of distinct species, but many could ex-

hibit one, two, or half-a-dozen, and any interesting or

curious forms of the common Primrose might be both

interesting and instructive. Notice of intention to

exhibit, and also the nature of the exhibit, should be

sent to Mr. Barron, Royal Horticultural Society's

Gardens, South Kensington, S.W., at least a week
before the exhibition takes place ; the dates are

April 20 and 21. The National Aiu-icula exhibition

is to be held at the same time—the 20th only ; but

the Primula conference committee would be glad if

exhibitors would kindly leave their plants for tlie two
days. It may remove some misunderstanding if I

may be permitted to say that the prizes offered for

Auriculas are freely open to anyone who will come I

forward and win them. The society is supported by
the voluntary contributions of admirers of Auriculas,

and the subscribers think it best to leave the classes

open. There are, however, classes for large and small

growers, and therefore exhibitors must choose one or

the other. Entries must be sent to Mr. Barron, at

the address just given. I shall be pleased to send

schedules to intending exhibitors. And I may further

add that the treasurer, Mr. H. A. Rolt, 170, Hartfield

Road, New Wimbledon, informs me that the subscrip-

tion list for the year is not yet complete); he will

therefore be greatly obliged if members will kindly

forward their subscriptions before the 20th.^
J. DOUGLA.S, Hon. Sec.

The weather at Bowness.—The difference in

temperature for the two halves of the month of

March has been so remarkable, that I venture to send

you a short statement lor The Garden as follows :

—

Summary of weatheu at liowNKSs, Windermere, for the
FIRST AND THE LAST HALF OF THE MONTH OF MARCH.

From tke 1st to the IGth, indusive.

Average maximum temperature, 41 '68".

Average minimutn temperature, 23''25''.

Mean temperature of 10 days, 31"inj\

From the Vitli to t/ieSlst, hieluxire-

Average maximum temperature, 50"53°.

Average minimum temperature, 37*66°.

5Iean of 15 days, 40 09°.

Difference in the mean temperature of the first half and
last half of the month, 17-13°.

Difference in maximum temperature, S'SS".

Differenee in minimum temperature, 13 41".

Frosts, first half, 1(3'' : second half, 2^'.

Rain, or melted snow : first half, '54 inches.

Rain, second half, 6'08 inches.

—A. Rawson.

QUESTIONS.

64TS.—Orange trees.—Are Orange trees grafted? 1

have some which I raised from pips three years ago. How
can I induce them to flower ?—L. \V. B.

5470.—Eucharis mite.- Will "P. W.," who repUed to

"J. 8. W." (p. 178), giving details of a solution of Fir-tree oil

and Tob.acCM water wliich he had then successfully used,

kindly say how his Euchariscs are now, and if he has entirely

eradicated the mite'/— U. M. II.

51S0.—White Violets. —I should be very much obliged to

Mr. Allan, of Guntou Park, if he would tell me it Comte do

Brazza coidd be grown successfully in an old pinery, under
Bose trees, trained thinly under tlie glass. The Roses are

planted out about i feet from the glass ;
therefore the Violets

wo\dd get plenty of light. The temperature of the house is

kept between 40"^ and .Oif'.— L. S. C.

54S1.—I,amorouxia and Gerardia. -These beautiful

American genera are generally supposed to be root-parasites,

i.fi
, hi grow wholly or in part on the roots of a host plant.

Can anyone tell us what these host plants are for the respec-

tive genera or species? If they really .are parasitical, we can

never hope to grow them unless we know on what other

plants' roots they arc found to thrive.—F. W. B.

6482.—Twin-flowered Snowdrops.—I send you two
rather curious Snowdrops with two perfect flowers on each

stem. I do not remember ever seeing before a case of the

kind. They were brought to me the other day from a planta-

tion of single Snowdrops near one of our woodland walks.

There are immense quantities of single Snowdrops in various

parts of the grounds here, but, .as I have just remarked, I

have never observed .anything in this way before. Have
any of your correspondents observed a similar case?—D.
Melville, VL'nrobin CastU, S.B.

54S3.—Bulb beds.— I wish to know how to fill vacancies

in permanent beds of bulbs and Anemones. I had Last year

a lovely bed of Snowdrops and Chionodoxas, and another of

Anemones, which in the summer were covered by Nastur-

tiums. Would it .answer to fill the gaps in these beds now ?

It is, of course, only at this season it could be properly done.

I may mention thiit, though the Snowdrops were flowering

through the snow, the Chiouodoxas did not show signs of

life till the frost broke, and in a week were in full bloom.—
Beiunner.

LATE NOTES.

5477.—The dimensions of the fernery described in The
Garden of August -20, 1SS5 (p. 220), are as follows: Length,

3,s feet ; width, 12 feet ; front wall, 8 feet ; back wall, 10 fcett

The roof is half-span, and measures at the highest poin.

12 feet.-S.

Names of plants--C E. F.—l, Lomaria blechnoides;

2, FhleboJium aurcum ; :), cannot identify (shrivelled up);

4, Pteris quadriaurita. C. Smith and Sons.—Agrees with
BaiT's Narcissus cernuus pulclier (a very fine sort). Afrs.

icfu-A.-Lachenalia tricolor luteola. Primula verticillata.

Acacia pulchella, Gnidia sp. i/. P. For.iter.—l,Crocus versi-

color ; 2, C. biflorus ; 3, not recognised, but it is not pyrcnai-

CU8. Anon.—l, Onychium japonicum ; 2. Polypodium
Tulgare cambricum ; 3, Asarum canadense ; 4, apparently

Graphophyllum pictum. W. K. and 2>. B.—Next week.
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WOODS & Forests.

THE TIMBER TRADE.

There is much discussion at the present tinae

about planting for profit, and it would be ex-

ceedingly useful to know what the real prospects

of returns are. I daresay many of your readers

could furnish information on that head. It is

manifestly no use planting for profit in the " dim
and distant future" if that profit cannot be rea-

sonably assured. At one time owners of land

derived considerable incomes from their woods,

but at that time home-grown timber was princi-

pally used ; whereas foreign timber now replaces

it in the market. I do not know what the value

of home-grown timber sold every year in this

country is on the average, but I believe the sum
spent on foreign timber is something between
twenty and thirty millions of pounds, and for

years back the foreign timber has practically cut

the English timber out of the market wherever
the latter is unfavourably situated as regards

transit. At the best of times, on an average, only

a moderately brisk trade can be expected, and in

that case I doubt if it be worth while landlords

planting for profit, unless it be near the centres of

consumption. I do not know whether Lord
Iddesleigh's Trade Enquiry Commission has taken
evidence on the subject or not, but if it has it

will, I doubt not, reveal a somewhat dismal con-

dition of things in the home timber trade. Of
the advantages or disadvantages of free trade in

this industry I am not going to say more than
that everywhere the English timber dealer is met
liy the foreign article both in the raw and manu-
factured state. For years back prices have been
low, but not low enough to compete with the

foreigner, whose Oak, Ash or Hickory, Sycamore,
Fir and Birch, &c., gluts the market. It is some-
times a wonder to me what Irish timber growers
get for their timber of various descriptions that

is constantly being delivered in Yorkshire at

prices which we who are on the spot think ex-

tremely low. After the carriage is defrayed from
Ireland, I wonder what the producer receives

;

perhaps Mr. J. B. Webster can tell us. Irish

Birch, Beech, Sycamore, Larch, &c., is delivered

in many parts of England at prices which, it

seems to me, cannot leave anything for the pro-

ducers. Not only does prolonged low prices and
bad trade discourage landlords, but the loss to the

working classes is great, because just as few men
are now employed in our British woods as pos-

sible, there being but little for them to do except
on the estates of the wealthy where the woods are

kept up for ornament, and these are now the
exception. Yorkshireman.

P.S.—By a curious coincidence the following

on the Irish home timber trade has appeared in

the Timber Tracks' Journal since the above was
penned and corroborative thereof :

—

Ireland.

" The severity of the winter has very much
interfered with the working of native timber,
adding very much to the cost of production,
thereby curtailing the already very small profits

realisable off the very poor prices available for

almost all kinds of timber. . . . The returns,
so far as we can get reports, have been very un-
satisfactory, the prices obtainable having gradu-
ally receded, until recently they have been such
as to leave the merest trifle for the raw material
in the woods. A number of shippers, in order to

save a second profit, endeavour, where practicable,

to sell direct to English collieries, and give
counter orders for coals, thereby securing the
highest possible price; but even then, so great is

the competition to be contended with, that
merchants complain that the trade in Larch timber

is not worth the trouble entailed, and when
cartage and railway carriage, as is too often

the case, have to be incurred, there is little

or nothing left to reimburse the original purchase

money.
" We have noticed a considerable quantity of

hardwoods shipped—Sycamore, Beech, and Ash.

In the case of Beech, the remarks we have made
as to Larch apply to even a greater extent, as,

being such a heavy timber, the expenses in taking

it to a shipping port are very much heavier for

the same measurement, and for common timber

sold for bobbinwood the prices returned have
during the last year been so small, that, when
expenses were deducted, nothing whatever was
left, not only for profit, but for the standing

timber, especially when the timber had to be
conveyed any distance by rail."

TREE-GUARDS.

Now that the price of iron is low, many have
been encouraged to use it in place of wood. There
are, of course, places where the lightness of its

appearance will recommend it. Where, however,

plenty of wood is to be had, it is questionable if

an extensive use of iron will be economical.

Probably the commonest kind of wooden tree-

guard is the triangular one. This is formed by
the fixing of three posts at equal distances round
the tree to be protected, and of sufficient height

to keep off cattle. If possible Oak should be

used for the posts. In most cases it will be

unnecessary to expend much labour in the shape

of sawing on these. In cutting up wood it some-

times happens that the off-cuts come off with two
sawn surfaces at right angles. When this is so

and there is enough heartwood left in its suli-

stance, a post is available at once. If these off-

cuts are not cut up on the place in this form,

they may often be purchased from the neighbour-

ing merchant's yard at a small cost. We have

seen some capital Apple and other tree-guards

made of this material for posts. The right angle,

where only three posts are used, is not, of course,

quite the form for nailing on the rails, but for

work of this nature, which is not very exact, it

will he found to be near enough to make good

work. The rails when formed of split Larch or

Scotch answer for several years ; in fact, with a

little repairing occasionally, as long as protection

is needed.

Another form of tree-guard, but one which
only admits of the tree within it growing to a

comparatively small size, is when only two un-

sawn posts are used and rails attached to the

outsides of them. With this form the space for

the young tree is, of covrrse, equal only to the

thickness of the posts. A more elaborate kind

of guard is when four posts sawn to bend out-

wards towards their upper ends are used. The
rails are nailed to this in a similar way to the

other kinds, but there is generally more care be-

stowed on the finish of these. For field use and
for fencing against cattle, guards will require to

be some 7 feet high. The posts must not be less

than 9 feet or 10 feet in length to allow of a suf-

ficient hold in the soil. The distance in the soil

will, however, be something less than would be

necessary for a straight fence of this height, as

the positions of the posts and their being braced

by the rails will render the whole structure more
stable. For most soils 2 feet in the ground would
probably be enough for a triangular or square

guard. In fixing the rails it is a good plan to

fix the bottom ones sufficiently close together to

prevent a foothold being obtained, or of the hand
being readdy inserted between them, or they are

likely to get torn iA\.

Cleft wood may sometimes be used for rails for

the guards, but generally this may be tufne4 \Q

better account, as of course the best wood must
be used for cleaving. When tree guards have to

be used in quantity, cheapness consistent -with

effectiveness must be the first object. Generally,

form will be a secondary consideration. In ten
or a dozen years the guard will have done its

work, or in some cases less. As a rule the life of a
tree-guard will not reciurre to be much greater

than that of a fence fixed to jn'otect the growth
of young hedges. Oak posts then and what rails

may he available is the proper material for tree

guards. When they are.required to be picturesque

as well as useful more care must of course be
taken in selecting the wood. It is hardly ever

that it can be obtained, or, if at hand, would be
used, otherwise Yew is a capital wood for posts

for such guards. Hoop iron is occasionally seen

u.sed on wood posts in place of wooden rails, but
this possesses very few advantages either in ap-

pearance or usefulness. One great drawback is

that on very slight pressure the iron gets out of

shape and soon looks as though it had been bom-
barded from every point of the compa.ss.

FOREST ROADS.
" D. T. r.'s" latest explanations regarding his

sledge for remo\'ing timber do not mend his case,

but the reverse. A tree must have room to faU,

and one cannot conceive of a case where a sledge
could get to and a two-wheeled cairiage could
not. But small trees are easily dragged out by
the chains, and only large ones would need a
sledge, and a hea\'y sledge, which would simply
increase the weight of the load and the friction.

It is far easier to drag the tree away as it lies, and
in difficult positions this is done, not with the
carriage, but by means of blocking tackle. We
have recently moved 100 large Oaks, from 1 ton
to 3 tons weight each, from a steep ravine by this

means to level ground, where the two-wheeled
carriage takes them away. To drag a tree, per-

haps 2 feet quarter girth and 50 feet long, how
long would the sledge need to be, and how
broad the skids underneath it, and how is the tree

to be got on to the sledge ? Ana ttempt to solve

these problems will show " D. T. F." himself the
absurdity of his proposals. It is news to me that
timber carriers prefer light loads, for I never
found one yet that did not put on as much as his

horses could drag without distress. Manifestly

he cannot make it pay any other way. For long
journeys—sometimes from three to six miles—our
timber leaders employ six horses and two four-

wheeled carriages. They can seldom load and
deliver, even on shorter journeys, more than once
a day, and as they charge by the foot it stands to

reason that the more feet they can carry at one
time the more money for them (the horses and
men have to be paid all the same). Hence they

load both carriages to the full and start them
together, three horses being sufficient for one
carriage on a level road, the six being attached at

inclines till both wagons are got to the top, and
so on. Snigging, loading, and leading are all

included in the charge per foot. "D. T. F.'s"

Elm at 6d. per foot two miles from a town has no
bearing on the subject. I presume that is the

]nice in the wood, the purchaser carrying it in his

own wagons. We get a higher price than 6d.,

and it costs 5d. to t;ike it to the mill I spoke of.

The lowest price we have ever paid for carriage

one mile was 2d. per toot—snigging and loading.

Sometimes the teamster will snig timber out

of the wood one day and load the next. If

" D. T. F." is " in company " with timber carriers

and foresters, as he states, who conduct their

business on other jirinciples than those I have

described on estates where the best results have
to be shown in the ledger, then I am not in the

same company. I never yet knew a forester who
used a sledge to ilrag hea\-y timber, nor do I

think " D. T. F." ever did, unless it was himself.

YORKSIIIBEMAX.
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"This is au Art
Which does meml Nature : change it ratlier: but
Tfie Art itself is Nature."—Shairspcare.

Rose Garden.

ROSES WITH SCENTED LEAVES.

The suggestion in reference to crossing our

nnlinary garden Roses with tlie Sweet Brier,

witli the view of obtaining varieties having tlie

scenteil leaves of the Brier as well as fragrant

flowers, is highly interesting. It is well known
that some of the best Roses which we posse.ss have

been the result of accident, or of departing

from the ordinary track. Therefore I would re-

commend those engaged in this pursuit to cross all

kinds, likely as well as unlikely; and I think

there can be little doulit that the direction which

keeps i'ai'thest clear of the ordinary exhibition

Ibrm is most likely to produce varieties that

will satisfy the majority of people who grow Roses,

but who would prefer some of a more generally

decorative character to repetitions of the now all

but endless kinds of show Roses, many of which

are so nearly alike, that none but those who
give particular attention to them can detect

any ditl'erences amongst them. When Rose

raisers have produced a Marechal Niel that can

be relied on to keep in a healthy growing state,

in place of the provoking propensity which the

one we have has i'or dying off—when they have

got a Cloth of Gold that will Hower freely under
conditions such as answer for ordinary Roses, a

yellow Provence that will bloom anywhere under

ordinary treatment, and a Gloire de Dijon as re-

gards general character and habit in each of the

leading colours—then they will lie nearer reach-

ing what people wish for who think more of good

garden Roses than of exhibition Howers, beautiful

as they are. One of the merits possessed by Roses

of the Gloire de Dijon and Souvenir de la Mal-

maison shape is the ability which the flowers

have to last. Not the least of the pleasures which
many who grow Roses enjoy is giving them to

others wdio are not in a position to grow them ;

and when they will hold together for a reasonable

time the pleasure of both the giver and the re-

ceiver is enhanced ; whereas if the flowers are of

the approved exhibition shape, they drop in about

as many hours as the non-fashiouable kinds

named will last days.

As to raising varieties of Roses with fragrant

flowers and Sweet Brier scented leaves, even if it

should turn out that this can be done, the ques-

tion arises. Is it desirable to have such ? For my
own part, I say, decidedly not. The Sweet Brier

scent partakes more of an aromatic character

than of delicate perfumes which are sweeter

the nearer you get to them. The scent of the

Brier is never so enjoyable as when passing liy the

plant in an evening after a shower of rain. Like
Mignonette, it is better a little distance off than

very near. It often happens that when several

kinds of fragrant flowers are placed together, the

result is a heavy objectionable, smell. I have
frequently seen a bouquet, or a vase, made up of

different sorts of flowers, several of which were
fragrant, that was so objectionable, that it could

not be kept in a room ; whereas, if any one of tlie

scented kinds had been present alone, it would
have been agreeable. A handful of the old

Cabbage Rose is the reverse of being improved by
any other variety being present \s'ith^it. The
same may be said of La France and many other

Roses that co\M be named. Even the delicate-

scented Teas are much the best when by them-

selves. The hardy Daphne Cneorum, to many
the most exquisite of sweet flowers, and D. odora,

if placed in the same bouquet, seem mutually to

spoil one another. The flowers of Clerodendron

fragrans, another of the finest of all scents, are

much the best if used in comliination with others

that are scentless. The same applies to Jasmi-

num Sambac, another scented gem that is not

surpassed. The old Clove Carnation is hard to

beat alone, but does not go well with many other

scented flowers. I could name others that are

agreeable when alone, but less so when together,

like a Rose and its leaves. Needless to say, there

can be no hard-and-fast line drawn in the matter

of scents ; like the taste of the palate, those

which are jileasing to some are not liked by

others. Yet there are some flowers that all agree

in liking, and I rather think that if anyone

could be found who did not like the smell of

Roses, they would scarcely care to admit it.

The foliage of Roses, though dift'ering much in

individual varieties, yet plays no inconsiderable

part in any arrangement of the flowers, and, so

far as appearance goes, anything in the way of

Sweet Brier leaves would be a step backwards.

The foliage of most of our favourite Roses is so

beautifulin the fresh green state when associated

with the flowers, that any attempt to alter it is

likely to be something akin to painting the Lily.

T. B.

Pruning Roses.—Those of your readers who
are interested in the .subject of pruning Roses, as

lately discussed, may, if they possess the neces-

sary patience, begin the following experiment:

Select two strong common Brier or wild Rose

bushes of nearly equal strength. Cut one bush

down to the ground and leave the other as it is,

except removing obstructions to its free growth,

and especially to the growth of the annual suckers

that push from the base of the older branches, and
which sliould have room to push up. Lee this

process be repeated for two, three, or four years,

and the following facts will, in all probability, be

noted. The first year the cut-down bush will push

numerous strong and tall shoots—stronger than

those in the unpruned l^ush, because they appro-

priate the vigour, ovganisable matter, or whatever
you may call it, dei.)osited in the roots and tissues

by the large top of branches recently removed,

but continue to cut the whole of the shoots down
annually, and this reserve becoming exhausted,

they will become weaker and weaker until they

dwindle down to the thickness of good Wheat
straws or little more. The bush that is no/ cut

down will, on the other hand, continue to increase

the length and strength of its young aimual shoots

until the maximum vigour and size are reached,

after which they will continue to grow at about

the same rate till the bu.sh grows old and feeble

and begins to decline, by which time probably

the cut-down bush will have succumbed altogether.

There is no better method of testing the effects of

severe pruning on Roses than this.-—J. S. W.

Roses for forcing.—Rerpetual Roses vary

very mucli in their adaptability for forcing, for

which [Hu-pose the two best with us have been
Dupuy Jamain and .John Hopper, both of which
are valuable, and should be largely grown in pots

where fine early blooms are required. Those who
happen to have these with young wood now on
them, or any others which they wish to propagate,

will find this a good time for putting in cut-

tings, which are best taken oft' with a heel,

but either with or without a heel the half-

ripened si loots strike freely if inserted in sharp,

sandy soil and kept close under bell-glasses or

handlights in any warm house. The way to

treat the old plants after they have done blooming
is to place them in a cold pit or frame where they
can have plenty of air to liarden the growth and
foliage, after which the shoots may be thinned

out, and shortened back, when the plants should be
turned out of their pots and have their balls re-

duced and repotted. The most suitable soil in

wliich to do this is rather strong turfy loam,

chopped up roughly and mixed with about one-

sixtli part of rotten cow manure and a slight

sprinkling of soot, which will make the plants

strong. The best place tor these after potting is a
sheltered spot in the open, wliere they should be
set on pieces of slate or tile to keep out worms,
and to prevent tlie soil from drying it is neces.sary

to surround the pots with half-decayed litter,

which will ward olf the sun and air from their side.s.

If greenfly or other aphides assail the young
slioots or mildew the leaves, both must be stopped
at once, which may be done in the case of tha

first named by syringing with tobacco water or

diluted nicotine soap, and the latter by dusting
with sulphur when the foliage is damp from night
dew. -S. D.

Orchids.

ORCHIDS ON ORANGE TREES.
I riKK "F.W. B. 's

" suggestion (p. 328) to try to grow a

few epiphytic Orchids on Orange trees in our hothouses.

Large Camellia plants would also suit well for such a
purpose. The few Camellia plants of whicli I had
charge in the Tropics were infested with Orchids and
other epiphytes, but they were, of course, not allowed

to attain large size. I mention this because it is

really remark.able how very few species of trees there

are in a wild state on which Orchids will grow freely.

But trees of the Orange family are remarkable
exceptions, especially when not in the best of health

and vigour. " F. W. B." says, "A good m.ass of

Ansellia, for example, would be quite at home on the

trunk of a Date Palm ; so also would a mass of

Zygfipetalura maxillare clasping the fibrous stem of a

Tree Fern from the Tropics." He may be right with

regard to the Date Palm, but I nmch doubt the pro-

priety of even attempting to grow Orchids of any
kind on Tree Fern trunks. In all my plant-collect-

ing experience I never saw an Orchid growing on a
Tree Fern, and, indeed, the only plants of any size

that seemed to enjoy life on them were cognate

Filmies with scandent or creeping rhizomes and a

few species of Polypodium. I have also tried some-

what extensively to cultivate epiphytic Orchids on
blocks of Tree Fern stems, but with unsatisfactory

resuits. I have since thought that had the blocks

been well charred on the surface they might have

proved less objectionable. Geo. Syjie.

A high-priced Orchid.—The yellow-flowered

variety ot Odontoglossum Pescatorei, which was cer-

tificated on Tuesday at South Kensington as "Knox's
variety," was sold at Stevens' Rooms on Wednesday,
when, after a brisk competition in the bidding, it

realised £165. It is a healthy little plant with two
bulbs, and bore one crowded spike, consisting of

about half-a-dozen flowers. It is gone, we believe,

to further enrich the choice collection at The Dell,

Egham.

Cattleya I/awrenciana.—We continue to re-

ceive flowers of this new Orchid from various sources

in evidence ot its great beauty. Of course only fine

varieties are sent, but these vary a good deal, and
(me ot the deepest and richest forms is one received

from The Woodlands collection at Stre.atham. The
flowers of this form ai-e not over large, but the colour

is intense, particularly that of the lip, and the sepals

and petals seem to be saturated with carmine-

magenta. In contrast to this Mr. Measures encloses

a lovely form of Lselia elegans, a species of which he

possesses many beautiful varieties. That sent repre-

sents a form with white sepals and a broad lip of a

deep velvety amethyst hue.

Terrestrial Orchids.—Among the more inte-

resting exhibits at the South Kensington and Regent's

Park shows was a collection of terrestrial Orchids ex-

hibited by Messrs. Barr, ot Covent Garden. Most of

these were South European kinds so difficult tc

manage, except they have close attention under frames

but the extreme beauty of their flowers and their

curious shape are worth any trouble expended on them.
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There were many kinds shown, but those which at-

tracted us most were the foUowing : Orchis panor-

mitana, crimson and pink flowers ; O. Kobertiana,

with very singularly shaped flowers of a dull purple
;

O. fusca, O. longicormi, one of the showiest of all

;

Ophrys arachnites, the Spider Orchis, O. atrata, O.

bombiliflora, and O. lutea, all of which have athnity

with our common Bee Orchis, Ophrys apifera. No
doubt, many of these interesting flowers were not ob-

served by the visitors, as they were intermixed with

the Daffodils in the usual way, but they well deserved

a place by themselves, and they would have made an

attractive little group.

Odontoglossum cordatum Kienastianum.
—A flower of this beautiful variety has been sent to

us by Mr. K. H. Measures, of Streatham, who has a

fine plant of it now in blossom. It differs from the

ordinary kind both in form and colour. The sepals

and petals are more attenuated, measuring from tip

to tip nearly 4 inches. The colour consists of rich

chestnut-brown blotches on a white ground and,

owing to the lip being almost wholly white, the dark

colour is intensified. The only variety that will com-
pare with this, so far as we have seen, is that which
Dr. Pater.son possesses, and of which he sent lis a

bloom not long since. Mr. Measures also sends iis a

five-flowered spike of an exceptionally dark variety

of O. maculatum, which has been in bloom for several

weeks. Like the variety of 0. cordatum, it is very

much darker than the usual form, while the sepals are

broader and their ground colour canary-yellow, the

markings being chestnut-brown.

Dendrobium Brymerianum.—Dr. r.iterson sends
from Fornside, Brid^'e of Allan, a bloom of Sir Trevor Law-
rence's variety of L)eudrobium Brymerianum from a small
plant with seven bulbs and one growth, the last made bulb
3 feet high, which is somewhat unusual, he thinks.

NOTES OF THE WEEK.

Mr. J. Smitli, owing to continued ill-health, has felt it

incumbent upon him to resign his post as curator of the

Royal Gardens, Kew, an appointment which he has held for

twenty-two years.

" Forestry."—With the issue of the present number of

"Forestry," the publishers .announce that the work will be
discontinued, chiefly owing to the magazine not having re-

ceived the impetus which was e.Kpected from its removal to

Scottish headquarters.

Daphne Blagayana.—This little alpine shrub

Bfiems to become better known since it has been taken

in liand by some of the chief nurserymen. Messrs.

Backhouse, who send us a specimen of it, state that

it is perfectly hardy at York, where it is flowering

profusely at the present time. It is a straggly grow-

ing plant a few inches high, and with each branch

terminated by a dense cluster of ivory-white blossoms

delightfully scented. It remains in flower a long

time, and is a capital plant for a sunny part of the

rock garden.

Megasea speciosa.—This is one of the large-

leaved section of Saxifrages, and, judging by the

specimen which Mr. G. F. Wilson showed of it on
Tuesday from his garden at Weybridge, it is a very

handsome hardy kind. It appears to be intermediate

between M. Stracheyi and ligulata. The flower

cluster is large and dense, and the blossoms them-

selves are of a delicate flesh-pink colour. A mass of

it in the rock garden at this season miist have a fine

appearance.

Double Violets.—In The Garden of April 3 a

correspondent writes that he thinks all will agree that

the Marie Louise is pre-eminently an autumn Violet.

I send you a bunch of mine which have been in

equally good bloom for the last four mouths. Jly
experience of the Comte de Brazza and Neapolitan is,

that the former is not in perfection till the first week
in February, and the latter the first week in March.

All my Violets are grown without heat of any kind.

—Janie S. Pery, Coolcronan, Baltlna, Co. Mayo,
*^* E.xcellent flowers of Brazza's White and Marie

Louise accompanied this note.

—

Ed.

;T Carnation Pride of Penshurst.—This beauti-

ful yellow Carnation is already an established favourite,

for no other yellow sort can excel it in floriferousness,

in vigour, and in size and shape of flower. The
colour, too, is pure, and without that pinkish hue

which other to called yellow sorts possess. The fine

handful of blooms which Messrs. Cannell, of Swanley,

showed on Tuesday was admired by everyone, and in

contrast to it they showed flowers of the brilliant

scarlet A. Ali'gatiere.

New hybrid Azalea. —Mr. J. Eavies sends

from the Brook Lane Nursery, Ormskirk, some trusses

of his new Azalea hybrida odorata. It has pure white

flowers, which being deliciously scented are found to

be very useful for bouquets or wreaths. This Azalea

is of great value for cutting from, and Mr. Davies

thinks it is in some respects superior to the .Stepha-

notis, as the plant is quite hardy, perfectly free from

insect pests, and may, after flowering indoors in mid-

winter or early spring, be planted out for the summer
months and taken up again in October, potted and

flowered again during the winter. The plant, which

is of dwarf, bushy habit, stands cutting well, and

makes new flowering wood freely.

Late Chrysanthemums.—I send you a few

Chrysanthemum blooms of the Mrs. Charles Carey

and Ceres varieties, which I think are very fair for

this time of year. I am certain that Chrysanthemums

may be had in flower all the year round ; the blooms

which I send you were cut from plants that have

been in flower since last December, and to-day I can

cut three dozen from each plant similar to what
I now send, and I hope to have Chrysanthemums

at midsummer still in flower.—A. J. Guilbekt,

Guernsey.
*»* Very fine blooms for the season, but it is

doubtful if Chrysanthemums in April are really

desirable, seeing that we have hosts of other flowers.

—Ed.

Primula Conference.—We are requested to

announce that this conference will be held in the

Albert Hall at VI (noon) on Wednesday, April 21.

The following papers will be read and discussion

invited thereon. The first in order is that by Mr.

Hibberd, " On the origin and history of the florist

Auricula ; " second, " In what direction should efforts

be made with the view of improving the florists"

flowers belonging to the genus Primula?" Mr.

Barlow has been unable to prepare a paper on this

subject, but the Rev. F. D. Horner has kindly con-

sented to take his place. Mr. J. G. Baker, of the

Koyal Herbarium, Kew, will next discourse on " The
nomenclature of the alpine Primulas," while to Dr.

Masters has been assigned the important subject of

" Root structure and mode of growth as affording

indications of the probable best culture."—J. D.

Seedling Anthuriums.—The large group of

seedling Anthuriums in flower exhibited at South
Kensington on Tuesday last attracted a good deal of

attention, and deserves more than a passing notice.

A finer series of varieties of A. Scherzerianum we
have never seen together before, and the fine condi-

tion of the plants added greatly to the credit of Mr.
Bain, the gardener at Burford Lodge, from whence

they came. There were about half-a-dozen named
varieties, while the rest were seedlings. First and

finest was Henderson's variety, which had spathes

6 inches long by 5 inches in width ; then followed a

grand ^plant of Ward's variety with thirteen spathes,

each 5 inches long by 4-J inches wide. In contrast

with these gigantic spathes were those of the variety

pygmreum, one of the smallest of all. There were

also the two spotted spathed hybrids, Devansayanum
and Bothschildianum, the former of which was certi-

ficated. The rest were seedling varieties, with spathes

of various sizes and forms, some long and narrow,

others short and broad, but all of exceptional merit.

Now that the hybridising of Anthuriums is being

practised a good deal, we may expect to hear of some
surprising varieties, and a cross between A. Andrea-

num and A. Scherzerianum may yet be possible.

Beaumontia grandiflora.—Of this noble stove

climbing plant, so seldom seen in g.ardens, BIr.

Buft'ett sends us a very fine flowering branch from

the garden at Panshanger. The branch bears no

fewer than fifteen buds and four fully-exjianded

flowers, each of which is 6 inches in length by
4 inches across the mouth of the corolla. The tube

of the flower is funnel-shaped .and is yellowish green

outside, but the upper part of the corolla is pure

white. The flowers are produced iu crowded clusters

terminating the flower shoots amidst the leaves.

These are a foot in length by 4 inches broad, and

being of a shining deep green, they iire handsome,

and contrast finely with the flowers. This is an old

introductirm first brought to this country frcmi India

over sixty years ago, but even now it is only in

botanical collections and old places like Panshanger

that one meets with it. Mr. Knffett says that there

is a grand specimen of it now in full bloom in one of

the stoves at Panshanger, and he finds it most use-

ful for cutting from, as the flowers last a long time

when cut. We hope to give a coloured plate of this

plant in The Garden.

Flower Garden.

RAMONDIA PYRENAICA.

In the annexed illustration is sliown a luxuriant

gr(jup of the pretty Pyrenean Ramondia growing

on a rather steep, rocky peat bank in a Surrey

garden. The spot is also shady .and moist ; in

.short, the conditions under whicli the plant is

here growing closely resemble those of its native

liabitat in the Pyrenean Alps, where it is usually

found in the crevices of steeply pitched rocks

facing the north. Although the Ramondia is

not fastidious as to its like.s and dislike.s, it has a

decided preference for partial shade, which
renders the spot in wliich it grows cool and
moist in summer, and of all soils it delights most

in a peaty mixture. It can be grown in a sunny
spot, and we have seen good specimens of it

under such conditions, but the leaves are apt to

become browned, and we have seen it planted on
the margin of a shrubbery a good deal exposed.

The plants shown in the illustration could not

be finer, and when the rosettes, which are nearly

a foot across, are crowded in summer with deep

mauve flowers, tliis Ramondia bank is one of the

chief features of the garden in question. This is

a plant that .should find a place in every garden

where a cool, shady spot could be found for it,

and now that it is plentiful it can be obtained

clieaply. A beautiful companion for it is the

little Haberlea rhodopensis, a scarcer plant and

not so easily satisfied. It belongs to the Gesnera

family, and is about the only member of that

family that can be grown successfully in the

open air in this country. It has a rosette of

broad wrinkled leaves, and produces small flowers

like miniature Gloxinias on stalks a few inches

high. Their colour is mauve and white. We
shall give a coloured illustration of this plant in

The Garden.

' Transplanting Daffodils in leaf.—Last year

when Datfodils were coming into bloom a friend

brought me a numl)er of bulbs of an early blooming

kind, the buds of which were expanding. I planted

them on a south border, but they were not watered

more than once or twice afterwards, and as the spring

was very dry the foliage partly dried up and they

looked very miserable. To my great surprise, every

bulb has this year bloomed well. I think this worth

recording not in order to recommend the moving of

Dafl'odils in leaf, but simply to show th.at they may
be transplanted at that time without injury, a fact

which under certain circumstances it niiiy be useful

to know.—J. C. B.

SHORT NOTES.—FLOWER.

Daffodil culture.—Wc find the largest and best
Daffodil flowers are those produced by bulbs taken up and
replanted iu fresh earth every year in July or August. By
adding a sprinkling of Clay's fertiliser to the soil during the
spring months after their leaves appear the flowers arc much
increased iu size, and if cut in the fully gi-owu bud stage and
opened out in water in a sunny greenhouse, euormous flowers

perfect .as regards frcshucss arc obtained.—F. W. B.

A beautiful Tulip. —Conspicuously beautiful now in

Mr. Ewljank's garden at Rydc is Tulipa Schreuki. It is of

moderate statiu-e, but has a flower of gi*e.at substaucc and sur-

prising beauty of colour—a delicate clear rosy colour of the
quality of Lapageria rosea, with vermihon shadows playing
about the half closed pet.als, as seen on an inclement April

day between showers of cold slcct.—G. J.
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CHINA ASTERS.
Amongst China A.sters the most desirable are,

perhaps, the Pa?ony-flowered sorts, which attain

a height of 1.5 inches or 18 inches, and produce

larg-o globular-shaped blooms, with petals beau-

tifully incurved, and embracing nearly all

shades of colour. The next variety in point of

merit is the N'ictoria, which i.s much cultivated

for e-xhibition, as is also the (Jerman Emperor,
the flowers of both sorts being, when well

grown, sufficiently large to make a magnificent

show. Distinct from these, both in habit and
appearance, are the quilled section, Betteridge's

strain being perhaps the best ; but, though these

are in favour with some, they are too stiff and
formal looking to come much into notice. The
dwarf Chrysanthemum-flowered and the dwarf Bou-
quet are both compact kinds, that grow about a
foot high, the first-named producing large reflexed

flowers, and the latter an abundance of small

ones. Both are suitable for beds, or for growing
in pots for greenhouse decoration late in the

autumn. The proper time to sow the seed is the

latter part of April, which is quite soon enough,
as plants raised before then are almost sure to

get starved and stunted through keeping them
till it is safe to turn them out in the open. Pre-

pare some shallow
boxes or pans by fill-

ing them with light

rich soil sifted fine,

and after that is made
level and smooth, the

seed should be scat-

tered thinly over it,

and then slightly co-

vered, when, if sub-

jected to slight heat
by placing the boxes'

or pans in a warm
frame, the seedlings

will soon appear, and
to prevent these from
drawing, it will be
necessary to place
them nearly close up
to the glass. As soon

as the plants begin to

show the rough leaf

they will be ready
for pricking out ; and
this should be done in

a frame, on a prepared
bed of rich mould,
where they may be
allowed to remain till

the end of May ; then
they should be care-

fully lifted with good
balls and planted out
in the garden. Be-
fore this is done,
however, it will be necessary to heavily manure
and dig the beds deeply, as Asters require rich soil,

and only stand dry weather well when they can

drive their roots down and find moisture below.

If they show signs of distress from want of tliis,

they should have a soaking of water or liquid

manure ; and it is a good plan to mulch between
the plants by placing a thin layer of Cocoa-nut
fibre over the giound. J. <i.

Hilla biflora and Freesian. —Whetlier the

methods of culture of these bulbs pursued in the

eastern part of the United States would answer
in England is questionable ; still it will probably
interest the readers of The G.\rden' to know how
we succeed. Milla biflora we keep dry all winter

and plant out in the open ground in May. Our
soil is light and seems to suit it well. Well-

decayed manure does it no harm, and I think

it is all the better for being planted near the

surface, say within 2 inches, as frequently last

summer bulbs were to be seen flowering perfectly

quite e.xposed to our summer's sun, or only partly

covered, the soil having been washed away during
heavy showers. This lovely bulbous plant, when
in good health, more frequently bears three than

two of its large waxy-white flowers. They often

measure nearly, or quite, 2 inches across, each

secondary flower-stalk rising from a common
axis and 6 inches or more in length. When once
the flowers open they never again close until

withered. They last good four or five days, and
always follow the sun, as do Sunflowers. The
flowers succeed one another. I saved seed and
sowed it six weeks ago, and it is now coming up.

Freesias do equally well—F. refracta alba better

than F. Leichtlini. These we plant in trays or

shallow boxes indoors in December. Of seedlings

I have a better account to render than Mr.
Rawson, who sowed in February. I sowed after

the seed ripened in June, and had plants in bloom
by Decemtjer, and they continued until May

—

that is succession bulbs. Other bulbs, such as

Cooperias, Zephyranthes, Crocosmias and Mont-
bretias, we give the same treatment. All are

stored in winter, and they grow rapidly and
bloom well in summer. All, too, increase abun-
dantly by oflTsets, except Cooperias, and these I

expect another year to grow from seed. Seedlings

come up freely here in the open ground self-

sown.—T. D. Hatfield, Pasxaic, N.J.

Everlasting Peas.—Where cut flowers are in

request, these ought to be largely grown, as when

most useful in promoting luxuriant growth, and
for guarding them against the ill-effects of drought,
for the more growth the more flower. If walls or
fences are not available, they may be iilantud in

rows or clumps, and staked like ordinary Sweet
Peas; but in stormy weather, if fully exposed, the
purity of the blossom is soon tarnished ; they
therefore well repay a little piotection.—S. D.

Group of Ramondia in rock garden.

once planted they give but little trouble; they
grow freely in almost any kind of soil, and cling
tenaciously to any kind of support that may be
afforded them. I find that they do extremely well
planted at the foot of low walls or boarded fences,

faced with broad-meshed wire netting. They re-

quire no training or tying, as the tendrils lay hold
of the netting and support the main shoots most
eSectively. AH the varieties are good for cutting,
but the white kind (Lathyrus latifolius albus) is a
gem amongst pure white floYi'ers, being a most con-
tinuous bloomer and lasting well in a cut state.

Bunches of its bloom are especially well suited for

forming sprays, wreaths, crosses, and for other
purposes for which white flowers are in constant
request. During the latter part of summer, when
there is not a very great variety of white flowers
suitable for cutting to be got, these Peas are at
their best, and the closer the blooms are cut the
more freely they flower, for, although they do not
seed so freely as the annual Sweet Peas, they do
perfect seed, and only a few pods will check their
blooming. As the underground shoots are now
pushing up ready for a start, it is a good time to
increase the stock, if short, by division. A coat-

ing of manure over the surface roots will also be

IRISH IVY FOR COVERING WALLS.
This is one of the best of Ivies for covering walls
quickly where other kinds of creepers will not suc-

ceed. On lattice-work or wooden fences it makes
an effectual screen, and if some pains are taken to

plant it well, it repays any trouble in that direc-

tion by its extra rapidity of growth. It will

grow in almost any kind of soil ; but in poor
material the growth is not so quick as in good
soil, nor is its colour so deep green. In such
plants foliage is their chief ornament, and there-

fore before planting the soil should be thoroughly
trenched, adding some manure ; and if water can
be given frequently during the summer time, so

much the better. After planting, keep the young
shoots closely nailed to the wall until tliey are
firmly established, when little attention in that
direction will be required. This Ivy can be easily

increased as follows :

It sometimes hapjiens
that at the back of a
shrubbery a wall is

covered with it, and,
instead of cutting the
long shoots ott' which
are made during the
summer, allow them
to run along the
ground at the foot of

the wall, scattering
a small quantity of

fine soil over them
when the boi'ders are
being dug. During
the summer these
shoots will emit roots,

and in the succeeding
autumn pieces of them
cut off' with roots at-

tached make capital

material for planting
in other places where
needed. Mistakes are
sometimes made in

clipping this I\-y at
the wrong time of year.

Some perform thisope-
ration in the middle
of winter, and the
consequence is that
the ^^•alls present a
bareaspect all through
the dull months when

greenery is most required. The best time to
cut it is in April, just before it commences to

make its growth ; the old leaves should be cut
off quite close to the stems with a pair of

hedge shears ; after this the wall will soon be
again covered with young leaves, which are
shorter stemmed than the old ones. It is well to
clip them over annually, or at least every other
year, in order to preserve constantly a neat appear-
ance. E. M.

Anemone coronaria.—Dreary, long, and
cold as the winter has been, it has not long kept
back these Anemones ; they have rushed up since
the weather got warmer as if by magic, and are
already aglow with their brilliant and many-
coloured blossoms, which pop open directly the
sun gets upon them. There is a wide difl'erence,

however, between old plants and young ones, the
first-named being later than the latter and not
nearly so floriferous, and it is evident that to have
them at their best they should be treated much
after the manner of annuals and raised yearly, as by
doing this not only do they come into bloom
earlier, but the flowers which they yield are, as
stated above, finer and more abundant. This
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being so, all who would have them should sow at

once, and the best way of doing this is in boxes
or pans iilled with liglit, rich soil ; just covci- the

seeds, and if thej' are then placed in a close, warm
frame, the plants will soon be up and ready for

planting out in the open. The most suitable situa-

tion in which to grow them is on a warm border

sloping to the south ; the ground should be well

enriched by having a good dressing of mild, rotten

manure dug into it; the plants may then be

dibbled out in rows 1 foot or so apart; they should

then be watered with a tine-rosed pot to give them
a start. All the attention which they require

during the summer is keeping the bed clean by
hoeing, and applying soot now and then if the

weather is dry. In the autumn, or as soon as the

leaves die down, it is a good plan to mulch with

leaf-mould, which keeps frost out of the ground,
and benefits the plants during winter.—S. D.

VIOLETS AND THEIR VARIETIES.
Amongst these fragrant flowers we seem to

have more names than sorts, and the desire of

most of those who grow them in quantity is to

reduce the number of varieties. Recent corre-

spondence arising out of a few notes in The
(jIarden has revealed this phase of Violet growers.

One large grower who used to grow four varieties

has cut his stock down to three, and one of these

is grown chiefly for its leaves to garnish the other

two. Enquiries concerning the best single or

brace of double and single. Violets pour in upon
us in all dii-eotions. I have answered several of

these already by anticipation, and may repeat the

answers now. The best three double Violets are

Marie Louise, Neapolitan, and, when well done,

Comtede Brazza or Swanley White ; the best single-

flowered Violets are Victoria Regina and (^zar.

But a good white seems still greatly needed ; such

a one as would match the Victoria Regina in all

qualities with the exception of its colour. Has
anyone managed to grow the White Czar, the

single white, or the so-called suavis or argentei-

flora up to this high standard ? Then where is the

difference between Comte de Brazza and Swanley
White. And has anyone grown the following

double white Violets into satisfactory condition,

such as good samples of Marie Louise and Comte
de Brazza, for example. La Reine, the white Tree
double-flowered Parma or Belle de Chatenay V A
double lilac Belle de Chatenay is also offered.

Is this after the manner of the so-called white
variety striped with blue, which seems incapable

of opening in our climate to any useful jnirpose,

either out of doors or under glass '!

Again, are not the New York, the Parma,Venice,
and otlier double Violets only ditt'erent varieties

of our old friend the Neapolitan, taking their

names from the places indicated, or from some
slight difl'erenees in shades of colour ? Some
authorities recommend the Parma as the earliest

and best for growing in frames ; but surely this

cannot mean that it is earlier or better than
Marie Louise, only that is earlier than the com-
mon variety of Neapolitan. But it is astonishing

how much this question of earliness or precocity

depends on modes of culture, site, and soil.

Again, wherein does the King of Violets, the

Tree, and the old double Russian or suavis flore-

plena, as it is called, diH'er from each other, and
which is the best for frame culture ? There is also

a double as well as a single Queen of Violets,

the former bearing a good deal of likeness

to Belle de Chatenay. The Duchess of Edinburgh
is also very ditt'erently described by different

growers, as, for instance, as light tintefl mauve
and fringed with azure and creamy sulphur edged
with pale lilac. Of the latter, I hope some holder

of stock true to the latter description will kindly

forward half a dozen plants, as this would be a

new departure in Violet shades. Carter's Maza-
rine Blue and Marguerite de Savoie are also highly

spoken of and largely grown by some. Has any-

one grown in this country in quantity the double

blue variety of Comte de Brazza, which is described

as larger and richer than Marie Louise ? If so,

this will probably take rank before or abreast of

Marie Louise, to the displacement of some of our

pre.sent varieties of Neapolitan. As to red

Violets, single or double, their colour is fatal to

their extensive cultui'e, as the colour of the Violet

is a most vital and essential element in its

character, and constitutes, with its fragrance and
sentiment, the very basis of its power of con-

ferring pleasure. There are at least four more
single Violets that deserve notice, the single

l-lussian and single London, dwarf, dense, and
early, a carpet of sweetness as well as beauty;

Devoniensis,very dark purple, especially sweet, and
odoratissima, also one of the most fragrant,

largest, and best formed of all Violets. The
flowers are almost round, of unusual substance,

and great staying powers. From the succulency

and size of its foliage, it suffers more in severe

winters from frost than most other Violets.

Whether from its robustness or some other latent

cause, this Violet does not flower nearly so freely

from annual plants as most other Violets. (Jrown

on moderately poor soil at distances of from
15 inches to IS inches (or even more where ground
is plentiful) from crown to crown, no Violet will

grow into more magnificent masses and multiple

rosette crowns laden with bloom the second year

from division than V. odoratissima.

I have ventured to offer these Violet notes as

suggestive, not exhaustive, as feelers to determine

quality rather than dogmatic utterances of praise

or blame, and I trust the violetarian lovers of The
G.iKDEN' may assist in an honest and combined
effort to make the best Violets better known and
more widely grown, and, if needful, for I would
write with ditfldence on this point, to in-

crease our lists of synonyms and reject worthless

varieties. The culture, care, and space may
almost be .said to be alike for all Violets, but the

difference in the products and in the pleasure

they afford must be seen and smelt to be appre-

ciated.

Just as this goes to the post a promising box
of a seedling single white Violet arrives from
Mr. A. Rawson, Bowness, Windermere. The
flowers were of good size and fragrant, but un-

fortunately the stalks, which were stout and
said to be long, were cut to get them into the box.

If favoured with another sample, I will, with

your permission, again refer to this Violet, as

long, stout stalks are of the utmost importance.
D. T. F.

year. I flowered a plant of it about the same
time, which was raised from seed by Mr. W.
Thcmipson, of Ipswich, and died after flowering.

The variety is very diilicult to cultivate success-

fully.— C. WoLLEY Don, Edrje nut, Malpax.

Clematises.—At this sea.son Clematises require

a little attention to gi-ow them well and induce

them to continue blooming for a long time. The
ground in which they are planted must be made
rich by woiking in a little well-rotted manure.
In dry seasons, or in eases in which the plants are

planted against hot, sunny walls, mulching will

be found of great value, and a soaking or two of

water should be given. The only pruning Cle-

matises require is a slight thinning out of the

shoots. Any tliat are misplaced or weak should

be removed, and all dead points should be cut

back. The time for doing this is just before the

buds burst, when it can be seen what part of the

wood is likely to start. As soon as the jjruning is

done, the branches left should be regulated and
fixed in their proper positions, after which they

look best when allowed to grow as they like.—S. 1>.

Ornamental Grasses.—The annual species

are best sown now. I sow in the open air each

sort in a little bed by it;elf, and transplant when
large enough to move to the rockery or the border

or wherever required. It is an advantage to cover

the seeds lightly with finely sifted soil, as many
of them are very fine and would be lost in roiigh

soil. The following ai-e useful kinds, viz., Agrostis

nebulosa, A. pulchella, Briza gracilis, B. maxima,
Bromus briza;formis, Eragrostis elegans, Hordeum
jubatum, Lagurus ovatus, and Pennisetum longi-

stylum. Most of these are beautiful when cut,

and have a graceful effect when in growth.—E.

Hobday.

Narcissus calathinus.—I have received from

The Garden office a fine specimen of N. calathinus

of Redoute ("Lilaeea?," plate 177) referred to in The
G.VRDEN (p. 338). It is a two-flowered scape, an<l

the perianth divisions are exactly of the .same

length as the corona, which is large. Unfortu-

nately, as I recently explained in The Garden,
another Narcissus figured in Bot. Mag., 934, has

a Ijetter claim to be the N. calathinus of Linnieus.

Whether N. calathinus of Redouts is synonymous
with N. reflexus of Brotero, as generally stated, or

is a varietal difference, is uncertain. The latter,

which is abundant near Oporto, is a very variable

plant, and, though agreeing in colour and in most
other characters with N. calathinus of Redoutc5,

is seldom found with the corona quite as long as

the perianth divisions. The flower sent to me
grows wild in the Isle of Drenee, in the Glenan
group, off the south-west coast of Brittany. A
flower of it wa-s exhibited by Mr. Elwes at a show
of the Royal Horticultitral Society in April of last

NOTES.
Mrs. Ewing's garden.—The late Mrs. Ewing,

well known as the authoress of "Jackanapes,"

and a popular writer of many other stories for

children, was a keen lover of Lardy flowers.

Her garden at Taunton "was a Potato patch,

with soil chiefly composed of refuse left by the

housebuilders." But, in addition to modern lore,

she had read the works of Gerard ami Parkin-

son, and so it was soon filled with lierbaceous

plants from the market or from friends. In

1884, her story of "Mary's Meadow," in Aunt
Judy's Magazine, was very popular, and led to

the establishment of a " Parkinson Society '' for

the exchange of hardy flowers. Roses and Prim-

roses were her favourite Ijlossoms ; and it is inte-

resting to know that tlie latest literary work she

penned was on the subject of flowers. Here
it is :

—
A p;<irden of hardy flowers is pre-eminently a g.irden for

eut tlowera. You nuiyt cai'efully count this among its merita,

becavise if a constuut and undimmed blaze outside were the
one virtue of a flower garden, upholders of the bedding-out
system would now and then have the advantage of us. For
my piirt, I am prepared to .say that 1 want my flowers quite

as much for the hou.se as fur the garden, and so, 1 suspect, du
most women. The gaidener s point of view is not quite the
same.

No doubt this is one of the real points of a gootl

collection of hardy flowers; not only are they

beautiful outside, but may be brought inside to

live with us indoors, and so nestle nearer to our

hearts. A large proportion of them, cut in the

fully-grown bud stage, actually bloom in the

house, and endure fresh and fair much longer

therein tlian when exposed to the vicissitudes of

the open air. Flowers are, of a truth, most
beautiful, hut far nobler do they become if of

beautiful service or lise.

Hardy Edphorbias.—One of the freshest and
most singular of all hardy perennials, viz.,

Euphorbia Characias, is now in bloom. It is not

likely to be a popular plant ; it is not sliowy, hut,

if less brilliant than the Poppy, it has a distinct-

ness of habit and a quiet beauty of its own
which should ensure it a place among more
highly-coloured thing.s. Some other hardy Eu-
phorbias merit a place in the garden for tlie sake

of their fresli leafage and clusters of rich greenish

yellow blossoms and bracts. They like a sandy
soil, and crop tip very prettily from amongst
rough stones. A fine old shruhby species, E.

neriifolia, is new and then seen in mild seashore

localities. It is very effective, forming rounded
masses of 5 feet or 6 feet in height, and its dark

brown inflorescence is generally a poser when
presented to the man who thinks he knows gar-

den plants well. It has smoothly oblong wax-like

leaves, 5 inches or 6 inches in length, somewhat
resembling those of the Oleander, as its specific
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name implies. If you want soft masses of uiossy

light green foliage to contrast with more showy
tilings, you might do worse than grow E. cypa-

rissias, a low-growing plant just now pushing up
its young growths near the brickwork margin of

an old well. Even that vagabond species, K.

Lathyris, or Caper Spurge, is distinct in habit,

and would be thought worthy of cultivation were
it not so anxious to be where it is not desired.

P^ONY LEAVES.—Just at this time of the year,

when golden Daft'odils are all ablow, the richest

of all hardy foliage for contrasting with their

yellow trumpets is that of the herbaceous
Pseonies. Big clumps of these are now of a

glistening crimson-brown colour, 1 foot or more
in height. In places where large beds or masses,
or well established groups, of these Pseonies
already exist, I would urgently advise their

owners to plant bulbs of some of the best
Daffodils in amongst them next August or Sep-
tember. A few bulbs of N. Horsefleldi planted
near some clumps of crimson-leaved Paeonies are
now very fresh and lovely and most generally
admired : indeed, some of our visitors who think
they know this Daffodil well scarcely recognise
it, so brilliant does it seem as contrasted in the
way above described. There is a whole world of

beauty in these Pajony leaves, and the greatest of

variety also. Some are as finely cut like Fennel
leaves, as in the forms of P. tenuifolia ; others, as

the native P. corallina, have crimson stems and
broad greenish leaves; some have soft, grey
foliage, but all are so beautiful, that even if these
plants never bore such great and gorgeous blos-

soms—magnified Roses—as others do, we should
be glad to grow them for their leaves alone.

The garden—couleur de rose.—An old name
for the garden is a pleasaunce, a paradise, a place
for delight, and, as in the days of Bacon so to-

day, gardening remains to us as the purest
of human pleasures. A garden worthy of its

name is ever beautiful, ever satisfying, see it

when you will, morning, noon, or eve. It is a
conservatory of things useful and beautiful, of
fruits for service and of flowers for sacrifice. In
the morning it is all freshness and perfume ; at

noon it is brilliant with colour; while at eve it

becomes a temple for meditation and for rest.

The richest fruits, the fairest blossoms are born
there ; and crowned heads, Marie Antoinette to

wit, wearied with luxury, have found peaceful
rest among shady trees and simple flowers. If

we wish to describe a fertile land we say it is like

a garden ; and the gardener's art is almost magical,
since it can make a bare rock or a sandy desert
even to blossom as the Rose. A good garden is

a continual delight, a paradise of flowers and of

fruits from many lands. Every shady tree is a
tabernacle wherein matins and vespers are sung
by the birds, while the incense of many blossoms
is borne on every gentle breeze. It is the time
ot Iris, of Lilies, or of Roses, and from the
shrubbery comes the thrilling melody of that
sweet singer of the night, whose limelight is the
moon of summer. As Cincinnatus was happy
on his farm, Virgil amongst his bees, so also may
we be happy in the garden if we will it so.

The garden—couleur de jaune.—It is all

very well to talk of the satisfying beauty, the
sentiment, and romance of a garden ; but gar-
dening is, after all, a continual trouble, and even
at the best a fearful joy. The spring frost slyly
nips your earliest growths and robs you of the
fruit harvest

;
your pet Gentian is browsed by

snails, or a slug eats off the first flower-spike of
a new Orchid ; cats destroy your fondest hopes,
and birds, or a neighbour's poultry, scratch up
your choicest seeds. Even in the hothouses
there is trouble continually. The Peaches drop
off at stoning time, the Grapes either set ))adly,

or they shank off, or, worse than all, the boiler

breaks down during the sharpest and longest

frost of the season ; the gardener's work is never
finished, bis troubles nevei' end ; he must attend

to his tires at night and be up by daybreak in

the morning. There are thrips, red spider, bugs,

scale, and green fly, fungoid growths, and blight

mysterious of many kinds. Everything alive

seems to have conspired against him ; bird and
beast alike do their best to thwart his labours.

The mice eat his Crocus roots, the cats scratch up
his newly sown seed-beds, pigeons or pheasants
uproot his finest Peas at sprouting time, and the

rabbits bark his best young fruit trees, while the

blackbirds spoil his early Strawberries and steal

his sweetest Cherries almost from under his very
nose. If he wants to sow or dig, it rains continually.

His newly planted vegetables are killed by
drought. His hands are blistered, his back
aches, his temper is soured. " Bah !

" says he

;

" talk of poetry and sentiment, all real gardening
means hard labour all the year round."

The Canadian Bloodroot.—AVlien this first

emerges from the soil until now, when its great

pearl-like buds escape Irom the folded soft grey
leaves, it is very beautiful, but it is beauty of that

quiet kind most delicious to a real lover of

flowers, but not startling enough for the people

who themselves say that they love flowers. It is

the earliest Pojipy of the year, a dainty little

Quakeress clad in silvery grey and white, some-
how bringing to mind the voyage of the " May-
flower," or it may be personified in "Evangeline;''

but its botanical name is Sanguinaria canadensis,

and it is one of the first blossoms of a Canadian
spring ; while its root is like a cut finger, bleeding
profusely if touched with a knife or spade. In
some soils and positions it spreads into good-sized

clumps, and bears quite a sheet of its white, starry

flowers ; elsewhere it is capricious, and in some
gardens it refuses even to exist ; but its quaint
leaves and pearly buds are so good to see when at

their best that no troulile should be spared to

establish this plant in the garden. It delights in

a deep, moist soil, enriched with leaf mould or

peat. Shelter also is necessary, as its leaves, like

those of Hellebores or Hepaticas, are quickly
ruined by drought or by scathing easterly winds.

Adonis vernalis.—A pale yellow Anemone
shilling ill the sun. There are a dozen of its

bright stars, perhaps more, with many buds nest-

ling amongst its finely cut leafage of a soft and
Moss-like apple-green tint, and altogether they
form a fresh and beautiful picture amid the sleet

storms of what should really be a showery April
day. This Adonis seems like the Pasque flower

(Anemone Pulsatilla) ; it must be firmly esta-

blished ere it will yield up its full store of

earth-garnered beauty ; but as seen at its best in a
strong, healthy mass, it becomes one of the finest

of all the Buttercups of spring. On a dull, cold

day you may pass and repass the clump of folded

buds and feathery leafage twenty times and not
notice it, but at noon to-morrow, if the sun shines,

it has all the brilliancy of lacquered gold, each
petal having a burnishetl brightness rivalling that

of the Ficaria or of any other blossom thus early

in the year. The harmony of its flowery stars

and softness of its finely fringed leaves batfles all

description, so that one wonders the more at its

rarity in most gardens. There is a yet larger

variety, A. pyreniaca, and as yellow Anemones
are not too common, both varieties are worth a
well-chosen spot, where they may delight one
with their stars of gold.

Gardening foe ladies.—Gardening is an art

all women may learn with advantage and prac-

tise with every chance of success. Some ot the

best filled gardens I know owe their existence to

feminine hands, so I hold that Charles Dudley

Warner got a little off the right track when, in

describing his own conflict with Nature, and
pusley weed and the rapacious ravages of striped

bugs in America, he ungallantly remarks that

all his "Polly" did was to sit on an inverted

flower-pot and consult with him while he did
tlie hoeing. Then he slights the friendly visits

of two preachers, of whom he remarks that they
ilid not bring hoes. Here in Europe we have so

many good gardeners among the ladies and
among churchmen, that somehow Mr. Warner's
fiin loses its point when applied to them. Time
was in the days of Elizabeth and Shakespeare,
when tlie garden was emphatically the ladies'

province, and all the thoughtful organisation and
not a little of the actual labour of conserving its

finest products devolved upon the thrifty house-
wives of the time. Where are now the home-made
jams and wines and marmalades, and sweet-

smelling things, the candied Pears and Plums
and Figs of the olden time ? Before me is an old

book, by Gervase Markham (1648), containing
Lawson's " Country Housewife Garden," and
from this we learn that not only the flower gar-

den, but also the culinary garden and orchard
with the ordering of all fruits and herbs or roots,

the making of cyder and wines, together with
the husbandry of bees, devolved on the women of

the time. England was then less shoppy, but I

(|aestion if people were less happy then than
now.

SELEcnoN 1.1. COLLECTION.—" Art is long and
time is fleeting," and those who know most of

hardy flower culture will agree that careful

selection is necessary if the best results are to be
expected or obtained. In all art there are nega-

tive as well as positive methods, and the art of

leaving out with advantage is that which comes
last to the student who wishes to excel. If we
"climb to heaven on the ladder of repented
sins," so is rigid selection, as a rule, the result of

a younger and stronger passion for collecting all

things, many and varied, into the garden. In a

word, selection is born of a full experience ; it is

the gold which remains after the smelting ofmuch
crude ore. My own experience is that the selection

of particular plants is but half the battle in the

garden, since it is quite as necessary to select

positions and places, to give peat or lime, or to

withhold the same, as it is to select plants. If I

were to make a selection of the best hundred
plants in this locality on a lime formation, it

would prove a bad selection on some soils where-
in lime is absent, and so rice versa. In a word,
the beauty or successful culture of hardy flowers

is a far wider subject than their names alone

would .show. Every day I see plants praised

that are liei'e weedy and wretched, so also others

rigidly condemned which are quite beautiful, and
so things will remain to the end of the chapter.

A long and troublesome experience is after all

the shortest and best way of learning the selection

and cultivation of the finest of hardy flowers.

Let us have selections given by all means, but

we must also have some data as to soil and
climate as well as mere names.

Seed time.—The present is one of the worst

seasons I ever remember for the sowing of annual
and other seeds. Frost, snow, sleet, rain, and
wind have so far been the rule, with but a

modicum of warm sunshine. Now is the time
to sow the seeds of Anemones for next season's

bloom. Sown now, the strongest of the young
plants will bloom in September and October,

and prove very brilliant and useful along with

early Chrysanthemums. Sow now also seeds

of common Maize or Indian Corn, the young
growths of which are most fresh and useful for

arranging along with large flowers in pots and
vases during the summer and autumn months.
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Another little wrinkle I picked iip last year was
the sprinkling of Flax seed over the borders

broadcast, the result being a shimmer of pale

blue flowers waving in the breeze like little

butterflies. Scarcely any annual is more elegant

in habit, and it is a plant which does no harm to

its neighliours if the borders be well manured,
as all borders of hardy flowers ought to be. All
hardy annuals may now be sown, and as a rule

better results follow their being sown in the open
air tlian when they are reared, and often half

starved also, in pots in a frame. The main point
is to work up the soil well and to sow the seeds

very thinly. We find it best to make duplicate

sowings, one in October and then again in March,
in case any of the first or autumnal-sown seeds

fail to survive the winter.

Bronzy leaves.—Do we make enough of the

bronzj' foliage in our gardens ?— I mean the hardy
outside leaves in which Nature has mixed red
colouring matter among the green. Take, for

example, the lovely leafage of some JIahonias or

Berberis, than which no hothouse leafage can well
be finer, and certainly not more enduring after

being cut. These bronzy Mahonia leaves keep
fresh for many days, and one valuable quality of

all these leaves that are bronzy is that they suit

nearly all the flowers which may be arranged
with them. Put a good handful of crimson
Pseony leaves along with your vases of Daffodils

and note the effect. The leaves of Heuchera
Richardsoni again are simply lovely, no matter
how rare the blossoms placed beside them. Last
autumn some ladies came to me to decorate a

table at a bazaar. They could not afford to buy
flowers, but we filled some big pots with purple
Beech leaves and arranged amongst them the
golden blossoms of the Corn Marigold (Chrysan-
themum segetum) and everyone seemed sur-

prised at the effect this mixture piroduced. For
distant effects Beech leaves and Sunflowers make
a brave show ; but with the satiny brown of

Heuchera leaves you may use the most fragile or

delicate of Orchids in a tiny vase quite near to

the eye. Just now these leaves, with spikes of

Siberian Squill, are a picture in a bit of Salviati

glass that is near me as I write, and Ghent
Azalea flowers also make a brave show therein

later in the spring.

Tellima grandiflora.—One of my happiest
memories is of the dear old horticultural gardens
at Chiswick years ago, when the wild garden or
wilderness belt of hardy flowers and coarse herb-
age stretched all around the kitchen garden and
fruit orchard, reaching from the American garden
above to the arboretum below near the Duke's
Drive. There were at that time but few hardy
flowers in the dressed beds or borders, for fashion
just at that period was mad on zonal Pelargoniums
and Lobelias, and so the young botanical mind
best loved the wilderness wherein yet lingered

the taste of bygone days. There I one sunny
evening in May came upon a big patch of Tellima
growing in the rank Grass and bearing aloft its

spires of pale green flowers. No plant ever
puzzled me more. No one knew what it was

—

that is, among my young associates ; so as the
custom then was, T one day, after nearl}' breaking
my heart over books, took the flowers to the old

seedsman, Ben Hide, and then to my delight

got from him its name and history. It is a
North American plant allied to the genus Mitella,

and one of the conceits of the botanist who named
it was to alter the word Jlitella into the name
Tellima ! Anagrams of this kind are not un-
common. Neja gracilis is an example, Neja
being an alteration of the occult word "Jane," so

that "slender Jane'' is the meaning of the terrible

Latin in this case. To return to Tellima, it is

very pretty when in flower, and its slender spires

endure fresh in wafer for some time after they
are cut, wliile during winter its leaves change
from light green to a blood-red colour, very
prettily veined, and so are ornamental at a

season when beautiful leaves are scarce out of

doors.

Primula cashmeriana.—Some hard-hearteil

vandal has called this the "drumstick Primrose,"
a dreadful name for a Ijeautiful flower, and one
which makes us think even a dry and tolerably
linig Latin name preferable to such an English
one. Of the Indian Primroses this is one of the
most robust ; but to see it at its best one must
raise a stock from seeds sown as soon as ever
they ripen every year. Young plants in deep
moist soil, enriched with leaf-mould, remind one
of Lettuce, so vigorous and fresh are their young
leaves, of a greyish green tint above, sometimes
thicklj' powdered with golden farina beneath.
We shall never see the full beauty of Primulas
until we treat them as annuals, or rather as
biennials, more generally than is at present the
case. The main point is to sow the seeds as soon
as they are ripe thinly, either in boxes or in mild
localities in open-air beds. Our strongest plants
are from the open air, but on cold, strong soils in
clayey land sowing thinly in boxes of earth in a
cold frame and careful transplantation would
doubtless prove a more successful practice. Strong
plants of this Primrose of Cashmere, each bearing
five or six dense globular heads of its purple or
lilac flowers, are now very ornamental in the
garden. Veronica.

EFFECT OF FROST ON PLANTS.
" T. B." is mostly so safe and sure in his conclu-
sions, that they may be at once accepted and put
in practice without question. The suliject, how-
ever, of the effect of frost on plants (p. ,303) is so

imperfectly understood, even by the most expe-
rienced cultivators, that it may well be the case

that some dift'erences of opinion may prevail
concerning it. The general principle laid down
by " T. P.," that the less watery or succulent the
plants the less subject are they to injury by frost,

will be generally accepted. Such facts as he
cites of semi-shrivelled Aloes and Echeverias
enduring more frost than the same plants when
plump and full of moisture are familiar to most
of us. But it is difficult to see how these facts,

and they are facts, can quite run on all fours
with other cases, cited immediately afterwards, of

dry Ferns and shruliby Calceolarias suffering more
from frost when their roots are dry than others
with their roots in a more moistened condition

—

sufficiently so, in fact, to keep their leaves

crisp and plump. " T. B." cites Centaureas and
Lemon-scented Verbenas in proof of the same
contention that over-dryness at the roots favours
their destruction by frost. Now, this seems a little

bewildering, for here, in a single paragraph, we
have it affirmed that extreme dryness of root and
top proves the salvation from frost of two classes

of plants, and the destruction of three other
classes specified and numbers of others that
might be named. Now, all this may be so, for we
know how widely different in character, habit,

constitution, and especially in cold-resisting

power, plants are. Nevertheless, it is difficult to

see that the self-same condition of plant that
proves safety to an Echeveria brings death to a
Centaurea. Neither have I ever found a moist
condition of root favourable to the safety of Cal-
ceolarias, shrubby or herbaceous, when the
frost has stolen a march upon our covering ap-
pliances or heating apparatus. On the contrary,
the plants that had been most recently and
copiously watered, and the leaves of which were
most crisp and plump, were invariably the most
severely frozen. The sweet or Lemon-scented Ver-

bena is a rather different sort of plant to either

of the (jfhers nameil, being more shrubby than
the shrubby Calceolaria. It also survives the

winter against warm walls and dry sheltered

borders in East Anglia, while any ]ilants left out

in common beds or borders in which the soil is

in a more moist state are destroyed. This I have
found to be the case again and again, and the

safety of the plants has always been in the

exact ratio of the dryness of the roots. I admit,

however, that the age and consequent harduess

of the stems have a good deal to do with the

hardiness of the Lemon-scented Verbena, thus

confirming the views that " T. B." sets forth in

confirnuation of the superior hardiness of his old

sweet-scented Pelargoniums in contrast to the

tenderness of zonals or of younger plants and
growths of the self-same kind or other varieties of

scented Pelargoniums. We have a striking case

in point here of an old plant over 10 feet high,

and with a stem almost like a tree, that has stood

in an unhealed passage for years and is still

alive and vigorous, after being subjected to many
degrees of frost again and again. Occasionally,

but rarely, in an experience of over twenty
years it has lost a few of its upper branches, but

the major portion of the plant and its trunk
have continued sound. But all these, and similar

examples in almost any number can be found,

tend to show that dryness of root and anti-succu-

lency of stem and leaf are the most favourable

physical conditions for the conservation of the

heat of plants, or, to put it in other words, for

enabling plants to resist cold.

Another evil results to the roots of plants

from freezing, viz., the mechanical bruising

of the roots through the expansive power of

frost within the pots. Of course, this force

will be greatest where the soil is wettest. Hence
injuries from this cause will be more acute

among Calceolarias, Centaureas, or other plants

in which the roots are moist than among the

same jilants or others in which the soil is so dry
as to force roots and tops alike into a state of

semi-repose or a partially shrivelled condition.

There is another cause of the destruction of jdant

roots in pots, especially when they are much
cramped or crowded, besides that of the mechani-
cal expansion arising from frost, powerful for

evil as the latter undoubtedly is. This arises

from the cold, to use a popular expression, hitting

the roots in their most vulnerable part. The
whole of the best and most tender roots—in fact,

tlie only roots of value—in a crowded flower-pot

will be found crammed up against its sides.

Lot the frost penetrate through the pots and it

affects the roots as a heavy blow in the mouth or

a stab through the heart would a man. It kills

them at once on account of their utterly defence-

less position. I quite agree with "T. B.'s" views

relating to the debilitating eft'ects of cultivation

on hardy plants. As Celery, Cabbages, Cauli-

flowers, Kales, Sprouts, and Broccoli enlarge in

size and increase in sweetness and succulency,

they become more tender and more easily

destroyed by frost. Moderate feeding and severe

checks are some of the means at our command
to restore them to something like their original

hardine.-s. Where this cannot be done some
measure of protection is the penalty we must pay
for our improvements. The heeling over or in-

laying of Broccoli for the winter is one of the

simplest means at our command for ensuring

their safety ; this cuts off or reduces their natural

supplies of food, diminishes their succulency, and
approximates their character and texture to that

of the Aloes and Echeverias already referred to,

and so ensures their safety.

Generally speaking, practical gardeners will

endorse "T. B.'s" opinion in regard to the ability

of plants to bear more frost when their tops
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are dry than when wet, though the reason

he assigned is hardly expressed with his usual

perspicuity, "as the" more moisture there is

hanging about them the more they suffer from
its being confined." Confined by what, and
where ? This is a vitally important point, as in

nothing does the local e.xperience of cultivators

run more entirely counter to the general science

of physical philosophy than in their respective

estimates of the effect of moisture on the con-

servation of heat. Vapour is doubtless the warm
blanket that preserves our heat, and so sustains

the life alike of the vegetable and animal king-

dom. The more vapour in any climate the more
heat, and vice versa. Even the falling dew on
the surface of the leaf is a consei-ver of the heat

of the jilant, though as the dew gets crystallised

into hoarfrost it may become a thief in the night

Acacia linifolia ; flowers yellow.

of the warmth that it previously husbanded. Be-

sides, plants covered with hoarfrost suft'er less from
cold than during dry frost, and yet where the

dew and hoarfrost are thickest in the troughs of

valleys the plants suft'er more from cold than on
the sides or crowns of hills, where little or none
falls. It seems contradictory, but that probably

arises from our seeing but a small portion of the

truth. One thing seems certain among much
that is vague and undecided, and it is this, that

the more still the atmosphere, the more intense

the cold ; or, in other words, the more potent

the energy of radiation. Motion in the air,

which to oiir senses seems but to intensify the

cold, yet becomes our most powerful factor in

combating it. This, while it scatters abroad part

of the moisture, also more equally dift'uses the

heat, while by converting the stiU air into a

troubled sea of restless molecules it virtually

breaks the force and arrests the power of radia-

tion, the most potent stealer of heat from earth,

air, water, and plants. Horticulturists following

the trail of frost wreckages, and invariably find-

ing these most thickly strewn where the moisture

on leafage, bough and bloom has lain the

heaviest, have natui'ally linked the two together'

as cause and eft'ect, though possibly the lack of

motion in the air and not the presence of vapour
should be credited with the frost bitings and
killings all too prevalent in our gardens.

D. T. F.

Indoor Garden.

ACACIA LINEATA.
This is one of the best of the Acacias suitable

for a small greenhouse. In the last volume of

The Garden, this and another equally beautiful

kind, viz., A. leprosa, were represented in a

coloured plate, along with which an account is

given of the most useful, in a garden sense, of

the Acacias known in English horticulture. The
habit of A. lineata is shown by the spray repre-

sented, and the freedom with which it flowers

may be gathered from the countless little globes

of iDright orange which thickly stud the OTaceful

liranches. It flowers later in the spring than the

majority of Acacias do, and it has the useful

quality, not always belonging to these plants, of

lasting well when cut and placed in water. A
plant 2 feet high, well furnished with branches

which will certainly flower, and be attractive even

when not in bloom, may be grown in a 6-inch

pot. It is therefore easy to see that the merits

of this species as a greenhouse plant are at least

equal to those of such well-known kinds as A.

armata, A. Drummondi, A. leprosa, and several

others, not forgetting the singular flat-stemmed

kind known as A. platyptera. These are worthy
of being placed among the best of greenhouse

plants on account of the beauty of their yellow

balls or catkins of flowers, and because of their

special adaptability to even the smallest green-

houses. Of A. Riceana, the most elegant perhaps

of all Acacias when grown into a large size as a

small pot plant, we cannot speak so favourably

;

but lieing almost a climber in haliit, and, if

happily situated, growing very rapidly, it may
be used for training against pillars or along

rafters with the most elegant eft'ect. Anyone
intending to grow Acacias should procure young
plants from the nurseries now and at once start

them into growth, as it is only from plants

liberally treated from early spring till autumn
that good flowering branches may be expected

the spring following. These remarks are of

course intended more for what is termed villa

gardening than for gardens where glass space is

abundant. Anyone who possesses a large con-

servatory in which are no specimen Acacias,

ought just now to pay a visit to Kew, where in

the temperate house enormous specimens are

now either clothed with beautiful yellow flowers,

or soon will be. Acacias are, many of them,
almost tree-like when properlj' developed. Many
of the comparatively dwarf and cramped speci-

mens one sometimes sees in pots are mere cari-

catures of the bold and handsome shrubs they

form naturally, and to expect some of these large

growing kinds to give satisfaction when grown
in small pots is unreasonable. There are, how-
ever, excerptions to this, and some of these are

the kinds just mentioned. B.

.Slschynanthus pulcher. — Good high-co-
loured basket plants suitable for an intermediate
house are so few, that it may be useful to direct

attention to this /Eschynanthus. In habit it is

drooping, and produces long wiry growths, fur-

nished with plenty of foliage. The (lowers are

bright red, and on a strong plant ai'e freely pro-

duced. In form they are not unlike the flowers of

a Pentstemon, but considerably larger. I lately

saw a plant of this kind in e.xcellent condition in a
house in which the temperature had not ranged
above .50° all the winter, yet it had been in flower

for three months.—J. C. C.

BOUGAINVILLEA SPECTABILIS.

When this Bougainvillea, the nearly allied

species B. speciosa, and the now common B.

glabra were first introduced they were for a long

time little known and seldom met with, and in

the ease of those who obtained the two first-

named kinds, not a few discarded them on
account of the difficulty that was experienced in

inducing them to flower, a difficulty in a great

measure owing to the wrong treatment to which
they were ahnost invariably subjected. B. spec-

tabilis in its native country grows to a large

size, attaining almost the dimensions of a small

tree, and in a cultivated state it is a remarkably
vigorous grower, so that if its roots are not con-

fined as regards space the plant would literally

fill a large house in very little time. It is not

difficult to see that a plant possessing a natural

habit of this kind was not well adapted for pot

culture ; consequently when so treated the result

generally was that no flowers were forthcoming,

especially when grown in a high temperature,

and there appears to have been an all but general

idea amongst those who first took this Bougain-

villea in hand that it required the temperature of

a hot stove, with the usual accompanying mois-

ture-laden atmosphere. Under such conditions,

wheir the plant was turned out so that its roots

could extend in a rich bed of soil, the consequence

was that it grew in a way that was more calcu-

lated to favour the production of gross wood
tharr flowers. I well recollect the sensation pro-

duced when a quantity of its long shoots were
shown in London, clothed with their glorious

rosy purple bracts. They had been cut from a

plant that was said to have been grown in a high

temperature, but with the roots in a bed that

had been subjected through the autumn or

wirrter to the roasting influence of fire-heat, with

little or no water, and to this was attributed,

and no doubt in this case correctly, the produc-

tion of its flowers. This naturally led to the

supposition that this was the only way in which
to get the plant to bloom. Few cultivators had
the means of subjecting the roots to the semi-

roasting process, and therefore few attempted to

grow it. I know not who it was who first dis-

covered that if grown cooler the root-baking

process was unnecessary, but this has turned out

to be the case.

In a good-sized conservatory kept a few
degrees above the temperature of a cool green-

house this plant will succeed if only a few mat-

ters connected with its cultivation ai'e kept in

view. A temperature of from 45° to 50° in

winter is what it likes. The bed in which a

plant intended to occupy a large space is gi'own

does not require to be more tharr 15 inches wide

by 10 feet or 12 feet in length ; in autumn, when
growth lessens, gradually withhold water so

as to assist wood-ripening ; allow the sorl to

become quite dry through the winter until growth
again commences in spring, when it must be

well soaked with water so as to thoroughly moisten

the whole, the efl'ect of which is to at once excite

growth. The shoots will not extend much be-

fore the bloom is apparent, as this species—unlike

B. glabra, which blooms from the strongest shoots

of the current seasorr's growth after they have

reached a considerable length—flowers from the

ripened wood. In pruning, therefore, only re-
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move slioots that are too weak to flower until

after the plant has bloomed, when tlie growths

should l)e thinned out and shortened back as far

as may be necessary in order to confine the head

witliin tlie space allotted to it to tilh As lias

been said, B. spectabilis is a strong, free grower,

attaining a large size ; and if an attempt is made
to confine it too much, little of its real beauty

will lie seen. From the amount of growth the

plant makes it soon exhausts the soil ; to remedy
this the lied must be top-dressed with manure of

some kind each spring ; liquid manure should

also be given freely during the growing season.

Wlien well managed and it has room enough to

admit of its extending freely, it is when in flower

scarcely equalled by anything in cultivation. So
far from deserving the character given it of being

a shy bloomer, its flowers, or rather coloured

bracts, literally hide the leaves and shoots.

The details of cnLTivATiON here given will

answer for B. speciosa, the kind mentioned by
" B." in The Garden (p. 314). As usually seen,

this species is weaker in growth than B. specta-

bilis, and although often confused with the latter

is easily distinguished i'roni it, as the leaves and
shoots of B. speciosa are hairy. B. glabra is

much the best sort for pot culture, as it blooms
profusely so treated, provided it gets warmth
enough ; but there is one thing connected with
it that I have never observed in any other plant,

and that is, though it does well and flowers

beautifully when planted out in a house where
the temperature kept up is only a little above
that of a greenhouse, yet so treated it refuses to

flower when grown in a pot. How the glabrous

species was introduced is somewhat uncertain
;

the first 1 saw or heard of it was at an exhibition

near jManchestei', where two nicely flowered small

specimens were shown by a gardener in the

neighbourhood, who represented that he had
received cuttings of it from a garden near Liver-

pool. Like most other things in the ]ilant way,
it soon found its way to London, but before

there was time for it to become plentiful quantities

of B. speciosa were sold for it, which, needless to

say, caused a good deal of dissatisfaction, for,

grown as most of them were in pots under hot
stove treatment, they grew away at an amazing
rate, but refused to produce so much as a solitary

flower.

B. GLABRA, taking it all in all, is the most
useful species, for if grown in a high temperature
it can be induced to give two or three crops of

flowers in a season, and, as already said, it blooms
profusely when planted out in cooler quarters,

but its coloured bracts are much smaller than
those of B. spectabilis, and they never attain the

lieautiful deep rosy purple colour that is present

in those of that species. Still, B. glabra may be

induced to open its blooms very much darker
by removing the plant just as its bracts begin to

colour from the stove to a house where only an
intermediate temperature is maintained with
more air than it would get in a stove. In sub-

mitting to this treatment B. glabra difl'ers from
most ])lants, as there are few things that, after

having been grown in a high temperature until

their flowers were partially developed and then
moved to a cooler temperature, would not

drop their bloom before it open.s. T. B.

the variation in colour when it first appeared
helped to make it popular, from the natural

attractiveness to many minds of a new thing.

But there can be no doubt that the Neapolitan is

by far the more beautifully coloured flower. It is

a pale blue-purple of great purity, shading by
delicate gradations to the small white centre

;

whereas the colour of the Marie Louise is a red-

purple of rather mean quality, generally dis-

figured by reddish flakes and spots ; the white
centre is commonly too large, and its greenish
tinge towards the base of the petals, which is not
displeasing in the pure-toned Neapolitan, is pain-

fully inharmonious. What we want is a Violet

with the colour of the Neapolitan and the robust
habit and size of bloom of the JIarie Louise. I

read with pleasure lately that Mr. Allan, of

Gunton, recognising its beauty, was paying
special attention to the culture and improvement
of the Neapolitan. I cannot help thinking that

if a few of the great gardeners who glow frame
Violets in large quantities would take this good old

tiower in hand, we should in a few seasons have a
double Violet of greater beauty than has yet
appeared upon our drawing-room tables in winter.

That the Neapolitan is capable of considerable
development no one will doubt who has seen it

in the gardens of the south of France well grown
among the Olives.—G. J.

large fruits, which in their native haunts are

gathered and used as food. In Japan A. quinata
is known as Fugi-Kadsura-Akebi. B.

AKEBIA QUINATA.

Neapolitan Violets.—While the subject of

frame-cultivated Violets is under discussion, may
I be allowed to urge from the point of view of

beauty the superiority of the old Neapolitan over the
now more fashionable Marie Louise? The latter has
been in favour of late years, owing, no doubt, to

its greater vigour, size of bloom, and general ease
of culture, qualities that naturally recommend it

to gardeners who have to supply double Violets
throughout the winter. It is also probable that

To the notice given of this useful climber
last week, the following may be a serviceable

addition. It was sent home by Fortune from
.Japan, where, as well as in some parts of China,

it and the three or four other species of Akebia
are as common in hedges and upon trees as

Honeysuckle is with us. In the warmer parts

of England A. (piinata may be grown out-of-

doors either against a wall or clinging about
some bush or tree. The late Sir. Joad, in his

garden at AVimbledon, had a very handsome
specimen of this plant ; it had made a home for

itself upon a bush of Ceanothus, to which its

branches clung, and in cold weather obtained
from them slight protection. When in flower

the vinous purple of the Akebia and the pale blue

of the host plant formed a pretty combination.
In the colder parts of this country it is useless

planting this climber out-of-doors, for even il

protected in severe weather it rarely produces its

flowers in such places. In a cold greenhouse or

conservatory it i.s, however, quite as much at

home as in the most favourable outdoor situa-

tion, and we know of several fine sjiecimens

which are grown trained upon trellises or made
to drape pillars with very pretty efl'ect. There
is an old healthy plant of it in the greenhouse
(No. 4) at Kew, and another against a sheltered

wall there, but the former is much the freer

flowerer, and may be seen blossoming now, from
March to May being the period when the plant
flowers. The branches grow rapidly and twine
about anything suitable for them to clasp ; they
are when young a deep chocolate colour, becom-
ing green, as also do the leaves, with maturity.
There are five leaflets to each leaf, arranged
palmately, and the flowers are produced from
the leaf-axils on the ilpened wood of the previous

summer's growth. The character of the flowers

is somewhat singular, the sexes being in difl'erent

flowers—males in a cluster at the ends of the

racemes, females two or three together just

above them. The female flowers are three times
as large as the males, and they are also much
deeper coloured, being a deep chocolate-jiurjile.

Sometimes, but only rarely, the flowers are suc-

ceeded by rather large brown pods, not unlike
the fruit of Capsicums, and containing numerous
seeds. The genus Akebia is related to the Staun-
tonias and Lardizabalas, the trio being here and
there grown as greenhouse climbers or in

sheltered gardens out of doors. They all liear

VIOLETS IN FRAMES.
Permit me to thank Mr. Allan, of Gunton Park,
for some fine samples of Violet plants which he
has sent me, and also to repeat and endorse the
editorial estimate of their perfect character. Of
Coiiite de Biazza it is .said (p. .302), "An excel-

lent crop so late in the season, flowers large and
fine, pure white, iind produced well above the
foliage." Of the foliage itself nothing is said,

but it is large, abundant, clean, and of the deepest
green—altogether such a magnificent sample of

perfect Violet culture, that 1 have no hesitation in

replying to Mr. Allan's query, that it not only
realises, but exceeds my expectations of what a
good Violet should be, and that is saying a good
deal. In fact, I have never questioned the high
merits of Comte de Brazza as grown by Mr. Allan,

but I have ventured to state that I have been
somewhat disappointed in it as grown by myself

—

a widely different matter. It is well also to men-
tion that, grown under similar conditions and side

by side with Marie Louise, the Comte de Brazza
will not yield ec£ually satisfactory results. Like
the Neapolitan, it has an inveterate tendency to

produce runners, which it continues to do through-
out the season, instead of developing early into

crowns or bunches of crowns, as the Marie Louise
does. It is tills inveterate creeping habit that has
proved my difficulty, as well as that of others,

with this Violet. Doubtless more persistent stop-

ping will force this fine Violet into a more
rosette form. Another mistake has been the at-

tempt to force it into bloom too early. Mr. Allan
does not say whether under identical treatment
the Neapolitan and the Comte de Brazza bloom
abreast. My limited experience with the Comte
is that it is later than the Neapolitan. Mr. Allan
will also, I am sure, excuse me for putting a few
questions: Are the three .sample plants sent, viz.,

one of Comte de Brazza, Neapolitan, and Marie
Louise, all of the same age ? were they subjected to

the same treatment, unless, perhaps, in the matter
of stojiping the runners ? and were they grown in

the same soil ? Also, were Comte de Brazza and
the Neapolitan stopped the same number of times
throughout the growing season ? Your readers

will appreciate the significance of the answers to

these questions when I add that Comte de Brazza

is more than double the size of Marie Louise and
four times the size of the Neapolitan, and is with-

out exception the finest Violet plant, alike in

foliage and flower, that I have ever seen. Violets

are every day becoming of more importance, and
I trust that Mr. Allan and others will not mind
even repeating them.selves occasionally in order to

bring all the readers of The Garden up to their

high level of culture. Has Mr. Allan or any
other Violet grower anything to say in favour

of a good single white Violet with long stalks,

or better single lilue Violets than Victoria Regina
or The Czar? Finally, has anyone succeeded in

mounting the old double Russian Violet on
longer stalks? C^ould this be done, I think it

might almost be so cultivated as to rank second

in merit, while running almost abreast in time with

M.arie Louise. It is nearly all bloom, very fra-

gr.ant, and, from the smallness and scantiness of its

foliage, probably more Violets could be gathered

from a frameful of this variety than from any
other. 1). T. Fish.

Double-flowered Sparmannia africana.

—

This variety has one very great drawback, and
that is, it seldom flowers, while the single kind is,

as is well known, a profuse bloomer. The double

form has been cultivated for about half a dozeri

years, yet the first time I saw it in bloom was at

Ghent some three years ago, and since that time I

have not heard of its blooming until this year. Its

blossoms last longer than those of the single type,

but the fact of its being so shy detracts greatly

from its value. I have often had it produce flower-
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buds, but could never coax them to open, and that

seems to be the experience of evei-yone with wliom
I have spoken on the subject. In all respects ex-

cept the flowers it is a counterpart of the single

kind, and, like that, is easily increased by cuttings.

Spannannia africana itself is an old plant, but a

very beautiful one, and for furnishing large con-

servatories it is invaluable, though under proper

conditions it will flower equally freely in a small

state. Plants intended for blooming in this way
are obtained in the following manner: Early in

summer cuttings should be taken and inserted

singly in small pots of sandy soil, in ^\•hich they
should be kept close till rooted. They should then
be shifted into larger pots, and, when these are

filled with roots, they should be again potted in

pots some G inches in diameter. In pots of this

size they will flower well, provided, in the first

place, the cuttings are taken from a part of the

plant that is thoroughly exposed to light and air

;

and, secondly, the growth should be free, but
sturdy. Grown in this way, we have several small

plants that are a source of beauty and interest, as

well as a large specimen, from which the whole of

the cuttings have been obtained.—T.

Hebeclinium atrorubens.—The best known
of the Hebecliniums is H. ianthinum, a free-grow-

ing greenhouse plant, requiring much the .same

treatment as a Salvia or Eupatorium, to which
indeed it is closely related, and its pale lavender
Ageratum-like flowers are borne freely in large flat

terminal corymbs, and last in beauty a long time.

As an ornamental plant it is, however, much sur-

passed by H. atrorubens, which differs from the

better-known kind in haWng larger leaves, the
midrib of which, the leaf-stalk, and the young
shoots are covered with dark-coloured hairs,

which also extend over the exterior of the calyx, so

that the head of flowers has collectively a much
darker appearance than the other kind, although
the actual difference in colour is not great. These
Hebecliniums are good useful plants for green-
house or conservatory decoration ; they strike

readily from cuttings, are easily grown, and
remain in flower a long time during the spring
months. Being liberal feeders, tliey require a good
supply of nourishment at the roots ; otherwise the

foliage is apt to assume a sickly, yellowish tint.

When cut, the flowers will remain fre.sh a con-

siderable time in water. —H. P.

Forcing Lily of the Valley.—In "I.'s" note
on this suljject (p. .SO.'?) the fact is held in abeyance
that in most of our earliest forcings of this indis-

pensable plant the bloom alone is desiderated;
hence the .system that commands an equally good
head of bloom in one half the time is often by far

away better than that which perfects leaves as well

as flowers in double the time. Either the express
or slower method of forcing may be best according
to the use or purpose to which the Valley Lilies

are put. In most public and private establish-

ments both systems will be put in force to supply
the growing demands for Valley Lilies at all pos-

sible, and not a few seemingly impossible, seasons.

For pots of Lily of the Valley to grace and sweeten
a sitting-room window or a conservatory, the
pace that commended itself to the judges of Bath
is undoubtedly the best and most suitable. Of
course the leaves are a factor only second to the
blooms in pots of Valley Lilies for exhibition, but
in blooms grown for cutting the leaves are not
seldom of no moment; and in cases where they
are, pots or boxes of common English roots are not
seldom placed in light as well as heat to produce
foliage for the flowers. Another merit of rapidly

forcing Valley Lilies in the dark is wholly over-

looked by "I."; the process blanches flower and
flower-stems almost into ivory-like whiteness,

which adds to the telling effect of their fairy-like

bells in bridal bouquets or wreaths. Not a few
bouquetists and decorators use Valley Lily leaves

sparingly or not at all with the flowers ; and hence
their early state or colour is of little or no decora-

tive importance. The writer has, however, at

times used some blanched leaves of Valley Lilies

with admirable effect as fringes to vases of bril-

liantly coloured Bouvardias or Euphorbia jac.

quiniivflora, though such unnatural contrasts can
hardly be defended on true principles of taste or

laws of congruity, and are by no means needful to

support the useful practice of hurrying in and on
\'alley Lilies into blooming as rapidly as possible,

no matter what happens to their leaves.—D. T. F.

TREE CARNATIONS.

For obtaining a continuou.s supply of beautiful and

deliciously scented flowers from perpetual or tree

Carnations from January until Carnations come in

out of doors in open borders, I find the following

method of cultivation to give excellont results.

About the first week in February I dibble cuttings of

them thickly into 5-inch pots, and place them in a

close frame on a hotbed previously prepared. Here
they make roots in the course of three or four weeks,

and as soon as they are well rooted they are removed

to a small plant house and placed in a position

slightly protected from the full force of air and sun.

They are thus hardened, and in a few days potted off"

singly and placed in a light, airy situation in the

same house, in which there is a night temperature of

from 45° to 55°, and air is given during the day
whenever the weather is favourable. They are

grown on under glass until about the end of May
;

then they are gradually exposed to all the air that

can be given them for a few days, and on the first

dull or showery day that occurs they are set out in

the open air on a bed of ashes. "When the previous

year's plants cease flowering, some of the best of them
are letained and grown in the open air along with the

spring-struck plants. There they are left until autumn,
but receive due attention to watering and staking. If,

however, we experience in July or August extremely

hot and dry weather, they are moved into a more shady

position while the hot weather lasts ; afterwards they

are again fully exposed and then housed about the

end ot September or first week in October, admitting

air freely night and day for a fortnight afterwards,

and keeping up a night temperature of from 45° to

55°. Two-year-old plants, I find, yield more flowers

than younger ones, and though under the same treat-

ment flower three weeks earlier. The compost which
I use consists of four parts loam, thoroughly decayed

cow manure one part, leaf soil one part, and a little

coarse silver sand. When mixing this I take care to

pick out all worms that I happen to see. The spring-

struck plants I flower in 5 -inch and 6-inch pots, and
the older plants in 7 -inch and 8-inch ones. Souvenir

de la Malmaison I put into slightly larger pots. When
flower-buds begin to show themselves I commence to

use manure water ; this is obtained from the farm-

yard and is used in a weak state each second or third

time when watering. To succeed those grown in

pots, I have plants planted in a small border and
trained on the back wall of a house from which in

winter time frost is merely excluded. These plants,

though from two to four years old, are still perfectly

healthy, and promise to furnish a good supply of

bloom. Under the treatment just described our

plants produce freely fine, highly coloured flowers

that are extremely valuable both for their perfume
and for the length of time during which they keep

good in a cut state. The varieties which I grow are

Souvenir de la Malmaison, blush Lady Thorold,

Alegatiere, Miss Joliffe, La Zouave, La Belgique,

Lady E. Campbell, Florifera, and a dark red seedling

of my own. A. B.VRKEK.

Adure Manor, Limerick.

Rhododendron javanicum.—Apart from the

interest attached to this Rhododendron as being

one of the parents from whence the now long list of

greenhouse tube-flowered varieties have sprung, it

is in itself a handsome plant, and well worth grow-

ing even amongst the most select sorts. Its flowers,

which are of a rich orange tint, are borne in closely

packed terminal trusses ; while the foliage, which
is deep glossy green, renders it at all times attrac-

tive. This species needs the same treatment as

that accorded to the hybrid varieties of this sec-

tion, viz., the temperature of an intermediate

house, with liberal syringings throughout the

summer months. As the roots are not remarkably

vigorous, care must be taken not to overpot ; even
a large specimen can be readily kept in health in

a comparatively small pot, while if the soil

gets in any way stagnant, the plant will decline

rapidly. Some small pieces of charcoal mixed
with the potting material will tend to keep it

open, and the roots will wind around them as if

grateful for their presence. Cuttings of the half-

ripened wood are not dilficult to strike, while, if

the blooms are fertilised, seedlings may be raised

in quantity. As the seed-pods approach maturity
they must be carefully watched, otherwise the

capsules are apt to open somewhat suddenly on a
bright day, and the small chaft'y seeds may be
blown away and lost. To prevent this, a good
way is to put a paper collar around the .shoot on
which the seed is situated, into which it will drop.

By this means the seeds ripen on the plant;

•H'hereas, if separated before the pods open, there

is always a risk of gathering them too soon. Be-
fore sowing in pots or pans they must be well

drained and filled nearly to the surface with sandy
peat, finely sifted. When this is done a thorough
watering must be given, and while the soil is still

wet the seeds should be sown tlnnly thereon.

The pots may then be either placed in a close pro-

pagating case, or a jiane of glass may be laid over

each, when germination will soon take place if

kept in an intermediate temjierature. When large

enough to handle the seedlings must be pricked

oft' and encouraged to grow quickly, for even

under the most favourable conditions it will be
some years before they flower ; the variation

among the seedlings is, however, great, and
watching their development is therefore highly

interesting.

—

Alpha.

DOUBLE BOUVARDIAS.
The first double Bouvardia (Alfred Neuner) sent out

in the spring of ISSl created some amount of

surprise, many being inclined to think that the de-

scription of it was exaggerated, but when it flowered

in this country and was found to more than fulfil

the expectations formed of it, there was directly a

great demand for it, and before long it was exten-

sively cultivated. The next addition to double kinds

was President Garfield, a pale pink-flowered sort,

but it never became such a favourite as the white-

blossomed kind. Another American-raised variety is

Thomas Meehan, bright vermilion-red, but the

blooms are small and not so double as those of the

two preceding. It is but little grown, and appears

never likely to advance much in popular favour. The
next double Boiivardias were sent out by M. Victor

Lemoine, of Nancy, and announced by hiur to be the

result of a cross betiveen the bright vermilion-coloured

B. leiantha and Alfred Neuner. The sorts were V.

Lemoine, a vigorous growing kind with bright red

blossoms, Sang Lorraine with more of a scarlet shade,

and Triomphe de Nancy, a salmon-red kind. These

are all free growing sorts, but as far as my experi-

ence extends they do not retain their foliage quite so

well during winter as the older varieties. Another
Continental form is Hogarthi flore-plena, of which,

however, I possessed but a weak plant in the winter

;

therefore its merits could not be fairly tested. The
few flowers that were developed, however, promised

well, being very double, but the colour does not

suggest that of tlie old Hogarth, being much paler.

As the flowers of these double Bouvardias last in

perfection much lunger than those of the single kinds,

they are especially valuable for use in a cut state,

while their size eminently fits them for the smaller

arrangements of cut blooms, such as sprays, button-

holes, &c. When Alfred Neuner was first sent out

a crreat deal of correspondence took place as to the

way in which it should be propagated, some contend-

ing that cuttings of the side shoots produced only

single blooms, while the tops of the main branches

bore double flowers. After many experiments I was

convinced of the fallacy of such a statement, as

though a few single blooms were borne during the

first season, the percentage was just as gre.at among
those struck from leading shoots as I'rom side branches.

The single blooms no doubt arose from the plant

being a sport from Davidsoni, a single-flowered kind.

It was, therefore, just a case of reversion to the type.
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We do not hear of these things now-a-days with regard
to double Bouvardias, while on the other kinds I have
not found any single blooms whatever. T.

Garden Destroyers.

THE EUCHARIS MITE.

This, which might also be termed the Pancra-
tium mite and Amaryllis mite, is among the
most deadly and difficult to eradicate of the
gardener's enemies. A short time ago I remem-
ber seeing somewhere the advice given to bui'n

all the Eucharis liulljs infested. No more effi-

cient plan, certainly, could be adopted for ending
the e.xistence of the pest than that, but one is

naturally reluctant to lose the roots, and wishes
that some other remedy, if even a little more
troublesome, could be employed wliereby the
roots would be saved. Do not burn your bulbs
on account of the mite if they are otherwise
desirable property, or unless they are so bad that

after clearance of the mite their recovery would
necessarily be so slow as not to be worth treat-

ment. From ex|ieriments which have been in

process since last summer, I have no hesitation

in saying that this pest can be both cured and
prevented. It is not cleared all at once any
more than scale or mealy bug, for his not-over-
tender-skinoed miteship will exist for some time
in very dift'erent conditions from those which
gave him birth. The experiments just alluded
to are not yet completed, Init both young bulbs
and old ones have been lifted this morning
which were treated in the bare state last summer.
They have fine foliage according to their respec-
tive sizes, and the bulbs have good roots and are
clean and white in colour, except, of course, where
the old ones were deeply eaten. These have yet to
outgrow the injury. From what I have observed, I

believe the mite first appears on the succulentand
blanched part of the leaf-stalk below the surface
of the soil ; after the leaf naturally turns sere,

the thick stalk does not come oft' clean from the
apex of the bulb, as do many bulbous growths,
and when decay reaches the soil there seems to
exist the fit conditions for the mite ; anyhow there,
on the three-quarter moon-.shaped section of the
decaying leaf-stalk a colony will often be seen at
work. 1 believe that it is because the Amaryllis
and Pancratium are usually grown with their
bullj crowns w-ell above the surface that this
pest does not attack them so largely as it does
tlie Eucharis. I think so for this reason, that
the colony seems to originate in their case on the
ottsets, which, being much deeper proportionally
in the soil, more nearly represent the condition
of the Eucharis growth in that respect. The
offsets of the Pancratium are often worse att'ected

than the parent bulbs, and the latter are generally
worse close to the ottset. On badly-infested
Eucharis bulbs a sort of wide rent may be ob-
served

; in relation to the natural position of the
root it is V-shaped. This rent, as I take it, is

an important symptom, for it forms the field of
operations of the mite when thoroughly esta-

blished. At the junction of the leaf-stalks with
the bulb not only are the fleshy coats of the
bulb widest, but they are more deeply consumed.
I never saw the V-shaped rent in a contrary
direction ; often, however, the bulbs are badly
affected all round the neck, as it may be termed.
This is strong corroborative proof that the mite
first began its work on the decaying leaf-stalk,

and in these cases it is working its way down
and through the bulb instead of by the side.

When it does this it may be observed further
that the bulb-coats on which the mite is feeding
correspond with the last pair of strong leaves
that existed. To these the mites confine them-
selves in a rather remarkable manner, the older

and outer coats being left intact like walls.

Bulbs so damaged are the w'orst to cure, for

though cleared of the mite their hollow cha-

racter renders them liable to decay from holding

too much moisture when set again.

So much for when, where, and how the mite

operates ; if these can be precisely ascertained,

a good step will have been made with a view to

applying remedial means, and it is on the facts

and premises above stated, with one or two
others, that experiments have been and are yet

being made. Though I feel warranted in saying

now that the mite pest can be both cured and
prevented, 1 prefer to wait a little longer before

I state the means tried ; when the experiments
will be more complete, then I will do so. In
the meantime, let me say to those who have
their Eucharis bulbs infested, "Throw none away
but such as are eaten hollow ; shake them out,

set them with nothing but their roots (if they

have any left) in dry sand in boxes and place

them in a good light, where they will soon turn

green. They should be kept in the stove, with

tlie sand in which they are placed just moist
;

thus light and drought will avert further injury.

One or two I'acts may be stated showing the

tenacity of the lile of the mite. I placed some
of the livelier or better developed specimens in a

shallow bath of liquid paraffin. For nearly an
hour the creature lived on the top, and then
sank, and I observed its struggles under the

surface and on the bright bottom of the vessel,

which was tin, for nearly as long. From this

I should imagine that the paraffin treatment

would kill the bull) rather than the mite.

J. Wood.

cords rmind them, a stock of tame hunting, wire-

worm-eating moles would not be likely to remain
long idle. But as this dream is Utopian, we
must needs bar out the moles and adopt other '

measures of keeping down worms in the garden.
I confess I would like also to be rid of the whole
of the.se, "bag and baggage," if I could. As for

worms, even our friend the earthworm among
seedlings and seed beds is a great nuisance,
and destroys its millions of young plants every
year. Our drainage is, or ought to be, so good,
as to dispense with its tiny additions to it.

While as to his soil-making, or rather per-

haps transforming powers by which he adds
about a fifth of an inch to our surface every
year, and employs an army of over fifty thousand
worms per acre to do it, why those most con-

ver.sant with their, to use the mildest phrase,

untidy methods of doing their top-dressings

would be the first to exclaim, " We want
none of them, nor any of their works ; away with
them, anywhere, everywhere, beyond the limits of

the garden." We can do our own top-dressings in

the garden where needed infinitely better as well

as swifter than the worms. D. T. F,

Garden Flora.

MOLES OR WORMS IN THE (iARDEN.

Mv own verdict would be, neither. No doubt
both are useful in their places, or neither would be
found in existence at all. But then there is a place

for all things, and we want neither as drainers,

soil-makers, nor regulators of the balance of under-
ground life in our gardens. Cultivators undertake
all these things for themselves, and fancy, rightly

or wrongly, they can do them better, or at least

time their operations better than either the moles
or the worms. If "he liveth best who loveth best

all things both great and small," anfl love, as here

used, means the preservation of the life of the

"all things" named, I fear most cultivators live

very wicked lives indeed. But this is wholly from
necessity and not from choice, and if necessity is

above law, then it is to be hoped that our whole-

sale slayings and murderings among living creep-

ing and burrowing things will not be laid to our
charge. Be that as it may, a mole in a seed or

flower bed is a thing that liveth to be laid dead as

quickly as possible, unless Mr. Mole's life is to

be reckoned as of more value than the lives of

thousands of plants, or the entire value of the
current season's crop of sweetness or of beauty.

It is as illogical as absurd to bid cultivators stay

the means of destruction about to descend on the
mole because of the number of earthworms,
grubs, or even wireworms he is aljout to slay and
devour. Assuming for the moment that these are
the evil things that the warmest advocate for the
mole asserts them to be, we would rather the self-

appointed executioner of these lesser evils would
leave them alone than inflict far greater upon us
by their destruction. The fields, parks, farms,
if you will, are before the mole for his beneficent
labours and destructive raids on worm life, but
practical gardeners are agreed to a man to shut
him out of the garden, or give him a short shrift

should he enter tliere. And there can be no cjues-

tion that in this determination they are absolutely
right. We have much less power over the worms,
whether great or small. Such foes as wire-
worms are occasionally so troublesome, that, could
moles be taught to work only in the dead season
when the ground is bare, or be made to hunt them
out as ferrets do rabbits, in chains, that is, with

PLATE 640.
LILIUM JAPONICUM AND BROWNI.

(with a coloured figure of L. JAPONICUM.*)

LiLiUM JAPONICUM has in its time provoked a
good deal of controversy, the principal point

raised being the difi'erence, if any, between it and
L. Browni,while,inaddition to these two, Kramer's
Lily (L. Krameri) has been sometimes legarded

as the true japonicum of Thuuberg. It seems,

however, now to be conclusively settled that

Habit of growth of L. Browni.

Thunberg's plant is the one here illustrated, and
also known as L. odorum, a name under which it

was figured in the Botanical Magazine. The prin-

cipal points of dift'erence between it and Lilium

Browni are, first, the bulb, which in japonicum
is white or yellowish, like that of longiftorum,

while that of Browni is of a reddish tint. In
shape, too, they are very different, japonicum
being broad at the base with a raised centre

;

while the bulb of Browni is narrow at the base

and widens out considerably ; moreover, the upper

portion of the bulb is peculiarly flattened. The
scales of Browni, too, are much broader than

those of japonicum. The young shoots of the

two are also readily distinguished just as they

emerge from the ground, those of japonicum being

nearly green, while those of Bro« ni are reddish

brown. Indeed, in all stages of growth, Browni
is heavily tinged with that colour, while japoni-

* Drawn in Mr. W.ire's nursery, Tottenham, in July.
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cum ia almost green. The flower-bud of Browni
is more pointed than that of the other; and as to

the tlower itself, that of japonicum is shorter in

tlie tube and much broader than tluit of Browni

;

generally speakii)g, too, it is less heavily tinged

on the outside with chocolate, and after expan-
sion does not become of so pure a wliite as that

of Browni. These last two characteristics—the

e.tterior and interior of an expandeil bloom—are

not so trustworthy as the others, fur they vary
to a certain extent in different individuals, but
all the other points of ilifference here indicated

are well marked. Another point worthy of

notice is that the bulb.s of japonicum are very
delicate, lieing especially liable to decay after

dowering, which is not the case with those of

L. Browni, though that .species is impatient of

too mucli moisture. Besides the name of odorum,
suggested by the blo,?soms being highly I'ragrant,

L. japonicum is sometimes grown under the name
of L. japonicum colchestenanum. It is quite a
scarce Lily, for though bulbs of it are often im-

I^orted, owing to their delicate nature the lo.ss

amongst them i.s generally great. They are

especially liable to decay at the ba.se, and fre-

quently when apparently sound they will, when
handled, drop to pieces from tliis cause.

The culture of L. japonicum i.s, as has just

been stated, by no means easy; no difficulty is

under a microscope show abnormal structure ; the
decaying outer portion contained two or three
different kind of mites, .several small nematode
worms, and .springtails, but they were probably
only attracted by the decayintr vegetable matter,
and wore not the cause of the disea.se. I will

reply again if further investigation.s prove more
successful.—0. S. >S.

Fruit Garden.

Bulb of Lilium Browni.

experienced in flowering good imported bulbs

the first season, and in some cases the second,

but skilful treatment is needed to keep them
in health afterwards. I have been more suc-

cessful with it in pots tlian in the open

ground, as our position is dry and hot,

whereas this Lily seems to prefer a stiff, cool

soil ; in pots, too, the supply of water after

flowering can be better regulated than when
planted out. As stagnant moisture is so fatal to

it, a good way when planting it is to surround

the bull) with sand, or powdered charcoal mixed
with sand. In the case of imported bulbs care

must be taken not to overwater them till root-

action recommences; indeed, the same rule hohls

good with regard to all Lilies, but more especially

this one on account of its delicate nature. Though
still so scarce, this Lily was introduced into this

country in 1804. T.

Diseased Gardenias ('/. Scu/e).—! cannot say

what is the matter with your Gardenias. The
disease seems to me to be somewhat of the nature

of club-root, or finger and toe, in Cabbages and
Turnips, which is caused by a fungus ; but I can-

not make out any fungoid growth, though the

tissues of the stems in the swollen parts are evi-

dently in an unliealthy condition, and sections

PRUNING FOR VIGOUR AND FERTILITY.
1 ONCE took charge of a garden, some portions
of which had been rather neglected—run wild,
in fact. A good collection of hardy Grapes,
which in ordinary years ripened well there, and
which had been allowed to ramble as they liked,

boie fruit it is true, but of the most indifferent

quality, and the Pears and Plums on the walls,

beautifully formed trees, and which hail once
Ijeen awarded a silver medal for their perfect

form and fertility, were bristling with shoots

from 1 foot to 2 feet in length. The crop of

fruit which these trees bore was very small
indeed. The following season both Vines and
wall trees were pruned in the ordinary manner,
and next year they yielded a middling crop.

Two seasons were, however, required to restore

them to their normal fertile

condition. It is, however, more
particularly to a
Border op Roses to which

I wish to refer, as bearing di-

rectly on the question of prun-
ing versus vigour, a subject

which has been discussed lately

in The Garden. The planta-

tion consisted of several hun-
dred plants on their own roots,

and contained the cream of the

Hybrid Perpetuals. Having
been allowed to extend at will,

they had developed into bushes
from 4 feet to 7 feet in height.

Their condition was not, how-
ever, considered to be satisfac-

tory, as the blooms, although
abundant enough, came very
small and so deficient in form,

that in many instances the

varieties were hardly recognis-

able. 1 could think of nothing
better than to cut them back hard, at the same time
thinning out severely, leaving the youngest and
most promising looking wood, and cutting clean

away the major portion of the old branches. The
following year they made very strong growth
indeed, many of the shoots being 4 feet or more
in length and correspondingly thick. Some of

them were so gross, that they did not flower,

and it was easy to see that at no period of

their existence liad they made wood of such
substance in a single season. The following year
they were pruned in the usual manner, but
the strongest growths 1 allowed to retain six

eyes, for I naturally thought that, being esta-

blished so long, there would be no necessity to

concentrate root action on two or three eyes only.

That year there was a magnificent show of bloom,
the flowers individually being large, and a great

proportion of them good enough for exhibition.

The severe pruning removed all the old knotted
and weakly wood, and thenceforward they ^vele

virtually young, healthy, vigorous plants. On
another occasion a friend was about to destroy

an old Gloire de Dijon, because it no longer
yielded any blooms worth speaking of. I pleaded
for its retention, and recommended that it should
be cut back hard. This was done, .some of the

branches being cut off with a haud-saw, and the

result wa.s, that in the course ol two years it

again flowered satisfactorily. 'I'hese instances
tiuid to prove that the pruning knife under
certain ciicuiu>tances may be made an agent
for good in ituhu-ing and re-itoring lost vigour.

The removal of old wood must, when a plant is

well furnished with healthy roots, cause new
shoots to jiush forth where none had api)eared
perhaps for a long period. The question to be
considered is whether this is an advantage or
otherwise. My impression is, that the formation
of an extra auiount of young W(jod which .severe

pruning enforces is often calculated to maintain
or restore vigour. The cutting back of a tree or
shrub with such an object in view i.s, however.
Very different from the continuous hard pruning
so often practiseil, and which, if carried to an
excess, causes a serious loss of time and space.

This is especially the case in

Peach culture ; the space to be covered might
freipiently be fuUy occupied liy the trees in half
the time that is usually taken to ilo so without
in any way detracting from their bearing capa-
bilities. This hard cutting back of young fruit

trees is, hcjwever, going out of fashion, and in

this, as in all else that pertains to gardening mat-
ters, the true course will be found to lie between
the two extremes. To me, the moderate use of

the knife in order to lay the foundation for a
thoroughly fruitful tree, seems just as reasonable
as to ]3ermit the stopping and pinching back of

free-growing plants, the tloriferousness of which
is increaseil by inducing ramification at an early

period of growth. That which renders the work
of the Montreuil Peach growers so meritorious is

the fertility which their trees displiiy and the

high quality of their fruit. It is the same with
Pear.s, the cultureand training of which rank as an
art amongst French gardeners, the majority of

whom are well acquainted with the system which
produces an admirably formed symmetrical and
liighly fertile tree. Here I may remark that one
thing which strikes French gardeners conversant
with fruit culture is the absence of beauty of

form in trained Peaches and Pears in English
gardens. " We must have symmetry as well as

fruitfulness," said a Frenchman, who had gradu-

ated, if I may use the term, in one of the best

pomological schools in France, "and this you
rarely see in combination in England, ^^'e think
that in emleavouring to obtain a tree which by
its regularity and symmetry of growth shall

please the eye, we in no wise detract from its

productive power. On ihe contrary, we find that

tho.se who so master the minutiic of training so

as to be able to obtain a finely formed tree are

always noted for the quality and quantity of

their fruit." As I have said, the greatest pains

are taken to ensure the trees becoming wrll

furnished with fruiting wood at the base, and I

remember most particularly looking through a
garden in the neighbourhood of Paris, the owner
of wdiich made a specialit}' (jf Pears ; almost every

gootl kinil was there, and the combination of

vigour, fertilit}', and symmetry that the trees

exhitiiied was really admirable.

A Pear grower who was with me seemed
anxious to know how such results were obt-iined,

how trees covering so large aspace as many of them
dill were induced to bear almost equally well at

their base as on the topmost portions. 1 do not

remember the exact details of the training as

then explained, but the substance was that a

certain period was required to form a fruitful

base, and that this was only obtainable by a

.system of pruning and pinching in the early

stages of growth. A hastily formed tree, it was
.saiil, is sure to be disappointing in the long run;
the fruitfulness of a young extension trained tree

is a snare, which later on will cause a loss of
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space. If the oliject is to cover a wall or tr<;llis

quickly, this will naturally be best accomplisheil

by allowin":; the trees to extend untouched by the

knife, but a matter for consideration is whether, in

theIon}frun,the most will be made of the space. An
extension-trained Peach will of course yield more

fruit in the early years of its life than a restricted

one, but will this precocious fertility compensate

for the comparative barrenness of the lower portion

of the tree in after years >. The best French tfrowers

say that it is easy to permanently fill the top

of a wall with bearing wood, and that the only

real ililticulty in Peach culture lies in forming

trees which shall be equally fertile from the

middle of the wall downwards. Once get the

lower branches in a perfect fruit-bearing condi-

tion, and they form a base on which a permanent

structure of fertility can be easily erected. On
this subject 1 will let an acknowledged French

authority speak for himself. " It is even more
important in the case of the Peach than in that of

any other tree that the development of lateral

Ijranches should be ensured. The formation of a

tier of branches must never be commenced before

the one beneath it is perfectly constituted. In a

general way a tier of branches only is formed in

two years.'' After giving minute directions for

pruning and pinching, so as to ensure fertility in

every portion of the branches, the same writer

again insists on the necessity of devoting suffi-

cient time to the formation of the tree. " Do
not," he says, "seek to obtain new lateral liranches

until those already formed are as strong as the

stem ; in pruning, leave the shoots as long as the

vigour of the tree will permit, but always in the

way to assure the formation of fruit-buds where-

ever necessary." These extracts indicate that the

object of the French Peach grower is rather to

gradually Viuild up a tree which .shall be equally

iertile in all its parts, and which shall remain so

over a period of years, than to seek quick returns

with comparatively small crops later on. I otfer

no comment thereon, except that I cannot believe

that such large, fertile, and handsome trees as I

have seen in France could ever be formed on the

extension system. At the same time I doubt if

such severe restriction extending over so long a

period is ever likely to be followed in this country,

where the climate not being.so/avourable, Peaches

on walls are, of course, not nearly so long-lived

aa in France. The late Mr. Stevenson, when
gardener at Cobham Park, was a close pruner

and an admirable trainer of Pears and Apples

grown on walls and trellises, but he allowed his

Peaches greater liberty, getting the space covered

as quickly as possible, as even with the best at-

tention they died out in about eight years. Time
spent in obtaining perfectly trained trees would,

therefore, have been thrown awa)'.

Vigour and fruitfulness appear to be re-

garded as synonymous by some who have written

on this .subject, but whilst the former may result

fiom the use of the pruning-knife, the latter does

not always. Some years ago a friend planted a

number of Apple and Pear trees to grow into

pyramids. The soil, which was a rich loam, had
been well deepened and drained. The trees,

which grew well, were submitted to the usual

routine of winter pruning and summer pinching,

but the amount of fruit which they bore was in

an inverse proportion to the strength of growth
which they made. They were pinched back at

niidsunmier, but they made a foot of growth after

that and formed no Iruit spurs worth mentioning.

This went on for some years, and then it was
resolved to trim oft' the lower branches close to

the trunk and allow the remainder to extend.

In the course of several years they began to bear

very well, and eventually formed handsome half

standard trees. In this case fertility only com
menced when vigour diminished, for with ex

tension came shorter and naturally better ript^ned

wood, and abundance of fruit liuds. This is,

however, only what we see in the case of standard

fruits, and is a provision which Nature seems to

make against the trees being crippled Ijy over-

production before they acquire the stamina which

greater maturity gives. It is certain that an

Apple tree does not yield so much in proportion

to its size during the first few years of its life as

it does later. If in favourable conditions it first

grows very vigorously, and it is only when its

vigour is toned down bj' age that it commences
to bear abundantly. In the case of unpruned
trees time is the restrictive agent which brings

about fertilitv. J. C. B.

THEORY OF PRODUCTIVENESS.

I HAVE not time to reply to all "D.T.F.'s" remarks
on this subject (p. 333), nor is it necessary that I

should do so. My observations under this heading
liave, I see, not been without their effect upon
"I). T. F." First, he told us that vigour and
fertility were "antagonistic," and that "fertility

represented a lack of vigour," i.e., weakness, for

he did not qualify his statements at all. Now, we
are told, in the light of facts which I have since

furnished, that "mere weakness" and lack of

vigour are quite different things, and not to be

confounded ; but allow me to say that no such

distinction or difference as " D. T. F." descriljes

exists. The vigour of which " D. T. F." spoke at

the beginning was the vigour of growth and ferti-

lity combined as generally understood, and he

meant no other then, as his words plainly showed.

As I have no other purpose to serve than to make
my meaning clear and stick by it, I hope " D. T. F.

"

wiU meet me in the same spirit. I propose we
should get rid of the expression " parallel lines,"

and say, as representing my ca.se, that "vigour
and fertility go together," which will be better

understood. " D. T. F." avoids the examples
which I gave him, and only picks out such as he

thinks can be made to serve his purpose, and with

this oliject he takes the Castle Kennedy Fig and
compares it with weaker varieties, a wholly one-

sided illustration, because, apart from conditions

of growth, there are fertile and vitfertile varieties ;

but what I contend is, that the thickest and
strongest shoots of the .same cacif^i/ invariably pro-

duce the most fruit, as well as the largest, under

equal conditions of maturity, &c. Let us go back

to the Currant bush, which represents the case

well. Does " D. T. F." deny that under equal con-

ditions the strongest shoots produce clusters

bearing the most berries and the largest? Does

be deny this, or does he admit the fact? We
shall put asicie for the present his quibble about

"mere weakness" and " lack of vigour," and put

it " healthy bearing Currant bushes of different

degrees only of vigour." I say that under equal

conditions the same variety of these produces the

mo.st he fries, and best berries, on the .slroiuje.sl .vAooAs,

and I believe everyone who has given the

subject attention would certify to this. I call it

vigour and fertility combined, and it contradicts
" D. T. F.'s" opinion as flatly as anything can do.

Next I will take the Vine. Are or are not the

liiggest bunches produced on the strongest shoots,

all being equally well matured? I cannot allow
" D. T. F." to find fault, in order toextricate him-

self, with my jjroviso that the wood must be ripe

in all cases. That is a perfectly fair proviso in

any case, for no fruit can be produced without it,

and it cloes not affect the question under discus-

sion ; neither weak nor strong shoots will bear

unless ripe. I cannot follow " D. T. F.'s" digres-

sion into the accidents of our climate, &c., which

have nothing to do with the question at issue.

I have no objection to afford my opponent every

latitude, and will meet his arguments in a fair

and logical spirit provided they are stated fully,

distinctly, and adhered to. I give " D. T. F." an

example in the case of the common Currant—

a

representative subject—that refutes his view. Can
he deny what I have stated or make it conform to

his theory, and how ? If we come to herbaceous
suljjects and the like, vigour and fertility going

together is even more convincingly exemplified.

Thus the heaviest and largest Hyacinth bulbs

[)roduce the most flowers, and so do Seillas and
other bulbs. The strongest Lilium.s produce the

most Xjilies, and in the ca.se of Phloxes and
Delphiniums and the like it is notorious that the

strongest grown plants produce the finest spikes

of flower, as well as most flowers and the best

crop of .seed. " D. T. F." expresses his anxiety

regarding the samples illustrated by me in Vol.

XVII. le.st they should become " speedily skele-

tonised." That is not the question at present, but
it will allay his doubts if I state that our early

trees planted in 1S66 and described by me in 1870

are still in existence, as healthy and as fertile as

ever and furnished to the bottom, although, as I

believe, there are very few if any trees in England
that have borne as constantly or as hea\-ily since

the year after they were planted. There are also

the trees at Floors Castle described by Mr. Cole-

man. I think it would become an opponent like
" D. T. F." to offer .some kind of practical

evidence other than mere assertion on the other

side; if not his own, then somebody else's. It is

the proof of what I have seen that makes me con-

fident. We have a whole wall 300 feet long here

covered with select flowering shrubs, every one of

them out and out examples of extension training of

different ages, and every one a model in its way and
to be seen. "Veronica" (p. .321) speaks of the

Forsythia suspensa as a beautiful shrub at this

season and a quick grower. One of these shrubs

is this Forsythia, a young plant, yet nearly

.30 feet across and 12 feet hic;h, flowering from the

centre to the extremities of its branches—probably

as fine an example of its kind as could be found.

I gave it more room less than two years ago, and
it has just about doubled its size and produces a
sheet of bloom, every part of the wall being

covered by shoots. It has been well attended to

and made to grow vigorously and flower abun-

dantly. I do not evolve ray ideas on this subject

from my inner consciousness, as the metaphysi-

cians say, but get them from actual facts pressed

upon my attention every day and by almost evei-y

bush and tree. ^ '* ^^'J. S. W.

Raspberry and Mulberry hybrid.—" A. D.

"

shouhl, in justice to himself, read more carefully,

and not venture to write of that which, on his

own showing (p. 298), he has " not heard." It he

will refer to the Gardeners' Chronicle for March 6,

188(i (p. 320), he will find a notice of the unex-

pected combination to which I referred, namely, a
cross or hybrid between the Raspberry and the

Mulberry (p. 274). Before "A. D." ventured to

assume that I alluded to a hybrid or cross between

the Raspberry and the Blackberry—a totally dif-

ferent and cjuite possible combination, by-the-by

—he .should have made himself quite certain of his

facts in the manner above indicated. There is no

misprint in the matter ; and no botanist will ever

believe that a sexual combination ever yet took

place between a Raspberry (Rubus) and the Mul-

berry (Morns), plants belonging to two widely

separated Natural Orders.—F. W. B.

Pruning to promote vigour.— ".I. S. W."
sends a curious note (p. 3111) denying that he
adduced the vigorous growth of the snow-riven

Thorns as examples that pruning promotes

vigour. This is quite superfluous, as I never

accused him of doing so. He gave the case of the

rupture and reduction of top and the subsequent

results, and I logically claimed it as a striking

confirmation of my contention that pruning, either

by accident or design, promotes vigour, as anyone

may see for himself by turning to Thf G.\r1)EX

(p. 233). I seized upon ".J. S. W.'s" fact and

drew my own inference from it. Neither have I

contended that more vigour was put into the

Thorn trees by being broken, but that more
came out of the portions left in consequence of

the concentration of force and limitation of area

resulting from the removal of large portions of

their heads. —1^ T. F.
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EXTENSION TRAINING.
" W. W. H.," like one or two others who have

written on this subject, appears to be unable to see

that the defects of extension training when carried

to the lengths which its advocates recommend,
outweigh the imaginary advantages claimed for

it, and seems to be alike oblivious to the fact that

there is a medium course between the extremes of

shutting up the knife and letting young trees run

wild. The extreme hard pruning which exten-

sionists are continually talking al.iout is more a

bogus than a reality. Although here and there

an individual might be found who uses the knife

in the way spoken of, yet pruners to anything like

the extent that the extensionists try to make out,

are far from common. If those who grow for sale

took the training of their maiden trees in hand
the first season of their growth from the bud, and
shaped them as they might be, then there would
be little need for cutting back to any great ex-

tent ; but to plant maidens of the shajie that nine-

teen out of twenty now are when bought in, and
to leave their shoots untouched in the way that

the extensionists advise, especially in the case of

Peaches, to which the present discussion mainly
applies, particularly when to be grown on open
walls, is to insure having trees with all the strong

branches where they should not be—in tlie middle
—leaving the bottom of the wall from the first

half furnished, a defect that invariably gets worse
as the trees get older. Respecting ordinary trained

trees, as I have all along urged, if their growth is

evenly balanced, with strength enough in the

lower shoots, there is no object in shortening

them back further than is needful to keep the

whole surface furnished with bearing wood. But
the greater portion of the trained trees with which
one meets have their centre shoots so much bigger

than the bottom ones, that if not cut back they

draw the strength so far that they leave the lower

part of the trees in a like condition to the unpruned
maidens. This is a fact so well known to every-

one who has had to do with fruit growing, that it

would seem unnecessary to mention it. I have
repeatedly pointed this out, yet the extensionists

appear to shut their eyes to the waste of wall

apace that it entails.—T. B.

As most modern pruners succeed in securing

fruit in plenty from maiden trees the second year

from the bud or graft, it is difficult to know who
or what "W. W. H." refers to in his condemnation
in The G.4Rden" (p. 299) of those "severe pruners
who postpone for years by the means which they
employ the formation of a healthy, vigorous, and
fruitful tree in as short a time as possible." Why
this very basis of our rational pruning consists, as

has so often been repeated by " T. B.," myself,

and others, in the obtaining of a maximum
amount of produce in a minimum of time and space,

and so linking together \igour of growth and
fertility as to have these qualities developed
within the same areas in perpetuity. The ex-

tensionist pure and simple, such as " W. W. H."
appears to be, endeavours to cover all his space

with mere wood at a rush. Rational pruners, see

to it that those areas shall be duly covered with
such a nicely adjusted and skilfully balanced com-
bination of vigour and fertility as shall prove as

profitable as it shall remain permanent. He
prunes less to count his sensational dozens the

second year than to fill his fruit-basket abundantly
through half a generation.—D. T. F.

As one of the fiist, if not the first, who
advocated the extension system of training young
trees, I strongly condemned the old practice of

cutting back their heads. I am glad to see that

all, or nearly all, our best cultivators adopt this

plan. One of the chief advantages of this system

is the great saNang of time in getting the trees

established and up to a fruit-bearing size. This

may easily be done with most kinds from maidens
in two or three years, as by laying the shoots in

full length a large space of wall is filled the first

season, and we have only to pursue the same
course in order to get fine heads on pyramids or

espaliers, which, from having a large leaf surface

spread rapidly at the roots, increase in size at a

great rate, and soon set plenty of blossom. Those
who are in doubt have only to do as "W. W. H."
adxises (p. 299)—plant a given number of trees of

the same size and age and under the same con-

ditions, and treat one half on the cutting-back

system, and the other in the way here referred to,

when tliey will soon be convinced which is best.—

J. Shepp-IRD, Woolcer/stone Park, Ipswich.

WALL TREES IN SPRIN(;.

TB1.E.S on walls, I need hardly say, must receive

timely and judicious attention during both spring

and summer, but especially in spring, if we would
reckon on securing satisfactory crops of fruit.

Protection of the blossoms from frost must either

be done in an effective manner or not at all. I

have seen so many failures arise from makeshift

protection, that I am satisfied it doesiro good, but

probably harm. The kind of protection to which
I object is suspending old netting before the

trees, and fixing evergreen branches on them for

warding off' frost. In both kinds of protection I

have lost faith ; I have noticed that trees so dealt

with have produced a crop of fruit, but others in

the same garden which had received no protection

furnished equally good crops. The only kind of

shelter in which I have any faith is covering the

trees entirely with glass. As to glass copings, even

where 3 feet or 4 feet wide and fixed to a rather

low wall, they are not to be relied upon to s'ecure

a crop of fruit unless there are also substantial

curtains so fixed as to be drawn over the trees at

night and removed in the morning. In regard to

Cherries on walls, their popularity is evidently on

the decline, at lea-st so far as dessert kinds are

concerned, a matter to be regretted, for when
such sorts as May Duke and early Purple Guigne
are grown on south walls, they make useful addi-

tions to hardy fruits early in the summer. The
cause of their decline is doubtless owing to the

uncertainty of the crop which is frequently

either destroyed by frost or insects ; black fiy and
leaf maggot often destroy our Cherry crops on

walls. When we had time to properly attend to

the trees we used to get good crops of both May
Duke and Bigarreau from walls facing the east.

For destroying these pests we used to syringe the

trees with half an ounce of soft soap to a gallon of

warm water. This was done twice a week, and
as soon as we saw signs of the leaves curling

they were carefully examined, antl the maggot
which was rolled up in them destroyed. Where
trees are liable to be attacked by these pests I

know of no better remedy ; the fly often attacks

them just as the flowers open, and when anything
stronger applied would injure the blossoms.

Mulching the roots of wall trees is more
necessary in some soils than in other's. In strong

holding mediums in which the trees have become
well established and the rainfall equal to keeping

the roots well supjilied with moisture, mulching
may be dispensed with ; but in cases in which the

land is naturally well drained and the soil light

and not very deep, mulching is necessary. In the

case of newly planted trees either in light or

heavy soils a thick layer of half rotten manure
laid on the surface will assist the roots to lay hold

of the soil quicker than they otherwise would, as

it keeps the soil about them irr a rrrore uniform

state as regards moisture. The time when mulch-
ings should be applied depends a good deal on

the character of the weather. With an average

raiirfall during May the soil becomes warmer if

exposed to the sun than mulched, and the roots

of the trees are benefited thereby. As a matter

of fact, mulchings only become neces.sary early in

sumnrer when there is prolonged drought. In a

general way the middle of June will be soon

enough to apply them. Half rotten farmyard
manure makes undoubtedly the best mulch, and
to errable it to resist the sun's heat it must be

laid on 4 inches thick, a less quantity being soorr

reduced in bulk by the action of the sun and air.

Of other materials suitable for mulching old tan

or spent Hops are next to manure in value, but
these appear to soak up more water than manure;

in fact, I have known hea\'y rain fail to reach the

sirrface of the border where these materials have
been used, and in that case, unless the condition

of the border is watched atrd water given when
necessary, the trees suffer. Short Grass from the
lawn is betier than nothing, but it quickly dries

up when exposed to the heat of the sun, unless

repeated applications are given.

Peach trees will require early attention after

they have gone out of blossom; in most cases the
wood was so thoroughly ripened last year that the

trees will be likely to break away with great
vigour, and it will be matter for regret if such an
excellent promise as regards a crop is crippled for

want of timely attention, (ireenfly is a serious

enemy if it attacks the trees early in summer, be-

cause ordinary antidotes cannot be used without
r-isk of killing the tender fruit. The safest remedy
for fly is to dissolve 1 oz. of soft soap in a gallon

of warm w ater, and apply it to the affected parts

of the tree with a small painter's brush. The
mixtirre cair thirs be applied without touching the
irnaffected portions ; and in dressing the trees at

tliis early stage one cannot be too particular as to

the way in which it is done. Disbudding will

next demand attention ; it cannot be done too

soon after the young shoots have grown, say, an
inch in length. If allowed to remain longer, the

strength of the tree must be unnecessarily taxed.

In the case of vigorous growing trees, disbudding
nrust be done on well directed lines. Many do not
disbud so freely as they ought to do, and the con-

seqrrence is the young w'ood is unduly crowded,
and weak growth at the end of the season is the
result. For the most part the fruit of the Peach
is borne on wood made the pre\'ioirs year ; there-

fore allowance must be made for some old shoots

to be removed and youirg ones to be laid in to

take their places. Young shoots for that purpose
should be as nearly as possible the lowest on the
branch that is to be removed after its crop has
been prodrrced.

As TO T.\KiNG OFF THE YOUNG SHOOTS not wanted,
it is a barbarous practice to break them off as some
do. This not only leaves a ragged wound on the

branch, but sometimes a strip of bark is brought
away with them. In my own practice I make a
point of cutting off each shoot with the point of a
sharp knife, and I am satisfied that a smooth
wound made by a knife heals more quickly than
one resulting from breaking off the shoot. In
dealing witlr young and vigorous growing Peach
and Nectarine trees where there is space on the

wall to fill, the cultivator should endeavour to

spread the growth over all parts of the wall. If

left to themselves there will probably be two or

three of the leading shoots making much more
vigoroirs growth than the others, and if allowed to

grow on irnchecked they will monopolise the

strength of the roots. By the judicious topping
of such shoots it is quite possible to have every

part of the br'anches under command and of equal

strength. I am, however, far from advocating a
persistent system of pinching ; what I wish to im-

press on the inexperienced is that a timely stop-

ping of gross-growing leading shoots will not only

help to fill irp the wall space more quickly than it

otherwise worrld be, causing, as it does, the shoots

so dealt with to branch orrt into several others, but
it will be the means of diverting the supplies from
the roots to the weaker bi-anches, and in this way
the whole tree will be benefited. J. C. C.

SHORT NOTES.—FRUIT.

Cherry tree insects [Cortstant Subscriber).—The grubs
att.ickiug your Cherry trees are the caten>illars of a small
moth, one of the Tortricidje (Antithesia pruniana) ; the eggs
from which the caterpillars were hatched were laid in the

buds Last year. I cannot suggest any means of destroying
them except hand-piclcing. Syringing with an insecticide

might do good, but I doubt if it would reach the cater-

pillars.- G. S. y.

A good late Apple.—In a large collection of late-

keeping Apples sliown at South Kensington we were a.ssured

by Mr. Barron that one of the best was one called Ord's

Apple, a sort not remarkable for good appearance, being
green and sour-looking, but its flesh abounds in juice and
good flavour. Apples in April are generally so drj' eating, that

a juicy one is worth making a note of.
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Kitchen Garden.

KITCHEN GARDEN CROPPING.

Yoi'Nfi vegetable plants raised under glass will now
require attention. Altogether, we have some thousands

of Onions, Leeks, Ijettuces, Brussels Sprouts, Cauli-

flowers, &c., in frames ready for planting out, and
such plants are very valuable this spring; but the

secret of success with plants raised under glass is to

deal carefully with them at the time when they are

planted out. Sometimes they are reared in a brisk

heat, a sure way of getting them to grow fast, but

such plants require careful hardening off before being

put into the tipen ground. At Hrst they should be

placed in a cool frame with the lights over them
night and d.ay for a short time ; then the lights may
be drawn off during the daytime, and by-and-by they

may be removed altogether, and finally the plants

should be placed wholly in the open air before they

are turned out and planteii. It requires three weeks
at least to harden them off prior to planting out, and
they pay handsomely for this little extra attention.

Thus treated, they experience no check when turned

out, and go on growing as if the}' bad never been
subjected to heat. This hardening off thoroughly is

a rule which all who wi?h to succeed must follow.

Peas in boxes.—About six weeks ago we cut some
hundreds of 3-inch squares of fibrous turves and packed
them as closely as we could get them into shallow

cutting boxes. A small hole was then made in the

centre of each turf and a few Peas dropped into it.

The whole were then covered over with a slight

covering of fine soil, and then they were placed in a
vinery to be started into growth. Young plants soon

appeared, and they were gradually hardened off until

the other day, when they were planted out. In
taking them out of the boxes, each of the little squares

of turf was one compact mass of roots, and the whole
were transplanted without disturbing either roots or

jjlants, and of all the ways w'e have tried of raising

early Pea plants under glass I am of opinion that

this is the best.

Early Celery ready for use from the beginning of

August onwards is always much valued, and in all

gardens of any importance a quantity of it should be
grown. A pinch of seed town in a 6-inch pot will

produce many scores of plants, and it is seldom neces-

sary to sow more than this. Our first sowing was
made in this way the last week in February, and the

plants are now some inches in height, and will be
turned out into the trenches eai'ly in May. They
were raised in pots and as snim as they could be
handled they were lifted and dibbled into boxes about
2 inches apart. From the time the seed was sown
rmtil the young plants were transplanted they were
kept in a vinery and after being put into the boxes
they were replaced in that structure, bat as soon as

they had fairly taken to the new soil and began to

grow freely, they were withdrawn from the vinery
and placed in a cool frame, where they will remain
until they are planted out. We have practised this

plan of raising Celery plants for many years, and it

answers admirably ; we have always the plants ready
for planting as soon as we could wish them to be,

and, what is of equal importance, they succeed \vell

afterwards. We very rarely experience any trouble
through these early plants bolting or bloc^niing pre-

maturely, a circumstance mainly attributalile to a
little extra attention being devoted to the hardening
of theiu off and, above all, to careful watering at the
root ; they are never allowed to suffer in this way
from the time they are \isible until they are esta-

blished in the trenches and earthed up once, when
there is no further danger of their suffering from
drought. Celery can hardly ever be surfeited with
either manure or water so long as it is in active

growth.

.Ikrusalem Artichokes.—These are grown in all

large gardens, but they are unknown in many small
ones ; their introduction into them w-ould, however,
be sure to give satisfaction, as they are extremely
useful, especially in winter and spring, when a variety

of choice vegetables is scarce. They are of easy cul-

ture and always remunerative ; indeed, I never knew
them to fail, and I have often seen them in gardens
in the worst corners. The present is a good time to

begin their culture for another year. The whole of

the old roots should be dug up, putting the largest

aside for immediate use and replanting the smaller

ones. Owing to the free w.ay in which they grow
and the impossibility of killing them, many do not

lift and replant them annually, but allow them to

grow on year after year in the same place; imder this

]ilan, however, the tubers soon degenerate, and in

order to secure large ones they should be replanted

annually. Moderately rich, deep soil suits them best,

but useful roots may be grown in very ordinary soil.

The stems run up to a height of 8 feet, .and the roots

should be planted IS inches apart in the rows
and 3 feet from row to row. They form excellent

screens in summer ; a few rows of them will effec-

tually hide the most objectionable objects, and those

who have any such spots to deal with could do so

profitably by introducing this Artichoke.

Rhubarb.—We gathered the first dish of this

from the open air on April 3 ; those who wish to

divide their old roots and make them into several

small pieces should lose no time in doing so. This
is a simple way of renewing a Rhubarb plantation,

and it may be done without missing a crop. The
observance of two points will always give abundance
of the finest Rhubarb, and these are a deep rich soil

and plenty of space in which to develop.

Marrjam. J. MuiR.

Mushrooms in sheds.—In my kitchen garden
note.s in The Oardex on March 13 I mentioned
that a Mu.shroom bed had been made up in the

potting shed on .January 30, and that Mushrooms
had been gathered from it on the second week in

February. They came up well then, but during
the extremely cold weather which we had in

March they were not quite so abundant ; since,

however, April came in and the weather milder
they have appeared in unusually large numbers, a

sample of which I send you to show what we are

now gathering. I may add that the bed from
which these were taken is 6 feet in length and
4 feet in width, and that ve have gathered from
it weekly for eight weeks.—J. MuiR, Margam
Pari; Port Talbot, S. Wales.

*,* The Mushrooms sent by .\Ir. Muir were
fleshy, richly flavoured, and large in size—excel-

lent, in short, in every re.spect.

—

Ed.

Beet for salads. —Sow the Egyptian Turnip-
rooted variety now for early use in soil well culti-

vated and in a mellow condition, but not freshly

manured, or the roots may fork. The main crop
should not be sown before the end of April or be-

ginning of May. It should consist of long- rooted
varieties only. Sow in drills 14 inches apart,

and thin to 6 inches asunder in the row. .Stir

the surface of the soil frequently. Trans-
planted Beet makes the handsomest roots if the

Jjlants be lifted carefully and planted with a
dibble, keeping the tap root in a vertical position.

We transplanted some of Carter's Perfection and
other varieties at the commencement of the dry
weather last year, and though only one watering
was given to settle the plants at tlie time of set-

ting not a plant appeared to sutTer, and they
made handsome, medium sized roots. In trans-

]ilanting it is best to pinch oS" a good portion of

the leaves, <as their action only e.xhausts the roots.

If the stalk with just the lower part of the leaf

blades are left, there will be quite green enough
to carry on the work till new leaves are formed,
which will be the moment the roots get to work.
There are so many good kinds of Beet grown, that

anyone getting seeds from any good house can
scarcely go wrong. The following are desirable

sorts, namely, Carter's Perfection, Henderson's
Pine-apple, Dell's Criinson.—E. Hobd.w.

The old Ashtop Potato.—I have known this

Potato for fifty years, and well do I remember, when
head gardener to my grandfather, that he used to sit

in an armchair on the walk and direct me how to

plant these Potatoes. The raiser of this Potato was,

I believe, a Mr. Holbery, who carried on business as

a chimney-sweeper at Retford, and who, of course,

used to declare that soot, of all things, was the best

manure for Potatoes. Leaving home for the sunny
sotit}) (Anindel), I saw no more old Ashtops in any

place in which I have lived ; but some eight years back
I was visiting one of the London shows, and there I

met an old and valued friend. Of course, the conver-

sation soon turned on garden topics, and my friend

remarked, "Do you grow the old Ashtop Potato?"
I said I had not seen it for a number of years. ''Well,

I will send you half a bushel." These arrived in due
time and were planted ; but, oh ! Mr. Editor, when
lifting-time came, I was much dissatisfied with them.
The crop was anything but good. Nevertheless, I

gave the sort another year's trial. My seed was
sprouted in the manner described by "W. I. M.," but
I was again disappointed. The early Potato which I

now grow is called Wilson's Ashtop, of which I have
at this time nearly two acres planted. The seed has

all been carefully stored, set up on end, on shelves in

a cool room. I have in years past grown all the Ash-
tops in the market, but for crop (which is excellent)

and quality this is the best to my knowledge. The
top is short, but we plant 2 feet apart, and allow
1 foot between each set. I may not have had the
true variety of old Ashtop sent to me; but to settle

the question, if " \V. I. M." will send me a dozen by
post, I shall be happy to forward him a dozen of mine
in return.—R. Gilbert, Bur/jhlc!/, Stamford.

MOUNTAIN ARALIAS.
(OREOPANAX.)

The genus Oreopanax appears to be made up of

various odd plants, which in gardens are known
as Aralias, Panax, or Hedera, and is something
like a connecting link between the true Ivies, as

represented by our Biitish form, and the Aralias

proper. According to Sir Jcseph Hooker, the

genus Hedera is confined to the English Ivy,

which, under various forms, extends all over the

Flowering branch of Oriopanax Epremesnilianum.

north temperate regions of the Old AVorld, whilst

the plants known under Oreopanax are all

natives of the mountainous regions of tlie New
Worlil, from Mexico to Peru. A comparison of

the plant represented in the annexed woodcuts

with some of the palmately-lobed forms of Ivy
does not seem to suggest a very near relationship

between the two, but in the flowers there is prac-

tically no dift'erence. We may, therefore, look

upon the genus Oreopanax as nothing other than

a section of Hedera which has become altered in

habit and leaf characters through the effects of

changed conditions. Here we have called them
Mountain Ai'alias, owing to the derivation of the

name ; it is, of course, well understood that the

true Aralias are first cousins to the Ivies. A
study of the mctamorphic characters of the foliage

of these Ar;i]iads gives some very remarkable

results, to which, however, we cannot do mure
than hint here, with a view to justifying the
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opinion, tliat the genus Oreopanax is ]3roliably but
a geograpliical section of our own Ivy.

None of tlie true species of Oreopanax have
found tlieir way into English gardens as orna-

mental plants, although in the countries bonler-

ing the Mediterranean, and especially Cannes,
Nice, &c., several kinds are commonly seen in

cultivation, being in favour because of their

hauds(jnie l^right green ibliage. The specimen
shown in our ligures was grown in the gaj'dens of

Count Epreniesnil, to whom we are indebted for

the rather ugly name this kind bears. Probably,

however, it is only a slightly varied form of 0.

dactylifolium. The leaves are large, digitate, the

divisions lobed, and they thickly clothe the

branches down to the ground, not unlike what
occurs with Aralia Sieboldi when happily situated

out of doors. In the southern counties probably
this species and several other introduced kinds
might thrive outside, and would be
useful as evergreen shrubs. O. Andre-
anum has undivided oval leaves, some-
times lobed, thick in texture, and
covered with a thick reddish felt ; its

flowers are in an erect terminal spike.

0. peltatum is very Aralia-like ; so also

is O. Thibauti, which was first distri-

buted as an Aralia. Except for large

conservatories, we would not recom-
mend these plants for indoor cultiva-

tion. B.

and to perform that successfully there are numerous
lucthtjds, all more or less available, according to cir-

cumstances and convenience.—A. D.

WORK DONE IN WEEK ENDING APRIL 1-3.

April 7 anu 8.

The weather these two days has reverted bade to

winter. Hail, rain, and windstorms have followed

each other in rapid sucoussinii, and have woefully dis-

counted our intentions as to work we meant to accom-
plish. To work on the soil has been simply impossible,

and the only outdoor work we have been able to do
between the showers has been mowing with scythes,

rolling turf and coach roads with horse roller, mixing
up manure for hotbeds, returfed bare parts of lawn,

and clipped a hedge, Thuja Warreana. Work in the

houses increases daily. Grape thinning being the most
pressing, for work of that description cannot be de-

ferred without serious risk of injury to the crop, and,

Seakale from seed.—I was recently

interested to learn that a large grower
and forcer of Seakale for the London
market had been compelled lately to ob-

tain some thousands of roots of Seakale
from Ireland, either because they were
too dear or too scarce at home. That
there is a considerable demand for good
blanched Seakale here there can be no
doubt, and it is probably a demand that

might be appreciably increased were it

possible to obtain good roots suitable for

blanching at reasonable prices. We have
plenty of land suitable for the growth
of this vegetable, provided this land re-

ceives the greatest need the land has

—

deeper cultivation and ample manuring.
Given these essentials, and there is no
reason why we should not raise enough
Seakale to render it acceptable in price

to all classes. As it is, early blanched
Seakale is a costly luxury, and at any
time it is seldom within the reach of even
the lower middle class. I have been en-

gaged in doing a small part towards this

by sowing a quantity of seed, althour;h

there can be no doubt that in order to

secure good crowns the best plan is to

plant clean sets with or without crowns,
because these, if of fair size, will give in

good groimd the best results in one season.

For blanching, long roots with other branching ones

are not essential. If there be a stout crown and 6

inches of stout clean stem, that is enough, and all other

roots may be cut off and utilised to form sets. It is,

however, needful first to obtain roots, and no better

plan presents itself than to sow seed and thus procure
a stock, because the prime cost is trifling and labour
is small. I have sown now in drills, 15 inches apart;
that will suffice for the first year's growth, and when
transplanted next autumn, a width of IS inches
between the rows will not be too much for the
selected crowns. In good soil the second year's

growth should give roots fit for blanching. If it be
desired to blanch in the ground and not to lift the
roots, then intervals of at least 2 feet should be given,

because the simplest plan on a large scale is to

earth up the soil over the rows of crowns in sharp
ridges, cutting clean all through when the growths
are ready. Seakale thus produced is without doubt
the sweetest and best flavoured. Still it is a plan
that will not suffice, because it is indispensable that
forcing should begin early to secure a large succession,

Oreopanax Epremesnilianuni in the open air in France.

therefore, we never allow the word procrastination

to be applicable to any of our vineries anent this

matter of Grape thinning. Early Hamburghs are

just finished thinning, and Muscats began. In thin-

ning the latter our young men are charged to err, if

at all, on the side of leaving a few small or im-

perfectly fertilised berries rather than risk over-

thinning. It is only in our earliest house, which is

rather dark, and the Vines too close together, that

Muscats fail to set as perfectly as we could wish

;

not that we ever miss a crop, but sometimes lose a few
good bunches by the preponderance of small berries,

owing to imperfect fertilisation. The forcing of Straw-
berries also gives us an immensity of work at the pre-

sent time ; a daily supply of ripefruit is now demanded,
and, I may add, met, so that on alternate days there

is thinning the fruit of these and putting in succes-

sional batches of j^lants. Our plants are now allowed
to ripen about nine fruits each, and in thinning we
endeavour to have all fruit that are to be left of

about the same size, so that they may ripen together th at

the plants may be cleared away as soon as the fruit is

gathered ; thus the spread of spider, should there be
any on the plants, is reduced to the miuinmui point.

Abundance of water is now a necessity, and after the
fruit is set till colouring has began, we give clear

manure water at each alternate watering. We are
never troubled with non-setting of fruit, and out of

the hundreds of plants already forced this season, two
plants are the full extent of what are genenally termed
" blind," or have failed to set, a fact attributable first to

the variety—Vicomtesse Hericart de Thury—which
won't fail, and secondly, to wintering them plunged
in ashes, leaves, or cocoa fibre, in a natural, not to
say rational, in contradistinction to the haycock plan
of stacking them by the pots being laid on their sides,

a plan that I tiiought had quite died out, but recent
notes in some of the papers show that I was mistaken.
Made a general sowing in frames of Asters, Stocks,
Zinnias, ornamental Grasses, and Everlastings, and
have labelled ready for sowing under handUghts on a
sunny border on the first favourable occasion Antirr-
hinums, Wallflowers, Sweet Williams, Canterbury

Bells, Pentstemons, Columbines, Delphi-
niums, &c. Potted on Dahlias, Mar-
guerites and Pelargonium Lady Plymouth
that are required as central or standard
plants in the summer bedding arrange-
ments. Put in cuttings of various kinds,
and potted the later struck Chrysanthe-
mums into 5-inch pots.

April 9.

A fine day, though sunless, but a dry-
ing wind favoured our ground operations,
and we finished Potato planting, and pre-
pared ground for Seakale sowing and
planting. The medium-sized roots (jf

those that have been forced we again
plant as cuttings, which we prepare by
cutting them into straight lengths of
from 4 inches to 6 inches, and cut out
all eyes or root-buds, except one, or at
most a couple of the strongest nearest the
top of the cutting. The ground having
been deeply trenched, we plant with
dibbers, in rows 2 feet apart, and from
15 inches to 18 inches from plant to plant.
The seed we sow in drills the same dis-

tance apart, and thin tliem out to a foot
apart soon as large enough to handle.
Thinning Muscat Grapes, and pinched
out the points of about half the laterals;

the remainder will be left for a few days
till those now pinched have ajain begun
to grow. I don't profe.-s to an overplus
of scientific knowledge, hut httle is needed
to fathom how, or why, injury may be,

is done, to Vines that are at one stroke
denuded of all their lateral growth. Tied
down Fig shoots and pinched out the
longest growths, at least the longest of
those that are not needed to furnish the
trellis ; these we allow to grow from 1 foot
to 18 inches in length, and then pinch,
and so continue till they have covered
the desired space. The border is inside,

well drained, restricted in extent, so that
high feeding is imperative, and which we supjjly in the
form of liquid manure about once a fortnight, and
which has been done to-day, the water beiug at a tempe-
rature of from 80° to 90". The border of late Muscat
vinery has been served the same and forcing begun.
The night temperature will range from 55" to 60°

and 70'^ by day, and we shall close up when sunny in

time to run up the temperature to 90". Laid in

wood of second Peaches and thinned fruit. Potted a
few Palms, small Dracaenas, and Maiden-hair Ferns
that are required for table decoration. For the
present the propagation, potting, planting, and prick-

ing out of bedding plants forms a part of each day's

work.
April 10.

Five degrees of frost this morning followed by
sunshine and showers, the latter not sufficiently

heavy to stop our outside work, of which sweeping
and clearing up formed a large part, the late wind
storms being answerable for a goodly proportion of the
work we have had to do in this direction. Sowed
Seakale and Turnips ; weeded the mulching on Straw-
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berry plots and trod it down, taking special pains to

makeitfirmimmediatelyroundthecrowns of the plants.

Our plots were thickly covered with manure late

in autumn, and though the foliage is a bit brown, the

crowns are now starting growth as vigorously aa if

there had been no winter. The same is true of Rasp-

berries ; the mulching over these we have beaten

down with spades, the same as one would beat down

turf, and the first chance all the fruit tree mulchings

will'be served the same. The usual weekly shifting

and rearrangement of plants in houses has for once

had to be abandoned, Grape thinning being so press-

in"-. Strawberries have been overhauled, a number

thinned, and every vacant place in Strawberry house

and shelves in other houses filled up. I may add that

the plants up to the time of flowering are syringed

overhead twice each day, but never afterwards, and

very rarely indeed do they get affected with either fly

or spider, the washings before flowering doubtless

contributing to their freedom from these pests. Tied

Melons ; the first lot are now in flower, and a compa-

ratively dry atmosphere will be maintained till the

fruit is set and swelling. The bed has had a thorough

watering and mulching with droppings, and this wiU

serve the plants till the fruits are as large as a mode-

rate sized Apple. At this season, with projier appli-

ances as to frames or houses, Cucumbers give but

little trouble other than thinning out growths, pinch-

ing and thinning out the fruit, the last named

being the most important, as over-productiveness soon

cripples—in fact sometimes causes the sudden col-

lapse of the plants. Our summer supply is grown

in frames, and once a week the plants have

attention in respect of training, stopping, and soiling

;

overhead syringing is always done once, and in sunny

weather twice each day. When in full growth they

revel in a sunheat temperature of SO", and, with

plenty of moisture, 90* is none too high, as we have

repeatedly proved—forced to do so really, owing to

beinf short of fermenting materia! wherewith to in-

crease or keep up the heat. Looked over Grapes in

bottles ; they still keep well, and Apples the same.

April 12.

A day of bright sunshine, preceded by a sharp frost,

and tlie fruit-tree coverings were therefore left over

the trees all day long, as it is sun and frost in com-

bination that do the greatest harm to expanding fruit

blossoms. Our ground worked so well, that we have

been able to complete the sowing of Broccoli, Bore-

coles, Savoys, and a successional sowing of Autumn

Giant Cauliflowers. They are sown thinly in dnlls

a foot ajiart on a border looking east, in which

position the plants withstand drought and heat

for a long time without injury, a consideration of

some raornent to those, who, like ourselves, have

sometimes to wait for a crop being exhausted before

ground can be had for putting out tlie plants. The

seeds were at once netted over to protect them from

birds, a plan we have also to adopt fcir Turnip

and Radish seeds ; red lead, soot, and liine ap-

plied to the seeds have proved quite useless in our

case, as the birds pull up the seeds just the same,

but are too cute to eat them. Planted out a first

lot of Brussels Sprouts; the general p'anting will

not be made for a month to come, but the plants are

already pricked out in cold frames, together with the

earliest spring-sown Cauliflowers for use at the end of

July and during August. Sowed Sweet Peas, Mig-

nonette, and a few hardy annuals, the last named

in small patches amongst Roses. A few pieces of

Asparagus were today just breaking through the

soil, and this was accepted as warning to be on the

alert as regards slugs and weeds, and therefore a

second dressing of salt was given at once. Raked

over ground and picked off stones that is to be

sown with Grass seeds on the morrow, should the

weather ci.ntinue fine. Still at Grape-thinning.

Planting out Lobelias, Verbenas, and Ageratums in

frames, and refilling the boxes they occupied with

the more tender section of bedding plants that still

require heat. Seedling Carnations, Salpiglossis, Gold

Feather, Perilla, and another lot of Celery are

amongst those that are now being pricked out at

the foot of fruit tree walls having a southern aspect.

The bright sunshine of to-day we made the most of,

closing up all forcing houses early, which, whilst it

benefits the Vines, trees, &c., very greatly reduces

the fuel bill, and there is need of reduction of this

item duringi the present quarter to counteract the

formidable bill of last quarter, otherwise some of

us arc likely to hear that the bills are too high.

April 13.

Another fine, but less sunny day. Sowed Grass

seeds, raked and re-raked them in, and afterwards

rolled the ground twice over. This work has occupied

all our outside hands, for much as we wished to get

on with other work, we made a duty of necessity,

and have thus got the Grass-seed scare off our mind.

Indoors work has been much the same as for a week
or two past. I'lenty of Grape-thinning, propagating

of summer bedding plants, and shifting about the

same. Tied up Tomatoes. They are in pots, and

those in flower we have moved to the lightest posi-

tions in the vineries. Pinched the points out of

Calceolarias in frames to induce a bushy growth.

They want more space, but they will have to wait

till the flower-beds are ready, to which we intend to

transplant them for good instead, as we have usually

done, to a sheltered border in the kitchen garden, but

which is not this year available. Hants.

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.
Vines.

Although the change from a cold protracted winter

to a bright, smiling spring has not been quite so

decided as we could have wished—rain, cold, heavy,

and drenching, having fallen more or less ever since

the frost and snow left us—the improvement has

already become manifest, not only in our houses, but

also in the open garden. Still, the season must be

decidedly late, and perhaps the arrangement is the

best which Nature could have made for us, as it is to

be feared th.at detailed management is in many places

greatly in arrear. So much rain within the past

month has sadly delayed outdoor work on cold, heavy

soils; many operations which I have performed in

February have yet (April 8) to be carried out ; but

one important matter to which I recently directed

attention has been satisfactorily settled for the

present. That is, I hardly need say, the watering of

externa! borders, for no matter how well the internal

roots may be fed and flushed, dryness outside when
advanced growth begins to draw is one of the most fatal

causes of sterility, shanking, and imperfect finish,

independently of attacks of spider and mildew, to

which Vines under glass can be subjected. Assuming,

then, that Grape growers throughout the kingdom

have had enough rain for the external roots, mulching

from rich, heavy spit manure to light horse manure

or stable litter should be placed over the surface to

keep in the moisture and draw the young feeders up

to the influence of the sun. Light, sandy, or elevated

borders will carry heavy coatings of the first, while

old, depressed, or heavy borders will most likely pro-

duce the best results under a covering of fresh

Mushroom manure and old lime rubble, or a good

layer of stable litter just as it is taken from the horses.

Inside borders may now be treated in a similar way,

but, like the fresh manure which I have just recom-

mended for h'each houses, it must be well worked before

it is placed on the floois of vineries, otherwise the tender

foliage may be caught by avvhiff of ammonia, when a

good thing will be condemned for the season because it

has been improperly or carelessly applied. Some
tliirty or forty years ago there sprang into existence

a number of horticultural builders who ran jirivate

growers into enormous expense by the introduction

of tons of York paving for broad back and front

paths and steps, while pits in the centre of each

vinery, so well adapted for the reception of ferment-

ing and decaying leaves and manure, were carefully

covered with Welsh slates for the reception of

Azaleas and other hard-wooded plants, which

generally carry with them a stock of bug, thrips, and

other minor abominations. The unfortunate gar-

deners, many of them much against their will and

better judgment, were given to understand that

ordinary cultivation would very soon lead them to

the front rank at the great London shows, while their

humble brethren who had to make shift with turf

walls, home-grown timber trellis paths, and ground

for the floor were to scramble for the good things

given away at country gatherings. External planting

was, of course, compulsory, but then what a splendid

length of rafter for the rods, for every division was
wide enough for the admission of two do<u'8, one at

the back, another on the front path, and how clean

and imposing the houses looked, free from straw and

litter and the pungent smells which sometimes tickle

an old hand's olfactory nerves when passing through,

lantern in hand, last thing at night. But, notwith-

standing the fact that the borders, broad, rich, and

deep, had forced up good canes, the foliage looked

thill and flabby ; the moon and stars could be seen

through it ; a rifle ball could be fired through a bunch

of Muscats without touching a berry, and MamburghB
ripened up with a tinge of red in them. Tons upon

tons of water were cast over the hissing flags and

slates ; the more they were watered, the drier the

atmosphere. Thrips, spider, bug, and mildew reigned

supreme. Fourteen years finished the Vines, but the

(i rapes never reached the front row at Kensington.

This is no imaginary picture, but one out of

many real facts for young gardeners to look upon

and study when they have made themselves thoroughly

acquainted with roots and their work. The last

time I walked through one of these fine ranges of

vineries superfluous flags and slates had been re-

moved, front walls had been pierced, and new sets of

Vines had been planted in narrow inside borders,

eventually to be made wider as root space is required.

The present well-trained gardener fills his pits with

fermenting materials, mulches well, and the dense

leathery foliage of his young Vines shows at a glance

that insect pests can find no abiding place there. By
all means let us have a rising generation of scientific

gardeners—men who can tell us how roots are formed

and what are their functions ; let them also be able

to tell by the feel of their Pine leaves and by the

appearance of their Vine foliage when they enter the

house if they really require liquid food ; let them
learn from practical lessons with the hose, the liquiil

barrel, and the guano bag when they require feeding,

what quantity will be good for their plants or their

\'ines, and whether it should be stimulating or other-

wise. But I digiess. I started with my Vine

calendar, and already half my allotted space is taken

up with generalities not usually touched upon in the

hard and hackneyed path almost invariably followed.

With a set of vineries now in full work it is im-

possible for the watchful superintendent to proceed

many paces without finding plenty of work for deft

and willing hands to do.

Pot Vine House.

In this house the Grapes, if they are to shake

hands with the departing Lady Dowries, will now be

culouring fast, if not ripening. In order to facilitate

this process and ensure perfect colour and finish, more
air with sufficient flre-heat to keep it in constant

motion will be needed, not only by day, but also

through the night. The only lime from this stage

forward, when a close atmosphere will be advantageous,

will include the three or four hours' daylight which

will follow, closing with sunheat to swell up the

berries, when the supply of moisture may be slightly

reduced. Root-watering to a certain extent must
also be gradually diminished, but not entirely dis-

continued, unless the pots are deeply plunged and
the crock and surface roots have taken a thorough

hold of the fast-decaying vegetable matter, which
will require a moderate quantity of warm stimulating

liquid to aid them up to the finish uf the fruit.

These precautions with regard to water and atmo-

spheric moisture apply mo.-t particularly to those two
fine pot Grapes, Madresfield Court Muscat and
Foster's Seedling, which should be still further safe-

guarded from cracking by an unrestricted growth of

lateral foliage. Hamburghs and Buckland Sweet-

water will take liberal supplies with a proportionate

circulation of warm air ; but where these four, still

the best for early work, are grown together, the

give-and-take principle is the only safe course to

pursue.

Vines from eyes put in in January and intended

for fruiting next season will soon be fit ffor shifting

into 10-inch or 1'2-inch pots, which must be clean and

carefully crocked with crushed bones. The compost

for the final shift should consist of light rich turf in a

dry rough state, a liberal sprinkling of bone meal,

burnt earth, or old lime rubble. Uncoil the roots,
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pot firmly, and replunge for a time in a sharp bottom

heat to give them a fresh start. When the crisp

foliage, tippefl with beads of moisture on opening the

pit, indicates that the routs are at work, gradually

raise the pots out of the bed, but allow them to

stand on the surface until more head room is

required. As soon as there is danger of crowding,

remove all the strongest to a light structure where

they can be trained close to the glass, and revel in a

temperature ranging from GS" by night to 80° or S;'j°

on bright day.s. Feed well with warm diluted liquid,

guano, and soot water occasionally, and syringe freely

when the house is closed with sun heat. The object

being stout short-jointed canes, pinch all laterals at

the first leaf, and finally stop the points of the canes

at 6 feet or 1) feet according to the length required

for furnishing the fruiting pit. Expose the young

canes to every ray of sunshine, ventilate early on

bright mornings, and shut up with moisture in mode-

ration, as an excess in a confined atmosphere pro-

duces warts on the under side of the leaves, which in

time check the progress of the Vines. If under this

treatment any of the top buds break, allow the late-

rals to grow freely, and pinch again until such time

as the young canes begin to show signs of changing

to a bright nut brown colour. When this stage is

reached, gradually withhold atmospheric moisture

;

but on no account neglect the roots, as they must be

regularly fed until the foliage shows signs of ripen-

ing. When growth ceases, remove all the laterals

from the base up to within 1 foot of the top bud, but

carefully preserve the main leaves, as upon them de-

pends the plumping of the buds and the formation of

the embryo bunches before the Vines go to rest for

the remainder of the season. Vines struck in sods of

turf for planting out during the month of May or

early in June will now be making good progress and

the roots most likely be interlacing with each other,

as is generally the case when the sods are placed

close together on a gentle hotbed. Should this

happen it will be necessary to sever the roots by

passing a sharp knife between the sods some time

before the .season for planting. In the meantime
follow former directions by the introduction of new
compost for making up the borders, and see that it is

thoroughly aerated and warmed by occasional turning

and the application of fermenting manure.

Grapes in E.vbly Vineries

Started in November last, although the season has

been unfavourable, will now be taking their last

swelling, and some of the most forward bunches will

most likely be colouring. When this stage is reached

rules laid down for the management of pot Vines

under similar conditions will apply ; but unless time

be an object it will not be prudent to hurry them, as

undue haste, particularly at night, is sure to result in

imperfect colour and finish. If the roots have the

run of internal and external borders, see that the first

are well nmlched and thoroughly watered with warm
diluted liquid at a temperature of 85" to flu" and in

quantity sufficient to permeate every particle of soil

down to the drainage. Look carefully over the

bunches, and if any of them show signs of binding

remove a berry here and there, to set the remainder

at liberty, but the scissors must be used with great

care, as the slightest touch will destroy the delicate

bloom. Pinch all gross laterals to prevent the foliage

from crowding up against the glass, but allow weak
ones to grow until the Grapes are ripe and fit for

cutting.

In succession houses, disbudding, tying, and stopping

must be taken in hand and completed before the

shoots reach the glass, the lengths to which the

growths are allowed to extend beyond the bunches

being regulated by the space at disposal. Some stop

at the first joint beyond the bunch ; others go to the

second or third. In my own practice I prefer allow-

ing two clear joints to be formed before I pinch, and

then lay in laterals on the semi-extension principle

until every part of the trellis is furnished with foliage.

I once saw a house of Grapes pinched back to the

joint from which the bunch emanated, but the bunches

and berries were very small, and evidently suffered

from this severe treatment. Tying down should be

performed by degrees, little and often ; otherwise, if

drawn too close at first many of the strongest shoots,

particularly on old spurs, will roll out of their sockets,

not, perhaps, at the time, but shortly afterwards, when
unsightly gaps and loss of the spur will mar the ap-

pearance of the house for the remainder of the season.

Houses containing mixed varieties, including Muscats,

Mrs. Pince, Black Morocco, Buckland Sweetwater,

and Lady Uownes, should be carefully fertilised when
in flower. Cross-fertilisation, when the camel's-hair

brush is used, answers best, but some good growers

prefer setting with the syringe. Last year we were

driven by force of circumstances to use the syringe in

an early house, and the Grapes never set better. This

year, a Muscat Hamburgh, which never had set well,

was treated on drastic principles, and the set is cpiite

satisfactory. Having for many years given preference

to the camel's-hair brush, I am not ashamed of saying

I have found the syringe succeed where the brush had

previously failed. My Cherries have been treated in

the same way, and I never had so much thinning.

Where thinning is a heavy operation, free setters

should be taken in hand as soon as they are out of

flower to give the shy varieties time to declare them-

selves.

L.VTE Houses

are unusually backward this season, and, judging from

the extrai^rdinary weather which still prevails, we
nnist not for the present look for much forcing help

from solar influences. The Vines are. however, un-

usually strong and the shows are very fine—two
important compensating points which may be turned

to advantage when the period arrives for pulling up
the time which patience justified our sacrificing to a

late spring. At the present time we are quite a

month late, but from this it must not he inferred that

we shall be a month behind at the finish, as Lady
Downes, Gros Colmar, and other varieties usually

found in this compartment always pay, not only in

size of bunch and beri-y, but also in quaUty for Muscat
treatment. As a preliminary step to this treatment,

all internal borders should be thoroughly soaked with

water at a temperature of itO'"', an*l at once littered

down with well-worked st.able litter. The houses

must be well syringed twice a day until the Grapes
come into flower, and the temperature may range

from e.'i" to rO" by niglit, SO" by day with air, and
90° with sun-heat in the afternoon after closing.

Grape Room.

I have on one or two occasions stated that forced

ruits have stt unusually well this season, and can
now supplement those remarks by saying late

Grapes never kept better—two facts which may safely

be relegated to the fine tropical weather which pre-

vailed when the wood and fruit were ripening last

year. Although we have ba'-ely kept the frost out of

our Grape room. Lady Downes are still as plump and
fresh as when they were cut from the Vines at

C'hristmas, and, judging from the appearance of the

stalks, I have no hesitation in saying they will keep
well up to the end of May. The principal points in

this deiiartment will now be the maintenance of a low,

even temperature, damp rather than dry, and the

exclusion of light. Decaying berries must of course

be removed, and the bottles must be kept full of

wa'er, otherwise the roots now forming will rob the

berries. After this time it is a good plan to wash
and refill a few bottles with soft water, and transfer

the remainder of the stock to them. This is not,

however, absolutely necessary, as I have frequently

kept Grapes for five months without ever changing

the water. W. CoLEMAN.

weeds till it is strong enough to take care of itself.

For the first two years very little pruning will be
needed, only nipping off leading shoots, and for

this purpose the knife is as good a tool as any.
Then the shears or a sharp-bladed switch-hook
should be employed, usually towards the end of

July. The hedge should always be wider at the
bottom than at tlie top, in order to keep the bottom
well filled up.—E. Hobdav.

Planting hedges ofWhite Thorn.—Trench
the site 4 feet wide and as deep as it will bear—at

any rate deep enough to bury the weeds and
rulsbish. There is no reason why the hedge should

not occupy the site forty or fifty years in good
condition if required, so the preparatory work
should be well done, manure being given if neces-

sary. Many of the present worn-out hedges reach

that condition owing to thick planting in the first

instance and unskilful pruning afterwards. Two
rows of plants are cimimonly planted, but a better

and more lasting fence will be obtained by plant-

ing only one row fi inches apart. Make the soil

firm before planting, and select only healthy

plants 18 inches high and strong in proportion.

Cut them back to 3 inches high just before plant-

ing. Keep the bottom of the hedge free from

Trees and Shrubs.

PIGMY CONIFERS.
There are a good many miniature forms of even
the largest growing coniferous trees that are
adapted for planting in small gardens or confined
spaces, for their grow'th is so slow as to be scarcely
perceptible, so that but little allowance need be
made for the full development of the specimen.
All are good rock-garden plants ; indeed, many of
them are better suited for rockeries than for any-
thing else, as a suitable position is readily enough
found for them there ; whereas in the open ground,
associated with other shrubs, they are apt to be
overrun by other things. Many do well in i»ts,
and in this way may be used for various decora-
tive purposes where more delicate subjects would
be injured.

The Norway Spruce (Abies excelsa) contributes
largely to the list of dwarfs, the most distinct

varieties of this being brevifolia, a low round bush
with remarkably short leaves ; Clanbrasiliana, with
the branches horizontally arranged, causing the
plant to assume the shape of a round, flattened

mass. It is more vigorous than some of the other
varieties, but a plant a yard high is a good size<l

specimen. There is also a sort of this with ascend-
ing branches. One of the smallest of all is

Gregoriana, which forms a low dense tuft of very
slow growth. Another variety (pygma'a) is gene-
rally of a bluntly conical habit, which imparts to

it quite a distinct character from the others.

There are .several more names of dwarf varieties

to be found in dift'erent lists, but tlie above in-

clude a distinct selection.

The Chinese Akeor-vit.!; (Biota orientalis) is

represented, among others, by the golden form,
which, more frequently known as Thuja aurea, is

such a common object in small gardens. There
is another variety (semper-aurescens) in which the
golden hue is retained for a longer jieriod than is

the case with the commoner kind. A good con-
trast in colour to the above is Zuccariniana, a
dwarf globular form with rich, bright green foliage,

very cheerful at all seasons. Of Cryptomeria
japonica, its variety nana is seldom more than
2 feet or 3 feet high, and is of a dense sturdy
habit. Another variety, spiralis, is a small, loose-

growing plant, with the sickle-shaped leaves
pressed so closely to the stem as to look as if

wound around it. Cupressus Lawsoniana pro-
duces individuals so widely different from the
tyjje that a dwarf variety of this will be taken as
a matter of course; indeed, there are a couple of

good kinds. The first is nana, or pygnuea, a
dense globular little bush of a deep green colour.

We have a couple of plants of this on the rock-
work here that have scarcely increased in size for

the last ten years, yet they are always fresh and
beautiful. The other form is like this last in

growth, but the foliage is very glaucous. The
White Cedar (Cupressus thyoides) has also a dwarf
variety, that like the type needs a damp position

to be seen to advantage. When so situated it is

a jiretty little shrub.

Many of the Junipers are naturally lo%\' grow-
ing, but spreading in habit, so that they will cover
a considerable space. A couple of miniature
varieties are a form of the Irish Juniper known as
compressa, a little upright habited plant reaching
a height of about a foot, and the Hedgehog
Juniper (J. Oxycedrus echinitormis), which forms a
dense little tuft of prickly foliage. Among Silver

Firs the only one to mention here is hudsonica, a
little spreading plant but seldom seen.
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Til K Pines, considering their number, have not

many pigmies among them, the principal being a
flwarf \ariety of P. sylvestris, P. Laiicio, Cembra,
and StrobuK. This last, l^nown both as nana and
umlnacnlihTa, is a little, much-branched bush of

a somewhat table-formed shape. A good specimen
is a very interesting object, and it is perhaps the

best of the dwarf Firs. Several of the Retinosporas

into bloom rapi<lly. The Mezereon (Pajjlme Me-
zereum) is one of the showiest, and when in a
group it has a striking effect. Though so beautiful,

its merits are but rarely recognised, being fre-

quently seen dotted here and there, perliaps in

some light sandy soil, where it can barely exist,

and consequently is never effective. A cool, moist,

rather stiff' soil suits this Daj)hne best, and if the

at all seasons, for e\ en when devoid of foliage the

gi'aceful contour of the branches is most pleasing.

The flowers are something like those of the Haw-
thorn, but smaller, yet they are borne in such pro-

fusion that the principal shoots are completely
wreathed with them. Even when the flowers are

over, the bright green lanceolate leaves retain

their freshness, generally speaking, till late in the

(

are small growing plants, and even the larger

ones can be easily kept within bounds by the use

of the knife, for they readily adapt themselves to

pruning. R. ericoides is a dense Heath-like shrub

seldom more than a yard high, and from its dis-

tinct purplish red colour during winter is well

worth consideration. There is a dwarf variety of

Retinospora obtusa which is a pei-fect gem, the

small, but dense, frond-like branches overlapping

each other reminding one strongly of some of the

cuspidata section of Selaginella. It is often met

;

with as Thuja pygmaja, under which name I

obtained a small specimen nearly twenty years

afo, which was planted on the rockwork, and
though in a thriving condition its height now can

be counted by inches, being only 8 inches high

and li feet in diameter. There are ditf'erent

forms of this dwarf R. obtusa that have been

raised from seed, some being more vigorous than

this Moss-like favourite of mine. R. tetragona

aurea is another pretty little shrub with the young
growth of a blight golden yellow colour.

Of Yews there are several small forms, one of

the most distinct being ericoides, a little twiggy

bush with small blackish green leaves. Of the

American Arbor-vitie, the nurserymen on that side

of the Atlantic catalogue a long list of varieties,

some of which I have not yet seen, but of those

that have come under my observation the best

dwarf kinds are Hoveyi, a globular bush, bright

green in colour, and compacta, another close-

growing form. Thuja plicata dumosa forms a

little dense, slow-growing mass of a greyish green

colour. The tips of the shoots are curiously

flattened and crested. The last I will mention is

the Japanese Thujopsis Uetevirens, a miniature

form of the better-known T. dolabrata, of a

beautiful light green colour. When in a thri\'ing

condition it is a most handsome little plant.

Alpha.

The Mezereon in bloom.—With the mild

weather many early-flowering shrubs are coming

situation be partially shaded, so much
the better. We hfive a bush of the

rubra variety on the north side of a
wall which never gets any sun, yet

it is in robust health, and is now
covered with its highly fragrant,

brightly coloured blossoms. In some
parts finely developed specimens are

to be met with in cottagers' gardens,

where they have been undisturbed

for years. It is a plant very im-

patient of removal, for but few fibrous

roots are produced, yet if it is neces-

sary to transplant it at all, the best

season for the operation is in the

autumn, for it commences to grow
(in the case of mild winters) about

Christmas, and consequently greater

risk is then run of moving it at that

time. As seedlings are raised in

quantity, there is, of course, a good
deal of variation to be found among
plants thus obtained. The principal

points of difference are, however, the

flowers, which in some Individuals are

greatly superior to the others. In

nurseries the best forms are generally

projiagated by cuttings or layers, and
to the most decided varietal names
have been given. The two finest are

the deep-coloured variety, which is

sometimes found under the names of

rubra, purpurea, or atro-purpurea,

and the white-blossomed kind (alba),

a delightful contrast to the preced-

ing. Apart from the beauty of their

blossoms, these Daphnes make a goodly show in

the autumn with their coral-red berries.—A.

Spiraea Thunbergi. — The slender arching

shoots of this Spiraea are just now wreathed with

the tender green unfolding leaves, and in a short

time these will be accompanied by crowds of tiny

white flowers. This Spiraja forms a pretty bush

Tl;e Alijine Rose (Rhododendron fen-ugineum) ; flowers deep pink.

season ; indeed, it is often sub-evergreen in cha-

racter. Like all the other Spira>as, it needs a

fairly moist, cool soil, rather than a hot and diy

one, and is often benefited by a'little pruning, not,

as might be supposed, to shorten in the principal

shoots, but to remove any weak and exhausted

branches, in order to allow the more vigorous ones
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to develop themselves. Most of the Sph\Tas are

greatly benefited by this treatment, the blossoms

being in all respects finer than when the old ex-

hausted shoots and small attenuated twigs arc

allowed to choke up the centre of the plant. The
Sjiira-a under notice is one of the easiest of

all hardy shrubs to force into flower, as it may be

had in bloom in a few days, but though remarkably
pretty, the flowers do not last long in this way.

—

H. P.

THE ALPINE ROSE.

(rhododendron ferrdginedm.)

This little alpine shrub, which grows wild on the

pasture lands of the Alps and Apennines, and
furnishes the shepherds there witli their only

fuel, is a charming shrub for a garden, difl'erent

from most of the other liardy Rhododendrons both

in growth and ilower. It forms a low, spreading

bush, clotheil with small Box-like leaves, rusty

coloured on their under surfaces. In early

summer it produces its rosy pink blossoms, gene-

rally in profusion. It is perfectly hardy, and,

being an Evergreen, it has an additional value,

particularly for dotting here and there on the

margins of dense masses of common Rhododen-
drons, for in such a position it tends greatly to

relieve the monotonous appearance of heavy
masses of the common kind. It is also a capital

shrub for the rock garden ; indeed, it never looks

so thoroughly at home as when falling over

the ledge of a great boulder, and so arranging its

dense, cushion-like head in a natural way. In
short, this alpine shrub and its congeners are not

half known enough in gardens, and it is only in

old-fashioned places that one can find big bushes

of them. They ai'e easy to grow in any soil,

though, like others of the race, they prefer peat.

It succeeds in all parts of these islands, but
seems to thrive be.st in the north ; for instance, it

can be seen in no greater perfection anywhere
than in the Edinburgh Botanic Gardens, where
the late Mr. McNab planted some isolated groups

of it on one of tlie lawns. When speaking of

R. ferrugineum, the rest of the species of the

European Alps belonging to the ferrugineum
section may be included, for they are all similar

in growth and appearance. There are but few,

and Ijiitanists seem to difl'er among themselves as

to which are species and wliich are varieties.

The names are I'errugineum, hirsutum, interme-

dium, said to be a hybrid between the two
former, and niyrtifolium. All these are very old

garden slirubs, son)e introduced a couple of cen-

turies ago.

The Judas tree (Cercis Siliquastrum).—The
Judas tree lias much to recommend it. It is

crowded with Ijright flowers ; then as the leaves

make their appearance their distinct shape and
peculiar hue attract attention, while an old speci-

men is generally a most picturesque object. It is

well suited for planting as a lawn tree, especially

in gardens of limited extent, for it does not soon
outgrow its allotted bounds and encroach on
weaker neighbours. The .Judas tree generally
forms a spreading flattened head, but occasionally

it branches close to the ground, so that there is

then no clean trunk. As the foliage is not dense,

the clusters of large seed-pods are very con-
spicuous during the summer. It is a native of the
south of Europe, and, according to Loudon, was
introduced into this country as long ago as 1596.

—H. P.

SHORT NOTES.—TREES AND SHRUBS.

THE PRICKLY-CONED PINE.

(PINUS MURIC.4TA.)

This distinct, though inelegant, Pine can hardly

be i-ecommended either in an ornamental or profit-

able sense, although at the same time we feel

justified in saying that fiom its rather unusual
appearance it is well worthy of a corner in the

pinetum. Being perfectly hardy, not at all fas-

tidious as to soil or situation, and of the easiest

culture, are all points in its favour; while the low,

semi-spieading habit of growth renders it to some
extent valuable for i)lauting in high-lying breezy

situations either as game shelter or for the orna-

mentation of such lileak districts. At (iOO feet

altitude in Carnarvonshire and on rather poor,

rocky soil, and partially sheltered by a Scotch Fir

clump, I have seen this Pine doing well ; and
although in such situations it never attains to a

large size, yet its bushy habit of growth makes up
to some extent for lack of height ; indeed, in such

places its true nature is, perhaps, better shown off

than it could be under more favourable circum-

stances. It is a peculiarly distinct Pine, the gener-

ally irregular appearance of its brandies and
clustered prickly cones being different to those of

any other which I know. The leaves are in paii-s,

a inches long, stiff', and of a dark green or bluish

tint, and usually sparsely arranged on the branches

;

cones usually clustered around the stem, remark-
ably persistent and hard to remove, and covered

on one side at least with sharp-pointed prickles.

The inner side of the cone is usually smooth and
of a reddish brown colour, wOiile the outer is of an

ashy grey and with the scales terminating in sharp,

slightly hooked spikes. They are 3 inches long by
about 2 inches diameter at the thickest part, and
quickly taper to a rather blunt point. At alti-

tudes ranging from .SOOO feet to over 4000 feet on
the Californian mountains, more particularly along

the coast range, it is found in some quantity, but
varying much in size, from that of a 12 feet high

bush to a small tree of 30 feet or 40 feet. It was
introduced into England in 1846, and is perhaps
better known under the name of P. Edgeriana
than muricata. A. D. Webster.

Tree protectors.—For tlie protection of newly planted
trees I have found it to be a good plan to stick sprays of
Gorse around each, and daub them with coal tar, or rnn a
line of Cocoa-nut fibre yarn round the new plantation about
b inches from the ground. This should then be given a thick
coat of coal tar, which should be renewed three or four times
every season. Few rabbits or even hares will venture to
cross such a barrier.

—

Sul-Agent.

Buddleia globosa.—I am pleased to find that

"Alpha'' succeeds with this grand old plant

so near to London (see p. .312). I have tried it

frequently in East Anglia, and never succeeded

with it off a conservative wall. I note that

"Alpha's" .soil is light and sandy, and no doubt
this assists in securing his success. It is impos-

sible to overpraise the beauty of this grand old

plant. My richest treat on my first visit to Devon-
shire some years since was the profusion and size

of the Buddleias. I went primarily to see the

orchards of the county and the Conifera; of Bicton,

but confess the Buddleias and Hydrangeas charmed
me more than either. The orchards, writing of

them in the mass, were the mere ghosts of de-

parted glory or of possible profit. The Conifers

were, of course, in such a climate beautiful ; but
the Buddleias, throwing their tall branches over

the high walls of suburban gardens and contrast-

ing their curious masses of semi-golden flowers

against the blue sky, were things of beauty to be
seen by many of us only once, but to be treasured

in our memories for ever. The foliage as thus seen

is almost as strikingly unique as the flowers, and
the two form a mass of grace and beauty impossible

to any other jilant. Those who have only seen Bud-
dleias grown in pots or trained on walls can have no
idea of their true grandeur and magnificence as

luxuriant standards, 10 feet to 15 feet high and al-

most as much through, crowned with bloom.

Still, they are well worth a wall in sites, soils, or

climates where they cannot be otherwise grown

;

and while making earnest appeal for wall space

for Tea Roses, even to the clearing ott' of not a few
flowering plants that not seldom rather encumber
than adorn them, I should assuredly preserve such
striking plants as the Buddleia. It forms a most
usefuland .?triking plant for furnishing the piers be-

tween the panels on walls of Tea Roses. Few flowers

would form a more striking contrast to those of

Roses, while the large leaves would form capital

break-winds to the tender Roses in the panels.

This may seem rather hard on the Buddleia; but
though the latter is somewhat tender as against

the frost, the leaves are of sufficient texture to

liear a large amount of wind with comparative
impunity.—D. T. F.

Cydoniajaponica.-Now thatthis old-fashioned

shrub is in bloom one can judge of the merits of

the several varieties of it now in cultivation. For
the two best I should select those named princeps,

in which the blooms are of a rich deep crimson, and
nivalis, whose blossoms are pure white, without
the pinkish tinge that most of the so-called white
varieties assume after the flowers have been open
a few days. This latter is at all events a compa-
ratively new kind, but as the Cydonia is by no
means difficult of propagation, it should ere long be
much better known. "To increase the Cydonias a
good way is to layer the branches, or at times
rooted suckers can without difficulty be detached
from the parent plant. • They are usually trained

to a wall, and in such a position arc most .showy,

but this by no means exhausts the purposes for

which they may be employed, for grown as an
open bush they will flower well, and usually con-

tinue to bloom till summer is far advanced.

—

ALi'ir.v.

Cassiope tetragona.—Throughout the long
spell of cold weather that we have experienced

this year, one of the brightest tufts of green has

been a mass of this pretty diminutive shrub, which
retained the freshness of its colouring at a time

when most other Evergreens were browned and
unhealthy looking. It is a pretty Heathdike
plant, with the leaves closely packed in four rows,

this circumstance giving rise to the name tetra-

gona. The drooping solitary bell-shaped flowers,

which are borne during the spring, add yet another

feature to the plant. This little .shrub is a native

of the northern parts of Asia and America, so that

our winters have no effect on it. The principal

point to be observed in its cultivation is to choose

a spot where it will not suffer from drought during
the summer months. Planted in peaty soil on a
moist part of the roekwork, it will succeed per-

fectly. Another pretty little species is the Hima-
layan C. fastigiata, which among other points

ditters from the last named in its more upright
habit of growth.—T.

Cephalotaxus pedunculata fastigiata.—It

is only within the last few years that this has been
recognised as a Cephalotaxus, it being at one time
looked upon as a Podocarpus under the specific

name of koraianus which was given to it by Gordon

;

indeed, this latter title is still in common use. It

forms a shridj as upright in growth as thelrishYew,
but with much larger leaves. That it is a Cepha-
lotaxus has been several times proved by the ordi-

nary fastigiate form pushing out shoots that grew
in a nearly horizontal manner, and had the leaves

arranged in two rows instead of being scattered,

thus differing in no way from Cephalotaxus pe-

dunculata. This case is about analogous to that of

the common and Irish Yew. The upright Cepha-

lotaxus is quite hardy, but it succeeds best in a
sheltered rather than exposed position.—H. P.

Choisya ternata.—"W. B. H." (p. 29t3) tells us

that Choisya ternata blooms freely in a cool house,

and recommends it for its usefulness as a greenhouse

shrub. He does good service in calling attention to

it, for it is well worth gromng, and does not seem to

be much known. I saw it last week in the Exminster

Nursery at Exeter. There was a fine row of it which

had withstood the winter imscathed, though planted

right out in the open. The plants were quite bushy,

about 4 feet high, and 4 feet or 5 feet through, and

fully set with flower-buds. As an evergreen, Choisya

ternata is most attractive in winter, because of its

fresh-looking glossy leaves .and thickly tufted branches;

while in summer, when it is covered over with its

white. Orange-like blossoms, there are but few shrubs

which will at all compare with it as regards either

perfume or beauty.

—

Isea.

The Dogwood (Cornus mas).—This shrub,

common as it is, is a welcome feature in the shrub-

bery in early spring when tlie tiny clusters of bright
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yellow flowers cliithe the leafless branches. In autumn,

again, the bright red berries are conspicuous, but un-

fortunately they are not always freely produced, owing
to the absence of female blossoms. Tliis Cornus grows
into a large shrub or small tree about 12 feet or

1
.') feet high, aud is especially suited for planting in

small or medium gardens, as its rate of progress after

tlie earlier stages are passed is very slow. It will

thiive in dry sandy .soils better than the generality of

shrubs. Of varieties, Loudon gives one under the

name of fructo cera; coloris, and describes the fruit

as of a wax colour. This I have not met with, b\it

we have here a couple of variegated varieties, one in

wliich the leaves are narrowly edged with white, and
the other (aurea elegantissima) in which a broad

gulden band encircles the gi-een part of the leaf, and

an additional feature is afforded by a rich rosy tint

that overspreads the e.\posed portions of the foliage.

—H. P.

GARDEN AND PARK FENCES.

Iron is a material wliicli has during late years

come into pretty extensive use for fences. It

nuxy therefore be of intere.st to supplement the

account of a wood park fence wliich recently

appeared, by some remarks upon the employment
of iron under similar circumstances. There can

be no doulit that the primary reason why iron is

so much more seen than formerly is the low cost

at which it is now produced. Whether the

manufacture is remunerative or not, is a matter

for those concerned in the work. What we have

to do with is its cost in the market. To make a

comparison between the actual figures at wliich

a wood or an iron fence could be erected is a

somewhat difficult matter, as with iron the

strength of material and the form in which the

fence is designed vary almo.st in every instance.

The most common style of iron park fence is

probably that with the rectangular standards and

four or five horizontal bars. These bars may be

either round or rectangular, according to taste

and the use to which the fence is to be put. A
phan sometimes adopted is to have a lound top

bar and tlie remainder of the bars rectangular.

For a 4-foot or 4-foot (j-inch fence of this descrip-

tion the cost would generally be, taking the

present price of material, some twenty jier cent,

less than that of a clo.se-paled Oak fence of the

kind described a week or two since. There is,

however, this difference, which is important in

weighing the respective merits of wood and iron.

The wood is close, and constructed with tlie rails

in the form suggested, practically unclinibable,

whilst the iron with the horizontal bars is as

easily climbed as an ordinary stile or gate, and
only prevents the ingress or egress of large

animals. With regard to making it rabbit-proof,

so far as such a thing is possible, the wire netting

which in the case of the wood has only to be

placed beneath the soil, must be carried to the

third or fourth bar from the ground.

In looking into the pros and cons of the sub-

ject, there is the (piestion of ease of removal to

be considered. On this jjoint the iron certainly

has the advantage. A wood fence of the cha-

racter spoken of, when once li.xed, must practically

remain where it is placed until it is worn out or

discarded ; but with the iron the case is different.

This, if the necessity arises for a change of plans

or a re-arrangement of the line of fence, can be

lifted and re-erected to any reasonable extent.

When, however, this is done, the precaution

should be taken to clean and re-varnish with tar

or some other suitable composition the feet of

thelron standards to prevent them from rusting

away. This, as with the portions of the wood
posts underneath and at the surface of the soil, is

the weak point in iron fencing, and, therefore,

rer^uires the most care.

fence is its efl'oot in the landscape. Wlien a

fence, whether of wood or iron, cuts park lands

in the foreground, the result must be inevitably

to mar their Ijcauty, an<l to produce a more or

less ugly clfect. Tliis, however, cannot be dwelt

upon here, but may be spoken of when touching

upon an(jther class of fence by which the dilli-

culty is overcome. Where, however, the distance

is considerable and the component parts of the

iron fence cannot he distinctly seen, or where it

is so great that it is entirely invisiljle, there can

be no doubt that the iron is preferable. Round
the margins of woods or plantations, where it is

desired that these should preserve the idea of

continuity, and insensibly blend with the park

lands, the invisibility of the iron is most im-

portant. With a wooden rail fence this result is

partially gained, but with a close-paled fence it

is certainly lost. On the other hand, there are

points which it may be desirable to hide and to

terminate the view ; when this is so the close

fence will have its value.

With regard to the ease of climbing iron

fencing, this, of course, is only true where the

bars are placed horizontally. If it is deter-

mined they shall be placed vertically and of the

proper height and sufficiently close together, they

v.'ill be as impassable as the wood. They will,

however, naturally be more costly.

Societies.

EOYAL HORTICULTURAL.
Apeil 13.

This was a great day for the Daffodil growers, who
filled half the conservatory with their flower.-!, be-

sides a committee-room full of choice varieties, new-

er uncommon. In addition to these there was a

capital gathering of other plants, and notably Orchids,

which were more numerous than at any previous

meeting this year. Nor was there a lack of new
plants submitted to the committee, and of these the

following were awarded first-class certificates :

—

MvosoTiiiEVM NOBILE.—This is the most remark-

able plant that has been exhibited in London for a

long time. It is a native of New Zealand, and was

introduced many years ago, but has been rarely seen

in flower. On this occasion Mr. Loder, of Floore,

Weedon, exhibited some half-a-dozen tine flowering

specimens, and, judging by the appearance of these

the requirements of the plants are well understood at

Floore. The heart-shaped leaves, like those of

Lilium giganteum, measured on some of the plants a

foot across ; several leaves are borne on each plant,

and above them rises a flower-stem about 2 feet high,

terminated by a dense cluster of flowers, each about

the size of a sixpenny-piece, of a most beautiful

turquoise-blue, shading oS to pure white at the

edges. It is indeed a lovely plant, aud one that was

admired by everyone who saw it. It is a Boragewort,

a near neighbour of the Forget-me-not (Myosotis

and Omphalodes).

Anthurium Devans.\t.\nu,m.—An extremely hand-

some variety, obtained by iutercrossiug the scarlet-

spathed A. Scherzerianum with the white-spathed

variety. It is similar to but finer than A. Roth-

schildianum, also a hybrid obtained in a similar way.

The spathe of Devansay's variety is long and narrow,

while that of the other is broader ; the colour too, is

different. In Rothschildianum the spathes are

covered with minute specks of red on a white ground

m botli sidts, while those of Devansayanum are

bright red on one side and heavily lilotohed on a

white ground on the other side. A fine plant of it

was one of a group of Anthuriums shown by Sir

Trevor Lawrence, Burford Lodge, Dorking.

Odontoglossum Pescatorei (Knox's variety).—

Pending the decision of Reichenbach, this plant, an

extraordinary form of Pescatorei, will be known pro-

Another point wliich has sometimes to be 1 visionally as Knox's variety, it having originated in

thotiaht of in deciding between a wood and iron I Mr. Knox's garden, at Caversham, Reading. It may

be best described as a yellow-flowered Pescatorei, but
probalily it is a natural hybrid between that species

and another. The flowers are above the usual size of

Pescatorei ; the sepals and petals are broader and the
li[i is larger; the sepals are pure white in the middle,

lii'iiadly edged with canary-yellow, and are heavily

liliitched with cinnamon red. The lip is white with

Vilotchings of cinnamon-red This variety must be
plac-d in the same category «8 O. Pescatorei, Veitchi-

anum, Schrrederianum, excellens, and Shuttleworthae,

as it may never turn up again.

C'Yi'HirEOUM Wam.isi.—This South American
Lady's Slipper i-f similar to C. caudatum, though it

differs uiaterially from it Imth in growth and flowers.

Ttie foliage is stilfer and more erect; the flowers are

al)out the same size as those of caudatum and have
the same tail-like sepals, but the colour is greener,

and the interior rim of the pouch is ivory-white,

and much more conspicuous th'-in in caudatum. It is

extremely rare, and it has seldom if ever been exhi-

I'ited. A fine specimen of it w.as shown by Mr. Lee,

of Downside, Leatherhead.

Or)ONTOoLOssu,ir Mti.is Cocrtadliuancm.—This
is one of those hybrids that are so difficult to de-

scribe, as the points of difference from others of a

similar type are so minute. The present variety has

loui,' pointed sepals of a pale yellow spotted with
reddish brown, and the bioad lobed lip is very bright

yellow. It is a handsome plant, and well deserved

the distinction accoreled it. It was shown by Mr.
Sydney Courtauld. of Rocking Place, Braintree.

Masdevallia RACEiiosA Crossi.—This superb
little Orchid was shown by Sir Trevor Lawrence in

a condition better than it has yet been exhibited in

this country. The spike, however, bore but two
flowers, but these were so large and so brilliantly

coloured that it afforded sufficient material for

judging the value of the plant. The flowers are

triangular in outhne, of a glowing vermilion marked
with veins of a deeper colour. It appears to be a

strong grower, different in growth from most other

Masdevallias, being decidedly rhizomatous ; as many
as twenty flowers are bhown on dried specimens of

this JNIasdevallia.

Lycaste Skinneri GLORIOSA.—Although the reason

for certificating this plant as a distinct variety was
not very apparent, the specimen which Mr. Pickersgill

showed wa-i such a tine one, that had a medal been
awarded him for cultural skill it would have been

more appropriate. '1 he plant represented a Idrge-

fiowered variety, not remarkal>ly distinct, but such as

could l)e matched in any large eollcction of inqutrted

plants. The colour of the flowers was a delicate rose-

pink, stained with a deeper hue. The plant was
fairly smothered with flowers, which must have
numbered some scores.

Primrose Alice Wilson.—A superb variety differ-

ing from the ordinary run of Primroses in the colour,

which is a bright plum-iiurple, with an eye of crimson
and gold. The flowers are of circular outline, the

j
size ol a florin. It was shown by the raiser, Mr. G. F.

Wilson, of lleatherbauk, Weybridge, who obtained

from a similar variety Scott Wilson, which possesses

the same peculiar hue. These will be the forerunners

of a distinct and beautiful race of hardy Primroses.

Amaryllises Princess ok Wales and Crown
Princess of Germany.—Two splendid varieties, the

liest of a group of new seedlings extiibited by the raisers,

ilessrs. Veitch, of Chelsea. The first has flowers of

the large-t size, of an open shape and symmetrical

outline. The colour is a sort of carmine-crimson,

cloud, d and flushed with brighter hues. The second

is extremely showy, the sepals being pure white,

broadly banded with crimson-scarlet.

Narcissus Barri conspicuus.—One of the most
beautiful and distinct of all Daffodils. It possesses

the boldness of flower of the largest among the in-

comparabilis group, with the brightest oilnurs yet

obtained in a Daffodil. The flowers are large, with

broad petals of a clear yellow. 'Ihe cup is an inch

across and of a rich orange-crimson. It will always

be among the choicest of Daffodils. Shown by Messrs.

Barr and Son, Covent Garden.

Orchids.—Among these there were several of

exceptional interest. The greatest display was made
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WOODS & FORESTS.

DIFFICULTIES OF TIMBER CARRIAGE.

The discussion whicli has lately been taking

place on forest roads indirectly shows some of

tlie difficulties which surround the question of

timber transport. The fact that tliis matter of

transport is one of tlie most vital in tlie whole
business of forestry is so clear to all, that it does

not need emphasising here. In lessening the

cost of this uecessarily heavy charge, the state of

tlie roads by whicli the products are removed
will tell largely. Everything, tlierefore, which
can be done in the direction of Icecping them in

passable order will tend to remove a ditticulty

out of the way. From the nature of the case,

liowever, the sum which can be expended on
purely forest tracts is necessarily limited, other-

wise in avoiding oue evil another will be run into.

I see tlie point of light against heavy loads has

been touched upon, and that the views of the

writers are apparently conflicting. In reality

they are not so, as, S(i far as I understand it,

" D. T. F.," in speaking of light loads, does not

mean to imply that the wood should be carted

away with waste of horse power, i.e., that four

horses sliould only do the woi-k of two, but that

where possible two hoi'ses should be used in a

team in preference to four. With this I entirely

agree. I shall probably be told that with heavy
carriages if only two horses are used, the strength

of one will be used up in drawing the vehicle,

and that virtually only a one-horse load will l)e

removed. My answer to this is, that lumbering
timber carriages are a mistake. As bearing this

out, my observation shows that the jirofessional

timber carter does not use habitually such heavy
tackle as that generally found upon estates.

Where very large tindjer predominates, it will

be necessary to have the carrying apparatus of a

heavier type, but where trees of moderate size

form the bulk of the woodland a carriage suited

to a load of, say, 50 cubic feet and a couple of

horses will be far and away more convenient
tlian one where the normal load would be twice
the weight. I do not say it lightlj', but as the
result of a somewliat wide experience, that two
teams of two horses each, with suitable carriages,

would perform more work in a given lime than
live horses upon a single team.

There is always a great disadvantage attending
the work of a single team, unle.ss the spot is

perfectly level—which is not very often the case

—and that is that when climbing hills the same
number of horses have to perfuini tlie work as

when being drawn upon tlie level. This either

means, that when upon the level road a loss

of power is being entailed, or that in rising

the hills the horses are unduly strained. When
two teams of say two horses each are working
together, the third, or il' necessary the fourth,

horse can be attached to the load. In theory,
the .same may be true if teams of four horses
were substituted. In practice it is not so, as

with six or eight horses on a load the same
ratio of tractive force is not maintained.

With coppice trees the evil does not exist so

much, as generally there are not so many large

branches to be contended with, but in the re-

moval of field timber, what is apparently a
.-mdl thing, but one which often increases the
difliculty, especially in the matter of loading,

is the careless and slovenly way in which tlie

trees are lojiped and hewn. According to the
use to which the timber is to be put, or the
market to which it is to be sent, the extent of

the hewing will vary considerably, but whatever
may be its destination, the bole of each tree

should be perfectly cleared of its branches, and

each knot or snag be pared off smoothly with the

axe. When the work is done by the regular man
on the estate this is mo.stly attended to, but when
let by the loa<l, or at per tree to occasional hands,

it is often loosely performed. This should be

seen to at the time the felling is going on, as a

buried snag not nnfrequently causes a loss of

time, and is a source of danger.

Loading, as has been pointed out by one or

two writers, almost always tells up to a large

proportion of the day's work. Having but little

knowledge of the tripod system of loading, I

cannot well judge of the facility with which the

work is done, Ijut on the face of it it would ap-

pear that it entails greater complication than the

use of skids, which is common here. AVitli these

when the carriage has been lu'ought alongside the

tree or trees to be loaded, the chains and skids

adjusted, provided no hitcli occurs and the horses

are steady and strong enough, all of which points

should be determined before the work is set out

upon, the actual business of loading does not

occupy above a couple of minutes for each tree.

It is not always that enough horse power is used

to raise the load by a direct pull, as the snatch-

Ijlock can be used for loading by means of the

skids as well as in any other way. AVhen a tree

is at hand to which the block can be fixed, the

trouble is less ; but when this is not so, an anchor
is carrietl, to be made fast in the ground, and the

block in turn to this.

" Yorkshireman " (p. 340) speaks of 5d. per

foot for taking to the sawmill. As, according to

hgures which he has given from time to time,

prices of haulage are higher with him than here,

such a figure is not unlikely. Yet as it amounts to,

perhaps, two-thirds of the initial cost of the tim-

ber, it supplies food for reflection. Can the sum
which has to be sunk in carriage be materially

reduced ? There is one way in which I think it

can, and that is by encouraging merchants to

bring their portable mills to the spot where the

timber grows. For .5000 cubic feet to 10,00(i

cubic feet of wood it would generally answer a
merchant's pui'pose to send a portable mill t(3 the

estate. Where this is done, the saving in car-

riage would probably amount to 30 per cent.

For certain manufacturers, where special ma-
chinery is required, it is obviously necessary that

the wood should be taken to a fixed mill if the

distance is considerable, but for tlie great bulk of

uses, trees could be cut up with equal facility at

the portable mill. This is a thing upon which
people's eyes are beginning to be opened. Tim-
ber growers and timber buyers are conservative

bodies of men and averse to innovations. When
the air is thick with doubtful schemes, there may
be reason enough too ; but upon this particular

question of the employment of portable mills to

lessen the difficulties of transport there is room
for advance. When the hand is forced by com-
petition, new means of meeting the altered con-

ditions must be devise<l, and among tlie.se I have
considerable faith in the more general adoption

of mills which can be transferred from place to

place. There are other reasons for this beyond
the mere saving of the cartage of sawdust ami
waste material. Many of the mills as at present

constituted are not contiguous to a railway sta-

tion ; therefore a second cartage is incurred. Where
they are near the stations, the chances are that it

will not be the nearest point of rail to where tlie

timber grew. With mills on the place, the sawn
product can be despatched to any point of the

compass withoutuecessitating thecoveringof miles

and miles of country to no possible purpose.

Lynekam, Wilts. D. J. Yeo.

Larch tree insects (f- //- H-).—The insect you sent is

the chrysalis (inclosed in :l cocoon) of a large moth, one of
the Bombycidte, but I cannot say of what species.—G. S. S.

NOTES.
Wvoir Elms by streams.—Anent the remarks
on tree grouping and thinning (p. 318), I have
recently noticed some very effective groups of
Wych Elm by watercourses. Whether these trees
occur by accident or design I cannot, of course,
say, but in a valley near here, along which a some-
what tortuous stream runs, there are a number of
groups of these trees scattered over a distance of
perhaps half a mile. Poplars and other trees also
grow here and there. The Poplar is generally
looked upon as the tree for fringing watercourses,
and rightly enough, too, in the main. In this in-

stance, however, the Wych Elms are decidedly
more picturesque. A Very noticeable feature is

that there is scarcely a tree growing in a perpen-
dicular position, and barely two with the same
degree of inclination. In trees with long stems
and situated on level or elevated ground this habit
of leaning in all directions would be a drawback.
Here it is not so. The direction of the stems
though at once remarked upon is balanced by the
amplitude of the heads of the trees and the charac-
ter and conformation of the branches. Seen from
the towing path, as this is the nearest vantage
ground, they are at a lower level than the observer.
In whatever way these Elms came in the position
they occupy, although the surroundings are pretty
much in harmony, it is obvious they were never
placed for the sake of effect, as they occur in a
purely agricultural district where no care is or has
been exercised with regard to the landscape. If

these groups could be lifted bodily into the heart
of some demesne where similar depressions and
streams occur —and of these there are plenty

—

their value would be immense ; but situated where
they are they probably do not attract the attention
of one in a hundred. With regard to planting,
the AVych Elm is a tree which in its younger days
is less objectionable than some others, as it does
not assume the broomdike habit which is so fatal

to the appearance of many young trees. For
situations such as that here sketched it is well
worthy of consideration. It is a tree which ^\"ould

also harmonise well with the Birch.

The sunk fence. —This fence, which is to be
found in most places which have any pretensions
to size or age, proves that past generations had an
eye to what is now too much lost sight of, viz.,

the continuity of the view from the house across
parks and ornamental grounds. Taking the
present cost of fencing material, and also the cost
of labour, there is no doubt that the Hadia style of
fence is the more expensive so far as regards the
first outlay. Where, however, the situation is

such that the landscape is thought of at all, this

difference cannot be enough to cause the sunk
fence to be discarded. Much will, of course,
depend ujion the nature of the ground, the soil,

anil the subsoil. Where stone is abundant the
expense is necessarily much curtiiiled. The ex-
cavation would serve well to fill uji times when
other work is slack or, from the weather, could not
be proceeded with. There is one thing which
detracts from the value of these fences, and it has,
I think, been referred to before, and that is the
difference in the character of the sward forming
the lawn and that of the park lands. Although
the fence cannot be seen, this difference gives a
clue to the break and suggests its existence.
Where the park lands are being grazed during
the season this tufty and brown appearance may
be materially modified by the occasional use of the
scythe or the mowing machine. Where the idea
has been carried so far as to construct the fence,

this simple thing certainly should not be neglected.
In some of the modern Ha-ha's I have seen the
whole idea marred by the lawn being raised to a
higher level than the surrounding grounds ; in

fact, virtually a terrace instead of being what it

should be—a part of the grounds themselves.

Trees for early leafino.—Our situation here,
some fifty miles inland, and at a considerable
elevation above the sea level, is not favourable for

the early development of foliage. Most of the trees

of the fields and hedgerows are of hardy deci-

duous kinds. There is, however, a wide dif
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ferenoe in the time of their breaking into leaf,

as of course there would be in other situations.
The tree which always first dons its coat of
green is a lai-go Crack Willow. Tliis is growin<;
in a slight depression between two low hills, and
is as I write (Ajiril S) covered with foliage of

the most exquisitely delicate tint. Since the
beginning of the year there has scarcely been an
appreciable change in its buds, but now a few
hours have effected what has been descril.ied. The
stream which runs along this slight valley—and
on its margin the tree stands—is, as nearly as I

remember, a continuation of the stream upon
which the Wych Elms to which I have i-eferred
grow. This \Villow, therefore, as its whole
growth is very graceful, would be another very
suitable tree for such places. Its habit of break-
ing into leaf earlier than many of our common
trees would make it especially valuable in early
spring.

Larch rL.\NTATioxs in* the landscape.—At the
time of writing, so far as masses are concerned,
the Larch plantations appear brown and bare. A
close inspection, however, reveals the fact that
the time is close at hand when their appearance
will be entirely changed. The little fascicles of
leaves are breaking out at a million points, and
are only awaiting a short spell of genial weather
to hide to the distant view all the stems and
branches of the trees. In an agricultural district
like this, where a comparatively small portion of
the land is occupied by woods and plantations,
the Larch is mostly relegated to filling up odd
corners. For this it seems a tree peculiarly
suited. Where woods oceur here they are mostly
Oak, but it is seldom, if it is attempted, that the
Oak does well in very small colonies. With the
Larch it is different, as, jiroviding the situation
and soil is at all suited, it is a tree which in out-
of-the-way corners soon runs up to a usable size.

As well as this, in-the springtime before the bulk
of deciduous trees are in leaf, the foliage of these
small plantations of Larch here and there in the
landscape are very grateful. The effect is more
observable when they do not occur at too near
intervals.

The outlines of woods.—The difficulty of
dealing with these is well illustrated by glancing
at a wood which is situated partially on the level
and partially on the hillside. The portion which
is growing on the level, whatever the form of its

outline, seems to blend well with the surrounding
country, but directly the margin begins to ascend
it becomes more harsh. Looked at from the level
ground and directly up the rising ground, this is

of course not seen, as the hillside itself is hidden
by the trees and the opposite margin is below the
line of sight. It is when viewed obliquely that
the want of harmony is seen. How this can
entirely be got over is a knotty problem, but I
have seen cases where the harsh outline has been
materially softened by the introduction of tree
groups along the margin and in the line of the
rising ground. When this plan is adopted, the
groups are better when somewhat loosely ar-
ranged.

Orchards for shelter.—It is no doubt neces-
.sary that orchards themselves should not be
planted in too exposed positions, as it is difficult
to establisii them on such sites. When, however,
it is determined to plant an orchard in the vicinity
of the house and premises, a little thought should
be given as to the possibility of making it a wind-
break. If such positions are available, an orchard
ofmoderateextent to the north or north-east, andone
to the west or south-west of the house will serve to
screen it from a vast amount of wind to which it

would otherwise be exposed. .Sometimes, of course,
the character of the situation would render the plan
impossible or unnecessary, but there are several
places I know where the Apple orchards form
caiHtal screens. For this purpose they need not
be planted so near the house as to curtail the
space for garden and other purposes which it is

desirable to have, as their object is not so much
to absolutely cut off' the wind as to minimise its

force. There are several farm homesteads near
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here, two in jiarticular, which are situated on
sliglit eminences, and was it not for their orchards—which by-the-by will soon want reiilenishing -

they would have absolutely no .shelter from the
prevailing winds. There is less tliought of this
question of slielter by some than it deserves.
Not long ago I saw a thriving plantation of Oak
which stood on the windward side of a large farm-
house cut down because a ]5ortion of it made an
awkward corner to a large ploughed field.

Vali'k of woodland KELTS.—There are in some
parts of Sussex, which as is well known is a thickly
wooded county, a system of small shaws or belts
of woodland between the pasture fields. The worst
feature about these seems to be their tendency to
encourage the breeding of rabbits and game
which will attack the crops. The rabbits are
probably the chief sinners. Admitting this ob-
jection, these belts, on land which seems to pro-
duce wood naturally, are very valuable for shelter.
There are many I know who would j)refer

—

i.e.,

if the views they express are sincere—to see this
country a howling wilderness and denuded of
trees except in forests and large woods. To such as
these it will be useless to speak a w-ord in favour
of woodland belts. A knowledge of similar situa-
tions with and without the wood, however, leads
me to my conclusion as to its value. What hio-h
lands and wind-swept valleys without a vestige'of
protection from trees mean nobody knows" but
those whose lot it is occasionally to be in such
places. U'hat similar places are wlien the force
of the wind is broken or diverted by trees it is

easy to di\-ine, but not thoroughly appreciate un-
less both conditions have been expei-ienced.

Planting vill.age oreens.—There is a good
deal said just now about the enclosure of commons
and similar places, but into the rights or wrongs
of the question I must not here enter. The d'e-

sirability or otherwise of tree planting in such
situations is, however, outside of the "matter of
who the owner should be, and is worth a word of
mention. In the village from which I write there
is a green or common of a considerable area which
flanks the sides of three roads which converge on
its centre. Some forty oi- fifty years ago this
land was planted with trees by the then lord of
the manor. I do not, of course, mean that it was
formed into a plantation, but that trees were in-
terspersed at intervals over the green sward.
Whether the trees were disposed in the best
possible way it will be no use to discuss. The
plan apparently was the formation of open avenues
by the roadside, but at a sufficient distance from
it to escape any danger of excluding sun or air.

If this was the object it has been to a great ex-
tent successful, as the trees have now grown to an
imposing height and size, and in the summer time
especially have quite a noble appearance. Near
the centre where the roads converge there is a
colossal Elm, which is seen as it is approached
through either of the open avenues. The cost of
this work at the outset could not have been very
great, and is one of the best instances of a com-
paratively quick and good result from planting
common hardwood trees that I know of. There
are many such spots, the appearance of which
could be enhanced by a little planting in this way,
but it would be for the planters to decide whether
rows of trees or properly disposed groups would
be the most desirable.

Thick and thin planting.—This is such a very
much discussed question, that to touch upon it is

almost sure to mean the rousing of somebody's
susceptibilities. Yet it is hard to be oblivious to
the fact that the bulk of planting, whether for
profit or ornament, is executed too thickly. When
this is done by persons who have an interest in
packing as much as possible on a given space
there may be some excuse, but nevertheless where
trees are expected to thrive it is a serious matter.
I know large groups of young trees now, which
cost big sums of money to plant, where the trees
are literally smothering each other. It is a pity,
but since the planter left his work no heed has
apparently been paid to what the outcome will be.
If it is true that "a stitch in time saves nine," it

is equally true that a little care in the early years
of plantations or groups will save an enormous
amount of trouble later on. Kamblek.

^V00D-PAVE1) ROAIJS.
I'liTTiNc aside the cost of these and other conside-
rations foi' the present, allov/ me to point out how
erroneous the assertions of " T. B. "

(p. 271) are on
the lasting qualities of wooden lilocks when laid
in the soil. To read the " instances" in s\ipportof
his views that have come under his notice one
would think that he had never heard of such things
as railway sleepers, wliich la-st for many years
tliough place<l under the most unfavourable con-
ditions, for timber lying half in and half out of
the soil always decays .soonest; hence the rea.son
why Oak and other stakes always rot at the surface
of the .soil, while the buried part remains sound.
At the Edinburgh Forestry Exhibition, two years
ago, sleepers of common Spruce were exhibited in
a sound state that had been down some ten years

;

but that is nothing to the time sleepers of Larch
and Oak and .some Firs will last. In setting out a
private .siding the other day on one of the main
railway lines, I had occasion to survey an old and
disused tramway, in company with the chief en-
gineer of the railway, and I coukl not help
remarking on the good state of preservation the
sleepers were in, although they had been down
twelve or thirteen years, and that they were old,
.second-hand railway sleepers when put down. I
cannot exactly state the average age of wooden
sleepers, much depending on soil and situation
and the quality of the timber, but it is nuicli
greater than your correspondent " T. B." .seems to
imagine, and the old sleepers are always turned to
good account after they are taken ujj. The cost
of \\ ooden roads is another thing ; but there are
eases in which wooden pavements may be used
with good results, and with the jirospect of their
lasting nearly a lifetime. Where Oak is abundant
and cheap, as it is now, it may be used for pave-
ments without any mi.sgivings as to its lasting
powers.—YORKSniRE-MAN.

°

The additional remarks which "Wilts"
makes on this subject (p. .S17) do not require much
further comment. But if he thinks that the fact
of Elm, when so used, being quite rotten in the
way I described at the end of half a dozen years,
and that in a place where the ground was excep-
tionally dry and the paving subject to no wear
worth naming, says anything in its favour, I fail
to see it. No matter what the facilities in the
shape of steam-driven machinery for cutting u])
the blocks may be, even if the wood was to be'liad
for nothing, the labour connected with the whole
proceeding would cost too much, considering the
short time such a road would last, to admit of
the work being as economical as where the usual
materials are employed. It rarely happens when
any novelty is suggested that there is not some-
one ready to try it, and very likely wood paving
on private roads may be attempted. But I think
whoever tries them, if the work is carried out in a
way that will admit of its being at all serviceable,
it will be found that the cost is very great.—T. B.
Thinning plantations.—I saw the other

day a small plantation of Beeches that showed
how much the shape of a tree is influenced by
situation and circumstances. It was only a small
wood, but the trees were thick on the ground, as
straight as arrows, and proportionately tall. They
would be, perhaps, fifty years planted, occupied a
poor knoll on an exposed situation about SOO feet
above the sea, and could hardly value less, I
estimated, than £150 per acre, and probably more.
The trees had never been jH-uned and were straight
and clean solely because they had not been over-
thinned, and were proportionately bulky in the
trunk, and useful. It is well known that no tree
is more given to a spreading habit than the Beech •

when it has room at the top, as it then produces a
broad branching head and short trunk, with far
fewer feet in it than might be ; but grown pretty
rank by itself, it shoots up to a great height and
the trunks are as straight and round as could be
desired.

—

Yorkshireman.
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by Sir Trevor Lawrence, who, as usual, showed grand
specimens of various kinds. The most attractive

plant among these was a huge mass of Oncidiuni

Marshallianum, carrying four long branching spikes

crowded with large yellow flowers, which one of the

visitors aptly remarked resembled a swarm of ai>lden

butterflies. There is certainly no lovelier Oichid

than this ; its flowers, which are clear chrome yellow,

look as if suspended in the air. Another superb

specimen from the Burford collection was Epidendrum
Wallisi, perhaps the largest plant in cultivation. It

bore five tall and slender wand-like stems, each ter-

minated by a cluster of flowers, in one case as many
as a dozen. Those who know this beautiful Orchid

may imagine what a graceful object this must
be. Then there was a plant of Odontoglossuni \exil-

larium roseum, a good dark variety with four s-pikes ;

a huge mass of Maxillaria Turueri, with myriads
of flowers; a grand variety of Cattleya Mendeli
having an intensely deep lip, besides Masdevallia
Crossi and those two s-ingular Ilendrobiums, I). Bry-

nierianum and Harveyanum, both with curiously

fringed labella. Cattleya Lawrenciana, Saccolabium
curvifolium album, a chastely beautiful variety, and
Ma.xillaria Buchaniana, a near ally of M. Harrisoniie,

if not but a variety of it, made up this choice group,

to which a silver-gilt medal was awarded.

Mr. Lee, of Downside, Leatherhead, sent several

flower-spikes of Cattleya speciosissima, one of the

grandest of all Cattleyas, but, unfortunately, not the
easiest to cultivate successfully. These spikes repre-

sented two or three distinct forms as regards colour,

some being much richer than others. Added to these
were four flowers of that gem among Cypripediums,
C. Codefroya?, which Mr. Lee's gardener seems par-

ticularly successful in flowering. These flowers repre-

sented both heavily blotched and lishtly spotted

forms, but all were beautiful. Mr. Lee also showed
a fine plant of Epidendrum Stamfordianum and an
extremely pretty variety of O. Phalfenopsis with the
lip wholly white. An exceedingly clioice group of

hybrid varieties of Odontoglos-sum from Mr. I'oUett's

garden at Fernside, Bickley, was a great attraction
;

there were about a dozen plants, each representing a
distinct and, in most ca^es, a rare form. The finest

of the group was the famous PoUettianum, of which
Mr. Pollett is the sole po sessor. It may be de-

scribed as intermediate between a heavily spotted

form of O. Alexandrine and 0. Andersonianum.
Another great beauty was O. Ruckerianum iusigue,

characterised by its large flowers and heavily blotched
sepals which ha^e a pale yellow ground flushed with
rose-purple. I'he most remarkable of the others were
O. mulus, O. Wilckeanura, witli a fine spike bearing
fourteen flowers, U. Andersonianum, and the rare

U. Schillerianum, a near neighbour of O. crocidipterum,

and, like it, the flower is minutely speckled with a
fawn-brown tiufre. A medal was deservedly awarded
to this group.

Messrs. Veitch showed a plant possessing great in-

terest for orchidists. It was a hybrid Phaltenopsis,

the first ever floAVered in Europe. It was a cross

between P. amabilis and P. rosea, and, singul0.rly

errough, it turns out to be identically the same as P.
interuredia, which was iirtroduced years ago. It there-

fore proves that intermedia is a natural hybrid be-

tween amabilis and rosea, and it is singular that
the Messrs. Veitch should have selected these species

and produced the same result as Xature's hybridising,

It is a very beautiful variety, the flower being 'J, inches
across, with white sepals flushed at the bases with
rose ; the lip is of a splendid amethyst, a tint

intensifled by the white antennie of the labellum.

Mr. K. B. Lemon, Moat Lodge, Beckenham, showed
a plant of the rare Oncidium tetracopsis. It belongs
to the seriatum section, having large flowers with
bronzy yellow sepals, and with broad lateral petals

transversely barred and mottled \vith brown and gold.

Mr. Ingram, of Elstead House, Godalming, showed a
fine hybrid Odontoglossum named elsteadensis, and a
dark rose variety of Phahenopsis Sarrderiana.

Mr. B. S. Williams included in his group of choice
plants a plant that attracted the \ isitors by its de-
lightfid perfume, resembling that of Violets. This
was HouUetia odoratissima, a rarely seen Orchid, but
a most desirable one. It has large and curiously-

shaped flowers of a reddish brown colour, produced

in a longish dense spike. Mr. Williams also showed
a plant of the rare Odontoglossum cuspidatum, re-

cently described in these columns, and a plant of

Masdevallia Harryana lilacina, a delicately-coloured

variety. Mr. Buchan, of Wilton House, South-

ampton, sent a very handsome Odontoglossum bear-

ing the name of O. liliflorum. Jt has close affinity

to, if not identical with, O. ramosissimum, the flowers

being of similar form and jiroduced on the same tall,

branching spikes. They, however, materially differ in

colour, which is a delicate rose-pink, spotted with a

deeper colour. The plant was a fine one. having a

spike some 4 feet high. Mr. Smee's garden at

Wallington contributed a group of Cattleya citrina,

Warscewiczella discolor, and Scutic.iria Hadweni, the

two latter being out of the ordinary run of Orchids.

Messrs. Pearson, of Chilwell, sent several forms of

Dendrobiiun, among them beirrg a very pale D.
Wardianum, a white crassinode, and D. Wardianum
magnificum, a fine broad-peta'led, high coloured

variety.

Silver medals were awarded to Messrs. Barr & Son,

Covent Garden, for a group of Narcissi comprising

all the sections ; to Mr. Ware, Hale Farm Nursery,

Tottenham, for Narcissi and other spring flowers ; to

Messrs. Collins and Gabriel, Waterloo Koad, for Nar-

cissi, Freesias, Anemones, &c. The most remarkable

varieties of Narcissi were submitted to the Narcissus

committee, the report of which is below. Bronze
medals were also awarded to Mr. Walker, of Whitton,

for a group of admirably grown Daffodils, consisting

of select varieties ; and to the New Plant and Bulb
Company, for Daffodils. Messrs. Lane, of Berk-

hampstead, took a silver medal for a, grand group of

forced IMiododendrons, which added much to the

brightness of the meeting. Among other miscel-

laneous exhibits were some grand new Amaryllises

from Messrs. Veitch. Besides those certificated, the

sorts named Compton, Pioneer, Eclatante, and Etoile

were the most reniarkable. Messrs. Veitch also had
a large basketful of Heloniopsis umbellata and
Daphne Blagayaua, alluded to elsewhere. Mr. Wil-

li.ams showed in his group some of his new Himanto-
phyllums, those nairred Ambroise Verschaffelt and
aurantiacum being the best. Mr. Bealby, of Roehamp-
ton, showed a lovely new double Azalea named Sacoun-

tala, of which we shall doubtless hear more in future.

The only fruit exhibits was a basketful of Gros
Colmar Grapes, fine bunches and well kept, from
Mr. S. Castle, West Lynn, and a large collection of

late Apples and Pears from Mr. Smee, The Grange,
Wallington. Tiiere were about fifty dishes, and
among the Apples were such good sorts as Wellington,

Ord'p, Stone, Lord Burghley, Ribston and Norfolk
Beautirr. Among the Pears were Catillac, Bezi Mai,
and Duchesse Tardive. A silver medal was awarded
to Mr. Smee.

A sample of an improved stage for Orchid houses
was exhibited by the inventor and maker, Mr. J,

Gray, Danvers Street, Chelsea. It consists of a
double stage, the upper one trellised, the lower one
solid, for receiving a layer of shingle, ashes, or small

coal. The stage rests on iron standards, and as the

lower stage consists of such lastirrg material as Elm,
Oak, or slate, it is very durable. It is made in

sections for convenience of removal, and has a neat
appearance.

Scientific committee.—Mr. Llewelyn exhibited
from the neighbourhood of Swansea various Rhodo-
dendrons, all grown out of doors except R. Edge-
worthi. The species and varieties included R.
Shepherdi (?), R. ochraceum, E. barbatum, R.
Thomson!, K. crliatum. Many of these are as hardy
as the common Oak, provided they do not make their

growth too early iir spring. Most of the sorts men-
tioned by Mr. Llewelyn were raised many years since

from Himalayan seed, and have now attained a
height of -25 feet to 30 feet.

SjMrrows and Crocuses.—Mr. Boulger gave his

experience as to the mischief effected by sparrows.
Unlike Mr. M'Lachlan, he had found that the birds
principally attacked the edge of the corolla aird rrot

the tube. It was remarked that C-rocuses in irrasses

were less liable to injury than when in lines.

Primroses.—Mr. Boulger e.xhibited various forms
of Hose-in-hose Primrose, in which the calyx was

|

petaloid like the corolla, and .a malformation in

which the stamens were all united into a tube.

Fungus pnisomng.—Mr. W. G. Smith read an
account of the injurious effects produced on himself

by partaking of Agaricus dealbatus. The species is

capricious in its action, as it does not always, and
under all circumstances, produce the effects described

by Mr. Smith, and which consisted in a sensatiorr of

heat and excessively profuse perspiration. No other

ill effect was produced ; others who ate the fungus at

the same time were not affected.

WecrU on Orchid hulhs.— Mr. O'Brien showed
pseudo-bulbs of Ccelogyne cristata injured by a beetle

which was referred to Mr. Pascoe for identification.

A conversation ensued respecting Isosoma and other

insect pests imported with Orchids, and it was sug-

gested that any suspicious-looking plants should be

destroyed, but it was pointed out that the darrrage

was probably dorre in a young state of the insect, and
that destruction of the perfect insect or of the affected

bulbs might be of little avail. Mr. Llewelyn alluded

to certain longicorn beetles imported with timber from
the Baltic, and which were illustrations of life under
untoward cir-cumstances, the beetles being found in

the timber used in the mines after a long period of

use under ground.

Outdoor Orchids.—Mr. A. H. Smee showed a plant

of Cattleya Trianse in bloom. It was placed in the

open air, exposed to full sunshine from June 24,

wherr the entire growths were made, and taken irr

again on September 24. The flowers were of a richer

colour tharr those fornrerly produced on the same
plant under glass. A plant of Cypripedium insigne

was also showrr which had been out of doors all

wirrter with only the protectiorr of a broken hand-

glass. The plant had been exposed in a similar way
for two or three years, and this year had been sub-

jected to 22° of frost without injury.

Narcissus committee.—A meeting of this com-

mittee was also held, when a large number of speci-

mens were exhibited, including, amoirgst others of

special interest, seedlings from Captain Nelsorr and
Mr. Engleheart, and a great many wild varieties of

different types. There was not sufficient time to go

thoroughly into all the collections which were re-

ceived, but the following is a brief account of what
was submitted for inspection and the decisions

taken :

—

1. N. incomparabilis, from Messrs. .J. Dickson, of Chester, not

known but apparently a form from the Pyrenees. Particulars

requested of its history.

2. A variety named nobilis, from Dr. Wallace, Colchester,

collected by Sir. Maw. Deferred to another year.

o. Golden Spur, from Dr. Wallace. Correctly named.
4. A form of N. pseudo-Narcissus, from Mr. H. Collins.

Not considered worthy of a distinctive name.
5. N. calathinus, of Bedoute, from Mr. Barr. True to

the figure.

U. Turn Thumb, Mr. Barr. DefeiTCd.

7. Automedou, a good variety of pseudo-Narcissus, from
Mr. Tyerman. Name registered.

8. Henry Irving, a spurius of Dutch or-igin, from Mr. Barr.

Name regristei'ed.

9. Challenger, a strong growing v.ariety with foUage re-

sembling the rugilobus variety, from Mr. Llewelyn. Name
registered.

10. N. pseudo-Narcissus, from Mr. Tyei-mun. Not con-

sidered worthy of a name.
11. Some small forms collected in the Maritime Alps, and

r.anging from deep yellow and lemon self-coloured shades to

yellow trumpets with white perianth. Krom Mr. Scrase-

Dickins. Accepted as varieties of N. minor.

12. White variety of the Ajax section, from Miss Owen.
Identified as Colleen Bawrr.

1,3. Irish form of N. ccrnuus, from Jliss Owen.
14. A small straw-coloured llaffodrl, from Miss Owen.

Named as mirror citr-inus.

l,i. A flower from Mrs. W. B. Hartland, similar to the

last in shape and size, but white. Named as minor albus

15. A Polyanthus Narcissus. N. Tazetta, from Mr.

Areher-Ilind, coUecttd in woods near Ostia. Not recog-

nised.
17. A form of N. psoudo-Nareissus, from (he Rev. Mr.

Wilks, described by him as the earliest, strongest, and most
floriferous sort ho has ever met with. Named Tioilus.

18. A seedling from Tottenham Yellow, more robust in

form, from Mr. ffilks.

m. A seedling Irom Captain Nelson, in appearance Irkc a

white Telamonius.
20. A seedling from Captain Nelson, like a p.alc form of

the variety Exquisite.
21. A seedling from Captjvin Nelson of a deep gold colour.

22. A short crowned raosehatus, from Rev. Mr. Engltheart.

Name registered as Niobe.

23. Some forms, single and double, found growing be-

tween Telamonius jilenus and wild pscudo-Narcissrrs, which
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had been planted in concentric rings round the stems n(
trees, showing strong evidenco of licing hybrid seedlings
between the two (Rev. Sir. Engleheart).

24. Specimens of N. pseudo-Narcissus of various forms and
colours, from [lev. C. Wolley Dod.

25. N. Bulboeodium (Corbularia) nivalis, from fifr. Corder.
true ; triandrus pulehellus and some other forms of
Iriandrus.

26. A collection of forma of spurius from Mr. A. E.
Barnaart, including Golden Spur, spurius coronatus, and
Henry Irving, and several others not recognised by dis-
tinctive n.\me9.

2V. A collection of Italian Trumpet Narcissus, from Mr.
Morse, of Epsom.

28. A report, with dried specimens of N. tri.andrus, was
presented to the committee from Professor Heuriques, of
Coimbra.

2it. A collection of white varieties of the Ajax group was
brought by Miss White. One largo v;iriety, known some-
times as tortuosus tenuifolius, was registered under the
name Leda. It had the peculiarity of being strongly scented
like old Oak.

30. Bishop Mann, a very tall growing moschatus from Mr.
W. B. Hartland. Deferred.

31. Minnie W.arren, a small moschatus, from Mr. W. B.
Hartland. Name registered.

32. Gladys, another small white form. Name registered.
33. A very interesting collection of forms of incompara-

bilis, from Mr. W. Godolphin Osborne, collected by him in
the Pyrenees, varying considerably in the colour of the crown
and perianth.

34. N. muticus and juncifolius, and a Corbularia, from the
same source.

35. A white form of the Ajax section with buff-coloured
trumpet, very distinct, and a variety of Sir Watkin, with
deeply stained crown, wero shown by Jlr. .J. Walker.

30. A collection of various sorts from Mr. J. H. Krclagc,
for verification of names.

37. Some flowers were shown by Mr. Wa'c, which were
accepted as true noljilis variety. The roots were collected
in ihe Pyrenees, and had been in cultivation in England for
two years.

3S. A number of single and double N. pseudo-Narcissus
and Telamonius from various sources, sent in reference to
the question of the conversion from single to double.

KOYAL BOTANIC.
Apeil 14.

This, the second .spring show held by this society
this year, was not so large as April shows usually
are here, but there were several bright features about
it. There was a conspicuous absence of Orchids and
new plants, but this was in a measure compensated
by attractive groups of such things as Narcissi, Roses,
Amaryllises, Rhododendrons, Azaleas and Cinerarias,
and Pelargoniums. There were prizes offered for
collections of most of these flowers, but few classes
were represented. Roses, always one of the chief
attractions, were shown admirably by Messrs. Paul,
of Cheshunt, who had large and well-flowered speci-
mens of such well-known favourites as Caroline
Kuster, Souvenir d'un Ami, Beauty of Waltham,
Gloire Lyonnaise, Alba rosea, and Innocenti Pirola,
all of which force well. Besides tliese the group
contained those two' lovely white Roses, White
Baroness and Merveille de Lyon, both unsurpassed as
yet among white Hybrid Perpetuals. The new
American Tea variety Sunset was likewise sIkjwu
admirably by Messrs. Paul. This group took the
first prize.

Azaleas were much better at this show than at the
one previous, which contained scarcely a creditable
specimen. On the present occasion Mr. Turner, of
Slough, sent a fine group of six specimens in the
nurserymen's class. Among these the brightest sorts

were Roi d'Hollande, Mons. Thibaut, Duchesse de
Nassau, .Jean Vervaene. Baron de Vriere, and
Madeleine, all first-rate sorts, the two latter being
probably the best whites grown. In Mr. .James'
second group was a fine white sort named Abydos,
with bold, well-shaped flowers, and in Messrs. Cut-
bush's third group was a remarkably fine plant of

Flambeau, one of the brightest coloured of all

Azaleas. The amateurs' class was not so well re-

presented, Mr. Wheeler's plants being the best.

The group of Azalea mollis, from Messrs. Lane, of

Berkhampstead, was a great attraction, and as they
were arranged in an informal way amidst the greenery
of the conservatory plant.s, they had a most beautiful

effect. There were several colours among the dozen
plants, some clear yellow, .and intermediate shades to

bright salmon-red. Among the best sorts were those
named Consul Pecher, salmon-red ; Alphonse I^a-

vallee, bright orange-red ; and Ebenezer Pike,
delicate salmon. The Rhododendrons from Messrs.
Lane, which, like the Azaleas, took the first
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prize, made a brilliant group, all being large bushes,
densely flowered. The sorts most conspicuous were
Sigismund Itucker, Blandyanum, Limbatum, Mar-
cliioness of Dorchester, Leviathan, Hundersoni,
Etandard de J'landre, and Pavourite, all of wliicli

force admirably.

PELARCiO.xiuiis were not remarkable for large size,

but a creditable group was shown by Mr. Phillip.", of

Langley, Slough, who had moderate-sized specimens
well flowered considering the early date. The sorts

included Rosetta, Mad. Thibaut, Jeanette, Duchess
of Edinburgli, Reamie Poiteau, and Harlequin. Cine-
rarias were shown best by Mr. Little's gardener
(Mr. HiU), Hillingdon Place, U.xbridge, who had a
dozen plants, each about 2 feet across the flower-
heads. Mr. Phillips showed a pretty white variety
called Snowflake. It has large well-shaped blooms,
ivory-white with a purplish centre. It is, moreover,
compact in growth.

Amaeyllise.s were shown admirably by Messrs.
Paul, of Cheshunt, who took the first prize with a
dozen fine sorts, several of which were unnamed seed-
lings, the named kinds being Congoli, Dr. Masters,
Pulchella, and Darkness, all first-rate. Some of the
seedlings were also of high merit, and well deserve
names. Mr. Turner was the only exhibitor of Auri-
culas. He had a dozen plants of alpine and show
varieties, the latter including such favourite sorts as

Charles Perry, J. Simonite, Beauty, Mrs. Smith, and
Ruby.

Alpine plants were shown chiefly by Mr. Ware
and Messrs. Paul. The former took the first prize

for a collection, which included among a crowd of

others such bright things as Primula denticulata, P.
marginata, Anemone stellata fulgens, Saxifraga dia-

pensoides, Cyclamen repandum, Soldanella Chisi, and
various Orchises. Messrs. Paul's collection was a
large one, and abounded with choice kinds. A large

panful of the white Primula nivalis was one of the

chief features of the group, and other gems were
Androsace ciliata, Saxifraga cresia, S. marginata, S.

oppositifolia, and others. Primula pubescens, P. vis-

cosa, Dralja bruninsfolia, D. bcetica; and Messrs. Paul
took the first prize for a dozen hardy herbaceous
plants which made a fine group, among them being
Primula acaulis Croussi, a double purple Primrose

;

Anemone neraorosa pallida. Anemone fulgens, A.
Pulsatilla, Megasea Stracheyi, and Muscari botryoides
pallidum.

Miscellaneous class.—This constituted as usual
about half the show, the bulk being made up chiefly

of large collections of cut flowers of Narcissi. An
extensive collection came from Messrs. Barr, consist-

ing of a selection of tlie numberless sorts they grow.
Mr. Ware also had a large group, as did also Messrs.
Collins k Gabriel, and to each of these a silver medal
was awarded. Mr. B. S. Williams contributed a
large group of miscellaneous plants composed chiefly

of Orchids, Amaryllises, and fine-foliaged pLants, the
most noteworthy among which were Araucaria Ver-
vaetiana, Rudgea macrophylla, Ochna multiflora, a
stove shrub, having bright red fleshy fruits studded
with purple seeds, and a new Rhododendron named
Kcenig Albert, which bears a dense truss of bell-

shaped flowers of waxy whiteness copiously spotted
with deep purple. Among the Amaryllises were
several new sorts, two of which received certificates

;

a large silver medal was awarded to Mr. Williams for

this group. Mr. Hill, g.ardener to Mr. Little, also

took a silver med.al for a group of Orchids, wliich

proved an attraction. It included numerous plants

of Lycaste Skinneri of various varieties, se\'eral

Odontoglossums, hybrids and others, and a very fine

mass of Cattleya 'Trian^, bearing over thirty flowers

on fifteen spikes.

Certieicated plants. — The following, though
several of them by no means new plants, were awarded
botanical certificates: At-liantum fragrantissinnnn,

from Messrs. E. G. Henderson ; Tillandsia te.ssellata,

from Mr. B. S. Williams; Dentaria polyphylla, from
Messrs. Paul & Son ; and Cypripedium macranthum,
from Mr. Ware. Floricultural certificates were
awarded to Amaryllises Pioneer, Perdita, and Crown
Princess of Germany, from Messrs. Veitch ; and
Amaryllises Joseph Broome and Marshalli, from
]VIr, B. S. Williams. Among other new plants shown

were the following: Pelargonium (zonal) Queen of
Whites and Princess of Whites, both excellent sorts
from Mr. P. Ladds, Bexley: Anthuriums (hybrid),
Arcliduke Joseph and Reiiie des Beiges, from Messrs.
Henderson ; Pelargonium Volonte Nationale album
from Mr. Perkins, Leamington ; and from Messrs.
Paul some new Carnations, those named George
Paul, .lean Naturelle, and Souvenir de Frangoia
Labruyere being the best.

A list of awards is given in our advertising columns.

National Chrysantheinum Society.—On
]Monday evening last a meeting of the general com-
mittee of this society was held in Bishopsgate, Mr.
E. Sanderson, president, in the chair. The lion, sec,

Mr, Holmes, informed the meeting that the society now
mustered 322 members. Letters were read from the
Dartford District Chrys.anthemum Society and the
Henfield Society expressing their desire to become
affiliated, and their applications were granted. A
question as to the proper definition of the term large

flowering varieties was raised ; considerable discussion

ensued therecm, and as a result it was agreed that all

Chrysanthemums not Pompons could be included in

that category. The schedule for the present year was
then submitted to the attention of the committee and
met with general approval.

The Siberian Squill is a delightful hardy
flower, but it is only seen to the best advantage in the
form of large clumps, which, when lit up by the
bright spring sun, have quite a brilliant effect. I saw
this spring, in the garden of an amateur, a large

clump of this Squill, which came into existence in

the following way : Half-a-dozen bulbs were planted
in the centre of a circle formed by a hoop buried to

the rim in the ground. Increasing by means of off-

sets and self-sown seedlings, and being quite secured
against the disturbing influence of the spade, the

whole of the space within the hoop became filled with
bulbs, which, when in bloom, had quite a charming
appearance . There is no doubt that bulbous plants

of moderate growth would all be the better for some
kind of protection such as that afforded in this in-

stance. Hardy bulbs begin to make new roots early

in autumn, and continue to do so throughout the

winter—just the time chosen for digging over flower

borders ; and although labels or sticks serve to guide

the operator, it frequently occurs that they become
lost, or that carelessness brings the spade too near the

roots. Ordinary iron hoops are open to objection ;

how would galvanised iron do ? Has any reader of

The Gakiien tried this material for the purpose just

mentioned?—C, B;ifleet.

QUESTIONS.

54S4.—Lemon wine. —I should be particularly obliged
if some reader of The Garden would kindly favour me
with a recipe for making this wine.—W. M.

54S5.—Carpet bedding.—Can any of your correspon-
dents recommend a haudy book on gardening giving plans
and designs of carpet bedding and of flower beds in the
Italian and other styles, with suggestions as to the selection

of plants and the aiTangement of colours ?—R. L.

54Sr..— Gloxinias-—Is it good practice to pinch Gloxinias
back in order to make strong plants of them ? A few which I

have in 0-inch pots have each from three to five shoots, and
are now jvist showing flower-buds. I am anxious to gi-ow
them into good specimens. Would it be well to shift them
into S-inch pots ? and would it do to givo them a little we.ak
manure w.ater? For any .advice on this matter I should feel

greatly obliged.

—

An Amateur.

LATE NOTES.

Seedling Carnation {A, Barker).—An excellent va-

riety, very similar to, if not identical with, one called Dr.
Raymond, which is also the coloin* of the old crimson Clove.
It is decidedly worth propagating, but you should see how far

it differs from others of a similar colour before you name it.

Names of plants.—/. A. E.—Common double Daffodil
(Telamonius plenus). A. Jtiilnis.—Oncidiumsarcodcs.
C. II. F.—Not Comparettia macroplectron, but the finest
variety of C. faleata we have seen. G. H. Mouiisdon —
Double variety of common Daffodil. /. Armdcj/.—True.
Odontoglossuni Andersonianum ; but not the best form.
C Scott.— 1,4 some kind of Carex (Sedge); 2, Polygala
Chamicbuxiis. //. B. Fox.—Primula denticulata cash-
merensis. W. Payn.—Anemone apennina (not more
Irish than English), Coryd.alis bracteata alba,— Sw^scriit;)-.

—

Boronla megastignia. 0- £. il/.—Teucrium canum.

I
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"Thia is an Art
Which does mend Nature : change It rather: but
Thk Akt itsklf is Xaturk."—Sh(despeare.

THE PRIMULA CONFEREXCE.
ilucH interest was attaclieJ to the show of

Primuhis held at South Kensington on Tuesday
and Wednesday last. Such a gathering of this

class of plants had never before been assembled

in one place, and though many of those in pots

represented but feebly their beauty as seen on
their native Alps or in a good rock garden, some
idea of the great diversity of size, form, and
colour now to be found in this one genus, so

extremely valuable from a garden standpoint,

could be formed. It was interesting to see side

by side representatives of the genus from every

country in whicli Primulas are found, an exten-

sive region or rather zone running across the

northern hemisphere, a range extending from
California to Japan . What is not a little singular

is the fact that the same little Bird's-eye

Primrose that is tolerably common in some parts

of Britain is fouml also in North America. The
comparative narrowness, so to speak, of this

Primula zone is one of the reasons why almost

every known Primula is hardy enough for out-

door culture in this country. The headquarters

of the genus are Central Europe and the Hima-
layan region, both of which contributed largely

to the show on this occasion, especially the

former. Indeed, varieties of Primula from the

European Alps seem to be endless now that

hybridising is being carried on both by Nature

and art. At this conference one had the whole

of the Primula family marshalled before one's

eyes, and the Vjeauty of most of them was
abundantly apparent. There was the time-

honoureil Auricula, which has been in cajj-

tivity, so to speak, for centuries, side by side

with the most recent captives i'rom the host

of wikllings to be found in the Alps of

Europe and Asia, but yet unknown to the

majority of cultivators. It was fortunate that

the chief national garden collections were so well

represented. Kew contributed the largest group,

and it was, perhaps, beyond all others the mo^t

valuable, comprising as it did so many new
species. From the Edmburgh and Glasnevin

Botanic Gardens also came collections, that from

the Scotch garden being particularly bright, the

majority of the plants which it contained dis-

playing that richness of colouring which southern

growers can hardly hope to get in their Howers.

The chief of hardy nursery collections, too, were

admirably represented, but there was a con-

spicuous absence of exhibits from amateur alpine

grower.s, whose name, even within fifty miles of

London, is legion. Perhaps this may be ac-

counted for by the fact that few of them care to

grow Primulas in pots ; they like rather to see

them growing in a freeway in their rock gardens,

not restricted, but spreading outinto dense masses,

which when in Ijloom alone show their true

beauty. There was nothing absolutely new in

the exhibition, and few, if any, examples of

exceptionality good culture. The committee

were wise in certificating some lovely new
seedlings of P. viscosa shown in the Edin-

burgh group, btit their judgment in certifi-

cating a pigmy Xorth American species simply
because it was new was questionable. Anyone
who would buy this little P. mistassinica on the

strength of its having received a first-class certifi-

cate would, unless they were enthusiasts, be

disappointed. One could hardly expect to see

many new additions in the way of species, but

there was a conspicuous lack of new sorts in the

way of garden Primroses and Polyanthuses. The
Auriculas were much the same as in former years,

but,owing to the season, scarcely so fine as usual,

and they were quite devoid of novelty.

There was much information to be gleaned from
the papers whitdi were read on Wednesday and
the discussion which followed, but it could be

wished that instead of having two papers on the

Auricula, someone could have given a paper on
growing alpine Primulas, describing all their little

peculiarities, and giving hints that would help

the lover of these plants to attempt their culture

with a better chance of success than hitherto.

One good result has already been derived from
the conference, and that is a complete list of all

names that have been applied to Primulas whether
species, variety, or hybrid. This list has been

compiled by Mr. D. Dewar, who superintends the

hardy plant department in the Royal Gardens at

Kew, and who therefore possesses exceptional

advantages for such work. The list contains

some 700 names, including synonyms, which are

printed in italics.

HARDY PRIMROSES.
Thk common Primrose has been very plentiful

this season and also very beautiful. Large patches

of it by woodland walks or peeping out here and
there from among bushes in our copses are always
welcome. The double reds and crimsons in borders

are also charming. The Oxlip and Cowslip might
likewise find a place even in the smallest of gar-

dens ; botli are easy to cultivate, and, associated

with self-coloured finely-laced Polyanthuses, would
keep our borders gay and interesting all through

the early spring months. Some, like the Hose-in-

hose, are very curious too, and in others may be

found various deviations from the normal struc-

ture. The common alpine Aiu'iculas, now in

flower, also do well on rockwork, and amongst
them are many striking colours ; they are easily

raised from seed, and invariably flower the second

year. P. viscosa and its various forms, notably

ciliata purpurea and nivalis or nivea, are very

beautiful plants, which may be grown with the

greatest ease in any garden. P. glaucescens or,

as it is now named, calycina is also a charming
plant. P. integrifolia at times is a shy flowerer,

but when grown well it is a charming little Prim-

rose. It thrives best in low or rather damp situa-

tions in full sunshine, being benefited apparently

by being scorched during summer. P. marginata,

of which there are now several good forms, densi-

flora and cierulea being amongst the best, is

easily grown in the common border, with a few

stones set firmly round the plant's neck and filled

up with soil as the stem elongates. P. minima, a

charming little alpine species, has given rise to a

great many hybrids, several of which are real

acquisitions. Tlie type makes an excellent plant

for rockeries, especially where limestone is abun-

dant. P. Palinuri is well named the Cabbage
Primrose, owing to the enormous size which

the leaves on robust specimens attain. It is

scarcely hardy, generally requiring the protec-

tion of a frame; the flowers are golden yellow and
very handsome. P. farinosa, scotica, and Warei,

the latter a cross between the two first, belong to

a section of bog-loving plants which are always

happiest when their toes are in water. They do

well on little raised mounds on the bog bed, where
they simply require to be kept clear of weeds. P.

longiflora, when well grown, is a charming plant,

and the same may be said of involucrata or Munroi.

P. rosea is a bog-loving plant, but grows robustly

on a damp shady north border. It is easily raised

from seed ; the flowers emit a perfume unecpialled

by that of any other Primula. P. sibirica is nearly

allied to the above, and may yet turn out to be a

mere geographical form of it. P. denticulata and
its forms, pulcherrima, cashmeriana, Henryi, ero-

soides, &c., are indispensable in gardens; and P.

erosa, a Himalayan species nearly allied to the

above, has delicately-coloured flowers, and leaves

more like those of forms of capitata than the kinds

just named. It does well in the open. P. sikkl-

nensis is a charming plant, which loves shade,

and flowers freely the second year after sowing.

It wants a deep, rich soil, with plenty of peat

worked into it. Parryi, a North American spe-

cies, bears large heads of purple yellow -eyed

flowers. It does best in a swamp in the coldest

part possible, and, if possible, near to a stream.

P. cortusoides and its variety amiiena, &c. , make
grand border plants, and flower freely and well

with but little attention. L.

Orchids.

ORCHIDS ON TREE FERNS.
Mr. Geo. Syme is mistaken in saying that Orchids

will not grow on Tree Ferns. Zygopetalum maxil-

lare, indeed, only grows on the stems of Alsophila

ferox in its native habitat. It was first discovered

by Mr. Gardner on the Organ Mountains in 1828,

and always upon the stems of Tree Ferns. In

Mr. Sander's nursery at St. Albans Alsophila ferox

is specially grown for the purpose of placing thi.s

Zygopetalum on its stems. Its English name is

the Tree Fern Zygopetalum. It is figured in the

Botanical Majjazine, tab. 3686, under that name.
Mr. Syme would do good service if he would give

the names of such epiphytal Orchids as he found

growing on Orange trees. It would be easy

enough to try the culture of Orchids in this way,
although I would doubt very much if it would be
successful. There does not seem to be anything on

which the plants can lay hold. In the case of old

trees of large size matters might be different, but

there would not be room for such trees in ordinary

Orchid houses. Many Cattleyas succeed well on

Tree Fern stems. When I first began to cultivate

Orchids I failed with Cattleya superba grown in

pots in the usual way. By chance I called upon
Mr. Pilcher when he had charge of Mr. Sigismund
Rucker's collection at Wandsworth, and there I

saw C. superba flowering freely suspended from

the roof of the warmest house. It had merely

been tied to short lengths of Tree Fern stems. I

had subsequently conclusive e\ddence that this

was the best method of cultivating this Cattleya.

I had lost four out of six plants at that time, but
came home and planted the remaining two at

once as I had seen them in iSIr. Rucker's garden.

The two plants in question started to grow freely,

and flowered well for many years. They became
firmly attached to the Tree Ferns, and required

no other support. I have also grown the lovely

golden yellow Cattleya citrina on Tree Fern stems,

to which this species takes kindly. C. gigas will

also grow freely and flower well attached to short

lengths of these stems, but it will refuse to

flower, though it will grow freely enough
planted in pots with a peat and Sphagnum com-

post. I do not say Cattleya gigas will not flower

in pots. It is, however, notoriously shy ; but some
varieties flower [much more freely than others do.

—J. Douglas.

Mr. Syme (p. 341) is a little in doubt as

to the wisdom of my recommending Ansellia to be

grown on Date Palm stems, and more pointedly

does he doubt the possibility of Zygopetalum
maxillare growing on the stem of a Tree Fern.

The facts of the case, I believe, are these. When
Ansell first discovered the Orchid which now bears

his name he was iU at Fernando Po after the

Niger expedition, and the plant was growing on

the stems of the Oil Palm (Elais guinensis)

(see Botanical Regisltr, 18-46, t. 30). This Orchid

naturally, therefore, does not dislike Palm stems.

As to Zygopetalum maxillare, it is a historical fact

that " Mr. Gardner found it on the Organ Moun-
tains in April, 1828, growing upon the stems of

Tree Ferns" (see Walpers Annalex, vol. vi.,

p. UCO; or Botanical Bei/ifiter, vol. xxx. (1844)

misc. 15). When I wrote, on p. 328, these facts

were floating in my mind, and I also had some
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memories of an Orchid grower, Mr. Douglaa, who
failed to grow Cattleya sujierba until he tried it

on Tree Fern stems instead of in pots or on blocks.

At Clapton a year or two ago I saw great masses
of Zygopetalum maxillare most luxuriant on Tree
Fern blocks and living Sphagnum.

—

F. W. Bur-
BIDGE.

A high-priced Odontoglossum.—Another
extraordinary Orchid has been sold during the

week. That sold last week at Stevens' was a
variety of O. Pescatorei, and fetched 165 guineas;
and on Monday last Messrs. Protheroe and Morris
sold at their City rooms a variety of Odontoglossum
Alexandne from Messrs. Sander, of St. Albans,
for the high sum of IGO guineas, which, we be-

lieve, is the highest price ever given for a
form of Alexandr.-B. It is a marvellous variety,

having the characteristic round and broad-petalled
flowers of the St. Albans type. The flower measures
3 inches across, and the petals and sepals are

overlapping. They are purplish-white, the outer
three being flushed with deep rose-purple. On
the centre of each petal is a hea\'y blotch of rich

plum-purple, inclining to crimson, not brownish,
as is usually the case. It is a fitting companion
to such varieties as Veitchianum, Sanderianum,
Cooksoni, and others of the select few. It has
gone, we believe, to enrich Baron Schroeder's

collection.

Cypripedium concolor Eegnierianum. —
This is another addition to the introduced forms
of C. concolor, which is apparently a very variable
species, especially if we include under it the
closely allied C. niveum and C. Godefroya?. In
the colours of the flowers, their size and shape,
and in the size and markings of the foliage there
are often wide differences observable in a batch of

C. concolor, and in addition to these we have now
a deviation from the usual one-flowered scape to

varieties with three and even four flowers upon
the same stalk. This valuable character belongs
to the form named Regnierianum, which has been
introduced within the last month from Cochin
China, and has been sold by auction in the London
sale-rooms. In some of tlie older forms of C. con-

color it is not unusual for two flowers to be borne
on the same stalk, but these rai-ely open together

;

whereas inC Regnierianum thewhole of the flowers

are expanded at the same time. The foliage also

in this variety differs from that in the commoner
forms in being broader and longer. We have now
a very pretty quartette in C. niveum, with ivory-

white, cinnamon-spotted flowers ; C. concolor, with
flowers pale yellow and more or less spotted ; C.

Godefroyw, with large white heavily spotted
flowers ; and C. Regniei-ianum, which has three or
more flowers on a scape.

Phaius maculatus.—This is the mottled,
leaved terrestrial Orchid usually named Bletia
Woodfordi, and, if we are not mistaken, it finds

favour because of its variegated foliage rather
than as a handsome flowering plant. When
well grown, however, it proves itself exceptionally
distinct and beautiful in flower ; indeed, we had
no idea that it was so fine a plant until we saw a
specimen of it in flower at Kew last week, of

which the following is a short description

:

Pseudo-bulbs perennial, clustered, large as wal-
nuts, depressed and striated ; leaves long, Cal-
anthe-like, bright green, thickly mottled with
large yellow spots, which are not as ornamental
as they are singular among Orchids ; flowers on
erect spikes 18 inches high, stout, the upper half
bearing about a dozen blooms as large as those of

Cattleya intermedia, and coloured canary-yellow,
except the crisped margin of the labellum, which
is red. The Kew plant bears six of these spikes.
It is grown in a cool house along with Odonto-
glossums, &c., where it thrives much better than
when treated as a tropical plant, which it is

usually considered to be. Those wlio grow those
sturdy old Indian Phaiuses, P. grandifolius, P.
Wallichi, and P. bicolor, should add to their col-

lection this really beautiful kind, which is a native
of Korthern India, and also Japan.

Odontoglossum nebulosum pardinum.—
There are sever.al distinct and beautiful varieties

of the typical O. nebulosum as figured in Bate-
raan's grand monograph, and one of the best of

them is that above named, in which the flowers
are very large, cupped, of good substance, pure
white, except for the numerous large spots of

lii'own which are placed thickly about the base of

the sepals, petals, and lip. Panther-like in its

copious spotting this variety certainly is. There
is a plant of it now in flower at Kew. Near to

this variety, in regard to the markings of its

flowers, is that named guttatum, but the spots in

this are a paler brown, and the flower is not so
distinctly cupped. A third variety, viz., can-
didum, is a very handsome, large-flowered albino,

which was represented at Kew a week or two ago
by an exceptionally fine form. O. nebulosum is

not as popular as it deserves to be, not only
because of the large size and beauty of its flowers,

but also because of its thriving well from year to

year in a cool greenhouse, and never failing to

flower in the spring months. There are a good
many popular Orchids of which we could not
speak so favourably.—B.

A new Cisa.—Some eighteen months ago I re-

ceived from a firm .at Haarlem three small tubers,

each about the size of a Marrowfat Pea, which were
supposed to be Disa cornuta, figured in the seventieth

volume of the Botanical Magazine (plate 4091), but
when the foliage appeared, it was at once evident
that they could not be that variety, as the leaves were
thin and Grass-like, and totally unlike those depicted
in the plate just referred to. One of these tubers has
just produced its first flower, which proved to be of a
deep shade of ro5y purple with a maroon lip of most
curiously protruding form, and altogether an exceed-
ingly pretty little flower, borne on the top of a stem
5 inches in height, with eight or nine grassy leaves

surrounding its base. On coming to maturity the
flower was cut .and sent in a box to the Royal Herba-
rium .at Kew, where Mr. X. E. Brown, who has made
a special study of the Disa family, after comparing it

with the dried specimens from the Cape, pronounced
it to be a very rare species, known as Disa atropur-
purea, which has not yet been figured in any work.
A portrait of this pretty little terrestrial Orchid is, I

believe, being prepared for the Botanical 3faijazine,

when doubtless full particulars concerning its native
habitat will be furnished in the accompanying letter-

press.—W. E. GUMBLETON.

Indoor Garden.

Royal roads to gardening. —There is always
a class of would-be gardeners and amateurswho are

on the outlook for what we know as sliort and
easy, i.e., royal roads to success. Royal roads in

any brancli of learning are rare, simply because
royal teachers are few !

" All roads lead to

Rome," we are told, but Mr. Lowell turned the
tables on the old saw by pointing out that the
converse was true—the self-same roads led one
way from the city celestial—that is, unless the
traveller was firmly convinced as to the direction

in which he intended to go. This fable is true
in gardening—there are many ways to good
results, but one must be first quite sure of what
we are aiming at. This is one of the best aids to

good gardening. Either the gardener or his

employer must decide exactly what shall be done,
.and tlien all one's strength must be devoted to

tlie accomplishment of the desired end. The
main drawback to gardening success may be
traced to one of two causes, viz., either too much
is attempted, or there is a want of decision as to

what .shall be done. Between these two stools it

is easy to come to the ground. But aliove all in

gardening is it necessary to let Nature decide as

to the capabilities of your soil and climate. If

she decides to grow Daffodils or Primroses, then
grow these ; but if your soil or climate is unsuit-

alile for any class of vegetation, it will break your
heart to grow it, and you will never be able to

grow it well.—F. W. B.

FERNERY AT WADDON HOUSE.
The construction of a fernery similar to that repre-
sented here is so charming, yet so simple, that
one may reasonably wonder why the walls and
Aavk corners in greenhouses and stoves are not
covered in this way, instead of being left naked,
or perh.ajis only half screened by an ill-thriving

climber. A straight flat wall maybe made uneven
by building against it liere and there a few jutting
points, or by piling uj) at intervals a few stones.

Against these, or rather 3 inches or 4 inches
away, the wire netting or iron lattice-work is

fixed by means of upright supports, which should
be fastened firmly to tlie wall. Rough peat,
loam and Moss (not necessarily Sphagnum if it be
but alive) are then used to form a face between
the wall and the wire, and they should be
pressed in very tightly, so that when frequently
watered they will not be washed away. Any
one with a little skill and taste can in tliis way
turn an ugly blank wall into a beautiful curtain
of foliage, for upon this lining of soil there ai-e

hosts ot pretty and graceful plants which will
live and grow luxuriantly if properly watered.
Some gardeners syringe heavily once or twice a
day, and so keep the soil sutticiently moist, whilst
others prefer an arrangement wliich admits of
their pouring water upon the top of the wall and
soil in sufficient quantity to ensure its saturating
the soil down to the bottom.

In selecting plants for positions of this kind
care must be taken that the temperature of the
house, as well as the amount of light that reaches
the wall, will be suitable for them. In the
fernery at Waddon House the temperature is an
intermediate one, and this admits of a very large
number of popular garden plants being used for
planting upon tlie walls. Amongst Ferns we
have hosts of all kinds, from the graceful and
ever useful Maiden-hairs to the creeping Poly-
podiums, Acrostichums, Nephrolepis, &c. The
tufted Aspleniums and Aspidiums may also be
used, whilst here and there, in positions which
will favour the use of a large growing kind, such
plants as Blechnum brasiliense, Lomaria giblja,

the large Acrostichums, Drynarias, and even
Platyceriums, may be planted and will grow well.
Besides Ferns we have the Begonias of the Rex
family, whose leaves assume a large size and
uiucli more beautiful tints than when grown in
pots. B. scandens, a shining-leaved climbing
species, is also specially useful for planting
against these walls, and even the common
flowering sorts, such as B. semperflorens, &c.,

are both happy and picturesque when planted
upon a jutting corner or stone in such a
position.

It would be easy to swell this list to an
inordinate length, and then not include all the
plants which would be perfectly at home when
grown against soil-lined walls. To make these
remarks useful, however, we must confine our-
selves to the plan itself, and leave the filling in
ot details to the taste of those who have them-
selves to please, and jierhajjs only a few plants
to select from. The point to be remembered is

tbis, that only very few Ferns refuse to establish

themselves and grow freely upon walls when
prepared as above I'ecommended, and almost as

tew soft-wooded stove or intermediate plants, and
tbat plenty of water during summer, a moist

atmosi)here about them, and asulidued light, will

do all that the plants require to make as pretty a

picture as is here represented. iJr. Crowley's

garden here is also remarkable for other beauti-

ful features particularly as regards tlie jilant

houses. B.
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ALLAMANDAS BEST PLANTED OUT.
Theuk are several .serviceable and beautiful

plants available for furnishiiif; the roofs of either

stove or conservatory, but Allamandas, and not-

ably A. Hendersoni, are the most easily grown
and most effective—at least, such is my expe-

rience. Unfortunately, they must be given a

stove temperature ranging from 60° to 70° by
night, and from 65° to 80° by day, or varying

according to the time of year in each case ; there-

fore they cannot be said to be everybody's plants.

They are not generally grown as roof plants,

being more often seen at exhibitions, trained on

globe or balloon-shaped trellise-s, sometimes in

good condition as to health and Horiferousness,

but more often in anything but a presentable

condition. No matter how well they may be

grown and exhibited, it is only when treated as

roof plants that their best qualities become appa-

rent, and it is in these positions that they ought

to be more
generally seen.

Not many, if

any, trained
plants can be
had in bloom
from May till

February, yet
this is the pe-

riod during
which ourAlla-
mandas remain
in flower, and
during this
long season
thousands of
grand blooms
have unfolded
them s elves,
hundreds hav-
ing been open
at one time.

The growth
must be made
near the glass

or it fails to

bloom satisfac-

torily, liberal

rather than
starvation
treat m ent
being in this

case both safe

and wise. At
one time we
grew several
Allamandas in

large pots, be-

lieving that by
this means we
should secure

more bloom, and, further, that by starting at diffe-

rent times a longer succession would be the result.

However, we have discovered that a single strong

specimen, planted out in a small brick pit, far

exceeds anything which we achieved with four pot

plants.

Plants from cuttinos.—We commenced with
one poor old plant. This we started into growth
early in the year, and directly the young growths
were about 5 inches long they were cleanly cut

from the parent plant so as to have a small heel

attached to them ; these we dibbled singly into

2^-inch pots and pkmged them in a fairly brisk

bottom heat ; we then covered them with a hand-
glass and shaded them, and under this treatment
they soon became rooted. Before becoming root-

bound they were shifted into 6-inch pots and
kept growing in a stove temperature, no stopping

being resorted to. The strongest of them were
eventually shifted into 10-inch pots, the soil

employed consisting of two-parts of turfy loam
to one of leaf soil, plenty of sharp sand being

added. This compost was used rather fine for

the cuttings and coarser for the shifts. These
young plants were eventually trained thinly

immediately under the roof of a low forcing

house, and they flowered the same season.

During the early part of the winter water was
gradually withheld fi'om them in order to ripen

the stem without its shrivelling or the loss ofmany
roots. Early in the following January they were
cut down to within 12 inches of the pot, and soon
afterwards soaked in a tub of water and started

into growth. When the young breaks were
about an inch in length, the plants were turned
out of their pots ; much of the soil was removed
from their roots and again re-potted in 11 -inch

or 12-inch pots, according to the size of the ball

of soil reserved, a liberal sprinkling of bone-meal
and old cow manure being added to the compost.

The fernery at Waddon House, Croydon.

The potting was done firmly, and plenty of room
was allowed for top-dressings of manure later on
without interfering with the space, say the depth

of the rim, always required by plants that need

much water. The largest of the batch was
eventually shifted into an 18-inch pot, and this is

now the only plant we have kept, the remainder

being dispersed among other admirers of the

Allamanda.
Loose bricit pits for Allamandas.—These

are easily formed, and not unsightly, or, at any
rate, not more so than large pots, and they suit

Allamandas so well, that one wonders so few of

them are to be seen. Properly keyed together,

the weight of the single walls of bricks makes
them perfectly strong, and no mortar being used

admits of the soil inside being examined to any
depth at any time without injury to the roots

;

the operation of replanting in fresh compost
after that exhausted has been removed in the

spring being also much simplified, while top-

dressing can be added as required. At the
present time there are hundreds of strong old

plants all over the country breaking afresh after

the usual resting and pruning seasons ; instead of

placing such plants in large pots, some at least

of them should be planted out in loose brick

pits, the.se being placed at the front of the house,

or, if preferred, at the back or end, only in this

case rather more time will elapse before the glass

is reached and blooming commenced. These
may be about three bricks square and five bricks

deep, or larger if the plants are extra strong, and
' there is much roof space to cover. If this pit is

formed on a grating or staging, there is little or

no need of any space being taken up with
drainage ; indeed, I am of opinion that too much
drainage is often given to various moisture-loving

strong-growing plants, though care must be taken
to provide a proper outlet for the water, but if it

did not escape

so rapidly,
there would be
fewer water-
ings necessary.

After forming
a bed of good
compost as
above des-
cribed, inwhich
large pieces oi

turf are promi-
nent, much of
the old soilmay
be forked away
from the roots,

and the latter,

having been
lightly trim-

med, may be
spread out and
carefully cover-

ed with more
fresh compost,
the whole being
well rammed
and finished off

neatly, the cen-

tre being rather
the lowest, so

as to admit of
the old ball be-

ing moistened
occasionally
withoutunduly
saturating the
new soil.
Growth has
thus but little

check, and the

plants .soon be-

come well established. We rarely find it neces-

sary to stop the young shoots in order to

obtain more leading material, as the well-ripened

wood usually pushes out more shoots than are

required, and disbudding has more often to bu

resorted to than pinching back. The leading

shoots, which are spread thinly, soon divide and
sub-divide whenever a flower-spike is formed, so

that many of these shoots must also be removed,

otherwise they become much too crowded. At
what distance apart these branches should be

trained should depend upon circumstances. If

shade-loving plants, such as 'Ferns, Asparagus,

Gloxinias, and Eucharises, are grown underneath,

then the branches may be trained about 6 inches

apart; but if various flowering plants, Crotons

and other plants, requiring more fight are under-

neath, then they must be trained about 12 inches

apart. A single leading branch properly dis-

budded of side shoots may in one season reach a
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distance of 20 feet, and will form flower-spikes at

short intervals throughout its length. These
should not be cut away, aa they will continue to

lengthen and flower till the end of the season,

anil when hanging from the roof in all directions

are very attractive. When I pruned our plant

in February I met.sureil some of these old flower-

ing-spikes, and found many of them 2 feet in

length, each having produced about forty blooms.

As the plant was trained rather thickly the

flower-spikes were not more than a foot apart

each way.

Watering and other details.
—"When Alla-

mandas are rooting strongly in pits they require

liberal supplies of water and liquid manure of

some kind frequently. Soot water, farmyard
liquid manure, Standen's, Clay's and Beeson's

manures, sulphate of ammonia and guano have
all been tried, and all benefit the plants provided

they are not used too strong. If AUamandas
are flowered in pots, then much more water than
when planted out must be given, though not till

the plants get well rooted ; when in full growth
twice a day is not too often. A top-dressing of

loam and manure, preferably old cow manure, is

soon taken possession of by the hungry roots, and
should be given, and a surface sprinkluig of Thom-
son's Vine manure or bone meal is not thrown
away. Although they require plenty of light to

insure sturdy flioriferous growth, tierce sunshine

soon injures them ; they must, therefore, be
shaded, blinds that can be run over the roof

when reqiured being preferable to any kind of

permanent shading. At one time we were under
the impression that plenty of air was needful

whenever it could safely be given, but although
the plants do well under this treatment, they

succeed still better when no air at all is given.

Our ventilators were not opened during the

whole of last year, but the Islinds and plenty of

moisture in the house prevented burning or the

existence of a very high temperature and dry
atmosphere, and the AUamandas and other plants,

including Dipladenias, simply luxuriated in the

Turkish liath which they naturally often re-

ceived. Frequent syringings overhead also served

to keep them free from thrips and mealy l>ug,

which also thrive on AUamandas, but these

pests do not make much progress under the

syringe. Very little rest is needed. Our plants

receive much less water during winter, especially

in January, but they rarely flagged, and a box of

blooms was cut from them early in February.
At the end of the latter month we cut hard back
to well ripened growth, and this season our

plants are growing more strongly than ever.

One plant would, I have no doubt, cover a roof

40 feet by 15 feet.

Species and varieties.—Unless I am much
mistaken, A. Schotti is only slightly inferior to

A. Hendersoni, and this is synonymous witli A.
Wardleyana. I have tried A. nobilis and A.
grandifl(jra, but for my purpose none answers so

well as Hendersoni, and that is the only variety

now retained. Although we do not cut tlie

flower-spikes, we still make good use of many of

the flowers
;
gathered with or without their short

stems and placed with a frond of Maiden-hair
Fern singly in small fish globes, they are most
effective on the dining-table, and we use them in

other ways for dinner-table decoration. Ladies

also wear them, while a wreath formed wholly
with them and Maiden-hair Fern is not only un-

common, but most beautiful. The blooms travel,

if carefully packed, better than might be ex-

pected ; we frequently send a quantity of them
to town by l.ioth rail and post. Tliey must not

be packed with other flowers, or they are almost
certain to get Ijruised. We form a bed for them
with Selaginella Kraussiana ' (better known as

Lycopodium denticulatum) ; on this we place a

row of blooms and fix them with a piece of cane

or striji of wood stretched across the stems and
fitting tightly to the sides of the box. On the.se

we put more Selaginella, then another layer of

l,)loom, and so on till the box is filled. A thin layer

of tissue paper is laid (Ui the top, and on this the

lid closes. No complaint has been made as to

their being in bad condition when unpacked,
and, therefore, I feel justified in asserting they

may be packed and sent safely to a distance, this

in our case being upwards of one hundred miles.

W. I. M.

THE CAPE JASMINE.

Amongst sweet-scented plants grown for market
as well as in private gardens, the Cape Jasmine
(Gardenia radicans) stands in the foremost rank.

Its flowers, when cut, are largely used for button-

hole and other bouquets, and they may be had early

in the year, as it is a plant that stands forcing well.

It strikes freely from cuttings put in any time in

spring in 3-inch pots. The latter should be well

drained and filled with finely sifted peat and
nearly half its bulk of sharp silver sand, to keep
the whole light and open. The pots may either

be placed in a propagating house, or upon a hot-

bed of manure and leaves, where the cuttings will

soon root if a steady bottom heat can be main-
tained for a time. If at hand, place a bell-glass

over the cuttings, which will be a means of in-

ducing them to form roots. Plunge the pots up
to their rims in the heating material. As soon as

the cuttings are rooted, pot them off singly into

small pots, using a compost of rich fibry peat and
a small portion of sandy loam and leaf mould,
with a good amount of sand. After potting, place

them in a temperature of about 65°. Some prefer

placing the pots upon a bed slightly heated, but I

have found the plants to make more short-jointed

and firm wood if placed upon a firm bottom with-

out bottom heat, provided they are in a healthy,

growing temperature. The best materials for set-

ting the pots upon is coal dust about 2 inches in

thickness. Wet it with water, and beat it down
until it becomes firm. If the young plants are

kept growing sharply during the summer, a croji

of flowers will be produced the following spring.

If flower-buds are produced on very young plants,

they must be picked off to encourage \-igorous

growth, except a small plant or two are required

with one or two o(5en flowers on them for some
special purpose. Flowers cut from such plants

are worth more than the plant itself. The
point to keep in view in cultivating this plant

is that it requires a moist and rather warm
temperature when making its young wood and
forming its flower buds. Fine plants are often

crippled by removing them from a stove or warm
pit to a cool house, where they are frequently left

until late in autumn. Under such treatment the

plants seldom recover ; their foliage turns yellow

and falls off', leaving the shoots naked. When the

plants have borne their crop of blossoms and just

commencing to form their young growth, they

should be shifted into the next-sized pot, using a

compost of fibrous peat mixed with about one-

fourth of good rich loam, and a small portion of

leaf mould. After potting, place the plants in a

liouse or pit in which there is a night temperature

of 6.5°, rising to 70' or 75° during hot days. Keep
plenty of moisture round the plants, syringe them
morning and evening, which will keep them free

from insects, which often attack them if this is

not attended to. Liquid or artificial manure may
be given them witli good eff'ect during the spring,

when they are coming into flower. When they

get large, and a convenient house or pit is at com-
mand, fine crojis of flowers may be obtained by
planting them in borders of prepared soil, such as

that recommended for those in pots, only let the

peat be in large pieces. The best plan is to form

mounds for them large enough for the ball of the

plant. Mark out as many spaces as there are

plants, and build a wall of sods consisting of good

peat, 9 inches wide, round each plant, fill in be-

tween the wall and tlie ball of the plant with
potting soil, and in the following season add an-

other addition to tlie mound, continuing tlie same
until the mounds all join together. Great care

sliould be taken to keep the plants free from in-

sects; they both spoil tlie foliage and blooms.
W. C.

AZALEA MOLLIS FOR FORCING.

This Azalea is now extensively grown for forcing,

and no wonder, for it is most amenable to this

treatment, and withal veiy showy, while as an
outdoor shrub, handsome though it be when in

bloom, the spring frosts often greatly mar its

beauty. Great numbers are now imported yearly

from the Continent in the shape of little dwarf
bushes bristling with flower-buds, that only need
potting and assisting with a little heat to have
them in full bloom during the earlier months of

the year. Where employed for forcing, this Azalea
readily lends itself to pot culture, and grown in

this way it may be forced every year with per-

fectly satisfactory results, while most hardy shrubs
will need a season in which to recoup themselves.

Our plants, as well as those of the evergreen
A. amcuna, are after flowering kept under glass

and encouraged to make good growth till they can
be safely moved out of doors, for, though hardy
enough, the young foliage that is produced in the
forcing house would be at once injured if expo.sed

to cold wind and frost, and the plants be greatly
weakened thereby. Under protection they com-
plete their growth without a check, and ripen off

earlier than those started at the normal season.

Consequently they are more readily forced into

bloom the following year. There are now several

varieties of this Azalea, varying from pale yellow
to bright salmon-red, but these more prominent
varieties have all received special names, and con-

sequently command a higher price than those sold

simply as Azalea mollis of various mixed shades.

Where there are sufficient means at command to

purchase a fresh supply for forcing each year, the
plants may, after their first season, be employed
for permanent planting in beds or shrubberies.

By tills mode of proceeding all will be utilised,

but, when such practice is followed, the plants

must, after blooming, be protected, as has just

been stated, till all danger from frost is over.

Where facilities exist, this Azalea may be propa-

gated in any quantity at home, as seeds ripen

readily enough. In this way I have a great

number of young plants in various stages. The
seed was gathered when ripe, and laid in a sunny
place for a few days in order to allow all the cap-

sules to open ; then it was sown in pans of sandy
peat just covered with a pane of glass, and placed

in a frame. The seed germinated readily enough,
and, when necessary, the young plants were
pricked off into pans of the same compost, and
after a while potted into small pots, whence they
were planted into prepared beds in the nursery

ground. There is a good deal of variation among
the seedlings, but I have not obtained any with
so pronounced colours as are to be found among
the named kinds. A striking point of ditference

in a bed of seedlings is the great variety in the

colours of the decaying leaves in autumn, some
being of so rich a crimson-scarlet hue as to vie

witli their relatives the Vacciniums ; others assume
a bright golden tint, and many simply turn to a
dull brown of no particular beauty. Alpha.

Arum Liilies.—There seems to be an ever-

increasing demand for white flowers, and among
them none are more useful than blooms of Arum
Lilies, especially for church decoration, a purpose
for which their large, bold, pure white spathes are

particularly well adapted, and when set in vases

produce striking ett'ects. At one time the plants

used to be dried off and rested, but that is by no
means the best way of treating them, as they lose

much of their strength, and although it is neces-

sary to allow them a short cessation of growth,

water should not be withheld long enough to

cause a severe flagging of the leaves, which ought
to be kept fresh all through the year. The system
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of management that produces the most satis-

factory results is that of setting the plants out,

which should be done about the end of May,
when they may be partly shaken out of the pots,

if they are large, and divided. As they require a

great quantity of water during the summer, it is

advisable to prepare a trench for them similar to

what is done for Celery, but not so deep, and dig

in some rotten manure, after which the plants

should be carefully placed about IS inches apart,

and then have a thorough soaking to settle the

soil about the roots ; this done, the next thing is

to mulch with some half rotten manure to shade
the ground and keep it uniformly cool and moist

—a condition under which they delight. At the

end of September, if kept wet, they will have
finished their growth and made fine strong

crowns, when they should be taken up and potted

in rich soil and well watered ; and if then placed

close under a wall in the sliade, or in a pit, where
they can be screened from the sun and kept
frequently syringed, they will not flag, but quickly

become re-established. Although Arum Lilies do
not like artificial heat, they will bear slight

forcing, and if flowers are wanted early, plants

may be placed in any warm house about Christ-

mas, but they should be kept with their heads
well up to the glass, to prevent them from draw-
ing. Those who have any plants to spare will

find it a good plan to turn them out of their pots,

and plant them by the sides of ponds or streams,

so that tlie water just covers the crowns, or drop
them as they are into basins, where they ai'e quite

at home and look well.—J. S.

BORDERS FOR CLIMBERS.

The vigour of conservatory climbers, compared
with the small space frequently allotted to their

roots, has often surprised me. This is especially

remarkable in the case of Tacsonias and Passi-

lloras, both apparently subjects that do not i"e-

quire a large space for their roots, or very well

prepared soil. With regard to other climbing

plants, they are perhaps more particular as to

soil ; but I am quite satisfied, from many years'

observation, that, unless required to cover an un-

usually large area, they keep healthiest when the

roots are somewhat confined for space, and this is

especially the case with such plants as Bougain-

villeas, Kennedyas, Lapagerias, and Tecomas.

These do not want rich and deep borders. What
I consider a very important condition in the

preparation of borders for climbers is that each

plant should have a separate compartment if

])Ossible for its roots ; unless such an arrangement

is carried out, strong roots quickly invade all

parts of tlie border, and the result is that the

plants to which they belong flourish, while

weaker ones make but little progress. To pre-

vent this, prepare a separate space for each, and
in order to securely confine the roots of each

plant to the space allotted to them, a division,

consisting of a 4J-inch brick wall, or stone slabs,

is the only satisfactory way of effecting the object.

This is simple enough, as the borders generally

are narrow spaces, running parallel with the walls

and the floor of the house ; therefore it is only

necessary to divide the border into as mamy
compartments as there are different sorts of

climl-iers. This arrangement also enables one
to give to each the particular kind of soil which
it requires. Borders are often either too wet
or too dry, but generally too wet. In many
cases they are much shaded, and the air cannot
I'each them in sufficient force to diy up the sur-

face quickly. The consequence is, that in cool

conservatories the soil about the roots, espe-

cially during winter, is cold and damp, and such

a condition is not conducive to healthy and
vigorous growth. Therefore particular attention

should be paid to the condition of the borders

with regard to watering. Where much watering

is necessary for the other occupants, the surface

appearance may be very misleading. It may be

sufficiently moist on the top, while a few inches

below the soil may be ((uite dry. Where such

climbers as Lapagerias, Bougainvilleas, Ac, have

plants growing in pots placed over the borders in

which they are planted, the drip will keep the

soil too wet. The proper thing to do in such a

case is to temjiorarily remove the plants on

to the floor and water them, allowing them to

remain on the floor for a few minutes to permit

the surplus water to drain out of the pots. The
fertility of such borders may be kept up for

several years by a judicious system of annual

surface clressings and by the application of some
stimulating manure. In my own practice I make
this an established rule, and we are able by this

means to keep the strongest-growing plants in

vigorous health for several years. The way in

which to pi'oceed is to remove some of the surface

soil to the depth of 2 inches or 3 inches. In the

case of delicate-rooted plants this work has to be

done carefully, so as not to injure too many of

the roots. If, after the removal of the surface

soil, the border is dry, we give it a good watering.

We then sprinkle over the surface some concen-

trated manure, at the rate of a large tablespoonful

to every square foot of border ; as much fresh soil

is then spread over the surface as is required to

bring it up to its original level. Then the border

receives a gentle watering, but only suftioient is

given at this time to dissolve the manure. If a

deluge of water was given, the best of the manure
would probably be washed down out of the reach

of the principal roots. In our case we make no

difference as regards what plants we are dealing

with ; all have the same treatment, and all seem
to succeed equally well under it.

As REGARDS NEW BORDERS or renewing old

ones, it is very desirable to study the require-

ments of each individual plant, that each may
have the kind of soil which suits its best; but in

a general way none of the kinds of climbers here

alluded to require an elaborately prepared com-

post. Half turfy loam and half peat will suit

the majority of them, and also such as Acacias,

Mandevillas, Plumbago capensis, and Tecomas.

There is nothing better for Tacsonias, Habrotham-
nuses, and Bignonias than good turfy loam. The
three last-named subjects should have 2 feet in

depth of good soil ; for any of the others a border

18 inches deep will be ample. The kind of

climbers to be planted depends on the size of the

house, and whether it will be heated above the

temperature of an ordinary greenhouse during

winter or not. These conditions must decide

what to plant. For large structures, kept up to

and above 50° during winter, Passiflora princeps

and P. quadrangularis and Tacsonia insignis may
be selected to cover such portions of the roof as it

is desired to see draped. The last-named (al-

though not often met with) is singularly beautiful

in such a situation, and Passiflora princeps is well

known to be a graceful climber ; while P. quad-

rangularis is remarkable for its beautiful blos-

soms and imposing foliage. For large conserva-

tories, which are only heated to keep out frost,

and in which there are rafters and other spaces

to be draped with greenery, there is no sort of

climber that will do it so effectually as the

Tacsonias. The best of these are T. Van
Volxenii and T. ignea, the latter a vigorous

grower, and one which produces innumei'able

quantities of long tube-shaped flowers. T. exoni-

ensis is also a very desirable variety ; it grows

with great freedom, but in the majority of cases

the two first-named will suffice ; and, although

the form of growth of these is very much alike,

they are quite distinct as regai'ds their flowers

and the way in which they are attached to the

growth. Bougainvillea glabra is a beautiful sub

but if it has to be stifily trained, it will be shorn

of much of its beauty. The best position for it

is against a wall where a fair amount of light

can reach it, and where the young growth can

be allowed to grow in its own way, and remain
so until the flowers fade. For covering back

walls that are somewhat shaded and dark, there

is nothing better than Camellias; they do not

object to the diminished amount of light, and if

the foliage is kept clean, tliey present at all times

a bright green colour. Some of the strongest

growing Acacias are also suitable for training

against walls and high pillars. For cool houses,

where it can have a light and airy position, and
where there is much space to cover, Clematis

indivisa is a charming plant. It flowers in the

greatest profusion in spring, and the individual

blossoms hang with so much grace and elegance

when the growth is allowed a fair amount of

freedom, that among climbers of vigorous growth
bearing white flowers I know of nothing

to surpass it. For those who can provide a

somewhat shady wall in a warm house, the

charming Luculia gratissima must not be for-

gotten, for its highly fragrant Hydrangea-like

flowers are always appreciated. For covering

the roofs of rather small houses, Lapageria alba

and rosea are eminently suitable when their

growth can be allowed to grow in a vertical

direction. The Habrothamnus is a vigorous

plant, and if not well attended to, shuts out a

great deal of light. It is therefore only suitable

for large houses.

For pillars and rafters in houses main-

tained at a warm temperature during winter I

may name the following as desirable plants, viz.,

Stephanotis florihunda, Allamanda Henderson],

Beaumontia grandiflora, Bougainvillea spectabilis,

Dipladenia amabilis, Combretum purpureum,
Hoya carnosa, and Jasminum hirsutum. AVhen
preparing the soil for these last named, let it be

equal parts of peat and light turfy loam broken

into lumps the size of a hen's egg, and it should

be rather dry when used, so as to enable one to

press it together pretty firmly without its run-

ning together in a compact mass. J. C. C.

Gardenias.—Two of the best of these are

florida anil intermedia, both of whicli are free

bloomers, but, like other Gardenias, they are very

liable to be infested with mealy bug, a most
troublesome pest, which gets into the buds and
injures them sutficiently to cause them to drop in

great numbers. Syringing with clear water I find

keeps it in check. Three-year-old plants after

flowering should be destroyed, i.e., where two-year-

old ones are at hand to take their places ; but if

retained, they should be shortened back to promote
young growth. Cuttings should then be made oj

the portions removed and inserted singly in

2i-incli pots, in a compost consisting of equal

parts loam, leaf soil, and silver sand. By placing

these under bell-glasses or in a close cutting frame,

they will strike root in the course of two to three

weeks, and speedily grow into good plants.

—

Henrv Gadd.

Bougainvillea spectabilis.—It must have
surprised cultivators to read (p. 347) " T. B.'s"

statement that this Bougainvillea diff'ers from

B. glabra, inasmuch as it "flowers from the

ripened wood," while B. glabra flowers "from
the current year's growth "—that is to say, one

flowers, like the Peach, on the last year's wood,

and the other on the young -nood. As a matter

of fact, the two varieties differ only in the one
beincr a stronger grower than the other, no more
dift'erence existing between them than there is

between two sorts of Apples or Pears. Under
ordinary treatment both bloom on the current

year's shoots. The finest example of B. spectabilis

I have seen was grown by Mr. Dick, now of

Park, when at Wimborne. The plant^__ ^ Phcenix

Ject when a suitable position can be found for it
; |

grew in a warm house, but the loots were in a
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bovde.v haviiicf access outwavils iis well as inwards'

the top having the unlimited scope of the roof-

The current year's shoots were green with leaves

and laden with long floral bracts, large quantities

of which were sent to London every week. —S.

EVILS ATTENDING POT CULTURE.
Gardeners, and especially amateurs, are so much
accustomed to growing plants in pots, that I

daresay the idea is a common one, that that is

the best way in which to grow them. It is not

the best way, however ; on the contrary, except

under a few exceptional circumstances, it is the

worst way. Very many of the ills which afflict

plants are directly or indirectly traceable to their

culture in pots. It is an acknowledged fact that

greenfly, thrips, red spider, mildew, and not a few

other pests and diseases which attack plants are

encouraged and aggravated by culture in pots.

How is this ? sonieone will ask. And in answer,

it may be said that the idea is not a new one, or

broached for the first time. Lindley gave the

subject his attention, and so did Knight; and

inventors have devised pots that were said to

overcome or mitigate the evils complained of,

but owing either to the price, or inconvenience

of using such articles, they have never become

popular, and for mostly all purposes the common
flower-pot is still in general use.

One of the greatest disadvantages connected

with the use of pots is the necessity of standing

them in places exposed to the air and sun, and

the great fluctuations of temperature and mois-

ture to which the roots of the plants growing in

them are thereby exposed. It is very bad for any

plant to have its roots in a medium that is liable

to be alternately wet and dry, or cold and warm,

and these are just the conditions to which pots

expose them; hence experienced gardeners are

always casting about for some means of protecting

the pots, and resort to plunging, shading, sprink-

ling paths, and devising shelves and ventilating

processes, so as to prevent these agencies from

working mischief as much as possible. When a

plant is newly potted in abundance of soil and

freely watered, the roots are not so much af-

fected; but when they reach the sides of the

pot, which they soon do, and there is nothing

between them and the sun and air but about an

eighth of an inch of porous earthenware, they

are liable to serious injury if not watched atten-

tively. When the soil becomes parched in the

pots, it shrinks away from the sides, leaving a

space between the two ; active evaporation begins

from the tender roots, which, instead of absorb-

ing moisture, as is their function, part with it,

and the consequence is that they are either

killed or injured, and the branches suffer in pro-

portion. Where large collections of plants

exist, or where those in charge have not time to

attend to the wants of the plants, this is quite a

common occurrence, and many a plant is irre-

trievably ruined thereby. Regular attention to

watering and shading can only prevent such

things happening, and in the case of pot-bound

plants a good deal of attention is required, be-

cause the soil in the pots soon dries up. To
fully understand the condition of a plant situated

in a pot as described, it must be remembered that

in a natural state, ivhen a plant grows in the

ground, the roots have unlimited scope, and do

not experience such conditions at all, whereas in

a pot exposed on all sides, evaporation is con-

stantly going on from the roots, the porous

earthenware pot acting like a wet cloth put

round a bottle of water to keep it cool. As re-

gards temperature, the roots of all plants are

naturally subjected to far more uniform condi-

tions than the tops, that is to say, the tempera-

ture of the ground does not vary nearly so much
as that of the aii-, and it is found that the nearer

these conditions are imitated in artificial culture

the l>etter do plants thrive. This is why Pine-

appli' plants in pots are invariably ])Iunged in a

bed up to the rims of the pots, and they cannot

be grown and fruited successfully in any other

way. Orchard house trees are also always

plunged when practicable for the same reason,

and so are many kinds of select plants that are

found difficult to grow in the usual way.

The remedies for the drawbacks of pot culture

are various. Many kinds of plants have of ne-

cessity to be grown on stages and shelves in glass

houses, where they cannot be plunged, and the

cultivator must then do the best he can under

the circumstances. The main points to attend

to in such cases is not to water the plants during

the driest and warmest time of the day, when
evaporation is most active, but say in the morn-

ing or in the evening. Next, ventilation or air

should be given gradually, so as to dry up the

moisture slowly, and the pots should be so placed

as to shade each other as much as possible.

Plants standing with their pots touching each

other thrive much better than when the pots are

placed widely asunder, and hence close ranking

should be the rule, provided the tops have room

at the same time. Under other circumstances,

the best plan is to plunge the pots up to the rim

whenever possible or convenient. Plunging ob-

viates many e\-ils, and it is often a good practice

to plunge the pots of favourite subjects in another

and larger pot, filling up the space between the

sides with ashes or soil. Double-sided pots have

been made to meet this end, but they are too

cumbersome for general use. A dry cloth, a

piece of frigi-domo, for example, or a piece of

stout bro-wn paper tied round a pot answers

almost as well. The object in any case is to

prevent radiation and evaporation, or the escape

of heat and moisture from the soil in the pot,

and so preserve the roots in an equable

medium. J- S.

such as tliat afforded by the firms named, and
which, so far as they go, are directly at variance

with the opinions that have been so far held. 1

should, however, iulvise anyone who is disposed

to test the matter, by using cold water to jilants

grown in heat, to be cautiovis, and only go so far

as to apply it to a limited number of the various

things cultivated, and to notice carefully how dif-

ferent kinds are affected by it. If the use of cold

water to plants cultivated under glass did not
effect a saving in labour, the matter, however in-

teresting, might be looked on as not worth test-

ing; but in these times when there is such an
inclination to reduce expenditure in gardens,
everything that bears upon the labour question is

worth taking into account; and, as I have on
several occasions shown, the matter of a water
supply that admits of its being applied by the

hose pipe to plants indoors as well as out plays

an important part in the working of extensive

gardens ; and if it should turn out that water
from an open pond, such as in many places exists

already, or that might at little cost be constructed
so as to give the requisite pressure, is found not
to be injurious to the generality of plants in

winter, something worth while will have been
ascertained.

" J. S. W.'s " instance of the injurious effects of

cold showers on farm crops is outside the mark.
Cold rains are accompanied by cold weather,
which is the cause of crops in the open air suffer-

ing ; whereas plants grown in warm houses and
which have cold water given them are not subjected
to a low temperature ; if they were, there would be
no difficulty in arriving at what the result would
be. T. B.

WATERING WITH COLD WATER.
Anyone who read what I had to say about giving

cold water to plants grown in a high temperature

could, I should have thought, had no difficulty in

seeing that my statement related to what was

done at Hackney, and now followed by Messrs.

Low in the case of Orchids at Clapton, and by

Mr. Ladds in that of plants grown at Bexley

Heath. I did not advise the use of cold water to

plants grown in heat, but merely suggested that

anyone who had an opportunity of testing the

matter by using cold water for a few examples of

the different kinds of plants grown in heat, and

noting the result as compared with such as receive

the usual treatment, would find the experiment

both useful and interesting. No one requires to

be told that many Orchids need little water in

winter when the difference inthetemperature of the

house in which they grow and that of water under

ordinary conditions when applied by a hose-pipe

is much greater than in summer ; but there are

also many" Orchids that need to be kept moist at

the roots in winter, and where water from the

water companies' mains is alone used, the plants

necessarily get it much colder than the tempera-

ture in which they are growing. Mr. Ladds'

stock of Niphetos Rose is kept at something like

a temperature of GO', and the foliage is as tender

as anything well could be ;
yet though subjected

to cold-water treatment, the plants afford sufficient

evidence that there is more importance attached

to using water at a temperature equal to that of

the house in which they are grown than is in any

way necessary.

For my own part, I have always endeavoured to

give the plants which I grew water at a tempera-

ture something like that of the house in which

they were grown. But, nevertheless, I am not so

wedded to old opinions, however plausible they

may appear to be, as to shut my eyes to evidence

Rhododendron fragrantissimum.—This, in

my opinion, is one of the best of all the green-

house Rhododendrons. It comes naturally into

bloom at this season without any forcing. It

also flowers in quite a small state, and in purity
and fragrance nothing can surpass it. We have
lately had some plants of it in bloom in 7 -inch

pots ; one about '20 inches high produced fifteen

trusses. They were as (vhite as snow, and the
individual blooms measured from 5 inches to

() inches across. When at their best they quite

jjut Azaleas in the background. All who wish to

possess choice Ea?ter flowers should grow this

Rhododendron in quantity.—.1. MuiR, Mari/a)/!.

Jasminum gracillimum.—I consider this to

be the best of all the stove varieties of Jasmine.

It is not quite so agreeably scented as some of the

others, but the flowers are borne in handsome
clusters, are very enduring, and of a clear and
pure white colour. The plant grows freely too.

Not long since we began with a mere mite of a

plant in a '2A-inch pot : but, given root room and
top room, and allowed to run out on the extension

system, its habit seems to be to flower en nia^se as

ours has done. I advise growers to give it a trellis

in the stove near the glass, to prune once a year
n-hen the wood is ripe, and let the branches run
out till they bloom.—J. S. W.

SHORT NOTES.—INDOOR.

Coronilla glauoa.
—

"Wlien v^qW grown this is a useful
plant in winter, and the variegated variety is even better.

They are both very old plants, but none the worse on that
account. They are easily propagated from cuttings of half-

rijiened wood, and easily grown in sandy loam and peat.

They make excellent cottage window plants, being nearly
or quite hardy.—E. H.
Habrothamnus elegrans-—Planted at the bottom of

a pillar in a greenhouse, this has formed a bush with over
one hundred shoots, each from IS inches to 3 feet long, and
every one of them has carried large clusters of bloom of a
beautiful crimson colour. It is a capital subject for flower-

ing in winter ; it docs not require any great amount of cul-

ture to have it in perfection, and nothing more useful in the
way of a greenhouse pillar plant could be grown.

—

Cambrian.
Chrysanthemum La Petite Marie.—-Among early

flo'Weriug Chrysanthemums this is quite a little gem, and
very useful for conservatory dec^'ration. If struck early it

forms good bushy plants in .5-inch or 6-inch pots, masses of

pure white very dou'ole flowers, which, besides their value as

decorative subjects, are very useful in a cut state, as they are

borne in great numbers and stand well after being cut. This
and Madame Desgrange are, in my opinion, the two beet
white-flowered summer Chrysanthemums.—H, P.
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TWO CHOICE ALPINES.
The annexed illustration represents two choice

alpine plants rarely seen in perfection in the

majority of gardens devoted to the culture of this

class of plants. They are, however, not difficult

to manage, provided proper care is taken to esta-

blish them thoroughly at first. The Catchfly

(Silene Elizabethae), the plant shown on the

right-hand corner of the illustration, together

with Hookeri, penn.sylvanica, Pumilio, and regia,

form a group of plants difficult to match, if we
exclude the alpine Pinks, for the decoration of

rockwork. S. Elizabeths is figured in the

Botanical Marjadne, tab. 5400. Many times, to

our knowledge, has this plant been lost from
over-coddling

;
growing it in pots, under glass,

&c., subjecting it to the most undignified treat-

ment while in the open border, with no more
attention than is given to most plants in a mixed
collection, it forms fine healthy specimens, -with.

flowers as large, or larger, than a florin, and, being
bright rose, they are very effective during the
months of June and July. The soil in which it

grows should be mixed with small stones, rich

and light; the position should be open, and at-

tention should be paid to the
watering, kc, during the spring.

In winter, especially when fogs
are prevalent, alpines of this class

suffer from damp more than from
cold, and we find squares of

quite a colony, if need be. It may also be in-

creased freely by means of cuttings, which, put in

pots or merely stuck in the open ground, will be
ready to transplant in spring. K.

FINEFOLIAGED BEDDING PLANTS.
Amongst vthite-leaved plants suitable for bedding,

the Centaureas are undoubtedly the most useful, and
of these C. ragusina compacta is untjuefctionably the

best, being well adapted for a variety of purposes.

Plants raised from cuttings in autumn are best for

associating with Calceolarias and strong-growingPelar-

goniums, or for forming centres, or in any other posi-

tion where solid masses of colour are required. When
small plants are wanted for marginal lines I find it

best to raise them from seed sown in February. The
seedlings should be grown on in heat until bedding-

grow them on in 4-inch pots for one year ; then they

are large enough to cover a good space when planted

out. Being a nearly hardy plant, 'our stock of it

stands out-of-doors all summer, and in winter the

plants have the protection of a cold frame. This

plant is wiry in growth, and to look at it one would
think it was rather difficult to increase, but we do not

find it to be so. The points of the young growth, put

in sandy sod and placed in a close frame, strike

readily in autumn, but if propagated in spring, the

cuttings root more freely if the pots stand on a gentle

bottom heat.

The foliage of Gnaphalium lanatum is greyish

white, and the plant, being of vigorous growth, is

a capital subject with which to edge large beds. In
mild winters where the soil is inclined to be dry it is

hardy, but it cannot always be depended upon in that

respect. It submits to being pegged or clipped, but,

glass raised aliove them useful in the way of

pjrotection. They should, however, be removed
when the weather is open. The plant shown on
theleft-hand cornerof the illustration is the alpine
Toadflax (Linaria alpina), figured in the L'o^OHica^

Magazine, tab. 205, under its old name Antirrhi-
num alpinum. It is a very old inmate of gardens,
having been cultivated as long ago as 1570, and
being as far as we know the only hardy perennial
Toadflax we have, L. origanifolia, its nearest ally,

invariably gets killed outright even in compara-
tively mild winters. L. alpina, though quite
hardy, is not made use of so much as it should be
for embellishing rockwork. Trailing or hanging
over a ledge, as seen in the Olustration, it makes
one of the finest pictures possible, the contrast

between the glaucous leaves and stems and the
pretty purple flowers being most striking. When
well established it never wants replacing ; it

ripens seeds, and these germinate and soon form

Linaria alpina and Silene Elizabethfe.

out time, but to make an even line they re-

;

f|uire to be planted pretty close together. If

such plants are taken up in autumn and
potted they make useful material for the
conservatory during winter, or for keeping
over the winter to fill prominent positions in

the flower garden next year. C. gymnocarpa is a
stronger grower than the preceding, frequently reach-
ing, in, strong soil, a height of 2 feet, and therefore
valuable in any position in which fine-foliaged effect

is required. When it is necessary to curtail the
growth of these Centaureas it is a good plan to plunge
them in the ground in the pots in which they are
growing. If the pots are buried 2 inches under the
surface the roots will soon find their way over the
rim and get all the nourishment required to enable
them to make a moderate growth.

Leucophtton Browni has white silvery growth,
and for forming broad bands or masses of white it is

a useful plant, but its growth is, in my opinion, too
stiff and formal to form satisfactory lines as an edging.
We use it with good effect for carpet bedding when
we want to form a mass of white colour, as it submits
to being pegged down to any extent ; in fact, it sub-
mits to being pegged down better than to being
clipped ; clipping leaves it with a rather rusty appear-
ance. Nevertheless, there is no other plant that I
know of the same colour that is so suitable for form-
ing masses of white from 4 inches to 6 inches high.

In a young state this plant does not fill out fast

enough to be of any value if immediate effect is re-

quired; for that reason I do not advise anyone to put
out very small plants, or disappointment will be the
result. We always strike our plants in spring, and

like many other plants used for edgings, the less it is

clipped the more effective it is ; with moderate pinch-
ing it looks best when kept to about 6 inches iu
height. It strikes readily from cuttings made of the
young tops in autumn. If a wide band is required
it is best to put out a double row of plants, which
should be 6 inches apart each way. Stachys lanata
is quite hardy, but being rather coarse in growth it is

not suitable for small beds or for intricate designs,
yet when judiciously used as an edging to large beds
its white, woolly-looking leaves are very effective. It
is readily increased either by cuttings or by dividing
the old plants. Cerastium tomentosum is too well
known to be a suitable edging plant to require any
description further than to say that it is probably
the best of all white-leaved plants for that purpose.
When practicable it should always be planted in
March. It is a common practice to increase this
plant by dividing the old roots, but much more satis-

factory results are obtained from cuttings put in in

autumn. If the young tops are dibbled in on a
warm border and handlights placed over them they
lift with good balls of roots in spring, and such plants
hear clipping late in the season without showing any
disfigurement. C'ineiaria maritima is a useful plant
where a white-foliaged subject about 2 feet high is

required. In a poor soil it may not grow quite to
high, but the foliage is better in colour in a poor soil

than in a rich one. The plants are best raised from
seeds sown early in autumn, and then they take on
their natural colour early in summer. Seedling plants
raised in spring remain greenish white for several
weeks after they are put out. Artemisia maritima
does not appear to have been widely distributed, for

it is not often seen. We grew it here for several
years, and as a white-leaved bedding plant the only
fault it had was that it was rather unruly in growth,
but when grown iu a mass there is no plant more
effective or more easily managed. It is cjuite hardy
iu a dry soil, and if wanted for tummer bedding the
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old btools may be taken up and divided in spring ;

they will then be in good condition as soon as the

more tender plants are at their best. It makes a

capital centre mass for a large bed if a wide band of

Coleus Verschaffelti is placed next to it, and this

edged with Golden Feather.

American blue Grass (Isolepis graciUs), when
seen under conditions that bring out that strong tone

of blue for which it is so remarkable, is very pretty.

When I first saw it as an edging plant to a long

border of summer bedders, where the soil was poor

and the position dry and exposed to all the sun's

power, I certainly thought it a chamnng plant. But
when I brought it home and planted it in our rich

soil, it grew too vigorous, and was altogether deficient

in colour, compared with the examples I had seen

growing on dry banks and other not very kindly

places along the Devonshire coast. There are, I am
sure, many gardens that can afford this Grass just

the conditions which it renuires. It evidently does

not want a rich soil, nor does it require very much
root moisture, but a sunny position appears to be

essential. Dactylis elegantissima is as handsome a

Grass as we shall find amongst edging plants where
both soil and situation suit it and when properly

blended with some opposite colour. But a strong

rich soil not only reduces the amount of variegation,

but appears to be the cause of some parasitic fungus

attacking it, and then it loses much of its beauty;

but when grown in a rather poor medium in the full

sun there is no plant that surpasses it. Although it

is hardy, the stock for summer bedding is best pro-

tected in a cold frame in spring. I like to pull the

old plants to pieces early in March and select the

young side pieces for stock ; I then plant them out

in a bed of sandy soil in a cold frame, and when
properly hardened they may be transferred to the

beds without injury.

PoLEMONiUM CCERULEUM VARIEGATU.M, or variegated

form of Jacob's Ladder, is really a beautiful plant

with which to edge small beds; its Fern-like leaves,

which are margined with creamy white, are very

effective. It is somewhat tender, although an off-

shoot from the green form, which is a hardy herba-

ceous plant, but damp is, I think, a greater enemy to

it than cold. Like many other variegated plants, a

rich soil causes the variegation to run out and become
green. It is well worthy of being kindly dealt with.

It is best increased by dividing the old plants early in

spring, and then growing them on in pots until they

are wanted to bed out. Euonymus radicans varie-

gatus is a capital plant to form a permanent edging

to beds of medimn or large size, as the variegation is

bright and clear where the soil is not too rich. To
form lines round beds of hardy plants, or to plant in

front of shrubberies where few other things will grow,

this Euonymus is most useful, as it does not require a

rich soil nor near so much root moisture as many
hardy plants. Coprosma Baueriana is an exceed-

ingly handsome plant, with golden variegation, and
well suited where a choice piece of colouring is re-

quired from a low-growing plant. It is not a vigorous

subject, so that all the attention it requires is to keep

it pegged down, i.e., if an even growth is required. Its

only fault is that it cannot be increased rapidly, unless

one has a large stock of old plants from which to

obtain cuttings. Cuttings strike quickest when put

in in August and treated to a steady bottom heat.

In the following spring they should be potted off.

On the merits of Mesembryanthemum cordifolium

variegatura I need not dwell, for it is well known to

be eminently well suited for forming lines or bands,

and its creamy-coloured leaves associate well with

low-growing subjects of an opposite colour. With
regard to the growth of this plant, the inexperienced

may be told that plants propagated in spring always
make much better growth than older ones. The
reason of this is that old plants quickly flower, and
then they form seed-vessels which ajipear to exhaust

the plants so much, that they cannot make any
growth, but young plants do not flower imtil they have
made considerable growth. ,1. C C.

but I feel sure that it very much dislikes being
exposed to sunshine, that is on a bank facing the
south. It will do very well on a bank facing the

north, l)ut if not freely watered on the south sirle

it will die outright. It is a long-lived plant if it

gets the treatment which it likes. Mr. Back-
house found a pure white variety growing in its

native habitat high up in the crevice of a rock.

This grows well as a pot plant. I had not tried

to grow it in peat, and so failed with it in the

rather hot loam of our garden, but we have had
it for years as a pot plant.—J. D.

summer, not only when in growth, but later on,

so that the buds then forming may be well

nourished.—J. C B.

DOUBLING OF DAFFODILS.
Herewith are three Daffodil blooms which came
to me from a lady in this neighbourhood, with the
following note: " Do yovi remember our convensa-
tion about Daffodils becoming double when planted
in garden soil 1 Two years ago our gamekeeper
brought me two roots of Daflbdils which he had
found in his son's field ; he brought them to me
because of the palenes.s of their colour, which was
very striking in a whole field of the darker shade.

I had them planted in the garden, and last year
was rather cross to find symptoms of doubling;
this year it is more decided, and I send you three

for your inspection. They were perfectly single

when they were given to me, and now you see

what they are." The flowers have been gathered
now some five days, but have changed little. In
colour they are white, slightly creamy, but no
shade of what may fairly be called yellow in

trumpet or perianth, and notably the outside base
of the trumpet behind the perianth is green. The
tloweri is some little shorter and less tapering in

the trumpet than a yellow Lent Lily with which I

compared it, and the perianth segments are hooded
forward and much twisted instead of being plain,

as in the common Lent Lily. These characteristics

make the blooms like the Spanish white Daffodil

eernuus. As evidence of doubling under cultiva-

tion the three blooms are most interesting. In
one, five stamens are nearly normal in shape, ex-

cept that the anthers are twisted a little and bear
no pollen ; the sixth stamen is thicker throughout,
and, dividing where the anther should commence,
one half of it becomes petaloid in a falcate form.

The next flower exhibits all the stamens become
petaloid, but, except one narrow thick one which
is equal in length to the trumpet, they crowd to-

gether half.way down it, with narrow prolonga-
tions which represent anthers advanced somewhat
further. The third bloom is altogether a shorter
flower, the trumpet intact, but completely filled up
with petals, and is a very pretty double Daffodil.

The resemblance to eernuus detracts somewhat
from the value of this as evidence of the doubling
of the pseudo-Narcissus; but we shall doubtle.ss,

even this season, hear some instances of doubling
in the case of the bulbs distributed last season by
Mr. Wolley Dod. Dudley Docker.

Ki)ir/'s Norton, Worcestershire,

Ramondia pyrenaica.—This plant grows
well in a rather shady part of the rock garden in

the York Nurseries. It is stated (p. 342) that it

is not very fastidious as to its likes and dislikes,

The large-flowered Christmas Rose.—This,
the Helleborus niger maximus, is so much superior
to the typical form, that it ought to find a home
in every garden where the Christmas Rose is

valued. Not only are the blooms finer, but they
come a month or more earlier, and are therefore

out by Christmas, whereas the commoner kind
does not, in a general way, bloom much befoi-e

March. Where white flowers in \vinter are a
necessity, the large early-blooming Christmas
Ro.se should be well cared for, as, with tlie pro-

tection of a cold frame, an abundance of good
white flowers can be had from the end of Novem-
ber onwards. Many fail to obtain a good yield of

bloom because their summer culture is not gener-
ous enough, t'hristmas Roses require a large
amount of moisture and an abundance of food
when making their growth ; therefore, if grown in

the open ground the soil before planting should
be deeply stirred and its goodness maintained by
an annual top-dressing of rich manure. If grown
in pots, they should be plunged to the rims, and
receive abundant supplies of liquid manure in

CASTOR-OIL PLANTS.
These, in the way of ornamental-foliaged plants,

are probably the easiest of all plants to cultivate,

yet they are not always so efieetive as they are

capable of being made when they receive treat-

ment which suits them properly. It is a common
mistake to sow the seeds too early, as in that case

the plants have to be kept in small pots for a

length of time, and as a consequence they get into

a stunted state, from which they never properly

recover. In commencing to cultivate these plants,

we must first recognise the fact that as soon aa

they unfold their seed leaves they begin to grow
rapidly, and that if they are to assume their best

character they must not receive any check in their

early stages of growth. Defer sowing, therefore,

until such time as there is likely to be sufficient

space and a suit-able temperature in which to bring

on the plants rapidly. Those who have plenty of

houses slightly warmer than an ordinary green-

house may sow in the middle of April, but in a

general way I am satisfied that better results

would be obtained if sowing was deferred until

early in May, because Castor-oils, being rather

tender subjects, ought not to be planted out
until the beginning of June, thus giving a month
in which to raise the plants. This is as long

as most cultivators can afford room for them,
and it is long enough to obtain plants of a
suitable size to plant out for effect. Castor-oil

plants are naturally such rapid grow-ers, that,

\v\ien raised in a warm temperature, they attain

a good size in a short time, and I have found

that late-sown seed under such conditions pro-

duces plants that, when carefully hardened off

and as carefully planted out, start at once into

active growth, and make vei-y striking objects early

in the summer. The best place in which to raise

the plants is a low span-roofed house or a brick

pit heated, as at first they require a warm close

structure, and as they increase in height they

want a moderate supply of fresh air. 'The seeds

should be sown singly in 3-inch pots ; any sandy
soil will do at first, but they require a strong rich

compost when put into larger pots, as they must
be kept growing steadily. They should be shifted

into larger pots as soon as the roots well reach

the sides of those in which they are growing.^ If

carefully watered and syringed on the evenings

of warm days, they ought to be in 8-inch pots when
the time comes to plant them out, and then such

varieties as Obermanni will, in the course of the

summer, attain a height of 10 feet, and be a mass
of foliage a yard or more in diameter. Sanguineus,

which usually reaches a height of 8 feet, is a very

striliing variety with red foliage ; Bourbonensis

grows about the same height, and has purplish

foliage; Gibsoni averages about 6 feet, and has

dark foliage, and makes a striking variety as a
single specimen. As to the uses to which these

plants can be put in ornamental gardening, they

are such noble subjects when well grown, that

they are admissible in any position in which foliage

effect is required. J. C. C.

Border Auriculas.—Immediately after the an-

nual southern show of the National Auricula Society,

and also the proposed Primula Conference, it may be

worthy of remark that in an open field and in stiff

clay there have come no plants so fresh and vigorous

as a quantity of border Auriculas. Even Daisies,

Pansies, Violets and similar undoubtedly hardy plants

close by have suffered terribly. In one batch planted

out as partially-bloomed seedlings from a cool house

last spring not a plant has been lost, and all have

long, robust leafage, such as I have never seen on

outdoor Auriculas previously. Big trusses of bloom

are coming up also, and the floral display will be very

fine, even though the flowers may be wanting in

florists' qualities. Those, however, who want hardy

Auriculas must not expect to find them amongst show

strains or choice alpines, but amongst rejected seed-
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lings. It IS best to obtain seed of some good, robust

strain, and sow that. Another batch consisting of

some 200 or 300 plants were very small when put out

in the autumn, so that during the winter, with the

customary loss of the outer leaves, it seemed as if

all had disappeared. Spring, however, has told its

own tale, for the rows are now distinct enough, and I

doubt whether a single plant has died through frost.

It is interesting to find that these Auriculas take so

kindly to a stiff soil, which, whilst becoming dry in

summer, is exceedingly retentive of moisture in win-

ter. It would seem as if in their case the conditions

usually so favourable to hardy plant life, of moisture

in summer and dryness in winter, were not so accept-

able as the reverse. Probably, as an alpine plant,

the Auricula exists in its native habitat pretty much
in that state, and that it has to endure much more i^f

moisture during its period of rest than during its

term of growth and bloom. Those who want a good

show of hardy border Auriculas sliould obtain seed at

once, sow it under glass, and an ample stock of plants

will be the result.—A. D.

The white variety of Everlasting' Pea is,

it must be admitted, a charming plant for supply-

ing cut flowers of the purest white, and with the

desirable quality of not fading quickly in the

hottest of summer weather. Those who have to

supply cut flowers cannot do better than get up a

stock of this useful plant. I find that it succeeds
admirably by the side of a low wall or fence, and,

once planted, it gives no further trouble, for it

comes up annually all the stronger for being left

alone a few year.?. Like most varieties of the Pea
tribe, the closer the expanded blooms are gathered
tlie more plentifully are suocessional ones pro-

duced.—J. (;., Hants.

Twin-flowered Snowdrop.—I have two me-
dium-sized clumps of a selected form of Galanthus
plicatus, and this spring on each of these I dis-

covered six fasciated stems, each carrying two
flowers, the upper one in every case being larger

and more perfect than the lower. As these clumps
uere groAving in difi'erent parts of my garden and
under somewhat different conditions, I was much
struck with both having the same number of twin-

flowers. I have no recollection of any similar

sports in this or any other kind of Snowdrop that
I grow. I have mai'ked these with red wool,
lioping to get seed, and, peradventure, raise a race

of twin-flowered Snowdrops. Mr. Mehdlle's cases

appear to have occurred in U. nivalis.

—

James
Allen-, Farh Hvu^i-, Shciitou Malht.

Seedlinff Carnations.—Our seedlings have
just jiushcd through the ground, and as soon as

possible they will be pricked out into bo.xes 2 inches

or 3 inches apart. I would like to remind those

intending to grow seedlings that there is yet time
to sow in order to produce strong blooming plants

for next year. For border culture seedlings are

much superior to named sorts, and seedling plants

will stand out of doors during a severe winter
like the past uninjured. Out of several hundreds
of plants we have not lost one this season ; all of

them are in vigorous health, and promise to flower

abundantly. The right treatment is to set the

plants out in the open ground in June in rich and
deep soil; planted thus early they get thoroughly
established, and grow to a large size before the

winter sets in.—J. D.

SHORT NOTES.—FLOWER.

Bocket and branching Larkspurs—These afford

great variety, as ttn^y may be had Imth t;ill .and dwarf, and oi

many shades nf colour. The best way is to get a packet of

mixed seed of cacli of the two kinds, and, after preparing a
bed, to sow thinly and cover slightly with soil. Sow now,
and as soon as the plants are up thej' should be thinned out,

so as to leave them standing about inches apart.—D.

BCeliclirysums-—These are more useful for growing to
cut and dry for the embellishment of rooms than for garden
decoration, although they look well in borders, and may be
grown there with good effect, dotted here and there in

patches among other things. The seed should be sown now
where the plants are to remain.—S.

Chrysanthemums.—Coron.aiiunt and c.arinatura, of

which there are many kinds, both single and double, are
very showy annuals that do well in a hot sunny tituation,

and may be sown where the plants .are to stand ; but, as

most of them grow about 2 feet high, they require plenty
of room.—D. ti

NOTES.

Fine trees.—The flowers of the garden are

brilliant and ephemeral, but the trees very often

exist for generation after generation. If paint-

ing be represented by blossoms, then is statuary

or good building to be represented by fine trees.

For one real admirer of trees you may find a

hundred florists or more, just as painters exceed

in numbers the architects and sculptors, and yet

to trees must we look if we want really satis-

fying and permanent beauty in the garden.

England is, after all, the very home of trees, and

nothing strikes the eye of the traveller more
forcibly than the trees and hedgerows as he lands

in this country, either for the first time or on his

return from other parts of Europe. Trees are

ever beautiful, always changeable and interesting

all the year. I tliink it i.s Oliver Wendell

Holmes who says that years are but as days in

the life of trees—days measured oft' by Nature,

the dear old nurse, who ever faithfully dresses

them and undresses them like children, as the

morning and evening of each year comes round.

No doubt the advent of half hardy Conifers and

shrubs having a few paltry splashes on their

leaves gave an impetus to a kind of toy garden-

ing which led to the neglect of really hardy

deciduous trees, just as the fashion of painting

the ground with' scarlet Geraniums or coloured

leaves led to the exclusion or neglect of many
beautiful hardy flowers. We are not a nation of

tree planters ; the impetus of Sylva, however,

remains here and there, but we have no school of

forestry, no treemonger of Walpole's stamp ; the

only periodical especially devoted to forestry is

dead, but, notwithstanding all this, we hope for a

revival of the genuine old English love for fine

trees.

Peae blossom.— The Pear trees are once more
becoming snowy pyramids, and those on walls

are opening out their big clusters of flowers again

once more. There is a fine old specimen of the

Jargonelle variety planted in the area and grow-

ing up the front of the house, once that of the

late Sir Philip Crampton, in Merrion Square,

Dublin, and that tree is now a picture as seen in

flower. This tree is quite historical, and was

figured and described in The Garden, Vol IV.,

p. 417. Mr. Hamilton there described it as

making in spring a most lieautiful display, being

covered with a sheet of white blossoms, arranged

in many parts in bunches like so many wedding

bouquets. This tree is at the present moment
most lovely, so striking, indeed, as to make one

wonder that the Pear is not more generally

grown in front of town houses in this way. In

1873 1700 Pears were gathered from this tree,

and during the past seven years it has fruited

fairly well, even if not so abundantly as in the

year named. Its roots have access to a drain
;

they are, moreover, manured every second year,

and certainly I never saw so fine a specimen

against a wall anywhere. When it is in lull

bloom contrasted with red Tulips or Hyacinths

in the window boxes below this tree is worth a

long journey to see.

Wall shrubs.—Nothing is now finer than

the rich clusters of Cydonia japonica blossoms

nestling among the tenderest young leaflets of

spring. This shrub is slow at first and really

fine specimens are quite the growth of years,

but even in a small state it is very beautiful.

Near it the old yellow-flowered Kerria (Corchorus)

japonica lights up the wall with its goldenrosettes,

and Nuttallia cerasiformis, although out of

flower, gives ns a vivid batch of the richest green

colour for contrast. Both the Forsythias are

clothed withltheir golden bells ; the Clematises are

everywhere budding freely into growth ; and the

pale pink buds on C. (Atragene) alpina promise

us a beautiful crop of its soft blue flowers. The
gnarled old Wistarias are always .shy, and never

venture forth until they think the time of May
is really come. Their old spurs are bristling

with soft grey buds, however, which bring to

mind the rich clusters of purple Laburnum-like

blossoms which are to succeed them by and by.

The glossy leaves of the great flowered JNIagnoIia

have passed the winter unscathed, and so one

may expect a few of its great scented flowers

during the next Indian summer,if not at an earlier

date. One of the brightest of all leafy shrubs

on tiie walls just now is Pittosporum undulatum
(or is it P. Colensoi ?) with soft greyish green

leaves, which gli.sten in the sun. Mahonia
fascicularis and ]\I. japonica are also showing

clusters of yellow flowers, and the bron/.y-leaved

Ivies are yet showy, though less brilliant than

earlier in the year.

Choice Narcissi.—Amidst Narcissi, many
and varied, there are some worth a place in the

most select collections of hardy flowers. Such

are N. Horsefieldi, Empress, bicolor maximus,

N. Emperor, and the true N. bicolor, for the

sake of its lateness of blooming. For a reall}'

distinct and chaste form of N. bicolor take that

named J. B. M. Camm. Of the yellow kinds

none as yet surpass the true N. ma.ximus, after

which comes N. spurius coronatus (true). One
must add true because other kinds of spurius

are being sold for this really fine thing. Among
the whites select Colleen Bawn, Leda, moschatus

(of the Dutch) and William Goldring, which is a

most distinct and graceful variety, quite unlike

any other. N. incompai'abilis is headed by Sir

Watkin (James Dickson), and among the other

single kinds take Mary Anderson, C. J. Back-

house, Stella, and Princess Mary. The Barri

section contains one or two good things, such as

Barri conspicuus. Sensation and Beauty. N.

Nelsoni major is the best of its set. Among the

Poet's commend me to N. ornatus, N. grandi-

florus, N. poetarum. N. Leedsi is^ a distinct

group, and none are finer than Beatrice. Of all

the seedling Daft'odils for rough-and-tumble cul-

ture there is none equal to N. Horsefieldi, but

N. princeps is also very fine sometimes when at

its best, as at Wisley, and for sturdy persistence

of flower N. obvallaris is worth a place. Of

course there are dozens of fine Daft'odils and

Narcissi other than those above named, but those

who grow the above to start with will at least

have made a good beginning.

Erica carnea.—This is one of the best of all

the dwarf hardy Heaths, and that it blooms pro-

fusely during winter and early spring is perhaps

an advantage. It grows freely on any good loamy

soil, and great breadths of it on sloping bank.?,

amongst stones and rocky boulders, are just now
very effective. On sunny days the least touch

sets the pollen flying in clouds from its pink

liells, and the bees seem very fond of it also, but

whether their quest is for pollen or nectar I am
not quite sure ; but, remembering how soon the

hives grow heavy when the bees are taken to the

moors' during the heather season, I suppose honey

is plentiful in this as in the native kind. Hardy

Heaths scarcely receive the attention they de-

serve. On good fresh turfy loam or peaty soils

they grow freely, and they are presentable at all

seasons, forming soft masses of various shades of

green even when not in bloom. They vary in

height, and are of nearly all shades of colour

between white and dark crimson. Wherever wild

Heather grows naturally these exotic kinds also

grow well, forming good edgings to beds of

'Rhododendrons and other evergreen shrubs.

Propagation.—If I were asked on what par-

ticular point all good gardening revolves, I should

say on propagation, since this is one important,
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even if not the most important of cultural pliases

in all good gardens. If hardy flowers are grown

one must have a stock of fresh young seedlings

or cuttings to replace plants past their best or to

give away in exchange. If the specialty is fruit,

it is most important to have ready to hand a

stock of young trees to replace failures through

accident or old age. All large gardens shoidd

have a department set apart for the rearing ol

young stock fnjni well-tried kinds of fruits most

suitable to the locality. In country gardens

where space is no object, seed-sowing should go

on iiU the year round, and by careful observation

and selection, even the best strains of flowers and

of vegetables may be obtained. By sowing seeds

one sets in motion afre-sh all the infinite poten-

tialities of plant life ; no one can be sure of the

result, it is true, yet the chances are that in the

long run, some desirable improvements will be

seciired. Seeds give us new life, while cuttings

or grafts give us a new start with old sorts only

—

a new beginning on old lines. It is a good plan

to save seeds of all hardy plants, sowing half in

open-air beds as soon as ripe, and keeping the

other half to tow in the spring.

Ornithogalum nutans.—Fifty years ago this

plant was quite as common in old-fashioned

borders of country house gardens as it is now,

but it was never very highly valued at a time

when taste decreed that a flower must be either

large or brightly coloured in order to be beauti-

ful. Now that any distinct and well shaped

blossom is valued for its own sake, this elegant

species with its spires of sih'ery grey flowers is

appraised at its true worth. You niay

good
place

they
went
had ___ „ .,

blossoms contrasted with tbe dark green foliage

of the Portugal Laurel. The effect was very

striking, but its flowers harmonise best, as I

think, when arranged along with grassy leaves

.somewhat like its own. It is figured at p. lfJ8 of

Johnson's edition of Gerard's " Herbal, or Historie

of Plants," published in 1G:?.3, and is therein

called the " Neapolitan Star Floure." Parkinson

(1029) calls it O. neapolitanum, the "Starre

flower of Naples," and alludes to its natural

growth " in the medowes," from which one might

be led to try a few of its bulbous roots in the

outskirts of a gras.sy lawn. Other species of this

genus are very silvery as seen in blossom on a

sunny day. O. umbellatum is one of the best

for naturalising on the Grass of banks, or on

sunny mounds near the boles of trees. O.

pyramidale throws up spires of white stars a

yard high, but none pleases me better than does

this ash-green and white "nodding starre floure"

Irom the wild places of sunny Italy.

Garden botany.—It seems a pity there is not

a more intimate touch between the gardener and

the bi>tanist, a warmer ccj-npeiation between the

practical observers of i)lant life in the garden

and those who may organise and systematise

tliese observations into law and order. The time

seems to have arrived when some sort of uuion

should be ett'ected as far as is possible between

the one and the other. The labours of isolated

workers can never be complete. To the separated

labours of the liotanist we may trace the multitude

of systems and of synonyms which to-ilay render

Ijotanical studies a puzzle rather than a pleasure.

So also are the bare observations made by the

gardener in a limited area often fraught with

errors that prove most misleading ; true, they

may be as simple facts, but most misleading if

used alone as a foundation for general principles.

It seeias clear to me that the days of autocracy

take a

handful of its green-backed flowers and

them in a glass with any grassy leaves and

form a quiet little jdcture. Once when I

to see Mr. James Walker's Daffodils, he

on his table a gi-eat jar or bowl of these

as relating to the naming of plants or their

culture is past, ami that it is a wid(!r labour than

any one man can ever hope to successfully per

form. Sr, too, in the garden Nature is so broad

and iar-reaching, that no gardener or practical

observer can ever record more than a tithe ol the

facts every day occurring around us in the garden.

Hence, it seems to me that some union of the

observers in the garden with the botanist pure

and simide would lie likely to lead to a conser-

vation of energy and the forwarding of progress

in botanical science, as well as in the practice of

<'ardening. It seems to me that some sort ol

centralisation is most desirable in this way. In

garilening especially the point is not the e.vhibi-

tion of fine plants or fruits, but the diffusion of

such certain knowledge as will enable a majority

of gardeners to grow them equally fine.

Old Irish gardens.—The rich luxuriance

and variety of the flora in some of these old

wardens is very wonderful, and one is continually

coining across'plants growing most vigorously in

them which speedily die out elsewhere. The

Irish climate affords a genial home for Primroses,

and nianv other alpine plants and bulbs which

though rare in England exist plentifully in these

Irish" gardens. Primroses, especially the double-

flowered kinds, Dianthus alpinus, Gentiana. verna,

Dryas octopetala, and some few other specialities,

have for years been imported by English dealers,

and these enterprising people have at last woke

up to the fact that the old gardens of the Emerald

Isle are rich in choice Daft'odils. The white

Daft'odils are especially abundant, and the variety

called princeps by Mr. Barr and varieties of

N. spunus are naturalised here and there in Irish

fields by the thousand. Our old friend Butter

and Eggs is one of the most abundant of all the

naturalTsed kind.s, and here and there N. obval-

laris (Tenby Daffodil) has also been found. The

soil and climate of Ireland suit these plants, and

the number of white varieties found here is rather

perplexing. Fancy such a pretty little albino as

is Minnie Warren (a sort of white N. nanus)

having existed by the thousand here while un-

heard of in England. How did all these forms

originate? Did the monks long ago introduce

them from other parts of Europe 1 Were they

brought by the Huguenots, or are they chance

seedlTugs from plants long ago brought into

cultivation ! The problem is an interesting one

for the narcissophiles to solve.

Stones in the garden.—Stones in the garden

may be either a curse or a blessing, whichever

you will. White statuary contrastecl with dark

Yew hedges, for example, is both a costly and a

ghastly way of using a good bit of limestone or

marble, reminding us of the spotty effect produced

by whitewashed stones which are even yet used

on the margins of carriage drives. So also one

may waste much money, and make an ugly

garden by using artificial stones or bricks in

terrace walls, especially in positions where the

land does not render the use of terraces essential.

A garden should be a home for plants, and stones

are never better employed than wlieii r.sed for

their benefit. We can make edn;ings of them, or

rock gardens for the choicest of Primulas, (Jen-

tian. Iris, or other gems from Alps or Apennines.

We must never forget that stones are simply earth

in a naturally hardened form, and so they afford

a more suitable nidus for plants as used in walls

or edgings than do bricks. One may recognise

the convenience of biick as a good substitute for

stones, but that they are substitutes—soft earth

artificially hardened by fire—should not be for-

gotten. One good use of stones in the garden is

in layering, for we find that shoots and branches

of ail plants, shrubs, and trees root much more

quickly if pl^cecj in the soil and covered with a

large stone than if pegged down in the usual

way. Even for many hardy plants we find this

lilan of stoiielayering very successful. A few good

boulders half sunk in the turf make a fine posi-

tion for clumps of Yvicca ttaccida or of Acanthus,

cj'r, if carefully groupeil and fringed with any

small-leaved creeping forms of Ivy, they make

very beautiful groups, and add variety to flat

surfaces. Veronica.

Garden Flora.

PLATE 641.

R.OSE WILLIAM ALLEN KICHARD30N.*

After the biilliant novelties sent us by the

French raisers in 1877-8, when, among many

others, our acquisitions included A. K. Williams,

Madame Gabriel Luizet, Marie Verdier, and

Madame Lambard, all first-rate Roses, the new

Roses which arrived from abroad in the following

season of 1878-9 seemed likely to prove some-

what flat and uninteresting. But there was

among them one variety at any rate which was

destined to make the season memorable, a Rose

that may fairly be allowed the Frenchmen'a

favourite description of " possessing all the

merits"—except perhaps one: it is not large.

Nevertheless, in William Allen Richard.son,

Madame Veuve Ducher was fortunate enough to

be able to send out a Rose which was at ouce

vigorous, a profuse and perpetual bloomer, of

brUliant and novel, not to say unique, colour,

a plant of excellent habit always handsomely

lurnished with dark glossy foliage, and at the

same time very fairly hardy. Of this latter

qualification we shall 'know more certainly next

summer, for the recent (and present !) winter

will have been a very fair test of any plant's con-

stitution. As far as can be seen at present, plants

of this beautiful Noisette do not appear to be

much damaged by the cold, and probably, in

spite of the French growers' caution that it must

be protected from frost, it may be ranked among

the hardiest of its class, the fact of its not being

so precocious as some of its family, such as Marti-

chal Niel, for instance, being a great point in its

favour in regard to escaping spring frosts.

William Allen Richardson appears to advan-

tage in whatever form it is grown. It makes a

ha°idsome and floriferous standard, and it is

efl'ective as a large unpruned bush, worked on

Brier cutting or seedling, or on its own roots.

But undoubtedly it is most decorative as well as

most prolific when grown as a climber against a

wall or fence. For this purpose it is especially

well adapted for two reasons : in the first place,

unlike some of the rampant-growing Tea-scented

Roses, which have a tendency only to break

towards the ends of their immensely long shoots,

leaving the lower part of the tree bare, thii

variety keeps well clothed to the very base ; and

also, having very short-jointed wood, the laterals

very soon completely cover the entire surface of

the wall. A plant five years old budded on a seed-

ling I'.iier, growing on the end of a wooden tool-

shed 12 feet square and facing south-west, com-

pletely hides the woodwork during the summer

from within 6 inches of the ground to the roof,

and the ctutral stem of the plant is .3 inches in

circumference 3 feet from the ground. The

"rowth being thus sturdily vigorous rather than

rampant, the wood gets well riiiened, and pro-

duces flowers in the greatest prolusion on stitt,

short-jointed stems, each of which therelore

carries plenty of attendant foliage while causing

the flowers to remain erect when cut and render-

ing wires unnecessary.

Drawn in Messrs. Paul's nursery, Cheshunt, in July.
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The flowers are usually from three to five in

a bunch, and are of a brilliant and intense orange

colour, paler towards the edges of the petals, and
with an occasional sun-painted blotch of brownish
crimson on the exterior. But description is

hardly necessary in view of the excellent portrait

provided by the accompanying plate, which re-

presents all phases of the flower, with one excep-

tion. When in the bud stage the petals have
each a distinct and clearly-defined margin, which,

by contrast with the rich colour of the flower,

appears clear white, though this edging becomes
merged in the general colouring of the petals as

the flowers expand, the colour seeming to run up
from the base, unlike many other Roses, whose
petals on opening are self-coloured and become
paler towards the edges as the flowers get older.

AVilliam Allen Richanlson is admirably

adapted for florist's work as a subject for bouquets

and decorations, being by far the best Rose of its

colour, and it is likely tn prove a formidable

rival to Madame Falcot and other varieties of

that class. It makes an admirable companion
climber to plant with (the unfortunately rather

tender) Lamarque, with whose snowy flowers its

orange buds make a charming contrast ; and
bouquets composed entirely of the buds of these

two Noisettes pro\'e an exceedingly popular com-
bination.

One of the prettiest classes at the Crystal

Palace Rose Show hist year was that devoted to

William Allen Richardson, and its inclusion in

the list of varieties thus selected to be shown in

quantity is a reliable indication of its already

wide popularity, which is certain to increase on
more intimate acquaintance, for wherever it is

exhibited it is always a centre of attraction : the

ladies revel in it for cut flowers and bouquets

;

the gentlemen admire it for button-holes ; and as

it is also an eminently decorative garden Rose,

and has fortunately been endowed with a name
which people in this country can at any rate

articulate without fear of dislocation, even though
it be not a very picturesque one, it is no doubt
destined before long to become a household word,

and William Allen Richardson will, with Mare-
chal Niel and Gloire de Dijon, comjjlete a noble

triad of " everybody's climbing Roses."

T. W. G.

when the temperature, accompanied by abundance of

atmospheric moisture, may run up to 90", or even more,
when the house is closed up for the day. Early
Peaches, apparently now at a standstill—stoning

—

are kept at about 60" by night and from 65" to 70"

by day, and to keep the foliage clean the syringe is

freely applied twice a day. The long littery mulching
that we always keep over the inside borders is a great
economiser of labour in respect of watering, and,

perhaps I ought to add, to the inexperienced decep-
tive, as it often makes tbe border appear wetter than
it really is, a word of caution that should lead to ex-

amination of borders deeper than their surface.

Planting out Lobelias and Verbenas in pits, and,

being short of the scarlet Lobelia cardinalis, they .are

once again being increased by division, each portion

being potted separately in small pots ; intermixed
with Heliotrope and yellow and white Marguerites
in the summer bedding of last year, the arrangement
arrested attention, and begat the approval of all.

WORK DONE IN WEEK ENDING APRIL 20.

April 14.

Occasional light showers are still the rule, but the

season is advancing, and to keep pace with the work
we have now began to disregard a slight shower,

which if it hinders us during one job is no detriment

to the prosecution of another ; as, for instance, when
fine in the morning we staked Peas and planted out

Cauliflowers, but showers commencing we mowed
with scythes round trees and flower beds and other

parts of lawn that could not be done with lawn
mower. Sifted soot, and wood ashes have also been
scattered over turf in flower garden, a dressing that

quickly changes the Grass from a jellowish to a dense

green. An annual dressing of this description is

necessary, for all turf over which there is mucli trattic

and showery weather is the best time to apply it,

because the unsightliness of the dressing quickly dis-

appears, and there is no loss of manurial properties as

there must be when it lays a long time exposed to

the drying influences of the atmosphere. Thinning

early Muscat Grapes ; the border, an inside one,

having had no water since a week or ten days before

they were in flower, a regular drKnching was to-day

given, of course heated to a temperature of 90" ; no

manure water was given, as there is over the border a

inlching of good manure, and the washings from

thii we considered would at present be ample stimu-

lant for the roots. The temperature will now be

cept as equable as weather will allow ; 65" on cold

:'<i;ht« and 7ij° when mild will not be exceeded, and
'

i a very little higher by day, except with sunshine,

April 15 and 16.

Winter dies hard ; hail showers and bright sun-
shine still alternate, but the wet has not been much,
and we have been able to keep continuously at out-

door work. Finished dressing lawn with soot and
wood ashes, and once more rolled the new ground
recently laid down as lawn ; cut turf edgings
and b-gan trenching up beds for sub-tropicals ; a

couple of layers of in.anure ai-e given as the work
proceeds, and the soil is thrown well above the sur-

rounding turf that the heat of the sun may act

direc ly on it. There is here a striking instance of

the benefit derivable from the soil being thus thrown
up. In some beds that are planted with Hyacinths and
Tulips, some of the beds are on the ordinary level and
others raised, and though both are planted with
the same varieties, the raited beds are already in full

flower and very vigorous, whilst those on the level

are not nearly in flower, and much under the mark
of the others in respect of robustness. I do not
attribute the great difference entirely to sunheat, for

it is little of that commodity we have had, but partly

to the warmth imparted by the additional depth of

porous soil— virtually greater drainage. Large plants

of Phormium tenax, planted on turf, have got a
little browned by the severe weather, and these

leaves we have cut off and given a dressing of rich

soU to the crowns, there being a large quantity of

surface roots ; not a leaf of the variegated variety is

hurt, a rather singular circumstance, as it is usually

supposed to have originated from the common
variety. All the so-called hardy Dracaenas are

killed ; they were not protected ; but the variegated

Yucca aloifolia variegata is not injured, and there-

fore we shall increase our stock of this, as there are

few tender sub-tropicals even that excel it in effec-

tiveness for a group on the turf, or as an outer line for

a bed of taller plants. The plants of Ferula communis
and of Acanthus lusitanicus, both of them first-rate

turf plants for grouping with sub-tropicals, are

throwing up extra strong new growths, that show
they have not suffered at all. The young growths of

the former are susceptible of injury by frost, and it

is necessary to place a few evergreen branches
round them for protection till danger from frost is

past. Bambusa Metake and Fortune's Bamboos are

also not really injured, except that the outer foliage is

browned, and this we are having cut away, and to

one or two old plants the turf is being rolled back
and a rich top-dressing of new soil given. The
whole of our time of indoor hands has now to be
devoted to preparing sutnmer bedding plants and to

fruit forcing, .Strawberries, perhaps, causing the

most labour, there being so much watering, shifting

them from one place to another, picking off surplus

fruit, and getting in fresh relays of plants. Figs,

Peaches, and Nectarines reqmre almost daily atten-

tion as to stopping and training out of shoots.

Finished the thinning of early Mu.scat Grapes, did

final disbudding to late Hamburghs
;
potted a few

more Chrysanthemums, and pinched the tops out of

those intended to be grown as bush plants, Pompone
varieties being those we most prefer.

April 17.

Fine, and a bleak north east wind has, rather than

otherwise, aided us in our work, for the men were

obliged to keep on in order to keep warm. Continued
the trenching up of subtropical beds, and trimming
up plants having dead leaves. Pampas Grass clumps
among the number ; the winter has been rather hard
on them, for a few of the smaller plants look as if

they could hardly recover, but the top-dressing of rich

soil that we are now giving them may aid renewed
growth. Rolled all walks and made a start at ma-
chine mowing; the Grass was not long and mowing
might have been deferred a week or more, but it

would have been at the cost of the lawn presenting a
yellowish green appearance for a long time to come,
hence our preference for early mowing. All the
houses have had the usual weekly re-arrangement of

plants and clean-up, all forced flowering plants being
taken out of heat and put in the coolest places to

keep them in flower as long as possible, and more
Roses and Spiraeas put in heat. Potted off Sun-
flowers, seedling Cannas, Hemp, Eucalyptus, and
Wigandias, and planted out some Pelargoniums in

cold frames. They are planted in a compost of half

leaf-soil and light loam, to which the roots adhere so

tenaciously that they move to the beds without any
perceptible check in growth.

April 19 and 20.

Our work these two days has been the completion
of trenching of sub-tropical beds, the ridding of

hardy fine-foliaged plants of dead leaves, and top-

dressing the same, and the commencement of digging
up of hardy plants from the terrace flower beds pre-

paratory to digging and manuring for the summer
bedders. We have a number of large vase or basket
beds that are filled with mixtures of many kinds of

flowering plants, single Dahlias, Fuchsias, scarlet

Lobelias, Heliotropes, and Marguerites being amongst
the number, and as all these enjoy rich soil, heavy
dressings of well decayed manure are given and trench-

ing done as deeply as it is possible to do it. Staking
and earthing up Peas ; made another sowing, and
sowed the main lot of Beet and Parsley. Sowed
under handlights on a south border Carnations, Fox-
gloves, Canterbury Bells, Aquilegias, Primroses, Wall-
florters, Sweet Williams, Antirrhinums, and Pentste-

mons. They are sown on the surface which was
made fine, and afterwards were slightly covered with
very fine soil and watered with a fine rose pot. The
lids of handlights will be kept on till the seeds

germinate, when air will be given and gradually
increased till the seedlings can be fully exposed.

Work in the houses as per usual ; no end of potting

and boxing of bedding plants, pricking off seedlings,

and of keeping abreast with the growth of Peaches,

Vines, Figs, Tomatoes, Melons, and Cucumbers in

the way of pinching and tying. Sowed Vegetable
Marrows and ridge Cucumbers, shifted into larger

pots tuberous Begonias and a few Gloxmias.
Hants.

FBX7ITS UNDER GLASS.
Pines.

If any of the early starters have not been divested of

superfluous suckers and gills, this work must now re-

ceive attention. Queens that have received a severe

check through the resting season generally throw up
a great number, but it rarely happens that more than
two from each plant are wanted for stock, and as the
others can only be regarded as robbers, they should
be carefully twisted out as soon as they can be caught
with the hand or a pair of pinchers. As Pine plants

are not improved by frequent disturbance, it is a good
plan to remove the suckers and put in sticks for sup-

porting the fruit at one and the same time, when a

few pieces of fibry turf packed tightly round the

collars of the plants will keep them right for the re-

mainder of the season. As days increase in length
and the sun gains power, the plants will take more
water through the syringe overhead occasionally when
the house is closed on bright afternoons, but more
frequently beneath the foliage when a little warm
diluted liquid forced into the axils of the lower leaves

and over the surface of the bed will stimulate the
roots and greatly assist in swelling up the fruit.

Time being an object in all early Pine houses, the

night temperature may now stand quite 70°, or a de-

gree or two more with the blinds drawn down to pre-

vent loss of heat and moisture, and it may range from
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76°, when air should be admitted to prevent scalding,

to 86° during bright sunshine. Early in the after-

noon, the weather being as yet very treacherous, re-

ducing should be commenced before there is any sign

of a drop from that figure, and the house should be

finally closed in time for the temperature to run up a

few degrees more or less above 90°. As few people

now care to grow more Pines than they require for their

own use, gluts at .all times should, if possible, be

avoided. Where the old-fashioned system of fruiting

all the plants in one house is still practised, this is

sometimes a difficult matter, but by potting up

suckers and shifting on in sm.all b.atches, and, further,

by growing them in small compartments, the main-

tenance of a continuous supply is by no means im-

possible. To carry out this system the second batch

of fruiters will consist of Queens which have made a

growth this spring. Smooth Cayennes, and a few

Eothschilds. These, like the earliest Queens, should,

if convenient, be kept in or transferred to another

separate compartment, which they will occupy until

late in the season. This concentration of all the most

forward plants admits of the preparation of a third

pit, which may be filled up with still later plants, in-

cluding a few of the best of the spring-potted succes-

sions. By adopting this plan, instead of devoting a

week twice a year to potting and plunging, and by

judicious attention to lifting out ripening fruits and

retarding, a good Engli.sh Pine from a small stock can

generally be had when it is wanted.

Successions.—Young stock having been potted later

than usual, growth owing to the advanced period will

be extremely rapid ; it will therefore be necessary to

keep a sharp eye on the plants, not only to prevent

them from becoming crowded and drawn, but also to

see that a matted condition of the roots is not un-

expectedly produced before preparations are made for

the next shift. Plants of all ages, young ones in

particular, should be kept close to the glass and so

wide apart as to favour the natural spread of the

foliage, which should be short, broad, and sufficiently

firm to resist the first gleams of spring sunshine. If

these conditions do not exist, then shiiding on bright

days must be resorted to ; but the less of this the

better, .as daily shading softens the tissue and h<astens

many a plant to an untimely end. Where space is

limited, a good permanently fixed McPhail frame

well filled to the requisite level with fresh fermenting

leaves, and lined extern.ally with stable manure, is

perhaps one of tlie best structures tliat can be devised

for the summer culture of young stock. If rather

flat in the pitch, the young plants rarely require

shading, as they are constantly developed in ammonia-
laden moisture, which prevents scalding or even

browning in the hottest weather, while the decaying

materials of which the bed and linings are composed

yield a never-ending supply of genial food, upon wliich

they luxuriate.

Figs.

The fruit in early houses started at the end o'

November is now beginning to ripen freely, .and we
are reducing the supply of atmospheric moisture, but

not to an extent that will affect the advancing crop

or favour the spread of spider. It used to be the

practice to withhold water from the roots as well as

the leaves as soon as the fruit commenced ripening

;

but one thing is certain, we must have a high ripen-

ing temperature if the fruit is to be worth eating, and

that is the gr.and aim which cultivators hold in view.

A high temperature with a dry atmosphere in April

means .sharp fire heat speedily followed by the spread

of spider, thrips, and liug, and prob.ably the loss of .all

save the most forward fruit. To jjrevent these mis-

haps we now keep the roots fairly well watered and

heavily mulched and syringe all available parts of

the house, not overlooking dry brisky corners when-
ever the morning looks promising. We also make a

point of gathering in close once a week and giving

the trees a thorough syringing immediately after-

wards. My early trees, formerly in large pots, but

now growing in cribbed borders and tr.ained on a

trellis, are kept rather thin of wood and each shoot is

laid in full length, an arrangement which induces

perpetual bearing and prevents overcrowding. The
temperature is now allowed to fall to about tiO° .at

night, with a chink of air to let out superfluous mois-

ture and more fire heat is turned on early in the

morning, also with air when a temperature ranging

from 75° to 8.1° is found not only genial, but essential

to perfect colour and finish.

Succession house.—The fruit in this compartment

has made good progress during the past three weeks,

and has been well thinned. Many people are afraid

of thinning Pigs, asserting as their reason that the

fruit is subject to dropping. In order to help the

willing horse up the hill with a fair load, they place

behind him twice as much as he can possibly draw,

.and when—thanks to their wisdom—they have

brought about that which they wished to avoid, they

say experience justifies them in leaving a heavy per-

centage to compensate for dropping. The Figs, since

they were thinned, having reached the tantalising or

flowering stage, will not make any apparent progress

for some weeks to come. Good work is, however,

going on, and any attempt to hurry the process will

be carefully avoided. The treatment these trees re-

ceive includes good syringing twice a day when the

weather is fine and a plentiful supply of generous

liquid to the roots, of which Figs in active growth

take immense quantities. The temperature ranges

from 65° to 68° by night, and 10° to 15° higher by

day, with plenty of air and an abundance of atmo-

spheric moisture after the ventilators are closed with

brisk sun heat.

Late houses receive similar treatment, but the

tempenature is not allowed to range nearly so high,

at least from fire heat, as we regulate forcing to meet

the demand for ripe fruit when the crop in the second

house is over. This year it is to be feared the prin-

cipal supply will come from glass-covered trees, as

those on open walls have only just been uncovered,

and although the embryo fruits look fairly well, we
do not anticipate a heavy, certainly not an early,

crop from them. Although I never allow my late

trees to carry more wood than can have full exposure

to the .autumn sun, I always make a practice of cut-

ting out a number of barren or unpromising branches

in April to secure an even spread of young shoots for

giving the succeeding year's crop. This operation is

necessarily delayed, as it is yet too early to arrive at

a correct estimate of the damage done by the past

severe winter.

Pot Fir/s, from this or last year's eyes or cuttings,

must be kept near the glass .and fullyexposed to the sun

to secure short-jointed growths of medium strength well

set with fruit .and thoroughly ripened before they go

to rest in the autumn. Figs being such gluttonous

feeders, they can be induced to make .an enormous

quantity of wood by the time they are one year old,

but quality being of more importance than quantity,

they should be kept in sm.all rather than large pots,

and never allowed to root through into the bed when
rich compost and liberal feeding with liquid will grow
them into short-jointed compact specimens, alike fit

for forcing or the orchard house.

StraWderries.

If not already cleared .and cleansed, all forcinghouses

containing other plants subject to spider should now be

relieved of the remains of the Strawberry crop, when
boiling water and quicklime will be found efficacious

agents applied to the shelves and walls. If any of

the plants contain ripe fruit they can be carefully

removed to a cool airy pit, where raised well up from

the soil, and with their heads nearly touching the

glass, the Strawberries will keep for some time and

be improved by the change. Indeed it is questionable

if pits with or without a hot-water pipe are not the

best structures for late crops generally from the set

to the finish. When plants in 7-inch pots are plunged

in leaves in cold pits, .and remain undisturbed all the

winter, the roots find their way through the crock

holes, .and aid in forcing up immense trusses of bloom

in April. These scapes should be tied to sticks and

well thinned before the flowers open, that is, if fruit

of the finest quality is wanted; if quantity be the

object, and tying up is too tedious an operation, a

rough-and-ready mode of keeping the fruit clear of the

soil .and enemies will be found in laying handfuls of

Birch crosswise in the pits and between the rows to

prevent the foliage and flowers from resting on the

surface of the bed. Treated in this way and well fed,

prolific varieties give enormous crops of fruit, which,

under judicious management, can be made to shake

hands with the earliest from the open air. They aro

not, however, so fine as a sample as it is possible to

grow them ; but for daily family use, medium sized

fruit is valuable, and quantity helps to make up for

(|uality. Where the finest varieties are grown for

superior desserts or exhibition, say in May, or per-

haps as late as early June, they should be jiotted in

7-inch or 8-inch pots, as they have to perform the

most important p.art of their work imder a bright,

parching sun, when one mishap in watering will

prove fatal to the crop. If the plants can be plunged

thinly in light airy pits, much time and labour will

be saved in watering, as plants on dry shelves now
take water two or three times a day ; they will,

however, set freely enough in any well ventilated

pit, and fine fruit being the sole object, all secondary

flowers should be pinched off before the finest and
best open. When set and staked, good syringing

with clear water and feeding with diluted liquid

soot or guano water will have to be perf orni»d daily

.and the temperature must be regulated by the period

at which ripe fruit is wanted. Swelling Straw-

berries will, of course, stand Pine-apple tempera-
ture, but these high figures are not absolutely neces-

sary, as we often swell remarkably fine fruit in cold

pits where the night heat does not exceed 56° or

temperate ; but then we compensate for this by
shutting in sun he<at on bright afternoons, when a
maximum of 80° is easily secured. Perhaps the

finest late pot Strawberries we ever grew were set,

swelled, and finished in a temporary cold pit com-
posed of 3-inch deals on edge, 3 feet 6 inches deep
at back, 2 feet 6 inches at front. The main pipes

to a distant range of houses ran in an area beneath

the front p.art of the pit, and although the warmth
which found its w.ay to the surface was hardly per-

ceptible to the hand, the more sensitive occupants

knew and appreciated it. The plants were placed on
shelves some 12 inches to 18 inches from the gravel

floor ; consequently there was a constant circulation

of air passing beneath the pots. Overhead syring-

ing was exceptional, but the roots were well fed,

and the gravel was kept constantly primed with

good diluted liquid When set, all the pots were
turned round to favour the swelling of the fruit

under the parti.al influence of shade produced by the

foliage.

Preparations for the coming Strawberry season

should now be made, as favourable opportunities

offer for carrying out the various operations which go

to the completion of a successful system. The first

point to be considered is the state of the young plants

from which runners are to be taken in June, for if

these are not well rammed and mulched, watering

will not be necessary, a plentiful supply of early

runners can hardly be expected. Some growers plant

out a number of late runners in the autumn, pinch

out the blossoms in the spring, .and pot up before the

end of June ; but pot plants so formed are not in my
opinion either so vigorous or good as robust runners

of the current year. Next comes the question of

compost. All admit that the main staple should con-

sist of stiff calcareous loam from an old sheep pasture,

cut thin and stacked in narro%v ridges in the open

air during the preceding autumn or ivinter. If this

has not been secured it should be got without delay,

also a good supply of old lime rubble or burnt cUy
for use as correctives, .and a stack of old cow manure
from stall-fed cattle should be at hand for working in

when the ingredients are chopped down and thrown

together. All composts are greatly improved by
being prepared some weeks before they are wanted

for use, that for Strawberries especially so, as it is

necessary to allow time for the loam to become
thoroughly charged with ammonia before it is firmly

rammed into the pots If the plants are to be

pegged down at once on the fruiting pois the latter

shcudd be collected, well washed on wet days, crocked,

and placed ready for filling when the compost is fit

for ramming without becoming adhesive. In addi-

tion to the aliove, bone-dust and soot are excellent

stimulants. The first is not an absolute essential,

although of the two I should let it take precedence o/

.animal manure : the second should always be isec

not only as .an ingredient for stimulating the root

.and destroying wireworm, but also for dusting ove

the crocks to prevent the ingress of worms.

Eastnor. Castle, Ledburij. W. CoLEKAN,
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Fruit Garden.

FRAME MELONS.
Sowings of free-fruiting hardy Melons may still be

made at intervals of ten day.s to keep up a good

supply of vigorous plants for turning out into pits

and frames as they are cleared of Potatoes and bed-

ding plants. The list of Melonsnow is legion, and to

recommend any jxirticular variety, or sub-variety

twenty removes from the original, would be quite

superfluous ; I nuist, therefore, name the two or

three sorts I prefer, and leave other growers to

choose for themselves. Melons, like other fruits

which I could name, are not improved in quality

or constitution by crossing and re-crossing often

with their own blood-relations, otherwise we

should not so frequently meet with so many
mongrels of every shade of colour, from sickly

white to bilious orange, at our local and metropo-

litan shows. One quality many of these hybrids

seem to possess— thanks to the raisers or the

growers—and that is the undesirable tendency on

the part of the foliage to ripen up and pass away

before the fruit is fit for table. There is still, no

doubt, a fine field open to hybridisers ; but if they

would succeed they must hunt up old hands who
can give them a few seeds of the true old

Egyptian Gieenflesh, theBeechwood,the original

Victory of Bath, the Bowood Greenflesh as

grown by the late John Spencer, or even the

Bromham Hall, to work upon. All these va-

rieties had constitutions ; more than that, they had

Havour, and threw off a delicious aroma which

the well-tilted lights of the old McPhail frame,

resting on beds of fermenting manure, allowed to

escape into the garden and over the walls. By
going back to these fine old sorts and sticking to

the true Egyptian blood, fine breaks, as Gilbert,

of Burghley, is proving, can yet be secured ; but

once let in the Mulattos and Sambos as male or

female parents, the best that can be expected will

be confusion confounded.

Varieties.—Any of the sorts I have named
are good for frame culture, and all of them have

the original deep green fiesh now so rarely met

with in modern sorts. If a white-fleshed variety

is wanted, there is the handsome hardy Cox's

Golden Gem, the more broadly netted Beading

Hero, and the exquisite Heckfield Hybrid.

Amongst scarlets, we have the little Gem sent

out by the late Mr. Turner, Read's Scarlet Flesh

and Blenheim Orange, well proved frame va-

rieties. Equally handsome, but not yet proved

by myself, is Sutton's Invincible. Hundreds

mure might be named, but having made a list

that should satisfy a horticultural lawyer, I must

now say something about growing.

Thin sowing.—Sow the seeds singly in small

pots or on squares of turf placed on a hotbed,

]>inch out the points when they have made two

or three rough leaves, and keep them steadily

progressing close to the glass until the bed is

ready for them. If the bed on which the Pota-

toes have been grown contains any latent heat,

turn it over and add a little fresh fermenting

material to secure a bottom heat of 80". Tread

tirnily after, not before, the heat has revived,

jdace two planks edgewi.se longitudinally in the

frame, 2 leet apart and 1 foot or more in depth.

Cover the manure between the planks with sound

turf, gras.s-side downwards, and form a narrow-

ridge of compost the whole length, with its apex

on a level with the top edges of the planks. Shut

the frame up and keep it closed until the soil,

rather stiff loam with 20 per cent, of old lime

rubble added, is thoroughly warmed through.

Planting.—Transfer the plants to the ridge,

plant firmly 18 inches apart, give a little water

at a temperature of 90'' to settle the soil about

the roots, and submit the frame to Cucumber
treatment ; that is, aim at a night heat of 70°,

with a chink of air to let out rank steam, and

cover with mats to prevent the escape of warmth
and moisture by radiation. Clear away all cover-

ing, and shut off night air before the morning

sun strikes the glass. Keep the lights closed

until the air temperature touches 7G°, then tilt

the back or front of the lights according to the

state of the wind, and allow the internal heat to

rise gradually to 85''', or on calm warm days^ t(j

90". " Never shade, as Melons glory in the full

blaze of the sun, but damp the back and front

strips of the bed with warm water if at any time

the plants show signs of flagging. Some time

between two and three o'clock in June, from

three to four in July, damp every part of the

frame and bed, and .shut up in time for the frame

to run up to any figure under 100° with sun-heat

and naturally an abundance of atmospheric

moisture.

Earthing.—When under this treatment a

profusion of white, healthy roots be"in to creep

through the sides of the ridges, add previously

warmed soil, good friable loam quite free from

manure to fiU up the central space formed by the

planks, and ram it firmly. As this will be the

first and final earthing, and the vines will now
grow very fast, old tiles, broken brick, or rough

charcoal may at once be laid round the collars of

the plants to absorb superfluous moisture. In

order to secure an even supply of water to the

roots without flooding or even wetting the collars,

at all tunes the most susceptible parts of the

plants, it may be well to remark that they should

be planted high and dry, and the edges of the

two planks should be ranged on a dead level.

Further, to enable the attendant to give a full

supply quickly when exposure of the plants

might be attended with danger, the top of the

compost should be a clear 2 inches below the

edges of the planks when all is finally rammed
and finished.

Training.—Although many still have a liking

for the old manure bed, we now find the majority

trying to modernise the mode of training.

Some fill in the back and front cavities not

occupied by compost with rough Pea sticks, others

cover theni with slates or boards and allow the

vines to ramble over them. I prefer lath trellises

wide enough to drop in between the rafters, and

long enough to buit against the back and front

when placed in position after the final earthing.

If the summer is hot and internal heat is plenti-

ful, the liack and front cavities are left open ;
if,

on the other hand, it is cold and wet and more

heat is needed, I fill in with sound Oak leaves in

a fermenting state before the trellises are placed

in position. All the vines, two from each plant,

are then led one to the back, the other to the

front of the frame, over the top of the trellis.

When within 6 inches of the sides the points are

pinched out, and a few fine days bring forth a

simultaneous flush of fruit-furnished laterals.

As soon as an abundance of female flowers likely

to open together have been secured, we renovate

the linings back and front to increase the heat,

and withhold moisture for two or three days to

produce conditions favourable to

Setting.—The first pinching of the main

shoots having thrown vigour into the laterals,

the latter will extend rapidly, and show fruit at

the second if not the first leaf. If space is

likely to become crowded with foliage, every

alternate lateral is pinched at the leaf next

beyond the fruit, and the others are allowed to

extend a little. These are then pinched, and the

work of fertilising with the male blossoms is

commenced, and continued from day to day until

a good set has been secured. If good loam, pure

and simple, has been given to the roots, the

weather is hot and dry, and the bottom heat is

brisk, many of the fruits get fertilised by insects

;

but in order to make success certain we always,

about noon, on fine days select fully expanded
male blossoms, and, after stripping them without

disturbing the pollen, insert them in the female

flowers, which we allow to rest against a leaf,

where they can have full exposure to the sun. If

possible, air is freely admitted, but not in suffi-

cient quantity to lower the temperature, and all

atmospheric moisture is withheld, as it is desirable

to keep the internal air as hot and dry as possible.

One variety only being grown in each frame or

pit, the setting only occupies a few days, and
when plenty and to spare have been properly

fertilised, we turn our attention to the swelling

and after-management of the

Fruit.— The great object being the selection

of a certain number of young fruits of equal

age and size that will swell off in unison, we
defer thinning for a few days ; but in the event

of any of the plants failing to set a sufficient

number, the few which may have set are

removed, as it is simply impossible to set and
swell others after one or two have commenced
swelling. All the laterals on those particular

plants are then pinched to induce a set of sub-

laterals which will set, swell, and ripen their

fruit a little later in the season. AVe do not,

however, allow the earliest fruit to suffer from

lack of moisture, neither do we always pinch

back for a latent set, as one or two extra large

fruits are not unfrequently highly acceptable

for special purposes; but resume syiinging and

root-watering, the latter sparingly at first, as a

flush of water before the Melons attain the size

of pigeon's eggs is apt to cause them to turn

yellow and perish. When they have made a

good start, fruits for the crop are selected and

placed on inverted flower-pots or pieces of board

to keep them ofl' the soil. All superfluous fruits

are then removed, feeding with good diluted

liquid a few degrees warmer than the bed is

commenced, and we turn our attention to the

manipulation of the sub-laterals and careful pro-

tection of the main

Foliage.—Under the impression that Melons

may be hacked and shi.shed with the knife, many
people treat them like Cucumbers, and often lay

the foundation of canker and premature death

by the removal of the old leaves, which they

should carefully preserve. Overcrowding is, of

course, objectionable, but this will not happeii if

directions' for planting and stopping are carried

out and the use of "solid manure is avoided.

Weekly or bi-weekly pinching and regulating

must, however, receive attention, and the best

time to perform all work of this kind in the

frame ground is during the hour preceding the

final closing for the day. Then, as briefly and

deftly as possible, every lateral and sub-lateral

is cut back to one leaf ; all male blossoms are re-

moved, and a little quicklime is applied to wounds
if by accident a main leaf is broken off or the

collars show signs of canker. Some four weeks,

if the weather is good, wiU suffice to swell the

Melons up to the netting stage, and when this is

finished it wiU be time to think of bringing

about a gradual change of treatment favour-

able to

Ripening.—If well grown and fully exposed

to every ray of sunshine, the foliage will be hard

and capable of withstanding the extra dry heat

which must now be brought to bear upon the

fruit, for without plenty of dry heat frame

Melons cannot be expected to compete with

fruits grown in light hot-water pits and houses

The change must not, however, be too sudden,

but guided by the appearance of the fruit ; root
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waterinr; and atmospheric moisture must be gradu-
ally discontinued ; not so the heat, as a brisk
bottom heat from renewed lininfjs is imperative.
Therefore, fi'om general watering and flooding,

wear off to pouring in a little warm water along
the edges of the bed to su.stain the roots clinging
to the retaining planks. From daily syringing
reduce the supply of atmospheric moisture to

sprinkling the inside of Ihe frame and portions
of the bed of leaves where it can be done without
wetting the foliage. Defer shutting up for an
hour or two on fine afternoons, but always close

in time for the temperature to touch 80°, as
Melons ripened without heat are of little value

;

give a chink of night air, cover up from first to

last, and commence airing earlier than previously
on bright mornings.

Cutting and pkeserving the fruit.—Melons
should never be cut until they begin to show
signs of cracking round the stems and throw off

their delicious aroma. They may then be cut
with a good piece of the stem attached and re-

moved to a dry, airy room or vinery, from which
the Grapes have been cut, to rest until they are
fit for eating. Some varieties are fit for use
immediately after they are cut ; others improve
by being kept for a few days in a warm vinery

;

the thinner the skin or rind, the more quickly do
they arrive at perfection. This matter of cutting
and using, it is needless to say, can only be re-

duced to a certainty by acquaintance with the
sorts and practical experience. Like all other
exotic fruits, they should not be allowed to re-

main attached until they are dead ripe ; neither
should they be cut before the aroma indicates that
the work of the plant is nearly finished.

Eastnor Castle, Ledbury. ' W. Coleman.

MAIDEN PEACH TREES.
I SEE that "T. B." asserts that maiden Peach
trees "of the shape that nineteen out of twenty
now are when bought in"—that is, with one shoot—are left "untouched" by exten-sionists, and he
proceeds to explain his objections to the system on
that ASSUMPTION. Allow me to say tliat neither
myself nor anyone with whom I am acquainted
have ever recommended any such thing. In The
Garden, and also in my book on pruning and
training, I recommended and illustrated the me-
thod of beginning with a one-shoot maiden by
cutting it down to the graft in order to get limbs.
It seems that my hint given a couple of weeks
ago, that there were maiden trees sliaped diffe-
rently from this, has .set " T. B." athinking, and
for the first time he has discovered that a maiden
need not necessarily be trained with one shoot, but
with lialf-a-dozen or more as one likes, and hence
these need not be shortened more than an unequal
balance in the tree demands. It was the old-
fashioned maiden of which " T. B." wrote first,

however, and trained on the end of his dwelling,
as described by him lately, but not in the way
which extensionists recommend, and hence his
failure to cover the bottom part of the wall at the
outset. By topping a maiden low down the first

year a number of shoots can be originated, and
the foundation of a good tree laid the same season.
These branches will produce many medium-sized
shoots the next year—the "first year from the
maiden," and the year after that there is nothing
easier than to produce the dozens of fruit men-
tioned on a fertile variety. The maiden trees
about which " T. B." has been discoursing up till

now are the one-shoot maidens sold by the trade,
and he has never even suggested any other ; but
now he has discovered that " those who have taken
the training of the.se maiden trees in hand during
their first season, and sliaped them as they might
be, there would be little need for cutting back."
Just so

; but in all his writings " T. B." has never
alluded to this before, though he is on the alert
the moment it is suggested to him that the exten-
sionists begin at a stage earlier than he had anti-

cipated. What has led " T. B." astray is the fact
that all books on Peach culture begin with the
one-shoot maiden, as shown in the "Gardener's
A,ssistant" ; but there is no reason for either the
nurseryman or private grower keeping to these
alone, and hence, when " T. B." spoke of a prize,

I at once set about making enquiries for four and
six-limbed maidens for whoever might want them.

J. S. W.

PLANTING VINES WHEN IN LEAF.

When one sees the results of planting Vines
when in leaf, and the way in which they estalilii-h

themselves in a short time, they cease to wonder
how it is that planting dormant Vines is fast

going out of fashion. For some years, therefore,

1 have made it a practice to plant growing Vines
instead of dormant ones. As to the best time for

planting such Vines, I do not think any hard-
and-fast line can be laid down, seeing that it is

really more a matter of convenience than any-
thing else. If the house and border which they
are to occupy are ready, they may be planted at

any time between the 1st of June and the 1st of

October. I have planted in the first week of that

month, and have obtained very satisfactory re-

sults. But in this instance I used special care

;

before planting, the roots were disentangled, but
not a leaf was injured that could be avoided. As
soon as planted, the border, which was outside,

was watered with lukewarm water, and then
covered with wooden shutters. At the same time

the house was shut up close, and remained closed

for a fortnight. Whenever the sun shone the

roof was shaded, and the internal temperature
maintained at 85° both night and day during
this time. The Vines as well as every part of the

house were syringed with lukewarm water several

times a day, according to the temperature of the

outside air. The drier it was outside, the more
moisture was given inside. Indeed, I may say

that the Vines were in a constant vapour, which,
with the assistance of plenty of warmth, kept the

leaves from flagging to any serious extent. At
the end of three weeks it was evident that the
roots had taken hold of the soil, for the tops of

the canes began to push out new leaves. This
was what I had aimed to secure, and all that I

wanted the plants to do at that time. I therefore

began to reverse the treatment, but this was done
gradually. The temperature as well as the in-

ternal moisture was reduced and a little air was
admitted ; therefore, at the end of another three

weeks, new growth, 1 foot or more in length, had
been made. Vines thus treated did not go to

rest so soon as those grown under ordinary cir-

cumstances, but, by keeping them cool in winter,

after being cut down they broke as strongly and
I'cgularly as I could desire ; while in the matter
of growth I am satisfied that I gained two months
in advance the next year, and I believe I gained
considerably in strength of wood also fiom what
I should have had had I waited until the spring

and planted dormant Vines. If I could so

arrange it, I would prefer to plant early in June,
as the plants would then have all the benefit of a

summer's warmth ; and so strongly am I im-
pressed with the advantages of planting at that

time, that I would rather keep the house empty
until June than plant dormant Vines in Maich
or earlier, because I know that I should get better

canes and a greater number of roots from young
canes planted in June than from dormant ones
planted earlier.

Prepaeino the Vines.—On this part of the

subject I may be expected to say something, yet

I have nothing particular to say, except that I

have raised my own Vines on several occasions.

I have planted the eyes on thick turves, and
transferred them to the border without disturbing

them. I have also prepared the plants in deep

pans filled with soil, and rather than distuib
the roots I have sacrificed the pans by breaking
flu in. I have likewise purcha.sed Vines in pots
and planted them as soon as they came to hand,
and now, if I were asked to say which was (he
best plan to adopt, I should answer without
hesitation that I would as soon plant purchased
Vines out of pots as I would those prepared in

Ihe most painstaking manner; and I say this

after more than .30 years' experience in conduct-
ing the work of a large garden. Future success
depends a good deal on the way in which the
Vines are planted. If the work is done in a
hurry without previous forethought as to the
conditions under which the Vines have been
raised, and without regard to the state of the soil,

one has no right to complain if not successful

witli summer planting. If the Vine border is

outside the house, it will never do to take Vines
from a house heated up to a high temperature,
and subject their roots to a cold border without
first ]ireparing them for the change by moving
them to a cooler structure for a few days, and it

would be equally inconsistent to put the roots

into soil saturated with moi.sture through recent
rains. The careful cultivator will have in readi-

ness a sufficient quantity of light, rich soil under
cover to place immediately round the roots.

With these precautions the planting may be
successfully done at any time. If the plants
have to be turned out of pots and the roots have
collected round the bottom, it is better to dis-

entangle them, so as to be able to spread them
out, than to plant them with the ball intact.

Although such a course may give a slight check
to the growth, the roots will take hold of the soil

much quicker than if not disturbed.

Management op newly planted Vines.—
In order to insure the best results the border
should be mulched with half rotten manure as

soon as the planting is finished, and from time
to time the soil should be examined ; if found
dry, it should be immediately watered. The sun
should not be allowed to shine on the young
Vines for at least a fortnight after they are
planted, and as a thick shade will be better than
a thin, the glass should be covered with mats

;

when it is decided to discontinue shading it

should be done gradually. As regards internal

management, no air should be admitted until the
thermometer registers 90° for the first fortnight,

and as near as can be managed the night
tem])erature should be 70°, and these tempera-
tures should be maintained during the sunmier.
As a matter of course, it will, however, be neces-

sary to give more air in bright weather in order

to keep down the temperature, but at other times
moderate supplies will suffice until the plants
are in active growth. All the time during which
the .shading is over them the Vines should be
syringed several times a day, and the floor and
walls should also be kept damped. When they
have grown 4 feet up the rafter I like to pinch
off the tops once, and then allow them to grow -

their own way all summer. The stopping of the

leading shoots will result in their making three
or four others ; these I consider it desirable to let

alone. Undoubtedly in this case, if not so

always, the more leaves the more roots, and the
more roots made the first season the stronger the

growth will be the next.

Pruning.—This is perhaps a point that each
one is best able to decide for himself. If it is

expedient that Vines planted early in June
should produce a few bunches of Grapes the

next season, they will if they have done well be
(piite cajiable of doing so. But looking to the

future prosperity of the Vines, I have no hesita-

tion in saying that they ought not to be cropped
the next season, i.e., if expected to remain m a
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strong and tVuitful condition for the next twenty
years. I have known a house oC Vines do well

from four to six years, and at the end of the
eighth or ninth year suddenly collapse through
the Vines having been over-cropped when young,
while if they had been rationally treated they
would have borne magnificent crops. Vines
should be thoroughly established before their

strength is taxed too much. J. C. C.

EXTENSION TRAINING.
The statements made on this subject by "J. S. W."
vary so much, that one is puzzled to make out
which he intends us to accept as evidence of the
merits of the training under discussion. Mr.
Coleman's two-year-trained Peach carrying eight
dozen fruit is now brought forward to prop up the
statement about the one-year-planted maidens
bearing eight dozen each, about which "J. S. W."
so often speaks. What has the crop
which a two-year-trained tree is able
to bear to do with that which a one-
year-planted maiden can support ?

Nothing at all ; yet it is by a persis-

tent reiteration of statements of this

kind that "J. S. W." tries to hide
the defects of the practice which he
recommends. By the way, these one-
year-planted maiden trees bearing
eight dozen fruit prove a little too
much ; it would be interesting to
know how much heavier the stones
and the skins were than the eatable
fiesh of thefniit named. "J. S. W."
attempts to make out that the Victoria
Nectarine at Lambton Castle which I

described was evidence in favour of

his unrestricted training ; it was just
the reverse, and was instanced to
show that trees which had theirstrong
shoots cut back sufficiently to secure
an even strength of wood all over
them could be made to cover the
space allotted to them fast enough to
satisfy those who hold reasonable un-
biased views on the matter. The
Nectarine in question, in addition to
its well-known vigorous habit of
growth, was a trained tree when
planted and had five years afterwards
in which to make its growth, and was
as good an example of a skilfully

pruned tree, even in strength, as one
could desire. "J. S. W." tries to
make capital out of my reminding
him that my practice had nothing
to do with the question at issue. Nor
has it. Nevertheless, I stated in
sufficiently plain terms the practice
I had always followed. One thing
connected with extension training
is highly interesting, and that is

the trouble that "J. S. W." has taken
to make it appear that it is an inven-
tion of his. I can assure him his

claim to it has been made too late.

So long as I have known what trained
trees were there has been no scarcity
of instances to be met with in

which young trained trees compose^ of strong
vigorous shoots and of weak ones were planted
and their heads left untouched, the gross shoots
allowed to go on and still further impoverish and
outgrow the weak ones, half the wall space never
being covered, and this, as I have before stated,
is so much waste. To this "J. S. W." per-
sistently turns a deaf ear, yet, coupled with his
recent admission that extension training does not
give the most fruit in a given space, it so far
condemns the system, that most people will consider
him welcome to claim extension as his own if he
chooses to do so. T. B.

reason why it should not succeed. In many cases

we see such sorts of Pears as the Seckel, Crassane,
Williams' Bon Chretien, Windsor, and Swan's-egg
bearing good crops as standards ; therefore I see

no reason why they should not succeed if planted
in sheltered hedgerows. With regard to Plums,
I do no think they are reliable enough to plant in

such positions, unless the hedge was of more than
ordinary width. But what I have to say about
planting Plums in woods is a fact that has been
carried out by a gardener in this county with the

most successful results. Provided the soil is right,

most of us know that Plum trees will grow any-
where ; but to secure anything like regular crops
of fruit is another matter, yet this has been done.
Having the care of a portion of the estate apart
from the garden, the gardener just alluded to

made clearances in a small wood to receive some
Plum trees. They were, of course, standards, and
only the most hardy sorts were selected. In due
time they were planted, and quickly grew into

done so well, that the oidy regret is that more
trees wei-e not planted, and also a greater number
of varieties.—TArNTON, in Fitld.

Trees and Shrubs.

Plum trees in woods.—I have no experience
as regards planting Pear trees in hedgerows—

a

plan recommended by " D. T. F."—but I see no

Ralmia myrtifolia.

fine trees. At first they did not seem disposed to

bear fruit, but only to make growth, which the

sheltered position and moist soil doubtless favoured,
but as soon as the trees had filled their allotted

space with roots, the growth became less vigorous,

and they commenced to bear fruit, and this they
have continued to do regularly almost every year.

Further than to keep the surrounding growth
cleared away as the Plum trees required more
head room, they have had nothing done to them.
What surprised me most to hear was that birds

did not interfere with the buds, nor did wasps or

flies attack the fruit, but allowed it to hang on
the trees unmolested. The sorts of Plums planted
were the Diamond, Early Prolific, Orleans, Vic-

toria, Belgian Purple, and the red and white
Magnum Bonum. I should add that they have

KALMIA MYRTIFOLIA.
The best known of the Kalmias is the Mountain
Laurel of the United States (K. latifolia), a
charming evergreen shrub, at times almost reach-
ing the dimensions of a tree. Apart from the
beauty of its blossoms, its deep green glossy
leaves are always much admired, and when laden
with blossoms it stands quite in the front rank
amongst flowering shrubs. The blooms vary in
colour from almost white to pink, and among
individuals there is generally a good deal of
difference as to their flowering capabilities, some

being in this respectniuch more pro-
lific than others. The finest of all
is a variety that was awarded certifi-

cates both by the Royal Horticultural
and Royal Botanic Societies a couple
of years ago, under the name of K.
latifolia major splendens. The flow-
ers of this were much richer and
brighter in colour thon those of any
of the others, being in the bud state
quite cherry-red, but lighter after
expansion. Another well marked
variety is that here figured, viz.,
K. myrtifolia, the leaves of which
are, as its name implies, much smaller
than those of K. latifolia. As a rule
it is also less spreading than k!
latifolia, while the flowers are like-
wise smaller. These Kalmias thrive
under much the same conditions as
suit Rhododendrons— that is tii say,
they like a position slightly sheltered
and soil somewhat moist. Like Rho-
dodendron.s, sometimes they will
thrive luxuriantly in a stiflf clay,
and at other times equally well in a
light vegetable compost. A curious
irritability may be observed in the
flowers of Kalmias

; when fully ex-
panded the stamens lie out on the
petals, but if j asi, touched at their
base with a pin they at once close
up towards the centre, and form a
cluster in the middle of the flower.
Similar behaviour may be found in
some kinds of Berberis. Kalmia
flowers are at their best about June,
but under favourable conditions they
last long in blossom, and if cut just
as the buds commence to expand
and kept in water they will remain
fresh for a considerable period. The
narrow-leaved American Laurel (K.
angustifolia) is a smaller growing
plant than eitlier of tlie foregoing,
being generally seen in the shape

of a little upright shrub a yard or so liigh.
Its leaves are about U inches long and three-
quarters of an inch broad, while the flowers
are smaller and deeper in colour than those of
K. latifolia. It is widely distributed over a con-
siderable tract of country in North America, and,
as a matter of course, varies somewhat in treneral
characters. There are a few well - marked
varieties of this, the best of which is one often
met with under the names of rubra or superba

;

it differs from the type in the flowers bein"
of a rich rosy red colour. One form is much
dwarfer than the type, while a very glaucous-

leaved variety is also in cultivation. K. glauca
forms a low-spreading plant, the leaves of
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wliicli are very glaucous underneath, but deep

green on the upper surface. The flowers are of

a pale pink colour and borne earlier in the season

than those of any of tlic others, being indeed

often in full l>looni in April. This Kalniia does

best in a ninister spot than the preceding, and to

be effective it shouhi lie planted in clunijis or

masses rather than dotted about here and tliere.

For the lower parts of rockwork where it will get

plenty of moisture it is well suited. K. hirsuta,

a pretty little species, comes from the Pine swamps

of Eastern Virginia, but it is rarely met with in

this country, being diiiicult to cultivate. The

larger kimls of Kalmia associated with Rhodo-

dendrons make excellent plants when in flower for

indoor decoration, and irom the dense fibrous

character of their roots they can be readily lifted

at almost any stage without injury. They can-

not be forced very early into bloom, but liy plac-

ing them in gentle heat they may be induced to

anticipate their usual period of flowering by a con-

siderable time. Seeds of Kalmia latifolia are

readily obtained, and should be sown at once in

beds of sandy peat, and if covered by a frame, so

much the better, as from their small size they need

as much as possible to be protected from drying

•winds. If sown in the open ground, a few Spruce

branches should be laid over the bed. T.

of sugar, half-an-ounce of isinglass, 1 bottle of

brandy. Peel and slice the Lemons, but only use

the rind of twenty-five of them, and put tliem in

cold water. Let it stand eight or nine ilays,

.:(iueezing the Lemons well every day ; then strain

the watsr oft' and put it into a cask with tlie .sugar.

Let it work .some time, and when it has oeased

working put in the isinglass. Stop the cask down
si.x months, })ut in the brandy, and bottle the wine
olf.—W. A. E.

Kitchen Garden.

EFFECTS OF FROST ON PLANTS.

I AGREE with "D. T. F." that it may seem strange

that, although some plants (especially such as are

of a succulent nature) bear more frost when in a

dry, shrivelled state than when the roots are moist

enough to keep their tops plump, there are others

that suffer more if frozen at a time when their

tops are in a stagnant, enfeebled condition for

want of root moisture. Yet such is the case, as I

have frequently seen, and it is plants that are im-

patient of having their roots dry, such as some
Ferns, the Calceolarias I named, and other things

of a like nature that suffer most from exposure to

a low temperature when over-dry at the roots;

though this is opposed to the prevalent idea that

the less moisture there is present in the leaves,

the shoots, and the stem of a plant, the less effect

frost will have on it, and this is correct in the

case of most things; still, it is not .so with all,

and it was to draw attention to this that my re-

marks were directed. It appears that, in the

case of plants so affected by their vital forces being

suspended by over-drying at the roots, they are

correspondingly less able to withstand a low
temperature. Respecting what I wrote about the

ability of plants generally to bear more frost when
their tops are dry than if wet, I can understand
" D. T. F." failing to comprehend my words,

which should have read, the more moisture there

is hanging about them the more they sufler from

its being congealed, not confined, as the sentence

appeared to show. " D. T. F." will, I think, be

able to see the general meaning of what I had to

say on the subject in question, which was to

direct attention to the fact that it is easy to carry

matters too far in over-anxiety to keep plants dry

at the roots when frost is likely to reach them,
especially with such as require a good deal of root

moisture to sustain them. Take, for instance, a
couple of plants of Chrysanthemum in pots stood

out of doors during a long and severe frost ; if

when the frost comes one happens to be so dry

that its leaves are limp and flagging, and the

other with the soil wet enough to keep them
plump and erect, when thaw comes it will be

found that the dry plant has suffered severely,

whilst the other that was wetter will be little, if

any, the worse. This I have noticed frequently.

The action of frost on plants is a subject in

which I have taken some interest, and there is a

good deal connected with its effects on vegetable

life under various conditions that cannot always

be accounted for. T. B.

fully selected strain of the imported were exactly

alike, and, although the season )iad been unfa-

vourable for the Brassica tribe, they averaged

2 feet 6 inches in height, and were literally

packed with hard little nuts from the surface of

the soil to the summit. This fine strain is now
in the hands of a London firm, and lovers of a

first-class Brussels Sprout will not regret giving

it a trial. It is now getting late to sow for extra

large plants, but a pinch of seed sown in a box

in gentle heat, and jiushed on in deep, rich Boil,

will produce a fine plantation by November.
Eastnor Castle, Ledbury. "W. Coleman.

5484.—Leinon wine.—To 41 gallons of water
allow the puljiof 50 Lemons, the rind of 25, 16 lbs.

BRUSSELS SPROUTS AND THEIR
VARIETIES.

"A. D.," in his thoroughly practical article on
this most useful winter vegetable, says he only

recognises one type, and iuijuires who shall say

which of tlie fancy vaiieties is the best. Nine-

tenths of the growers and all the consumers will

most certainly agree with "A. D."in his asser-

tion that a good strain of the imported Brussels

Sprouts is decidedly the best, not only in point

of hardiness, but also in productiveness and
quality. Vegetables of nearly all kinds have
during the last twenty years been greatly im-

proved by selection, but every step in tliis direction

does not, I think, apply to the Brussels Sprout—at

least, where an infinite number of hard, delicious

little nuts have been sacrificed to large, soft,

spongy sprouts partaking strongly of the Savoy

flavour. I invariably grow a few rows of the so-

called improved varieties to satisfy myself that I

am not allowing a really good thing to pass by

;

but for my main crop 1 have always sown the

imported, which, thanks to our Continental

neighbours, we can still procure "true." Having
compared notes with my old friend, Mr. Wild-
smith, I think our modes of treatment are nearly,

if not quite, identical. Mine is as follows : In

February a slight hotbed is built up for Lettuce,

Celei-y, Cauliflowers and Brussels Sprouts. The
latter are pricked out on a warm border about

the end of March, and when about 6 inches high

they are transferred to their permanent quarters

—generally the ground on which Celery has been

grown. The plants are placed 2 feet from each

other, and the rows are 4 feet apart. Rows of

August-sown Cauliflowers are then introduced for

cutting in .June and July ; all are in due course

well mulched and watered with the hose if dry

weather sets in. When all the Cauliflowers are

cut the ground is dressed with soot and lime, and

the Brussels Sprouts receive the final moulding
with steel forks. As I do not care to have a

winter vegetable too early, the Sprouts are kept

growing by an occasional flooding, and some of

them are staked if, owing to their height

—

3 feet to 4 feet in good seasons—any of them
show signs of swerving from the perpendicular.

Early in November all tlie lower leaves are

broken out to let in light and air and to expose

the Sprouts to the influence of rain, but the

heads and a few of the top leaves are left to pro-

tect the Sprouts and preserve the stems from

frost. When cutting is commenced, a few of the

most forward Sprouts are taken from the base of

each stem first, and a second set is frequently

formed by the time those near the top of the

plants are used. August sowing I do not think

necessary, as I find the secret of success consists

in sowing early in tlie spring and keeping the

plants growing throughout the season without a

check, until autumn weather arrests their upward
progress. In reply to "A. D.'s" inquiry as to

which of the fancy varieties is the best, I may say

that the finest bed I over saw was May's

Northaw Prize, under the able management of

Mr. Allan at Normanhurst, when I was cour-

teously shown through Sir Thomas Brassey's

gardens last year. All the plants of this care-

PLANTING LATE POTATOES.
Some early Potatoes are planted from the middle

to the end of March. A great many are put out

early in April, and the whole are generally planted

by the 20th or so of that month, and the first or

second week in May should see the whole of the

late varieties planted. As a rule, early Potatoes

are planted in sunny borders and in warm,
sheltered spots, but it is unnecessary to give late

ones a choice position ; as a rule they may be
planted in any part of the garden. When many
Potatoes are planted in a garden they take up a

great deal of space, and where the bulk of the

late crop can be grown in a field it is a great

advantage to those in charge of the garden, and
who have to raise a large quantity of winter

vegetables. The plan of planting late Potatoes

wide and then putting Broccoli, Savoys, Brussels

Sprouts, &c., in between the rows is good to a

certain extent, but it very often results in both

crops being inferior. We have planted quantities

of late Potatoes .3 feet and 3i feet from row to

row at the end of April, and as soon as they were
earthed up in May the winter crops were dibbled

in along the bottom of the trench or hollow

between the rows. For a time all went well, but

late Potatoes, such as Schoolmaster, Magnum
Bonum, Champion and others, produce a great deal

of top growth, and by .July the tops only of the

greens could be seen. This causes them to become
very long in the stem, and by the time the Potato

stems began to wither many of the plants between

had been spoiled. This is the main objection to

this system of dealing with late Potatoes, and I

would much rather plant at the rate of 18 inches

from row to row, and plant one half of the space

with Potatoes and the other with winter greens,

thanmixthe two together. Wherelate Potatoes are

used by the ton the kitchen garden must be very

large indeed to keep up the supply. Some may
say they buy all their late Potatoes, but it is very

often a difficult matter to get really good eating

tubers in the market, as it is sometimes not easy

to tell what the variety is, or how they have been

grown. All, therefore, who have a home farm

should grow them there, and others might have

no difficulty in agreeing with a neighbouring far-

mer to plant a number of rows in his field. In

such cases the gardener could superintend the

planting, and he should also find the seed, when a

satisfactory crop and roots of high quality will

doubtless as a rule be produced. The soil should

be medium in texture, well drained and well

manured. In many cases artificial manure is sub-

stituted for that from the cow-sheds or stables,

but on the whole, and especially in considering the

general improvement of the soil, the latter is the

best to deal with. We do not know of a late

Potato so compact in the stem as is to be found

amongst early and midseason ones, and while the

latter may be planted from 18 inches to 2 feet

apart in the row, and from 15 inches to 20 inches

set from set, from 2 feet to S feet is not too much
space between late ones. Some varieties of late

Potatoes are very late in sprouting, and although

they may be wintered in the same place as the

early ones, they are generally quite dormant when
the others are bursting into growth. This lateness

in starting is not an evil ; on the contrary, it

is an advantage to have each of the sets sprouted

a little before planting, and all of them should be

laid out in a single layer in a light place under
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cover for a fortnight or more before plantintr. As
the majority of late Potatoes are round, and not

kidney-shaped, they all bear cutting up, and al-

though we never cut them so fine as to reduce

them to single eyes, all ordinary-sized tubers are

divided into three and four pieces.
Cambrian.

Veitch's Autumn Giant Cauliflower has

proved quite as hardy with us this winter as

Snow's Winter White. Last year, when the

weather was milder, we had this Cauliflower fit

for table in January. I shall certainly dis-

continue growing Snow's, for at best it is not a

satisfactoiy sort even when it can be obtained

true, which is a difficult matter. But now that the

Giant Cauliflower proves to be so hardy, I hope to

plant large breadths of it. For furnishing plants

to come into use during winter the seed should

not be sown until the second week in May. I

find that plants which have had the most room to

grow prove to be the hardiest.—J. C. C.

Rose Garden.

OWN-ROOT ROSES.

For some years past there has been steadily

growing a conviction that tlie standard Rose is

not the form that will give the best results to

people who love Roses. So strong has this idea

become, that Rose growers for sale confess that

they have some difficulty in eti'ecting a clearance

of sucli stock ; and tlian this no better proof is

needed that the public have, after much patient

waiting, proved for themselves that standard

Roses are, as a rule, too short-lived to be ex-

tensively planted. Those who take more than
an ordinary interest in Roses need not to be told

that the same feeling is gaining ground respect-

ing dwarf Roses when worked on alien stocks.

These also have been tried and found wanting,

inasmuch as on every hand the complaint comes
that they do not thrive for more than three

years. The first year after planting they do very

well ; in the second there is a slight falling oft" in

the number and size of the flowers ; the third

shows a marked absence of vigour, and from that

time they dwindle on, and many ultimately die.

What is very provoking, too, their behaviour is

nearly the same, wliether the soil be good or bad.

In a suitable Rose soil they may, perhaps, retain

their vigour for a year or two longer fhan they
do in a less favourable staple ; but, in the end,

the result is the same ; if they do not die out-

right, they become so feeble- that their presence

is unbearable. Therefore, the question is, Why
should this state of things continue when a

remedy is at hand ? Growing Roses on their

own roots is the only remedy, and, as regards

those who can purchase plants, I am aware
that making the recommendation is easy

enough ; but knowing where to get the plants is

not so simple a matter, because trade growers have
not entered with the same spirit into raising

own-root Roses as they have those on various

kinds of stocks, although the)' acknowledge that

the demand for own-root plants is very inade-

quately met by them. Tliis being so, we have
only one way out of the difficulty, and that is to

raise our own plants ; and this is not such a

serious umlertaking a? many suppose. The chief

factor in the formation of own-root Roses is

patience. Skill of the first order is not required,

nor expensive appliances in order to raise them
by hundreds ; therefore, there is no reason why
we should not have them. It is not too late yet
to prune, and instead of, as in previous years,

burning the ]irunings, let us convert them into

cuttings, with the view of their ultimately grow-
ing into good plants. As to the result of utilising

spring prunings, I have no desire to raise false

hopes, but I can confidently say, from my own

experience, that, ^\^th a judicious selection of

fresh carefully made cuttings, a sandy soil and a

cool north border, 20 per cent, of plants may be

obtained, and this numljer can be had by simply

putting in the cuttings and nuxking them firm in

the soil ; they want no other attention. Nor is a

large space needed to accommodate a few hundred

cuttings ; for if they stand 4 inches apart, there

will be ample room for them to grow for one

year. In order to make the best use of spring

prunings, the proper way to proceed is to select a

shady border in a north aspect ; the space need

not be more than 4 feet wide ; spread over the

surface a layer of sand or road-grit 2 inches thick,

and when that is done fork over the border, so

that the sand may mix with the soil, breaking up

any hard lumps, for a fine medium is necessary

to encourage the formation of roots. When the

cuttings are ready, iave a board,,the width of the

border, to stand' upon ; then with a clean spade

cut out a trench from 4 inches to G inches deep,

according to the length of the cuttings. Place

the latter in firmly at the bottom of the trench,

so that they can have a firm base. Some of the

finest soil should be then filled in and firmly

trodden, so as to securely fix the cutting in its

proper position.

In regard to the cuttings themselves, the

stouter they are the better. The -slender tops

should be rejected, and if any can be slipped off

with a heel, they should be selected in preference

to others. The longer the cuttings are, pro-

vided they do not exceed 9 inches, the better, as a

long cutting will retain its vitality for a greater

length of time than a short one, and it is easier

to fix in the soil. It is not advisable to have

more than 2 inches above ground, for the more
of the cutting exposed to the air, the greater the

tendency to become withered by dry cold winds.

Cuttings, it may be observed, commence to make
roots much sooner than the tops indicate ; there-

fore, there should be no hurry to disturb them
until they have stood twelve months in the

cutting bed. Some, however, will make niore

progress than others. We had some plants in

tiower last August raised from cuttings inserted

the previous February. Besides being able to

raise plants from cuttings planted in spring, it is

well known that cuttings put in in autumn
strike freely. There is, therefore, no excuse

why we should not have all our plants on their

own roots. I know that it will take twelve

months longer to get plants from cuttings than

it does from budded stocks, but surely no one

would mind waiting that time if, by the exercise

of patience, they can get plants upon which they

can rely. Fortunately for people who may nut

wish to wait while they raise a stock of plants

from cuttings, there is another way in which
plants on their own roots may be secured, and
that is by pegging down the branches and bury-

ing in the ground a portion of the stem, from
which roots will ultimately be emitted. This

plan is only suitable perhaps for those who grow
Roses in masses. In a garden not many miles

from Taunton there are several very large beds

of Roses that have been converted in this way into

own-root plants. This was not done from choice,

but from necessity. The beds, like many others,

had been planted with Roses budded on the Manetti

stock, and at the end of three years it was

found that many of the plants were dead or

dying. Branches of such as liad any length of

shoot upon them were therefore pegged down,
and by this means in two or three years tlie

beds were quite filled with thriving young plants

on their own roots. If anyone starts with

the intention of working out this plan, they

should not wait a year or two until the vigour of

the plants is declining ; on the contrary, at the

end of the first summer after planting the

strongest branches should be deal with, and the

same process repeated every year until the whole
of the space is filled out with plants obtained by
pegging down the branches.

The following Hybrid Perpettials will be found
suitable for massing, A'iz. : Jules Margottin,

Edouard Morren, Glory of Cheshunt, Dr. Hooker,
Paul Neyron, Jules Finger, La Reine, Abel
Carriure Magna Charta, Duke of Edinburgh,
Duke of Teck, Paul Jamain, Annie Wood,
Caroline de Sansal, Fisher Holmes, Emily Lax-
ton, Comtesse de Chabrillant, and Nardy Freres.

J. C. C.

Persian Yellow Rose.—I do not know whe-
ther or not our climate is well suited to this Rose,
or whether or not its treatment is properly under-
stood ; but it certainly is not often seen in good
condition in English gardens. Wherever I have
seen it well bloomed, it has been allowed to ramble
at its own will ; and this leads me to think that

the pruning-knife must be blamed for the flower-

less condition which seems to be its normal condi-

tion with us. I remember being much impressed
with a large bed of this Rose in a French garden.
The plants were well established, and were so

loaded with bloom as to form a mass of rich yel-

low, the eflect of which, I need scarcely say, was
most striking. The plants I found were grown on
the pegging-down system, one strong shoot only
being left to each one, which was shortened to

about two-thirds of its length. This, I was in-

formed, is the right—indeed, the only—way to

insure an abundance of bloom, the ordinary method
of pruning back to two or three eyes having for

result a strong flowerless growth. So soon as the
flowering time is over, the branches that bore

bloom were cut clean away, so as to allow of the

young growths obtaining plenty of light and air.

—

J. C. B.

Tea Roses on walls.—It seems to us unfor-

tunate that in some way the difficulties of growing
the Tea Rose have been made to look more serious

than they really are. Too many gardeners think
that Tea Rose culture is a little moie uncertain

than that of other kinds of Roses, and in any case

one sees too few of the Teas. In many large dis-

tricts in this country, particularly light soils, the
Teas are much more easy to grow than what are

called the show Roses. One of the most beautiful

plants that people can put on walls north, south,

or west are 'Tea Roses. In some districts we have
seen them better on north walls than on any other

exposure. Some of the freer kinds made to grow
high on walls are exquisite in ett'ect when their

flowers and buds droop.

—

J. H.

Rose Reve d'Or.—This is a capital Rose for

garlanding a wall or porch. It is even a stronger

grower than Gloire de Dijon, quite as evergreen,

and more free-flowering. In one respect it is

superior to Gloire de Dijon and all the strong-

growing Teas and Noisettes—viz., that when it

has attained its full growth it flowers as freely

about the base as it does at the top. It is per-

fectly hardy. The blooms are not so large as those

of Gloire de Dijon, but they are good and well

shaped, and much admired. It is ad\isable to cut
all the seed vessels ofl' when the first bloom is over,

or the second bloom will be scanty. Next to Mare-
chal Xiel, I consider this to be the best wall Rose.

The two best-known seedlings of Gloire de Dijon

—Madame Berard and Belle Lyonnaise—are worth
growing, and also Lamarque, which has a very

sweet scent peculiar to itself ; but these are apt to

become naked at the base if they cover a large ex-

tent of wall.—W. R. R.

Convolvuluses-—These, of both the major and minor
varieties, are exceedingly sliowy. The first-named are

climbers, while the miuorordwarf sort are suitedfor beds, or

fur jilanting to form patches in a border, in either of which
situations they produce a striking effect. As these Convol-
vuluses are ne-irly hardy, they may be sown where they are to

stand, but it is better to raise them in small pots under
glass, and afterwards plant them out.—S. D.

llushrooms in sheds—On page 354 for "January
CO" read "December ;u," the latter being the date on
which the bed was made, and the former the one on which
Mushrooms appeared.—J. M01R.
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rrimula Stuarti. VTellow.

Primula cortusoides. Reddish rose.

Primula rosea. Pink.

Primula denticulata. Piu-ple.

Primula japonica. Colour, crimson-magenta.

Primula Munroi, White.

Primula sikkimensis. Colour, pale yellow; Primula capitata. Deep purple. Primula Sieboldi. Colours varied.

INDIAN AND JAPANESE PRIMULAS SHOWN AT THE PRIMULA CONFERENCE.
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Societies.

THE PRIMULA AND AURICULA SHOW.

April 20 and 21.

The Primulas.

I

This, as before rem.arked, was composed chiefly of

the collections from the Kew, Edinburgh, and (llas-

nevin Botanic C4ardens, and from the nurseries of

Messrs. Backhouse, of York ; Messrs. Jr'aul, of Ches-

hunt ; and Mr. Ware, of Tottenham. A few collec-

tions only from amateurs were shown, the chief being

that from Mr. Loder, of Floore, Weedon, who had a

group numbering some sixty plants. Mr. Llewelyn,

as usual, showed the fiuest cultivated specimens from
his garden at Penllergare, but his collections belonged

rather to the Auricula Society's show. The Kew col-

lection was the most important, and it was the largest

also, and was a credit to Mr. Uewar, who has charge

of tile hardy plant department. In the centre of ttie

group were several sjiecimens of P. verticillata vai.

Boveana, apparently a fine greenhouse plant, and giv-

ing off a fragrance preferable to anything else that

may be had in flower so early. In mild wmters it is

said to stand outside in the southern counties, but .we

doubt its cold-resisting capabilities much further north

than London. Two flue pans of the charming P.

rosea were very conspicuous, only surpassed by rosea

grandiflora, a decided ad\ance on the type, having
larger flowers, apparently more numerous, and of a
much deeper tint, more striking in bud and when newly
Oldened. A large pan of viscosa nivalis, though
past its best, was still very attractive, and well worih
the attention of those growing small collections of

choice alpines. It seems to grow particularly well

in our climate, flowering even more freely in the

open air than when contined in frames, disBgured
only by the soot in the vicinity of large towns. P.

japonica, a justly popular species, is well repre-

sented here, with half-a-dozen sturdy highly coloured

specimens. P. denticulata comes next, and the varieties

Henryi, cashmeriana, &c., with their drumstick-like

flower- heads. A new variety was also ehown which
we had never before seen. It was called erosoides,

from its resemblance to the species erosa. There is

surely a future for this plant, and in older specimens
we may expect tj see a. grand flower head. The
flowers are twice as large as those of the ordinary

denticulata and of a deeper and more agreeable

colour. P. auriculata was also represented by a flne

large specimen, exceedingly well flowered, together

with two smaller ones, the result, we are told, of last

year's seedings. P. pubescenswasalso represented, and
also Rusbyi, a small species new to cultivation from
New Mexico, .and faid to be perfectly hardy in the

open. A flne pan of the charming sikkimensis just

opening its flowers was j^roniinent, also P. Wulfe-
niana, with large purple flowers. It is now, we
believe, considered a variety of spectabilis, from

which in reality it differs but little. Of P. minima
there was a tine healthy specimen not in flower, and
there were examples also of the new mistassinica. Of
P. Muretiaua, wliich appears to be the freest flowerer

of the section, there were good plants. It is said to

be the resuU of crossing integrifolia with viscosa.

The flowers are deep purple and very handsome. P.

Obristi, also a cro.^s between Balbisi and Auricula,

was shown. It is a really handsome plant, the leaves

being dusted freely with white meal, and the golden
yellow flowers on a tall stalk well above the foliage.

Among others shown were the following : P. Peyrits-

chi, known in gardens as viscosa major, appears to

come very near to pube.5cens both in luaf ami flower.

The cominon Primrose was represented by .a large

panful, besides a white and coloured variety, and
one as if just lifted from the meadow with the green

Grass intertwined among the leaves. P. Facchinii, a

cross between minima and spectabilis, is a very pretty

plant, showing more character than almost any of

the other hybrids. P. floribunda and its large-

flowered form, the latter bting an exceed-

ingly handsome plant, and P. cortusoides amwna
(Sieboldi) were well represented. Of other less

common kinds was a charming plant of tyrolensis

just showing flower, and AVarei, a reputed cross be-

tween scotica and farinosa. It does not, however,

show much on comparison with the true scotica close

beside it in the collection. The varieties of viscosi,

as well as the type, were wtU represented by a flne

typical specimen, collected by Mrs. Dyer on the

Pyrenees, as we gathered from the label. P. com-
mutata, decora, confinis, and a charming plant of

hirsuta, with latifolia and pedemontana, were all re-

presented by healthy plants ; and the charming

venusta, a hybrid between Auricula and carniolica,

was also there, as well as carniolica itself, in flne

flower. P. intermedia, a cross between Clusiana and
minima, was one of the geui'' of the group ; and other

attractive species were P. involucrata, both the white

and coloured forms ; P. luteolo, P. longiscapa, and P.

longiBora. Many of the hybrid plants shown were
not in flower, t-uch as Forsteri, puniila, Ijumoulini,

longibarda, Weldeniana, Venzoi, Arctotis, alpina,

discolor, Fliirkeana, Gobeli, Portse, salisburgensis,

Steini, similis, serratifolia, &c.

The Edinburgh collection was particularly at-

tractive, and contained numerous new or rare species.

Among these were P. denticulata, erosoides, which, like

the plant of the name in theKew group, was certiflcated,

P. Allioni, auriculata, intricata, Parryi, prolifera,

Kitaibeli.an.a, Wulfeniana, Peyritschi, Steini, Warei,

minutissima, mollis, elliptica, besides less rare things,

and a charming group of Androsaces, including A.

carnea, eximia, Laggeri, and foliosa. Mr. Lindsay,

the curator, deserves praise for contributing such a

rich collection in such tine condition. He also showed
a few things for his Scotch friends. These included

some half.a dozen seedlings of P. viscosa, raised by
Mr. Calder, of Canonmills, Edinburgh. Two of these

seedlings received first-class certificates. Mr. Lindsay

also brought a painting showing a fine specimen of

A. minima, over 9 inches across, growing in Mr. Muir-
head's garden at Paxton, Berwickshire. The plant

bore 75 flowers, and when in perfection must have

been a flne sight.

The York collection from Messrs. Backhouse

was remarkable for the number of new and rare species

it contained. There were 150 specimens ; therefore the

group was a large one, but besides Primulas it com-

prised a selection of choice alpines of other kinds, as

well as Primula allies, such as Androsaces, &c. The
most conspicuous of Messrs. Backhouse's plants were

P. Allioni, a large panful a foot or more across,

P. Clusiana, Balbisi, Muretiana, marginata (2 feet

across), pubescens, rosea, FIcerkiana, salisburgensis,

Huteri, turkestanica, Olgse, grandis, coronata, com-

mutata, biflora, Forsteri, and the rare minima alba.

The collection altogether maintained the high repu-

tation of the York Nurseries for alpine plants.

ME.SSR3. P.\dl's collection from Cheshunt was

good, and contained five European, six Himal.ayan,

and nine other species. There were such varieties as

Obristi, similis (both yellow), decora, Churchilli,

ciliata purpurea, intricata, tyrolen!^is, and others.

Mr. Ware had a large group arranged in groups ac-

coi-ding to the list which Mr. Baker had drawn up,

and this was, so far as we could see, the only at-

tempt at classification.

The Tottenham collection was a very full one,

as may be supposed, and the plants were well grown.

Mr. K. Dean showed a small group, which included

some seedling forms of viscosa seedlings, ciliata

purpure.a, and a very singular monstrous Auricula.

A small collection came from Mr. Worsley, all

admirably grown and flowered, particularly P.

Facchinii, integrifolia, carniolica, hirsuta and multi-

ceps. The chief attraction of Messrs. Veitoh's

small group was the pigmy P. mistassinica, a fine

plant of P. obconica, and floribunda. Mr. G. ¥.

Wilson showed a collection of sorts of his Scott

Wilson seedling Primroses, all with the cha-

racteristic plum-purple colour ; also cut spikes

of wild P. denticulata from his wild garden at

Wisley, in order to show how vigorous they

grew there in the virgin soil of an Oak wood.

Miss Owen sent the green Primro^e, and Dr. Hogg
showed the true Bardfield Oxlip, besides some slightly

coloured varieties of it which has cropped up in his

garden ; and Prof. Kanitz sent a plant of P. carpatica,

which is between a Cowslip and an Oxlip apparently.

The Hon. Mr. Boscawen showed several bunches of

coloured Primroses gathered wild, which showed that

Nature can herself hybridise freely ; and a charming

stand of cut Primroses of rich and varied colours was
sent by Mr. Poe, of Kiverston, Nenagh, and which
was the best in the show. Prof. M. Foster showed
the new Kaufmannia Semenovi in flower. It may be

best described as a yellow-flowered Cortusa, whicu in-

deed it really is. (Juite distinct from the rest was a

charming arrangement of yellow and white Primroses

and Polyanthuses on a bank of Moss. This was done

by Miss Jekyll, who displayed the same exquisite taste

ill grouping the tints as she did in the case of her

Daffodil group. Such an arrangement showed the

high value of a robust strain of border Primroses for

decorative effect, and what such a superb race of

Primroses must look like at home in their own cosy

nooks and corners of the garden at Munstead one
can imagine. Would that we could see more of

these beautiful infcjrmally arranged groups at flower

shows than we now do.

Certii'ICATed varieties.—To the following five

new species and varieties first-class certificates were

awarded Iiy the Primula committee. To Primula
denticulata erosoides, a new variety recently intro-

duced from the Himalayas. It has dense heads of

flowers larger than typical denticulata, and of a deep

purple. It will become a popular plant. This was
shown by the Royal Gardens, Kew, Edinburgh
B<jtanic Garden, and Messrs. Veitch. To Messrs.

Veitch for P. mistassinica, a diminutive species from

North America. It is scarcely 2 inches high and has

a flower like P. farinosa. It is a botanical curiosity ;

that is all. To Mr. Calder, Edinburgh, for two seed-

ling varieties of P. viscosa (Nos. 1 and 2). The first

has flowers larger than typical viscosa, bright magenta
and white centre ; the other has large heads of flowers

abundantly produced, of a bright bluish purple, very

showy and beautiful. To Mr. Llewelyn for a hybrid

between P. Auricula and Petronella. It is similar to

the wild Auricula ; the flowers are bright yellow with

a white mealy zone, and the leaves are powdery.

The Auriculas.

It was a happy proposal to combine with the usu.al

show of the National Auricula Society an exhibition

on Primulas in general, thus bringing together

a wondrous display of that remarkable and interest-

ing genus. Indeed, the exhibition of cumpeting

Auriculas, Polyanthuses, &c , would have made a

poor show by itself, as the leading northern growers,

Horner, Simonite, &c., were conspicuously absent, and

their plants specially so. Mr. Horner always exhibits

the finest and most perfect of Auriculas in ihe

kingdom, and Mr. Samuel Barlow, of Manchester,

another of the northern florists, generally has the

best gold-laced Polyanthuses. 'These fine elements

being wanting, of course there was seen in the com-

petitions not only lack of numbeis, but of the best

quality also, and it is not a matter for surprise if

after all many of the gay and, indeed, exceedingly

beautiful garden Polyanthuses and Primroses, and
some of the more striking of the Primula species,

carried off the honours for effectiveness and interest

in the estimation of visitors. The class for fifty

Auriculas brought this time only two collections,

Mr. Douglas, Great Gearies, Essex, and Mr. (^'h.irles

Turner, of Slough, being the exhibitors. To the

uncultivated eye the collection shown from Slough,

because including many richly coloured selfs, seemed

the best, but the judges thought differently because

Mr. Douglas had in his group not only greater

variety, but also the most refined flowers, being strong

in edged kinds. Very good among these were Col.

(.'hampneys. True Briton, Ajax, bilvio. Peri, John
Simonite, ISeauty, Confidence, Dr. Kidd, Acme,
George Lightbody, and Mabel ; and of self flowers,

Sapphire, Charles Perry, Miss Baines, Meteor Flag,

and Lord of Lome were the best. The class

for twelve plants, which has often brought several

collections of the highest merit, on this occasion

contained only two entries, the late season having

quite shut out northern growers. Here Mr. Douglas

again took the lead from Mr. Turner, having

good Smiling Be.auty (Heap), Prince of Greens (Traill),

Col. Taylor (Leigh), Conservative, Mabel, .and Ver-

dure (Douglas), George Lightbody (Headley), C. J.

Perry (Lightbody), Duke of Albany (Douglas), and
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Pizarro (Caniiibell), Mr. Turner's best wuru Bciuity

(Traill), Laily Diiniart's'itR', .1. Waterston, and C. E.

brown. In the clas.s ftir six plants tiiere wure but
four entriuB, Mr. IJoughw again taking first place

with Sniilin<;r B^-auty, Abbd Lizst, (ireen IMge, G.

Lightbotly, Prince of Greens, Mabel, and l)uke of

Albany. Mr. Turner, who followed, had Lord Clyde
and Lord of Lome selfs ; an<l l)r. Kidd, ii. Liglit-

biidy, C K. Brown, and P>eauty. Only in few cases

were the raiser's names given, but, except in the case

of duplicate.s in nomenclature, the raiser's name does

not seem to be of much importance. No less than nine

lots of four plants were staged, but beiug from small

growers they were nt^t generally first class, although
there were some very fair trusses. The leading prize-

takers were Messrs. Henwood and Phillips, both
of Earley, near Reading ; whilst a third, in the person

of Mr. A. Potts, hailed from Chester. The best selfs

were Sapphire, C. J. Perry, and Lord of Lome ; and
the best edged flowers G. Lightbody, Lancashire
Hero (Lancashire), and Talisman. Of pairs again

limited to small growers eight lots were staged, Mr.
Potts here coming first with very fair Read's Acme
and Headley's New Green. Of single plants the

best green selfs were, oddly enough, George Light-

body, really a fine grey edge ; Lancashire Hero, and
Prince of Greens. The best grey edge flowers were
G. Lightbody, again first, second, and third, Pilchard

Headley and Grey Friar also coming in. The best

white edge flowers were John Simonite, Acme, Con-
servative, and Traill's Beauty. Finally, of selfs,

Woodhead's Black Bess, Pizarro, Topsy, and Lord of

Lorne took the leading places in the order given.

In the single specimens, as usual, the competition was
good.

Alpine v.vkieties.—As usual hei-e, Mr. Turner was
to the front with very striking and beautiful kinds,

his twelve plants comprising Sceptre, Miss Thompson,
Sensation, Athlete, Hotspur, Charles Turner, gold

centres ; and Edith, Sir H. Darvill, Unique, J. J.

Colman, Prince of Wales and .T. T. Poe, cream
centres. Mr. Douglas had in his lot very pretty Mrs.
Llewellyn, purple ground ; Rosamoud, Princess of

Waldeck, Queen Victoria, and several seedlings. Mr.
Turner's half-dozen plants in the next class comprised
Mrs. Pope, plum ground ; Miss Thompson, maroon

;

Progress, purple ; Mrs. Bull, rosy maroon ; Paragon,
shaded plum ; and Edith, shaded violet—all very

beautiful. Miss MoUie and Vesuvius were also very

good in this class. Of single specimens, the best gold

centres were Pantaloon, maroon, sha'-ling to bronzi

(Turner), Rosamond (Fellowes), Jliss Thompson (Tur-

ner), and .John Ball (Turner). Of cream centres, the

best were Columbine, shaded plum ; Tenniel, lilac ;

and Miss Taplin—all Turner's ; and Lady Howard
de Walden, but this possesses a very rough edge. Of
seedlings, the best jwere gold centres Sunrise and
Athlete (Turner) ; and of creams, Marguerite, also

Turner's.

GoLD-L.vcED PoLY.\NTHUSES made no great show.
Mr. Douglas had the only collection of six kinds in

Henry the First (Sanderson), (xeorge the Fourth
(Brech), John Bright (Barlow), Lancashire Hero,
William the Fourth (Sanderson), and Prince R'^gent

(Cox)—generally, very fair flowtrs. With three kinds
a Cheshire gi-ower, Mr. Walkden, of Sale, was first

with that premier flower, Cheshire Favourite, Exile,

and a seedling. Prince Regent and George the Fourth
were very fair in this class. Of single specimens, the

best were Cheshire Favourite, first and second ; a

small but really capital George the Fourth, from
Mr. R. Dean, Ealing, coming next ; then Prince Re-
gent and Formosa.

r.\NCY AuRICDL.\s were represented by two collec-

tions of twelve plants each. Mr. Douglas had cbitfly

yellow grounds, with white or green edges, and Mr.
W. Bolton, of Warrington, some pale yellows and
buffs. These fancies are, to say the best, but bur-

lesques upon show Auriculas, and have little merit.

Fancy or border Polyanthuses, again, found only two
collections of 12 plants, Mr. R. Dean having, as

usual, the first place with large, well-bloomed seed-

lings from the open ground, and some named kinds

in Chancellor, Sulphur, The Bride, pure white ; Cloth

of Gold, yellow ; Sulphur Gem, cream ; Conqueror,

rich red, &c. The other lot of plants were poor. Mr.
Dean also had a dozen smaller, but very beautiful

I'rimi-ipses, compact plants, full of lilooui, the only

double kind being the Old White; whilst the singles

included White t^ueen, Ellen Terry, mauve ; Ethel

and Sal vatoi-, purple; Fire l^ueen and Clarissa, rich

red; The Mikado, crimson-edged white, &e. Messrs.

Paul & Son, Cheshunt, had of double kinds

]'latypetala plena Croussi, purple and .sulphur; also

Karly Lilac, tinged yellow ; Scott Wilson, blue ;

and ()lher singles.

H.\ni-)Y Pm.vEiLAS.—A class for 12 plants of these

in variety brought four collecti'ins, Mr. D. T.

Llewellyn, Swansea, having the first and second best

lots. In the former he had a grandly-coloured clump
of Primula rosea, fine in truss and pip: P. Sieboldi,

P. verticillata, or abyssinica : P. ^ibeonica, with a

large head of bloom ; P. Auricula, P. involucrata, P.

viscosa and viscosa nivea, P. erosa, P. denticulata,

and P. cortusoides. In a collection fmm Mr. Douglas
were good clumps of P. Sieboldi in variety and fine

heads of viscosa purpurea. Messrs. Paul & Sons
also exhibited some interesting varieties in the class.

Of garden forms very striking was a gigantic semi-

double Auricula, some 2 inches across, shown by Mr.
R. Dean, who also had a ^new break in laced Poly-

anthuses in Silver King, very perfectly laced with

greyish white, and was exceedingly pretty. The same
e.xhibitor had in Crimson Beauty one of the most
perfect of the old Jaek-in-the-Green forms we have
seen. A list of awards is given in our advertisement

colums.

THE CONFERENCE.
At noon on Wednesday a conference of Primula
and Auricula growers, and others interested in the

matter, was held in one of the rooms of the Albert

Hall. There was a good attendance, and the com-
pany included many well-known persons in the

gardening world from various parts of the country,

and some also from abroad. 'The papers put down
for reading and discussion included one on " The
Auricula," by the Rev. F D. Horner ; another on
" The Auricula as a florist's flower,'' by Mr. Shirley

Hibberd : a third paper was by Dr. Masters, on
" The root structure of Primulaceous plants con-

sidered in relation to their culture ;"' and, lastly. Mi.
Baker, of Kew, gave a paper on " The nomenclature

of Alpine Primulas. These papers being lengthy,

were not read in their entirety, and epitomes only of

each were given by each author, so as to allow more
time for discussing the subjects upon which they

treated. An interesting and instructive discussion

followed each paper, in which several prominent
botanists and cultivators took part ; but we regret

that we have not room this week for the main fea-

tures of the discussion, neither for m(ire than one
paper. Below we give an extract from Mr. Horner's

paper on the

—

Improvement of Florist's Primulas.

To the accustomed eye the Auricula has an intense

individuality, and very slight variations of feature

alter an expression, and enhance or detract from a

type of beauty. In its brilliant bloom there is the

effect as of many eyes turned steadfastly upon their

admirers ; and there are faces in the flowei-y crowd
on which one may read many expressions of a life

and character super-floral. Like as in a bed of

Pansies there are many comical casts of countenance,

expressive of astonishment, anxious inquiry, per-

plexity, and brown study ; so here, in an exhibition

of the Auricula, as representative of its beauty as

can possibly be made, the flowers look all gentleness,

candour, honesty, simplicity, and refinement. Glaring
faults that impart a low and evil look are all absent

here ; and hence I am not able to submit to you how
impudent and barefaced is the " pia-eyed " flower,

wherein the stigma, protruding from the hollow
throat, is like a tongue thrust out. Neither, how
loose and vacant is the expression of the inordinately

large tube ; and how cunning and cold that of one
too small. Nor how lack of breadth in the eye or
" paste " of the flower is like that in other eyes which
cannot look you in the face ; and how narrow ground

* " In what Direction should Ffforts be made with the
View of Improvii]g the Florists' Flowers lielonging to the
Genus Primula?" Introductory paper by the Rev. Francis
D. Homer, Lowfieids, Burton-in-Lousdale.

colours betoken indecision and want of thoroui'hm-ts.
" Kdges" have their own expressions, too ; sorm-.

thing like meanness when too r.af.'ow, and akin to
bounce in over-breadth ; for excess of edge is often
concurrent with excess of size, and coarseness, almost
inseparable from immensity in the Auricula, is one
of its gravest faults. Had it being jiracticable, a
representative collection of failures in desired quali-
ties would have formed a very clear illustration of

mistakes. Yet I would not sav it would be eon- -

vincing; for invariably the uninitiated friend who •
comes to tell you which of all you bsi"* Ve
likes the best, settles his admiratioiv upon some-
thing that has set at naught all proper principles, an<l

he does violence to your feelings by approving of it.

But the greatest ordeal of praise I ever had was the
remai'k, transparently innocent, of an old country
parishioner, " They almost come up to artificials,

sir!" The question in what direction efforts should
be made for improving the florist flowers of the genus
Primula resolves itself, descriptively into the state-

ment of the shortcomings more or less prominent and
obstinate

; prospectively, into what the possibilities

are of which hopeful shadows in faint shape are cast

before ; and practically, in what system of exjieri-

ments ^ve should seek to overcome the faults, and
win into reality the promise of fresh beauties that a
flower, inexhaustible in its powers of varialion,

naturally affords us. As an experimentalist I will

adhere to the practical : use bare description as little

as I may, and bring young hopes downstairs from
the nursery realms of imagination as considerately as

I can.

Phoperties.

Ffiriii.—The first property to be worked for in the
Auricula is, I submit, the perfection of that form upon
which the colour attributes of the flower will be the
most effectively displayed. Colour can always be
worked up to, and the florist may tarry patiently for

this until he has the form of grace whereon to call it

into play. 'I always choose as the maternal parent of

Auricula seed the best flowers I have in breadth, cir-

cularity, flatness, substance, and smoothness of petal;

while for male parentage I do not depart further than
must be from form. Petals cannot be too broad, so

long as they will expand equiUyand kindl}'. If they
do not meet through narrowness or roughness, the
beautiful design of the colour zones is interrupted by
vacant spaces signifying nothing. The edged classes

and the selfs have each their own type of error in

respect of form. In the "edges" it is generally a
pointedness of petal ; in the selfs a central notch or
heart-shaped depression. In the edged flowers the
fault has long been noticed and regretted, and has
now been brilliantly overcome, especially from the
appearing of Lancashire's Lancashire Hero in 1846
onwards ; but among the selfs until recent times
there was hardly an exception to the rule of notch.
The indented petal of the self seemed silently allowed
to pass as the typical petal of the class.

Selfs.—For improvement of the self Auricula, my
experience convinces me that the best results are
to be obtained through entirely self parentage. I
would not say that a correct self flower has never
come from edged parents, for Mr. Campbell be-
lieved that his brown self Pizarro, the best flower
in the class at the time, was raised from a green-
edged parent, and Mr. Simonite that a good blue
self of his was obtained from a wbite-edged seedling.
Certainly, however, my own best selfs have sprung
from purely self parents, and latterly from a self

descent comparatively ancestral. Selfs have generally
a shorter duration of bloom than the edged flowers
which possess greater stoutness of petal, and in which
the green, whether pure or mealed, is a colour of

greater or more leaf-like vitality. It might be theo-
retical to suppose that if selfs were crossed with these,

a greater substance of petal would be transmitted.
In practice, however, it is fcmnd that all seed from
purely edged parents produces a majority of self

varieties, and vast numbers of these are notched, and
frilled, and flimsy flowers. I have never had wilder
flights of seedling selfs than from that grand grey-
edge, George Lightbody. It would almost seem that
an "edge" did not know what a good self ought to
be. I think that for selfs we should work patiently
among themselves, advancing in substance as we cer
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Primula Paliiuui. Italy. Yellow.

Primula scotica. Hritisli. Purple.

Piimula viscosa alba.

Primula minima. Rose-purple

Alpine Auricula. Colour varied.

Primula villosa. Rosy purple.

Primula acaulis fl.-pl. (double crimson Primrose).

Primula farinosa, British. Purple.

Primula glaucescens.

Primula Auricula marginata. Purple.

VThite-edged flowered AuiicuUu

SOME EUROPEAN PRIMULAS SHOWN AT THE PKI.MULA CONFERENCE.
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tainly are by sure if slow degrees, and not weakcnint,'
the newly acquired and most supreme jioint of the
"rose-leaved" or perfectly rounded petal. Another
point to aim at in the development of the self is the
addition of some that would be constitutionally later
in blooming than most of those we have. Campbell's
Duke of Argyll (rich crimson, but deeply notched)
might transmit tliis habit, and be overruled in this
fault. The Auricula bloom in a collecion loses much
of its power and beauty when the quiet yet emphalic
selfs are^ gone. It is like the beginning of the end,
as when in the fading summer the swallows take their
flight.

Edged floioers. —With reference to improvement in
form in the gi'een, grey, and white edges, I would
remark that in these, good form beyond its intrinsic
value has an influence inductive of other good pro-
perties. Rounded petals are associated with round-
ness of the white-mealed circle termed the " paste ;

"

while with the pointed petal the paste is often, as by
a kind of sympathy, drawn into corresponding irre-
gularities, which only intensify the serious fault of an
angular appearance. For form's sake, naturally, such
flowers as have the roundest, broadest petals will be
selected; and such a variety as George Lightbody,
among those known and distributed at "present,
will serve as a type. If good form in both parents
should justify it, my conclusions are that edged
flowers should be crossed with their class fellows ; for
one line of improvement in the Auricula certainly lies
in doing all we can to intensify and magnify the class
distinctions, gaining green edges as deeply green as
possible, and wliite edges as densely mealed. The
" undecided edge," too green for grey, and too grey
for a pure green, is not desirable. Still the Auricula
IS so^ very sportive, that some decisive edges will be
obtained from parents dissimilar in class ; and the
experiment is justified, of course, if there be no
alternative, and if some marked improvement in form
may be hoped for from it.

Pdals.—Cnmifcted with form, in addition to the
roundness and level disposition of the petals, may be
mentioned their number. This is variable, even in
different flowers on the same plant. Five is probably
the normal number, for beyond this the Auricula will
take a playful liberty with the proprieties of its Lin-
nean Order, Pentandria, always producing just as
many stamens as there may be petals ; and if one be
of inordinate breadth it is accounted as two, and de-
corated^ accordingly with two stamens. This may be
a botanical misdemeanour, but is not an offence under
florist bye-laws. The same is noticeable also in the
florist Tulip, which is required to have petals neither
less nor more than six, but is occasionally misformed
with four or five, and seven or eight, when there is

always one attendant anther for each. In the Auri-
cula five or six petals are sufficient for a broad round
flower, and more than eight begin to look narrow and
laboured.

(WrtHr.—When we turn from improvement in form
to views of improvement in colours, both in richness
and variety, a very wide field of development lies
before the florist. Possibilities peep out but half con-
cealed or only in the rough, revealing themselves in
the rarer combinations of colour that a few seedliuTs
crudely show ; and these beckonings need but to he
followed to obtain in time some new and beautiful
combinations. The Auricula is a most richly endowed
flower, possessing already, singly (jr combined, all
colours of the rainbow, violet, indigo, blue, green,
yellow, orange, and red ; and further still and rarer,
that negation of all colours, black. In edges we do
not look for a gift of other than the green, grey, and
white, now so well known and fixed—while the
colours of the paste and tube are constant and
common to all. There remains but one more colour
zone upon the flower to give variety and play, and
that^ is the ring or belt of velvety surface known as
the " ground " or " body" colour. Disposed between
the green or powdered edge and the white mealed
" paste," it is a solid band .along its inner edge; while
on the outer it flashes in lively pencillings, bold and
blunt in some varieties, sharp and delicate in others,
towards, but not dashing through to the petal ed.'e.
It 13 this lively characteristic of the body colour that
entirely takes away any tameness or monotony, hard-
ness or fixity, that a series of strict concentric circles

might be supposed to have. The body colour should

most cert.ainly have a good solid foundaticm before it

betdns to feather off, because a few slight pencillings

only have a very feeble and scratchy effect, while a
bold and rugged style of its outer edge is massive and
handsome in the extreme. But by an expressionless

ring of black, dreary as a bl.ack hatband round a wliite

hat, I would not advocate taming the Auricula down
to the niiiiiatuve similitude of an archery target.

Such a picture of utter and unbending primness {for

which the botanical equivalent is not Primula), as a

series of severe circles may indeed have been in old

time perpetrated in hard diagram ; but this was only
as the bare skeleton which Nature in re.al life shall

clothe with all fulness, softness, and grace and
vivacity.

The hadji rnloiir is the "iris" of the flower's eye,

and black is at jiresent the most settled colour. A
good black is very safe and true, lasting well upon
the flower, a most important point ; and hence it has

been a favourite colour, especially with flijrists in the

north, and the more encouraged, pursued, and
developed. Indeed, other body colours were regarded

with marked disfavour by old Lancashire florists,

though if other colours had been worked up to the

truth and steadfastness of the black, there is nothing

but local fancy or prejudice to make them less valu-

able and less beautiful. Little encoiir.aijed in such

varietv, the Auricula has shown a capability, if only

initial yet, of giving both blue and crimson as the

trround colour in edged flowers. These will of course

require cultivating up to intensitv and steadiness, and

I submit this as a verv interesting new path of im-

provement. One marked difficulty so far has been

that of transmitting to any flower, whether self or

edffed, the all-important feature of a rich gold tube, if

that flower hris tints of violet or blue. Their tubes
are pale or greenish yellow, alwavs a colour of low
vitality and weak endurance. Some seedling blue

selfs, however, by pollen from gold-tubed varieties are

better in this respect than t^e old blues. Memories
come back to me here of some old flowers that might
have been helpful towards new combinations of colours

that .are faint and timid, and wavering yet. Such
were Moore's Violet, a green-edged flower, with violet

body colour, and a green edge of Traill's (Rev. GeorQe
.leans), in which the ground colour was of a lilac tint.

In white edges were Ashton's Bonny Lass, with
beautiful violet, and Maria, richer in colour. These,

however, and others of like colour .all were weakened
by a pale and watery tube ; and further, the ground
colour was not of one uniform steadfast shade, which
it decidedly ought to be in both edged and self

Auriculas. Red or crimson as a ground colour of

edged flowers has not yet been obtained of any in-

tensity. Lightbody's Fairv Queen and Star of Beth-
lehem, and also Smith's Waterloo, were green edges,

in which the body tints were a shade of red-plum,

and a white edge of McDonald's was lighted up with

a brighter red. Chocolate-brown is another possible

change in ground colours worthy of being followed

up. It occurred in Lightbody's white edge Countess
of Dnnmore and in Smith's Ne Plus Ultra. These
red and brown ground colours are happilv not asso-

ciated with the weak tube cohnirs of the blues. Mr.
Simonite, in his Heather Bell and Aurora, has better

blue-grounded white edges than the old ones, and
the tubes, though not of a strong yellow, have more
stability. An offer of a rerl-grounded green edge
occurs in a rather erratic seedling of Mr. Bolt's. The
edge is pure. but insuflficient. and the red ground colour

brightens with age, but is too broad, and runs wihlly

out at the petal edges. Such a flower would he worth
crossing with some green-edge seedling of fine form,

in which existed the fault of a ground colour much
too slight and narrow.

/n new tjipes of colour in selfs the last great acquisi-

tion came through Mr. Campbell's success in his

efforts to produce a true crimson self. Some fifteen

years ago he sent out, as the result of many years'

work abounding in failures, two intensely crimson
flowers—the one better than the other, Ijoth in its

colour and its rich gold tube, but both of them
notched in petal. These flowers have trnnsmitted their

colour well to seedlings of better petal. Within the
last two or three years .another new and Very beautiful

break in self colours has occurred among both Mr.

Siniiuiite's seedlings and my own, showing yet

another direction in which wo may seek to enrich and
improve the Auricul.a. This new colour is a very

lovely and decided pink. The flowers have happily

been nearly always gold-tubed, and the petal is a fully

rounded type. This young colour, however, is not

easy as yet to obtain solid— /.c, unshaded and stead- i

fast. Some ha^'e failed by growing slightly paler '

with nge, or in losing with age the surface of the

l>etal ; so that what is velvet at first is calico at last.

There is no doubt, however, that the true pink self is

a coming flower, and I name it as one illustration more
of the direction in which the Auricula maybe im-
proved. I have spoken of the failures of this newly-
won colour—the successes must speak for themselves
when they can.

AdoJencence.—There is something very curious in

the blooming character of the first three years* life of

an upgrown seecUing which it is important to mark
and allow for, because it certainly is connected with
the practical part of our f[uestion. It is not an in-

variable rule, but it is a fretjuent occurrence for a
seedling that blooms with brilliant properties in its

maiden year, to flower the second year in much in-

ferior if not loose character. This is oftener the case

with the complex edge flowers than with the simpler

selfs. At the third year the flower may either return

to its early promise, or go again astray. I do not

know how to account for it, but it is a noticeable

feature in a long experience. It would seem as

though the plant were affected by some unseen change
or turning point in pa sing from its seedlinghood to

becoming an established variety. Certainly some
seedlings that show biilliant properties the first year

never afterwards display them ; and occasionally

others, that one has gladly given away to friends with

garden borders, have, like the " ugly duckling " of

the story, developed into very swans of excellence.

I mention this, not only that joy over some sudden
acquisition may be tempere 1 with gravity, but also

that doubt may be not unlighted with hope. I do
not cease to feel some anxiety for a brilliant seedling,

and some hope over a rather disappointing one, till I

have seen them at their third bloom. Some faults

are decisive, such as the pin -eye, the pale tube, the

angular paste, the notched or pointed petal. Of
.euch there is no hope. But if properties of tube and
paste and petal are fine, I do not discard the seedling

because, at its maiden bloom, the proportions and
other qualities of the ground colour and edge may
not be correct. There may be a good flxwer in

disguise.

Alpine Ai'RiruL.\s.

I pass on now to a brief notice of that other di\ i-

sion of the Auricula as a florist flower, which is

technically known as the alpine. These very beauti-

ful flowers possess as features of distinction from the

edged classes and selfs, a perfectly unmealed centre

or eye, and petals richly shaded from the deepest to

the lightest tints of that one colour which the flower

has adopted. That shading cannot be in tints too

numerous or too softly blended. The tube of the

alpine so closely follows in colour the centre of the

flower, that it should have an expression in form all

the more marked, because there is the less power of

contrast with the centre by colour. It is a great

point of beauty in all Auriculas that the mouth of the

tube should be well defined, and rise fully to the level

of the flower's face, otherwise there is the appearance

of a weak and sunken eye. The alpine Auricula is

divided into two sections, distinguished by the golden,

and the paler, almost primrose-coloured centre. The
golden centre is the higher type. In the alpine, as

in the edged flowers, it is again the flowers possessing

vif^let or bluish colours that exhibit the palest

yellows in the tube and eye. Flowers would no doubt

be very highly valued in this class of violet shades if

they could be obtained with the rich golden eye of

those with crimson.

The Poltanthvs.

I must not close this paper without including the
florist Polyanthus, a lovely sister of the Auricula, and
in sore need of reinforcement in sterling varieties.

Some of the very best Polyanthuses, like Kingfisher

in the red ground flowers, are lost to cultivation

;

and among black grounds of high merit, Lord Lin-
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coin seems all but gone. Many garden strains of

Polyanthus are tenned "gold laced," but they are a

far remove from the florist flower with its cultured

properties. The resemblance in most of them looks

nearest when seen at the greatest distance. The deci-

sion, purity, aud refinement of our Polyanthus are not

in them. Mr. Barlow's success in raising both black

and red grouud flowers of very high character, perhaps

in red more especially, is a proof that though the flower

may not be more ready than its radiant sister, the

Auricula, to give the properties we would have, still

it will repay all good care bestowed in judicious cross-

ing. I do not think that any foreign blood of strains

outside the florist pale, however proudly spoken of,

should be introduced under the plea of giving vigour,

which the standard old sorts have, alas ! too often

lived to lack. From such extraneous source of robust-

ness will come much unruliues-i. A more safe return

to soundness of constitution will be naturally obtained

through seedlings, because seedlings naturally possess

it, and happily young blu-i blood is no exception to

the rule. For suggestiuns of improvement in the

Polyanthus, I can but briefly state the properties that

require to be exemplified in as many living represen-

tations of their beauty as we can obtain. The two

brilliant extremes of class colour will be a black

ground, or a scarlet ground within the lacing of bright

yellow. Whatever the body colour be, it must consist

of one rich uniform shade ; and the yellow, which is

best when a clear lemon-gold, must be free at the eye

or centre from any other shade of yellow. The gold of

the lacing must exactly match that of the eye, aud the

lacing itself nmst be of exquisitely smooth edge aud

even width. It must both completely edge the petal

and strike down through the centre of it to meet the

golden eye. The central line of lacing is frequently

broader down the middle of the petal than round the

edge, but the nearer it is of the same width the better.

It is characteristic of the Polyanthus petal to be

deeply notched in the centre, so that the circular edge

of the Auricula petal is not looked for here. The
centre or eye of the P.ilyaiithus should occupy a wide
circular space upon the flower. It can hardly bo too

wide, and is often not wide and circular enough. The
mouth of the fuoe should be extremely well denned,

and even most slightly raised above the level of the

centre. As in the Auricula, the tube should be filled

with bold anthers up to the surface, with the stigma

almost sessile below; and all flowers ."hould exjiand

e luallv and well. These are the poin's to be attained

and strengthened in the improvement of the florist

Polyanthus ; and it will readily be seen how far these

lines of beauty, which give such brilliance, purity,

and refinement, lie beyond the comprehension of the

common garden border strains, and how far too few

are the beautiful florist Polyanthuses we have that

fulfil this standard.

by draining them, and in those rich in humus by
lessening the worms which are there too numerous.
In tiermany I remember once catching a mole
which I was about to kill, but I dropped it like a

liot brick on being told that a tolerably heavy fine

or a month in prison would be my reward for doing

so. .John Cornhill.

Marguerite grubs (B. E. J., Boumemovlh).—
Your JIarguerites are attacked by the grubs of

the Marguerite Daisy fly (Phytomyza attinis) ; un-

fortunately, it is by no means an uncommon insect.

Tlie parent fly lays its eggs on or just beneath the

skin of the leaves, and the grub as soon as hatched
begins to feed on their fleshy interior. At first a

very small transparent pimple is all that betrays

the presence of a grub, but soon the white mark-
ings on the leaves are visible, which increase in

size as the grub eats away more and more of the

green flesh of the leaf. No insecticide, as far as I

know, will touch them without injuring the leaves.

If the leaves are hopelessly injured, cut them off

and burn them ; if only thrown away, the grubs if

nearly mature will undergo their transformations

as if nothing had happened. There are several

broods of these flies during the year. Hold up
the leaves to the light and pinch them whenever
the grubs are visible. This operation should be

carried out ivs soon as tlie attack is noticed. This

insect also attacks Cineraria leaves. —G. S. S.

MOLES IN GARDENS.
TilE discussion upon this subject reminds me of

an article which appeared lately in a French
gardening paper. The writer relates how, being
almost ruined by the ravages of the chafer grub,

he bethought him of the mole as a means of

ridding him of the enemy. With the assistance

of a skilful mole-catcher a number of moles were
turned into the garden, with the result that in the

course of a season or two gardening again became
possible there. The ravages of tlie chafer grulj

are so great in many parts of France, far, indeed,

beyond the conc;{ition of English gardeners
generally, that one does not wonder at any
possible means being taken to lessen its ravages,

and this was a case which demanded a desperate
remedy. It is, however, instructive to know that
the mole feeds on the chafer grub, as there are

parts of this country wdiere it is productive of

consideralDle loss, and where such is the case

owners of garden ground should hesitate before

exterminating moles. If moles would keep to a
foot below the surface— in heavy soils they might
come nearer by several inches —they would do no
harm, but in moist weather they overdrain by
running just under the roots of small plants, and
in dry weather they are sure to find their way
into seed-beds which are kept watered. Were it

not for this, moles wonld do good in heavy lands

NOTES OF THE WEEK.
Anemone ful^ens grrseca.— I send you a bloom of

this AijLmoa; rei;eivcd from Miss Owen, who, I believe, had
it from jir. Peter Ban*. It is in size and colour incom-
parably beyond any form of fulgens I have ever seen ;

the

ordinary one is brick-red beside it. Is it rare? No one here
seems t*) know it.

—

Greenwood Pim, Mon/jstown, JJuhlin.

Iris tuberosa.—Why is not such an exquisite delicate

beauty as this is, and, moreover, such a cheap thing, more
commonly grown than it is ? I think its pale green forked
stigmas contrasted wiih tlie nearly Ijlack velvet petals of

snrpas^ing bi.>auty, and its culture seems of the easiest —
GltEHNWOOD Pl.M.

Double Chinese Primulas.—The only repre-

sentatives of our favourite winter blooming
Primula sinensis were from Mr. Alphinstone, of

the (iardens, Shipley Hall, Derby, and were four

of the finest doubles yet seen in London. They
were all apparently Marchioness of Exeter, one of

(Gilbert's finest forms, and in 14-inch pans, corre-

spondingly deep. The plants were each about
20 inches over, luxuriantly leaved and bloomed,
and merited the warmest approbation. Mr.
Elphinstone certainly possesses a secret in his

method of growing these usually difficult plant '.

Roses at South. Kensington.—Messrs. Paul
and Sons, of Cheshunt, gave the visitors to the

Primula conference at South Kensington an unex-
])ected treat in the form of a grand group of Roses
in pots, about forty plants, the majority being
standards, and nearly all finely flowered. Of the

standards in 8-inch and 9-inch pots there were
plants of Alba rosea, Madame Lambard, Senateur
Vaisse, Madame Falcot, Cheshunt Hyljrid, La
Rfcine, and Hippolyte Jamain ; whilst of bush
plants, White Baroness, Merveillede Lyon, Cathe-
rine Soupert, Madame de Jlanchereau, a fine

pink globular Rose ; Gloirede Lyonnaise, creamy
wliite, very fine ; also Madame de St. .Joseph,

and Comtesse de Serenye. Mr. B. S. Williams'
group of Orchids, Amaryllises and Azaleas, inter-

mixed with foliage, had a beautiful effect also.

Apples at South Kensington.—A most un-
expected exhibit on Tuesday at the Auricula .show

was a collection of some sixty dishes of well-pre-

served Apples staged by Messrs. Cheal and Sons,
Crawdey, Sussex. Although kept in an ordinary
fruit room of brick walls, thatched roof, and con-

crete floor, and on ordinary lattice shelves, yet the

samples were almost remaikable. Mi're de Menage,
Emperor Alexander, Cellini Pippin, Worcester
Pippin, Cox's Orange Pippin, Blenheim Pippin,
were all good, and Ribston finely coloured and in

perfect condition ; also of late kinds, Reinette du
Canada, French Crab, Alfriston, Betty Geeson,
\\'ellington, and Winter Queenings were all first-

rate and firm. Mr. Cheal attributes the good

keeping qualities shown largely to the thorough
maturation the fruits received last year.

Ranunculus Lyalli.—This plant may now be
seen in flower in the T range at Kew, and, not-
withstanding the smallness of the plant as com-
pared with what it is known to be in the moun-
tains of New Zealand, the flowers are quite ecjual

in size and beauty to any described. It is re-

markable that two of the most coveted of herba-
ceous plants found in New Zealand, i.e., this

Ranunculus and Myosotidium nobile, should have
flowered in England in the same week. Although
introduced more than ten years ago, it seems

'

strange that we have not yet succeeded in esta-

blishing this Ranunculus in our outdoor collec-

tions. No doubt the blunder made at first with
respect to the conditions required by the plant
has stood in the way of its succeeding with us,

but now that we know more about the conditions
under which it grows naturally, surely we shall
not have long to wait before this noble Ranunculus
will be in every collection. Here is some addi-
tional information to that already published in
The Garden respecting this plant as it grows in
New Zealand. A correspondent writes: "The
winter tempierature you speak of, viz., 45^ to 50°,

might do for summer, but 10' below zero would be
better during winter. The roots are frozen for
months at a time in their natural state. It grows
in peat near running streams, but where there is

good drainage, and always on the shady side of

the hills, so as not to get much sun, and where it

is frozen in during winter. It generally flowers
once in Christchurch, and then dies for want of
the winter cold. It should be planted out on the
Scotch mountains, or in the north of England, and
naturalised there." The Kew plant was raised
from seeds in 18S3, and has since then been grown
in a Masdevallia pit. It is potted in a mixture of
peat, loam, and leaf-mould, and has been kept
uniformly moist all the year round. In the early
part of last winter it lost all its leaves except one,
but since then has developed two new leaves and
the flower-scape, the latter being a foot high, as
thick as a goose-quill, and bearing two or three
leaf-like bracts, above which are four flower-liuds
aiul one open flower. This is as large as a crown-
piece, pure white, with the stamens in a cluster
in the middle and coloured bright yellow. Even
if the sp3cimen at Kew represented this species
at its best it would be a most desirable garden
[ilant, but when it is remembered that the scapes
are known to be nearly 3 feet high and bear
numerous flowers, its great beauty may be easily
imagined.—B.

LATE XOTES.
Shrub and tree names.—What is the name of a

shrub (an evergreen, I think, bvit am not sure) which flowers
at Cannes in every garden about this time .' it has flowers
like those of the common Daphne Laureola of shrubberies,
and which smell like Or<ange blossoms. I would aUo like to
know the name of the Large trees in the TuiUeries Gardens
at Paris which bear about Whitsuntide (or in May) beautiful
large purplish lilac flowers quite unlike any I have seen in
ICngland. — L. 8.

'Violets.—Permit me to thank the Rev. A. R.awson,
Falbarrow, Bowness, Windermere, for a plmt of liis single
white Violet in full flower. The flowers arc of i/ood size,
fragrant, and stand well up .above the foliage The habit
seems good and ttoriferous, and I have no liesitation in pro-
Miiuncingit to i>e tlie most ['remising smgle white Violet I
have seen.— L). T, K.

Insects by post (/. W. A). — When your box
re icheii me it was empty. It had been crushed out of shape
in the post so as to give the in ect room to escape. Boxes
sent hy post should have the address and stamp on a label
which is tied on ; this prevents them from being injured by
the otflce stamp. It is as well to kill insects of any size
before packing them up. This is easily aud quickly done by
dropping them into boiUng water, Their death "ia almost
iustaiitiineous.—G. 8. b.

Names of plants.—!'. 0/iccr.—Betberis Darwini.
E. B'-t' iidih .— I idontuglossum citrosmum roseum. a S.—
Crinum ornatum, L)t;ndrobium pulchellum. ir. R.— 1,
Narcissus c rnuus plenus ; 2, N. odorus ; 3, N Horsefieldi ; 4,
N. hmperor. A. G. B.—Orange Phfflnix. Narcissus incom-
parabilis plenus. J. H. end H.—Dendrobium Picnardi.
ir To.utz.—Dendrobium Devonianum. li. C. K. — 1,
odontoglcssum gloi-iosum ; 2, O. Cervantesi. Ash House—
Snake's-head Iris, I tubero=a (native South Europe, an old
garden plant). C. Sco((. — Eriophorum vaginatum.
/>. 7J.—Rhynchosia galactoidea. W. M. M — I, N. ineom-
parabilis btella ; 2, N. princeps ; 3, 4, 5, all forms of double
N. Telamoeius.
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TIMBER CARRIAGE

It seems to me that if " D. T. F." had meant
what Mv. D. J. Yen thinks he meant, " 15. T. F."
would not have foi-crotten to say so himself. But
putting that aside, I do not see how Mr. Yeo is

tjoing to mend matters by using two horses instead

of three or four, nor is it a rule to have timber
carriages made too heavy. On the contrary, both
for cheapness and convenience they are just as

slim as they can be matle for the work. More-
over, as timber-carriers cannot afford to have
carriages of various sorts and sizes, but have to

make them to carry loads made up of small poles

or single heavy trees several tons weight, just as

the case may be, and that being so, it is their

interest to load up to the full on all occasions.

Two horses, the number recommended by Mr.
Y'eo, can neither snig heavy timber over the

ground nor pull it on the carriage, because their

strength is quite unecjual to the task. Three
horses are the fewest number a good teamster
will enter a wood with, and it requires si.x horses

frequently to drag heavy timber out of sloping

ground or ravines, with the assistance of the two-

wheeled carriage. Our timber carriages consist

only of a pole and four wheels, with the axles and
bearers, and these no two good horses can work
either well or economically. I noticed that Mr.
Y'eo only suggests the use of two horses, probably
knowing as well as I do that more than two are

alw-ays employed. He says for 50 feet of timber a
couple of horses will be far and away more conve-

nient, but the fact that the quantity removed at

one time may be at least doubled by the use of

three horses shows at once the loss entailed in

every journey by the light load. Not only that,

but there is the time to consider. When large

quantities of wood have to be removed quickly,

both on account of the purchaser and seller,

light loads ^(111 not do. I am of course speak-

ing of large quantities of timber. We have just

concluded an agreement for the purchase and
removal in a stated period of 50,000 feet of timber
from one wood by one road, and that does not
nearly represent the total quantity for the year.

I also know of numbers of similar cases, and in

all the road question and the leading has to be
carefully considered, so as to have the most work
done with the least labour and cost to all con-

cerned. Fifty feet, or a little over a ton, to two
horses—Mr. Yeo's calculation—and two or three

men to load must entail heavy loss to somebody,
and make little or no difference to the roads.

Y'our correspondent must remember that the

double team is in common use with the heavy
loaders also, and it follows that they can do more
work in a day than the light loaders. I am, how-
ever interested in the assertion that two horses

are sufficient for the removal of trees of the

average bulk of .'JO cubic feet, and would like to

know where such work can be seen in everyday
operation where large quantities are felled.

As to the tripod i: skid system of loading, I

have little experience of the latter, but the York-
shire timber leaders are acknowledged to be bad
to beat at their business, and the tripod is the

most scientific plan and, I think, the easiest, be-

cause, according to the school books, and I should
say practical experience, the pulley is superior to

the inclined plane because of the friction avoided.

It is quite common for our teamsters to set out at

seven o'clock for the woods, load up between four

and five tons on two carriages, and deliver the

same four or five miles distant early in the after-

noon. Can your correspondents beat that ? We
have five four-wheeled carriages doin^ something
like that almost every day. I would point out,

further, that " D. T. F." and Mr. Y'eo's cases

differ. " D. T. F." wrote of keeping forest roads
in trim condition, and oti'ered impracticable sug-

gestions about transit of timber over them ; while
Mr. Y'eo is merely contending for keeping roads in
" passable order," to lessen the cost of timber
transit— quite another subject. The original

question was the .saving to the roa<ls by loading
lightly, and it was pointed out that the journeys
woukl have to be more frequent in proportion,

thus causing a loss of time and adding to the cost
without benefiting the roads, for it is to be
doubted if more (lamage is not done by taking,
say. ten tons over the same gro\ind in ten loads
than only in five. At the best it is a six-and-half-

a-dozen afi'air as to damage, but there is no doubt
about the comparative cost in each case. In
watching two steam-rollers at work on the high-
way the other tlaj', one lighter than the other, I

noticed that the light roller did its work of press-

ing down the I'oafl-metal as ert'ectually as the
heavier one by going o\er the same piece oftener,

but the big roller \\as the most economical of the
two. One important factor coimected with the
road question is the breadth of the timber carriage
wheels, which, in our wagons, is a little under
5 inches ; but that is not enough on earth roads. On
some estates in Scot land they are!) inches broad, and
consequently very heavy, but they save the drives.

I am hopeful that shortly some improvement will

be effected in this direction by the introduction of

light steel wheels, made on the bicycle principle.

In some of the steel works in Y'orkshire I hear of

a revolution being effected on the wheels of both
heavy and light vehicles, and that steel wheels of

strong make, but light, are likely to be introduced
into the Royal Artillery. If light wheels of this

kind could be used for timber carriages, with rims
considerably broader than those in use, the cost
of road-keeping would be greatly reduced.

Y'OKKSHIREMAX.

THE TIMBER TRADE.
It seems to me that there is no need to occupy
space in arguing out the question of whether as a

whole timber pays to grow as a crop. It seems
plain enough that now it does not. Admitting
this, it is only fair to ask what does. This way
of looking at the position and prospects of the

English timber grower reminds one rather

strongly of a much debated measure which is

now occupying the mind of the country. Con-
demned it must lie, but w-ho shall find the satis-

factory solution > Timber growing does not pay
;

neither does corn ; and raising stock does not

promise much better. Because this is so the

land must go to waste. The rejily at once will

be that corn growing and stock raising is carried

on from year to year, simply because the time
involved is so short as compared with timber.

Quite so ; but looking at the direction of events,

is there any reasonable prospect that half a cen-

tury hence the conditions will be materially

altered I If there is a hope for corn there is for

timber, as the same set of circumstances which
would influence one would influence the other.

In a certain way the case of the iron trade is

analogous. It cannot pay to produce iron, and
when iron is spoken of, the number of collateral

trades by which the crude product is used are

included. Yet, must the trade be abandoned in

consequence? The.se are questions which may
well occupy the attention of economists, but
which, in spite of the increased amount of know-
ledge and the light of discussion which is

brought to bear upon it, can never be fully

answered. If the prospects of the timber planter

ai'e bad, who will dare to .saj' that more timber
should not be planted ? Is there one single thing

where the future is concerned which can be
looked upon with any degree of certainty. It is

easy enough to loiik at matters as they stand before

us, and argue from them that fifty or a hundred
years hence the position of supply and demand
will be the same as now. If the planters of a cen-

tury ago worked out probable results on the b'nes

upon which affairs then stood, and their calcula-

tions were falsified by the subsequent turn of

events, who can say that ideas based upon what
things are now will not be eqxtally wrong? Deal

with the past we can ; but the future is a blank.
In dealing with the question of whether timber
growing will or will not pay, all the opinions
which can be expressed about it are not worth
the paper they are written upon. Look merely
at the theories which during the last ten or a

dozen years have been ventilated. By tliis time
all the available forests were to be exhausted, yet
what is the fact I

It takes millions rjf units to make up a nation, ^
and it takes thousands of landowneis to keep up
a supply of forest trees, and this is the safeguard
we have that extreme views either one way or
the other will not )iievail. If the question was
one which rested w'ith any ai-sociatefl body of in-

<lividuals and the majority had to rule tin- roost,

we should probably be eith^r landid in di.sasler or

in a marked degree of succes.-i.

D. J. Veo.

SHELTER.S FOR WOODMEN.
The ordinary woodcutter's hut—using the term,
of course, for the structure in which he works, and
not as applied to his dwelling—shows, perhaps,
constructive art in the lowest phase in which it is

seen in this country. A few stout stakes driven
into the soil, and more or less deviating from the
perpendicular, with a tree doing duty for a corner-

post to give some degree of rigidity, in most cases

represent the framework on which the roof is to

be placed. This consists of another framework

—

if the arrangement of rough jjoles of which it is

formed can be so called—laid at an appreciable
angle from the horizontal, and coveretl with masses
of chippings and other light waste material which
comes oft' the wood in the course of manufacture.
It is true that often these sheds on two opposite

sides are flanked by piles of wood, either manufac-
tured or waiting to be worked up ; otherwise they
are exposed to every point of the compass and serve

no other purpose than as a partial break from the

rain. It is generally imperative that the two ends
of the erection be left open and free from obstruc-

tion, as the poles of Ash and the rods of Hazel and
other underwood which forms the staple of the
manufacture have to be dealt with in lengths too

long to be readily manipulated in a building closed

on every side. To the casual observer there seems
but little choice between working in such a build-

ing and in the open air. In practice, however,
there is a material difference, and even in such a
primitive concern as this there is a considerable

amount of comfort to the worker. He, of course,

looks out that the sides where the shelter is given
shall be in the direction of the prevailing winds,
and on exceptionally rough days rigs up temporary
protection where it is required.

Another class of structure, and for a different

class of workers, is the sawpit shed. In the

former case, the time for which the woodcutter's

hut would be in use would not exceed a few weeks.
In the case of the saw-pit work may be required

at intervals for year after year. There are almost
innumerable ways in which these sheds may be
built, and they need not cost much for timber or

material. By some corrugated iron is affected for

roofing. It is certainly portable, and has the

advantage of considerable durability ; but much
cannot be said for it bej'ond this. Where it is

erected away in the recesses of a wood, its appear-

ance does not much matter ; but where it is at all

in view, we cannot appreciate its neat and trim

appearance. A roof of wood is certainly more in

character with the surroundings. Four main
posts of Oak or Scotch Fir, or any similar wood
which may happen to be at hand, inserted unsawn
into the soil ; two half-round pieces laid hori-

zontally upon them at the sides, and two others

—

lighter, if necessary—across the ends, correspond-

ing to the wall plates of an ordinary building ;

the necessary number of rough Fir rafters sawn
to one straight side, and covered in with Fir

boards—Spruce, perhaps, for cheapness—will serve

for a saw-pit shed, which will do duty for a con-

siderable time. Y.
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" Thi8 is an Art
Which does mend Nature: change it rather: but
The Art itself is Nature."— S/tai-efipea7*c.

Fruit Garden.

OUR APPLES AXD APPLE ORCHARDS.
I AM greatly interested in Britisli Apple culture,

and should much like to see our old neglected

orchards improved. All writers agree that

orchards, of which we had thousands of acres

planted more than a century ago, have fallen

into a terribly neglected state. Some make
strong aTid pungent remarks on the English

Apple grower's management of the few good
sorts struggling i'or existence on farms ; others

endor.se all that .some previous writer has said,

and so the poor tenant is cufl'ed about, but

no one seems inclined to hold out a ready and
willing hand to help him out of his diihculty. A
writer in the Fiikl says tlie farmer does not know
how to grow, what to grow, or how to pack. A
correspondent of The Garden says our orchard

trees are " on their last legs"—Moss and Lichen
are doing their work—and puts a damper on
poor John Bull by assuring him that our Ame-
rican and Canadian cousins have the ball in their

own hands, and will continue to monopolise the

trade in our English markets. This, indeed, is a

bad state of ati'airs. But I do not quite agree

with these pessimist writers ; neither do I think
it is quite fair to knock one's own brother down
and read over to him a glowing account of

Baldwins and Newtown Pippins while he is pro-

strate. Our climate, several of these writers assure

us, is superior to that of Canada for Apple
culture ; if it is as good, we may be thankful

—

that is, if we use our knowledge aright, and put
our shoulders to the wheel instead of calling upon
Jupiter. We must not, however, attempt to grow
the Canadian sorts in our orchards, but select a

few of the well-proved English varieties which
grow clean and fine and bright in our own parti-

cular localities. Although I do not quite fall in

with the depressing remarks which have been
freely expressed, I think it is cjuite right that we
should make ourselves acquainted with the true

condition of matters before we begin to operate.

We have in this country hundreds of skilled

horticultural physicians competent to take Mr.
Crabstock in hand, and although he may be on
his " last legs," his restoration to health may
not be found an insuperable difficulty.

When more than 150,000 acres of land are in

question, it behoves all who can to lend a helping
hand. The whole of this area, it must be borne
in mind, is not devoted solely to neglected Apples
and Pears, but includes modern orchards and
hardy fruit trees of all kinds. In Herefordshire
we have something under 27,000 acres devoted
almost entirely to Apples and Pears, the estimated
value of which for cider and perry amounts to

£111,000. This .sum, however, does not include
the value of pot fruit, estimated at CO bushels per
acre, or the pot fruit grown in almost every
private garden throughout the county. The
value of this hand-picked fruit at .^s. per pot of

five pecks, competent judges put down at more
than £50,000, making in all more than an average

of £5 an acre. So much for our old Hereford-
shire orchards, now on their last legs, whose
greatest fault exists in having been planted too

early—the latter part of the 17th century. Many

orchards have of course been planted since that

date, and planting is still going on, but there are

doubtless a great number of trees still standing,

the age of whose Lichen-covered heads carries

them back to the peaceful period which followed

the civil wars. About that time everybody de-

voted their attention to planting. Cider and

perry of very superior quality from vigorous

young trees became the beverage of this and the

adjoining counties, not jierhaps entirely from

choice, as the Continental wars, combined with

the isolated position of consumers, prevented them
from getting foreign wines. Kings partook of

them and pronounced them good ; farmers grew
rich ; their farms increased in size ; neglect fol-

lowed ; inferior or kernel fruits were planted ; and
what is our present position ? A steady down-
ward tendency, extending over many years, finds

the original orchards on their " last legs," it is

true ; but, aided by their descendants, they are

stilt capable of producing upwards of £'5 an
acre. The unsatisfactory condition of our west

midland orchards at the present time is not with-

out its parallel, as we read that the American
orchards were in a similar plight some fifty years

ago. That one Thacker called attention to their

condition ; his warning was taken to heart ; Apples

and Pears have rapidly improved, and every

American farmer now recognises the fact that

no farm is complete without a well-cultivated

orchard. This should, I think, give us courage

;

but how must we proceed ? One thing is certain
;

our orchards are of national importance. What
must we do to make them pay l Quantity will

not do it, as we now have free and cheap rates

which enable the foreigner to beat us out of our

own markets, although he reside 3000 miles away.

Quality, then, must be our watchword. Our
land must be well drained and deeply cultivated

;

a century of neglect must be replaced by a period

of revision and carefid cultivation. All inferior

varieties must be removed root and branch, and

others, whose age and vigour admit, must be

headed back and grafted with sorts that will pay,

not for making into cider, as cider is already a

curse to the poor man, Init for supplying our

teeming thousands in large towns with a whole-

some article of food. Pruning, thinning, and
cleansing will, of course, receive attention, as our

trees must be free from Moss and Lichen. Their

branches, carefully thinned to let in sun and air,

must have plenty of room for extension, and all

vacancies iilled up with the most approved

varieties for talde or culinary purposes. Assum-
ing, then, that this important matter is taken u].),

the following matters might be discussed with

advantage : 1, clearance of the ground as a pre-

liminary to future action ; 2, draining and sub-

soiling ; 3, pruning and cleansing ; 4, grafting
;

5, planting ; 6, the best sorts for certain soils and

districts ; 7, the best site, soil, and aspect for new
orchards ; 8, the most suitable manure and top-

dressing ; 9, the best surface management,whether

tillage or pasture ; 10, gathering, storing, sizing,

and packing for market. These remarks, it must
be borne in mind, do not apply to modern or

well-managed old orchards, as we have in these

Apple counties a number of enterprising men,

who more than pay the rent of their farms out

of their pomological produce, who are now ship-

ping cider and perry of the finest quality to India

and Australia. We have fruit growers with

whom "J. H. H." or "D. T. F." might while

away a few days—certainly pleasantly, if not

profitably, and if, by the way, they could come
down during the gloomy month of which they

speak, say about the time our great annual fruit

show is held in Gloucester, we could show them
Ribstons, Blenheims, Orange Pippins, Ashmeads,
and the general run of table and dessert fruit,

not in isolated dishes, but in quantity and quality.

that would gladden the heart of a Bunyard or a
Haycock. W. Coleman.

Eastnor Castle, Ledhnry.

LATE STARTED VINES BEST.

Were my only study to secure the finest possible

crop of Grapes at the least expense, I would
never start a Vine into growth until the end of

March or beginning of April, as then I should
secure the invaluable assistance of a long day,

bright sunshine, and genial weather—conditions

more conducive to high class Grape production
than any others which could be named. Grape
growing in the early spring months is by no
means an easy matter, and Vines which would
only produce a very ordinary crop if started in

January will often bear a first-rate crop if not
started until April. Where there are several

vineries and a long succession of Grapes is ex-

pected, it is, of course, necessary to start some of

them early ; but where there is only one vinery
I would strongly urge the starting to be delayed
until about the time just named when easy cul-

ture and good results would be the rule. Some
are ambitious to have Grapes ripe in June or

July ; but, when not for sale, they are really not
valuable then, as Strawberries, Gooseberries,

Plums, Peaches, Apricots, and other fruits are in

season from June until September, and no one
misses Grapes very much when a good supply of

these fruits can be had. When, however, these

are becoming scarce or altogether over. Grapes
are prized. Vines started into growth in April
will mature their fruit in September, and the

crop may be used during October, November, and
December—months in which Grapes will be
more acceptable than earlier, when choice dessert

fruits are readily obtained in great variety.

Grape growers on a small scale, who have adopted

this course, have been delighted with the free

way in which their Vines made their growth as

well as the fine supply of late fruit which was the

result.

April is an important month in Vine cul-

ture. Vines which have been growing for many
weeks will assume fresh vigour then, and tying

in the shoots, stopping, and thinning will require

attention two or three times weekly. I have seen

Vine shoots, tied down moderately close during
dull weather when making very slow growth,

after a day or two's bright sunshine push so

rapidly, that many were broken otf through being

tied down too closely. It is therefore unwise to

tie down the shoots closely while still growing,

and they should never be tied into their per-

manent positions until all danger of their making
a sudden start of this kind is past. As a rule,

amateurs are afraid to prune their Vines very

hard in. One eye, or two at most, are enough to

allow to each spur ; but from four to six are often

allowed to remain at pruning time, and when the

Vines are started into growth, the whole of these

grow, and the majority are allowed to remain
until they are some inches in length, in order

that it may be seen which one has the best bunch
or promise of one. But this plan is injurious to

the Vine, as so many shoots crowd each other,

and, when taken oft', they leave a wound, from
which sap flows freely ; whereas if the whole of

the young shoots were rubbed oft' when not more
than half an inch in length, except the one left to

bear fruit, the whole of the strength of the others

would be thiown into it, and it would be stronger

in both wood and leaf, and better able to produce

a larger bunch, than could be expected from

amongst the crowd which results from allowing

too many shoots to grow. I have noticed in many
vineries that the finest bunches and best finished

fruit were invariably produced on Vines where

the shpots were what many would be inclined
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to regard as too fai- apart, and the smallest and
worst finished bunches on Vines heavily laden

with a superabundance of shoots and leaves.

' Crowding a f^reat many rods into a small

space is bad enough, but crowding the shoots

is worse still, and both .shoidd be avoided

from the very beginning of the season. Rods

only formed last year, that are sending forth

shoots for the first time, will emit double the

number required to bear fruit or form per-

manent spurs, and the disbudding of these ought

to have very early attention. It is a mis-

take to allow the shoots to remain too close to

each other ; 12 inches, 15 inches, or even 18 inches

is not too far for them to be apart. We do not,

however, approve of having them directly

opposite each other on the rod, but alternately,

and about equal distances. Thus, the bottom

shoot might be 2 feet from the base on one side
;

the first shoot on the other side 2 feet 8 inches

up, and so on to the top. These shoots should

not be left until they are any great length, but

the majority of what will have to be removed
should be rubbed off almost as soon as they can

be seen. Disbudding is the first operation

demanding attention after the Vines begin to

grow ; then follows stopping the shoots. There

is a rule in this which may be followed almost

without exception—viz., stop every side shoot

two leaves or joints beyond the bunch, and as

growth goes on and stopping has to be done again

another leaf may be left ; but, unless the rods

are trained very far apart, the shoots should

never be allowed to extend further than three or

four leaves at most beyond the bunch. Neglect

in stopping leads quickly to the shoots extending

so far that they become entangled, light is

obstructed, and when a general cutting off of the

ends of the shoots takes place, much injury is

done to the Vines. I have teen Vines growing

most luxuriantly before this was done almost

come to a standstill, and it could easily be seen

that they had experienced a severe check. In

order to avoid this, the points of the shoots

should be pinched out with the finger and thumb
before they have extended far or become thicker

than a quill, and from this no injury whatever

will result. Indeed, it is a beneficial practice,

as the material needed to form a long useless

shoot will be confined to the fruit and shoot

which bears it, and these are the two points on

which to centre all the energies of the Vine.

Some practise ttinc; the rods to the trellis

about half their length up after pruning, and the

remainder is allowed to droop down. This is

supposed to make the young shoots push forth

as freely at the bottom as at the top ; but well

matured Vines do not require such treatment.

Where it is done, however, great care must be

taken in tying up the rods when the shoots on

them are some inches in length, as they are very

easily knocked off, and some may be removed
that ought to remain. Tying down the shoots,

too, requires much care. Sometimes they will

grow almost upright, and such shoots cannot be

got to bend down to the trellis and be tied in all

at once. At first they should only be bent

over gently and brought down a few inches
;

then, in three or four days, they should be

drawn down a little more, until, in three or

four tyings, they may be safely fixed in their

places. A moist, sweet atmosphere is one of the

greatest aids I could name to succes.sful Grape-

growing. Without this the wood, leaves, and
fruit will never develop thoroughly, and insects

will be plentiful. Some approve of syringing

from the time the Vines are started until tliey

come into flower. They cease during that period,

and continue syringing again until the colouring

of the berries begins. Vines thus treated are,

as a rule, remarkably clean and free from insects.

Others who do not syringe only damp the floors

or surface of the inside border, and Grapes

grown under this system are generally more per-

fect in the bloom which comes on the berries

than sucli as are syringed ; but they are seldom

so free from red spider, and clean Vines are to he

preferred to mere bloom on the fruit, although

syringed Vines are by no means destitute of that,

but it is apt to be a little blemished. As a rule.

Vines, and especially those in the hands of

amateurs, do not receive sufficient water in

summer

—

i.e., from the time they get fairly into

growth until the fruit is ripe. When the border

is well drained it is almost impossible to give too

much water ; the finest Grapes I ever had were
from Vines thoroughly drenched at the root once

a fortnight throughout the whole of the time

during which they were in active growth.

Marmm. J. MuiR.

TESTING FRUITS.

Apples sold to your dealers are so good and satis-

factoi-y as to size and quality. I remember many
complaints were made of our foreign shipments in

former years. I am glad to know that our

I)aekers and sliippers have become wiser.

Kinrj.tton, A^ }'. H. He.ndeicks.

TuE comments of " D. T. F." (p. 27.5) in The
Garden concerning the importance of tasting

fruits before deciding upon their merits are emi-

nently wholesome and judicious. The common
practice of mutual admiration committees going
about among the attractive fruit tables of an
exhibition and merely recording the verdict of the

eyes is pernicious in the extreme. It should be
forbidden by the rules of every society. Why, I

can furnish such committees with the most beau-
tifuldooking Pears, for instance, a man ever
beheld, perfect as to form, large in size, and gor-

geous in colour; but they would be sawdust in

flavour, and I would want to get behind the door
when the enthusiastic gentlemen began to cut into

the fruit. And so it is with all fruits. Large size

and handsome appearance are indeed desirable

features, and well worth striving for by fruitmen.

All fruit was doubtless made to please the eye as

well as tickle the palate, and the eye has a subtle

influence over the palate undeniably. But the

latter organ holds the sceptre in these matters,

and will not be cajoled by the eye. Who would
pick up the muddy little Seckel Pear were it not
for the sweet reminiscences of the palate ? It has
occurred to me that it might be well to select

blind gentlemen for these committees; then, in

order to judge at all, they would be obliged to taste

and smell. Surely it would be better so than not
to have the fruit tasted at all. But to " taste and
see" is the proper method. As a matter of fact,

I am constrained to believe that this squinting

or viewing-committee method of judging fruits

and making awards so much in vogue has led to

a deterioiation in quality in our new fruits pro-

duced in America of late years. All has been
sacrificed to size and appearance, and for this a
share of the blame is due to the market men.
The recent remark of a large grower and shipper

illustrates the situation, " As long as the fruit

sells well and grows abundantly I care not how it

tastes," said he. Thus the evil influence radiating

perhaps originally from our exhibition halls is

apparent.

I am surprised to find our Baldwin Apple placed

in the same category as to flavour with our
Newtown Pippin by your correspondent. He even
names it first. Now we would not speak of it in

the same breath here, so much superior do we
regard the latter. The Newtown Pippin is our
national pride. The Baldwin is our general

utility Apple, and among our most profitable

market sorts. But it is not to be compared with
the Newtown in flavour.

"D. T. F."says, "A more depressing task could
hardly be assigned to a buoyant horticulturist than
a month's inspection of the orchards of Great
Britain." This, it must be admitted, is sad news
from the land of gardens. And yet I can easily

imagine how a man might be made a shade too
" buoyant " to feel positively encouraged by an
inspection of even our American orchards. It is,

however, a pleasui-e to read that our American

Disbudding Peaches.—Up to the present

time the spring has been continuously cold, and
fruit trees have made but little progress, but as

soon as the wind shifts into a warmer quarter

Peach trees as well as other things will start into

active growth ; then is the time for the disbudder
to look round the trees for the first time in order

to remove all foreright and other ill-placed .shoots,

and to thin out others that are in clusters. Be
contented at first with opening out the growth to

let in light and air, but not too much cold. There
are two shoots to be permanently left on each of

the present bearing branches—one at the base and
the other as a leader. These are absolutely neces-

sary. Others in addition may be required to fill

up vacant spaces, and in going over the trees for

the first time a general estimate should be formed
of the requirements of the tree in the way of new
branches, and a selection should be so far made as

to leave on enough of likely looking shoots suit-

able for the purpose. North of London it is as

well to do the disbudding gradually and make at

least three operations of it to minimise the check,

leaving a week or ten days between each opera-

tion, but disbudding should not be done too early

if the weather is cold.—E. Hobday.

Vig'our )'. fertility.—Some years ago I planted
a frame 100 feet long with Sir C. Napier Straw-
berry. Hitherto I had grown this variety in pots,

but there were two considerations which induced
me to change my method of culture. In the first

place, as the fruit was not required before the

latter end of May, I could not see that anything
was gained by growing them in pots to come in at

so late a period, and a portion of the stock not

being quite up to the mark in the matter of strength

I thought they would gain in this respect by being
planted out. I was justified in my calculations by
the result. The following year they grew well,

not over-strongly, but made stout crowns, which
next spring threw up good strong flower-spikes

that gave the finest crop of fruit I ever saw under
glass. The berries averaged about twelve to the
half-pound basket, and the colour and general ap-

jiearance of them were so good, that tbey realised

f Is. per pound the first week in June, the highest

price we ever obtained at that late period of the

season and one that I never expect to get again. I

should have mentioned that as soon as the crop
was over the red foliage was cut off, and as soon

as the plants came into full growth the crowns
were thinned so as to avoid crowding. The third

year they were treated in the same manner, and I

never saw such fine plants as they made by the

end of the autumn, the crowns being of remarkable
size. The enjoyment by anticipation of the forest

of noble flower-stalks which would arise from them
was, however, the only delight I had, for at
flowering time they were woefully disappointing, a
great many of the plants being entirely barren,

and others partly so. Curiously enough, the bar-

renness was in converse ratio to the strength of

the crowns, the smallest plants being generally

fertile. I think this worth recording, as it has
been attempted to prove that vigour and fei'tility go
hand-in-hand : whereas over-feeding will as surely

drive out productiveness as starvation will cripple

it. This is equally as conspicuous in the case of

flowering plants as in that of fruits. —J. C'orxhill.

The Victoria Nectarine at Lambton.

—

"T. B.'s" latest description of this tree cannot be
accepted. It is an extension-trained tree pure
and simple, and in no respect an example of "just

the reverse," as he now states, but did not say so

before in a contemporary, where it is described as a
wonderful example of rapid growth only, else one
fails to comprehend why he wrote about it at all,

for the amount of space which the tree had covered

in a given time was the only point dwelt on by
"T. B." Let us see. According to " T. B.'s"
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figures, the tree was a young one to begin with,

was five years planted, and covered completely a

space 36 feet long by 14 feet high. Consequently

the branches on each side must have extended
annually at the rate of nearly 4 feet—total annu-

ally for both sides, nearly 8 feet. The branches

running up to the angles would be even longer

than this, annually nearly 5 feet perhaps. As
Nectarines under ordinarily favourable circum-

stances do not extend their radius at such a rate

all round, and as the Lambton tree was instanced

by "T. B." as a tree that had "had its shoots cut

back sufficiently to secure an even strength of

wood all over," one wants to know how the space

36 feet by 14 feet came to be filled in the time.

Be that as it may, it is interesting to note that,

taking this Lambton tree as an example, 7-esfric-

tioii, according to "T. B.," means a young tree ex-

tending at the rate of fii/ly one hundred sqnai-efeet

anmtally ! This is a great stride forward and
leaves the "medium between the two extremes,"

about which we have heard so much, far behind.

Indeed, " T. B." is now quite an extensionist, for

the Lambton Nectarine he praised so much and
was so favourably impressed by could not have
been produced by any other system than the one

which he has lately condemned. The mere fact

that the extraordinary size of the tree, for its age,

astonished an experienced gardener like " T. B.,"

and caused him to write about it, is sufiicient cor-

roboration of all that I have stated. The only
difference between now and then is that "T. B."
was not then committed to the opposition he has
shown lately to the extensionists, and perhaps he
had quite forgotten the Lambton Nectarine.

—

J. S. W.

Effects of frost on growing Vines.—A
singular occurrence came under my notice lately in

reference toahousefulof healthyyoung Vineswhich
had made shoots from 15 inches to 18 inches long.

All their roots were in an outside border and duly
mulched with from 6 inches to 8 inches (12 inches

round the stem) of leaves and litter ; everything
looked satisfactory, till one sunny morning, about
8 a.m., after 18' of frost; the leaves were then

noticed to flag, one Vine severely so. Such an un-

usual circumstance raised suspicion that a rat

had gnawed the stem through on the outside, but
on close investigation it was discovered that

blackbirds and thrushes in search of food had on
the previous day scratched away the mulching
materials, and thus exposed a small portion of the

stem to the frost. This was a most vexatious dis-

coveryinthecaseof such promisingVines; however,

it was at once decided to heavily shade the house
and keep the Vines frequently syringed. They
looked very unhapjiy all day, but by the next morn-
ing all, except a few leaves which we removed,
looked little the worse, and I am glad to say have
continued so. Some years ago I remember some
discussion taking place as to somewhat similar

results of frost on a house of Vines in the autumn,
but then the leaves all dropped off. Has anyone
had similar experience as to the effects of frost on
Vines in spring ?—W. Crump, Jlaclrarield Court,

Malvern.

SHORT NOTES.—FRUIT.

Pear Beurre Alexandre Lucas.—At the exhibition
organised by the Cereic d' Arboricvilture at Ghent, in Sep-
tember, this Pe.ir was remarkable for its handsome appear-
ance, and was one of the finest sorts shown there. Like
some otlier good Pears, it owes its origin to aecident, being
found in the forest of Blais by M. Lucas, after whom it is

named. Its season is Januiiry and February. It isvigoi-

ous and fertile.—J. C. B.

Melons in brick pits (3/. S.).—It ia possible to raise

Melons in brick pits ; but it is best to raise plants first in a
small frame ready for planting out into the brick pits. Fill

these latter with long well-turned stjible manure, moderately
trodden Put the fr.ames on to exclude rain ; the manure
will soon settle down closely, and, as it does, add 4 inches
in thickness of good old turfy loam, a little heaped in the
centre of each light. As soon as there is a gentle warmth
plant your plants singly in the centre of each mound.—D.

Preserving Plums (/. D.).—You should boil the syrup
quickly for about fifteen or twenty minutes. Do not use it

till it is quite cold. Pour some into each jar th.at the fruit

may not be bruised in dropping it in ; add enough syrup to
quite cover the fruit.—E.ast Anglia.

GRAPES AND FLOWERS TOfJETHER.

Havino had a holiday in the Riviera, I did not see
" J. F. C.'s" query (p. 218) respecting Calla .-ethio-

pica until to-day. I have read the remarks of
" J. F." in The Gakden (April 24), and I think he
makes the cultivation a little more difficult than I

find it to be. About the beginning of June I take
my Callas (which are now just finishing blooming)
out of their 8-inch pots (there is but little soil to

shake oft) and plant them in a trench in my
sandy soil enriched with some old Mushroom
bed manure, and there they remain (generally

leafless, for the leaves die away), without more
water than they get from the skies, on the south
side of a Holly hedge until they are taken up
and repotted about the middle or end of Sep-
tember in loam. Mushroom bed manure, and
silver sand. The pots are moved into one of my
greenhouse vineries, and are placed on the soil in

a sunk bed amongst Ferns, Cytisuses, Azaleas,

Cinerarias, Marguerites, and whatever else I am
growing, 6 feet or more from the roof, and they
begin blooming about the end of November and
continue until April without manure, saucers, or

any other attention. I must have had this season
sixty or seventy fine blooms off my six plants ;

therefore I am warranted in recommending them
to all amateurs. As I have before stated, I have
very little heat in the daytime unless in frosty

weather, and I give plenty of air and light.

This year I have been ti-ying double Deutzia can-

didissima as a pot plant, and it is now in flower

and a great success. My Gloire de Dijon Rose
in a corner at the east end of my coolest house
has been in flower about a fortnight, and
must have at least 200 blooms upon it. It

has some prepared soil round its roots on
the floor of the house. By fumigating gently
for two or three nights running, I do much
better than by one violent fumigation. My
Cheshunt Hybrid Rose is doing equally well,

but is later. I grow it in a Vine pot, and summer
and winter it out of doors. Another Gloire de
Dijon Rose I also grow in a Vine pot in a similar

way for succession, and it likewif5e is a success.

The greatest treasure I have found lately is Pri-

mula obconica. It is a perpetual bloomer, and
has good heads of pale lilac flowers with a yellow
eye. " L. S." asks (April 24) the name of a
common sweet-scented flowering .shrub at Cannes.
Judging from his description, it is the Pitto-

sporum, and the flowering trees in the Tuilleries

Gardens, about which he also inquires, are doubt-
less the Paulownias, that is, if the flowers are

like Gloxinia blooms. It may interest another
of your correspondents to learn that the double
Sparmannia africana flowers everywhere in the

open air in the Riviera, even in March, growing
6 feet or 7 feet high, or more. I suspect that

it gets too much coddled up with us, like many
other things. I should like to add just a word
on the subject of Narcissus Horsefieldi, v hich is

to my taste the queen of Daffodils, with its long
yellow trumpet and white wings. About four

years ago I gave eight shillings for a dozen bulbs.

These have increased to above 100 (out of doors,

of course) in my sandy soil by constant division,

which they stand well about July, and in spite

of the long winter they are now in full beauty.

Almost every bulb has a flower, so I take it that

soil and climate are both suitable. Those trans-

planted last year have flowered as well as the

untouched groups. Nokth-west Cheshike.

Primrose thefts.—As one of your subscribers

and constant readers, I think it will be well if you
would sound a note of warning in defence of our

Primrose. I have a property and grounds near B-arnet

at Totteridge. We have for many years endeavoured

to naturalise wild flowers in a wood at the bottom of

the grounds, with some success. The Primrose d.iy

has given an impetus to Primrose sale, and for the

last two years I have suffered by the depredations of

Primrose seekers ; not content with plucking flowers,

they bring baskets and dig them up by the roots. Last

year at least a bushel of plants was rooted up, and
through the aid of police brought into court. This

year again, though we have watched, on two occasions

similar depredations have taken place from my wood.

As all these Primroses have been carefully planted

and naturalised, it seems hard to lose these gems for

the mere whim of political agitation. I certainly

prefer my Primroses to the prodigal decoration of

cab-horses, carriage lamps, and button-holes and
statues.

—

.John Pauet (Colonel), 8, Cambridge Gate,

Regent's Park.

Books.

THE CARNATION AND PICOTEE.*
Of late years much fragmentary information bear-

ing upon the management of the Carnation and
Picotee has been given in the various gardening
papers, one result following from it being that

there is now scarcely a gaiden in which some
representative of these foremost members of the
Dianthus family may not be found. Another
mark of their popularity is the large demand that

exists for plants of the finer named varieties, and
also for the rapidly increasing self and fancy
flowers. One of the best cultivators and raisers

of the day, Mr. Dodwell, has just issued a small

volume on "The Carnation and Picotee," a task

for which he is well qualified. For something
like half a century he has cultivated Carnations

and Picotees, and for thirty years at least he has
contributed to many gardening publications his

views on the properties and management of these

flowers. He, therefore, undertook, at the request

of many friends, to collect, reprint, and issue the

papers he had written from time to time, with
such additions as might be necessary, and the

whole appear in the little volume before us. The
opening chapter consists of a lecture on the

history of these flowers, delivered by Mr. Shirley

Hibberd before the Carnation and Picotee Society

in ISSl. Then follow other chapters on the

management of the flowers, what constitutes

excellence in them, on dressing for exhibition (a

practice that Mr. Dodwell zealously defends),

why do Carnations run ? (a term used by florists

when a flaked flower takes on the self-coloured

form) on seedling raising, on the diseases of the

Carnation, and a series of scraps bearing on
points affecting their management and exhibition,

followed by a descriptive list. As a matter of

course, Mr. Dodwell writes from a florist's point

of view, and deals mainly with plants grown in

pots to produce flowers for exhibition. Neverthe-

less, his garden at Oxford illustrates annually the

value of the Carnation and Picotee as border

plants ; all his seedlings are grown in the open
ground, and while his houses and frames are

aglow with Carnations in July and August, the

open garden contains hundreds of plants belonging

to the same race of flowers ; in fact, they fill

every available space. Any promising seedlings

are marked, lifted from the open ground, placed

in pots for the convenience of layering, and
proved the following year. Mr. Dodwell and his

brother florists grow their choice varieties in pots

because they are under better control, and in

order to have them more secure during the winter

months. Winter often hits these plants hard ;

many plants indeed perished in the open ground
this year. The chapter on management gives

directions for each month of the year, and much
incidental information may be found in it. The
calendrial directions are not merely bare recitals

of routine management : they are the directions

of a cultivator who is thoroughly acquainted with

the varying rnoods of a particular variety, and
knows "how best to minister to its necessities.

Under the head of April, he states :

—

Delicate growers, or v.arieties which suffer from suffusion

of the colour, whether of Carnations or Picotees, and whether
it be the discolouration of the back petals, or the melting of

the colour into the white of the surface, will be greatly

advantaged by a liberal admixture of small pieces of char-

coal, about the size of a Pea, with the soil at the time of

potting. My practice is to have a measure of charcoal of the

size described conveniently at hand whilst potting, and to

* " The Carnation and Picotee ; its history, properties and
management, A'c." By B. S. Dodwell, with a portrait of the

author. London : Groombridge and Sons, P,aternoster How.
Derby : W. Bacon ; and the Author, Stanley Road, Oxford.
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throw in a large handful, sometinicH two, in every case
where the Grass is .very o])en and succulent, or when
expei ience has shown that the tendency referred to exists.

Younc; growers puzzled by this tendency in the
flower will be thankful for so valuable a hint.
One might quote other equally useful information
from the book did space permit. Tlie exhibitor
will find it to be the best guide he can have by
him all the lyear round. And with three special
exhibitions of Carnations and Picotees, he has his
hands now full. There are the annual exhibitions
of the National Carnation antl Picotee Society in
London and at Manchester, and the Oxford Union
of Cultivators, which held its first exhibition last
year. Indeed, that there has been a satisfactory
revival as regards the Carnation and Picotee there
can be no doubt, and Mr. Dodw-ell's useful treatise

appears at a time when it is most needed.—R. D.

FIRST-CLASS CERTIFICATES.
The meeting of the Royal Horticultural Society
on Tuesday last was remarkable for the relatively

large number of first-class certificates given by
the floral committee to plants submitted to it.

This does occur sometimes. Some are inclined
to think that the deliberations of this committee
are influenced by the moon. Be that as it

may, it is clear that its members do not always
look upon tlie objects presented to them in the
same light. There appears to be no fixed

principles upon which the granting of certificates

is based. Sometimes plants as old as the hills,

so to speak, and common enough in gardens, are
awarded first-class certificates ; at other times
plants equally beautiful and perhaps less known
are passed over because they are old. Plants
wholly without merit in their relation to the
garden are certificated simply because a few
enthusiasts on the committee had never seen
them before, and the rest think that it must be
the correct thing to vote with them. The tiny
North American Primrose certificated last week
was a case in point, but this was probably
because the judges were all Primula fancier.s,

and their enthusiasm was not tempered by the
cooler judgment of those who always consider
the merits of an exhibit from a garden point of

view. The inconsistency of the committee was
more noticeable on Tuesday last than iisual. On
that daj' certificates were awarded to plants of
sterling merit, and others to plants of very doubt-
ful value, while some plants placed before the
committee—among which was one of the loveliest

exhibited—were passed over because they were
said to be old. The committee's ideas of old

introductions are somewhat peculiar. The tinted

variety of Anemone nemorosa—one of the plants

unrewarded—was not known twenty years ago
;

whereas Beaumontia grandiflora, which was
unanimously certificated, was introduced nearly
seventy years ago. Let us now compare these

two plants as regards commonness, one of the

reasons, we believe, why the Anemone was vetoed.

The Beaumontia is not uncommon ; it may be

seen in many old gardens, but it is often thrown
away because it cannot be induced to flower—the
reason why it has become so little known at exhi-

bitions—and it is perhaps by accident that the
specimen at Panshanger has turned out so fine.

Now, as to the Anemone, hardy plantsmen will

tell you that it is a plant desired by the many,
but obtainable only by the few. In trade cata-

logues it is higher priced than any other Anemone.
One may go into a hundred gardens and not see

it in ninety-nine of them. Is it then not a plant
that should be known and stamped by the autho-
rity of the Royal Horticultural Society as a plant

of high merit. Looking down the list of certi-

ficated plants given in our report, it will be seen
that it includes three varieties of Amaryllis, four
sorts of Narcissus, and four sorts of Fritillaria

latifolia. The Auiaryllises and Daffodils were

douVjtless worthy of the distinction conferred on
them, but what the committee could see in the

four Fritillariea to induce them to stamp them
as plants of garden value, one cannot imagine.
If the labels were taken from them and the
flowers intermixed it would puzzle any ordinary
person to separate them, or point out their differ-

ences. These Fritillaries came from M. Krelage,
of Haarlem, and, fortunatelyfor him, he sent thirty

sorts instead of half-a-dozen; therefore, going on
the lines of proportionate ratio, it seemed as if

the committee could not select fewer than four.

If the certificated four only had been sent, only
one would in all probability have been cerli-

ticated. At the best, Fritillaria latifolia is but a
third-rate bulb now-a-days, and out of the thirty

shown there was not one that could compare with
old named varieties of the same plant, such, for

example, as that named Black Knight, wdiich has
been grown for years. As an interesting series

of seedlings, M. Krelage's exhibit was remarkable
—nothing more. Perhaps, however, the certifi-

cates were awarded merely as a compliment to a

foreigner. That may be polite, but should this

mutual admiration feeling exist in a committee
representing the National Horticultural Society

of this country '(

A GARDEN AT CLAPHAM COIMMON.

Clapham Lodge, of which an illustration is

given- on the opposite page, is typical of pleasant

places still to be found on the outskirts of Clap-
ham Common. At one time the entire common
was surrounded by first-class residences, but of

late years since the outgrowth of London has
reached the district, many fine places have been
banded over to the speculating builder and
quickly transformed from a paradise of tree

growth into a wilderness of bricks ami mortar.

The builder in the London suburbs seems to

have a great aversion to trees, which he speedily

demolishes, though often the growth of centuries,

and this even when they would not have inter-

fered with his operations. The gardens about
Clapham Common range from one acre to ten
acres in extent ; the largest often contain all the

features of an interesting land scape, and connected
therewith is also frequently a small farm. Mr.
Dredge's garden, the subject of our illustration, is

about five acres in extent ; it contains, on the

southern side, a small kitchen garden surrounded
by shrubberies and a beautiful lawn running to

the edge of a miniature lake, the upper part

being mostly covered with glasshouses. The
house itself is only situated a few hundred yards
from the common, but so secluded that one
would scarcely suspect that it is surrounded by
a populous neighbourhood. The trees are the

glory of this suburban garden ; without them the
place would not be nearly so remarkable. It

IS, in fact, covered with fine trees, chiefly

Elms, some of which have a girth of 13 feet

at breast high. These great Elms form an avenue
on the western boundary of the garden, and
therefore serve as a screen to the neighbouring
property. There are also a good many other
trees about the place, including a huge Horse
Chestnut, with a circumference of stem of 12 feet,

tolerably large Lebanon Cedars, and a Copper
Beech ; but the most remarkable of all is a mag-
nificent Plane, a true London Plane (Platanits

acerifolia). This tree is about 70 feet high, and
has a huge .symmetrical Iiead, which sjjreads 95 feet

one way and b8 feet the other, the girth of the
bole at breast high being 12 feet 8 inches. It is

one of the chief features of the place, and, being
situated in a low part, is overlooked from the

house ; indeed, it seems as if the position of the
house was chosen with a view to the position of

this Plane, which is in a direct line with the

central axis of the house. The lawn is a broad
expanse of turf, uninterrupted except by the

huge Elms and other trees which rise from it.

It terminates at the edi:e of the lake, as may be
seen in the engraving, and this piece of water has

lieen skilfully designed so as to appear larger

than it is. It seems to have been at one time

a part of a natural watercourse, as it is, or

was, connected with a lake in the adjoining

grounds now attached to a convent. The tail

part of the lake runs into an artificial rocky

cavern, which on tlie waterside has a natural

look, and it is from this point that the photo-

grapher* took the view. To carry the deception

farther, a rustic bridge spans the other end of the

lake, so that a stranger looking acr.''ss the lawn
from the house would fancy that the lake ex-

tended far beyond its real boundary. Altogether,

the lawn view is at all times charming, and par-

ticularly in summer and earlier, when the tteesare

fresh with new foliage, the effect is enhanced.

The shrubberies are carpeted with flowers, which
are allowed to have their o-svn way ; and at one
part, under some Apple trees, is a Primrose
garden, just now ablaze with bloom. It is a
capital place for such plants, for they get light

when they want it, and during summer the thin

foliage of the Apples aflbrds them the necessary

shade. The upper or north side of the house is

difl'erent. Here Nature gives way to Art. Gay
borders of flowers may be seen from spring till

autumn, and these are a direct contrast to the

quiet and subdued aspect on the lawn side.

Covering the wall by tlje carriage drive is a re-

markable specimen of a Wistaria, which travels

along the wall for a length of 90 leet, and has

a girth of stem of nearly 3 feet. In its course

the Wistaria stem has met a Pear tree, which it

is doing its best to strangle, for it has entwined
its branches around the stem like a large serpent.

The Pear is practically transformed into a stan-

dard Wistaria, and shortly the entire tree will

be garlanded with the Wistaria bloom.

The glasshouses are numerous, and include a

conservatory adjoining the house in which the

chief feature is an exquisitely designed fernery

and dripping pool, one of the best examples of

the kind we have seen. Besides the vineries and
fruit houses there is a stove containing a good col-

lection of plants, including Orchids, some of which
are out ol the common, as Mr. Dredge has re-

ceived them from time to time from his engineer-

ing friends in the Tropics. The most recent

addition is a Bomarea from a new locality, which
may prove to be entirely new. W. G.

Medinilla maRnifica.—We have not a finer

stove shrub than this Medinilla, whether judged
for its beauty or for the ease witli which it grows and
flowers. In small houses it is not possible to afford it

the space required for its full development, but where
there is plenty of room no plant is better deserving of

it. There is now at Kew, in the hot, moist house
where the Victoria Water Lily is grown, an unusually
well-flowered specimen of this Medinilla measuring,

as it does, about 5 feet in height and 7 feet in widtti,

and bearing no less than 85 magnificent bunches of

flowers. 'Ihe large, healthy, succulent foliage, with
these long-stalked pendent bunches of flowers hanging
from amongst them, each bunch having about its base

large rose-coloured bracts, and being composed of

many bright rose flowers, has a particularly striking

appearance, and as the flowers remain good on the

plant for several weeks, the picture is a lasting one.

Since the introduction of this species we have been
made acquainted with such kinds as M. Curtisi, M.
amabilis, M. erythrophylla, and M. erosa, but the

grandest of them all is the old maguifica, which comes
to us from Manilla, and is happy with us if kept in a

moist stove.

Mr. BranfiU, Westminster Chambers.
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NOTES.
Cherry blossom.—It is the month of May,

and the great wreaths of snowy-white Cherry
blossoms are tossed up against the pale blue

sky. I doubt if there is a fairer .sight on earth

than that afforded by the orchards in Kent and
Surrey, when the fruit trees are in full bloom.

Here and there are Almond trees garnished with
bright pink buds and paler flowers ; the Chestnuts

are leafing faster day by day, but finer than all

and more full of promise are the Cherry trees

near the brick houses, or the black tile-roofed

barns. Most delicious are these first cool, fresh

sunny daj's of May, rich in tenderest leafage, and
fragrant with the scent from white Narcissus

and crimson Wallflower in lines beneath the

snowy Pear trees. The Hawthorn is late this

multifiorum). There are several varieties, one
having leaves variegated with gold, and there is

also a giant variety. Well grown clumps of the
typical variety flower quite readily if placed in

a little heat early in the year. At .South Ken-
sington the other day Mr. George Paul exhibited
some good e.vamples of this plant, and very
efl'ective they looked in front of a bank of forced
Roses. To my mind this plant has no rival for

graceful beauty as a conservatory plant if we
except the white Arum, or Nile Lily (Richardia)
as it is sometimes called. Even as a hardy plant
in a deep, rich soil the Polygonatums are all

free growing and effective ; none more so than
the type with its nodding leafy wands set with
clusters of its dangling bells. Later in the

season these flowers are often succeeded by dark

life are visible to him which the botanists gene-
rally have no opportunity of seeing. In the gar-
den we actually prove surmised relationships by
hybridisation or by grafting. For example, the
flowering of the first hybrid Phalajnopsis at
Chelsea the other day has settled beyond ques-
tion the fact of Phalienopsis intermedia being a
hybrid between P. amabilis and P. rosea—a fact

long ago guessed at by Reichenbach and other
lovers of Orchids. In this manner the gardener
may prove the origin of many common garden
plants now in doubt, such as the Auricula, dil-

ferent so-called species of Narcissi—those of the
N. odorus section, for example ; the garden Onion,
Wheat, Pine-apple, or Banana. Mr. Baker's
speech at the conference was a remarkably effec-

tive one, and no one man has ever done more to

I,:t\vn view ;lt ('l;llili;im Li.hIji.', Claphulll t'l'lilluun.

season, and there is no Apple blossom in the full

flush of its rosy beauty as at this date last year,

but still the warm breath of flowery May is upon
us, and every sandy bank or tangled hedge has a
thousand secrets of sap movement invisible—

a

power unknown. Who shall tell us how the
stagnant water of the ditches is transnuited into

embroidered leaf, unfretted flower, or into

luscious fruitage fit for a queen's table ! To
unravel the mysteries of plant growth may be
for a time denied us, but one may at least admire
the May-day beauty of the Cherry tree and
plant it more generally than is now the rule.

Solomon's Seax.—Perhaps one of the most
graceful of all the hardy perennials which
readily lends itself to forcing in pots or in baskets
is the common old King's Signet (Polygonatum

greenish black berries, reminding one of black
pearls, and still later its leaves die oft' a glowing
yellow colour, so that in all its phases this plant
is beautifid.

The Primrose Conference has again proved
how much of benefit may result from the friendly
meeting of the botanist with the gardener. Sir
J. D. Hooker, Mr. Baker, and otliers in their

speeches were all agreed as to the wisdom of
this unity, and proved—if indeed proof were now
needed—that the one cannot hope to succeed
without the other. The botanist, by virtue of his

living and working amongst books and dried
specimens, has advantages of analysis and wide
research that but few gardeners possess. On the
other hand, the gardener works amongst living

plants, and a thousand variable traits in plant

bridge over the differences that exist between the

gardener and the botanist.

Forced Sword flowers.—I see the first snowy
blossoms opening on The Bride Gladiolus, which
is pushing up its slender spires among the tall

Grass-like leaves in a warm house. This is, as I

think, one of the finest of all bulbs for forcing or
for outdoor culture in a warm sandy border.

Well-grown pots of bulbs flower freely the first

season, and still better the second, and either as

growing or after being cut the flowers are most
useful. It cannot be too widely known that the
spikes of all Gladioli open out in water as freely

as if left on the plant, and are, moreover, of

longer duration. This is a great advantage
possessed by nearly all bulbous flowers, and it is

one well worth the attentive notice of all who
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have to semi flowers to a distance, as is now so

frequently the case. The best plan is to cut the

flowers early in the day and to place them in

water for a couple of hours or so ere they are

packed for transit. Flowers cut in the bud stage

and so treated may bo closely packed with their

own leaves, or in soft tissue paper (never in

cotton wool), and will reach their destination as

fresh as when cut. This year, for the sake of

variety, we have forced a few pots of the common
old Byzantine species (Gladiolus by/.antinus), and

its broader, greener leaves and liright rose-purple

flowers contrast well with tliose of The Bride.

Nearly all the species would, no doubt, force well,

but this G. byzantinus is so cheap and conimon,

that it .should be largely so used.

Blackberry culture.—;If the Blackberry is

ever to become popular and generally productive

in Northern England and Scotland, 1 should think

these results will be best secured by the careful

selection of our finest native varieties. I am
fully aware that Blackberry culture is profitable

in California and elsewhere in the United States,

where large quantities of the fruit are grown and

marketed, but the varieties there grown were

selected from or seedlings raised from the native

American species. We have had some kinds of

American Blackljerries in our gardens for years,

but, so far, they have not made much headway,

and I am afraid that our climate is not so suitable

to their growth and fruiting as is that of America.

We get scarcely half the sunsliine of the United

States, and one result of this is that the Vines do

not show fruit until too late in the year for it to

ripen thoroughly. The variety in size and

quality amongst "our native forms is very great,

and I have now and then come across some
which for size and flavour of fruit could not well

be surpassed. No doubt the Blackberry when
perfectly ripe is a very delicious fruit, either as

plucked fresh from the vines, or when cooked

with Apples in tarts and other confections, but

even our native species is capricious and does not

exist in all localities alike. On dry banks in

full sunshine where its roots can reach the water

it luxuriates, as also in stony places where but

little else would grow. It would be interesting

to know where American kinds have succeeded

really well in England or Scotland.

Colours in flowers.—But little is known
on the subject of floral colouring ; indeed, until

very recently the professional botanist ignored

colour altogether, or only alluded to it in a

perfunctory sort of way. To the physiologist,

and especially to the practical hybridist, this

question of colour is vital, and I have often

thought that good results would be more surely

obtained if the hybridiser had the advantage of

a few lessons in the mixture of simple colours

from a painter. More especially should he learn

to analyse in his mind's eye the actual colours

which exist in the two individual plants he

attempts to cross or to hybridise. For instance,

colour is present everywhere in a plant, and not

merely confined to the blossom, as is by some
supposed. Examine a plant of common wild

Primrose, and we find yellow flowers on pink

stalks ; the leaves are green, but their midribs

below and the rhizome are pink or reddish ; hence

the probable occurrence of pink-flowered varieties

is self-explanatory ; it is merely a shifting of local

colouring matter from the rootstock to the

blossom, and may result from simple seedling

variation without any crossing whatever. If we
find red colouring matter in roots, stems, or leaf-

stalks of white or yellow-flowered plants, we
may always expect their seedlings sooner or later

to show traces of this colouring in the flower, and
if this red combines with the yellow, we get

reddish brown flowers, as in some Polyanthuses ; if

with white or colourless tisstte of the petals, then,

of course, the pink or red is pure when attracted

or driven to the IjlorJsom.

Wild Primroses.—Mr. Boscawen's group of

coloured forms of the wild Primrose was one of

the most interesting exhibits at the late Confer-

ence. As I was pointing them out to a friendly

visitor, he remarked that they were doubtless

the result of old garden cultivation in Cornwall,

although now apparently wild there. They were
very fresh and showy, ranging in colour from

white to yellow, and through all the gradations

from pale lilac-rose or pink to a deep rosy lake

colour. They were true Primroses, and would
firm a good groundwork on which to begin the

rearing of a strong-habited, free-blooming race.

Crossed with such a richly-coloured form as is

Dean's P. auricuUeflora, one might hope I'or a

showy series of these popular flowers of spring.

I must own to an attection for the Primrose

proper as distinguished from the Polyanthus

forms, and really good varieties of the former are

decidedly more rare. In many gardens Prim-
roses soon develop into Polyanthuses unless the

most rigid selection is made from the seedlings

year by year. Mr. Boscawen's group was so at-

tractive, that I hope he will tell us if they are

really wild forms, or whether he thinks that they

originally escaped from cultivation.

" A NEW departure."—It is to be hoped that

the well-directed elforts of the Royal Horticul-

tural Society with regard to the provincial show,

to be held at Liveriiool on June 29 to July 5

inclusive, will meet with the success they deserve.

One point connected with this show merits

especial notice—namely, the provisions made for

the exhibition of gardening and botanical litera-

ture anil objects of science and art as connected

with botany and gardening. This is an innova-

tion worthy of support ; and if well carried out,

this portion of the exhibition will prove a most

attractive one. Classes are formed for : 1. British

and colonial periodical horticultural literature.

2. Educational books in garden science suitable

for young gardeners. 3. Standard and reference

books suitable for advanced students. 4. Books
historically interesting relating to gardening and
botany from the earliest dates to the end of the

ISth century. It is to be hoped that those wdio

may possess rare old works will kindly lend

them for this exhibition. 5. A class has been
formed for foreign garden literature, so that we
may hope to compare our neighbour.s' progress

with our own. (i. Models, diagrams, and appara-

tus suitable for teaching purposes for use in

chemistry, physics, or vegetable physiology. 7.

Series of specimens illustrating methods of graft-

ing and budding. There is a section devoted to

plan-drawing and surveying, and also one illus-

trative of decorative art in wdiich prizes will be

awarded for botanical drawings, and also for

decorative designs in oil or water-colour, and on
china or terra-cotta vases, &o. This seems a most
praiseworthy attempt to obtain some variety of

interest connected with our ordinary flower show
system, and those who may wish to exhibit books

or drawings should apply to Mr. Barron, of Chis-

wick, who will aft'ord all particulars on the sub-

ject.

Sea Buckthorn.— Wherever it luxuriates this

is a distinct and handsome shrub at all seasons,

having, as its name implies, an especial liking for

the sandy shore. I once saw it vermilion with
berries on the Lincolnshire coast, but never so

fine in stature as behind the sandbanks at

Courtown Harbour, in the county of Wexford,
where it forms spreading groves, and many of

the specimens have great old gnarled stems,

storm-twisted, but tall enough for one to walk
beneath their hoary crowns. As seen thus

luxuriant near the rippling sea, its soft olive

grey foliage in contrast with the yellow sand
forms a sight that might delight a jiainter, and
one to which only a good (jue could do bare
justice. That it is a native shrub makes it the
more interesting, and although naturally a denizen
of the seashore, it now and tlien lends itself to,

culture inland. There must be barren stretches'

of sanil on many parts of our coast wdiere thia
\t\ant is not found naturally where it might be
introduced with eftect, and no other .shrub I'

know, except perhaps the Tamarisk, is so effectual

in fixing the shifting sand. Wherever it grows
freely and fruits well it forms a very pleasing
bush, the effect of its bright red berries among its'

soft grey leaves being quite a study. It is

certainly, as I believe, one of the plants best

suited tor gardens or waste places near the sea.

The cojimon Primrose.—There are a good
many Primroses in cultivation, but none really

finer for English gardens than is our native stem-
less species, now fresh and beautiful everywhere.
In Sussex just now every wood and copse is filled

with its sweet-scented fl(.iwers, and a big bowl of

them arranged with their own rich leaves is a
posy fit for a palace. Improved as it has been
m colour variety, it yet possesses potentialities

in that way. It varies from nearly pure white
to deep rosy lake or pale crimson, and there is a
curious old green-flowered form nut now often

seen. In some places the i-osy kinds appear
spontaneously in the woods and hedges, and
even the common or typical yellow form is well
worth careful naturalisation on the fringes of

grassy lawns, and near trees where it does not
naturally exist. As a pot pdant it has not re-

ceived quite all the attention it deserves. It

good young plants are potted up in autumn and
placed in a sunny frame, they flower quite freely

in winter and early spring, and it is then one of

the most welcome plants for indoor decoration.

In habit, form, colour, and fragrance tliis wildling

is so fine, that were it a new species instead of a

common old one we should rave about it, and
gladly pay pounds for the freshness and beauty
which pence will now buy. |

The creeping Forget-me-Jjot.— One of the
most lovely flowers of spring,iwith fresh green
leaves and blossoms of a tendei* blue. We have
nothing else like it, either for a shady border or

for naturalisation under trees. Beautiful as it is,

it is also capricious sometimes; but when seen

spreading about under trees, almost liy the acre,

as at Carton, one learns to look upon it as a
precious spring flower. While in blossom resem-

bling a Forget-me-not in some degree, it is quite

difi'erent in leafage and growth, and should find a
place in all gardens, its beauty being sure to be ap-

preciated. As grown on the fringe of a grassy lawn,

or on a bank partially shaded, and in deep, rich

soil, it increases rapidly and contrasts well with
Primroses, and especially with the common pale

yellow kind. It is quite readily increased by
division. Veronica.

Hymenophylluin tunbridgense and its ally

or variety Wilsoni are, under ordinary circum-
stances, amongst the most difficult and unsatis-

factory of Ferns to grow ; they usually drag out
a misei'able e.xistence for a short time and then
die, even where the Killarney Fern (now, alas !

extinct, or nearly so, at Killarney) does fairly

well. A couple or three years ago a gentleman
told me of a mode of treatment which lias proved

'

very successful in my hands, and wliioh is not, I

think, generally known ; at least, it was new to

such a skilful hand as "Veronica," under whose
care I yesterday saw two most thriving specimens
grown in the following way, he having taken the

"tip" from me: Fill a pot proportioned to the

size of your sod of Filmy Fern with Sphagnum, or.
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failing that, an old sponge will do; tie with fine

wire the Fern without any soil on the outside of

the pot; invert into a saucer of water, and place

a bell-glass over all. "Veronica's" plants are in

a shady part of an ordinary rather large conser-

vatory, and are models of healthy growth after

being about a year and a half in their present
quarters. I have also seen it doing well in a
dwelling room. Of course, it must be shaded
from direct sunlight. As I happen to jiossess a
tiny cold house very moist and shady, I have the
pleasure of a large mat, about a yard square, of

Filmy Fern, simply nailed on the back wall, a
solid mass of glistening fronds; but such a house
is not in every garden.

—

Greenwood Pim.

Trees and Shrubs.

PYRUS COROXARIA.
This is the American representative of the Mains
or Crab section of Pyrus, and is distinguished

from the European species by one or two well-

marked characteristics. One is well
shown on the acccimpanying wood-
cut, and this is tlie more or less lobed
foliage, which is ditl'erent in this

respect from any of the otliers, while
the green fruits, which, e\'en when
ripe, are almost devoid of colour,

form a direct contrast to the fruits of

others, which, as a rule, are highly
tinted. As a flowering tree it takes

high rank, the blo.ssoms being of a
delicate shade of pink when fully ex-

panded, but in the bud state they are

of a mucli deeper hue. They are also

very agreeably scented. This Ameri-
can Crab extends over a wide tract

of country from near Lake Superior,
in British Americi, to Louisiana,
being more particularly abundant
among the Alleghany Mountains. In
this country it is perfectly hardy,
and forms a tree in habit a good deal

like an Apple ; it succeeds best

under conditions such as the other '
;

well-known members of the family
thrive under. When planted in an
isolated position on a lawn or similar
spot it is highly ornamental, as the tree

when full grown has a most picturesque
aspect, and, besides which, the flowers

are later in expanding than any of

the others. Though it was introduced
during the early part of the last

century, it is seldom met with in this

country, one of the finest plants I am
acquainted with being a large specimen
in the Botanic Garden at Cambridge.
The Chinese Crab (Pyrus specta-

bilis) is another fine Crab that forms
a free, somewhat upright - habited
specimen, flowering rather earlier

than the last-named, and with even
more showy blossoms. The blooms
of this are semi-double in character,

and remain in beauty a good while, especially
where so situated that they receive a certain
amount of shelter from frosts and strong winds
without choking up or overshadowing the
Pyrus. Some specimens of this scattereil over
the lawns at Kew are every jear most attractive,
though at the same time several other trees and
shrubs are in bloom. The Chine.se Crab is by no
means a novelty, for, according to Loudon, it was
introduced into this country in 1780. Like the
preceding kind, it is quite hardy.

Pyrcs Malus floribuxda, a Japanese variety,
is a more recent addition to English gardens, and
withal a beautiful one, either in the shape of a
Lush (for it will flower freely in that stage) or as

a low tree. Its habit of growth is most graceful,

and if grafted standard high the branches assume

a sub-pendulous character that renders it pleasing

at all times, and more particularly when so pro-

fusely laden as it is wont to be with clusters of

deep pink-coloured blossoms. When in the bud
state they are of a coral-red hue, and are then

even more beautiful than when fully expanded.

Besides its beauty as a shrub in the open ground,

this is also valuable for forcing into bhwm early.

Another important advantage is that cuttings of it

will strike well if put in the open grouucl after

the manner of many other things, Gooseberries

and Currants, for instance. Besides these, the

common Crab and its several varieties (apart from
those cultivated for their fruit) are all handsome
when in flower, and many of them nearly as

showy when in the fruiting stage. In this latter

respect mention must be made of the forms of

Siberian Crab, with their profusion of small

Cherry-like fruits. These are among the most
ornamental small trees which we possess.

tion. If we did not do this we should not get so
many flowers as we do, and even then they would
be much smaller than those produced by younger
wood. With us this plant never fails to flower,
and where it is not floriferous it may be safely
concluded that the pruning is done at the wrong
time. People who prune this plant severely in
autumn cut away the wood that should produce
the flowers.

—

Tauntox.

:-<*a;

Flowers and fruit of Pynis coronaria.

Chimonanthus fragrans. — This sweet-

scented hardy plant will soon be out of flower,

and the proper time to prune it is just as the blos-

soms fade, for soon after that it begins to grow.
How much pruning any particular plant may
require depends entirely on the condition of the
growth. If old plants have been properly managed,
they will now have a good number of small shoots
standing out from the wall. These may now be
cut back to within an inch of the old wood. If

there is any space on the wall to be filled up, the
leading shoots must be laid in to cover it. In our
strong soil this plant grows vigorously—so much
so, in fact, that we find the old branches to ex-

haust themselves in a few years, and we have to

lay in young ones to keep the tree in good condi-

PRUNING EVERGREENS.
In few garden operations are theory and practice
more opposed than in the pruning of Evergreens.
Theory, abundantly confirmed and illustrated by
the best practice, has established the fact that
April is the best month in the year for this pur-
pose. Evergreens cut now quickly heal their
wounds, and the semi-dormant buds on the wood
left burst into new growths almost on the heels of
the knife. Even those headed right back to the
ground-line break afresh almost at once, and grow
with great strength and abnormal vigour. This
enables them to mature their growths before win-

ter, so as to be able to withstand the
frost without injury. It is a fact un-
suspected by the majority of cultiva-
tors that Evergreens beheaded in'

April break into fresh growths sooner
and mature these better than if they
had been cut down in November,
Nor is this the only advantage of
April pruning. Head Evergreens back
before or duringwinter, and if the latter
is severe, many Evergreens are killed
outright by the frost, as their crowns,
roots, and rootstocks, deprived of the
shelter of the wide-spreading tops, are
easily destroyed by being frost-bitten in
parts of abnormal tenderness. Again
fresh-made wounds exposed to the
winter heal slowly afterwards, or refuse
to heal at all. The frost also hits them

.; on the raw ends, and not seldom rup-
-,' tures the wood or bark, and induces

* c canker or disease, that runs along the
pith and enfeebles or causes disease in

\^ ^ .
the branchlets or larger boughs. And

^-^xt.\ yet, though these and other evils result

,
"^> ^ from the winter pruning of Evergreens,"

the practice is too often continued,
not through ignorance or unskilfulness,
but absolute necessity. Winter is a
season of leisure in most gardens;
spring one of enormous pressure; and
hence Evergreens are pruned in winter
to their injury, because it is impossible
to command the necessary labour in
April. This is much to be regretted,
and leads often to the serious injury of
many and the entire destruction of not
a few valuable shrubs. In other times,
when Evergreens were subjected to
an annual shearing or switching with
shears and switch-bills, the operation
was swiftly performed, and was not
seldom got through in the spring;
but now that the more rational and
discriminating cuts of the knife are
considered the only legitimate mode
of pruning Evergreens, of course it

takes much more time, and those who
value perfect Evergreens will find or make time for

their pruning in April. No investment of labour
or capital pays better than that devoted to the
spring pruning of Evergreens—using the term
in its most comprehensive sense. Where these
are kept in perfection, an annual knifing over
is perhaps the best and cheapest mode of

doing so. Others adopt the system of biennial

or triennial prunings,but forsuch plants as Laurels,
Hollies, and Yews, an annual overhaul is the
best. The extent of the pruning must be deter-

mined by such circumstances as tlie character of

the soil, size, thickness, and age of the plants,

area to be occupied, &c. Again, such plants as

Hollies and Yews will require less pruning

than Portugal or other Laurels, while Box ma
y
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need lit tie or none. Rhododendrons, again, thathaye

reached flowering size should not be pruned inA()ril,

but immediately after blooming in Mayor.lune.
Ivy on walls may lio so closely prunerl or

clipped in April, as to remove almost every leaf

without serious injury to the i)lants. The bare

twiglets will speedily break forth into fresh leaf-

age that will clothe the wall or bank with fresh

foliage of nearlyuniform size and colour throughout
the season. By this simple and severe pruning in

April the plague of faded, discoloured, falling

Ivy leaves will be stayed for the season. In all

the plain and variegated Ivies the maximum
amount of verdure or of colour seems reached by
this radical method of forcing the foliage into a

uniformity of size, colour, and age. This close

pruning also keeps the Ivy at home, to the en-

hancement of its beauty and the securing of the

safety of the wall. Not a few of the latter are

pulled down by the sheer weight of the Ivy

when it is allowed to grow out too far from its

base, through lack of severe pruning. Treated as

here recommended, Ivy protects the wall more
than it injures it. However, it would be unwise,
unsafe, as well as unsightly to clip the Ivy so

closely or denude it of all its leaves before winter,

while in April the fresh foliage will have sprung
forth within a week or two of the clipping, and
the Ivy will need no further pruning till the suc-

ceeding April. D. T. F.

The best Flowering Currants (Ribes sangui-

neum).—Among the earliest flowering shrubs the

old-fashioned Flowering Currants, from the bright-

ness of their colouring, stand outmost conspicuous,

and tend not only to direct attention to their

beauty, but also to observe the great superiority

of some varieties over others. The finest of all

the dark coloured kinds, as far as I know, is atro-

rubens, which is of a deeper and more glowing
tint than the ordinary form, and should be in-

cluded in any collection of flowering shrubs,

however choice. A good contiast to the above is

albidum, the flowers of which are of a delicate

blush hue, and in some individuals almost white.

Another variety perfectly distinct, but not nearly

so showy as either of the above, is glutinosum, the

flowers of which are of a pale pinkish lilac tint.

The double-flowered form is of a deeper shade of

colour than the common kind, and is especially

valuable from being later in blooming than the

others, added to which the double flowers last in

beauty for a longer period than the single ones.

A very distinct Ribes of this section is Gordoni-
anum, the flowers of wliich in point of colour are

about midway between R. sanguineum and R.

aureum, being of a peculiar reddish orange tint,

like yolk of egg colour. Though not new, it is

rarely met with, sliowy and distinct though it be.

The golden flowered Currant (R. aureum) just

alluded to is also a handsome shrub, and flowering,

as it does, about the same time as R. sanguineum,
it is well suited for association therewith. Several

varietie.; of the golden flowered Currant are to be
found in various catalogues, but the points of

difl'erence between them are slight, and a good
form of the ordinary kind is from an ornamental
point of view quite equal to any of the others.

The bright green glossy foliage of R. aureum
renders it very attractive even when out of bloom.—H. P.

Buddleia globosa.—I believe that this could
be well grown in many gardens were a situation

carefully selected for it. It appears to be fairly

hardy in the sense of resisting frost alone : it is

cold winds that destroy it, and if these can be
warded olf, it will often come well through a hard
winter ; the top branches may be killed, but if the
framework of the tree remains uninjured, new
shoots will push out on the return of spring. The
best plant of it I ever saw away from a wall was
peculiarly placed, the situation having been
selected for shrubs of doubtful hardiness. It was
an enclosure bounded on three sides by Evergreens
and a building on the south high enough to keep
off direct sunshine during the summer months of

the year. There is not a flowering shrub that

resembles this Buddleia, and where it can be pre-

served in its evergreen character in winter it adds
a tint different from all others to the outdoor
garden at that time.—J. C. B.

FITZROYA PATAGONICA.
We have many specimens here of this Conifer, the

largest being more than 20 feet high, with a girth

of '2 feet at the base. They are growing in various

situations in the different pleasure grounds, where
they have been for the last twenty years, and have
proved themselves to be as hardy with us as the

common Laurel. Some five or six years ago the

shoots on some of the large old Laurels, which are

usually well ripened, were killed outright to the

length of '.i feet or 4 feet, whereas the Fitzroya

close adjoining stood the winter with impunity.

Although it is hardy, I like to give it sheltered

situations and prominent positions that its beauti-

ful drooping and graceful habit of growth may be
observed. We have it planted on a rockery, stand-

ing in prominent positions with Thujopsis dola-

brata, Cryptomeria elegans, all of which and others

grow with remarkable luxuriance. Bamboos and
plants of a similar character occupy the low

ground, and all far surpass in growth the same
sorts in open situations ; indeed, the Crypto-
merias grow so fast and dense, that they require

supporting. The Fitzroya is one of the best plants

for removal, readily forming a good mass of roots.

I have planted a lot U feet or 8 feet high this sea-

son, which would stand alone on their balls of soil

quite erect when placed in their position for

planting. Many sorts of trees regarded as rather

tender only require to be planted in suitable situa-

tions. I know of several specimens of Picea Web-
biana which in first-rate ground, low- down near

the water, did not make an inch of growth a year,

and were regularly killed back by the spring

frosts ; the same plants on a very elevated site,

well exposed to every wind , are now making beau-

tiful specimens. John G.4rl.\nd.

Killertoii, Exettr.

Pyrus sinensis.—The most prominent feature

of this Pyrus—and that a very attractive one—is

the rich bronzy red tint of the expanding foliage,

by which it may be at once recognised. It is

known as the Sand Pear, and forms a medium sized

tree reaching a height of 15 feet to 20 feet. The
leaves are produced early in the season, and are

retained so late as sometimes to be almost sub-

evergreen in character. The fruit is rarely pro-

duced in this country, but even where it ripens

it is worthless from an edible point of view. This

tree is quite hardy, and from its attractive foliage

in spring should be made a note of by planters.

By way of a direct contrast to the reddish foliage

of this kind may be mentioned the Willow-leaved

Pear (P. salicifolia), the young leaves of which are

of a hoary whiteness, and though most pronounced
now, the hoai'iness is characteristic of the tree

throughout the summer.—T.

Pyrus Maulei.—This is among that class of

shrubs which may be recommended for every

garden. A good deal has been from time to time
written in its favour, yet it has not been over-

praised. Just now with the branches closely

wreathed with bright orange-red flowers, it is

extremely beautiful, and is scarcely less so in

autumn when studded with rich yellow fruits,

that on their sunny side acquire a rosy red tint.

Though it succeeds best where most favourably

situated, yet it will do w ell under di.sadvantageous

conditions, and, like its ally, Pyrus or Cydonia
japoniea, makes a fairly good town plant. It is

seen to the greatest advantage when planted in a
clump or mass, as the depth of colouring is then
aj5parently much intensified to what it is if single

plants are dotted here and there. Having some
good plants in the open ground well furnished

with flower buds, we lifted them and employed
them for greenhouse decoration, where their dis-

tinct tint caused them to be much appreciated.

The flowers opened finely in a greenhouse tempera-

ture. This Pyrus can be readily increased, for in

many cases good seeds are produced that ger-

minate freely, while if such is not the case, rooted

suckers can often be detached, besides which cut-

tings strike in the open ground without ditHculty.

The cuttings .should be from 8 inches to 1 foot

long, and inserted in the ground for nearly three

parts of their length. This should be done in

autumn or winter, and if possible a somewhat
sheltered spot in not too di-y a position should be
chosen for them. Besides the conditions above
enumerated under which it may be grown, Maule's
Pyrus makes extiemely handsome low hedges,

and will, no doubt, when still more common be
often used for that purpose.

—

Al^ua.

Aralia Sieboldi ripening seeds.—A corre-

spondent in a contemporary says he has a number
of fine plants of this which liave ripened seeds in a
conservatory. From these seeds of home-growth
he has raised scores of seedlings, an event which
has not hitherto been brought under his notice.

The flowering, seeding, and raising of seedlings

from this handsome Japanese shrub is by no means
unusual, as it flowers freely in the open air every
year : but, owing to the unseasonable time at

which the flowers expand, glass shelter becomes
absolutely necessary to the fertilisation and ripen-

ing of its large Ivy-like berries. As far back as

lSt)2 I bought a pair of young plants and grew
them for a few years in the conservatory. They
flowered freely every year, and during the time I

kept them under glass they became the parents,

not of scoies, but of hundreds of seedlings which
have attained large dimensions. Finding all the
Japanese trees and shrubs which I had rather ex-

tensively planted perfectly hardy, the original

Aralias were planted out in the open ground,
where they still stand without protection. No. 1,

a tall, straight standard, with a stem some 3 inches

in thickness, did good service as a handsome sub-

tropical plant at the edge of a large group of root-

work. Field mice, thanks to our gamekeepers for

having killed cats, hawks, and owls, their natural

enemies, silently and unobserved, one sharp win-

ter, attacked my Hollies, Aucubas, and some of

the Aralias. Hundreds diet! to the ground in the

spring, amongst them my fine standard Aralia.

Young shoots soon started from below the barked
part of the stem, and it is now a fine flourishing

bush, but considerably smaller than its companion
planted at the same time on a closely-mown lawn.

This plant (No. 2), fully exposed to the east wind,
fortunately escaped the attacks of these hungry
little rodents—which, by the way, seem to enjoy
the bitter bark of the shrubs I have mentioned.
It has never had a shred of protection or a particle

of mulching, although it has on two occasions

withstood 36" of frost, and now measures 13 feet

through, 37 feet round the tips of the shoots, and
7 feet in height.—W. Coleman, EaMiior Cantlt,

Ludhury.

Lonicera fragrantissima.—The cold weather
of late is answerable for the lateness of this Honey-
suckle, which usually flowers in early April : in-

deed some plants of this and its ally L. Standishi

in the open ground were, a fortnight ago, still in

full bloom, and even now bear a gi-eat many
flowers. The blooms of these two Honeysuckles
are deliciously fragrant, and both being winter or

early spring flowerers are shrubs for every garden.
Though they are in general characters verj' dis-

similar from each other, a good deal of confusion

exists with regard to them, the names being often

used indiscriminately, or one is quoted as a syno-

nym of the other. L. fragrantissmia is a climbing
plant with bi'oadly ovate leaves, quite smooth on
both surfaces, and retained on the plant to a
greater or lesser extent throughout the winter;
while L. Standishi" is of a stouter .shrub-like

character, with ovate lance-shaped leaves, hairy

on both surfaces when young, but when mature
almost smooth on the up])er side, though on the
lower the hairs are still retained. Though it may
be trained to a wall and will then cover a con-

siderable space, this Honeysuckle is quite a shrub
in habit. From the early season at which the

flowers of these Honeysuckles are usually borne
they are seen to greater advantage when trained,

to a wall, as they are then protected to a certain
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extent from heavy rains and cutting winds. They
may also be used for indoor decoration during
winter, as they only need protection to have them
in flower at that time, provided they have had
fair treatment during the preceding summer.—T.

THE GOLDEN OR CHINESE LARCH.
(lari.x k^mpferi.)

This interesting and ornamental tree, the only
j

ppecie-s in the old genus Psnido-larix, may be
|

distinguished from other Larches by the tufted

stalked catkins and by the cone scales which fall

off. In this country the Golden Larch lias,

generally speaking, proved tolerably hardy. It

is the only deciduous golden Conifer at present

introduced, and is at the same time the largest in

growth. It is a highly ornamental tree, for the

foliage in spring is of the most delicate pea-green,

and towards autumn assumes a bright or clear

golden yellow. In general appearance, but more
particularly when in a leafless state, this tree re-

minds one of the common Larch, but some think
it more formal in outline, the brunches being
beset with numerous short, stitf spurs. The
leaves are flat, linear-lanceolate, ranging from
1 inch to 3 inches long,

arranged singly on the

young shoots, but tufted

on the older branches.

The cones are erect, 2|
inches long by fully 2j
inches broad in the mid-
dle, and are placed on
stalks about half an inch
in length by a quarter
of an inch in diameter.

Each cone is composed ot

from fifty to sixty trian-

galar-shaped scales, and
usually contains fully 100
seeds. The male cones

or catkins are produced
in bundles of twenty and
upwards at the points of

the short spurs on the
branches, and have
usually a dishevelled ap-

pearance from the short

stalk, which is only about
two-sixteenths of an inch
in length. The bark is

of a dark grey on the
stem (somewhat resem-
bling in colour and tex-

ture that of a medium-
sized Lebanon Cedar), lighter on the branches,
and of a beautiful and conspicuous yellowish
green or golden brown on the young shoots.
This latter tint on the branch extremities renders
the (iolden Larch during the dull winter months
particularly effective, and as uncommon as it is

beautiful.

Some difficulty is occasionally experienced in
getting this tree to form a proper leading shoot,
the tendency being to produce two or three each
season, and that even when the tree is growing
at an upward rate of fully 2 feet in the year.
This, however, may be remedied, and it is pro-
bable that when the tree grows to 20 feet high or
more, this habit of producing rival leaders will
be discontinued. Few trees bear stem or branch-
pruning with less impunity than the Golden
Larch, so that the regulating of rival leaders or
removing of even large branches, where such is i

deemed advisable, need not be feared. Judging 1

from specimens here (Penrhyn), the liranches of
this tree are somewhat brittle, for rarely does a
storm occur but the loss of several of these is the
result, even in the case of specimens growing in
what would be considered sheltered positions.

Various class-es of soils would seem to suit the

wants of the Golden Larch. It thrives fairly

well in fibrous peat in which no traces of loam
could be detected, gravelly loam, and loam with

a large per-centage of thoroughly decayed vege-

table matter. There can be no doubt, however,
that the finest specimens in this country, and the

most rapid growing, are those growing in sandy
loam, and this should .serve as a hint to those

who intend planting this handsome Conifer. The
present scarcity of this tree is not hard to account
foi', as it is very difficult to procure seeds, and
also difficult to propagate it by other means.
Cleft-grdfting, if performed in March, is, how-
ever, a more or less successful method of procur-

ing young plants, but the process, it may be well

to state, is complicated, and attended with great

care and attention. Forty years ago, or during
1846, the Golden Larch was sent to this country
by Fortune from China. It was dedicated to

Kfempfer, a German naturalist, who (nearly 200
years ago) mentioned a Larch he met with when
travelling in Japan. The late Dr. Lindley thought
that Kajmpfer's Larch was identical witli the tree

that Fortune discovered in Japan, but this is

probably a mistake, for it seems that this tree has

yard high, and is closely allied to the Daphnes,
v\ hich in many points it closely resembles. The
flowers are borne in terminal clusters of three or

four together, the most prominent part being the
yellow pendulous stamens; indeed, a ye]lowi.sh

hue pervades the whole plant, extending even to

the bark and leaves. It was introduced from
America about the beginning of the last century,
but is still quite a rare shrub in English gardens.
It likes a cool and moist soil, as it is only when so

situated that this Dirca can be seen in a thriving

condition. Like most of the Daphnes, it forms
but few fibrous roots, and consequently it dislikes

transplanting, but when it is necessary to move it

the operation must be carefully performed, and if

possible in the autumn.—T.

Rose Garden.

Cone-bearing brancli of the Golden Larch.

not been found in a wild state in Japan, although a

reliable authority a.sserts that in several districts it

exists in a half-mutilated condition in Japanese

gardens. A. D. Webster.

CratEBgus pinnatifida.—In early spring this

Thorn stands out conspicuously from the rest on
account of the tender green foliage being deve-

loped at a time when the others are still leafless.

The foliage, too, is very handsome, and renders a
specimen of it attractive throughout the season,

for the leaves are as much as 6 inches long, and so

deeply lobed as to become pinnate. The leaf-

stalks are of unusual length, and so weak that the

foliage is partially pendulous. It is a native of

Eastern Asia, and is quite hardy in this country

;

so hardy, indeed, that even the young and tender

foliage seems proof against spring frosts. The
flowers are white, like the generality of Thorns,
and do not possess any strongly-marked features.
—Alpha.

Dirca palustris.—This, the Leatherwood of

the United States, is a pretty little shrub when in

flower during April, when the branches are yet
leafless. It is a much-branched bush of quite a
tree-like character, but at most not more than a

ROSES WITH SCENTED LEAVES.
"T. B.'s" remarks on this .subject (p. 341) are

rather calculated to perplex the would-be raisers

of scented-leaved Roses than enlighten them.
In effect he says, raise us the Roses we want
somehow, anyhow ; cross varieties likely and
unlikely, especially unlikely

;
produce Roses that

will grow anywhere with
a minimum expenditure
of horticultural skill and
attention ; but observe,

the raising of varieties

having scented foliage

will be a step backwards !

From this it must be de-

duced that seedlings from
Sweet Brier (a parent
whose vigour, hardiness,

profusion in blooming,
and fertility in fruiting

would commend it to

some raisers) that might
inherit fragrant leaves

would be at a disadvan-

tage in the race for im-
proved varieties ; that is.

Sweet Brier would be a
variety unlikely to effect

the end in view in rais-

ing seedlings ; therefore,

it should be used. This
is a sort of logic that

one has to get up very
early in order to follow.

But in raising the ques-
tion of desirability,
"T. B." is making a

mere question of taste a basis for a discussion, to

pursue which would be as futile as the celebrated

and fatal problem as to which was the most
absolutely beautiful colour for a woman's hair.

Perhaps the excellent advice on the arrange-

ment of cut flowers, to keep similar sorts together

and to avoid the indiscriminate mixing up of

different and incongruous kinds, might be even

more defensible from the point of view of effec-

tive appearance than of defective scent ; but
from one point or the other it would be certainly

supported by almost everyone. And no doubt

someone will catch the drift of "T. B.'s" last

sentence which I seemed to have missed. But
then I have so seldom used the foliage of even
our favourite backsliding Sweet Brier in the

faded brown (or any other coloured) state to

associate with flowers, that I hardly feel qualified

to pronounce on the probability of Roses being

raised with scented leaves of any other colour

than green.

This, however, by the way. My principal

object in referring to " T. B.'s " remarks is to

protest against the vague use of the expression

"showEoses." The word "show" used as an
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adjective is not a classificatory term in regard to

Eoses as it is in the case ot Auriculas or Dahlias.

In reference to the latter flowers the term imli-

cates a special class onlv, or those varieties which
possess certain defined characteristics ; but of

Roses, any Rose (whose flowers are not single) is

a sliow Rose of wliich the exhibitor can pro-

duce and show a sufficiently beautiful bloom in

first-rate condition. Thus, Princess Louise Vic-

toria is generally considered merely a garden

Rose ; but in favourable seasons, numerous
blooms may be obtained of this variety sutti-

ciently beautiful to be included in winning stands

at even large Rose shows. Not long ago I

remember seeing a very fine first-prize box of

twenty-four Roses, in whicli the most perfect

flower was Blairi No. 2, a variety which " T. B."

probably would not admit to be a " show " Rose

at all. Or to take a more universally grown
variety, is General Jacqueminot a show Rose
or not ? If not, how is it to be accounted for

that two years ago it was exhibited almost every-

wliere, and on three occasions was selected as the

best Rose in the show, inchiding the great ex-

hibition of the National Rose Society at Soutli

Kensington ? If, on the otlier hand, in spite of

being hardy, vigorous, prolific and brilliant, the

General is a " show '' Rose, why should it be

subject to the contempt of " T. B." for bearing

flowers of a shape so approved by exhibitors as to

be selected by them for precedence over thousands

of blooms of other varieties 1

No good end is attained by such a vague and
unsupported statement as that of " T. B." to the

eft'ect that "if the flowers are of the approved
exhibition shape, tliey drop in about as many
hours as the non-fashionalde (poor Gloire !) kinds
named will last days." It is notorious that those

who exhibit Roses on an extensive scale have to

cut their blooms during the afternoon of the day
previous to exhibition, so that at the termination

of any show the bulk of the Roses displayed have
been cut fully twenty-four hours ; and that this

period, even when passed in a long journey and
in exposure to the heat of an exhibition is not by
any means the limit of show Roses' endurance, is

well known to all thosewho have ever been present

at clearing time and have seen the anxiety of tlie

public to obtain possession of the numerous
blooms that still retain a considerable measure of

their first beauty. Now, does " T. B." really

hope to get anyone to join him in his avowed
belief that cut blooms of his non-fashionable

kinds, Gloire de Dijon and Souvenir de la Mal-
maison, will remain fresh and attractive for from
three to five weeks ?

The fact is, that " T. B.'s " selection of varieties

is rather unfortunate. I quite agree with him in

his view of the pleasure of giving Roses away
;

indeed, I would go further, and maintain that

the supplying of an appreciative recipient with
Roses is far and away the greatest of the many
pleasures of the Rose grower. But I should
certainly be afraid of getting myself permanently
disliked if I had never anything to otter but
Gloire de Dijon and Souvenir de la Malmaison.
Gloire de Dijon has that excellent qualification

—

a first-rate constitution ; it is hardy, vigorous,

and prolific, but its flowers are wanting in refine-

ment, and are of an opaque and often dull colcjur.

Souvenir de la Malmaison, though none too hai'dy,

is prolific enough, but frequently the first or sum-
mer batch of flowers fails to expand and is liable

to have a dirty appearance ; while though the
autumn blooms generally open better, yet when
placed in water their petals soon lose texture.

Nevertheless, if these varieties have the pheno-
menal powers of endurance claimed for them by
" 1'. B.," how is it that they are not seen more in
the flower market than they are ?

Just lately I have been closely observing from

day to day the displays made by a great number
of West-end florists, including those of Covent

Garden, but in all the profusion of Roses, I only

noticed Souvenir de la Malmaison in one single

window. Those who have watche<l the florists'

windows morning after morning may have no-

ticed the kind of jirogression through which
especially beautiful blossoms pass. On their first

arrival the flowers are placed loosely in large

bowls of water, generally in separate kinds, to

be used as required. Frequently an exceptionally

fine Baroness Rothschild or Prince Camille de

Rohan will attract one's attention among the

crowd. Next morning this particular bloom will

appear set up in a specimen glass, or form the

centre of a breast-bouquet. If yet unsold, at last

it will be included still beautiful in a large hand-

bouquet, where a slight loss of pristine freshness

on the jiart of one or two flowers will not be

noticed.

This does not hjok much like the collapse after

the three or four hours of existence that "T. B."

graciously allows these fashionable beauties, for

it must be borne in mind tliat the above history

only commences after the Roses have already en-

dured probably a long railway journey.

Again, does "T. B." refuse to give any credence

to the facts, frequently recorded and familiar to

all exhibitors, as to the successful endurance and
repeated triumphs at two and even three succes-

sive exhibitions of individual blooms of such

Roses as Comtesse de Nadaillac, Niphetos, Ma-
dame Welch, &c., and that, too, under conditions

most trying to all flowers, namely, travelling and
hot tents ! For my part, I would be prepared to

back the lasting qualities of numerous show Roses

against those of " T. B.'s " selection ; and if it

comes to a matter of comparative beauty, take a

bowl of equally well-grown flowers of each of the

four varieties, Mar^chal Niel, Niphetos, Gloire

de Dijon, and Souvenir de la Malmaison ; tell

anyone with eyes in their heads to select the two
most lovely sorts, and which two would be left ?

Gloire de Dijon and Souvenir de la Malmaison
have great merits for which we may well be
thankful, and let us endeavour by all means to

reproduce their good qualities in other varieties
;

but it seems a poor-spirited kind of proceeding to

try and exalt certain plants into sort of deities

among their race merely because they give us,

not what we want, but what will serve, with the

least trouble to ourselves.

I used to suppose that when people inveighed

against exhibition-shaped Roses they referred to

vegetables of the Paul Neyron and Madame Boll

type, but as this lorm is nowadays disapproved
(horticultural judging with scales and a foot-rule

is not likely to be revived), and as "T. B." dis-

tinctly specifies that it is against the approved
exhibition shape that he directs his aspersions, I

was presumably under a misapprehension.

But I think I have said enough to make it

clear that if the word show is to be applied as an
adjective to Roses its meaning must be accurately

defined, for its employment in the loose way
adopted by "T. B." is vastly misleading to those

who may not be intimately acquainted with the

subject, and who would be likely to carry away
the very erroneous impression that all varieties

of Roses seen at exhibitions can only be grown
with great trouble and small result, making a

display of colour like lightning, dazzling, indeed,

but transient, and producing flowers whose term
of existence is only to be reckoned bj' minutes
on plants with a constitution that succumbs to a

frosty morning.

Just one word, apropos of arrangement of cut

flowers, in reference to "T. B.'s" statement that

the possible raising of Roses with Sweet Brier

leaves would be a retrograde movement. Sup-
pose " T. B." had to arrange a bowl of Tea-scented

Roses which bad only leafless .stalks, as is so often

the case in late autumn, would he really prefer

to use the coarse leafage of our favourite old

Provence Rose (witli Canon Hole, I would vote

(jld Cabbage to the pigs !) rather than the elegant

foliage of say R. pulverulenta ? Perhaps, too, it

would be allowable to put the case of the scented-

leaved Roses the other way, and call it an
attempt to improve the flowers of tlie Sweet
Briers, or to obtain handsomer flowered varieties

thereof. Or would that be a positive retreat ?

—

T. W. G.

I am glad to find " T. B. " turning his atten-

tion to this subject. It matters little whether his

views are in accordance with mine or not. What
the subject most needs is discussion, and " T. B.'s

"

views (p. .341) will contribute to this result. There
is also great force in " T. B.'s" protest against
the mixing of odours, however rich and sweet
they may be, and there is little doubt that some
of them are most satisfactory singly and alone.

Still, I cannot help thinking that a suspicion, or

even a strong whiff of Sweet Brier in such
Rose leaves as say Charles Lawson and Gloire de
Dijon, to take very common types, would be
generally accepted;; as most welcome additions.

But, as " T. B." truly says, there can be no hard-
and-fast lines drawn in the matter of scents.

Like the taste of the palate, those that are pleasing

to some are not liked by others. This is most
true. A clever horticulturist and almost life-

long friend of mine never could endure the per-

fume of Stephanotis, and on one occasion, to my
knowledge, carried his prejudice so far as to dis-

qualify a beautiful bridal bouquet largely com-
posed of this flower on the ground that no
delicate bride could endure its fulsome odour. I

considered that a marvellous instance of perverted
perception of sweet odours. But " T. B.," who
may be said to have lived the greater part of his

life among Nature's most brilliant and most
fragrant treasures, almost matches it in selecting

Clerodendron fragrans as another of the finest

of all scents. To me the odour of Glasgow peas-

meal, newly groinid or made into brose, predomi-
nates in this useful old-fashioned flower, now all

too seldom grown or seen. But " T. B." will

probably quote this as an instance of perverted
perception of odour on my part. I thoroughly
agree with " T. B." about the decorative value
of our Rose foliage and twiglets as they are,

and the undesirability of reducing their size

to that of Sweet Brier leaves ; but, sup-
posing the present size and general character
of our best samples of Rose foliage could
be even slightly perfumed with the odour ot

Sweet Brier, surely the majority of rosarians

would welcome the addition with enthusiasm.
" T. B." obviously likes Sweet Brier best at a
distance and in small quantities. He draws a dis-

tinction between the aromatic character of the

Brier and that of delicate perfumes which are

sweeter the nearer you get to them. This is in-

genious, and has quite a legitimate meaning. But
then he goes on virtually to declare that the Sweet
Brier is most enjoj'able when it is most aro-

matic or fullest of odour, for so I interpret his

next sentence, which is a well-known fact, "that
the scent of the Sweet Brier is never so enjoyable

as when passing by the plant in an evening after a
shower of rain." Exactly; were our Roses but
endowed with its perfume, we could never visit

them at early morning or dewy eve without enjoy-

ing to the full this delightful feast of sweetness.

Why, the odour of Sweet Brier would compensate
us for the trials of maggot-hunting and the dis-

gusts of maggot - squashing, that must begin
forthwith if our Roses are to be safe in bud and
perfect when full grown. But really I fear

that neither " T. B." nor myself are likely to

live long enough to be perplexed or pleased

with a profusion of the odour of Sweet Briers in

our common or choice Rose leaves or twigs. The
difliQulties seem too great and the past progress
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in this direction too slow to warrant any over-

sanfTuine expectations of success. But I confess

that I should even enjoy the old Cabbage, La
France, Devoniensis, and the Marechal Niel the

more were their foliage perfumed with the odour
of Sweet Brier. The love of this odour is well

nigh universal, and I ha\e never known an instance

in which a vase or basket of Roses has not been
more enjoyed when their perfume has been
heightened by the addition of more or less Sweet
Brier, seen or unseen. Still, in the main, I agree
with " T. B." that not a few perfumes are more
satisfying unmi.xed. I go further, and contend
that few ireats witliin the domain of Nature are
more satisfying than a posy of buds and half

opened Sweet Brier blossoms, plentifully garnished
with foliage and twiglets. \Vhere the Sweet Brier

thrives, which is by no means every\vhere, and
while waiting for Rose leaves enriched with its

inimitable fragrance, the ro.sarian has a simple
means of practically combining Sweet Brier odours
with the beauty and sweetness of his Roses by
merely enclosing his rosery with a Sweet Brier
hedge, or scattering a few bushes or clumps about,
amongst, or around his Roses. —I). T. F.

Pruning^ Banksian Roses. — I am much
obliged to " I>. T. F." (p. .'524) for his endeavour
to set me right in the pruning of Banksian Roses,
but what I stated I adhere to, viz., that the way
to treat them is to thin out the breastwood by
cutting away the strongest, as it is only on shoots
of short length and moderate strength that
blossoms are formed. Iquite agreewith "D. T. F."
about the right time to jirune, which is, as he
says, immediately after the flowers fall, and that
is wlien we always operate on ours, but so strong
and vigorous are the plants, that we have to go
over them again after they have made their

growth in order to remove long shoots that are
toi5 unripe to bloom, although I note that
"1). T. F." says they will do this whether strong
or weak, a statement quite against his remarks on
extension, and also my experience. If Banksian
Roses are grown where they can have unlimited
space, instead of being confined to a moderate
area on a wall, then I should say the less pruning
they have the better, as they are not plants that
bear restriction well ; they are naturally vigorous
growers, and do best when allowed to run as they
like.—S. D.

Kitchen Garden.

SUCCESSIONAL TURNIPS.
Foe the earliest crop sow Early Munich on a slight

hotbed early in March. Towards the end of the
month make a small sowing of the same variety

and the Strap-leaved Stone on light well-cultivated

and pulveiised land in the open air. Sow again
the same kinds about the middle of April. In
May sow on rather strong land Early Snowball
and Veitch's Red Globe. Sow the last-named
and the White Stone in June, and akso in July in

larger beds for an autumn suijply, and about the

end of .July sow Orange Jelly, Red Globe, and
Chirk Castle Black Stone for standing the winter.

For use in spring sow the Early White Stone in

August. The last sowing may follow early Pota-
toes with only a sprinkling of artificial manure,
raked in by way of preparation. The Black Stone
is very hardy, and if the best are pulled, the tops
cut otT, and the bulbs stored in pits like Pota-
toes, they will keep in good condition a long
time. On difficult soils there is an advantage in

using superphosphate or some other artificial

manure, as quick growth is necessary if good
quality is appreciated The manure should be
sown in the drills with the seeds. On dry, poor
soils salt may be used with advantage. This also

I have sown with guano in small quantities in the
drills just previous to sowing the seeds. In a
dry time soaking the drills with liquid manure
just before sowing has brought the jilants up
quickly and in vigorous condition. The young
plants should be thinned early, giving each space
enough in which to grow. A square foot will be

sufficient, as large roots are not required. A little

less may be given to the early sowings, and a little

more room allowed for the July sowings, as they
will occupy the land for a longer period ; and a
free circulation of air would make them more
hardy anil better adapted for standing the winter.

Dustings of soot, lime, and wood ashes early in

the morning when the dew is on the leaves will,

in connection with frequent hoeings, keep the

Turnip fly at bay

—

i.e., if the preparation of the

land has been right. E. Hobday.

WINTER GREENS.
Market growers are finding considerable diffi-

culty in rai-sing all kinds of winter greens this

year, not because seed is bad, but because the

season and the soil remain so cold that seedlings

make no progress ; hence they do not get out of

the way of slugs and birds. Covering up of beds
of seeds with litter may be resorted to and has
been largely, with the result, as I have seen in

many fields, of the litter being lifted and driven

oft" to considerable distances by the force of the

windswhich have prevailed. The litter on seed beds
afibrds welcome shelter to slugs, and now they can
play havoc with the seedlings not only by night, but

by day. It is very much a case of being out of the

frying-pan into the fire. Without any protection

of this kind and liberally dressed with fresh-slaked

lime or soot at night, no doubt the best condi-

tions for germination are found, as the soil is

scarcely warmer under a thin coating of litter

than without it. Still, there remains the difficulty

incidental to the birds, and these seem this year
specially ravenous, owing to the absence of ordi-

nary food. The winter, whilst apparently doing
them little harm, destroyed their usual food largely,

and they have for some time been ready to seize upon
anything; hence all exposed seed beds have had a
bad time of it, and the plants are generally thin, and
in many cases quite eaten up. The only means of

protecting seed beds from birds, therefore, if not

covered with litter is by human agency, and that

again is not always available, as no doubt the

greatest mischief is done by birds very early in

the morning. Having regard to the serious in-

roads made upon their green crops last year by
the long drought and the effects of the winter

upon what was saved, market growers are far from
being exhilarated at the prospect already open be-

fore them of a scarcity of plants to put out during
the summer. Second sowings are, of course, a
month later, for it is not easy to determine earlier

how the March sowings of seed have fared, and that

month cannot easily be made up, whilst even these

later sowings, because of the lateness and coldness

of the season, are not delivered from the troubles

which afflicted the earlier sowings. When sowings
of seed of winter greens intended to give 100,000

plants fail it is no small loss, and is not easily

recouped. The chief market greens are Coleworts

for the autumn and winter ; Giant Autumn Cauli-

flower for early and late autumn ; White Cabbages
for autumn ; Purple Sprouting Broccoli and Savoy
Cabbages for the winter, with some Scotch Kale
and Late White Broccoli, but of the latter not a
great quantity, because it is so long on the ground.

As far as possible, it is desirable that all winter
crops shoiUd be cleared off by the end of March,
to enable spring croppings to take place, and
Potatoes, Peas, or Runner Beans follow after green
stuffs as far as possible. Few winter crops can
make up for the loss of a summer crop. Giant
Autumn Cauliflowers usually follow first eai-ly Po-

tatoes, planted wide apart, and Brussels Sprouts
between Runner Beans, sown 4 feet apart ; and if

both these kinds are not got out early, their pro-

duce is far from being profitable : but when
good, they, in combination with early Potatoes

and Runner Beans, make some of the best

paying crops that can be produced in fields.

Peas are an uncertain crop, and this year pro-

mise to be diibiously profitable, because early

and second sowings will all turn in together,

sending down the price considerably. ilany
market growers hold that Peas give to their

workpeople, the women pickers especially, more

profit than the growers get, and that .seems very
probable. If, therefore, it is not possible to

follow Peas with some good winter crops, then the
prospect for the grower is a poor one ; hence the
natural anxiety shown just now with respect to

the seedling stock of winter greens. The past
year's drought and the severe winter following
have also materially affected for the worse the
stock of plants jjreserved for the production of

seed, and thequantity may prove short. Such defi-

ciencies occasionally occur, but are usually got over
in someway by our seedsmen. Still, it is well to

impress upon all who grow from seed that sowings
in the open ground should usually be regulated
somewhat according to weather, and whilst in

some years it may be safe to sow early in March,
at other times a few weeks later may prove to be
the wisest course. A. D.

SALAD VEGETABLES.
Lettices.—The time of year is fast approaching

when these will be in great demand, and one of

the chief things to help to fill the salad bowl is

Lettuce, of which there are a number of vai'ieties,

but few, if any, are superior to the good old Paris

White Cos, which, when well grown, attains a
large size, hearts u]] closely, and is veiy crisp and
fine in flavour when ready for use. To have this

kind early, seeds should be sown thinly at once,

on a warm sunny border, in light rich soil, and as

soon as the plants are large enough no time ought
to be lost in getting them out, but when moving
theni it is necessary to be particular to lift them
with a trowel, so as to secure good balls and not
break the roots, as then they start away and grow
rapidly witliout any check. Later on, or when the

sowings are made for summer, the best way is to

sow in drills where the i)lants are to stand and
thin out, as the transplanting is difficult to effect

during hot weather, and not only that, but Let-

tuces that have not been moved bear the drought,
as they send their tap roots down and find the

moisture they want. To enable them to do this,

the ground for them should be deeply dug and
heavily manured, or to save the labour of this it is

a good plan to have tlie rows between Celery
trenches, where, if the soil islevelled down and made
flat, the plants are sure to do well. For very late

autumn use, or to stand the winter and turn in

early in spring, none is equal to the Bath Cos,

which is a hardy kind, beautifully crisp and
excellent in flavour. To have a supply at the
seasons referred to seed should be sown about the
middle of July and again during the second or

third week in August, the plants from the later

sowing to be planted on a warm sunny border, or,

better still, close up to the foot of a south wall,

where they escape hard frosts and cold cutting

winds.

Radishes.—These are general favourites, but
they can only be had really good and tender by
frequent sowing and using while they are quite

young, as when they get beyond that stage they
are either stringy or hollow, and hot and strong in

flavour. It is useless, therefore, unices the demand
is large, to have big beds, the thing being to sow
a few every week, and when the weather gets

warm it is necessary to have them on a shady
border, and keep them well watered when
dry. The best sorts to grow are Wood's Early
Frame, the 01ive-shape<l, and the Red and White
Turnip, the latter being perhaps the nicest of all,

but the colour of the otheis is much in their

favour.

Chicory.—Although this is of no service during
summer, it is exceedingly valuable for winter, and
to have it then seeds must be sown now, so as to

get the roots, ^^hich in size and general appear-

ance resemble a Parsnip, and these in the autumn
are dug up and stored till the time comes round
for forcing them. The way to grow Chicory is to

draw shallow drills in deep soil, about 15 inches

apart, and sow in them, and when the plants are

ui) they should be tliinned out and left standing

1 foot or so from each other.

Beet.—This is also indispensable for the same
ime of year, and is a tine adjunct to a salad, as
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besides improving its appearance greatly the Beet
increases the flavour, antl makes the mixture quite

tempting. The best varieties to grow are

Dell's Crimson and Pragnell's Exhibition, both of

which are very handsome in shape, and deep and
rich in their colour. In growing Beet the great

thing to guard against is in having the roots

forked or fangy, and the way to prevent this is

to have the ground free from fresh long manure
and in good deep tilth, so that the tap can get

down without meeting any obstruction, as it is

that which causes the deformity, and sometimes
spoils the greater part of the croji. It the

land is in the condition named, the seed may
be sown at once, and this should be done in drills

drawn about an inch deep and 15 inches apart,

tlie right distance for the plants to stand when
they are up being a foot, which gives them plenty
of room.

Tomatoes.—These are much liked, and are

most excellent for affording a change in the in-

gredients of a salad, but to have nice ripe fruits

for the purpose, the plants ought now to be
strong, ready for putting out in May, and they
must have a very warm sheltered position, the
best place being a south wall, against which they
can be tacked up and trained. To get them to

set freely, the branches must be kept thinned
out so as to expose the clusters of bloom, and it is

necessary also to water freely, or, better still, to

give frequent soakings of liquid manure.

Cucumbers.—Anyone with an ordinary frame
may grow plenty of these, as all they require after

this is a little bottom heat to give them a start,

and the requisite top warmth can be secured by
shutting up early and opening late, and if this is

done and plenty of tepid water used to sprinkle

and water the plants, they will grow freely and
bear abundantly all through the season. One of

the most prolific Cucumbers to have, and one of

the finest in flavour, is Lord Kenyon's, which bears
fruit about a foot long, and is very juicy and
tender. Ridge kinds are also good, and these
may either be cultivated in frames the same as

the others, or planted under handlights placed on
beds made up of fermenting manure, which may
be done early now, and the handlights should be
kept close till the plants get a fair start.

Watercress.— Although this is best from a
running stream, it may be grown without, but
to have it tender the seed must be sown on a
damp, shady border in rich .soil, and the plants
frequently sprinkled, so as to keep them con-
tinually moist, or the Cress will be hot and
pungent in flavour.

Mustard and common Cress also are very de-
sirable in salads, and these, too, during summer
are best grown on a shady border, and cut as soon
as ready, or before tliey show the rough leaf, and,
therefore, small and frequent sowings are neces-

sary to keep up a supply, but the seed should not
be covered with soil, or the Mustard and Cress
will be dirty and gritty. To get it to germinate
freely, it is a good plan to lay a slate or board
over it for a day or two to keep it dark and moist,
but as soon as it begins to sprout it must have
light and air at once.

Onions.—Small young Onions are a great im-
provement to a salad, but very few of them are
required, and all that is necessary is to sow a
pinch of seed every fortnight or so, as the whole,
except just the roots and bottoms and tops, can
be used.

Endive.—This comes in when Lettuces are
getting scarce, but it is quite time enough to sow
about the middle of July, which should be done
in beds, and when the plants are large enough
they ought at once to be planted out in the open.
The soil that suits them best is that which is

light and rich, and the ])roper distance to plant
them is 18 inches in the rows and a foot apart,
when they should have a good watering to give
them a start. Tlie best kinds to grow are
the Improved Broad-leaved Batavian and theOreen
Curled, both of which may easily be blanched,
when fully grown, by tying them round with a

piece of matting to keep them close enough to

exclude the light from the hearts. As Endive
is somewhat tender, it must not be left out
in sharp frosts, but stored under cover, the

most suitable place for it being a cold frame,
where it should be laid in, after being lifted

with good b.alls, and kept with plenty of air to

prevent damping and rotting.

Herbs.—Herbs for flavouring salads are not so

much in request as they were, but a little Tarragon,
Chervil, and Burnet are generally considered an
improvement, and a root or two of each should
always be provided and grown ready to hand in

case they are wanted. S. D.

OLD AND NEW POTATOES.
They certainly do some things in France different

from us, and amongst peculiarities of that nation
is the fashion of giving honour as well as honours
to things as well as to persons. In this country
we date the introduction of the Potato from the

Elizabethan era, and chiefly with that enter-

prising and erratic knight. Sir Walter Raleigh.

History fails to afford us much information as to

its reception and adoption here as an article of

food, but it is very possible that the original form
or species introduced was not of the most enticing

kind as an edible esculent, and that many years
elapsed before the Potato really became an ac-

cepted and general article of food. In France
abstention from the use of the Potato seems to

have been the rule for a century after its intro-

duction into Europe; indeed, we now learn that
until Parmentier, the gardener to Louis the Six-

teenth, induced that unfortunate monarch to par-

take of the Potato at his table, it was the subject
of much prejudice. As showing how history repeats
itself, we find that even now Potatoes are being
sent in large quantities to relieve the famine-struck
denizens of the Irish island of Achil, and it seems
that in the eventful year for the Potato when
Louis the Sixteenth made it so far popular in France
there was a famine in that country, and the Potato
was, through the popularity given to it by the
King, enabled to play an important part in the
relief of hunger. All honour to the old gardener
Parmentier, and the French people are about to

celebrate at Montidier the centenary of the intro-

duction of the Potato chiefly through his means to

popular favour. And yet, much as the French
may esteem the esculent and use it as an article of

food, it is doubtful whether they appreciate its

many and exceeding merits so fully as is the case
in this country; certainly the samples produced
in France fail altogether compared with the
exceedingly fine and handsome ones we obtain
here. Putting aside altogether our practice

of exhibiting Potatoes—and without doubt that
practice has had much to do with improving
them—there remains the unquestioned fact that,

either because of the sorts we grow, or of the more
retentive nature of our soil, or because we bestow
upon the tuber higher cultivation, our average
samples are better and finer, and that the resulting
crop must also be greater. In years past, when
the disease so largely decimated our stock, we
were materially dependent upon both France and
Germany for the importation of considerable quan-
tities, especially of that particular kind known
variously as French, Belgian, or German Reds.
Without doubt the substitution of such kinds as
Magnum Bonum and Champion for the less robust
Regents, Victorias, and Flukes gave a turn to

home Potato cultivation which resulted in the
production of such abundance, that Potatoes have
rarely been cheaper or more plentiful in this

country than they have been during the last three

or four years. It seems now doubtful whether,
having regard to fine and heavy cropping kinds
now so abundant, that we shall ever have again to

purchase largely from our foreign neighbours.
They. Avhen the English demand I'uns short, con-
vert the surjilus stocks nf that escident which the
French are about to honour into such ignoble uses
as the manufacture of gin. We perhaps employ
no inconsiderable quantity in the more homely
manufacture of starch, but even this proves no for-

midable competitor ; hence here Potatoes generally
are left to become useful and honoured articles of

food. Whilst our Gallic neighbours purpose to
honour the Potato presently by means of fetes, we
ha\-e, perha[)s more characteristically and substan-
tially, honoured it by making it one of our most
popular of gard('n jiroducts. If bread, the pro-

duct of wheat, hu the staff of life, the Potato
certainly is one of life's props, and comes second
to wheat in national estimation as an article of

food. We do not care for the Potato appreciably
served uixi laFraiifai". Without doubt, to the mass
of average Britons, it is never more popular than
when served with orwithout its coat, but still whole,
dry, mealy, and with just a dash of salt ; then it

becomes, in our estimation, fit food for kings.

Happily with us, a good, well-cooked dish of Pota-
toes is not the monopoly of kings—indeed, of no one.

The poor cottager may have his dish served, if in

homely ware, at least with perfect cleanness and
as perfectly cooked. That is a species of national

honour which excels all spasmodic manifestations,
for it means the highest appreciation combined
with jiermanence. A. D,

Garden Flora.

PLATE 642.

THE ALLAMANDAS.
(with a coloured plate of a. hendersoni.*)

Two or three kinds of Allamanda have long been
recognised in gardens all over the world as among
the very finest of flowering plants, their large,

fieely-produced rich yellow blossoms, together
with the accommodating nature of the plants,

placing them in the same category with Bougaiu-
villeas, Dipladenias, Stephanotis, and Hibiscus.

In the stoves of our gardens we rarely fail to find

at least one Allamanda gracing the roof of the
house or trained against a jiillar, and even upon
balloon trellises, whilst a few cultivators treat

their Allamandas as Nature does, and allow them
to assume the habit of a self-supporting shrub.

Whether the house be large or small, an Alla-

manda can be made to lend itself to whatever
space is available, and a square yard, with a little

management, will suffice for a plant, or, on the

other hand, a 40-foot wall may be covered in

about two years by a single specimen. But there

are one or two kinds which are comparatively
small growers, although their flowers are as large

and beautiful as the robust and large-growing
sorts, and it is better to grow one of the former
in small houses than one that requires a wide
space for the development of its full beauty. We
shall give below a short description of each kind
known in gardens, hut before doing so some
attempt at fixing the right names to the right

plants must be made, for Allamandas, like Daf-
fodils, have got very much mixed in respect to

names.

The species of Allamanda that first appeared in
Englanil was A. cathartica, which was introduced
in 17b.5, and was figured in the Botanical Marja-
zinc ten years later. This plant appears to be
distributed over a very wide range in South
America, from Panama and British Guiana to

Rio Janeiro, and, as might be expected, it shows
considerable variation both in habit and flowers.

Botanists who are aware of this fact do not hesi-

tate to call only forms of A. cathartica most of
those kinds which to gardeners appear very
widely distinct. Thus the latest monographer of

the genus reduces A. Schotti, A. grandiflora, A.
Aubleti, A. Hendersoni, and A. neriifolia to the
position of varieties of A. cathartica. Of course,
such an arrangement for garden purposes would
be worse than useless, and we mention it here

• Drawn from Mrs. Tredwell's gardea, Leigham Court,
Streatham, in August.
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only to show that the term " species," as under-

stood by botanists, cannot be correctly used for

the above-mentioned AUamandas. A. Schotti was

introduced in 1847, and in the following year A.

Aubleti, now called grandiflora, was obtained by

Messrs. Lucombe, Pince & Co. Then came A.

neriifolia, in 1851, and in 1868 the prince ot the

lot, A. nobilis, was introduced by Mr. Bull. By

this time, however, other names had appeared in

gardens, whilst the names of the above-mentioned

kinds had somehow got transposed—A. neriifolia

was called A. Scholti, and ihe latter had been

re-named A. Hendersoni and A. Wardleiana.

This confusion led to much dissatisfaction, and

gave judges at exhibitions where these AUaman-
das were shown a good deal of bother. So far we
have dealt with only the yellow-tlowered kinds,

but there is also a purple Allamanda, which

found its way into English gardens about twenty

years ago, but which has apparently now disap-

peared. There is also a very distinct species

called A. angustifolia, having long linear leaves,

and terjiiinal racemes and yellow flowers as large

and handsome as tho.se represented here in ttie

plate. The plant is said to grow to a height of

about 3 feet. It is also a native of Brazil. There

is a plant in some collections, notably at Kew,

which is called A. Aubleti, but which is most

likely A. puberula, a dwarf-growing, slender-

branched species, and a very shy bloomer under

cultivation. Another unknown, but evidently

distinct, Allamanda is one which we saw some

time ago in the Birmingham Botanic Gardens,

where it is called A. verticillata. In Baines'

"Stove "nd Greenhouse Plants" we find the

name A. Chelsoni applied to " a profuse large-

flowered kind from AVestem Africa." But what-

ever the plant may be, it cannot be Alrican, as

the go- Allamanda is limited to South America.

In 'Uowing descriptions we give the names

: 1 use in gardens :

—

A. c. HAKTiCA.—A scandent shrub if allowed

its own way, but by pruning and pinching the

shoots it may be kept moderately compact.

Branches round and spotted with brown ; leaves

oblong, pointed, arranged in whorls or scattered

irregularly along the shoots. Flowers terminal

or axillary, generally in bunches of two or three,

each about 3 inches long and broad, the lower

part of the tube very narrow, the upper part a

shallow wide bell ; colour a bright orange-yellow,

with a few streaks of red on the tube inside ;

flowering season, summer. A double-flowered

sport was obtained from this in 1868, the stamens

having changed to petals, but it does not appear to

have been perpetuated. The large prickly fruits,

like those of the Horse Chestnut, are sometimes

produced by this .species under cultivation.

A. NERIIFOLIA.—This isa most useful pot plant,

as it flowers when quite small, and produces its

large bunches of handsome blossoms almost all

the year round. The first plant introduced was

only 18 inches high when it bore a cluster ot thirty

finely expanded flowers. It is evergreen, the

foliage being large and Laurel-like and the

branches short and sturdy. The flowers are

developed on the young shoots, which contiiuie

to grow and produce bunch after bunch all the

summer through, the first flowers usually appear-

ing in April, as may be seen by plants in the

stoves at Kew. Each flower is about 2i inches

long, and the same in width across the spreading

segments ; the tube is widened almost to the base ;

colour deep yellow with a few streaks of orange on

the inside of the segments and tube. The flower-

heads are compact and generally upright. For

small houses this Allamanda may be specially

recommended, owing to its early flowering and

dwarf habit ; indeed it ought to find a place m
every collection of stove plants.

A. SoHoTTi OK HENDER.SONI.—A strong-growing

scandent shrub, losing all its leaves if kept dry in

winter, and flowering on the young shoots which

push into vigorous growth in spring, ^ *—
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growing to a length of 1.5 or 20 feet and bearing

long dark green leaves with elongated tips and
slightly thickened margins. Flowers in a ter-

minal panicle on the short shoots, as is shown in

the accompanying plate, where also a correct

idea of the form and colour of the flowers may be

obtained. The purplish tint of the buds is a

pretty feature in this kind. The colour of the

corolla, when the flower is well open, is a rich full

yellow. Where room can be afforded for this

plant to grow to a large size it becomes a wonder-

ful sight when covered with its hundreds of large

trumpet flowers, and it continues to grow and
produce them in abundance all through the

summer if the conditions in the house are favour-

able.

A. GRANriiFLORA.—A slender-branched and dis-

tinct-habited kind, and one of the most beautiful

ot stove-flowering plants. The branches are

rather wiry, and bear leaves not more than

3 inches long and 1 inch wide, which are arranged

in whorls ot three at intervals of about 4 inches.

Flowers in terminal bunches, large and spreading

across the top, their colour a rich canary-yellow,

almost primrose. It blooms in the autumn, and

when in good health its thin shoots are weighed

down by the large clusters of flowers. Curiously

enough, it will not thrive on its own roots, but

must be grafted upon one of the stouter kinds

such as A. Hendersoni. As an exhibition plant it

is one of the choicest, and we well remember its

glorious appearance at the Manchester Exhibition

of 1881.

A. NOBILIS.—This is the largest flowered Alla-

manda known, and is described as surpassing all

other kinds both in habit, in the size and full

green of its foliage, and in its flowers, their

regular contour and bright colour, their number,

and their Magnolia-like odour altogether render-

ing it one of the most gorgeous free-flowering

stove plants introduced into Europe for many
years past. It is a tall, stout, pubescent climber,

the stems green and purple, and the leaves

generally in whorls 8 inches long, covered with

short hairs on both sides. Flowers in axillary

racemes, the tube 4 inches long, the lower half

narrow, the upper an inch in diameter ; the

segments are broad and overlapping, and they

spread out so as to form an almost flat expansion

at least inches across ; in colour the whole

flower is bright golden yellow with a few narrow

streaks of a deeper shade in the throat. The buds

are prettily tinted with red. This fine plant

flowers in the autumn, strong shoots producing as

many as sixteen flowers in a cluster. Although

only recently introduced and apparently easy to

manage, we do not know of living plants of it in

any collection that we have visited.

A. viOLACEA.—This has the habit of A. cathartica

and somewhat similar foliage, but differs from all

others in having flowers 3 inches long and nearly

as much wide, their colour a beautiful purple,

(iardner, who collected it in the Ceara province of

Brazil, speaks of it in the most glowing terms,

and, judging by herbarium specimens, we con-

clude it must be a fine plant. Does anyone

know where it is to be found in cultivation ?

W.

tubers of the Anemone is new to us. Were the

tubers dead before the fungus grew upon them!—
W. G. S.

Branches

Anemone fungus.—I send you specimens of

a fungus which has destroyed a fine patch of

double wood Anemone. You will see that it

grows out of the tuber of the Anemone. I shall

be obliged to you for its botanical name, and it

will be interesting to know if others of your

readers have suffered from the same cause. Up
to this spring our Anemones have always been

strong and healthy and a mass of flower; now they

are entirely destroyed. — William Wickhahi,

Alton.
*^* The fungus herewith sent grows from the

tubers in dense c;es]jitose brown masses 3 inches

in diameter and nearly the .same in height. It is

Peziza firma, a fungus which we have generally

seen growing on dead sticks or decaying Acorns.

Dead sticks in the soil are apt to harbour such

fungi. The fact ot this fungus growing upon the

Indoor Garden.

FUCHSIAS IN SPRING.

By many Fuchsias are regarded as summer and

autumn "blooming plants only, but they can be

made to play a by no means unimportant part in

the decoration of the conservatory during the

spring months. The Fuchsia sea.son in Cuvent

Garden commences quite early in spring, and an

inspection of the glasshouses in a market garden

where they are specially grown is very interesting

at this tinie of year. One there sees thousands of

plantsinallstagesof development, from the cutting

ju.sl potted off to the bushy little specimens in 4J-

inch pots, which bristling with buds are soon to re-

coup the owner for his care and skill. Aliglithouse

is necessary for the growth of Fuchsias, which are

to be pushed steadily along at a time which is

their natural resting period. Any happening to

have control over a span-roofed structure where a

temperature ranging from M"^ to G()° from No-

vember to March, with an increase of 5° to 10°

according to the weather in Marcli and April,

may expect to have Fuchsias well in bloom by

May. By giving more heat, say 5" more than

the temperatures above mentioned for the winter

months, they may have them from six weeks to

two months earlier. The foundation for success

must, however, be laid in the previous summer,

by setting aside a few plants for the supply of

cuttings. These should be struck in the latter

end ot August, and the right kind cannot be had

from plants which have been blooming freely all

the early part of the summer, as the wood be-

comes so' hard and wiry, that even if the cuttings

make root, and they take a long time to do so,

they do not go away into free growth, and even

with the best care they do not grow so quickly

and strongly as is desirable. The plants in-

tended for propagating from should be moderate-

sized specimens, and they should be cut in rather

hard. If no pains are to be spared, the old soil

may be shaken away and some new compost

given, but this is not an indispensable detail,

occasional doses of liquid manure or a top-dress-

ing of some kind suflicing to give strength and

succulency to the young growths.

Propagation will be effected in the usual

orthodox manner, but it is preferable to insert

each cutting singly in a small pot, as the less root

disturbance the better at that late period of the

year. Let the soil be light and well sanded, and

do not coddle the young plants, letting them
have an abundance of liglit and plenty of air

through the autumn. If each cutting has a pot

to itself, this will be fairly well filled with roots

by the middle of Octolier, and the young plants

should then get a shift into a-inch pots, teeping_

them quite cool until the middle or end of

November, when they ought to have a very light

position in a warm house. When tliey have

made about three pairs of leaves the formation of

a bushy habit must begin by pinching out the

points." This will cause them to break down to

the soil, and will .give some half-dozen vigorous

young growths, wliich are quite enough to

form bushy plants in 4i-inch pots, which

are large enough for the earliest lot. About

the middle of January tliey may go into

their blooming pots, this time using a rather

stronger compost, say two parts good fibrous

loam and one part of leaf-mould and thoroughly

deomnposed manure in equal parts, or in

place of the latter a 4i-inch potful of Clay's

manure to a barrowload of soil. In potting at

this time of year it is well to press the com-
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]iost in rather firmly round the roots, as when

the partick's of soil are closely packed to-

gether there is not so much danger of the

coni]H)st buconiinf; sour or waterlogged by in-

jiidiciiius watering. This is a rule pretty gene-

rally followed by market growers in the case of

all filants which have to make their growth at a

time when root action is dull, the very same

kind of plants that are potted up rather loosely

during the warm weather being tightly potted

at other periods of the year. The foundation

being laid as above mentioned, as soon as the

young shoots show signs of vigorously develop-

ing, each plant should be firmly tied to a neat

st^ke about a foot high, no other stake being

needed, the branches being looped to it with

raftia twisted very fine. Drainage should be

efiective, but not too abundant. For a 4i-inoh

pot a good sized crock and some rough material

on that is quite enough. The elaborate crock-

ing consiiiered by many to be necessary for

soft-wooded plants in small pots is a mistake,

and is not practised in market gardens. There is

no good result to be obtained from such a rapid

])assage of water through the compost
;
provided

it drains away steadily, the object of the drainage

is eflected.

A LITTLE COCOA FIBRE or Moss is much better

than so many crocks. Careful watering is tlie

very foundation of succe--s in the culture of

Fuclisias for early bloom ; a little carelessness will

so injure the roots, as to completely paralyse the

growth. It is better to err on the side of dryness,

as the absence of sun and an arid atmosphere will

guarantee the foliage against those evil effects

which a dry condition of the soil produces in the

summer season. The soil should become almost

dry before any water is given, and the amount

thereof should be carefully cakailated, so as to

admit of a thorough wetting of the compost, and

no more. When the roots become lactd round

the pots, they will of course take more, more

especially as a stronger light with a return cif

the power of the sun and a consequent higher

temperature will stimulate the functions ; and if

they have thriven as they ought, will render them

capable of taking a little stimulant. Let this,

however, be of a weak nature, as Fuchsias at no

time will take such strong doses of manure as

many liowering plants are capable of doing.

During winter but little ventilation will

be needed, but as the days lengthen and the

power of the sun runs up the temperature sud-

denly, abundance of air must be given, always,

of course, avoiding drauglits. At such times, too,

syringing the foliage will be beneficial, sprinkling

them well and shutting up early in the after-

noon. If larger specimens are wanted, a portion

of the stock can be shifted into G-inch pots, pre-

viously stopping the shoots and waiting till the

new ones are about an incli long before repotting.

These will make handsome plants to come in

about June, and if they are again shifted, they

make splendid specimens suitable for the embel-

lishment of large conservatories. For flowering

in early winter, or indeed at any time up to

April, a rather different plan must be followed,

and one which is similar to that pursued

in the preparation of winter-blooming plants

generally. The cuttings should be struck aliout

the end of ^lay, and the plants grown along

in the usual manner, putting them into the

open air in a cool situation from the begin-

ning of August to the middle of September.

They should till the pots in which they are to

bloom with routs by the last-mentioned date, and

will then want to bloom, but the buds must be

picked off for a time, the plants placed in a light

airy house, and be kept moving along by means

of weak liquid manure and an occasional wa.sh-

ing with the syringe. The buds which form

from the middle of October onwards are to

remain, as these will open in a temperature of

55" in November and DecemVier. They do not,

of course, bloom quite so well as at other times

of the year, the Howers coming smaller and

paler, but they are very welcome at that ]ieriod

when there is some difficulty in securing variety.

When these plants are done blooming they niay

be restrd a time in a cool house, but not drying

them off. Then if cut back they will start away

again into vigorous growth, and if shifted on as

ie(iuired they will in due course develop intu

tine specimens in 12-inch pots. To have gO(p(l

Fuchsias all the year through propagation must

be continuous from early spring till autumn.
J. C. B.

NOTES ON CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
CHUYSANTnEJiUMS grown for the production of large

blooms for exhibition or for home decoration will now
require a second shift into pots 5!, inches in diameter.

CUrcumstances must, however, guide the cultivator in

this matter. Pots of 9 inches diameter (inside

measure) are the best size in which to bloom Chry-

santhemums ; where 10-inch or 1 1-inch ones are at

hand it is better to place two plants in each at the

final potting than one, as by doing so a greater number

of plants can be grown in but little space, and most

varieties thus treated succeed better than when such

large pots are used for single plants only. In the

latter case, some of the more robust kinds, of which

Prince Alfred and Buule d'Or are examples, should

be used. Such plants can now be shifted into Gi-inch

pots, and from these into the 10-inch ones. Where
it is decided to place two plants in one pot, tlie

weaker sorts should be selected for that purpose.

Chrysanthemums will now be in cold frames, and

will, if due attention has been paid to their require-

ments, be stocky and strong, and from G inches to

1 foot C inches high, according to the variety. Some
run up much quicker than others.

When the pots in which they are now growing are

filled with roots, and before they get pot-bound, sliift

them into the sizes named, using the following com-

post, viz., two parts fibry loam, one part leaf soil, and

one part spent Mushroom bed materials, with a free

admixture of sharp filver sand ; if the loam be in-

clined to be heavy, add crushed charcoal freely, which

keeps the whole porous ; add an 8-inch potful of finely

crushed bones and a 5-inch potful of soot to four

bushels of soil. Heavy loams should be passed

through a fine sieve, and only the rougher parts re-

tained, the fine particles being liable to run tosether

when much water is used during summer. Where,

liowever, the loam is sandy, no danger need be

apprehended from this circumstance. The pots should

be perfectly clean when used. When dirty, the roots

cling to their sides, and when the plants are turned

out they get broken ; drain freely and carefully, and

ram the soil firmly around the plant. The day after

potting water may be given ; replace the plants in

the cold frame, which should be kept somewhat close

for a few days till the roots are beginning to run into

the new soil. Then more air may be given ; on fine

warm days remove the lights altogether, and after a

hot day syringe the plants overhead ; never allow

them to sufferfrom want of water, as that results in

the loss of the bottom leaves at an early stage, an

evil which should be guarded against. Later in the

year this does not matter so much as some growers

think ; still, all should be done that can be to pre-

serve them as long as possible.

Some few plants will now be breaking into three

or four growths, and presuming that they have not

been stopped by pinching out the points of the shoots,

three of these should be retained if strong, but if

weak two only. On large-bloomed sorts three flowers

are enough, but on .smaller varieties, as Bouquet Fait

and Mrs. Geo. Rundle, four blooms on each plant may
be allowed to develop ; but as regards this cultivators

must be guided by their own requirements. It should

be remembered that the fewer Howers the larger in

size, and for exhibition purposes size is the first

consideration. Allow the plants sufficient room in

the frame ; the foliage of one should never overlap

that Cif the (jther. As soon as all danger from frost

is over, say about the middle of M.ay, remove the

plants to a shelttred position out of doors, placing

them so that strong winds will not injure their, at

this stage, somewhat tender foliage, and towards the

end of that month they will reiiuire their final shift

into the pots in which they are to bloom, and be

removed to the position which they are to occupy

during the summer.

Although Chry.santhemums are hardy plants, thev

will not stand with impunity cold draughts to which

they are sometimes subjected—that is before removal

from the frames to their outside position. Cold east

winds blowing across them turn their foliage yellow.

This may be avoided by admitting air on the lee

side. Yellowness of the leaves causes a certain check,

and'l know of no plant which resents sudden checks

more than the Chrysanthemum. Some may think

these little matters too trifling to be noticed, but it

is by strict attention to details that success is

achieved. E. MoLTNBUX.

Swanmore Pari; Bishop's Wa'tham.

AZALEA MOLLIS AND ITS VARIETIES.

When these showy, free-blooming plants fir.st

made their appearance, they were expected to

become a leading feature amongst hardy outdoor

spring flowering' shrubs. Their large attractive

Howers, produced as they are in such profusion

as to be equalled by few things, possess the

colours and shades of colour that have now tor

some years been fashionable. But the plants have

tailed to realise in the open air that which was

looked for through the fact that they come

into bloom too early and before the time when

frosty nights are past, even in the southern

counties. Yet if they have thus failed out of

doors to turn out as well as desirable, thev have

done something towards making up for it by the

way they answer in pots for winter and early

spring flowering. So treated, their natural dis-

position to bloom early is an advantage, as_ on

account of this tendency they require less forcing.

There is one thing connected with the forcing ot

these Azaleas that should be borne in mind,

which is that they .should not be hurried into

bloom by subjecting them to a high temperature,

as if so treated the flowers do not last half the

time either when cut or on the plants that they

will if brought on slowly ; this is what occurs

with the fiow'ers of most things when hard forced,

but more so with the mollis Azaleas than the

generality of plants.

Much of the trade in growing these Azaleas

up to the requisite size fur blooming in pots has

hitherto being in the hands of the Continental

nurserymen. Why it should be so is not clear,

as there is nu dilficulty in their cultivation.

Evidently large numbers are raised fium seed,

but they can be readily propagated from cuttings,

as I proved when first they came into use for pot

culture. Plants that have been forced early if

kept in a little warmth after their flowering is

over soon break into growth that afl'ords cuttings

early in the season, so that there is time for

them to root and get established during the

summer. When the wood of the young shoots

has got firm enough, that is, in a similar state

to that which is used for cuttings of the Indian

varieties of Azalea, they will strike in a few-

weeks if kept close and moist in an interme-

diate temperature. As soon as the cuttings

beidn to grow the points must be pinched out. It

is essential to attend to this in good time when

the plants are required for flowering in pots, as

they should be as close and compact in growth

as they can be got, for on this depends their

ability to produce the most flowers on small

plants. Directly the little plants have got

well rooted move "them into 3-inch or 4-inch pots,

and transfer them to a cold irame or pit, where
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they must be encouraged by keeping them
moderately close and moist, to make all tlie

growtli possible. Those I raised in the way
described from cuttings produced by early forced

stock made nice little plants with several shoots

each before autumn ; the pots were plunged in

ashes during the winter in the frame they

occupied in summer, covering the frame to keep

i.iut frost. In March they were turned out of the

pots and planted in a bed made up of peat, sand,

leaf-mould, and a little rotten manure, the points

of all the strongest shoots being cut away before

they began to move, the effect of which was that

they were as full and compact in growth as

possible. Some flower-buds were set in autumn,
but another season's growth was given them
before the plants were taken up and pot-

ted, at which time they were so full of buds
that when they came into bloom the flowers all

but hid the wood. The treatment described

may seem to entail a good deal of labour to

bestow on a hardy shrub, but there are few

things that give a better return for the attention

they receive. As anyone who has grown these

Azaleas knows, there is a great difl'erence in the

qualit}' of the flowers produced by seedlings,

and one of the advantages attendant on growing
one's own plants is that the propagation can be

confined to such as bear the best formed flowers

of the colours that are most liked.

When these Azaleas are forced, like most other

hardy shrubs, the plants are often very badly

treated afterwards ; when the flowers are oti'

them they are crammed into any out-of-the-way

corner, not unusually out-of-doors exposed to the

cold cutting winds and frosty nights, and this

after having been subjected to the exciting in-

fluence of a temperature higher than they like.

The plants forced are mostly not larger than will

adndt of their being grown on and prepared for

doing duty in the same way a second time ; to

prepare them for this, as soon as they are out of

bloom all the shoots should be cut well back,

after which the plants ought to be placed in a

cold pit or frame, giving them air in the daytime

when the weather is suitable, with as much water

as will keep the soil in a healthy state. So
managed, they will be in a condition for planting

out as soon as the cold weather is past. A suit-

able bed should be prepared if the natural soil is

not such as will suit them. Similar to most
other things of a like nature, they are fond of

peat, but they will thrive m good free loam if

not too sandy. As a matter of course plants that

have been forced will not move nearly so freely

the summer following as others that have not

been so treated ; but the second season, if all

goes well, will see them quite recovered, so that

they will make plenty of growth and mature
flower-buds in quantity that will make a display

much exceeding that which is obtainable from

smaller examples. By adopting a course of pro-

cedure such as here indicated, a selection of varie-

ties of these Azaleas may be secured as much
superior to the ordinary run of seedlings as the

present race of greenhouse varieties now in culti-

vation is to those first introduced from China and
the hills of India. Take, for instance, the variety

of A. mollis, Lord Shaftesburj', exhibited by
Messrs. Cutlnish and Sons at a recent meeting of

the Royal Horticultural Society, and which was
such an advance on what has been seen before,

that by a unanimous vote of the committee it

was awarded a first-class certificate.

One advantage which these Azaleas possess is

that they are equally adapted for pot culture by
those who have no place where a higher tempera-

ture than that of a greenhouse is kept up, as they

are for forcing, as if the plants are potted in

autumn and at once moved to a greenhouse, they

will bloom to perfection at the end of winter and
beginning of spring. So managed, the flowers

naturally have more substance in them, lasting

proportionately longer, whilst the much-prized
pink tint which many forms of the plants pos-

sess is more intense. T. B.

SOME GOOD-HABITED FUCHSIAS.
A GOOD many of the new Fuchsias introduced dis-

appear almost immediately, but a good-habited
kind, if not a joy for ever, at least remains witli

us for a good many years, and it is better for

home decoration to grow duplicates of a really

good thing than for the sake of variety to grow
plants of a loose, straggling habit. Plants that
lequire much pinching and pruning into shape
never acquire that graceful habit which a M'ell-

grown Fuchsia should possess. The following are
good kinds that fully illustrate my meaning, viz.

:

Miss Lucy Finnis, double white ; Abd-el-Kader,
double white ; Delight, single white corolla, rosy
crimson sepals ; Crown Prince of Prussia, single

red ; Lady Heytesbury, rosy purple corolla, tube
and sepals white ; Red Marshall, single red ; Ara-
bella Improved, single white ; Dr. Kitto Giddinfis,
single red ; Cannell's Gem, single white corolla,

tube and sepals scarlet ; and Mrs. J. Lye, single

white. Fuchsias should be grown rapidly in awarm,
moist, light house, and shifted on into larger pots
as the roots work through the new soil. When
the roots reach the sides of the pot and be<;in to

coil round the ball of earth the plant will flower,

and then there is no further growth. Therefore,
if we want large plants, there must be no check of

any kind till the desired size has been acquired.
Rough turfy loam mixed with a third of old
manure and some sand and crushed charcoal to

keep the whole open and porous suits them well.

Large shifts should be avoided ; they encourage
grossne.ss of habit and spoil the symmetry of the
plant. A pyramid or cone is the natural shape
of the Fuchsia. While in active growth a light
shade should be used during bright weather.

E. Hobday.

Watering with cold water. —Wewereassured
last week by the advocate of this practice that he
only suggested a trial of it for a few examples of

the different kinds of plants grown in peat, and he
adds that anyone must be cautiou.s in its use, thus
giving one the impression that he was far from
sure about the matter himself. There is no fault

to be found with teaching of this sort, but what
" T. B." wrote before his recommendations were
questioned was (p. 2S9) that " it had been
proved, and proved in a way that admits of no
question, that Orchids can not only be grown, but
grown well, though cold water and none other is

given them, either at the roots or overhead."
This was " T. B. 's " original statement, and I fail

to see how I or anyone else could recognise in such
a statement "a mere suggestion," and nothing
more. What, pray, is the use of cautiously test-

ing anything that admits of no question, and what
is likely to be the effect of such statements on in-

experienced cultivators ?—S.

Sweet-scented Camellia. —Some days ago I
was told that a sweet-scented Camellia was in
bloom in a garden near Nantes. At first I would
not believe it, but I went at once to ascertain the
fact. There I saw a plant about fifteen years old,

growing in the open ground and bearing a quan-
tity of very double, fine red medium sized flowers,

all very sweet-scented. Have any of your readers
heard of a sweet-scented Camellia before? I was
told that the flowers have always been sweet-
scented, and that the plant has not been propa-
gated on account of its flowers, which are not so
large as those of many other varieties.—D. Guihk-
-N'EUF, Xaules.

SHORT NOTES.—INDOOR.

Sucharis mite.—Will this attack the roots of Melons
and Cucumbers? I have plants of Eucharls in my Melon
house, .and I am afraid that the mite may be left in tlie house
and do some mischief.—W. J. M.

Oloxinia gesneroides-—This is a hybrid raised by
M. Lultze, of Weisaenfels. It was obtained by crossing
Gesnera Donckelaari itself of hybrid origin, with an erect
flowering Glo-xinia. The flowers, which are large and fiery

red, are carried on a stem about a foot in height and are
abundantly produced. It is said to reproduce itself easily

from seed.— J. C. B.

Cannas and tuberous Begonias.—These have
wintered safely on the borders of an orchard house placed
close together, without soil or anything over them, or any
warmth beyond keeping out frost. In the spring they break
strongly, and are planted out without potting or any inter-

mediate treatment. They never get quite dust-dry, as the
borders are not permitted to get unhealthily dry, but they
are not specially watered ; in fact, they are much less trouble
to winter thi^u Geraniums.—E. H.

WORK DONE IN WEEK ENDING APRIL 27.

April 21.

Fkoji winter to summer at one bound best describes

the weather of to-day, and tiffany shadings were for

the first time this year applied to Pine pits, and
thicker shading to the plant stove and fernery. The
sun was so hot that even the foliage of early Vines
and Figs flagged, but in preference to applying shad-
ing to these abundance of ventilation was given, and
floors and walls damped down several times in the
course of the day, which treatment h«8 served to keep
the foliage from scorching, there being no trace of

injury this evening. All forcing houses were closed

up as early as it was safe to do it, and the firing re-

quired this evening will in conserjueuce be of the
smallest description. Partly disbudded litest Vines

—

Lady Uownes and Alnwick Seedling, and stopped the
shoots of Alicante and late Hamburgh?, and pinched
off a (juantity of superfluous bunches, or lather

•'shows," which work «e like to do early to prevent
unnecessary exhaustion or waste of the productive
properties nf the Vines. Finished thinning early

Muscat Grapes, and thinned out fruit of second house
of Peaches. Potting off and propagating bedding
plants make up the round of to-day'i< work in the
houses. Trenching and manuring terrace flower-beds

;

our planting arrangements were all completed long

since, that the needed plants might be propagated,

and this fact enables us to prepare the beds accord-

ingly—that is, to manure heavy or light as the various

plants require. For all sub- tropicals we give the richest

dressings of manure; for tender plants, as Alternan-

theras and Coleus, we apply abundance of light vege-

table mould ; to Violas, Calceolarias, Marguerites,

and Verbenas we give a full dressing of well-decayed

manure ; and for Pelargoniums deep trenching with-

out manure suffices— in fact, they are far more
floriferous than when manure is added.

Apktl 22.

Summer weather continues, and the change in vege-

tation in but two days is very great. Plums and
Pears are in full bloom ; Peaches have set well ; Apri-
cots not so well : the flowers were weak and many
dropped before they unfolded, the long winter and
the prominent state of Apricot buds before the greatest

severity set in being no doubt the cause of this

partial failure. Fruit tree blossom protection is now
our greatest concern, and the coverings will be kept
down till the sun has, as it were, thoroughly pene-

trated the canvas, and when the sun is exceptionally

bright the coverings will remain down til! the after-

noon. Earthed up Potatoes on south borders to protect

them from frost, till they are some 9 inches in height

;

the soil drawn over them suffices, but after that we
cover with long litter. Surface-hoed between the

rows of early Carrots, Cabbages, Peas, and Spinach.

Sowed dwarf French Beans on a sunny bank in drills

2 feet apart ; trenching flower beds, machine mowing.
Put in another batch of Alternanthera cuttings in

frame on shallow hotbeds, and other cuttings of

Iresine and single Dahlias in propagating pit. Picked
off surplus fruit in Fig house and pinched out the

points of some of the growths and tied others to

trellis ; Melons the same, and thinned out shoots o£

Tomatoes, the fruit-bearing shoots being stopped back
to one joint in front of the clusters of fruit, which in

due course will be reduced to some four or five fruit

to the cluster. Potted off seedling Gloxinia.?, .and

gave the first batch of tuberous Begonias a shift into

their flowering pots, the size of pot being regulated

by the size of tuber and growth. Thinned out fruit
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on a quantity of Strawberry plants, and put in heat
other relays of plants. Watered Pines, and those
ndw swelling up their fruit were given manure water
of greater strength than previously this season ; stroncj

successions were also given manure water, but of a
weaker description. When closing up in such fine

weather as we niu now having, aU except the plants
in flower are dewed over with syringe, and a good
lot of water is tlirown about the floors and walls to

create a humid atmosphere. There being faint traces
of the presence of red spider in early vinery on the
foliage immediately over the hot-water pipes, we have
had the affected leaves sponged with soapy water,
which usually stays the spread of the insect, and pre-
ventive measures will be at once taken against its

further increase by pouring down daily a canful or
two of manure water on the floor-surface beneath the
pipes, and by keeping up till colouring begins a greater
degree of humidity.

April 24.

Tine and sunny the greater part of the day.
Finished trenching flower beds, and began to plant
edgings of Herniaria glabra, v«ri«gD.ted Thyme,
Bedum glausura, and Veronica inCina. Machine
mowing aod clipping Grass edgings of walks. Hoed
lihubarb plot, and cleaned away ashes from crowns
of Seakale, and dug over the ground. Cut the first

dish of A.'paragus from the open garden; on several

occasions we have cut before March his been out,

and on very many occasions the first week in April

—

the present year ii the latest date we have ever had
to wait for a supply, a fact that shows how late the
season is even in this southern part of the kingdom.
There is now abundance of Broccoli, and as we shall

have no Cauliflower for a long time, the most is being
made of Broccoli in the way of retarding them as
they become fit to cut by lifting and heeling them in

in a cool position. Planted in drills between the rows
of Peae another batch of spring-sown Cauliflower
plants. A plot of ground that has just been cleared
of Broccoli is being cleaned and the ridges levelled
in order to mark and dig out trenches for Celery.
Thinned out Broad Beans ; we always plant thick as

a safeguard against the purloinings of pheasants,
pigeons, and rooks, with all of which we are more or
less pestered, and in consequence thick seeding or

planting is a necessity. Besides our usual Saturday's
overhaul and clean-up of every house, pits and
frames that were getting overstocked with plants
have been rearranged, and the plants thinned out by
potting out of doors under the shelter of walls and
trees the hardiest Pelargoniums, Koniga variegata,

Ageratums, Lobelias, and Petunias. Lilium auratum
that are being grown in pots have also been stood
outside, as they are not required to flower before the
end of August. Staked single Dahlia.^, and potted
those first struck into 4-inch and 5-inch pots ; these
are now given cold frame treatment, but are thickly
covered with mats at night, otherwise, coming out of

strong heat, they would be likely to suffer even if

there were but a couple of degrees of frost. Finished
the disbudding of late Peaches, and gave the border
a thori)ugh drenching of tepid water, and afterwards
mulched it with long stable litter. A little air is

How kept on regularly, and this will now be increased
for a few days; then there will be no risk of injury to

the tender foliage from the fumes arising from the
fresh litter we have put on to-day. Grape thinning
and tying to trellis the shoots of Peaches in second
house. \Ve have no rule as to distance except it be
that our main endeavour is to have the shoots clear of

one another that sun, light, and air m.^y fall on all

alike.

April 26.

Fine weather continues, and is most acceptable,
aiding alike our garden operations and the rapid
growth of crops of both fruit and vegetables, the
latter being more scarce than we have known them
at this date for years past. Staking Peas, sowed
Scarlet Runner Beans, earthed up Cabbage, digging
Seakale plot, and digging out Celery trenches ; dis-

budded newly planted cordon Pears. This is neces-
sary in order to get a good leader, for the terminal
bud does not always—indeed, seldom—make a good
leader. Our plan is to select the one for lead that is

starting into the strongest growth, even if it be several
inihes down the stem, and all above ths^t shoot are.

as a matter of course, rubbed off, and all other strong
shoots pinched back to two joints from the main
stem. Apples and Plums we serve in the same "ay.
That the trees may not suffer frimi drought the mulch-
ing has been well trodden down all over the roots,

and particularly hai'd against the wall, as the soil

ci'acks away from the bricks soon as ever we get a
few sunny days, the consequence being that the soil

gets dry before we are aware of it, and growth stops

before half the desired amount has been made. We
look ui^un this matter of keeping the soil about fnrit-

tree roots in a solid .state of so nurch importance that
several times in the course of the sumnrer we have
the mulching well pressed or trodden down, and
special pains is always taken with trees on walls to

prevent the formation of a cavity between the wall

and borders. The getting of plants out to harden
and forming temporary protection for the same has
taken up nearly the whole of the time of indoor hands
to-day. The hardiest we place under trees and walls

;

then no protection is needed ; others are arranged in

turf jiits and covered with mats or canvas stretched
over strong poles, and in the daytime, when sunny, to

prevent the foliage scorching, shadings of tiffany are

spread over the plants till they have got inured to

their new conditions. Pricked out under handlights
seedlings of Anemone coronaria and Carnations and
Pinks that have been raised in heat.

April 27.

Still fine. Planting hardy plants as edgings to

flower beds, and planted Violas in groups of from five

to nine in mixed flower borders, in some sparsely

furnished parts of which we have also sown Mignon-
ette, Candytufts, and Nemophilas. Digging out
Celery trenches and digging a border on which to

plant out a few Strawberry plants that have been
forced, and from which plants we hope to have a

supply of fruit in autumn. Began to disbud Peaches
on open walls ; we have three turns at this, a third

being taken off now, another lot a week hence, and
the remainder in a fortnight's time. We have seen

no fly as yet, birt should any be discovered during the

course of disbudding, tobacco powder will be dusted
over at once. "Prevention is ever better than curv,"

an axiom we carry out by well dressing the trees

wliilst dornrant in winter; hence we are seldom much
troubled with parasites in spring and summer. Potted
on more Chrysanthemums and arranged separately

those to be grown as bushes, as standards, and for cut

flowers ; the two last give us most trouble at the pre-

sent time, as they retjuire more head room than our

cold pits allow, a difficulty that we have surmounted
by fixirrg the lights open with stakes and covering up
the apertures at night with mats. Plenty of air is

now given to the plants in every stage of growth, but
cold currents of air, which are productive of mildew,

we strive by every means to avoid. On these sininy

afternoons the plants are syringed, and this aids the

quick revival of foliage, which always droops more or

less in bright sunshine. Put in more cuttings of

Iresine, Coleus, Ageratum, and variegated Mesem-
bryanthemum. Finished thinning of Muscat Grapes
and tied down all the shoots. Partially disbrrdded

late Muscat Vines, and gave the inside border a

watering and fresh mulching of strawy litter. Potted

Vines from .'J inch to 8-inch pots. They are being

grown in one of the succession Pine pits, where there

is a temperature of from 6.5° to 70° by night and a

few degrees higher by day, and being well syringed

twice a d.ly, there is little fear of insect pests gettirg

on them. H.iNTS.

FBTJITS UNDER GLASS.
Cuci.MBKRS.—Old plants in houses which have

passed well through the winter will now rei|uire

copious syringing twice a day, not only to induce

quick growth, which is the great secret of the produc-

tion of sweet crisp fruit, but also to free them from

spider where it has gained a footing during the long

period the houses have been kept under continuous

fire heat. Growth being free and rapid, colonies of

this troublesome little insect may be weakened by
the steady removal of a few of the oldest leaves and
vines as fresh breaks from points nearer home re-

quire more space. Cutting out alone will not, how-
ever, produce a clean bill of healih, as these pests

seem to migrate from one pasture to another as

insecticides, or good cultivation, the best of all anti-

dotes, make their quarters too rich or succulent for

them. Weak sftlphur water, or water with a small
piece of soft soap dissolved in it, syringed r.ver as

well as irnder the foliage every night soon puts a stop
to them, while the first is an excellent preventive of

attacks of mildew. Top-dressing with light rich

turfy loam, old lime rubble, or burnt earth, little and
often, and thoroirgh waterings with warm diluted

liquid will rrow play an important part in fruitful

culture, care being always observed in the avoidance
of a gross habit of growth. Many people entertain

an idea that Cucumbers cannot be overfed ; but this

is a delu-ion, as I have lately seen a set of winter pot

plants whose roots had escaped and rambled over the
whole of the plunging bed of decaying leaf mould.
The growths were long-jointed and sappy ; the large

soft leaves flagged on gleamy days ; shows were few
and far between, and the fruits which set and started

kindly suddenly became obese in the centre and
spindle-pointed. My advice was as follows : Remove
the leaf mould, save all the roots near home and
relay them in pure light turf liberally mixed with old

plaster rubbish ; avoid the use of manure, but water
when re-established with weak liquid at a temperature
of 90°. The weather being dull at the time the
roots were disturbed the foliage never flagged, and
they are now fruitful and in every way satisfactory.

Sprimj-soicn 2^^(^}its are very apt to run too much to

foliage, a sure sign that their diet is too rich for

them. When this happens it is, of course, easy to

cut off the supplies, but a plant started with stimu-
lants does not always take kindly to plain wholesome
feeding. It is therefore the wisest course to avoid
the use of all solid manure, not only at the outset but
throughout the season. The most successful all-the-

year-round grower I ever met with confined himself

to pure fibry mountain turf chopped into cubes

2 inches square, packed and beaten on the surface of

the bed like paving-stones, and faced with old lime

rubble. A few waterings with warm li([uid drew
thousands of feeders to the surface, and when they
had transformed the little cubes into a white wig the

paving proces4 was repeated. All cannot obtain

mountain turf that will retain its fibre for many
months ; but the man must indeed be hardly sat

upon, and some are by short-sighted employers, if he
is denied a few square yards from an upland pasture,

or, lacking this, he may repair to the well trodden
limestone roadside. Plants grown in turf make short

jointed vines which show truit at every leaf, and
under bi-weekly pinching and regulating may be kept
for an indefinite time in bearing.

Frame Cucumliefs.—Any time during the month- of

M.ay is a favourable season for putting out frame
plants for summer fruiting. Wlrere all the year
round Cucumber houses are kept going many
gardeners do not think the light from frame plants
worth the candle ; others are obliged to root r)Ut winter
plants to make room for Melons, when, having pits

and frames devoted to bedding plants and forced
vegetables, necessity, the mother of irrvention, leaves

them no option. Artificial heat is, of course, neces-

sary, but a moder.ate quantity of half-spent manure
anct leaves for giving bottorrr heat from this time for-

ward will be found quite sufficient. Then where a
little fresh stable manure is constantly forthcoming,
this, combined with mowings from the lawns, can
alwaj'S be used for renovating the linings. Two
great factors in frame culture are early closing with
moisture and the retention of heat so secured by the
use of dry night covering. Prickly Cucumbers are
generally used for frames, but a good strain of

Telegraph does equally well and is not easily beaten.

Thin soKiny.—Seeds sown now in small pots or on
squares of turf and placed in a close single light

frame will be fit for planting out in three weeks, or
earlier if the beds are ready for them. They should
be pinched once when they have made three or four
leaves to induce side breaks, and they should be
planted out before thoy become pot-bound. Like
house plants, they should be compelled to work for

their living; that is to say, good .sods. Grass side
downwards, should form the base <if the hills to

prevent the roots from striking into the manure and
sound turfy loam that will produce an endless array
of feeders will answer better than the old-fashioned

I
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fluffy bed of light soil and flaky leaf-mould. If beds

composed of new materials have to be made, the

manure should be well turned and worked and ready

for putting into form on the day the seeds are sown.

When the London market gardeners grew their

summer Cucumbers on manure beds, many a private

gardener residing in the neighbourhood often against

his will learned a valuable lesson by watching their

movements. The frames were buried up to the elass

in fermenting material ; the lights were tilted early
;

pinching and regulating, deftly performed, preceded

the early sprinkling and closing. Every frame was
shut up under the full blaze of the afternoon sun

teeming with atmospheric moisture acd a volume of

tropical heat that would make a slow-goiug grower
of the present day tremble. Express speed did not,

however, end here, for no sr>oner had the sash-bars

commenced casting their shade across the glass than
dry, neatly-folded mats were brought out, covering

was dexterously performed, when, under the influence

of conhned heat and moisture, the fruit elongated as

if by magic.

Orchard House.

The fruit in the earliest house will now be suffi-

ciently advanced to admit of sharper forcing and
higher feeding ;

00° at night and TC to 75*^ by day
will not be too high if time is an object, otherwise a

few degrees lower will lead to the production of fruit

of superior size, colour, and flavour. The period over

which the feeding of the fruit extends is not a long

one ; the material used, therefore, should be of the best

quality and fresh supplies should be placed on the
pots as fast as the old is consumed or washed away
by repeated waterings. Solid food, as previously ad-
vised, should always be prepared well in advance and
kept covered up with fresh horse litter in a dry, airy

shed, where the forcing stimulants will become tho-

roughly absorbed by the turf or loam before it is

wanted for use. Pot trees having such a limited root

run, liquid manure as well as solid becomes a very im-
portant factor, and for this reason shi^uld be supplied
at every watering. It should not, however, be used
too strong, neither should the same stimulants be too

closely adhered to, as plants, like animals, like a light,

digestible, ever-varying diet. Good liipiid from the

manure tank of course forms the foundation, and it is

questionable if a better standing dish can be manu-
factured by the best horticultural <'hrf. Then, by way
of change, there is good Peruvian guano, for making
foliage, and soot-water for giving it a tine deep colour

as well as keeping it free from insects when applied

through the syringe. This excellent stimulant and
insecticide can always be had rtady for use by drop-

ping a small bag of soot into cisterns from which the

water for roots or shoots is taken daily. The early

pot trees may now be syringed twice a day—the first

time before the house is aired, the second aft'^r it is

closed in the afternoon. Soft water or water free

from sediment should always be used for Peaches, as

lime in suspension soon disdgures the woolly-coated

fruit. Tanks or large cisterns, inside and open to the

atmosphere of the house, should therefore be provided
for catching the water from the roof for this special

purpose.

Stoppinj and shortening bad- where plenty of fruit

has set near home and the general manipulation of the

trees must now receive dady attention, and last, but
not least, a keen eye must be kept on insect enemies.
The appearance of the first green-flp will, of course,

be followed by one or two mild sinokings ; and spider

—although it should never obtain a footing in the
orchard house—must be washed out by the syringe.

General house.—The fruit in this structure will now
be setting if many of the trees have not already
passed this stage. If well fumigated before the first

flowers opened, there should be immunity from fly

until after the latest trees are safe, when prevention
being better than cure, a moderate smoking followed
by good daily syringing, right and left, will most
likely keep them free the remainder of the season.

When all the fruit is set we ply the syringe with con-

siderable force to wash out the decaying petals, and
at once set about thinning. Triplets are first of all

reduced to one and the best
;
pendent fruits, where

they can be spared, are then removed and fruits apex
upwards are left for thinning down to the future crop.

Conjointly with thinning, pinching and disbudding

ar^ always carried on, as we find the little and often

system the best mode of managing pot fruit trees.

The disbudding of well-formed pyramids is a very
simple operation, when it is borne in mind that one
shoof- fruiu the base of each fruit-bearing branch and
another from the point to which we shorten back are

quite sutticient for our purpose. The shoot from the

base is allowed to make 12 inches to 14 inches of

growth before it is pinched ; the terminal in front of

the fruit, if strong, is pinched about the fifth leaf ; if

Weak or near the base of the tree, it is allowed to

grow and form a terminal bud. All intermediate
shoots are pinched close to form spurs or to draw food

to the fruit. When a mixed collection of trees is

grown, an abundance of air is an important point in

good manageu^ent ; the ventilators should therefore

be opened early on tine mornings to let out moisture
when the rising temperature begins to conden.se it on
the glass, and the circulation should be steadily in-

creased until the time arrives for reducing and closing.

Cherries, Plums, and Pears require the coolest and
most airy end of the house. iStrawberries when set,

and Figs will stand a very high temperature ; these

plants being gross feeders and subject to spider, the
application of good lifjuid to the roots and copious

syringing under as well as over the foliage must not
be neglected.

Cherries.
It is important that the trees in the Cherry hou.se

be perfectly clean and free from ia.sects when the
fruit, now well advanced, begins to change for

ripening. Also the roots nmst be in a .satisfactory

stite, neither too wet nor too dry, as the first extreiiie

will cause them to crack, while the second will result

in premature ripening. Under the impression that a
low temperature forms the mainspring of success,

young beginners sometimes shut off the heat to keep
the thermometer rii^ht irrespective of ventilation. This
is not good practice, as a low stagnant atmosphere is

more likely to induce dropping than a higher tempe-
rature with abundant ventilation. To escape this

dilemma the first essential in every stage is a free

circulation of air with sufficient fire heat to prevent
the temperature by night or day from falling below
the mininuim. When the fruit is decidedly on the
change, all the borders, previously well watered,
should be mulched with rather dry short manure to

keep in the moisture, and the syringing of these par-
ticular trees mu:>t be discontinued. The ventilators

opposite may be left slightly open through the night
to prevent condensation of moisture, and airing

through the day must be on a very liberal scale. If

late sorts, including Bigarreau Napoleon and Elton,

two of the best, are trained side by side with the
early sorts, the first may be syringed until they also

begin to colour, when a drier atmosphere, full air and
protection from birds will become necessary. If

young trees persist in pu,shiug laterals, pinch them at

the fourth or fifth leaf to force the sap into the lead-

ing shoots, which must be laid in full length to cover

the trellis.

Plums.
The treatment of these and Cherries up to the time

the latter begin to colour being identical, rules for

the general management of one apply to the other.

Plums, however, require a longer period to finish them
properly, and for this reason they should be grown in

separate compartments, or on blocks to facilitate the
process of occasional syringing after the Cherries are
ripe. If soft water of the purest quality can be pro-

cured, it may be thrown over the trees every day until

the fruit is fairly on the change, but on no account
must water which leaves a deposit of Hme on the
bloom be used. Plums, unlike Peaches, seem to

resent hard forcing through the latest stages of their

growth ; indeed, they positively refuse to go forward.
In order to get a dish of early fruit I have placed a
few pot trees in the high temperature of an early

vinery, but they never coloured, while those left in

the cool, well-ventilated house have finished well and
been first ready for use. W. Coleman.

Eastnor Castle, Ledbarij.

Pear insects ( W. J. //.).—The leaves of your Pear tree are
affected I believe (but the leaf was much withered when it

reached me) by one of the gall mites (Phytoptua pyri). I can
suggest no other remedy than picking off the infestel leaves
and burning them to prevent the mites spreading. No
insecticide wouldreach them, as they are within the leaves.—
G. S. S.

Flower Garden.

LILIUM HARRIS!.
This ulianiiinf; Lily should have a place in every
siiiuiy wiiiilovv in the land. It is one of the
most Ijeautiful in the entire family of Lilie.s, and
its habits and re()uirenients are not of the fas-

tidious nature common to many of its class.

Althouf,di a llower of the mo^t e.\quisite delicacy
and spotless purity in colour, form, and texture,
it is not inclined to be over-sensitive as to the
precise nature of the soil about its roots, the
exact temperature or humidity of the atmosphere,
or regarding the various other details of plant
culture, which must be so carefully observed in
tl\e growth of so many of our choicest plants.
Treat it like any respectable bulb ot the Lily
class, and a profusion of tiovvers is almost sure to

follow in due time.

There has been much uncertainty as to tlie

precise origin of this Lily, and florists have
ditiered in regard to the sub-genus to which it

belongs. Mr. Baker, in his excellent "Synopsis
of all known Lilies," classifies it in the Eulirion
group, and says it is a variety or sub-species of
L. eximium. Henderson considers it a variety
of the well-known L. longitlorum, or Trumpet
Lily. Mr. Wilson calls it a tropically developed
form of L. longitlorum. Mr. Hovey does not
agree with him, and still inclines to consider it

an open question. John Saul regards it as a
variety of L. eximium. Mr. Hovey finds it dis-

tinct from L. longitlorum both in flower and
foliage, and he says the bnlb is much longer,
tapering to the base, and also that it differs in
habit Nor is he content with the eximium
classification. Thus, there is a multitude of
opinions on the subject, and I shall not under-
take to decide from my limited experience who
is wrong and who is right. That it came here
from Bermuda some five or si.K years ago seems
to be settled . It was brought first to Philadelphia,
I think. But that it originated in Bermuda is not
so certain, though it is highly probable, as it has
been growing and blooming there in the greatest
profusion for many years. But so was L. lon"i-
Horuni ttoribundum, lirought from Bermuda.
Hence to cill L. Harrisi th:! Bermuda Lily, as
is commonly done here, seems a litile indefinite
unless they are indeed identical Tlien to name
it the Easter Lily is ipiite as ambiguous, as thi.s

tiile has been applied to a number of our white
Lilies flowering at that season, especially the old
L. candidum. However, call it what we will, it

is indeed a grand Lil}'. Surely the fiowers are
much larger than any longiflorum I ever .saw,

nearly twice as large, in fact, and larger also
than any other of the eximium class. I liave

them now measuring 8 inches long and about
the same across. They are delightfully fragrant,

and a single plant will fill the house with grate-
ful perfume. The plant itself is a .stately object
in any room, growing nearly 4 feet high, aiid being
well provided with neat foliage. The substance
of the flower is such that it lasts for many days
after being cut, and it remains fresh and beauti-
ful on the stem after expanding almost without
change a long time. The habit of forming new
bulblets in the pot around the base of the parent
plant, which tlirow up new stems on their own
account with great rapidity, producing fine large
flowers, is a distinctive and most valuable feature
with this Lily. This peculiarity has led some to

believe that these were secondary stems proceed-
ing directly from the old stem. But I have not
found anj- such instance, although the little

young bulbs do produce such new flowering
stems.

This Lily has not been widely disseminated in
this country as yet. The bulbs have been com-
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paratively scarce, and high in price, and its

many valuable qualities have not been rrener-

ally understood. It bej^'an to be advertised

quite extensively by leading American florists

last autumn, and it is now being planted more
largely. It seems to me it is destined to

become one of our most popular and valu-

able Lilies in the immediate future. Hen-
derson says it is entirely hardy south of Wash-
ington, and nearly so iu all our Northern and
Western States, requiring only a protection of a

few inches of leaves and litter in the latter States.

I hope this will prove true. But Mr. Hovey
finds that it is not h.nrdy in the New England
States, and he says it can only be grown in pots,

and I really fear that lie is nearest right. But
no matter tor that. This Lily is too beautiful

to be allowed to remain under our northern snow-
banks all winter. We want it in our rooms and
our dwellings, where we can enjoy its beauty and
sweet fragrance during tlie long months of frost,

which seem to be growing in bitterness and in-

tensity as the years advance. We want its white
and spotless purity to look upon in our daily

lives as we mingle with our fellows and our
families in our homes, and rul_> against the asperi-

ties of human existence. We need to inhale its

sweet breath in mollification of our petulant dis-

positions. But if they can be so protected in the

open in winter, so much the better. Such plants

will then come into bloom early iu summer, thus
supplementing the production of our house pot.s.

I hope we may hear from those who have made
the trial. H. Hendricks.

Kingston, N. Y.

Narcissus calathinus. — Referring to The
Garden (pp. 33.S and 'Mi), permit me to state that

I do not know the Portuguese N. calathlnus, but
it is strange that the same plant should grow wild

in the damp foggy climate of Brittany and
under the dry hot sun of the south. Should it be

the same plant, difierences of climate might have
changed its characters. This I shall know next
year, as I am procuring bulbs of it and will grow
the two together. It is said tliat N. calathinus is

very difficult to cultivate ; it may be, but I do not

find it to be so. I grow it in ordinary loam in

the open ground, and I have now a bed of it in

full bloom, and really a beautiful sight. There
are one, two, and three flowers on each stem, and
in many cases the corona is much shorter than the

periantli divisions. I have a hybrid, a cross be-

tween calathinus and pseudo-Narcissus, which is

really beautiful.—D. Gi'iheneuf, jyantes.

Blue Primrosef.—The praise bestowed upon
Mr. G. F. Wilson's pretty blue Primrose certifi-

cated the other day is fully deserved, as when ex-

hibited the three or four blooms which it bore

were very charming. On the other hand, we have
myriads of Primroses producing finer blooms of

better form and greater substance, but as they

may be ever so rich in hue, yet lack the novel

blue tint found in the Seott Wilson strain, they

escape attention. I should have liked to have
seen a duplicate plant of Mr. Wilson's Primrose
as lifted from the open ground after having had
to endure the several white frosts which pre-

vailed just previous to the l,"?th ; indeed, there

was a sharp white frost on that jiartieular morn-
iig. My reason for mentioning this is, that having
found a large number of blues amongst my Prim-
roses for several years, I have also found that

t lese when in bloom invariably suft'ered more from
white frosts than did the flowers of any other hue,

and both for that reason, although many were
the bluest I have ever seen, and also because I

found these blues invariably the most lacking in

robustness, I ignored them altogether last year
as seed parents. For decorative purposes rich

reds, lilacs, pinks, whites, yellows, purples, and
crimsons are best, and produce the most effective

results florally. The deepest coloured of the

blties, some quite of the hue of Lobelia speciosa.

were the most difficult to keep, although appa-
rently robust looking. It is somewhat strange
that blue in the flowers should be allied with a
delicate h.abit in the Polyanthus; and the old
blue form of Primula elatior cierulea invariably
proved too delicate for ordinary border culture.

It is still further strange that blue tints, in s]5ite

of the existence of this old bluish foi'm, are quite
absent in all other Polyanthuses, and present
themselves only in Primroses. The why and the
wherefore of this characteristic might well have
been threshed out at the Primula conference could
anyone have tackled it. I should like to add
that possibly to that very pleasing kind of pale
mauve hue once known as Primula altaica we
may owe the bluish tint which Mr. Wilson's and
some other Primroses show.—A. D.

SOME GOOD HARDY PERENNIALS.
Irises. —The Garden has done so much to popu-
larise these as well as many other hardy flowers,

that every year sees them increasing in numbers.
The germanica group once planted in fairly rich

soil, or in tufts in borders, take care of themselves
for years. At this time I like giving them a top-

dressing of some rich concentrated manure that
the rains will carry down. In a less backward
or late season this would be done a month
earlier, but there has been little growth hitherto.

The same treatment will be apropos for all the
spring flowering kinds not yet blooming in the
open ground, such as I. sibirica, from Siberia ;

I. pumila, including I. olbiensis, the former
from the Crimea, and latter from Turkestan ; I.

ensata. Some of the better kinds of I. Ka»mpferi
(.Japanese) I kept in a cold frame during the
winter, and have just planted them out of the pots
in the borders, but this was not indispensable.
However, I prefer treating the Peacock Iris, I.

reticulata, I. stylosa, and I. susiana, and, I may
add, the beautiful and too seldom seen I. Robin-
soniana (from Howe's Island) in that way, for

even if some of those lived through mild winters,

the flowering would not be so satisfactory. As a
rule, the bulbous Irises bloom best on a rai.sed,

sunny, warm border thoroughly drained. There
being more than ,S00 species and varieties, a gar-

den might be kept brilliant with Irises alone.

This would be a good time to procure many of

them in pots, and plant out for the summer's
ripening.

PoTENTiLLAS.—As a rule these are too much
neglected, remembering their comparative merits,

especially for cutting. In the south of Ireland
and England they do best in a somewhat shaded
position, as they bloom when the sun is almost at

his maximum strength and readily get scorched
up. For cutting, then, the better plan is to take
blooms commencing to open in the early morning;
thus treated and the water occasionally changed,
they last for weeks perfect rosettes, varying in

colour from the richest shades of orange and yel-

low to the most intense velvety crimson, and for

months together. If seed-pods are formed, all

but one or two must be kept picked ott', or ex-

haustion supervenes. I recently lifted a small
collection, removed theoldsoil and buried old rotten
manure beneath them. The difi'erent varieties of

Potentilla, like the Pansy and a few other things,

are invariably found to be finer in the north than
in the south.

Columbines (Aquilegias).—Many of the fore-

going remarks apply to these when one wishes to

retain old friends. If you try to grow them from
seed you may get hybrids of various kinds, but
almost for certain inferior to the types. The types
(single) are about four in number. That from
California (A. truncata) has bright scarlet

flowers; A. glandulosa, flowers a rich contrast of

deep blue and white : the deep golden yellow
kind A. chrysantha ; and last, but to my mind
first, A. ccerulea, the Rocky Mountain Columbine.
I have numbers of other garden kinds that spring
up everywhere, but inferior to the foregoing.
There are no flowers so easily grown or so useful.

Owing to the immense length of the tap root so

late in the season, I prefer top-dressing to lifting
them, if I think the soil exhausted.

St. Bkicid's Anemones.—I believe The Garden
and Mr. Burbidge are to be thanked for the in.

troduction of this strain to connnerce. Probably
there is no other Crown Anemone that can come
near this in size, substance, and brilliancy. If

the seed is started early in the season, it will
bloom late in the autumn and winter ; if put in

about this time, brilliant blooms can be counted
on nine or ten months hence. As recommended
by Mr. Burbirlge, the better j)lan is to sow where
intended to bloom, the bed to be rich loam and
cow manure if convenient. All the Anemones, but
this especially, transplant as seedlings badly, and
take a long time to recover transplanting.

Bedding FrcHsiAS.—You do not find Fuchsias
usually included among hardy perennials, but I

am about remaking a bed of F. corallina—tlie true
variety, now very rare—that has been planted out
for the piist seven yeai's. Severe winters it has
been killed to the surface of the soil, but has
always vigorously commenced growth in the
spring. It is worth some care and trouble, so I

buried a good load of stable manure underneath
the plants a foot or more. For about five months
every year branches of bloom can be cut and with
advantage to the plants, as it is a very robust
grower ; while the fine purple-crimson coral bells ^
are of immense size. I know of no other hardy
variety including F. procumbens, F. gracilis, or
F. longiflora, and the large number of small
flowered kinds indigenous to the south and west
coast to compare with it.

Hybrid Gladioli.—I cannot conclude without
saying a word about my favourite flower. Though
my early planted hybrids of gandavensis are now
spearing through the ground, I understand from
Mr. Campbell, of Gourock, the champion .Scotch
grower, and Mr. Dickson, of Newtownards,
that in their climate and localities excellent
results are attained by planting any time this

month. I can bear witness to the magnificent
spikes I saw with the latter cultivator myself la«t

October. Early or late, I am a firm believer in rich

rotted manure buried underneath the corms, and a
handful of clean sand under and over it.

Ctonind. W. J. Murphy.

"What is Narcissus major proper ?—Since
my return from the Narcissus committee at South
Kensington I have been thinking about asking this

question. Can there be, by any possibility, an error

in the identification as to what is "true major"
among Daffodils ? The way in which I wish to put
the case is this : Supposing some collector, for the
first time, was to exhibit at South Kensington the
Narcissus major of commerce. The experts sitting

in committee would soon form a poor opinion as to

its merits, and would probably discard it as un-
worthy of name. Now, with regard to what we call

spurius, it is from this type we are getting our
finest forms. Can it be possible that we latter-day^

nineteenth-century searchers after truth are mis-
taken as to what is mock or real among Daffodils ?

Can spurius be major of the old masters, to use a
fine-art expression, and what we now recognise as
major be the mock Daffodil mentioned in old
botanical works >. The whole affair looks so like

error, that I am induced to invite controversy re-

garding it. I accept true propinquus as a fine

Daffodil, said to be near major. Bulbs of it planted
in July are in bloom now, major being long sinctr

out of bloom.—W. Baylor Hautland, Temple Bill,

Cork.

SHORT NOTES.—FLOWER.

Iberis semperflorens fl.-pl.—The GaHcni^ora last
yeiir ligured and described this double form of Iberis, which
originated in a sniiiU garden in Ihuringia, and which has'
been distributed by M. J. C. t^chmidt, of Erfuit. It seems to
be a real gain, and will probably be valued when better known
for pot ciilture. It is compact in habit and iiowej's abun-
dantly. It will undoubtedly make a good rockwork plant.—Byfleet.
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THE FLORISTS' AURICULA.*
In the year 1 570 many artisans, driven out from the

Netherlands, settled in this country, and they brought
their favourite flowers with them, includini^ the best

of their Auriculas. We begin business at the old

shop, for Ger.ard, who published his " Herbal " in

1397, described and figured half-a-dozen varieties.

On page 640 the contrast between the yellow and the

purple Bear'.---ears, although shown in drawings that

are truly execrable, is full of instruction in respect

of the i|Uestion before us. Tne other figures are of

little conseipience, but the two that lead the way
speak emphatically of the

dlstinctio.>i between the tlil'e aurjcula and the
Alpine xVuricula.

In plain truth, tliey were as distinct then as they
are now, and John Gerard's bad drawings hit the

truth admirably. It is important also to note tlie

remark of .Johnson in his edition of Gerard, pub-
lished 1(333, to the effect that there 'are divers

varieties, ditt'ering in the leave-*, which are green or

hoary, and in the flowers, which are white, yellow,

red, and purple, the gardens of Mr. Tradescant and
Mr. Tuggie being well furnished with such. These
things prepare us for what the immortal .John Parkin-
son has to s ly. In his " Theatre of Plants " (1040) he
copies the bad figure from the Antwerp Uodoers, and
describes twenty-si.x kinds of Auriculas. It is of the
liighest interest to note that amongst them occur a

"stripe purple," which he desciibes as singularly

ohang--able ; also a parti-coloured red ' and white
"heaid of, Ijut n^.t seen.'' The Collie, that he de-

scribes as "somewhat sad, but very lively," and the
" Purplish Blew,'' appear both to have been of the
class known to us as selfs, w hile " Heavens Blew,"
" Paler Blew," and " Bright Crimson," were of the
class now known as alpines. Of yellows he says there
were many, bnt so mixed " I can lOt expresse them."
This is just whit might be expected, and it in.ay be

fair to add that, as a matter of course, they were the
least valued, because not far enough removed from
the wild flower of the mountains, for the opinion
appears to have jjrevuiled that there was only one
kind of wild Auiiciila. In the " Paradisus " there are
twenty varieties described, a few of which are admir-
ably figured. Of these nine had green leaves with-
out meal, and the remainder were more or less mealy.
The fltjwers are presented as var3'itig in colour, and
some have a centre of tlie kind we call '* paste," while
others are without it. The colours are just such as

we find in border Auiiculas of the present day,
comprising shades of red, purple, violet, maroon,
yellow, and white. We are certainly in the midst
of Auriculas, not only of the mrjuntain, but also of

the garden. It appears that we hive in the " Para-
disus "—inexhaustible treasure as it is—the fountain
of diversity as revealed to the penetrating eye of
" Thine in what he may " the author of what h-^

himself in his dedication designates "this speaking
garden." This paper should be something like a
Citalogue of evidences, and I invite your attention to

the description of the "great straw-coloured Beare--
eare," at page 238 of the book last mentioned. " This
hath almost as mealy leaves as the last, but nothing
so large ; the flowers are of a faire ^trawe colour,

with a white circle at the bottom of them." These
tliree last (that is the great yellow, the greater yellow,

and great straw) " haue no shew or shadow of any
other colour in any part of the edge, as some others
that follow haue."

Kdged AlHtCLL.\S.

The "blush Beares-eare, " the " haire coloured
Bearr-s-eare," and the "yellow variable Beares-eare"
are described sa edged flowers. For example, "the
blush has a ground colour of a dark or dunne-yellow,
shadowed ouer a little with a shew of light purple,

which, therefore, we call a blush colour, the edges of

the flower being tipt with a little deeper shew of that
purple colour, the bottome of the flower abiding
wholly yellow, without any circle, and is of very great
beauty." The hair coloured is of a brownish yellow,

edged with a show or shadow of a light purple colour.

The yellow variable is of a fair yellow, "dasht about
the edges onely with purple, being more yellow in the

• Read by Mr. Shirley Hibberd at the Primula Conference,
April 21, isso.

bottome of the flower then in any other part." I
seem to hear our friends the florists say tliat these
were flowers with shaded edges, of wbich we have
many at the present day. Yes, the history of the
flower is before us, and the " Paradisus " appears to

provide us with the very first record of that kind of

edging. Parkinson reserved a bonne bouclie for a
w iiid-u]) of his feast of Auriculas. It is the " variable
green Beares-eare." This hath green leaves snipt

about the edges ; the flowers are yellowish green,
having purple edges ; these have no circles at all in

them. This variable green with a purple edge might,
for present purposes, be assigned the position of a
pole star in the floral firmament ; at all events, T, for

one, feel attracted to it, and expect it to afford assist-

ance in tracing out the order of the stars in the two
constellations of Ursa major and Ursa minor that
"in earth's firmament do shine;" for these stais

seem to be now coming home to ns. There is no
special interest fi>r the present occasion in the progress
of the Auricula in what appears to have been its early
conditions as regards range of colour and variation of

leafage. It is only when it assumes what, for con-
venience sake, maybe termed its exhibition character,

that it becomes more than ordinarily attractive, not
only for the delight of the eye, but as a subject for

scientific study. Let us then consider the position of

the edged flowers in the history. The one presented
us by Parkinson is very different to the florists'

Auricula of the present day ; but it is probably a
true Auricula, for the leaves "do turne and fold

themselves a little backwards," the flowers are less

expanded than some others, but, alas ! they have nti

circles in them, and the variety is not figured. This,

we will say, is the most remarkable of all cultivated
flowers, a small wonder, but a true one; a great
achievement of art or a most extravagant freak of

Nature. When did the first properly-edged fl iwers

appear ? That question is now forced upon us, and
is full of significance, even if judged by this first

record of a green flower with a purple edge. A very
trifling change would give us a purple flower with a
green edge, and changes of that kind are common
enough. 8trange to say, edged flowers were not
recei\ed with open arms by the faculty. They had
to win their way slowly to the favour of the florists,

and on the principle that the world knows not its

greatest men, the gardening world in general was for

a long time iijnorant of this unique production—this

most precious of all the jewels in the diadem of

t^ueen Flora. The proof of this will furnish matter
for a paragraph.

In Miller's " Dictionary," first published 1731, the
edged flowers obtained no recognition, but Miller
provided a good code of judging Auriculas, minus, of

course, certain points that are of peculiar importance
now. The fact proves that the flower had acquired
extensive popularity, and inspired some kind of

corporation that for present purposes may be desig-
nated the Auricula Fancy. Even in 167ti, fifty years
after Parkinson had so nearly witnessed the making
of the florists' Auricula, John Rea, in his "Florilege,"
described striped flowers, and advised the selection of
flowers " with white eyes that will not wa^h." The
subject obtains scientific treatment in Hills "British
Herbal" (17r'6), and the author, John Hill, M.l).,

boldly declares that many of the so-called species of

authors " are no other than varieties of this plant
rising from culture." At page 98 he speaks of the
yellow Auricula as standing alone, and apart from
those that produce red and purple flowers. Of these
last he says there are three species not directly
related to the yellow jVuricula, and these he describes
as narrow- leaved, round-leaved, and long-leaved. To
one of the descriptions he adds the remark that
" there ii no judging by what one sees in gardens,
where the accidents occasioning varieties are endless

;

but in those collected wild tliere is no error." In
Hill's "Eden," by the same John Hill, published 1757,
Auriculas are fairly treated of, but edged flowers are
not mentioned. Hanbury's " Body of Gardening,"
1770, gives a hint in the way of our search in speak-
ing of variegated Auriculas. It is a question of some
importance whether the variegated flower of Hanbury
was the striped flower of Parkin.son, or a modifica-
tion of that edged flower that had been noted as a
curiosity a hundred and fifty years before. There is

clear evidence in the
,

" Florist " of 1849 that in the

year 173'2 the edged flowers were not generally
recognised ; but in a code of rules for judging
Auriculas "flakes" and "stripes" are mentioned as
important adornments of the flowers that were in
favour in 17-j2. Mr. Slater, in his "Amateur
Florists' Guide," gives a list of proper edged flowers
that were in cultivation in 1770, and in my paper,
read here in 1882, I a-suraed— I still think properly
—that some of these were in existence in 1750, or
earlier. The varieties known as Pott's Eclipse, Rule
Arbiter, and Hortaine were in cultivation in 1757.
About 1785 the edged varieties were plentiful, and
amongst them were Grimes's Privateer, Popple-
well's Conqueror, Gorton's Champion, and Wrigley's
Northern Hero, which are still in cultivation, not as
arch^ological curiosities, but because they are good
and liave retained their initial vigour as cultivated
plants for up.vards of a hundred years.

In fixing a date for the earliest record of an un-
doubted edged flower, I am indebted for valuable aid
to my frieu.l Mr. Harrison Weir, who, in a connnuni-
cation to the Gardeners' Vhronide of May 0, ISS'2,

reiers to Sir Thomas Moore's " Flower Garden Dis-
played," published 1734. In this work many Auri-
culas are described, some of them introduced from
Holland, and others raised in this country. It is im-
portant to note that the Dutch and the English
varieties appear to differ as alpines and true Auriculas,
both classes finding favour here, but the English
raisers having an especial affection for Auriculas pro-
per, as apart from the alpine section. Now, it is of

the highest importance to observe that amongst many
flowers of a class known as "Painted Ladies," because
delicately improved, as the ladies of that day were,
with a dusting of white powder, several are described
as striped, and one as distinctly edged. The edged
flower is called Honour and Glory ; it is said to have
" a good white eye and the flower striped with a dark
redoish purple on a white ground, so as to leave the
edge of the flower white." I repeat that this contri-
bution to the history is important, because it not only
places before us an undoubted edged Hower, but it

shows that the difference between stripes and edges
was recognised. More than this, it shows that striped
flowers were much valued, for one called the Royal
Widow was sold for ten guineas, but the value of the
edged flower is not suggested. It would be delightful

could we find in the winning stands of the present
season an example of the edged flower of 1734, which
was very different to Parkinson's green with purple
edge. As we cannot find the flower, we will look for
Honour and Glory of a larger kind. Perhaps in the
soundness of our work, and the sweetness of our
tempers, and the earnestness of our hopes, we may be
promoting a higher and wider appreciation of the
Auricula, in which case honour and glory are secured,
and we may safely proceed in the good old way, ac-
cording to the sacred precept, " Whatsoever thy nand
findeth to do, do it with all thy might.'' Let us now
ask the qutstion

—

Whe.nce c.vme THE Florists' Auricula?
Charles Darwin, in " Forms of Flowers" (p. 43),

derives it from Primula pubescens, which is repre-
sented as a hybrid between P. Auricula and P. hir-

suta. Herbert, in " Horticultural Transactions

"

(vol. iv., p. 19), considers P. Auricula, P. helvetica,

P. nivalis, and P. viscosa to have been oncerned in
the parentage. Indeed, Mr. Herbert considered he
had raised a powdered Auricula from P. nivalis,

which may be regarded as a white-flowered variety
of villosa of Jacquin. As he gives no description, it

is impossible to say whether his plant would pass for
an Auricula if brought up for judgment liere to-

day ; but he was not the kind of man to make any
glaring mistake, and his plant must have differed

fri>m nivalis to entitle it to such special mention.
Mr. Herbert, at the same reference, suggested that
P. Auricula, P. helvetica, P. nivalis, and P. viscosa
are but ^arieties of one and the same species. To
the list may be added hirsuta, pubescens, minima,
and nivea, for in truth we are now trading in names,
and we shall have to be careful that we do not mis-
take shadows for substances. In his "Die Geschicte
der Aurikel " Professor Kerner avows his belief that
Primula Auricula is not subject to variations, and that
it probably did not keep a place in gardens for any
length of time beyond the middle of the seventeenth
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century. But then he obtains for the making of the

garden flower the blood of P. Auricula and P. hirsuta,

which he regards a3 the parents of P. pubescena ; and

from this last, a reputed hybrid, he derives both the

edged and the alpine varieties. This proposal will

not be accepted by many of the raisers of seedlings,

whose experiences have rendered them familiar with

the peculiarities of both classes. It affords but poor

promise of an explanation of the persistency of the

yellow colour and the farinose decoration of the show

flowers. Nor does it satisfactorily explain the shaded

margin and the persistently naked leaf of the alpine

section. As regards the yellow of the show flower,

it does not appear in its true proportions to the

casual eye ; but if you will carefully wash away the

paste, you will find that it is laid upon a yellow

ground. It seems to be the function of paste to play

agameof deception. Kerner's views have been partially

approved by Mr. J. G. Baker, of Kew ; but he appears

to lean to Primula Balbisi as a prominent progenitor,

and he associates the edged flowers and the alpines

as at least not specifically distinct. The Rev. F. D.

Homer, who combines experience as a raiser with

knowledge of species and a fine faculty of observa-

tion, recKons Primula farinosa, P. scotica, P. mar-

ginata, P. intermedia, and P. viscosa as concerned in

the parentage, and probably he would separate the

edo-ed flowers from the alpines as of different origin.

Finally, I propose to you that we may with advan-

tage regard the edged or show Auricula and the alpine

Auricula 'as, for present purposes, specifically distinct.

The general agreement of the alpines is with P. com-

mutata and P. pederaontana, the last named being

emphatically reflected in it. On the other hand, P.

ciliata of Moretti may be associated with P. Auricula

as concerned in the formation of the florists' flower.

But, after all, this is like arguing in a circle. The

two that I have selected as begetters of each group

are specifically one or two at the discretion of the

botanists, as they may take broad or narrow views.

We are in the same plight as regards the Primulas

as we were in regard to the D.iffodils before the

congress operated, when, as you will remember, a

great reduction of the species was carried into effect.

i will venture now to say that the employment of

names in the expression of our ideas as to the origin

of the Auricula must be subject to the possible re-

duction of names by the revising conjmittee. I pan

find a dozen or more so-called species that .are possible

parents of the Auricula, but as I question their

specific independence, I do not feel that making a

catalogue is, in this case, the solution of a problem

in biotogy. As for Palinuri, I cut short the connec-

tion by d:8missing it as a possible progenitor of

Auriculas.

Distinguishing CHAR.iCTERiSTics of the Auricula.

Let us now make a brief study of an Auricula with

reference to the facts that are before us. In certain

characters it is constant. The leaves are stout in

texture, often leathery, sometimes slightly cartilagin-

ous. The flowers are always in a many-flowered

visible umbel, never, like those of the Primrose,

appearing singly from a concealed umbel. The floral

bracts are short, never like those of P. calycina,

longer than the flower-stalks. The corolla is dis-

tinctly contracted below into a tube and expanded

above into a salver ; it is never contracted into a cup

or goblet, as in P. sikkiinensis. The dusting with

protective meal is not a distinguishing feature ;
but

its abundant appearance as a decorative character of

the exhibition flower is strikingly characteristic, and

though it may be said that by long-continued crossing

and selecting its appearance there may be regarded as

the work of the artist called Man ; yet his work is

limited, not only by the capabilities, but by the dis-

position of Nature. The powder belongs to the face

of the flower, although its quantity and arrangement

m.ay be an exaggeration of Nature's intentions. The

show of yellow in the colouring of the flower is a

constant character. This is a colour wanting in

many of the supposed parents. It should be borne

in mind that the flowers of highest quality represent

lont'-continued and severe selection ; and therefore in

an "exhibition, or even in the general stock of the

cultivator, we do not see the entire charitcter and

possibilities of the flower. The seed bed offers the

raiser many that he will simply destroy, because of

their nonconformity to rules, and amongst the con-

demned will be many of the so-called fancy floweis,

that have no body colour, and a|)proximate to the

Kpecies. It should bo remembered, too, that all the

edged flowers have green edges; for altliough d.-issi-d

as green, grev, .and white, it is only the relative

colour, which, from the florists' point of view, is one
of its distinguishing beauties. It would be more
reasonable, perhaps, to regard the green colour as a
remainder of the original colour of the flower, for,

.according to the doctrine that has found general
acceptance, the flower should be first green and then

yellow, with the potentiality of changing
to red and ultimately to blue.

Considering Prof. Kerner's proposal in

connection with these facts, it may not be
irreverent to say that it leads us nowhere.
We are to derive two groups of plants

that differ by larger degrees than many
that are recognised as distinct species

from a parent plant that is a reputed
hybrid, and that possesses only a few of

the characters required. We are assured

that the purple and maroon colours that

are so prominent in the edged Auriculas
cannot be derived from a species known
as affording only shades of yellow. Those
who make the declaration evidently forget

the wide range of colouring of the com-
mon Primrose, wherein we have almost
every colour except true blue. Linnaeus

grouped Primroses, Oxlips, and Polyan-
thuses as forms of one species ; and that

view, though for long repudiated, is now
generally accepted, and the point is espe-

cially insisted on by Bentham in his

"Handbook of the British Flora." Be-
tween yellow and blue there may be
somewhat of a gulf fixed, especially in the

variations of a species ; but from yellow

to shades of red and purple is a transi-

tion far from uncommon. We have ex-

amples not only in the Primrose, but also

in the Chrysanthemum, Hyacinth, Tulip,

Pansy, Carnation, Hollyhock, and Antirr-

hinum. If you wander about in tearch

of a source of the red and purple tones

in show Auriculas, you will never find

means to account for the brilliant violet-

blue body colour of the variety known
as Colonel Champneys, while others may
be found that are apparently equally far

removed Irom the possibilities

of the botanical colourist. 1 he

truth appeals to be that the

colours we cannot by direct

descent account for are in

reality self-evolved, and belong

to the category of changes that

accompany and follow cultiva-

tion. In other woids, these

r-i-'A^

-•.^

Saxifrjga mut-ita. Flowers yellow.

density of the meal that makes the difference. It
i
colours, with other characters that might, with equal

has been boldly declared that this green colour is a
[

reason, perplex us.are, in a certain sense, laid on by ihe

monstrosity, indicative of a return of the flower to i hand of the cultivator. It is the fe.ar of the botanist,

the status of a leaf, but we will defer the serious who cannot recognise any merit in his brother the

consideration of that proposal until we see the flower ,
florist, that prompts him to find in this or that flower,

take the form of the leaf in addition to a touch of that the hand of man has left untouched, the sources
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of properties that the florist has developed by long

continued cultivation in view of an ideal model, to-

wards the realisation of which he is ever striving, but
never attaining, though happy in the endeavour, and
justly though quietly proud of what so far has been
actually accomplished. To obtain the two great

classes of Auriculas from Primula pubescens is a

greater extravagance on the part of Professor Kerner
than any florist has ventured on as yet ; but the

florists have discovered long since that seeds derived

from show flowers do not produce alpine varieties ;

and, on the other band, it is all in vain to hope for

edged varieties from tlie seeds of the alpine section.

The general acceptance by the liotanists of the pro-

posal of Professor Kerner shows how much they need
in their researches the aid of men who have acquired

experience in the raising of nev varieties of garden
flowers and in the management of garden plants

gener.ally.

Parkinson, 250 years ago, had a green flower with
a purple edge. That must have been in existence

long anterior to the writing of the "Paradisus." It is

not extravagant to entertain the supposition that it

had been in existence hundreds or thousands of years

before. In the same collection were striped flowers,

and these appear to have increased until in the early

part of the eighteenth century they abounded. Then,
again, we hear of an edged flower called Honour and
Glory in the year 1732, when Sir Thomas Moore de-

scribed it. Since then edged flowers have increased

in number, and now constitute a race that has all the
needful characteristics of a species. The green has
proceeded outwards to the margin and settled there

:

the stripes have moved in the same direction and
formed a ring within the margin ; and the farina has
accumulated around the centre to form what is termed
the paste ; while a rich tone of yellow marks the
centre, and gives accent to the green of the primal
flower, the result being an arrangement of colours in

four orderly masses, three of them in circles of de-

finite geometrical proportions. The Carnation offers

a nearly parallel example, for here we see the flakes

of the flower moving outward to the edge to fashion

the Picotee. It is like the action of centrifugal force,

the colours appearing desirous of moving off into

space. What is termed the thrum does not appear to

demand special notice in connection with the origin

of the flower, but I sh.all not seriously interrupt the

study of the subject by remarking that Charles
Darwin found the short-styled flowers the most pro-

ductive of seed, and thus the taste of the florist in

this respect is in strict accord with the frugal notions

of Nature. The rich yellow of the thrum is another
feature favourable to the flower, which is as hardy
and vigorous as any of its kindred, although com-
monly represented by the traducers of the florists as

a debilitated thing that requires a man and a boy to

hold it up.

Auriculas naturally divide into two groups, the

alpines leaning to Primula villosa, the Auriculas to

Primula Auricula. There does not appear to be any
necessity for the admixture of Prinnilas that has

been hypothecated for the formation of these flowers.

The facts of history suggest that in all their more
distinctive forms these two sections represent only

two species, and that each in its essential characters

is self-contained and self-containing. We have no
proof at any time of distinct hybridity, but it jnust be
acknowledged as a fact favouring the view of a con-

siderable range of parentage that the allied species

breed freely together. The Primulas that most often

come into coutact with man are, like him, of a sportive

nature. The laced Polyanthus might perplex us with

its golden edge, and there are many edged Oxlips in

the present exhibition, and some that display stripes

and incipient edgings, and that are probably in a con-

dition of change corresponding with the Auriculas of

Gerard and Parkinson.

IDaffodll Sir Watkin.—We have seen this gi-.ind new
DalTudil very fro^uuntly this year at shows, but it is a plea-
sure to liavo a lar^c buiuh u£ fresh flowers of it on our table.

These came from Messrs. J. Dickson's Newton Nurseries,
Chester, from whence all the bulbs in commerce have, we
believe, been distributed. We can only repeat what we have
often B.aid, that it is one of the choicest among select sorts,

and were we limited to a]dozenD affodUs, this would certainly
be one of them. The enormous flowers which Mr. Walker, of

Whitton, showed of it on Tuesday were the finest examples
yet produced.

A SYNOr.SIS OP THE EUROPEAN SPECIES OP
PRIMULA, WITH THEIR DISTRIBUTION.

By J. G. Baker, Kew.

Group I.— Pbimulastra.—Young leaves rcvolute, never
mealy beneath. Caly.x strongly ribbed. Flowers
yellow.

1. f. rutffaris, Huds. (Primrose).—Leaves narrowed gradu-
.ally to the base. Umbel sessile ;

pedicels long. Calyx-teeth
lanceolate. CoroUa-limb large, pale yellow, — Distrib. :

Throughout Europe, except the Mediterriinean region.

2. P. elatior, Jacq. (tme Oxlip). — Leaves nan-owed gradujilly

to the base. Peduncles produced ;
pedicels short. Calyx-

tectli lanceolate. Corolla-limb large, pale yellow ; thi-oat not
plicate.— Distrib. : Throughovit Europe, except the Mcditer-
rinean regions. Differs fnjm the hybrid Oxlip by its more
villose calyx and paler corolla, not plicate at the throat.

:i. /'. q[}ichialis, Scop. (Cowslip).—Leaves narrowed sud-

denly at the base to a winged petiole. Peduncles produced ;

pedicels short. Calyx-teeth deltoid. Corolla-limb smaller,

deeper yellow ; throat plicate. — Distrib. : Throu^hout
Europe ; rare and not typical in the Mediterranean region.

Group 11.— Aleuritia.—Leaves often mealy beoeath, re-

solute when young. Calyx not i-ibbed. Flowers lilac.

4. P. farinosa, Linn. — Leaves small, erenulate, mealy
below. Pedicels and calyx also mealy. Calyx-tube cam-
panulatc ; teeth as long as tube. Corolla-tube short. —
Diytrib. ; Northern and Central Europe, mountains of Spain.

5. P. alrirta, Hornem— Diffei's from farinosa by leaves

not mealy beneath, pedicels and calj'-x not mealy, flowers

fewer.—Distrib. : Moiuitains of Scandinavia and Northern
Russia.

(5. P. sihiriec, .Taeq , var.^tiniiiarchiw-, Jacq. —Leaves broader
than in farinosa, entire, not mealy beneath. Pedicels longer.

Caly.x-tubc oblong ; teeth much shorter than the tube.
Corolla-tube short. Flowers few.—Distrib. ; Mountains of

Scandinavia. The type known in Siberia only.

7. P. fi-ondQsa, Janka.—Leaves large, thin, not mealy
beneath. Calyx-tube campanulatc ; teeth lanceolate-deltoid,

as long as the tube. Corolla-tube short.— Distrib. : Mountains
of Thrace. Very rare.

S. P. lonrjliiom, All.—Leaf like that of farinosa, usually

mealy beneath. Calyx longer, both tube and teeth. Corolla

tube 1 inch or more long. CoroUa limb half to three-quarters

of an inch in diameter.—Distrib. ; Mountains of Central

Europe.

Group III. — AuRicuLASTRA. — Young leaves involute.

Calyx short, both tube and teeth.

* Tn'c .-tfo-icH/as^ra.— Leaves, calyx and pedicels not viscose.

;*. P. Aartcu/a, Linn.- Leaves large, entire or minutely
toothed. Leaves beneath, pedicels and calyx mealy. Bracis
small. Flower pale yellow.—Distrib. : Mountains of Central
Europe.

10. P. Paliiiufi, Petag.—Differs mainly from the large

forms of Auricula by its constantly inciso-crenate leaves and
larger foliaceous bracts. F'lower x^ale yellow.— Distnb. : Pro-

montory of Falinurus, Naples.

11. F. mariihuUa, Curt —Much dwarfer than Auricula, with
strongly inciso-crenate leaves with a white mealy margin.
Flowei-s fewer, lilac. — Distrib. : Alps of Dauphine and
Piedmont.

12. P. carnioUca, Jacq.—Leaves oblong, thin, entire, not at

all mealy. Flowers lilac.—Distrib. : Alps of Austria and
Lomb-ardy.

•* lii-i/thrndoiia.—Leaves, pedicels and calyx viscose.

13. r f/.^c(fsu, Vill.—Leaves obovate, strongly inciso-cre-

nate. Pedicels twice as long as calyx. Caly.\-teeth nearly
as long as the tube. Flowers few or many, lilac.—Distrib.

:

Pyrenees and mountains of Centnal Europe. Many varieties

(villosa, Wulf., latifolia, Lap., <te.).

14. P. ilaonfitsts, Leyb.—Differs from dwarf few-flowered
forms of viscosa by its narrower leaves, shorter pedicels and
much smaller calyx, with very small obtuse teeth.—Distrib.;

Gr.anitic Alps of Switzerland and Austria.

Group IV.

—

Artiiritica.—Y'oung leaves involute ; calyx
long ; tube cylindrical or infundibuliform. Flowers
always lilac.

• Corolla lobes shallowly bifid.

1.5. P. cah/cina, Duby.—Leaves large, entire, acute, "with a

distinct white, mealy edge. Bracts large, linear. Calyx
half an inch long; teeth lauceoLate, as long as tube.—Distrib.:

Alps of Lombardy.

Itj. /'. upa-tabilU, Tratt.—Leaves large, entire, obtuse or

subacute, with an indislinct pale edge. Bracts smaller than
ill the last. Calyx quarter to one-thira of an inch long ; teeth
much shorter than the tube.- Distrib. ; Alps of Central
Europe ; several varieties ; was included by Linnaiua under
iutegrifolia.

IT. /-*. integri/olia, Linn , c.c 2}tu-ti;.—Dwarfer than specta-

bilis, with smaller leaves and only 1—3 flowers.—Distrib.
;

Pyrenees and mountiiins of Bwitzerland and Lombardy.

18. P. Allioni, Lois.—Dwarf, 1—2 flowered, with very short
peduncle and pedicels. Leaves obovate, very obtuse, sub-

cutire, viscose.— Distrib. ; Alps of Piedmont, very rare ; and
a geographical variety (P. tyrolensis, Schott) in the Tyrol.

*' * Corolla-lobes deeply bifid.

19. P. hiinima, Linn.—Very dwarf ; leaves small, obtuse,
sliarjily toothed, not viscose, flowers 1—2; peduncle .and

pedicels both very short.—Distrib. ; Mountains of Switzer-
land, North Italy, Austria, and Turkey.

20. P. r/iutiaosa, Wulf.—Leaves obtuse, denticuhate, viscose.

Flowers many, in a dense umbel, with an elongated peduncle,
and largo oblong obtuse bracts ;

pedicels absent.—Distrib.

:

Mountains of the Engadine, Lombardy and Austria.

SAXIFRAGA MUTATA.
This is one of the few yellow-ilowered species of

Sa.vil'rage, the prevailinf; colour.^ in the f;enus

beinr; white and pink. It belont»s to the Crus-
taceous group, all the species of which have thick-

textured leaves with a cartilaginou.s margin, as is

well shown in the illustration of the plant on the
opposite page. JS. mntata bears some resemblance
to S. lingulata, but the leaves of the rosettes are

broader, shorter, and not so pointed. The rosette

of leaves is symmetrically formed, and from the
centre the flower-spike rises several incites in height,

sometimes a foot or more ; as shown in the en-

graving, it is densely covered with glandular hairs ;

tlie flowers are of a yellowish luilf colour, sometimes
brighter, and )ieing numerous are very .striking

when all are e.xpanded. Though a rather un-
common plant in gardens, and often not easy to

obtain from nurserie--, it is a very okl plant to

botanists, as LinnxHis himself gave it the name
which it now bears. It is found on the Pyrenees,

the Alps, and other mountains in Central Europe,
;ind does not appear to be a rare plant. It is,

however, not one of the easiest alpines to keep in

good health in a garden. It may be grown well

on a rockery with other Saxifrages of a similar

nature, hut a spot should always be chosen for it

where it can have plenty of moisture during the

season of active growth. It belongs to the same
group of species as loiigifolia. Cotyledon, Aizoon,
lingulata, crustata, ami cochlearis, all of which
bear white flowers, and are among the choicest

of alpines. The other yellow or yellowi.sh-

flowered species in the group is the rare little

S. luteo-viridis, and now there is a variety of

S. aretioides called primulina, which may be
added to the number of yellow Crustaceous

Sa.\ifrages.

Primroses from seed.—Everyone who grows
these charming spring flowers should annually
raise a few seedlings, for, in addition to the greater
vigour which young plants e.xhibit at blooming
time, there is the chance of something good turn-
ing up, as well as the guarantee that the stock of

plants will be maintained at the desired standard.
By marking the best plants, and saving seed only
from them, one's strain of Primro.ses may in a short
time become much improved. Improvement is

also accelerated by removing degenerate varieties

'

as soon as they show bloom. The finest flowers are
undoubtedly produced by plants which bloom for

the first time in their first flush of youthful vigour.
Their charming attributes ai-e intensified, but they
only show how lavishly they can produce their

pretty flowers in the second year of their life.

After the second year they are more e.xposed to the
perils which artificial conditions entail upon them,
and are, in light soil especially, liable to die oft'

wholesale. Unfortunately, one does not realise the
losses till autumn, for it is the nature of the Prim-
rose and Polyantlius to become in a measure
defoliated in summer, and no doubt the compara-
tive absence of foliage helps on the ruin ; it is like

a man standing in the hot sun without a head
covering ; the naked crowns are stricken by the
sun, and are roasted and parched till they come to

the consistency of a dry stick. Naturally, Primroses
get friendly shade from a stronger vegetation.

Now is the time to sow if good blooming plants

are required for ne.xt spring, and if the advantage
of warmth can be given, the seeds will germinate
quicker and all the more surely. When the young
plants are well up, get them out without delay
into a cool frame, guarding against checks of all

kinds. Prick them out -vvhen large enough to

handle into pans or boxes, put them into a cool

sheltered place, and as soon as the leaves begin to

touch, plant them in their permanent quarters.

Work the ground well before planting, forking in

a good coat of soot, which this class of plant seems
to like. Water as needed and they will make fine

plants by the end of the autumn. I would, how-
ever, counsel all who can do so to sow the seed as
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soon as ripe. There is no comparison between the

germination of seed a year old and that which is

sown within a month or so of gathering.
_
The one

comes up sparsely and tardily, some of it not at

all ; of the other, not a seed seems to miss. I'lants

sown at that time will bloom the first year not

abundantly, but the flowers will be of excellent

quality.—J. C. B.

Societies.

Odontoglossum Alexandras. — Messrs. W"""'?-

worth, Carder and Co. write :
" The speeimon of this (Jrclnd

Bold .it Prothcroe and Morris's rooms on Arril HI for liiO

guineas (see pa^e 3(ili) originated from an importation made

by 119 in 1SS5."

Orchid exhibition.-The Orchid exhibition at Mr.

William Bull's establishment in the Kings Road, Chelsea,

which annually attracts so much attention and is so largely

patronised, opens on Tuesday, May 4, and continues through

the months of May, June, and July.

Orchids at Camden Wood, Chislehurst.—

Mr. Vanner's choice collection of Orchids contains

at the present time many rare and otherwise note-

worthy kinds in flower. There is the finest plant of

Odontoglossum polyxanthum we ever saw, having a

spike of nineteen flowers, each of a large size and of

a soft lemon yellow blotched with coffee brown.

Other out of the common Odontoglossums include

0. Wilckeanum, a yellow hybrid in the way of the

rare pronopetahim and O. Edwardi, Avhile commoner

kinds which enliven the house with bloom com-

prise such as 0. Rossi rubescens, O. citrosmum in

various shades of colour, 0. Cervantesi, with its

varieties roseuni and decorum. There are some in-

teresting Masdevallias of the Cbimiera section, the

most remarkable being M. Eoezli rubra, a variety

near M. Winiiiana, but of a deep port-wine colour.

The true M. Koezli is represented by a plant having

ten flowers as black as a nigger, and of a queer

unflowerlike shape. Like miniature black bats are

flowers of M. Backhousiana, and one plant bears

eight of them. Other Masdevallias worth noting

are M. Armini, a little gem ; M. 'Veitchi grandi-

flora, appropriately named ; while an Orchid gro'wer

cannot pass unnoticed a grand plant, such a rarity

as M. macrura, carrying twenty-two leaves. The

Cattleya house, now that its legitimate occupants

are at the lowest ebb of their flowering season,^ is

gay with such as Oncidium sarcodes, some of which

have long spikes carrying from fifty to 100 flowers,

Ctelogyne ocellata maxima, Epidendrum pseudo-

Epidendrum, and Dendrobium densiflorum. The

Cattleya Mendeli plants are beginning to flower,

and for some time C. Lawrenciana has formed one

of the special attractions of the house. Among

choice Phalsenopsids are P. Sanderiana, and the little

known P. Marie is coming into flower. The best of

the Cypripediums in bloom are C. Sedeni candi-

dulum and C. grande, both at the top of the list of

first-rate hybrids.

Hearting Borecole.—On our deep, cold, clayey

subsoil hearting Kale is the hardiest and most pro-

ductive for winter and spring use. During this last

winter, when almost every other vegetable has been

destroyed, this Kale is left untouched, and is now in

full vigour. As soon as the heads are cut the long

stalks sprout from the bottom upwards, and in a few

days form quite a bush of sprouts, which, when

cooked, are all that could be desired. On deep culti-

vated ground, suppUed liberally with manure, the

growth is vigorous and quick, and gets well ripened

by the autumn. For cottagers no vegetable could be

more useful than this, and now is a good time for

sowing it. By sowing in rows the plants make sturdy

growth, and, by drawing out the largest as ground

becomes vacant and cleared of early crops, they may

be planted out in rows IS inches apart up to the end

of August.—James Smith, Watcrdale, Si. Helens.

Testimonial to Mr. William Holmes.—A com-

mittee has been formed for the purpose of raising a fund to

present Mr. W. Holmes with a testimonial in recognition of

the valuable services he has rendered to the National Chry-

B.anthemum Society in his capacity of hon. secretary.

The president of the society, Mr. E. Sanderson, of Willesden,

is the chairman of the testimonial ccmmittcc, and Mr. N.

Davis, the Lilford Road Nurseries, Camberwcll, is the hon.

ecretary. Already a substantial list of subscriptions is

nnounced.

EOYAL HORTICULTUKAL.
April 26.

Again the glow of yellow Daffodils predominated.

They seemed to be more numerous than ever, and

certainly finer, both in size and colour, than any

hitherto shown this season. Besides the Narcissi

there were, however, some admirable pot Roses,

alpine and other hardy flowers, and a group of fine

foliaged plants from one of the best market plant nur-

series we have, added to which there were a good

many new plants, the whole making up an interesting

exhibition. A comparatively large number of certi-

ficates were awarded, there being no fewer than

twenty.

Beaumontia grandifloka.—The remarkable East

Indian stove climber described in The Garden the

other day (p. 342). The cut flowers shown on this

occasion were even more beautiful than those which

Mr. Ruffett sent to us, their exteriors being quite white,

not greenish brown, as in the younger flowers first

sent from Panshanger. This grand old climber, so

seldom seen in bloom, was the most noteworthy

plant shown.

Cypripedium Hyeanum.—This new Lady's Slipper

was sent by M. Linden, of Ghent, and was said to be

a hybrid between C. Lawrencianum and C. insigne,

but the committee doubted the reputed parentage.

To us it seemed to be merely a variety of C. La-w-

rencianum without a tinge of purplish colour in it.

The foliage and flower, both in shape and size, exactly

correspond with typical C. Lawrencianum, and not a

trace of 0. insigne can be detected. Tlie dorsal sepal

is white lined with pea-green, and the pouch is also

light green. It is one of the most distinct Lady's

Slippers which we have yet seen. Singularly enough,

the same variety was shown by Mr. White, the only

difference in the two specimens being th.at M. Linden's

flowers were twice as large as those of Mr. White's.

OdOSTOGLOSSUM Ll-TEO-PnEPDRECM LEUCOGLOSSUM.

—The finest variety that has yet been exhibited

of luteo-purpureum. The flowers are above the

usual size; the sepals and petals, instead of being

narrow and starry, are broad and overhap, and the

lip is not curled up, but broad and flat and beauti-

fully fringed. The colour renders it most remark-

able. The sepals are wholly of a deep chestnut-

brown ; the petals are of the same colour, blotched at

the base with pale yellow, and the lip is pure -white,

with a deep blotch of colour in the middle. Exhibited

by Messrs. Sander and Co., St. Albans.

Odontoglossum crispcm apiatum.—A new variety,

having large and finely shaped flowers with broad,

overlapping petals, and sepals heavily blotched in the

centre with cinnamon-red. It is a relief to see a

more rational way than hitherto adopted of naming

these exceptional varieties of Orchids, as in this

and the preceding instance. Such a name as apiatum

is far more expressive and appropriate than the now

common practice of giving pl.ants complimentary

names. The variety in question was shown by Mr.

Ballantine, from Baron Schroeder's collection at The

Dell, Egham.

Oncidium unduiatum.—A handsome species hav-

inc large and curiously shaped flowers, produced on

lonc', slender flower-spikes. The sepals are of an

oliv'e-green, the petals of the same colour and banded

transversely with white The plant shown by Major

Lendy, of Sunbury, bore thirty flowers.

Pteris cretica Mayi.—An elegant form of the

well-known albo-lineata variety of P. cretica. Each

frond is forked and crested much in the same way as

the crested forms of P. serrulata. Mr.May, of

Edmonton, showed several small plants of it admir-

ably grown, and displaying well the graceful habit

of ilie plant. It is sure to become popular, particu-

larly as a market Fern.

Hkmerocallis Kwanso foliis variegatis.—This

handsome variegated Day Lily is now tolerably

common in gardens, but it is not one of the most

satisfactory plants to grow, as it is of doubtful hardi-

ness. It, however, makes a fine pot plant for a

greenhouse. The leaves are long and recurve grace-

fully. The variegation consists of longitudinal stripes

of creamy white and green. Exhibited by Mr.Ware,

Hale Farm Nursery, Tottenham.

Nakci.'^si Duchess of Westminster and C. J.

Backhouse.—Both belong to the incomp-arabilis

group. The first is a beautiful flower, large and finely

shaped; the sepals are wliite, and the deep cup

sulphur-yellow. The other has large flowers with

yellow sepals and an orange-rtd edged cup.

Rose Gloire Lyonnaise.—A new white Hybrid

Perpetual, resembling a good deal a Tea-scented

variety. The flowers are large and full, white, in-

clined to yellow, and very fragrant. The habit is

excellent, and the fine specimen of it shown by Messrs.

Paul, of Cheshunt, bore numerous blooms.

Amaryllises King of Crimsons, Duchess of

EiiiNiiURGH, AND Duchess of Alrant.—The first is

the most gloriously coloured sort yet raised, the colour

being of the most vivid scarlet-crimson, intensified by

the polished surface, which shines like satin. The

flower is of medium size, of perfect shape, and without

a pale centre. The two Duchesses are both beautiful

;

the first is large and fine in shape, colour red veined

with crimson ; the other has a smallish flower of per-

fect form, deep crimson-carmine banded with white.

Narcissus Hfnky Irving.—One of the long-cupped

section, and apparently a form of the variety spurius,

characterised by having large finely shaped blooms

wholly bright yellow. In this variety, which appears

to be identical with that certificated last year as

General Gordon, the cup is wide and has a recurved

rim, and the sepals are broad and of firm texture.

Shown by Mr. Ware.

Narcissus Nelsoni aurantius.—A very handsome

variety, with large flowers of exquisite shape. The

sepals are white and the cylindiical cup is bright

orange. From Mr. Ware.

Primrose Crimson Beauty.—A .Jack-in-the-green

sort that is, the calyx is so exaggerated, that it looks

like a second green corolla. The colour is a deep

crimson. A well-flowered plant of it shown by Mr.

R. Dean, of Ealing, had a bright appearance.

Fritillarta l.^tifolia, E. H. Krelage, Corneille,

Siege of Haarlem, and Van Lerius.—All seedling

varieties raised from the old-fashioned F. latifolia,

from which they differ but slightly. All the flowers

are of a dull vinous-jmrple, more or less chequered

with a deeper or lighter hue. Shown by Messrs.

Krelage, of Haarlem.

Among other exhibits placed before the committee

the following were worthy of note : From the Duke

of Marlborough's garden at Blenheim, Mr. Bethell

showed a grand specimen of the handsome, but rare,

Epidendrum leucochilimi. The plant was over a yard

through, and bore many flower-spikes ; the flowers are

large and have greenish sepals and petals, and a

pure white lip of thick texture, and resembling the

skate-fish in shape. Mr. Ballantine showed from

Baron Schncder's garden flowers of the white Dendro-

bium macrophyllum, which is one of the loveliest

Orchids in existence.

From M. Linden, of Ghent, came the new Den-

drobium stratiotes, which is presumably a native of

North Australia, or some of the islands in that region.

It is different from others, but most resembles

D. taurinuni. It has bulbs like bigibbum, and the

old bulbs bore the remains of several spikes. The

flowers are large, and have long narrow twisted sepals

of 'greenish white and white petals ; the lip has a long

pointed lobe with a white ground, pencilled with

violet-purple. It is a most remarkable Orchid, but it

was not shown in first-rate condition. M. Linden

also sent a new Cattleya in the way of C. specio-

sissima, and named C. Maloniana. The colour is a

deep lilac, the broad lip being veined with crimson. A
new Alocasia, too, was shown from Ghent, but it was

not very remarkable. A fine specimen of Cattleya

Lawrenciana was shown by Mr. Cripps, of Tunbridge

Wells ; the plant bore five'spikes, carrying altogether

fourteen flowers of a very rich colour. Major Lendy,

of Sunbury, .showed a spike of the same Cattleya with

six flowers, the largest number that has yet been

exhibited on a spike, so that we may reasonably hope

to see the full number, from twelve to twenty, in

course of time. Major Lendy .also showed a gigantic

flower of C. Mendeli, which was remarkable for its

fine colouring. From the same garden was shown a
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fine specimen of the rare Oncidium undulatum, which

bore no fewer than thirty flowers ; these are large

with olive-green sepals, the sepals being banded with

white.

Messrs. Krelage, of Haarlem, showed some two

dozen or more seedling varieties of Fritillaria lati-

folia, from which the committee selected four for

certificates. They were all so much alike that it

would be a hopeless task to attempt to describe even

those named. Mr. Gilbert, of Bourne, Lincoln, sent

flowers of the brilliant double Anemone fulgens, the

sort having a row of broad green petals around the

central tuft of small ones, all of the most vivid crim-

son. Mr. R. Dean showed a group of his new
coloured Primroses and Polyanthuses, fi'om which we
singled out the following as the most distinct, viz.,

President, rich purple ; pjUiperor, maroon crimson
;

Snowdiift, pale strawcolour ; and White Queen, almost

a pure white.

Messrs. Paul, of t'heshunt, were awarded a silver-gilt

medal for afine groupof pot Roses, all admirably grown
and flowered, and being intermixed with large plants

of Solomon's Seal they had a charming effect. Messrs.

Paul also showed a group of alpine and hardy flowers,

among which the following select kinds, all worthy of

any garden, were shown well : Saxifraga aretioides

alba and piimulina (a yellow variety), muscoides, and

coriophylla, Arnebia eehioides, Gentiana verna (a fine

tuft, a mass of blue). Ranunculus amplexicaulis, Adonis

vernalis. Primula ciliata purpurea, Obristi, villosa

nivalis, and minima, Phlox stellata, Cyclamen repan-

dum, Saxifraga cordifolia pm-purea (fine plants of this

grand variety), Aubrietia deltoides grandiflora, Tu-

lipa Clusiana (a charming bulb), Narcissus Xelsoni

major, Fritillaiia Meleagris alba, and Doronicum
Harpur Crewe.

A silver-gilt medal was also taken by Messrs.

Barr & Son for an extensive group of Daffodils, which

included numberless sorts in every section, and on

this occasion the poeticus group were in strong force,

and these relieved the yellows charmingly. The sorts

that s-triick us as being especially beautiful were

Leedsi, Minnie Hume, M. de Graaf, Queen of the

Netherlands. Duchess of Westminster, C. J. Back-

house, Flora Wilson, Beatrice (the purest white Leedsi

yet raised), and Princess of Wales. Among the poeti-

cus sorts none were so fine as grandiflorus, which is

still an uncommon variety. Barri ^onspicuus is al-o

among the indispensable varieties. The Daffodils

were supplemented by a gathering of other hardy

flowers, which added to the interest of the group.

Mr. Ware took a silver-gilt medal for a beautiful

group of Daffodils, very tastefully and effectively

arranged, and including a selection of the best sorts.

To these were added a large and bridiant group of

hardy flowers, comprising a host of good things, such

as Primulas and Anemones, P. auiiena in variety

being the showiest ; and among the Anemones none
were so remarkable as Robinsoniana, of which there

was the finest flowered panful ever seen, the delicate

hue of the flowers being seen to perfection. Among
the Daffodils those named Captain Nelson, John
Nelson, Henry Irving, Madge Matthews, and Mary
Anderson were particularly noteworthy.

Mr. Walker, of Whitton, was awarded a silver

medal for a grand group of Narcissi, which were even

beyond the average ijuality iisually shown by this

well-known grower. All the sorts were represented

admirably, and some were marvellously fine. The
big Sir Watkin was never shown in greater perfection

before, the blooms being enormous — some over

4 inches across. This was an illustration as to the

effect of high culture of a Daffodil. This collection

was made up of the finest sorts, the pick of a com-
plete collection. The sorts that struck us most were
those named Michael Foster, Horsefieldi, Emperor,
Shirley Hibberd, Autocrat, F. W. Burbidge, Leedsi,

Acis, amabilis, Beatrice, and Dr. Gorman, the last in

the way of Sir Watkin, but not so dark in colour.

A silver medal was taken also by Messrs. Collins

and Gabriel for a great gathering of Narcissi, similar

to those shown at every meeting since February last,

and on this occasion it comprised wonderful ex-

amjjles of certain kinds, particularly of the poeticus

group. Mr. G. Stevens, of Putney, showed from his

nursery a large group of seedling Abutilons, which

made quite a display, though there was a good deal

of sameness in the colours. There was a good yellow

called Cloth of Gold and another called Golden

Queen, while Brilliant, Vesuvius, and Prince Albert

were among the richest in colour.

Messrs. Cutbush, of Highgate, took a silver medal

for an attractive group of New Holland and fine-

foliaged plants, which were out of the usual run of

exhiiiits. There were many old favourites in the

group, such as Ericas, Hedarcmas, Tremandras, Erios-

temous, and most conspicuous was the Mexican Orange

t lower, Choisya ternata, which should be in every

greenhouse, as well as an elegant shrub named Hypo-
calymna robustum. There was also a new white

variety of Azalea mollis called The Queen. Mr.

H. B. May, of Edmonton, took a bronze medal for an
uncommonly fine group of I"erns and other foliage

plants grown in the style followed in market gardens.

iVU the plants were small, but extremely well de-

veloped, particularly the fine-foliaged plants, such as

Crotons. Among the Ferns that are grown by Mr.

May for market are Leucostegia immersa, with young

fronds of a bronzy hue, various Lygodiums, the climb-

ing Ferns, Nephrolepis Duffi, Pteris serrulata, and

variety Adiantum cuneatum grandiceps, Pacotti and

rubellum, and A. farleyense. The last named is

grown in exposure, not in shade, the result being that

the fronds .assume a beautiful ruddy tinge. Mr.

Walker, of Tbame, showed some half-a-dozen boxes

of cut Roses, which were quite a treat. They chiefly

consisted of Marechal Niel, Niphetos, Mad. Falcot,

and Cheshunt Hybrid. A bronze medal was de-

servedly awarded to Mr. Walker, whose exhibit was

well worth a higher class of medal.

Fruit and vegetables.—There was little for

the fruit committee to do, there being only an Apple

from Mr. Crump, of Madresfield Court, and a dish of

Radishes from >Iessrs. Carter, of High Holborn.

The Apple, named Newland Sack, is evidently a good

keeper, and the committee thought highly of it. The
committee recommended the Radish to be tried at

Chiswick. It is called Knickerbocker, and has a long

red and rather large root.

Scientific committee.

—

Orchid insects.—Mr.

McLachlan, referring to this subject, repeated liis

doubts as to whether Isososoma was really the gall-

producer on the roots of Cattleya, as he had bred a

Gecidomya from the galls—a much more likely insect

to have effected the mischief. Mr. O'Brien, on the

contrary, had no doubt that the Cecidomya was the

cause of the mischief.

Hhridnlemlron n'reiim.—Mr. Bateman exhibited a

specimen of this species in flower from his gaidea at

Worthing, where " this and other species appear to

succeed perfectly in a north aspect and under cover

of some '20 feet of nearly perpendicular rockwork.

which affords effectual protection from sea breezes

and the rays of the sun." The flowers were relatively

small and of a duU lilac colour. The under surface

of the leaves is covered with cream-coloured down.

A'istralian Acacias.—Mr. Bateman also sent for ex-

hibition specimens of Acacia verticillata in bloom,

and which had had no protection other than that

afforded by a south wall. Flowers of A. undulata

and A. ligustrina were also shown which had been

grown without fire heat in a glazed porch.

Portur/uese Narcissi.—Dr. Masters exhibited speci-

mens and drawings of certain Portuguese Narcissi

from Prof. Henriques an 1 Mr. Tait, of Oporto. They
comprised forms of N. triandrus, showing great vari-

ability in the relative lengths of the stamens and
style, and of the form called N. Henriquesi, in which

the perianth-tube was reduced to a minimum.

Auricula.—Dr. Masters showed for the Rev. F. D.

Horner a flower of Auricula with a dark red ground

and a green edge, a form mentioned in his paper read

before the Primula conference. It was lecognised as

an entirely new departure, and likely to excite great

attention among Auricula growers.

Tohacco culture.—Colonel Clarke sent a communi-
catiim on the culture of tobacco in this country, in

which he summarised the principal conclusions as

follows : 1, cultivation on ridges ; 2, removal of all

laterals ; 3, the earliest harvesting of the crop con-

sistently with a proper ripening of the leaf ; 4, the

absolutely dry state of the leaf before packing for

fermentation. Dr. Masters alluded to the culture o!

the plant in Belgium and Northern France, and to

the analyses published by Boussingault.

Marshall P. Wilder.—It was resolved, on the motion

of Dr. Masters, that a letter of thanks be sent to this

gentleman for his contribution to the library, and

tliat the opportunity should be seized to congratulate

the venerable ].resident on the continuance of his

useful labours in the promotion of all branches of

cultural science.

Orchid nomenclature.—In consequence of a com-

munication from the council it was resolved that a,

sub-committee be formed to co-operate '• with the

society's provincial show committee with a view to

the holding of a conference on the nomenclature of

Orchids during the show to be held at Liverpool."

The following gentlemen were selected from the

scientific committee for the above purpose : Sir J. D.

Hooker, Messrs. Ridley, J. O'Brien, aud A. H. Smee.

It was suggested that Mr. Harry Veitch should be

requested to form one of the committee.

NARCISSUS COMMITTEE.
The last meeting of this committee for the season

was held at South Kensington on Tuesday, the 27th,

when arrangements were made for next year. In

order to include the whole of the varieties, early as

well as late, it was decided to have one meeting in

March, two in April, and one in May, on the council

days of the Royal Horticultural Society, with an extra

day, if possible, between the 10th and the 15th of

April, at a time when the largest number would

probably be in flower. A report was received from

the sub-committee appointed to inquire into the

question of doubling to the effect that neither at Kew
nor at Chiswick was any difference observed in the

flowers of the bulbs planted last year for the purposes

of observation. Different soils were used, some with

manure, some without, but in each case all those

which flowered had as yet retained their normal

single form.

A sub-committee was appointed to draw up a

sy.^tematic report of the work dime at the meetings

this year, which should include all the fresh informa-

tion which had been obtained of the natural history,

liabitat, &c., of the various wild types, as well as a

description of the new varieties for wh'.ch names had

been registered.

The following were the forms submitted for

notice :

—

1. Some varieties of incomparabilis, which were

recognised under names already known.

2. White Ajax, from Messrs. Collins and Gabriel,

which we believed to be cernuus pulcher, but it

was very strongly the feeling of the committee that

it was almost impossible to decide accurately on

blooms only of these white forms of varying ages

and grown under various conditions, and that

wherever possible a decision should not be given

until they had been grown and tested side by side

with other forms at Cniswick, Dublin, or some other

accessible public garden.

?.. William Wilks, from Mr. Barr, a very bold and

distinct variety of the Backhousei section, with

somewhat rounded divisions of the perianth. It had

been proposed at one time to call it Henry Collins,

but this latter name was withdrawn in favour of the

other, which was registered.

4. Some varieties from Mr. Moore, of Boston, which

were deferred to another year to have an opportunity

of seeing the foliage.

5. A form of double Narcissus paler than is usual

in Telamonius plenus, and more like the double

Pseudo-narcissus, from Messrs. Veitch, who stated

that it had proved constant for three years.

0. A variety of incomparabilis albus, from Mr.
Kendall, of Luhvorth, described by him as apparently

'•a seedling of one of the bicolor varieties of Pseudo-

narcissus accidentally fertilised by N. poeticus an-

gustifolius." The crown resembled that of U. J.

Backhouse ; the perianth partook largely of the form

of poeticus ornatus, though more yellow in colour and

not of equal substance. It had been deferred from

last year to see whether it would prove constant, and

it was much admired this season. The name was
registered as Lulworth.
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7. Some varieties of incomparabilis, collected by
Mr. Godolpbin Osborne in the Pyrenees, and found
growing with pocticus and muticus. They appeared

to be similar to some sent last meeting, and a vote of

thanks was offered imanimously for the wild forms of

great interest wbicli had been received from Inm this

year.

8. "The first bloom of a seedling of N. incompara-

bills pallidus aurantiacus expansns not artificially

crossed. The cup of the parent becomes almost a

trumpet in]the child." From Mr. J. Allen. Deferred
till another year, it being the experience of some of

the members of the committee that the characters of

seedlings flowering for the first time could not be
reckoned upon to prove constant.

9. impress, from Mr. Walker, in two instances

having three blooms to the stem ; and a very distinct

and fine form of Ajax of a deep lemon colour, which
the committee hoped to see again.

A flower of the rare double Leucojum vernum was
received from Mr. Allen, who gave it as his ex-

perience of the plant that it was utterly worthless,

being a shy bloomer and of a most disagreeable colour.

C. E. !-icn.\sE-DiOKiNS, Hon. Sec.

NOTES OF TH E WEEK

Double Anemones.—"St. Brigid" has sent us

another gathering of her marvellously fine double
Anemones from her garden on the Hill of Howth.
All are gigantic blooms compared with what double
Crown Anemones usually are ; some, when fully

expanded, measure quite 5 inches across. The
brilliancy of the scarlets and crimsons is indescribable,

and these colours are represented in almost every
shade, and besides these there are purples, violets,

and mauves. Mr. Murphy in another column justly

praises "St. Brigid's" Anemones, but the pity is that

few can grow them like her.

Primroses and Polyanthuses. — These in

northern gardens are now in their height of perfec-

tion, and their culture is well understood in Scotch
gardens if Mrs. Williams' garden at Kirkconnell,

Newabbey, can be taken as an example. She sends a
gathering of very beautiful varieties of Polyanthuses
and Primroses, and among her seedlings of the former
are some colours by no means common, and the style

of growth is somewhat different from the ordinary
run. She seems to have intercrossed the large-flowered

Polyanthuses with the small Oxiip and Cowslip, in-

fusing into them brilliant and rich colours. !Mr. Hart-
land, of Cork, also sends some excellent coloured
Cowslips and specimens of what he calls his Giant
Oxlip, William of Orange. This sort has the pecu-
liarity of fasciated stems, which produce enormous
fiower-heads. There are .also flowers of a beautiful

Hose-in-hose Polyanthus of a delicate sulphur-yellow.

The powerful fragrance of Mr. Hartland's Cowslips
and Oxlips is remarkable ; in this respect they are

superior to Polyanthuses.

Befaria glauca.—This is a beautiful greenhouse
shrub which has been obtained from Bogota, and is

now flowering in the temperate house at Kew. It is

an erect, wiry-branched plant, 4 feet high, branches
thickly clothed with oblong leathery leaves, dark
shining green .above, glaucous below. The flowers are

produced in a large, dense, erect raceme on the ends
of the stoutest branches, the Kew specimens having
twenty-seven flowers in one raceme. In form the

flowers resemble those of Alstroemerias ; they have
stalks 2 inches long, and are composed of seven petals,

each 1 inch long by quarter of an inch in width, the

whole flower being 2 inches across. In colour they
are bright pink, and when all are open together they
are ^ery handsome. The genus Befaria (sometimes
written Bejaria) is closely related to the Ledums and
Khododendrons. It is composed of about a dozen
species, all natives of Central and South America, but
always at very high altitudes, even on the borders of

perpetual snow. Four species have been mtroduced
into English gardens, all of them beautiful, but not
one has remained with us long. It is thirty-seven
years since B. coarctata was made known by Messrs.
Lucombe, Pince & Co., and this was expected to prove
hardy in England. After it came B. jestuans, in

1854, a very beautiful shrub, both in leaves and

flowers. In 1857, B. Matthewsi, a pale yellow-

flowered shrub, was fent home by Mr. Wm. Lobb ;

and lastly, we have this fourth and equally beautiful

kind now flowering at Kew. We ought to be able to

keep and grow these plants well, seeing that they

come from regions where our cool Odontoglossums

and other Orchids abound. What the Khododendrons
are in the Sikkim Himakayii, the Befarias are in the

Andes of Peru, &c., where they are said to be as

attiactive when in flower as the Rhododendrons are

in India.

Bougainvillea spectabilis.—There is a beauti-

ful specimen of tliis now flowering in the Water Lily

house at Kew, which everyone interested in stove

plants and not acquainted with this one ought to go

and see. We may be wrong, but so far as we know
this plant flowers only rarely in England, and we
suspect those who profess to have it and flower it

easily are confusing this species with B. glabra, which,

of course, flowers as regularly and freely as a Haw-
thorn. " T. B." talks of B. speciosa as being quite

distinct from B. spectabilis, but althoiigh he has no

less an authority behind him than Pr. Lindley, he is

wrong, for the plants in English gardens under these

two names are identical. Nor is it correct to speak
of one as having smooth leaves and the other hairy

ones, for neither these nor even B. glabra have per-

fectly glabrous foliage. At Kew B. speciosa is quoted

as a synonym for B. spectabilis. In 1861 Dr. Lindley
described the latter as having a loose and sparse in-

florescence, und the former compact heads of flowers

on very hairy stalks ; but these characters may be

found on the same plant, and in the large series of

dried specimens at Kew B. spectabilis is shown to

vary considerably according to the conditions it grows
under, and this may be proved on cultivated plants.

The synonymy of B. spectabilis is as follows, viz.

:

B. bracteata, B. peruviana, B. speciosa, B. brasiliensis,

Tricycla spectabilis, and Josepha augusta. With re-

gard to what "T. B." says respecting what is required

by B. spectabilis to make it flower freely, we cannot
syy much in favour of the cool house treatment he
advises, as we know of a plant which has been care-

fully managed in a warm greenhouse for many years,

Imt which never flowers. No doubt anything in the

shape of root-roasting would be fatal to this plant so

far as flower production goes. What is wanted, how-
ever, is total dryness at the roots all winter, and
liberal treatment as soon as the growing season comes.

Of course, a poi^ition exposed to full sunshine all day
is one of the first essentials, and next to this we
should advise all the pruning to be done immediately
after the flowers are over. Certainly, if B. specta-

bilis could be made to flower freely every year, it

would be one of the very best stove shrubs ever in-

troduced.

Beaumontia grandiflora.—Through the kind-

ne.ss of Mr. Kuffett, who has succeeded in flowering

this magnificent climber in the gardens at Panshanger,
I have seen some of the beautiful flowers mentioned
in The CiAKHEN last week, and the difference between
these and those represented in the Botttnlcal Mci'jazinc

(t. 3'213) is so striking as to deserve notice. In the

latter the flowers are very short-stalked ; the caly.x

lobes are smooth and tinged with red ; the corolla is

3 inches long, inflated almost to the base, where it is

suddenly narrowed, and the lobes are apparently less

than an inch long. There are only two flowers on a
raceme, and they are described as being cream coloured.

The difference between these and the flowers from
Panshanger is shown by the following description of

some now before me. Flower-stalks 2 inches long

;

calyx lobes 1^ inches long, green, the veins covered

with brown, woolly hairs; length of corolla tube
5 inches, width at top 2 inches, narrowing gradually
downwjirds, so that it is what we call trumpet-shaped.
The corolla lobes are nearly '2 inches long, and the
colour is a clear ivory white. There are six or more
flowers in each axillary bunch, and they are developed

on the ends of the stout young shoots, which are half

in inch in diameter. There are several other species

of Beaumontia in India, and it seems by no means
improbable that the plant represented in the Botanicul

Ma^arJnc is that known as B. Jerdonise. At any
rate, it is not nearly so large flowered nor so pure in

colour as the plant at Panshanger. Mr. Euffett's

success in flowering a plant which has been grown at

Kew and in other gardens for many years without
ever flowering is highly creditable, and it would be
of special service if he would make knf»wn the course
of treatmeut he has given his plant to bring about its

flowering so freely. The branches of B. grandiflora

grow to a great length, the highest trees being over-

topped by it in India, where it is known as one of

the most glorious climbers. The near resemblance of

these flowers to those of Datura suaveolens may be
mentioned as affording a good idea of tlieir beauty.

—

W. W.

Obituary.

THE LATE MR. TURNBULL.
The death of Mr. TuiiNiu;!,!., at the Garden House,
Bothwell Castle, on the 18th ult., has removed a well-

known figure from the horticultural world of Scotland.

Mr. TurnbuU was born at Legerwood, Berwickshire,

.Tanuary 18, 1804, and served his apprenticeship at

the Haining, near Selkirk. In 1821 he removed to

tlie Duke of Buccleuch's gardens at Dalkeith, then
luider the management of Mr. McDonald. When
Lord Archibald Douglas succeeded his father in the
Douglas estates, he applied to Mr. McDonald for a
gardener for Bothwell Castle, and he recommended
TurnbuU, who entered on his duties in 1828, and no
man ever more faithfully discharged them than he
did, gaining the high esteem and friendship of six

successive employers, including the present Earl of

Home. When Mr. TurnbuU went to Bothwell Castle

it was the leading garden in the west of Scotland

;

there were then few great gardens as we know them
now. Bothwell Castle was, and is now more than
ever, surrounded by mines and manufactures, and its

proprietors in consequence did not add to the glass

structures, ,as under other circumstances they would
have done, the result being that in that respect

it fell behind m.any gardens of the present day ; but
for a well managed kitchen garden, for its collection

of hardy herbaceous plants, and for its Heaths, it had
few equals. It is generally known that Mr. TurnbuU
raised more fine seedling Heaths than any man, and
that of these plants he was a most successful culti-

vator. When Mr. TurnbuU began his career at Both-
well Castle he first directed his attention to improving
the herbaceous Calceolaria with eminent success. His
Lord Douglas, a grand large purple flower now lost,

has never had an equal of its colour. Mr. TurnbuU
was one of the first cultivators of Orchids, and though
his facilities were small he grew some remarkable
specimens, one of which is at this moment the finest

probably in the country—I refer to his grand plant of

the autumn-flowering Cattleya labiata, which for forty

years has produced from eight to twelve spikes of

bloom annually.

QUESTIONS.
:)487.—Meconopsis Wallichi.—Can any reader uf The

GarI'Ex ;,'ivf UK- aiiv iiifniinatiun as regards the cultivation

of Mecunopsis Wallichi fr.nii si-ed ?—C. L. H.
.')4Ss.— Sphagrnum.—Will some reader of The Gabden

kindly tell nie liiiw to encouraffe Sphagnum to grow or live

when placed round Orchids? With mc it soon becomes a
decaying mass.—C. W. C

54SV*.—Carpet bedding-—Can any reader of The Gar-
den inform me where [ shali be able to get ji book on carpet

and sub-tropical bedding, witli designs and key to planting

the beds with various colours, so that all may harmonise
well together? also, what the price may be of such a book?
—Amanoensis.

LA TE NOTES.
Seedling' Pelargonium ((V. A. Jmus).— Via cannot

give an opinion of the merits of your seedling from the bit

sent, bend it to some specialist.

Names of plants.— jVr.!. PhlUips—l. Ntircissus in-

comparabilis v.ar, ; 2, too withered to name ; 3, double
common Daffodil; 4, double N. nanus; .'», double Jonquil
(N. Jonquilla). R. W.—Dendrobium Pierardi. J. N. li.

—Dielytra spectabilis. K aV<.i6(/.—Cydonia japonica.

A. Wallace.—Small flower is identical with those recently

shown at South Kensington as the typical N. moschatus, cut

from collected bulbs. The large flower is too far gone to

detinitely name, but it looks quite like true tortuosus.

ir. F. Burn.—Spike too much withered to name correctly,

but it seems to agree with Dendrobium Fanneri aureum.
W. R.—1, N. Macleai ; 2, N. bicolor ; 3, variety of N. Leedsi

;

4. apparently N. galanthitlonis. W. //. JU. -Next week.
E. B. Z'.—We cannot undertake to name Roses. They

should be sent to some specialist. G. C.—Cannot name
the Violet. E. M. S.—We think you must mean the Sweet
Sultan (Ccntaurea odorata).
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WOODS & FORESTS.
THE FUTURE OF THE SPRUCE.

Is this wood always to occupy the place it now
appears to do i There seems to he no real reason

why it should. There is plenty of information

forthcoming that Spruce timber only fetches such

and such a price, but nobody is ready to speak

out and explain why its position in the marlcet is

so low. There would be an all-sufficient reason

if it could be proved that more is grown than is

required, but facts negative this. Where, then,

can we look for the cause '? It must be in some

other direction tlian that of the consumpticm of

timber of a similar nature. In general terms tlie

opinion is become trite that Spruce grown here is

inferior to what is sent in from abroad. Tlie

mere reiteration of this statement, however, does

not give it weight. A much more satisfactory

answer would be to cite cases where home-grown
and imported Spruce have been used side by side.

There must be evidence on hundreds, and per-

haps thousands, of estates which would lead to a

decision of the question on the merits. Notwith-

standing the disparaging way in which the wood
is so often spoken of, a tree which grows to such

good dimensions, generally as straight as a mast,

and sound and free of knots, must, in cases out

of number, have been employed for all sorts of

purposes, and under an inftnity of conditions.

Now, we mostly hear of Spruce as being good for

temporary fencing rails and such exposed work
out-of-doors. It will unquestionably answer such

purposes, but can it be expected of a wood of its

nature that its durability will amount to much ?

It is as a building wood that Spruce must stand

or fall. Appearances may or may not be a test

;

so far as it goes, put our home-grown and foreign

Spruce side by side. In doing this it is, of course,

fair that the samples of sawn wood should be

compared after, as nearly as may be, similar

periods and conditions of exposure. Obviously

it would be unfair to imported deals, which have

been acted upon by the atmosphere and have had
to bear the more or less damaging influence of

transit, to compare them with home-grown Spruce
scantlings which have only just left the saw.

Take the wood I'rom the different points of pro-

duction, and institute the comparison after six or

a twelvemonth's seasoning. As the result of such

a probation will the liome-grown wood come out

second best I A conclusion as to this would be

one point towards a settlement of the question as

to wherein our wood is inferior. Among the

conditions to be noted in arriving at a decision

would be, first, its freedom from warping or

twisting. This is an important consideration,

but is a thing in wliich the liome-grown product
wouhl be likely to be treated unfairly. As soon

as cut it should be carefully and evenly stacked,

for if wood is left to care for itself, the natural

outcome is that it will compare unfavourably
with what has been properly cared for. Another
point would be to closely observe the tendency
towards shakes or splitting. With regard to this,

much would depend on the manner in which it

is sawn. To lessen the liability a line should, if

possible, pass directly through the centre of the
tree. The question of knots would stand on
rather a different footing. Their presence or

absence would depend on the portion of the tree

against which the comparison was to be made.
Taken on the whole, 1 think, however, that it

will be conceded that our English-grown Spruce
is not more knotty than the corresponding foreign

timber which reaches us as building wood.

' As to the absolute length of time for whicli

the respective woods will last when used for con-
structive purposes—and it must not be forgotten
that the foreign wood ia little used outdoors or

in the damp—experience alone can prove, and as

it has been said there must be plenty of evidence

now existing which would be of immense value

if made known. The publication of accounts,

in which the two woods had been used side by

side, and the condition in which they appeared

after the lapse of years, would forward us in our

enijuiry to the extent of half a century. In other

words, instead of making selections from the two

woods now, and having to wait for a series of

years for events to develop, a tolerably satisfac-

tory conclusion could be arrived at at once.

This would not, of course, preclude the carrying

out of experiments now. So far from it that

we take it to be the duty of everyone who has

Spruce to dispose of, which is merely fetching a

nominal price, and who has to buy foreign Spruce

building wood, to note on every hand how far

the home-grown product can be substituted for

what is m(jre commonly used. Until some more
potent facts have been adduced than have hitherto

appeared, one must be excused for discrediting

what is little more than an opinion, formed

without one evidence, that British Spruce for

many purposes is appreciably inferior to its foreign

competitor.

It may be possible to go a step further than

this, and ask if good home-grown Spruce—and

where it is grown on the spot there is room to

discard the bad—is not tit to be comjiared to

what has got to bear the name of building red

wood. Formerly, these woods were seldom

brought in under what was termed batten sizes,

such as 7 X 2i and 7x3; now they come in as

low as 4 X 2, if not less. Such stuff as this is

often veritable rubbish, yet merely because it is

imported and bears the name of red wood it

tintls its way into buildiugs before the sound, Ijut

despised, British Spruce. If the statement is

doubted we would commend any reader to visit

the yards in the ports of importation and see for

himself. Perhaps on an average two out of the

four corners are not sawn square, and of the

wood that there is not unfrequently about a third

is sap. If any unprejudiced individual who is

able to distinguisli that one and one makes two

can fail to give his vertlict in favour of the home-

grown proiluct, the position of which we have

lieen considering, his views mustdiffer very widely

from ours.

forthcoming of wherein it is that the British

Spruce is so far beliind its more favoured species.

It is a well-worn saying that every tub must
stand on its own bottom, and if it can be proved

that home-grovvn Spruce is intrinsically of less

value thau what is brouglit into our ports, then

it must accept the fate it deserves.

As yet the verdict has not authoritatively been

given, and the possiliilities as to the future of

the Spruce are bv no means inconsiderable.

D. J. Yeo.

We do not pretend that Spruce is a panacea

for every ill, or that it is capable of being used in

every position, but we do urge that its qualities

as a useful wood are not sufficiently recognised.

The present state of affairs looks somethmg as

though it would be the right thing to produce

British corn, but because vast quantities come

in from abroad, this alone must be eaten, and

what is grown at home go to feed swine.

British corn before the inrush by the foreigner

raised sturdy men and women, as has been often

quoted, and so far never controverted. British

timber before the present era was used to raise

structures which will outlive many in course

of construction to-day. Spruce as a material

for the most lasting class of structures would

naturally not be the right kind of wood, but

there is a wide range between this and not

using it at all. The main purpose of this paper

is to" raise the question of what its future may
be, and to work this out there can scarcely be

a better ground than to face the merits of the

material which now occupies its place. It is

not a thing which needs to be discussed in a

corner, but which wants more light turned

upon it tlian ir. now receives. Though naturally

a believer in the worth of the home product,

we do not approach the subject with prejudice,

but merely throw down the gauntlet in the hope

of getting the challenge accepted, and a proof

PRICES AND CARRIAGE OF TIMBER.

With regard to this subject it must be remem-
bered that the prices of timber in different parts

of the country are subject to such fluctuation, that

what may be current to-day may be the reverse

in a week hence. This is more especially the

case in a time like the present when trade is

depressed, wlien the vendor lias to push his way
to secure a sale even at a low figure, and when
timber can be bought at all prices from 2s. Cd.

to 20s. per ton, according to kind and quality.

As regards carriage, however, the case is less

obscure, and although the cost may and does

dift'er slightly in many parts of the country, yet,

on the whole, one can give an approximate esti-

mate of the expense incurred for the removal of

the timber under ordinary circumstances.

It has been recently stated that the cost of

carriage from some of the midland and inland

districts of Ireland is as follows : Felling and

preparing the wood. Is. ; carting to railway

station, 4s. (i I. ; and carriage by rail to shipping

port, 53. per ton ; freight to Morecambe or Liver-

pool, 4s. per ton ; in all 14s. 6d. I will now give

an example of the cost of transport in the Lough
Neagh district. Felling and cross-cutting, Is. tid.;

carting from one to three miles to shipping port.

Is. ; freight to Belfast, 43. 6d. ; freight from the

latter place to Glasgow or Greenock, 4s. per ton;

equal to lis. Now it is clear if we add the price

per ton to any of these sums, the result will give

the price in full at the place of landing, and

.should such be of any use in the elucidation of

" Yorkshiremau's^' inquiry, I shall be glad. In

having timber removed by contract from such

places the carters generally take half a load out

to the hard road, and then return for the other

half while the former is then placed on the top

of the latter to finish their load. Of course in

all cases where the roads are properly mac-

adamised this half-load system is unnecessary,

but such roads in woodlands are rather the excep-

tion, and not the rule.

" Yorkshireman " says, "It is news to me that

timber carriers prefer light loads," but I thiuk

light loads here only refer to cases similar to

what I have statxl, and not to loads for the full

journey upon hard roads. I am rather surprised

at the high price which "Yorkshireman" pays

for the carriage of his timber. He says, " the

lowest price we have ever paid for carriage one

mile was 2d. ]ier foot." I think I would have no

great dithcultv in getting men to carry it on

their backs for that price. If ws allow a man to

carry say 2^ feet at each burden, and that he

carried ten loads per day, which is not an extra-

vagant estimate, he would thus traverse twenty

miles of ground, and remove 25 feet of timber,

which at' 2d. per foot, equals 4s. 2d., not a bad

day's wages in these dull times, even although he

had to fell and prepare the timber for himself.

" Yorkshireman " seems to have a good deal of

timber to remove, and it occurs to me that a

hjconiotive engine might be employed in his case

with advantage is the roads are suitable for such

a mode of transit.

The advantages of employing steam power in

most branches of industry are so well recognised
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that I sliall not dwell upon it further than to say

that an 8-horse power locomotive engine, with

two wagons attached carrying 8 tons of timber,

can traverse about thirty miles per day—that is

to say, it can deliver 8 tons of timber at a dis-

tance of fifteen miles from the plantatii^n and

return the same day, and in some cases, where the

roads arc exceptionally good and level, it might

even accomplish more. But a locomotive is so

useful for a variety of purposes, that it is sur-

])risii)g that it is not employed to a larger extent

;

but perhaps this may be accounted fur in a great

measure by the amount of capital required at the

commencement. A good 8-horse p(jwer locomo-

tive will cost about £500, and a couple uf wagons

capable of carrying 8 tons of timber will cost

something over £100 ; so that this large amount

of capitaL at the outset may to a certain extent

retard some parties irom the employment of

steam power. A portable steam-engine is not

only capable of hauling the timber lo the spot it

is wanted, but may also be used for cutting up

and converting it on the spot in the plantation,

by which means a vast deal of trouble and ex-

pense is saved. When it is contemplated to fell

any considerable quantity of timber that requires

t(j be cut up into different sizes of scantlings, the

road locomotive should be placed in, or as conve-

nient to the plantation as circumstances will

allow, care being taken to place it near a never-

failing supply of water, as an engine of the foimer

size will consume some 80 gallons or V)() gallons of

water per hour. J. B. Webster.

PLANTING AS AN INVESTMENT.

I SUPPOSE the remarks of Mr. Yeo at p. 388 are a

kind of reply to others that have appeared lately

in your pages on the same subject, and I have

been wondering what people who invest capital on

common-sense principles think of them. Your

correspondent takes as hopeless a view of the

prospects of planting as anyone ; nay, even worse

than some, for he makes the general assertion

that timber " does not pay as a crop; " whereas I

only said it might not pay in future except where

the conditions of transit were favourable. Never-

theless, Mr. Yeo ridicules the idea of planting

beinf therefore abandoned whether there be a

prospect of it paying or not. More amazing

suggestions to much -handicapped landowners

than he offers I never read. He seems to forget

that the majority of landowners are not over-

burdened with cash, and being free to invest their

money where they think fit and where there is

some prospect of return within a reasonable time,

they are likely to be influenced by considerations

of economy and profit in regard to planting, as in

anything else. "If the prospects of the timber

planter are bad, who will dare to say that more

timber should not be planted," writes Mr. Yeo,

and it is a feeble way of putting the case. The

answer is, "no one need say whether planters

should or should not plant, but it a man has money

that he desires to invest for the benefit of his son

and heirs, and wishes to do the best he can for

them, the prospect of future benefit to be derived

from the venture will dictate what he should do

and not haphazard suggestions." Mr. Yeo's

advice, pure and simple, just amounts to this,

«^ We do not know whether planting will pay you

or not ; it does not pay now, and there is little

prospect of it paying in the future: but never

mind ; spend your money on planting and risk it."

There will not be many who will follow such

advice, and one wonders to find a practical wood-

man counselling anything of the kind. Many
mistakes have been made in planting trees of the

wrong kind and in the wrong places, and I know

nothing in which gentlemen stand in more need of

than advice on such topics whenever planting is

regarded as an investment. There may perhaps

be a few people who have an immediate interest

in planting, but such people should not count in

the matter. There is no parallel between corn

and timber crops, and far less between the iron

and timber trades, because the iron is a natural

protluct that was there before and that can lie in

tlie giound without cost to anybody; whereas
trees have to be bought and reared for the

purpose. And what is more, the iron and coal

trades both are abandonedjwhen they do not pay or

when tliere is no prospect of paying, and promptly
too. I do not for a moment suggest that planting
should be abandoned under ordinary favourable

conditions, but I do say that intending planters

have mucli need to be cautious botli in regard to

what tliey plant, where they plant, and to tlie

prospects of remuneration. Vokksiiiiieman.

LAYING OUT WOODLAND RIDES.

This is a matter wliich in many places has been

well done, in others imperfectly or scarcely at all.

Wliere lai'ge areas are lelt in solid masses, the work
of breaking them up is virtually that of the forma-

tion of woodland rides or drives. Large woods,

when intersected by nothing more than a track,

which is barely sutticient to allow of the removal

of their products, cannot, in the sense in which
we speak, be considered to be broken up at all.

In saying this, the other extreme must not be

assumed, viz., such excessive opening up as to

give to the distant view the idea of detached

plantations. If the .simile can be pardoned of

comparing anything so beautitul as trees to the

biuldings which go to make up the average city,

it will be more easy to make clear the way in

which the business of opening up should be set

about. When a large town or city is approached

from an eminence, no divisions are seen, and no
distinctive features except such as here and there

occur, owing to the presence of some object

which towers above the general bulk of the

buildings. So with woodlands. As they are

approached, the whole of the area should be seen

as one mass. Here, however, its solid character

should end. Unbroken woodlands, to continue

the simile, would be much like a city where tlie

whole area was occupied by buildings—stately

they may be, but so closely built together that

it would tax a single individual to trace his way
amongst them, to say nothing of any chance of

appreciating his sirrroundings. In short, wood-
land areas, if their charms are to be enjoyed,

should be no more or less than sylvan cities.

There are cases in very large woods or forests

where a direct line can be matle to continue for

miles—where a perfectly straight ride or open

avenue can be made with imposing effect. To do

this well its width must be very ample, enough

so to correspond with its length, and must be

flanked by trees of towering dimensions. In the

majority of instances perfectly straight lines such

as these would not be the best mode of arrange-

ment. The horror of any chessboard style of

division must be carefully guarded against.

Mathematical precision may be all very well in

its way, and in certain cases be of service in the

alignment of woodland lanes, and squares, and

crescents, but a cut-and-dried system, rigidly ad-

hered to, will never do.

Even if the laying out on such a pre-arranged

plan was theoretically perfect, the conformation

of the ground, the direction the practical neces-

sities of the place would require the drives to

take, the openmg up of the best bits of woodland,

and verj' often the introduction of some distant

object through a vista of trees would all have to

be considered. In speaking of this, a magnificent

tract of woodland wdiich we have had the oppor-

tunity of traversing occurs to us. So far as its

area att'ects it, its dimensions are those of a city.

In this noble forest—for forest it certainly is,

and probably would be so denominated were it

nut for the way in which it is opened up by

greensward rides—the principal feature is an
open avenue, some five or six miles in length,

and in a direct line. Its proportions, however,

are so grand that no feeling of monotony is for a

moment conceived. Out of this, at intervals

almost numberless, woodland squares and other

open spaces unexpectedly develop themselves,

and minor rides or drives diverge in all directions.

It is true that the average woodland artist has

very rarely such a field as this to work upon

;

but much may be done by a little careful think-

ing out. Unless a surpassingly gi'and efi'ect can

be obtained at imce, the general aim .shcjuld be

rather a series of surprises than laying out with
the object of including everything in a single

view. It may be regarded as a little heretical,

but we assert it, nevertheless, that in some Oak
woods through which our business led us some
little time since there were far more lovely scenes

than are to be met with in the ordinary run of

ornamental park lauds. From the want of roads

and ojien s|)aces, these treasures, though within a
few minutes' walk of the principal approach to the

ornamental grounds, were practically as much
hidden as though they had been in the heart of

sume Indian jungle. To avoid the danger of too

much cutting out, we repeat that it is easy for

such an extreme to be gone to ; but, on the other

hand, there is no denying the fact that the vast

bulk of our woodland beauties is .still lying

undisci^ivei'ed, from the simple circumstance that

roads only sufficient for the woodman have been
formed. Woodman.

THE BEST FIREWOOD.

In reading an account of some camping-out ex-

periences given in the Field, I was struck by the
following passage: "It is wonderful what a dif-

ference the kind of wood you burn makes, and the
novice who hastily collects a pile of Pine logs, a la

Bret Harte's backwoodsman, will speedily find

himself smoked out in a winter tent. Whitethorn
is, of cour.se, the best, as it burns very slowly, and
almost without .smoke. If you cannot get Thorn,
Ash, Hazel, or Elm will all burn fairly well, but if

you have any regard for your throat, eschew Oak,
and above all Pine." This is experience which
would probably never have been gained by the

writer had he been content to remain under a roof,

but what is true of firewood for a tent very fairly

represents the case on the domestic hearth. " Pine,

or, in short, most of the common Conifers, makes
very indifferent firewood, and as well as being
disagreeable is dangerous, owing to its habit of

crackling and throwing out embers. There is no
question that the Whitethorn makes capital fire-

wood, but it is seldom found in sizes large enough
to form a lasting tire such as is ordinarily wanted
in the house. For outdoor fires such as that con-

templated by the writer referred to, there could

be nothing better. Taken all in all, I am, how-
ever, inclined to class the Beech as being first in the

list of our British firewoods. It is a hard, lasting

wood in the fire, and, what is more, easily cleft.

The same would pretty well apply to the Ash.
Elm, perhaps, does not brighten up so rapidly,

but is a wood which can be thoroughly depended
on when once fairly ignited to keep alight until it

is entirely consumed. Oak in many places is a
very favourite firewood, naturally in the districts

where it grows in abundance. When the draught
is perfect and the smoke from the burning logs

finds its proper exit, there is no difficulty, but
when this is not so and a proportion of it is circu-

lated round the room, it is open to all the objec-

tions pointed out by the writer quoted. To those

who have never given thought to the subject it

may seem that so long as a tire burns satisfac-

torily it does not matter of what wood it is com-
posed, and that if smoke Is dissipated through the

room, it is simply smoke, and there it ends. In
practice it is different. The least objectionable

woods in this respect may be taken as Beech, Ash,

and Elm. Wilts.
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" This is an Art
Which does mend Nature : change it rather : but
The Art itself js "SxrvRE."—Shakespeare.

FIRST-CLASS CERTIFICATES.

Theke seems to be a general idea tliat some
reform is wanted in the certificates of tlie Royal
Horticultural Society. In The Garden of

April .3 my friend, Mr. Elwes, stated his objec-

tions to the present sj'stem, and proposed a

scheme by which each exliibitor would be

required to give full information about his sk-

hibit. The objection to this would be that,

from no fault of their own, some exhibitors would
be unable to fill up the proposed schedules, and
so would be prevented from e.xhibiting. In
The Garden (p. 392) the same subject is dis-

cussed, but more in the way of pointing out the

faults in tlie present system than proposing a

remedy. The llnnleners' Chronicle of last week
made a similar complaint. I am not a member
of the Royal Horticultural Societj-, and can only

speak as one of the outside public, but speaking
as such I may say that I have often thought
that the certificates given ai'e sometimes very
misleading.

It is generally supposed that first-class certifi-

cates are given to plants of high merit and
newly introduced. I have nothing to say on the

subject of high merit, because opinions differ as

to what constitutes high merit in a plant, but I

freipiently see notices of certificates given to

plants M-hich are certainly not new. It seems to

me that if Mr. Elwes' plau cannot be carried

out (and I doubt if it could) it .should be the

duty of the secretary or some other officer of the

society to make himself thoroughly acquainted

with tlie history of the plants exhibited before

they are submitted to the council, just as the

clerk or secretary of any public company or

committee is expected to post himself up
in any sulject that has to be brought before

his board or committee. I will give an instance

i}{ what I mean. A fortnight ago a certificate

was given to Dentaria polyphylla. It is a verj'

pretty hardy plant and well worth growing ; but

if the certificate means (as it is generally supposed

to mean) that the plant is a new discovery, it is

misleading. If it was the duty of the secretary

to make himself acquainted with the plants

exhiliited, he could in a few minutes have found

out all about this Dentaria. In the But. Maij.,

Xo. t;79(i, he would have found it well figured,

and would further have found that it was figured

by Waldsteiu and KitaiViel eighty years ago, and by
Reichenbach nearly fifty years ago; nor do I

think it is new to English gardens. Don de-

scribed it in his dictionary fifty years ago, without

any note that it was unknown to him or rare
;

and though 1 cannot speak positively, I feel

almost sure it was grown and sold by Wheeler,

of Warminster, and it has been grown and
flowered at Kew (as it has been here) for three

years at least, if not more. Still, it may well

deserve notice as a re-introd\iction to our gardens,

and for this we have to thank JI. Froeljel, of

Zurich, and on this matter of re-introduction of

plants I should like to add a few words. There
are, no douljt, many new plants to be yet intro-

duced, but there are very many more which have
been once grown in England and have been lost,

and which are well worthy of being re-introduced
;

and re-introduction is a much easier process than

the discovery of new plants, because the habitats

of the plants are known and recorded.

I often wonder that so few of our intelligen

nurserymen (and we have many such) take the

trouble to consult the many good books on flowers

which are available to them. A few hours spent

with the Botaniral Miiga::ine oi Botanical Registet;

or such books would not only be a pleasure to

any man with a taste for flowers, but would
astonish many who think they have a good
knowledge of flowers by showing them an enor-

mous number of good flowers which have been
grown in England and are now not in cultiva-

tion, and I am sure that a judicious re-introduc-

tion of many would bring a more substantial

profit than an occasional first-class certificate for

a new plant. Or a study of the beautiful local

floras that we have, such as the Flora Germanica,
Flora Peruviana, Flora Antarctica, Flora Boreali

Americana, &c., would have the same efi'ect, and
even our older l)otanical writers would show
them many things to be desired. I will just

mention one such hard}' plant described by our

old writers which would certainly be attractive.

Gerard, Parkinson, and Clusius had a double
Anemone palmata, but I have never heard of

such a plant as grown now, yet it would surely

be an attractive plant to the many growers of

hardy jjlants. I could say more on this point,

but my letter is already too long.

—

Henry Ell.v-

coiiUE, Bittiin Vicaraije, Ulouccstersltire.

The council of the Royal Horticultural

Society should, I think, seriously consider in

what way its floral committee can be so re-

modelled or constituted that its awards shall be

received with confidence. Xo doubt its members
desire to do their duty fairly, but good intentions

will not always, indeed seldom, make up for

lack of fitting knowledge, or ibr what is rpute as

important—lack of moral courage to have an
opinion and maintain it. Proliably there is no
work performed by the Royal Horticultural

Society whicli excites so much interest or does so

much to provoke professional curiosity as the

work ilone liy its fruit and floral committees
;

hence it is of the first importance that these

bodies should comprise the very best men to be

found. I do not join in the common complaint

that there are too many of the trade on the com-
mittee. It is obvious that the trade members
are by far the most experienced concerning plants

and have the widest knowledge of them. Still,

it is important that the private gardener and the

amateur element should be well represented.

Gardeners have a pretty general knowledge of

most things, but amateurs often are only culti-

vators of one or two kinds of plants at the most,

and hence it would seem as if they .should only

be invited to attend meetings when their special

flowers were in season. Thus we might get the

Orchid, Bulb and Primula men up in the spring,

the Rose, Gladiolus, and Dahlia men in the

summer, and the Chrysanthemum men in the

autumn. By adopting this plan in connection

with amateurs on the committee, that body

would secure in season the help of those who
have specially fitted themselves for their duties.

But without waiting for such important clumges

something might at once be done in reference to

certificates. Xo doubt the committee are very

often puzzled what to do, because they have

practically only one kind of award to make, as

no one cares for a second-class certificate. To
remedy this defect certificates should be solely

given to new, eminently distinct and worthy
plants. But to meet the difiiculty incidental to

the presentation of many new plants of moderate

worth or older ones showing specially high class

form, such as the Beaumontia did last week, the

committee should have for bestowal a certificate

of commendation, which, if smaller and rather

more ornamental than is the old card of this

kind, would be highly esteemed. Still, I would

not have that award lavishly distributed. Thus
the one certificate would indicate special merit
and newness, and the other general excellence.

There is one other point in relation to the
constitution of the committees which I should
like to see adopted. Many first-class horticul-

turists are practically excluded from membership
or sitting at committee tables because they reside

too far off to be able to give frequent attendance.
This might be met if, when at South Ken-
sington, either the chairman or Mr. Barron had
authority to invite such visitors as might be
thought desirable to join the committees. Cer-
tainly the number of lionorary members thus
admitted at any one meeting should be limited
to, say, not more than three ; but it is certain

that all the requirements of the case, as well as of

common courtesy, would thus be met, and the

good feeling thus shown to non-permanent mem-
Gers of the committees would be productive of

good results. The impression that these com-
mittees are eli ise boroughs exists so largely in the

provinces, that anything the council of the Royal
Horticultural Society can do to remove that

impressi(jn should be done in the broadest and
most generous spirit. Unhappily, the criticisms

of outsiders have in the past been contemptuously
disregarded, probably because made from the

outside ; and yet these are the very criticisms to

which the council should pay attention, because

they represent the feeling,s, not of a restricted

few, but of the many. There is not only great

need for a broadening of the basis upon whicli

the committees are formed, but some assurance

should be given that, once appointed, a member
becomes irremovable for a certain term of years,

and thus he would be more independent and con-

fident in the expression of his opinion than is

now the case, when a timid man feels that, if too

outspoken, he may be dismissed at the end of the

year for his pains. Also, any capable member
should be eligible for reappointment on a com-
mittee after a proper interval of retirement had

elapsed.—A. D.

• We all know that pathetic little .^tory

concerning some gold medals distributed by a

society as honours, which when tested were found

to be— well, let us say, less valuable than they

were supposed to be. Remembering this, we
might ask if the first-class certificates of the

Royal Horticultural Society are of any real

value after all > The erratic manner in which
these bits of pasteboard are awarded is so well

known, that one need not aflbrd examjdes, but

let us at least try to get a certificate tangible in

itself as an expression of the society's committees.

The best way of getting this is, first, to have the

best men oul}" on the committees ; and next, all

those members who vote for the granting of a cer-

tificate should sign it if it be awarded. As it is,

an award may mean anything or nothing ; the

whole question is this, who was at the granting

of the award I I am sure Mr. Douglas would
not sign his name on a certificate given to an

Auricula or a Gladiolus unless it was of the finest

ijuality, nor would Mr. Dominy sign an Orchid

certificate except on the same grounds. Perhaps

after all the most charitable way is to look upon
the society as in the position of a pigeon with a

broken wing. It has on one side the commis-

sioners, on the other side tlie trade, and it seems

quite unable to get clear of either. The com-

missioners do not want the society at all, and the

traders only want it so far as it is of use to then-.

This is, of course, quite natural, but the question

is this, how long will the council suliject them-

selves to the one or the other ?—F. W. B.

In connection with the remarks on first

class certificates in The Garden (p. 392), wi!

you allow me to say that the floral committee of
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the Royal Iloiticultuial Society have no re

sponsibility as to any awards made at the

Auricula show and Priumla conference. I under-
stand that the judt^'es weie selected by the secre-

tary, after consultation with the president. I

cannot accept the writer's argument that when a

beautiful spring flower like Anemone Robin-
souiana is not found in ninety-nine, out of a

hundred gardens, a certiflcate would be warranted
by the society's rules. Alas ! the same thing
might be said of Adonis vernalis. Phlox amania,
Sanguinaria canadensis, and very many more
beautiful plants which, though common to all

hardy plant growers, are not to be found in

ninety-nine out of a hundred gardens. I hope
the result of the certificate to the Beauuiontia
will be that gardeners who are fortunate enough
to possess it will learn from Mr. Euft'ett the

mode of making it flower.

—

George F. Wilson,
HcatlierhcDik, U'eiibi-idge Heath.

Orchids.

THE BEST ANGULOAS.
This is not a large genus of Orchids, but most of

the species produce curiou.sly formed flowers, and
when kept in robust condition have a noble ap
pearance. As a rule they grow well in the coolest

temperature usually given to Cattleyas. Indeed,
the treatment under which they succeed is much
the same as that given to such Cattleyas as C.

Mossije, or La?lia purpurata ; but in potting per-

haps a little more Sphagnum is used in the turfy
peat. We do not now see such handsome speci-

mens of Anguloa exhibited as those which Mr.
Wrigley used to show at Manchester of A . Clowesi
and A. uniflora. On the first there used to be as
many as fifty blossoms. A. Clowesi was figured
in the Bofanicat }ieiii.-<ttr in 1844, and in the
Botaniml Magazine (t. 431.3) from a plant that
flowered at Syon. The typical form of A. Ruckeri,
another fine species, is figured in the Botanical
Bcejixter for 184(j (t. 41). Its flowers have deep
crimson spots on a yellow ground and a deep
crimson lip. Lindley writing of this plant says

:

"This charming plant makes the third species
now in our gardens of a genus, which in the spring
of 1 844 was a botanical puzzle. " A. Ruckeri was the
thu-d species alluded to. Subsequently the hand
some variety named sanguinea appeared amongst
imported plants of A. Ruckeri. It ditfers from the
type in having the inside of the sepals and petal.=i of

aVleep rich blood colour instead of being yellow and
spotted with crimson. Than the above it does not
seem that there are any others distinct. There are
varieties of all the three species but A. uniflora, or
at least the variety of it named superba is

very distinct and beautiful; we have had as many
as se\en flowers from one bulb of this variety.

This and A. Clowesi are now showing flower, but
not yet A. Ruckeri, which seems to flower later.

As the young growth.-i i)ush from the base of the
old bulbs, the flower-buds also push with them on
each side. Previous to starting into growtli they
had been kept quite dry at the roots; but new-
roots are formed with the growths, and they re-

quire henceforth a regidar sujiply of water, which
must be kept up until the new growths are ma-
tured ; water should then be gradually withheld,
and the supply should cease altogether during
winter. It has been stated that Anguloas succeed
best in a cool house. I have tried them in one,
but I prefer a shady part of the Cattleya house.
I do not know under what conditions A. Clowesi
has been found during recent years, but when first

discovered it was found "in low liottoms, in the
midst of forests, in \'enezuela, growing in the
ground." It should, therefore, be grown in the
shady side of the house, and not exposed to the
direct rays of the sun. When in good health,
Anguloas do not sulferimueh from insect pests ; but
red spider will sometimes attack the leaves, and
greenfly will get on the flower-buds and ultimately
inside the flowers, and sadly mar their beauty.
Spider is easily removed by means of a sjionge

and soft soapy water, and greenfly can be de-
stroyed by means of a camel's-liairbrush dipped in

tobacco powder. Fumigation is the best way to

get rid of aphides, but it does not suit all plants.
I may state that Anguloas can be grown very w'ell

imder \'ines. They may lie started along with
them in January or February, watered freely, and
sometimes syringed. Thus treated, they keep
clear of insect pests. They may either be potted
when in flower in summer, or before they begin to
make roots early in the year—the latter best; and
being free-rooting plants a good supply of potting
material is necessary. Mix equal quantities of

fibrous peat and Sphagnum togetlier, and add to

it a good sprinkling of broken pots and charcoal.
Anguloas do not need so much drainage as some
Orchids: the pots, indeed, ought not to be quite
half full of it. ,J. Douglas.

Oncidium Marshallianum.—Of this glorious
Orchid a very tine spike nearly a yard in length and
widely branched has been sent to us by Mr. Brooman-
White's gardener (Mr. Kidd), from Arddarroch,
Garelochead. The whole spike has a fine effect, the
flowers being numerous and each having a lip of the
clearest chrome-yellow quite H inches wide. The
mitspread petals in combination with the lip suggest
the form of some of the tropical butterflies', anil the
whole spike represents a swarm of them. This
t)ncidium is one of the choicest of Orchids, and now
that it can be bought cheaply it should come into

general cultivation. It grows best on a suspended
block in an intermediate house. The spike sent to

us, Mr. Kidd states, was cut from a plant imported
only a year ago. He also sends three spikes of

Odontogloisums cut from plants one year established.

One of these is a gr.and form of O. Alexandra of the
finest type, with blooms quite 4 inches across and
with broad, crisped edged petals. The two other
spikes represent hybrids of O. crispum, one near
Andersonianum, and both would compare favourably
with the best hybrid forms which one sees in London
collections.

Dendrobium Dalhousianum.—This magnifi-
cent Orchid has been abundantly represented in

several collections we have recently visited, and par-
ticularly in the Orchid houses at li-ew, where during
the last four or six weeks it has been a great attrac-

tion. If this species has a fault it is that of soon
fading, as it lasts only about four days as a rule. It

may, however, be enjoyed for a fortnight if placed in

a greenhouse temperature, i.e., tlie cool Orchid house,
whilst in flower. This plan has been followed at
Kew, and is worth noting; indeed all Orchids, except
those that start growing before the flowers expand
will hold their flowers fresh about as long again in a
low temperature as when kept in a growing tem-
perature. 1). Dalhousianum bears large, thick pseudo-
bulbs ti feet or 8 feet high, which when young are
prettily banded with reddish brown. The flowers
are produced on the ends of the ripened leafless

growths, in racemes of from six to eight flowers, each
of which is 4 inches across and well filled in all

round. The sepals and petals are a pale yellow fawn
with rose-tinted edgts, whilst the lip is a broad,
shell-like expanse of rich purple-crimson plush, being
covered with short soft hairs. Some of the Kew
plants have borne thirteen racemes of flowers all open
together—a beautififl sight. Upon one plant several
of the racemes were composed of flowers each with
two full-sized labellums.—B.

Dendrobium Pierardi.—Is not this plant de-
serving of a greater share of attention from Orchid
growers than it gets ? If we had to select half-a dozen
Dendrobes for every garden we should certainly in-

clude this one, in spite of its being apparently despised.

As a grower it equals D. nobile, which every beginner
manages without difficulty; it thrives in a warm
greenhuu-;!.' .-ilinost as wl-U as anywhere, and it never
fails to flower, provided it has been allowed to rest in

a dry greenhouse during the winter. Then its flowers,

too—they are large, abundant on the pseudo-bulbs,
and most dolicately coloured. There are several

forms in cultivation, the best perhaps being tliat

known as latitoliuui, which has flowers with large,

shell-shaped lips, cpiite as fine as in D. primulinum,
its cousin, and coloured like D. tortile, also a near

relative. 'J'here are some baskets of this and of the
smaller-flowered form now flowering in the Orchid
house at Kew, and very beautiful indeed they are,

infinitely more desirable than a large proportion of

the newer kinds which cost guineas where D. Pierardi
costs Hhillings. It is possible to get a dozen bulbs
- feet or 3 feet long on a plant of this Dendrobe,
grown in a 4-inch basket, and nothing can be more
cliarniing than such a plant when bearing at every
node two or three blush-white and pale yellow
flowers, which, moreover, last nearly a month before
they fade.—W.

Rose Garden.

ROSES WITH SCENTED LEAVES.
" T. W. G.'s ' long rriliqiie on what I had to say
on this subject does not require any lengthy re-

marks from me. I must plead to being an obdurate
sinner against much that is accepted as canonical
by those who can see nothing in a Rose if it does
not possess the form that finds favour on the exhi-
bition stage, and to which " T. W. O." is evidently
a staunch adherent. No one disputes the right of
a select few to set up a standard of their own in
the matter of shape in Roses or other flower's,

however arbitrary or opposed it may be to that
which the generality of people accept as elegant
and beautiful. But adherents to the standard in
question are not content with upholding it ; they
also want to bind the rest of the gardening com-
munity to it. The signs of the times are, how-
ever, so far dead against the teaching of which
"T. W. 0." is the latest champion, that there is

not much danger of the public who are fond of
gardening returning to the conventional exhibition
form, from which they are now breaking away in
Roses, as in other flowers.

The lasting properties of such Roses as Oloire
de Dijon and Souvenir de la Malmaison are too
well known and generally appreciated to require
anything further in support of what I have already
.said about them. How is it, asks " T. W. O.,"
that the two kinds named are not more generally
met with in the market if the lasting character of
their flowers is so much thought of? instancing
that he had only seen Souvenir de la Malmaison in
one shop during the present spring. He says
nothing about Oloire de Dijon, of which, taking
into account the whole year, there is probably four
times as many sold as of any other variety. Those
acrpiainted with the London flower tracle do not
expect to meet with many flowers of Souvenir de
la Malmaison until they come in out of doors; but
I know some of the market growers who have
acres of Roses confined to three or four varieties,

the principal of which consist of Gloire de Dijon
and Souvenir de la JIalmaison. The strangest
inconsistency in " T. W. (4.'s" communication is

that, after throwing half a column of cold water on
the two varieties in question (which, by the way,
I only named to show the form of flower that is

the most enduring), he then admits that they
"have great merits for wdiich we may w-ell be
thankful," and goes on to say that we should en-
deavour to re]5roduce their good cpialities in other
varieties. Precisely so; this is exactly what I

said—reproduce them in every desirable colour in

which Roses are found.

In speaking of arranging Roses with their own
leaves I said, " when these were fresh and green."
The old Cabbage Rose does not flower in autumn,
at which time its leaves are dull and frowsy, so

that no one would think of using them with either
Tea Roses or any others. What, then, is the use
of introducing imaginary instances in the way in

which " T. W. (;.'' indulges in his concluding
remarks, and which have nothing to support them?

T. B.

Chrysautliemums at Easter.—By adopting a cer-

tain eiiursc of treatTiieut ( have sviceceded in getting La
Nci.Lfe to tiowcr at Easter. Tlie plant, whicli is iu a 4i-inch
pot, is only l;i inches tagh, and lurnishcd with leaves down
t'l the pot. I have had it in flower about a fortnight.—T. A.
UlLl., Round Hilt Ni'.rseeif, /?r(V//(/<»i,
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NOTES OF THE WEEK.

New Tulip.—A bc-autiful new Tulip lias been

sent to u.s by Me.ssrs. Van Eeden, of Haarlem, who
consider it very distinct from others. The flowers

are p\ire white, e.xcept on the outside of the petals,

which are washed with a slaty purple, very faint,

but just sufficient to give the flowers a delicate tone

of colour. It is one of the prettiest early border

Tulips we have seen, and we think it worth a name.
Being flushed with a dove tint, an appropriate name
would perhaps be The Dove.

Primulas at Kew.—The large collection of

Primulas sent from Kew to the recently-held Primula
conference may now be seen in all their beauty in the

Cape hoiise, where they are arranged in a group l.)y

themselves, and are seen to even better advantage
than when at South Kensingten. We hear that the

delight and astonishment of visitors to Kew on seeing

the variety and beauty among the Primulas as repre-

sented by this group have been both great and
general, far more so than amongst the visitors to the

Kensington show, to most of whom these plants were
more or less known. It is a great pleasure to horti-

culturists to see the Kew authorities taking matters
of this kind in hand, and aiding such praiseworthy
objects as everyone admits the Primula conference to

have been.

Flowers from Aldborough.—I send you a few
spring flowers from the cold, bleak east coast. First

amongst them is a dwarf seedling of Narcissus mos-
chatus of mine ; this is the first flower, so one can
hardly judge of its merits; two seedling Polyanthuses
of a peculiar form, and also three seedling alpine
Auriculas, viz., a dark ]ilum sort, Maud Browne (this I

sent you before some time since); light lilac Auricula
Chatterbox ; and the pale laced edged kind I liave

named Magpie. Although the two lattir are not
particularly beautiful, they add variety to our wealth
of delightful spring flowers.—W. H. Bkownk, Tlic

Laiirrh; Aldborourjh, Hull.
*,* Dr. Browne sends with this a gathering of

very fine Daffodils, including Sir Watkin, 4 inches
across, and moschatus, a little gem. being quite white
and not nuich more than an inch long.

—

Ed.

Straw-coloured Auricula.—Mr. P. Barr has
directed our attention to a beautiful variety of

Auricula, with very pale straw-coloured flowers,
which has for many years been offered for sale in

Covent tiarden Market by one grower who propa-
gate? it annually. The flowers are the size of a
shilling and quite circular, but the delicate colour is

the point which struck us. What the plant would be
growing freely in a country border instead of on a
market stmd we can readily imagine.

The May flower (Epiga?a repens).—This charm-
ing little evergreen trailing shrub, which unjustly
bears the reputation of being so difficult to please
when under cultivation, is now becoming better
understood, ard some can boast of having a dense
carpet of it. Mr. G. F. Wilson, in his wood garden
at Wisley, has quite mastered its fastidiousness, and
has it growing vigorously, and juft now covered with
its sweet-scented pink flowers. He had some beauti-
ful sprays of it at .South Kensington last week, the
best we have seen. We believe he grows it beneath
the thin shade of Oaks, in the naturally decayed leaf

mould of the wood. It is such a pretty shrub, that it

is worth a deal of trouble in establishing it. Among
other flowers which Mr. Wilson showed was Men-
ziesia empetriformis, brighter in colour and greener
in leaf than usual, and Rhododendron multiflorum, a
beautiful variety and a near neighbour of, if not
idei.tical with, E, ciliatum ; the flowers, borne in
crowded clusters, are delicate blush-pink in colour.

New park for Sheffield.—The corporation of
Sheffield has just aci|uired the beautiful piece of

woodland on the south side of the town, known as
Endclitfe Wood. It is intended to lay this out for

the u.se of the public, and as it is within a raUe of the
centre of the town and easily accessible, it will be a
boon to the townsfolk, Sheffield not being too well-
off in the matter of public parks and gardens. The
Endclitfe Woods occupy the slope and valley near the
Botanical Gardens, and are nearly a mile in extent.
The slope is covered with large trees, chiefly Oaks,

and the river Poiter runs along the valley, and in its

course works three old water-wheels, one of which

will be retained as a picturesipie feature ; in fact, it is

inteufled to preserve the rusticity of the place as much
as piissilile. Broad walks will traverse the wood and

rustic bridges will span the stream at various points,

while along the boundary will be a carriage-way 75

feet wide, planted on the margins with trees. The
present dams which have worked the wheels will be

converted into lakes for bathing, skating, water-fowl,

c&c, and the outfalls will be transformed into water-

falls, there being a difference in the level of some

80 feet or tiO feet between one end of the wood and tlie

other. The natiiral beauty of the woodland is such, that

when embellished a little, few towns will be able to

boast of such delightful public grounds as Sheffield.

The work of laying out the place has been entrusted

to Mr. William Goklring, of London.

Apples from. Australia.—I send y<ra a few

Apples which were grow'n by Mr. James Lang,

Harcourt, near Castlemaine, Victoria, and sent by

request of Mr. .John Carson, of Melbourne (late pre-

sident of the Victoria Horticultural Society), to the

care of Mr. (i. F. Wilson, to be exhibited by the

Royal Horticultural Society. The Apples, which

have reached us in fine condition, were each of them
packed in soft paper with ccjtton wool round them,

and a layer of cotton wool between each layer of

Apples, and they had been kept at a temper.ature of

40" during the voyage. The soil in which Mr. Lang
grew them was decomposed granite. The following

are the names of the Apples, viz.. Scarlet Nonpareil,

Dumelow's Seedling, Stone's Pippin, Reinette du

Canada, Gipsy Queen, Perfection (colonial and non-

blighting), Worcester, Merritt's, and Blue Pearmains,

Cleopatra, London, Stunner, and Newtown Pippins,

Rymer and Munro's Favourite (colonial).—EnsiUND
B.vx, Asst. Sec. Roi/al Jlorticiiltural Society, iSouth

Kensington.
*^* With this note came specimens of Rymer and

Sturmer Pippin, the last the finest Apjjle we have

seen or tasted of the sort ; the Eymers, too, were

very handsome, but not so good in flavour as the

Sturmer. They reminded us of highly-coloured

Peasgood's Nonsuch, being yellowish and streaked

with crimson. With such very fine Apples as these

from Austr.dia before our own are really past we
shall soon be able to have Apples tor dessert all the

year round.

—

Ed.

Iiilium odoium.—We figured a Lily recently

under the name of Lilium japonicum. This name, we
learn from Mr. Baker, is incorrectly .applied to the

plant which our plate represented, and which should

have been named L. odorum. As the writer of the

article accompanying the plate explained, there has

been, and still is, some confusion with regard to the

names of this and two other .Japanese Lilies. There

are two species very much alike. These are L. Browni
and L. odorum, but those who have an intimate ac-

quaintance with them can readily point out differences

in them, which are not slight. In foliage they differ

materially. L. Browni has long, narrow, and pointed

leaves of a shining deep green In L. odorum they

are much liroader and shorter than those of ISrowni,

and of a dull, unpolished green. Their flower diffe-

rences are not so easily described, but the two Lilies

differ in stature, in bulb, and in the period of vegetat-

inc. They are, in short, two distinct Ijilies, and their

ccurect names, as they now stand, are Browni for the

narrow-leaved kind, and odorum tor the other—not

japonicum, by which name it is commonly known.

The true L. japonicum is what is generally known as

Ij. Kratneri, the beautiful pink-flowered Lily which so

many fail to grow well. This nomenclature is accord-

ing to Mr. Baker's latest views, who, it will be remem-

bered, adhered to the Botanical jVar/ur.inc name of L.

Krameri in his "Monograph of the Liliacea?," in which

also he placed Brow ni, a form only of what he then

called japonicum, but which is now L. odorum.

A wonderful Streptocarpus.—One of the

most extraordinary plants of lecent introduction is a

new species of Streptocarpus now flowering in the

succulent house at Kew. It is planted all along one

side of the central bed, occupied by Aloes, &c., and

forms a broad band of large leaves, which may be

said to sprawl upon the ground. There is but one

leaf to each plant (this character belongs to several

well-known sjjecies of Streptocarjjus), and there is no
distinct stem other than what is formed by the leaf-

stalk, which is only 1 incii long, and has a thick tuft

of soft fibrous roots growing from its base. The leaf-

blade is 2 feet long, 16 inches broad, ovate in outline,

waved or undulated, the margins coarsely toothed, the

base contracted so as to form a deep channel and the

apex curling downwards. The upper surface is silky to

the touch, glaucous green in colour, with a frost-like

sheen. The under side is as coarsely veined as a

Rhubarb leaf, the midrib being as thick as a man's
little finger and covered with soft woolly hairs of a

brick-red colour. A plant with a solitary leaf of

these dimensions would be a marvel without flowers,

but in this Streptocarpus there are flowers as remark-
able in character as the leaf is. At the base of the

blade and springing partly from the stalk are five or

more flower-scapes arranged in a row, their ba«es

pressing closely together and slightly flattened. The
largest or first developed scape is nearest the stalk,

the next one being shorter, and so on to the last one,

which is only just formed. These scapes are erect,

.5 inches long when the flowers open, and half an inch

thick. The flowers are arranged in a scorpioid cyme,

as in a Borage flower-head, and there are about sixty

flowers and buds on each scape ; each flower is

IJ inches long, tubular in shape, the top of the tube

or mouth measuring three-quarters of an inch across,

and divided into five rounded spreading segments.'

In colour it is pale red, or, to be accurate, what is

known as terra-cotta, and there is a blotch of pale

yellow on the underside. The stigma is half an inch

longer than the corolla, and there are two thick green

stamens. Hitherto no Streptocarpus has been known
with flowei's of any colour other than some shade of

blue or white. This plant has been introduced by
means of seeds sent from the Transvaal in 1884,

where the plant is said to be plentiful at elevations of

from 3500 feet to 6000 feet. At present the plants

at Kew are only opening their first flowers ; what
they will be when in full bloom cannot yet be

guessed, but certainly we have in this Streptocarpias

another of those vegetable wonders which South

Africa seems exceptionally rich in, and which may
be placed in the same categfiry as the Wehvitschia,

Narras, Testudinaria, Hoodia, and similar African

plant monsters.—W. W.

Cooperia pedunculata.—This plant is so much
like the white Zephyr flower (Zephyranthes Candida),

that it might easily be mistaken for it unless closely

examined. Botanically, the two genera are separated

only by their anthers, and there is also slight dif-

ferences in the leaf characters. There are only two
species of Cooperia, both of which are in cultivation,

though perhaps rare. They are natives of Jlexico

and Texas, probably the mountainous regions, but

they are not hardy with us. Grown in a cool fr.arae

or greenhouse, however, they are easily kept in health,

and when properly ripened will not fail to develop

their pure white flowers. It is a mistake to suppose

these plants require resting in summer; they start to

grow early in spring, pushing up their narrow, strap-

shaped leaves and erect scapes bearing a flower each,

and they grow all summer if allowed to do so. In Sep-

tember they should be gradually ripened, and during

winter they must be kept quite dry. C. pedunculata

is now flowering at Kew, after having been treated as

here recommended. It has glaucous green leaves, half

an inch wide and 8 inches long, and the flowers are

nearly 2 inches across, of good substance, and pure

white ; they emit a delicate fragrance.

Bomareas.—We lately published an account of

the best plants of this genus along with a plate of

B. oculata, and we now direct attention to the several

handsome kinds which may be seen in flower in the

succulent house at Kew. Grown in a greenhouse

temperature, their roots revelling in a bed of good

peat, loam, and manure, and liberally supplied with

water always, these plants at Kew have invariably

flowered well and in quick succession. Their shoots

are trained along wire near the glass, and as soon as

they show signs of flowers the upper yard or so of the

shoots is loosened from the wire, and a small stone is

tied to them to weigh them down. The advantage of

this plan is seen in the beautiful effect which the

flowers have hanging gracefully from the roof as

compared with the loss of effect when the branches
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are half hidden by the foliage, or are allowed to grow
up towards the glass. Anyone might grow B. con-

ferta if he had a greenhouse, and no one could fail to

be charmed with its large graceful clusters of salmon-
red tubular flowers. The same may be said of B.

C.aldasiana, which is a very free flowering, quick
growing climber ; in fact, every one of the Bomareas
deserve to be placed among the very best of green-
house climbers.

Two good Vacciniums for the greenhouse are
V. rugosum and V. serpens, both of which are now
flowering at Kew. To be strictly botanical, we should
call these Pentapterygiums, but the better known
name will serve our purpose here. V. serpens is

grown in a basket suspended from the roof of the
Cape house. It has a thick, woody root-stock, and
long, arching wand-like branches with pale green
crowded Box-like leaves, and rows of pendent urn-
shaped flowers, 2 inches long and bright red in colour.

It flowers annually at Kew, and is a distinct and
beautiful shrub for pot or basket culture. V. rugosum
htis dark green, lance-shaped, rugged leaves, on stout-
ish stems, and the flowers are produced on the ripened
wood. They also are urn-shaped and pendent, like

beautiful ear-drops, whilst in colour they are tawny
yellow with zig-zag transverse lines of deep brown,
colours and markings both quaint and attractive. We
have called this a greenhouse kind, but after watching
a plant at Kew which has been out of doors since
last spring, and left unprotected during the whole of

the past severe winter, we may safely conclude that
V. rugosum is quite hardy in this country. We
never learn the capabilities of a plant in respect to
hardiness until we run the risk of losing it by trying
it outside. The late Mr. Joad acted on this principle,

and although it proved expensive, it nevertheless
taught valuable lessons.

Bhododendron Aucklandi and B. Nuttalli.
—These two species stand head-and-shoulders above
all the magni6cent Rhododendrons of Sikkim-Hima-
laya, of which we have so many now in cultivation,
and fresh additions are continually being made, at
once pro\ing how varied and abundant the genus is

in Northern India. It is only in large conservatories
that these two grand shrubs can be properly grown,
as they rarely flower until they attain a large size.

At Kew, in the temperate house, these, as well as
hosts of other handsome sorts, are perfectly at home,
and are represented by gigantic specimens in most
cases. Planted out in peat borders, and kept well
watered at all times, these plants grow very rapidly,
whilst, to induce them to flower, plenty of fresh air in
autumn and exposure to full sunlight are all that is

necessary. To our taste, K. Aucklandi is the hand
somer of the two, its \ery large saucer-shaped snow
white Howers, (J inches or 8 inches across, and borne
in bunches of from four to six on the ends of the
shoots, being preferable to the greenish white of R,
Nuttalli, the flowers of which are bell-shaped and
borne in massive and' compact clusters. The beauty
of the bright red bracts which accompany the young
leaves of R. Aucklandi is an additional charm in this
kind, and helps to intensify the richness of the
flowers.

Wood-boring insects {Mrs. Kelly). —The in-

sect you .sent i.s a .specimen of the common death-
watch (Xestobium te.ssellatuni), a beetle which is

frequently found in woodwork in houses. The
beetles lay their eggs in the hole.? which they bore,
and the grubs hatched from them will form tun-
nels in the woodwork, feeding on it as they pro-
ceed. To get rid of this insect, inject into its

hole a solution of one ounce of corrosive sublimate
dissolved in one pint of methylated spirit of wine.
The glass tubes sold for tilling stylograph pens,
which have a very fine nozzle and an india-rubber
bulb at the other end, make very good syringes for
this purpose. Have a small piece of putty ready
made into a little roll just large enough to go into
the hole ; as soon as the liquid is injected thrust
the putty into the hole and close it. If the hole is

not tolerably straight, fill the syringe with the
solution, put the nozzle into the hole as far as it

will go, and put some putty all round the hole to
prevent the liquid coming out, and squeeze the
india-rubber bulb firmly, but slowly.

—

(i. S. S.

Flower Garden.

WHAT IS NARCISSUS MAJOR !

Mb. Hartland, of Cork, on page 406 of Trie

Garden, asks the very pertinent question, What
is the standard of Narcissus major ( The only
answer which can be given is, that in the ca.se of

a variable flower like the Daffodil, whatever a
leading botanist at a particular time figures in a

standard work as a particular flower, that figure

must be accepted as the standard of that Hower
until it is superseded by some superior authority.

It is quite true that bulbs now sold by dealers as

N. major produce few flowers, and those generally

deformed witli ugly gaps in the corona and with
unhealthy foliage. Botanically, i.e., according to

the classification of Linnaius, all the large-flowered

forms of the Trumpet Daftbdil which are not
N.bicolorareN. major,buthorticulturallyN.major
is(Botaiiical Maga:.ine,ta,h. 51), and the nearer that

figure, drawn in 1793, can be matched, the more
typical and correct the flower. The standard of

tliese Daffodils, however, was made for the most
part in the dark ages of Dafi'odil knowledge, and
in these more enlightened times we know that

N. pseudo-Narcissus, the Trumpet Daft'odil, is to

be found as a wild plant in endless variety of

forms and sizes. Formerly the few varieties in

cultivation in gardens were selected as types, and
named and increased and supplied to the bulb
market from one stock, and so kept constant

;

but directly we collect wild bulbs from the
French Pyrenees, or from the north of Spain, or

of Portugal or of Italy—not to mention the

orchards and meadows of Englan<l, Wales, and
Ireland, where they have become naturalised and
have increased from seed—and compare these

forms, we find that assumed standards for names
are merely arbitrary points in an endless series,

and have no fixed status in Nature any more
than fancy breeds of sheep or pigs or cattle liave

in their respective natural species, tliough the

Dafi'odil varies itself nearly as much in Nature as

in cultivation. Mr. Hartland speaks also of N.
propinquus. This name is generally referred to

/botanical Magazine, tab. 1301—a figure which
may perhaps be matched in some nurseries,

though one well-known Dutch firm sent me
njajor, propinquus, and lobularis all precisely
identical. If this were always <lone, few of the
recipients could complain that they did not get
what they paid for. But in spite of all this, any
attempt to change Daft'odil names only makes
the confusion greater, and until a complete revo-
lution in luimes can be effected by general con-
sent, our object should be to increase the number
of Daffodil names by as few additions as possible.

Edije Hall, Malpas. C. Wolley Dod.

Narcissus Henry Irving.—In your descrip-
tion (p. 410) of this variety, which was granted a
first-cla.ss certificate at South Kensington on the
'2<ith, there is a slight mistake which might lead
to some confusion if allowed to pass uncorrected.
You say, "it appears to be identical with that
certificated last year as General CJordon." Blooms
were submitted to the floral committee last year
under this name, but were recognised as spurius
coronatus, and identified as such by the Narcissus
Committee to whom they were referred, and under
the name spurius coronatus was the certificate
granted, so that in fact we have no variety at
present called General (Gordon. The peculiarity
of Henry Irving is the bold way in which the
perianth stands out from the flower, after the
manner of obvallaris, and, as Mr. Barr describes
it, "you might cut the trumpet clean out with a
sword without injuring the rest of the flower."
The divisions of the perianth are well imbricated,
of good substance, and of deeper colour than in
spurius coronatus.—C. R. Scrase-Dickins, Hon.
Sec. Xarcisms Committee.

BELVOIR AT EASTERTIDE.
Lady John Mannehh has kindly sent us for publi-

cation in TilK Garden the following interesting ac-

count of the spring gardens at Belvoir : "We wandered
down the rocky steps and stood near the ^foot of a

broad expansi of sloping verdure, broken into many
little lawns by Evergreens. The trees that embosom
these lawns were still leafless, except the Horse Chest-

nuts, whose delicate green leaves seemed just to have
unfolded themselves, and tall, graceful Birches were
assuming that peculiar lovely hue which they wear in

spring, but the Thorn bushes were already in full

leaf. Five tall dark Cypresses formed a contrast to

these trees. Looking up some little distance to the

higher part of the rather steep bank, we saw, near

the rocky summit, a bed of brilliant flowers, in the

form of a Maltese cross, the centre of which was deep
purple Heather, bordered by thousands of beautiful

golden Oxlips. They are finer in appearance than
their cousins the Cowslips, but they do not possess

the subtle, reviving fragrance of that delicious flower.

The Oxlips are bordered by brilliant alpine Forget-

me-nots, and beyond them are hundreds of pink Daisies.

"Close to the Maltese cross we saw a crescent-shaped

bed filled with a broad-leaved pink [Saxifrage. Nearer
the wood we had glimpses of the white Arabis gleam-
ing through the trees, and thousands of Daffodils and
Primroses growing among the trailing Periwinkle. A
little farther down the bank the path is skirted by
long, narrow terrace gardens ; one extends for about
fiO yards, and there are others of various lengths.

There we saw tier above tier of flowers ; one of white
Arabis, sprinkled with scarlet and yellow Tulips ; a
second of golden Oxlips, ovals of dark Heather and
manyhued Hyacinths ; while in the third tier the

alpine Forget-me-not and the purple Aubrietia seemed
to run riot, the latter forming little cascades over the

edge of the terraces. A little lower still a large

Himalayan Rhododendron was a perfect blaze of

scarlet blossoms. After looking for a while at this

bright picture, we followed a winding path through
Evergreens and shrubs, and came upon a surprise

garden—orescent-shaped beds, full of red and yellow
Tulips, blue and pink Hyacinths, and Polyanthuses.

A little further on we came to more rocky steps, and
over these a cataract of spring flowers seemed to be
precipitating itself ; there are several flowerfalls, halt

hidden by the shrubs.

" The shrubs ought to be in flower, but I am told

everything is six weeks later than usual. However,
as we wandered from one sheltered nook to antjther,

and across many little lawns, we found flowers in

profusion, and many Rhododendrons just bursting

into bloom. Bees were busy, and their humming
brought pleasant hopes of summer. In rocky corners

of this wild garden may be found rose coloured Prim-
roses from LUshmere, Anemones from Asia Minor,
and many little alpine plants ; but alas I my love of

flowers is deeper than my knowledge of them, and I

am only too pleased when I find a sweet Cowslip.

As we returned home from this pleasaunce, we paused
to see what progress the garden near the castle had
made. The beds of this garden, which is more of a
parterre than that on the sloping lawn, reminded me
of those pieces of rococo jewellery, in which emeralds,
rubies, sapphires, and turquoises are sunk into a
setting a little way from each other. Pink Saxifrage,

Daffodils, little double white Anemones, purple

Aubrietia, blue .Scilla, and scarlet Anemones from
the Apennines spring up year after year in one large

bed. In several quaint devised beds are white, pink,

blue, and red Hyacinths ; one consists of dark Heather
and yellow Tulips, and another cf Oxlips with scarlet

flowers. A Ribes close by is covered with hanging
pink blossoms ; the intense green of the steep bank is

due to there having hitherto been more April tears

than smiles.

"From this garden we looked down on the tall forest

trees, and they were stUl wintry, but the bursts of

song told of spring. On Easter Eve we heard the
note of the cuckoo echoing through the distant wood-
lands. We saw the first swallows on Easter Sunday
skimming round and round the high tower. On
Easter Monday there was a very cold wind, but a
clear sky and a hot sun. Many hundreds of people
came from the great towns in the distance and from
the villages to enjoy the spring sunshine."
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PRIMROSE AND POLYANTHUS SEEDS.

The hot dry weatlier during May and June last year

nearly dried up many seeds, and therefore complaints

are being made that they have not germinated so

well as usual. A close examination of .seeds saved

by myself last j-ear shows tliat they are smaller in

size and le-s plump than they should be, and this

doubtless accounts in some measure for diminished

vitality. In the case of Primrose and Polyanthus

seeds, 1 find that in proportion as quality is reached

the seeds are fewer and germinatiim not so general.

What, then, can the raiser of seedlings do to secure

as large a number of plants as possible from seeds ?

I may state that for the last two years I have adopted

the follr>wing practice with remarkable success. I

take 5-ineli pots and put into them one-thirdful of

crocks ; over these I place a layer of Cocoa-nut fibre
;

then I use a com [lost made up of finely sifted loam,

leaf-soil and sand, placing some of the roughest at

the bottom and filling up with the finest. The surface

is levelled down, and the seeds scattered as thinly

as possible over it, and then a covering of sand, very

thinly laid on the surface, is added. The pots are

then stood in pans 1 i inches to 2 inches deep, the

pans filled with water, and a piece of glass placed

over each pot. The pans are placed on the warmest
shelf in the greenhouse fuUy exposed to the sun ; the

seeds soon germinate, and come up thickly and regu-

larly, and as soon as the second seed leaves appear

the glass is removed. By means of capillary attrac-

tion the surface soil is kept moist, and no surface-

watering is necessary. Those who raise plants from
fine seeds sown on the surface know the dangers

attendant upon watering upon the surface, and the

best plan was to dip tlie pots in a pail of water up to

the top of the rim, and allow the moisture to rise

upwards until the surface was moistened. But this

danger occasionally attends this process, namely, that

the surface soil being loose and light, it was carried

upward by the rising volume of water. All this

labour and risk are avoided by the process I adopt

;

the former is confined mainly to keeping the pans

filled with water, and they should not on any account

be allowed to become dry.

I find that I succeed best with a compost without

anything in the way of manure—only loam, leaf-mould,

and sand— until the plants approach size enough to en-

able me to prick them off into store pots. I find also

that they ara greatly helped, after becoming esta-

blished, by giving them a very slight top-dressing of

very fine leaf soil and sand.

How .\Ni) WHEN TO SOW.—I sometimes sow in July

and August and in February; but then there is not so

much gained as might be supposed. If the seeds are

plump and good, sow as soon as ripe. What the

raiser should aim at is not only an early germination,

but also to encourage the plants to get into size as

early as possible, so as to winter in safety. They do

not grow much after the early part of October, and it

sometimes happens they are not large enough to prick

off the same autumn, unless a little gentle heat is

available to give them a start, so that they may root

into the soil before winter comes on. As I do all my
raising in a cold house I do not attempt to prick off

before the spring ; Ijut during the winter I keep the

surface as clean and sweet as possible, adding an occa-

sional dusting of finely-powdered charcoal. As a

matter of course directly frost sets in, the pots are

taken out of the pans of water and newspapers laid

over them until it again becomes mild. When the

plants are pricked off, I use -1-inch pots, one-thirdful of

drainage as before, and the same compost is employed.

I put six or eight plants in a pot, according to their

size, and press the soil pretty firmly around them.
They are then placed in the pans of water, and the

plants speedily begin to grow. I never have sufficient

pans to take all the pots, so I place the remainder in

a cold frame on a bed of damp Cocoa fibre, shading
from the sun, keeping rather close for two or three

days, and then giving air, but retaining the shading
as necess.ary. At the end of the summer the plants

are put out in the open ground.

I adopt the same method with seeds of Auriculas,

but prefer to sow these in early spring instead of in

August, having no heat during winter. This is an
advantage to seedling Auriculas, as it enables the

raiser to krjep them comfortable during the winter.

But in pricking off into store pots I place four or six

only in a pot, according to their size ; and they flower

in these, anything promising being remarked, and
anything inferior placed out in the open border. Let
me add, that the lighter and freer the soil iised for

seed raising, the less danger there is of growth on the

surface of t!ie green confervie, which are sometimes

so troublesome. A little sand and fine charcoal placed

on the surface after the plants are through the soil

and large encmgh not to be buried is a preventive

against this green growth. R. D.

SEATS AND STEPS IN ROCK GARDENS.
Much care and taste is needed in building rustic

steps and .'eats in rock gardens. The mason's

art should be concealed, and the work made to

look a* if it grew out of the ground. Any nece.s-

sary cement joints should be kept out of sight,

and the stones laid in natural-looking courses

much as they occur in the quarry. A visit to

any local quarry would be the best possible

lesson. In the cases shown in the annexed en-

florist, though in a late article (p. SO-i) I was made
to appear as "an eminent one," and having much
other experimental garden work to do, I have not

made the most of the remarkable new break of

colour in Scott Wilson. I, therefore, was glad to

hear that my friend Hi-vr Max Leichtlin had suc-

ceeded with it. I think, with his experience and
skill as a hybridisor, we may expect some fine

oolour.s.

—

(ii;(iRi:i-: F. Wri.siiy, Heallnrhaiik, Wey-
hriil;/' Hititli.

WHITE TRUMPET DAFFODILS.

It is with tliese as with all Datfodils : our know-
ledge—or, I sliould rather say, the raw material

out of which we have yet to spin our knowledge
—increases fast. Every season is Ijringing to light

white Daffodils previously unknown or known
only locally. This was well seen at South Ken-
sington on April 13, when the white varieties

brought before the Narcissus committee by Mr.
Hartland, Mr. Wolley Dod, Miss White, Captain

Nelson, and others quite surpassed everything

Ikough stone steps in rocb parden.

gravings the material is the local sandstone used

in the naturally sliaped pieces. The seat is

notched into a bank of turf and Heath, and has

a springy cu.shion of Thyme growing over the

liack, at once restful and sweet to smell. The
tiny rock plants take very kindly to such rough
stonework. In building, a chink is left here

and there for some tiny plant the better to

connect the steps or seat with the masses of

plants and more detached stones of the rock

garden.

Blue Primroses.—"A. D."(p. -tOO) need not

fear weakness of constitution and want of power
to resist frost in Scott Wilson Primrose and its

descendants. AVhat has rather puzzled me is its

remarkable w'inter blooming property. All through
the late severe winter it was only in the sharpest

frosts that I could not find flowers for my button-

hole, while in the very numerous other coloured

Primroses, flowers were much rarer. Not being a

else in interest. So interesting, indeed,
were they, that little justice could be done
to them in one short afternoon. And
here my friend Mr. Barr must let me
liick a little bone with him once again.
If there is any one department in which
Mr. Barr's immense experience of Daffo-
dil forms readies not quite so far as in
others, it is that of these white Ajax
varieties. The Tooting soil, for one thing,
scarcely lends itself kindly to their cultiva-
tion, and they can only be judged of satis-

factorily when grown strongly and in breadtlis
under the eye of an expert.

Now, the collections brought to Kensington bv
Mr. Hartland and Miss White alone certainly
contained six or seven varieties unknown to Mr.
Barr's lists, yet he strove, and I understand is

still striving, to tie them all down to the three
ancient and musty labels of cernuus, albicans,

and tortuosus. It is wearisome to again dwell
upon the inadequacy of this obsolete nomencla-
ture, liut it seems necessary to remind some of

our friends that it is impossible that Parkinson
and Haworth were acquainted with half the
Daffodils which modern rummaging has dis-

covered. And to call their names olisolete is no
more slighting to their excellent work than it

would be derogatory to Tubal Cain's science to

say he was personally unacquainted with the big
organ in the Crystal Palace. To Hawortli, before

the days of railways and the penny post, the
headquarters of white Daffodils in the more
secluded comers of Ireland were about as little

known as New Guinea. J\Ir. Barr, we all know.
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used to think tliat every createil or pntoutial

Daflbdil was to be I'ouml fully descrilied some-

where ill llaworth if we only thumbed him long

enough, ;-.nd that to doubt this was an infringe-

ment of his patent, if not high treason. But in

1886 it is tolerably apparent that the volume is

not big enough, even though, like the American
story-book, it were printed ou india-rubber, so

that it could be stretched.

Possibly I am on my own ground in more
senses than one in wanting to " have it out

"

about these white daffodils. For some years I

have been making a small collection of this sec-

tion here, for my .soil suits them wonderfully

well, and kiml friends in Ireland and elsewhere

have helped me with tlowers and Ijulbs ; and,

having the usual number of eyes, I cannot help

observing that varieties which Mr. Barr woukl
jam into one and the same of Haworth's moulds
are .absolutely distinct plants here, whatever they

may be elsewhere. Thus both Miss White and I

brought to Kensington a large kind with notice-

ably long trumpet and higli shoulders, which
received the name Leda. Rlr. Barr now asserts

the identity of this with his typical tortuosus,

chiefly liecause they both have the same queer

smell. He has never seen the two jjlaiits grow-

ing side by side. If next April he will kindly

come here and look at them—they are out of

flower now—he will never afterwards confuse

them. Again, last year Miss White sent me
from her garden near Roscrea a box of white

Daffodils to take to Kensington. Among them
were fine fresh flowers of a kind which Mr.
Brockbank had previously obtained from Ireland

and distributed, but which ha<l never received a

name. At my suggestion it was named Colleen

Bawn by the committee. The same autumn
Mr. Ban's list contained a Colleen Bawn, but

when out of curiosity I applied lor a sample I

was t(jlil it could not be supplied. A few days

ago I sent him specimen flowers from ray garden

cut from bulbs given me by Miss White—the

very same from which I had the variety named
last year—but Mr. Barr replied that my flower

is not the true Colleen Bawn. All this makes
me feel mentally just a little "mixed," and afraid

lest some day I should be driven to form myself

into my own permanent Narcissus committee.

Probably JNIr. Hartland has already made him-
self into another, just as the exigencies of a

skii-mish obliged the Yankee soldier to form him-
self into a lujllow square on his own account.

He probably sees a thousand living plants of

some white varieties of which Mr. Barr has seen

only a couple of cut flowers, and therefore he is

scarcely to lie blamed for holding to his own
judgment about their character. This brings me
to the consideration that unless a cut flower is

strikingly distinct, it is waste of time for an indi-

vidual or a committee to pretend to form a good

decision from it. Tliey must either visit the

grower's garden or get a good drawing of the

entire plant ; if they can do neither of these

things, they must be content with the grower's

opinion as to its character. Here is an illustra-

tion of my meaning. Some years ago I obtained

from an old Wiltshire garden plants of a cernuus

Daft'odil. The flowers when cut are practically

typical, but a largish patch of the jilant grown for

several seasons side by side with typical cernnus

is obviously distinct from it, being only two-

thirds of its height, much more robust and flori-

ferous, and holding its flowers at a ditt'erent angle

with the stem. A member of the Narcissus com-

mittee who visited my garden lately saw all

these differences at a glance, but of what use

would it have been to take cut flowers to Ken-
sington ?

A four-fold division may be made of the white

Ajax Uaffodils.

1. Wild moschatus, taking the term moschatus

to include all forms usually classed under albi-

cans, cernuus, and tortuosus. The only kind

as yet authenticated as truly wild is the little

flower discovered in the Gavarnie district of the

High Pyrenees. 1 have this now in flower in my
garden both from bulbs imported last summer
and, by Mr. WoUey Dod's kindness, from others

two or more years in cultivation. The latter

produce flowers twice the size of the former, but

of the same shape. This wilil moschatus merits

the name tortuosus far better than any other I

have seen, for the mature flower has every divi-

sion quite twisted. It is reninrkable for the ex-

quisitely crystalline texture of its trumpet, which
under strong light will be seen to sparkle as if

dusted with crushed glass. In cultivation it

comes very near to the Irish form Leda, noticed

above, and it is reasonable to expect the discovery

of wild forms which may show us the origin of

the other garden varieties of moschatus. At pre-

sent collected bulbs received from a ditt'erent

source, and supposed to contain more than one

type, are all showing flowers practically the same
as the Gavarnie kind.

'2. Pure garden forms of moschatus, i.e., such

as may, in a sulBciently Darwinian length of

time, have been derived by simple seminal varia-

tion and enlargement under cultivation from a

wild plant such as that just mentioned. But the

occurrence in old Irish gardens of very small as

well as of large white trumpets renders it at

least likely that their original parentage may
pome day be traced to a series of wild form 5

differing greatly in size. These pure garden

forms include all hitherto classed as albicans,

cernuus, and tortuosus, together with the more
recently observed Irish varieties.

3. Impure or hybrid garden forms, i.r., such as

.show an infusion of the less white blood of

pseudo-Narcissus, bicolor, &c. To this section

belong such flowers as cernuus pulcher, F. W.
Burbidge, and others raised by Messrs. Leeds

and Backhouse. Captain Nelson lately exhiljited

some extraordinarily tine seedlings of this de-

scription. In this direction we may perhaps

attain some day to a pure white Ajax as big and

strong as Empress. The raiser of such a flower

ought certainly to make his fortune.

4. Albinos. Very Ijeautiful white pseudo-

Narcissus from Oxfordshire and elsewhere have

been shown by Mr. AVolley Dod. Some of these

are, I think, truly thetypical wild Lent Lily"gone'"

white without any crossing with moschatus.

Mr. Hartland possesses a lovely wdiite minor, and
his Minnie Warren has somewhat the appear-

ance of a white form of the flower commonly
called nanus.

Since writing the above I have received from

Mr. Wolley Doil a remarkable series of wihl white

forms—pure moschatus— collected for him in a

district of the Pyrenees. They dirt'er so greatly

in shape, that amongst them representatives may
lie found of all the types known as albicans,

cernuus and tortuosus. G. H. Engleheaut.
.\piile.'<hf{ir, Aiiihinr.

SHORT NOTES.—FLOWER.

Chionodoxa Luoilise.—"Olory of the Snow ' ia too

long an En^li.'^h name for this pretty flower. I would,
therefore, substitute for it "Snow Gem," which is not so

very far from the meaning of the generic name. As the

plant is evidently going to he one of the most popular of

spring flowers, I think there is real need for a compact name
for it easily spoken, spelt or remembered, as most of the

popular names of plants are —T. J. W.
*.» Would not "Snow Sfcir " be better? But perhaps our

readers can suggest a better name still for this Chionodoxa.
—Ed.
The Hyacinths and Tulips in Hyde Park have

been unusually fine tliis year. True, we have seen individual

spikes larger, but the season being late, the different sorts

have all flowered at one time, the result being an effective

display.

NEW AURICULAS.
The report (p. .3S.3; of the Auricula show lately

held at South Kensington does not contain any
detailed account of the new varieties exhibited.
Unfortunately, the Rev. F. D. Horner, owing to a
severe domestic calamity, had been unable to give
his flowers their usual attention, and therefore his

best seedlings were not in bloom. There were no
green-edged flowers superior to Monarch (Ilorner)

and the Rev. F. D. Horner (Simonite). Green
Finch (Horner) is a, pretty variety, but of these
three Monarch is, I fancy, the best; it formed a
prominent figure in Mr. Horner's collection last

year, .and also gained the first prize in the green-
edged class for a single plant. The olfl green-
edged favourite, Colonel Taylor, must now fall

into the background. I have plenty of healthy
plants of it, but a dozen must be grown before one
can be found fit for exhibition.

In the grey-edged class, the champion variety,
dreyhound, was not matched by anything this

year, although the plant of George Lightbody which
won the blue ribbon of the exhibition this year
was thought to be as fine as it had ever been seen
previously. Mabel (Douglas) was in vei-y fine con-
dition, and is a distinct .and hand.some variety. A
grey-edged variety, Aj.ax (Hoiner), not much
known as yet, was exhibited in good condition; it

m.ay be best described as an improved Ringleader.
The good old varieties, tJeorge Lightliody and
Lancashire Hero, are still by far the best of this

class to be obtained in the trade. The white-
.

edged class was represented by Snon don's Knight
(Douglas), which gained the first prize. The white
in this is very pure, and the black ground colour
decided and good, except th.at the old flowers be-

come uneven in character. Reliance (Mellor) was
exhibited; it forms a dwarf-habited plant, with
good trusses of large-sized, white-edged flowers,

but, as shown this year, they were rather coarse.

Mr. W. Bolton, of Warrington, exhibited two very
fine new selfs. Mrs. W. H. Bolton is a well- •

formed variety, the flowers of which make a good
truss, borne well above the foliage; it is a very
dark maroon. Mrs. Wilson is one of the best of the
violet-coloured selfs. Mr. Bolton also exhibited
Black Bess, raised, I believe, by the late Mr.
Woodhead, of Halifax. It gets a high character
in the north, but, as exhibited, was inferior to

Mrs. W. H. Bolton. Among.st alpines the variety
named t'liarles Turner is one of the best. It has
the most beautifully shaded edge of any alpine.

Sever.al varieties exhibited were self-edged, a tyjie

of flower which ought to be discouraged. The only
new laced Polyanthus sliown was Henry the First
(Sander.son), .a d.ark ground flower with a vigor-

ous constitution, but it does not seem to have the
])erfect marking of C'heshiie Favourite, which
liolds the same premier jxisition amongst Polyan-
thuses as George Lightbody seems to hold amongst
Auriculas.

The remarks just made clearly show that if we
have not advanced so far this year as we did last,

still we have done more than merely "marked the
time." If the new varieties exhibited were not
able to beat (ieorge Lightbody for the premier
position, they had still sufficient merit to be classed
with the best varieties in their respective classes,

and are quite distinct. Only those who have
taken up the practical details of cross-breeding
Auriculas know the difficulty that exists as to

obtaining really good varieties. Some of my best
crosses, or at least what were supposed to be the
best, such as crossing Prince of Creens with
Beeston's Apollo or John Simonite witli Frank
(.Simonite), have turned out to be worthless, fit

only for the rubbish he.ap. I raised nearly a
thousand plants, and flowered most of them in one
year, and out of that number Silvia and another
variety which I have been nursing for nearly ten
years alone remain. I believe I have a few
promising selfs from Eliza and a seedling variety

named Sir W. Hewitt. The greatest difficulty

seems to be to obtain a good green edge. 1 have
been ti-ying to get this for nearly ten years, and
have not yet obtained it. Some good varieties of

other shades, however, always appear amongst
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the seedlings. There is, I feel sure, a much wider
field for the hybridist amongst alpine Primulas
than amongst Auriculas. I have done a little in

this direction during the last ten years, and have
obtained some rather remarkable results ; for in-

stance, a plant of a distinct yellow Primula was
named by Mr. Churchill Yellow Pubescens ; it

was a seedling obtaintil by crossing P. Nelsoni
with P. villosa ; both were pale ]5urple, but the

yellow variety was the result, anil also one with
creamy white flowers, not unlike P. nivalis (of

gardens), hut P. villosa nive.a, of the Bolanirnt

Maiia-.inc (tab. ll(il). The Primula conference
would fail in part if it did not give a considerable
stimulus to this branch of horticulture. Some of

the hybrid Primulas exhibited by Mr. Lindsay
from Edinburgh were, though small in size, of

e.xquisite beauty, and may be the progenitors of

many useful garden kinds. .J. I)orGL.v.s.

SPRING FLOWERS.
" Let no flower of spring pass by you," said a philo-

sopher of antiquity ; and " every grape in the vintas^'e

of life should be carefully gathered," wrote a well-

known (.Termau author of our own day. Those whose
lives are passed amid the tranquil enjoyments of the

country m.ay well be supposed not likely to lose any
of Nature's gifts for lack of ob-

servation. Milton declares :
" In

this vernal season of the year, when
the air is calm and pleasant, it

were an injury and sullenness

against Nature not to go out and
see her riches and partake in re-

joicing."

Our gardens are now full of the

fairest flowers, long waited for, and
perhaps, therefore, more highly

prized. I read with pleasure in

The l!-\RDEN of April J4 (p. Sti.'j)

an interesting article on "Hardy
Primroses." Though flowering far

later than usual, they have never
b^en more plentiful than they are

this spring. The woods and
copses are starred with these lovely

Ijlossoms ; they flower profusely on
railway banks and in shady l.anes

—

wherever the soil is at all suitable.

People who are so happy as to

possess a wild garden should plant

them in abundance— in shrub-

beries, and waste places, and on
gi'assy slopes. The wild Primrose
always reminds me of a rustic

beauty, so lovely as not to seem
out of place in the throng of

fashionable people, but whose
charms are, after all, seen most
to ad\antage in her village

home. Here we have many
varieties of spring flowers, some of them perhap.^

not so generally cultivated as they deserve to be.

The common Primrose, in great patches, fills up exery

available space, but not to the exclusion of other

things. We have many different sorts—a double

white, which flowers very well and lasts a long time

;

a double lilac or mauve ; a single white ; two shades

of single mauve ; two or three varieties of crimson

down to a soft pink. The mauve Primrose flowers as

freely as the common yellow one, but the reds do
not seem to be quite so hardy.

Our American Cowslips have done well ; thf-y are

of many tints, from a deep rich red, through different

shades of golden brown to orange and pale yellow.

They all have the true Cowslip scent. A bowl of

these charming flowers fills a room with delicate per-

fume. If allowed to remain too long without being

transplanted, they prove their identity with their

English kindred by reverting to the original stock.

We sow them every year. Oxlips and Polyanthuses

are very fine. This season some of the laced ones are

particularly good.

Writing of Primroses reminds me of the fine sorts

I noticed in an excursion in Normandy last year.

We visited the ruined abbey of .Tumie'ges, a few

miles from Rouen. It is a noted spot, being asso-

ciated with the early history of France. The twin

towers still remain, a sort of landmark, but the rest

of the monastery is entirely in ruins. The great space

it once occupied is strewn with broken capitals and

carved stones, decayed and Moss-grown, but the

ground is carpeted with all sorts of wild flowers. In

the first week of April Primroses of many different

shades .almost hid the Grass. It was a blaze of

yellow, purple, and crimson. We noticed the same
fine colours in the Prinn-oses of the lanes and fields.

Of Violets, white and blue, there was abundance; the

air was filled with their scent. Our Daffodils and

Narcissi are very good. We have been disappointed

in Sir Watkin, about which we had heard much ; it

has not yet flowered, but the pseudo- Narcissus scoticus,

N. incomparabilis sulphurous, Empress, and Burbidgei

grandi6orus have been hjvely.

As a sign of the latentss of the season, the purple

Crocus is still in bloom, and Snowdrops have not

been over more than three i.>r four weeks.

Violets have been most plentiful and fragrant.

Large patches of white and blue are still in full

flower and as sweet as ever. Myosotis dissitiflora is

just beginning to flower. In a few days, if the sun is

out, the gardens will be nearly covered with patches

of sky blue and pale pink.

While these are delighting our eyes, other beautiful

Rough stone seat in rock garden.

things are coming forward. The fair season of

flowering shrubs is approaching.

The lovely Forsythia covers part of the south front

of the house with its masses of golden bells ; and

the Lilacs and Laburnums will soon be out. Ane-
mones have not done very well here lately, as they

cannot stand a (prolonged winter, but a few good ones

are in flower, and bright masses of the blue apen-

nina contrast well with our Primroses.

I am particularly looking forward to a bed of Lilies

of the Valley on which we have bestowed much time

and some pains. For a long time we despaired of

growing them out of doors, but two years ago we
planted a number of clumps in rich soil. Last year we
had a few flowers, but they were not very satisfactory.

When the winter came we covered the bed with

short litter, which has only lately been removed. Now
good solid crowns have made their appearance with

abundance of buds. They seem to announce a floral

victory. M. N.

Anemone Bobinsoniana.—Anyone giving up the

culture of this plant, owing tn the floral committee not having
given it a ccrtiticate, would greatly oblige an .idniirer of it by
seuding a few roots to this office, addressed "Anemone," care

of the editor.

THE DAFFODIL.*

I HAVE been asked to open a discussion on the

Daffodil. I therefore confine myself to the

Daft'udil proper. The subject of these notes is

the Trumpet or Ajax Daffodil (Narcissus pseudo-

Narcissus) and its varieties. First, as to the

name Daffodil. In old English, say Parkinson's

time, nearly :500 years ago, the word Dall'odil was

used tts an equivalent of the Latin and Greek

flower named Narcissus. The N. poetious, the

N. Tazetta, the Jonquil, the N. triandrus, and

the rest of that class were all called Daffodils,

whilst to the Trumpet Daffodils the name pseudo-

Narcissus or False Daffodil wtts given. Usage,

however, has transposed these names. We now
call the Trumpet flowers Daffodils, and most of

the other kinds Narcissus, and it is not desirable

to interfere witli usage in the.se matters, or to try

to force changes of popular names. By the name
Daffodil, therefore, we mean the Trumpet Daffo-

dil, excepting, however, the Hoop-petticoats,

which, though anciently called pseudo-Narcissus

by C'lusius and others, are quite distinct in kind.

Of these Trumpet Daffodils, Linnasus, who wrote

in the middle of last century, made live species ;

and Haworth, who wrote half

a century ago, and whose no-

menclature has been in a great

measure adopted both Ijy Eng-
lish and by foreign botanists,

made twenty-nine species. Mr.
Maker, however, in a review of

the genus Narcissus, written

seventeen years ago, includes all

the Trumpet Daffodils in one

species called N. pseudo-Nar-
cissus, retainhig, liowever, the

five Linnean .species of it as sub-

species or sections, under wdiich

he classes, with Haworth's

names, the principal known
wild varieties. I shall follow

this arrangement, giving rea-

sons, however, for one or two
exceptions. I .shall use the

name pseudo-Narcissus in three

ways, distingirishing as fol-

lows :

—

1. Pseudo-Narcissus the
species, including all the Trum-
pet Daffodils. 2. Pseudo-Nar-
cissus the sub-species or section,

as admitted by Mr. Baker

;

and 3, pseudo-Narcissus the

type, the average form of the

English wild Daffodil or Lent

Lily—the tJarland of old writers. ]\Iost ofyou are

well acquainted with the technical terms for tlie

different parts of the Daffodil, but as there nuiy be

a few here who are not, I will spend two or three

minutes in <lefining them, that ^vlu^t I say after-

wards may be more clearly understood. I need

not define the bulb. The ilower-.stalk as high as

the first joint is called the scape. The scape in

the species pseudo-Narcissus is usually one-

flowered, but in a variety, or sub-species, called

muticus it is sometimes two-flowered. In most

varieties two-flowered scapes are rare. The nor-

mal or regular scape is straight and upright, but

in the form minor, being slender, apt to bend
downwards. The scape in pseudo-Narcissus is

more or less compre.s.sed or ancipitous, and more

or le.ss hollow.

The leaf varies in breadth from a quarter of

an inch in the form called minimus to an inch in

some varieties of the section bicolor. It also

varies much in tliickness. The breadth is not

* A paiicr by the Rev. C. Wolley Dod, re.ad at a recent

meeting of the Horticultural Club.
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always in proportion to tliii Uiickness i>v length

of tlie leaf, or to the height or size of the flower.

The leaves of some varieties are much twisted.

In some they are far more conspicuously covered

with glaucous bloom than in others. Some taper

acutely at the ends, some are very bluntly rounded

oft', some decumbent, some upright. I cannot

find any variety of form in leaf cross sections.

As for the number of leaves to each flowering

scape, I find that about 70 per cent, have three

;

the remaining thirty are nearly equally divided

between two, lour, and five leaves. In the sec-

tion bicolor, however, the larger number of flower-

scapes have four leaves belonging to them, and
Rome a.s many as seven. In estimating this num-
ber care must be taken not to confuse the leaves

belonging to different centres of growth in the

same bulb. A bulb may produce only one flower-

scape and twenty or more leaves, but then there

are three or four centres, each of which will de-

velop a new bulb as the growth matures. At
the top of the scape there is a sort of joint or valve,

where begins a membrane c.tlled thespathe, which
entirely envelops the flower whilst in liud. It

sometimes fits tight and close, sometimes is very

loose, either at the base or at the point, or both,

as if far too large for the bud it encloses. Be-

ginning also at the valve of the spathe is a distinct

stalk, more slender than the scape, called the pedi-

cel. Two-flowered scapes have two pedicels, l)Ut

only one spathe. The pedicel connects the scape

with the seed-pod or fruit. It is mostly in this pedi-

cel that the bending or deflexion takes place upon
which depends the airgle of the flower to the

scape. The pedicel may be quite straight or

turned at right angles to the scape at the spathe

valve, or bent into a complete semicircle, or any
intermediate form. The commonest form is that

of a quadrant, or fourth part of the circumference

of a circle. The seed-pod, which we will call

the fruit, is round or elliptical

—

i.e., oval, fur-

rowed, or smooth, and should be studied when
swelled to its full size. Immediately above the

fruit is that part of the flower in which the Ijase

of the style and the filaments are fixed, and
which in pseudo-Narcissus is like a funnel or an

inverted cone. This is called the tube. It is

important to retuember this name, liecause we
often find the word tube wrongly applied to the

part I shall next describe—viz., the trutnpet,

called by some liotanists the trunk, but which I

shall speak of as the corona or crown. This

begins wdiere the tube ends, and from the line of

juncture of the tube witli the corona there grow
out six flower-leaves, sometimes called limbs or

segments, but whidi I shall call divisions of the

perianth. They correspond to petals and sepals

alternately ; the three which represent sepals

generally overlaji at their edges and base the three

inner, which represent petals. When this is so

the divisions of the perianth are said to be imbri-

cated (which properly means arranged like the

tiles on the roof) ; but if the divisions when
closed so as to tcuch the corona do not overlap,

especially near the base, they are said to be not

imbricated or free. I ask you to attend especially

to the above important character.

Next we find that the divisions are sometimes

shorter than, generally just the same length as,

often a little longer than the corona. The perianth

divisions are often twisted, or in some forms

doubled back along the central line, and curved

like a horn towards the end of the corona. The
shape of the corona is rather cylindrical, the sides

when looked at in profile being parallel, or it

approaches a funnel in shape, the l)Oundary lines

diverging from the base to tlie mouth, or (rarely)

it is larger at the middle than at either end ; its

shape is then called ventricose. The mouth of

the corona varies more than any other part of

the flower in the forms of pseudo-Narcissus. In

some foims we find at the mouth hai'dly any
enlargement in the iliameter of the straight

corona ; more cumnionly the lorona bulges out

near the month, Init without turning l]ack,wlnlst

in many varieties the mouth spreads and is re-

curved like the mouth of a trumpet. Recurved
is a better word to express this form than re-

flexed, which implies an angular and less gradual
turn. The petals of a Cyclamen are rcflexed,

those of a Martagon recurved. With rare and
abnormal exceptions the mouth of the corona is

divided by incisions—more or less deep according

to the variety—into six equal lobes correspond-

ing to the six divisions of the perianth. When
the flower becomes double these divisions or in-

ciisions are continued to the base of the corona,

so as to split it up into six parts. The lobes are

often cut up at the edges by irregular notches,

generally wedge-shaped, and varying in depth,

into smaller divisions of uncertain size and
number. This is called crenation, and the lolies

are then called crenate —that is, notched. When
the parts between these notches are doubled up
together like a piece of crimped paper, or a ne irly

closed fan, the edge of the corona is called plicate

(or folded), and when these folds are pushed
together so as to displace one another into a sort

of flounced or puckered outline, it is called cris-

pate (fringed or fimbriated) ; the edge then re-

sembles a leaf of garden Parsley or Curled Kale.

It is a rare form.

What are these characters worth in esti-

mating varietal ditlerences t Not much taken
singly, but several together, if found to lie con-

stant, are worth a good deal. Some who have
studied Daffodils have thought the mouth of the

corona so important a character as to supersede

all others in deciding varieties. Next to this in

importance comes, 1 think, the arrangement of

the perianth divisions, the (juestion whether they

are imbricated or free. The length of the pedicel

is moderately constant, according to the variety.

The relative length of the style and the filaments

often ililt'<rs in the same variety, but Herbert, a

careful botanist who studied Daffodils about the

same time as Havvorth, thought that he hail ob-

served that in some varieties of pseudo-Narcissus

the six filaments are attached tn the b:ise of the

tube in two different rows. This arrangement of

the filaments in a double series is an obvious

character in many species of Narcissus ; but after

examining a large number of pseudo-Narcissus I

have not been able to discover that any difl'erence

of length of the six filaments exists in any variety.

This should be observed. The same botanist,

Herbert, attached importance to the wrinkling or

furrowing often observable in the fruit ami to its

shape ; neither is very constant, Init both are

worth notice. The comparative length of the

perianth divisions and the corona often varies in

the same variety, as anyone who will spend a

little time amongst a bed of English wild typical

pseudo-Narcissus may satisfy himself. The form
of the spathe before opening is also to be noticed.

Some varieties may be recognised by this alone.

Another distinction, though by nomeans con-

stant, is the curvature of the pedicel. When the

flower is fully expanded, the corona becoming
either cernuous— that is, looking downwards, or

horizontal, or even perpendicular, the pedicel

remaining straight ; though this form is generally

abnormal ; the angle which the perianth divi-

sions, when open, make with the corona is also a

character. 1 find neither the section of the

scape nor of the leaf a trustworthy varietal cha-

racter in pseudo-Narcissus. In pseudo-Narcissus

as a species colour is an important point. The
varieties are either concolorous or bicolorous—
i.e., either sell-coloured, the corona, however
being always a little deeper than the perianth

or distinctly two-coloured. The English wild
tyjie is never, as far as I know, concolorous, and
varies in cohjur within narrow limits ; apparent

exceptions to this rule which scjinetimes occur I

believe to be due to cross-breeding. I shall speak

of them presently. Daffodils of the same variety

rarely vary much in colour. A form of N. minor
found near Grasse, in the Maritime Alps, is an
important and interesting excejifion to this rule.

It remains to speak of size and time of flowering.

To judge of the former, Daffodils must be grown
tngether for a year or two under the same condi-

tions ; and as for time of flowering, I find that

the time when different individuals of the typi-

cal form open their flowers extends over a month,
and though the same bulbs are early or late every

year alike, one cannot attach importance to the

difterence.

Next come the characters and geographi-
cal distribution of .several of the wild forms,

and I may first remark that our knowledge of

wild forms of pseudo-Narcissns is increasing ra-

pidly, and that every year new varieties are being

added to our list, or the true home of some old

garden variety is being discovered. N. pseudo-

Narci.s.sus, as a species, is confined to Europe, and
extends from the Atlantic on the west, and the

latitude possibly of Edinburgh northwards, to

about the longitude of Berlin eastwards. It has

been reported as native in Hungary and other

parts of the Austrian empire as far east as Tran-
sylvania, but Herr Willkomm, professor of botany
in the University of Prague, has told me that he
does not believe it to be indigenous in those parts.

It is unknown in Turkey or Creece. Its head-

([uarters may be considered to be the region of the

Pyrenees, and it is most abundant in Southern
France, Northern Spain and Portugal, and
Northern Italy. Whether it extends quite to the

south of these latter countries is uncertain. It is

convenient to adopt, as Mr. Baker has done, the

five species of Linna'us as sub-sf ecies or sections

under which to classify the known wild varieties.

These sectionsare— 1, pseudo-Narcissus ; 2, major ;

.'?, minor ; 4, bicolor ; 5, moschatiis. I say 1

adopt these divisions of names for convenience,

but I cannot say that they are satisfactory, though
I have no better to offer. As the number of wild

varieties found grows upon u.s, we find it more and
more difficult to adjust them according to these

sub-species. All arbitrary definitions break down.
Whether we take colour, or size, or structure, we
find from end f(i end, from the most concolorous

to the most bicolorous, from the smallest to the

largest, an unbroken series of links, and if we try

to make a set of characters to fit particular names,
they uttei-ly fail when applied in practice. The
minors, the major's, the pseudo-Narcissus, the

liicolors of Portugal, of the Pyrenees, of the

Maritime Alps, all ditt'er, and have some charac-

ters of one name, and some of another, and I

therefore adopt these names, with this proviso,

and as having, not only no real limitation as sub-

species, but no consistent characters reaching be-

yond the individual variety we may accept as

their type. As for the first, the Daffodil found
wild in England has generally been adopted as

the type of the species and of this section. In
Devonshire, where it is most abundant, it varies

most in size, in substance of flower, in deepness

of colour of the corona, and in width and recurv-

ing of its mouth. The corona, however, is seldom
uruch recurveil in Engli.*h varieties. A form now
known as scoticus is found in Ayrshire, taller

and stouter, and with larger flowers than the

type, and earlier in flower, and in its recurved

corona presenting a beairtiful example of crena-

tion. It is improbable that it is indigt-nous to

Scotland. I must next luentiorr that I know
three places in England, one being in Oxford-

shire and two in Dorsetshire, wliere typical
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pseudo-Jsarcissus grow mixed up with concolor-

ous forms, both wliite and yellow, presenting

similar characters to the type. With them grow
others resembling the bicolor section. After cul-

tivating these forms and examining them, I be-

lieve that they are due to different varieties of

foreign origin, planted together by design or

accident, the offspring of which are hybrid. The
largest development of the section pseudo-Nar-
cissus is found in Italy, where varieties called

Telamonius and princeps are found in the valleys

and lower slopes of the Apennines, the former
having the most twisted leaf of any Daffodil I

know, and the latter the longest corona, some-
times exceeding 2 inches in length, or more than
two and a half times the length of the tube.

From the Pyrenees themselves, amongst thousands
of Daffodils, I have never received any of exactly

the English type, though it may exist there, but
tlie prevailing pseudo-Narcissus of the lower
slopes of the Pyrenees, extending west almost to

the sea level near Biarritz, is an elegant very pale

early Daffodil, which we have imported under
two names, pallidus priecox and variiformis, the

latter name very suitable, as it is a very variable

Daffodil both in shades of colour, form of corona,

and relative proportions of the parts of the flower.

It carries its flowers at nearly every angle of the

horizon, and the leaves are distinct in appearance,
being hardly at all glaucous. It seems to have
been unknown to Haworth, who, in his twenty-
nine species of Trumpet or Ajax Daffodil, does
not even enumerate any into which it could pos-

sibly be made to fit. This Daffodil has scarcely

any character which is not inconstant and variable.

The forms included under the second sec-

tion, MAJOR, are mostly concolorous and of rich

yellow. They have often been distinguished as

Spanish, but one, the sjjiu'ius of modern gardens,

is probably native in Italy, and not yet known
to be wild in Spain. The Tenby Daffodil, quite

naturalised in South Wales, but of which the

true habitat is unknown, belongs to this section.

So does that very fine Daffodil, the maximus
of gardens, which will probably be found native

soniewhere either in North Italy or Spain when
the countries have been more closely searched
in early spring. Tbe nearest wild approach to

this form I have yet seen was exhibited by Mr.
Ware last year to tlie Daffodil Committee. He
had received it as collected wild near Saragossa,

after which town it has been named. Two or

three forms belonging, I believe, to this section

were sent to me last summer liy Mr. Alfred
Tait, who collected them wild near Oporto.
Tliey are tall elegant flowers, with slender and
much- twisted perianth divisions, not imbricated,

and I think are new t(5 cultivation. They may
develop more when I have grown them longer.

These double readily when planted in Mr. Tait's

garden, and the double form is an ugly monster.

Major is rather ill defined as a section.

Of the third section, minor, the assumed
type, as recognised, I believe, by the Narcissus
Committee, has only j ust now been identified in

its wild state ; but its exact counterpart in all

characters e.xcept size, N. minimus, is abundant
on mountains in the north of Spain. The variety

most common in gardens, now called nanus,

though I shall presently give reasons for think-
ing that the name is wrong, abounds near
Bayonne, where the French Ijotanists call it

minor ; but the recognised minor, with large

lobes, and generally with free divisions of

perianth, was found in the Maritime Alps
recently by Mr. Sorase-Dickins near Orasse.

Concolorous and bicolorous forms of it grow there

not in .separate clumps, but mixed up together

in the same clumps, and I have hail this sea.son

two or three bo.'ies of flowers of it sent to study.

Op the bicolor section the characters are

—

The leaves thick in substance, very broad and
large, not acute or tapering, but rounded ott'

suddenly at the ends ; it is late-flowering ; the

corona is cylindrical or ventricose, slightly lobed,

and the perianth divisions often large and loose.

Two distinct wild foi'ms are well known— 1,

lorif'olius, which is found in the Pyrenees in

North Portugal, and probafily in the Apennines
;

and 2, N. muticus of the French botanist Gay, a

very distinct Daflodil, covering hundreds of acres

on the French side of the Pyrenees nearGavarnie
and in other parts. It is so distinct in its

character, that Haworth, though he had never

seen living plants, assigned to it a separate

genus called Pileus, and divided it into five

species. This is the bicolor of some French
local botanists, and we do not know yet any
wild form which comes nearer the bicolor

of gardens, though we may expect to find

some. As regards muticus, which is sometimes
called abscissus in English catalogues, the large

broad leaves with rounded ends, the straight

cylindrical corona, its late flowering, and other

characters claim for it a place in this section. It

seems strange that so distinct a Daffodil has never

been figured in any English work.

The last section, moschatus, or the white
Dafl'odil, is very interesting. The only form of

it we yet know for certain in its own home was
rediscovered about six years ago by Mr. E. N.
Buxton on the Spanish slope of the Pyrenees

whilst chamois hunting, 6(X)0 feet above the sea

level, near Mount Perdu. It was in May, and
at that elevation the flowers were just out. Mr.

Buxton at once laid down his rifle, and supplied

himself with roots of this new prize, which
were the first wild ones brought to England in

recent times. Since then this habitat has be-

come known to French collectors, and many
thousands of bulbs have been imported thence

to England. It has always been supposed that

other and larger forms of this section are

to be found wild in Spain, but we do not

know for certain that any have yet been
found, and we want trustworthy information on
tliis point. A character of this section is that the

separation of the perianth divisions is marked by
a conspicuous line continued nearly to the bottom
of the tube. This completes my short notice of

the principal known wild forms, but the list of

known wild forms will constantly increase, and
is growing from year to year. A very distinct

variety was sent to me by Mr. Alfred Tait from
Portugal early in last month, but not in sutti-

ciently good condition to describe its character.

Another remarkable form of Daflodil was sent by
the same gentleman with perianth divisions re-

flexed so as to meet in a point, and with no tube.

It is thought to be identical with the N. cycla-

mineus adopted by Haworth from old authors

who figured it. If not a hybrid, it seems to

demand a species to itself, for it can hardly find

a place amongst N. pseudo-Narcissus. I have

followed 5Ir. Baker in adopting Havvorth's names,

though I feel all the while that several of them
are misapplied. It seems inconsistent to adopt

an author's names when the characters given by
that author to the plants he describes under those

natnes are manifestly at variance with the cha-

racters of the plants to which we apply them.

For instance, Haworth's N. minor was a flower

with imbricated perianth divisions, whilst we
now apply it to a flower of which a distinctive

mark is its free perianth divisions, and the same
inconsistency apjilies to N. minimus. Again, the

N. nanus of Haworth was a pale sulphur-coloured

Daflodil with leaves half an inch wide. Our N.

nanus is a full }ellow, with leaves narrower than

those of minor. I am at a loss to know what
variety Haworth intended by the name rugilolius,

which he classes under the section pseudo-Nar-

cissus ; but it is now transferred to one belonging

evidently to the bicolor section, and identical, so

far as I can judge, with lorifolius. The same
uncertainty attends several others of the names
of Haworth in their recent application.

Cultivated Daffodils.—We now pass on to

.speak of N. pseudo-Narcissus as a cultivated

plant, and of the changes and improvements
which have taken jdace or may be expected to

take place in its development under cultivation.

Some of the finest forms, as Emperor, Empress,

Horsefleldi, are believed to be varieties of culti-

vation, because they are not known to have been
found wild, and the names of the growers are

known ; but whether they were produced by
artificial crossing or by careful selection of seed

from the finest flowers, and from seedlings raised

under the most favourable conditions, we have
not certain information, though the latter sup-

position is more probable. In a species in which
so many and distinct natural varieties exist it

seems not unreasonable to expect that there

would be a strong natural tendency in the seed

to produce varieties, but there is not sufficient

evidence to support this belief. On the other

hand, the more we become aci[uainted with large

beds of wild Daffodils growing away from the

influence of other varieties, the more we are led

to the conclusion that like produces like in

Daffodils, as in other plants. We find, for in-

stance, that the Daffodils of the north of Portugal

form a set of varietits distinct from those of the

Pyrenees, whilst the Maritime Alps and North
Italy have .special forms which retain their

distinct characters. We must not dogmatise on
these matters, but let us consider the case of the

Tenby Dafl'odil, which rijjens seed and grows

from it more freely than any variety I know. It

covers several acres in South Wales, where it has

grown for many generations
;

yet it continues

remarkably constant to form, and varieties are

hardly ever observed. Many sini'lar instances

might be mentioned. In gardens, on the other

hand, where many varieties are in flower

together, when we consider the readiness with

which some distinct species of Narcissus iro-

duce ^hybrids, we may inter that pseudo-Nar-

cissus will readily cross with varieties of

the same species, and we reasonably expect spon-

taneous varieties from seed. Few of us have

patience to raise successive generations of Dafl'o-

dil from seed, keeping them carefully labelled for

all the years—probably six at least—until they

flower. So the history of new varieties raised in

gardens is seldom known. It is more easy, how-
ever, to notice and record changes where no rais-

ing from seed takes place, changes which are

produced by continued cultivation under favour-

able conditions of soil and climate. These con-

ditions seem particularly favouraljle in many
(larts of Ireland, and I will give examples in

illustration. I am indebted to Mr. Barr for

calling my attention to the remarkible develop-

ment in size and vigour which takes place in the

Botanic Gardens at Dublin in the case of the

variety of Dalfodil called maximus. The size of

this variety in those gardens is such that Mr. Barr

for long believed it to be a distinct and gigantic

and early-flowering variety. When, however, it

is planted in England side by side with maximus
from Holland, and under the same conditions,

the contrast the first year is very conspicuous.

After a few years the two gradually assimilate

themselves, until no difference can be seen. An-
other variety common in Irish gardtns, and to

.some extent naturalised in Irdand, is named
princeps. .\s gr.iwii in Ireland this is perhaps

the largest of all D.dfodils. It comes to us from

there in several sizes, as princeps maximus, prin-

ceps minor, and so on. 1 can hardly say whether
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these differences lire maintained in any gardens in

England, but I can assert that after two or three

years all the varieties of princeps lieconie so de-

generate in Cheshire as to produce flowers hardly

larger than those of the wild type of pseudo-Nar-

cissus. I may mention, too, the fine Daffodil

called spurius, which has, 1 lielieve, recently been

found wild by Mr. Eiigleheart in Italy. Spurius

is a very (jUI variety in the Dutch liulb farms,

and comes thence to Eugland Ijearing flowers

of one size. It is now known that this variety

is common in Ireland both as a naturalised

and as a garden plant, and in more than one size,

some resembling the Dutch ]ilant in every parti-

cular except size, but being much larger. This

maybe due to the favourable conditions in Ireland

for its growth. I have cultivated the large form

forsi.x years, and it still maintains its majority ; but

whether it will in time reduce its dimensions to

tlie Dutch size time will show. I will further

add that it is useless to compare the merits of or

to attempt to identify Daffodils until they have

bejn grown together under the same conditions

for a year or two. Wlien this has been done we
want continuous observations and careful notes

of them through a series of years to see what
changes soil and climate make in the same
variety, in colour, size, habit, and form, especially

noting the recurving of the corona to see whether
this character is cpiite constant or due to climate

or soil in any degree. Again, we cannot be sure

until we have tried them tor at least two years

what varieties are best suited to the special con-

ditions of our own gardens. Daffodils, according

to their varieties, have their likes and di.slikcs.

Most of them prefer rich rather saudy loam,

I'etentive, but well drained, and on the cold stiff

subsoil of my garden in Cheshire nearly all do
better on raised beds. The moschatus section

alone seem to like lighter soil of a peaty character.

N. minoi' and N. minimus seem rather delicate

and dislike wet ; their flowers, which are dan-

gerously near the ground, are much relished by
slugs, and retprire, where such vermin abound, to

bo protected by perforated zinc collars or by a

dressing of powdered tobacco—a valuable pre-

ventive. Several Daffodils are, comparatively

speaking, failures in my garden. I have already

mentioned princeps. Tlie major of trade pro-

duces few flijwers and the foliage looks unhealthy.

Maximus increases slowly, and is lialde to be

attacked by an ofiscure disease, which rots the

base of the ball ami pi'events the formation of

fresh roots. The Italian Telamonius looks

healthy, but does not flower freely. The most
tloriferous of the larger kinds in my garden is

spurius, wdiilst pseudo-Narcissus, the type, said

to degenerate ami die out in some gardens, flowers

and flourfshes extremely well. So do Horsefieldi

and Emperor. I have mentioned these instances

to show that Daflbdils recjuire to be proved in

each garden and selected accordingly.

At what DEl'TII OUGHT DAFFODILS TO BE
PLANTED?—The answer depends partly on the

variety to be planted, partly on the character of

the soil anil the subsoil ; but let everyone who
can make patient experiments and carefully

record his observations on this point. My own
experience is generally in favour of deep plant-

ing, especially in raised beds where the drainage

is good. Such Daffodils as those called minor
and nanus should, of course, not be planted more
than half as deep as Horsefieldi and Emperor.
In deep well-drained soils I plant from 4 inches

to 6 inches deep in the case of the smallest kinds
to a foot in the largest. When Daffodils that

have been dug up wihl are sent to us in leaf it is

,
easy to see at wliat depth th^.y have grown ; and
not only have I taken notice of thi.s, but have
inquired of those who have dug up Daflbdils

much abroad in their native homes. These

accounts agree in telling of huge Dalfoilils with
flowers as large as Emperor, which, after long
and laborious digging, the finder was obliged to

relincpiish because they grew so deep. Some
very fine Daffodils just received from Italy,

where they grow wild, reported to resemble

maximus in aiiijearance, have grown at a deptli

varying from 1-2 inches to 18 inches ; and my
friend Mv. Engleheart mentioned others still

larger, none of which he succeeded in digging

up. Mr. Tait sent me the leaf and flower of a

lorifolius found near Oporto, being as large as those

of Emperor, the bullj of which was deep beyond his

reach. On the other hand, a number of minor
sent last week from the south of France had
grown at an average depth of 3 inches. The soil

was rocky, and a large proportion of Oak-leaf
mould was mixed with it iju the surface. Wc
must not, therefore, try to make our rules for

depth too absolute. I need not point out that

deep planting enables the gardener to cultivate

other plants over them in summer, wdiich may
be done without any damage to the bulb, pro-

vided that the growth of the leaves is not

interfered with and the soil sufficiently enriched

by a top-dressing in aufinnu. Daffodils do far

better facing a south than a north aspect.

The doublino of Daffodils is a subject to

which I have long paid special attention, though
on several points connected with it my mind is

by no means made up. It is certain that N.
pseudo-Narcissus doubles into a variety of forms,

two of which may be particularly noticed.

(1) Tlie form in which the corona renuiins entire,

ami the doubling is confined to the inside of it

;

this we call the semi-double form. (2) The form
in which the corona is .split into six .segments and
spread open ; this we call for distinction Rose-

double. I have quite satisfied myself, by long

observation, that these forms are not constant,

but are often interchanged from year to year,

depending ujion conditions of soil and cultiva-

tii.m. About this time last year nearly 100
doulile typical pseudo-Narcissus were sent to me
which were dug up wild when in flower. All of

these were semi-double ; but this year nearly all

which have flowered at all have become Rose-
double. In the southern counties of England
and Wales the type pseudo-Narcissus is often

found double, growing mixed up with single

forms. It is hardly ever the Rose-double, but
when transferred to gardens the Ro.se-double is

the commoner form for it to assume. In spite

of their taking that form, their tendency in

my garden is to become constantly less douljle,

until the divided corona clo.ses together again,

and tlie flower becomes entirely single and per-

fect in all its organs. These same bulbs, if sent

to their native soil, produce double flowers again

in a year. On the other hand, I have never, by
any soil or cultivation, succeeded in persuading
any single Daffodil to double in my garden. As
regards the frequent assertions made that in some
gardens the typical single wild pseudo-Narcissus
will change in a few years into the large double
Datt'oilil called Telamonius, these assertions are

too consfstent, and made, I am certain, in too

good faith to be at once rejected ; but they require

very careful investigation, which T have long

been making, and still continuing to make.
Botanists assure me that no metamorphosis of

any part or organ is necessary to effect this change.

That single Daffodils in some soils and under some
conditions will produce douljle flowers is nearly

certain. Mr. Tait, of Oporto, sent me last sum-
mer a bag of double-flowered Daffodils, which he
assured me were dug uji in the neighbourhood
single, and when planted in his garden became
double. Tliere is no mistake about identity of

variety in these ; the single kind is unlike any-
thing I have ever before seen in cultivation in

England, and the double flower, although a

hideous monstrosity, evidently belongs to the same
variety ; but, as I said before, assertions of this

kind require careful sifting.

To conclude, lovers of the Dalfodii may be

congratulated on having a favourite which is ea-sy

of cultivation, presents endless variety, and gives

less cause for anxiety through accidents than
most fhiwers. Few destroyers, whether mice, or

birds, 'or wireworms, attack the bulbs of Dafl'odils.

The Narcissus fly is a pest of a warmer climate

than (uirs. Dwarf forms like N. minor and N.
minimus, as I said before, invite slugs, which,
however, attack the flowers only. Higlr winds,

too, are serious enemies to Dafl'odil flowers. A
Westerly gale on March .'51 snapped ofl' at the

ground-line some of my best ojiening flowers ; so

that Dafl'odils should either be planted in a shel-

tered ]ilace, or, if in winily quarters, be tied up
;

but uiion the whole there is no class of flowers

which give a more satisfactory result with a less

amount of labour than N. pseudo-Narcissus.

Kitchen Garden.

RUNNER BEANS.
These form a very important crop from mid-
summer until cut oti'late in autumn. Personally,

I like dwarf French Beans better than the produce
of tall ones ; Ijut cooks are hardly ever of this

opinion, and I have been told botli by greengrocers
and market growers that other kinds of Kidney
Bean are unsaleable after the Runners come in.

To liave them crisp and tender good culture must
be resorted to. Little is to be gained by sowing
the seed early in the ojien ground. Runner Beans
are the most tender of all vegetables ; they will

not withstand the slightest frost. In the warmer
parts of the country the seed may be sown about
the middle of April, but north and in cold localities

the 1st of May is quite soon enough to do this.

I have known large quantities of seed to perish in

spring immediately after sowing, and it is an
advantage to treat it with more care tlian the
majority of seeds. The following mode of culture

answers admirably: Dig a trench about 1 foot

deep and the same in width. Place a layer of

manure along the bottom to the depth of 4 inches

or ."> inches ; fork this over, and above it place a
tliin layer of sand and leaf soil. Sow on tlie top

of tliis and sprinkle a little more of the sand
mixture ovei' the seeds, finishing ofl' by covering

up to the depth of 2 inclies witli soil thrown out
on tlie side.s. This sliould be broken very fine

with the spade before putting it over tlie seed.

Tlie sandy soil used next the seed will prevent it

flora decaying, i.e., it tlit soil is heavy, or if much
rain should come, and altliough strong plants could

nexer be produced in such light material, the roots

will soon find their way down to the manure in

the bottom. Being in a shallow trench, the young
plants will be sheltered at first, and when hot,

dry weather sets in it is easy to level the soil in

the trench or fill it up to the level with manure,
which will prevent the roots from being injured

by drought. This is an important point in Runner
Bean cultui-e, and it is well to give it attention

before sowing. To sow in shallow, poor soil is

useless ; the trench system meets every want.

The objection which somerai.se to growing Run-
ner Beans is that they cannot get stakes for them

;

but although training them up tall stakes is the

best way of growing them, it is not the only way

;

good crops may be secured from plants which have
their topscut offandwhich are restricted to a height

of '2J feet or S feet. It is this system which should

be practised by all who cannot conveniently

secure stakes, but the root treatment should not
ho altered. In some cases only one or two rows of

Runners are sown in the forepart of the season;

these may bear well from July until Se{)tember,

but when it happens to be a good autumn, and the

weather such as would suit the production of

Beans, tliere are none to produce; the first sown
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plants have become too old, and the supply is

curtailed before it has any right to be so, simjily

because a late row or two was not sown. To
accomplish this, a sowing should be made between
the middle and the end of June, and these will

produce fresh young pods in October and Novem-
ber if the \\ eather should remain favourable until

then. .AH who have grown Runner Beans know
how lialjle the young pods are to fall off prema-
turely when they begin to form at first. I have
seen a great deal of early blossom fall ,without

forming a pod, but rich soil and plenty of moisture
at the root ^vill reduce this evil to a very great

extent; whenever they are observed to be drop-
ping theii- pods, they should receive a heavy
drenching with liquid manure.

Sometimes Runner Beans are sown in pots in

March or April, and planted out when upwards of

1 foot in height in May ; but although this often

gives a supply of pods a week or two in advance
of those sown in the open they frequently receive

a check on being planted out, and as dwarf Beans
are better adapted for coming in early than run-

ners we do not advise the under-glass system of

growing the latter to be practised unless for some
special purpose. Cambrian.

Seed Potatoes.—It is matter for surprise to

find Potato merchants offering seed of really good
kinds of Potatoes at the nominal charge of ^s. (id.

per bushel, especially when it is certain that from
the iirst each bushel must have cost at least

double that sum. Certainly the purchaser gains,

but it is jioor work after all when in such a way
one person thrives upon another's losses. It is

not easy to show why seed Potatoes are thus so

very cheap, but it is certain that the supply at

present exceeds the demand, and, further, there

can be little doubt that the heavy clean crops
lifted during the past two or three years have
promoted this superabundance of Potato seed.

Last year, specially whilst we had fairly good
crops, we also had rather an undue proportion of

medium sized tubers, because the long drought
checked swelling. Now we may expect to find,

because stocks are so cheap, that large breadths
are again planted, and should the disease hold off,

as it has done of late, then another heavy crop of

tubers will once more follow. If the sample is a
good one, less will be saved for seed and more will

be sold for eating. In any case there seems to be
no prospect that Potatoes will be otherwise than
very cheap for some time. Even should disease

again prevail, it i.s hardly probable that the
devastation wrought in the crop in some previous
years will be repeated. We have so far more
reliable and more robust kinds to grow than we
had ten years ago, and thus it seems as if in pro-

ducing these robust free-cropping kinds the raiser

had killeil the goose which laid the golden eggs.

However, this result is a good one for the public
if a bad one for raisers. Of course, we cannot
hope to compete with the foreigner in the ])roduc-

tion of first early Potatoes, but it is certain that
their produce is of little moment. Once our own
Potatoes come into the market, and as long as we
continue to produce such bulk of main crop
kinds, there is little chance that outsiders will

beat us.—A. T>.

Brussels Sprouts.—Mr. Coleman has indirectly

credited me with an article upon Brussels Sprouts,
by mistaking the initials at the bottom of it. How-
ever, I am willing to have a word to say on the
matter, because I hold that of all the Brassica
family we have no member of more importance to

the gardener during the winter than the Brussels
Sprout. No vegetables during that season are
more generally esteemed, and few are better yield-

ing and yet more enduring. Brussels Sprouts also

are very hardy, their stems rarely suffering except
when severely denuded of leaves and sprouts. As
long as a sprout is left on a stem, just so long is there
always something to fall back upon as occasion
demands. Now very much is written occasionally
about diverse strains of these Sprouts, but I am
inclined to think there are but two really distinct
lorms that can so be classed. The well-known old

imported Brussels Sprout, the Sprout of our gar-

dens for generations, is now represented also by the

slim-stemmed and generally neatly studded Sprouts
of Northaw Prize, Scrymgeour's, Aigburth, and
others of like chai-acter. These all vary more or

less according to the amount of care bestowed in

the selection of the seed, and any one specially good
st«m if saved and carefully seeded will in a few
years give of this breed the finest selection to be
found, name or no name. Northaw Prize so far

has shown itself to be a handsome even strain or

selection, but much also depends upon soil and
cultivation. Bad cultiA'ation may deteriorate the

best of strains, but good samples rarely come in

spite of it. On the other hand, the large form
known as Reading (Veitch's and many other ex-

hibition .Sprouts) is, if rather paler-hued as a rule,

yet altogether finer, and even on poor ground and
with indifferent cultivation the Sprouts are much
finer than are those of the best plants of the old

form. I am not here arguing in favour of large

.Sprouts over smaller ones. That is a matter of taste

and of profit, but market growers are taking to

the large-sprouted form readily because the Sprouts
the more readily fill the bushels. Certainly, under
the form of cultivation bestowed on this strain in

some gardens the plants and Sprouts seem abnor-

mally big, but in the open fields they seem all

that can be desired. I believe that any extensive

trial of Brussels Sprouts would re.'sult in determin-

ing all under name to belong to either one or other

of the two forms just mentioned.

—

Bedfont.

KITCHEN GARDEN NOTES.
MusHKOoiMS FROM I'uw MANURE. —A neighbour
who possesses a noted herd of Hereford cattle pays

a good deal of attention to Mushroom growing,

and, being fond of experimenting, has formed beds

here and there in sheds that hax'e been very pro-

ductive. One bed, made up some time ago with

cow manure, is now bearing an abundant crop :

in fact, to judge from what is seen on the surface,

one would be led to think that the bed had been

made up of the best horse droppings. Many, I

know, are debarred from growing Mushrooms
because they cannot procure horse droppings ; but
if cow manure will do as well, as it certainly has

done in this instance, they need not be long with-

out Mushrooms.

DwARE French Beans.—If some of tlie earliest

of these were sown on the same day as Runner
Beans, they would be ready for gathering some
weeks before the Runners, and all who desire to

have early Kidney Beans should grow some of the

dwarf varieties as a first crop. They will not

succeed if sov/n early when the soil is cold and
wet, but a sowing may now be made with every

chance of success. This is one of the crops which
ought always to be put in one of the best parts of

the garden, as good soil and a sunny position are

advantages which it enjoys. Ne I'lus Ultra is

the earliest of all dwarf Beans. Its pods are not

so long by some inches as those of Canadian
Wonder, but it is at least a fortnight earlier—an
important point. In sowing, the drills should be

about IS inches or '20 inches apart and not more
than 2 inches in depth. If sown deeper than this

the coldness of the soil may check germination ;

when shallow the sun's power brings the plants

up rapidly, and then adding more soil to the roots

is an easy matter. Although I have said Canadian
Wonder is later than Ne Plus Ultra and some
others, it should be sown on the same day ; then

it forms a useful and acceptable succession to

them. The earliest Kidney Beans which I ever

gathered out of doors were grown on ridges be-

tween Celery ti-enches.

Earthing rp Potatoes.—This is one of the' most
important operations connected with Potato cul-

ture. When the sets are planted from .3 inches to

6 inches deep, or, indeed, at any ordinary depth,

young tubers form so plentifully near the surface,

that if not earthed up they would soon be exposed

to the light, and thereby get deteriorated. Earth-

ing up also helps greatly to steady the stems and
prevents them from being blown about—an in-

jurious occurrence. When to earth up is not a
difficult question to answer ; it may be begun and
ended when the shoots are (i inches and M inches
high. Friable soil may be drawn up to the .^tems

witli the draw hoe, but where the soil is very stiff

a four or five-pronged fork may be used to do such
work. There is no better time for applying artifi-

cial manure to Potatoes than when they are being
earthed up. In applying it it should be s|)rinkled

round each jilant, or along the side of the row
before the soil is drawn up. I am more in favour
of manuring now than at planting time. \Vhere
frost is liable to occur when the young growths
are coming through the soil, earthing up should
not be delayed until the stems shall ha\e reached
any given height, but should be done at once to

slielter the young growths from frost and wind-
waving. We have saved many of our Potatoes in

this way.

Beetroot.—This is by no means a fancy vege-

table ; indeed, more or less of it should be grown
in every garden. It will not bear early sowing.
From the middle of April to the middle of May is

the proper time to put it in. Dell's Crimson is a
valuable sort, and the Turnip-rooted variety is ex-

ceedingly u.seful, especially in shallow soil. The
former is of medium size and excellent in quality ;

the latter grows to about the size of an ordinary

Turnip and comes to maturity much quicker than
long sorts do. Anyone wanting new Beet very

early should sow some of it. Any light, mode-
rately rich soil will grow Beet well. It should be
sown in rows from 1 foot to 15 inches ajiart, and
the seed should not be buried more than 2 inches

below the surface.

Mu.ST.\RD .\nd Cres.s.—Those who have glass

houses and other protectors may grow Mustard
and Cress all the year round, but others whose
garden operations are confined to the open air

could not do this. There will be a long blank in

their supply from the time when autumn sowings
are finished until spring ones are in ; all may,
however, grow them now freely by sowing the

seed in a warm spot in the open. A little patch

of each will be enough to sow at once, and such
sowings should be made every ten days. Before

sowing beat the soil level with the back of a

spade, sprinkle the seed on the surface, beat it

down again ; shade from sunshine with some old

paper until the seed has germinated, and abund-
ance of tops for cutting will soon be produced.

RiDiiE Cucumbers.—The Stockwood Ridge is a

good variety, being hardy and prolific. Few ridge

Cucumbers are grown by tho.se who have a house

or frame in which to grow some of the Telegraph
ty])e, but all who have no glass could easily have
abundance of Cucumbers from .June until autumn
liy resorting to the ridge system of culture. If

])lants could be bought about the beginning of

.June, no trouble need be taken to rear them from
seed, although the latter is not a difficult matter.

During May, especially about the latter part of it,

the seed will germinate if sown in good soil in a
warm spot in the open, and in this way plants

may be raised on the place where they are to

grow ; but if a mound or ridge of any kind of

fermenting mateiial, such as Grass cuttings,

manure from a stable or cowhouse or pigstye, can

be made up so as to ferment a little, all the better.

On this place a quantity of good soil, and then

sow the seed, when young plants will soon appear,

and be much earlier than any sown in the ordinary

ground. The mound so formed is an advantage

to them, as when the shoots begin to run they

creep down the sides, and soon begin to bear fruit.

In watering such subjects, some use cold water
unthinkingly, but when a little warm it is very

much better, and when the wind is blowing hard
something or other should be used to protect

them until they have acquired some size.

Failures.—The spring has been against many
kinds of seed germinating, and young plants have
not grown at all freely ; therefore, there may be

lilanks in seed rows and beds which want filling

up. Some may think that the plants will come
up when the weather improves, but if the seed

has been long in the grounil valuable time
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should not now be lost in waiting for it to

germinate ; sowing over again should therefore
have attention as soon as possible. Where the
soil has been much beaten down by rain since the
previous sowing, the surface should be broken up
with a fork before sowing again. Onion seed,

although under ground for a long time, has sprouted
very well, and so has Carrots; but that of Cauli-
floMer, Lettuce, and some othei seeds have not
done so «e!l, and we are depending more on the
second .^o«ing than the first. J. Mum.

Marr/nin, South Wales.

SALAD MES.SES.
I WISH " S. D." would write upon something other
than salads. Anyone who knows what salad is

will never put young (_)nions in it, ami who eats
Mustard and Cress in a good salad ? The best
true delicate salad is composed of Lettuce, Cos or
Cabbage, and when Lettuces are properly grown
they want no rivals—they need only good oil,

and, above all, good vinegar, which people who
care about oil do not always get. Little bits of

Chervil and Tarragon chopped up are pleasant
green Havourings, and there may be some little

variety added in tliis direction. After Lettuce, a
salad of a totally ditl'erent kind is that formed
of the Tomato, which is quite distinct and excellent.

" S. D." says herbs for flavouring salad are not
so much in request as they were. They are not
by those who know little about salad making, but
anyonewho uses sjiices instead ofherbsspoilsasalad.
There should always be Chervil and Tarragon in
the garden for salad ; they are easily obtained,
too, in the market, and used by those who know
what good salad is. Surely, nobody not in quest
of a stomachache would eat Radishes. One morn-
ing, in Gulliford's shop in Covent Garden, a man
came in with two large bunches of thoroughly
well-grown, full-blown British Radishes under his
arm. I happened to say to Mr. GuIIiford that I

could not face Radishes of such nolile diameter.
He said he never tried them, and the man who
carried the bunches said he liked them, but
they gave him the heart-burn ! If Radishes are
eaten, they should be very young indeed and very
delicate. Some kinds of Endive that are often
spoken of as salad are really more tit for boiling

;

they make excellent vegetables, and are so used
abroad; so is the Batavian Endive an excellent
vegetable. In Moore's and Masters' book on gar-
dening it is stated that Turnip-rooted Celery is

used as salad abroad. This is quite a mistake ;

people abroad do not make a catalogue of their
saladings. It is used as a most excellent vege-
table, anrl is commonly grown around the larger
cities of the Continent. .T. H. H.

Influence of light on the germination of
Peas.—Early in the year some samples of dwarf
two-year-old Pea seeds were sent me for trial as to
their germinating powers. One hundred seeds of
each were sown in a cool house, and so long was
the interval before any jilants appeared, that I con-
sidered them a failure. However, eventually about
50 per cent. grew. Six weeks later I sowed a
quantity of the same sample? in the open ground,
and, curiously enough, the germination of these
has been just as good and as rapid as that of last
year's seed, a result I could not have anticipated,
having regard to the unpromising nature of the trial

under glass. Now, it is obvious that whilst there
could have been little difference in the tempera-
ture of a cool house early in March and that of the
open ground (cold clay soil, too) in the middle
of April, the chief exciting cause of the more
rapid vegetation must have been the increased
light, for it is evident that light has much to do
with germination. The obvious moral is that
when very early sowings of seed take place, they
should be much thicker than when the sowings
are later in the year. It is equally obvious that
in the open ground at least very 'little is to be
gamed by such very early sowings, as plants
checked in their gnjwth by cold are invariably
stunted and lack that robustness which charac-
terises other plants, which have made from the
first rapid growth and have received no check.

Near liere is a large breadth of Peas, I think
Prizetaker, sown in November. For tlie larger

part of the winter these looked very promising,
but the late winter weather used the plants so

roughly, that they are not only seriously thinned,
but are behind March sowings of Sangster's No. 1

and Harrison's (ilory. Even these later sowings
have come away slowly, and thei'c is at pre-

sent the prospect of seeing all early sowings of

Peas podding together. It will be in the remem-
brance of readers of The (i.\RDEN that some seven
or eight years ago a very sharp frost so late as

May 28 quite destroyed the bloom on the early

Peas, and that crop was ruined. That is one of

the dangers which surround Pea culture on a large

scale and render very early sowings anything' but
desirable. Sometimes a fugitive pleasure may be
snapped in the shape of an early gathering and
enhanced price, but the pleasure lasts but a few
days.—A. 1).

IN THE SALON, PARIS.
Amo.sg the five thousand pictures hung in the

Paris Salon this season there is a good pro])ortion

devoted to flowers and fruit. If we may judge of

the popularity of Howers by the numljer of times
they have been selected for portraiture in this ex-

hibition, then the Chrysanthemum is the Hower
most in favour, but there are also, of course, many
groups devoted to the Rose. P.'eonies are also

beautifully painted, and there is a great heap of

Dahlias in a brown hamper, with a green enamelled
jar beside them, by Madame Cornelius (580), in

which the stiff lumpiness of the flower is to a

great extent obviated by good arrangement. M.
T. Chaverot-Bastade has a good grouT> of Pieonies

(.508), among which is a single white variety

—

Water Lily-like, with a tuft of golden stamens in

the centre of the flower. This single white Pieony
seems a rarity in most gardens. Can anyone tell

us what it is'/ M. Bourgogne's "Roses of Spring"
are also well (jainted, showing the profusion with
which some old varieties grow and bloom in France
when established near cool wells or in moist, stony
places. With this heap of Roses are grouped a few
flowers of the lovely Iris pallida dalmatica, a fact

just worth noting here since it is one of the fairest

of all garden flowers of its race. E\'en our old

friend the scarlet zonal Pelargonium may be toler-

able in a ])icture, but it takes the skill of M. La-
eroix to make it so. His picture (1410) is a piece
of consummate grouping — a great armful of

Roses arranged in a common brown hamper, then
a green bowl of water and a few Roses beside it

;

behind is a pot containing a healthy blooming
plant of the old crimson Clove, and between it and
the basket of Roses is an ol<l green enamelled
watering-pot, while overhead there is a suggestion
of a launch of Maize cobs. The whole is placed
on a rude stone bench near a window. Apart
from tfchnirjite, a gardener can quite enjoy these
flowers. Another good picture is "Roses and
Fruits," by P. S. Kreyder (I'ifIS), containing a
mass of freshly-blown Roses. There is also a bas-
ket of Plums, a leaf of Raspberries, and some
Red Currants in front faithfully shown. By the
same painter is a decorative panel of Apple
blossom broadly treated, but most enjoyable.
M. Lemaire (1451) has a large canvas, "Roses and
Pa'onies," which is wonderfully treated. A large
stone garden vase on a pedestal is filled with
double and semi-double herbaceous Peonies of

all shades from white to deep rose, while some
climbing Roses drape tlie pedestal below. Pic-
tures containing Chrysanthemums are even more
numerous than last year, when they were also
plentiful. In a jjicture by Mr. C. A. Thomas
there is a large vase of Chrysanthemums bril-

liantly jiainted as tlie light streams tliroueh
them from a window behind. All the X'arieties

are perfectly recognisable, and the general effect

is most pleasing. Everywhere groups of these
flowers, or pictures in which they form a part,
meet the eye: but, after all, one need not wonder
that some of the best French flower painters should
have been taken with the beauty of our autumn
queen. That there is not a single incurved flow er
represented, however, is a significant fact worth

the attention of ^nuH- (jf i.m llurists who cultivate

these oidy I

Seeing the great esteem in which all really

beautiful blossoms are ludd by cultivated jjeople

in France, one need not w onder that some of the
best Frencli artists paint them so well. Some of

M. Fantin-Latour's studies of flowers are perfect

little gems in their way, antl amongst the painters

of the Flemish .school we have evidence that both
Paul Potter and Peter P.aul Rubens made very
perfect stuilies of giuden tlowei's. Only yesterday
in the Louvie I found a design by Rubens, the
figures of which were surrounded by an intricate

wreath of Tulips, Roses, Narcissi, and other
blossoms quite lace-like in delicacy and easily

lecognisable, although somewhat smaller than
Nature. After seeing Fi-cnch gardens, the flower

markets of Paris, and now these large pictures of

flowers alone as admittetl to the Salon, one must
perceive that these people get a little more out of

their flowers than we have hitherto done. A few
flowers—a Rose, a Marguerite, a spray of Lilac, or

a Palm in a vase—form a really tangible portion,

and sometimes not the least enjoyable portion, of

a French dinner. The French jjeople eat their

floweis just as the Eastern people are said to "eat
the air''—that is to say, they enjoy them in their

homes. In England we grow the most lovely of

flowers, and admire them in the garden, but here
they grow them for use—the poor grow to sell

;

the well-to-do buy to make their homes more
enjoyable. Flowers are more plentiful and cheaper
liere than in London, and no one who has not
seen it would believe the ditt'erence in quantity
and the better quality of the hardy flowers as

exposed here in the streets for sale. For less than
a penny (ten centimes) you can buy a big bunch
of Lilac, a dozen or more flowers of Narcissus
poeticus, with other green leaves, a bunch of fresh

crimson Wallflower, as much as you \\"ould like to

carry, or a tiny cluster of five or si.x Rose buds
from Nice or from Caimes. The flowers are

bunched tastefully, with a few leaves, and care is

taken to keep them fresh ; indeed, the heaps of

tossed and dusty wilted flowers one sees sold

cheaply in Covent Garden would be perfectly un.
saleable here at any price. F. W. B.

Garden Flora.
PLATE 643.

LILIUM CANADENSE.-*
This Lily is placed by Mr. Baker in the Mar-
tagon grou]), and has for its immediate allies

two other North American species, viz., L. par-

dalinum and L. superbuin. Tlie bulbs of thc'e

three differ widely, as regards habit of growth,

from those of other Lilies, especially L. caua-

dense. They are borne on long underground
rhizomes, and spread rapidly in the following

manner. From the flowering bulb a stout rhi-

zome is pushed out, which extends sometimes

6 inches in length without any signs of scales.

On the point of this the new bulb is formed,

and in the following season after flowering another

advance is made in the same way. The bulbs

properly so called vary somewhat in certain

particulars, but they usually consist of short,

brittle scales, the middle ones being elongated,

so that the centre is often considerably above

the rest of the bulb. This UKide of progression

which is common to these Lilies causes them
to form a tangled mass when undisturbed for

any length of time, that is, provided other con-

ditions are favourable. L. canadense is a slender-

habited Lily, and lias leaves arranged in regular

whorls around the stem. Tlie general appear-

ance of its lilossoms and the great variation that

exists ill tliose of the different forms of it are

well exemplified on the accompanying plate,

whereon are depicted flic varieties called flavum
and rulirum, the most common form being in

* Drawn from a plant in .Mr. G. F. Wil.sons garden. Oak-
wood, Weybridge, by Mrs. Duffieid in August.
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colour about midway between the two. L. Vine.s have also been added many new and ini-

canadeiise is most effective when planted in proved varieties which have had their origin in this

a bold mass or clump, as then the grace- eountry.

fully poised blossoms are seen to far greater The Rose, the Liahlia, and the Hollyhock, all

advantage than when dotted about here and there originally shigle, have during the period named
singly. It is a native of North-eastern America, undergone similar transformations ; while most
but from the western siile of North America cultivators of decorative plants are aware of the

comes a group the memliers of which are by
most authorities classed as varieties of canadense.
They consist of parvuui, which dilfei's from tlie

common form in the bulb being more like that

of the Panther Lily (L. pardalinum) and the

flowers being borne in greater numbers than in

the type. A small-growing form is named parvi-

flnrum, and others also regarded as varieties are

Tartwegi, occidentale, Walkeri, and superbum.
^he last, which mu-t not be confounded with the

|

and
Swamp Lily (L. su]jerbum), is described by Mr.
Elwes as being mure robust, more free flowering,

and finer than the typical canadense ; it bears
from three to eight flowers, which are interme-
diate between those of L. canadense and superbum.
L. canadense has been in cultivation in British

gardens since 162'.), at which date it was figured

in Parkinson's •' Paradisus," l.mt it is still im-
ported i'rom America in considerable quantities.

It is by no means difficult to cultivate, the prin-

cipal thing being to pi

improvement which has been effected in Cycla
mens. Calceolarias, Cinerarias, and Chinese Prim-
roses ; even among Orchids and Palms valuable
hybrids have originated. Pelargoniums were intro-

duced to this country from theCape of Good Hope at
various dates, and have all been greatly improved
and diversified. The species known as P. zonale
and inquinans were introduced about the year 1710,
and from these have come the zonals. The flowers
of the two species just adverted to were scarlet

of no merit ; the foliage of P. zonale was
marked by a dark zone, and hence its specific

name ; while that of P. inquinans was plain green.
The zonals, as is well known, produce flowers of

greatly increased size, perfect in form and double as
well as single, and of all shades of colour from
pure white to the darkest crimson and the most
intense scarlet, while approximation has even been
made towards shades of yellow and violet ; one
section possessing coloured leaves of a very orna-
mental character is known as the Gold and Silver

»

Tricolors. Pelargonium lateripes, or the Ivy-
ut it in a peaty compost

' leaved Pelargonium, has also been induced to pro-

duce greatly improved flowers of

various shades, and double as
well as single. The eailiest of

the Fuchsias was introduced from
South America about the year
IT.SS, and others followed, but
the finest now in cultivation liad

their origin in this country.
The Chrysanthemum indicum
was first introduced about 18.').>,

the Japanese varieties sent by
Mr. Fortune being much later,

but previous to Fortune's intro-

ductions many beautiful and im-
proved varieties had bsen origi-

nated in this country. The
various varieties of the Petunia
are descended chiefly from nyc-
taginiflora, a kind introduced
from South America about the
year 18'23, but coarse in habit and
with flowers of a dingy white.
The varieties which we now cul-

tivate, I need not say, are of

better habit, and the flowers

ai'e of various colours, striped,

and double as well as single.

Begonia tuberosa, introduced as early as 1810
from the West Indies, appears to have for some
time obtained but little notice. Of late years,

however, it has attracted great attention, and its

varieties are now almost beyond enumeration,
while its merits as a highly orna-mental flowering
plant are unquestionable.

Encjuiry may possibly be made as to how siich

Full siz.-d bulb and detached scales of Lilium c luudense.

so situated that it is always fairly moist without
being waterlogged, and on no account should the

roots when once planted be disturVied. If left

alone they will gain vigour every year. A soil

composed largelyof peat is, generally speaking, the

best for this Lily, but no hard-and-fast rule as re-

gards this can be laid down. I have seen it do well

in an open loam. A position slightly shaded seeiiis : ,.^3,,^- j^^-^.g been'secured : they have been obtained
to suit this Lily best, but at the same tune it ;„ this way: Among plants of all kinds there
must have sutticient light to keep it healthy and

[

occasionally occur what are called sports, and
in a thriving, vigorous condition. T. these may, and indeed have not unfrequently been

taken advantage of for the purpose of securing
new and desirable forms, while much has been

IMPROVED CULTIVATED PLANTS. done by careful selection of the finest plants from

The advance made in this respect during the last which to secure seed, repeating this process from

thirty or forty years has been very remarkable, year to year until the race or strain becomes per-

Not only have fruits and vegetables been improved, manently improved. The practice, however, most
but also ornamental plants. Prior to the period likely to secure speedy and desired results is to

just mentioned cultivators would appear to have judiciously select two plants as parents, and fer-

been content with plants as they found them. As tilise the stigmas of one with pollen taken from

regards the plants of the farm, the advance is less the blooms of the other, when the probability is

conspicuous than among those of the garden. But that the progeny will, in a more or less degree,

even farm produce has undergone very consider- inherit the peculiarities of both. Supposing, for

able improvement, especially that of the cereals

;

example, that a variety produces blooms of fault-

while among root crops improvement has been less form or colour, but deficient in size, by using

developed tiTa still greater extent, and perhaps in the pollen of a larger flowered variety upon the

nothin"- .so much as in hardy fruits. The intro- stigma of the former, and making the same the

duction to this country of the vai-ious kinds of seed-beaiing parent, some of the plants produced

Flemish and other Continental Pears may have by this seed w ill be likely to retain the desired

acted a5 a stimulus in this direction. To Grape ' colour or form of the plant which furnished the

.seed, and also have in some degree inherited the
increa.sed .size of the ])ollen-bearing parent. In
attempting to cross sucli plants as the Begonia,
where the stamens and pistils are borne on sepa-
rate flowers, in order as far as jwssible to prevent
self-fertilisation taking place, the mah; blooms
should be removed before they have expanded;
in the case of hermaphrodite flowers, the anthers
should be cu' off before the pollen is ripe, and
the selected foreign pollen should be carefully
applied to the stigmas as soon as they are in

proper condition to receive it by means of a small
brush or a camel's-hair |)encil. Seedling plants
obtained between distinct genera or species are
regarded as true liybrids, and are ditticult to
secure, while plants bred between distinct varieties
of the same species are obtained with greater
facility, and are regarded merely as cross-breds.
But even among tlie seedlings of such plants,

singular reversions and unlooked-for results fre-

quently [jresent them.selves, which tend neverthe
less to increase one's interest in the pursuit. An
instance of this I can well recollect. A white-
flowered zonal Pelargonium was allowed to ripen
seed ; no other Pelargonium of any kind was in

the structure containing this jilant, nor any
Pelargonium in bloom in the neighbourhood. The
seedlings resembled the parent in foliage, with
one exception, and in this case the leaves pre-

sented no indication of a zone. In due time all

the plants flowgred, and in all cases the flowers

were white. Some, however, differed slightly

from those of the parent; but in the case of the

zoneless plant the blooms were bright scarlet, and
the plant, in habit, foliage, and flower, appeared
to be identical with the variety known as Tom
Thumb. P. G.

NOTES.

In Normakdy.—The country between Dieppe

and Paris is now very beautiful, the soil being well

ciilti\ateil, and especially is it richly stocked with

orchard trees. The older timber houses, quaint

as they are, are giving place to neat brick or stone

dwellings, and the old patches of decrepit fruit

trees are also giving place to strong young planta-

tions. In some places wL ile fields have been

planted with Apples at 30 leet apart, and these

border the railway for miles. There seems a

partiality for planting on the Grass, but these

thrifty people evidently find a good market for

their fruit and intend to meet the demand. The
whole country is well wooded. Poplars of ditt'erent

kinds predominating, and some are covered w'.fh

enormous masses of Mistletoe, which have a

curious bird's-nest-like effect in the distance.

Lilac bushes are in bloom everywhere, but flowers

do mt seem so abundant near the cottiges here

as at home. The soil is in many places thin,

lying on chalk, in others on gravel, so that one

finds the Clierry trees as luxuriant here as in

Kent, although ihe climate is perhaps slightly

warmer. Rub lush meadows lie beside the

streams, and in these the King Cups (Caltha)

shine like burnished gold. Here and there the

Apple and the Cherry trees are in full bloom,

rosy or white, but the mass of the fruit trees is

not! as yet in flower. The passion for fruit trees

is evidently increasing, and every bit of wall space

on the country houses is given up to Pears and

Plums or Apricots. Everywhere are signs of in-

dustry expended on a fertile soil, and although

there may be many drawbacks here, as elsewhere,

I should say Noruumdy is an excellent example

of what a peasant proprietary can do for a

country.

Shrubs .\nd trees in flower.—Cydonia
japonica, both red and white, Keiria, the old

Chinese Akebia (piinata, Spira;as of sorts, none

finer than S. grauLlifiora, now a mass of wreath-

like branches set with pearly buds. I saw a

Judas tree yesterday in the quadrangle of the

Louvre so full of flower, that it looked in the

r
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ili stance like a soft pink mist rising up among

the rich greeuerv of the Chestnut trees, and the

youn" leafage of the Acacias (Rohinias), shinimer-

in" in the bright sunshine, was as fresh and as

delicate as Maiden-hair Fern in a glasshouse

garden. The Chestnuts in the < 'hanips Elysoe are

at their best, not quite fully in bloom, but nearly

so, and their main charm seems to me the

infinite variety among them-just as much as is

to be seen among the Hawthorns m the Phienix

Park, Dublin, a little later in the year—that is

to say, scarcely any two trees are alike. Sunie

have short thick-set spikes, others long lax ones

;

some are white, others spotted, flushed, (ir tinted,

while in habit of growth and in leafage this selt-

same variety is also to lie seen. We see the

same thing in Apples and Pears, which are quite

as well worth planting for their beauty when in

(lower as are any purely ornamental trees known

to me.

In a garden country. — From Middle-

sex to Surrey is a transition as startling and

almost as rapid as a transformation scene, only

that it is of course infinitely more fresh and

lovely. Apple blossom everywhere ;
here the

pink" petals fully blown, there only the glint of

garnet-like buds among hoary leaflets. I know a

bit of painted Apple blo.ssom that haunts me like

a beautiful dream. It is by Fantin—a gnarled old

spur of an Apple tree, only a few square inches

in size, but it has all the subtle force of a

Velasquez or of a Remlirandt. Larger and more

pretentious pictures look poor and thin beside it,

and somehow the stuily of this little picture

taught me to see the loveliness of "common

things" better than I could do before, and more

especially ilid it convince me of Apple-blossom

beauty which is infinite in its variations. AVliat

a ride that is through the Apple orchards ol' Mid-

dlesex until you reach Surrey with its warm

gravel, its golden Gorse or Furze, and its dark

groves of fragrant Pines ! This is a garden

country, in which many exotics are quite at

home.' Beside the little cottages the golden

yellow and rich crimson-brown Wallflowers have

a luxuriant vigour and richness of fragrance one

can scarcely find elsewhere. It is also the home

of many shrubs. The common MalKniia (how

fine and uncommon is its beautiful leafage!),

mixed with Furze, is here and there a picture

amongst the dead brown Fern from which the

young " croziers " now ap}iear. Berberis Darwiui

grows so well in Surrey, that it rivals Australian

Acacias iu colour and grace of habit. Even the

native flowers—Primroses, Stitchwort, Bluebells,

and Wood Violets—are most happy and luxuriant

in this land of gardens.

Flowers in Paris.—The flower markets of

Paris are the best I know anywhere, and the gay

city has flowers of the finest in abundance, but

then I have never seen Rome, or Florence, or

Cannes, nor have I been to Kew York where I

am told the rich citizens almost smother their

guests with flowers. Near Notre Dame is a little

village of booths devoted to the sale of plants

and flowers. It is a clean open space, and the

carriages come and go quite laden with Roses or

Callas, Pansies, Marguerites, or with Ficus or

Palms. Here you may see many delighttul little

wicker-work baskets filled with Pansies in full

flower, and so planted that if the basket be

dipped in water now and then the whole arrange-

ment keeps fresh and beautiful, and the Pansies

go on producing their rich velvety flowers for

weeks alter they are purchased and taken home.

There are great loads of crimson Walltiower,

Guelder Roses, armfuls of Lilac of various

colours, and well-grown Marguerites, large bushes

in small pots, by the hundred. The air is

redolent with fragrance from the Roses and

Narcissus flowers which are irtacked up in bundles

in the shade and sprinkled with water to pre-

vent their fading. The flower trade here lasts

all day, but there is a wholesale market ol

flowers nearly every morning near the Madeleine

which is well worth seeing. The trade in flowers

here mu.st be enormous ; I must ask M. July what

it amounts to annually. Our own growers for

market are hard tn beat cuUurally, but the people

here are ahead of us in the artistic usage ol

beautiful flowers.

Wallflower and Saxifrage.—For a bold

and elfective combination iu spring—fragrant

withal, and so to be desired near the windows ol

the house—one might do wor.se than to plant big

groups of crimson Wallflower, and around them

a broad, irregular 1 lorder of large-leaved Saxifrage,

such as S. crassifolia or S. cordifolia jjurpurea.

The Saxifrages may remain year after year, but

the WallHowers need annual renewal. I .saw

this arrangement at Mimsteail the other day, and

admired it verv much as a simple way of getting

a good efi"ect.
' It is, of course, important to get a

good strain of Wallflower from seel, and then to

grow the plants well and stnuigly. There are a

few common garden plants the potentialities of

which are infinite. This is one of them, since

the strongest and best strains of yellow and

crimson are desirable as being among the sweetest

and best of all the flowers of spring. Take, again,

that beautiful first cousin of the Wallflower, the

Stock, another garden flower of the finest—a plant

to which, on suitalile soil, a man might devote a

life's work to profitable advantage. In France,

the market gardener devotes his life to Lettuces

or Mushrooms, to Pears or Peaches, or to Pinks

and Carnations, to Pansies, or to Palms and

Aspidistra, and a little of this same spirit,

indnstrious and single-minded, would work

wonders among our best and most valuable gar-

den flowers at home.

Woodlands.—The woods are now full of life,

and lovely evervwhere ; they are really wild gar-

dens under another name, filled with our sweetest

of native flowers. Every glade is a Primrose

garden ; the blue Dog Violet peeps out from dead

leaves and grassy growths ; the Fern fronds have

commenced unrcjlling their green banners ;
here

is a meadow of white Anemones, or there of

nodding Bluebells. But there is a more subtle

beauty 'in the wuods of spring ;
every tree trunk is

an un'painted picture—ruggeil Oak, smooth-coated

Beech, feathery Larch, or silvery-barked Birch,

all are again fresh and lieautiful. There is lile

awakening everywhere, but one must be out early

iu the morning to see the woods at their liest, to

hear the subtle harmony of bird music, and to

breathe the healthy balsam of the Pines. Tliere

is just now in the French Salon a picture ot a

wood nymph, by Mdlle. J. Comerre-Paton, called

" La chanson des bois," which bears looking at

a^ain and again. It is only a simple little peasant

"ul clad in drab and bliie, barefooted, and rest-

uv after her work at faggot-cutting. A Iresh

and dainty little figure it is lying beside her fire-

wood, but the subtle wonder in her blue eye.s as

she listens to the bird-music or the soft air sighing

through the Pines is most beautifully suggested.

After' all we also are but listeners in the woods,

and the best part of their beauty evades us in the

seeing or hearing, and even more so in the ex-

pression. AVaod music is past recall ; no Paganini,

no Listz can ever bring back to us the soft cooing

of the dove, the thrush's song in the dewy

mornings, or the hubble-bubble melody of the

nightingale at eve. So also, even if you bring

the flowers from the wooils to the garden, they

are not the same ; they often pine away and die

wearily after all your kindness; to see and enjoy

tliem at their best, it is we who must go to them.

llEHliACEOUS PEONIES.—What is the coming

garden flower? was the question I heard asked the

other day. Someone suggested Anemones, but

then the'Auemone is popular already, and (Jueen

Iris—thanks to Prof. Fuster—is already on a

"ilded tlii(jne. I suggested the race of Pteonies

as most likely to take the popular fancy, for we

ha\-e but few' things so bcjW and noble amongst

our summer flowers. They are beautiful from

tlie first day their tinted leaves and stems appear

above ground until after their great many-

coloured flowers fade, and then their colour

variety is nearly infinite. Especially do I admire

the single kinds pure white, soft pale yellow,

iijse, pink, peach, salmon-red, and satin-like

crimson. These single kinds have a bright yellow

tuft of stamens, and are most ettective as seen

vigorously grown and in flower. For bold efl'ects

bi'g beds or groups of these herbaceous Pajonies

are not easily surpassed, and when so planted one

may fill up the spaces between the roots with

bulbs fif any good strong-growing Daftbdils, such

as N. Horsefieldi, N. maximus, or N. obvallaris.

So planted, the Daffodil flowers contrast well

with the young foliage of the Pwonies, and their

dying leaves are hidden as the Pseonies them-

selves develop their leaves. In all large gardens

on warm rich soils a .selection of say twenty of

the very best varieties, single and double, would

produce an effect not easily to be obtained in any

other way. Cut in the half-open Vmd stage, their

flowers are very durable and most gorgeous in big

pi.its or vases.

Gkeen leave.s.— One would imagine that we

had plenty of these around us everywhere, but

for decoration indoors it is often-always so in

the town— more ditEcult to obtain beautiful

leaxes than beautiful flowers. As a rule even

our professional flower-sellers are devoid of good

taste, and whenever I see a really good arrange-

ment of flowers, I know that it owes much of its

ett'ect to the leaves employed. Among the best

leaves I know for floral decoration indoors are

the ]\Ialionias, nearly all of which are good, but

perhaps none better than the common Holly-

leaved kind. Portugal Laurel also gives well-

shaped, dark green fiiliageof the best, and Ruscus

racemosus has a bright, pure classical beauty, not

easy to be surpasseil. Common Maize sown now

in the open air gives fresh green growths of a

Imldly elc-anl habit, which are very useful with

Lilies ami other summer and autumn flowers.

The leaves of the common Reed Mace (Typha)ai-e

also of good form and soft glaucous colour, and

mi.K well with late Iris flowers, especially well

with the Spanish kinds. Of course, Ro.ses, Pseonies,

Poppies, and many other flowers are best in bold

^'roups with their own foliage, but with some of

'our best flowers this much is not possible.
^

I

once saw a large vase of cominon field Poppies

cut young and mixed with Ribbon Grass, and

the ett'ect was good enough to be repeated now

and then.

Old ncTCRES of garden flowers.—I walked

through the Chestnut groves past the Place _du

Concord the other morning to pay an early visit

to the Salon, but it was Monday, on which day

the exhibition is not open until noon. But, re-

membering (iallaud's exquisite designs in the

aiusee des arts decoratifs, I turned in to see

them. In one of the smaller rooms I met with a

very pleasant surprise in the shape of three large

and well-executed paintings of old garden flowers,

in oil, in size about 3 feet by 2 feet, each flower

numbered, and the names of the kinds are also

painted as if written on a paper pinned to the

picture. One of these is signed Hieronymi Pini

de Pisi-u, Inventor, fecit l(il4. The companion

picture is signed 1(J15. The third canvas is of a

more square shape than the above ; say, 3 feet by
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2 feet 6 inches, and has a darker background,

although jiainted in the same style. It is signed

Girolano Pina, and I believe the date is 1(315.

As to the flowers themselves, they are for the

most part the showy bulbous ones as figured in

"Hortus Eystettensis" (1612) or in the numerous

folio volumes published between 1600 and 1650.

Tulips, Hyacinths, Irises, such as I. florentina, I.

susiana, 1. Xiphium, I. xiphioides, and several

others being faithfully shown, together with a

white Gladiolus, Crocus, Pancratium, Foxgloves,

Crown Imi)erial, and the yellow Muscari mos-
chatum niajus. The doulile crimson Pseony and
a single form, perhaps P. corallina, are truthfully

drawn. These pictures are rather crowded, bulbs

or roots, leaves and all being shown, but all are

most faithfully jiainted in their natural colours,

so that even without the accompanying numbers
and carte of names, one could recognise every

flower show-n. Perhaps Mr. Baker, of Kew, or

some of our friends in Paris or Holland, will tell

us who tliese artists—the two Pinas—really were,

and of other works, wdiich it is more than likely

they did of the same or a similar natiue. If this

should happen to meet the eye of anyone inte-

rested, I may say that these pictures are hung
rather high, Ijut with a binocular I could read

the names even quite distinctly. Veronica.

WORK DONE IN WEEK ENDING MAY 4.

Al'HIL -JS.

Slicht trust at night, and bright, sunny chxys are now
tlie rule, but thu frost as yet has done no harm to

anything, whilst the sunshine has proved invahiable

tn our forcing operations, as well as to the garden in

general, and to the progress of our work in particular.

Hoeing has to-day been our principal occupation,

Carrot-i, Parsnips, Beans, Peas, and Cabbages being

the plots of ground that have been gone over, first,

for the destruction of weeds, and, secondly, to induce

quicker growth by stirring the soil and thus admitting

warmth and air. Planting hardy plants as edgings

on terrace. Earthed up Potatoes to protect them
from fros*. Got out a quantity of bedding plants to

harden, and planted out in mixed borders a few
Violas, Calceolarias, and made another small sowing
of Mignonette, and also of herb seeds in cold frame,

to which we give exactly the same treatment as early

sowings of Cauliflower, Celery, and Gold Feather
Pyrethrum, kc. Staked Tomatoes and thinned out

the fruit. Disbudded—the last time over— late

Peaches and Nectarines. Potting otf bedding plants,

Coleus and Heliotropes being still kept in strong

beat,

Apkil 29.

Cold wind, but otherwise splendid weather. Apples
are hardly in a sufficiently advanced state to be at all

injured by the frost we still have each night, but

other fruits we still find it advisable to shelter in

some of the many ways that willing minds and hands
can always devise, the one most particular point

about which is, that the said shelter remain over the

trees the greater part of the morning on each recur-

rence of frost, as it is sim and frost in combination

that cause the greatest injury. Planting hardy
plants and edgings to flower beds. Sowed more
Migmonette on mixed flower borders ; thinned out the

growth of Delphiniums, perennial Sunflowers, Asters,

and Phloxes, the weakest shoots being selected for

removal, and pulled, not cut, away; hence they will

not again trouble us this season. Planted a few
old roots of Dahlias at back of borders, each plant

being given a few shovelfuls of well-rotted manure
and old Vine border soil. The roots are covered to a

depth of 6 inches, 'and soon as the new growths are

fairly above the soil, the shoots or stem of each plant

will be reduced to a couple, or at most three, to each

plant, and single stems will be preferred for the more
conspicuous parts of borders, the plants having double

and triple main stems being reserved for cut-flower

decoration. Machine mowing is now in full swing,

and each morning there is scythe mowing for most of

uur hands—round trees, flower beds, and steep banks
that cannot bs mown with machines. In such dry,

sunny weather the watering of Strawberry plants in

pots is required twice a day—morning and evening

—

and clear manure water is always given at the even-

ing watering to all plants on which the fruit has set

till they begin to colo\ir. Thinned out the fruit of a

number of plants, and shifted those ripe to a pit

having a north aspect. Cucumbers grow so rampantly
now that thinning out and stopping the shoots is re-

quired twice a week, and top-dressing about once a

fortnight. Light loam and horse droppings in equal

proportion is the surface mulching we use, and once a
week a good drenching with tepid liquid manure is

given. AVishing to keep Gardenias now in full flower

in that state as long as possible, we to-day put on
shadings, and gave full ventilation, and left on a little

by night. They are in pots, and thickly mulched
with good manure, which they fully appreciate, as is

evidenced by the fine flowers they are now producing
in such profusion. Potting on seedling sub-tropical

plants of various kinds. Pricking out Perilla, more
Pyrethrum (iold Feather, Celery, and Cauliflower.

April -30.

Very drying and sunny, and we have been mainly
employed in hoeing in kitchen garden between tiie

rows of Parsnips, Potatoes, Cabbages, Lettuces, Horse-
radish, and Seakale. We give no quarter to weeds,
for, whatever work is pressing, should there be an
exceptionally dry day and a dry soil as well, we start

all hands that can be spared at the work of weed de-

struction by hoeing. Sowed another couple of rows
of Peas—Ne Plus Ultra and British C^ueen, than
which no better-cropping or finer-cpiality Peas ha\e
j'et come under my notice. I say nothing as to size,

except that I prefer Peas to large hollow pods that

are characteristic of some of the overrated new va-

rieties. Disbudded Apric-its, and pinched out thu
points of such shoots as were not needed to form i)er-

manent branches. The work of disbudding is not a
large affair, as not a ipiarter .=o many buds are taken
otf as in the case of Peaches; only the back buds,
those against the wall, are rubbed off, and clusters of

buds thinned out to a couple. The foliage is now
sutficiently den.se to shelter the fruit from fiost:

therefore the wall covering will be taken down shortly

that the trees may get the full benefit of the rain
which they now begin to want ; a thick mulching of

long litter is spread over the surface of the borders in

which they are planted, and this will prevent the
necessity of artificial w.atering till the fruits are swell-

ing, when they require a quantity, and indeed attain
no size without it. Cut surplus bunches off MadresEeld
Court and Gros Maroc Grapes. They were planteil

last year ; hence, though the Vines are extraordinarily

strong, we shall not risk injury to their constitution

by overcropping, and therefore only three bunches
will be left on each Vine, a small number certainly in

comparison to the number—at least thirty—that have
already been cut off each Vine. The border inside

has been given a good watering with tepid w,ater, and
fresh straw mulching put on it to keep in both heat
and moisture. Air is now freely given, but cold

draughts, which are so productive of mildew, avoided.
Tied to Hazel sticks the earliest batch of Chrysan-
themums, and potted on another lot of the later-

struck plants. The lights are now lifted quite off the
frames during the day, and are tilted up at night to a
height of from 4 inches to 6 inches. Grape thinning,
tying shoots of Figs to trellis, and watering Vine
borders have taken up the rest of our time to day.

May 1.

Four degrees of frost, but, thanks to a dry atmo-
sphere, no damage to fruit-buds is apparent, though
Asparagus and Potatoes were slightly blackened.
Besides our usual weekly sweep up, we have not
found time to do aught besides completing the work
of hoeing, which we began yesterday, except it be
the preparing of coverings for protecting bedding
plants as they are got out to harden. Work in and
about the houses is most pressing, and of such a mis-
cellaneous character that a minute record of all is

impracticable: shifting pilants and re-arr;»nging the
houses generally. All tender bedding plants are

being gradually worked out of warm into cooler

pits antl frames, and hardier kinds are being put out
of doors altogether, but, of course, covered up at night.

Tidied up Pine pits; the manure and leaves which

we use for bottom heat having subsided unequally,

some of the jdants were lifted out and plunged
evenly, which is necessary to the proper application

of water to the plants, and every plant of which was
examined in respect of watering, all fruiters and
strong successions being gi\'en clear manure water.

Did final disbudding to Lady Downes Vines, and
stopped most of the shoots and cut off all shows but
one on e.ach shoot; the remainder will be left till they
are nearly in flower, as then it can be seen which are

the finer and most likely bunches to set their fruit

well ; the stoutest and short-stemmed shows never
fail to set satisfactorily, but weak, lanky shows (jften

fail to do so.

Mav 3.

Another frost, followed with bright sunshine, but
fruit blossoms are ftill uninjured, and if we can but
get safely over this edition of winter there will be
fair crops of all kinds of fruits except Apricots,

which are thin indeed. Planting Sedums and
Herniaria edgings to flower beds ; some of the old

edgings are in such good order, that they are not
being replanted, but only , cut close in with sheep
shears, a plan that we haie on several previous occa-

sions bad recourse to with the best results. Began to

plant a long flower border with the hardy jjlants that

form the setting for the more brilliant summer
bedding plants, such as Alternantheras, Lobelias, and
tuberous Begonias. The groundwork or design of the

border is being worked out with the sulphur-coloured

Sedum acre elegans, the enclosnig framework being

the dark green Herniaria glabra, both of them plants

that need but little attention in respect of keeping,

and in colour harmonise with plants of almost any
hue or description. Digging out Celery trenches,

sowed Turnips on a north border : our flrst sowing is

likely to prtive a failure, as owing to having been
sown too early they are running to seec.l. Potting

and boxing otf Heliotropes, Trop;eolums, and a few

other bedding plants. Put in to force the last batch

of Roses, having previously top-dressed them with

bone manure and light loam. .Soiled up auratum
Lilies that are being grown in pots for house decora-

tion. Began to thin Gros Maroc Grapes—the berries

attain so large a size, and as we always like, as far as

may be, to avoid a second thinning, pains are being

taken to cut out every inside berry that is likely to

hinder the full development of the outer berries or

mar the general contour of the bunches. Madresfield

Court in the same house is also ready to be thinned,

but as this variety sometimes has a large percent.age

of imperfectly fertilised berries, thinning will be
delayed till such berries can be discerned with ease,

a procedure we follow with Muscats also. Staking

Chrysanthemums and Tomatoes in pots.

May 4.

No frost
;
grand weather. Continued the same jobs

as yesterday. Planted out Asparagus and Unions,

and hoed between the rows of Shallots, Garlic, seed-

ling Onions, and Late Broccoli. Mulched Phubarb
plot with long litter. Got out more bedding plants

to harden, and made up another shallow hotbed

for Alternanthera cuttings. Thinning Gros Maroc
Grapes. Stopped and tied down shoots in late

Hamburgh vinery, rubbed off a ([uantity of fruit in

late Peach house, and gave the inside border a

thorough watering, having previously midched it with

cow manure, over which—for appearance sake— was
strewn a thin layer of straw, and there being a little

black fly the affected parts were washed with Tobacco

water, and which will be repeated for two or three

days in succession. Other indoor work has been a

continuance of the same kind of jobs that we have
had in hand for a week or two past, such as potting

bedding plants, jiutting in other cuttings of the same,

pricking out seedlings, staking Chrysanthemums, and

the like. Hants.

Chinese Primulas sown early for late autumn
flowering shoukl now be shiftutl from 3-inch pots

to 5-inch ones, slightly burying the crowns in the

new soil. I make three separate sowings, allowing

an interval of three months between them. The
most .suitable compost for them is loam, leaf-soil,

dry cow manure, and silver sand. After potting

tliey should be placed in a cool frame set on ashes
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and thoroughly shaded from the sun. Under such
conditions they will be found to grow and mature
their growth to perfection. Slightly .syringing

them overhead greatly benefits them on bright
days, and early closing of the frames is advisable
where high culture is aimed at.

—

Henky G.^dii,

Sloh: P/acf.

FBUITS TTNDEB GLASS.
(tH.VPES.

Thk weather during the past fortnight, although

tinged with a cold wind, has been bright and sunny,

sometimes quite hot, and altogether highly favourable

to the colouring of early Grapes. Should we have a
continuance of the bright days and mild nights,

liberal ventilation, the great factor in laying on
colour, can be freely indulged in without running the

risk of checks from sudden changes. Air at any rate

niu^t be admitted, and, contrary to the usual custom
nf ventilating to regulate the heat, firing must now
be resorted to to regulate the ventilation without re-

ducing the temperature. Air must therefore be
given freely throughout the day and moderately
through the right, the only time when it may be

dispensed with being included in the usual afternoon

.^Initting-up period, say from 3.30 to o'clock, when
heat and moisture will greatly increase the size of the

berries if the latter does not improve the bloom. If

peiftct finish is doubtful, or even if it is not, a final

watering with moderately rich diluted li({uid at a
temperature of 80° will greatly assist the Vines, when
more mulching may be applied to keep in the moisture,

and the rate of progress must be regulated by resting

them through the night. The enemies to be en-

countered are red spider, the small spinning spiders,

and thrips. Bug used to be a formidable insect, but
the use of coal tar and paraffin is now well under-
stood, and the man must indeed lack energy who now
allows these disgusting parasites to destroy his crops.

The first may be checked by the application of sulphur
to the pipes, but it is an operation I always dread, as

Vines that have been exposed to its fumes seem to

lose their charm and freshness. The better way is to

keep a sharp eye on husky corners, and keep Road's
best instrument constantly playing where a syringef\U

of clean water can be placed without casting spray on
the berries. If tijis does not answer, the sponge,
charged with soapy water in careful hands, will

cleanse an immense number of leaves in a few hours.

Spinning spiders generally put in an appearance
where nooks and corners are given up for their sole

use, but, like many other garden marauders, make
very little progress where their haunts are frequently

disturbed. The hand-brush, the bunch of feathers,

or the bunch of lateials even, should therefore be
plied, not only when the Grapes are getting ripe, but
as often as the Vines are dressed throughout the
growing sfason. Thrips are most troublesome in

vineries which have to do double duty as plant houses,

but they are by n<j means persistent, three smokings
with tobacco paper in the course of ten days being
quite budicient to destroy the parents and their off-

spring as they enter into life.

'Succession hoiists.—The principal work in these will

be8topping,tying,andtbinningthe bunches and berries.

If space remains uncovered the leading laterals should
be laid in to supply foliage for covering without
crowding every part erf the trellis. Plenty of heat,

air, and moisture will be needful where Grapes are
in flower, and shy varieties will be improved by cross

fertilisation. Many varieties will not set well with-
out this aid ; others will ; but I have formed an
opinion that all fruits grown under glass attain a
degree of superior (luality which they sometimes lack
where fertilisation is neglected. Thinning is the
most tedious work, and at a busy time becomes
irksome if allowed to fall into arrear. No rule can
be laid down fur thinning, as nearly every variety
requires special manipulation. Hamburgbs even differ

to an extent truly surprising, for not only do some
bunches set twice as many berries as others, but some

,of them swell to nearly double the size. Large-
berried \arieties are generally close and compact in

the bunch. Others which produce small or medium
tsized berries are not unfrequently loose, and shy
'setters. To treat all alike would be to court failure.

as a well-thinned bunch should neither bind before
it is ripe nor fall to pieces after it is cut anrl laid

on the dish. As there is no royal road to the art
of thinning, the grower must make himself acijuainted

with the capabilities of his Vines, as Capability Brown
would have said, before he can possibly know how to

thin their produce. When thinning is finished it is

always a safe rule to give the inside borders a good
soaking with warm diluted liquid, to freshen all

available walls with a wash of quick lime and sulphur,

to clear every plant out of the house, and dress up
the borders with a fresh covering of well-sweetened
horse litter. The maintenance of the foliage in a
clean, healthy state will now be through the atmo-
sphere ; not one drop of water must touch the berries;

but heavy indeed must be the crop if some portion of

the foliage cannot be brought under the influence of

the syringe. Some growers pride themselves on
banishing this useful instrument after the Grapes are
set, but I like to see a good hand about seven o'clock
on a summer evening bidding spider defiance by
giving all outlying foliage a refreshing bath of pure
soft water.

Lute Jioiises a fortnight ago were a month later than
I have seen them for some years. One half of this

time they have already redeemed, and a fine bright

May will no doubt aid them in pulling up the re-

mainder. It is hardly necessary to say we practise

what we preach by forging ahead under high pressure
when solar heat favours giving the Vines a Turkish
bath on bright afternoons. Most of the varieties in

these late structures being shy setters, we fertilise

every bunch with foreign pollen about noon on fine

days, and maintain a brisk temperature with a free

circulation of air and sutficient atmospheric moisture
to prevent the young foliage and delicate organs of

the flowers from suffering. The intensely dry atmo-
sphere formerly indulged in, however genial it may
have been to Mexican succulents, is no longer thought
necessary to the setting of Grapes, and I think it

must be conceded that shy varieties now reepiire more
thinning than they did thirty years ago. Another
important factor, perhaps the most important of all,

is brisk root action in warm well-drained and aerated
borders. At one time it was sacrilege to approach a
3-foot shank-all border with spade or fork unless it

were to dig in a stiff layer of rotten manin-e rank
enough to poison all the roots. Now, while the
foliage is yet upon the Vines steel forks are at work,
every particle of the internal or external border is

taken out ; drainage, clean and abundant, is put in,

and sweet wholesome compost in which Vine roots
can grow and live is used by all rational growers. In
such borders, with a good mulching to keep out frost

and drought, cjuick active roots run and ramify on
the surface and supply the Vines with all they require
when the first strain, that of setting their fruit, falls

upon them. Equally valuable are these working
roots when the Grapes are stoning, aird again when
they are colouring, as the steel fork or renovating
process to which I have just made allusion testifies,

for whoever heard of the Grapes shanking or failing

to colour on newly-lifted Vines. The black soil out
of which within a year or so they have been rescued
may have contained enough poison to kill every Vine
root in the parish, but having given them pure sweet
loam and hard food in the shape of crushed bones,
charcoal, and lime rubble, they will soon fill it with
bright fresh roots capable of doing all that is required
of them from the beginning quite up to the end of

the season.

Pot Vines.

Encourage these to make quick, but short-jointed,

growth by giving them plenty of heat, air, and water.
If the roof of the house admits, tr.iin within l.'i inches
of the glass in preference to growing them upright, as
vertical canes always shade each other at the base
and throw all their strength upwards after they are
stopped. Canes, on the other hand, trained under
the angle of the roof thicken as they go, have full

exposure to the sun and light, and perfect their buds
from base to sunmiit. Pinch all laterals at the first

joint, but carefully preserve the old leaves, as on these
depend the future bimches. Keep all the rods tied
beneath the wires and pinch out the points when thev
have made 6 feet to fi feet of growth. In order to
have pot Vines in the best possible condition for

forcing, the roots should be prevented from leaving

the pots try placing the latter on two bricks slightly

apart to allow the free escape of water, anel active

feeders should be drawn to the surface by the use of

gooel sounei mulching compfjsed of rich turfy loam
and biine dust, (iijod wateiirrg with clear, warm,
diluted liijuid is, of course, necessary, ancl the syringe
umst be freely used to keep the foliage free from
spider.

HARDY FRUITS.
The sudden change from a long cold winter to bright
warm sunny days is already telling favourably upon
all kinds of fruit trees. It is as yet rather early to raise

one's \'oice, as we may not be quite clear of the wood,
but, judging from appearances, the fruit on wall trees

nmst have set kindly. A])ricots, as I have previously
stated, are with us a fLiilure, and I Irelieve ours is not;

an exceptional case in this part of the country. This
failure is not, howe\er, due to spring frosts during the
time the flowers were open, as ours were destroyed
when the size of swan shot early in the month of

February. Where these precocious trees have failed

the growths will most likely be unusually strong, and
forced forward by sua heat will now be sufficiently

advanced to admit of foreright pinching. Trees, on
the other hand, which have set plenty of fruit should
be more tardily dealt with, as the young growths and
leaves afford excellent shelter. The great enemy to
the Apricot is the small grub which appears about
tt)is time, and left alone soun destroys the fruit as well
as the most valuable foliage. Prevention being better
than cure, an occasional drenching with soapsuds
during the time the trees are dormant cleanses old
walls and branches, and not unfrequently results in

the grubs failing to put in an appearance. I.,ike the
Plum and Cherry weevils, their whereabouts is easily

detected in the closely folded leaves, whence no in-

secticide can dislodge them. The only remeiiy there-

fore is pinching and picking.

Paickcs cikI Xectarincs look better than they did
last year, and large extension-trained trees which have
not been sheirteued appear te» have set their fruit quite
up to the points, a fair proof that the wood was better
ripened ttian I at one time anticipated. Disbudding
will now require attention, and may be carried on
piecemeal where the trees stand high and safe from
frost, but less favourably situated they should be
allowed to get well advanced before the young fruit

is suddenly exposed to the weather. It not unfre-
cjuently happens that a sudden change from genial to
cold weather produces a decided check, which results

in the sudden appearance of green fly and blistered

foliage ; add to this the check which follows prema-
ture disbudding, and the chances will run strongly in

I'avour of the earliest and most valuable shoots being
spoiled for the season. Although green fly and spider

are easily destroyed if taken in time, we often hear of

the concoction of wonderful mixtures which may or
may not kill more than one bargains for, when a
thorough homing immediately after the fruit is set and
the occasional use of soapsuds from the laundry,
which costs nothing, in winter as well as summer
render severe measures ipiite unnecessary. The worst
enemy to the Peach is black fly, but I have seen old
walls in which it has been located for years made
perfectly clean by the use of soapsuds during the
winter.

Pciiys on south walls which have been root-pruned
within the last two years are not plentifully fur-

nished with blossoms, while pyramids, standards, and
espaliers are excellent. As yet we have only had slight

frosts, and we may now reasonably hope the future
flow 01 the sap will go on without let or injury. It

will not, however be safe to trust to our treacherous
climate, as I have registereel 12'^ of frost as late as

the 14th of May, a fact which 'should prevent the
cautious from folding up their bunting. Some of the
early foreright shoots on wall-trained Pears will soon
tempt one tv commence the finger-and-thumb process,

but, for two reasons, a little patience is advisable. In
the first place, these shoots afford excellent protec-

tion to the fruit ; in the second, very early pinching
leads to the formation of a forest of weak spray which
a little delay might convert into spur wood. If dry
weather continues, newly-planted and root-pruned
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trees should receive additional mulching and a

thorough soaking of water. Grafts, too, will require

attention, as success greatly depends upon preventing

the clay from cracking. Trees on south walls I gene-

rally shade by placing a broad board in front of the

scions and giving them an occasional dash with the

syringe. Uld trees in a large cider orchard 'vhich I

am now converting by grafting are not an easily

managed, but a boy with a garden engine can keep a

great number of scions moist by devoting an hoxir to

them every evening.

Strawberries.—Established beds have already made
rapid progress, and if, as is now generally admitted, a

decided rest is favourable to fertility, the crops this

year will be unusually abundant. Heavy rain having
fallen just when the crowns were moving, all that is

now needed is a liberal covering of manure to keep
the roots moist and cool and prevent evaporation.

Where good solid manure was placed over the beds
last autumn fresh stable litter will now be found the

most appropriate material, as it will stimulate the

plants with its ammonia, and wash sweet and
clean before the fruit ripens. Young plants put
out in August generally produce extra Hue
fruit the first year. If wanted for special purposes,

the flower-stems should be thinned now and tied

up to small sticks to keep the fruit clear of slugs

and fully exposed to sun and air. The thinning of

the fruit may also be necessary, but this may be

deferred for the present. Maiden plants of the

same age, put out at the same time for propa-

gating purposes, should be divested of all their

flowers to favour the early production of runners.

A few rows put out in near proximity to water, well

mulched, and prevented from tiowering, give an enor-

mous quantity of runners for pot work, and enable

the grower to avoid disturbing bis netted beds when
the fruit is swelling and ripening ; moreover, the fruit

which they produce in the ytar following is extra fine

and very abundant. Where forced plants are put out

for fruiting in the autumn or giving a full crop the

following year, no time should be lost in getting them
into position. Heavy manuring and deep trenching

are the chief essentials, but certain points must be
observed when the day arrives for planting. The
plants, in the first place, must be submerged in soap-

suds or sulphur water to free them from spider, all

flower-stems mu.st be cut otf, and the balls, slightly

picked out to loosen the coiling roots, must be
thoroughly wet when they are put into the ground.

Ramming, mulching, and copious watering, not

only the plants, but the whole of the bed, will then

complete the operation. Forced plants managed
in this way no doubt give a quantity of good
ordinary fruit the following year, but extra fine

quality being the test of merit, they must yield

the palm to maidens which have neither been

cramped in pots nor forced out of season. The
majority of growers plant in August, but many
prefer putting their runners into nursery beds to

stand the winter and make the final planting in April

or May according to the state of the weather. Deep
trenching, plenty of manure, and firm planting answer
well in good fresh gardens, but when we come to old

spots upon which fruit and vegetable changes liave

been rung for one or two hundred years, more careful

preparation is needed. Manure in such gardens is

often a drug, and new earth is the one thing needful.

A Strawberry bed composed of new loam would cost

too much money, but the plan which I have adopted

in two old gardens l\as been as follows : The ground
deeply trenched and firmly r.immed was drilled and
cross drilled, as if for small seeds, to throw it into

2-feet squares. At each of the intersecting angles a

square hole the width of a spade and 9 inches in

depth was taken out and refilled with fresh heavy
loam. This also was well rammed, and the plants,

strong maidens, were planted singly in the centres of

these cubes. The plants put out in May never gave
fruit the first year, but the beds produced enormous
transplanted Onions and the Strawberries paid the

rent the second season. Private growers who put

out a few rows evtry year should experience very

little difficulty in getting fresh soil, as an unsightly

bank in the fields or the scourings of a ditch laid up
to pulverise through the winter will grow fine crops,

not only of Strawberries, but of vegetables after-

wards. W. Coleman.

Trees and Shrubs.

CRATAEGUS OXYACANTHA SEMPER-
FLORENS.

Nu.MiiERS i)f well marked vnrieties ol' the couiiuon
Hawthorn are in cultivation, some of them differ-

ing widely from the type and from each other in

many particular.^. The kind under notice is one
of the latest ailditions to the group, and bids fair

to be both an interesting and a useful one. Its

principal claim to recognition is well indicated

by the name semperflorens, for it blooms con-

tinuously from spring till autumn. The annexed
illustration shows at its base fruits that are the
result of an earlier crop of bloom, while on the

top portion is a cluster of fully expanded blossoms

;

indeed, it is no uncommon occurrence to see

evidences of three separate flowerings, in the shape
of blossoms, green fruit, and ripe fruit, on a single

sent out somewhere about twenty years ago, soon

beciime popular. The single-tlowered crimson
kinds, too, are equally pretty, but they do not

last in perfection ipiite so long as the double

sorts. A single-flowered variety but little known
is Gumperi bicolor, the blossoms (jf which are

white, edged with red. It is of vigorous growth,

pretty and di.stinct. The early flowering variety
' (prrecox) is the celebrated Glastonbury Thorn,
which in mild seasons will sometimes be in flower

on Christmas Day. There are also varieties re-

markable from the colours of their fruits, such as

aurea, in which the haws are golden ; leucocarpa,

in which they are white ; and melanocarpa, iu

which they are black. The Weeping Tliorn

(pendula) is a very graceful-habited variet}'. Tlie

variegated kinds are pretty when the foliage is

first expanded, but, as a rule, the leaves become
burnt up by the summer's sun, and before the

season i.s over they have at best but a rusty

appearance. The deeply divided leaves of

laciniata give to a tree of that kinil a light

and elegant appearance, while a couple of

curiou.5 forms are flexuosa, with gnarled and
twisted branches, and salisburiaBfolia, the style

of growth of which and the shape of the

leaves bear considerable resemblance to those

of the Maiden-hair Tree (.Salisburia adianti-

folia). As a direct contrast to the weeping

kind previously mentioned may be noted

stricta, all the brandies of which have an
upright tendency in the way of, but not

quite as pronounced as in, the Lombardy Poplar.

The perpetual-tlowering Hawthorn (Crataegus Oxyacantha
semperflorens).

shoot. This Thorn made its appearance in a bed
of seedlings of the common kind, where it was
observed liy JI. Bruant, nurseryman, of Poitiers,

France, who, attracted by its distinct character,

propagated it by grafting on the common Haw-
thorn. Attention was first directed to it in 1882,
but up to the present time it is, comparatively
speaking, unknown. Its habit is that of a dwarf
much-branched bush, and when studded with
corymbs of white flowers it forms an attractive

little specimen, especially for spots of limited

extent So floriferous is it, that small plants

which have been but one year grafted will bloom
for months together. Other prominent varieties

of the common Hawthorn are the double white,

rose, and crimson kinds, the finest amongst the

latter being Paul's Double Scarlet, which, when

PLANTING EVERGREENS IN APRIL.

There can be little dovibt that, given the neces-

sary attention afterwards, April is the best month
in the twelve for the planting of many Evergreens.
However, the term is so comprehensive, that it is

somewhat difficult to lay down hard-and-fast rules.

For example, some Evergreens, such as the Holly-

leaved Barberry, bloom in April, and another, the

Laurustinus, in February or March, and some
others are better planted in the autumn. Box is

another Evergreen of which the balance between
autumnal and spring planting can hardly be said

to be very definitely determined. Another im-

portant family of Evergreens (Rhododendrons)
are mostly planted in the autumn. They flower

in May and .June, and it has been held to be
bad practice to transplant Rhododendrons or other
Evergreens in full flower. The great exhibi-

tions of these plants, so long and so success-

fully held in the metropolis and other large towns
in tlie spring or summer, have thrown new and
most important light on this matter. The majority

of those magnificent specimens have been moved
a few months or weeks before blooming, and
the bloom does not seem to sutler at all in conse-

quence nor the health of the plants either by a
clouble transplantation within a few months. No
doubt many of these plants have been specially

ctdtivated and prepared for exhibition purposes,

and all Rhododendrons grown in peat and fre-

quently transplanted form such good balls, that

they are renclered well-nigh independent of ex-

traneous aid for a time from any source outside

the balls. But the facility with which such large

plants of Rhododendrons can be removed with per-

fect safety to the flowers on the eve of their open-
ing has shed a new light upon the perfect safety

of spring planting under circumstances that almost
invited failure, and has doubtless given a new
impetus to the spring planting of such Evergreens
as Hollies, Laurels, Yews, &c. The vital merit of

the April planting of Evergreens is that it bridges

over the interregnum to growth as rapidly as

possible.

Transplant an Evergreen in the late autumn or

winter, the earth is probably cold and wet and
the roots are in no hurry to lay hold of it quickly.

This isolation, as it may be called for lack of a
better phrase, is by :io means a matter of physical
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surroundings \vliolly,tihougli doubtless tliese have a
considerable influence. But the Evergreen trans-

planted in winter is disturbed in most cases when
the top is in full vigour and the roots hastening
to mature their growth. Take the Holly in De-
cember as an illustration ; it is at once maturing
its foliage and finishing its crop of coral or golden
berries. Disturb or rupture its roots, and they
resent it by standing still for an indefinite period.

Replant them as skilfully as one may, the plants
remain mostly unattached to the soil till the
spring, and during all this dreary period of isola-

tion are apt to suffer severely or pei-ish in conse-

quence of the roots having a slight or little fresh
hold or grip of the ground. Most of these condi-
tions are reversed in Ajjril. The Holly may then
be said to have reached its autumntide condi-
tion of growth. One series of leafage and fruitage
has closed and another is about to begin. The
leaves are falling fast and there is a pause between
the past and the near future. Transplant Ever-
greens in this state and the roots are as eager to
bite the fresh soil as those of deciduous trees are
in November, and so soon as this takes place the
plants are safe, provided always that the young
rootlets are protected from two dangers—dis-

turbance and drought. The former happens
through wind, and the latter comes of hard, di-y

weather which not seldom comes instead of the
orthodox April showers and the genial May days
of which we read in books, but seldom expei'ience
in the garden nowadays. Firm planting and
secure staking are essential to prevent root-

disturbance and rupture.

Without these the Evergreens become the mere
sport of every passing wind. And it is too often
forgotten that every breeze that bends their tops
snaps the newly-made roots oft' sharp to their

bases ; and this process oft repeated results in the
disease or death of the Evergreens. As to drought,
the surest antidote to this consists in the Hooding
in of the Evergreens. By this is not meant a
mere ordinary watering, but a real flooding.
When the eartli, which should be broken fine

before use, is nearly all tilled in, then water till

the whole seems converted into mud. Leave the
water to wash in the earth to every nook and
cranny among the roots; leave all to settle for

several hours; then return, and, without placing
a foot on the settled, sod<len earth, finish all off

neatly with a coat of dry soil, and the work of

planting and watering is complete. It takes a
good deal, but, like most thorough work, this

mode of washing in S])ring-planted Evergreens is

the cheapest in the end, for the plants will need
no more at the roots, be the season ever so dry.
To make sure of this, however, it is wise to mulch
the entire surface of the root-runs over with Moss
litter of any kind, .short Grass, Cocoa-nut fibre

refuse, or to convert the surface soil into a mulch
by keeping it loose through frequent stirring with
a hoe. These contrivances conserve the moisture
applied to the roots and root-runs, washing in the
former, and also keeping the roots as near as may
be at a unifoi'm temperature. Safeguarded against
disturbance and from drought, the roots speedily
establish themselves in their new quartei's, and
are quite prepared to sujiply all the needs of the
tops by the time the latter call ujjon them for

supplies. Occasionally, however, under excep-
tional circumstances as to size of plant and climate
a little extra help may be given to spring-planted
Evergreens, in the form of a few overhead drench-
ings from the hose of a water main or garden
engine, on the evenings of hot days during periods
of drought of unusual duration or intensity ; but
the.se are -nhat may be called indulgences of
cultivation reserved for favouritesof abnormal size or
value, and must not be looked upon as essential to
the success of the planting of Evergreens in April.

D. T. F.

Bibes cereum.—This is one of the small
growing species of Ribes, forming a low dense
bush somewhat ( Jooseberry-like in character,
though spineless, and more nearly related to the
Flowering C'uirant than to the Gooseberry class.

It is in full flower at the present time, and though

the blooms cannot compare for beauty « ith those
of R. sanguineum, they are borne in great pro-
fusion, and being accompanied by the tender
green freshly expanded foliage it claims recogni-
tion. The blooms are of a pinkish tinge and
borne freely in little clusters. It comes from
North-west America and is quite hardy.—H. P.

MARKET GARDEN NOTES.
Strawberries. —In some respects Cornwall is an
unfortunate county ; the pilchards desert its

coasts ; its mining indu.stry is crippled by foreign
competition ; and now its Strawberry trade is

threatened with extinction —at least, so far as
regards its connection with the London markets.
This latter misfortune would scarcely have been
deemed within the range of probabilities but a
very few years ago, and the fact that outdoor
Strawberries from such an exceptionally early
district as Penzance are being pushed out of the
London markets by fruit from other localities is

instructive in more ways than one. In the first

place, it is indicative of the great changes which
are likely to occur from time to time in this

country in market culture, and again it shows
how little we really know of the capabilities of

our climate for the growth of hardy fruits.

Penzance, as readers of The Garden are well

aware, is so sheltered from nipping winds and
enjoys so great an immunity from frost, as to place

its garden produce from a fortnight to three weeks
ahead of that grown in tlie neighbourhood of

London. Something over half a century ago this

fact was realised by some grower there, and con-

signments of Strawberries were made to C'ovent

Garden salesmen, the i-eturns from which were so

satisfactory, as to eventually cau.se large breadths
of some early kinds of this fruit to be grown
expressly for tlie London trade. Of late years
Princess Alice Maude was the favourite variety,

being early and a good traveller, and at any time
after the '20th May it might be expected to appear
in C'ovent ( larden, the berries rather white on the

underside, it is tiue, but otherwise fairly ripe and
sufficiently good in appearance to command a
ready .sale at a remunerative price to the growers.
Had a Cornish grower seen the first consignment
of Sir .1. Paxton arrive in Covent (!arden from
Southampton, he would probably not have looked
upon it as the inauguration of a series of blows
which were at last to shatter his own industry.

Such, however, has been the case; this Sti-aw-

berry, gi'ovvn in ever-increasing qtiantities in a

district hitherto not known to ])eculiarly favour
quality and precocity in this fruit, has lessenetl

the value of the Penzance fruit to a serious

extent. Hampshire has fairly driven Cornwall
out of the field, sunny Kent being but a
laggard in comparison. Thus we see that we
have the chance of continually discovering

new localities, which, on account of earliness or

some other good quality, may be worked to much
advantage for the raising of market garden pro-

duce, and we are, therefore, justified in assuming
that the potentialities of England as a fruit-pro-

ducing country are greater than it has hitherto

received credit for. Up to the present, no Straw-
berry has been found to oust Sir Joseph from its

proud position as the premier market kind, and
for some time to come it is not likely to have a
formidable rival. (,)uality, firmness, antl produc-
tiveness distinguish it superlatively, and as an
illustration of the last mentioned characteristic I

give the following : A Kentish grower had cleared

a piece of coppice of about two acres and planted

it with Sir Joseph. When the crop was nearly

ripe he sent for a Covent tJarden fruiterer to look

at it, who immediately offered him something over
€4.'')0 for the two acres, clear of all expenses. This
individual told me that he never saw anything
like that crop of Strawberries before nor since.

This was, of course, a crop producetl under ex-

ceptional circumstances, but I tlo not think that

any Stiawberry under the same conditions of

culture would ever ciop uj) to anywhere near that

value. There seems to be no limit to the con-

sumption of outdoor Strawberries up to the

present ; enormous as is the quantity of fiuit

grown, the demand advances in equal ratio. The
question is, will this continue? Will not supply ex-

ceed demand presently and bring on depression ?

As regards indoor fiuit; this is really the ca.se

already; the demandfor early Strawberries appears
to be nearing the vanishing point, and the early
forcing of this fruit is, .so far as it concerns market
growers, almost a lost industry. When tho.se who
formerly bought early Strawberries now sell in
open market, where is the market gardener's
trade to come fiom? Only a few tlays since one
of the largest Covent Garden .salesmen said, " We
can't do anything with early Strawberries now ; the
tratle for them seems to be gone." We grow many
good Strawberries, but we tlo not attempt to get a
fruit in before the end of May now. Eight shil-

lings per jiountl is not much for .'Strawberries in
the beginning of April, and many days this year
they did not realise that much in Covent Garden.

Cut klowers.—On the day preceding the Bea-
consfield anniversary it was computed that oCKM)

sieves of Primroses were sold in Covent Garden at
the rate of Is. 'Ad. per dozen bunches. Nothing
like this in the way of Primroses has ever been
.seen in London. These were, of course, all wild-
lings, the gathering of which has doubtless formed
welcome employment for women and children in

the coppiced lands of the home and some other
counties. Daffodils are in plenty ; there has been a
glut of them just lately - not an unexpected result
of the Daft'odil fever. It is, however, the foreigner
who leads at this season with cheap flowers. He
sends us Hyacinths, Narcissi, Ranunculuses, and
Roses galore, and, asasalesman remarked, "People
aie getting to be connoi.sseurs in the matter cf
flowers; they want Ro.ses instead Daft'adowndillies;
they turn up their noses at Wallflowers, their sweet
fragrance notwithstanding, and ask you for Hya-
cinths." As regards the latter flower, it would
almost appear that the Dutch arc killing a goose
that lays golden eggs. They are sending from
theii' bidb farms an enormous quantity of blooms,
which entirely annihilate the English grower.s'

trade with them. The exportation of cut Hya-
cinths is quite a recent enterprise on the jiart of

the Dutch, and it suddenly a.ssumed such large
dimensions, as to cause energetic remonstrances to
be made by the English growers, the eft'eet of

which was an attempt at combined action to stop,
the initiative being taken by some of the laiger
firms who had not gone in for this flower business.
A circular was issued, which was largely signed
by our Hyacinth gi'owers, but it evidently has not
tlone what was hopetl of it ; the flowers come, and
will come in ever-increasing quantities. The fact
is, the temptation is greater than can be resisted ;

the flowers represent certain money, and the throw-
ing them away now requires an amount of philoso-
phic self-denial which the more neetly of the Dutch
bulb growers do not possess. It is hard to make
a man believe that the refusal of present benefits
will bring a greater reward later on. The Dutch are
of the last to throw away an opjiortunity of
making money ; so they sell their Hyacinth flowers
and take their chance of selling the bulbs, well
knowing that they have all Eurojiefora customer.
These Hyacinths come over in boxes containing
about '2.30 spikes, and they are sold now at an
average of about Is. Gd. per box, a low price cer-

tainly, but then see what a si5ace they are gathered
from. I am told that if they realise Is. .Sd. per
box, the growers get a profit over the expenses.
Narcissi come to us vei-y fine from France and the
Scilly Isles, much finer than we can grow them.
The French send us Tea Roses in abundance.
They are juit ujj in boxes of something over 200
in a box, and realise on the average 2s. (id. the
box. Freesias, Ixias, and Camellias are largely
grown in Guernsey, which seems to be a paradise
for early open-air flowers. Camellias are happy
there ; a single tree will yield 1000 blooms in a
season. From the land where Mignonette and
Roses bloom the year through comes the novelty
of the season in the way of cut bloom. This is a
deliciously fragrant bright yellow Acacia, A.
formosa, I am told, of which they make hedges
at Nice, antl which have now developed into a
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source of revenue. I saw this in fine condition

in Covent (iarden so soon as February ; in its

perfect freshness and intense colour it bore the

impress of the clear atmosphere and bright sun
of the Mediterranean shores, a refreshing con-

trast to the weary look of the flowers forced into

bloom under the dismal vapour-laden sky and
murky atmosphere of an almost phenominally
sunless English winter. Flowers are sold in many
ways—in bunches, in sprays, and singly, but who
would have thought to have seen tliem sold by
weight? And yet this lias come to pass in Covent
Garden, for this yellow Acacia comes in boxes,

whicli, being weighed, are sold by the pound. I

belie\'e that the average price of boxes containing
about 7 lbs. is 3s. lid. This Acacia has attained
a high degree of popularity in a very short time.
" Everyone buys a bit of Acacia who comes to

Covent (Jarden,'' said a salesman there the other
day, and who would not be pleased at such a
moderate outlay to bringsome of thebrightnessand
fragrance of sunny Nice into their dwellings. We
may without heartburning see this Acacia brought
into our flower markets. We cannot grow it in such
perfection ourselves, and its rich, but grateful, per-

fume is not approached by the flowers of any
other plant grown for market in this country.

With respect to selling (lowers by weight, it occurs
to me, however, that 1 have seen Violets sold in

this way on the Continent. They also were grown
at Nice, and were sold at the rate of Ss. the

kilo about Christmas-tide. This is a branch of

flower-growing industry tliat the south of France
people have not yet worked up to the extent of

largely supplying the T.,ondon market in winter

;

when they do, good-bye to frame culture of N'iolets

for profit in England. At the present time the

large consignments of \'iolets are tapped at Paris,

which has an enormous appetite for this flower,

greedily swallowing up nearly all that can be
grown in tlie warmer jiortions of the country.
Bouvardia Vulcan is a sort far in advance of all

other bright-flowered kinds, and the fact that it

realises more than any other kind gi-own for

market is the best proof of its worth. It i:omes, I

am told, from a far country—one thousand or more
miles from New York —and I cannot hold out hopes
to your readers of tlie speedy possession of this

kind, as the stock is tigiitly lield by one of the
largest and keenest of our London market growers.
Up to last autumn not a plant liad been let out,

the stock being kept for the supply of cut bloom
in Covent (harden, where, as above stated, it sold

for more than any otlier kind; indeed, I was told

that there was no sale for any other bright-

coloured variety while this could be had. A liouse-

ful of this Bouvardia in mid-winter is a siglit

worth travelling far to see.

Ai'i'LKs.—These are more plentiful than might
be thought to be the case at this late period. The
samples of English-grown fruit are good enough
to bring the price of Newtowns and Baldwins down
to 10s. per Ijarrel. Herts and Bucks seem to fur-

nish tlie greater portion of tlie English Apples
now coming into Covent ( Jarden, ancl some of the

varieties are local, and are rarely if ever seen in a
nurseryman's catalogue. It seems to me that local

Apples are too much neglected; every kind which
may be largely grown in a certain district should
be tried in other parts of tlie country. There is

an important ditference between Apples which
have gained a local fame and tliose wliich liave

become known by reason of the good quality of

the fruit. The one is sure to have a vigorous,

hardy constitution, and to be a more or less certain

cropper, qualities often much wanting in many of

the so-called standard kinds. ,J. C. B.

Liquid manure.—Not only is much v.duable
manure of tliis description wasted in tlie case
of towns and cities, but its waste from all large
country houses is, in the aggregate, very
great, tliough at small expense it might easily

be prevented. There is hardly a plant grown
but might be benefited by a stimulant in some
shape or form during some part of its life. Vines,
Peaches, Pines, Figs, .Strawberries, and all indoor

and outdoor plants may be much improved by
a discriminate use of liquid manure. In periods of

trial when the trees are heavily laden, a soaking
of liquid manure given at the right time sustains

the flagging powers of the tree, and enables

it to carry a heavier load to a more successful

issue than if left unaided and uncared for. Bush
fruits, such as the (Gooseberry and Raspberry, are

specially benefited. Stone fruits on walls and
Apiile and Pear trees in orchards are all grateful

for tliis help. Some years ago I .saw a neighbour-

ing farmer using his lirjuid manure cart during a
dry, liot summer to soak the roots of his oichani
trees, work for \ihicli he had an ample leward.
Then, again, flowering plants, such as Dahlias,

Hollyhoclis, Ro.ses, Phloxes, Stocks, Asters, and
Zinnias, can hardly be grown to the highest state

of perfection witliout lirpiid manure. Trees in

impaired health may often be put right by the

use of a ^^ eak solution of manure. Loss of health

is often due to poverty in the soil wliere least ex-

pected, for a soil may be deficient in the particular

constituent necessary for certain plants, though
rich in other respects. Liquid manures may be
had in a good many forms ; the cheapest are those

of home make. I have adverted to sewage, but
there .are other sources of home supply. Soot
makes an excellent liquid manure, and can be had
in .a simple form by tying uji a peck of soot in a
liag and sinking it in a barrel of water (3(1 gallons),

stirring it occasionally for a week. A quart of

the liquid may be diluted with 3 gallons of water
before using it, and may be given to almost every
plant requiring a stimul.'int and that has plenty of

roots to absorb it. Poultry and pigeons' manure
may be used in the same way as that, from the

farmyard with advantage, tiuano and all kinds
of artificial manure may be dissolved in water and
given to plants, thus bringing their fertilising

properties into tlirect contact with the roots in

the liest possible manner.—E. Honn.AV.

U(1LINF;SS IN FENCES.
Thk beauty of rural England is a matter of admira-
tion to many who come to see us from other countries,

and therefore anything that mars it seriously deserv* s

our consideration. If agriculture has ceased to pay
for a time, those who live in the country are at least

entitled to enjoy the beauty of their homes. We
think the loveliness of the home counties of England
is very seriously interfered with by tlie iron fence,

the use of which is unfortuii.ately increasing. Last
week we drove from Ilorsh.am towards Three Uridges,

between two lines of miserable wire fencinrr, without

shelter for a ghost in any part. It is hardly necessary

to point out the deplorable look of ugliness of these

fences as compared with any other fence known
;

but some persons do not seem to see it. People of

wealtli soinelimes run riot with the iron fence. In

many places it is hideous to see the effect of the re-

moval of the pretty green fences, and the substitution

of the gridiron lines. We admit that iron has an
important use in fencing ; but nothing can save it

from ugliness. We cannot do without it ; but all

tasteful people should reduce its UJ^es to places for

which it is essential, and not put it, as is every day
done, in the most conspicuous and what might be the

prettiest parts of country seats and their surround-

ings. In many cases it is used where it is by no
means necessary, and where there is abundance of

Oak requiring thinning, of which a large supply of

Oak fences, which are always inoffensive, coiild be

cheaply made. For simple divisions of fields .and

fencing in woods these are excellent, and, we think,

often better than the ordin.ary live or plashed

fences. In keeping away the rabbit pl.ague, ;dso, iron

and wire are g<tod, if properly used. We use

them on the margins mainly and in places where
they would not be much seen. Our country has
perhaps, above all others, the most perfect native

fences in the Hawthorn, the Holly, and now the

Myrobella Plum. When well kept, they are both

pretty and efficient. Prftb.ably people, in abolishing

such live fences generally, do not always consider the

good these do in sheltering animals and plants,

(iood strong hedges crossing the line of prevailing

winds are beneficial to stock and crops, and certainly

to fruit trees. For the purpose of temporarily fencing
trees, we should say that iron is tpiite needless. In
many places where a hard mechanical effect is ob-
tained from iron fencing, a good wood fence would
give an excellent effect. Between these wooden
fences and our live fences much might be done to

keep a country place from looking like a poultry yard
or a market. We seldom see a country seat in which
there are not a great many more fences than are re-

quired. Each person who has the place makes new
fences, and the old ones are often left after their use
has passed away, and they remain when they have no
longer any reason to be. Little divisions, useless
shaws, and needlesss complications abound in most
places that we see, and sometitues one notices two
fences approaching each other within a few yards,
confining some strip that had better be thrown into
the field adjacent. The doing away with such fences
is a great deal towards the settling of this problem.
It would afterwards be possible, by the use of live

and Oak or other wooden fences, to do all that would
be necessary without fear of ugliness. We speak
mainly of places where the question of beauty, or, at
least, the avoidance of its opposite, is of more conse-
quence than profit. But the use of ii-on fencing often
makes the pleasure ground or park less picturesque
than the adjacent farms, where such luxuries of fenc-

ing are not indulged in ; and we appeal to all who
care for the beauty of our country to use their in-

fluence to stem this invasion of the gridiron, or at

least confine it to its special and least obtru-ive uses.

—FUld.

Fruit Garden.

NEW PHASE OF APPLE CULTURE.
There is niucli beauty (apart I'loiu tlie value of

its fruit) in a well-developed Apple tree. From
tlic moment the Ical'-buds unfold in April till

llie fiiiit is gathered and stored in autumn nil

Apple tree is a never-failing source of interest,

and especially si in May when in blossom.
Apple trees may be pi inted as single specimen^,
and 111 groups in the shrubbery ami round the
nuirgins of the home plantations. Tall standards
on the Crab alone should be planted, but of
course they will not grow under the shade of
oilier tree.s. Where the plantations are exten-
sive, clearings might be made .several acres in

extent ill sheltered situations, and speci J I'eatiires

created by planting large groups of Apple and
other fruit tree.s, taking into consideration the
character of the soil. There are on maiiv estates

ancient woods in which the soil is rich in decay-
ing vegetable matter; if, therefore, inlets could
be maile in such woods here ami there, round
the niargin.s, and groups of Apple trees intro-

duced, iKit only wouhl a pleasing feature be
created, Init the result would be in every way-
profitable. Under ordinary ciivunistances it

t;iki s a comparatively huig time to establish

an orchanl ; but within the sheltering folds of

home plaiitalions a well-prepared and refreshed
soil will induce the trees to do their utmost, not
only as regards growth, but also fertility.

The time for rLANTixa is over for this sea.son,

but the matter may lie thought over and dis-

cussed. Solitary Apple and other fruit tiees are

found in such situations, but no attempt has yet
been made to carry the thing out .sysleniatically.

True, in Bacon's time, and probably also in that

of the niouk.s, fruit trees were thought worthy
of filling prominent situatious. And where orna-
ment and utility go hand-in-liand, the Apple has
no rival. In selecting sites for it, some amount
of judgment will be necessary. Low, damp .situa-

tions must be avoided, and tliose where the land
is well drained and somewhat elevated chosen.

The ground should be trenched, and all roots and
rubbish burnt and the ashes spread over the sur-

face. This work may be done any time before
the autumn. And in selecting sites the outlines
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of plantations and slmililieries may, where needed,

be improved. The be^t position will be found on

tlie sonthern sides of tlie plantations, sheltered

from cold currents from the north and east, which
|

house. My friend, though young^at the time, had

do so much harm in spring ; and here, if anywher
Apple culture ouj^lit to For the first half- I

'

^

the presence of mind to thaw the stem with a

"tile warm water and cover it up immediately.

The Vine quickly recovered, and in

this ca«e no ill effects followed. I have

.seen Roses aflected in the way « hich

Mr. Clump mentions. 1 once li.id a

fine Maii'clwd Niel growing around a

doorway at tlie end of an early vinery ;

each season when the \'ines were
started a scpiare of glass was removed
and a long strong slioot of the Rose

was passed into the vinery with the

view of obtaining a few early flowers
;

on the occurrence of severe frost the

growths on the shoot inside the vinery

would flag as if severed from the parent

plant, but they quickly recovered

when the outside portion became
thawed.—E. B. L.

ozen years at any rate the land must be culti-

vated, but for this the catch crops ought, if

rightly managed, to pay, and also yield something

over lor rent. Afterwards when the trees come into

bearing the land might be .seeded down with Grass.

Protecting the stem.s would be as necessary

as it is in the ordinary orchard, for sheep are

just as destructive to young Apple trees as hares

and rabbits, but this would be a comparatively

easy matter. One of the evils of our present

system of orcharding is the planting of too many
kinds. Therefore in the scheme under considera-

tion only a few kinds should lie employed, and
those should be adapted to the neighbourhood in

which they are to grow. Some of the very best

Apples are also the most vigorous and free-bear-

ing under varying conditions. Our present list

of Apples requires a good deal of weeding out.

At present I shall only name a few varieties, con-

fining mj'self to such as arc bright-coloured, but

which also are good cither i'or dessert or culinary

pur]ioses. Beauty of H.ants is a bright showy
Apple, a .seedling from the Blenheim Orange ;

Beauty of Kent is also good, and so are Devon-
shire (,Hi;irrenden, Emperor Alexander, Fe.Trn's

Pippin, Manks Codlin, Radfvrd Beauty, Peas-

good's Nonsuch, Yoikshire Beauty, and Norlblk
Beaufin. E. Hobd.w.
*^* Mr. Hobday's " Xew Pliase of Apple

Culture" is one which we think will meet with
approval. We have always advocated the plant-

ing r>f hardy flowering trees like the Apple for

ornament, both for their blosscjm and fruit. We
cannot understand why the Apple has been so

rigorously banished from ornamental plantations

and pleasure grijunds, perhaps becau.'e it bears

useful fruit, liardy do we see Apples and Pears

on a lawn, except where an old orchard has
happened to exist. We do not want to turn
lawns into Apple orchards, but a few Apple trees

bearing the finest flowers and the liighest coloured

fruit would aild interest to the landscape both
in spring and in autumn. Now that Apples are

or soon will be in bloom, it would serve a good
purpose if our readers would send us the mimes
of sorts that are remarkable for the beauty of

their bloom or fruit. The habit, too, is impor-
tant, as upon it depends so much of the beauty
of a lawn tree.-—I'-D.

Effects of frost on Vines.—Mr. Crump is not
alone in his experience of the effects of frost on
Vines in a growing state. I have never had such
a mishap myself, but a few days before Mr.
Crump's remarks appeared an old gardener friend
described a similar occurrence to me in the case of

a large Vine of wliich he had charge many years
ago. On entering the house in the morning and
discovering the condition of the Vine an examina-
tion took place, and it was found that the pro-
tecting material liad been removed by rats from
that portion of tlie stem which was outside the

EXTENSION TRAINING.

Havino read the remarks of " T. B." and
" U. T. r." on this subject in The fiARDE.v

(p. 3o3), allow me to say that the defects which

they attribute to the extension system are more
imaginary than real when under the care of men
accustomed to such work. I am not aware that

anyone but " T. B." has said anything about

letting the young trees run wild. Certainly no

practical fruit grower has ever recommended such

a course to be followed. Judging from the state-

ments of " T. B." and " D. T. F." on this subject,

it is evident that they have not yet been to places

wliere the extension system is carried out with

judgment ; if they had they would not, I think,

have written against a mode of training maiden

fruit trees which results in the wall being covered

from base to summit with good fruit-bearing

wood within a space of two or three years from

the time of planting. A few words will be suffi-

cient to convince " T. B." how unneces.sary it is

to liave all the strong shoots in the middle of the

tree, or to have any unduly strong shoots at all

in extension-trained trees. Tliis is how I manage
my young ti'ees, say Peaches, the first year after

being planted. They are secured loosely to the

wall to admit of their subsiding a few inches with

the soil ; when the sap begins to rise in spring I

make it a point to bend the shoots which are left

their full lengtli towards the ground, ani to

secure tliem to the wall in that position, the bend
starting from the point whence it is desired the

first of the young shoots should jiroceed. The
check thus given to the flow of sap causes a suffi-

cient number of wood-buds to push from each

shoot to form a good sized fan-shaped tree the

first year after planting. Of course, as soon as

the buds nearest the base of the shoots so treated

have pushed into growth, the nails are drawn, the

shoots—main shoots —spread out on the wall

after the manner of a hand with distended fingers

and secured thereto, leaving sufficient room in the

shreds for the development of tlie individual

branches. All sujiertiuous shoots should be

rubbed off, and those intended to form the tree

should be trained at proper distances over the

intervening space. In the case of Pears and
Plums a judicious course of pinching of the after-

growth is pursued during the summer and autumn
months with tlie obvious object of plumping up
the wood-buds, forming spurs, or promoting a

balance of growth in each tree.

It not unfi-equently happens that two or three

shoots of youn" trees had from a nursery are extra

strong, and a like number of shoots on tlie same
tree proportionately weak. In this case the strong

shoots are bent towards the ground, as indicated

above, and the weak ones trained in their proper

position at once, so as to direct the flow of sap

from the former into tlie latter, thereby promoting

a balance of growth in the tree. " T. B." is mis-

taken in thinking that the extension system of fruit-

growing entails a waste of wall space, the fact

being the reverse of this ; it is the liard pruning

system, where still adhered to, that entails a

waste of wall space by taking six or seven years

A spray uf Apple blossom.
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to cover a wall that could be covered as completely

in less than half the time on the extension system

with good fruit-bearing wood. It is quite painful

to see valuable wall space wasted for three or

four years, as it is in the case of the old way of

managing young trees. "U.T.F." says, " 'T. B.,'

myself, and others advocate the obtaining of a

maximum amount of produce in a minimum of

time and space, and so linking together vigour of

growth and fertility as to have these qualities

developed within the same areas in perpetuity."

This is good logic enough so far as it goes, but by
pursuing the practice which he advocates " D.T.F."
must necessarily be always three years behind the

extensionist, who, starting with maiden trees at

the same time as he does, secures all the advan-

tages indicated above during the interval, and
maintains them afterwards.

In conclusion, let me remind " I). T. F." that

I am an extensionist who endeavours to cover all

my wall space with good fruit-bearing wood as

speedily as possible, and at the same time secures

"as nicely adjusted and skilfully balanced com-
bination of vigour and fertility as shall prove as

profitable as it shall remain permanent." To say

that there is no reason why an extension-trained

tree, in addition to bearing quicker returns in the

way of fruit should not also remain fruitful and
healthy as long—through half a generation, if you
will—as trees not so trained, is a mistake. My
extension-trained trees, as regards balance of

growtli, &c., would compare favourably with the

grandly trained trees of the Morello Clierry which
were at one time, and I believe still are, to be
seen in Scone Palace. This being so, " D. T. F."
will readily understand how much wall space is

wasted by following the system which it would
appear he is endeavouring to write down, and one
which Mr. Sheppard, of Woolverstone Park, a
good jtractical gardener, clearly and forcibly ad-

vocated many years since. I>o not plant the trees

in over-rich soil ; good loam and one-third of lime

rubble and wood ashes well mixed make the best

compost for all fruit trees, which in such a com-
post produce good firm short-jointed growth.

\V. W. H.

The Victoria Nectarine at Lambton.
"J. S. W.'s" figures, like his facts, will not bear

examination. He makes out that the Xectarine
in question having covered a trellis .'W feet wide
has made nearly 4 feet of growth per year in each
direction, forgetting tliat the tree would be ."> feet

across when planted, which would leave 1.) feet

inches for it to cover on each side in the five

years, or .3 feet per year right and left. As I

have already stated, tlie tree was a good example
of judicious treatment, the right medium having
been hit upon as regards needless shoot-shortening

on the one hand, and the let-run-wild extension

training on the otlier. Both extremes I have
always condemned whenever I have said anything
regarding the management of young trees.—T. B.

Maiden Peaches.—These "J. S. W." first

said were one year oUl. He now (p. 37S) takes up
fresh ground, and says that the trees lie meant
were maidens " cut down to the graft in order to

get limbs," the result of -nhieh is that they are

trained trees, and which lie has evidently all along
meant, although he never before admitted as much.
Allow me to assure ".J. S. \V." that he is greatly

mistaken in supposing that anything he has said

has cast any additional light on what I knew
about maiden trees. I have budded the stocks

myself and trained them afterwards, and I know
what can be done with tliem. Allow me also to

set "J. S. W." right about the trees planted
against the house in which I live. They are, as I

.stated when speaking of them, good trained trees,

not maidens, and they have furnished the lower
part of the wall in a way that extension training,

sucli as "J. S. W." tries to persuade people to

adopt, will never effect.

—

T. B.

Setting Grapes.— I observe that Mr. Culeman advocates
-syringing .shy-setting Grapes with the object of getting a
good set. Would he kindly state what time of the day he
does so, :is by syringing at the orthodox time, on a hot sunny
day, the leaves and launches would, I apprehend, get burnt?

—

Fertushire Keader.

Indoor Garden.

BOUGAINVILLEA SPECTABILIS.

If, as " W. W." states, this Bougainvillea is

flowering well in the Lily house at Kew, it

evidently will bloom under widely dift'erent

treatment, as there, in common with the other

occupants of the house, it is no doubt subjected

to an exceptionally high temperature in summer
with less air than tlie generality of stove plants

get, for doubtless at Kew, as in other places

where the Victoria and other Lilies that require

a high temperature are grown, there will be less

air admitted than in an ordinary plant stove.

Yet there is ample proof that this Bougainvillea
will iiower freely under much cooler treatment.
" W. \V." is mistaken in saying that roasting

the roots, in the way described as having been
practised, would be fatal to its blooming, as it

was under .such treatment the plant was first

induced to produce flowers in quantity in this

country. Yet as it subsequently turned out by
the way in whicli it behaved in various places

under cooler management the root-roasting pro-

cess was unnecessary, and it was to sliow this

that my remarks were diiected. If B. specio-sa

is identical with B. spectabilis, then the plants

which I have grown under the name of speciosa

mu.-it have been wrongly named, for they were
quite distinct in ajipearance, being much more
like B. glabra tlian B. spectabilis in the strength
of their growth, but the leaves were much more
hairy than ever those of B. glabra are found to

be. The Kew plant on the roof of the Lily house
will get more liglit and direct sunsliine than are

to be got in most plant stoves on which some kind
of shacling is often used. Tliis will no doubt ripen

the wood, and thus so far compensate for the want
of air. The complete dryness of the roots during
winter and pruning after the plant has flowered,

mentioned by " \V. \V." as essential to .success, is

exactly the treatment that I recommended for the

plant, which if grown ^^•here it can get plenty of

light and full exposure to the sun, will bloom
.satisfactorily without the amount of heat which
" W. \V. " .seems to think requisite.

" 8.'' who comments on B. spectabilis (p. 3ti!»)

evidently has not grown the species in question,

or noticed correctly the condition of the plant

that lie saw in flower. To say, as he does, that

B. spectabilis and B. glabra ditt'er only in one
being a stronger grower than the other, like two
varieties of Apples or of Pears, is so far opposed
to fact, that it seems strange anyone possessing
ever so little knowledge of the plants would
commit themselves to such an assertion. In
describing the dift'erence between B. s[)ectabilis

and B. glabra I did not say either directly

or indirectly anything about blooming on the
previous year's wood like a I'each. The sub-

stance of what I wrote I now repeat—B. glabra
flowers from the strong shoots of the current
season's growth after they have extended to a
considerable length. In the case of strong plants

grown in a stove, they will often run to a length
of .5 feet or 6 feet before blooming ; whereas B.

spectabilis flowers on short growths made from
the preceding season's wood ; these run from '2

inches to 3 inches up to 10 inches or 12 inches in

length according to the strength of the shoots

from which they spring. To say that B. specta-

bilis does not flower from the preceding season's

wood is as far incorrect as it would be to say that

Raspberries do not bear from the pre^'ious

summer's canes. T. B.

Watering with cold water. —AVhat I stated

about cold water lia\ing been used to plants of

various kinds grown in heat at the places named
is a fact. As I then stated, the Orchids, which at

one time composed the Hackney collection and
the hundreds of thousands now at Clapton, show
in a way that cannot be questioned that they can
be grown well and yet watered with cold water ;

but I added that possibly the improved condition

of Messrs. Low's collection was owing to the fact

that they now get as much as they requiie;

whereas when pots and syringes had to be
depended on it was a difficult matter to get

througli the work. The latter qualifying remark
" S." omitted to mention. I simply narrated the

facts that had occurred at the places named, with

a suggestion that those who have an opportunity
would do well to test them in the ca.se of a few of

the dirterent kinds of plants cultivated in heat,

and that by so doing they would do good seiwice.

But in .saying this much am I to be told that I

advocate the use of cold water indiscriminately to

plants grown in heat ':—T. B.

I should like to add a few remarks to the

watering -with -cold -water controversy. Those
who advocate watering plants with water of the

same temperature as that of the air in which the

plants are grown should not forget that rain is

usually considerably colder than the air at the

place at whicli it falls. Rain, being found generally

at a height of many feet above the surface of the

earth, naturally is of a lower temperature than the

air below. Moisture rises from the eartli as in-

visible vapour. On meeting with the colder air

above it becomes Nisible, and forms clouds ; being
still more condensed, it forms drops of water,

which from their \\eiglit fall as rain. I should,

therefore, argue from a natural i>oint of view

that jilants should be watered with water of a

temperature below that of tlie air in which they

are growing, but the diti'erence of temperature I

am unable to suggest, and I cannot find anything

in any books to which I have access to guide me :

the dirt'erencc, no doubt, varies much, rain falling

from high clouds being much colder tlian that

from those of a less elevation. Many plants, how-
ever, growing in sheltered situations may [jossibly

never directly feel the rain. To such plants

which would derive all the moisture they required

from tlie soil or atmiisphere, syringing with cold

water would be most unnatural. To grow plants

in a perfectly healthy manner, the nearer the

natural condition of their growth can be copied

the lietter. This point, however, many culti-

vatdrs never seem to take into consideration. --

t;. .s. ,s.

Plumbago capensis in pots. —This fine old

plant, so often used to cover walls and pillars in

conservatories, does not receive much attention as

a pot plant, but it is easily managed as such, and
is useful in the conservatory late in summer and
autumn. We grow a few plants, of it in 8-incli

pots for that purpose. They are kept dry in

winter, and in spring they are hard pruned, shaken
out, and repotted. When they have inade 2 in.

or .'i in. of growth their tips are pinched out.

L'nder this treatment they become bushy little

plants which need no staking, and thus managed
they are very ett'ective and graceful. A few cut-

tings rooted in spring make useful little plants for

indoor decoration in autumn.—E. B. L.

Gloxinia gesneroides. -This (iloxinia does

not bear out the de.scription given of it in TliK

(Jakokn (p. 403)— that is, if the jilants which I ob-

tained represent it ( i uly. I raised several jilants of

it from a sealed packet of seed, all of which turned

out to be very ordinary erect-flowered tiloxinias of

a dull purple colour: in fact, without any redeem-
ing features. They were, therefore, consigned to

the rubbish-heap. Possibly the seed might have
been a little mixed, and the [loor varieties ger-

minating first, were potted off under the impres-

sion that they were the true gesneroides ; but if I

made such a mistake as that and am speaking
wrongly of the plant in question, no doubt some
of your correspondents will be able to set me right.

—H. P.

Sweet-scented Camellias (]>. 403).—M. (iui-

lieneuf asks if any of your readers " have ever

heard of a sweet-scented Camellia before ? " I do
not remember ever having heard of one, but I

noticed this year among some seedling plants one

with a distinct fragrance, not very powerful, but
pleasing. If I mistake not, it was a semi-double

form, I think white in colour; but I have a clear

recollection of meeting someone walking about

with a fine blotch of yellow pollen on his nose, the
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result of investigating the peculiarities of the
individual in question. Since the t'amellias' half-
sisters, the Teas, are favoured witli no small
attraction in the way of perfume, it does not seem
impossible that they, too, in some cases should
not have inherited or developed a little of it.

—

V. R. S. D.

EXHIBITION OF ORCHIDS.
Thk annual summer show of Orchids which Mr. Bull
makes in his nursery in the King's Road, Chelsea,
was cijiened on Tuesday last. The display is quite
erjual to any made in previous yeara, and, as may be
imagined, includes an astonishing number of Orchids
of all sections, and from every region to which the
Orchid flora extends. Besides the every-day Orchids
which please the ordinary visitor, the connoisseur will

find at the present early date a number of out-of-the-
common kinds, and not a few tliat are new. The most
remarkable novelty is Cattleya Lxwrenciana, of which
there are some fine specimens, each carrying spikes of

from four to seven flowers. Besides one or two ex-

tremely dark forms of this Cattleya, there is one with
an unusually pure white throat to the labellum, such
as we see sometimes in C. Skinueri. This white
throat is so marked as to render the plant conspi-
cuous among .all the rest. It has been appropriately
named oculata. Other Cattleyas include a few
stragglers in the C. Trianfe varieties, but the stock
of Mendeli and [Mossiie is fast coming into bloom.
Already several fine varieties have turned up, and of

these we noted two forms of C. Mendeli which we
thought possessed extraordinary merit. These were
named Empress and grandis. This first has large,

finely- formed flowers, pure white sepals, and a lip

richly adorned with amethyst. The second differs in
having tinted sepals and an enormous labellum very
much crumpled and highly coloured. C. Skiuneri is

now at its best, and contributes much to the present
display. One plant we singled out from the rest as
worthy of note bore a spike carrying no fewer than
ten flowers of a very deep colour, so deep and rich, in
fact, that it has been considered worthy of the name
splendens.

The L.ELi.is are best represented by L. purpurata,
of which there is at the present time some exception-
ally fine forms out. One named Schrcederi is the most
remarkable. Its flowers are somewhat different in
shape from typical purpurata and scarcely so large.

The sepals are white and tlie lip of a delicate rose,

veined with crimson and with a zone (jf a deeper hue
running round it. It is as lovely as it is rare. L.
purpurata rosea is in a similar way, but diffei-s in size

and shape and depth of colouring. The varieties re-

presenting the other extreme of colouring are scarcely
less beautiful, particularly those with snow-white
petals and sepals, and an unusually dark, almost
black, crimson lip. L. elegans may be seen to per-
fection, and its white \ariety also ; while the vermdion-
tinted Jj. harpophjlla quite lights up the groups with
its singularly distinct coloured flowers, which are only
comparable with L. cinnabarina and Epidfudrum
vitellinum majus, both of which are shown well here.

CT.MBIDU-.M LowiANLM is one of the features of the
show, there being some grand specimens of it. One
has several spikes quite 5 feet in length, and bears
as many as twenty-seven flowers on a spike. One
can imagine the beauty of such a plant. There is a
\ariety called atropurpureum, having the colour of

the lip of an intensely deep maroon-crimson, which
makes it distinct from the rest. In contrast to this

is the snow-white C. eburneum, which is among the
specialties of this nursery, and another Cymbidium,
rarely seen in bloom, is aloifolium, which has long
pendulous spikes.

Odontoglossums make up the bulk of the display,
there being some two dozen distinct species. The
queen of the group is 0. vexillarinm, which will hold
sway during the whole time the exhibition is open, as
these in bloom are unusually early, and there are
hundreds of plants in close bud only. Among the
distinct varieties is one called rubrum, of a colour
several shades deeper than ordinary, and roseum,
scarcely so dark and of a different shade of rose-pink.
O. Alexandrte is, of course, abundant, and among
them it is not difficult to single out the finest, as it

s so conspicuous. It is called chelseiense, and will
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hold its own against any other named variety. Its

flowers measiu'e 3h inches across, and the spotless

petals aie 1.^ inches broad. The sepals and lip are
lieavily blotched with chestnut-red. Among other
Odontoglossums notice should be taken of an excep-
tional variety of O. citi'osmum, named aurantiacum,
which has an orange-red crest to the flower, instead
of pale yellow. Of the little O. (Erstedi there is a
specimen with fifteen flowers, and among the nume-
rous specimens of O. liossi majus there is one in a
5-inch pot bearing twenty flowers, and anjther, a
very deep-tinted one, named excellens. O. Pha-
Ifienopsis, Roezli, nebulosum, Cervantesi, Edwardi,
Uro Skiuneri, triumphans, Pescatorei and cirrhosum
all contribute largely to the show.

Among the O.N'cidum.s maybe seen a fine speci-

men of the rare O. undulatum, which has olive-green

flowers with white-barred petals. It is not showy,
but experts in Orchids may like to see it. The
majority of the visitors will, no doubt, prefer the
lovely golden O. cjncolor, of which there is a large

number of finely-bloomed plants, each furnished witli

pendulous spikes of flowers of the richest golden
yellow imaginable. Besides the noble 0. niacranthum
there is a variety of it called aurosum, whose flowers

are decidedly more yellow than those of the type.

The great branched spikes of O. Marshallianum
which hang gracefully over the other stages can only
be compared to a swarm of yellow butterflies, and it

is one of those that will at once attract attention.

There are various other Oncids, including the rare

little 0. nigratum. which has tall branching spikes of

small flowers, white blotched with black, and the
new O. Jonesianum, already an established favourite
in Orchid collections.

The Masdevali,i.\s are as yet not at their best,

but a few days of bright weather will bring on a

crowd of varieties of M. Harryana in which this

collection is so rich. Already there are such beauti-

ful sorts as conchiflora and acanthifolia, the first

remarkable for its exquisite shell-like shape, the latter

for its extremely rich colour. M. Veitehi grandiflora

stands out prominently from the rest on account of

its rich colour of purple overlying a ground colour of

orange-scarlet. M. Chelsoni .and its parents, M.
Veitehi and amabilis, may be seen side by side. Tlie

curious M. trochilus, the Humming-bird Orchid,
may be seen in bloom, and likewise M. Benedicti, one
of the singular triangular-flowered species that flowers
from the bases of the leaf stalks.

The Lady".s Slipper Orchids (Cypripedium) .are

represented from various regions—C. pubescens from
North America, the Selenipediums from South
America, and among the eastern kinds are the Uttle

C. concolor and niveum. The rarer Dendrobes
include D. .albo-sanguineum, with fawn-coloured
flowers blotched on the lip with crimson ; D. Cam-
bridgeamnn, Jamesianum, Falconeri, a beautiful

specimen covered with flowers. Other notable East
Indian Orchids are V. cfcrulescens, quite a gem and
most distinct in colour, blue and purple. The above
are a few of the noteworthy kinds in bloom during
the first week of the show, but every week one may
see a different class of flowering Orchids, as the show is

continually replenished from the growing departments.

Bucharis mite.—I have at present under my
charge twenty pots of Eucharis infested with
this mite, and I am unable to understand how they
came to be so infested. Eight years ago they were
in apparently good health, and in the course of three

months or so they all bloomed freely. After that

they were placed under the care of my predecessor,

who misunderstood their wants, and from that time
to the end of five years they never bloomed once, and
never at any one time had more foliage on the twenty
p 'fs than oiiglit to have been on one. Their treat-

ment was as follows : They were plunged in fibre in a
bed in the stove ; bottom heat from 75° to 80"; but
the one thing necessary, viz., water, was very sparsely

given them. Three years ago they came under my
charge. I supplied them with plenty of water and,

wlien growing freely, with lii[uid made from soot and
cow manure, and I have liad plenty of bloom up till

Christmas last. As regards the treatment in other
respects, I may say that they were rested (but never
allowed to flag) for about six or seven weeks, and on

being plunged again in bottom heat and given plenty
of water they gave us plenty of bloom. I have re-

potted them once and remo\'cd all small bulblets.

The conqxist consisted of two-thirds lo.aui and one-
tliird cow-manure, leaf soil and sand and a few
half inch bnne.a, the whole being used in a rough state.

They ha\'e all liloomed since, but those required to

flower at Easter failed to do so, and two or three

of them beginning to look unmistakably unhealthy, I

examined them and foimd that they were covered
with mites, and on examining others I found them
also infested. Could the mite possil>ly have been
introduced in the soil or Cocoa-nut fibre ? Would
anything in the previous treatment of the plants be
conducive to its increase.' What heat should Eucharis
be rested in ? ours have been in a temperature as low
as 50°. One potful was imported here about six

months ago and plunged with the rest which we find

infested ; could the mite have spread from that one
to the rest in the time '! Is there anything that can
be given in the water that will kill the mite without
injuring the plants? What is the best, safest, and
most effectual cure for this pest?

—

Amazon.

I do not think th.at " W. I. M." need be
afraid of the Eucharis mite attacking his Melons and
Cucumbers, for I presume the Eucharis plants are in

pots, in which case I do not think th.at there is any
chance of the mites getting into the Melon beds ; they
are poor pedestrians, and not likely to leave the bulbs
willingly. I have never heard of them .attacking

Melons or Cucumbers, and I should not think they
were likely to do so ; if the Eucharis plants were not
in pots and have been attacked by mites, I should be
very careful to remove any soil which would possibly

contain these creatures.— G. S. S.

Prunus Pissardi.—Late summer or early
autumn is the season at which this Prunus is at
its best, for then the purple tirit of the leaves has
been intensified by exposure to the sun. The
young foliage is more of a rusty hue at the
present time, and anyone unacquainted with the
great change it undergoes wovdd be inclined to

condemn it from its present appearance. This
year it has flowered freely, the blossoms being
small and white in colour, with just a trace of

pink in the centre ; but tliough pretty, it is not
equal in this respect to the ilyrobalan Plum
(Prunus Myrobalana), of which P. Pissardi is con-
sidered to be a variety.—A.

QUESTIONS.

.54!iO. -FloTvering agre of Limes-—Will any loader
kindly {,476 an answer to tlic following, viz., liow many
y ars uld Lime t'ees must be before they will produce tlowei's?

In some soils, of course, they will grow (luicker than in
others. "Where 1 think of planting some the soil is good
loam for 3 feet deep, then a bed of gravel. The flowers of them
1 want for nsc for be .s.— U. W.

'<WI.—Good flavoured StraTsrberries.—Will some of
your readers kindly tell me what Strawberries are really good
to e.at after the British Queen ? A distinguished surgeon tells

me that the most dangerous thing that lie knows, as regards
producing lithic acid in the blood, is the Strawberry. I ask
myself sometimes whether this is due to tlie fact that the
common market kinds have a good deal of acid in them, and
whether we could not cliauge this bid character of the Straw-
berry. I .should say there must be an immense difference
between the British Queen and some of the sour sharp
varieties that I taste.—J. H. H.

LATE NOTES.

Grapes (Oi,7.).—The footstalks of the berries sent are
dead. The evil, we suspeet, must be looked for in the border,
which is prubably tuo wet and cild.

Names of plants— ir. !l. M. DaWfaUle.—l, Primula
otKciiKi'is var. inl1at;i ; 'J, Primul i Aui'icula var, T. G. P.—
An Epidcndrum, but which one we cannot tell from speci-

men sent. Caiuiotyou send fresh flowers? A.J. Gibbons.—
1, Mertensia virginica ; 2, Xarcis.susinconiparabilis fl.-pl.

//. A. Vtiffr.—The variety of Odontoglossum Cervantesi is

that known a'* decorum ; the DendrobiumFalconeri represents
a very fine variety, large and highly coloured. C. L. Jl —1,

Narcissus odorus ti.-i>l. ; 2, N. incompam'ilis Suljihur
Phcenix ; 3, N. incomparabilis Orange Phoenix --—//'/// —
Narcissus incomparabihs Butter and Kfc'gs ur Orange
Phcenix. ir.i?.— 1, Narcissus incomparabilis; i'lank nile> ;

J. N. incomparabilis Figaro ; 3, Romulea Bulbocodiuni ; A,

Pancratium maritiunnn. J.S.A.—Asarum euruptHum —

—

T. J. Z^.—Trichopilia tortilis, apparently Dendrobium tr.ms-

])arenB. Bob.— 1, Francoa ramosa ; iJ, Cheilanthc ) liirt',

'A, Pteris umbrosa. Palm is a species of Latania. Name
next week. Miu i^/ortHn.—Chrysanthemum frutesceLS

(yellow variety, probably Etoile d' Or).
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WOODS & Forests.

SMALL COVERTS ON FARMS.

TuROCGHOni some counties and in various parts

of others there is still too much wooillaud exist-

ing for carrying on farming successfully, but there

are many districts virtually bare of wood, and
which would be benefited by the shelter afforded

by woods. For such situations re-plauting has

been freely enough recommended, but generally

the writers upon the subject do not put their

views in a definite form. The intricacy of the

question has no doubt something to do with this,

but a word as to where planting may be likely to

be of some early and practical value will not be

amiss. I take it, then, that there are few more
simple and useful plans of establishing a moderate
amount of wood over bare districts than a system

of setting out small coverts for the use of iarms.

The question is undoubtedly a small one in

relation to the whole matter of re-planting, but
in the aggregate, if the suggestion was adopted

over the whole area of the country where no
wood exists, its tiiect would not be inconsider-

able.

The circumstance which leads me to believe in

the usefulness of some such arrangement is the

case of a farm of some 300 acres near here.

Formerly a small covert of some half-a-dozen

acres stood in the centre of this holding, from
which a supply of wood for the use of the farm
was always available. At the instance of a late

tenant this was destroyed, and the area thrown
into the adjoining field. The result is, that now
there is no wood for use, and supplies have to be

brought from a distance at a considerable outlay.

In walking over the place with the present

occupier, he has often strongly commentetl upon
the mistake made in destroying such a useful

adjunct to the farm ; and I have no doubt there

are hosts of others who would gladly welcome
some little addition to the mere cliiipings from

the hedgerows, which are of practically no value,

except for fuel.

The planting of such coverts as these need not

be an expensive process, and they need not

occupy land which is of any considerable value

for pasture or tillage. As an illustration of what
I mean, in contra-distinctiou to the case already

cited, there are farms in this neighbourhood
which are well supplied with small coverts.

There is, I know, a horror of anything in the

shape of wooded land, on account of the game it

is likely to harbour ; but in plantations of these

dimensions, where there is not other wood in the

immediate vicinity, there need be no fear on this

head. Of this I speak from experience, as 1 lived

for some years near enough to a covert of this

sort to feel the benefit of its shelter to the house
and garden from the cold winds, yet, although

the shooting over a large area within which this

was situated was strictly preserved, there was
hardly ever enough game to repay the sports-

men for having it beaten, and positively none
to do damage to the garden or the surrounding
fields.

To return, then, to the coverts of which I have
spoken as existing on some of the farms here.

There are two or three of small acreage, but
wdiich produce a quantity of wood, such as Hazel,

for slieep hurdles, for Pea and Bean, and other

garden stakes. Ash poles for fencing ami other

farm uses, besides a quantity of rougher wood
for the fire. These occupy the slopes of hills,

with, in most cases, a northern aspect, and where
very little in the way of pasture wuuld grow.
In another case, a small covert occupies the slope

of what would be otherwise unproductive ground
do^vn to the margin of a millpond. There are

plenty of such spots as these upon the average

farm which the agriculturist would be glad to

tie rid of the care of, but which would never-

theless under wood be amongst the most useful

crops on his holding. A point to be looked to

in the laying out of a small covert is the avail-

ability of existing hedges in forming its boundary.

There are few cases where at least two of these

cannot be made to answer for the covert fence.

In other places where three hedges can be made
use of it will be necessary to fence on one side

only. These are matters which, of course, the

capabilities of the situation must govern, but
which should be kept well in sight. It is,

perhaps, hardly the place within the limits of

this paper to refer to the selection of the most
suitable kinds of plants beyond the Hazel and
the Ash, which are the most generally useful,

and which will grow upon a wide range of soils.

It may, however, lie mentioned that in the

wetter parts a little Alder may be introduced

with advantage, and for the sake of their peculiar

beauty a few Birches should be interspersed here

and here. Dkuid.

RENOVATIXG TREES.

In going through the country one cannot but

regret that so many trees planted for ornament
are to be seen in an incipient state of decay.

There are few properties, even of limited extent,

that have been handed down from a series of

generations but contain some fine old specimen

trees, some of which may he of historical account,

or perhaps associated in .some way or another

with some of the past or present members of the

family ; and it is a great pit}' to see these old

landmarks tottering into ruins liy every blast of

wind for want of a little timely care and atten-

tion. Sach trees, in place of answering the end
for wdiich they were planted, give a property a

neglected, ruined appearance, and considerably

lessen its value in the market; whereas, were a

little timely attention paid to their wants and
requirements they might in many cases be kept

in a progressive, healthy condition, and thus add
beauty and a furnished appearance to the land-

scape and enhance the value of the property in

no small degree. In the renovation of such

trees the first step to be taken is to ascertain the

real cause of decay ; sometimes this can be traced

to stagnant water at the roots, through the choking

of drains in the vicinity, while at other times

exhausted soil at the top, or hard impervious

subsoil inimical to the trees' growth, may be the

cause. I have, however, occasionally found all

these conditions present, and when such is the

case, the first step to preserve the trees is to have
the ground thoroughly drained, by which means
the temperature of the soil will be increased, and
the latter converted from a dormant to an active

state, and thus brought into a fertile condition as

food for the trees. The roots should then be ex-

amined, and if any of them should be found to be

in an incipient state of decay, or afl'ected l:iy

fungoid growths, wdiich is frequently the case,

such should be cut oft' and removed, care being

taken at the same tune to preserve intact all the

young roots, as these are the first to take to fresh

soil, and thus renew the vigour of the tree. All

ungenial and exhausted soil should be removed
as far as is consistent with safety, and the

vacuum filled up with rich friable loam, spread-

ing the small rootlets carefully out with the hand
as the work proceeds. Such trees often contain

dead branches and splintered wood at the top,

and where this is the case it should be neatly

and skilfully cut oif in such a way as to prevent

the lodgment of water, and at the same time the

wound had better be covered with a coat of paint.

By applying this resuscitative process before the
|

trees are too far gone, the effects produced are

simply marvellous, and many old stationary

trees may be preserved in this way f<a' many
years after they had shown evident marks of

failure and decline. In cases where the trees

are comparatively sound, but beginning to show
marks of decline, a heavy top-dressing of rich

loam mixed with decomposed manure, leaf-mould,

or wood ashes may be applied with advantage.

I have likewise used road- scrapings mixed with
lime for this purpose with the most happy
results. Previous to applying the compost in

this case, the surface of the ground around the

tree should be slightly broken up with a fork,

so that the stuff' can be the more readily wa.shed

into the ground Ijy rain, and thus promote early

root action at the sui'face. Decayeil holes in tlic

trunk should be cleaned out and roofed over with
zinc or filled with concrete so as to exclude water,

and now at this season, wdien planting is about
tinished, the forester would do well to devote a

little of his spare time to this matter.

J. B. Webster.

ASH TIMBER FOR COACH-BUILDERS.
There are few instances in the case of timber
where increased value over the raw material, by
manipulation, is better seen than in the coach
trade. Here, between the figure which the rough
natural product sells for ancl the price which the
manufactured article costs is a very wide margin
for skilled labour. It would of course be a

mistake to assume that timber is the only thing
wdiich is required to turn out the average type of

vehicle which emanates from the coach-builder's

yard, yet it is one which enters largely into its

composition. Like most other branches of

trade, coach-building has admitted to its service a
considerable proportion of foreign material, but
home-grown timber has not up to the present been
banished from its use in this industry.

The most important tree to the coach-builder

is undoubtedly the Ash. This, although pressed

l.)y imported wood of the same class, when really

good is certain to hold its own. Used as it

mostly is in very small dimensions, its toughness
is the great essential. It has been from time to

time pointed out that the supply of first-class

Ash is rapidly disappearing, and were it not for

the wood which comes in from afiroad, and is

used in its stead, would now be realising a very
high figure indeed. The actual number of Ash
trees growing—orratlier standing—in this country
at the present time is by no means inconsiderable,

Imt there is scarcely a tithe which may be fairly

classed as coach-builders' wood.

If home-grown Ash gets into hr\d repute, it will

be through this circumstance, as ironi the mere
sense of sight when the wood is sawn into planks,

it is very difficult to distinguish what is and what
is not really first-class material. It would of

course be perfectly easy to determine at once
that wood which showed signs of black heart

knots, or shakes would be quite unsuitable for

introduction to the best work ; but when two
planks of what appears to be perfectly clear and
sound wood lie side by side, it is not so readily

decided which does and which does not possess

the requisite degree of toughness. To be posi-

tively certain of growing tough and first-class Ash
in any particular position is obviously beyond
human skill, but there is certainly room for much
exercise of judgment in this direction. There is

one point in this connection where there seems to

be a grievance, and that is in buying ; enough
distinction is not made in the ]irice between
wdiat is first-class and what is indift'erent Ash.

Unlike most other wood, the younger and smaller

Ash is cut in reason, the more likely it is to be
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tough and lasting. Witli the landowner the ob-
ject naturally is to make as much return as

possible from liis timber ; therefore if no higher
price is obtainable per foot for young and small
tough Asli, there is no encouragement to sacrifice

size to c|uality.

There is, however, another side to tlie question,

and that is the i)resence of so many Asli in the
liedgerows which liave long ceased growing. It

is a very doubtful jjoint whether hedgerows are

the places in wliich tlie best Ash is produced at

all, but this is little aside the subject at issue.

It is very clear that when a tree has ceased to

increase in size, it lias ceased to be of profit to the

owner, and should be, as soon as circumstances
will allow, cut down. Beyond this, with the Ash
there is the question of rapid decrease both in its

intrinsic and market values—more perhaps in

the former than the latter. The whide of the
existing Ash will have to find its way into con-
sumption, and, in the majority of cases, will have
a large percentage of skilled labour bestowed
upon it. If as has been said, nine-tenths of this

is, to say tlie least, of indifferent quality, there
seems a likely prospect of much waste labour, i.e.,

the employment of skilled labour on inferior

material. It maybe argued that long experience
will be a sufficient safeguard against using any
l>ut the best wood, but in practice it is scarcely

so, as such a large proportion of the raw product
as what has been indicated cannot be discarded.

There is room for the intelligent co-operation of

the grower with tlie nianufacturer in this direc-

tion. The process necessarily must be gradual,
but it is important to be upon the right line of

action. This I take to be, as an initial move, the
overhauling of the existing supply of Ash, and
the marking out of such trees as have not passed
the period wliich has been spoken of, viz., wdien
they still retain their tough and durable qualities.

What has already passed this stage lould be
dealt with as tlie opportunity arose. The longer
it was delayed the more marked of course the
deterioration would be, but it is not so essential

a point as securing wdiat is still at the age of its

greatest usefulness. The adoption of this plan
would certainly .still further diminish the existing

stock of the wood, i.e., the stock standing in

reserve, but it would open out a field for the
]ilanting and encouragement of young trees.

I'here is a widespread feeling against too severely
cutting into our comparative!)' small timber
reserves, and it is one with whi(di I fully sympa-
thise ; still it is of no possible use to retain a

supply which is becoming of less value year by
3'ear.

The A.sli is the one tree which in this respect
requires really looking after, and if it could be
worked out in the way proposed, a better era
would have conimcnced for the grower and the
user. There are, of lourse, otlier trades in which
the Ash is used besides that of coach-building,
but it will serve as an illustration of the principle.
In another aspect the (£Uestion may come nearer
home still, as it is often the producer and the
seller of the wood who has to repair to the coach-
builder and invest in his manufactures. To help
in producing the best possible material will be one
stej) towards getting a reliable article in return.

Wiltshire Forester.

Sale of Oak timber.—The annual sales of Dak
timber, the iiroperty of the Ecclesiastical C'omniis-
siuners, Earl Cowper, and other landed proprietors in
Kent, have been held during the past week, and have
been attended by most disappointing results. Owing
to the agricultural and general depression there was a
very restricted demand, and absolutely none for the
large trees. The nett result of tlie sales shows a
decline of 30 per cent, on the prices realised last

year.

THE ALDER.
The Alder, as its name indicates, is essentially a
riverside tree, and allliough in its ornamental
character it cannot be compared with the Birch,
it could often with advantage Vie substituted IVir

the Willow, or selected in connection with it.

The Willow in its maiden form is very com-
monly highly ornamental by the waterside, liut

the great danger of its use is that it will sooner
or later be pollarded and its beauty destroyed.
This is hardly likely to occur with the Alder, as

when it is cut down, a mere stool is left, and the
new grijwth will spring from nearly the ground
level. In this way it is most generally culti-

vated, but here and there some fine examples
occur of its reaching the dinnnsions of our larger

forest trees. This, however, is not usually the
common species (Alnus glutinosa), but the' cut-

leaved tree (Alnus glutinosa laciniata). Some
writers assign the Alder to a position in a marsh
or a bog, or some place wdiere it cannot be seen

;

but altliougli it may not be so ornamental as

some species, I cannot agree with the idea that

it should be so disposed of. Whether grown as

a tree, or cut <Iown periodically as poles, the
Alder is certainly nothing to be ashamed of I

recently noticed a small plantation of Firs in a

waste spot by the margin of a river. As was to

be expected from the nature of the soil, these were
gradually dwindling away, and will never be
worth the sum they cost to plant. Had this site

been planted witli the Alder, by this time there
would have been a thriving growth, and
in due course a little belt of wood formed
quite in character with the surroundings. It

seems almost impossible now that so much
is said and written upon trees, and the

positions best suited to their propagation, that so

little regard shouhl be paid in making a selec-

tion of sulijects. The value of the roots of the
Alder in binding up the banks of rivers has often

been referred to, and there is no doubt that in
many cases they are very useful for this purpose.
As all know who have wended their way much
along by tlie riverside, it is very common to

find spots which are of no use for culture or for

pasture, and where, from a bend or some other
cause, the action of the water is gradually widen-
ing the channel liy washing away its banks. It

would be alisurd to suppose that the planting of

the Alder, or any other tree, would entirely pre-

vent this ; but it is certain that when the roots

become thoroughly established they will do niucli

towards holding the soil above the water-line,

wliich would otherwise, from being undermined,
be continually falling away.

The uses ok the wood.—The Alder in the
market, as regards price generally, gets classed

witli tlie Bircli and the Poplar, and consequently
does not command a very high figure. For its

class, however, it is a very useful wood. Accord-
ing to old writers, it has a quality which appears
to lie but little i-egarded at the present day, viz.,

that of enduring a Jong time under water or in

moisture. It is stated that in the past it has
been considerably used for piles. Assuming its

properties to be as good in this respect as has
been represented, there would now be a great

dilliculty in getting a supply of wood large

enough for works of any magnitude, and what-
ever it may be worth in this direction, it is more
likely to be used for small works of a jirivate

nature tliaii in anything wdiere material would
have to be liought otf the market. The Alder
has been suggesteil as a suitable wood to culti-

vate for pit and mining props. Looking at

the present position of the supply of this com-
modity, it does not seem as thougli there is much
chance of Alder growing for propping being
successful; the idea may be recorded for wdiat

it is worth for districts where propping is not

very plentiful, and where tlie soil is not fit for

the growth of tlie woods which are more com-
monly used. In the districts where they are

recjuired. Alder of a suitable size is sometimes
[irepareil for Hop poles, but on the whole it is

more the wood for the turner than for any other

handicraftsman. The snuiller wood in the turn-

ing industry goes for bobbins, of which vast

quantities in the shape of cotton reels and similar

articles are annually consumed. Another use of

a similar nature is the manufacture of brush

backs. The toy broom of the drawing-room and the

scrubbing broom of the scullery are alike prepared

from this wood. Anotlier use of the Alder, which
was referred to some time ago by a writer, is the

manufacture of clog soles. Here, in the south,

very little of this work is seen, but for the soles

of pattens it is occasionally cut up. For charcoal

burning the Alder is regarded as of considerable

value, and in some districts the better portions of

the wood are turned to account for the staves of

dry casks. As it has been stated, tlie wood is

more generally grown in the form of poles than
in that of timber, so the majority of the manufac-
tures from it consist of small articles. Where the
tree grows to what may be regarded as a timber
size, the uses to which the Willow and the Poplar
are generally put would as nearly as anything
represent wliat may be ventured upon with the

Alder. It is a wood which is spoken of as being
used for wheelwrights' work, such as the lining of

carts and wagons, but where Elm is to be had,

and at the present prices, it certainly seems un-
advisalile to use Alder. For work where a soft and
non-splitting material is essential, it may now and
again be advantageous to use it, but the general

Hues upon wdiich its admissibility may be deter-

mined are those previously given. D. J. Y.

CARRIAGE OF TIMBER.
In speaking of 50 feet of timber as a twodiorse load,
" Yorkshirenian" first assumes (p. 38.^) that it will

weigh but little more than a ton, and that a loss will

be entaUed by using two horses tor such a small load

;

yet further on he says he is interested in the assertion

that two horses are sufficient for the removal of trees

of the average bulk of 50 cubic feet. What is to be
made of these statements when placed side by side, I

do not know. It is clear " Yorkshireman" must have
been thinking of very diverse conditions in a very
short space of time to have arrived at such opposite

conclusions. To say that SO feet of the lightest

timber grown in these islands would not weigh much
above a ton is to make a very extreme statement, as,

except in the case of some of the Firs, which may have
been allowed to lie about so long as to lose a great

quantity of their normal weight, 50 feet of average

timber would weigh nearer two tons than one ton.

Take the case of Oak, Beech, Elm, or Ash at a rela-

tively short time after being cut, and determine how
much short of a ton 25 cubic feet would be. Taking
the hardwoods through—which was the class of timber
I had in my mind when writing—I do not think
"Yorkshireman" will tind that 50 cubic feet is a very

bad two- horse load. This brings me to the second
proposition where " Yorkshireman " directly nega-

tives his first assumiition. To this it seems hardly
necessary to reply, as the propounder virtually

answers it himself
;

yet, as the positions in which
timber is found are so various, there are cases where
50 feet could not be moved with two horses. It must,

however, be a very bad place indeed where four could

not do the work, and these would be always available

if done in the way I suggested. It is hinted at in

one place that I have advocated the use of two-horse
teams and lighter carriages more for the sake of

argument than from the belief that they would
answer better. I cannot accept this impeachment,
but it gives me the opportunity of asking " York-
shireman" whether it is not for something such a

reason that he goes to the other extreme. It is per-

fectly obvious that the width and shape of the wheels
will have much to do bcth with the case of removal and
the amount of damage done to roads. D. J. Y.
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"This is an Art
Which does mend Nature : change it rather : but
The Art itself la Nature."—Shakxspeare.

WEST MIDLAND FRUIT PROSPECTS.

Although the wind has been for a long time in

the east, the weather has been remarkably dry,

and the slight morning frosts we have had have

fallen harmless on the most tender blossoms.

On May 6 I completed my first disbudding of

wall Peaches, and, judging from the way in

which the flowers have set, we have only one

tree, and that on a bad stock, which will let us

off without much pleasant labour when tlie

time arrives for thinning. The trees, moreover,

thanks to repeated washings with soapsuds

through the autumn and winter, are perfectly

free from aphis and blister, and but for the

removal of the decaying blossoms the usual wash-

ing with the hose would now be unnecessary.

This, however, I never neglect, and all my trees

having been slightly checked at the root while

last year's leaves were yet upon them, mulching
with long stable litter, washing the foliage, and a

thorough soaking of the roots have this day been
completed. At one time I was afraid my
strongest trees had not properly matured their

wood, but, judging from the way in which the

main extension shoots, untouched by the knife,

have set to the very tips, there exists but little

doubt that our prospects with all healthy and
well-managed trees are highly satisfactory.

Plums, Cherries, and early Pears on walls have
also set well, and although literally devoured by
aphides last year, soapsuds have done their work,

for the branches and walls are free from Moss and
Lichen, and the foliage is bright, broad, and
healthy. Morellos on nortli wall, Pears, pyra-

mids and standards, are now in full flower, but as

yet it is too early to say how they will stand this

parching dry weather. Fortunately, the ground
is wet enough within, and showers which now
threaten may tell greatly in their favour.

Apples in orchards densely laden with blos-

S(jins are very backward, and the foliage is more
forward than I like to see it. Many people say

the leaves protect the flowers, but 1 have often

observed that the fruit sets best when the flowers

precede them, j The fruit on a few trees in the

garden appears to have set well, tlie Astrachan
being the most forward. This is an excellent

early Apple which always colours well, but,

strange as it may appear, the flowers are com-
pletely destitute of colour. Lord Suffield, a pale

Apple, on the other hand, produces fine large

crimson petalled flowers, which shouhl increase

its value for ornamental planting. Now is the

time to make note of the varieties with brightly

coloured flowers, but instead of planting all that

show the lovely crimson tint, I would suggest

the .selection of a few of the best in duplicate

which brighten the landscape in the autumn and
ripen fruit worth eating. Black Currants with

us look starved and yellow in the foliage ; Red
and White are good, and Gooseberries untouched
by birds or caterpillar are thickly set and perfectly

safe, unless succeeding frosts prove unusually
severe. Strawberries, which so far are unusually

short in the leaf-stalk, as one might expect

after such a winter, are producing flowers from
every bud, a sure sign that crops of fine

fruit must be secured at the cost of severe

thinning. The earliest here now in full flower

are Princes.s of Wales and La Grosse Sucree.

Vicomtesse Hericart de Thury may catch them

up, but at the present time it is a few days behind

them. We are now busy mulching tlie beds

witli long fresh stable litter, as it can be used

without interfering witli tlie flowers or foliage,

and in the event of rain holding off, the liose

will be employed to wash down the ammonia.

A correspondent inquires for a good late sweet

Strawberry in the way of British Queen.

The best with which I am acquainted is Loxford

Hall Seedling. The quality and flavour of this

variety are all that one can desire, but

some complain of its being a bad grower and

rather liable to die off. The same, however, may
be said of The Queen and Dr. Hogg when grown
on light warm soils, but give them deeply trenched,

heavy calcareous loam, and put out good runners

in cubes of new soil every year, and this dis-

position to die oft' will almost, if not entirely,

disappear. Many varieties, not only of Straw-

berries, but of other plants, might be condemned
if they refused to grow and do well under ordi-

nary treatment, which might suit nine-tenths of

the members of their respective families; but

give them the one thing which the soil may
lack, and complete success may follow.

Eastnor Castle. W. Colejian.

Rose Garden.

MARECHAL NIEL IN INDIA.

In The Garden of March 13 "W. I. M." makes
out a strong case against dear old Mar6chal Niel,

and if all our experiences were as unfortunate as

those described, the "Rose of Roses" would, I

fear, soon sink into oblivion. It may interest

some of your readers to learn how this Rose suc-

ceeds in India, where it necessarily receives very

different treatment from that accorded it in Eng-
land. To commence with propagation ; this, in

the North-west Provinces and the Punjaub, is

generally eft'ecled by budding on stocks of Rose

Edouard (Bourbon), or by cuttings made of half-

ripened wood, which take very freely ; this me-

thod is now exclusively adopted in the Botanic

Gardens at Saharunpore, where, I am informed,

that the average of plants is about 95 per cent, of

tlie cuttings inserted. In Lower Bengal we are

compelled to adopt another method of propagat-

ing this, and in fact almost every other kind of

Rose, that is, by approach-grafting, generally

using an indigenous species as a stock. This is

Rosa gigantea, belonging to the multiflora group,

a plant of semi-scandent habit and a very vigorous

grower, almost rivalling the Marechal in this

respect, and propagated most easily from cuttings.

Cdltivation under glass is, of coui'se, entirely

unknown amongst us. Brick walls also attract

far too much heat for Roses. For a quantity of

plants, especially where cut flowers are a desidera-

tum, an espalier fence about 8 feet high running

north and south is, I find, the most satisfactory.

On this the plants are trained as loosely as pos-

sible—in fact, almost allowed to grow at will

—

and in the course of from two to three years they

form a dense hedge from 4 feet to 5 feet through.

At the time of planting we dig a trench aljout

3 feet wide and 4 feet deep ; at the bottom is

placed a layer of inches of ordinary steam coal

(an effective preventive against white ants), and

over this the same thickness of broken Ijricks of

aliout 2 inches in diameter is put in order to en-

sure good drainage ; then we fill up with a com-

post consisting of good turfy loam and old cow
manure. For the first year the plants require no

further manuring ; but in the following (Jctober,

that is, at the expiration of our rainy season, we
remove about 12 inches of the top soil for a dis-

tance of about 2 feet all round the plants, exposing

as many of the roots as possible to the sun, and

tliey are thus allowed to remain open for about

three weeks. This ensures a thorough ripen-

ing of the season's growth. This system was

described as a novel idea in one of the Lon-

don gardening periodicals a year or two since,

and, if I remember rightly, was termed " Men-
tonising Roses ;" the idea, however, is un-

doulifeilly of Eastern origin, having been prac-

tised for ages, so to speak, at the Ghazipore Rose

farms. After exposure for the period mentioned,

fresh compost is filled in, and the plants receive

their annual pruning. This consist.s in cutting

back all the strong wood about from 12 inches

to 18 inches, and all weak, scrubljy growth is cut

back to within one or two eyes of the main stems.

The plants require little or no attention during

the next six weeks or two months. About the

end of December the flower-buds commence to

appear, and water must now be freely given.

In large gardens this is supplied by irrigation

channels, and the water is pumped up until the

ground is completely saturated—till, in fact, it

becomes little more than a mud puddle. This

must be repeated at intervals of about a fortnight

up to the commencement of June, unless we have

exceptionally heavy rains—a very rare occurrence

at this period, our rainfall from the end of

October to the commencement of June frequently

being under 3 inches, and in some years none

at all ; whereas from June to October we average

from 70 inches to 80 inches.

So much for treatment ; now for results. In

the North-west Provinces, with a soil capable of

producing the finest Roses in the world, Marechal

Niel thrives gloriously for a time. Budded

plants, or plants on their own roots, grow equally

well up to their sixth or seventh, or sometimes

even their tenth year, but sooner or later prema-

ture decay sets in, and in Lower Bengal also

plants propagated by either of the above methods

succumb in precisely the same way. Plants

propagated, however, in the manner described on

Rosa gigantea fare very differently. In all my
experience, extending over nearly twenty years,

I have never found a plant grown on this stock

affected with canker, except where the stock had

previously perished. The Mar6chal, in that case,

must have pushed out roots of its own, and the

stock must have died at a very early period after

being planted. My oldest Marechal Niels have

now Ijeen planted upwards of thirteen years, and

are as robust and vigorous as ever. From one

plant alone in February last I cut more than COO

blooms. This is, of course, a small number com-

pared with results frequently recorded in The
Garden, but it must be borne in mind that in

this country Roses are really evergreen, and

bear continuously more or less throughout the

year.

Stocks.—During the past ten years I have

tried, I believe, every stock that lias been recom-

mended for this Rose, and the result of my ex-

perience is this, that the best preventive against

disease is to employ a stock that is equally or

more vigorous than the aiarochal, and the more

closely allied, botanically, the greater the chance

of success. The latter,'l am aware, is in direct

contravention to prevailing ideas on the subject,

but it has been forced upon me by the success

that has attended the employment of those good

old Rosts, Solfaterre and Lamarque, as stocks for

Marechal Niel. It is now nearly ten years since

I commenced operations with these as stocks, and

up to the present time have not lost a single

plant from strangulation, while plants on Gloire

de Dijon, Devoniensis, and on their own roots

planted at the same time have long been dead.

Plants on Solfaterre or Lamarque stocks possess

one great advantage over those propagated on

Rosa gigantea, and that is their first flush of

bloom is produced quite a fortnight earlier—an
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iinportaiit point witli us, as in an average season

tliey are in good time for Christmas. It, how-
ever, yet remains to be seen whether tlie plants

will prove as lasting as those on the giant Rose.

Wandeebr.

qnestions of our time, and is worth careful

stuily, but, in the meantime, can anyone give

information as to this pink Butterwort of

Dauphinyf—F. W. B.

Scented-leaved Roses.—I am sorry if my
attempt to point out that when technical terms

are used they should be clearly defined has merely

conveyed to " T. B." the impression that I can

only admire one particular form of Rose, as I had
thought myself especially catholic in that connec-

tion, and I am equally dejected to learn the
" inconsistency " of trying to distinguish between
the merit of a plant's habit of growth and the

merit of its flowers. It might be interesting if

" T. B." made a list of his favourite or most beau-

tiful Roses to note how many of them were also

included in the lists of exhibition Roses which
have so little merit. I do notpresumeto champion
any kind of teaching; but it the "generality of

people" and "the public who are fond of gar-

dening," as represented by " T. B.," can find

neither elegance nor beauty in the Roses dis-

played at the great shows during .Inly, the "select

few " must have a wonderful power of spreading

themselves about. For the signs of the times to

which " T. B." alludes no doubt are the increasing

numberof Roseshows in all parts of the country, the

vast extent of the great metropolitan exhibitions,

the lengthening lists of members of Rose societies,

the annual additions to the ranks of exhibitors,

and, above all, the enthusiasm of those few uncon-

sidered outsiders who contrive somehow after every

great exhibition to get up the semblance of a
crowd in their anxiety to obtain possession (even

if it be by considerable payment) of the "inele-

gant" and "conventional" productions of the

wicked exhibitor. —T. W. G.

Kose William Allan Richardson.—This
Rose with me this season has been quite sportive in

character ; one large branch of it on a plant in a pot

has produced several flowers nearly white, but in

shape and build in no way different from the true

form and quite as freely produced. Has anyone

else noticed any variation in blooms of this Rose?

With us there is .another Rose, named Sliirley Hib-

berd, in the same line of colour which sports every

year in the same way, producing many blossoms of

a creamy white, and that character is evidently

quite fixed in one branch of it, for it has continued

to produce white flowers for five years without

interruption. Whether right or not I do not know,

but it seeni.s to nie that this trait in these two
varieties points pretty conclusively to the way in

which they have originated, viz., as sports. I have

never cultivated any other Rose that sported in

the way just named as the varieties in question.

—J. C. C.

Kitchen Garden.

Butterworts.—One of the prettiest of all bog
plants is the greater Butterwort of Killarney

(Piiiguicula grandillora), with its pale yellowish

green leaves and rich violet-purple blossoms,

but I was a little startled yesterday by the

receipt of a bright rosy pink kind, which seems

exactly like it, excepting in the one matter of

colouring. It was found last year rather plen-

tifully, luit very local, in the Alps of Daupliiny,

and i should like to hear if there is any record

of a pink-llowered species being indigenous to

Europe, if we exce]it the Italian P. hirtillora. I

have referred to AVood's " Tourist's Flora " and

also to Bennett's translation of Dalla-Torrc's
" Tourist's Guide," but find no allusion to a

variety of P. grandillora with rosy pink flowers.

This form may be a reversion from the type

caused by the suppression or absorption of the

blue pigment, as now and then happens in the

case of tlie Polygala vulgaris of our hillside

meadows, which not only reverts from blue to

rose, but even to white, a colour much lower

in the social scale. This colour-mystery is one

of the most interesting of all tlie botanical

LATE CELERY.
When Celery is required as late in spring as it is

possible to get it, the seed should be sown on a

warm border in the open early in May. Space
enough must be allowed for the seed-bed to pro-

duce a sufficient number of plants without trans-

planting them, an operation which, in the case of

late Celery, would check its growth too much,
unless treated with more than ordinary care.

Therefore, if more plants should come up than are

wanted, they must be pulled out as soon as they

have grown an inch in height, in order that the

plants left may stand from H inches to 4 inches apart

each way. It is desirable to select a dwarf-growing
hanly Celery for this purpose. V\'e findMajorClark's

Solid Red to stand the winter best; therefore we
grow it in preference to any other sort. As every
encouragement must be give the seed to vegetate,

the surface soil must be kept moist. We generally

place a couple of mats on the bed as soon as the

seed is sown, pegging them down to prevent the

wind from blowing them oft'. If the mats are

allowed to remain on the bed for about eight or

nine days, the seedlings soon appear after they are

removed—in fact, much quicker than when the

surface is left exposed. The treatment of Celery

to stand through the winter differs somewhat from
that given main crops. In the first place, no at-

tempt is made to get it so large, nor is it expected
to be so well blanched. Therefore, such deep
trenches as are used for ordinary Celery are not

required. We dig out a trench inches deep, and
in this are placed 3 inches of rotten manure and
2 inches of soil on the top. The trench is then
ready for planting. We find the middle of August
to be quite soon enough to get out the plants.

When planted, they get a good soaking of w ater if

the weather is dry, and then we leave them to take

care of themselves until the beginning of 'Novem-
ber, when each plant is tied up with a piece of

matting, and a little earth worked down from the

sides so as to earth them up about 2 inches in

height. Half of the stock is left in this condition

to go through the winter, and the other half is

earthed up altogether about the middle of Decem-
ber. If the winter is not too severe the partially

earthed-up plants sustain no injury, and then they

receive their final earthing early in February.
Under this treatment they keep later in spring

than the others, but in order to make sure of their

standing through a hard winter they must be
earthed before severe frost sets in. Celery is more
tender when blanched and ready for use than at

any other time ; therefore the longer it is earthed

before severe frost reaches it the more it suffers.

This is why Celery earthed up late in the year

escapes while much of the main crop is rendered

worthless. J. C. C.

Tomatoes in pots.—The great demand that

has arisen for Tomatoes has led many to give uj]

other crops and to concentrate their energies on
the production of Tomatoes, which never seem
sufficiently plentiful. With such a strong-rooting

plant as the Tomato, there is little difficulty about
growing it, the main question being how to get a
maximum weight of crop from a given space. We
find confining the roots to a limited area, and
cutting off all side shoots, so as to make regular

cordons of each plant, to produce the best results.

For main crops under glass, we sow in January in

heat, and grow the young plants on by giving

them successive shifts until they ai-e in S-inch pots,

which are allowed to get rather full of roots. This
induces free flowering, and then they are set on
boxes filled with good rich soil, and allowed to

root through into it. By keeping the soil moist

by frequent applications of water, a hea\'y crop

may thus be produced in any position under glass

exposed fully to sunlight. As regards varieties,

I find a good selection of the old smooth red kind
to be very prolific, and not easily excelled for

general use ; but all have their special merits.

The main point is to prevent excessive leaf-pro-

duction by timely attention to pinching out the

side shoots directly they are visible, and only h
leaving large and healthy foliage on the main ^
stem. It is sheer waste of force to let a crowd
of shoots grow and then cut them off'. Preserve

the foliage on the main stem intact, and do not

let any other be produced. Plenty of fruit will

set on the leading shoot for any one plant to

swell off to full size.

—

J. Groom.

Late-flowering Daffodils.—I send you a box
of Dafi'odil flowers that are all distinct. The Nelsoni

group has been very fine with me, but I am told

they perish on the London clay. A variety of trilobus

which we get from Holland I consider to be the best

of all for cutting purposes. The blooms herewith

sent are now six or seven weeks old, and if put
in water with any other sort, they are stiff and full

of effect when all the rest are gone. With the

poeticus section there will he a "big war" yet. I

send you dwarf forms from Italy. They peep from
the soil like Snowdrops, bloom very early, and are of

all sizes and shapes. They come into flower with
angustifolius and ornatus. I fancy there should be a
certain portion of the Narcissus committee set apart

to unravel the poeticus section. I have the true re-

curvus of English meadows now in bloom, planted

for two years in a fine rich, deep soil, and it still keeps

its character with the ugly, unsightly foliage, in-

creasing rapidly in oblong clusters, and makes small

ill-shapen bulbs. I have another sort, blooms of

which I send ; the foliage is erect and very stiff, and
the blooms are flat. This I believe to be majalis.

The true poeticus is also in flower, and a variety

that comes from Holland with a distended spathe.

The foliage of this is also very neat, and the

blooms fine. Verbanensis is also in bloom, a pretty

kind for rockwork, the blooms being small and neat.

I have now been cutting Daffodils in the open since

the 10th of February, beginning with Ard-Righ, or

Irish King ; then the white variety. Bishop Mann,
and Tenby and princeps about the end of February,

so that by the time the double poeticus, gracilis and
muticus are over, I siiall have had four months' en-

joyment of Daffodds. I fancy that in England pro-

longed succession may be frustrated by late frosts

and then very hot sun- heat when the flowers are at

their best. With us they are cool, and keep in good
condition much longer. Daffodil knowledge is yet in

its infancy. Anyone purchasing a stock of white

moschatus from the Pyrenees will be disappointed as

to size. It is my belief that all the small forms now
being sent from there will, in the course of three or

four years, grow to a large size. IVIinnie Warren has

maintained its small character for years in our genial

soil ; so has white minor. I am told substitutes have

been sent out this spring from these wild Pyrenean
gatherings for M. Warren. This should be guarded

against, as the plant is distinct.—W. B. Hautland,
Tanjile Ilitl, t'nvk.

Siebold's Primrose. —This most beautiful

Primrose, which goes also by the name of Primula
amcena, is just now in the full height of its

flowering season. The fine group of varieties shown
at South Kensington on Tuesday last seemed to he

quite a revelation to some of the visitors, and really

it is not too much to say that even now after this

variety has been in gardens for years it is still a little-

known plant. The numerous varieties which now
exist of it astonish everyone. There are now whites

and every shade of tint between these and deep

crimson. Some have purple and slaty hues, and
others are beautifully mottled and v.ariegated. Some
have petals uncut; others are deeply fringed. In

short, there is enough beauty and variety in this

Primrose to satisfy even the most enthusiastic flower

lover for some weeks at this season. Mr. Hartland

has just sent us a gathering of the different varieties

of this Primrose which he grows at Cork, and,

judging from his specimens, it seems to succeed well

with him.
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Flower Garden.

SUB-TROPICAL GARDENING.
I HAVE occasionally come in contact with friends

—^gardeners—who have considered the idea of hav-
ing fashions in gardening so utterly absurd, that

their expressions of contempt for them have verged
very nearly on the profane. I could, I think, tell

yon, Mr. Editor, why they got so wroth, but it must
only be whisj^ered—they were afraid of the work
that new fashions bring. My best wish for these

friends is that they may get into the service of

an employer who is very fond of gardening
fashions, and if he gives them all the present

styles, Chrysanthemums, single Dahlias, her-

baceous plants, and Orchids, to carry out fully

—

provided he aftbrds abundant help— I for one
shall rejoice that they have met with their

deserts. I have been led to make the above re-

marks by reason of the would-be obloquy that is

sometimes tried to be thrown on what is known
as sub-tropical bedding, and of which the illustra-

tions accompany-
ing these notes,

though very beau-
tiful, give but a

faint idea of the
many grand effects

that it is possible

to make with fine-

foliaged plants

—

not necessarily
tender varieties

either, for there

are numbers of

plants, some hardy
and others very
nearly so, that are

equally well suited

to this style of

gardening. The
plants in the ar-

rangements illus-

trated, Castor-oils

(Ricinus) and In-

dian Shots (Can-
na3),are two of the

plants most gene-

rally used for this

purpose. First,
because they aie

easily raised from
seeds; secondly,
they grow away
well in the coldest

summers; and
thirdly, they with-

stand wind-storms

and heavy rains better than most of the

tender section that fail to make satisfactory

growth except in a hot season, this last being an
excellent reason for discarding all such plants, a

procedure that as regards our own practice we
have now followed for some 3'ears, and in each

advancing year—almost unconsciously—we find

ourselves discarding more and more all plants

that are short-lived, that is, cut down by frost, or

that require heat and hou.se room in the spring

time. Unfortunately, through the severity of the

winter having killed .some of our most valued all

but hardy plants, such as Australian Dracrenas,

Eucalyptus, Chaniiyrops, Melianthus, and the

Tree Jlallow, we are this season compelled to

revert to the employment of a larger number of

tender plants than usual, but it will, we hope,

be for one season only. The following is a list

of kinds more or less tender that we are prepar-

ing for use this year : Acacia lopliantha, Ama-
rantus caudatus, Chilian Beet (I5eta chilensis),

Cannas (several varieties), Giant Hemp (Can-

nabis) white Fishbone Thistle (Chamiiepeuce

diaoantha) green kind (C. Casabona3), Blue Gum
(Eucalyptus globulus), Ferdinanda eminens, Gre-
villea robusta, Tobacco (Nicotiana wigandioides

variegata), Perilla nankinensis. Castor-oils (Rici-

nus), several varieties, Salvia argentea, Solanum
robustum, S. marginatum, and S. pyracanthum,
Wigandia caracasana, variegated Maize (Zea

japonica variegata). Of course there are numerous
other species of plants that might be used, but
this selection has the merit of being economical

;

the seeds are cheap, and the labour and appli-

ances used in raising them are at the command
of most gardeners who are required to carry

out this phase of summer bedding. Of suitable

hardy species of plants for producing sub-tropical

effect, the following we have proved to be
amongst the best : AH the finely cut-leaved, and
particularly the coloured foliaged, varieties of

Japanese Maples, the variegated variety of Acer
Negundo, Aralia Sieboldi and A. canescens.

Bamboos, Arundinaria falcata, A. conspicua, A.

Donax, Bambusa Metake and B. Fortunei varie-

for .summer use only are Gnaphaliuiu lanatum
variegated Mesembryanthemuiii, the creeping

Abutilou vexillarium variegatum, Cineraria mari-
tima, Coleus Verschaftelti, and Amarantus me-
laucholicus. No matter which of the two modes
of arrangement is adopted, the outer margins or

edgings of beds should be different from the
plants contained in the lieds ; the enclosing frame-
work, in fact, though it should always harmo-
nise, should never be of the same colour as the

centre, and its width and height should be
decided by the size of the bed ami height that the

central plants attain. On account of the term
sub-tropical bedding plants, most people (myself
once amongst them) came to regard the intro-

duction of flowering plants amongst them as, to

say the least, inappropriate and contrary to good
taste, and if it be such, I am guilty—but it has
proved to be pleasurable guilt—and, in order

that others may share it, I give one or two
examples of arrangements of this double style of

bedding. Let us take a bed of circular form

;

there is a tall old plant of Acacia lophantha,
then three single

Dahlias, next six

large plants of

Ferula communis,
and round these

an outer circle of

Grevillea robusta
and white-flower-

ed Abutilon Boule
de Neige alterna-

ted, the edging be-

ing white Thistle

(Chanitcpeuce dia'-

cantha). The beau-
tiful , effect pro-

duced by the
flowers of single

Dahlias intermi.x-

ed with the Fern-
like foliage of the

Ferula, or of the

white -flowered
Abutilon with the

grand foliage of
Grevillea, would,
I think, convert
the greatest stick-

ler for propriety

into a disciple of

this mixed way of

planting. Again,
in another round
bed there is in the

centre an immense
old stool of Bocco-
nia cordata, which

gata, Ailantus glandulosa, Bocconia cordata, • possesses the combined merits of hardiness, grand,
Chusan Palm, Chamajrops humilis, Funkia Sie-

1
finely-cut leaves and most graceful panicles of

boldi, F. Sieboldi variegata, F. ovata aurea,
j
flowers ; this is surrounded by the tall-growing

Ferula communis, Pampas Grass (Gynerium I variegated Abutilon, the next line or circle being
argenteum), Melianthus major, New Zealand Flax

I

Ricinus (iibsoni pinched and dwarf Sunflowers
(Pliormium tenax) and its variegated type, Rhus alternated, the edging variegated Euonymus, and
glabra laciniata. Yucca filamentosa, Y. variegata, groundwork Cineraria maritiraa. The next ar-

and Y. recurva. There are numerous other rangement is a bed ofa large oval form; the central

hardy kinds that we occasionally use as under- plant is Giant Hemp, and two end plants Ricinus,

growth to the taller plants, which latter are, in intervening plants tall-growing Cannas, next a
that case, necessarily planted thnmer, and are line of miniature Sunflowers and Australian Dra-
far more effective than are beds of but one or i ca;nas alternated, and Grevillea robusta and Ficus
two kinds of plants that always present a bunchy

\

elastica in the next line, the whole having a
appearance. The following are amongst the best 1

broad edging of the mauve- coloured Mesenibry-
of the hardy under-growth plants for association :

anthemum conspicunm. One of the best foliaged

with the hardy taller species just named : All
|

arrangements we have yet had was a very large

the variegated Euonymuses, Snow in Summer
,

round bed ; the central plant was Giant Hemp,
(Cerastium tomento.sum),variegated Coltsfoot(Tus- next three tall Ricinuses, then a row of Cannas,
silago Farfara variegata), Dactylis glomerata varie-

,

next Aralia Sieboldi and Ricinus Gibsoni pinched
gata, Pyrethrum Gold Feather, Herniaria glabra, [to keep them dwarf; the two outer lines con-

Veronica rupestris, and the mossy kinds of
,
sisted of the following four kinds of plants in

Seduras and Saxifrages. Other excellent kinds
,
mixture : Solanum robustum, S. pyracanthum,
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S. marginatum ami Pfrilla ; edging plant Ona-
phalium lanatum. Those examples will be suffi-

cient to indicate my style of aiTana;ement ; not

that I think them suitaljle for everybody, for

tastes dill'er ; besides, position or situation of the

garden has always to be taken into account. For
instance, sujiposing that the sub- tropical garden is

in an open jiosition and conspicuous i'rom various

parts of the ground^, nothing could be more ap-

propriate than tliat the ari'angefnents should be
large nias-es of one species of plant, for the simple
reason that distant effect should in such a case be
the first consideration. If, however, the garden
is a sheltered place (as it should be) and well

backed up with trees, shrubs, and turf, then tlie

mi.xed style of planting will be fiund to lif tlie

best, as it most certainly alio is Ibr single Vjeds in

quiet nooks among the shrublieries. My fiiuth

consists of a warning; it is that all prepar.ition of

plants onil all arrangements will be useless unle.-s

the beds arc wull prepared by good ilraiuage,

deep trenching, and high manuring. Our sum-
mer^i are so short, that to get anything like .satis-

JFactory results we must warm the soil Ijy good
tlrainiug, and, by deep tilth and by rich food, push
the plants along to perfection.

W. WiLDSMITH.

NOTES FROM BADEN-BADEN.
SAXiFRAtiA SPEC'IOSA, a hybrid between Stracheyi
and cordifolia purpurea, has been unusually beau-
tiful, its large umbels of full-sized, bright ro.se-

coloured flowers being very attractive. As to

Irises, I. Leichtlini has chestnut-brown blcssoms,
whilst those of I. Korolkowi and .some new spe-

cies from Turkestan show an exquisite network of

maroon, olive-red, and violet on silvery grey
grounds. The little I. arenaria and Blondowi,
with their golden-yellow flowers, pleasing in out-

line, perfume the air. I. pra>cox, a \ery dwarf,
large bluish grey-flowered species, forms a good
companion for I. pumila macrocarpa, clothed in

indigo and violet. The beauty of I. paradoxa.
now re-introduced from the Caspian Sea, is truly
striking ; the standards are comparatively large
and of a dark violet colour; the claws are ochre-
ous yellow, speckled with small crimson spots;
and the falls, which are attenuated, are tongue-
like, and much resemble small pieces of black
velvet. Ixiolirion macranthum is another desir-

able novelty. Its flowers, which number about
twenty in an umbel, are twice the size of those of

the other species. The pale bhu; Ramondia serbica
and the dark blue R. Nathali.e are very gay just
now. Vicia armena, clothed in pale green, has
very large and sho.wy spikes of bluish purple
flowers. Of 1'iillium grandillorum a very large
floweied variety is grown here as grandiflorum
majus, and is really a very distinct plant. In the
greenhouse Lachenalia t'ammi, a hybrid between
pendula and aurca, raised by Dr. (^amm, of Here-
ford, is making a show with its large spikes of

yellow and red flowers, which are slightly tipped,
or rather shaded, with green. It is a robust
grower, and will be a welcome addition to the
other sorts. Its leaves are large, regulaily spotted,
and the spikes are strong and borne well above the
foliage. It produces as many as_20 bells on a
spike. Max Lkicutlix.

SHORT NOTES.—FLOWER.

Tritonia squalida.— I liave only grown tliisTri tenia in
pots ; tlicrcforc 1 do not know whether or not it is amenable
to any other system of culture. lu puts it flowers freely, and
gives but little trquble. I do not consider it equal to T. aurea,
but it has the merit of flowering before that variety, being
generally in blossom in a cool liousc by the middle of Ma.v,
aud it is of dwarfer liabit. Tlie flowers, too, are suffused
with a stronger tone of red. —J. C. C.

Akebia quinata.—Tliis grows freely here, and produces
its pretty l>Iiis.soms in great profusion, planted at the fi>ot of
a south wall. If wires or other suppttrts are near, it requires
very little .attentinu in the way of training, as it clings
closely to anything with which it comes in contict. The
leaves, owing to their firm texture, are useful in a cut state,
when associated with flowers, for the decoration of small
vases.— E. Molvnf.cx, Hhlntiis Wi'Jtltfini.

NAMINO AND CLASSIFYINO DAI-'FODII.S.

TuE Daffodil season is now almost over, and
certainly it has been a long one. We shall pro-

bably see some exhibited at the next meeting at

South Kensington and perhaps at Regent's I'ark,

and these will conclude the public appearance of

Daffodils for this year. Those unfortunately who
have not attended a festival of Daftbdils, such, for

instance, as that held at South Kensington the

other day, cannot realise how many and beautiful

are their forms, and what close study is needed to

enable one to enter into a thorough appreciation

of their minute and in some cases, perhaps,

trifling points which make up diverse flowers.

The fact is, great growers of Narcissi who send
huge bunches of flo%\'ers to our shows aie all

trade growers and have a deep interest in the sale

of their infinitude of varieties. Did one of the

big groups of flowers come from an amateur
grower who was more desirous to instruct than to

ilispose of his roots, he would most probably in the

first place set aside all inferior or worthless sorts,

adding to each one "superseded by some other

variety. ' That coiu'se would enable tlie public at

once to note what kinds to avoid, and trade

growers would do well to destroy them. Then in

such a collection we might hope to see all kinds

not only legibly, but sensibly named. The num-
bers of Latin names, such as maximus, obval-

laris, incompaiabilis, and myriads of others, all

no doubt perfect in the estimation of the botanist,

and possibly correct enough if adhered to, sounds
absurd when allied to English common names,
•such as Mary Anderson, Sir Watkin, or Princess

Mary, and it is even more absurd to find one
variety named Mary Anderson and another also

of recent introduction and closely allied to it

with the latinised appellation of Barri eonspicuus.

It %\'ould have been just as absurd to give names
of this kind to Hyacinths and Tulips as to

Narcissi. Hajipily, in the naming of Hyacinths
and Tulips more good sense has been displayed.

Then a desirable feature in our amateur's collec-

tion would be an arrangement into decided
groups, so that those anxious to obtain useful

information as to family relationships might
gather it without much difficulty. The grouping
into bold sections according to character would
render special service, especially if only the best

of each section were retained, A. D.

Gentiana acaulis.—In a garden in which,
perhaps, as many hardy plants are cultivated as is

generally to be found in private gardens any-
where, this lovely (ientian suri)asses all others
that are in flower at the same time, slightly ele-

vated masses and broad lines of it being clothed
with myriads of flowers of the deepest blue.

Some of our jilants which are growing on slightly

raised mounds amongst stones sufl'ered greatly
from drought last year, but when well watered in

(by weather and a green branch or two laid over
them to break the force of the rays of the sun,

these mounds always produced the greatest num-
ber of flowers. I would recommend all who are
not successful in getting this Gentian to grow in

ordinary soil to place some flat stones edgewise, then
till up thespaeesbetween themwith good loamy .soil,

and after that dibble in the young plants. Those
who are jirepared to afford plants of this (ientian

the requisite degree of shade and water during
the summer may safely make new plantations of

it as soon as the plants go out of flower. Plants
thus treated will produce a few flowers next year;
but when they have to take care of themselves,
September is the best month in which to plant.

—

J. c. c.

New Canna?.—The fnllowing varieties, raised by
jr. Cniux, (if T,y(.n(, are said to be far in advance
of any now in cidtivation, both as regards beauty of

foliage anil brill'au :y of bloom ; grandiffora picta is

clear citron-yellow; Commandant liivi ore, rosy red,

dotted with goliltn yL-llnw ; Claude Bernard, fine red,

shaded with yi'llow; Mad.ame Bernard, golden yel-

low, stripe.! with bi'ig'it red ; rosreflora, fine niagenta-
led; Emile Cuichard, deep vermilion-red; Madiinie

Ah'gatiire, fine brilliant orange-red ; and Emile

Leclerc, crimson-red, bordered and striped with golden

yellow.-J. C. B.

NOTES ON HARDY PLANTS.
A.NUKOSACE CAHNEA .VXD A. Laggebi are among the

freest of the family of Androsaces ; they will run over

the little pots which are plunged in sand and root

like bits of Stonecrop. There can be no doubt that

when these are put under proper conditions, they are

no longer to be deemed fickle, and at the same time

they belong to one of the brightest of alpine families.

These two kinds most readily root from the spreading

offsets, and bits slipped off and stuck into sand and
pe.at, where, however, moisture should never be want-

ing, very soon grow into strong plants. I think the

main point, after gi\ing them this class of soil, is to

depress the suiface on which they are set, so that

plenty of moisture can collect about them.

('ROCrs KETU'i'LATOS.—I find that amongst plants

of this there is considerable variety, and this fact

alone should commend this species to the notice of

those who are wanting Eomething both beautiful and
striking in the way of miniature flowers forrockwork.

I find it to do well in gritty loam, such as we should

make by mixing rotted turves with sandstone grit.

Meoasea ciuata and also all the hairy-leaved

varieties are in fairly good form, and hardier than we
took them to be. By accident they had been left out

during the past trying winter, and not a plant is, I

beliexe, killed, though the old leaves, which when
sheltered may be termed evergreen, have become
much blackened ; the midribs and middle parts are

not dead, and the roots are as sound as ever. If

with even these drawbacks we can plant out this

distinct and beautiful section of Saxifrages, we shall

have added sonielhi'nj to our rock gardens at least

eipial -and somewhat s milar to the various rare and
charming Kamondias.

PiUM'JLAS.—These are very late this year, and even
those which came into flower first yet linger in blos-

som, thus showing. I think, that a late season is con-

ducive to flowers of more suljstance and more endur-

ing quality than those of an early one. The kinds at

present in blossom are P. AUioni, denticulata, d.

purpurea, d. capitata and d. Heuryi, cashmeriana,
Murettiana, ciliata, c. purpur(:'a, \iscosa in variety,

intermedia (of which, .and I think naturally enough,

theie are several varieties), latifolia, hirsuta,carpathica,

the pretty niv.alis (true rosy ]>nrple form), also the

wlute variety (if gardens, integnfolia, pubescens,

longi folia, ( >briti, minima, Facchiui, daonensis, ii flata,

cainiolica, Wulfeniaua, spectabilis ; less rare vaiieties

(_if the cortusoides section, scotiea from last ye.Tr"s

seed, our own liird's eye or farinosa, marginata, and,

of course, a host of Auricula veris and acaulis.

Strange as it may seem, nothing is more beautiful

than the old BarJfield Oxlip, especially when grown
in a bit of rich soil and kept well top-dressed ; all

collections woidd be greatly enriched by the fine

yellows of infi ita, Obiisti, and carpathica; hirsuta is

a little purple genj, though rather weak in the scapes,

and Murettiana commends itself for its blight purple

colour, especially when tiie jiips, somewhat funncl-

shapeil, are scarcely opened. I have said before that

spectabilis is a better coloured variety than Wul-
feniaua, but this ciidy occurs in the case of well

established plants. I alw.tys fiuif that the coriiceous-

leaved section is somewhat slow to establish itself, at

le.ist, as regards a wcll-liodied colour in the flowers

which they produce
;
plenty of light should be afforded

all the species of alpines if we want to fully lealise

their colour-beauty.

CoRTUSA PUBENS is a charming little object at this

time of the year. It is almost white with down and
the leaves are prettily cut. It is earlier than Mat-
thioli and as hardy as the stones bitween which it

loves to grow. \ little tuft here and there may be

str-ongly recommended for cbnice bits of rockrtork

from which strung growing plants .are altogether

absent.

Hl'TCHINSIA PETR.EA, one of the prettiest of Cruci-

fers, luxuriates on a dry soil. I think this is a plant

which ought to be more cultivated than it is. Its

habit is all that could be desired, and the distinct

Miie-green hue of its foliage renders it well adapted
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for planting along with other less showy things as

regards habit and foliar tints. The flowers are pure

white.

Mei'm ath.\.manticum.—Scarcely another plant, I

think, could be mentioned to compare with this as

regards beauty of foliage at the present season. It

is hardly enough to say that it is beautiful among
so many others of which the same may be said,

and, being a native plant, its hardiness of course is

beyond question. It might be iutroduced to the

rock garden with great advantage. If given a sandy

soil, I find that it increases pretty fast. That is

not all. I find that the growth is much more
vigorous when tlie crowns are divided every year,

or where it does not grow freely perhaps every two
years. It is not needful to divide the roots far

iisunder, as then the effe-t of grouping would be

lost, but if each offset is removed, say, 2 inches or

3 inches apart, the patch will not be wanting in

density, and the plants will be afterwards benefited.

DorriLH white ]!ocket.—This I have examined
from no less than five sources, and all alike are

infested with caterpillar, which is always found

rolled up in the smaller young leaves. I think it

would be well to make the search for and destructi(jn

of this pest part of our treatment of this plant, so

nearly is it identified with it.

O.N'o.s.M.i T.vuRicuii.—From all parts one hears that

this plant has been killed during the past trying

winter. I think it may be safely stated that it is not
to be trusted in the open, and that it can only be
deemed really safe under the shelter of cold frames
during wet and fogs. It is, however, an advan-
tage to bare the crowns pretty well during the wet
S:?a£on. This may seem like inviting injury by frost,

but I do not think that the plant suffers from cold

nearly so much as from wet, and if by baring tiie

crowns we can get rid of the wet, we at least allow
the frost less grip of the plant.

Anfmonk RANii.vcuLOinE.s.—This, notwithstanding
its Buttercuppy appearance, is a most desiralile little

flower, anrl well-established pieces of it h:ive a striking

effect. The beautiful hit of foliage strongly reminds
one of that of the yellow l''umitory: and if luxuriously

grown, the beauty of the plant is nuich enhanced,
the bright yellow flowers set in the midst of the leaves

being very pretty ; they are even more telling than
when numerous in proportion to the spare foliage. I

find nothing suits this plant better than a mixture of

old Cocoa-nut fibre and sandstone grit, and the pots

in which it is grown should be small. Plants of it

are thus kept compact. I find many think it best to

plant it in the shade, but I have always found it

most healthy and the flowers more durable when
grown fully exposed both to light and the breeze.

RuBUS Cham.emorus.—The leaves of this Bramble,
when young, crisp, wrinkled, and of a pale green
colour, are very pretty. Having short stalks, they
form a pretty garnishing for the seams of nearly

sunken stones in rockwork. It is a dwarf plant, but
deserves praise on account of its flowers and fruit-

It thrives best in a bed of peat of putty-like suh
stance, slightly mixed with a little coarse sand. I

have long grown this in 6-inch pots, and I have found
it best not to drain them.

Saxifraga florvlenta.— Of all the rosette section,

if not the largest, this is one of the most di.stinct and
characteristic. The leaves are small, short, and
densely, but most evenly, arranged. The raised part
reminds one of longifolia, but the under part of the

rosette is ball-shaped, while the upper part is in the
form of a cup. We have, therefore, in this plant a
combination of rosette forms. Its culture is not of

the easiest, so far as my experience goes, and I think
it as well to allow it its own way as regards its stems

—

that is, it should not be planted too deeply nor yet be
stripped of its old foliage, but be allowed to stand as
it were in a leggy state. I have grown it for several
years, but never yet had the pleasure of seeing its

flowers.

PRr.MDLA CAPITATA ORANDIPLORA.—This is a variety
which I have but recently received, Its flowers
strongly remind one of those of farinosa, but tliey

are larger, as is also the foliage. The bract is a pretty
feature, large compared with the small umbel of

bloom, evenly arranged all around, equally divided

and furnished with golden farina, as are also all the

buds and the upper half of the scape. My plant is

small. What the usual height may be I cannot say,

but the scape of mine is 4 inches long and very

stout. It is a pretty variety ; doubtless we shall

hear more of it shortly.

Primula purpurea (Roylei) is a most distinct

species, nearly white all over, or, I should perhaps

say, the farina is silvery white and thickly laid on.

The under surface of the blue-green leaf is very

thickly coated with it. The habit is erect and rather

attractive.

Thalictrum ANESioxoiDES FL.-PL.—Amongst other

double flowers, such as the double blue Hepatica and

the double Anemone nemorosa, this is a little gem,

though much more puny than either of the plants

just named. It seems hajtpy in a ndxture of peat

and sand, but cannot endure drought. If set out on
rockwork the surface should be depressed so that

water can naturally collect about the tubers. Its

too much moisture in winter. Indeed, the bnlbsp:

when put in in autumn, should be planted on a small

mound, and as they should be set somewhat deep, the •

mound, of course, should be made in proportion. Just

the reverse condition of soil seems to be wanted in

the summer time ; then the presence of moisture is

desiralile, and this can be secured by filling in soil

around the mound and leaving a sUght depression some-
:

what near the plant. In these conditions of dryness

and moisture consist the whole secret, if there be
one, of success in the cultivation of a plant which

.

nu.ny fail to manage.

Caltha leptosepala is at present one of the rriost

striking plants in the herbaceous garden. Its flowers,

which are nearly 2 inclies across, have large white

sepals and a tufted pale yellow centre ; it almost

reminds one of a wliite Water Lily. The foliage,

which is very ample, is of a fresh green hue, and also

reminds one of that of an aquatic plant. The flower

is borne on a strong scape and well above the foliage.

,

View in the subtroiiical garden at Heckfield.

hardiness is beyond doubt ; some roots in small pots

which were frozen through seem to have sustained no
harm.

Veronica salicornioipes.—This has proved to be
one of the hardiest of recently introduced dwarf
shrubby species. Very small plants of it, quite ex-

posed all winter, are now pushing new leaves, and
have a very lively appearance. The pale green older

parts are all tipped witli yellow new growth, and its

spreading, tree-like habit furtlier commends tliis spe-

cies as a distinct rook shrub. It is in no way parti-

cular as regards soil; sandy loam or sand and leaf-

mould suit it perfectly.

Aris.esia triphyllum is not only hardy, but a plant
which increases most rapidly, quite as freely as the
common Arum italicum. The soil in whicli it is

placed should be very light, and such as will not hold

]<-iVerybody will do well to set a few
plants of this where it does not already
exist. True, it wants plenty of mois-
ture, but there can be no drier garden
than mine, and yet situations can
alw.ays be found for such plants as
this ; in places near the edge of walks,
where the water runs gutter-Ulce, there
only needs to be formed a little hollow
in which such moisture-loving plants
should be set. Lady's Slippers, Gen-
tians, and Primroses all flower finely

in such situations.

Gazania longiscapa.— It is to be
regretted that this charming plant isfar short of being
hardy ; not only was it severely cut with the first frost,

but every inch of the plant, a very strong one, has de-

cayed during the winter. Many plants which suffer,

but start a;^ain, from a partially damaged crown we
deem tender ; but in the case of this Gazania there is

no crown, no root, no anything left; there is in it a

total want of power to resist cold.

Cuttings of hardy plants.—Many of these may-
now be put in and grown into fine plants for autumn
planting in open borders. Tliere is one little point

about striking cuttings worthy of notice and not
generally observed, if even known. It is keeping
their leaves as fresh and firm as possible. Take cut-

tings from where you will, they are nearly always
inclined to one side as regards the leaves, and what I
want to say is this, that if you set the cuttings so that
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the strong light catches the under surface of the

leaves, you not only place them contrary to what

they have been, but you set them in such a way that

a more rapid means of withering them up could

scarcely be devised. This sudden subjection of the

under sides of leaves to full sunshine, whether in the

case of established pot plants, seedlings, or cuttings,

is, I feel sure, of sufficient importance to merit atten-

tion.

RiisiNG SEED.—Raising seeds of hardy plants, as

everyone knows, is easy enough ; still, many fail to

become successful seed-raisers, and among that number

I fear I must class myself. Many fatal errors are

committed either by pouring too much water on

at a time, thus causing flooding, or by allowing

fierce sunshine to dry up the seed. In order to

obviate these mishaps, little dodges have been

adopted, which have proved effective, the results

being steady, and often rapid, germination, and a

young plant of more than ordinary strength.

The means employed have been in some cases scat-

tering sandstone grit somewhat rough over the seed

and without soil. In other cases, half-rotted stable

manure has been employed, and, again, longish new
Cocoa-nut fibre. Those who care to try such material,

placed thinly and immediately on seeds, will not only

find the same benefits as I have done from their use,

but they will readily see how, by their length in one case

and weight in that of the grit, disturbance by watering

and by excessive evaporation is avoided. Never before

have we sown seed with such offhandedness as of late,

and certainly never before have we had such fine seed-

lings. In every way we have the advantage, unless

in taking up the seedling-s for transplanting we find

the somewhat flaky, half-rotted manure rather incon-

venient as regards getting the young plants asunder.

A material gain also is that much less care in water-

ing is required, not only as regards the number of

waterings in a given time, but as regards the time

required to grow the seedlings strong enough for

moving.

Bambu.sa Metakb.—A plant of this, about 3 feet

through, has suffered somewhat during the past win-

ter, mainly at the tips, but the young growths, which

are coming very stoutly, seem in no way to have been

affected. Indeed, they hardly could be under the

ample shelter afforded by the upper evergreen foliage.

Can we properly call plants hardy which have ten-

der leaves and tender flowers ? Since the last few

nights of severe frost we meet with many which

might be placed in this category. Tlie leaves of the

various Spirjca^, Dicentra spectabilis ; the flowers of

Megasea purpurascens ; the new growths of Saxifraga

Fortunei, occur to one at the moment. But a look

round wid show us that far too many suffer from late

frosts, and yet the roots can in no way be deemed

tender, and year after year tliey increase in strength

and numbers, for all the cutting down they receive

from late severe frosts. J. W.

NOTES.

The month of May.— Green Grass and green

trees with a glistening .sheen on the fresh young

corn, over which the larks warble in Jeliglit.

The Hawthorn is later tlian usual, but the Sloe

bushes here and there in the fields give us a

suggestion of the hedge-blossoming which is yet

to come. There are Cowslips everywhere in the

grassy meadows, Primroses and Bluebells in every

wood and copse. Finer than aught else beside

is the rich blossoming of the fruit orchards near

to the cottages or the well-tilled farms. After

all, there are but few countries more beautiful

than this England of ours with its chequered

fences everywhere, and commons rich with golden

Furze or Broom. I was looking at Leader's

picture in the Royal Academy the other day—

I

mean the big landscape entitled, " With verdure

clad," in which the wild native fiower.s near the

stream are faithfully shown—and I thought to

myself that one might spend much in travel and

not find more satisfying beauty than that around

us in our own land. It is also so with our native

flowers, many of which hold their own with those

of other temperate countries. The Violet, Water

Lily, Flag Iris, Crocus, Ox-eyed Daisy, Corn

Marigold, and Foxglove are all most lovely, even

among garden flowers. What other flowering

shrubs surpass the Crab, Sloe, Gorse, Broom,

Heather, and Hawthorn l The last is so subtly

perfect when at its best, as to almost defy por-

traiture. The bit of Hawthorn painted by Wm.
Hunt, now in the Water-colour Gallery at South

Kensington, i.s the only good bit of painted Haw-
thorn which I remember ; but, luckily, rare as

are true paintings of it, everyone may have the

tree itself if they will. It is a lucky tree near

the house, bringing beauty of snowy blossom to

the eye, and to the ears the song of many birds.

Old-fashioned garden flowers. — It is

pleasant to see and hear on all sides that the

most universally popular of all the garden flowers

just now are those which existed around the best

old country houses in England during the time

of Spenser's " Fairie Queen." Even in the days

of Disraeli, the garden of old sweet-scented

flowers at Hatfield was worthy of being immor-

talised as that of Lady Corisaude, but the Ren-

nai.ssance is far more commonly followed and its

partisans more wide-spread to-day than ever

before. If one grows rare Orchids or hothouse

plants, they are rarely obtainable in quantity for

cutting, but where hardy flowers are grown well

the flower basket and every empty vase in the

house may be filled again and again. Every

lady having a garden may now grow her own
flowers—Roses, Lilies, Daft'odils, Irises, Tulips,

Anemones, Pa-onies, and other finely coloured or

shapely flowers by the hundred if .she will ; and

it is to lady gardeners that a large measure of the

success of modern floriculture is due. We are,

for once, beginning to [realise the truth of the

axiom that " a garden of hardy fl(5wers is a gar-

den for cut flijwers," and so beautiful blossoms

are ennobled by their being used and enjoyed in a

beautiful way. The gardening of the future will

be to a still larger extent open-air floriculture
;

even as it is, no nursery is complete unless hardy

flowers are grown, but this will be yet more

evident in the future than it is to-day. The

reason of this is that the best of hardy flowers

are unrivalled in beauty, sweetness, and grace.

Quince blos.soms.—Is there, after all, a fairer

sight in May or June than that afforded on warm
rich soils by a Quince tree in full bloom 'i The

leaves are perfect in their soft rounded shape,

and the blo.ssoms of snowy whiteness remind one

of cup-shaped single Roses. Formerly the Qiiinee

was a much more common tree near old country

houses than it is now. The earliest of marmalade

was that made from Quinces, and my early me-

mories always make me regret the peculiar

smack of rich flavouring which a quarter or two

of a Quince fruit impart.s to an Apple pie. Euro-

pean Quince fruits are not readily eatable, Init in

China there are varieties having tender flesh and

a delicious flavour. But even supposing that our

garden varieties of this old-fashioned Quoining

never bore a single fruit, a few trees should be

planted for the sake of their beauty as spring

flowering ornamental trees. The late Carl Koch

maintained that some Pears are hybrids of the

Quince ; l;>ut, be this as it may, a dish of Quince

fruits yields an aroma, rich, piquant, satisfying,

such indeed as but few, if any other, fruits can

rival. Even in cold northern districts the

(Juince would form a by no means indifferent

wall shrub, where its snowy white blossoms

might well be contrasted with the coral-red ones

of its relative, the Cydonia of Japan.

Orchid names.—It is always " the darkest

hour before the dawn," and as we have now-

attained to that perfection of Orchid nomen-

clature which obscures rather than reveals, we

may naturally hope for daylight to appear.

Even Prof. Reichenbach himself acknowledged

having lost liis way in the jungle of Orchid

names, and it is ([uite pathetic to find him asking

his way out of a maze woven by himself 1 We
long ago passed the date at which a specific

name means anything definite. If you write to

ten nurserymen for Odontoglossum Alexandras

or Cattleya Trianre, you must not expect any one

thing, but are much more likely to get ten

<listinct forms of either of these plants, good or

bad as the ca.se may be. Nor is this so with

Orchids only, but with nearly all our so-called

species of plants now in cultivation. The really

wise purchasers of Orchids nowadays either buy
guaranteed forms which they may have seen,

or they enter their names in a lottery by buying

imported plants. There is no via media; you

either pay for the gems of a well-known collec-

tion, or you put your money into the auction

room lucky bag and take your chance, be it

blanks or prizes. The conference to be held at

the Liverpool show of the Royal Horticultural

Society is to have for its subject the question of

"Orchid nomenclature." So far so good, hut

would it not be as well to deal generally with the

whole subject of plant names ? Let us decide

once and for all how best to waddle safely over

this quicksand of varietal nomenclature. Also

as Prof. Reichenbach is the acknowledged autho-

rity on Orchids, pray allow Hamlet to appear in

the play. If we are forced to keep moving on

with the times, we may at least try to find a good

sound road and be equally careful in avoiding a

bad one.

Wood Anemones.—Our old friend the native

Anemone nemorosa is far more variable than is

generally supposed. At Munstead the other day.

I saw a bold clump of a strong-growing kind

having flowers nearly as large as those of the

European Globe flower (Trollius). Then there

are two or three rosy forms, one pale, and one a

deep purple-red. The pale lilac-blue variety (A.

Robinsouiana) is most distinct ami beautiful when
well grown, and quite as well worth a first-class

certificate as was that poor little Primula mistas-

sinica so honoured at the Primula Conference the

other day. After all, one need not complain, for

certificates only confirm facts ; they never con-

trovert them, and so those who already have

Anemone Robinsoniana will continue to cherish

it as a gem in its own way. Apart from the

above single-flowered kinds, we have two double

varieties, viz., A. nemorosa fl.-pl., with perfect

little double blossoms brilliant as a silver star,

and a larger, and to my mind less beautiful, form

having greenish outer segments (A. nemorosa

bracteata). All the above grow well in moist

soil and endure fresh and fair best when planted

in partial shade. Even where they do not

naturally exist it is often easy to naturalise them

in grove and copse by planting roots in July or

August. With them we can also group their ally,

the sky-blue A. apennina, and, if possil)le, the

larger-blossomed dark blue A. blanda should also

Ije planted in pet nooks and corners near to them
for company.

Vegetables in Paris.—Early the other morn-

ing I walked through the Covent CJarden of

Paris, the Halles Centrale, and quite enjoyed the

fresh, sweet fragrance of the herbs, lluwers of

spring, and the cri.sp, fresh green vegetaljles which

are there exposed tbr sale in perfection—young

Carrots and Turnips, fresh green Watercress, and

such Asparagus as one can see in quantity in

Paris only.
" Every workman in the French

capital may now eat such Asparagus as only the

rich citizens of London can afl'ord to buy. Vou
see great bunches everywhere ; heaps of it fresh

as just cut from the beds in market and cafe
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alike, and there are barrowloads of it half hidden

in cool lush young meadow Grass at the corners

of the streets, or wherever there is a chance of

disposing of it at a fair rate. Just now tliis vege-

table must be brought into Paris by the ton, and

the best samples are very fine succulent produce,

even the very butt end of the stalks being eat-

able. Of course 1 know that a few samples equally

tine are grown in England, but the bulk of that

sent to Covent Garden is inferior to the third-

rate produce as sold in the markets and shops of

Paris. Add a perfect and simple method of

cooking to this perfect vegetable, and you have a

dish fit for a king. As with Asparagus, so with

Lettuce, which is fresh and succulent, and a

delight to eat during the warm days of spring.

The best Fremh salad is of Lettuce only, properly

dressed with finest of oil and vinegar, and during

summer sliced Tomatoes may be added, but one

is never oll'ered the half-wilted mixture so com-

mon in even good English hotels and restaurants.

All this has been said before many times, but it

is true, and so perhaps worth repeating.

The Judas tree is not very showy in English

gardens, perhaps because our spring is not quite

warm enough to flush its sap into yielding a

flame of blossom. I am not quite familiar with

the average temperature of Paris in May, but

from a little personal experieuce this year 1

.should imagiue it to be like an English July.

Here at home the Judas tree is not so remark-

able as in Southern Europe, although as a wall

shrub it blooms pretty freely. It is when one

can see it as a tree from 30 feet to 40 feet in

height, and when every branch is a flame of

salmon-iiink blossoms, that it is most beautiful.

In the suburVis of Paris it is quite commonly
planted as one of the best of spring blooming

trees. You see it everywhere— in the Bois de

Boulogne, in private gardens, in the Jardin des

Plantes, near St. Cloud, and in the gardens at

Versailles—towering up like a soft pink mist in

the distance among Poplar, Chestnut, Birch,

and other trees. Amongst Leguminose plants it

is peculiar in having simple cordate leaves in-

stead of the feathery pinnate one3 one generally

expects to see, and later on in the year its

legumes or fruits render the tree again most in-

teresting. A fair specimen formerly existed near

the entrance to the herbarium at Kew, and on

the warm, gravelly soil near Balham this tree

flowers well enough to secure for it a place in

even a select collection of ornamental trees. Its

flowers are now and then used in salads, to which
they impart a not unpleasant astringency.

Tree P.eonies.—On warm rich soils these

noljle plants are worthy of all the cultural skill

one can give them. They are noble alike in

leafage and in flower, and even on cold, wet soils

and in severe climates where their buds of

promise are nipped by untimely frosts they may
be grown cjuite freely in pots or tubs, and so

become lovely ornaments to the cool greenhouse

or conservatory during May or June. After all

they are nearly as hardy as the Rose, and if the

slightest protection of coarse dry Grass or Brake
Fern be given to them, they come out of the

worst of winters well nigh unscathed. They
certainly grow and flower more luxuriantly in

France than with us in England, and only last

week I saw .several forms most beautiful in their

blossoming in the Jardin des Plantes at Paris.

They were fully open in the May sunshine, and
reminded one of magnified Roses—so much so,

that one irresistibly thought of the " Stock-

broker's Rose" (Paul Neyron) when at its fullest

stage of expansion. An illustration in Oanlen-

ing Illustrated last week shows to what a satis-

factory state of beauty the Tree Paeony attains

even north of the Tweed. One of the finest

and I find that one criticism often answers another.

There are several suggested improvements which I
hope will be introduced when the time comes ; at pre-

sent the most pressing want is a proper room for the

committee's work. Thenumber of passers-by and thebad
light, under which delicate colours are lost, add to the

ditficulties of judging. Those present at the Primula
Conference must have noticed how much better the

plants showed themselves when moved from the

bad light of the conservatory to the good light of the

Royal Albert Hall room.—GSOBOB F. WliSON,
Heatherbank, Weybridge Heath.

bushes I ever saw was years ago at Belvoir.

Then at Hampton Court do they not bloom
beautifully soon after the Horse Chestnuts are at

their best / I must ask Mr. 'Veitch to get for us

the very best of the varieties which have been

grown in China for at least some 1400 years.

Like Narcissus Tazetta, the Moutan P<Bouy is

most popular as a Chinese flower, and one might
do worse than make of it a speciality.

Showery I*Iay.—A good garden is at all times

beautiHil, but perhaps never more so than

between the showers of a fresh cool day in May.
[

Every leaf is bathed in moisture ;
the ah- is full

i VERNAL ADONIS,
ot perfume, not of flowers only, but there is tlie

soft fragrance of the bursting leaf-buds, the Amongst plants suitable for spring gardening,

breath of the Larch, and the balsam of the Fir, none, perhaps, excel the charming spring Adonis

or of the Pines. The earliest Tulips are at their i (A. vernalis), represented in the annexed illus-

best on a soft day like this; every flower is perfect; tration. Its habit, fine graceful foliage, and

whereas on bright hot days the open petals flaunt large clear amber-yellow flowers make it far more

themselves Poppy-like in the breeze. The Ane- eff'ective in spring than Tulips of the same colour

;

mones are also most brilliant, and the golden over the latter, too, it has many advantages. It

bosses of the Globe flowers most perfect in their
\

flowers annually with increased vigour, and even

own way ; so also in partial shade are the yellow if the beds in which it grows were to be used for

Crown Imperials and the parti-coloured Fritil- ' summer bedding, the foliage of the Adonis would

laries, which old Parkinson calls " chequered
;

add rather than detract from their beauty. There

Daftbdils." Polyanthuses of all colours are in
j

is, moreover, no reason why this plant should

their most exuberant stage—great umbels hanging not be permanently established in our wild

over fresh green Lettuce-like leaves ; while the ' gardens. It is perfectly hardy, being found

polished nobs on the Pa_-onies promise a

most gorgeous show by-and-by. A rake

has been accidentally drawn over a tuft

of Lemon or Golden Thyme and all

around it the air is quite aromatic,

and the Sweet Brier always has a deli-

cious atmosphere of its very own on

these cool fresh showery days in May.

Bluebells.—The wild kinds of wood
Hyacinths found scattered through Eu-
rope are variable, and of those cultural

forms reared from seed in gardens there

are some most distinct and beautiful.

One of the finest now in flower is a

variety from ISIunstead, a seedling, I

believe, from Mr. Nelson's Aldborough
garden. It is of bold and graceful habit

;

the flowers are of a distinct hyaline or

opalescent shade, not at all easy to

describe in words, a fact which shows in

a way bow lovely the colour itself must
really be. Then we have half-a-dozen

or more white varieties belonging to the

Scilla nutans and S. patula or S. campa-
nulata sections of the group, and of

lilac, rose, and blue shades at least a

dozen varieties, if not more. As now in bloom
beneath copse-like groups of flowering trees these

Bluebells are very lovely, varying as they do in

height and size or shape of their bells. Wherever
the wild Bluebells already exist in quantity near

the house or lawn it would be well worth while

to plant some of the best of all the cultivated

forms. On the Grass they are quite at home,
and soon establish themselves if planted at any

time between the end of June and September.

For half-shaded shrubbery borders where but

few other bulbs will grow these Scillas seem just

the thing—perfectly at home among the roots of

shrubs
;
perfectly happy under tree shade.

Veronica.

Adoniri veruLi

First-class certificates.—Anything that my
friend Canon EUacombe writes carries weight in the

gardening world. I therefore shall be obliged for

space to say that he and others are mistaken in sup-

posing that the rule of the society under which the

floral committee have to judge limits certificates "to

plants of high merit and newly introduced," it has

been enlarged to plants of high merit, new, or but

little known in cultivation. I have not the schedule

by me, but that is the sense if not the exact words.

I have to read all criticisms on the committee's work.

plentifully over a wide area of Europe, while A.

pyrenaica, a nearly allied plant with more robust

habit, and flowers generally furnished with more
segments, is confined entirely to the Pyrenees,

where it was plentiful a few years ago. It also

difl'ers strikingly from A. vernalis in having

hooked or beaked seeds, half an inch long, curled

or straight, and horny in texture, smooth and

shiny. It may, however, be grown with advan-

tage along with A. vernalis, as it is an equally

free flowerei', readily adapting itself to border or

bed culture ;
pyrenaica flowers much later than

the other species, and a succession of lovely

flowers might therefore be had from early March

in ordinary winters almost until July. They

make charming patches on rockwork, and, indeed,

when all other plants of a like nature are flc.wer-

less, these species of Adonis stand bravely out,

heedless alike of frost and snow. As with all

other showy hardy plants, they are most con-

spicuous in large patches. Both are readily

increased by division or by seed, which unfortu-

nately they ripen but sparingly. For room or

table decoration they are also very useful, as they

last a considerable time in good condition in a

cut state in water. They thrive best in a light,
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well (Iraiuc'tl soil, where they appear to be raon
^lioriferous than in heavy or damp material.

K.

• FLOWER PAINTINf! AT THE ROYAL
ACADEMY.

The pictures of flowers and fruits and kindred
subjects in tlii.s year's exhibition at the Royal
Academy are not generally distinguished for

powerful or specially effective treatment, though
there are a good many that are pleasing, and a
few that are interesting. Flowers especially,

wdiether painted as sulijects or merely as acces-

sories, are invariably a great source of attraction

to the ]iicture-loving public. One of the happiest
instances of their employment in the latter

capacity is the introduction of a beautiful white
form of Iris Kasmpferi in Mr. Frank ililes'

charming portrait group (G) of the daughters of

Captain Price, R.N. ; and, again, the 'effect of

Mr. Alfred Par.son.s' clever landscape, " On Shan-
non Shore " (40), is greatly enhanced by the mass
•of golden Gorse in tlie foreground. In Mr. A. H.
Marsh's " Moorh\nd Garden " (48) it is perhaps
natural that there should be more moorland than
garden, the visible horticultural produce being
limited to some Nasturtiums ; but the interest of
the picture, in spite of its title really centres in

the \\-ell-drawn figure of the woman standing
with the baby in her arms, and talking to a snudl
child wljo.se head appears over the low ruljble

garden wall—a fence without which the garden
wouhl soon cease to exist in the teeth of the
rabbit's opposition.

The boldest and most eflective treatment of

flowers in large masses is to be seen iu Mr. Lvike
Fildes' picture of " The Flower Girl " (61). The
scene is laid presumably iu the silent city, ynd
the .splendidly drawn and solidly juiinted figure

of the fair Venetian, wdio is in the act of making
lip a Ijoufpiet, is surrounded by floral wares
brilliantly, albeit harmoniously, depicted. Follow-
ing tlie order of the catalogue, the first study of
flowers pure and simple to attract attention is

Miss Provan's " Autumn Flowers " (200), con-
sisting of Gladiolus brenchleyensis and Sun-
flowers, with a few Grasses and single Dahlias,
skilfully grouped and good in colour; while in

the next room there are two other very attractive

autumnal groups, a lirilliant study of Black-
berries, Arliutus, Berberis, wild Clematis, and
Bulrushes, in a brown glass jug on a liljrary

table (299), by Miss Wood, and Miss Parsons'
exquisite arrangement of white Japanese Chry-
santhemums and scarlet Brier heps on a quiet
green background (.327). That Mr. Chamlierlain's
portrait (274) is painted by so ]iowerful and
versatile an artist as Mr. Frank Holl, R.A., en-
sures the perfect presentment of the ex-minister's
habitual Orchid, which, by the way, is almost
the only example of its lovely class in the ex-

hibition. Miss Beard sends a strong and natural
wreath of white Convolvulus (373), eharacteiised

by excellent drawing and painted on a long
narrow canvas, a form well adapted to display
certain flowers to advantage, and one which Mr.
Stoney has employed (282 and 499), but his

Eoses have too much the appearance, both in

colour and texture, of artificial flowers.

Nos. 3<12 and 1127 (water-colour) are reminis-
cences of gardens, beloved of artists, of the stately

long-ago, when horticulture was half architecture
;

but the French painters have shown us that even
the homelyCabbage plot may be pictorially treated
with efl'ect, the example thus set being aldy fol-

lowed by Mr. T. F. Goodall in liis low-toned, but
intensely human, ])icture (jf " Norfolk Peasants

''

(4G.j) in their kitchen garden.
In Mr. Waterhouse's splendidly powerful pic-

ture (450) the fiiteful Poppy is conspicuous in the
foreground within the " Magic Circle," and har-

monises well with tlie lurid surroundings of the

weird enchantress ; but myriad Marigolds fail to

impart interest to the dreary oriental picture (434)
of Mr. Val Prinse]!, A.R.A.

Mr. Ladell's still-life group (490) will, perhapri

be most admired for perfect finish and elabora-

tion of detail in all its parts. The black and
white Grajies, Walnuts, and Rasplierries, grouped
with studious carelessness on a red marble slab

beside a half-emptied green Venetian glass of

chablis, complete a tale <if that pain.staking labour

which was the glory of the Dutch painters. With
this study it may be interesting to compare an
instance of the very opposite of treatment—though
no whit less effective in its way—the plain white
jug filled with white and yellow Chrysanthe-
mums in Mr. Frank Bramley's exceedingly clever

painting " Domino" (491), one of the most truth-

ful pictures in the whole exhibition.

The treatment of the Moon Daisies, with which
the little lady so charmingly portrayed by Mrs.
S. E. Waller (696) has filled her lap, is especially

happy ; and in "The Rose of all the Ro.ses" (818)
Mr. Alma-Tadema, R.A., .shows how luxuriantly

the cjueen of flowers grows in the sunny south,

whose old-world life no other painter can endue
with similar vitality.

But these are cases in which flowers are merely
accessory, and it must be admitted that the pic-

tures consisting of flowers only are far less satis-

factory. Perhaps it is among the Roses that

the best and worst flower-painting is to be seen.

Unfortunately, the latter quality is the rule; but
among the exceptions Miss Edith Ellison's No. 880
may lie cited as an instance of a Rose admirably
draAvn and painted. It is catalogued under its

varietal name, and is in all respects a portrait.

In spite of its being hung in a corner, so that it

is impossible to get exactly in front of it, anyone
who has ever grown Comtesse de Nadaillac will

recognise the autumnal bloom, less in September
than in July, with its petals curling back, and
the flower passed on all sides by its own buds
mounted on their wiry red and leafy stems ; the

al:iru])t turning liack of the sepals, exposing the

pale base of the bud ; and the stil I rich fl ush of colour
in the central depths of tlie flower. The vigour
and truth of this example may well be contrasted
with the formally formless presentments with
which it is surrounded.

M. Fantin (SCO and 889) of course paints flowers

and especially Rose.s, as no one else can, and if

be chooses to arrange them conventionally, at

any rate they are portraits to wdiich there would
be little difficulty in assigning the correct names.
Mr. Sanilers' Tea-scented lioses (81.^i and 839)
are beautiful, though almost supernaturally clean

and pure. But for the rest, if they are capable
of att'ordiug anyone pleasure, it is a merciful
thing that there are people in the world who are

so easily pleased.

There are several in,stances of good work being
spoiled through clumsy arrangement. The red
and white Snapdragons (324) have nothing in
common with the pale Irises (probably I. stylosa)

by which they are encircled, except the dumpy
mug into which they have been thrust all to-

gether. Either kind of flower alone would have
Ijecn eft'ective ; but they are not the sort of plants
which, in a natural state, would occur together,

and certainly not with the one carefully surround-
ing the other— a kind of derangement utterly
inadmissible in any vase ot flowers. Even Fantin
produces but a bizarre effect in placing a bowl
ot I'ather exaggeratedly-coloured Tea Roses in

front of a fiue bunch of "Double Larkspurs"
(3J3), though he does keep the two kinds of
Mowers in different vases, and is perhaps un-
fortunate in being hung above the exquisite vmrk
and splendid colour of the president.

The natural arrangement of Fleurs de Lys and
Marguerites, white and yellow, aixording to their

habit as they lived, renders Mr. Page's "Fleurs
de Frauce"(10(io) astrikiugand handsome group,
while Mi.ss Brintoii's "Still Life" (841), 'repre-

senting yellow Iris in a ipiaint browny-green pot,

is similarly effective. In tlie .same room a heap
of white Pinks—a dilticuit flower to make an
effect with—on a Palm leaf screen (910) is cleverly

treated, and 922 is a very careful study of autumn
Daisies anil rijie Thistle heads. The oiilj' striking

water-colour is Mr. Muckley's fine group of

Christmas Roses, half beaten down by, but
triuiiiiihiiig through, the snow. The greenish
tint of the flowers, when seen against the pure
white of tlie snow, is skilfully indicated, while
the buhl and eft'ective grouping contrasts very
favourably with the flimsy and artificial group
hung as a pendant ; in fact, the bulk of the re-

maining floral subjects may be taken as admirable
illustrations of how not to arrange and paint

flowers.

It is not at all improbable that much of the
triviality in flower painting,as annually displayed

in the London exhibitions, and the inane repeti-

tion of utterly unpaintable sulijects, such as

bouquets consisting of one Violet, two Primroses,

and a Snowdrop in a tumliler of water, with a

Crocus perhaps laid on the table to break the

line of the base of the gla.s.s, is owing to the in-

ability of the ait .students to obtain good subjects

to paint from. It stands to reason, even if there

were no ditticulty about means (which is not
always the case among cadets in the artist ranks),

that flowers olitainable in the London flower

market are utterly unfit to paint. In the first

place, they are generally half faded and crushed,

unless they are of first rate quality, when, in

addition to being very costly, the)' have prac-

tically no stalks or foliage, owing to their having
been cut with a view to their manipulation by
the florist, who supplies them with wire stems

and alien greenery, .so that the poverty of subject

and consequent loveless treatment in so many
flower-pieces is not much to be wondered at.

But there is no doubt that those who have
extensive collections of herbaceous plants might
with very little trouble to themselves give a great

impetus to flower painting among the art students

in London by supplying them with good and
paintable flowers. Almost any kinds of Liliaceous

or Amaryllidaceous flower.s, Roses—especially the

delicately-tinted Tea-scented varieties—Compo-
sites of all sorts, from Sunflower's to single Dahlias,

and all with pretty long stalks, so as to be
easily arrangeable—these are what are wanted
for flower studies. At many studios it is cus-

tomary to ilevote one day in the week to flower

painting ; would it not be possible to get a list of

names of those who would be willing to send a

box of good flowers occasionally, to supply one

or two schools to begin with, once a week ? and
before long it .should not be difficult to make the

list sufficiently numerous to cause any sender's

turn to recur only at a considerable interval.

Perhaps even the great trade growers might not

be unwilling to occasionally incur the slight

troulile of, let us say, putting a few handfuls of

spare blooms into a basket and addressing it to

some neighbouring school of art, after setting up
a great collection of Daffoilils at South Ken-
sington, or of Irises at Regent's Park— especi-

ally when they knew with what delight they

would be received.

At any rate, horticulturists ought to do their

best to establish flowei' jxiinting on a broader

base, and the subject is well worth the considera-

tion of those wdio, having flowers and to spare,

or through any cause, such as absence from home,
may be willing that others, to whom they would
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be of real use, should enjoy the Uoral treasures

which might eke lie wastini; their sweetness on

the Jesert air.

'

Theta.

Fruit Garden.

OUR APPLES AND APPLE ORCHARDS.

I All glad to notice Sir. Coleman's thoroughly

practictd remarks (p. 3S'J) on this subject, al-

though I consider that he takes rather a pessimist

view ot what is being done ; at all events, his

somewhat sweeping assei'tions do not apply to

"Worcestershire. Theie are estates, and large

ones, too, in this county on which hundreds of

trees have been planted annually for se\X'ral

years, and these too of the best known Apples of

good size and colour. I am told that the demand
for good trees has been so grea^, that nur Worces-

tershire nurseries have with diiliculty been able

to sup])ly them. I do not mean, however, to

imply that our orchards are neaily perfect ; on
the contrary, there are many acres of Apple trees

tliat are certainly not worthy of the ground on

which they grow. Not only are they worn out,

but the kinds are of the worst possible descrip-

tion, and useless, except for cider-making. Ohl
and worthless Apples are, however, fastgiving way
to kinds which will unduubtedly jiiodnce whole-

some food, and hnancially a.ssi.st the depressed

cultivator; and last, though not least, hold their

own wilh foreign jiroductions. Here, howevei-,

annlhcr ditticulty presents itself, viz., two-thirds

of tlie growers have yet to learn how to store,

pack, and market their fruit. Their present

method is to wait for tlie dealer (one of the

middlemen) to come round and make an offer for

the whole of the saleable kinds, the price ac-

cepted for which is often about one-fourth what
the actual consimier Las to ])ay. Moreover, the

produce all corues in at the same time and
gluts the market. The weight of a pot of Apples
varies in different districts, but is generally about
8U lbs. net.

The next question is one regarding suitable

kinds for certain districts, and this can only be

settled by actual experience. People assert, and
trul}' too, that an Apple orchard planted on
pasture land and ploughed up some years after-

wards will at ouce cease to be fruitful and com-
mence to decay. This may result from the loss

of surface roots ; but can anyone account for an
orchard planted on cultivated land, and aftt-r-

wards laid down with Grass, collapsing in the

same way 1 On the estate with which I am con-

nected we have a home nursery consisting of two
acres, from which 1000 standard Apple trees

are supplied free annually to tenants, both

farmers and cottagers, in proportion to their

wants. The Crab stocks on which they ar-e

workeil are raised in beds from the "must" or refuse

of cider- makiug, and the pips of coarse kinds of

Apples nuike good free stocks tit for budding in

al)out three to four years, bud failures being

made good by grafting the fdUowing spring. It

is necessary, we Hud, to remove the stocks before

they are worked with a view to obtain tibrous

roots. We have also a reserve or test garden in

which over 120 kinds are on trial, and as each

kiiul proves itself worthy of extended cultiva-

tion, and likewise well suited to our district, its

buds and grafts are utilised. Varieties that

flower late are especially noted, and we think

that those with deep-tinted flowers are hardier

than tho-e with pale ones. All the best known
sorts are grown, and we have one local kind of

which we entertain golden opinions—the New-
land Sack—good in every respect, and when in

bloom of a highly ornamental character.

We do not believe in grafting old trees, as

oftentimes the land which they occupy reijuires

draining, an operation often damaging to old

trees. Young trees and fresh sites are what we
like. Holes G feet in diameter prepared to

receive them are a sliw i/iia mm. The planting

should be done in October and Noveuiber when
possible, and then they .should be mulched and

staked. W. ('lUMl^

Mciilre.sjiM Court, Mnlmn.

MILDEWED VINES.

I .SEND you a leaf of a Gros Colmar Vine which

appears to be affected with a peculiar kiiul of

mildew. Can you give me any information regard-

ing it ? There are three canes of that variety in

one of tlie houses here more or less affected as the

sample sent, yet, strange to say, other varieties,

such as Black Alicante, Black Hamburgh, Latly

Downes Seedling, and others which are growing
between the rods of tiros Colmar do not show any
symptoms of the disease which has manifested

itself in the Colmars. When I took charge of the

gardens here three years ago, mildew was rampant
in all the vineries, seven in number. To eradi-

cate this terrible evil, I applied borax at the

strength of I'l ozs. to the gallon of tepid water.

The mildew sliowed itself just as the Vines were

coming into bloom, and I found that an applica-

tion of this compound was detrimental to them at

that stage. I, therefore, determined to revert to

the old cure, sublimed sulphur, and was able

to bring the fungus under subjection. A good

many ot the berries were, however, rusted, but

I was able to ripen a crop of very good (irape.s.

During the winter months I had the Vines di-

vested of their loose bark and painted witli a

mixture in wliich suljihur predominated. The
following spring mildew again showed itself,

when I returned to the sulphur as the best

weapon with which its advance could be stopped,

and my eflbrts proved so far successful that I

managed to confine it almost to one house, and
all the Vines showed a decided improvement in

health, the (iros Colmar producing and finishing

off some hue bunches. This year the pest again

appeai'ed at the usual time (just as they

were coming into bloom in the early house).

This time I determined to give it, if possible,

the finishing stroke by having all the leaves

indiscriminately dusted with sublimed sulphur,

notwithstanding the fact that it might rust all the

berries in the house. Few, however, are rusted,

and the sulphurous fumes which smell strong in

the house at all times, but principally during

sunshine, seem to have kiljed the fungus germs,

as none ha\'e appeared in any of the other houses.

Therefore, I was congratulating myself upon the

success of my efforts in having exterminated one

of the worst evils which can affecr Vines when a

friend drew my attention to the Gros Colmar.

He stated that the form of mildew was peculiar

and hereditary to that variety, and that the only

cure was removal of the Vines. Can you tell me
if this is correct y Althouj;h all the other varieties

of Vines grown here have improved in strength as

the mildew disappeared, the Gros Colmars ha\e

become weaker. The gardens here are situated

in a low-lying valley on the north side of the P.ye;

the soil is heavy and tenacious and consequently

cold, and we Sue naturally subject to fretpient

fogs and frosts—the fogs favouring the develop-

ment of the fungus germs, and rendering the

visitations of frost injurious to fruit blossom and

tender vegetation in spring. J. R. D. P.

*„* The thin cottony growth on the upper

surface of the leaves of your Gros Colmar Vine,

which has been described by your friend as a

peculiar form of mildew hereditary to that variety,

is a natural growth of healthy down. It is strongly

developed on the lower surface and grows weakly

on the upper. The leaves appear to be slightly

scalded, otherwise there is nothing the matter

with them. There is no mildew. W. G. S.

The Lambtou Nectarine.—This notable ex-

ample of extension training cannot be explained

away. I am astonished that the " small tree from
the nursery " has all at once develo[)ed into a large

tree, 'i feet across, seven or eight years after the

original description appeared, but I cheerfully give
" T. B." the new addition, which still leaves

within a fraction ot KMI .scpuue feet of surface to

be covered annually—on the average—for the tree

must during some portion of the time have

covered nearly half as much again in one year,

seeing that during the fii'st and second years it

could not lie on KM) scpiare feet unle.ss " T. B.'s"

:i feet on each side are extended to (i feet or 7 feet.

The hgures given in a contemporary are the strong

point. If this tree be the "medium between the

two extremes," what must the maximum or mini-

mum be like ? It is to be regretted that " T. B."

should Ije left to defend this tree as a medium ex-

ample of restriction. Dare he not ask for corro-

boration in the best quarter?—J. S. W.

WATERING TREES ON WALLS.

Tiiii Peach, Apricot, Plum, and Cherry need

liberal supplies of water during times of drought,

especially those trees occupying the southern sides

of walls. Few trees really get all their wants in

this way supplied in such a trying time as last sea-

son was, tor instance, and it is just possible that

we are now at the beginning of a cycle of dry

seasons. Trees planted at the foot of south walls

with their branches braced up tightly against

their hot surfaces must suffer se\'erely if^ their

roots cannot keep uj) the supjily of moisture.

When ve see a stunted tree with leaves infested

with red sjjider, does the real cause ever come to

liglitV It may be attributed to over-cropping, to

the cold spring checking its [irogre-ss, or to blight

-a most convenient term. Tlie borders must
of cour.=e be drained. Some cultivators put heaps

of stones or brickbats under their trees to make
sure that no stagnant water remains in the soil

occupied by their roots. It is well to get rid of

stagnant moisture, but in doing so we must not

introduce a greater evil, viz. , starvation from lack

of moisture. With many of us the dillicuUy is to

get water for the trees. One has hundreds of things

in a dry time, all, so to speak, calling out for

drink, and there may be a supply of water which

is juactically unlimited within a quarter of a mile,

and yet from sheer lack of power it cannot be

moved? Cannot engineers do something for us in

such a case as this ? Yonder, say, for instance,

taking a supposition case, are thousands of plants

and fruit trees crying out for water ;
here are a

million gallons of beautiful clear water, well

softened by the sun shining on it; and yet, from

want of force, not will, the two cannot be brought

together.

When the water is laid on and the piessure is

sufficient, one man with a hose will do as much
work in washing and watering wall trees as half-

a-dozen men who have to resort to the reservoir

for all the water they use. Summer showers that

come scudding before the wind are frequently of

little or no benefit to trees on a hot wall, and it

is certain that when wall trees, especially stone

fruits, growing on the hottest aspects and having

no supjily of moisture but what falls from the

clouds, do not get enough, mulching may and

does help them, but it is not enough when the

trees are laden with fiuit. Branch dying in

.\pricots may possibly be in some measure due to

the check received in'a dry time by an insufficient

supply of moisture. At the present time and on-

wards till the fruit is ripening an effort should be

made to keep the roots in a fair state as regards

moisture, and as soon as warm nights come the

engine and hose will be of great benefit in keeping

down insects and encouraging growth. When we
consider what a very large proportion of all fruits

consists of simply so much w^ater, there should be

little cause for surprise that in a dry time Peaches

and Plums and other fruits are so small. In

watering any trees that require it, the trees should

be mulched over the roots first, and if the border

slopes, a ridge of soil should bo jjlaccd about 4 feet

from the trunk of the tree to hold the water up
till'it has had time to soak into the soil.
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Watering in driblets will not be of much use.

Three or four thorough soakings during a month's
dry, hot weather will be of more real use than a
potful or two poured round the trunk every even-
ing ; in fact, this little-and-often plan is a delu-

sion. Give a good-sized tree ten or twelve large
pots holding, say, from .S gallons to 4 gallons

each, and although it may not reach every root, a
great deal of good will nevertheless be done.

E. Hobday.

VIGOUR V. FERTILITY IN STRAW-
BERRIES.

If Mr. Cornhill (p. 300) will investigate the case
which he cites a little farther, he will, I doubt not,

discover that his forced Strawberries failed to

bear, not because they were over-vigorous, but in

consequence of their laeing badly matured, or else

from causes which render early forced Straw-
berries barren the third year, a circumstance
which often happens in the case of forced plants,
otherwise gardeners would not go to the trouble of

layering a fresh stock annually. Strawberry
forcers will be surprised to hear that Jlr. Corn-
hill keeps on the old stools till the third year, but
nobody will be surprised to hear of their failing at
that age. A striking contrast to Mr. Cornhill's
experience is that of the late Mr. George M'Ewen
before he took charge of the gardens at C'hiswick.
He was the best Strawberrygrower of his time, and
I do not think he has been beaten yet. He was
the most successful exliibitor from April to the
end of November at the Royal Horticultural
Society's shows, and also those of the Royal
Botanic Society, the Crystal Palace and other
places, \\ith plants in pots, the best three dishes,
and the best single dish, and his theory was
that Strawberry plants could not be too vigorous.
Those who gi-ew his plants for him at Arundel
Castle tell me that they never saw their like for
size of leaf and crown, a statement borne out by
Mr. M'Ewen's own words in his treatise on the
Strawberry, published in 18.56. He there says
that he preferred strong lieavy loam from the
Melon beds after its natural strength had been
" made more rich and mellow by fermentation
from the beds," adding that "he grew Melons in
a richer soil than is recommended," and for
Strawberries he added tothis alreadyrich soil night
soil or cow manure. In conclusion, he says, " If

by these means you happily can produce the
vigour, elasticity, and power of which the
roots are capable, so as to almost burst and
break the pots, it is a capital sign of good
management." In other words, tliis champion
Strawberry grower held that the greater the
vigour the better the crop, and that is tlie

principle upon which all good growers act now,
and the principle upon which Mr. Cornliill
acted in the case of the strong plants which he
mentions, only he puts failure down to the wrong
cause. But after all, not nearly so much import-
ance is to be attached to cases like the above as to
the actual behaviour of the Strawberry itself under
culture. No one, I suppose, disputes that Straw-
berry scapes vary greatly in the nuraljer and size
of the flowers which they produce, nor will anyone
dispute, who understands Strawberry culture, that
both depend on the strength of the crowns. This
is where the weakness of Mr. Cornhill's example is

apparent. Had his plants only borne fewer fruits
in proportion as their vigour increased, the fact
would have proved something, but they proved
too much, for the plants were either barren alto-
gether, or mostly so. Tliere may be a limit to
vigour in the Strawberry where fertility ceases,
but I have never heard of it yet ; ^\-hereas barren-
ness from the opposite cause is common enough.
The difference in the quantity of the fruitier
flowers produced by single crowns is .sometimes
remarkable, but the quantity is in\ariably greatest
on the strongest crowns, and ric: rersa.

J. S. W.

sides. At 6rst they appear in averyminute green form ;

later on they turn rusty or bumt-lookiug, and give

the top part the appearance of being affected by red

spider, a pest whieh we scarcely ever have. The Vines

have been planted about six years ; the hiiuse bus a full

south aspect ; the depth of the border is about 2 feet

to the drainage, which i.s about 1 foot deep. The
border is made both inside and outside of the house

;

the Vines are planted inside, and receipe copious

waterings during the growing season. We have an

Alicante in the same house which is never affected in

the same way as the Hamburgh and MadresBeld Court.

Any information on the subject you may be able to

offer will be gratefully received.— J. S., Croi/dott.

*,* The leaves to which these remarks refer seemed

to be in excellent health. The little warts or ex-

crescences on their undersides do no harm. They are

thought to be the production of too close and damp an

atmosphere.—Ed.

Setting Grapes.—In reply to " A Perthshire

Reader" (p. 43.")), permit me to say that the tirapes

in question, including Muscats, Buckland Sweet-

water, and Muscat Hamburgh, w-ere lightly

syringed with warm soft water at the usual closing

time. When I state that the (; rapes are now
colouring, he will infer that the period at which

they were in flower would necessitate closing

about 2 p.m. on fine days. It, however, so

happened that the sun was conspicuous by its

absence, and this part of the country was ice-

bound, covered with snow, and shut off by a cold

black pall, which solar heat could not penetrate.

"A Perthshire Reader's" fears that syringing at

the usual closing time may result in scalding are

fallacious, as I have lately been syringing Peaches,

Plums, and Muscats, not heavily, as one would
syringe for the destruction of spider, but mode-
rately with pure water at the usual closing hour —
,S..30 to 4 o'clock.—W. Coleman, Eastnor Castle,

Ledlmry.

Effects of frost on growinsr 'Vines.— In

answer to Jlr. Crump (p. .391) I would mention
that I once saw a Vine frozen through at the neck
just outside the vinery during a cold night, owing
to the portion of the stem being frozen where it

entered the house, the covering of litter having
been accidentally removed. The fact was dis-

covered by the foliage—which was in an advanced
state—drooping severely, but the Vine was at

once shaded and syringed, and the neck thawed
by pouring cold water on it, and it recovered in a
few hours and was none the worse.—J. S. \V.

liate Apples.—Mr. Coleman, Eastnor Castle, re-

commends the following, viz.: Ashoiead's Kernel, in

use from Christmas to May ; Brownlees' Russet, in

use during the same months ; Ijodgemore Nonpareil,

from July to .Tune ; Baddow Pippin (spr'ng Ribston),

from Chi istmas to April ; old Wyken Pippin, from De-
cember to April ; and Beachamwell, from December to

March. These are all dessert Apples and excellent

in quality. The following are chieHy for kitchen usf,

viz. ; Winter (Juoining, in use from November to

May ; Hanwell Souring, from December to Ma'ch ;

Alfriston, from Chris' mas to April ; Brabant Belle-

flenr, from November to April, very handsome ; Cal-

ville Malingre, from .Tanuary to April, an excellent

Apple ; L'^mon l*ippin, from Christmas to May, a good
old Apple : Besspool, from November to March, a very

iifood .\pple either for dessert or kitchen ; and El.anfTers

Pippin (not Flemish Pippin), one of the best kitchen

Apples during the first three months of the year.

Garden Flora.

SHORT NOTES.—FRUIT.

Vine-leaf excrescences.—I send you some
leaves of Hamburgh Vines and shall be thankful if

you can tell us the cause of the warts on their uoder-

Pear insects.—I am obliged by the reply of "G. S. S." ;

it coincides witli what I expected. The Pears stand in a
place formerly occupied by a Gros Colmar Grap?, and it was
affected somewhat similarly. Would the same insects produce
different results in the Pear and the Grape, or would the
in.scct.s !). tln^iii^cK'cs different? It d'les not seem as if the
Pears wiiuM be iimih iiijiirtid ; the disease J^eems giving way
tu the strciigthuniiiK of the ioIia^'e.-W. I. H.

Bl'ickberries—It would be interesting to get reliable

data as to the success or otherwise in the north of attempts
to cultivate Blackbenies. I have tried for the last two years
the iMammoth, Snyder, Dorchester, America, Newman's
Th' 'lilies J and New Rochelle varieties, and they have done
nothing. They are planned against espaliers between Apple
trees ; the wood his not ripened properly, and they have suf-

fered fr..m the winter frosts.—AV. I. H.. ./^'V/(;, Ahii'-i.-k.

PLATE 544.

SCOTCH BRIERS.*
One's thoughts may well turn to the Scotcli Briers

in such a season as the present, when with 18"

and 20'^ of t'ro.st after the middle of Mareli the

merit of Roses which can be fairly included

under M. Ge.^cliwind'.s triumphant descripti(ja of

"ab.solument insensible" i.s convincingly brought
home. These vaiietie.s of our hardy native Rcsa
spinosissinia are as callou-s to frost and .snow and
wind and storm as the proverbial highlander in-

side a plaid aii'l outside the whiskey ; and if only

the ground be well broken and manured when
the plants are first put in, Scotch Briers are belter

able to take care of themselves than any other

kind of Roses of garden origin. Climbing Roses

want training and tying ; Hybrid Perpetuals

involve pruning, mulching, not to mention the

keeping down of aphis and mildew; Tea.s and
Noisettes need protection in winter. But Scotch

Eoses, if carefully planted at first on their own
roots need neither pruning ncjr protection, train-

ing nor top-dressing, are not victims to greenfly

or mildew, and, in fact, may lie trusted to thrive

without any special attention for a considerable

number of years.

These Roses are not at all particular as to soil,

but if it is very poor, a light niulcliing of thort

manure in November will keep them in good
condition. They sliould be planted in a place Vjy

themselves, when they will throw up their

spine-covered suckers freely fioni the base, and
soon entirely cover the ground ; and as they do
not grow more than 2 feet, or at most 3 feet, in

height, they thus make a very ornamental mass,

(lowering freely at every joint. Indeed, their

very floriferousness tends indirectly to render

them essentially garden Ro-es, as opposed to

Roses for cutting, for in addition to their in-

numerable thorns, making them somewhat un-

comfortable sulijects to handle, the flowers are so

freely produced at every bud, that they are liable

to be inconveniently short-stalked, unless an
entire wreath be gathered. It is true that the

Scotch Briers are only summer-flowering, but

then their delightfully fragrant flowers come so

long before the generality of garden Roses, that

they are especially welcome. Moreover, one of

the prettiest and most sweet-scented varieties is

a Perpetual, blooming a second time in autumn.
This variety was r.dsed at Stanwell, and distri-

buted by Mr. Lee, under the name of the Stan-

well Perpetual. In habit and appearance it is

not very dift'erent from the summer-flowering
varieties, but its pretty glolnilar blush flowers,

of a most delicious fragrance, are freely produced
both early and late, it being no uncommon
tiling to finil them in good conditicm during

October.

Numerous varieties have been distributed at

various times. Ma.\ Singer catalogues about

thirty named sorts, raised chiefly by Pieiost

and Vdiert, of which, however, probably few

now exist, at any rate in this country. Mr.

William Paul records some two dozen more
names of varieties hailing principally from
over the border. But these Roses aie now
hardly ever referred to or even obtainable

liy n ini'', being as a rule merely desoibed
according to colour, as white, pink, yellow,

<tc. There are, unfortunately, in cultivation

many very dingy-coloured varieties, which
have got these Roses a bad I'eputatii.m from a

decorative point of view. Perhajis this may to

some e-xtent account for the fact state! by the

eminent authority above quoted that the Scotch

* DrawB at Munstead, Godalming, in July.
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Briers liave never been really popular among
English amateurs, although it is surprising to

find them entirely overlooked by so catholic a

rosarian as Canon Reynolds Hole in his inimit-

able book about Roses. For when only deli-

cately-coloured varieties like those shown in the
plate are grown, nothing can be more charming
than a ma^s of these dwarf, delightfully fragrant

and very hardy Roses, whose buds are in minia-
ture the perfection of form, a quality which is

maintained in the globular flowers of the more
double varieties, while in soils and situations

where the successful cultivation of most other
Roses would be hopeless, flourishing plants and
flowers in abundance may be had of the Scotch
Briers. T. W. G.

SUCCESSES AND FAILURES.
It is not, I think, too much to say that a lover of

flowers may learn as much from failure as from
success, and I believe it is the same through life

in other matters besides gardening. When failure
takes place, one begins to ask what was the reason
why it should occur ; and then begins a series of

questionings, which ultimately lead to finding out
the cause, and some little change makes matters
smoother for the future. We may even learn
more from failures than from successes, for when
we have grown anything well for some time, we
perhaps grow careless, and are not so particular
about small things as we once were, and are
astonished to find that our success has suffered an
eclipse. We then try, as I have said, to discover the
reason ; everything is investigated ; we find out
the cause, and hope that our failure in this respect
is at an end.

CvcL.iMENS.—I think we all know that, properly
treated, there is no bulb more easily grown than
the Persian Cyclamen, although one is old enough
to remember when it was considered a ditticult
plant to manage, and esj^ecially to propagate,
and yet now no plant seems to be more ready to
submit to the will of the cultivator than it does. I

have, like a good many others, grown this in my
small greenhouse in considerable quantity, and
have been very successful with it, and relied upon
it for getting a good many flowers in the early
spring months ; but this year I was surprised to
find my plants having a starved and miserable
ajjpearance. I had not superintended their pot-
ting, but on turning them out I found that there
had been very little root action, and that they evi-
dently ditl not like the material in which they
were potted. I made enquiries, and found that an
alteration had been made in the compost, and this
I have no doubt had been the cause of the failure.
This will be remedied, I hope, another season,
and the failure make me more circumspect for the
future.

DisA GRANDiFLORA.—One great success that I
have in a small way achieved has been with this
grand Orchid, which one so often finds in indiiTerent
condition, even in the collections of accomplished
Orchid growers. I have when looking through
some of them been asked whether I grow Orchids.
" Ves, I grow one, and I should like to see how you
manage it. " Very often the reply has been , '

'We can -

not get on with it at all, or but indifferently
;

" and
I feel no little satisfaction in being able to say
that with me it succeeds without any trouble ; in
fact, if its requirements are attended to, there is

no easier plant to cultivate ; all it requires is to be
potted in a well drained pot or pan in lumps of

peat and charcoal, to be kept in a cool house and
constantly syringed ; it requires no heat, and in a
house where Ceraniums, Azaleas, and all sorts of

things are grown, it is in the perfection of health.
I have a pan now of it (one of Dominy's Orchid
pans) about !) inches across; five or six of the
shoots are spindling for bloom, and out of every
hole nearly in the sides of the pot small shoots
are making their way, and it is impossible to have
it in a more healthy condition. I have frequently
given away plants of it, and have always told
those to whom I have given them how to treat it.

but the great difficulty one has is to persuade
people that it does not require heat, and 1 have
too often found it placed in some hot position
where it was gradually diminishing in vigour. To
some people the very name of Orchid suggests
heat. I have again during the past year come
across some (ilants of a very inferior variety which
I have alluded to as the Glasvevin variety ; it is

apparently more vigorous in growth, but no one
who has grown thefinersortwould care to grow this.

Freesias.—With these again I have succeeded
very well, and have had no difficulty in flowering
them ; if I recollect rightly, a correspondent ques-
tioned whether I should not after all find them
refractory; that, like Ixias, they might grow, but
would not bloom, antl at the same time questioned
the value of the roasting system. Well, they have
bloomed very well indeed with me, and I thoroughly
roasted them. Of course, I kno%v that there is

such a thing as confounding the "post hoc" and
"propter hoc," but yet there does seem to be a se-

cjuencehere. I have bloomed also several seedlings,
one with more yellow in it than Leichtlini major ;

nothing can excel in delicacy of perfume this ex-
quisite flower, and I am glad that it has proved
so amenable to treatment ; but if I have succeeded
with Freesias,

Ixi.is bother me. I only grow a few of them,
and these are imported bulbs. They grow well,

and some of them bloom well, but they are never
of any use to me the second year. One variety
which I look upon as the most charming of all,

viridiflora, is still more disappointing. Norhing
could have looked stronger or healthier than
they did ; they showed their spikes of bloom, and
inunediately afterwards, and before the flowers ex-

panded, the foliage began to turn yellow and
looked very sickly. This has occurred year after

year, and I have tried everything to prevent it,

but have as yet not succeeded. What makes it

seem to me more strange is that I have no diffi-

culty with the allied genera of Babiana and Spar-
axis, and can keep them year after year, but
any attempt to do the same with Ixias results in a
lamentable failure.

LAr.\i!ERiA ROSEA AND ALBA.—Let it be remem-
bered that mine is only a very small greenhouse,
and that I have to grow a quantity of plants to

come on in succession, and it will be seen, I think,

that it was rather an ambitious thing for me to

attempt to grow these beau tiful climbers. Persons
who have every facility antl can exhibit their

ropes of bloom \\ill, I have no doubt, smile at my
feeble attempts, but they are none the less inte-

resting to me. I had them for some time growing
in large pots, but finding that they wanted
more room, I had a large box made, and in this I

planted them. Some correspondent somewhat
ridiculed my practice, and thought that I should
find it a failure. However, so far it has answered
admirably, and I had last season an abundance of

bloom ; they now fill up the north end of the house
and at present do not at all interfere with the
othei' plants.

Marechal Niel. —I have a somewhat novel

plant of this which has given me a great deal of

satisfaction. I had it a few years ago, and planted

it in a large pot, and placed it on the ground in a
small amtexi I have to my greenhouse, where I

grow a Vine and put all sorts of odds and ends
during the year. I expected to have got a cou]ile

of years out of it and then thrown it away, but it

grew on, and on attempting to move it for repot-

ting I found that it had jiushed its roots

through the bottom of the pot, and was well

established in the ground. I therefore left it. It

is trained to the back wall of the house, so that it

does not interfere with the Vine, nor the Vine with
it. From this plant I cut at least 120 blooms last

year, and hope to do the same this year. Of
course, this is nothing to those who have large

houses and much facility for growing this favourite

Rose ; but to those who are obliged to resort to

makeshifts and do many things at once it may be
encouraging to know what can be done. How
long it will continue to do this I cannot say, but
it has already given me much pleasure.

Hvacinths. —The question has been mooted of
late as to the wisdom of neglecting these bulbs
after they have flowered in [wts the first year of
their importation ; they are generally thrown on
one side and considered useless, or if planted in
tlie border the complaint is that they deteriorate
from year to year until the blue varieties become
little better than the wild Hyacinth of our woods.
My own experience is just the reverse of all this;
my practice is to dry off the imimrted bulbs after
they have flowered in pots and then planting tliem
in clumps in my borders. I brought uj) both this
year and last to our horticultural club some
spikes gathered from these clumps which some-
what astonished even experienced growers, and
were pronounced equal to many which had been
exhibited in collections grown in pots, a veidict
which I do not think was exag(,'erated. This
touches on a subject which has been ventilated
in the columns of a contemporary, viz., the
po.ssibility of growing Hyacinths in England to
supply the market instead of sending over to
Holland every year for them, and suggesting that
there were parts of the country where this might
profitably be done. It was said it could be done,
but that the public would not be satisfied unless
they could obtain Dutch bulbs. This may pro-
bably be so. There is a place on our south-eastern
coast where there are manufactories of sardines
carried on by Frenchmen. The sprat is utilised
for this purpose ; but if they were sent into the
market brantled as best English sprats, they would
not find any .sale ; so the proprietor puts a French
label on them and the public who consume them
are quite satisfied, and, in truth, there is very
little difference between them and the genuine
article, and so it might be English-raised
Hyacinths would have no chance with the Dutch
ones. But can it be done? It may not be
generally known that large quantities of Snow-
drops, Crocuses, and early Tulips are grown in
the neighbourhood of Spalding, in Lincolnshire,
where the soil has some analogy to that of Hol-
land, and where a large Dutch population, brought
over for making the dykes which drain the fen
country, settled down. Indeed, on the Ordnance
maps we find "parts of Holland in Lincolnshire,"
and it is veiy probable that the Hyacinth might
be added to their cultures. But then conies the
question of profit. M. J. Mooy, of Haarlem, lately
told us in the paper he read before the horti-
cultural club that so large has the culture become
amongst the farmers in the neighbourhood of
Haarlem, that it does not pay. When, then, we
consider the greater expense of labour in this

country, I very much doubt, even taking into
account the reduction of rent, whether it could be
done with any likelihood of profit. I have
written to a horticultural friend at Spalding with
regard to some statistics of the bulb farming
there, and when I obtain a reply shall be glad to
communicate them to readers of The Garden.
Such have been some of my experiences in both

successes and failures. I say some, for I might
considerably enlarge the list, but there will be, I
think, sufficient to show that even in a small
garden like mine there may be much for not only
the owner thereof to learn, but much that may be
of use to others. Delt.i.

Major Superbus. —We must all regret to learn

that our very old acquaintance Major Superbus is

no more—has, if we use the expression without
levity, joined the majority. The gallant officer

had so long been enfeebled by the obscure and
tedious complaint to which he has at length suc-

cumbed, that he never within our memoryappeared
in public. A rumour that he \A'as to be seen at
the Daffodil Conference at South Kensington in

1.S84 was, with reason, thought to be a mere hoax,
especially as the conference was held on the 1st of

April. Since then his friends have often promised
to bring him to our gatherings, but have appa-
rently found it impossible to do so. He was
naturally of a retiring disposition, and probably
feared lest he should be prevailed upon to blow
his own trumpet publicly, a thing indeed which
he never did, even in private. Some of us would
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have i;Iadly improved our acquaintance with him
at his own home, but he was obliged to ileny

himself to visitors, ]iartly because of this extreme
sensitiveness, and partly o^^ inr; to some difficulty

which he had of late in keepinfj; up appeal ances.
It is no secret that the only known ]jortrait of

the major was taken, as a touching inscription

says, under greatly reduced circumstances. C'u-

riouslyenough, there is much dilierence of opinion

about the authenticity of this portrait, .some

asserting that it is nothing but an imaginary or

fancy picture, and that our ftiend could ne\er
be found to sit to any artist. We are left, there-

fore, with the strange memory of one M'hose

name is almost too familiar to us all, while his

featuics are absolutely unknown. He has left

no family, nor any legitimate inheritor of his

name, according to the opinion of those who
profess to know best, though we bclie\e there
are claimants living near Manchester and else-

where. Both the more intimate circle of his

friends—if he had any—and those who at a
greater distance knew him only through a more
or less nebulous and wearisome correspondence
will express their regret, not unmingled with a
certain sorrowful relief, in the wish, requiexrai in

pare.—D.^FKODIL.

MARKET GARDENING NOTES.
Foe weeks past it has been a trying time for

market gardeners. How could things be expected
to grow with such a continual prevalence of cold
northerly and easterly winds, excepting for a few
hours each day when the wind is tempered by the

sun while in the meridian ? Rhubarb is now being
freely gathered ; the Early Albert or Nonpareil is

yielding a large supply, the Victoria coming on to

follow it. These two are the sorts depended upon
by the market growers round London, and the
Victoria will keep up the supply for some weeks
to come. Radishes are coming on, but need warm
rains to quicken their development. One market
garden in my neighbourhood has a large number
of beds, leading to the conclusion that Radishes
are eagerly devoured in the great world of London.
But these are successional beds, following those
of earlier sowings. Those who were able to get
out their summer Lettuces before the late showers
fell are now reaping the advantage of doing so.

They all made roots, and are growing as fast as
might be expected under such retarding atmo-
spheric conditions. The sort grown is known as

the Fulham White Cos, which I take to ha\e been
originally a hardy selection from the Paris White.
That it is a hardy Lettuce is shown by the fact

that it is sometimes raised from seeds in Septem-
ber and planted out in autumn to stand the
winter, thus affording an acceptable early summer
supply before the bulk of the main crop of Lettuces
comes in. The plants recently put out were raised

from seeds sown in cold frames in .January and
February, and they are planted in the open as soon
as convenient in well-manured ground. The
ground must be rich to produce crisp Lettuces,
and when the weather is genial and showery they
come on with amazing ra])idity. A better stimu-
lant for Lettuces can hardly be imagined than the
decomposed manure from spent Mushroom beds
that are made up in the open air. This becomes a
rich friable mould, and if a good dressing be given
to the ground it jiroves of tlie greatest advantage,
ccelerating the development of the plants.

Caulitlowers are being put out in some sheltered
spots—an early variety to turn in tpiickly. Cole-
worts appear to be heavily grown this season.
The seeds were sown in drills in the ojien a few
weeks ago somewhat thickly, and the plants are
well above the soil. As soon as large enough to

handle they will be thinned out by taking the
most forward plants and dibbling them out thickly
on spare pieces of well-manured ground. This is

generally done during showery weather ; but if a
time of drought follows after dibbling out, as it

did last summer, the plants are some time in get-
ting established.

One of the largest market gardeners in this dis-

trict said a short time ago that he was at his wits'-

end what to grow that will jiay. Last year he
grew a (juantity of crimson, white, and purple
Ten-week Stocks for bunching, and, finding there

was a demand for them and that they fetched

faiily remunerative prices, he is this season glow-
ing larger ([uantities. The seeds are sown in

frames, having a gentle bottom heat in early

spring, and the plants are now being put out in

the open ground. Close by here a large piece wjis

l)ut out a few tlays ago, but unless rain comes at

once they will all be roasted up. They were, no
doubt, put out in tlie belief and hope that rain

was imminent. One market- gardener said that

he expected rain a few days ago, because on Easter
Sunday tlie worms were very busy throwing up
their casts; on the \\'ednesday in Easter week a

good soaking of rain fell. This practical observer

remarked that the throwing up of worm-casts is a

sure indication that rain is imminent.

Wallflowers, Anemone coronaria, single and
double early Tulii>s, Fori;et-me-iiots, and Narcissus
poeticus, where they are in flower, are being
gathered and bunched. I saw the other day a
large piece of Ornithogalum umbellatum, the Star

of Bethlehem, coming on into (lower, and by the

side of it a piece of cultivated wood Hyacinth,
both of which are bunched for market. Of Stocks
there are practically none ; the winter settled

them. In the absence of Stocks some of the other

flowers will perhaps command a higher price.

Fiu'iT CHOI'S seem safe, but much will depend
upon the frosts that often happen during the third

and fourth weeks in May. The two leading

market Plums are Prince of Wales and the Vic-

toria, both good and constant bearers, the former
the best, and both, though they carried heavy
crops last year, are blooming well this season, or

I might say the bloom is over : and now the ques-

tion is, are they setting their fruit ': I am afraid

the cold winds are interfering with this. A large

grower of Plums told me a few days ago that

Prince of Wales Plum should be picked with the

stems on, not without them ; but the great diffi-

culty is to get the workmen to take this trouble.

If Prince of \Vales is picked without the stems,

packed and sent some distance, the juice exudes,
and the fruits become moist and sticky, affecting

their value for sale purposes. The Victoria does
not bleed in this w ay—although it should not be
picked without the stems—and therefore can be
packed and sent a distance with greater certainty.

The William Pear is blooming freely, and if all

goes well there should be a good crop this season.

I recently .saw about l.SO trees, young and old, anil

they were all in full and heavy bloom. In a good
Pear season these trees will yield .3(10 bushels of

fruit, besides windfalls; but it is so seldom the

grower can rejoice over a good season. Old trees

of Hessle that had a spai-e crop last year are full

of bloom, but young trees that bore well last year
are very spare of bloom. An experienced market
grower states that it is best to have young and
old trees so as to be certain of a crop annually.

In the Chiswick district standard plants of Marie
Louise are full of blnom, but rarely fruit ; it is

thought to be too tender to mature its fruits in

the face of the biting east winds, or iierhaps the
London smoke proves too much for it. At this

time of the year, when the wind is in the east, it

comes sailing over towards the w-est in clouds.

Beurre Bosc and Calebasse,two good useful market
Pears, are also blooming well.

Of Apples, that popular market variety, Keswick
Codlin, has the trees full of bloom, and Manks
Codlin is not far behind it. Wellington is rather

spare of bloom, but the Yellow Ingestre, a favourite

in the market, promises to bear well. It takes a
good many of this variety to fill a bushel, but it

commands a good price. Besspool is very late in

blooming. A variety locally named Mincham's Crab,

really Minchall Crab, though a culinary Apple of

only second-rate quality, is in demand for pre-

serving, and it is an excellent bearer. It is said

to be extensively grown in the southern parts of

Lancashire, and a great favourite in the Man-
chester market. The tree is very hardy, and is not
subject to canker. Catshead also promises well.

MusiiuooMS from beds in the open air are now
being sent to market in considerable quantities,

and a little warm weather will greatly help the
production. It is a kind of tradition with the
growers of Mushrooms that, as the moon waxes to
the full, Muslirooms are produced freely ; as it

wanes, less numerously. Is this belief founded
upon any known phenomena, or is it a mere stretch

of imagination? R. 1>.

WORK DONE IN WEEK ENDING MAY U.

M.w .'-..

Thk bright, sunny weather of the last fvW days has
so dried up the soil, that rain is badly wanted for

such crops as Onions, Carrots, Turnips, and Parsnips

that have not attained sufficient strength to root

deeply, and thereby continue to grow without check.

Turnips, Radishes, and recent sowings of Broccoli

and Kales are con-sequeutly being ravaged with fly,

and either good waterings ur dustings of lime or soot

are needed to keep the plants growing till rain falls.

Lately-planted shrnljs alsii ahmv signs of suffering,

and where practi able we have, and shall ocjasioually

continue, to water tUem till the roots have got well

established, aud, as a matter of course, the mulching
will be left on all the sunniicr. Apples, Pears, Goose-

berries, and Roses that were moved during winter

.and spring have alsii been given a good watering, and
the mulching again put ia neat ordt r and well p'essed

down. The border of the early viueiy, now that the

fruit is swelling up for ripening, has been given a good
dressing of artificial nianuie, and the long strawy
niulcliiug replaced. Veiitihitiou is ntpw much in-

cre.ised, and a little .air is left on—tup and bottom—
all night long, and this, with sh'ght waroitli in the

pipe^, never fails to produce high finish, colour, and
bloom. Potted remainder of Calanthcs and Ferns
and Dracieuas into larger pots. With shading from
sunshine and heavy syringing night and morning,

these plants now grow away at a rapid rate. Potted
sub-tropical plants of several kinds into larger pots,

and got out other bedding plants to harden, tempo-

rary shelters being improvised with mats, canvas,

hurdles, &c. Thinning Madresfield Court and Groa
Maroc Grapes ; as both varieties produce large berries,

they are thinntd proportionately.

M.VY 6.

Cold at night ; no frost, but hot by day. Watered
recently planted wall fruit trees, and whilst this sunny

weather lasts the trees will ba syringed each evening.

Plums seem to have set their fruit well ; Pears have

suffered a little by frost, but, judging by appearances,

there may be a crop. Apples now nearly in full

blossom could not possibly look more promising, and

small fruits are all first-rate. Apricots alone are thin

;

most of their flower-buds were destroyed before they

unfolded by the long-continued cold weather that

prevailed from Christmas to April. Planting out

hardy groundwork plants in summer bedding ar-

rangements; Antennaria tomentosa, Veronica incana,

Sedum acre elegans, and Herniaria glabra are the

kinds we use mosi; largely. Cleared runners ofif

VioUt^, pricked up the soil between the rows, and
afterwards sprinkled over the ground a mixture of

leaf soil, soot, and droppings The best of the run-

ners we have had dibbled in on a notth border, and

when well rooted they will be used for making new
plantations, 'i he Czar, ti'cieen ^'ictoria, and Marie

Louise (double) are the only varieties we care about,

and therefore none others are grown. Karthed up

Potatoes, also Runner Be.aus, to protect theiu from

frost; should this setm iioiiiimnt, a length of tiffany

will be stretched over the Runners, and Potatoes be

covered up with long litter. Made another sowing of

Mignonette, .Sweet Peas, Parsley, Peas, and dwarf

Beans ; a regular supply of the latter is best assured

by frequent sowings in small cpiantity, for which

purpcse we reserve the warmest borders. Thinning

Grapes. Put out of doors a quantity of bedding

plants to harden off ; they are shaded from bright

sunshine with tiffany for a few days to prevent

scorching of the foliage ; all, Fuchsias in particular,

are very susceptible of injury from bright sunshine

when first they are put outside, as are Abutilons",

Castor-oils. Cannas, Hemp, and Wigandias, by cold

winds ; hence we steer clear of this difficulty by giving
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such plants positions sheltered from east and north-

easterly winds. Tied to sticks and potted a few
more Chrysanthemums, and pinched out the points of

all th.it .ire to be grown as bush plants ; the tallest

plants having outgrown their quarters in frames, and
it being still unsafe to rislj them to full open-.iir treat-

ment, a kind of tent has been made for them by
driving strong Alder poles into the ground, to which
canvas 6 feet wide is secured, to form the walls, aud
over that is stretched cords for tiffany protection to

rest on, should night covering up be needed, which
it will be if the thermometer is less than -lu" at ten

o'clock at night.

May 7.

Still very sunny. Planting hardy summer bedders,

also planted a few Calceolarias, Violas, and the first

line of Pyrethrum Gold Feather. The plants were
pricked out in light vegetable soil a month ago and
now move with such an abundance of roots, that they
will hardly feel the shift ; a notion prevails that when
sown too soon this plant fails through early seeding.

Of course, it does seed earlier, but the remedy is a

very simple one, and that is, to pinch out the flower-

points as soon as they are observed. We give prefer-

ence to early plants because they get large and well

established iu the ground before summer drought sets

in, and consequently retain their effectiveness. Staked
Peas ; our earliest plots are in full flower, and to pre-

vent watering we have had them mulched with long
et-ibl^ litter, a plan we shall follow with succession

lots as soon as material can be had. Asparagus is now
plentiful, and all heads that are U inches above ground
we cut each evening, and tie iu bundles of t\venty-fi\'e,

and put in water till required for use. The salt that
was put on the plots some time since has, up to the

present, kept down weeds ; a few are now visible, and
when rain conies down we shall put on another dress-

iug, which will keep them down throughout the re-

mainder of the seiison. Tt>p-dressed Tomatoes in

pots with loam and cow manure, as they are in rather

small— 10-inch—pots ; a goodly amount of feeding is

needed, and therefore, iu addition to this top-dressing,

manure water is given on altern.ite days, (.incumbers

and Melons we thin out, regulate, and stop growths
always once, and sometimes twice a week. The for-

mer, in frames, have been soiled up ; and Melons in

houses have had their fruit supported by fi.Ning

pieces of netting imder each individual fruit. A soaking
of tepid water ouce a week and a nightly dewing over
with the syringe is all the watering they require, and as

the fruit approaches maturity, horse droppings are

spread over the surface of the beds for the double
purpose of preventing the escape of moisture and of

supporting the surface feeders. Potted olf newly-
struck cuttings of Coleuses, Marguerites, Carnations,
and Begonias ; also dividtd some of the fibrous-rooted

section that we use for bedding purposes ; the new
white-flowered variety. Princess Beatrice, is likely to

prove a great acquisition. Grape thinning
; pinched

back side shoots of Lady Downes Vines and tied down
those that were touching the glass—work that has to

be done piecemeal, as the .shoots are so brittle they
snap otf if the least force to bend them be attempted.
Watered Figs; the fruit is swelling preparatory to

ripening, and liijuid manure was freely given. Lite
Muscats will be very shortly in flower, and that there
may not be an e.\cess of atmospheric moisture durinf^

the time they are in blossoui, the inside border has
had a good drenching, as also hive second and late

Peach houses.

M.w S.

Very hot, but sunshine less intense. Watering
newly-planted fruit trees and shrubs has now become
a necessity, and we have had a busy day with this

kind of work and cleaning up. In fact, this is really

the only kind of work our outdoor hands have been
able to accomplish. Washed Apricots and Plums on
walls with garden hose. By the use of a moderate
amount of force, dead blossoms, cobwebs, &c., are
removed, and the water does an inBnity of good as it

descends from the walls into the slight cavity that
the dry weather causes—however thick the mulch-
ing—between the wall and soil. This cavity we are
careful to disperse by treading or pounding the soil

against the wall the day following the washing of

and banks of lakes, and clearing up the same, have
taken up halt the time of our outdoor hands to-day,
the only other work done being the planting of a few
Caulitlowersi Brussels Sprouts, and cuttings of Sea-
kale. H4.\T3.

the hose, dustings of Tobacco powder have been given.

Did final disbudding to cordon Pears on walls, and
well pressed the mulching against both the tree stems
and walls. The work in houses has been a general
overhaul in respect of cleaning up and shifting of

plants. Strawberries in ])articular ; the last b.atch of

Vicomtesse He'ric irt de Thury was put in, together
with the first batch of President, these being the oi.ly

kinds we force, and thiit for the best of reasons, WrTuixr *».„ „ i i l
namely, that theyhave never failed us, but have alway.; ^nd™ of f ^f

we have

been good alike. President doesnot setsucha profusion TstenHv 1 T """^''^"'^^
of fruit as the Vicomtesse, but they come larger, and " ''"'^^^ '"'''''" ^''"^ "'"^ ''"""^

have therefore to be thinned more freely. From nine,
or at most twelve, fruits to a pot is never exceeded.
Finished thinning MadresBeld Court and Gros Maroc
( Jrapes, and began that operation in a vinery con-
taining .-Vlicante, White Tokay, Barbarossa, Jlrs.

Pearson, Alnwick Seedling, Mrs. Pince, Gros Colmar,
.and several other kinds. Got out a goodly numb;r
of bedding plants, rearranged plants in other houses,
and made all places look as neat as the present
crowded state of the house will .allow.

May 10.

Very warm, cloudy, but fine weather, conditions
that we shall not be sorry to have continued till we
get a good rain. Planting out hardy groundwfirk
plants in summer bedding arrangements. Planted
out Cabbage and Cauliflower. They are spring-sown
[jlants, and having been piicked out in light leaf-soil

they move with balls of earth and are planted in

drills with trowels, and having been well watered they
will start into growth at once. Another piece of

ground that was lately crojped with winter .Spinach
is being prepared for late Peas by trenching and
heavy manuring, and our late t'elery ground is now
being planted with ( 'auliHower and the earliest Cole-
worts. Watered and thinned out early Turnips.
Many are seeding, and I fear the crop will be a light

one; but a sowing made last week will hinder the
loss being of much consetjUence. Mowed, weeded,
and cleaned up fernery. Nettles and the common
Bracken are most persistent enemies to us in this

garden, but we hive given them such a hard lime of

it to-day, that they can hardly be much trouble to us
again this year. Thinned fruit in late Peach house
and tied down shoots to trellis. Continued Grape
thinning. Potted zonal Pelargoniums that are in-

tended for autumn and winter flowering in pots.

For the present they will have the protection of a cold
frame, but during the summer they will be grown on
in the o)ien air, the pots being plunged in ashes to
save watering. Filled another hotbed frame with
Alternauthera cuttings. The first batch are now
good plants, and air is freely given and the plants
well syringed when being closed up early in the after-

noon. Potted single Dahlias into .""i inch pots, and a
few of the best Pelargoniums that are required for

vases into the same size. Potted Tom.atoes also into
larger pots, and others intended for planting in the
open borders have been got out to harden.

M.n- II.

Dull, with s'ight rain; just, the kind of weather
.suited for getting out bedding plants to harden pre-
paratory to [ilanting out. A couple or three days of
dull weather when first the plants are put out suffice

to render them impervious to sun-sc rching ; hence
we prefer to do this kind of work in dull Weather.
The scorching weather of the past week or ten d.ays

has upset our calculations in the matter of Strawberry
supplies, and the work of retarding ripening, as alsi>

of preserving ripe fruit in good order, has had atten-
tion to-day ; a quantity of the ripest have been put
into a north pit, and others rot quite so advanced on
to .shelves in vinerie*, with the fruit turned north-
wards. Other relays of plants have been put in the
Strawberry house in their place, and a quantity just

set thinned of surplusfruit. Waterings twicea day is now
the rule, and after the fruit is thinned one of these
consists of weak manure water. Did more flrape
thinning and potting and staking of Chrysanthe-
nmms. Made another sowing of Primulas, Cine-
rarias, and Melons. Pinched out the points of such
shoots of Figs as were not required for furnishing the
trellis

; by this means—frequent pinching—we main
the trees. One or two trees of Plums were badly tain an even balance of young and fruiting wood from „ , - .,

attacked with fly, and, in addition to the wash with
j
bottom to top of tree. Scythe mowing "round trees I

for placing in the fruiting pots^ say 10 inches to

FKUITS UNDEB GLASS.
Pines.

registered 6', 5',

mornings, and with
the glass stood

at 75" to-day iu the shade. Brilliant weather like
this coming .so suddenly may not quite suit the grower
of hardy fruits, as he never knows what any morning
may bring forth. One thing, however, is certain : thij
blight, clipudles-i sky is a grand help to the forcing
ga»ilener, fiu- not only can he ventilate freely, but he
can also shut up with tropical heat and mi.isture
without having occasion to disturb his closely-banked
tires. To no one is this long-wished-for return of the
sun more acceptable than to the Pine grower, who
toiled week after week under a cold, leaden sky to
get his early (,>ueens ready for the London season, for
now he can prevent the crowns from becoming drawn
by airing freely through the early part of the day,
he can feed at short intervals with rich diluted liquid,
and he can venture to dew the plants overhead after
closing without running the risk of producing fine
fruit with discoloured centres. S ) far all is satisfac-
tory, as early started C,lueens enjoy a high tempera-
ture, but it is possible that strong solar heat may
produce violent fluctuations in the plunging beds.
These, then, must be closely watched, and in the
event of the bottom heat exceeding 90", the pots must
be carefully raised to let out the steam belbre it has
time to scald the tender roots now working round the
outsides of the balls, in the crocks, aud possibly creep-
ing through the apertures into the bed itself. These
sudden starts do not often last long, but long enough,
if overlooked, to cripjple the plants and bring on pre-
mature ripening, when the other extreme, heating, dry
and a rapid decline follow. Too nmch moisture is

generally the cause of the first evil : too little produces
the second

; the latter must tlierefore be averted by
the introducti<m of hot water, poured in between the
pots and in suflicient quantity to penetrate to the
drainage. If this does not produce the desired effect,

the most objectionable practice of turning and renovat-
ing the bed is the only course open to the grower.
Late autunm starters and the earliest i,;aeens as they
show signs of ripening shoidd be lifted out boddy and
placed in a drj-, warm house until they are fit for use,
when their places may be tilled up with others which
may have started in the succession pits.

The g-ner.al stock of fruiting plants, including
I >)ueens, Rothschilds, and Cayennes, will now require
daily attention. All must be neatly staked as soon
as they are out of flower, and the first must be
divested of gills and superfluous suckers before they
have time to rob the truit. One or at most two
suckers are cjuite sufficient to h ave on the Queen',
and the others being extremely shy, every particle ol

sucker and gill is genenally left until the fruit is well
advanced to make stock. When all the fruits are up
and out of Hower, the afternoon overhead .syringing
may be commenced in bright weather, but caution
with this instrument, at all times advisable, will be
the safest course until we are fairly into the enjoy-
ment of summer weather. Memtime, atmospheric
moisture being absolutely necessary, the walls, the
surface of the bed, and the tops of the pots may be
moistened with warm water, occasionally with soot
water, every day at closing time.

l^dccessifin pil,i.—Young plants shifted in March
and April and plunged in a sharp bottom heat, as
previously suggested, will now be making rapid
growth, and having taken a firm hold of the ex-
tremities of the balls, they will continue this progress,
as they are in the best possible ctmdition for taking
liberal supplies of tepid liquid manure and moisture.
The growth from such plants being so broad and firm
they should be made t > lay on all they can before
they require shifting, .an operation which must be
performed as soon as they show signs of having filled

their pots with root". If the plants in question are
from strong autumn suckers, they should soon be fit
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11 inches for Queens, 12 inches to 14 inches for

Cayennes. These should be clean, dry, and carefully

crocked, as they will have to carry the plants through

the fruiting stage to the finish. A general shift in

this or any other department always offers facili-

ties for renovating the buds, but unless they are

really unsatisfactory, the less they are turned and

disturbed the better. A much safer plan at this lime

of year, be they composed of leaves or tan, is to level

and tread the old beds as soon as the plants are lifted

out for potting. Water them all over if necessary,

certainly round the insides of the walls, with boiling

water to catch woodlice and crickets, ;ind place the

new material entirely on the surface during the pro-

cess of re-plunging. The heat in summer beds so

treated generally revives, and while safe from root

bui-ning the plants thoroughly enjoy the moisture

given off by the newly watered and partially decayed

tan or leaves.

Melons.

Plants in all stages, although nights are cold, are

evidently enjoying this fine run of brilliant weather.

In many places the earliest will now be ripe or

approaching that stage, and if tropical heat has any
influence on flavour, Melons now finishing should be

unusually good this season. Plants in pots on which
the fruit is swelling will take liberal supplies of

diluted liciuid every day, and fresh top-dressing must
be given to them as often as hungry feeders force

their way to the surface. The material used for this

purpose depends entirely upon taste. Some mulch
with manure ; others use good loam fortified with

bone dust, or perhaps dispense with the latter and
swell up the fruit with diluted liquid. Whatever is

used, feeding should be discontinued, and pure water
a'one administered when the fruit begins to change
for ripening. Melons, as I have often remarked,
should always be grown in the full blaze of the sun,

but the fruit of some varieties is apt to scald when
grown in houses which advancing crops render it

necessary to keep charged with atmospheric moisture.

The good old Golden Perfection and Victory of Bath
sometimes get caught when shut up hot and moist,

and although their quality may not be impaired, their

appearance is damaged, and fiir this reason the fruit

only should be shaded with thin sheets of paper.

Advancmg plants should now be traintd and mani-
pulated every day ; the finger and thumb will then
do the work ; there will be no waste of force, as use-

less spray and male blossoms will be conspicuous by
their absence, and the use of the knife will not lay

the foundation of canker. When the Vines are long
enough and sufhcieutly strong to produce fruit-bear-

ing laterals they must, of course, be stopped to

concentrate the flow of sap where it is most needed,
and the removal of male blossoms must be discon-

tinued. Early in the season or during dull, cold

weather in summer overhead syringing and copious
root-watering may be diminished while the fruit is

setting, but so long as the sky is bright and air can
be freely admitted this precaution is now unnecessary.
Where the pot system is regularly followed up fresh

sowings in squares of turf or single pots should be
made at short intervals, and batches of plants

established in fruiting pots and brought on in succes-

sion pits should always be in readiness for filling up
compartments on the day the last fruit is cut from
the plants they are intended to follow. By adopting
this plan, and never allowing a small pot-bound
plant to stand about, attacks of spider can often be
avoided, and fresh vigorous successions 2 feet or

more in height can always be grown as duplicates.

Pits ami frames,—Plants in these structures will

thoroughly enjoy this tropical heat and make rapid
progress during its continuance. Conditions so

favourable may, however, be but fleeting, and for this

reason the disastrous effect of checks and chills must
be guarded against by unrelaxing attention to the
covering and linings. Meantime give air early on
bright mornings, avoid draughts, reduce early, and
having performed the necessary pinching and train-

ing, shut up in time for the heat in the frames to

touch 90°. The great secret of success in the
management of frame Melons, as I have lately stated,

consists in the maintenance of a steady top and
bottom heat, in the use of good sound loam that will

produce firm wiry vine? and stout leathery foliage,

and daily attention to the removal of useless growths
and male blossoms.

E.\Rr.Y OncHABD House.

Watering, syringing, and ventilation from this time

forward must be conducted on a very liberal scale,

otherwise pot trees now in full growth, and most
likely completing the stoning process, will very

soon suffer, if they do not cast their fruit. Morning
watering is generally practised through the early

stages, but when darkness is more than counter-

balanced by daylight the main supiily should be

given to the trees either before or inmiediately after

the house is closed for the day. I prefer watering

before the trees are syringed, as there is ac that time

no moist surface to mislead, while the crock roots may
require a thorough soaking. Moreover, night water-

ing supplemented by sound syringing keeps the roots

and foliage moist and cool, and fits them for the

strain of a succeeding bright day. The first .syring-

ing should be performed with closed ventilators as

soon as the morning temperature bejiins to rise.

Backwards and forwards with some force is the proper

way, as every leaf and stem should be thoroughly

bathed, and the beds on which the trees stand should

be well watered with diluted liquid to be e.xlialed

throughout the day. If the houses are bright and
airy and the pots are full of roots, it is a good plan to

cover the bord« rs with well worked litter from the

stables, the sprinkling of which at short interv.als

will keep spider in chock and feed the foliage. The
management of the air in the orchard house is a very

important matter, as fruit pale and vapid or bright

and luscious can be produced by neglect of or proper

attention to the admission of air. Assuming then

that the house is closed early in the afternoon with

plenty of sun heat and moisture, a chink of night air

should be given about 8 p.m. and taken off early in

the morning. Day ventilation will commence when
the temperature begins to rise from the morning
syringing, say at SS°, and more air must be admitted,

little and often, until the maximum of 76° to 80° is

reached. Ab.)ve this figure, even with pure air, should

no house containing stone fruit trees be allowed to

go, but a gradual reduction must be commenced and
continued to prevent a sudden drop until the time
arrives for closing. When the stoning process is

complete and the fruit begins to swell, the final

thinning nmst be made with a firm hand, all gross

shoots must be pinched to increase its size, and the
foliage, where practicable, turned aside to let in sun
and air. The period from the completion of the
stoning to the ripening being short, the top-dressing

so frequently recommended must be laid on as often as

the old is exhausted or washed away. If these prin-

ciples, broad and general, are observed, and forcing

through the day is succeeded by rest at night, fruit of

good size and fine colour will reward the cultivator.

Late or rjcncnd houses.—With one exception, the
management of the early house through the flowering

and setting stages applies in this compartment also.

That one exception is the free admis.-ion of air com-
bined with a more liberal use of the syringe. In early

houses we do not think it advisable to admit currents

of air, neither do we follow up heavy daily the

syringing. In late houses we very often open
ventilators first thing in the morning, and syringe the
trees every day throughout the season of growth. A
house here containing trees over twenty years in

bearing has been syringed twice every day throughout
the flowering period, and we have thousands of fruit

to thin off. In cases of this kind thinning should be
commenced and closely followed up before the trees

begin to feel the strain of the crop; the finest only
should be retained, and if a mistake is made it should
always be in favour of light cropping. Disbudding
will, of course, be carried on simultaneously with
thinning, and if old trees which have long since

reached their full stature require shortening back to

good growths, the present time is perhaps the best for

pruning them into shape. Pinching must be regu-

lated by the strength of the growths and the space at

command; if limited, the first stopping may be made
at the sixth leaf ; if ample, I prefer giving them a
great deal more latitude. Good soft water, and
plenty of it, plied twice a day right and left is a very
important element. Soot water may be used twice a

be given to old trees at every alternate watering. If

unheated houses have been kept back to secure a good
set of fruit and speed is now the ol)ject, the ventilators

may be closed early on fine afternoons with solar

heat and moisture ; or, in order to have the crop fit

for use after ordinary hardy soft fruits are over,

ventilation on the most liberal scale may now extend
over the d,ay and shortly through the night also.

Cherries.

Early varieties in early houses will now be well

advanced if not quite ripe, and later sorts will be

sufficiently forward to admit of increased and con-

tinuous ventilation, combined with a slight decrease

in the supply of atmospheric moisture. It will no*,

of course, be wise to shut off moisture altogether, as

Bigarreaus will be improved by daily syringing when-
ever the house can be freely ventilated. When all

the fruit is ripe, keep the house as cool as possible,

shade from bright sun if necessary, and see that black-

birds do not gain an entrance.

Pldms.
If in pots and judiciously arranged, all the earliest

varieties will be together. Jlidseason sorts will form

the next block, and the latest, including the grand

old Golden Drop, will bring up the rear. Syringing

with nice soft water can then be discontinued at tlie

earliest end when the fruit begins to change colour,

and so on until finally the latest no longer require it.

Like all other fruit trees confined to pots. Plums re-

quire plenty of good solid food in the form of top-

dressing .and copious draughts of warm diluted liquid ;

the first must be repeated as often as the old is washed
away, and the liquid may be continued until the fcui';

has attained its full size, when pure water, still in

plenty, as Plums .always fill their pots with roots,

will be essential to the health of the trees and ripen-

ing up with the highest flavour. I 'lum.s, after they

are stoned, will stand temperate forcing, but they

must have an abundance of air, otherwise they will

never lay on perfect colour. If high feeding induces

frequent flushes of soft lateral growth, these must be

constantly pinched to let in light and air, and to con-

centrate the force of the food during the time the

fruit is swelling. They are at all times subject to

aphis, green and black, and so poisonous and detri-

mental is a slight .att.ick that the appearance of the

first curled leaf should always be the signal for fumi-

gating. If kept dry and cool and safe from birds,

early Plums can be preserved for some time after

they are ripe, mid-season varieties still longer, and
Golden Drop will hang until it becomes a delicious

sweetmeat. The culture of Plums need not be con-

fined to pots, as they do well planted out in sound

loam and lime rubble, provided the root space is

limited and they are well mulched and fed when the

fruit is swelling. They can be grown as pyramids or

bushes when they require annual root-pruning, or

they may be tr.ained on trellises like Peaches.

Varieties, many of them inferior, being so numerous,

the best only should be selected. One of these should

be Transparent Gage. Kirke's and Jefferson com-
plete a trio fit for an emperor. W. Coleman.

Eastnor Castle, Ledburij.

Vines
week at least, and diluted liquid or guano water may

| in the operation.—G. S. S

Vine insects (P. P.).—Your Vines are at-

tacked by one of the scale insects (a species of

Pulvinaria). It is rather difficult to know what to

recommend at this time of the year as a means
of destroying it. It is difficult to kill, and some
insecticides which would have that efl'ect might
injure the young shoots. Going carefully over

the Vines and dabbing every scale with methy-
lated spirits of wine slightly diluted with water,

applied with a camel's-hair brush, is a very eft'ec-

tive, but tedious way. Painting the rods with
paperhanger's paste or starch has been much
recommended ; either chokes the insects and pre-

vents the young ones from coming out of the eggs.

One part of paraffin oil and one part of soft soap

dissolved in w arm water make a good wash. As
soon as the leaves are off dress the Vines with one

part gas tar and four parts clay mixed with enough
water to make a thick paint. Some of the loose

bark should be peeled oft' before the dressing is

applied, but not in such a way as to injure the

There must be no scraping or knives used
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Indoor Garden.

LARGE-LEAVED ANTHURIUMS.
Within the last five or six years several very

handsome-leaved Anthuriums have been added
to the cultivated plants of this genus, which out-

side botanical collections is only scantily repre-

sented if we look at the larj^e number of species

—

about 200—that have been discovered. At p. 301

reference is made to the several kinds that are

now widely popular as flowering plants, and we
liow call attention to those whose claims to favour

reside only in the beauty and large dimensions of

their leaves. To obtain a good idea of the variety

in form and size among Anthuriums one cannot

pale green, and about 2 feet long. The blade,

when young, is succulent and coloured a deep

shining olive-green, which changes to a lighter ami

opaque colour when mature. The striking ap-

pearance of the foliage is owing to the jilumose

arrangement of the nerves and the puckered or

very prominently waved upper surface. The
flowers are not attractive, and therefore they

should be removed as soon as they appear, which
will cause the leaves to become larger. This fine

Aroid is a native of Columbia, and was intro-

duced by the nurserymen after whom the species

is named.

A. Warocqheandm ranks next in point of

length and beauty of foliage It has a short

stem ; leaf-stalks 2 feet long, semi-erect, smooth,

A plant of Antluirium Veit -hi io Baron Schroeder's garden, Tlie Dell, Egham. It boars thirty-five leaves, fourteen of

which me .sure over 47 iuebes in length by Iti inches in width ; the largest leaf is 55 inches in length by is inches

in breidth ; the broadest measures 111 inches across. (From a photograph taken fo The Garden last autumn )

do better than pay a vi^^it to Kew, where in the

Aroid house (No. 1) we counted the other day
nearly one hundred kind.?. Many of these a horti-

culturist would pass over as of no value for his

purposes, but he would nevertheless note a con-

siderable number that might be employed with
excellent effect in planting or filling large stoves.

A. Veitchi represented in the annexed woodcut
is, perhaps, the most remarkable of the large-

leaved Anthuriums, and the magnificence of such
a specimen as is here shown may be imagined
when we state that each of its leaves is between
3 feet and -i feet in length and about 18 inches in

wddth. The leaf-stalks spring from a short, thick,

upright stem, and they are erect, round, smooth,

pale green ; blade 2A feet to .9J feet in length by
about a foot in width, lanceolate in outline, the

lobes at the base rounded ; its colour is a dark
opaque green, with the nerves banded with pale

grey-green, and crystallised. It glows rapidly

and forms as grand a specimen plant as the one
shown in the woodcut. There is a good plant of

this kind in the collection at Kew.

A. SPLESDIDUM is a very handsome Aroid, but
difficult to manage, owing to its thriving only

when grown in a hot steamy atmosphere. A
plant thus grown at Kew has leaves 18 inches

long by about a foot in width, their form heart-

shaped, and the whole surface broken into numerous
blister-like projections, looking much prettier,

however, than this description would suggest.

The colour of the blade is a deep grass-green. If
this plant were not so difficult to keep in health, it

would certainly become one of the most popular
of fine foliaged plants. It was introduced by Mr.
Bull from Brazil in 1882.

A. CRVST.iLLiNTM.—This is a comparatively well-
known stove plant, being oft«n seen represented
by very large specimens, as it grows freely and
vigorously in an ordinary stove. The stem is

short, branching, and almost hidden under
numerous aerial roots ; the leaf-stalk is 18 inches
long, pale brown when young, green when mature

;

blade 2 feet long, U feet broad, heart-shaped, the
lobes at the base overlapping, and the surface
smooth and slightly waved. Colour a deep
velvety green, with the principal nerves set in
broad irregular lines of sparkling silvery grey,
which in the sunlight looks like frosted silver.
When young the leaves are a soft chocolate colour.
There is a fine specimen of this at Kew with
twelve large leaves. It is a native of Columbia.

A. MAONiFicu.M is Something like the last, but
has leaf-stalks 2 feet or .3 feet long, 4-angled and
winged ; the blade is .3 feet by 2 feet, heart-shaped,
and dark olive-green, with grey-green crystallised
markings along the nerves. It is a native of
Columbia, (jlood plants of it may be seen at Kew.

A. REfiALE diflfers perceptibly only from the last
in having the leaf-stalks rounded instead of quad-
rangular. Both these kinds, when planted out in
rich soil, form magnificent specimens, which for
large stoves are of almost unparalleled value.

A. Browni has leaf-stalks .5 feet long, erect,
smooth, green, and a blade often 3 feet in length
by about 1.^ feet in width, cordate in shape, the
sinus very broad ; colour a shining green. It is a
stately plant when grown to its full proportions.

A. H.iSTiFERUM and A. .ERAXTKhhave red-brown
leaf-stalks 2| feet long, and cordate leaves 2 feet
in length, with the sinus at the base very wide
anil the lobes broad and spreading ; their colour is

a pale olive-green.

A. TRiKiDUM is distinguished by its wide blade
being divided into three large lobes, Trefoil-like,
and leaf-stalks 3 feet long. When young the
leaves are handsomely tinted with red-brown.

A. Wendlaniii has a broad leaf-blade divided
into eight long sinuated lobes, thereby resembling
A. pedato-radiatum, the leaves of which are well
described by the name.

Besides the above, we might mention numerous
other kinds which are attractive either because of
their gigantic foliage or variegation. Many of
these are specially valuable for planting in large
ferneries or stoves, under the shade of other plants,
few plants thriving better in such situations than
these and other strong-growing Aroids.

The species above described all require tropical
treatment—a rich, open, well-drained soil, and
abundance of moisture, both at the root and
overhead, at all times of the year. B.

Habrothamnus carminatus ruber.— This
Habrothamniis is a capital plant for covering the
back wall of a cool house. It is much more effective
than H. elegans, the blossoms of which are not so
blight as those of H. c. ruber. The latter blooms
more freely, too, than the kind just named. Our
plant was raised from a cutting (cuttings strike
readily in spring plunged in a gentle bottom heat)
five years ago ; it grew rapidly, and now covers a wall
12 feet high and ti feet wide. It flowers freely for

several mouths, and the flowers last a long time when
cut and placed in water. C4iveu plenty of water at

the roots and copious syringings overhead, this plant
makes rapid growth. When the allotted wall space
is covered, the shoots should be closely pruned in
every autumn ; and when growth again commences
flowers will be borne in abundance on every shoot.

—

E. M.

Double Violets in pots.— During the past
winter want of sun was much felt, and Violets grow-
ing in frames were not always a success. Whole
framefuls of plants in some cases did not yield more
than a very few flowers, and they were of poor
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quality. In small gardens, where a frame cannot be

epjred wholly for Violet culture, capital flowers may
be g]ow^l in pots from 4 inches to 8 inches in dia-

meter, according to the size of the plants. They can

be set on shelves close to the glass in any house having

a favourable aspect. In such a position they are not

so liable to damp as they are in frames. The plants

should be placed in pots at the time when they are

usually put in frames.—M.

IVY-LEAVED PELARGONIUMS.
The vast improvement which has recently taken

place in I\-y-Ieaved Pelargoniums, especially in

Continental raised sorts, has placed these plants

in the foremost rank amongst .subjects worthy of

extended cultivation for greenhou.se decoration

and for cut flowers. Not long since It was cus-

tomary to find a few representatives of this section

of Pelargoniums grown, but indifferently and
chiefly with the intention of planting them to

hanf over vases, &c. , in summer. Doubtless for

this purpose some of the free-growing trailing

varieties were, and still are, well adapted, but in

addition to these, the newer introductions, being

dwarf and compact in habit, form excellent sub-

jects for pot culture. They are easily grown and

are exceedingly floriferous even in a small state.

All the varieties of this section which could be

obtained were grown for trial at Chiswick in 1870,

and had their respective merits reported upon.

At that time nearly all which were procurable

were well known; they did not represent much
diversity in colour and the flowers were, with few

exceptions, single : new varieties of zonals, both

single and double, were appearing in rjuantity

well nigh innumerable, but few seemed to interest

themselves in improving the Ivy-leaved section.

Lately, however, plants belonging to this group

have been rapidly improved, especially the semi-

double varieties, some of which are represented in

colours as bright and distinct as those of the

zonals. This statement will scarcely seem credible

to many Pelargonium growers who have had no

opportunity of seeing varieties, for instance, of

M. Lemoine's production, but visitors to the South

Kensington meetings of la-st year will remember
the fine stands of cut flowers exhibited from

Swanley. About ten years since the only semi-

double kind procurable w-as Kcmig Albert ; now
there are some three dozen or more in commerce.

The cuLTrRAL UEguiREMENTS of Ivy-leaved Pe-

largoniums are easily understood. Like all other

members of the genus, they flower best if grown

in comparatively small pots, and fed with artificial

or liquid manure as soon as growth is active.

Cuttings of young shoots strike in a short time,

and a stock may thus readily be increased. Old

plants may also be grown in successive years if

desired, but young ones of about two seasons are

best. The trailing varieties should be trained on

wire trellises or sticks arranged either pyramidally

or balloon-.shaped ; many of the newer kinds pre-

sent an apparently hybrid character between the

zonal and Ivy-leaved sections, and these are per-

haps best tied loosely to a .single stake. The
habit may readily be judged by the plant's appear-

ance even when young and by the leaves. If

Pelargoniums are grown with the intention of

their flowering in small pots, as recommended
above, it is important that good rich soil should

be provided. Rough loam and dried cow manure

in the proportion of two parts of the former to one

of the latter will form a good compost; a little

crushed charcoal should be intermixed to keep the

other ingredients open. Ivy-leaved Pelargoniums

succeed well along with Fuchsias ; they are equally

as much benefited by syringing as are Fuchsias

until they come into flower, and they require

when growing plenty of water at the root.

Throughout the \\ inter they should be kept dry,

or nearly so, and allowed to rest, but those not

already started should be seen to at once, and

started in an intermediate temperature where air

can be freely admitted when requisite. All young
shoots must be kept tied in, as they grow fast and

soon become broken if this is neglected.

IvY-LEAVED PELARGONIUMS are most acceptable
towards the latter part of summer when the nume-
rous subjects that are available for greenhouse
embellishment through the earlier part of the

season are umler treatment for another year. It

is confidently anticipated that if any of the beau-
tiful semi-double varieties to which attention is

here more particularly directed were added to

any garden where decorative plants are required,

they would under the ordinary care afforded the
scarlet zonals in pots add an additional feature

to the greenhouse, and excite much more than
a passing interest the whole time during which
their numerous trusses of flowers last.

J. G. K.

WATERING WITH COLD WATER.
If the operations of successful market growers are

to be taken as a guide, we may conclude that un-

due importance has been attached to watering
tender plants under glass with water of the same
temperature as that in which the plants have been
grown. If, as we imagine, there is some ana-

logy between the laws which govern the health

of jjlants and human beings, we ought not to feel

much sur])rise that suddenly dashing cokl water
on the foliage of plants growing in a warm tem-
perature .should be unproductive of evil results.

If there is one point on which doctors do not dis-

agree, it is that which relates to the benefit con-

ferred by the use of the daily early morning " tub."

Water almost cold as ice is poured over the skin

which for some hours has been maintained at a

uniformly, more or less, high temperature. So
far from giving a chill, we ai'e told that this braces

up the system to resist the effects of a changeable
climate. If such be true of the human frame, may
it not be equally true of plants, which we know
suffer much as we do from clim.atir changes? It

may be that in their case the cold-water doiiclu

has also a stimulating effect. I am not, however,
offering a decided opinion on this matter ; 1 merely
advance a theory which pi-actical experimenters
may disprove or verify. Those having warm
houses will have no difficulty in forming a decided
opinion as to the comparative merits of cold or

more or less warm water for syringing and water-

ing. It is an easy affair to set a few plants on one
side, and give them cold-water treatment through
the season, wateiing and syringing with water
taken directly from outside.

That cold water may be employed without
danger for the purposes just named I once had
good proof. In a large house arranged in the
natural style with tender tropical plants there

was no other means of watering than with water
contained in a large tank which had no protection

whatever from tlie weather. The house was
00 feet high, and the Palms, Musas, and similar

]ilants with which it was filled required a large

amount of water. This was given with a hose,

there being sufficient pressui'e to throw the water
over the foliage. This treatment had been prac-

tised from the time when the plants were set out
in a young state, thus extending over a period of

some ten or more years, and when I took charge
of the house they were in admirable condition as

regards health and vigour. As the house was
heated by steam in copper pipes running under-
neath iron gratings, the soil nearest the walks got.

di'v quickly, so that a considerable amount of

watering was required, even in winter when the

tank outside was at times covered with ice.

Nevertheless, I do not remember to have per-

ceived any difference between the plants most
frequently watered an<l sprinkled in this way and
others less subjected to such treatment. All

succeeded remarkably well; many things, indeed,

such as Musa paradisiaca and rosacea, Brownea
grandiceps. Palms, and Tree and dwarf Ferns
grew quite rampantly. If cold water exercised a
very injurious effect on the roots and foliage of

tender plants, as it is often suppo.sed it does if

plentifully used, there would certainly be an end
to Cucumber growing in many of the London
market gardens, where the only water obtainable

is taken cold from the tap. The Cucumbers

grown under such circumstances are, however, as
good as can be desired.

If cold water remained any time on the foliage,

a check would undoubtedly follow, but a few
minutes suffice to bring it to the same tempera-
ture as that of the house ; and although a longer
period must elapse before this can take place
when used for watering, it is not sufficiently long
to exercise any appreciable eS'ect on the roots.

In any ca.se it is well to know that water much
colder than the ordinary temperature of the house
may be used in watering, and syringing without
injury to plants subjected to such treatment.

J. C. B.

Orchids.

MANURING ORCHIDS.
One of the subjects discussed at the Orchid Con-
ference was whether or not manure applied in

the ordinaiy way in which it is given to other

plants is beneficial to Orchids—that is, applied to

the roots in eitlier a solid or a liijuid state. It

has generally been admitted that when the atmo-
sphere of the house in which Orchids are located

is kept supplied with ammonia dining the season

of growth, tliat the ammonia materially assi.sted

them. The I'ai t of so many of the Orchid family
being epiphytal in habit, with root.% unlike those

of other plants, out of the soil, has led to the

su]>pi:isition that they subsist on air and water
alone; whereas it should be borne in mind that,

independent of the sustenance they get from the

rich vegetable matter in which the extremities of

their roots revel at the foot of the trees on which
Ihey grow, the outer bark to which they cling

in its ever-decaying state affords a constant supply
of nutriment. Moreover, the roots of Orchids
are .short-lived, and in their decay are in a con-

dition, and also position, to afford food to the

new feeding fibr^s that are annuall}' produced
from the base of the young bulbs, and tliat descend
amongst those that are deca}'©!, and in them
have a store of vegetable matter constantly being
renewed. These conditions under which the

plants exi.st natui'ally go to prove that even the

epiphytal .'pecies have much mure to live on than

what is afforded by the dews and rains that reach

them. So much in respect to the sustenance

which Orchids when in a state of nature get;

and altliough possil>ly most of those who have
hitherto grown them have given nothing in the

sha|ie of food except the Sphagnum and peat in

which the roots are placed—not having used

manure in any form—still, there are othets who
ha\'e long since tried manure in various ways,

and have proved it to be beneficial. When I

first began to grow Orchids, more than thirty

years ago, I n-ed manure regulaily and freely to

such kinds as Calanthes, Zygopetalums, Lyca.ste.s,

Anguloas, Cymbidium.s, Phaiuses, and others of

the stronger-growing species, and found tliat I

could get nuicli stronger growth with it than
without it. What I u.sed was thoroughly decom-
posed stable or cow manure, liberally mixed
with the ordinary potting material. Some of the

most successful glowers with whom 1 have been

acquainted have constantly given manure to their

plants. The marvellous growth of one collection

in paiticular, that at Huist House, near Liver-

pool, excited the wonder of all who saw it some
twenty-five years ago ; the mixture in which the

plants contained in it were grown consisted of

peat, (ild Mushroom manure, and charcoal in

equal parts ; this was used indiscriminately for

all alike, including Cattleyas, Ladias, Oncidiums,
Dendrobiums, Cypripediums, Lycaste.s, Aeiiiles,

Saccolabiums, Vandas, and others Those who
saw the Hurst House plants had no need to

enquire what they were grown in, as the material

in the pots spoke for itself, not a particle of
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Sphaguuni or auytluug that could disguise it

being present. One of the best growers of Den-
drobium nobile and other common kinds grown
for the sale of cut flowers used always to put a
layer of dried horse droppings over the crocks,

beneath the peat and Sphagnum with which the

remainder of the space in the pots was tilled.

Cases like these, and others which I could
name where manure was used, not by way of

experiment for a time and then given up, but
continuously, show that its use is no new dis-

covery.

The most remarkable instance of the effect

of manure on Orchids that has come under my
notice was that of a collection of tliese phmts
shown at an exhibition held last year at Waltham
Abbey. The plants in question were sliown by
Mr. Gilks, gardener at Higham Hill, Waltliam-
stow ; the unusual growth that several of the

specimens had made at once struck the eye, and
the growth was quite equalled by the immense
length of the spikes and nuiidier of tiie tiowers

which they bore. A mere inspection disclosed

the fact that it was only in the growth made
the previous season that there was anything
remarkable, as that of former years was no-

thing but what might have been seen anywhere
in the case of plants in fairly good health. In
place of the gradual increase in the size

of the growth that usually takes place in

well -managed Orchids until the maximum
is reached, the bulbs .and leaves had made a

sudden bouml upwards, such as I have not pre-

viously met with, and which was commented
on by those acquainted witli Orchids who saw
the plants exhibited. On making enquiries, I

found that the manure used was fish potash.

Feeling desirous to know something more of the
plants in question, I recently got permission to

see them. The collection is comparatively
small, occupying three houses. Amongst the

most remarkable may be named Lj'c.iste Skinneri,
of which there is a large number filling a good
part of the stage on one side of one of the houses.

The last year's bulbs and leaves of these are more
like those of Anguloas in size than Lycastes ; the
bulbs of several that I measured are from
ah inches to 7 inches long and ~h inches round,
with leaves 2,s inches long by .j inches wide; the

quantity and strength of the flowers which the
plants were bearing were in keeping with their

condition. Cymbidium Lowi, which regularly
breaks double, has now ten leads, several of the
partially developed spikes measuiing over 4 feet

long. Cattleyas and L;elias equally show the
effect which the manure has on them. Some
eighteen imported ]dants of Lrelia ]iurpurala,

bought three and a half years ago for five shil-

lings each, have made nio4 vigorous growth;
a small plant of L. elegaus last season Ijroke

double from a bulb with leaves If, inches long
by 2 inches wide ; the leaves on the young
bulbs are 13 inches long by ;J inches wide, and
the bulbs proportionately large. A Cattleya
lobata with bulbs that did not produce flower-
sheaths last season has maile double lireaks, liolh

flowering this year, and quite as large again as

those from which they sprang. OJontoglossums
of various kinds increase in size amazingly since
manure has been given them ; the second year's

growth of imported plants of O. crispum has
attained a size such as I do not recollect to have
seen equalled before in the time. O. Uro-Skin-
neri has made growth such as is rarely seen,
whilst last year's bulbs of O. pulchellum measure
3i inches long by 4!, inches round, and are at
least three times the size of those from which
they sprang. . Of Oncidiums, O. macranthum
seems as if it scarcely knew how large to grow.
Sophronitis grandiflora, of wdiich there are
several hundreds, is in unusually fine condition,

the flowers being literally crowded together.

Zygopetalums, Cypripediuras, Cymbitlium ebur-

neum, C. Masters!, Angra'cum ses<iuipedale, and
numbers of others on which the manure has been

tried show its effects in a way that cannot be mis-

taken. Oucidium Lanceanum, from the character

of its growth, would not seem so likely to be

influenced by manure as some species, yet a plant

of it, consisting of one lead, to which the manure
was given last summer made a leaf more than

double the size of that from which it was pro-

duceil. JIanure was first ti-ied on a few of the

plants during the time when they were making
their growth the season before last, and its etfect-^

were so apparent, that last season it was given to

all. One of the evidences of the influence which
it has had ou the plants to which it was first

given is the numbers of leads that last season

made double break-:, which in almost every case

reached a larger size than those that produced

theui. It is well within the fact to say that some
of the bulbs of Lycaste Skinneri of last .season

are four times the size of those of the year l.iefore.

It is scarcely necessary to point out that one of

the most important matters in the cultivation of

Orchids is to get sufficient strength into the

plants to enable the leads to break double, as in

proportion to their ability to do this in a great

measure depends the rate of increase. It will be

interesting to see how these manured plants will

go on during the coming .season. All who see

ihem in the condition they are now in, however
indispo.sed they may hitherto have lieen to admit

that manure will Vienefit Orchids, will be likely

to alter their opinion.

A.VOTnER, AND A VEHY IMPORTANT, MATTER
relating to manures genei'ally, and which is now
being better understood than it used to be, is the

powerful effect that particular manures have on
particu'ar jilants, and it is evident that this fish

potash has an efl'ect upon Orchids that nothing
which I have before seen tried approaches. But,

like any fertiliser fpf a powerful nature, it needs
to be used with caution. The plants under no-

tice have had it applied in verysm.ill quantities
;

a 4J-inch pot of ttie manure is the amount that

is added to three liushels of the soil in whiidi the

plants are potted, and it requires to be mixed
evenly ; otherwise some portions of the soil will

c .ntaiii more than the plants will boar, whilst

other portions will have little or none. It will

not do to dust it on the surface of the material in

the pots in the way that light manures are often

applied to some plants ; when so given it kills

the S[ihagnuui, which is sufticient indication that

it would be too strong for the roots of the Orchids
to come in contact W'ith. The most likely way
of mixing it would be to spread the requisite

(luaiitity of the snil, when ready for use, on the

potting liench and whilst it was being turned
ovei', to sprinkle the manure evenly amongst it.

The plants in cpiestiun have had the manure in a

liquid fi'rin, as well as mixed with the soil, but I

forgot to a>k what amount was added to a given
quantity of water. Still, there will be no dif-

ticulty in ascertaining this, which I look upon as

even more likely to att'ect the growth of the

plants than that which is given them in a solid

form. The manure is made in Norway of the

cod-fish, from which the famous cod-liver oil has
lieen extracted. The •whole, including the bones,

is dried and grouml up to a powder, to which
is .added sulphate of pota.sh and sulphate of

magnesia. It is now largely used for agricul-

tural purposes ; its being tried on Orchids was
through a desire to ascertain what efl'ect it wcjuld

have on as man)- of the various plants in culti-

vation as possible. Those who intend trying this

manure on their Orchids or other plants must,

however, do so cautiously until e.xperience in the

matter has been gained. T. B.

THE BEST MILTONIAS.
This genus of Orchids, though it contains many
species of great beauty, has not been long known
to cultivation. The well-known species M. Can-
dida was introduced in 18,'}t, il. Candida flavescens

in 18.31), and a more beautiful variety of the species,

M. Candida grandiflora, in IS.'ii. The variety
flavescens was figured in the Bofaniral Maf/aziite

in 18-10 from a specimen flowered at Glasnevin in

18.39. M. can:lida is an easily grown species, and
not only handsome, but valuable, because it flowers
in September or October, the variety grandiflora
being later. Flavescens flowers in October, when
Orchid flowers are not too plentiful. These Mil-
tonias succeed well in the Cattleya house, and
require very much the same treatment as Cat-
tleyas. The Kew botanists have decided to place
Odontoglossum vexillarium amongst the Miltonia.s,

and this species lias been named M. vexillaria;

When imported plants of this species are received
they should be potted at once in small pots, rather
more than half full of drainage, and the potting
material ought to be good turfy peat, Sphagnum,
and potsherds. A]\ thiough the spring, summer,
and autumn months they will require a regular
and good supply of water ; in winter much less is

needed, but never let the roots become over-dry.
The Cattleya house is the best place for them.
They ought to be near the glass, and yet on the
shady side of the house. A plant may thrive best
placed near the glass in a light, airy position, and
yet dislike even half an hour of direct sunshine.
This particular Orchid did not succeed under my
care at first, although always in the same tempeia-
ture, the failure being doubtless owing to the
right place for it not having been found out. I

was afterwards recommended by a good Orchid
grower to grow it in the Cattleya house by day
and in the cool house at night, and for a long
period it was carried daily between the tw o houses,
but it got worse inste.ad of better. It is now
grown in the Cattleya house all the year round,
except in .Tune, July, and .-Vugust, «hen it is

placed in the cool house, (-)ur largest jilant from
one root-stock has now forty-seven flower-spikes
showing and '287 flower-buds, and is perhaps the
largest plant yet grown.

M. RoKZLi (Odontoglossum Roezli) is a grand
species, rivalling the preceding in beauty. It was
first exhibited in 187.3, and its delicate rose scent
is quite unique, the house in which it grows being
full of it. This species requires (id' as a minimum
tem[)erature in winter, O,")' during spring and
autumn, and 7(*" in summer. Plants of it when in

full beauty, each furnished with a hundred or
more large white flowers open at one time, are
stiikingly efl'ective. All the varieties have pure
white sepals, but the jietals of some have a red-
dish stain at the base ; in others they are white,
like the sepals. All of them have a dash of

yellow near the base of the large flat labellum.
This plant requires a considerable supply of

water.

M. PiiAi.UNorsis is al.so a beautiful .species, and
most graceful in habit of growth. It is easily cul-

tixated if let alone, but when divided into small
pieces it does not succeed : that, at least, is my
experience. The best plants of it ever exhibited
were those shown in London some years ago by
Mr. .John Ward, of Leyton ; they had been grown
into large specimens without being interfered

with ; and when the late Mr. ^Vilkins' collection

of Orchids was sold, two plants of it realised

sixty guineas. They were grown in the way just
recommended for M. vexillaria.

M. Wakscewiczi.—This, though usually grouped
with Odontoglossums, must now also be clas.sed

with Miltonias. There is an evident mistake about
this plant in the " Dictionary of (hardening." M.
Warscewiczi is there stated to be identical with
Oncidium Weltoni ; but Odontoglossum \Varsce-
wiczi of the Bolaniral MaijcrJiie (t. (iU!3) is a
totally dilierent plant and a very beautiful one.

It first flowered early in lS7o. It is said to re-

quire the same treatment as M. vexillaria, which
it resembles much in habit, and slightly in the
formation of the flowers. The latter are, how-
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ever, much smaller than those of M. vexillaria,

and white with a rose-coloured centre.

J.\MES DortlLAS.

Trees and Shrubs.

SOME GOOD SHADE TREES.

The Sycamore. —Where there is such a wide
selection of trees more or less suited for planting

for shade it is rather a ditficult matter to decide

ujjon the particular species which is most generally

adapted to the purpose. I think, how-
ever, that it will be a difficult matter
to make choice of a tree which has a
better all-round claim than the Syca-
more. When shade is the principal

object for which a tree is planted, more
must be thought of the character of its

foliage and general habit than about
the value of its timber. When the

two qualities, however, can be found
in one species, it is, of couise, all the

more valuable It is pietty well known
amongst planters that the wood ofthe

size, it is often capable of shading a very large

area. One of its remarkable qualities is its fra-

grance when in flower, and it contrasts well with
other trees.

The Beech. -There are, I know, some other
trees which, if the foliage only was regarded,
would be entitled to a place in the list before the

Beech, but, looking at utility and ornament
together, this is a tree which must always hold a
high place. A moment's thought of the way in

which the Beech has been planted generations
ago will be a sutiiciently convincing proof of this.

Though its leaves are
smaller than those of

most trees which are re-

garded as the best for

shade, they are so abun-
dant and closely set, that
its shade is as dense as

that of almost any tree.

^,^

about
aluable as that of any timber other point which

tree grown in this country, and is a recommenda-
that, so far as appearances can i tion to the Beech,

guide us, it is likely to be so in
I

viz., that it will

the future. This circumstance, grow on lighter

then, I take it, is a sufficient ,

soilsandinmoreex-

placing the Sycamore first on the list
!

posed places than

trees, ^as, although there are other
!
the trees which

„^.,. „ „. forest trees which have as great a have previously

claim in the respect of their foliage, they fall short been mentioned

in the worth of their timber. The Sycamore is I

generally succeed

also a tree which grows at a fairly rapid rate, and
i

in.

will thrive in many situations. On very high and
[
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dry sites it is not to be recommended, as its habitat
, —Looked at in the

is naturally more moist. In saying this, it must light of growing in

not, however, be assumed that any wet or marshy
j

places whe

reason foi

of shade
species of

soil will do for the Sycamore, as, although it

averse to very high and dry positions, it is equally

unfitted for boggy or undrained land. In the range

of soils between these two extremes, the park or

grounds attached to residences is mostly found.

There are, therefore, few such places where a

suitable spot for the Sycamore cannot be deter-

mined on.

The Lime.—This is another useful shade tree,

and one which will bring a return for its timber.

Of the European Lime tree there appears to be

several difterent species, but Loudon regards them

as merely varieties. In whatever way this may be

decided, it will not affect the question of its suit-

ability for planting as a shade tree. Its foliage,

though of a quite different character to the Syca-

more, is very abundant. In many respects it is a

t-ee which would grow well in similar soils to

t'lose in which the Sycamore thrives. It is adapted

either for forming avenues or propagating as

isolated specimens. Growing as it does to a large

acre many
trees will not, the

Wych Elm has the

title to a honour-
able place amongst
shade trees. Where
the common Elm
grows best many
other trees which
are possessed of

Sycamore foliage and " keys."

delightful retreat from the rays of the sun, ita

timber is of so little value, that it seriously reduces
its chance of being more extensively planted. It

is true that shade is not often very greatly needed
early in the season, otherwise another great point
in favour of the Horse Chestnut would be the
date at which its foliage becomes fully developed.
At the present time, the first week in May, it is

in splendid condition, although it is not yet fully

in flower. It is a tree which succeeds in a variety

of soils, and which often reaches considerable
dimensions in high and dry situations. It has also

the advantage of being a rapid grower.

The I'la.ne.—This tree, which is .so familiar to

every Londoner, and also to everyone who ha§
occasion to visit the metropolis, must certainly be
mentioned as a valuable shade tree. Its especial

value, no doubt, is that it will grow where most
other trees would languish, i.e., within the limits

of the smoke of great cities. Those who live

where so many species will thrive may well spare
this tree to their less favoured brethren, as for

country ])lanting it will rank with others of its

1
class without any especial points upon which it is

to be preferred.

The Walnut.—Hitherto no tree has

been spoken of which will both supply
shade and produce an edible fruit. These
two qualities are combined in the Wal-
nut, and until late years it possessed

a third important quality, viz., the value

of its wood. There are some trees which
afford better shade in their mature years

than when younger, but, as a general

rule, a comparatively young Walnut
makes a good shade tree. It is a tree

which will grow on a

drier soil than many
species of shade trees, and
for the production of fruit

its being planted where
the subsoil is rocky is re-

commended. .

The common Pear.—
Another tree which, when
grown to good dimen-
sions, often gives a capi-

tal shade is the common
Pear. This is a step fur-

ther from what is gene-
rally looked upon as pure-

ly timber trees than the

Walnut. It is, neverthe-
less, a tree which isworthy
of attention beyond the

mere property it has of

growing an edible fruit.

The timber of the Pear,

too, is useful for many
purposes.

The Willows.—There
are many forms of the

\\ illow which may be regarded as shade trees, al-

though their foliage is by no means so dense as

most of those which have been enumerated. When
allowed to grow in their natural habit they often

assume very spreading and graceful shapes, and
supply a shade which, if more slight, is not always

the less agreeable.

In running through this list a few only of what
may claim to be good shade trees have been

touched upon, but enough has been said to show
that there is room for the use of judgment in

using what is adapted for shade as well as for the

many other points which the planter has to keep

in view. Evergreens have purposely been left out

of these remarks, as deciduous trees serve every

more dense foliage thrive well,

but the Wych Elm often makes a fine spreading

tree at a much greater height and on poorer soil.

There are some trees which I have lately noticed

of this species which are really beautiful objects, I purpose for which shade can possibly be required".

and which are developing such an abundance of
,
Shelter, of course, is a very different thing,

leaves as to afford a most grateful shade. D. J. Yeo.

The Horse Chestnut.—It will perhaps be

thought that this magnificent tree has been over-

looked, or that it has been relegated to too low a

place amongst trees for shade. It has, however,

been intentionally placed here, as although a good
specimen of this species of itself forms a most

The Balsam Poplar (Populus balsainifera).—

From an ornamental point of view this Po|ilar

stands in a high position, although it is worthless

as a timber tree. It is a medium-growing kind,

thriving best where the situation is fairly moist

;
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indeed in dry soils it will barely exist. In early
spring the new leaves of this Poplar are of a deep
yellow colour; hence it is always noticeable, and it

is usually covered at the same time with long
pendulous catkins. It is among the earliest of
trees to unfold it.s leaves, and on bright days the
balsamic odour of the resinous matter that covers
the buds is quite perceptible at a distance from
the tree. The Balsam Poplar is well worth the
attention of planters for growing in moist places.—A.

Forsythia suspensa.—What a showy bed
this beautiful shrub makes if, after planting, the
branches are pegged down so as to cover the
ground, and then the plants allowed to grow at
will afterwards ! In thi.s way the slender arching
shoots soon form quite a thicket, which when
covered with golden blossoms is extremely effec-

tive, and at the same time most uncommon.
Besides this mode of treating this Forsythia it

makes one of the finest of wall plants, especially
if allowed to grow at will, for then the long shoots
hang from the wall in all directions and in the
most graceful manner. Another recommendation
is the readiness with which the Forsythia can be
increased, for cuttings strike readily, besides
which if the tips of the bi-anches are brought in

contact with the earth they strike root and push
up shoots after the manner of Brambles. I have
seen announced in a Continental catalogue a new
variety (intermedia), described as the result of
crossing F. susjiensa and viridissima. If any
reader has flowered this hybrid, their opinion of it

would be useful.—H. P.

Purple-leaved Barberry. —This variety of
the common Barberry has leaves of a bright,
reddish purple colour durino; the first part of the
season ; they then become of a duller hue, and by
the end of the summer are of a purplish green tint.

It is a beautiful shrub during May and June, the
leaves being deeply coloured as soon as they burst
their buds, and not as some are, viz., heightened in

depth by the summer's sun. It is a good plant
for the shrubbery border, as the dark-tinted foliage
is quite a change from the other shrubs associated
therewith ; besides which, being in constitution as
vigorous as the common Barberry, it will hold its

own under anything like favourable conditions,
though when young and free it is seen to the best
advantage. —H. 1'.

Golden-leaved Mock Orange. —This is a
variety of the common Philadelphus coronarius,
having foliage of a bright golden hue, and, be-
sides this distinctive feature, when grown as a
bush it does not attain the dimensions of the type.
A specimen of it here in a sunny spot is just now
most attractive ; while another that is to a great
extent sheltered from the sun is quite dull com-
pared with the first named, being a sort of greenish
yellow tint. In planting, this fact should be borne
in mind, as, to be seen to the best advantage, this
Philadelphus must be fully exposed to the sun-
shine. In a general way it is brightest during the
first half of the summer, as are some of the other
golden-leaved shrubs, the golden-leaved Ribesand
Spu-Eea opulifolia being examples. On the other
hand, there are some the colour of which deepens
throughout tlie season, so that by the end of the
summer they are richly tinted. An instance of
this is Weigela Looymansi aurea, of which we have
a specimen on a south wall fully exposed to the
full glare of the sun, and though now the young
foliage is a kind of yellowish green, by August it

will be of an intense golden, indeed almost orange
hue. These yellow-leaved shrubs are most effec-
tive when jilanted in proximity to more sombre-
hued subjects, as the contrast serves to intensify
their depth of colouring. Both the shrubs men-
tioned can be struck from cuttings taken during
autumn and jjut firmly in the open ground, but
such a mode is not to be depended upon for very
satisfactory results. A better way, if a frame
is at hand, is to take cuttings of the youno-
shoots during the summer, put them in yiots of
sandy .soil, and keep them close and .shaded till they
are rooted. The cuttings will need to be examined
from time to time, so as to remove any decayin"'

leaves, and if too much moisture is present on the
foliage a little air should be given till it is dried
up. When the cuttings are watered, this course
should be followed till the superfluous moisture is

dissipated.—Alph.*.

SMOKE-PEOOF DECIDUOUS SHRUBS.
Amongst deciduous shrubs that will endure a smoke-
laden atmosphere there is coDsiderable choice, as,

from the fact of the foliage being renewed every
season, they start away with increased energy every
succeeding spring. Amongst the best for the purpose
must be mentioned the Lilacs. These hold their own
almost anywhere, and, even if they do not flower,
often serve to furnish a corner where little else will

grow. The more vigorous kinds of Philadelphus must
also be included in the list, and especially the Flower-
ing Currant (Ribes saiiguineum), whose drooping
clusters of bloEsoms render it in spring such a conspi-
cuous object, A good companinn to it is the Golden
Currant (R. aureum), the foliage of which is smoother
and more glossy than that of the last, and conse-
quently dirt does not so easily effect a lodgment on
it. Besides this, the beautiful golden blossoms are
produced very plentifully. The Guelder Rose is about
the best of the deciduous Viburnums and a good
town plant. Weigelas of all sorts are vigorous in

constitution, and will not only grow, but often flower
under very adverse circumstances; but in order to
ensure a good display of bloom they need at least a
fairly sunny spot. On dry sandy places, whether the
atmosphere be smoke-laden or not, the best of slirubs
are the Coluteas or Bladder Sennas, the tender green
pinnate foliage of which is most attractive in spring,
and their yellow or reddish Pea-shaped flowers in
summer, and curious inflated seed-pods that remain
on after the fall of the leaf in autumn, make
them most interesting. The bush-habited Forsythia
viridissima and the rambling-growing P. suspensa
are both valuable early-flowering shrubs, the last
being extremely pretty on a wall. Pyrus Mains flori-

bunda is another beautiful spring flowering thrub
;

indeed, in making a selection of a dozen of the best
flowering shrubs for any position, this we should say
would be entitled to a place. The different Hype-
ricums (especially the common Tutsan) resist smoke
pretty well, and being in addition shade-loving plants,
they (iften thrive under very disadvantageous circum-
stances. Though the atmosphere of a town is widely
different from that in the Rocky Mountain home of
Rubus deliciosus, it flowers freely where anything like
favourably situated. The Elder, too, does well almost
anywhere, and in a sunny spot the golden-leaved
variety is very attractive during summer. The
common Barberry, even though it may not flower or
fruit so freely as when in the open, will nevertheless
hold its own as a town shrub, and amongst others
may be mentioned the well-known Cydonia japonica,
which in its many varieties may be utilised for town
gardens. Kerria japonica will produce its golden rose-
like blossoms nearly throughout the summer, and of
Roses the most satisfactory is the large single-flowered
Japanese species (rugosa), whose vigour of constitu-
tion often serves it in good stead. The bright yellow
bark of Salix vitellina renders it conspicuous during
the winter, and the red shoots of the Dogwood also
afford variety. The white fruits of the Snowberry
(Symphoricarpus) are very pretty, and the large
pinnate-leaved species of Rhus are not only handsome
from a foliage point of view, but are also good town
plants. The different Thorns properly come under
the head of trees, but some of them only attain the
dimensions of bushes. All the free-growing varieties
of May do well in towns, and other desirable sorts
for this purpose are the Cockspur Thorn (Crataegus
Crus-galli), C. coccinea, and C. cordata, with their
many varieties. Alph.\.

below the points of branches so damaged it breaks
out vigorously again in the following spring. Among
trees in shrubberies it is very effective when laden, as
it annually is, with bright orange-coloured button-
like flowers, which emit a strong honey-like perfume.
In a favourable position, planted singly on Grass,
where its branches have ample room in which to
develop themselves, it is a charming ol^ject. It
strikes freely from cuttings take off in September in
a half-ripened state about 6 inches long. They
should be inserted in sandy soil under a hand-light or
cold frame behind a north wall ; if left in such a
position till the following Ajiril, they will be well
rooted, and may then be transferred to wherever they
may be required ; they will quickly grow into
large bushes.—E. Molynei'x, Bishops Wahham,
Jlirnts.

Hardiness of Japanese Maples.—I was very
much interested in the remarks in Thk G.VRDE.f
(p. 123) (ill Japanese Maples. I possess about four-
teen varieties of these beautiful little trees, and had
them from year to year more exposed in winter, so
that I now can positively say that they have with-
stood 16° Ri^aumur without the least damage. Nor
are they too forward in spring, so that if they suffer
by late frosts they share this mishap with our
common trees. I can very strongly recommend them
as an exquisite and novel ornament of a refined
garden.—0. FonsTER, Lchcnhof.

Buddleia globosa.—This shrub, which is by no
means common, succeeds well here planted in the
shrubbery ; its only fault when growing in such a
position is, that it requires so much room, that weaker
growing subjects near it stand a good chance of being
smothered by it, so strong aud spreading is its

growth. In severe winters like the past some of the
softer parts of its branches get killed by frost, but

COB-NUTS AND FILBERTS.
It is quite a rarity to meet with really good ex-
amples of either Cob-nuts or Filberts, except in
localities in which they are made a speciality, as,
for instance, in the neighbourhood of Maidstone,
where they are, as a Vule, the most profitable crop
grown. The supply never seems in excess of the
demand, at least, for really fine samples, and Kent
Cobs, as they are called in the market, have ob-
tained the enviable notoriety of being the best
that can be procured. Now, if we come to look
irito the reason of this superiority, we find that it

hinges entirely on the mode of pruning adopted.
A specimen Kent nut bush or tree is, after prun-
ing, one of the most severely handled subjects be-
longing to_ the whole list of cultivated fruits. Not
even the Vine shows a greater difference in its pro-
duce when pruned and unpruned than do nuts
when taken in hand by professional cultivators,
and grown so as to concentrate the energy of the
trees in the production of nuts instead of leaves
and wood. In places in which the natural system
is followed, the nut trees are decidedly finer
than in Kent ; but the nuts for which they
are grown are hardly recogni.sable as the same
fruit compared with Kentish nuts, and that it

is from no difference of soil or climate can be easily
verified. In Kentish gardens and fruit farms,
every conceivable kind of training can be seen in
pretty close proximity. But the most popular
mode of training the nut is what may be termed
the cup-shaped bush, with a short clear stem of
about 1 foot high, for convenience of keeping the
base clear of suckers that spring up freely, but
are grubbed up as soon as visible. If allowed to
remain, they soon weaken the fruit-bearing wood.
The plan of pruning pursued is to cut the centre
right out of the young bush, leaving only shoots
that spread outwardly, and by following this plan
for several years a perfectly symmetrical bush is

obtained. \Vhen the main limbs are formed, the
pruning simply consists in breaking out all the
strong shoots in summer, and in giving a severe
pruning in winter, or rather very early in spring,-
as soon as the tiny little female blossoms are
visible. These are borne on the weakest spray-
like shoots, which are the only ones preserved, all

growths of a gross watery nature being cut clean
out; and to anyone unaccustomed to such severe
pruning as is practised in these nut gardens, it

would seem impossible, for the small amount of
wood left, to produce anything like a crop. On
visiting the same trees in summer, however, one
is struck with the great size of the bunches of
nuts, and when several tons of them are sent to
market from a comparatively small area, and find
a ready sale at good prices, one is led to wonder
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why the system of cultui-e adopted by these market
growers is not more generally followed in private

places; for, as before stated, there is nothing to

make Kentish produce better than that of other

counties, except tlie mode of pruning, training,

and general good culture. It may be added that
although one finds more nuts cultivated in Kent,
under the partial shade of large standard fruit

trees, than elsewhere, the produce is so much
better from bushes that have full sunlight, that
probably in a few years the plan of growing each
kind totally apart from each other will be the
rule, and not, as now, the exception.

—

Field.

ORCHIDS AT SOUTH KENSINGTON.
In connection with the Indian and Colonial Exhibi-
tion there are a few features of horticultural interest.

There are representations of the floras of the Cape, of

Queensland, of New South Wales and New Zealand
;

and in addition to these there is a permanent exhibi-

tion of orchidaceous plants carried out by Messrs.
Sander, of St. Albans. This is really a beautiful fea-

ture, and, as we saw it on Tuesday last, we thought
we had never seen ( )rchids arranged in such a natural
way or displaying their loveliness to such excellent

advantage. The exhibition house, a capacious struo-

tvue, built chiefly of varnished Pitch Pine wood by
the Midland Joinery Company, is placed in the open
sjjace to the right of the main entrance. The interior

has been so arranged that the Orchids may be planted
out. Some picturesque rockwork has been formed by
Mr. Pulham, and this has been supplemented by
raised banks, kept in position by rustic woodwork.
But you see very little of the banks, as they are
densely carpeted with foliage and floweiing Orchids,

the arrangement being altogether charming. There
is not a pot or stage to be seen ; hence the natural
look which the arrangement possesses. You see

great masses of such splendid Orchids as La^lia pur-

purata and elegans and various C'attleyas perched on
bold projecting points, as if they had always grown
there. The crevices of the rocks are filled with smaller
things, such as Odontoglossums, and in some places they
are made to trickle, as it were, down the chinks as if

Nature had reared the seedlings there. Then you
see the more epiphytic kinds cunningly fastened to

Tree Pern stems, jiist as the plants grow on the
trees at hOme ; in fact, it is the only way to show
such plants as Orchids in all their native gracefulness.

In the nooks and recesses you see an undergrowth of

Perns with Orchids peeping out from amongst them,
and in one little nook is a big spreading mass of the
translucent-fronded Todeasuperba, which people seem
to admire as much as the flowers.

The roof of the house is seen through a crowd of

baskets, containing plants of the exquisite Odonto-
glossum citrosmum, from which depend quite vertically

scores of long flower- spikes, which, crowded as they are
with bloom, look more like attenuated bunches of pink
Grapes than anything else. In fact, these Odonto-
glossums may be said to be the chief feature of the show,
and, being so different from what is usually seen, re-

veal quite a new phase of beauty. In nine cases out
of ten you see the slender spikes, which naturally fall

from the base cf the plants, propped up by miniature
scaffold poles, which destroy what is most admirable
in the plant—its elegant growth. Some of the spikes,

too, seen here are quite 2 feet iu length, and in most
cases branched. As may be supposed, among such a
crowd of plants there are many varieties—some
with pure white flowers, others of a deep rose-pink,

almost a purple, while others are exipiisitely spotted,

and these latter go by the name of punctatum. The
crests of the flowers vary from white to deep orange,
and some almost as deep as in Blr. Bull's variety,

aurantiacum, noticed last week. We have dwelt at
length on this one Orchid, because we think it one of

the loveliest of all ( )rchids, and because we had never
seen it before in suili perfection. No doubt tci tl.c

majority of people who will pass through this e.xhi-

bition, even what we call everyday Orchids will po.^sess

a charm, but we apprehend that the connoisseur of

Orchids will, during the next six months, always find

some interesting things here, for, of course, all that
is good among Orchids will be brought from St.

Albans. On Tuesday the experts lingered over some
of the choicer varieties, among which we singled out

he following : One of the most remarkable was a

Superb form of Ladia elegans alba, with flowers as

big as those of purpurata, the sepals being broad,

snow-white, and a widely expanded lip of the deepest

purple-crimson. Tliis plant forms a mass 2 feet

through, and as seen on a projecting rocky ledge was
a centre of attraction. The Liclia purpurata lilcewisc

attracts everybody, for besides the ordinary type

there is the white alba and the rosy-lipped forms like

Nelisi, rosea, and lilacina. The Cattleyas greatly

attract because of their big showy flowers ; some of

the flowers of C. Mossia; are enormo>i°, one being

over 8 inches across, as remarkable in its way as the

250-guinea Trianse in the Downside collection. We
were disappointed at not seeing much of the new C.

Lawrenciana, for everybody expected to see a large

contingent of this Orchid from St. Albans. Mendel's

Cattleya is in perfection, and presently there will

be a host of that gorgeous group of which C.

gigas is the type. C. Dowiana contributes to

the show, and its gold sepals and crimson lip

laced with gold have no rivals. Odontoglossums

are plentiful enough, the Princess of Wales
Orchid (O. Alexandrfe) and Pescatore's being the

prevailing types, and of both one may see numerous
varieties. Among the hybrid Odontoglossums none

are so chaste as a self-coloured furm of Andersonia-

num, with spotless flowers of a soft lemon-yellow.

The name of this is immaculatum. Such a form as

this is said to crop up only about once in ten thousand
plants. The little species, like Rossi majus, Cer-

vantesi and its variety decorum, foini little colonies on
the ledges, where they show themselves conspicuously.

More in the background the long spikes of such as

O. triumphans, luteo-purpureum, and the legion of

hybrids may be singled out by a keen eye. There is

a long-branched spike of 0. Edwardi rising boldly

from all the rest which captivates the lady visitors more
tlian all, because its colour is the f.asbion for dresses

at tlie present time. This is a sort of plum-purple,

but we doubt if the dressmaker can imitate the satiny

lustre that these flowers possess, or rival the pretty

effect which the golden cre-ts of the flowers produce

in their settings of purple. Another Orchid which
the ordinary visitor is struck with is Oncidium con-

color ; this may be seen in glowing masses of the

richest and clearest yellow, which, in contrast with

the surrounding greenery, has a charming appear-

ance. We should like to see a mass of this one

Orchid, a yard or more square, rising from a caipet

of Ferns. The long, pendulous spikes of Dendrobium
Devonianum hang in profus-ion from the roof, as do
various others, while Dendrobesof less elegant growth,

like D. tliyrsiflorum, with spikes of silver and gold,

are made to show themselves milst Ferns so as to re-

lieve the stiff aspect of the erect stems. The stately

Cymbid'.ums, such as C. Lowianum, are seen on bold

ledges; and perched on a high mound is a grand

specimen of the ivory-flowered C. eburneum. Cattleya

citrina, which everyone who knows not its eccentric

habit of growth, thinks it is turned upside down, per-

fumes the house with its fragrance, and this is mingled

with a hundred other perfumes of various degrees of

pleasantness, one of the sweetest being that of Epi-

dendrum aromaticum, which is fastened to a Tree
Fern, so that its long drooping spikes should lose

none of their gracefulness. '1 he crowds of tiny flowers

of a pale green are not showy, but their scent attracts

one. It we might offer a suggestion, we should like

to see the raised-pie-looking affair removed from the

centre. It hides the rocky cavern, and is an impedi-

ment to the free movement of the continuous throng

of people passing through the house.

The Bougainvilleas.—A good deal depends
on knowing fully how any tree bears or flowers,

and "T.B.'s" account of the habit of B. spectabilis

and gl.ahra was very confu.sing. He said the first

produced its flowers on the ripened wood, and the

latter on the current year's shoots. If that did

not mean that one flowered on the last and the

other on the present year's shoots, it had no mean-
ing at all. He now states, however, that B. glabra
flowers on the current year's shoots, and B.

spectabilis "on the growths made from thepreccd-
ingyear's shoots," which are, of cour.se, tlie current
year's shoots also. Nor is it oon-ect to say that

glabra flowcr.s only on llic .strong shoots, as " T.B."
imi)lies, as it flowers on nearly all its shoots, as any
well-flowered sijccimcn will i-how.— J. S. W.

Societies.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL.
May 11.

The conservatory on this occa3i(m presented the same
bright appearance as it has in former seasons during
tlie time the great exhibition is open in the grounds.

On TuesJay there were large groups of Rhododen-
drons and brilliantly coloured Azaleas from Berk-
hampstead ; a host of Roses from Waltham Cross,

which filled the place with their fragrance; hardy
flowers from Tottenham and Tooting, which, like

other groups, contaiued a crowd of interesting plants.

There were not many Orchids or new plants shown,
and only three certificat' s were awarded, which were
given to the following plants :

—

Phuonix irviiniD.\ —A new Palm somewhat resem-
bling P. rupicola. It is an extremely graceful plant,

having slender recurving leaves with long narrow
pinna). In a small state it will be useful for room
decoration. Shown by Messrs. Veitch, Chelsea.

P.i-;ONiA MouT.iN Rf.i.ne Elizabeth.—A splendid

new variety of the Tree Pieony ; the flowers are very
large and full, and the s-ifiny petals are of a deep
sahuon-piuk. It is one of the finest of all Tree
I'iEouits yi.t raised. Shown by Mr. T. S. Ware,
Tottenham.

AiiDNis PTRENAicA.—A handsome hardy perennial

in the way of the commoner A. vernalis, but different

and much superior. The foliage is finely cut, bat not
so feathery as that of vernalis, and the flowers are

la ger, the sepals broader, and the colour a deeper
and richer yellow. From Mr. Ware.

Orchids. —A gr.and specimen of Dendrobium
.-pcciosum, carrying twelve long flower-spikes densely

wreathed with flowers of a much deeper yellow than
usual, was shown by \lr. Howes from Mrs. Bennett's

garJen, Tulse Hill House, and the committee were
unanimous in voting a cultural commendation to the

exhibitor. A superb group of Odontoglossums won
for Mr. PoUett, of FernsiJe, bickley, a bronze Bank-
sian medal. Every plant in the group was choice,

but two or three were of exceptional merit. One of

these was a plant of 0. Wilckeanum pallens, bearing

trt'o dense spikts, each bearing about a dozen flowers.

These are creamy white, heavily blotched with chest-

nut-brown. Aniither remarkable plant 'vas a variety

of ( t. cris|ium with large finely-shaped blooms, and
blotched witli rose pink instead of reddish brown.

This we thought an extremely chaste variety and
deserving of a name. There were also in the group

0. tceptrum, O. Andersonianum, and O. crispum

Bonnyanum, a very distinct variety having large

flowers with broad white, spotless petals and heavily

blotched sepals. Mr. Pollett likewise had a specimen

of a gigantic-flowered O. citrosmum roseum named
grandiflorum. The flowers were a third above the

ordinary size, of a deep rose-pink, and minutely

spotted. A grand specimen of L;elia purpurata alba

bearing six spikes was shown by Mr. Bradshaw from

Baron Rothschild's garden at Waddesdcm. The plant

was one entire mass, and was an exhibition in itself.

Mr. Bonny, Downs Park Road, Hackney, showed
several plants of that exquisite little Orchid, Phalaj-

nopsis P.irishi, so rarely seen in bloom. It loots

very unlike a Phakenops-is, as the plants are so

small, and bear tiny fljwers on short spikes, their

colour being white, with pluin-purple lips. Mr. Voss,

of Streatham, sent a remarkable variety of Odonto-

glossum Pescatorei, having white and spotless sepals

and petals and a lip densely spotted and blotched

with rose-]iurple. It is a most distinct form, and one

that would not cr<ip up probably in ten th 'Usa' d im-

ported plants. Mr. Charlesworth, of Bra'Jf.ird, sent

a flowering specimen of Cattleya Gaskell.ana, which

is very early for this variety, as it habitually flowers

in late summer. Mr. Bridger showed from the gaideii

at Penshurst a superb vaiiety of Dendrobium thyrsi-

florum having long and broad spikes, and with flowers

2 inches across, with white sepals and petals and
a golden yellow lip.
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other plants of interest shown included the fol-

lowing : Mr. G. F. Wilson showed a plant of a
beautiful Himalayan Potentilla with silvery leaves

and large golden cup-shaped flowers. Its name is P.

argyi-ophylla, and it will doubtlessmake a beautiful rock

or border hardy perennial. Messrs. Cannell showed
a large bunch of that beautiful yellow Carnation,

Pride of Penshurst, which is perhaps the finest of all

yellow varieties. We have never seen it so large or

fine before, and the stalks were cut long, and with
buds as well as flowers it was very beautiful. Another
attractive exhibit was sonie huge and densely

flowered plants of Erica Cavendishi, from Messrs. Wills
and Segar. Messrs. Pearson, of Chilwell, sent a few
new seedUng zonal Pelai-goniums they have raised.

All had perfect shaped flowers and of different shades
of scarlet. Their names were W. Bealby, C. Mason,
C. H. Swinstead, and International. Mr. Orchard,
of Coombe Leigh, Kingston, showed a pretty new
double Cineraria, having perfectly globular flowers,

magenta and white.

Messrs. Paul, of Cheshunt, took a bronze Bank,
sian medal for a beautiful group of their large-

flowered greenhouse Rhododendrons, each bush being
covered with bloom. There were large plants of the
lovely new Lady Mary Fitzwilliam, E. Edgeworthi,
and R. Fortune!, with large shallow pale pink
flowers ; the same group also contained several plants

of the new American Tea Rose Sunset, which
captivates all who see it, and the New Pride of

Reigate, a sport of Comtesse d'Oxford, with the
flowers flaked and streaked with white. Among a

group of bog plants, from Messrs. Paul, were some
flowering specimens of Sarracenia purpurea, grown
in the open air at their Epping Forest Nursery, and
the rare and pretty little Ranunculus paruassifolius,

having white cup-shaped flowers.

A silver-gilt Banksian medal was awarded to

Messrs. W. Paul, of Waltham Cross, for a magni-
ficent group of pot Roses and cut blooms, which
added greatly to the importance of the exhibition.

There were about fifty pot Roses and a dozen boxes
of cut blooms, all of which, though forced, would
compare favourably with July blooms. Among the

most noteworthy sorts were Etoile de Lyon, a lovely

Tea variety ; Mrae. Cusin, of a delicate pink ; Mons.
Furtado, yellow Tea ; Mme. Joseph Schwartz, Crown
Prince, Mme. Montet, and a new Moss Rose called

Hybrid Gem. This latter has medium sized flowers

plentifully produced on pot plants. There were also

densely flowered plants of the white Banksian Rose,
a charming variety and so valuable for cutting.

Messrs. Lane, of Berkhampstead, took a silver-

gilt Banksian medal for an extensive group of Rhodo-
dendrons and Azalea mollis. These occupied a large

space of the conservatory and made quite a show in

themselves. The great variety of colours which now
exists among the Azaleas renders them extremely
attractive, and in this group there was every shade
of tint from orange- scarlet to very pale yellow. The
great bushes of Rhododendrons which rose from the
mass of Azaleas showed how finely they are grown
at Berkhampstead, notwithstanding the fact that

there is not a particle of peat about the nursery.
Mr. Rumsey, of Waltham Cross, took a bronze medal
for a group of pot and cut Roses, the chief feature of

which was the tall standard plants of Tea varieties,

which had a fine effect.

Hardy flowers were again plentifully shown by
Mr. Ware, of Tottenham, and Messrs. Barr, of

Covent Garden, to both of whom silver-gilt Banksian
medals were awarded. The Tottenham collection

was chiefly remarkable for the fine groups of Tree
Pfeonies and Primula .Sieboldi which it contained

;

indeed, we do not remember having ever seen such
a display of Tree Pa-onies at a show before. These
included many varieties, most of them of Conti-
nental origin. A selection of the sorts shown includes

Reine Elizabeth (certificated); Osiris and La France,
both deep crimson ; Lactea, white ; Lord Macartney,
flesh-pink ; Blanche de Noisette, white and flushed

pink ; Athlete, rosy pink ; Carolina, very pale salmon

;

Zenobia, purple-crimson ; Louise Mouchelet, flesh-

pink (one of the finest) ; Fragrans maxima, blush-
pink ; and Mme. Lafay, detj) rose. Such displays of

this noble Picony will no doubt tend to popularise it,

for it is yet too little known. The Primula Sieboldi

made a grand group, and it is a pity that such a dis-

play could not have been made at the Primula Con-

ference. The collection of sorts shown on this occasion

was numerous, and included, besides the best of the

old sorts, several new seedlings, that named Nelly

Ware being one of the best. A host of other hardy
flowers were shown by Mr. Ware, and among them
were such bright and interesting things as Adonis
vernalis, TriUium grandillorum, Orobus varius, Gen-
tiana verna, Androsace sarmentosa, and the brilliant

Disa grandiflora from the Cape.

Messrs. Barr's group was noteworty princip.ally on

account of the large number of hardy bulbs it con-

tained ; for, besides a crowd of late Daffodils, there

were numbers of Tiilips and other bulbs not often

seen. These were the green Tulip (T. viridiflora),

T. cornuta, retroflexa elegans, Gesneriana major,

besides numbers of Fritillaries, Irises, and pretty

terrestrial Orchids, amongst the latter being Serapias

papilionacea, Ophrys lutea, and Orchis Stabiana.

Fruit.—The chief exhibits placed before the com-
mittee comprised some remarkable examples of

colonial fruits, chiefly Apples and dried fruits from
South Australia and Canada. A large collection of

Apples was shown by the South Australian com-
missioners on behalf of various fruit growers. The
fruits were all very fine, very large, plump, and
highly coloured. The principal sorts were tliose

commonly growni here, such as Dunielow's Seedling,

Northern Spy, Reinette du Canada, London Pippin,

Scarlet Nonpareil, Worcester Pearmain, Gravenstein,

Rymer, Sturmer Pippin, and Lane's Prince Albert.

All these sorts were represented admirably, and
quite as fine as any of tair best growers can exhibit.

The chief exhibitors were Mr. Harcourt and Mr.
Lang, of South Australia and Victoria, and silver

Knightian medals were voted by the committee for

presentation to the commissioners for their kindness

in submitting to the society such good examples of

colonial fruit growing. A silver Knightian medal
was also awarded to the Canadian commissioners.

Besides Apples there were t^uinces. Almonds, and
dried fruits, such as Prunes, Raisins, Sultanas,

Currants, Apples, Pears, all from South Australia.

Mr. Divers showed from Wierton, Maidstone, a col-

lection of late Apples and Pears, and this was the

chief of the home exhibits.

The Veitcu memorial jiEii.iL and prize were
offered for competition on this occasion for the best

collection of forced salad plants, consisting of not
fewer than ten kinds. There was no competition,

only one collection having been shown, and that not
remarkable. Mr. Bolas, gardener at Hopton Hall,

Wirksworth, showed the collection, which was m.ade

up of the following : Brussels Whitloof, Celery,

Dandelion, Chicory in four sorts, crimson flaked,

Brunswick, Silesian, and Long Magdeburg, Chervil,

Tarragon, green Onions, Cucumbers, Rampion,
Radishes, Mustard and Cress, Sorrel, and Watercress.

Scientific committee.

—

Bee/mot.—Mr. Ridley
examined the specimen brought to the last meeting,
and believed that a seed had originally fallen into a
hole in the stone ; it had then grown through it ; but
that a stone had subsequently been pressed into it

from above and so cut off the leaves.

Curious Pansies.—Dr. Masters showed two Pansy
blossoms, one of a dark purple, the other smaller and
white, with a central purple spot, both being from
the same plants. The latter appeared to be a rever-

sion to some earlier form of Heartsease.

Luhurnum and frost.—Mr. G. W. Smith remarked
upon a specimen in which a terminal shoot had been
injured by frost, in consequence of which a lateral

branch had become hypertrophied. A large number
of trees were similarly affected.

Cocoa-nut fibre and funi/iis.—Mr. Smith exhibited
a specimen of Cocoa-nut fibre matted together by a
remarkable form of fungus. The Rhizomorpha con-

sisted of silk-like threads of a dark brown colour and
of an almost metallic lustre. It was found to d.amage
the commodity very materially.

Irks and frost,—Prof. Church remarked that of

six varieties of Ivy growing on a north wall only one
(azorica) was at all injured during the late severe

weather.

Dcutzla gracilis.—Dr. Lowe exhibited two speci-

mens from the same plant, one with ordinary flowers,

the other with small greenish or so-called " blind "

flowers.

Poli/aiUhus and liinc.—Mr. Henslow exhibited a
pale-flowered variety and a truss from a similar
plant that had been treated with lime, the effect

being to convert it to a crimson.

Juniper funtjus.—A long communication on this

subject from Mr. Plowright was read, and Mr.
Michael presented a lengthy report concemiDg a
diseased Passiflora.

Plants exhibited.—Mr. E, I. Lynch exhibited the
following plants from the Botanic Gardens, Cam-
bridge—Grybe rosea. Iris Eulefieldi, from Turkestan

;

I. Turtulh^, Heterotropa asaroides, with a remarkable
Box-like flower and Cyclamen-like leaves from Japan;
Mackaya bella, Kiumpferia ovalifolia, Tulbachia
Lildwigiana, named after Liidwig, a snuff merchant
of the Cape, who originated the Botanic Garden there
and was the first botanist to import large Cycads to
England. Mr. Lynch also brought several varieties

of Tulips.

NATIONAL AURICULA SOCIETY.
The northern .sliow of thi.s society was held at the
New Town Hall, Manchester, on April 27, in con-
junction with a spring show of the Royal Botanic
Society. As a whole, the Auriculas were not in

such perfection as in former years ; they were not
in full bloom, and very few had their pips smooth
and fully expanded. Hero and there some -well-

grown flowers were seen, but throughout the
quality and quantity of a good year's average were
absent, owing to the wretched season the Auricula
has had against it since January. The flowers
exhibited by Mr. A. Potts, of Hoole Hall, Chester,
were the most remarkable for brightness, and con-
sequently took the chief honours, and Miss Wood-
head's plants were good, with younger flowers,

though probably even they were not all at their
best. The following is the list of the awards:—

In the collection of six, Mr. A. Potts, Hoole Hall, Chester,
wa.s 1st, with a well-grown Rev. F. D. Horner, a fine Richard
Headley, Acme (very good), Lancashire Hero, Alexander
Meiklejohn, .and Mrs. Douglas; Miss Woodhead, Halifax, was
2nd with G. Rudd. Acme, Geo. Lightbody, Black Bess, Prince
of Greens, and Mrs. Doilwell ; Mr. Brockbank. Didsbury,
was 3rd, with Alexander Meiklejohn, Reliance (very poor),

Rev. F. D. Horner, Negro, Richard Headley, and Acme ;

Mr. E. Pohlman, Halifax, wiis ith, with Sapphire, Prince of

Greens, J. Crossley, Acme, Geo. Lightbody, and a seedling
self ; Mr. VV. Bolton, Warrington, w.^s 5th, with Mrs. Douglas,
Prince of Greens, Reliance, Acme, .a seedling grey edge, and
a seedling self ; Mr. S. Barlow, Stakehill, was i.ith, with a
seedling self. Complete, seedling green, Violet Ruby (a self of

great purity), a new green, and Trail's Beauty; Mr. J.

Buckley, Stalybridge, was 7th, with Pizarro, Geo. Light-
body, Mrs. Douglas, Lovely Ann, Acme, and Alexander
Meiklejohn.

In the cLass for four, Mr. Potts was again 1st, with Acme
(fine^ Mrs. Dougl-as, A. Meiklejohn, and Rev. F. D. Horner

;

Mr. R. Lord, Todmorden, 2nd, with Blackbird, Acme, G.
Lightbody, and Richard Gorton (a very promising green
edge) ; Jliss Woodliead 3rd, with Smiling Beauty, Black
Bess, G. Rudd, and Prince of Greens.

In the class for pairs, Mr. Wm. Taylor, Middleton, was 1st,

with Trail's Beauty and Prince of Greens ; Mr. R. Gorton,
Eccles, 2nd, with Rev. F. D. Horner and Frank Simonite ;

Mr. C. Royds, Rochdale, 3rd, with Conservative and Prince
of Greens ; Mr. G. Gordon 4th, with Trail's Beauty an I a
new green. In pairs for maiden gi-owers Mr. G. Gordon was
1st, Mr. J. Hilton 2nd, and Mr. H. W. Nixon 3rd.

The premier Aiu-icula was John Simonite, with five good
pips, exhibited by Mr. Potts, Hoole Hall, near Chester.

Single specimens.—Gnen idges.—Premium, Mr. Wm.
Brockbank, with Rev. F. D. Horner ; 1st, Mr. W. T.aylor,

with Lovely Ann ; 2nd, Miss Woodhead, with Prince of

Greens ; 3rd, Mr. R Gorton, with Lancashire Hero ; 4th,

Mr. Brockbank, with a seedling: 5th, Mr. R. Gorton, with
Rev. F. D. Horner; 0th, Mr. Potts, with Talisman; 7th,

Mr. Ba! low, with a new green ; Sth, Mr. W. Bolton, with
Trail's .\nna.

Gi-rij e'tfifs.—Premium, Mr. Potts, with G- Lightbody ; I'-t,

Mr. R. Gorton, with Geo. Lightbody ; 2nd and :^rd, Miss
Woodhead, with Rachel and G. Rudd ; 4th and 5th, Mr. R.
Gorton, with A. Meiklejohn and Lancashire Hero ; 6th, Mr.
W. Taylor, with Trail's Beauty ; 7th .and Sth, Mr. Brockbank,
with seedlings.

White edges.—Premium, Mr. W. Taylor, with Acme; 1st,

Mr. Potts, with John Simonite ; 2nd, Mr. E. Pohlman, with
.\cme ; .3rd, Mr. Potts, witli Conservative : 4th, Miss Wood-
head, with Smiling Beauty ; 5th, Mr. E. Shaw, with Briglit
Venus ; (jth, Mr. W. Bolton, with Snowdrift ; 7th, Mr. C.
Royds, with Silvia; Sth, Mr. W. Bolton, with Frank
Simonite.
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Sf//>. —Premium, Mr. W. Bolton, with Sapphire ; 1st, Mr.

Barlow, with Carbuncle; 2nd and 3rd, Mr. W. Taj lor, with

Pizairo and Ellen Lancaster; 4th, Mr. W. Boltou, with

Sapphire; 5th, Mr. Brockbank, with Lord of Lome; 6th,

Mr. W. Bolton, with Black Bess ; 7th, Mr. Brockliank. with

CymbeUne ; Sth, Mr. E. Pohlman, with Topsy.

Alpine Auriculas.—In the class for four Mr. R. Gorton

was 1st, with Victoria, Miss Taplin, John Leech, and Elcho ;

Mr. Barlow was 2nd, with Diadem, Llewellyn, Dazzle and
Unique ; Mr. E. Pohlman was 3rd, with four seedlings ; Mr.
Brockbank was 4th, with Diadem, Mr. Thompson, Beatrice

and Conspicua ; Mr. R. Heys was 5th, with Diadem, Ijlew-

ellyn, and two seedlings.

Shif/lc Alpines, shadtd, yellow c^'h^ys.—Premium, Mr. J.

Buckley, with Diadem; Ist, Mr. E. Shaw, with Diadem;
2nd and 3rd, Mr. Barlow, with Mrs. Mciklcjohn and Llew-

ellyn ; 4th, Mr. G. Geggie, with Unique ; 5th, Mr. B. Pohlman,
witli a seedling.

' Shaded, vhitc cnitres —Premium, Mr. R. Gorton, with Vic-

toria; 1st, Mr. E. Pohlman, with a seedling; 2nd, Mr. R.

Gorton, with Goliath ; 3rd, 4th, and 5th, Mr. E. Pohlman,
with seedlings.

Polyanthuses.— Three dissimilar, black grounds.—Ist, Mr.
J. Hilton, with Lancashire Hero, Che-shire Favourite, and
Exile; 2nd, Mr. W. Taylor, with Lancashire Hero, Cheshire
Favourite, and Exile; 3rd, Mr. Brockbank, with Blackbird,

Exile, and Cheshire Favourite ; 4th, Mr. Walkden, Sale, with
Cheshire Favourite, Exile, and a seedling. Three dissimilar,

red f/rounds. — 1st, Mr. J. Hilton, with Lancer, Cox's Regent,
and George IV. ; 2nd, Mr. W. Taylor, and 3rd, Mr. Brockbank,
with the same varieties.

SiNHLE Polyanthuses (red, grounds).—Premium, Mr. .T.

Hilton, with George IV. ; 1st and 2nd, Mr. Brockbank, with
Geo ge IV. and Lord Derby ; 3rd, Mr, J. Hilton, with Cox's
Regent; 4th, Mr. W. Taylor, with Lancer; 5th, Mr. J.

Hilton, with Sydney Smith. Black- grounds.— Vremiuva, 1st,

Mr. Walkden, with Cheshire Favourite; 2nd, Mr. J. Hilton,

with Exile ; 3rd and 4th, Mr. Brockbank, with Beauty uf

England and Lancashire Hero; 5th, Mr. R. Heys, with
King.

Fancy Auriculas.—There were two fine collections stdged.

The Ist prize was awarded to Mr. Barlow ; the 2nd to Mr.
W. Bolton.

Twelve fancy Polyanthuses.—Only one pan of these was
staged. The first prize went to Mr. Barlow

Twelve Primuose3.—1st, Mr. Barlow; 2nd, Mr. W.
Walkden, with a promising lot.

Mr. Jos. Broome, of Didsbury, had a large and beautiful

collection of miscellaneous plants.

NOTES OF_THE WEEK.
Sale of Orchids.—The followintj .ire a few of tlie highest

prices wliich cstablislied Orchids have fetched at Stevens'
rooms during the week : Cymbidium Lowianum, 13 leading
growths, 5 spikes, 1I5 flowers, 30 gxuneas ; odoutoglossum
vexillarium, fine dark variety, 21 guineas ; a grand variety
of the £ame, 24 guineas ; Cattleya Mossia^, smaU plant, fine

variety, 12 guineas; Dendrobium Faleoneri, larga mass, 15

guineas.

The Liverpool show promises to be an impor-

tant affair. A good deal of interest seems to be taken
in it among horticulturists about London. Let us

hope that ,it will be a success, and that it will be

a credit to the Royal Horticultural Society. It will

open on June 29 and last till July 5. About £1200
will be offered as prize-money.

The Birmingham Orchid show which was
held on Wednesday and Thursday last proved a suc-

cessful experiment. Birmingham may be called the

centre of Orchid growing in the midlands, and it was
thought that a show consisting entirely of Orchids

would be a "new departure." The Birmingham
Botanic and Horticultural Society therefore offered

about £140 in prize money to be distributed in

eleven classes. The exhibitors were chiefly local,

and the show was well arranged by Mr. Latham, the

curator of the Botanic Gardens at Kdgbaston,

where the show was held. Details will be given

next week.

Aneraone nemorosa rosea.—Mr. Grey sends

from the garden at Normanton, Stamford, a pretty

form of the Wood Anemone, which grows in the

woods there along with the common white and the

double or bracteate variety; the rose-coloured form
is different from the v.ariety Robinsoniana, the colour

being of a deep rose, while that of Robinsoniana is

pale mauve. Moreover, the latter differs in the form
of the flower and also in growth.

New hybrid Megasea.—I send you a speci-

men of my hybrid Megasea, which I call M. hybrida
Bplendens, obtained by crossing M. cordifolia with M.
purpurascens. The cross produced many forms, of

which this one is about the best, being hue in colour

and otherwise distmct, inasmuch as it not only pro-

duces a strong central stem, but, in addition, several

secondary ones. In short, it is altogether by far the

finest Megasea known to me. The vigour and hardi-

ness of M. cordifolia is retained in the progeny, while

the full rich, if not fuller and richer, tint of purpuras-

cens is reproduced.—T. Smith, Ncmrij.

*^* Mr. Smith's seedling is really a grand plant;

it combines the noble foliage of the largest forms of

M. cordifolia with the rich purple colour of the true

M. purpurascens, which is so rare and difficult to

manage well. We agree with Mr. Smith that it is

the finest Megasea yet raised, and is a valuable

addition to hardy perennials.—En.

The Australian Apples which have just

arrived in such tine condition setm to have invested

the subject of importing Apples and Pears from the

antipodes with fresh interest. But the fruiterers in

Covent Garden say that such fruit, to be of much
value here, should arrive in March and April, for

after the spring-forced fruits come in such things as

Apples and Pears are only wanted to make a full

show on the dessert table. Such fine fruits, however,

as we have seen from the colonies lately have a fur-

ther use, for our cooks would be glad to get them in

order to vary the monotony of the prevalent spring

dish—Rhubarb. Let us hope, therefore, that Aus-

tralia may be enabled to fend us such fine examples

of its produce in quantity.

Veitch memorial prizes.—We imagine that

the dignity of these prizes will be lowered if such a

miserable display occurs as that which took place at

Kensington on Tuesday, when there should have been

a competition for them. A scratch lot of salading,

which a Covent Garden salesman would not look at,

took the medal and £5 ! The exhibitor could not,

of course, be blamed. He did his best, no doubt, and

perhaps was not a little surprised himself that he so

easily won the coveted medal. Surely the famous

memorial medal and prize is worthier of a nobler

purpose than a salad competition. Why not a hond-

fide specimen Orchid such as the late Mr. James
Veitch would himself have been delighted to see?

Kew Gardens.—The signs of new life in the

direction of the Royal Gardens at Kew are apparent

every day, and at last it seems that the pubhc are to

be studied not less than botanical science Two in-

dications of resuscitation have lately reached us. One

is a capital lithographed plan of the whole gardens on

quite a new system prepared by the office of works.

The plan is marked with squares, which are numbered
and lettered, so that with the help of the index printed

on the back of the plan any desired point in the

garden can be easily found. The plan is sufficiently

large to show the paths, and even the princip^ trees,

and instead of being mmibered and lettered in the

usual confused way, the names of the genera are

printed in full. With this plan in hand a stranger

may traverse the whole grounds and see the most in-

teresting objects without the help of .anybody. The
total area of the botanic garden is about 70 acres,

that of the .arboretum 178 acres. The other contri-

bution is a capital guide to the timber museum, about

which we shall have something to say shortly.

Smokers will rejoice to hear that the rule prohibiting

smoking in the botanic gardens enclosure has been

rescinded— another concession to the public.

Bougainvillea speciosa.—As the question

about Bougainvilleas has once more come to the

front, and as there seems to be a difference of

opinion as to the different varieties, I send you cut

specimens of the true B. speciosa, as determined by

Lindley. It was bloomed for the first time by me
in May, ISlil, and was exhibited at the Royal

Botiinic Gardens in the Regent's Park, and also tit

South Kensington. From the first-named society I

received a silver medal, and from the Royal Horti-

cultural a certificate of merit of the first class. This

is now twenty-five years ago, and the plant has

never cease! to bloom in the greatest profusion

ever since under the treatment at that time

reconmiended by me. I never cut back, but only

thin out the shoots after blooming, and frequently

cut out the strong growths. I never water in the

winter. Thus managed, the plant will often drop

most of its leaves, but when watered in the month of

March it breaks out into leaf and bloom, which con-

tinues in perfection for three or four months. I

should say that it would not produce bloom on the
current year's growth ; I have never observed it to do
so. I have found Clay's fertiliser of great service in

improving the colour of both foliage and bloom.

There appears to be a difference of opinion as to

which is the correct name, speciosa or spectabilia. I

have bloomed the latter, b\it consider it not worth
growing. It is brick-red in colour, and a very much
shyer bloomer than speciosa. I may add that I have
bloomed five varieties of Bougainvillea, of which I

will give you full particulars shortly.—J. Daniells,
Su't/nrombc, IIcn/ey-on-Thamcs.

*^* With this note came some glorious specimens

of Bougainvillea speciosa. They are finer than we
ever remember to have seen them, the branches

being densely wreathed with bloom and the bracts

larger than usual. During the week we received soma
dried flowers of two Bougainvilleas from Egypt.
One is B. speciosa, the bracts of which measure
'24 inches long, by Ij inches wide. The other, the

brick-red-coloured species, either spectabilis or late-

ritia, the bracts are small and roundish and of a dull

red.

—

Ed.

Obituary.

MRS. NEWTON.
We regret to have to announce the death of Mrs.
Newton, of Newark, at Soissons. Mrs. Newton was
an old and valued correspondent of The Garden.
She was a woman of refined and cultivated taste, and,

like her husband, Lieut.- Colonel Newton, of Hillside,

Newark, a good and enthusiastic gardener. It would
be out of place in these pages to say more, and we
will conclude with a few words from allusions made
to the event in the parish church of Newark, on
Sunday evening, by the vicar, the Rev. M. Wild.
"The poor of the whole town, and especially the poor

of our old parish church, have lost a devoted friend,

always active in devising schemes for their welfare,

ready and liberal in giving material help to the sick

and needy, never grudging any amount of personal

labour to further or carry out her ceaseless plans of

kindness and works of charity. Many a one also, who
might have appeared to need no material assistance,

but who was known to her to have to struggle with

straightened means, has had experience of her kind,

thoughtful, helping hand, and the benefit of her

sympathetic counsel."

LATE NOTES.

Cattleya Mossiso (J- I'ross).—A large flower represent-

ing a very fine variety, the pale mauve colour being not so

common as the deeper tinted forms.

Peach leaves (/. ('. C).—Your Peaeh leaves are attacked
by thrips, but not very badly, as far as I can judge, for I

eould only find a few specimens, not enough to account for

the injury you mention, but possibly some may have left

the leaves before they reached me. Is the tree that is losing

its leaves in a more draughty or colder situation than the
others ? Eight oz soft soap, 1 oz. tobacco, and 3 tablespoon*

fuls of turpentine, well stirred into 1 gallon of rain water
and left for twenty-four hours and then strained ; or, soft

soap half a pound, 1 pint of tobacco water, and 1 gallon of

water, are good remedies for thrips. Flowers of sulphui-,

Scotcli snuff, or Gishurst compound dusted over the leaves

when they are wet are also very effective.—G. S. S.

Names of plants.— 6'. ir. /;.—2, Begonia fuchsioides ; 3,

Begonia met;dliea ; 7, Rose Niphetos ; 5, Deutzia scabra fl.-pl.

A. Jtnk-lns —Apparently Epidendrum odoratum, Cymbi-
dium aloifolium. J. W.—Veronica repens. Kent.—1,

Adiantum tethiopicum ; 2, Lycaste Deppei ; 3, Polystichum
eipense. /. II'.^Megasea, looks like cordifolia maxima;
others next week. A. C. £.—Campanida (Symphyandra)
Wanneri, Cyclobothra alba, Cypripedium acaule. H. R.^
This shrub looks like some species of Cydonia, but we cannot
be certain without seeing flowers ; why not root-prune so

as to induce it to bloom?— 5. IC. C—Sedum Sieboldi

;

apparently Anteiniaria dioica ; tlie red flower is Tritonia

crocata. IV. R.—l, Iris pumila variety; 2, Iris biflora ; 3,

Heuchora americana ; 4, Corydalis nobilis. G. }'.—Embo*
thrium eoceineum. Ri r, J. H.—Vyrns salicifolia (white-

leaved); other shrub appears to be Symphoricarpus racemosiis.

Justitia.—l, Pteris scrrulata ; 2, Adiantum formosum

;

3, Pteris umbrosa ; 4, Nephrodium muUe eorymbiferum.
The Primrose is a deep-coloured sort, but as we have no
means of comparison we cannot say how far it differs from
others. .Bo(>.—Chamasrops humilis. G. 0.-2, Fritillaria

latifulia; 3, involucrata ; 4, pyrenaica; 5, Meleagris van;

5 (2), lusitanica ; T, pallidiflora ; 8, tenella ; 12, dasyphylla

;

15, Meleagris ; 17, parviflora ; 20, armena var. ; 21, pyrenaica

var.; 25, 10, 13, flowers had fallen, but apparently forms of
,

lusitanica ;/JS, Romulea Bulboeodium ; Hit. Hutchiusia alpina.

Please remember our rule is to name but four plants at a

time.
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Woods & forests.

WOODS AND FORESTS LITERATURE.
The demise of your contemporary Forestry, for

lack of encouragement, as recorded in The Gar-
den a week or two back, does not say much for

the craft in this country, nor yet for landowners,

planters, and otiiers interested in the subject. If

woodmen cannot be got to read papers on forestry,

their em|)loyers might be persuaded, one would
think. We hear much of scientific forestry in

Scotland, of essays on the subject there, of exhibi-

tions and expeditions, and yet that country cannot
support a cheap monthly periodical devoted to the

subject. One does not, however, wonder at it

who knows much about foresters and forestry.

There are numbers of exception.^, of course, but as

a rule woodmen are densely ignorant of every-

thing not pertaining to their daily duties. We
are in the habit of meeting head woodmen and
agents from large estates almost every week who
are so ignorant of the botany and physiology of

their profession, of trees and shrubs, and the
rationale of their business generally, that one has
no interest or pleasure in talking to them. Such
men may know how to value timber, how to fell,

and do work about woods—what they could not
help learning in the course of their duties—but on
all other topics they are as ignorant as the common
labourer. It is surprising how noblemen and
gentlemen are deceived by men of this stamp.
I rode the other day with a wood agent holding
a lucrative situation on one of the finest estates in

the north of England who told me he had been
engaged in planting for forty years. He was well
up In valuing and selling, but did not appear even
to have read a line on the subject of forestry. I

was not therefore surprised at him not knowing a
tree called the Pinus sylvestris, and at his not
recognising it by the orthodox description which
I gave him as the Scotch Fir he had been planting
all his life ; but when I found he had never heard
of such a tree as the Corsican Fir and others now
quite familiar to intelligent foresters, and that he
knew nothing about forestry as a science, I

thought somebody had been in the wrong place
sadly too long. Not long since I met another
party who performed the duties of general bailiff

and wood agent on the estate of a nobleman in the
midlands, and, judging by his conversation, he be-
longed to the same stamp as the other. I was led
to enquire into his antecedents, finding that he
was a large farmer's second son who had never
had a lesson in forestry in his life until he was
appointed to his present situation a few years ago,
and his present knowledge, such as it is, must
have been acquired at his employer's expense. I

can vouch for the facts of the case, and it is an
example of many that could be recorded. Such
men, being wholly ignorant on the subject of trees
and their culture, are totally unfit to advise those
who employ them, and who are themselves too
ignorant in such matters to know whether a man
understands his duties or not. On mostly all

estates, arboricultural as well as horticultural
knowledge appears to be confined to the garden
and the gardener, the woodman, as a rule, being a
native of the place, with no other claims to the
oifice than long residence and familiarity with the
place. Where the responsibility of the woods
devolves upon the resident agent or bailiff, a man
of this sort usually undertakes the active duties,
and as his knowledge of the business is usually
limited exclusively to the doubtful e.xperience he
has gained on the spot, not to mention prejudices,
it may be guessed what the general management is

likely to be should the agent know as little of
practical or scientific forestry as he often does.

There are, of course, not a few proprietors and
trained agents who understand both agricultural
and arboricultural matters, but they are the ex-
ception, and frequently have too many duties to
attend to to permit any active and frequent super-
intendence of either the woods or the farm.

Another thing which I have often thought was
to be much regretted is the practice of toying

with exotic trees in the garden, as has been the

case in the past. Except in here and there a few
instances, nothing better seems to have suggested

itself to lovers of new trees than cultivating them
as ornamental specimens in the garden, where no

correct idea of their habit or utility could be

gained, without so much as planting one in the

woods, far less groups, to prove their value as

timber trees. We have lost much by this frivolous

practice, which sutliciently explains why we are

all still in doubt and darkness regarding the

value of many trees that have been in the country
long enough to have been thoroughly tested on

many estates. Wood Agent.

Whether from an ornamental or from a forest

point of view, I know no tree so worthless, and
this notwithstanding the fact that in certain

moist bottoms in some places it may seem to

grow well. I am speaking of the districts I know
beat—the home counties—mainly the southern
home counties.—R.

VALUE OF THE SPRUCE.

Unless your correspondent, who writes at p. 413,

can furnish other arguments in favour of planting

this tree than he does, it is not likely to extend in

favour. The reason of its unpopularity as a timber

tree is that it never has fetched a sufficiently re-

munerative price in the market, and that it is

never likely to do so while Fir planks, battens,

and poles are shipped so cheaply from abroad.

You cannot persuade timber merchants to buy
home-grown Spruce, except for a few purposes

and at a low price, and such arguments as Mr.

Yeo urges would just be thrown away upon them.

There is no place like the market for testing the

value of commodities. It is clear from your corre-

spondent's remarks that he realises this as clearly

as anyone, and the question is, is it worth while

to advocate the planting of a tree that is not

marketable when other species far better and sui-er

may be had ?

With regard to the Red-wood of commerce—the

red deal, I suppose, Mr. Yeo means ~I was not

aware that foreign Spruce was sold under that

name, as Mr. Yeo implies. They are totally

different trees—the red deal being the timber of

Pinus sylvestris (Scotch Fir)—and are not con-

founded, so far as I ever heard, either by planters

or timber dealer?. Of the two, I would prefer the

Scotch Fir for planting, as timber of good size

can be disposed of \\ hen Spruce cannot. As to

the comparative merits of home-grown and foreign

Spruce, probably the two do not differ much
(except that the home-grown is undoubtedly the

most knotty by a long way, thanks to our scientific

forestry which thins the trees so freely); but the

home-grown cannot compete in price with the

foreign, and that is where the shoe pinches. So
far as I am aware, Mr. Y'eo himself is the only one
who has suggested the inferiority of the home
grown Spruce. These are the facts would-be ad-

vocates of Spruce planting need to realise. Was
it not stated last year that the portable saw-mills

started in those districts where so much wind-
fallen Spruce lay had ceased to ply, because they
could not compete with the foreign supply, although
they got the timber for little more than the re-

moval of it from the ground?—Yokkshireman.

I note a recent long article from some-
one who wishes to write at great length in

praise of Spruce timber. I respectfully submit
that a few notes from any observers of trees in

our pleasure grounds and woodlands in the

southern and midland counties as to how the

Spruce generally grows would be more useful

than any number of such articles. My own expe-

rience is that it is a perfectly worthless tree

over a large area of our country. If I see any
tree in a dead, or dying, or miserable state, I am
sure to find, on getting near, that it is a Spruce.
I have cut down every Spruce that I can get
near. If I had a thousand acres for every hundred
that I have I would not have a Spruce on the

place. When mature and good trees that are

grown on good moist ground are cut down they
bring so little, that they are not worth growing,
even if they grow with the greatest perfection.

One man I know says that the Spruce is good
for nothing but fire-wood. It is, however, the

worst of all fire-woods, for it spits and splutters

in one's face. The worst of our hard woods is

twice the value of the Spruce for burning.

USES OF THE ASH.
Loudon's remarks concerning the merits of Ash tim-

ber are well worth (juoting here a.s a supplement to

the interesting account given last week. He says the

value of the Ash timber is increased by tlie rapidity

of its growth ; and, as in the case of the Sweet Chest-

nut, the wood of young trees is more esteemed than
that of old ones. The texture nf the wood is alter-

nately compact and porous ; and, where the growth
lias been vigorous, the compact part of the annual
layers bears a greater pioportion to the porous, and
the timber is comparatively tough, elastic, and durable.

In durability, however, and also in rigidity, it is in-

ferior to the Oak : but it is superior to that wood, and
to every other, in toughness and elasticity ; and hence
its universal employment in all those parts of ma-
chinery which have to sustain sudden shocks ; such

as the circumference, teeth, and spokes of wheels,

beams of ploughs, &c. The timber of the Ash is very

elastic ; so much so, that a joist of this timber will

bear more before it breaks than one of that of any
other tree indigenous to Europe. It weighs, per

cubic foot, 64 lb. 9 oz, when green, and 4',1 lb. S oz.

when dry. Since the use of iron became so general in

the manufacture of instruments and machines, the

value of the Ash is somewhat diminished, at least in

Britain ; it still, however, ranks ne.xt in value to that

of the Oak. and is held even to surpass it for some
purposes. It is much in use by the coachmaker, the

wheelwright, and the manufacturer of agricultural

implements. It is highly valued for kitchen tables,

as it may be scoured better than any other wood, and
is not so liable to run tpUnters into the scourer's

fingers. For the same reason, it was formerly much
used in staircases ; and in old houses, for example, at

Wroxton Abbey, near Banbury, the seat of the Earl

of Guildford, the staircase is entirely formed of this

wood. Milkpails, in many parts of England, are made
'

' thin boards, sawed lengthwise out of the tree, each

jlled into a hollow cylinder, with a bottom affixed to

t. The roots, and the knotty parts of the trunk, are

in demand by cabinet-makers, for the curious dark
figures formed by their veins, which make a singular

appearance when polished. Evelyn says that "Some
Ash is so curiously cambleted and veined, that skilful

cabinet-makers prize it equally with Ebony, and call it

green Ebony." It makes excellent fuel, burning, even

when newly cut, with very little smoke ; and it is

said to be the best of all woods for smoke drying her-

rings. It makes excellent oars, and also blocks and
pulleys.

Few other trees become useful so soon, it being lit

for walking-sticks at four or five years' growth, and
for handles for spadts and other implements at nine

or ten years' growth. An Ash pole, Nicol observes,

•3 inches in diameter, is as valuable and durable, for

any purpt>se to which it can be applied, as the timber

of the largest tree. It is particularly valuable for

Hop poles, hoops, crates, handles to baskets, rods for

training plants, forming bowers, for light hurdle.=, and
for wattling fences ; and also for walking-sticks. In
•Staffordshire, in the neighbourhood of the p tteries, the

Ash is cultivated to a great extent, and cut every five

or six years for crate-wood, which is in great demand
for forming crates to pack up the articles manufac-

tured in the potteries. In Kent, and in various places

in the neighbourhood of London, the most profitable

application of the young Ash is for walking-sticks,

plant rods, hoops, and Hop poks. For the latter pur-

pose, coppice woods are cut over every twelve or four-

teen years, according to the nature of the soil ; and,

for the former purposes, every five or seven years.

The ashes of the branches and shoots of this tree

afford a very good potash ; the bark is used for tan-

ning nets and calf-skins ; the leaves, in some places,

for feeding cattle in autumn, and in others in spring,

and for adulterating tea. The leaves and shoots,

eaten by cows, are said to give the milk and butter a

rank taste ; but this does not appear to have been
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Considered agruat evil liy the Romans, as they recom-

mended the leaves of the Ash, next to the leaves of

the Elm, for fodder. In moist pastures, interspersed

with, or surrounded by, numerous trees in hedgerows,

the leaves, after dropping in the autumn, communi-

cate a bitter taste to the water both in the ditches

and ponds, and possibly, alsr>, to the milk of cows ;

but tl)is does not hold good more with respect to tlie

Ash than to other trees : indeed, the most objection-

able is the (Xak, the leaves of which, in autumn, gUe
a decidedly bitter taste both to water and milk.

Ash in plantation.s has been objected to on ac-

count of the injury which it does to everything that

grows in its shade ; but, though we admit that this,

and its love of shelter, constitute a decided reason

why it should not be planted in hedgerows, or where

it is expected to make profit from plants growing

under its shade, yet it affords no argument against

] lanting it in masses, where the object is the produc-

tion of timber or coppice wood. As the tree, when
standing singly, forms a most ornamental object on a

lawn, and, though it may impede the growth of the

Hrass, yet docs not destroy it, there is no reason why
the Ash shonld not be admitted into pleasure-grounds,

as well as the Cedar, or any other dense Evergreen,

under which Grass will not thrive. It has been observed

that female and hermaphrodite trees, from the quan-

tity of seeds which they produce, never exhibit such a

handsome clothing of foliage as the male trees ; and

hence, in some situations, where an ornamental Ash
tree is wanted, it may be desirable to make sure of a

male by grafting.

trees should not occupy more than from one-third to

one-half of the entire wooded area. Even in close

plantations trees should never be allowed to overhang

or whip each other. Firs and Pines may stand miich

thicker than deciduous trees, and during the earlier

years of tlieir growth they require much less thinning
;

indeed, it is seldom necessary to thin a plantation of

Scotch Pine until it is nine or ten years old. In

situ.ations where the deciduous trees require to be

thinned out at intervals of from 2Ci feet to ?,0 feet at

the age of forty years, resinous kinds may stand at

little more than half that distance—say, from 15 feet

to 18 feet. In order to obtain sound timber no
branches should be allowed to die back clos? to the

bole.—B.

Sowing tree seeds.—Nurserymen sow the dif-

ferent sorts of forest trees on long flat beds like those

prepared for Onions, &c., and in the planting of

acorns for Oaks the nuts are dibbled in at 2 ii ches

apart. The method has be tried to grow Oaks at

once in the place they are to occupy permanently by
planting the acorns on the spot, but they have gene-

rally been failures ; the mice and other little creatures

grub them up ; whereas in a nursery, although a pro-

portion may succeed, still a great many do not, and
it is no uncommon sight to see many beds where seeds

have been sown almost failures, with only here and
there a little seedling showing. Some advocate drill-

ing tree seeds, but this would not be applicable, as

trees forming a plantation are generally put in on a

certain method—so many Oak at such a distance, so

many Beech, and Ash, and other woods, which are

then planted round with Fir trees and Pines to act as

nurses, and which are gradually weeded out as the

hardwoods grow up. Then also, if sown in drills

there would be a vast amount of labour required to

keep down the weeds which would soon grow up and
choke the little seedlings, as most of them would grow
but a few inches the first year of sowing.

Privet as covert.—There is quite a conflict of

opinion on the value of this plant for covert purposes

where rabbits abound, some asserting that they eat

it as readily as anything else, while others declare

with equal confidence that they do not hurt it to any
serious extent. Both sides are, so far, correct. I

know estates where the Privet grows breast-high and
flourishes amazingly in spite of swarms of rabbits

;

and again, I know other e&tates where it has been
eaten off as fast as it was planted. The fact is,

rabbits do eat Privet as they do Hollies and other

things the first season, but they do not harm it much
afterwards ; consequently, the best way of starting a
good growth of Privet is either to plant it in sufficient

quantity at the outset to make allowance for the

rabbits, or to keep the rabbits down for a year or two
till the plants, if fewer, get a start. Considering how
freely the Privet grows and is propagated, there should

be little difficulty in getting up extensive breadths of

it in a short time.—Y.

Thick and thin planting.—It is impossible to

specify any limit for the distance of planting standards

which shall be applicable to all trees ; much must de-

pend upon soil and climate. Where the production

of timber alone is the principal consideration, the pre-

servation of an unbroken leaf canopy will insure the

tallest trees and the cleanest timber ; but where it is

deemed desirable to cultivate a considerable propor-

tion of strong and healthy underwood, the standard

PLANTING AND WHAT TO PLANT.

The careful selection of trees suitable for various

soils and situations is a matter of the highest

importance to those who contemplate tree plant-

ing for profit. I need scarcely add that the

neglect of this consideration is in nine cases out

of ten the cause of failure. On light, poor, hilly

lands, and moderately exposed, the Larch is the

most profitable tree to plant for a main crop
;

when the altitude or exposure is too great for the

Larcli, a .shelter-screen should be planted with

Austrian, Corsican, and Scotch Pine,?, planting

tlie Austrians on the outside or exposed sites, as

they are of a more bushy habit tlian the others,

and the best Pines grown for shelter. The Scotch

and Corsican Pines thrive well and make excel-

lent timber on exposed poor plains, where the

Larch has been found to be a failure. On the

other hand, the Larch generally is more \'ig.')ur-

ous and less lialde to disease when grown on the

declivities of hills with a south-west, west, or

north-west aspect than in any other situations,

the reason being that the .sun's rays do not

reach these aspects so early in the day, and thus

the trees do not sufl'er from late spring frosts so

much as when planted on east or south-east

aspects.

If shelter for game be required, or ornamental

efl'ect in the landscape scenery he desired, masses,

clumps, or groups (according to the size of the

plantation) of the Silver and Spruce Firs should

be planted in judiciously chosen positions to give

the most pleasing and natural effects without

stiffness and formality. The Douglas and Menzies

Spruce, Nordmann's Silver Fir, and the Wel-
lingtonia, which are now more plentiful than

they have been, and may he bought at moderate

prices, might also be introduced in smaller

groups in the lower sites, where the soil is

tolerably deep and the situation somewhat
sheltered ; they are all hardy, fast growing, and
beautiful Conifers, being very effective when
planted in groups amongst deciduous trees.

Forester.

a good deal of the theoretical ; ha.s he tried it?

The prices of felling and carriage, &c., in Ireland

recorded by Mr. Webster are low. For example,
Is. per ton is given as the cost of " felling and
preijaring the wood ;" whereas in this neighbour-

hood the lowest price is 2s. 9d. Purchasers of

hedgerow Oak and A.sh are at present paying from
3s. to 3s. 4d. per ton, felling at their own cost. As
to carriage, teamsters who work by contract would
fetch the timber out to the hard road in half loads,

in the way Mr. \Vebster describes, but they would
charge proportionately more for it, tlius bringing

it to the same thing in the end.

—

Yorksiiireman.

Timber carriage.—I can quite believe that

Mr. Webster (p. 413) could get men in Ireland to

carry timber on their backs for '2d. per foot per mile

if the ordinary rate of labourers' wages there are in

Froportion to the salary given to head woodmen,
had lately an application for a head wood-

man to superintend the woods on a nobleman's
estate in Ireland, but the wages offered being less

than ordinary foremen get about here, and hardly
exceeding labourers' wage.s, I could not offer the

place to anyone worthy of the name, and I believe

the place ij still vacant. What I said about prices

of leading here is correct. When I said 2d. for

one mile, I did not mean 2d. per mile. One penny
per mile for over one mile is about the lowest rate

on all estates for miles around. Two years ago it

was more. I do not believe in steam-power for

removing timber under ordinary circumstances, as

horses would still be needed to drag the timber to

the engine, and that is the most laborious portion

of the work, and work wliich an engine could not

perform. Mr. J. B. Webster a calculation savours

AGE FOR FELLING OAK TIMBER.

The age at which Oak timber ought to be felled,

with a view to profit, must depend on the soil

and climate in which the tree is grown, as well

as on other circumstances. Whenever the tree

has arrived at that period of its growth that the

annual increase does not amount in value to the

marketable interest of the money which, at the

time, the tree would produce if cut down, then it

would appear more profitable to cut it down than

to let it stand. Perhaps it would not be difficult

to construct a table to show the proportion

between the annual increase of the truiik at a

certain distance from the ground and the annual
amount of timber added to the tree, and, the

price of timber and bark being known, a calcula-

tion might thus readily be made of the total

value of the tree and the total value of the

annual increase. We are not aware, however,

that any such table has been calculated, but the

idea of it may be useful to proprietors of trees

with a view to felling them. Tlie Oak, like all

other trees, varies exceedingly in its growth,

according to soil and situation, &c. No one

fixed period can be given for cutting it down
applicable to all, or even to the generality of

cases. A practised eye will he able readily to

decide wdien a tree is ripe for the axe. There

will no longer be any vigorous shoots in the ex-

tremities of the branches, but instead of this a

curling or crinkling of the spray, with scarcely

any perceptible growth ; dead branches or small

ones will occasionally be seen towards the top

;

and, above all, the bark will cease to expand,

and, of course, will no longer exhibit those light

red or yellow perpendicular streaks in its crevices

which are a certain proof of its expansion, and

of the consequent growth of the wood beneath.

As to the question at what age Oaks should he

cut down so as to make the best return in point

of profit, this will depend mainly on the demand
for Oak timber of this or that particular size and

quality in each neighbourhood. F.

Timber for coal mines.—We have heard it sug-

gested that the coal-pits of Great Britain were likely to

be practically e.xhausted in thecourseof abouta century,

and should such assertion be well founded, it might to

a certain extent be the means of retarding the plant-

ing of waste land in some districts of the countr}',

under the supposition that the demand for timber

would be lessened to such an extent that it would be

rather risky to spend money in extensive tree plant-

ing. When the mines of this country are wrought

out, there will, of course, be no more timber wanted

for mining purposes
;

yet we anticipate that vast

quantities of timber will always be wanted and used

in this country, and on broadly glancing at the subject

in all its aspects and bearings, we think it would be

but short-sighted policy on the part of owners of

waste land were they to curtail planting operations on

this account. In addition to mining timber, it has

been roughly estimated that it would require about

8000 acres of timber to be felled annually to keep

the railways in this country in a proper state of repair

;

and should such a statement be anything like an ap

proximate estimate of the stuff required, it ought to

stimulate owners of waste land to increased action in

the way of planting.- -J. B. Webster.
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" This is an Art
Which does mend Nature : change it rather : biit

The Art itself is Nature."—Shakespeare.

Rose Garden.

ROSE PROSPECTS.

Roses generally seem deficient in viguur this year.

Will tlu-y be able to refrain their normal state

before the har\est-time of bloom towards the end

of June ( This is more than doubtful, though it

is astonishing how rapidly vigour is developed

at times after growth has fairly set in. Liquid

manure or dry stimulants moistened into,

rather than washed out of, the soil are most
useful aids to vigour if applied in time and hus-

banded ill the root-runs. It is too late now to

discuss the former point, and it is doubtl'ul

whether the first growth or Ijloom will be greatly

benefited by solid dressings applied towards the

end of JLiy. But then there is less and less

quality iu the Rose season as the number of Tea
and I itlier true perpetual Roses increase and mul-
tiply, ami the dressing that niiy be too late for

the first crop of wood or har\'est of bloom may
prove most timely and potent for the second or

succeeding ones, and these latter are, as a rule,

re illy the mo.st useful. Roses in June and July
are so much a matter of course, that they are

often less appreciated than the .steady succession

that runs through the season and enables us to

pluck the last Rose of summer from the rhyme
white stocks of winter. But it is very important
at all seasons to husband the strength of our top
dre.-sings against and among our roots instead of

flooding them away into the subsoil, or rushing
them into the nearest drain, as is often done. In
cases where Roses need heavy waterings, these

should be given before the application of manures,
liquid or solid. The mission of the water should
be looked upon as preparatory, a sort of fore-

runner to waken up the roots for something more
substantial and strengthening to follow, as well
as to open myriads of channels to the roots. In
a few days, or a week at the most, after these

preliminary arrangements, the manure should be
applied, and only sufficient moisture given at the
sauie time, so as to carry the food tii the
roots thus well prepared to receive and promptly
to devour, ami transform it into Rose wood,
buds, foliage, and flowers. To feed Rose .shoots

for fat buds for budding seems a great leap down
from the ecstacies of cutting show dozens, trt-eiity-

fours, thirty-sixes, and seventy-twos. But it is

really one of the surest means of sweeping the
boards at the great shows. For as surely as the

great Oak is in the acorn, so is the future show
blooms iu the buds ; and as are the buds we in-

sert in our Briers, so assuredly will the vigour
and beauty of our future Roses be. For though
vigorous stems have something to do with it,

vigorous buds have more, for they not only sum-
mon to their assistance all the available resources
of root and stem, but to a large e.xtent they create

and quicken new and more powerful vital forces

and food supplies. But this is a jdunge into the

future ; seasonable advice now is the prompt
destruction of Rose maggots and timely thinning
of buds. Someone has been recnmmending
the slaying of Rose weevils with needles, but
where is the benefit of such tedious modes of

torture. The embryo flower is already ruined

;

therefore remove it bodily at once. Collect all

punctured Ijuds in a box, and burn buds and in-

sects. This is at once the most prompt, and hence

most merciful, death, and has the great merit of

leaving no larvaj behind.

Bud thinning should be attended to early, or

fully half its benefit is lost. "J. C. C." lays down
excellent rules for thinning according to the

strength of the trees, &c. Could more time be de-

voted to this matter, it is hardly too much to

aftirm that it might doulde the size and vastly

improve the form and substance of most of our

best blooms. A good deal may also be done to

extend the Rose season by an early and careful

selection of the buds left. For example, the ma-

jority of Roses bloom in triplets, and each bud

mostly ditl'crs in earliness as well as in size. The
earliest buil is mostly the largest ;

but I knoAV one

very successful exhibitor who contends that it is

seldom, on the whole, the fi nest formed or the richest

coloured. He mostly grows and cuts to win the

middle bud. W hat say our greatest trade exhibitors

— our Pauls, Cants, Bennetts, Turners, &c.— to this

middle and mostl>- mediuiu-sized-bud theory of

perfection? Assuredly few Rose judges who
know their business attribute any excessive

importance to size. Of course, it goes, too, with-

out saying that if the first bud is removed suffi-

ciently early, the middle, or even the smallest

and tiie latest, may almost come up to the earliest

in point of size ; while possibly, thi'ough their

lateness and having fewer climatal hardships to

battle with, their form is mostly superior to the

first and earliest opened buds. The loss of time

in Rose blooming is also often of great import-

ance in the culture of Roses for showing, as well

as useful in prolonging the season of Roses lor

home enjoyment, and this may often be extended

a fortnight or three weeks by selecting the latest

buds for blooming on a portion of the stock.

The removal of all weakly buds or trusses and

shoots is also an excellent method of concen-

trating the vigour of the plants and developing

it, and is also the simplest means of averting or

subjugating insect pests, as the motto of most of

these ' seenis to be to the weakest first, and from

these to the entire rosery. D. T. F.

ROSES ON THEIR OWN ROOTS.

These are always better than either budded or

grafted plants, both under glass and also in the

open ground. Of this I was convinced in the

winter of ISGO and IStil, when in England

almost all the worked plants were killed, except

such as were protected. We had probaldy over

ninety per cent, killed ; but, strange to say,

Gloire de Dijon on Briers several feet high

a.s a rule, about 99 per cent, strike root. The
only Rose not propagated by cuttings in this

country has been Her Majesty; in this case some

cultivators grafted it on the old wood.
_
The

pegging-down system is excellent, but not in the

way of making plants; the late Mr. John
Standish pointed this out to me, and if he was

alive, he would like to see such Roses as Jacque-

minot, Magna Charta, Baroness Rothschild,

Paul Neyron, and various other good sorts with

one mas.s" of buds all through the Ijeds. In this

country we canncjt peg down plants outside, but

that is the way we treat them under glass. I

have several varieties from cuttings put in last

spring at least equal to worked plants, and I saw

plants of Baroness Rothschild from cuttings put

in the first week of April last year, quite as large

as worked plants, although not so free as some

others I could mention. Spring cuttings of sudi

varieties as (IJeneral Jacqueminot and Paul

Neyron will yield plants by autumn, with shoots

4 feet long. I have a number now which I

rtowered in pots for Easter.

Persian Yellow and Harrison's Rose, as stated

in The Garden (p. S.sl), should not be pruned.

I had a bed of these varieties unpruned years

ago, and every shoot flowered. I saw a number
of imported plants once in this country which

had been pruned on the same system as other

Roses, but they did not show a single bloom.

3Iaijo:ood, New Jerscji. Jas. Tai'Lin.

Scented-leaved Boses.—Allow me to assure
" T. W. ( !." that, so far as I am concerned, I have

said nothing against exhibition Roses for exhibi-

tion purposes further tlian that which I now re-

peat, wliich is, that amongst them there are many
varieties that are weak, poor growers, and too

much like others that are better in that respect

and freer bloomers, and that for ordinary garden

purposes they are not equal to others which pro-

duce flowers that do not come up to the exhibition

standard. In his remarks that technical terms

when used slioukl be clearly defined, " T. ^V. (_!.''

appears to have got somewhat confused. I did

not use any technical tenns ; nor did he in his

first communication allude to anything of the l-.ind.

—T. B.

escaped. Sou\-enir de la Malmaison on its own
roots was only killed down to the snow line,

and that is also our experience here with H3 -

brid Perpetuals; if there is a fair amount of

snow the severest frost does not kill below the

snow line. I have thousands of Hybrid Per-

petuals now in full growth, and those on their

own roots are much the best. I have imported

worked plants when I could not obtain plants

from cuttings, but they were always a failure.^ I

have seen quantities of worked La France im-

ported here, but never saw a good plant amongst

them. I have the same variety from cuttings

two years old with shoots (j feet long and as large

as those of the strongest Brier ; l.nit although

these show vigour, and there are probably from

twelve to twenty buds on every shoot, we, never-

theless, get the best blooms from shoots with a

single bud.

As REGARDS PROPAGATING, it is easy to cut

the plants over after the first flowering ; every

eye will make a plant if put into an almost

exhausted hotbed wliich has been used for spring

work. I did this in England, but it is too hot

at that time to do so here. We can, however,

propagate all through the winter and spring, and,

ONOSMA TAURICUM.
To grow this pretty plant with success it is

necessary to propagate it afresh every year.
_
The

plants increase in size and in beauty until the

second year, after which one can never rely on

their passing even a moderate winter unscathed.

Dampness, I believe, is more fatal tlian actual

severity of frost. Plants elevated on a few stones

survive when those on the ground level die

off, and even a handful of dry sand around the

collar of the plant often means all the difference

between success and failure. No doubt it is a

touchy or mifty subject in ordinary gardens, but

it is so distinct and beautiful that no pains are

too great it anything approaching success is likely

to be the reward. Our plan is to cut down the

old flower-spikes just as the latest flowers

develop themselves about the end of June. By
August yoimg shoots will have appeared, and

these are stripped or slipped off' and put in as cut-

tings. They are never touched with a knife ; we
find the old-fashioned plan of slipping much more

successful. The slips are dibbled into a sunny

border covered with an inch or so of coarse sand

or grit, and a handlight is placed over them.

They get a good watering to settle them in the

ground, then on goes the glass, and a Rhubarb

leaf or two is spread over the latter as shading.

So treated, we always have plenty of liealthy young

plants which bloom the spring following after

they are planted out, but better still the second

year. Jly experience of this plant is that: 1, it

likes full sunshine if its roots are cool and moist,

deep in clefts of rock or under stones ; 2, it is

most readily Increased from slips (not cuttings) ;
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.'!, that no reliance must be placed on plants over
two yeai-s old, although now and then a mass will

live for five or six years and produce a golden
fleece a yard or more across when in flower. I

notice that the longest lived plants here with us
in a climate very damp and mild are those on
rockwork or stones above the ground line, but as

the plant is easily increased and is rarely more
beautiful than during its second year, longevity
ie not so much to be desired. Does this plant
ever seed in gardens ? Here it fails to do so, but
I hope to fertilise it this season in the hopes of

getting variety and, perhaps, added vigour from
seedling plants. F. W. B.

Indoor Garden.

FINE-FOLIAGED PLANTS IN HOUSES.
These plants have a boldness and distinctiveness

of character that renders them indispensable for

furnishing greenhouses and conservatories, where,

among llowering plants, they produce a most
pleasing and striking efl'ect as they stand out con-

s|)icuously and relieve the glare of masses of

bloom. Among the best of these fine-foliaged

subjects few, if any, are more deserving of culti-

vation tlian the Aralia Siebokli variegata, which
has large massive leaves, divided like thase of

the Fig, the texture being very stout, and the

surface of a bright polished appearance. This
renders the plants dust-proof; dust cannot lodge

on them, or, if it does, it is easily washed off by
giving them a syringing or drawing the sponge
over them, and they are therefore of great value
for rooms or lialls, where they will stand for

a long time without taking harm. There is

also a green form of this Aralia, which comes
readily from seed ; but the variegated kinds can
oul)' be propagated by cuttings made from
shoots that push after plants have been headed
down. To get these to strike they must be
taken oft' with a heel, or portion of the old

wood and bark attached, and then potted singly
in small pots in sharp sandy soil, and stood
in a warm house or pit, where they can be
kept close and moist. These Aralias look best

when grown with single stems, and to keep these

straight and erect, it is necessary to turn the
plants round occasionally, as they are sure to

draw to the light, and if not moved become one-
sided and only fit for a stage. Aspidistra lurida

variegata is another first-class plant for house or
room decoration ; it is not only exceedingly orna-
mental in its richly marked foliage, but it will

live and flourish where few other plants will

exist, as it stands the impure atmosphere the result

of burning gas, which seems to have but little

effect on its leaves. These are broad, long, and
leathery, having bands or streaks of creamy white
running along them, which renders them very
showy, and gives them a bright, cheerful appear-
ance. The only way to increase such plants is by
division, which may be carried out almost at any
season, the best time being the spring, just as the
new growth commences, when they may be cut
through with safety. The soil best suited to pot
the Aspidistra in is loam and sand, but the less

root room it has, the better, as a rule, for the
variegation as the tendency of plants that are
well fed is to run green and grow very strong.

Dkac.exas cannot be over-praised, but, unfortu-
nately, most of them are too tender to live in an
ordinary greenhouse except through the summer
— a time when they will stand without taking
harm. One of the finest is D. terminalis, and
another equally deserving is D. Cooperi, the first-

named having erect leaves, brilliantly coloured,
while those of D. Cooperi are drooping and grace-
fully arching, a habit which renders it of great
value as a dinner-table plant. Another that is

almost equally meritorious for the .same purpose

is D. nigra rubra, the foliage of which is long and
narrow, the older leaves being very dark and the

young ones red, which gives the plants a striking

appearance. One of the boldest of the Draca;u;us,

and a variety that is specially adapted for con-

servatory decoration, is 1). amabilis, which is a

strong grower, having leaves 2 feet long and
3 inches to 4 inches wide, the colour being a

light green, with bands of creamy white tinged

with red when the foliage gets old. Many of the

Yuccas are exceedingly ornamental, and associate

well with Dracajnas, several of them being varie-

gated ; the most noteworthy of these are Y.
quadricolor, Y. Stokesi, and Y. filamentosa varie-

gata. The best of the green forms is Y. recurva,

the leaves of which arch over, and render the

plants highly ornamental and well suited for

vases, as in elevated positions of that kind they
show themselves off to advantage. Yuccas are so

tenacious of life that they will grow almost any-
where, and require but little soil, and, if kept
well watered, will remain healthy in the same
pots for years.

The New Zealand Flax (Phormium tenax) is

also a capital plant, and there are now several

variegated kinds of it, the three best being P.

tenax variegatum, P. tenax Colensoi, and P. tenax
Veitclii, all of which are striped with white or

creamy white, the first-named being marked most
distinctly. The green form comes readily from
seed, but the variegated sorts can only be in-

creased by division, which may be eft'ected any
time durnig the spring, just before the plants
start into growth, when they may be separated
by pulling them apart, so as to secure a portion
of roots with each stem. Being moisture-loving
subjects, these Phormiums require plenty of water
and, if well attended to in that way, they may
be kept in small pots for years. Hydrangea
argentea variegata and H. aurea varieaata are both
exceedingly liandsome plants, liaving richly
marked foliage, the colouring being very delicate

and distinct when they are forced, as heat brings
it out and makes the leaves look charming while
they are young. Another thing to recommend
these Hydrangeas is that they are very free-

flowering ; each shoot bears a large panicular-
sbaped head of bloom, and this, wliich is of a
pinkish hue, sometimes changing to blue, con-
trasts well with the white or gold of the foliage.

The way to propagate and increase Hydrangeas
is to strike them from cuttings, which should be
taken otf when the shoots are lialf ripe, as they
soon will be, and, if inserted singly in small pots
and stood under a hand-light in any cold frame,
where they can be kept shaded, tliey will soon
root and be ready for shifting on in spring.

Eurya latifolia variegata is a highly orna-
mental shrub tluit is almost hardy, and mav lie

trained eitheras astandardorpyramid, and be used
for greenhouse or conservatory decoration, or the
embellishment of rooms, for cither of which pur-
poses it is well adapted, and it remains in good
condition the whole year through. Although so
hardy and enduring, the Eurya latifolia variegata
is rather difficult to increase ; but if cuttings lie

taken early in the autumn and inserted under
bell-glasses, and kept in a pit or frame during the
winter, they will callus, when by giving them a
little heat in spring they will emit roots, after

which they should be potted singly and again
placed in a warm house till they get a fresh start.

Abutilon Thompsoni and A. vexiilarium variega-
tum are both worth growing, as they have richly

spotted leaves and bell-shaped blooms, which
they produce freely, and these show up well
when the plants are trained or run up as stan-

dards, as then the blossoms are seen to advantage.
The readiest way to strike Abutilon cuttings is to

put them in bottles filled witli water, when, i

stood in heat, the cuttings root very quickly in the

spring, and they may also be propagated readily

in the ordinary way. E.

BOUGAINVILLEA SPECTABILIS.
Whkn I first wrote about this Bougainvillea

(p. 'M~), I said, " The shoots will not extend much
before the bloom is apparent, as this species, unlike
B. glabra, which blooms from the strongest shoots
of the current season's growth after they have
reached a considerable length, flowers from the
ripened wood." " As a matter of fact," "J. S. W."
says, "the two varieties differ only in the one
being stronger than the other, no more differ-

ence existing between them than there is between
two sorts of Apples or Pears.'' Those who have
had anything to do with the two plants in ques-
tion will know how to estimate the accuracy of

this statement. This is the time when B. specta-
bilis blooms, and I challenge "J. S. W." to pro-

duce an example of it flowering from the present
season's shoots in the way that B. glabra does.

The latter differs so far from B. spectabilis, that
when it receives the right treatment it will bloom
two or three times a year. I have frequently
exhibited it in May, and again in August or

September, with another set of shoots laden with
flowers so densely, that they half hid the leaves. If,

as "J. S. W.'' says, there is no difference between
the two plants in question in their habit of flower.

ing, allow me to ask him to name a place where
B. spectabilis has bloomed a second time in one
season in the way in which B. glabra does.—T. B.

As there seems just now a little discussion
as to the names of several varieties of this gorgeous
climber, I write to offer my quota of observation.

In the south of Europe, where it is so much grown,
I have seen three shades of colour, all, botanically

speaking, from the same plant, B. spectabilis.

One that we will call the type, another of a rather

brighter and redder shade, which is, I fancy, spe-

ciosa, and another deeper and richer in colour

than any, and which is sold under the name of

Warzewiczi. These three differ somewhat in hairi-

ness and length of growth, and Warzewiczi, per-

haps from being the latest novelty, is considered
the finest and most satisfactory of all the varieties

of B. spectabilis. Bougainvillea glabra we all

know is quite a different thing, and blooms in

autumn on its summer growths without the
winter's rest required by B. spectabilis and its

garden varieties ; but there is yet another variety

which seems to me so distinct in growth, and
colour, and tenderness as to deserve the rank of

species. This is B. lateritia, which is slightly

hairy, and as slender in growth as B. glabra. It

flowers midway between the autumn-flowering B.

glabra and the spring B. spectabilis in Algiers

and Egypt, where it was specially beautiful some
years ago near Alexandria, but it is so tender,

as well as more truly winter-flowering, that I

have never seen it thriving in the Riviera. Per-

haps some one more favoured may have seen it

there, and can say that it is to be found in Europe.
The origin of its name, lateritia, is also a mystery
to me, for it flowers from the ends of its shoots

like B. glabra, and not, as far as I remember,
from side shoots. Its colour is called brick-dust

by its deti-actors : but to me, who specially admires
its Nasturtium-coloured bracts, it seems it should

lather be called flame-coloured, as now and then

some bracts attain that pitch of intensity in

colour under very favourable conditions.—E. H. W.

SHORT NOTES.—INDOOR.

Mrs. Sinkins Pink.— I find this Pink does well in pots.

Good strong plants of it. lifted in autumn, potted in 6-inuh

pots, and placed on a shelf near the glass in a cold house,

will be in full bloom by the beginning of May, and for a

fr-igrant pot plant for the drawing-room, or for cut flowers for

general decoration, I know nothing more acceptable.—J. H.

Flumbag'O capensis.—This is such a good old plant

as a roof-climber, that one is pleased to note how freely_ it

flowers in quite a small state, and what a pretty effect its

very distinct shade of blue has when mixed with ordinary

greenhouse plants. We have some pl.ants of it at present

flowering freely in .'i-inch pots, and I feel certain that they

would Ije prized by aU who require small flowering plants in

quantity for conservatory decoration.

—

Hants.
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can tlierefore be propagated from cuttinjjs. The
flowers are jiroduce'l in a dense liead and are of a

fine clear white. This is probably the forerunner

of a new race of Calceolarias.—J. C. B.

. THE GARDEN OF THE VILLA MONT-
BORON.

We publish lierewitli two more engravings in

ilhistratiou of the Princess Kotschoubey's charm-
ing garden at Nice, to whicli we alludeii last

The growth of the succulent plants in the

This shoulcrbe the 'best fibrous peat I
open is superb, and the grace of the nobler sub-

AZALEAS AFTER BLOO.MINO.
TiiE first thing to do is to pick off all seed-ves.sels

which form abundantly on the Azalea, and wliich,

if allowed to remain, diminish to some extent the

growing powers of the plants. Then you have to

determine whether repotting is needful. Plants

in pots between ih inches and 8 inches in diameter

should be repotted if the soil is filled with healthy

fibres, but if larger it is left to the option of the

grower whether they get fresh soil or not, as a good
share of vigour can be infused into them by other

means. Before repotting, give the old ball of soil

a good soaking, and let the compost be in a moist
,

week,

condition. This should be the best fibrous peat i . ,

with all the dust sifted out, replacing this with
|
tropical plants is such as one cannot see under

silver sand. These are very
important details in Azalea
culture. In ]iotting, ram the

compost in so as to make it as

hard as the old ball and
quite firm at top. Water
moderately, and afterwards
only wlien the.soil hasbecome
nearly dry. Shade from hot
sun, syringe daily in hot
weather, and you will get a

good growth on the jilants,

which will ripen well and will

produce prominenthard buds
by autumn. As soon as the
new wood begins to harden,
place them in the open till

end of September, in a fairly

sunny, sheltered place, look-

ing well to watering. When
plants have come in Sinch
or larger pots there is often

a reluctance to repot, as they
are perhaps quite as large as

they are desired to be. This
is the time when they are

liable to go back ; but they
need not do so, for, though
the growth made will not be
quite so vigorous, it may have
strength enough infused in-

to it to allow of the formation
of good flower-buds. An im-
portant point in the culture

of old Azaleas is to feed mode-
rately during the flowering

time, which helps to ward off

debility caused by bloom
production, and furnishes the

larderin readinessforthe new
growths to draw upon as soon

as they begin to push out.

Very weak guano water will

do, or a top-dressing of some
concentrated manure, as soon

as the buds begin to burst

;

then give plenty of water and
keep up a nice, genial, grow-
ing atmosphere, and satis-

factory growth will be made.
Azaleas have two great ene-

mies—thrips and red spider,

and to them casting the foli-

age is mainly due. They will

not be troublesome, however,

if the syringe is well worked
on the underside of the foli-

age where these destroyers

lurk. The cool nights, washing rains, and hea\'y

dews of early autumn also prove a source of dis-

comfort to them. J. C. B.

the crown, so as in a great measure to hide the
pot. M. Carriere says that it will remain almost
indefinitely in good health in apartments.—B.

View in the Princess Kutsclioubey's garden at Nice. Banana, Dragon's Blood tree

Palm (Latuuia) Aralia, ILagnolia grandiflori, and Cedar in background. (Engrave

White Calceolaria Madame Lemaitre.

—

The coloured plate of this in the Heme J/urlico/e re-

presents a charming variety and one which is likely

to become popular. M. Carriere calls it a "hybrid
of the second generation," one of the parents being
the variety named Souvenir d'Arcueil, which is

itself a hybrid between the shrubby and herba-

ceous sections. The habit is dwarf and compact,
the foliage most resembling that of the herbaceous
kinds, whilst it ramifies and flowers perpetually. It

glass. One is struck at once with the lieauty of the

Palms and such fine-leaved trees m the open air.

Other illustrations of the same garden, all care-

fully engraved for us from photographs supplied

by the Princess Kotschoubey, will appear in future

issues.

Polypodium Picoti.—This belongs to the en-

tire-leaved section of Polypods, of which crassi-

folium and musitfoliura may be cited as examples.

It is a bold-looking robust-habited Fern, and is

apparently one \vhich may be grown to large

dimensions in comparatively small pots. The
leaves attain a length of more than a yard, are

undulated at the edges, arching gracefully from

Garden in the House.

OUR CUT FLOWER SUPPLY.
Where large quantities of cut flowers arc in re-

quest the whole year round, planting out in the
open ground in summer (lossesses many advantages,
not the least of which is the great saving of labour
in watering thus effected. I find, too, that since
we adopted the plantingout system we get finer

plants and more bloom, and that at a much re-

duced cost, as when plants
are once established it mu.st
be very dry indeed if much
artificial watering is needed.
Tlioscthat delight inanextra
supply of moisture at theroot
we plant in trenches, and
with a little mulching one
good soaking of water will
last them ten times as long
as it does when they are in

pots. We may mention
Arum Lilies and Spira-a
japonica as amongst those
grown in quantity that re-

quire an unlimited supply
of water at the root. These
are indispensable plants for
furnishing cut flowers, which,
by havingsuccessional plants,

may be had from Christmas
to .June, and in their case not
only may pots be dispensed
withfor half the year, at least,

but if grown solely for the
production of cut flowers,
they are not required at all,

as when grown in good-sized
boxes, with several plants in
a box, the large quantity of

soilemployed saves the water-
ing-pot being so constantly in

request; and everyone who
has had to attend to large
quantities of these semi-
aquatic plants in hot wea-
cher, or where much fire heat
is u.sed, v/ill agree that on the
watering being properly per-
formed depends the amount
of success that attends their
culture. Eupatoriums are
capital plants for supjilying
cut flowers of feathery light-

ne.ss, and, above all, of a con-
stantly required colour, pure
white. Our plan is to plant
them out in lines 2 feet apart
in the end of May, lift them
again in the end of Sej^tem-
ber, and by paying a little

attention to having succes-
sional plants in various tem-
peratures, we get a supply
of bloom all tlu'ough the
autumn and winter months.
Then they are cut down
close, like Pelargoniums, and

by the time for planting out they will have
made good heads of young shoots. Chrysan-
themums, which seem to increase in demand
every year, are grown largely in the same
way, only that when lifted they are replanted
on the floors of the houses or pits in which
they are placed, and, being hardier than many
things, may be planted out in April. In this way
all colours may be had ; but we grow quite ten
times as many whites as we do of any other colour.
Schizostylis coccinea, which produces brilliant

scarlet flowers, is indispensable for supplying
cut bloom. We lifted a large bed of it, and re-

planted it in the inside border of a cool vinery,

and under this treatment spikes kept coming up

(Dractv-na Draco), Fan
i for The Garden.)
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in succession during tlic whole winter. Tlicy
are planted out along with the Chrysantliemums
in clump?. Doutzia gracilis is too well known to

need any commendation. Wo lift it in autumn,
and, after potting, plunge it in leaves out of doors,

or set it in a cold house. As plants of it cease
flowering, the old worn-out wood is cut out,

and strong shoots from the base encouraged
to gio« f[-eely in a warm house; then we
gradually harden thera olT and plant them out
in June. .Sniall-flowored Lilacs, such as the
Persian and Siberian, bloom beautifully even in

the form of small bushes ; and if carefully hardened
olf before being planted out, and only lifted every
alternate year, the same plants will last a long
time. Dielytra spectabilis, with its long arching
spikes of coral-like flowers, is a good plant for

this kind of work. It naturally starts into growth
early, and a very little warmth brings it out to
perfection, when, either as a pot plant or for

cutting, it is very effective. Violets are such uni-
versal favourites, that they are welcome in any
way in which they may be grown. We plant them
out in April in a shaded position, 1 foot apart,
and lift them in September ; pot them, or place
them in frames. For bouquets their blooms are
most welcome. The new Comte Brazza, with its

long footstalks and large white flowers, is especi-
ally well suited for this purpose ; but Marie Louise
and Neapolitan are the ones most, largely grown.
Christmas Roses are coming to the front rapidly,
for lifting and placing under glass, for supplying
white cut flowers during the dark days of winter.
They should be in good-sized clumps, and lifted
with a mass of roots and soil. They open so fresh
and fair under glass, that anyone giving them a
trial is sure to repeat it. J. Groom.

Floral crosses and wreaths.—What fright-

ful "works of art" these are now-a-days when
made by professionals. An artist's conception of

a wreath of flowers, for either the living or the
dead, is an elegant, fragile, graceful-looking thing,

with a few sweet flowers and leaves just clinging
to it, as it were—such as the tireeks of old used
to car\e on their statues, and such as artists even
now love to portray in their paintings ; but the
floral artist has a far more substantial idea of the
artistic, and if you order a wreath from him he
sends you a ponderous framework wrapped in

cotton wadding till it is about as thick as one's
leg, on which are stuck thinly the usual floral

decorations, the whole making up one of the
clumsiest devices that ever was conceived for such
a purpose. At the funeral of a much respected
and popular man the other day we noticed several
of the mourners step out and place tiny neat
crosses and wreaths of simple flowers on the cottin,

and we thought they contrasted favourably with
the clumsy cart-rim looking devices brought to the
church in boxes and carried to the gra\e with a
care and ostentation that indicated far more con-
sideration for such emblems on the part of the
donors than sympathy or respect for the departed.

NOTES.

Science and OARDENiNci.—I would advise young
gardeners not to be led away into considering the
scientific as a thing different from the practical

portion of their profession. There is a .story of

an American, who looked askance at a bill of

fare, and at last said to the waiter, " Pardon nie
;

I don't read French, but I like first principles in

feeding; so please bring me bacon and beans.''

So, also, science is too often a mere question of

names rather than of real things ; and, after all,

our D.jrvvins and Huxleys are mere gropers after

truth with enough intelligence to ask themselves
if their interpretation ot Nature isriglit or wrong.
These are the first principles of thought known
to every savage, and represent the " beans and
bacon" of intelligence for us all. I have been
all my life engaged in gardening pursuits, and
every day find out more and more how little I

definitely know of the whole thing. Were I to
advertise to-morrow, I am sure I could not honestly
'ay that I was fully acquainted with, or had a
Ihorough knowleilge of gardening in all its

branches, as so many do. The plain fact is,

every good gardener is a learner in Nature's
school until tlie last, and the most we can do is

to observe and record accurately ; but above all

must we strive to be right. Be our operations
little or great, we must strive to understand them,
always a.'^king of ourselves especially (of others
also, if you like) that fateful question ; Ls it true
or false 'r* is it right or is it wrong ] All argu-
ment, all science, comes to that, and no more.
It is the root of all our philosophy in the garden.

On a breezy hill.—The Naturali.sts' Field
CUub of Dublin made their first excursion to the
Hill of Howth on Saturday last, and spent a most
enjoyable day. It affords the richest field for

botanical studies within an easy distance of that
city. There is an old cromlech, an ancient
abbey, and the castle has been in the hands of the
St. Lawrences for eight centuries or more. Many
a hazy tradition lingers around the cliffs of this

rocky promontory, which is just now beautiful
with Gorse and Hawthorn ; while in a little glen
under the tallest part of the hill a plantation of
Rhododendrons among the rocks is now most
lovely. Here and there in the short sward, nipped
close by black-faced sheep, one may find the pale
blue Scilla verna ; the shady ravines are full of

Primroses pale, and the rocks by the shore are in

places fairly draped with Silene maritima, or

cushioned with Sea Thrift and glaucous Sedum.
Loid Howth threw open his grounds to the
members of the club, as did also Mr. Edward
Lawrenson, so that visitors had an excellent
opportunity of seeing " St. Brigid's " Anemones at

home in all their luxuriant beauty. One could
only liken the beds to gorgeously-coloured eastern
carpets spread out in the sunshine—a poor com-
pliment to pay to living blossoms dancing in the
breezes of a delicious sunny morning in May.
The Bluebells luxuriant beside the drive, and the
golden Gorse on the crest of a ridge which ele-

vates it against the blue sky, were features not
entirely lost on the visitors who swarmed like

bees among the blossoms of "St. Brigid's" garden.

RuBns DELicio.sus.—A friend of mine once
went to see a painter's garden, and was therein
shown many beautiful things, amongst them a
few well blossomed Dandelions which he had
cultivated carefully, and at parting he presented
a branch of this white-Rose-yielding Raspberry,
.'aying that it was perhaps "the most beautiful
thing one human being could ever give to

another." I think he was quite right, for as

seen at its best Rubus delioiosus is most deli-

rious as regards beauty. So fresh and beautiful is

this hardy shrub, that the wonder is that it is so
rarely seen. It is by no means difficult to in-

crease from slips taken oft' now, and inserted in
sand under a handlight or cap glass on a shady
border ; or, if you cut up bits of the thick roots
of this .shrub and plant them, they often throw
up shoots and so form young plants. As planted
out near a partially shaded wall, we find tliis

Bramble to succeed perfectly, its great white
flowers enduring fresh and fair for days; whereas
its crumpled satin-like petals fall too quickly if

the plant is fully exposed to sunshine. When
originally discovered its fruits were so good
as to be thought delicious in flavour, which they
may be in its native habitat, but in our gardens
a common Blackberry is infinitely preferable:
but as a flowering shrub, pure and simple, it well
deserves all care and attention. It has been
figured three or four times in The Garden, and
that fact is no mean index of its beauty, but no
artist can ever hope to sliow the snowy whiteness

and glistoning beauty of so lovely a hardy flower
as seen at its freshest and best under cultivation.

Choice Anemones.—We have now come to

look on seedling Anemones of the A. coronaria
section as quite the thing to have in (quantity for

cut flowers in every garden where they will

exist, and the same holds good of A. fulgens,

which rarely fails if planted in the Grass or in

good deep soil. But among the Windflowers are
some fine things rarely seen. Why is A. blanda
.so rare? Often confounded with A. apennina, it

is quite different in root and seed, and in blossom
is far larger and deeper in colour. The true
plant has tulierous underground stems, not cylin-

drical ones. The blue wood Anemone is another
r.ire plaat, dear to purchase, although some of

our friends try to make us believe their woods
are full of it. A. palmata (yellow) and its white
variety are also rare, and one may say as much
for A. alpina and its sulphur-ccjloured form.
Even the common Pasque flower is by no means
an abundant garden plant, although easily grown
if chalk or lime rubbish is added to the soil. I

do not know why it is, but A. .sylvestris is finer

this season than ever I .saw it before, tall and
luxuriant, reminding one of A. japonica alba in

port and in purity of blossom. A. palmata alba
is a most lovely plant when seen bestudded with
its silvery stars on a sunny day. It is now in
bloom, and a great mass of A. Pulsatilla bearing
a hundred flowers and buds promises to be a

picture for some time to come. Of all Anemones
we find this last to be one of the easiest to rear

from home-saved seed.s.

Flower robbers.—The people who go about
stealing flowers ought to be scotched at once. I

was down in Sussex a few weeks ago and saw an
estate full of Primroses and Lady's Smocks, with
here and there delicious little groups of Oxlips,

all in full flower. At considerable trouble the
proprietor had added colonies of Narcissi and
of Daffodils. A little glade of Primroses had
been enriched with mixed Peerless Narcissi,

planted in bold groups, and some of the varieties

were large and fine, so fine as to be well worthy
of the admiration of those who know the most
beautiful kinds of the whole family. In a single

night every flower was swept away, and the only
consolation was that the roots had been undis-
turbed. The nuisance of flower-stealers and plant-

hunters is becoming unbearable. Even at Kew
the pleasure grounds have to be protected by
notice-boards informing the visitors that what
might be supposed to be wild flowers have been
brought there and planted at considerable cost

and trouble. Since Datt'odils and Primroses have
become so popular, it is difficult to prevent their

being torn away whole.sale from fields or planta-

tions even quite near to the house. The law
really aftbrds but slight protection in the matter,

even supposing that the robbers are caught red-

handed, which is but seldom the case. The
earliest resources of civilisation, a savage dog or a

horse-whip, are most efficient as preventives after

all, but it is not everyone who can use these

rough-and-ready methods in the interest of their

flowers. As it is, many who would gladly na-

turalise choice flowers about their estates liestitate

to do so owing to the ruthless manner in which
plants and flowers are torn up and carried away.

P^oNiA corallina. — This noble - hal)ited

plant is now in flower, being one of the earliest

and most beautiful of all the single-blossomed

kinds. Of course, it cannot for a moment be
compared with the snow-white P. edulis, which
produces its Water Lily-like blossoms a few

weeks later on in the year, yet it has a boldness

of foliage unrivalled by that of any other Paiony,

and when it bears its crimson and black berries

late in autumn the plant again becomes quite an
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attraction in the garden. These single Paeonies

are now becoming quite popular, and so the

quest for them is nearly as energetic as is that

after rare Daffodils. Pieonia corallina is more
readily propagated than most others by means of

seeds sown in shallow drills as soon as ripe in the

open air. They germinate during the following

spring and soon make strong plants, or a big

clump or two may be di\rided, but it mu.st be

just as the young growth appears in March or

April Apart altogether from its showy character

as a good liardy flower, it is interesting as being

a rare native plant. Its only British habitat is

on the Steep -Holme Island, in the Bristol

Channel, where it grows in company with the

parent of our cultivated Leek (Allium Scoro-

doprasum). Mr. T. H. Thomas, of Cardiff,

kindly sent me an account of these two plants

souie time ago and a sketch of them as growing

up on a rocky ledge above the little inn on the

island, and he informs me that a careful watch is

kept to prevent its extermination.

Prunus triloba.—As a wall shrub there are

but few more lovely during April or May than

this pink-blossomed Plum tree from China. It is

sometimes known as Amygdalopsis Lindleyana,

and is, I believe, one of Robert Fortune's intro-

ductions. The Kew plant on a wall has been a

sight for over twenty years, as I remember, and
yet it is not a common plant in gardens gene-

rally. As seen at its best each shoot is a perfect

wreath of pink or blush rosettes, the blossoms

appearing a little in advance of the young leaves.

As grafted it is not always a success, and plants

on their own roots are difficult to procure, but no
trouble is too much to undertake in the culture

of this plant if by so doing success can be ensured.

I hope to graft its shoots on to the roots of some
other Prunus, and so obtain dwarf plants for

walls. All the forms of double Peaches and of

Plums from China and Japan are very valuable

thus early in the year, and if only the difficulty

of propagation could be overcome, they would
produce beautiful effects in our gardens early

in the se son, bridging over the gap which
follows the blo.'-soming of the Almond until the

fhish of Hawthorn, Lilac, WLstaria, and Labur-
num appears later on in May.

'^'

The Pale Maiden.—This is the name gene-

rally given in the Falkland Islands for Si-syrin-

chium filifolium, a very pretty little plant for a

rockery or the open border, seeing that it is per-

fectly hardy in our climate, and blooms after

S. grandiflorum and its varieties have gone out

of flower. Like the last, it is ot Rush-like habit,

a foot or mrjre in height, each little tuft throwing
up half a dozen or more flower-scapes, which in

contour remind one of those of the Esparto Crass,

only instead of grassy scales, each stem bears

three or four elegantly cup-shaped white flowers

on slender pedicels. The perianth segments are

of a shining whiteness, each faintly pencilled

with purplish lines in the most delicate way.
The plant has been figured in the Botanical
Magazine from a plant which first flower, d in

the College Gardens, Dublin, to which establish-

ment living plants and seeds were sent by Mr.s.

Brandon a year or two ago. The plant, now that

it has become established, promises much better

things than was at first expected, and as it is

readily increased by division or from seeds, it

should soon become popular in all good collec-

tions. Although at home this plant exists in one
of the wettest and most windy climates in the

world, it requires shelter or support to prevent
its flower-stems from being damaged during
rough weather. Those who may already possess

the plant .should carefully harvest its seeds, as

they grow freely if sown as soon as ripe and
bloom during the succeeding summer, or in

about a year from their ripening time. A strong

tuft has been very pretty on a rockery in Dr.

E. P. Wright's garden, Raglan Road, Dublin, for

some weeks past, and near it Arnebia echioides

.shone like a golden fleece.

Late Primroses.—The great rich flush of the

Primrose season is past and gone for a year, but

some of the stragglers in the rear of a splendid

army are worth a word of praise. In shady

places P. japonica is now rich and fine in colour,

and associated with it several good forms of P.

Sieboldi also do well. In order to have the

Japan Primrose (P. japonica) at its best, seed

should be sown as soon as ever it ripens every

summer. So treated, it grows up like Mustard
or Cress the spring following, and the seedlings

are at their l:iest the first and second year. One
of the most distinctly beautiful of all Primroses
is, as I think, the soft yellow Sikkim Cowslip
(P. sikkimensis), just now throwing up its

slender stalks, topped by dangling bell-shaped

blossoms of a sulphur tint. 'I'his is also easily

reared from seeds, a rule which gardeners would
do well to bear in mind in connection with all

the species of Primrose grown in gardens. P.

farinosa and several other kinds are also in flower,

but for effect nothing just now approaches P.

japonica in broad patches or groups under tree

shade. Raised annually from seed, and grown on
in deep moist earth, enriched with leaf-mould,

but few Primroses are really more noble in

leafage and flower than is this wildling of Japan.

RoGERSiA PODOPHYLLA.—Amongst big bronzy
foliage I know of none so fine or so early as

this, as seen now beneath the sun of May. In
deep rich soil and in a partially sheltered posi-

tion this plant grows rampantly, forming leaves

2 feet or more across, and of a glistening reddisli

or bronzy tint, whence comes the popular name
of the Bronze Leaf, as applied to this native of

Japan. Planted out in peaty soil, or in one en-

riched with leaf-mould, it grows very luxuriantly

and forms an object of beauty not easily surpassed

by any other foliage plant known to me. It is

easily increased by dividing the crowns, each of

which attains its utmost luxuriance and l^eauty

the second year. Rough winds and full sunshine

at the hottest period of the year destroy its leaves,

so that partial shade and considerable slielter are

requisite in order to secure the best results. I

saw a fine colony of this plant, the other day in

great clumps along the sheltered margin of a

stream. In or near the water Caltha palustris

was aglow with flowers, and higher up tlie banks,

among the Rogersia, were great clumps of Trol-

lius napellifolius, T. altissimus, T. europieus, T.

Fortunei, and other kinds. The effect of the

great bronzy leaves be.side and beneath these

great Globe Flowers seemed to me at the time
perfectly indescribable.

King Cups.— I think it is in the " Eagle's

Nest" that Ruskin acknowledges that he never
knew the meaning of the words " purple and
gold " until he saw Caltha palustris in flower

beside a rivulet which ran through a Clover field.

Perhaps for pure lichness of yellow no garden
flower can surpass in brilliancy this stream-

haunting wildling. In Normandy the other day
I saw it growing by the acre in sunny river

meadows?, and it is also as brilliant beside the

Dutch canals as it is near our English brooks

;

and in the wet spinnies of the Shakespeare
country, wherever a streamlet runs through the

garden, this plant should be largely planted,

along with Iris Pseudacorus and its variegated

form, Lytlirum variegatum, great-leaved Water
Dock, Ranunculus flaramula, Spirasa palmata,

Ktempfer's Iris, and other waterside vegetation.

One should ever .speak well of the dead, but, after

all, the gold of the Daflbdils, now faded, is like

an Australian sovereign compared with the rich

old guinea gold of this queen of the watery mea-
dows. As seen with the sun streaming through
its petals, it really reminds one of a cruciVjle full

of glistening molten ore as it is poured out into

tlie matrix—a glowing sight which is not often to

be seen. Of course, the colour of a coin is dead
and poor compared with the brilliancy of liquid

metal, and, moreover, even molten gold is poor
in colour when compared with a petal of this

golden Buttercup as illumined liy the summer's
sun. In leafage bold as in brilliant blossom,

the Marsh Caltha is so fine, that one cannot
well make too much of such a noble Shakes-
pearian flower.

The Trumpet Honeysuckle.—One of the

very finest of all climbing plants for a cool

greenhouse or conservatory is Caprifblium
(Lonicera) seinpervirens major, from Carolina

and elsewhere in North America. Of course, it

is a hardy plant in some localities, Ijut is seen to

better advantage as grown and sheltered indoors.

If planted out in a rich loamy border it grows
luxuriantly and blooms in a very profuse way.

As a rafter plant I think it unrivalled, its orange-

red trumpets contrasting so well with the soft

glaucous leaves which it bears. The Honeysuckles
generally are far too often neglected in gardens.

'The common Woodbine is perfect in its way,
and were it less common would be much more
largely grown. In some few places it is kept
pruned closely into bush shape, and is then most
valuable for forcing into flower during February

and March. The Dutch and several other forms

may be employed in the same way, or they may
be grown as standards or pyramids here and
there on the lawn. I was in a wood yesterday

where the common Woodbine was twining up
Fir tree stems and dangling amongst the branches

of Hawthorn bu.shes in a very pretty way—so

graceful, indeed, did it appear, that I wished our

lawn trees coukl be draped so handsomely with

such a fragrant climber.

The Poet's Narcissus.—The Poet's Nar-

cissus of to-day is what we call N. poeticus verus,

a tall growing plant l^earing small and shapely

flowers, not much over an inch in diameter, and
a native of Greece. The N. poeticus of Redoute's

"Liliacea3 " is what we now call N. ornatus. We
have the following varieties here, and this season

they have bloomed in the order named, the

extreme limits of their season being March 21

(N. angustifolius) and May 24 (N. patellaris fl.-

pl.). It must be understood that all the follow-

ing are mere forms or variations of N. poeticus.

1. N. angustifolius; 2, N. ornatus ; 3, N. tripo-

dalis; 4, N. poetarum ; 5, N. grandiflorus ; C, N.
recurvus ; 7, N. poeticus verus ; 8, N. majalis

;

9, N. patellaris; 10, N. spathulatus; 11, N.
Marvel; 12, N. stellaris ; 13, N. verbanus; 14,

N. patellaris fl.-pl. All the above aie quite dis-

tinct and easily recognisable as garden varieties,

but there are doubtless others whicli further

researches will bring to light. N. patellaris is

very fine, with its great flat crown as big as a

silver threepenny-bit. It came from Mr. Barr

under the name it bears. I had roots of a

large double-flowered Scotch N. poeticus from
another source which has this year produced

single flower.s, although there is an extia bit

of white petal in among the anthers, and within

the flattened crown of one or two of the flowers.

This would seem to prove that doulfle poeticus

reverts to N. patellaris as the plant from which
it originally sprang into existence. We had
hundreds of collected roots from variable'uative

liabitats, but all the forms are referable to one
or other of the above. N. verbanus, so lovely

when first introduced, grows coai'ser in culti-

vation and bears two flowers on a scape some-
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times. N. ornatus also bears from one to four

flowers on a scape in an accidental way.
Veronica.

Fruit Garden.

APPLE RAISING.

We have, it may be said, no lack of good Apples,

and from time to time others, not without merit,

are beinj^ put into commerce, whilst in the cider

districts seedlings are constantly lieing raised in

bulk, though perhaps possessing but little special

merit. But the admirable features which so ex-

cellent a season as the present one presents

should not have been lost upon Apple growers,

and all who have their own special opinions as to

what are the peculiar needs in the Apple family
should have tried their hands at cross-fertilising,

with a view to obtain the special properties for

which they look. Apple crossing need not take
long, although busy men and professional gar-

deners have a good right to plead that the period
of Apple blooming is one that finds them busily

engaged every day in other matters. But there
are plenty of people who grow Apples besides

professional gardeners—people of leisure and yet
of horticultural tastes—who have their own
opinions as to the merits of fruits, and may well
try their prentice hands in a direction in which
if no great results are obtained no harm will l>e

done, and much that is interesting may be
learned. Except where more than usual atten-

tion is given to the raising of seedling Apples,
and those places seem to be few, we have little

opportunity of ascertaining how far Apple liloom
becomes naturally croi5s-fertilised,whetherthrough
atmospheric or insect agency. We can but assume
that such fertilisation must take place, because in
the blooming season insects visit the trees and
operate upon the bloom largely. But the pro-
ducts of such fertilisation are necessarily of a
haphazard kind, one seedling out of a hundred
may be meritorious, but perhaps not even that
proportion may reward one's efforts. O'n the
other hand, experience has shown the natural
tendency of the Apple to retrograde, and pips
saved from fine kinds often produce indifferent
results. Tliere is, however, good reason to be-
lieve that earnest, careful, and well directed
hybridisation should be productive of better
things, and lead to obtaining really improved
kinds. No doubt the raising'of seedling Apples
is not a taking affair, seeing that some ten or
perhaps twelve years may elapse ere the results
of our labours in that direction can be ascer-
tained. Still, when once .seeilliugs are obtained,
they do not need much attention until either
naturally or through grafting the produce can
be seen and appreciated.

As to the direction in which hybridists should
work, that is a matter for opinion, just as those
interested may have special preferences in Apples.
We have plenty of fine sho.vy and productive
early kinds. It seems difficult to beat our early
soft-fieshed sorts, and men may well ask, in re-
gard to these, in what direction can we work to
improve them / Well, that is a matter necessarily
open to personal judgment, and cannot easily be
directed ; but we may, in accepting, for instance.
Lord Suffield as one of the earliest, finest, and
most serviceable of kitchen kinds, see how far it

may be possible to engraft upon that greater
endurance, more robust growth, and somewhat
more solid and firm Hesh. What, for instance,
might be looked for in a cross between Blenheim
Pippin and Lord Suffield? If the undoubted
tine qualities of these two Apples could be com-
bined, we should have a grand variety. Then
there is King of the Pippins ; though so often

denounced for its lack of high quality in flavour,

without doubt it is popular as a market dessert

Apple, because it is ]irolific, makes a handsome
sample, and .sells readily. If anyone could en-

graft upon the King some of the delicate flavour

of Cox's Orange Pippin without detracting fi'um

other propertie.", a great gain would be the result.

But it is evident that in this country we have great

neeil for finer, handsomer, and inoi'e piroliflc late-

keeping Apples, although it is to befeared thateven

a golden Apple of that section would never be-

come popular with nuirkot growers of the present

school, because these prefer to ease their trees

early and get their crops turned into cash asquickly

as possible. Of course there is much in the plea

that trees can produce only one crop in the year,

anil Us. obtained in autumn is better than 7s. 6d.

per bushel got for fruits held over till late in the

winter. But the practice of growing so large a

quantity of early kinds only simply tends to

flood the markets at one season, bringing down
the price ruinously at that period, whilst the

holder of stocks of really good kinds may almost

name his own price after Christmas.

Here, however, we are met liy the objection

that American and Canadian, and now possibly

Australian, Apjdes of the finest form and colour

flood the English markets at that time, and that

home produce has no chance. Well, there is

much in this objection ; but it must be remem-
bered that foreign fruits as a rule excel ours only
in size and colour, but not in flavour, and herein

lies the moral of this paper, that if we are to

hold our own we should set about raising fine

late-keeping kinds, handsome, rich in colour, and
of fine flavour that will enable home growers to

hold their own in the struggle. Difficult times

are before us, and we can only hope to win by
means of intelligence and earnest enterprise.

A. D.

THINNING GRAPES.

dry when thinned ; if wet, the friction of the
scissors often injures them. Anyone who has
watched the development of Grapes is soon able to
tell wliich of the Ijerrics will swell to a large size,

and which will fail to do so. In Muscats especially
it is well to watch this, as many of the small berries
are stoneless, and when this is the case, they fail

to gain anything like ])roper size. One of the fir.st

objects in thinning should be to remove all faulty
berries and only allow those to remain that seem
likely to become perfectly developed. When small
berries are more numerous than good ones, it is

generally considered that the bunches have set
badly, but, with the exception of Cannon Hall Mus-
cat, all Grapes, as a rule, set freely at this season,

and, therefore, in addition to small berries, there are
generally many large ones to clip out. In many
bunches three are taken for every one left ; it is, in-

deed, better to rather over than under-thin all late

tirapes. The middle of the bunch .should be well
thinned, and the berries at the extremities should
all be allowed to remain. Long, narrow Grape
scissors only should be used for thinning, and"
great care must be taken that the points do not
run into any of the berries which are to remain.
There is also danger of bruising some between the
handles of the scissors, and although a gentle
squeeze may not be noticed at the time, the berry
becomes brown in a few days and has to be re-

moved. A short stick with a fork at one end is

useful in thinning ; it can be employed to lift up
the shoulders of the bunches without having to

handle them. Where the bunches are large and
well shouldered these should be tied up before
thinning is begun. This obviates a great deal of

crowding, and «hen tied up in this way the neces-

sity of thinning is lessened. Grape-thinning,
though thought to be tedious work by some, is

one of the most interesting occupations coimected
with Vine culture. Cambrian.

In gardens in which there are numerous vineries,

and some of them early ones, <;rape-thinning is

an operation not confined to any particular period,

but where there are only one or two vineries, and
the Vines in these allowed to come into growth in

a natural way, as is often the case, a great deal of

thinning will have to be done during the latter

part of May and early in June. Berries, too,

set more plentifully late than earlier, especially
in the case of such kinds as Black Alicante.
This, as a rule, occurs to such an extent, that
where there is a large number of bunches to thin
and the hands to accomplish it are few, much
injury is often done before thinning can be effected.

In all cases it should begin as soon as the berries
are the size of small Peas, and where there are
many to thin they should be worked at from day-
light to dark. Labour is economised by reducing
the bunches to the number needed for a crop
before thinning begins. A bunch or two may
have to be cut off by-and-by, but to thin the
berries first and the bunches afterwards should
never be followed as a system. On the same A'ine

some bunches take the lead of others, and as each
one becomes ready for thinning it ought to have
attention, whether its neighbour is ready or not.
Some bunches near the top of tlie house may be
ready for thinning before those at the bottom.
When early sorts and late ones are mixed
the early ones are ready for thinning some
weeks before the late ones, and in that case
there is plenty of time to do them all. Muscat
berries and those of some others do not all

set firmly. Many of them are quite loose in the
foot-stalk, and when that is so, a good .syringing
will cause them to drop off freely ; for this reason
all Grapes should be forcibly syringed before
thinning begins. This will remove many of the
small fruit w hich would otherwise be clipped off,

and the syringing does such work much quicker
ihan the scissors. The bunches should be quite

Apples as ornamental trees.—For this pur-
pose I can strongly commend two varieties that
stand out boldly in Kentish orchards by reason of

their fine vigorous habit and their strong arching
shoots, which every year at this season are perfect
garlands of bloom. One is the (ioflf Apple, a sort

that bears hard, sour fruits, but, borne in great
quantities, and having crimson cheeks turning
brightly to the sun, they look well in autumn.
They are excellent cooking Apples, sell readily to

fruit preservers, and even at a low price pay well,

as a good-sized tree will yield from twenty to

thirty bushels. The second is Hambledon Deux
Ans, or Pile Russet, a kind that grows into very
large trees, single specimens on Grass acquiring
the dimensions of forest trees ; its fruits are large
and keep well. Apples as ornamental trees have
hitherto been more the result of accident than
design. Near here an old Appjle tree is just now
truly lovely. It is nearly smothered with Ivy,
and forms a pretty picture, its long shoots being
co\'ered with pink blooms, wdiich, against the dark
Ivy, are set oft' to advantage. I have frequently
met with most prolific Apiple trees in shrubberies
and woodlands that were in all probability self-

sown seedlings. Such trees seldom fail to mature
good crops, even in seasons when cultivated trees

in exposed orchards carried scarcely any fruit.

—

J. (iuoOM, (loxjiort.

SHORT NOTES.—FRUIT.

Extension training.—"T. B." writes (p. )ro),"Letnie
assure " W. W. H." that I wa.s well aeqnaintcd with exten-
sion training long before it appe,ared nnder its new name, and
also with the results that Inevitably follow in the ease of
trees so managed in their early years." One, therefore,
naturally wants to know where these reputed failures hap-
pened. If the system failed, .as asserted, let us know where,
in order that we may be enabled to investigate the matter.

—

J. S. W.

Victoria Nectarine at Lambton.—No amount of
ingenuity in tlie niinipulation of figures will ever disguise
the facts dis<-lused by the condition of this Ncet.ariue tree
when I saw it ; and I have no doulit that it still continues
to show that the knife had been used, so far as was necessary,
to induce the required even condition as i-egards the strength
of the branches, the absence of which is the weak point in

extension training.—T. B.
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CORDON-TRAINED FRUIT TREES.
The cordon form of training fruit trees is

gradually extending in the west of England, and

I think very properly so, for, although it may
not excel other modes of training, there are

circumstances connec'.ed with it which render it

peculiarly well adapted for certain purposes,

particularly Pears on walls. In this case its

advantages are manifest ; the trees not only come

into bearing quicker than when fan-trained, but

one is able to grow a tolerably large collection of

varieties in a limited space—a particularly valu-

able feature lielonging to this mode of training,

for in l)Ut few places is a large bulk of any

particular variety required. Five or six dozen

fruits of such large sorts as Doyenno du Comice

will suffice for the majority of people. The old

adage, " Those wlio plant Pears, plant for their

heirs," is no longer applicable to this improved

form of fruit culture. In saying this, I do not

moan that cordon-trained trees are more certain

bearer.s than any others, because they are not.

Our climate is such that no form of trained tree

escapes its influence.
Therefore, as regards secur-

ing regular crops, one form

of training is about as good
as another ; but the fact

that the trees come into

bearing the third and
fourth year after planting,

and that the cordon plan

admits of a wider choice

of sorts, is suflicient to

stamp its merits. Even
away from walls, cordon-

trained trees are much
better than pyramids, and
why they should be so is

not difhcult to explain.

One word, in fact, clears

the matter up, viz., shelter.

I maintain that a cor-

don-trained tree, whose
branches are not more than

18 inches from the ground,

gets a great deal more shel-

ter from surrounding walls

and other objects than a

pyramiii from 6 feet to 10

feet high ; and this differ-

ence as regards shelter is

sufHcient to explain, as I

have said, why corxlon

Pear trees bear more regu-

larly than pyramids, and
the same remark is equally

applicable to Apple trees

trained in the same way.
This is no imaginary matter, but facts that

have been proved many times at Sherborne
Castle, where three lines of cordon -trained

trees inclose two large quarters of the kitchen

garden. These Irees have borne heavy crops

when failures have been the rule in gardens

and orchards in the same district ; and it is

possible, if we were to make comparisons in

the case of cordon Pears grown against walls,

that they would have the best of the argument.
Any way, those who saw the cordon Pear wall at

Holme Lacy several years ago will not be likely

to soon forget it. The success of cordons in that

particular instance is sufficient to convince any-

one of their merits. But whether it be Apples
or Pears that are to be grown, whether against

walls or in the open, the cordon form has many
valuable features. With this form of tree,

growers can readily test the question of stocks

lor any particular sort. They can prove old (jr

new varieties, and cultivate a large number of

8orts, and test their merits in a very few years
;

and, what is more, they can discard useless or

undesirable kinds without making serious open-

ings on tlie walls or lines in which they occur.

In two or tliree years they can fill up tlie space

again with suitable trees.

In the matter of stocks for Pears, the character

of the soil must influence the decision. In a

strong soil, fairly retentive of moisture, the
1

Quince is no doubt the best stock, as it promotes

early fruit-bearing ; but in other kinds of soils

the Pear stock is more reliable where a judicious

system of root-pruning or lifting is practised.

Many prefer the Quince as a stock where the

soil suits it, and when they have come to under-

stand how to treat it in particular cases, on

account of its reducing the vigour of the branches
;

Ijut we ha\'e proved in our own practice that,

when judiciously handled, the Pear stock can be

made to produce a fruitful tree nearly as soon as 1

the Quince. The direction in which the branches

are to be trained is a point on which there is

some difference of opinion, some preferring tlie

oblique, and others vertical training. The oblique

Succulent plants in the Villa Montborou, at Nico. Agave Salmiana and utlicr spucics w
and Dasylirions. (Engraved for The Garden.) (See p. 4'Jl.)

form has, however, a better appearance than the

vertical when the trees are trained against walls,

and, I may also add, when grown on a border

set apart for them, as they are in a garden near

Exeter. In this case, not only is a south wall

devoted to cordon Pears, but also the border

which runs parallel with it. The trees on the

wall, as well as those on the border, are trained

I diagonally, and certainly they are more attractive

I

than if they had been vertical. This particular

border, which is exceedingly well furnished with

single cordons trained on wires 15 inches from

the ground and 10 feet in length, was, when I

saw it last year, most interesting. The trees

were skilfully managed, and carrying a fine crop.

{

As regards our own practice, we have every reason

to be satisfied with cordons. Of trees planted

I
five years ago, some are triple cordons, others

[ have four and five branches, all of which are

trained in a vertical direction against a wall
;

and certainly the fruits produced by such varieties

as the Vicar of Winkfield, Chaumontel, and

Doyenn(; du Comice have left nothing more to

be desired, either as respects size or appearance.

In regard to pruning this form of tree, I do
not agree with persi-stent pinching, .so strongly

advocated twenty years ago. I am satisfied

that that system does not increase fruitfulness.

In our own practice we go over the trees twice

during the summer with pruning nijipers. Early
in .Inly the leading shoots are nailed in, and all

the others are shortened back, so as to leave about

1 foot in length of the young wood. In the case of

vigorous trees they soon rush into growth again,

and send out two or three young shoots fn mi the

points of the young wood that was headed back.

By doing tliis, we preserve the buds close home,
so to speak, intact, and at the same time make
the appearance of the trees presentable. About
the end of August we go again over them. This
time we cut the shoots that befoi'e were topped
back to a spur. If after this there is any dispo-

sition in the tree to form any flower liuds on the

spur, there is time enough for it to do so ; but we
do not prune with the idea that we can always

place a fruit Ijud where it

is wan ted. A good deal has

lieeii written aljout prun-

ing to pi'omote fruitful-

ness, but I have no faith

that it will do so to any
great extent. As a matter

of fact, if a tree is managed
in a rational manner, that

is to say, if the roots are

fairly well nourished, and
any excess of vigour check-

ed by judicious root-prun-

ing, it will always produce

more fruit buds than it

can mature fruit. What
concerns us most is the

jireservation of the flowers

liom harm which the trees

do form.

With respectto the man-
agement of the roots of

cordon trees, if they are

Pear trees on the Quince

and form a single cordon,

we may be sure that the

soil will soon get full of

roots, and that what good-

ness it contains will soon

be exhausted. It will,

therefore, be necessary to

keep up fertility by rich

dressings of rotten manure
spread on the surface.

This is best laid on now,

so that the rain may wash

what nutriment it contains down to the roots,

and unless the soil is naturally holding in its

character, trees growing on the Quince stock

will want assistance in dry weather in the way of

watering. J' ^'- ^'•

Setting Grapes.—I have to thank Mr. Cole-

man for his reply to my query as to the syringing

of drapes when' in flower. Mr. Coleman has in-

ferred from my note that by the usual orthodox

time I meant closing time, but I referred to the

time for setting, i.e., about midday, and being

rather dubious as to the result of syringing at

that time on a hot, sunny day, 1 deemed it prudent

to learn more about it. I must say that I was

rather astoni.shed to see Mr. C;oleman advocating

the syringe, as in a series of articles which lie con-

tributed to a recently published work on garden-

ing he appeared to place little confidence in it.

It must be gratifying to Mr. Simpson, of Wortley,

who, as far as 1 am aware, was the first to practise

syringing, and who recommended it many
years ago in the Gardener, to find such an able

Vuccay, Fan ralm.^.
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gai'dener as Mr. Coleman
in the same boat with
Reader.

sailing, so to speak
him.—A Perthshire

MILDEW ON VINES.

Vines, as a rule, are attacked with mildew just

before the berries commence to stone, and although

it is a disagreeable pest with which to deal, no

one need feel much alarmed at its appearance

provided suitable remedies are applied as soon as

it shows itself. Any serious mischief can be pre-

vented by a judicious application of sulphur from

a proper dredger to every berry on the bunches

and to every leaf and leaf-stem, and in bad cases

we even have painted the young stems of the

Vines as well as the leaf-stems with a weak solu-

tion of Gishurst compound. Indeed, unless the

sulphur is used freely in the case of a bad attack

little good will be effected. Not only should the

Vines be covered with the sulphur, but also evei-y

available space on the stages or shelves, especially

where the sun can reach it, for then the fumes

which arise from it are very destructive to tlie

germs of the mildew. In the case of a bad attack

the sulphur should i-emain on the leaves for ten

or twelve days, but where it is not serious a week
will generally suffice to destroy the fungus. In

every case the sulphur should be washed off before

the berries begin to colour, and the best way by
which to get it off is syringing with clean water.

I have never known a thorough application of

sulphur to fail, but should there be a few spots

left after the sulphur has been washed off a second

application must be given. In giving my experi-

ence as to how I have destroyed this pest it is

only right to say that I have had to deal with it

in Vines in well-drained borders and in an elevated

situation ; at the same time I am aware that

there are some vineries in which mildew is of

periodical occurrence owing to the low situa-

tion of the garden greatly favouring its de-

velopment and therefore more difficult to contend
with. Whenevei' I have been troubled with
it, in order to prevent its spreading, my practice

has been to light the fire so as to warm the

pipes in dull weather, and at night to allow a
circulation of air without lowering the temperature
more than was required ; at the same time the

internal air should be kept as dry as possible : in

damp weather not a drop of water should be spilt

on the floor or stages, and air must be left on
both at top and bottom night and day. Not much
will be needed a^ night, especially in damp
weather, but a constant movement of the atmo-
sphere is desirable, and which can only be obtained

by means of judicious ventilation. The night
temperature for such sorts as Black Hamburgh
and Foster's Seedling should be GO', and the day
temperature 70' by means of fire heat. In bright
weather there will, of course, be the usual rise,

but to get rid of mildew quickly it will never do
to keep the house closed for the purpose of keep-
ing up the temperature. A close atmosphere
favours the spread of mildew. The roots should
also receive attention; a dry border favours the

spread of mildew as much as anything with which
I am acquainted. If the roots are suffering from
want of moisture, the Vines are less capable of

resisting any unfavourable influences than if in

perfect health. Painting the hot-water jiipes with
sulphur for the purpose of dillusing its fumes
throughout the house is sometimes recommended,
and I don't say that they may not be useful in

destroying the germs of the mildew; but the

plan is hardly safe in the hands of inexperienced
people. If the pipes should get over-heated, the

berries not unfrequently become rusted when
very young, but after stoning the skin gets harder,

and they then escape injury. J. C. C

better from the beginning to so arrange our plans

that there shall be an ample leaf surface, but no

crowding. As regards open-air Vines, one leaf

beyond the bunch is usually better than more, and

stojiping should take place as soon as the first leaf

beyond the bunch is fairly in view. Mulching

with manure will be beneficial now. Warm, sunny

corners are the best places for open-air (irapes, and

in such positions fairly good Grapes, taking the

average of seasons, should be grown. There are

two palpable evils usually attending open-air (irape

culture in England. The first is neglect of dis-

budding and delay in stopping the young wood;

and the second is the fact that the average culti-

vator leaves on the Vines too many bunches.—

E. Hobday.

VIGOUR V.

Disbudding open-air 'Vines.— All surplus

shoots should be rubbed off open-air Vines when
young. The impulse the roots receive from a
larger breadth of foliage is dearly purchased if the

permanent leaves are injured by overcrowding.
One good, well built-up leaf is better than twc
weakly ones; and therefore, in the long run, it i

FERTILITY IN STRAW-
BERRIES.

".J. S. W.'s" idea that age and improper treat-

ment were the cause of barrenness in my Straw

berries is easily controverted. When the plants

were put out they were already three years old,

having previously borne two good crops. The
first year of planting they bore very well, but the

following year they made good, fair-sized, but not

over large, crowns, and produced the crop to which

I have previously alluded. The fruits from these

plants averaged twelve to the half-pound basket.

Next year, having become thoroughly established

in the good soil which had been carefully prepared

for them, they made stronger growth than ever.

"J. S. W. " says that these plants proved too

much. Their vigour certainly proved that neither

age nor improper treatment had affected their

health, and that "J. S. W.'s " notion that Straw-

berries must perforce decrease in vigour after the

first year is a mistaken one. If any Strawberry

can be said to be more unreliable than another, it is

British Queen ; but the late Dr. Roden had plants

of it upwards of ten years old, and which it is

stated bore individually nearly 2 lbs. of fruit.

The ground was, however, trenched 4 feet deep.

This shows what the true character of the Straw-

berry is, and that its perennial vigour is too fre-

quently driven out of it by artificial and unnatural

conditions. The Strawberry, above all fruits,

loves an abundance of sweet, fresh air. In the

confined precincts of a garden this often fails ; the

atmosphere in the full summer time becomes too

rarified in such places, and the plants fail after

fruiting. My experience is that a stout, moderately

strong growth more highly conduces to fruitful-

ness than the rank luxuriance begotten of richly

manured soil. Under pot culture over-luxuriance

is not so likely to occur, because the soil soon

becomes filled with roots. I should have little

fear of getting plants too strong in pots, although

I have reason for supposing that this may occur.

A market grower told me that he had a fine lot of

Sir J. Paxton in 6-inch pots, and although they

were the strongest lot he ever had, tliey were
mostly barren. He said: "I don't know what I

should have done if I had not had a lot of plants

in 3-inch pots, and they, although small, all threw
up well." J. CORNHILL.

STONES OVER FRUIT-TREE ROOTS.
I\ a recent number of The Gaktihx attention was
calloil to the plan of putting stones under the I'oots

of fruit trees for drainage, and also to the possibi-

lity of the practice doing harm in some cases. My
object now is not, however, to discuss that matter,

but to direct attention to the practice of a success-

ful fruit grower of my acquaintance, who, as soon

as he plants a young tree against a wall in his

garden, covers the surface with stones, some of

them as large as one's foot. The first year he lays

them in a half-circle, about 2 feet from the stem, and
as the roots extend he widens the circle. Having
a rather dry soil to deal with and a long distance

to carry water, he adopted this plan for the pur-

pose of confining the moisture near the roots, and
the condition of his trees shows that his treatment

suits them, for the wood is always so well ripened

that he secures very regular crops of fruit from

Peaches, Nectarines, Plums, and Cherries. It is

my opinion that the stones do more than keep
moisture in the soil. Doubtless they absorb a
good deal of sun heat and conduct it to the roots,

and to this must be mainly attributed the hard,

well-ripened wood which he secures. But the

placing of stones on the surface over the roots of

fruit trees is not confined to this garden only. In

a few other instances I have seen them used in

gardens that were much exposed and close to the

sea. In these instances they were used for fixing

the roots of newly-planted trees in the soil. In

one garden in particular I remember seeing a long

line of boulders lying on the surface over the roots

of a newly-planted hedge of Tamarix. This garden

was so much exposed to rough winds from the sea,

that the proprietor assured me if he did not adopt

the plan of surfacing with stones the plants «'0uld

be blown out of the ground before the roots had
time to get hold of the soil. The stones, hesaid,

eft'ectually prevented such an occurrence. Young
Conifers? and other shrubs newly planted were also

subjected to this treatment. J. C. C.

FAILURE OF TREES IN POTS.

I HAVE seen a good deal of orchard house culture,

and my experience has led me on several occasions

to condemn the present system of treatment as

regards Apples, Pears, Plums, and Peaches.

Orchard houses are useful under circumstances

hei-eafter to be named ; but I feel sure that I do
not go too far when I characterise the present

.system as a failure, and those who have spoken

out on the subject say the same. A few reputed

good examples of culture under skilful gardeners,

and with the aid of appliances never contem-

plated in the original orchard house, are not at all

cases in point. The difficulties which amateurs
have to encounter in attempting the culture of

pot trees under glass are these : First, want of

general experience in fruit culture, often aggra-

vated by the ignorance of assistants, who know
less than their employers about such things ; and,

secondly, the troubles incidental to the use of the

flower-pot for such purposes. No one can hope to

succeed in fruit culture under glass in any case

with subjects artificially grown and trained from
beginning to end without considerable experience,

for books alone will never teach anyone. The
whole thing is a question of coddling and care,

the hardy nature of the trees grown in such

structures having been apparently forgotten.

Had the trees only to be grown for ornament—for

their flowers and foliage —pots might answer well

enough ; for nothing is easier than to get all kinds

of fruit trees to grow and flower luxuriantly, but

getting them to set and swell their fruit success-

fully is another matter, and nine out of every ten

orchard house cultivators will own to this. The
crop prospects disappear with the .shedding of the

blossom, although the object of orchard houses

originally was to save the bloom. This loss of the

crop at a critical stage may always be traced to

irregularities connected with potting, watering,

and temperature, and other things incidental to

pot culture. Nurserymen who have large collec-

tions of trees in pots outdoors as often as other-

wise bring the trees into the hou.se after the crops

are fairly set and safe, and ripen them there.

The destruction of the bloom, from some cause or

other, on pot trees in orchard houses is appalling.

Nothing like it happens out of doors, except from

severe frosts, from which orchard houses are safe.

Let those who possess large orchard houses, or who
contemplate their erection, reflect on the matter in

this way, and it will bring the subject home to

them.

An orchard house has now, it is found, to be as

large and lofty and as well finished as a Peach

house or vinery, or other fruit house, and is conse-

quently just as expensive. It is known that

C:herries, Plums, Peaches, and Figs do far better,

and are easier to manage, wlien planted out as

standards or as trained trees in the usual way than

in pots ; and orchard houses would answer for that

purpose in numbers of cases, being large and

roomy. Where crops of fruit are th5 object,

therefore, the cultivator has only to choose be-
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tween the two systems, viz., planted out trees of

good size having their roots in a natural border,

and their tops where they can e.xtend and bear

good crops: or a lai-ge number of small trees in

pots, and every one wanting special and daily

attention to secure but occasional success. It is

the same with Apples, none of which are, how-
ever, so well flavoured under glass as out of doors,

unless the house is constantly and freely venti-

lated. Apples and Pears do not, liowever, need
to be giown under glass except in unfavourable

situations ; they are hardly excusable subjects

under glass in a good climate, because they can

be had out of doors generally where the trees are

cared for as well as orcliard house growers care for

their pot trees. With the Apple and Pear it is

almost solely a question of the protection of the

blossom in spring, and the orchard house was to

effect that protection, but as managed it fails to

do anything of the kind. To sum up, I advise

growers to abandon the pot system, to reduce the

number of trees, plant out such varieties as have
been found useful, and either train them as stan-

dards or on trellisses near the roof, reserving the

space vacated on the floor for other purposes.

The fruits that afford by far the greatest satisfac-

tion under glass are Peaches and Nectarines,

Cherries, Plums, and Figs. Apples and Pears are

fine looking, but inferior to outdoor fruits in

flavour, and they are the most difficult to secure

crops from. The others named all bear freely, if

rightly trained ; but small pot trees of Cherries and
Plums are most precarious. Being grafted on the

natural stock, they can only be kept within bounds
and fertile by constant checks at the root and
pinching, and cultivated in that way they are not
fertile. Allowed to expand, the long shoots bear

just like the Gooseberry in abundance, and the
crops of Plums which I have seen on regular

standard or trained trees of good size in orchard
houses have been the best and most abundant I

have ever witnessed. J. S.

FRUIT PROSPECTS.
In East Anglia these, on the whole, are remarkably
promising. Peaches, Nectarines, and Apricots on
walls are healthy and vigorous, and very fully set

with fruit. Notwithstanding the cold weather, no
curl has appeared on the leaves, and aphides are con-

spicuous by their absence. Plums have also bloomed
profusely, and, though hit several times by 10° or

more of frost, promise well for a crop. Cherries are

white with bloom, which looks vigorous and likely to

set, and the foliage is clean and free from curl and
aphides. Pears are not qxiite so full of bloom as

usual, nor is the blossom so strong and vigorous.

Apples are a most promising crop, and doubtless

recent rains will assist in setting them, though the

temperature is dm^erously low for the sure setting

alike of Apples and Pears. I also note the peculiarity

specified by Mr. Coleman in regard to the midland
counties, viz., that the foliage is more abreast or in

advance of the bloom than usual, and I frreatly doubt
whether that will prove conducive to a good set of fruit.

The different tints of Apple blossoms furnish quite

a study in pink and white which no artist should miss.

Some, notably the Calville Blanche and Worcester
Pearmain, have pure white blooms, the former of

great size, resembling at a distance those of single

Briers. As usual, too, the Reinette du Canada
is still in wintry dormancy of wood and flower-

bud in the middle of May, while almost all the

trees near it are hurrying out of bloom. I often mar-
vel why decorators and even bouquetists do not make
a larger use of Apple blossoms. They have very con-

siderable staying properties ; while in the bud or half-

open state hardly any flowers can excel them in beauty
of tint or form, t^uantities might be thinned off for de-

corative purposes, or wilding Crabs or seedlings, many
of which are distinguished by abnormally fine flowers,

might be grown especially for the purpose. Bush fruits

anti Raspberries, with the exception of Black Currants,
which are not up to their normal state, promise
abundant crops, and are at present free from insect

pests.

Delicate varieties of Strawberries, such as British

ijueen, have suffered severely through the general

low temperature which has already run half way
through May ; but such hardy varieties as the

President, Keen's Seedling, and Frogmore Pine have

stood well and promise abundant crops. The heavy,

albeit cold, rains ha,ve done much to foster and
strengthen the flower-scapes, which still hug the earth

closely. These have washed in a surface dressing

of soot and lime, which it may be hoped will not

only feed the roots, but also pickle off not a few slugs

and snails that are beginning to move about among
the fat crowns, seeking thus early for what they may
devour. We used to mulch our Strawberries early,

but found it to favour insect pests, and now seldom

surface the soil with a clean bed for the fruit until

most of the slugs are pickled off, just on the eve of

the flower-stems opening their blossoms. Altogether

the fruit prospects in the open in East Anglia are

cheering, and unless December weather dodge the

dewy footsteps of May to the bitter or biting end,

we shall probably have a well-filled fruit basket

throughout the srmimer and autumn of 1886.

D. T. F.

Effects of frost on growing Vines.—I had
once a ca.se exactly like that of Mr. Crump (p. 301 ),

but with fatal results, viz., the loss of an entire

crop of Crapes. Like Mr. Crump, I found on
going into the vinery every leaf flagged and hang-
ing down. On examination outside, I found that

about a quarter of an inch of each stem next the
soil had been fully exposed to a severe night's frost.

I had the frozen parts covered up and the house
densely shaded and syringed. The leaves gradu-
ally recovered, though they had a cupped or

crumpled appearance all the season, but not a
solitary bunch of Grapes was produced that year.
—Thos. Spelman, RoHCilah Nin-nerits, Preaton.

Kitchen Garden.

SALADING.

It would appear to be the correct thing to place

a very low estimate upon all that we English gar-

deners can produce in the way of salading, and
I readily admit that we are to some extent out-

distanced in this matter by our French neigh-

bours, though not so much as some would have
us believe. According to "A. D." (p. 471), in

hot weather, when salading is most needed,

Lettuces are hard and tough, Cucumbers are

avoided. Beet and Celery are not in use, Endive
is in the seed-beds, and, in fact, " good salading

seems unattainable." Radishes, Mustard and
Cress, and Celery we will omit, if he likes, but

surely he is wide oif the mark with regard to the

other items. Contrary to him, I maintain that

we are a salad-eating nation, and, further, that

the majority of private ]3laces are well pro-

vided with suitable materials nearly or quite all

the year round. Not only do many highly esti-

mate good salads, hut they liavc them daily

throughout the winter, as well as in summer.
The poorer classes cannot have a mixeil salad

daily, Inrt Watercresses, Beet, and Celery sell

readily, and are eaten daily by the middle classes,

and as often as they can get them hy the lower

classes, even throughout the winter. Then,
when Radishes, Cucumbers, Lettuces, and last,

but not least, Tomatoes are plentiful, these find

innumerable purchasers, and are the most pro-

fitable crops which market gardeners can grow.

We are told that " Lettuces are hard," but not

if they receive ordinarily fair treatment—that is

to say, are given fairly good ground and an open
position. No one possessing a garden need be

without fine crisp Lettuces during the hottest of

weather if the precaution is taken to sow a little

seed i>ften, or at fortnightly intervals, in prefer-

ence to fewer and larger sowings. The seeil

should be sown in drills from 10 inches to

12 inches apart, and thinly so as to neces-

sitate but little thinning out, and no transplanting^

beyond filling up any gaps there may be, should

be attempted. When the seed is sown during

very dry weather, the drills ought to first receive

a good soaking of water, and this enclosed with

the dry soil does not evaporate quickly, and the

seedlings germinate surely. Under this treat-

ment we never fail to have good Lettuces, and
that, too, principally on the exposed ri'ges

between Celery trenches. Cabbage varieties are

suitable for early and late sowings, hut, if we
except the kind called Perfect Gem, they aie

poor and flabby in hot weather. The Black-

seeded Bath Cos is the very best for summer
crops, and this, if assisted with a light tie, is

invarialily beautifully white, crisp, and sweet

;

nor does it run to seed so quickly as the White
and Green Cos sorts. AVe make larger sowings

late in July and early in August, and from one

of these sufficient strong plants are obtained to

fill several frames, where with but little protec-

tion besides the glass they are available nearly

up to the time when Early Paris Market Cabbage

Lettuces are fit to cut. Endive is also grown
extensively, but Lettuce is invariably preferred

to it.

Cucumbers are avoided, continues "A. D.";

but why should they be? We aie frequently

told that they are most injurious and indigestible ;

but let me ask, How many will refuse to eat a

Cucumber? Not one in fifty. No doubt the

old-fashioned seedy Cucumber was indigestible,

but a moderate serving of a medium sized (juickly

grown Telegraph, Cardiff' Castle, Model, or other

good sort will hurt but few. It is oftener the

salmon than the Cucumber that is to blame for

any inconvenience that may arise. A Cucumber
should be sent to the tible uncut; it is a mistake

to cut away the r-ind. Sliced up exactly as grown

and eaten" with pepper, salt, and vinegar, or

otherwise, according to taste, it rarely injuriously

afl'ects anyone. The supply of Cucumbers fails

beforethe demand—atleast,such is my experience.

A few healthy young plants grown in Irames

recently occupied with Potatoes or crops that

needed a hotbed will yield abundance of good

Cucumbers long after the nrajority of house-

grown plants are overrun with red spider.

Tomatoes are simply the rage. Even in a

country town the wholesale price at the present

time is Is. 3d. per lb., and numerous are the

eu(juiries as to when they ^\ ill be within the

reach of those who can aft'ord to pay about 9d.

per lb. Tomatoes are good either in a mixed

s.ilad or alone, with or without oil, vinegar, and

pepper. Plenty of people eat them just as

gatlrered from the plant with as much relish as

others would an Apple. A good mixed salad,

good as far as fresh materials arc concerned, may
easily be spoilt in the making, and it is in this

direction that a little ventilating is needed.

Gardeners can grow plenty of good salading, but

it is the butlers and cooks who put the finishing

stroke either for good or ill, and I strongly

advise readers of this piaper who are not satisfied

with their present "messes" to give orders for a

fresh method of preparation to be adopted. I

hold that it is wrong to add any dressing in the

first irrstance, and I Would even go further and

have everything served up separately. Let each

salad- eater select his own ingredients—that is

to say, tho.se in the shape of Lettuces, Endive,

Chicory, Onions, Radishes, Tonratoes, and all

besides that are available. To me there is a

peculiar enjoyment in slicing irp the ingredients

of a salad, especially when there is a simple yet

good dressing at hand for pouring over it. At
the same time 1 am perfectly content with a

Utile eieam, vinegar, salt, and pepper, and this,

with Lettuces and Tomatoes, I would not

exchange for the best cooked vegetables avail-

able. Served up separately, the materials must
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be quite frosli), they are found to be far more

pleasing to a connoisseur than the llabby mixtures

too often fervod at table. In some instances

this plan of serving separately may be somewhat
inconvenient ; the next best thing to do therefore

is to avoid chopping up the materials finely ;
the

more simple the mixture the better. Good
• jeltnces and a small cjuantity each of Cliervil

and Tarragon is ample. The Lettuces should

not be cut at all, but after being sejiarated and

selected and cleaned the leaves should be simply

snajiped in two and loosely thrown into the bowl

and tlie dressing added. If not made too long

before it is used the Lettuces remain fresh and

erisp, and can be cut up on the plates as finel)' as

may be thought desirable. About a dozen or

more sorts of salading may be added at will, liut

the majority of salad eaters much prefer a simple

mixture. W. I. M.

THINNING YOUNG VEGETABLES.
There is no more important work than this, tin

success or failure of crops often depending on it

As a rule, all vegetable seeds are sown much too

thickly. For one plant that is required, from
twenty to thirty have to be drawn up and thrown
away. Before the young plants are many inches

high they become crowded in the rows or beds,

and, as a rule, thinning should begin as soon as

the plants can be handled. Wlien allowed to go
on and attain a height of several inches, the one
draws up the other until the stems get (juite

blanched, spindly and weak ; then when thinned
the heads fall over, the stems become twisted, and
all chances of a first-rate head or bulb being
formed are at an end. On the other hand, when
thinning has timely attention and the surplus

plants are drawn out before they have had time
to injure the permanent ones, substantial growth
is secured from the first. This applies to Turnips,
Carrots, Parsnips, Beetroot, Spinach, and, in

short, all crops. When Celery is sown thickly

and thinning is neglected, the plants get quickly
ruined, as do also Cabbages and Cauliflowers and
many other vegetables. In the case of main crops
of Turnips they should be grown 1 foot ajjart,

I'arsnips a little more, and other things according
to the tops which they are likely to develop. Few
might be inclined to thin to these distances apart
at once, and I would not advise them to do so ; on
the contrary, at the first thinning they should be
left about 2 inches apart, then double that width,
and finally to the distance at which the crop will

be matured. Crops recently put in are growing
rapidly, and require almost daily attention in the
way of thinning.

The first Peas can never be ready too soon,

and any practice which will hasten their develop-
ment is sure to meet with favour. There is one
simple way of making the pods fill quickly which
every one may practise. It is this: As .soon as

they are well in bloom, pinch the points out of

every one of the shoots. This stoj^s their fur-

ther progress upwards, and all the pods under-
neath will fill up much quicker than if growth
had not been checked. Indeed, this will make at

least ten days' difference as to the time wdien the

crop will be ready.

Pew vegetable crops pay better for watering
than Peas. As soon as they show flower, and on
until the pods are ready for gathering, they may be

watered once or twice weekly with liquid manure.
The drainings from a manure heap are excellent

for this purpose, and, failing these, a .small hand-
ful of guano, dissolved in a 3-gallon or 4-gallon

watering-pot, will nrake the pods fill up satisfac-

torily. Few would think of watering Peas in wet
weather, but I have frecjuently jiractised it when
they were not sulTering from drought, and the
advantage was soon visible. Peas well fed at the

root are always more juicy and sweet than those

which suffer from want of abundance of nourish-

ment or moisture. It also makes a great difference

to the length of time during which they can b
gathered. Starved rows are soon over, but thos

which are well supplied with liquid manure will

go on blooming and bearing for a surprising length

of time. Mulching Peas, by jiutting a quantity of

manure along each side of the rows, is a good
plan in summer, but it is not equal to the free

application of liquid manure. Where Cabbages,
Cauliflowers, and Brussels Sprouts were sown
some time ago, and are now healthy plants

crowded in the seed-beds, all the largest of them
should be drawn up and be dibbled in else-

where. If the ground in which they are to grow
is ready for them, plant them there at once ; but if

this is occupied and will not be cleared for several

weeks, the plants should be put in temporarily in

some odd corner. It put in .'i inches apart or so

they will soon assume a sturdy, compact liabit, and
will be in every way superior to those in the seed-

bed. Many late autumn crops cannot be planted

out until Potatoes and other things are lifted, and
in all such cases the plan of transplanting to give

the plants more room will be found to be profitable

in the extreme. Broccoli, Savoys, Ivale, Leeks,

and Lettuces are benefited by this treatment.

Turnips are a long time in becoming fit for use

this season ; our first plantation of Early Milan is

just ready, but had the fore part of April been

more favourable and the latter part of that month
less dry, they would have been ready for use two
or three weeks ago. As it is, they are very ac-

cepitable, and of all varieties which we have tried

this is the earliest. The fly has been troublesome

this .spring. At first it was not bad, but some time

ago it perforated many of the small leaves ; these

we dusted with lime when the pest was first

noticed, as well as several times since, and now
they are quite free from it. Lime, soot, or a little

guano sprinkled over the plants is a sure remi.dy

which all who ha\-e to deal with this pest should

employ. Turnips so\mi now will be ready for use

by the end of July, and as that is a period when
hot weather is liable to affect them, they should
be sown in a rich, deep soil and cool part of the

garden. A small sowing made once a fortnight

until the middle of July will result in a constant

supply of tender sweet bulbs; then a large breadth
may be sown for general autunm use. Turnips
are a very important croj) ; no gooil cook will go
on a day without them, and it will give general
satisfaction to have them good.

French Be.\ns.—Ne Plus Ultra has been our
best forcing variety this spring. It is free in

growth, compact, and very prolific. Its pods are

a good length, and in flavour excellent. Osborn's
was our favourite for a long time, but Ne I'lus

Ultra has taken its place, and at present I do not

know of any one to equal it. l)warf Beans now
coming u(i through the soil or only up a few
inches will have rather a yellow api)earance
should the weather be cold, and as the only desire

will be to have them ready as soon as possible, a
spi inkling of guano should be put along each side

of the rows, and then a little earth should be drawn
ui> to their stems with a lioe. As soon as runner
Beans come in they are )jreferred, as a rule, to

the produce of the dwarfs, and wherever this is

the case, no more dwarfs need be sown after this

time, as they will not pod until the end of July,

and then the runners will be ready. It is, how-
ever, a good jjlan where mucli Bean-forcing is

done to sow a quantity of seed of such a kind as

Ne Plus Ultra in order to save seed from it. Wlien
sown in time for the pods to be full-sized by the

beginning of August, they have a good season be-

fore them in which to open, and we generally find

that home-grown seed is equally good, and very
often better, than any which we can buy.
Marijnm, Scnilli Wales. J. Mum.

mcnt. The more the soil is stirred between the

rov\s of Potatoes as soon as the plants can be seen

the better. In spite of what has been said and
written upon the subject, very many Potatoes are

planted too thickly. There is nothing gained in

planting the rows nearer together than .'! feet,

excejit in the case of an early small-topped kind.

—E. Hor.DAv.

Garden Flora.
PLATE 546.

ANNUAL SPECIES OF COREOPSIS.*

The large family xif Composites, although com-

parati\ely rich in sliowy summer and autumn-

flowering annuals, contains many of

Forking among Potatoes.—In most soils

the fork beats the hoe ; it loosens up the .soil and
lets in air and sunsliine, thus hastening the

growth of the jilant, and at the same time impart-
ing .a harder, firmer habit to the stem and greater

substance to the foliage, treatment which lays the

foundation of a vigorous plant that will by-and-by
offer a successful resistance to the Potato fungus
should the weather be suitable for its develop

Cureopsis cardaminefoli;!.

character, as to necesoitate their being raised ia

heat, a circumstance which places them prac-

tically outsiile the pale of flie small grower with

liuiited accommodation. The annexed plate is

a good representation of what are as yet known
in gardens as Calliopsis, but which Dr. Asa Gray
in his " Flora of North America " has placed as a

section of Coreopsis, a genus to which only

perennial kinds formerly belonged. These Cal-

liopses have many advantages over the general

run of Composites, both on account of their hardy
nature, and also on account of the striking beauty

of their varii>usly-coloured flowers. No garden,

lowever small, should be without its own par-

Co: copsis Drvimmondi.

ticular strain of these plants, for, as in the case

of C. tinctoria, the kind cultivated to the greatest

extent in gardens, they are extremely variable in

* Drawn by Mr. Moon In a London garden, August, 1885.
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colour and niai-kint,'. One other advantage, and
one of great importance to the small grower, is

that they may be sown in the open air along
with other annuals without any fear of harm
being the result. Those sown in autumn bloom
early in spring, and the produce of successional

Coreopsis coronata.

sowings from March until the end of April flowers

until destroyed by frost. To succeed well they
require a rich soil, and if moist rather than dry,

especially in the case of those sown early in

spring, all the better ; seeds of them ripen freely

enough, and they may either be sown as soon as

gathered or kept until spring, the former plan
being, however, best. The following are some of

tlie best, viz.:

—

V. Atkinsoni, represented on the right-hand
side of the plate, is perhaps the most graceful species
belonging to this large genus of useful garden
plants. It does uncommonly well in the ordinary
flower border, and seems specially well adapted for

small beds, or even mixed with summer beddinj;
plants, as it lasts a considerable time in full

beauty, and supplies a bright colour not too plen-
tiful amongst that class of plants. Successions
may be had by sowing at different times, the first

and second to be made in pans and placed in a
heated house. The young plants should be pricked
out when ready to handle and gradually hardened
off until fit for planting in the ojien border. It

generally grows from -2 feet or .'! feet to 4 feet in

height, and has a tine graceful habit ; the lobes of

the leaves are linear, or nearly so, pointed, and some-
times very long. The flowers are rarely less than
H inches in diameter, set off charmingly by means
of a dark purple blotch, which exists at the base
of the ray florets. It is found on river banks in

Oregon, Washington, &c., and was first collected
by Douglas.

C. CAKD.iMiNEFOLiA.— This species is much

\ -
I

.'

"^^^W-^%^

opsis biculur nuua.

dwarfer ' in growth than C. Atkinsoni, although
the general appearance of both somewhat corre-

sponds. It grows from a span to 1 1 feet in height

;

the lobe^ of the lower or radical leaves are oval

or lance-shaped, the upper ones being always

narrow linear. The flowers, which are from 1 inch

to 2 inches in diameter, are of a soft yellow liue,

and are extremely handsome in thedu.sk. It is an ex-

cellent plant for cuttinj^ from, and as it is easily

raised fi-nm secrl, large riu.antitics may be readily

grown for that puijiose. It may also bo used, in

the case of Atkinsoni, for beikling purposes, as

it has a neat, compact habit. It comes from the

low grounds in West Louisiana and Texas, and
flowers with us in autumn.

C. ARisTos.v.—This is .also an annual. It pro-

duces large golden yellow flowers, and although,

next to tlie .above, one of the most desirable garden
plants in the genus, it has been comparatively rare

in gardens during the last few years. Tliis and
other nearly allied species are said to hybridise

with Bidens frondcsa, and are not uncommon, we
believe, in a wild state. The stems, which grow
from 1 foot to 3 feet in height, carry a large,

flattrsh panicled head of clear golden yellow flowers

2 incites or more iti diameter.

Tlie flowers, which are set on
longish stalks, are surrounded by
an involucre of eight or ten

bracts. The divisions of the

leaves are narrow, lanceolate and
pointed. It flowers in September
and October, and is plentiful in

.swamps in Michigan, Iowa, Mis-
souri, &c. It may be sown with
the others early in spring in the

open border.

C. Drummondi.—This species is

very distinct, both in flowers and
leaves, from all its associates. It

is best adapted for pot culture,

and makes an excellent plant for

the greenhouse, as it flowers with
the greatest profusion all through
the aututnn months. It rarely

exceeds 2 feet in height ; the radi-

cal and lower stem-leaves vary
from roundish oval to oblong, or

lance-shaped, those on the upper
I»rt of the stem being invariably

linear. The flowers, which are

borne in pairs or singly on long
slender stems, are over 2 inches

in diameter, and of a very rich

goldeti yellow. It is found on
sandy soil in Texas, &c. The
liabit and manner of flowering'

are well shown in the annexed
illustration.

C. coRONAT.v, as shown iti the

accompanying woodcut, is a dwarf
species common in gardens, where
it is generally very effective, es-

pecially when placed near the

front of mixed borders. It is

very floriferous, and continues a
considerable time in perfection.

It grows from 1 foot to 2 feet in

height; is sometimes quite hairy,

and at others free from hairs, the

steins being shiny ; the lower

leaves are tliree to five-parted,

obovate or oblong; the upper ones narrow, and

generally entire. The flowers, which are bright

yellow, measure from 2 inches to ^ inclies in

diameter, the outer edge of the rays being prettily

notched, and with brown or purple lines or spots

towards the base. It flowers late in summer and
autumn, and is a native of E. Texas.

C. TiNCTORiA.—This is perhaps the most variable

of all the Tickseeds, having given rise to various

named g-arden forms, amongst which C. bicolor

and C. bicolor nana, that rejiresented in the an-

nexed cut, are well deserving of special attention.

The latter is very dwarf, and could, no doubt, be

utilised in many ways as a decorative plant.

C. tinctoria grows from 2 feet to ."? feet in height

;

its radical leaves are twice divided into narrow
divisions, and the upper ones into from three to

seven divisions. The flowers are rarely less than

2 inches in diameter, purjile or varied, and very

showy ; they are produced in summer. This
species comes from low grouml in Texas and
Arizona. 1). K.

TOBACCO CULTURE.
It may he interesting to know that about the
year IHQi) an attempt was made to cultivate

Tobacco in Scotland, and it is recorded in the

statistical account of Roxburghshire that " In
one season a tenant farmer in the ]>arish of

Crailing (about six miles west of Kelso) realised

£11.') for Tobacco plants, and afterwards grew a

crop of between twclvi^ and thirteen acres, whicli

he .sold on the ground for i.':?20 ; but an Act of

Parliament intervening, the jiurcliaser was unable
to fulfil his barg.dn, an<l tlie farmer was com-
pelled to dispose of his Tobacco to tlovernment at

only 4il. per 11)., at which rate it brought him
only fliij." It is also further remarked that,

Coreopsis aristosa.

from trials made at that time, it is clear that

Tobacco would thrive well in the southern parts

of Scotland. It was likewise grown largely in

fields a little to the east of this town (Keli!o),

part of which is now a cemetery. A roail at the

wejst end of the cemetery is still called " Drying-
house " Lane, from the fact that the liouse where
the Tobacco was dried stood there. Mr. Brother-

ston, a local botanist, informs us that between
twenty and thirty years ago he used to grow
regularly in his garden at Ednam (about two
miles north-east of Kelso) as mwch as he could

annually smoke ; at the ])resent time sufficient is

grown in a neighbouring garden to supply
material for fumigating purposes, the sort gene-

rally grown being the Virginian, a variety of

Nicotiana Tabacum ; many other sorts are, how-
ever, in cultivation, one being Nicotiana rustica.
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the common or green flowering variety, a mucli

hardier kind tlian virginica, and the first we

helieve to be cnltivated in tliis conntry, tliougli

the Virginian was introduced fully 130 years

earlier.
" We may a<ld that for this country the

young plants require to he raised in a hotbed,

and planted out about the t-nd of May in deeply

trenched soil, heavily manured. Tlie greatest

enemy with which the young plants have to con-

tend "(but only in their young state) is the slug.

We have no doubt whatever that Tobacco could,

in most seasons, be profitably grown in this

country, provided Government will permit it to

be grown. If we mistake not, the Parliamentary

Act just referred to was passed almost solely for

the benefit of encouraging its growth in the

colonies; surely, therefore, our colonial friends

have had a monopoly in respect to it long

enough, and it is to be hoped that our Govern-

ment will now allow us at home permission to

grow it on reasonable and encouraging terms.

Kelso. Laing & Mather.

It

WORK DONE IN WEEK ENDING MAY 26.

Mat 19.

Fine day, but it is raining heavily this evening, and

already upwards of 2 in. has fallen witliin the last six

days. It was much wanted by all recently trans-

planted shrubs, trees, and vegetable crops ;
the latter

grow most rapidly, and keep us on the move weeding

and thinning out the plants
;
part of our Onions and

all the Parsnips have been thinned to-day to from

6 inches to 9 inclies from plant to plant, Onions from

4 inches to G inches from each other, and the rows

are 12 inches apart and the Parsnips 15 inches. Our

ground is all occupied, else we would like to plaiit

out more Cauliflnwer, a few early Savoys, and Snow's

Broccoli, and make the main sowing of Turnips.

Kadish, Lettuce, and Endive we have sown bet%veen

the fruit 1 u«hcs~Gooseberries and Currants. In a

few days' time will come the end of the supjly of

Sprouts we have had for many weeks from plots of

the old Scotch Porecole and Cottager's Kale, then

the ground will be got in readiness for sowings of

dwarf French Beans and late Peas. Completed the

marking out of beds for summer bedders. A goodly

number' of liardy plants are already planted, and

now, whiUt the ground is in a moist condition, small

seedling plants w ill be got out first. Pelargoniums,

Fuchsias, and such like plants that are usually potted

separately will not feel the move, however sunny and

dry, and to that kind of weather we defer planting

them. We have just now sii much Grape thinning

that other work in the housfs is apt tii get neglected,

but time was made to-day to put in anotlier batch

of Alternanthera cuttings, .and to pot into tlieir

flowering pots a few Chrysanthemums that were

getting °pot Ijound. Tlie boisterous wind that has

prevailed for some days past has caused us to keep

them standing ((uite close together, and to fix a c!invas

shelter on the windward side to prevent damage to

foliage.

May 20.

Si^lendid growing weather ; occasional light showers,

but not sufficient to hinder our outside work in the

least. Planted out Pyrethrura Gold Feather, varie-

gated Mesembryanthemums, Violas, Kleinias, and

Ageratums. As to arrangements, designs, and colours,

ours are of the simplest description ; white, pink, blue,

grey, cerise, and violet, are our favourite colours;

yellow, scarlet, and reds generally we use just as

little as it is possible to use, and yet have variety,

and this little we take p.ains to distribute over every

part of the garden—that in fact, is a part of our

plan of arrangement, namely, that every colour used

shall be so dispersed over the entire series of beds,

that no colour shall appear excessive or preponderate

over another. This condition I look upon, and there-

fore strive to attain it as the peifection of colour

blending in summer bedding arrangements. It is

because the work has been, and is done, in such a

slipshod fashion—without any regard to beauty-

other than the smallest quantum that may sometiriies

be extracted from gaudiness, that snnuner bedding

has, in some quarters, got into disrepute, and I do

not mean to defend it further than to say that for

geometrically formed gardens no other style of flower

gardening is better suited. Perhaps, though, as I am
not my own master in the matter— for I am comiielled

to do it—I had bitter say no more on the subject,

except it be to ([uole tlie old truism, that " whatever

is worth doing at all ii worth doing well," which in

this connection I will interpret as meaning, that .all

of and about summer bedding is not included in the

colours red, white, and blue any more than it is in

fancy, unmeaning, intricate designs. Grape thinning,

as usual. Early Grapes are ripening fast and colour-

ing first rate ;
abundant ventilation, combined with

warmth in the i)ipes night and day, when dull, are

certain aids to high finish. Of course, I am pre-

suming that the foliage has been kept free from

spider ; if it has not, then all the fire and ventilati

imaginable will nf>t help the fruit to colour well

is usual to withhold or greatly reduce atmospheric

moisture soon as the Grapes begin to colour, and

from thenceforth red spider spreads rapidly. Having

now for some considerable time disregarded this

practice, I am in a position to state that it is

unnecessary ; high finish is compatible with a reason-

able amount of atmospheric moisture being continued

till the fruit is quite ripe, and we do it ; and though

spider does sometimes trouble us, it is but little—so

little, in fact, that my present frame of mind is to

propose to relegate aridity of atmosphere for Grapes

ripening to the same category of forgettulness to

which we long ago sent sulphur, because it was neither

a preventive nor remedy for spider. Strawberry

forcing still gives us an immensity of labour in the

way of watering, picking off surplus fruit, and shift-

ing about the plants from one place to another. The

Strawberry house has now to be kept too warm to

preserve ripe fruit lorger than a couple of days, and

as heat is a necessity to obtain large fruit soon as

ripe, we now transfer the plants to cold frames, and

arrange them thinly on inverted flower-pots to admit

of the berries hanging free of sides of the pots and the

c'round, and in this position they keep well from five

to seven days after they are fully ripe. Potted off

seedling Gloxinias and tuberous Begonias ; staked

Chrysanthemums ;
pinched back for the second time

the plants that are intended to be grown in bush form.

May 21.

Fine in the early part of the day, but a regular

downpour— O-.")! inches—all the afternoon. Did a

little more planting iu flower garden. Planted out

Tomatoes in the open borders ; the plants are extra

strong, and already showing fruit. Last year was

the first attempt we made at growing them in the

open garden as upright cordons, and never before did

we have half such a supply of fruit. We cut ripe

fruit before June w<as out, and kept on gathering in

((uantity till the middle of October, when the frost cut

down the plants. Ours is good, but nit over-rich,

soil; we plant firmly and mulch heavily with long

stable litter, and support the plants in exactly the

same way as are Dahlias. Prepared bed for Kidge

Cucumbers and Vegetable Marrows ; the latter are

not valu'd here, and therefore we do not attempt to

g t them early, having plenty of other work of greater

importance. Rain setting in, we found plenty of

work for all hands in sheds and houses—pointing

stakes, making pegs and labels, washing pots and

arranging them in their sizes, leaving a good space

for each size, as released of bedding plants. Got out

to harden all plants that are to be put out as summer

bedders, t.all and tender sub-tropicals being afforded

the warmest and most sheltered spots under the pro-

tection of walls and trees. Tied Melons and Cucum
bers to trellis, and top-dressed the beds of the latter

with rich soil. Ewly Muscat Grapes ripening have

had the laterals closely pinched back, and as the

house is a dark one (the roof being almost as much
wood as glass), some of the large foliage has been tied

aside to let in light to some of the best bunches, for

without sunshine my experience is that it is utterly

impossible to colour Muscats well. Late Muscats

are now in flower ; 7ii° to 80° is therefore our present

temperature. They would probably set with a lower

temperature ; but these figures I know to be safe, and

I cannot afford to experimentalise as to how near to

freezing point they would set. At this adv.anoed

season the only artificial aid as to dispersion of pollen

which we attempt is a slight jfrk of the trellis. Lady

Downes are also ju!-t opening their flowers, and the

treatmtiut given to these is an exact counterp Tt of

the foregoing. I may add that all duplicate shows,

as well°as many others, were cut off the Vines a

week or more ago. Early Peaches are colouring, and

liit'h quality of "fruit depends much on slow matura-

tion ; therefore, we air fru. ly d.ay and night, and by

preference, fire a little on cold night-! rather than

shut up the house closely.

Mat 22.

Fine and warm; splendid growing weather. Being

cloudy aud the ground so moi-it, we postponed pro-

f^ress of bedding out in favour of planting out Stocks,

Asters, and Zinnias, a plot of each of which we always

wrow for use as cut flowers, besides groups of them in

the mixed flower and Rose borders. The better to

apply water, which is necessary for the first month

after plantin?, the plots devot-;d to their culture are

all drill-planted, and the clumps in borders are planted

in indented fashion with trowels, and soded up soon

as the plants begin to get top-heavy, which always

serves as a warning that it is time to afi'ord slender

and tall-growing varieties small sticks by way of sup-

port. Clumps—from five to nine plants—of seedling

Verbenas and Petunias we have also planted in mixed

flower borders, and took the precaution to guard

against destruction by slugs by sooting the drills as

well as every group that has been planted, and in

addition a boy will be charged with the responsibiity

of looking over the borders and drills in search of

them, the first job each morning for a fortnight or_so_.

This searching and hand-i-icking for slugs find

necessary to preserve many other seedlings besides

the .above, and we get rid of a lot of them by baiting

them with bran, which we put down in small pitches

close to the Box and other edgings, that serve as har-

bours for them. The slugs, if any, cannot resist this

bait, which, if looked over late at night or very eaily

in th'j morning, and occasionally renewed, will soon

effect a riddance, or, at any rate, so reduce their num-

bers, that the injury done will be but little. Made

our latest sowing of Sweet Peas and staked those

last sown. Wind and rain of the last few days have

contributed to the untidiness of walks, &c ,
and for

once we have left it undone in order to get on with

planting. Indoors this could not well be done, more

particufarly those houses that had been cleared of

bedding plants, and a good sweep and swill out, and

in one or two instances renewal of gravel, has been

done. Got out Pines—plants included—that were

ripe and placed in fruit-room ; they are required for

the 1st of .June, and this we find the best way to re-

tard them. Watered all Pines ; a quantity of the

late-t succession want potting, but we have no time

for the work yet, and till we have we shall waiter

rather freely to keep the plants growing, lo all

fruiters we now give liberal supplies of licpud manure

at each wateiing, and the walls, beds, and floor are

damped down with the same iu sunny weather when

the house is closed up for the day. Thinned fruitin

late Peach house, pinched back snb-lattrals, and tied

main shoots to trdlis.

Mat 24.

More rain, and, anxious as we were to have it, we

now feel inclined to say, plenty for the present. It

has indeed suited all our crops, and revived the

drooping condition of all last winter's planted shrubs,

and if the mulching be now made firm round about

these, one can har.Uy think they will feel the need of

water—other than what f.alls naturally—all the

summer. We begm our planting out as usual, but

rain coming on, we had to desist, and again betake

ourselves to the usual indoor jobs of preparing stakes,

pegs, babels, and washing pots, and weeding the

mulching, aud watering with rain water mside

Vine and Peach borders A couple of the hjindiest

labourers pinched and tied down shoots of late

Peaches, allusion to which I make as showing how

one may utilise the services of intelligent outdoor

hands when weather conditions are unfavourable to

their own work. It is time the sentimentality about

such men learning too much and getting above their

callino- if put to such work was exploded, for it is au

n.uisense, as the very opposite is the fact, for they are

prou I to be thus trusted with such work, l^'rape

thinning, potting seedling Primulas, sponging foliage
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plants, and thinned out fruit on Strawberry plants in

pots.

Mat 25.

Fine and warm ; splendid growing weather. Plant-

ing flr)wer beds, and finished planting Zinnias,

Asters, Stocks, and Everlastings in mixed flower

borders. The rain and wind combined had bent

down several kinds of herbaceous plants, and the^e

we have had staked and tied, and the borders are

now being weeded. Pyrelhrum', P;Bonies, Spiraea^,

Delphiniums, Geums, will sh )rtly m^ke-a grand shoiv,

and neatness of surroundings will add to the general

effect. Planted out Celtry and thinned out Turnips

and Lettuces. Indoors work has been potting Ferns

that are required for table decoration into larger pots.

Adiantuni cuneatum and Lomaria gibba are the

most valued kinds for thi? purpose ; small Palms

—

Cocos Weddelliana in particular—Dracenas, and
Crotons are about the onV other kinds of plants we
use for t.ible decoration. In respect of fruit hou-es.

Grape thinning still monopolises most of our time,

and Peaehes and Strawberries come next, as there are

always shoots to be pinched and tied down and fruit

of Strawberries to be thinned out. Hant.s.

FBTTITS UNDER QLASS.
ViXERIES.

The work in this dep.artment is still at higli pressure,

and will continue so until thinning is brought to a

close. Just now we have the general crop of Muscats,
the late keeping or bottling section, and Hauiburghs
in hand. Thinning, at all times an irksome opera
tion, just now is unusually pressing, as we have so

many claims which must have prompt attention, the
more so as the season is advanced and growth is

rapid. The cleaning of Lady Downes owing to the

presence of a great number of small berries, which
neither swell nor drop, should be taken in hand as soon
as the bunches are well out of flower, when the final

thinning may at once be proceeded with. The next
Grape which strongly resents neglect or delay is the
Black Alicante, a sec md rate, but handsome variety,

now much grown for autumn and early winter use.

This stiff-stalked, unyielding Grapa invariably sets

well without artificial aid, anl the bunches, which are
very large, require a great deal of thinning—indeed,
more than they often receive. A close, handsome
bunch, as compact as a cricket-ball and as black as jet,

is a pleasing sight in the autumn ; but if intended to

succeed the lattst Hamburghs (it^ proper season), in-

ternal thinning should be sufficiently severe to admit
of a free circulation of air through it when the leaves
are falling and cold fogs pervade the atmosphere.
Gros Colm ir, also a free-setting Grape, may be thinned
until the novice begins to fear that he has spoiled his

cluster, and it will then fill up and require lookiag
over a second and third time to prevent its fine

berries from binding. The thinning of this eyeable
Grape should, however, by this time be finished, as it

requires a long period and a great deal of heat to

bring out its best qualities and tit it for keeping well
into the spring. Gros Maroc, on the other hand, can
be grown and ripened under ordinary midseason
Hamburgh treatment, and its berries will lay on the
most beautiful blue-black bloom ; but to insure
first-rate keeping qualities and satisfy the taster,

who is not to be dupad by size, colour, and
fini-h, the varieties I have named, Alicante ex-

cepted, should be grown under Muscat treatment
Thi :, the king of Grapes, unlike the preceding, should
have a little license after the berries are out of flower,

as it is so easily thinned, and many of the imperfectly
fertilised berries do not always declare themselves
until after the others are well advanced. Bowood,
an e.xcellent early Muscat, is very free, and its

bunches being more clumpy with heavier shoulders,

I always find it necessary to take this variety in hand
first ; indeed, it is always ready first, although the
old Muscat occupies the warmest part of the house,
and its roots are close to the hot-water mains. In
like manner it retains the lead, and is first ready for

use in the autumn.

Late Uamlurcjhx, now hardly worth growing, except
for private use, and judges of good thin-skinned
Grapes will not willingly dispense with them, should
now be fit fur thinning. This year, however, they

present a marked exception to the rule, as mine have
only just been tied down, and unless we have a great

improvement in the weather they will continue late

up to the end of the season. In order to ripen this

crop properly and keep theui well into the winter,

the largest shows should be cut off at once, and com-
pact medium-sized bunches retained. These it will

be necessary to thin with a free hand, and although
small, the heaviest shoulders will well repay a little

extra care by being drawn up %vith strips of matting
to let in air when the leaves are falling from the

Vines. Hamburghs in these late houses should be
grown in well drained borders composed of sound
loam ; if inside, so much the better, and the use of

manure calculated to produce gross growth must be
carefully avoided. A good mulch of stable litter for

keeping in moisture and drawing the most useful

rootlets to the surface is, however, necessary, and
feeding with diluted liquid when the Grapes are

swelling will produce conditions most favourable to

the ripening of the wood in the autumn. When quite

ripe the Grapes may be cut and kept in bottles of

water in the Lady Downes house to favour sharp
firing.

Vines for phinlUiij.—Althjugh thousands of well-

ripened canes one year from the " eye " are still

grown by the trade, the majority of gardeners now
prefer transferring them to their permanent quarters
in a growing state. Where internal borders are not
in favour or their formation is impracticable, and ex-

ternal planting is the only course open, well-ripened
canes are still used for conveying the sap through the

front walls to the interior, and very good Vines they
make, as many of the oldest and best in the United
Kingdom have been established in this way. The best

time to plant dormant canes extends from February
to the end of April, or Vines of the current year may
be put in as soon as the wood is rips, but before the
leaves fall in the autumn. The first system enables the
grower to fill his house with good canes in the course
of one summer ; the second occupies a winter and a
summer. Both of them are now out of favour, as

nothing short of a crop of ripe Grapes, say in May or

June, followed by a houseful of young cane? in the
same season, often from spring-struck eyes, will

satisfy the express grower. Every man, it is hardly
necessary to say, has not the convenience for striking

and growing on his own young Vines while the old ones
are maturing a crop of fruit ; but the trade will do it

equally well for him, and he may plant in a green state

as late as the end of June with every chance of success.

Xay, more ; he m.ay cut another three weeks off a good
summer, and then fill a large house with wood and a
narrow iatern.al border with roots. " Theory,'' some will

siy, " theory "
;
give us an instance of its having been

reduced to practice. Last year, under my own direc-

tions, a r.ange 90 feet in length, in three compart-
ments, was erected for a gentleman who cannot carry
out certain improvements until he is well supplied
with (Jrapes from these houses. The contractor did
not appear on the ground until .Tune, and the work
was sufficiently advanced to admit of making internal

ridges and planting the third week in July. About
one-half of the Vines used had been cut back and well
grown iu a nursery; the others were grown from
eyes put in early in the preceding .January. All grew
away well, were stopped once, and then filled tlie

trellis from ba=e to summit. Had the g,ardener

who took charge of the newly planted Vines felt so
disposed, one-fourth of each rafter might now have
been furnished with Grapes, but he decided on cutting
them down to the front wall-plate. Each stool is now
sending up two fine rods, which have been once
stopped to strengthen and fill up the main buds, and
the yearlings, if anything, promise to be the strongest.

May is undoubtedly the best month for planting
spring-struck Vines ; but, given an abundance of

light, air, and moisture, combined with plenty of top
and bottom heat—the latter from fermentation in the
soil—they may be planted much later, and a season
will be saved, provided a ripe bud can be secured for

pruning back to. It is hardly reasonable to suppose
the trade will supply young Vines which have been
struck and grown in squares of turf ; but private
growers who raise their own should strain a point, as

they can move them at any time without producing a
check. When young Vines, which have been raised

in small pots are turned out, .all roots that have com-

menced coiling shoidd be carefully set at liberty with

a pointed stick, and the bases may be slightly crushed

by pressure in the palms of the two hands to set the

young rootlets at Liberty and prevent them from cut-

ting or strangling each other when they become old.

It is hardly necessary to remind the summer planter

that one bushel of warm soil is better than a ton of

cold for giving the young Vines a quick start, and
this warmth, equal to that of the bed on which they
have been raised, should be secured by natural fer-

mentation of the new compist, aided by a litdng of

manure or leaves if necessary. Further, the ri Ige or

narrow border kept up by retaining walls of turf

should be built <i inches above the intended level to

allow for settling. When the soil is in suitable con-

dition, each Vine may be transferred with a large

steel or tan fork, and carefully planted with 2 inches

of fine soil resting on its roots. Moderate pressure

with the hands will do no harm to the tender rootlets,

but the best oi all modes of .settling the soil about

them is washtng-in with water at a temperature of

90'. Light mulching will then follow, and the house
must be kept close, moist, and shaded for a few days

—possibly a week—until they begin to grow. The
binding may then be removed by degrees, more or

less, according to the state of the weather, but the

sooner the Vines are inured to the full influence of

the sun and light the better.

Cl'cumbers.

Old plants that have been in bearing all the winter

should now be got rid of, as spring-sown successionals

which are clean, healthy, and more profitable come in

to take their place. If the latter are grown iu pits

and frames and their produce is equal to the demaul,
the clearance of the old plants will afford a favour-

able opportunity for emptying the pits to the bottom,

cleansing, and lime- washing as a very important

preliminary to a fresh start, ei.her with .Melons or

more Cucumbers. Every hot-w.iter pit should be
thoroughly overhauled at least once a year, not only

for the benefit of the oucceeding crop, but also to do
away with cockroaches, crickets, red spider, and a

host of other enemies which migrate or get carried

into other compartments where this work is neglected.

Should replanting with Cucumbers be deci led upon,

the most economical mode of procedure will be the

forniT^tion of hills or ridges running along the pit,

and as far away from the pipes for giving top heat as

may be convenient. This precaution will not make
much difference through the summer, as solar heat

well managed will suffice; but it will tell to advantage
when strong fires are needed in the autumn. Another
important matter at all times, in summer especially,

is thin planting to admit of extension training and
full development of vine and foliage. Literals and
sub laterals must, of course, b^ pinched either at th^

fruit or one joint beyond, but so long as the main
shoots can extend and the house is properly tended
with air and water any novice can grow good fruit

and keep his plants ia health. On the other hand,

plants huddled and crowded, top-dressed, and fed

soon run into each other and become as unfruitful as

they are unmanageable. The only remedy for this

state of things is the introduction of the knife, not in

the sense in which it is generally used, as cutting and
lopping every plant brings on gumming and canker,

which result in premature death. In what way, then,

must the knife be used i Why, simply to cut off every

alternate plant close to the ground, and when, like

.Jonah's Gourd, the interlacing vines and leaves

begin to droop, pick them out and devote the space

they have occupied to their neighbours.

Melons.

The detailed management of these, b)th in houses

and frames, having been so often written, a repetition

of it to many must appear tedious, and yet questions

are constantly being asked, apparently by people who
never trouble about Melons until they find themselvis

iu a fog. In the preceding paper I stated that old

Cucumbers might be cleared out preparatory to

cleansing and replanting with spring-sown plants or

Melons. Of the two I should give preference to the

latter, as good summer Cucumbers can be grown in

frames, and there is yet an abundance of time for

securing a crop of Melons from the hot-water pit or

house before it is again wanted for winter Cucumbers.
If the pits, as is generally the case, are narrow, and
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one or two pipes run along the bottom, the phants

should be grown on hills formed immediately above

them, as fire heat may be needed when the fruit is

setticf; and again when it is ripening. Meantime,

if space admits, the sides of the pit unoccupied by

soil, of which a cube IS inches square is ample, may
be filled in with fermenting leaves or tan to keep

the soil warm and the roots moist through the early

stages of their growth. If, on the other hand, the

pot system is preferred, a thin layer of fermenting

manure or leaves resting on the pipes and covered

with turf, Grass side downwards, should be placed in

the pits before the pots are introduced. Although

thin, these substances will keep the crock-roots away
from the hot-water pipes without cutting off their

influence, and they will form an excellent medium for

the retention of water or li(iuid on their passage

downwards. Pots 12 inches to 14 inches in diameter

well tilled and fed will grow excellent Melons ; but

for summer use, when the plants often require water

twice a day, I give preference to pots a few inches

wider, and, driven to extremities, I do not dis-

dain a set of large Seakale pots or square

boxes of the roughest manufacture. Anything,

in fact, capable of holding the compost in a solid

state and letting out the water will answer just as

well as terra-cotta vases. The compost, good friable

loam and old lime rubble, can hardly be too dry for

filling the pots with, as it requires very firm rammiog
before ancl after the young plants are introduced.

If soil in this state is not at hand when wanted, a

quantity should be broken up roughly and dried in

the sun, as pounding when wet produces conditions

unfavourable to the ramification of the roots and the

free passage of the water. Melons, it is hardly

necessary to say, will grow in ordinary g.arden soil

and make more Vine and foliage probably than frjit,

but by rumming and withholding manure thousands

of hungry roots will establish themselves from the

crock.5 to the rims of the pots, and be ready to

devour any quantity of diluted Uquid when the swell-

ing fruit requires feeding.

The Frame Ground.

I stated in my last paper that the fine weather we
were then having might be but fleeting, and suggested

particular attention to the coverings and linings.

Those remarks have, unfortunately, been verified,

and although we are now entering tlie month of

June, days and nights are cold, the hills occasionally

tipped with snow, and the sun is more frequently

absent than present. Under these imfavourable cir-

cumstances, while blaming the Gulf Stream or ice-

bergs, we must pick our way as best we can and hold

fast the little we gain day by day until we once more
find ourselves enjoying seasonable weather. Nothing,

we know, can equal brilliant sun heat in the frame

ground, as dull weather is always intensified by an
excess of vapour from the soil and the surroundings.

An effort must therefore be made to counteract the

effect of these cold, dark fogs by withholding the

syringe and by supplying the roots of Melons and
Cucumbers with extra warm water on fine mornings

without welting the foliage. A chink of air must, of

Cijurse, be put on to prevent condensation and scald-

ing, or the etfect of sudden bursts of sunshine can be
turned to benefit by the use of the thinnest shading.

Well made-up linings and good covering must still

prevail, and not one iota of vine or lateral must be

allowed to develop superfluous flowers or foliage.

Euslnor Caslle, Ledhury. W..Colem.\n.

Trees and Shrubs.

Cauliflowers in trenches.—Dig out the soil

3 feet or more wide and S inches or 10 inches deep.

AVheel in (i inches in depth of manurial conipo.st,

and thoroughly blend it with the (i inche.s of

natural soil below it, adding a little of the surface

soil to bring the trench up to within 2 inches or

3 inches of the ordinary level. Set out the plants

two rows in a 3 feet wide trench, as large coarse

Cauliflower.s are not so useful as close white-
hearted ones of medium .size. The most reliable

Cauliflower in August is Autumn iJianf., Vtuti it is

hartlly so white or delicate as a well-grown
Walcheren, and the Giant frequently comes too

large. True, we may in some measure counteract
this by reducing the space allowed to each plant,

but even then it gets too large tor some.—E. H.

LAWSON CYPRESS AND ITS VAIIIETIES.

By comparing tlie woodcut in the plant catalogue

of the Lawson Nursery Company of the original

British seedling of this beautifiii Cypres.s, raLsed

in and, I believe, still growing in the Company's

Nur.sery at Edinburgh, with the individuals

cnmiuou in gardens everywhere, it wouhl seem

that the species, in the hands of responsible

British and foreign, but especially British, seed

collectors, notwithstanding the e.vercise of dis-

criminating care on,, the part of a few, has de-

generated in habit and pcssibly constitution.

Be that as it may, it is to be regretted that the

majority of the individuals are .so disprojiortion-

ately tall, that they cannot be called handsome,

and but for their charming green foliage they

have little claim to be considered ornamental.

I refer to plants that have attained to say 10 feet

in height. Distinct in habit, and if healthy

lieauti fully green, the worst of them undoubtedly

are, but garden ornaments they are not. Trees

varying from 10 feet to 16 feet in height, by

2i i'eet to 4 feet or 5 feet in diameter of branches,

are not finely proportioned, nor can they be con-

sidered so proportionate as to be intrinsically

ornamental in the positions they usually occupy

in gardens. Yet such are the proportions of the

great bulk of the Lawson Cypresses in this

country. They might be useful if grouped or

lined for .shelter and screens, and chimps of them,

ratlier closely jjlanted, in parks wouhl present

distinct and pleasing features. But for planting

singly on lawns and in special positions in either

large or small gardens, where their port and out-

line would be brought out in decided relief,

better proportioned specimens are required. The
variety gracilis ]5endula is alluded to in Veitch's
" Manual " in the following terms : " In this

variety the branches are long and gracefully

pendulous. It is a handsome lawn plant of

very vigorous growth." To the correctness of

the description I can bear testimony, and I

may be allowed perhaps to add that instead

of the leader only of this variety being droop-

ing Deodar-like, as is that of the typical species,

this feature is again and again repeated in the

principal branches and adventitious leaders,

which break through and gracefully droop and

dangle over the broad pyramid of feathery

green. It is the best habited and most vigorous

of all the forms, either named or unnamed,
which I have seen suitable for lawn and s]iecial

planting. But among the common lierd are

trees of exceptionally handsome outline, pro-

portions, and inheriting, we must infer, vigorous

constitutions. They are not many ; but occa-

sionally in my rambles I have come across a

sijecim'en which, though not representing any
one of the numerous named garden varieties, is

so superiorly elfective over ordinary individuals,

that it would be desirable to propagate it exten-

sively.

Now, it is fortunate as well as satisfactory to

know that if the seeds of such individual trees

only were gathered and .sown, the seedlings raised

therefrom would be greatly superior in habit and

constitution to the ordinary disproportionate,

over-tall, green-pillar race that at present, so to

say, "hold the field." And, in consideration of

the vast numbers everywhere planted in ISritain,

and fr(.)m which we may safely judge of the

favour in which the species is held by arbori-

culturists, it is, I think, only right that the

same care should be exercised in the selecting of

seed of so useful a tree as is usually and judi-

ciously bestowed, with a view to improvement, on

that of ordinary vegetables. I have reason to be-

lieve, too, that the crop of seed produced by a tree of

distinctive character as regards habit, colour, and
vigour will, in a largely general way, reproduce

the? jiarent. The variety gracilis jiendula, to

which I have already referred, is not, fortunately,

l)redisposed to bear cones. But years ago I

secured from it a small (piantity of seed, from
which I raised a goodly number of plants. I

had the satisfaction of watching their develop-

ment until they were a little over a foot high,

and at this size, and indeed from the first, 99 per

cent, of these clearly wore llie mantle of their

commcMi parent. I have raised seedlings of the

neat, formal variety of the American White
Cedar, widely known in Britain as Retinospora

leptoclada. Those seeillings, when only a few

months old, were not distinguishable from cutting

plants of their common parent. As the Ciitkins

of this Cypress, in common with those of the

other members of the great Coniferous family,

are wind-fertilised, I need scarcely recommend
that stock plants of particular varieties such as I

have herein indicated, seeds of which are deside-

rated, should as much as possible, and where

practicable, be isolated. Foresters and others on

large wooded estates might easily do this, and

from the trees secure quantities of seed calculated

to ensure a race of plants superior to the present

common stock of the Lawson Cypress.

George Syme.

THE \VAYFARING TREE.
{VIBURNrM L.\NTANA.)

Tuis tree is now, and will be during the summer
and autumn months, a very striking object. Its

popular name is well applied, as on many soils it

grows very abundantly by the roadsides. Here it

is one of the commonest of hedge bushes, especially

where the hedges flank the roads. In the fields it

is of comparatively rare occurrence. Where it

is found, it seems to thrive as well there as it does

in its more general habitat. In some instances it

assumes the form of a low tree, but much oftener

it grows as a spreading bush. It is unquestion-

ably one of the hardiest of our native shrubs, and
begins to develop its leaves before almost any
other. As an ornamental tree, it does not seem to

be very much used in shrubberies, but there are

some large groups of mixed species near here

wdiich were planted a few years ago in forming a

new park where it has been rather largely em-
ployed. It has made good progress with the

other kinds—as it was sure to do—and is not the

least attractive among them. The aim with which

it was grown would, of coui'se, have much to do
with its culture. There is a specimen I have

lately noticed here which, although from its

position was evidently not grown with any idea of

effect, has assumed a tree-like form. It rises in a

single stem for some 6 feet or 8 feet, and then

breaks out into a spreading head. As an isolated

specimen on a lawn, a tree of this character and

dimensions would not be at all inajjpropriate.

As a bush, it generally grows here from 4 feet to

feet high, and with a similar diameter. Being

in hedgerows, it is subject to periodical cutting.

If it was left for a longer time, tliese figures would

probably be exceeded. There is one advantage

gained by the occasional cutting it receives in

such places, and that is, that the young -MOod

springs up more thickly from the stool. By this

means a more uniform and rounded shape is given

to the bush. I have here and there seen it grow-

ing in ordinary coverts, but not very largely. I

do not know what properties it has in resisting

the attacks of rabbits, but from every other point

it seems a very desirable covert plant. The po-

verty or the dryness of soil does not appear to aflect

it. \Vith a tree which does not often exceed in

size the thickness of one's arm, very much cannot

be said of' the value of its wood. As a general

rule, it is better suited to the fire than to any

other ])urpose. On account of the toughness of

the young wood, it seems in former times to

have been pretty generally used for tying purposes.
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Indeed, some authorities take it that its generic
,

name was derived from this circumstance. Now,
at any rate, it is very seldom it is so used here, as

either Hazel or Willow is employed. Loudon says

that in Germany the shoots of two or three years'

growth are used for tubes to tobacco pipes. Its

use for such a purpose is not unlikely, as the jjith

of the wood at the age indicated is of a suitable

size. Its propagation in quantities where it does
not grow naturally would be an easy matter, as

it produces large quantities of seed. The seed
should, however, be laid in heaps in the same way
as haws, as if sown when gathered it does not
germinate for a long time. For positions where
the foliage of trees is subjected to much dust,

such as in the streets of towns, the Wayfaring
Tree has a considerable value. Its ally, the

Laurustinus, often occupies a place just within
the street railings. Viburnum Lantana is equally
worthy of being occasionally used. By planting
the two species, both summer and winter-flowering
shrubs would be obtained. After weeks of drought,
when the whole of this tree has been choked with
the dust of the passing traffic, it still continues to

thrive, and after a shower resumes its original

freshness. Its foliage, though not so
delicate as that of the fiuelder Rose,
seems better fitted for the situations in

which it so commonly grows. As a
hedge plant in the sense of forming a
good fence, it has no esjjecial recom-
mendation. When it is so used, it re-

quires tolerably frequent cutting, as, if

left to grow on, its habit becomes too
loose for a barrier against cattle.

]).

A tree group.—This consists of the

common Beech intermixed with seedling

purple Beeches. The latter range in colour

through crimsons, pinks, bronzes, to browns,
fading into greens. Those familiar with
the exfiuisite tender greens of the connnon
Beech during the earlier stages of its leaf-

age will see, in their mind's eye, how rich

and satisfying such combinations of colour-

ing must prove. Somehow or other, not-

withstanding the extreme effectiveness of

the purple Beech, it is but little used in

home woods or landscapes. This is n.uch
to be regretted, for it grows just as

freely as the common Beech. This
is especially so with seedling purple
Beeches, and fortunately from 25 to

50 per cent, of the seeds from good
strains of purple Beech will come
purple. They will not come all

alike, or all alike good, but this for

park scenery or landscape effect is

by no means to be regretted, but
the contrary. The variability of seedlings adds
to the enrichment of pleasure grounds or parks

through the endless variety of their many-coloured
tints, alike in the early spring, throughout the

summer and in the autumn. Those, however, who
prefer their purple Beeches all of one hue can easily

have them so by purchasing grafted plants from
the trade or working their own. There are two
varieties well known in the trade, besides several less

known. One has much darker and larger leaves

than the connnon purple Beech, and has also a more
vigorous habit. On the whole, however, the play of

light and changes of colo\ir are more beautiful and
more richly varied in the common variety. The
darker, larger strain forms more of a dense mass of

purple, so full and deep in colour that some have
called it the black Beech. Another group, equally

effective in its way, though far more evanescent, was
formed of wild (.ieans, white as "sheeted ghosts,'' in

the profusion of their blossoms, intermixed and
flanked with purple Beech. The contrast here was
almost too violent, but becomes less so as the white
blossoms of the Cteans give place to red or black

fruit, and by the time the purple Beeches begin to

run back into a sort of dusky green in the autumn,
the Gean leaves are flamed with tints of fiery reds

and golden yellows. Few trees are, in fact, more
ornamental in the early spring, and, indeed, through-

out the season, than the wild Cherry or Gean, and it

is .surprising tliat it is not more freely used in the

furnishing of landscapes.

—

D. T. F.

Cydonia japonica.—This was pronounced by

Loudon forty years ago to be one of the most desir-

able deciduous shrubs io cultivation, and, notwith-

standing that several good hardy shrubs have been

introduced since then, I am now prepared to endorse

Loudon's opinion respecting it. It is matter for

surprise, consideration, and regret tliat this fine

shrub is not more comnmnly planted tlian it is. In

habit, foliage, and flowers, which burst forth with

impatience on the first relaxing grip of winter's frost,

and continue unfolding their charms so unusually

long, it is all

that can be de-

sired. When
trained to a

house front or

ordinary wall

its flowers are

I shown off to ad-

vantage, and
though there

The Golden Mock Orange.— I am glad to

confirm "Alpha's" high estimate of this strikingly

effective shrub. It produces a striking contrast to

Yews, or even Laurels or Hollies, and perhaps is

never so telling as within easy distance of the Silver-

leaved Maple. The more sunny the site and dry and
poor the soil the more golden the leaves of this plant,

as well as the golden-leaved variety of Weigela. The
flowers of the Golden Mock Orange are equally fra-

grant as the type. The double Mock (Jrange is far

batter for cutting and decorative purposes than the
single, and is eipially vigorous and floriferous. It is,

however, very far from common. It mostly flowers a
fortnight or so later tlian the type, and the blooms
remain for several weeks after the single blooms have
faded.~U. T. F.

Exochorda grandiflora.—There is not a
more lovely early flowering slirub than this, yet
though it has long been in gardens, it seems not
to have become common. Sometimes it is seen
grown as a wall plant, and as such it flower.s
freely, but it is more effective when allowed to
grow in its natural way, that is, as an o])en
spreading bush. One jioint in favour of protect-
ing it by a wall is that the blooms are secured
from damage by late spring frosts whicli, when in
the open, occasionally injure them, while with a
plant or plants in botli situations the flowering
season may be thereby lengthened ; those on the
wall will be sometimes two or three weeks in
advance of tlie others. It is a native of Northern
China, and was introduced long ago into this
country by Fortune.—A.

L^i-liuiLU umui I

m.ay possibly be better wall plants in cultivation, it is

in every way a distinct and charming addition to the

rather limited class of plants to which it belongs. It

does best, .and is, I think, most effective in the southern

counties at least cultivated as a shrub on tlie lawn,

or in a front position in the shrulibery, where its

blossoms, always attractive, are early in the year

nnich more so than elsewhere, by reason of the

scarcity of slirubs in flower at the same time.—G. S.

Pyrus Sorbus.—Lato in Decemljer, 1SS4, I was given

some seed of the True Service tree, which was at once sown
and placed in a cold frame, and in the spring I had a nice

stock of plants ; these wore put out in an open piece of

ground and grew about a foot during the summer. In The
Garden of February 20 this year there was an interesting

article on this tree, in which it is stated th.at the young
plants must be kept in pots and in a frame during winter,

and not planted out until three or four years old. This

statement made me fear for my plants, unprotected all

this trying winter, but I am glad to say that they are quite

uninjured and are now growing freely. —A. K., Eaat-ott.

Flower Garden.
HARDY CYCLAMENS.

Although it has been long known to cultivatora
of alpine plants that many of our small
Cyclamens are perfectly hardy'and well adapted
for culture in the open aii', but few have hitherto
taken advantage of this fact, except in the case
of C. Coum and in that of C. iberieum (also
widely known as C. Couin verniuu), and perhaps
in that of a few of tlie Atkin.si varieties.

Generally, Cyclamens are cultivated in large pots
or pans, an<l beautiful they are, as any-
one visiting our London spring shows
can testify. This is douljtless a good
way of popularising fhe.se pretty little

alpine gems, but it does not lielp ua
much with their cultivation in the open
air. From our own observation we
should say that, with the exception of
C. africanum, and perhaps ('. neapoli-
tanuni. Cyclamens are as liardy and as
capaVile of standing severe frosts as any
plants in the garden. The supply of
bloom, however, will depend on'the
position chosen for Ihem ; when ex-
posed, the flowers, though well coloured,

are few and small, while under the pro-
tecting shade of a Pine tree or Ever-
green bush blooms are produced in
perfection, notwithstanding the dense

shade overhead, and even drip. Then, apart from
the consideration of flower.^, Cyclamens without
an exception are very desirable plants on the
rockery on account of their beautifully marbled
foliage. In the ease of C. repandum, perhaps
better known as C. hedenefolium, its large

handsomely marked leaves have been more
admired during the last three or four months
than those of any other hardy plant in the

garden. It is an excelhnt plant, too, lor a wood
;

where the shade is just dense enough to keep the
Grass from becoming too luxuriant this species

will grow and Hower as freely as it does in sunny
Southern France. In Cornwall, we believe, C.

repandum has really been naturalised in a wood
in whicli it seeds and produces yearlj' tliousanda

of young plants ; many of its older corms are
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over a foot in diameter and produce annually

hundreds of flowers. In the wild garden at

Kew a very satisfactory trial has been made with

this plant, and when in Hower in early spring it

is abundantly appreciated by visitors, a fact

clearly indicated by the well-worn turf in front

of it. " In sheltered spots on a rockery, however,

it appears to be best at home, and in this way

with deep, rich, well-drained soil complete

success has been attained with six out of the

nine species enumerated, besides varieties. Many
Cyclamens, instead of rooting underneath, as in

the case of the Persian species, throw out root^

from the top ; our practice, therefore, is to use

clean silvtr sand, and plant them half an inch or

more beneath the surface. C. europteum, here

represented, should never be wanting in a collec-

tion of hardy plants. It is one of the few that

flower in the autumn, and its blossoms are

almost as large as those of an ordinary C.

persicum. They are variously coloured and

sweetly fragrant. As will be seen, it is a very

free flowerer, and will do well in more open spots

than most of the others. It varies very much,

forms of it being known in gardens under the

names of C. Peakianum, C. Clusii, C. littorale, C.

odoratum, C. a;itivum, C. purpurascens, &c.

Cyclamens are all very easily raised from seed,

which as soon as ripe should be sown in pans

and covered with Moss or Cocoa-nut fibre.

When the young plants are ready to handle

they should be pricked out and allowed to remain

until finally removed to their flowering quarters,

which should be as soon as the leaves have died

down. D.

Yucca gloriosa in a cemetery.—This plant

is almost alone in Britain as a perfectly hardy

representative of the general features of such

tropical subjects as Screw Pines and similar vegeta-

tion. And as such, in all stages of growth, but,

especially when old and branched, ir. catches the

eye at once, even when associated with other

plants. Its stout, quaint trunk, simple or branched,

crowned by a rosette of sword-like leaves, is highly

suggestive of the Screw Pines, and only requires

the prop-roots of the latter to complete the like-

ness. The special effectiveness of this plant was,

the other day, forcibly revealed to me in looking

through a large cemetery situated on the outskirts

of Norwood. The place I found to be profusely

planted Avith the usual deciduous shrubs and

trees—umbrageous, upright, and pensive—and

also with Laurels and Privets, Pines and poly-

morphous Cypresses, all well placed, whether

suited as to soil or not, whether in harmony or

incongruous in their combinations, because of the

loving solicitude which placed them there.

Amongst them, occupying no very prominent

position, was growing an old, old plant of this

Yucca. It was the only one of its kind that I saw

in the cemetery, and was certainly unique in

appearance. The cemetery would have been more

attractive, perhaps, had it been freely studded

with similar plants, singly and in groups. Too
little is made of this attractive subject. We meet

with one liere, and another there, widely apart.

And yet, taken all in all, it is one of the vei-y best

hardy ornamental Evergreens of moderate growth

in these islands, and as such should not be prac-

t'cally overlooked, as it is now, by landscape and

other gardeners.

—

Geo. Syme.

SHORT NOTES.—FLOWER.
Onosma tauricum —Mr. John Wood, of Kirkstall,

says (p. *n:;) tlcit this plant has been killed in Yorkshire

during the past winter. On my small rockery, twenty miles

south of Loudon, it is so rampant, that 1 shall have to cut some
of it .away. No glass w.as put over it during the past winter.

Pelargonium Endhcheriannm and Umbilic\is spinosus both

perished, though covered with squares of glass ; Convolvulus

mauritanicus was very late in moving, but is now breaking

strongly ; Erinus alpinus has not survived.— F. H.

Narcissus poeticus stellaris.—This, the latest of all

Narcissi to blouni, has been re-discovercd. Last year I sent

to London blooms of it in July. To Mr. B.aker, of the

herbarium, Kew, is due the credit of identifying it with

Sweet's plant.—Edwd. Moese, Ej>som,

WILD AND GARDEN PRIMROSES.
TiiKKE is, I think, no reason for assuming that

the doul^le forms of Primrose found so frequently

in gardens are the progeny of our wild species,

but rather of some similar form found in conti-

nental Europe, and from which the ancient French
or Dutch florists developed the numerous double
kinds which we now possess. The I'rimrose family,

it is well known, is an e.xtensive one ; we find mem-
bers of it in almost every clime, but especially in

the Alpine, Caucasian, and Himalayan ranges of

mountains ; and, still further, we have found very

beautiful hardy forms in Japan, and tender ones

in China. From this latter country came to us
many years ago that beautiful form Primula
sinensis, or the Chinese Primrose, which our native

fiorists have developed into one of the most varied

and beautiful of winter greenhouse flowers. The
cliarraing and curious Auricula, perhaps the oldest

of all our florists' flowers, is the product of one or

more alpine species, which, it is assumed, has
taken 200 years at least to develop into its present

varied and beautiful forms. The wild Primrose of

our woods takes badly to civilisation, i.e., garden
culture. Transplant it from its native habitat

into gardens, and unless the natural conditions of

its existence are provided, it will soon die. Give

it a cool, pleasant retreat and it may thrive, but
even then only when the features of its wild

condition are very closely reproduced. Hence it

should not be removed from its native woods.
May the day be far distant indeed when any
floral craze shall depopulate our woodlands of one

of their prettiest and earliest flowering plants. But
whilst anxious to preserve wild Primroses in woods,

we have no lack of hardy Primroses in our gardens
far more varied and beautiful indeed than is usu-

ally imagined. Ordinarily all kinds of so-called

spring flowers, or, more properly speaking, Poly-

anthuses, are called Primroses, but really these

are distinct from garden Primroses proper, i.e.,

such as have the true habit, and also bloom very
early ; indeed much earlier than do the wood
Primroses. For these kinds we are very much
indebted to some Continental firms, and also to

the cross-breeding effected by some home florists,

so that the garden strain which, while showing
habit of bloom and character of leafage similar to

that seen in the wild Prinn'ose, yet differs from
it materially in possessing robuster habit, and
producing much finer blooms, varying in colour
from pure white to the deepest crimson. If seed
of these be obtained and sown now in shallow
pans or boxes, using fine sandy soil, keeping it

just moist, and during hot sunshine a little

shaded, the seed will germinate in three weeks,
and a fine stock of plants will be furnished, fit to

dibble out into the open garden during the
summer. These plants will begin to flower during
the winter and give a rich profusion of bloom early
in the spring. Seed may be saved from some of

the best flowers, and if ripened may be sown at
once; and if this practice be continued, the garden
will never lack beautiful Primroses. Compared
with these the w-ild Primrose flowers are but as
Buttercups to Tulips. Very closely allied to these
garden Primroses are the new strains of border, or,

as sometimes called, fancy Polyanthuses. These
are of Continental origin, and include many forms
that are half Primrose, half Polyanthus ; that is,

send up Primrose blooms first, and later stout
stems carrying trusses of blooms, as Polyanthuses
do. The proper Polyanthus is assumed to be a
product of the Cowslip and Oxlip, Primula
elatior and veris. Very many of the flowers are

twin or duplex, or better known as Hose-in-hose,
but still very effective and beautiful. These
border I'olyanthuses include a wondrous variety of

colours, and they need the same treatment as is

recommended for garden Primroses. A . D.

What is Narcissus major ?—I have been
looking at the numbers of the Botanical Mar/a-
xiiie, as referred to by the Rev. Wolley Dod in

The Garden (p. 418), and I take it that N. major
of the Bolaniral Mariaziiie (t. Til) is really the true

maximus, drawn and painted, I suppose, from

bull)s giown somewhere on the London clay, a
condition under which Narcissi only produce
flowers two-thirds their proper size. Mr. Wolley
Dod gives this striking contrast in detail in TiiK

(iAKUEN (p. 4'2.'J). When I venture a little further

I find that the .same plate (t. .'>]) in the Bolaniral

Maija-Jne, connected with J'arkinson, fig. I,

p. 101, is the great yellow Spanish Daflbdil

(pseudo-Narcissus hispanicus maximus), described

and grown well as I see it in my own grounds,

and also in the College Botanic (harden, Dublin.

There is no doubt that fig. l.'iOl in the .32nd volume
of the Botaiiircil Mai/azlne is true propinquus, but
there called major. Now it is between these two
forms that I want to place spurius, which may be
the major of the present Dutch nurseries, and
which certainly should be called ugly in com-
parison with such magnificent blooms as Henry
Irving, General Gordon (S. coronatus). Golden
Spur, Yellow or Irish King, &c. Therefore by
dropping the term spurius in future we shall

know what is mock from what is real as regards

the finest of all spring flowering bulbs. I am of

opinion that the lower figure, t. 1301, in the

Botanical Ilar/azine, is a true illustration of what we
know as obvallaris. And in the Botanical Mai/aziiie

(xxxii., t. 1.30), the white moschatus illustrated,

though lost to cultivation in England, has been
re-introduced from Ireland, and is now to be known
among whites as Gladys.—W. B. Haktland,
Temple Hill, Cork:

liOnicera sempervirens.—This fine Honey-
suckle is now in full bloom. As a wall plant it is

a valuable acquisition, and contrasts finely with
other varieties. The foliage is neat and of a glossy

green ; the flowers a lovely coral, and produced in

great abundance. From a distance it is striking

and extremely effective. Like nearly all the

Honeysuckles, it requires no special treatment.

I have at present only seen it on walls ; if, how-
ever, it could be grown without the protection of

a wall, as, for instance, over arbours or other

structures, and allowed to assume a natural form,

so elegant a characteristic of the family, the effect

would be greatly enhanced. So far as I am at

present acc£uainted with this Honeysuckle, it

appears to be perfectly hardy and fairly robust in

growth. Where red flowers are desirable, it is in

every way an excellent plant.—C. D.

Butterworts.—Some years ago when travelling

in the Maritime Alps I remember seeing a Butter-

wort similar to the one described by " F. W. B."
the other day in The Garden. It was growing in

con.3iderable quantity on the face and ledges of

wet calcareous rocks. The leaves when fully de-

veloped were much longer than those of Pingui-

cula grandiflora, and the flowers of various shades
of rosy purple, with white or nearly white eyes or

centres. Perhaps " F. W. B." will say if his plant

was found on rocks or in alpine pastures, and also

let us know the length of the leaves, though these

do not develop to their full length till after the

flowering season is over. I believe this plant to

be Pinguicula grandiflora var. longifolia. I regret

to say that I have now no living specimen of it.

It is, however, well worthy of cultivation.

—

R. Potter, Ilolgate, Yor/.:

liily of the Valley out of doors.— I never
knew anyone who was not delighted with the Lily

of the Valley. There are some who can enjoy it

from Christmas until the present time, but these

are few compared with the numbeis who desire to

possess it and have no means of growing it in-

doors. In glass houses it becomes common in

March and April, but it is only when it comes into

blossom in the open in May that the opportunity

occurs for everyone to have it who has a garden.

Lily of the Valley is not, however, universally

grown in the open, a circumstance for which it is

dithcult to account, unless it be that many have

the impression that it is hard to cultivate—an idea

not uncommon. That Lily of the Valley is diffi-

cult to grow is, however, a mistake. It is one of

the hardiest and easiest plants to cultivate that we
possess ; severe weather does not injure it in the

least. It is easily established anywhere, and it

grows luxuriantly and blooms profusely in all soils
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and situations. Wlien grown in pots good roots

blossom well, but nothing like so freely as when
established in the open, as then the refreshing

green leaves become a complete mass, and the

delicate white fragrant blossoms are thrown up in

crowds. When small roots are first planted they
do not produce many flowers ; but when they
spread out and become established, tliey flower

with the greatest certainty every year, and we
find that a rather poor shallow soil suits this Lily

better than where it is very deep and rich. The
plantation of it which flowers best with us is one
which has had no manure or any attention for four
or five years. When once established, the be^t
treatment it can have is simply to " leave it alone."
Much interest might be created in large places by
planting it extensively in pleasure grounds and
woods, and in small gardens a few square yards
of Lily of the Valley would give as much satisfac-

tion as anything it is possible to introduce in the
way of a hardy flower.-—J. MriK, Manjam, Son/h
Wal,:l.

The double yellow Wallflower.— One of

the most striking objects in my little garden is a
small fi-ee-branching double yellow Wallflower,
bearing very fine spikes of large yellow flowers.

Whether or not it is distinct from the old double
yellow that we have known for so many years I

am unable to say. It looks finer in every respect,
but that is probably because I have grown some
plants in pots, and treated them generously,
though the spikes of bloom on plants grown in the
open ground are equally fine. When in the
country in the spring of 1884 I came upon a large
patch of this double Wallflower in a cottage gar-
den, and begged a few slips ; they were made into

cuttings, put into a sandy soil, and the majority
of them struck root. Some were potted, others
placed out in the open ground, but both have
done well ; the main and one or two of the side
shoots of each plant have flowered, and the remain-
ing shoots—which are thickly set on the plants,
for they have a profuse growth—will no doubt
flower next spring. Really it is a most charming
plant, and one wonders it is so seldom found in

gardens. The spikes when cut last a long time in

water, in this respect being much superior to the
single varieties. How many distinct types of

double Wallflowers are there known to cultivators?
—R. V.

Hepaticas after fl.owering.—The best time
to plant Hepaticas i.s undoubtedly just as they go
out of flower. I have experimented with them for

the purpose of ascertaining the best time of year
at which to remove them, and I am quite con-
vinced, as just remarked, that the best time is as
soon as they go out of flower, and the worst during
the latter part of April and up to the end of July.
I find that they will bear removal or dividing at
the end of March, and sufi'er very little by the
process, but if disturbed at the roots while they
are developing their leaves they do not flower so

well the next year. The double pink sort is the
only one that will bear any amount of rough treat-

ment, but even that old useful variety flowers
best when properly treated. I do not find any
difference in the behaviour of the single ones;
they are all susceptible of injury, either to the
roots or leaves. If taken up and replanted once
in three years, that is as often as it is necessary
to interfere with them, but it is very desirable to
give them a change of soil occasionally. We
simply take them up and replant them in a fresh
position. I do not find them very jjarticular as to

the character of the soil, provided it is not too
light nor too heavy. They appear to thrive best
in a medium stap'.e, and where they get a fair

supply of root moisture. As regards position, if

shaded after 11 a.m. they do better than when
the sun shines on them all day. The leaves, I

find, burn under a strong summer's sun earlier

than is guod for them.—J. C. C.

Slilla biflora.—We have just planted our stock
of this bulbous plant in a well prepared bed of soil

in the open, but warm and sheltered from rough
winds. As it is not a strong-rooting subject, we
make ths soil rather fine and light. The bulbs

are buried about 2 inches under the surface, and
set 6 inches apart. If they do as well this year
as they did last we shall be quite satisfied, for

they kept flowering for a period of three months,
some of the strongest bulbs sending up as many
as three spikes of flowers during the season. It

is quite evident that this Milla does better planted

out than in pots. I should mention that our bulbs
have been kept all winter in dry soil in a dry
shed, from which frost has been just excluded,

and I find that they are quite sound and plump.
Last year I kept a portion in pajier bags, but at

planting time they had shrivelled up more than
was good for them. Too much root moisture
during summer does not suit this Milla, as it

keeps the soil too cold about its roots.—J. C. C.

HYBRID NARCISSUS TRIANDRUS.
M. GoiHENEUF (p. -106) mentions that lie Las a

hybrid between Narcissus calathinns (triandrus)

and N. pseudo-Narcissus now flowering in liis

"arden at Nantes. Mr. Flunk Miles announced

Wild hybrid Narcissus from Portugal ; N. triaudrus x N.
pseudo-Narcissus ; colour, uniform sulphur.

last year that he had raised a hybri<l I'roni tlie

same parents. Last summer Jlr. Alfred Tait

sent me three bulbs with strange flowers which
he found growing amongst N. triandrus and N.
pseudo-Narcissus in the north of Portugal, pro-

bably hybrids between these two. I send an
exact life-siiie outline of a flower which one of

these bulbs has just produced in my garden at

Edge. C. WOLLEY DoD.
Edffe Hall, Malpas.

Fixed colours in Anemones.—Few garden
flowers vary more when raised from seed than the

common Anemone, and yet the fixing of any
particular variety or colour, so that it reproduces
itself with exactitude, seems to be of easy accom-
plishment. Some years ago I procured from a
cottage garden a single scarlet variety, where it

had been cultivated for a long time, no other kind
having ever been raised there. Curiously enough,
I have never had any Anemone but this, and the
long continued isolation to which it has been
subjected has had the eflfeet of fixing the variety,
so that it comes true from seed. What seems
ratlier curious to me is, that there is not the
slightest variation in tint. The white eye is just
the same size—in fact, there in no perceptible
variation. One would ha\-e thought that, even if

all the seedling plants came red, there would be
some variation in intensity of hue ; and the fact of
their coming so true shows how completely isola-

tion induces permanency of habit and colour, and
in a measure enables us to comprehend how it is

that plants generally in a natural state vary so
little. I think it would be an advantage if the
most distinct colours in Anemones were fixed.—D.

FLOWER PAINTING.
The only objection that cm be urged against
"Veronica's" exhortation (p. 473) to paint flowers

in situ is the rmfortunately fatal one of impractica-
bility, as far as art students are concerned. So long
as tiiwns continue to exist, it will be in them th.at the
art schools will be found, and to counsel students in

our smoke- canopied cities to paint flowers "as they
are growing happily " is beside the mark. Of course
those artists whose friends have extensive collec-

tions of interesting and beautiful plants cannot do
Ijetter than adopt " Veronica's " suggestion of paint-

ing flowers in the open air ; but since flowers are
seldom beautiful when growing in towns, and since
the professors of the arts are not usually possessed of

the kind of garden to which it would be worth while
to transport thtir pupils for study, the majority of art
students must work at flowers in the studio.

The dift'erences in the conditions of light out of

doors and indoors are sufficiently well known, and are
becoming daily more recognised in painting; but it

does not seem obvious that the attainment of facility

in the presentment of flowers under the latter modified
conditions should be ignored prior to attacking the
heart-breaking difficulty of endeavouring to reproduce
the unattainable glow and brilliancy of flowers in

bright sunshine. At any rate, the object is not to say
what would be best to do were things as they should
be, but to do what may be done, things being as they
are. All flowers do not lose character when cut so
utterly as "Veronica" would seem to imply ; some,
no doubt, look sad enough after a journey, but many
have a wonderful power of recovering when placed in
water, and the thing is to select kinds which will

endure in a state of beauty when cut, as, for instance,
is the case with Chrysanthemums of all sorts. Again,
like the Daffodil^', many Lilies, Irises, and flowers of

other bulbous or tuberous-rooted plants, if cut ia a
semi-expanded itate, in which they will travel un-
injured, will open as well in water as out of doors ;

but then these are just the sort of subji cts that are
not generally ready to the student's ban !. A Fildes
or a Fautin can pick and choose either subject or
locality at will, and it " Veronica " can bring painters
of e.^tablished reputation to give up a method which
combines the great st convenience with the largest
income for a mcde of treatment far more troublesome
and not more lucrative, the world will be very grate-
ful for the conversion, when it shall have been
accomplished; but the choice is not so free among
the younger workers, and here the demand is for

material under circumstances in which it can be prac-
tically made use of.

What would be thought of an attempt to teach a
child writing by setting it to copy any chance scribbled
notes in the margin of some old book instead of

selecting the fairest and most beautifully formed
letters ? Yet this is exactly what is going on in the
employment of scraps of floral vegetation as subjects
for flower painting. To say that a Dandelion ia

better grooving in the sun than when half dead in-

doors is to utter a truism which cannot have become
truer since 183t). But if beautiful flower pictures are
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desirable, wortliy ll.>wer subjects must be pmviiletl,

and then their fleeting life may be peqietuatea with-

out being either stereotyped or " still." Thet.\.

Orchids.

ORCHIDS AT SYDENHAM.

There are many collections of Orchids near London

the owners of which do not send their plants to

exhibitions. One must, therefore, visit the gar-

dens in order to become acquainted with then-

contents. Mr. Augustus Sillem is the owner of a

choice collection at Lawrie Park, Sydenham ;
and

one is sure to find either some interesting or well-

grown specimens in flower there at almost any

season at which it may be visited. In the cool

house Dendrobium .Jamesianum is finely m flower,

and a beautiful variety it is ; its pure white flowers

with a cinnabar-red stain at the base of the lip are

very effective. If given too much heat, this plant

does not succeed. It may be associated with

Odontoglossum crispum as regards cultural de-

tails. It grows with Disa grandiflora, which is

also making remarkably vigorous growth. The

latter is placed close to a doorway, and therefore

subjected to continual draught arising from open-

ino- and shutting the door—treatment whicli it

seems to like. Suspended behind the door in a

Teak basket is Nanodes Meduste.a singular Orchid.

It was figured in the Bolaniral Mai/aziiie., t. 5723,

and has attracted considerable attention ever since.

It is seldom, however, seen in such vigorous health

as here, where it is producing four spikes of

bloom. Odontoglossum polyxanthum is the most

distinct of the yellow ground section. It grows

freely, and is a very desirable species to cultivate

in a cool house. It was introduced from Ecuador

SJmo eight years ago. Odontoglossum triumphans,

a brip-ht and handsome species and well deserving

of careful culture, had fourteen flowers on one

spike. Dendrobium transparens is also very pretty

;

its small rosy lilac flowers, which are freely pro-

duced, are useful for small button -hole bouquets.

I noticed some liandsome plants of D. Dalhousi-

anum, the flowers of which measure 4^ inches

across. D. albo-sanguineum was also in flower,

and,"suspended in baskets from the roof, had made

good growths. A rather uncommon, but pretty

Epidendrum is E. radiatum biflorum, the flowers

of which are placed with their backs close to each

other; the sepals and petals are cream-coloured,

and on the lip, which is concave, are radiating

purple lines. The Foxbrush Aerides is still the

most beautiful in tlie genus to which it belongs,

its long handsomely-branched spikes being very

eifective. Oncidium" Londesboroughianum is doing

well in a Cattleya house temperature ; so is also

C. citrina on blocks near the glass roof. In the

warmest house are numbers of plants of the re-

markable Scuticaria Steeli, the long terete leaves

of which, 4 feet in length, hang downwards with

peculiar grace. It succeeds well on blocks.

Amongst Phakenopsids, which are all in excellent

condition, the rather pretty P. Luddemanniana was

in flower. Of these the collection contains many
well-o-rown plants. All the Moth Orchids like a

" moist atmosphere, and to be suspendedwarm, to be

close to the glass on' the shady side of the house

;

at the same time they require to be shaded from

the sun.

Orciiids at "Tuk Firs."—The
this place, belonging to Mr. C.

long been celebrated for the fine

choice species Avhich it contains,

servatoi-y is attached to the house, and this is

kept rather warmer than conservatories usually

are so as to accommodate some beautiful

Cat'tleyas in flower, which, intermixed with richly

coloured Azaleas and graceful Ferns, form a very

eft'ective display. A large house adjoining is filled

with specimen Cattleyas, La-lias, and

plants, some of which are immensely

amongst them being some of tlie white Li

ceps, Cattleya Skinneri, and other popular mem-
bers of that genus. One house is set apart for

collection at

Dorman, has
v.arieties and
A large con-

similar

large

elia an

Masdevallias, conspicuous amongst which is a

liandsome form of M. Veitchi, known here under

tlie name of grandiflora. It is <listinct from Mr.

Southgate's tine form, named major, and I should

say superior to it. The Bull's lilood variety of

M. Harryana is the most striking as regards colour

amongst the varieties of this genus, but the flowers

lack symmetry. M. Shuttleworthi is very distinct

and elegant, and I prefer it to another favourite,

viz., M. Wagneri, although the latter is a charm-

ing little plant. The Chim;ei-oid section is well

represented, the best being M. t'liiraa-ra Roezli, the

darkest form of the species, and very striking.

The variety Backhousiana is also in flower, but it

is not so large as the form which I saw in the York
Nursery under that name when it was first Intro-

duced. There is also a large specimen of M. rosea.

This species is pretty enough in its way and dis-

tinct from anything else, but it must have dis-

appointed those who paid high prices for it

;

the flowers are pale purplish rose in colour

and freely produced. The Odontoglossum house

is also at present interesting on account of the

varieties of O. crispum which it contains. In O.

spataceum, which is pale yellow, the petals are

narrow and crumpled, and spotted with dull purple

at the base. 0. triumphans is very fine, as ai-e

also O. Cervantesi, O. Edwardi. and O. Andersoni-

anum. There is here an excellent arrangement

for keeping the atmosphere moist—immediately

under the stage a very shallow tank filled with

gravel and water, which, when not needed, can be

drained oft'. A house about 5" warmer—say about
.50" in winter- and early spring—has been set apart

for such Orchids as Odontoglossum vexillarium,

Dendrobium .Jamesianum, and D. infundibulum ;

these two are so nearly allied, that they can only

be distinguished by the colour in the centre of the

pur-e white flowers ; both are easily grown. An-

other Orchid making a brave display here, too, is

Epidendrum vitellinum majus ; one variety, par-

ticularly fine, has flowers large in size and of great

substance. Maxillaria Sand eriana when in flower,

as it is here, at once rivets attention ; it is the best

species by far belonging to this genus ; its flowers,

which are very large, are white with the ex-

ception of the lip, which is dark rcddi.sh maroon,

the outer portion being very dark ; the base of

the petals is also irregularly marked with the same
colour, but lighter. It seems to grow freely in a

pot in tlie usual compost, consisting of Sphagnum,
peat, and charcoal. The t^attleya house and the

next compartment for East Indian Orchids, con-

tain many interesting plants. Dendrobium cre-

taoeum is very prettily in flower ; its lip is

marked with very pale yellowish lines. D. Jen-

kinsi, another old, but beautiful Dendrobc, may be

seen here growing freely on a block and covered

with its rich, deep yellow flowers. A- lovely Den-

drobc, grown under the name of D. amethystoglos-

sum, was very charming, its drooping spikes

being well furnished with pretty white flowers,

the Tip of which is violet. D. Dearei is very fine;

it has seven and eight flowers on a spike. 1>.

suavissimum, a handsome jilant, bears but four

spikes. Cattleya Arnoldiana is of quite the C.

Mossiii- type ; the sepals and petals are -white

when they first open, but blush-wliite afterwards ;

tlie lip is veined with a purplish tint and the

throat yellow-. C. Lawrenciana is also in fine

flower ; this species seems to be very free, as it is

to be seen in flower in most collections. Of C.

Aclandi:e, a very dark variety, there was one

handsome specimen with six flowers open. A very

large specimen of delogyne Massangeana -n-as pro-

ducing lovely flowers, the distinct appearance of

which, together with its long pendulous spikes,

has made this species very popular. Galeandra

nivalis is a novel and desirable Orchid, and was in

good bloom ; the greenish bufl' sepals and petals,

the white lip and dull purplish spots at its base

form a pretty contrast. Odontoglossum citros-

inum is a handsome species in any form, but the

variety punctatum here is greatly in advance of

the others, as it is thickly beset -with -\-iolet spots.

The spikes of this species when grown in pots oi

baskets should be allo«-ed to hang over their sides

when suspended from the roof. J. D.

HARDY ORCHIDS.

Than the Madeira Orchis (0. foliosa) there is pre

ha])s no more tately or desirable member of the

family to which it belongs. Of the easiest culture

in any damp, |)eaty bed, producing grand spikes

of rosy lilac flow-ers, and lasting for a considerable

time, this perfectly hardy plant is certainly de-

serving of more extended cultivation than it at

jiresent enjoys, for, except in a very few- gardens,

it is rarely seen. Once known, it will be always

appreciated as one of our most ornamental peat-

loving subjects. The Marsh Epipactis (E. palus-

tris) Is another plant of the easiest culture, its

requirements being somewhat similar to those of

Orchis foliosa. Having a widely-creeping root-

stock, it should be allowed ample .space; and when
thoroughly established, left alone, as, like most of

the fibrous-rooted Orchids, it is rather impatient

of disturbance. The raceme of large pinky white

flowers is both interesting and ornamental. E.

ovalis, another rare and beautiful member of the

Helleborine family, is readily enough cultivated as

a rock plant, if only its natural requirements are

attended to in planting. (!ood loam interspersed

with fragments of limestone and old lime rubbish

suits it well, and the warmest and sunniest posi-

tion in the garden ; at least, under these condi-

tions it has lived, flowered, and increased with us

for many years. It is a small-growing plant, rarely

exceeding 6 inches in height, with a raceme of

small pinky purplish flowers, somewhat resembling

those of E. palustris, but hardly so ornamental.

Some years ago this pretty plant was fairly abun-

dant on the Orme's Head—one of its fe-w British

stations—but it is now almost, if not quite, ex-

tinct. We cannot endor.se the opinion of some
botanists, that this is but a variety of E. latifolia,

for the formation of both flower and root, and

other minute technicalities are widely different

from those of that -well-known species.

In alittle shady nook, behind a limestone boulder,

a couple of plants of that rare little highland

Orchid, Liparis Lieseli, has for the fifth season in

succession displayed their sweet, though rather

inconspicuous, flowers, but, we must add, never so

strongly as lately. Strange to .say, although

in the most luxuriant health, they have never in-

creased in number, the two original buUis being

just as when planted. For the benefit of anyone

who w-ishes to attempt their cultivation, we may
add that they are planted in sandy peat and brick-

dust in a rather damp shady spot, and carpeted

over with Campanula hederacea. Orchis pyrami-

dalis has increased considerably under cultiva-

tion, for, although many plants have Ijeen given

away, the original number still remains—a curious

problem to solve, (irowing close to it is a fine

tuft of Herminium Monorchis, the result of a

single plant planted four years ago. There are

now eight plants. It is well named the Musk

Orchid, for certainly the flowers are deliciously

frao-rant, thus to a great extent making up for

their diminutive size. Amongst that curious genus

Serapias there are some ornamental species, no-

tably S. Lingua and S. neglecta. The curiously

coloured flowers and long tongue-shaped lip of S.

Lingua render it at once striking and beautiful. It

is easily grown, even in an ordinary border, indeed,

more easily than any of the Continental species.

Orchis gtobosa, from Italy, very nearly resembles

in colour and arrangement of flowers our native

0. pyramidalis, and is a species that is well worthy

of a ])lace in any garden, large or small. With us

it has done well for a number of years, flowering

freely and gaining in strength and luxuriance as

it becomes more and more acclimatised and esta-

blished. The flow-ers are bright pink and arranged

in a dense globose spike. By devoting a piece of

o-round solely to the cultivation of hardy Orchids,

they w-ill succeed much better than w-hen planted

in the ordinary border, and they will form quite

as interesting a feature of our gardens as the

majority of plants now commonly cultivated.

A. D. W.

Orchids in flower atYork.—A walk through

the extensive and well ni.iiiaged Orchid houses in the
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York Nurseries is nearly always most interesting,

especially so just at this season when many varieties

are in bloom. When going through them a few days
since I noticed amongst others growing in a large

span-roofed, unshaded house, already described in

your columns, several grand varieties of Ljelia purpu-

rata, some, with pure white sepals and petals and
deep, port-wine-coloured lips, being very handsome.
The spikes of one or two plants were much shorter

than usual, and consequently more dense and com-
pact. There were also some very fine plants and
varieties of Cattleya MossiiE. Of Cattleya Skinneri

there were several fine plants well in bloom, one of

them, as in the case of Ltelia purpurata, showing a

more compact habit in the way of bloom-spikes than
ordinary. This was a grand sort as to colour, being

of a magenta-crirason shade with a yellow eye. The
comparatively new Cattleya Lawrenciana was very

noticeable. I learned that this variety has the great

merit of being a free bloomer, not more than '2 per

cent, of the plants in this nursery ha%ing failed to

flower. Cattleya gigas and its varieties were showing
plenty of sheaths

;
perhaps the free sunshine and

abundance of air usually given on all favourable occa-

sions may having something to do with this somewhat
shy-blooming variety being more free than usual. Iq

the cooler end of the Mexican house Odontoglossnm
vexillarium was coming nicely into bloom, one or two
dark varieties of it being very pretty. In the cool

houses were, amongst other kinds, a fine plant of

Odontoglossum na:vium, with five or six spikes, and a

few good examples of O. crispum. The Masdevallias

were very striking. In the distance, the first sight of

the house, looking at it from one end, reminded one

of a houseful of zonal Pelargoniums of good kinds in

full bloom, so freely were the plants in flower. All
the well-known kinds were there represented, and
many of them of fine varieties. Amongst the more
rare were M. leontoglossa and Chimsera.—H. J. C.

ORCHID EXHIBITION AT HOLLOWAY.
It is fortunate that Orchid shows, which are now
the fashion in London nurseries, are not all alike, or

they would become monotonous. On the contrary, so

far as we have seen, each is distinct in character,

and all are extremely beautiful. They differ chiefly

in manner of arrangement. Mr. B. S. Williams'

show this year in his nursery at Upper HoUoway we
consider surpasses all others which he has hitherto

held, not only in extent and variety, but also in

arrangement. The show house is a great building,

over 100 feet in length, with a broad path through

it. At the back there is (juite a little forest of noble

Palms, Cycads, Aroids, and the like, and these form
as it were the groundwork of the Orchid show. The
Orchids are thus intermingled with foliage in a

beautiful way, their brilliant colours being toned

down by the greenery, and that is what is wanted in

order to derive the fullest idea of Orchid beauty.

The present is the best time to see the greatest

variety of Orchids in bloom, and onwards for the next

month this exhibition will afford a real treat to the

Orchid lover, whether he goes there to see v.iriety or

finely grown specimens ; indeed, the chief feature of

this show is the magnificent plants upon which
Mr. Williams justly prides himself. Here you may
see matchless specimens of such grand Orchids as

Lffilia purpurata, Cattleya Mossite and Mendeli,

Vandas, and others, and these bona-nde specimens

have a very different appearance from the " made
up " specimens which are generally seen at flower

shows. Some of the largest plants here are growing
in bushel pots, and in the case of the La;lias bear

half-a-dozen or more noble spikes, while some of the

plants of Cattleya Mossia- carry from two to three

dozen flowers.

li.iXiA PLRPiKAT.1, being one of the specialities of

the nursery, is represented, not only by large plants,

but in numerous variety, and at the present time one

may see half-a-dozen or more superb forms, some even

rivalling the finest that have originated here. For

instance, there is one we saw named Reginae, which

even eclipses in coloiir the splendid variety Williams!,

which is considered to be the standard of excellence in

Loelia purpurata. The Reginoj variety has not such

a broad labellum, but it is richer and deeper in colour,

and the sepals and petals are also stained with a

much darker purple. The golden yellow of the throat,

which is also beautifully pencilled, adds to the attrac-

tiveness of the flower. On one of the spikes of this

variety there were five flowers, and one can imagine

the beauty of such a specimen. Another variety re-

markable for colour is that named bella, which was
certificated last week at the Regent's Park. Though
classed as a variety of Lrelia purpurata, it is with

much reason supposed to be a hybrid between that

Lffilia and Cattleya lobata, as it combines the cha-

racters of the two. Its flowers have intensely dark
lips, almost a black-critnson, while the sepals and
petals are only slightly lighter. Of quite an opposite

character is the variety Russelh'ana, which is remark-
able for its lightness of tint, the petals being snow-
white and the labellum deep pink, lined with rose.

It is as lovely as it is rare, and it is not surprising that

such a high price is put upon it. The best variety of

Lrelia purpurata we shall describe is albo-lilacina, an
awkward name for a very charming plant, whosf
flowers have pure white petals and a broad lip of

rose-pink, netted with purple. But how can the

subtle beauty of such a plant be described ? It must
be seen. The white variety (alba), once considered

the choicest of Orchids, is here more plentiful than
the purple- petalled type. There are dozens of fine plants

of it carrying spikes of from four to seven flowers.

Among the Cattleyas in bloom the more notable

are C. Mendeli, Warneri, and Mossiae, and of each one
may see varieties differing much in point of size and
beauty of colouring. Of C. Mendeli, the queen of

the varieties is that named superbissima, of which
a coloured plate was given in The Garden some
time since. To those who know what C. Mendeli
is, this grand variety may be described as having
flowers a third larger than ordinary, with broader

sepals and petals, and an enormous lip exquisitely

frilled at the margins. We were fortunate in finding

the lovely C. Morganise in flower, which we had not

previously seen. It belongs to the Mendeli group,

but is more like a Triante. The flowers, whicli are

not large, have pure white petals, sepals, and lip, the

only colour being a dash of amethyst at the tip of the

latter. It is one of the most distinct of all Cattleyas,

for no one would mistake it for any other variety.

There are very few plants of it in cultivation ; hence

it is much sought after.

The Cvpripekium.s in bloom represent several

choice species, notably C. Druryi, a singular-looking

plant with yellow sepals barred with black. There
are also C selligerum majus, one of the finest of the

hybrid Lady's Shppers; C. vernixium and Ashbur-
tonise, other handsome hybrids ; C. ciliolare, in the

way of superbiens, but darker ; C. Lawrenciauum,
one plant having as many as twenty flowers ; and
C. caudatum, whose long-tailed petals are always a

source of wonder to those who see the plant for the

first time. There is likewise the beautiful hybrid C.

albo-purpureum, which, we believe, has caudatum for

one cf its parents. The flowers are as large as those

of the parent, but the tails are not nearly so long.

The colour partakes of its other parent, the charming
C. Schlimi, being of a delicate rose-pink.

The Dk.n'drobes are represented numerously, and
one may find amongst them such little seen species as

D. Draconis, which is in the w^y of D. Jamesianum,
but smaller in flower ; I>. Falooneri, Bensonia? and
lituiflorum may be seen in bloom, but none produce a

finer effect than D. thyrsiflorum and densiflorum. Of
the latter there are two magnificent specimens, each
carrying a score of golden clusters.

Odontoglossi'ms, of course, contribute largely to

the show, and the best types of such as O. Alexandra;

and 0. Pescatorei intermingle with rarer kinds like

O. hastilabium, which is represented by one of the

best fonns we have seen. 0, vesiUarium may be seen

in great varietj', and also citrosmum ; and not less

remarkable is the Lily of the Valley Orchid, O. pul-

chellum majus, whose wax-like flowers produced
amidst grassy foliage make it a favourite with every-

one. There are some grand specimens, each carrying

half a dozen or more spikes, of such species as O.

luteo-purpureum, which will shortly be in bloom.

The Oncidiums worthy of notice include the golden

yellow 0. concolor and Marshallianum, which are the

showiest, and among rarer species is a small dwarf
one named 0. Suttoni. It is tufted in growth, and

bears crowds of small flowers. The greatest rarity

among Orchids, however, is O. tetracopis, a really

handsome species belonging to the O. serratum sec-

tion. The flowers are over 2 inches broad, with

brown sepals and petals, bright yellow barred with

chocolate. The spike is long and irregularly branched,

and bears its flowers in clusters of threes and fours.

Its ally, O. macranthum, is among the noblest of the

species in flower.

Other noteworthy Orchids in b'.oom at the present

include a very fine variety of Masdevallia Harryana,

named grandiflora; the flowers are about 'i inches long

by 2 inches broad, and are of a splendid magenta colour;

Odontoglossum polyxanthum; Miltonia Weltoni deli-

cat i, the prettiest pale form we have seen ;
Houlletia

odoratissima antioquoiensis, certificated at South Ken-
sington oa Tuesday ; Anguloa Cluwesi, a grand plant

with several large flowers more like a golden yellow

Tulip than an Orchid ; Thunia Marshalli, with pure

white flowers and glaucous foliage, elegant in growth
;

Masdevallia Chelsooi, a pretty hybrid ; Scuticaria

Hadweni, a rarely seen Orchid with singular terete

foliage and large handsome flowers. The above form

the chief elements of the show as it is now, but pre-

sently its features will be altered by other classes of

Orchids, notably by the crowds of specimen Laidias,

Cattleyas, such as the forms of gigas and Warneri,

Odontoglossums and Masdevallias, of which latter

there is a houseful of plants fairly bristling with

flower-spikes in the bud stage.

Orchids from Locbmaben.—.ludging from a

gathering of Orchid blooms sent to us by Captain

Vere-Hopegood, from Elshieshields Tower, Loch-

maben, it is clear that the collection there must be

rich in good varieties, for every flower sent represents

what we consider fine forms of the species. There

is a magnificent form of Cattleya Mendeli, and
another of La;lia elegans, the latter remarkable for

its broad and highly coloured labellum. The flowers

sent of Odontoglossum Alexandra and Phalaenopsis

grandiflora, both from small plants, indicate that

their culture is understood. The collection also con-

tains a plant of Lycaste aromatica, carrying between
eighty and ninety flowers—a fine specimen.

Societies and Exhibitions.

CRYSTAL PAL.4.CE.

May 21 and 22.

One of the best summer shows we have seen at the

Palace was held last week. It was not only extensive,

but the high quality of the exhibits was remarkable.

They occupied the central transept and the aisles,

and here we must say a word respecting their ar-

rangement, which was out of the ordinary run and

unusually effective. Instead of the customary long

lines of stages with the plants put upon them in such

a manner that they could not be seen, the latter were

arranged in groups on the floor—a way by which they

could be seen on all sides ; intervening spaces were

left, and therefore the public could move to and fro

freely. In one place were groups of brilliant .-Vzale.as

placed in an oblong mass ; in others were stove and

greenhouse plants, Feins, Palms, Crotons, and other

large plants— in fact, every plant except small ones,

which alone were placed on benches. An arrange-

ment such as this is a step in the right direction, and

Mr. Head, the garden superintendent, deserves credit

for having introduced it. He will, however, we sus-

pect, not receive thanks from some of the exhibitors,

especially those who show stove and greenhouse plants

—all fronts and no backs— in fact, fan-trained plants,

or only half plants, as someone remarked at the show
By arranging them in groups on the floor their de-

fects are seen at a glance, as one exhibitor discovered

to his cost. His plants were shown at the Regent's

Park, and on the grassy banks there fan-trained

specimens looked admirable, because one could not

see their backs; but here, crowd them how one would,

their flowerless backs would obtrude themselves ; con-

sequently another collection, inferior in some respects,

but better-grown plants, gained the prize.

The schedule, as usual, was a lengthy one, there

being no fewer than forty- five classes, representing

prizes to the amount of over £200. The main
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features of the show were the Bne-foliaged plants,

particularly Caladiums and Ferns. Roses, Azaleas,

Calceolarias, Pelargoniums, Draca-nas were also un-

commonly good. Orchids, which, as a rule, are not

shown well here, were numerous, but were not

remarkable, nor were the stove and greer'iouse

plants compared with what they were a day or two

previous at the Regent's Park. The Azaleas from

Mr, Turner, of Slough, attracted everyone, and one

cannot imagine how they could be better. The col-

lection of nine large plants were perfect cones of

bloom. They consisted of old favourite sorts, such

as Chelsoni, Due de Nassau, Stella, Grand is, Comtesse

de Plandre, Rtine des Fleurs, and A. Borsig, which

is still one of the finest whites. The Slough collec-

tion of small plants in 9-inch pots was not less

remarkable, every plant being the perfection of good

culture. We noticed among this group of eighteen

such beautiful sorts as Orandis, Cordon Bleu, Mrs.

Turner, Flambeau, Duchesse de Nassau, Eoi de

HoUande, Irma, and Jules Vervaene, all of which

would make a worthy selection in any garden.

The Caladium?, from Messrs. Laing's Forest Hill

Nurseries deserve special mention on account of their

superb growth, all the nine plants shown in the

group being huge specimens, about 4 feet through

and as much in height. The sight of such a noble

group as this makes one ask why Caladiums are not

grown in gardens generally so fine as thtse. As a

rule, they are small plants, not nearly so noble as

when large. Messrs. Laing's selection included such

beautiful sorts as Candidum, Ferdinand de Lesseps,

Mithridate, Clio, Comtesse de Condiva, Fritz Kaschlin

and Luddemannianum, every one of which may,
without hesitation, be chosen as good kinds. There
was another collection of well grown Caladiums,

but not being so large did not attract so much notice as

the Forest Hill monsters.

Oechids, as we have said, were not remarkable
either in the collections or groups, though in the

latter there we:e numbers of interesting kinds,

particularly in that from Mr. Southgate's garden at

Streatham, which won the firat prize as a group of

not less than forty. These were tastefully arranged

with Palms, Fern«, and other foliage, and had a

beautiful effect. C. Mossia?, AVarneii, Skinneri,

Odontoglossum crispum, nebulosum, and Pescatorei,

Masdevallia Chimaara and Harryaua, Dendrobium
thyrsiHorum, Falconeri, Ainsworthi, Farmer! were
among the miu'e notable plants. Mr. Jamej' collec-

tion from Lower Norwood contained fine plants of

well-known kinds, and that from Mr. Hyatt's garden
was praiseworthy. The best collection of nine plants

in the open class was that from Mr. Cobb, of Syden-
ham, who had a capital coUectiim made up of L.^lia

purpurata, C. Mossi^e, a fine mass; Odontoglossum
vexillarium, Alexandra*, citrosmum, Cypriperlium

Lawrencianum, Cattleya Skinneri, and Dendrobium
thyrsiflorum. In Mr. James' second group was a

grand specimen of Catt'eya Mendeli, carrying about
a score of blooms, also Dendrobium Jamesianum and
D. thyrsiflorum. The amateurs' class was more
numerously represented, Mr. Cobb heading the list

with a good half-a dozen, but there was "nothing

remarkable about any of them.

Among the Ferns the finest were those from Hand-
cross Park, all being huge specimens admirably cul-

tivated, and no little skill must have been exercised

in bringing to such perfection the two great plants of

Gleichenias (C rupe^tris and rupestris glauca), seeing

that they are among the most difticult to manage.
They were both about 1 feet through and as much in

height. Still more remarkable than these was a plant
cjf a most elegant Fern, not new, but very little

known. This was Thyrsopteris elegans, a near ally,

we believe, of the Davallias. It is at the same time
one of the noblest and most elegant Ferns we have
ever seen. In order to describe it, the reader must
imagine a frond of a finely-cut Davallia, a foot and a
half across, mounted on stout stems ranging from
2 feet to 5 feet high. It is not too much to say that
this Fern was the most remarkable exhibit in the
show, and we shall be surprised if, after seeing it in

such perfection, every Fern- lover will want to grow
it. The other Ferns in the first-prize group by Mr.
Eann, from Handcross, included two tine Tree Ferns,
Dicksonia squarrosa and Cibotium Schiedei, and a

huge Bird's-ncst ]i'ern, Asplenium Nidus-avis. In the

other l''ern groups we noticed a pnrticidarly fine speci-

men of the climbing Lygodiuni scandens, from >rr.

Nelson's garden. It was a tall cone-trained plant

some () feet high. Accompanying it was a huge plant

of Gyranogrammachrysophylla, one of the Gold Ferns.

Nephrolepis davallioides furcans and Davallia poly-

antha, with claret-stained young fronds, were among
other notable Ferns shown.

Thk KiN'E-Foi.i.voEii plants were excellent, and in

this cla?s also Mr. Rann showed the finest among the

amateurs. He had a gigantic and highly- coloured

plant of Croton nuilticolor and Prince of Wales, two

of the best, and some gigantic Palms and Cycads,

which had a fine effect, arranged as they wei-e in an

isolated group. Canon Bridges' garden at Beddington

contributed some grand-foliaged plants, among them
beicg Alocasia crystallimmi and I.Meffenbachia Chel-

soni ; and in the open class Mr, Penfold showed, from

the same garden, the finest Asparagus plumosus we
have seen, a specimen 4 feet across and in the rudest

health. This Asparagus is beautiful in a small state,

but large specimens like this shows the elegance of

the plant belter. Mr. James's first prize group con-

tained, among other fine jilants, a grand specimen of

that rare Cycad, Macrozamia Denisoni. Crotons and

Dracaenas are always a fine feature of the Crystal

Palace shows, as good prizes are offered for collections

of them. There was, however, no novelty about them,

the same sorts being shown as in previous years, and,

as usual, a local eihibitor, Mr. Causton's gardener,

showed the finest and won the highest prizes. The
best Dracaenas came from Mr. Crowley's garden at

Waddon, His gardener, Mr, King, showed excel-

lent sp:cimens of such well-known shirts a.i Baptisti,

vivicans, anerleyensis, amabilis and recurva, all

being large and highly-coloured examples.

The Calceolarias, Gloxinias, and Pelargoniums gave

a glow of colour to the central transept. The dozen

Calceolarias, from Mr, James, of Farnhara Royal,

who headed the prize list, were simply perfection, the

strain being the finest, and the plants with heads of

bloom IS inches across, Mr. Hill and Mr. Phillips

showed large specimen Pelargoniums excellently, the

most conspicuous sorts being Fortitude, Sultana,

Isabel, Madame Thibaut, Jeannette and Martial.

The Roses, from Messrs. Paul, of Waltham Cross,

which formed a group below the stage, were the

centre of attraction, both the pot plants and cut

blooms being excellent. The group contained many
new sorts, and not a few of the sorts that have
emanated from the famous Waltham Cross roseries,

and among these may be mentioned Duchess of Bed-

ford, unsurpassed among deep crimsons, Master-

piece, Lady Sheffield, Crown Prince, Queen of Queens,

and Emperor, the last named being a very deep
crimson-rose, particularly beautiful in the bud state

;

hence it is a valuable button-hole Rose. Among the

Tea sorts none were more beautiful than the new
Etoile de Lyon, which has primrose-flushed flowers,

contrasting charmingly with tlie bronzy red new
foliage. Another group of pot and cut Roses was
from Mr. Rumsej', of Waltham Cross, and these with

the competitive grojips formed quite a feast of Roses
for the visitors, wh ) seem to appreciate them better

in May than at midsummer.

The groups arranged for effect were but two in

number, from Messr.s. Laing and Messrs. Hooper,

who respectively took the first an! second prizes.

Both were good, the first group being imdoubtedly

the best, as regards the quality and variety of the

plants comprised in it, but there was nuich to adndre

in the second group, wh'ch was not too crowded, and
the plants formed little groiips of one or more harmo-
nising colours ; therefore did not present that spotty

and jumbled appearance which mixed groups gene-

rally have. For instance, there were clusters of

Gloxinias, and Carnations, and Petunias, surroundeJ

by elegant greenery, and these formed a groundwork
out of which arose stately Palms, Fern?, and other

fine-leaved plants. Messrs. Laing's group was remark-

able for its brightness, the colour being derived by
crowds of Orchids, Begonias, Gloxinias, and similar

showy plants, intermixed with beautiful leaved

plants in a tasteful way. The group was arranged

in a corner, and not a pot or stage could be seen, the

plants being brought down to the floor.

The miscellaneous chasses included those devoted

to bouquets ami other flower arrangements, some of

which were tasteful, but those whicli took the first

prizes we did not consider the best. Among other

objects of interest was a very fine collection of Apples,

in excellent preservation, from Messrs. Cheal, of
( 'rawley. There were about fifty dishes, represent-

ing varieties which one would scarcely expect to see

in May.

PL.iNTS cEiiTii'ic.\TEii.—Fir.st-class certificates were
awarded to Mr. Laing for the following plants

:

Begonia Marquis of Stafford, a beautiful double-

flowered tuberous sort ; Begonia Charmer, a large

single variety, flowers large, finely formed, and rose-

pink with white centre ; Caladium Comte de Ger-

miny with crimson transparent leaves; C. Raymond
Lemonier, with crimson leaves elged with yellow.

Mr. Clay also torjk a first-class certificate for Pelar-

gonium Delight, one of the decorative sect ion, with

white flowers spotted with carmine

A full prize list will be found in our advertising

columns.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL.
M.A.Y 25.

Prizes being offered for various subjects, such as

Roses injpots, Orchids, Calceolarias, &c., these, added
to the contributions from the floral committee, made a

very gay and attractive show. Groups of hardy
flowers were again to the fore, and visitors to the

"Colonies" found much to admire. A great many
subjects were subniitted to the floral committee, but
only a few certificates were awarded.]

Caitleva Me.vdeli Dike of Marlbor .igh.—

A

magnificent variety, of which a very fine specimen
was exhibited by Messrs. F. Sander & Co., St. Albans.

It had several flower-stems, the blossoms being large

and extremely attractive. The sepals and petals are

broad, of thick texture, white at first, afterwards

flushed with the most delicate mauve. The lip is

unusually large and well formed, lower part rich

bright .amethyst-purp'.e ami exquisitely fringed; the

throat amber-yellow, with purple lines. The plant

bore a dozen flowers, and was the centre of at-

traction.

HOULLETIA (IDORATISSIMA ANTiniifOIENSIS,—A new
variety, having large flowers with reddish maroon
sepals and petals ; the lip white, with slight margins
of reddish maroon and a p.ale yellow crest. Its spike

is erect, and bears about h.ilf-a-dozen flowers. From
Mr, B. S, Williams, Victoria Nurseries, HoUoway.

OnOXTOGLOSSUM VEXILLAKH'M SlNRISE.—A fair-

sized pale form, the upper portion of the flower

almost white, the tips of the sepals and petals white,

the lip delicate lilac-purple] shading oft' to almost
white. From Mr. H. M. PoUett, Bickley.

Vaniia c.krule.scen.s Vesta.—The sepals of this

variety are white instead of pile blue, and the lip is

of a pale violet-purple, distinct and pleasing. From
Capt. Vipan ; sent through Mr. F. Sander.

Pelargon'hm (show) pi-ri'ibeum.—One of Mr.
Foster's seedlings, shown by Mr. Turner from the

Slough collection ; flowers large and a little rough,

lower petals rosy purple, bright shaded upper petals

with margins of vermilion and pink, large white
throat, somewhat starry, the white running out into

the purple of the lower petals.

Amaryllis Her Majesty.—A very distinct variety

of the reticulata group, differing from the n>ual hybrids

seen at the early spring shows in that it will flower

at almost any season of the year. It bore a stem
carrying four flowers of a dull winecriirison mottled

with narrow pale veins. From Mr. B. S. Williams.

Gi,oxiNn\ Miss Can.nell.—A large and .attractive,

erect-flowering variety ; the flowers large, white, with

an irregular purple band round a white throat; good
form and sulistance and free b'ooming. Fr uu Messrs.

H. Cannell and Son, Sw.anley.

LiTHOSPERMUJi r.RAMiNiFOLiUiM.— A distinct and
handsome species, having evergreen tufts of firm,

grass-like leaves, and flower-stem 8 incht s or so in

height, bearing dro'»ping clusters of brilliant deep blue

flowers. From Mr. T. S. W.are.

Pjr;oN-iA AKBORE.v Maiiame Laffay.—A very fine

variety ; the centre of the large double flowers briglit
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rose with a broad margin of pale pink. Mr. T. S.

Ware.

Other Orcliids shown included a fine specimen of

Saccolabium curvifoliam, carrying fifteen spikes of

flowers, from Major Lendy (awarded a cultural com-

mendation), and from the same exhibitor came cut

specimens of Ltelias and Cattleyas. Mr. Williams

had Oncidium tetracopis, with bright yellow sepals

spotted with brown, the petals brown, the upper one

margined with yellow. Laelia Eusselliana, apparently

a p.ale lipped variety of L. purpurata, from Provost

Russell's collection at Falkirk, and another variety

named Keginie, the sepals and petals pale lilac-

purple. Mr. Henry Little, Barrens, Twickenham, had

Cattleya Mendeli Mnsterpiece, with white sepals and

petals, the lip having a central blotch of purple

margined with white on either side, and C. Trianas

Littleana, pure white, with deep yellow lip.

Pelargoniums were shown by Mr. C. Turner, who,

in addition to the certificated variety, had Magnate
(Foster), pink, lower petals flaked with orange-

carmine, white throat, and dark top petals, large and

striking ; Mandarin, rich bright crimson shaded with

maroon, black top petals with broad margin of

vermilion, very rich and striking in colour, good

form, and very free : The Czar, rich bright vermilion

lower petals, white throat, dark top petals, fine form :

Margaret, pure white lower petals, dark top petals

margined with carmine and having a narrow white

edge ; Outlaw, carmine and pink lower petals, white

throat, dark top petals ; and Alice, a decorative

variety, light, and very pretty. Messrs. J. and J.

Hayes, Edmonton, had Criterion, bright crimson top

petals, magenta-crimson lower petals ; Gladstone,

dark top petals with broad margin of carmine-rose,

pale magenta lower petals, with slight violet centre;

and Albert Victor, white, with pale red blotches, and

white margins to the petals.

Messrs. Hooper & Co., Covent Garden, had a

basket of double Petunia Empress, good in form, very

free, and of a bright rosy pink colour. Messrs. James
Carter, Dunnett, and Beale, High Ilolborn, had a

collection of plants of their prize Mimulus, the flowers

of which are large and striking in colour. Messrs.

E. H. Krelage &" Co., of Haarlem, sent several

flowers of Tulips. Messrs. William Paul & Son,

The Nurseiies, Waltham Cross, had twelve boxes of

cut Roses, making a very interesting exhibit. Mr.
W. Rumsey, Joyning's Nursery, Waltham, had boxes

of cut Roses also. Mr. Fredk. Roemer, Quedlinburg,

Germany, sent a collection of cut blooms of fancy

Pansiei", some of them large and striking. Mr. T. S.

Ware, of Tottenham, had a large collection of hardy
flowers, including the following fine Tree Poeonies:

Berenice, Lambertinae, delicate blush, large and fine ;

Louise Monchild; George Paul, bright purple ; Rubra
odorata, bright pink, &c. ; the new double form of

Iberis sempervirens ; Irises in variety ; Dodecatheon
splendidum, Anthericum Liliastrum, Sarracenia flava,

Cypripediura parviflorum, Gentiana acaulis, &c.

Messrs. Barr & Son, King Street, Covent Garden, had
a large collection of hardy flowers also, including

Tulip Golden Star, a rich golden self, and various other

forms, Irises, Marguerites, Carnations, Paeonies, &c.

The Competitive Classes.

Although there were but ten classes in the schedule

of prizes offered for plants, the prizes being fairly

good, yet the competition generally was poor. Clema-
tises, for instance, and amateurs' Azaleas finding no
entries. The show was redeemed from mediocrity by
the admirable pot Roses from Messrs. Paul and Sons

and C. Turner, the grand bank of show Pelargoniums

from the latter, also the channiug bush Azaleas from

Mr. Turner, and the truly superb lot of Calceolarias

from Mr. .fames, of I'arnham Royal—which, while

showing as fine quality and cultivation as could well

be looked for in these showy greenhouse plants, were
only honoured by a bronze medal ; whilst a very poor

dozen plants, shown b/ an amateur, obtained as a

second prize a sum of £2. Willi .-o much money saved

in the schedule—probably one-h.vlf of the amount
offered—something better should be done for honorary

exhibitors than the granting of valueless bronze

medals.

Roses.—These were in great force, the best twelve

plants in 9-inch pots, neat bushes, fresh and well

bloomed, coming from Messrs. Paul &, Sons, Cheshunt,

Mr. C. Turner, Slough, following suit with fresh

plants, less perfectly bloomed ; and Mr. Rumsey,

Waltham Cross, with a moderate lot. Of Teas there

were in good form Etoile de Lyon, Celine Forestier,

Souvenir d'un Ami, Madame Willermoz, and

Innocenti Pirola, all charming; and of H. P.'s, Ca-

mille Bernardin,Comte?sedeSerenye,Comte de Paris,

Merveille de Lyon, White Baroness, Marguerite de St.

Roman, Edouard Morren, Lord F. Cavendish, and

Comtesse de Camando—all good. In non-competing

groups from Messrs. Paul & Sons, and Messrs. W.
Paul & Sons, Waltham Cross, both firms showing

liuge banks of plants finely bloomed, were many fine

kinds. The former had .some standards of Miphetos,

elegantly bloomed, and also some of the charming

fairy Rose, Mignonette, a pretty double, rosy pink

variety, very free. Centifolia Rosea, La France,

Edouard Morren, Comtesse de Serenye, and others

were represented by some very large, finely-flowered

plants. Messrs. W. Paul & Sons' bank of fifty plants

comprised many interesting kinds, very striking being

Madame Emilie Fontaine, a lovely cupped, fuU-pe-

talled Rose, of a rich rosy crimson hue, and very

distinct ; also a very striking flower was fjund in

Professor Edward Regal, really a half-scarlet Marie

Baumann, though, as shown, lacking that famous

kind's fulness. Paul Neyron, Alfred Colonib, Duke
of Teck, Mdlle. Victor Verdier, and Captain Christy

were fresh and vigorous amongst many.

Az.\LEAs were represented by a dozen, beautiful

bush plants, each about "2 feet through, from Mr. Tur-

ner, as finely bloomed for their size as well could be.

This was the only collection out of two classes. Roi

de Hollande, dark red : Grandis and Duchesse de

Nassau, bright red ; Mrs. Turner and Madame A'an

Huutte, pleasing pink ; Mdlle. Marie Lefebvre, single

white ; and others made up admirable variety. Messrs.

Lane, of Berkhampstead, had a big group of Azaleas

in great variety, but the plants seemed rather drawn

and lacked freshness. No doubt they serve a useful

purpose in helping to keep the conservatory gay.

Under this heading may also be mentioned a group of

hardy Rhodondendrons and Azaleas, from the same

exhibitors, and similar to the Messrs. Paul's. Silver

Banksian medals were awarded to each group—not

paying, in so doing, a very high compliment to the

Roses.

Pel.\R(40NU>i.s were grandly shown by Mr. C. Tur-

ner, who had show kinds in fine S feet to 4 feet

plants, also some of lesser dimensions, and Regal

kinds wonderfully bloomed. This collection of eighteen

plants proved the most attractive feature of the show,

and fully maintained the old high reputation of the

Slough Nursery. Such kinds as Kingston Beauty,

Prince Leopold, Amethyst, Comtesse de Choiseul,

Goldmine, Empress of Russia, Mens. Demoulins,

Rosetta, and Duchess of Bedford were superb. The
lot of eighteen i>lants in competition from Kingston

were poor in comparison, and by no means did justice

to Mr. Wiggins, who can do these things much better.

C.\LCEOL.\BiAS, of course of the herbaceous order,

were represented in the competition by one poor dozen

only,'the class being unfortunately limited to amateurs.

Mr. .James's grand group of some thirty plants,

really big massive heads of bloom, rich in colour and

in variety, redeemed this fine greenhouse flower from

mediocrity in this instance, and merited as good an

award as anything in the show. Mr. James favours

rich self-colours in his flowers largely, and these, when
lit up by the sun, glow like masses of fire. London
light seldom does justice to these things. Only one

group of Tree Carnations was staged, these coming

from ilr. Turner, whose plants were finely bloomed
and well grown. The colours were chiefly scarlet,

crimson, yellow, and flaked forms in quaint variety.

Ohciiihs.— Of these popular exhibition plants only

three collections of nine each were shown for the si.x

prizes offered. Mr. H. Little's gardener, Twickenham,
and Mr. Hyatt, Streatham, were the two amateur
competitors, .and Sir. James, of Norwood, the only

trade grower. Mr. Little's plants were the largest

and best bloomed. Dendrobium thyrsiflorum, with

twenty fine spikes, D. densiflorum and D. D.alhousi-

anum, were also excellent. Cattleya Mossio?, Men-
deli, grandis, and Skinneri, Ltelia purpurata and
Aerides Fieldingi made up the group. Mr. Hyatt

showed a fine Lycaste Skinneri, with twenty good

blooms, Masdevallia Harryana, a fine Cypripe-

dium villosum, some excellent Cattleyas, &c. Mr.

.lames, who had no competitor, naturally came first

with his plants, which included very good Odonto-

glossum Alexandr.-e and Pescatorei, Cypripedium

Lawrencianum, Cattleyas, &c. A group of small

plants from Mr. A. H. Smee, Wallington, was inte-

resting, as representing kinds grown partly in the open

air, and if so, were admirably flowered. This collec-

tion included Odontoglossum Alexandra;, Masde-

vallia Harryana. various Cattleyas, and the pretty

Odontoglossum Phalsenopsis. A bronze Banksian

medal w,as awarded. A similar award was made to

Mr. Jas. Green, of Queen Victoria Street, for an

exliibition of flower-vases and glasses in various forms,

which attracted much attention.

Special phizes.—These were offered solely for

Melons and Cucumbers. Messrs. Suttjn and Son«,

Re.ailing,whooffered prizes for thebest brace of any one

of three kinds of Melons named, brought several lots,

the best proving to be a small, but highly coloured,

brace of Hero of Lockinge, from Mr. Lockie, Windsor,

the next best coming from Longford Castle, being

Sutton's Imperial Green Flesh, the Hero of Lockinge

coming third. For a brace of Cucumbers limited to

two kinds named Mr. Lockie was again first with

shortish, but very smooth, handsome Purley Park

Hero ; the second best pair, assumed to be the same

kind, but wanting the good form seen in the first

brace, came from JMr. E. D. Lee, Aylesbury. There

were six lots staged, whilst in a similar class pro-

moted by Messrs. .James Carter and Co , High

Holborn, for the best brace of JModel, Mr. Lockie

was again first with pretty well-balanced fruits, about

15 inches long, the second best lot coming froni

Glenhurst, Esher. There were seven braces of this

kind in the competition, showing much variation.

Fruit and vegetables.—The chitf exhibit before

this conunittee was a collection of South Australian

fruits, shown on behalf of the colony by Sir Charlt.s

Stewart, and which included three gigantic Pe.ars,

apparently Pitmaston Duchess, grand in form and

finish, and weighing ilbs. r2oz. and 21b3. lioz. each.

Finer of the kind has never been seen in this country,

and they were admirably preserved. Also there were

some fine and beautifully finished samples of Apples.

Reinette du Canada, Gloria Mundi, Betty Geeson,

Calville Malingre, Nampre Pippin, Cox's Or.ange

Pippin, Duchess of Oldenburg, and others unnamed,

some fine Quinces and Medlars, and samples of the

Black Prince and Sherry Grapes of the colony, both

black and well coloured, and greatly resembling Black

Hamburgh and Barbarossa. These Grapes were ex-

ceedingly sugary, but lacked flavour, and the com-

mittee found of the Apples that even such a kind as

Cox's Orange Pippin was wanting in that respect.

Mr. Lockie sent a seedling Melon from Hero of

Lockinge and Scarlet Invincible, very luscious and

richly flavoured ; Mr. C. Herrin, from Chalfont Park,

sent fine Citrons ; Mr. W. W. Dick, Thames Ditton,

had four small Melons ; Messrs. Veitch and Sou'^,

Chelsea samples of Sandringham and Bismarck Apples

to show keeping qualities; and Mr. Chittlebrough,

Norwich, some good firm Golden Tripoli Onions,

which, if saved from last autumn, showed very superior

keeping character.

Scientific committee.— Rhododendrons.— Mr.
Boscawen exhibited fire branches of R. arboreum

"improved," being a hybrid between R. arboreum

and K. atro-sanguineum. The truss stands well above

the foliage, and is more continuously flowering than

R. arboreum. The tree is now 15 feet high.

Liparis Luc.itli.—Mr. Ridley exhibited plants of

this Orchid ; the pot in which the rhizomes had been

was allowed to become perfectly dried ; but in break-

ing up the earth and watering this spring they have

recovered and are flourishing vigoro\isly. Colonel

Clarke remarked on the tenacity of life of Orchid bulbs

(c.y., O. Morio) under great drought.

Tobacco cultivated in Great Britain.—Colonel Clarke

exhibited dried leaves of various kinds— 1. Plants

sown early and gathered early of a yellowish brown
colour (ISS-I); this was the best quaUty. 2. Plants

left too long in the ground, the leaves being much
longer and greener. 3. Nicotiana rustica, a very
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coarse form. 4. Hybrid between N. rustica and the

Havana Tobacco. It bore the form, habit, and colour

of the latter.

Ral-spotted Potatoes.—Mr. Plowright also sent the

following remarks on this subject: In 1884 it will be

in the memory of the committee that a number of

tubers grown at Cbiswick in connection with the

Jensenian experiments were found upon section to be

spotted inside, as if from the effects of the Phytoph-

thora ; so much, indeed, did they resemble truly

diseased tubers, that some members of the committee

regarded them as such. Specimens were, however,

sent to Prof. De Bary, 1 )r. Kuhn, and Mr. Jensen ; and

without throwing any light upon the true nature of the

spots, all three were unanimous in their opinion that

tho spotting was entirely unconnected with the Phy-

tophthora. An instance of this spotting disease came
under my notice the same year near King's Lynn,
and I took the opportunity of making a few observa-

tions upon the affection. First and foremost, although

resembling the Phytophthora spots in colour, there is

this great difference. ThePhytophthora spots always

originate upon the surface of the tuber and pass in-

wards, this being, as De Bary has long ago shown,

the essential nature of the disease. Second, Phytoph-

thora spots are soon followed by decay (wet rot) ; the

spotted tubers under discussion do not tend to decay

at all. I had under observation about half a bushel

of suspected tubers, for the tubers show no indication

of the spotting until they are cut open, from October

till May, but none of them showed any signs of decay.

I obtained these tubers from the grower, who resided

near King's Lynn, and who suffered considerable loss

from the affection, because it was impossible to tell

how many were spotted until they were cut open
;

the consequence was that the crop was unsaleable,

and, as a matter of fact was used for feeding pigs.

In the following spring (18S5) my tuber began to

sprout just as healthy tubers would. On the 24th

May (1885) five tubers were selected, which on section

showed the internal pottings in a very marked degree;

they were planted in my garden and carefully watched.

In due course they threw up healthy shoots, which

bore healthy leaves and grew in all respects as healthy

Potatoes ordinarily grow. On the 16th October they

were dug up and examined. They had produced

forty-eight tubers, each of which was cut up into

slices and closely examined for the internal spots, but

not a trace of the disease could be detected. Hence
it would appear that, whatever may be the nature of

the affection which gives rise to this internal spotting,

it cannot be very readily transmitted to the young
tubers by using diseased sets, and although this nega-

tive result is all that I was able to arrive at, yet it

seemed to me of sufficient interest to lay before the

scientific committee.

NOTES OF THE WEEK.

Wild Poet's Narcissus.—Messrs. Barr send

us some flowers of Narcissus poeticus, in order to

show how greatly they vary in size, form, and colovir-

ing of the crown or cup. Some are nearly as large as

those of the variety grandiflorus, others have broad

petals, others narrow and starry, while, as has just been

stated, the colour of the crown varies considerably.

Genista prsecox.—This beautiful shrub is now
in full flower, and a charming feature in many a

garden. It is different from other kinds of Broom,

inasmuch as its flowers, instead of being white or

bright yellow, are primrose or straw-coloured. Every

twig is wreathed with bloom, so that even a small

bush of it is effective. It is now in great beauty in

the York Nurseries, where it is perfectly hardy,

having withstood some very severe frosts.

Anthurium Rothschildianum.—The largest

spathe of this new variety we have yet seen is one

which we have received from Mr. Marshall's garden

at Belmont, Taunton. It measures .'i inches in length,

by 23 inches in width. On one side it is copiously

spotted and freckled with scarlet on a white ground,

while the reverse side is crimson, spotted with white.

It is a fine variety, but opinions vary as to its beauty.

The plant from which it was cut is stated to be a

small one with only eight leaves.

Cantua dependens.—Mr. Bedford sends from

the garden at Straffan House, Co. Kildare, a lovely

spray of this beautiful Chilian shrub, which he justly

calls a good old plant, but one seldom seen. It is, in-

deed, an uncommon plant, but we find that since

attention has been specially directed to it that it is

more frequently to be met with than it used to be.

Its culture is being better understood, but our readers

cannot be too well informed of the varied conditions

under which this and other so-called difficult plants

succeed.

Mimuluses.—Some uncommonly fine blooms of

Miuiulus have been sent to us by Messrs. Carter, who
call them their (,;ueen Prize strain. The flowers

measure nearly '3 inches across, and are extremely

varied in colour, the majority being bright yellow

heavily blotched with crimson, and some are beauti-

fully freckled in the tubes. The fine effect which a

mass of such Mimuluses would produce in some damp
spot in a garden can be easily imagined, and the

length of time during which they keep in bloom is

nnich in their favour as garden plants.

Law.

Presentation to Mr. George Maw.—Hand-
some testimonials were presented the other day to

Mr. and Mrs. George Maw, who are leaving the

neighbourhood of Broseley to reside in Surrey. The
many acts of kindness performed by Mr. and Mrs.

Maw, together with their uniform courtesy and genial

character, have long secured for them a prominent

place in the estimation of their neighbours and

friends, and when it was definitely known that, in

consequence of intense study, Mr. Maw had been

advised to seek a change of air, the idea at once pre-

sented itself that one who had received the well-

earned respect of such a large circle of friends, both

in public and private, should not be allowed to re-

move without some tangible tribute being paid to hi.'>

sterling worth. Consequently a meeting was called

and a committee appointed to carry out the arrange-

ments. After due consideration it was decided that

the presentation should consist of a silver tea and

coffee service for Mrs. Maw and an illuminated

address for Mr. Maw. The address was enclosed in

a handsome gilt frame, and is really a work of

art. The presentation to Mrs. Maw was well chosen
;

it consisted, as has just been stated, of a silver tea

and coffee service, each of the vessels being lined

with gold. Upon each appeared the monogram,
"G.F.M." (for George and Frances Maw), and the

crest of the family ; this portion of the testimonial

was specially admired by all who had the privilege of

seeing it.

ANDRE-WS V. GREAT EASTERN RAILWAY
COMPANY.

This action raised a question as to how far railway

companies are liable at law for injuries admittedly

occasioned to plants, shrubs, &c., growing on land in

proximity to their lines from smoke and noxious

vapours evolved from their engines. The plaintiff is

a nurseryman carrying on business at Temple Mills,

Stratford, and his gardens are situated at the point

where the defendants' line to Loughton branches off

from their main line to C'ambridge. The nursery is

close alongside the defendants' main line upon its

south-eastern side. The action was brought to recover

damages as compensation for a nuisance, caused, it

was alleged, by the negligent use by the defendants

of their engines in respect of the smoke and noxious

vapours evolved therefrom, which had substantially

damaged the various plants and flowers grown by the

plaintiff in his nursery. The plaintiff also prayed for

an injunction to compel the defendants to abate the

nuisance complained of. The defendants admitted

that the plaintiff's nursery had sustained damage by

reason of the matters complained of, though not to

the extent alleged. They denied that they were

guilty of negligence as alleged, .and pleaded that that

being so they were relieved from liability by statute.

The alleged nuisance, they contended, was unavoid-

able and incidental to carrying out legitimately the un-

dertaking for which the Legislature had created them.

Mr. Edwin Andrews, the plaintiff, was called, and

stated th.at he had begun business on his own account

at the place in question in 1872. His nursery wtis

about an acre and a half in extent, and there were

now about 40,000 square feet of glass upon it Be-
fore 1 880 there were about 30,000 square feet of glo-ss.

He chiefly grew Grapes and Cucumbers, and had be-

sides the usu.al nurseryman's stock. The average
profits for the three years immediately before 1880
had been between £600 and i.'700 a year net. After
that year these profits had fallen about 50 per cent. It

was about 1880 that he first experienced the smoke
from the defendants' engines as a nuisance. At this

time there began to be a congestion of engines used
in shunting and making up luggage trains in a large

new siding. These engines would stop opposite his

garden by signal and often "fuel up," and so emit
dense volumes of black smoke and dust, which would
catch him on three sides according to the wind. This
smoke and the nfixious gases caused the leaves of

plants, &c., to curl and frizzle up. They became
choked and ruined by a foul black deposit, which also

settled on the glass and obscured the light. Witness
stated that from 1880 to 1884, when he instituted

this action, he bad m.ade numerous complaints from
time to time on the subject to the defendants both by
letter and personally. These complaints, it was stated,

had had the effect of temporarily lessening the nuis-

ance. It was shown in evidence that the defendants,

in consequence of the complaint-', fined some of their

engine-drivers and others for causing or permitting

excessive smoke at the spot in question. The corre-

spondence between the parties was put in and scien-

tific and other evidence was given to support the

plaintiff's case.

Mr. Justice Field pointed out that to entitle them
to protection by statute from their common law
liabilities railway companies must not be negligent

nor unreasonable in the "user " of their traflfic and in

carrying out their statutory powers. In going over

the evidence his lordship remarked that there was
evidence to show that when the defendants chose the

matters complained of abated, which seemed to nega-

tive the defendants' contention that they were un-

avoidable. Finally, his lordship asked the jury

whether the plaintiff had sustained such a substantial

and material loss as to entitle him to compensation,

and if so, was it caused by the defendants carrying

on their business in a legitimate manner as authorised

by statute, or was it due to some excess by the de-

fendants of those powers? If they thought that a

portion of the injury was due to the legitimate "user"
of the defendants' line and a part to an excessive

"user," they would have to separate the two as far as

was possible when assessing the damages.

The jury retired at 3.25 p.m. to consider their

verdict, and at 3.45 they returned and stated that

they found for the plaintiff, damages £500.

LATE NOTES.
Doable white Petunia (0. il. ]ralhr).—An excellent

variety, large, very double, and pure white ; one of the best
wliitc Petunias we have seen.

Iris Robinsoniana (/. &).—The flower was quite

witlicred when it reached us. Can you not send a newly
cxp.anded bud, so th.at it would open after we received it?

Rhododendrons.—Messrs. John Waterer, Bagshot, will

liold their annual oxhiljition of the above ni Cadugan Pl.ace,

Sloane Street, during tlie month of June.

Names of plants.— r. O.—Tlie Hahruthamnus seems
to be identical with that called H. Newelli. ir. Stition.—
White flower is double variety of Saxifraga granulafci. Please

send other again. Cai-I. I'. if.-Adiautum palm,atum.

A. Parrii.—App.arently Brassia verrucosa. E. M. G.—
Klwagnu's japoniea avireo-maeulata. C A'.— 1, Aspleuium
Fabianum; 2, Doodia lanceolata ; 3, Cyrtomium falcatum ;

4, Asplenium bulbiferum. R. P. Sm/son.—Fine variety of

Masdevalha Harryana. Mrs. iV.—Trollius japonicus. Poly-

gonum cuspidatum, Tecoma capensis (in flower). J. C. L —
8axifragra Cymbalaria, an annual. W. R.—1, variety of

g.arden Tulip (cannot name) ; 2, fine form of Scilla campa-
nuLata ; v<, Iris germanica ; 4, variety of var. I. germanica.

G. J.—Next week. C. /.- Jasminum Sambac. The
Abutilon is curious, but wo have seen the same freak before.

BOOKS RECEIVED.
" Rcicheubachia ; or Orchids illustrated and dpsCrited."

By F. Sander, St. Albans. Part I.

"British Fungi." By Rev. John Stevenson. Blackwood
i: Sons.
"Beeton's new Book of Garden Management." Ward,

Lock & Co.
" Official Guide to Museums of Botany at the Royal Gar-

dens, Kew." No. 3. Timbers.
"Catalogue of the Miss North Gallery of Pictures, Koyal

Gardens, Kew." By W. B. Ilenisley.

"Familiar Wild Flowers." Part IV. By F. B. Hulme
F.L.S. Cassell&Co.
"Rus in Urbe; or Flowers that thrive in Towns." By

Mrs. Haweis. Simpkin, Marshall & Co.
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Woods & forests.

THE POPLARS.

As timber-producers the Poplars may be con-

sidered as three groups, the White Poplars, the

Black Poplars, and the Aspens. These will fairly

represent the best trees for planting. The Loni-

Ixxrdy Poplar I purposely exclude here, as I do

not consider it a suitable or profitable tree to

propagate for timber. In the first division I

include the Abele (Populus alba) and the (!rey

Poplar (Populus canescens). There is a difference

of opinion as to the worth of these two trees for

timber, some writers asserting that the common
species is to be preferred to the Abele. This

perhaps may arise from their finding the Abele
in a less favourable situation than the other tree.

On the whole, although probably there is not so

great a difference as some assume, I should prefer

the Abele for the value of its wood, and I think the

experience of most who have a knowledge of the

subject will support me. The Black Poplars in-

clude the common Black Poplar (P. nigra) and
the Black Italian Poplar (P. moniliiera). Besides

other distinct characteristics, the formation of the

leaves of these trees will readily distinguish them
from the AVhite Poplars, as they are heart-shaped,

without lobes, and smooth, or without down on
both surfaces.

With regard to the situations most suited for

these trees, although the White and Black Pop-
lars often grow to perfection in very moist

places, they will not thrive in boggy, undrained
soU. The Aspen is the tree most likely to succeed

on such spots, as its roots do not descend so

deeply as those of the other species. This fact,

although it is an advantage in enabling it to

grow where others will not, proves that the

Aspen is the least suitable of the Poplars which
have been spoken of, to be grown in hedgerows or

in places where the pasturage is valuable. The
superficial character of its roots causes it to ex-

haust the soil, and thus seriously impair or destroy

its productiveness. The wood of the Aspen, too,

is not so good as that of the White and Black
Poplars. Like that of all the species, the wood is

very light when dry, but is softer, and shriuks

and splits to a greater degree than the white or

black species. As an ornamental tree it has a

cert;un value, and the trembling habit of its

leaves, caused by the long and slender leaf-stalks,

is well known. For rapid growth among the

Poplars nothing can equal the Black Italian,

which sometimes reaches 100 feet in height.

Taking the height at an average of 80 feet, and
considering that for three-fourths of this height it

usually runs up in a single noble stem, and then

throws out its branches at this distance above
ground, the head having a diameter of half or

more than half of the height of the tree, some
idea may be formed of its dimensions. The
grandeur of the Oak is often .spoken of, and of

course, when its value and the habit of its growth
and the abundance of its foliage is considered, it

is in every respect worthy of the homage paid to it

;

but, nevertheless, as a standing tree it is very
seldom that in the dimensions of its trunk, par-

ticularly as regards height, in its large visible

roots by which it is anchored to the soil, or in the

character of its bark, the Oak can compare with
a well-grown Italian Poplar. It is not often that

a very rapid growing tree forms an impressive

object, but with the Italian Poplar it is different,

as, although it is well known as a rapid grower,

and that its timber is of a light and soft nature,

its exterior betokens a tree which has stood the

bliist of centuries. There is one drawback with

regard to it which should be mentioned, although

it is common to many other trees, and that is the

liability of its large limbs to be torn and splin-

tered by gales. There are some large trees of this

species which I have often occasion to pass, and
here and there, high above the ground, a gigantic

wound is to be seen where a large branch has

been torn off. These fractures, however, do not

seem to affect the general health of the tree, but
their effect upon the timber surrounding the

breakage by the admission of water I have never
particularly noted.

I have spoken of tlie Lombardy Poplar as not
being a suitable tree to plant for timber. It is,

I suppose, nevertheless, the most widely known
tree of the genus ; at any rate, it is one about
which no mistake can be made in its identifica-

tion ; its spire-like, pyramidal habit makes it

visible for miles. As to its value as an orna-

mental tree opinions amongst landscape gardeners

have differed greatly. Some have condemned it

unsparingly, whilst others have upheld its em-
ployment. The truth probably is that it should

be used and not abused. This is a tree of which
one occasionally sees rows in front of and in close

proximity to dwelling houses. The idea is

absurd. Here and there a tree in a group of

other kinds, at a reasonable distance from the

house, would be quite admissible, but certainly

far enough away that if blown over it would not

cause damage to the building or its occupants.

In addition to the danger, rows of trees directly

in front of a house dwarfs its proportions, ex-

cludes light, but affords no shelter. It seems
impossible that trees should be so used, but it is

a thing which I have repeatedly seen. With
regard to propagation, there are few trees more
easily grown than most of the Poplars, as they

throw up suckers in aljundance. This is more
noticeable in some species than in others. The
kind which produces the most is perhaps the

Aspen, as its roots grow so near the surface.

D. J. Yeo.

is well nigh as great, while no wood with which I

am acquainted lasts so long in burning as Yew.

—

U. T. F.

Mixed plantations.—Perhaps "Deeside" will

be pleased to hear that there are no objections to

mixed plantations when the species are nearly of the

sime habit. Thus Ash, Elm, Beech, and Sycamore do
tolerably well together, as they grow at about the

same rate; so do Scotch Fir, Larch, Corsican,

Austrian and other Firci, being all of similar habit.

Where they do not thrive in company, a hillside, for

example, may be planted on the grouping principle,

and the groups may be either large or small. If it

comes to a question of profit, however, sentimental

considerations must yield, or b3 paid tor, and so long

as that is understood planters can lay out their woods
as they desire. I have no doubt whatever about the

wisdom of planting trees of similar habit and rate of

growth together. The advantages of the practice are

patent to the most casual observer. Planting Firs

and deciduous trees together is, on the other hand, a

specially bad practice.

—

Wood Agent.

The best firewood.—" Wilts " gives some valu-

able hints on this matter (p. 414). Most of the

examples will stand the test of experience. Never-

theless, in large kitchens, parlours, or other places where

sparks are not dangerous or otherwise objectionable,

there is no wood fire so cheerful on a winter's eve as

good and rather old Scotch Pine well furnished with

resin. This blazes with a glowing cheerfulness hardly

matched by any other wood. Perhaps he also places

Elm too high for firewood. It burns dead as a rule,

and is by no means comparable to Ash and Oak. Hazel

also burns well, and all that " Wilts " says about

Beech and White Thorn is true. There is one wood,

however, which may be ranked higher than either of

the woods mentioned, and that is Yew, say eighteen

months or two years after it is cut; this burns slowly,

gives out a fierce heat, and throws out no sparks.

Where it can be had in qu-antity it is one of the most
satisfactory of .all woods for burning in the open grate.

In fact, a fire of Yew is perhaps the nearest approach

we can have in heating force to one of coal. Its

specific gravity approaches more closely to that of

coal than any other wood, and the heat of a Yew fire

DAMAGE FIIOM THINNING WOODS.
When plantations are thinned at an early stage

the thinnings can be removed without damage
to the trees left and no harm is done; but I fear

great damage is frequently caused in taking down
falls of mature timber in thick woods, and the

(juestion which arises is. How can this damage be
best avoided or repaired I Imagine, for example,
a tall Larch, perhaps TO feet or 80 feet high, or a
lofty Oak, with great boughs and a top perhaps
a ton weight or more, crashing its whole length
to the ground among other trees, often over them,
and always doing more or less damage to their limbs
and trunks. This is one of the wor:^t features of

our system of felling timber. All over the country
every year falls are set out in plantations, a certain

proportion of trees being taken, and the custom
is to go over the whole perhaps once in twenty
years or thereabouts. If you go through a wood
alter a fall has been removed, you cannot fail to

observe the quantities of limbs and branches
either torn from the standing trees altogether or

banging broken from them, sometimes riven off

close to the trunk, and at other times leaving
great jagged projections sticking out, which in

time decay back into the trunk, perhaps spoiling

the tree. Not long since I had a large Oak tree,

which I thought sound, cut up into planks for our
carpenters, and was disappointed to find that the

centre of the trunk was quite decayed and soft

and rotten to the extent of about 8 feet, the decay
extending nearly equally above and below a
point where a branch, about 2i inches in diameter,

had been broken off' at some time, allowing the
moisture to get in. Such faults are, of course,

common, and timber buyers are alive to them,
and frequently come armed with a long flexible

steel probe, which I have seen them introduce
its whole length at a suspicious-looking knot
where a branch had come oft', and insist upon an
allowance of so many feet being made for damage
before bargaining. To estimate the loss from
such causes, one has but to reckon the age of the

plantation and the probable injury done by
breakages among the branches in the time. It is

not easy to prevent or remedy the damage done
to standing trees by falling timber. Work-
men can to some extent prevent damage by
felling the tree where there is most room, but
there is seldom much choice in that respect in

thick woods, and as to repairing the damage, the

only way is to prune the broken limbs by the
knife and saw—work so ti'oublesome and ex-

pensive, that it is seldom or never attempted,

except in the roughest fashion. The sure way
would be to do as they do on the Continent and
in America, viz., cut down the timber en blue as

the falls are set out and plant up behind—a plan
which I daresay will not commend itself to

owners of woods or foresters under all circum-
stances, but one that is far more feasible than
might be imagined at first sight—that is in the

case of plantations of mature age. In old and
decaying woods it is desirable to go on the old

principle of thinning out the worst or dead trees,

but in the majority of cases plantations of ma-
ture age are healthy, and might be reaped like a

crop of corn. Much less ground would be gone
o\'er by this plan, and a fall of a thousand or two
trees and poles would not create a great blank in

any one year, and re-planting could be prose-

cuted eff'ectually and constantly. The plan is

worth considering at all events on many estates.

I do not believe in the very common plan of

filling up vacancies with young trees where many
old trees are still left standing to fell at some
future period. Such plantations never do so well
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as those planted oi\ cleared ^rouad, and when

felling takes place among the older trees the

young ones always suffer much damage.
YORKSHIREMAN.

FORESTERS V. TIMBER MERCHANTS.
T AM afraid that sometimes the relations between

tliese two are not what they ought to be. After

ull is said and done, their interests are identical,

and they shcjuld not " cut each other.s' throats."

Whether the forester, as representing his

employer, sells to the consumer or to the timber

merchant, the etiquette of trade demands that he

should conform to certain understood rules for

the good of all. Thus, if the forester sells large

quantities to a timber merdiant to sell again,

and the latter discharges all his obligations

honourably, clearly the former should take no

advantage afterwards by selling to the consunier

below market price, or below a price at which

the merchant wJio has bought from him can sell

again. The desire to do business on any terms,

in order to raise cash and show a good account,

has, on some estates that I know, led to very

unpleasant consequences to all concerned in this

respect. It may be an open question whether it

is better to sell to the consumer direct or to the

merchant, but it is manifestly not right to deal

with both, and then undersell the one to accom-

modate the other for the sake of doing trade.

Selling to the consumer and to the timber

dealer are two very different things, and, as a

rule, I believe, owners of timber do the most

profitable business with the merchant ; hence he

should be used fairly. Woodmen are not such

good hands at negotiating bargains as the

merchants, because not being so familiar with

the market they are not sure about prices and

are apt to ask either too little or too much. A
neighbour of mine last year decided to peel his

timber himself, cut and lot it, and sell it. On
comparing notes with him the other day I dis-

covered that he had sold his bark to the man
that got ours, and at from 12s. to los. per ton

less, and that after paying all expenses on the

sale of the timber he was no more in pocket

than his neighbours who had sold to the

merchant and got the money, and he had to

select his lots to suit purchasers. We dispose

of between three and four thousand pounds

worth of timber annually, mostly to timber mer-

chants, who clear us of a large quantity of inferior

timber in the shape of small short poles, rails,

and dead trees that could not be easily disposed

of any other way, each kind being valued, but all

sold in one lot. Consumers are much more par-

ticular, and we find it better to sell the good and

indifferent together to the timber merchant. The
lots are sold standing, as a rule, and paid for

within a stipulated time ; and I may say that

during the pa^t twenty-five years no bad debts

W(jrth mentioning have been incurred, although

the purchasers have suffered losses. That some
owners of woods, or their agents, sell their timber

for less money than they might get for it I feel

assured, otherwise some merchants pursue a reck-

less system of business, because they makea practice

of underselling everyone else in the trade, and

continue to do it for years. It has been a matter

of surprise to me for some time back—say, two
years—how a certain dealer in this part of the

country habitually quotes lower than anyone
else, unless the explanation is that the timber he
buys is sacrificed to raise money, nuich of it com-
ing ott' one estate. Y.

duubt but that tlie quality of its timber will improve

with the age of tlie tree, and until such time as some
of the trees in this country have reached the years of

maturity we cannot sjieak with confidence respecting

this point. In the meantime, I think it would not be

advisable to phant this tree out in quantity as a forest

tree for utility; but for ornamental effect and embel-

lishment it occupies the first rank, and may be planted

either as a standard on the lawn or grouped with

others.—J. B. W.

ECONOMY IN TIMBER FELLINtJ.

I iiAVK read with much interest Mr. Yeo's article

(page 4,87) on the above subject, and agree with

most of what he advances, especially as to the

advantage of cutting timber by contract. On
this estate (North Riding) of over 0000 acres of

woodlands, I have all the timber cut by contract,

and employ a staff of skilled men all the year round,

who do very little else. Excepting small Larch poles

and the Oak, all the w ork is done at so much per

100 cubic feet. The following are the prices given

:

Larch and Scotch Fir, -is. to ^s. 3d. per 100 feet

;

Ash, Beech and other hardwoods, 5s. per 100 feet.

I let the felling and stripping of the Oaks, and
harvesting, chopping and bagging of the bark at

so much per ton of bark, and the price recently

has been about 48s. per ton. The Oak is rounded
and dressed afterwards at a cost of .5s. per lOO

feet for saleable timber ; and 3s. 6d. per ]()() feet

for all that we keep for estate use.

We generally reserve for ourselves all the top-

wood for fencing, and a portion of better timber

to make beams, &c. , for roofing purpo.ses. I find

that w e get the work done much cheaper, more
expeditiously, and as well by contract as by day.

It would be very useful and interesting if others

of your readers would give their prices and expe-

rience in this matter. W. B. H.

Timber of Pinus insignis.—I saw some trees

of this Pine cut up many years ago, but found the

quality of the timber to be of rather a soft texture,

and not to be compared in quality to that of the

Scotch Fir of the same size. I have, however, no

a grave fault to the purchaser and an expense to the

producer, because it costs as much to fell Spruce as

Oak, owing to the labour incurred in trimming off the

numerous branches. As to your correspondent's

prices, they are fanciful. I have the latest price list

of one of the chief importers of foreign timber before

me now, and I here append it, in which Norway p^les

are delivered here from West Hartlepool at Aid. per

cubic foot
;
partly scpiare Norway timber, 6 inches to

9 inches square, with good average length, 8d. per

foot ; square Swedish timber, 4 inches to 12 inches

square, ]0|d. to ]'2|d. per cubic foot ; 2{, per cent, off

for cash within a month. Tliese prices for round and

sawn timber of nice length, all usable, and far cleaner

than the home-grown, speak for themselves and show

what our home-grown timber in the rough might be

expected to fetch delivered. One penny per foot would

be much nearer the mark than Mr. Yeo's 6d. I enclose

the bst to the editor, which was put into my hands

the other day by a colliery owner on whom I called.

—Y0UKSHIUEM4N.

VALUE OF THE SPRUCE.
I .\M inclined to agree with your correspondents
" Yorkahireman " and "R.'' (p. 461) in their con-

demnation of this tree, which i^ admitted to be of

no value as tindjer, and cannot even be recommended
as firewood. It can hardly be said to be ornamental,

as after it has attained to the age of ten or fifteen

years, it in most instances begins to lose its lower

branches, as well as its healthy colour, and it is then

the reverse of being ornamental. The exceptions to

this is where it happens to be planted in low-lying

and somewhat damp situations, where it sometimes

succeeds better. But it seems almost a pity to plant

the Spruce so extensively as is still done, seeing that

so many better varieties of coniferous trees can be

obtained at a similar or a slightly higher price.

When the Spruce is quite young it generally assumes

the form of a neat and compact plant ; and, being

cheap, it frequently gets planted in situations where
it can never be likely to thrive ; even in towns it is

frequently to be seen in wretched condition in close

proximity to buildings, &c. ; and it is also very fre-

(juently planted in churchyards and cemeteries, where,

if it grows at all, it is soonfound to be sadlyoutof place.

On light lanJ, or on a chalk formation, it almost

invariably becomes unhealthy, even before it has

reached the age here stated, and the only really

useful purpose to which this tree can be applied is

as nurses, or to be so planted as to afford shelter

to more valuable plants or trees during the early

stages of their development, and as it submits readdy

to the operation of clipping or trimming, it forms

an effective and by no means unsightly fence or

hedge, the stopping of the leading shoots appear-

ing to induce the plants to retain their lower

branches, and it will be found to succeed as a

hedge plant on soils where it will not grow satis-

factorily as a tree.—P. G.

In reference to this subject, Spruce and
red deal, or red wood, as Mr. Yeo calls it, do not

compete with each other in the market at all, and his

remiirks on that head have therefore no api>lication.

As to my "admission'' that theie is little difference

between home and foreign Spruce as to quality, that

is neither here nor there ; but, as I said before, the

English Spruce is by far the most knotty, and that is

COSTLY WORK.
Mil. Yko tells us (p. 4S7) that hedgerow timber

should not be sawn or felled, but be stubbad up, that

is, dug out and the roots transported away. Now I

will just give you an idea how this would work.

Not long since I sold a hedgerow fall of standing

timber for a little under £500 Had it been planta-

tion timber of the same age it would have fetched

£1000 ; but the trees being very branchy with short

trunks, the cordwood hardly to be disposed of at any

price, and the risk from nails driven into the trees in

mending fences great, that was the most we could

get for it. The purchaser felled it, and he was bound

by the contract to leave a sufficient number of stakes

and quantity of brushwood to repair the gaps created

in the fences, the tenants having the choice of stub-

bing any trees they thought fit in their fields, and

the roots into the bargain, which can sometimes be

disposed of to gardeners near towns for a trifle, but, as

a rule, have to be buried or removed out of the way.

Now just imagine the financial consequences of

stubbing a fall of this sort at the owner's or pur-

chaser's expense. Under any circumstances the trees,

according to Mr. Yeo, have to be felled or sawn off at

the root, which work here costs about Id. per foot,

and as near as one can reckon the stubbing and

removal of the roots would cost 10s. per tree extra.

As there were over 1000 trees actually in the fences

and fields, this means between five and six hundred

pounds outL^y to either the seller or the buyer,

besides collecting and carriage, and which would

bring the price of the timber up to a figure at which

it would be utterly hopeless to dispose of it in the

market, except at a nunous loss. Now for the other

side. In the first place, there is no occasion whatever

for stubbing hedgerow trees, and neither the landlord

nor the tenant does it as a rule. The farmers keep

the fences round their fields in repair themselves,

according to agreement, and if they can keep them

in good condition with broad spreading trees growing

over them at intervals and killing them by their

shade and roots, what difficulty is likely to be found

iu keeping the same fences in order when the tree

tops are removed? Stubbing hedgerow trees is

simply out of the question unless the tenant chooses

to do it, and he does not choose, but prefers to make

up the gaps with the stakes provided, getting the

live fence forward by degrees as well as he can

manage. The usual plan, as in our own case, is this :

The hedgerow trees being removed, as much for the

benefit of the farmer as the landlord, the tenants

are usually consulted, and the trees they wish taken

away are marked. They are then made acquamted

with the sale agreement, in which the privileges of

all concerned are respected, and the farmers are

allowed to stub any of the trees at their own cost

that they wish removing in that way, and they get

the roots if they want them ; but, as a rule, they

seldom stub more than a few of those in their fields

where they are in the way of the plough.
_
In this

way the matter is arranged to the satisfaction of all

parties, and without loss to any of them. The short

and the long of it is hedgerow timber is never of

much value at any time, but when it comes to cost, as

much or more to remove it as it is worth, the case is

worse stiU. Yorkshikbman.
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"ThislBan Art
Which does mend Nature : change It rather: but
The Art itself is Nature."—Shakespeare.

TOO MANY FLOWER BEDS.

Someone has wittily said that he could not see

the town for houses, a remark equally true

of many flower gardens; }'ou cannot see the

flowers for the flower beds. Sucli mistakes not

only offend cultured taste, but are costly as well

as vulgar. It is just as if an artist filled in

the whole of his canvas with light and colour

and left no place for neutral tints or shade. It

is even worse, for it is an easy matter to shut

one's eyes or pass by on the other side a picture

filled with gaudy glitter ; but such modes of escape

from the cram of gay colouring with which so

many gardens are overaocentuated are impossible.

We are, however, fast escaping from an excess of

colour, but overcrowding still remains. And there

may be, there is, an excess of beautiful form as

well as of gaudy colour. The one thing wanting,

for the absence of which nothing can compen-
sate, is view space. The furnishing may be of

the best ; its artistic balancing and blending

may be perfect
;
yet may the effect prove most

discouraging from lack of the means of seeing

it. So much is this felt in some places, that

elevated mounds, towers, or raised galleries are

provided, coigns of vantage from which the be-

wildered visitors, satiated and fatigued by weary

wanderings in an incomprehensible, liecause im-

possible to behold, maze of beauty, may get one

clear glimpse of the natural and artificial wealth

around them. But surely such contrivances are

confessions of weakness and of failure in our

landscapes, and it ought to be possible so to dis-

pose and arrange our material that each feature

of interest may have sufficient scope to unfold

and reveal itself without being swallowed up by
its immediate neighbours.

The greatest of all wants in most flower gar-

dens are wider view-fields, open spaces, standing

room from which to look upon the beauty of

form and colour provided for our enjoyment.

The eye needs rest as well as room, and neither

Nature nor art could furnish more refreshing rest

than that provided by wider openings or glades

of green Grass interposed between the dift'erent

masses or groups of more demonstrative beauty.

What shade and neutral tints are to pictures.

Grass is, and more, to the flower or foliage masses

displayed on its surface. Fortunately, in these

days of long-continued and serious depression in

rural incomes, the clearances here advocated en-

sure economy as well as the elevation of garden

art. Every flower-bed swept away saves money
in furnishing and keeping, as well as enhances the

enjoyment of those left. Nor need such clear-

ances be confined to flower gardens only ; they

are probably most needed there, and should

therefore begin, but by no means end, with the

formal flower garden. They are just as much
needed in the shrubbery and pleasure grounds as

on the lawn. I know acres of ground in close

contiguity to some of the finest gardens that are

neither lawn, shrubber)', nor profitable wood, but

a mixed medley nf all three, and therefore alike

unsatisfactory. Were these remodelled, the Grass

lawns extended, the shrubberies compressed into

smaller areas and enriched, and all the space eco-

nomised converted into arable or jiasture land or

planted with timber trees for profit, it would be

found that utility and art had joined hands and

made marvellous improvements over hundreds of

acres of valuable property now running to waste

from both points of view.

Another great evil consists in not knowing

where to stop the flower-beds. I have nothing

but approval for the modern system of the natu-

ralisation of native and suitable exotic plants in

our shrubberies and home woods. The so-called

wild garden, properly disposed and filled, is at once

the most satisfying and artistic of all our many
styles and forms of gardening. But this is a very

different matter from allowing the flower garden,

in all its stiflness and formality, to overrun the

lawn and overflow into the shrubberies and home
plantations. To point out the incongruities of

doing so, as well as to impart a more vivid idea

of my meaning, a single illustration will_ prove

more instructive than pages of mere description.

At one end of an acre of flower-beds, arranged in

geometrical order, and another half acre of ribbon

borders, a la\vn of several acres in extent bounded

the garden front of the house and swept far back

into large shrubberies, these being flanked by

plantations and the park. The lawn was furnished

with a few fine specimens of Cedar of Lebanon,

Cypress, Purple Beech, Evergreen Oak, and some

very large Elms. In addition to these and running

all 'through them were beds of Roses, Dahlias,

Pelargoniums, and annuals. These not only

cut up the grand expanse of Grass into shreds

and patches, but also dwarfed the majesty and

grandeur of the Lebanon Cedars and other fine

trees. What fellowship or artistic touch in com-

mon could these perishable flowering plants

have with the giant trees venerable with the

hoary beauty of several centuries on their gnarled

trunks and far-spreading heads? And yet fiir

half a century this strange, incongruous combi-

nation had endured. No sooner, however, were

the flowers swept clean off the CJrass lawn and

the trees thereby uplifted to their rightful

plane of higher splendour and more expansive

magnificence, than everyone exclaimed,^ " What
air improvement !" and the merest tyro in land-

scape gardening would never dream of restoring

the old ill-matched pair of fragile flowers and

comparatively imperishable arboreal grandeur.

The violence of stature and character irritated

the eye and oft'ended the taste of every artist,

and, strange as it may appear, seemed to dwarf

the stature and lessen the size of the trees.

The contrast, too, between the flower garden and

the lawn is now far more pronounced.
D. T. F.

the latter case the collar mostly lives and there is a

nucleus of life left. So little, fiowever, at times

are fat plants from nurseries valued or relied upon,

tliat the chief anxieties of experienced cultivators is

to secure cuttings or buds from them before the ori-

ginal stocks or plants perish. Doubtless there is little

comparison between these and home-struck cuttings

of La France or others. But Mr. Taplin must know
that a fairer test would lie between rooted cuttings and
plants worked, say, on the Manetti or other free-

growing stock side by side in bis nursery at May-
wood, New Jersey.

It would be interesting also to hear his report as

to the quality of the bloom on the worked and struck

plants thus grown side by side. Many British

growers cut most of their finest show flowers off the

Brier stocks. As a rule, though, more flowers may
be gathered from plants raised from cuttings ; finer

individual blooms may be obtained from worked
plants, and especially from maiden shoots on the

Brier. Has Mr. Taplin observed this superiority of

size, quality, and colour on the Brier ? Another

point is by no means made plain. It is this : After

referring to the number and vigour of the shoots on

Roses on their own roots, Mr. Taplin adds, " we
nevertheless get the best blooms from shoots with a

single bud." How are these produced—by thinning,

or pruiiing, or how ?

Mr. Taplin's mode, time, and successinstrikingRosea

cannot fail to be useful, as the demand for own-root

Roses is likely to become insatiable. There is one

other most interesting point about the Gloire de

Dijon on tall Briers escaping while the more dwarf

plants were killed to the ground line. It would be

most interesting to be furnished with the height of

these plants and the temperature they passed through

comparatively unscathed. This would throw addi-

tional light on a subject of great scientific interest, as

well as practical importance to horticulturists—viz.,

the lines of greatest cold within certain limited areas

of the earth's surface. My own impre-ssion is that

the line of maximum cold may mostly be found

within a yard of the earth's surface. Were Mr.

Taplin's Roses from 3 feet to 6 feet high ? Jf so,

they would furnish one more important fact in

favour of our impression—it can hardly as yet be

called a theory. D. T. F.

Mb.

Rose Garden.

OWN-ROOT ROSES.

Taplin's remarks on this subject (p. 489) are

highly interesting ; but the sweeping statement that

own-root Roses are always better than either budded

or grafted plants, both under glass and .also in the

open ground, needs qualification. In fact, Mr. Tap-

lin himself iiualities it further on and almost Umits it

to Roses in the open air ; and to these in so far as

worked plants are more liable to be killed outright by

frost than those on their own roots. No one will dis-

pute this, but then it is too narrow a basis for the

wide assertion to rest upon. I also am a strong advo-

cate for own-root Roses. But in sites and climates

where the risk of injury or death from cold is reduced

to a minimum, even worked Teas and the more tender

Perpetuals do as well, or even better, worked than on

their own roots ; whereas, under glass and free from

climatal vicissitudes, worked and unworked plants

may be used with about an equality of good results

Nor is Mr. Taplin's experience of imported worked

plants very conclusive evidence against them. These,

if overfed in the nursery, often f.iil when trans-

planted without the strain of a long voyage, and not

a few own root Roses, when their roots are as long

and unbranched as the tops, do likewise ; only in

ROSES PLANTED OUT UNDER GLASS.

Althouoh Roses in pots grow and flower tolerably

well, no one practically acquainted with their be-

haviour when planted out in well-prepared borders

can deny that they are not altogether more satis-

factory. Such is my experience, after having

grown them in pots for nearly twenty years, and
also in a large unheated house. In preparing the

borders, not only was good soil provided, and of

suitable depth, but being anxious to secure the

best possible results, I also provided ample drain-

age, which was a mistake, as in that case very

much more water was required to keep the soil

moist than would have been needed bad no drain-

age been provided. In fact, my experience in

regard to inside borders, whether for Roses, Vines,

or Peaches, convinces me that drainage_ is un-

necessary, except where the inside border is lower

than tlie surface outside. I am further convinced,

in regard to Roses, that they require at least

•2 feet in depth of good soil, and if the plants are

to make vigorous growth and remain in a healthy

condition from twenty to thirty years, the roots

must have plenty of space in wliich to extend.

The roots of our plants have long since got out-

side the boundary of a border 10 feet long and
3 feet wide, and have run under a gravel walk in

one direction, and amongst the roots of Peach

trees in another; tlieir condition, too, shows that

they have gained strength thereby, a fact par-

ticularly noticeable in the case of such climbing

Roses as Peine Marie Henriette, Gloire de Dijon,

and Cheshunt Hybrid, and also in that of such

varieties as Xiphetos, President, and iladame
Falcot. These, grown in a much deeper and
wider border, form huge bushes, and would grow
still larger if we could afford them sufficient room.

Roses planted out under glass require a vei-y large
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amount of water to insure a vigorous growth, and
if we did not examine the border sometimes, the
roots would be apt to suiTer from drought. An
inspection of tlie soil at a foot or so below the
surface in autumn often reveals a condition of

dryness which one is hardly prepared to find. If

we only watered by means of ordinary cans in the
usual way, there would be less cause for sur-

prise : but as a plentiful supply can be adminis-
tered by means of a hose, with which the roots

are flushed from fifteen to twenty minutes, more
than a gallon being delivered per minute, one
begins to understand, after a year or two's trial,

how large a quantity of water is necessary in

order to keep the soil about the roots sufficiently

moist.

Srcm .vpi'LicATioNs as those to which reference
has just been made require repeating at least once
a month from April to October. One could not be
long occupied, moreover, in growing Roses under
glass without being convinced of the importance
of giving them plenty of light. If a Rose is

planted in a dark corner, the growth is weak, and
the flowers few in number and small in size ; but
when trained up under the glass, or when the
plant occupies a position in the body of the house
where light can play all round It, it will make
satisfactory growth, if otherwise well cared for.

For this reason, Rose houses should be constructed
so as to afford a maximum amount of light. The
span-roofed form is the most suitable, particularly
if the side lights reach nearly down to the grouncl,

as then light will be equally diffused through all

parts of the house. When beds have to be raised

in order to bring the plants up to the glass, the
roots are liable to suffer from want of moisture.
Under the span roof, too, the beds and borders
can be arranged best, as there is more roof space
over which to train the climbing varieties and for

forming bowers over the pathway. In arranging
Roses to be trained under the roof, provision must
be made to admit sufficient light for plants, if any,
growing beneath them. Out of every fi feet of

roof there should be a clear space of 2 feet unoccu-
pied ; nor is it desirable to train the growth so

thickly over the other part as to exclude all light.

In addition to plenty of light, Roses under glass

also require a good supply of fresh air, but care
must be taken during the spring months not to

admit cold currents over the tops of the plants, or
mildew will be sure to quickly follow such treat-

ment.

With keoard to truxinc, that is best done
towards the end of December. The Tea-scented
varieties, grown in the form of bushes, require but
very little pruning until they have outgrown the
space allotted to them ; then they should be cut
back pretty hard into the old wood, and after-

wards be allowed to grow in their own way for a
few years. Under this treatment a greater num-
ber of flowers will be secured than when annual
hard pruning is resorted to; but the cultivator
must have an eye to the character of the growth
made by different varieties, and prune them ac-

cordingly. Some make more small shoots than
others, which, if not thinned out at the proper
time, would ultimately weaken tlie whole plant.

Madame Falcot, JIarie van Houtte, and Madame
Lambard make thick bushy growth which requires
thinning out during the winter; Niphetos, on the
contrary, requires but veiy little pruning, and the
most spare growing of all Tea Roses is Devoni-
ensis ; therefore, to prune it in the same way as
more vigorous growers would be wrong. In every
case it is desirable to cut off a few inches of the
tops of all shoots which have flowered. In the
case of strong-growing climbing Roses, such as
Gloire de I'ijon, Celine Forestier, Triomphe de
Rennes, Reine Marie Henriette, and others of

similar habit, they should not be pruned until
they have covered the space which they are in-

tended to cover ; but after that it is necessary to
preserve all the strongest of the young wood
during the summer, and to cut away the old wood
in winter, for it is the long strong shoots which
such varieties make that give the greatest number
of the best flowers.

For the sake of making climbing Rosea look

presentable during summer, it is too much the

practice to cut away the young growth as soon as

it gets a little unsightly, but that is a mistake.

The proper thing to do is to allow such Roses to

grow pretty much as they like, and to sling up
loosely any long shoots that may hang about in

the way during summer; then at the winter
pruning they will be ready to take the place of

any exhausted shoots that require cutting away.
Where there is no available young wood to lay in,

old wood must be allowed to remain, and any
small shoots may be pruned back to within three

buds of the larger branches. The growth result-

ing from this spurring back will in most cases

flower, the only difference being that the blossoms
will not be so large as those on young and vigor-

ous shoots of the previous year's growth. In the

case of Marechal Niel, the growth does not often

extend very much after the first or second time of

flowering. In that case, the shoots which have
flowered should be spurred back at the proper
time, but where there are shoots H feet or more in

length which have grown out of the old stem, it is

better to tie a few of them in, provided they do
not crowd each other, and, after they have
flowered, they may be cut clean away, when in all

probability others will grow out to take their

place. Many, I fear, fail to get strong and healthy
plants of this Rose by allowing them to produce
flowers before they have sufficient strength to

maintain them, and at the same time extend their

growth. This Rose ought not to be allowed to

produce a single flower until it has made shoots
of an aggregate length of .30 feet, and then it will

have become sufficiently established to produce a
crop of flowers.

As THE Tea-scented varieties are the most
suitable for planting out under glass, the following
is a good selection for that purpose, viz. : Alba
rosea, Catherine Mermet, David I'radel. Devoni-
ensis, Etoile de Lyon, Homere, Madame Lambard,
Marie Van Houtte, Niphetos, Jladame Falcot,

and Perle de Lyon. Besides the climbing sorts

already mentioned, the following may be added,
viz. : William Allen Richardson, Marechal Niel,

and Celine Forestier. J. C. C.

NOTES OF THE WEEK.

The Wedding i Flower.—One of our readers

sends us an Iris which he asserts was sent to him
from a Continental nursery as Iris Robinsoniana, the

Wedding Flower of Lord Howe's Island. The flower

sent, however, is only a form of the common I. lurida,

one of the bearded Irises. We hope that such a mis-

take occurred unknowingly, otherwise we fear that

others of our readers will also be deceived in the

same way.

The London parks.—A bill has been intro-

duced into Parliament by Mr. H. II. Fowler, in wliicU

it is proposed to transfer the parks and gardens
from the Commissioners of Her Majesty's Works to

the Metropolitan Board of Works. The parks and
gardens will include Victoria Park, Battensea Park,
Kennington Park, Bethnal Green Garden, W^est-

n;iinster and Chelsea Embankments. In future the

maintenance of these parks, &c., is to be paid for,

not out of til? revenue of tlie country, but out of the
consolidated rate of London, and no part of the
metropolis is to be entitled to any exemption from
the portion of the rate that is required for defraying
the cost. The extent and limits of the transfer are
to be defined by agreement between the Commis-
sioners and the Board, subject to an appeal to the
Privy Council. In default of an agreement selecting

some other date, the time for the transfer is to be the
commencement of next year.

Hardy Azaleas.—These are among the gayest
of the crowds of shrubs now in bloom. Tbey repre-

sent a wide range of colour—different shades of

yellows, oranges, pinks, scarlets, whites, and crimsons

;

wliile in other respects, such as size and shape of the
flower, time of blooming, and habit of the plants, a
considerable amount of variation exists. The varieties

of Azalea mollis bloom a few days earlier than the

bulk of the hardy or Ghent Azaleas, and of mollis
there are now many different forms varying from pale
straw to bright salmon-red. All the forms of A.
mollis are characterised by large and very massive
blooms, but for vividness of colouring some of the
older kinds maintain their supremacy over the later

Japanese introductions. After the bulk of the Ghent
varieties are over, the clammy Azalea (A. viscoaa)

comes into bloom. In this the flowers are mostly
white or pale pink, and deliciously fragrant. The
variety glauca is distinguished by the markedly
glaucous character of the foliage, and is besides valu-

able from its late-blooming qualities. The last of

the Azaleas to bloom is A. occidentalis, which may
be often had in flower quite up to the end of June,

and consequently differs from the earlier ones in

being furnished with foliage when the flowers ex-

pand. The blooms of this are white, or nearly so,

with a yellow blotch. All these Azaleas delight in a

cool, moist, vegetable soil, and, in common with most
of their allies, the delicate hair-like roots are soon

injured by drought. Though the named varieties of

these Azaleas are propagated by layers or grafting,

yet there is no reason why they should not be raised

from seeds and planted in shrubberies, woods, &c., as

their vivid- hued flowers would impart quite a striking

feature to woodland scenery. One point more remains,

and it is that in autumn the decaying leaves assume
very bright tints, the various shades of yellow and red

being chiefly represented. In this respect some in-

dividuals almost vie with their allies, the North
American Vacciniums.—A.

Guernsey Gladioli.— I send you a few spikes

of Gladioli, which I find equally suitable for potting

as G. byzantinus, and though they are not much more
than half as tall, they are much more graceful in

growth. The dark salmon-red variety is named roseus

niaculatus ; the other two belong to the G. blandus
family. Both arc extremely pretty, and as they are

both blotched on the lower petals with caimine, they
are showy. These are all I have in pots this season, but
we grow many more varieties in Guernsey. If the

bulbs are well ripened after flowering, they will do for

potting year after year, and they succeed better so

treated than Hyacinths. They must be repotted

every year before they begin to grow agaiu.—M.
NiCHTINGALE, Mnliplili.-<ir, Oucrnsfi/.

Crinum latifolium.—Although almost hardy
if planted on a well-drained border under the protec-

tion of a wall and exposed to sunlight all day, this

handsome Crinum may be specially recommended as

a useful flowering plant for the warm greenhouse,

or, say, imder treatment like that which is given to

Amaryllises (Hippeastrums). It may now be seen

in nice condition in the T range at Kew. The fol-

lowing is a brief description of the Kew specimen :

Leaves about a dozen on a short neck or stem,

herbaceous, pale green, 31 feet long by i inches wide,

channelled, the edges scabrous. Flower-scape 2 feet

long, slightly compressed, erect, and bearing an
umbel of ten flowers which have long narrow green
tubes, widening upwards, and separating into six

overlapping segments, 2^ inches long, recurved, and
forming a bell-shaped limb 4 inches across. Colour
of the segments snow-white, with a broad band of

pale rose down the middle. Stamens curved up-
wards, anthers black. C. latifolium is widely dis-

tributed over India, and extends even to Africa, the

Kew plant here described having been obtained from
Zanzibar.

The Gloxinias—always a bright feature in early

summer at the Royal Exotic Nursery, Chelsea—are

just now in perfection, and the fine display which
they make seems to delight visitors to this nursery
quite as much as does the Orchid show. Messrs.

Veitch's strain of Gloxinias has long been celebrated

for its excellence, and each season new seedling

varieties eclipsing those of older date are added to it.

The greater part of the collection c nsists of erect-

flowered kinds ; indeed, the old fa.shioned horizontal

flowered section seems to be now entirely neglected,

although it still contains many good sorts. The
variety and brilliancy of the colours in the erect

group are indescribable; some are self-coloured,

others banded with light and dark shades, while the

majority have exquisitely netted and spotted flowers,

vase-like in form and measuring as much as 3 inches
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across. Every day some new seedling opens, good

of its kind ; but out of the thousands of seedlings

raised comparatively few are considered worthy of

naming—that is, none are named unless superior to old

sorts of the same colour. The following are among
the best new named sorts, viz. : Acme, remarkable

for its dwarfuesR and large and brilliant cherry-

crimson flowers ; I\ auhoe, white and purple spotted

and veined; Jlrs. Hugo, pale yellow, spotted with

purple ; Marchioness of Abergavenny, an e xtremely

fine spotted variety, white and purple ; and .Jubilee,

white spotted purple, and with purple margin. These
are some of the new sorts now in flower, but older

kinds of different colours will probably never be

beaten ; for example, there is no better pure white

than Purity, which has very large and finely formed

flowers of snowy whiteness ; and again, the richest

coloured sort yet obtained is that named Klambeau,
whose crimson colour is very vivid, although the

flowers themselves are undersized. Other varieties

which are regarded as the bist of their colours are

named B.ayard, Mrs. Atkinson, W. Goldring, Cordelia,

Coronet, Diadem, Duchess of Connaught, Fabiola,

James Barber (drooping), Thalia, Carillon Diadema
(drooping), and Rob Koy, the last a new sort with

enormous violet, blue and white flowers. There are

two housefuls of Uloxinias to be seen at this nursery

—

one in which seedhngs are flowered by the thousand

;

another, in which the plants are intermixed with

Aspar.agus plumosus and other elegant-leaved plants

in a most effective way.

Royal Gardens, Kew.—It is oflici.ally announced
that the vacant curatorship of Kew Gardens, caused

by the retirement of Mr. John Smith, has been filled

by Mr. George Nicholson, who for fourteen years has

been Mr. Smith's principal assistant. A new oftice

has also been created, viz., that of assistant curator,

and to this post Mr. William Watson has been
appointed. Mr. Watson has for the past seven years

been chief foreman, and the management of the bulk

of the plant houses has devolved upon him, so that he

is well fitted for the post which he now takes, and
which, we imderstand, is still to include the manage-
ment of the indoor collections. A more suitable curator

than Mr. Nicholson could not well have been selected,

for he possesses botanical as well as practical know-
ledge such as the curator of a great botanical garden
like that at Kew should have. His special study is

trees and shrubs, and the arboretum will, we hope,

continue to improve as it has been doing during the

last few years since he has turned his attention to it.

Now that the new directors and curators at Kew are

men in the prime of life, let us hope that they will

conduct Kew in confoimity with the requirements of

the times, and yet maintain its proud position as the

first botanical garden in the world

Exacum macranthum.—This beautiful Gen-
tianwort is an annual attraction at Kew, where it has

been succtssfully managed for six years at least. It

is perhaps the best of the numerous specits of Exacum
found in India and Ceylon, for, although the beauty

of many of these plants is of a very high order, yet

they do not appear to thrive in English gardens. E.

macranthum is, however, both beautiful and easy to

manage—at all events we may conclude as much from

its conduct at Kew. We learn that steds are not

formed by cultivated plants, and it is therefore the

practice at Kew to strike cuttings from one-year-old

plants, and in this w.ay successive batches of flowering

plants are obtained. This is necessary, owing to the

biennial character of this species. A coloured plate

of E. macranthum was given in The G.\iiiiEN in Vol.

NXII., p. 42'2, and a good deal of surprise was .at the

time expressed because of the absence of so beautiful

a stove plant from collections generally. The large

flat flowers, borne in a compact head on stems a foot

or so in height, and coloured deep gentian-blue, are

indeed almost uneijualled in any other stove-flowering

plant.

Disporum.—This genus is closely related to the

Gloriosas, I^ittonias, and Saundersonias, these and
several others forming the group UvulariBe in the

great Lily family. About a dozen species of Dispo-

rum .are known, and four of them are in cultivation at

Kew, the prettiest of these being D.Leschenaultianum,

which has a tuft of herbaceous stems 2 feet high,

noded and scale-bearing, like a Lapageria, and the

leaves are borne upon short branches on the upper

half of the stems, the flowers terminating these

branches and hanging gracefully like ear-drops. The
leaves are Uvularia-like, 2 inches long by 1 inch

broad, and the flowers are pure white, half an inch

long .and wide, the six keeled segments forming a cup.

As a plant for the cool greenhouse this species is de-

serving of .attention because of its graceful habit, pretty

flowers, and accommodating nature. Its stems are

annual. The Kew plant has recently been flgured for

the JSotanka! Mmja-ine. D. pallum grows to a height

of 6 feet, and has narrow leaves nearly 3 inches long

;

the flowers are borne in clusters in the axils of the

leaves, and they are three-fourths of an inch long,

almost tubular, their colour being pale purple tipped

with yellowish green. There is a healthy specimen of

it now flowering in the Palm house at Kew.

New Bromeliads for Kew —The rich collec-

tion of Bromeliads formed by the late Prof. Morren,

of Liege, has hem disposed of by private treaty, and
we are glad to learn that the bulk of them has been

purchased by the Kew authorities, and may now be

seen along with the already extensive collection in

the Royal Gardens. In England we do not pay

nearly so much attention to the plants of this family

as is devoted to them by Continental horticulturists,

and more particularly in Belgium and France. At
Kew, however, one may always see some of the species

in flower, as well as a good many kinds which are

exceptionally attractive in the markings of their

foliage or in habit. With the species now added to

those already at Kew, the nation becomes possessed

of one of the largest collections of Bromeliads in

existence, and we suspect that when the beauty of

many of them becomes better known, Bromeliads w ill

gain popularity even in England. About fifty plants,

mostly very large specimens, have been purchased

from the Morren collection, and these comprise forty-

five species or varieties not hitherto included in the

Kew collection. Many of them are as yet unde-

scribed, but under Mr. Baker's watchful care we
sh.all soon know more about them

;
perhaps, too, Mr.

Baker will rmdertake to prepare a monograph of the

whole genus now that by the death of Prof. Morren
he has the field all to himself.

Dracontium Carderi.—The genus Dracontium
comprises about half-a-dozen dendroid Aroids in

habit like Amorphophallus, the solitary leaf being

long-stalked, erect, the blade divided into numerous
pinnatifid segments, and spreading out umbrella-

like. Dracontiums are worth growing as ornamental

foliaged plants, their prettily zoned or mottled leaf-

stalks being both singular and attractive. For the

introduction of numerous plants of this class of

Aroids, including the noble God%vinia gigas, we are

indebted to Mr. Bull, of Chelsea, the species under

notice having been flowered by him in 1S79.

Apparently, however, a slight variety of the same
species has been named D. annulatum by the same
energetic nurseryman ; at all events we s.aw in the

Aroid house at Kew the other day a plant thus

named which we have since learned is D. Carderi.

This plant has a leaf 4 feet high, with a spreading

blade '2h feet in diameter. The flower-stalk is half

as long as that of the leaf, and bears a folding spathe

about 1 foot long, boat-shaped, opening out at the

top and revealing the deep black-purple colour of

the inside, the colour on the outside being d.ark green.

The .spadix is short and violet-coloured. This species

is a native of Colombia, .and reipiires tropical stove

treatment. Like all these plants, it goes to rest in

the winter months.

SHORT NOTES.— VARIOUS.

A good old Rhubarb—Mr. Edward Woodall kindly
sends us a specimen of tlic old scarlet Tobolsk Rliubarb,

wliich has been a long time cultivated iu his garden at

Scarborough. It is hiylicr rtavoured and coloured than tlie

other varieties, .and, as we think, better worth a place than
sume of the large coarser kinds.

Niplietos Rose.—This, it is well known, is one of the

Ijcst of all Hoses for button-liules, and it is also one of the

best fur pot-culture. It flowers freely in quite a youcg and
dwarf state, and, being now propagated by the thousand,

nice little flowering Ijushcs of it are sold at a price vei-y little

over that usually paid for ordinary bedding plants. There
can, therefore, be no hindrance to any one having a few pot
Roses to grow even as window plants, or to add interest to a
miniature conservatory.—J. G.

Fruit Garden.

PLACING STONES OVER ROOTS.

I w.\s pleased to see "J. C. C." calling attention

(p. 496) once more to some of the more obvious ad-

vantages of this old-fashioned, but rather important,

practice. The stones not only retain moisture, hold

blowing sands or light soils in their place, ensure

solidarity, and, as ".f. C. C." points out, probably in-

crease the temperature of the root-runs, but they also

preserve the surface from cracking, multiply the

numbers of the roots, and keep them nearer to the

surface. These three latter advantages may seem
less obvious than the others enumerated, but they are

none the less certain and important. Few things

are more destructive to the roots of newly-planted

trees than the contraction of the soil into fissures by
drought, and the consequent rupture of the roots in

consequence. To prevent such injury, mulches of loose

soil, manure. Cocoa fibre, and other non-conductors

are much used ; and these are efficient very much in

the ratio of their porosity. The more porous the less

moisture or heat will pass through, and consequently

the less danger of surface rupture or rending. In

many cases, however, stones are far more plentiful,

readily available, and equal or better as a surface

mulch than anything else. Tolerably closely covered

with these, surface - rending becomes impossible.

The weight of the stones and their great power
of conserving moisture render it impossible.

Stone surfacings over roots abo greatly multiply

the number of the latter. This I ha\e proxed by
numerous experiments and more numerous cases of

careful observation. Some very striking and success-

ful experiments have been made at different times on

Vine borders. Everyone at all famili.ar with the

habits of Vine roots is aware of their tendency in

many cases to run down and bm-e deep rather than

scatter themsehes far and wide. It is said by some,

pl.ace your richest soils or m.anures on the surface,

and the roots will seek for and find them there. But
this is not always the case. Weight the surface over

the manure with bricks or stones or a heavy layer of

concrete for a year or so, and the roots will rise and

hug the undersides of the stones or hard surface.

In numerous instances I have found this to be the

case where heavy stones have been placed on trans-

planted trees or large shrubs, such as Hollies and

Laurels, for the sinqjle purpo.«e at the time of holding

the root masses and balls fast against the wind pur-

chase brought to bear upon (he tops. I have used

stones of half a hundredweight for these purposes,

and in moving them for use e'sewhere iu two

ye.ars' time ha\e never failed to find a complete

network of roots underneath. So much did this

come to be looked upon as a matter of course,

that a heap of good compost was kept in reserve

to fill up the vacuum left by the stones, and these

became the active centres of root force to most of the

trees and shrubs. So certain have I become from

extensive observation and large experience that the

surface stones become active centres of rooting force,

that I confidently invite anyone who is sceptical to

make the experiment for himself. Finally, surface-

stoning leads to surface-rooting. That this is a fact,

no one can doubt who has taken the trouble to test

and demonstrate the matter for himself. But the

why and the wherefore may be more difficult to

explain. Doubtless, however, the moisture, the addi-

tional he.at and augmented weight or pressure may
all exert their tpiota of influence in raismg and keep-

ing the roots near to the surface. For the stones, or

their equivalents in the form of bricks, old .pieces of

mortar, not only attract the roots to the surface, but

keep them there. I remember a case in point of a

Vine border covered with bricks, with interstices of

from 1 inch to 2 inches between the bricks ; at the

end of the second year a network of roots not only

underran the bricks, but filled the interstices and be-

gan to climb up the sides of the bricks. They were

then cleared off, and a 4-inch layer of compost, con-

sisting of half manure and half maiden loam, substi-

tuted for them and to good advantage, for the surface

of the border was filled with vigorous roots for years

afterwards.—D. T. F.

In loose, dry soils stones placed over tree

roots are certainly useful. Being close to the sea
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here, we experience plenty of rough gales, and when
the soil is dry they carry off the finer particles in the

shape of dust, unless covered with something heavier

in order to fix them. During the past two summers'

protracted droughts I have found that crops in this

loose shingly soil, nearly half stones, kept green and

growing, while others on soil apparently much better

were flaj^ging. I therefore feel sure that it is a mistake

to remove stones from soil, as is frequently done under

the plea of improving it. Let anyone take two exactly

similar plots of the kind of soil that prevails so largely

on the seacoast ; let them have one plot trenched up,

stones and all, and the next plot screened so as to re-

move all stones larger than a Walnut, and note the

result. The last plot would doubtless look nicest,

and for sowing small seeds would be much the plea-

santest to work, but, judging from experience, the

crops would be best from the other plot. Stone-pick-

ing, in short, from light soils does positive harm.

—

J. G., Ilanls.

THE DELL, EGHAM.

There are not many places, even in England

—

the land of beautiful gardens—wliere two such

distinct types of landscape can be found, side by
side and in such strong contrast, as in Baron
Scliroeder's garden at Egliam. You have here,

on the one side, the Great Park at Windsor, and
on the other, separated only by a parapet wall, a

garden such as can only be' seen where wealth

and refined taste have played a prominent part

in its formation. The juxtaposition of these

different land-scapes is, of cour.se, here the result

of circumstances rather than of design, but the

occurrence has been turned to good account. The
house itself is near the boundary line of the

Great Park, and the view from the windows can

only be ei^ualled by that from Windsor Castle

itself. It overlooks a charming wooded dell, a

mile or more in extent, and at the end of the

vista, in a direct line, at a distance of some two
or three miles, stands Windsor Castle ; indeed,

the relative situations of The Dell and the Castle

are such as to lead one to suppose that an opening
which occurs in the woods at this particular point

liad been made intentionally at some time or

other. In the Great Park and elsewhere in this

district the trees consist chiefly of Oak, Beech,

and Ash, with here and there a group of Thorns,
which now enhance the charms of the scene witli

their sheets of bloom.

The view of The Dell (p. .^>21) is taken on the

park side of the house, to the right of The Dell

itself. It was a late autumn day when the photo-

graph was taken, but even then the scene was
indescribably lovely ; the Bracken was beginning
to get brown, and the decaying foliage to present

endless tints of colour ; in short, the autumn and
winter aspect of this part of the country is scarcely

less beautiful than that ol spring or summer.

What a contrast is this wild Nature to the

scene on the other side of the house, separated

only by a parapet wall. In this part there

is no winter aspect ; a perennial summer scene

presents itself ; for the Baron has wisely made
evergreen growth the predominating features

;

indeed, you can scarcely see a deciduous tree ex-

cept on the outskirts ; in short, the whole garden
—the trimly-kept lawns, the faultless paths—only
serves to throw into stronger contrast the great

park view. The engraving shows two of the stately

Lebanon Cedars, which are unquestionably the
glory of the place, and these, with other Conifers,

such as the Douglas Fir, the Deodar, the Arau-
caria, and the Lawson Cypress, and beyond some
picturesque groups of bonnet-headed Scotch Firs

may be said to be the leading features of the gar-

den as regards the evergreen tree growth. Mingled
witli these is a multitude of evergreen specimens
representing every beautiful thing that is found

to succeed, but, as in most places, the difficulty

has been chiefly with the soil, for seldom is a

soil found on a place suitable for all kinds of

trees. Here the difficulty has been great, for

underlying the whole place is a hard, impervious

pan only about li feet to 2 feet in depth, and
this has had to be broken up before even a

shrub could be planted. The natural soil of

the place suits the majority of Conifers ; hence the

grand specimens that one sees here, the result of

only about twenty years' growth. But then comes
the difficulty ; it is not naturally a good soil

for Rhododendrons, Roses and the like, which
beyond all others are considered of the first

importance. The splendour of The Dell Rhodo-
dendrons is well known, but such results have
only been attained after years of labour. The
collection of Rhododendrons here is no doubt
among the finest in the country, for as soon as a

new sort " comes out" it finds a place here
;

the great masses of Rhododendrons are composed
rather of select sorts than a collection of good

and liad, and this is why such a marvellously

fine dis])lay is efl'ected every June, when crowds
of people, through the liberality of Baron
Schr(L'dcr, visit the gardens.

The house is a picturesque building, admirably
suited to the situation. It is long and low, with

lu'ominent gables on the garden side, and castel-

lated on the park side. A lofty, pretentious

mansion would have been out of character in

5uch a rural spot as this, and no doubt that is

the reason why the old mansion which existed

when the present owner came to the place was
retained and added to. The additions, though
extensive, have, however, been carried out suc-

cessfully as regards the harmony of the new and
the old parts, which, as everyone know.s, is not
always the case. Attached to the house is a

charming rocky fernery, designed and planted in

a natural way, and a glazed corridor in the front

part of the liouse is also a kind of conservatory,

made delightful at all times of the year by
brilliantly coloured flowers. Those who have
enjoyed the privilege of inspecting the art

treasures contained in the picture and sculpture

galleries may see that the Baron is not less a

patron of the fine arts than of horticulture.

Such a beautiful garden of Evergreens is not

very often seen. All that is good among ever-

green trees and shrubs has been tried, and
though some, of course, do not flourish, the

majority do, the result being the best evergreen

garden I have yet seen. You see great masses

of uiit only common Rhododendrons, but alpine

Rhododendrons, Kalmias, Andromedas, Ledums,
and other less common things ; interspersed with
these are groups of such as Ghent Azaleas and
double Furze, which, flowering as they do earlier

than the Rhododendrons, light up the garden in

early May with their brilliant colours. During
.lune the Rhododendrons are the prevailing

feature, and one can imagine the splendour of

such a display. After the Rhododendrons are

past the Roses are in bloom. These are not
dotted about Iiere and there, but are gathered into

a great mass—a rosery, in fact, and in this way
they produce a grand effect, and, considering how
vigorous they look, one would hardly suspect

that the soil they grow in has been brought into

the place, for whOe the natural soil is suitable for

Conifers and American plants, it is not heavy
enough for Roses.

Besides the noble sjjecimens of Lebanon
Cedar.s, of Lawson's Cypress, of Douglas' Fir,

and ol the Araucaria, fine examples of other

Conifers meet one at every turn. Of the glaucous
variety of Cedrus atlantica thei'e is, perhaps, as

large a specimen as could be found anywhere.
It is most beautiful, possessing all tlie elegance

of the common Atlas Cedar and covered with a

bluish grey tint, which at times looks like frosted

silver. Nordmann's Fir is a favourite, as it

thrives so well in a young state, though as soon

as it feels the elFect of the dry subsoil it begins

to decline. Some old and tall specimens of this

Fir have a wretched appearance compared with

the young trees of the same Fir from 10 feet to

1.5 feet high. Abies nobilis is also a Conifer

which refuses to thrive here, and there is a large

tree of the true A. aniabilis which is not re-

markable for vigour. On the other hand, A.

Pinsapo, cephalonica, and Sraithi thrive admi-

rably, and fo do all the Thujas and the Yews
;

indeed, the golden Yews here are among the finest

in the country, and these, with other golden and
variegated Conifers, light up the place in winter,

as the Furze and Broom do in summer. Although

you see such crowds of specimen trees, they have

not been planted in a haphazard way. The vistas

and glades have been preserved, so that from the

principal windows of the house the outskirts of

the garden may Ije seen, yet anyone in the

grounds would never suspect the nearness of the

high road, which has been skilfully hidden by a

dense tree growth. The broad expanse of lawn

is not interrupted by walks, as is so often the

case ; only one good walk surrounds the whole,

with a few secondary paths which lead to objects

of interest, one of them being a charming hardy

fernery.

One of the most remarkable features of the

place is a huge specimen of the old double white

Camellia, -25 feet across. It is planted, or rather

was planted at some time, against a wall in what
was the old kitchen garden, now transformed

into a lawn, but it has long since outgrown the

wall and now is a luxuriant tree, which every

year is loaded with flowers. The only protection

it gets is a temporary screen, which is put over

it during hard weather so as to preserve the buds.

Another noteworthy plant here is the Tree

Pasony, of wdiich there are some grand specimens

some 5 feet or G feet through, and just now
they are covered with huge blooms. It is scarcely

credible that the greater part of the trees here

is the growth of only about twenty years, and
that one part of this charming garden was
covered with hothouses a few years ago, and

that the magnificent collection of specimen

Hollies which border the carriage drive was
planted by the present owner of the place.

The kitchen garden containing the plant and
fruit houses is on the opposite side of the high

road, but the two portions being connected by a

tunnel, a stranger does not notice the division of

the property by the road. As regards this de-

partment, it need only be said that it represents

the highest perfection of cultural skill. All

kinds of fruits are grown, from Pine-apples

dowmwards, and the provision made for their

culture is, as may be supposed, on a scale corre-

sponding with the importance of the place. The
numerous plant houses are crowded with orna-

mental plants of all kinds, in order to meet the

demands of a flower-loving family. Numbers
of houses are devoted to Orchids alone, and the

treasures contained in them are familiar to the

Orchid-growing public. So frequently have

"The Dell" Orchids been alluded to in The
Garden, that little need be said about them
here.

In conclusion, it may truly be said that,

whether the visitor to The Dell is an admirer of

a beautiful garden landscape, or of trees or of

Orchiils, or of high-class fruit and plant culture,

he would not be disappointed. The place is

maintained in high order by Mr. Ballantine, who
is well known to be one of the best exponents of

English horticulture. W. G.
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Garden in the House. draped with variegated Ivy, and running up from
a lower story and skirting the window sides were
a Sweetwater Vine with brilliant foliage on the

one side, and Passiflora carulea on the other. This
was not far from a brilliant balcony of flowers

tended by " Speranza," of whose poetry Irish

people are proud. I have thus given three illus-

trations taken from three of the finest cities in the

work!, in some respects typical, and showing that

beautiful window effects are not dependent on
great wealth, nor on flowering plants alone. In-

deed, a more lasting result can be attained by
combinations of foliage of difl'erent sorts.

The most suitable window and room plants
AND THEIR (iENERAL TREATMENT.^—The windoW
gardener who would succeed in growing to per-

WINDOVV GARDENING.*
As the following observations are principally in-

tended for people resident in towns, and who, in

many instances, either from circumstances or

choice, are confined to what they may successfully

grow within the limits of a window, I propose
considering the subject under the following

heads :

—

1. Windows and their arrangements for
PLANTS.—People who have never been out of a
local town like Clonmel can have no conception of

the perfection attained in the culture of window
plants in Paris, London, Dublin, and even in smoky ! fection any plant whatever in red pots on
towns in Lancashire. Take an illustration from i window-sill in the open air would deserve a prize,

each. I once stopped in the Rue de Rivoli, Paris, One day's hot sun will roast the roots, if not

where I saw a lady move through a window a i watered—while a heavy shower will, as a rule,

Wardian case from the drawing-room to the
\

make them water-logged. A box is better, either

balcony. It was on rails; the window was accu-
!
with soil to put the plants in, or without soil, to

rately poised on pulleys; a pressure of the finger
;
drop the pots into. In either case there should be

sent it up, and a similar pressure sent out the glass-
' holes to allow superfluous water to pa.ss away,

case from inside. It was the autumn, and though One great advantage in having the plants outside
the days were very sultry, smart frosts frequently

; the windows of a room is that light and air are

supervene at night ; hence
the advantage of such an
arrangement. The case fi?r -==!ES»sr=;t='~ '

" .-,—^j~„,„ -j-

contained principally Ferns
—in the more shaded in-

side corners were Killarney
Ferns and a fine specimen
of Todea superba. In this

case, centrally situated, was
aminiaturefountain throw-
ing its spray to the top,

and catching it below in a
small basin, where some
gold fish disported ; the
same water was used over
and over again, being self-

acting by its own pressure.

The case was partially

shaded except in front.

The balcony was quite
brilliant; creepers ran up
on both sides, such as Vitis

purpurea and Ampelopsis
Veituhi: while Clematises
festooned overhead and
drooped over the front, and
as for other plants, they
consisted of India-rubbers,

sweet Verbenas, Fuchsias,

Begonias, Coleus, and the

more hardy Palms. So
much for a window garden
in one of the finest streets

of the most brilliant city in

the world. Yet I was told

that the whole window arrangements (florally) did
,

not impeded, and a further advantage is that the

not cost £5. This is one of the lessons I would em-
I
evaporation from the box or plants, which might

phasise—bright effects are often owing more to be injurious in a bedroom, passes away. As I

taste than lavish expenditure, and this is charac- have stated, windows intended for plants should
teristic of the French. I was subsequently shown either be worked by means of pulleys, to move
anelaborate window arrangement in Oxford Street,

i readily up and down, or at least be capable of

London, in which for a few hours were displayed
, opening inwards. Windows only capable of open-

some rare Orchids—nothing imposing except to ing outwards cannot be readily utilised when
the initiated- -yet one C'attleya, I was told, cost

> plants are being tended. Too constant watering
200 guineas. I mention this by way of contrast, jg avoided by planting the edges of boxes or large
and as characteristic of wealthy London. I am pots with Sedums or hardy .Saxifrages, or Moss.
not sure if a window box noticed in Merrion What is best to have in boxes is the next
Square, Dublin, the cost of which must have been question. I am not sure if I were limited to one
merely nominal, was not as effective, though it annual that I would not grow Mignonette, which
contained no flowering plant, its brilliancy being

, would scent the air all around it until cut oft" by
dependent on foliage. Sunk in the box were fine ' frost in December. Variety might be produced
specimens of Coleus, of the richest tints, capable by having Asters or Stocks growing through the
of being lifted readily and taken inside if storms

|

Mignonette, or the box might be edged with blue
threatened to shatter the soft foliage. Alternately

j
Lobelia, and have .Sweet Peas, Canary Creepers,

with those were small plants of Berberis, Choi.sya
: and Pelargoniums of difl'erent sorts behind.

sill to grow plants on. An indispensable requisite

for this purpose beside the box is some good
loamy soil, not always easy to be had in towns.

Indoor, without any forcing arrangements, plants

of various kinds can be had in bloom the whole
year round—say Chrysanthemums and late Fuch-
sias during October and November ; early Hya-
cinths and Lily of the Valley at Christmas; Daffo-

dils and Dielytra and the beautiful Nile Lily

—

best of all room plants—during the spring months

;

Pelargoniums, Tea and Perpetual Ko.ses, with
Fuchsias and .Japanese and American Lilies—capi-

tal room and window plants— during summer ;

while for variety, many of the fine-foliaged plants,

such as Yuccas, Aloes, Aspidistras, Grevillea

robusta, several Palms, such as I'hanix sylvestris

and P. reclinata, Chamarops cxcelsa, and C.

Fortunei, with proper treatment will last healthy

for years. In fact, any plant with fleshy or coria-

ceous foliage will stand well the dry atmosphere
of rooms, (ienerally, small pots are to be pre-

ferred ; some one member of the family should

take charge of the plants ; sponging or syringing

the foliage is most desirable ; and lastly, water
should not remain in saucers, W'ith the one excep-

tion, that of Musk. Gardening, i.e., the love of

plants and flowers, whether
the space extends to seve-

—Tj;r:-'jrf™is!SijB ral acres or is limited to

the windows of a room, is,

as has often been asserted,

the purest and most self-

satisfyingof pleasurable oc-

cupations.

Lawn view in winter ut The Dell, Eghiun, showing,' Lebunun Cedars and Rhududendrons.

ternata, variegated Aucubas, and variegated

Euonymus; while at each end, like feathery

sentinels, waved two handsome specimens of

Acacia lophantha. The box and window-sill were

* Window and Town Gardening as an Industrial Pastime ;

A lecture delivered by Mr. W. J. Murphy before the Clonmel
Industries" Association.

When the annuals begin to decline, at once
remove them, say next September or October, and
plant bulbs of various kinds—Crocuses, Snow-
drops, Daffodils, Hyacinths, &c., and a succession
will be obtained at a trifling cost the whole year
round. This is an illustration of how one can be
agreeably amused who may have but a window J

The Onion plant
(Sfilla longibracteata). —
Not long since I was in

the house of a cottager
where several Onion plants,

as thisScilla is termed, were
growing in a window, and
a visitor remarked, "Do
you know that it is un-
lucky to have an Onion
pkuit in the house ';" This
led me to speculate how
this sujjerstition arose, but
I can find no trace of it.

When the rector of St.
'

Botolph, Bishopsgate, used
to hold a City Flower
Show in Finsbury Circus,
some remarkable specimens
of the Onion plant were
produced. I have seen its

inflorescence over ." feet in

length produced by bulbs
10 inches and \'2 inches in

diameter. It is one of the
best of London plants for a

window, doing well in the most dismal court or
alley. .Some of the best specimens were shown by
caretakers of offices. Not long since I saw outside
a window in one of the streets near the Marylebone
Road a patriarchal bulb growing in a good sized

pot, and which in all probability had been un-
touched for years; round it was a circle of oflfsets

of large size, and these in their turn had thrown
off others. It is a plant that will bear a good
deal of rough treatment in this wa)', provided it

can have sufficient moisture, and, therefore, when
growing in a sunny window, it should be stood in

a shallow pan or large saucer of water, as it is

undoubtedly a moisture-loving plant in such a
position. The peculiar growth of the bulb causes
it to invade all that portion of the soil on which
water can be poured. In addition, window gar-
deners of the City class appear to be very fond of

adding fresh soil to the surface of their plant
pots, and it is next to impossible to give them
water ; hence the necessity for standing them in

some vessel containing water. It is a subject

food enough for an ordinary greenhouse. The
owers are almost colourless, but it is an interest-

ing and curious plant, well worth more attention
than it receives. In some parts of the country the
Star of Bethlehem is called the Onion jilant. —R. D.
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NOTES.

Ibis rMJUENTiNA.—I sometimes think that we
see a little too much of tlie old puqile Iris t,'er-

inaiiica, and too little of the finer kinds of Flaj^

Iris, such as this milk-white Iris of Florence, and
the great-flowered mauve I. pallida dalmatica, or

the violet and wliite I. Yictorine. Of all these

I. florentina is most floriferous, nearly every
growth yieliling a spike of blossom. Cut in the

bud stage and brought indoors, these spikes open
out every bud, and no Orcliid can rival the silky

sheen of the delicate petals. I. pallida dalmatica

would be well worth growing for its leaves alone

even if it never flowered, which, however, it does

quite freely. Three or four of its great spikes

placed in a big pot indoors with its own great flat

leaves form a picture such as but few other

flowers could surpass. The best of these Flag
Irises are so fine when well grown, that a collec-

tion should be formed in every garden. We have
here a very lovely Iris, somewhat like I. floren-

tina, only whiter, but it is a very shy-blooming
kind. Is it the one known as Princess of

Wales ? Planted a little above ground level, we
find most Flag Irises grow and bloom freely, and
the strong growth of the English and Spanish
kinds promises a rich harvest in June and July.

Pansie.s and Violas. — There is nothing
exclusive about these homely flowers ; everyone
may grow them even in g irdens of the smallest.

A big bed of Iris florentina carpeted with rich

dark jiurple Pansies is a sight that even an
Orchid grower might envy. Last September I

passed a little cottage on the roadside between
Melrose and Abbotsford, and the garden close to

the road—separated only by a rude rail fence

—

contained some of the finest Pansies I ever saw.

The fresh crisp northern air suits these rich

velvety blossoms to perfection ; indeed, the north
seems to be the true home of these lovely

flowers. In Dicksons' nursery at Pilrig Park I

also saw them in good form by the acre, another
proof that the northern growers appreciate this

flower at its true value. Of late years the Violas

approach the Pansy in size, form, and rich

variety of colouring, while at the same time they
are far more enduring and floriferous. Sir.

Clarke, of Wemyss Castle, Fife, has raised some
lieautiful things in this line, and a bed of Mrs.
Clarke— a good white—we had here last season
won the hearts of all who saw it at its best.

On hot, dry soils, either puddled beds or beds
enriched or lined with fresh cow manure are

necessary to their freshness and beauty, but
these flowers are really worth any trouble, so

satisfying are the results obtainable. For
carpetingborders of tall, strong-growing perennials
there are few plants more satisfactory than really

good kinds of Violas.

The Chinese Wistaria. — Can there be a
sweeter or more beautiful wall shrub than this

as seen at its best in a warm and sheltered gar-

den ! 1 saw several garden walls near the pottery

at Sevres cpiite wreathed with masses of its

Grape-like clusters nearly si.v weeks ago, but
here it is only just now expanding its soft mauve
flowers. Near Paris this I'ambling shrub is planted
(piite abundantly, aiid especially is it used for the
draping of iron railings, thus forming a sort of

floral wreath or frieze, and frequently extending
for a length of very many yards. When grown
inside garden walls near the public road a shoot
is often trained a foot or so above the wall coping
on a strained wire, tlius forming in spring a
wreath of olive-green leaflets and drooping blos-

soms very beautiful to see. There are two or

three varieties. Perhaps the finest form is a
white one, having elegant long spikes of bloom,
and then there is the double-blossomed form,
which, like most other double Pea flowers, is a

wretclied thing. The main drawback to the

more frequent planting of Wistarias is their

slowness of growth for the first year or two, and
some little dilliculty is often experiemed in pnj-

pagating them. Layering is slow, but sure. On
the other hand, once well planted, a Wistaria will

cover a hundred feet of waU and live for a century

or more—a thing of beauty. Even in London
it grows well. At Chelsea and Battersea, and
also at Chiswick, there are even yet flue examples,

so also at Hampton (Jourt and at Hatfield. There
is, or was, a noble specimen on Mr. Turner's cot-

tage at Slough, which has been illustrated in

The Garden, where also Mr. Parsons has shown
the weird wintry aspect which this plant often

assumes when old.

Parrot Tulips.—In large borders among
green leafage of many kinds these brilliant Tulips

are now very effective. They .show best in the

sunshine, when the light is reflected and in-

tensified as if from petals of burnished brass.

Even when seen at a distance the blooms have
quite a lamp-like ett'ect, and are so bright that

ordinary kinds of late Tulips look dull beside

them. They are free blooming, strong-growing

kinds, and vary in colour from pure yellow

through all shades of orange and red until a

glowing blood-red or crimson ends the scale. On
warm, dry, sandy soils they are not only hai'dy,

but increase rapidly from year to year. Among
some of these flaming Parrot Tulips (T. turcica)

we have a pretty single kind of a pinkish terra-

cotta ciilour, which is much admired. Can any-
one tell us where roots of the old yellow late

Tulip having a green bottom can be obtained ?

It was formerly much prized as a hardy kind,

and endures fresh and fair for a long time after

it is cut and placed in water indoors. The great

crimson-red T. Gesneriana is just now very fine,

and endures both sunshine and wind bravely.

It is one of the best of the hardy border kinds,

but there are two or three forms varying in size,

and although all are good, major or Strange-

waysi are the largest and beat.

Floral wreaths.—The most appropriate and
graceful of these are simply woven by loving

fingers at home. Bought flowers have no such

associations as those which linger around the

blossoms of one's own garden, and perhaps the

poorest kind of paid-for sadness is that repre-

sented by the cumbersome wreaths and crosses of

the flower shops. When the late J. C. Loudon
was liuried at Kensal Green, in 1843, just as the

coffin was lowered into the grave a stranger

stepped forward and threw in a few strips of Ivy.

It was the triliute of respect oft'ered Ijy a poor
man whom the great horticulturist had once
befriended, and the act had in it that true human
feeling which is the very soul of poetry. We
have all heard of the famous horticultural lady,

who, while growing the finest of exotics in her
conservatories, always purchased the flowers

which she gave away ; but who woidd think of

giving bought flowers to a bride, or of ottering

them in respect to their dead friends if they had
a leaf or flower of their own to give '. At funerals
more especially is floral millinery in bad taste.

If our joy or grief be sincere, let it be expressed
by real flowers simply placed together with a few
fresh green leaves. The American florists are in

some cases worse than our own, but even in

America floral designs of the cart-wheel or the
windmill types are avoided by people with any
pretensions to good taste.

Weedy corners.—In even the best of large

gardens weedy corners often exist as if by some sort

of natural selection, and one cannot do better
than fill them with big-leaved plants of habit
too luxuriant for the beds or borders devoted to

herbaceous plants generally. As someone has

well said, " where Briers are on<' may have
Hoses, and the Apple might replace the hedge-
row Crab ;" and so wherever weeils grow up in

neglected corners, plants of character might be
substituted with advantage. There are some
strong-growing plants which give our native

weeds no quarter. Of such are Solomon's Seal

and Lily of the Valley, the Japan Knotweeds,
the Hungarian Bindweed, Siberian Heracleum,
and the common Ferulas. All the Rhubarbs,
again, are happy in such corners. Rheum pal-

inatum tanghuticum is one of the best of all

the kinds, being distinct and handsome alike

in leafage and in blossom. Its white plumes
shine out from the trees here and there to a

height of 6 feet or more, and are handsome as

so seen under partial shade. The bare and un-
sightly spots where manure heaps or wood-
stacks have been are soon covered up if dug
over and planted now vdth Primroses, or with
any of the big-leaved plants above named. A
friend of mine planted the site of a big manure
heap with Solomon's Seal and Lily of the Valley
two or three years ago, and the spot is just now
one of the best features of a good garden. Blue-

bells and Primroses may also be planted in such

waste corners if partially shaded, and will well

repay the trouble after many days.

Ramondia pyrenaica.—This plant is rather

capricious, b'lt grows well with us wedged
tightly in a pocket or niche on the top of a par-

tially shaded wall. It is screened from the mid-
day sun by an adjacent Chestnut tree, and is

watered now and then during dry weather. Last

year we had thirty or forty flowers all open at

once, and the efl'ect was a pleasing one. I see the

white-blossomed variety just opening its buds in

a neighbour's garden, where it grows well in a

slanting position on rockwork beneath overhang-
ing stones. In all gardens where low walls exist

it would be easy to put rough stone copings on
them suitable for alpine plants of many kinds.

In damp or low-lying localities all the Sedums
and Sempervivums do best as thus elevated high
and dry above the soil. The rougher the stones

are arranged the better if good deep chinks and
niches are left to hohl soil. The silvery Edel-

weiss never does better than on a stone-topped

wall in full sunshine, and the same is true of

Linaria alpina, Erinus alpinus, and many other

little gems of that kind. When I was in Edin-
bui-gh last autumn I very much regretted that I

had not my pocketful of Foxglove and Wallflower
seed to scatter down the face of the noble rock on
which the Castle stands. A few seeds of common,
but beautiful, flowers and a few hours' pleasant

labour would make a garden of the place. I

hope this may catch the eye of someone who is

sufficiently interested to carry out my suggestion.

The Asphodels,—A friend who has returned

from Greece has disenchanted me, I had acquired

a notion that the fields of Asphodels were flowery

gardens under another name, but my friend says

that as he saw them nothing could well have
been more di'eary—a stony waste of ghastly white

stalks, and of bruised and battered leaves under
a scorching sun. It may be that the beautiful

spiing-like phases of the plant just before it

blooms may have passed ere my friend's impres-,

sions were received ; at any rate, the fact remains
that a few well-placed clumps of the white
Asphodel are most beautiful just now in the'

garden. This year we had a foretaste of the till

white Asphodel in the white variety of Camassia

(C, Leichtlini), which grew ,5 feet high after

being replanted last August, and was quite

Asphodel-like in port and blossom. So strong

and fine were they, that some of our visitors mis-

took them for some species of Eremurus rather

than for what they really were. The old King's
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Spear, or yellow Asphodel (A. luteus), is a dis-

tinct and effective plant, even if less noble in
port than A. ramosus, the white-flowered kind.

Both look liest in bold groiqjs near an old wall,

or near stones partly hidden bj' Acanthus leaves.

Once M-ell planted, these Asphodels will grow
for years without attention, so that they are

suitable for positions in church or cemetery
gardens, where labour power in dressing and
keeping is often of the most limited kind.

The gardener's path.—"What a nice thing
life must be spent among plants and flowers," is

an often-repeated remark, but I notice that it

generally comes from people who know but little

of what trouble and care even the most common
of flowers require in order to induce them to

succeed well. In a word, the romance connected
with the garden is often more attractive than the
reality. At any rate, the gardener's life, as a
rule, is not all "cakes and ale." On the con-
trary, his path often lies over rocks and thorns.

No one but a gardener fond of his plants knows
what an infinite amount of care they demand,
and what to an outside observer might appear a

mere trifle is to him a most important thing.

Nor is this confined to the more working gar-

dener. For instance, on the contrary you have
only to take up that last work of Loudon's, edited
by his wife and entitled " Self Instruction for

Young Gardeners." Here was a man of fine

thought and great powers of organisation, but
his life was dogged by bodily pain and fretted

by pecuniary difficulties, and the latter de-
volved on liim (as with Walter Scott) at a
time when he was least able to put them right.

His powers were great, his industry marvellous,
and yet he died by no means a rich man.
Loudon's life may have been exceptional, but no
one can read it without respecting a man who
fought his troubles bravely to the lasf. After
all, a life in gardens is mostly a healthy one, and
it may be an intelligent and happy one since the
manifold diversity of labour which a garden
affords really yields a kind of rest far sweeter
than that " laborious rest '' which the idle

endure ; when one thinks for a moment or two of

the lives of those who "go down to the sea in

ships, or of the labour at the forge or in the
mine," one can feel glad that our lot is in a
garden, to dress it and keep it from harm.

Old Irish gardens.—The more I see of

these old country-house gardens in Ireland, the
more I am impressed by their richness and
beauty. Of course a damp, mild climate favours

the growth and longevity of many plants which
speedily die out under the hotter sunshine of

England, but I also believe that a stronger love
for hardy flowers existed here formerly than was
the case in England and Scotland or Wales. At
any rate, Irish gardens were never tormented for

the sake of bedding plants to the same extent as

in the sister country ; hence it comes that we are
continually meeting with .'surprises in these old
gardens. Fine old Roses, Pajonies (such as P.

Witmanniana), Hypericums, and Daffodils long
ago vanished from English gardens, even if they
were ever grown there, are continually turning
up here in abundance. Jly friend Mr. Barr
simply laughed at me when some years ago I

told him that Ireland was full of Daffodils, and
that they grew better there than in England.
The fact is, Irish gardens are, like Irish politics,

better known now than five or six years ago, and
yet the luxuriant vigour and abundance of her
garden flora are but imperfectly understood. In
the " good old times " the well-to-do people
here were all fond of flowers and grew them well,

and even now this is to a great extent true. So
genial is the soil and climate, that even if a garden
is swept away or neglected, such things as white

Daffodils, late Tulips, Colchicums, and many
flowering shrubs do not die out, but struggle on
until fashion or favour comes round to reward
them for their constancy.

Flowery June.—There is warmth in the air

at last, and you can see the shimmer of the heat
radiating above the soil. There is bird song
everywhere, and one can realise that "summer is

a-comin' in" as a boon most precious after a

most changeful spring. Queen Daffodil is again
deposed in favour of Queen Iris, and there is

much promise in the garden, but the rich full

flush of summer blossoms always seems as fair

maids in waiting on Her Majesty the Rose. The
old Hawthorn is again white all over, and the
blackbirds sing matins on its topmost boughs,
or are they " songs without words ''

to their mates
who have whole nestfuls of cares among the
Holly bushes below ? There are Iris flowers and
Pieonies on the borders, and great red Tulips
dancing in the warm breezes, and the shimmer
of the first great Oriental Poppy flower catches

the eye among the soft greenery of many up-
rising things. Laburnum is like golden rain,

and the sunlight comes aslant through the purple
Beech leaves morning and evening, giving glints

of colouring only to be compared to rich old

cathedral windows. Pansies and Violas are

ablow ever3'where, and there is dainty lacework-
like tracery of Stitchwort and Cerastium in the
sun and groups of Bluebells in the shade.

Yesterday I was in the dell at St. Anne's,
Clontarf, which has been a blue carpet since

February last, blue with Scilla sibirica, with
Apennine Anemone earlier in the year, and Ijlue

now with wild Veronica, with Bluebells of all

shades, and with clouds of Forget-me-not, and
here and there with Vincas, both great and small.

The warm bright days of Jtine are ever most
delightful in gardens.

Old Chrysanthemums.— Several friends have
quite recently sent me Chrysanthemum flowers
showing that these plants will flower in sunmier-
time nearly as well as during the winter. The
point is, however, that they are wanted during
December and .January, but now we have many
more brilliant and sweeter flowers, for, after all,

do what we may, our queen of autumn, the
Chrysanthemum, can never hope to rival the

queen of summer, the Rose. I was amusing
myself the other day in a friend's house by turn-
ing over the plates in the old " Florist's Journal,"

published in 1840-46. In the volume for 1843
is a plate of two old kinds now rarely, if ever, to

be seen. The one is Minerva, an incurved flower

of a lilac or blush-tinted white, and the other,

which rejoices in the long name of Due de Coni-
glianeau, is a fiery red, not unlike, but perhaps
brighter than, Julie Lagravfere. Messrs. Chamller
seem at that date to have been the principal trade

growers, and a list of kinds is given but k\v of

them are recognised to-day. In an article accom-
panying tins plate some regret is expressed that
seed cannot be obtained so readily as in the case

of other fiorists' flowers ; but we are now getting

into the secret of obtaining seed in England, and
even in Ireland, where the climate is too damp
for the seeds of many composite plants to ripen
as a rule. Single or semi-double kinds will seed
freely if planted against sunny walls and shel-

tered from wet overhead, such as rain or drip,

by a coping board. The American growers are a
little late in the field, but they can save seed as

freely from Chrysanthemums as from Asters, and
they are likely to compete pretty closely with the
French growers in the future. I hope we may
soon have a conference held in the interest of

this popular winter flower, which no wealth of

summer blossoms can quite banish from our
memories.

On painting flowers.— " Theta" has missed
the central point in my note on p. 47.3, so that
the objections brought forward at p. 50.5 simply
fall to the ground. I am not, as yet, old enough to

believe in the word " impracticability " as applied
to art, nor even as applied to art-teaching in

schools. Students may copy cut flowers for con-
venience sake, but the best of flower jjictures will

always be those made from the flowers as they
grow. I fully agree that cut flowers are a con-
venience ; but perliaps " Theta " will tell us
that they are better than those growing happy
and beautiful in the garden, or in the nearest
hedge. The observations of Darwin, Lubbock,
and others have proved that every toss of a leaf,

every turn of a tendril, the boreing of root fibres,

nay, every wrinkle of petal or bend of flower-
cup are not mere accidents, but that they are the
sure results of physical laws. If you draw a spray
of Beech leaves as they float in the air, every
leaflet is arranged to catch its share of sunshine;
but if you cat the branch and arrange it in water
indoors, you have robbed it of its most subtle
charm, the exact rightness of its growth as
governed by its position, aspect, and surround-
ings. Hence your drawing in the first instance
may be right, i.e., true to Nature ; but in the
second ease you have destroyed an appreciable
amount of Nature to begin with. To paint a few-
flowers in the open air is child's play as compared
with painting a human face in the open air, or
a landscape "in verdure clad," or "in a cider
country," and neither convenience nor remunera-
tion ever yet made a bad artist a good one. If
a living donkey be better than a dead lion, then,
believe me, are living growing flowers better than
those on which the seal of death is impressed by
a steel blade !

Flowers and leaves.—We need not ask our-
selves whether leaves or flowers are most beauti-
ful, but enjoy both as being better than either
alone. Yesterday, in a garden sunny and well
sheltered, I saw a group of Ghent Azaleas, among
which had lieen planted some of the best Japan
Maples, and the combination was a very happy
one. These Azaleas are of all colours, from
milk-white through soft shades of sulphur and
yellow, orange, pink, and then comes a series of
reds quite uiinamable, so softly rich in tone as
to remind one of the rosy sky of sunrise or a
beautiful sunset on the sea. Each little bush
was covered with soft flower clusters, and the
bronzy red or finely-cut green foliage of the
Maples set off' each colour to the best advantage.
The group was in a sunny nook, surrounded on
all sides but the south by dark Yews, so that
when the sun poured its golden light on the
Azaleas, one had a glimpse of soft rainbow-like
colour perfectly undescribable in words. Quite
near at hand beside the path were great bushes
of Tree Pajonies, G feet high and covered with
their great flowers; and in the Grass also in
bloom were groups of Iris gerinanica, with here
and there a plant of the white Florentine Iris

for contrast, and others of I. Victorine and I.

pallida for variety in leafage as well as for later
bloom. But in a whole gardenful of early sum-
mer beauty naught ]deased me better than did
this great mass of Maples in leaf and Ghent
Azaleas in blo.ssom, and wherever these plants
will grow it is a combination worth much to
secure. Veronica.

Allotment gardens.—In reference to the
present cry for allotments for the poor, it does
not seem to be generally known what the first real
requirements of the case are. Some think that
allotments should be so large, that crops like those
grown by farmers could be raised on them, and
others think that ground enough to keep a man
employed in his overtime would be sufficient.
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To many a man a quarter of an acre would be a

boon, while half an acre would be more than he

could mana<je. To work an acre or more properly

needs capital, but a small plot only wants a poor

man's spare time. Of course, opinions may differ

on the point, but facts cannot be altered.

Another consideration of some im])ortance is the

division or fencing. Are such plots to be properly

fenced? Where allotments are really an institu-

tion, as they are at Nottingham, for instance, the

gardens are private and secure from intrusion. A
mere open piece of land worked in patches has

many detractions. There is no shelter from

cutting winds, no place in which to store tools or

crops, no chance for fruit trees, no obstruction to

trespassers -all disadvantages, and gardening

is one of those things where disadvantage means

loss. What would prove of most value for a

man's time and money V Decidedly a garden, not

fenced merely, but cheaply walled in by the land-

lord, with fruit trees on the walls if not elsewhere

and liberty to erect cheap glass structures ; in

the end the tenant to be the owner of things

which he has grown or erected, so that whether

by private sale or by the succeeding tenant buy-

ing them he may be recouped for his outlay. A
cheap wall may be built -iiith common coke, the

lightest and cheapest thing I know of witli which

to build. A chauldron costing lOs. will build a

piece of wall 4 yards long, 7 feet high, and

Sh inches thick. About £1'2 would wall in each

quarter of an acre ; so possibly plots an acre in

size could be thus walled for from t'^.") to £40 each

and would be well worth £2 a year extra. The
bleakest of fields, if divided by walls into quarter

acres, half acres, and acres, will at once become
valuable for gardening. -A. Uawson, 7'he Cedar-i,

Vhiswiclc.

Indoor Garden.

SUMMER TREATMENT OF CYCLAMEN
PERSICUM.

It will be generally admitted tliat Cyclamens of

this class are very serviceable, and I think it will

also be conceded that in but few private places

are they seen in creditable condition. Trade

growers succeed surprisingly well with them, and

there is no reason why private growers sliould

not have them in at least something approaching

a presentable state. In many instances a bad

start first made lays the foundation of almost cer-

tain failure. Sometimes the seed is sown in

autumn ; at others, early in the year ; but in

either case the seedlings ought to be grown to a

useful size the same season. By useful size I

mean large enough for each plant to produce

from twenty to a hundred blooms, or eveu more.

While the seedlings are in the seed-pans and
when first potted off singly into small pots they

make satisfactory progress, but, as a rule, it is

these small pots that Jo the mischief. If they

could be plunged in Cocoa-nut fibre or set on a

moist bottom, and the plants still be kept grow-

ing in a gentle heat and shifted before they were
root-bound, all would be well ; but, instead of

this, they oftener than otherwise are set on dry,

hot shelves or benches, where they cannot be

kept properly supplied with moisture. The con-

sequence, therefore, is, that the bulbs harden and
refuse to swell properly. AVhen this happens, no
matter how well they maybe treated, the chances

are that they never attain a presentable size ; and
nothing looks more miserable than a badly grown
Cyclamen. From the first we avoid pots ; the

seedlings are pricked out either into pans or

boxes containing good light soil, aud there they

remain till early iu June.

Frames will be now available and also a good
heap of partially spent hotbed material. This,

with a little fresh manure added in order to

warm it up slightly, is formed into beds on the

north side of a wall. On these the frames are

set, and if at all deep they are partially filled up

with some of the shortest of the hotbed material.

On this is put from the Potato frames a layer of

good loam, to which is added a liberal quantity

of leaf-soil, and a sprinkling of sand is stirred

into the surface. The frames are kept close till

the soil is somewhat warmed, when the seedlings

are at once carefully planted (Uit, about 6 inches

apart each way, and watered in with tepid water.

They are kept rather close for a time and shaded

from bright sunsliine. They are syringed over-

head in the morning and again in the afternoon
;

the frames are then closed, and they are further

watered when the soil approaches dryness. In

this manner they make good progress, and by

autumn are touching each other all round, and,

wliat is also satisfactory, are well set with flower-

buds. Before the latter are far advanced the

plants are placed in clean well-drained pots vary-

ing in size according to the balls of soil and roots

secured with each bulb. Some of ours go into

4-inch, more into 5-inch, and the remainder into

G-inch pots, and all have a little soil firmly

packed around the sides. No fresh soil is needed,

as that in the frames is far from being exhausted,

but a little partially dried cow manure may with

advantage be placed next the Moss over the

drainage. After potting they are returned to the

frames and slightly shaded, if necessary, but

directly they have recovered somewhat from the

check just sustained, the best place for them we
find to be the slated staging of a moderately warm
greenhouse. There they are kept separate from

all other plants, and with proper attendance soon

furnish an abundance of bloom, which is at its

best early in the new year. After the plants

have ceased flowering rather less water is given,

though nothing iu the shape of drying-oft' is at-

tempted, and these, which may now be termed

Old tlant.s, may be grown to a still more pro-

fitable size for use the following winter, after which

they may be thrown away. Our Cyclamens at

the present time have still the greater portion of

their old leaves attached to the conns, but they

are commencing to grow afresh, and are also

rooted ought to receive occasional weak supplies

of liquid manure. A little seed may be saved

from selected plants, but saving seed indiscrimi-

nately both weakens the corms and gradually im-

pairs the quality of the strain. Blooms reijuired

for decorative purposes should be pulled clean off

the corm.s, as if cut the portion of the stem left

<lecays, and the decay soon spreads to the rest of

the plant. W. I. M.

rooting freely. They will, therefore, be at once

planted out in frames situated and prepared as

has just been stated. Very little of the old soil

will be picked away from the roots, and with

good attention they will form plants <Uiring the

summer large enough for flowering in (i-mch,

7-inch, and even 8-incli pots. They are later in

blooming than younger plants, and the blooms

are rather smaller, but they are produced in

greater prnfusiou and are simply invaluable

where many flowers are required for any purpose.

The pure white varieties are particularly valu-

able, and these are includeil in most packets of

seed, or they may be bought separately. Nearly

half of our stock consists of these pure white

varieties. Those who are unable to plant in

frames may try a few

Old plants in the open aROUKD, adding

plenty of leaf mould to the ordinary garden soil.

I have secured fine plants in that way, but

frames are most to be reliel upon. Those who
have .seedlings in small pots should, if it is con-

venient, plant them out in frames, or they may
shift them into larger pots and set them in a

frame on a slight hotbed if possible ; the highest

part or back of the frame should face the south,

that being necessary where no high north wall is

available. Cyclamens ought not to be exposed

to much sunshine ; nor should they be grown on

a dry staging. They like plenty of moisture

about them, and frequent overhead syringings

greatly benefit them. W'hen in flower or during

winter they need less moisture ; damp and cold,

in fact, induce decay, but in a warm greenhouse

they may be watered freely, and when well

IXIAS, TUBEROSES, AND GLOXINIAS.

It is interesting to observe how one cultivator

often succeeds in growing plants which puzzle

others. Some of your contributors are complain-

ing of the trouble they have in growing Ixias,

whereas with me they are flowered as easily as

Hyacinths. I have now a splendid show of many
colours, with foliage as green as Grass, and I

prize the flowers greatly, because they last so

well, either in water or as button-holes, and are

rarely to be bought, or even seen. The only

drawback is that the blooms do not open well in

dull weather until they get fully matured. My
treatment is to put five or six bulbs in ordinary

potting soil, in a .5-inch pot, in autumn, plunge

the pots in an old Mushroom bed, or sand, or

ashes, and when the shoots appear above the

soil, remove the pots to my coldest greenhouse,

and place them close to the ventilators. No
further care is required. We begin to pot Tube-

roses (with which so many fail) about the 1st of

February, plunge the pots (one bulb in a 4-inch

pot, or two in a 5-inch or 6-inch) in the propa-

gating house, withhold water until the shoot

appears, and when the stems begin to show a

joint, remove the pots to a warm greenhouse

near the ventilators, and give them sometimes a

little artificial manure. My first are just now
coming into flower. I have had twenty-six

blooms upon one stem, and owing to the bulbs

of last season being particularly fine, I have

two and even three flower-stems this year

from one bulb. None answer so well with me as

the American roots. Later on in the season they

do better (after being started) in a cool house.

With respect to Gloxinias generally seen iu

stoves, avoid great heat and artificial manure,

wintering the pots under the stage near the pipes,

and from this time until autumn, they will form

one of the most attractive ornaments of the

greenhouse, giving no trouble, and always freefrom

insect pests. In gathering the flowers for the

table, great care must lie taken not to bruise

them, for they are just as sensitive in this respect

as Gardenias. I may add that I shall endeavour

to profit by the good advice given by several of

your correspondents on the subject of Daphne

indica. My plants must have been overwatered

and overpotted. Another recent discovery of

mine is the ease with which the scarlet Hibiscus

can be grown and flowered in a small state. It

does not object in the least to the close atmo-

sphere of the propagating house, in this resem-

bling the Euphorbia jacquini;i;flora. Three

cuttings of the latter in an 8-inch pot give me a

fair supply for early winter, and if cut in as soon

as the bloom disappears, there will be a second

crop of flowers in early spring. I found Deutzia

candidissima fl.-pl. the best of all early flowering

white pot plants. It should be summered out of

doors. One of your correspondents seems fond

of crickets. Let him not then grow Gardenias,

for crickets certainly, crede cipnio, bite oft' the

flower buds. It is said that sparrows eat tioose-

berry caterpillars. They do, from the same

laziness which makes them build such slovenly

nests, occasionally pop one into the mouth of a

greedy youngster in the nest, for 1 have, through

an opera glass, seen it done, but neither young

nor old ever help themselves to such a bitter
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morsel, which even ducks'afterthefirst trial refuse.

All hard-billed birds do much more harm than

good in gardens.

North-west Cheshire.

BOUGAINVILLEAS.
The following account of my experience with
Bougainvilleas may be of .service to some of your
readers while the subject is under discussion. I

still subject them to dry treatment for six months
or so in winter, but I give plenty of water during
the growing and blooming season. I have
bloomed five varieties, but in order to obtain the
splendid display which we annually get I find

that they must be planted out in a warm, dry
situation in a winter temperature of about fiO',

i.e., with the exception of glabra, which will

bloom freely in pots. B. speciosa we obtained
from France in IS.'iT, and bloomed it in great pro-

fusion in 18GI and ever since. B. spectabilis we
received from the late Mr. James Veitch in ISIil,

in a strong bottom heat, and in this position it

made a large bush by August. It was then

removed to a light airy greenhouse, where it

showed abundance of bloom in September. It

was exhibited at South Kensington and obtained
a first-class certificate. Stock from this plant was
supplied to the trade, and I believe ours was the

first plant of it introduced. It was figured in the

Fiorist, and an article on its culture appeared at

the same time. In lS(i'2 this was planted out at

the cool end of the same house in which we kept
B. speciosa, the two occupying a space 00 feet

long and l.S feet wide. Speciosa commenced to

bloom in March and glabra in May, and the latter

continued to produce a magnificent floral display

till October, and this it has done for twenty-five

years in succession. No one who has not seen

Bougainvilleas bloom when planted out could
imagine that they produce such a grand display.

B. Warscewiczi was received by me from Messrs.

E. (J. Henderson in 18(31 and planted out in 186.3.

It bloomed in 1865. It is a very strong grower
;

of this variety in the country, in the garden of

Mr. John Kaye, Clayton, West Huddersfield, has

been in full flower. I saw it about the end of

I

April and it was then covered with bloom, and
has been so flowered for yeais, and remains
months in that condition. Not only does this

plant, like others when well managed, bloom on
the strongest .shoots, but on the weak ones also,

and in abundance on these, although the strong
shoots are undoubtedly the most fioriferous, thus

aftbrding a fine example of the fallacy of

I

" I>. T. F.'s " contention that strong shoots flower

and fruit least. Indeed, I am plea.sed to have
" T. B.'s" unintentional support on this point.

I

It is the flowering of the small and weaker shoots

that gives the plant the apjtearance of a mass of

flowers because they lie clo.se together. It is

interesting to note here that in the chapters on
stove plants in the " fJardener's Assistant,"

written and signed by " T. B."—where one would
expect him to be accurate —he only distinguishes

the two varieties thus :
" B. glabra is the freest

Winter view at Tlic Dell, Et^h.im, as .seen from Windsor Park. (See p. .^IG.)

and planted it out in 1,S6'2. It bloomed in 1864,

ratherthinlyand-somewhatscattered. The blo.ssoms

resemble blotting-paper in colour, ;'.(., brick-red,

and we did not think it worth growing, there

being a scarcity of room, so it was rooted up and
destroyed to make way for more showy kinds.

B. splendens we had from Messrs. E. (;. Hender-
son in 1861. It was planted out in 1S6'2 and
bloomed in 1864. This is the best of all the

Bougainvilleas, the colour being bright pink and
the bracts twice the size of those of any of the

others. Such a strong grower as this would not

bear stopping, and when in flower its wild growth
sets it otf to advantage. A plant of this planted

out at Killiow, in Cornwall, bloomed beautifully

in a large Orchid house, and alTorded nice shade
to the plants. My plant of it was destroyed

through want of room. B. glabra was the next

to bloom under my care. This was received by a

friend from the Mauritius in 1861, and forwarded

to me in a 3inch pot. I shifted it on till it

ultimately occupied a 13-ineh pot. I plunged it

its bracts are palish pink and not quite so bright

as those of glabra, but very large. This was also

destroyed from want of room, and we now grow
only B. speciosa and glabra, which are the two
best bloomers.—J. D.\niells, Swyncombe, Henhy-
on-Thames.

There is no need for me to produce an
example of Bougainvillea spectabilis blooming on
the present year's shoots, as " T. B." requests,

but if he will produce an example that dons not

flower on the new or current year's shoots, it would
be a curiosity indeed. Sometimes B. spectabilis

and glabra flower nearer to the last year's wood
and sometimes farther away from it, and some-
times they flower later and sometimes earlier, but
both resemble each other in blooming on the

young or current year's wood, and I challenge not
only " T. B.," but anyone else to produce an
example to the contrary. " E. H. \V." is also

wrong in saying that B. glabra "is quite a dif-

ferent thing and blooms in autumn.'' Since

March, if not earlier, one of the finest specimens

flowering sort ; B. spectabilis is a strong-grov ing

species "—a correct description, and, like my own,
indicates no greater difterence between the two
than there is between two kinds of Apples or

Pears.—J. S. \V.

Azaleas after blooming. — " J. C. B.'s"

advice on this subject (p. 491) is, if we may
judge from the specimens of Azaleas generally to

be met with in our gardens, much needed. The
difference between the beautiful healthy plants

that come to us every autumn from Holland and
the same plants after a two or three years' exist-

ence in our gardens is so great in a downward
direction, that we must conclude that our mode of

culture must, in the majority of cases, be wrong.

If we wish to be successful with these plants the

points enumerated by "J. C B." must be strictly

adhered to. There is one point, however, which
he omits to mention, viz., the temperature to

which he subjects his plants after denuding them
of their seed vessels, repotting, kc. My experi-
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cnce is that an intermediate house in which to

make their young growtli is tlie best place for

them ; afterwards they should be transferred to a
cool greenhouse preparatory to being set out of

doors in a sunny position. Another point worth
attending to is to have the plants turned round
occasionally so that all sides may receive during
the summer an equal amount of sunshine.—A.
DjiWAR, Falklund Pa/are, Fi^eMre..

lowish ground colour, conspicuously veined with
brownisli crimson. Lastly, what better back wall
coverers have we than Camellias ? They are very
hardy, and only want glass protection to keep
late frosts from destroying their blossoms.

H. P.

GREENHOUSE WALL PLANTS.
The following are suitable for covering the back
wall of a greenhouse. Regarding Lonicera, or

C'aprifolium semijervirens, about which " W. J. H.

"

inquires (p. 4Sti), I may say that it is a beautiful
climber, hardy in many parts, but well repaying
the protection of a greenhouse, in which it will

flower throughout the summer months. There
arc se\'eral foi'ms of this Honeysuckle, but that
supplied by nurserymen as the scarlet Trumpet
i<, as a rule, a very good one. Clematis indivisa,

an evergreen New Zealand species that produces
enormous quantities of pure white flowers in early
spring, is one of the best of climbing plants ; and
another climber a little later in blooming than
the Clematis is the Chinese Akebia quinata, a
slender twining plant with prettily divided leaves
and curious claret-coloured blossoms. The in-

dividual blooms are not large, but they are borne
in sufficient ]>rofusion to be attractive. Passi-
lloras, where liberally treated, soon cover a con-
siderable space, and, apart from their handsome
blossoms, their foliage is very ornamental. Amongst
them the common Passion-flower is the hardiest
and most robust in constitution ; its white variety
(Constance Elliott) is quite distinct. Another
good greenhouse kind is P. Imprratrice Eugenie.
Lapagerias are greenhouse plants, but they are
seen to the best advantage when trained close to
the roof. A well-drained border consisting of

rough peat and sand, with some charcoal mixed
with them, just suits both the red and white
kinds. Berberidopsis corollina is a pretty
climber; it has dark coloured evergreen foliage
and handsome drooping crimson blossoms. For
training on the back wall of a greenhouse there
are many suitable plants not strictly climbers.
A few of the best are Habrothamnus elegans,
whose large clusters of crimson blossoms render
it just now one of the showiest of indoor plants.
Its flowers, too, are succeeded by purplish coloured
fruits, each about the size of a small marble, and
very handsome. Cestrum aurantiaeum makes a
good companion to this plant ; indeed, it is often
called the golden Habrothamnus, its blossoms
being of a deep yellow colour. Plumbago capensis,
with its myriads of pale porcelain-blue flowers, is

very showy in summer, and also supplies a shade
of blue not often met with amongst greenhouse
Ijlants. The peculiar lobster-claw-shaped bios
soms of Clianthus puniceus when borne freely are
very attractive on account of their bright colour
and quaint form. Red spider is the principal
enemy to guard against in the case of this plant,
as, unless kept down by liberal syringings, it

(juickly spreads during hot weather, and causes
the foliage to assume a sickly tint. Fuchsias in
such a position as that described by " W. J. H."
would flower well during summer, but in winter
they would be by no means attractive. Thibaudia
acuminata has deep green, stout foliage and
drooping wax-like reddish blossoms, that are ad-
mired by most people ; it soon covers a wall with
a mass of leaves that are x'ciy persistent, and it

also flowers freely. This plant is nearly related
to the Azaleas, ^'acciniums, and similar handsome
subjects. Another plant belonging to the same
class, and one seldom used for the purjiose indi-
cated, is llhodotlcrnlron fragrantissimum. In
ilay, when studded with large white liighly
fragrant blossoms, this Rhododendron is a sight
to be remembered. Abutilons might also be used
for the same purpose, and amongst the many sorts
now in cultivation the best are tlie pure white
Boule de Neige and the beautifully striped A.
striatum, a very old-fashioned, but most showy

The blooms, which are large, have a yel-

Tristania conferta.—This which is mure gene-

rally called T. macri>ijliylla, does not appear to be at

present much grijwn. It is one of those Australian
plants which fashion and the influx of other things

have relegated to obscurity. It is siutablo fur conser-

vatory decoration on account of its elegant growth
and fine foliage, which is of a deep lustrous hue on the
upper surface and pale green beneath. The flowers,

which are white, are borne in clusters towards the
extremities of the branches. It is easily propagated,
and thrives well in fibrous loam, to which is added a
little leaf-soil and a goodly addition of white sand.

Many plants now grown for decoration have less value
than this Tristania.—J. C. B.

" Yes, it is incredible, but it is true. The old lady
talked to me of it with positive rapture, and said it

was as though the sky of Egypt at its intensest blue

had fallen down and covered the earth I But, as I

tell you, you never come to the end of the oddities of

these English. Tliere they were enjoying the idea of

leaving that snug pretty home of theirs for the cold

hills ; and all because of the Gentians I
"

—

St. James's

(rU-Mc.

Kitchen Garden.

kind.

BECACSE OF THE GENTIANS.
Paris, Mai/ 16.

The question is constantly asked, "Why do the

English and the French, who every j'ear intermix
more and more, apparently understand each other

less and less ?
" The following small anecdote may

disclose one of the minor causes of an incompatibility

which is undeniable. Two ladies—ultra-Parisians

both—were seated on a bench in the gardens of the
Tuileries ; and one, who liad just returned, as it

seemed, from an excursion of some weeks in Savoy,
was entertaining her companion with an account of

all she had done and seen in the neighbourhood of

Chanibery. " Among other curiosities," said she,
" we made quite a friendship with an Englisii

m^nafje ! Oh, my dear, what wonderful creatures

they are, those islanders ! t>ue never comes to the

end of their oddities. Now only think ! Here were
a man and his wife, the sweetest old couple you ever

saw ; nearer seventy than sixty ; hair white as snow,
cheeks ruddy as cherries ; always climbing about

—

always together ; adoring each other ; having been
everywhere, reading everything, and enjoying life

like schoolboys ! Fancy, ihtrourent la ric amusante !

"

" lis sont bien bons ! " remarks the other lady, with
a genuine Parisian sneer.

" Well I

" continues the first speaker, " we saw
them perpetually ; and they could inform us on
almost everything. They had lived off and on at

Chambery for the last ten years I—and oh, what a
bijou of a home ! It was small as a doll's house

;

but the perfection of the comfort of it .' Such nice

chau-s, and such tables of every kind and sort ; and
such devices for making life easy—full of flowers

and liihclotg, from all parts of the world the bilnliits.

In short, you know, a chtz-soi. which, if it were
only in Paris, one would never stir away from in

the entire twelve months. But just imagine this.

When I went to say good-bye to the dehghtful old

lady, she told me she and her husband should be
also leaving the next week for higher up in the
mountains. You know la montayne early in May
is not warm— it is, to say the truth, very chilly

—

.and this "Philemon et Baucis" certainly both near
seventy ! Well, I suggested something of this sort,

but added that no doubt they had some land, some
interests, up on the heights ; and the dear old thing
said, ' Oh, no ; it was because of the Gentians !

'

"

"The what?" exclaimed the listener.

"Yes; well you may stare !" rejoined the narrator.

"About the end of April or beginning of May takes
place on certain parts of the mountains the flowering

of the Gentians—great bells big as a wine-glass, I

was told, and blue as the Branicki sapphire. She
explained to me that it was a sight they never missed
when in Savoy at that season. And they were actually

going to turn out of that exipnsite home of theirs and
live for a fortnight or more on a bleak hill-side in a
peasant's hut, in order to enjoy the first flowering of

these plants."

"Ah bah !" interposed the friend, with an accent
of imbelieving astonishment such as only a true
Parisienne can disi)lay.

GOOD HARDY VEGETABLES.
The winter of 1885 and 1886 proved exception-

ally trying to various hardy green vegetables,

and the experience gained thereby ought to in

.some measure guide ns in future. In our
uncertain climate it is always advisable to

prepare for the worst ; what, therefore, we find

to be of good service during one bad season

ought always to be again planted in (quantity in

anticipation of another severe winter. Never in

my experience have green vegetables realised

higher prices than during the jjast winter and
up to the present lime, this scarcity being due
rather to the unfavourable weather which we
experienced during the late autumn months,
following closely on the heels of a very dry hot
time than to anything else, the conseipience

being a weakly plant of various kinds of green
vegetables, more especially of Brussels Sprouts,

Broccoli, Cabbage, and Spinach. We lost but
few vegetables through frost or cold wind,
though in some localities the case was very
different.

Brussels Sprouts.— I mention these first

from the fact of their being the most serviceable

winter green we have. Those who have a large

establishment to supply, or who grow for the

provincial markets, ought to plant them in

quantity, even if at the expense of Broccoli and
Kales. They cannot well be got in too early

;

ours, in fact, are already well established in their

winter quarters. If the planting is delayed till

such times as the ground is cleared of early

Potatoes, Peas, or other crops, the chances are

that they will never attain a size calculated to be

at all profitable. Our plants being previously

pricked out in an open Ijorder are transplanted

with a trowel ; they therefore receive but little

check from the operation. They are firmly

planted in drills 3 feet apart, the strongest

growers, such as Aigburth, Perfection, and Exhi-

bition, being 30 inches apart in the rows, while

Ne Plus Ultra, Paragon, and imported kinds

are only 2 feet asunder. Being on well manured
and rather heavy land, they grow strongly and
soon meet all round. Before they are far

advanced they are ^^ell moulded up ; this is

done either after a soaking rain or if the weather

be at all dry after a heavy watering has been

given them. This moulding up serves the

double purpose of enclosing moisture and steady-

ing the naturally heavy-tojiped plants. Where
the land is naturally light and poor the drills

may be filled with li(iuid manure prior to

moulding up, and a mulching of strawy manure
or other loose material may sulisequently be
applied vrith advantage. The best sort for the

markets is the Aigburth, but the cpiality of this

heavy cropper is not first-rate. Northaw Prize,

recently alluded to in The Garden, is only

another name for Ne Plus Ultra, and this sort

fully deserves all the praise that has been
bestowed on it. It is one of the best for home
use; the sprouts, which are produced abimdantly,

are of medium size, firm, and good in qualitj*.

With us it has superseded Paragon.

Broccoli.—For early winter supplies none
ecjuals Veitch's Autumn Protecting, and so use-
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ful do we find it, that fully one-third of our

ground available for Broccoli will be planted

with it. It is far from being hardy, but if plants

of it are lifted and re-planted in pits, vineries, or

Peach houses, the supply can easily be maintained

from November till late in February. Our
earlie.st are already in their summer quarters,

and others will be planted in another fortnight's

time. Not a plant of this sort should be wasted.

The rows may be 30 inches apart, and the plants

2 feet asunder in the rows. It grows vigorously

and produces fine close heads almost equal to those

of the Autumn Giant Cauliflower in quality, and

sometimes also in size. Exhibitors of collections

of vegetables are in the habit of sowing a pinch

of seed of this Broccoli along with that of

Cauliflower, and grand heads for the late August

and Seiitember shows are frequently the result.

Snow's Winter Wliite Broccoli, sown in April

and May and planted in succession to early Peas

without digging the ground, proves hardy and

useful in February and March. Earlier than

that it cannot be depended upon, and, as I have

previously remarked, it is a much over-rated

variety. Veitch's Spring White Broccoli again

did us good service in April, though we have

had it fit for use much earlier. It is not so hardy

as some, but we plant it on firm high ground,

and are in that way rewarded with close white

heads of excellent quality. Leamington Broccoli

is a general favourite, and if planted in quantity

about 30 inches apart each way on firm ground,

say in i-uc;ession to Strawberries, second early

Peas or Beans, it will form sturdy hardy growth,

and a long succession of good heads will e\'en-

tually be the result. This season we could have

sold our whole breadth of it at 3d. per head, and
the retail price would have been much higher.

I am aware that many consider late Broccoli un-

profitable ; but let me advise tbo.'^o who have a

good stock of plants of this variety to plant it

extensively and mark the result. To succeed

the Leamington several good sorts can now be

had. Cattell's Eclipse is still a favourite, but I

find Late Queen, Model, and Ledsham's Latest

of All to be superior to it. Model is the sturdiest,

and its close conical heads are well protected.

It is a grand sort for home use, but the others

are also very good indeed and very hai'dy. Many
are obliged t(j plant the principal portion of their

Broccoli between rows of Potatoes, the ground in

this case necessarily being very loose. This and

the shelter afforded by the Potato haulm cause a

leggy as well as rank growth, the stems becoming

too long to be hardj'. A certain amount of pro-

tection may, however, be given by means of

moulding up the soil to the Broccoli after the

Potatoes are lifted. We are obliged to plant a

quantity among Potatoes, but do not depend

upon such plants, some of each sort being also

planted on firm undug ground, and these never

fail. Crowbar planting does not work well

here, our ground usually being too hard for that

;

our plan is to cut out drills with heavy hoes, to

soak them with water if necessary, and to trans-

plant the Broccoli with a good ball of soil about

its roots. Unless this is done it starts very badly,

and is too late to do good service.

Chou de Burghley.—I have at dift'erent

times pointed out defects in this hybrid, and it

is only fair that I should mention the good

ciualities which with us it has recently de-

veloped. Sown, and otherwise treated some-

what similarly to Savoys, the plants, being in

rows 2 feet apart and 18 inches asunder, soon

covered the ground. From November till the

end of December we had plenty of heads, large

and good—too large in fact, but during January

the later supplies were smaller and more appre-

ciated. The Broccoli head we did not wait for,

nor is it wanted when ordinary Broccoli is avail-

able. The stumps were not removed, and from

these during the past month we have been

gathering good supplies of succulent sprouts,

almost equalling in quality good sprouting Broc-

coli, and there are still more to pick. Now as

Cabbage is still very scarce and nearly all other

greens exhausted, itmust be admitted that Chou
de Burghley has done good service. In future

more of it will be planted and fewer Savoys.

A.SPARAGU3 Kale.—We never fail to sow a

fairly large breadth of this, but it never proved

so remunerative as it has done this spring._ There

is no necessity to sow the seeds in beds in com-

mon with other Kales, a better plan being to sow

it Spinach-like among rows of Peas or Beans, or

in undug ground in succession to early or second

early Potatoes, or after winter Spinach. I would

not advise anyone to devote an extra good posi-

tion to this Kale, owing to the fact that it is a

late sort, and ought not to be cleared oft' before

June. Sown in rows any time during .June, and

eventually thinned out to about 12 inches apart,

it will niake good progress under almost any

circumstances, and in spring will yield a great

abundance of succulent greens. If kept closely

picked the supply will last till well into June,

and at the present time it proves most useful.

There are two or three varieties of it, all of

which are equally hardy and serviceable ; it is

also kttown as Buda Kale.

Spi.s-ach Beet.—Ordinary Spinach in many
gardens was a complete failure last winter, and

those who, like myself, had a good breadth of

Bpinach Beet by way of a substitute, had good

reasons to congratulate themselves. I do not

say it is quite as good as Spinach, especially when
the leaves are small and old, but when growing

strongly in autumn and again in the sjiring, it

can hardly, when properly cooked, be distin-

guished from Spinach. We gathered many
bushels of it during April and ]\Iay, and plenty

is left yet. It is not, even now, too late to sow

it, but as much depends upon having strong

roots, it is not advisable to longer defer the opera-

tion. Drills for it may be 15 inches apart, and

the seedlings .should eventually be thinned out

to about 12 inches asunder in the drill.

Nantes Horn Carrot.—Few fail to appre-

ciate tender young Carrots, and for maintaining

a constant supply I give the preference tci the

Nantes Horn. Sown during June and July

and early in August in frames, abundance of

delicious' roots will be the result. They will

be found to be superior to the coarser older

roots of Intermediate and other sorts. A light

well worked soil suits Carrots admirably, and

a liberal dressing of burnt ashes or burnt soil

and refuse from the "smother" serves to keep

them clean and free from insect pests ; not much
thinning out is needed, this being constantly

effected as they are drawn out for use.

W. I. M.

named Potato, although exceedingly handsome
and an excellent cropper, has proved to be, in every

case in which I have known it grown, \ery indif-

ferent in quality. So inferior indeed is it, that no

one hereabouts now cultivates it, a fact which

shows that soil must influence the quality of

Potatoes more than most people are willing to

acknowledge. jNly own opinion of White Elephant

is that if it can be giown good in quality, in other

respects few sorts can beat it.—J. C. C.

White Elephant Potato.—I have read with

interest "•). C. B.'s" remarks concerning this

Potato. That its great size and hence large crop-

ping qualities should have found favour last season

wheii drought so materially affected the produce

of ordinary kinds is not to be wondered at, but

should we have rather a moist summer, the quality

of White Elephant will be bad and the tubers

large and coarse. It is a kind that cannot long

endure, for, unlike its American congener, Beauty

of Hebron, it has not the merit of earliness. I am
of opinion that Magnum Bonum will long outlive

White Elephant in popularity.—A. J).

I was surprised to read "J. C. B.'s'

remarks (p. 479) stating that such Potatoes as

Champions and Magnum Bonums were less popul ar

than they used to be, and that public favour was

being transferred to AVhite Elephant. The last^

(lARDENING IN POOR SOIL.

•'Wi; cannot grow vegetables in our garden,

owing to the soil being so poor ;" or, " Our light,

gravelly soil does not suit vegetables ;" are re-

marks by no means uncommon, but how far they

are justified one cannot tell withour special in-

vestigation. In order to maintain a good supply

of vegetables all the year round, con.siderabIe fore-

thought is necessary. Even where the garden

consists of jioor, light, gravelly soil, and the rain-

fall considerably under the average, and where

good manure is not plentiful, some would not

tbink about doing anything until the time came
to sow or plant. The result of such mismanage-
ment would be in many cases failure, and success

would only be attained by chance. The preparation

of the ground should begin in autumn, and would

necessarily require to be carried on t'.irough the

winter. There are two kinds of poor or bad soils

with which a kitchen gardener has to deal, and I

have had considerable exjierience with both. They
may be divided into soils that are too dry and
others that are too wet. The last-named type

must be drained. Some old gardens have been

drained, but it will not do to rest satisfied that

the drains are all in good order. They are very

often choked up. We found, two years ago, by
the waterlogged state of the soil, that one or two

of our drains were stopped up, and on digging

down to the tiles and taking them out, wc found

their insides densely packed with roots. The
latter were forced out and the tiles relaid ; but

this will have to be done again in the course of a

few years. If either a new or old garden has to

be drained, an outfall must be provided. In some
eases this requires to be a drain 4 feet deep, con-

sisting of .S-inch tiles. Ordinary drains ought to

be :i feet deep and 15 feet apart, and they should

have a slight incline towards the main drain.

PiiKrAKATiox FOR THE succEEDixo YEAR begins

in autumn, by trenching the ground at least two

spits deep. My method is this : We take out a

trench, '2 feet inches wide, at one end, and wheel

the material removed to the other. A spit is first

taken out, and also the loose earth, thus giving a

depth of nearly a foot ; another .spit is then taken

out and the loose earth removed, thus giving

nearly a foot more. We have, therefore, to

begin with, a trench 2 feet inches wide and

2 feet deep, the bottom of which is forked up to

the depth of S inches or inches more. In the

bottom we place a good layer of manure or

decayed vegetable matter ; then, with a line, we
mark off a 2 feet space, and proceed to take out

two spits and two shovellings of loose earth,

casting them into the first trench, and at the

same time placing a layer of manure between

each foot of soil turned over, and each trench

ought to have the bottom stirred upas at first. If

manure cannot easily be obtained, decayed vege-

tablco, leaves, and other rubbish, which have been

laid up in a heap to rot will do instead ; but good

stable manure for heavy soils is better than any-

thing else. If the ground is prepared in this

way before winter, and the surface left rough,

frosty weather will convert a stiff clay into a pow--

dery, easily-worked soil ; but in order to keep it

in this state, a dressing of lime or mortar rubbish,

burnt earth, or road scrapings should be spread

over the surface to the depth of a few inches, and

be dug in before cropping takes place. Heavy
soils ought never to be worked when wet : better

wait a week or two than touch ground when in

that state. Where heavy soils are thus dealt with,

winter rains and melted snow pass through them
freely into the drains, and in spring seeds sown
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in them vegetate freely, and plants root well and
quickly in them ; whereas, ground not so treated

on being turned up is sodden and lies in hard

lumps that are difficult to break up. Seeds in

such a soil often die instead of vegetating, and
even when plants are got up, they are inferior in

quality.

LicHT SOILS may be treated in the same way as

far as preparation is concerned, but even if no
preparation takes place seeds will vegetate in

them freely, and plants will start into active

growth; but if no trenching or man\iring has

taken place, they will often succumb to hot, dry

weather. Cauliflowers will produce buttons. Peas

will not produce a continuous crop. Onions will

be small, and Carrots, if they grow at all, will

•scarcely be worth storing for the winter; indeed,

nothing will be satisfactory. One important ad-

vantage is, however, possessed by owners of light,

sandy soils, and that is, they can be cropped
without waiting for a dry surface, as has to be

done in the case of heavy soils. A mulching of

short manure placed on the surface when the

crops have advanced somewhat in growth is of

the utmost service. It prevents heavy soils from
cracking, and retains moisture in light ones;

moreover, if a thorough soaking of water can be
given in very dry weather, tlie manure prevents

evaporation and encourages root growth near the

surface. Many find great difficulty in obtaining

manure, the supply frequently falling very far

short of the requirements of the garden. A good
supply of material of a manurial character may be
obtained by collecting all refuse vegetable matter,

such as weeds, trimmings from vegetables, tree

leaves and mowings. Such matters should be
thrown into a heap in some out-of-the-way corner,

and if manure can be mixed with them their

value will be much increased. A very large

accumulation is made in this way in the course of

a season. Liquid manure can sometimes be ob-

tained to throw over the heap at intervals; this

becomes absorbed by the material. Liquid manure
is also a valuable stimulant if diluted with water
and poured on the ground when in a dry state.

House s6wage ought also to be saved and used in

the same manner.

Tjie vau'e of noKiNG amongst growing crops is

not so well known as it ought to be. Whenever
the ground becomes hard on the surface from rain

it ought to be stirred with the hoe. JIany have
an idea that hoes are only required to cut up large

weeds. The fact is, it is much easier and quicker
to destroy weeds when young than it is to kill

them after they have grown to a large size. In
all gardens there is a time when an extra effort

must be made to keep the work in a forward state

;

especially is this necessai-y in spring and summer,
for if the ground is not kept in good condition or

the crops are injured by weeds, the results will be
manifest all througii the season. In most things

it is half tlie battle to make a good start, and the
cultivation of the kitchen garden is no exception
to this rule. The ground must be kept clean and
in good order amongst all crops planted in au-

tumn. If Cabbages, Broccoli, &c., require to be
cut, remove the stumps at the same time or with
the least delay possible, as they are untidy and
exhaust the soil. Peas and Broad Beans must be
sown early and in a warm position, and wlien the
time comes to sow other crops rather be too early

than too late. .J. Dougl.vs.

Sowing Endive.—Early sown Endive often

runs prematurely to seed, but plants raised now
will stand. Sow in shallow drills l.i inches apart
in an open situation, and when large enough to

handle, thin them out to 1'2 inches apart. Some
of the thinnings may be planted under a north
wall to form a succession. Another sowing should
be made in tliree weeks' time, and seeds sliould

be sown twice in July and once in August. These
sowings will give a supply if set out at different

times till forced Chicory and forced Lettuces
come in after C"hristmas. There are several ways
of blanching the plants, without which they are
bitter. The simplest plan is to tie them up when

dry and place a flower-pot saucer on the top of

the plant to keep oft' the wet. I^ater in the season

a covering of dry Oak leaves is an excellent ex-

pedient, both to blanch and at the same time to

protect them from frost. Sometimes the plants are

lifted with balls of earth attached to them and
placed in a Mushroom house to blanch. They
should be lifted in relays as required. This mode
of blanching is carried on chiefly in winter. In

summer the ]ilants are best blanched in the open
air.—E. Hijhdav.

" D.T.F." onfalads.—I fear the above writers
experience of salads out of England is not exten-

sive. ^\atercress is not used as a salad in France,

though extensively as an accomjianiment to flesh

and fowl. He says, " The r/realext sa/ail-vialcers

rare le-^x for the xtihu/aiice of the xa/ad than the

.<avre or cream! This in a mtrUtyofall xorl-i of

.vftHc'Cs', irilh a liOKe of rream, ei/i/x, rltiK/ar ami oil."

It would not be easy to put so much error as this

is into a few sentences. Alas I people will write

of things that they have never taken the least no-

tice of. One might travel in France for a life-

time and never see anyone using cream in a salad,

or anyone foolish enough to make a " medley of all

sorts of sauces for .salad."—J. H. H.

Pea culture on ridges.—I have been more
successful in gi'owing my first crop of Peas on
ridges than in any other way. I know it is a

plan which has met with objection, but situation

and the season of year, when it is adopted, have
much to do with it. Here the situation is high

and cold, so that no very early crops can be grown
in the open. The soil is fairly free and rather

stony, the subsoil being coral rag. This season

I made my first planting (Ringleader) on March 17

on a ridge some !l inches or 1 foot high. The soil

had been previously well manured. I have grown
this Pea as a first crop for some time, but it has

never progressed so well as when grown in the

way I have just indicated. This season it seems
to have done especially well, and so far I have not

seen any planted under similar conditions as

regards soil and exposure which have kept pace
with it. Possibly being grown on a ridge may not

be the whole reason of its succeeding better than

usual, but so far as I know, it is the only differ-

ence in treatment from that given to other Peas
which I have seen. For main and late crops I do
not adopt ridges. For later plantings I prefer to

be below the general level rather than above it. In
early spring, however, when the soil is cold, I con-

sider that planting on a slight ridge is a decided
advantage. Perhaps those who have tried the

plan will favour us with the result of their expe-
rience. In high and exposed places thick plant-

ing is essential, but I like single better than
double rows.—I).

Kaising Seakale crowns for forcing.—
Ha\ing this year sown a considerable breadth of

Seakale seed for the production in due course of

forcing crowns, I am just a little disconcerted at

receiving diverse advice as to the course to be
adopted next winter. One neighbour strongly

advises that the dormant crowns be then cut clean

oft' by running a sharp spade along each ro« close

to the surface, and thus compelling each plant to

make a new crown. He says that if not so treated,

very many of the yearling crowns will but run oft'

to seed, and thus prove wasteful. On the other

hand, I would like to utilise the crowns already
formed in the belief that they would be pro-

ductive of the best results. Under these circum-
stances I venture to solicit the experience of some-
one versed in Seakale culture, especially such as

grow qviantities of strong forcing crowns from
seed. Witliout doubt the usual method of obtain-

ing a stock is to .save all the root tiimmings, pieces

no bigger round than a lead pencil being worth
saving, and those of the diameter of a man's finger

better still. These pieces, if 4 inches in length,

make admirable sets, but to be on the safe side it

is a wise plan to set them up carefully on end in

shallow boxes and thickly ; shake in amongst them
some fine soil, and give them a good watering. If

placed in a frame or greenhouse, or indeed in any
shed where there is light, the top ends of the

sets would soon callus over and produce crowns ;

rootlets would also break out belov/. The moment
evidence of crowns is assured, the sets may be

taken out and dibbled into good deeply worked
soil in rows of from bS inches to '20 inches apart.

The crowns should be but just covered. Where
the soil is good the finest sets will make strong

crowns in one year. Once a good stock of roots is

obtained, it is obvious that an ample supply of

root-sets can always be had ; seed-sowing may thus

be to a large extent dispensed with.—Gbowek.

Garden Flora.
PLATE 547.

THE PANTHER LILY.*

The Panther Lily (Lilium pardalinum) is one of

the best of all North American Lilies, and espe-

cially ^-aluable from the fact that it is far less

fastidious as regards its requirements than any

of the others. It is a native of California, where

The Panther Lily, showing hahit of growth.

it spreads over an extensive tract of country,

principally in damp ground near streams. A
more variable Lily than it is is not in cultiva-

tion. Amongst hundreds of plants scarcely any

two are in all respects alike ; they differ from

each other in height, colour, and arrangement of

foliage, and also in the size and ni irkings of the

flowers. To some of the most distinct have been

given varietal names, that of Warei having been

bestowed on the one here figured, a kind that

difiers most widely from the type. The typical

L. pardalinum has tlie curious creeping rhizo-

matous luilbs common to some other North

American kinds, but tliey are less spreading than

those of L. canadense and superljum, the new

bulbs of L. pardalinum being often formed on

1 the Hale Farm Nursery, Tottenham, in July.
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the top of the old ones or in close proximity I sparsely markcl, ^vhile in some the blotches arc
tnereto, grown mto (pute a compact mass, and

i

large, culminating in the dark form known as
oiten attaining in their native country a diameter

,

Bloomerianum ocellatum.
of several feet. In the case of well-est.ablished

! The fuLTURK of L. pardalinum is easy enough,
plants the Hower-stems not unfrequently reach a provided it i.s so situated that tlie soil is always
height ot Irom 8 leet to 10 feet. Prominent

;

fairly moist without being waterlogged. Con.sis-
features of this Lily are its distinctly whorled,

|

teucy of soil is not of so imieh importance : I have
sharp-pointed foliage, and gracefully-disposed

i

^?°'^ it doing well in a stitf lo.am, but .as a rule, a
blossoms, a cluster of which in .July is very ,

''S^t, open compost fairly well mixi;d with ma-
attractive. Warei differs greatly from the type

""''"^ ^'" ™®®* '^^ requirements. It delights in a
in colour, and also in being dwarfer, reaehinc I

P''';t'^''y, shaded spot, that is to say, somewhat
only a height of from 4 feet to (i feet. It was I'™*'' ^ •

'™'" •*'? f"." K^'^'''^
"^J^^"

«"","'."' "}^''

awarded a first-class certificate by the Royal I ^rthXlfa^'ls .'r;^' ^ '""^'l ''T^'Vi" "'^
TTr.i.ti.^MH.n-oi a „;„*„;„ iQco nr .i . /.

way the toliage is apt to turn yellowish. ThoughHoi tici Itural Society in 188.3. Of other varieties
;
its rhizomatous habit of growth is against grot-

the best are the following :- ing this Lily in pots, it nevertheless can be grown
PrrBERiTLu.li.—This variety, which is also known '" that way fairly well, provided good-sized jiots

as pallidifolium, from the pale hue of its leaves '^'6 "^ed and thorough drainage is ensured.
and stems, is a free-growing kind, but as a rule
the flowers are smaller and not so briglitly coloured
as those of most varieties, or indeed as those of the
type.

RoBi.ssoNi.—This is a tall growing, stately va-
riety, the upper half of the petals of which are

T.

WORK DONE IN WEEK ENDING JUNE 1.

May 26.

Showers in the early morning, but very fine after-

, . -, . -- , , . - wards. Thinned out Onions, Lettuces, and Turnips,
bright crimson, and the orange centre sparsely and filled up a few gaps in the plots of the former l,y
spotted with brown. The blooms of tliis do not dibbling in the best of the plants drawn out. We
reaex quite so much as in the other varieties.

! prefer early thinning for all kitchen garden crops

Bulb of Lilium pardalinum.

t^VLiFORNiiTM. —The young shoots of this variety because the work is more rapidly accomplished while
when they first appear above ground are of a the plants are small, and, what is of some impart-
deeper green than those of any of the otliers ; the ance, less check is caused to the permanent plants by
upper half of the petals is glowing crimson-scarlet, drawing out the surplus before the roots get entangled
and the remaining portion orange spotted with together. Planted more Celery, weeded Brussels

large purplish brown dots. This reaches a height Sprouts, and filled in to the ground level the drills,

of about .3 feet. in which form we always prefer to plant them, and,

ELi,AfoMi!Ei, Mifinuxi, or c.\noLi-\i.\NrM (three indeed, all the Cabbage tribe, as then there is no

names for the .same plant), has rather small, necessity to ridge or earth up the stems of the plants

brio-htly-coloured flowers. It is especially valu- "''^'''y ^o high as is generally done, and in our light

able owing to its being the latest to bloom of all ^»'' 'his is a consideration of some importance, as our

the varieties of L. pardalinum. A distinguishing ""P** ""ed all the ram that falls to act directly on

feature of this Lily is the fact that the whorls ot "?'=™' which obviously cannot be the case on the

leaves are generally, but not invariably double. It '"gh ridging up system. The plan h.as also the

reaches a height of from 4 feet to ,> feet.
adiluional advantage of allowing of the appbcation

„ „,, . . ,.,. u • ui-i 1 I
°f manure, either m the form of liiiuid, soi.t or

PuMiLUiu.-This IS a pretty brightly-coloured
^.^^ificial manure, which we put in the drills imme-

.low-growing form of the Panther Lily, and one of
ji^tg, p,^^;^,,^ to filling them in ; thus the soil

the hrst to unfold its blossoms.
f„,.^3 ^ retentive mulching, that is surety for the

Though these varieties in their best forms are '

full appropriation of the manure by the plants.

all sulficiently distinct, yet there are connecting Wall trees are growing so luxuriantly, that, notwith-
links between all of them (with the exception of

j

standing the great pressure of other work, we have
Waiei), and therefore it is often difficult to class started to pinch back Pears on walls .and cordons
them under any one particular head. Humboldt's by walks, and to lay in the shoots of Peaches and
Lily (L. Humboldti) is also most variable ; indeed, thin out the fruits, which are an enorino\is crop,

out of a hundred spikes it is often ditiicult to Peai-s are moderately good, Plums better, .Apples

pick out two exactly alike ; they vary in height, average, and Apricots few indeed. Gathered first

time of flowering, size, and contour, and, above Gooseberries ; these as well as Currants are a full

all, in the markings of the flowers, some being i crop, and Strawberries and Raspberries are equally
thickly covered with small dots and others but I promising. Grape-thinning as usual ; such jobs will

not be postponed without injury accniing, and this
is the reason we disregard pressure of work in other
departments, and stick close to this from 5 a.m. to
8 p.m. What a blessing that mont of us gardenei-s
have a fair amount of enthusiaim in our nature, for
there would be lots of Grapes spoiled were we
" ninediours-a-day men," which we are not, only
as regards pay. Putting Chrysanthemums into flower-
ing pots, 10-inch and llinch sizes, and tying to
stout stakes those that require it. Some few Pom-
pones we are this year gri>wing as standards ; the
stems range from 3 feet to 1 feet high, and have just
been pinche 1 or stopped to induce them to branch
out, which stopjiing will be reijeated soon as they
have made a new growth of from 3 inches to 4 inches.

May 27.

Colder, with occasional showers, which, however,
have not seriously hindered our outdoor labour. As
we have a lot <>S scythe-mowing round trees and
banks that the machine will not take, this has been a
most suitable day for getting on with that description
of work, and this, with sweeping up of Grass, is about
the only outside work we have managed to get
through, besides the continuation of laying in of Peach
shoots and the completion of pinching cordon Pears,
Put iu another frameful of ^Vltcmanthera cuttings

;

it is a pity they are so tender, as there is no plant
more suitable and none so bright for artistic foliage
bedding, and particularly for filling in small p.inelsin

the design. The several varieties are too dwarf for

use in masses except as undergrowth to large plants

;

and as there are numbers of hardy plants that are
just as suitable for that purpose, it is hardly worth
while to use tender varieties. Pegged down and top-

dressed Cucumbers in frames, and prepared soil and
pots for potting on succession Pines, and several

plants with ripe fruit have been put in fruit room to
retard ripening, or rather to preserve the fruit till

required for use.

MiY 28.

More settled weather, but rather cold, and as yet
we do not care to risk planting out such tender plants
as Coleus, Iresine, Cannas, Ricinus, and the hke ; but
all kinds of Pelargoniums, Fuchsias, and the ordinary
run of bedding plants we keep on planting at every
opportunity. Gnaphaliums, Violas, and Petunias
that, through overcrowding iu the frames, had got
somewhat lanky, we found it advisable to peg down
to prevent their being broken off at the base by the
wind. Planted out Celery, and sowed on the ridges
formed by making the trenches Lettuces and Tur-
nips, both of which crops will mature and be used
before the soil is needed for earthing up. As show-
ing the extreme earUness of Early Munich Turnips,
we have to-day pulled for use bulbs of a good size

from the open garden ; many have seeded prematurely
consequent on too early sowing, but not nearly so many
as of the Early .Six Weeks variety, which was sown
the same day, and which as yet does not show any
sign of bulbing. This shows what a valuable addi-
tion the Early Munich Turnip it. The immense
(piantity of rain that has lately lallen has been of the
greatest service to our Asparagus plots, as the pro-

duce has been unusually fine; we have already given
two light dressings of salt, .and in spite of this there
are weeds innumerable now just showing, the seeds, I
think, having been brought in the dressing of vegetable
soil and manure that was spread over the ground
fist November, but the third dressing of salt given to-

d.ay will, I trust, make an end of them. Late Mus-
c.its have p.assed through the critical ordeal of flower-

ing succe>sfully ; not half-a-dozeu bunches have failed

to set well, and without any artificial aid except a
shake of the rods three or four times each day be-

tween the hours of ten and two o'clock. We have
to-day cut off the surplus bunches, of course leaving
the best, or rather those best placed to make a show,
as we always pay some regard to appearance, even if

it be at the expense of taking off a good bunch that
m.iy be out of sight in favour of a smaller that may
hang in a ciui.^picuous position. Thinning out of

berries will begin soon as another house of mixed
varieties that is now being thinned is completed.
Peaches now ripening we air very freely, and still

syringe stems of trees, walls, and Hoors, for a moist
atmosphere is the only way to keep off spider and
thrips. Both borders of this house and of late Muscats
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are inside, and they have both had good waterings
to-day, the water for Vines being warmed to a tem-
perature of HO", and for Peaches the chill was taken
off by adding a coniile of cans of hot water to a hirge

tub of cold water. I'ickud flowers of tuberous Be-
gonias and arranged them in frames--, where it is in-

tended to grow them on for late flowering at the end of

summer for room decoration. Double Pelargoniums
are being potted and are intended to be grown out of

doors during the summer, and will be made to succeed
the Begonias for vases and decoration of rooms.

Mat 29.

Barometrical indications are at present in favour
of tine weather, and we have therefore continued the
jJanting of flower beds as rapidly as it is safe yet to

do. Tender plants and others that have but recently
been put in sheltered places to harden will be left

there till we feel quite safe from storms of wind and
frosts. To-day we have planted in mixture Agera-
tums, Agathiea cielestis, white Violas, and pink-

flowered Pelargoniums, with tall Fuchsias as standards,
an arrangement that we designate our favourite

c Jour blending, and if others think well to copy the
arrangement, they will soon come to regard it in a
similar light. High or gaudy colours for variety's

sake we must have, but the glare should be toned
down by introducing as standards plenty of green
foliage, such as that of Grevilleas, Acacia lophantha, or

Abutilons. Another feature of arrangement that we
have specially to study is that of having sweet- smell-
ing flowers and foliage, so that Heliotropes, scented
Pelargoniums, and the Lemon-scented Verbena all

find a place in large vases, with here and there a plant
of the same in beds of other plants, the scent from
which, ofttimes coming as a surprise, is all the more
welcome. On Saturdays we have seldom time to do
aught else in the houses besides cleaning up and re-

arrangement of plants, and to-day has been no ex-
ception. Kipe Strawberries were shifted from the
house to cold frames and others picked over. Not
more than six fruits are now left on each pot, but
they make up the lack of numbers by size. President
is now our only variety. Pinched laterals in early
vinery ; the Grapes are nearly ripe, and this work
has to be done very carefully in order to avoid rub-
bing the Grapes. We should let them remain were
it not that they form convenient means for the
suspension of spiders' webs, and therefore tend to the
increase of spiders, that crawl over the ripe fruit and
spoil its appearance, and that is another reason why
once a week at least we insist on a thorough clear-

ance of every nook and cranny in which hangs a
spider's web. Arranged the earlier potted Chrysan-
themums in their permanent summer quarters, which
is an open position facing due south, so that the
plants cannot fail to make hard and short-jointed
growth, without which fine flowers need not be ex-
pected. They are staked separately with stout Hazel
rods, and, in addition, they have the support of an
espalier fence. The pots are not plunged, but simply
stood on ashes that are level with the ground.

May 31 and June 1.

Fine, but dull and cold for the season ; and as yet
we do not care to risk planting out the more tender
bedding plants, but all others are being got out as
fast as our limited strength will allow. Calceolarias,
Verbenas, Violas, and all others that suffer quickly from
drought we mulch with Cocoa fibre soon as planting
is finished; this not only prevents the soil from dry-
ing up rapidly, it also checks the growth of weeds,
and produces a tidy, finished effect to the beds soon as
they are planted. Staked Peas and Scarlet Runners,
and thinned out dwarf French Beans ; the variety
Canadian Wonder is the principal kind grown, and
as it grows some 2 feet in height, we find it profitable
to place short sticks to the plants in the same way as
for Peas. Laying in shoots of Peaches and Necta-
rines on open walls, which soim as completed must
have a washing with garden hose, as there is a little

greenfly and a lot of dirt, the remains of fallen
blossoms and blighted foliage, all of which will get
dislodged by a good wash. Before the application of
water a little fresh farmyard manure will be spre.ad
over the roots, the goodness of which will get washed
down by the syringing, and be of great service to the
now rapidly swelling fruit. Soiled up auratum

Lilies that are being grown in pots for standing
about the flower garden during their blooming season

in August and September— at least, that is the season

we require them, and so they are treated accordingly,

being mainly grown in a northern aspect to retard

the period of flowering ; Fuchsias we serve in the

same way and for the self-same purpose. Potted on
Celosias, also Streptocarpuses ; this latter is a most
useful plant for small vases in rooms, where, if care-

fully tended, it continues to flcwer for several weeks.
Put in cuttings of zonal Pelargoniums for flowering

in small pots, for the purpose of indoor furnishing of

vases and baskets in the autumn. The double va-

rieties are specially suited to this kind of work, and
that excellent bedding variety, Henri .Jacoby, is the

best of all the single kinds for autumn and winter
flowering in pots. Grape thinning, staking Chrysan-
themums, and arranging them in their summer
quarters. Hants.

HARDY FKTJITS.
So far our hardy fruit prospects are promising, and
we may now reasonably hope we are perfectly secure

from injury from frosts. The four seasons have,

however, got sadly mixed and muddled together, and
we can no longer tell what a day may bring forth.

Rain everywhere has been excessive, and come what
may there is no immediate danger of fairly managed
fruit trees in the most exposed situations suffering

from drought ; indeed, thousands of acres of land in

our fertile valleys a fortnight ago were not only

under watt r, but the boundary fences were washed
away. It will be worth while to note the effect of

this terrible deluge on cold, heavy and badly-drained
soils which certainly cannot become dry before the

autumn, and if it is found that they produce good
crops of clean, highly-coloiired fruit of fair average
flavour, Apple growing may be looked upon as a game
of chess. Moss and Ijichen may hold their own, and
renovation may be written off as a superfluity. Some
time ago I stated that Apples and Pears as pyramids,
espaliers, and bushes were literally white and pink
with inflorescence, but large orchard trees were push-

ing their leaves too fast in advance of the blossoms.

Many people assert that these precocious leaves

protect the flowers from spring frosts ; others say a
really good Apple year never follows a leafy flowering

time, and close observers of other trees, the Peach,
the Apricot, and the Plum, for instance, which come
nearer to the eye, will bear them out by explaining

that unripe wood rarely produces perfect flowers.

Frosts up to the present time have not done any.

harm, and, assuming that this theory has nothing in

it, our Apple crops should be good. One thing, how-
ever, is certain : the west midland orchards have not
presented the usual brilliant appearance and delicious

scent to the traveller, and it is to be feared that

heavy storms of hail, rain, and wind have done some
damage in exposed situations. Pears have been full

of flower, but, like the Apples, thanks to a cold, sun-
less season, their individual blooms have been
deficient in size and wanting in purity. Turning
from our main staple or sheet anchor to trees that are

pinched and pruned and trained on the restiictive or

extension principle in gardens, crops of all kinds are

good and well advanced when we take into account
the lateness of the season. The trees, moreover, are

remarkably clean and healthy, and there is a fair

prospect for the consumer, although half crops are

most remunerative to the producer.

Apricot.s.

Apricots in Herefordshire are not so good as usual,

but this fact will not interfere with the usu.al routine.

Every detail must be attended to just the same as if

the trees were loaded with fruit, and we must look
forward with hope to another season. Apricots, un-
like some other trees, bear well on the well-ripened

wood of the preceding year, although spurs are gene-
rally depended upon. In either case wood and
spurs nnist be ripe, and the only way in which this

surest of all foundations of the much-vaunted fertility

can be secured is by timely attention to pinching to

form spurs, and keeping the shoots closely trained to

let s\in heat into the walls. Apricots also require an
abunelance of moisture about the roots, not cold,

stagnant water resting at the bottoms of pits which
have been dug out of the solid marl or clay, but

plentiful supplies from the hose when the clouds fail,

constantly passing through the mulching, and filter-

ing downwards into the drainage. The past heavy
rainfall mu.st have penetrated every border, no
matter what its aspect, and the next important point

is the application of additional mulching to keep the
roots moist and cool throughout the summer. If the.

final thinning of the fruit has not been brought to a
close, no time should be lost, as Apricots swell rapidly,

and, independently of unnecessary waste of force, they
injure each other where set in clusters.

Peaches.

Well-managed trees are abundantly set with fruit,

.and much thinning is needed. This is a very agree-

able occupation which can be carried on from day to

day as disbudding is proceeded with, but much fruit

will be left for the final thinning after the stoning

process is complete. Wall Pe.aches do not often drop
to any extent, but it seems a general rule, almost

without a reason, to leave more fruits than can pos-

sibly swell to maturity. If perfect in form and well

placed, I leave as many Peaches as will average one
to every foot of wall covered with foliage, and find

this quite as much as my trees can carry year after

year. Early trees in early gardens will now require

looking over for the removal of every superfluous

shoot before tying or nailing in is commenced. The
greatest wrong a trainer can bring upon himself is a

plethora of young wood, especially when his trees are

free and not overcropped. Two growths from each
shoot that has been shortened back form the regula-

tion number, but we frequently find it necessary to

lay in three or four growths, always from the upper
sides, of strong extension shoots, and, by allowing not

less than 6 inches for each shoot, training is reduced
to a very simple operation. It is not a good plan to

commence general training too soon, as tender shoots

often get injured by the slightest pressure ; but the

most forward growths in each tree should be heeled

down to the ujain branches with soft matting before

there is danger of injury from storms of wind and
rain. At the same time gross or watery breast shoots

should be pinched and repinched for the present, to

prevent them from robbing the weaker parts of the

trees. An occasional hosing or washing with the

engine will now do good, .and an eye must be kept on
the foliage for greenfly. If not already done, the

coping boards and other protecting contrivances may
now be cleared away from the walls and stored for

use another year. Some people never protect at all

;

others go to a coddling extreme ; while holding with

neither, I am greatly averse to keeping the light and
sun and air away from the foliage a day longer than

is absolutely essential to the safety of the crop. This

work need not be done as a bricklayer would remove a
scaffold, but a little here and a chink there will gra-

dually inure the foliage to the change, especially if it

can be done in mild, dull weather. If spider or fly

have gained ground under the shelter, they must be

well washed out with water or soapsuds, anel the wall

paths top-dressed with old lime rubble and long stable

litter.

Pears.

The pinching of these on forward walls may now be
commenced in a moderate way, but not pushed on as

though the work had fallen into arrear. All forward

breast- shoots likely to rob the weaker parts of the

trees by draining the sap on its passage through the

main channels should be cut or pinched off first.

Some people break them down. Why, I am at a loss

to understand, \inless it is to give the trees an untidy

appearance. Pyramids and bushes may be looked

over and robbers checked, but it is yet early for them

;

not so young trees that are growing fast against walls

or trellises. These should be pinched and nailed or

tied in to secure the shoots from injury by wind or

rain. Grafted trees for the same reason should also

be looked to and made safe. If "a stitch in time

saves nine," in no department is this adage more ap-

plicable than in the nursery, or amongst old trees that

force strong growths before the ligatures are loosened.

Pears do not often get much artificial washing, but a

d.ash with the engine even in moist seasons clears out

the remains of the flowers and breaks up newly formed
colonies of insects, which, if not on the Pears, will do
mischief somewhere in the fruit garden. Never, per-

haps, were Pears so badly infested with green fly as
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hey were last year, and unless they have had a

thorough winter cleansing, any approach ti a dry

season will surely bring them into existence again.

Tins mishap must therefore be guarded against by
timely hosing or syringing. Moreover, thinning in

due course must be attended to, and then even when
all ti^at can be done has been done, it is a question

if our colonial friends will not establish a new Pear
season altogether, and the few samples we grow may
be tolerated in the absence of better or bigger fruit

from the Continent or tlie colonies. Fortunately, our

Pears come in to their best use when all outdoor

fruits. Apples excepted, are nut of season, and Pears
from the antipodes, it may ba assumed, will succeed

them ; but we cannot tell what this momentous year
may bring forth. (.)ne thing, however, is certain—we
must cultivate to the best of our ability ; no stone
must be left unturned ; Moss and Lichen must never
reach our Pear trees ; and last, but not least, we must
mulch well and crop lightly.

PlUM.S .\ND CilKRRIES,

like Apricots, soon suffer if the grubs are neglected.
Picking this season has been a tedious business, but
the crops, so far, appear likely to pay for tlie extra
attention. The next enemy we have to contend with
is black Hy on the Cherries, and sharply it must be
dealt witli, othenvise it will become very trouble.sume.
The projjer time to weaken, if not annihilate, it is

during the winter, when trees and walls can be
thoroughly scrubbed and drenched with foapsuds.
All readers of The Garden calendar know this, and
many, no doubt. Lave overlooked my advice while
their dusky enemies have been up and doing. It is

now too la'.e to redeem past neglect, but a visit to a
badly infested tree will most likely suggest a note to

be attended to when ripe Cherries are out of mind
next winter. When the points of the young shoots
get badly infested, all that can be spared should be
taken off the trees and placed in a box or bag, not on
the ground, and conveyed to ti.e nearest fireplace.

The points of leadeis and other shoots which cannot
be spared should then be dipped in strong Tobacco
water, or some other insecticide if more convenient.
The proper time to dip is on a dry evening after the
sun has gone down, and repeat once or twice, when
syringing with clean water will be necessary. Black
fly being tenacious of life, great perseverance must
be brought to bear upon them, otherwise the escape
of a few of the insects will soon form a new colony,
which will render dessert fruit unfit for use and
cripple the trees for the succeeding year.

Ear!// C/urriis will soon be changing colour, and
will require netting where blackbirds are troublesome.
If the trees have been at all touched by green or

black fly, the fruit should be carefully syringed with
pure water before the net^ are placed before them.
Once clean and free from honeydew, the Cherries
cannot be kept too dry. Late sorts, including Bigar-
reaus, where thickly set, should be well thinned to

insure full size. JNIany of these varieties do not
submit to close pruning, but very often gum and die
back during the winter. Rich soils and damp situa-

tions, in which the wood does not ripen well, also

aggravate this worst of all Cherry diseases, from
which the trees never recover. Extra care should,

therefore, be observed in the formation of the borders
upon ample drainage and planting in sound calca-

reous loam freely intermixed with rough lime rubble.

Then, if each tree has plenty of room for extension
and the main branches are trained thinly, a large

percentage of the summer growths can be laid in full

length, much as we lay in Morellos or Peaches.
Plums, on the other hand, even on north walls, will

live and bear under close summer pruning, but they
do best where they can have an abundance of wall
space, and pinching to form space is uniformly prac-

tised.

Str.\wberries.

Next to a few early Clierrie.':, the Strawberry is the
first, and decidedly the most useful soft fruit to ripen

in our gardens. This season, owing to the wet, and
cold, and absence of sun, the crop will be unusually

late, but, judging from present appearances anl the

thoroughly wet condition of the borders, it should be

an extremely good one. If littering down is not
finished, no time should be lost, as much mischief is

often done when the work is delayed, and scapes and

foliage are vigorous. Small beds which can be littered

with a few bundles of clean wheaten straw may be

allowed to stand over, but where a large quantity of

litter, which has previously done duty in the stables,

is used, it should be put down before the plants come
into flower, to allow time for wa.shing and bleaching

while the fruit is swelling. If slugs and snails are

troublesome, some mode of keeping tlie fruit clear of

the straw must be provised, otherwise they will do
much mischief, particularly if the weather canlinucs

showery. Strawberry bricks and tiles have been

intr.Hluced, but owing, prob.ably, to the cost and

trouble of storing them away from frost and wet
through the winter, they do not appear to have made
much headway. They are, however, excellent things,

and well worth a trial where neatness and protectiorr

from slugs and grit are considered. Where the first

outlay prohibits the use of tiles arrd Birch is plentiful,

this material maybe taken up in small handfuls, arrd

tucked iu beneath the foliage to prevent the fruit from

resting on th.i straw, or each stool can be trussed or

tied up to three or four sticks 1 foot or more in Ireight,

to which a band of matting should be attached, 6 in,

to 9 iu. frorrr the grourrd. Some may think this

light is nipt worth the candle, but it must be borne in

mind that there is no direct outlay of money, and

the proparatiun of sticks and ties ready for use gives

cirrplnymerrt to the men in bad weather ; it may be

weeks or months before they are wanted. Next to

tying up, an operatiorr which I arrr obliged to perform

on our calcareous snail-breeding land, there is protec-

ti jn from feathered frierrds. I cannot call blackbirds

and thrushes enemies, althorrgh they are rather grasp

ing and like the best of the fruit. Years ago I used

to spread the nets a few inches above the foliage, but

I now enclose the beds with small-rrreshed rabbit wire,

3 feet in height, run a few cords taut across the beds

from the tops of the stakes, and enclose the top with

ordinary fishing nets. By adopting this plan no

part of the net touches the ground ; it does not

require tying or pegging ; it is turned aside in a few

seconds, and pickers, whose backs are not too old, can

gather without disturbing the net at all.

Stock Plants

Put out last August, and recently deprived of their

flower-stalks, will soon be throwing out strong run-

ner's, if in warm gardens they have not already done

so. These, as I have often pointed out, must be

drawn out into every alternate opening and pegge 1

down into pots, large or small, as may be deerrred

most suitable to the requirements of the grower. If

for forcing, early roots may be placed at once on 5-in.

or 6-in. pots, as this size fills quickly with roots, the

crowns ripen early, and the fruit ripens before the sun

necessitates incessant watering. For midseason or

hate sorts, I give preference to 7-inch pots, well

crocked and firmly filled with sound, rich compost,

consistiirg of loam, cjld lime rirbble, sojt, and bone-

dust, but no manure. For planting out in the open

cprarters, small pots 3 inches or i inches in diameter

will be found iiuite large enough.

Easlnor Castle, Ledburi/. W. Colesias.

Fly on Pansies.—I daresay some of the readers

of The (iAKDEN who gr-ow Pansies have been

troubled with brown fly clustering about their

shoots, especially in times of heat and drought.

When the shoots are much infested, they become
paralysed and flower but sparirrgly, if at all, and
the blooms are poor and unsatisfactory. Water-
irrgs at the roots and frequent sprinklings over-

head may somewhat improve their appearance,

but it needs a more drastic remedy to get rid of the

fly, which is most troublesome during June and
July. One of the leading growers of Pansies in Scot-

land recommends the following method of getting

rid of this insect. He puts into an or'dirrary pan
or pail 1 pound of soft soap, arrd then pours on

it sufficient warm water to dissolve it ; to this he
adds 1 gill of tobacco juice, which, he states, can

be got from a tobacconist, mixes all well together,

arrd strains the liquid through a piece of coarse

packsheet. To 1 pint of this he adds 2 gallons of

soft water, and when thoroughly mixed, syringes

tire plants with it, taking advantage of a showery
time for doing so. Syrirrgings with this mixture

should be given each alternate day until tire fly is

got rid of. During a long continuance of dry
weather the plants should be well .syringed with

clean water before usirrg the solution, and syringed

again in an hour or two. Occasional sprinklings

overhead will greatly Irelp to keep the fly off in

the first instance, but when it once gets a firm

footing on the plant.s some such remedy as that

just indicated must be employed.—R. D.

Flower Garden.

A PRIMROSE GARDEN.
A Primrose garden amongst Hazels and Birches

is a spring resort redolent of beauty, sweetness,

and grace. There is much of all these in a Hazel

copse, with its drooping grey catkins and its

crimson nutlets. Add the silver- .stemmed ladies

of the wood, with their drooping blooms and ten-

der and fragrant young foliage, an odour as

pleasant as it is unique among plants, and the

ground all carpeted over with many-coloured and
marry-ibliaged Primroses in the early springtide,

and we have indeed a veritable garden of fresh

Ijeauty and full fragrance. I desire to thank a

writer in The (tArden for adding Birch to nry

favourite background and shelter of Hazel for

Priurroses. For many years 1 have noticed how
well these two plants have agreed. So much and

so generally is this the case, that in not a few

parts of East Anglia it is comparatively rare to

find a Hazel copse that is not also to a large ex-

tent a natural Primrose garden. These are of

course chiefly furnished with the common variety,

which is ai'ter all the most beautiful. Under
such conditions the common Primrose varies but

little, as a rule, except in its many differing .shades

of yellow and in the size and form of the eye.

In some copses, too, Primroses are so conservative

as to type, that each is as like to all the rest

as those immortalised by tuir poets. In other

copses, again, greater variations of type are

common. Different sites and soils, contiguity

to coloured varieties, and even the culture or

treatment of the copses, seem to have considerable

influence in causing breaks among the common
Primroses. Of course all this refers to natural

Primrose gardens in woods, where the plants sow

and propagate themselves and hold their own
without any help from gardener or forctter. It

seems a pity at times tliat they do not have some
help. The .s'mallest attention to the gathering and

sowing of seeds, the forming of new colonies from

overcrowded old ones, a few days spent in division

and replanting in fresh soil would often extend

mere patches into copse gardens of Primroses

many acres wide. The beauty of these natural

Primrose gardens also eljbs and flows with the

growth and clearance of the Hazel copses. As
these grow taller and more dense the Piimroses

wane in vigour and beauty ; but so soon as the

Hazel is cut for hurdles, hoops, &c., there is a

sudden and a glorious resurrection of Primroses,

and every rood of ground is verdured or sulphured

over with their leaves and flowers. This sudden

upspringing of Primroses in newly-cut Hazel

copses seems to prove that, however dense the

shade of these, it seldom really kills the jdants.

This no doubt ari.ses from the early growth and

maturity of Primroses. Before the Hazel leaves

shut out the light the Primrose has abeady

bloomed and partially matured its foliage. No
doubt, too, the shade at a later period, if not too

dense, is better for the Primrose crowns than the

baking heat of unshaded south borders during the

summer and autumn months.

But this brings us back to our starting-point

—

the perfect agreement or vital correlation between

these two widely dissintilar plants. For example,

it is seldom that we find Primulas so numerous

and healthy in Oak, Ash, or any other copse as
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in one of Hazel, while in mixed copses or woods

they seldom thrive for lon^', either the roots or

the shade proving too mucli or loo dense for their

well-being. As a rule, too, the more evergreen

shrubs in woods and copses, the worse for the

Primroses. The shade of these is so dense, that

the Primroses pine and disappear under it.

They thrive well, however, among deciduous

shrubs, such as Lilacs, Syringas, Spiraeas, the

common Barberry, Ike. It seems singular that

the latter is not niore planted in pleasure grounds

than it is, as hardly any shrub can equal it in the

chaste beauty of its foliage, flowers, and pendent

bunches of berries. A caution needs to be given

against the culture of Primroses among or con-

tiguous to evergreen shrubs. Finding many
years since that the shade was too dense as a

rule for their welldoing, large masses of Prim-
roses were grouped on the turf that furnished

areas of irregular width between the dense shrub

masses and a gravel walk that wound in and

out among the shrubs. The Primroses did well,

but so soon as they showed flowers, the birds

picked them bare of bloom before they had time

to expand ; and this clearance of blossoms has

been repeated with more or less thoroughness

every spring. The most curious thing about it

is the fact that it is almost confined to the imme-
diate proximity of the Evergreens. A Hazel
copse within half a mile of the shrubberies

virtually escapes, though it also is crowded with

birds. Has any reader of The Garden any ex-

perience of this fondness of birds for Prim-
roses? I have met with another feature of bird-

liking or disliking among Primroses which has

proved rather inconvenient. In planting dis-

tinctly coloured varieties among common strains,

and especially pinks or crimsons, the birds have
chipped the flowers of these off and left the com-
mon strains intact. This circumstance is the

more provoking, as the birds do not seem to eat

the flowers, but only chip them off and scatter

them abroad. Apart from these drawbacks,
which may after all be exceptional, as we are

overrun with birds in abnormal numbers, there

can be no question that an existing Hazel copse,

already furnished with common Primroses where
it is available, forms the best of all possible

foundations for such a charming English Prim-
rose garden as that described in The Garden, for

not only are the new strains most effective in

contrast with masses of the common type, Init

the seeds are more plentiful and the seedlings

varied almost to infinity. Formality and regu-

larity must be eschewed in such a garden ; these

would but spoil it. A few narrow footpaths

winding in and out among the Hazel shoots and
silvern stems of the Birches and leading to all

the more telling points and favourite groujis

would really be all the laying out needed. To
maintain such a garden of Primroses, however,
on any considerable scale at the highest possible

pitch of beauty, a small bit of ground in the

open, as a nursery for choice strains and a reserve

for consideraljle stock of the most showy varieties,

will be found very useful, if not indispensable.

Though without any such adjuncts, or even the

charm of any considerable variety, I have known
a Hazel copse, with a few rough paths cleared

through it, preferred by the family and visitors

in the spiiiig to a spring garden ambitiously

planted and richly furnished. D. T. F.

tracting all our queens. The Mountain Knapweed
grows too coarse and rank and with little flower in

a rich border, but low, strong, and free-flowering

in a sunny place in poor soil.— 1>. J.

WILD AND GARDEN PRIMROSES.

It is curious how experience differs. "A. D."

(p. .'i04) states that " the wild Primrose takes

badly to civilisation, i.e., garden culture. Trans-

plant it from its native habitat into gardens, and

uidess the natural conditions of its existence are

provided, it will soon die; hence it should not be

removed from its native woods." I will say

nothing about the danger of inculcatiu"; a doctrine

of this" kind, seeing that all our garden flowers

have been removed from their native habitats with

few or no disadvantages to their full and perfect

development, but rather otherwise; but in regard

to the wild Primrose, I am of opinion that "A. 1
>.

"

trusts a good deal to imagination. I have for

years cultivated the wild Primrose in the garden

in all sorts of aspects; plants of it have been

removed both from their wild habitats and raised

from seed by thousands, and the^ facts that have

struck me most in regard to them are that they

grow stronger in the garden, flower far more

abundantly than in the wild state, live longer,

and do best generally in good soil in a border

where they have not to tight the wild conditions

of existence, but are cultivated like other plants.

I do not recommend the practice of keeping old

stools ; it is far better to sow seed periodically ; but

how long Primroses would live in a garden under

careful culture I would not like to say. Certainly

they do not soon die, and I could show excellent

proof of the fact if necessary. Nor is it needful to

rob our woods of the wild roots in order to fill our

garden banks and shrubberies. The right plan is

to raise them from seed, and anyone who chooses

to sow outdoors in April or May may have

thousands of plants ready to remove by October,

and which will bloom freely the following season.

What has often struck me is that I never come
across such large or aged stools of the wild Priin-

rose in woods as we have in the garden, and in

reflecting on this subject I have come to the con-

clusion that the old plants grow weak and soon

die in the wild state, and are succeeded by fresh

seedlings, which are usually abundant in all stages

near old roots. It is only when you transfer the

roots to the garden and nurse and care for them,

that their age is extended beyond the allotted

span ; but this is so contrary to "A. D.'s " experi-

ence, that it would be interesting to hear the

opinions of others on the subject. I do not think

there are any grounds whatever for believing that

the common Primrose is an exception to every

other member of the same family in this respect.

J. S. W.

sorts of Dafifodils separately, with their blooms at-

tached, and put them in by the heel until June or

.July, when they could be packed up and exported to

England in tfiousands ; the (piantity thus got would

well repay all expenses, and the blooms could be

transmitted by parcels post to South Kensington for

naming before the bulbs arrived. The Italians who

collect will not keep them (iistinct—that at least is

my experience.- -W. B. Hartlano, Temple U'M,

Cork.

OPEN-AIR LILY OF THE VALLEY.

Our principal stock of VaUey LiUes is growing on a

west border, which they have occupied for a number

of years. Here we prepare the clumps for forcing,

and to this border the forced plants are brought back

when tlie flowers are gathered, and the leaves har-

dened off in a cold pit. The soil is light and the

position rather shady. A\\ the manure they have is

a top-dressing annually of leaf-mould. I do not say

the spikes of our forced plants are as fine as those

which the Berlin roots produce, but they are good

and accompanied by plenty of leaves, which are for

decorative purposes only 8ec<md in importance to the

flowers themselves. The oldest plantation is a com-

plete mass at the present time of leaves and flowers.

Every year sufficient numbers of clumps for one

year's forcing are cut out of this plantation with a

spade. They vary from 4 inches to ti inches in dia-

meter, according to the size of the pot used, and

they are planted wide enough apart to allow the

leaves to grow and fine buds to develop at their base.

They are sometimes forced when only one year trans-

planted, but they are stronger and finer at the end of

the second year. These clumps, thus prepared, force

anywhere. They may be packed closely together on a

stage and be covered with leaf-mould, or be planted

in pots or boxes ; or, if the flowers are wanted for

sending away, they might be forced wholesale in

frames on hotbeds where a genial temperature can

be had. I never remember to have seen Valley Lilies

flower finer than this year. E. Hobdat.

Centaurea tnontana is very attractive to

queen wasps. I have killed thirteen on two sirc-

ccssive days on the white variety, and hope the

patch \\ ill lure many more to their doonr. I have not
noticed them on the blue, but of that we have only

some small plants here and there ; whereas there is

a strong clump of the white. The patch will be
extended next planting season, in the hope of at-

Spirsea opulifolia aurea.—This Spiraea is seen

at its best during the early part of the season, and

is perhaps most attractive just as the young leaves

are unfolding. Then the little tufts of yellow

foliage give to a bush of this kind the appearance

of being studded with golden blossoms, which the

sombre-tinted bark tends to render still more con-

spicuous. This variety of Spiraea opulifolia is well

worth growingevenamong the most select of plants.

It is by no means so vigorous as the type, but forms

a neat rounded bush—very effective from a foliage

point of view during spring and early summer, but

afterwards becoming much greener. It should be

planted in a spot well exposed to the sun, as the

depth of colouring is by this means much intensi

tied. Another ]ilant to which most of the remarks

just made apply is the golden variety of Kibes

alpinum, a dwarf bush better fitted for rockwork

than the shrubbery border. A plant here is just

now most attractive.—H. P.

Italian Daffodils from the slopes of the
Apennines.—Here is a field of business .and pleasure

combined for collectors and lovers of Daffodils. Let

them take up their abode at Florence or Lucca, and

for a couple of seasons enjoy the Italian spring ; they

could employ the natives to bring in the different

Planting out old Fuchsias. —Old Fuchsias

not needed in the conservatory often do good ser-

vice in borders. All plants. Fuchsias included,

turned out of pots should have the soil made firm

round their roots; and if a spadeful of leaf-mould

could be placed on the surface just over the ball,

it will be a great help in keeping the soil cool and

moist. When one wants a spray of drooping

flowers to hang round a vase, a clump of Fuchsias

in the open border will often furnish it, and that

without doing much harm to the plants.—E. H.

Balsams planted out. — Though pretty

enough in the greenhouse or conservatory, Bal-

sam-s^make finer plants in the open air, when
planted in good soil, than they do indoors. As

this is the season for turning them out, those who
have surplus plants might give them a trial. They

look well in mixed borders where not crowded,

but they are most effective when planted 3 feet

apart over a groundwork of low-growing plants.

They succeed well in company with Phlox Drum-

mondi pegged down. They also associate well

with the variegated Mesembryanthemum, and

other combinations will suggest themselves.

Tlieir growth is rapid when well supplied with

water. —E. H.

Cutting away the foliage of Crocuses, &c.

—This is a barbarous practice, done on the score of

tidiness, but to the manifest injury of the plants.

AH bulbous plants appear to be growing freely

this season, and the proper maturation of the

foliage has a great deal to do with the ripening of

the bulbs. To cut it away is to rob the bulbs.

If the rank foliage offends the eye, let the old-

fashioned method of tying it up into knots be

practised; or, failing this, let it be spread orrt

thinly and have some fine soil spread over it. This

is not a good practice, but it is better than cutting

the leaves quite away close to the ground. We
have known many people to plant Crocuses and

Snowdrops in (Jrass, and then wonder why they

died away in two or three years. This happened

in consequence of the Crass being cut directly the

flowering season was over, thus getting rid of the
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leaves. It would be bettor to lift the roots of

Hyacinths with soil adhering to them, and plant
them in a reserve garden. This must be done care-

fully, and directly the flowers have faded; cut
away the decaying blossom, but leave its stalks

;

place some fine rich soil about the transplanted
roots, and frequently sprinkle them overhead in

dry weather, mulching if necessary.—R. 1).

THE EDELWEISS.
(leontopodium alpinum.)

If there is one plant more than another that is

sought after by tourists on the Swis.s Alps,

whether they be plant lovers or not, it is the

Edelweiss, a singularly curious plant—so curious,

in fact, that no one who once sees it is likely to

those of any other hardy perennial. Even with anywhere, and perfectly so if sheltered with glass, as

us the Edelweiss dislikes division, and rarely if just recommended.

ever does well after that operation
;
the best plan Ranunculus anemonoidea.—The rotting of

we find is to choose a rather sunny position for the crown of this plant is, I believe, confined to heavy
it, close to a bog or shallow swamp

;
give it a land, in which it should be planted near the surface,

good depth of rich peaty soil, and prick out the This, however, I do not state from expjrience, as I

seedlings as soon as ready to handle. Where the have never found the plant to suffer in the way men-

bottom' is not cool, a little more shade will be tioned. What I have found is this, that, like various

required than where it is so, and if grown close <>'''«'' Heshy-rooted Ranunculi, the roots are very

to a wall better success will be attained than much eaten by ground pests. When the roots are

elsewhere. The plan of raising plants from seed ,

J"^'*''
^^"^ ^''ff^^ ^^"f

"'''' ^'' '"''^7, ^'"^"""/d i° °^der

,. , .
'

, .1 i"-^ m nil I to aacertam the nature of any ailments from which
applies also to most other alpmes. The Etlel- - ^. j .

weiss is very plentiful on the Himalayas, at

14,000 feet elevation, in Cashmere, Kuruni Val-
ley, and Southern Europe. With us it flowers

in July and August. K.

NOTES ON HARDY PLANTS.
Onosma tauricum.—What I said about this,

, ,, , ,, , , ,
•-

plant (p 443) was not intended to convey an impres- 1

remarkably long black roots, and their retention has

sion that It had all been killed in Yorkshire, nor everything to do with successful transplantation. Let

that It was so much wanting in hardiness that it was !

anyone try a crown, be it ever so strong, with the

not entitled to a place among I

'"^''s cut off short, and it will be found to make but

hardy plants. What I meant
was this : that owing to the

peculiarities of the plant we
could only make sure of its

surviving our wet winters by
paying special attention to it.

several plants of it strong and
vigorous, and not hurt in the

least by last winter, but then

I had also many killed, and
so, I know, had many other

they may be suffering. My experience in regard to

this plant really is, that it grows equally well, and
even better, than some other species. It affords ample
material every two years for purposes of division, and
yet, singular to say, the plant is scarce.

Anemone vernalis.—Many have been puzzled
as to why strong crowns of this and pyrenaioa have
not made a vigorous start this spring. They have

an indifferent start. Deep planting will be in its

favour, but should there be vermin in the soil the
result will be doubtful. In the case of hundreds of

plants which I have transplanted of the common
vernalis, I never yet found any to fail which had been
taken up mth roots at least 6 inches long. I take it

Edelwei.ss and alpine Catchflies (Sileue).

mistake any other for it. It is the badge of

tourists, although, a^ everybody knows, they
often get their badges second-hand, for to get to

tlie haunts of the Edelweiss, is sometimes not an
easy matter. There has been^indeed, still is

—

a good deal of nonsense written about the Edel-
weiss; some would lead us to believe that some
deep secret is connected with its culture, and
that it will not succeed except in the temperature
of an ice house. As a fact, it is one of the easiest

plants to grow if not coddled. Where failure

occurs most frequently is in the case of old

plants that have lieen torn up carelessly and
sent home, where they, perhaps, arrive half

rotten ; whereas, if people gathered the seeds

and sent them instead of old plants, they
would experience no trouble concerning culture,

for home-raised seedlings are as easy to grow as

As a matter of fact, I have 'hat depth, coolness, and moisture are essential as
- regards a vigorous start. The tassel-like bunch of

thick fleshy roots, if put into the ground without
carefully introducing soil amongst them, would be
likely to rot. A good way is to shalce out the roots

straight in water, and whilst wet lay them on the potting

table on a layer of dry peat and sand, and with the
right hand scatter a portion freely over them. Every
root and every fibre will thus become thickly coated

with soil, and whilst in that state the plant should be
immediately planted. This practically divides every
root and every fibre, and to some extent places them

in conditions similar to those they

were in before removal. This may
seem a tedious business, but if faith-

fully carried out it practically en-

sures the establishment of many of

the more doubtful plant?, especially

when unseasonably transplanted.

Androeace sarmentosa.—This plant I

have found to be the most robust of the family.

In cleaning a rough border we have just dug out
old plants that have held their own for three
winters, and produced offsets in quantity in the
way of Strawberry runners. The plant was so

shaded in summer by Rose trees. Campanulas,
and Day Lilies, that it was lost sight of. But in

winter its downy rosettes were found dotted about
in numbers. I think a vigorous habit like this

in an Androsace is at least worthy of note. This
kind, though not one of the most beautiful, is never-
theless one of the most showy. It is not unlikely that
the Himalayan species that are now coming to us
year after year will better withstand our climate than
even the European.

Primula involucrata, or rather a variety at
one time supposed to be obtusifolia, is one of the

people. All reports agree on one point, viz., that most charming flowers at present open out of doors,

winter shelter from wet ensures its safety, i.e., glass I" '*>« '^ree or four plants of it which I am growing

shelters, which just throw off wet and hold off ' f *= distinctions between this variety and the typica

fogs, the tides being open. Thus treated, this l""''
"''^ "'°^' "'''''«'• ^^ ^""ers earlier than the

r, „ v. 11 u 41, 1 1. 4 4 type, and the (lowers are much larger, prettilv tinted
Onosma wdl hte through the lowest temperatures i ^r^^^

j;,^^ ^^^ j^ ^,,„^^^ ^^^l^ '^^^ ^,-^

What "F. W. B. says is precisely what I have proved
j

reddish brown when compared with that of the type,
in reference to young plants and the mode of striking

;

The leaves, too, are large in proportion to the flowers
them, and it h curious how the strips of old bark

|

and closely toothed. Another distinction is that the
which come away with the slips will root stronger outsides of the tubes are rosy red on the sunny side.
often at the very points than elsewhere. I hope
" F. H." {p. 504) will not throw away the precious

material which he says he will have to cut away from
his rampant specimen. As regards young plants, I

find these to stand the winters best if well rooted ; all

depends on this. Young examples badly rooted are

sure to die if placed out of doors ; such stock ought

to be kept rather dry and free from frost. If safely

wintered in frames, they may be planted out in March.

whereas in the type they are canary-yellow. It is in
every way a superior form, and equally hardy as the
type, and, I may add, as free growing.

Alyssum alpestre.—This ought to be in every
rock garden, so charmingly does it adapt itself to
such situations, owing to its flat and spreading habit.
It keeps close to the ground ; every woody shoot ex-
tending nearly a foot is tipped with a head of golden

Strong young plants are as safe in the open ground as ' blossom; its style and colour, to my thinking, sur-
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pass by far most of the dwarf Alyssuma which vvo

cuHivatfi. Moreover, it is fuiteil for positions dis-

liked by most plants, namely, hot and dry ones.

Cytisus Ardoini.—This is a charming prostrate

shrub, tlie flowers of which are abundant, of the

clearest pale yellow, .and beautifully set amongst the

leaves. Its very dwarf habit commends it for rock-

work, and its fragrance is most agreeable. I find

that it requires sunshine in order to bring out its

flowers.

Saxifraga tenella i.s so amen.able to different

modes of culture, that its friends hardly know it under

cert.ain altered conditions. Doubtless the best way in

which to grow this plant is to set little bits of it

imniediateiy after the blooming period. Grow tliem

in a sunny place in good soil, and the following

spring the tufts may be from 4 inches to 9 inches

across, and of a colour peculiar to those of this

species. The bristling tufts become crowded with the

slender short steins on which the flowers are borne,

and look pretty, and even eflfective, comp.ared with

the majority of Saxifrages. The whole plant is one of

t he neatest and sweetest little objects that can be set

in the crevices of rockwork. When older, it be-

comes overgrown, bl.ack-patched, and never has that

freshness which one sees in younger specimens.

Phlox divaricata.—This is now beautifidly in

flower. The fashion.able soft lilac tint of the some-

what large clusters of blossom is most attractive. It

seems to be a favourite with everybody, .and the

wonder is that everybody does not grow it. It is

even freer in growth than the woody creeping sec-

lion, and certainly as hardy, possibly hardier. The

only trouble is keeping it from .sings. When the

young fhoots are appearing, it is not unusual to find

them all grazed off in one night ; in fact, I never

find it safe unless well and frequt ntly supplied with

wood-ashes around the collar.

Anemone sulphurs a.—Thii ii certainly cor-

rectly named sulphurea, but in the Engadine I hear

there is a kind nnich more yellow than sulphurea.

If we could have this variety, and if its colour re-

mained permanent in this climate, it would certainly

be an acciuisition. Anemone alpina and its varieties,

including sulphurea, would constitute one of the best

groups for effect that anyone could have in the month

of May.

Comaropsis trifoliata.—This creeping plant

was sent to me under this name by the late Mr. H.

Harpur Crewe. It is certainly a plant worth growing

in any collection, but to see it in fuU beauty, it

should be grown in the form of a broad patch. Its

rver'Tcen character strongly commends it for winter

iffect. It thrives in moderate shade, and also in full

sunshine. It is in no way particular as to soil, and

its little yellow, Rose-like blossoms are as distinct as

they are beautiful. Hundreds of less worthy plants

are grown and highly prized. Anyone having rock-

work requiring to be covered with what might be

termed free-growing material could not employ a

better subject than this.

Anemone nemorosa.—A quantity of the soft

lilac-coloured variety of this Windflower was sent to

me three years ago, and this is the third year of their

blooming. The first year I could scarcely trace a

tint of purple ; in the second year it was more pro

nounced, and this year it is, I think, equal to that of

A. Kobinsoniana. The foliage, too, has somewhat

chauf'ed in the same direction as A. Robinsoniana,

the o°ily difference in some portions being that it if

not as dark coloured. I say in some cases studiedly,

for there are no fewer than four distinct forms in my
somewhat large patch. C'up-shaped, star shaped,

narrow-sepaled, and broad overlapping-sepaled con-

stitute some of the flower v.ari.ations in the way of

form. On closely examining two extra strong plants

I found that there exists a tendency to produce an

inner set of sepals similar to what occurs in the well-

known old double white form. All this I mention

to how how vaiiable this species is.

Alyssutn montanuni is a pretty companion to

A. alpi stre mentioned above. It has, however, a

more cushion-like habit, and the foliage is greyish

green in colour. The little erect flower-spikes, too,

are n ore spiringly produced than in A. alpestre,

somewliat paler in colour, and also more lax in the

corymb. It is a plant which should by no means be

neglected by those who are seeking for a really re-

liable hardy creeper. It may be grown in deep soil,

either in the upper or lower parts of rockwork, but it

should have more moisture than some of the alpine

Crucifers, and this, I think, it gets if placed in deep

soil, even in a sunny aspect.

AlySSUm repens is another fine species belong-

ing to what may be termed very dwarf alpines. It

has a greyish green leaf, larger than th.at of A. mon-
tanum, and it is laxer in habit. It spreads prettily

among stones, and the corymbs of flowers, which are

very bright yellow, are, compared with the size of the

plant, very large. It answers well for decorating

old walls, on which it scarcely attains half its usual

size.

Polygonum affine.—This very beautiful little

plant proves to be perfectly hardy under the most
trying conditions. Its beauty is wholly in its flowers,

which are produced most freely and for a long time

during early summer. They may be said to be some-

what in the way of those of the dwarf and shrubby
P. vaccinifolium. It has the good property of grow-

ing remarkably compact, which is more than can be

said of some of its f.amily.

Helianthemums.—All the Cistuses have been

nearly killed this winter, and Helianthemums, too,

have suffered severely. They are not killed outright,

but the damage done is so great, that, for neatness

sake, they should be cut back close to the ground.

In all cases cuttings put in last summer have proved

more enduring than larger plants. Indeed, I always

find it best to raise a fresh lot of plants every year.

With these, not only can gaps be tilled up, but they

are practically the only specimens which can be

transplanted with certainty. Rarely do strong plants

of over a year's growth stand removal, or do any
good afterwards.

Kamondia pyrenaica.—It is generally under-

stood, I believe, that this plant should be set facing

the north, and in doing this we should remember that

the plant in its wild home is found in the crevices on
the north side of big, black, damp rocks, and where,

in consequence, it is always cool and moist, and in

subdued light. What is the northern aspect in which
we generiiUy find it on our rockeries ? rarely on the

north side of a large and naturally damp rock, but
oftener than not on vhat of a single stone, where and
when the sun is high and most powerful it can glance

down upon the plant, to its manifest disadvantage.

This plant, therefore, should be on the north side of

somewhat high and steep rockwork, in deep or hol-

lowed recesses; by the cide of tall buildings, or on the

north of a sharp line of tall trees, but away from drip.

This is the sort of sunless and moist aspect, having
also a subdued light by reason of its lofty surround-

ings, which is best adapted for this plant. It should

also have a moist, peaty soil. If conditions such

as these are provided, it is almost sure to succeed.

J. W.

SPOTTED MIMULUSES.
It is doubtful if one-half of those who have gardens
know nuich about spotted Mimuluses, or, at least,

about the best strains of them. Their cultivation in

pots, although productive of good results, naturally

leads many to conchide that pot culture is essential

for Mimuluses ; but that is a mistake, as they will in

ordinary seasons thrive admirably in the open
ground. From want of frame room and other con-

veniences enjoyed by large growers, I have to content
myself with open-air culture, and I am always satis-

fied with the results. Moreover, tlie growth of the

plants annually in the open ground tends to harden
the strain, a matter of some little importance in con-

nection with plants that are at once so hardy and yet
so tender. It is a curious fact that Mimuluses,
though so soft^\'ooded, are yet capable of withstand-
ing more frost than perhaps any similar plants. In
the case of plants, however, that seem specially

worth preserving, it is easy to lift and divide them,
and to plant the rooted side shoots in a shallow
box, or, better still, into a frame, and thus preserve
them through the winter. But few plants seed more
readily or are more easily raised from seed than

Minmluses, so that the troubh; involved in the saving

of old plants seems superseded by raising seedlings.

It is well to miderstand that exceptionally strong

plants can only be obtained in spring by sowing in

autumn. I speak of the south, as here the warmth
in a cool house or frame in spring tends to drive the
seedlings into flower rather rapidly ; hence, in order

to get specially strong plants if old (jnes be not saved

and divided, it is well to sow seed about the first

week in October in a shallow pan and on fine sandy
soil. Place the pan in a frame or in a greenhouse
near the glass.

Mimulus seed is exceedingly small, and if sown
thickly produces such a crowd of seedlings that it is

advisable to be self-denying and sow thinly. I have
often found 500 or more plants in a 12-inch pan
where there should have been but 200. However,
having sown in October, the grower will find that by
the beginning of December it will be needful to dibble

out his plants so as to give them more room ; and if a
specially beautiful .show of early bloom is desired,

then prepare a bed in a large frame, bringing the soil

up firmly to within li inches of the glass. Surface
with old plotting soil or fine leaf-mould, or with some
sifted Cocoa fibre refuse, and then dibble out the
seedlings G inches apart. It will be needful to water
only sparingly during winter, but as spring advances
any amount of moisture will be absorbed, and by
March the bed will be quite a mass of foliage and
flower-stems. All possible air should be given, the

lights being tilted a little at top and bottom when the

we.ather is favourable. During April the plants will

bloom grandly, and a finer or more beautiful show of

wondrously-marked flowers will rarely have been seen
if the strain be of the best quality. Of course it is

obvious that if some of these autumn-sown plants

be also dibbled into pots, shifted on as need demands,
and kept in a frame as advised, they will make grand
specimens for flowering in a cool greenhouse. It can-

not be too well understood that not only does the

Mimulus abhor heat, but will bloom so early naturally,

that heat will be wasted upon it ; hence it is pecu-

liarly a plant for the amateur i:)r for those who possess

cool houses only.

Seedling plants almost invariably show a tendency
to throw up at once a main stem. This of course

produces the finest early blooms, but it somewhat
exhausts the power of the plant to throw up succes-

sioual stems. It is therefore wise in all cases to

pinch out this main shoot early, and then several

others will spring up and furn'sh more bushy growth.

It should be noted that nearly all the finest blooms
shown in London and elsewhere are taken from these

main stems, and are perhaps the earliest to expand.

I have grown a good strain for years, and find from
year to year many new and beautiful divergencies in

the markings. In nearly all cases the grounds are

either rich yellow or white. I have laboured to ob-

tain speckled and spotted markings, and have suc-

ceeded. To describe these markings would be im-

possible, they are so wondrously varied. Some other

flowers give reddish grounds, but are attractive only

when, as in the case of Brilliant, they are dense and
rich.

I may add that for later blooming, a sowing made
in March will give ample plants to put out now, and
these in cool tine soil, a little shaded from the hot

summer sun, will flower gloriously for a long period.

A. D.

Solomon's Seal fragrant. — Is anyone ac-

r[uainted with a sweet-scented variety of Solomon's

Seal ? A correspondent writes to say that he has a

variety deliciously fragrant, the perfume being some-

thing between that of the Hawthorn and Almond.
Others have also tested it, and there seems to be no
doubt of the existence of such a plant. The plant

referred to grows in peat, but though we know peat

alters the colour of some plants, not.ably the Hy-
drangea, I have never heard of peat having any
effect in imparting odour.—D. T. F.

Scented Hose -in -hose Oxlips. -Mr. W. Baylor
H;irtl;in(l, of Cork, lias furwarded fine trus.scs of two varieties

of tliose of yellow shades, cue deeper thin the oilier, but both
deliciou.sly perfumed. They have now been a week cut, and
had to come through the post, but they arc .almost or quite as

fresh as when sent. Larger and finer varieties have been
seen, but scarcely anything so sweetly frag^-ant.—R. D.
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Trees and Shrubs.

SPRING-FLOWERING SHRUBS.

When they come to be reckoned up, how large

is tlie number of shrubs and small trees which
we possess that produce gay, or at all events

pleasing, flowers in the earliest days of spring !

Not half the use has yet been made of them that

might be ; the Evergreens have had it almost all

their own way, as if there were nothing besides, and
everyone, no doubt, is glad to see the Evergreens,

shining, as they do, even in the snow of winter;
but even they would look the better were early

blooming deciduous shrubs intermingled with
them deliberately .and judiciously. By the exer-

cise of a little skill in planting, the presence of

the deciduous shrubs would interfere not in the

le.ast, and as soon as in bloom, the Evergreens
would receive new beauty from the companion-
ship, at the same time that in reciprocity of good
service they helped to bring out the merits of

what was leafless. We say " companionship

"

rather than contrast, for, depend upon it, the

heau-ideal of horticulture, like that of well-

ordered society, comes a vast deal more surely

and readily of natural harmonies than of con-

trasts, let the individual merits of the contrasted

things be ever so high ; and wliat we have most
energetically to consider is, not how things will

best antagonise, but in what way they can be
made most exquisitely and unaffectedly to blend.

Two, or even three, classes of the early-flowering

arborescent plants may be established, but for

our present purpose it is unnecessary to speak of

any but the first, excepting in simple mention of

the principal names. Possibly, even the list of

those we omit may have its value, since until

someone points it out, even the most ordinary
fact now aird then eludes our notice. The hardest
thing in the world to see most plainly is very
often that which lies at our feet.

The early-flowering shrubs, then, which do
not belong to the section we purpose speaking of

are the self-secluded, through being evergreen as

well, the Laurustinus to wit, the Garrya ellip-

tica, the common Mahonia, the Spurge Laurel,

the early crimson Rhododendron, the Erica

camea and its varieties (nioditerranea, &c.), the

early blooming varieties (or, perhaps, they are

only individuals) of the common Furze, and a

little later in the season the Cherry Laurel.

These plants are all intrinsically so good in their

flowers, that they ought to appear abundantly in

every spacious pleasure ground—the Spurge
Laurel, if not showy, because of its delicious

evening perfume, and the Garrya as the best

thing Nature ever devised for table epergnes.

There is no occasion, however, to dwell upon
them, since the greater portion are nearly uni-

versal, and need no eulogy, speaking, as the

ladies do, for themselves. Nor is there any ne-

CBssity for more than the bare mention of those

charming and mostly old-fashioned things

(equally meritorious, if we are sen.sible enough
to take them per se) which present their flowers

in company with the opening foliage. How
beautiful is the Cydonia japonica ; the Canadian
Amjlanchier, which seems a snow-shower caught

in transitu, and changed to petals; the Larch,

with that inimitable Ijlending of tenderest green

in little sheaves and infant cones of loveliest

liink ; and though last, not least, the Apple tree,

the Garland Crab (Pyrus coronaria), the wild

Cherry, and several others belonging to the

Pooiifer.ie and the Drupifera;, those two capital

families which seem at a loss whether to prefer

poetry in the way of bloom, or substantial prose

in the shape of fruit. Not last, after all, for we
have skipped that every man's treasure—the

Ribes sanguineum.

Many who read these lines will rememljer with

ourselves how delighted tree-lovers were when
the Ribes became properly known, and its hardi-

ness and easiness of multiplication were esta-

l-dished. North-west America may have many
more admirable contributions awaiting our gar-

dens, but to beat the Ribes sanguineum will be

hard. It may not be amiss to invite attention,

while the plant is before us, to the very curious

phenomena observable in the flowers when double.

So, looking to the deciduous early spring-

flowering shrubs and trees, let us remark what
a pity it is that the Cornelian Cherry (Coi-nus

mas) is not more frequent. While everything is

still bare of foliage, its slender twigs are densely
clothed with knots of golden yellow, just about
the same size as the flower-knots of the Elm,
which are themselves no slight ornament to the

tree as soon as the anthers have become pro-

truded, giving it, when the sun shines, a shade
of purple.

Of the same bright yellow are the flower
clusters of the Hamamelis, a tree very seldom
met with, but eminently deserving, and of the

fitness of which for our shrubberies tliere can be
no question, since it endures the severe winters

of New Brunswick. The Paulownia, unhappily,
is too tender for the midland and northern
counties of Engliind ; but what can be more
splendid than the display it makes in April in

the south, pouring out grand violet-blue flowers,

fashioned like those of a Foxglove, aloft among
the branches ?

It is from the same fertile country which was
the birthplace of the Paulownia that England
originally received that sweet and most dainty
thing, the .lapanese Chimonanthus fragrans, peer
of the Mezereon in its fragrance, and commenc-
ing to bloom in February. The Mezereon has
the advantage of it in point of colour, and is ex-

cellent, as everyone knows, as a little standard
;

but there is a delicacy about the Chimonan-
thus, although relatively much less hardy, which
enables it to hold its own anywhere ; and, for

minute examination, the amber and chocolate of

the blossom are unique.

Need we sjieak of the Almond, the Plum, the

.Sloe—one of the whitest flowers in Nature—or

of the Peach, or of the Apricot ? Though the

rude gusts that toss their blossoms to the Prim-
rose render it hazardous to depend upon them
as ornamental trees, there is always the chance
of fine weather while their flowers are out, and
the average of seasons is pretty sure to be not
unfavourable. What beautiful plants, again, are

the Forsythia viridissima and suspensa ! Like
the winter-flowering Jasmine (.Jasminum nudi-
tiirum), they m.ay be everybody's, and against a

w.all become perfect sheets of brilliant yellow,

excelling everything except the Laburnum, that

in this particular colour is the enrichment of a

later season.

The Almond has a rival in the .Jud.is Tree
(Cercis Siliquastrum), another of the too-seldom-

planted ones, though so splendid in its profusion

of rosy flowers, shaped like those of the Furze,

and springing from the naked old wood. We
have seen this tree, when not large, not less com-
pletely enveloped in blossom than are the twigs

of the Jlezereon. Finally, there are members of

the Amentiferie that confer surprising beauty on
the pleasure ground when carefully placed ; not
to mention the familiar Sallows, loaded with
large yellow catkins, and ensuring that pleasant

sound, the hum of early bees ; and not to men-
tion the Hazel and the Filbert, dressed all over
with these elegant pendants that give their

"touch of beauty" even to the hedgerow nuts;

there are the Poplars in several kinds, and the

Alders in at least two or three. While the trees

are comparatively young, the catkins of these last

are exceedingly conspicuous.

Everyone who has learned to love trees loves

the catkin-be.arers, and none that grow surpass

the Alders in power of wooing towards the ami.able

pastime, to indulge in which, moreover, is a

positive benefit to mankind, since demand for

handsome trees implies demand for good tree-

proviilers, and good tree-providers have to think
steadily fjefore they act.

PINK AND WHITE HAWTHORNS.
These are just now in full flower. Of the double
white there are but few specimens to be seen near
London, but of the double pink many, trees in all

probability planted tliirty and forty years ago
being laden with bloom. There is a marked dift'e-

rence among tlie double pink varieties ; some are
pale in tint—blush rather than pink, and some are
of so deep a pink as to approacli a bright rose.

Here and tliere are a few good specimens of Paul's
Crimson Thoin, rich and striking in colour when
one is near it, but not so conspicuous in the dis-

tance as the pink variety. If anyone were to
stand two hundred yards from a flowering tree of

each, both equally furnished with blossom, and
tliere were a line of green-leaved trees behind
them, the pink here would appear much more pro-
minent than that of the crimson. But as definite
colours are generally liked, the bright crimson of
Paul's Thorn is of course mucli and deservedly
admired.

The double white is a charming tree, and I do
not tliink I ever before saw it caiTying such a
wealth of blossom as it has done during the present
spring. It is an excellent tree tor a good-sized
forecourt garden attached to a villa residence, but
it should be so isolated that it cannot be inter-

fered with and hidden by neighbouring trees.

The single white Thorns, either as isolated speci-
mens or as clumps standing by themselves in the
midst of park scenery, are objects of great beauty
in spring. Two places, in particular, may be men-
tioned where they are seen to great advantage,
namely, Strathfieldsaye and at Ashton Court,
near Bristol. At both places the specimens are
large and old, and year after year they produce
blossom in profusion. The single pink and single
crimson Thorns are charming trees also, and both
in a young state grow freely until they begin to
flower, and then their growth is much less vigorous.
Specimens that have grown into a large size,

and if at all in the open, are at the proper time
loaded with flowers. But these Thorns and other
(lowering trees are subjected to great hardships in
tlie forecourt gardens of many villa residences
round London. AVhen first planted, a good
selection is often made, but in order to give
the garden a furnislied appearance as quickly
as possible they are planted thickly, and as thin

'

ning out rarely follows, they destroy to a great
extent each other's individual beauty. The man-
ner even in which some isolated specimens are
treated is simply barbarous. Close to where I

live there are two forecourt gardens to villa resi-

dences, each containing a vi<jorous specimen o(
the single crimson Tliorn and other trees. Late
in autumn a jobbing gardener goes over these
with a pair of shears and clips them in closely,

ju3t as be would a Privet hedge. When spring
cjnies there is an abundance of growth, Ijut little

bloom, and the residents wonder why their trees
do not blossom like the double pink does in a
neighbour's garden just beyond. If these trees,
instead of being treated in this way, were judi-
ciously thinned in autumn, enough of old wood
would be feft to produce a fine show of blossom in
spring.

I am dealing simply with the varieties of Cra-
t.rgus Oxyacantha. There are other species whose
fiuit is handsomer even than their flowers; but
few of them can compare, as spring-flowering trees,

with the varieties of the common Hawthorn. The
last, too, are accommodating trees, doing well in
almost any soil, and flowering to some extent
even when they are hemmed in by other trees.
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But is when they Jiie isolated somewhat, with the
|

surface of tlie soil, was 10 feet. This is just one

sunlifht and air playing freely about them, that
] hundred years ago ; and the circumference of the

they are seen to best advantage. Though not same tree is now IS feet, and the three trees

particularly fastidious in the matter of soil, it are now nearly alike in their dimensions. They
seems to me that Thorns do best when in a good

|

are still in full vigour, and are objects of great

bed of loam, resting on a gravelly subsoil or bed of beauty, and apparently as enduring as our English

sandstone or some such material. I'osition is, no Oak, and, considering the great beauty of the

doubt, of as much, if not more, importance than Plane, it may be regretted that it has not been

soil, and in ornamenting the landscape by the
I
more extensively planted in parks and the vicinity

lover, and besides that it seems to require but a
minimum of fresh air. The leaves, too, being
smooth and glossy, do not offer such a favourable
lodgment for soot and dust as those of some others.

Not only is the variegated foliage kind valuable
in this respect, but also the various green-leaved
varieties. The Japanese Euonymus is also a good
plant for a smoky spot, but the variegated forms
thereof become too much discoloured to be effec-

tive, besides which they are not so vigorous in

constitution as the green-leaved kind. A pretty
little evergreen shrub is Skimmia oblata, which,
like its relative S. japonica, is a shade-lover, but
it pos.sesses a more robust constitution than

Amono trees that will endure a smoke-laden japonica, which will not thrive in the smoke,
atmosphere the first place is generally assigned to ' Privets are a valuable class of town shrubs, all

.... . the Plane, yet there are others that succeed except the more delicate variegated kinds being
This Evergreen Oak grows wild m various parts equally well. The False Acacia, Robinia Pseud- available for that purpose. The oval-leaved kind
of Nortli America, where It forms a handsome acacia" and its varieties, are all good trees for is but a sub-evergreen, yet it does .so well in

and in some cases a majestic tree. It is unfortu- this purpose, especially that free-growing form unfavourable spots that it must not be omitted in

nately not a good tree for this country, for i Decaisneana, the most ornamental of all of them, a list of town shrubs. Others especially notable
' " " ' "

' are the Japanese Privet (Li-

gustrum japonicum), the

Wax tree (L. lucidum),
and the curious slow-

introduction of Thorns, they sliould be employed

as isolated specimens in clumps, or as a prominent

foreground to groups of taller trees. R. D.

THE AMERICAN LIVE OAK.
(quercus virens.)

of towns, &c. , than appears to be the case.—P. ().

SMOKE-RESISTING TREES AND SHRUBS.

although it has been intro-

duced for upwards of a

century it is not often

met with, and at best

but in the form of a

shrub or small bushy tree.

This arises from the fact

that it is a native of the

warm regions along the

southern seaboard of the

North American conti-

nent ; indeed, sea air

seems essential to its

existence, as it is rarely

found more than fifteen

or twenty miles from the

coast. It is abundant

on the shores and creeks

of the Southern States,

where it becomes covered

with Long Moss (Tilland-

sia usneoides), a grey dra-

pery which gives groves

of this Oak a peculiar

aspect. In the vicinity

of Charleston there are

some fine planted groves

of this tree, some being

over a hundred years old.

Some of the groves or

avenues are a mile long,

and the trees, which are

planted in four rows,

throw out huge limbs

widely on aU sides. This

Oak is considered to be

one of the most durable,

the wood being almost

as hard as Lignum-vita>,

and as its trunk some-

times attains from 4 feet

to 5 feet in diameter,

the timber is highly prized,

above 50 feet or 60 feet in height. We imagine

that it would succeed in Devonshire and other

south-western parts of this country, but we are

not sure. Perhaps some of our readers can en

lighten us on this point.

In a wood of American Live Oaks (t^uercus vireus).

It rarely reaches Sophora japonica, too, thrives fairly well, and the

Laburnums may often be seen lighting up some
dull and overshadowed garden with their beautiful

golden tresses. The various Poplars and Willows
make good town trees, that is where the soil is not
very dry, and, as a rule, it is at least fairly moist.

Double Cherries and Almonds make a fine display

in spring, even in the smoke-laden atmosphere of

London. The Bird Cherry (Cerasus Padus) also

does well under similar conditions. The mountain
Ash, the Ailantus, and Catalpa are all good town

Remarkable Oriental Plane.—All that now
remains of llawstoad Place, near Bury St.

Edmunds, where Queen Elizabeth was entertained trees, as are also the Paulownia imperialis and the

in the year l.JTS, is the dark, deep moat which '

Salisburia. Several of the more vigorous Acers
surrounded the mansion, the remains of a Lime may be also planted, the principal thing against

tree avenue, and three fine examples of the Ori- them being that they sometimes lose their foliage

ental Plane (Platanus orientalis). This tree was rather early, an objection which also applies to

introduced from the Levant in 1548, and the the Horse Chestnut.
specimens alluded to may have been planted here Of evergreen shrubs best suited for positions

soon after its introduction, to judge by their such as those indicated above, the Aucuba occu

growing, sturdy - habited
L. coriaceum, that takes

years to attain any con-

siderable size. Nearly al-

lied to the above is the

Holly - like Osmanthus,
that thrives well in smoke,
either on its own roots or

grafted on the Privet.

The most effective is the
dark green - leaved form,
as the one with paler foli-

age is apt to get sickly,

and the variegated varie-

ties are none too clear

in their markings, even
in a pure atmosphere

;

consequently in a smoke-
laden one they are liable

to get discoloured. Maho-
nias, from the hard, glossy

texture of their foliage,

and the fact that they do
well in shady spots, are

good town shrubs. Not
only do the common M. re-

pens and Aquifolium adapt
themselves to adverse cir-

cumstances, but the large,

stately, pinnate-leaved M.
japonica will hold its

own among the smoke.
Hollies, especially the more
vigorous kinds, do well

in towns; but, as with
other shrubs, the varie-

gated-leaved varieties are

not so well suited for

this purpose as the green-

leaved forms. The best

Latirel, from a foliage

point of view, is rotundifolia, a sturdy-habited

kind, with roundish leaves and a bushy style of

growth. The small-leaved evergreen Cotoneasters

are good smoke-resisting plants, and for covering

a wall or furnishing a steep sloping bank they are

well suited. C. Simonsi is a useful winter .shrub,

but, as a rule, it does not fruit freely, except in a

fairly sunny position. The Laurustinus forms a

good bush apart from its flowers, which in towns

are not always seen to advantage. We were

agreeably surprised recently to fall in with a good

specimen of Andromeda, or Pieris japonica, as a

town plant; and, though it had never bloomed in

that position, the red tints of the young growth,

in conjunction with its neat foliage, rendered it

very attractive. It was especially interesting

from the fact that most of the Ericacea' make but

indifferent town plants. The pretty little Per-

nettyas are, next to this Andromeda, about the

best smoke-resisting shrubs of this class. Escal-present dimensions. According to Cullum's pies a very prominent place; it may, indeed, be ^
"History of Hawstead," the circumference of the often seen thriving in .situations where few other Ionia macrantha forms a good bush, and, if the

largest of the three trees, at 3 feet from the I shrubs would even exist. Fortunately, it is a shade- situation be fairly sunny, it will, as a rule, flower
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well. The Pyracantha and its more vigorous
variety Ltelandi will thrive on a sunny wall.

Aralia Sieboldi is also a good town plant, its large

leathery leaves resisting well the eft'ects of smoke.
No notice of town plants would be complete with-
out mentioning the Yuccas, of which fine e.xamples
are often seen in the little pent-up inclosures

where few shrubs would live, much less thrive.

Ivies make the best of town plants, and the tree

forms assume the character of neat little bushes,
that retain their colour despite smoke and dirt.

Although scarcely reaching the dignity of shrubs,
the Periwinkles likewise do well in towns, and are
valuable for many purposes.

Climbing plants of a ligneous character are re-

presented in the first place by Ivies, that resist

almost any amount of smoke and dirt, and are

consequently planted frequently in large towns.
Besides tlieir value for covering walls or unsightly
buildings, they quickly furnish a heap of old roots,

bricks, or any such material with foliage, and for

festooning balconies, hanging baskets, or forming
screens, they are much employed. The Virginian
Creeper is another London plant, but where em-
ployed for covering walls it needs to be nailed

thereto, and does not attach itself like Ivy.

Veitch's Ampelopsis, however, will stick firmly to

nearly everything. In neither of these are the

autumn tints so bright when grown in towns as

in the clear pure air of the country. Tlie Dutch-
man's Pipe (Aristolochia Sipho) is another showy
climber, as are also some of the large-leaved
strong-growing Vines. The beautiful garden va-

rieties of Clematis are scarcely vigorous enough for

smoky towns, the best for this purpose being
C. Flammula and Vitalba, both strong-growing
plants. The Wistaria, where conditions are at least

moderately favourable, will do pretty well in the
smoke, as will also the common white Jessamine.
Both species of Stauntonia—latifolia and hexa-
phylla—are good free-growing climbers, the latter

esj^ecially being suited for a town. The common
Passifiora cerulea is a good smoke-resisting plant,

scarcely so hardy as most of the others, but it is

so vigorous in growth that, even if injured severely

by the frost, it, as a rule, quickly recovers. T.

The Bird Cherry.—Permit me to endorse
"(J. S. S.'s" high recommendation of this fast-grow-
ing and beautiful tree (p. 464). Its quick growth,
slender and semi-drooping habit in its young state,

and long drooping branchlets of bloom, quite dif-

ferent, tliough equally beautiful, from the wild
Cherry or (iean, give it a graceful character and a
beauty almost unique among trees or shrubs.

It looks well in almost any site or position, but
probably it is never more effective than when rising

up at the back of mixed shrubberies largely com-
posed of Laurels, Yews, and Hollies. The pure
white of the Bird Cherry and here and there a
golden and purple Laburnum impart a richness and
elegance to such masses that we look in vain for at

any other season. The long racemes of black
berries and the peculiar colour of the Bird Cherry
foliage in the autumn are other recommendations
of this extremely beautiful spring-flowering tree.

The open flowers smell strongly of prussic acid,

and it is not well to plant it too plentifully in the

immediate vicinity of living or sleeping rooms.

—

D. T. F.

Wood of Pinus insignia.—"J. B. W." is

doubtless right in bis opinion (p. 512) respecting the

quality of the timber uf this otherwise remarkable
Pine. In California, twenty years ago, the only rise

to which it was put was firewood, and the demand
for it, owiDg to the abundance of superior hardwoods,

such as Oak, was not great. It was shipped from
Monterey to San Francisco, a distance of 100 miles.

The timber of mature trees is coarse-grained and
very resinous. One of the objectionable features

of the forest in the neighbourhood of Monterey
was the way in which the boles of many standing

trees were disBgured by having been hacked for

chips for torche=i and firewood. This fast-growing

and beautiful Pine should do well in sheltered

localities in the southern counties of England, more
especially where the soil is light and even dry

Although large trees are sometimes injured or killed

outright in exceptionally severe winters, this fact

need not be urged against planting again and again
this highly ornamental tree, individuals of which
under favourable conditions attain in a comparatively
short space of time a large size.

—

Geo. Svue.

HARDY HEATHS IN FLOWER.
The pretty Erica carnea or herbacea has just passed
out of flower after being in great beauty for a long
time. The blooming season of E. codonodes is also

over, but the Mediterranean Heath (E. mediterranea)
is now at its best, and very bright and effective it is,

especially when seen in a mass. It is a free-growing
kind, forming dense clumps, and flowering most pro-

fusely when about IS inches high. The individual

blooms are small, of a pleasing reddish tint, with
black anthers. There is a variety not so much grown
as the type in which the flowers are pure white in

colour. 'I'hess hardy Heaths are a very be<.utiful

class of plants, and yield a display of bloom through-
out the greater part of the year, as soon after Christ-

mas E. carnea and its white variety will be in flower,

then the larger growing pure white arborea and
codonodes are at their best, to be soon succeeded by
tile reddish blooms of E. australis. Unfortunately,
these last three are rather tender, that is to say,

they suffer during exceptionally severe winters. At
the present E. mediterranea is the best, but from
the early part of .luly till the autumn must be re-

garded as the principal season for these Heaths. Then
K. cinerea with its numerous varieties, affording a wide
range of colour, and other particulars contribute to

the display, as does also E. tetralix, E. ciliaris, and
its variety Maweana. This last-named is a most
beautiful Heath, and when to these are added the
common Ling or Heath (Oalluna vulgaris) in its

almost endless forms, some dense and Moss-like, some
loose and straggUng, some deep green in hue, while
others are of a golden tint. The flowers, too, vary
greatly, especially distinct being Searlei with white
blossoms; Alporti, purple; coccinea, deep reddish
purple; alba minor, white; and flore-plena, with
reddish coloured double blooms. The Cornish Moor
Heath (Erica or Gypaocallis vagans) also flowers

about the same time, and forms a very free bushy
growing specimen a foot or two high, bearing densely
packed spikes of purplish red blossoms. Of this there

is also a variety in which the blooms are pure white.

St. Dabeoc's Heath (Dabcecia polifolia) is another
beautiful shrub. Generally the colour of its flowers

is a pleasing shade of purple, but there is also a pure
white kind, and yet a third in which some of the

blooms are purple and others white. Not only does
this occur on the same plant, hut frequently the

individual blooms on the same spike show that

peculiarity. Apart from its beauty, this Heath is

also especially valuable from the fact that its bloom-
ing season is spread over a very long period, as it

will commence flowering in June and continue till

autumn. For this reason it is well suited for plant-

ing in a bed or mass, as it will then yield a display

as showy as the summer bedding plants without one
tithe of the trouble that they give. Erica multiflora

is a free-growing kind, reaching a height of 2 feet,

and flowering most profusely, but the blossoms are

not large, and their pale reddish colour does not
render them so showy as some of the others. One
distinguishing feature, and a valuable one, is that it

will continue to flower till all the others are past, as

it frequently blooms till the commencement of winter.

H. P.

SHORT NOTES.—TREES AND SHRUBS.

True Service Tree.— We have received from Painshill,
Surrey, sume fiower-sprays of this tiee (Pyru^ domestica), of
wliich there are .some grand examples at that place. The
flowers somewhat resemble those of the Mountain Ash, and
trees latlcn with them, as the specimens sent show they are,

must be interesting features in the landscape.

Amelanchier Botryapium (the Snowy Mespilus).—
What a beautiful hardy white flowering tree tllis is for the
month uf May, It can now be seen iu beautiful form in the
Sydney Gardens, IJath , the specimens of it there are of large

size and Lideu with blossoms. Perhaps the sheltered ixisition

which it occupies helps it, but there it appears to bo much
more floriferous than usual. Its leaves, too, in autumn assume
a line reddish yellow tint.— R. D.

Garden Destroyers.

MOLES.
I NOTICE that "G. S. S." puts forth another plea in

favour of moles in gardens (p. 483). In meadows
and in arable fields probably the mole does as much
or more good than harm, but in the garden his pre-
sence is chiefly evil, and that continually. Possibly
hemight not comeinto thegarden, howeverardently
wished by "G. S. S. and others, unless there was
something in the garden larder for him to eat. I
also grunt that he does not eat plants. So far he
may seem harmless, but he is not. True, too, as
"<;. S. S." says, the garden is not all seed beds.
But the whole garden is or ought to be a root
bed, and it is physically impossible for the
mole to prosecute his natural labours of worm-
hunting without wounding, bruising, upheaving, or
cutting asunder roots in the most wliolesale man-
ner. For example, let a mole start his grub hunt
at one end of a drill of Onions, Carrots, or Par-
snips, and conclude at the other, and what is the
result '! The entire row of plants is ruined. Or
take another example—a bed of Carnations. It

is well known that if there is a wireworm in the
garden it will be found in that ; hence many
besides "G. S. S.," and I first amongst them
at one time, welcomed moles among Carnations.
Here, if anywhere in the gai-den, the mole was tlie

proper garden insect destroyer in the right place.
I'resently, however, the plants progressed down-
wards from bad to worse. Those that had been yel-

low before became more and yet more jaundiced,
and the sickly ones before the mole came quickly
died off. The advocates of the mole claimed more
time for him. There were doubtless so many
wireworms, that, voracious and gluttonous as the
moles were, one or a brace could hardly be ex-

pected to eat a bed full of wireworms in a week.
Time was granted, and still the plants waxed
more yellow, and died more rapidly and by whole-
sale. Patience was at last exhausted; the mole
was caught, killed, and dissected. His stomach
was full of fat earthworms, with never a scrap of

the wireworm. He had bored his way in all direc-
tions—tlirough, among, and under the roots ; so
loosened their hold and burrowed under them,
that those that were not cut through were de-
tached from the earth. And thus the cure of
moles proved a failure. Had they eaten the wire-
worms, one might have tried them again ; but to
pass these by in their raids after earthworms and
rupture the roots in the pursuit of the latter was
more than enough for me, and since then they
have had a short shrift within the precincts of the
garden. Within this phrase I include the lawn.
Surely Mr. Webster and "G. S. S." must use the
word " lawn " in some special sense, for they can
hardly mean that if the molehills were knocked to
pieces on an ordinary short Grass closely shaven
lawn, the lawn would not suffer in smoothness of
pile or enjoyability, or that it would be im-
proved by the loose litter of scattered molehills.

D. T. F.

Vine insects {Geo. Cane).—The in.sects on your
Vine are the Vine scale (Pulvinaria vitis). They
are very injurious to the Vines. The insects are
apparently just beginning to lay their eggs, which
you will find among the cottony down which pro-
ceeds from them. Each scale lays a large number
of eggs, from which young scales will in tlue course
be hatched ; these will spread over the Vines, and
each having found a suitable position will insert
its proboscis into the wood, and commence suck-
ing the juices of the Vine. At this time of year
this pest is much more difficult to deal with than
before the Vines have started into growth. The
in.sects are not easy to kill, and many insecticides,
if used of sufficient strength, might injure the
young shoots. Looking carefully over the Vine,
and dabbing each scale with a camel's-hair brush
dipped in methylated spirits of wine diluted with
l-'20th of water is a tedious, but very eflfective

remedy. Painting the affected pares with paper-
hanger's paste or starch is recommended ; it can
be washed off with a syringe in the course of a
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week or so. One pari of parali'm oil and two parts

of .soft soap mixed together in warm water and kept

well stirred make a f,'ood wash. As soon as the

leaves are down, dress the Nines with one part

cas tar and four parts clay, mixed with enough

water to make a thickish paint. Nearly all .scale

in.sects and aphides fjive out a sweetish secretion,

wliich ants are very fond of. When you lind a

plant overrun by ants you may be certain it is

attacked by one of these insects. The spots on

the bark are a fungus ; it it only attacks the dead

bark it will do no harm. I should recommend
two books published by the Christian Knowledge

Society, " Our Insect Friends" and "Our Insect

Knemies," and "A Manual of Injurious Insects,"

by .Miss Ormerod, published by Swan and Sonnen-

schein. Paternoster Square.—G. S. S.

Larch aphis.— Last year I bought some young

Larches, of one of which the enclosed is a twig.

Hitherto we have been free from any mortality

among Larches owing to disease, but I notice on

these last that they are affected with some sort of

blight. I should be much obliged if you would

tell me whether it is of any serious consequence,

as if so, I should have them taken up and burnt.

—C. R. S. D.

*,* Your Larches are attacked by the Larch

aphis (Chermes laricis). This insect sometimes in-

jures Larches very considerably, and, again, I have

seen trees attacked which have hardly suffered at

all. If the trees in question are not too large,

water them overhead with 1 wineglassful of

paratiin to 3 gallons of water, kspt well mixed, or

14 lbs. of lime placed in 10 gallons of water and
allowed to stand for a week ; then use the clear

liquid to syringe with.—6. S. S.

OECHIDS AT CHELSEA.

The flowering Orchids at the Royal Exotic Nursery

must be looked upon as a great " Orchid show,"

although no special attempt has been made to create

a display ;
yet if all the Orchids now to be found in

bloom in the numerous houses were gathered into one

place what a magnificent exhibition Messrs. Veitch

could make I As it is, the visitor must be content to

make the round of the labyrinth of houses in order

to see the Orchids, an agreeable course to many, as

the exhibition is thus presented gradually. There is no

need to dwell upon commonplace Orchids, of which

there are crowds to be seen in every house, because

there are many new, rare, or out-of-the-common

kinds which we are sure would interest those who
look beyond a dazzling effect. But before we allude

to these choice things we must say a word about the

great Cattleya house (a span-roofed structure 132 feet

long), which looks brighter than ever we have seen it

before. We need only mention that there were no

fewer than a thousand gorgeous Cattleya and Laslia

spikes open on the morning we saw it, and one can

imagine what a splendid effect they created. You see

endless forms or C. Mossi.t?, not two alike in fact,

also of C. Mendeli and Warneri, of both of which there

superb varieties open, also grand specimens of

C. Skinneri, while presently these will give place to

the later flowering Gaskelliana, C. gigas with its

varieties, Sanderiana, imperialis, and others. Besides

the Cattleyas, lyselia purpurata asserts itself, and of

this unrivalled Orchid there are numerous forms.

Two of the most noteworthy varieties in this house

were C. Morganife, a white form of C. Mendeli with

a purple-tinged lip, and a pink-flushed variety of C.

intermedia, as beautiful as it is rare.

The CvPRlPEniiMs have here a house to them-

selves, and the flowering plants include some that are

thought highly of by orcbidists. Among hybrids

—

one of the specialties of this nursery—may be seen such

superb kinds as C. Schrcederse and C. Sedeni candi

dulum, and it is difficult to say which is the greatest

favourite. The Schriederie has a large bold flower,

with long tails and a big pouch and of a delicate rose-

pink, while the pale Sedeni is suffused with delicate

blush-pink. AVe still adhere to what we have long

said, that this and C. cardinale are the finest of the

coloured hybrid Lady's Slippers. C. porphyreum, a

near relation of cardinale, is in bloom in company
with other hybrids, such as superciliare, selligerum

and its major form, and Dominii. Of the pretty C. War-

neri there is a fine sj)ecimen, as also of other tine

species, like Stonc-i, hcvigatum, barbatum nigrum

(the d.arkest nS .all Lady's Slippers), Uayanum, liouk-

erx, riveum, and others of lesser note.

Thk DENiinoiiriM house having long been gay

with bloom is made attractive even now by a few of

the later plants of I), thyrsiflorum and nobile, but the

finest Dendrobe out is I>. Jiimesianum, whose great

white flowers, with orange throats, have few equals

among Orchids. Its close neighbour, D. infundi-

bulum, shares the same praise. The charming D.

Bensona- has its stout stems completely wreathe t

with bloom, and among the forms of it there is one

almost pure white, the blotch being very faint. D.

Parishi, crystallinum, tortile roseum, Draconis, and

.albo-sanf'Uineuni, barbatulum, and Cambridgeanum

are among those to which the attention of the visitor

may be "directed, and especially to D. Falconeri,

which is represented by an entangled mass having

flowers some 4 inches across.

The miscellaneous Orchids comprise many that

would interest an orchidist, among them being the

following : Angr^cum Chailluanum, one of the Afri-

can species with long racemes of waxy white flowers

of curious shape ; Camarotis purpurea, an old Orchid

not often seen now, but an extremely pretty one ; it

reminds one of an Aerides or Saccolabiuni, yet it is

different from either, being more slender in growth,

and it bears small, drooping spikes of purple flowers.

Epidendrum Frederici Guilielmi is a long name for a

pretty species having tall stems surmounted by a

dense cluster of rose-pink flower.^. E. falcatum or

Parkinsonianum, as it is also called, is quite a feature

in the Cattleya house, one of the plants being a large

hanging mass carrying several flowers, the peculiarity

of which is the ivory-white lips which remind one of

miniature skate-fish. It is deliciously scented, par-

ticularly at night. E. maorochilum is also an

Orchid that deserves notice on account of its per-

fume. Broughtonia sanguinea is a plant not often

seen in bloom now, and here one may single it

out from a host of others, it being so different

from most Orchids. It has rather large violet-

purple flowers set on slender stems proceeding from

flattened bulbs. PhaUenopsis Marife is the gem

of the Phahenopsis house ; there is a plant bearing

a five-flowered spike, each bloom being white, with

chestnut -brown blotches and a violet - purple lip.

P. sumatrana is also a pretty species in bloom. It

has larger flowers than P. Marios—as large as those of

P. vioTacea. They are whitish, and handsomely

blotched mth a coffee-brown colour. There are also

plants of P. speciosa in bloom, one representing a

variety with white sepals, which is unusual; and

those who are partial to miniature Orchids would be

charmed with the tiny P. Parishi, the smallest of the

genus and extremely pretty, the blooms being only

half an inch across, with white sepals and claret lips.

Among the Vandas the most conspicuous is V. teres

and its variety Andersoni, remarkable for the

deeper colour of its flowers. The Odontoglossums

form an exhibition in themselves, as they are arranged

in a charming w.ay with other cool Orchids like Mas-

devallias. You see crowds of spikes of all the popular

species, like Alexandrte and Pescatorei, with excep-

tional varieties of both, and these and other species,

among which are such choice things as O. polyxan-

thum, nebulosum, pardinum, cordatum superbum,

and gloriosum, the latter with widely-branched

spikes show the natural habit of growth to perfection.

The house is also enli\ened by various Oncidiums,

none being brighter than concolor, and none so choice

as the new O. Jonesianum, than which there is not a

more beautiful or distinct species in the genus.

small plant is remarkable. It is now in bloom in

Mr. Oorman'scolKctiim at Lawrie Park, Sydenham.

Odontogloasum Pescatorei.—A variety of

this tJrchid has been sent to us by Mr. Marcus Voss

from his garden at De Montfort House, Streatham,

which is different from any other which we have seen.

The remarkable jjoint is the lip of the flower, which,

instead of being sparsely blotched, i-s beautifully

bordered with plum-purple, and in the centre are a

few heavy blotches. The crest is bright yellow, as in

the ordinary form, and the petals and sepals broad

and wholly white. Such a variety as this could per-

haps be singled out from amongst a thousand p'ants;

therefore its distinctness may be imagined.

The Flamingo plant, as the Anthurium Scher-

zerianum 'n pojiularly called, is now one of the chief

features of interest in Messrs. Veitch 's nursery at

Chelsea. There m.ay be seen a houseful of this plant

all flowering in the greatest profusion, and the bril-

liant effect made by them may be better imagined than

described. No plant with which we are acquainted is

capable of producing such a grand display of colour

as this Flamingo, and efjually few plants produce

flowers which endure such a long time in perfection.

Amongst the most notewortliy forms is undoubtedly

the variety called Wardi, a kind with very large

spathes, but another called Cypheri is a dangerous

rival to it; the latter, however, loses a point on

account of the propensity which the spathes have to

curl ; whereas in Wardi they hold themselves as flat

as a banner. Other named varieties, such as Palmeri

and pygmiTfjum, are not so remarkable, but peculiar

interest attaches to the new spjtted-spathed section,

of which A. Rothschildianum may be looked upon as

the type. These have been produced by intercrossing

the white-spathed variety (album) and the typical red-

spithed form, the result being that the spathes are

spotted and blotched with red on a white ground.

These spotted spathes look as if splashed with blood

and are highly attractive, though some might not

think them beautiful. The curious point in all the

forms yet raised is, that the markings of the spathes

are not of equal density on each side, the front side

being, as a rule, the lightest. The spotted hybrids

now number several s )-called varieties, though in

some instances it is difficult to see how they differ

from each other. There are now in flower the follow-

ing sorts : Rothschildianum, Devansayanum, Mundy-
anum, rubro-punctatum, and nanum, so that a goo I

opportunity is afforded of judging of their respective

merits.

QUESTIONS.

S4!"i.—Vines.—Will somo practical Grape grower kindly

say if the Gros Colmar Vine would succeed grafted on the

Muscat of Alexandria, and if the -Alicante would do well on

the Muscat Hamburgh?—E. J. W.

549V._-W'allflowers.—My WallBowers, both single and
double, blight ; the leaves of seedlings when about three

months old turn grey, curl and die. Can any of your readers

kindly tell me what is the cause of this disaster, and if there

is any cure for it?

—

Amatecr.

Mixiilaria Sanderiana —This extraordinary

new Orchid is now flowering for the second time in

this country since its introduction. The flower is

large and very beautiful, having clear white sepals and
petals, the centre of flower and lip being of a deep
maroon-crimson colour. The sepals and petals re-

curve, thereby showing the throat of the labellum.

What this Maxillaria will be when plants of it reach

in size plants we often see of the old M. grandiflora

remains to be seen, but such a gigantic flower from a

LATE NOTES.

Pelargoniums at South Kensington.— Mr.

Wiggins, gardener to Mr. Clay, at Kensington, writes to say

that he did not exhibit Pelargoniums for competition at

South Kensington last week, as w.is stated in our report.

The exhibitor of the plants in question, w.as Mr, Little's

gardener, Mr. Hill, of The liirrons, Twickenham.

Rose shoots and leaves (J- /".).—The Rose shoots

sent .seem to be those of tlie true Mdme. Berard, a Rose
which Huwcr.s well in autumn on the second growth, and
if the old wood is ripe and uninjured by frost also on it—if

left its full length. The leaves sent are affected by black

Rose mildew, an enemy due in most cases to cold driiughts.

Koses — I have found it very diCBcult to preserve Rose
trees in good health, beyond two years, in the outskirts of

l)ublin, 1 am recommended to try the old Rose Celeste,

as one that grows freely anywhere and everywhere ; in fh' rt,

the vitality of this Rose is said to be remarkable. Will si.'ii c

rosarian kindly say if this is the case?— U. K.

Names of plants.— !''. 11— 1, Polygonatum mnl i-

florum ; 2, P. otficinale ; 4, P. multiflorum ; 4, Valen uia

tiioica. ft. Z(.—Bird Cherry (Prunus Padus), commou
Dogwood (Comus sanguinea). /. ft. (C/ii/sm).-Celsia

Areturus. J. K.—Amelanchicr canadensis. 1{. Sc^tl.—

Double white variety of Aquilegia vulgaris (common
Columbine). 1)'. Si'.doi!.—Veronica geutianoides.
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Woods & forests.

CLASSIFYING TIMBER FOR SALE.

The classification of timber for sale after it lias

been felled is a thing wliieb has to be done to a

greater or less e.\tent whether it goes as a whole
to a single buyer, or whether it is arranged
to suit various customers. On the whole, I

agree with " Y." (p. 512) that where there is

a lot of stuff to be sold it is best, if circum-
stances permit it, to sell as it stands or lies in

bulk, and bj' private treaty. This practice is

not, however, always carried out. When it is

not, aud tender or auction is resorted to, a greater

degree of care and judgment is necessary in

classification and arrangement. The only pur-
pose of tender or auction naturally is to induce
competition, and instead of the timber going
through so many hands to place it more within
reach of the consumer. This purpose is ol'ten

defeated by the bad arrangement or want of

arrangement of the different kinds and qualities

of timber. In lotting for tender or auction the

wants of the district should be as much as

possible understood. One class of customers will

want one description of wood and another class

something else, the details varying according to

the nature of the work mostly carried on in the
locality. As a general principle, several species

of trees should not be mixed in the same lot.

Oak, Ash, Elm, Beech, Fir, (fee, should each be
lotted by itself. Sometimes when there are only
small quantities of each kind growing on a

particular spot it may be found necessary to

make up a mixed lot, but when it can be con-

veniently done the separate plan is much the
Ijest. It very often happens that a buyer of

Oak is not a buyer of Beech, and vice versa. If

the two woods are mixed the one not required
represents dead stock. Where they are separate

a higher figure will be likely to be reached, as

each buyer is supplying his own particular

purpose. This principle of arrangement can be
carried to advantage much beyond the mere
division of kinds of wood. Indeed, the necessity

of arranging by qualities is very little behind the

separation of the species. It is a thing requiring
some tact, and experience as well. If we take a

fall of Oak, although it is composed of one sort

of wood, it will be adapted for a variety of pur-
poses. If a proportion of it happens to be of a

good girth, long length, clean, sound, and straight,

it should never be placed in the same lot as

short and thick hedgerow trees, and which are,

moreover, generally knottj' above the first few
feet from the ground. These trees have their

uses, but not those of a navy contractor, who, if

the two descriptions were separately placed,

would give a good price for the long and clean

stuff, but M'ould look upon the other as a drug.

The same would be true of the Elm, though in a

le-sser degree, and to some extent of the other

hardwoods. With the Firs, again. Larch should
Vie lotted by itself, and poles which are large

enough for sawing should not be mixed with
such as do net exceed the size of a Hop pole. It

may be said that such a classification is more the

work of the merchant than the forester. I have
remarked that when it can be done I agree with
disposing of falls of timber as a whole. The
intelligent appreciation of the wants of the con-

sumer, however, should be the forester's aim, and
the way in which woodland produce should lie

classified to produce the best result a constant

study. A great deal of this may often be learnt

from observing the way in which the work is

carried out on estates where sales are periodically

held, and noting the results. If such knowledge
serves no other purpose, it will place the seller to

inore advantage in bargaining with the mercljant,

if he knows the various purpose to which the

wood is suited. The wide difference which is

sometimes seen in prices in the sale reports

from various districts can be to a great extent

accounted for by the system of classification.

Where good, bad, and indift'erent goes together it

is certain no very high figure will be seen, but

where it is carefully classified, even in this day
of low prices, some very respectable totals are

occasionally reached for prime lots.

D. J. Yeo.

GRUBBING 7. SAWING TREES.
" YoRESHiREMAN " (p. 512) misapprehends what I

said on tliis subject. I stated " that for cheapness,

felling by the saw is to be preferred. In some cases

it answers as well as any other system ; in others it

does not. . . . Whether sawing or grubbing is

decided on for tlie hedgerows must be regulated by

the exigencies of the case ; but for open fields, whether
pasture or arable, no tree should ever be sawn down.''

I do not think there is anything very heterodox in

this. Assuming, however, that I did advocate grub-

bing in hedges under all circumstances, "Yorkshire-

man " would scarcely improve his position by exag-

gerating the cost in the way he does. To pretend

that it would cost as much to grub the 1000 trees to

which he refers as the sum they would fetch in the

marlcet is a manifest absurdity. At any rate,

although the description he gives of them is not very

encouraging, I could, off-hand, undertake to send a

customer who would give something for them and
bear the expense of grubbing and removal. I should

put it that on an average the trees of which " York-
shireman " speaks would total up to something like

20 cubic feet. If so, the extra cost of grubbing would
be nearer Is. to Is. 6d. per tree extra than 10s. I

have paid for sawing down thousands of trees and
also for grubbing no small number. To hear of

ordinary hedgerow trees costing 6d. per foot for

grubbing is so repugnant to common sense, that it

scarcely deserves dwelling upon. " Yorkshireman "

says that when a fall takes place, the right is reserved

to the fanners of grubbing what trees they like at

their own cost. I suppose no one wishes to deny
them this privilege when they like to avail them-
selves of it. It is not to be expected they will adopt
it very largely, as it is virtually doing the owner's or

the merchant's work free of charge. The value of

wood in a district has considerable weight in deciding

the matter. Hereabouts, when work is short in the

winter time, it is not uncommon for men to remove
tree stumps for the sake of the wood, either for their

own use, or for sale. As I pointed out in my previous

remarks (p. 4S7), such a system involves agreat waste
of labour, as a tree stump could be much more easily

rooted out when attached to the bole, with the
advantage of the immense leverage of the tree in

falling, than would be the case with mere manual force.

I do not quite see the drift of what "Yorkshire-

man " says when he speaks about the spreading trees

killing the hedges and there being no difficulty when
the tops are removed. With us when a tree is sawn
down, it is customary to get as near the level of the

ground or the bank as may be, and consequently there

is a gap in the hedge corresponding to the thickness

of the trunk of the tree, with the flat surface of the

stump at the bottom of the gap, into which nothing
can be planted or any stake driven. If one may
judge from " Yorkshireman 's " remarks about the

tops being removed, it would appear that the butts

are left hedge high. As a matter of fact we know it

is not so, but where the stump remains there certainly

is a difficulty in tilling the gap without the aid of

posts and rails. There are farms and farms, and
farmers and farmers. Some of my acquaintances, as

"Yorkshireman" says, will do notiiing when a fall of

trees takes place beyond making a shift for the
moment, and filling the gaps in a way which will

need constant attention and repair. Others, if the

trees are grubbed, say, by the purchaser, when the

tree and its roots iiave been removed, will undertake
to repair the bank and scour the ditch, for the sake
of having the opportunity of planting the gap with
<)uicl^. These may be few in comparison to the num-
bers wlio choose to let matters take their chance, but

where they are to be found, they 'certainly deserve

what encouragement the landlord is able to afford

them in the way of young plants and the like.

I). J. Y.

ROTATION OF LARCH CROPS.

It has been often asserted by some of our most
distinguished foresters that Larch will not grow
well on old forest land, and particularly where
the preceding crops ha\'e been Larch or Scotch
Fir, and to attempt to do so in such places would
be to court failure and disappointment. I am
not prepared to say how far the advice .should be
followed, but I think it should be very frequently
disregarded in Ireland.

It is a well-known fact that there are hillsides

of consideralile extent in this country which
have produced two excellent crops of Larch in

succession, the second crop equalling, and in some
instances surpassing, the first, but whether those

results are entirely due to the quality of the soil

is a question that has yet to be decided. Climatic
influences play a most important part in every-
thing relating to arboriculture, and, according to

the opinions of some of your correspondents, the

results referred to may be more or less attritniteil

to the climate.

Be that as it may, the quality of the soil is of

jirimary importance to the successful cultivation

of the Larch, and to plant it indiscriminately on
every kind of soil, as I have seen on many estates

in Scotland, is a mistake which cannot be too
strongly condemned. The soils and subsoils on
most of our hillsides in Ireland are, as a rule,

admirably adapted for the requirements of the
Larch, and are much better than anything of
the kind that could be met with in similar sitiia-

tions in Scotland, and are also immeasurably
superior to the stiff retentive soils which con-

stitute almost the whole of the immense breadths
of moorland in that country. To the superiority

of the soils aud subsoils, therefore, I attribute

in a great measure the high vitality of the Larch
and its almost complete exemption from disease

in Ireland.

I recently sold a Larch plantation on this

estate which is, or rather was, a complete contra-

diction of the views of many foresters on this

question. The plantation referred to was planted
about thirty-two years ago immediately after the
previous crop, which was Larch, had been cleared

away, so that in this instance the land had no
time to recuperate before it was replanted. The
amount realised per acre for it was something
o\er ^'48, or about £1 10s. per acre per annum
during the time it occupied the ground— a truly
remarkable return from land which has been
since let for 4s. an acre for grazing purpose.^.

The land in this plantation, as may be inferred

from its letting value, is not of an extraordinary
high character. It is, however, admirably situ-

ated in addition to having an unri\-alleil natural
drainage ; it is also completely sheltered from
the prevailing winds which sweep in here with
teriific force i'rom the west and south-west.

A plantation, consisting almost wholly of

Larch, adjoining the one to which I have just
alluded also illustrates very forcibly the mistake
in rigidly adhering to any fixed "rule. It was
pilanted by one of the most eminent foresters in
Britain, and is but one of the many magnificent
testimonies of his skill and success as an arbori-
culturist which are to be seen in almost every
county in Ireland. The ground in this planta-
tion in question was occupied by an exceedingly
heavy crop of Scotch Fir previous to its being
planted the second time ; and though a com-
paratively short time elapsed between clearing
and replanting it, we have a pUintation on it

to-day which, foi' its age, is perhaps without a
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rival in the British islands. The soil in this

plantation is good, and the situation is exactly

the same as the preceding one. I quite antici-

pate that this plantation, when about thirty-eight

or I'orty years old, will be worth from £80 to

JlOO per acre. Many plantations of the kind,

such as tUe two I have adduced, exist in this

neighbourhood, but the two I have given are

ipiite sullicient to show that there are soils

covering a wide area in this country which can

and have produced two crops of Larch in succes-

sion, and that, too, without appreciably diminish-

ing their productive ]iower. Whether it would

be advisable to plant such soils as I have alludeil

to for the thii'd time in succession with Larch

withont allowing them some time to recuperate

is iloubtful, but my own impression is that if

1 hey were allowed to remain idle, say for eight

or ten years, replanting then conld be success-

fully carried out.

I am not, however, one of those who believe

that rotation in cropping can be altogether dis-

pensed with. On the contrary, I believe it to

be in some cases as imlispensable to success in

arboriculture as it is in agriculture, but com-

paratively few foresters in Ireland are in a

position to carry out any system of rotation at

all. Their choice of trees is practically limited

to two kinds, viz., the Larch and Scotch Fir,

the only two trees in my opinion worth planting

in L-eland, with perhaps the exception of the

Ash. The Ash, however, requires a good soil

to grow it to perfection, and would be (piite out

of place on most of our mountain tract?. It

would, however, pay well to plant it in good

soils and in sheltered fituations. Spruce Fir

on most properties in Ireland at this moment is

not worth as much per ton as would convey it

to the nearest railway station. Silver Fir is

perhaps of even less value. It will be seen from

the foregoing remarks how very difficult it is for

the Irish forester to change his crop in planting

old woodland. Irish Forester.

ess than half the sum paid for hardwoods. The
prices I named are stated to be fanciful. I think

a little analysis of " Yorkshireman's" price list

will show to what extent. To begin with, Norway
poles are out of any comparison with sawn timber,

as there is nothing in common between the two.

Next we get partly square Norway timber, (i inches

to 9 inches square, at 8d. per foot. To anyone

who understands what this means, it is quite clear

that by the time waste and cost of resawing has

been paid, the figure I mentioned—viz., Is. per

foot—would be reached. The Swedish timber

amounts to practically the same thing, as if it is

better than the last named, the prices run from

lO^d. to l'2.id., and no allowance for sawing. In

addition to this, wood of this sort would not be

delivered into the ordinary estate yard at the

price, as if the railway carriage from the port

was met by the seller, who defrays the cost from

the station to the yard. From this it is clear

that in mentioning Is. per foot, or £8 5s. per

P. S. H., delivered into the yard, for the com-

moner classes of sawn wood, I have rather under

than overstated the figure. D. J. Yeo.

VALUE OF THE SPRUCE.

This tree is looked at from different points of view.

Judging by what is stated on page 512, "P. (!."

commences by an unqualified condemnation of it,

and winds up by showing that it is a very useful

tree. Really all that has hitherto been proved

about it in this discussion is that it will not suc-

ceed in every position. If it did, it would be

different to most other trees. Low-lying and, as

"P. G." expresses it, somewhat damp situations

seem to suit it best. In introducing the question,

in the first instance, my idea rather was to find an

outlet for existing supplies than to advocate its

being more extensively planted. If there are

more suitable trees, by all means plant them ; but

when there is a quantity of a certain wood avail

able, it seems rather a queer policy to shut one's

eyes to any value it may have because it is not the

best which can be grown. This, however, is the

plan wliich seems to be pursued with regard to the

Spruce. " Yorkshireman," I see, even wishes to

retract the admission he made in its favour. In

speaking of comparative prices I do not see that he

has shaken the position I took. In tlie first place,

he says that Spruce and red deal do not compete
with each other in tlie market at all. This I cannot

accept. The better qualities of red and wliite

deal may not be used indiscriminately, but the

lower qualities, which would answer to the price

and to the purposes tor which home-grown Spruce
could be used, are very often employed without
reference to their being red or white. The next

thing "Yorkshireman" says is that it costs as

much to fell Spruce as it does Oak. In the column
preceding that in which this remark appears there

is a list of prices supplied by someone who writes

from "Yorkshireman's" county. His figures are

striking commentary.

EVERGREEN OAKS FOR SHELTER.

Few parts of our coast are better planted with the

Ilex of Holm Oak than parts of Devonshire, around

Dawlish and the neighbourhood of Powderham
Castle, the residence of Lord Devon. The tree

will grow freely to the water's edge if it be shel-

tered from the prevailing south-west wind by the

natural slope of the ground, or by beltings and

groups of suitable trees, including itself. It pre-

fers rich land and warm sheltered vales, but it is

a hardy seaside tree, and is found on many soils

and flourishing in various aspects along the coast

from St. Michael's Mount to Hawick, and further

north to Falloden. The Holm Oak will grow on

almost all kinds of dry lands, but it is never

found in a flourishing state on wet soils. It does

very well on a thinly covered chalk, as at (iood-

wood, and is found in numerous places on poor

dry loams. On deeper and more fertile soils it will

grow into a timber tree 70 feet or 80 feet high.

The rich alluvial district of West Sussex be-

tween Worthing and Chichester is greatly orna-

mented and relieved of its flatness by the Holm

Oak, and at Goodwood, on the hill above Chiches-

ter, where a beautiful park of 1700 acres, enriched

with shrubberiesand timber, has replaced a barren

down, the Duke of Richmond used the Ilex as his

shelter fence. The wind, blowing off the Channel

across a flat coast, had previously shaved the hill

as smooth as with a razor ; and when the duke, a

hundred years ago or more, determined to win this

site for timber and a residence, he found it abso-

lutely necessary to break its strength. It was a

task requiring judgment ; but it was accomplished

most skilfully and effectually, and by means of

numerous beltings of the Ilex and of other wind-

defying ramparts. Goodwood was converted into

a favourable site for the growth of a great variety

of fine timber trees, including an avenue in Hal-

naker Park of the largest Sweet Chestnuts in the

country. Such walls of Evergreens, thick and

pleasing to the eye at all times, can hardly be

seen elsewhere. Many of them have attained a

height of not less than 70 feet, and they block out

the wind entirely. J- I^

Exotic trees.—There maybe some truth in

wliat " Wood -Vgent " says regarding the practice

of toying with exotic trees in gardens.
_
On the

other hand, when a person pays a high price for a

tree of recent introduction, and of which he knows

little or nothing about its hardiness and require-

ments, we cannot blame him for planting it at the

outset under favourable conditions as regards soil

and shelter until he sees how it will behave. As

soon as these trees produce seed, the progeny

raised from them should be planted in groups, or

here and there throughout tlie woodlands, and it

of the species thrive betteroften occurs thai some ot the spec

under such conditions than the mother tree that

Larch and"Scotch (and I had been grown under what was considered more

Spruce oFcourse amounts to the same thing) costs
|
favourable circumstances. But all this had to be

tried, and we had to gather our experience step

by step. One would naturally suppose that a
tender Conifer, liable to be cut down by late

spring and early autumn frosts, would require a

sheltered warm situation at a low elevation ; but

such is not tlie case, but often the reverse, as I

have found in many cases that trees that all but
refu.sed to grow into anything like fair-.sized speci-

mens at a low sheltered elevation were quite at

home when planted on the top of a hill where

the wind swept the situation from all quarters.

These are all points of inportance, and I trust

" Wood Agent " will not take it ami.ss when I tell

him that we have all yet to learn much regarding

tree culture.—J. B. Webster,

AGE OF TREES FOR FELLING.

Timber trees are planted with the view of profit

being derived either directly from the sale of the

timber, or indirectly by giving shelter to stock and

crop.', and increasing the value of an estate by adding

to its amenity. But in this short account I shall

confine my remarks to trees yielding profit from the

sale of their timber, as Irees grown for shelter and

ornament, or partly for both, are generally allowed to

grow beyond maturity before being felled. At the

outset it may be observed that much depends on

management whether the planting of trees will turn

out a profitable or a losing investment ; and whatever

may be the kind of trees or the soil in which they

grow, their general management in judicious pruning

and thinning on the one hand, or total or partial

neglect on the other, will have much to do with the

age at which they can be mo«t profitably cut down.

When trees neglected in their youth are drawn up

and branchless, except within a few feet of the top

in consequence of overcrowdirg and want of judicious

thinning, they become prematurely ripe before reach-

ing half the normal age and fize. In such cases the

most profitable system would be to fell the whole at

once, and replant the land, as after trees pass a cer-

tain stage thinning is of little avail, and a loss .and

waste of time results from any attempt to thin them

by changing the management. But even with care-

ful treatment and thinning from the first the results

are different as regards the age at which trees should

be felled, the quantity and quality of the timber, and

the revenue to be derived by the proprietor there-

from. Thus it occasionally happens that trees in the

same plantation and in the same soil do not arrive

at maturity simultaneously—one tree becoming ma-

ture, it may be, when eighty years planted, while

another close by may not reach the same stage before

one hundred years ; but such is the exception and not

the rule, as in well-managed plantations trees in the

same kind of soil generally attain maturity about the

same time, although they m,ay v.ary much in size.

Scotch Pi.ne, L.vuch, and Spruce.

It is stated by some that these can be most profit-

.ably cut at from twenty to thirty years of age when

growing in a locality where they can be disposed of

for mining purposes, but I have not found this to be

the case in my experience in the management of

plantations within fifteen miles of large coal mines.

In such a locality, when the price of propwood is high,

it will almost invariably be found that proportionally

high prices will be obtained for larger timber; while

if the plantations lie far from a market or a railway

station or seaport, the crop at that age would not be

worth the planting, cutting, and removing, and would,

therefore, be a dead loss to the grower of from twenty

ti thirty jears' rent of the land. Further, it would

not pay to cut down trees of the above description

for fencing and estate purposes, because these can

easily be supplied from the thinnings ot well-managed

plantations. It has already been remarked tliat, as a

rule, timber trees should be allowed to grow to large

dimensions before being cut, but the situation in

which they grow often necessitates a dififerent course.

Foi instance, in glens and mountainous districts, and

in places inaccessible to horses, the most profitable

management would be to cut them down before they

arrive at a size too large to be removed in entire

lengths by manual labour. At that early stage Fir

trees would be valuable for propwood, fencing, and

other estate purposes. Ash for handle wood, and
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Birch or Alder for charcoal or bnbbin-wootl, &c.

;

whereas, if allowed to grow to a large size, they

would have to be cross-cut ia lengths to admit of

their removal by men, and this would, in the first

place, make the timber useless for many purposes

for which it might otherwise have beau valuable ;

and, secondly, the expense of removal by manual
labour might equal, or even exceed, the value ol

the timber itself. When Sootch Fir, Larch, or

Spruce have been planted as nurses for hardwood
trees, they should be thinned out aa soon as they

begin to encroach on the trees intended for the main
crop, as this is necessary for the welfare of the plan-

tation, irrespective of the value of the thinnings.

But when such trees are planted as the future crop on

suitable ground, it will almost always be found most

profitable to allow them to attain timber size. The
Larch being of fast growth, and useful for various

purposes at an early age, can be cut down profitably

much sooner than the Scotch Fir.

The O.iK.

Oak ia exten-iively used for boat and ship-building

purposes, furniture, agricultural implements, &c., and
is longer than any of our forest trees in arriving at

maturity. It can never be cut down so profitably

when small as when well matured and having plenty

of hard-wood. When young, and with little heart-

wood, and a large proportion of sapwood, the

limber is of comparatively little value per cubic foot,

so that it can seldom be cut down profitably, espe

cially if thriving on soil suitable to its growth, until

it reaches a hundred years old. Of course, when
grown as copse-wood, it ought to be cut young

;

but even under the most favourable circumstances

in Scotland copse-wood is Uss profitable to the

proprietor than a crop of timber, and Larch can be
grown more profitably in most situations. The Oak
is of slow growth when young, but on suitable ground
it increases rapidly after about thirty years. It

sometimes happens that Oak, planted in good soil

and in a sheltered position, attains a large size, but
has little matured heartwood at sixty or seventy years

old, and in such a case it would be better to allow it

to remain till fully matured, when the value of the

timber per cubic foot would be materially enhanced.

The Ash,

Although capiWe of growing to large dimensions,
can be cut down more profitably in its young
state than other hard-wood trees. When clean

grown, and from thirty to forty years of age, it is in

great demand for handle-wood and for agricultural

implements ; but in a rich loam, with dry subsoil, it

would be more profitable to allow it to grow to double
that age.

The Aldir.

Alder is generally in good demand at all stages of

its growth, after arriving at sizes suitable for the

dogger, and for turnery or charcoal, and is seldom
grown up to very large dimensions. Thriving best

in damp soil, it can be profitably cut down at forty

years' growth, making way for a second crop, which
springs up rapidly from the stools. The Beech is of

little value in its young state, and is seldom cut till

well grown. Birch, like the Alder, can be cut down
profitably at about forty years old, being then in good
demand for doggers, charring, and turnery purposes,

and when of large size and of good quality it is exten-
sively used for furniture. Horse C.'hestnut is seldom
planted for profit, but is valuable as an ornamental
park tree. When grown on a good soil and in a
sheltered situation, however, it can be profitably cut
down when it attains large dimensions. Spanish
Chestnut is of most value wiien of large size, and is

in many cases used for the same purposes as Oak.
It is most profitably cut down when about a hundred
years old.

The Elk and other Treis.

Elms (Scotch and English) are of little value until

they have arrived at timber size, and should, there-

fore, never be cut as a crop until they are from eighty
to 100 years old. When on good soil, the English
Elm will, when matured, be of large dimensions.
The Scotch Elm seldom attains so large a size as the
English Elm, but its timber is of more value when
matured and fornn heartwood sooner. The Lime

tree, like the Horse Chestnut, is seldom planted for

profit, but when of large size it is in great demand
for brake blocks for railway purposes, &c. It is,

however, of little value before it ia sixty years old.

Poplars can generally be most profitably sold when
about fifty years old. Being very fast growers, they

arrive at timber size sooner than most of our timber

trees, and the wood is then much used for brake

blocks, boarding, &c. When of small dimensions tiie

wood of lliis tree is of little value. Sycamore and Nor-
way Maple, although in demand for turnery purpo.ses

when of small size, can seldom be cut down to full

profit until they have arrived at maturity and
attained large dimensions, when high prices are

obtained for them for printing blocks, &c , and larger

timber becomes proportionately more valuable. When
the Sycamore is planted in a good soil, well drained

and sheltered, it may be profitably cut down when it

is about 100 years old. The Willow, like the Poplar,

is a fast grower on suitable soil, and can be cut down
profitably when about sixty years old, and for its

timber there is a good demand. Gean tree or wild

Cherry, Holly, and Laburnum are giown more for

ornament than for profit, though in some instances

good prices can be obtained for their timber. The
two latter seldom attain a large size, and may be

felled at any time when in demand after attaining a

fiz^ suitable for turnery. In consequence of its hard-

ness and susceptibility to receive a fine polish, the

wood of these trees is much sought after. The Walnut,
when matured, is much esteemed for furniture, &c.,

but is of little value in its young state, and is gene-

rally planted for its fruit or as an ornamental tree.

—Arburicultural Society's Proceedings.

TREES FOR SEASIDE PLANTATIONS.
In a report on seaside planting, for wliich the

Highland and Agricultural Society awarded their

gold medal, special reference is made to j^lanta-

tions that liave been formed on the northern
extremity of the county of Norfolk, at an altitude

of from 200 feet to 500 feet above the level of the

sea. The surface is reported as generally being
pour, and the subsoil a hard ferruginous gravel.

The plants used were Goat Willow, Alder, Birch,

Sycamore, Scotch Elm, and two varieties of the

Pinus Pinaster. The formation of the planta-

tion, including planting and fencing, is reported
as having cost upwards of /lO per acre. The
success of the imdertaking is attributed to the

preparation of the ground by trenching 18 inches

deep; erecting .screen-fences of bru.shwood, &c.,

6 leet high ; carefully preparing the plants,

having them well furnished with fibrous roots

before planting ; and having the ground cleaned
by hoeing for the first two years after planting.

The cost of the formation of these plantations

appears to be very high when compared with
plantations formed on the north coast of Moray-
.shire by Mr. Grigor, and reported by him as

having cost .£'232 18s. Vd. for 298 acre.?, or on
an average, rather less than 16s. per acre. The
plants used were Scotch Pine and Larch. How-
ever, the writer states that the unusual small
expense of these plantations was owing to " the

ground being soft, with litt'.e or no surface

herbage, rendered it suitable for small plants,

which were planted by the hand-iron by people
in the vicinity mucli practiseel in tlie work, and
who could plant an acre each daily on such
ground without dilticulty. The plantations weie
also made at a time when tlie price of nursery
plants was under the usual rate," and also tliat

" the expense of fencing tliese plantations was
very small." In specifying the kiuels of trees

and underwood best suited for planting within
the influence of tlie sea-breeze, our remarks must
be understood as being chiefly applicable to the
west coast of Scotland, and none will be recom-
mended but what have been thoroughly tested,

either along the Ayrshire coast, the shores of

Campbeltown, or on the islands of Arran and
Bute ; and first among these, the palm of

liiin(jur must be aw.anled to the Pinus Pinaster

ami its varieties. This tree was introduced in

Ib'M, and is common throughout Europe and the

shores of the Mediterranean. It is generally found
in plains near to the sea and on sandy soils of the

poorest description. It has Ijecn successfully

grown on the coast of Galloway, and on the

northern coast of the county of Norfolk, where,
as Mr. Grigor, in his "Arboriculture," state.s,

" fome of the best specimens of the tree in

Britain are to be found standing nearly 80 feet

high, with trunks 12 feet in girth. Many such
trees stand at Wcstwick Park, where few other
species of trees would become timber." It has
also been most extensively used by our Conti-
nental neighbours in the successful formation of

plantations on the sea-coast and on large barren
tracts of drift-sand, where, previmis to its culti-

vation, scarcely any plants of a ligneous nature
couhl be founel to grow. Its accommodating
nature in regard to soil ami situation was also

distinctly proved in the success that has attended
its introduction to some of the islands of the
Hebrides, where, under very adverse circum-
stances, and in soil entirely uncongenial to its

nature, or, at best, very different from that of

its native habitats, it lias sliown such symptoms
of success as will ensure its further introduc-
tion at no distant periotl. On the continent of
Europe its wood is principally used for the pro-
duction of resin, tar, and turpentine, and for

the ordinary kinds of carpentry and fuel. The
Pinaster has a very strong tap-root, w-liich, in
loose, dry, sandy soils, descends perpendicularly
into the ground, seeking its nourishment anel

fixing its anchor or stronghold in a strata that
is not reached except by some of the broad-
leaved trees. This is a peculiarity which makts
it, unless frequently removed in the nursery
lines, very diilicult to transplant successfully

;

but this very peculiarity is what makes it, above
all others of the Pine tribe, a suitable plant for

barren sands and seaside planting. It grows
very fast, but is rather loose in its habit, and is

very often "kneed," or blown a little to the one
side ; but it very rarely occurs that any of them
are uprooted by the storm. One of tlie varieties

of this tree—Pinus Pinaster minor, or P. P.
maritima—is said to be hardier tlian the species.

It is chiefly distinguished by the smallness of its

cones and the shortness of its leaves, as com-
pared with the other. It is found growing on
the Continent along with the P. Pinaster. The
next in order of rank amongst the Pine tribe

are the Pinus moutana or Puinilio, P. sylvestris,

P. austriaca, and P. Laricio. The P. moutana
is of a low-spreading bushy habit ; a native of
Europe ; abounds on the Alps, Pyrenees, and
other high mountains ; was introduced in 1779.
It stands the exposure of the sea breeze, but is

of little use except to cover the ground so as to
produce shelter for the more useful plants. It
prefers a dry soil and a high altitude, but will
grow on Moss, or on calcareous or chalky soils,

and at a higher and more exposed altitude than
any of the other Pines.

The Scotch Pine (P. sylvestris) is also very
accommodating as to soil and altitude. The
merits of the Scotch Pine are so well known
amongst arboriculturists, that they do not re-
quire to be set forth in a paper of this kind.
The P. austriaca, while growing freely on light
sand or gravelly soils, will also grow better on
wet or heavier soils than either the Scotch Pine
or the Pinaster. Howexer, it prefers a deep,
dry, calcareous sand and a southern exposure.
The austriaca was introduced from the ISremia
Forest of Austria in 183.5, and is a free-growing,
noble tree. It grows freely along the shores
of the Firth of Clyde, and many noble specimens
of it are to be seen throughout England. For
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producins slieltcr or formiuf! a ckrk background

in the landscape, it is unsurpassed A\ hen

allowed to "row in an open situation, its branches

;,re wide-spreading and very picturesiiue.
_

Its

timber is strong, tough, and resinous, and in its

native country is said to be valuable for resisting

the eftects of change from moisture to dryness.

If this characteristic holds good of its timber

..rown in this country, it may yet come to be

valuable as nialeiial for railway sleepers, &c.

]?ut for this purpose it is said to be sur-

inssed by the i'inus Laricio, one ot the most

laluable and fast-growing Pines that has yet

been introduced. Although introduced m 1/59,

it has not been so thoroughly tested on the

soa coast as the other Pines we have already

mentioned ; but wherever it has been caretully

lilauted there it has given satisfaction, l^emg a

native of the island of Corsica, where it Ire-

miently attains the height of 140 feet, it wil
,
in

course of time, be regarded as one of our best

maritime plants. It is very difhcult to trans-

plant, and requires a good, open, loamy soil to

ensure success. The wood of it is soft and easily

wrou.'ht, of a whitish colour ;
the heart-wood is

darke°r, and is found to be of veiy great duration.

It is u'ied by the French Government tor ship-

buildinc', and under favourable circumstances is

lit for masts for the navy in thirty or lorty years.

I have not seen the Corsican Pine planted to any

extent along the sea-coast, but specimen plants

of it are to be found growing withm the inttuence

of the sea-breeze in different parts of the Ayr-

shire and Wigtownshire coasts, and also on the

sliores of Campbeltown.

The Larch (Larix europcea). Silver Fir ( Picea

peclinata), and Norway Spruce (Abies excelsa

are sometimes found growing remarkably well

within the influence of the sea-breeze but tliey

cannot be relied upon unless sheltered by other

trees In fact, the Spruce, though growing

within the influence of the sea in its native

country, seldom attains even to mediocrity m
the wit of Scotland when exposed to the sea

blast The American Spruces, A. nigra and A.

alba are more to be depended on, but they do

not come to be so useful limber trees Where

the soil is suitable for hard-woods, the Larch

may be grown profitably amongst them ;
hut on

GMMsed sandy soils it will not succeed The

same may be said of the Silver Fir, but wherever

a suitable situation for either of them can be

f'ot they should be introduced, as tliere are

some fine specimens of them along the Firth ot

Clyde, and they soon come to be profitable trees

when frown in a suitable situation. We have

aiven the preference to the Pines lor planting

within the inttuence of tlie sea-breeze both lor

shelter and profit ; but it cannot fail to be ob-

served that the broad-leaved or hardwood

varieties of trees form the greater part of the

plantations along the west coast of Scotland and

the islands we have mentioned. Conspicuous

amongst these, and growing where their roots

are sometimes submerged in salt water, are the

Svcamore (Acer pseudo-Platanus), a native ot

Switzerland, which withstands the sea-breeze

better than most trees. It is rarely known to

nrow one-sided, even in the most exposed situa-

tims, where it is often seen standing alone.

The Norway Maple (A. platanoides) is a native

ot the west coast of Norway and the shores of

the Baltic, where it attains large dimensions,

crowing close to the sea-shore. The Scotch

Elm (Ulmus montana) when exposed to the

sea-breeze becomes a low-spreading tree, of

little value for timber, but produces good

shelter and will thrive in almost any sort

of soil that is not water-logged. The Alder

(Alnus gUitinosa) is specially adapted for grow-

in c in the wet and marshy places along the

shore. It stands the sea breeze well, and has

been used as a nurse in dry situations; but for

this purpose it is surpassed by A. incana, the

hoary-leaved Alder, which forms a very hand-

some tree, and will grow in either dry or moist

soils.

The Birch (Betula alba) is one of the most

useful trees for growing in exposed situations, Init

when grown fully exposed to the sea-breeze it

seldoin°attains that graceful weeping form which

makes it such a general favourite in landscape

scenery. As a maritime plant it is most useful for

planting in a dry peaty soil with a rocky bottom.

On the island of Scurba, Birches are growing

out of the rocks, where they are fuUy exposed to

the ocean blast. The foregoing (with the excep-

tion of A. incana, which has been recently int,ro-

duced) are what we have found to be the healthiest

and most suitalile trees for growing on the west

coast of Scotland in situations where they are

fully exposed to the influence ot the sea-breeze

;

but there are others that are found growing freely

in some of the more sheltered nooks. Amongst

these are the Beech (Fagus sylvatica), common

Hornbeam (Carpinus Betulus), Ash (Fraxmus

excelsior), and Oak (Quercus pedunculata and

sessiliflora). The two former are well suited for

planting in a mass or forming hedges, but I

have not seen them succeed as timber trees when

fully exposed to the sea blast. They are, how-

ever, useful for planting as a mixture with other

hardwood trees for shelter, as they retain (when

young) their leaves during winter. The Ash,

wheircrown in good soil and a little sheltered,

forms "good timber trees, and ought to be culti-

vated wherever the situation is suitable. The

Oak will grow exposed to the sea breeze ;
but

unless in very favourable situations, it becomes

very " scraggy," and assumes a dwarf habit. If

the soil is suitable, it may be cultivated profitably

as copse-wood.

The Willows also grow remarkably well on

some parts of the sea-coast ; in fact, they are

so tenacious of life, that they will grow almost

anywhere ; but they never succeed and become

timber trees on the coast, except when grown

in hollow places by the side of running water.

These water " rills " are very common on some

parts of the coast, and where they occur, no

better situation can be got for the Willows.

The sorts best suited for timber trees near to

the coast are the Bedford Willow (Salix Rusisel-

liana), Huntingdon Willow (S. alba), and the

Goat WiUow (S. caprea). Besides these, a

"reat many of the dwarf varieties of the Salix

are suitable for growing as underwood, and

some of the Poplars are said to grow well on

the sea-coast.

Underwood.

Amongst the underwood best suited for plant-

ing within the influence of the sea-breeze must

be enumerated a number of the semi-dwart

trees. They may be divided into two classes,

viz., those suited for the general formation of

plantations, and those that, though hardy, are

by the price that is still charged for them, only

suitable for ornamental planting. In the first

class may be included the Laburnums (Cytisus

Laburnum and C. alpinus). Mountain Ash

(Pyrus Aucuparia) is one of the most admirable

trees for planting as a nurse in exposed planta-

tions ; it will grow in any soil and in the most

exposed situations, is a free grower, and forms

excellent copse-wood. Common Elder (Sambucus

nigra). Black or Sloe Thorn (Prunus spinosa.), Sea

Buckthorn (Hippophae rhamnoides), which is

the best of all deciduous shrubs for standing the

sea-breeze ; it seems quite at home on the shore,

and will grow in pure gravel, throwing out its

branches to the sea ; the Hazel (Corylus Avel-

lana), common Whin or Furze (Ulex europa;a),

and the Privet (Ligustrum vulgare). These,

ahm" with the dwarf Pines we have mentioned,

wiirproduce sullicicnt shelter and give a very

pleasing aiipearance to a plantation, as compared

with the bare-stemmed and stunted-looking trees

that are so often to be seen along our shores. The

ornamental shrulu for sea-side planting are the

Bird Cherry (Cerasus Mahaleb), the Tamarisk

(Tamarix), French Tamarisk (T. gallica), coin-

mon Lilac (Syringa vulgaris), evergreen Oak

yuercus Ilex), Snowberry (Syniphoricarpus race-

mosus), common Holly (Ilex Aquifulium), Laurus-

tinus (Viburnum Tinus), red-flowering Currant

(Ribes sanguineum), the cninmon Arbor-yitcC

(Thuja occidentalis and T. AVarreana). Besides

these, specimens of the Araucaria imbricata, Ce-

drus Deodara, Wellingtonia gigantea, Cupre.ssus

Lawsoniana and nutkaensis, and others of the

same class, are occasionally to be met with grow-

ing freely on the sea.-coast ; but they cannot be

recommended except where shelter is provided,

either natural or artificial. The Portugal and

common Laurel, Rhododendrum ponticum and

its varieties, are often planted, but do not succeed

unless sheltered.

Abies Douglasi for timber.—In my opinion

this Conifer, owing to its quick growth, would doubt-

less make a valu.able forest tree, especially as it can

now be procured in quantities at a cheap rate. I

have a tree which has been planted, as near as I can

ascertain, s.bout forty-five years. It is now over

f)0 feet high, and more than lU feet m circumference

It 3 feet from the ground, and it has a spread of

branches 50 feet in diameter on the surface of the

crround. It is growing on a strong hazelly loam, in

which Rhododendrons, and in fact nearly all sorts ot

shrulis do well. Near it are growing some very fine

Silver and Spruce Firs, some of the former being over

100 feet in height, and 10 feet in circumference above

the ground level, and one specimen of the latter la

the same height, and 10 feet in circumference at

4 feet from the ground. During the time I have

owned the place, viz,, six and a half years, the Dou-

glas Fir has increased 16 inches in girth.—South

Hants.

Woodmen in Ii eland and England.—It is

interesting to know that an Irish nobleman had

applied to " Vorkshireman " for a head woodman,

and that the wages offered were less than ordinary

foremen get hereabouts and hardly exceeded la-

bourers' wao-es, so that he could not offer the

place to anyone worthy of the name. But^ if

''Vorkshireman" would read "Wood Agents

letter (p. 461) regarding the acquirements ot

woodmen in the midlands and north of England,

it may be ot use in the way ot affording an explana-

tion, at any rate to a certain extent. I regret

to say that labourers' wages in Ireland are small-

much too small, but as a general rule head men

that know their business are well paid, and m
manv cases have a better position than many

woodmen across the water, and in saying so I

speak from personal experience. There are some

places in England and Ireland where the agent

or bailiff undertakes the management of the

plantations, and in such cases the head w-oodraan

is merely a man of the spade, saw, and hatchet

;

consequently such men cannot expect to be paid

at a hWi rate of wages ; but in all cases where a

propeily trained forester is employed and who is

also capable ot canying out general estate im-

provements in addition to his other duties, the

case is quite diflerent. Noblemen and gentlemen

who emi^loy their agent or bailiff to look after

their plantations, and then engage a woodman

at a low rate ot wages on the score of saving ex-

pense, stand greatly in their own light, for, m
place ot saving expense, the tact is that in many

cases the prospective value ot their plantations is

irretrievably ruined within a short space of time

under such a system of management.—J. is. "
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"This Is an Art
Which does mend Nature : change It rather : but
The Art itself is Nature."—fiAai-espeare.

Fruit Garden.

TO FRUIT GROWERS.
For some years past we have published reports on

the state of the fruit crops generally, and of the sorts

that did bestinparticular localities. This lastques-

tion has been so often and so well answered, that

we see no good reason'for continuing it this year.

A few words on the general state of the fruit

crops would, however, as usual, be of interest,

but instead of dealing with them collectively

we would prefer taking each fruit s-ingly in its

season as it becomes ripe. We would therefore

direct our readers' attention in the first place

to treating in detail one important and early

fruit—the Strawberry. This beautiful, and for

our country in all parts important, fruit is, like

everything else that is cultivated, capable of

affording an infinite variety of results, not always

satisfactory. Among the great advantages of

markets, shows, and even periodicals, there are

certain disadvantages, one of which is that an

undue prominence is given by them to certain

varieties that happen to look well and to "travel"

well. There is also the fact that numbers of

persons who send out new things pay much less

attention to the most important subject of all

—

flavour—than to such things as size, shape,

vigour, and bearing.

Some of these qualities are, no doubt, im-

portant, especially to those who have to supply

the market and to fill their baskets regularly and

send tliem a long way; but by all those who
have the privilege, and, as we think, the great

advantage, of having their own gardens, an

entirely different standard should be set up.

People should try kinds for themselves, and not

accept anybody's opinion as to what the best

Strawberry is ; they should find out the kinds

whicli they like best, and those that have a

delicate and wholesome flavour. For it must be

understood that in the opinion of some of the

best doctors of our day the Strawberry, as

commonly grown, has often too much of an acid

that is considered far from wholesome. We think

it would be possible to get kinds free from this

defect, and we think, too, that some of the kinds

that we already have are so. In short, we wish

that all growers should judge for themselves and

find out the best flavoured sorts utterly without

regard to the market or the show standard.

We would, therefore, like our readers to tell

us what they consider the best flavoured Straw-

berries as grown in their tfwn district and tested

by themselves. That is the most important

question of all, and such of our readei's as have

extended their observation to the growing of

kinds other than our popular ones, would
help us all very much by telling us all about

them. We fancy there must be a great many
Continental kinds worth looking up, and then

there are the races that are neglected in Eng-
land, such as the Quatre Saisons and others.

Possibly also the American kinds may be worth

trying, although they are generally supposed to

be too sour in our climate.

In addition to these, perhaps, the varieties

most suitable for forcing would be important, a

selection of the best sorts in the order of tlieir

ripening, and, lastly, an enumeration of kinds that

do fairly well on light soils on which the Straw-

berry does not generally thrive. Any observa-

tions on these or other points which our readers

may think important will be welcome, and if

possible they would further oblige by letting us

have them not later than the 1st of July.

NOTES ON MELON CULTURE.
Only those who have good, well-heated houses

have been able this year to cut ripe Melons any-

where near the usual date, and, in addition to

their lateness, a difficulty has been experienced

both in setting a good crop and also in preventing

the loss of plants from canker. A long continu-

ance of cold winds, very cold nights, and dull

weather has had the eft'ect of greatly weakening
Melons ; then when a change occurred and more
heat could be given the plants grew as much too

strongly as they were too weakly before. It

appears to me that either extreme is fatal to a

good set. When very weakly they seldom per-

fect fruit ; and over-luxuriance, in our case at

least, has resulted in a very poor set. The remedy
is not ditiicult to find. It consists in a reduction

of the water supply to the roots, though care

should be taken not to allow them to become
very dry ; less moisture, too, should be main-

tained in the atmosphere ; rather more air should

be given, and if the night temperatures have

been high these should be reduced to about 66°,

either by means of less fire-heat, or, if the nights

are warm, by the admittance of a little air at the

top ventilators. Changes such as these in the

treatment will result in the formation of harder

growth and abundance of well-formed flowers,

which rarely fail to set freely. About 11 a.m. is

a good time to fertilise all the female blossoms

expanded, and if a sufficient number can be done

in one day, the better will be the prospects of a

good crop. Plants fruited directly they are large

enough for bearing, either on the first laterals

produced or on an unstopped leader, or laterals

formed on several leaders obtained by stopping

when they reach the trellis, usually perfect a

simultaneous crop, and refuse to swell off fruit

set a ilay or two later. It will thus be seen that

it is better to wait till a good number of blooms
are open than allow the strength of the plant to

be concentrated on one or two large fruits that

may be found taking the lead at the expense of

the rest, and which will only perhaps reach the

size of Plums and then turn yellow and fail.

Rather than allow this to occur, we would remove
them and make a second attempt to secure a good

crop. By a good crop I mean about six fruits,

each ranging say from 2 pounds to 4 pounds in

weight, on a plant occupying a roof-space of

about 4 feet by 3 fiet. Directly it is seen that a

good crop is set, the old conditions may again be

resorted to, viz., plenty of heat and moisture both

at the roots and in the atmosphere, so as to cause

the Melons to swell rapidly, when there need be

little fear of any further gross growth. Plants

much restricted both at the top and at the root

seldom perfect more than one good crop, and
successional plantings have to be made if an un-

broken supply is needed. I have on different

occasions advocated the plan of grcjwing Melons
on the

Extension system, but this does not meet
with much favour. One of the arguments against

it is the assumed fact that it ia impossible to

obtain a good succession of fruit, but this is mere
supposition, and altogether at variance with the

actual results. If one plant were grown in the

space usually occupied by three or four, say on a

roof area 12 feet by 10 feet, this would with

ordinarily good treatment produce nearly or quite

as many fruit as the three or four plants, and

these would also be heavier, better in quality, and

perfected in succession. Plenty of root room
should be given, or, say, a solid heap of good

loam with a sprinkling of lime added, enclosed

with a loose brick pit 4 feet square or less and
about 2 feet in depth ; this insures a healthy and
not too vigorous growth, and the fruit will set in

succession. I have recently seen plants thus

treated with fruit on them in four different

stages of growth, some being nearly ripe and
others about a fortnight old ; here we have them
in three different stages, some being already

about 3 lbs. in weight, and others one-third that

age and size. More flowers have since been fer-

tilised, and some of these will, I believe, swell off

fruit. One advantage of the extension system is the

certainty of having fruits of the best quality, as

they ripen on plants in full vigour, a very diffe-

rent matter from the drying-off system still

practised by some growers. Thousands of plants

are annually unintentionally dried off owing to

their being planted on mounds of poor and much-
rammed soil, which when once it gets dry is not

easily moistened again. By all means plant on
mounds, but to these should be added more soil,

so as to form a good square heap, which should

be kept in position either with a turf wall or a

wall of loose bricks. This renders watering an

easy matter, but little, comparatively speaking,

sufficing to keep the soil moist, and an improved
and extended root action naturally puts new life

into the plants and encourages them to perfect

second and even third crops. The new variety

Longleat Perfection will, I am afraid, be found

to be a shy bearer on the restricted system, but

if encouraged to extend in the way just described

it will be more fruitful. The same remarks

apply to one of its parents, viz., Meredith's

Cashmere, and both varieties, when properly

ripened being of first-class quality, well repay

any little extra trouble bestowed on their pro-

duction.

Canker in Melons is rather prevalent this

season, and will always be found to be so when
we experience long spells of cold sunless weather.

This liability of Melons to canker is often put

forth as a sufficient reason why several plants

should be grown in a house in preference to two
or three, and if there were no preventives of

canker, no better argument against the extension

system could be found. In old, badly heated

structures, frames, and pits it is a difficult matter

to prevent the loss of a few plants from canker,

but those who have charge of modern well-con-

structed and well-heated houses ought not to be

troubled with it. It usually happens when the

plants are in full vigour and during a dull period,

following, perhaps, a spell of bright weather.

The sudden fall in temperature, with, perhaps,

no great diminution of moisture about the plants,

naturally arrests evaporation, and the excess sap

must go somewhere. It usually breaks out on

the lower part or least exposed portion of the

stems, sometimes near the ground and sometimes

many inches from the soil. Planting on tiny

mounds, as practised with every success by Mr.

Ward at Longford Castle, may and does prevent

an excess of moisture accumulating near the

stems, but this dryness, if it prevents canker close

to the ground, would not stop it higher up— at

least if he had our houses to deal with. We
have lost one plant this season, but it was only

occupying a limited space, and its removal

quickly improved the condition of those adjoin-

ing. The greatest risk is run when the old

leaves on the main stem commence to decay, as

they invariably do when much overshadowed,

the decay reaching the stem, and soon afl'ecting

that, too, unless arrested in time. When
we see a leaf failing our plan is to cut it

clean away nearly close to the stem, and at

once apply a pinch of newly slaked lime or
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scraped unslaked lime, a few applications of wliicb

soon dries up and heals the wound. Portland

cement answers efjually well, and is some-
times more easily jirocured than good lime.

Heaps of saud or sulphur which we sometimes
see placed round cankei'ed stems, or by way of

preventing that disease, are worse than useless ;

both soon become saturated, and aggravate

rather than lessen the evil. In every case it is

best to anticipate the disease, as it is almost use-

less to attempt saving a stem when badly affected.

Directly viscid matter is seen to ooze out from
the stem or the stalk of a stem, or a lateral is

decaying dangerously near the main stem, the

preventives just named ought at once to be re-

sorted to. In the first place, it is advisable to

carefully scrape the wound and then apply the

lime or cement, and tlie latter proceeding should
be frequently repeated till the wounds are healed.

In dull weather very little moisture should be
distributed about the house, and at the same
time much less water should be given to the
roots ; this, with plenty of fire-heat, so as to keep
the temperature up to 70° by night and lO'^

higher in the daytime, will certainly prevent
canker. In unheated pits and frames it is fre-

quently difficult to keep Melons healthy, but
much may be done by renewing the linings, so

as to maintain a good bottom heat. When bottom
heat fails the plants also fail, and this sometimes
in spite of very careful treatment of the top
growth. Damp and cold soon kill Melons.

Eed spider and aphis.—Red spider, when
once established, is very difficult to check and
almost indestructible, unless the plants are also

destroyed. Frequent syringings are of no avail,

not even, I believe, if repeated six times daily,

and this excess of moisture may easily do more
harm than good. Flowers of sulphur well worked
tlirough a muslin bag into the water used for

syringing (a way by which it can be most easily

mixed with the water) is the only safe remedy
for red spider known to me. A very thin coat-

ing is sufficient to check it and in time to destroy
it, and, moreover, the plant is not injured by it

in the least. Black fly is our worst enemy ; do
what we will, it annually finds its way on to the
Melons, and spreads at an astonishing rate.

Fumigation with Tobacco is not so effective as
an occasional dose of Tobacco water applied in
the evening and washed off with the syringe in
the morning. The quantity necessary is best
determined by those who try it, as it varies in
strength consideraljly. If the fly is discovered
in good time, a dusting of Tobacco powder will
destroy it ; this we also apply in the evening
and syringe it oft' in the morning. W. I. M.

Cordon fruit trees.—I am glad to see
".J. ('. C." advocating this form of training

(p. 4!l.>). For Apples and Plums I have found it

unequalled. I cannot write so favourably of
Pears for two reasons, that the only fair trial I

ever gave it on a wall I never saw after planting,
and that in East Anglia I did not find it near so
successful as Apples on common esjjalier wir^-s,

and Pears did so indifferently as ground cordons,
that they were done away witli. I also tried
cordon Apricots on walls as a cure for branch
perishing, or rather a means of reducing its evils
and losses to the lowest possible limits. But the
cordons perished even faster than the old trees.
So much for partial failures; now for complete
successes. I believe I was the first—still possibly
almosttheonly one—totryPIumsasgroundcordons.
We have had a row for about fifteen years, a mis-
cellaneous collection of most of the best varieties,
and these have scarcely once missetl a crop.
Again and again tliuy have been our only Plums
in the garden, where wall trees and jjyramids
alike have failed: while as for Apples, we have
cordons in all directions and of nearly all forms -

diagonal on an espalier running the entire length
of the garden, ground cordons as edgings, zigzag
on walls, spiral on herb beds, &c.—and all have
done remarkably well. Our largest mass of

cordons on the long espalier has never lost a
crop. Again antl again, when we have hardly had
an Apple in orchard or garden, this espalier has
carried \is through the season. These are worked
on the English Paradise stock. Many of the
ground and other cordons are worked on the French
Paradise. On the whole, I prefer the former for

\igour of growth and quantity of fruit. For pre-

cocity and very small trees, where the space is

limited, the French Paradise is to be preferred.

Like "J. C. C," the more one knows of coi-dons

the less they seem disposed to pinch and worry
them. So I quite agree with ".J. C. C." that two
stoppings a year—the end of June or early in

.lulyand the end of August—are mostly sufficient.

I quite belie\e, however, in pruning as an aid to
fruitfulness, and that, as I have often shown in

The (iARUKN, root-pruning is by far the most
piitent of all forms of pruning for that purpose.
The latter may be more needful with us than
with ".J. C. C," who finds it necessary to feed
his tree roots with rotten manure; whereas we
have given ours no assistance of any sort. For the
last ten years or so they have been in bearing to

such good purpose as already described. The
chief thing we have had to contend against is an
excess of vigour, which has been held in check by
heax'y cropping and an occasional touch of the
knife on their roots.—D. T. F.

EFFECTS OF MULCHING STRAWBERRIES.
TiiKRE can be little doubt, says a report from the
Ohio Agricultural Experiment Station, that the
temperature is lower and frost is more likely to
occur where the ground is mulched than where it

is left uncovered. This principle has long been
known and applied in India. Pits are there dug
and filled with straw to the depth of about 2 feet.

Basins filled with water are placed on the straw in

the evening, when the wind is from a northerly
direction. Tlie cold produced in this manner is

sufficient to form ice when the conditions are
favourable. It seems that the same principle holds
good upon ground mulched with straw, although
the cold produced is by no means as great as over
greater depths of straw. The object of the obser-
vations was to ascertain if the increased danger
from mulching was sufficient to warrant the re
moval of the material during the time of bloom,
The data obtained are insufficient to answer this
question, but the indications are that the danger
of frost is only slightly greater over mulched than
over unmulched areas, and that only in excep-
tional cases would it pay to remove the mulch ;

nor would it be advisable to refrain from mulching
because fears of frost are entertained. When the
temperature is rising or stationary', the thermo-
meter over bare ground often reads as low or
lower than the one over straw. It is only when
the temperature is falling that the one over straw
records the lower temperature ; such at least has
been the fact thus far. This being the case, it is

possible to obtain data that bear upon the ques-
tion only when a frost is likely to occur. From
the few observations that have been made it is not
possible to deduce a law. The increased security
from mulching, as a protection against drought
and winter killing, would, probably in almost all

cases, more than counterbalance the increased
danger from frost caused by mulching. For the
purpose of testing the value of mulch for winter
protection, a strip through the middle of a large
bed was left uncovered. The winter was unusu-
ally severe, killing nearly all the wheat in the
neighbourhood. The mulclied portions of the bed
wintered well and bore a good crop. The unpro-
tected plants were seriously injured, and in conse-
quence the crop on this portion of the bed was
greatly lessened. As compared with the same
varieties in other parts, the result shows the loss
sustained by not mulching. The mulched jilants
bore a full crop, but those unprotected yielded
as follows : Sharpless, 2d to 50 per cent, of a

full crop ; Crescent, /."i per cent, of a full crop

;

Cumberland, 1'i per cent, of a full crop ; Down-
ing, .")() to "•') per cent, of a full crop ; Wind-
sor Chief, ?.) per cent, of a full crop. Had
this expel iment been tried the previous season,
the winter killing would have been less, but
the drought would probably have occasioned
nearly as great a shrinkage in the crop. The
plan was tried of removing the mulch in the
spring, cultivating the ground lightly between
the rows and then replacing the material, and
this was found to be very advantageouswhere weeds
were abundant, as they were much more easily

subdued than by pulling or cutting off with a hoe.
Furtlier than this there was no marked advantage.
Indeed, where the straw was removed and applied
again after cultivation, the plants suffered more
from drought than where the mulch was undis-
turbed. Hence, it seems safe to conclude that
where the soil is weedy, or where there is weed
seed in the sti-aw, it is advisable to practise spring
cultivation, but if weeds are not abundant, the
operation will not pay, and may, if dry weather
follows, be attended with loss.

Fruit houses.— Marshall P. Wilder, in his

excellent address on the ripening and preservation
of fruits, before the Massachusetts Horticultural
Society, after describing the expensive and large
structures in which a low temperature is secured
by the use of ice, mentions the fruit house of M.
Paquet, in Paris, built with double walls, so
arranged as to maintain a temperature a little

below 40' without ice, and keeping fruit in per-
fect condition till Juno. In such houses the
Anjou Pear has been kept, and exhibited as late

as the month of May.

—

Country Gentleman,

Fruit prospects in Suffolk.—I am afraid that
many fruit growers in East Anglia will not be
able to report so cheeringly of their prospects of

a good fruit year as " D. T. F." (p. 497). Here
(North-east Suffolk) I have some doubts of our
fruit crop being even an average one. Apples at
the best will be thin. Many of the orchard trees

did not show a truss of bloom. Of Apricots we
have none. Pears on walls are a failure; pyra-
mids bloomed profusely and apparently have set

well. Peaches and Nectarines will require plenty
of thinning. All kinds of Plums and Cherries are
a thin crop. Gooseberries and Currants are plenti-

ful, and at present free from caterpillar and
aphides. Raspberries and Strawberries are also

looking very promising.—H. F.

SHORT NOTES.—FRUIT.

.'>4iiij.—Stocks for Vines.—A healthy Muscat of Alex-
andria planted inside the house will make an excellent
stock for Gros Colmar, and the quality of the fruit will be
improved thereby. I h.ave not tried Alicante or Muscat
Hamburgh, but Gros Colmar docs well upon it, and I have
no doubt that Alicante would prove equally satisfactory.
Much, however, depends upon the healthy condition or
otherwise of the stocks. If sound and vigorous, you may
in.arch .at any time during the free flow of the sap. The
period for grafting hiis gone by.—W. Coleman.

Vigrour r. fertility in Straiffberries.—If Mr.
Cornhill (whose Strawberry plants are, it now appears, i ot

three, but six years old) can persuade anj' Strawberry gi-ower
that his aged plants failei from being over-vigorous, 1 would
advise him to make a note of it, for few will .accept his conclu-
sions as they stand. It is asking practical men too much to
believe that six-year-old Strawberries failed from over-luxuri-
ance.—1. S. W.

Effects of extension training:.—Not many d-iy.-i

since I was in a house ,a hundred feet long filled with
Peaches .and Xeetarines planted a few years ago, with their
strong shoots laid in as recommended t»y "J. S. W.," and
there is not a tree in the house that does not show the
baneful etfects of the system, two or three branches in the
centre of each having monopolised all the strength of the
trees ; the lower br.anches therefore occupying about one-
fourth the space already carry no fruit, and are being
gradually starved out of existene3 by the upper branehea. For
obvious reasons I cinnot name places in which such failures

occur.- T. B.

Allow me to inform " T. B." that the remarks which I

m.ade in my two previous communications on this subject
are substantially correct. The way in which " T. B." would
deal with strong shoots is to cut thcui back to within a few
buds of their bases, a proceeding wliich would result in the
production of two or three equally strong shoots : the would-
be remedy would therefore be worse than the disease. —
W, W. H.
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Green Gooseberries.—There is such .an abund-
vnce of (Gooseberries in the metropolitan market
gardens this year, tliat large quiantities were ga'hered

and sent into market even before they were one-third

grown, as much a-> 2s. per bushel being pvd for gather-

ing them. To many it may seem wasteful to gather

(he fruits when so small, but, on the other hand, when
the crop is heavy the bushes find great relief when
pirhapi one-third of it is thus early removed. Of
course there is little flavour ia such eariy Goose-

berries, but though no larger than wren's eggs they

find a market, and that is enough for the grower if

the price be a profitable one. The fact tliat growers
tiud it needful to legin disp)sing of their fruit thus

early is a practical reply to tlioss who cry out that we
do not grow fruit enough for home consumption.

That very much more fruit should be consumed is

admitted, and that such is not the case is to be de-

plored, because with such an enormous popula'ion, it

should be in ordinary seasi>ns difficult to provide

enough to satisfy all demands. Still, such poor food

as inmiature Gooseberries can hardly be wholesome.
Be that as it may, in seasons of plenty did not

growers begin to dispose of their fruit in this fashion,

they would later find the market so glutted that the

returns would create despair. Happily, our methods
of cooking .and otherwise disposing of green Goose-
berries enable us to utilise even more than one-half,

p.rhaps two-thirds, of the crop in a green state, and
thus a long season and fair profits are ensured. (Jf

course, only large-fruiting, early and prolific kinds
are found profitable for such purposes, and the most
favoured of .all known kinds so far seems to be Lan-
cashire Lad. If there is any sort which for en-

durance, size of fruit, prolificacy, and general good
qualities can e.'ccel this one, the sooner it is made
known the better.

—

A. D.

Strawberries for forcing.—Much has been
said about the preparation of Strawbeiries for

forcing. Some layer the runners in (i-inchpots:
others in 3-inch and 1-inch pots, and .'ihift them on
when rooted. I was rather tied for time last year,
and the runners had got a good root-hold before I

could get anything done with them. On .July 16

I lifted thera carefully and put them in a nursery-
bed in good loamy soil, mi.xed with a little old
Mushroom manure, and they commenced to root
freely and to make good stubby foliage. On
August 17 I lifted them from the nursery bed
with good balls, and i^otted them in (i-ineh pots,

which the balls nearly tilled. The check thus
sustained was so slight that they never flagged.
I ]iut them in a bed of ashes, in which they grew
and ripaned their crowns well. I then wintered
thera in a cold frame, and they have proved to be
the best Strawberry plants I have ever had. All
who have seen them say that better fruited Straw-
berries in pots could not be, both as regards
quality and quantity. Therefore, in future I will

always put my Strawberry plants in nur.sery beds.
Tlius treated, they are less apt to get dry than in

pots, and a great deal of labour as regards water-
ing is saved. The varieties consisted of Virom-
tesse Hericart de Thury, President, and Sir C.

Napier.

—

Ai,ex.\nder Tk.\il.

Bluebells at Glendaloug-b House.—Last
week I paid a visit to Glendalough House, Co. Wic-k-

low, invited thither by the owner, Mr. Charles W.
Barton, to see his Bluebells, and they were certaialy

well worth a journey to see. The drive thither from
Eathdrum Station, on the D., W., and W. Railway,
through the Vale of Clara, is a very picturesque one,

hill and moor, water and woodkand diversifying the

view. Near the house are extensive natural woods,
which, on the more open and dryer spots, are liter.iUy

carpeted for many square perches at a time with
Scilla nutans—the total space occupied by it amount-
to upw.ards of an acre. The effect at a little dist nee
off was that of a sheet of water mirroring an unusu-
ally bright sky. Strolling through these woods, ma^s
after mass of blue meets the eye, varied here and
there with equally vivid masses of yellow Primroses,
which are crushed .at evvry step, so thickly do they
groT. Of the Bluebells, many of the spikes are very

fine; indeed, unusually so, from six to ten flowtrs on
a stem being not uncommon. Continuing our stroll,

several charming peeps at Lough Dan—the largest of

the Co. Wieklow lakes—are obtained through the

tree', while nearer the house is an extensive rockery,

or rather rootery, made only a year or two ago, but

on which many interesting plants seem quite at home.

In shady nooks the O.ak, Beech, and limestone

Polypods remind one of a lawn in Wales or Scot-

land ; while near by, on a grassy bank, the stems

and leaves of a grove of Daffodils bear witness to

what a wealth of beauty had been there a few weeks

ago. The garden proper is also interesting, and con-

tains a good range of houses.

—

Geeenwood.

NOTES OF THE WEEK.

Pentstemon Lewiti.—Of this beautiful and

rare Californian plant, Messrs. Backhouse, of York,

send us some fine Hower-sprays, which remind one of

P. Scouleri. The flowers are over an inch long, borne

on the ends of the slender twigs in clusters of .about

half-a-dozen. The colour is a bright maiive-purple.

Mr. Potter states that it is a free flowerer if treated

as he described in The Garden a short time since.

Show of Orchids.—Messrs. F. and A. Dickson,

of Chester, exhibited during the yeomanry week at

Chester a njiignificent selection of Orchids from the

well-known collection of Mr. Arthur Potts, Hoole

Hall, Chester. The specimens included many rare

varieties', and all were admirably grown and furnished

with a wonderful profusion of bloom. Mr. Potts has

opened his gardens to visitors who may be in that

neighbourhood during the summer.

Calceolaria Kellyana.—Mr. Kingsmill writes

to say that he finds this beautiful plant perfectly

hardy, and sends us a flower from a good specimen

of it which is now a mass of bloom. The flowers are

bright yellow and minutely spotted, and are about

half the size of the ordinary greenhouse Calceolaria.

Mr. Kingsmill sajs also that that pretty shrub,

.lamesia .americ.ana, is absolutely hardy with him,

and is flowering profusely in his garden at Eastcott,

Pinner.

A beautiful alpine plant.—A plant of one of

the most beautiful gems of the alpine region lying to

the north of the Aciiintic has been sent by Messrs.

Backhouse, of York. It is called EJraianthus ser-

pyllfolius var. atropurpureus, a near ally of, if not

actually a Campanula. It is a dwarf plant with

slender trailing shoots, not stmggling, but growing in

tufts. The flowers are 1 inch acres--, erect, and of a

deep ri h purple. There are over a dozen large

flowers on the small plant sent, so we can imagine

what a mass of it would he like in a rock garden. It

crows well, Messrs. Backhouse say, in the rock garden

in rieh calcareous loam.

Eiemurushimalaicus.—Of this beautiful plant,

the New Plant and Bulb Company, Colchester, send

us a fine flower-spike, finer th.an we have hitherto

seen it. It measures 1(1 inches long, and is crowded

its whole length with flower.--, the majority expanded,

and numbers in a bud state. The open flowers are

pi. re white and at first the anthers are reddi h-

3 ellow ; afterwards there is no colour at all to mar the

purity of the flowers It is a poor comparison to say

that such a lovely pl.ant is most like a great white

Lupine. It is more like that plant than any other,

but more graceful and interesting.

White Orchises.— .\ friend has sent me a parcel

of Orchis mascula in blossom, several pure white,

others light pink, and I myself the other day met
with nunrerous specimens of O. Morio, also pure white

and some pink; in b^th the green veins were very

conspicuous. Hooker says mascula is "rarely white :"

Bentham says "... flesh colour, or even white;"

neither allude to Morio as occurring in a white slate.

The latter is very common about here (Co. Dublin).

The white mascu'a came from Enniskerry, Morio
from near Leixlip.

—

T. P.

Manettias.—Treated liberally as regards soil

and moisture, and grown in a light position in an
intermediate temperature, the several species of

Manettia cultiv.ated in gardens form handsome little

specimens in about a year from cuttings. They are

best when trained upon a few twigs, something like

Pea sticks, which should be stuck in the soil about

the plants so that the shoots can cling to them and
cover them with stems and foliage, if grown upon

a pillar or along a rafter the shoots soon become
thickly matted together and almost strangle each

other. Several spei ies are grown in one of the stoves

at Kew, and these are trained over twigs as above

suggested ; they are now in flower and very pretty.

M. bic ilor has lance-shaped leaves and tubular

Cuphea-like flowers, bright scarlet in colour with a

yellow mouth. M. cordifolia is a stout-growing kind,

with heart-shaped pubescent foliage and bright scarlet

tubular flowers ; and M. micans has small cordate

leaves on thin branches, and flowers of a rich orange

colour with canary yellow near the top. There are

blue-flowered species of Manettia as well as these

here described, but none of them have been intro-

duced into English gardens. The genus is closely

related to Bouvardia, and is found chiefly in Tropical

America.

Streptocarpus Dunni.—We learn that the

gigantic Streptocarpus from the Transvaal now in

flower at Kew, and which was describeel in The
tiAKDEx a short time ago, is to be named S. Dunni,

after the gentleman who sent seeds of it to Kew.
1 he flowers of this plant are now much flner than
when it was noted by us, one of the Kew specimens

having no less than a hundred flowers all open to-

gether, e.ach of them H inches long and coloured

salmon-red. The leaf also is larger than when it

was last noted. It is a strange and very beautiful

plant.

Gardenia Stanleyana.—This plant represents

a widely different group of Gardenias from that to

which G. florida and G. radicans belong, its flowers

being trumpet-shaped, <i inches long, the low-er part

of the tube black, whilst the spreading upper part is

oream-yellow thickly mottled and lined with purplish

brown. It forms an erect stem, from which the

branches are borne horizontally, and the flowers are

produced on their ends. A specimen of this singular,

and to some tastes beautiful, plant is now in flower in

the "Y range at Kew.

Coburghia incarnata.—The genus to which
this belongs is excepti.mally rich in handsome
flowerecT greenhouse bulbous plants, though they are

rarely met with in gardens now-a days. The late

Mr. Wilson Saunders, in his garden at Reigate, and
Mr. Joad, in his fine collection of rare jdants g. t

together by him at \\ imhledon, both paid special

attention to Coburghias, aud reapcel a rich reward in

their beautiful fl rwers. A specimen of C. incarnata

now in flower in the Heath house at Kew aff-.-rds a

good idea of the value of these plants. It has nume-
rous Amaryllis-like leaves and tall scapes, bearing

umbels of long tubular flowers, the colour a bright

orange-scarlet tipped with green and j'ellow.

Roscoea purpurea.—The large purple O.chid-

like flowers of this plant are pretty enough to gain

for it general favour if it were once properly known.
It is easily grown if kept in a greenhouse whilst in

flower and leaf, .and afterwards placed in a cool fr/ime,

or beneath a st.age to winter. Its stems are pushed up
in spring from a cluster of tuberous roots, and they

grow to a height of about 1 ."> inches before flowering.

The flowers are terminal and open in succession, each

stem continuing to flower for about a month. There
ii a curious arrangem.ent to aid in the fertilisation of

these flowers, the curved anther swinging on a kind

of hinge, and having at its base two horns, which on
being touched cause the pollen-bearing part and
stigma to descend and strike whatever object has

touched them. There is a group of this plant now in

flower in the Heath house at Kew.

Hoya bella.—This charming little stove plant is

the prettiest flowered of .all the Hoyas, although

among-t the fifty species already known there are

some exceptionally handsome ones, such as, for in-

stance, H. campanulata, the cream-yellow Bell-

flowered species ; H. imperi.alis, whose large reddish

brown, waxy flowers are both beautiful and singular

in shape; II. multiflora, better known in gardens .as

Cyrtoceras reflexum ; anei the old favourite, H. carnosa,

which possesses the robust nature of a Stephanotis,

growing and flowering in any corner where moisture,

.shade, and a little heat can be afforded it. H. bella
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is not ((uite eo accommodatin?, and it is only rarely

that good healthy specimens of it may be seen. A
happy plan for its culture is that of attaching it to a

piece of L>icksonia stem, with soft, peat-like roots upon
it, into which the aerial roots of the Hoya will easily

penetrate and find nourishment. A specimen treated

in this way is now in flower in the stove at Kew ; it

is established on a pyramidal Fern-like stem IS inches

high, and this is covered with branches ; whilst hang-
ing gracefully about it are fourteen flowering shoots,

each hearing from four to si.v umbels of beautiful

white wax-like flowers with pale pink eyes. H. im-
perialis is also in flower in the same house.

Medinilla amabilis.—We lately described a
large well-flowered specimen of M. magnifica which
was on view in the Victoria house at Kew, and there

is now in the same house a specimen in flower of

M. amabilis which is very much like the former in

foliage and general habit, but difliers markedly in the
disposition of the flower racemes. These in M. mag-
nifica are always pendulous, but in M. amabilis they
are quite erect. The flowers, too, in the latter are
larger and deeper in colour than in the other. Of
course the erect racemes are less graceful, and lose

much of the attraction which belongs to M. mag-
nifica, whose large bunches of flowers hanging from
the ends of the branches, and also from the ripened
wood, render it one of the very noblest of stove-

flowering plants. We do not know what M. amabilis
would be if grown into a large specimen, as it has
not been in cultivation very long ; at present, how-
ever, we should place it second to M. ni.agnifica as an
ornamental plant. There is so close a resemblance
between these two when not in flower, that we should
advise would-be purch.-iser8 of M. magnifica to see
that they get it and not the other.

GARDENS AROUND NICE.
The ilevelopmrnt of the gardener's art depeiuls,
within certaio limits, ahnost wholly upon the
diihculties which he is called upon to overcome,
and the more prol'u.?e Nature is in Iier tjifts the
less perfect is his work. On the Riviera the
truth of this a.xiom is constantly impressed upon
the critical visitor, accustomed to the victories

achieved almost as a matter of daily routine,
where artificial heat and f,'lasshouses are necessary
during three-fourths of the year, and familiar with
the trim flower-beds and well-ordered paths and
lawns which are the leadinj,' characteristics of an
English garden. Necessity has not taught the
Riviera gardener a thousand little devices, which
slie has enforced upon liis fellow-worker in more
northern latitude.?, while the luxuriant growth and
rapid development engendei'ed by the pure air and
brilliant sunshine of the Mediterranean seaboard,
have certain disadvantages that can scarcely be
overcome. For example, the choicer varieties of
Rose trees, which depend for their vigour upon
the salutory hardening effects of winter, rapidly
degenerate towards the coarser sorts which are
grown in such profusion both for cutting pur-
poses and for distillation. Camellias, again,
which attain a size and lu.xurianee unknown in
this country, have their beauty marred by tlie

constant presence during the flowering season of
blooms in various .stages of decay. In order to

appreciate to the fullest extent the beauty of
vegetation in the Riviera, the visitor must dis-
miss from his mind the higher stages of llower
culture to which he may have been accustomed

;

he must not institute comparisons, and must
accept, in place of the iresh and glorious foliage
of the English garden and f irest trees, the sad-
toned leafage of the Olive, the feathery curve of
the Palm, and the dark varnished line of the
formal Orange tree. But all these subdued tones
form the proper contrast to the indescribalde
blue of sky and sea, the whiteness of the roads,
and the greyness of the hills.

Probably the most beautifully ordered gardens
are to be found at Cannes, where English taste
has regulated ahuost unlimited expenditure, Ijut

the surroundings of Nice are made lovely beyond
description by the numerous gardens with villas

standing in their midot. Take, for example, the

steep road winding round Montboron to Ville-

franche, or the Route Forestiere nearer the sum-
mit of the same hill, which, winding through
Pine woods, lead here and there to less preten-

tious, but not less beatttiful, gardens than those

which line the more fashionable road beloA'.

The engravings which have been published in

The Garden during the last three or four weeks
give a fair idea of the character of these gardens,

in which almost every plant which flourishes in

this climate, and not a few that prefer hardier sur-

roundings, are to be found. But it is not only in

this fashionable suliurb that beautiful gardens
exist, for in all directions the laud around Nice
has been laid out with a profusion and extrava-

gance more pleasing to the visitor than to the

speculator, who has suffered from the exaggerated
movement in building operations that received a

severe check some three or four years since, and
from which it is not likely soon to recover.

As a matter of course, there is a great variety

of non-indigenous plants, which, under the ex-

ceptional climate of the Riviera, especially be-

tween Nice and Mentone, flourish without care,

in spite of sandy arid soil and great drought.

Such are the Agaves and Aloes, the flowering

spikes of which give in their abundance a dis-

tinct characteristic to the landscape. Numerous
kinds of Irises, Scillas, Carnations, Sileues, Pri-

mulas, Wallflowers, Mignonette of truly gigantic

proportions. Daphnes, Petunias, Cyclamens,
Aralias, Ageratums, Wigandias, Asters, and Ver-
benas make the country gay with bloom before

Crocuses and Snowdrops are able to dot our
borders with specks of colour. A little later, and
the country-side as well as the gardens is ablaze

with bloom. Almost endless fields of Roses,

Violets, and Narcissi fill the air with perfume,
to be imprisoned later on by the curious processes

of the scent manufacturer. The hedges of Pelar-

goniums throw a mantle of pink antl white and
scarlet over their broad and massive leaves ; tracts

of sandy waste are carpeted and walls are fes-

tooned with the fleshy foliage and great brilliant

fl(jwer3 of the larger Mesembryanthemums ; while
the Banksian Roses, that grow with feverish

haste to develop their beauty before the drought
and scorching sun shall wither them, smother in

their embraces Palm tree and Olive, Eucalyptus
and Fig. One of the glories of the Riviera

gardens is the Bougainvillea, introduced from
India not many years ago, and which, notwith-
standing the fact that from time to time it is

destroyed by the slight (and sometimes compara-
tively hard) frosts that visit the region, flourishes

exceedingly in sheltered sunny places. The
Chrysanthemum fruticosum (the white and yel-

low Marguerite) is strikingly ornamental in winter
and early sjiring. Tlie scorching summer sun
and autumn tlroughts cut it down and wither it,

but with the flrst rains it strikes into a vigorous

growth, and by the middle of February the

massive bushes, 4 feet or ,'i feet high and G feet

through, are covered with a mass of blossom that

hides the leaves. In the same manner the various

Salvia attain a proportion, vigour, and brilliancy

wholly unknown here. Of the larger trees that

add to the beauty of the Riviera gardens, there is

a very wide variety. Conifers, Cypress, Juniper,
Araucaria excelsa, Ceratonia, the Olive, the Fig,

Lemon, Orange, Pistacia Lentiscus, P. Terebin-
thus, the Eucalyptus, which attains grand
proportions. Tamarisk, Almond, Oleander, and
many others flourish exceedingly. Nor are
familiar English trees wanting ; tlie Plane, the
Oak (on a small scale) and the Willow take
kindly to the climate, while retaining conserva-

tive ideas as to tlie proper time of putting forth

their verdure in the spring. Bananas (Musa
sinensis) grow in great beauty, and in favoured

spots ripen their fruit ; while of Palms, many
varieties arrive at great perfection. Of these may
be named the Chamajrops humilis, the Phcenix
dactylifera, the Chamwrops Palmetto, &c. Hyferes,

not far from Toulon, is famous for its avenues of

Palms, and Bordighera, near the Italian frontier,

is a veritable Palm forest. Ferns, it is needless

to say, abound wherever chance or cultivation

favours them ; the most ordinary, perhaps, are

Ceterach offioinalis, Asplenium Trichomanes,
Adiantum-nigrum, and A. Capillus-veneri.s. The
Pteris aquilina is abundant, but less plentiful

are the Scolopendrium, Polypodium vulgare,

Asplenium Ruta-muraria, Cheilanthes odora,

Gymnogramma leptophylla, <tc.

A few words should be added about the market
gardens of Nice. The most important lie just

beyond the city in the valley rjf the Paillon, and
on the banks of that generally waterless river.

Here are Orange and Lemon orchards ; flower cul-

ture, which has of late years been widely extended
to meet the demands of the export trade, is carried

on, and early vegetaldes are cultivated on a very
large scale. The valley is jieculiarly well adapted
for the purpose, being partly protected from the

intense heat of the sun, while water is found at a
moderate depth, and is raised by old-fashioned

appliance.s, at the joint expense of the cultivators,

and is distributed amongst them in proportion
to their contributions. On the hills, which form
an amphitheatre round the city, the natural con-

ditions are not so favourable, for here the culti-

vator has to contend against great heat and a

poor soil. The small patches of garden ground
into which the properties are chietiy divided are

utilised to the utmost by the hard-working and
almost universally poor cultivator, who, in many
cases, has only a limited area of steep hillside

at his disposal, which is laboriously cut into

steps or narrow terraces. Until lately the lack

of water almost paralysed the efforts of the culti-

vator, although here and there ancient and primi-

tive aqueducts convey a limited quantity of tlie

precious fluid, which is moreover stored in tanks

during the rainy period for summer use. Since

1883, however, all this has been changed,

and an ample supply is at the disposal of the

cultivator, who, however, has not fully realised

the value of the blessing now brought to his

doors. In 1878 the General Water Company of

France obtained a concession, by wliich they

agreed to undertake the necessary work for bring-

ing water from the Vesubie, an ample mountain
stream, down to Nice, and to provide a constant

flow of 140 cubic feet of water per second, most
of which was to be placed at the disposal of

cultivators and landowneis in and around Nice

for irrigation purposes. The balance was to be

poured into the Paillon, to maintain a small

flow in the usually dry bed of that river. These

very extensive works, which were completed at

the beginning of 1884 at a cost of 15 millions of

francs, bring down from tlie mountains a con-

stant supply of 3,000,000 gallons an hour to the

cultivated land around Nice—sufficient to make
.some 3."i,o00 or 40,000 acres independent of all

other means of iirigation, and thus supply the

one thing needful to convert the scorched hill-

sides and sandy soil into a region of perpetual

beauty and fertility.

Iris orientalis.—This beautiful Iris belongs to tbo

Siberiiin group, aud is peculiar in many respect.s. It is per-

fectly liardy and very useful for cutting. Unlike I. susiana,

It dislikes Ijeiog baked in the sun. Nor must it be planted
in a mjirsb, like the germauica or Ka^mpferi group, but
under intermediate treatment it will bloom freely. The
foliage is broad and grassy, not unlike that of Sebizostylis

coecinea, and both do well side by side in the border. 1 luivo

it now in bloom, and if the long flower steins are cut when
the blooms are commcneiug to open and tbioiied oeeasiou-

ally, they will keep fresh for several weeks.—W. J. Muufhv.
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Trees and Shrubs.

SUMMER BLOOMING TREES AND SHRUBS.

country, trees or shrubs having an element of ten- exceed 40 feet in height, forming a spreading crown
dernesa are sure to be sj permanently weakened of much-divided clear green foliage, from which are

when a damp, sunless summer is followed by an ex- . thrown up dense panicles of bright green Howers,

ceptinnally hard winter, as to lose those features i which by autumn change into bleached capsules,

The flowerino- time of shrubs generally is spring and which render them so pleasing when in perfect health.
J

almost as ornamental as the flowers. This tree should

early summer, but there are a few which, blooming Perhapssomereader of The Garden having experience never be planted amongst other strong growing kinds;

when the great display of flowers in shrubberies is of this variegated shrub will state whether it is it cannot sliow itself to advantage thus placed, but

over, should be more largely planted than they are. ,

really reliable, as, if so, it is a pity not to utilise it should be so situated that the head of foliage rises

Foremost amongst these is Spiraea arisefolia, one of
]

more freely, the variegation being clear, and, so far
;

clear and distinct from a lower growth of some kind,

the h.andsomest flowering shrubs in cultivation when as our experience goes, constant. Some do not care This is a good tree for places where no great depth of

in the enjoyment of suitable conditions. These seem
,

for varieg.ated trees and shrubs, but when not over- fairly good soil rests on chalk. The finest trees which

to be a free soil, of the two, rather liglit, and shelter
I

done they add a charm to the outdoor g.irden, giving ' I have seen of it were growing in 2 feet of loam on

and a slight screen from the sun during the hottest
i
just that variety of tint which seems desirable where

,
a deep bed of chalk. Paulownia imperialis is liable

portion of the day. This Spira-a does not thrive at all
' there is a considerable extent of shrubberies.

j
to be killed off by frost, a circumstance which can

well in a sun-exposed, windy place. In such a situa- I Andromeda, or rather Zenobia, pulverulenta is I only be attributed to the wood not ripening well.

tion it is seldom seen in tho-

roughly good health ; on the

contrary, the only really good
specimens that have come
under my notice were perfectly

screened from rough and cut-

ting winds, and did not get the

sun after midday. It is pro-

bably through a want of know-
ledge of the needs of this shrub
that it is not so much appre-

ciated as one would think it

ought to be. It has, when soil

and situation are not to its

liking, a particularly stunted

and miserable appearance, and
is therefore of I en discarded for

subjects not its equal in deco-

rative value. A large well-

formed specimen of it, some l.'>

feethigh,and having a hundred
or more large clusters of blooms,

has a most attractive appear-

ance, especially when in the

close proximity of Evergreens,

the deep green of which shows
up the Spiriea to much advan-

tage.

A shrub not much known is

Cytisud nigricans, a free, but
not strong growing species,

having deep green foliage and
bearing a profusion of bright

yellow blooms, which, where
the plants get plenty of room,

are produced quite down to the

ground. This Cytisus deserves

a good position in the shrub-

bery, where it cannot get par-

tially choked by rank growing
things. It is by no means
particular as regards soil, but
likes good loam best ; it, how-
ever, thrives well in very light

soils if well deepened. Al-

thaea frutex is so well known
as to scarcely need recommen-
dation, but many do not seem
to be aware that amongst the

numerous varieties of it that

exist the majority are superior

to the typical form. Few
things are so indifferent to soil

as this Althaea ; it thrives in

almost pure sand and loam of

the heaviest description, but

it must get plenty of light, and
be placed where the sun shines

on it during the greater portion

of the day, the amountof bloom
produced being in proportion to

View in the gard- n of the Villa Montboron. Old Olive tree 15 feet high, covered with P-assion flowers,
Tropieolums, and Roses. Engraved for The Garden.

the more or less perfect maturation of the wood, quite a charming and distinct, as well as a little
During the hottest and driest months of the year the known, shrub. It is probably but a form of speciosa,
blooms are freely produced, and a collection of the and, as the name implies, the foliage is as if dusted
best varieties forms at that period an interesting and with fine powder. When covered with its little white
cheerful feature. There is a good variegated form of belldike flowers it presents quite an attractive appear-
this shi-ub, which is rarely seen in this country, ance, and is very unlike any other flowering .shrub.
although in Germany it is a favourite with planters. This Andromeda is, however, not in all situations tion they'remain through the autumn, seemingly but
Perhaps our climate does not suit it so well, and, quite hardy, but is trustworthy in the warmer little affected by cold and wet. The long duration of

owing to the comparative absence of solar heat, the counties. Krelreuteria paniculata has so many claims the blooms of this handsome shrub enhances its value,

wood does not become so fully ripened as is necessary to admiration, that one wonders not to see it in the especially where the space is so limited as not to admit
to endow it with sufficient vitality and powers of majority of gardens ; it is beautiful alike in growth, , of securing very much variety. Those who would
resistance. Except in very favoured spots in this i foliage, flowers, and fruit. It does not, as a rule, I like to grow this Hydrangea in a very restricted man.

Yet in (jermany it blossoms
well, and there it has to bear
an average amount of cold

much higher than th.attowhich

it is exposed in this covintry.

A useful hint to intending
planters may be found in the

fact that thestrongestandmost
floriferous trees always stand
on the upper slope of a hill,

freely exposed to the sun, but
screened from easterly winds.
Planted in rich soil and in a
low situation, a strong and
rather sappy growth is made,
which often fails to ripen;
whereas when so situated as
to be roasted by the sun and
swept by the breeze, and where
the soil is not of too fertile a
nature, a short-jointed growth
is made, which possesses great
powers of resistance to cold
and damp.
The Chinese Privet is an ad-

mirable late-blooming shrub,
delighting both by its purity
and its delicate fragrance. It
is a plant for every garden, for

it succeeds in any soil, and will

bloom with more or less free-

dom in almost any situation.

Being of rather loose growth,
it looks best in close associa-

tion with other shrubs, and it

belongs to that vigorous class

of things which bear crowding
with comparative indifference.

The Chinese Privet should
find a home in every shrub-

bery large enough to give it a

fair chance to develop freely.

Its near relative, the Japan
Privet, is also very ornamental,

but is a f^hrub of a more dwarf
compact habit, and s^hoidd

therefore get a front position

when grouped with strong-

habited things. Any list, how-
ever short of summer-bloomirg
plants, should include Hydran-
gea paniculata grandiflora,

which must be considered as

one of the very finest of garden
shiubs. It blooms so late as

to be'ong quite as much to

autumn a! to summer, and
affords welcome '.ariety at a

time wdien the great beauty

and freshness of the majority

of summer flowers are waning.

By reason of its moderate growth, it may he accom-

modated in the smallest garden, and is so floriferous

that a plant a yard through will bear a score of im-

mense heads of bloom, which for a time .aie snowy

white, and which, as the season advances, change

through pink to a deep coppery hue, in which conoi-
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ner may do so without in any way lessening tbo

iiuality of the blooms ; indeed, the way to obtain very

large heads of bloom is to annually prune back the

growths of the preceding season to about two eyes.

VVherever there is room ftir six flowering shi'ubs, this

sliould be one of tlieui, -.md m large gardens advantage

should be taken of its capabilities to form groups of it

m )re or less large. I have never yet seen fifty or

more good plants together, but I should think that the

effect of such a mass of colour would be grand. One
does not often see Magnolia griindiHora grouped in

this way in this country, but in the north of France it

is thus employed with the happiest effect. In one

garden there, with which I am well acquainted,

there is one plantation consisting of nearly half a

hundred trees, some twenty years old, of the true Ex-
mouth kind. They are in perfect health, and as they

bloom with great freedom, they form, during the
flowering season, quite a striking feature.

J. C. B.

The smooth Sumach.—Although Rhus glabra

does not attain so large a size as the common
Stag"s-horn Sumach (R. typhina), it makes a very
ornamental bu.sh or small-sized tree. The leaflets,

numbering from eleven to thirteen, are deep glossy

gi'een above and whitish beneath. Both sexes

are well worth growing, but the female tree is the

more handsome of the two on account of the
panicles of scarlet flowers. In some catalogues
this goes under the name of Rhus coccinea. The
male tree has greenish yellow flowers, but, with
the exception of this difference, both are alike in

habit and in every other particular.—R.

New varieties of trees.—All wlio raise trees

or shrubs from seeds should look over their beds
of seedlings before they are transplanted, with a
view to discovering pendulous varieties or

fastigiate varieties, which, probably, every tree in

existence is liable to sport into. We have, within
the present century, found both of them in the
common Oak, the Scotch Elm, and the common
Hawthorn ; and one sport in several species, such
as the pendulous common Ash, Sophora, &c.
They should also, in the leafing season, look after

varieties that come early into leaf, such as the
(ilastonbury Thorn ; in summer, those that sport
in their foliage, such as the one-leaved Ash, the
Eagle's-claw ilaple, and the Fern-leaved Oak ;

and, in autumn and winter, those that retain their
leaves longer than usual, such as the Evergreen
Privet. The time will probably one day come
when every species will have its fastigiate, its

pendulous, its early, its late, its variegated-leaved,
and its abnormal leaved varieties.—R.

The Colchic Laurel is distinguished from the
common kind by its larger leaves, which are thin-
ner in texture and paler green in colour, by the
more horizontal arrangement of the branches,
which are generally disposed more or less in a
tier-like manner, and, as above stated, by the
extra profusion of its blossoms. With us it is less

liable to be injured during severe winters than
the ordinary form. Another variety of the common
Laurel, and a very desirable one, is rotundifolia,
which is of vigorous, yet sturdy, growtli, with
large broad leaves (so broad indeed as to suggest
its varietal name) deep green in colour. It is

in the way of the common kind, but superior
to it as an ornamental shrub. The variegated
Laurel seldom retains its colour, as the stronger
growing green portion quickly obtains the mastery,
while a couple of varieties (angustifolia and
camellia'folia) are interesting more as curiosities
than from their ornamental qualities.

—

T.

Pavia macrostachya.— Amongst the most
ornamental Buck-eyes, as the Pavias are called, is

this species, which is also known under the name
of /E5C\ilus parviflora. It assumes the shape of a
spreading bush with leaves similar to those of the
Horse Chestnut, but smaller and bearing reddish
brown stalks. Its flowers, which are \\hite, are
borne in long, erect spikes, to which the pro-
minent stamens impart a feathery appearance.
Additional interest also attaches to this kind on
account of its flowering in July, and often also in

August, after the beauty of most flowering shrubs

is over. On a moist, somewhat shaded, spot it

grows freely and throws u]) suckers in such qiuan-

tities as to soon form a <lcnse mass ; indeed, it

jnishcs up shoots so freely from the ba.sc, that

when in bad condition it should be cut down to

the ground in spring. Thus treated, it will push
up afresh from the base and grow and flower

freely. —A.

- ORNAMENTAL TREE PLANTING.
One object in ornamental planting is artistic

effect, which such plantations should clearly indi-

cate. Suppose it were intended to form a pleasure

ground, or even a shrubbery, in a district where the

common Oak, Elm, Ash, Birch, Poplar, Scotch Pine,

common Thorn, Holly, Spindle tree. Elder, &c.,

were common in the woods and roadside planta-

tions, not one of these trees and shrubs, according
to our principle of the recognition of art, and
more especially of high art, ought to be introduced

in the shrubbery; but, according to the same
principle, variegated-leaved, double-flowered, or

other artificial varieties of all these species might
be introduced. In a botanic garden or arboretum,
of course the principle will not apply, because the

object there is not to produce a work of elegant

art, but one of botanical interest. Cases may
occur in which it is desirable to imitate a planta-

tion already existing; for example, whei'e two
estates join and both parties are desirous of dis-

guising their boundary. In this case the trees in

the plantations on the margin of the one estate

must be imitated in the plantations on the margin
of the other, without reference to the trees being
either indigenous or foreign. Cases of this kind,

however, and other cases that might be mentioned
have nothing to do with planting as an elegant

art, or with reference to landscape gardening as

an art of taste. The choice of soils and situations

best suited for the healthy development of the

difl'erent kinds of trees is even more important in

ornamental than in economic planting. Further,

in ornamental planting, a knowledge of the wind-
resisting powers of the difl'erent kinds of trees is

specially needful in order to arrange them so that

the stronger may shelter the weaker, and pre-

vent the one-sided appearance that, although
prized by artists in depicting wind-beaten scenery,

is looked upon by tree-admirers with feelings of

unpleasantness. G.

The Cockspur Thorn (C. Crus-galli) is one of

the handsomest and most distinct of all the

American kinds, and most frequently planted. In
the typical form the leaves are bluntly ovate, of a
bright shining green, and the whole aspect of the

tree low and spreading. Of this there are many
varieties, of which the principal are—arbutifolia, a

kind in which the leaves are larger and the whole
plant more vigorous than the species; linearis,

salicifolia, and pyracantluefolia, small growing
forms with narrow leaves, and when on their own
roots spreading bushes, but, as usually seen, viz.,

grafted at 4 feet or 5 feet from the ground, the

branches spread out horizontally all round in such
a way that, although they form a large, flat head,

the plant increases but little in height. These
arieties are well adapted for planting in confined

spaces ; or, indeed, a suitable spot can easily be
found for them in any garden. The flat tabuli-

form shape that they assume is very different

from that of most of the other inmates of our
shrubberies, and as the foliage is bright and
glossy and almost evergreen, they are very desir-

able white-flowered kinds. C. Crus-galli ovalifolia

and prunifolia are two large-growing varieties, the

former being loose and spreading, the latter more
upright.—A.

Weigela rosea and its variegated variety.
—These are two of the most attractive flowering

shrubs which we have at the present time. They
are extremely hardy, will grow anywhere, and
they never fail to blossom profusely. Their habit
of growth is exceedingly good ; their long branches
arch gracefully and form a bush very pleasing in

outline. Many of the branches are clothed with
flowers for a distance of .5 feet. The blooms
individually are not unlike those of the Foxglove
in form, but smaller. W. rosea has green leaves

and bright pinkisli white flowers. Those of its

variegated variety are pale, but its foliage is

highly attractive, being light in colour and beauti-

fully variegated. It is a very ornamental .shrub even
when out of flower, and when in blossom it is

altogether unique. Our largest plants of these

Weigelas are about 10 feet high, the same, or a
little more, in diameter, and as Jlay and June
flowering bushes they are grand and should be
universally grown. The smallest sized plants,

too, bloom as freely as the large ones.—J. MniR.

Propagating Thorns.—The propagation of

Thorns is in most cases simple enough, seeds

being produced in such quantities, but of course

these can onlj' be used in the case of well-marked
species ; the difl'erent varieties must be increased

by grafting or budding. Grafting is done, as in the

case of fruit trees, in spring, and budding when-
e\er the bark and buds are in a fit condition for

the purpose—generally about the time when Roses
are budded. As several seeds are contained in

each fruit, they must be separated before sowing ;

this can easily be done witli tlie fingers if few in

number, but when in quantity they should be
placed in a heap out of doors and covered with
sand or soil till the pulpy matter rots off, and
then sown in the ensuingspring in the open ground,
or if choice and in small quantities, pots or pans
may be used ; in the latter case they should be
kept in a pit till the seedlings have made a few
leaves, as if set outside they may perhaps get dry
just as germination commences, and thereby lost.

Individual characteristics are not, as a rule,

reproduced in the case of seedlings, but still by
careful selection unlooked-for properties may be
secured.—A.

Double white Chinese Plum.—This pretty
little Plum is a most desirable lo^\'-growing shrub,
beautiful when in bloom either as an open bush
in a somewhat sheltered spot, on a low wall, or

grown in pots and flowered under glass. Its

habit of growth is that of a rather upright shrub,

with very dense, slender branches, that before the

expansion of the foliage become wreathed with
blossoms, each a pure white rosette an inch in

diameter. There is also a variety in which the

blooms are tinged with pink. It is generally

grafted or budded on Plum or Cherry stocks,

sometimes close to the ground, and occasionally

as standards. Grown in this latter way, it forms
a dense compact head ; but it is as dwarf bushes
that it is seen to best advantage. When grown
for forcing, it may be either planted out or con-

fined in pots. In either case a good sunny
position must be accorded it during the summer,
in order to thoroughly ripen the wood. If lifted

from the open ground for forcing, it is best

potted in the autumn ju.^t before the leaves fall.

—T.

Choisya ternata.—At Rood Ashton, Trow-
bridge, Wilts, a very fine specimen of this lovely

Evergreen is growing in one of the shrubberies.

It is 7 feet high and S feet through, and annually
blooms splendidly ; it was at its best this year late

in May. It has been planted nine years, and is

growing in ordinary garden soil, the position being
sheltered from easterly winds. During the winter

of 1879 and 1880, many of the Laurustinuses and
Sweet Bays were cut clown to the ground by the

severe frosts, but this Choisya escaped with a
"scorching" only. It may therefore be cla.ssed as

a hardy plant, in the southern counties at any
rate. In the open the trusses of bloom are quite

as white as those produced on jiot plants, and
they are durable, too, for I have had some of the

blooms from Rood Ashton in a glass of water for

several days. It has a neat, bushy habit, and is

altogether a desirable plant for shrubberies, or

somewhat sheltered outdoor positions.—W. L.

As an additional proof of the hardi-

ness of the pretty Mexican Choisya, I may men-
tion that during the severe winters of half-a-

dozen years ago a bush of it here was not cut so
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severely as the Laurels which were near it, and
since that time, with the exception of a few of the

more tender leaves being seared by the frost, it

has not been injured in any way. My situation is

not far from London, so it may be said that the

above trial does not show that it is hardy in the

colder parts of England, but it certainly proves

that the Choisya is fully as hardy as the common
Laurel which is so extensively planted. The
Mexican Orange flower, as the Choisya is some-

times called, is fortunately not a difficult plant to

increase, for cuttings of the young shoots, taken

during the summer just as they commence to

acquire a woody texture, will strike root readily

enough if kept in a close frame till that takes

place. The frame must be quite close and shaded

whenever required, for if tlie cuttings flag they

seldom recover, but with ordinary attention this

can be guarded against. \Vell-drained pots, filled

with open sandy soil, pressed down firmly, will

suit the cuttings perfectly, and when rooted they

can be either potted off' or planted out. The ad-

vantage of potting, then, is that they can be pro-

tected till the roots are in active operation, and
when such is the case they can then be planted.

In returning once more to its hardiness, I note

that, when it has been treated as a greenhouse
plant for some time and afterwards turned out of

doors, it is scarcely a fair test of their hardiness,

as it will naturally suHer more than if exposed
during its earlier stages.—T.

Wistarias.— The white Wistaria is a counter-

part, except in colour, of the blue kind, and, as

far as I am in a position to judge from young
plants, equally free flowering. It forms a good
companion to the type, and suggests what an
attractive floral picture would result from allow-

ing the two to intertwine, and disport themselves
among the branches of some sombre-hued tree,

such as the Spruce. There is also a double-

flowered variety of the common Wistaria, but I

can never get its blooms to open in a satisfactory

manner, though, judging by the descriptions of it

circulated at one time, it should be a valuable

climber. There is a North American representa-

tive of this genus, viz., W. frutescens, deeper in

colour than the last named (being of a bluish

purple hue), and otherwise valuable from flower-

ing after the common Wistaria is over. Its

flowers, too, instead of droojiing, are borne in

erect racemes. It is much less vigorous than the

type, but may be employed for just the same pur-

poses. W. frutescens is spread over a consider-

able tract of country in Virginia and Carolina,

and according to Loudon was introduced in 1724;

but at the present day it is far from being com-
mon. W. multijuga is said to bear very long
racemes of blossoms, but I have not yet succeeded
in flowering it, for though one plant of it giows
freely, it shows no signs of bloom, and as others

elsewhere are in the same condition, it would
Geem to be a shy-blooming kind. There is a white-

flowered variety of this announced in some nur-

serymen's catalogues.

—

Alph.\.

Weeping Willows in America.—An Ameri-
can correspondent writes : "The Weeping Willow
(S. babylonica) is in England a far handsomer tree

than it is with us—at least in the Middle and
Northern States. It is not quite hardy in this

climate (New York)—not perhaps owing to the
severity and extremes of weatheralone,but because
it is often weakened by various insectsortheir larva^,

that infest and sometimes girdle the stem. Thus, if

not killed outright, it is often so injured by the
frosts of winter as to present anything but a pleas-

ing appearance the following summer. Hence we
seldom see it in its full size and beauty ; besides, it

is not, like the S. laurifolia, at home in sandy, dry
situations. In view of this, as also of the fact

that I have never known the stems of S. laurifolia

to be injured by insects, I attempted last summer
to bud tlie one upon the other. The bud of S.

laurifolia upon the S. babylonica lived, and is now
growing vigorously; the bud of the S. babylonica
upon the S. laurifolia perished. Doubtless, how-
ever, the rule would work both ways, and thus
the insect and drought- I'csisting S. laurifolia

could be made the stock of the Weeping Willow,
which cannot so well endure drought, and is so

often at the mercy of insect depredations."

Thuja Standi shi.-.^ By some authorities the

species of Thuja are limited to three, of which this

is one, the other two being both North American,
viz., T. gigantea and occidentalis. The general

appearance of this plant reminds one in some
respects of the ^Vmerican Arbor- vita-, yet it bears a

still stronger resemblance to the .Japanese Thujop-
sis dolobrata. So much indeed does it resemble

this latter, that it is quite as frequently met with

under the generic name of Thujopsis as under that

of Thuja. It is a free-growing kind, more sparsely

branched than T. occidentalis, but with stouter

and more drooping hranchlets than is to be met
with in the ordinary form of that species. The
colour of the plant when growing is of a pale yel-

lowish green, which during the winter where ex-

posed becomes slightly bronzed. \A'ith regard to

the leading shoot there is no difficulty, as often

happens with Thujopsis dolobrata, in getting it to

form a leader, as in this kind it is very vigorous.

It was introduced by Fortune from Japan, and
named in honour of the late Mr. Standish, of Ascot,

to whom we owe the distribution of many of For-

tune's discoveries.—W.

NOTES.

Flowers in fashion.—In Paris only five or

six weeks ago the ladies were wearing bunches

of Tulip Ijuds at their throats, arranged with

their own soft, grey leaves. Now I hear the

golden blossoms of the Dandelion are imitated

and worn ; but then in Paris anything is worn

—

imitations of frogs and toads, lizards witli diamond
eyes, or death's heads and cross-bones of oxidised

metal. They have just Lad a great flower show
in the grounds near the Champs Elyf6e, at

which Orchids, Palms,Azaleas,Roses,and Pajonies

were beautifully shown ; but Alphonse and Jea-

nette must have something sensational, and this

year the much-talked-of novelty U our old

friend the greeu Rose. It is amusing to read

the remarks about this depauperated old variety

in the papers ; even some of our London journals

have fallen into the trap (the lUiififrated London
Sens to wit !), and speak of this old botanical

curiosity as if it were some unheard-of wonder of

which horticulturists ought to be very proud !

It is often sent to me to name. Mr. Hartland,

of Cork, sent it only yesterday, and it has beeu

grown in botanic gardens for years and years.

As long as life endures we shall find it full of

whims and caprice, I suppose. What flower did

Helen of Troy bind in her auburn tresses / or

what, if not tlie buds of Pomegranate, revealed

the blue-black intensity of Cleopatra's hair '!

Who .shall tell us which blossom of antiquity is

the oldest, the Nelumbium of the east or Sun-
flower of the west i These secrets are safely

locked in the safe of Time, and one must rest

satisfied with the sure and certain knowleilge that

never since creation were tlov.'ers more beautilul

or so widtly grown and appreciated as they are

to-day.

Bird song.—" There are no snakes in Ice-

land," is a sentence— a whole chapter of a book,

indeed—and as such often misquoted. In tlie

original it is as above, but because it is equally

true of Ireland, tlie name of that country is often

substituted. One can spare the snakes well

enough, graceful though they be, but it is too

bad of Nature to deprive Ireland of the nightin-

gale, " that sweet singer of the night, whose lime-

light is the moon of summer." I heard nightingales

about an old country-house in Sussex last April,

where they actually sang nie to sleep ; and one

day in May last year in the Cambridge garden I

heard them singing in the sunshine which fol-

lowed rain. They are quite plentiful everywhere

in Southern England, but seem to draw their line

of distribution near the Tweed. The moonlight

serenade of this little brown singer is delicious in

the cool and stilly night, but even more so as

she sings with the thrush or blackbird, and seems

to exult in surpassing them in the compass and
richness of her melody. The bad, bold blackbird

is like an insolent tenor who knows his value,

and he takes blackmail in kind for his singing.

His motto is, "No supper, no song.'' He it is

who tastes the earliest Strawberry and steals the

best of the Cherries from under the gardener's

nose, screaming out a defiant note as he jerfcs

up and flops himself over the wall into the nearest

plantation. But that sweet prima-donna, the

nightingale, is as modest as a country maid, tak-

ing nothing, asking nothing but shelter for her

nest and protection for her little fledglings. She
gives right royally, and her power of song often

costs her the boon of liberty, which really means
loss of life also. I once saw a bloodhound sent

after a man who was trapping nightingales. She
did not bite the man, but she brought back most
of his clothes when the whistle recalled her, and no
one was sorry for the bird-thief, although he

bawled out very pitiful!)'.

White Pinks.—Soft and white as swan's-

down, sweet as spices from the Eastern seas is

the first old white-blossomed Pink, opening out

fresh and fair thus early in rosy June. It is one

of the very best of all our real old cottage

garden flowers, and with deep, full-scented

Cabbage Roses and a deep fringe of this old Pink
you may make a posy not easily surpassed in

freshness and in subtle perfume. I remember
some old villages in the midlands of England
the streets of which were nightly perfumed with

these flowers, so that strangers in passing used to

ask the source of the fragrance with which the

air was overladen. No garden could well be too

full of this flower, which is, as I think, prefer-

able to the new white called Snowball or Mrs.

Sinkins—smaller, it is true, but a much more
shapely blossom. The faults of Mrs. Sinkins

are fatal to a good Pink—it is too heavy and

lumpy in shape, and so full of petals, that,

as a rule, the tube becomes split, and the petals

fall out in a helpless, disorganised-looking way.

From Munstead comes a sweet little wiry-stalked

Carnation Pink, white and neat, and of which

we think very highly. In France market
growers often make quite a speciality of these

white Pinks
;
grown in pots they bloom early in

April, and are highly appreciated ere the general

supply comes in. All the Pinks are so readily

increased by pipings or slips, that there is no
difficulty in obtaining a good stock of these soft

and fragrant flowers of June and July.

Old books.— Someone said a bookworm was
" a creature who wasted the present in finding

out how ethers had wasted the past;" but we
should not like to say that Chaucer or Shake-

speare had wasted the time in which they lived,

and the same is true of ihe books of Gerard and

of Parkinson, who have told us of the garden

flowers of the Elizabethan era. Gardeners are

now taking quite an especial intere.-t in these
" footprints on the sands of time," and so highly

valued are these ponderous old works not only in

England, but in America, that whenever copies

of them in decent condition are put up at

Puttick & Simpson's, or elsewhere in London,

our friend Mr. l^)uarritch either laiys them him-

self, or he makes someone else buy them at their

full value. Now that the Royal Horticultural

Society have devoted a section of their Liverpool

exhibition to horticultural literature, and have

made an e.special class for such old books as

illustrate the history of gardening, it is to be

hoped that amateurs will lend their rare works

on botany or gardening, so that gardeners and
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others interested may see the labours of those

older plant lovers who "are not lost, but gone
before." AVill Canon EUaconibe exhibit those

precious old folios whicli he so generously lent

to " Veronica " some time ago ? Tlien, Mr.
Wolley Dod lias a fine old folio, yclept Clusius,

published in 1601, which is valuable as the
original work of one of the earliest of all plant
collectors or travelling botanists. Will some
one send Lyon's interesting work on Orchids, a

work written, printed, bound, and published, as

I believe, by the authoi's own hand. England
is, of all lands, so rich in the literature of garden-
ing, that it is to be hoped that a really good
show of books will be made. What a show the

Orchid books alone would make from Lindley,
Bateman, and Warner down to the " Reichen-
bachia ! '' So also the books on trees and shrubs
and those devoted to garden flowers. The pub-
lishers should take advantage of the bold adver-
tisement such an exhibition cannot fail to give,

since book and buyer would thus be brought to-

gether amid congenial surroundings.

Daffodils in June.—It is quite possible to

have these flowers forced into bloom in January
if well-ripened Italian roots be obtained, even
if not with early ripened bulbs of home growth,
and by the late planting of such sorts as N.
mutious, N. Bernardi, N. bicolor, and N. grandis,

we may obtain their flowers in June. Only this

morning (June 3) Mr. Smith, of Newry, sends
me a handful of N. grandis, which looks quite
strange amongst the Roses, Pa^onies, and Irises of

early summer time. N. papyraceus, or Paper-
white of the shops, blooms in November if

forced, so that by early and late planting, by
forcing on the one hand and retarding by late

planting on the other, we can make sure of Nar-
cissi in bloom for six months at least out of the
twelve. Up the Pyrenees Narcissi are found in

bloom in Slay and June, and doubtless when
these late sorts are more plentiful we shall be
able to enjoy their beauty and find our season of

Narcissi lengthened by their advent. Then we
must try and secure some of the wild Italian
kinds as seen and referred to recently in these
pages by Mr. Englebeart, as they would lie most
useful for early bloom. With us N. Regina
Margherita flowered in pots a week earlier than
N. pallidus prascox ; hence I attach much value
to these Italian roots as ripened under an Italian
sky. The varieties of the N. poeticus section,

again, are so extremely useful for cutting, that
late blooming mountain tonus would be \'ery

valuable. I was very much interested in the
hybrid N. triandrus, N. pseudo-Narcissus, figured
by Mr. Dod at page 505. His drawing shows a
long tapering tube, but no ovary or .seed vessel.

Might I ask if this kind is abnormal or abortive
in any way / The old diagnosis of N. calathinus
would nearly fit Mr. Dod's drawing if the ovary
was there ; but if the plant he illustrates really
has no ovary, it is a curiosity in its way, and the
fact or the reverse should be recorded.

Veronica Hulkeana.—This is a plant which
grows upon one year after year, and as seen at its

best it is, as a garden plant, one of the best of all

the shrubby Veronicas. It is not hardy every-
where. Even at Kew it was formerly grown in
a cool house ; but in many parts of Devon and
Cornwall, in Scilly, in parts of Wales, and in
"faire Irelonde" (Chaucer), this Veronica of Hulke
is really one of the most distinct of all the
flowers of spring. Now is the time to increase it

by cuttings, or rather by " slips"— J c, the young
shoots, 2 inches to 4 inches in length, are torn ott',

and are then inserted in a sandy border and
covered with a hand-light ; in fact, we treat them
just as we would the cuttings of Pansies or the
pipings of Pinks or Carnations. Two-year-old

plants are best, for at that age the vigour and
beauty of the plant seems to focus itself, as it

were, and at that age its finest plume-like panicles
of lilac flowers are borne. We have eighteen or
twenty species of shrubby Veronicas from New
Z'^aland—perhajis more—but none are so effec-

tive as is this .species. Asa garden plant it fulfils

a definite want— this is indeed the mission of all

things really beautiful—and its special mission is

to fill in the gaps at the foot of sunny walls, those
unsightly deltas left between wall shrubs of
larger growth. What the Wistaria is under the
coping, this Veronica may be at the ground line

wherever the wall is bare for 2 feet or so. If
only a foot is to spare, then there are worse
plants than the yellow Genista sagittalis.

Erinus alpincs.—In all gardens wherever
there are low-topped walls or rockwork, this rosy
purple Erinus should find a congenial home. In
some places it is a miify plant, but if considered
as an annual, or, at most, as a biennial, to begin
with, and then you do not forget its fondness for

limestone habitats, I think you will not call it

ungrateful. With a little true gardening instinct

ten pennyweights of the seed of this little alpine
weed will go a long way in making the walls of

an old garden really enjoyable. A friend of

mine, who wanted a rockery, asked me to go and
see him to talk over the matter. " The worst of
it all is," said he, " we have no good big boulders
of which to make the thing." " Well," I said,
" which do you want, stones or plants !'' Of
course, he decided for plants, and so we made a
rockery of thin, shaly stones, planted edgewise,
in a border of good, deep soil. It is now so

covered with Gentiana acaulis, Dianthus, and
Erinus alpinus, and with Onosnia and Violet
Cress (lonopsidium) and other good thing.s, that
the uniformity of the stones on edge is barely
noticeable. A wall coping of thin stones placed
edgewise and not too closely together, is, as I

think, one of the finest of all artificial habitats
for rare little Alpine or Pyrenean wildings. A
good rockery should hold plenty of soil, but its

declivities should Ije made to secure every drop
of the rainfall. There is a story of a rockwork
builder who took a friend in the trade to see a

clicf d'oiivre of his creating in a country-house
garden. Meantime it had fallen into the hands
of a gardener, and the result was both the artists

returned disappointed, because the beautiful erec-

tion of stones and cement had in the meantime
been draped with " beastly creepers !" But even
a professional rockwork builder could scarcely
object to such a handsome little plant as is the
alpine Erinus on a crumbling wall.

Big Poppies.—These great-bracted and Orien-
tal Poppies seem to strike the highest note of

colour m the garden, vivid glowing scarlet vary-
ing in tint, but most brilliant as seen in the sun-
shine, and yet beautiful even if their great
blossoms are bowed down by rain. In the
Salon this year (No. 2597) there is a brilliant

picture of these great red Poppies (P. bracteatum)
arranged in a purple jar. The canvas is a large

one, and a good armful of these sunlit blos.»oms

is well shown. It is by Mdlle. J. R. Ville-

besseyx, and for once gives us a fair idea of this

garden Poppy at its best. We can beat the
French gardeners in most things, but their flower
painters are ahead of our own. Grapes and
iioses are really specialties in France, but
English cultivators have grown finer Grapes and
more beautiful Roses time after time. But I am
not aware of any English painter of fruit who
could compete with Kreyder, or of any flower
painters who can outdo Fantin or Leclaire. The
best plan with these great fiery Poppies is to

raise a few every year from seed. This year we
are trying to cross them with other kinds, in

order to obtain a wider range of colour, if such
may be. Already, simple seeding has given us a
scale, beginning at apricot-bulf and extending to

a deep blood-crimson. In deep rich warm soils

a group ofthe.se Poppies, contrasted with white
Pseonies, Iris florentina, or Asphodels, forms a
picture not easily forgotten. Whenever a fine

variety is obtained it may be as well to remember
that division is a sure and certain method of
increase. Every bit of root will grow ; hence
there is no dilUculty in ke('j)ing up a stock of
these glowing flowers.

RnBus nutkanu.s.—This dwarf, large-leaved
Bramble is now in blossom, bearing snow-white
flowers as big as those of Rosa arvensis, and
they form a good contrast to those of R. odoratu.s,

which are of a bright rose-purple hue. Both
.species grow well in partial shade, and are well
worthy of being included amongst a .selection of

the best deciduous shrubs. A good breadth of
R. nutkanus in a woodland walk or in a
shrubbery border comes on one in the .shape of
a pleasant surprise, and as it is a plant easily

increased, one may soon get up a stock of it for

such purposes. Every bit of thick root will

grow, besides which both this plant and R.
odoratus throw up suckers or underground
growths in plenty when well established in
almost any kind of .soil. Both these plants are
worth introducing into plantations and outlying
shrubbery belts or borders, as even when out of

flower their leafage is bright in tone and di.stinct

in form from spring, when it appears, until it

falls in autumn. Just now quite small tufts of

R. nutkanus are very beautiful, its light green
leafage being thickly studded with the large

white Rosj-like flowers. The double form of R.
rosaifolius is quite hardy on some soils, but if

only one species is to be selected, let it be E.
deliciosus, or this nearly as beautiful R. nutkanus,
since both are sure to be found worthy of the
space accorded to them in a hall-shady place.

CrrRiPEDiOMS.—An amateur fond of Orchids
might do worse than form a complete collection

of Cypripiediums, as it is a genus which would
afford him interest for some time to come. Then
if while growing them he would have the species

and varieties carefully drawn and described, we
might some day hope for a monograph or life

history of these curious flowers. Amongst those
now in bloom, C. Veitchianum (C superbiens) is

very beautiful in intricate markings. C. bar-
liatum Warneri, is one of the very choicest of all

the forms of that type, and C. Dominii and C.

Sedeni possess the merit of being nearly always
in flower. (1. Lawrencianum is also bold and
effective, and almost worth growing for its well
marked foliage alone. The new C. Sanderianum
is very curious, its petals resembling the sepals

of some South American Masdevallias. I do not
remember if the use or object of the pouch of

these flowers has yet been discovered, but the
long tails to the flowers are pretty generally

believed to serve as ladders, up which creeping
insects may ascend tothe flowers, theirvisits being,

it is supposed, conducive to cross-fertilisation.

Nearly all the species are of easy culture, espe-

cially the trojiical kind.-*, but this much is not quite

applicable to some of the hardier sorts. C. gut-

tatum and C. macranthum are both a little capri-

cious, while C. japonicum seems perfectly un-
manageable, and the same remark applies to C.
irapeanum, the beautiful golden Mocassin flower

of Mexico. The experience of any grower who
has succeeded with any of the last named kinds
would be very acceptable.

The garden g.\te.—The entrance to the
garden is a matter of some moment, and should
be at least a pleasant "going in," even if not a
strictly beautiful one. In old days the garden
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gate was more thought of than now. Even in the

case of cottage gardens this much is quite evident,

some of the okl entrances of rough timber work,

or masonry, embowered with Roses or Honey-
suckle still remaining to emphasise the fact.

The entrance to the garden should be something

more agreeable and distinctive than a mere hole

in the wall, and the result is easily obtained by
turning an arch of rough stones over the door, or

gate, and elevating the wall above ; or some im-

portance may be given to the wall above the

gate by a suitable coping of tiles or stonework. A
light iron-work gate is sometimes preferable to a

solid door, or a panel of hammered iron may be

let into the upper half of an oaken door with

good effect. It is often a matter of some interest

to know the age of a garden, and when this is

known it may be engraved, simply and boldly,

on a stone, and let in over the gate or door, or a

dial may take its place if the aspect be suitable.

The modern idea of a gilt-faced clock over the

stables scai'cely compensates one for the loss of

the old-fashioned sun-dials which our great grand-

fathers affixed to the sunny gables of their houses

in the days when good, sound building was the

rule. At the garden gate one should get a fore-

taste of what is to come ; it may be wreathed

with Ivy, with Clematis, Honeysuckle, Roses,

Wistaria or Vine, and as so enriched it may be

one of the most beautifully suggestive features of

even the best of country houses.

Verbascum olympicum.—A stately habited bi-

ennial plant, forming a tuft of hoary leaves the

first 3'ear, and during the second throwing up a

tall, many-branched stem of yellow blossoms. It

is very easily reared from seeds gathered and
sown as soon as ripe in the open air. AVhen well

grown, the leaves are 2 feet to 3 feet in length

and 6 inches or more in width, of a soft, velvety,

or fiistian-like texture, and the big rosettes of

thirty or forty of such leaves are very efl'ective

either isolated or grouped in heds or on the

Grass. So far as I know, this is the largest and
most distinct of all the Mullein plants and quite

as useful, medicinally, as the common native

variety. Wherever large-leaved plants of distinct

and noble port are appreciated, this Greek plant

should be grown. I saw it in the Jardin des

Plantes a few weeks ago, planted in the Grass,

where its great hoary leaves showed themselves to

the best advantage. We find the leaves to colour

best in dry poor soil, or in soil to which a good

proportion of lime rubbish has been added. In

very rich or highly manured soils the leaves

grow sappy and of a sage-green tint, but they are

quite silvery on dry sunny banks among lime

rubbish or on a rockery among stones.

Taking notes.—I always recommend young
gardeners to follow a plan which I have pur.sued

tor many years, viz. , the careful noting down in

a pocket-book of all things noteworthy in the

garden. Even now I find my old pocket-books

full of notes, diagrams, and rough sketches ex-

tremely useful for reference from time to time.

I am less of a believer in genius or talent, or in

innate cleverness, than I am in quiet plodding in-

dustry. Genius is the hare which lost, and in-

dustry is the tortoise which won the race, and it

is a lesson young gardeners would do well to

remember. Ah ! but, says my old friend (.^>uibble^,

genius includes everything of which industry is

only a part ! All I can reply is, that I have

known men who could have done anything, in

a month let us say, but who for the lile of

them could not get beyond three week.s, and so

within sight of the winning post they continu-

ally broke down I A steady system of taking

notes is of the utmost help to a gardener, and to

a young one particularly. There have been great

men who never made any memoranda, except

mental ones. The late Mr. Thomas Bras.sey was

a case in point, and in Help's biography of him
he deprecates the system of making notes ; but

circumstances alter cases. Mr. Brassey was a

director who had good assistants under him. He
decided on the evidence they placed before him,

but notes were taken very extensively and accu-

rately by his surveyors and assistants, even if

not by Mr. Brassey's own hand. In the garden,

without a doubt the note-book is of the utmost

value, and some of the most successful of all

gardeners are those who take notes of the origin

and progress of everything under their care.

Employers soon gain confidence in such men,

which is a very important thing—indeed, one of

the most important of all the blessings which a

gardener can enjoy.

Bridal Lilies.—I should like to suggest this

as a short and pretty name for the plants which

we call Pancratiums or Hymenocallis now-a-days

in the garden. Hymenocallis niacrostephana is

the Latin name for one of the most sweet and

beautiful of all stove bulbs just now in bloom.

It is both fragrant and graceful in form, but the

name is a stumbling-block to many. If any

objection be offered to the above as a popular

name, it should be accompanied by a more

euphonius and appropriate one. There is another

point in connection with this plant—a cultural

one—as to which information is desirable. It

grows and blooms here pretty well year after

year ; hut soon after the young leaves push out

they become brown at the edges and at the tips,

and so not only do they look unsightlv, but tlie

bulbs are of course so much the weaker in con-

se(|uence of this loss of leaf surface. As this

disfigurement occurs in Hymenocallis, as grown

side by side with Eucharis and the old Pan-

cratium speciosum, both of which have iieallhy

leafage, I am rather puzzled to know what is

wrong. Other growers have also complained of

this tendency to lose leaves in the way above

described. As seen at their best, there are but

few, if any, other stove bulbs which can compete

with these, so that one is all the more anxious

for their welfare.

I.xiAS AND Sparaxis.—On bright, warm days

in June there is a spangled brilliancy about these

flowers from the Cape which is distinct from

anything else I know. Last autumn we made a

narrow border in front of a flue-heated plant

house. It is but little over a foot in width ; the

soil is light and sandy, well enriched with de-

composed leaf-mould, and the aspect is nearly

due south. We made a mistake in putting in

the bulbs too early, so they started into growth

too soon, and the tips of their leaves were

browned by the frosts of winter and spring.

December would be cjuite early enough to plant,

and they should be at least 6 inches btlow the

surface of the soiL If the bulbs are well ripened

and taken up immediately after the leaves die

down, there is no great difficulty in growing these

lovely flowers. In hot, dry, sandy soils near the

shelter of sunny walls they succeed best, and

aft'ord flowers for cutting in profusion of all

shades of colour. Some of the Sparaxis are even

more easily grown. One variety we have had

outside on an ordinary border for several years.

It is called Angelique, and is white with a sul-

phur throat or centre to the flower, and altogether

reminds one of a Freesia, being very lovely in

the sunshine. Wherever coarse sea sand or

shingle free from salt cjn be obtained, it suits

these bulbs well if mixed liberally with the soil.

A better effect is obtained and these flowers are

more readily managed if they are masked to-

gether. Planted late in a well-drained trench

near a wall having a southern exposure, they are

sure to bloom well the fir.st year at least, and if

taken up at the end of June or July and kept

dry until December, the chances are that they

will continue to do well afterwards.

Veronica.

Flower Garden.

FLORISTS' WORK FOR JUNE.
AuRii'fLAs.—During the last two or three years

we have repotted our Auriculas at two periods,

viz., May and July. Those repotted in May are

now well established in frames behind a north

wall. Sometimes green fly will attack them and
do considerable harm unless speedily removed,

either by brushing it oft' with a small brush or

fumigating the frames in which the plants are with

Tobacco smoke. The latter is the most etfeotual

remedy. The plants not repotted are now ripen-

ing seeds in a house specially set apart for flower-

ing them in. They do not require a very large

supply of water at the roots, but they like plenty

of Iresh air; therefore, keep the lights open night

and day. At this season small seedling plants

must be potted on as they require more room ;

most of the seeds will now have vegetated, and
tlie plants produced thereby will grow rapidly if

kept clean and carefully supplied with rain-water

at the roots; do not water too freely overhead.

Carnations and Piootees.—The lateness or

earliness of the season is generally clearly indi-

cated by the growth of these in pots. In ordinary

seasons it is necessary to take the plants out of

the frames and place sticks to them during the

last days of April or the first week in May ; this

year they needed no attention until the '24th of

May ; Carnations are therefore three or four weeks

later than usual. The ordinary time for Carna-

tions to be in full bloom near London is the 'iOth

of July, but owing to the lateness of the last few

seasons the flowers have been a week or ten days

later than that date. We have about 500 seedlings

planted out, and they are now growing with great

vigour, and each plant promises to produce at

least a hundred blooms. The whole of these with-

stood the winter without a single casualty : where-

as the named varieties from which the seeds were

saved have in many cases succumbed to the spring

frosts. We had, indeed, a hundred plants out in

store-pots, and all but a dozen killed, and those

remaining are greatly crippled. Our whole collec-

tion of plants in pots now occupies an open situa-

tion out of doors. They are set on a hard bottom

of ashes. Cultivators should look over their plants

daily in order to destroy any grubs or caterpillars

that may be eating the flower-buds ; a little To-

bacco powder may be dusted on any parts on which

green fly happens to be clustering. We sow annu-

ally a small portion of Carn.ation and Piootee seeds

about the first week in April ; from these we get

some fine plants, and these we prick out into

shallow boxes about this time, preparatory to being

planted in beds of rich soil. They ought to be set

IS inches apart, and should be planted out by the

third week in June, as that gives them ample time

to get thoroughly established before -ninter ; such

plants are never injured by frost or wet, i.e., if the

ground is well drained.
"" Dahlias should not be planted out until the

month of June. They may be sometimes planted

in May, but not in such a season as this. I like to

put them into li-inch pots in April, and in that size

they may stand until the middle of June, if need

be ; by that time the weather will be sutJiciently

favourable to allow them to be planted out with-

out any check to their growth. They should be

suttieiently moist at the roots before they are

turned out, and they should have some well-pre-

pared light compost placed immediately around

the roots. I like to put the stakes to which they

are to be tied into the ground before planting them

out. See also that they are clean and well inured

to the open air.

Gladioli are now all above ground, and after

the recent heavy rains the surface soil will be

caked and impervious to air; therefore run the
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Dutch hoe through it, and, as we may yet expect

dry, hot weather, a mulching of decayed manure
spread lightly over the surface will prevent evapo-

ration to a considerable extent, and at the same
time keep the particles of soil from again becoming
battered firmly together by heavy rainfalls. Some
vigorous growths may be produced in a slanting

direction: these must be made straight by gra-

dually di-awing them up and fastening them to

some sui)port.

Pansiks are now flowering freely ; but in that

case the plants were wintered in cold frames in

boxes. Pansy beds are also much benefited by
being surface-dressed either with ricli compost
consisting of half manure and loam or leaf-mould

and manure. See that there are no wireworms in

the loam, as these pests are as destructive in a
Pansy bed as tliey are amongst Carnations and
Pinks.

Ti'MPs have been very gay this year, and the

flowers perfect until a lieavy rainfall of 1 i inches

in twenty-four hours played sad havoc amongst
their gaily-tinted blooms. Few flowers can com-
pare with Tulips in richness of colouring or deli-

cacy of pencilling. I refer especially to flamed and
feathered varieties, such as the rich gold-feathered
and flamed crimson-red and maroon bizarres, of

which Commander, or the flamed and feathered
(Jeorge Hayward, the rich yellow and black-
feathered JIasterpiece, or the red and gold Dr.
Hardy or Everard's Bowler are examples. In the
bybliumen section there is the same charming
variety. The best we had this year were Bessie,
maroon and white : Mrs. Jackson, with a black
feather on a pure white ground; David Jackson,
Talisman, and some others. Then there are the
lovely PbOses, amongst which, a perfect empress
was the old Heroine, rich deep rose and purest
white; Lady Sefton, Jlrs. Lomax, Charmer,
Pretty .Jane, and last, but not least. Industry, the
colour of which is almost scarlet laid on the purest
white. We would like to cover the bed in order to
aB'ord them shelter from sun and rain, but it is

not convenient to do so. The seed-pods are all

picked oS', and in ten days the bulbs will be taken
up and stored until planting time comes round in
November.

The Ranunculus bed was not planted until
two months past the usual time, owing to late
frosts and snow. The roots had, on that account,
become shrivelled very much indeed ; but they
were planted early in April, and they have cer-

tainly done remarkably well. They evidently
like a wet season, as, since the recent rains have
come, the growth has been most satisfactory. We
mix with the soil a portion of sandy peat, which
keeps it free and open ; even after the occurrence
of rain the surface is quite loose. A few weeds
have been picked out and the surface lightly
stirred, and we will also surface-dress with short
decayed manure. The Ranunculus thrives well
in cow manure, but it must be free from maggots,
and well decayed. Our Ranunculus bed will not
be in full bloom this year until quite the end
of June.

Chrysan'themujis.—These will need attention
this month. Repotting must be finished at once.
For specimen Pompones use 8i-inch pots, and for
lai-ge flowering varieties 11 -inch. The shoots
should not be stopped after .Fune is out, and the
foundations must bo laid upon which to train
well-formed and natural-looking .specimens. The
great fault of even the best cultivators is over-
training, and as a result unnatural dwarfness;
the shoots are bent and twisted one over each
other until the plants resemble in form the face
of a large old-fashioned watch. Three modes of
training are followed, viz., the watch-face, the
pyramidal, and the standard, to none of which
do the plants take naturally. If a plant posses.ses
a tall branching habit, there is no merit in
showing it as a dwarf ; rather the reverse. The
greatest merit consists in growing the plants in
the shape of a bush, with the shoots well fur-
nished with leaves to the base, and tipped with
large well-formed flowers. Plants intended to
produce large blooms must also have attention.

If not already done, they ought to be potted at

once— single plants into an HA-inch pot, two
into a lO-inch, or three into an 11 -inch or 12.

inch one. Tliey require rather rich compo-st.

Bones ground down to powder and flsh manure
both help to stimulate growth ; one part of de-

cayed manure should be added to three of good
loam. Manure water ought not to be applied to

the roots until the buds are formed.
J. Dorc;LAs.

Petunias in the flower garden.—Petunias,

especially single-flowering kinds, which can easily

be raised from seed every spring like other

annuals, are very showy when in full bloom, but
they are the most easily injured of all flowers by
the weather. A few hours' rain or wind will

blemish them beyond r-ecognition, and it will take

them a long time to regain their beauty and
freshness. Indeed, a bed of Petunias once
tarnished never becomes so pretty again. If con-

stant pegging down is not resorted to, the shoots

are soon broken, and, worst of all, they do not

produce a display during the whole season. If

the plants happen to be at their best in July they
will not be worth looking at in September, and at

their best they will not be really gay for more
than four or flve weeks. Those, therefore, who
wish their beds and borders to be full of flowers

from June to November must not plant Petunias.
—Cambrian.

Phacelia campanularia.—This is one of Dr.

Asa (iray's hardy annuals, introduced by Mr.
Thompson, of Ipswich. Lovers of really blue
flowers will be glad to learn that this is a lovely

jilant, and a valuable addition to flowers of that

favourite colour. In habit plants of it bear some
resemblance to Whitlavia grandiflora. My plants

on a south border, raised fi-om seed sown early in

the spring, are now blooming, although not more
than .3 inches in height. The leaves are some-
what heavily veined and bear no inconsiderable
resemblance to Begonia leaves, but are, of course,

smaller. The flowers are cup-shaped, about the
size of Nemophila insignis, but the edges of the
petals are slightly reflexed. In colour they are as

intense a blue as that of Salvia patens. There-
fore, this plant gives us in the form of a thoroughly
hardy annual a gloriously rich colour, and one far

too rare amongst annuals. No doubt it will come
much finer if sown in rich soil than it is with me.
The seed is rather small, and should be sown
thinly in very shallow drills to enable cleansing to

be done. I shall endeavour to grow some from
seed in pots next autumn and preserve them
through the winter. Its willingness to bloom in

spring leads one to infer that it will be useful for

spring gardening.—A. D.

Home-grown i\ imported fiower-roots.—
It is the fashion now-a-days to look on imported
roots of all kinds as being superior to those of

home growth, but during the last few years I have
frequently seen such grand examples of home-
grown Lilies of the Valley and other roots of a
similar kind, that my liking for those of foreign

growth has somewhat diminished. I see, indeed,

no reason why we should not be able to supply
our own wants with very many things for which
we have been in tlie habit of looking to foreigners.

Norfolk is celebrated for its home-grown Valley
Lilies ; therefore, why should the warmer counties

of tlie south be less successful? The demand for

flowers is still on the increase, but in order to

compete successfully with all comers, cheaper me-
thods of jiroduction must be the rule, and to those

who are looking about for an opening in the
flower-root trade I would commend the production
of Valley Lilies, that can be brought to the greatest
perfection in this country.—J. G., Jlanti.

Papaver bracteatum.—I have a big clump,
consisting of perhaps twenty or more strong
plants of this Poppy, nearly all varying slightly in

form of growth, or of leafage, or size and hue of

the flowers, yet all true enough. \Vhilst some
flowers are orange-scarlet, others approach the
deep crimson-red hue of P. umbrosum. It would
seem as if P. orientale were a product of these two

kinds, but I do not know whether they would cross

and produce seeds. As P. bracteatum can be so

easily obtained from seed, I am surprised that

such a grand border flower is not found in every

garden where space can be had for it. It is a fine

companion plant to the I'a-onies, and much more
easily and cheaply raised. Blooms measuring
inches across the petals must be effective. 1 sow

the seed of this Poppy under glass both early in

spring and soon after the seed is ripe in summer.
\Vhen up, the young plants are dibbled out into a

nursery bed, where they remain until strong

enough to bed out for blooming. Very probably

the seed would germinate also readily enough in

the open ground ; but as I do not raise a large

quantity of plants, I find a shallow pan or box to

hold ample seed for my jnirpose, and growth in

this way is both quick and sure. —A. D.

CEMETERY GARDENING.
In an admirable essay read before the Massa-

chusetts Horticultural Society, Mr. J. G. Barker
gave his views as to cemetery gardening, which

may be briefly summed ap as follows ;

—

1. There should be perfect security and perma-

nence in the title and against intrusion.

2. Insuring peaceful (juiet and perfect repose to

all who may be brouglit within the sacred limits.

3. The landscape should embrace a diversified

surface of land and water.

4. The area should be covered with green turf

in broad stretches.

5. Shaded by umbrageous trees, singly distri-

buted at intervals or in open groups.

6. And reaching on either side to masses of

foliage of different hues, deciduous or evergreen,

accoiding to the situation. The outside boun-

darii s should be concealed by these, and at the

same time, from various commanding eminences,

open and unobstructed vistas across the demesne
and to distant objects of interest should be care-

fully preserved.

7. Easy access to all parts of the ground should

be provided by smooth hard roads and paths, kept

in perfect order.

8. Above all, we should enjoin severe simplicity

and strictly good taste in the decoration of the

graves and the mementoes offered to the dead

.

9. In the modern rural cemetery we want no
selfish repellent and obtrusive fences as enclosures

to our lots, ever decaying and ever reminding us

of the egotistical claims and pretensions of indi-

viduals in this common meeting place of rich and
poor, where all of us, from the highest to the

lowest, are at last reduced to a common level and
to a condition in which there is and should be no
respect of persons.

10. Lastly, and in connection with the senti-

ments already presented, as aiipropriate accompa-

niments and conditions of the sacred precincts of

the cemetery, let us caiefully avoid another great

danger that is incurred in our desire to pay due
respect to the memory of our dead ; let us avoid

making such a sacred spot appear to be only one

vast advertisement of the stonecutter's thriving

trade. Instead of the constant repetition of

granite and marble, shaft and obelisk, or preten-

tious mausoleum or cenotaph, some will prefer a
mass of native rock, partially faced, it may be,

for an in.scription. Others, again, will prefer to

mark " the spot most dear of all the earth beside "

by planting a memorial tree to indicate the last

resting place of their dear departed friends.-

-

Ganhntr'f Monthly.

Funeral wreaths.—I am glad to be able to

agree heartily with " Veronica " on the subject of

floral wreaths and crosses at funerals. A custom
overdone often brings its own condemnation. A
few flowers or even sprigs of foliage u|)on the

coffin is quite a different matter, and should be en-

couraged. Not only should the floral ottering be

emblematic, but its bestowal should be purely

personal. Of course, all could not give from their

own gardens, as too many have neither gardens
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nor flowers, but in most cases a mere handful is

not difficult to obtain, and if only by purchase,

then be it so. A modern reformed funeral devoid

of the now stereotyped wreaths and crosses would
hardly lack sweetness or picturesqueness did each

one [iresent carrj- a lithle bunch of something leafy

or floral to cast as an offering upon tlie colKn of

the departed. Casting flowers upon the coffin,

even though they be presently buried, is more de-

sirable than leaving wreaths and crosses upon tlie

grave to wither and decay. Planting growing
plants that will produce beautiful flowers upon
graves is a pleasant custom and one that cannot
be too strongly advocated. Tending them is a

labour of love; they are always emblematic of

the " hope which springs eternal in the human
breast," and they enliven with their sweetness

and beauty the habitation of the dead.—A. D.

NOTES OX HARDY PLANTS.
Arenaria pvirpurascens.— Respecting this

there is often much disappointment. The colour

of its flowers scarcely comes up to one's expecta-

tion. There is certainly a trace of purple in them,
but it is very faint. I have, however, seen better

coloured flowers in other gardens, though on
plants, if I am not mistaken, from the same stock

as my own. If that were so, it is clear that the

colour of the flowers varies according to cultural

conditions.

Haberlea rhodopensis.—I have a small plant

of this now beautifully in flower, and truly

lovely it is. By the side of it the various

Ramondias are positively coarse looking, and,

compared with them, it is a quick grower and not

at all so particular as to soil or position. It seems
to make itself perfectly at home in a potful of

peaty soil, stood or plunged in Cocoa-nut fibre

and placed in a west, east, or even north aspect,

in all of which, however, it should never want for

moisture. It seems grateful for a thickish top-

dressing of Cocoa-nut fibre in a decomposing
state, which keeps it both cool and moist. Under
these conditions the plant now in flower has been
placed, and it has also been the parent of some
two dozen other plants during the past two
years. Tlie prevailing tint of the flowers is pale

lavender.

Gentiana acaulis.—Though common, this is

one of the most beautiful of all Gentians, and one

which, when raised from seed, varies consider-

ably. This, too, it does in its wild home. These
variations have such distinctive features as short-

ness of the tube, a less sized flower than the type,

and wider at the end of the bell ; as regards

colour, too, the distinctions are even more re-

markable. One I have is more intensely blue

than the type, and perhaps a little larger and
broader at the mouth of the bell. The pale,

almost sky-blue, varieties are, however, the most
striking. The midrib of each division of the

corolla is beautifuUyspottedon apale greenground,

and this shade is slightly varied in all my seed-

lings. Another distinction is that of leaf colour

and size. The paler flowered plants have very

pale foliage and less in size than that of the type.

The plants to which I refer were raised fi'om a

broadcast sowing of imported seed, and there

can, I think, be little doubt that they represent

to some extent the varieties seen by those who go
to see this Gentian in its native habitat.

Double - flowered Saxifraga granulata.—
Common as this .Saxifrage is, it is always greatly

admired, but it can hardly be said to be a plant

perfectly capable of taking care of itself in all

gardens. In some districts, especially on lime, it

increases like a weed, but in others where it is not

so satisfactoiy it need not give much trouble if

looked to at the proper time. As soon as the

leaves have turned brown take up the granules

and gently shake them in a little dry sharp sand,

leaving them in it for three or four days in a dry

and sunny situation. They may then be sown
about '2 inches deep in light soil with little fear as

to the results. Thus treated, the points which
one seems to gain are those of drying off or ripen-

ing the little tubers, the freeing of them from

ground pests, and the securing for them a change

of soil. All this is not absolutely needful even in

gardens in which it does not naturally thrive, but

what I can say from experience is, that when so

treated it produces magnificent flowers on very

strong stems.

Dr. Stewart's Aquilegia.—Not only can I

verify all that has been said as to the beauty of

this hybrid, but I may add that it is a fortnight

earlier than any other Aquilegia in my garden.

This is important, not only because it thus secures

for itself an immunity from cross-fertilisation, but

it practically lengthens the Aquilegia season by a

fortnight, and that by a lovely form. Some seed-

lings kindly sent me by Dr. Stewart have proved

to be robust growers, and in their second year's

growth about half of them have flowered. It is

practically a form of the big-flowered A. glandu-

losa, and, like that species, produces its flowers

very sparingly ; they are, however, most effective

and very persistent.

Anemone palmata.—This seems happier no-

where than in little pots. Plants of it grown
singly when established two years show their

radical leaves, involucre, and rich tawny yellow

scapes to perfection. The sepals of this flower

are so glistening and so closely set, that they

ditler very much from those of other yellow species

of the same order, and which are rather too Butter-

cup-like in eflect. The fine finish and shape of

this Anemone are its distinguishing points. When
grown in pots they should be kept out of doors,

but plunged in sand, ashes, or some such material.

If this is not done, the delicate roots of this plant

can have no cliance whatever. It may seem an

undesirable way to cultivate a hardy plant com-
pared with that of placing it on open rockwork
or in a border, and I do not wish to say that it

may not be grown as well and even better so

than in pots; but the chief recommendation of

pot cultivation is that it can be so grown in perfect

character, and its beauty can be better examined
than when planted out. On rockwork it likes

sunsliine, provided there are also a deep rich loam
and plenty of moisture.

Primula Kusbyi.—This is in flower with me
for the first time, and although I grow about
ninety species and distinct varieties, were I com-
pelled to grow but half-a-dozen I would choose

this for one of them. The plant itself has an erect

habit and a longish leaf sharply toothed ; the

scape is somewhat slender compax-ed with the size

of the foliage and mealy near the top, the meal
or farina becoming thicker as it nears the calices.

The flowers, which are sweet-scented, are bright

purplish red of a peculiar hue, and have a distinct

yellow eye encircled with darker purple. Some
half-dozen plants of it have been tested as to

their hardiness—one or two in the open, the re-

mainder in a cold frame, which has always had
air left on it. Those in the frame were several

times frozen solid in tlieir pots, and I therefore

assume that those, equally with the others in the

open, can stand very low temperatures. There is

yet the question of moisture to be settled, and I

am of opinion that the drier-kept plants in the

frame broke into growth with greater vigour than
the others.

Gentiana verna.—After another year's obser-

vation, I am more than ever convinced that, in

order to get this plant established in broad
heallhy groups, we should allow flowering plants

of it to seed and self-sow themselves, at .first j^re-

paring a bit of suitable soil around the parent
plant, and afterwards keeping the space clear of

other plants. Where these conditions have been
provided, or have occurred accidentally, I find

stout seedlings springing up by the score, and
in every way more satisfactory than introduced
plants. The sort of soil in which the seed seems
to germinate most freely is that composed of half-

dec.xyedleaf mould, loam and sandstone grit. This
mixture seems capable of holding filenty of mois-

ture, and it never gets hard. It cannot be said

that these conditions are difficult to imitate, but
even if they were, I find that seed of this Gentian

grows freely otherwise, provided it is not dis-

turbed and the surface is kept clear of other

plants. For instance, where this Gentian flow-

ered near some pots of Trientalis europ;ea and
Saxifraga Jlacnabiana, Gentian seedlings are now
growing apace in their pots.

Mimulus cupreus is another common and
quick-growing plant as eft'ective as it is beautiful,

and which in any position, except a dry one, may
be relied on to produce hundreds of fine red, al-

most crimson, flowers. It is a rapid grower, as

lias just been stated, and if that be taken into

account when a position is allotted to it, both
bright foliage and brilliant flowers will be the

result.

Anemone vernalis.—Many find this beautiful

little spring Windflower somewhat difficult to

establish ; with the utmost care I have always
lost a considerable percentage of both ottsets and
seedlings by transplantation. Latterly I have
thought that we set them too deeply, for the leaf-

stalks at their junction with the collar have been
fleshy and also broad, each almost clasping the

plant, and as the leaves are naturally persistent,

it seemed that they .should not be so deep in the

soil as to be prematurely rotted. Moreover, strong

plants in the open get well above the surface and
show a somewhat woody stem. In addition to these

premises, I may add that my recent experience

has rather favoured these views, for I obtain

better results by exposing a little root than allow-

ing the green parts to dip into the soil.

Lychnis alpina var. lapponica.—This is, at

present, one of the most brilliantly flowered and
eft'ective of alpines. It differs from the type in

having more foliage and in being altogether

stronger in growth. The flowers, too, are borne
in larger clusters and on taller stems. A plant

only 3 inches or 4 inches across may often be seen

with a spreading set of flower-stems, numbering
from five to eight and not more than as many
inches high. Few plants are better adapted for

rockwork than this is or for somewhat oft-handed

treatment, because it not only endures, but
flourishes in a dry situation ; it is all the better,

however, for a rich soil, and if it is one that will

not bake, little trouble will be experienced, for

self-sown seedlings will appear all round the

parent plant. This is more important than may
at first appear, because theie is something of a
biennial character about the variety, and it is not

so readily propagated by division as some plantsare.

Asarum europseum, or the old Asarabacca,
is a plant which ought to receive more attention

than it gets. It will grow anywhere and with-

stand the roughest of treatment, and, notwith-

standing that it will favour us with its bright

shining dark green foliage all ,the year round ;

this, in itself, is valuable, Evergreens having a rich

and warm effect in M'inter ; but when we take
into account the remarkably neat habit of this

Asarum, we may find hundreds of uses for it to

which less beautiful plants are often put ; for

instance, as an edging plant to a shady walk I

know nothing to equal it. It is prettier than
Ivy and does not give half the trouble. Even in

exposed positions it behaves well, whilst as a rock

plant for filling in between large stones in quantity
no neater subject could be had. So characteristic

is the foliage of this plant, that we can w-ell aflbrd

to forego its curiously dusky and hidden flowers.

In order to get a quantity of it for either of the
purposes suggested, it is only needful to sow the

seed broadcast on a bed of vegetable mould and
keep it free from weeds, or \\here a few large

pieces exist they may be taken up, divided, and
replanted late in the summer, and by the follow-

ing spring they will begin to be effective.
° ' "

^ ^
.1. W.

Solomon's Seal scented.—My clumps of this

are always beautifully scented, and I was not
aware that there was anything unusual about the
fai-t. It is not the eflect of peat in my case, as

it is growing in rather heavy moist soil on a
north border among double Marsh Marigolds,

yellow Water Flags, Forget-me-nots, double
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Meadow Saxifrage, Canlamines, I'rimroses, and
similar vegetation. Eacli stem of the Solomon's
Seal, of which there are about fourteen, measures
nearly a yard from the ground to the tip, so that

I think tiie variety is that known as Polygonatum
multitlorum majus. Still, a smaller variety which
1 once had bore flowers with just the same scent.

—T. J. W.
This, which I will assume to be the same as

that referred to by " L>. T. F." (p. .">30),has been sent

to me by my friend Dr. Browne. I cannot say what
it may be, but it surely cannot be even a variety of

Solomon's Seal, from which it difl'ers in every way.
In the first place, the height of my S]iecinien is

but 8 inches. The flowers, which are nearly all

solitary, are produced from the leaf-a.xil.s, and
very short in the stalk. They are as large as
those on the common Solomon's Seal, but wliiter

and more inflated. They are prettily striped and
tip|)ed with glaucous green similar to that of the
foliage. Their fragrance, which is delightful, is

in the way of tliat of the Lily of the ^' alley. 'The
leaves are nearly oval, the largest being scarcely
2 inches long, evenly arranged all the length of

the plant, and the stems slightly arch.—J. \V.

Aquilegia glandulosa.—This is, in my esti-

mation, the queen of Columbines, and it is also the
earliest. The flowers are pale blue and white and
the spurs long and handsome. AVliilst so many of

the later Aquilegias reach a height of 30 inches,
and in good soils even more, glandulosa is content
to bloom exquisitely at a height of 18 inches. A
neighbour who saw this Columbine for the flrst

time is anxious to learn whether it woulil answer
for pot culture; but although I cannot fully en-
lighten him, I have no doubt whatever that it

would do well so treated. I know that in a cool
house planted out it is sitigularly beautiful.

—

A. D.

Aralia Sieboldi.—This and also its variegated
variety are plants that thrive under conditions
that would prove fatal to most plants. Their
only fault i,s getting leggy, owing to their
liability to lose their lower leaves. No plant
giown is, however, more readily rejuvenated than
this Aralia, and as soon as it gets unsightly we
cut it down close to the ground, put the tops in
as cuttings, and treat the old stumps as we would
Pelargoniums when cut down, viz., keep them
rather dry until fresh shoots are produced. The
roots are then shaken out and repotted in quite
small pots, and in a short time good dwarf plants
are the result. If it is desired to greatly increase
the stock, the stems may be cut up into lengths
and plunged in the soil. They soon strike root in
a brisk heat, and make pretty jilants in one
season. I may add, too, that old plants seed
freely under glass ; I have now a fine lot of see<l-
lings from home-saved seed, but out of doors,
although this Aralia flowers freely, it does so too
late to perfect seed.—J. G. H.

Garden Flora.

SHOUT NOTES.—FLOWER.
Lily of the Valley.— I have a bed of this eight years

old, full uf leaf, but the plants do not flower freely ; what
ought to be done to make them flower well ne.xt year?—
GK.VSSENDALK.

•«* Go over the bed now .and ptdl up the weakest of the
growths where crowded

; then give the bed a thorough soaking
of liquid manure, and let the fuli.ge and crowns be exposed
to the sun throughout the summer. Thus tre,ated, the plants
will soon improve and flower freely. It is a mistake to have
beds of Valley Lilies too full of leaves, and it is very impor-
tant tliat the growths be exposed to the sun, more especially
in autumn.— J. Mi.ir.

Myosotis dissitiaora splendens. -This is very
superior to the type, a remark which also applies to Silene
rubin-ima compacta ; the latter is exceedingly handsome
and not more thin 2i inches high It is truly named
compacta. In order to keep a stock of it true, seeds should
be saved only from the best pLants, as there are sure to be a
few stragi;lerp. Irises and Paionies are both now very beau-
tiful

; Plantain Lilies are also in flower, aad are very useful
in a cut state.—W. A. Cook.

Silvery-leaved plants. -Will .\ou kindly name the
b.-5t3ilverylu:ived hardy winter bedding plants that retain
tlieir colour, and do not grow more thau alio\it 1 foot high ''

—yiirsrKuii:R.

*, Santolina tomentosa, Veronica inoaua, Stachys lan,at;i,
Cerastiuiu tomentosum and Silver variegated Thyme will
doubtless answer your purpose.—Ep.

PLATE 648.

HARDY AZALEAS.
(with a plate of two new VARIETIES.*)

At this season many a garden is lit up with
the brilliant tints of that invaluable class of

shrubs ])opulai-ly known as American plants.

Commonest among these is undoubtedly the

Rhododendron, a grand evergreen shrub. Then
conies the Azalea, which, though it lacks the

noble growth which characterises the Rhodo-
dendron, is certainly not behind it in point of

lieauty ; many, indeed, think it matchless among
flowering shrubs, the colours of its flowers being
so varied and striking, and owing to the brandies
being arranged in tabulated tiers and held out
horizontally in a charming way the blossoms are

set off to good advantage. In order to see hardy
Azaleas in their fullest beauty one must visit old

gardens or nurseries where they have heen
planted two or three generations ago ; they are

not remarkable for rapid growth, and do not
assume their peculiar habit or contour until they
are many years of age. In such gardens as those

at Coolhurst, Belvoir, and Highclere, and in the

famous Surrey nurseries, Azaleas may be found
which lor size and beauty would astonish those

who have not seen these shrubs in their best

state. To assert, as some do, that the Azalea is

a neglected shrub is perhaps incorrect, but it is

Azalea uudiflora.

not nearly so commonly planted as the Rhodo-
dendron. 7et this cannot be because it is

ilittleult to grow. On the contrary, there is

scarcely a soil in which hardy Azaleas will not
thrive, although, as a matter of course, they
delight most in a sandy peat such as that in
which Rhododendrons luxuriate.

The history of the hardy Azaleas in English
gardens dates back as far as 1734, in which year
the three American species which have been
chiefly instrumental in producing the present
race of hybrids were introduced presumably by
one Peter Collinson, to whom we are indebted
for the first introduction of so many American
trees and shrubs. These three species were A.
nudillora, A. viscosa, and A. calendulacea, all

\'ery beautiful and very prone to variation in

their wild state. These species bore scarlet,

white, pink, red, and variegated flowers; in short,

every shade of Azalea colour except yellow, and
it was not till the introduction of the Pontic
Azalea, A. pontica, or Rhododendron Havum, as
it is also called, in 1793, that yellow was infused
into Azaleas. It is not a little singular that
while the home of A. pontica is, as it were,
near at hand, the species from across the Atlantic
7ere introduced sixty years earlier. With such
niaterial at command and a natural propensity
in the plants themselves to intercross, hybridists
had a good starting-point; consequently, in a
comparatively short time there were hundreds of

hybrid varieties of Azalea in English gardens.
When the present century was still in its teens
large numbers of sorts were raised and sold at

the celebrated Hammersmith nurseries of Lee
and Kennedy, who were the first, so Loudon
say.s, to produce them in this country. After-
wards Azalea raising and growing was taken up
by Messr.s. Osborn, of Fiilham, where, till within
a few years ago, there were bushes of Azalea a
hundred years old, and Ijy the Messrs. Waterer,
of Knap Hill and Bagshot, where, as well a? in

Belgium, at the present time many bushes exist

whose youth is beyond the recollection of the

Azalea calendulacea.

"oldest inhabitant." It would he a difficult as
well as usehss task to attempt to trace the history
of even tie finest and most distinct of the
hundreds of varieties that have received names.
It is equally difiioult to find in a collection the
typical species possessing the characters which
they exhibit in a wild state ; nor are these wild
species so desirable as the hybrids which have
gained much by the blending of different colours
and habits. Tluis the swamp Honeysuckle (A.
nudifl(jra), which has flowers of various colours,

bears them on naked branches before the leaves

;

whereas by crossing it with hiter flowering kinds
like pontica and calendulacea, its flowers have
been induced to open at the same time as the
foliage. The upright Honey.suckle (A. viscosa),

again, is naturally a midsummer flowi rer, hut its

hybrids bloom early in .Tune with the rest. The
flowers of viscosa are clammy, and this peculiarity

may be traced in all its hybrids. IMore varieties

are said to have been raised I'rom A. viscosa than
from any other. Fifty years ago Loddiges'

catalogue euumerateil 107 with Latin names, and
many others have been raised since that time.

A. pontica, as before said, was instiumental in

imparting yellow colours to the hybrids, and

' Drawn in Mr. -inthony Waterer's nursery at Knap Hill,
Woking, in Jvuie.

Az.dea jjcutica.

moreover, its flowers being naturally larger than
those of others, the hybrids, having pontica for

one of its parents, became larger and larger until

now we have the large and highly coloured race,

of which two of the most beautiful are herewith
figured. To the Marigold-flowered Azalea, as

A. calendulacea is called, we owe all those bril-

liant orange-red and copper-coloured varieties,

which many think the loveliest of all. It is con-

sidered by American liotanists to be the hand-
somest shrub in North America. It grows from
i feet to feet high, and always forms a spreading
bush with tabulated branches. There is a very
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beautiful and distinct hylirid from A. calendu-
l^cea, calleil Murteri, which though raised years
ago keeps distinct to this day.

Ghent Azaleas is the collective name given
to all hardy Azaleas, on account of many, per-
haps the largest number, having been raised in

Belgium, but, as before mentioned, the work has
also been carried on in this country, and notably
at Highclere, where at one time the hybrids
numbered about fifty, and were known as the
Highclere hybrids. At the present time the
work of Azalea raising is confined to a few nur-
series, the chief being
that at Knap Hill,

where one may see

thousands of seedlings

in flower at the pre-

sent time. These dif-

fer from the older set

of varieties chiefly in

possessinggreater sub-

stance of petal am'
larger and more sym-
metrically shaped
blooms. About a

dozen years ago Mr.
Waterer obtained a
distinct break in this

direction, and sm< e

then he has worked
upon it, the result

being a group of

hybrids much supe
rior to the older soitb

a great gain if a race of hybrids could be obtained

between this and the Ghent Azalea', but up to

the present there have been no results, although
some hybridists a.ssert that they have been suc-

cessful in crossing the two groups. For years Jlr.

Anthony Watei'er has tried to intercross them,
but has f;iiled

; he, however, still hopes to succeed.

There is no need here to speak of other hardy
Azaleas which have had no relation to the hybrids
in (juestion, as 'hey have already been described

in The Garden (Vol. XF.) by Mr. W. B.

Hemsley.

^

There is now a long
list of Knap Hill
hylirids, and tliese

with new Continental
and old sorts make a
collection of about
130 kinds.

The double va-
rieties, of which nar-

cissitlora wits one of the first,now form a numerous
group, and in the Knap Hill Nurseries there is a
selection of a dozen very fine sorts. They are per-

fectly double, but as yet no very brilliant colours
have been obtained. These double kinds last con-
siderably longer in bloom than the singles, and
they are also well adapted for forcing into bloom
early, for which purpose they are grown in the
form of dwarf bushes.

Azalea mollis, or, to be more accurate, A.
sinensis, is a very charming Azalea, which during
the past few years has added much beauty to our
spring-flowering shrubs. It was introduced from
China many years ago, but there was not much
variation from the original salmon-red colour till

lately. Now there is a wide variation of colour

from very pale yellow through orange and orange-

red to deep pink. Being larger in flower and
e.vtremely floriferous, A. mollis and its varieties

are greatly admired by everyone. It would be

Azale.a mollis.

CuLTUKE AND POSITION.—There is little to be
said in reference to the culture of hardy Aza-
leas. They delight in moist peaty soil or

sandy loam, and, knowing this, no one would
attempt to grow tlieni in a heavy soil, or in one
in which chalk predominates, for, like the

Rhododendron, Azaleas abhor all limestone.

They thrive in sun or shade provided the soil

is moist. As to pcj.sition, they look best and
thrive best when planted by themselves in iso-

lated groups away from Evergreens of every kind,

but they always have a fine effect when viewed

against a green background ; hence they are
often planted as a frin.u'e to a dense shrubbery.
They dislike a mi.xed .shrubbery, or to be
smothered in any wa}', but when old they are
able to hold their own against other things.

In many old gardens one sees them growing
vigorously under the shade of large trees, and
they never display their beauty to such advan-
tage as when in such a position, as subdued
light seems to intensify the brilliancy of their
colours. No garden of any importance should
be without some at least of these lovely shrubs,
and it is to be hoped that the plate herewith
given will tend to awaken an interest in them.

W. G.

WORK DONE IN WEEK ENDING JUNE 8.

JCNE 2 AND 3.

Fine; but summer temperature is yet lacking, and
tender flower garden plants are still kept in sheltered

places, but we have nearly

finished planting other kinds,

as all other outside work has
been left in favour of getting

on with this, for until it is

quite finished we always feel

unable to make headway with
other work, of which, unfortu-

nately, there is now an over-

plus in every department.
At present we are in the

same predicament with re-

gard to housework. Grape
thinning puts the veto on
every description of work,
other than that which must
be done, namely, ailing and
watering. Lady Downes, Ali-

cante, and late Hamburgbs
we have now in hand, as we
consider it to be a useless ex-

Iiaustion of the productive
powers of the Vine to only
half tbin the bunches by
what is called the first thin-

ning, but which with us is

first and last combined, be-

cause we thin out so hardly as

to render second thinningsun-
necessary, except that some-
times a tew small berries

may re^piire to be cut out.

Alnwick Seedling and Mus-
cats, that, as a rule, ha\'e a large percentage of im-
perfectly fertilised, and therefore small, berries, are
thinned last, so as to be sure that the smaller berries

get cut out. Grapes ripe we now keep cool, and well
aired night and day, fine netting being placed over
the openings to keep out mice and birds ; atmospheric
moisture is not withdrawn, only reduced.

June 4 and 5.

Both days have been ""arm, with a fair amount
of sunshine, and having G^ne all flower garden plant-
ing that it is at present tdvisable to do. our time has
been devoted to cleaning up the attendant litter that
is inevitable to bedding out, to mulching with Cocoa
fibre such plants as did not transplant with balls of

earth, and to pegging down Tropieolums, Gnapha-
liums. Petunias and Verbenas, and to tying to sticks,

Fuchsias, Abutilons, Grevilleas, &c. Wall fruit trees,

Pears and Peaches in p-articular, wanted and have
had attention, the former as to the cutting back of

shoots and training in young growths to completely
furnish the wall. Cordons have been cut back to the
second joint of new shoots, and the leaders tempora-
rily tacked into position. The fruit on most trees is

being thinned naturally, and, from present appear-
ance, there will be little of that for us to do, a con-
trast to last year, when we had to go over the trees for

that purpose several times. Pea'jhes have, in this

particular, changed places with the Pears, as we have
been pulling them off in quantity, and pinched out
the points of strong shoots with a view of inducing
uniformity of growth over the entire tree ; sublaterals

on all shoots we have pinched hard b.ick, and the
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longest shoots, fruit-bearers of next year, are being

nailed in to the wall. The unusually heavy rainfall

has been all in favour of fruit trees generally, and
I never knew them more free from blight or the

growth finer, and they are worthy of every effort

being m^de to keep tliem in the same satisfactory

state. Small fruits are just as good, Strawberries

being extra grand ; our plots are always mulched in

winter with a thick coating of good manure ; the raius

have cleaned this ; strawing down is not needed, but

hand-weeding is being done preparatory to putting

over the bird-protecting netting. To preserve

Cherries, netting has to be put on before there is the

least ?ign of colouring, and it is necessary to use

small sticks to prop out the netting a sufficient dis-

tance from the branches to keep the birds when
lighting on the netting from reaching the fruit.

Work in the houses has yet all to be subservient to

Urapd thinning ; little else has been done besides this

other than the weekly scrub up. Cut all ripe fruit

of Melons
;
got out soil and put in new in readiness

for another batch, which will be planted soon as the

soil is warmed through. Early Peaches as ripened

are gathered and put in cool fruit-room, whicli both

improves their flavour and preserves them for a long

time. It is the same in respect of Melons and Pines,

but Figs do not relish such a change and soon damp
off. Pinched out the weak shoots of Chrysanthemums

;

two, and in some cases three, of the strongest are left

to grow on. Bush plants have nearly all had their

second stopping of shoots, and are being put in flower-

ing pots (9inch ones) as fast as the pressure of other

duties will allow.

JUXE 7 AND 8.

At last we are having real summer weather, and
we have made a start to plant out tender bedding
plants. Coleuses, Iresines, and a few Alternantheras
are already out, so are Dahlias, preference being given

to single varieties, intermixed with which we have
planted Marguerites in variety, and also the cardi-

nalis section of herbaceous Lobelias. Abutilons, Cannas,
Solauums, Tobaccos, Sunflowers, and large growing
succulents are also now being planted. The recent

long-continued rains have produced a fine crop of

weeds, and these two sunny days we have been busy
amongst them with the hoes. Potatoes, Peas, Onions,

Carrots, Parsnips, and between Currants and Goose-
berry bushes have all been hoed. Sowed Peas, and
between the rows—which are 7 feet apart—planted
out Artichokes and Autumn Giant Cauliflowers

:

gathered first Peas—Ringleader—and also dug the

first Potatoes—Myatt's A.shleaf—which have been
grown on a warm south border. Besides Grape thin-

ning, no work other than the usual daily routine has
been done in the houses. H.vnts.

FBTTITS UNDER GLASS.
CuEIililKS.

Houses in which Cherries are ripe must now be kept
dry, airy, and cool, and such kinds as May Duke,
Early flivers, and Black Tartarian may be slightly

shaded for a few hours on bright days. ]Cltou and
Bigarreau Napoleon, two of our best main crop
varieties, cannot well have too much sun, at least

until they are rpiite ripe, and then, unless the house
is very bright and the trees are sparsely furnished
with foliage, they will keep fresh and plump until the
first-named are fit for gathering from open walh.
Early trees from which the fruit has been gathered
should be well washed to cleanse and refresh the
foliage when fine sunny mornings or evenings, after

this date, favour the introduction of the syringe.
The root-i must also be looked to, as we still have a
long season —in fact, a whole summer before us, and
the premature ripening of the leaves and buds may
lead to serious consequences in the autumn. Water
in moderation must therefore be given to the borders
in which the roots of these particular trees are
located, and more mulching may be added to prevent
the escape of moisture. AVhere pot trees are grown
they must be removed to the open air as the fruit is

gathered, well washed with the garden engine, and
plunged to the rims in sheltered, but open, situations,

where they can be regularly tended with water.
Trees in very small pots are sometimes shifted into
others a size or two larger, and are then allowed to

re-establish themselves before they are taken out-

Old trees, on the other hand, which require turning

out and reducing to make room for fresh compost and
new crocks in the same sized pots cannot be so

treated, as the check before they have completed

their growth might prove too severe. Thsse, then,

should be plunged with the general stock, well

watered, and washed, and operated upon as soon as

the buds are properly formed and the foliage shows
signs of maturity. All Cherry houses ought to be

built with loose or portable sash roofs, which can be
taken off as soon as the last fruit is gathered, and
those intended for early forcing should be arranged

for planting the trees in internal borders.

Plums.

When the early varieties are ripe the house must
be carefully netted to keep out birds, and the treat-

ment of the trees wjU in no particular differ from

that Idid down for ripe Cherries. Where large collec-

tions, including early, midseason, and late varieties,

are grown, it is a good plan to leave all the earliest

and a portion of the next section in pots, as they can

then be removed to cool, snug quarters, where they

will be safe from enemies and wet, and maintain a

steady succession until fruit is ripe on walls. The
late sorts, it is hardly necessary to say, must be kept

under glass, as the Golden Drop, the late Gages, and
the old, but rarely met with, Imperatrice, require an
abundance of sua and jjlenty of time to finish them
properly. Plums by bushels and tons are ready long

before these sorts are fit for use, but once properly

ripened and kept until they begin to shrivel, nothing

from the open air can touch them either in appear-

ance or flavour. I have often stated that a good
selection of home-grown trees can be prepared for

indoor fruiting at very little expense without the aid

of glass. Clean straight maidens, bought in say

November, potted, plunged, and mulched, or planted

out on an open quarter, will make good fruit-btaring

trees in two years, when they will be fit for forcing

or the cold orchard house. If potting on arrival is

decided upon, the pots will require lifting occasionally

to prevent the roots from striking into the borders,

and trees that are planted out should be lifted and
replanted after the roots have been shortened each

autumn until they are wanted for potting. Plenty
of water and an occasional dash with the syringe in

dry weather will be all the roots and foliage require,

and incessant pinching throughout the summer mi>nths

will lay the foundation of cordon-like pyramids
thickly set with spurs. Trees got in last autunni will

now be growing freely, and every shoot with the

exception of the leaders must be pinched the first

time at the fifth leaf, afterwards at the second or

third, to induce the formation of spurs near home.
Spider and greenfly are the chief enemies to Plums
when in growth, but these can be obliterated by an
occasional washing with soapsuds or a solution of

Gi-hurst compound.

The OucHAiiD House.

The successful forcer of early varieties of Peaches
and Nectarines will soon be looking for a satisfactory

return for his patience and labour. Having so often

pointed out the importance of a constant supply of

good liquid food, it is hardly likely that the trees

have been allowed to suffer, as we have not hitherto

had a drying or burning season. On the other hand,

it has been one of those peculiar years which tests a

good grower's ability, and not unfreiiuently bring-;

the inexperienced to grief. Assuming, then, that all

has gone well, and the fruit is now laying on pulp and
colour, or, perhaps, approaching ripeness, keep
each tree well sujjplied with toi^-dressing, give or with

hold water of a stimulating nature as often as it may
be needed. Never dribble, but soak thor(Jughly

withhold the water- pot, watch closely, and repeat

before the balls of soil reach the dry side. Syringe
well with pure soft water ; say twice on tine days,

once when the weather is dull, and continue this

treatment iiniil the fruit begins to show signs of

changing for ripening. When this stage is reached,

perhaps a little before, withhold all stimulating liquids,

and give sufficient clear water to keep the roots in a

good growing condition. Keaders of Peach calendars

are advised to withhold water from the borders and
mulch when the fruit is ripening ; but trees in pots.

which get dry in a few hours, must be carefully

watered until the last fruit is ripe. Too much atten-

tion cannot be paid to watering, as an excess spoils

the flavour, while a dribbling supply causes the fruit

to fall or ripen prematurely.

Manaijemoil of the fruit.—Although llie pinching

of early trees is neaily over for this season, all spray

that impedes the passage of light and air must be
removed, and leaves which shade the fruit turned

atide to insure c<ilourand flavour. Some assert that a

pale Peach is as good as a coloured one, and bring for-

ward the old Noblesse in support of their argument,

evidently unmindful of the fact that a highly finished

fruit of this exquisite variety shows blotches and
streaks of the most delicate crimson. This matter of

colour is, however, ignored by sticklers for flavour;

no matter how ugly or forbidding a fruit may be,

but so long as flavour is dependent on sunshine, and
exposure to it paints the Peach and Nectarine with

vermilion, give me the examples that show full average

size and colour, and flavour will not be wanting.

Assuming, then, that the fruit is beginning to ripen,

more air must be given to the house, but not to lower

the temperature, as warmth is an important factor in

giving flavour, and the syringe must be carefully used

about the pots, stems, and walls of the house on fine

days. Early morning is the best time to gather

Peaches, as they are at that time cool and in good
condition for keeping after removal to a dry, airy

room. It is a mistake to suppose that they should

be allowed to hang until they are dead ripe, although
they may be wanted for home use, for no sooner is a

fine Peach fully up to the mark than it begins to

lose its brisk sp..rkling flavour. An experienced

person can tell by the appearance of a fiuit without

touching it whether it is in a fit state for gathering.

On no account must pressure be brought to bear

when detaching it from the tree, as every finger-mark

leaves a bruise ; this may, however, be obviated by
taking a pad of wadding in the left hand, a pair of

Grape scissors in the right, and snipping the stalks

close to the wood. Each fruit should then be laid on
a square of silver paper and placed in a flat, well

padded box or basket for removal to the Grape room,

where good Peaches will keep for several days; but
it nmst be borne in mind that keeping after they are

lipe dots not improve them. Nectarines are perhaps
less delicate than Peaches, but, like them, they should

be carefully handled and always detached before they
are quite soft down to the stalk. Growers for market
gather their fruit when quite hard and safe from
injury in packing or transit. All they require is size

and colour. The London fruiterer can always ripen

the hardest Peaches. Country dealers who have not

been trained in Covent Garden, and do not keep an
immense stock of Peaches in their vaults to draw
from, iireftr having the fruit sent in in a ripe state;

indetd, they would feel scandalised by the arrival of

a box of hard fruit which the Centre llow would pro-

nounce perfect.

Tlie rjcncnd orchard lioiisc,— Pinching, thinning,

watering, and syringing, to which may be added
ventilating on a very liberal scale, will now take up
all the attendants' time in this department. To say

that one of these operations is of more importance

than another would be wrong, as all are eo clostly

dovetailed into each other, that neglect of one throws

all the others out of gear, and not unfrequently brings

the steed to a dead stand. Of all the modes of fruit

culture the growth of stone fruits and Pears is per-

haps the most artificial, and yet fruit of the largest

size and finest quality is obtained from well managed
miniature trees in 12-inch pots. These at the present

time are making very rapid growth, and the fruit is

swelling fast—two conditions which render constant

feediug and frequent top-dressing absolutely neces-

sary. Trees standing clear of the ground in well

ventilated houses cannot easily be Over-watered dur-

ing a continuance of fine bright weather ; neither can

the syringe be too freely plied, always provided they

are in good health and the pots are full of froots. The
first syringing may now be performed soon aft;r six

o'clock a.m., the seeond immediately after the trees .

have been watered and the time has arrived for clos-

ing. At such times the play backwards and forwards

with the syringe or engine should reach every leaf

and stem ; the walls and floors should also be well
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saturated. If not already done, now is a good time

to litter down all floor space with fresh stable litter

for the twofold purpose of keeping the crock roots

cool and exhaling a constant supply of invigorating

moisture throughout the hottest part of tlie day.

The ventilators may now be opened as soon as

the temperature begins to rise after the first syrirg-

ing and regulated according to the state of the

weather until the time arrives for closing, when
a close atmosphere with moisture is essential to

the swelling of the fruit. It is usual to keep the

house close for two or three hours during the

decline of the sun and then give night air, but

there is no rule without an exception, and although I

prefer shutting up, very good fruit can be grown
where the ventilators are never closed from mid-

summer to September. As the trees increase in size

and more space is wanted early Cherries and Plums
may be removed to other quarters, where they can be

protected from birds and wet, and early Pears will

do well plunged and well mulched in front of a south

or west wall. A rearrangement of the whole house

can then be made, every tree will occupy a new posi-

tion, fruit and foliage previously shaded will become
exposed, and more room will be obtained for carrying

on the daily manipulation and attention. Last, but

not least, a general turn over will break up all newly-

formed insect colonies, Strawberry shelves can be

well scrubbed down, and a wash composed i f quick-

lime and sulphur will make the walls of the house

clean and sweet for the season.

Strawberrie.s.

Midsummerisuponusand Strawberrylayering should
now be in operation, but, judging from appearances,

this work will be two or three weeks later than usual.

Still the usual number t f plants for forcing must be
obtained, and, much as we value an early start, we
must wait patiently and endeavour to cope with a

t irdy season by the use of smaller pots for late as well

as early sorts and extra cultural attention through the
growing sea.son. I have often pointed out the econo-

mical system of pegging down at once on the tops of

the well filled fruiting pots, and strongly advise all

who have not hitherto given it a trial to lose no time
in doing so, as this is not only the cheapest, but pro-

bably the best, and most decidedly the quickest, mode
of performing the first part of a very expensive branch
of fruit forcing. Pots5inchesindiameterarefrequently
used for early sorts ; some growers go up to 7 inches
for the general and late crops. This year I would
start with the first s'ze and finit-h with the S^-inch
Weston measure, viz., inside to inside. Let these be
made perfectly clean inside and out, as a plant, even
a Strawberry, never does so well or makes half the
progress in a dirty pot as it does in a clean one. If

new, soak in water and dry them before they are

filled ; crock well, and cover the crocks with a little

pinch of soot. Some people think one crock to keep
out the worms is enough ; but the Strawberry loves

good liquid food, and the first thing to be thought of

is its free passage out of the pots, as stagnant mois-

ture is objectionable to the plants and detrimental to

the quality of the fruit. Let the soil be dry and extra

well fortified with bone-dust to make up for quantity;

ram firm, and peg down as advised in preceding

papers. Still further to make the best of a late season,

keep the pots free from weeds during the time the

layers are rooting, stir the surface occasionally, never
allow the old foliage to shade them, and water regu-

larly, not spasmodically, in dry weather.

W. Coleman.

Pruning Chrysanthemums. —We have this

day (.June .5) cut all the tops off our stock of

autumn-flowering C'hrysanthemums, a practice

which we have followed for several years and find

it to answer admu-ably. The sorts dealt with are

known as October flowerers, and include such va-

rieties as Anastasio, Alex. Dufour, Bolide, Inimit-

able, La ^'ierge, and Madame Desgrange. The
cutting back not only delays flowering, but also

makes them more bushy. Madame Desgrange is

the only one not dealt with in this manner ; that

variety is allowed to grow its own way. It does

not flower so early as the others when not stopped.

Our stock is plunged to the rims of the pots in the

open, but the roots find their way over the top

and through the bottom hole, and gain strength

by doing so. Quite large plants, therefore, are

the result, and we do nothing more to them ex-

cept give them an occasional dose of water in dry

weather. Early in September they will be lifted

and placed in a cold frame for a few days and
kept shaded. Tlius treated they soon recover the

loss of such roots as had grown over and through
the pots, and they flower as well as if they had
been undisturbed.—.J. C. C.

Kitchen Garden.

TOMATOES IN PITS AND FRAMES.

It is surprising what fine crops of Tomatoes can

lie grown in pits and frames, and more especially

those constructed on the span-roof principle. In
1882 I saw a very fine lot of Tomatoes ripening

in low heated pits at Sion. There was abund-

ance of fruit in various stages of growth, and
many liad been gatliered prior to the time of my
visit, which was early in July of that year.

Strong plants were put out in succession to

Kidney Beans, some being trained against the

back wall, and the remainder disposed in the body
of the pit and allowed to ramble over the mounds
of soil. Quite recently I saw another good ex-

ample of pit culture at Ashton Court, near

Bristol ; the pit in this instance was span-roofed

and also heated. It had been cleared of the old

hotbed material, and the plants which were
placed in extra large pots stood on the bottom
considerably below the outside ground level

;

from these the growths were thinly trained over

a temporary trellis, formed with strips of deal

fixed crosswise, nearly on a level with the eaves

of the roof. Every light on each side of tliis pit

can be opened at will, and the training can thus

be attended to from the outside. Viewed from

the walk, a fiat surface of fruit and leaves pre-

sents itself, and a remarkably fine crop of hand-
some fruit is now in various stages of ripening.

It would be useless to attempt to secure early

crops in unhealed structures,but there is no reason

why good summer and autumn crops should not

be grown in pits and frames that not unfre-

quently are standing empty at that time. It

may be that crops in the open air will again be

heavy and good as they were last year, but the

start has been late and the season being quite

against rapid growth, we cannot feel certain of

ripening as many fruit as may be reciuired.

Besides, were walls well furnished with fruit

trees, few suitable spaces would be available for

Tomatoes, and it is only in the most favoured

localities that they can be relied upon to perfect

crops in the open borders. It is not yet too late

to utilise pits and frames previously occupied, it

may have been with either Potatoes, Beans, Car-

rots, or bedding plants, for Tomato culture. If

strong plants are put out, they will soon overtake

their less favoured kindred in the open. If there

is a bed of heating material for them to root into

they will need but little loam to start in, but on

a hard bottom they ought to receive good heaps

of loamy soil, to which should be added some old

manure to the extent of about one quarter of the

bulk. No doubt a very liberal use of manure
induces a too luxuriant growth, but it is equally

certain starvation treatment is unprofitable.

Crowdi.vg the growths is a very frequent

cause of partial failure. By training thinly, as

I noticed particularly at A.shton Court, more
fruits than leaves ajipear to prevail, while if

crowded the contrary is apparent. Being late,

the best plan will be to keep each plant to a

single stem. The back walls of lean-to pits

ouglit to be covered with plants placed about

8 inches apart, and if these are leggy they may lie

planted at a good distance from the wall and

pegged down, so as to bring the first cluster of

fruit a few inches from the ground. The buried
stems soon root strongly into the surrounding
soil, and will materially assist in the perfecting

three or four clusters of fruit, for which there

ought to be space enough, especially if the plants

are trained obliquely. One or, at the most, two
rows of plants may go on the lied, according to

the width ; these should be trained from front to

back, and may be laid on the soil, or on any
temporary trellising or staging available. All

side shoots ought to be kept closely rubbed off,

and the )5lants stopped beyond the third or fourth

bunch of fruit. No shading should be given, but
they ought to be encouraged to make a quick

start, air being given sparingly at first, and early

closing also should be practised. At no time
should they become very dry at the roots, and I

find that the syringe may also be used in dry
warm weather, its use, I believe, contributing to

a good set. In cold dull weather, however, when
the Potato disease is rife, the foliage should be
kept as dry as possible, and the lights closer than

usual, or the spores of the Potato fungus will

soon effect a lodgment on the foliage of the

Tomatces, and then good-bye to the prospects of

ripening a good crop.

Utilisation of old plants.—Many culti-

vators are in the habit of throwing away pot

plants that have perfected early crops ; but let

me ad\dse their retention in order to try what
can be done with them either in pits or frames,

or against sunny wall-. Suppo.?ing them to be

nearly cleared of fruit, let them now receive a

top-dressing of loam and manure in equal quan-

tities, and be otherwise encouraged to form a

number of side shoots. These soon show for

fruiting, and as soon as this is observed they may
be gradually hardened off preparatory to being

exposed to all weathers or placed in pits, though,

better still, if space can still be spared, keep

them in heat till they have set a quantity of

fruit, and then let them be liardened off. If

they are eventually placed against sunny walls,

they ought not to be turned out of their pots,

but the latter should be slightly sunk into the

border and be then heavily banked over with

rotten luanure. In this way no serious check

will be given to the plants, and as the roots soon

find their way into the manure, both from the

stem and pots, there will be every prospect,

weather permitting, of their perfecting heavy
crops. The pots being well buried in mantire,

but little water will be required, but at the same
time they must be attended to occasionally in

this way, and especially at the outset. For
furnishing abundance of green fruit for pickles

and chutnee these old plants are really superior

to young ones, and are worth preserving for that

purpose alone. We have obtained exceptionally

heavy crops from old pot plants plunged in forcing

pits, and they are particularly well adapted for

training over temporary trellises, as at Ashton
Court ; they furnish the whole space allowed

them, and are therefore in full bearing more
quickly than young plants. Even these occasion-

ally require to be thinned out, otherwise the

fruits are apt to be too small. If laid on the

bare soil, some contrivance will be necessary to

raise the clusters of fruit somewhat, especially in

autumn—a difJiculty easily mastered. A few

years ago we utilised ordinary Potato frames for

the production of our summer and autumn crops

of Tomatoes, and one of our best "hits" was
when we pegged down a tuimber of old plants

all over the beds and .staked up the required

number of laterals, from each of which we took

one good cluster of fruit. In this manner Wc
could put on the lights whenever the weather

was wet and cold, and no disease troubled us.

Much time was, as a matter of course, expended
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in thinning out the shoots and in staliing and
stopping those reserved, the fuliage also being
reduced when necessary; but for all this trouble
we were well repaid. AV. I. 51.

LATE CELERY.
A aooD deal of Celery is grown for use in August
and September, but it is in October, November,
and onwards that the demand for it is greatest, and
an ample supply of it from November until April
will always give satisfiiction. Either for cooking or
for salad it is difficult to find anything more ac-
ceptable than Celery, especially in winter, and it

is very desirable that every effort should be made
to ensure an unfailing supply of late produce.
Should the early crops fail through drought or
other cause, tlie great variety of other vegetables
in August and September will lessen the incon-
venience of the deficiency, but when vegetables
become fewer and scarcer. Celery will be looked
ior, and may without much difficulty be forth-
coming. As a rule late Celery is raised and
planted too early. Everyone, indeed, seems to
want to have the whole of their Celery planted
as soon as possible in May ; by September it is

full grown, and then it has to stand for months
before it is used. It is Celery of this kind that
does not keep well—how can it ! Tt begins to
decay in November, and by February there is

little or none left. The remedy for this, and also
the best plan to adopt, is to defer raising the
young plants until June and to plant them in
July

;
growth will not then be completed until

November, when it will be fresh and solid, and
there will be no danger of the heads failing to
keep well throughout the entire winter. We
have never found Celery plants grow much after
frost .set in, and it is important that they be of
good size before that ; but as to having them full
grown some months before winter and then ex-
pect them to keep sound throughout the worst
months in the year is out of the cpiestion. Nor
is it a good plan to raise late and early Celery
plants together, planting out some to form an
early crop and allowing others to remain crowded
in the nursery bed until the time comes for
planting the late crop. Plants should fie raised
specially for the late crop, and none which were
left over from early planting or other surplus
stock should be used for such an important crop.

By SOWING EARLY IN JuNE strong young
plants will be produced. There are various ways
of raising them ; where only a few hundreil
plants are wanted the seed may be sown in two
or three 6-ineh pots or in a cutting box ; but
where thousands of plants are required, a slight
hotbed should be formed, on which a frame
should be placed. Some rich soil should be put
inside, and on this the seed .should be sown
thinly. As soon as the plants are well up, the
glasslights and frame may be removed

; the
plants will then grow very dwarf and robust, and
many of them may be taken straight from the
bed to the trenches. When sown in pots or
boxes the plants must be transplanted to a
sheltered corner in the open into other boxes
or a frame. It often happens that there are
empty frames at this season, and one of these will
be found to be just tlie place in which to raise
late Celer_y. Where there is a quantity of old
soil in the frame the seed may be sown, or the
plants transplanted into this without further
preparation. There is still another way of
getting the plants up ; seed will germinate now
freely in the open, and if a sheltered corner is

selected and made rich, seed may be sown to pro-
duce plants in July, but whichever way ]ilants
are raised the soil must be rich ; the seed should
not be buried more than a quarter of an inch
below the surface, and the plants should never

be allowed to become dry at the root. This is

one of the main conditions towards securing good
plants as well as satisfactory results, and what-
ever other attention they lack, moisture they
must have

; to this rule there is no exception.
When young plants growing very closely together
are transplanted, it is difficult to lift any soil
with their roots, but when it is possible to get a
ball of soil attached to them it ought to be
secured, as the young plants succeed much better
with it than withiuit it. As a rule, the weather
is always dry in July when the plants are being
put into the trenches, and, therefore, they should
be watered freely as soon as put out, as well
as freifuently afterwards when necessary. Manure
water need not be applied until they are in full
growth. Late Celery trenches should not be made
so deep as the earlier ones; 6 in. or 8 in. be-
low tlie surface will be found to be better than
double these depths. If heads of exceptionally
high quality are desired, only one row shoul.l be
planted in each trench ; first-rate heads may also
be produced with two rows in a trench, and
others may be planted with from three to six
rows, but it is more difficult to earth up properly
when the rows are numerous than when they are
f^«'- J. MuiR.
Margam, South Wales.
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Earthing' up Potatoes.—This is now indis-
pensable, and it needs to be done with care and
deliberation. Usually the work is done by means
of a hoe, used too often roughly. But without
doubt the best way in order to have Potatoes well
earthed is to start at planting time by giving
at the first ample space between the rows, and in
good soil, such as is usually found in gardens, the
range according to growth should be from .30
inches_ to .50 inches. Thus tlie tops get ample
space in which to develop without crowding, and
the roots also have ample room. Those who have
never tried the plan of giving ample space in good
soil will be surprised at the increase in root pro-
duce that will be found when the plan is adopted.
Specially does it favour complete earthing, for
that operation can be performed with the fork,
the most useful of all garden implements. A\'hilst
one, witli a long pole, lifts up the lower leafage of
the Potato plants, another gently lifts up to*^ the
stems about .3 inches of the light clean .soil from
between the rows. Some ten days later that work
is repeated, and the result is sharp ridges that
throw off heavy rains and fungus spores from the
swelling tubers into the furrows. If after the
earthing is done those furrows are lightly forked
down the middle, all moisture will soon percolate
away. Where time cannot be s|iared for forking,
the hoe must do the earthing as best it can be
done in that way.—A. V.

French Cucumbers.—The present discussion
on salading reminds me of one ingredient that we
grow infinitely better in England than they do in
France, viz., Cucumbers. It is, in fact, hardly an
exaggeration to say that I never saw what one
would consider an edible Cucumber on the Conti-
nent. Short, soft, fat, yellow, seedy, is the true
definition of the wagonloails of Cucumbers which
one sees in the Parisian markets or on stalls in the
streets. Few of them come up to the average
even of our open-air Cucumbers in Covent Garden
or our larger provincial markets. This must surely
arise from an error of judgment or of taste rather
than from any difficulty there can be in regard to
growing the hardier varieties of frame Cucumbers
in the open air in the milder distiicts of France.
Probably a good many of those French Cucumbers
are cooked before they are eaten ; but even for
cooking the better sorts of Cucumbers are prefer-
able. No wonder, therefore, Cucumbers are sel-
dom used in French salads. In this countiy
enormous quantities of Cucumbers are consumed,
and to those they agree with they are wholesome!
Many years ago a clever medical man gave me a
sure test as to whether Cucumbers or any other
vegetable agreed with one. " If you do not taste

them after eating them, you may eat as much as you
please, not only with impunity, but with posi-
tive benefit; but should you taste them two hours
after eating when in good health, never eat them
again." He approved of eating rina and all with
bread and cheese, plenty of salt and a dash of
pepper. --D. T. F.

THINNING MAIN CROPS.
It is hardly too much to affirm that probably a
majority of crops are neither thinned in time nor
to a sufficient extent. The evil effects of a ciush
at starting are not sufficiently appreciated. The
sight of a full or even a crowded crop has a
peculiar and even dangerous fascination for the
mexperienced

; the plants also nurse or draw each
other up at first, and the crowded crop fills and
satisfies the eye so much more than a thin one
that the temptation is strong to delay thinning.
It is also a difficult point to determine where the
nursing of young plants ends and the weakening
from overcrowding begins. Perhaps the safer
.side is to be thoroughly sceptical about the
benefit of nursing, and to thin vigorously almost
as soon as the crop appears above ground. This
course proves a sure antidote to the evils of over-
crowding, and ensures a vigorous start from the
first. Were one always sure of their seed and their
seed beds, a still better plan is to sow thinly, and
so prevent the need of any or much thinning.
But the risks attendant on this course are greater
than those incident to thick sowing and a crush
at the start, for though it is easy to pull out one
or many plants, it is in regard to several crops far
more difficult to put any in to really useful
purpose. For example, such main crops as
Carrots are seldom satisfactory if transplanted. On
the other hand. Parsnips, if carefully manipulated,
do well, and Onions so exceedingly well, that
some prefer transplanted crops to those grown
where sown. But on the whole the better,
easiest, and safest plan is to sow all main crops in
or on their permanent quarters.

By the simple method of testing all seeds in
samples before sowing in bulk a fair estimate may
be formed of their quality, and tolerably safe
rules of the ratios of sowing thus established. Con-
siderable experience, however, is needed before
anything like a safe means of seed sowing can
be established through mere tests of quality.
Amateurs who sow in bulk expecting to realise
the same ratio of healthy germination as they
may have obtained from their samples are
fated to great disappointment. The soil and
the army of germ destroyers forbid such favour-
able results. Coldness, stiffness, poverty, paucity
or depth of soil, all may hinder or prevent ger-
mination, while sudden alternations from heat to
cold are perhaps greater hindrances than any or
all of these put together. To bring up the germina-
tion of the bulk to that of the samples, climatal
and physical conditions must be as near as may be
equal. No one of practical experience needs to be
told how very seldom this can be the case. How
often, for example, drought arrests the growth of
seeds just about to burst into growth, and at other
times they are flushed prematurely with growth
of top before the radicles are sufficiently advanced
to support the young stem or leaflets. Taking due
note of tlie climatal and soil difficulties alone, it is
wise to sow the bulk of most crops at least cent,
per cent, beyond what would be considered ample
as tested by the samples. Then the destroyers
of seeds must be reckoned with ; these consist
of legions of birds, as well as of worms and other
insects. The earth itself, too, if applied too thickly,
buries, virtually steals, and for ever destroys seeds
by wholesale. We may to some extent net out
birds, but we cannot shut out the earthworms
that often drag the seeds into their holes, or
throw them out on the summit of their casts, either
process hindering them from growing. To safe-
guard the cultivator against depredation, another
100 per cent, should be added to the bulk beyond
what might seem ample as measured by the sample.

Finally, there are the germ destroyers to be
reckoned with. These are of two classes, living
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and dead. The latter consists of ungenial or un-

suitable seed-beds, excess of cold, heat, wet, or

drought, too deep or too shallow sowing, &c. ; the

former of winged birds, the larv.t of insects,

slugs, snails, &c. The majority of living creatures

in the air and on or in the earth or the air seem
ready to feed upon and devour the embryo plant

in that state of special weakness and sweetness

just as it is emerging from the state of seedhood

and developing into a thrifty plant. Fighting its

way upwards from the earth into the atmosphere,

it has to fight for life against myriads of in-

sects and winged and feathered life, while stronger

plants—weeds too—often spring up and do their

utmost to smother it as they struggle for supre-

macy in the same seed-bed. No one realises a
tittle of these dangers that too often end in

the wholesale destruction of seedling germs :

another cent, per cent, must therefore be allowed

for germ destroyers. We thus arrive at the con-

clusion that for any plant required for our per-

manent main crop, at least four seeds should be

sown. The ratio of seeding is mostly far higher

than this; but, provided the seeds are of the

highest quality and the seed-beds clean and other-

wise favourable, an allowance of 300 jier cent,

ought to be made to ensure a plant, while avoid-

ing too severe a ciush in seed-beds or rows. In

any case, prompt thinning, when thinning is

needful, is of the utmost importance, as the

majority of crops, severely crushed at the start,

are more or less crippled for life, yield less pro-

duce, and that of inferior quality. D. T. F.

from row to row and 1 foot asunder in the row, it

will be found to fill up that space. All subsequent
sowings and transplantings should be done in the

same way. The latest batch may have to pass

through much severe weather, and this is planted

on a warm border or in a sheltered position. Slugs
and snails are not so fond of Endive as of Lettuce,

and they an; rarely injured in that way. Dryness
at the root is the main cause of Endive running to

flower prematurely, and to prevent this it should

be watered in very dry weather, especially that

growing in light soil. Where the grower contem-
plates competing in a salad class at shows, finely

grown, well-blanched Endive tells well in a collec-

tion, and in order to secure the finest possible

heads the surface of the soil between the plants

should be mulched with some old manure. Besides
having well developed plants, it is very desirable

that they should be blanched at all times before

being used. To accomplish this the leaves should

be taken in both hands and lifted up until they

assume a conical form ; then they should be

pressed tightly together and tied round near the

top with a piei^e of matting. This excludes light

from the centre, and in two weeks or so after

tying, the interior will be found to be beautifully

blanched. Cambki.i.n.

ENDIVE CULTURE.
Endive is an indispensable crop in all large

gardens. It is also grown in many small ones,

and all who are fond of a good salad must grow it.

When sown and planted early almost every plant
will run to flower ; therefore early culture should
be avoided. Indeed, as a rule, there is little or

no demand for early Endive ; if the first of it is

ready in September and the supply is kept up
until the following March or April, that will be
suftioient. As a market crop Endive is not profit-

able early in the season or at midsummer, because
the majority of people prefer Lettuces, and they
can be grown more cheaply than Endive. Of
Endive, about four sowings should be made during
the season. The first should be put in early in

June, the second in the beginning of July, the
third in the end of that month, and the fourth

about the middle of August. The June sowing
will be ready by the end of Angus ^, and the
plants from the last will be good as regards size

before frost sets in. There are only two varieties

of Endive worth growing, one the Moss Curled, or

kinds belonging to that type ; the other Improved
Broad-leaved Batavian. T?he curled is the best

for autumn use, but the Batavian is hardier and
should always be grown in order to afford a
supply from November onwards. It is hardier
than Lettuce and grows to a very large size, and
its massive heads of broad crisp leaves are excel-

lent eaten with oil. The seed need not be sown
where the plants are to grow, as this requires a
quantity of seed and much space ; a small patch
may be sown anywhere, and the plants transferred

to their permanent quarters as soon as ready. They
bear transplanting well. Little half-starved plants

of Endive are useless ; they should therefore have
rich soil from the first. Even the seed should be
sown in good soil, from which the plants will turn
out strong and healthy. Half an ounce of seed
will produce many hundreds of plants; we some-
times sow broadcast, and at other times in rows

;

both answer the purpose. The early June plants

are generally ready for putting out by about the
lat of July, and as we have then cleared off to

some extent early Potatoes, Turnips, Spinach,
and other early vegetables, we have no difficulty

in finding a place for the Endive. The ground is

forked over, and if poor manure is added, then the
plants are lifted from the seed bed and dibbled in.

The curled variety may be planted 10 inches apart
each way, but the Batavian should have more
room ; and if it is planted at a distance of 15 inches

ECONOMICAL CROPPING.

Few crops wholly different in character and
produce answer better to run abreast than Peas

and Celery. By forming the trench a foot or

more wide two rows of Celery may be grown in

each, and treated thus there is little waste of

ground by leaving a space from .3 feet to 4 feet

wide between each double row of Celery in the

trenches. Some, however, form the trenches

much wider, forming, in fact, the sunk portion

between the ridges into hollow beds. The plant.?

in these cases are usually planted across the

trench, whicli mostly holds from four to six

plants in the cross rows. In this system of bed
culture the spaces will require to be 6 feet or

more wide to fiirni.sh sufficient mould for earthing
up and blanching the Celery. The wider the

trenches or sunk beds and the interspaces the
greater the distance between the Peas. It does
not, however, follow that the further the Peas
are asunder the better they or the Celery will

thrive ; on the contrary, considerable experience
in this mode of joint culture for these two crops

leads me to pronounce in favour of double rows
of Celery in 15-inch or 18-inch trenches with
interspaces of 4 feet between them. These
distances will be found to foster the growth of

the Celery by the useful shade of the Peas, and
to afford sufficient space for the culture and
gathering of the Peas. Of course the latter will

be harvested before the soil of the ridges is

required for the earthing up and blanching of

the Celery.

There are several cultural advantages in this

example of dual culture of two crops abreast.

The economising effects of moisture and the
fostering effect of the shadow of the Peas have
already been adverted to, but increased depth,
warmth, and richness of root-runs for the Peas are
also of great advantage to them. To derive the
largest benefit from running these two crops
abreast we should begin by preparing the ground
for the Peas in the centre of the ridges. Dig in

a spit deep and level a heavy coating of manure
;

then proceed to line out the trenches and remove
a spit, and lay one-half on one ridge and the
other on the other. This provides a rich mass of
loose, soil for the roots of the Peas, which should
be sown rather thickly and deeply along the
centre of the ridges. A layer of rich manure at

least 4 inches in thickness should be laid along
the bottom of the trench and dug in, leaving the
ground loose and rough. Always the earlier in
the season the making of the trenches and ridges

can be proceeded with the better. Of course the
Peas can be sown and the Celery and other crops
planted in succession as required, but early pre-

paration enables the weather to mellow, sweeten,
and enrich the soil, and thus to foster and perfect

growth so much better and sooner. The Peas re-

quire a deep tilth, and after running through
that plunge their roots into the manure, which
mostly carries them through with great vigour.

The roots are warm on the raised ridges witliout
being dry, and the tops being so fully exposed to

wind and sun, crops so situated are mostly dis-

tinguished by unusual vigoui and fertility. By
frequently forking up and intermixing the soil

and manure in the trenches, this is mellowed
into a rich mould most congenial to the rapid
and crisp growth of the Celery ; hence the two
crops run aljreast are mostly finished in the
highest perfection. This method of growing
these two very important crops also furnishes
unique facilities for picking up other catch crops
en rniiti;. For example, the ridge .space on either
side of that allotteil for Peas may be cropped
with Radishes and Lettuces, and these may be
consumed before the Peas need staking or after-

wards. The trenches, if prepared early and fur-

nished with somewhat rank and hot manure,
may be utilised at once in the production of

crops of early Potatoes, these being fit for use in
time to ba cleared for the main or late crop of
Celery. In such cases we may have almost four
crops abreast, or at least four useful and profit-

able crops oft' the ground in the same .season.

D. T. F.

Indoor Garden.

LAPAGERIAS IN CLAY AND ST0NE3.
A PLANT of Lapageria with which I am acquainted
grows and thrives in a soil consisting of clay and
stones. It is not slieltered from fierce sunshine;
on the contrarj', it is as fully exposed in a large
half span-roofed house as it can possibly be, and
whenever we have fierce sunshine of two hours
or more duration its lea\-es hang down and look
as if they would never become firm again. Its

shoots are never pinched ; it is rarely ever tied

in, and yet its vigour and blooming power are
remarkable. As regards its flowering, I may say
that it is never out of bloom from one end of
the year to the other ; nor has it been for several
years together, and just now magnificent bells

hang on it in clusters of from five to eight, and
odd ones and twins are spread all over it. The
owner is frequently told that he should not
allow these blooms to appear at such unseason-
able times ; but he says he sees no occasion to

remove them, and that he will have plentv at

the usual floweiing period. It is no uncommon
thing for shoots of this plant to grow from 20 feet

to 30 feet in one season, and laterals are so
abundant, that they cannot bi allowed to remain,
and have to be broken off, from want of space
ami in the interest of plants grown underneath
them. Periodical thinnings have also to he
made, and then old and new growths are cut out
by the armful. It now covers an area of 100
feet. For a long time it waged war with a
Marechal Niel Rose for a quarter of the house,
and ultimately got what it wanted. Had it

been allowed during the past two or three years
to grow as it liked, it would ere this have covered
the whole of the house, back and front, or, speak-
ing by measurement, an area of not less than
480 feet. As regards the shoots, sections of them
whicli were broken off as useless measured three-
eighths of an inch. A fresh set of Asparagus-
like sprouts are just now appearing, being the
second set this spring. As on former occasions,

they have crept under the flags and sent their
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heails up between the crack?, where, of course,

many of tliem could not be allowed to remain.

One "which appeared near the side was allowed

to grow on, and it made a growth of 23 feet in a

very short time ; another shoot is appearing close

to it. The leaves in many instances are over

4 inches long and 3 inches across, and the net-

work of stems and foliage is becoming so dense

that something will have to be done for the

benefit of the plants growing underneath.

The variety is the dark red one with very

larce bells. So much for the habit of the plant

and its degree of vigour. What, I presume, will

be the most interesting fact to the reader in con-

nection with this plant will be the soil in which

it is grown. As already mentioned, it is absolutely

a stiff loam, which can only be correctly called

clav and stones ; this rests on rubble which

constituted the filling in of a small tpiarry hole.

The drainage is therefore perfect, and, of course,

from the fact that a sort ot stage stands immedi-

ately over tlie labyrinth of roots, the moisture,

so essential to the Lapageria, is never wanting.

At a distance of some 4 yards from the main

stem an attempt was made to plant some Arum
Lilies. It was found, however, that the rope-like

roots of the Lapageria existed at that distance

from the stool in such numbers, that the

planting of the Callas had to be^ given up.

The great vigour inherited by this plant 1

attribute to the very warm aspect in which it

grows, and its profuse tiowering to the solar heat

to which it is subjected. Slany have said that

it should have a little shade, but the plant is

where it has been for many years ; it lives and

blooms well, and more cannot be wanted.

The inferences to be drawn in regard to this

Lapageria are that it likes stiff, well-drained soil,

plenty of moisture, and full exposure to sun-

shine. An important point in the culture of

Lapagerias seems to be to have a strong plant

with which to start ; that it should be carefully

set in an open border, and have its roots well

protected. The presence of slugs anywhere near

is sure to reveal itself in an unpleasant way by

the succulent sprouts being eaten off. In order

to obviate such attacks, every week the dust from

fumigating tins is gently scattered all around

the crown"for a distance of a yard. Since that

has been done, and it has Ijecome almost the

only cultural attention which the plant receives,

slugs have never interfered with the sprouts. It

sho'idd be added that no manure water is given

tD this Lapageria, which is quite vigorous enough

without it. J. Wood.

us, be kind enough to say whether B. spectabilis

doe.s, or does not, flower on the current season's

\\ ood ? The matter is of importance, inasmuch as

it determines the time when the plant should be
pruned.—T. B.

Bougainvillea spectabilis.—This species and

B. glabra are quite distinct as regards their habit

of blooming, a fact known to everyone who has

grown them. Nevertheless, "J. S. W." persists

that both bloom from the current season's wood.

Two plants of B. spectabilis that I have had at

different times and procured from different sources

both flowered for several years from the growth

made the year before w ithout forming a particle

of young wood previous to blooming, producing,

in fact, nothing but the flowers and the stalks that

bore them until after flowering they began to

make shoots. Someone who wrote some years ago

about B. spectabilis, and who had grown the plant,

described it as blooming in part from the old wood
and part from shoots 10 inches or 12 inches long,

and on the strength of this statement I supposed

that some wood-growth was at times made. But
there has evidently been a confusion in the kinds

;

and I am now under the impression that B. spec-

tabilis never makes any wood previous to flower-

ing, as in every case where I have seen this species

bloom, including the plant at Kew, there has not

been a particle of young wood made previous to

flowering. Would ilr. Daniels, who has evidently

had more to do with Bougainvilleas than most of

FREESIA REFRACTA ALBA.
I DO not know what the experience of others may
be with regard to imported bulbs of Freesias, but
I find that home-grown bulbs are much the largest,

and consequently the best flowerers, the variety

with yellow flowers being no exception to this

rule. It appears to me that, like many other
bulbous plants, Freesias are weakened if kept too
long out of the soil, and that no doubt is the
reason why imported bulbs are weaker than home-
grown ones. Our stock of bulbs, which were in

flower in February in an intermediate house, were
allowed to complete their growth in the same
house, and now (May 20), after standing in the
open air for a fortnight, the leaves are cjuite

yellow, and part readily from the roots. I .should

perhaps mention that we made no attempt to

hurry them to rest by withholding water; they
had, indeed, as much moisture as was required to

keep the soil moist. Under these conditions they
went to rest at their own time, and the result is a
greatly increased number of large plump bulbs

;

in fact, they must have increased at the rate of

twenty-five per cent. ; but this is not surprising,

seeing that the strongest stems produced one or

more bulbs in the axils of the leaves, while others
ripened several jiods of perfect seeds. Taken
altogether, 1 do not know many jilants which can
be increased at such a rate as Freesias. On turn-
ing out our stock, I found that they had made a
greater number of roots than I had supposed.
They are not large, but very numerous. For the
future I shall confine the number of large bulbs
to eight for 6-inch pots. These will make neat
specimens for table decoration or for vases, &c.

1 find the fragrance of these Freesias is much liked.

The flowers also open well in rooms, and a plant
will last in presentable condition for more than a
week. On a limited scale we have proved that
Freesias make capital specimens when grown in

pans, with the flower-spikes neatly tied out, and
we hope to increase their number by selecting

pans about 1-1 inches in diameter and G inches
deep. In these the bulbs will be distributed
2 inches apart all over the pan. Our stock is now-

spread out on a shelf in the fruit room; after

lying there for a fortnight or so, they will be
ready for planting again. In the matter of soil,

Freesias are not very particular. With us they
grow vigorously in good turfy loam in which there

is a fair sprinkle of sharp sand. As soon as

potted, ours will be placed in a cold jiit, and re-

main there until the middle of October, when
they will be introduced into a hovise that is heated
about 10' higher than an ordinary greenhouse,
and there they will remain until they come into

flower. J. C. C.

tlic flowering points are very plentiful. The blos=

soms begin to open about the end of May, and
continue to open daily until November; some of

them are cut singly, and the points of the shoots

with clusters of flowers attached to them are also

often cut and used. Anyone with a healthy plant

of this kind may cut from it hundreds of blooms
weekly ; we have never had any plant in a pot

succeed like it; the planting-out sy.stem is the

best of all; just now and all through the season

abunciance of water and liquid manure is given,

and the shoots are allowed to ramble as they like.

—J. MuiR, Margam, South ll'ti/ts.

AUamandas planted out.—There are, in my
opinion, no more useful plants grown under glass

than AUamandas. Their flowers may be used in

the best of floral decorations ; we have frequently
ornamented a dinner table wholly with them, and
the eft'ect was always good. The blooms remain
fresh after being cut for a very long time, and
they may be packed up and sent long distances
without injury; but the best property of AUa-
mandas is the very long time during which they
continue to produce blooms. We have a plant
which blooms for six months at a time, and during
that period produces thousands of flowers in suc-

cession ; it is A. Hendersoni, planted out and un-
restricted in growth. It was planted in the form
of a cutting three years ago, at the end of a
Cucumber house. The roots have a place to
themselves about 3 feet square and 18 inches
deep, below which there is about 1 foot of drain-
age. Being in a corner, the branches have covered
the end of the house, part of the back wall, and a
good portion of the roof. Its main branches are
very numerous, and as these throw out side shoots

.JASMINES IX POTS.

It may not fall to the lot of many to have to grow
the common .Jasmine in pots ; but if circumstances
render this needful, I may state that it submits to

pot culture much better than one would suppose,

seeing how unruly an old .Jasmine will become
when left alone. The greatest difficulty I found

was at starting. Rather large plants were wanted
—plants that would fill 10-lnch and 12-inch pots,

as they were required for a prominent position in

a large vestibule. These we had some difficulty

in getting ; in fact, we had to be content with
smallish plants dug up from the open ground.
These were obtained during the winter time, and
were potted in 8-inch pots in good fibrous loam.

Every branch had to be carefully preserved, as it

was important to hasten on growth, in order to

get the sized plants required, ^^'ith a few neat
sticks and ties, we soon managed to form some
fairly handsome specimens 3 feet high from the

pot. When potted and tied they were placed in

a cold pit, where they remained until early in the

summer. While in the pit they had plenty of air

and room, and the growth they made showed they

did not object to the treatment they were receiving.

Before the weather got very hot they were taken
from the pit, and the pots were plunged to their

rims in a shady border; in other respects they re-

ceived the same attention as ordinary greenhouse
plants. As might be imagined, we did not get

many flowers the first year: but, as the plants

made good growth, we did not mind that. In

the autumn of the first year they had filled their

pots full of roots, and had to be put into others

2 inches larger. Some additional sticks and ties

were also necessary to keep them in good form,

and then they were taken back to their winter

quarters in the cold pit. Early the second summer
the treatment had to be altered ; they commenced
to grow with great vigour in the spring, and
therefore they had to be transferred to the front

bench of an airy greenhouse, where they remained
until they came into flower, and a very satisfactory

number of blossoms they produced. Having in

the third summer got plants as large as were re-

quired, and placed them in the positions for which
they were specially grown, the after management
was simple enough. Late in autumn all the

young growth was cut back to a spur ; the plants

were then turned out of their pots, and about
half of the old soil was shaken away from their

roots. Fresh compost was then applied, and tho

plants were put back into the same pots. The
cold pit was always their winter quarters, and the

greenhouse they occupied from early spring until

they came into flower. When the blossoms had
faded, the plants were placed in the open air

until it was time to prune them in the autumn
preparatory to the annual repotting. Repotting

I found to be the only plan by which I could

ensure o-ood growth ; for, as this Jasmine flowers

on the young growth, sufficient root action must
be maintained to support it, or the number of

blossoms will be few and individually small.

J. C. C.

SHORT NOTE.—INDOOR.

Nicotiana affinis in the shade -This does well in n

sunless semi-d.irk corner in a conserv.-xtory, greenhouse or

room. It succeeds better than any other flo-wering plant wo
have ever tried under such circumstances. It not only
^'rows freely, but blooms constantly, and its fragrance is

I
sweet and agi-ce,able,

—

Cambrian.
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Books.

NEW ORCHID BOOK*
It is not more than five yeara since I heard an
English nnrserymau lament that, like Alexiunler,

he hail no more worlds to conquer !
" Nothing

new to be had in the world now," said he
;

" plant collecting is not what it was in the days

of Hartweg ami the two Lobbs." But some of

our modern Alexanders have a knack of making
new fields of action for themselves, and to this

class undoubtedly belongs Mr. Sander, of St.

Albans. When several of our foremost London
nur.serymen were talking of the bad times, and
of the expanses of maintaining collectors abroad,

and of the deartli of plants really showy and
new, Mr. Sander plunged into the business just

as a shooting star dives in amongst the planets,

and at the present time as an Orchid importer, I

believe it is not too much to say that he stands

alone in Europe in that particular. With the

how, and the why, anil the wherefore of his doing
this much, I have nothing whatever to do ; my
mission is now to speak of accomplished f icts,

which Burns long ago told us " wadna ding."

Mr. Sander, moreover, is not quite contented

with his success as an Orchid importer; but now,
" with the assistance of scientific authority," he
has resolved to compete with the publishers of

works devoted to Orchids, and before me is

the result, in the so-called " Reichenbaohia," a
folio work with coloured illustrations.

With the first number of this beautiful book
on the table before me, and knowing a little aa

to the trouble and expense of such illustrated

folio.s, I do not like to find fault, but I entirely

fail to see the appropriateness of the title

selected. Of course, an author or publisher may
with perfect freedom use what title best pleases

him, but doing this does not prove that he is

right. A contemporary, in reviewing the present

work, tells us that the title is appropriate

enough, an assertion just a trifie ambiguous, and
then goes on to say that " since Lindley's death
no one has more conspicuously identified himself

with Orchids than Professor Reichenbach ; no
one has amassed such stores of information con-

cerning them, and no one has more disinterestedly

put himself at the service of Orcliid lovers or

Orchid growers;'' with allot which I most cordially

agree, but unfortunately the same authority goes

on to say that this master mind may see his way
clearly enough, but yet fail to enable others to

see or understand what he means ! Precisely so
;

that is just the point I wish to emphasise; and
for this reason I have long maintained that

accurate coloured illustrations are more valuable

than any written description. And what does

all this prove / Simply this, that henceforth in

the study of plants good figures will day by day
become more and more essential, that after

wobbling about in a sea of long words and inde-

finite descriptions for years we have at last

returned to illustration as the best means of

education in such matters. A beautiful book
of Orchid portraits this new work will be, and
most highly will it be valued on that account.

The letterpress, which is in three languages, in

view of a Continental circulation, is perhaps

less interesting than the plates, but this will

doubtless improve as thework goes on. The plants

illustrated are : 1, Odontoglossum Alexandra;'
;

2, Cattleya Percivaliana ; 3, Cypripedium San-

derianum ; and, 4, Odontoglossum Rossi, all of

which have been figured elsewhere, if we except

the Cypripedium, which is a new species from

* "Reichenbachia: Orchids Illustrated aud Described." By
F. Sander, with the assistance of scientific authority. St.

Albans : F. Sander & Co., Orchid Importers and Growers,
&c., &c.

Malaysia allied to C. la;vigatum, but having long

petals, barred and hairy at the base, reminding one

of the sepals of some ofthe Chiniieroid Masdevallias.

This Cypripedium is illustrated from a sketch liy

Mr. Fitch ; all the others are after beautiful

drawings made by Mr. Moon, whose plates are so

Well known to readers of The Garden for their

grace of composition and faithfulness.

Having said what I believe to be true after

giving due thought to this work, I am none the

less anxious to congratulate Mr. Sander personally

on the pictorial truthfulness and beauty of his

new venture. Having now fairly entered into

the field of botanical literature, I hope his list of

Orchid plates may lie a long one. Mr. Moon cer-

tainly deserves something more than simple ac-

knowledgment, all his plates being good ; in fact,

he has got his work well over that equator in art

of this kind which separates the coloui'ed diagram
from the more faithful portrait, which is saying a

great deal.

There is one drawback to the nurseryman as a

publisher ; it is this : he is often tempted to make
a mere advertising medium of his work. So far,

however, there is no evidence of this tendency in

Mr. Sander's new venture, and we hope that the

number of subscribers will render such a course

unnecessary. From a purely economic point of

view this work is one of the largest, and, so far as its

plates go, it is the best ; hence, we may add, de-

cidedly the cheapest of all the serials now de-

voted to Orchids. F. W. Burbidge.

Rose Garden.

OLD ROSES.

I HAVE just laid down an old book on Roses, the

perusal of which has afforded me much gratifica-

tion, inasmuch as it shows how great has been
the addition made to the better forms of Roses
during the last half century. Indeed, we may
safely conclude that exhibition Roses were quite

unknown fifty years ago
;
yet this book convinces

one that the love for Roses was at that time as

great as now. What has struck me as being re-

markable is the number of sorts which have be-

come unknown in no short a time.

It seems that the first impulse given to Rose
culture in France was at the commencement of

the present century, under the auspices of the

Empress Josephine. At that time it appears that

Rose seeds, obtained from all parts of the world,

were sown annually. It also appears that any
new varieties raised in this way were not pur-
chasable, but exchanged for other plants to such
nurserymen as would undertake to distribute

them. At this time it seems that there were
eighteen hundred varieties of Roses in France,
but not more than two-thirds of that number
were considered to be worthy of cultivation.

Standard Roses were quite as much in favour
then as they have been at any time since. It was
not an unusual sight to see them 18 feet high, and
sometimes from ten to fifteen sorts were grafted

on one Brier. Budding Rosea does not appear to

have been adopteil ; antl, as regards their propa-
gation, the author says that in England a new
Rose remained a rarity for years, while in

France it would be increased very rapidly by
grafting. At the time when this book was
written, the most noted Rose nurseries in Eng-
land were at Tooting, Ingatestone, and Saw-
bridgeworth ; and, notwithstanding that the
climate of France was thought to be more
favourable for the Rose than England, it was
acknowledged in Paris that English growers pro-
duced the finest Roses in the world. This state-

ment is singular when compared with another
on the next page, which is to the effect that

Roses are largely exported to England by several
French growers. I suppose this matter is, liow-

ever, explained from what has already been said,

that the English grower was not at that time
successful in raising Roses. English botanists,

it is said, introduced the Banksian and micro-
phylla varieties from China, and Scotch Roses
were held in much esteem about that time, par-
ticularly a variety named Smithi, a double yellow
Rose, raised by the gardener to Lady Liverpool,
a Rose not, I fear, in cultivation now. The first

Hybrid Perpetual appears to have accidentally
appeared in a ilrs. Lee's garden at Stanwell, and
was therefore named Stanwell Perpetual. It also

appears that the greatest number of varieties of
Mo.5s Roses was rai.sed in England. The Ayr-
shire Roses seem singularly enough to have been
chiefly i-aised from seed at Dundee, while a Sweet
Brier bearing yellow flowers was raised at Pit-

maston. Can this be the Austrian Copper Brier?
About that time it seems that M. Laftay raised a
spine-bearing variety of the Banksian family,
which it was hoped would produce vivid pink-
coloured flowers ; but our author does not say if

this expectation was realised. The sporting cha-
racter of Roses was as much observed at that
time a? now. According to the author of this
book, the White Bath originated in this way at
Clilton. Rose Unique was discovered in a cot-
tager's garden amongst a plantation of Cabbage
Roses about the commencement of the present
century. That old-fashioned pink-flowered dwarf-
growing old Rose de Meaux was first discovered
in a garden in the west of England, and pur-
chased by a nurseryman for five guiuea,s ; as the
author says this Rose was never known to bear
seed in England, it must have originated as a
sport.

Single Roses certainly obtained a fair amount of
attention at the time when this book was written,
for in a list giving the names of all the varieties

raised in England, prominent mention is made of
two, viz., Rivers's Single and Single Crimson.
How many more single varieties there might
have been known at that time no clue is afibrded,

but I should imagine that Clifton White and
Chelsea AVhite, which are named in the list, refer
to single Roses. Altogether there are seventy-
three English-raised Roses in the list given in
this old book. It appears that standard Roses
were first introduced by the Dutch, and first

brought to England from France about the com-
mencement of the present century. At that time
the importation of stocks from France formed
quite an article of commerce. As a closing para-
graph I make the following extract relating to a
case of reversion :

" Some plants of the Damask
Moss Rose, raised in a clergyman's garden in
Rutland, have during the present year lost their
Moss, and assumed the appearance of the common
Hundred-leaved. " The Hundred-leaved is known
now as the Cabbage Rose, from which the Moss
is said to be a sport. J. C. C.

Rosa rugosa.—This Rose, like some others
of the Japanese species, promises to be very hardy,
and I imagine it could be got to naturalise itself in
woods like the common wild Rose. In our cold
situation, which is high and inland, it grows and
ripens its seeds freely. We gathered and sowed
seed last autumn, and, notwithstanding the unfa-
vourable winter and spring, the seedlings are up
and looking well. This Rose makes a very dense
green bush, and as it is not likely to be damaged
by rabbits, it should make a good covert.—il. S.

Sose Celeste.—If " R. K." (p. .5.34) cannot suc-
ceed in growing the Roses which he has in the
outskirts of Dublin, 1 fear he will not be more
successful with Celeste. It is a charming little

Rose, but not hardier than the common run of
Roses, or better able to cope with the smoky
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atmosphere of large towns. I should not, how-
ever, give up Rose culture after one attempt, as

there may have been some fault in the manage-
ment. Some of the China Ro.ses are very beauti-

ful as well as harfly—why not try them '—and some
of the Hybrid Perpetual.s are known to do fairly

well in the vicinity of large towns.—J. C. C.

PLANTS FOR CLIMBING WALLS.
Let us suppose that the dwelling is isolated and
that the front faces the south ; the first thing I

summer and cold in winter ; besides, it gives addi-
tional support to the wall. On the north wall the
various varieties of Ampelopsis, particularly he-
deracea, will be found to be the best climbers,
because they require little sunshine; they, how-
ever, need some sort of trellis (although they ad-
here to the wall by means of their own tendrils)

on which to be trained. They also withstand both
cold and heat. A particular variety of Vine might
also be used on the north aspect, as it also
lives without sun. It was introduced ten years
years ago from .Japan, where it grows in the
woods. It has been named Vitis Coigneti. It is

remarkable for its large leaves, which are reddish

underneath; but it is fruitless, and is propagated

by means of cuttings with difficulty; it is there-

fore as yet scarce.

On the west wall I would put Clematises, of

which there are great numbers of varieties of

various colours. The east wall does best for Ro.ses,

but in order to obtain a pleasing variety of colours

some little attention must be paid to the way in

which they are planted, and they should be kinds

which bloom from May till the end of October.

To succeed satisfactorily it is necessary to plant

at about .S feet to 4 feet apart a quantity of Kosa

multiflora on its own roots. This Rose is hardier

than any other sort, and is constantly growing from

early spring till frost sets in. In the same year

in which R. multiflora is planted dormant buds

of other varieties may be put on its lateral

branches; in the following spring these side

branches must be pruned in to near the inserted

buds, which will grow and bloom the same

year. In this way the wall will, in three or four

years, be ornamented with a great variety of

blooms of different colours. R. multiflora can

generally be obtained on its own roots in pots, and

Therefore it can be planted at any time; if planted

now, it could be budded in .1 uly and August. Of

course, for Roses a trellis is indispensable.

If in front of the house there exists a verandah,

the Ivy can, nevertheless, be so managed as to

cover the upper stories, and the verandah may be

embellished with climbing annuals, such as Ipo-

m«as. Convolvuluses, and other flowering climbers,

which furnish a great variety of colours.

Monplaisir, Lyons. Jean Sisley.

SHORT NOTES.— VARIOUS.

would do would be to plant against it various va-

rieties of Ivy, whether it be stone, bricks, or wood.

Ivy requires no trellis-work to support it, and in

three or four years it will cover a wall from 30 feet

to 40 feet high, thus protecting it against heat in

Yellow Carnations.—Mm. Oeo'-ge Hawtry is the

best yellow with wliitli I am acquainted. It is, I think,

superior tn Pride of Penshurst, inasmuch as it is nicely

scented, while Pride of Penshurst is not or but very f^dutly.

Mrs. George Hawtry also comes into flower a fortnight

ear'.ier. I do not, however, mean to discard Pride of Pens-

hurst, as it forms a useful succession.— W. A. Cook.

Diseased Koses (-•/. .5.).—The name of the orange

fungus on your Roses is Colensporium pingue. The only

remedy is to carefully hand-piok and burn.—W. G. S.

PACKING PLANTS FOR SEA-VOYAGES.
At the last meeting of the Edinburgh Botanical
Society, Mr. K. Lindsay, curator of the Botanic
(Jarden, read the following paper on a method of

tran.smitting living i)lants abroad: "The method
usually adopted," hesaiil, "in transmitting living

plants, particularly where very long journeys have
to be undergone, is to pack them in \Vardian cases,

i.e., cases fitted with glass sa.shes, which, when
closed, are nearly air-tight. This is, no doubt,
the best mode of conveying plants safely, provided
they are properly attended to on the journey. To
do so it is almost necessary for .someone who under-
stands the requirements of plant life to take
charge of such cases, as, when sent without any
special attention being paid to them, the results

are frequently unsatisfactoiy. The dangers
attending such structures appear to be want
of ventilation and .shading. The plants con-

tained in them soon become drawn up and
weakly in the steamy atmosphere of a close-

fitting case, and often arrive at their desti-

nation in a dying or dead condition.

" One of the most .successful importations
of plants that I recollect having seen was
contained in a small wooden box sent to

Edinburgh from Australia by Baron von
Mueller in ISOtj. The plants had been over
three months on the journey, but were
found to be in perfect health on their arrival

at the Royal Botanic Gar-

den. This result we attri-

buted chiefly to the simple

manner in which the case

was constructed. It con-

sisted of a rou^h square

wooden box, filled with soil,

into which the plants (which

had previously been grown
in pots) were placed; two

narrow strips of wood were nailed on to the sides of

the box in an upright position, towhich a cross piece

was attached, constituting a liandle. The whole

was then covered with strong cotton cloth, no glass

being used. In July last, Mr. .John Buchanan,

when retuining to Central Africa, was desirous of

taking some economic plants out with him to that

country, and an opportunity was thus afforded of

trying an experiment in the way of packing. This

was rendered all the more necessary, as on previous

occasions similar plants sent to Central Africa from

the garden, packed in Wardian cases, although

taken every care of on the way out, were found to

be mostly dead on their arrival.

'
' On this occasion a case similar to that exhibited

was prepared. It was 18 inches long, V2 inches

wide, and IG inches deep. It had a ridge roof with

a handle fastened on the top for carrying purposes.

The main difference between it and an ordinary

Wardian case was the substitution of cotton blinds

for glass sashes. The blinds were nailed to the

top of the ridge and tied down with cords to the

sides of the case, so that they could be easily

rolled up or down as required. The advantage of

this method is the admission of sufficient light

and air to maintain the plants in a healthy condi-

tion ; the fine meshes of the cloth act as a shade

from strong sunshine, and do not admit so inuch

air as to cause the interior to become quickly

dried up. The plants sent on this trial consisted,

of India-rubbers, several Tea plants, Cinchonas,

and loecacuanha. They were all turned out of

the po'ts in which they had been growing pre-

viously, the balls of soil slightly reduced, and

then wrapped up tightly amongst Sphagnum

Moss. The plants were then packed in the case

firmly, in an upright position, using Sphagnum

for filling in the interstices. Thin strips of wood

were placed across the balls, the ends of which

were nailed to a flange inside the case for that

purpose, thus preventing the plants from moving,

even if the case was turned on end. After being

well watered and allowed to settle for a day, the

blinds were tied down and the case was sent to

London, where Mr. Buchanan took it in charge.

He was eighty-two days on the journey out, and

in a letter to Mr. Taylor, received in December
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last, Mr. Buchanan reports that all the plants

arrived in a perfectly healthy condition, except
the Cinchonas, and that he had not given up all

hopes even of them.
'

' I may mention that the Cinchonas referred to

w ere not very vigorous plants to begin with ; they
were the best we had at the time, but were merely
young seedlings. It would be well to have this

method still further tested, either by having a
few plants sent to a distance alone, or, at all

events, in charge of someone less skilful in the

management of plants than Mr. Buchanan. For
all but very tender plants (where special provision

would be required), I think much more favourable
results would be attained by the use of a case
such as that described, always provided it were
placed free from danger of sea water getting
through the canvas, than if the usual \Vardian
case were used."

Garden Destroyers.

THE SLUG PEST.

This has been specially trying and destructive this

season. The long winter probably lacked the needful

severity to kill slug?, if indeed it ever does kill them,
under the modern conditions of double cropping, now
well nigh universal in kitchen gardens. Under the

older system of one crop a year, culture was more
radical, and the long spells of fallow between the

crops starved out the slugs. (Jreen crops are nearly

always on the ground, and where these are found
slugs are also near at hand. This incessant cropping

is without doubt largely responsible for the alarm-

ing increase and p:>wer of the pest of slugs.

The slugs, like the crops, are always with us, not-

withstanding the vigorous use of the old remedies,

t'hief among these are quicklime, or a half and half

of quick lime and 80ot. JIany cultivators are,

however, losing faith in these old antidotes ; the

1 inie is losing its burning potency and the soot its killing

bitterness or suffociting pungency. There may be

something in this. Builders as well as cultivators

affirm that modern lime is by no means so strong as

the old, and chimney sweeps are roundly accused of

mixing brown soil and other rubbish with their soot.

By saving the sweepings of our own chimneys, how-
ever, one source of deterioration may be readily

avoided. Lime should be slaked immediately before

use, if its full pungency as a slug killer is to be pre-

served intact. This was the old-fashioned way of

doing things. Sifted soot was stored in a dry place

as carefully as if it had been raw sugar, and unslaked

lime was stored with equal care. The lime was
slaked and applied quite hot, either by itself or in

conjunction with a third or a half of soot. Used
thus in the right way and at the right time, one

dressing made great havoc among the slugs, a second

gave the quietus to the sick and the dying, and a

third made an end of them as far as crops for that

season were concerned.

But now not a few are always liming, and the

oftener they dust their plants the stronger and more
numerous the slugs become. There are several tole'

rably obvious reasons for such failures. No doubt

one, and that the most potent, may be found in the

dead state of the lime. It has lost its life, or quick-

ness, which is the foundation of its destructive

power. To not a few, amateurs especially, lime is

lime, and all sorts and conditions of it are to them
alike potential in killing slugs ; there cannot be a

greater mistake. Lime too long kept, or stored in a

damp place, is of no more use than sand or soil for

killing slugs, all its pungent properties having been
already stolen out of it by the air, or washed out of

it by water. I have seen bushels of lime a'rsady as

dead and inert as a rusty door nail cast on slug

infested crops, with just as little effect on insect life

as a shower of swansdown would have had, or less.

Good quicklime, fresh slaked and hot, is the first

condition of success in this mode of slug killing. The
second is to apply it at the right time. It is some-

what difficult to settle this by the clock ; but easy by
observation to determine the right time by tlie state

or conditionof theslugs. Whenfeeding is the most vul-

nerable state of slugs and snails of all sorts. Dash

the burning powder upon them when fully distended

and open mouthed ; a sudden and, consequently, a

merciful death, puts an end, at once, to their ravages

and sufferings. When partially burnt, slugs often

change their position, or cast their coats. And when
dosed a second time, in this semi-helpless and more vul-

nerable state, they perish at once.

Thij is one of those cases in which two half

loaves, at distinct times, are better than a whole

one at once. By dressing with too heavy a hand,

the lime and soot partially protect the slugs. But
this or more pungent dressings, repeated at short in-

terval.-i, assuredly destroy. It may be added that

the most active feeding times with slugs are soon

after day-dawn in the morning, and just as twi-

light fades into darkness at night. Any time, too,

alter soft showers of rain, with warmth afterwards,

the slugs come out in force, seeking what seedling

germs or green things they can devour. It must also

be borne in mind that all such dressings lose their

destructive potency a few moments after touching

the ground ; the moisture of the earth slakes the Ume,
and there is a speedy end of its powers as a slug de-

stroyer. Little and often is, therefore, the great

secret of success in this case. Too much at once only

cumbers young plants, and even fetters stronger ones

in their growth, and has no deterrent effect whatever

on slug life or propagation. On the contrary, slugs

often hug effete lime and soot dressings as if they liked

them.

Another point of great moment in our war against

the slugs is to attack them over the entire surface of

the garden. Not a few attack them on seed-beds or

special patches of plants only ; but where slugs abound,

Grass, gravel, vacant ground, and especially living

edgings of Box, Saxifrages, Pansies, Sedums, Violets,

Thrift, &o.,must be carefully and frequently sprinkled

if we would come off more than conquerors in this

warfare.

Finally, it must never be forgotten that by having
the ground always under crops we give the slugs a

tremendous advantage over us, as shelter and food are

ever within their reach. Hence, instead of the usual

annual or comparatively few dressings found sufficient

in the olden times, a dozen dressings a year may now
be needful. This augmentation of the pest of slugs

may also suggest the inquiry after new agents and
modes of destruction ; and if any reader of The
Gaiuikn knows any more potent, simple, or effective

than those here set forth, I trust they will hasten to

publish them for our benefit. Of course, vigorous

surface scarification greatly bothers the slugs; and
the prompt removal of all decomposing vegetable

matter, the burning of all Cabbage or other stalks,

the use of clean manure free from slug larvje, fre-

quent trenching and honest deep digging, occasional

burning of portions of the surface tilth, dressings

with burnt earth, marl, salt, lime; free exposure of

the surface in a rough state to atmospheric influences,

and thorough drainage, may all tend to lessen the num-
bers and weaken the destructive force of slugs. Birds
also pick up a few, and a brood of young ducks has
been credited with the clearance of an entire kitchen
garden. But in most cases, though these and other
repressive forces are brought to bear against the slugs,

it will still be needful to pickle them off as they ap-
pear, it the sweeter vegetable and fruit crops are to

be protected from their destructive ravages, by which
many thousand pounds' worth of valuable produce is

destroyed annually. V. T. F.

Eucharis mite.—Perhaps some of your readers
who have to grow Eucharis flowers will be pleased
to know a way by which this bulb mite may be
got rid of. Twelve months ago our Eucharis
bulbs were badly infested by this mite; the
majority of them had neither leaves nor roots, but
mites in plenty, and clearly visible to the naked
eye. The bulbs, therefore, were turned out of

their pots; those with leaves and roots were
cleaned, and potted and placed by themselves.
They received no dressing beyond a brush with a
wisp of matting, which was used to clear off' the
putry-like soil. In repotting rather small-sized

pots were selected ; they were well drained, and
the bulbs were placed rather low down in them
From four to eight bulbs were put into each pot"

''•nd the base of each bulb was surrounded with
clean dry sand, the rest of the material being very
dry loam. The pots were placed in a warm house,

and the leaves were sprinkled with water every
day until new ones appeared ; then the soil was
damped on the top, increasing the moisture as

growth advanced. Some of the bulbs thus treated

flowered fairly well, though the blooms were Im-
perfect.—H. (Jill, Liaie Villa, Lnncasta:

Moles.—The rapidity and extent of the opera-
tions of the mole when at work would hardly be
credited. We are rarely troubled with them in-

side the kitchen garden walls ; but on one occasion,

just after our Onion beds had been sown and
trimmed, and the men had left off work about an
hour or so, I was astonished, on going round, to

see two of the long beds run from end to end by a
mole, and about a dozen hillocks thrown up. As
he was busy at work when I made the discovery, I

tried to jump on him, but missed him. I sent for

the mole-catcher in the morning, and together we
traced them—for there were two—from the Onion
beds to the garden wall, which is '2 feet thick at
the base, and sunk nearly a yard in the ground.
Here the moles di.s,appeared, but their run was
discovered on the opposite side, where it crossed a
flower border to the edge of the (Si-ass verge which
it followed, just under the surface, for about M
yards ; then crossed under a hard walk, came up
beside the Grass verge on the other side, followed
it again for nearly 80 yards and disappeared under
a Holly hedge into the orchard. Both moles were
caught the following day in the run outside the
walls, and the whole run appeared to have been
the work of a few hours. It is hard to understand
how anyone can favour moles either in the farm
or garden. They may have a place and use in

Nature, but they are nothing but an unmitigated
evil in cultivated ground, and I should not be sur-

prised if those who favour moles in such places

favoured weeds as well.—J. S. W.

Societies and Exhibitions.

EOYAL HORTICULTURAL.
June 8.

In addition to the usual fortniglitly meeting there
was this time an Orchid exhibition, and this, together
with unusually large miscellaneous exhibits, made
an extensive display. Numerous new and rare

plants were placed before the committee, whom
the following were awarded first-class certificates :

—

Cattlet.\ srEciosif.si.Mi VAK. Fairfax.—An ex-

ceedingly fine variety, remarkable chieBy for its in-

tensity of colour, which is several shades darker than
usual. The flower, too, is large and of fine form.

Shown by Admiral Fairfax, Eavenswood, Melrose.

Gloxinia Obmonpe.—An erect-flowered variety

—

the finest in a group of new sorts shown by Messrs.

Cannell, of Swaidey. The flowers are large, of per-

fect shape, and of a bright crimson-carmine colour, par-

ticularly in the throat.

P.EONY EcLAiKE.—A large double-flowered herba-

ceous variety of a beautiful salmon-pink colour—the

finest of its colour yet raised. Shown by Messrs.

Kelway, Langport.

P.eonia (tree) lilacina and PfRiTV.—Two ex-

ceptionally fine sorts, both with large double or semi-

double flowers. The first is pure white, stained wilh

carmine in the centre, while the other is snow-white.
Exhibited by Mr. F. G. Tautz from an importation
by Mr. Gordon, Twickenham.

P.eonia Festiva maxima.—A herbaceous variety

having large double flowers, pure white, with a dash
of crimson on the petals here and here. From Mr.
T. S. Ware, Tottenham.

PYRETHRn.M Celta.—A large double-flowered va-

riety of deep rose pink colour. Messrs. Kelway.

Pyrethri'M Mrs. Batkman Brown.—A splendidly

coloured single sort, the flowers of which are large,

the florets broad, and of a glowing crimson-carmine.
Mr. T. S. Ware.

Iris 'Victorine.—A beautiful variety of the bearded
section, long known as one of the finest. The flowers
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are white, lilotclietl and tlaUed with purjihi. Messrs.
Kt'lway.

Vkbiikna Lauy C Bkrivskobd.—Truss and flower

above the u&ual size ; cohuir, a lovely rose iiink, with
large white centre. From the raiser, Mr. Stacey,
Duniniiw.

I'VKKTHIUUr ritlNCIISS Ol- W.M.KS .AND OllMONDK.

—

Two beautiful varieties, both distinct in colour, and
perfect as regards size and shape. l''roni Messrs.
Kelway.

The Orchids included some choice kinds, the chief

being those from Mr. Uorm.an, of Sydenh.am. Among
those was that e.\traordinary new Orchid, Maxillaria
Sanderiana, the plant shown being the second
flowered in this country, the first having been shown at

the Orchid conference last year. The flowers are as

large as those of Lycaste Skinneri and tomewhat of

the same shape. The broad and thick petals and
sepals are ivory-white, and the lower parts of these
are covered with reddish cliocolate blotches and spots.

It is one of the handsomest and most distinct Orchids
introduced of late years. It was certificated last year.

From Mr. Dorman also came the lovely Oattleya
Reineckiana, which is C. Mossi.-e with pure white
sepals and petals and a richly-coloured lip ; C. Wagneri,
a pure white variety of C. Mossi:e, except a stain of

yellow in the lip ; Oncidium pulchellum, an extremely
pretty Orchid not often seen, the flowers being small,

pale mauve, borne in a numerous cluster on long
slender spikes

; P]pidendrum vitellinum maximum,
the finest variety of it yet shown, the flowers being
much larger than those of the ordinary major form
and the colour brighter ; Odontoglossum crispum
Mrs. Dorman, a variety having a finely-formed flower,

with broad sepals and petals blotched and clouded
with claret-purple ; O. Andersonianum Miss Dorman,
a richly-spotted variety, but not very different from
others we have seen. The New Plant and Bulb
Company, Colchester, showed a few specimens of

Cattleya Mossia", one of them, named t'olchesteri,

being among the very finest varieties of this Orchid
we have ever seen. The flowers are large, wilh broad
sepals and petals of a delicate mauve. The labelluni

has a long lobe, coloured with the richest and deepest
amethyst and broadly edged with mauve. Another va-

riety, named leucoglossa, from the same firm, was also

pretty, the flowers being white faintly tinged with
mauve and with a white lip. Mr. H. M. PoUett,
Fernside, Bickley, .showed a flowering plant of a very
fine variety of Cjpripedium GodefrojLc, named
argenteum, the flower being larger, the sepals broader,
and the markings heavier than have hitherto been
seen. The most remarkable specimen in the show
was a plant of MasJevallia rosea, from Mr. Cour-
tauld's garden. Becking Place, Braintree. This
plant bore hundreds of flowers, which formed a per-
fectly circular fringe round the pot, rendering the
plant one of the most beautiful specimen Orchids we
have ever seen. A cultural commenda'ion was
awarded to Mr. Courtauld's gardener. Mr. Cobb,
Sydenham, showed a fine form of Odontoglossum
Alexandr;u, having large white flowers with very few,
it any, spots. The plant shown bore a spike bearing
fourteen flowers.

MiscELL.iNEOVS GROip.s.—From Messrs. Paul,
Waltham Cross, came numerous boxes and baskets of

Rhododendron blooms in great variety, making a
most attractive collection. Of these Lord Clyde, Sir
K. Peel, John Waterer, Michael Waterer, etc., were
rich crimsons ; Sir J. Sebright, Lord .T. Russell, and
Schiller were good purples ; Mr. W. Bovill, J. M.
Brookes, coneessum and mirabile, good carmines

;

and Standishi Ptrfectum, Athene, Star of England,
Minnie, and The (^lueen, fine pale-hued flowers. Very
striking were basket? of the semi-double Scotch Brier
blooms, in several colours, and the now too rare old
Austrian copper-coloured Rose, a delightiul hue much
wanted amongst Teas. Mr. T. S. Ware, of Totten-
ham, as usual, had a wondrous bank of h<ardy
fl )wers, amongst which Pieonies, of many hues, made
a prominent feature ; whilst in form and substance few
excel the fine old crimson of our gardens ; the variety
of colour introduced now adds a great charm to

these grand old hardy flowers. Pyrethrums, single and
double, were abundant, the best of the former, Mrs.
Bateman Brown, being, without exception, the finest
yet seen. Sherlocki also is of a glorious rich crimson-

scarlet hue. Irises in variety, Anthericums, giant

Poppies, Saxifrages, and other hardy flowers assisted

in making up tlu^ colUction. Messrs. Barr, of Covent
(l.arden, showed some grand Bearded Irises, the most
effective of which, however, seemed t() be the deop

and pale blue pallida and the white albiean.s. Here,

too, were Poppies, P;eonies, Ixias, Pyrethrums, and
rare old lianunculns blooms of the true rounded
double form and of various colours. Messrs. Kelway,
of Langport, exhibited a glowing bank of Pieonie.5 in

boxes, interspersed with quaint coloured Irises, Pop-

pies, Lupines, Delpliiniums, &c., and a very striking

lot of double and single Pyrethrums, for which the

firm has so great a reputation. Of the former very

good were Princesse de Metternich, white fringed ;

Acme, crim.son ; Monsieur Barr.al, i-ich red ; Henry
Mangles, pleasing pink ; .J. H. Twenty, rich reii,

anemone ''centre ; Minerva, soft pink ; Gloire

d'ltalie, rich rosy red; Nemesis, orange-red, very strik-

ing ; and Deese, pure white. Of single kinds, very

effective were Belgica, flesh ; Princess of Wales, rich

reddish carmine; Merairy, peach ; Discorder, white;

and Prince Henry, rich glowing crimson. From
Messrs. Hooper, Covent Garden, came a large, but

very flatly arranged, collection of cut blooms of

P;eonies in pleasing variety ; from the society's

gardens, numerous good Ivy-leaf Pelargoniums, single

and double ; and from Sir. Krelage, Haarlem, various

Iris blooms.

FiiCHsi.\s.— From the Royal Horticultural Gar-
dens, Cbiswick, came to the f-how at South Kensing-
ton, on Tuesday last, a very interesting collection of

Fuchsias, neat, medium-sized specimens, from 20
inches to 30 inches in height, fairly busby and in

profuse bloom. As ordinary decorative flowering

plants these could hardly have been surpassed, and
it is exceedingly pleasing to find such a good example
set from the Chiswick Gardens. A good selection of

these comprised, of dark sorts, Madame Thibaufc,

robust and wondrously free, certainly a fine kind for

open-air culture. The tube of the flower is short, and
with sepals, which are reflexed, bright red in colour,

the corolla being of a purplish red. Right Hon.
.Tohn Bright has a broad expanded bluish mauve
c ToUa, short tube, and Fepals of a rich red hue.

Charming is a charming kind, corolla reddish purjile,

short tube with rather long reflexed petals. Littre,

very free, tube and sepa's rosy pink, corolla long and
of a rich rosy purple. Extraordinary has a dense
double blue corolla and short red tube and sepals of

a globose form. Lucretia Borgia has a bluish purple
corolla and sharply reflexed sepals ; is very distinct.

Of light kinds the good old Venus de Medici was ex-

cellent ; M. Dufaure, flesh-coloured tube and rosy pink
corolla ; Mrs. Bright, one of the Ai'abella type, very
free; Elizabeth Marshall, red tube and fine double
white corolla ; and Mrs. Mein, red tube and fine

single white corolla.

Among the miscellaneous exhibits was a collection

of drawings of Orchids, by Mr Foord-Hughes, some
of which were truthful and good, and Messrs. Firman
and Jones exhibited a coloured drawing of (.)ilonto-

glossum Alexandra^ on a plate glass mirror, admirably
executed and highly effective. Mr. H. G. Smyth, of

Drury Lane, also had an exhibit consisting of capital

samples of Orchid peat, remarkable for its thickness
and fibry texture.

Fruit and vegetables.—There were but few
exhibits submitted to the committee. Messrs. Rivfrs
showed fruits of their Early Favourite Plum, a
purple round sort remarkable for its earlines». A
cultural commendation was awarded. The same firm
also showed new fruits of the Gladstone Apple, and
old fruits well preserved of Dumelow's Seedling.
Mr. Loekie, of Oakley Court, showed a new green-
fleshed Melon named Oakley Court, a cross between
the Egyptian and Dr. Hogg. The ccraimittee desire
to see it again, as the fruit was not ripe. A nam?d
Melon, Edgecote Beauty, was shown by Mr. Wiles,
of Edgecote. The South Australian Conmiissioners
again showed some of the produce of their colony,
consisting of Pears, Potatoes, and Onions, and pre-
served fruits, including Peaches, Pear.^, and Plums.

The Orchid show was a success; it made a fine

display of bloom, but it lacked interest for the
orchidist, as there were no remarkable .specimens
except those made up of a multitude of small plants.

There was no first-rate collection represented, and
the competition, as the prize list will show, was con-
fined to a few exhibitors, and only everyday (Jrchids
were shown. Mr. Southgate's garden at Streatham
contributed the first prize group of twelve kinds, the
nio.-t conspicurnis examples being Odonteiglossum
vexillarium, Cattleya gigas, Cypripedium Dominii
with five spikes, Aerides Fieldingi with six spikes,

Oucidium macrantlium, and Anguloa Ruckeri. Mr.
Little's.second dozen included a grand plant of Cattleya
Mendeli withsevenspikesandalarge niassof C. Mo6.si».
The best six Orchids from amateurs catre from Mr.
Crawshay's garden, RoseSeld, Sevenoaks, who had
a fine Odontoglossum vexillarium, good plants of

Cattleya Warneri and C. Mendeli. Nurserymen were
best represented by Mr. Cypher, of Cheltenham— in-

deed, this exhibitor and Mr. James had it all to
themselves. Mr. Cypher's jilants were much the
sinie as he exhibited at the Regent's Park the day
following, all being large rn.as.=es of fresh, well-flowered
plants, and Jlr. .James' plants were also much the
same at the two shows. There was but one group of

Odontoglossums of not less than fifteen kinds. This
was from Mr. James, and included a few choice
things, such as O. cordatum Kienastianum, a very
dark variety, the aureum form with yellow flowers,

0. Wilokeanum, ( ). polyxanthum, O. Lehmanni, the
true O. niveuni majus, and O. sceptrum. There was
a class for six Cattleyas aud La-lias, the finest being
from Mr. Cypher, who had fine plants of L. purpu-
r.ita Brysiani, a variety with very dark flowers;
L. purpurata alba, C. Mossia', gr.andis, Mendeli,
grandiflora, and (.'. lobata, a good dark variety of a
rarely seen species. Mr. Crawshay was second, hav-
ing in his group a fine specimen of the beautiful L.
Russelliana, with a dozen flowers, while Mr. James
was third.

Scientific committee.

—

lied-spotkd Potatoes.—
Dr. Masters observed with reference to Mr. Plow-
right's communication made to the last meeting that
although many were found in tlie experiments at
Chiswick in 18Si, none whatever occurred in 1SS5.

App'es and Pears attacked by Kriis'ifhe communis.—
Mr. \V. G. .Smith stated that the trees at Dunstable
were badly attacked this year by an Oidium. It
had often been noticed before, but it had not pre-
viously been identified with E. communis. It attacks
the stamens and pistil, destroying the pollen.

Cii-ea'ii Lutetiana vitli stipidcs.—Dr. Masters hre)uoht
plants, and called attention to the fact, previously un-
observed, that this species possessed minute gland-
like stipules, which disappeared from the older and
lower portion of the pUuits.

llaietliurn shoot from ro,t.—He also exhibited a
shoot of Cratregus Pyracantha springing from a root.

Deiitzia ijraeitis vith " blind jloicers."—Dr. Lowe
brought specimens showing that these produced no
fruit, but often bore itolated flowers with perfect
organs.

Sencelo Sfalliulifolius.—He also exhibited fine speci-

mens of this plant growing in the open. It is a native
of Holyhead, and said to be in Yorkshire by Back-
house. Mr. Boscawen observed that the Groundsels
are all best raised from green seed, which come up
riuickcr and better than when dried. It is the same
with J/ilies. Dr. Lowe also exhibited plants of Aster
aurantius, originally received from the late Mr. Joad.

Potato with Phjieomjiees nitens.—A specimen was
received from Mr. Wills with the silky-looking fun-
gus, which appeared to be in fruc ification. It was
referred to Mr. .Smith for further examination and
report.

Aseomiiets Atni.—A specimen of Alder root covered
with excrescences due to this fungus was sent by Mr.
Bunyard, of Maidstone.

Anfhericnin Liliastritm and Ddpliinivm.—He also

sent isolated blossoms of these plants springing from
the base of the plants in anticipation of the usual
spikes.

Method of liijhtin'j with the irderpo.'ti: im of ir'ter.—
Mr. T. G. March (of the Board of Green Cloth, Buck-
ingham Palace) was invited to give some account of

his invention, which consists of introducing a shallow
glass tank over the plants. This stops the heat rays
but allows the light to penetrate freely. Mr. Stirling,
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the (Queen's gardener, is expeiimenling with it, and
finds Fuchsias, Ferns, &c., grow extremely well under
it. It was suggested that it might be useful to adopt
some form of the arrangement in tropical countries

with advantage.

EOYAL BOTANIC.

June 9.

The predominating features of Wednesday's thow,
the last held by the society this season, were the
Orchids and hardy flowers, than which we have never
seen finer at this place. The ( )rchid3 gave a glow of

brightness to the tent; in fact, were it not for these,
it would have been a very dull affair, for there was a
conspicuous absence of brilliant flowers, few, if any,
Azaleas, no pot Roses, whilst the fpecimen stove and
greenhouse plants were decidedly below the average
quality

; scarcely a collection beyond those shown from
the Cheltenham Nurseries were up to the exhibition
standard. The Pelargoniums also helped to relieve
the prevalent dulness, and as these were excellent
they were a much admired fea'ure. The miscella-
neous groups, which usually occupy the central
mounds, were as interesling as ever, although the
absence of the Messrs. Veitch's group was noticeable.
The corridor was filled with the cut flowers, which
made a showy and interesting display ; but the fruit,

though of fair quality, was by no means plentiful.

The Orchid.s, as we have said, were remarkable
for number and high quality, and consequently the
usual Orchid bank was fiUtd, besides another larger
bank behind it. Such a display of Orchids is another
illustration of the increasing popularity of these
plants, and it is pretty evident to those who frequent
the great flower shows that they are gradually elbow-
ing out nearly all other plants from notice, especially
the trained stove and greenhouse specimens. There
were four classes for Orchids on this occasion, two for
hiinajidc specimen plants and two for made-up speci-
mens. The latter, of course, made the greatest show,
and uncommonly fine they were. Among the
amateurs, Mr. Whitbourne, of Great dearies, Ilford,
was first by a long way, and every plant shown did
Mr. Douglas credit, for he took both first prizes in
the made-up and the specimen classes. In the made-
up group was a marvellous plant of Odontoglossum
vexillarium about -3 feet through, and a complete
mass of bloom. It was a show in itself, and was, in
fact, the centre of attraction. In company with it

were fine specimens of Dendrobium nobile, Cattleya
MossiEe, C. Mendeli, Laelia purpurata, Odontoglossum
crispuni, 0. Roezli, Epidendrum vitellinum majus,
Masdevallia Harryana, Cypripedium Lawrencianum,
and C. caudatum roseum. In Mr. iSouthgate's
second collection was a grand specimen of Aerides
Fieldingi, with five branched spikes ; also good plants
of Cattleya gigas and Warneri, Cypripedium
Dominii, Odontoglossum vexillarium, picturatum, and
others. In Mr. Little's group was a grand plant of

Cattleya Mendelli with about eighteen flowers, and
of the rare C. intricata, said to be a cross between
C. ameth^'stina and L. elegans. The amateurs' spe-

cimen class was well representtd, but as a whole it

was not remarkable for any fine plants shown in it.

INIr. Whitbourne's group consisted of Odontoglossum
vexillarium, two fine plants, one about '2A feet

across ; Cymbidium Lowiauiim, with two sjjikes
;

Lrelia purpurata, Cattleya Mossi.T?, Cypripedium Do-
minii, Vanda suavis, and Odontoglossum Roezli. Mr.
Crawshay's second group included a fine Litlia Rus-
selliana with three spikes, L. purpurata, a good Vanda
suavis, and Cattleya Mendeli and Warneri. A large

specimen of Dendrobium tbyrsiflorum, with twenty
spikes, was conspicuous in the third collection. The
nurserymen were well represented by Mr. Cypher, of

Cheltenham, who, like Mr. Douglas, took first prizes

in each class. In the made-up class he had a grand
group of a dozen plants, consisting of huge masses of

such as Epidendrum vitellinum majus, Cattleya
Mossise and Mendeli, Odontoglossum citrosmum, Cy-
pripedium Lawrenceanum^ and Anguloa Clowesi

;

while Mr. James' second group contained smaller, but,

nevertheless, well- flowered plants; Mr. Cypher's

specimen plants were Cattleya Mossi;e with thirteen

flowers, Lielia purpurata with twenty-two, and Epi-

dendrum vitellinum with a dozen spikes ; also good

plants of Cypripedium Lawrenceanum, C Mendeli,

and the rarely seen C. lobata. In Mr. .Tames' second

group was a good variety of Odontoglossum Wilcke-

anum and of C^ypripediuni barbatum named su-

perbum.

Stove .\nii gueeshoi-se plants were best repre-

sented by Mr. ('ypher, who won the first prizes in

both classes for twelve and six plants. His dozen

included grand examples of Erica Cavendishi, de-

pressa, ventricosa, and tricolor, Hedaroma tulipiferum,

Ixora Williams!, Aphelex's macrantha purpurea,

Clerodendron Balfouri, and Dracophyllum gracile
;

in Mr. Mould's second gioup was a huge plant of

the beautiful Cloriosa superba, a plant not often seen

at sliows, and not so common in stoves as it should

be ; the flowers are scarlet and orange. There were

also a good AUamanda grandiflora and Dipladenia

in this group, while in Mr. James's was a specimen

of Rondeletia speciosa major, also a capital green-

house shrub. The groups of half a dozen plants were

also good from Mr. Cypher, the most remarkable

plant in his group being a large specimen of An-
thurium Scherzerianum Cypheri, which has huge

spathes larger, in fact, than those of Wardi. The
amateurs' specimen plants were poor compared with

the nurserymen's : indeed some of those shown never

ought to have been admitted in competition, for they

were worse than third-rate.

FiXE-FOi.i.\GED PL.vxTS were not nearly so fine as

in previous years, the best being those from Mr.

Rann, of Handcross Park, who also showed the best

Ferns, a grand group of half-a-dozen specimens, the

most remarkable of them being two huge plants of

Gleichenia rupestris and the variety glauca, Asple-

nium Nidus-avis, andTree Ferns—Dicksoniasquarrosa,

antarctica, and Youngi. The best six vaiiegated-

leaved plants also came from Handcross Park.

These consisted of Croton Henryanus, superbus, and

Prince of Wales, all admirably coloured specimens of

three of the best varieties; Dieffenbachia illustris,

Paudanus Veitchi, and Yucca aloifolia variegata.

Pelargoniums made a. fine show of themselves, and

had groups of them been distributed about the tent

it would have lit it up more than it was. Mr.

Turner, as usual, was first among the nurserymen,

showing plants in his customary fine style. His

group of show kinds included such beautiful sorts as

Rosetta, Sister of Mercy, Talisman, Prince Leopold,

Kingston Beauty, and Prince of Purples, while

among Mr. Cypher's group, who was a close second,

were fine decorative sorts like Miss Simpson, Triomphe

de St. Amand, Decorator, and C. Outram. The
fancy varieties were also shown best by Mr. Turner,

and the amateuri' class was represented best by Mr.

Phillips, of Langley, who had capital groups of both

show and fancy kinds, the latter being rather small,

but densely flowered plants. There was nothing

remarkable about the sorts, all being well known at

exhibitions. The Begonias from Messrs. Laing, of

Forest Hill, made a bright group, as all the plants were

large and abundantly flowered, and, as may be

supposed, consisted of the finest varieties. The most
noteworthy sorts were those named White Perfection,

Stanstead Surprise, Grace Darling, Primrose Queen,

S. North, New Colour, W. Freeman, and Ball of Fire.

Some of the groups of Fuchsias were good.

Cut flowers were plentiful and have rarely been
seen finer. Roses were excellent, particularly those

from Mr. Tranter, of Henley-on-'Tharaes, and Jlr.

Hollingsworth, of Maidstone. Some at least of the

blooms werecut from outdoor bushes, and very fine they

were, the Marechal Niel and Niphetos being espe-

cially so. A charming basket of cut Roses was shown
by Messrs. Paul, of Cheshunt. The little double

Polyantha Roses on long, graceful sprays showed to

advantage and were much admired. The hardy
flower class was excellent, although there were but
two competitors, Mr. Ware and Messrs. Paul, of

Cheshunt. Mr. Ware's collection consisted of greit

bunches of showy things like Delphinium formosum,
Hemerocallis flava, Aquilegia chrysantha. Campanula
speciosa, double and single Pyrethrums. Irises, Geums,
Poeonies, Anthericum Liliastrum, Oriental Poppies,

Lilium colchicura, Onosma tauricum, and double

Poet's Narcissus, all of which are first-rate hardy
perennials. Messrs. Paul's collection was likewise

fine, but their bunches were smaller ; therefore less

attractive. They had some beautiful Persian Ranun-
culuses, Geranium armenum, Sarracenia purpurea
(from the open-air bog garden), Anchusa capensis,

double Rockets, Anemone fulgens, Geum miniaturo,

Pyrethums, and Agrostemma Flos-jovis. There was
also a large display of Pa?onies and Irises, particularly

of the latter in consequence of prizes being offered for

colhctions of them, Mr. Ware being first, and fol-

lowed by Messrs. Paul and Messrs. Barr, who each

had large groups.

New plant.s.—Bulunkal certificates viere awarded
to Messrs. Veitch, for Nephrolepis rufescens tripin-

natifida. Asparagus verticdlatus, I'teris tremula foliosa,

Todea grandipinnula, and Gymnngramroa schizo-

phylla gloriosa ; t j Messrs. Low, for Cattleya Rei-
neckiana and C. Wagneri ; to Mr. B. S. Williams,

for Oncidium Krameri majus and Lissochilus lutes-

cens ; to Messrs. E. G. Henderson, for Dracaena
nobilissima ; and to Messrs. Sander, for Oncidium
superbiens. I'loriculliirul rcrtijiciitis were awarded to

Messrs. Veitch, for Rhododendron Gloria Mundi,
Imantophyllum Distinction, and Gloxinia Ivanhoe

;

to Messrs. Laing, for Begonia Charmer, B. Mies
Amy Adcock ; and to Mr. T. S. Ware, for An-
thericum Liliastrum majus and Pieonia Festiva
maxima.

Fruit.—There was a decided falling off in the

fruit class, which is usually a noteworthy feature at

the June show here. This may be owing to the
season. The Grapes were fairly good, particularly

those shown by Mr. Mowbray, the Earl of Leven's
gardener, at Fulmer, who had excellent Black Prince
bunches and Buckland Sweetwater. Mr. Osman
also showed Grapes well from Ottershaw Park, and
likewise Mr. Brush from Lady Hume Campbell's
garden at Eastcott. There were some unripe Alex-
andrian Muscats, which it seemed a pity to cut so

prematurely. The class for Peaches was best of all,

and some really fine fruits were shown. The best

two dishes, shown by Mr. Hepworth, of Maid^tone,
consisted of Alexander and Barrington ; the second
pair were Early Silver and Grosse Mignonne ; the
third. Royal George and Grosse Mignonne ; while
Early Victoria and Early Albert were also shown
well. The best two Nectarines were Elruge and Lord
Napier, from Singleton, Swansea, followed by Vio-
lette Hiitive and Elruge, and Hunt's Tawny and
Elruge were third. There were good Cherries from
Mr. Hare, of Wellington, and excellent Strawberries,

the best sorts being President and La Grosse Sucree.

Melons were poor, Mclndoe's Green flesh and Hero
of Lockinge being first. There was but one collec-

tion in competition for the prizes offered by th;

fruiterers. 'I'his, from Mr. Dyke Lee's garden at

Aylesbury (a very creditable display), was shown
by Mr. Robbins, the gardener. There were several

Melons of sorts, fairly good Grapes, excellent Peaches,

White Currants, and Strawberries, the whole making
up a collection of about two dozen dishes. Some
dishes of Australian Apples were likewisj shown,
and their large size and tine colour greatly attracted

the visitors.

The miscellaneous classes contributed a deal

to the show, the chief of which were arranged on the

four central mounds. Mr. B. S. Williams occupied

one with a large mixed collection of stove and green-

house plants, fine-foliaged and flowering, among which
numerous choice ( )rchids were prominent, none being

more attractive than the Cattleyas and Lajlias, and a

very fine variety of the Butterfly Orchid, Oncidium
Krameri, called majus. These were interspersed with
fine-leaved plants, including Nepenthes and other

Pitcher plants. A silver-gilt medal was awarded
to Mr. Williams, and likewise to Messrs. Laing,

who ocoipied the opposite bank with a fine group
consisting chiefly of fine-leaved plants, conspicuous

among them being Caladiums, Palms, &c , inter-

mixed with Begonias and Orchids, Gloxinias, and
the like. Messrs. Henderson took a silver medal for

a group of fine-foliaged plants consisting chiefly of

Caladiums, some of which were new varieties mixed
with other beautiful stove and greenhouse plants. A
very tastefully arranged group was exhibited by
Messrs. Hooper, of Covent Garden, which surpassed

all the others as regards effect. It was made up
chiefly of Gloxinias and Petunias and bright-leaved

plants such as Crotons and Dracienas. Eleganc
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was imparted to the group by Palms and Ferns. A sil-

ver medal was awarded to the exhibitors. Messrs. Cut-

bush took a silver medal for a large collection of hard-

wooded plants, admirably grown and flowered. Messrs.

Low won a silver medal for a grand group of Cattleya

Mossiic, among which were some splendid varieties,

including the highly-prized C. Eeineckiana ; and
Messrs. Veitch took a silver medal for a large dis-

play of cut flowers, including Irises, Poppies, Ane-
mones, Ixias, Pteonies, Pyrethrums, the whole making
quite a show in themselves. To these were added a

collection of new plants from the same nursery, some
of which received certificates. Other prizes were

awarded to Mr. Ware for Pa:onies, to Mr. Clay for

seedling Pelargoniums, to Mr. Phillips for Pelar-

goniums, to Messrs. Carter for a fine collection of

Ixias, to Mr. Salter for well-grown Hydrangeas, and
to Mr. Forbes, of Hawick, for an uncommonly fine

collection of Pansies, suoh as we rarely see exhibited

in the south.

A full prize list is given in our advertising

columns.

GARDEN CATS.

C.\LLiN<i on a friend last autumn, he complained
of the trouble which mice were giving him
amongst a crop of ripe Grapes ; and, as they often

do in such cases, they refused to enter a trap. I

advised him to get a cat, a young one if possible,

not more than half grown ; for, as generally

happens, an old cat, or one that is full grown, has

such a disinclination to be confined in a fresh

place, that it usually takes the first chance which
occurs of getting out of it. Cats were, however,
not favourites with my friend ; he alleged that

they were objectionable in a garden, particularly

amongst plants—an objection often raised, but
which is only correct when they are wild and shy
for want of kind treatment, or liave not been
brought up in the houses where plants are grown :

for, as persons who have employed these deftly-

moving animals know, they barely break anything
when used to the houses, and not treated in a way
to make them timid. Where game happens to be
preserved in the neighbourhood of a garden, it is

almost impossible to keep cats any time, as game-
keepers usually give them no quarter. For this

reason I was long without any experience with
garden cats, e\en where there was not much diffi-

culty on the score of their poaching propensities.

But one summer, being troubled in the way my
friend was with mice in the vineries, I tried the
usual remedies of tying Gorse tightly round the
stems of the Vines, so as to prevent their travel-

ling up, and also tied sheets of paper round them
smeared with birdlime. Two or tliree of the
vermin were caught in this way, but they soon
got too cunning, and followed the woodwork until

they got above the barriers I had placed, and
night after night more bunches of tirapes were
disfigured. I wanted to exhibit some of the
(i rapes at two or three shows that were coming
on, and had the mortification of seeing some of

the best bunches I had intended to show spoilt.

I then got a half-grown kitten and turned it into

the houses, taking means for a few days to pre-
vent its getting out. It soon settled accounts
with the wary little pests, and afterwards was
content to make the garden and houses its home.
After this I was never witliout two or three eats,

which passed most of their time in the houses,
and kept them, as well as the kitchen garden,
free from both rats and mice ; the benefit of

freedom from which is not fully realised until one
has had to deal ^^'ith a garden near enough to
stack yards or farm buildings to admit of the
vermin turning their attention to the garden, if

they wanted a change or were disturbed in their

usual abode.

Although cats are not able to cope with birds
in gardens so effectually as with the four-legged
intruders in and about the houses, still, if a number
proportionate to the size of the garden are kept,
they help much to keep the winged marauders
from doing the mischief they otherwise wouki do.
The method adopted by Mr. Wilson, of Weybridge,
and others, of tethering a cat near seedbeds, or

such things as ripe Strawberries, that birds often 1

devour, is efl'ectual on a limited scale. A cat

so tethered by the neck soon learns to move freely

from one end to the other of a wire running
8 inches or 9 inches above the ground, and
stretched quite tight, like a garden line, so that
the ring on it to which the cat is secured will

slide easily. A little box, like a miniature dog-
kennel, that puss can take shelter and sleep in,

completes the arrangement. Employed this way
at exceptional times, and at others left to them-

j

selves, I have found few more useful things in a

garden than a cat. But there are cats and cats,
|

and, though distinctions in breed are not noticed

or recognised in the way they are with dogs, still

there is almost as much difference in the incessant

watchfulness after vermin that may be seen run-

ning through successive generations of eats that

are slim and wiry, compared with others that are

big and naturally disposed to get fat, as there is

between a nimble fox terrier and a sleepy mon-
grel that passes most of its time away at rest.

T. B.

WINTER-FLOWERING FUCHSIAS.
Several of the original species of Fuchsia are

most beautiful, and among them may be found far

greater variety in the way of form and colour than
amongst ordinary garden kinds, which, in many
cases, so nearly resemble each other, that it is

necessary to examine the plants side by side to

detect the difference. The mention of such species

as F. splendens, serratifolia, fulgens, gi-acilis,

corymbiflora, triphylla, microphylla, procumbens,
and excorticata will serve to show the variety

existing among them, ranging as they do from the

almost tree-like corymbiflora to the little creeping
procumbens, and in the size of blossom from that
of fulgens or coi-ymbiflora to the tiny blossoms of

microphylla. F. splendens possesses the merit of

flowering throughout the winter, provided it is

afforded a suitable structure, and the plants are

prepared for that purpose. This Fuchsia is always
much admired, and, in order to ensure a supply
of bloom from it during winter, the following

treatment should be observed. In the case of

old specimens, they should be allowed a little

rest in spring, and then started freely into growth.
As soon as young shoots make their appearance
the plants should be potted, and encouraged to

grow freely by keeping them in a good genial

temperature. Soon after midsummer they should
he placed out of doors in a sunny spot, in order
to get the wood well ripened, as upon that de-

pends the future display of bloom. Water is not
withheld to assist the ripening process, as this

would cause most of the leaves to drop, and
hence the plant would have a somewhat naked
appearance during winter. About the end of

August the plants should be moved under glass,

and if kept in a temperature of from 50" to GO",

they will continue to flower for months. Young
plants must also be grown on as quickly as pos-
sible during the early summer months, in order
to ensure well-ripened growth. The scarlet and
green flowers of F. splendens are very distinct

from those of any other kind. F. serratifolia is

also a good winter bloomer, and of hybrid kinds
with the same characteristics the oldest one is

raised many years ago by Mr. Dominy (Domi-
niana), still one of the best in its limited class.

Between this last and F. serratifolia several hy-
brids have been raised ; indeed one (hybrida
rubra) received a first-class certificate from the
Royal Horticultural Society some four or five

years since, but it does not seem to have made
much headway. About the same time several
varieties, the progeny of the same parents, were
put into commerce by M. Lemoine, of Nancy,
and very pretty they were for winter blooming,
possessing the sometimes great merit of flower-

ing freely in a small state. The blooms of all

are of a reddish orange colour. H. P.

fitnefs for greenhouse cultivation. It has erect stems
IS inches high, the upper pari clothed with crowded
terete foliage 4 inches long. The flowers are borne
upon a spike 1 foot long, which terminates the

strongest shoots, and has upon its upper 6 inches

about a score of large, bright yellow Marigold-like

flowers. These last upon the plant about a month
after opening, and their brilliant colour renders them
very ornamental. Senccios are quite a wonderful
group cf heterogenous compcsites, the strange

fantastic forms of some of them and extraordinary

resemblance of others to widely different plants, so

far as regards botanical relationship, being very

remarkable. In the same house with the above-men-
tioned species, and standing close to it, are two other

species which may be pointed to as instances of this

wide variation in habit and leaf characttrs. These
are S. macroglossus, the Ivy Groundsel, which is

exactly like an Ivy plant in habit and foliage, and
S. precox, a tree like species with a stem 7 feet high

and as thick as a man's wrist ; its leaves are borne
in a cluster on the top of the stem, and are something
like the leaves of an Acer. This last is a native of

Mixico, the two former of the Cape.

QUESTIONS.

540S.—Packing Strawberries.—Will some reader of
The Garden kind y give me a few liints as to ttic best way
in wliich to paclc Strawberries ? I have to send them about
100 miles by rail.—S.

S4'.iii.—Nymphsea and Eremurus seed.—Could Mr.
Frank Miles kiudly inform me w ere he procured the seed of
Nymphfea .albavar. rubra and Eremurus robustua?—C. W.
Cleveland, cdttlaud IlouHf.

0000.—Herbs.—Will some reader of The Garden kindly
answer the following questioi s ; Is there such a herb as
Sitfast? If so, what is it like and where can it be got? I

have a plaster made up of four parts—two of chemicdls and
two of herbs. It is upwards of thirty years since it was
made. Can I get it analysed in order to obtain the name of
the herbs?— Ali'iia, liurham.

r.'j01.—Repottiner Camellias.— I have bought a largo
white Camellia at a sale, and as it appears to h.ave been in the
pot in which it now is for a number of years, and would be
better for a shift, I have had a box made for it. I know it is late
in the season to repot it, aa it has made its growth. I would,
therefore, be glad of the advice of some of your readers as to
whether I should be running too great a risk in doing so.

—

T. M.

6502.—Vanilla Orchid. — Will some Orchid grower
kindly tell mo how to treat thts in order to induce it to fruit ?

1 have a large plant of it in the stove that flowers well, but
has never yet set any fruit. My employer says it fruited
previous to his purchasing it, but it has not fruited since. I

may add that it has been under my charge for sev n years.
—Old Sub.

LATE NOTES.

Senecio pyramidatus.—Under this name there
is now flowering in No. 5 house at Kew a plant
which is worth attention because of its beauty and

Laburnum sports (P ,
Xormll.\—These are not at all

nncttmnron. 'J'he jiurple kind is Cytisus purijureus, and tho
bronzy coloured sort, C. Adanii.

Mushrooms {.P. J'.)— Your Mushroom, caiTying an-
other inverted on its crown, thougli singular, is not uncom-
mon. Their tops had become united wlien young, and in
course of growtli the stronger had uprooted the weaker.

Hosein-hose Dlimulus (IC. B. Harllan<I).— A very
pi-etty variety, and must be effective in a mass or as a pot
plant. The Viohis Countess of Kintore and King of tho
Blacks you send are also good blooms of two valuable sorts.

Abutilon Boule da Xeigre (F. if' ale).—Simply a
monstrous flower, not uncommonly met with in Abutilons,
especially in the white sort you send. We imagine it arises,
as you ol.>serve, from the exhausted sbite of the plant.

Seedlinff Piootee (M. II. Verh nan<).—Your Chad Val-
ley Queen is an extremely pretty variety, and as the calyx
does not split and the plant such a fiee flowerer, it must bo
looked upon as an acquisition. The Primula luteola spike is
fine, it is also tolerably well known to be one of the hardiest
species.

Names of plants.—an.—Saxifraga granulata fl.-pl.

M. /'. -Solanura j.asniinoides. li. J. J/.— Oriental
Poppy, Papaver oricntalo.— If. cf- S.—Iris sibiric.a, and smaller
flower, I. graniine.a.— If. li.— l. Muscari moschatum mon-
strosura ; 2, Anemone pcnnsylvatjica ; ;i, Iris Uuldenstaxiti-
ana ; 4, Achillea umbellata. Cupt. hopKimnl.—A very fine
v.ariety of Oncidium crispum .-i. II.—Rhododendron fra-
grantissimuni. Wc see no reason why it should not succeed
;igainst the back wall of a vinery. Name of tree is Prunus
Pad us. C. l> —If Hippophac rhamnoides ; 2, Viburnum
Lantana ; .S and 4, varieties of Cratjvgus coccinea. C. ISttr-

/C'-.—Staphylea pinnata M,\^. Aibrirtht —Amelanchier
vulgaris. C. II. F.—Pale flower is Dendrobium Pierardi,
other is D. transparens. I), c—Crinum cipense.
//. li. E.—Apparently Phyllocactus multiflorus variety.
ir. M.—Gloriosa superba. If. //"/((/(.—Appears to be Rosa
cinnamomeia. Cactus.—Send us a good specimen in a box.
Ycmrs in a letter came smashed. 8. T.—Double variety of
Saxifraga gr.annlata. If". likhanhnn.—The tree is Cytisus
Adami, a hyb, id between C. Labiu'num and C. purpureus,
not uncommon. J. C, L. allO. E. F. C.—Next week.
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WOODS & FORESTS.
THE OORSICAN AND AUSTRIAN FIRS.

I AM pleased to sec these two Fir?, but particu-

larly the last, so much praised in The Garden
and elsewhere lately by practical men. It seems

safe to predict that the Corsican Fir will be the

most popular tree for planting, as a substitute for

the Larch and Fir timber, in a short time.

Stocks in nurseries are already being exhausted.

A clear distinction should, however, be drawn
between the two varieties. Authorities say that

they are simply vaiieties of the same species;

which may be the case, but in habit, appearance,

and particularly in the remarkable ditlereuoe of

tlieir transplanting powers, they are as dissimilar

as any two Firs I know of. They are said to be

about equal in the quality of their timber; but,

unfortunately, the habit of the Austrian Fir

partly spoils it as a timber tree unless it is grown
thickly enough on the ground to allow of only

about one-third of its length, or less, at the top

to carry branches. It will branch out laterally,

growing nearly as broad as long, and so many
branches cause the trunk to be rough and knotty

and less straight than that of the Corsican. It

loads itself with snow, too, and from that cause

is apt to be laid over, and the wind has the

same effect on its broad sides. Isolated speci-

mens which I have seen are more like Cedars in

shape, owing to the spread of the side limbs.

For shelter purposes it is unmatched, and, so far

as our plantations are concerned, it is the best

tran.splanter up to twenty years of age of any of

the Conifer family. The Corsican, on the other

hand, whether thick or thin on the ground, is

of slender habit of growth, and bears most of

its branches at the top ; hence it makes a clean

straight pole such as the timber merchant loves

to see, and it increases in bulk evenly and about

as fast again as the Larch, and faster than the

Scotch Fir—an enormous advantage in planting

for profit. This is the character of the Corsican

Fir wherever I have seen it true ; and the tigure

of the tall specimen at Kew in The Garden not

long .since give an excellent idea of the typical

variety. It is undoubtedly a bad transplanter;

but I think, from what I have seen of it lately,

that if it was planted early in autumn—say
October or just before starting its buds in

spring, it would succeed much better. Some of the

healthiest young trees we have of it here, seven

or eight years planted, grow about 1000 feet

above the sea, on a poor, thin moorland soil, and

in a position as nearly resembling the to]-> of

Salisbury Crags, near Edinburgh, as anything

could do. Yorkshireman.

"Value of the Spruce.—Spruce, in this part

of Yorkshire, has been quite a drug since the

gales of three and four years ago, when so many
trees of tliis Conifer were blown down. On an

adjoining estate, where nearly a whole plantation

was uprooted, a purchaser could not be found at

any price for some months : and at last it was

only sold by offering some good Larch along with

it. This estate is, generally speaking, on the

limestone formation, which seems to be unfavour-

able alike to Scotch Fir and Spruce, but especially

the latter. Larch, on the other hand, grows luxu-

riantly, and liundreds of acres of fine trees, from

sixty to eighty years' growth, can be seen.

Although I pay the same for felling Spruce as for

Larch and Scotch, it is only because we have

so little of it, comparatively, that it is not

necessary to make a distinction in the price. If

it were to cut by itself, it would take at least Is.

(and probably Is. Gd.) per 100 feet extra ;
for the

average Spruce has such hard knots, and so many
of thein, and so few axes—unless left very thick —
will cut the branches without breaking pieces out

of the edge, that it takes almost double the time

to dress one as it does a Larch. I only plant it

for the sake of the shelter it affords for game, and

for its fine appearance when young, amongst other

trees ; certainly, at its present price of '2d. or 3d.

per cubic foot, it is not tempting to plant it as

an investment.— \V. B. H.

MIXED PLANTATIONS.

There is something delightful about an old

mixed plantation. Generally I am averse to

mixing up different species, and it may be bad

woodcraft to say anything in its favour, but from

the picturesque side of the question it cannot be

denied that effects are gained which could not be

were trees of one species only planted. A planta-

tion—as it hardly reaches the size of a wood, and

is too wide in proportion to its length to be

termed a belt—where I had occasion to be re-

cently very well illustrated the point, and

showed where, in spite of its admitted disailvan-

tages, such an arrangement was admissible. Tlie

place to which I refer forms an approach to a

residence, the drive passing through its centre.

From an economic view, some of the trees need

to be felled, and where such exists, except in

special cases, ornamentally their removal would

be no disadvantage. The trees, which are a mix-

ture of Ash, Horse Chestnut, Beech, Lime, Birch,

Wych Elm, common Elm, Larch,' Acacia, Oak,

anil Sycamore, are growing very thickly, and as

a consequence have run up very tall, and in the

body of the plantation with very few In-anches

except at the top. Round the margins they are,

of course, well clothed throughout their entire

height. There is naturally comparatively little

underwood, but occasionally there is a group of

Hazel, Maple, and common Elder where theie is

a slight opening between the trees. In such a

position as this, the lack of underwood is rather

an advantage than otherwise, as the ground is

carpeted with the native woodland plants and

flowers, and the alisence of the underwood admits

of free locomotion amongst the tree stems. These,

from the variety of species, assume almost all

forms and colours. There are some large Ashes

which, branching out at a short distance above

ground, form quite effective objects, and some of

the Sycamores and Horse Chestnuts take similar

forms. Others run perhaps to a height of 30 feet

or 40 feet with scarcely a deflection or a branch.

There is another thing, though, which is more
important in the nratter of effect than the boles,

and that is the diversity of foliage. All the trees

are deciduous, but the Larch scarcely seems at

homp. This is really the only tree to which I

should object. The Limes and the Sycamores are

now splendidly in leaf. The lighter foliage of

the Lime contrasts well with the dark masses of

the Sycamore, and the deep and beautiful tint of

the Beech is scarcely less striking. The Acacia

is as yet barely in full leaf. Where the Horse

Chestnut is confined the character of its leaf

alters considerably, and it lacks the beauty of the

foliage of its congeners round the margin. The
Beech seems but little afl'ected in this way. There

are only a few Birches ; these I wouLl like to see

morelargely introduced in such places. Ifthe mixed
planting is adopted for the sake of the efl'ect, the

mere idea of introducing a few trees of not very

high timber value should not be allowed to weigh

too much. It is only from the reason of its

being a low-priced wood that I can account for

the small extent to which the Birch is commonly
used. In such plantations as these the Wych
Elm is to be preferred to too many English Elms,

as the character of its growth and its larger leaves

enhance its value considerably, especially when
coming into leaf it is verv effective. Such things

as Hazel, Maple, and Elder, of course, fill sub-

sidiary positions. The flowers and the fruit of

the Elder cause it to hold a higher place than it

otherwise wouM. On the whole, I do not greatly

favour Elder for these places, as its nature and
mode of growth do not seem quite in accord with
such trees as the Hazel and the Maple. Ivy
generally forms a considerable item in these old

mixed plantations. In the one of which I am
more particularly speaking it grows in consider-

able abundance, but I notice that it is only where
the trees are decaying that it makes undue
growth. It would be easy to jump to the con-

clusion that the Ivy helped to produce the decay.

This, however, from surrounding circumstances,

I do not believe. Where the trees are perfectly

healthy the Ivy .seems to be kept within its pro-

per bounds, and it is only as the branches die

back that it seems to overcome the growth of the

tree. I have no d(jubt whatever that when a

tree begins to decay, that the presence of the Ivy
greatly hastens its entire dissolution, but in the

majority of cases I very much doubt if it is

capable of causing the decline and death of a

tree, which is often attributed to it.

D. J. Yeo.

Grubbing r. sawing trees.—I must remind

your correspondent " D. J. Y." the question he raised

first was not one of " grubbing r. sawing " trees, bvit

of doing both. He recommended the trees to be

felled or sawn off after they were grubbed, but imder

any circumstances they were to be stubbed—dug up,

as one would understand, since the object of the

stubbing was to plant fences where the roots had

been. I say, fell by the axe or saw, which you like,

but leave the roots in the groimd, because it. would
not pay but be a dead loss to stub them, and this

every woodman seems to think, for they do not stub if

they can help it. I must say "D. J. Y." recommends
expensive ways of management. His Is. and Is. Cc".

each tor grubbing up tree-stumps is preposterous,

but as he "undertakes offhand to send a customer

who will give me something for the roots and bear

the expense of grubbing and removal as well," I shall

be pleased to enter into negotiations with him on tliat

liead, and if he will send me his address, &c., he shall

have mine. He will not be able to find workman
anywhere who are fit for such work under ISs. or 'iOs.

per week, I may just tell him, and we shall see how
much under 10s. per root grubbing up the roots and

removing them will cost. I am going to set out more
hedgerow and field timber this summer, and am in

earnest, and any communication of '* D. J. Y.'s " will

be dealt with in a business way. I fail to see how
your correspondent interprets my reference to the re-

moval of the tops to mean that the butts are left

hedge-high. It was plain, I think, that feUing htdgc-

row timber was the question, and, I take it, when a

tree is stubbad or felled, the top is "removed ' as

well.

—

Yorkshireman.

The common Bracken in woods.—Those

who have not to contend with this plague in establish-

ing young plantations are fortunate. In many parts of

England, and especially in Yorkshire and Nottingham-

shire, it is an almost insurmountable obstacle to the

planting of waste lands, except at great expense. It

smothers young trees conqtletely, unless it is beaten

down with sticks or hooks about this season ; but

that is a task where the ground to ba gone over is

extensive. Persistent beating down during the grow-

ing season is, however, the only way, and if persevered

in for several years it will exterminate the Bracken,

which bleeds severely from the broken young stems,

.and grows weaker .and weaker every year. In most

of our woods and in the deer park here the Bracken

is rampant, and has greatly extended in the woods

within the memory of the present generation. It in

time kills all underwood as it extends. In the older

woods, where there was once abundance of natural

undertTOwth, there is now none, the Bracken having

extinguished it. It is a cuiious thing th.at wherever

the Bracken establishes itself it thrives the better

the longer it has been on the ground. Other crops

'sicken" in time, but I know tracts of Bracken,

miles in extent, that, as far as tradition tells, seems

to have been there for hundreds of years at least, and

which still thrives on its own debris as vigorously as
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ever. I have often found olJ Bracken stems so longi

that if they had been set on end a botanist might

have mistaken them for the stems of a Tree Fern.

The rliizomes extend along the surface of the ground

for years. I wish the old Fern roots and fibres could

be turned to account in some way. I could supply

thousands of tons of it as light and fibrous as a

sponge. Someone took the author "Lothair" to

task for exaggerating when he spoke of the common
Bracken growing 6 feet high ; but that is nothing

unusual, and I am not sure but I could produce longer

fronds than even that. In exposed places and poor

soil it is often not above 18 inches high, but in shady

woods it grows so tall as to render them impassable,

and felled timber is frequently lost if not removed
before it begins to grow.

—

Yorkshireman.

EOT IN LARCH.

reddish sand, where trees have as often dwindled
and died before they were 6 feet high. The
best Larches in tliia part of the country grow by

the bank of a river, in a bed of alluvial soil, on

a rock, which i.s the only subsoil. The largest

of these trees is 100 feet high and fH feet in

girth at 4 feet from the ground.
Abeudeen Fokester.

Over the whole extent of a forest under my
charge here, which comprises 100 acres of Scotch

Pine from flfty-four to sixty years of age, there

are a few Larches scattered, about the same age

as the Scotch Pine, but generally much larger,

some of them containing upward.? of 20 cubic

feet sale measure. LTntil of late these Larches

appeared to he in a very thriving state ; but

in October last the extreme tops of same of

them were observed to be dead ; and other signs

of decay were visible in those growing on the

parts where there was the worst subsoil. Fif-

teen of these were felled, and not one of them
could be said to be really sound, though only

one, smaller than the rest, was hollow-hearted.

A few of the healthiest were also cut down,

which were allowed to be perfectly sound in

respect to timber. However, the brown irregu-

lar dark-bordered spot, was begun in them also.

1 inspected the best and worst of the first lot

after they were cut into 2-inch planks. The
rot in the one most affected could he seen 10 feet

up the planks ; in the others, it did not exceed

2 feet, 3 feet, and 6 feet, in narrow strips ; in

other respects the timber is of good quality.

The soil in which the tree's grew is of heath

and poor vegetable mould, from G inches to

9 inches deep; it had formerly grown, and

would naturally continue to grow, the three

common Heaths, ferns. Mosses, &c., with a

subsoil of hard gravelly clay, friable when dug
up, and containing a considerable quantity of

oxide of iron. On the transverse section of the

ends of the trees, fifty-four annual rings, or

years' growth, can be distinctly nuniliered. The
first sixteen years' growth in all (but the hollow

one mentioned) is sound, as also the Ia?t fifteen

years' growth on the outside, whether alburnum
or heart wood ; so that the rotting spots are

contained in the twenty-three years' middle-

aged wood of the tree ; and there the spots vary

much in situation, size, shape, and colour, and
frequently do not affect the same number of

annual layers even in the same tree.

Besides the want of fertility in the subsoil, it

must contain matter deleterious to the Pine and
Fir tribe; for of the many hundred Scotch Pine?,

and not a few Larch and Spruce Firs, which I

li >ve seen blown down by the wind, there was
scarcely a perpendicular root which had pene-

trated this and similar subsoils found otherwise

than comnletely rotten. The former were cankered

(as it is here termed) farther up the tree ; the

two latter nearly always began to rot at the

root ends. May we not, therefore, infer that the

rot in the Larch originates in the root, and in

time extends up the tree ? and that the cause of

all the evil is the penetration of the root into a

bad .subsoil ( In accordance with this idea, I

shall mention an instance where Lurch has been
planted, "again and again," on liills (not too

high), in good heath mould, on a subsoil of

PLANTING TREES FOR UTILITY AND
ORNAMENT.

I HAVE always considered it practicable to plant

a permanent undergrowth of evergreen and de-

ciduous treea and .shrubs to serve either as screens

near or away from a mansion or cover for game,

and at the same time to insure a free growth of

profitable and ornamental timber. In one in-

stance I have planted in masses what I intended

to be the permanent trees which were to form a

screen to shut out some unsightly buildings.

The kinds of trees planted lor the purpose were

chiefly Oaks, Spanish Chestnuts, and Elms.

Then others of the .same kinds, but of smaller

size, were planted between them as temporary

plants, to effect an immediate blind, liy way of

tilling up the spaces until the principal trees

begin to extend their branches, when the .super-

numerary trees are to be taken out in two, three,

or four years to plant again as single trees, or in

groups, hedgerows, or for any other purpose for

which they may be wanted, as they will be suit-

aljly prepared for such purposes ; otherwise they

must be cut down or taken out before they

injure the permanent trees. The other .spaces

should be filled up with Beech and Hornbeam,
which, when headed down, generally retain

their foliage through the winter months, when
such thick cover is most wanted. Such plants

for undergrowth I take care to divest of their

leading upright shoots, at from 4 feet to 6 feet

or " feet high, according to their appearance

and effect with the side branches of the intended

permanent trees. Divesting them of their up-

right aspiring shoots jirevents them from getting

up to injure the pernuinent trees, and increases

their lateral or side Ijranehes, so as to fill up the

blind and keep a permanent undergrowth. This

work should be attended to for a few years to

prevent them acquiring fresh leaders, which
they are naturally inclined to do. At the base

of the permanent trees I planted young Hollies,

either common or variegated, for future effect,

at from 1 foot to 2 feet from the stem, with

the head leaning towards it, to allow for the

increase of the trunk or stem, as well as to

form a surer mark than any other I could think

of to know the permanent trees by. Then,

round the outsides of the belt and occasionally

in the interior, I planted Spruce and Silver Firs

and Scotch Pines, each kind by themselves in

groups or masses as it were ; the Firs being from

4 feet to 7 feet in height, taking special care to

shorten the leading upright shoot, or break out

the central leading bud of the upright shoot, at

the desired height ; also to shorten or break out

the central or leading bud of the side branches

where necessary to thicken the blind, and pre-

vent them getting out of bounds and destroying

or injuring the fences. Scotch Pines should be

planted principally at or near the outside, as they

do not endure under the shade so long as the

Spruce and Silver Firs. In iront of this belt,

viz., the side most in view, were planted various

kinds of evergreen, deciduous, and variegated

dwarf flowering trees and shrubs ; at least to be
kept dwarf so as not to injure the effect of the per-

manent forest trees in the background, as well as

more eft'ectually to insure the main object, an
effectual permanent blind, not forgetting embel-
lishment as well.

Although I have recommended Beech and
Hornljeam for under-cover, 1 would prefer com-
mon Hollies, common Laurels, Rhododendrons,
or other suitable Evergreens, which will endure
under the drip and shade of other trees, but they
are of such slow grow-th at first, and are, besides,

dearer, and not so easily procured as the Beech
and Hornbeam. At any rate, the Evergreens
should be planted at the first making of the

plantations, and, as they get up, the Beech and
Hornbeam could be removed if thought desir-

able ; but in each case attention must be, for

several years, regularly paid to divesting them of

their aspirin 5 shoots, and occasionally shortening

some of the side branches to prevent too much
straggling and to insure the pennament under-

growth. I will just observe that Beech and
Hornbeam are best adapted, in distant high ex-

posed situations, for permanent undergrowth in

narrow belts or clumps, and Evergreens nearer

home in more sheltered places.

By following up this plan for a few years, we
can insure a permanent close and thick under-
growth of evergreen or deciduous trees and
slirubs, with the most beautiful, picturesque, and
profitable forest trees, instead of those unsightly

naked plantations, open at liottom, with nearly
valueless timber trees, so frequently to be seen,

and which plantations, with very little trouble

or expense, might be made both profitable and
ornamental at the same time. But, alas 1 gentle-

men do not see this ; or, at least, they will not
pur.nte it, too often, I fear, from the causes I

have previously hinted at.

I could say much more on this subject, and on
that of pruning and training hedgerow timber
trees, but more particularly on single evergreen

trees, or masses of evergreen trees in noblemen's or

gentlemen's parks, with accompanying under-
growth for shelter and protection to the trees.

Such parks are generally very deficient in these

respects, and have rather a dreary eft'ect in

winter without these accompanying embellish-
ments, while there are hundreds of acres

oinamented with only deciduous trees.

W. B.

Voles and mice in woods.—It is hardly
realised, I imagine, how numerous these little animals
are in woods and fields, but I was able to form
some idea of their numbers not long since in an
Oak wood where a good many acres of undergrowth
and tirass and Bracken had been accidentally burnt
down, leaving the surface of the ground quite bare.

Over the whole of the burnt piece the runs and holes

of the mice formed a perfect network, scarcely a foot

of ground being anywhere without them, and in

many places the runs were so numerous and intricate

as to form a close network over large tracts. I

judged from this that they swarmed everywhere in

the wood in thousan<ls, but I cannot say I have ever

noticed that they did any damage to the Oaks or

other trees in summer or winter. Their runs are all

close to the surface of the ground, among the roots

of the Grass and Bracken on which they probably

live. Still it is been recorded that voles have done
great damage to plantations in this country, both in

Kngland and Scotland; with us they are chiefly

destructive to garden plants.

Value of Spruce timber.— " Scotch Fir and
Spruce remain a drug in the market, and many very

extensive lots are allowed to lie and rot for want of

an outlet that will realise sufficient to cover the cost

of removal. We hear of some proprietors even offer-

ing a premium to remove the timber, but when this

wood has lain any time and lost the bark, few buyers

will look at it at any price."

—

Timber Trades Journal

,

Mmi -li.

The Spruce.—Mr. D. J. Yeo \& wrong in .saying that
" re.illy all that has been hitherto proved is that the Spruce
doe.s not succeed in every position." This .ipplies to all

trees, but what has been proved in regard to the Spruce is

that it is all but worthless where it can be gi'own, and .it anj'

time the worst paying timber going.—Y,
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" This l8 an Art
WUch does mend Nature ; change It rather : but
The Abt itselp is Natuke."—Shakespeare.

Rose Garden.

ORNAMENTAL E03ES.

The term ornamental has so many diverse ap-

plications from a gardener's standpoint, that it

is necessary to explain what is here meant by

the word. Well, when I speak of an ornamental

specimen of a Rose, I do not mean a specimen

grown in a pot, or anywhere else, and trained in

the form ot a pyramid or any other artificial

shape, nor a Rose on which all the blooms are

perfect from an exhibitor's point of view, nor

anything of that kind. What I would de-

scribe as an ornamental Rose is one I saw the

other day, and which, for twenty-one years to

my knowledge, has produced a profusion of

pure white blooms in such abundance as almost

to weigh the branches down to the ground, despite

the few rustic props that support it on one side.

The variety is the old-fashioned double white

Rose, which, when allowed to grow, makes a

head of considerable size, and blooms freely on

every branch and twig. The bush of which I

speak stands against the wall of a cottage of the

better class, and having had the advantage of

room and light, and good culture at the root, and

little of the knife (if any), it is now the chief

ornament of the garden and the pride of its

possessor. The tree seems as healthy and green

to-day as ever it was. I suppose it has been in

its present position thirty years at least, and will

probably continue to thrive on the same spot for

thirty years to come—a landmark in the village

and the admiration of every passer-by.
_
Talking

to the owner of the garden in question lately

and speaking about lloses, he told me that he

never had any trouble or anxiety about the "old

bush," but his newer varieties, consisting of dwarfs

and tall standards, gave him a deal of trouble.

Tlie mortality amongst them had been severe,

and as he had to employ someone professing to

know more about Roses than himself to look

after them, the culture and the pruning had been

both rather erratic and the general result un-

satisl'actory. He had, however, a "Glory" that

had begun to put out some strong shoots, and he

was in hopes that it would, if subjected to the same

let-alone treatment as that followed in the case

of the old white bush, become in time a good

companion to it.

My next ornamental specimen is a Noisette

variety, also in a small villa garden, on the lawn

and over twenty years of age—how much I do not

know. It grew among shrubs originally, which

rather impeded its growth, but these were cleared

away, and although ne\'er getting any manure,

it has extended wonderfully, and is now a good

many yards in circumference. This bush annually

sends up many strong shoots from the base, and

some of these are about 9 feet high and pro-

portionally thick. The older branches fall over

towards the ground on all sides ; the young ones

spread out more erect the first year, and in this

way the bush forms a large natural specimen

covered with blossoms.

My third specimen is a wild Rose that I dis-

covered last year in an out-of-the-way spot

among the hedgerows wlien looking over these

among the farms. Tliis bush—the pink variety

— t'rew in a favourable and sunny position in

good loam, and was 10 feet high, about as broad.

and quite covered with blooms over its entire

surface and of unusual size and colour for a wild

variety. A more beautiful object in the form of a

Rose bush could not be imagined, and the plant

was just in perfection when I saw it. I said

to the farmer, " I see you do not meddle with the

Roses when mending your fences," and he replied

that the fact was he could not mend them very

well as fence plants, as they grew naturally tall,

compact, and impenetrable. There were many
fine specimens on the farm, but this was the

finest of them all. Perhaps it looked best in the

midst of its natural surroundings, but it would
have been a grand ornament on any lawn. What
is wanted in order to create such specimens is a

good soil, and room, and light. These are the

only conditions necessary, and with their aid the

plants will take care of themselves. It is not

necessary, nor even desirable to cut away the old

dead branches. These fall over in time, as the

young and vigorous shoots from the root thrust

them on one side, and they serve as a framework
lor the younger growths to rest upon, and are

always quite concealed by foliage and ilowers.

As to the varieties best adapted for this style of

culture, I would say almost any variety would
do that manifested a sturdy habit and was hardy,

and there can be no douljt that the wild and
ample habit of growth renders the plants less

liable to injury from frost and cold weather than

they otherwise would be. S. W.

BEST ROSES FOR WALLS.
Rein-e Marie Henriette (red Gloire de Dijon).

—

Extended experience with tliis Rose as a climber

for open walls clearly proves it to be one of the

earliest and best. We have it here against a wall

with a west aspect in a sheltered position, and so

situated it was well in flower by the middle of

May, but, unfortunately, the weather was not

warm enough for the blossoms to open properly.

In the bud state, however, they have been very

good. The colour is much deeper out of doors

than under glass. The value of this Rose is also

enhanced by its being a free grower, and by its

having an abundance ot leafage.

Reine Marie Pia.—In my ojjinion this Rose is

not wanted, for, except tliat it is a shade darker

in colour and the shape a little more globular, it

may be described as a counterpart of Reine Marie
Henriette ; and seeing that we have also Chesliunt

Hybrid in the same line of colour, this addition is

undesirable. It is certainly to be regretted that

the Tea-scented section of Roses should be con-

stantly receiving additions of so-called new varie-

ties tliat are too much like otliers wliieh we
already have. Of this the variety under notice is

a proof, and, unfortunately, not the only instance

of the kind. On the contrary, the list ot Teas will

soon be as much overburdened with varieties too

much alike as the Hybrid Perpetuals already are.

If farther proof is wanted that the list of Teas is

unnecessarily extending, we have it in the case of

Sunset, a new American Rose, said to be superior

to any other in the same line of colour; but I

think many will agree with me that that state-

ment is not borne out by the Rose itself. That it

is a good Rose of its colour I grant, but if not

identical witli Madame Falcot or Safrano, it is so

much like them that it is not wanted. Moreover,

we have William Allen Hicliardsou and Shirley

Hil^berd, both like those just mentioned.

Devoniessis.—It is much to be regretted that

this fine old Rose is such a poor grower ; for, while

admitting that Niphetos is much the largest, as

well as the purest in colour, ot all white Roses in

this section, I must claim for Devoniensis that,

whether in the bud state or expanded, it is, of

the two, much the handsomer Rose. With me,
whether growing upon its own roots or on those

of any other, when planted out under glass, it

does not thrive satisfaetorOy ; in fact, I can do
better with it against walls in the ojjen. Tliis is

undoubtedly a delicate-constitutioned Rose ; no-

wliere have I seen it thrive so well as in the

county in wliich it was raised and from which it

takes its name. In several jilaces in Devonshire

I have seen it growing and flowering admirably,

and, when seen under favourable conditions in

the open, no indoor specimens can compare with

it for intrinsic beauty when in the bud state and
delightful fragrance. I have noticed that this

Rose does better witli many in pots than planted

out. When grown in pots, it should not be turned

out of doors until it has made good growth, and
tlie latter will be stronger when made under glass

in a shady position than elsewhere.

Mrs. Bosanquet, although an old Rose and
comparatively little grown now, is nevertheless

deserving of more notice than it receives on account

of the freedom with which it flowers, as well as

for the early period of the season at which it

l)li)oms when grown in a warm position, and for

the handsome buds which it produces. In many
jilaces it t.hri\-es well as a standard; but it is as a

climbing or pillar Rose that it best shows its free-

flowering character. Trained to a wall, as I once

saw it, with alternate plants of the old pink monthly
Rose, it had a grand appearance.

The Ramaijas Rose (R. rugosa) was the first to

flower in open beds this year, several of its blooms
l)eing well expanded on the 24th of May. In a

strong dee[) soil this Rose flowers both in early

summer and in autumn, and not unfrequently both

ripe crimson fruit and ilowers may be seen in the

autumn on the same plant at the same time. My
experience of this Rose is that seedling plants live

longer than plants on other stocks, and, as seed is

freely produced, there is no difficulty in raising

any number of seedlings. Those who have large

shrubbery borders to fill should set about raising

seedlings of this Rose, of which one cannot have

too many, for the foliage even is very distinct and
beautiful, and a plant of it well laden with ripe

berries and prettily tinted leaves in autumn is a

pleasing feature in any garden.

The Hybrid Teas and Hybrid Perpetual climbing

Roses are not much grown, I fear, for one rarely

meets with them. I began with a dozen diSerent

varieties ot the Hybrid Teas a few years ago, when
there were hopes in some quarters that they would
become popular, but they proved to be such poor

growers, that one by one they dwindled away until

we have not one left. Lady Falmoutli and the

Hon. George Bancroft were the most vigorous, but

they were not satisfactory. My first attempt to

grow the climbing Hybrid Perpetuals was against

a warm south wall, and so unsatisfactory was it

that of late years I have given them up altogether.

My objection to them is that they do not fill up
space well. I could only get two or three strong

slioots from a plant, and, if cut back, the same
numVier of shoots again sprang up. These shoots

wei-e long enough to please anybody, and for the

most part they flowered at the points ; but unless

I had put in the plants 2 feet apart, how was I to-

cover a wall U feet high ? Taken altogether, they

do not reach my standard of what a climbing

Rose should be.

AmongstTea-scented Roseswith canary-coloured

flowers, Marie Van Houtte certainly carries the

])alm. It is ot fairly vigorous growth, and flowers

with great freedom. The individual blossoms

are sutficiently large for any purpose, witliout

being coarse, and a charming tinge of a bright

rose colour overlies tlie back of the petals. As a

wall Rose in a suitable climate it is unsurpassed.

Her Ma.jesty.—This new Rose (iromises to be

a vigorous grower, for, although our plants of it

have not been much more than two months in our

jjossession, they have made satisfactory progress.

The size ot the leaves indicates it to be a robust

.

grower. It is perhaps a misfortune that it [jos-

sesses so many thorns ; but let us liope that the

number and quantity of tlie flowers will more
than counterbalance this little defect.

Fortune's Yellow is a Rose which everj'one

should grow who can give it a warm wall, and
who are fond of pieculiarly coloured flowers.

When grown in tlie open I tliink it would puzzle
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all liiit an arUst to correctly describe its colours.

Altlionjfli it is generally considered to be coppery

yellow, tliat description fails to convey an idea of

the Ijeantiful peach tint tliat overlies the outside

petals when there is no hot sun to burn it out.

This Rose is very ))retty in the bud state, but

when e.xi)anded it is loose and thin.

Button-hole Roses are always much in request.

Amongst Teas the following are [lerhaps the best,

viz., Devoniensis, Marie V;in Houtte, Madame
Lambard, Madame Falcot, Letty Coles, Isabella

Sijrunt, Aline Sisley, Catherine Mermet, and
Honiere. The list of Hybrid Per])etuals does not

contain a better dark Rose for this jmrpose than

(leneral Jacqueminot, and the best white is Boule

de Ncige. Empress is white with an suffusion of

pink, and neat and pretty in the biul state. Of
other dark varieties I should select Harrison Weir,
Dr. Andry, and Annie Wood. Of pink varieties

the following are good, viz., Comtesse de Cha-

brillant, La France, Madame Rivers, and Marie
Louise Pernet.—J. C. C, in Field.

where collections of numerous varieties are grown the

quality of hardiness is not sufficiently considered, and

it is really everything in Buch a class of plants.— J. S.

Tlie best white Rose.—I do not suppose that

rosarians generally will agree with me in my
choice of Reine Blanche as the best white Rose
amongst Hybrid I'erpetuals, but I certainly

think it is. Perhaps I am more influenced by its

usefulness than by its merits as ai\ exhibition

Rose. I am aware that it lacks purity of colour

in the outside petals, but, to my mind, this

defect is more than made up by the freedom
with which it grows and its ])erpBtual character.

We ha\'e it growing feet high against a wall

at the ])resent time and flowering grandly. It

is also doing remarkably well in the open on its

own roots and fairly well as a standard, and I

know of no other white variety in its class con-

cerning which so much can be said.—J. C. C.

Red rust on Koses.—After the blooming
season is well nigh over is mostly the season for

the plague of rust to fall upon our Roses. But
this season the rust has preceded the bloom, and
at the present moment (June 12) almost the only
colour among Roses in the open air is that of

the orange rust. It has come suddenly and with
greater vindence than usual, and inquiries as to

cause or cure are pouring in by telegram and
letter. The lirst seems almost inscrutable and
the second impossible. The cold nights and hot
days and sunheat, mixed with the cold of east

winds and the hard dry air, seem among the most
fa\'ourable conditions to its production ; and as to

remedy, prompt and careful picking, so as not to

distribute the spores, and the burning of every
infested leaf checks, though it does not cure, this

worst of all pests amongst Roses. Overhead
washings with clean water on the evenings of

bright days seem at times to cheek or modify
the virulence of the attacks. I ha\e never known
it to come (juite so early, nor in such strong force

as this year.—D. T. F.

NOTES OF THE WEEK.

First-cla3S certificates.—In the report of the
last meeting of the Royal Horticultural Society it

is stated that a first-class certificate was given for

Iris Victorine. I have always been under the
impression that these certificates were given only
to new or rare jilants, and therefore was surprised
to see that a plant which I have cultivated for some
years, and which is quite common in commerce,
.should have received such a distinction. Such an
occurrence as this makes one feel that certificates

are of but little value.—]. C. C.

Azalea mollis.—This plant has just one fault ;

it-i buds are apt to be caught by late frosts juvt before

they expand. Still this does not happen always nor
often, and need not hinder anyone from planting it

freely in low shrubberies where the common American
Azalea is u^ed. Both do well together, but A. moUisi

furnishes the brightest and greatest variety of colour.

What a pity it is not fragrant. I consider it a safer

subject to plant than i-ome of the so-called hardy
Rhododendrons of hybrid origin, which fail where the

common variety flourishes amazingly, often die in a

few years or do not bloom freely. In nurseriej

The last Eafifodil.-— Mr. Peter Barr sends us

a couple of flowers of Narcissus poeticus stellaris,

which will, he thinks, effectually close the Daffo-

dil flower season for this year. The flowers sent

really have the appearance of being the last of

their race, for they are small and starry, and
scarcely worthy of the name of the Poet's Nar-

cissus ; infleed, are Dafibdils after all really wanted
in the middle of JuneV

Canna Ehemanni,—This, the grandest of the

Indian Shots, is one of the most accommodat-
ing plants we have, as it may be grown either in

a stove, where its flowers are produced in great

abundance, or in a moist, sheltered position out of

doors, where it is equally happy and floriferous.

It is a plant for every garden of any pretensions,

and it may be increased so as to fill large beds in

a short time if the rhizomes are freely divided early

in spring.

Single white Pseony.—A flower of a Paony
has been sent to us by Mr. T. S. Ware, which is

the loveliest single variety we have seen. The
flower is inches across : the petals are broad,

pure white, crimpled and shining with a satiny

lustre; while in the centre is a tuft of golden

yellow stamens. At first sight we mistook it for

Romneya Coulteri, and if the Pa-ony flower was
seen without foliage, it would puzzle one not a

botanist to tell the dift'erence. There is, without

doubt, a great future for I'a^onies, both double

and single, for their extreme beauty and delicious

fragrance will make them as popular as Roses.

Double yellow Rocket.—A bunch of this old

border plant has been sent us by Messrs. Laing &
Mather, of Kelso, who grow it finer than we have

ever seen it. The branching stems are over a foot

high, and covered for half their length with crowds

of small yellow button-like flowers. The yellow

Rocket is Barbarea vulgaris, but one would hardly

suspect that such a weedy plant would turn out

such a showy perennial by the doubling of the

flowers. It is a plant that delights in a cool and
rather moist soil, and we suspect that the Kelso

nurserymen can give the plant just what it

requires.

Ghent Horticultural Society. -At the last

monthly meeting of this society the following

plants were awarded certificates of merit: Fagus
atropurpurea tricolor, from M. Ed. Pynaert Van
tJeert; l^andanus discolor (the lirst time in flower

on the Continent), from MM. Jacob Makoy & Co.,

Liege; Masdevallia macrura, from M. Aug. \'an

(ieert; Cypripedium grande, from M. Jules Hye-
Leysen; Odontoglossum Pescatorei var. , from

MM. Vervaet & Co., who also .showed Vanda in-

signis ; and Sambucus canadensis filicifolia came
from M. Ch. Van (Ieert, of Anvers.

Bignonia atro-sanguinea, which isadark red

flowered variety of the North American yellow-

flowered B. capreolata, proves itself to liequite hardy

anfl exceptionally free-flowering if planted against

a warm, sunny wall in a well-drained border.

Such, at all events, it is at Kew, a plant having

been put out of doors two years ago, and left un-

protected even during the severest weather of last

winter, and it is now covered with its large blood-

red, trumpet-shaped flowers. It should be men-
tioned that the wall against which this plant is

growing is kept warm by a fire in the room on the

other side.

Night-floweiing Cactus.— There is not a
lovelier sight among flowers than the Night-flower-

ing Cactus seen in twilight slowly opening its

great flowers and diffusing their fragrance through-

out the house. Such a sight we enjoyed the other

evening in Mrs. Tredwell's garden at Leigham
Court, Streatham, where there exists a marvellous

specimen of Cereus grandiflorus, perhaps one of

the finest in Europe. It grows against the back

%\all of a long plant stove and extends nearly the

whole length of the house, covering a tiellis space

of about 4 feet in depth. There were some half-a-

dozen blooms expanded when we saw it, about

eight in the evening, and the house was filled

with their perfume. Each flower measured 10

inches across, and consisted of a multitude of

sepals and petals, having a cup-like centre, out of

which protruded the star-like stigma and tassel of

stamens. The outer petals and sepals are much
narrower than the inner and are of a warm red-

dish yellow ; the broad inner petals are a pure

ivory-white. The loveliness of these flowers is in-

describable, and their texture is so fragile, that

they seem unable to face the light of day.
_
The

buds usually begin to expand at about six o'clock

and last open till dawn of day, when they close,

never to open again. It is a strange vagary of

Nature that such a plant with leafless, fleshy

stems should be provided with such magnificent

flowers, which scarcely have a rival in the whole

plant kingdom.

Billbergia variegata.—This is one of the new
Bromeliads obtained for Kew from the famous
Morren collection, and there is now flowering in the

Victoria house a plant with about half-a-dozen

growths in a tuft, each growth composed of green

leaves IS inches long, the margins incurved and
bearing very small spines, the bases sheathing.

From each growth is boine a flower-spike which is

1 foot long, and bears seven large brilliant scarlet

bracts, '.i inches long by 1 inch wide, the flowers

being in a raceme towards the end of the scape

;

they are about 2 inches long, tubular, pale green

in colour, with blue tips to the sepals and corolla.

The species is apparently allied to B. Wetherelli,

one of the best of the genus, and this plant at Kew
justifies the belief that B. variegata will prove of

great value as a decorative plant.

Bomarea Shuttleworthi is a pretty-flowered

climber, and compares favourably with the best of

the cultivated Bomareas. Its flowers are borne

on loose umbellate cymes, each one being funnel-

.shaped, 2 inches long, the segments equal in

length, with the stamens and pistil just protrud-

ing. The three outer segments are coloured a

brTght orange-red, with a curious green gibbosity

on the ajiex, the colour of the three inner seg-

ments, which are seen between the outer ones,

being a beautiful parrot-green above, yellow below,

a few tlots of brown being scattered amongst the

green. The stems are thin and rather succulent,

and the leaves are ovate-lanceolate, 4 inches long

by 2 inches in width. It was introduced from

Bogota in 1S81. A plant of it is now in flower in

No. .") house at Kew.

The Liverpool exhibition.—Intending ex-

hibitors of plants, &c. , are reminded that the

entries close on Monday next, the 21st inst. It is

expected that this will prove one of the largest

and most important of the exhibitions ever held

by the Royal Hortii'ultural Society. Great pro-

gress is being made in the laying out of the

grounds, and many of the hothouses are already

erected, the im|)lei"nent exhibition being of great

extent. Only fine weather is reqiured to make it

a thorough success. Vans will be in readiness at

Edge Hill and other railway stations to convey

the jilants to the exhibition on giving notice to

Mr. Richardson, curator. Botanic (iardens, Liver-

pool, when they may be required, and the several

leading railway companies have agreed to carry

the plants on the return journey at reduced rates.

Gladiolus watsonioides.—One of the most
beautiful of the plants found on the Kilimanjaro

Jlountain, both by Mr. Thom.son and Mr. H. H.

Johnson, during their visit to this mountain in

West Tropical Africa in the interests of science,

was this Gladiolus, which grew at a very high ele-

vation, in some situations very abundantly, and of

whih Mr. Johnson secured good seeds for Kew.
The.'^c were sown early in the spring of last year,

and the plants obtained from them are now flower-

ing in the bulb house at Kew. The species belongs

to the group which includes ( !. tristis, G. recurvus,

and ti. cardinalis, all of which are handsome
flowered, but none of them surpasses in brilliancy
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of colour this new one. The leaves are IM inches

long and half an inch broad, gradually narrowing
upwards to a point, the base.? sheathing and
prettily striped with purple. The flowurs are

borne on a scape about .'? feet high, curved like a
cronlv at the top where the halt-dozen or so flowers

are developed; they are bright scarlet in colour,

and as large as the llowers of the European (i.

segutuni. The Kew plants are planted out in a

bed of rich soil in an unheated greenhouse, and,

judging the species by these, we may safely con-

clude that it is likely to prove a really useful

garden plant.

Rhododendrons.—Mr. .Tolin Waterer's annual
exhibition of Rhododendrons in Cadogan Uardens,
Sloane Street, is as beautiful as any of its jire-

decessors, notwithstanding the fact that the

present has been anything but a good Rhododen-
dron season. The arrangement of the show is

much the same as in former years ; there is the

same ca))acious tent, containing irregular grou])S

and banks of the finest spscimen Rhododendrons
that the Bagshot Nurseries can supjily. There
are grand examples of such favourite sorts as

Lady Eleancn- Cathcart, whose lovely and distinct

colour singles it out from all the rest : also of the

brilliant .John Waterer, one of the finest of its

colour. The Rhododendron lover will find here a
selection of the finest sorts, both old and new.
Foremost among the latter is one named Duchess
of Connausht, which is considered by Jlr. Waterer
to be the finest white yet raised. It bears large

compact trusses of finely-shaped flowers, which
are white spotted with lemon-yellow. Another
variety named Kate \Vaterer is unquestionably
one of the finest of all Rhododendrons, possessing

as it does not only noljle trusses, but remarkably
handsome foliage. The colour of this vaiiety is a
clear rose-pink with a i)ale yellow blotch on the

n|)per petals. Other noteworthy sorts are Mi's.

Tom Agnew, white ; Count^.ss of Normanton,
light ])ink with black blotches ; Mrs. ('harles

Leaf, pink with -white centre ; Helen Waterer,
in the way of Alarm, but finer ; Baron Schroeder,

rich p!um-purp'.e with a yellow centre; Duchess
of Cambridge, white ; Duchess of Bedford, crim-

son with a pale centre : Countess of Cadogan,
rose-[iink ; and Duchess of Edinburgh, crimson-

rose. To the last-named colour also belongs

Charlie Waterer, anew variety, which, when better

known, is sure to become a favourite.

NOTES FROM ASHTON COURT.

A WINTER <:.\RDEN' has been added to this esta-

blishment since I last visited it; the open space

or court enclosed by the wings of the mansion has

been covered with an ornamental glass roof, sup-

ported by carved pillars and furnished with arch-

ways, all of which serve to give an imposing, yet

not too heavy an appearance to the building, and
also favour the formation of pretty nooks for

cascades and ornamental rockwork. Already this

winter garden has a well furnished appearance ;

the various Palms, Feins, and climbers are well

established, and the wliole forms an attractive

feature. In winter the heating apparatus, which
is well hidden, maintains a genial temperature,

while in summer, on the contrary, it is charmingly
cool. It is also furnished with electric light, some
of the burners being ingeniously fixed under the

I'ockwork so as to resemble when lit a reflection

of either sun or moon on the water.

Ornamented w.m.ls,—In several of the lean-to

plant houses the back walls are made both orna-

mental and useful, and that, too, without any
great amount of labour or expense being incurred.

In one instance a wall about 12 feet high is entirely

clothed with a beautiful mixture of Begonias of

the Rex type, B. manicata, Tradescantia zebrina,

Fittonia argyroneura, Peperomia argyrea, Adi-

antum concinnum (this being remarkably efi'ec-

tive), Nephrolepis exaltata, and Lycopods; very

little peaty soil is used; the plants are prin-

cipally rooted in Sphagnum Moss, held in its

place by means of strong coarse-meshed wire

netting. With such a never-ending supply of

mateiial, dinner- table decoration (always well done

at Ashton Court) must be a pleasure rather than a

trouble, as is often the case w hen the supply of

material is limited. The back wall of another

rather cooler or intermediate house is entirely

clothed with Maiden -hair Fern. For this no-

thing but turfy loam is used, enclosed by strong

wire netting, and nowhere else have I seen this

popular Fern so efi'eetively employed or more
luxuriant than it is here, particularly over door-

ways. Walls or pillars thus furnished must not

be neglected, as unless kept constantly moist at

the base, many of the plants employed for their

decoration may be spoiled in a few hours. At
Ashton Court there is a good water supply, and
this is abundantly applied to the walls through a

hose. It is not, however, the amount of water

supplied in which the secret of success lies, but

in the frequency of its application, a very little

serving unless the limited amoimt of soil has been

allowed to become very dry. We find it necessary

to sliade rather more heavily than at Ashton
Court, but tlien our mixture of plants includes

three varieties of African Asparagus rooting in

pots at the foot of the wall, and these must have

shade. Another wall at Ashton Court is furnished

with a variety of Begonia nitida; this, besides

being ornamental, is also serviceable for cutting

from for indoor use. It flowers in gentle heat

nearly, or quite, all the year roiuid ; its blossoms

are smaller than those of the ordinary form, pure

white, and sweetly scented. This class of l?ego-

nia, as well as B. fuchs-ioides, B. Ingram!, B. scan-

dens, and B. hybrida florilmnda, all of which are

suitable for furnishing pillars or walls of warm
conservatories, require to be planted in a peaty

border.

Tuberous BEciONiAS.—In the conservatory con-

siderable numbers of well-grown flowering plants

are arranged among various Palms and Ferns,

conspicuous among them being some good tuber-

ous Begonias. Under ordinarily fair treatment

this class of plants is simply invaluable, being

almost as showy, quite as continuous flowering,

and certainly more choice than zonal Pelargo-

niums. Some of the bulbs are of Laing's best named
sorts, while numbers of good seedlings are also

worthy of notice. Why so many fail with these

Begonias is simply because they are under the

impression that a " stewing '" temperature is

essential to 'their well-being, especially when first

started. Instead of this, if the liulbs are wintered

in a greenhouse and kept sufficiently moist to

preserve their plumpness, and eventually started

in a very gentle heat, or, better still, allowed to

start naturally cither in frames or in a cool house,

they will grow strongly and soon commence to

bloom. At Ashton Court the majority of the

plants are very showy at the end of May, and
with a little assistance in the shape of weak liquid

manure most probably they will contiiuie to

bloom till late in autumn. They are not stove,

but greenhouse plants— at least quite as much so

as zonal Pelargoniums.

The most useful Grapes.—Although there are

vineries in the range of houses situated in the

p'casure grounds and near the mansion, it is

down in the less favourably located kitchen gar-

den where the principal portion of Grapes, as well

as other fruits under glass, is grown. There is

nothing sensational in the way of large bunches of

Grapes to be seen here, but, what is more to the

purpose, there are lieavy crops of serviceable

bunches, and as the Mnes are in good health and
vigorous, there is every prospect that they will be

well finished. The sorts best liked are Black

Hamburgh, of which there is an exceptionally

heavy crop on one large Vine extending over the

roof of what was at one time a Peach house

;

Madresfield Court, valuable alike for eai'ly and
main crops ; Muscat of Alexandria, probably the

most valuable of all Grapes ; Black Alicante, and

Lady Downes. The last-mentioned is the best

keeping variety, and is much valued accordingly.

Other sorts are grown on a much smaller scale,

these including the comparatively new Alnwick

Seedling. Mr. Austin succeeded in growing very

fine bunches of this variety at Ashton Court, and
his successor, Mr. Bethell, experiences no diffi-

culty in setting the berries thickly, but at the

same time he is of opinion that it does not pay for

tiie trouble and time occupied in its cultivation.

No fault can bo found with its appearance, as it

invariably colours well, but the quality is in-

ferior, while it is simply u.seless as a late Grape,

the berries shrivelling badly as early as Septem-

ber. In order to insure a perfect set, it is advis-

able to pass the hand over the newly opened

blossoms, thus removing the tiny globules of viscid

matter at the point of each, and thereby rendering

them amenable to the influence of the pollen.

Some of the latter may well bo taken from other

free-setting sorts, and we have found that Aln-

wick Seedling thus touched over with foreign

pollen requires more thinning out than some of

the presumably freer setters.

Eaki.y Peaches and Nect.\rines. —I have seen

a good many early Peaches in my time, but none

that ecjualled Hale's Early as grown at Ashton
Court this year. Fruit of it was gathered from a

good sized "tree in the end of May, and in spite of

the heaviness of the crop many weighed about

10 ozs. each. The majority were highly coloured,

and that, too, without much exposure to full

light or sunshine, while the fpiality was first rate.

Those who are fortunate in getting the true Hale's

Early, such as I have long known the Ashton
Court tree to bo, will agree with me that it is

by far, all things considered, the best early sort

in cultivation. A good companion for it is

Nectarine Lord Napier, wliich at Ashton Court

was only a few days later. This was also carrying

a grand crop of tine, well-coloured fruit, perfectly

clear from any blemish. As a rule. Lord Napier

is liable to become scarred and disfigured ; to

avert this we find it advisable to discontinue

syringing early, or before stoning has commenced.
. It is not, however, in early houses, but in unheated

structui-es in which the syringing is injurious.

Melons in i'ots.—Well ripened fruits were cut

here early in May, and I both saw and tasted ex-

cellent fruits from the same batch of plants early

in June. The plants are fruited in pots plunged

in a hotbed of leaves, under which hot-water

pipes also run. A brisk top and bottom heat is

thus easily maintained, and with good attention,

care being taken to secure an early set, ripe fruit

can be cut early in May from plants raised early

in January. It is surprising, too, the number of

fruits that each'little house will perfect, the plants

being grown almost as thickly as the pots will

stand, each perfecting three or four good-sized

fruits. The plan answers well for early crops,

but it is not so commendable for maintaining the

later supplies. This I state both from experience

and from what I observed at Ashton Court. I

ought to add that the favourite sorts are Blenheim
Orange, Cox's Golden (iem, and Duke of Edin-

burgh, the stocks in each instance being true to

name.

Protecting fruit trees. -One sunny open wall

is becoming well furnished with Peach trees, and
in front of these there is a good border, probably

about 1.') feet wide. Instead of merely protecting

the fruit trees when in blossom, Mr. Bethell con-

trived also to include the border, in which early

Peas at wide intervals apart. Cabbages, Lettuces

in quantity, and early Potatoes were planted.

Light strips of deal were brought from the top of

the wall to stakes in front of the border, and over

these two or three folds of fish netting were
stretched. It is not pretended that this would
ward oft' a very severe spring frost, but it is sur-

prising what a dift'erence such a light covering

makes in the temperature beneath it. The radia-

tion of heat is materially checked, and the crops

just mentioned evidently were all much forwarded

in consequence. It is a hint that I, for one, hope

to profit by. I also like Mr. Bethell's method of

staking and protecting Raspberries. Instead of

stakes or wires strained to strong end posts, he

has substituted a light framework, one to each

row, consisting of a few moderately strong u|)-

rights, to which are fastened three continiioua
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strips of (leal, one about IS inclies from the
ground /and the others at the same distance apart,
the topmost being fastened neatly to the top of
the stakes. Besides supporting rows of strong
canes, it also much simplifies the operation of
netting over the plantation, in order to protect it

from birds. The netting, being well supported by
the framework above the fruit, greatly facili-

tates the work of collecting the crops, which
promise to be hea\-y this year in most localities.

^_ W. I. M.

PARK HILL, STREATHAM.
At^ one lime there were, perhaps, more first-class

residences in the neighbourhood of Strcatham
than in any other locality about London. Before
railways intersected the place it w.is the resort
of rich merchants and bankers, being within an
easy drive of the city. Some fine houses and
gardens still remain, but many have long since
been swept away— transformed into streets and
houses. Mr. Tate's residence. Park Hill, is un-
questionably one of the finest in the suburbs of
London, and, though not an estate of great extent,
is typical of a first-class place. It is a noble house,
and surrounding it is a garden laid out in the
charmingly natural style which characterises all
Mr._ Marnock's work. The most is made of the
limited area, for when in the grounds one little

suspects the nearness of the common, which is

only separated by the high road, so skilfully has
the boundary been concealed.
The annexed engraving shows the east side of

the house and the carriage drive. Here may be
seen a broad stretch of lawn, uninterrupted ex-
cept by fine trees, some of which are remarkable
for size. Fur instance, there is one of the finest
specimens of the Willow-leaved Cockspur Thorn
(Cratsegus Crus-galli salicifolia) to be seen any-
where. It has a diameter of stem of about
18 inches, and the spread of the branches
measures fully 40 feet. It is a beautiful tree
with a rounded head, the slender liranches of
which droop gracefully on all sides. It is shown on
the right in the engraving. Near it is a Lebanon
Cedar, but this is apparently feeling the effects of
the great town which is stretching towards it.

Indeed, almost all the Conifers are beginning to
show signs of distress, although the vigorous Pines,
such as escelsa and austriaoa, thrive and seem to
make good growth.

_
The chiet part of the garden lies on the western

side of the house. There is an admirably de-
signed terrace garden treated geometrically, as
the circumsfances necessitated. This garden con-
tains the only display of bedding about the
place, and, confined as it is to a limited area close
to the mansion, it does not in the least mar the
natural aspect of the other part. Already the
borders are gay with showy bedding and carpet
plants, and later on, when the weather is more
genial, these will produce a brilliant effect. The
garden is bounded on two sides by walls clothtd
with Magnolias and Camellias, which fiower well
and need no protection. The piers of the walls
are capped by ornamental vases, and these just
now are garlanded with Wistaria bloom—

a

beautiful picture. An old Wistaria planted at
one end sends a huge limb along the top of the
wall, and at each pier it gives oil a branch which
entwines itself round the vase. Another un-
common feature in the terrace garden is the
single Dahlias, which are already in full bloom,
and will continue to flower till October. Although
they remind one of autumn, there is no other
flower that coidd produce such a pretty cft'ect at
this season in the position they occupy. The
roots are started in heat in February amrhurried
on, and after being hardened oft' are planted out
at the end of May, and they soon produce a
profii.se array of bloom— ,scaiiet.s, yellows, and
whites, and a hundred intermediate shades.
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The scarlet Cactus Dahlia is in bloom already,
and its bright effect against the background of
Magnolias may be readily imagined.

The front lawn is one of the prettiest examples
of garden landscape that could be seen about
London. It slopes gently from the retaining
wall of the ten ace to a miniature lake, behind
which rises a group of ornamental trees, and it is

one broad expanse, interrupted only by a few fine
old trees, among them being some lofty Elms and
spreading Yews, carpeted beneath with Ivy. The
group of trees which forms a background to the
lake deserves special notice, as it is the nearest
approach to perfection in the way of artistic tree-
grouping that could be seen. The tallest trees
consist of a Lombardy Poplar, a black Poplar,
Birches, and a Copper Beech. Next in size are
some Laburnums, Hemlock Spruces, and Ar-
butus, whose gaunt limbs stretch out over the
water in a most picturesque way ; while in the
foreground are Pampas Grasses, Water Irises,

and other aquatic plants. Both in sky-outline
and colour this group is charming, and whoever
planted it must have had a cultivated taste for
such work. Groups of Rhododendrons and Azaleas
are planted along the outskirts of the lawn. Just
now the lawn is lit up by a great mass of Oriental
Poppies planted among Ghent Azaleas, but the
Poppy flowers overtop them by a foot or more.
The effect of hundreds of great scarlet Poppy
flowers rising from a dense group of pale green
Azalea foliage is very fine. This combination is

well worth taking note of by those who have an
eye to tidiness in their gardens, for, as everyone
knows, the Pojipy has an untidy look after flower-
ing, but the Azaleas in this case hide all this,

and, moreover, the two plants grow harmoniously
together. Another beautiful combination here is

a bed of Pyrethrums and white .Japanese Ane-
mones. The Pyrethrums are in full bloom now,
double and single, and very fine they look. In
a few weeks their bloom will be past, and then
the stems are cut down, and by this time the
Anemones will be throwing up their flower-stems,
while the ferny leaves of the Pyrethrums serve
as an undergrowth. This bed is in a sheltered
nook in company with the hardy Palm (Chamc-e-
rops humilis); therefore the Anemone thrives to
perfection, and nothing could be finer than this
group was last autumn ; the flower-stems were a
yard high, and so plentiful were they, that the
bed was a mass of white bloom.

A sunk path in imitation of a rocky ravine
forms a boundary on one side of the garden.
This was the work of Mr. Pulham years ago, and
it is a decidedly important feature of the place,
now that the growth of shrubs and other plants
has added to its picturesqueness. The profusion
of rocks, however, in one part arouses suspicion
as to its artificial origin, and even Mr. Piilham,
who always likes to see his work mistaken for
Nature's work, would not proliably praise this
particular mass of unclothed and unnatural-
looking rocks under trees where plants, even the
shade-loving Ivy, struggle in vain for existence.
An artificial rockery must be carried out with
consummate taste when amidst surroundings
that do not suggest a natural outcropping of
rocks. A little of it in the home landscape is

invaluable, but in excess it is harmful. An in-
stance of this occurs in the conservatory here
adjoining the house. A natural looking rocky
Fern cave is wdiat was evidently aimed at ; but
the result is anything but satisfactory. In the
centre is a huge incongruous mass of stone (or
stucco), and the heavy shade created by this
mass renders it impossible for Ferns to grow as
they should d(j at the base of it, and even the fish
in the pool below do not seem happy. In rockery
building the chief consideration should be how

little material to use in order to make the work
look natural.

The rest of the garden here is in keeping
with the importance of the jilace. There is a
capital open-air fruit garden, good walls for

Peaches and the like, and excellent examples of

standard fruit trees. There is a crowd of hot-

houses, containing a varied collection of plants
selected chiefly with the view to their suitability

for affording a large supply of cut blooms and
for room and table decoration. The plant stove

contains some very fine examples of Ferns and
other fine-foliaged plants, and in the fernery
there is a remarkable example of that graceful

Fern, Goniophlebium subauriculatum, measuring
about a yard through, and with fronds from
4 feet to 5 feet in length hanging gracefully on
all sides of the basket. A corridor with the
roof covered with Lapagerias is a pretty feature,

and in a handsome dome-roofed conservatory

adjoining the house are grand specimens of fine-

leaved plants. As a fruit garden it is chiefly

remarkable, and particularly for Grapes, which
every year are the centre of attraction at the

chief London fruit show.s. It is the Black
Alicantes that are the most remarkable, and
with these Mr. Howes, the gardener, invariably
heads the prize list. Some of the bunches
shown by Mr. Howes last year weighed 10| lbs.

each, and were coloured to perfection. These
huge bunches were the produce of one old Vine,
which alone fills a lean-to house 30 feet by
12 feet. This year it is carrying no fewer than
eighty bunches, none of which will weigh less

than 4 lbs., and several will weigh 8, 9, and
10 lbs. This old Vine is in vigorous health,

but, of course, is fed liberally so as to enable it

to carry such enormous crops. A great vinery

filled with Muscat of Alexandria is scarcely less

remarkable, as it is as fine an example of skilful

Grape culture as could be seen anywhere.
Other vineries include those devoted to Black
Hamburgh, just coloured, while the early Peach
houses contain a fine crop of ripe fruit ; indeed,

Peach and Grape culture are two of the chief

features of the place. W. G.

Eurybia argoijliyUa. — This is the old

scented Aster (A. argophyllus), and is a half-

hardy shrub worth a few feet of sheltered w-all

space in even the best of gardens. The musky
fragrance of its silvery-backed leaves is liked by
some people, who consider it worth cultivating

especially for its perfume, and its leafy shoots are

also useful for arranging with flowers in pots or

vases indoors. As a wall shrub it is effective,

and after rain, or when crushed in passing, its

musky i'ragrauce is quite enjoyable. Planted in

deep licli soil the plant grows very rapidly, and
even if cut down to the ground level by a more
than usually severe winter, it pushes young
shoots up from the root-stock in the spring, and
so takes up a new lease of its life. Cuttings of

the young wood root freely if inserted now la

sandy soil, under a bell-glass or handlight, or it

may be propagati d in quantity from seeds sown
as soon as they lipeii. Its small white Aster-like

flowers are not so showy as those of E. Gunni
and other species, but, as before suggested, the

plant is worth growing for its leaves alone.—B.

Veronica Hulkeana.— I agree witli "Veronica's" note
in reference to this being one of the best of the dwarf New
Zealand slirubby Veruuicas, but the colour—pale lilac— is

rather undecided. The bright rose-coloured variety with
long, shining lanceolate leaves, and the deep blue with ovate
leaves, both much hardier, and blooming from this time
rif^ht through the winter if sheltered, are to my mind much
more effective, but at least requiring double the space and
height of Hulkeana. Some yeai's ago "Veronica" gave me
cuttings of this Veronica, which rooted freely in a moist bor-
der. They were planted out at the foot of a sunny wall, and
without protection have been frost^proof since. Choisya
ternata, about which imjuiries are made, is equally hardy
with me.—W. J. MuRrnv, Clonmd,
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Trees and Shrubs.

FRUIT TREES ON LAWNS.
I HAVE noticed several times communications in

The Garden concernino; fruit trees planted as

ornanienta to a lawn. Perhaps you will let nic

give you a short aoco'int of a small lawn of about
a third of an acre in front of my library windows.
It is in the form of a triangle, the base being one
of the fronts of the house. The aspect is south-

east, and the ground slopes gently. Twenty years

ago I planted one of the sides with Mountain
Ashes, Acacias (Robinias), and Worcestershire

Damsons. The other side is a natural hedge of

Hawthorns, wild Roses, &c., and Elm trees. On
the lawn I planted one Siberian Crab, two Green
Gages, two Apple trees (a Blenheim Orange and
a French Pippin), four Cherry trees (a Bigarreau
and three iSlay Dukes), one Quince tree, double
crimson Hawthorns, and a Laburnum. From

and fruit. My Siberian Crab has the advantage

of opening its leaves with its blossoms, and the

blooms last a long time. I strongly recommend
it as a lawn tree. Its fruit forms a pretty show.

The Mountain Ashes, both in flower and fruit,

are always pleasing to the eye, and in the fall of

the year their foliage assumes the richest hues.

My Cherry trees also, when the fruit is over,

light up the scene with their crimson leaves for

a week or so before they fall. To walk among
my lawn trees and gather the fresh fruit is also

an additioTial pleasure. I do not recommend
Acacias as a rule, as they are very late in coming
into leaf, and litter the place very much with

their fallen Idooms. Quinces, Medlars, and Si-

berian Crabs I strongly recommend. Apple trees

are very beautiful in full bloom, the best for

colour being Cox's Orange Pippin. I And it also

to be a good bearer, and the fruit very pretty.

In another portion of my grounds I have a

young Mulberry tree, which Mr. AVoodbridge

night's time will be a mass consisting of hundreds
of blooms. At Trinity College, O.iford, they have
lately thrown open a lawn, which is studded
with old Apple trees, and very pretty they look.

I have about 40 feet of magnificent Delphiniums
coming into full bloom ; behind them, the same
length of Gladiolus bi'enchleyensis ; and behind

these, a similar length of Sweet Peas. Between
every Delphinium is a Lilium candidum—how
well they look from a distance may therefore be

imagined. Richard Hooper.
Upton Ei.rtonj, Diilait.

LAWN shri;b.s.

OwiXd to the indiscriminate manner in which the

majority of shrubberies are planted, and their

neglected condition afterwards, ornamental shrubs
have but little opportunity to form handsome
specimens ; but on lawns the case is different

—

there they have more room. In order to start

right, however, the soil must be well prepared,

P.uk Hill, Streatham.

rarly spring up till now this lawn has been a

perfect picture of beauty. My Damson and
Green Gage Plums were the first to gladden the

sight with their snowy blooms. Tlie Siberian

Crab is every year a mass of blossom, wdiich is

succeeded by beautiful scarlet wax-like fruit.

The Bigarreau Cherry has grown to a consider-
|

able size, and its blossoms were the admiration of

all who saw them. It is loaded with fruit almost
every year—this year marvellously so. The pecu-

liar spreading form of the Blenheim Orange
Apple renders it a pretty object when in bloom,
and its large handsome fruit makes a fine show.

My Quince tree I imported from France, and it

has grown into the shape of a gre.it bush, touch-

ing the ground on all sides. I need hardly say

that nothing could have exceeded the beauty
of its blossoms about three weeks ago. My
double pink (or rather crimson) ISlays are

now in perfection. On this small lawn from
early spring to late autumn I have a suc-

cession of pleasing sights in the shape of blooms

struck for me from the old tree at Sion House.
That tree was the first planted in England.
There is a peculiarity about this tree. It is now
(and every year) covered with catkins. I have
another ordinary Mulberry tree which has a

great show of fruit, but never bears catkins.

Some twenty-five years ago I put in two nuts
of a large Walnut tree. They both came up,

and are feathered down to the ground like a

Cedar of Lebanon. I have never seen a Walnut
tree grown like this before, and it surely would
be a pretty object in a park, as the branches
touch the ground all round. I must mention
that on the side of my triangular lawn which I

did not plant, i.e., where the trees grow naturally,

I have a large wild Cherry tree, which is always
a pretty sight in spring ; a fine Ash tree also

makes a good show. The Elms are spreading
Dutch Elms. To people who are fond of wild
gardening, I may say that in this plantation, or

rather in front of it, I have a wild Rose bush,
about 6 feet through, which in about a fort-

and only young and vigorous plants selected for

planting, as they will, in most cases, be per-

manent, and occupy prominent positions. With
the exception of a few American plants which I

shall name, it will not be necessary to make
elaborate preparations for the roots, provided
always the staple is such as would be likely to

promote healthy root action. It is necessary that
all the soil in a space 4 feet square and 2 feet

deep should be broken up for each specimen, and
it is desirable that this should be done some few
weeks before planting takes place, in order to

allow the soil to settle down ajjain to its proper
level. In the distribution of lawn shrubs some
amount of taste and judgment is necessary, or the
effect of an injudicious selection for particular
positions may be altogether out of character with
the surroundings. The angle near where walks
meet is a favourite and jiroper position for two or

three well-grown shrubs. In most cases they
should be rather low and spreading:, but under
some circumstances a pyramidal habit would be
required. A point of some importance is the

! necessity of giving preference to small plants
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instead of large ones. The latter are so often

injured in removal, that it not unfrequently
happens some of thf princiiial branches never after-

wards assume the position and cliaracter needed
to make a well-developed plant ; whereas, «hen
plants of medium size are chosen, they are more
likely to assume proportions and aspects suitable

to the position which they are to occupy. If I

had the choice of such subjects I would not select

one that exceeded 3 feet in height, and I am quite

satisfied that I should ultimately get better-formed
plants than if I had at liist used larger ones.

Of VAiuKG.'VTED sriuEfTs the Colden Queen
Holly is unsurpassed as a lawn shrub; indeed, it

is too good to be planted in any but the most
prominent positions. I do not suppose that
climate ha? much to do with the behaviour of this

Holly, yet in no part of the country have I seen
such bright and highly-coloured foliage on this

plant as is to be seen in the west of England.
Within a few miles of where I write there

are two magnificent plants of it worth going
a long journey to see. One in particular stands
on the lawn attached to a parsonage house, and is

as perfect a specimen as it is possible to tind any-
where. It is large in size, and just sufficiently

informal to render itspleasing to look upon. The
variegation, too, is so bright and clear as to make
it very conspicuous. The condition of this plant,

as well as that of others associated with it, clearly

demonstrates what striking objects many of our
choicer shrubs are when planted in a suitable soil,

and allowed, as they are in this case, plenty of

room in which to grow. Here, too, the golden
and silver variegated Ehvagnus thrive in the most
satisfactory manner, and form huge bushes, which
are particularly bright in winter, and G feet or

more in height. Osmanthus variegatus, although
somewhat formal in growth, is also very effective.

The Aucuba, too, is not altogether unworthy of

notice in this connection.

Amoncst (^eex-leaved peaxts, perhaps none
are more suitable for sheltered positions than
Garrya elliptica. Its informal habit and abundant
leafage render it conspicuous, but its most note-
worthy character, perhaps, is the long tassel-like

inflorescence with which it is furnished during
winter. Several of the .Junipers are admirably
adapted for positions in which jilants of slow-
spreading growth are desirable. The common
English Juniper is not to be despised, and the
Savin is well known to have a low-spreading
habit. .1. hibernica compressa, a dwarf form of
the Irish .luniper, is well suited for positions in

which plants of medium height are required. The
Golden Yew is a capital lawn shrub if planted in

the full sun, as under such circumstances its

golden colour is retained during the greater part
of the year. Amongst other subjects fitted for
this kind of decoration may be mentioned the Ar-
butus, which suits a prominent position well if

given space sufficient to allow it to develop into
a large bush. Berberis Darvvini and B. dulcis
are fairly ornamental plants, and sliould be used
where variety is required. The Laurustinus is

too well known to need comment. Yucca aloi-
folia and Y. gloriosa are both .suited for gardens
of limited extent, as is also Arundo conspicua, a
Grass but little inferior to the Pampas itself, a
few specimens of which should find a place in
every garden.

Amu.n(.;st American- plants, Kalmia latifolia
makes a grand specimen where the conditions suit
it. It is rather slow in growth, and therefore it

is some years before it attains a large size. An-
dromeda floribunda is a neat dwarf shrub, much
valued when in flower, and it will stand uninjured
through the most severe winters. The hybrid
forms of Rhododendrons must not be omitted
from this list ; they make striking objects as
single specimens. I do not know how high they
may grow in the course of time, but we have one
here nearly ."SO feet in height, with a proportionate
diameter of branches. A suitable soil will have
to be provided for this class of plants, and, where
full development is desired, they must be afforded
ample room. Deciduous flowering shrubs are not

often used in prominent positions on lawns, but
in large places they are quite admissible. Take a
well-grown Moutan, for example, or the crimson-
flowered Kibes, and .see what eli'ective objects they
are when in flower; and so ai'e well-grown speci

mens of Weigela rosea and Hydrangea hortensis.

The various varieties of Althiua friitex, although
somewhat formal in habit, are very suitable for

certain positions in ornamental grounds, for the

decoration of which there need be no lack of

subjects. J. C. C.

A VALLEY IN THE GRAMPIANS.
Dallalt Den is one of many beautiful ravines or

passes opening from the south into th« Kincar-

dineshire (Jrampians. In this small valley and
on its slopes there are more picturesque speci-

mens of the common Spruce and Silver Fir
than are to Ije met with in whole counties.

Such a delightfid spot is seldom, if ever, met with
within so small an area. Every form of tree, from
tile bold and u]iright trunk, with stift' and
horizontal brancht-s, to the lient and deformed
trunk with contorted and un«ieldy branches,

but trying, as it were, to lift its head beside its

more noble comijeei's, whose tall, well-balanced

trunks have wide-spreading pendulous branches,

is to be found liere. The Silver Firs have a sin-

gularly majestic outline. The stems are tall,

straight, and pyramid-like ; the branches are

strong, rigid, and horizontal ; whilst the foliage is of

a beautiful silvery sheenwhen lit up by the sunshine.

But the wonder of the locality is the prostrate

and creeping stem of a Spruce, which must have
l.ieen lulown down many years ago. It is lying

against an abrujit ridge, and has taken root at a
distance of some 14 feet from the original root,

at a jioint in the ridge where the trunk came
in contact with the ground. Here the tree has
formed a new station, spread its roots on all

sides, and has grown into a shapely tree quite

70 feet high, and at least 1'2 inches in diameter at

half its height. The former trunk now has the

aiipearance of a huge lateral surface root. I

have before often met with blown-down Spruces
which have developed many stems from tlie

prostrate trunk, but I never before met with
one that had taken root and formed such a perfect

tree. J. F.

The variegated Althsea.—This shrub, about
which someone makes an enquiry (p. .">4M), is grown
here, and has proved itself equally as hardy and
vigorous in constitution as the green-leaved form

;

but for all that I do not consider it very ettective,

for the variegation of the leaves is confined to a

narrow margin of \^hite, and even that is often

seared by the summer's sun. Our garden, how-
ever, is hot and dry: too much so, indeed, for the

Althaeas (or, more correctly speaking. Hibiscus
syriacus), which prefer a soil that is, even during
the heat of summer, at least fairly moist. When
in a flourishing condition they are about the best

of late summer and early autumn flowering shrubs,

and there is also a great variety in the colour of

their blooms, which range from pure white to deep
purple. Both single and double-flowered kinds
are also in cultivation. I have particularly noted
as very desirable varieties Celeste, a large single

flower of a pretty shade of light bluish purple;

albus, white, with crimson blotch in the centre of

the flower ; totus albus, pure white ; atropurpureus,
deep purple; Lady Stanley, cream, striped red;

Boule de Feu, of a bright reddish tint; and pur-

pureus variegatus, purple and white. There is a
great number of other varieties to be met with in

the various nurserymen's catalogues, some of

which are no doubt equally as beautiful as those

here mentioned, and had I the entire collection in

bloom it is more than probable that the list would
be increased.

—

Alpha.

Impoverish.ed Conifers.—In the case of speci-

men coniferous trees on lawns how often do we see

them deprived of all natural aids they might get

from the decay of their own leaves and that of

weeds and the droppings of birds, all these being

carefully swept up and carried away, while even

the Grass which grows at their feet and deprives the
soil of part of its nourishment is closely ami regularly
mown and removed. The regul.arity of their whorls
of branches and the density of their heads cause them
to throw off all rain-water beyond tliu reach of most
of their rootlets, so that the soil becomes dry and
hard and almost impenetrable. Contrast the im-
poverished state of single trees with that of trees
planted in group?, wliere the intersections of branches
enable tbeni to con\ ey water in the direction of each
other's boles, while at the same time the fallen leaves,

the (kl'i-is of the smaller brancliL-s, and the under-
growths often decay on the spot, thus furnithing a
continuous supply of new food to the roots. To meet
the cases of single trees, such as Pinus excelsa,

macrocarpa. Pinaster, Dcmglasi, Pinsapo, and the
Cedars, it is recommended in preference to all other
top dressings to give a compost of tuify loam which
has been two yeais rotted. This is to be applied to a
thickmss of not less than 4 inches, and much more
if necessary, by removing the turves in November,
laying on the compost, treading it well down, and
iuiratdiately replacmg the covering. The newly-
added compost, even when laid on to a thickness
of 1 foot or more, is frequently found filled with
roots before the end of the .second year. It is

very evident that in the case of isolated and dense-
headed trees with regular whorls of wide-spread-
ing branches liberal waterings should be given
from time to time, as when these stand in sheltered
situations no raiu can reach their inner roots.

—

B.

Evils of potting trees.—One of the evil residts
arising from growing young treei in pots previous to
planting out is that of gumming. Mr. Barron, of
Elvaston, says respecting it : "I have seen Cedars of
Lebanon, after growing well for several years, become
unhealthy, with portions of resin oozing out cf the
stem, caused by the compressed vessels of the roots
being unable to pass it ; in most cases such plants
beCMne .sickly yellow in their foliage, and fre-

quently died. Thousands of such plants have been
lost to the country from this cause alone. I can
scarcely travel a few miles in any direction without
seeing pruofs of it iu different stages. Some Cedars
of Lebanon, which I knew near Derby upwards of

twenty years ago, are not much larger I ban when I
first saw them."

Juniperus rigida.—The name of this Juniper
refers to the .stiff sharp-pointed leaves, and has
nothing to do with the habit of the plant, which is

entirely devoid of any stiffness or formality. It
forms a low tree, broad at the base, and gradually
narrowing towards the summit, the branches being
slender and ascebding, but the branchlets and the
whole of the young shoots are striclly penduhnis so

as to form a specimen of pleasing and graceful out-

line, at times somewhat irregular in shape by reason
of some of the branches growing with far more free-

dom than others. The leaves are about half an inch
long, very narrow, stiff and terminated by a sharp
point, so that the plant is almost as difficult to

handle as a Furze bush. The colour of the young
foliage is light green, but when mature it deepens in

tint, though it never assumes a dark tone. In the
winter the plant becomes slightly tinted with brown.
A distinctive characteristic of this Juniper is that
each leaf is marked on the upper side by a conspicu-

ous glaucous furrow. It is a native of Japan, and
being perfectly hardy in this country is well suited

for planting as a lawn tree or in similar situations.

Here, in a light sandy soil on gravel, but so situated

that it is not roasted up during summer, this J uniper
succeeds perfectly.—W.
The Tartarian Maple (.\cer t.ataricum).

—

This forms a tree from "20 feet to .50 feet high, with
numerous branches di-^pused in a compact head,

sometimes 20 feet through, and densely covered with
leaves of a lively green. It is a native of Tartary
and the south of European Russia, particularly along
the Volga and its tributary streams. The Tartarian
Maple grows freely in any good soil, but prefers one
that i^ rather moist. It was first intrc)duced in 1570.

The leaves are heart-shaped and somewhat pointed,

but sometimes those on young plants and on the
stronger shoots are visibly three- lobed ; they are of a
bright green above, irregularly serrated on the edges,

and distinguished by a peculiar veiny appearance on
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the upper side, particularly when young, but when
matured they are smooth on both surfaces, and just

before they fall are of a reddish yellow or brown
colour. The flowers are of a pale yellowish green,

sometimes tinged with red, and are produced in erect,

compound, crowded racemes in ilay. The fruit or

keys when young are covered with a short down and
are slightly tinged witli red, but when ripe in August
quite smooth and of a brown colour, with small

thinnish carpels and large parallel wings but slightly

separated. This is a very desirable M.iple for jilant-

ing iu shrubberies, on account of its coming into

leaf very early in the spring. The length of a full-

sized leaf is 5A inches, including the footstalk,

which is about IJ inches long, and the breadth

2i inches.—W.

WEIGELAS AND HOW TO GROW THEM.
The frost.s in the spring injured the flower buds
of many of the Weigelas a good deal, yet still

they have made a goodly show of bloom this

season. From Continental raisers numerous new
varieties have been sent out, but some of these

differ but .slightly from each other or older kinds.

The fact is, there are far too many sorts already

in cultivation, and to anyone needing just a few
of the most distinct it is embarrassing to wade
through a long list of names.

Of white-flowered kinds the best is W. Candida,

a free, vigorous, somewhat upright-habited bush,

that flowers most profusel}'. It is, I believe, a

seedling of Continental origin, and is rapidly

becoming popular, not only in this country, but
also in the United States. It has a far more
robust constitution tlian the Japanese W. hortensis

nivea, which for a long time was considered to

be the best white-llowered Weigela, and even
now it is well worth a place, differing as it does
in so many particulars from W. Candida. The
Japane.se kind is of a loose spreading growth,
while the leaves are much larger and more
wrinkly on the surface. Besides these distinguish-

ing features W. hortensis nivea is more particular

iu its cultural requirements than the other, and
will not strike root so readily from cuttings.

The blossoms of W. amabilis alba are not, as might
be suppo.sed, while, but have a delicate pinkish
tinge ; indeed, it is about the best of any of that

hue. 01 striped or parti-coloured blooms may be

mentioned Van Houttei, a deep rose-tinted form,

spotted more or less with white. The flowers

are marked in a rather irregular manner, some
being much prettier than others, but even
when at their best they are scarcely so effective

in the open ground as self-coloured blossoms.

Another parti-coloured flower is Urrenewegeni,
which is of a rosy tint, striped more or less with

a deeper hue. W. rosea is the best known of all

the Weigelas, and is unsurpassed by any of the

same colour, unless it be A. Carriore (a seedling

from an older kind), whose blossoms are larger

and brighter coloured than those of its parent.

This A. Carriere is indeed one of the finest of all

Weigelas, deserving a place in any garden. Of
darker flowers there are great numbers, but, as

mentioned above, the choicest too closely re-

semble each other. A great number of these

are in bloom here together, and of them I would
select the following as the best : Dr. Baillon, a

strong growing variety, the branches of which
are completely laden with deep claret-coloured

blooms. It resembles in flower an older kind
(Lavallei), but its growth is less straggling, which
is a great point in favour of the newer one, as

Lavallei is not of a desirable habit. P. Duchartre
is a more slender, upright-growing bush than
the last-named, with amaranth-red blossoms.
The foliage is of a pale, almost yellowish, green,

against which the dark-coloured flowers contrast

in a marked manner. Emile Galli.—This forms

a free compact bush with a more delise arrange-
ment of the branches than is common with
Weigelas, but as a set-olf the shoots are much
more slender. The flowers are borne most pro-

fusely, and their colour (a clear bright crimson)
arrests attention when in campany with other
kinds. The <larkest AVeigela is generally re-

cognised to be Edouard Andr6, the buds of which
are of a blackish crimson tint, but when
expanded they are, of course, paler. At any
stage, however, the blooms are too dark and dull

in hue to be efl'ective. I obtained another
variety last season (Jean Jlace), announced as the

darkest in cultivation, but what few blooms were
produced appear, like the preceding kind, to be
dull in colour. Though the blooms of these

dark-flowered kinds are borne quite as freely as

those of the old W. rosea, they are individually

rather less in size.

There are two or three variegated Weigelas,
but the only one I consider worth growing from
a foliage point of view is Looymansi aurea,

whose leaves, when first expanded, are of a pale

greenish yellow colour, Init with exposure to the

sunshine they become deeper, and under the
rays of the summer's sun are of a rich golden
hue, and then this Weigela is one of the finest of

golden-leaved shrubs. In giving this list of a

few Weigelas I do not mean that they should be
grown to the exclusion of all others, but rather

where but few kinds are required tliey may be
relied on as a distinct and representative selection,

for, as above stated, if a collection is grown, some
of the sorts will be indistinguishable I'rom others.

With regard to soil and situation the Weigelas
are in no way particular, as they thrive fairly well
in hot sandy spots, but are seen to the greatest

advantage when more liberal treatment isaccorded
them. They bear pruning well ; indeed, they can
be cut back hard immediately after flowering
without destroying the following season's display
of bloom. Incommon, too, with many shrubs an
old plant of Weigela is apt to become somewhat
crowded up with exhausted wood, and a tliinning

out occasionally will impart fresh vigour to the
plant and increase its ttoriferou.sness. The pro-

pagation of the Weigelas is by no means a difficult

matter, as they can be increased in various ways.
In the first place, where but a few are desired it is

often possible during the autumn after the leaves

have fallen to detach a few of the branches spring-
ing from the base of the plant, with their atten-

dant roots, and if these are pruned back a little and
planted they will in many cases form nice little

bushes the first season. Another plan is to layer
some of the most convenient branches, which will

root well in a year, and are then fit for removal.
With regard to layering, I may mention that the
most attractive plant of W. A. Carriere that has
come under my observation was one that had the
whole of the outside branches layered for propa-
gating purposes, but when rooted they were not
removed, so that quite a plantation was formed in

this way, as a I'rmge of young plants encircled
the parent. Cuttings do not root so readily as

those of other shrubs if put in the open ground
during the autumn. The most successful method
I have tried is to make cuttings of the young
growing shoots during summer, put them iu pots
of sandy soil, and keep them in a close frame till

rooted. They will need attention iu the matter
of .shading during sunshine, watering when neces-
sary, and an occasional examination for the re-

moval of any decaying leaves. If they are
l^otted off into small pots as soon as rooted, they
will become established therein the first .season,

and may then be planted out before growth re-

commences in the following spring.

Another way by which Weigelas can be in-

creased is by seeds. Some three years ago 1

gathered a quantity of seed, which was sown at

once in a cold frame, and the young plants

quickly made their appearance. When large

enough they were pricked off and continued to

grow rapidly, so that many of them flowered

last season and the remainder this, but in no
cases did they turn out to be any advance on
existing varieties. There was, of course, a good
deal of difference among them, but not more
than might be expected, consiijering that the

seeds were gathered from a large and varied col-

lection. As the capsules quickly open when
ripe and discharge their seeds, a sharp look-out

must be maintained about that time. A good
way is to gather the seed vessels just as they
commence to burst open, and lay them out in a
dry, airy place till all the seeds are shed.

T.

Berberis stenophylla.—Barberries are orna-
mental generally, but probably B. stenophylla is

the handsomest of all, and it is as suitable for

covering a wall of moderate height as it is for

any other purpose. At Belmont, Taunton, there
is a magnificent specimen of it growing on rather
a raised position with ample space around it.

Here the branches arch over in such a graceful
manner as to render the plant conspicuous, and
the freedom with which it flowers every year is

not the least of its merits. It is not unusual to

see the Belmont plant with branches ."? feet long,
and covered all that length with charming golden
blo.ssoms.— .J. C. C.

Self-sown Bhododendrons. — Considering
how deficient our woods generally are in respect
of evergreen underwood, not to speak of parks
bare of shrubs, it is surprising that the common
Rhododendron has not been made more use of for

planting than it has been. No doubt the cost of

the plants explains this to some extent, but
owners of estates could help each other in this

respect it they were to try, and M'ith mutual
advantage. The common Rhododendron ponticum
sows itself in many ]ilaces, and on some estates
with which I am acquainted young plants of all

sizes, from tiny seedlings one year old up to a
foot, exist in thousands. The soil being light
and favourable they seem to spring uj) like weeds,
and transplant readily. I have had thousands of

thtsp in one year from 6 inches to inches high at
about iOs. per 1000, '20s. to 30s. per 100 being the
low est the trade can offer the same at after defray-
ing the cost of raising and transplanting. I am
informed I could have any quantity of the same
kind. Our plants came from the south, and had
apparently been simply pulled up by the hand
and tied in bunches like spring Cabliage plants.

The roots were mostly in tlie shape of a flat disc

of fibres, and in transferring them to oiu' soU
they had to he planted very shallow, but all took
and did well planted in April and May last year,

m;ule growth, and will be good }>lantsthis summer
fit to go anywdiere. We can hardly over-estimate
the value of the Rhododendron for covert pur-
poses, for, together with the Yew and the Privet,

nothing could be better for the purjjose, all the
three being good (growers and rabbit-proof.

—

J. S. W.
Hybrid Forsythias.—I notice in The Garde.v

(p. 4.57) that " H. P." asks if any reader has
flowered Forsythia intermedia, a new Continental
variety supposed to be a hybrid between F.
viridissima and F. suspensa. Allow me to say
that the variety to which " H. P.' alludes cannot
be a hybrid, because F. suspensa is only a va-

riety of F. viridissima. Twenty years ago I set

out a plant of F. suspensa with many other kinds
of shrubs on a rocky ridge among old forest trees,

and where cultivation, beyond an occasional dig-

ging around the shrubs, was out of the question,
ily object was to make a kind of wild garden,
intermingling exotic shrubs among the indigen-
ous. A few years since I noticed that the old
F. suspensa growing among the roeks was inclined

to produce fertile seeds, affording an opportunity
of determining whether it was really a true species
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01- only a variety. I destroyed every otlier plant

of this variety in my own grounds, and from a

carefnl search in the neighbourhood I became
satisfied that there was not another specimen of F.

suspensa within five miles of my place. The few

plants of F. viridissima and F. Fortunei in my
grounds are many rods distant from tlie old plant

of F. .suspensa; besides, the latter is growing in a

warm, sunny spot, and blooms two weeks in ad-

vance of the former ; consequently there can bo no

intermingling of pollen carried by bees or other

insects. Recently I have raised a large number
of seedlings from this isolated plant of F. sus-

pensa, among which I find many with the stout

upright canes and large leaves of the F. viridis-

sima; while other.s retain the slender stems and
trailing habit, with the small and more rounded
and le.S3 deeply serrated leaf of the parent plant.

Quite a number of the seedlings appear to be in-

termediate between this species and F. suspensa—
that is, if we are to consider F. viridissima to be
the original type or species. The flowers of all

the seedlings that have bloomed up to the present

time are yellow, and quite similar to those of the

parent plant ; but as I have a hundred or more yet

to come into bloom, I hope to find some pro-

nounced variation among them.

—

AndrewFuller,
B'uhjtu'ooil, Bergen, K.J.

NOTES.

The Irlsh Shamrock.—Every now and then
the question arises, " What plant really represents

the Shamrock of Ireland i" and the answer is,

Trifolium repens, which, without doubt, is the

plant selected and worn on St. Patrick's Day by
Irish people all the world over, for I need scarcely

say that little tufts of this plant are posted far

and wide, and the custom is increasing year hy
year. What the identical plant was by v.'hich St.

Patrick himself used to illustrate the principle of

the Trinity is another matter, and it may liave

been any trifoliate leaf which is a native of Ire-

land. Thus in turn the Buck or Bog Bean
(Menyanthes), the AVood Sorrel (Oxalis Aceto-
sella), and different kinds of Clover (Trifolium)

have been .selected, and some have gone further

and .suggested that St. Patrick may have torn the

three leaflets only from the tip of any imparipin-
nate leaf, such as that of the common Watercress,

which would, of course, have served liis purpose
nearly as well. Medicago lupulina is also used
as the Shamrock in Ireland ; and iu London we
find the dark purple-leaved Clover, with leaflets

varying from three to five, sold lor the same pur-
po.se. Threlkeld, who is " the earliest writer on
the wild plants of Ireland," gives Seanuxr-oge
(young Trefoil) as the Gaelic name of the white
field Clover, and expressly states that it is the
plant worn by the people in their hats on St.

Patrick's Day ("Cybele Hibernica," p. 73). Some
early writers mention that the Shamrock was a
leaf which might be eaten; hence some have
argued against the Clover, and have leaned to-

wards the Watercress, tlie Wood Sorrel, or the
Bog Bean, the leaves of which were formerly
eaten by country people for the sake of the
bitter tonic principle (gentian) which they contain.
As St. Patrick's Shamrock may have been Clover,
and as we have no proof to the contrary, we had
better stick to custom in the matter.

The Azarole Hawthorn.—There should be
at least one good Hawthorn on the lawn of eveiy
country house iu England, and it is not easy to get
a better kind tlian this Italian variety, which is

just now like a snowdrift of blossom. In leafage,
as in flowers, it is a trille larger than our native
forms, although in whiteness and in perfume it

is practically the same thing. Perhaps having
the Hawthorn in every hedge in England makes
us tire a little of a thing so common, howbeit so
beautiful

; but there is no doubt that the Haw-
thorn at its best is a noble flowering tree, smaller

than the Chestnut, but not less beautiful im that

account. Perhaps nowhere can the Hawthorn be

seen in perfection better than in the Ph(eni\
Park at Dublin, where it attains the dimensions

of a small tree, and is extremely varialile in

leafage, haliit, and time of flowering. To walk
through whole groves ot these fragrant trees,

with the dappled deer renting beneath them, and
here and there a st.irtled rabbit popping into a

clump of liramlilcs, or a few fluty notes from a

blackbird overhead, is an idyll in June well

worthy of one's calm enjoyment. These Haw-
thorns are classic, like the Oaks of "merry Sher-

wood " or the Bluebells at Nuneham ; but for the

dressed lawn of a quiet country house give me a

good specimen of the Azarole Thorn. 'iChere is a

tradition that the Hawthorn is a lucky tree to

liave near the lujuse ; at any rate, it is a favourite

tree for the birds, the blackbird having au es])e-

cial aft'ection for the snow-white Tliorn, so that

we get beauty and bird-song b}' planting it near

our dwelling,s.

Alpen Rosen.—The dwarf Rhododendrons of

the Alps are now very beautiful in the garden

—

soft masses of daik green leaves thickly studded

with crimson buds, or deep rosy flowers. Well
established in good borders, or in low-lying j^arts

of the rock garden, these dwarf kinds of Rhodo-
dendrons form a picture every year about this

date. There are two kinds, R. hirsutum and R.

ferrugineum, which are said to represent each

other on the Alps in different localities. They
grow almost anywhere on good deep soils well

enriched with leaf mould, and are so fresh and
beautiful as to deser^'e any amount of attention

;

massed on the turf they are at all times .sightly,

even although out of flower. Upon the hills

around shooting lodges these Rhododendrons
grow very luxuriantly, and but few other plants

are more appropriate in such localities than are

these and the numerous forms of hardy Heaths,

or Ericas. I have noticed that these plants gene-

rally seem happy wherever the common wild

Heather is at home, and this may serve as an
encouragement to would-be planters. Some dense

bushes of the above varieties are now rosy masses

of bloom, and are much admired by lovers of the

alpine wild flowers, who are a little astonished

to see these plants so happy at sea-level and in

what one may fairly call a town garden.

LlBERTlA GRANDIFLORA.—Well grOWn tul'ts of

this are now very efl'ective as masseil near clumps
of the great crimson Poppy, which intensifies the

snow-like whiteness of the Libertia. Wherever
it grows well, it is a plant at once distinct and
handsome, and, seeding most abundantly, it ii by

no means diflicult to keep up a stock of strong

healthy plants. Being evergreen, its tufts of

erect Iris-like leaves are not unsightly, even

when the plant is out of bloom. On some soils

it grows and blooms well without any especial

attention, and I have never seen it more healthy

and luxuriant than in the shrubbery borders of

the people's gardens in the Pha'uix Park at

Dublin.

Victoria Anemone.—This is a good strain of

the French race of Anemone coronaria having

single tto\ver.s or semi-double ones, with from

five to ten sepals, each varying from 1 incli to

nearly 2 inches in breadth. The largest flowers

are very much like single Dahlias, and are about

5 inches across. They vary in colour from white

and rose coloured to all shades of purple and red

approaching crimson, and some forms are spotted

or striped in a pretty way. Well grown, they are

very etfective in the flower garden, and they

yield a good supply of flowers for indoor uses.

As grown from seed they would be very hand-
some—indeed, the full capabilities of the garden
Anemones are only to be developed in that way.

The great fault of all Anemones is their variety

in the seed bed. If we could get races to come
true, red or purple, as the case may be, it would
be a decided gain. As it is, one colour kills

another, and a bed of these flowers is gay and
bright, but a little confusing.

Pi.atvstemon californicum.—Plants of this

annual Poppy-wort Irom seeds sown last autumn
are now very much admired. It is a pale

glaucous-.spreading plant, bearing reddish buds
and pale sulphur flowers quite .star-like in form,
and very distinct and showy as seen fully open,

in the sun. Botanically, it is interesting as

Iiaving its floral leaflets in threes instead of in

twos, but as a good garden annual it deserves

culture for its soft pale beauty alone. Like many
other annuals, however, it is never so good as

when either self-sown or as sown in positions

where it remains to flower without Ijeing trans-

planted. Each seedling forms a tuft 12 inches to

IS inches across. Now that the Poppies are

again taking their place as beautiful garden
flowers, this little American should find a place

more often than is now the rule. One of the

most di.stinct of Poppies now flowering is P.

pilosum, which forms tufts of narrow hairy
leaves covered pretty thickly with buds and
flower.s. The latter are in colour quite unique

—

a sort of apricot-vermilion—wholly unlike any
other Poppy known to me. P. spicatum is a
coarser plant, also distinct when in flower, but
just now nothing is finer than the great flowers

on the deep blood-coloured P. bracteatum, the

flowers of which are nearly \-2 inches in diameter.

As a garden plant I like this better than P.

orientale, which, being much larger in habit,

smothers up the borders too much, killing all

things near it, and so leaving great ugly gaps

when it dies down.

Celsia cretica.—This fine old plant has been
figured in The Garden, and right well dofs it

deserve such honour. On warm dry soils it is

one of the best of hardy biennials, and although
it was cut down to the ground level here last

season, it sent up its flower-stems this spring,

and these are now thickly studded with wax-
like yellow flowers. Even where not hardy, it

well deserves pot culture as a plant distinct and
efl'ective, and even more showy than is C. Arcturus,

an old greenhouse species of elegant habit, and a

plant far too rarely seen. C. cretica is easily

reared from spring-sown seed ; indeed, we treat

it exactly as we do hardy Primroses, sowing it

in boxes in a cold frame, or even in rows in an
open-air seed-bed. The seedlings are pricked off

and planted out when large enough in the borders.

As seen growing strong and vigorous, each stout

stem close-set with its Oncidium-like flowers,

but few of our visitors recognise it, and we find

that very few pass it without admiring its quaint

old-fashioned sort of beauty. I remember once

seeing a group of this plant in the utmost vigour

flowering on a numure heap, on which some un-

named seeds had been scattered on the chance ot

their growing. I never saw the plant so bold

and beautiful before nor since.

Flag Iris.—The time of Irises is one of the

most pleasant in the whole year. The great soft

lilac blossoms of I. pallida dalmatica are now
most lovely fluttering in the warm June air, and
dear old Victorine in purple and ermine is also

in all her glory, although a little vain in her old

age at being awarded a prize for her beauty only

a week ago. AVho can give us the early history

of this fine old garden Iris \ I. florentina is past

its best for this season, but has in truth been most
beautiful, and now the pure white I. Princess of

Wales takes its place. What a blossom of ele-

gant form and snowy purity this is as cut in the

bud state and brought indoors to open near the
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eye. It is a delicious breakfast-table flower. We
have a soft pale j-ellow Flag Iris now in bloom,

a beautiful thing with no streaking of any kind,

good in habit and fresli green in leafage. What
is it > There are but few early summer flowers

which rival these great FLng Irises for cut bloom,

and their cultuie is worth attention. Mr.

Walker sent me a beautiful dark purple last year

called I. atropurpurea, which contrasts well witli

the milk-white I. florentina or the yellow forms.

When is tlie best time to transplant or to divide

these Flag Irises ? 1 noted quite recently some-

one recommending that the tiermau Irists should

be planted in damp situations. My own opinion

and experience is in favour of a dry sunny posi-

tion for them, and 1 also find that the clumps do
not bloom so well if left undisturbed too long,

whereas nearly every transplanted piece will

flower. Some large masses of I. germanica which
were top-dressed with manure last season have

not bloomed so well this year as those which
received no such attention.

Fbather Columbines.—These old-fashioned

Feather Columbines are botanically known as

Thalictrums in the garden, and some of the tall-

growing kinds are very effective as seen in

bloom. They grow from 4 feet to 6 feet high

—

more, perhaps, in deep rich loam—and as seen

with their soft plume-like fliiwer-heads swaying
in the warm breezes of June or July they are

strikinglj- handsome. Thalictrum medium may
be taken as the type of the yellow kinds, and T.

aquilegifolium of the white-plumed varieties

;

but of the last-named species there is a rosy form,

given to me from a dear, old-fashioned cottage

garden years and, years ago. It is now in bloom
and is much ailmired. When massed in nooks,

backed up by dark-leaved shrubs, these feathery

Columbines are very handsome, and are effective

a long way oft', and the white and yellow varieties

are strong enough to take care of themselves
when once well planted. Grouped along with
the big crimson Poppies they tower up lightly

above them, and so make a brave show; or they
look well beside their allies, the Columbines
proper. A group of the Munstead White Aqni-
legia, now in bloom, having speared up through
the outlying leaves of a big green Ferula, is just

now very fresh and beautiful—cool-looking even
in the sun.

Iberis gibkaltabica.—All the shrubby or
sub-slirubby kinds of Candytuft are valuable

garden plants, but this and I. coiifolia are, as I

think, two of the best. Both are readily raised

either from cuttings or from seeds, and as now
seen form spreading masses oi colour not easily

surpassed. I. corifolia is pure white, and forms
fleece-like carpets on the rockery stones or borders,

Ijut this variety from Gibraltar has pale lilac-

tinted flowers much laiger than those of the

ether variety, and as seen at its best it is a most
effective thing. Once well established, it is a
strong growing plant, either on rockwork or on
the ordinary border. It seems to grow and
flower best in full sunshine, some plants which
were accidentally planted in shady places being
lax in growth and but few-flowered. On a

sunny bank among the different kinds of Cistus

—

e.specially the white Rose-like C. florentinus

—

this Iberis would be quite effective, or it might
be planted on the tops of low retaining walls
with the advantage that the blossoms would thus
be brought nearer to the eye. As seen at its

best, it is such a bold and distinct plant, that it

.ehould be added to every collection wherein
Candytufts are grown, being, as I think, one of,

even if not the very best of all the species now
grown in gardens.

Anemone dichotoma.—This species is very
useful as bridging over the period after A.

sylvestris ceases flowering until A. rivularis, A.
narcissiflora, A. polyantha, and that Venus de
Milo among hardy fl(jwers, viz., A. japonica alba,

come into bloom. This white A. dichotoma does
not seem to be a very common plant in gardens,
although, like A. sylvestris and A. japonica, it

produces stolons or underground stems in a

plentiful way, and the smallest bits of its roots

grow into plants. The Pasque flower (A. Pulsa-

tilla) is still beautiful, ami amongst our seedlings

1 notice one especially as having branched sepals,

the divisions of the iloral leaves being tridentate,

as are the bracts below. What is the plant called

Anemone alba of some lists, and where can
plants of it be obtained ? A plant of A. sul-

phurea, which bore fourteen fine blossoms two
months ago, is now nearly as much admired for

its shining seed-heads, which remind one of those

of the Clematis Vitalba, or Traveller's Joj'. A.
Pulsatilla is also very pretty in a similar way,
and its seeds grow quite freely as sown in rows
in a sandy seed-bed in the open air. I see a

solitary seedling of A. sulphurea, also the result

of seeds sown a couple of years ago. Perhaps
the seeds of these Anemones with long-awned
seeds should be sown as soon as they ripen, or,

like Primula seeds, they lie long in the ground.

Shrubby Pentstemons.—Two of the strong-

growing shrubby species of Pentstemon are now
in flower. The best to my mind is P. Menziesi,
which is neat in growth and bears dense clusters

of ro.?y crimson buds and blossoms. Even quite

small cuttings of the .young wood or growth
rooted last autumn are flowering, although only
2 inches or 3 inches in height. For little pockets
or niches on rockwork the.se little plants are very
useful, and it is a good plan to propagate a few
of them every year, the more especially as the
old bushes are apt to die olf quite suddenly after a

hard frost, while these newly rooted sprigsofgrowth
rarely fail. The same is true of Veronicas, Onosma,
Cistus, and many other garden plants besides

these. Our plan is to inseit cuttings of the young
wood in coarse sea sand and to cover them with
a handlight, a la Carnation pipings. The other
species of Pentstemon alluded to above is P.

Scouleri, a larger growing kind, forming a spread-
ing shrubby mass 4 feet in diameter, its flowering
growths being laden with pale lilac flowers mucli
larger than those of P. Menziesi. Young plants
of this are best also, and although P. Menziesi is

our favourite, yet this is also well worthy of

careful culture. Both aie especially useful as

flowering thus early in the year. What is the
lovely blue species now in bloom I Can it be P.

Cobfea true ! The spikes are 2 feet high, and it is

beautiful. Veronica.

INSECTS AND FLOWERS: A QUESTION.*
BY C. E. MEETKERKE.

Nearly four years ago a paper was published in
Uhamhers''! Jonrnal,\ purporting to give a short
summary of the disco\-eries which liad been made
up to that time by a great many careful inquirers
on the subject of insect agency in the fertilisation

of flowers. Since then the Knight-Darwin theory,
as it is called in Germany, has progressed with
such a rush in one direction that a reaction is

already setting in, and it is now almost beginning
to be doubted, not only if cross-fertilisation is

necessary to the life of plants, but even if it

is particularly advantageous to them. When
Sprengel, Knight, Delpino, Miiller, and a host of
other writers asserted that the aid of insects was
necessary for the complete fertility of plants, and
when Charles Darwin undertook his own practical
researches on the subject, little doubt was left

upon the minds of unprejudiced people as to the
intimate relations existing between the animal

From the Medk-at Bulttiiii, May.
t dtaiuhirs's Journal^ June, 18S2.

and vegetable kingdoms. Darwin was supposed
to have freed himself from what were held to be
the mistakes of Sprengel and the early investi-

gators, but even he had ventured to aflirm the
general truth of their conclusions before he had
himself engaged in any very critical researches.

Some contradictions arose, and it was remarked
that tlie records of botanical literature are vitiated

by a larger intermixture of falsity and fiction than
might be imagined possible in an experimental
.science. Sprengel's work was published in 17!)3,

and in 1802 Darwin wrote his "Fertilisation of

Orchids,'' which was enthusiastically received,

but which gave rise to the well-founded objection
that in most Orchids the operation of insect visitors

was only indirectly concluded from the structure
of the flowers. "Criticisms near the mark or
further from the mark, or even altogether far and
away from any mark, " only led to the conviction
that there is much more in the shape of a petal

and the jiosition of a plant-hair than was formerly
supposed, and that insects do not merely loiter

about brilliant blossoms in idle satisfaction or for

necessary sustenance, but that they have a mission
to increase the beauty and prolong the life of

flowers, and, it is added, that so well is this mission
understood, that flowers, in their turn, learn to

distinguish between profitable and unprofitable
visitors, and grow to provide special arrangements
for allurement or exclusion. This being stated,

we must either allow subtle, secret meanings to

colour, shape, and all the beautiful, familiar

things taken once upon a time for granted, as a
part of natural development, to be one of the

forces in the great heaving life sea, or else reject

the whole theory as extravagant and mistaken.
Going still further, we are told that it is to insects

we owe the beauty of our gardens, the sweetness
of our fields, and that to them alone flowers are

indebted for their very existence : and when we
come to this, the most casual inquirer is led to

find out what grounds exist for it, how far it is

borne out by evidence, and if we are really bound
to accept as truth, that should butterflies, flies,

and bees be externrinated, the world would no
longer know the beauty of flowers. Fairly to

examine

The true Kniout-Darwi.x theory, it will be
well to learn from their own words to what con-

clusions these able men arrived as the result of

their researches. We shall then be in a position

to remark that the rolling stone of a new doctrine,

once set in motion, is never in want of a friendly

push. We see how hasty conclusions are made to

harmonise with preconceived ideas, and extrava-
gant notions are issued as true coin. The favourite

text of Darwin's interpreters is his much misap-
prehended maxim, " Nature abhors perpetual
self-fertilisation ;" and, as if foreseeing that such
an axiom might lead to mistakes, he defines his

meaning with precision in some introductory re-

marks to his work on "Cross and Self-Fertilisa-

tion." These are his words: "InlS6'2I summed
up my observations on Orchids by saying that

Nature abhors perpetual self-fertilisation ; if the

word perpetual had been omitted, the aphorism
would have been false." And in another place:
" From my own observations on plants, I became
convinced many years ago that it is a general law
of Nature that flowers are adapted to be crossed,

at least occasionally, by pollen from a distinct

plant." This opinion was ratified by Andrew
Knight in these words: "In no plant does self-

fertilisation occur for an unlimited number of

generations." It will be remarked how wide a
difl'erence exists between the guarded expressions

of these careful inquirers and the rash law-giving

of later writers, who, although working on the

lines laid down by Darwin, have assuredly studied

only the contrivances which are favourable to

cross-fertilisation, and neglect to make mention of

those facts, so weighty and so numerous, which
tell so dead against them. They appear to foiget

that there are many plants whose pollen is wafted
away by the wind, and which are wholly inde-

pendent of insects. That there are great numbers
which are propagated by grafts, buds, layers,

bulb.s, tubers, and cuttings, besides over thirty
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Natural Orderfs of cleistogamic plants, closed to
all-comers, necessarily self-fertilised. In l,S(i!)

Severin Axell divested some hasty conceptions of
their one-sidedness, and, besides the facts just
mentioned, he drew out a list of plants in which
self-fertilisation inevitably takes place, mention-
ing: those also which are aquatic, and which under
ordinary circumstances expand their flowers at the
surface of the water and are cross-fertilised by
the wind, but which remain closed when the water
is unusually high, and then fertilise themselves,
producing seeds which propagate the species. Even
the history of the Orchids, that stronghold of insect
agency, tends, from recent observations, to show
that intercrossing is not so advantageous as it is

supposed to be, since many tropical kinds, cited
as especially adapted for intercrossing, are found
to an enormous extent utterly barren, whilst
several species which exhibit remarkable adapta-
tions for close fertilisation produce abundance of
seed. This would appear a startling contradic-
tion to Darwin, until it is recollected that, with
his usual candour, he points out the sterility of
many English Orchids, and remarks that the Bee
Ophrys is excellently constructed for self-fertilisa-
tion, and that the Fly and Spider Orchises are never
visited by insects. It is known that a great
number of alpine plants grow beyond the height
at which they can produce seed, and those grow-
ing on mountain pastures generally propagate
themselves by bulblets. Many of our own very
common plants do not set seed. The Horseradish
never produces any. The Periwinkle spreads
largely by runners. The varieties of Peas keep
true because they are not crossed by insects. The
St. John's-wort rarely sets seed. Poppies pro-
duce plenty of capsules when insects are excluded.
An argument, which may be used either way, is

adduced by Darwin, whilst insisting on the
greater size and vigour of the offspring of crossed
flowers. "It might have been expected," he
says, _" that the seedlings from plants, the flowers
of which were excessively sterile, would have pro-
fited in a greater degree by a cross than the
seedlings from plants which were moderately or
fully self-fertile, and, therefore, had no need to be
crossed ; but no such results followed." He also
admits that there are no signs of degeneiacy in
the bee or other self fertilised Orchid's, and that
they are all vigorous growers. The assertion that
brilliant hues and full cups are designed as allure-
ments to insects is abundantly contradicted by
foreign botanists, who describe plants with con-
spicuously beautiful flowers, which are as much
adapted to secure self-fertilisation as others are
for crossing, and many of our own native flowers
secreting much nectar and producing much pollen
are wholly disregarded by butterflies, flies, and
bees.

That coLoru vaiua-itox is wholly attributable
to insects is exceedingly doubtful, and that all the
brilliant colours descended from the primaeval
yellow arc due to their selective agency is so evi-
dently a fallacious doctrine, that very few words
V'ill be required to refute it. The doctrine is this,
that the colours of flowers are intended to attract
insects, and that certain colours are definitely
intended to attract certain kinds of insects. That
flowers whicli lay themselves open for fertilisation
by miscellaneous small flies are white ; those which
depend on beetles are yellow. Butterflies prefer
red, lilac, or blue, and bees blue, blue flowers being,
as a rule, specialised for fert;ilisation by bees.
One of our recent poetic botanists asserts that as
the bee flowers grew bluer, the bees must have
grown fonder and fonder of blue, and, as they
grew fonder of blue, they must have more and
more constantly preferred the bluest flowers.
Thus the special tastes of insects are supposed to
be the selective agency for developing white,
pink, red, purple, and blue petals from tlie origi-
nal yellow ones. But, we cannot help asking,
how could insects exercise any selective agency
unless the petals had first shown any tendency
to vary? We find no satisfactory answer to this
question ; but we have the following facts before
us, which speak for themselves. The pigments of
coloured petals are stored in the or Unary (issues
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of the plant, and a very small number is required
to produce a seemingly endless variety. The
coloured substances are in many cases the same as
those left in the foliage from which chlorophyll
has disappeared ; so that bright petals are often
exactly like leaves which have turned yellow and
red in autumn, or the very red and yellow leaves
of early spring. White, which is the dress of so
many flowers, is due simply to the reflection of
light through colomrless air-filled cells and tissues.

Black .spots on flower or seeds, as, for example,
on the garden Bean, owe their origin merely to a
concentration of dense violet pigment ; and the
blackness of so many berries is produced in the
same way by violet thickly heaped on in patches,
which become, therefore, impenetrable to light.
The apparently black berries of Deadly Night-
shade contain a splendid violet, easily soluble in
water and alcohol ; with acid it becomes a purplish
red, and with ammonia, green. Setting aside
chlorophyll green, which is only exceptionally a
flower colour, the remaining pigments are yellow,
red, and blue; the two latter exist in the cell sap.
Yellow is identical with the substance which, in
the animal kingdom, goes under the name of
lipochrome ; and the colour of the rind of an
Orange is due to the same pigment as is found in
the yello%v of the Buttercup. It is only a denser
deposit of it. The red of Koses, Pinks, and
Poppies is due to a single pigment; it is just a
matter of difference in intensity. Ic may be
affected by the presence of an acid in the cells,
and sometimes by the addition of a small quan-
tity of lipochrome : not that a mixture of the two
colours takes place in the cells, but that rose-red
in the sap and yellow in the protoplasm, found
together in scarlet flowers, present just such a
combination to our eyes, as when we set a red
glass and a yellow one side by side, we see before
us a mixture of two colours. By diminishing ex-
posure to light, a complete alteration can be pro-
duced in the relative amount of colouring matter,
although no invariable rule can be laid down as
to its influence, since some flowers retain their
colour in darkness, whilst others lose it. Indeed,
it has been affirmed that flowers produce their
intensest colours in the dark, even if the whole
plant is kept in the dark, but in such cases there
can be no production of chlorophyll green. It
may be mentioned that chlorophyll green is always
accompanied by chlorophyll yellow, which is much
less sensitive to light, and remains after the dis-
appearance of the green.

Soil iNKLrExcE ox coLorR.—It is well known
that the soil has an immense influence on colour,
insomuch that many variations can be jn-oduced
at will, and the mere transplantation of a plant
will alter its colour. Much care has to be taken
as to the material in which Tulips and other
florist's flowers are grown, since if they should be
too highly nourished they are apt to lose their
distinctive stripes, to which they owe their mar-
ketable value. These brilliant stripes are due to
bad variation, and it may be noticed incidentally
that when branches become variegated by bad
variation, and the variety is attempted to be ])ro-
pagated by seed, the seedlings are rarely varie-
gated. But variation is much surer and more
powerful than any change that can be eftected by
the crossing of flowers. Even a leaf inserted by
its footstalk into the bark of the stock is sufficient
to communicate variation to it, although the leaf
soon perishes. G:irbner relates that branches of
white and dark-fruited Vines, which were split
longitudinally and then joined, produced dis-
tinct bunches of drapes of the two colours, and
other bunches with berries either striped or of an
intermediate or new tint. Darwin alludes to this,
and observes, "these facts are the more remark-
able because Andrew Knight never succeeded in
raising variegated (Jrapes by fertilising white
kinds by pollen of dark kinds." He also draws
from this and similar cases the highly important
physiological fact that the elements which go to
the production of a new being are not neces-
sarily formed by the male and female organs.
They are present in the cellular tissue in such a

state that they can unite without such aid. That
insects, attracted by conspicuous petals, or from
a distance by scent, always presupposing that they
are possessed of similar organs to our own, may
have influence in the maintenance of coloured
species is not denied, for that would be to impair
the rational doctrine of the survival of the fittest.

The cultivator who carries out a like selection
corroborates its wisdom, but he does not depend
alone on choice, and is veil aware that he must
make use of the many other means to attain his
end. It is quite admitted that to the horticultu-
rist the value of intercrossing is great. He may
obtain finer flowers, to fetch a higher price, but it

is much more than doubtful if in the bare struggle
for existence the help of insects is indispensable;
on the contrary, such absolute dependence on ex-
ternal agency must naturally be as much a source
of hindrance as a want of self-reliance is to a man
who desires to get on in his struggle for life.

The qcestiox is this. Is cross-fertilisation ac-
tually necessary for the perpetuation of plants, or
is it even so desirable as we are told that it is, and
is colour in flowers a mere expedient for getting
themselves cross-fertilised ? We know that bril-

liant hues undoubtedly exist, when, so far as we
can see, they confer no benefit on their possessor;
that some flowers are at their brightest when fer-

tilisation is over, and that there are large families
which are wholly independent of insects, and yet
show no signs of degeneration or extinction. There
is still another question. Is the development of
beauty of no account in the plan of the universe ?

It is now distinctly stated that gay colours in
fruit and flowers serve solely as guides to birds
and beasts, in order that the fruit may be devoured
and the seeds disseminated, and that it is a falla-

cious opinion that mere beauty and variety are
objects in Nature ; but if such be the case, we must
also give a reason for the rich attire of clouds, the
harmonies of woodland shades, the sparkle of the
streams, no less than for "the flower-inwoven
mantle of the eai'th." These utilitarian theorists,
however, have not yet taken all the world by
storm; theie still exist careful observers who do
not hesitate to_believe in " Uselessness divinest of
a use the finest," who see that the veil is not yet
lifted, and who acknowledge that the greatest
wizard is the man who best knows the secrets of
the vegetable world.

—

I'hannaciu/iral Journal.

Fruit Garden.
APPLES AND APPLE ORCHARDS.

The best site for an orchard.—The Apple
tree is very hard}', and will grow and produce
fruit on almost any site that is not too bleak or
on a level with stagnant water ; but this proof of

its accommodating nature does not dispose of

the fact that some situations suit it much better

than others. If we consult old writers, we find

them recommending every aspect from south-east

to north-west, and growers now living in this

part of England assure lue that they have se-

cured excellent crops from orchards facing the
north when others open to the south have failed.

One of the best writers on Herefordshire orchards
preferred a south aspect, inclining rather to the
rising than the setting of the sun, and many of

our orchardists of the present day, under the

impression that this aspect gives a better supply
of light and warmth, still follow his advice.

Much, however, depends ujion soil, altitude, and
the general surroundings in this part of the

country especially, as west winds from the Bristol

Channel sweep up many of our valleys with great

violence. Apart from this, fruit growers gene-
rally prefer getting away from the east, and for

reasons well known to every gardener who has
to protect his blossoms from the sun on bright
frosty mornings, they incline to an aspect facing

the west. Farmers also should know that trees

or plants exposed to the rising sun when frozen
will suffer, or perhaps perish, while others which
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can be shaded until they are gradually thawed
by the slowly rising temperature will recover,

and tender blossoms set their fruit. An orchard,

it is unnecessary to say, cannot be shaded when
its blossoms are crisp with frost ; but forewarned,

the planter yet to come may avoid the necessity

or anxiety by selecting a south, soutli-west, or

west site iVjr his trees ; if on the side of a naturally

drained liill or rolling ground so much tlie better,

as shelter from the north ami east can be readily

received from belts or groups of Scotch Fir,

Spruce, or Larch. Having arrived at the con-

clusion tliat we must avoid exposure to north or

fast winds, we must run sliy of low damp situa-

tions or promising nooks near water. The soil,

it is true, may be deep and rich, and fruit occa-

sionally way be seen doing well, but such sites

are tre'aclierous, for the trees have to encounter

the cold, damp fogs at night, which, falling on

tlie blossoms in May, become hoar-frost in the

morning. In nine seasons out of ten these trouble-

some spring frosts destroy the crop of fruit ; but

the mischief does not end liere, for these damp
valleys are several degrees colder than the hill-

side, whicli the fog never reaches, and conse-

([uently none but the hardiest kinds of Apples

can live, while choice varieties canker and
pL-rish.

Soil.—The experienced jdanter wheu seeking

a suitable .site for his trees will not allow the soil

and subsoil to pass unnoticed. The first, if

elevated above the fro-t line, can always be im-
proved by the judicious planting of trees, or

allowing the hedges to grow tall before the

orchard is planted. The improvement or cor-

rection of an unsuitable soil, on the other hand,

is not only expensive, Ijut in many places an
insupeiable operation, and when the fee simple

has been spent on the land, the colour, quality,

and density of the fruit will be found inferior.

If, then, a good site can be found and the soil is

a deep clay-loam of the old red sandstone, there

he may safely plant his choicest varieties. There,

all otlier conditions being satisfactory, he may
lorik ibr size, colour, and high flavour, which
will enable him to hold his own against all

comers. Very good Apples can be grown on the

limestone formations, but expei'ience justifies the

assertion that tl;ey are neither so rich nor so

highly coloured as fruit from the red sandstone

clay soils, and for cider making, comparatively

speaking, they are altogether out of the question.

Hundreds, nay thousands, of acres of orcharding

in this county on thin calcareous soils may be seen,

and there jMoss and Lichen, dead twigs, ami Jlis-

tletae hold sway. Sometimes unlikely soils

give satisfactory results, but if I were selecting

land for a new orchard, I should avoid the lime-

stone for Apples, no matter how good the site, if

deep red loam, which is warmer, coulil be had,

notwithstanding the fact that sheltering planta-

tions might be needed. H anyone doubts the

remarks which experience in this varying district

enables me to substantiate, let him turn to that

e-xcellent little book, " Fruit Farming for Profit,"

by Mr. Bunyard, of Maidstone, and there at

page 12 he will find that experienced pomologist

saying : "For general fruit nothing can be better

than the very deep brick earth that is found in the

valley overlooking the Medway." Again :
" Leav-

ing liiis favoured part for the heavy lands in the

Weald, where there is, more or less, a loamy soil

resting on the clay, we find some of our finest

A]iple orchards, the weight and colour of the fruit

being remarkable." Still nearer home, let him
examine the magnificent Blenheim Orange Pip-

pins grown in the deep rich soil of the vale of

Gloucester. Further, he may visit Devonshire,

where, as in Herefordshire, he will find the finest

fruit growing on the same kind of soil, that is

the deep clay-loam of the old red sandstone.

Pr.ASTiNo.—Assuming, then, that we have

found site and soil to all a]>pearance satisfactory,

wdiat must we do to convert them into a profitable

orchard >. First of all, we nuist drain deeply,

and break the soil up -I feet or more in depth. If

foul or stuliborn, we may take a green crop or

Potatoes off it, and plant the following autumn
with clean straiglit standards, bought the year

before and carefully tended in the home nursery.

If the soil is rich and good no manure will be

needed, at least below the surlace, but a good

mulching will greatly benefit the trees after tliey

are jdanted. If all strong and damaged roots are

shortened back when the trees are received from

the nursery, they will lift with an abundance of

healthy fibres, which must be spread out hori-

zontally and covered with some of the finest soil

in a rather dry condition. Heavy treading, par-

ticulaily if the soil is wet, should not be prac-

tised, but water, the best of all settlers, if at

command, should be used for washing the soil

home about the fil)res. Staking, to keep the

trees in position and prevent wind-waving, is an

important operation, and for this leason should

immediately follow planting. If one stake only

is used it may be driven home before the tree is

planted, but two, or even three, put in afterwards

are preferable. These details are very simple,

and any handy man can carry them out to per-

fection, but there are certain rules which must
not be neglected. If the planter would succeed

he must nevi r plant deeply, and where the soil

is wet he must plant on the surface. A good

start is half the battle ; the roots shouhl therefore

be prevented from striking downwards ; and in

the event of the soil being less rich than that

from which the trees have been removed, a little

well-decomposed manure may be worked in at

the time of planting. Manure in excess is a

great mistake ; while poverty causes the trees to

stand still fur a year or two, when they become

hide-bound and form blossom buds instead of

wood, a condition from wdiich nothing short of a

heading back will induce them to recover.

Arrangement of the trees.—Apples should

always be planted in lines, and the rows alter-

nated, the distance apart being regulated by the

varieties. An endless number of second rate

varieties planted indiscriminately having already

lieen repudiated, it is only necessary to say that

the planter should make himself thoroughly ac-

quainted with the habit and rate of growth of his

trees before he sets out his ground. Then, if

practicable, whole rows of one variety, or varieties

of kindred habit and vigour, should be planted.

Some grow slowly and take a conical form,otliers

are widely spreading, but by keeping them in

lines and allowing plenty of room, an orchard

always gets plenty of sun and air, gathering and

other details are simplified, and it looks well

because the trees are evenly balanced. Moderate

or upright growers may be planted 20 feet to

24 feet apart, an arrangement which will require

75 to 108 trees to the acre. Strong spreading

growers like the Blenheim, or that fine old Apple
Flanders Pippin, should be placed :iO feet from

stem to stem, when 48 trees will cover a statute

acre. W. Coleman.
£itstnor Castle, Ledhury.

Autumn fruiting Kaspberries.—Nearly all

the kinds of Raspberry which I have ever grown
have shown a disposition to produce fruit in the

autumn on the current year's growtli, but not to

such an extent as to enable me to rely on them a.s

dessert fruits tor September and October. For

that jiurpose I find it best to grow some variety

specially suited for autumn bearing, and to subject

it to a mode of pruning different from that which
is found so successful with the summer fruiting

kinds, viz., to cut them down close to the ground
at the winter pruning, give them a good coat of

rich manure, and let the young growth of canes

grow untrained or checked in any way. I have
tried sexeral sorts, but as yet have found none to

equal a variety grown in this locality called

Rogers's ^'ictoria. It is the most abundant rooter

and cane-producer I ever met with, sending up a
great quantity of canes, furni.shed along the sides

and tips with large bunches of Raspberries, that

wlifu ri|)e are quite as large and dark as Mul-
I ionics, and at this season form a most agreeable

dessi-rt fruit ; for culinary purjmscs, too, this

Raspberry is invaluable. As it does not grow
more than from 3 feet to 4 feet high, no stakes or

trellises are necessary for it ; the best way in

\\hicli to grow it is in single rows across the fniit

or kitchen garden quarters, so that a fish net can

be dropped over it, small birds being vi-iy partial

to its fruit. I may add that this kind, having
such an abundance of fibrous roots, is specially

benefited by copious supplies of liquid manure,
and cxhiljitors of large collections of autumn fruit

woidd find it, if well grown, no mean addition to

thi-ir list of fruits in season.—J. G., Hosjiort.

PACKING STRAWBERRIES.

In The Garden (p. 5G2) "S." asks an opportune

question. He says, " Will someone tell me how
t(j pack Strawberries for a long railway journey."

Many people go wrong through fear, not only

with Strawberiie.s, but also with Figs, Peaches,

and Grapes. Because they are extremely tender

and easily damaged by pressure with the fingers,

they arrive at the conclusion that they must be

packed or rather laid in the box or basket in a

way that they will barely touch each other. In

this condition they start all right ; but woe to the

man who trusts to the tender mercy of railway

and delivery companies ; the first rude shock

is delivered at the receiving station and the

finishing touch is put on at the terminus.

Growers for market in the home counties gather

their fruit under rather than over-ripe ; they pack

in baskets or punnet-^, using plenty of leaves, and,

as a rule, send them up by road. Private

gardeners living one hundred miles from the

table at which the fruit is to be used cannot

adopt this plan : moreover, the Strawberries must
be ([uite ripe, otherwise a shot is fired from the

housekeeper's room and the anxious gaidener is

driven to despeiatiou. Let us see what can be

done in the matter. We will assume that, say,

six pounds of fruit are wanted in London on a

certain day, and light shallow trays that will

hold two pounds each are to be used. Of these

we shall require three, 12 inches long, 6 inches

wide, and 2 inches deep. The case for their

reception must be 12 inches by (3 inches, what
our joiner terms " full,'' that is to say, an ea.sy fit

for the removal of the trays. Furnished with

trays and case made of light odourless wood
(some use tin, but I prefer white wood), we lay

HI a good stock of soft, but full-grown Straw-

berry leaves a few hours before they are wanted,

quite dry, of course, and place them in a dry

airy room to become limp. If the Strawberries

have been forced we like to remove the pots to

an airy house the day before the fruit is wanted,

to dry and stifl'en the berries, dryness being an
important factor. If we have to gather from the

open ground we defer picking until the moining,

proviiled the weather is settled and fine, other-

wise we pick overnight, place the fruit singly in

padded baskets, and keep it dry and cool. If

the weight is wanted, we weigh all the baskets

anil jot down the gross weight. When the pack-

ing is finished we again weigh baskets and
rejected fruit, deduct the lesser from the greater,

and we have the net weight without disturbing

the fruit more than once.
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Packino.—With a basket of fniit near the

right liand and leaves on the left, we slightly

tilt No. 1 tray on the right ; a good layer of soft,

limp leaves is then placed over the bottom and
along the sides. We then take a perfect fruit by
the stalk, lay it on a rather large leaf, place it

firmly in the left-hand corner, follow with a

second, and so on, until the first line across the

end of the tray is made up. If at all slack, a

leaf or two doubled i'orirs a suitable wedge, as

every row must be made tight before the next is

pi'oceeded with. When the box is full of sound,

perfect fruit, with points slightly upwards, a few

leaves are spread neatly over the top, kept in

position b}' a doubled sheet of silver paper, and,

aided by a strip of matting or twine passed round
it to enable the housekeeper to draw it out again,

it is let down into the case. Nos. 2 and 3 are

packed in the same way, their bottoms forming
lids Ibr each other ; and we have three layers of

fruit firmly padded above and below in their

own foliage, with which they can in due course

be dished for table. Plenty of leaves are placed

on the top of the last tray to make all tight

without producing undue pressure. The lid is

fastened with two suiall screws in preference to

nails, and it is ready for cording. The full ad
dress and a printed card—" Perishable fruit

;

this side upwards"— are then attached with tacks

to the lid, and we rarely receive a complaint
from the consumers. There are, of course, many
modes of packing good ordinary Strawberries

;

some use small baskets and pack them in a case,

others place two hyers of fruit in a box ; but
Strawberries fit for a choice dessert or e.vhibition

always travel best when packed fairly tight in

single layers. The same rule applies to Peaches
and Figs, of which I may have something to say

at some future time. Practice in packing is, of

course, an important matter, and much valuable
experience may be gained by those who can
witness the opening of their boxes after they
have run the gauntlet of public carriers.

W. Coleman.

STRAWBERRIES TESTED BY FLAVOUR.

I LIKB the idea of special notes on special fruitp, and
you cannot begin better than with the Strawberry. I

question the wisdom, however, of testing its relative

worth by flavour only. For example, there is perhaps
no higher flavoured Strawberry than British (Juten ;

but in at least 50, probably 75, per cent, of the gar-
dens throughout Britain it cannot be successfully or
profitably cultivated in the open air; hence those who
selected the British Ciueen for flavour would iind

themselves minus Strawberries of any sort. The same
may almost be said of Dr. Hogg, a hardier sort tlian

British Queen, but still a poor fiearer in many places.
Such sorts, again, as the (^uatre Saisons, had they a
good flavour, which they have not, are too small to
become popular in England. So much for negatives,
which are not what you want, and I have only
time this week before starting on a journey to
recommend two Strawberries as on the whole the best
flavoured and the most useful of any with which I am
acquainted— a goodly number; these are the old
Keen's Seedling and President. As a proof of how
widely taster differ in such matters I have met with
many who prefer the former to the latter, though
most of us would not he.-itate in judging to award a
first prize to President and exclude Keen's Seedling
were there sufficient Presidents or British Queens to
absorb all the prizes ; and yet there is a great deal to
be said in favour of the rich luscious aroma of Keen's
Seedling well grown and perfectly ripened. There
was also a mealy texture and flavour about some of
the older .Strawb rries, such as the liose, that one
seldom finds in many of the newer and larger sorts.
I have known some veterans to prefer Grove End
Scarlet to any other, and not a few who have a taste
for Hautbois think all other Strawberries insipid.

D. T. F.

MULCHING STRAWBERRIES.
I AM glad to learn that it is proposed to give up
a certain amount of space to a discussion of tlie

merits of viuiuus kinds and varieties of fruits,

eummencing with Strawberries, as thi.s cannot fail

to be both interesting and instructive to numerous
readers of Tiiii Gakden, and if the experience of

some of our fnvthren in America is also recorded,

this likewise will prove most acceptable. Doubtless
what succeeds best in their country may not be of

much use here, and their systems of cultivation

may materially ditTer from oui's, owing to the ex-

tremes of heat and cold to which they are subject

:

liut we have still much to learn from them. I do
not think it is either neces.sary or wise for us to

mulch the beds as a protection against frost, un-

less it be in the case of the delicately constituted,

yet highly flavoured. Sir C. Napier: but unless we
mulch in anticipation of drought the chances are

the crop will be fiotb light and poor in quality.

Undoulitcdly a heavy mulching of manure, applied
before the ])lanfs are in bloom, serves to keep the

temperature of the groimd about the roots lower
than it would otherwise be, straw especially being
a bad conductor of heat. The sunshine attects

the top growth, but does not reach the roots to

any apjireciable extent, yet this does not appear
to be unfavourafile to the production of heavy
crops of good fruit; on the contrary, unless this

mulching is given early, especially on poor soils,

tlie crops will most probably be, as I have just

.said, light and jioor in quality. Unmulched plants

may be the first to ripen their fruit, but this

earliness hardly compensates for loss in weight.
Strawberries must have plenty of moisture at the

roots, and this is more easily preserved by early

mulching than it is supplied by waterings either

throiigh a hose or watering-pot. I spent several

years among growers of Strawberries for the'

London markets, and took particular note of their

very success.ul method of cultivation. The con-

clusion at which I arrived was, that they can
alwaj's beat private growers, both as regards
weight of produce from a given space and fpiality

of fruit. It is useless to attempt

The PRoriTABLE culture of Strawberries on a
large scale on shallow or hot land, as trenching is

out of the question. Loose, dee])lv-trenched land
usually results in the formation of by far too much
foliage to please thosi who grow for i>rofit. Abund-
ance of strong bloom, followed by clusters of

fruit, is what is wanted, and this is best sectired

by planting on fairly well-manvu'ed land, and it is

immaterial whether this be dug or ploughed in,

the latter being preferable, as being the cheapest.
Let any gardener pay a visit to one of the large
Strawberry fields either in Kent or Essex at the
present time, or about a fortnight later on, and,
unless I am much mistaken, he will be very much
surpriserl at the weight of fruits that he will find

swelling off. He will find it to be almost impos-
sible to thrust a walking-stick into the land,

which is never dug nor deeply stirred from tlie time
of planting till the plants are cleared oflF, which
usually hapjiens after three crops have been ob-

tained from them. The firmness of the ground
firevents grossnessand encourages florifercnisness

;

the soil, being undisturbed beyond cleaning, jire-

serves the abundance of rootlets formed near the
surface; and early mulching keeps down weeds,
preserves moist>u-e, feeds the fibres, and forms,
after being well washed by rains, a good bed for

the fruit to rest upon.

Early ix autumn the plants are trimmed round,
all old leaves, runners, and rough litter being re-

moved ; they are then ready for the winter, and
it must be a very severe one indeed that would
kill such sturdy plants. The old Alice Maud, a
variety raised near Frome, is still one of the best
for open fields, but not for enclosed gardens. Sir
J. Paxton forms a good succession and does not
inoduce too many coarse leaves. President fol-

lows, and is a very heavy cropper ; while foi- late
crops Briti-ih Queen is still most valuable, none
surpassing and few equalling it in point of cpiality.

I have seen grand crops of Queens in open field-s,

and perhaps Londoners are much better suppliecl

with Queen.s than tbn majority of the jiroprietors

of (irivate gardens. If tlie market growers' system
of (.'ulture is not the best, huw is it they succeed
with British Queen when so many private growers
fail comjjletcly with it '; Dr. Hogg is a fine, firm

Strawberry and of good flavour, but this again is

not much grown in private garflens ; and very
rarely is Eleanor, or Oxonian as it is also called,

grown to a presentable condition, yet in open
fields it crops heavily and is good to eat. In
conclusion let me recommend would-be successful

Strawberry growers to rely less upon deep trench-

ing than formerly, but instead of this, to plant on J
firm, good land and dejjend upon early mulchings of

manure to maintain fertility and preserve in the soil

the necessary amount of moLsture. W. I. M.

Garden Flora.
PLATE 549.

THE ARISTOLOCHIAS.
(with a coloured plate of a. ELEGAN.S.'*)

Although many of the plants belonging to the

large genus Aristolochia have attractions in the

strange and peculiar forms of their flowers, as

well as in their colours and, in some, enormous
size, they have not hitherto found favour as

garden plants, owing, no doubt, to their power-

ful and often objectionable perfume. It is, how-
ever, easy to grow them in positions where their

fiowers might be observed without their odour

making itself perceptible, and it is even possible

that the wonderful .size and structure of the

flowers of some of them would make ample
amends for the offensiveiiess of their odour. It

is, however, of little avail to contend againtt a

prejudice founded on so important a character in

flowers as their perfume, and although to the

writer the worst smelling Aristolochia, viz., A.

Goldieana, is of all jilants the one he would most
prefer to see in flower, objections to such odours

must be allowed to have their full weight. But
some of these plants have no perfume of any
kind, whilst othf rs are tco small flowered to be

considered as flowering plants, and are recom-

mended on account of their handsome foliage.

The best of the iuolfensive kinds is that here

shown in the plate, and which, in our opinion, is

one of the prettiest and most interesting climbers

of recent introduction.

Before passing on to say a word or two about

the principal species in a garden sense of the

genus Aristolochia, it may be well to say some-

thing as to the genus as a whole. There are

about 180 species known, most of them being

natives of the Tropics all over the world, a few

only being found in North America and temperate

Europe. They are most abundant in Tropical

America, fifty species being found in Brazil

alone. The "flowers are usually more or less

shaped like a tobacco pipe, but whilst some of

them arc only an inch long and narrow in the

tube, others are of gigantic dimensions, one

species, A. Goldieana, being placed in the first

position as the largest-flowered plant in cultiva-

tion. Some of the species were once used as anti-

dotes against snake-bites, but they are now no

longer considered of any value on this account,

though several of them are important medicinally.

In the following select list of species, only

those kinds are included which are known in

gardens and which are useful therein :
—

A. elegans.—As a decorative climber this new
introduction is likely to jirove much the most
serviceable plant of the sjjecies of Aristolochia

hitherto brought into Eno-lisli gardens ; it is a

small-growing species with liaudsi ime green foliage,

and bears upon its younj;- liranches in autunm
numerous beautiful and uncommon-looking flowers.

Dr. Masters, mIio has described and named this

• Drawn in Mr. Bull's nursery, Chelsea, in July.
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tpecits, says, "The plant flowers in a young

otate has cordate ovate leaves, crlabrous above,

Rlauei-scent beneath, and lonK-stalked lowers,

whus,- sluditly distended tnl.e is suddenly bent

up at a VCTy aeute antjle. The uppermost part ol

the tube is dilated into an obliquely cordate-ovate

somewhat .•up-shaped limb 2* inches long by -

inches in ^^-idth, the colour of which is like tlia,t oi

cream thickly sprinkled with drndntic markings

of a rich purplish brown colour; the Mide apei-

ture of thJ tube is of a golden yellow colour, sur-

rounded by a deep blotch of velvety texture^ and

ricli purple colour. The interior of the tube is

lined at the base with white cottony hairs, and on

one side, just below the bend of the tube, are two

crescentic raised blotches of a purple colour, ine

Aristolochia tricaudati.

column is about quarter of an inch long, si.K-
^

narted " The beauty of the plant as we saw it in

bluom among Mr. BuU'.s new introdu.:|tions in his

nursery was of a very high order. Plants of it

have also been sent to Kew by Dr. Capanema

who found it in Paraguay some years ago and

brought it to Rio Janeiro, where, owing to its

beauty it soon became a common garden plant

It thrives in an intermediate house, where it should

be trained upon a trellis. There is nothing, as

has been stated, at all objectionable in the odour

of the flowers.

A ALTissni-i.—A hardy climber with glossy

green foliage and elegant habit. Its shoots grow

to a length of about 10 feet and are perennial

and its leaves are heart-shaiied, pointed, and S'

inches across. The flowers are small, brown

striped with red, with a yellow blotch on the hp.

The tube of the flower is bent round almost to a

circle On a sheltered wall with an eastern aspect

this species has proved quite at home but it is

only as a handsome foliaged plant that it deserves

attention, its flowers being comparatively small

and unattractive. It is a native of Greece and

Alo-eria and flowers in this country during sum-

me"r and autumn. A plant of it may be seen on

one of the w^alls at Kew.

A CLEM.4TITIS is often found wild in some parts

of tills country, though it is not really a native

It is a low-growing shrub, with heart-shaped

leaves about 4 inches in diameter and green, the

flowers being borne in clusters in the leaf ,axils

they are small, yellow, and trumpet-shaped, and

are produced abun<lantly all summer.

A FIMERI.VT.\ has an erect slender stem, bearinj^

small kidiiey-shape.l leaves U inches long and

axillary flowers with a siphon-hke bend in the

middle. The tube is green, the top ^P>-eadu,g

about an inch across, the inside marked deep

vinous purple with yellow reticulation. The margin

of the limb is fringed with long succulent hairs

with a conspicuous gland on the tip of each. It

is a native of Buenos Ayres, from whence_ it was

introduced and flowered for the hrst time at

(41asiievin in 1830, where it was grown in a cool

house It is floured in the Botanical Maijazme as

A ciliata, and in Maund's " Botanist" as A. ciliosa.

For small houses this sjiecies may be recommended

as a convenient example of the genus. It has

been stated that in sheltered situations this plant

would grow out of doors in England, but we do

not know of an instance of its being thus cjrown.

A FLOEIBUXUA.—A frce-growing climber, and

one of the jirettiest and most interesting of stove

plants. It bears green, heart-shaped foliage o

inches long, in the axils of which the flowers are

produced in crowded clusters, each one

beino- about .S inches long, the tube

bottfe-like, with the neck bent at right

angles and coloured yellow ;
the limb

is 2 inches by U inches in width, its

colour being purple-red, with yellowish

lines and mottlings, the centre being

clear yellow. This plant was exhibited

before the Royal Horticultural Society

in 1873, and won much admiration from

the fact of its forming such a pretty

specimen when trained on a wire trellis

and bearing such a large number ot

flowers, as many as from oOO to bUO

havino- been borne by one plant. It

has the one blemish so frequent in the

plants of this genus, viz., a bad odour,

which, however, does not reveal itselt

except in close quarters. It is a native

of Northern Brazil, and thrives in a

moist stove with us.

A (!IG\NTE\ is an extensive climber

with lieart-shaped, dark green leaves,

whitish on the underside. The flowers

have long stalks, with a curious per-

foliate bract in the middle, and each

flower is nearly afoot long, pipe-shjiped,

contracted about-i inohesfrom the base,

and then suddenly pufled out into a

sort of bladder, above which the large

spreading shell-like limb expands to

inches in diameter. The colour of the

, ., pale yellow, tinged with green that

of the limb being creamy white, beautifully

reticulated with broad purple li"-^^^'-

,
Jl^ « -

no disagreeable odour m the flowers of this

species an omission which those who object

to the powerful stench that arises from sonie

of these ijlants will look upon as providentia ,

although no doubt the odour, objectionable though

rbetous, has an attraction for those inseet.sor

1 whatever small animals are wanted to aid m the

1 er i^^Ltion of the flowers. Brazil, m the p.-ovmce

1 of Bahia, is the home of this sPff ^ ^ "' -

only in a tropical stove, where its flowers aie de-

1 veloped about May.

A. aoLDlE.\N.. is a native of Sierra Leone and

w.^ introduced into Europe and flowered for the

'

fiitt time, at (llasgow, in 1867. The enormov^ size

of its flowers is sensational, no othei cultnated

Dlant approaching it m this respect. It is a

Eer,' Us annlally-produced shoot, springing

from a bottle-shaped If
'-enni-l ™"t-tock and

growing to a length ot about 20 feet La ge

roundish, Potato-like tubers are formed on tli

tured no further growth is made. It ''uds aie

oniied and the shmit afterwards continues to gum

ra idly, it may be taken as a sure sign that these

ds are not going to ''evelop "vtx. flowers^ A

i.lant at Kew which bore flowers m 1 881
,
and .igain

883 gave the following dimensions: Length o

«4idel^er,32inches;wiclthacrossUiecup^shap^

limb ISi inches: depth of cup, 2 inches. I he

tie is cream-yellow in colour, that of the limb

being yellowish green, with prominent puiple

about 8

tube is

nerves running all alongtheoutsidefrom the base to

the edges, the inside of the cuii being ochre-yellow

with a close reticulation of broad chocolate-

iMiloured lines. A powerful and very disagreeable

odour is given oft' Vjy the open flowers.

A. r.it.VNDiixoRA.—This is the proper name for

the sjiecies figured in thu Jlolaiural. liei/Mler as A.

gio-as, and known in some tjardens as oordifolia.

Until the arrival of A. (ioldieana this was the

largest of all known flowi'rs next to the gigantic

Rattlesia, to whic'h it alsoajniroaehcs in its jiower-

ful and very disagreealile odour. It is a free-

growing cliiiiber, with large, heart-.shaped, downy

feaves and drooping flowers of vast size. The bud

is bent like a siphon, so as to resemble the neck

and body of a bird, the upper part being thrown

back in such a manner as to suggest the resting

attitude of a pelican. When exjianded. the flower,

including the long tail, is over 2 feet m length, the

limb or spreading top measuring about 10 inches

acr(jss. Tlie colour is yellowish white, thickly

mottled and veined with lilood- purple, with a

wide l)and of this colour all round the large onhce

of the tube. If planted in a beil of rich soil this

species soon covers a large spac-e, and when once

it beo-ins to flower it goes on blooming freely all

the summer through. Humboldt found this jjlant

on the Magdalena, where its flowers were spor-

tively used by the children instead of hats or

bonnets. It was flowered at Kew for the first time

in 1848.

A. LAEIOSA.—A large-flowered kind with vigor-

ous climbing stems and pale green kidney-shaped

leaves. The flowers are on twisted stalks springing

from the leaf axils, and they measure about a toot

from the base of the tube to the end ot the lip. The

tube is 5 inches long, 2 inches broad, bladder-like,

and coloured pale yellow with streaks of chocolate-

brown ; the neck is suddenly bent back on to the

tube and is widened out at the toji, where it is

divided into two large lobes, the top one 6 inches

lono- and broadened towards the end, where it

forms a handsome shield with the texture and

apiiearance of the flowers of Iris susiana, the

colour beintr tawny yellow beautifully lined with

purple. The grotesque form of these flowers,

airart from their beauty, should mark them out as

interesting in a garden sense, and if they do not

smell pleasantly, the shoots can be trained along

the roof of the house, so that the flowers can be

seen without their odour lieing noticed. This

species is figured in Paxton's Magazine as A.

hyperborea.

Aristolochia Sipho.

\ LEUCOXEURA.—A large-leaved stove climber

of 'exceptional value as a foliage plant for covering

pillars in laro-e houses, its heart-shaped leaves,
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8 inches across, being a rich jji'cen colour, with

liroud yellowish lines iilonj; tlie seven iirincipal

ncrvrs." Tiie flowers are very small, and are pro-

(lueed ill ehisters on the old eurky stem; they are

deep puri)le lined and veined witli golden yellow.

A native of New (Canada. This ]jlant may be

cut in severely every jintunm if room cannot be

spared for it to extend very far. Its young leaves

arc strikingly handsome.

A. M.nCRUR.i is the jilant known in gardens

as A. caudata. It is a stove climber with cordate

three-lobed leaves and small curved pitcher-shaped

llowers, inflated rather widely lielow where the

colour is a dingy brownish green, the upper part

expanding into a large rich black-brown lip, of

which the apex is sndtlenly attenuated into a

slender twisted tail, 18 inches or more long. It

(lowers in June, and the odour of the flowers,

although not agreeable, docs not obtrude itself

unless one gets very near it. This species is a

native of Brazil, and has been in cultivation in

English gardens many years. It is a free-growing

climber, covering a pillar or rafter with its leafy

shoots in a short time, and never failing to flower

aliundantly. There is an old specimen of it in

the Victoria house at Kew. In Paxton's Magazine
and al.so in the Botanical lliijixln- this plant is

figured imder the name of A. trilobata, a species

to which it is very similar lioth in leaf and flower.

A. ORNITHOCEPH.\LA, now Called A. brasiliensis,

is •mother large-flowered climber, very similar

both in foliage and flowers to A. labiosa, differing

]irincipally in its larger size; indeed, I have seen

the former represented by plants which might have
been called by the latter name with erpial pro-

liriety. The large form of the " Bird's-head"

species is, however, a handsome jilant, and it is

exceptionally serviceable because of the stui-diness

of its growth and the rough treatment it may be
subjected to without sutlering. In large stoves

it may be used either for drajiing pillars or fes-

tooning alongr rafters, positions in which it is most
at home, whilst its flowers are large enough to be
attractive even when seen at a distance.

A. RuiziAN'A, better known as A. Duchartrei,

has a woody stem with a grey corky bark, and
develops annually succulent climbing slender

shoots, bearing long-stalked leaves, which are

reniform, with pointed ends and coloured dark
green. The flowers are developed on the old

stem, about six flowers being clustered together
on ,a short raceme ; old healthy plants jiroduce a

good many such racemes. Each flower is about
i inches long, and is bent double in the middle,
the top spreading out to form a flat saucer-like

limb '^ inches across. The colour is a pale brown,
with numerous large irregular blotches of a
darker shade, the throat being cream-yellow.
This curious species is a native of the Amazons.
It thrives only in a tropical house, and recjuires

to be kept almost dry at the root during its rest-

ins season, that is, when the annual shoots have
withered.

A. stRPENTARi.i is a hardy dwarf shrub from
North America, and is interesting chiefly because
of its medicinal properties. It has a short creep-
ing rhizome, from which it sends uj) stems
1.") inches high with hallierd-shaped lea^'es, and
small ]jnrple flowers an inch long and inflated at
liotli ends. It had foinierly a high reputation for
the cure of the bites of venomous serpents, but it

is now regarded as worthless in tliis respect. It has
also been recommended as an antidote against the
liites of mad dogs, but in this, too, it is of no value.

A. SiPHO. —This, like the last, comes to us from
North America. It is one of the most attriictive

of hardy trailing or climbing plants owing to the
large size and beautiful green of its foliage, and it

is often grown as .a screen jilant upon artiours,

old walls, &c. Upon old tree trunks it may be
made to form a grand mass of foliage. In The
Oakdex recently the various important uses of

this plant have been called attention to both by
tigures and description. It is known as the Butch-
man's Pipe and Pipe Vine, and has been a well-
known garden plant in England since 1763, when
it was figured in the Botaiiiral Mai/a-.ine and de-

scribed as a tree. The stem is sometimes 2 inches

in diiimeter at the base, and the leaves are ofti'ii a

foot aci-oss. The flowers ai-e small, the tulie

i_'reen, bent, and nariowed at the top, where tlie

lim!) is flattened out like a wafi'r, and coloured

brownish yellow.

A. TRit'ArDAT.\ is a large-growing Magnolia-like

shrub, with strong, wiry branches and ovate leaves

a inches or more long, deep green above, glaucous

below, and rough as sandpaper. The flowers are

borne on the ripened wood from the nodes, gene-

rally only one flower from each node ; in form

they ai-e as strange as those of Masdevallia

Chima^ra or M. elephanticeps, as the limb forms a

broad o))?n mouth with three tail-like lobes at the

has,!, each tail measuring 4 inches in length and
twisted corkscrew-like. The colour is yellowish

on the tube and in the throat, all the rest, includ-

iuET the tails, being a deep vinous purple. A ]ilant

of this strange-flowered species is now in bloom at

Kew. It is a native of Mexico, and was introduced

about twenty years ago.

A. TiiWAiTESi.—A dwai-f shrub with a thick

woody rootstock and erect stems 2 feet or so high,

bearing numerous lance-shaped, dark green leavi s

5 inches long. The flowers ai'c in erect clustering

racemes from the rootstock ; they are 3 inches

long, the tube narrow and bent uiiwards, and the

mouth is narrowed to less than an ini'h across ;

the colour is green and yellow, with ])urple blotches

inside. This species was first recorded to have
come from Ceylon, and was named after the late

director of the botanical gardens there ; it is now,
however, known to be a native of Old Calabar.

This ))lant is now in flower at Kew.

A. 'Westlaxdi and A. lonoifolia ar.- two re-

cently-intiTiduced plants from Hong Kong, the

latter witli pur])lish flowers about 3 inches across

and long, lanceolate, rugose, dull green h'aves. It

thrives in an intermediate house, where it may b>

trained against a pillar or upon a trellis, as although
not a true climber, its stems are too we.ak to sup-

)iort themselves. The flowers are develojicd on
the old wood about the base of the stem. A.
Westlandi is about twice as large in all its parts

and a, much stronger grower than A. longifolia.

Both tliese plants may be seen at Kew.
W. W.

WORK DONE IN WEEK ENDING JUNE 15.

Jl'NE 9.

In rt'sp.-ct of weed destruction we have an un-

changing rule that at this season no favourable
opportunity for surface hoeing shall be lost; hence,

to-day beinsT dry and sunny, .several hands have
continued that work. Planted out Tomatoes on
walls ; those planted on a south border are already

showing fruit, and now require strong stakes and
a mulching of long litter, which they will have as

soon as hoeing is finished. Fixed netting over
Cherries on walls, and continued laying in the

new growths of Peaches. We are stO])ping the
growths—pinchinsc out the jioints of new shoots

—

of Apricots more hardly than usual, for there is so

little fruit that wood growth is much greater.

Planted out dividing lines of Coleus in foliage

beds; Alternantheras we have also started to

plant, which when done com^jletes our lieddino"

out, but the labour of keep begins, and this is not

little, taking into account tying up, jiegging

down, pinching, mulching', and watering, ncme of

whicli we shirk, but strive to do c\-erything as

soon as needed, and thus kee[) well abreast of the

work, (irape thinning still prevents much pro-

gress beingr made with other indoor or work con-

nected -with houses, but this was stayed to-day
in order to arrange Chrysanthemums in their

permanent svunmer growing quarters, which is a

larfce open space well open to the south and west,

and the ])lants are secured to strained wii'e fences,

in lines ."> feet apart, the tallest growers being, as

a matter of course, arranged in the back rows;
our s)iace is so limited that the plants are but
18 inches from each other in the row, but as at

most only four shoots will be left on each plant

—

in many cases only two and three—this space will.

I tbink, prove ample. Dwarf decorative and

I'ompone varieties that are lieing grown as bush
plants have their pots plunged in ash(^s. All

have been already pinched back twice, and now
want tying out to afford room for sturdy develop-

ment of shoots.

Jr.NK 10.

Though our hoeing was not finished, the weather
this morning was so threatening for rain, that

after the usual scythe mowing till breakfast time,

])lanting of ten<lcr plants was again commenced,
also stake cutting for tying up Dahlias and her-

baceous plants. Many of the latter need this

attention now, or tlicy will sutler should we get a
heavy rain. A numbei' of them is now in fine

flower, and worthy the bestowal of much labour

to preserve them in beauty. Pyrethrums, large

Poppies, Potentillas, and i^articularly Phonics, are

in extra fine flower, and the gentle showers of this

afternoon will greatly im])rove them, though it

has somewhat hindered our other work. Cut i)egs

of Hazel and Birch spraj- for pegging down bed-

ding plants. (Jnaph.'diums. Verbenas, Petunias,

and Tropa-olums all need this before the arrange-
ments can be viewed with pleasure by a perEon
with a tidy eye and methodical notions. Being
dull, we have made great h; adway in the work of

(irape thinning, (iros Colmar, a few Alnwick, and
Lady Downes Seedling being now all we have to

thin: they have all set so thickly, that thinning
out is a very ditficnlt matter. Planted out an-

other batch of Melons, and plants are ready for

succeeding another lot that are now verging on
maturitv.

JrxE 11.

A drying sunny day—the best of weather to

second our eflbrts at weed destruction by surface

hoeing kitchen garden crops. Seakale, Horse-

radish, Globe, and Jerusalem Artichokes have all

been gone over to-daj', and the seed stems cut off

Seakale and Horseradish. Thinned out Beet, also

Lettuces; planted out some of the thinnings of

the latter, a plan we do not care to practise in

the summer, as the Lettuces come much finer

when left to mature where sown, but having
through carelessness missed a sowing we had no
alternative but to transplant. Planting out
Alternantheras, tied up Abutilons, Castor-oils,

and single Dahlias, and began to mulch with
cocoa fibi'e all slow-growing bedding jilants,

which, besides being of value as a mulcliing, pro-

duces a neat and finished effect. Hajipily, we are

uearing the end of tirape thinning, and ])ots are

being washed and soil [jrepaied for ]jotting on
several kinds of iilants that have lately been
neglected for more pressing duties. Pines must
be first to be overhauled, suckers and successions

be potted, and the heat of the beds renewed by
adding fresh leaves mixed with a small quantity

of litter. We have several fruits colouring, and
tbese will not again be put in the fruiting house,

l.iut be taken to the fruit room to retard them till

required for use.

June 12.

A recui-rence of showers, but not sufficient to

stop us from jilanting out Alternantheras or the
trimming up that we like to do on Saturdays.
Herniaria glabra, which forms the upright edgings
of all our parterre flower-beds, has been cut cjuite

close to tlie ground ; also clipped variegated
Thyme, jiicked flowers oft' Violas, Calceolarias,

and Verbenas, to encourage wood growth, and all

will be pegged down at the earliest oi)portunity.

Thinned Plums on \\ alls ; some varieties are a great

crop, and most an average one. Fly is trouble-

some, and as we cannot reach all our trees with
the hose, those out of the reach of it we have
syringed with soap-suds and Toliacco water, and
a coiqile of days hence all will have a heavy
syringing with clear water. Though there is

scarcely a tinge of red on the fruit, thrushes have
begun to jieck at the Strawberries, and nets have
been put over the earliest—Vicomtesse Hericart

de Thury. This variety is as fine for preserving

as it is for forcing, and a more jiroductive kind is

an impossibility. At last Grajie thinning is ended
for another year, and we shall hope now to get,

and keep, the houses generally in something like
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trim condition. The plant stove has had a thorough
cleansing and rearrangement, and, being too
crowded, a quantity of small Ferns for table deco-
ration has been taken out and placed in a close

frame for the summer season. The growth of

Peach trees has outnin our labour, and there is

now any amount (if stopping and tying down of

shoots required. In the earliest house, now ripe,

this work has to be done carefully lest the fruit

gets bruised. We now leave the ventilators open
night and day to allow of the fruit ripening up
slowly, which also ensures quality and colour.

That excellent, recently introduced variety,

Alexander, we have miw ripe in the second
house: whereas Bellegarde, in our first house,
that was started fully six weeks l>efore the second,
is not yet quite rijje. This will show what a very
early variety the Alexander is.

JrxE 14.

Fine, but dull and cold for this advanced date-

Planted sundry odds and ends of betiding plants

in mixed flower borders, and in the same borders
planted out other clumps of Zinnias, Stocks,
Asters, and Everlastings. Hitherto Roses have
given us no trouble in respect of insects or mildew,
but a plague of maggots has at length set in,

which v,e attacked to-day by hand-picking, curled
leaves as well as maggots being destroyed. A
better promise of a tine Pmse season could scarcely
be. and it would be a pity to let the plants get
crippled for the sake of a few hours' timely pick-
ing for the destruction of maggots. Roses in pots
that ha\'e been f<irced have, up to the present,
kept quite free of insects, but now they have been
stood outside both tly an<l nuiggot are on them, and
all have been jiicked over, and a few of the most
lanky plants cut hard back and all of them de-
nuded of flower-buds : they will now be top-

dressed with rich soil and have the liest attention
as to watering and overhead syringing, when they
ma}- be expected to flower well at the end of

summer and early autumn. Potted on Fuchsias
and Marguerites for late summer flowering; staked
Lilies—the lancifolium and auratum types—that
are being grown in pots fur late flowering. A
rich top-dressing will follow, and these, and also

Marguerites and Fuchsias, will be plunged in

ashes to save labour in watering. Stopping and
tying down the shoots of Peaches in tirst antl

second houses. Figs, too, have again been
pinched, and as many of the frait are ripe and
others ripening, .sj-ringing is for the present dis-

continued, and abundance of air given and the
fruit exposed to light by turning the larger leaves

aside, bending them under the naked stems of

the trees or wires of the trellis.

.JcxK 1.").

A drying day, which has enabled us to finish

all the hoeing we wished to do for the present,

and also to earth up late Potatoes. Sowed Peas,

Britisli (Jueen and Ne Plus Ultra, and dwarf
French Beans, Canadian Wonder. As the early

Potatoes are cleared, the ground is being planted
with Cauliflower, no preparation being necessary
except levelling the ground. Other outside work
has been the putting in neat order the flower

garden by clearing away pots and boxes, and
sweeping and rolling t\irf and walks

; pegging
down and tying of plants will be dune at leisure.

Put indoors the last batch of Strawberry plants

and thinned out the fruit on all of them. Run-
ners are already quite tit for layering for ne.xt

year's fruiting, work which we shall commence as

soon as time can be afforded to prepare soil, &c.

,

as early layering is the first essential of successfvd

Strawberry forcing. The remainder of our time
to-day has been devoted to Peach houses, tying
down ami pinching back laterals, and cutting quite

out some of the shoots that were overshadowing
others. H.-vnts.

Cutting back strong- shoots —" W. Vf. H." says

(p. .''40) tliat a stron;,' sh:iot cue bick will result in the pro-

duction of two or t'lree e:iu.;lly st ong ones ; but the fact is

the two or three shoots thus obtained would collectively b3
no stronger than the sinjfle one removed. If '* W. W. H.'s"
statement w.as correct, it woul 1 b e useless to attempt to

regulate the strength of the branches of a tree so as to pre-

vent strong ones starving the weaker ones.—T. B.

FBTTITS XJNDEB GLASS.
Vl.NES.

Once more the busiest time in this department
is on the wane, and thinning in another week or

so will have been brought to a close. Lady
Downes, Muscats, and other varieties subject tu

scalding now approaching the stoning process

must be closely watched until they have passed

this stage, particularly during hot, stormy, and
unsettled weather. This critical period dues not

last more than a fortnight, but serious mischief

%\-hicli cannot be got over is often the residt of a

few hours' neglect, anrl many handsome bunches
are not infrequently marred for the season. Scald-

ing, in the general acceptation of the term, is

generally lirought about by allowing the sun to

strike the roof of the house before air is admitted

to carry oft' superfiuous moisture which may have

settled on the foliage ; but the scalding of the

berries cannot be laid entirely to the charge of

this capricious luminarj-, as we frequently find

tine berries scalded in positions where it is impos-

sible for the sun to reach them. Moreover, scald-

ing is more ]irevalent in houses that are kept cold

and damp than in others to which fire-lieat is

liberally applied. This being the case, the best

]ireventive measure will be found in keeping the

roots active in well-drained borders by maintain-

ing a brisk temperature to ]irevent the berries

from becoming cold through the night, and by
timely and alnindant \-entilation on bright morn-
ings and thrijughout the early \>avt of the day.

Wateriiiii and inv/rhimj.—When the thinning of

a house of Grapes is finished, a thurough soaking of

the internal borders, preceded or followed by a

substantial mulching, is generally considered

necessary: but why nine-tenths of the Grape
growers adopt this plan it is difficult to say. One
thing, however, is certain; it is a step in the right

direction, and the oftener it is repeated in reason

the better for the Vines, as it is hardly possible to

overwater a well-drained border through the
summer months. \^igoruus Amines d<:> nut often

rcfiuire stimulants before the Grajies are thinned,

but unless they are very strong indeed, and the

roots have an extensive run, warm diluted lirjuid

may be given to them once a fortnight until the

berries show signs of changing colour, when pure
water only must be u.sed. Old Vines, on the
other hand, which cannot be overfed, will take
stiuudants and thri\ e on them from the start to

the fini.sh. One of the most remarkable feeders I

have met with is an old Vine at this place, a

Black Hamburgh, which fills an early house, and
is now carrying about one hundred and fifty

pounds of ripe tJrapes. It was planted nearly fifty

years ago, has always been forced early, and
never makes more than one set of laterals, al-

though hea\'y mulchings of rotten manure are

repeatedly jJaced on the internal and external
borders, and every supply of water throughout
the year contains stimulating liquid. The ex-

ternal and internal borders are renovated alter-

nately with flesh maiden loam. The old canes do
not increase in size, and bunches from two to three
pu\inds in weight are borne by bits of wood no
thicker than reeds.

Mid-siiaton riiieries, in which Grapes are now
lieginning to colour or approaching that stage,

must be looked over fur the last time, and in the
event of any of the liunches showing signs of

binding, an inferior berry here and there may be
carefully removed with a finely-pointed pair of

scissors. Heavy shoulders may also be raised to

give relief to the centi'es. If laterals have been
allowed to ramble, all the strongest must be
shortened to allow the air to circulate above as

well as below the main foliage, but not to an
extent that will check the flow of sap or exjjose

the berries of black varieties to the direct influ-

ence of the sun, »ts the best colour and finish are
always secured where the bunches are shaded by
a good canopy of healthy leaves. Early Muscats
and other white varieties, on the other hand,
require plenty of sun heat and light to jiut on the
fine golden tint and finish which all desii'e, but do
not always secure. Night air is an important

factor in laying on colour and bloom, but this

must not be purchased by lowering the tempera-
ture to an extent that will jjroduce condensation

of moisture in the house during the hours of dark-

ness. Sun heat should now be sutficient for

swelling the berries when the house is closed on
fine afternoons, but gentle fires will still be needed
through the night.

Early houses, from which the Grapes have been
cut, must be well syringed twice a day, not only

to cleanse the foliage, but also to encourage a
good break of fresh laterals, the best of all safe-

guards against piemature ripening and an un-

timely break in the autumn. Air in abundance
will be necessary through the day, and it may be
gradually increased as nights become Mai'mcr,

but not to an extent that will check or chill the

main foliage before it is properly hardened. If a
thick body of the external covering still remains
on the borders, remove it piecemeal until a good
mulch fur the surface roots only is left, as much
mischief often follows the premature removal of

exhausted fermenting leaves or litter when the

system of protecting from the elements is unjustly

bl;imed. External borders, after the past heavy
rains, will be quite wet enough, but the internal

roots must be well cared for, as they are solely

dependent on the watering-pot and hose. If the

Vines are old and have been heavily cropped,

mulch well and wash in with i\arm water, tinged
with soot or good litfuid. and repeat the applica-

tions until the foliage begins to ripen. Young
\'ines may not refiuire stimulants, but they must
have plenty of water, as spider cannot be kept
in check when the roots are allowed to become dry.

Put Vines

intended fur forcing will now be well advanced
and plumping uj) tlie buds from which the crop of

fruit is to be secured. Keep them well syringed,

mulched, and fed, as success greatly depends
iq)un the retention of the main leaves until the

embryo bunches are formed. In order to facilitate

this impin-taut process, pinch all the lower laterals

and sub-laterals fur some time to come, but main-
tain a safety-valve by allowing those near the tup

to ramble over the upper part of the trellis. When
tile canes become hard and of a bright cinnamon
colour, cut out the luwer laterals close to the main
buds, carefully preserve the old leaves, and gradu-
ally reduce the supply of water. Trade growers
often remove their fruiting Vines to the open air

to ri]ien up, but I ]irefer keejiing them under gla.ss

until the foliage falls and the roots as well as the

canes are properly matured. This end secured,

weak canes as well as strong ones will show fruit

from every eye and the bunches will be perfect.

Pe.^ches.

Early houses.—As soon as the fruit is gathered
fruin the trees, steps must be taken for securing a

guud set uf fliiwer-buds for another year. Cleanli-

ness is the first point to be considered, but this is

nut a difficult matter, as the hose can be laid on
with considerable force, certainly from the interior

and also from the outside where the lights are

portable. The best time to hose the trees is late

in the evening, when the foliage will remain wet
all night, and spider, an insect which never ought
to gain a footing in Peach houses, will very soon
be reduced to a harmless condition. A more
troublesome pest is black fly, in some places and
on certain cold, crude soils very prevalent. This
the hose will not dislodge from the curled points

of the shoots, but rather strong tobacco water, to

which a small lump of soft soap has l_ieen added,
will make a bath which will be safe, simple, and
etfieacious. The routs must, of course, be well

supplied with water, not necessarily warm, and
the quantity must be sutficient to penetrate everj'

particle of soil quite down to the drainage, the
outlet from which should be ample, as water ad
lib. must be given at short intervals throughout
the season. Many people give their trees one or

two good waterings, take ott' the lights, and leave

them to the mercy of the elements ; but this rule-

of-thumb method cannot be recommended, as the

sea,son may prove hot and dry, or wet and cold,
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when perfect, mdtnration of the wood and roots

becomes a matter of uncertainty. It is, no douljt,

a good plan to take otl' the lights for painting and
cleansing in the autumn, but never until the wood
is tlioroughly ripi- and the blossom liuds are ln-ight

and prominent. Bud dropping in the spring is

the great stumbling-block to many young be-

ginners. Some advisers say your wood was over-

ripe ; otliers say it was not ripe enough ; a third
steps in and says you did not give them enough
water. The second and third may be right ; the
first need not be afraid of over-ripening if he will

only give his forced trees plenty of air, light, and
water. Last year the heat and drought extended
over eleven weeks; I never stripped a single Peach
house, but gave plenty of air and the hose was
never idle; I never experienced so little bud drop-
ping, and the set this spring was excellent.
Knowing from the many questions which come
under my notice that this bud dropping is the
cause of much anxiety. I have said rather more
upon the suliject than I had intended, as it is of

no use locking the door after the steed is stolen.

In other words, next year's success greatly de-
pends upon the way in which the trees ai-e treated
from the present time up to the fall of the leaf.

Still further to favour the formation and matura-
tion of sound flower-buds, every shoot no longer
of any use should be cut out as soon as the fruit

is gathered, not only to favour the full develop-
ment of the foliage, but also to let in sun and air,

for without these elements hard brown fruitful
wood cannot be secured,

S'iiri-e.ss!on honxes.—The treatment of the trees
in succession and late houses is simiily a repetition
of preceding details. Good syringing twice a day,
copious supplies of water, stimulating or other-
wise, and hea\-y undchings eomi)ose the bill of
fare. Plenty of air by day and a chink through
the night will keep the trees fresh, clean, and
liealthy, and the young growths will be short-
pointed. If the latter have been well thinned and
heeled down, a little freedom or looseness of
growth until after the fruit is stoned will be found
preferable to close training, as weak shoots, while
shading the fruit, will gain strength, and strong
ones can be pinched to maintain the proper balance
of the trees. The borders in narrow cases against
south walls, where the trees have been root-pruned,
especially will now require several inches of good
mulching to feed and protect the roots, to exhale
genial moisture through tlie day, and to prevent
waste of water when the hose is laid on in dry
weather.

Fill Trees under Gl.vss.

By this time the first crop of fruit will ha\'e
been gathered, and the second well advanced to-
wards the flowering stage. If the give-and-take
principle of favouring the ripening of the fii'st and
swelling the second has been adopted, it is more
than probable the borders will be sliglitly on the
dry side. If so, re|)eated moderate waterings
with good warm liquid will soon restore them tcTa
growing condition, and sjuder will make .slow pro-
gress. A return to free, generous culture will not,
however, entirely destroy it when thoroughly esta-
blished in dry, out-of-the-way corners, 7jut good
syiingings twice a day will speedily bring it into a
weak and jiowerless condition. Other enenues are
brown scale and mealy bug, and troublesome
enough they are when allowed to spread from the
wood to the foliage and fruit. The proper time to
annihilate these is at the winter dressing, but
once established on old trees and in the walls they
spring into new life when sexere measures canno't
be brought to bear. Hot v/ater at a temperature
of 100" is a safe summer remedy, provided it is

immediately followed by water 20' colder; or they
can be kept in check by the camel's-hair brush
dipped in methylated spirits. Free cropping
varieties of Figs like Brown Turkey, when grown
on the spur or close-stopi)ing principle, pro-
duce heavier second crops than they can swell
to a large size or carry to maturity- These
should therefore be well thinned, not only to
secure quality, but also to husband the strength
of the trees for the coming year. Discontinue

syringing in succession houses when the fiuit

begins to ripen, and leave a little air on the apex
ventilators, also a gentle circulation on the hot-
water pipes to previ^nt condensation of moisture
and the s|jotting of the fruit. Turn the foliage
aside to let in the sun, as good colour and i)erfect
flavour cannot be secured Mithout it. (lather
when the fruit is perfectly dry and not over-rijie

if it is intended for ])aeking and travelling. Roll
each fruit in a dry soft Vine leaf, then in a square
of silver paper, .and ]mck in shallow boxes. The
best packing medium is dry, well-beaten Moss,
but where this cannot be obtained soft jiajier

shavings is a good substitute. ^Vadding, ]iarti(/u-

larly that which is glazed, is not a good jiacking
materi.al, antl conttnement causes it to become
moist and hard on the journey in hot weather.
When Figs are wanted for home use they should
hang until they are quite rijie and show signs of
cracking ; then they may be carefully detached,
and they will kee]) for a few days if placed on a
hair sieve in a dry, airy fruit room.

Figs in wall cases are unusually late this season,
but they are swelling plenty of fruit, and under
good management will no doubt come in useful in

August and September. They will not, howeser,
produce more than one crop, and quality being of

more importance than quantity, they should be
well thinned and generously treated.' If the trees
have been root-pi'uned and the .aspect is due south,
mulch well and water copiously, as drought, or
anything approaching it, is fatal. Kee]) the young
growths closely trained to the wall or trellis, and
cut out unfruitful shoots to prevent the foliage
from becoming crowded. Figs, it is unnecessary
to say, will stand any amoiint of solar heat, but
they should be well aired through the early part
of every flne day and shut up at a high tempera-
ture with plenty of atmospheric moisture.

Fig Trees on ^VALLs

have been se\'erely punished, not so much by in-

tense cold as by its long continuance. Where
well protected, they at one time promised to pro-
duce a light crop of autumn-set fruit, but its pas.sing

the flowering stage is now doubtful. If it ripens,
well and good, but the main point this summer
must he the restoration of the trees to a satisfactory
condition for another season. W. Colk.m.\n.

Easliior Castle, Ledbury.

Kitchen Garden.
PEAS AND CELERY TOGETHER.

When 1 first came to Engl.and I was told that I

woulfl find the so-called economical jilan of grow-
ing Peas on the Celery ridges pretty commonly
followed, and I was so far deceived by the idea
as to discard my Scotch jirecept on the subject
and ti-y it, but only once. In the first jilace I

l)roved, as I had been told I would, that the shade
from the Peas neither improved the flavour nor
the constitution of the Celery, both of which
depend on abundance of light and air, and the
Celery naturally loves sunshine, which hardens
its tissues and en.ables it to endure damp and
frost when earthed up during winter. Wh.at
Celery needs to make it solid and good flavoured
is o])en exposure. Next I discovered that the
" catch crops " alluded to by " D. T. F."—Lettuces
and Radishes—could not he consumed before the
Peas needed staking, because, as common sense
might have told me, the Peas grew as fast or
faster than the Lettuces at least, and that put-
ting off staking the Peas to save the Radishes was
followed by disastrous results to the latter.

Next the ridges got so dry in summer, that the
Peas became mildewed before they were ready,
and were partly a failure also. In short, tjie

whole scheme of this mnlt.im in parvo crojjping
was a failure. Then I went back to first princiv)les,
and grew my Celery on one quarter and my Peas
on another, -with Cauliflower, Spinach, or some
other crop between the Peas, where these were far
apart on account of the height, and this plan can-
not l;ie beaten for economy. It is seldom we can
take out our Celei-y trenches before they are

wanted, the ground lieing .always occupied to the
last moment, but when tliere has been time to get
a ero[> ofl' before earthing uj) became necessary we
have sown Lettuces on the ridges. Should these
not be ready, the central portion of the ridge may
be left standing as long <as possible till they are.

A short sum will make the economy clear. By
" D. T. F.'s " plan you have a Celeiy trench 1 foot
wide, holding only one row of ]>lants (for such a
narrow trench will not grow two, as he says) and
one row of Peas every 4 feet or ."> feet ; whereas by
growing the Celery on the ground alone, you get at
least three times the quantity from the same ground
and about six times the quantity at " D. T. F.'s

"

rate of putting two rows to the foot. This is the
])ractical result, and comment is superfluous; and
this takes no account of the Lettuces before men-
tioned up the centre of each ridge if anyone
chooses to sow them there. Good kitchen gar-
deners, like farmei's, know that economy in crop-
ping is not effected by taking uncertain catch
crops, but by growing every crop in such a way
as to secure the highest yield possible from a given
piece of ground. We are .at present taking out
our main Celery trenches where the winter Spinach
has yielded daily pickings until now; the main
crop of Celery will be put in as soon as the
trenches are finished, and earthing up will begin
next month. J. S.

PLANTING IN HOT WEATHER.
It is quite as practicable to get plants to do well
when transplanted in hot, dry weather as at any
other time, it the work is gone about in the right
way. It is merely a question of taking a little

pains and of not being in too great a hurry, for
it generally happens that the greater the haste
the less real progress is made. In the first place,
no plant should be lifted unless the soil in which
it is growing is moist, and neither sun nor air

should be allowed to play on the roots during
removal. In the case of young seedlings this is an
easy matter; when larger plants are in question
more ditticulty will be experienced; but it is to
be remembered that it is not so much the amount
of work done as tlie success which attends it that
one has to look to in planting or transplanting. To
set out a number of plants in a day, and then see
them languish, and in some cases die, is not in

the long run gratifying. In setting out young
plants of any kind in time of drought, we like,

where possible, to form beds 4 feet in width,
thoroughly stir the soil, and in the evening, pre-
vious to planting, to give it a good soaking. Then,
if pointed over with the fork and levelled in the
morning, it will be fit to plant. With everything
in readiness, a number of plants may be set out
in the hours of morning which precede the heat of

the day. A watering afterwards with a sprink-
ling overhead in the middle of the day, and
in the course of two or three days root action
will again become sufliciently active to enable
the foliage to bear the sun without flagging.

When the ground cannot be previously mois-
tened, the best way is, having marked out a line

on the soil, to cut out a trench with the spade, in

depth about equal to the length of the roots of the
plants to be set out. In planting, press the roots
firmly against the side of the trench, fill in about
two-thirds up, pressing the earth firmly round and
over the roots. Then give each plant a good
w.atering, fill up the trench, making the soil firm

round the crown of the plants, but leaving a
crumbly surface. In this way not half the water
is required as when the earth is filled up level.

When watering is left until the soil is tilled in

level much more water is needed, and one never
feels so sure that enough has been given. When
the soil has been very dry at the time of planting,
we have known an apparently good watering to

fail in reaching the roots, so that the plants
flagged for some days every time the sun shone on
them. If the removal is carefully effected, and
the soil about the roots at once moistened, and
the foliage sprinkled once or twice in the course
of the day, there will be but little signs of dis-

tress, and generally in the course of two or three
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days they will be quite safe. We find that in

summer weather, when the soil is like a hotbed,
root action recommences in twenty.four hours, so

that all that one has to do is to preserve them
from injury and supply them at once with suffi-

cient water.
By bearing this in mind, we have transplanted

winter greens in a very hot time, when the sun
could hardly be borne in the open, and scarcely a
leaf flagged, although they were not shaded. In
order to transplant successfully under such circum-
stances, it is imperative that the plants be well
provided with a quantity of roots in an active

state. Badly rooted plants, or such as have been
several years in the same jilace, would suffer

severely, if they did not die outright, if moved at

such a time, unless some protective measures
against the sun were taken. When plants in this

condition are to be moved in the summer, or, in-

deed, at any time when they are liable to be
affected by sudden climatic
changes, the only safe way is

to lay them in thickly in some
sheltered place, where they can
befrequentlysprinkled orshaded
till they have made fresh roots.

In the course of a week or ten

days they willdo so,andalthough
this may seem to entail extra
labour, it saves it in the long run,
as when the plants are eventu-
ally placed in their permanent
positions they do not need atenth
of the attention they would do if

put there without previous prepa-
ration. There is, moreover, the
satisfaction of seeing them make
better progress. A little shade
is of course very helpful at such
times, and if it can be given,

labour is lightened in other
ways, and the plants start away
sooner into growth again.
Branches of Evergreens stuck
in on the sunny side for a week
or so are as good as anything, and
where plants are put out singly

at wide intervals or in isolated

patches it is almost the only way
of affording shade. Flower-
pots put over them during the
heat of the day and removed as

soon as the sun wanes will do,

but not so well, because they
create a close atmosphere, which
is apt to exerci.se a weakening
effect. In the case of small

plants which are set out to-

gether, nothing is so good as

scrim canvas, which, laid lightly

over them, does not injure them,
and can be quickly put on and
removed. Whatever may be
used in this way, it should >

discontinued as soon as new
growth shows that the roots

have begun to take hold of the

new soil. J. S.

moist, deep, and strong, preparation will merely
consist in digging deeply in tlie winter season
and throwing it up roughly for exposure to the
frost and other atmospheric inflviences. Where
the soil is of a drier and poorer character, to gain a
good result well-rotted manure should be dug
into a trench .some IS inches in depth and 1 foot

or more in width. This, if done in the winter or

early spring, will be all that is necessary until the
planting take^ place. As to planting, by .some it

is preferred to set aside a certain area and cover

it with double rows of Beans, in the same way as

any other crop. On the whole, it is a plan which I

cannot altogether recommend. When the Beansare
grown upon very damp soils, which may not be so

well adapted to some other garden crops, it may
perhaps be advisable to follow this system ; but
in the ordinary way 1 [irefer planting in single

rows upon the previously trenched and prepared
spots, and leave some yards between each row.

the season. Last year, which, when the Beans
were in bearing, turned out to be very dry, I

found that a portion of a row for which I had no
stakes was more prolific than rows which had
been staked in the ordinary way. Being left to

grow on like thi.s, they occupy a little more
ground, but by keeping the runners well pinched
back, the difference was scarcely appreciable. The
advantage seemed to be that being nearer the

ground, and the leaves being in much thicker

masses, the moisture in the soil was retained much
longer than was the case with those which had
been .staked. When the plants were exposed to

the full influence of sun and air, and the Beans
upon them were bleached and tough, there was
always a supply of fresli green pods, and of a
larger size, upon those which had never been
staked at all than upon those staked. In a dry
season a good supply of water, manure water if it

can be had, will be a great factor towards keeping
the plants in full bearing. There
is nothing more fatal to the
runner Bean than a short sup-
ply of moisture. When it is

available, a few gallons of soap-
suds from the laundry I have
found to be an excellent thing
to sustain the production of this

vegetable. Diluted liquid from
the pigstyes, when sueli is with
in reach, is also a capital manuie
during dry weather, and its use
will be well repaid. M.

RUNNER BE.A.N CULTURE.
The runner Bean croj) is, without doubt, one of

the most important and usefulof our kitchen garden

crops, and one which will well repay a little extra

attention at the present time. Some soils and
situations are naturally more suited to its growth
than others, but with proper care the runner

Bean will succeed in most places. When there is

choice, a moist P'li't of the garden should be

selected, and a site where there is easy access to

water will be so much the better. The greatest

drawback to planting in damp situations is the

common enemy of young plants—the slug ; but
when this difficulty has been overcome and the

growtli firmly established, there need not be much
doubt of a continuous supply until the early frosts

-come and arrest all further progress. In situa-

tions such as that described, where the soil is

Aristolochia ilngeng.

the space being occupied by Potatoes or other
garden crops. Where the garden is much exjjosed
to the winds and the soil is naturally dry, the
planting should be made somewhat more thickly
than in more sheltered spots. Most authorities
agree that from '> inches to U inches in the row
is thick enougli for the young plants to remain,
but, as the result of trying both ways in exposed
places, sowing at half tliis distance lias produced
the better crop. When grown in single rows in

this way, there is certainly a saving of space, as a
row a foot in width with a few inches of room on
each side will be ample, and will give full scope
for gathering the Beans without inconvenience.
In dry soils it will be well to make the sowing as
nearly as may be on the level. It is generally the
practice to stake all except dwarf Beans before
they begin to throw out runners, but whether this

turns out to be beneficial will depend much upon

GREEN CROPS.
We are now e.xperieneing in the
metropolitan district a green
crop famine. Readers in country
districts will doubtless be sur-
prised to hear that right in the
very midst of a county of mar-
ket gardens, Cabliages, and in-

deed green vegetables of any
kind, are at a premium -indeed
can only be had through the in-

tervention of the dealers who
bring apologies for Cabbages
from the London markets, and
ask for them a higli price such
as only the well-to-do can Jiay,
and even then, when the outsicle
hard leaves are removed, finil

little left for their money. It
may be wondered at tliat mar
ket growers do not find it profit-
able to grow real spring Cab-
bages, such as one finds in
private gardens. Tlie fact is,

that no one seems to find it

profitable to allow any kind of
crop to remain too long on the
ground

; hence the objections
against late Broccoli and Cab-
bages. The former cannot be
utilised until they have lieaded

;

the latter are early marketed,
and in large quantities. Perhaps
we are suffering somewhat this

of the drought of last summer,
the putting' out of all kinds of

winter plants so ditlicult, even later killing acres of
plants wholesale after they had been put out, and
thus producing heavy losses. Then the long winter,
and especially the later portion of it, seriously in-

jured what green vegetables there were left grow-
ing, so that the moment Cabbages presented any-
thing approaching a proper size they were tied up
as Lettuces are, cut, and sent into market as
rapidly as possilile. Market growers reason in
this way : they sue that market prices are risintr

;

hence with tliem the bird in the hand is always
worth two in the bush. Their Cabbages, although
not more than half grown, will sell fairly well,
while if kept a month later they might prove a
drug : hence tliey market wliilst "the chance offers
it.self. They like also to be enabled to summer-crop
all their land if possible, and when C^abbages are

season because
whicli rendered
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pulled in April or early in May, a crop of late

Potatoes, Runner Beans, or even of Peas may
follow. If the Cabbages are left standing till

June it is then too late for any summer l-vo\) tci

follow, except, perhaps, white Turnips—never a

very ])opular crop so near London. The soil has

become hard, and the Cabbages have in tliis last

month of jjrowth taken more out of the soil than

in all their previous growth. Generally the

market grower, who may seem to be, according to

outside view, sadly wanting in regai'<l for his own
interests, knows pretty well what lie is about.

It is poor work for the man who in this vocation is

unable to follow the course of the markets and has

to trust to the judgment of others, but when a

o-rower is his own salesman he begets experience,

which, wisely applied, is of the greatest value,

and gives him knowledge which his stay-at-home

neighbour can never obtain. Usually at this

season of the year the great gap now- being

found in the market supply of green vegetables

has been filled up by large consignments of

Cabbages coming in from the country districts;

but these have largely failed this year, and tlie

Cauliflower crop is late. Then we should in

some seasons have been well into first early

Peas by this time, but these are, on the average,

quite a fortnight later than usual, arising from

the general backwardness of the season. The
hea\'y rains which have fallen so genei'ally also,

whilst giving the soil much-needed moisture, ha\e

so promoted growth that Peas look almost too

well, and the growers look anxiously for more of

sunshine and w'armth to force the plants to pod

and fill. It is worthy of remark that all very

early sowings of Peas this year show no advance

upon those sown quite a month later; whilst the

rains have proved rather in excess for Peas, they

are most useful in helping to establish Potatoes

and other later crops, and have made the getting

out of all kinds of greens for next winter's supply

comparatively easy. Weeds grow apace, but with

the weeds other things grow also. There is now
ample labour for all, and the vegetable prospect is

a verj' fair one. A
.
D.

Indoor Garden.

IVY-LE.WED PELARCONIUMS.
This class of Pelargoniums has made such rapid

progress within the last few years, that now we
have great diversity among them, some of the

varieties rivalling the zonals in brightness. Ivy-

leaved Pelargoniums at shows are seldom seen to

the best advantage, as in most cases they are

trained in a narrow pyramidal fashion and stilf and
formal in appearance, instead of displaying, as

they ought to do, their natural grace and elegance

by allowing them to ramble at will. Of course,

such plants could not be moved about so well as

formally trained specimens. One of the best dis-

plays of Ivy-leaved Pelargoniums which we have

seen was a collection grown on a shelf in a green-

house devoted to flowering plants. The shelf ran

along the front of the house, and the plants

drooped therefrom to a considerable distance,

their long pendulous .shoots forming a screen or

curtain studded throughout its whole extent with
brightly-coloured blossoms.

A pretty way of treating the more vigorous

kinds is to employ them as a screen for covering

the end of a greenhouse or in some such spot ; thus

treated, owing to their being well exposed to the

light, they flower profusely. Out of doors their

ti'ailing habit fits them for planting in vases for

use in balconies, or in baskets of various kinds.

They are also very useful for maintaining a sujiply

of cut flowers, as with a little care and attention

they may be had in bloom nearly throughout the

year; tlie blossoms last a good w-hile in perfection,

and are withal so pleasing in appearance, that

they may be used in conjunction with any flowers,

however choice. For supplying bloom during the

dull days of autumn and winter, we strike the

cuttings in spring or early summer, so that by the

end of June they are plants either established in

or fit for shifting into 5-inch and 6-inch pots.

They are then set out of doors, in order to iir

courage short, well-ripened growth. By the be-

ginning of September (at which time they will be
liristling with bloom buds) they are n\oved under
glass, and, if kept in a minimum temperature of

IJO°, will flower more or less continuously through-
out the winter. The only insect pests to guard
against during any of their stages of growth are
a])hides, and these may readily be kept in check
by occasional fumigations.

Though it is only about ten years ago since the
first double-flowered Ivy-leaved Pelargonium made
its apiiearance, and no more than half that time
since the many brightly-coloured forms have been
sent out, yet there is now an almost endless num-
ber of vai'ieties to be fo\md in various catalogues

;

so m\ich so, indeed, that the quantity is quite
confusing to anyone in want of about a dozen dis-

tinct kinds. After trying all the old and new
varieties, we consider the following dozen to be
aljout the best and most distinct, viz. : Abel (,'ar-

riere, light crimson shaded violet ; Comtesse
Horace de Choiseul, soft satiny rose, and the plant
a more decided trailer than any of the rest ; Congo,
lilac, with a deeper shade ; Emile Lemoine, the
l.irightest of all, being light scarlet ; (ialilee, pale
lilac; Gloire de Nancy, ceri.se flower, veiy large

;

(lloire d'Orleans, a kind with pretty little double
magenta lilossoms, and one of the oldest of the
class to which it belongs ; Isidore Feral, soft satiny

rose; Jeanne d'Arc, white, slightly suffused lilac:

Madame C'rousse, salmon-pink; Madame Jides
Menoreau, bright rose; and Madame Thibaut,
also of a rosy hue, but quite distinct from the
preceding.

Pelargoniums of this class may be readily raised

from seed if a little care be taken in the matter of

artificial fertilisation. If the blossoms are too
double in character to produce pollen, they may
he crossed with the single or semi-double flowered
varieties. I have a great quantity raised in this

way just coming fully into bloom, and very inte-

resting they are, nearly all shades of colour .and

(character of flower being represented by them.
The blooms were fertilised last season, and the

seed sown as soon as ripe, so that the young plants

were established in 24-inch pots before winter,

when they were kept on a light, dry shelf in the
greenhouse, and are now good sturdy j)lants in

5-inch pots. The advantage of jn'oceeding in this

way is that no time is lost before the character of

the seedlings is Jiroved.

The single-flowered kinds are also very beauti-

fid, a few of the ln-st being Bridal Wreath, M hite,

slightly marked %\'ith pink ; Mrs. H. Cannell,

pvir|)lish ; Col. Roudairc. light scarlet ; Beaute de
Lyon, bright crimson shaded violet ; Multiflore,

bright pink ; and Le Vesuve, salmon-rose. T.

Calceolaria Burliidgei.—From an ornamental
point of view, this is greatly superior to either of

its parents ; indeed, in the greenhouse it forms
([uite an ornamental feature. This hybrid was
raised between C. fuchsitefolia or deflexa, as it is

often called, and C. Pavoni. C. fuchsia'folia is a
much-branched, .shrubby-growing species, with
pale yellow flowers produced during autumn and
winter. It was thought at one time that it would
become a popular greenhouse plant, but it could

seldom be induced to thrive in a satisfactory

manner, and consequently it has almost dropped
out of cultivation. C. Pavoni, on the other hand,

is a bold strong-growing kind, that will flourish

almost anywhere ; but though the large hairy foli-

age is ornamental, the flowers are but small, indeed
insignificant, compared with the vigour of the

plant. C. Burbidgei, from a foliage point of view,

bears more resemblance to C. Pavoni than to its

other parent, while in manner of growth it comes
about midway between the two. The flower is

like that of C. fuchsia'folia, but larger and deeper
yellow. Some plants of C. Burbidgei, planted in

a sheltered border, commenced to flo«er last

September, where they continued in bloom till the

frosts of about a fortnight before Christmas
proved too much for the flowers, though a little

protection just over thecrownswill carry the plants

.safely through an ordinary winter. Tliose to

flowerindoors should be grown in pots and plunged
in a bed of coal ashes out of doors during the
summer. This Calceolaria, like most of its cla.ss,

can be struck readily enough from cuttings taken
at any time when in suitable condition, or a plant

of it may sometimes be divided without difficulty.

—ALrii.\.

PLANTS FOR HANf;iN(! BASKETS.
Many kinds of plants are available for hanging
baskets, and if reasonable care be taken in the
selection and planting of them, satisfactory results

may be expected. Among plants that can be
grown in this way Ferns, of cour.se, stand first.

The greater number of them do well in baskets if

liberally supplied with moisture at the roots, and
some are never seen to so good advantage as when
elevated. Other plants suitable for baskets are

Achimenes, all of which do well grown in that

way, and make a goodly show therein during the
summer months. They do best when allowed to

start into growth before being planted in the
baskets, and they must be kept in a growing tem-
perature till they show flower. ^Esehynanthuses
flower well in autumn, and do well suspended in

baskets, but they are not vigorous enough to be
associated with strong-growing subjects ; the
better way, therefore, is to give each a basket to
itself, and plant it in an open peaty compost.
Cuttings of them strike readily, and if well rooted
before being planted and afterwards kept in a
moist stove, they will grow freely. Russellia juncea
looks well elevated in baskets, provided it is not
allowed to suffer from v.'ant of water, which some-
times happens if the baskets are difficult to get at.

The least susceptible to drought among basket
plants are the many beautiful varieties of Epi-
phyllum, which are seen to great advantage when
grown in that way. As they strike root readily,

they can be stuck in the sides of the basket, or wher-
ever required, and will soon establish themselves.
Coecocypselum discolor is a free-growing, creeping
plant, whose shoots depend for some distance, and
when laden with dark blue berries is very pretty.
The t«o or three species of Cyrtotleira are bright
when in flower, and their foliage is at all times
attractive. They thrive well, even under hea\-y

shade : and tlie same remark applies to the mottled-
leaved Pellionia Daveauana and pulchi'a, the
foliage of which is less distinctly marked where
exposed to' bright light. A great many of the
smaller growing climbing Aroids make useful

basket plants, and should, it of considerable length
«hen ]ilanted. Ije pegged aroiuid the exterior of

the basket, when they will root at most of the
joints and produce young shoots therefrom, thus
soon forming a tangled mass of foliage, which ^\'ill

maintain its ornamental appearance for a long
time, with but little trouble further than a liberal

use of the syringe. The common variegated Pani-
cum, the striped-leaved Tradescantia zebrina, and
its variety midticolor grow under almost any
conditions, and root so freely that they quickly
liecome established, lloya Paxtoni makes a capital

basket jjlant, but one that must not be associated

with strong-growing subjects ; it succeeds best in

a basket by itself. Another class of jilants that
show themselves oft' to advantage when suspended
in warm stoves are the Pitcher jilants, and in

many -))laces they are largely grown in that way.
They will only thrive where a Immid atmosphere
is maintained, and therefore are largely benefited

by a liberal use of the syringe. In the cool end of

the stove may be suspended Begonias for w'inter

flowering. Perhaps the best amongst them are B.

foliosa, fuchsioides, and glaucophylla, but others

will succeed under the same kind of treatment.

Some of the more pendulous h.abited of the tuber-

ous-rooted section also make capital basket plants,

but they only require the temperature of a green-

house, while all the plants above mentioned need
a stove.

Amongst Begonias for greenhouse decoration,

choice must be made of those that grow and
ramble most freely. This style of plant was for-

merly more common than now, the taste at the
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present time being for large massive blooms; still,

from a quantity of seedlings, some suitable for

baskets can generally be selected. Where large
showy arrangements for conservatories ai'o desired,

Pelai'goniunis of the Ivy-leaved section may be
used: Imth single and double-flowered kinds do
well treated in that way. Among double flowered
kinds there is a tendency to encourage a shorter
and more sturdy habit of growth, which, however
desirable for pot culture, is just the reverse for

hanging baskets. The difl'erent forms of the old
Unique, especially the scarlet-flowered and FtoUis-

son's, grow and flower profusely when grown in

this way, and soon furnish a large basket. Tro-
preolums can well be used in arrangements of this

sort, as also may the strongest growing kinds
of Lobelia. There arc a few greenhouse plants
strictly pendulous in habit, which may be either
elevated by means of raised brackets or suspended
in baskets. To this class belong Fragaria indica,

a species of Strawberry, the shoots of which hang
down for a considerable distance, and which, when
studded with ])retty whitish flowers or liright red
fruits, have a pretty a])pearance. Lythrum (iraf-

feri is a charming plant when grown as a
trailer on rockwork, but when suspended in

a greenhouse it is even more attractive. Thus
treated, its long' slender shoots hang down nearly
a yard, and during the greater part of the sunini.'r

ui'e furnished witli a profusion of pretty purplish
blossoms. It is of the easiest possible cidtm-e,
and may be wintered in a cold frame. Fuchsia
procunibens arrests attention by its quaint look in

summer, and its large reddish fruits render it

interesting in w-inter, though at that season it is

nearly leafless. The small creeping kinds of

Ficus, such as rejiens, radicans, and minim.a, ai'e

all well suited for permanent baskets. Many
subjects, indeed, do well in this way, provided
they are well supplied with water. In the case of

Meserabryanthemums, mostly good basket plants,
this latter consideration is not of such great
importance, and therefore they often succeed
where moisture-loving plants would fail. Othonna
crassifolia has peculiarly thick glaucous foliage,

and when studded with yellow composite flowers
is very pretty. The shoots of this hang to a long-

distance from the pot or basket from which they
proceed. The jiale Ijlue-flowered Convolvulus
mauritanicus grows freely and blooms profusely
w-hen treated as a basket plant. For outdoor
baskets in balconies or similar places, to be effec-

tive at all seasons, there are but few subjects to

choose from, exce]>t the dirt'erent varieties of Ivy,
and very pretty they look when thoroughly
established. In planting them, use good-sized
pieces, and peg them around the outside of the
basket. After this is done, if they can be kept in

a somewhat sheltered spot till established so much
the better, as they do not start into growth so

well when much exposed. If for summer effect

alone, of course great numbers of subjects are
available, notably most of those recommended for

greenhouse culture, and many of a herbaceou
character, such as the common Creeping .lenny.

H. P.

FUMIGATING PLANTS.

So many inc|uirie3 are put to gardeners on this sub-

ject by amateurs and others, and so much has been
written about plant pests and their destruction, that

doubtless anyone who has a garden is more or less

interested iu the subject. Here I mean to confine

myself chiefly to the subject of fumiga'-ing plants under
glass with tobacco. Smoking is an operation that

may cause much mischief to plants, but at the same
time it affords the readiest and most effective means
of destroying such pests as greenfly and other aphides
and tlirips—two of the mo.st common that attack

plants; and if ordinary care is taken, the smoke will

not hurt the most tender foliage. Everything de-

pends on the state of growth and the strength of the

fumigation.

Smoking material.s.—The basis of all these is to-

bacco. Different kinds of mixtures or brands for

horticultural purposes are recommended, but they all

take tlie form of tobacco paper or rags in some shape

or other. I have tried them all, and find nothing

better than common tobacco paper, which anyone may
prepare themselves if they choose. The best we ever

used came direct from the tobacconist, who, we found,

steeped paper rags in tobacco liquor, as we ordered

the article, and sold it to us at lod. and Is. per pound.

By buying the " lii|uor," we steeped it ourselves at

one time, and found it to come much cheaper. Rough
brown paper is best for the purpose, and it should be

well saturated and allowed to drain, or gently pressed

to squeeze the surplus moisture from it, after which it

should be stored in solid layers in some cool place where

it will not turn mouldy and lose its strength; but it

is best not to make too much at one time. A good

deal of the stuff sold by seedsmen is too old, and so

dry that it blazes and burns away without doing any
good. The paper should not be so wet as to prevent

it igniting, neither should it be so dry as to blaze.

As to fmnigating apparatus, there. are not a few
patent macUines that answer fairly well, but I do not

believe in their economy, and the operator has to go

inside the house with most of them, and remain there

—a most disagreeable task. It matters not what
kind, of apparatus is used ; a certain quantity of paper

must be consumed to get a certain amount of smoke.

Economy consists, not so much in burning a small

quantity of the paper, as in preventing the smoke
from escaping from the house before it has effected

its purpose. To this end every crevice should be

effectually stopped, and smoking should n(>t be at-

tempted on a windy day. One of the handiest smok-
ing appliances is a small shallow wire basket with a

handle or hoop. Into this a small quantity of red-

hut cinders should be placed, and the tobacco paper

on the top of them, in sufficient quantity to cover

them well. A good volume of smoke will quickly

rise from the basket, and the operator can stand

outside and watch it. All he has to do is to

add more paper as it burns away, and prevent a

fiame ; wiien the house is filled with smoke the

fire may be put out, and the unconsuratd tobacco

taken care of for the next time. Any number of

these baskets may be fired at one time for large

houses, but they shoiild not be placed near the foli-

age of plants.

In smoking any kind of plants, the safe plan is to

give three or four gentle applications every day in

succession, keeping the house as close as possible

during the day all the time to keep the insects from
reviving between the smokings. Wliat we call a
gentle smoking is one in which the smoke appears
only as a thick mist ; but hard-leaved plants or

mature foliage will stand more. After smoking, it is

a good plan to syringe the plants thoroughly ; but
before smoking it is needful that the foliage of all

plants bs quite dry, otherwise much injury may be
done. As a rule, it is not wise to smoke plants in

flower, as the smoke causes the petals to fall immedi-
ately. This rule must be particularly observed in the

case of Peaches and other fruit trees when setting

their fruit. I have known crops quite lost through
smoking at the setting stage, and even after setting,

in the case of Peaches especially which are apt to

show green fly just as the leaf buds break. The best

plan under such circumstances is to syringe only, to

keep the fly in check, and smoke as soon as the petals

have fallen, but very gently. After this stage, fly

generally ceases to be troublesome on Peaches under
glass. Greenfly and aphides are easily destroyed by
tobacco smoke ; very little sickens them and arrests

their progress, and two, or at most three, moderate
applications will clear a house at one time. Thrips
are more difficult to destroy, but they, too, succumb
in the end. Stiff-leaved subjects, like Azaleas, and
even Vines, will endure rather strong funngation.
Thrips may be killed by two or three applications,

given in close succession on as many days. Dull
still days thould be chosen if practicable, and the
house should be kept closed during the day, and, if

necessary, shaded in the daytime to secure this.

With conservatories it is an excellent plan to provide
a shed adjoining, in which to smoke affected plants.

S. W.

Bsscoea purpurea (p. .'i-tl).—This is not only a good
grcenliouse plant ; it is quite hardy. I have had it for years
out of doors ; it is very strong, but will nut bear handling.—
H. X. E.

GRASS GUM TREES,
TiiKSE plants form one of the most striking features
of the wild flora of Australia, and we have, there-
fore, in the courts devoted to the Australian colo-

nies at the Exhibition a number of living e.xam])les

of several species, as well as paintings on the walls,

in illustration of their appearance as seen wild.

The " Black -boys " of Australia are amongst the first

objects of interest to visitors to that continent,
but it is only recently that living specimens have
been established in English gardens, for although
attempts have often been made, the (dants appear
to have invariably perished soon after their an-ival.

There is one exception to this in the form of a line

healthy specimen of Kingia australis in the
College (hardens at Dublin, where, we learn, it has
existed for many years. There has been some
misapprehension in regard to the treatment neces-
sary for these plants, their parched appearance,
together with tlie dry arid nature of the condi-
tions under which they are said to grow in

Australia seeming to suggest dry treatment for
tlieni here. But this has apparently been fatal to
them, and we now learn that Sir F. Muller has
pointed out that Xanthorrhieas must be treated
lilterally to rich peaty soil and plenty of
water if they are wanted to thri\-e. This
information is valuable at the present time,
and the numerous living plants of Xanthorrheea at
the Exhibition may now perhaps be permanently
established in English greenhouses. Some of these
specimens are now in flower, and there is also a
healthy flowering specimen in the succulent house
at Kew under the name of

X. Priessi.—The stem of this is S inches high
and 1 foot in diameter, semi-globose, and bearing
a dense tuft of graceful. Rush-like foliage, stift'and
brittle in texture, 3 feet long, one-eightJh of an inch
broad, the edges slightly serrated, and the middle
raisefl to a sharp ridge on both sides, so that a
section shows the leaf to be quadrangular; they
are glaucous green in colour. The flower-scape is

.Si feet high, and the upper 2 feet is covered
with dark brown scaly hairs, through which the
white star-shaped flowers protrude in great num-
bers. The Avhole scape is suggestive of a very
thick Bulrush. This species is found only in
West Australia, wliilst the species it most re-

sembles, viz.,

-X. QUADR.\N-GnL-\Ris, is limited to South Aus-
tralia. A specimen which flowered at Ken- in
ISTo, and then died, may be seen in the Timber
Museum. It has a stem 4 feet high and narrow
quadrangular lea\-es ; whilst the flow-er-scape is

H feet long, the flow-er-head being green instead of
dark brown, and the flowers white.

X. AlT.sTRALis may also be seen in tlie Kew
museum, a specimen with a stem 7 feet high and
18 inches in diameter at the b.ase, the whole being-
charred black witli the Ijush fires whicli occur so
frequently in some parts of Australia. The leaves
are in a tuft on the top of the stem, and they are
about '2 feet long by a quarter of an inch broad,
keeled below and channelled above. This species
is a native of Victoria.

X. HASTiLis is remarkable for its tall, straio-ht
flower-stalk, which is used by the natives as a
spear-shaft, stout plants pro<lucing ffower-stems
'20 feet long. A plant which flowered at Kew in
l.S.').S bore a scape G feet high, with flowers and
bracts only on the toi)most foot. It has very
narrow leaves and short stems, and is a native of
New South Wales.

X. MiNOK is found in South-west Australia and
also in Tasmania. It is distingviished by the
absence of a distinct stem, the leaves springing up
in Rush-like tufts ; they are only about 1 foot long,
\ery slender, filiform, dilated at the base, and
keeled only on the under side. The spike is about
the same length as the leaves, and bears a short
head of green flowers and hairs.

X. SEMiPLAXA is also a tufted stemless plant
with broad leased foliage. Plants of it are in the
Kew collection.

The grace and elegance of the leaves of these
plants and the singular appearance of their sterna
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should recommend them as useful greenhouse effect is produced by a large and graceful speci- ' pond, a particularly bold projection of rocks is

plants in this country.
._....

Flower Garden.
ROCKWORK AT WINTERBOURNE,

TEIGNMOUTH.

men of Eulalia zebrina. C^uitting the " grotto," . passed planted with Yucca recurva. Ivy, Olearia

which is made to appear as having formed at one Haasti, Clioisya ternata, Uesfontainea spinosa,

lime the natural source of the dried-up stream
;

Hymenanthera crassifolia, Abelia floribunda,

previously referred to, a picture not easily for-
;

Andromeda tioribunda, and others. After this

gotten meets the eye, namely, the centre piece of point i.s reached the rocks become more scattered,

I the work—the cave of stalactites, in front of having greater intervals of lawn between them.

Upon a piece of ground about 40 yards in length, .which descends a grand cascade of water, emerg- Beyond these scattered rocks a large bank of

and about 20 yards or .30 yards in width, has ing from a deep iissure overhead m the densely
,

trees and shrubs is varied by a rocky recess, and

been constructed an interesting piece of rock- [ covered background. In addition to tire artihcial here a rustic .seat affords an admirable view of

work from which an excellent view of the ' stalactites, two formed bv Nature have been fixed the most important points of the work. Ihis

English Channel can be obtained, while inland in this cave, thus affording the visitor an oppor- rockwork and its interesting surroundingi have

a pleas;

of
,_

form a pleasing ].. ^„„„. „...-..
, ,

, . . j. ,, , •. * .i,
•

seems difficult to imagine the whole to be really and, dripping from the stalactites on to their

a work of art. By means of planting large trees corresponding stalagmites lielow,_ forms step-like

leasant glade attracts the eye. On this piece tunity to compare the works of Nature with
|

been constructed by Mr Meyer, a landscape

"round rocks, plants, and water combine to
,

those of Art. By an ingenious contrivance, i gardener employed by Mr. Robert Veitch, ot

m a pleasing picture so true to Nature, that it water is introduced to the roof of this cavern, Exeter.

ANEMONES OR WINDFLOWERS.

as a background, climbers, Ferns, alpine plants,

and Moss, a character of apparent antiquity has

been infused into the work. Closer inspection,

beginning with the part nearest to the residence

and pleasure gardens, reveals a small irregular

pond, fed by a streamlet

which emerges from

under a rustic bridge.

In the pond are Water

Lilies, Aponogetou dis-

tachyon, Villarsia nym-
phseoidcs, Cyperus lon-

gus, Calla palustris,

Hottonia palustris,

Alisma natans, and
others, and the smooth

lawn surrounding it

appears here and there

broken by bold pieces

of rock protruding

from the surface, and
adorned with Ferns

and other rock plants.

Traver-sing the bridge

with its railing of gnar-

led and knotty Oak, a

peep is obtained from

the other side "of a

little waterfall, under

the shade of two huge
Elm trees, over pieces

of rock exquisitely ar-

ranged and forming the

overflow of another

pond of larger dimen-

sions. This second
pond is reached by
means of a few rough

steps apparently hewn
out of the rock, and
from here starts a path

resembling the bed of

a streamlet dried up
years ago. Winding in and out among the , called, consist of Reeds and Grasses ot former

basins which, like the beautiful ponds in the Tiie different varieties of A. coronaria everyone
Cheddar cave, reflect the fairy-like surround-

; -H-ho has a garden should giovv, as they make
ings. In front of the cave is an arrangement of when in bloom a magnificent show, the flowers

"Saxony fossils," a novelty in this district,
|

being not only large, but brilliant in colour. By
imported from Thuringia. These "fossils," so

.

some they are known as Poppy Anemones. Be-
sides their remarkably
gay appearance, what
adds to their value is

their early flowering,

for so persistent are

they in this, that I

have frequently seen

them peeping out from
the snow ; and though
they hang their heads
when frost occurs, as

soon as the sun comes
out they become erect

again, and seem none
the worse for the icy

hand of winter having
laid hold of them. To
get them into bloom at

the season mentioned
no time must be lost in

ha\-ing them sown ; but
before doing this special

preparation must be
made for them, and a
good site chosen, the

most suitable spot being

a sheltered border
sloping to the south,

where, if the soil is fairly

light and dry, they are

sure to do well. The
way to insure this in

such a situation is to

procure some tho-

roughly rotten manure
—that from the cow-

being the most sei'vice-

able—and dig it in so

as to bury it below,

where the roots of the

plants will find it when
most wanted to feed on.

Eock garden at Winterbourne, Teigumoutli.

boulders^ and fissures of the rockery, filled in I ages, W'hich have become encrusted with calcic

every crevice with charming alpines and her- I carbonate, deposited from the water ot the

baceous plants and Ferns, this finally leads one i swamp.s in which they once grew. The water

to a deep recess between the two projections, that
j

from the cascade forms a charming rivulet, and

closely resemble a natural grotto, in which the ^ under a large stone, forming a bridge, it dis-

Btump of an old tree forms a comfortable seat. I appears into the pond. Beyond this bridge one

From this point one may conveniently view the is brought before scattered fragments of rock

large pond and its picturesque surroundings,

About the centre, nearer the outlet, is a rocky

island planted with Azara microphylla and a

variety of beautiful specimens of Ferns and
Grasses. The water of this pond is so clear, that

the shells and pebbles on its bottom can be dis-

tinctly seen associated with such water plants as

Menyanthes trifoliata, Nymphfea alba, N. odorata.

Sagittaria sagittsefolia, and Butomus umbellatus. Thujop.sis borealis, Lebanon Cedar, Sequoia

An irregular shore-line is planted at intervals i sempervirens. Thuja Lobbi, Douglas Firs, Juni-

with choice flowering shrubs, such as Carex pen-
, per.?, and Cypresses. Descending the rocky

dula and Bambusa Metake, while a pleasing 1 steps, and returning on the other side of the

The border having been manured and dug, the

next thing is to level it and finely rake the soil,

when all will be ready for sowing the seed. This

should be done in shallow drills, drawn about a

foot apart, wdiich is better than scattering it

broadcast and having the plants all over the

ground, as in rows they are easier to get amongst

to gather the flowers and keep them free from

weeds ; besides which, the seed can be covered

readily in the drills, where it may be put in in

tiny patches without going to the trouble of sepa-

rating it, which is rather a diflicult matter, as it

is covered with a down-like coatiftg that holds it

too-ether. All the attention the plants require

tlie larcTP trees ot when up is to thin them out sufficiently to leave
tne lar^e trees oi

^^^^^^ standing inches or so clear from each

1-^
A '^''''?T-; other, and to keep them watered' occa.sionally

specimens of Abies grandis, A. cephalonica,
! ^i^.i^'o. (1,^ s„mn„.iC as the more leaf and growth

one higher than the others, which, although

jutting above the surface in a natural fashion,

yet form a series of convenient steps half covered

with a variety of Seduins, Saxifrages, Creeping

Jenny, Speedwells, Erodium Reichardi, Thyme,
and similar plants. Among the large trees of

which the background is com

they can be induced to make then, the stronger

will they flower when the winter comes round.

Although these Anemones are perennials and have

tuberous roots that send up fresh foliage and
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bloom eveiy year, somehow or other they seem to
do Ijest treated as annuals or biennials instead of

keei)ing the old plants long, as seedlings flower so
much more freely, and therefore fresh beds should
be made. Anemone fulgens is so double, that it

does not seed, and can only be increased by the
tubers it forms ; but as these are made freely, it

is not a scarce plant, although it is not grown
nearly as much as its merits deserve, for it is one
of the iirst harbingers of spring, and so vivid is its

scarlet colour, that it attracts the eye from afar.

For cutting, this and the other Anemones re-
ferred to above are quite unrivalled ; for, though
they close their petals early in the day outdoors,
they remain open in a warm room, and last quite
as long, if not longer, in water as they do on
the plant. The time for planting A. fulgens is

during the autumn, or as soon as the foliage dies
down, when the roots may be dug up and divided
and put in again. To grow the plants well, the
soil must be light and dry, and the position a
warm, sheltered one, as the leaves are made early,
and are apt to get hurt by the wind. Another
Anemone that cannot well be too highly praised is

A. japonica, which in habit is very distinct from
those already mentioned, as, instead of being
dwarf, like them, it forms quite a bush, and has
large foliage and tall stout stems on which the
flowers are borne. These are large and salver-
shaped, with a bold, prominent disc, the petals
being of a lilac colour; there is also a white va-
riety, under the names of Honorine Jobert and
A. japonica alba, which is a very choice jilant,
worthy of a place in any herbaceous border, where
it makes a fine show, its time for blooming being
the autumn, when, if fine weather prevails, it lasts
long in perfection. The quickest and easiest way of
propagating this beautiful Anemone is by division,
which may with safety be effected in spring, just
as the plants begin to grow, when they send up
many offsets, and any of these, removed with the
roots attached, may be taken and transplanted at
once, after which they should be watered to give
them a start. To have fine specimens, the ground
where they are to be planted in must be deeply
dug and manured, which enables the plants to get
down and take care of themselves. S. D.

THE HOLLYHOCK AS AN ANNUAL.
Let me say at the outset that I do not wish it to
be undersLood that as fine spikes of Hollyhock
flowers can be obtained from jilants treated like
annuals as from those raised from seed or cuttings
in the [irevious autumn. But, provided the treat-
ment is right, I have no hesitation in stating that
a very satisfactory display of flowers may be de-
tained from plants raised from seeds sown the
same year in which the plants are to flower. It
must, however, be understood that the seed should
be sown early in January in a warm temperature,
and that through all the stages of growth the
treatment must be of the most generous kind.

Prepare, in the first instance, one or more seed
pans, according to the number of plants required,
but, in estimating the sjiaee to be planted, re-
member that the seed should be planted an inch
apart, so that when the plants come up they may
have room to grow on for some time, and get
furnished with a good few leaves and plenty of
roots before they become so thick as to require to
be moved. As soon as sown, the pans should be
placed in a temperature of IJO°, even a few degrees
higher will do no harm, but it should not be Ix-low
tliat point; and if the [)ans can stand on bottom
heat until the seedling.s appear, the seed will
vegetate all the quicker. As soon as the young
plants come through the soil (and that will not
be many days), the pans should have a position
on a light bench or shelf, in order to prevent the
plants from becoming drawn. About the middle
of March they will be large enough to be put
singly into 4-inch pots, in which tliey may remain
until the time comes to plant them out, as the
less the roots are disturbed the more progress
they will make. It is a good plan to harden the
plants a little before they " "

^ are potted off. This ^ --^ - -- ^ „ - --- ,

can be done by placing them in a cooler tempera- if the weather is at all dry, they will be gratefu

ture, say in a warm corner in an ordinary green-

house, and the same position will suit them after

they are placed in their pots and until the end of

April. After that, a fortnight's gradual harden-
ing in a cold pit or frame will jirepare them for

planting out. While in pots, a rather light sandy
soil suits them best, and they certainly make
more roots in a compost composed of half leaf

soil than they do when loam forms the chief jiart.

The same description of light soil should also be
us;d for the seed pans.

The Hollyhock reproduces itself pretty correctly

from seed, but if the flowers do not come precisely

the same as those of the parent, the percentage of

good flowers will be far above that produced by
any other double-flowered plant.

Position and soil.—It is useless attempting to

grow Hollyhocks in the way in which they were
grown twenty years ago. At that time we planted
tliem amongst shrubs in mixed borders, and they
produced fairly good fiower-.spike8. In a similar

[losition we used to grow them here, but under
such treatment disease attacked them, even
though the ground was well manured. We have
now to be content with shorter spikes, and these

sometimes with leaves terribly disfigured by Holly-
hock fungus. Hollyhocks can, however, be suc-

cessfully grown now where the position is open,
the soil rich and deep, and root moisture plentiful.

Of this there was abundant evidence in one of the

Exeter nurseries last year. There I saw two long
lines of plants equal in every respect to any I ever
saw when the plant was so popular twenty years

ago, an<l when we used to plant it anywhere in

ordinary soil, and then get flower-stems 5 feet and
() feet in height. The plants which I saw last

summer doing so well had grdwn upwards of that
height, for they were from 10 feet to 14 feet in

lieight, and bore a proportionately large numljer
of flowers. It cannot, therefore, be said that this

grand flower cannot sometimes be grown as it

used to be. All that is necessary is to adapt our
course of proceeding to the exigencies of the case,

and then success will follow ; but ordinary results

may be obtained without an extravagant outlay
of either time or patience. Those who wish to be
successful should begin now. First sow the seed,

and while that is growing positions for the plants

can be prepared—first by digging up deeply the

places which they are to occupy. If they are to

stand singly, a hole 2 feet square must be got
ready. If in lines, a space 3 feet wide must be
trenched up 2 feet deep, and then a layer of well

rotted farmyard manure should be spread on the
surface and forked in, so as to mix it up well with
the staple. If the soil should be naturally dry
and light, some good heavy loam should be added
to it. Fresh manure they do not like, but it may
be as strong as it is possible to get it. It must,
however, have lain at least six months in a heap,

so that every part of it is in proper condition for

the roots to lay hold of, and it is important that

a layer of it should be placed 9 inches under the

surface.

PLANTIN(i OUT AND SFMMER M.VNAflEMENT are

both easy enough. Whether the plants are to

stand singly or not, they should be i)lanted in a
sort of basin, so that the roots may get all the
benefit of any water that may be given. A
favourable time for jilanting out should be selected

towards the end of May, and the pots out of

wliich the plants came should be left close by, so

that they can be turned over them at night for

the first week, and also if the sun should be
strong or the wind cold during the day. It is

necessary to pay attention to these details, and
also to see that the roots are kept supplied with
moisture, because it is important that the plants
should have every encouragement early in the

season. As soon as they hax'e got a fairly good
hold of the soil, a hea^iy mulch of rotten manure
sliiiuld be spread on the surface, and extend
IH inches or 2 feet away from each plant. As soon
as the flower-stem begins to rise, the cultivator

may be sure that the roots are active, and that
they require to live sumptuously. At this time

for a good soaking of manure water twice a week.
In favourable soil, tlie Hollyhock is a strong and
deep rooter ; it will send out large and long white
roots 3 feet away from the centre, so that when
applying water the cultivator must be prepared
to give enough to reach to a good depth and
width. Supports of sufficient height and strength
they must have, and for single plants the stakes
must be very strong. If in lines, stakes may be
driven into the ground at every 10 feet apart

;

along these two pieces of wire should be stretched,
one at 3 feet, the other at (i feet from the ground,
and the spikes should be tied to the wires, which
will be all the support they want.

The fungoid disease on the leaves is a serious
business, as applications to destroy it must be
used as often as new leaves develop themselves.
For those, however, who can battle with it, I may
mention that the simjilest remedy I have found is

to wash the foliage with (Jishurst compound at
the rate of 2 ounces to one gallon of water

;

either sponge or syringe frequently both sides of
the leaves with this solution. J. C. C.

SWEET PEAS, OLD AND NEW.
I HAVE often wondered what was the exact form of
the Sweet Pea that was introduced from Sicily nearly
two hundred years ago. We may perhaps conclude
that the original Sweet Pea bore purple flowers.

Now the Sweet Peas are grouped under the head of

Lathyrua odoratus, and there is a large group of va-
rieties that are constantly receiving accessions. It is

perhaps remarkable that we were content to go on
so long satisfied with some six or eight varieties ; but
then they were pretty and useful, and appeared to
satisfy our forefathers. The peculiar formation of the
blossom of the Pea makes it difficult for insects to

fertil se it, and that is probably the reason why such
a long pau-e took place in the production of new
varieties. I have in my possession a copy of an old
seed catalogue that gives six varieties of Sweet Peas
—viz., the black, Painted Lady, purple, scarlet, scarlet

striped, and whi'.e. In couise of time came the
Scarlet Invincible, a fine selection from the original

scarlet; Purple Invincible, a selection from the purple
and the purple striped. Then followed Butterfly,

pure white edged witli lavender-bUie ; Crown Princess
of Prussia, bright lilac, a distinct and beautiful va-
riety; Violet <.,!ueen, of a chirniing hue of violet;

and Fairy <,,!neen, rosy white—all good and distinct

additions. One of the prettiest is the old Painted
Lady, with its rose-coloured crest and white wings
and keel.

The foregoing varieties made up our collect! ns
when various hybridisers took the Sweet Pea in hand.
By crossing the most distinct varieties, they obtained
a large number of seedlings, some of them distin-

guishtd by great beauty and distinctness of character.

A few of these were selected, and put into commerce,
among them Bronze Prince, a fine variety, the stan-

dards of which were of rich shining bronzy maroon,
the wings deep bright purple, large and very fine

;

Lottie Eckford, a pretty variety, the standards white,
suffused with purple, and the white wings distinctly

margined with blue
; Oueen of the Isles, the standards

large and stout, bright scarlet in colour, flushed and
mottled with white, tlie wings flaked and margined
with rosy purple on a white ground; Cardinal, bright
shining crimson, scarlet standards and wings; Indigo
King, dark maroon-purple standards and clear indigo-
blue wings ; and Princess of Wales, the wings and
standards white, shaded and striped with mauve on a
white ground. Then there is the Carmine Invincible,
a brilliintly coloured selection from the Invincible
Scarlet, and regarded as the finest coloured of all the
scarlet types. 'J'hus a collection of something like

eighteen distinct varieties of Sweet Peas can now be
made up.

During last summer has also been submitted for
inspection a batch of eight new varieties, as follows,
viz. : Charmer, the standards of which are of a lovely
shade of delicate mauve, the white wings delicately

tinted with mauve ; very pleasing and pretty. Duchess
of Edinburgh, pale bright orange-carmine standards;
very rich and eft'ective, the wings delicate magenta,
shaded with violet. Imperial Blue, rosy standards,
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^hading off to mauve and violet, the wings bright

blue ; a distinct and striking variety. Isa ICckford,

delicate pink standards, wings white, and very deli-

cately flushed with soft pink ; very sweet and pretty

;

in the young flowers the stindards are of a pleasing

shade of bulf, deepening to soft pink. Mrs. Eckford,
delicate pinkish mauve standards, shaded to a dis-

tinct margin of mauve, the wings nearly white, with
a distinct wire edge of mauve ; a vexy fine kind.

Prince Charming, magenta standards, with slight

margin of purple, paling off to pink at the base, the

wings white, narrowly edged with blue ; very pretty

indeed. Purple King, bronzy purple standards, with
distinct margin of purple, the wings bright purple ;

fine, distinct, and showy ; and Kosalind, pale bright

rosy pink standards, the wings delicate mauve ; bright

and effective. Whether and wlien any or all of the

foregoing will find their way into commerce remains
to be seen ; but it is only fair that now there are so

many fine varieties, all new tj'pes put into circulation

should be thoroughly distinct. But there is no reason
why in a year or two we should not have from twenty-
five to thirty varieties that it wi 1 be desirable to

cultivate.

It might be said that almost every gardener crrows

a line of Sweet Peas—generally in mixed varieties

—

to cut from. One looks for this as naturally as for

edible Peas. It is seldom, however, that a gardener
troubles himself to grow varieties in separ.ite colours,

unless it be the bright and showy Scarlet Invincible.

In 1S69, when in Ireland, I saw in the gardens of

Muckross H.mse, Killarney, the residence of Captain
Herbert, a line of this fine variety mingled with the
yellow-flowered Trop:eo!um canariense, and the effect

of the combination was very fine ; in the moist
climate of the south of Ireland, both flourished as one
could anticipate they would. The constant cutting
of the flowers from a row of Sweet Peas helps the
continuity of bloom, because very few, if any, seed-
pods are formed. If no flowers are gathered, then
the period of blooming is a short one ; the energies of

the plants are required for the development of the
seed-pods.

Sweet Peas are generally sown much too thickly,

and not unfrequently in poor ground. In the case of

a light, dry soil. Sweet Peas should be grown like

Celery, in a well-manured trench, so that water can
be freely supplied when nece-=sary. lender any cir-

cumstances, it would pay to grow them in thi-i way,
and if a little mulching could he added, so much the
better ; l«t sow thinly. Individual p'ants, when
grown to a great size, are most effective. Blossoms
may be gathered in spring by sowing some seeds in
August and September in pots, getting them up in a
cold frame, and then bringing them on in a warm
house in early spring. In this way the flowering sea-
son can be anticipated by several weeks

; and a suc-
cession of bloom can be maintained by keeping some
of these pots in a cold frame all the winter, and
planting out on a w>rm border as soon as the weather
will permit. Somet'iirg is thus gained, ihragh not
much

; but as sweet flowers are always acceptable, a
gardener who has to provide quantities of cut flowers,
will always find them welcome. Some seeds could
also be sown in the opiu ground at the end of Octo-
ber, choosing a warm sunny spot, and these would
give an earlier supply of flowers than the j.lants
raised from se^ds sown in March. The Sweet Pea is

one of the very best, most useful, and most popular of
hardy annuals. K. D.

as on those of the garden belonging to Cothel-

stone Manor, a residence of very ancient date, and
probably the garden walls are as old as those of

the house. For several weeks at a time these

walls, or rather the tops of them, are sheets of

rosy purple, the produce of this plant, which
generally begins to flower in May. On another
part of the e.state is a wall on which this Erinus
and the Cheddar Pink are associated, and they
thrive wonderfully well under the same conditions.

For two or three weeks both plants are in flower

together, and here and there the wild Strawberry
mingles with them, thus forming a picture such
as is seldom met with.—J. C. C.

Fragrant Solomon's Seal.—Permit me to

thank "T. .1. \V." and "J. W." (p. ."i."i(J) for their

valuable testimony in this matter. If not too much
trouble, I should be greatly obliged for a small
portion of scented Solomon's Seal from any readers
of TnK <i.\KDEN who may grow such varieties, or

for information where fragrant varieties can be
purchased in quantity, and whether more than
one ; also for information concerning Dr.

Browne's plant referrerl to by "J. W.," althotigh

testimony has reached me from equally trust-

worthy authorities, and it can hardly be doubted
that there are sweet-scented Solomon's Seals in

our gardens. That being so, it seems almost a
pity tliat there are so many to be found that

are virtually odourless. Granting there are such
Solomon's Seals in e-xistencf, it seems almost
as great a waste of space to grow those without
scent as it would be to grow odourless Valley
Lilies. I trust many more readers will give their

exi>erience in this matter. Mine is, that all the
varieties I have met with and cultivated are with-

out odour. —D. T. F.

Ferns.

German Iri«es.—The moist dull weatherwhich
we have experienced for the past three weeks
appears to have just suited these Irises ; they
have pushed up their flower-stems much higher
than usual, and they promise to remain longer in
bloom than they do when the weather is hot and
dry. One requires to grow these Irises in large
masses in order to get a correct idea of their
effectiveness

; a plant a yard or more across, with
a dozen flower-spikes and a score or two of blos-
soiiis all open at the same time, is a striking
object. These Irises evidently like a good holding
soil, and while growing plenty of root moisture!—J. C. C.

Erinus alpinus.^This grows on many old
walls in this neighbourhood, but on none so well

VARIATION IN FERNS.*
In a paper which I had the honour of reading here

last season upon certain newly discovered phenomena
of reproduction in Ferns I confined myself mainly to

a description of the various normal and abnormal
methods by which they are propagated, and an eluci-

dation of the characteristic differences in these re-

spects between the Filicea and the flonering plants.

With the view of opening a discussion of somewhat
wider interest than the study of Ferns alone could do,

I purpose now to dwell especially upon the peculiar

faculty of variation possessed by Ferns, and the

gentrdl character of such variation, in order to ascer-

tain from the discussiim which I hope will follow

whether this faculty is displayed in as great a degree
in the other branches of botany which may form the

special study of my fellow members. 1 therefore

start with the hypothesis that Ferns are endowed
with a greater capacity of sudden variation under
natural circumstances than other plants. I say under
natural circumstances, because it is chiefly wild spoits

which I have in view, and not the wonderful diffe-

rences which careful cultivation and selection are

capable of effecting in almojt every living thing if

only time enough be granted.

The i-'.iciLTV of v.vriatio.n' is general throughout
organic life, but in the vast m.ajority of c.ises the in-

dividual differences displayed between organisms of

the same species are mainly the result of different

conditions of growth, and do not involve any mate-
rial alteration of structural plan. The offspring con-

sequently presents the same general appearanc3 as

the parent. Here and there, however, through some
subtle occrlt influence, cases present themselves
where the t tf-pring is found to display strongly

marked charactciisacs of which not a trace existed

in either parent or, so far as can be ascertained, in

a-y of its progenitors. These sudden departures
from the normal type (or sports, as they are hoiti-

culturally termed) seem frequently to result from
some accumulated iuHuene induced by the artificial

conditions attendant on cultiv;\ticm. This is shown
by the fact that many flowers under such treatment
are liable after a certain time to vary suddenly

* A paper read at the Horticultural Club, the other evening,
I y Mr. C. T. Druery, F.L S.

either in themselves or their progeny, a fact to which
we owe the immense number of strongly marked
forms of floral beauty now existent. In Ferns, how-
ever, under purely natural conditions— or, at any
rate, under conditions as natural as we can obtain in

a civilised country—there have been discovered an
immense number of forms departing so widely from
the normal types among which they were found, and
which are so isolated in their occurrence and so

entirely unaccompanied by any trace of intermediate

aberration, that we ard force! t) the conclusion that

they are the direct offspiiog of spores from perfectly

normal plants, notwithstinding which they, in most
cases, truly transmit their peculiarities generation

after generation to thtir offspring. What an extra-

ordinarily subtle influence must that be which in

either plant or animal can so affect and transform

the microscopic germ that the resulting offspring

shall not only differ materially from the parent form,

but possibly an altogether different type of structure,

at once symmetrical and beautiful, shall originate,

and bo able to transmit henceforth its peculiarities

to its offspring. Here, indeed, have we special crea-

tions, forming striking exceptions to the general rule

of gradual evolution. To return to

My special theme—Fekxs. Take, for instince,

the Victoria Lady Fern, and grant the assumption,
which cannot be avoided, that it originated from a
normal plant. This normal plant we found to con-

sist of fronds formed of a central stipe tapering to a
point, and provided with side branches or pinn,e on
the same plan and set on at an angle of about 30^

;

these be'ng again divided on the same principle, the

whole forming a feathery frond of lanceolate outline.

On the back of every frond there are millions and
millions of microscopic spores, which, during the

indefinitely long life of the plant, are shed around
and blown about in countless myriads year after year,

net only from this plant, but from thousands like it in

the vicinity. Sucldenly one, and apparently only

one, of these spores yields a plant in which all the

divi-ions, pinme, pinnu'es, and pinnulets are not only

duplicated, but much narrowed and set at about right

angles to each other. The outline of the frond is also

greatly narrowed, and finally the tips of the pinnae

and the frond itself are many times divided, so as to

form heavy tassels. F.nally, it is abundantly spori-

ferous, and every spore is capable of reproducing its

structural peculiarities ; though, strange to say, the

offspring are generally if not always easily dis-

tinguishable from the parents by a certain coarseness,

the fine cutting of the ultimate division being, as it

were, blurred and less sharply defined. On the other

hand, I have raised hundreds of this form, and never

saw a case of reversion to the normal form. This

case of variation is an extreme type, involving as it

does not merely a c esting, but also an essential

variation in plan of struetuie, a corabinition of p^jcu-

liarities which has so far not been discovered in con-

nection with any other family of Ferns, though some
few varieties are characterised occasionally by cruciate

pinn.-e. This Fern was found growing wild by the

road.->ide in Scotland, an 1 thou jh the station was
assiduously searched then and later, no second example
or intermediate form was or has since been discovered

there or elsewhere. Another extreme form was A.
Filix-fremina acrocladon, found also hy the roadside

on a Yorkshire moor. Here the rachis and rachides

possess such a tendency to divi-ion that the normal
feathery nature of the froni is utterly lost, and the

plant resembles a number of mossy balls crowning

the nmch-divided stipes. Here, again, no inter-

mediate form was foun 1 in the vicinity, and the

necessary conclusion is that it originated at one jump,

as it were, from the normal form. This case, how-
ever, is not so striking as that of A. Filix-fremina

Victoriie, since the ramification of the rachis is a
comparatively common form of variation, and is only

carried in this instance to an extreme e.vtent. This

again yields, I believe, fairly true progeny, in one of

which the division is carried to such an extent that

the whole p'ant resembles a b;iU of velvet.

This power of cresting, in which the normally

acute points of the rachis and rachides, of frond,

pinn», and even of the pinnules become eiilated and
divided, seems common to all, or nearly all, of the

British Ferns, only one or two species having f.,iltJ
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s) far to affijrd instances; an! since, as I have said,

the more marked departures have been found wild, it

becomes a question whether exotic Ferns all over the

world will not yield instances of the same phenomenon
when sought for by an eye accustomed to the quest

;

for it is a peculiar fact that until the sight becomes

habituated to the search for special features the eye

unconsciously is liable to overlook and pass by the

most striking characteristics. Hence a bitmist whose
specialty is the discovery of new species only would
readily detect an altogether new plant, but fail to

note that one amongst a crowd of familiar plants

possessed unusual features. As an instance of this,

I recollect once hunting over a lot of Scolopen-

driums with a good general botanist, and I found

no less than s:.venteen ramose and otherwise ab-

normal plants among them bef.jre he found one, yet

in his own element he would point out an uncom-
mon flower on the other side of a field where I

could hirdly discern a plant at all. To this may
be attributed the fact that so few abnormal exotics,

and especially tropical Ferns, have been found, though

I venture to think the quest is worth while ;
for

let the scientist term them monstrositi s if he will,

I contend that in many cases the abnormal forms

infinitely transc nd the normal ones in beautj',"

while admitting freely that, on the other hand, many
are far more curious than beautiful. Anyone who
has seen a grand specimen of Lastrea cristata, our

nearest approach to a Tree Fern, and splendidly tas-

selled, must admit that such a creating on Dicksonia

antarctica or a fine Cyathea dealbata wou'J be simply

magnificent, and I am sure that somewhere in the

untravelled habitats of these Ferns th; ir crested forms

are cjuietly awaiting their discoverer.

Power of crbstation.— I would ask. What is the

parallel phenomenon It fl iwering plants ' Hardly, I

think, the doubling of the flowers, though that sug-

gests itself as a near approach ; yet from the fact

that the sterility which is usually attendant upon
such doubling is a'sociated in Ihe Ferns with the

plumose and not the crested varieties, I think the

connection should lie looked there, the extremely

foliose character of such forms seeming to absorb all

the vigour of the plant, so that spjres are either alto-

gether or almost absent, precisely as the multiplica-

tion of the flower petals seems to affect the seed

producing parts of the flower. TLis idea I only throw
out for discussion.

Here, again, the most marked instances of variation

in the pluniose direction have been wild finds. Dr.

Wills's Scolopendrium ciispum, for instance, has
deeply curled fronds <'f normal strap-shaped outline,

but much wider—over 4 inches in some cases. The
Axmiuster and Horsfall plumose Athyria were also

found wild; and, to cut this part of my paper short,

so were the greater part of the abnormal forms in

cultivation; though, thanks to tiie aeltction of some
of our careful cuUivators, such as G il Jones, of Clifton,

and other.s, the offspring of such finds have been
found to develop thtir characteristic beauties to a far

greater extent tha'a the parent", some of Col. Jones's

Polystichiims especially, the resiUt of selection and
hybridisation being ajiparently the nc plus ultra of

feathery delicacy. I have alluded several times to

the constancy of such variations, but there are some
curious exceptions to this rule, as every Fern-hunter
knows to bis cost. Many of the nnst marked and
beautiful forms yield common progeny, and also are

apt to "sulk," as it is termed, and refuse to produce
anything but normal fronds unless grown exactly

as they like it. One of my own bcst fimls affords

the most remarkable iosiance of this instability

that I know of. In 1SS4, while in Sco'land, I found
near Kilmarnock a really splendid form of Lastrea

Filix mas polydactyla; in laet, the most polydac-

tylous form by far which had been seen. The j>lant

had five or sis huge fronds, all with beautifully pen-

dulous pinn;e tasselled with as many as twenty divi-

sions. I brought it to London and displayed it with
great pride to sjme of the best judges, who one and
all decided that it was a tlioroughbred beauty, as it

was profusely covered witli spores. I carefully

gathered some from the best parts of the frond and

* Compare the normal Athyrium with the best plumosum
and the difference is as great as between a common goose
feather and thit of an ostrich.

sowed them. The plant beiug deciduoas the foliage

disappeared in the winter, and the following season I

watched the rising crown in confident anticipation of

a finer and more .symmetrical plant than the removal

and travelling had permitted it to be the previous

season. Judge, then, of my disgust when a common
Filix-mas was slowly developed without even the

simple merit of the normal form, for many of the

pinna; were deformed and depauperate. Later on a

frond or two arose with faint signs of divi-ion on the

apices of the pinnaj ; meanwhile the young ones be-

gan to arise from the spores, one and all common
male Ferns. Another exactly similar plant found at

the same place, but some "20 yards distant, in the suc-

ceeding week by a cousin of mine, showed slightly

crested pinnae here and there, and that was all

—

verdict, a rogue. Still I would not despair, and
though this year perhaps it njight get over its sulki-

ness, the .spring comes, and slowly rises the shuttle-

cock-like circle of fronds, all common again e.xcept a

few deformities ; then an odd frond rises, pinna;

slightly crested, then another, and ho ! it is heavily

tasselled and as beautiful as could be desired.

Meanwhile the seedlings have been developing

fronds 4 inches to ti inches high, all common with the

exception of two, which in the prothallus stage it had

transferred to a Todea superba fratre, thtse two

heavily tasselled from the beginning. I wait a little,

and behold here and there generally there are fronds

arising among the seedlings, which promise not only

to e(pial the parent at its best, but even to surpass it.

Here is inconstancy with a vengeance, but by no

means one of the worst cases, for many a presumed
good find has reverted altogether when removed from

its birthplace, never displaying its peculiarities again.

That this

C-iPACiTY OF SUDDEN VAEi.ii'iON is not always con-

fined to a single spore is evidenced by the fact that

under cultivation instances have been known where
a number of exactly similar plants have appeared

which have been extremely different from the parent.

I have a very dwarf and congested form of Blechnum
Spicant raised from B. S strictum of Barnes, of which
I am informed by the raiser fifteen plants made their

appearance, yet no one would credit the parent with

such offspring unless on the very be-t evidence. A
still more remarkable case occurred some short time

back amongst my own sowings. I sowed spores from

a very finely cut form of plumosi Athyrium (A. Filix-

fiemina plunioaum elegans. Parsons) of purely normal
(iutline, yet among a large batch of plants only one

resembled the parent; the whole of the rest were
heavily crested on tips of frond and pinnae, most of

them symmetrically, but some were irregular. As
the sowing was a very special and unmixed one and
didy registered, and as, moreover, I have never sowed
spores from a plant similar to the resulting ones, I

am quite sure of their origin. They all, morever,

possess the plumose character of the parent. It is a

well-known fact that Ferns otherwise normal develop

occasionally some

Lic.ii. ECCENTBiciTY which is liable to affect the

spores borne in its immediate vicinity. There is,

for instance, a very finely crested CTymnogramma
(G. Laucheana grand ioeps) raised by Dixon, Hackney,
some years ago, and the raiser informed me that

upon an ordinary plant of G. Laucheana he noticed

the t'p of one of the pinnae merely dilated, and as

it bore some sori, he sowed it, the result being a

hou;e full of densely crested plants. It has, there-

fore, suggested itself to me that many of the varieties

found may originate in a similar way, though this,

of course, does not detract one iota from the singidar

transformation of the gerui which must precede the

appearance of the transformed plant. Is is also

manifest from the case of the plumose Athyrium
just described, that the abnormality is by no means
necessarily visibly shown in the parent. The most
common form of variation is that of cre-itation, vary-

ing from merely division of the tip of the frond to

an indefinite ramification of parts forming a ball

like Athyrium F.-f. acrooladon. The other forms are

enumerated, but may be roughly classea tinder the
following heads—Depauperation, the extreme form
of which is the reduction of the plants to mere
midribs : Dwarfing, implying merely reduction in

size ; Congestion, where the spaces between the

divisions are so reduced that the parts more or less

densely overlap and crowd each other ; Plumation,

which is generally accompanied by partial or entire

absence of spores, and which consist in a greater

foliacious development, apparently produced at the

expense of the spores. Several of these classified

eccentricities may be conjoined in one and the same
plant, as, for instance, in L. F.-m. angustata cristata

congesta, where the ordinary lanceolate frond of the

Male Fern is narrowed to about an inch in width,

is extremely congested and finely crested, this

being, I, believe, the result of three separate sports

;

first a natural wild sport—viz., the crested, but other-

wise normal form, a spore of which gave a narrowed
form from which, I believe (though I have not its

history), the congested form was raised. Besides

those classified forms of varieties there are hundreds
which can only be ranked as oddities; such as, for

instance, the cornute forms which have arisen in

several families, where the midrib is suddenly ex-

tended from the surface of the frond, like a Thorn;
the proliferous forms, where young plants bud out in

the most unexpected places ; the serpentine forms,

where the ordinary shuttlecock shape is resolved into

a sort of Medusa's head, each frond coiling away
from the crown and twirling about like a snake.

Mr. G. B. Wollaston has a Polystichum answering
this description exactly. Then there are the margi-

nate forms, where regu'ar ridges are developed on
either side of the frond

;
pocilliform and truncate

varieties, where the frond suddenly stops and develops

a pocket, and so on ad libitum. With regard to

PiiOLiFERATloN, I should like here to record the

fact that in my collection I have recently found a

seedling Lastrea dilatata bearing a young plant on
the first frond evolved from the prothallus. A plant

of i^splenium Adiantum-nigrum var. microdon has

developed a young plant in the axil of one of the

fiinie. So far as I know, proliferation has not been

reoorded in connection with either of these species.

AZALEA ROS.EFLORA.
Tins Azalea differs widely in many respects from
the other evergreen kinds grown for greenhouse
decoration, and commonly known as Indian Aza-
leas, tor it will, in a gentle heat, flower through-
out the autumn and well on into the winter, while

if kept cool and put into a little heat after Christ-

mas it will be in full bloom early. Another
distinctive feature is the dense, much-branched
habit of growth, by which alone it is readily

distinguished from any other kind ; and yet a
third is the double blossoms, which gave rise to

its name of rosa'3ora. The habit of the plant is

that of a dwarf dense hemispherical bush, and
when in thriving condition it is, during the

flowering season, quite a mass of blossoms. Its

flowers are about 2 inches in diameter and of a
pleasing .salmon-pink colour. It is when the
blossoms are but partially expanded that their

resemblance to a Rose is most strongly marked

;

when fully opened the origin of the specific name
is not so apjjarent. Like the Indian Azaleas, this

kind needs when growing a warm, moist atmo-
sphere, in order to ensure good quick gr-owth,

and then the wood can be well ripened out of

doors during summer; unless this is done, the
immature shoots are liable to decay in winter.

This Azalea is a native of Japan, and is also known
under the names of RoUissoni and balsam;eflora.

Its propagation is by no means ditlicult ; if the
young shoots are taken oft' when the plant is in

a growing condition, they root readily enough. A
good way in which to treat the cutting is as
follows : If a close propagating fr'ame exists in a
house kept at an intermediate temperature—such,
for instance, as is so valuable throughout the year
for striking all kinds of things in—this will be the
very spot for this Azalea ; but if no such conve-
nience exists, bell-glasses must be used, as,

from the soft delicate nature of the cuttings,
no hoijes of success could be entertained unless
they were sufficiently protected from the air

to prevent flagging. Four-inch pots are a use-

ful size if there is a place for their recep-
tion ; but if it is necessary to employ bell-glasses,

of course the size of the pots or pans must be de-
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termined by the glasses available; small rather

than large ones should, however, be aimed at.

The pots must have sufficient drainage in them to

allow for '2 inches of soil, which should be very

sandy peat sifted fine, with, if possible, a little

pounded charcoal. A slight layer of pure sand on

the top should be added, and when watered and

allowetl a little time to settle, all will be ready for

the insertion of the cuttings. A good length for

them is from ,f inches to 4 inches, and the bottom

leaves having been removed, the cuttings should

as quickly as possible be inserted in the pots,

which when filled must each have a thorough

watering, and be placed under cover without

delay. Ordinary routine is then followed as to

shading, watering, and other attentions till roots

make their appearance. They will not take more

than a month or six weeks to strike, unless allowed

to flag at any time, when the action of rooting

will be retarded. When struck, air must be given

by degrees, and as soon as possible the plants

should be potted oS. Small pots with plenty of

drainage should be chosen, and they must be en-

couraged to make further growth the first season,

for if^put in early in spring there is still some

time for growth available. Some fine charcoal

mi.\ed with the potting soil is of great assistance,

as t!ie delicate fibres soon surround the little

knobs and quite take possession of them. In

order to encourage more vigorous growth I have

grafted this Azalea ou some of the stronger-grow-

ing common kinds, but though the shoots show

that the object iiimed at has been attained, yet,

somehow or other, plants thus treated are not so

attractive as little bushes on their own roots. It

is no doubt owing to the slowness of growth

(during its earlier stages especially) that _we so

seldom see this Azalea ; it has been known in this

country for years, but it is still nevertheless quite

an uncommon plant. H. P.

Omphalodes longifolia.—Good blue flowers

are always welcome in the garden ;
hence the

value of Veronicas, Gentians, and some of the

Borage-worts, of which this plant and the lovely

Lithospermum are members. A friend of mine

always calls the Borages members of the " Claret-

ciip family," and, after all, there are many garden

flowers less effective than is the type of this

Katural Order, Borago otliciDalis itself, of which
there are sky-hlue and white-flowered forms.

Even the delicate little annual called Venus's

Navelwort (Omphalodes linifolia) is very pretty

as seen in a group or ma^s, but for intensity of

blue, 0. longifolia has but few competitors. Here
it grows and seeds freely, and seedling plants are,

we find, the best. Strong plants of it are now
2 feet in height, and very showy beside green-

leaved Ferulas and white Columbine. The colour

is a good deep gentian blue, and as such it will

be appreciated, and deserves a place wherever

herbaceous perennials are grown. These Borages

yield us some charming garden plants. 0. verna,

to wit, is a gem in its way, and the earlitst of its

race to bloom ; O. Lucili;e is another gem on
soils—as in Mr. Ewbank's garden, I hear, in the

Isle of Wight—where it luxuriates. Onosma
tauricum is another beautiful thing, as are n arly

all the Lithospermums.—B.

Dianthus alpino-barbatus.—Ahybi id raised,

as I lielieve, Viy ]\Ir. Lindsay in the Edinburgh
Garden between the two species whose names it

bears. It is a robust free-blooming little plant

well worth culture, and as it makes a useful

border plant, it may be grown by those who fail

with its more capricious parent, the dwarf rosy

Uianthus of the Alps. Its flowers are now open-

ing on neat Sweet William-like stems, and are

curious as affording an illustration of colour-

development under the influence of sun-light.

The flowers are pure white the first day they

open out from the brownish purple bud ; the

second day they have deepened into rosy pink
or peach-blossom tint ; and the third day they

are deep rose, deeper even than that of D.

alpinus when at its best. This tendency to

change colour is derived no doubt from the D.

barbatus pareutage,son)e of these flowers changing

colour in a similar manner. This hybrid is a

very welcome addition to an already popular

family, and deserves a place wherever hardy

plants with a history are appreciated. A few

cuttings should be taken off' and rooted every

}-ear, so as to keep up a supply of young speci-

mens. Treated like pipings of Carnations or

Pinks, they rarely fail. Plants of it now bloom-

ing at 6 inches to 12 inches in height are very

ornamental.—F. W. B.

Fruit from plants under such conditions can hardly

lie exjiected, at least in <]uantity ; but a picture of

Nature's own jjainting is there, and it is well

worth imitating.

Varieties.—The best known varieties in this

counti-j' are the Lawton, the Dorchester, NewTtian's

Thornless, and the Parsley-leaved (Rubus fniti-

cosus laciniatus), than which nothing can be more
beautiful for clambering over unsightly objects.

They have in America the Early Harvest, the Kit-

tatinny, and Wilson's Early. The last, if one

half that is now being said about it in current

advertisements be true, will certainly astonish all

creation with big Blackberries.

Eautnor Castle,, Ledbvnj. W. Coleman.

BRAMBLES AND THEIR CULTURE.
Will any of your readers kindly furnish a hint or

two about the cultivation of Brambles? Do they

require a particular kind of soil and much sun

;

will they bear fruit if grown against and trained

along a wall ; what kinds are most suitable for

cultivation; also when should they be planted?
Beta.

*^* The Bramble, Raspberry, Dewberry, and
Cloudberry are included in the genus Rubus. R.

rhamnifolius and R. corylifolius furnish the Black-

berries of our hedges, and are well known to

every schoolboy. In Herefordshire many tons are

gathered annually and sold to agents, who send

them to the large towns in the north, where they

are used tor dyeing or converting into jam. The
large-fruited varieties, principally from America,

are by no means fastidious as to soil, provided it

is well drained, warm, and deeply cultivated. If

poor and heavy, it should be well manured after

it has been cleaned, when it will be ready for

planting, much as we plant Raspberries. The
distance from row to row must, however, be

great, as all of them are wild, rampant, or ramb-

ling growers, and the space allotted to Rasp-

berries would soon become one impenetrable mass,

through which neither man nor beast could force

their way. In American field culture we learn

that the young canes are planted :i feet apart in

the rows, and S feet from row to row, and thus

form hedges laden with fruit with alleys between
them for the convenience of gathering, trimming,
and cultivating. After the planting season is

over, or early in the spring, the young canes are

shortened back to within 5 feet or 6 feet of the

ground. Suckers are thinned out, much as we
thin our Raspberries. Mulching is applied, and
the fine climate soon forces rajiid and fruitful

growth. Very little has been done with these

Brambles in this country, and it is doubtful if,

under the best of management, they will ever be-

come as fruitful as they are in the New World.
Still, the experiment is well worth the trial, and
this appears an opportune time to commence, as

we are looking forward to a run of hotter and
brighter years than we have had of late. The
best time to plant in this country is early in the

autumn, say October, when the joung plants

should be well mulched to protect them from frost

and drought through the winter. Stakes should

then be driven into the ground, or rustic trellises

provided for training purposes, when Raspberry
treatment will apply. Old walls or wooden fences

are suitable training places, and can, of course,

soon be covered ; but, unless the soil is open to

solar heat and the canes are fully exposed to the

sun, the plants will be more ornamental than
fruitful. Indeed, it is a question if this genus has

not been overlooked and neglected by owners and
planters, who might turn many an old tree or

bare rock into a pleasing and graceful object by
putting in a few plants of the Lawton or Parsley-

leaved varieties and leaving them alone. We
lately saw plants of the first in company with the

cultivated Raspberry in a shady corner where the

soil is fat and good, but the sun rarely reaches the

roots. A 9-foot wall was btautifully covered with
foliage, and some of the growths were making a
rapid descent down the other side, while a few-

had taken an upward direction over the branches
of an old Larch growing nearly close to the wall.

Bweet "Woodruff.—The daily papers are at it

again, and the latest discovery is that tea may be

made of dried Woodruff leaves as imported from

Germany. The fact is that the Woodruff is a

common plant in most of the woods in England,

so that we need not import the thing at all.

Besides, it is very questionable if any infusion of

the dried leaves of this aromatic little herb would

excel or even equal in freshness and delicacy the

mai-trauk, an early summer beverage commonly
used in Germany, and made by infusing a few fresh

sprigs of the Woodruff, or Waldmeister, as it is

there called, in a vessel of water or w-ine, a slice

of Orange or Lemon, and the whole sweetened

to taste with Rhenish sugar. So cool, fresh, and
inspiriting is a good draught of this favourite

tipple, that the first draught of it calls up a rash

resolve to taste nothing else while a supply of this

cooling beverage is to be had. Even our best

made claret cup does not quite represent it, and

the wonder is that this mai-trauk has not become

as much of an institution at our own picnics and

garden parties as it has with our cousins abroad.

A sprig or two of \\'oodruff may be added to iced

claret, and will be found agreeable to most

palates. A good tuft or two of this fragrant little

weed is by no means out of place in the garden.

It likes partial shade, and grows best in moist,

stony soil, forming a sheet of white blossoms in

May or June.—F. W. B.

QUESTIONS.

5j03 —Old Roses (p. 557).—What is the name of the book
quoted by "J- C C"?

.'..04.—Mildewed Peach trees— I havelatdy tikcna

place in which tlieic is a liins range '! Poach houses, and in

which the trees are badly mildewed. I gave them a syringing

with a mixture of sulphide of potassium, and although I gave

it according to the instructions ou the wrapper, I find it has

burnt the leaves a good deal, and some of them are falling

off. Will some of your readers kindly tell me what course to

take under the circumstances? The fruit does not as yet

seem affected, and I hope it will ripen properly. Will n-xt

year's crop be affected by the trees loting their leaves ?—
R. M.

LATE NOTES.

Cattleya HTendeli leucoglossa.—This beautiful

variftywas .shown last week at 8nuth Kensington by Mr.

De B. Crawshay, Rosefield, Seveu'iabs, and we by mistake
called it C. Mossiai leucoglossa. It is among the most
distinct forms of C. Mendcli we have seen.

Names of plants.—/i. .•( T.-l, Dipl^ieus glutinosua;

2, Ceutranthus ruber. S. JS.— l. specimen insufficient;

•J, Cassia corymbosa ; 3, Chrysanthemum frutescens ; 4, As-

plenium Fabianum. Ji. ('. <( .Sore.— White Orchis, Habena-
ria bifolia; purple, Orchis mascul i. Anon,— I, Iris spuria;

2, I. Guldenstasdtiana ; 3, variety of 1. plicata ; 4 & 5, I.

graminea, Corona.—Cyrtomium falcatum. F A. C.—
Weigela amabilis. ir. J. Ji'nii.—Euphorbia Cyparissias,

Ceuista auxantica. Salvia verbenacea. G. Thontj'Smi.—
1, Butsia Odontites; 2, EpUobium roseum ; 3, Geranium
rotundifolium ; 4, Veronica Chamiedo-s : 5, Philadelphus
coronarius (Mock Orange). T. I)'. A'.-Diosma ericoide.".

If Ji.—We do not attempt to name v.arieties of Iris

;

your No. 2, however, we know is Victoriue. E. F. C.—
1, Oak gall ; 2, Gymnadenia conopsea . 3, specimen too poor

to name.

—

J. C. /.— 1, Tragoix)gon pratensis ; 2, Totentilla

rupcstris; 3, Orchis purpurea. C .W.— Laelia purpurata.

.(. F. 0.— 1, Polygonum euspidatum ; 2, Leucothce axil-

laris; 3, Andromeda polifolia ; 4, Kalmia glauca; 5, CoUetia

crueiata. Send better specimens of others C. Wtstrnp.—
1, cannot name, send again; 2, Pavia macrostachys ; 3,

Ken ia japoniciv fl -pi.; 4, Khamnus alaternus vaiiegatus.

(1. T.—\, EHlca muscosa ; 2, Liuum flavum ; 3, Philadelphus

coronarius ; 4, Weigela amabilis ; 5, send in flower. Anon.
— 1. Salix pentandra ; 2, Amelanchier canadensis.

C. A. P. Ji—Staphvlea pinnata. yi. P. C.—Chelidonium
majus. Ji. J". -White Beam trec(Pyrus Aria).
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Woods & forests.

PINES FOR PROFITABLE PLANTING.

In recommending foreign trees to be grown in

tliis country, it is well to be cautious in praising

any particular tree, and, above all, to be in a

measure sure of the general adaptation of the

tree or trees in question as to whether they are

considered likely to prove valuable to those who
plant trees for profit. To speak positively of the

titness of this, that, or the other foreign Pine, and
to urge the planting of such on a large scale is

a doubtful and often a mischievous proceeding.

It would be highly injudicious to plant a country
or any large pait of a country with trees the

qualities of which are so little known, if at all,

and the planter who would over-plant a property
with such doubtful trees would be very indiscreet.

The Austrian and Corsican Pines are doubtless

trees possessing some good qualities, but, on the
other hand, possess many bad ones. To say that

they ought to take the place of the Scotch Pine in

plantations formed with a view to profit would
be imprudent. They will not compare in a

single quality with the Scotch Pine, evcept one,

and that ornamental only, which is of small
consequence in a pecuniary point of view. It

cannot be too often reiterated, especially when
sentimental fancy is likely to get the betttr of the

more stable judgment, that the chief end in

growing trees is profit. And tlie trees most
suitable to realise such an end are those that are
natives, or those that are long since become
naturalised, and therefore much on a par with
natives, and best adapted to fulfil the anticipated
results. These points are apt to be forgotten in

the desire for novelty and change ; as a rule any
introductions within the last fifty years or less

should not be excessively planted, save as mere
experiments, until it be certain that they will
retain all their indigenous (qualities in their new
conditions. To test that, they will have to
undergo much and dissimilar treatment, for they
cannot be deemed of general utility till they have
been so tested.

Now, the Scotch Pine will grow in any soil,

situation, and climate in which the Austrian and
Corsican Pines will grow, but these two Pines
will not grow in any soil, situation, and climate
in which the Scotch Pine will grow. What is

here intended by growing is growing to yield
valuable timber. Hence the Scotch Pine is of
much greater importance (as a timber tree) to the
British planter than either of these others. But
to compare the qualities of these three Pines
more fairly, let us do so from their earliest exist-

^nce, or as near to that as possible, beginning
with the seed.

The Austrian and Corsican Pines contain a
much larger quantity of spurious seed than the
Scotch Pine in any given weight. The vitality
of the Austrian Pine seed is at least 70 per cent,
lower, and that of the Corsican Pine much lower
still, than the Scotch Pine ; next in the .seedling

stage, the death-rate of these foreign Pines is

greatly in excess of the Scotch Pine, that by the
time they are fit to plant out in the forest this
has grown to be very great. The Scotch Pine is

tit to plant in tlie open forest ground after being
once transplanted, while the Austrian and Corsi-
can Pines must be several times transplanted ere
they are fit to plant out, and even after much
care in seeking to supply them with plenty of
roots (which they are tardy to obtain), yet the
death-rate again will probably be very high. The
Austrian and Corsican Pines become, moreover,
a prey to the Silver Fir bug, and succumb easily
to its attacks. I never saw a Scotch Pine so
succumb ; indeed, I never saw more than one or

two Scotch Pines so infested, from which^ tliey

appeared to suffer no injury and grew out of very

rapidly.

Now, viewing the large primary cost there

must be in the establishment of a plantation of

any one of these foreign Pines, it is not easy to

see how they would repay the planter. Their

timber would require to be two or three times

the value of the Scotch Pine at the period of

final cutting to be then of equal vahie, wdiich

they are not likely to be in either case. The
Austrian Pine produces a very coarse and inferior

timbi r.

Some may think that I am biassed against

these Pines, but that is not so, as I have a par-

ticular fancy for both trees ; which, nevertheless,

I cannot allow to obscure the points that seem to

me to be their real worth as timber trees in ibis

countrj'. I have seen both of these Pines making
excellent growth in low-lying sheltered sites, and
the Corsican is a free grower in such conditions,

and the Austrian even in a marine atmosphere

much exposed to severe tempests making astonish-

ing progress. Still, I never saw either do much
good on bleak moorland slopes, hun<lreds of feet

above sea level, on which the Scotch Pine thrives

like a Mushroom, compared with their puny
weakly attempts at growth. Pamper these Pines

with .selected soils and situations, and they may
produce as much and perhaps as valuable timber

as the Scotch Pine ; but put them on terms of

evenness as to all conditions, and they will be

nowhere in the trial. The Scotch Pine, after the

Larch, is the best Fir for general planting and
produces heavy useful timber. When and how
the Austrian and Corsican Pines may become
valuable timber trees in the forestry of this

country will be when, like the Larch, the progeny
of the future can be reproduced from trees grown
in this country, and not only acclimatised, but
legitimately naturalised. J. F.

NOTES.

Pollard Elms in avenues.— It is perhaps
hardly fair to judge the effect of a tree just now,
when it ia enveloped in leaves, as the most unsightly

object cannot fail to appear beautiful. This is espe-

cially true of old pollards. It does not ahvaj's follow

that a tree must be ugly b3cause it is a pollard, but
it is equally certain that very many objects which
adorn the landscape are not worthy of the name of

trees at all. Notwithstanding this, I know plenty of

fine pollards, and some of the most notable are

Elms in avenues. Some of these trees, I think, must
have have had their tops broken in a gale, and the

others subsequently headed down to correspond with
them. At any rate, their mutilation has been very

successful, and the sturdy stems of the oM trees and
their numerous young branches are very fine.

The Ash as an isolated tree. —The Ash is

not thought much of as an isolated (Tuamental tree,

and where there are plenty of olher subjects more
suited it would be bad policy to adopt it to any
extent for the purpose, asits wood, when the tree reaches

the age to become effective, would be deteiiorating.

I know several large trees which, if their timber
value had been considered, should have been felled

many years a^o. Their situation, however, ii such
and their form so good, that in the interests < f the

estate I should have hesitated to fell them. I have
no doubt that many instances of trees being left to

fall into decay have arisen from the same caus''.

When an Ash be_;ins to show signs of weakness at

the extremities of its branches, I take it that it ceases

to be ornamental; but before this occurs the tree it-

self sometimes loses its timber value.

Oak woods on stony soils. —The best Oak
with which I am acijuaiuted grows on clay, and I

question if there is better to be had. This tree,

however, is by no means confined to such soils, and
it is not uncommon to find the Oak growing in very

stony places. In such situations I have never seen it

attain very large dimensions, or, more correctly, to

grow to any great height. It seems to grow on to a
height of some liO feet and then become stunted.

.Such trees as these of course have their uses, but will

never reach a high figure in the market. Notwith-
standing this there is something very picturesque
about these low Oak woods, and the climbing and
trailing plants by which they are generally encum-
bered. One of the commonest of these is tlie Tra-
veller's .Joy (Clematis Vitalba), which seems to luxu-
riate in shallow stony soils. In some respect) this

may be looked upon as a pest, but now and for the
remainder of the season it is one which can be tole-

rated. In one of these dwarf Oak woods I hive
lately been admiring some masses of this climber.

In certain instances it has grown completely up the
stem of the tree and is now festooning the lowtr
branches of it. The loose habit of its growth ought
not to affect the trees to any extent, and I do not
think it would at all if the trees themselves were
thriving. There is another climber too which some-
times finds a place in these woods—the Bitter Sweet
(.Solanura Dulcamara) ; this is not so abundant as the
Traveller's Joy, but where it does occur, it is very
pretty— ;he blossom and subsequently tlie fruit.

Scotch Firs in hedges.—On the Gloucester-

shire hills this is a very common tree in the hedges.
Where the fences consist of stone walls, lines of

Scotch Firs are often found beside them. It is a
kind of tree which seems a little foreign to what
one would expect to see in a hedgerow, but in these
high situations it is not perhaps altogether out of

place. There is ore thing about it which may ba
worth counting upon, and that is, if low-branched
trees are objected to as damaging to the field crops,

the Scotch Fir, in the form it generally assumes, does
not possess this disadvantage, as its stem is bare for

a sufficient distance to admit light, air, and sunshine.

t)n the other hand, this habit of retaining no branches
for a considerable height tells against its shelter

value. A low branching tree with its foliage always
upon it would make a capital shelter or screen. Of
course no hedge would grow under it in this form,

but there would be the alternative of forming the

hedge of the tree itself. Whilst speaking of the
Scotch, it may not be amifs to note that many
attempts a-e evident to propagate the Sprues on
these hills. In each C-ue it has been more or less a
failure. The Larch, Scy.ch, and Spruce are each
found here. The Larch grows fairly well, but not to

any great height. Its size in proportion to its height
is generally greater than when grown lower djwn in

the \ alleys. The Spruce in the valleys grows to a
good size.

The best Elm for hill?.—la the district of

which I have betn speaking in the foregoing note,

both the common small-leaved and the \Vych Elm
can be seen, each in the positions most suited to thera.

On the summits of the hills and on the hillsides the
large leaved tree predominates, and just now it

carries immense quantities of seed, but in the valleys

the common English species is seen as far as the eye
can reach. There are, of course, English Elms at

the higher level, and Wyeh or Scotch Elms to be
found in the vales, but generally the distribution is

on the lines indicated. The specific name of moun-
tain Elm seems to have been well applied. Like
most other trees which affect elevated places, it does
not grow to very great heij^hts, but forms a tine

spreading head. An avenue of these Elms on the
summit of a hill near which I have lately had occa-
sion to vi&it forms a c aispicuous and pleasing object.

By the plan'er it was evidently intended as an
ap^iroach from the main road to a residence on the
slope of the hill. The correctness of judgment in

selecting this tree foi- the purpose is apparent,
although the intention las not been followed up
beyimd allowing the trees to mature. The avenue is

flanked on each side by a large group of Beech.

Stone wall fences.—There is nothing very
picturesque in an ordinary stone wall, but where stone
is abundant and Ijin?, as it often dots, upon or imme-
diately underneath the soil, it can be made to form a
good, lasting, and inexpensive fence. What perhaps is

more important still, s'one walls can be employed
where Hawthorn would scarcely succeed. There are
various ways in which these walls are built. Some
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are formed of the stones almost as they are collected

or quan-ied, and without any attempt at using

mortar. These walls, when made of a sutticieut

thickness in proportion to their height, say the thick-

ness a quarter of the elevation, i.e., a 4-foot wall to

be 1 foot in thickness, will withstand a considerable

pressure. The drawback to walls without mortar is

that they always present a more or less ragged

appearance, or, at any rate, require a little attention

constantly to prevent their doing so. A plan which

is often adopted, and which is certainly more satis-

factory, is to use mortar for a few courses once or

twice in the height of the wall, and to finish with a

rough mortartd coping. The price for this work, i.r
,

partly dry and partly mortared, in Gloucestershire

runs to about Is. yd. per pole for each foot in height,

or, say a wall 5 feet high built in the way described

would cost 6s. to Gs. 3d. per pole run to erect. I

remember reading something of this question of

stone-walling for plantation purposes in one of the

early numbers of ll'ooi^s and Fuyests. I believe it

was in an interesting communication from A^iscount

Powerscourt on planting in Ireland. There is no
doubt that in many places such walling would at

once make an effective and cheap fence to new plan-

. tations. The accessibility to suitable stones would
of course have a great deal to do with its feasibility,

but where the conditions are favourable, there are

many reasons why such fences should be adopted.

There is greater reason for their use for plantations

than round ordinary fields, as when the trees in a

plantation have grown to a size sufficient to be beyond
the damage of cattle, the walls being kept intact is

not so essential as with a field. D. J. Yeo.

THE BEECH IN GLOUCESTERSHIRE.
Gloucestershire as a county proJuce.s good
Beech ; in fact, the best I have met with is in

the Cotswold district in the neighbourhood of

Cirencester. Amouj the liills and valleys of

West Gloucestershire this tree is also frei|uently

found. Much of the elevated and exposed land
is of a light, stony nature, and with a more or

less rocky subsoil—generally of the oolite forma-

tion. Where the Beecli is grown in plantations

in such positions as this it produces timber of fair

quality ; but isolated, with, of course, some ex-

ceptions, it is of more value for its shade and
.shelter and picturesque effect than for any special

worth of its wood. To come to a satisfactory

conclusion as to the conditions affecting the
growth of this tree ^\ill require more than a

cursory study. So far as ajipearances go, there is

very little difference in the nature of the soil

between the two districts of the county of wliich

I have spoken, and I do not think tlie elevations

vary much. I have no exact data by me
;
yet

the character of the wood, in respect of its I'ree-

dom and clearness of growth, is as unlike as pos-

sible. With us in North Wiltshire, on the same
geological formation, but in a different division

of it, the Beech is very seldom found in the hedge-
rows, but on these Gloucestershire hilhs, especially

on the more exposed spots, it seems to be of more
frequent occurrence than almost any other tree.

There cannot be two opinions about it as a shade
tree, as few species have more aljundant branches
and foliage. Double hedgerows where it grows
assume the dimensions of woodland belts. Just
now in June the Beech is at its best. In addi-

tion to the hedgerows there are numbers of

irregular clumps, and also formally planted
groups on the Gloucestersliire hills. This seems
a more suitable way of growing it. On arable

land, I suppose, the agriculturist would not
favour it much, but on the pasture small colonies

of it are valued. In one or two cases in par-

ticular I noticed some almost circular groups a
few days ago. They were growing in a large

pasture field, and, besides showing grandly in the

landscape, they were appreciated by the farmer.

The sheep, by which the land was being fed,

very frequently found tlieir way beneath these

Beech groups, ami cattle in otiier cases never
failed to appreciate the shade afforded. There is

something in the way in which such groups are
planted. In the instances to which I have just

referred, from a short distance the trees appeared
to be a solid mass, but on close inspection they
turned out to be very different. They were
composed of a single ring, with a perfectly
hollow centre. These groups liave grown to a
considerable height, and have almndant brandies
and foliage on the outside. Within they are
comparatively bare for a distance of perhaps
40 feet. The t^qis, however,-.s23read and entirely
intertwine overhead, and thus form a magnificent
leafy dome, with a soft grassy carpet under foot.

It is a generally accepted belief that vegetation
will not thrive underneath the Beech. Where
the. branches are very low and dense the ground
occasionally is certainly quite bare, but under
these circular groups the Grass seems as abundant
as in any part of the field. D. J. Yeo.

Squirrels and trees.—June is the month in

which squirrels do most damage to Pines and other
Fir trees. Wherever, therefore, these vermin are
numerous, foresters and others in charge of coniferous
woods should keep a sharp look-out for the squirrel,

which is one of the worst enemies of trees. A good
time for destroying this creature is about Septem-
ber. At that time it may be found readily, perched
somewliere on the tops of lofty Larch trees or bowered
among their Ijranches, with its tail laid over its back,

dissecting scores of cones for the sake of the seeds.

The squirrel is no sluggard, but works hard and lives

well. Larch cones come to maturity early, and where
squirrels are plentiful they are sure to be found feed-

ing on the s;ed of the Larch about the time men-
ti med, and therefore an easy prey to powder and
shot. Another animal equally deserving of destruc-

tion is ths crossbill, a savage and destruc'ive bird,

devouring no end of Conifer seed.

—

Gle.idye.

Barberry for covert.—For game covert I find

Berbeiis Darwiui is one of the best shrubs to plant.

It does not dislike shade, and will grow as freely as

the common Barberry, so much used for forming
underwood in places where little else will grow, and
pheasants feed freely upon the beriies when lipe.

Branches of this shrub, cut before the flowers are

quite open, last a long time in perfection when put
into vases filled with water, or thin sprays may be
mixed with other cut flowers. Young plants of it

may either be r.aised from seed sown in rows \2 inches

apart, or sown broadcast up)n beds in March. The
young seedlings should be transplanted into nursery
rows the second autumn after sowing or early in

winter. Young plants may also be grown from layers

laid down early in the autumn. Bend so ne of the
outside branches close to the ground, then partly cut
them through with a sharp knife, and peg them down
with a strong wooden pig, cjvering them over with
some fine soil ; they will soon emit roots, and be
ready to be severed from the main branch during the
f(jllo.\iag autumn, wheu they may be planted in nur-
sery rows until properly established, and in the next
autumn or winter they may be planted in their per-

manent places.—W. C.

The woodpeckers.—One would think these

birds must have a hard task t:i find food if the work
they make in the bark of trees affords any indication
of the labour of finding it, bat their glossy plumage,
strong flight, and abundance in some w'oods do not
favour the idea they suffer any hardship in that
respect. It is a mistake to suppose tliat they frequent
the Ash tree or Beech more than other trees, and
that they do damage to healthy timber. Two species,

the green and the great spotted woodpecker, are
common in the decaying Oak forests about here, and
are always to be found busiest among the old trees

on which the bark is hollow and decaying. They
seem generally to begin at the base of the tree, and
the number of deep holes which they will make in

the thick part in a short time is wonderful, and their
holes are always a sure sign of decay in the tree. I
have examined hundreds of Oaks fairly riddled by

these birds, and they have always been decaying trees

often in an advanced stage of decline, with the bark
so loo.se that it could be pulled off in sheets by the

hand.

—

Anon.

DOTTGLAS .SPRUCE AT HOME.
{.\BIES D0I.'0L.\SI,)

This tree is undoubtedly tlie king of the Spraces,

as the Sugar Pine is king of the Pine.s. It is by
far the most majestic Abies in the American fiirests,

one of the largest and longest-lived of the giants that

flourish throughout the main Pine zone, often attain-

ing a height of nearly 200 feet and a diameter of

feet or 7 feet. Where the growth is not tou close,

the strong, spreading branches come more than half

way down the trunk, and these are hung with innu-

merable slender, swiaying sprays, that are hanflsomely

feathered with the short leaves which radiate at right

angles all around them.

This vigorous Spruce is ever beautiful, welcoming
the mountain winds and the snow as weU as the

mellow summer light, and maintaining its youthful

freshness undiminished from century to century

through a thou'^aud storms. It makes its finest

appearance in the months of June and July. The
rich brown buds, with which all its sprays are

tipped, swell and break about this time, revealing

the young leaves, which at first are bright yellow,

making the tree appear as if covered with gay
blossoms, while the pendulous- bracted cones with
their shell-like scales are a constant adornment.

The young trees are mostly gathered into beautiful

family groups, each sapling exqui.sitely symmetrical.

The primary branches are whorled regularly around
the axis, generally in fives, while each is draped with
long, feathery sprays, that descend in curves as free

and as finely drawn as those of falling water.

In Oregon and Washington territory it grows in

dense forests, growing tall and mast-like to a height,

it is said, of 300 feet, and is greatly prized as a

lumber tree. But in the Sierra it is scattered

sparsely amon:^ other trees, or forms small groves,

seldom ascending higher than 5500 feet, and never

making what would be called a forest. It is not

particular in i s choice of soil—wet or dry, smooth or

rocky, it makes out to live well on them all. Two
of the largest specimens measured in the Yosemite
Valley exceed S feet in diameter, and are growing
upon the terminal moraine of the residual glacier

that occupied the South Fork Canon ; the other is

nearly as large, growing upm angular blocks of

granite that have been shaken from the precipitous

front of the Liberty Cap near the Nevada Fall. No
other tree seems so c.ipable of adapting itself to

earthquake taluses, and many of these rough boulder

slopes are occupied by it almost exclusively, espe-

cially in Yosemite gorges moistened by the spray of

waterfalls.

Removing' timber.—The discussion which
has recently taken place in these pages about
timber removal does not appear to have brought
out anything very definite. " D. T. F.'* recom-
mends the use of sledges, but " Vorkshireman "

scouts the idea. The want is sometliing between
dragging the tree entirely on the ground and the

use of the two-wheel carriage to swing one end.

I have thought of an arrangement whii/h I think
would meet the need. The appliance is simply the

forked branch of a tree, with a cross jiiece bolted

to it, and a loop of iron at the end to which to

attach the horses. Such an apparatus could be
very easily constructed from material which is

always at hand where timber-felling has been
going on. This would form a sledge upon which
the top end of the tree could be rolled and chained,

the butt end trailing along on the ground, as with
the two-wheel carriage. A branch so bent that

the front part, where the iron loop is shown, would
be well off the ground should, if possible, be used.

The only working up necessary would be to hew
the under surface, which would be in contact with
the ground, to a fair degree of smoothness. It is

possible some such plan is in use, but I have never

seen it. Its adoption would certainly relieve the

dead weight of "snagging. —D. J. Y.
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"TlilBlsan Art
Which does mend Nature : change It rather : but
The Art itself is Nature. "

—

Shakespeare.

Trees and Shrubs.

THE CALIFORNIAN AZALEA.
(azalea occidentalis.)

It is singular that in California, whose flora is

licher than that of any other State of the great

North American continent, there are only to he
found one Azalea and a solitary species of Rhodo-
dendron ; whereas the Eastern States are the home
of that race of hardy Azaleas from which have
descended the C(}Untless varieties of the so-called

Ghent Azaleas now in cultivation. California's

only Azalea possesses, however, a beauty peculiar
-to itself, and this is the more conspicuous because
it is in perfection when other Azaleas—the ordi-

nary Ghent varieties— are either out of bloom or

represented only by a few stragglers. While
.ordinary Azaleas were in full bloom their Cali-

fornian relative was only in bud, and not until

last week did it begin to open its chaste white
blossoms amidst its pea-green leaves. This
Azalea n}ay reallj' be called a new shrub, for it is

known only to a few, although it has been intro-

duced for years. In the Kew arboretum there

are a few large bu.shes of it. It does not differ

much from the common sorts, except that it

'makes a denser bush. Its maximum height is

'6 feet. It is not such a free-flowerer as some
of the other kinds, but then its blooms are so

chaste and delightfully fragrant—like Honey-
suckle. "This charming Californian Azalea," saj's

a writer in the "Botany of California," "is the

great ornament of the wooded districts. The
flowers appear in summer or late spring after the

leaves have developed. The bright green foliage

makes a fine setting for the large and copious

white, or sometimes rosy, tlowers variegated with
a pale yellow band. It grows along the sides of

streams almost throughout the State, and extends
to the mountains east of San Diego.'' Another
beautiful phase of this Azalea has escaped notice,

and that is its autumn eflect when every leaf is

dyed with blood-red ; indeed, in the Knap Hill

Nursery at Woking, where it has been grown for

years, its autumn etlect is as much valued as its

display of flowers. A variety of the Azalea
'occidentalis is grown at Knap Hill which has

the rosy tinted flowers alluded to in the "Botany
of California," and some of these were shown at

South Kensington on Tuesday last. The flowers

are coloured on their exterior with a bright rose-

red, particularly on the tube. Too much can-

not be said in fa-\-our of this charming shrub,

which should lie better known than it is.

Another delightful shrub brought to the front

this week is Rhododendron azaleoides, an old

variety, and a hybrid between R. ponticum and
an Azalea. Its foliage is partially evergreen ; its

flowers are paler in colour than those of R.
ponticum, and possess a delicious spicy fra-

grance. There are some bushes of it in bloom at

Kew now, and they are the more noticeable

because no other Rhododendron is in flower near
them. It is these veiy late-blooming Azaleas
and Rhododendrons that require to be better

known than they are, a statement wdiich also

applies to very early Rhododendrons—-that

beautiful high-coloured race to which belong Rus-
sellianum and Nobleanum. These early and
late flowerers are desiderata in gardens ; we get

almost surfeited with bloom and fragrance in the

height of the season, but the early and late-

coming-in ones are not so plentiful. True, early

flowering high-coloured Rhododendrons descend td
from the Indian R. arboreum are tender in our
climate, or rather their early bloom is liable to

be nipped in the bud in severe springs, but then
their beauty renders them quite worth cultivat-

ing for our enjoyment during the seasons in

which they pass unscathed. W. G.

TREES AND SHRUBS IN CAROLINA.
One of the greatest charms of the interesting and
picturesque region of the Southern Alleghanies, or
Blue Ridge, i.s the constant succession of flowering
plants, shrulis and trees, which fill the forests

with beauty and line the streams with a fringe of

colouring from early spring until winter. Nnw,
the end of April, tlie woods are decked with the
snowy clouds of bloom which hang from the
Service trees (A melanchier canadensis var. Botry-
apium), which here grow to a large size, often
IS inches and more in diameter and 30 feet high,
the abundant racemes of which appear before the

sharply-iiointed pale green leaves, and lighten u]i

the deep, dark groves of Rhododendron and
Kalinia which border the streams. Next come
the l>ogwoods, with denser clouds of white bloom
(the Cornus florida), the single flowers of which
are often .3 inches across and of a pure creamy
white. Tliis tree, with its broad, flattish spreading
top, is here exceedingly abundant, forming groves
in [ilaccs on the gentle slopes. The graceful Silver

tree, well named from its fairy-like silvery clusters,

and also called the Snowdrop tree (Halesia tetrap-

tera), accompanies the more robust Dogwoods,
and droops gracefully over them.

A more modest plant than the Halesia and one
related to the Styrax family is the sweetly odorous
Symplocos tinctoria, the Sweet Leaf, whose foliage

tempts the wandering cattle by its honey-like
taste, and its bright yellow elongated braeted
spikes give out a delicious scent. This plant
flowers in Ajiril, and, with the brilliant clusters of

the Azalea calendulacea (the flame-coloured Aza-
lea), which forms large thickets, furnishes the
first gorgeous colouring of the early summer.
The humble Epig;¥a repens, the well-known trail-

ing Arbutus which here carpets whole acres on the
slopes of the mountains ; the dwarf Iris (Iris

\erna) with its pale blue petals, the outer ones
marked each with a bright orange spot, and a
pretty Violet (which I have not yet identified)

that covers large patches along the roadsides on
the borders of the woods and has been transferred
to gardens ; all these gaily adorn the dead, brown,
leaf-covered ground, and last from Aijril far into

Ma}'. Following these appear the bell-shaped
flowers of the Magnolia acuminata, or Cucumlier
tree, light green, tinged with yellow ; and the
larger blooms of the Tulip tree (Liriodendron
Tulipifera), which here grows loO feet high and
6 feet or 7 feet in diameter. The Cherry, here an
enormous tree, at times 3 feet in diameter of

trunk, makes .a grand display. Stuai'tia jienta-

gyna (a memfier of the Camellia family), having
large, creamy white flowers, is here a tree "20 feet to

.30 feet high, and not a shrub, as elsewhere. The
sweet, spicy-scented Calycanthus floridus, the
Spice bush of the northern gardens, covers acres
with its rich chocolate blooms, and later on
in the season the Chionanthus virginica, the
sweetly-odorous graceful ^Vhite Fringe, droops
over the river lianks in company with the Kalmia
latifolia (Mountain Laurel) and Rhododendron
maximum, with its enormous trusses of pale pink
flowers.

The varied bloom, the deep green of the Laurels,
the snowy fo.am of the cascades, and the music of

the rippling or dashing stream make a jiieture

which lives and speaks to you. Then come as
those fade the Mock Orange (Phdadeliihus in-

odorus and grandiflorus), the Sour-wood (Oxy-
dendron arboreum), and the white Alders (Clethra
acuminata), with their white drooping bloom; and
still later the Asters, Golden Rods, and a wealth

of more common blooms which mingle with the
tall purple Eupatorium, the Blazing .Star (Liatris

squarrosa), and the scarlet and gold of the fast

fading foliage of the Oaks, and at this time, too,

the cornfields are decked with a carpet of I'assi-

flora incarnata, gaily pink and purple, and another
species with egg-shaped edible fruits, here called
Apricots. Last of all, the abundant Wych Hazel
(Hamamelis virginica) pushes forth its yellow blos-

soms as the season closes, and ushers in the win-
ter when all else than this have matured their

work of the year.

—

Henhv Stewart, in Voinilry

(kiiHimav,

VARIETIES OF THE FALSE ACACIA.
The False Acacia (Robinia Psendacacia), regarded
from an ornamental point of view alone, is a dis-

tinct and handsome tree, while its timber is of

remarkable durability, though it has nevai- be-

come so valualde as Cobbett predicted it would.
It will thrive in almost any soil or situation, and
grows rajiidly during its earlier stages. An old
tree of this species, with its gnarled and twisted
branches clothed with peculiarly furrowed bark,
added to the light jiinnate foliage and profusion
of white Pea-.shaped blos.soms, is, especially during
the early part of the summer, at which time it is

in flower, a most attractive and picturesque object

;

while as the Roljinia is notoriously very variable,

there are a great many distinct varieties, some of

which being of lesser growth than the type m;iy
lie ]>lanted in situations wdiere the larger ones
would be inadmissable. A selection of the most
distinct varieties would include the following:

—

AuREA.—When first expanded the leaves of this

are a pale yellowish green colour, but after ex-

posure they soon assume a deeper tint and
become beautifully golden, which hue is retained
throughout the summer. The foliage is not in-

,jurc<l by the sun, as many such things are, so that
it forms a good subject for association with purple-
leaved trees, the contrast serving to intensify the
depth of colouring in both. Besides the golden
there is also a variegated form, in which the leaves
are marked with white, but as a rule the foliage is

soon disfigured by hot suns.

Bessoniana.—This variety is one of the best of

trees for town planting, and is indeed now often
used for that purpose. It is a quick bold-growing
form of the Robinia, with large deep-colourea
foliage and spineless branches.

Crispa.—This is more a curiosity than a highly
ornamental variety, its distinguishing feature
being the peculiarly curled leaflets.

Decaisneaxa.—This is a handsome form, eciual

in development to the most vigorous specimens of

the type, from which it differs more particularly
in the blossoms being pink instead of white.
Tills variety is espcciall.y worthy the attention of

planters for ornamental purposes.

Fastkuata.—The branches of this are as fas-

tigiate in habit as those of the Lombardy Pojilar,

which character renders it at all seasons easily
distinguished from its fellows. It is an orna-
mental member of the by no means long list of

strictly upright-growing trees.

IxEKMls.—As the branches of the ordinary ty]ie

of False Acacia are more or lesp spiny, this ditl'ers

therefrom in Ijeing completely unarmed. There
are several forms of the unarmed Acacia, but this

and the Parasol Acacia are about the most distinct.

MiCRornYLLA.—The foliage of this is unusually
light and elegant, while the whole tree, though
small growing, bears by no means a stunted
appearance. It is well worthy of a place where
the more vigorous kinds would occupy too much
space.

MoNoniYELA.—Another curiosity, deriving its

name from the whole of the leaflets Ijeing often
blended into one in the same manner as the one-
leaved Ash. It forms a distinct-looking tree of

regular outline.

SoruoK.-EFOLiA.—The unusually dark green
leaves of this variety bear a good deal of resem-
blance to those of Sophora japonica ; hence itsname.
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ToiiTUosA.—The peculiarly abrupt- twisting''

and turnings in the branches of this variety cause

it (luring the winter, when devoid of foliage, to be

especially noticeable, but at all times it is readily

distinguished from the others.

Umisracitlifeka.—This, the Parasol Acacia, is

usually grafted on a clear stem, when it forms a

dense globular head very different from any of the

others, biit, owing to its formal outline, care must
be taken in planting not to overdo it in point of

numbers. Though this variety has been in culti-

vation for many years, I am not aware of its

flowering at any time.

There are also other varieties of the False

Acacia, but the above list includes the best.

T.

Eucalyptus amygdalina vera. — A few

years agn this was bniught into notice by Prince

Troubetzkoy, and in the matter of hardiness and
vigour it seems likely to excel all other Blue (iums.

In 1870 Prince Troubetzkoy 'planted in his garden
at Lac Majeur a small specimen of this species,

which now has attained a height of nearly 100 ft.,

and measures ovei' 2 yards round at 1 yard from
the soil. It is said that the essential oil which
renders the Eucalyptus of sanitary value is more
highly developed in amygdalina vera than in any
of the others, and that the wood is much closer in

the grain. In favoured districts where such partly

hardy things do pretty well this Eucalyptus would
be likely to succeed. E. amygdalina is already

well known in this country, but it seems to be an
inferior tree to the one here described. I do not

know whether or not this Eucalyptus is in com-
merce, liut I belie\'e that I'rinoe Troubetzkoy has
raised a number of young plants of it. An aiipli-

cation to him would probably prove successful, as

he is said to be anxious that this kind should get a
good trial.—J. C. B.

PLANT NAMES.
There is to-day quite a revulsion of feeling

among amateurs and gardeners on the subject of

plant names, and seeing that a sub-committee of

the Royal Horticultural Society has been selected

to deal with this matter, so far as it applies to

Orchids, a few words on the subject generally

may not be unseasonable. Gardening is pro-

gressive—more so now than ever before ; so much
so, that home-reared seedlings or imported
varieties—that is, natural seedlings crop up so

rapidly, that names do not keejj pace with them.
Old melliods of naming do not keep up with
modern progress, and the question now is what,

under suck circumstances, is the best thing to be
done. Broadly speaking, genera and the so-

called species may be left to botanical specialists,

who are always glad to do the best they can in

providing names, descriptions, and figures of the

plants in whicli they are especially interested.

It is when we come to consider what are called

garden varieties that the trouble begins. Matters
would be very much simplified if it were decided
once and for all that on no account should Latin
names be given either to wild natural variations

from any specific type, or to seedling varieties

raised in gardens. Nearly all botanists have of

late years absolutely refused to be responsible

for tlie names of garden seedlings ; hence the
naming of these has devolved almost entirely upon
the raiser, or upon the nurseryman who specu-

lates on their popularity and ventures to send
them out. Prof Reichenbach has been an ex-

ception to this rule, since he has never hesitated
to affix a Latin name to the Orchids sent to him,
whether species or whether natural or garden
seedlings, and against this practice I ]iow

protest most strongly. It is bad in principle,

but in practice it has led to utter confusion. So
much is this the ease, that Orchid buyers now-a-
days trust to their eyesight rather than to names.
But the same is true of nearly all other garden
plants. Every batch of seedling.9, every consign-

ment of impoitcd plants from abroad may, and
often does, contain varieties dillering from each

other in beauty or in habit so much, that where
one individual may be worth a lumdrcd pence,

another from the same seed-pod may be woith a

hundred pounds. To the botanist pure and
simple, one of these plants may not be more
interesting than another, but the gardener or

amateur collector thinks otherwise. It was long

ago proposed in these pages that English names
only should be applied to garden seedlings, but
we must now go a step further and apply English

names to all mere variations of a species or type,

be it a garden seedling or a wild seedling variety.

Of course, the different origin should be stated, but

we may once and for all put down that ridiculous

notion of other days, viz., that a plant which
varies in the garden is in any essential degree

inferior botanically to one which has varied in

its native habitat. The same or similar causes

have in either case produced similar results, and
the only sensible course is to adopt for such
plants a universal system of nomenclature.

As we have pointed out already, the naming of

garden varieties is, as a rule, objected to by the

botanist, and undoubtedly he is right, but when
his aid is refused the labour and responsibility

of naming devolves on the raiser or on the

owner. This is as it should be, for a man who
has reared a new plant or discovered one, or

purchased one unnamed, has the best right to

name it, or at least to suggest the name it is to

receive, provided, as a matter of course, that such
name is an English and not a Latin one. But in

the interests of law and order we want some-
thing more than this, and that something is a
central body with power to confirm or to reject

such names. I have already suggested that the

committees of our Royal Horticultural Society

should undertake this as a part of their labour,

and no good reason has as yet been adduced to

the contrary. The only real drawback is that

the society itself is at present only partially and
not wholly representative of the horticultural

interests of this country ; but even this difficulty

may in time be overcome. At the present mo-
ment it is not too much to say that Latin names
often mean nothing, for if you write to five

different niu'series for, say, Iris sibirica, IMasde-

vallia Harryana, or any Odontoglossum, you are

likely to get five distinct forms or variations of

the plant named, a result brought about by
natural changes, and not by a wrong application

of the names themselves.

As to whether changes are more rapid in

Nature or in the garden to-day than formerly, or

whether our eyes now recognise differences more
clearly, is a question we need not stop to solve

;

be it observation or evolution, the result is the

same, and to meet it more names are requisite

than were ever before required in the history of

gardening. I have lately been making a little

stud)' of Pinguicula grandiSora, and have already

five distinct varieties in size and colour, and am
daily expecting roots of a white-flowered form,

having already one of the palest shade of rose.

But the same is true of nearly every species
;

make a special study of the individuals from dif-

ferent sources, and you at once find the absolute

necessity for different names. I have often thought
that, as a last resort, we shall be driven to adopt
a numbered list of names on the stud or herd-
book principle, but much difficulty and mis-
understanding will be removed if we once and
for all agree that all garden varieties whatever
sliall be known only under English names.

F. W. B.

Society to Iris Victorine, a plant which he says he
has cultivated for some years, and which is quite

common in commerce. That new and rare plants are

not the only ones thus honoured by the Royal Horti-

cultural Society is shown by the fact that, in addition

to the Iris in question, a first-class certificate was
awarded this year to the variegated Day Lily (He-
nierocallis Kwanso variegata), and last year at least

three plants that could not claim the distinction of

being new or rare— vi/,., Anguloa Ruckeri, Centropo-
gon Lucyanus, and Lilium Parryi, received certi-

ficates. The Lily was awarded a certificate by the
Royal Botanic Society as long ago as 1881, and the

fact that it was not till last year that the Horticul-

tural Society acknowledged its claim would seem to

point out that it had not till then been placed before

the committee in a condition to warrant a certificate.

—T.

NOTES OF THE WEEK.

First-class certificates.

—

"J. C. C." expresses
surprise (p. 50(j) at a first-class certificate being given
at a recent meeting of the Royal Horticultural

Sparaxis grandiflora.—Among the hosts of

Cape bulbous plants now in flower none surpass this

in beauty. It has flowers '2 inches across and of va-

rious colours. Some varieties are yellow, others

scarlet and black, and one sent to us by Mr. Kings-
mill is of a rich violet-purple, shining like velvet,

with white centre. This charming bulb may be
easily grown in a pot or frame treated as Ixias are.

Strawberry Laxton's Noble.—Some fruits

of this new Strawberry from its raiser, Mr. Laxlon,
of Bedford, show it to be a fine sort, the fruits being

large, of an even rounded shape, juicy, and pleasantly

acid. Mr. Laxton states that it is an early seedling

from Forman's Excelsior, preceding that variety in

ripening by a week or ten days, and coming in before

Keen's Seedling and Sir Joseph Paxton. It is a
vigorous grower and very productive. The fruits

sent were picked from plants growing in the open air.

Hypericum chinense is a useful little flower-

ing pot shrub for a warm greenhouse, its flowers being

as large and handsome as those of the common St.

.Tohn's-wort, whilst in habit it is compact, not more
than a foot high, the branches numerous and graceful,

and the leaves small and light green. It flowers all

through the summer, and does not require .^ny

special sort of treatuient to keep it in health and
beauty.

Yellow Scotch. Roses.—In Tue Gardeii of

May 2'2 '"
1 ). T. F." says, in reference to your coloured

I)late of these Roses, " it is seldom such perfect

yellows are found among Scotch Roses." I send you
one or two to show that they can be grown in the

south of England quite as well coloured as those in

your illustration. I also send a very small dwarf crim-

son one, which I do not think at all common. I found

it in the garden of a shooting lodge in Perthshire,

and brought away some suckers which flourish here,

as do also plants of the white. I have hundreds of

yellow Brier Roses now out on one bush.—F. W. Y.,

Surrei/.

*^* The flowers sent are a pure soft yellow, one

of the prettiest true yellow Roses we have seen.

—

Ed.

Single and double Byrethrums.—The beauty

of these hardy perennial plants is fully recognised by
lovers of gay border flowers, and now that there is a

demand for them, there seems to be no end to the

varieties that are being raised. We have before us

a gathering of single and double sorts from Mr.
Caudwell, of Wantage, who is evidently making the

Pyretlirum a speciality. He sends us specimens

representing all the colours that have yet been ob-

tained in Pyrethrums, from almost pure whites through

blush pinks to rich crimsons. The singles are, we
think, most beautiful, because the golden centres

contrast so finely with the florets. Mr. Caudwell

also sends us some of his " Wantage Foxgloves," tall,

with large flowers, and of various colours—a large

white-flowered sort, spotted with purple, being very

charming.

Sandersonia aurantiaca.—This pretty plant is

now in flower in the Cape house at Kew, and near it

there is a plant, also in flower, of the closely allied

Littonia, whilst iu the house adjoining the two species

of Gloriosa may be seen either in bud or in bloom.

The Sandersonia is the smallest flowered of the three,
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but what it lacks in size is more than made up for by
the beautiful yellow and pretty urn-like form of its

flowers. These are developed singly from the axils

of the linear leaves on tall, slender climbing stems,

and they hang downwards on their short thin stalks

like large ear-drops. The plant is a native of South
Africa, as also is the Littonia, and both of them have
fleshy tubers, from which the stems are annually de-
veloped in spring. They require greenhouse treat-

ment with a sunny position whilst growing, and wh^n
at rest, a dry place under a stage or in a cool frame is

the safest for them. To start them into growth a
little extra heat is necessary, and should be applied

about March.

The pink hardy Water Lily.—A flower of

Nymphiei alba var. rosea, sent to us by Messrs
Froebel, of Zurich, is of a deeper colour than we have
hicherto seen it. The sepals are profusely grained
with a rosy crimson, and one can scarcely imagine
Buch a beautiful hardy water plant as this is. We
figured i*i some seven or eight years ago in The
GiniiEN, but it is yet rare in this country, which is

doubtless attributable to the fact that it does not come
true from seed. It must be pr.ipagated by division.

There is not a lovelier sight in the open-air garden
than this pink Water Lily in flower amidst the snowy
white blooms of the common sort.

Stigmaphyllum ciliatum.—This is a graceful
and pretty flowered stove climber, and one which may
be recommended for every stove collection, because
of its being easily kept in health, its non-ramUng
habit, and its free-flowering nature. It belongs to
the same Natural Order as the genus Malpighia,
Banisteria, and Brysonima, in which the flowers hive
petals Kith long slender ba?es, called claws, and
fringed or crisped margins. In their siza and beauly
the flowers of the Stigmaphyllum surpass those of the
other genera here mentioned; they are 2 inchss or
more across, bright yellow in colour, and are arranged
in axUlary racemes all along the string like branches.
The leaves are lance-shaped, rather succulent, and the
margins are fringed with glandular h-ir.^. A plant
may now be s;en in flower in the Palm house at
Kew.

Browaea princeps.^There are two tall speci-

mens of this plant at Kew, reaching almost to the
roof of the Palm house, but notwithstanding special

treatment neither of these plants has hitherto borce
flowers. In habit there is a marked difference be-

tween thii Brownea, so-called, and the well-known
species of this genus, such as, for example, B. grandi-
ceps and B. coccinea ; and there are good reasons for

suspecting that what we know as B. princeps belongs
to some other genus. Flowers will be necessary to

settle this point, and we therefore call attention to

the fact in the hope that some one may know of

flowering specimens of B. princeps. We have seen it

in Continental gardens under the name of B. erecta.

which is apparently an t'lder name for tliis plant
than the former. Another name for it i5 Theophrasta
pinnata, under which it is figured in Jacquin's
" Fragmenta," but whatever the plant may prove to

be it is not very probable that it is a Theophrasta.
The stem is erect, unbranched, unless wh^n com-
pelled to do so by the removal of its top, and its long
leaves are pinnate, bright shining green when mature,
and a beautiful pale brown when young; they are

crowded on the stem and have numerous pinnate
stipules or bracts at their bases.

Varieties cf Allamanda.--We have received

from a correspondent flowers of what are known by
him as A. nobilis, A. Cbehoni, and A grandiflora

for comparison with the notes on Allamandas pub-

lished in The Gahhex (p. 400). The last named
kind is so well known, that there is little fear of its

being mistaken for any of the others, and we suspect

that botanists would consider this form of the very

variable A. cathartica about the extreme limit of the

tpacies But we cannot be as certain of A. Chelsoni,

which is certainly a form of A. cathartica, and, a^ re-

presented in the specimen now before us, identical

with the figure of A. cathartica published in the
Botanical Ma-jazine nearly a hundred years ago. Tile

flowers sent as those of A. nobilis are not nearly so

large as those described by Mr. T. Moore, who gave
that name to a plant which flowered in Mr. Bull's

nursery. If our correspondent's plants do not pro-

duce flowers at least twice as large as those sent, he
has either got the wrong plant, or A. nobilis has de-

teriorated. We have before seen this small-flowered

form labelled A. nobilis, but, as was stated in The
G.\RIiEN (p. 4U1), the true nobilis is described as hav-

ing flowers 'J inches across, and the colour is a bright

golden yellow, with a few brownish streams in the

throat.

Aquatics at Kew.—The house devoted to

Water Lilies and other indoor aquatics at Kew is

just now commencing to be attractive, several species

of Nymph;ti being already in full flower, as also are

the Nelumbium speciosum, Sagittaria montevidensis,

Eichornea azurea, and several other plants of a less

showy character than these. Amongst the Xymphajas
the pretty little X. pygm^a, or, as it is sometimes
called, N. tetragona, is conspicuous, owing to its

numerous pure white star-like flowers floating on the

water amongst the leaves, which are about the size of

a crown-piece. N. odorata rubra, with numerous
blueh white flowers, N. odorata delicata, with flowers

of regular form and of the purest ivory white, are

particularly good ju?t now. N. stellata is repre-

sented by several varieties, the last of these to appear

being the rich purple, large-flowered N. zanzibarensis.

We were pleased to learn that the rarely- flowered

yellow Nymphrea, figured in The Gahden a year or

twoagi, is pushing up plump flower-buds. Several

new additions have this year been made to the collec-

tion, which was previously rich in number of kinds,

so that in a few weeks this house is likely to be

especially attractive to Xymphaja growers. We also

noted Nelumbium luteum and N. Leichardti growing

in the tank along with the Xymphaeas.

Garden Destroyers.

THE SLUG PEST.

" D. T. F." SUGGEST.^ that if any reader of The
G.iRDEN" has any better method of destroying

shigs than scattering quicklime and soot upon
them, he should mention it for the public good.

Your columns have already contained much on
this subject, and my knowdedge has been derived

from what I have there read, and from personal

application of the methods therein recommended,
and observation of results. No doubt a skilled

gardener— for he effects with ease what we
little peddlers struggle for in vain—can make
good use of quicklime and soot, but as both

have to be applied absolutely fresh and while the

slugs are feeding, and as we are told they feed

chiefly at dusk and at dawn, when the light is bad
and it is difficult to see one at work, these processes

would seem to be attended with some little in-

convenience. Against both soot and lime it may
be urged tliat they are horribly unsightly, and
against the quicklime that, scattered on plants

on which slugs are feeding, it wiU do more harm
than good.

The system I have adopted is, first, counter-

feeding; second, promptdestruction. Mygardenis
an old one with an Ivj'-covered wooden fence and
a long straight bed full of perennials—so full

that my friends think it dreadfully overgrown.

There are patches of wdiite Rocket, Oriental

Poppy, Irises, Pajonies, Lilies, Carnations, and so

on, and in front of all an alpine rock edging,

and then the lawn. Here, then, is an ideal place

for slugs, and we have had them in abundance.

I put down little patches of bran on stones,

or on the bed near any plant which the slugs

find toothsome. At night about ten o'clock I

sally forth, lantern in one hand and scissors

in the other. At each of the little bran heaps

used to be—happily, not now—a round dozen

or so of slugs; twelve snips across the middle,

occupying the fraction of a minute, and my
enemies are lessened by that number. The
nightly average was about one hundred, but occa-

sionally the sport was good and the bag doubled.

The highest record for one night, with an assis.

tant, is rather over 400. Now, however, things

are different ; so great has been the destruction,

that on the best of nights twenty is a good bag,

wliile on ordinary nights there is no sport at all.

Great is the change now in the appearance of the

plants ; instead of unsightly liddled leaves and
ilowtring steins bitten through we have a vigor-

ous clean growth, and even the broad-leaved

Plantain Lily is left untouched.
It may be interesting to note the cannibalistic

habits of snails and slugs ; unfortunately they do

not pre)' on one another in life, but a dead snail

or two on the gravel path make an attractive bait.

You may find the greyand the black, but especially

the great, brown, leathery slugs harmoniously

assembled round the remains, along with the

common snail and his little flat relative. Still

this bait does not compare with the bran, and it

cannot be recommended as ornamental.

BcUjak. T. P. N,

Orchids.

Cypripedium. Godefroyae.^Some good varie-

ties of this superb little species have lately

flowered in ditt'erent collections, the last we saw
being at Kew, and although but a small plant,

the substance, size, and markings of the flower

it bears are equal to anything yet seen. There i.s

also a very tine variety of C. concolor flowering

close to the plant of C. Godefroya?, and one has a
good opportunity of seeing how closely these two
so-called species resemble each other. Take the
yellow out of C. concolor, and you have C.

Godefroya;. Of course, we could reduce hosts of

other species by this method, and certainly C.

Godefroyie deserves to rank as a good species as

long as the present system of Orchid naming holds
good.

Small-flowered Masdevallias are among the

most interesting and pretty of the tiny members
of the Orchid family, and the group represented
by M. triaristella is especially so. We are not able

to make out the distinguishing characteiistics of

some of the species so called, but as a good ex-

ample of the plant figured in the Botaniral Ma()ci-

zine as ^L triaristella we may point to a plant now
in flower at Kew. It has a tuft of very narrow
semi-terete leaves with a narrow channel down
the front, and their length is about 2 inches. The
flower-stalk is 4 inches long, erect, hair-like, and
bearing one flower, which is boat-shaped and
hooded ; a yellow tail, half an inch long, sticks

up from the top of the hood, and a pair of similar

tails hang from the apex of the lower division or

boat, where the colour is dull purple. A tuft of

this plant, with a dozen of these peculiar and
pretty little flowers growing out of it, may now be
seen in the Orchid house at Kew. What is the
difference between this and M. tridactylites ? M.
trich^te is also in flower, and so far as the flowers

go there is no difference between this and the
above except a shade in size. But the leaves in

the latcer are narrow-lanceolate, one-fourth of an
inch broad, anrl they are not so crowded as in M.
triaristella. M. simula, il. swertisetolia, M. poly-

sticta, M. melanoijus, and il. gibberosa may also

now be seen in flower at Kew.

Ccelogyne (Pleione) Sohilleriana.—We saw
this distinct little plant in flower at Kew last

week. Its bulbs are perennial, in ^hich respect

they (lifter markedly from the rest of the Pleione
group, and they are nearly round, about 1 inch
high, slightly wrinkled, and the leaves are lance-

shaped, pale green, 3 inches long, and plicated.

From the middle of the young gro«th, and
appearing with the new leaves, the solitary flower

is developed on a stalk half as long as the leaves ;

the sepals are pale yellowish green, li inches
long, the two lower ones much narrower than the
oblong upper one ; the petals also are narrow and
tawny yellow , whilst the lip is shaped as in the

common Pleiones, the colour being white in the

throat, lined with chocolate, that of the spreading
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undulated front being pale yellow, lined and
mottled witli brown. The species is a native of

Moulmt'in. It is a pretty little plant, \'ery large
flowered considering its size. It thrives on a
block with a little Sphagnum about its roots.—B.

Cypripedium Barteti.—This new hybrid was
obtained in the town garden of Paris, and is the
result of crossing C. insigne Chantini with ('.

barbatum. It is described as a handsome kind,
the leaves being lanceolate, bright green, and
reticulated with brown. The petals are broad,
slightly turned back, and purple in colour ; the
lip is much developed, shining, and deep purple ;

the upper portion is marked longitudinally with
jiarallel bars of rose-purple on a rose coloured
ground and bordered with pure white.—J. C. B.

Odontoglossum crispum (J. It).—There are

no traces of insects or funi;i on the plant sent ; but
on e.xamining the roots and soil inlications of an
excess of moisture at some time or other are

apparent ; moreover, we think you use too nrach
charcoal, the pot being nearly filled with that
material. Charcoal is useful in Orchid compost to

some extent, but in excess it holds more water than
the roots, even when in an active and healthy condi-

tion, want. We would recommend the discontinuance
of overhead syringing for a time, and too heavily
shading should also be avoided, as this induces
weak, soft foliage. The flowers you send gathered
from thirty-two plants show no signs of weakly
growth ; indeed, some of them represent what we
consider to be first-rate varieties. There is among
them a good form of roseum, and the spotted form to

which you direct attention is extremely pretty. It

is almost identical with the variety named gutta-

tum.

Rose Garden.

CLIMBING ROSES ON TREES. .

Occasionally in England one sees a beautiful

climbing Rose rambling over a tree, and perhaps
among our garden pictures nothing is more lovely

than that formed by such a plant when in flower.

There is no doubt whatever that, by a selection

of the hardiest of climbing Roses, very beautiful

pictures might be formed in our gardens and
pleasure grounds, and even in our woods—that we
might often see as the result of design what is

now mainly an accident. There is a great deal
too much pruning and trimming and wounding
among Rose growers. A certain number of kinds
lend themselves admirably to growing " free

"

among trees ; and other kinds, wliich would not
do so well in this way if left entirely to them-
selves, would succeed with partial pruning and
regulating evei-y few years after the growth
had become matured. There are, however,
countries that are more favourably situated than
ours to such Rose beauty. In Europe, perhaps
the country that pleases one most by its fitness

for Rose culture is that along the shores of the
Mediterranean, about Nice, Genoa, and Cannes,
where the Banksian and many other Roses may
be seen literally " abandoning themselves "—uji

trees, and forming hedge.?, and in other delightful

ways. Among the pictures sent us by the Princess
Kotschoubey, one of the prettiest was that which
we now engrave, and wliich shows the wav that
Roses of various kinds form wreaths and foun-
tains of bloom in the taller trees in her garden.
We remember being very much struck, during
the short time that we spent in the same country,
with the beauty of the single Banksian Rose in
such positions, and often wondered why it is not
secured for our own gardens, even if it were not
found to grow so freely as there. It is a little

yellow single Rose, which is most free and grace-
ful. We have no reason to suppose that it was
common in the region, only seeing it in a garden
at Mentone, and think it would be easily obtain-
able. It is most charming, and distinct from other

I

Roses. No doubt it furni.shes seed, and we hope
some nurseryman will get it and let us have it

in general cultivation.

MINIATURE ROSES.

Anyone fond of Roses, even if their space is

limited, might, I fancy, derive a good deal of

jileasure from growing miniature Roses. The
number of sorts has now so much increased and
the colours are so various, that if a small bed was
devoted to miniature kinds they could not fail to

be attractive, and for the information of those
who are unacquainted with these Roses, I may
mention that their flowers are small in size, but
perfect in form, and the colours range from the

purest white through different shades of pink to

deep crimson. There is, therefore, variety enough
to please everybody. They also flower with great

freedom from June to October, but towards the
end of summer the blossoms are not so numerous
as earlier. The best white amongst them is

Paquerette ; this has small, perfectly double
flowers, which are produced in panicles. Pumila
alba is very similar to the preceding, but a little

more vigorous. Mignonette has soft rose-coloured
flowers, with a neat, compact habit of growth.
Sanguinea is the old crimson China, a kind well
suited for the centre of a bed of this class ; its

colour is also distinct. There is another in the

China section, named Little Pet, which has white
flowers, and it forms a capital companion to the

ciimson variety. Then there is Little Gem,
which, is a little beauty and a miniature Moss
Rose. If more are wanted posses-sing a little

more vigour for back lines or for centres of beds
there is that once favourite old Rose, De Meaux,
and a Moss variety of the same name, both of

which have pink flowers and form charming sub-

jects for Ijutton-holes ; as do also the old white
Burgundy, which has a pale flesh-coloured centre,

and is e.xquisitely beautiful in the bud state. The
two varieties named above, viz., Paquerette and
Mignonette, are known as Polyantha Roses, and
are not (|uite so hardy as the others, but they do
not require much protection to carry them safely

througli a hard winter. If lifted carefully early in

November and planted close to a warm wall and
two or three old mats or an arinful of litter is

placed over them in frosty weather, they will

sustain no injury. They would be better still in

the corner of a cold frame or turf-pit with the

lights protected. Early in April they could be
returned to the beds —any way, they are worthy
of the little protection which they reijuire. I

have grown them in pots and treated them with
every care as well as in open beds, and I am
satisfied that they are most satisfactory when
planted out. . - '

Mosis Roses are deservedly popular, and I am
surprised that they are not seen more frequently
in beds or lines by themselves than they are. It

is too much the practice to mix up Moss varieties

with others, which is, I think, a mistake. If any
one wishes to get the true character of Hybrid
Perpetual Moss Roses, they must grow them as

dwarf plants on the Manetti stock. Plant them
in good soil and prune very moderately. The
following half-dozen are eminently suitable for

growing in masses, viz., Celine, crimson ; Eugene
Verdier, bright red ; Marie de Blois, rose

;

Princess Alice, pink ; Reins Blanche, white

;

Frederick Soulie, purpli.sh crimson. If I had to

choose another, I should select Gloire des Mous-
seases. This is beautifully white in the bud,
but when expanded it fades to a pale rose.

China Roses,—Of this .section there are several
admirably adapted for bedding ; many of them
are very hardy and very floriferous, fragrant, full,

and well formed, not surpassed, indeed, by many

of the Hybrid Perpetuals. One valuable point
belonging to this section is that they will grow
vigorously and (lower freel.y where more popular
sorts would not succeed. If the soil is not too
light and sandy, they will last for years in the
same bed, if before planting it is trenched up
18 inches deep and well manured. The best way
in which to deal with these Roses when grown
in beds is to cut them down to within (i inches
of the ground every year about the middle of

November, and then lay a thick covering of half-

rotten manure on the surface between tfie plants.

The manure will help to protect the roots from
severe frost, as well as nourish them. Treated
in this way, China Roses will send up from the

crown of the j^Iants plenty of fresh growth every
year, which will go on flowering througli the
summer and autumn. The following sorts are

suitable for bedding purposes, viz. ; Mrs. Bnsan-
quet, pale flesh colour ; Alba, or old white China

;

Archduke Charles, rose ; common crimson, com-
mon China, and the bright red kind called

Fabvier. J. C. C.

Gloire de Dijon.—Does this Rose grow freely

from slips ; if so, when is the best time to jiut them
in ?

—

Amateur.
*,* Any shoots that have flowered this season

will, if made into cuttings now, inserted in sandy
soil in pots, and then kept in a close pit or frame,
strike readily, but they will want to be care-

fully staked and the soil kept moist for the first

month. After that they will want a little more
light and air. In two months' time they will be
sutticiently rooted to be put singly into pots.—
J. C. C.

Eucharis mite (P.iivdo).— Vour Eucharis
Ijulbs have e\'idently been attacked by the bulb
mite (Rhizogly[)hus echinopus), though I must
admit that after a careful search I was unable to

detect any specimens ; from the decayed and very
moist state of the bulbs I expect the mites have
crawled off them. I have examined so many
Eucharis bulbs which have suffered from the
attacks of mites, that I am perfectly certain that
these creatures are the culprits. I wish I could
recommend some certain cure, but as far as I

know nothing which has been tried has been
ett'eetual. Some insecticide is wanted which
would kill the mites and not injure the bulbs even
when soaked in it for some hours ; if not allowed
to soak for some time (during which they should
be turned over) the insecticide might not reach all

the mites; a considerable amount of air wovdd no
doubt be imprisoned under the scales which woulil

protect any mites which were in the bulbs. This
must be allowed time to free itself.—G. S. S.

qUESTlONS.

5503,—Ammoniacal water for Cabbagres. —Will
some one be good enough to tell me if animouiacal water
from the gasworks, diluted with water, and applied tu Cab-
bages would stimulate their growth, and if so, what propor-
tiou of each should be used?— J. W.

550'.—Wild Garlic.—Will any of the readers of The
G.\RDEN kindly tell uie if there is any way of getting rid of

wild Garlic ? It is spreading ail over a large wood, and we fear

that it will get into the adjoining cow pasture. We have
been advised to cut it wlien in bloom, and that has lieen done
twice a year for the last two years, with tire result that it is

thicker tli.an ever, and lias spread enormously. Tliere is a
rookery in the wuoil where it originated. Is it possible that
the rooks carry and drop the seeds ?— II. R. V.

5507.—Tree Mig-nonette-—WiU some reader of The
G.\RDKN kindly tell me how to treat a tree Mignonette which
I have grown from Giant seed since 1SS4 ? I liave allowed it

to flower this spring, and it seems to bo quite a success. It

is abovit ''' feet high and full of bloom well scented, I want
to know if I may cut tlxe flowers freely, or if I leave them
uncut, thould I cut off the seed-pods as they form at the
lower part of the fluwer-stalk ? Sliould a little weak tank
water lie .added occasion.ally in watering 't I want to exhibit

the plant at our cottage flower show iu August.—J, B. W.,

Old Roses.—The book on old Roses from which I quoted
is Mrs. Gores " Rose Fancier's Mmual," published in I83S.

—J. C. C. . .
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Fruit Garden. be used are sprats or fish refuse, wool waste, raps, . rate of half a ton to the acre. The licst time to
town manure, and thoroughly decomposed night apply artificial, like liquid, manure ii durins
soil. These materials are very powerful in their

I

the .season of active growth and afier the fruit is

action, and should be applied to old orchanls as set. The rain will then carry it to tlie roots
a top-dressing once in two or three years, at the i

when most needing, and in the best condition for

rate of one ton to the acre. Young trees, or trees i

assimilating stimulants. Moreover, it will greatly
on the best natural Apple soils, do not require ' ^issist the trees in maturing the crop of fruit anil

APPLES AND APPLE ORCHARDS.
M.vNunE AND TOP DBEssixo.—Apple trees on
pasture land, at least in this part of the countr}',
rarely get a tithe of the manure they deserve; _._ .... „„„ „^ ^. „^ „„,,^, ^^^ ^.^^ ^^, ^^^^^
indeed, several orchards with which I am ac-

! these strong stinn\knVs-ind7ed?tTiey are better forming llower-buds for another^eason"
quainted have not to my own personal know
ledge received a special top-dressing for more
than twenty years, and yet the short-sighted
owners grumble when in alternate seasons their
poverty-stricken trees fail. On arable land
where a certain quantity of

manure is ploughed in every
year, and the farmer does
not run too heavy on Corn,
or crop too near the boles of
the trees, annual cropping is

pretty general, and the fruit,

as a rule, is finer and brighter
than that from old Grass
orchards. But even here in

these cultivated lands old

trees do not receive a suffi-

cient quantity of stimulating
food. These lemarks may
not apply to the home pad-
dock or orchard clo.'e to the
house, which Farmer Crab-
stock terms a "lucky " plan-

tation ; but why is it lucky,
seeing that so many of the
old homesteads of the seven-

teenth century lie low, and
more or less subject to sjiriug

frosts / The answer lies in a

nutshell. The poultry, the
ewesand lambs, the pigs, most
excellentorchardgrazers,and

the cjlves feed beneath the

trees, and these richly man-
ured spots are never mown
for hay. From these obser-

vations we may gather that
animal manure is the one
thing needful, but then only
a moiety of the orcharding
on the farm gets a taste of

cake and Corn ; and skilful

analysts assure us that the

best farmyard or animal
manure is deficient in potash
and phosphates. Further,
they tell us that pota.'h,

lime, soda, pihosphoric aiui

sulphuric acids must all be
contained in good orchard
soils. How these act and
re- act upon each other before

thfy can be taken up by the

roots in asolubleform,theor-
dinary fruit grower need not
pause to inquire. Science
tells him they must be
supplied, and the practical

grower, in a rough and ready
way, sets about providing the
materials. What are the

materials, where can they be obtained, and how
must we prepare them I First of all we must

without them, as grossness produces unripe wood,
imperfect flower.?, which do not set, and some
.say canker. Of two evils, poverty or grossness,
it is questionable if the most serious mischief
does not follow the latter ; the cullivator will,

Climbing Roses on trees in the garden of the Villa Montboron, Nice.

The best sl'RFace maxa(.:emen't.—The bare
idea of a closely-graze I pasture orchard over
which one can mo\e comfortably in winter and
harve-t the crops so readily in the autumn natu-
rally leads to the wish on the part of the occupier

to lay all his plantations
down in Grass. Jloreover,
many people entertain the
opinion thatthe soil beneath
a Grass-covered orchard is

cool in summer and does not
readily part with the mois-
ture which it contains. This
theory many exjjerienced
cultivators now say is wrong,
as the}' find a ci'op of Grass
or hay quite as e.xhaustive
of moisture as a crop of Jlan-
gold or Turnips, while the
loss by exhalation through
the day is considerably in
excess of the gain from'dew
which falls during the night.
H this be so, the roots of the
trees are robbed in two ways
and thefruit alsosuffersfrom
lack of solar heat, as it is a
well-known fact that the
temperature of the air over
Grass is lower than it is over
cultivated soil which absorbs
sun-heat on liright days and
parts with it slowdy through
the night. Tdlage orchards
in this locality, as I have
just stated, frequently carry
good crops of liuit when
Grass plantations fail ; but
constant cultivation, which
lets in sun and air, and
annual top-dressing, in my
opinion, are the primeagents
in keeping the trees in a
fruitful condition. Of this
fact I have ample proof in
the management of two
orchards adjoining each
other. One is occupied by
a blacksmith, who top-
dresses annually with ma-
nure and sweepings from
the shoeing shed, and his
crops seldom fail. The other
is in the hands of a farmer,
who never dresses the land,
and his poverty-stricken
trees when what he terms
"lucky" produce fruit of
very inferior quality. In
Amnica 1 believe it is the

<i f 1 11 * * u 1,- X 11 ,. ,

practice to plough deeply
therefore, do well to watch his trees, and so long

;

for several years after an orchard is planted
- .

as they make sound growth, well furnished with
;

and take root crops in preference to Corn'
have a recognised orchard manure yard. To this bright plump blossom buds, and the foliage is of which they con.sider too exhau^tin" to the soil'
yard may be carted fresh loam, road scrapings good colour, he may safely leave well alone and

, The ground is then grassed down wheie Applesand parings, lime, and animal manure, if it can
be spared. In cider distiicts, Apple "must" from
the mill, burnt clay from the drains, and Apple
wood reduced to ashes may be added with excel-

lent effect. These, or as many as can be obtained,

should be thoroughly mixed and turned over in

dry or frosty weather and carted to the orchard
when fit for use. Stronger manures which may

keep the expense in his pocket. To the scientific only are grown, and, judging froni the T/reaVheat
growej who mustgo to the artificial manure which prevails through their summers "it is rea-
manufacturer, the following materials are recom
mended : Bone dust, one part ; dissolved bones,
one part; kainit, two parts; coal ashes, twenty
parts. These are specially applicable to trees on
cultivated laud, and after Ijeing thoroughly mixed
they may be lightly forked into the soil at the

sonable to suppose that the moisture constantly
rising from the turf is favourable to the swellinc
of the fruit. The late Thomas Andrew Knigh't
and other experienced Herefordshire fruit grow-ers
thought there was no more suitalde place for a
young orchard than a Hop yard. Kentish grower
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run in the same direction, and give up the Hops
when the fruit trees are old enough to yield a

paying crop.

Gathering, sizing, and I'ackinc.—All faiit

intended for storing or packing for market

should be carefully hand-picked, and none but

the finest and )jest should lie taken into the store

room or sent away. In cider districts this is

easily managed, as all the inferior fruit and wind-

falls can \)i converted into liquor, or sold to

dealers for that purpose. In non-cider localities

where all the fruit is sold for kitchen or table

nse, the fruit should be sized and divided into

firsts and seconds, not only for the convenience

of the salesman, but also to insure the top price

ranging in the market. In America, not so many
years ago, it was the practice to barrel inferior

fruit with the best, but they soon found that this

system did not pay, and none but good samples

are now sent abroad. Growers in this and the

adjoining counties are often told that they do not

know how to make or pack good samples, but
sharp competition has taught a valuable lesson,

and we now see light ladders and baskets in use

where formerly the long-handled hook was
brought to bear upon the branches of the trees.

Apples, it should be observed, may be divided

into two classes. Those belonging to the Codlin
type are fit for market as soon as they are

about halfigrown, and can be packed and sent of}'

direct from the orchard. These, if got in early,

very ol'ten pay better than finer midseason varie-

ties, which must be kept in the store room until

foreign prjduce brings down the market. Growers
in Kent and the home counties pack in sieves

and half sieves. Dealers in this part of the

country generally buy by the " pot," a square

hampt-r of five pecks, but this is a very unsatis-

factory custom, which might be broken up if

growers would apply to the salesman for the

baskets which are recognised in the market in

which he sells. In packing, all baskets should
be well lined with paper, and the fruit, as good
at the bottom as tlie top, packed firmly to pre-

vent it J'rom moving in transit. This is the

great secret in packing American Apples, as we
find wdien taking out the head of the barrel that

every fruit, so to speak, is as tight as a drum.
Wlicn our London hampers are full, we place a
sheet of paper over the fruit to keep it clean and
turn over the ends of the lining paper ; a handful
of Fern or Bracken is placed over the paper and
two sticks, pointed at the ends, stuck into the
upper bands of the baskets in the form of a cross,

keep the fruit and covering in position. When
fiiiLshed, the tops of the baskets are slightly con-
vex, but the bottoms being concave, they can be
packed on the top of each other without damag-
ing the fruit.

Storing Apples.—Only of secondary import-
ancj to a good orchard is a good store room, for

without this accommodation fruit which requires
housing cannot be kept in first-rate condition.
It is not my intention to write a chajjter on
fruit rooms, as it is well understood that they
should be dry, cool, and well ventilated, capable
of resisting for a long time the entrance of frost,

thatched or double-roofed to insure an even
temperature in hot weather. In dry subsoils a
good cellar ii very often utilised for Apple
storing, and well Apples keep in such a structure,

quite up to, and \ery often beyond, the extreme
limit of their feason. A well appointed fruit
room should be fitted with lattice-work shelves,
through which the air can pass after the Apples
are stored. Every fruit carried in should be
sound, pel feet, and hand-picked when dry, ami
when it parts freely from tlie tree. Flat shallow
baskets padded at the bottom should always be
used for picking and conveyance to the shelves

upon wliich, also with the hand, they should be
laid in single layers. Liberal ventilation to let

out moisture during the sweating process will be
needful, but wdien this is over and the fruit feels

dry and varnished to the touch the ventilators

may be partially or entirely closed to .secure an
even temperature. If the windows are fitted

with shutters and frost can be kept out, the use

of covering witli hay and straw, both of which
impart an unpleasant flavour to the fruit, should

be avoided, and well harvested Fern or Bracken,
which is odourless, may be introduced during
very severe weather. All choice fruit re(|uires

looking over occasionally, as one faulty or decay-

ing Apple soon affects those adjoining ; beyond
this the less they are disturbed the better.

Late Apples are sometiims stored in barrels of

fine dry sand, and careful gardeiiers not unfre-

qirently fold extra choice specimens in soft

inodorous paper, and jdace them in drawers or

large flower- potj from which light and air can be

excluded.

Enemies.—Kabbits and hares are very de-

structive to the stems of Apples and Pears, and
bullfinches sometimes injure the buds of the

latter, but beyond these attacks birds in Apple
orchards may be looked upon as fiiends, although
many people treat them as enemies. The best

protection against rabbits is Ig-inch galvanised

wire netting placed round the stems of the trees

as soon as they are planted and staked. Strips

just large enough to clip the stakes will be
found quite sufficient, and well fastened with wire

they will last for years ; moreover, they will pre-

vent the sheep from nibbling or closing the pores

of the stems by rubbing their oily coats against

them.

Insects are numerous and troublesome, and
often do serious mischief before they are detected.

American blight, or woolly aphis, stands at the

head of the list, for it is found in almost every
orchard and spreads rapidly. When young trees

are introduced they should be well washed with
strong Gishurst compound before they are

planted, for if once alloweil to get into the rough
bark and cankered branches of old trees its de-

struction will be extremely difficult. The best

remedy is Gishurst compound, pure and simple,

well rubbed in with an old bristle brush during
the winter. Gas tar, half a pint to a gallon of

finely-sifted earth and reduced to the consistency

of paint, will be found equally effectual. It is

hardly likely that the first dressing will destroy

all, but a milder dressing when the in.secls begin

to move in the spring will most likely settle

them for the season.

Scale and red .'pider are sometimes trouble-

some on dry soils in dry seasons. A solution of

Gishurst, 8 oz. to the gallon of water, is a good
remedy ; but these insects rarely put in an ap-

pearance where cleansing and washing with

soapsuds are followed up through the winter.

The good effect of this cheap and efficacious wash,

as I have often pointed out, does not, however,
end here, as trees so treated are generally free

from the Apple moth, better known as the grub
or maggot.

The worst parasites are Lichens and mildew.
The first cannot live where the scraper is used

and the trees are well washed with soapsuds or

water, to which lime, soot, and a little common salt

may be added. With the destruction of Lichens
the homes of insects are broken up and all dis-

appear together—a fair proof that prevention is

better than cure and cleanliness is the best policy.

Sulphur in some form is the best remedy for

mildew ; but unless the trees have got into a dry,

C'dd, or bad subsoil, the winter dressings, includ-

ing soap, soda, and lime, generally keep it in

check through the summer.

Diseases.—The worst disease we have to con-

tend with in this country is canker. The cau.se

has been exhaustively discussed in the horti-

cultural papers, and various ii[)inion8 have been
expressed, Init it is questionable if we are much
nearer a solution of the problem. Some say
it is caused by wet and cold lodging in the

axils of the leaves and angles of the branchi s,

first assuming a form of mildew, which eats into

the unripeiied wood and results in wounds too

well known as canker. Others asfert that the
subsoil is at fault, and that canker may be traced

to the descent of the roots info cold, wet clay or

marl impervious to the influence of solar heat
and air. If this be so, thorough draining, as has
been proved in Scotland and elsewhere, is the

proper lemedy. If taken in time, cutting away
the affected parts with a sliarp knife may keep
it in check, and the trees may bear well for

years ; but this is only scotching the enemy.
The best remedy, in my opinion, is lifting or

root-pruning and relaying the roots near the

surface in fresh, but not over-rich, compost. By
this means we secure healthy root action ; the

wood such trees make is moderately strong, and
unless the season is decidedly adverse, it gets

thoroughly ripened. Root-lifting or pruning is

impracticable in extensive farm orchards, but
efficient draining is an excellent substitute.

Eastnur Castle, Ledburij. W. Coleman.

THE BEST STRAWBERRIES.
Readers of The Garden have been asked to say
"what they consider to be the best-flavoured

Strawberries as grown in their district and tested

by themsefves. " No doubt this invitation will be
promptly responded to, and when the question has
been asked and answered in the case of other
fruits as well as the Strawberry, much valuable
information will have been furnished to all wlio

own or are interested in fruit culture. My ex-

perience in Strawberry growing lias been mostly
on very light, Ijut well enrichecl, land in SutTulk.

Possibly most growers of this fruit will be inclined

to admit that half-a-dozen distinct Strawberries
will be found to be sufficient for most private

establishments, so I will confine my remarks to

that number of sorts, and I am inclined to place

tfiat excellent variety known as Sir Joseph I'axton

first upon my list. It is moderately early, the

plants are hardy and of free growtli, the fruit is

large and very handsome, finely flavoured, solid,

and not too thin-skinned ; consecjuently it keeps
longer after being gatliered than most sorts, and
it also packs and travels well. The next variety

in point of merit, in my estimation, is British

Queen, the fruit of which may confidently be
said to be the finest flavoured of any Strawberry.
When well grown it is also very large and exceed-

ingly handsome. But the plants are tender in

constitution and do not succeed in the open air

in all localities, nor in all soils. It is, however,
well worthy of being grown under glass in pots or

otherwise, but not for early forcing. More than
one more recent introduction have been said

to resemble British Queen in flavour, &c. , but
none, I believe, have as yet anything like

ecjuailed it, and there are few varieties so well

adapted for travelling. My next variety is Sir

Charles Na|)ier, wliich is a very heavy cropper;

its fruit is large and of a fine conical shape ; it

forces very well and is an excellent traveller ; it

is also suitable for preserving. There is a slight,

liut very pleasing, acidity in its flavour, which
some appreciate. Keen's Seedling comes next in

my estimation. It is a great bearer ; the fruit is

excellent in quality ; it forces well, and it is very
useful for preserving. It does not, ho-wever, travel

so well as the varieties just named. Vicomtesse
Hericart de Thury is a most abundant bearer

;

tlie fruit is of medium size, richly flavoured, and
it is well adapted tor forcing, &c. Elton Pine is

valuable on account of its lateness. It generally

bears freely, liut the fruit is sliglitly acid. Its

constitution is hardy and vigorous. In addition
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to the sorts just mentioned, it may also be ob-

served that the old variety Icnown as Grove End
Scarlet, the fruit of which, although small and of

indifferent quality, is nevertheless, on account of

its bric;ht scarlet colour, preferred by some to all

others for preserving. The aromatic flavour of

the Hautbois, too, is highly appreciated by many

:

but it appears that it is only in the north of Eng-
land and in Scotland that this very distinct

Strawberry attains to anything like perfection.

Bdry St. Edmunds. P. G.

CHERRIES AT GUNNERSBURY.
The Cherry house at (iunnersbury Park is now an
object of considerable interest. It is a Ican-to

house, facing nearly south, 54 feet in length by
12 feet in width. It was originally planted with
bush trees (about three years ago), but those in

the front line—that nearest the front of the house
—are now trained up the roof, each tree carrying

from three to five main shoots, according to its

strength. A line of single cordon Cherries is

planted at the back, and they havj reached the

roof, and are now trained downward to meet those

coming from the front. Under tliis arrangement
the trees have done admirably, and this season

are carrying remarkably tine crojjs. The earliest

to ripen is Early Purple Gean, or German May
Duke, a variety tbat some have condemned as un-

worthy of being grown under glass, but here of

the best quality. It is a white Cherry, but one
which becomes tinted with red on the side e.xposed

to the sun. It is a great cropper, and well worthy
of being grown for its earliness, cropping qualities,

and excellent flavour. It is described in the
" Flint Manual " as "a delicious Cherry, ripening
on a wall the last week in May or the first week
in June," and this is the opinion entertained con-

cerning it by Mr. Roberts. It was introduced to

this country from Geneva through the London
Horticultural Society in IS'22. Early Rivers comes
in a week or ten days later. It is a rich looking
black Cherry, and excellent for culture under
glass. Mr. Rivers states that he raised it from
the Early Purple Gean. It first produced fruit

in 1869. At Gunnersbury it is a rare cropper, and
the flesh tender, sweet, and luscious.

Frogmore Early, or Frogmore Early Bigarreau,

as it is more often designated, comes next. It is

a fine Cherry and a first-rate forcer. Mr. Roberts,

who entertains a high opinion of it, says that any-
one planting it will not be disappointed. It is

two or three days later than Early Rivers. As to

its origin, no information appears to be forth-

coming.

May Duke is a very old and highly popular
variety, but an open-air Cherry. Mr. Roberts
does not consider it worth growing under glass;

nor, indeed, are any of the Duke type. It is his

intention to remove it.

Black Tartarian, which is also known as Black
Circassian, and, indeed, by many other names,
comes next. It is a heavy cropper, and one of the

best Cherries for forcing. It was shown in good
condition by Mr. G. T. Miles at the great Whitsun
Show at Manchester ; it is a free grower and
setter, and possesses every good quality. Early-

Rivers is before it only in point of earliness. It

has the fine quality of the Elton, but to have it in

perfection it should be grown under glass or

against a wall. It was introduced by the late

Mr. Hugh Ronalds, a nurseryman at Brentford,
and distributed by him about the year 17!)0. It

would appear to be of Russian origin. Mr.
Roberts has more plants of this variety than of

any other. Elton is a very fine Cherry—one of

the very best; it does well under glass, and grows
and bears satisfaotorily. The late Mr. T. A.
Knight did good service to horticulture when he
raised this fine Cherry about 180(j. It may be
termed a main crop variety under glass. St.

Margaret, or, perhaps, better known as Trades-
cant's Heart, is a very fine black Cherry and
quite a late one ; it is here on the Clierry stock,

and was not planted until a year after the others.

Mr. Roberts regards this as the latest variety

grown under glass, and he speaks of it as valualile

out of doors in the north of England, doing well

in the Bedale district, Yorkshire, at an elevation

of TOO feet above the sea level. Bigarreau

Napoleon ripens a little before St. Margaret. It

is a fine forcer, and crops well on the Mahaleb
stock. This appears to be a somewhat old

Cherry. It was known as far back as 1(01, but

the name Napoleon was added at a comparatively

recent date.

Among single cordon varieties growing up
against the back of the house are Biittner's Y'ellow,

a late Cherry of good quality, considered to be

the best of all the yellow Cherries. It was intro-

duced to this country about 1803. Governor
Wood Mr. Roberts regards as one of the worst

growers. It is a good Cherry, but the slightest

moisture causes tlie fruit to crack. It is soft and
fleshy, and when grown under glass there shoidd

be a free circulation of air ; in flavour it is very

rich and sweet. Early Lyons Black is not so good
as Early Rivers.

This Cherry house is shut up about the

beginning of January, and the trees are then

encouraged to grow. At blooming time they

present a charming sight. As soon as the fruit is

thoroughly stoned a mulching of short manure is

given to keep the roots steadily at work, and then

the house is kept a little warmer than hitherto,

hat the cooler the temperature, regard being had
to the swelling of the fruit, and the more slowly

it comes on towards maturity the better are the

Cherries. Some of the trees are on the Cherry,

and others on the Mahaleb stock. Mr. Roberts

holds that much better crops are got from trees

worked on the latter than on the former -at any
rate, when grown under glass. Some nursery-

men say that the Cherry is not so long-lived on
the Mahaleb as on the Cherry stock, but there is

probably differences of opinion on that point.

One thing appears certain, viz., that Cherry trees

are liable to canker let them be worked on any
stock. R. D.

STRAWBERRIES FOR UNSUITABLE SOILS.

" D. T. F." must have written the remarks which
he made in Thk Garden (p. 57G) rather hurriedly,

or he would not have stated that "in at least fifty,

probabh' seventy-five, per cent, of the gardens
throughout Britain British (Jueen cannot be suc-

cessfully or iirofitably cultivated in the open air I"

He will surely admit that if a .Strawberry of any
kind cannot be grown successfully in the open air,

it cannot be profitably grown under glass. It is

absolutely necessary to have strong and healtliy

runners annually in order to grow plants in pots.

Where does " 1). T. F." expect to get them if he
has no healthy plants out of doors? They cer-

tainly cannot be profitably purchased. I disagree

with him on another point. I believe that all

Strawberries, including British Queen, may be

grown successfully in ninety out of every hundred
of British gardens, and that they may be grown
fairly well in the other ten—that is, if people

will only be at the trouble to grow them in the

right way. Twenty-three years ago I took charge

of a garden that would not grow Strawberries of

any kind—so I was told. The soil was light and
gravelly, from 6 inches to 2 feet deeji, and
Strawberries had been planted in it year after

year without success. Undismayed by previous

failures, I, however, made the attempt to grow
Strawberries in the garden in question and suc-

ceeded. I grew them both out of dooi's and in jjots

good enough to take first prizes at the Roy.al

Horticultui-al and Royal Botanic .Societies' exhi-

bitions. I first selected the most likely piece of

ground in the garden I could find ; it was large

enough to contain 400 plants, at 2 feet ajjarc each
way, the varieties being the following, viz., Rivers'

Eliza, Keen's Seedling, Black Prince, British

Queen, and another of which the name has escaped

my memory. The ground was trenched 18 inches

deep, and in some places we touched the gravel.

I put a layer of good manure in the bottom
of each trench, and another layer of manure about
6 inches under the surface ; over the top layer

of manure we spread a layer of clayey loam. It

was not very thick, less than two cartloads being

used. The ex]>en.^e was trifling—little indeed

beyond that of carting it two or three miles. I

purchased runners in .August and |)lanted them
at once. It was a most tryini; season, being hot

and dry. The jjlants were not strong enough to

fruit the following year, but they made capital

grow^th; all flowers and runners were removed as

soon as they apiieared, and next season we had a

fairly good crop, although many of the strongest

plants did not flower at all. These I considered to

be rogues, and dug them up. We had, as I have
stated, a fairly good crop, but this did not satisfy

me. I wanted an extraordinary crop, and set

about obtaining it. Another plot of ground was
prepared, as just recorded, by trenching, manur-
ing, and surfacing with loam oi a clayey character.

I selected runners from the best and most fruitful

plants, and layered them as soon as we could get

them in small pots. It was a favourable season,

and the plants were ready for planting out by
the last days of July. They were planted with
great care, about an 8-ineh potful of prepared

soil being placed round the roots of each |)lant.

It merely consisted of some fine refuse loam from
the potting bench mixed with an equal portion of

decayed manure. In this the plants started and
grew with amazing vigour, and by the end of the

season they had formed such crowns as gave
promise of an extraordinary crop of fruit. The
result, too, was quite as good as was anticipated

;

but I found that the plants declined after bearing

the first ciop ; the second year many of them
died, and in three years half of them were gone. I

therefore saw that it was necessary to make a fresh

plantation annually, and, all things considered, I

found it was most profitable to destroy the old

beds after they had borne one good crop and plant

afresh. In fact, on light soils such as I have
described,

The annual formation of Strawberry beds
is an essential part of the cidture of that fruit.

After a time it becomes one of the details of one's

work, and gives no extra trouljle, as it works in

well with the ordinary rotation of kitchen garden
cropping. The ground on which the Strawberry
jilants liave been is always in good condition and
requires no manure. Therefore, as soon as the

.Strawberries are gathered and all the nnmers
required are secured, I cut up the plants with a
spade, hoe the ground, and clear off' all weeds ; I

tlien re-plant it immediately with good strong
plants of white Broccoli. It does not matter
about the ground being hard, as the plants can be
let into it with a crowbar, and they succeed best

when the ground is hard. The Straw-berries may
be planted to succeed early Peas, Cabbages, Pota-

toes, Cauliflowers, or anj' other early crops.

There is no loss of any kind, and I do not consider

re-planting a fresh bed of Straw berries annually
more expensive than keeping an old bed in clean

presentable condition. So much am I convinced
of the superiority of this method of .Strawberry

culture, that I practise and advocate no other in

any kind of soil. As the plants have to grow up
to fruiting size in less than three months from
small runners, the

Importance of getting runners as early as

possible will be seen. They should be layered
separately in small pots, and be planted out not
later than the first or second week in August.
If dry weather sets in, they must be watered,
especially at first, until the roots have taken hold
of the fresh comport, and this they will do all the
more readily if some rich comj)Ost is placed in

contact M'ith them. We were disappointed at

first with our plants of Keen's Seedling ; instead

of that variety we had been supplied with
Hooper's Seedling, an inferior sort which has
often done duty for the true Keen's. I ultimately

received Keen's Seedling true from Mr. Sage, of

Ashridge, and ever since we have kept it true.

This year the only varieties which w-e grew for

foicing were Black Prince .and Keen's Seedling,

and were I limited to three kinds of Strawbeiries,

they would be Black Prince, Keen's Seedling, and
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British Queen. If to six varieties, I would atl.l

President, Frogmore Late Pine, and Loxford Hall

Seedling. I may say that I liavc formed a very

favourable opinion of Pauline, having .seen and

tasted it in Me.'srs. Paul's nursery at Chesliunt.

Last season I purehased jjlants of it, some of

which are now bearing. The fruit is much larger

than that of Black Prince, and good in colour and
flavour : it is also earlier. Next season I hope to

try it against Black Prince for forcing.

Great GearicH, Ilford. Jas. Douglas.

FORMING NEW FRUIT GARDENS.

The selection of a site for a fruit garden is not

always attended by the same considerations as

those which influence the decision in regard to a

vegetable garden. There are many who do not

object to see fruit trees in close jn-oximity to the

pleasure grounds who would object altogether to

liave the vegetable quarters so near. Having the

fruit garden within an easy distance of the house

is desirable, but theie are other considerations

that should take precedence when fruit cultnre is

in question, and of these the first and most im-

portant is undoubtedly that of soil, for without a,

suitable nucleus for the roots a full measure of

success must not be expected. Not only must

the soil be good, but it must be deep and suffi-

ciently well drained by natural means to render

actual draining unnecessary. It is also needful

to select a site that has not been occupied by trees

of any kind for some years before. It is hardly

possible to commit a greater error than to form a

permanent fruit garden on tree-sick ground.

The kind of soil best adapted for a fruit gar-

den is sandy loam resting on gravel, anol if the

soil is good, 3 feet or 4 feet deep, so much the

better, but less than 2 feet of good soil will not give

satisfaction for many years unless a restricted

system of pruning both roots and branches is

adopted. If pyramid or Inish trees are to be used,

2 feet of good soil will suffice. Nothing equals

old pasture converted into a fruit garden, as if

the turf is placed about 9 inches under the surface

the roots lay hold of it quickly, and the result is

vigorous growth in a short time. The roots

ramify so quickly in the halt-rotted turf, that they

are able to sui)port strong growth the first year.

With regard to manure, the character of the soil

must decide. If naturally strong it will not re-

quire manure, especially if it has been pasture

land, but if arable and exhausted by other crops.

a good dressing of -nell rotted faimyard manure is

desirable, and it shoukl Ije incorporated with the

soil at various depths. I am, of course, assuming
that no one would think of forming a fruit garden
without trenching 2 feet or more in deiith, and as

this work is proceeding the manure can be applied

in the way just named, but nothing will be gained

by placing the first layer of manure more than

1 foot below the surface ; there should be another

6 inches deep, and one spread on the surface and
forked in. As regards trenching, I must not be

understood to be advocating that operation for all

descriptions of soils. Trenching, as ordinarily

understood, means that the bottom soil should be
brought to the tup, but if the lower stratum is

inferior to the surface, that system of trenching

must not be followed. Instead of bringing the

subsoil to the top the bottom part of the trench

should merely be stirred up deeply and left there,

and a layer of manure should be placed on it ; by
working in this manner the top spit will still be
kept in its old position.

Shelter from north and east winds is neces-

sary, in addition to the wall or fence that encloses

the garden, and, where practicable, provision

should also be made for protecting the trees from
violent gales that sometimes cause much destruc-

tion when they come from the south-west. A
thick plantation of evergreen and deciduous trees

and shrubs is unquestionably the best kind of

shelter, and, in order to aff'ord efficient protection,

a space 50 yards wide thus planted will be neces-

sary ; the inner line of shrubs should not be more
than 50 feet from the boundary. The outside line

of trees, which should be Spruce Firs, should be

planted, in the first place, at 10 feet apart, and as

soon as they meet each other, every other one

should be taken out. The inner boundary line

should consist of \e\\. Box, or Portugal Laurels,

all of which will submit to being pruned ; they

may, therefore, be kept within any Ijounds re-

quired. The central space may be planted with

such deciduous trees as are known to thrive on

the place. Sweet Chestnut, Beech, or Sycamore,

will thrive in most cases, but Elms, being short-

lived, should be avoided. As undergrowth to the

deciduous trees, common Laurel or Box should be

planted. The kind of fruit garden which I have

in view will be wholly separated from the kitchen

garden. In the latter I shall assume that all the

more tender and choice fruits are grown, and
therefore boundary walls for the fruit garden
|)roper will not be absolutely necessai-y. At the

same time, a substantial fence will be required,

and for tliis nothing will answer so well as

Whitethorn, as it can be made to form a good
fence of any reasonable height. One annual

cli]iping in the month of August after it gets

established is all the attention that it requires.

The ground for it should be trenched 18 inches

deep and 2 feet wide, and if the soil is poor some
manure should be applied to it in order to gi\-e

the roots a start. A close-boarded fence 5 feet

or feet high attbrds an efl'ectual screen while it

lasts, but this kind of fence is not sufficiently

durable for a permanent garden.

The arrangements for the different sorts of

fruit, and also the form of trees to be grown,

are matters of no small importance. My own
experience convinces me that each particular form

of tree should have a seiiarate space devoted

to it. What I mean by this is that standards,

pyramids, and bush trees, consisting of Apples,

Pears, Plums, and Cherries, should each have a

quarter devoted to them. How these quarters

should be arranged must depend entirely on the

shape of the garden and the number of trees of

each form to be planted. When this is decided, it

will not involve much trouble to allot to each its

projjer space. As a lule, standards should be

planted on the north and east quarters, and then

they will aflbrd some shelter to those in front of

them. The space enclosed should not be cut \\\>

by numerous walks. A main path through the

middle, the width of which shoukl be in propor-

tion to the area enclosed, and narrow ones running

in the contrary direction where actually required,

are all that are wanted.

Best forms of fruit trees.—I have cultivated,

I may say, every new form that has been recom-

mended, and I have no hesitation in asserting

that, in regard to some of them, many of us have

something to unlearn. The standard and es-

palier forms adopted by our forefathers are pre-

ferable to all of them, more especially where
quantities of fine large fruit are required. Tliere-

fore, where a space of ground is set apart wholly

for fruit, I should recommend that dwarf stan-

dards on 4-foot stems and espaliers be the only

forms selected for Apples and Pears. Plums and
Cherries do not make good espalier trees; these

do best in a bush form. Apples and Pears also

do well in the form of bushes, but with regard to

espaliers I am perfectly satisfied that, with the

exception of the standard, they are the most pro-

fitable of all forms for Ajiples and Pears. Stan-

dards of the height just suggested should be planted

10 feet apart each way, and bushes from 8 feet

to 10 feet asunder, according to the system of

pruning to be pursued. Trees on espaliers should

be planted 30 feet apart round the margins of the

different quarters. As to small fruits, such as

Raspberries, Gooseberries, and Currants, no one

will experience any difficulty in finding them
suitable quarters. J. C. C

have flowered and fruited well. I may add that

they were well manured in autumn and again

mulched in the spring. I have noticed the .same

irregularity elsewhere this season. Is it general,

or can any light be thrown upon such a pecu-

liarity V—Wilijam Cru.mp, MudresJicl'J Coiii-I.

'R.

MILDEWED PEACH TREES.

M." (p. 588) should not have allowed his

Oxonian Strawberry.—We have a large bed
of O.vonian planted three years ago which during
the past two seasons has yielded satisfactory

crops and good in quality, but this year it has
mysteriously failed to bloom, whilst other kinds
treated in the same way and growing side by side

Peach trees to become badly mildewed. As soon

as mildew was visible on the leaves it might have

been destroyed by lightly dusting with flowers of

sulphur, or the hot-water pipes might have been

heated and painted with sulphur-water, mixed to

the consistency of thin paint. The fumes thus

created destroy mildew without injuring the

leaves, but the pipes must not be so hut that the

hand cannot be held comfortably on them. I

never use anything el.se to destroy mildew than

flowers of sulphur, and we never had a leaf in our

vineries or Peach liouses injured by its use, with

one exception. In that case I followed instruc-

tions given by the late Mr. Rivers, of Sawbridge-
worth ; he recommended the employment of a

9-ineh or 10-inch potful of quicklime, consisting

of lumps fre.sh from the kiln. On this water was
to be poured to slack it, and on the hot smoking
lime some flowers of sulphur was to be thrown.

This I did, and in an instant the sulphur flamed up.

I therefore quickly removed the pot, and dreaded the

result of the experiment. Next morning the house
presented a woeful sight. A grand lot of young
Vines on which the Grapes were just beginning

to colour were entirely denuded of leaves and the

crop was lost. I had to cut off' the Grapes to

cause the Vines to make fresh growth. " R. M."
may be assured that Peaches will not ripen

properly or at all if the leaves have been

destroyed, and the prospects of a crop next ye?.r

will wholly depend upon the growths made sub-

sequently. I should encourage the production of

fresh growths, and if the majority of the leaves

are destroyed, pick a large proportion of the fruit

off' in order to help the trees. —J. DouciLAs.

Peach trees badly mildewed are not easily

restored to a healthy state. Dryness at the root

and poverty of the soil are frequent causes of

mildew on Peach trees. Vines, and Roses under

gla=s, and unless this is changed mildew will not

be got rid of, but, on the contrary, will continue

to spread in spite of all remedies in the .'hape of

solutions of sulphur, lime, or sulphide of potas-

sium. " R. M." is naturally anxious to save this

season's crop on his mildewed trees and is also

equally concerned about next year's crop. With-

out seeing his trees I cannot positively assert that

he will not succeed in savingthis .season's fruit with-

out detriment to the future w ell-bein>j of the trees,

but I am much afraid he will not. Young Peaches

are most susceptible of injury, and, according to

my experience, any kind of strong insecticide that

will destroy insect pests, such as scale and aphides,

or any remedies for mildew apjilied by means of a

syringe are almost certain to damage the skin of

the fruit, causing it to crack badly—spoiling the

fruit, in fact. It may be of great importance to

" R. M." that he should pre-serve his fruit, but if

this be done at the expense of the health of the

trees, he will be a loser in the end. It may be

that the sulphide of potassium burned the leaves

and caused some of them to fall off', but if the

trees were badly infested with mildew, as stated,

the eliances are that the leaves would have fallen

even had no sulphide of potassium been applied.

Not only does an early loss of leaves usually result

in a corresponding loss of fruit buds, but mildew
is also liable to damage the points of the shoots,

and when this happens they fail to break the fol-

lowing spring ; therefore the state of the trees next

year may be even worse than at present. My
remedy for badly mildewed trees would be a radi-

cal one, no half-measures being useful. I would
freely shorten all mildewed shoots without study-

ing the present crop, though if any of it could Le

preserved on the cleaner portions, "good and
well." I would fork up the surface of the border ;

next give it a good soaking with soft, tepid water,
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followed by another watering with liquid manure,
well diluted liquid manure from the farmyard being
as good as anything that could be procured. The
house containing trees thus treated should be kept
at a rather liigh temperature, or, say, at from Hif

to 85° with sun heat and air, closing early and
syringing freely, so as to create a genial growing
t3mperature. All this I would do with the aim of

p itting new life into the trees, and they must be
vjry far gone if abundance of fresh growths is not
quickly formed. These should be thinned out
where necessaiy and laid in when of a good length,
but as it will be rather late, a certain amount of

fire-heat and plenty of air ought to be given in

the autumn, in order to properly ripen the young
growth. The colder the locality the more need
there is of tire-heat, as, unless the young wood is

well ripened it is useless to expect plenty of bloom.
Even when fresh growth is induced on the trees,

mildew will still be more or less prevalent, and
after the fruit is gathered it must be vigorously

proceeded against. I find a solution of sulphur
.and lime to be the best remedy for mildew whether
it exists on Peach trees. Vines, or Roses. It is

prepared as follows : With 2 lbs. of flowers ol

sulphur and 4 ozs. of lime is mixed sutticient water
to form a paste ; then 6 quarts of soft water are

added, afterwards boiling the whole down to about
i cjuarts. After being allowed to settle, this mix-
ture should be strained through muslin and stored
aAay in a bottle or jar for present or future use.

.\bout a wineglassful of this solution is sufficient

for mixing with 4 gallons of water. It should be
applied through a syringe, and may be used a
little stronger if found ineffective. This solution

is strongly recommended for mixing with the
syringing water as a preventive of mildew and red

spider on Roses especially.

iMrEoviso THE BORDERS greatly benefits Peach
and Nectarine trees as well as ^'ines, and is almost
imperative where a thorough renovation is con-

templated, iluch may be done by the applica-

tion of liquid manure to the roots, followed by a
good mulehiu'!; of strawy manure, but this alone
i'S insufficient where the borders have been formed
and cropped several years. While the trees are
still in full leaf, or say late in September or early
in October, a trench should be oi)ened completely
round the trees, ;.<. , from one side of the tree to

the other, supposing the trees are planted against
either the front or back walls, and at about .5 feet

from the stems. The soil can then be carefully

forked away from the roots to a distance of

.30 inches from the stems, as many of the best of

the roots being preserved as po.ssible. As a rule,

only the surface .=oil thrown out is worth pre-

serving ; the rest should be wheeled away and re-

placed by a good loamy compost at the rate, say,

of three barrow-loads of turfy loam to one of short
manure, adding, if procurable, old mortar rulibish

about one barrow-load to four of the loam and
manure. Burnt garden refuse also improves a

compost for Peach or other fruit trees, and this

may be added even more plentifully than mortar
rubbish. The roots should first have all wounds
cut cleanly a«ay and then be laid evenly in the
fresh compost, bringing them as near the surface
as their natural position admits. In some cases,

esjjc-cially where those performing the work have
had some previous experience in somewhat simi-

lar undertakings, it is advisable to com])letely lift

the trees, preserving a little soil about their stems

;

this insures the severance of deep running roots,

which do more harm than good to the trees, and
the whole of the roots can thus be placed in fresh
comjmst. The latter should be employed in a
semi-dry state, and should be packed together
rather firmly; this .suits the roots and prevents
injurious sinking. In sunny weather it may be
necessary to shade newly-lifted trees; they .should

also have plenty of water at the roots, and be fre-

quently syringed overhead during the daytime.
In this way many of the leaves will be preserved
for a time, their work being to perfect the buds
and assist in the formation of fresh roots. Root
action is briskest a few weeks before the fall of the
leaf, and those who take advantage of this fact,

both as regards' feeding and watering well-esta-

blished trees and in partially or wholly lifting and
replanting unhealthy ones, are certain to be re-

warded. Trees must not be neglected in .autumn,

or they will break weakly and drop their buds in

spring. W. I. M.

The Strawberry crop promises to be excep-

tionally heavy this year. Our main plantation is

on a south-east border, the soil of which is sandy
loam on a subsoil of stiff' loam, almost clay, condi-

tions which suit Strawberries well, being light

and warm on the surfac?, while the bottom is cool.

This subsoil is quite an exception to that of the

rest of the garden, and was probably worked into

the border years ago when Peaches grew there.

In all other parts we come quickly on sand, and
on that Strawberries do not thri\e well. New
beds are always made with forced plants hardened
off' and planted out in .June and not allowed to

stand more than four years. The varieties grown
are Vicomtesse Hericart de Thury, Black Prince

(for preserving). La Grosse Sucree, Keen's Seed-

ling, President, .Sir J. Paxton, and Frogmore Late
Pine, the latter in a north border. These six

varieties ripen in the order named, and of the six

the very best are La (jrosse and Sir .Joseph. Pre-

sident, like Dr. Hogg (which was tried for a couple
of seasons), makes enormous foliage, but the crop
is not altogether satisfactory. La Grosse is an
especial favourite ; it can be planted considerably

closer than many varieties, as it makes very little

foliage, and although the crop may not be numeric-
ally great, individual fruits are particularly fine.

We grow a few of the Vicomtesse Hericart de
Thury for forcing, but the bulk are La Grosse and
Sir .Joseph. These never fail to give us good
crops, and they have the merit of comparative im-

munity from mildew, a great point in their favour

where fruit has to be ripened continually in

vineries and Peach houses. It is not easy to name
many varieties that flourish in Aery light soil, es-

pecially amongst those of more recent introduc-

tion. Black Prince I have always found to be by
far the best for this purpose. It bears capital crops

where many varieties would but drag on a raiser-

able existence ; a good breadth of it should nnder
any circumstances be planted in every garden,

especially for preserving. The colour may jier-

haps be objectionable to some, but there is no
mistaking the superior flavour and consistency of

the preserve when made with this particular va-

riety.—E. BuRRELL, Clamiwnt,

NOTES.

Dav Lilies.—Big clumps and mas.5es of these

are now yielding flowers in plenty. Hemero-
eallis llava is to my mind the best of its race,

although the young leafage of some of the other

kinds is very effective (juite early in the year,

say when Daffodils " begin to peer." After thee
Daffodils leave us we have no yellow blossoms,

if we except Tulips, which can quite replace

them until these yellow Day Lilies coire in fresh

and fair at the tnd of May, or, as it happens this

season, in the middle of June. A big deep pot

of their flowers and leaves is a sight good to .see.

H. Kwanso foliis variegatis is a good distinct

border plant, and a good companion for its first

cousins, the broad-leaved Funkias, or Plantain

Lilies, as many now prefer to call thein. The
variegated form of Iris pseudacorus, or wild

Flag, is another bright and eft'ective plant as

seen near to scarlet Poppies or great crim-

son-flowered Piconies, but for cutting while

they last in season, we have now no yellow

flowers to compete with these .shapely Day Lilies,

which are univer.-ally adiuireJ. At Strart'an and
elsewhere great rows of them .are grown, especially

for the flower jars, than which even hothouse

flowers could not be more enjoyable in their way.

The time of Roses.—It is flowery June at

last, and the Roses on the arches and walls pro-

claim a sort of heyday in the garden. The Gloire

de Diji'ns of rich amber-bulf tint'', big as tea

saucers and deliciously delicate in fragrance, are

here at last, although a fortnight or more behind
their time. Even the rich-scented old Cabbage
l\u?e is opening its buds in a sunny corner, and
the common monthly China is covered with
flowers. Poppies, Irises, Pansies, and Deljihiniums
were never so luxuriant as now, thanks to the
dripping showers followed by warm sunshine,
out of which flowers are made ! Summer has
come upon us in her bridal dress (piite suddenly
at last, and the garden is too full of her flowers

for us to regret the departure of the Daffodils

and Tulips, which have lingered on since early

spring. There is rich growth luxuriant and
buds bursting aiil leaves gladly cpiivering every-
wdiere in the warm breezes of flowery June.
Here great groups of scarlet Poppies aie shim-
mering their outspread petals in the sunny
breeze, and the great tall plumes of Spiraea are

waving as graceful as Bamboo wands. Lilies,

orange, yellow, red, and sulphur, open their

waxy flowers, and I have just counted at least

fifty flower-buds on a fingle spire of the white
Martagon; but richer and sweeter than aught
else beside in the best of gardens are the Roses
of June.

On Howth.—On this breezy headland, within
a few miles of Dublin, nearly surrounded by sea,

and at its highest ]ioint less than oOO feet in

height, there are miny beautiful plants. Rosa
spinosissima is now sweet and beautiful, each
little bush covered with white. Anemone-like
flowers. Geranium sanguineum, Sea Thrift, and
Silene maritima are happiest on the rocky decli-

clivities, and the golden Gorse is brilliant in the
sunshine. The glorious crimson Fuchsia (F.

globosa) in the walled-in garden at St. Fintaina
is just now a mass of drooping coral buds ; and
there are Day Lilies golden, mountain Clematis,
and Honeysuckle over the walks, big beds of
Daisy-like Pyrethrums and Iris, and the hundred
and one delightful blassoms of an old-fashioned

garden, wherein there is a lifelong and happy
marriage between the fruits and vegetables and
the flower.s. Then there is the Castle garden
itself, with its wondrous beeclieu hedges, close-

clipped, golden now in the sunlight of a June
day, but even in winter cosy in their leafage of

warm amber-brown. The Gloire de Dijon Roses
here are a wonder—big and beautiful, although
weeks later than usual. But how can one describe

the I^hododendron garden, as it nestles among
the grey rocks and feathery Fern under the crest

of the hill? Great bushes, 10 feet to 1.5 feet

high—perhaps more— are now gorgeous, the big
bouquet-like crimson clusteis, richly set like gems,
among the glistening wax-like leaves. As seen
among the Ferns, and as contrasted with the
fringes of golden Gorse on the hill above, or with
yellow Azaleas, this garden of Rhododendrons is

beyond all description.

The white P.eony.—Too much praise cannot
possibly be awarded to Pseonia albiflora,suppo.siDg

that to be the Latin name of the lovely white
variety sent to me as a great favour by that wise
man of the east, Mr. 'Ware, three years or so ago.

As I have hitherto failed to obtain a plant of

Romneya Coulteri either "for love or for money,"
I quite content myself with what is the loveliest

flower of June in a well-stocked garden. If I

were Mr. Ware, and had a good stock of this

Venus of Cnidos amongst the flowers, I think I

should use discrimination in the very selling of

such a treasure. As Parkinson says of the
double "floure of ISristowe," so would I fay of

this white Pteou}', viz., " it is rare and not
common, so for his bravery doth well deserve a
master of account tliat will take care to keep and
l)reserve it.'' At the present moment no other

hardy garden flower approaches this in noble
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form and beauty. There appears to be two or

three forms of this P. albiflora, and I am by no
means rlear as to which vaiiety is represented by
our plant. Thus 1'. albiflora, introduced from
Siberia as long ago a9 l.'J48, .seems the type.

Then P. a. Candida is a flesh-coloured wliite, P.

a. festa is also white or pink, and P. a. sibirica

also is described as white, as is P. a. vestalis.

Our plant tlii^ se.iEon bears ten blo.ssonH and
buds, and is a delight to all who see it. I see the

first great red bud swelling on the old greenish
sulphur-flowered P. Wittmanniana two years

planted, and am anxiously looking forward to

its opening. One can never have tio many of

the best of the Pieonies and of Flag [rises in the
garden during early summer time.

Bear'.s-ear Sanicle.—C'ortusa Matthioli is a
distinct plant, quite at home in deep rich soil in

partial shade. It now bears its crimson-purple
bells, drooping from a slender Cowslip-like st.dk

from above the palmate hairy leaves. These
same leaves are recommended by dear old

Parkinson " to set an orient red colour on the
cheeke of a woman ;" and at page 241 of his

classic " Paradisus " he further tells us that

"the leaves of the Cortusa taste a little hot, and
if one of them bee kid whole, without bruising,

on the cheeke of a tender-skin'd woman, it will

raise an orient red colour, which will passe away
without any manner of harme or mirke whore
it lay." This Cortusa Matthioli is easily raised

in abundance from seeds sown as soon as

they ripen. It is an interesting plant and
graceful in habit, even if actually less showy
than some of its allie.=, the Primroses proper.
A good group of this plant in the rock garden is

pretty when at its best, even if less effective than
the Sikkim Cowslip, with its larger pendent bells

of a soft pale sulphur tint. A solitary plant of
a yellow-blo.'somed Cortusa ( / C. KauI'manni)
was exhibited at the late Primula Conference,
and in its flowering reminded one of a greeni?h
yellow Primula which some cynical botanist has
called P. grandis, it being one of the least showy
or grand or noble of all the members of a large
family. Cortusa JIatthioli is a good garden
plant as compared with tither of these last-named
rarities.

Rock gardening.— I have just seen a well-
formed and well-stocked rock garden, made by
Mr. Ruxtou at Ardee House, in the countv of
Louth, and I think it will delight everyone who
obtains the privilege of seeing it at its best. The
water-worn rocks of which it is composed are of
themselves a treat to see, veined and furrowed
a? they are by centuries of time. B-autil'ul as
are the stones, however, the healthy vigour and
variety of the plants amongst them surpass
them in interest, selected as they are from the
best of all the hardy pknts of Europe, of the
Himalayas, and of the glacier slopes of the New
Zealand Alps. Veronica Lyalli and Ourisia coc-
cinea, he dthily luxuriant and fljrif'erous, were
worth a journey to see; Edelweiss disphiv.-d its

silvery stars ; Onosma tauricum was rich iu vdlow
flowers. The yellow Tree Lupine and the' Dai.sy
Bush (Eurybia Cuuni) were alike most showy,
and little mat-like masses of rare Primulas,
Androsaces, and Saxifrage or Sileue met one
on every little plateau, or in every nook and
corner.

^

Saxifraga lantoscana in varietv, S.
longifolia (true), and S. pyramidalis hung' their
feathery plumes over the .soft grey boulders.
Here a p.itch of Phyteuma comosum or rare
Jiinunculus, such as R. glacialis or R. parna^sia;-
folius ; there Edraianthus orAndrosace lanuginosa
were quite at home. In the low-lying hollows,
Cypripedium? and difl'-rent varieties of Orchis
were flowering well; and iu the fresh country air
an 1 good rich loam, Rosa rugosa had acquired a

rich rosy crimson colouring not often to be seen.

But mere names mean but little now-a-days, and
no words couhl paint the beauty of Kalure-

carved limestone, but I am not alone in consider-

ing the rock g.ar<len at Ardee as perhaps the

finest of its kind in Ireland.

Blue Cornflower.—One of the very prettie-t

of all our cornfield weeds is this Centaurea
Cyanus. It is the favourite flower of the Em-
peror of Germany, but, apart from popvilarity of

any kind, it is in itself so brightly and beauti-

fully blue, that it deserves culture wherever blue
blossoms are appreciated. Although an annual,
it is never seen in perfection unless the seeds be
autumn sown. They should be scattered as

soon as they ripen, and the harder and poorer
the ground, so much the Ijetter does this plant
seem to thrive. If large quantities of its flowers

are desired for cutting, the seeds may be sown in

July or August on any dry bank or rubbish heap
and covered, but slightly, with fine earth by
raking. The finest harvest of blossoms I ever
saw were grown on a large heap of road-scrapings,

over which the seeds had become blown quite
accidentally. As cut with long stalks the flowers

and buds arrange well in tall vases, and keep
fresh a long time. Tliere are white, purple, rose,

and violet varieties, but none are either so

pretty or so useful as is the typical blue-flowered
form. Wherever flowers are wanted in quantity
during the summer time one soon finds out the
value of a good breadth or bed of this cornfield

weed.

Si'ANisH Iris.—The brilliant sunshine that
shortens the period of beauty in the Flag
Iris is the very life of these bulbous kinds. A
few brifjht and rainless days have opened ihiir
thickening buds iu numbers, and in warm, dry
corners their blossoms now are enchanting in
their infinity of colouring. I know of no flowers
of June more useful for cutting, excepting always
Ixias, and more especially that fair white Gladio-
lus Colvillei albus, more generally known as the
Brid.al Sword-flower. Some of these graceful-
habited Irises are but little over a foot in height,
with flowers of yellow, white, orange, In-own,
purple, or blue, but one of tlie finest is that
generally known as Thunderbolt, a tall-growing
and large-ljlossomed kind, of a beautiful purplish
Ijronze shading into metallic umber tints, quite
distinct from aught else, and very fine in its way.
The bulbs of these .Spanish Irises may be pur-
chased so cheaply, that they should find a place
in every garden. The best position for them is

near to walls, and if they are planted rather deeply
in hole? of nearly pure sand, so much the better,

(.iood masses of them are now very beautiful as
their buds open near groups of the white Gladiolus
above named, and either as seen growing in the
sun oras brought indoors for fliwer-va-^es, they
are most lovely.

Edelwelss.—This silvery weed, the Bridal
Everlasting of the Swi'S Alps, also quite abundant
in some of the high mountain pas.ses of the
Sikkim Hinuilayas, is now flowering freely in
the garden. It is one of the very easiest of all

true alpine plants to cultivate, but there are two
conditions essential to its success. The first is,

never try to carry home plants or roots from the
Alps or Pyrenees; they are not worth the trouble
of posting even, but always trust to seeds as a
means of increase ; secondly, a limestone soil is

essential to its Inxuriant silvery growth. Just
now we have the plant flowering planted out in
a pocket made on the top of a •')-foot high brick
wall. It is in full sun.shine, and is evidently
quite happy. It is also planted out in the
ordinary soils of beds on the ground level, and
seems equally comfortable, anil only the other
day I saw a mass of it at Ardee, three plants

forming a silvery mass, the silvery bracts being
really very fine, large in size, and yet silver-

lustred withal. This silvery appearance is, after

all, the sum total of the beauty of the Edelweiss,
for in deep rich soil in a half shady place the plant
becomes a .sage-green weed—rampant, indeed,

but not so pretty as some of our native Cudweeds.
If raised from seed annually and planted in lime-
stone, there is no reason why our gardens should
not be full of this flower if desired.

The Mocassin Flower.—Cypripedium spec-

tabile is, when seen at its best, one of the most
lovely of all the Orchids really hardy in our
land. Good masses of it, fresh in leafage an I

strong in health, bearing from twenty to thirty

flowers are much admired, even by the most
lilase of connoisseurs, and are not easily forgotten

even by ordinary admirers of beautiful ttower.s.

As seen vigorous the leafy stems may be 2 feet

in height, each bearing from two to four of their

rosy-lipped blossoms, the perianth segment?
being of snowy whiteness. A friend in Auierica
who sent me roots of this plant four or five

years ago ailvised me not to bury the flattened

sods in soil in the usual way, but to lay them on
the surface, and then cover them under leaf

mould to a depth of half a foot or more. I did
so, and the plants have been better and stronger
every year since, and I would recommend those
who may have failed with this plant to try this

method. Well grown in pots it makes a hand-
some plant and a good companion for the

Madeirau Orchis foliosa, both blooming about
the same time. C. spectabile, in some peaty
soils or iu the bog garden, is really one of the

finest of all hardy h;-rbaceous plants in cultiva-

tion, rivalling the tropical species in beauty.

Martagon Lilies.—.Stately growing Lilies,

with turn-ca]i flowers and leives in circles or

whorls around the stem. There are many forms,

—a dozen or more—all referable to Lilium Mar-
tagon, the greatest mountain Lily of Parkinson,
who figures and describes the white and other
kinds, including wdiat he calls the Martagon
Imperiall, in the year I'iiD. In deep rich soils

and in half-shady sheltered places, these Martagon
Lilies are very beautiful, none finer than the
white as seen o feet or more in height, with fifty

or more of its buds and blossom^. Tlie dark,

almost black, purple is another fine form, bearing

many of its sombre bells on a stem 7 feet in

height. Then there is the rare L. Martagon
fl -pi., with upturned branched spikes and double
blossoms. Who can tell us aught of the history

of this old-fashioned flower/ I obtained it from
an old country garden, but have found no men-
tion of it so far in books; but this may be my
own fault, and not that of the writers on these

fli)wers. There are many .shades of colour among
the ordinary coloured Martagons, some being
darker, others lighter ; some spotted and others

plain. I believe there is a white kind spotted

with red or purple which I have not yet seen.

The names of garden flowers mean so little now-
a-days, that one cannot see too much of garden
plants and their varieties.

Delphiniums.— '• Like daughters of the gods,

divinely tall," and are they not also divinely,

beautifully blue / While they endure fresh and
fair, th it is to say, during June or July, we have
notliing that can compete with these lovely Bee
Larkspurs, as they used in the old limes to be

called. They are of all shades of blue, leaning

to purple a little now and then ; or, on the
other hand, inclining to white or lilac, as the

case may be. Once well planted in deep lich

soil, and guarded from slugs and snails during
their earlier stages, they exist for years, ancl

during their time of flowering become the glory

of the garden. After all, can Queen Rosa have
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anything better calculated to show her fresh
young beauty to advantage than these towering
masses of rich blue flowers ? To my mind, the
soft pale, or Cauibridge tints of greyish blue
yielded by some varieties are the most lovely,

but all are fine, if well placed for ett'ect. Some
of the darker kinds now towering up near a
wall partly draped with golden Ivy look all

the richer for the contrast thus atforded them,
whilst others serve to emphasise the yellow of
Celsia cretica and of Veibascum olympicum.
Grow them as one may, they are, if well grown,
most beautiful in good gardens. Veronica.

Kitchen Garden.
SITES FOR KITCHEN GARDENS.

One need not travel far before the fact is apparent
that in the rase of many kitchen gardens the
site is not the best that might have been selected,

and that nearly every consideration that goes to

make up a good kitchen garden has been sacrificed

for the sake of locating the garden within an easy
distance of the residence. When we consider
the permanent character of the work connected
with the formation of such an adjunct to any
place, its absolute necessity, and what is expected
to come out of it, one cannot but think that the
selection of a proper site is of more importance
than is generally accorded it. Besides the situa-

tion, which, when practicable, should be gently
sloping to the south, the chara-ler of the soil and
the needful shelter from tlie north and e.ast are
essential points tliat should influence the decision
as to site. For my own part, I attach more
importance to securing a southern aspect than I

do to the other conditions, because once the walls
are built there can be no change. Tlie neces-
sary shelter it is in time possible to provide, and
if the soil is not quite of the right description,

it is possible to make it better by draining,
trenching, and the addition of good soil. Re-
specting the

Form, I would advise a departure from the
parallelogram to that of a square with the
southern angles cut off so as to form a half circle

to face the south, which would gather the sun's

rays into a focus at a very important part, and
so increase the warmth. This form would also

reduce the length of the north wall, as the form-
ing of a half circle brings in a north-west and
north-east aspect — a consideration of some
moment to growers of fruit trees. As to

Soil, when there is any choice, preference
should be given to a sandy loam resting on gravel.

A depth of 2 feet of good soil is necessary, and
if more, so much the better. If it can be avoided
no position that requires draining should be
selected ; not that I object to draining in cases

of absolute necessity ; my contention is, that a

position that requires draining is not a .suitable

ore for either a fruit or vegetable garden, and
therefore it is to be avoided. The rage Ibr drain-

ing that took possession of a large mass of culti-

vators thirty or more years ago has had time to

bear fruit, and at the present time it is not
dirticult to find cases that illustrate the fact that

it is possible to drain too much as well as too

little.

The walls of kitchen gardens are in many
cases too high ; when that happens it is ditticult

to efficiently protect the trees on them from
spring frost ; therefore much of the wall space as

well as the labour bestowed on the trees is lost.

My experience is that we should get more
regular crops of fruit from walls 8 feet high than
from higher ones, as it is less trouble to

protect the trees on walls of that height. In no
case would I buill walls nmre than 10 feet high.

As to copings, I have lost faith in them, especi
ally those more than a foot in width ; as to

permanent copings, I would not have a mile's
length of them for nothing if they had to

always remain over tlie trees. With a wood or
glass coping 1 foot wide to be put up and taken
down when rec^uired I agree, when used in con-
junction with other protection in front of the
trees. In regard to

Arrangement, there should be a separate part
for fruit trees and another for vegetables. The
importance of having a separate department fur

fruit is not sufficiently recognised. No one can
dispute the fact that when fruit trees are growing
pretty closely together, as they must be when a
certain space is wholly devoted to them, they
i-helter one another and more regular crops are

the result, but, apart from the question of shelter,

when the trees are in separate quarters there is

no loss of space, there being no trees to shade
the crops, no roots to exhaust the soil in which
vegetables are grown, and, moreover, when the
two d'pirtments are divided, the litter inseparable

from the cidtivation of fruit trees is got rid of,

a point of some importance, for the fallen leaves

harl 1 lur nuuiy enemies which it is desirable to

get rid of. With regard to

Walics, the fewer the better. More than half
the gardens in the country are cut up into pieces

innumerable by means of walks that serve no
useful purpose, yet a third of the labour of the
garden is taken up with keeping them in order.

If the garden is square in form, as I have
suggested, and not more than one acre in extent
inside the walls, one walk all round at 10 feet

from the w.dl is all that is wanted. An alley

should run through the middle of the garden fur

the convenience of getting at the crops, but it

need not be more than 21 feet wide. This may
be surfaced with a coat of coal a.shes to prevent
dirt being brought on to the princip.d walk ; it

imy thus be kept clean with less than half the

labour that a gravel walk requires. In ca=es in

which tliere is more than an acre enclosed, a

gr.ivel walk may take the place of the centre

allev, and where there are two acres, another
walk m.iy run at right angles from the centre, so

as to cut the space into four equal parts. The
width of the walks should be in proportion to

the space enclo.sed ; a narrow walk in a lirge

garden is out of proportion ; 4J feet is a suitable

width for a garden ati acre in extent, and o feet

will suffice for all but the largest places. As to

Bor.DEUs, those next the wall should not be
less than 10 feet wide, and in large gardens they
may be 4 feet wider ; marginal borders next to

walks give the garden a better appearance, I

must admit, because the subjects grown in them
are u.;ually planted in lines which run in the

same direction, which is more pleasing to the

eye than when there are no borders ami the

lines run in a contrary direction ; but those who
wish to study economy as regards space will have
as few marginal borders as possible. Long ex-
perience has convinced me that marginal borders

and unnecessary walks increase the labour in

many gardens to an extent for which there is no
adequate return.

Edginiis for w.vlks.— I have no hesitation in

saying that Box is the best edging ; to my mind
a dead edging in kitchen gardens looks poor. I

am quite willing to admit that live edgings of

any kind give more trouble than those which are

made of bricks or tiles, but the appearance of a

neatl3'-kept Bo.'c edging is so superior to any-
thing else, that that fact outweighs, I think, every
other consideration, i.e., of the various kinds of

materials used. As dead edgings, I know no-

thing neater or cheaper or more durable than
slate. In districts where slate can be obtained

it is sent out in slabs 6 inches Jeep, about three

quarters of an inch thick, and in lengths varying
from 2 feet to 4 feet. These slabs are not diffi-

cult to fix in position, and no sort of weather
injures them. J. C. C.

FRENCH CUCUMBERS.
It may interest "D. T. F." to know that the

Cucumber as grown by us has no value in

France. Some years ago, on taking charge of a

garden in Normandy and gauging the needs of a

French household by those of my own country,

I made the customary preparations for obtaining

an early supply of Cucumbers. I found, how-
ever, that the local seedsmen knew the long-

fruited Cucumber by reputation only, and, there-

fore, I hud to get seeds from England. Only the

ridge varieties (Cornichons) were grown in the

neighbourhood, and I naturally thought that my
handsome Telegraphs and other good kinds

would get a welcome reception. Gieat was my
surprise on sending in the first brace to be told

that sucli large coarse Cucumbers were not eaten
;

they might suit the English palate, but in France

they better appreciated the crisp little Cornichons.

Alijiough an occasional sample of frame Cucum-
bers may be exhibited at the meetings of the

French National Horticultural .Society and else-

where, the kinds held in most esteem by us are

no more in general use in France than the

Chinese Yam is in this country, and no P ris

market grower would think of attempting their

culture.

Cdcu.mbers are exclusively an outdoor crop i:i

France. I never knew them to be brought on in any
private gar.len there under glass, and, so far as I

know, forcing Cucumbers is an unknown industry

in French market garden^. The Melon is the

recipieirt of those cares bestowed on Cucunrbers

in EngLind, and wonderfully well is tbi-i fruit

grown in small gardens iu France. Where
nothing else is grown under glass in a French
provincial garden you will see a frame or two of

thrifty Melons. " D. T. F." rightly conjectures

that the climate offers no b.ir to the sm-cessful

outdoor growth of fraine Cucumbers in France
;

it is an exceptional year in which they will not

thrive in the neighbourhood of Paris. The gar-

den iu which the Cucumbers above alluded to

were grown was situated about sixty nriles nortlr

of Pari.s, and when I found that my productions

were so b.adly appreciated, I removed the lights

from them and left them to grow as they would.

I never saw Cucumbers grow as they did ; they
overran a large space of groinid by the end of the

sumnrer, rambled up into some trees, and even
the large (piautitii s of fruit which they bore .and

which were never out did not appear to restrict

their vigour in the least. I should say that on
halfa-dozen plants there was quite a sack of

Cucumbers at one time in various ttiges of

growth, from well-grown eatable fruit to that

which contained ripe seeds. Some Cucumber
growers say that loose open soil does not promote
fertility ; but these grew in (dd rotten manure,
with nut a particle of loam in it ; the roots f uiid

their way clown into the bed, which had aflbnlcd

the necessary heat in which to start ihem. They
grew on a border close to a wall; frame kinds

did not succeed in open fields except far towards
the south of France.

The wholesomeness of Cucumbers depends
wholly upon the age of the fruit. The more or

less tough, old Cucumbers, to wfjich, ) erhaps,-a

lengthened stay in a greengrocer's shop has added
indigestibility, can only be eaten without dis-

comfort by those having ostrich-like digestive

powers. 15ut if cut when about three parts

grown and used quite fresh. Cucumbers ate not
nearly so unwholesome as is commonly supposed.
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r can eat Cucumbers if cut before tbey are fully

grown a* freuly as any other vegetable. Big,

long, straight Cucumbers are the priJe of the

grower, but it is a great mistake to allow them
to grow largo, as one fruit -which attains that

maturity which immediately precedes the ripen-

ing period will more exhaust tlie vine than half a

doz;u cut when from half to three-parts grown.

For market. Cucumbers must be fully grown,

but in private gardens they need never be

allowed to become so big. I may add that

although I have eaten all kinds of s.alads in

France, I never saw Cucumbers ustd in that

way; they are much in favour amongst the

working classes simply steeped for a few days in

brine. In this way immense quantities are

eaten both in France and Germany.
John Cornhill.

WHOLE OR CUT SEED POTATOES.
In the follow ing experiments with seed Potatoes
considerable attention was paid to what part of the

tuljer, if any, showed the greatest vigour. To this

end choice seed of standard varieties was procured
from different sources, and was variously treated

in order to study the results, which are given in the
following table, only one variety being used. The
ei.;hteen plots here given represent a continuation
of work which has now been in progress for three
years, and the general averages given below the
tible emphasise the previous results. The maxi-
mum of total yield is plot 1, and of large tubers,
plot 0, both planted with large, whole seed.

The general averages also give whole seed a decided
]5reference, both as to total yield and large tubers ;

but the extremely large yield of small tubers is

against them. The time of ripening for ordinary
and one-eye cutting -was August 17 to 21

;

w-hols seed ripened from five to ssven days earlier.

Seed. Total}
yield.
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for flower-beauty, the Spurge Laurel is neverthe-

less an ornamental e\'ergreen shrub, especially

valuable from the fact that it thrives under the

shade and drip of trees where little else would
grow, and therefore it is sometimes recommended
for game covert. Of this species there is a purple-

leaved variety (atropurpurea), that forms a pretty

and distinct-looking shrub.

I). PONTKW bears considerable resemblance to

Laureola, but its blooms arc brighter yellow, and

Daphne Cueorum,

they are borne in pairs ; moreover, they are later

in expanding, being usually at their best in April

and May. The leaves, too, are shorter than those
of the Spurge Laurel. D. pontica is a native of

Asia Minor, and an old inhal^itant of our gardens.

D. C.NEORUM.—This is one of the most beautiful

of trailing shrubs, i.e., when in thriving condition,

for though in many places it will grow luxuriantly,

yet ' others great difliculty is experienced in

keepi. , it healthy. It does well on sloping banks
if the soil is not too dry and of too heavy a cha-

racter; it likes a compost consisting largely of

open vegetable matter. It is also a good rock
garden plant, both stems and roots being quit ! at

liome amongst the rocks, into the fissures of which
the latter are fond of working tlieir way. D.

Cneorum, sometimes called the Garland flower, is

an evergreen species, which in May or June be-

come literally covered with clusters of bright rosy

blossoms, the perfume of which is perceptible even
at a considerable distance ofi'. If wanted for flower-

ing early under glas?, it should be grown in a bed
largely composed of peat or leaf-mould, where, it

kept fairly moist, it will grow freely and may
readily be lifted and potted. It may be found in

a wild state in mountainous districts throughout
Southern Europe.

D. .^LPi.N'A.—This is a low-spreading, deciduous
shrub with small lanceolate leaves and greenish

Daphne alpina. Daphne collina.

white flowers. It is csscndally a rock garden

plant, its roots delighting to fix themselves in

St' ly crevices ; though not so showy as some of

' other Daphnes, it is, nevertheless, well worth

I, vation on account of the length of time during

wh.ch it keep^ up a succession of bloom—often

from April till summer is well advanced. This

Daphne in a wild state is widely distributed over

the European Alps; though it has been in cultiva-

tion in this country for more than a century, it is

even now by no means common.

D. C0LLIN.\ is a neat evergreen, upright-habited
bush, a yard high, furnished with dark green Box-
like leaves, pubescent on the under surface, and
bearing clusters of pretty pink blossoms during
the spring months. It is a native of the Italian

mountains.

D. Blagav.vna.— This, which is of compara-
tively recent introduction, forms a spreading bush,

furnished with neat evergreen foliage, and in

March and April clusters of ivory-white, highly
fragrant blossoms. The latter are borne on the

points of the shoots, surrounded by a collar-like

arrangement of leaves. It is a native of the

Styrian Alps, and is well suited, on account of its

spreading habit, for planting on rockwork. Some-
times, too, it is grown in pots for flowering under
glass, a purpose for which it is well suited on
account of its delicious perfume.

D. FioNiANA.—This resembles the species just

named, but is more compact in growth, and its

leaves are darker green ; its flowers, too, are of a
deeper hue, and, moreover, it is one of the most
continuous blooming of all the Daphnes. For in-

stance, a specimen of it here was a year ago
thickly studded with jnirplish pink blooms, and
in December last it was still in flower, while

now another crop of blossoms is commencing to

open.

D. RurESTRis.—This pretty little evergreen

species has small shining, leathery foliage, which
renders it at all times bright and cheerful. Its

flowers, which are of a pleasing pinkish coloin-,

are often produced in such profusion as to almost

hide the leaves. It is a native of the Alps, and is

found generally so situated that its roots can

penetrate deeply into the fissures that occur in

the limestone rocks there, while its branches

clothe their otherwise bare faces. Its flowering

season is towards the end of summer and in

autumn.

D. (tENKWa.—This is so unlike other Daphnes,
that at first sight one would be more likely to

take it for a Lilac than a Daphne—that is, when
in bloom, the flowers reminding one of those of a

Syringa; indeed, it is often called the .lapanese

Lilac. This species forms a neat deciduous shrub

furnished with opposite lanceolate leaves, and
bearing thickly in March or April on the then

leafless bi-anches small clusters of flowers, in-

dividually four-lobed, and having a tube about

half an inch long. This species is hardy in some
parts of England, but in others it needs protec-

tion. It is, however, such a striking plant that

it will repay the shelter of a wall. It is one of

Fortune's introductions, but would appear to have

been afterwards lost and re-introduced twenty

years ago through the Botanic Garden at St.

Petersburg—not, however, to remain lon^ with

us, for it has been lost sight of till within the last

few years, when it got in^o the hands of some of

our leading nurserymen. Messrs. Paul were

awarded a first-class certificate for it by the

Royal Horticultural Society last year, and I have

also seen it in good condition at the Coombe
Wood Nursery.

D. HYERIDA.—Although more tender than many
of the above, this is fairly hardy, and will survive

most winters against a wall. The neat evergreen

foliage is at all times bright and cheerful, while

the h-agrant reddish blossoms are freely borne

during the spring and summer months.

D. OLEOiDES.—This is an upright-habited, but

somewhat loose-growing, bush, reaching a height

of S feet or 4 feet ; it is rather sparingly furnished

with leaves, which a good deal resemble those of

the Olive ; hence the specific name. The flowers,

which are borne in clusters, are rather small, but

freely produced, and highly fragrant, besides

which a succession of them is kept up often

throughout the summer months.

I). Mazeli.—This .Japanese species somewhat

resembles the tender D. indica, but, unlike that

kind, Mazeli will, in many parts of England, stand

the winter out of doors. Its deep-coloured glossy

evergreen foliage makes it an attractive shrub at

all seasons, but in spring, when loaded with

clusters of highly fragrant blossoms, it is doubly
welcome. This Daphne attracted a good deal of

attention .some seven or eight years ago, but it

would appear to have become somewhat scarce.

D. GxiDiuM.—This forms a round bush densely

packed with small lanceolate leaves, and producing

during the summer months great quantities of

Daphne Guidiiim.

pinkish blossoms. It is rather particular as re-

gards its requirements, succeeding best under the

same conditions as those that suit D. Cneorum.

D. (.inidium is a native of Southern Europe, and

has long been grown in British gardens.

These may be said to be the most prominent

amongst hardy Daphnes. Of those that need the

protection of a greenhouse, D. indica, or odora as

it used to be called, is a great favourite on account

of its deliciously fragrant blossoms. It is, how-

ever, often found in an unsatisfactory condition,

owing, perhaps, to being allowed too much root

room, or to having insufficient drainage. On the

Spurge Laurel, a species on which it is frequently

grafted, it cannot be depended upon as when on

its own roots ; an unsightly excrescence is often

produced at the point of union, and sometimes

the plant dies off without any apparent cause.

D. papyracea, a native of the Himalayas, is

interesting from the bark being used as writing

paper by the natives there; but as an orna-

mental plant it is not satisfactory, being tall and

straggling in growth and a sparse flowerer. The
blooms are white, borne in little clusters, and,

like those of most of ihe genus, agreeably

scented.

Pkopagatios and crLTURE.—Where seeds are

unobtainable most Daphnes can be propagated

either by means of layers or by grafting on allied

kinds. The low-growing alpine species can, from

Daphne hybrida. Daphne oleoides.

their procumbent habit, be easily layered, while

those that do not lend themselves readily to that

treatment can be grafted either on the Mezereon
or Spurge Laurel. They can be grafted on the

stem as close to the ground as possible, or, as is

sometimes done, on a piece of the root, and the
point of union can thus be covered with the soil.

Grafting, however, cannot be recommended in the

case of D. indica, cuttings of which root without
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ilifl:c'.ilt,y in sandy peat, and plants thus obtained

ean be much move depended upon than su(;h as

are grafted. In layering the stem should Im'

partially cut through and buried suHiciently deep

to prevent its getting dry. I liave often noticed

tiiat when a stone is laid on the stem to keep it

in its place roots are much quicker produced than

where not so treated, the stone pi'obably maintain-

ing a more regular degree of moisture underneath.

Even when a stone is used to keep the branch in

its [ilace, the cut portion must be covered with

soil in the ordinary way. Dajihne seeds do best

if sown as soon as rijie in a faiily moist peaty

soil, and in a position sheltered from the sun. One
mode of culture would not suit all Daphnes, but,

generally speaking, they prefer a soil largely com-

posed of vegetable matter, fairly moist, and they

dislike being fully exposed to the sun. The
Mezereon, however, thrives best in a stiff' soil.

One point to bear in mind with regard to the

Daphnes is the fact that their roots are, as a rule,

few in number, but very long, and sparingly fur-

nished with fibres. For this reason they are more
dilhcult to tiansiilant than many shrubs; there-

fore, when it is necessary to remove them the

operation should be as carefully carried out as

possible. T.

BIRMINGHAM BOTANIC GARDEN.
Recently thei'e has been a large addition to the

glass department in this garden. The old houses

that stood near the curator's residence, which had
become dilapidated and which were never well

adajited for the growth of jilants, have been re-

moved. On the south side and immediately adjoin-

ing the curator's house a large space has been

covered with a lofty span-roofed structure, l.")0 feet

long varying in width from 30 feet to 40 feet. This

allows ample room for a large number of people

and for an exhibition, such as the recent Orchid

show which was held in it, a bank of plants being
arranged all round, leaving the whole of the central

space free. The plants thus grouped, with Ferns,

I'ahns, and similar foliage plants, had a very good
effect.

Adjoining this liouse and running parallel with

it on the south side, foiir span-roofed plant houses
have been erected, each some 3IJ feet long by 24

feet wide. These are well stocked with plants.

The lirst at the western end is filled with plants

requiring an intermediate temperature, amongst
which are many of the most beautiful things in

cultivation, and through the fact of greenhouse
warmth being insufBcient for them and ordinary

stove heat too much, their cultivation is less

general than it deserves to be. Not the least de-

.'irable feature in connection with a plant house
kept at an intermediate temperature is that it can

be visited without the feeling of op]iressive heat
experienced in a hot stove. In the next division

all the occupants are such as need only greenhouse
warmth, with the addition of those plants that can
be brought in from the warmer houses during the

summer season. The third house is occupied by
a mixed lot of Orchids, of which the garden now
contains a fairly representative collection ; all

are doing very well, especially those located in

the house under notice, which seems to ans%\'er

their requirements. Amongst a number that were
in flower may be named C'attleya Mossia; in many
forms, various species of Cypripedium, and also of

Odontoglossrmi, including 0. crispum, O. Pesca-

torei, 0. cirrhosum, and a quantity of 0. vexil-

larium comprising several beautiful varieties. The
eastern division of the range is a stove, in which
are the usual flowering and fine-leaved plants, col-

lectively in a thriving, healthy condition. This
block of glass looks very w-ell, and is well and
substantially built; whilst sufBcient has been done
to make the whole etl'ective in appearance, the

legitimate object for which the houses were built

—to grow the plants well—has not been sacrificed.

The old firm of Messr.s. Hope, of Birmingham,
well known as the constructors of metal hou.ses,

were the builders; the cost, I understand, was
£3000.

In the large conservatory many of the plants, es-

pecially Tree Ferns, have attained a size above that

ordinarily met with. Mr. Lathom, the curator,

has been successful in several instances in ell'ecting

that which at one time was looked on as almost

an impos.sil>ility—the raising of hybrid Ferns.

The specimen of the hybrid Dicksonia Lathomi
shows its distinct character more fully as it gets

older, the stem attaining an unusual thickness

])roi)ortionate to its length ; the trunk now measures
about 3 feet from the base up to the lower fronds,

whilst it girths .)() inches round the bottom. The
rachis are over 4 feet long, the entire fronds 10

feet or 11 feet. Amongst other Tree Ferns are

noble examples of Alsophila excel.sa, Dicksonia

antarctica, D. squarrosa, Cyathea princep^, C.

Smithi, C. spinulosa, Cibotium Schiedei, C. specta-

bile, and C'. regale ; two or three of these raised

from spores here show sufficient ditt'erence in the

character of their fronds to warrant the supjjosi-

tion that they are hybrids. Mr. Lathom's latest

success with hybrid Ferns is Gymnogramma
Lathomi, a hybrid between G. schizophylla and
G. decomposita; it is very beautiful and distinct,

differing com])letely from all others. Returning
to the Tree Ferns in the conservatory, they are

grown in tubs and boxes, the advantage of which
over planting out, when, as in the case of these

plants, they get old with tall trunks, is obvious,

as the heads never grow so disproportionately

large as when the roots have unlimited space to

revel in ; and, in addition, it admits of the

plants being re-arranged from time to time, so as

to prevent the strongest growers srnothering the

weaker ones. The same applies to Palms, of

whi(_-h there are some good examples of the medium
growing kinds. A pair of Chama-rops Fortunei,

from 10 feet to 12 feet high, are in beautiful con-

dition, though confined in tubs little more than

2 feet in diameter. In the large house adjoining,

with circular tank for aquatics in the middle,

amongst things in flower were some good spjci-

mens of Medinilla magnifica. Here also is an
interesting collection of medicinal and officinal

plants.

The cool Orchid house contains a nice selection

of popular kinds, of which may be mentioned
Odontoglossums and Masdevallias, the former

being represented by considerable numbers of 0.

crispum, 0. Pescatorei, 0. cirrhosum, and others;

the JIasdevallias comprise most of the leading

sorts, including M. Harryana, M. Harryana
insignis, M. Shuttleworthi, M. polysticta, M.
xanthina.M. triangularis, M.Chima'ra,M.Chim:cra
Wallisi, M. radiosa, and M. Houtteana ; these, in

common with the other plants, are growing satis-

factorily. The pretty and distinct-looking Bletia

hyacinthina, that rarely flowered with the warm
treatment that used to be given it, also does well

here in cool quarters, along w'ith Disa grandiflora,

likewise strong and vigorous. In this house was
a beautiful specimen of Sarmienta repens, one of

the best of all small-growing flowering plants

suitable for a hanging basket, and one that will

doubtless be much more generally cultivated

when it is better known. The flowers, scarlet in

colour, are tubular, about 1 inch long, expanding
at the mouth, from which the anthers protrude
about three-quarters of an inch. The leaves are

small, cordate, thick, leathery, and of a deep green

shade. It is a profuse bloomer, flowering from
every bit of growth, and would make a nice com-
panion plant for Impatiens .Jerdonia', but will

probably be found to require less heat.

In a house in which are numbers of East
Indian Orchids, consisting of Dendrobiums,
Phala?nopsids, Cypripediums, and others requiring

a high temperature, are several thriving examples
of Dipladenia which here seem to do well grown
in pots and trained on the roof over the path ;

they include D. amabilis, I>. Brearleyana, D.

regina, and D. insignis.

Another house is occupied l)y Orchids needing
medium warmth ; there is a fine lot of C'lelogyne

cristata, and quantities of such things as Ladia
anceps, various Cattleyas, including a very good
specimen of C. Warneri.

The gardens outside are in very good condition,

the plants in general doing much better than
might be looked for so near a large manufactur-
ing town with an ever-attendant smoke-charged
atmosphere. There is a nice collection of hardy
herbaceous plants, principally consisting of the

less delicate species. One of the advantages
attending the cultivation of the.se is that they
attbrd immense numbers of beautifully flowered

plants that are not overparticular as to the

atmosphere in which they are grown being quite

pure. T. B.

'WORK DONE IN WEEK ENDING JUNE 22.

June 10 and 17.

Though we are nearing midsummer, the wind
these two days has blown as keenly as it usually

does in March, and our tender flower-garden plants

are being crippled. We have done all that is prac-

ticable to keep them as vigorous as when first put
out by covering the ground with Cocoa fibre,

which helps to keep the soil warm, and reduces

the injury likely to accrue from either cold or

drought to the minimum point. Though cold,

such drying weather has compensating advan-

tages, as it favours weed destruction by hoeing;

all our kitchen garden crops and ground that has

Ijcen recently hoed will give us but little further

trouble throughout the season. Shrubbery clumpa
on jjleasure grounds and sides of coach roads are,

whilst the weather continues so favourable, being
cleaned by this means. Knifed out the points of long

shoots of small Retinosporas and of small plants

of the erect growing Lawson Cypress that are

used as central p'ant:! in flower-beds. This trim-

ming we do during the winter months and a
second time now, but pains are taken not to

cut the plants so close as that they shall present a
shorn appearance. Tied down shoots in Peach
houses ; well soaked inside border of latest houses

;

clear manure water from the cow-yard we find

about as good a fertiliser as anything we can use,

and for this watering it has been used rather

freely. Planted out Spir^e^as and Deutzias that

were forced for cut flowers during winter and
spring-time; on a border facing the south-east

they do right well, and lift for forcing in fine con-

dition from October onwards. Having a large

quantityof Spira-as, we allow these to remain in the

ground two seasons before being again forced. Our
entire stock is divided into two sets ; those forced

last year will be forced duiing the coming season,

and those now being planted out will be again dug
up for forcing in the autumn of next year. Potted

our first lot of Primulas and pricked out others;

also potted winter flowering Carnations into

5-inch pots and plunged in ashes in a sunny
aspect, (ireenfly and red spider are the only

insects that prey on them, and frequent overhead
washings with the syringe are necessary to keep
the plants clean, which work we do in the evening

when the weather is dry ; even if there be no
insects, a slight syringing is desira' le in the after-

noon or evening in warm weather.

June IS .\nd 19.

Winter-cold at midsummer is a truthful descrip-

tion of the weather we are now having in Hants;
it keeps dry though, and vegetation does not
therefore sntt'er so much as it would were cold and
wet combined. Mulching all beds in flower garden
with fibre, both for neatness sake and to induce
growth. Clipping Box edgings, finished cutting

small shrubs, and also the tying up of Dahlias,

Ricinus, and all sub-tropicals that are ready to tie.

Pruning bush and pyramidal trained I'ears, as

our trees are all as large as the space will admit
of; all the new growth is cut away to within three

or a coiqjle of eyes of the old wood ; of course,

where there is a gap a new shoot is left to be
eventually tied down to remedy the defect. For
the most part the fruit is thinning itself, and
there will be little of that left for us to do ; with
Peaches, Nectarines, anil Plums it is difi'erent, as

these crops are large, and a quantity of fruit is

now being pulled ott', and the growths of the

former laid in close to the wall by means of small

Hazel sticks fixed horizontally in front of the

young shoots, and secured in position by fixing
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each end in the main branches that are nailed in

to the walls. The foregoing has been our principal

outdoor work, but what I term odds and ends of

jobs we have had in abundance, such as sweeping
walks, clipping Grass verges, storing away pots

after completion of bedding out, picking over
Roses for maggot, watering small recently planted
seedlings of Asters, Stocks, and other iiowers.

Indoors, the tying in of wood and exposure of

fruit to full light in all Peach houses are now
finished, and the latest vineries are now having
similar attention as to stopping and tying down
shoots and drawing big leaves away from the

bunches, that a sight of the crop may be obtained
at a glance. Of course, this is done solely for

appearance sake, but only jjrofessional snarlers

would think of quibbling at the practice on that

account. Strawberry forcing is now drawing to

a close ; our last batch is swelling up for ripen-

ing, and already soil is being prepared for begin-

ning afresh. Staking bush-grown t'lirysanthe-

mums. The plants that are being grown for the

production of large flowers need almost daily

attention in respect of keeping tlie shoots tied

close in to the supports, which in our case is an
espalier trellis.

JrxE 21 AXD 22.

Fine and warmer, but sunshine still lacking.

Clipped Box edgings and Privet and Laurel
hedges, and continued the summer pruning of

Apples, Pears, and Plums on walls, and the lay-

ing in to the wall the young shoots of Peaches
and Nectarine^. The rains as yet have attbrded

ample moisture and artilicial watering has not
been required, but thick mulchings of stable litter

are constantly kept on, and after a heavy syringing
of the trees with hose or garden engine, it is well

trodden down to prevent the soil getting bare and
in dry weather cracking open. Planted out Snow's
and Veitch's Autumn Protecting Broccoli and
Autumn (Mant Cauliflower on a south border as

it is cleared of early Potatoes. Netted over the

main plot of Strawberries ; from present appear-
ances we shall not be able to gather in (juantity

for ten days or a fortnight. Mixed up litter and
leaves for renewal of heat in Pine pits, and began
potting the strongest suckers and a few of the

most pot-bound successions. Every evening we
look over the trees in Peach house to gather ripe

fruit : we never allow the fruit to get dead ripe on
the trees, for both Isectarines and Peaches keep
longer and are of better ilarour if kept in a cool

fruit room a day or two before they are required
for dessert. Melons and Pines we serve the same,
but Figs are most luscious if kept till required for

dessert in the same temperature as that in which
they have ripened. Put in cuttings of Chry-
santhemums for flowering in small pots for the fur-

nishing of baskets and vases in rooms. They
strike readily at this season in any description of

light sandy soil and in almost any position ; ours
are put in in the corner of a cold pit and covered
with bell-glasses. Hant.s.

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.
Pines.

Although the season continues cold and the sun
has lost its brightness, plants generally have made
good progress since they were potted, and succes-

sions now require more room. Space we cannot
always obtain just when it is wanted, and [urhaps
it is best so, as stock of all kinds increases rapidly

and gardeners being thoroughly conservative, the

majority of them shrink from the proper mode of

making room liy boldly destroying duplicates be-

fore they do mischief to the best part of the stock.

Every garden is not, of course, overstocked, but
by some means or other Pines do become too

numerous, and we almost invariably find well-

grown plants asking as plainly as they can for

more room before it is forthcoming. Where this

is now the case and reduction cannot be fai'ed,

there are two ways out of the ditticulty. Young
stock may now be accommodated in manure pits

and deep frames with or without the aid of tire

heat, and many of the (jueens started early in the

}-ear will be sutticiently advanced to admit of their

removal to an early vinery to ripen. In a struc-

ture of this kind not only will they ripen per-

fectly, but the dry warmth with plenty of air will

favour their keeping a long time after they are lit

for use. The structure in which these early fruits

are produced, as a rule, is small ; still it will be
found large enough to accommodate a few of the
very best of the autumn fruiters as soon as it can
be cleared. By adopting this plan relief will be
given at both ends, and that worst of all evils, the
drawing or elongation of the lea\es of the general
stock, by rearrangement, can be warded oH' for a
time. Small houses adapted to very early forcing
are always kept hard at work throughout the
hea\'y firing portion of the season, and not unfre-
quently become infested with troublesome enemies,
which %Tork serious mischief if allowed to breed and
multiply in tlie beds of old tan or lea\'es. Woodlice,
cockroaches, and crickets soon make terri)>le head
way, and the latter often mar the beauty of every
fruit by devouring the flowers and eating holes into

the pips, (irowers who have once been caught will

not allow this annoyance to occur a second time,
and others who have hitherto escaped are timely
warned that they should avail themselves of this

opportunity for clearing out and thoroughly
cleansing the pit before it is refurnished with
fresh plants. Cleanliness being such an important
factor in Pine culture, I would suggest the
removal of every particle of tan, scalding and
limewashing preparatory to refilling with fresh

plunging material. After the pit has been re-

rilled with thoroughly fermented tan or leaves

(I prefer the latter), the bed should be made very
firm to check violent heating, but if any doubt
exists it will be well to place trial sticks and wait
until the bottom heat touches !1()'. The ])lants

may then be placed in shallow basins, and closely

packed when safe from danger of burning. If

this cold sunless weather continues, gentle fires by
night may be needed, but, as a rule, pits which
have been thoroughly renovated do not require it,

while the moist warmth constantly rising from the
decaying leaves favours the most satisfactory
growth of roots and foliage. Succession houses,
in which the pots are well filled with roots, will

now require liberal supplies of water whenever
this element is needed, and the syringe may be
more freely used for damping the beds and walls
and charging the axils of the lower leaves with
moisture. Overhead syringing on bright after-

noons in any exposed houses may occasionally
be necessary, but plants in close, compact pits

make the best growth where suitable conditions
can be maintained by the production of atmo-
spheric moisture. Potting must, of course, receive
timely attention, as nothing is more likely to

throw the whole system out of gear than allowing
growing successions to become tightly pot-bound.
Years ago it was the practice to make great
biennial affairs in this way, and all other work
was put aside for the foray. Now, fortunately

for ourselves and the plants, strong suckers are
detached from the stools and potted at once into

8-inch pots in small batches ; one shift when well

rooted places them in the fruiting pots, and the
result is not only quicker, but better.

Melons.

In order to keep up the supply of rijie fruit

throughout the season, strong plants in free

o-rowth from fortnightly sowings should always be
ready to hand for filling up the different compart-
ments as soon as the last fruit is cut. Free-setting,

green-fleshed varieties are best worth growing,
and the less they arc mixed in small compartments
the better, otherwise much delay will often he
caused by one or two later sorts keeping the pit

occupied for a light which will not pay for the

candle. A good start with each set of jilants being
important, the lights and wall should be well

cleansed, and all old ]ilunging material removed
before the new is introduced. This, now firing is

or ought to be on the wane, should be nicely

sweetened in the open air, and the quantity placed

in each pit sufficient to maintain a steady bottom
heat for a considerable time after the Melons are

plunged or planted. Pot Melons can, of course,

be renovated at any time, but platiting out is a

diflerent matter ; and as good fruit cannot be

grown without liottom heat, a substantial body of

sound Oak leaves, that will carry the plants

through and do away with the necessity for fires

through . I uly and August, should always lie pro-

vided. The next ])oint is soil. Melons will grow
in any sweet soil suitable for stone fruit trees,

Strawberries, or Roses; they will also grow and
set their fruit in lighter soils; but that which suits

them best is a sound filary loam, capable of pro-

ducing fairly strong, wiry vines without the aid of

manure. Poor, but in other respects suitable,

loams require the addition of a stimulant or cor-

rective in the form of old lime rubble, burnt clay,

and perhaps a sprinkling of bone-dust; but these

should be used in moderation, as grossness is not

conducive to fertility or setting, and feeding

can always be resorted to when the fruit is

swelling. The majority of growers now cultivate

their Melons in pots plunged in bottom heat, a

system which I have adoiited for many years and
strongly advocate. Some of its advantages may
be summed up in a few words: 1. Much valuable

time is saved, as plants 2 feet to 3 feet high can be

established in the pots by the time the pit is ready

for them. 2. A small quantity of compost, U feet

cube, is quite sutiicient for each plant. 3. Com-
plete control over the roots when the fruit is

sstting and ripening is an immense power. 4.

Stimulating liquid without waste can be given to

the roots when necessary, and small quantities of

highly concentrated stimulants in the form of

bone-dust, &c. , can be a] iplied just when and where
they are wanted. 5. The roots being confined to

the pots or turves on which they stand, the beds

can be turned or renovated at any time : no small

matter when we know how essential diy heat is

to ripening up with high flavour.

The frame ip-oiind.—Days and nights having

been so very cold, plants in pits and frames have

had a poor time of it and, like all tender exotics,

are sadly behind. If delay were the only incon-

venience, we should not have much cause for coni-

plaint, but unfortunately we cannot ventilate. \Ve

cannot shut up with high heats capable of forcing

growth forward and turning the frames into

tropical jungles ; neither can we syringe and
water, lest we introduce two troublesome pests,

canker and mildew. A change for the better, let

us hope, is near at hand ; meantime we must keep
the linings well renovated with fresh fermenting

material, to insure a brisk internal temperature,

and thick covering must not be omitted. Inside

we must coax where we cannot command by using

dry fibry soil, nut too rich, but well aerated and
warmed for planting and earthing purposes. The
foliage must be kept extra thin, not by cutting

away a single old leaf, but by training the vines

a good distance apart and [linching every lateral

not carrying fruit at the first joint from the stem.

If planted high on raised hills or ridges, and water

can be given to the roots without flooding the

collars of the plants, one frequent cause of canker

will be avoided, but should there appear signs of

decay, quicklime and sulphur will be found the

best remedy. Insect pests are not numerous, but
they are troublesome, especially when from any
cause the plants get checked in their growth,

(ireenfly can be destroyed with tobacco smoke ;

the plants also, unless the operation is more than

carefully performed. Close watching and timely

dipping or sponging when the weather doss not

favour syringing is the safest remedy. The new
nicotine vapouriser may do good service in Melon
pits, as the introduction of sulphuric acid from
the old and clumsy fumigators can be avoided.

Cucumbers.

'Where old p'ants in hot-water \i\is have been
retained, they will require a considerable amount
of syringing and almost daily manipulation to

keep them clean and liealthy. Copious supplies

of tepid liquid, soot or guano water, and frequent

top-dressings with fresh turfj' loam and old lime

rubble will also be neces.sary, and then their pro-

duce will not compare favourably with fruit from
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fresh young plants put out in the spring. Such
being the case, all who have the convenience will

now be cutting their sui)ply from pits and frames,

or small compartments from which tire heat is

partially or entirely excluded. The first and
second I prefer, as the vines can be trained over

trellises 18 inches or more above the soil, and tin-

fruit will be straight and clean. If the supply
from these is equal to the demand, all old stagers

should now he nniovt-d from the hothouses and
replaced with late Melons or young plants of

Telegraijh or a good strain of free-fruiting Black
Spine. When Black-spined Cucumbers were more
extensively grown, good judges would not look at

Telegrajjh in summer; but why the growth of

these handsome and superior tiavoui'ed varieties

has been given uji it is difhcult to imagine. Be
the cause what it may, C'uthiU's Black S])ine and
another excellent variety sent out by Smith & Co.,

of Worcester, are now so rarely met with that it

has become a matter of " Hobson's choice "—Tele-

graph or none. Recently planted pits and frames
from which bedding plants have been removed
should be well lined \iith fresh fermenting manure
and leaves to throw heat into the Ijeds, and good
covering will greatly assist the plants through the
night. If these structures were not well scalded
and cleansed before they were planted, green fly

and spider may be found very troublesome, not
only at the outset, but throughout the whole of

the summer. These plants, like Melons, are

easily injured by tobacco smoke, and for this

reason smoking, if possible, should be avoided.

Heat and moisture, on the other hand, are excel-

lent antidotes, and tlie latter may be freely intro-

duced where the linings receive proper attention.

Ciive air early on fine mornings, avoid shading if

the fruit does not scald, and shut up with plenty
of moisture and at any temperature ranging from
80° to 90'.

Cherkies.

All pot trees from which the fruit has been
gathered must now be removed to the open air,

well syringed to clear them of spider and plunged
to the rims on a warm sheltered border. Trained
trees established in internal borders, which have
been kept on the dry side to prevent the fruit

from cracking will also require cleansing and
watering to keeij the roots and foliage fresh and
healthy until the roof lights are taken off for the
season. This possibly may be done at once, but
where late fruit is still hanging, stripping must
be delayed until it is gathered. When all the
trees have been cleared, mulch the borders to keep
them cool, and noitrish the surface roots and lay
on the hose until every particle of the soil is pro-
perly moistened. If this watering, combined with
exposure to dew and summer rains, does not re-

move all traces of spider, an occasional washing
on fine evenings may be necessary, as the foliage
must be kept clean at any cost, otherwise prema-
ture ripening will be followed by an untimely
break and the crop will fail next season.

Jiai/iio>- Ca-ille, Ledbury. W. Cole.man.

Flower Garden.

Soils most benefited by wood ashes.

—

Discarding ashes of mineral coal as \-aluele.ss for
manure, I may say in general terms that the
ashes of wood and of land plants of every kind
are of value for manure on every kind of soil
which has been reduced by cropping ; but the
greatest benefit is shown upon sandy and porous
soils. On these light soils crops of every kind,
but especially root crops, w-ill be benefited by a
dressing of wood ashes. Fruit trees and fruit-
bearing plants having a woody structure will also
be benefited by wood ashes. From tliirty to fifty

bushels to the acre of fresh ashes will be a full

dressing, and three or four times that amount of
leached ashes may be applied with permanent
benefit.—R. C. Kf.dzie, Prof, of Chemistry, Afjri-
cultural Co/ltije, Mich'njun.

Early Peas. -Vtitcli's Selected Early is our bestc.iily
Pea here. We sowed several sorts in the open border on
January 1 this year, and gathered the first dish on June 12,
from the sort just named. The pods were aa full as anj one
could desire them tn be.—J. Crook, Farnhoro' Gi-rinpi.

PLANTS FOR TOWN GARDENS.

A.s they may be useful for owners of small gar-

dens, particularly those in or near towns, I send

you a few notes on bulbs and plants that have
done unusually well with me. The varieties of

Camassia esculenta, including the rich purple

atro-crerulea, have been conspicuously beauti-

ful this spring, and I have found them most
useful as pot plants, a pot of pale-coloured Ca-

massias having been one of the loveliest orna-

ments in the house in the early spring. Among
the many beautiful Daffodils, three in particular

have attracted ray attention this year—viz., Mary
Anderson, a pure white incomparabilis with

deep orange-red cup ; the white form of LeeJsi

amabilis, and William Goldring, which, to my
mind, is quite the handsomest of the white
Trumpet Daffodils. No small garden, even where
space is limited, should be without these three

Daffodils. Tulipa Greigi has been very hand-
some this year, and many of its flowers most
sweetly scented. Of the Muscari, M. lingulatum

was the first to come out in the cold February
weather, and its brilliant blue makes it a most
charming little plant ; and M. Argcei and M.
arraeniacum seem to he two of the best Muscari
that bloom somewhat later, and the pretty

tas.selled form (M. oomosum, I believe) should
certainly be grown with the others.

Lilium Szovitzianum and its varieties have
been grand during the last three weeks, while
the fine L. Hansoni has just come into bloom;
they are mo.st ornamental Lilies in a garden ; and
L. tenuifolium, with its lovely scarlet bells and
dwarf growth makes a charming companion to

the taller Lilies just mentioned ; while a fine

mass of pale blue Libertia has given a beautiful

contrast of colour. Anthericum Liliastrum has
been very handsome this spring, and I think it is

so handsome and showy as to deserve a place even
in a small garden. Cyclohothra alba and lutea
have both been lovely, and these also should not
be omitted even in a .small collection ; and among
other lovely things a ma.?s of white Fritillaria

has been very much admired. The purple and
the white form of Campanula iiobilis is very
handsome just now, but it has a tendency to in-

crea-'e rather rapidly for a small garden. GIosso-
comia clematidea has bloomed I'reely with me,
and the beautiful colouring inside its bells makes
it a desirable plant. C>ne charming little summer
flowering bulb, Anoniatheca cruenta, should cer-

tainly he grown, its red-rose colour making it

very conspicuous in a rocky border ; and Clam-
panula Hosti alba and isopliylla alba should
also be grown wherever there is a bit of suitable

rockwoi'k. Ixias are just coming into bloom, and
the very cold spring weather does not appear to

have done theni any harm. Among other quaint
plants is Allium giganteum, growing to a con-
siderable height, and with its large globular head
of a lovely lilac colour it makes quite a conspi-
cuous object in a garden.

I have not mentioned the more ordinary l)ulb.=,

such as Dodecatheon, Milla, and others, but have
rather endeavoured to call attention to those I

think not so commonly grown. I find that some
of the most fragile Poppie.", if cut from tlie plant
when the colour of the flower is just beginning
to show, will open completely in water and will

remain for many days in perfect beauty. A lovely
salmon-coloured Poppy, kindly sent me from
Munstead three years ago, is particularly
amenable to this treatment, and its blooms
being so fragile that when left on the plant
they last but a very short time, it is pleasant to

have found this way of enj"ying the beauty of its

flowers.

I may send you notes later on some herbaceous
plants, also of interest for small gardens.

H. Stuart-Woutley (Culonel).

P.EONIES AT TOOTING.

Where bold effects are required in cut-flower
arrangements, there are few more useful flowers
than Pieonies, and they are also of much use
amongst the larger herbaceous plants for garden
decoration. They are probably flowers of the
future, for as j-et they have been liy no means so
largely grown as they deserve to be, especially
early kinds. Mr. Barr is doing useful work in

liringing the different kinds together, so that a
visit to his grounds at Tooting in the time of

Pajonies and Irises is not of less interest than in

the Daffodil season itself. Effective as the double
kinds are, they hardly equal the single forms in

beauty; but as they are, as it were, two distinct

kinds of flower, there is but little room for com-
parison. There are but three kinds of double
P. officinalis—rose, red, and a pale pink sort

changing to white. Of single forms of P. offici-

nalis, P. o. Sabini, with bright crimson globular
flowers, is very ett'ective ; and P. o. anemoneflora,
also of globular form, but filled with crimson
and yellow stamens, is both distinct and beautiful.

Of the Fennel-leaved P. tenuifolia, the double
red kind is eclipsed in beauty by the single red
typical form, and by the still better varieties,

anomala and hybrida. There is also a pale rose

form of P. tenuifolia. P. arietina, the t)"pe, is

bright purplish rose ; P. a. Andersoni, bright
rose : P. a. oxoniensis, pale rose, turning to almost
[jure white ; and P. a. Baxteri, lai-ge crimson-rose ;

these are all eft'ective varieties. P. lobata, with
loljed leaf and dwarf habit, has coral-pink blossoms,
which are beautiful ; the colour is not easy to

define; in catalogues it is called cerise-salmon.

The typical form of P. pfregrina has large crimson
blossoms changing to rose, and one of the finest

varieties of it is P. p. byzantina. P. p. compacta,
bright purple, is very dwarf and bushy in habit
and free flowering. In the P. decora section there
are some fine kinds. The type is very dwarf,
bushy, and free flowering ; the blossoms are

pinkish crimson or magenta, smaller than those
of the varieties P. decora Pallasi, or of P. d.

elatior, and very prett}'. The last named variety

has pretty magenta-coloured flowers.

P. corallina, with its red stems, ovate leaves,

and crimson blossoms, is effective, and its seed-

pods are also very ornamental ; they open and
show the seeds, which are first red and then black.

In P. triternata the foliage is also ovate, but more
divided than that of P. corallina. The flowers are

pale rose. P. paradoxa fimbriata has bright crim-

son semi-double flowers {excei)t when especially

mentioned as double or semi-double, all the
P;eonies described in these notes are single).

P. paradoxa, P. mici'ocarpa (crimson), P. Russi
(rose) have all rather finely-cut foliage, and vary in

height from IJ feet to '2 feet. P. humilis is rather

taller; it has glaucous foliage and crimson flowers

turning to magenta. In P. mollis, the "downy
Picony," the foliage is also finely cut, slightly

downy beneath, and very glaucous. It is of very
compact habit, 11 feet high, and the flowers are

deep i)urple. P. Wittmanniana, which has pale

yellow flowers and large thick foliage, is very dis-

tinct; and the single-flowered forms of P. albiflora

must not be omitted. P. Browni, a kind with
very finely cut glaucous foliage and small brown
flowers, is of special botanical interest, being a
Californian species, almost all other P;eonies being
European or Asiatic. P. Broteri is also a species

of much interest, being either a new introduction

or an old plant re-introduced. Mr. Barr is flower-

ing it for the first time this year, but it was only

in bud when I was at Tooting; even without
flowers, however, its red stems, dwarf habit, and
distinct foliage mark it out as both pretty and
un- o;nmon.
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The late flowering Chinese double Pieonies,

varieties of P. albiflora, claim a high place even
amonjjst the wealth of beautiful flowers to be
found in gardens in June. Mr, W. Barr, wlio
has carefully studied the culture of P;tonies, asserts
that the Chinese kinds may be plantetl 5 inches or
6 inches deep, as they make shoots up the stem

;

therefore, deep planting increases the number of
crowns. But for early kinds of Pajonies, deep
planting should be avoided ; the tops of the
crowns should not be more than 2 inches or 3
inches below the surface. C. M. Owen.

THE SPRING SNOWFLAKE.
(ledcojcm verxcm.)

Thi.s is, without doubt, the most cliarming of its

family—a brave little flower, blooming in the
middle of March, with pure white bells of solid

HERBACEOUS AND ALPINE PLANTS AT I

MANCHESTER.
Never certainly has so great a triumph been

achieved by these classes of flowers as was achieved

at the great Whitsuntide show at Manchester,

and as The G.\rden has taken so prominent a
part in leading the taste of horticulturists in that
direction, it seems only fitting that its columns
should contain a pretty full account of the won-
derful collections that were 'exhibited there

—

collections before which anything that we have
seen in the metropolis must simply be regarded
as hopelessly behindhand. We are here accus-
tomed to see collections of cut flowers oftentimes
inelegantly placed in all sorts of receptacles

—

sometimes a few dozens of plants in pots; but at
Manchester the case was difl'erent ; instead of one or
two exhibitors there were a dozen, and while in

London amateurs are conspicuous by their absence,

sternation was excited amongst many of the
supporters of the show, who predicted failure ; but
Mr. Findlay knew what he was about, and I

believe the universal verdict was that nothing could
exceed in beauty and variety of form and colour
the groups thus set up; and the.se enterprising
firms must be congratulated on the success which
attended their efforts and on the excellence of
their exhibits. The smaller tent was mainly
occupied with collections of herbaceous and alpine
plants, contributed by Messrs. StansHeld, Jas.
Dickson and Son, Paul and Son, and Mellor; while
in classes for thirty herbaceous plants, thirty
alpines, and twelve alpines in pots, Messrs. Joseph
Broome, Tydesley, Gill, Wright, and Dickins
contributed some wonderfully good collections,
showing that amateurs in the north are quite to
the front in their cultivation. I think that perhaps
I shall best serve the interests of hardy gardening
if I take the three collections which gained the

The Si'riiig Snu\vflake(Leuco, u.m vunuin) in open border
;
about two- thirds life-size. Photograplied JIarch JO at Munstcad. L'nnaved for Tat; G uii ln

substance and glo,«sy dark green leaves. Each pel al

is prittily tipped with a distinct blotch, generall}'

green, but in some cases neatly yellow. When
left alone for a few years it increases much in

vigour and Ijeaut}'. The clump which is the sub-

ject of the present engraving has been untouched
for about five years; in another year it will be

the better for division. In another part of the

same garden it pushes up boldly through dense

carpets of silvery Saxifrages, its dark foliage

showing with striking effect against the pale

metallic groundwork. It is also beautiful for

planting in Grass.

Korget-me-not-— I tliink I bave sometimes Eeen a large
form of ttie common Forget-me-not (.Myosotis palustris).

Will any of the re.aders of Tiik Garden kindly tell me if such
a form exi'ts, and if su, where caa it be obtained ?—J. S.

at Mancliester they exhibit so largely, that after
the prizes are awarded several are left out in the
cold, and I say, without fear of contradiction,
that no such collections of herbaceous plants have
ever been exhibited as those of Messrs. Jas.
Dickson and Sons, of Chester; w'hile for variety
and rarity, those of alpine plants set up by Jlessrs.

•Jas. Backhouse and Sons, of York (not for com-
petition), were unquestionably the choicest that
have ever been placed on an exhibition table.

The centre groups in the long exhibition tent
has for some years been occupied by collections
of stove and greenhouse plants arranged for effect

;

and when Mr. Bruce Findlay, with that apprecia-
tion of what is most likely to be succes.sful, backed
by the coui-age he always manifests, determined
this year that these groups should consist of

herbaceous plants, I believe that no little con-

higliest awards in the nurserymen's classes—that
which, although not for competition, was awarded
the .society's medal (Messrs. Backhouse and Son's,
of York), the herbaceous group which gained the
first prize, exhibited by Messrs. Dickson and Son,
of Chester, and the first prize collection for alinne
plants, exhibited by Messrs. Stansfield, of Sale.

Amongst the new and rare plants in Messrs.
Backhouse's collection were Acantholimon venus-
tum, with flowers of bright rose ; Aciphylla
squarrosa, somewhat like a small Yucca in foli-
age

; Androsace ciliata, a beautiful species, with
bright green rosettes and large crimson flo'wers

;Androsace Wulfeniana, almost like a small mossy
Saxifrage, with almost crimson flowers; Cam-
panula (i. F. Wilson, a hybrid between C. pulla
and C. turbinata, and combining the good qualities
of both parents ; Campanula Reineckiana, with
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blush purple flowers nearly as large as those of C
turbinata; Chrysanthemum montanum var. Puy de
Dome, <;ood robust-growing plant 1 foot to 2 feet

high, tlowers pure white ; Daphne Philippi, a
free-growing branching alpine species, leaves

thick and leathery ; Edraianthas scrpyllifolius,

a perfect gem—the plant has deep green foliage

which is completely hidden by its beautifid neat
bell-shaped llowers—this deservedly obtained a
first-class certificate: Gazania longiscapa, a dwarf
plant forming handsome tufts, bearing a pro-

fusion of brilliant yellow flowers inclining towards
orange in the centre ; Gazania Pavonia major,

very bright and gay, with flowers 3 inches to

4 inches in diameter, brilliant orange-yellow, with

a dark ring in the centre (these two Gazanias
were also awarded first-class certificates) ; Linaria
anticaria, tufted sjjecies, stems 4 inches to U inches

high, flowers white with a Hush of lilac, and an
irregular dark brown or purple spot near the
throat ; Saponaiia c.-espitosa, with clusters of

showy pink flowers, almost like a strong form of

Silene auaulis, very beautiful ; Saxifraga Wul-
feniana, of the oppositifolia group, with deep
purplish crimson flowers ; Campanula Allioni var.

atropurpurea, very dark blue-purple, an improve-
ment on the type ; Androsace lanuginosa var.

oculata, more compact than the type, and bloom-
ing, like it, during the summer months, flowers

pale rosy lilac, with greenish yellow eye : Saxi-

fraga pyrenaica superba, an improvement on
Saxifraga oppositifolia, very fine and very beauti-

ful ; Silene virginica, a very beautiful jilant with
dazzling scarlet flowers on branched stems, inclies

to 12 inches high, very striking. Others included
Pentstemon Scouleri, a dwarf shrub, with flowers

of a pale purplish blue ; Gaultheria nummu-
laria?folia, another Evergreen forming a mass of

creeping dusky foliage with its flowers hidden
away under the foliage ; Saxifraga lantoscana
superba, with its snow-white plumose panicles

of flowers : and Vicia jiyrenaica, with dwarf
tangled tufts studded over with small crimson
flowers. The above are all first-rate bonier
flowers, and would doubtless make a choice col-

lection.

Amongst older and better known alpincs were
Arenaria balearica, charmingly exhibited in a pan,
with a large jjiece of sandstone standing upright
in it, on which the plant was making its way

;

Agave utahensis, a true alpine Aloe ; Andromeda
tetragona, curiously Heath-like in its appearance;
Campanula Allioni, C. pulla, C. speciosa, rosettes

of long narrow leaves, with dense spikes of large
purplish flowers; the pretty miniature Coronilla
minima, Cortusa Matthioli, Cytisus decumbens,
Daphne Cneorum and D. Fioniana; Darlingtonia
californica, a curious hardy Pitcher plant, shown
in excellent condition; Delphinium tricorne, with
purplish blue flowers; the lovely Dianthus aljHnus,

in beautiful condition; D. cruentus, D. finibriatus,

and D. fragrans; Dodecatheon integrifolium, the
most beautiful of the American Cowslips ; D.
Meadia, Edraianthus Pumilio, large bright purple
blooms; Erysimum pumilum, tlie dwarf alpine
Wallflower; Funkia ovata aurea variegata, F.
undulata fol. aur. var.; a lo\-ely jjan of the ex-

quisite Gentianaverna; t!eraniumcinereum,(;eum
Fremonti, bright yellow ; Hyacinthus amethys-
tinus, Iberis corifolia and Iberis gibraltarica. Iris

nudicaulis, I. spathulata, Lithospermum gramini-
foliimi, Lychnis alpina, Muhlenbeckia varians, a
pretty shrub with Adiantum-like foliage; Myo.so-
tidium noliile, the splendid New Zealand Forget-
me-not (the plant, how-ever, was not so fine as
those shown by Mi'. Loder at the Royal Horticul-
tural Society) ; Ono.sma tauricum, Pa^onia tenui-
folia plena, Papaver alpinum album and niiniatum

:

Ramondia pyrenaica, a lovely alpine plant with
violet-purple flowers; Pyrola rotundifolia, Sarra-
cenia purjiurea, fine, with its lai'ge curious flowers.

Such were some of the most noteworthy ]jlants of

this beautiful collection, which deserved all the
praise bestowed upon it, and truly all lovers
of alpine plants must feel deeply indebted to
Messrs. Backhouse for aftbrding them a sight of

a collection many plants in which they would
not probably have otherwise se^n.

Amongst the most notable plants exhibited in
the collection of Messrs. Stanstield, which gained
the first prize for thirty alpine plants, were fine ])ans
of Dianthus al(nnus,Gentiana verna, Onosma tauri-
cum, Ramontlia pyrenaica, S;ixifraga pyramidalis,
Iberis gibraltarica and corifcjlia, Saponai'ia oey-
moides splendens, Saxifraga Macnabiana, Semper-
vivum Laggeri, and Lithos[)ermum prostratum.

In one of the collections there was a plant of
the white Ramondia pyrenaica, but it was not in
a condition to enable one to judge of its beauty

;

in fact, we felt that the normal variety was more
beautiful, but it will doubtless be seen better by-
and-liy. Tliere were also some remarkably fine

pans of Sempervivum arachnoideum, alw ays attrac-
tive on account of the curious spider-web-like
threads which cover it. Jlessrs. Paul and Son
had also some excellent pans of plants, amongst
which were Silene virginica and Lithospermum
graminifolium.

Passing on to the magnificent groups (for they
truly deserve that epithet) exhibited by Messrs.
James Dickson and Sons, of Chester, the one
l^eing for an unlimited number, the other for fifty

plants, it w-as remarkable what variety of form
and colouring they presented, and how attractive
they were to the general public. Amongst them
were the following Lilies : Szovitzianum, can-
didum, longiflorum Harrisi, tigrinum, incompara-
bile, speeiosum, roseum, testaceum, giganteum,
Browni ; there were also Gladiolus The Bride,
Ardens, and Blushing Bride, Hyacinthus eandi-
cans, Papaver nudicaule and P. pilosum, Tulipa
persica, Anthericum Liliastrum, Spiraea Aruncus,
S. japonica, S. palmata, I'yretlirum Mdme. Bal-
tet and others, Phlox Mrs. Hunter and Jlrs.

James Ross, Campanula azurea, Van Houttei, and
persicifolia fi. -pi., Dianthus magnificus. Del-
phinium Wilsoni, Belladonna, and Mrs. Mary
Russell, Pitonia sinensis Virginie, P. s. Paganini.
odorata, Pottsi fl.-pl., Celsia cretica, tEnothera
Youngi, Francoa ramosa, Carnation Gloire de
Nancy and the old crimson Clove, Lu{)inus poly-
])hyllus allnis and azureus. Then there were several
German Irises, and all were arranged with good
effect and excellent taste ; there was nothing
slovenly about them, neither were the plants
drawn or unsightly ; and altogether it was a grand
triumph, not only for the eminent firm which pro-
duced them, but for the class of plants which
showed sueh capabilities as few imagined them to
possess. There were other excellent collections,

as I have already said, but I have just indicated
those which, from the position they gained, de-
served fuller notice. Delta.

A FARMHOUSE GARDEN.
In order to describe this garden projjerly I can-
not do better than call it a front garden, for the
house stands a consideraljle distance back from
the jiuljlic highway. Next the house is a fair sized
lawn, with shrubbery borders surrounding it on
the east and west sides, and between the lawn
and the public road are two wide flower borders
divided Ijy a walk which leads up to the resi-

dence. It is of the flowers and shrubs which
occupy these borders that I wish particularly to
write. In the first place I may mention that
the flowering shrubs occupy the back of the
borders, wliich are probably 10 feet or more in

w idth, and the flowers are in front of them. At
the time when I saw the i>lace the following
shrubs were in flower, viz. , Syringas, Laburnums,
Rhododendrons, and Thorns, none of which were
so high as to dwarf to any serious extent the
plants in front of them. Amongst these there
were a few which struck me as being particularly
characteristic of the whole place ; these consisted
of large bushes of Sweet Brier, Dutch Honey-
suckle, bristling with flower-buds, and fine plants
of Southernwood, Woodruff, and Rosemary. That
sweet-smelling flowers were highly valued here I

could clearly see, for in a shady corner the Lily of
the Valley had found a suitable home ; Lilium can-
didum, too, was sending up innumerable flower-
spikes in several places along the borders. Sweet-
smelling white Pinks, which had outgrown the

space allotted to them and overtopping some large
boulders, formed a charming featuie. Double
yellow Wallflowers had just gone out of bloom,
but scarlet and white Brompton Stocks were
taking their |jlace, and quite scented the air
with refreshing fragrance ; the white sweet-scented
Rocket was also in grand condition, as were also the
old Clove Carnation and the Burning Bush (Dic-
taninus Fraxinella). A few new and also some old-
fashioned Roses seemed (piite at home ; the old
sweet-smelling Cabbage Ro.se and the mos.sy w hite
Unique appeared to find much favour, for I noticed
tliat nothing else was allowed to overgrow them.
Other conspicuous hardy plants in flower were
yellow and purple Irises, crimson-flowered P;eo-
nies, Deli)hinium grandiflorum, double Pyre-
thrums, and perennial Lupines, the latter towering
up to a height of nearly ,"> feet. Of other subjects
to come into flower later in the season I saw
Sweet Williams, Canterbury Bells, Sweet Peas,
Sunflowers, and a few tender plants, such as
Dahlias, Calceolarias, Mignonette, and some other
annuals. I have, therefore, I think, said enough
to show what a numljer of interesting flowers
this farmhouse garden contained. For we may
be sure that if there was such a wealth of flowers
in early summer, there would be no dearth of
them at any other season. Of this I .saw abun-
dant proof in the fading leaves of Tulips, Hya-
cinths, and other spring-blo.ssoming plants, and
that the autumn montlis were jirovided for I

could see by rising clumps of Chrysanthemums,
Michaelmas Daisies, and white-flowered Anemones.
Truly, there is much to interest one both in
farmhouse and cottage gardens in many parts
of the country, containing, as they often do, rich
stores of old-fashioned flowers that blossom in

nearly every month in the year. J. C. C.

Adjusting the blades of lawn-mowers.—
The lawn-mowers of to-daj' seem to be nearly
perfection. They are light-running, durable, and
cut the Grass evenly at the desired length. But
an inexperienced person may in a year ruin a
lawn-mower that with proper care would last five.

The fatal mistake generally made is in screwing
the revolving blades so low that they touch the
horizontal blade. Of course, the machine cuts
beautifully. The blades are sharpened by the
contact, but wear away in a few days. Then the
revolving blades are again lowered, and this is

continued until they can be lowered no more and
the machine needs repairs. Our experience is

that wlien the essential parts of a mower need to

be replaced, it is just as well to buy a new ma-
chine. The proper way is to see that the revolving
blades of a new machine are so set that they can-
not be lowered without touching. Then it may
be used one day at least in every week during the
entire season without re-adjustment. The next
year the knives may need sharpening, which is

best done by lowering the revolving blades, or,

properly speaking, raising the horizontal blade
until they touch slightly, being careful that the
pressure shall be equal in every part. Of course,
machines should be oiled frequently, and the
bearings protected from sand and soil.—D.

SHORT NOTES.—FLOWER.

Daffodil Rip Van Winkle.—Seeing from time to
time ill tiie horticultural iireb.s adverse ciiticisms on thia
D.ttfodil, we give you our ex^ierience in regard to it. Last
year we bought some di ect from Mr. Hartland, and here, in
the Channtl Islands, we could find no fault with its colour.
We think it quite a little gem ; when in flower a small patch
of it appealed to be quite a .sheet of gold. We should think
it would be excellent in light soils planted permanently
just under the surface in Gra^s, where the blooms would not
get soiled with earth spattcrings during rain —IIcbert and
Maui;eb, Oiirnif'L

Sweet Peas.—"The Sxect Tea is one of the very best,

most useful, and most popular of hardy annuals
;

" so says
" U. D.," and so say 1. " R. D." evidently does not know
—indeed, very few do know—that the 8weet Pea, unlike the
edible Pea, is hardy, and will withstand a large amount of

winter weather. My i>lan is to sow the seed in a trench (I sow
all Peas in trenches) in the autumn against a r<»w of wattle
hurdles ; this I did last September, and, in spite of the Late

severe winter, there is now a grand display of blossoms.—
W. H. CuLLiNGFORD, PhiUimore Gardens, Kensington,
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NOTES ON HARDY PLANTS.
Ranunculus parnassifolius.—Who can get

perfect flowers from tliis Crowfoot? In other words,
is it worth growing as a flowering plant ': Tliat it

is distinct and interesting must be admitted.
Moreover, if it can be cultivated so as to yield its

delicately beautiful flowers in perfect form, it is

well worth any care that may be bestowed on it.

My complaint respecting it is this, that after

growing it both in pots and in the open ground
for four or Ave years, I have not yet seen a stem
furnished with more than half-adozen flowers,

and these of very imperfect form. The petals do
not all expand together, but often one by one, and
as the flowers are rather short-lived, the older
petals frequently fall before the others open. This
is all the more disappointing, because one sees so

much as to be sure that a well-flowered plant of

this Ranunculus would be a lovely object. Not
only do the leaves much resemble those of the
Parnassia, but the flowers, too, seen at a short
distance oil' are remarkably similar to those of

that plant. This Crowfoot is both easily grown
and propagated ; it thrives either in a moisture-
holding loam or dampi*h peat, and though I have
tried both sunny and partially shaded situations,

and got better plants in the former, still in neither
do the flowers prove satisfactory.

Ijindelofia spectabilis.—What a charming
companion this is to the two allied yellow-flowered
Borageworts, Arnebia echioides and Onosma
tauricum. The three form a set of first-class

herbaceous plants somewhat similar in habit. The
fine blue of the numerous flowers of the Lindelofia
can only be seen in perfection where the plant has
been grown in full sunlight and in a rich border.
When so placed it proves to be of great worth,
being both interesting and showy. On a loose
soil seedlings appear almost as freely as those
of the Forget-me-not. Another efl'ective Borage-
wort is

Lithospermum purpureo-caeruleum, but in

order to make this floriferous I tind one or two
points needful in the waj' of management. These
simply con-ist in trimming away the long or
barren stems in early spring, or even in autumn
if young plants are not wanted, for though these
never produce flowers, they form strong plants
quickly; when cut away the parent stool is both
neater and more prolific as regards bloom. Nor
should the plant be disturbed, or it may fail to
flower for years. It is only when this creeping
Gromwell is made to flower well that it becomes
a pleasing plant for a border ; then its singularly
rich blue flowers, set on stems a foot high, are
equal, if not superior, to those of the rare L grami-
nifolium. With me it seems happy both in full

expjsure and in pirtial shade in light land.

Slugs and hardy plants.—" I have never ex-
perienced such annoyance from the slug pest as I
have done this spring," said an old gardener the
other day, and I believe thesame complaint is pretty
general. Remedies are, therefore, in great re-

quest. Fully a dozen times has this old gardener's
kitchen gai'den been dressed with lime, and still,

though much reduced, the pest is anything but
extinct. I have not lost my faith in white ashes
made from greenwood and apjilied drj- ; quite the
contrary. I can learn of nothing either so handy
or so effective ; they m.-iy be applied both to the
surface and the foliage ; no harm is done to the
lattjr, and a smart shower of rain makes all again
clean. R -peated applications will save any plant
from slugs. It may also be useful to repeat a
remedy which I have given in The Gardes
already—one which applies more to young plants
or seedlings in their transplanting stages than to
older plants. If you desire to place these or any
rare plant under conditions absolutely safe from
slugs, set them in shallow wooden pans—if they
may be so termed—hoojjed with iron, which should
be allowed to rust ; provided slugs are not intro-
duced with the. soil or plants, you may rely on it

that none will crawl across the rusty metal. I
have tried and watched the experiment now for

three years, and I never saw a slug among the

plants in the pans, excepting in one instance, and
that was where some Cheddar I'inks, otherwise
planted, hung over and rested on the shallow-

tubs, and I therefore think the presumption is a
fair one that the slugs ma<le bridges of the Pinks,
and thus reached the plants referreil to.

Campanula AUioni.—On this lovely Whit-
sunday morning, sweet and fresh with sunshine
and showers, many choice alpines are just oi)ening
their blossoms. Among the rest, and over which
one is compelled to linger, is this inimitable Bell-

flower. After admiring it a short time one grows
ciitical. Why do the points in the limb of the
corolla remain so long hooked or tethered to-

gether"? and how curiously the corresponding
loopholes are barred by long antl stift' wool-like
hairs. The temptation to break the knot Iiy a
touch with a pencil is irresistilile : in an instant
the bell assumes its perfect shape, and the blanched
blue in the deep big cup, so charmingly toned
down by the woolly besetments, forms a pleasing
colour study. But something else is worthy of

note; before the bells are perfectly open, the seed
organs appear to have been quite developed anil

the pollen ripe—indeed, overripe. How could the
pollen be raised from the anthers set in reality in

the bottom of the cu|) 't I say cup studiedly, be-
cause the flowers of this Bellwort are always
solitary and ei-ect. Moreover, the style is long,
nearly the length of the tube, which exceeds an
inch. We know of other flowers which have their
seed organs equally far asunder, but so far as I

know there are fewwdiich ripen their jjoUen before
the flower opens. In this case it remains partially
open for some little while, but even then few
insects, perhajis, would force their way through
the strong hairs which bar the entrance. Have
all these facts anything to do with the lack of

seed and the consequent scarcity of the plant'.'

It seems that the only chances of fertilisation

would depend on insect agency, and yet the
chances are narrowed by insect exclusion until the
pollen has lost its vitalitj'.

Primula propagation.—This is a pleasant
occupation just now, for the cool and moist
weather is most helpful as regards newly divided
roots. Some time ago something was said in The
Garden' about the way in which rootlets of such
Himalayan species as cashmeriana, denticulata,
and others could be made to form crowns or young
plants, so that though I have to enumerate other
and rarer Piimulas which may be increased by a
like process, there is nothing new in the idea.

The kinds I refer to are cridalensis, frondosa.
and venusta. With these I have experimented
sueeessfidly, and douljtless there will be others
that m.ay, if needful, be similarly dealt with.
Whilst on Primulas it may not be amiss to say a
word or two on what appears to be the worst pest
of all to the genus, viz.,

The Primula grub.—I give it this name be-
cause I do not meet with it to any appreciable
extent at the roots of plants belonging to other
genera, and because it abounds among all Primu-
las, and far too often kills the plants attacked. I

do not know its name, but it is always half-rolled

or C-shaped : it is half an inch or so in length and
one-fourth that size in thickness. The colour is

creamy white, with a small brown head. It lives

on the thicker roots, and eats its way up to the
crowns, which may often (on the leaves suddenly
-turning soft or brown) be found to be mere cavities

;

if the grubs are left alone they will begin to eat
their way down again, this time attacking the
parts not devoured in their ascent. I tind them
most numerous in such pots as have been tilled

with turfy loam, and least in pots in which sharp
or splintered wood charcoal has been freely em-
ployed. I have long since come to be'ieve that,

many as our known enemies are, we have many
lurking in the soil or boring in the stems and
hearts of our ])lants j-et to find out, and which
may be responsible for losses attributed to other
causes.

Pseonia tenuifolia.—This is at once one of

the richest coloured and most graceful of P:eonies.

It is a favourite with everybody ; it could hardly

indeed be otherwise, seeing that it has finely-cut

and beautiful foliage surmounted by big ruby-red
shining cups half-tilled with golden anthers. Of
the two varieties, single and double, the former is

infinitely the better ; not only is the plant neater
and dwarfer, but the lighter single blossoms seem
to Ijest associate with the graceful leaves. The
heavier flower detracts from the greenery, and
topples over on one side, and when cut is all but
useless. The double kind is, I believe, the more
scarce and costly, and many on that account are
induced to imagine that it is the more desirable ;

a trial of both, however, will enable anyone to see
that it is not so. Single stems of this P;eony hav-
ing, of course, but one flower are very pleasing
table decorations when placed in a jug or de-
canter.

Trientalis europaea.—This, I feel sure, is not
grown nearly so largely as it should be. Dwarf as
the plant is, its starry flowers are quite showy
and the very j)ink of perfection. They look
straight up at one, and last fresh and good for
quite a fortnight. As I have said before, this
wood-bottom gem can, in jiroiier soil, be grown in
full sun ; indeed, I have grown it so these eight
years, and, what is more, in little pots, so that the
roots are quite near the hot surface in summer.
Gi\'e it sandy peat and some half-decayed leaf-

mould ; into this press firmly a pinch of its stringy
knobbed roots about the latter end of summer ;

keep them confined in a pot, even if you have to
plunge the pot as well, and the plant will grow
almost anywhere and make a compact tuft.

Saxifraga pallida.—This rare, minute, and dis-
tinct species has peculiar spoon-shai)ed, o-reyish
green leaves, a little notched and vt-iy fleshy. They
are also 1 eset with long silk}' hairs. The solitary
flower on my specimen has been open for five
weeks and it is yet perfect. It is of a curious
dusky brown colour and rather dumpy. The
plant is perfectly hardy.

Saxifraga lanto&cana.—This almast rivals
longifolia as far as silvery, large-sized rosettes are
concerned, and its flowers are truly grand ; they
aie pure white, and borne in den.se panicles.
There are two or three forms, all good, but the
one which sends out sidewaj-s its one-sided, plume-
like clusters of blossom on reddish stems is the
best. It enjoys a rich loam, but it is never more
than a steady grower.

Sun Boses.—Though all Helianthemums may
justly be said to be pretty, the numerous set of
garden varieties might with advantage ha^emany
of the paler coloured ones left out, not«'ithstand-
ing the fact that somebody has given them rather
taking names. Four or six of the brightest and
best as regards contrast of foliage, which varies
much in hue, will produce a better effect than a
larger collection, even if the same four or six.
bright ones were included. Few sorts, of good"
colour and distinct, should be the rule in selectino-
Sun Roses.

°

A pretty mixed flower group sometimes
occurs by accident, as the one I am about to men-
tion did. Owing to want of space, a bed was
double cropped in the following manner : Rows of
St. Bruno's Lily, 8 inches ajjart each way; be-
tween these were pricked the Iceland I'oppy, and
one side of the bed is permanently edged with
Gentianella. All are now in flower together; need
I say more as to what the efl'ect is° True, the
Gentianella is nearlj- over, but a big patch of
Lithospermum prostratum close by does duty as a
true Iilue. The white of the Anthericum predo-
minates, among which the high colours (scarlet
and yellow) of the Poppies look rich w-ithout gaudi-
ness, and the fi-esh Grass of the Lily, with its
graceful habit, enhances the effect. I do not
think that such spare-rooted things as this Poppy
is do much, if any, harm when thus mixed with
other plants. J. \v_

Mag-nolia cot flowering' (.Vrs. X).—Tour variety of
M. gnuidifl la appears to be that known as lanceolata,
which hM narrower leaves than the typical form, and not
rusty on the uutler i urf.ice. As a rule, it does not flower for
fifteen or twenty yoirs after being planted out. The Ex'
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mouth variety (exoniensis) flowers the earliest of all the
varieties, and when only a few foet high will produce a
numerous crop of blossoms.

Indoor Garden.

HYDRANGEA PANIC'ULATA GRANDI-
FLORA.

This Hydrangea occupies a foremost place among
flowering shrubs, as, apart from its great beauty,

it blooms towards the end of summer— a time at

which but few shrubs are to be found in flower.

Besides its high ornamental qualities as an out-

door shrub, it is quite amenable to pot culture,

and can then be employed for indoor decoration,

where, under favourable conditions, it will last

in beauty a long time. Numbers of this

Hydrangea are now yearly imported from the

Continent, along with such things as Azalea

mollis, Deutzias, and Lilacs, all of which find

their way in considerable numbers into Covent
Garden Market during the season. To flower

this Hydrangea in pots, if the plants liave been

grown in the open ground, they should be lifted

carefully in the autumn, and potted in good open

soil moderately enriched. After they have had

a thorough watering they may either be set in a

sheltered spot or placed in a cold frame. If the

latter, the lights should remain on for a few days

till root action recommences. If lifted early in

autumn they will become established in their

new quarters before winter. Straggling branche.",

if any, may be shortened in if required ; indeed,

the blooms are finer if the plants are pruned
back to the stoutest buds than if untouched.

This Hydrangea cannot be had in flower so early

in the season as Azaleas, Deutzias, or Lilacs, as

it is not amenable to hard forcing, but needs to

be advanced in a genial temperature a little above

that of an ordinary greenhouse. As the pots get

filled with roots, water must be liberally given

and occasional doses of liquid manure, for this Hy-
drangea, in common with its relative the ordinary

sort, is a gross feeder, and if starved in any way both
foliage and blooms suffer. The principal enemies

to guard against when grown indoors are red spider

and mildew, both of which give but little trouble

if a free circulation of air and a liberal use of

the syringe are maintained. This Hydrangea
can be had in tlower from the middle of May
onwards, but if forced into bloom earlier than

that, the plant suffers in consequence. Under
glass the flowers are of a creamy white tint, with-

out any of that rosy hue with which they become
suffused when out in the open. As a hardy
shriilj, this Hydrangea is of greater value than

for indoor culture, a bed of it being very beauti-

ful late in summer and early in autumn ; even

the rains that we sometimes experience about

that time have but little effect upon it. A cool

moist soil is essential to its well-doing, and a

liberal dressing of manure will improve both

foliage and ffowers. In the event of the plants

becoming crowded, some of the more weakly
shoots may be thinned out with advantage ; and,

if needed, the plants can be cut back to within

three or four eyes of the old wood. This Hy-
drangea is better fitted for planting in clumps
or masses than as single specimens, or in a mixed
border, as when associated with other shrubs it

is liable to be robbed of some of the nourishment
which is so essential to its well-being. The
typical form of Hydrangea paniculata is a much
rarer shrub than its large-flowered variety, from
which it differs iu the growth being more vigorous,

and in the habit being less rigid, wdiile the foliage

is of a deeper green. The sterile flowers, too,

which form the most conspicuous feature in

Hydrangeas, are fewer in number and borne in

a denser cluster than in the variety called grandi-

flora. This Hydrangea, in common with all its

allies, strikes easily enough from cuttings treated
according to either of the two following methods

:

First, where conveniences exist, a few good-sized
plants may in the spring be taken into a gentle
heat ; they will start at once freely into growth,
and just as the young shoots become slightly
woody they should be taken off, formed into
cuttings and dibbled into pots of .sandy soil.

The one thing to bear in mind with regard to

this mode of propagation is that the cuttings
must be kept in a temperature at least equal to

that in which they have been grown (a few
degrees higher, if possible), and sheltered by a
case or bell-glass till rooted. Plants in the open
ground can be propagated by taking the shoots
when in the condition just named, and keeping
them close in an ordinary frame till rooted. As
the cuttings shrivel readily, care must be taken
that the frame in which they are placed is air-

tight, or nearly so, and careful attention must
be given in the .shape of shading and watering.
As soon as rooted, they should be potted off', and
if kept in pots during the winter and planted out
in a well-chosen spot in spring, they will grow
freely. H. P.

WATERING WITH COLD WATER.
In the last article which appeared in The Garden
on this subject it was stated that one of the largest
and most fuccessful of London market growers
daily syringes his tender foliaged plants, such as
Gardenias and Roses, with water taken from the
outside, and that the plants succeeded admirably
under such treatment. I have also stated that I

have used cold water continually for tender plants

;

the tank containing it has often been frozen over
in winter, yet the general health of the plants is

quite satisfactory. Everyone conversant with the
culture of plants in glasshouses knows that water-
ing done in the ordinary way consumes a large
amount of time, and that at certain seasons it is a
difficult matter to give the necessary amount of
water. This is especially the case with plants
grown in pots, which, in very hot weather, cannot
be kept sufficiently moist. It is evident that if

the watering-pot can be replaced by the hose,
much labour will be saved, and the work will in

all probability be better done. One man will use
more water with a hose than three could do in

the ordinary way. This is becoming so well
recognised among growers for profit that in many
of the best managed market gardens near London
the hose has, to a great extent, supplanted the
watering-pot, and it is found that in this way
the cost of [jroduction is much reduced, whilst the
cultural results are more satisfactory.

I am acquainted with a market grower, whose
specialty is Pelargoniums, and who, winter and
summer, waters them by means of a hose with water
direct from the neighbouring waterworks. Another
who grows Maiden-hair Ferns and winter-bloom-
ing Pelargoniums better than most people waters
almost the whole of his stock in this way, the
requisite pressure being obtained by pumping the
water into large casks, whence it is led to any
[lortion of the glasshouses. These are facts
wdiich suffice to prove that it is not so needful
to use water of the sams temperature as that of
the house as has been commonly supposed; and
we are therefore justified in assuming that cold
water applied to plants growing in a high tempe-
rature is not harmful. Everyone is acquainted
with the delicate nature of the foliage of Roses
when forced, and that it is peculiarly susceptible
to chills or checks of any kind. Roses were, how-
ever, specially mentioned as being subjected to
the cold-water treatment in Mr. Ladds' market
garden.

The point to be determined is whether water
taken from the outside can at all times of the
year be used for watering plants under glass
without injuring them. If this can be done, it is

certain that a step forward will be gained, as in
many large gardens where, under the present

system, all the water used has to pass through
the spout of the watering-pot, the large amount
of labour thus occasioned could be sensibly re-
duced. In the case of conservatories, where ti.e

plants attain large dimensions, they can scarcely
be kept in good health without the means of
thoroughly washing them now and then, and this
can only be obtained by means oi pressure from
the outside. J. C. B.

WINTER FLOWERING PLANTS.
PoiN'SETTiAS.—Although these will endure a

lower temperature than many people imagine, it

is only in the early autumn that they can be sub-
jected to it without injury. They would not
endure it then were it not that during summer
their growths get somewhat hardened by exposure.
We grow our stock from cuttings struck in spring;
they are kept in cold frames all .summer, with the
lights drawn ofl' during the daytime, and only put
on at night to protect them from sudden storms.
As soon as cold, rainy weather sets in, at the end
of August, we close the lights at night, and only
remove them on very fine days. I do not consider
it quite safe to leave Poinsettias in frames after
the middle of September; they should then be
taken to a light house or pit, where they can have
the assistance of a little fire-heat to regulate the
temperature. We endeavour to keep the house
at about 60" at night and 70° by day. In such a
temperature they keep gradually moving. If very
large heads of bracts are required, the strongest
plants must have from .5'' to 7'' more heat during
the daytime throughout the month of November.
Poinsettias require plenty of light and to be as
near the glass as possible ; and while the bracts
are extending the roots should have regular sup-
plies of liquid manure as often as they want
water. Gentle syringing both night and morn-
ing is an essential part of their cidtural details.
Young plants struck in August with a view to
get dwarf Poinsettias for special purposes must
be kept in a fairly high temperature from the
beginning; a day temperature of from 70^ to 75°,
and 10° less at night, will not be too much for
them ; and if the pots can stand on bottom heat,
and at the same time not be too far from the
glass, better plants will be made than if no such
assistance were rendered.

Gesneras.—These need more heat than an ordi-
nary greenhouse affords, and they also require a
moderately dry air. No water must be allo«ed
to touch the leaves, which are often as handsome
as the flowers themselves, and syringing would
spoil them

; a light position near the glass is in-
dispensable, in order to keep them from being
drawn. That beautiful variety with green leaves
veined with dark streaks is p.-rhajos the best for
the production of flowers ; but exoniensis, with
bronzy red leaves, makes a fine pot plant. If the
pots in which they are growing are set on other
pots inverted, the leaves will then fake a down-
ward direction and nearly cover the pots. A tem-
perature of from 55° to (i'O' suits them better than
a higher one.

The Zanzibar B.^lsam (Impatiens Sultani).—
This Balsam may not flower cjuite so freely, per-
haps, in winter as in summer, but when it gets
large enough to occupy an 8-inch pot, it will never
be without flowers if grown in a house that suits
it. It is, as a rule, given too much heat and too
much pot room ; and it will not flower in a satis-

factory manner with an excess of either. It re-

quires a light house, a rather dry air, and a tem-
perature of from 55° to 00°. Under this treatment
it flowered with us all last winter, and what en-
hances its value is the fact that it is an excellent
plant to endure the dry air of heated rooms ; with
us, after close confinement in rooms for five or six
days, it comes out none the worse.

Salvias.—Wliere there are large conservatories
to keep gay with flowers during winter, there is

no more useful class of plants than these, /.c, if they
can have a fair amount of light and a dry movin"
atmosphere; but in dark, damp structures they
are almost useless. By keeping the air of the
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house faiily dry, and a little tire lieat to make the
thermometer rise to about ."),">", they will continue
to flower for several weeks. The Ijest varieties
for winter flowering are S. Bruanti, H. splendens,
S. Bethelli. and S. Hoveyi; S. Pitcheri is a tine
autumn flowering variety, and its long spikes of
flowers are useful in a cut state. We have no
other plant %vith so pleasing a tone of blue as this
Salvia possesses.

SiNCLE PRI5IULAS do fairly well under ordinary
greenhouse treatment, but they do better if a little

fire beat is used about three times a week to some-
what dry the air of the liouse. In the case of the
double varieties, a warm and dry house is indis-

pensable to g.;t them to flower in a satisfactory
manner. They must have plenty of light and a
moderate suppij' of fresh air, or they will get so
weak that the flowers will come very small.
Small plants ought not to be allowed to produce
more than one lot of flowers: all others should be
picked olf as fast as they appear, or the plants
will not be of much use another year.
WiXTER-FLOWEEixc Flax

I Liiium trigynum).

—

In ordinai-y summers this Flax may be success-
fully grown in a cold pit or frame if kept care-
fully watered, and the foliage free from red
spider by means of unremitted syringing. It was
under such conditions that we attempted to grow
our stock of it last season. The continued
brilliant sun.shine and long drought combined
were detected early in the summer cons]iiring to
defeat our eft'orts. and would have succeeded had
we allowed the (ilants to remain all the summer
in the pit in which they were. In spite of careful
shading and regular syringing, the spider in-

creased, and I saw that the plants would soon
have been divested of every leaf they possessed :

so I had them removed to the north side of a high
wall. A cool, shady north border did not suit the
spider, as was evident by tlie altered condition
of the leave?, for in a week or two they recovered
their normal colour, clearly showing that the
spider had disappeared ; and when we took them
to their winter quarters the plants had made
satisfactory growth and were quite healthy—in
fact, they were in better condition than when we
had them in [lits. But, although this Flax did so
well in tlie ojien air during summer, and although
it is commonly classed as a greenhouse ]:ilant, it

does not flower during winter in a satisfactory
manner when so treated. It requires a tempera-
ture intermediate between that of a stove and a
greenhouse. In a temperature about '>(>' to 5i' it

kept in flower with us last winter from the end of

November until the middle of March, and its

golden blossoms were produced so freely that the
plants were most effective. J. C. C.

Societies and Exhibitions.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL.
JCNE 2-2.

Besides a large number of interesting plants new
or rare, there was a great gathering of hardy
flowers from a few of the largest nurseries where
tliey are grown. P;eunies were exceptionally fine

and very numerous, there being not only large
collections from English nurseries, but from
Haarlem,whenca came a group of flowers, represent-
ing no fewer than two hundred varieties. There
was also a compatition fur vai-ious classes of flowers

-Pelargoniums, Ro.ses, and Gloxinias; but, as a
whole, the show ct:)uld not be called a success,

seeing that, with tlie exception of cut Roses,
the whole of the exhibits were decidedly below
mediocrity—a fact to be regretted, inasmuch as

man}" of the provincial visitors leave the e.xhibi-

tion with a poor idea of floriculture al50ut Lonrlon,
most peo[)lu Ijding under the impression that these
shows are average representatives of London flower

shows. Were it not for the miscellaneous ex-

hibits, the show would have been poor indeed.

First-class certificates were awarded to the
following plants :

—

Cattleya Mo.ssi.e Arxoldi.—A splendid variety
in the way of Reineckiana. The flower is large,

the sepals broad and pure white, while the large
lip is adorned with mottlings of the richest crimson-
magenta. It diflers chiefly from Reineck's variety
in the absence of yellow in the lii). Exhibited by
Mr. C. H. Hill, Nottingliam.

Begonia Arthur Mallet.—A new hybrid be-
tween B. subpeltata, with bronzy red leaves, and
one of the varieties of B. Rex. The leaves, which
are beautifully coloured, are of the same shajje as
those of B. Rex, and about (i inches long. The
ground colour of the leaf is a pale claret, and tliis

is veined with a deeiier tint. It is one of tlie

most beautiful new ornamental-leaved plants we
have seen for some time. Shown by il. Uodefroy-
Lebeuf, Argenteuil.

Tiir.N-iA Veitchiana.—A hybrid between the
white T. Marshalli and tlie lilac-tinted T. Ben-
sonia". The hybrid is intermediate, having flowers
similar in form to those of JIarshalli and paler in
colour than Bensonia'. It possesses all the elegance
of growth which characterises the two parents.
Exhibited by the raisers, Messrs. Veitch, Chelsea.

Tiirjopsis I50REALIS Ai'REA —A valuableaddition
to golden-tinted Conifers, although they number
so many. Everyone knows how beautiful the
original tree is, how graceful in growth, and how
vigorous in almost any soil and situation. The
golden variety differs in no way from the original,
except in the golden-tinted shoots. These,"how-
ever, are only tipped with yellow : the rest of the
foliage is glaucous green in the original, which is

known also as Cupressus nutkanus. Exhibited by
the raiser, Mr. W. C. Slocock, Goldworthy Old
Xursery, Woking.

DoROXIcrM PLANT.\GIXErM DRAYTONENSE.—This
fine variety of Leopard"s-bane is known also liy

the names of D. plantagineum excelsum and D.
Harpur-Crcwe, and it is a pity that the committee
certificated it under its third name. It may Ije

recognised from the other Doronicums by its

longer and narrower florets, while it is one of
the latest in flowering. Shown by Messrs. I'aul,
Cheshunt.

PETf.NiA Emrre-ss.—A lovely double-flowered
variety : the blossoms are large, very double, form-
ing quite a rosette of a pleasing soft rose-jjink
colour. It is, moreover, a free flowerer and of
good habit. Exhibited by Messrs. Hooper, of
Covent Garden.

P.KONiA Queen Victoria, Princess of Wales,
AND Princes.s Beatrice.—All beautiful new double
varieties of the herbaceous Pieonies. The first

has large flowers of a delicate blush tint in the
way of Madame C'alot ; the second, the finest of
all, has large spreading flowers of a blush pink ;

while the third has rose-pink outer petals en-
closing a rosette of pale pink petals. All shown
by Messrs. Kelway and Son, Langport.

Odontoglossum vexillarium kadiatum.—This
variety \\as shown by Mr. Ballantine from Baron
Schroeder's garden, The Hell, Egliam, but the
flowers had disappeared before we took our notes

;

therefore we are unable to describe the variety.

The other exhibits included several interesting
plants, most notable among them being an extra-
ordinary new Streptocarpus, from the Transvaal
gold fields, upon which we ha\e lately had a note.
It is now named S. Dunni, after Mr. E. .J. Dunn,
who found it on the mountains of .Spitzkop, anrl
sent seeds to the Royal tiardens, Kew, whence the
plants exhibited came. The leaves are enormous
for a Streptocarpus, being over 2 feet long and-
over 1 foot across, and of a pale green colour. The
flowers, produced in short spikes, are tubular
and flesh - coloured. Another beautiful plant,
the Ceylon Gentian (Exacum macranthum), was
also exhibited from Kew Gardens. It has flowers
about the size of a crown -piece and of the richest
gentian-blue, which, in contrast with the bright
yellow stamens, are extremely showy. These two
plants from Kew attracted a good deal of atten-
tion, and we hope that it may become the custom
to send a few of tlie most interesting new or rare
plantsfrom Kew to these meetings. Therewereafew
noteworthy Orchids shown. JMr. Little, of Twick
enhara, sent a very fine variety of Ljelia purpurata

remarkable for the broad, deep-coloured lips of
the flowers. The plant was a finely-grown speci-
nien, and bore aspikc carrying seven flowers. Th'e
rare Cymbidium chloranthum was shown by Mr.
•J. O'Brien. It is a distinct-looking species, liaving
an erect spike of snialli.sh flowers with pea-green
.sepals and coloured lips. Dr. Duke, of Lewisham,
sent a spotted form of Odontoglossum vexillarium
which some may think pretty. It was named
guttatum. The extremely handsome as well as
rare Oncidium ehiriqueiise vias shown by Messrs.
Sander, of St. Albans. It is a near neighbour of

O. coronarium and miniatum, having the same
running growth and erect cylindrical spikes. The
indi\-idual flowers- remind one of a very fine form
of 0. crispum, but are brighter in colour. The rare
Zygopetalum obtusatum was also show n from St.

Albans. It is near Z. (Jautieri, but not so beauti-
ful. Mr. Wendland, of Hanover, sent a specimen
of Warscewizella Wendlandi, having flowers 3
inches across, with whitish sepals and handsome
lips white with pui'ple markings. M. Bleu, of
Paris, sent a hybrid Cypripedium between C.
superbiens and javanicum. It most nearly re-

sembles the former species ; indeed, it may be
best described as a poor variety of C. superbiens.
Mr. Douglas, Great (iearies, Ilford, was voted a
cultural commendation for some fine blooms of the
Mexican Maj'flower (La4ia majalis), .so difiicult to
grow and flower well. Some exceptionally fine

pitchers of Nejienthes JIastersiana were shown by
Sir Trevor Lawrence. They were quite a foot
long and proportionately broad, and very highly
coloured. A fine specimen of that lovely Fern,
(Jymnogramma sehizophylla gloriosa, -H-as shown
from Mr. Whillard's garden at Streatham Hill.

It was quite 4 feet across, and formed a large
symmetrical mass of bright green and finely-cut
fronds, recurved in a most elegant way. Mr.
S. Ford showed from Mr. Hubbard's garden at
Leonardslee, Horsham, a flowering specimen of
Protea cynaroides, a singular looking plant from
the Cape of Good Hope. Its flower-head resem-
bles that of a Globe Artichoke ; hence the specific
name. Two interesting shrulis were shown by
Mr. Anthoii}' Waterer, from his nursery at Knap
Hill, \\'oking. One was the Fringe tree (Chionan-
thus virginica), so rarely seen in flower. It is a
low shrub, and at this season has its branches
covered with crowds of small white flowers which
resemble fringe. The other shrub was the true
Azalea occidentalis, a Californian species, which
flowers after the (ihent Azaleas are over. Its
flowers are about the size of those figured a week
or two since in The Garden, and the colour is

pale pink stained with yellow. It.s foliage is pale
areen, and dies away in autumn to adeeji crimson.
Mr. R. Owen, of Jlaidenhead, showed a variety
of the Corn Marigold (Chrysanthemum segetum),
with flowers much above the usual size with broader
florets and bright yellow. It is named Cloth of
Gold. The same exhibitor showed a collection of
cut Pelargoniums, including some of the finest
sorts. An excellent white dwarf Gloxinia wag
shown by Mr. Beach, of Boro' (ireen, Sevenoaks.
The plants were not more than Ij inches hiih, and
bore dense clusters of pure w-hite erect flowers.
It is named Gloxinia compacta, an absurd name
for a mere variety ; why not White Dwarf, or even
Mrs. Beach'? A very fine collection of seedling
Verbenas was again shown by the raiser, Mr.
Stacey, of Dunmow ; the collection numbered some
two dozen trusses, and made an attractive dis-
play. Mr. R. Dean sent a pretty striped single
Petunia, which if constant would be a valuable
sort.

A large and very beautiful group of Orchids
was shown by Mr. R. .1. Jleasures, of Caml:iridge
Lodge, Camberwell, who wasappropriatelyawarded
a silver-gilt medal. The group consisted for the
mpst part of Cattleyas, such as Jlossia;, Mendeli,
Warneri, of which there were some first-rate
varieties: Epidendnim vitellinum, Masdevallia
Harryana in variety, Cyiiripediums, Dendrobiums,
such as suavissimum, just now in full season.
The Odontoglos.sums included many beautiful
forms of 0. vexillarium. crispum, and Pescatorei,
while among, less common kinds were the pretty
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lonopsis panioulata and I'attleya Aclantliii'. The
group \\as aclmiralily arranged with Ferns and
other fine-foliaged plants. Mr. Mea.sures also

showed a group of British Orchids, including
Orchis maculata, (iymnadenia Conopsea, Cepha-
lanthera ensifolia, and Habenaria chlorantha.
Major Lendy was awarded a bronze medal for a
magnificent specimen of Cattleya Mossia', about
4 feet across and profusely flowered, one of the
finest plants we have ever seen of this Orchid.
Mr. Hill, of Nottingham, sent a few choice t'at-

tleyas, including the pure white Wagneri and a

form of it with enormous flowers named gigantea.
He also showed some plants of the choice Reineck-
iana besides the Arnoldi variety certificated.

Competitive Classes.

PEL.A.R(iONirMs.—In the class of large-flowered
and fancy varieties of these popular greenhouse
plants only one lot of 18 plants was staged, and,
being Mr. Turner's, of Slough, were, of course,
good, but being in 6-inch pots were of limited
dimensions. If they were never shown larger, ex-
hibitions would hardly suffer. All were well
flowered and in capital condition. Of dark-flowered
kinds, Florence, ilartial, and Sister of Mercy were
telling; Confessor, Illuminator, Veteran, Robena,
Pluto, Mons. Demoulin, and Madame Albert
Dearis (this being white deepening o9' to red) were
soft colours; Lady Isabel, mauve; Comtesse de
Choiseul, wliite; and of good fancies, Delicatum,
Irene, and Murillo. The zonals were of moderate
quality, as only amateurs competed. Mr. Hill,
gardener to Mr. H. Little, Twickenham, had some
very good plants in his lot of nine .specimens, but
Mr. Chadwick's plants were small and indifierent.
The best kinds in the first nine were J. Mellor,
Atala, Lotis, Mrs. Gordon, and Royalty, singles;
and M. C. Lowagie, Paul Charbonnier, and Emile
de Giranlin, doubles. In the class for 18 plants
in 0-inch pots, Mr. Hill was the only compe-
titor, having Hettie, Mrs. Patchett, Atala, and
Rigoletto, ecarlet ; Olive Carr, pink ; Prima
Donna, white ; Sophia Birkin and Gustavo Morlet,
salmon. Of doubles the best were Paul Bert and
the Lord JIayor, pink ; M. Crousse, flesh ; Aglaia,
deep red ; ( i rand Cham, deep crimson ; and Roi des
Violettes, purple. All seemed to be admirable pot
kinds. Mr. J. Morgan, gardener to Major Scott,
Reigate, was the chief exhibitor of bunches of cut
blooms of zonals, but no kind showed special
merit or quality. Gloxinias, now among the most
beautiful and decorative of summer pot plants,
wei-e represented by one inferior group, yet at
nearly all provincial and suburban shows we see
these beautiful plants shown so well.

Ro.sES.—The only exhibitors of Roses in pots
were Messrs. Paul and Son, Cheshunt, and Mr.
Rumsey, Waltham Cross. The former group in-

cluded several fair standards and a number of dwarf
jjlants moderately bloomed. The latter were all

dwarfs in S-inch pots and fairly well grown, but
not yet at their best. (Jenerally good known
kinds were included, the Messrs. Paul having the
fairy Roses such as Jlignonette and the pretty
Paqu,erette. Cut Roses were a better feature ; al-

though only three lots of twenty-four blooms were
staged in the class, yet there was very good va-
riety and quality ; indeed, Mr. (J. Prince's twenty-
four, all Teas, were first-class, and could hardly
be excelled. Messrs. Paul and Son's and Jlr.

Rumsey 's lots included some rich-coloured Hybrid
Perpetuals. Mr. Prince's Teas included Reine
Marie Henriette, Souvenir d'un Ami, Prince of
Wales, Madame Lambard, Homfrre, Bellefleur
d'Anjou, .Jules Finger, Catherine Mermet, Anna
Olivier, Devoniensis, Souvenir d'Elise Vardon,
Comtesse de Nadaillac, Marechal Niel, Perle des
Jardins, Francesca Kruger, Niphetos, and Inno-
centi Pirola, a collection which speaks for itself.

In the other boxes were, of brighter colours, Paul
Jamain, Avocat Duvivier, Senateur Vaisse, (iran-
deur of Cheshunt, Centifolia rosea and Madame
(Jabriel Luizet. Mr. Prince was the only exhibitor
of cut Roses in the miscellaneous class, having
boxes of that showy, though somewhat rough.
Rose Lady Mary Fi'tzwilliam, Rubens, soft flesh ;

Anna Olivier, and Souvenir d'un Ami, all very

fine ; and boxes of .some forty-eight blooms in con-
siderable variety, many of which have already been
named, but none were more pleasing than Hon.
Edith (Jillard, almost pure white, solid, handsome
form, and one of the most beautiful of its class we
have seen ; if not so pure as Niphetos, it is .solid,

and holds its admirable form to the last. Of other
Roses well shown were Madame Ciiedamc, clear
straw-yellow, an admirable kind for bouquets; and
the pretty reddish buff Ma Capucine.

British flowers.—A very interesting compe-
tition for these, promoted by that enterprising
botanist, Mr. Henshall, of Harpenden, and
taken part in by boys of the Harpenden school,
was found at the western end of the conservatory.
As should lie the case in all these wild flower com-
petitions, all were shown in distinct bunches, and
correctly named both botanically and commonly.
Six prizes were awarded. Amongst the most
striking things sliown were Grasses in variety,
scarlet Poppies, yellow Nympha-as, Broom, Ranun-
culuses, Sainfoin, the Valerian, blue Cornflower,
all presenting an admirable study.

Miscellaneous groups.—The exhibition was
peculiarly rich in these, hardy flowers being in the
ascendant ; indeed, these were the great features
of the meeting. Jlr. T. Ware, as usual, filled a
long stage with a wondrously varied groiqi, including
hardy Cyprijjediums, Papaver nudicaule in variety,

Delphiniums, Allium Murrayanum, Phlox ovata,
the purple Campanula glomerata, c&c. Messrs. Barr
showed Ixias, Irises, Pyrethrums, Poppies, and
similar things in great variety. Messrs. Paul and
Sons, Cheshunt, had so many hardy flowers, that
they occupied no less thanfourtable.s, and comprised
of pot things the pretty Veronica rupestris. Phlox
ovata, Liliums in variety ; also Pyrethrums,
Peonies, Lupines, Doronicums, a huge mass of

mixed hardy flowers, and other things innumer-
able—a remarkable contribution. That ett'ective

climber, Trop.-eolum polyphyllum, fringed the
whole length of one table—ample evidence of its

free-growing qualities. Disa grandiflora was also
well shown, and Dictamnus Fraxinella and Cen-
taureas in variety were very effective. Mr. Kre-
lage, of Haarlem, had some 200 Pseony blooms
in great variety, but certainly lacking the body
and rich hues found in our English-grown
flowers. Messrs. Hooper and Co. sent from
Twickenham a largo quantity of cut blooms and
numerous plants of their truly superb strain of

Gloxinias, chiefly of the delicately traced, spotted
and edged kinds, showing fine form, wondrous
variety, and first-rate habit. A more beautiful
strain can hardly be found.

A striking group, indeed, was the collection in

baskets of samples of ornamental-foliaged trees,

Brier Roses, Liliums, Clematises, &c. , from Messrs.
W. Paul and Sons, Waltham Cross. Of the former,
Quercus purpurea, Prunus Pissardi, and Corylus
Avellana, all dark purple, were most ett'ective ; and
not less so was the strikingly yellow-leaved Quercus
Concordia. Of the Austrian Brier, Harrisoni
(yellow) and the old Stanwell Perpetual (pink),

double Scotch (white), and others, were very
beautiful.

Peonies.—The truly grand display of her-
baceous Pa'onies shown by Messrs. Kelway & Son,
of Langport, shows that just what that firm has
done for the (iladiolus, so is it doing for what can
only be described as the finest and grandest of all

hardy herlsaceous flowers. Without doubt, the
motto of the firm is, " What is worth doing is

worth doing well;" and although the soil and
situation of Langport may be favourable to
Pa'onies, yet it is obvious that many others have
the same advantages. Compared witli Mr. Kre-
lage's Dutch blooms—doubtless the best of that
production—those of Jles-rs. Kelway w-cre double
or even in some cases treble in size, and singularly
full, fresh, and rich. Of the few kinds enume-
rated below, selected because they combine great
size with quality and variety of colour, it is worth
saying that they are big enough, and larger can-
not well be desired. To wish for larger blooms
would be, perhaps, but to defeat the object in

view, viz., to make Pseonies more popular than

even they are now, for monster blooms may be-
come burlesques and provoke ridicule. That
would be a misfortune. That the present grand
flowers are not too big for I'ironies, we admit, but
they are big enough for all purposes, and that
should be recognised. The following amongst
so many superb flowers .seemed exceptionally line
and sti iking; Princess of Wales, pale flesh,

grand double ; Princess Henry of Battenburg,
intense crimson, very full ; Silenus, beautiful rich
pink ; Queen Victoria, large, flesh-tinted, very
double ; Beatrice Kelway, white-tinted pink ;

Lentatus, rosy red ; Agenoria, a grand white ;

and Orobus, purplish red. .Just as we have
attractive single Pyrethrums, Dahlias, so have we
single Pa'onies, but it is ceitain that in this case
they will never prove so effective a favourite as
are the grand doubles. We look for body in a
Paony and expect to find it; hence singles are
rather disappointing because loose, although
when first expanded very beautiful. However,
there are admirers of these tingles no doubt, and
the Messrs. Kelway grow numerous kinds, as was
evidenced by their boxes of flowers. Pyrethrums,
although so good and from this firm so admirably
done, seemed quite outdone by the massive forms
and rich hues of the Paonies. A large collection
of blooms of Gaillardias was a very attractive fea-
ture, as also were bunches of other perennials.

Fruits, &c., speci.vl prizes.—The competi-
tion for Messrs. Carter's Melon and Cucumber
prizes w'as limited; only three lots of Cucum-
bers were staged, the best, Jlodel, a very
handsome sample, coming from Mr. Lockie, who
was also first with a pair of Blenheim Orange
Melons, the remaining pair, not a good sample,
coming from Longford Castle. For Messrs. Sutton
and Sons' prizes for a brace of Melons, Mr. Lockie
was again first with J'rince Imperial, green
flesh. Hero of Lockinge being the next best kind.
There were few exhibits before the fruit com-
mittee ; a dish of huge Chinese Quinces, from
South Australia, egg-shaiied, but very hard in the
flesh, good dishes of Stamfordian Tomato, samples
of Carter's Knickerbocker Radish, with too much
top, a half-decayed seedling Apple from Chard,
and a handsome standard tree, well fruited, of

Pingo de Mel Fig, from Messrs. ^'eitch and Sons,
which was thought to be the same as Angelique.
A list of awards will be found in our advertising

columns.

LATE NOTES.

Columbines (Miss //.).—The flowers scjt are unusually
large and bright iu coluur.

Diseased Almond leaves (.Sui((/().--Your Almond
leavus ai e attnukcd by a fungu'*, Ascomyces deformans, which
is at present growing within tiie leaves. The only cure which
I can suogest is picking off the leaves and burning them

;

this will probably diminish the amount of att;ick next year,
even if it decs not altogether stop its recurrence —G. .S. S.

Diseased Apple trees (-1. ./. S.).~Your trees are evi-
dently in a b id plight ; tnit without inspection on the spot it
is impo-ssible to say in what way the disaster has occurred.
We c.in discover neither iosects nor fungi on the branches
sent to us.

Names of plants.—-R. 1'.—Oncidiumpiilvinatum. Max-
itlaria (we do not recognise the species), 8tanhopea, appa-
rently W. guttata ; Odontoglossum vexillarium ; spotting
not common. A. A*.—Geranium armenum. /. ir. A'.

—

Cannot name. G. Ainiyfoith. -Oncidinva crlspum, M.as-
devallia Harryana, very fine variety, but not Bull's Blood.

D. M. Grii!ft,:—\, Polygonum Bistorta; 2, Veronica
gentianodes; 3. Campanula glomerata speciosa; -1, some
species of Geranium (no flowers). C. Jl/a»///..<.—Shrub is
Andromeda axillaris, Saxifraga cristata (white), Thalic-
trum aquilegifolium. IF. li. //. — I, Pyrus Aucuparia; 2,
Syringa Emodi.

—

F. fK—Syriuga Emodi, Him.alayan Lilac.
If. Soo/i.— I, Myosotis azorica ; 2, Anthemis tinctorla

; 3,
Staphylea pinnata ; 4, Pyrus Aria intermedia. li. Clialmcrs.
—Aerides crispum, Rhododendron fastuosum plenum.
//. ,Z).—Lilium Szovitzianum. r. jr. £.—White Pink,
Napoleon III. ; shrub, Buddleia globosa. E. F. ('.— 1, Eu-
onymus europwus ; 2, Ranunculus arvensis ; ;i, Copper
Austrian Brier. ir. /^.— 1, Euonymus angustifolius ; 2 and
3, single varieties of Pink (l>ianthus pknnirius); 4, Caiex
acuta; .''), Carex pendula. P. L.—We do in.>t attemjit to
name sorts of Roses. This can only be done well by a spe-
cialist, or by someone possessing a large collection.
W. B. 11.—A v.ariety of Tulipa Gesneriana ; cannot name the
sort. R. Daria.—I'robably you aUude to Dianella cajrulea,
which most agi'ecs with the description you give.

Name of fruit.— f'. C. Fur
Greening.

-Apple, Northci-n
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PROGRA.MME OF THE LIVERPOOL SHOW.
The provincial show of the Royal Horticultural
Society will be held in the Botanic Gardens and
Wavertree Park, Liverpool, from June 29 to July 5.

I'Unts, fruits, ilowers, vegetables, horticultural im-
plements and appliances will be exhibited, for

which, under various classes, the sum of £1200 will

be awarded in prizes. These prizes are open to all

competitors who reside in the United Kingdom, but
no exhibitor can obtain more than one prize in any
class. Valuable awards, ranging from £1 to A"20, are
offered for Orchids and other species of plants ; also

for cut flowers, fruits, and vegetables. Table decora-

tion, bouquets, and grouped garden produce will

greatly augment the attractiveness of the show, as

well as offer substantial benefits to successful compe-
titors. Eminent firms of seedsmen have offered prizes

for various kinds of vegetaliles which are, severally,

among their specialties ; and a most novel and inte-

resting exhibition will be that of horticulture on
board ship, for which medals will be awarded accord-

ing to merit. On Saturday, July 3, and Monday,
July 5, there will be a cottagers' and artizans' show.

The exhibits of horticultural and botanical litera-

ture, science, and art will be divided into three

sections :

—

Section A.—Home and foreign literature of garden-
ing, embracing instruction (elementary and
advanced), models, diagrams, apparatus, S:c.

Section B.—Technical art, such as surveying, plan
and architectural drawing.

Section C.—Botanical and decorative art, such as

photographs, and drawings in water colours

and oil, of flowers, fruits, trees, and garden
landscapes. An incentive to amateurs is of-

fered in a competition for a hand-painted china
or terra-cotta vase, tile, or plate, the subject

being flowers, fruit, or foliage. The awards
will be silver-gilt, silver, and bronze medals.

App'ioations for space for implements, garden struc-

tures, tools, and appliances have been numerous, in-

cluding space for boilers entered for the boiler contest.

All modes of heating, ornamenting, and ventilating

conservatories, &c., meteorological instruments, wire-

work, tenting, &c., will be prominently shown. Cer-
tificates will be awarded for any special novelty,

approved of by the judges, that may be brought under
their notice ; also one or more gold medals for the

most meritorious aggregate displays in any or all of

the classes.

There will be a conference on the nomenclature of

Orchids on Wednesday, June 30, in which some of

the most eminent men of the day will participate.

The whole exhibition will be one of great interest

and value, not only to the general public, but also to

scientists and practical gardeners ; and persons

intending to visit the International fOxhibition of

Ts'^avigation, Travelling, Commerce, and Manufacture,
should make a point of doing so while the Royal
Horticultural Society's show is in operation.

The main entrance to the show will ba at the

junction of Wavertree and Exhibition Roads, while

another has been provided for at a point in the Ex-
hibition Road opposite to the main entrance of the

Shipperies, so as to enable visitors to pass freely from
one exhibition to the other. With the exception of

the space occupied by one large tent, which will be
filled with Roses, and one or two smaller one*, the
whole of the Botanic Gardens, including the lawns,

will be available to visitors as a promenade.

The prices of admission to the show will be 5s. on
June 20; 2s. tid. on .June 30; and Is. on .July 1, 2, 3,

and 5. The show will be open to Fellows of the

Society at 1 2 noon on .Tune 29, and to the public at

1 p.m., closing at 7 p.m. On other days the hours of

opening and closing will be 10 a.m. and 7 p.m. respec-

tively, except on Saturday, .Tuly 3, when the hour of

closing wiU be extended to 8 p.m.

WOODS & FORESTS.

Hose diseased (A', v.).—Tliedisease is thefamili.-ir Orange
fuDgus of g-irdener-s, Coleosporium pingue of butauists.
Variuus w.-ishes have been published as remedies, but as the
fungus griiws inf^ide the plant and bursts from the ins-idc

outwards, it is difficult to see how any wash can be effective.

It i-s different with white mildew, which grows on the sur-
face. With Urange fungus the better plan is tu watch fur it

in its early stages of growth, and hand pick and burn.

—

W. G. S.

OAK BARK.
I AM afraid that, generally speaking, the prices

tliis season for Oak bark are lower than last year,

when they were so low that in some cases

the margin of profit, after all expenses weie
deducted, was very small indeed, and scarcely

worth all the worry and anxiety which a bark-
wood entails. Here, in Yorkshire, we only
finished stripping on June .5, so there is a con-

siderable amount yet to cart to the stacks. On
the whole the sap was good, hut the continuous
wet weather at the beginning of the season

damaged the bark very much—in fact, instead of

the first-stripped bark being the best, il; is the

worst, and the bark we have peeled during the

last three weeks has the brightest colour, and
will weigh the heaviest. Several tons of bark
were immersed in water on May 14, owing to a

beck overtlowing, but fortunately it was only for

an hour or two, or the bark would have been
rendered useless. Of course, we shifted it at

once to other ranges, where it soon dried. It is

our practice to stack the bark either at a large

barn we have for that purpose, and which is

close to the station, or at the nearest farmhouse
where there may be a suitable shed in which to

chop it. Sometimes we make a stack in the

wood and erect a rough cabin. But I prefer

to have it at our permanent barn when possible,

where the men can chop in stormy weather
;

and as there is plenty of space, they can con-

tinue chopping for several days if the tanner
delays returning the bags, and a single horse

and wagon can remove it to the station when
required.

The custom of selling the bark in its rough
state on the ranges in the plantations and neither

stacking nor chopping it seems to be gaining
ground, but I do not care for it for two reasons :

you get a less price proportionately for the bark,

because the tanner has to take the risk of the

bark being spoiled by wet weather when it is nearly

ready to lead, and he will take care to leave a

good margin to cover it ; and secondly, because I

hold it is the duty as well as to the advantage of

every landowner to give as niucli employment as

he can to the tenantry on his estate when he can
get the work done as cheap as by anyone else.

Now, I presume the tanner must have the Oak bark
chopped before it can be grotmd, and J am con-

fident that the chopping can be done as well and
as cheaply by the woodmen at home as by the

tanner. Suppose it costs 8s. per ton to chop and
bag the bark, what a difference it makes to a
small village when 150 tons of bark (as in our
case) are chopped by the workpeople !

Now, as to the prices of bark this season. A
friend in Northamptonshire informs me that a

large parcel has been sold for £:i per ton of 2

1

cwt., and another lot in an adjoining county has
made £'i 7s. 6d. net per ton, the purchaser in

both instances buj'ing it from off the ranges in

the wooils and paying the railway carriage, but
the vendor carting it to the nearest station. Tlie

last-named price, £'i ~s. 6d., is considered equal to

about £4 2s. (id. per ton chopped. At the Lin-
colnshire Bark Auction Sales held on the 20th
May at Stamford, when StiO tons of excellent bark
belonging to various proprietors were olfered,

prices ran from £'> 5s. to £3 12s. 6d. per ton (of

20 cwt.), delivered in the rough by the vendor at

the nearest railway station.

In this neighbourhood I have only heard so

far of one sale, anrl the price otl'ered was £:i .3s.

net per ton, unchopped, delivered at a tan-yard
on the estate. That is a very low figure, quite £1
per ton below last year's prices.

I have had an offer of £3 17s. Gd. per ton for

51) tons of our best bark, less 2i per cent, dis-

count, chopped and put on the rail at our station.

This I have not accepted, but I am asking £4 per
ton. The cost of transit by rail and carting

from the station to the tan-yard, in this instance,

will be !)s. 2 1. per ton, thus making the bark to

cost tlie tanner at his yard £4 6s. 8d. per
ton ; this is from (is. 6d. to 15s. per ton less

than last year. Another tanner to whom I have
oft'ered CO tons says he has bought this season's

bark at a reduction of 10.?. and 12s. per ton on
last year's prices for the same class of bark and
from the same people.

ijookmg at the state of trade all round, bark-

sellers need not be surprised if they have to accept

lower prices than those of last year. W. B. H.

NOTES.
Lasting qualities of wood.—In 1824 a village

church with which I am well acrjuainted was freshly

roofed. The existing roof-ljeams were of English
Oak, and had been doing duty for 3t)4 years. This
now brings the time to considerably over four

centuries, and in its present form, that of a seat in a
farm kitchen, this Oak appears to he as sound as on
the first day of its use. There are few things which
could show such a record as this. Where would iron

and steel be after four centuries of use ? Whilst on
the subject of the durability of woods, just a word
about the Acacia. This, I find, is still held in con-
siderable esteem by many on account of its lasting

properties when buried in the soil. When a tree has
been the subject of great interest, and the enthusiasm
about it has died aw.ty, popular opinion generally
goes to the other extreme, and it is condemned as

being of little, or no good at all. In some respects

the Acacia is a very useful tree, and I believe that
the impression as to its durability is well grounded.
In mixed plantations, here and there a tree of it

would well repay planting. I know a place where
there are a few trees of this Acacia, and they are

kept expressly for posts. It is a wood which, though
hard, works with a fair degree of freedom. Thtre
are a few coach-builders who seem to value it, as
whenever possible they buy it up for spokes.

Sycamore for exposed sites.—The hills where
I have lately seen the Sycamore flourishing overlook
the valley of the Severn, but at a considerable dis-

tance from it, and some 600 feet or 7O0 feet above
the sea level. The soil and subsoil is of the same
nature as that upon which the Bsech grows. On the
surface stones are very abundant, and undernea*h
the beds of stone are tolerably solid. In some
cases, however, Ihey are intermixed with rubble
and smaller detached stones. I have h.id the oppor-
tunity of noting the progress of both deciduous and
evergreen trees on these sites, but at the present time
for foliage the Sycamore is much the best, and in the
eijually important matter of growth it seems to do as
well as any. I do not wish to be vinderstood as say-
ing that such places are the best which could be
selected for growing the Sycamore, as there is no
doubt that in lower situations and on better soil it

would make more r.apid headway and reajh larger
dimensions ; but I should not for a moment hesitate
to employ it extensively for shade, shelter, or orna- .

ment under similar circummstances to those I have
above detailed. The difference in the habits of trees
when grown in isolated positions, or in plantations in

company with others, is well illustrated in the Syca-
more. In the cases to which I have been referring it

is mostly isolated, or growing in single lines round
the margins of fields or by the roadside. With a
given number of trees, a much larger amount of shade
can be obtained in this way than by closer planting,
as a greater development of leaf surface naturally
follows. The tree assumes a more rounded form

;

does not grow so high, but larger in the bole. In
plantations it becomes very tall and slender. I do
not remember having seen data as to the actual varia-
tion in measurement between trees grown under con-
ditions similar in all respects, excepting those of plant-
ing closely or isolated. It is certain that there would
be a greater number of branches in the latter case, bu
it would be interesting to know the actual differeno
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in culiical raintents. There is always a difficulty in

this method of comparison, but if a number of trees

were taken, a sufficiently reliable result ought to

accrue.

The Lime —This is a tree which does not

generally tlnive in such high situations as some other

species, but it seems to do well on comparatively

stony soils. On hillsides where the subsoil is rocky

I have seen it attain a large size. I have recently

been noticing some very fine trees of the common
European species in situations of this nature ; in fact,

I do not recollect having seen more remarkable trees.

It is a tree which is more planted in some districts

than in otlier.*, but I think it is scarcely favoured as

it deserves to be. As a timber tree it has consider-

'able value—at least, a higher than the average of our

-common trees—and its ornamental character is beyond
debate. This must have been recognised long ago,

for it is mostly in the neighbourhood of the orna-

mental grounds that it is seen. For street planting

in provincial towns and cities it seems to he coming
into use. In these places it is essential to select a

tree which becomes tffective at an early age. This

tlie Lime certainly does. Beyond these limits, how-
ever, there seems no reason why the Lime should not

be more commonly seen. It cannot be regarded as

being fastidious as to soils. It will certainly grow
on as wide a range as the Poplars. One of the large.st

Limes 1 know and a fine white Poplar stand side by
side. One does not like the idea of pollarding trees,

but still it cannot be denied that trees which, from
. one cause or another, have lost their leading shoots

often become highly ornamental. The large Lime to

which I have just referred is grown in this way, as

the main bole does not extend beyond a height of

some 1.5 feet. Above this the head spreads in all

directions, but now it is so densely covered with
leaves, that it is difficult to see the branches without
a very close inspection.

Ivy on 'walls.—Where stone walls are used as

fences, their monotony can often be broken by allow-

ing Ivy to grow upon them at intervals. I do not
now refer to regularly clothing them with this plant,

which is frequently enough done in the neighbourho(id

of residences, but to the clumps which here and there

spring up by the roadside and in the field. There are

perhaps few who would care sufficiently for the effect

to plant a few roots alongside such walls, but it is

really worth the trouble. When it has grown to the

height of the wall it generally develops into a bush,
and goes a long way towards supplying the place of

the hedges in partially removing the glare of the bare

stone wall. As well as thi.«, with dry stone walls Ivy

has the advantage of holding the stones in position,

and consequently preserves the whole erection. I

remember the case, a few months ago, of 'a veiy old

house which was pulled down. It was roofed with
stone tiles, and entirely covered with Ivy. The agent
told me at the time that the removal of this roof was
a work of great difficulty, as the Ivy had gained such
a firm hold upon the tiles, that it was almost impos-

sible to dislodge them. In connection with the subjec'

of Ivy, a small tree of a suitable species can be made
a very pretty object when springing from an old stone

wall. It was only the other day, in going through a

gentleman's place, that I was much struck with the

appearance of a young Mountain Ash growing out o'

the Ivy which had enveloped a rude stone arch. Such
a thing, of course, is not uncommon, but just in this

position, in passing from the ornamental grounds to

the kitchen garden, it was especially appropriate.

D. J. Yeo.

Trees f r exposed ground.—PinusPumilio or

P. Pinaster are the most suitable for planting on poor
soil and on wind-exposed places, to which may be
added P. montana, also well adapted for forming
covert and .shelter. The plants used should be stout and
stocky, one year transplanted, and from G in. to 8 in.

high, and may be inserted at a distance of about
4 feet apart, using an equal number of each kind,

and mixing them in a regular manner as the work
proceeds. The ground should be prepared by turning

up the sod on the most exposed side of the pit with-

out breaking it down, by which means a small bulwark
will be formed to break the blast and afford shelter

to the young plants. Dig a spadeful or two of fresh

clean soil, and place in the hole where the sod was
removed to afford sufficient depth to cover the roots

of the plants. If Bra-ken roots are on the place

they should be rooted out, as they are decidedly pre-

judicial to the growth of young trees, so that the
places where the trees are to be planted should not

only be well cleaned from such, but it will also be
necessary to look over the plantation every summer
until such time as the trees are thoroughly esta-

blished, and cut back any roots or foliage that may
be encroaching upon the former. The places where
the surface of the ground ii covered with a den.se

mass of turf may be prepared in a similar manner,
and when planting the trees leave the surface of the

ground around the plants level (not sloping) in order

to intercept water flowing from a high to a lower

level after rain. Spring or autumn is the time for

planting, and when the plants arrive from the nursery

do not allow the roots to get dry ; loosen out the

bundles and cover them with dry, friable soil, con-

venient to the hill to be planted.— J. B. W.

Grubbing ;•. sawing trees.—I have no doubt
that " Yorkshireman " would be glad if I would send
him a customer who would give him something fnr

his tree roots and stub or grub them up. If he will

compare his quotation with what I actually said, he
will see where he has erred. I offered to send a
customer who would give him something for the

trees, i.c , as they stand, and bear the cost of grub-

bing and removal as well. If the expense of grub-

bing was anything near what " Yorkshireman "

assumes, the trees would obviously be worth nothing

as they stand. If wages ran from ISs. to 20s. per

week, which is not unreasonable, there must be a

queer lot of workmen in Yorkshire if they could not

fell more than a couple of 2U-foot trees per man in a

week.—D. J. Yeo, Lyncham, Wilts.
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